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BXPENSES IN THE NATIONAL PARK. 

HOSE who propose to visit the Park this summer should 
count the cost. There is already a railroad nearly to its 

northern order, and the Reservation is practically open to 
the public. There isa big hotel there, where board and 

lodging may be had and the proprietors will, if desired, fur- 
nish guides, horses, tents, wagons, provisions and other 

necessaries to parties who may wish to go off from the hotel 

grounds on camping excursions. No doubt they are pre- 

pared to fit out parties in good shape, and it will only cost 

those who desire to dwell in tents about the same price that 

they would have to pay at a fingi@ass hotel in a big city. 
The Yellowstone National Park Improvement Company 
have published their scale of charges, as they were by the 

terms of the lease obliged_to do, and this schedule, accord- 
ing to the Bozeman Weekly Chronicle, has been approved by 

the Honorable Secretary of the Interior. Here is the list: 

SCHEDULD OF HOTEL CHARGES, YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK IMPROVE- 
MENT COMPANY: 

Board and lodging, single room per day...... 
Two persons in single room,............ 
Attic, fourth story, single rooms..,... 

Two persons in attic room......... 
Private parlor... ...-- sss eget eens 
Private baths in bed rooms, each... ®, 

Baths in bathing hall, each..-..,.,.... TOES eo oc 

Meals served in rooms, each,........-..,.... pth. 4 pac: | eae 
~ Guides or cooks for private camps, perday.............. 
Hire for A tents for private campers, per day 
Board and Jodging in tents at fixed camps...... 

Saddle horse or pony, per day oa tt 

Saddle horse or pony, first hour....,................... 

Saddle horse or pony each subsequent hour. 
Pack horses or mules per day, each..... 
Wagon hire, double team with driver. ._, 
Single horse and buggy per day........ . 
Billiards, per game....0......-... 5.24... 
Pool per game, each player.... 

Boot blacking, per pair. ,..... 
Guide books, periodical publications, newspapers, ete., at 20 per 

cent, above published selling rates. 

This is alist indeed. One to make our Western readers 
laugh, and onr Eastern ones—who intend to visit the Park— 

weep. 
It is probably scarcely necessary for usto state that these 

charges are monstrous, and are in almost all cases double 
what they should be. There are few hotels in the country 
where the prices charged for board sre so high as those in 
this schedule, and there is no reason under Heayen why 
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such rates should be fixed, except the uncompromising greed 

for profits of this insatiate company. This scale of prices 

appeals to every one who is going into the Park, and will 
enable parties to estimate the cost of their visit beforchand. 

About the hotel rates we need say nothing, but a word or 

twvo in reference to the camping expenses may be seasonable. 

“Tire for A tent per day, $6.” An A tent can be bought 

for from $12 to $18, according to size, and it will therefore 

pay any one who proposes to do any camping to take one 

with him. The poles, which are inconvenient things to 

transport, may be dispensed with, for a rope stretched 

between two trees-or between two poles stuck in the ground, 
will answer the purposes of a ridge pole, and trees and 

timber are abundant in the Park. 
“Board and lodging in tents at fixed camps, $5;” this 

charge is only less extortionate than the previous one, ‘Two 

dollars a day would give the company 100 per cent. profit, 
but that it seems does not satisfy them. ‘Saddle horse or 

pony per day, $3.50;” like all the other rates this is twice too 

high. From a dollar to a dollar and a half per day has for 

many years been the charge for saddle horses in Bozeman for 
tourists, and there are men there to-day who will furnish 

animals with saddle, bridle, ropes, etc., at the same rate— 

unless the Improvement Company has terrorized Montana 

and Montana men more than we believe to be possible. 

“Pack horses or mules per day cach, $2.50;" one dollar per 

day with pack saddle, or aparejo, is and long has been the 

standard price for pack animals in Bozeman, and we believe 

that they can be had there af that rate at present. For the 

double team, if it isa transportation wagon, they charge 

about twice what the same conveyance can be hired for from 

private parties. 

Weare tired of this Improvement Company. When it 
was attempting to obtain its lease of the whole Park, it pro- 

fessed, as our readers will no doubf remember, to be work- 

ing wholly forthe benefit of the public. It fairly snivelled 

when the suggestion was made that it was trying to put the 

reservation in its pocket for ten years. It could not endure 

to be so misjudged. Well, this scale of rates will tell the 

public just about how far this Company is working for its 
good, The people can judge for themselves. For our part, 

we are glad to see these exorbitant charges made, charges 

which fairly rival those of Newport, Long Branch, Saratoga, 

and Lake George, aud exceed those of other almost equally 
fashionable summer resorts. Such rates cannot fail to in- 

duce other parties to build in the Park, so that there will be 
some competition. 

We have a word for the private ear of those of our readers 

who are able and willing to sleep inatent. Stop on your 

way to the Park in Bozeman. Hire horses, wagon, pack- 
saddles, and buy your provisions and mess kif there. Either 

bring your tents with you from the East, or buy them in 
Bozeman, The first way is the best. Then go to the Park 

on horseback, and have nothing whatever to do with the 

Improvement Company. By taking this course you will 

save one-half of what you would otherwise spend, will have 

a freedom which you could not enjoy if you were dependent 

on the hotels, and will not be at the mercy of a set of cor- 

morants, who, if we may judge by present indications, will 

soon share the unenviable notoriety of the Niagara hackman. 

We have traveled in the Park in the way we recommend to 
others, and look back on that trip as the most delightful of 
the yery many which we haye made north, east, and west, 

through this country, 

Of course there will be a great many who, because ac- 

companied by ladies unaccustomed to the supposed hard- 

ships of a life in camp, cannot avail themselves of our ad- 
yice. Such unfortunates have our sympathy, and them we 

turn over with a sigh to the tender mercies of the Improve- 

ment Company. 
We shall take pains to keep ourselves informed as to how 

matters goin the Park this summer, but besides this we 

should be glad to receive, from any and all of those who go 

there, reports on all matters connected with it—where they 

#0 and how they are treated. 

Munra Carrra Con Unum—Many heads, one heart. The 
miniature reproductions of some of the old titles may serve 
as pleasant reminders to those of our readers who have fol- 

lowed the course of this journal from its inception. ‘The 

Fornst AND STREAM was first published in August, 1873: 

In 1877 was consolidated with it the Rop anp Gun which, 

under its original title of The American Sportsman, had been 
established at Meriden, Conn., in 1871. To-day, in honor of 

the occasion, appears on our cover a bright new cut, which 

we trust will be pleasing, for it is put there to stay until the 
Formst AND STREAM celebrates its Centennial. 

A TEN YEARS’ REVIEW. 

August, 1873—August, 1888. 

HE period embraced within these dates is not an ex- 

tended one; but in most things pertaining to the high- 

ést srade of field sportsmanship—that with which this 

journal especially has to do—it has been a most important 

one. The times have been emphatically progressive. 

Ten years ago the word “sportsman” wasin such question- 

able repute that the ‘‘New York Sportsmen's Association” 

thought it necessary to change their title to the “New York 
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game.” 
Such a change would now be unneecssary. The term “true 

sportsman” has heen played upon until it has become as 

hackneyed as that other stock phrase, ‘‘speckled beanties;” 

but the iteration has not been without its happy result. 

There is “‘sport” and “sport;” and on the principle that the 

devil should not have all the good tunes, field sports have 

been rescued from their uns¢emly surroundines and invested 

with the eredit and dignity properly attaching to them. In- 

deed the silly prejudice against shooting and fishing has 

almost everywhere passed into a tradition, In place of such 

nonsense we now find among intelligent people an universal 

recognition of the manliness attending the use of the rod 
and gun and their accessories. 

The completion of the Forest AnD Strpam’s first ten 

years of publication is a fitting occasion to review briefly 

some of the changes that haye been brought about in the 

several branches of sportsmanship included within the scope 

of the paper. 

THH GIN. 

It would be an interesting and not altogether unedifying 
speculation to determine the number of persons who use the 

gun to-day compared with the number say fifteen years ago, 
Certainly the hosts of the present could out-vote or out-shoot 

those of the former period, as Humboldt would say, ‘‘past 
all whooping.” The ciyil war gave an impetus to field 

sports, for when the strife was over and ‘‘the boys” came 

home again, they brought back with them the mysterious 

knewledge of how to load and shoot and handle fire-arms; and 
the transition frem weapons of war to those of peace was an 

easy and natural one. Their swords may have been con- 

yerted into ploughshares and their spears into reaping- 
hooks, but the muskets were exchanged for shotguns, and 

the veterans gave their attention to targets and game. 

Following this came the introduction of the breech-loader: 

and the most notable change in shooting wrought within ten 

years has been the almost complete supplanting of the 

muzzle-loading shotgun by its rival. In1873 ithe guns making 

up the stock ofa dealer were three-fourths muzzle-loaders and 

one-fourth breech-loaders; to-day the proportion is very near! ¥ 
the reyerse—if, indeed, the muzzle-loaders can muster their 

one-fourth. Breech-loaders have been yastly improved and 

are cheaper now than then; but fine grade muzzle-load ing 

guns areno longer made. Of the many varieties of the 
breech-loader, of its wonderful development and of the per- 

fection to which it has been brought, we need not here par- 
ticularize. 

Each new improvement has been received at first with 
distrust. No mortal is more wedded to his idols than is the 
sportsman. Our readers may find discussions in the “Game 

Bag and Gun” columns of this journal ample evidences of 
this fact. ‘‘The gun that shoots af both ends,” was only 
reluctantly substituted by the older shooter for his well-tried 
muzzleloader. Then come the general introduction of 

choke-boriug, a method of securing: better shooting that had 
been devised a full century before. Long and heuted were 
the arguments us to its safety and utility. Many an older 

sportsman still affects to despise the choke-bore for field 
shooting, and he has a great deal of good sound logic on his 
side, too. The latest novelty, and the Jast to come safely 

through the crucial test, not of wordy discussions but of 

practical use, is the hammerless gun, 
Endless ingenuity and labor have been expended upon the 

perfection of the gun, Every partof it in turn, from muz- 

zle to butt-plate, has engaged the brains and hands of com- 

peting makers. Actions have been improyed, locks #mpli- 
fied, new devices udded here and there, and the whole made 

stronger, more compact, less complicated, and less liable to 

get out of order, until the gun of to-day is a marvel of 

beauty, simplicity and execution, fully in keeping with the 

mechanical progress of the age. 

There has been no legs of activity in the production of gun 

implements and accessories, tools, cleaners, decoys, camp 
equipments, loading, and a hundred and oue wrinkles, some 
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of which have had but an ephemeral ‘‘run,” while others 

hive proved permanent additions to the shooter's kit. Am- 

munition has been improved, shells, wads, and shot, wd ¢nji- 

natu, The period named has seen the introduction of the 

Dittmar powder, the lone and bafiling experiences with it, 
and the final explanation by this journal of its true charac- 
jer, and its consequent abandonment, We are using black 

powder still, as our forefathers did before us. 

It has been an unequal strife, The augmented ranks of 

the shooters, the improved engines of destruction and in- 

creased skill in their use, the encroachments of settlements, 

the reclamation and tillage of wild lands, the multiplied 

railroads penetrating in the very heart of the wilderness the 

sanctuaries of the antelope and elk, the hotels and cottages 

on the coast, the greedy and unconscionable market stalls, 
refrigerator cars and insatiable liotel kifchens, the skin- 

hunters, the braggart baggers for blow and bluster, the 

senseless and indecent disregard of the inexorable laws of 

nature by the hordes who shoot day and night, in season 
and out of season—with al] this there could be but one re- 
sult: as our veteran contributor ‘‘Nessmuk” has putit, “‘the 
game must go.” And the melancholy fact is that to a large 
extent it has gouc. Witness each one his own experience; 

witness the long and profitless discussions In our columns on 
the decreuse of game birds, wherein it, was well established 
that there has been such a decrease, but the remedy where- 

for has not yet appeared, 
Much has been done to check unseasonable shooting. The 

fame protective movement as recorded in the successive 

numbers of our twenty volumes ix one of the encouraging 

features of the times. The American sportmen perceived 

none too early the necessity of protecting game in its breed- 

ing season, and here and there, everywhere over the length 

and breadth of the country, village, county and State game 

protective societies, of greater or less pretentions, have 

sprung up, and each has exerted some good influence, if 

only a transient one. Legislatures have been induced to 
enact protective laws, and the clubs and associations have 

secured their enforcement; in some instances State game 

commissioners have been appointed. Numbers of these once 

energetic clubs, wearying of the up-hill work, have relapsed 
into apathy; many of the State associations haye given their 

attention almost wholly to trap-shooting, and in one or two 

instances haye played into the hands of designing game 

dealers, but withal, much good has been wrought, and in 
numerous localities the protective laws are enforced to the 

letter. 
‘An instructive chapter might be deyoted to detailing the 

battles waged during these years against that hydra-headed 

consumer of game, the city market. The evil of game 
dealing out of season has been checked but it has not yet 
been suppressed, if it will ever be. On many important points 

of law we know just where we stand, better than we did in 
1878. Since that date the constitutionality of certain game 

laws has been well established; dealers no longer pretend to 
question the State's authority to restrict their traffic in 
game; resistance to the law is no longer made by defiant 

and disastrous appeals Lo the courts. 
The came protective movement at one time took the form 

of a National Sportsmen's Association, a body which, after 

brief existence, unhappily succumbed, chiefly, we conceive, 
becanse there was no definite practical work for it to do. 
The influence of the Association, while it lived, was highly 

stimulatiye; it helped the local clubs, as in a greater degree 

the several State Associations have sustained the clubs com- 

posing them, 
One result of the general depletion of game has been the 

acquisition and reservation of desirable Jands by proprietary 
clubs, Many thousands of acres of marsh and coast have in 

this manner been taken away from the general public; and 

there is every reason to believe that the number of such 
clubs will inerease yery materially in the future. 
The advance in ethics has kept pace with the mechanical 

improyements, Wing-shooting numbers more adherents; 

the “hag” is not the sole aim of a day afield; and there is 

more regard for times and seasons, 

ANGLING. 

Anglers who have passed the meridian of life cannot faij 
to nole the great changes that have occurred inall things eon- 

nected with their pastime since they first wet a line, half 

century ago; but most especially has such a transition been 

wrought within the past ten years. ‘They saw their clumsy 

hooks and coarse lines slowly evolve into neater, smoother, 
and better tackle, and they purchased it as needed to replace 

their stock, even though the expense was often a matter of 

grave consideration; for fifteen years ago an anglers outfit 
which cost twenty dollars, was thought to be very costly by 

tle majority of the craft. Within the last decade, however, 

the accessions to angling ranks from among those who can 
afford to pay for good work, has so stimulated inventive 

genius, that recls which run on jewels as smoothiy as a fine 

watch rums, and rods and lines on which great care and 

much skilled labor have been bestowed, are now put on 

the market, and great numbers find ready sale. Large 

factories for the making of fine yods employ many 

men, and such establishments are owned by each of the 

large dealers in fishing tackle. Split-bamboo rods, which 
were formerly made by hand by men like Norris and others 
who had the skill to select and match the material, were 
turned out in small numbers ten years ago, and were sold at 

high prices as Compared with those now tapered by ma- 
chinery in the large establishments; indeed, the machine- 
made rods of to-day are sold at half the price that the older 
makers charged for their hand-made reds. The prejudice 
against the factory rods has nearly died out since it has heen 
shown that the strips of bamboo can be tapered by a ma- 
chine with greater accuracy than by hand. Wooden rods 
have hot been behind in the march of improyement, nor 
have they been driven from the field by the rent cane; and 
many anglers, as good and true as ever lived, stick to rods 

of their favorite wood, or combination of woods, and prefer 

their action to that of the bamboo, The makers of wooden 
rods haye searched all lands for material that best combines 
the qualitics of toughneéss, responsive action, lightness, and 

ability to keep its form, As no wood exists which has each 

of these qualities iu the highest degree, there still remain 
differences of opinion concerning the best woods for angling 

purposes. 
The number of new reels, each one an improyement in 

some point, that have been placed before the angling public 

within the last five years, is sufficient to astonish one who 

has not kept watch upon our advertising pages. Reels are 

now made that combine all advantages that the whims of the 

most fastidious anglers could desire. All the combinations 

of clicks, drags, and changes from simple to compound 

actions are now made and £o balanced that they run with as 

littlé friction as it is possible for any machine to revolve 
with. Lines of both silk and linen have superseded horse- 

hair and seem to be as pertect as it is possible tomake them, 
while hooks are now made of the best material possible and 

contrast strongly with those of former years, Perhaps artiti- 

cial flies showas little improvement as any portion of the 
angler’s outfit, for although they are more numerous in design 

there bas been no marked advance in their construction, Ely- 
tying is vo longer an essential part of an angler’s education, 

for they can be bought of better quality than any that the 

average amateur fly-tyer can manufacture. The minor 

articles of the fisher’s outfit, in the way of landing-neis, 

erecls, clothing, wading boots, artificial baits, spinning 

tackle, etc., are numerous and much improved, and eyery- 

thing in this line that an angler needs, and much that is not 

needed, is found ready to tempt him to purchase, and he is 

not compelled to make crude implements of any kind. 

Angling clubs have increased and a change has come oyer 
public sentiment in regard to fishing as a fit recreation for 

those whose occupations confine then: in-doors, and a 

business or professional gentleman, is no longer looked 

upon with distrust if seen with his tods on the way to 
a railway station, The increase in the popularity of ang- 
ling as a healthful pastime has been especially marked, and 

a fishing outfit is now looked upon as a proper part of a 

man’s implements, 
Ten years ago fly-fishing was atlempted by but few, in 

comparison with the numbers who are expert in it to-day, 
and thirty years before it was almost an unknown artim 
America, Within a few years angling tournaments have 

come into fashion and haye been the means of bringing the 
beauties of the art to public attention and of educating 

many into its mysteries. These trials of skill have not only 

shown what it is possible for an expert to do in the way of 
casting long distances, but have led to a critical examination 

of styles aud methods of handling the rod in a graceful 
manner and of delivering the flies with the best effect, 

The great increase of angling literature, both in books, and 
inagazine articles, and in the correspondence of anglers who 
write of {heir experiences in our columns, as well as an oc- 

casional contribution to the daily press, shows the expand- 

ing interest in the subject, and the intelligent angler of to- 

day has acquired much information concerning the structure 

and habits of fishes that ten years ago was only known to 
ichthyologists. He is able to decide between many species 
which are so closely related as to present few external points 
of difference to the untrained observer. But a short time ago, 
when shape and color; points which count for little in ichthy- 

ology, were his only guides; the distinguishing marks of the 

mascalonge and the lake pike, or pickerel, confused liim, and 

the two black basses were not separated with any degree of 

certainty. Now but few obseryers are in doubt as to the 

identity of a specimen of either of these fishes; and many 

are able to identify other species, Ten years ago the aver- 

age angler of America rather disdained ichthyological lore, 
and was disposed to question the utility of the scientific 
names of bis fishes, being wholly content with the nomencla- 

ture that happened to pass current in his village orin the 

locality of his fishing grounds. Now most intelligent 

anglers have a fishing library in which are found all the later 

works on fhe classification of fishes, a8 well as other angling 

books; and they talk learnedly of pectoral fins, palatine and 

yomerine teeth, and scaled or naked opercles. They are be- 

coming critical in the matter of systematic nomenclature, 

and mildly object to having the professors change the names 

which they have newly learned. ‘These things all point to 

the constantly growing popularity of angling, and to an im- 

terest awakened in it by the increase of the literature of the 
subject and the consequent interchange of notes from all 
parts of our widely spread country. This has given the 
angler broader views, and he has thrown off much of his 
provincialism and looks at himself more in the light of a 
member of 2 brotherhood which is world-wide, instead of 4 

person who is unique in his Joye of the gentle art. 
The great increase iu the number of anglers, which 1s far 
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in adyance of the increase of population, is not alone the 
cause of the diminution of game fish in our fresh waters, 
Other causes have )och at work; and among them may be 

named the clearing of timber lands, fhe erection of dams, 
and the pollution of walers, as well as the deyastation of 

poachers. ‘These have made fish scarce where they were 

plenty a few years ago; and are canses that will continue to 

work fo the angler’s disadyantage, in spite of laws for the 
protection Of fish during their breeding seasons. In the 
State of New York there is a lay imposing punishment on 
certain forms of polluting the waters, but it is so framed 
that no one could be convicted under it, and in fact, no one 
hasever been punished for it in the State, although tous of 

dye-stuffs, chemicals, tan-bark, and saw-dust, are emptied 
into the waters every day. 

FISHCULT URE. 

Fishculture is the only aid that the angler has had in the 
effort to preserve the fish in the streams and Jakes against 

the destructive advance of civilization. his art of fisheul- 
ture, although more than fifty years oli, has mude its great 
advance within ten years, During this lime the United 
States Fish Commission, although created in 1871, has fairly 

begun work, and its record, under the divection of Prof. 

Spencer F, Baird, is such as to place if at the head 
of fisheulture in the world, when brovght in competition 
at the greal Fisheries Exhibitions at Berlin and London. 

Within these ten years, under this commission, the best 
apparatus for cultivating fish has been devised and the 

work much simplified, The work before that time was 
conducted on a small scale and with apparatus which 

did its work very wellin a limited way, with m greater 

expenditure of labor; but within the last few years has 

been brought out thé Bell and Mather conical vessels for 
hatching shad eggs in mass; the Ferguson plunging buckets, 

for the same purpose, independent of tides; the Chase, Clark 
and McDouald jars for hatching whitefish eges, and the cars 
for transporting masses of fishes from one coast to the other 

with little labor. A few marine fishes have been hatched, 

and within three years the steamers Fish Hayk and Alba- 

ivoss have been built, one for hatching fish on the rivers, 

and the other for marine investigulions, and these vessels 

have in their equipment many small improvements in their 

internal economy, which aid in their work materially, 
The past fiye years has developed the McDonald fishway, 

which isan entirely new principle in fishtadders, and is 
acknowledged to be the best of all yet devised for economy of 

building, and for the ascent of fish to their breeding grounds. 
These things show plainly the great interest which has heen 
taken in angling and fisheulture, and whieh is rapidly in- 

creasing. 

The formation of the American Fishcultural Association 
and the valuable papers which haye been read before it, have 

tended to popularize fisheulture and to spread tmpyoyed 

inethods far beyond its members. The introduction of new 
fishes and the increase of native ones has been of great 
benefit, It has been demonstrated that salmon can he re- 
stored to the Connecticut River where they would now he 

found had not the rapacity ofdishermen destroyed all chance 

of their reaching their spawning grounds. Salmon have 
been restored to the Merrimack, and shad have been accli- 

matized in Oalifornia. The California trout have been 
brought East, and our pages have continually recorded the 

sticcesses of fisheulture in many other respects, 
No doubt the next ten years willshow results in fishculture 

of which even those engaged in il haye Wut a faint idea. 

NATY, HISTORY. 

The ten years have been eventful ones in the history of 
biology in America. In paleontology, through the labors of 
Leidy, Marsh, Cope, Whitfield, While, and mony others 

whose names are less well known, a vast number of wonder- 

ful forms of life, which in the mysterious ages of the pasti 

inhabited this country in boundless numbers aiid yariety, 
have been brought te light; and in many instances haye 
proved to be additional links of (hat now broken chain which 
once united all forms of life, In entomology, Packard and 

Riley stand among the first, while im the various departments 
of general zodlogy, Baird, Coues, Gill, Allen, Ridgway, 

Goode, Bean, Jordan, Verrill, Packard, Smith and some 

hundreds of other names might be mentioned, Jn ethnology 
the investigations of Powell and his co-workers haye done a 
vast deal toward elucidating the history, past uni present, of 
men upon this continent, and have helped to put on record 

the facts in velation fo many tribes of the red man now fast 

disappearing from their native soil. 
To attempt to speak, however briefly, of the progress th 

science during the past teu years, would be beyond the 
limits of our space. In ull departments there are camnest, 

faithful workers, each of whom has contributed his part 

to the general result. Among them all, however, predmi- 

nent for bis restless enery, his indefutigable industry and 
his brilliant talents, stands Dr. Elliott Coues, who, within 

that time, has firmly impressed his seal npon Anierican 

ornithology, where it must ever remain. To a majority of 
the readers of Forrst ann Srrwam, his “ Key,” and the 
last edition of his ‘! Check List,” ave the most important of 
all his works. He has not-contented himself with devoting 

his attention to birds, and completing with remarkable rap- 

(patty volume after yolume of material upon this delightful 
subject He has also done a great amount of work on the 
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Mammatia, of which the most splendid monument is the 
monograph on North American Rodentia, by Elliot(, Coues 
and J. A. Allen. Mr. Allen’s work on North American 

Pinnipeds, a group of which comparatively little had hith- 
erto been known, deserves mention, as also his magnificent 

history of the Bison. His labors and those of Mr. Ridgway 

in the department of ornithology, are so well known that 

they do not require to be particularized. 
It would be, perhaps, difficult to decide in which branch 

of scientific research most progress has been made during 
the period alluded to. For startling and unexpected re- 
sults, however, we think that paleontology is entitled to this 
distinction. Much, very much, however, has been done in 

all departments, anda host of new and interesting facts 

brought to light. ~ 
During the past fen years it has been the purpose of the 

Natural History Department of the Forest AND STREAM 

to stimulate observation rather than to deal with abstract 

questions of science—to induce men to see and investigate 
for themselyes things perhaps already well known to the 
naturalist, and thus to encourage and awaken that whole- 
some interest in out-door study, which is so interesting and 

so delightful. Most men and women go through the world 
with their eyes shut, and fail to behold half its beauties, 
simply because their powers of observation have not been 

trained. So they overlook things which, if brought to their 
attention, would give them avery keen pleasure. Any one 
who goes abroad into the woods, or wanders along the lake- 
side, ought 1o know something of the various forms of life 
which meet his sye at every step. It is not enough that the 
sportsman be able to cast the fly with an unerring hand, or 
that atan instant’s warning he can cut down the booming 
cock grouse as it darts away behind the brown chestnut 
leaves that serve itasascreen. If the wonders of nature, 

>:  . 

which are spread out so inyitingly before him, do not attract 

his attention, cause him to feel a thrill of curiosity, and 

awaken in him a longing to penetrate some of her secrets, 

he misses the greatest pleasure of his outing, and loses de- 

lights which are more real and more enticing than the pleas- 

ures of the chase, The squirrels, the brown rabbits, the 

birds in the trees above, the humming insects, the shrubs, 

the flowers and the grass all have some tale to tell to him 

who cares to inquire of them—some story that is well worth 

the hearing. 
Ten years ago, if a sportsman shot a duck, it was to him 

only and always a duck. It might be some rare species 

of the greatest interest to science—some form that was even 
new to this continent—if made no difference tohim. It 
counted one in his bag, and that fact satisfied him. It is 

different nowadays. Our readers have learned to use their 

eyes. They are familiar at least with the commoner forms 
of American vertebrate life, and they are anxious to know 

something about the unfamiliar animals which they capture. 

We therefore receive constant inquiries on many different 

matters in natural bistory, all going to show that there is a 
constantly increasing intelligent interest taken in the objects, 

animate and inanimate, which inhabit our streams, prairies 

and forests. If such an interest has been awakened and its 

requirements supplied, great good has been done. 

THE DOG. 

Increase in number, improvement in quality, recognition 
as property; this is in brief the history of the sporting dog 

during these years. Ten years ago bench shows and field 

trials were unknown, almost unheard of in America; now 

they have become permanent institutions, to which we owe 

by increasing general information respecting dogs have 

added to popular appreciation of the several breeds. Field 

trials have more directly developed the hunting qualities of 
field dogs, and haye been of the greatest practical benefit im 

aiding intelligent breeding, There have been many exhibi- 

tions and irials since the initial meeting at Mineola and 

Memphis in 1874: at Springfield, Washington, St. Louis, 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, New York, Boston, 

Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta, Ottawa, London, and else- 

where, all creditable bench shows; and in some of the 

cities named these exhibitions are now well established as 

recular annual events, 
Numerous local and national field trials have been held, 

those of special note being under the patronage of the 
National American Kennel Club and the Eastern Field Trials 

Association. 

Field trials were held at Memphis, Tenn., in 1874, 1875 
and 1876; Hampton, Iowa, 1877; Nashville, Tenn., 1877 and 

1878; Sauk Center, Minn., 1878; Patoka, Ul., 1879; Robin's 

Island, N. ¥., 1879, 1880, 1881 and 1882; Milford, Neb.. 

1880; Lancaster, Pa., 1880; Vincennes, Ind., 1830; Norfolk, 

Neb., 1881; Gilroy, Cal, 1881 and 1882; Amite, La,, 1881; 

Grand Junction, Tenn., 1881 and 1882; Fairmont, Minn., 

1882; High Point, N. C,, 1882; Opelousas, La., 1882. 

Private individuals and clubs have expended money 

without stint in the development of favorite strains; choice 
animals have been imported, and the general tendency of the 
times has been to yery materially increase the number of 

well-bred, handsome and intelligent field dogs. In many 

instances fabulous prices have been paid; and slthough there 
would now appear to be an ample supply for all demands, 

really good specimens of fashionable strains find ready sale 

very much of the progress that has been made in canine | af large figures. 

matters, The bench shows have educated the public; and ! The increased demand for dogs is not confined to pointers 



_ and setters, 
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Our bench shows have stimulated the interest 

in pets and house dogs. The mastiff, the St. Bernard, the 
Newfoundland, the merry little beagle, the spaniel, the 
collie, the terrier, and even that class known in the cata- 

logue as miscellaneous, each commands a fullshare of public 

fayor. 
Onr columns contain the records of many important legal 

decisions, marking the gradual recognition of the dog as 

property, for the protection of which the law will provide. 
The rights of dog owners are better known than formerly; 

dog thieves have been sent to jail; the transportation comi- 

panies have, in many instances, acceded to the just demands 

of their sportsmen patrons, and in many other, and equally 

important respects, there is ample cause for congratulation. 

THE RIFLE, 

The decade covers about all there is of modern rifle prac- 

tice in this country. In 1878, the first named date, the first 

shot was fired over tlhe Creedmoor range, and that ground was 

the initial one of the series of places of resort for shooting 

men in the country. The close of the great civil war was fol- 
lowed by a period of depression in the small arm trade. 

Many ingenious contrivances had been brought out during 

the days of civil strife, and some of them were rushed 

through the factories into actual use, but with the end of 

the fight the demand for all such inventions suddenly ceased, 
and the remaining models found their way into museums, 
ete., while inventors turned their attention in other chan- 

nels. 
There came then to grow up a feeling that it would he a 

wise thing to haye some attention paid to rifle shooting, as 

an art, Many of the States had large bodies of citizens who 
had banded themselyes together under military forms, and 

this home guard, great in aggregate, was ridiculously weak 

in the matter of rifle shooting. It was pointed out ly the 

few enthusiasts, who appreciated the absurdity of having 4 

body of soldiers who were excellent in everything but the 
one great essential of a valuable guardsman, 7. ¢,, the ability 

to shoot, that thousands of National Guardsmen were pass- 

ing through long terms of seryice without haying been called 

on to fire a single shot in the way of drill. Public attention 

was called to the matter, particularly in this State, and Creed- 
moor came into existence. 

‘The first. trials of the men oyer the ranges proved that 

there was good reason in the establishment of these shooting 

butts. The men were woefully ignorant, but with the first 
shot came a recognition of the fact on the part of the men 

that they needed drill, and that was half the battle of re- 
form. The men were anxious to supply the deficiency in 

their military training, and from that day on very good 

progreys has been made. There have been instances of 

neglect and carelessness, but on the other hand, there are 

hundreds of members of the several regiments in this city 

who have given days and weeks of intelligent effort cach 
year tothe work of perfecting themselves in rifle shooting gen- 

erally, and the use of the Stave arm in particular. These men 
have formed a nucleus from which a great deal of knowledge 

on topics of interest to riflemen has permeated the whole guard, 

and we speak with due caution when we say t'iat instead of 
the showy uniformed mob of a decade ago, the guardsmen of 

this city are to-day able fo do effective work with the weap- 
ons in their hands. The value of the guard as a law-pre- 

serving force has been increased many fold. Throughout 
the State the same influence has been at work and similar 

results haye been reached. At Creedmoor, on more than 

“one oceasion, indeed, the out of tuwn men have shown that 

they were more than a match for the metropolitans. 
New York deserves the honor of being the pioneer State in 

this 1aovement, but if was not long before other States 

joined in and with equally good results. California sent a 
team across the continent, anda very good record they made 

for themselyes. New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Connecticut 
and Massachusetts have each made intelligent. effort to get 

the members of their National Guard into shooting trim. 
State associations sprang up in various directions, regimen- 

tal and division clubs appeared, and matches of all sorts 

were put on the several programmes of meetings. Thous- 
ands upon thousands of men got a notion of what ball prac 

tice really was, and many vague ideas on the subject were 

crowded away. 
Aitention- was soon turned to the regular army, and it 

was (liscovered that the professional soldicrs were but little 
better than tbe umateur warriors in the mutter of rifie prac- 

tice. Comparatively they were a great deal worse. This 

duty of a soldier had simply been neglected; but once the 

eye of the press was turned upon the army, officers and men 

set to work, and to-day every man wearing the official blue 

of Unele Sam is put through a regular season’s work hefore 

the targets, Some very excellent results have followed, 

and it would! be with considerable confidence for an Amer- 

ican victory that we would welcome a team match with 

British regulars to-day. 
Following naturally upon this field work was the atlen- 

tion paid to the arms. Many points of value to armorers, 
which can only be determined by a trial in the hands of 
troops, have been brought out. In this State if is fair to 
assume that the very best work of which the State arm is 
capable has been aceomplished by the men. Other States 

fonnd the men With antiquated rifles or even more obsolete 
muskets. Interest was voused in the matter of arms, and a 

ereat many old shop traditions have been swept aside re- 

) weapons which it was hoped would win the match. 

garding the making of arms and especially of ammunition, 
Rifle sights haye undergone a complete transformation, 

while in a thousand details valuable points have been 
brought out and tested, and either finally laid aside or 

placed as facts in the rifleman’s ready reference book. The 
Springfield Armory has felt the necessity of doing-something, 

and the best models of that favorite arm are now turned 
out. Many very intelligent officers of the U. 8. Army have 

given almost their entire attention to these topics, and such 

names as Litchfield, Parkhurst, Day, Miller. Zalinski and 

Shorkley may bé mentioned as only indicative of a score 

more similarly well-informed experts. Private armories, 

too, have sustained their reputation and lhe character of 

America as the best mart for small-arm buyers in the 

world by turning out particularly fine ‘‘special” military 
rifles, 

Running parallel with this birth of an interest in purely 

military marksmanship came the great series of small-bore 
matches. It was in July, 1878, that Ireland for the first 

time won the Hicho shield at the Wiibledon meeting. She 
had pluckily struggled on for years, and finding herself at 

last the champion of Great Britain, at once sat down in the 
person of Major Leach and wrote that general invitation of 
October, 1873, directed to the riflemen of America. The 

letter seems to have been written under the general impres- 

sion which exists abroad that Americans are a nation of 

rifle shooters, that a miniature rifle is the usual babies’ play- 
thing, and that a full-blown Long-Tom is lugged about by 

every true-blooded Yankee. Luckily, the Amateur Rifle 
Club had just been formed, for the encouragement of the 

finer styles of rifle shooting, with the object largely of 

interesting civilians in the sport and of showing that as a 

means of relaxation from close business life a day on the 
range, with the compary and rivalry of fellow marksmen, 
could be profitably and agreeably passed. 

The club had elected officers, but it had not fired a shot at 

long range. There was not an available rifle in the club 

rack, and yet the invitation of the Irishmen called for a 
match at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards with the then champions 

of the best range in the world. The acceptance of that chal- 

lenge was an example of the supremest American cheek. 

Yei it was accepted. ba 
The winter was passed by the rifle-makers in turning out 

Early 

spring saw 2a body of very determined gentlemen banging 

away, and under very great encouragement from the public 
and newspapers the match was fought in September, 1874, 

and brought an American victory. Who ever said that the 

unexpected was always happening must have had this rifle 
match in his mind’s eye, It was a tight struggle, bul the re- 

sult gave a boom to rifle shooting here, the good effects of 

which it is still feeling. 

Once haying tasted victory, the American riflemen were 

loath to give it up, and again and again they showed that 

at long range and with the finer make of rifles they were 

more than a match forthe best that could be mustered 
agauist them. In 1875 Col. Gildersleeve and his team 
repeated at Dollymount the unpleasant dose of Creed- 

moor, In 1876, in the exuberance of our Centennial joy, we 
invited the world to come on and step on the tail of our 

shooting jacket. They came from Scotland and Ireland, 

from Australia and Canada, and to them all the American 

team again showed « magnificent leading score. Piqued by 

this repeated scries of rebuffs, the Council of the National 

Rifle Association of Great Britain detailed Sir Henry Hal- 

ford to make up a team of the yery cream of Wimbledon 
and then to go to America and come back with the team 
championship of the world. He came, had a good fight, 
piled up a good score, had a good time, and went home de- 

feated. Once since we sent over Col. Bodine to show that 

we were still able to hold our own, and another victory at 

Dollymont in 1880 was recorded, 
Within the past two years a different phase has come over 

American rifle practice. We have been tasting defeat, and 

at Creedmoor and Wimbledon teams of American National 
Guardsmen have been downed by teams of British Volun- 

teers. With the exact details of those two contests our 
readers are fully acquainted through these columns. ‘The 
conditions restricted the Americans to a style of weapon and 
al, distances with which they were entirely unfamiliar, and 
notwithstanding a gallant fight against big odds our teams 
have suffered defeat on two occasions. The moral of these 

discomfitures is, that while there are many phases of mile 

shooting, we have been cultivating some to the neglect of 
others, and that into this weak spot in our rifle armor the 

British directed their challenge. Of course time will bring 

us the experience, and the demand for a military pille of ac- 

curacy at long ranges and able to fire repeated rounds wilh- 

out cleaning, will be filled in our American armories, and 

then—rious verrons. 

To trace the influence of this modern revival of rifle prac- 

tice which the ten years of the Forrsr ann STREAM has 

seen, would lead us into a consideration of the changes which 

have come over hunting rifles as well, but our pages tell of 
the experiments, the suggestions and the successes of cach 

season, To-day empiricism and pot-luck has given place to 

a Scientific exactness on many points, but there is still a 
eveat deal that is climsy and behind the times in rifle shoot- 
ing. The ‘gas-pipe” rifle must give way to the light- 
weighted, well-balanced small-hore and flat-trajectoried 
weapon of the future, ind when the coming rifle is first fired, 
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4 Fornst anD SPREAst representative will he there to tell its 
readers of the event, 

FROM M0KORY WITHE TO OLAY PIGHONS. 

‘The incorrigible small boys who threw the target apples 

had their favorites among the shooters and would not throw 
fairly; and so that style of shooting was unsatisfactory. 

Some one told us of the hickory withe apple ‘“trap.” iA. 
rude affair at the hest, nothing more elaborate than a stroug 
hickory Withe, with a crotch in one end to hold the apple. 

the other end was stuck into a post Hole, the post lying flat 
on the ground, The withe was pulled back and let go at the. 

word. We tried it, and with immense success, for we were: 

younger in those days and not over fastidious as to the- 
appliances, so-long as the sport was there. Tet us sec, we: 
owned a little red setter at the time, which we had tanghtto: 
go into a neighboring orchard (where we dared not #0, 

ourselves) and feteh us the apples from under the trees: and! 
that must have been in 1858, for we “swapped” the dog off 
in 1859. Some six years later x Boston man Drought 

out in a small way the first clumsy glass ball trap which 
threw the balls straight up into the air, Ten years after 

that, in 1876, came Paine with his trap, which was a slight, 

improvement over the “Hub” device, but it was expensive, 
costing $40; and Paine left it and went off to Europe. The 

“gyro pigeon” zig-zagged into notice and straightway, 
gyrated out ugain, Finally Bogardus, weighted down with 
medals, devised his simple and clieap trap, and the great siass: 
hall boom began. ‘Traps were sold by the thousand, balls by 

the million, Paine came back and brought out his ‘‘feather- 
filled balls,” The two champions issued challenges by the 

yard, and sold balls by the car-load. Traps multiplied, the 
rotary with ifs many modifications calling for increased 

skill, and “‘smoke balls,” “‘composition bulls,” ‘bell balls," 

etc., had their day. The glass ball is still a fay- 
orite target. Its new rival is the clay pigeon, 

which, heing the nearest approach to the living 
bird, is rapidly gaining in favor among sportsmen, These 
artificial targets have greatly stimulated the practice of 

shooling; scores and hundreds of men who would never 

find the time to £o off in search of game can easily spend an 
hour or two of an afternoon at the traps; and innumerable 

others would neyer have known how to shoot at all had 

they not been initiated into the art by these trap contests. 
Meanwhile, during the ten years we are now reviewing, 

there has been no end of pigeon trap-shooting, Millions of 

birds have been taken from the nesting grounds and brought 

to the great annual tournaments of the State game protective 
associations. What with the markets and these societies the - 
fate of the wild pieon is sealed, 

YACATING. 

The past ten years form an era in yachting in America: 

the importance of which cannot be overrated. UW has 

been a period of sowing rather than reaping, and the harvest 

of past contestsis only now being gathered: With broader 
views and deeper insight of a ripening experience. During 
this time the sport has been passing through the various trials 

and (ribulations incidental to youth and mushroom expan- 
sion, from toying and trifling, from casual pleasure seck- 

ing, the masses have gradually been weaned to invest the 
sport with manly and dignified aims, and to appreciate to 4 
greater degree the range for study, experiment anil deduc- 

lion, as well as the athletic benefits to be derived from ul 
earnest pursuit of yacht building and sailing. 

The decade has not been rosy all through, for the great 
commercial panic of 1873, which swept fortunes out of sight, 

and left desolation and wreek in its wake for many seasons, 
acted like a huge pall, the weight of which was severely felt 
by all interested in yachting. So many vessels were forced 

upon the market and brought to the hammer that building ai 

one time reached a standstill, and the impression was born 

that yachting, like many other pastimes, liad seen its climax, 
and was again on the wane preparatory to its extinguish: 

ment. Gut with the dawn of fresh prosperity lost time was 
quickly made up, and a vast fleet has been launched within 
the five years gone by, almost rivaling in nuniber and size 

the additions made to the squadrons in Great Britain, where 

nautical tastes pervade the whole nation. New cliibs have 

been organized all over the whole country, the Jake ports in 
the West, the Pacific coast and the South, all moving, as if 
by common impulse, for the popularization of yachting 
wherever there is water enough to float a suitable boat, 

The rapil growth of yachting is best shown by reference 

to figures. Tn 1865 there were only 10 clubs in existence, 

with less than 800 members. In 1879 we have statistics of 
93 clubs with 7,500 members, or just ten times the number 

of fourteen years previous. The fleet in 1865 mustered in 

round numbers 200 cabin yachts. In 1879 we have record 

of 530 cabin yachts, and it is safe to say that the actual 
vessels in existence would at that date reach 700. The fleet 
then consisted of 150 schoonérs averaging 52 tons, 408 cabin 

sloops averaging 14 tons, 40 steamers and steam launches 
oyeragzing 35 tons, 20 yawls averaging 20 tons, and 10 culters 
of about 25 tons each; the general average of all being 
about 27 tous. Th 1880 the total tonnage had reached about, 
20,000 and the number of paid hands aboaril the yachts was 
not fay from 2,000. By the close of 1882 a further increase 

rolled uy) the cabin yachts, of which we have definile duta 

to 196 schooners, 57 cutters, 22 yawls, 53! sloops and 82 
‘steamers an steam launches; total, 900, But an addition 
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of 20 per cent, must be made for vessels not enrolled on the 
club lists and for additions to bring the figures up to date. 

_ At the present time there are in America nearly 1,100 cabin 
yachts fully decked, rigged and fitted. Their tonnageis not 
far from 30,000, and they give employment to about 3,200 

hands whie in commission. 
Besides the regular yachts, however, a large fleet of half- 

decked sailing hoats, used exclusively and strictly for yacht- 
ing purposes, have sprung inta existence as a sort of school 

or stepping-stone to the ownership of fully decked vessels. 
These are generally known as ‘‘open boats” in contradistinc- 
tion to those fitted with permanent cabin accommodations. 

Much of the sport and life of yachting is contributed by 
these “‘open boats,” especially in Eastern waters, where the 
custom of sailing them with fixed ballast has giyen them a 
much wider popularity than the simless and expensive 
nuisance of shifting ballast still tolerated in New York 
waters. In 1879 there were some 500 of these actiye mos- 
quitoes, and in 1882 we have records of about 400, which is 
probably uot one-half of the number in existence. The 

grand total of legitimate yachts of all classes to-day may be 
sct down as 2,000. 

Racing has, of course, kept pace with the general develop- 
ment of the sport, and is this year, more active than ever in 

its history. The number of races sailed in 1875 was 144. 
Tn 1878 itwas 237. In 1879 the number was 261, In 1881 
the races sailed were 240, and in 1882 no Jess than 285, while 

for the current year, our fixtures give promise of exceeding 
that number before the season closes. The number of win- 

ning yachts in 1878 was 467; in 1879 it was 508; in 1880 our 
columns show 470. 

The growth of clubs is illustrated by the following few 
examples: In 1866 the New York Y, C. had onits rolls 41 
yessels, of which only 1 was a steamer, and 281 members. 

To-day the club burgee is flown from 119 yessels, of which 
84 are steamers, and 548 members answer to the roll call. In 

1870 the Atlantic Y. ©, had a fleet of 87 yachts and 86 
members. To-day the club’s register exhibits 76 yachts, 3 
of which are steamers, and 260 members. In 1875 the Hast- 

ern Y, CG, was made up of 44 yachts and about 174 mem- 
bers. Now the club has 92 yachts and 485 members. The 

Hull Y. C. was not thought of in 1875, At this day it is one 
of the strongest in the country, with 152 yachts and over 
500 members. ~ 

Other clubs exhibit like flourishing condition, and formid- 
able as the array of yachts and yachtsmen already is, the 
sport is only in its infancy. Coming years will in all proba- 
bility see accessions to the ranks of amateur sailors which 
will eclipse what has gone before to an extent which would 

now be coysidered a wild flight of the imagination. 

: 

CANOHING, 

Canoeing, as the term is now understood, dates back, in 

the United Stutes, to 1871, when the New York Canoe Club 

was organized, Prior to that time, the name canoe had 
heen applied to the birch bark, log dugout, and other simi- 
lar craft, but thé trim little cruisers, now so numérous, were 

entirely unknown. In the winter of 1871-2a New York 
gentleman, prompted by the reading of MacGregor’s inter- 
esting books, called together several boating men, and organ- 

ized a club under the title of the New York Canoe Club, 
Ove or two Rob Roys were procured, of English build, 

and several canoes were ordered of an American boat- 
builder, who undertook the construction of the hitherto un- 
unkown craft, < 

About this time Mr. Baden-Powell’s book on ‘Canoe 

Traveling’ appeared, and pave a néw impetus to the sport, 
as the Nautilus was capable of much more extended cruis- 
ing than the smaller Rob Roy. Mr. Powell very kindly sent 
the new club a large drawing of his No, 3 Nautilus, from 

which the Chip, Gretchen, Violetta, Gertrude, and other 
canoes were built, the later ones yarying both in dimensions 
and details from the original model; which, however, was 
the parent of the lange Glass of cruising canoes;which now 
includes the Shadow, Jersey Blue, and similar hoats. 

The membership of the new club increased to thirty in 
1872, and in that fall the first regatta was held in Flushing 

Bay. Owing to over-canyassing, and perhaps tothe sailors 

not knowing thoroughly the cupubilities of their craft, every 
canoe capsized either during or after the race, a fact that 

was commented on by ail the papers, and being soon gener- 

ally known among boating men, gave a severe set-back to 
the infant sport. In1874 the second regatta was held on 

New York Bay, from Staten Island to Pamrapo; the capsizes 
were numerous this time also, and canoeing was for a long 

dime in general disrepute. Jn June, 1879. a third regatta 

qwas held off New Brighton, Staten Island. This proved a 
Success; and since then races have been held regularly every 

-year. The failure of the regatta of 1874 injured canoeing so 
much that little was heard of it for some time, but Mr. 
Bishop’s cruise from Troy, N. Y., to Florida, in a Nautilus 

canoe, described in his interesting book, ‘‘The Voyage of the 
Paper Canoe;” and the cruises of Messrs. Barnes and Sieg- 
fried, of Louisyille, and of other canoeists from other 
places, to the Centennial, gradually brought the cruising 
features of the sport into greater prominence; the boats were 

much improved in model, rig and fittings, and many new 
recruits added. 
Oné drawback that canoeing Jabored under for a long time 

was the extrayagant account of the merits of a canoe; one 
boat was praised by the ‘early fathers'’as being at once 
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equally fast under sail or paddle. capable of carrying any 

amount of luggage and stores, equally good on smal! creeks 
or wide, open waters, the result being that many bought 
canoes expecting more from them than any boat is capable 

of, and being disappointed, gaye up the sport in disgust. 

As, however, the boats became better known, it was secn 

that they were amenable to the same general laws that 
govern al] boats. If required for paddling and portage work, 

they must be light and narrow, if for open water more 

Weight and beam were admissible, with increased sails and 
ballast. The canoeist who settles on the work he will dothe 
most of, either paddling. sailing or both combined, and 

selects his boat accordingly, is seldom disappointed. 
Although the number of cruisers increased rapidly, there 

was for some years no concerted action among canoeists, the 

only club being the New York. In 1877 a few enthusiasts, 
fired by MacGregor’s books, established the Jersey Blue 
Canoe Club, with a fleet of six canoes, all of amateur build, 

at least two of which are still doing good service, Several 

years later the Jersey City, Cincinnati and other clubs sprang 
up. in 1879 a number of canoeists were present at Lake 

George during the summer and participated in some races 

gotten up there, During the following winter Mr. N. H. 
Bishop, with the energy and perseveranee that are noticeable 
in all he undertakes, and in the face of many obstacles, set 

about the establishment cf a national canoeing association. 

The first meeting of this association was held at Crosbyside, 
N_Y., August 8, 1880, about thirty canoeists being present, 

several from Canada. Mr. W. L, Alden, of New York, 

was elected Commodore, Nicholas Longworth, of Cincinnati, 

Vice-Commodore, and N. H. Bishop, of Lake George, Sec- 

retary. Races were held on three succeeding days, In the 

following winter three islands, known as the Three Sisters, 
about four miles north of Crosbyside, were purchased for 

the use of the American Canoe Association, as the new 
organization was called, and ou Lorna Island, the largest, a 
log-house was erected for meetings, and sites cleared for the 

camps. 
The second meet in August, 1881, brought together about 

one hundred canoes. The officers elected for the ensuing 
year were: Commodore, Nicholas Longworth, C. C. C.; 
Vice Commodore, E. B. Edwards, of Peterboro; Rear Com- 

modore, Arthur Brentano, K, C. C.; Secretary and Treas- 
urer, Dr. C. A. Neidé, L. G. C. C.; Regatta Committee, 

Messrs. Wulsin, Ellard and Stephens. 
The third meeting in August, 1882, brought together a 

still larger gathering of canoeists, and a marked improve- 
ment in the general build and rigging of the boats was 

noticeable, Races were held as usual. Mr. E. B. Edwards, 

of Peterboro, was elected Commodore; Mr. George B. Bl- 
lard, C. C. C,, Vice-Commodore, Mr, C, B. Vaux, N. Y. C. 

C., Rear Commodore; and Dr. C. A. Neidé, Secretary and 

Treasurer; the Regatta Committee being Messrs. Tyson, 
Strickland and Whitlock. It was decided to accept the in- 

yitation of the Canadian members to hold the meet of 1883 

at Stony Lake, in Peterboro, Canada. The Canadians have 

worked steadily for a year lo prepare for their guests, and 

there is no doubt that the meet this month will be the most 

successful yet held. 

The aim of the American Canoe Association is principally 

to encourage cruising, to which end it endeavors to collect 
such information as to watercourses as may be yaluable to 

all canoeists. By co-operating with it, canoeists can at any 
time obtain information concerning any locality in which 
they may wish fo cruise, from members resident there, while 

the red and white burgee is in itself a sufficient introduction 
among members. There is no limit to the useful work it 

may accomplish in collecting accurate and valuable data in 

regard to the watercourses of the United Statesand Canada, 

Tt is always said of Americans that they rush headlong 
into the pursuit of any sport that may for a time be popu- 
lar, and then abandon it as quickly, as witness croquet, 

the first velocipede fever, and other sports; and it is an in- 

teresting question whether canoeing will decline in the same 

manner. We are most undoubtedly of the opinion that it will 
not. Its growth has been very slow, but of late years sure 

and steady, and the prospects now are most encouraging. 

Tt affords a means of out-door recreation, at once healthful, 

pleasant and less expensive than any other, and entirely 
free from the gambling, jockeying, and unfair dealing that 

often keep gentlemen fromsimilar amusements. It does not, 

like rowing, depend for existence on the competition and 
excitement consequeut on racing, and it requires no expen- 
diture of time in severe training, but its attractions are of a 

calmer and more lasting kind. The quiet paddle in the 
morning or evening, alone or in company, with leisure for 

thought, and the appreciation of ome’s surroundings; the 

sail with the healthful excitement and labor, requiring one’s 
whole attention for the time being, clearmg the brain and 
leaving no cares and worries of the day; when brief and 
ledger are forgotten for an hour, giving place to the more 

important question of tack and sheet, Then there is the 

holiday cruise for those of sedentary pursuits and not in- 

nred to roughing it, a quiet paddling and drifting along 

some peucefully flowing river, with meals at farm houses or 

quaint water-side inns; or for those of hardier build, the 
excitement of rapids, the long sails on deep water, ind the 

healthful life by the camp-fire. 

The many who do not care for rowing and cannot afford 
a yacht, find in the canoe a craft in which they may enjoy 
the pleasure of sole ownership and command with the ex- 

citement of a sailing race, at a merely nominal cost com- 
pared with that of any other sailing craft, while to that 
large class of boating men who find their pleasure in a per- 

peltual tinkering, altering and improying their boats, the 

canoe with the bright varnish, polished brass, numberless 

screweé, intricate arrangement of reef gears, steering gears, 

patent aprons, rudders, hatches and sails, offers opportuni- 

ties for invention and contriving that are unknown with 

other boats, 

The canoe itself has changed greatly in the past ten years; 

the little Rob Roy, though still used by light weights and 
for river work, has given place to larger and more comfort- 

able boats, while the Nantilus has gradually grown into a 

perfect miniature yacht; and models haye multiplied, until 

between these extremes the canoeist can find a craft suited 
for any work he may fancy. While all have their uses, two 

sizes are specially adapted to cruising, the boats of 27 in. 

beam an those of 80 in. beam and14ft, lone. Most of the 
canoes now in use fall within these limits, which experience 

has proved to be the hest for cruising, and the attention of 

canoeists should be turned to the perfection of these two 

classes, 

Pleasure canoeing in Canada dates back many years 

to a time when the dugout and birchbark were used 
for hunting and fishing—the prrsent boats being then 

unknown. The dugouts were too heavy for portag- 
ing, and the birch too frail for most purposes, and 

about 1856, Stephenson, of Peterboro, built the first 

basswood canoes, making them as strong as the log 

dugouts, and but little heavier than the birchbark, The 
first paddling races were held about 1854, at Lakefield, and 

the first regatta was held in 1856, on Lake Katehewawooka, 
at Lakefield, anda second at the same place in 1857, and one 
in the same year at Peterboro, In 1858a grand regatta, lasting 

two days, was held at Peterborv, and another at Rice Lake, 
Other races, chiefly paddling, followed in subsequent years 

at Peterboro, Lakefield and Rice Lake. The basswood 

canoes were first seen at the regattas about 1858, since which 

they haye come into general use for hunting, fishing and 

camping. Stephenson, English, Gordon, Herald and other 

builders haye introduced many improvements iu the boats 

and the methods of manufacture. The Peterboro Boating 

Club, at its formation, was composed almost entirely of 

canoeists, and both sailing and paddling races for canoes 

have figured prominently in all their races. 

A MID-SSUMMER SYMPOSIUM. 

T was a beautiful scheme—a huge camp-fire blazing up 

beneath the forest arches, aud in the genial glow agatha 

ing of that host of contributors whose names sre as house- 

hold words to readers of Forrest anp StrReAM. In the 

simplicity of our hearts we set about to secure the realization 

of the enticing vision. But there it ended. ‘Al Fresco” 

would be ‘“‘detained by official duties; ‘“‘Awahsoose” wars 

haying; “‘Didymus”—well, the chanees were that by that 
time he would be off to the North Pole and growling because 

the bears had been killed off before he got there; ‘Ness- 

muk” was ‘‘busy fishing; ‘‘Piseco,” ‘“Penobscot,”’ ‘*Wa- 

wayanda,” “Wells” and all the rest were scattered here and 

there, each and all fertile in good excuses, regrets and good 

wishes. Then there was the fire itself; did we succeed in 

bringing our friends together, what a huge circumference 
must it have, that all could gather about it without crowd- 

ing! And we reflected upou the heat such a fire must needs 
give out—worse even than the great Park Row conflagration 

that singed us in 1882. There would be no getting near 

enough to such a tiery furnace to insure our sociability. No, 
the camp-fire was clearly out of the question, and we reluc- 

tantly abandoned the project. 
But had our purpose been put into execution, the fire 

kindled and the clans gathered, here is something of what 
might haye been heard :— 

FROM THE CRAG OF DOS HERMANOS, 

Perched on the topmost crag of Dos Hermanos, what is 
the whisper that reaches my ear from the far-off Orient of 
Mannahatta’s isle? ‘I’m ten years old to-day—just. ten 
years old to-day!” So you are, and may you Jive tobe a 
thousand, my darling! 

With Yankee brain, and Northern pluck, will Southern 
heart. and Western grit, you are an honor to your parents, 
and a model to posterily. 

Across the scarred peaks of the Rockies, over the waste 
barrens of the great plains, over the rolling prairies of the 
West, over the fertile corn lands of the Mississippi vallvy, 
wcross the buttressed shoulders of the Alleghanies, I send 
you my heart-felt greeting— 

While fire doth burn, and water run, 

We'll never forget the Forrst AnD STREAM: 

For a life that’s cheered by Ron axp Guy, 
is better than wild ambilion’s dream. 

HE 

THE CAMP OF THE KINGFISHERS, 

Hiditoy Forest and Stream: 
Lam reminded to-night, our first in camp this year, that 

next week Forest anD Srream completes its tenth year of 
publication as a sportsman’s journal. a sportsmun’s paper in 
the truest sense, and I thoughtit might ‘warm the cockles 
o' your heart,” and seem kind o’ fraternal and brotherly like 
to send you a friendly grasp and a kindly greeting from the 
Kingfishers out of the heart of the wildernces. 

I have spent many pleasant hours over the pages of the 
dear old paper, which have been a source of much solid 
comfort, instruction and amusement, and I have come to 
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think thet to be deprived of access to its columns would be 
something like leaving a fish on the bank to gasp its life ont 
for want of water. 
T hope the close of the tenth year may be but the begin- 

ning of a longer and still more successful career to all con- 
cerned; and trusting that its course in future may be as 
square and honest with the brotherhood of anglers, the 
lovers of the dog and gun, and all who seek health, sport 
and recreation in the woods and on the waters, as 1b has 
heen in the past, and that the editors, ‘‘rod, gun, and paddle,” 
may Jive long in the land. 

IT subscribe myself very truly you, 
NGFISHER. 

Camp oF THE Kinarisners, Michigan North Woods, July 20, 

A CHANGED PUBLIC SENTIMENT, 

Hditor Forest and Stree: 
The approaching tenth anniversary of the establishment 

of the ForEst AND SrREAM muy itford a fitting occasion 
for those who have profited by its instructions, io express 
their congratulations for the success which las attended its 
efforts to elevate the standard of taste and study of the 
sportsmen of ourcountry. They have opporinnities to study 
the natural history of the objects which they capture with 
the rod and gun which others cannot haye, and the tone and 
slyle of their correspondence shows that they are improving 
these opportunities more and more. The legislation which 
hag been enacted in so large a proportion of the States for 
protection of game and fishes and the disposition to enforce 
thest luws, testify to the excellent influence which is being 
exerted 1m this direction, The voice of the pot-hunter is 
being silenced in the presence of a more elevated sentiment 
among true sportsmen, who would not kill the soose which 
lays the golden egg, 

The support given to fisheulture and the information on 
this subject spread abroad, has been of incalculable value, 
not only to the sportsman but io the community at large, 
Continue your efforts, and may they he attended with the 
same salitary influence in the future, is the ardent hope of 

Joux Dean Caron, 
Ottawa, 1).. July 16. 

A NOTE FROM THD SMITHSONIAN. 

Dear Forest. and Stream: 
Accept my hearty congratulations on this interesting oc- 

casion—the completion of the tenth year of your prosperous 
existence. May you live to enjoy many more such decades, 
without decadtnce to your prosperity. If, as they say, 
success be not open to crilicism, then you cannot be criti- 
cized, You haye taken and held the surest road to success, 
which is, to just keep on deserving it. Now that two lustra 
have passed over your head, you have illustrated your des- 
serts in a Clean sheet, an honest sheet, and an interesting one. 
You doubtless have many pleasant words from your 

friends respecting each of your departments. I am, of 
course, especially interested in your natural history coluinns. 
Let me say how fully I appregiate their merit, and the care 
you have taken to bring and keep them abreast of current 
scientific literature. J have to refer to them constantly in 
my own writings. 

For myself personally, [ need not sity how friendly and 
agreeable our relations have always been, for that goes with- 
out saying; but the occasion calls up a little matter which 
very likely you have forgotten all about, Go back tun years, 
when you were a couple of months old, aud see who claimed 
part paternity, The first I heard of you was when I was 
sitting on a log on Turtle Mountain in Dakota, reading a 
yery characteristic letter from Hallock announcing your 
arrival; and shortly afterward I found that my enthusiastic 
friend had sworn half the child on me, as you may see by 
referring to Vol. I. No. 8, Oct. 2, 1878. Tam afraid that [ 
did not do as much for you in those days as 1 ought to have 
done, but am too proud of you now to be likely to neglect 
youin future. But nobody is necessary to you now; perge 
mado, 

With best wishes, sincerely yours, EvLiory Cours. 
SarrHsontan Instirurion, Washington, D. C., July 1%. 

FARMBRS AND FIELD SPORTS. 

Deny Forest and Stream: 
Can it be that ten years haye passed since the real lovers 

of the rod and gun, and of the blessed out-doors of forest and. 
Sireain, were gladdened by the first appearance of a elean 
Sportsman's journal? As the years go, with one who has 
reached the meridian of life, or journeyed till his shadow 
starts behind him on the path neyer to he traveled again, 
the time seems not half so long. But if he marks the period 
by the Changes wrought in the tone of sportsmen’s litera- 
{nve, and the feeling of respectable people toward those who 
in the right spirit go a-fishing or a-shooting, he might well 
belicye the years were twice ten; fora wonderfully great 
change has taken plave in Woth, 

In the bygone sportsmun’s journal the records of the 
cockpit and the “roped arena” of the prize fight held con- 
spicuous places, hardly secon to those occupied by the 
yeports of what was done hy honest anglers and honest 
sportsmen. And in these last the bottle imp, too apt to 
liecome a demon, came to the front go often that they were 
disgusted who were willing to tolerate him if he was kept in 
the background, In most cases of difference of opinion 
concerning any question of field sports, the disputants fell 
to calling each other names, and convinced no one of any- 
thing but that they were blackguards. In this class the 
majority of people placed the many who cared to wet a line 
or burn powder, and the few of such, in the class of ne’er- 
do-weels. Especially was the farmer's hand agaiust the 
sportsman, as the sportsman’s was against him, On the 
one hand wasa careless fellow who wrecked fences and 
trampled crops, shot the quail the farmer had wintered, the 
grouse he had watched, and caught the trout he had pre- 
seryed. On the other a churl owning some acres of wood- 
land and rods of water course of wl ose goodness he would 
not himself partake nor let others. 

Tn so few years has this been changed! 
The cock-fight and the prize-fight reports have been rele- 

rated to the journals which chronicle only bad things; the 
otile imp has almost disappeared from the account of whole- 
some pleasure trips, and 18 only trotted ont annually by the 
“fanny men,” so well hil off in your last weck’s editorial. 
The conflicting ideas of sportsmen are discussed courteously, 
and no one, whose opinions are worth caring for, now thinks 
aman mush needs bea blackguard or a gootlfor-nanght 
because he recreates with the red or the gun. ’ 

If all the farmers haye not taken to hunting and fishing 
(as would they might), nor made free to all comers in proper 

seasons their woods and streams, nor all city anglers and 
shooters grown as fhought{ul of land owners’ rights as they 
should, yet a feeling exists between the tyo classes far 
kindlier now than ten years ago. For this last happy 
change especially, being myself a farmer of the third gen- 
eration of farmers, and lor all the other changes I most 
heartily thank Forms? Anp SrrmAM, which 1 know has in 
a great measure wrought them by making the sportsman’s 
paper a family paper, wholesome and entertaining. That it 
may continue in snch good work, and its hands be upheld till 
my children’s children are tle dust of earth, is the earnest 
Wish of Yours always, AWAHSOORE, 
Vermont, July 1h. 
[‘'Awahsoose” is Indian for ‘Bear’. | 

CANOBING IN AMERICA, 
Eititar Forest and Stren 

Canoeing in America would have been very up-stream 
work had not Formsr AND StrpAM given it a piace in its 
columns as current literature, years before we were able to 
find a platform upon which to erect an American Canoe As- 
sociation. 

I never made a toast in my life that was sentimental—my 
humble efforts being given to scorching bread before the 
camp-fire to appease a most matter-of-fact appetite after ten 
hours of steady paddling in my canoe, But in honor of the 
celebration of the ten years’ life of our Forust AnD STREAM, 
I will propose this: Canoeing in America must, m future as 
in past, depend on Forrest anp SrrRwAM for its true deyel- 
opment, All success to the namesake of woud and river— 
the Forrest AnD Stream—so dear to all lovers of nature! 
May ten times ten years find it as fil! of life as to-day! 

Yours, fraternally, Natpanten H, BisHor. 
Lake Grorce, Warren County, New York, July 21. 

MEMORIES. 
Forest and Stream: 

With the sound of these words there comes to us, borne 
on memory’s wings, the odor of hemlock and spruce, and 
the subtle odor of ferns and mosses—a perfume compounded 
in nature’s laboratory and unrivaled in its cool and refresh- 
ing fragrance. We feel its influence stealing over us as in 
the times past we camped on the lakes, when we haye been 
on the water allday; and in many a lonely cove where we 
lingered, we saw underneathin the ¢rystal, the ghosts of the 
white birches lying in quiet rest, broken only by the ripple 
from our bows 2s we passed over, which seemed to disjoint 
them in trunk and branch as it swelled along; but no, tiie 
illusion has passed, and ayain, as the surface is calm, the tran- 
quil hush resumes its sway. And now, as the fire burnslow, 
and the flickering flame lichts the tall trunks and flashes 
therh into ruddy contrast with thedark aisles stretching away 
on either s‘de, we sce the glint of fairy lamps, asthe fire-flies 
float through the dusk. War up the lake a loon is calling, 
and now and again the sullen plunge of a pickerel comes to 
us faintly on the night wind, but allis soothing and peace- 
ful; and to complete the exquisite charm of our reverie, the 
water comes in to kiss the little pebbles on the shore with a 
whispered swish! swish! swish-sh-sh! 
May Forms: ann Srruam still continue to exert the 

wholesome infinence that bas breathed through its columms 
in the past, and may increasing “happy returns” reward 
those who have striven to make it the exponent of so much 
that is lovely in nature. WinMor, 
New Yor. July 27, 

AROUND 'THE FIRE [IN CAMP FLUTSAM. 

“Bee your pardon, oli! fellow, T think 

T was dreaming just now when you spoke, 

The factis the musical clink 

Of the ice on your wine-gohlet's brink, 

A chord of my memory woke.” 

As wafted to my cars irom the roar and din of Gotham 
came the sound of the merry-making at your decennial. 
Ten years ago you were laid, new horn, by the camp-fire on 
this very spot, and receiyed your baptism in its glare, while 

“The pine trees gathering closer in the shadows 

Listened in every spray,” 

as you made your greeting and took the oath of fealty to 
the order which yeu have since served so well, Since then, 
on the same spol, together we have seen the fires of ten 
annual camps burn themselves ont; as many times the path 
to the old landing carpeted over with mosses; together we 
have been bathed in dew and shower, and under the flicker- 
ing torch, while the fire light rose und fell, you have held us 
spellbound with narratives of field and siream, 

Those old camp-fires! How their glamor hangs around 
us through all these years, with jest aud song and laugh 
from lips now silent in fhe dreamless sleep. Bravely as 
ever burns the blaze to-night, but across the chasm of ten 
years shadowy faces peer through the whirl of fame from 
the opposite darimess nd shadowy hands seem to he stretch- 
ing ont fo clasp our own. The pines whisper the olden 
story, the wayeluts sing the safhe old song, ind the gray rocks 
still send back the nightly challenge of the great owl—the 
warder of the lone camper. Thost banners of crimson and 
green and gold still wave from rocky ramparts above, ram- 
parts never to be scaled by human deel, banners never to be 
lowered to mortal foe, The harvest moou pours a flood aver 
the wilderness, which mpples through the leaves upon the 
hosom of the earth—the scl{ same flood which, through the 
July nights of ten years, has reared domes and temples 
amid the trees, with here and there a ghost-like form to 
startle the loiterer about the camp-fire, With the gray of 
morning comes wafted up through the open tent the faint, 
dream-like perfume of the white lilies with all their olden 
fragrance, bringing memories of so many summers whose 
flowers have faded away, 

But, save these, have the years wrought no change? 
Have you, and we, oh Forest AnD SrrpaM, been dwellmg 
in a land “where it seemed always afternoon?” the “hollow 
lotus land,” careless of mankind? No; toil has been our 
portion; but while the years have brought fwrows to our 
cheeks, to you has come an undying youth, a youth to cheer 
and bless us alike by the blazing anthracite of winter and 
the voaring log-tire of our summer outing under the canopy 
of the stars, , 4 
From the latter we greet you, oh wizard of mountain and 

of lake, greater than he of the Round Table or the Alham- 

bra. Around that genial blaze what has not your wand in- 

yoked, whom has it not summoned? Choice spirits from the 

bloom of the tropics, from ‘wastes that slumber 1n eternal 
snow,” from lonely camps in forest lakes, fron the Resti- 

gouche to ‘where the loud swift Oregon though sunset yal- 
leys rolls,” these throng around us at your bidding, How 

they gather on rock and tog aboutthe camp-fire while we 
hear anew the story of the *'Cruise of the Nipper,’ the doings, 
in the ‘‘Camps of the Kingfishers,” and from that other camp 
on the Larriweep, until almost inyoluntarily we rise and dott 
our hat to ‘‘Nessmuk,” make our bow to ‘Kingtisher,”’ salute 
“Yo” and “Shadow,” and ‘Piscco,” ‘‘Wells.” and the score 
of worthies gathered around, grasp the hard warm hand of 
“HH, P. UW...” bearing the laurels of Hermosa, who, had not 
fate forbidden, would pe sitting im the flesh here to-night 
with us, and last, but not the least, the miseuided man of 
your staff who feeds with the Ichthyophagoi and dreams 
dreams which would have made the world-worn Dante 
shudder. 
And now as the camp-fire dios out they fade away, and 

youand Tare alone. The rising night wind rustles your 
leaves, and there is 1 mufiied sound which suggests the dig- 
nity which you feel the years have brought. We make our 
deep obeisance, and in the shadow of the pines, on the spot 
where frst we met, in the glow of the fire, by which you 
haye so long been our companion, we hail you, tender you 
our fairest wishes, and crown you on your natal day with 
our love and cheer. ‘‘Oh hing, liye forever!” 
From the shadowy group just faded away comes a faint 

amen, and upon our armwe bear yeu to our tent, we to 
slumber, you to gather anew what you may of ‘Camp Flot- 
sam.” WAWAYANDA. 

WILL THAT TIME EYER COME? 

My Dear Forest and Stream. 
_ The near approach of the tenth anniversary of your ex- 
istence awakens in my mind a consciousness ot the fleetness 
of time, and reytyes many interesting and pleasing incidents 
of the last decade, 
When I first took you in my arms you were An infant with 

a doubtful and uncertain fumre, and truly, in the words of 
the old maternal adage, we could only ‘‘hope for the best,” 
though prepared for the worst. You had the measles, 
whooping-cough, and all such infantile necessities; bul you 
were skillfully nursed and came through it all, and haye 
long since had your eye teeth cut, thrown off your swaddling 
clothes, and now stand alone, an infunt no longer; for many 
years you have been a recogniz’d power in the land, and as 
such we ‘‘véleran” subsuribers now greet you every week. 
Ten years azo we essayed to contribute a little assistance, but 
to-day you haye outgrown the need, if it ever existed; and 
we only turn fo you for information instuad, for we frankly 
confess that from your pages we have learned more of {he 
geography of our country, more of ils fauna and the finny 
inhabitants of the beautiful waters than all the knowledge 
of these subjects we had acquired previous to your bith, 
You have given us entertainment during many hours when 

we would seek to relieve the mind from the monotony of 
business, bur could not eo atishing, or when it was close time 
with the game. 
Winged time is a bird of such rapid fight that no snap. 

shot can arrest her, and when our joints become toe stiff 1a 
joint onr red and vur eyesight too dim to follow the dear old 
dogs and see a point (do you see the point?) we shull then 
depend solely on you for our comfort and support. And 
though we place that day thirty years hince, yet we feel as- 
sured that you will then be, as now, still in your youth and 
inereasing yigor, 
When that ime arrives, may you be able to tell me that 

through your influence “the work of protection is perfected, 
poaching and potting are unknown, the birds hatch their 
broods unmolested, the trout and bass are abundant in all our 
waters and take the fly every day.” 

That the Fores AND STREAM may never become exter- 
minated is the devont wish of M. 
Bastow, Mass,, July 24, 

OLD AND NEW IN VIRGINIA. 

Editor Forest wnd Strediie 
T learn that Pormst AND STREAM will soon be ten years 

old, Accept my congratulations, May you tive to be ten 
times ten and “then same.” I know that | but voice the 
sentiment of every sportsman in America who has enjoyed 
the good fortune that has befallen me of reading your excel- 
lent paper almost continuously since its birth, when I say 
that it has no superior in appearance nor matter, original 
and contributed. I owe you a debt of gratitude [ can never 
repay, for many pleasant and profitable hours spent in 
perusing ils colimns, and were [ to undertake to enumerate 
the great good it has accomplished in the way of improving 
our sporting dogs, preserving the game of the country, en- 
lightening its readers in all matters pertaining to field and 
aquatic sports, the interchange of experiences between well 
informed men on all the yarioug subjects cmbraced in the 
ample scope of its purposes, I would consume more space 
than you would he willing to give me. How many pleasant, 
lasting and life-long friendships have been estabtished 
through this medinm. While your Yeaders have been thas 
pbenerited, enl'ghtened and entertained, it must surely bring 
a supreme satisfaction to you, Mr, Editor, and those who 
have preceded you, to look upon the sucess of your enter- 
prise and the great good you have accomplished. |“May 
you live long and prosper,” is the hearty wish of myself, 
and will, no doubt, be echoed by every true sportsman m 
this broad land, ent Yr 
The actual changes which have taken place in Virginia in 

the last decade in the mode of following the sports of Tani 
and water, have not been yery marked. ‘Time, the miro. 
duction of breechJoading arms, the cheapening of good guns 
of American manufacture, and improyement in the bred 
of our sporting dogs is qnite apparent. The number and 

character of the mam who now go a-bunting and fishing 
have perhaps undergone a greater change than amy thing 
else. Formerly if wis not considered ‘‘exactly the thing 
for a business man to be seen with dogs and guns and fishing 
tackle, and men of that class, if they indulged tueir pro- 
pensity for those sports at al, did it “on thesly.” The 
hunting wagon was brought up to the back gate at unsea- 
sonable hours, and the tackle or bunting outfit smuggled 
into it, the dogs spirited ont of town by a “‘fifteenth amend- 
ment,” and the sportsmen silently stole away like the Arabs. 
Now everything is different. “Professiona! men and busi- 

ness men, when their occupations slow ol it, boldly don 
their huoting clothes, seize their breeth-loaders, ua defi- 
antly mount ito the wugon or hoard the train, while Don 
and Dash and Fleet rash madly alongthe strect, or lookcom- 
placently out of the vehicle, as if pitying the Sstay-at-homes, 
Much, if not all, of this is due to the sensible and well-timed 
articles which have appeared in the Porust aNp STREAM it 
the last ten years. Sensiblé men have come to the conclu 
sion that innocent recreation is quite as harmless, morally, as 
sitting around discussing your neighbors’ aifairs, and a great 

. 
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deal more health-giving, brain-strengthening and nerve-in- 
yigorating, so that it is now becoming quite the fashion in 
our country to pity the misfortunes of the poor young (or 
old) man who cannot leave off money-making long enough to 
giye his body and mind that rest and recreation which ua- 
ture demands. In fact, ‘‘the bottom rail is on top,” so much 
so that at present at one of our most fashionable watering- 
places, Rawley Springs, the ladies are quite carried away 
with the sport of rife and pistol shooting, and forsake the 
sentimental promenades, the mormine Germans and the 
evening drives forthe more exciting and manly sport of tar- 
get practice. 

Although the changes to which I have alluded have taken 
place in the last ten years, and are very perceptible, those 
Which haye taken place in a longer period, running back, 
say twenty years, orto the close of the war, have been much 
more marked. Jus after the war there was not one man 
wio hunted birds snd fished for trout and bass, where there 
are ten who do it now. In those days, you rarely saw any- 
thing hut men hunting or fishing. Now the boys are at it, as 
well as a much larger numberof men. When I first began to 
shoot quail on the wing, thirty years ago, there were not over 
one dozen men in the town and county who indulged in the 
sport, and there were not more than that number of pointers 
and setters here, such as they were. Now, and for several 
years past, on open season day, you can count men and boys 
and dogs by the score, sallying forth to the slaughter (and 
most of them*practice the gentle art, too, and “go a-fishing”’ 

_ every chance they get), so that we can now show some of as 
fine.field shots and fly-fishermen as can be found anywhere. 

Our breeds of dogs haye greatly improved by reason of 
the reading of such papers as yours, and the ready inter- 
course afforded by the railroads, which enables the sports- 
meén of one locality to learn something from his brother 
sportsmen in another by actual contact. Our dogs are bet- 
ter broken, too, than they used to be, though nothing like so 
well as the dogs of the North and West. This matter of dog 

_ training, und the rapid improvement made initin the last 

_ your valuable journal and others. 
ten years, I attribute almost entirely to the influence of 

Indeed, I find in looking 
back over ‘‘old times” and comparing with the present, that 
#reat strides have been made iu the direction of improve- 
ment in almost every branch of hunting and fishing lore, 
and I think it all traceable directly or indirectly to the 
knowledge imparted to sportsmen through the columns of 
“Sporting papers, by means of the interchange of ideas and 
experiences of men with each other, the contributions of 
scientific men, and the well digested and instructive editori- 
als to be found <n everyissuc. _ 

This comparison of the old times with the modern opens 
up a field too vast to be covered by one article. Indeed, it 
would require a volume to exhaust it. But that there has 
been ercat improvement in everything pertaining to hunting 
and fishing except the quantity of game, and that your valu- 
able journal has contributed largely to bring about this 
desirable result, there can be no doubt. , 

The field is still large, and there is still room for improve- 
| ment, especially in the matters of impressing sportsmen and 
others with the importance of good game and fish laws, and 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

i. ae 

extn ae ne 

the duty every man, who calls himself a sportsman, owes to 
the public in obeying those laws, and seeing that all who 
break them are punished; in the matter of establishing cor- 
rect standards for judging dogs, both at field trials and 
bench shows, and in the matter of educating men to know 
that slaughter is not sport, and that the most moderate, 
temperate and humane man is the most liable to derive the 
greatest pleasure from the pursuif of game and fish, as in 
all other pursuits of life. 

I may, when I have more leisure, give you my views on 
some matters which haye lately been discussed in your 
columns, especially the relation of field trials to bench shows, 
the mode of judging, etc. JACK, 

Sraunton, Virginia, July 16. 

NIGHT THOUGHTS IN CAMP, 

Ten years! and is itthen so long, my brother? 

So many happy days of hunter strife 

Crystallized in one form or anather, 

In prisms where each man sees his own life 
Reflected, or that dull a hunting-knife 

By sheer comparison of sheen with other 

Brightness, witty, keener, e’en, of edge? 

It seems not long! 

Ten years! and yet how many have departed 
For other hunting grounds within that time! 

Some whom the whole wide world has wept for started 

Tu search, long since, of that far distant clime 

Where noiseless shafts at heroes in their prime 
Grim Death hath not and never can have darted: 
Where stream, and for@&t, aud the serried sedge 

Re-echo song! 

Ah, well! some still are left around our fire; 

Some whom our own deep thoughts in silence feel, 

Some who still emulate the champion liar. 

Wing Fisher lives and rattles still his reel! 

JOHN PRESTON TRUE. 

“A DAY THAT NEVER CAME, 

My dear Forest and Stream: 
So you are going to be ten years oldnext week? A whole 

decade; just think of it! Well, you've had an honest lite, 
given guid pro quo, and, we hope, put by something for 
arainy day. The writer well remembers how the bantling 
was received by the elder “sports” and the date of its funeral 
announced, but the day did not come, and the paper is now 

| quite likely to send flowers to the obsequies of all ifs original 
opposers, as it has to some. ” 
Many changes occur in ten years; even to yourself changes 

have come. ‘There was one in particular 1 was pleased to 
note, z. ¢., the removal of a very bad letter N from the word 
“And” in your title. Somehow, you have kept growing 
better all the time, like the little girl who attenued Sunday 
School regularly. A marked change has taken place in the 
assembling of the material of its make-up, much to the com- 
fort of its readers;.and one cannot but think we owe the 
greater portion of our gratitude to the principal and respon- 

sible editor, Mr. Chas. B. Reynolds, who has been untiring 
in his efforts to make yours the yery best paper of its class. 
One thing we can say, it is pure, and we need have no fear 
to put it before otrr children with other good and instructive 
reading matter. Long may Mr. R. have the health and in- 
clination to continue the good work. You and I have been 
personal friends from its first number, and I have done all I 
could in my humble way te help you along. Long may you 
“prent’’ and disseminate useful and good iutelligence re- 
garding out-door life. We can never learn too much about 
nature or how to enjoy ourselves reasonably on her bosom, 
Long lite to you in well doing. REIGNouLps. 

Bostion, July 25. 

MOUNTAINS AND MICE—BIG THINGS AND LIPTLE. 

Thad hoped ere this to have given the readers of Formsy 
AND STREAM some items concerning the meetiag of the Sports- 
men’s Association of the Carolinas, at the Warm Springs in 
Madison county, in this State. While the tournament, so- 
called, was going on, J was entirely too busy, or too lazy, to 
take up my pen. Besides this, [ had so signally failed 
to distinguish myself, that I was ashamed to put down on 
paper my very unskilful performances, for fear that sports- 
men would say thatthe only qualification “Wells” had for 
the yery high po ition he holds in the association was some 
latent executive ability, which might or might not be ex- 
hibited on special occasions. Indeed, that judgment, I fear, 
has already been pronounced, for certain newspapers of the 
State have had the want of discretion to advertise my 
lamentable want of success in competing with local and 
visiting sportsmen. The effect, if not the purpose, will be to 
defeat my nomination for Governor of the State when my 
party meets in convention next year, and thus cause our 
people to lose the services of one of her sons, who is supposed 
to’ he always willing to advance their interests by holding a 
dignified and lucrative position, But to relieve all anxiety on 
the part of any aspirant, I hereby respectfully decline to ac- 
cept. 

Our place of mecting was an exceedingly pleasant one, 
though not exactly fitted for the exhibition of any fine shoot- 
ing. Unfortunately, the only ground which could be 
selected was hemmed in with mountains, which gave us a 
green and dark background, preventing such of us as did 
not have clear vision, from distinctly and readily seeing the 
balls in their flight.’ With all this disadvantage several 
persons made highly respectable scores. Ido not mean to 
be invidious when | name as among the best Messrs. Jordan, 
Waddell, Lusk and Van Gilder of Ashville, N. C., Hall and 
Culp of Charleston, Smoak and Cannon of Orangeburg, 
8. G., Gibbes of Columbia, §. C., and the two McCarleys of 
Winnsboro in the same Staté. Besides these, we had the 
pleasure of seeing Andy Meaders of Nashville, Mr. Mead of 
Knoxville, and Messrs. Mills and Wagner of Washington 
City, who did us the kindness to be present and participate 
in the sports. The last named four will testify, 1 presume, 
that they met gentlemen amply capable of “giving them all 
they can tote’ in the shooting line. If they should fayor us 
with their presence again, we trust we shall be able to enter- 
tain them with an exhibition of skill upon the part of several 
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members of our association which will call for their ad- 
miration. 

Our association had its usual business meeling and 
adopted a constitution and by-laws for its government. The 
officers are, ‘‘Wells,"’ President; Maj. Hf. H. Thomson, of 
Spartunburg, 8, C., Vice-President; 'T.. H. Gibbes, of Cel- 
umbia, 8. C., Secretary and Treasurer, and Messrs. T. T. 
Hall, of Charleston, Cannon, of Orangeburg, 8. C., Jordan, 
of Ashyille, and Moore, of Salisbury, Directors, "These con- 
stitute the executive committee. Arrangements are even 
now in progress to haye a shoot at Charlotte during the 
present summer, Next year we hope to have one somewhere 
in the highlands of this State, at which we hope our 
brethren of other associations and States will be present, It 
is possible, at least, {hat by that time we may become so 
elevated in our ideas as to ‘throw down the glove” to any 
team of five or ten men who may come from the ottside 
world, In case we do, we will be glad to enter intoa 
friendly contest for the mastery, We shall not propose to 
offer the usual temptation of « large possible pecuniary 
reward for excellence. The truth is, that according to the 
opinion of your correspondent, a genuine sportsman ought 
to find sufticient inducement in the enjoyment of the work 
or pastime to tempt him to 1adulge in it, and to do his best 
to exhibit his skill, To my mind it is a doubtful compli- 
ment to any man’s character to say that the ‘‘almighty dol- 
Jar” is a needed stimulant io exertion, An amusement 
which cannot be followed without the jingle of coin is not 
worthy of pursuit, and I should be glad to see the day when 
the “soldier’s wreath is honor,” and not spoils, when gentle- 
men can meet and enjoy themsvlyes in genteel competition 
for the championship, without the wager of a cent. 

During the recent contest at Warm Springs, the medal 
was obtained by the Charleston Club, consisting of Messrs. 
Hall, Culp, Smoak, Cannon and McCarley, Next year, 
“Wells” hopes, or rather wishes, to get up a ‘‘scrub team,” 
to le called the Executive Inyincibles, who will make our 
Charleston friends do their ‘‘speedy uimost,’” as did Tam 
O’Shanter’s mare, ia the Kirkalloway and Doon race. So 
these gentlemen had better see to it, that their armor does 
not rust, or “by Gum,” we will sive them their “faivin,” 

It was my good fortune to have met, at the Warm Springs, 
two gentlemen well known to the readers of the Formsy AND 
StREAM by their contributions, which always are sensible 
and sparkling. These were ‘‘M.,” of Northside, Va., and 
“Dick Swiveller,” of Aiken, 8, C. With both I had frequent 
conversations, which, I trust, with be often renewed, 
“around the ingle blinkin’ bonnily,” by the camp-fre, or at 
mid-day, on a log or stone or green grass, under the shade or 
in the sun, and near the purling brook, over the lunch 
basket, while Dick and Sam and Dash look wistfully for 
their portion of the viands. ‘‘M.” has promised to give 
me this pleasure, ani I feel sure he will find time, or take 
it, to leave his books and cases and clicnis, and have a trial 
before a different kind of court, Fvom this you-will see that 
his wish to mee me, as expressed in the Forest AND 
Srream of the 19th July, was gratified. 
The prospect for small game in this State was never better., 

All persous tell me that Bob White was at no time more 
abundant, and if weshall have rain enough to produce a 
large crop of grass and herbage in our fields, I think our 
sportsmen can Inxuriate during the coming season. 

Wetts. 

A. DECADE WASTED! 

Ten years ago—to a dot—a combination of enterprise and 
talent, becoming disgusted with the snailish and inefficient 
management of sporting matters, equipped and started 
Fornst AnD STREAM: and to give the world an inkling ot 
what might be expueted in the course of timé (not Pollock’s), 
they displayed on their title-page a mixed-up lot of elk, but 
falo, beayer, black bass, bears, twkeys, ducks, wildcats, 
trout, woodcock, alligators, deer, panthers, ete,, all strolling 
leisurely about within pop-gun distance, and poking their 
noses into the “‘srub” of camping parties—making up a 
lovely picture of a hunters’ paradise, The whule country 
Was jubilant at the prospect! 

Sportsmen expected to shoot cartloads of game from their 
tas windows in eyery part of the country (except in the 
streets of the Jarger cities); the poor rejoiced in the hope 
that they would have to buy no meat, and even poor Lo 
was delighted at the thought that it would not be necessary 
to die in order to yet to the happy hunting grounils. 

But alas! what is the actual condition of things at the 
present tine, after fen years of herculean effort? Althongh 
T say it as ought'nt (haying been charged with a desire to 
speculate in lots), a sporlsman can scarcely find a snipe or 
mud-hen without zoing to St. Augustine; the music of our 
giugine birds has not improved one jot under the manage- 
ment of this promising company; the English sparrow 
latizhs from every rafter and cornice of our houses, though 
he ought to have been exterminated fo the last feather at 
least nine years ago (amd would laye beenif Forusr anp 
Stream bad been properly edited); ducks and other aquatic 
water fowl are gradually oozing away; while there is only 
one quail, partridge, prairie chicken, plover, woodcock, and 
of mins feathered things where there ought fo he ten thou- 
sald. , 

As for myself—and « few others—we even expectad, when 
Fortsr anp Strmam vot fairly started, to flush a dodo now 
and then, but, instead of our expectations being realized, 
the only progress made in sporting matters has been back- 
ward! There is actually less game in the country now than 
when it: started on its promising carver. 

"England expects every man to do his dirty!” so does 
America, and she calls in tones of thunder and indignation 
on the editors of Forust anp SrrudAm to do thei? duty 

DipyMus. 

THE PARSON IN FATIGUE DRESS, 

Much of the Parson's life smacks of the dress parade, To 
falland to be called on is his daily routine; to conduct weekly 
meetings is his common experience; to be present at social 
gatherings is a frequent requirement, All this of necessity 
Keeps him starched up and cravatitd in reasonably fashion- 
able and faulfless style. He must go in and out, bearing 
on his bosom the gloss of the laundry, and on his feet the 
shine of the boutblack, and on his countenance and cranium 
the clean cut of the barber’s razor, and the hairdresser’s 
scissors. Then, as heis a shining mark for the unsparing 
inyectives that hostile Jagions stand ready to hur] at a flawy 
and perfectless Christianity, he is to be as watchful of his 
demeanor, and ns faultless in his deportment as he is in his 
altive. His speech, too, must be pruned of all slang, and 
his words fiily spoken that they may be of Solonien’s 
kind, ‘like apples of gold in pictures of silver,” 

Now, take the Parson off of his stilts, and out of his 
, broadcloth, and put him in the woods in his boots and 
blouse. Ts it any wonder that he runs and rolls,and frisks and 
frolics like a released colt, when the harness of a laborious 
profession is removed from his shoulders, and he finds him- 
self absolved for'a season from the nice exactions of estab- 
lished conventionalism,to which he is required scrupulously 
to conform at the risk of losing caste? Who can be hetter 
qualified than he, by the sheer strain and stiess of his multi- 
form duties, to enjoy the liquid yoices of unexplored for- 
ests, the grateful shade of unclimbed mountains, and the sweet 
music of unfettered rivers? 

“Ah,” says the Parson, as he slings his knapsack down on 
the pebbly shore of Lake Comfort, ‘‘here is liberty; right 
here we will pitch our tent, and form our camp; here, where 
the birds do the singing, instead of the choir, and the tall 
trees the preaching, as they point heayenward, instead of the 
clergy, and the deer the calling, whom we shall always bid 
welcome, We will go to the luke to do our marketing instead 
of elbowing our way through motléy crowds among city 
stalls. Here is freedom from sick calls and funeral palls; 
from the jingle of telephones, the click of telegraphs, and 
even postal infelicities, Hereis license to go where you please 
and do as you please,” And the birds pause in their carol, 
and the leaves whisper, ‘‘Hush!” and the leap of the catar- 
act grows subdued as the Parson’s exuberant spirits find yent 
in the hymn, which he sings to the tune ‘‘America,” as im- 
mortal asthe hymn, which was never more histily rendered 
on battle-field, deck of man-of-war, or ata Fourth of July 
celebration: 

My country ‘tis of thee, 

Sweet land of liberty, 

OF thee I sing: 
Land where my fathers died, 
Land of the pilgrims’ pride, 

From every mountain side 

Let freedom ring! 

My native country, thee, 
Land of the noble free, 

Thy name I love: 
Tloye thy rocks and rills, 

Thy woods and templed hills; 
My heart with rapture thrills 

Like that above. 

Let music swell the breeze, 

And ring from all the trees 

Sweet freedom’s song; 

Let mortal tongues awake, 
Let all that breathe partake. 

Let rocks their silence break, 

The sound prolong. 

“Wurrah, boys! Get me the hatchet, and out with your 
jack-knives; now for the hemlocks to carpet our tent with, 
and soften our bunks!” Done. And the Parson throws 
himself full length on his extemporized bed of green uphol- 
slery sans cérémonic, and with one loud, long grunt ex- 
presses his satisfaction. The rest follow suit. 

“Now, boys, up take the hatchet and cut crutches and a 
pole for a crane; gather stones and lay up a fire-place, and 
sticks for a fire, and) sot them to blazing, while I do the 
marketing.” 
The Parson adjusts his rod and line and fly and makes his 

first cast. in the lake at his feet, and in less time than it takes 
to go from up-town to Fulton Market to buy a halibut steak 
or 4 salmon, he returns to camp with a string of beauties 
fresh lrom the crystal depths, that make the boys’ eyes sglis- 
ten with unwonted lustre, and their appetites waken to eazer 
craving. 

The daintiest viands spread on royal tuble, and served in 
ware of delicate china and finest gold, was neyer better rel 
ished than that first meal by the Parson and the boys, and 
no slumber was ever sweeter than theirs on the resinuons 
hemlocks, Hrx, 
Paterson, N. J., July 19. 

YEH GLUTTONOUS SHOOTER. 

Ubiquitous is he, and his intent is murderous. Meet him 
where you may, come up with him where you will, he is 
the same article, 

Te goeth forth with slaughter in bis eye, greed in his soul, 
and a Browner Lockless, or mayhap a pot-metal single-barrel 
in his hand, 

fle is the same in every guise, whether gotten up in pano- 
ply of war, with game-bag, cartridge-belt and dead-grass 
suit; in shirt sleeves with ’coon-skin pouch and powder- 
horn; in wading-pants, with split-bamboo, creel and book of 
flies, or with ‘‘pole” and line and box of werms. 

The “thoughts and intents of his heart” are the same yes- 
terday, to-day and to-morrow, to wit: To kill all the game 
and fish possible by any means or in apy manner, regardless 
of size, age or means of utilizing it. r 

His greedy soul is never satisfied, and he crieth evermore 
“give.” 
“ile slaughtereth game by the boat or wagon load, catcheth 

fish until he knoweth not wat to do with them, and then 
sitteth down and bosteth 1udly and shamelessly through 
the columns of divers sporting papers of his gluttony. 

He findeth a choice place to shoot or fish, and then liveth 
in agony lest some brother should discover it, 

Not seldom he considereth the bottle filled with the devil's 
own brewing indispensable to his happiness and maketh an 
ass, yea, a fool of himself in the highest style of the art, and 
feeleth sorely aggrieved, yea, wroth if others do’ not accept 
his proffered dram. 

Tf he doth not denounce wholl 
would he curtail it at both ends, an 
dle. 

His nim may not always be as good as his intention, but 
the question is ever qid always, '“How much can I kill, and 
how big a story can [ tell?” 
He would not leave a beast, bird or fish for a fellow sports. 

the close season, yet 
sadly impair the mid- 

man, 
“Alls fish that comes to his net,” _ Yea, 
The fingerling and callow brood shall help fil! his bag. 
Go to, ye gluttons! Consider your ways. Is if best 

always best to wallow in the mire? Is life for you alla 
level plain? Is there to be no improyement? Is there no 
beauty in generosity? Nothing ennobling in self-denial? 
Nothing gratifying in self-respect, or respect of others? 

Judging from wiany communications in Fokust AND 
SrrwaM, il might not be amiss for sporismen to go into a 
little seifexamination in order to ascertain wihtether there be 
not 2 little something in their composition which they will 
be ashamed of when they get the right focus-on it. 

Let us enjoy sport in a manly way. 
Write our experiences modestly, and aid by precept and ex- 
ample the PorEsr anv Stream, which closes with this 
number a successfil decade of noble work, in its most com- 
meéndable endeavor to spread abroad a manly love for sports- 
manship that shall he pure and gentlemanly, 5, 

Uphold the laws, 

THE NURSE OF INFANCY, 

Surely if there be any one on the top of the earth who ques- 
tions the usefulness of the Forrest Anp STREAM, he cannot be 
the head of a family, the father of hyo bouncing, neyer-tiring, 
irrepressible boys, who from sunrise to sunset are engaged im 
doing that which they ought not to do, and who have con- 
scientious scruples against doing thal which they ought to 
do. Their mis¢hieyous pranks—the din, the Glangor, the 
racket, the hubbub in which they are wont to indulge their 
fancies and Which are the inevitable outcome of youtiful 
vigor and the best of health, are enough at times to convert 
our home into a seeming pandemonium, and to make us 
firm believers in the doctrine of human depravity. But, 
Grammercy! we have found a remedy; it is to us the balm 
of Gilead—an anodyne to our troubled spirits; it is that 
which works.a transformation from con 
founded to order and profound tranquillity, The panacea 
is found in the columns of the Formst AND STREAM; if 1s 
scattered through many pages of each weekly issue, and 
frequently has it been to us like oil poured on the troubled 
waters. - 
When disorder reigns supreme and these lads are rending 

our ears with their clamor, I pol one on each of my knees, 
with a Forest Anp SrReAM between them, and reua 
therefrom an inijeresting article or two on hunting, yacht- 
ing or fishing, and the change is magical. It acts like a 
charm, Their hoisterousness is repressed and they become 
obedient and attentive listeners, I read to them contribu- 
tions from ‘‘ Nessmuk,” ‘ Wawayanda,” *‘ Seneca” and 
others, and the interesting adventures and experiences re- 
corded by these correspondents find an abiding place in 
the breasts of the boys who listen, 

The Forest AND STREAM is better than the rod. 
BAnsam. 

Pontiac, Mich. 

THE MENTOR OF YOUTH. 

Editor Forest and Strewm: 

Can it be possible that ten years have passed since I suw, 
for the first time, the moose’s head amid the pile of papers 
on the principal’s desk at boarding school? How eagerly I 
pulled out the Forest ANp SrreAM, and with fast beating 
heart carried it oul under the apple trees, and lying flat on 
my stomach with my head between my hands, devoured 
ravenously every word from the title page to the last adver- 
lisement. It gives me pleasure now, to think of the ecstacy 
with which the columns of that number were perused, 

1 well remember how, when yacation bad arrived, I care- 
fully watched for the proper time to propose to father that 
he allow me to become a subscriber. Monday was hot fav- 
orable, because he was then planning bis week's work, On 
Wednesday things looked worse yet, because when he came 
home from the city I learned (hat an important law case wae 
being tried before him, which would occupy several days. 
By Sunday the suspense was getling terrible, so after dinner 
on that day, when father was sitting in the porch smoking, 
and looking particularly good-humored, | anxiously brought 
out the worn copy and asked lim to look it over. He read for 
half an hour before my courage was wrought up to the point 
where I could ask the important question. 

“Wumph!” said he, with a coldness that froze my yery 
marrow. ‘You are a perfect maniac now on the subject of 
hunting and fishing. You will never amount toanything 
in the world if you cannot keep out of the woods for a pari 
of the day or night, and this passion will only keep you 
excited when you onght to be studying.” 

With her usual grace mother laid her hand upon his 
shoulder and commenced talking in a low voice, heard 
her say that it was better for a boy to be interested in wature 
than for him to seek pleasures about town; but could not 
stay to hear more, and hurried away. That evening I 
learned that the Forest AND STReAM was to be subscribed 
for. 

Ten years have taken me out of school, through e¢ollege, 
through a professional school, dnd to an official position in 
my profession; and yet through all of the varied scenes of 
these years nota single week would have been complete if 
a copy of the Forms? anp StRpAm had been deprived me, 
You do not remember my first article, Mr. Editor, because 

it was written Dine years ugo. But if yon had seen the 
proud youth who showed to his father a letter from Mr. 
Hallock, complimenting a certain article on “The Great 
Crested Flycatcher (Myiserohus erinttus),” it would have heen 
éyident who the author was. 

Success tothe Forpst anpD StrwpaAM. May another ten 
years leave it in equally good trim for a succeeding ten 
years’ crnise. Mark West. 
New Yorg, July 28. 

THE COMPANION OF MANHOOD, 

Adriana.—But honestly, think you it must be love 
He colne to speak off 

Why, ‘lis either that, 

Or else to tell you of what fish he caught. 
—Taylow's Philip Van Artelvede. Aot 1 St. 4s 

Clara.— 

If the question quoted above had been asked about me, 
I might have answered, ‘Well, if not love, a pretty atrong 
friendship, and I will tella fish story or two besides when 
the season has closed, and I have time to sit down and talk 
over our campings and trampings.” I have one highly 
esteemed friend who never fails to visit me once a weck ; 
and although he will not be teu years old vntil the 26th of 
this mouth, [ find already more common sense in |is (dis- 
conrses on matters relating to the forests and streams (wherein 
I find as much pleasure as do the beasts and fish whom the 
Creator has made to take their ‘ ‘pastime therein”) than in the 
brains and talk of many much older people. I hope he may 
live to be a centenarian. : 
Your last letter o me ended with the kindly wish, ay 

the trout rise where your fly is cast.” They did. I campe 
out the lasttwo weeks of Jane and had a very pleasant time, 
I used this year a new 6-ounce rod made for me by a friend 
in Philadeiphia; it was of greenheart witi bamboo tips, 
handle, red cedar. The first day 1 fished my favorite stream 
with the rod, 1 took two doubles frovi one pool within ten 
minutes, One of the first pair was 12% inches long, the 
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othbersmaller. The seeond pair weighed about six oufces 

euch. u 
. 

svould have found there, where were four anglers and one- 
“half—tT count my eight year old boy as only half at angler 
us yet, for he caught only two or three of his fish with a fly 
—ind two employes, a very good endorsement of your 
article 1 vead with hearty approval this evening about the 
bottle nuisance as counected with fishing. 

T wish you a happy birthday and plenty of them to come. 
Very truly yours, 

Crom Cray, 
Wasainetos, TD). C., July 13, 

THE CONSOLATION OF OLD AGE. 

Many happy returns of the day to you, my Woy, TI remem- 
‘ber well the occasion of your bitth, and how T thought you, 
when you were first shown to me, a most proniising cherub, 
You neyer evied, so far as Loan recollect, but were always 
pretty sturdy, manful, and self-respecting—rather a preco- 
-cious child in fact. Since that time I have kept close track 
of you, and haye been more than once surprised to find what 
a wanderer you were, I have happened upon you when I 
syas, as I supposed, far beyond the reach of mails, have seen 
you in thé tents of tampyigners, in miners’ camps among 
the mountains, on the rough taliles in the cabins of loggers 
in Britisli Galumbia, on cattle ranches and wheat farms in 
the great Northwest, in our city clubs and on the center 
tables of private families, In fact, my friend, you appear 
to force yourself everywhere, and I have sometimes asked | 7. 

_ myself whether it was by impertinent pushing or through 
your own inherent excellence that you have made for your- 
self go wide a circle of friends, I must confess that all that 
T see and hear makes me think it the latter. You take your 
sround, and when you haye decided on your course, you 
stick to it. You seem to do not what will be best for your 
pocket, but what you believe to be right. And people appear 
to think the better of you for it, 

Tt will be ten year's next October since my first printed 
effusion appeared in your columns. Then I was compara- 
tively a young man, But the ten years which have only 
served (6 make you strong and lusty, and to win for you so 
many thousands of friends, have weighed more heavily on 
me, Frosted temples and deepened crows’ fect, and creaking 
joints warn me that the time will soon be here when my arm 
shall no longer be able to support the heavy rifle, and my 
legs may tefusc to grip, as of old, the frolicsome or vicious 
stced, Well, 1 cannot complain, I have had my time, have 
enjoyed it, and have told you more or less about it: and 
when the time comes for me to settle down into the “lean 
andslippered pantaloon,” no longer able to walk, or ride, or 
shoot, I must do as better men have alreudy done, and look 
to memory and to you for my diversion. ForI expect. you 
ta nore than last ont my time, being rather of the opinion 
that it was of your stream thal the poet laureate wrote pro- 
phetically when he said: 

“Men may come and men may go, 

But I go on forever.” 

Tean wish noihing better for you than that you should 
develop as rapidly and steadily in the future as you have in 
the past. Yo, 

“THE BOTTLE JOKE.” 

Lithitor Forest dnd. Streant: 
1 want to thank you most heartily for your editorial in 

the issue of July 12, ‘Tne Bottle Joke.” I frankly confess 
that 1am one of Those “anglers, law-abiding citizens, who 
would like nothing better than to impale one of those slan- 
deyous jokers on my hook, souse him into a cool stream of 
pure trout-vater, and play him there until the whisky should 
be well washed ont of his gigantic brain.” 

T haye never been able to understand how men could he 
willing to joke about that which strikes at the root of 
rational enjoyment, undermines man's physical well-being, 
and destroys his moral nature. I have never been able to 
understand why men should regard the whisky bottle as a 
necessary adjunct to their enjoyment during a shooting or 
fishing trip, or why, when writing about their exploits on 
flood and field, they should he willing to give to it so large a 
place in their narrative. It is much to be regretted that it 
ever found its place in the pocket of the sportsman, or in 
his literature. Much that is intended for his entertainment 
is so utterly polluted by the bottle that the effect upon the 
young is unqualificdly bad, Strong drink is no necessary 
part of a sportsman’s outfit. Those who make it such miss 
more than half the enjoyment which would come to them 
from their outing in the woods, or by the Jake or stream. 
Nature has no voice for him whose idea of enjoyment is 
plenty of whisky. In yain does she spread beneath his feet 
her carpet of green, and dot it with loveliest flowers: in vain. 
do the birds and the brooks sing to him; in vain is the glori- 
ous landscape spread before him; in yain is displayed the 
grandeur of dill piled upon hill and mountain-top o’erlop- 
pive Mountain-lop; he has no thought for these things—no 
senses by which to apprehend and appreciate them, 

J want to say with all the emphasis of which Lam capable 
that whisky and beer ef 7d dive gents, are Mo necessary part 
of any spurtsman’s outiit. We haye the testimony of officers 
of both the American and British armies that men will 
endure hardship and fatigue better without stimulants than 
they can with them. 1 know thatit does not heighten en- 
jeyment, By it some men are made noisy, some silly, some 
stupid and some quarrelsome. Any considerable use of 
strong drink is always followed by unpleasant pliysical 
effects. Now I submit that none of these things contribute 
in any degree to rational enjayment; they do contribute to 
pliysical and moral deterioration. 

You, Mr. Editor, deserve the thanks of all right-minded 
mien for your persistent warfare against the bottle fiend. 
You haye given to your readers a literature which is whole- 
some, one which we need not fear to put into the hands of 
our sons, You haye done your pwt to teach our boys and 
the young men who are to constitute the next generation of 
sportsmen, that the bottle is no part of the outfit of a gentle 
min who goes into the woods for pleasure and recreation, 
that their enjoyment will be hieizhtened if it be left behind. 
Those were honest, manly words that elicited a response 
from many a heart, ‘We beg leave to tell them that it is not 
all of fishing, nor indeed any part of if whutever, to eet 
eloriously drunk, An angling trip is not, nowadays at least, 
an excuse to swill whisky or beer” This ma be a hard 
lesson to teach, but the number of those who have learned 
il is yearly increasing. There is unquestionably u better 
sentiment in the minds of the men of to-day who seek pleas- 
ure, or health, or both, with rod and gun, than’ prevailed 

ish you could hayé been in onreamp that night; you 
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among too many who did the same thing twenty years ago. 
This is Owing in part to the fact that the ranks of stich men 
have within recent years been largely augmented by the 
addition of many of the best men of all vocations and pro- 
fessions, and in part to your faithful teaching in the matter, 
tO your suppression of what was impure, to your honest 
adherence to a line of conduct which placed before itself a 
higher object than the gain of dollars and cents. 

All honor to Porrmst AND SrrEam for the ground it has 
taken, for the position it occupies in this matter. If it had 
done nothing else this were #: sufficient reason for its being. 
The henisotis of all good and true men must fall upon it as 
it closes the first ten years of its existence, for this great step 
in the way of right and purity, 

(yo on then in your good Work; cut and prune unspar- 
ingly. Suppress whatever is unhealthy or eyil in its ten- 
dency, no matter from what source it comes. Leave no 
room for the hottle fiend or any other evil genius. In this 
and in all your good work you will have the best wishes 
and the hearty co-operation and support of those lovers of 
rod and gun who are men in the best sense of that word. 

M. 
PENNSYLVANIA. July 17. 

CONGRATULATORY. 

My Deav Borest quid Streame 
The time approaches: when you will reach your tenth 

birthday. How well I remember the first copy I saw of the 
FOREST AND STREAM ona news-stand. It was Volume I. No, 

With whit venuine pleasure I devoured its slowing co)- 
umns. J immediately sent for No, 1, and Charles Hal 
lock's grand salutatory settled if. Tt filled the bill. 

This is a sportsman’s, not a sporting man’s paper, said 
T, not all horse; but it treats of the very things a gentle- 
man—a Jover of dogs, of the field and cover, of the woods 
and streams, ‘‘of nature in all its various moods’—wants to 
hear and talk about. A clean paper that one can safely lay 
ou his home table or read aloud to his family. 

J sent a communication to Mr. Hallock, which appeared in 
No. 9, the next week. From that time how i have watched 
with increased pleasure its success, until allits promises have 
been more than fulfilled, and the ForEsT AND SpREAm is the 
Jeading sportsmen’s medium of the United States, if notof 
the world to-day. It has been & grand success from the 
start. That it will contiuue inits excellence, from the 
known talent now connected with its management 1 have 
no doubt. That the end of the next decade may find us 
all as satisfied and congratulatory over this our first love as 
now, is the wish of JACOBSTAFF, 
Jersey Crry Herouts, N, J., July 16, 1883. 

Eilitor Forest and Stream: 
Nearly ten mile stones on the way of life have been 

yeached, and an additional crop of crow-foot wrinkles have 
etaced my brow since I perused the first number of the 
Fornst AND Stream. Eyery Saturday, for years, I haye 
visited the post-office to receive my favorite journal; and if 
ever it failed to.arrive,[ returned tomy sanctum a disappomted 
man—like afish out of water. From the first its columns 
have been replete with interesting and instructive reading, 
and 1 unhesitatingly assert that it is a model sportsman 
paper. Asthe decenniai number will soon be issued, allow 
me fo congratulate you on the merited success of your 
journal; and may it ‘tive long und brosper.” AL FREsoo. 

JACKSONVILLE, Fla,, July 7, 

Allow me to shout; 
Long life to our ForEs AND STREAM, 

Of papers the solidest, best, 

With knowledge and nourishment, news, 

It brings recreation and rest. 

JEROME BuRNETT. 

THE NEWSDEALER’S PREDICTION. 

Ten years avo [ saw Forest AND STREAM, Vol. T., No. 1, 
in a newsdealer’s window. I entered, and asked to be 
shown the paper. “‘Oh, that’s a new paper,” said the intel- 
lizent newsdealer, “and you can safely bet it'll never be an 
old one. There ain’t enough men that go shooting and fish- 
ing to support it. It'll have to open a cock-tighting column 
and a prize-ring department inside of a month, or it'll go 
under.” Well, I bought the copy, and retired to 4 nook in 
one of the city parks fo readit. From the fitle to the last 
ad, nota word did I omit, nor did 1 once lift my eyes till the 
perusal was completed. Here was a journal after my own 
heayt—a journal treating of good, healthy out-door sport, 
without the usual accompaniment of prizé-tighting, chicken- 
disputes, and the science of seven.up. It was too bad to 
think that there weren’t enough people who were interested 
in the former and despised the latter to give this paper sup- 
port. Iknew a goudly number of men in my own town 
who, [ was sure, would be glad to take sucha paper if it 
were brought to their notice, and 1 determined to call their 
attention to it. I found that it interested them as much as 
it did me, and the newsdealer was compelled to order 
another instalment of copies of the first number. When 1 
got the second number I glanced through its contents, and— 
there Was no cock-tighting, no prize-ring, no seyen-uy) yet. 
Nor was there in the third, nor in the feurth, nor in the 
fifth. ‘“Well,* said the newsdealer, *‘the paper has prob- 
ably of some fool back of it with plenty of capital, but when 
sah is pretty near drained dry you'll get the cock-fighting 
and the rest.” But the vombers ran on, and still these ob- 
jectionable features did net show themselves, And, Heuyen 
be praised, they haven’t shown themselves yet! 

ne portion of the newsdealer’s prediction has proved 
trne. Ican “safely bet the paper will never be an old one;” 
for itis just as young, just as lively, just as interesting as it 
wis in the first year. There is never an article that reads 
as if it were put in to ‘fill up,” and there is plain eyi- 
dence that the editorial shears have never to be used for lack 
of original interesting matter. 
Forns? AND STREAM, as an instructor, has been of great 

value to me. The dry [ucts of geology, of botany, of 
zoolozy, uf ichthyology and entomology, as expounded in 
educational works, have acquired a real interest from con- 
sidering them as companions of every hunting or fishing ex- 
cursion; and my old text-books on these subjects, long ugo 
consisned to oblivion, as 1 supposed, are now on the 
handiest shelf, ready for instant reference to verify or obtain 
further information on the point advanced by some sports- 
man naturalist who gives his knowledge on the subject to 
Forest Axp StTRWAM. Then what a number of hunting 
and fishing aid boating wrinkles I have learned from it, To 
‘tie a fly, to mount 4 bird, to lead to kill, to doctor my dog, 

to mend my gum boots, to preserve my sails from mildew, 
to cook my game, ta brown my gun barrels, to make and 
care for an aquarium, fo mount, press and preserve sea-weed 
or alg and all kinds of flowers—these and scores of other 
accomplishments I owe to Formst anp SrReAM. And 
others have profited in their purses from knowledge 
acquired in reading its pages. I know of one mau whio, 
eight years ago, to cke out a decent living, built skiifs for 
his townsmen after working hours, Happening to see a 
copy of Forrst AND STREAM, he read for the first time of 
canoes, sent 10 that journal for descriptions, made some that 
were pronounced good, and to-day he is one of the foremost 
canoe huilders of this country, with more work than he can 
doin a large shop with a number of assistants. He learned 
something of value from Forrsr Anp STREAM. 

That our journal has a power which is largely felt, can 
be instanced by such facts as the opening up of the fertile 
and healthful lands of Florida hy the Forest AnD STREAM, 
Okeechohee and other Florida expeditions; the changes in 
marine architecture which haye resulted from a persistent 
upholding of a pattern for safety as well as speed; the total 
extinction of a powder company that was making a pro- 
duct dangerous to the life of the most careful user, etc., etc. 

Well, old Forest AnD STREAM, here’s my hand of con- 
gratulation at the beginning of your second decade; to the 
contributors who have made your pages so interesting ta me, 
here’s my wish that they may enjoy along lite fo further re- 
count their deeds by land and water; to your advertisers, 
whose names have become as familiar fo me as those of my 
own family, here's my desire that they may eyer continue 
the honest men I haye always found them; and to all that 
read your pares, here’s the hope that L know will be ful- 
filled, that they may acquire an increased healthfulness of 
hody and of mind from following in the way pointed out to 
them hy Forest AND STREAM. SENECA. 

LE CARPON. 

What a picturesque ruffian he is. Sun and wind, smoke 
and dirt haye rendered his naturally swarthy complexion 4 
still darker hne, until be might easily pass for an Indian. 
Short in stature but heavily built, bandied-legeed and in-toed, 
swinging his arms from side to side, a habit contracted from 
carrying a heayy pack on his back, ragged and unkempt, 
but clinging to the bonnet rouge and beef moceasins ag his 
distinguishing totem, smelling strongly of smoke always, 
and never without his small black pipe stuck in the corner 
of his mouth, a general hang-dog air but with an amazing 
yolubility and an unrivalled capacity for lying. Transposed 
to Italy the earpon would at once hecome a brigand and 
proye himself a terrof to all timid travelers. As the back- 
woods of Canada furnishes nothing worth plucking richer 
than an occasional fat curé, the carpon, instead of the road, 
takes to the bush and raids everything that flies, swims or 
walks on four feet, He is the pot-hunter par évcellence, 
the poacher of the great. northern preserves. Such, in brief, 
ls a description of this pirate of the bush. He violates every 
iaw for the protection of game, and Jaughs to scorn any inti- 
Mation that he nay some day be overtaken by justice. He 
dbvells in a little community of others of his calling wt the 
head of the beautiful Lake St. Charles, some nine miles north 
ot Quebec, and in the intervals from his excursions he in- 
dulges in a grand (debauch about the village until driven to 
sobriety by a failure of the whisky supply, he pulls himself 
together and prepares for another raid of destruction, In 
summer he confines himself to trout fishing, if his method of 
capturing them may be termed fishing. 
Some little mountain lake is the scene of his infamy. Two 

or three stakes set out in the lake mark the places he his 
baited, At one of these his great three-log raft is tied and 
there lies thé lazy beggar on the broard of his back under 
the mid-day sun, and radiating from within reach of his hands, 
like the spokes of a wheel, are his numerous short fishing 
rods. The hooks baited, each with a monster night worm, 
are wriggling on the bottom of the lake, unless gorged by a 
trout, the news of which is soon communicated to the carpon 
as he jigs the rods from time to time. This method of fish- 
ing is fearfully destructive to the fish. After a yisit or two 
from a party of carpons the lake will be absolutely depleted. 
When the close season sets in and he can no longer dispose 
of his fish on the market he salis down several barrels of 
them for winter consumption, Snaring partridges in the 
fall, or waribou, while away the months of September and 
October, after which he hibernates for a few months to reap- 
pear in February and March, lean and hungry and as full of 
mischief as ever. FAIRCHILD, Jk, 

POINT BLANK. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Has the publication of Forest ayp STREAM been pro- 
ductive of good? Hasit been instructive as well as interest- 
ing? I answer it has, and this is but the public sentiment, 
For instance, take one subject, as that of rifle shooting, em- 
bracing both theory and practice, and let us see what is in 
Forest Anp StreAM. Herein “point blank” and “point 
blank range” haye been presented hy mein your columns 
so fully and clearly, that the common reader now 
understands their meaning. The former definition, ow- 
ing to the many modern changes in firearms, hag 
been stripped of the dead and superfluous matter which 
formerly surrounded it (incident to the change), so that it 
now stands ont, general in its meaning and plain to under- 
stand, Thisisa great point gamed, and one of immense 
value to the young riffle shooter. 

Avain, ‘Straight shooting” or “dead level shooting with 
level sights” with the rifle, as virtuatly set up and claimed 
by a few, has received through your columns, under my 
efforts and those of your accomplished correspondent, **P.,”’ 
a knock in the head from which it will not recover until 
gravity, a law of nature. ceases to exist. This is another 
point of great value to be known hy the rifle shooter, His 
first lesson is to learn that the rifle does not shoot straight 
even for one yard (or one inch) along the axis of the bore 
prolonged. 

Again, The high curves of some of the hreech-loading 
riflus have recently been called to notice, also the reputed 
unsteady shooting of this arm when using its proper hunting 
ammunition, the fixed ammunition with the conical bullet, 
Also the absolute necessity of a flat curve and steady shoot- 
ing, both combined in the same rifle. in order to havea, good! 
hunting rifle, especially for all small game. 

The fine shooting qualities of the muzzle-loader have also 
been brought to notice. Goth arms are now before the 
public, and your sencrous columns are open 16 bath sides of 
this discussion, hence a great food may grow out of it. 
Point cut the evil and then remedy it. the same way 
your columns areopen for all to convey their light, This 
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constifutes the great beauty of Formsr Ann SrreAM, In 
this sense it becomes a public necessity, and it is doinga 
gveat and good work, We pray you go on withit. The 
pURte appreciates your efforts, Your motto, health tothe 
tuman race by outdoor exercise, and the due preservation of 

ull game animals, isso humane, that all must indorse it to 
the end, Now let spring shooting and bird netting be pro- 
hibited throughout the United States. 

May, H. W. Meremi. 

BIRD NOTES FROM OHIO, 

Hititon Korestaind Stream: 
I have heen sojourning at this point (Calumet) on the Ohio 

River, nearly three weeks looking for something new to 
muse me and help to pass the weary hours of suffering, 
The steamers, with their immense fleets of coal baryes in tow, 
reminds me of what Dr, Hrasmus Darwin wrote about one 
hundred and thirty years since: 

Soon shall thy avn, mighty stream, from afar 
Drag the slow barge and drive the rapid ear? 

You will find this prediction in a book published by him, 
¢ntitled The Botanic Garden,” long since out of print, 

I find the fauna and flora of this region quite different 
from that of Bedford, twelve miles north of Cleveland. We 
frequently see large flocks of pelicans here, and several other 
kinds of birds, that we never see ninety miles north of this 
place. Among them are the Carolina wren’and the cardinal 
grosbeak. The latter remains here the year through and 
breeds here, and is a bird of great beauty aud in domestica- 
lion is often one of the sweetest songsters known. I once 
offered for one of these sweet singers $150, which was re- 
fused by the owner, 

Last winter my son used to place corn on the window sill 
of his house here, and one of these birds came every morn- 
ing for his corn breakfast. Sometimes my son would forget 
to put the corn on the window sill, bul Mr. Grosbeak was 
bound to have his breakfast, and by repeated raps with his 
beak on the window reminded my son of his stupid negii- 
fence, nor would he cease his rapping until the corn was 
placed on the window sill. The intelligence of birds is won- 
derful. LTonce had fiye tame humming birds—so tame that 
they would light on my hand; but it would be too longa yarn 
to tell you my experience with these little gems of the feath- 
ered tribes that inhabit our beautiful world. 

Always yours truly, 
T, GARLICE, 

CaLomer, 0., July 1a. 

THEN AND NOW. 

lam reminded that the Forrest AnD STREAM is nearing 
the close of the first ten years of its existence. While con- 
sratulations are in order, it is pleasing to note, in this con- 
nection, the evolution of outdoor sports during the last de- 
cade, and the survival of the fittest means and methods 
which has given them thei present prominence and fayor- 
able consideration, These results are due, in a large meas- 
ure, to the influence of this popular journal molding public 
opinion in accordance with its declared mission to inculcate 
a healthy interest in outdoor recreation and study, and which 
profession, by the way, has been religiously obseryed and 
serupnlously performed, 

Tt is only necessary (o lake a retrospective glance over the 
ten years just passed in all matters relating to the rod, the 
fun, the dog, the yacht, the canoe, fishculiure, and the 
study of natural history, to he convinced _of the great and 
healthful inttuence of popular journals deyoted to these sub- 
jects. Within this comparatively brief time we have seen 
the first prize meeting at Creedmoor; the development of 
{he hammerless gun, the glass pall and clay pigeon; the or- 
ganization of dog bench shows and field trials; the rise of 
the cutter, and the deep sea-going yacht with outside ballast; 
the introduction of the sailing and paddling canoe; the 
splendid achievements of the fisheultnrists, and the increased 
love for the study of natural history. 
And the art of angling, with the improvements in the ap- 

pliances thereunto pertaining, will not suffer by a compari- 
son with the progress of any other outdoor recreation. The 
love of angling has not only greatly increased during the 
past ten years, but it more nearly approaches and deservesits 
appellation of the ‘‘gentle art” at the present day. than ever 
before. This is to be attributed chiefly to the healthful 
sentiments and wige counsels of the masters of the art as 
promulgated in the columns of the Forest AND STREAM. 
Fishing for count and the slaughter of the innocents, aud 
the torturing of the fish when caught by a lingering death, 
now meet with the opprobrium of all true disciples of the 
eraft, and haye become abhorrent und despicable practices, 
But while the act of angling has progressed in this satis- 

factory manner, especially has the black bass and black bass 
angling come into marked prominence during the past de- 
cade, Ten years ago but few anglers could distinguish the 
ditfercnees between the large and small-mouthed bass, which 
were known in yarious sections of the country by a hundred 
local names, The anpling authors even knew less about 
thein than many of their readers. ‘There was also much 
confusion regarding the differentiation of the species hy 
naturalists, In the yery month and year in which the first 
umber of Forrsr snp STREAM was issued, Prof. Theo, 
Gill read his masterly paper, defining the species, before the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 
This was the corner-stone upon which was subsequently 
built the true history of the black Wass, At the present day 
every intelligent angler knows what a black bass is, and 
what itis not. In ten short years it has become the peer of 
the salmon and trout, and when another decade of years 
shall haye rolled around it will be dividing the honors with 
those superb game fishes of Europe, for it has already been 
introduced, successfully, into Great Britain and Germany. 

Ten years azo the same tackle was generally used for the 
Ilack bass as for the channel catfish, and he was fished for 
inthe same way. True, a few anglers in Kentucky and 
several adjoming States had been using the Meek reel and 
light cane rods for twenty-five years, but the majority of 
unelers used heavy rods and coarse tackle, or the hand-line 
und spoon. At that timethe lightest bait rodssold for black 
bass lishing weighed sbout sixteen ounces, and were at least 
twelye feet lone, In the first volume of Forrsr AND 
Sum there was uot advertised a single article of tickle, 
for black Jass fishing, except the trolling spoon. The 
energies of the manufacturers were directed toward the 
salmon, the trout, and the striped bass, in accordance with 
the demands of thei customers. Here ond there an 
uppreciitive fly-fisher tsed heavy trout fly-tackle for the 
black bass, but they were few and far betweun; indeed, 
in the first yolume of Fares’ aNp AirRMAM (nite 1 lengthy 

discussion arose as to whether or not the black bass would 
rise to the fly. 

Ji is only necessary, then, to contrast the state of affairs 
then existing. with the present emulation and rivalry of the 
manufacturers in producing novel, light and elegant tools 
and tackle, especially designed for both bait and fly-fishing 
for the black bass, to realize what a marked inflnence the 
Forest AnD Stream has exerted on the angling mind, and 
What rapid strides the black bass has made in coming fo the 
aeainy as the game fish of America, And he has come to 
stay. 

Accept my cordial congratulations on your decennial birth- 
day. Yours for the cause, J. A, HeysHann, 
Cvatatana, Ky.. July, 10, 188. 

THE ORUISE OF THE SATRY GAMP. 

Der Forest and Stream: 
Tam here at the First Lake of the Fulton chain (July 20), 

however I came. 
Haye paddled the Sairy Gamp on the four first lakes until 

my arms are lume. Sitting in her this afternoon T took in 
six fine trout. She yields tothe rush of a thirteen-inch 
speckle like a split bamboo. Fora 103-pound canoe she is 
a marvel of steadiness. I ride herin pretty rough water 
without a wiggle, I shall try no lighter one, however. She 
makes a good side-show wherever she appears, but a larger 
canoe would be more comfortable; say eiglteen pounds. 
However, she carries me well. 

I cannot be with you on the occasion of the tenth anni¥er- 
sary of the Formst AnD Stream, Not in the flesh, but in 
the spirit, I will be there. Most likely when that little 
event comes off I shall be under the hemlocks, or on (per- 
haps under) a forest lake, I shall be sorry to miss seeing 
you. [shall be glad to miss the blistering, seething city. 

For brick and mortar breed filth and crime; 

And a pulse of eyil, that throbs and heats, 
And men are withered before their prime 
By the curse payed in with the lanes an streets. 

Andlungs are poisoned, and shoulders bowed 

In the smothering reek of mill and mine. 

And Death stalks in on the struggling crowd— 

Bnt he shuns the shadow of oak and pine. 

You meet my yiews handsomely, Since the days of 
Porter’s Spirit of the Times, 1 have not written for any paper 
or magazine with which [ seemed to he so fairly en rapport 
as with Forrest anp Stream. You strike the men at home 
that IT strike on lake, river, carry, outlet and inlet; that I 
meetin the deep woods, under the hemlocks, on the lone- 
liest routes, in forest, camps. Occasionally I meet aman 
like Capt. Beardslee (‘‘Piseco”) who hails me as a ‘‘Formsr 
AND STREAM man.” Then wesit up, and hold sweet conyerse 
until the ‘wee short hour ayont the twal.” 

Tt is wonderful, how the average outer can spend so much 
money for such meagre returns in sport and recreation. 
The heayy loads of useless ¢mpédimente with which he 
fatigues himself, are past understanding, J always sym- 
pathize with him. He is liberal, genial, and always willing 
to pay two prices for what he requires, and he is mostly 
swindled, He pays his money, but has no choice. 

The mosquitoes, black flies and punkies deplete his arter- 
jal cireulation; landlords, #uides, und buckhoarders deplete 
his pockets. He only asks a gvod timo for his brief outing. 
He is more than willing to pay for it. He is safe to pay. 
The good time is not so certain as it should be, But 11 
write more when [ have more time. Am driven just now 
with fishing. NESSMUR. 

THE GOOD OLD ‘TIMES. 

Kditor Forest and Stream: 
Tt gratifies ali your readers to know that Forms? ayp 

SrreAm has reached its tenth year, with every prospect of 
attaining many more ten years, and that it has gone on im- 
proving every year of its existence. | knew more or less 
intimately many of the sportsmen of the past generation, 
those who had the shooting and fishing of which I enjoyed 
the dying, dwindling years, and which now has wholly dis- 
appeared, the men who made the old Spirit of the Times, 
Porter’s Spirit, what it used to he when it was the organ of 
all the true sportsmanship of America, and filled a place now 
more nearly occupied by the Pokmsr AnD StRBAM than by 
any other paper of the present day. 1 was just coming on 
to the carpet when they were going off, for it must not be 
supposed that I am an antiqué or intend to be put on the 
shelf with the Inic-a-brac. I have numbered but little more 
than tive times the age of Forms anp Srream, but I knew 
Porter and Frank Forester, and Harry Toler and Bill Pen- 
nigton, and Gen. Cadwalader, and ad empe genus. And such 
shooting as we used to have would make a latter day sports- 
man with his breech-loader think he was a latter day saint, 
and hid attained perfect bliss. Sixty woodcovk a day, 
average bag for two weeks’ steady shooting; seventy-tour 
quail and four partridges one day in the fall; a common 
{hing to shoot away all the powder and shot our pouches 
roifle earry. For ten yeirs past—just the lite of the Fores 
AND StREAM—I haye been killing ducks and bay snipe. 
Dueks and bay snipe! Wave lain on my back day after day 
in a batteau, have fought mosquitoesin a blind by the sound- 
ing sea. The men whose names are mentioned aboye would 
hardly condescend to such degradation. They killed noth- 
ing that their dogs would not point, and such dogs as we 
had, ‘That was before the era of bench shows, and we used 
to boast of what our dogs di@in the field, not whatsome one 
thought of them inaving. It was not fashionable, hardly 
reputuble to ‘‘go a gunning” as late’ as when [was a boy, 
and my predecessors had to sneak out of the city and keep 
their dogs hidden if they would maintain # business or pro- 
fessional reputation, Now the breech-loader and the bam- 
boo rod ure the fashion, and even the “dude” talks sport. 

Though I speak thus of the past, [have hopes that the 
“sood old times” will be capped by better new times in the 
future. I can see the way to this clearly, with trout, salmon 
and bass through the aid of fishculture, and there will 
probably be some way yet discovered to protect and increase 
the birds, There isno better, purer, or nobler pleasure in 
life than what is to be obtained by the aid of the rod and 
the gun and the dog, Medical men say that exercise, 10 be 
beneficial, should he that which gives the mind a rest while 
it gives the muselés work, that it should be plensant, agree- 
able and exhilarating, in other words recreation, that, tends 
to “‘reereate” the worn out and wsed up nerves and muscles, 
Byery man who, opposes field sporty on the ground that they 
are eruel, is either ignorant or hypocritical. In treating 
them remember the Seripture, ‘“Answer uot a foo) according 
to his folly.” 

by 
Pvc 

Thope the Forms and SrREAm will be ‘guide, philoso- 
pher and friend” to many generations of sportsmen, and 
keep on doing good and conferring happiness when all of ns 
shall be disporting ourselves in the Happy Hunting Grounds 
of the Hereafter. - Roturt B. Rooskyent. 

A NEW BRUNSWICK BEAR CAMP, 

Exlitor Forest and Stren: 
I arrived here on my old stamping ground a few days 

to note the prospect for huiting next fall, I find it quite 
promising. Many bears haye been sten by the settlers in 
the vicinity of the large blueberry fields, These herries, of 
which the bears are extremely fond, will he very plenty. 
Beechnuts, too, will be abundant, on which they will feast 
and fatten till they den up. Im off years of this food bears 
immigrate, to retwen invariably the following summer. 
They are so plenty already that it would be an casy matter 
to trap one almost every day within a radius of three miles 
of camp, but I shall let them run fill Octoher. By that time 
iat have my new camp completed and stocked with sup- 
plies. 

When the leaves are off late in the fall, and a light snow 
ig on the ground, is a ood time to still-hunt them if one 
knows their feeding grounds and is skillful. And it needs 
be a good hunter to be successful. But, as a role, they are 
easy to trap, Occasionally, however, an old hear has be 
come cautious and wary, snd defies the utmost skill of the 
most expert trapper. Ont of this sort is now roaming the 
woods in fancied security, and he has thwarted my efforts . 
three years, but left a part of his foot in the trap the last 
time he came around, He would have been seeured had the 
trap been large enough to take in the whole foot. But Ido 
not despair, since | was able to take info camp one as cun- 
ning and wary as he; and ai. the risk of the charge of yanily, 
L-will relate how it was uccomplished. 

As usual, my traps were placed in well-beaten paths made 
hy bears in crossing from one favorite haunt to another. All 
at onee I found them draceed out several feet from their 
place, evidently by # cunning old bear, I set them with 
praia nicety in new places, bul again he found them out. 
had to study np something new. The usual method was 

to place the trap one side of a small fallen tree lying at Hight 
angle to the path, as in stepping over the same he is less 
cautious. The old fellow seemed to know this old trick. 
Where the ground is hard, bears will invariably step in the 
same places; so that in time quite decp places are sunk in 
the path. With my sheath knife I carefully cut out one of 
these depressions with quite a margin of soil around it; 
bedded the trap in the path where u thick growth of small 
brush almost hid the path, placed the deceptive stepping- 
place on the pan and filled in around to look natural, Then, 
to finish up, [ made a lurge cup of birch bark and brought 
water from @ brook, and with a whisk of fir boughs cleansed 
off all scent and wave the ground an old, settled look, On 
my next visit I had the old man, andan uglier fellow I never 
siw. His actions shuwed plainly that he considered ib a 
mean trick. 1 will add that ho wasan immense fellow, 1 
forget his dimensions, but my friend, Amos EB, Bates, of 
Boston, paid me $25 for his pelt. 

Corp. Lov Watrrmann, 
Game Grew, New Brunswick, July 14, 1888. 

SOME WOLF STORIES. 

T have ofien wondered what became of the wolves which 
formerly ahonnded in the forests of this State. Tt was 
fayorite saying of the hunters that “they followed the deer,” 
which disappeared abowt the time the wolves did. But, this 
J know to be untrue, as the former went to Boston ind New 
York—by rail. tis probable that the loss of their food stip- 
ly cansed a general migration of the wolves to somedistant. 
part of the country. I made their acquaintance in boyhood, 
and sttidied their habits as closely a8 circumstances would 
admit for some years; but while forming a eb opinion of 
their intelligence, T was very much mystified by some of 
their charucteristics. 
For instance, slthough they almost always go in families 

of from four to eight. they do notrnn their game in thal 
manner, but detail One, and sometimes fwo of their number 
for that duty, and although the semainder usually contrived 
to be “in at the death,” they did not get there by following 
the truil, and Ido hot know what instinct guided them 10 
the right spot in the trackless woods. 

It is well known among hunters that a deer will bound 
further when pressed by wolyes than under any other cir- 
cumstances. 1 huve twice measured leaps of thirty feet 
mude by does while flying before these dreaded foes, but one 
of these was "on slightly descending sround, twenty-seven 
feet being the longest I haye ever known them to make 
when followed by dogs. It always had a depressing effect 
on me io come across the tracks of a wolf in pursuit of a 
deer; silent as the yraye, relentless as fate, inevitable us 
death. The efforts of the noble quarry to escape from its 
tireless pursuer always reminded me of the struggles of poor 
lunmanity to put off the grim messenger which rns us all to 
earth at last. 

Although awolf will starve before it will touch a deer killed 
and hung up by 4 hunter, it will not hesitate to approach 
one killed by itself and afterward recovered by the hunter 
and hung wp, as IL twice learned, to my cost, On the first, 
oceasion | had wonnded a fat doe with my lust Wullet, and 
got to camp too late to retin that night. ‘The next morn- 
ing T reached the ground }right and early, but an old she- 
wolf and her three whelps had corralled my deer and eaten 
the larger part of the neck and foreshoulder. ‘They had 
taken a very quiet departure, unseen, oo my approach, and 
1 dressed the game and hung it wp in the usual manner, 
Four days afterward, on revisiting the spot, I found it torn 
down and consumed by the sume interesting family that jad 
laid claim to it at first. 
Some time after this affair | wounded fawn, at the end 

of a hard day’s hunt. It had rained steadily all day, and 
as the bushes were loaded with snow in the morning, with 
eighteen inchés on the grotind, Twas so wet, tired snd hun- 
gry, that I was fain to leave it till morning, Tt eleared off 
extremely cold and windy during the night, aud ab sunrise 
I mounted my snow-shoes and sought, oul. the track of my 
wounded deer. I had followed it put a very short distance 
from where J left it the night before, when | saw where an 
exceedingly large wolf, which had heen following the back 
track, turned short and “an in the opposite direction, The 
track was perfectly fresh, and L supposed that Thad met 
him; hut he kept the track, and J found thathe had followed 
it the wrone way for over half 1 mile—their capability to 
detect the difference not being wt all equal to that of a good 
dowrhound. I pushed on rapidly, hoping to save my vent- 
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sou. Adter going nearly two miles on the old track—the 
deer stopping several times, as shown by the blood, but not. 
i ea a Be to where it had lain all night, under 
fhe ranches of a low, scrubby sapling pine, and whence it 
jad just gone, taking very short and irregular bounds; bus 

_ there were no wolf tracks within ten feet ofits bed. A few 
rods further on I found it dead, its jugular yein cut, a few 
pounds eaten around the bullet-hole in the top of its shoul- 
ders, from which the blood was trickling, while its muscles 
were still quivering as I reached the spot. The ravenous 
animal had actually sprung upon ifs back and remained 
there till the deer had fallen exhausted, its small size and 
loss of blood rendering it an casy prey. Warned by my 
former experience, I hung my deer by a gambrel securely 
over a large limb on a serubhy pine, with its head nearly 
three feet from the round, On going for it a week after- 
ward, I was thunderstruck to find nothing left but the sad- 
dle; the wolf. by placing its fore feet ayainst the tree, had 
succeeded in deyouring the head, neck and fore shoulders. 
T had no idea, till then, how far a hungry wolf could stretch 

The howling of a pack of wolves is mournful enough at 
any time, but when heard by the belated hunter or traveler 
alone in the woods on a dark, cloudy night, snd in one’s 
immediate vicinity, ifis simply blood-curdling. There may 
be men who can listen to it under such circumstances un- 
moved, bul the writer is not of that number, 

. Besides its how] the wolf sometimes gives utterance to a 
bark, which [ have neyer heard but three fimes.. On each 
of these occasions a man was the object barked at; and I 
doubt if they sound this note under any other circumstances, 
The tone is very deep, delivered slowly and deliberately, 
and each time in exactly the same key, andis in strange 
contrast to the rapid, rasping yelp of the coyote, I shall 
never forvet the first time I heard it, on a dull, cloudy Sun- 
day in Pebraacy, on the Mattawamkeag River, where | was 
putting in my second season in alumbercamp. The ‘‘boss” 
had gone some way up the river to visit another camp, and 
as some of us were lounging in the dooryard in the after- 
noon we heard a deep bay, like that of a huge mastiff, per- 
hups half 4 dozen times repeated, and we fell fo wondering 
what dog’ if Could be, as there was no camp in that direc- 
tion, nor any settlement foraniles. It was apparently on the 
river, and was nearly a mile from camp. In less than 
twenty minutes the ‘boss’ appeared, looking yery white 
und breathless, and saying that there was a freshly killed 
deer lying on the ice, nearly midway of the river, and an 
enormous wolf sat on the further bank and barked at him 
as he came hy, 
Now, one of the crew had brought a bottle of strychnine 

into camp, and had often urged me to put some of if in bait 
for wolves, and go shares in the proceeds. He was afraid 
to handle it, and as this was the first I lad eyer seen, I was 
very shy of it myself; but here was too good an opportunity 
to be lost. Being totally unacquainted with the manuer in 
which the poison should be used, T committed the folly of 
taking some fat york from the barrel and, cutting if into 
smallish pieces, put some of the poison into each; then 
shouldering an old “light infantry picee,” which was com- 
mon property in camp, while my partner armed himself 
with an ax, we started for the river. We fond the deer 
lying as described, a few rods from the further shore, a 
noble buck, with his hinder parts frightfully mangled and 
eaten; but there were no wolf tracks on the ice. We, how- 
ever, found the tracks of two on the bank, though there 
were n0 wolves in sight. Following back on the tracks of 
the deer we found that the wolves had overtaken il. some 
fifty rods back from the river, and had torn great _mouth- 
fuls out of it, one after the other, till at Jast if had fallen 
dead on the ice, and the wolves, always suspicious of open 
Views in the daytime, and probably secing the man coming 
(lown the river, had been deterred from following. eG 
deposited our poisoned pork on different parts of the carcass 
and returned to camp. Onreturhing alone to the spot, early 
the next morning, | found that the two wolves had called 
to the feast the largest pack known in that vicinity. Not a 
vestige of the deer remained but the hair, and that was so 
scattered and trampled upon as to be almost indlistinguish- 
able. The pork they had utterly rejected. They had gone 
up the river, and an old hunter who camped aboutfive miles 
above told me afterward that he counted the tracks of forty- 
two where they had spread out ona big meadow, that they 
ate all fhe poisomwed bait that he had out, and that he had 

¢ seven, Dut lost as many more that he could not succeeil 
in tracking. 

T find that T have already made this article tov long, with- 
out touching on the stories I started out to tell. 1 must, 
therefore, reserve them for some fulure number, 
Maryn. PENOBSCOT, 

THE CHANGE IN MASSACHUSETTS. 

Twenty years ago it was Iruly a bold man wha would, in 
broad daylight, drive away from his door dressed in a showt- 
jog suit and with dog and gun in the wagon, and in this 
city the reputable men who would ignore public opinion to 
that extent could easily be counted on one’s fingers, almost 
on the fingers of one hand. The inborn love of field sports 
is strong, and there haye always been a few who would in- 
dulge in them, even in the face of public opinion; but in 
the days of which J write it was noticeable that the men of 
position and influence who indulged in this kind of recrea- 
tion would manage on these otcasions to get off in the 
morning before their neighbors were up, or else they were 
vareful to have the dog and gun tucked well out of sight, 
and Se away in their business suils, carrying their hunting 
clothes under the geat. TI think those who remember those 
days will agree that T have not overdrawn. 

But what a change! Our best citizens are no longer 
ashamed to be called sportsmen. A fine setter or pointer is 
seen on the well-kept front lawns of our finest residences, 
ind the owners entertain their guests by showing them their 
“new breech-loader.” Men of the highest social position 
count it no disgrace to belong to a sportsmen’s club, which 
occasionally holds a ‘ladies’ dey,” when refreshments and 
ice cream are dispensed, and the ladies spend the afternoon 
under the big tent watching their husbands and fathers 
break glass bails and clay pigeons. And they are heard to 
remark, ‘Isn't it just lovely down here?” ‘‘! don't wonder 
the men enjoy this sort of thing,” ete. 
And what a change, too, in shooting and fishing para- 

phernalia; is it not wonderful? How we older ones did cling 
to our old muzzle-toaders, and as one after another fell into 
line, those who held back would swy, ‘Well, [ may haye to 
come to it, but | can’t quite sec it yet.” How hard it was 
for “Uncle” Nathan Harringtoh to give up the "old um- 
brella”’ ag he used to call it, a gun which he had psed for 
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thirty-five years, and which had probably dealt out death to 
more foxes than has been killed by any other man in the 
State. Tle would say *‘the old gun will last me as long as I 
live;’ but when he saw his agsdciates knock over foxes at 
sixty und seyenty yards when he had no confidence in the 
‘ambrella” at over forty, he “had to come,’ and what 
would ‘‘Uncle” Nathan have said twenty years azo if a man 
had walked into his shop and ordered a fiye-ounce ‘‘split 
bamboo?” 

But I need not continue the story; it is familiar to us all. 
And now J think we shall all agree that our good friend, 
the Forest aAnp Strmam, has Bone much, very much, to- 
ward bringing about this happy state of things. 

I well remember the evening, when in the meeting of cur 
club during the first year of existence, more than nine years 
ago, & member made the motion that the Formsr AND 
SrreAM be added to the papers in our clnb room. The 
paper was then less than a year old, and probably not a half 
dozen copies were taken in this city. Now there is scarcely 
a sportsman who feels that he can do without it; and-on 
this its. tenth anniversary let us, sportsmen of Worcester, 
unite in the following sentiment: The Formst AND STREAM, 
in the future asin the past, may it be always found standing 
boldly for all that is just and night pertaining to spoitsmen’s 
interests, and long continue to enjoy that ineasure of success 
it so riclity merits. c 
Worcester, Mass,, July 20, 1883. 

TROUT IN THE CONNECTICUT LAKES, 

My Dear Forest and Stream; 
Thad almost written ‘Dear Spirit,” as in the olden time, 

and as the words meet my eyes, the memories of the old 
office in Barclay street come back thick und fast; and T see 
again the familiar figures of the ‘'Tall Son of York,” with 
his clear blue eyes and his flowing beard; of jolly and genial 
John Richards, and active Dick Hayes, while Prank Por- 
ester, and Phil Anthon and the ‘Doctor,” and ‘‘Long Mas- 
sachusetts,” and Albert Pike and aseore more, make their 
appearance in the sanctum, ahd recall the days when they 
were all in the land of the living, and the Old Spirit” was 
the only sportsmen’s oracle, . 

Tt makes me think of the years which have passed, since I 
first entered those doors, and which haye thinned my locks, 
and grizzled my beard, as well as hardened my hearing, till 
I can no longer heay the click of the ruffed grouse among 
the underbrush by the side of (he grassy wood-road, or listen 
for the bark of the gray squirrel among the oaks. Still, I 
can wield the rod and cast the line as deftly as ever, and 
haye just retuyned from a fen days’ vacation on Connecticut 
Jakes, and Dimond Ponds, and the trout streams of Upper 
Qoos county, where I have plied the oar and paddle, and 
waded the rivers, with as much zest as I didforty years ago, 
though I could hardly make the time over a long ‘‘carry” 
that could in the days gone by. 

And, by the way, Lam glad to see that what you have 
called the ‘Forester «ush” has died out; for though his 
sporting stories, all of which I have, are admirable m their 
way, he was hardly reliable authority on fish and fishing, 
and all his works of that class ave tinctured with that love of 
the social glass, which has worked incalculable injury to 
many younper mén, and which finally brought him to an 
untimely end, 
Tam rivht glad to see that Forms, Anp Srream takes 

strong ground against the persistent introduction of the 
whisky-bottle, as a necessary ingredient in every account of 
a fishing excursion, I have been there, and know what I 
am talking about, and for the last dozen years a rubber 
drinking-cup in my pocket, and the springs and streams, are 
ny eole resource, whether for fish or game. 

he young men who have perpetrated the “gush,” of 
which you haye spoken, could never have seen poor Herbert, 
or they would not haye written of his manly form, or his 
commanding presence, for though tough and wiry, and a 
good shot, and a keen sportsman, he was what, in Western 
parlance, would haye been called ‘an or’nary looking little 
cuss.” : 

However, enough of this, I set out lo give you some notes 
of my trip to the Connecticut Lakes, which was unfortu- 
nately delayed so long by pressing business matters, that 1 
did not have the success | expected, though I lived on tront 
all the time for ten days. 

Starting for the north on the morning of July 8, by the 
Boston, Concord & Montreal Road; Groveton Junction, on 
the Grand Trunk, was reached at 6:30 P. M., and after a 
delay of half an hour, for the train from Portland, we got 
to North Stratford at 7:30, Supper was wext in order, and 
that being supplied in the most satisfactory manner at the 
Willard House, Wiram Blanchard’s six-horse stage-coach 
took us in, and deposited us safely at the doors of the fisher- 
man’s headquarters, the Parsons House, at Colebrook, at 
10:30, ; 

Heavy thunder showers in rapid succession were the order 
of the day for the 4th of July, and the morning of the 5th, 
but in the afternoon of the latter day we started for “the 
Dimonds,” to be overtaken by another shower just as we 
got there, and kept awake part of the night by 1 succession 
of the same, 

Friday morning early, we tried the fly on the upper pond 
for two hours without success, the heavy rains having driven 
all the flies off the water, and no fish were inclined to rise. 
Tn the afternoon we tried the lower pond, with the same ill 
success, only gettin half a dozen two ounce trout with the 
worm, the fly being useless, and returned that night to 
Colebrook, 
The elegant little camp hotel of Mr. Rolfe, at the Dimonds, 

was burnt by some villainous incendiary last winter, but 
Mr, Martin B. Noyes has puta verynice little wooden building 
on the site, for 4 dining-room and kitchen, and has a small 
encampment of large wall tents around it, Well fitted with 
comfortable beds. and | can cordially and confidently recom- 
mend any sportsman to him, and to the care of Mrs. Noyes, 
and inform them, that although my luck was poor, one of 
the gentlemen who was with me, and fared no better, filled 
a large basket one day lust week, while T was up at Connec- 
ticnt Lake. 

, 

From Colebroke on Saturday, July 7, by stage to First 
Lake House where there is a first-class little hotel, with such 
appointments, and cookery as are seldom seen in the back- 

woods, and atter dinner there Ned Norton with fwo young 

gentlemen from Boston and New York, and the writer 

started in for Second Luke, faking «a ‘‘buckboard’ to the 

edge of the woods. Here another tremendous thunder 

shower overtook us, ind we took refuge until it wis over in 

atriendly barn, the ast one in the State, where we spent an 

hour and a half, and then slinging our knapsacks over our 

lioulders started in for the fiye miles tramp to ‘“Unele Ton’s 
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Cabin,” and a tramp it was. The wood road used by the 
lumbermen in the winter, was 4 running brook port of the 
way and ankle deep in mud most of the rest, but we reached 
eamp before dark, and ‘‘Uncle Tom” soon had a good hot 
supper of fried trout and mealy potatoes with wild straw 
berries to wind w) with, ready for us, and we thenslept ‘the 
sleep of the just,” or of the tired sportsman, which is pretly 
much the samé thing, The wind and rain continucd on 
Sunday morning, and the day was spent quietly in camp. 
On Monday I tried the flies im rain until breakfast, and after 
that meal, Norton and 1 started up the East Inlet to the 
yemaing of an Cnormous dam, built by the Connecticut 
River Lumber Cempany, the center of which had been 
washed out by the spring flood. The stream: was swollen 
and turbid, but we got a dozen trout at the dam and reached 
camp at 2 P. M., with about fifty, from six to ten inches 
long. Our party was augmented this afternoon by two more 
gentlemen from New York, and the next day one of them, 
Mr. G., went up the Inlet agai with Norton, while Mr, W. 
and myself tried the stream below, which connects with 
First Lake. 
We goi a dozen fair trout in all, all taken below the dam 

at the outlet, and not another bite did we get in two miles, 
but Norton and Mr. G. brought in & fine basket from their 
trip, one of them weighing oné and a quarter pounds. 
Wednesday Mr, G. went up the Exst Inlet again, making 

another good score, and W, and TI tried the North Tolet 
which comes from Third Lake. Neither of us having ever 
been up this stream before, we did not go far enough to 
reach the best ground, but we got back to camp al two 
o'ciock with sixty trout, but none over 6 oz 
Thursday VW. wud I took the Hasf Inlet, and got anether 

fair lot, one reaching 14 lbs., and several of from 12 to 140%, 
and in the afternoon I came out to First Lake and tool the 
stage for Colebrook Friday. Saturday was devoted to 
“Sims’ stream,” with poor result from too high water. 
Monday to Dimonds again, founteen {1b, trout. ‘Tuesday to 
the ‘‘Capen” brook—‘‘no good.” Trout too small to be 
worth catching. Wednesday home again. 

The whole trip was a highly enjoyable one, but the fishing 
was sadly marred by the continuous heavy rain: still T had 
all the trout T wanted to eat, and got two or three dozen 
safely down country to my wife, who begins tu think she 
will go with me next year, though she never took such an 
excursion in her life, 
And now, a word about localities and routes. I have no 

desire to interfere with anybody's kettle of fish, but have 
been quite amusud hy some letters iu Formst AND STREAM, 
recommending North Stratford and the Percy House of that, 
place, and advisiny parties to come by the Grand Tromk 
Railroad, 
My advice in this to parties from New York, either go hy 

rail to Sprinetield, Mass., in the evening, so as to start up 
the Connecticut River R. Re at 8 A. M. the next moruving, 
or take the New London boat at P. M., and so over the 
New London Northern road, connecting with the same train 
ut Brattleboro, Change at Wells River to the Boston, Con- 
cord and Montreal R. R., and go by that fo Greveton June- 
tion, where you take the Grand Trunk, reaching North 
Stratford to supper. Get that at the Willard House, right 
opposite the station, aud you will find Mr. Moses, the land- 
lord, a goad fellow and a good fisherman; but go on straight 
to Colebrook, and at thé Parsons House you will find Mr, 
Bailey ready to altend to all your comforts, and put you on 
the track of the best fishing, 

If early enough im the season visit the Dimond Ponds and 
you will be sure of sport. Wiiliam T, Keyes is 4 reliable 
guide, and can take you anywhere, even up the Megalloway 
if you wish, 4 

One day’s tide by stage will take you to Secoud Lake, 
stopping at First Lake for diuner, and getting Mr. Sinith to 
send you in by buckboard, but if you have good legs you 
lad better ride only to the woods, and wall the five milés in 
to camp, where you will find Capt, Tom Chester and his 
helpmate ‘‘Harding” glad to welcome you, and willing and 
ready tomake you comfortable, Here you are sure of trout, 
either lake or brook, in the lake aud inlets, and ‘Uncle 
Tom” appreciates the situation when he sayS that “he finds 
that those who have buen there once always come again” 
From Colebrook you can reach all these points in a day, 

or go throught Dixville Noteh to Clear Stream or Errol 
Dam, and so to the Rangeleys, while at North Stratford you 
are just a little too far off to do il easily 

T have written this more hastily than | liked, for I want 
itto reach you with my congratulations for the closing 
number of your twentieth yolime, and os the legitimate 
successor of the dear old Spirit, with whose reminiscences [ 
began, may you always keep up wilh the limes, may your 
lines be cast in pleasant waters, and your shadow never 
grow less. 1 remain. yours ever, Vor W, 

MANCHESTER, N. H. 

IN RE FOREST AND STREAM. 

What more sugyvestive words to the lover of nature, or to 
the sportsman, than those above writ? Everybody loves 
them in a ereater or less degree, and if the tongne does not 
tell of them they surely are in the mind. The impressions 
formed, ay. and the healthful rambles taken in forest and 
by stream in childhood, are recalled in later years and tend 
to keep the heart young and the life pure; aught that does 
this is a blessing to every soul ind the influence salutary to 
all. The review of a life, whateyer or whosever that life 
may be, is an interesting and instructive study. All lives 
are mae up of little things—‘“‘trifles licht as air”—yet each 
one has its influence and the aggregate of each, for good or 
ill, is to all apparent, ‘This sum of all is the height whence 
we Jouk back upon the pist, and like an outlook from a 
mountain-top, we see a varied landscape, of 

“Ample room ani! verge enough” 

in all directions, from which we turn with joy or grief, as the 
case may be. 

Moralizing thus far I wladly turn to Forusr anD STRBAM 
and wish it ‘‘gvod Juck” as it begins another decade of iu- 
fluence und usefiumess, The ain aud purpose of every pub- 
lication should )e to vive its readers the best and purest text 
oblainable in whatever linc its thought may be directed. A 
paper devoted to field sports exclusively las a niche to fill 
which is unique, und, if kept tea high standard of excel- 
lence, should be more and more appreciaicd by tose who go 
afield in quest of fur, fin of feather, To clevaleand purity, 
to he neither too “Tight” nor too “heavy,” and td he given a 
place on the library table, or of & cobhers windowsill, fo 
be welcomed to the distant camp-fire, or lo the home-circle 
around the Nearthstone, shonld aiford scope fora high order 
of talent in all connected therewith. 
The Forms? AnD Srrmam lias wou for itself # nime and 
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a. fame which it may be proud of, and as it caters to the 
taste of yentlemeén sportsmen, it will ulways be in demand 
aud appreciated by the increasing class to which it ministers. 
Hyety editor and publisher knows that there is a Scylla and 
Charybdis endangering the success of his venture every day, 
hut a“ cureful outlook and bit of judgment may save from 
wre 

The firm stand taken by Forest ayp Stream on many 
questions Of vital import to those who love to be fuce to face 
with nature, is commendable, and has won it a place that 
is ¢Cnviable in the ranks of modern publications. 

The great problem, how to preserve game and how to enact 
wid enforce game laws, must engage its attention till its 
humane work in that direction is rewarded by the estiublish- 
ment of just laws and humane practice of field sports, and the 
paper that leads the van in this direction, may be assured of 
success und support. May the next decade of the existence 
of Formsr AND STREAM prove me a true prophet as to the 
above, and a welcome guest to all who loye the companion- 
ship of a dog, or ‘be quiet and go a-angling.” O. W. R, 
Ossrpre Park, July 22, 1883. 

*“PODGERS” DISCOURSES OF DOGS, 

Eitan Korest and Stream: 
Sitting under the shade of a tree, enjoying the utter 

Aaban(lon and luxury of perfect rest and laziness, is not cal- 
culited to arouse one to effort; and it is astonishing how 
lazy and forpid one can get to be, after a few days of such a 
life—imbroken except by the drowsy humming of the hees— 
doing nothing. 

T baye just been poring over the last number of Forusr 
AND STREAM; and the various interesting articles on guns, 
dogs, etc., have set me to thinking of the changes that have 
taken place in the years since when, as a boy, I roamed the 
woods of old Otsego county in quest of partridge, and lay 
for hours behind a stump, watching a dry tree for will 
pigeons in a wheat stubble. We were armed with un old- 
fashioned, long, single-barreled shotgun, that, had heen 
altered, after years of service as a flintlock, to percussion, 
just then coming into fashion, when tow wads, or an old 
newspaper did duty. in place of Ely’s pinkedged of the 
present day; and there was a powder horn, from which the 
powder was poured into the palm of the hand; an cel-skin 
shotbag, with the plug held between the teeth while the 
charge of shot was measured ont the same way, by the eye; 
und then the thin small copper caps ina green paper box, 
marked D, G., which we boys always interpreted as stand- 
ing for ‘‘d. good*—a definition not always borne out in 
practice, us only about half of them would go off. The old 
gun was loaded to kill, and when a flock of pigeons settled 
in the tree, with what breathless tremor we laid the ancient 
piece across the stump and took along aim at fhe thickest of 
the bunch, expecting to be knocked oyer backward when 
she went olf (and generally were), but ready to lay down the 
fun and rush to the foot of the tree and pick wp the half 
dozen birds; then retire fo the stump, load up again, and sit 
down again for along wait for the next flock, How proud 
we were to Ing home our game, especially if we had a part- 
ridge sandwiched between the bunch, which we had knocked 
over after along crawl on hands and knees to the log on 
which the chap's drumming had betrayed his presence. We 
knew little about wing shots in those days, 

1 well remember the first fancy outfil| that was brought fo 
our village by *‘a city feller.” It was areyelation, and we 
boys looked open-mouthed at the long, double shot bag that 
hung over his shoulder, with charges and bright copper 
flask with powder gauge carried iu the breast pocket, and 
the wonder of a game bag, We learned, however, to look 
With some contempt on this fancy outfit when we went out 
with the young man, for he affected great contempt for 
shooting at.a sitting bird, but seldom hit a flying one; while 
us country boys went in for all we could see siting, and got 
all the same. 

In those good old days birds were plentiful, and the 
streams of old Delaware county were full of trout, and if 
our tackle was rude compared to the fisherman’s outfit of the 
present day, we always came home witha big “string.” 
Our lines we made ourselves from hair from the tails of the 
furmer’s old mures, which we surreptitiously pulled as the 
teams stood under the shed of the country store, while the 
old farmer was inside bartering his butter and cheese for 
tobacco and tea; and they were good lines, too. My goy- 
ernor was accounted the hest fisherman im the county, and 
wis the only one that used the ‘‘fly,” which he made him- 
self, I shall never forget my first lesson in its use. We 
boys went in for landing our fish by muscular effort; they 
generally struck the ground forty feet behind us or lodged- 
hook, line and allin the branches of a hemlock twenty feet 
high, involving a climb to release our prized hook; for our 
stock was usually limited to what half a dozen eggs surrep- 
titiously obtained would purchase at the village store, 

Those were the days before the Erie Railroad had brought 
its thousands of fishermen to the streams of Western New 
York. In fact fishing and shooting (hunting as it was culled) 
was considered as an evidence of ‘‘shiftlessness.” It wus 
very discrediteble for a boy to be seen with a gun or “‘fish- 
pole” over his shoulder stealing off through the back lots, 
and a boy known to be so affected was denominated *‘a 
shiftiess creature,” that would neyer come to any good. 
When the governor once ran for Congress his political 
cnemics made sreat capital out of the fact that he ‘ished 
and hunted,” and lreally believe he lost many votes thereby. 
But the governor was Loo fond of the sport tu be influenced, 
and T reully believe would have chosen a cloudy day on a 
trout stream to a Senatorship, His fondness for angling has 
fallen unabridged on the shoulders of the undersigned. To 
look back fo those primitive days when only here and there 
a fisherman was found, and aman that ‘‘hunted” was ex- 
ceptional, not more than one of each kind perhaps in any 
town, and comparing the present sets one to thimking where 
we will lind fifty years hence, at the rate we are going on. 
‘There is scarcely a boy ten years of age of well-to-do 
parents now that his not a gun, a watch, and split bamboo, 
and talks knowingly of “‘seasons,” ‘‘catches’’ and ‘‘bags." 
J look over your paper and see endless discussions ani hair- 
splittings on questions wd mutters of shooting science that 
were never dreamed of in our philosophy a few years since 
—hpoints so fine that one Segue amagnifyine lass to. see 
them. Then see the beautiful suns that are made now, the 
split, bamboos, the finest tackle, in the manufacture of 
which heavy capital is embarked and the most skillful 
arlisans are employed. Verily, toseea sportsman’s outfit 
in these days is to cull forth the most rapturous and @nthu- 
siastic dduniration; and then to sce the owner of all this 
Pepe outfit in his toggery Prepared for his prey. He is 
ifléed fearfully and wonderrally fol up, 4 complicated 

wonder. He can’t shoot nor fish with any success unless his 
suit fits to 4 nicety, his gaiters with just so many buttons, 
his English shoes lacing up jusiso high. Then his fishing 
tackle—the reel would never do unless nickle plated; the 
seyen-ounce bamboo musi be of well-known make. The 
very fish come up to look at lim in wonder, and as usual 
curiosity leads to trouble. And yet I don’t deny it is nice 
to have all these nice things. No one admires them more 
than your humble servant, and no one perhaps has ‘fooled 
away” more money in fheir acquirement, and will continue 
to do so as long as he has any. 

Mn all this march of progress in the art of sport, [am #lad 
to see dogs taking their proper )lace in shooting society and, 
for that mutter, in society of all kinds, In old times the 
family dog was an unappreciaicd institution; he was seldom 
admitted to the social hearth, was broomsticked ont of the 
house with relentless vigor and made to shiyer cold winter 
nights on a bed of chips in the corner of the open wood- 
honse. No aecounted good housekeeper would tolerate a 
dog in the house. I will except.my dear old mother who, 
under & mental reservation and as 9 concession to the goy- 
ernor’s weakness for dogs, allowed us boys and the two 
hounds. Sport and Lion, to roll on the rug in front of the 
kitchen fire together winter evenings. We were all young 
pups together, and when tired of play fell asleep socially in 
a leap, dogs and boys making pillows of each other. But 
in these days dogs are dogs, und as T walk up Fifth avenue 
and see many a little Yorkshire with a blue ribbon around 
his neck sitting up grayely surveying the world at large 
from the window of a thousand-dollar carriage, I say to 
myself, ‘‘Go it, my little fellow. You are as worthy and 
have just as good a right to be there, probably, as the peonle 
you are with; you haye qualities that entitle you to a posi- 
tion in any society. Tam glad to see you haying your day 
at last.” 

I know a great many dogs, some intimately sand some as 
mere street acquaintances; dogs that I meet in my rambles 
and we always “‘pass the time of day,” and most of those 
ave dogs of respectability and high character—edneated, 
intelligent dogs—polite dogs, that always give you a glance 
of recognition and a wag of their tails. In habits they are 
much more respectable tan their owners often. Dogs never 
waste their time in beer and billiard salvons and have to tell 
lies about important business engagements when they get 
home at two o'clock in the morning, The express companies 
seem to haye a proper appreciation of the honesty and char- 
acter of the dog. You will see on the panels of Adams Ex- 
press wagous a safe, and as an emblem of honesty and fidelity 
a dug lying alongside of it, Why was not a man placed 
there? Why the dog in preference? Why?" Well, never 
mind why; the man who designed the illustration probably 
knew the difference, and who could be trusted alongside a 
safe and who couldn't, Jt is about the best illustration I 
know of and a proper tribute to dog’s superiority over man- 
kind. 
When at the dog show recently held ati Madison Square, 

as [walked along the row of kennels and observed the hand- 
some intelligent countenances of the dogs, | mentally com- 
pared their faces with those of the ‘bench show” in the 
square that I had just passed before entering. I will venture 
to say that 1 could select one hundred dogs at random that 
had more intelligent faces, better qualities, and were in every 
way superior to any hundred bench sitters in the Square. 
There are as many grades and classesin dogs as in people. 
There are dogs that fit exactly the grade of society that 
affectthem. Commencing with the bull, where do you find 
him? With the “sporting” fraternity, the prize-ring adyo- 
cates; so on up to the noble setter, the gentleman's dog. 

On some other occasion, when nof quite as indolent as at 
this moment, I will write a chapter on dogs from personal 
experience, without reference to their “points,” or the dog 
science of the present day, I think I know a good dog and 
a good gun from practical experience, which is about as 
ood a source of jndgment as theories and book teaching. 

itpaatess that the rule of judging dogs at the bench shows 
are beyond my comprehension, and if I was ado of any 
pride or self-appreciation, I shoul! enter my proiest 
good dog is a good dog all the world over, even if deficient 
in some little physical points. The handsomest are not 
necessarily the best. 
Homely men, as a rule, are the mostintellectual. 1 apply 

the moral to suit my own views, if those of nobody elge, 
PonGeErs. 

Ox Oxp Lone Istanp's Sea Grav SHORE, July, 1483. 

THE MICHIGAN ASSOCIATION, 

Eiditoy Forest and Stream: 
J haye to-day returned from a trip through Mlinois, In- 

diana and Ohio, and find your reminder of my promise 
made vou some time ago to report what the association are 
doing, I could be bricf and say nothing. but come te think 
a little closer conclude that we are doing considerable. We 
are setting a good example. Not like the young man who 
advertised for board in some family where his Christian 
example would be an equivalent tu shekels, but an example 
of resignation. The now defunct Michigan Legislature 
cooled our ardor considerably. Our great aim was to get a 
game warden—only one—appointed by the State; but 
work hard as we could, we failed, We had tried the exper- 
iment 10 our own satisfaction, in keeping Mr. Higby in the 
field for eight or nine months, supporting him Wy funds sub- 
scribed by individuals, The plan was excellent, and he did 
lols of food work. But we can’t doit for a steady thing. 
We have had such a wet spring and summer that T am 

afraid grouse shooting will be poor, though the birds may 
have nested on higher ground than usual. There were not 
many old birds left to breed this spring, as they were killed 
off Tast year by water in the same way. (Quail will be 
plentifnl in most portions of the State. Notwithstanding 
the extreme cold and length of last winter, they wintered 
well; we had yery little crust, 1 suppose, was the reason, 1 
haven't heard of any woodcock heing seen yet; they proba- 
bly are spread over a wide area, asthe ground is soft every- 
where. 

Thear of front being taken ina number of streams this 
year where they had been experimentully planted three or 
four years ago. Near Kalamazoo | hear they are catching 
a good many, and at Farwell onthe F. and P. M, R, R 
seyeral parties have caught so0d creéls. Those at Farwell 
were planted some time ago. It is rather early yet for gray- 
ling fishing, so I haye not heard how they do bite—I sup- 
pose in the usual way, by closing the month. Tf it were not 
for business I should tear myself away and have a goad fish; 
and fight gnats and mosquitoes. ; 

The Sagmaw Hunting Club have had fitted up a car that is 
a mode] of beauty and comfort; and we are planning a trip 

to the Yellowstone Purl on September 1. I will send you u. 
full account of the trip, Notwithstanding the cool weather 
Michiganders have flocked in nsual numbers to Mackinaw, 
Charlevoix, Petosky, Higgins Lake and like places, of which 
Michigan is blest with more than her share. 

Deer are nearly gone in the lower peninsula, and Tliear of 
parties being now made up that will hunt in the upper pen- 
insula as s00n as the season opens. Deer ave in sreat num: 
bers across the straits, but it*will take o very few years to 
make them as scarce ns they are now in the lower 
art of the State. Thope te see an effort made soon to raise 

funds to keep aman at work looking wp violations of the 
law later in the season, Now thinkT haye told you all 
the news, You must remember it is hetween hay and grass 
with us now, and so can’t find anything startling. 

Yours truly, Wa. B. Mersion, 
Secretary Michigan Sportsmen’s Association, 

Eas Sacinaw, Mich,, July 20. 

A “FLICKERING.” 

The boys were ‘whooping her up’ on fish in flue style, 
and many really creditable efforts had heen made. Joa Allen, 
who was a bit ‘‘daft,’’ had started the ball rolling hy stating 
that he had caught on the previous evening over fifty bull- 
heads, and that the largest one weighed “‘egezactiy a pound 
and nineteen ounces.” This was a fair catch, but it soon 
paled into insignificance beside the performances af the hoys, 
who vied with each other in a lavish display of the slimy 
but toothsome cot/us that must haye depopulated every 
stream and-lake for miles around, thus fully aceount- 
ing for the extreme seareity of the fish in the 
vicinity. From a pailfal to a two bushel and 
a peck basketful the catches had gradually mounted up, 
when Uncle Billy, who had been quietly watching his oppor- 
tunity, coolly filled a two-horse wagon and triumphantly 
paraded the wriggling host before us. This was rather a 
damper, and silence fell upon the crowd. After a few mu- 
tents some one asked Cud iow many he had ever camht. 
With a pitying glance at Uncle Billy he exclaimed, ‘*Bull- 
heads! Why, you don’t know nothing about ‘em; you cuzht 
fo have seen the pile [ caught upto Joneses Lake ten or a 
dozen years ago, Why, I pulled-out so.many that 1 lowered 
the water in the pond egezactly a foot and fourteen inches,” 

SHADOW, 

TWO STORIES FROM THE GOLDEN GATE. 

All hail the tenth anniversay of the Formst AND SrReAM! 
So say we all of us who dwell bencuth the broad portals of 
the Golden Gate and who, even when business but rarely 
permits of our paying our deyoirs at the shrine of the syl- 
van goddess, still tind an unalloyed pleasure in all that ap- 
pertains to the exciting sports of field and flood. Of all the 
sources from which we derive this pleasure, of all the avail- 
able means by which we seek in thé picture, the most sutis- 
factory substifue for actual personal experienee, we know of 
nohe purer, more taithful or more prolific than the columus 
of this same Forest AND STREAM. 

Indefatigable and eminently successful in its efforts to set 
before its readers all that can interest or instruat them in its 
particular sphere of action, ever advocating those chivalrous 
methods of conduct in the field that ennobles rather than 
degrades the man, and inexorably closine its addvertisiny 
columns to all chicanery and frand, it has ever done credit 
to itself and to the brilliant galaxy of correspondents (hat 
adorn its pages, 
How plessant it would be could all that long line of con- 

tributors be gathered together around one srand canip-tire 
on the tenth birthday of their favorite journal! ‘“Nessmuk,”’ 
“Kingfisher,” ‘‘Penvbscot,”’ “Byrne” and « host of others 
equally worthy, whose contributions are always hailed with 
delight by its readers in every ogee of our land, be it in 
Oregon or Florida, Maine or Arizona, and whom we lone 
to grasp by the hand and greet as we greet long-tried and 
long-ahsent friends. Methinks such a gathering would be a 
red-letier day in the memories of those participating In it, jhe 
recollections of which would ever after be the source of the 
most exquisite pleasure. 

But although all this muy not be possible, and many of us, 
at least, must eyer remain content to commune through the 
medium of pen and pencil with those who are able to touch 
cbords thut vibrate in perfect harmony with our own, we 
may still draw some consolation from the thought that the 
pen sometimes reveals a depth of character, heart and soul 
more profound than would be laid bare by even years of as- 
sociation in the ordinary busmess walks of life. So true is 
this, that to my mind it stands second only to that test of 
fire where many of us have selected kindred spirits out from 
among those who have shared with us the lonely camp-ire 
and stood close by our side amidst all the priyations and 
hardships which are the inevitable concomitants of all those 
who cut loose entirely from civilization und plinge juto 
the mountains, forests, or plains, snd are thrown alnost 
daily into trying situations that bring to ight more surély 
and truthfully the innermost characteristics of 1 man than 
any other position in life. 

én years is a big slice in the active life of a man, aud 
most of us can bring to mind some comrade, tried and true, 
who during that time has passed over the dark river, far 
beyond the sound of deap-mouthed hound or hunter's horn, 
Two or three such rise up before me now as the memories of 
those ten years crowd in upon ime, tind foremost among them 
comes “Old Pike,” a character well known to most of the 
lovers of dog and sun 1m this city and further north. Old 
Pike was the only name he went by or acknowledged, and 1 
doubtif any one here knew it was not his true cognomen, 
but several hunters on Puget Sound, where he had hunted 
and trapped for many years, assured me that Pike was a 
title he acquired in some unknown way soon after he arrived 
on the coast; and that some persons still living ot Port 
Townsend knew what bis real name was. An old Californ- 
ian on hearing the name would immediately fake it for 
eranted that he was from Missouri, but this also would be 
an error as he was born in one of the three most northern 
New England States, und coming here by water had never, 
as L believe, visited any of what were formerly ‘known ds 
the Western Btates. ; 

Old Pike wus a character dll by himself When 1 first 
knew him lie was about fifty years of age, a large. power- 
fully built man, wilh brown hair mixed with gray, Swarthy 
skin and smovthly shaven face. A bachelor through life, 
he spent all his leisure while remaining im the city in two or 
three of the zim stores, ov wt his room, cleaning and adjust- 
ing his riflus, preparing his ammunition, accoutrements, ete. , 
and in caressing and. tvaining his dogs. In 1567 { weot 
with him to Sat Diego, where we hunted the entire season 
together, thereby cementing a friendship that continued un- 
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broken through his lite: His skill as a still-huntet was won- 
derful; he seemed to know instinctively where deer could 
be found and what routes they would take when alarmed. 
‘beir abits were is familiar to him asif they wore barn- 
rd stock; and he was the first I ever heard assert that they 
dalmost invariably while the moon was above the hor!- 

zon, be it night or day, an assertion which I afterward fully 
verified, to iny own satisfaction at least. Pike owned three 
muzzle-loading rifles. He looked with suspicion upon all 
hew-fangled breech-loading contrivances, but reserved his 
strongest expressions for shotguns. which he regarded with 

contempt that was phenomenal. Occasionally when 
wearied with deer honting, I sallied out with a shotgun to 
Wage war pon the quail that swarmed in countless num- 
ers in every little bottom and cactus thicket in the county; 
bit nothing could evtt induce Pike to join mein these ex- 
éufsions, antl the look of reproof always visible on his face 
pret {started never left il until the next successful deer 
int. 
We had adjoining rooms in one of the few houses then 

crected in New Ban Diego, and which, like most of them 
there at that time, was cloth and paper lined instead of with 
Jath and plaster; and this enabled us to converse at might 
affer we lad gone to bed almost as freely as if in the same 
room, This happy arrangement was, however, brokun by a 
juvenile indiscretion on the part of Pike, which would have 
astonished his most intimate friends, and which caused us to 
move to other quarters. The ceiling of the rooms was 
simply of common drilling nailed to the joists above, and 
every evening quite a number of rats would secamper to and. 
fro over our j\éads, making it sometimes difficult to go to 
sleep. They did not even wait for the lights to be extin- 
guished, und as the prints of their feet upon the cloth were 
plainly visible, showing their position exactly, Pike would 
frequently snitch up lis rifieand draw a fine bead on some 
extra large one, until it seemed to me that the temptation to 
fire would he greater than he could bear. Nothing of the 
kind occurred, however, One evening, on returning ftom a 
quail hunt, 1 found him carefully shaping « short, round 
shaft of wood, from one end of which a fine sharply-poited 
knitting needle projected four or five inches. Pike refused 
to tell me what he intended to make of it, and knowing his 
peculiarities I refrained from pressing the matter, A week 
or so later a peculiar and most unpleasant smell bezan to 
pervade the whole upper part of the house, and. this daily 
grew stronger and more obnoxious, Pike stormed and 
swore, and finally went to the mistress of the house, telling 
her if she did not find out and remove the cause of that 
villainous stink up stairs, he would vacate the rooms. 
The poor woman commenced operations immediately, ran- 
sacking closets, cupboards, sinks and all the poke holes in 
the house, but all without avail. as she never thought of 
Joong above the chamber ceiling, and finally it became so 
sickening that we removed to other quarters for a more 
salubrious atmosphere, ‘There Pike let the cat out of the 
bag the first evening, and the spear I had discovered him 
making proved to have played a very prominent part. It 
appeared that going to bed without putting out the light, he 
would lie comfortably upon his back, and when 4 rat came 
within striking distance, dart the knitting needle through 
him and instantly withdraw it. None of the rodents seemed 
to have Been killed outiight, but several had evidently 
pedieed away to their holes and died, with results detailed 
above. , 

The next seison T went to Puget Sound and from there to 
South America, during Which time I heard only once or 
twice from Pike. Returning to this city nearly three years 
later, T sought for him in his old resorts; and from one ot 
the proprietors of a large gun store on Clay street, T learned 
the melancholy particulars of his death. He had started the 
season before for a trip up the Columbia River and was taken 
suddenly ill at one of the little logging camps below the 
Dalles and died in « few hours; and there they buried him, 
beneath the shadow of those great trees he loved so well. 

Time and space will preyent any extended mention of 
moré than one other of those camp-fire companions who drift 
into my memory us I reyiew the past, for the description of 
2 Character is valueless unless minute enough to create an 
interest in the mind of its readers, or to record some trait or 
deed worthy of preservation. 

Imagine, if you can, a man of medium height, weighing 
not over 140 pono thin face with prominent features, 
cheeks perfectly colorless, eyes rather deep-set and, like his 
long straight hair and full beard, black as midnight, age 
about 35 years; and you have Silas Gaskell before you, as 
nearly as [ can remember, when I first knew him away back 
in the Sixties. 

Pike devoted himself almost entirely to deer—and rats; 
but Gaskill, although by no means despising the cervine 
race, was the most successful bear hunter it was ever my 
‘ood fortune to be associated with. He hunted for years in 
umboldt county, asing a three-barreled rifle clustered like 

# Clover leaf and revolving underone hammer. Tt was made 
to order for him by a favorite Eastern punomaker; was 0 
marvel of aceuracy, nd with it he had killed more than 300 
bears, more (han twenty of which were prizzlies. He had 
a horse und dog so trained that they were invaluable to hint 
in his dangerous calling. The dog would enter any thicket 
where a bear was concealed, and keeping only two or three 
feet ahead of his master ‘would, without uttering a sound, 
lead him to its lair, using every possible mute endeavor to 
show him the exact spot before the bear beeame aware of 
their presence in bis vicinity, The horse could not only be 
left, anywhere without tether or hobble, with a certainty that 
even alter hours of absence his master could find and ap- 
proach him uear the spot where he had Jeft him, but could 
be ridden or led wp to the side of any bear after the said bear 
had been killed, and would there stand perfectly still while 
the hide or any portion of the carcass was being placed upon 
his back. 

Gaskill removed to Ventura county, and finally settled 
in the Milquatay valley, only 1 few miles north of the Mexi- 
can line, where he opened a little store and blacksmith shop 
that formed the nucleus of the small fown of Campo, and 
where I twice hail the pleasure of visiting him. <A few 
years later he became one of the leading actors ina little 
impromptu side show which must have surpassed In its 
thrilling sensations the liveliest of all the numerous bear 
tights he ever indulged in, Picking up a newspaper one day 
in Virginia City, Nev., I read an: account of a desperate 
fizht that hud just occurred in Uampo, San Diego county, 
Cal., between the Gaskill brothers and a band of Mexican 
desperudocs from over {ie line, whohad attempted to rob 
the s' Gn which felt tie “yellow devils” got decidedly re 
the worst of the bargam, althouh they bad taken the Gas’ 
kills unawares. Dropping a [ew lines to Silas requesting 
some particulars of the affair, I received in due time his 
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reply, which I here transerilie exactly as if was written, not 
a word being added, altered or abstracted from it. 

Campo, Dec. 17, 1875. 
Mr. H.—: 
Dean Six—Laum only able to write a Titth. My wound is yery 

Painful, My brother is getting along finely, He will recover without 
doubt. You spoke of the old three-barrel being in the muss; but [ 
had no such gog8 Juck, Iwas at work in the blacksmith shop on a 
Wagon when I heard my brother holler murder! I jumped for a 
double-barreled shotgun f had loaded and hid away foran emer- 
fenty, and as [ hurned rownd with the gunin my hand the first, thing 
I Saw Was the muzzle of a large six-shooter. I dodged asthe villian 
fired and he hit mie in the shoulder. Then came my turn, I gave the 
yellow devil nine buckshor through the heart, ‘Then there was 
yuother one coming down on me; and I gave him the other barrel 
Wefore he had time oshoot, and Hoored him, Then there was another 
with a Henty ville standing close by. I came down on him with the 
emply rifle and be dodged; and [ then ran for another gun that! had 
hid in another house, He shot at me seyeral times but did not hit me. 
_ Three attacked me; and three my brother in the store. The three 
in thé store got thedrop on my brother, and he dropped down be- 
hind the counterand hojlered murder, They then jumped over the 
counter on to him, and two of them held bini while the other shot 
him, as he supposed mortally, through the left lung, They left him 
for dead and ran out to see what all fhe shoofing meant outside; and 
my brother jumped up and grabbed a double-barrel shotgun, loaded 
with ten buckshot in each barrel, and followed them out and shot: 
two ofthem down. Then he had to run, for his gun was empty and 
there were tio of the robbers left with the Henry rifle. Just then a 
Frenchman rode up and they shot him, and he shot one of the rob- 
bers in the néck, so that made five out of the six that. weshou, The 
fight ended before 1 got back with the other .un. They got one of 
their jwounded men on u horse and left, They tried to rob the store, 
but we made it $6 hot for them that they only pot six or eight revolv- 
ers, except what lead they carried off in their bodies. 

1 told one of their friends the other day that we had not got ready 
to fight again yet. but that we would be ready in about a week, and 
then he could come along with his whole force, and we would show 
him how it was done. He said he did not care to know, if we were 
not ready this time. [hope they have got enough of it, for I don’t 
erave such a job; but when they force it upon us we will fight some. 
We buried three of the yellow devils, and I think the one that carried 
off the ten buckshot can't live long. 
Tremain your sincere friend, and life-long enemy to Spaniards, 

Sinas E. GAaskKILy. 

Most of us, after reading the gallant deeds of those heroic 
souls who led the vanguard of civilization in its westward 
march through the ‘‘dark and bloody ground,” are incline: 
fo think that the present age could furnish no such examples 
of personal courage and prowess under any circumstances; 
but there are few, I ween, who, aiter reading the above, 
would not deemit worthy of a place on the brightest page 
of ouy pioneer history; or who would hesitate to regard those 
brave defenders as the peers of Crockett, Bonham, Bowie or 
any of those 300 heroes who in their death immortalized 
themselves in the Alamo of Texas. Silas Quskill and his 
brother, to the best of my knowledge, still reside in Campo. 

Foren Derr, 
BAN Francisco, Cal, 

ROD AND GUN IN ARKANSAS. 

Fiditor Forest and Stream: 
1 trust vou wiil accept my Cons rer WsvOns, among others, 

upon your brilliant and successful career of ten years, a suc- 
cess which IT have enjoyed so much, and to which IT have 
coutributed, alas, so little. 
During most or all of this fime Formsr Asp STREAM has 

been a welcome visitor af our house, and has uniformly been 
the first secular paper read upon opening the mails. And 
now of the rod and gun in Arkansaw; and, as Blackstone 
would say, ‘first of the rod.” 

The rod in Arkansaw is a native cane, light, springy and 
touch, and itis called a pole. The reel is considered super- 
fluous; so of the gut leader and the artificial hy. The writer 
and one or two others'have taken the black bass with the 
ily in the waters of this State, but must admit that mode to 
be oui of keeping with the surroundings and less successful 
than others, With the appliances at hand, however simple 
as to materials and primitive in coustruction, as they un- 
questionably are, there is sport to be had, and that of no 
mean order. The yarietics of fish common to the waters of 
the State are the black bass (both species), striped bass 
(BR. chrysops), crappie or speckled perch, jack salmon (two 
species), many varieties of small perch, including the goggle 
eye, sunfish and copper-nosed bream. These are taken in 
nels and fall traps, and m all sorts of illegitimate ways, 
there being no law for their protection, saving an act for 
the prevention of their wanton destruction by poison or 
explosives, Still they are not exterminated nor their num- 
bers perceptibly lessened, The abundant rains and conse- 
quent high waters in the spring season operates to protect 
them during their-breeding season. This year the abun- 
dance of fish in the waters of the White River is apparently 
as reat as it was ten years ago. 

With the eun it is different. The total want of protection 
has done its deadly work. Not even the surly bear can hold 
his own. Weer are butchered during our overflows, on 
ridges and high places, tu which they resort for safety; and 
after the waters subside tires are built, to the smoke of which 
they flee for relict from the innumerable swarms of buffalo 
pnats; and they are then shot down; and does are, or have 
been, run with dogs, when big with fawn. ‘The result is that 
venison is yery scarce in Arkansaw. Smatllersame fares better, 
znd there is a good supply left, with no immudiate prospect 
of diminution. The wild turkey, owing to his well-known 
prudence and foresight, and the advantages he has enjoyed 
tor cultivating his mind, seems to fiourisli moderately, even 
in the well-settled districts, and his geographital distribution 
is co-extensivé with the States. To the chasen few, turkey 
for Christmas will be among the attainubles for a long time 
io come. Quail are plenty, aud not decreasing. airie 
chickens are restricted to a small portion of the State. 
Migratory water-fowl come here in the winter only, and 
their thundance here depinds upon the food supply, the 
season, and Upon causes that operate only Beyoud onr 
boundaries. 

On & view of the whole field there is much to be regretted, 
and very much thatis encouraging. Through the salutary 
influence of Forest AND SrReaM a strong sentiment in 
favor of game protection has grown up, and in many places 
the lawless acts above complained of are restrained solely 
by the force of public opinion, Trusting that, you will con- 
vey my thanks to your correspondents, from whose contri- 
\yutions J haye derived both pleasure and profit, I bes leave 
to remain, your sincere friend, YELL. 
Jacesoxport, Ark., July 20, 

THE ‘OFFICE BOY" PROMOTED. 

The prospect for game here this fall is very good. Ante- 
lope are fairly plenty und prairie chickens are nbundant. 
Your eorrespordent has seen sdveral bunches of antelope, 
and could have killed some of fem if so inclined. Curlew 
and other snipe can be found othe ceecks ia large num- 
bers, while coltou-tarl apd jack rabbits are to gumerous to 
mention, This country is a good place for sportsmen who 

don't mind roughing il, as it is in the center of the stock- 
raising séction of Colorado, and visitors are always welcome 
at the ranches, but they must be able to be their cwn cook 
and chambermaid. I am at present alone in my glory in 
charge of a sheep ranch here, the ‘‘boss” having gone to 
town to sell his wool. Trat Orrirce Boy, 
Byers, Col,, July 20. 

datuyal History. 

WORK OF AN [ICHNEUMON FLY, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I saw something yesterday which intercsted me very 

much, and on which some one of your numerous readers 
who has a knowledge of entomology could give some infor- 
mation., Our Common has been for the past few years over- 
run at this season by a horde of the common liairy. yellow 
caterpillar, which aitack the elms, limes, horse chestnut aud 
other shade trees, some of which by this time are absolutely 
stripped of all foliage. These caterpillars haye for several 
days been spinning their cocoons on the trunks of the trees, 
many of which are almost coyered with them. I always 
make ita point when crossing the C ommon to use the fer- 
rale of my cane to killas many as lean. Yesterday while 
doing so, one of the policemen on duty on the Common, 
called my attention to a wasplike insect, of which there 
were several flying about. It was not the common wasp, 
nor yet the blue hornet, but seemed to he a type somewhat 
between the two. It was about 12 inches long, without the 
very fine, thin process which unites the abdomen and thorax 
in the hornet; the general effect was black, but the two upper 
joints of the legs were a deep yellow: some smaller, and 
evidently younger individuals had the Jower joints of the 
leys barred white and black They had antennx nearly an 
inch long, and from the end a blunt looking tail projected 
about +jneh. One would light on the teins of a tree and 
run around with that quivering of the wings which wasps 
have, the antennss fecling in every crack or crevice of the 
bark. When he struck 4 cocoon he would feel it over most 
carefully; some he would leave at once, and on examina- 
tion these were seen to have already hatched, as the hole 
was evident from which the moth had escaped, but when 
he found one containing the pupa, he would get carefully in 
position, bring his sting well forward under him, and wilh 
considerable effort stab it into the cocoon, and the enclosed 
chrysalis could be seén squirming and shivering inside. 
Then he would start off on a search for another. 

T saw une wasp stab half a dozen in the space of five min- 
utes, and every tree almost had one or more flying about it. 
Whiat the object of such an instinct can be, I can not econ- 
ceive, It ¢yidently is not connected with either the feeding 
or generative instinct, which are the two mainsprings of the 
actions of the lower animals, It seems, however, a most, 
beneficent provision to have such an enemy tothe pests come 
on the field, and J doubt if in previous years the wasp lias 
been here, as I have watched the caterpillars for some years 
very carefully. Ihaye not been able to find any mention of 
this fact in any of the books that I have at hand. 
Boston, July 16. Mic- Mac, 

[Phe insect which stabbed the chrysalides was evidently 
one of the ichneumon flies, a family of the Aynenoptera, 
the order in which the bees, wasps, ete., belong. The sting 
ing process was the laying of an egg¢in the pupa of themoth., 
This egg would hatch in due time, and the larval fly feeds 
upon its host untilitself ready to pupate. The “sling” of 
the ichneumon fly is its oyipositor. The Jrinewmonidor are 
among our most useful insects, destroyimg, as they do, yast 
numbers of those which prey upon yegetation. | 

A Request For Liyp SNAxes.—Smithsonian Institution, 
Wushington, D. C., July 27.—Editor Forest: and Strvanr 
A number of years ago Dr. 8. Weir Mitchell, of Philadel- 
phia, carried on af extensive series of investigations upon 
the poison of the rattlesnake. the results of which were pub- 
lished in 1860 by the Smithsonian Institution, As might 
naturally be expected, the question of aulidotes to the bite 
ol poisonous serpents constituted a very important feature of 
the inquiry; no definite assurance was, however, olnained 
that any of the published or professional remedies were to 
be relied upon in extreme cases. The interval ef nearly a 
quarter of a century since these vesearchés were proscented, 
has brought to notice a number of new yemedies, some of 
which are confidently claimed to be effective, and Dr, Mit- 
chell is desirous of going over the entire question anew. 
He has asked the assistance of the Smithsonian (nstitution 
in obtaining material; and I therefore venture to invoké the 
aid of the readers of Foresr AND StRaAM in this connec- 
tion. The experiments that Dr. Mitchell has made recently 
have been based principally upon the southern or diamond- 
backed rattlesnake and the moccasin; aud for the purpose of 
continuing them, he now wishes to obtain a large number of 
living specimens of the northern rattlesnake, the smal! 
eround rattlesnike, the massasauga and the copperhead. He 
Will be happy to receive any living and uninjured specimens 
of these species, carefully boxed and addressed to **Dr, Mit- 
chell, care of Zoological Garden, Philadelphia,” by which 
the freight charges will be paid,—Srencen FP. Barro, 8ec- 
retary Smithsonian Institution. 

Game Bag and Guy. 
+ 

MINNESOTA GAME LAW. 

Wwe. are indebted to Mr. W. 8. Timberlake, of St, Puul, 
Minn., the energetic seeretary ot the Minnesota State 

Sportsmen's Association, for the follawing digest of fhe 
Minnesola game laws, uew in force. Wild game may he 
lawtully killed in the State of Minnesota only during the 
times stated below: 

Woodcock, during the mouth of July, after the 3d day 
thereof, und during the months of August, feplember and 
Oetober. 

Prutrie chickens and. sharp-tiiled grovse during the month 
of August, after the 14th day thereo!, and during the month 
of September. P 

Quail, pheaante or partidges during the months of Octo- 
ber, November and December, 

Ducks and geese between September 1 and the 15th day 
day ot Muy succeeding, 
Der aad alk during the month of Degember, between the 

ist and 15th days thereof. 
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Tt is unlawful at any time to catch or kill any game birds 
in any other manner than by shooting them witha gun. 
The penally for killing game out of season isa fine of not 
less than $5 nor more than $75, and forfeiture of all sport- 
ing implements. 

Export Liio,—\t is unlawful for any person or corporation 
to carry out of the State, or have in possession for the pur- 
post of carrying out of the State any game bird or animal, 
under penalty, on conviction, of imprisonment or fine of 
#100 for each offense, 

Sule of Gamne.—lt is unlawful for any person to sell, or 
have in his possession for the purpose of sale, any of the 
‘Above named game birds or animals, except during the time 
when they may be lawfully killed, under penalty, on convic- 
tion, of a fine of not less than $25 nor more than $500 and 
forfeiture of game. 

Possession af Gaie—Possession of game birds, except 
during the time when they may be Jawfully killed, or of 
any déer or elk, after December 31, is declared by law to be 
wyidence that such birds, deer or elk were unlawfully killed, 

Violations of the provisions of the game laws of the State, 
if promptly reported to any memberof the State Associa- 
tion, or to the secretary iu St, Paul, will be thoroughly in- 
vestigated and the offenders yigorously prosecuted, and 
reward of $25 is hereby offered for information that will 
lead to the conviction of any one for killing, having in pos- 
session, oY exposing for sale. any of the game birds or ani- 
mals of this State out of season, 

Wooncock ty PennsyLyANTA.—Philadelphia, July 23.— 
Woodcock shooting hus been yery poor around Philadel- 
phia. Very few birds haye been killed. They are scarce 
and high in market, The frequent rains this summer have 
made good feediug grounds in a larpe extent of the coun- 
try, and the birds not being concentrated in a few wet 
places, which would have been the case if we had suffered 
with drought, have eseuped. We may surely look for 
niuch better autumn woodcock shooting, owing to this fact; 
and the een will be run across by the quuil shooters 
very often during the coming November. Jt would be well 
if the clerk of the weather would every summer so arrange 
his aifsirs as to thus protect the woodcock until autumn.— 
Homo. 

Pratnig CHIckKEN SHooriye WantTep.—Philadelphia, 
July 27.—Hditor Forest and Stream: i would like to haye 
some chicken shooting this fall for about two weeks, but 
being totally unacquainted with the West, I do not know 
where togo. [have heard of Iowa as being a good place, 
hut which part to go to, or where fo stay is what troubles 
meé, Now, can some of your Western readers tell me what 
Twantio know? I want to leaye about September 1, to be 
fone two weelks.—G. H. T: 

Tue Ure Reservatrion,—lt is reported from Gunnison, 
Colorado, that men and big boys are on the Ute reservation, 
near Gunnison, killing large game for hides, Huglishmen 
buy most of the buffalo hides. One man and a boy shipped 
scar load of hides of black-tral deer. They had wasted nearly 
all (le meat, 

PENNSYLVANTA,—Norristown, July 26.—Grass plover 
shooling is fair at present: a bag of twenty-one birds to three 
uns being made here on the 24th, Quail are more abundant 
than we have known them forten years, und our sportsmen 
look forward 10 some fine sport in this vicinity.—D. M. Y. 

Sea and River ishing. 
———$_—__¢———___——_ 

BASS IN MINNETONKA. 

HAYE read with much pleasure the many accounts of 
black bass fishing which appear in every issue of your 

excellent paper, but to my surprise have seen no mention of 
our beautifal Lake Minnetonka. It cannot be that you don’t 
know what splendid fishing this lake affords, It isn’t un- 
usual for two ordinary fishermen to take from fifty to a hun- 
dred pounds of buss and pickerel in a day’s fishing, and in 
addition to the sport, the lake is the most beautiful sheet of 
water | have ever seen, [am not an expert bass fisherman, 
but hope to become one as 1 grow older in experience. I 
eauthi my first bass this season, My last visit to the lake, 
some tivo weeks ago, resulted in a catch of a dozen fine bass 
that weighed together thirty and one-half pounds; the two 
largest caught at two successive casts weighed six and four 
and one-hilf pounds respectively. Although I am a begin- 
ner, they were landed with a ten-ounce Mills rod, fine silk 
line, and single leader, within a half hour nfter the first one 
struck. I used frogs for bait, and cast from a boat, this 
being the most popular way of fishing here. It is unneces- 
sary for me to add that 1 am very much in love wilh bass 
fishing, and hope later tosend you an account of a good 
day's work. . JUDGH. 
MisyeApouis, Minn,, July 23, 

SatMon AnGiLiInG Iv 1sHE Merrerac.—The salmon in 
the Merrimac River have been gradually increasing for the 
past few years, owing Lo the work of the New Hamp- 
shire Fish Commission, but noone there seems to have 
thought of angling for them. They haye been taken in nets, 
but salmon angling seems to be a lost art on the Merrimac, but 
there is no reason why it should not be revived. If the net- 
ting is stopped and the salmon only allowed to be captured 
with hool and line, more money would flow into the State 
from anglers, as soon as decent angling is possible, than jen 
times the market value of the fish, A salmon worth five 
dollars in the market will yield fiftydollars to railroads, 
hotels and boatmen, if taken by an angler. These remarks 
lieve been called up by the following sccount of the capture 
of a salmon with a batted linc, as told by the Manchester 
Mirror: ‘The feat, which had almost become one of the lost 
arts, of catehing a salmon from the river in this vicinity with 
hook atid Jire, wis revived yesterday afternoon by Mr. H. 
Joy, an oe at Messrs. Kimball & Gerrish’s tannery, 
who succeeded after a hard struggle in landing a tifteen- 
pgunier. Mr, Joy is extremely fond of fishing and has 
visited the river on several occasions the present skmmer, 
and with rod and line has gratified his propensity for catching 
the denizens of the water, Yesterday afternoon he took up 
his position on # sandbar, north of the eddy below Amoskeag 
Palls, and while fishing for chub was suddenly made aware 
{hat an unusually large fish had taken the bait and was vig- 
orously pulling to get away. Mr. Joy's experience as 
fisherman at once told him that a salmon had taken hold, 
and keeping the line sufficiently tant in order thi! the salmon 

could not get his tail oyer the same so as to break it, he 
rushed into the riyer and following the line up, hand over 
hand, soon reached the gamy salmon, and securing a hold 
through his gills he gathered the fish up in his arms, aud 
after a determined struggle landed his magnificent prize 
safely on shore. Byery thread of clothing on or. Joy was 
wet completely through in his fight with the salmon, but he 
cared little for this so long as he succeeded in securing the 
fish. Te carried his prize home and found that he tipped 
the scales to the extent of fifteen pounds, The catehing of 
this fish in the manner ahove described, and 400 yards from 
the fishway, was perfectly legitimate, and we are reliahly 
informed that there were two witnesses who affirm that the 
salmon was caught in the manner stated, Mr, Joy is to be 
congratulated on the success attending his efforts, and it is 
to be hoped that the capture of these splendid fish, in a legit- 
imate way, will become more frequent in future, 

SLAUGHTER OF Drum Fisn,—While bathing at Atlantic 
City this week, the bathers at one of the many points of the 
beach were annoyed by the floating among them of a num 
ber of decomposed carcasses of luge drum fish, which gaye 
great annoyance to those on shore as well us in the water. 
The lite guards towed the dead tish out into deep water as 
s00n as Possible so they might drift away. Itappeared that 
a net fishing party starting from Somer’s Point had dragged 
the ocean and had struck a school of drum fish, and taking 
us Many as they wanted, slaughtered and disemboweled the 
balance in pure wantonness. These floating carcasses were 
the evidences of what some men aré capable of. What 
should be done with such fellows’ Since writing the aboye 
[ have been informed by a gentleman who has just returned 
from Atlantic City, that the number of ¢rum fish slaught- 
ered hy the Somer’s Point fishermen was enormous, He 
sailed through thousands of dead fish while going from 
Atlantic City to Beach Haven, and tells me the boast was 
made by these men that fifty thousand drum were caught. 
Ina space which my informant calculuted to be thirty yards 
square, he counted twenty-seven dead fish, and for some 
miles the water was covered with them. Lam glad to say 
the baymen at Atlantic City are unanimous in their con- 
demnations of the Somer’s Point party.—Homo. 

Bass Fisnine ox Wusr Vrremra.—a_ letter from Dr. 
W. 58. Hake, of Philadelphia, who is now in camp on the 
Potomac River with a party of friends, will go to show the 
condition of the stream and the degree of success he and his 
party are having with the bass: ‘July 20, Camp Berkley, 
W. Va.—We arrived at Falling Waters on Wednesday last 
and found the water very clondy and not in good condi- 
tion for bass fishing. I reeled about one dozen only yester- 
day, but this morning took cight in about an hour’s time. 
They did not run over # pound, one, however, weighed two 
and a half, and the sport was great landing him with my new 
seyen-ounce rod, which is certainly a ‘daisy The water is 
clearmg, and in a few days, if we have no more washing 
rains, we will have good fishing. We have one of the 
nicest camps you could imuvine; two tents thirteen feet 
square, and beds constructed very comfortably. Am per- 
fectly contented, and expect to stay until Saturday one week, 
aes the waters clear will wrile you of our daily cateh.’— 

ome. 

A Tanpem or Trour Ayp Bass.—Mditer Fovewt mand 
Stireim: Going by rail to North Stratford, N. Y., the other 
day, I staged it some thirty-one miles (awful rough road) to 
Blue Mountain Lake, Adirondacks. Only wert out fishing 
one day. I landed a dozen black bass and a half dozen 
trout. Three of the trout weighed each one and a quarter 
pounds, and at one cast T took a trout and a bass—a strange 
tandem team fo drive, and they say there something very 
unusual, I also visited Raquette Lake and took half & 
dozen black bass. The fishing is very poor they say for 
trout, the bass driying them out very fast. However, the 
bass rise to a fly gloriously, and give plenty of play for a six- 
ounce rod. The scenery is perfectly delightful abont Black 
Mountain Lake, and I shall have additional beautiful photos 
to add to my already large collection, The day I came 
away they captured a. bass trolling which turned the scales 
at twenty pounds.—T. Smpewicn Sterns. 

Brack Bass Fisuine ty ton NeswamimnG.—July 23.—A. 
party of anglers hailing from Philadelphia, last Thursday 
took thirty pounds of fine black bass in the Neshaming, not 
far from Bristol, Pa. The Neshaming is improving as a 
fishing ground, and all owing to the freedom frojn nets in its 
waters. We think the Hast Pennsylyania Angler's Assuci- 
ation has aiied in a yery great mesure Im the matler, and 
this as well as many other streams will show the good re- 
sults of their work. Can we not just here speak again of 
the rock bass (not rockfish or stmped bass) as a most ex- 
cellent little fish to plant in a great many of our Hastern 
Pennsylvania depleted streams? At all events let the Asso- 
ciation try the experiment, The ‘‘red eye,” or rock bass, 
ranks away above the sunfish, although below the black 
bass, rises to the fly in gamy style, is fun for a hght rod, 
and excellent practice Homa. 

FisHing my BARNEGAT BAy.—Riyerside House, Forked 
River, July 27,—The finest fishing within & hundred miles 
of New York is now to be had on Barnegat Bay, al. Forked 
Riyer, near the Riverside House, which is now filled with 
renflemen who are here to enjoy the sport. Among the 
fet catches so far are that of Mr, W. H, Childsand Bugene 
HB. Smith, of New York, who in three-days caught 400 
weakfish that would average two pounds cach, and over 100 
kingfish. Other parties staying here and who have made 
good catches are Mr. Q, J. Bulkley, Henry Elsworth, B. VY. 
Connet, Jr., E. Connett, H. Ed. Pennington, of Newark, 
Louis Beylard and family. Sheepshead have also been 
more plenty than usual, and of good size. Tt is nol un- 
usual for a party to bring in 500 weakfish averaging a pound 
in one day's fishing.—A. 

Goop Fisaing.—We haye accounts of excellent black 
bass fishing at the St. Clair Flats, Detroit River, and of 
pickerel fishing in Dakota, which, owing to the crowded 
state of our columns we are obliged to lay over until next 
week, We mention them in order that our readers may use 
the information at once, if they desire to do ao. 

J, Hf. A., Lockwood, N. Y.—Parties who go from here to fish for 
bass in the rivers wish to carry live minnows for bait from the small 
brooks here, but they usually die on the way. 1s there any way they 
may be kept allyé, and would a piece of ice be of any use in a large 
tub of water? Ans. Ice will help much, but it may jam some of 
them, The cause of death is temperature and lack of air, Put in 
plenty of water plants, as they give off oxygen, pnd wse ice also, 
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THE AMERICAN FISHCULTURAL ASSOCIATION, 
[PROCEEDINGS CONTINUED, ] 

TRANSPORTATION OF CRUSTACEANS. 

BY FRED MATHER. 

F late years those who haya stocked trout ponds and 
streams have realized the necessity of furnishing their 

fish with & permanent diet of natiiral food in the shape of 
crustacean life, A few years ago Mr. James Annin read a 
valuable paper on this subject before this Association, and it 
awakened much interest in the subject. Since thattime Mr, 
Annin has sent out many thousands of the so-called “fresh- 
water shrimp” from his Caledonia ponds. Such life has 
usually been sent in cans of water and plants, I believe, and is 
therefore somewhat bulky, and the express charges are an 
item in the cost. This winter I haye received at the Sold 
Spring Hatchery many thousands of whitefish and trout efes 
from Mr, Frank N. Clark, of Northville, Michigan, The eggs 
came onthe usual flannel trays. with mosquito netting and 
moss, and I notived several “shrimps,” Gamunarus, ete, 
among the eggs, at different times, and in all cases 
they were alive. As they will live solone out of water 
if packed in a damp medium, there seems to he no reason why 
they cannot be sent in quantity in this manner. This would 
cheapen the transportation on them and do away with the 
return of cans. I-would recommend that they be packed on 
trays and covered with netting and moss, precisely as eggs 
are packed. 
Mr Pace—This is certainly a new and inexpensive way of 

stocking waters with fish food trom a distance, and one that: 
willno doubt be followed, There are often small things 
which are of the greatest value, and this shorb note by Mr. 
Mather may be classed among them. ; 

THE BHGINNING oF FisncuLrunn in AMERICA. 

BY DR, T. GARLICK, 
nat BErprorb, 0., May 23, 1855. 

Bagot Phillips, Hsy., Seerelary American Fisheultural Asso- 
chatwon: 
Dear Sin—Your esteemed favor of the 21st inst. is received. 

If possible, I will write a brief article to be read at the meet- 
ing of the American Fishcultural Association on the 7th and 
Sth of June next. Iam very sick, and write this note lying 
on my lounge;-and it may be probable flat [ shall not be able 
to write even a short paper. Ihaye been sick twenty years 
Jast January, and am alniost worn out with age and disease. 
Iwas 78 years old on the 30th of last March. I mail to your 
address to-day a covy of the second édition of my little book 
on fishculiure which [present to the Association through you, 
In case Tam unable to write upything to be read, perhaps 
you may find something in the prefaces and introduction of 
the book that may answer the purpose of a paper. You men- 
tioned the fact that I had heen made an honorary member of 
the Association, T shall esteem it an honor to be a member ot 
the American Tishcultural Association. T. Ganrvick, 

f BEDFORD, Q., May 25, 1885, 
I do not believe it possible for me to write a paper to be 

read at the A. F.C. A. as requested by the Executive Com- 
mittee. Iam suffering at this moment indescribable torture, 
and last night was a night of dreadful suffering. Were I able 
to write # paper, it would be op the topics named by you 
your letter. 
My attention was first called to artificial methods of propa- 

gation of fishes, by seeing a notice in a newspaper of the 
methods EC, by the two fishermen ofthe Vosges, 1 saw 
or though? I saw, in this discovery one of the most inportant 
discoveries of modern times. And I at once determined). 
make the same experiments, but not with the remotest 
view of making money by it, but simply to demonstrate an 
important discovery. ‘The history of my experiments are all 
recorded in the book 1 sent-yon a few days sincé, also in the 
published proceedings of the old Cleyeland Acadomy of 
Natural Sciences. k 
My experiments were eminently successful. I exhibited 

both young and old fish at two of our State fairs, one at Claye- 
land and one at Cincinnati. 

This was, no doubt, the beginning of breeding fish by arti- 
ficial methods in the United States. When welook at what 
has grown out of these experiments through the active agency 
of the fruitful brain of Prof, Spencer F, Baird, we begin to 
realize the yalue of this discovery. I baye neyer regretted 
the hard work, precious time, nor the money ib cost mie to 
make the experiments. I believe that artiticial fisheultuve is 
only in its infancy at this time. When we consider the yast 
extent of our inland waters, our mighty inland seas, great 
rivers, down to the little streamlets. and springs, we ca guess 
what will follow, Hoping you muy have a pleasant anda 
profitable meeting, Tam truly yours, 

T, Garricr, 
Mr. Phillips read extracts from the book mentioned, and a 

yote of thanks was given to Dr. Garlick, the pioneer of Ameri- 
ean fishenlture. 

[To BE cONTINvED, | 

CARP TAKE THE FLY.—Roslyn, L. 1., July 27.—hast 
August (1882) I furned into my trout pond some twenty cary, 
of the “scale” and “leather” varieties. The largest of these 
fish weighed at that time six ounces, One month ago I 
noticed a school of fish inthe pond, and at the first attempt 
succeeded in taking one with an arfitcial trout-ily. The fst 
proved to be ascale carp weighing three pounds, These aire 
the first and only carp ever placed in my pond, and their re- 
markable pean during a few months may interest some of 
your readers, Atpresent there are eight fish in the school, 
which I see every day. They are all about the same size, and 
now as large as medium shad. I notice that with the growth 
of these varp the green conferya, ‘frog spittle,” is disappear- 
ing from the One The fish eat it, and thus greatly improve 
the water for trout fishing with fly. We cooked the three- 
pound carp, and tried to eat it, but ‘twas no go, .Too strong, 
with a rank, stumpy flayor._-lHomAs CLAPHAM. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

We notice in or ‘For Sale’ columns the valuable cocker Sontag. 

Weeall attention to notive of Greenwood Lake Regatta in our ad- 
vertising columns.—Adv, 

The dealer who wrote ‘these are my lowest ates to you" was not 
more candid than the Esterbrook Steel Pen Go., whe adinit that their 
pens are the best in use,— Aro, 

“Coming events cast their shadows before,” remarked the seer to 
theyoung Highland chief. That huckache and lumbago of yours 
may be prophetic of something worse. Prevent that result by usin 
Benson's Captine Porous PLAsrens before another day is out, 1 
other plasters have tailed Henson's will not, for if is totally unlike 
them. Alldruggists. Price 25 cents.—dde. 

SPECULATION.—The editor of the New York Wusie Trade 
Free Press remarks in a recent issue, “The curse of trade 
to-day, is organized, systematic spéculation.” One page of 
the Free Press 1s made up of articles stolen trom the FoREST 
AND STREAM. Whatever the editor may think of speculation, 
: is clear that orgunized systematic peculation is bis stroug 
old. 
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Che Zennel, 

_Totmsure prompt attention communications should be ad- 
dvessed to the Forest and Strecim Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office malters of im- 
portance core Liable to delay. 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
September 4, 6, Gund 7, New England Fair Bench Show, Manches- 

ter, N. H. Charles A, Andvews, Superintendent, West Boxford, Mass, 
der, 2, 8,dand 5, London Keneh Show, London, Canada, Wutries 

Mose Sept, 19, Charles Lincoln, superintendent; John Puddicombe, 
secretary: C. A. Stone, assistant secretary, 

WIELD TRIALS. 
November 19. 1883.—Bastern field Trials Club, Vifth Annual Trials. 

at Hich Point, N. C. Entrits for the Derby close July 1; for the 
Members’ Stake, Nov. 17; for the All-Aged Stake, Nov. 1. W. A. 
Goster, Seeretary, Flatbush, Long Island, N. Y. 
November 20. J85%.—Robin’s Island Club’s second Annual Field 

Trials at Robin's Island. L. f., for members only. Entries close 
Sept.1. A. T, Plummer, Secretary. 
December 3, /8&4.—Nationa! American Kenvel Club, Fifth Annual 
ie at Grand Timetion, Tenn. D. Eryson, Secretary, Memphis, 

‘enn. 

BEAGLES AND BENCH SHOWS, 

Editor Forest und Streams 
Now while the beagle question is being agitated in the 

FOREST AND STREAM, it is al. opportune time for its partisans to 
claim for it a better recognition at the next round of bench | 
shows. Hitherto the breed has been badly treated, dogs, 
hitehes and puppies are often crammed into one class, rarely 
& special offerea: whils the managers cudgel their brains to in- 
vent classes for setters and pointers,and pile on the specials 
ad Tibitum. Hyen mougrels and nondeseripts such as berg- 
hunde, Airedale terriers, ete,, come in for their share, 
Then again, the judging is frequently unsatisfactory, judges 

ane assigned a dozen Or more varieties of does widely differing 
intype. Whereis the judge that is thoroughly equal to the 
task? Skillful breeders study the minutest poiuts of the breed 
they affect. They know when they are overslaughed. by an 
imeompetent judge, and when such is the case, disgusted. and 
discouraved by seeing inferior animals winning the pride of 
place, learn wisdom by hitter erience and ae their ani- 
rion at home: this many good dogs are annually lost to our 
shows. 

The Key to the difficulty is Simple enough: appoint larger 
boards of judges; be sure that they are thoroughly up on the 
breeds they adjudicate; pive them fewer classes, they will 
then have more time to study the animals and do their 
work carefully, instead of coins slap dash through the list as 
at present. . 

‘he prize list for beagles should be largely increased. 1 
would sugges! champion ahd doz, bitch, and puppy open 
classes for Wnglish beagles from twelve to fifteen inches in- 
elusive; ten a similar classification for those under twelve 
inches. Also a corresponding schedule for basset hounds, 
ovittting the height qualification, would be an approach to 
what is needed. 

This hastily penned critique will haye effected its object if 
it elicits a discussion on the subject. Rusticts, 

WN. A, E. ©. FIELD TRIAL JUDGES.—Memphis, July 28. 
—Hditor Forest and Shream: Please announce the following 
names as judges for N. A. Kennel Clubtrals at Grand Junc- 
tion, commencing Dec. 3, 1883; Capt. Patrick Henry, Clarks- 
ville, Tenn,; Dr. Wim, Jarvis, Claremont, N, H.; Capt. W. H. 
Key, Plorence, Ala, These gentlemen are too well known to 
need any introduction from me, Birds are more plentiful here 
than for s number ofyyears, All the indications are that we 
will have the best trials ever held in this country. Programmes 
will be printed soon and mailed to all applicants.—D. Bryson, 
Secretary N. A. EK. C. 

BASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY.—The following ad- 
ditional entry for the Bastern Field Trials Derby has. but just 
sear us owing to the delay of Mr, Coster in visiting the 

ice. 
Evenine Star.—l. S. Wanmaker, Elmwood, N. C., 

lemon and white pointer dog,age not given (Robert E. Lee— 
Darkness). 

The red irish setter ‘ard should read Tara, and entered oy 
He Se J. Gould, New York, instead of Mr. Luke W. 
White, 
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LONDON \(ONT.) BENCH SHOW.—We have reveiyed the 
Ecsta list of the London (Ont.) Bench Show, to be held on 

ct. 2,3,4and4 next, The list comprises seventy classes, for 
which liberal prizes are offered. The list of specials is quite 
large, and will undoubtedly be materially increased, Many 
of the gentlemen interested in the success of the show have 
been freqnent exhibitors at our shows, and we trust that the 
sportsmen of the States will return the compliment and send 
their dozs to London in foree. 

CHAMPIONS.—2ditoy Forest and Stream: Tt seems to me 
that there willbe no trouble abont unwortity champions if 
qualification for jhe chanipion classes is made to consist in 
laving won two tirst prizes,in open classes, at; recognized 
shows, 2nd from at least tive actual competitors, belonging to 
different owners. ‘This will prevent championship by walk- 
over.—PLOKED, 

KENNEL NOTES, 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Kennel notes are Inserted in this column free of charge. To msure 

publication of hotes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of emul animals 
1. Color. &. Name and residence of owner, 
2, Breed: buyer or seller. 
§, Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam, 
4, Age, or 8. Owner of sire. 
5, Date of birth, of breeding or §. Dam, with her sire and dam, 

of death. 10, Owner of dam, 
Ali uomes must be pleinty written. Communication on one side of 

. paper only, and signed with writer's name, 
NAMES CLAIMED. 

Pe See instructions head of this column, 
Lady Eimore, By Mr. D, C, Paulding, Tarrytown, N, Y., for white, 

Dblaek and tan beagle bitch, whelped Jan. 14, 1883 (Ring wood—Queen), 
Pitek. By Mr. Weank Huckins, Hast Boston, Mass., for black and 

tan Gordon sevter biteh, whelped Noy. 24, 1882, by Mr. Samuel G. 
Dixon's Pilot (Grouse Mand) out of Mr. R. Torpin's Fly (Dash—F ly). 
Smut IP. Wy the Loeust Grove Kennel, Manton, R. 1., for black 

setter bitch, whelped July 27, 1853, by Lheir Sum (Green’s Sam—Smut) 
ont of Smut Uf, ('Yrim—Smut). 
Lady Bertyn tad May Bemeyn. By Mr. J. A. Rockwood, West 

Miford, Mass., for black, white and tan Inglish setter bitches, 
whelped June 2, 183, by Dashing Berwyn (Dash I1.—Countess ear) 
out of May Druid (Druid—Nilsson). 

BRED. 
[ES See istructions ct hed af this column. 
Zeldir—EKicho. Mr. Jean Grosvenor’s (Beach Bluffs, Mass.) red 

raat paneer mitch Zelda (ABR. 240) to Dr, Wm. Jaryis's champion 
o, July 6, ‘ 

Atto— Hite, Myr, Loring Crocker, Jr.‘s (Boston, Mass.) Maltese 
foxbound bitch Alto ty Mr. Chas. B, Brown's Hunter, June 0. 

WHELPS. . 

= See distructions wt head of tis cohonn, 
Lady Manncring.— Mr. Walter R. Nichols (New Haven, Conn.) Bng- 

lish setter bitch reer Mannering (Guy Mannering—Jet), July 20, ven 
(six dogs). ene A.W. Piutker's Dash 11; all black and white. 
‘Dot.—Mr. .M, Currington’s (Newark, N. J.) liverand white pointer 
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bitch Dot (Rush—Queen I,), July 7, six (two dogs), by Mr. W. RB. Ho- 
bart's Rapp (Den—BI nan “a Ses 

: : N. J.) red Trish setter 
biten Hazel (Eleho—Rose), July 17, eight (three dogs), by Mr. J. 8. 
Melutosh’s champion Biz. 
Fairy Belle-—Mr. 0. W. Donneér’s (Brooklyn, N, Y,) English setter 

bitch Fairy Belle (A. K. R. 173), July 22, eight (seven dog-), by Mr. E. 
A. Herzberg’s Emperor Fred (A, K. R. 83); five blue belton, three 
orange and white, 
Smut JI—The Locust Grove Kennel's (Manton, R.1.) black setter 

bitch (Smot TT. (Trim—Smut). July 27, six (fivé dogs), by their Sam 
(Green's Sam—Smut). 
Nellie Horton. Mr. Geo. EB. Brown’: (Dedham, Mass.) Gordon set- 

ter bitch Nellie Horton (Duke of Gordon—Tilley’s Dream), July 27. 
tight (flour dogs), by Glen IL. «Glen—Border Lilly); all black and tan, 
Juio.—Mr, J. B, Blossom’s (Morrisania, N, Y,) black andtan Gor- 

don setter bitch Juno (Glen—Flirt}, July 25, nine (five dogs), by Mr. 
T. Yorman Taylor's champion Turk. 

SALES, 
=~ See instructions at head of this coluinn, 
Gertrude.—Lemon and white pointer biteh, four years old (Sua; 

shot—Lamb's Elf), by Dr. A.M. McOollom, New York, to Mr. A, A, 
Whipple, Kansas City, Mo, 

Count Don.—Blue belton English setter dog, whelped Anzust, 
1882 (Count Noble—Rosalind), eed D.C. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich., 
to Mr. R. T, Hampton, Athens. Ga. 
Netty —Black and white cocker spaniel bitch, whelped April 9, 

1883 (Gloss—Mignon), by Mr. Eugene Powers, Cortland, N. ¥., to Mr, 
Jobn F. Pratt, New York. 
Gloss—Mignon whelp—Plack and white cocker spaniel bitch, 

| whelped April 9, 1883, by Mr. Eugene Powers, Cortland, N. ¥., to Mr. 
| H. G Hammett, Newport, R. I. 

Rose.—Liver with white star on breast covker spaniel bitch. 
whelped April 3, 1888, by Gloss (Bnb—Jenny) out of Gretchen (Bob 
Iil.—Mignon), by Mr. bugene Powers, Cortland, N. ¥.. to Rev. L. A. 
Cran ial, Oweeo, N, Y, 
Gloss—Gretchen iehelp.—Liver with white frill cocker spaniel dog, 

whelped April 3. 1884, by Mr, Eugene Powers, Cortland, N. ¥., to Mr. 
Wim. N, Geary, Plattsburg Barracks, N.Y. 

Gloss—Gretehen whelp,—Liver and white ticked cocker spaniel 
dog whelped April 3, 1885, by Mr. Eugene Powers, Uortland, N. ¥., 
to Prof, A. 8. Boyer, Ithaca, N. Y. 
Lady Berwyn,—Black, white and tan Dneglish setter hitch, whelped 

June 2, 1883 (Dashing Berwyn—May Druid). by Mr, J. A. Rockwood, 
West Medford, Mass., to Mr. Walter B, Peck, Pawtucket. R, J. 
Moy Berwyn.—Black, white and tan English setter bitch, whelped 

June 2, 188% (Dashing Berwyn—May Druid), by Mr, J. A. Roekwood, 
West Medford, Mass., to Mr. C. Fred, Crawford, Pawtucket, R. 1, 

Hazel. —) E. M, Carrington's (Newark 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

t= No Notice Taken of Anonymons Correspondents, 

F. M, P,. New York,—Your dog robably has worms. Give her on 
an elnpty stomach twa grains of finely powdered areca nut for each 
pour that she weighs, following it in two hours with a dose of cas- 
tor oil, 
Reaper, Fall River, Mass._Your dog has mange, Wash her thor- 

oughly wilh strong soap suds and rinse off wilh clear water, and ap- 
ply sulphurous acid diluted with three parts of water and letit dry 
on. Repeat in a week, 

R. M. W,, New York.—The fit was probably caused by epilepsy, 
which may have been superinduced by wornis or @ suppression of 
the natural cecretions or evacuations, Remoye the canse aud the 
trouble will disappear. 

Hifle and Grap Shooting. 
BREECH vs. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
T votice several articles of late in Forest anp Srream setting forth 

| the merits and demerits of muzzle and breech-loading guns for hunt- 
ing purposes. Hach, of course, haye their friends wbo, while writ 
ing, set forth the rood qualities of their particular kind of weapon. 
Now, these discussions are just food for ms to digest at my leisure, 
and I daresay that many other patrons of the paper enjoy themas 
much. Having given the former a trial of over twenty years, Ifin- 
ally, through muchurging by friends, purchased a .38 caliber breech- 
loading rifie, doubting nol but after giving it a fair trial, T showd 
east it aside or sell it for whatit woule bring, But on the contrary, 
Ilaid my pet muzzle-loader by. and consider how foolish I was to 
carry ipso long as ldid, Ido notsuppose I could get for it more than 
twenty-five per cent. of its cost, although it is comparatively as good 
as when new. I judge so from the toneot four-fiftlis of the hunters 
in this vicinity. I thoughtit almost perfection so long as I bunted 
with it, but now see my error. 
Many atime have I been ont, started up a deer, got one and per- 

haps two shots at it through the brush on the run, when if would cir- 
cle around into plain view, and perhaps stop, giving me time to half 
reload, and then bound away, Then again the cap would get wet 
and miss fire, or the ramrod get swelled into the thimbles so tight 
that 1 would have to go to the shanty and dry it over night by the 
fire in order to start it, or a wad pull off in cleaning, ora broken rod 
or wiper or 4 piece of cap drive into the tube, or there would be 
some Other mishap or other. In fact one wanted to carry along his 
pockets and game-bag full of munitions in order to meet the different 
requirements of the day. If his hands became ever so cold and numb 
he had to fumble for a patch and ball. lf, in too much of uw hurry to 
measure out his powder, he Wpned the horn into the muzale, guessed 
at its amount and dropped in a loose ball. All this trouble and guess 
work is done away with in using a breech-loader. They shoot fine 
enough to trouble any muzzle-loader to do better. They are easily 
cleaned and kept in order, as a leather string and oiled wad are all 
the cleaning toolsnecessary. A few cartridges slipped into the maga- 

| gine before starting out in the morning equip the whole thing and no 
ambulance train is necessary to accompany one on his journey, Ifa 
deer starts off in open woods he is lueky or else must do some tall 
jumping togebaway unscratehed, _ 
The difficulty with a muzzle loader is, that itis always empty when 

an extra Ghance or emergency happens. I well recollect going out 
one day when a boy after deer, I started two, and as they ran away 
T fired two shots, wounding one ofthem. JT brought the powder horn 
to my face, took hold of the pine plug with my teeth and gave the 
horn a tum, when the stopper aboye the horn wrung off While I 
was at work extricating the balanee of if, a nice two-years-ald elk 
walked lei-urely past within eight rods of me, in plain view. 
At anolher time I worked up to within fifty yards of where two 

foxes, a red and silver gray, were playing, took deliberate aim on the 
Jatter, and the gun missed fire, the cap only exploding. Time and 
again haye | fired at game when the eap would explode, then an 
intareal ofa second ar two elapse, till I had let the gan drop wide of 
the mark, when it would belch forth, 

All of these, as wellas many other defects that might be mentioned 
against the mugzle-loader, are constantly occurring, notwithstanding 
the vain efforts of a few target sportsmen and our village guusmiths 
far and near, to extol the one and ridicule the other, Inotice one 
thing, however, that speaks louder than words, or even arenments 
can, and that is that but very few hunters ordering new guns select 
a muzzle-loader, or even a single breech-loader, The magazine rifle 
seenis to please the majority of hunters so much that if they ever use 
one, or muke a change, they seldom discard one for a muzzle-loader_ 
Dozens of the latter may now be hunted out of the dark closets of 
every community, too goad to throw away, and not valuable enough 
to the owner to merit decent care. Cap Locr. 

)  Juny 22, 1883. s 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

BOSTON, July 28.—At Walnut Hi to-day there were a few gentle 
men present, The rain and vacation had a tendency to keep the 
usual athendants absent; but still a few new sportels putin an appear- 
ance, among them Mr. W, D, Palmer of Merrimac. wno bad the honor 
of leading the rest. The conditions, excepting the rain, were found 
to befor good shadting. aud the following are the best scores: 

Creedmoor Practice Match. 

MUZZLE. 

WD Palmers. 6. spe re fee cee tee neene os § 65 46 444 4 5-6 
ye eee ode oe la ey eee 4h4d6 54 5 4 5 445 
CA Doten $645 8 45 4 4 f-44 
§ Henry 444665 3 6 5 4—44 
CUED ieshait oo aie beeddeeed- = 5 eka Peas 4446565 5 5 56 3 4-44 
J A POLED, 22 -- lees eee meee tee 4445544 5 4 4-48 
FP B Jacobs 416834i34 44 4 4-41 
J5 Hester, . Warp 44 a att: 504445 5 4 4+ 5-40 
Boston rifle shooters will be pleased to learn that a new rite range, 

with all the latest improvements in targets and shooting parapher- 
nalia generally, is in process of erection at Oak Island, Revere Beach, 
The butts will be located on the marsh directly north of the large 
hotel, and willbe built in such & manner that no stray bullet cun 
escape A shooting house is being built directly in rear of the hotel, 
abd will dontam rooms for the storage of guns, ammunition, etc., 
and also meeting and toilet apartments. Seven targets are to be 

erected, giving ample accommodation for a large number of shooters 
The range will be nndeér the charge of Mr, Edward Bennett, well and 
favorably known to all the rilemen of this State. Itis the intention 
of the proprietor, Mr, Miller, to ees the range in about a week with 
& grand shooting festival, to which all the prominent riflemen of the 
State will be invited to lend their presence and contest for valuable 
prizes, This range, situated so near the heart of this city, is likely to 
Tecéive an immense patronage from the riflemen of Boston and sur- 
rounding cities and towns. The Rast Boston Schnetzen corps has 
abandoned its range at Bayside and will hereafter shoot on this 
ground. 
SPRINGIIELD, Mass., July 23.—Dirst annual prize shoot of the 

Springfield Schutzen Verein at Riverside Grove. The following scores 
were Inade on the yeneral prize target: 
85 Bumstead,,..... 25 25 19-09 WW ‘Tneker........22 24 20-46 
Wm Hahn,... 24 24 21-00 OC Haltrich....,,....24 20 22-66 
JD Marks. 24 20 25-69 HK Cooley,.......- 23 21 20—64 
DL Seymour, 22 24 22-68 G Stelsie....-.....-- 19 21 21—61 
AS Hames.. 21 22 268 ZOTalbott.......-.. 20 19 20—60 
LH Mayott 19 24 24-87 A Ki'one.........-.-. 24 20 14—58 
JI Wilson,. .23 24 20—67 EF Boman.,....--\... 1d 24 19—a6 
HT Andrus RF 22 2 —h7 
Bullseye te . first and last bullseyes, and most bullseyes during 

the festival, J. D. Marks, who also won the first silver eup on the cup 
target 

THE TRAP. 

ILLINOIS STATE SHOOT. 

HE tenth annual convention and tournament of the Iliuois Stare 
Sportsmen's Association was begun at the Driving Park, Chi- 

¢ago, July 24 At the meeting of the association in the evening Col. 
Charles B. Felton said that the annual convention this yearhad been 
delayed owiig to the shortsupply of pigeons He atlvocated greater 
uniformity of laws in the different States asto the “close season,” 
and recommended the organization of a new national association. 
During the past year the Diana and Evanston Clubs, Union Hunting 
ani Fishing Club, and the Sportsmen's Club of Chicago, joined the 
association. Besides the Coie clubs, fourteen from various paris 
of the State responded to roll call. The distance for trap shoot- 
ing was changed from twenty-one to twenty-fiye yards, and for 
shooting off ties from twenty-six to thirty yards. Ti was resolved tau 
petition the Legislature to passa law authorizing the appointment 
of game coustables, Delavan was chosen as the place for the next 
annual meeting, and officers were elected as follows: President, 
Philo (lark, of Delayan; Vice-Presidents, H. H, Wahnstock, of Peoria 
and James A. Sexton, of Chicago; Secretary, D.G. Cunningham, o 
Delavan; Treasurer, Fred Kimball, of Peoria. 
First mateh.—For the Board of Trade State championship badge 

15 birds, plunge traps, 2iyds.. 90 entries, Kimball, Hhlers, Price. 
Stock. Chureh, Cunningham, and George Kleinman killed 15 straight. 
Shoot off, 5 birds, 26yds., Church, Price aad Kleimman tied on 5; 3 
birds, lyds., won by Chureh with clean score. Ties of 14 on shoct 
off at 3lyds., won by Stice. who took second: J. IT. Kleinman third on 
ties of 13; fourth divided by N. C. Roe and M. Comley. 
Second mateh.—Championship team medal, 2lyis., 20 birds each 

man, possible 80, plunge trap, teams of four men: Forster Club, of 
Chicago, won medal with score of 77; South End Club, of Chicago, see- 
ond, 74; Chicago Shooting Club, third. 73; Aucubon Club, of Jackson- 
ville, fonrth, 66, The First Lee County Club took medal for lowest, 
score. Special prize tor club team, Maksawba Club, of Chicago, 71. 
Special prize highest individual score, Fred. Kimble, of Peoria, who 
inlled , aud 20 more straight on shoot-off. 
Third Match.—Teams of two from any organized elob in the United 

States; 10 birds each man, 26yds. rise, was won hy the Blkhdrt team 
—¥, Selland P. Turner—20 straight. Second divided by Chicago 
Shoom: Cinb, 8. A. Tucker and A. Meaders; Mediapolis Club, et, 
H. Goodnow and L. L. Tubbs, and Sportsman's. H, F. Orvis. Two 
teanis divided third money, Zak Saw-Ba Chib, C. H. Mears and W. 
W., Haskell, and Chicago Club, J. J. Gillespie and George Kleinman. 
The Marshaltown Club team. J. B. Taylor and J, P. Watson, won 
fourth. 

Fourth match.—Ten single birds, 2iyds. rise, This shoot was the 
event of the open tournament. There were seventeen ties at 10 birds 
for first money, and out of this number there were fully half that 
were the crack shots of the counlry. It was early seen that when 
such men as Stice, Kimble, Tucker, Mills, Tubbs. Palm, Mears, and 
Loyeday were to contest, the ties would be long in being decided. 
After shooting at} birds af 26yds., which let out about halt of them, 
the ties were shot at 3 birds, Slyds. rise, and the first match let in 
Kimble, Mills, Taylor, Mears, Tucker and Kleinman, All killed thelr 
first bird al. the next he; then Abe Kleinman dropped out, missing 
his second bird. Mears missed his third bird, that Hew out of the 
boundary. This narrowed it down to five, and each got his three 
birds; and they then divided: Fred. Kimble, of Peoria; J. H. Palm, 
of Chicago: Capt, Thornton, of Marshalltown; G. G, Mills, of Omaha, 
and L. A. Tucker, cf New Yor. Thornton was shooting under the 
name of J. B. Taylor. 
Fifth match,—For diamond badge, 15 birds, 3 at 21yds.. 5 at 2byde., 

and 5 at 3iyds., plunge taps, Sargent, Tunricliff and Allen killed 15 
straight; and aftera close contest Sargent won shoot off. Prize for 
best average in shoots land 5 went to Kimble, Price and Cunning- 
ham. Ties of 14, won by Van Cott, who took second; Orvis and 
Watts divided third, Mosher took fourth. 

ASSOCIATION OF THE CAROLINAS. 

Tes second annual tournament of the association was held at 
Warm Springs, N. C., beginning July 10, Following are the 

scores: ~ 
Match for championship gold medal, teams of five men, with silyer 

cup for best individual score. 
Charleston Team, 

1 STs ie ig ith ho ee ee T2002 21 10 
JD McCarley.......- aT we A) gS tetrdemer 
WL Culp, .._....- : Pole yy ee sy kn et 
PG Cannon...,... -— ge a ig Tee ae ee 
JEL Bite patricks. oy etesto ee nsss35 110112111 1b%9 4 

Asheville Team, 
WS Disk so 6 2525 228: eased eit Piarirroi0abs#s 
S VauGilder.,.......---... Torrryd, cb 
DG Waddell_... ..#...--. Lid J 1 0 ts 
MC MeLoud, ... .- Taidgvpriiwuwres 
J ¥ Jordan 112322121214 1 110-40 

eau. 
T A Gibbes.-.....-- a od te oh et Lee 
1) E Smoak... Tt WT 1 1 Ot toe 
JS Elder.... 11001101 7% 
W J DeBruhl et) Ak ee ee Oe eee 
RJ McCarley...... beds cate cb D ee ot OP ey a seat 
CNarleston team wins badge. Hall, Jordan and Gibhes tie for sil- 

ver cup and Gibbes wins on shoot-pff. 
Match No. 2.—50, 30 and 20 per cent prizes. ] 

TT Hall 111111i1—6 DC Waddell.,...-- 01110 1— 
EL Mills -111111—6 RW Nolen.. .€11111-5 
VS Lusk 111111—6 PGCannon.......11111 0-5 
5 Van Gilder .....-- .011101-4 JH Frapatriok.,,,.1711100-4 
Wm Wagner, ... ..111101-5 TDLibby..,,.....111001-4 
Wr Gulp) oer... T1L1111-—t RIMeCarley_.-._-. 111001 
FS Mead...-- 2 a) at THGibbes........-- 11117 1—6 
MO Dantzler -111110-5 DESiibak ..d 12111—-6 
J §Wilder_.,.... .111111—6 A Meaders .......11171171-6 
W J DeBruhl.. -1110171—5 KRDaney, _007011—-3 
J PJordon.... ..---- 111111—6 
To shooting off the ties Jordan and Meaders win first, Wagner 

a > th DeBruhl and Cannon divide second, Libby wins third. 
Match No, 4.—Six clay birds, 18yds. rise. 

..111101—5 Van Gilder oo1lug0L2 
sy The! Hic Ih ae: Fon tng eset 11170104 
-110111—f Mead. 11111 et 
111111—6 Nolen,---._...-----.: 1O10TO 8 
110011-—4 Daney... 00001 0-1 
001111—4 Dantzler. ifilitet 

Moore , 010110—3 Libby. no0110-8 
Waddell. . 100114 Elder,...., 1THO000-1 
Jordan .,. 111011—4 Cannon oo11i-4 
McCarley R 1P1iit—6 Smoak, 010013 
Fitzpatrick .... .001011—3 De Bruhbl..., 00 001-1 

Gibbes, Mills, McQarley snd Mead divide first; S- Hall aud 
Jordan divide second; Wagner wins secon. 
Match No. 4.—Four clay birds. There were2? entries io this Match. 

Hall and Mead divide first; Gibbes, Lusk aud Jordan divide second 
No third money. 
Match No. 5,—Three double balls, two moneys} 

00101 14 
10101 0-48 

10 a PW a 
10 2 Jordan 1011115 
0100—1 Waddel . 971127 1-5 
1001-#® Smoak, ... 101310i-4 

0010001 Fitypatrick 0001 01 
00010 1—2 Danteler...........,.01010 ta 

Van Gilder._— .:.,.101611—4 
Gibbes wins first, Mills wins second, 4 : 
Match No, 6, July 11.—Team match at 50 clay birds top Ligowsky 
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medal. and silyeroup for best score, Charleston team 35, Asheville 
team 84, Columbia team 33. QGharlesion taam wins medal, and A, J, 
MecOarlay of Columbia team, wins eup for best score; 
Mateh No. 7,—Sweepstakes, $3 entvance and $10 added, Rotary 

trap, 3 balls, shooter facing trap with butt of gun.on the eround; ani 
@ balls with back to trap, to turn at call, “pull? Tyventy ontries, 
Meadors und Jordan divitia first; Mills and Wagner divide seeoid; 
Elder wing third. 
Match No. §.—Wive balls, 21 eniries, Meadara, Van Gilder, Wagner, 

Aiead “ane Oulp divida first; Gibbes, McCarley and Jordan divide 
seeond. 

Mateh No. 9,—5 obuith clay birds. 
ASAT Piy ba 2 5 es ee 147110100—7 Mills -.--.4.-.422-24:2 01011110117 
JE Se ae aes ..WON01111—F  Meatlers,,-..... .-... LOO 7 
Uin]s) OE aS RRs Sat ae OOO —6- Van Gilder, . 1 L00011111—7 
Wardell _ 1101100116 Jordan. _ .0111711171--9 
Lusk, . 0011111110—7F Culp, T1011 1011—8 
Wagne 11111101—8 ~Thom O111011001—6 
McCarley, ...-.... ONO 7 Gibbes, ~-1111010111--8 
Jordan firs Vagner wins second, os A 
Match No, 10,—adyds. rise, straight away balls. MeCarley wins first, 

Elder and Snioak divide secant. 
Mateh No. 1).—40yds, rise, straight away balls, 14 entries. Gibbes 

wins first, Wagner wins second. 
July 12, third day. Match No. 12,teams of two men.—i0 teams enter. 

Mills and Wagner, McCarley and Van Gilder divide first, Jordan and 
Meaders win second, Hall and Cannon third 
Match No, 18.—16 clay birds, teams of two men, 11 teams enter. 

Mills and Wagner win first, Mendérs and Mead second, Jordan and 
Lusk, Hall and Catinon divide third, 
Muteh No. 14 atlive birds, 26 entries, Mills, Gibbes, Meaders and 

McCarley divide first, Wagner, Jordan and Yan Gilder divide see- 
om, Mead! wins third, 
Mateh No. 15.—+ double balls and 4 donble elay birds, teams of two 

men, 10 teams enter, Meadersand Hall, Jordan and Lusi, Waddell 
and Van Gilder divide first, Mills aid Wagner and Cannon and 
MeCarley second, Culp and Gibbes and Mead and Moon thir . 
Mateh No. 16.—3tyds. rise, 10-bores; and 2byds,, 12-bores; 19 eubries. 

Meaders, Mills and Waddell divide first, Culp and Mesd divide sec- 
ond, Gibbes wins third, 
Mateh No. 17.—For gun offered to 

Bros, 12 alls, rotary trap. 2tyds. 
TN egoee ae aes 6119911171111 12 

¥ 2. 411999111010 —17 

Association by Messrs. Parker 
Tise: 
ES Mead.... -..,.01191101111/1—10 
JK Moon.,,,. ..-.1101010{1111— 9 

111011117111—11  Hall....,.. . 1111011111171 
1i0011111111—490 Hider., 2 -1117210)1111—41 

JD McUarley......101101701001— 9 Gibhes.- -...,-... 011101011111 —10 
Thompson... ..... ,01701111011—10 
Mr, Lusk wins the gun, The shooting in this match was purticularly 

good, a§ will be seen by the score. This ended the rezulur matebes 
after which there were several sweepstakes. ‘The shooting altogether 
passed off pleasantly, and may we hays many more such atest 

SPECIAL, 

PROVIDENCE, R. 1, July 26.—Regular weekly shoot of the Narra- 
gansett Guh Club. July 26, 1888, for fhe Cups, Also the scoves made 
at the first competition for the Ligowsky Medal, This medal was 
donated by the Ligowsky Clwy Pigeon Co, of Cincinnati, O., to the 
gun clubs of Rhode Island. as emblematic of the individual champion- 
ship of Rhode Island at clay pigeons, conditions as follows: 25 clay 
pigeons, 5 traps, dyds. apart, I5yds, rise. use of one barrel only, The 
anual competition for the medal takes place upon the Narragansett 
Gun Club Grounds, Providence, RB. L., July 28, each year, The wioner 
of the medal at the annua) competition shall retain possession of the 
medal thirty days after winning it Without challenge. After that 
time it becomes a Challenge Badge, and the holder must defend it 
against all comers. No person who is not a resident of Riode Island 
can compete forit, The conditions of the challenge mutch are as 
follows: 50 clay pigeons per man; 15yds rise, 5 traps, byds. apart, the 
challenging party paying for pigeons of both parties whether win- 
bing or not, All challenges for the badge must bein writing and ad- 
dressed to the secrerary of the Narragansett Gun Club by thé secre- 
tary of the club of which the challenging party claims ty bea mem- 
ber, The challenge first réveived after thé time has expire) for won- 
challenge, shall bé the ona accepted. 
Valentine Cup match, 10 birds and 10 balls: 

EW Tinker, i5yds.-.. .... 7 
WG Crandall, 2lyd 
J B Valentine, 21yds 
PH Baker, 10yda.., 
eB Potter 1Ovds os eon oe ween 
W_H Sheldon. Flyds.. 0... eee eee 

Ties On 16; 
VE MARINA: 2. reo el te SE 
SWUM Cog seats edn Cmaps ee oq 
W. G. Crandall wins cup for the first time. 
Clu Cup match, 10 birds and 10 balls: 

Jaa Valsntine: Siar Ss ie 6s See eee ad 
WG Crandall .. 

010101111116 
010111111146 
0111119111—15 
100003 0111—10 
OOO LWwithdrn 
10 withdrawn 

1001 = 117 
1010t = 101018 

110111111119 
11311100)1—17 

EW ‘Dinker -....... 22... 2)... 111117111 1111001110—16 
OB Potter... . 1111 001111000014 
W Fi Sheldon_- 11111111 O1000withdr'n 

J, B. Valentine wins cup for the third time, 

GW Cary, Narragansett GC, ...- see 171114119101011111111011—22 
- O111111101191100111111111—29 
1000111911 710111110141111—20. 
-11101100112101117111110)1—20 
1111111100001110110011110-—17 

- -099.1110111000111011011011—17 
. 0111110110001100011011111-417 

E W Tinker, .,.... 
W A Sheldon. Pawtuxet 
W G Crandall, Pawtuxet GO. 
GC diitsheldgns: 395: .2 eet shee ae 
ES Luther, Watchemoket GC... - -1111101011000108010110101—15. 
ABS OUST i elelcis si rreesteuleelerde asec aciloge -111000171111.0010001001110—14 

Ties, isyds., 5 birds; G W Cary, 11115; GW Barney, withdrawn, 
G, W. Cary wios medal. 

HAST PROVIDENCE. R, L., July 17—Watchemoket Gun Club, 
slass balls, £7 silver budge, Holden trap, screened: 
DMS Taeh hethato oh tcl int 0 tale ttt Be 10001 11101 10111 11101—14 
G Barney. vielen fava AONE 11111 10101 11001—16 
ES Luther... -,-11111 01101 11001 10110—14 
OJ Riele: 11001 li 10110 00010—10 
SSmith..... a 11111 1111-16 
L Sunderland, OOO1U Nili—12 
TO Pierce, . 01100 10000— 7 

00100 O1l10— 9 

11111 0101] 12 
11100 01111—11 
11100 01010—10 
00010 Withdrawn. 
1010 10000— 7 
00001 Wi00— 4 
01000 OM10— 4 

WOODSIDE, L, 1, July 26—Virst German Gun Club of New York 
held it RBH quarterly pigeons shoot, when the following scores 
were mode: 
Gorhiz, 8lyds...-..... 111010L—7 ~Crainger, 25yds..,... 111141101 - 9 
Disch, #lyds__.....-, T11104111—8 Hudson, 2syds.. 1490100110—5 
Mayer, 2lyds....,.,..0100011111—6 Zahn, 2lyds_....-.... 11010110117 
Schiller, Slyds.... ...110010011—7 Wm Glsccum, 21yds.0011111111—8 
Bockelmann, 2lyds..1111011100—8 Jenner, 2lyds...-.... T1001 —6 
Garvin, fiyds..---.... OOLOUINLOI—4 Goetz, 25yds... .....1117011100—7 
J Glyccum, 29yds,.. 01101100015 Maisch, 26yds_... ,..1010100*14—5 
Pfender, 25yds....... 1011111010—7 Grau, 2lyds. ...,....1110110011—7 
Oppermann, 2iyds...111111101—9 Lambrecht, 2iyds.,1111100100—6 

Ties of 9, 2yds. handicap, 3 birds.—Crainger 3, Oppermann 2 with 
one out of bounds, Crainger took gold medal; Opperman second. 

ROCHESTER, N, ¥., July 27.—In his contest at Syracuse with R, 
E. Sheldon, of Cleveland, Ohio, for $250 and the championship of the 
United States in glass ball shooting, George Luther scored 6 balls 
out of a possible 100, his adversary making a weak show at 79 out of 
100, Lutuer did not miss until his thirty-eighth shot. Spectators 
claim that he was given a miss on that shot when he should have 
been seored a hit. 46 out of a possible 47 isa remarkable score, yet 
Luther accomplished it, missing his forty-eighth. His second course 
of 5) balls did not present such an unbroken start, yet closed with 
but fvo misses: In this, as well as the first, it was claimed that he 
was plven a wrong decision. He closed the second Al with the 
splendid record of 96, or better, 98 if he had been allowed the two 
doubtful cases. 

YPSILANTI, Mich., July 28.—The Ypsilanti Rod and Gun Club, hag 
recently organized here, and the following offivers were elected for 
six months; President, Prof. J, H. Shepard; Vice-President, I. W. 
Ropers; Secretay, D. P, Shuler; Treasurer, G. BE. Davis; Executive 
Committee. PA. Todd, J. L, Hixen. and D.C, Phillips. During the 
clome seuson the club will hold weekly mactings for practice both at 
balls and clay pigeons, We haye twenty members with a fai pros- 
pect of twice as many in & few weeks.—D. P. 8. 

THE MASSACHUSETTS BADGH.—Ashlind, Mass,, July 24.— 
Editor Forest and Stredins Ttwas George G. Tidsbury, not ‘Pids- 
dale,” who won the Massachusetts badge from Conrad Bugg of 
Spriugefield,—Ogacuy, 

Canoeing. 
FIXTURES. 

Aug, 16, 1%, 18—Iowa Canoe Club Regatta, Spirit Lake, Towa. 
Aug, 2U-—American Canoe Association Meeting at Stoney Lake. 
Aug, 21, 22, 23—Aiherican Canoe Association Regutta at Stoney 

Lake. 
Atig. 4—Amerivan Canoe Association Meeting at Stoney Lake. 

STONY LAKE, 
Edilor Forest and Stream: 

i had the pleasure of a moonlight paddle through Stony Lake a few 
6yenings sinee and another short trip by fas lieht the next atti 
on my crnise from Port Perry to the Thousand Islands, and 1 would 
congratulute the members of the A, C. A. on the judiciius selection 
of camping ground for 83. Itis a beautiful lake aotted with little 
green islands and is a healthy location, ‘The people in the vieimity 
anil all slong my routé are enthusiastic in regard tothe meeting and 
intend to make it the most enjoyable of any yet held. If the hospi- 
tality extended to me by all classes of people hereis any indication, 
the members of the A, O..A, willraceiyeasuch a warm welcome and 
kindly greeting as will cause them to remember the Stony Lake meet 
4s one of their brightest Canoeing experiences, Everything is beme 
done by the Canadians that can be done to make the visit of the 
“States! canosists pleayant and agreeable, Conumodore Kdwards 
aecompanied me in his canoe a short distaucé below Peterborourh. 
Members entering Canada via Grand Trunk at Detroit, sould go 

to the up-town office on Jefferson avenue, and the agent there will 
supply tickets at reduced rates, and a letter to conductors of the 
road, instructing them to carry canoes, ete., free. Pack your traps 
separate from the canoe, as the latter must -he strapped to the roof 
of the baggage cur, if, asis peneeally the case, there isa large amount 
of baggage for thatrun, If youinlend cruising to Stony Lake. take 
the Coboco. k route through Balsam Lake, as Lake Seugog and the 
river of that name are lined with swamp land, and, consequently, 
mosquitoes are troublesome, Sturgeon Lake is a beautiful sheet of 
water, as are also the other lakes and bays below ft in the same 
chain. The water is not fit for drinking purposes, but the canveist 
can always procure food water at the houses along the shores. 
Buckhorn Rapids can be run during thé present stage of hizh water. 
Lovesick Rapids can also be run without danger by keeping well to 
theright. Theriver between Lakefield and Peterborough is very 
rough at present owing to the unusually Ingh stage of water. HEx- 
change your Amerivan for Canadian money before crossing the bor- 
der, a5 U, S. banknotes are at one per cent, discount, and silver 
coins twenty per cent, Whenever possible, canoeists shonld come to 
stay the two weeks of the camp, as the proceedings will be varied 
enough to make their visit thoroughly enjoyable, Oranen l'razur. 

Rice Larx, Canada, July 22. 

DOWN THE CONNECTICUT. 

EOPLE who haye seen John Boyle O'Reilly only on the lecture 
platform, recalling bis fair skin aud clear-cut features, says the 

dSpringtield Republican, of July 23, would not recognize the poet and 
editor in the athletic, nut-brown canoeist of cropped head stopping 
esterday at Father O'Keefe’s in West Springfield. Flaky bits of sun- 
urned cuticle lie on his nose, cheeks and ears, and through a lightly 

fitting suit of blue fHannel his biceps and shoulder muscles bulge like 
those of his distinguished fellow-citizen, John L. Sullivan, This 
change from the scholar’s delicacy to the prizé fighter’s sturdiness is 
largely due, at least as regards the bronzed face, toa delightful cleven- 
days’ voyage, withont hat, tent or umbrella, down the Connecticut, 
ariver that to us Springfieldérs regularly suggests malaria, seldom 
pleasure, almost never health. R 

Mr, O’Reilly’s yoyage was full of adyentitre and interest. He and 
his companion, Dr. Ransom Guiteras of Boston, also a strong and 
experienced canseman, launched their boat July 10 mto the upper 
wuters of the river, Their only guide was an imperfect; chart of the 
stream, and this they s00n lost in an accident. For propelling power 
they had their paddles and 4 small sail, but logs in the river soon ren- 
dered the latter dangerous and it was shipped to Boston. Their canoe, 
alight but strong Racine boatin which they did the Merrimac and 
rounded Cape Ant last summer, was eer with a wagon-load of 
things needful, including edibles, drinkables, blankets. an oil-stove, 
@ gun und poxing-ployes. Thus equipped, they proceeded rapidly 
down stream, shooting almost all the fails and rapids in their way, 
and sleeping at night im the open air under the shelter of trees on the 
river bank. ‘(he beauty of the river scenery was a constant surprise 
and delight. A hundred times » day, 4s I. O'Reilly puts it, they 
eried, ‘This beats the Rhine,” or This is ahead of anything on the 
Merrimac " , 
But soon their attention was diverted from the scenery by the ap- 

pearance of numerous aud troublesome eneniies aw the stream— 
rolliug, pushing, stubburn logs. The two voyagers in all their canae- 
ing:nad never metand conquered logs, and were at first irresolute, 
Tf they tried to push a log from their course it simply pushed them 
from its course. They noticed that the loggingmen talked to logs as 
to persons, swearing at some, conzing others, playing with the litle 
fellows and wheeding the big—siving to all A persotality. The 
canoemen had no more (rouble with loys. They found that by push- 
ing itend on hey could moyethe most hulking log 4s they pleased. 
“No wonder the loggers personify them,’ says Mr. O'Reilly. “Why, 
they are like ignorant men; you cannot crowd or force them, but 
ou can glide them gently wheresoever youwil” Prom fearing 

tie logs Wney grew.to like them, and now they consider their-pres- 
ence in the Connecticut by no means against il as a canovist’s stream, 
“First of all,’ according to the canoeing poet, “acanoeist must ow 
how to swim; secondly, he must master the habits and dispositions 
o£ logs.” © 
The next serious adventure came in the night of Sunday, the 15th, 

All along the fill moon had tempted them vw keep thei sents tilla 
late hour. The sudiien s orm of that night, which was felt here, 
caught them in the midst of rapids, hid the shore in darkness ana 
blinded them totally with its driving rain. Unable to make the shore 
they were forced to go on with the current, Suddenly a drive of 
logs came down upon them and before they had tite to spealc or 
plan tor safety the end of a big log swept over tlie boat, striking both 
men and upsetting the canoe. Dr. Gniteras’s legs were tightly 
wedged in by anew stock of provisions, After sinking seyeral limes 
and almost giving up hope, he freed his legs from the canoe and 
swam dshore. When Mr. O'Reilly arose after the tip-over his head 
bumped against logs, wnd he fitaNy came to the surfase ut some 
distance from the boat. Diying again under the logs he got hold of 
the boat and elung to it, being swept down wilh the current, till his 
friend had run half 4 mile up stream, swam across, borrowed a 
farmer's lantern aud boat and rowed down to the rescue, picking up 
paddles, coffee-pots and stray bottles on the way. This acvident 
cost them their chart of the river and many of their traps, 

Mr. O'Reilly is full of enthusiasm oyer the Connecticut's charm: 
for the canoeist, as well as over the general charm of the canoeist’s 
life. He and his friend agreed that there is no river in the country 
that has the Connecticut's adyaiitages for canoeing, or that so fully 
repays the voyager. Mr. O’Reilly marvels that he passed and heard 
of no Other canoeist on a river so beautiful with cities and towns full 
of sportsmen on iis banks, ‘The Connecticut oughtto hecome in his 
opinion, the principal canoeing stream in America, and bear many 
himdred canoes on ils bosom every summer, 

THE MHGALLOWAY.—Auburn, Me, July 23.—The Megalloway 
River would furnish the best opportunity for a canoe trip in Maine, 
and in some respects perhaps the best in New England. After leay- 
ing Parmechéene no rapids would be overtaken until fifteen miles 
had heen gone over, in the immediate vicinity of Metallule brook and 
pond (so named from the fumous Indian who lived there), aud then 
only in time of quite low water, Then smooth water again to 
Escohves Falls, fifteen miles. Here a varry of several hundred yards 
isof no account, as there 1 @ settlement near by, Wilson’s Mills, 
where help could be had if desired. S.cooth waters for twenty 
miles 6r #0 te the junction of the Megalloway with the Androscoggin. 
Down the latter river to Errol Dam presents no difficulties in the 
three or four miles of its passage. At Parmacheene one will find a 
good and picturesque vamp at the outlet; another neqr Metalluk 
brook and pond at Wilson's Mills, sufficient accommoalaiion tur bis 
purposes and ab Errol Dam a good hotel. Should he wish to do so, 
the canoeist could go. up the Androscoggim one mile from the juuc- 
tion of the Megalloway to Umbagog Lake, The course of the river 
is in w narrow valley, with high, beautiful banks, and the largest part 
of the distanve it runs throogh the primeval wilderness, and is bean- 
liful in Lie wildest sense of the word.—Nor’ East, 

HARTFORD C. (—The first annual meeting of the H. C. C. 
was held on Saturday, July 21, at the junction of the Seantie wilh 
the Couneeticons River, near Kast Windsor, about ten miles above 
Hartford, The club reached the camp-ground, a Jevel stretch of 
fround lugl above the water, and commanding # tine yiew of the 
river, in the altermoon, anid tents were soon pilehed. Shortly after 
the Springfield Canoe Clab, mustering nine boats under Cont, Niek- 
erson, jomed them. This Harttord club numbered eleven boats 
under Com, Jones. Supper was eatei in canip, and the evenings 
passed pleasantly with song and conversation on canoe topics. No 

races were held as the following day was Bunter Purne the morn- 
ing a heayy shower drove all to the tents, t noon tha 8, C. a 
started on their sixteen-mile paddle home, and the H. €. C. star 
at 2P. M., arriving at thei Wome in time for supper. It is such oc- 
casions a5 the aboye that bring out the pleasantest side of canve life, 
and we would like to see more of them. Why cannot the New York 
and Knickerbocker clubs haye a sitnilar meeting in September, star't- 
Ing some Saturday njon and paddling to some point on the Hudson or 
on Staten Island and camping, and réeurning by moonlizhton Sunday! 
CANOE TRANSPORTATION —Myr. Orange Frazer, in transporting 

his canoe by rail from Detroit to Canada, employed the following 
method; The cance, a Racite St. Paul, was emptied of its contents 
and slung with cords to the roof of a baggage car. Canovists will 
find it often convenient to have two canyas straps aboup din. wide 
and 2 to @ft. long, with a line splicedin each end, Tf, in addilion, a 
ring 2in, in diameter with two pieces of rope each Sft. tong, witli stuur 
ea in the ends be carried also, the slings can be passed over 
eich end, the ropes hooked to them and the vance may be hoisted 
abpard ship orontoa dock, Myr, Frazer launched at Port Perry, 
ahi ta to Stony Lake, and will visit the Thousaid Islands before the 
meet. 

A. C, A—Oom, Edwards forwarded recently to Dr. Neidé the numes 
of 102 uew members, and estimates that at least 200 Canadians will 
be present. Men are at work clearing up the camp aid putting all 
inorder, There are many camping parties in the vicinity acy, 
Dr. Neidé and Mr_ and Mrs. Bishop are expected uext week, 

| Pachting. 

FIXTURES. 

¢. 2—Now Bedford ¥, U,, Second Class Sloops, | 
. +-New York Y. C., Rendezvous ut New Port, 
- 4—Beverly ¥. C., Nahant. Second Championship, 
, 4+—New Haven ¥. C., Annual Cruise, 
. 4+10—Quaker City ¥. 0., Annual Oruise to Chesapeake Bay. 
. 4—1—Arlington Y. C., Baltimore Annual Cruise. 
. fi—New Bedford Rendazyous at New Loudon. 
. &—New York Y. (., Goelet Cups, Newport. 
. New Bedford Annual Cruise. 

Aug. 9—Dorchester Y. C., Catboat Classes. 
Aug, 10—Quiney Y, C., Pourth Match (3 P, M,). 
Aug. 10 and 1i—Ohicayo Y. G., Annus) Matches 
Aug. 11—Larehmont Y. C,, Pennant Match, Classes 1, 2, 
Aug. 11—Hull ¥. C., Third Club Match, 
Aug. 1!—Raritan Y. C,, Open Matches, 
Aug, 1i—New York Y. C., Marblehead, open to EB, ¥_ C, 
Aug, 15—Provincetown Y, C., Open Matehes. 
Aug. 15—Bunker Hill, ¥. C., Club Match, 
Ang, 16—New Bedford Y. C., Third Class Sloops. 
Aug. 16—Salem Bay Y. C., Third Champion Match. 
Aug, 18—Royal Nova Seotia Y.S., Harbor Cruise, 
Aug. 18—Larechmont Y. C., Pennant Match, Classes 4. 
Aur. 15—Beverly Y, C., Open Matches, 
Aug. 20—Newark Y. C., Open Matches, 3 classes, 
Aug, 23—Dorchester Y. O.,.Cathoat Classes, 
Aug. 25—Beyerly ¥, C., Secon(l Open Match, Monument Keach. 
Aug, 25—Raritan Y. C,, Corinthian Match. 
Aug, 25—Larchniont Y. G., Pennant Match, Classes 
Aug. 25—Hull ¥, C,, Open Match. 
Aug, 27—New York Open Boats, 28ft., Entrance $100. 
Sept. 1—Hull ¥, C,, First Championship Match, 
iin i—Royal Nova Scotia Y. §., Lt, Gov, Challenge Gup and 

| Class 3. 
5—Pravingetown Y. C.. Club Match. - 

. &—Raritan Y. C., Corinthian Match, 
§—Larchmont ¥. C., Pennant Match, Classes 1, 2, 3. 

. 8—Holl¥. G., Third Championship Match. 
8—Quincy ¥. C., Closing Match. 

, 4—Toronto Y. C., Classes 1, 2 and 3. 
8—Beverly Y. C., Swarpseott, Third Championship. 

Sept. 0—Quaker iy Y. C,. Review and Harbor Cruise, 
Sept. 10—Cleyeland Y. A., Fall Matches. 
Sept, 11—Beverly ¥Y. ©., Third Championship Match at Swampscott. 
Sept, 15—Hull Y. C., Squadron Croise, Prize for Neatmess. 
Sept, 15—Larchmont Y, C., Pennant Match, Classes 4, 4, 
Sept. 15—New Jersey Y, C. Open Raves, 3oft. and under. 
Sept, 15—Royal Nova Scotia Y.S., Commodore Cup and Class 8, 
Sept, 32—Larchmont Y. 0., Pennant Match, Clusses 6, 7. 
Sept 2 uaker City ¥. C.. Review und Rarbor Cruise, 
Oct, %—Quaker Gily Y. 0., Closing Harhgr Cruise. 

LUBBERS AT THE HELM. 

oo skippers persist in knocking About under mainsail and stay- 
sail in yachts with the double head sail of the cutter, Such skippers 

haye mistaken their avocation, They were born to hoe potatoes. 
okey, have uot the first instinct of a seaman. The outer jib is the 
working suil for reasous Which oughtto be obvious enough even to the 
greenest sample. Outer jib set preserves the balance of sail and con- 
trol of the boat. But with staysail only the boat carries her helm 
across ald control is to a great extent lost over her motions. Espe- 
cially is she liable to hang in stays and torequire backing off in rongin 
water or With little way on, ‘To sail yachts in that fashion is not ou! ly 
lubberly in the extreme but dangerous as well, and also a travesty 
upou Americans as syilors, Ship such fellows ashore to gather hay, 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C.—-JULY 25, 

Pere second psunant match was sailed in yery light and variable 
winds from Port Morris around Tom buoy and réturn, filteén 

miles for first class, and around Fort Schuyler buoy and return, ten 
miles, for the rest. There were so many classes that little sport 
could be expected. Peerless and Mystery, in first class, failed to 
finish; Nettie Thorp, in sevond, and Lillie B., in seventh, did not sail 
the eae! and Musidora, in third class, had asail over. Rest finished 
as under: 

THIRD CLASS—OPEN SLOOP. 
Musidora___. ----.,,,.-.4.21 a Gi dt dS, 3.28 12 4 23:12 

FOURTH CLASS—CAT RIGGED. 
Lizzie R.... LAF 6 39 a4 3 08 34 3 00 34 
Alice... ;.ii2- .-..4 20 43 7 e403 408 10 8 67 0895 

d © PIPTH CLASS—CAT RIGGED, 
Mary HK, Coutant....... 2.30 00 7 Ub 4s 8 36 48 4 48 14b6 
Gilt Hdge......... |, ..-4°88 08 7 45.52 415 382 4 16 82 

SIXTH CLASS—CA RIGGED, 
Magpie... 60.50. yeees oO 27 34 % 1212 & Lt a8 3 44 BY 
Susie B.... 28 95 Q4 Did not sail ‘ourse, 
Wediliate: : 34 sus ~\..8 22 23. 7 OS 3B 341 18 4 80 dvlg 

SEVENTH CLASS—CaT RIGGHD. 
Ba ee ee .--3 80 00 7 40 38 +00 88 1 00 38 

BEVERLY Y. C. 

OR the open races Aug, 18, a slipplementiry class bas heen es- 
tablished as followst 

Class A, Sloops, cutters and yawls over 50ft, waterline, In addition 
to the classes in the rezulir circular, a prize of $150 willbe given to 
be sailed for on N.Y, Y, C. allowance (2 W, L.— 4/ ‘sail area,) by 

3 
sloops, cutters and yawls over 50ff. waterline. This class will be 
known as Class A, and will slartthe same time as the first class, 
Flags with number of the course will beshown on judges! yacht, with 
Other course numbers, 
Gourses for Class A,—l4. traplbi Reta ts Buoys and 3 on star- 

board hiand; Half-way Rock on starboard; Bell Buoy off Harding's 
Ledge on starboard; Whistling Buoy off the Graves op pont; Ege 
Rock on starboard: Pig Rock Stakes, Roaring Bull, 'l'inker's Island, 
Tom Moore's Rock and Black Buoys dand5 on port hend, to judges’ 
yacht. 30)4 miles. 

15. Leaving Black Buoys 5 and 3 Tom Moore's Rock, Tinker’s 
Island, Roarmgz Bull and aes stakes on starboard; i Rock on 
port, Whistling Buoy off the Graves on Starboard, Bell Buoy on 
Harding’s Ladge on port, Hall-way Rock on port, Black Buoys 3 and 
5 on port, to judges’ eee, a4 miles, 

16 sTenving Black Buoys h and d on starboard, Pig Roek stakes on: 
starboard, stakeboat off Spindle Rick at entrance to Swampeott 
Harbor on port, Pig Rock: stakes on port, Rearing Bull, Tinker’s. 
Island, and Tom Moore's Rock on port; stakeboat off Marblehead 
Rock on starboard, Half-way Rock and Pig Rock stakes on star-. 
board: stakeboat aff Spindle Rocks on pare Pig Rock stakes, Roar-- 
ing Bull, Tinkers Island, Tom Moore's Rock, and Black Buoys 3 and 
5 en port, ( judges' yacht. 2044 miles, 

17. Leaving: Blick Boots f und 8, Tom Moore’s Rock, Tinker’s 
Island, Roaring Bull, and Pig Kock stake on sturhoard; stakeboat off 
Spindle Rock (Swampsuot ), on port, Pig Rocke stakes, Half-wa 
Rock, and stakeboat off Marbleliead Roek on port, Tom Moore's 
Rovk, Tinker’s Isiaud, Roaring Bull and Pig Rock stakes on. star- 

i. 
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ard: stakeboat off Spindle Bock on port, Pix Rock stakes aud 
Hea Rock on port Black Bueys B and 8 on port, to judges’ 

vuclit, 2044 miles, 
J ‘pesarye the right to change these courses, aud send gut a 

tug en iiiles £6 windward or leeward; in such cases all yachts in 

the class will be duly notified, Slop Waye, Dr, Barron, Seawintaka 
Y¥.., has entered besides those already mentioned last week, 

PARTICULARS WANTED. 

Eilitoy Porest und Stream: 
“There is a boat on the Chesapeake called a Bug Bye, as near as T 
tan Make oulits Soff and expressive name. It is a flat-bottomed but 
sharpat both ends and yaw) rigged, The rudder is hung on the stern 
post, and the jigger mast ls stepped far enough forward te brim 
sheets from the extremity of the stern, on & small traveler, I suppose, 
Tt draws from two feet to three feetsix, being long, narrow, and 
with dacided Hare: is said to bean able sea _boht, béing used In the 
higad and dangerons waters of Chesapeske Bay, and that in running 
itis very fast, The sails arsleg of mutton and hoist on high musts. 
Can any of your readers give me the particulars of the boat, its build 
aid working? 1 <hould think it might be what we are looking for, 

Roserr B, RoosHyenr. 

[We have in consideration some experiments with a deep but flat- 
bottom boat. probably similar to the Chesapeake boat, Our model is 
fora boat 20tt, loadline, 544fb. beam, and 4ft, deep, with sift. draft, 
audio keel, A sort of flat-bottom culter or a deep-bodied sharpie.) 

= 
ARLINGTON Y. C. 

Titer Purest and Stream, ‘ 
The Avlington Yacht Club of Baltimore was organized in June, 1882, 

6nd among its first members were men who been connected 
* with jhe Oriole and other prominent yacht clubs for years past, 
aOR. h the ardor and perseverance of its Officers, the club was soou 
formed, ond in less than two months made its first. cruise to Cape 
May, Atiantie City. Uld Point Comfort and Bay Ridge. The trip 
voved to ba so pleasant and beneficial, that a permanent organiza- 
on was at oncefornied. The elib this year have resolved to start 

in their new yacht Charles T, Roehle on Aug, 4, and will yisit Cone 
seas Long Branch, Cape May, Old Point Comfort and Cobb's 

and, 
The officers this year are as follows: President, James Diffen- 

derfer; Vice-President, P. Harry MeShane; Treasurer, Harry Sloth- 
ower; Secretary, Johu M. Barrett. The board of sailing officers con- 
sist of Admiral Win, B. Mann, Captain John M. Barrett, First Ufficer 
James Dilfenderfer, Second Officer Jno, T, Henneman. Purser Jno, 
T. Gallavler, Boatswain Wm. Holiday,Gunner W. W. Wyeth, Cap- 
fain's Clerk Lewis W. New. 
The membership of the club is limited to twenty-five, but the 

quota has not been filled owing to the fact that some of our mem- 
bells are abroad: there are only a few yacancies which we trust will 
te filled before the club begins the eruise. The uniform adopted 
this yeur consists of navy blue coat and pantaloons, white vest and 
regulation cap, A complimentary hop has been tendered the club 
upon arrival at Cape May by the proprietors of Congress Hall, and 
most pleasant cruise is expected, Lewis W. New, 

Captain's Clerk. 

TIME ALLOWANCES FOR STEAM YACHTS. 

A Riitn Tollawing report on time allowance has been sent to the 
4 American Y, C. by Ohas, H, Haswell, C, B,, the measurer of the 

elnh: 
New Yorx, June 28, 1883, 

Henry A. loaylor, Esy:, Secretary Amerivan Y. C.: 
Stx—In compliance with your request, in reference to the subject 

of the determination of tle power and relative capacity for speed of 
steam yachts, for the purpose of attaining a just method of compnut- 
ing their competitive qualities, I submit the fallowing: 
The subject is one that has been frequently entertained by experts; 

and although ithas been essayed to present forniulas applicable to 
the case, n0n¢ 48 yel have becn accepted; andit therefore remains 
an open question awaiting decision. 
The elements that control the case are confined to the volume or 

muss of a yacht, and the power to operate it. 
Tn a communication of mine to the New York Herald, under date 

of 24th of June, 188i, in reply to two articles by Mr. Dixon Kemp, 
published iu The Field (London), 1recommended that the displate- 
ment of the vessel, as computed from her draft, be taken as the 
element of volume, On further consideration the end desired, that 
is, a2 comparison of volume, can be attained with all sufileient aceu- 
racy and With more facility by taking the gross Custom House ton- 
nage, as computed ether by United States or British laws, which is 
-a fair exponent of the volume of the hull of a vessel, 

To arrive at the other element, that of actual power, by the com- 
putation of it from an eugine by its operation, involves time and 
much labor, iu addition to the diffieully of duriving reliable assist- 
ance from the driver of the engine to develop the full power of the 
bolder, as shown by the operation of the engine, when the deyelop- 
mnt of it is to operate to the disadvantage of his employer. 
The determination of the capacity or power of a Poiler would be 

best attained hy ascertainume the exact volume or weight of water 
evaporated, or fuel consumed in an assigned period; but inasmuch 
4s fo attain these results would involve expensive attachments to a 
ooiler, labor und time, and be exposed to the objections already re- 
ferred to in relation to the engine driver and his assistants in mterest 
of their employer, both of these methods would seem to be impracti- 
cable of adoption, 
dn order, then, to exclude all elements of variation, all dependence 

upon the integrity of Opératives, and to operate only with such ele- 
ments aS combine the greatest uniformity, facility and practicahility 
of attainment, and assuming that the speed of similar vessels is as 
the cube root of their moments, I submit as follows: 

The accepted formulas for the speed 6! steam vessels: 3 = and 

5 Y/. aE enh =. Prepresenting the horse power, A area of im- 
a F 

mersed amldship section, iu square feet, D displacement of hull in 
fons, and V velocity of yéessel in miles per hour; the former when 
The area of amidship section is taken, and the latter when the dis- 
placement of the hull is taken. 
The boiler, that is the area of grate surface, and the character of 

lis construction and combustion are the essential elements of the 
power of a steam yessel. The dimensions of the engine are arbitrary 
andsecundary, 

‘Thus, with like and equal boilers, the attached engines may be of 
différent diameters and stroke. the propellers of uifferent areas and 
pitch of blades, yet the power under like combustion js constant. 
‘he manner of utilizing it by high or low expansion, by high of low 

velocily of piston and of propeller is arbitrary, and im the attain- 
iment of the best.resnlts with the least means, is the field of comipe- 
tition; asin the manner of two sailing vessels of like designs and sim- 
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iar capacities, oue may be rigged taunt, with light canyas, the other 
square, with heayy canvas, the competition would he in arriving at 
thatkparring, rig and fitting Which is most effective, 

Tf the manner of combustion in steam boilers was uniform, compu- 
tation of their power as determined by the area of their grate would 
be very simple, bat, masmuch as Ihere ape four manners of operating 
they, it betomes necessary to assign a specific rate or factor for 
each; thus, theve is combustion by natural draft, steam jet, blast 
and exhaust, whereby the effect or capacily of grate surface is ma- 
ferially altened, and if their relative effects can be arrived at with 
any reasonuble deeutaey, the problem of relative capacities of steam 
yachts is very satisfactorily attained, , 
From expenments lately conducted in England with boilers of two 

steamers, to deteniine the relative effects of different manners of 
combustion, tile results were as follows: 
Natural dravh, 1. Jet, 1.25, Blast, 1.6, Adopting these figures as 

fair exponeleaae the esse, the grate surface of a yacht then should 
be multiplied by the factor due to the manner of combustion tio ar- 
rive at the power, alid the yolume of the vessel iu tous. being taken 
to represent Hur Uiass, it remains then only to reduce these elements 
toa standard of eompurison in orderto ussign a just allowance of 
time for the ditfarenue oF the moments; and in order to arrive at this, 
And assuming the sedend formula above given, Viz., that the speed of 
a steam vessel is as Dhe cube root of the quotient of the power of her 
engine, divide hy 1be ube root of the square of her displacamentin 
tons, then for power oF engine substitute area of grate, due to the 
method of combushion, aid it remains bui to decide upon the allow- 
ance of time for the greater capacity to give the less in euch class, 
and which result may be satistactorily arrived at by 4 summary of 
the elements dnd speed Of a number of vessels, 

Tn illustration of ibis method, I submit two yachts, haying capaci- 
tien and powers aSfollows: 

RVG il fech- eepeetialmie Ree ok acs <7 By hac odor ta: Seer: ,. 80 tons 

40 5q. ft, of erate, with w blast draft, = 40x1.6,... = 64 sq. feet. 

peewee, Cte oer ne: 
Then 8 4/ Bag By 8.57 34 3.447=1.511L, 

ING 12s Ccfel annet winesite s,s svc 15: Whe - Sues -tiece: ee 70 tons, 

50 sq. ft. of grate, natural dratt..-... -:22...-:..¢22..0) = Sh 
50 50 

| Petes — Fy ff v2.94 = 1.483. And 8 Vagag By Sra 2.94 = 1.433, 

Which results would repress their competitive gapacities. Assum- 
ing then tbe speed of No, | to be 14 knots per hour— 

< ee = 1428 feet per minute; and that No. 2 will be as 

1,511 ; 1.423 :: 1424; 1554 feet. 
Then, if 1354 Feet require one minute, 74 (1428-1354) will require 

| 05466 minute more time ta attain « like distance. = .0od66x 60 = 

3.2796 minute per hour, and 0 = .008904 per minute. 
1 

Hence, for a course of 50 nautical miles, the allowance No. 1 would 
have to give No. 2, would be .00890460 (minutes per hoiir), and by 
40 (miles)= 11.712 minutes. air 

000 
Inyersely—612)) x50 = 306,000 feet and ——~—— = 2143 minutes, the 

time of No.1 performing the distance, and =a = 225.9 minutes, 
5 

the time of No, 2 performing the distance. Hence, 225,9—214.3 = 11.6 
srismuten difference or allowance to be given for a distance of 50 
miles. 
In the application of the first formula to attain V. or speed of ves- 

sel, itis usual te add a co-efficient to the numerator, which represents 
the relative capacity of performance, 

In the case under consideration it is not the yelocity that is re- 
quired, but the elements that produce it, and the co-efficient is the 
representation of the competitive capacity of the yacht. Thus, the 
finer the model the more effective the instrument of propulsion, as & 
propeller or side-wheels, and the less the friction, both of The engine 
and the wet surface of the bull, the greater is the co-efficient; or, in 
other words, the more effective the result attained, and-as this co- 
efficient is peculiar to each and every vessel, it is of value only when 
known, and consequently, except im a general application to like 
types and like proportions of yessels, it is useless. 

n order then that this subject may be fully considered, and as 
equitable an estimate of powers and a.standard of allowance.of time 
between competing yachts may be arrived at, as may be practicable, 
Tsuggest that the club, at asearly a day as convenient, appointa com- 
mittee to consider and report upon the subject. _ 

Cras, H, Hasweiu, Measurer, 

| ATLANTIC ¥, C.—The annual cruise was continued last week, the 
fleet drifting across from New London to Greenport on Tuesday, 
July 25, a distance of twenty-eight miles, Wednesday there was 4 
grand breeze, the first found on the cruise. But the club was out for 
“pleasure,” not for sailing, and as there was some prospect of a 
li(tle dust flying. the Heetremained at anchorin Deéering’s Cove and 
took it out in visiting and fireworks instead. Thursday morning 
broke dead calm, whereupon the fleet at once got underway to carry 
out @ cast-iron rule curiousiy promulgated without reference io wind 
or tide. Tedious drifting with a squall and a short-lived breeze in 
the afternoon, slid the squadron over to Newport in straggling order, 
where the dozen yachts brought up at all hours of the night. Friday 
at 9:50 A, M, anchors were lifted for New Bedford, and for the first 
time a light to moderate wind which held was pieked up from south- 
east, distributing favors in turns and rendering anything like racing 
out of the question, which can be gathered from the fact that big 
schooner Crusader léd in with the little’ Viola sloop second Satur- 
day saw the weather a trifle nasty,so the fleet at once broke up 
rather than face a bwo-reet whistler and rain from southeast. The 
jine must be drawn somewhere between yachtsmen and “yachting 
mien,” and a foul wind with the plug out overhead is a good demarka- 
tion. So the fleet scattered with a certificate of character for ‘‘zen- 
Hlemauly behavior" issued by the eoummodore to the embers. The 
cruise lasted six days. two of which were spentin port, three of 
which were tiresome drifts, and the fourth variegated with light and 
shifting winds, 

EASTERN Y¥. C.—Wednesday,. July 25, the fleet was joined by the 
schooner Wanderer, and leaving Fortuna, Winsome and Phantom in 
porl, made sail for Booth Bay, where Romance was found, the latter 
haying shaped a course direct for the bay, Clytie and Mona fetched 
up to Portland. Thursday, with wind light, the fleet got anchors and 
8000 ran out of breeze, the little Countess getting a long leatl of the 
big ones. Halcyon was first to come to off Cranberry Island, fol- 
lowed closely by Countess, Actea, Vedette and Gitana, put into 5,W. 
harbor, while Wanderer set watches for the nightand dreye on to 
Bar Harbor, the ultimate destination of the squadron, Latona and 
Romance fetched Neer island only, Mona and Clytieran down as 
far aS Northaven followed by Huron, Friday the latter got an early 
start and met Latona and Romance as they were heaying short. The 
rest of the fleet was then picked up at, W. harbor and Cranberry 
Isle, All hands made Bar Harbor at 11 A.M. Mona made the dis- 
tanee of 57 miles in 544 hours, including 644 miles dead to windward. 
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BAY OF QUINTE Y. 0.—The race, July 24, for the commodore's 
cup, offered hy Commodore Olark, brought out two starters, lolanthe, 
12 tons, and Gracie, 11 tons, Wind light northwest. Course, the 
usnaliriangular one of the cluh. Lolanthe gained to first mark by # 
slant, but at first round Gracie still hail 1m. 45s, the hest of it, Iol- 
anthe is a new hoat and pointed higher than the old favorite during 
tiie windward work, bubon second round she ran into 2 calm streak, 
while Gracie varried a breeze with her, rounding the northern mark 
some thirteen minutes ahead. Then Llolanthe had a turn and closed 
up much of the water between them. Gracie finishing’in 2:56:44, cor- 
rected time, and the new boat in 2:49:38, The Gracie was ut once 
presented with the cup. Both yactls were steered hy amateurs, 
Coneerming lolanthe. the Bellevilie Intelligencer says; *“The Iolanthe 
sniled a splendid race, taking all things ito consideration, and her 
owners are salisfied thatshe is the coming champion of her class. 
Certainly we have never seen a yacht make less disturnance in open- 
ing and leaving the water. However, the future will decide what her 
real merits are."* 

CHICAGO Y, C._—The international matches will be sailed August 
Band das first announced. Schooner Oriole and cutter Aileen, of 
Toronto, will come to the line for a bout with the American yachts, 
andif the wind tends to business properly there will be some most 
interesting sport and yaluable lessons learnt from the enterprisé 
shown by Clicago yachtsmen. Concernmg the recent cruise to Mil- 
waukee and the race there, we must make some corrections to the 
correspondence published in previous issues. The Chicago ¥. U. 
knows enough to insist upon rounding stakeboats in the same man- 
ner by all yachts, and in the Milwaukee race they all jibed around, so 
our past remarks on the subject have no application, The cup was 
not won the previous year by the schooner Idler, but was presented 
by Mr. R. H. Flemming this year to be sailed for by all classes, and 
time allowance was expressly stipulated for, so uo dissensions rrose 
on that point. 

FORTUNA.—According to several accounts which have reached us 
this new schooner has performed in a highly satisfactory manner on 
the recent cruise of the Kastern Y. C. Shé is called the best working 
boat in the fleet, and upon one occasion beat the well-known Hal- 
cyon to windward. Fortuna points exceedingly high, and what is 
more doesnot bind up, but foots at the same time. During the 
cruise the hook of the main throat block carried away and the main- 
sail had to be lowered. In this shape she beat twelve miles to wind- 
ward with foresail, jib and tying jib, carrying only slight lee helm, 
and staying like atop, In light winds she is yery fast, at turning up, 
but not as fast.as the best centerboards going wide with boards up. 
Her mainsail has got a tight seam init and will be reeut. Fortuna 
Neha had a brush with Varuna, and got away with her in short 
order. 

NEW CATAMARAN,—Thos. Fearon has launched the new cata- 
maran Cyclone for Mr. F. Hughes, formerly owner of Tarantella and 
other similar boasts. The present agitation in fayor of keels has 
affected even the building ot such light fancies as catamarans, fur 
the Gyclone’s two hulls have been built on deep keels, instead of with 
boards as usual. Lenth 40ft., mast 38ft., boom 35ft., gaif 15ft., Low- 
sprit 28it., sail area 1302sq.ft. ‘The Cyclone was cruising last Sunday, 
but seemed to move without life, and appeared sluggish in stays, 
Her true gauge can, howeyer, be got better by trial with some others 
of herown kind. 

BEVERLY Y¥. G,—The seventy-fifth special race was sailed off 
Monument Beach, July 28. Classes for sloops and cats. Conrse 
eleven miles, Wind strong from southwest with rain, Novmuid; 
80ft. Tin,, and Glinypse 87ft,, hauled down reefs and made a close race 
all round, Normaid winning in 1:55:56, corrected time, Glimpse, 
2:04:56. Im the class for cats Mattie, 28ft. 10in,, won in 1:49:06; ibis, 
ae ain, second prize. 1:62:40; Flirt, 24ft. 7in., 2:09:16; Tantrums, 25fF.. 
220655, 

YAOHTS FOR SALE.—Yacht property aiferad for sale will here. 
affer appear on the first inside page of this paper,in company witn 
other advertisements of the trade. Tt isneediess tosay that through 
this journal yachting and sporting gentlemen can be reached betier 
than through any other medium, and thatits circulation among the 
yachting publicis larger than that of all other papers combined 
taken several times over, 

THE YAWL WINS.—An informal race on Great South Bay last 
Thursday between the two sister sharpies Heartsease and the new 
Hesperus saw the schooner-rigged boat beaten hand over fist by the 
yaw! rig supplied tothe Hespérus. Who says small schooner any 
more? Give them the yawlrig for handiness, economy and speed 
and the chai ge will néver be regretted, 

A SHAM,—Correspondence has been published signed ‘Howard * 
and purporting to have been written aboard the schooner Grayling 
during the cruise of the Allantie ¥.C, “Howard” is a myth and the 
lette:sa bungling imposition, Had any one really written such gib- 
ene aboard the Grayling, he would haye been tossed into the sea 
ong Azo. 

CAPSIZES THIS WEEK.—Sloop Topsy, South Boston ¥. C., fell 
over and sunk July 23. Five hands were rescued by boats. Schooner 
Mattie Fidget, of Yorktown, Va., tumbled over in Chesapeake Bay 
during squall July 24. All hands drowned. 

HULL Y. C,—On account of the open regatta of the Beyerly Y. C., 
the first championship race of the club will be sailed on Saturday, 
August 4, atthe regular hour, 2 P,. M., and over the regular courses, 
Instead or on Saturday, August 18, 

CORRESPONDENCE.—As we answer 4 large number of inquiries 
every week through the mails, the necessity of ¢iving accurare ad- 
dress is, or ought to be, self-evident. Many letters cannof, be an- 
swered owing to such omission, 

NEW SCHO ONER.—W. Moody, of Oaldand, Cal., bas launched a 
new schooner 40ft. over all, 4ft. draft, with anose pole 25f, ont 
pearls and #« Bermuda mainsail long on the foob. Seyen tons of 
allast,. 

KELPIE,—This Boston cutter, 27f{t, loadline, Mr. W. C. Cabot, Bey- 
erly Y.(., has been cruising extensively inthe Sound. Left White- 
stone, L.1., July 27, bound East again. 

OPEN BOATS.—The publie race for open hoats 20ft. and under, 
has been changed to August 13, Entrance $25; first boat tales pot, 
second fo save entrance. 

BAY OF QUINTE Y. C.— Match open to yachts ten tons and under 
has been fixed for August 3. Prizes, $40, $25 and $10. 

NEW SAILS.—Cutter Maggie and cutter Beetle are reeeiying new 
light sails from McManus & Son, of Baston. 

The La Grange (Ind.) authorities set aside a certain sum for 
bounties on woodchuck scalps, and the scalpers are proving 
decidedly too industrious. Some 1,50) scalps were taken in 
and paid for one day recently, Over 5,000 haye been paid for 
up to date, causing an outlay of about $1,250, a sum largely 
in excess of the amount reserved, 

UMPHREYS 
VETEBLNMTS = =sPEGl 

_JR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP, DUGS, HOG 
ts and PUULTRY. ey 

FOR NTY YEARS Homphreys' Homeo- 
utine Veterinary Specifies Mave en tised 
‘armers, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable 
urfmen, Horse Railroads, Manufacturers, 

Coat Mine Companies, Tray’ Bippodremes 
and Menngeries, and others handling stock, 

“Hlunpliveys! Vererinary. Manuel, (89°pp) vimplweys" Veterinary Manaal, (2 pp. 
sent free by mail on receipt ice MM) vents. 
= Pamphlets sent ey on arliention. ' 

HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO, 
109 Fulton Streot, New York. 

NERVOUS DEBILITY 
j P ANd Vital Weakness. and Pros- 

eured by it TH 
Biptnemoceneerse: SPEOIFIO AO 
Jorgé vial of powder fo pe 

“THE FAIRY” MINNOW. 

The ahove minnow is No, 7. 

Wos. =< - 4 5 5 
Inches Long 2 axe 3 

This is by far the best artificial minnow ever made. It 
is a great inipreyement oo the “Phantom,” which has 

long been considered the best of all minnows. When put 
into the water it alwost immediately becomes as solt as 

velyetand as toush as leather, besides having the exact 
appeatanee of a Teal Minnow, even in the matter of 

seujés. Our Phaytom has been imitated, and so, no 
dewnht, will thie be. Anglers will find onr name on every 
bet containing one of these minnows, and our well- 

known trade tiark on the card to which each minnow 

is attached. 

. Thefollowing are the yarious sizes we keep in stork. 
7 
3% 

8 9 
4 AMe 

Orders recéived from anglers residing where the dealers keep a full line of our goods will nat he Glled af any price. 

ABBE Y & IMBHRIE, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

Eine Fishing Trackie, 
48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORE, 
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JAS. F. MARSTHRS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

"ine "ishing Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

_ Brass Multiply mg Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
IBOEL., $1.50; 2406. $1.75: BOOLt., $2.00; 450ft.. $2.25; GOOLt., $2.50, Any of the aboye Reels with Drags, 
25 cts, extra; nickel plated: 50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 ets.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts, extra, Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks. 
Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.: treble, 80 cis. per doz.: put up one-half dozen in a 
package, Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. 1yd., 5 ets.; 2yds., 10 cts.; 3yds., 15 ets. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 leugth. 5 ets.; treble twisted, 8length,10 cts, Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz, Black Buss 
Whies. $1,00-per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9tt. long, 41.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Ply Rods, 10ft long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
cap les of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or stamp, Send stamp for 
catalogue. 

- Established 20 years, Open Evenings, J. FW. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

Shields’ American Improved Gut 
Leader or Casting Line. 

All tly fishers will readily see the advantage there 
isin using them. The easiest way to apply a fly or 
to remove it without impairing the strength or 
durability of the leaders, Lengths, 3, 6, and 9 feet. 
roade of superior silk worm gut in all varieties, 
Fine trout, salmon and bass flies, and waterproof 
silk lines, JOHN SHIELDS, 

Box 221. Brookline, Mass. 

EVISED EDITION.—AMERICAN KEN- 
NEL AND SPORTING FIELD, by Arnold 

Burges. Price $3.00. 
This very popular book has been entirely re- 

written, greatly enlarged, and brought up to the 
times in all that relates to the broad field which it 
covers. It is profusely illustrated with cuts of the 
most celebrated dogs and sporting scenes, treats 
thoroughly of breeding, breaking (including ‘Force 
in Retrieving”), kennel management, selection of 
dogs, and all that relates to kenneland field work, 
making it the most comprehensive and useful book 
of the kind before the public, ~ 

For sale by ORANGE JUDD CO, or C. T. DILL- 
INGHAM, New York, or D.S. HOLMES, 89 Fourth 
st., H. D, Brooklyn. K 

How I Became a Crack Shot, 
—pY— 

W. MILTON FARROW. 

rice 1.00, postpaid. 

Foy sale by Forest and Stream Pub. Co, 

PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft.. $1.25; 

IBOft., $1.50: 240Ft., 3 S00ft., $1.95; 450ft. $2.20; G600ft. $2.40; TH0ft., $2.60; 900ft., $2.80. Nickel plaiting 
and Drags extra. Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 60 ets.; 40yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., 85 cts.; B0yds., $1.00, Kiffe’s 
Celebratéd Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 

» Aberdeen, Saeck Bent and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double. 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 
80 cts. per doz. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 5 ets.: 2yds. 10 cts.; Syds,, 15 cts. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts.: treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4d length, 15 ets.; extra heavy 
4-ply, tlength, 25 cts. Trout Plies, 50 cts. per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black 
Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to 35.00. Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 
to $15.50, Also alarge assoriment of Sporting Goods at proportionate prices, Samples of our goods 
sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money, postage stamps or money order. 

SEND FOR PRICK LIST, 

HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. ¥. 
Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall OPEN EVENINGS. 

AMERICAN 

Kennel Register. 
A monthly record of kennel events for the information and guidance of breeders, ex- 

hibitors and owners of all breeds of dogs, 

Tts leading feature is the ‘‘Pedigree Register,” of sporting and neon-sporting dogs, which 

makes it the only complete Stud Book issued in America. A register number is given to 

each dog, and an index will be compiled at the close of each annual volume, thus forming a 

ermanent work of reference. The pedigree registration fee is twenty-five cents. The first 

two numbers of the Register contained the pedigrees of 158 dogs. 

Departments are also provided for the registration of stud visits, dogs at stud, births, 
sales and transfers, dogs at sale, and deaths. 

Prize lists of all the American shows will be given, with descriptions of the principal 

winners and dogs exhibited; also prize lists of important shows abroad. This department 

will include a record of field trials. The first two numbers of the Register contain prize lists 

6f Washington, Ottawa and Pittsburgh shows. 

The publication day is the fifth day of each month; and nothing can be received for pub- 
lication later than the first day of the month, All matters intended for publication should be 

in the hands of the editor at the earliest practicable date. Entry blanks for each depart- 

will be furnished free on receipt of stamped addressed envelope. 

TERMS:—Issued by yearly subscription only. The subscription price is one dollar per 

year, Make drafts and money orders payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Com- 

pany, Address. Aamrican Kennet Rucistrur, P. O. Box 2,832, New York City, 

Brass Multiplying 

DEH 

FOLLETT PATENT 

TronteBass Reel 
The Lightest, Cheapest and 

Most Durable Metal Reel ever 

offered to the Anglers ot this 

Country. 

SUITABLE FOR TROUT, BLACK BASS 
AND PICKEREL FISHING. 

PRICE, $1.50 EACH. 
LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Sample Reels furnished if they cannot 
be purchased from dealers in your place. 

W. & d. ii. AIKENHEAD, 
55 Front St., Rochester, N. Y 

sYMN OC E’s 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng, 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers. Can be re- 
loaded as often as any of the thicker makes, Cost only about half as 
much. Vig less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and closer, and 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside diameter is 
nearly two gauges larger, Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 
sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged. 
The crimping tool also acts as a reducer, an cides which will be ap- 
preciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed (without 

ow charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
i only. For gale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lote 

only, (2,000), and erimpers not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO,, 
= SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS, 

101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass., Agents forNew England State 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Trish Fustian end Corduroy. 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THIS 
Ts our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 

has seyen pockets and game pockets, It is of strong 

material, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a 

suecessfur day without losing a hair or feather. It can 
be worn over or under an ordinary coat, We will mail it 

to you for $2.00, Send breast measure. 

THRE: Fox GuouF. 
ez 

Secure one at once at our REDUCED PRICES, which will con- 
tinue only for a short time. 

American Arms Co., 
103 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS.. 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILE STREET, 

We are obliged to haye more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our gooda 
to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods, Send for catalogue. 

= SEND FOR CIRCULARSOF THE - 

NG:-CLAY PIGEON 
LIGOWSKY == 

CLAY PIGEON COMPANY. é PENCILS, HOLDERS, CASES, &c. 
N233-VINE ST CINCINNATL.O. 

THE CALLIGRAPHIC PEN. 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain. 

ing ink for several day’s writing, Can be carried 
in thé pocket. Always ready for use. A luxury 
for persous who care to preserve their individual- 
ity in writing. 

ABIE, TODD & BARD, 
COR, NASSAU & LIBERTY STS... NEW YORK. 

Send for Price List. 
Our Goops are Soup By Fiasr-Ctass DravErs. 

THE FOWLER IN IRELAND; 
Notes on the Haunts and Habits of the Wild 

Fowl and Sea Fowl, including Instrue- 

tions In the Art of Shooting 

and Capturing Them. 

=BYS 

SIR RALPH PAYNE-GALLWEY, Bart. 
Int vol., §yo., 504 pages, with many illustrations 

of Fowling Experiences, Birds. Boats, Guns and 
Implemeuts, drawn by C. Waympsr, £1 Is. 
JOHN VAN VOORST, 1 Paternoster Row, London. 
England, 

[Extract from Forest ano SrrEaM, July 7 
1881, p. 444.] 

* This flightso nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeous afford 
excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

* * 

* * * all sportsrien to test its merits. 

WM. MACNAUGHTAN'S SONS, 
s a 

Commission Merchants, 
3 HOWARD ST,, N. ¥ 

SEND STAMP FOR PRICE LIST, 

We are the dealers in the most chaste goods only 
in our line. Send for Catalogue, 

ETERS, ODOMETERS, 

66 a week nu your own town. Terms and $ 
$ outiit frbe. Address H. Hanuerr & Co,,Port 
inod, Maine. 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

PROPERTY IN GAME. 

A LTHOUGH the principles of common law concerning 
the property which exists in wild game are well 

understood in England, there is in this country much mis- 

conception respecting them. This is what might reasonably 

be expected when we consider the corditions which have 
formerly governed the pursuit of wild birds and animals. 
America is comparatively newly settled; less than a century 
has elapsed since the abundance of fish and game was every- 
where so inexhaustible that there could be no possible clash- 

ing of the interests of hunters or fishermen and landed pro- 
prietors. The pursuit of game and fish was free to any one 
and all who had the inelination to indulge in it. These pe- 

culiar conditions which once obtained have, in all the older 
portions of the United States, largely passed away, but the 
sentiments engendered by these conditions have survived, 
When game and fish wereso plenty that there were enough 

for all, naturally no question arose as to who owned the 
game in its wild state. Now that the supply isso narrowly 
testricted, this question of ownership is gaining prominence, 
Tt bas not been popularly discussed in an intelligent and dis- 

passionate spirit, There have been bitter conflicts between 

sportsmen and the occupants of the land upon which they 
desired to shoot, Recrimination has too often taken the 
place of arzument, each party in the contention intent upon 

Maintaining his supposed rights, 
The decisien recently rendered by the Hlinois Supreme 

Court in the Magner case, which we presume to have been 
based upon the commonly quoted language of Blackstone, 
declared wild game to be the property of the State. Rely- 
ing upon the known ability of the court, we have in the 
past acecpted the view set forth in the case alluded to. Re- 
cently, however, we have found cause to question that de- 
cision so fur as it relates to this particular point, the property 
in wild game; and after careful and elaborate investigation 

we haye adopted a contrary view. 
What really is the common law of England, and therefore 

of this country, respecting this subject, we shall set forth in 
our next issue, 

SUNDAY FISHING. 

V J] HEN the amendment prohibiting Sunday fishing was 

grafted upon the Penal Code of this State much indig- 
nation was expressed in some quarters, it being held by op- 
ponents of the measure that the inoffensive pastime of ang- 

ling was not a proper subject of penal legislation. A con- 
sideration of the right or wrong of angling on the Sabbath 

would afford an abundant field for argument and casuistry 

upon which we do not propose to trespass. The Forrsr 
AND STREAM willingly leaves such a discussion 10 its neigh- 

hors, the Hraminer two stories below, the Hoangelzst just 

back of us, the Observer in the next block, the Independent 

across the way, or the Christian Intelligencer, presided over 

by our correspondent “Hix,” who, being both a clergyman 

and an angler, may be trusted to deliver sound doctrine. 
The Sunday fishing amendment is a most excellent law in 

principle and in practice just so far as it accomplishes what 

we conceive to have been the purpose of those who origi- 
nated it. It was designed to give the farmer and rural 
land-owner a chance to go to church on Sunday if he wished 
to do so. In many districts where there are angling 
waters the proprietors of the soil have been harrassed beyond 

measure by the Sunday trespassers with fishing poles. In 

mary instances the Sabbath, instead of being a day of rest, 
has been a day of aggravation and work—the labor being to 
chase rowdy fishermen out of the crops. The clause pro- 

hibiting Sunday fishing was meant to put a stop to this 
unbearable nuisance. In many cases the remedy has proved 
efficient, much to the advantage of the local congregation, 

the farmer’s temper, and the prospective harvest. 

On the other hand, the class of fishermen in whose behalf 

the law was opposed, have in no wise suffered from it. This 

class ismadeup principally of men in the city who work hard 

all the week in shops and factories, and go fishing on Sun- 
day. They have suffered no hardship from the new statute, 

because so far as it relates to them it is a dead letter. The 
police do not dream of enforcing 1t; such an idea never en- 

tered their heads. 
Every Saturday night hundreds of fishermen go down on 

the Staten Island ferries, stay on the Island over night, and 

are early in their boats along the shore, fishing for weakfish, 
or whatever happens to bein season. They are joined by 

hundreds more who go down Sunday morning; and they all 
come back to the city Sunday night. The men are sober, 
industrious fellows, who evidently have little or no 

other recreation. They belong to the humbler 

grades of society; one sees among them no fancy 
fishing suits nor expensive tackle; their clothes and 
their outfits are cheap, but (we have studied them pretty 
carefully and speak from personal observation) neither going 

hor returning are they, as a class, disorderly. Their conduct 
1s as exemplary as that of their fellow passengers, and on 

Sunday much more decorous than that of the crowds who 
indulge in excursions. The officers on the trains and boats 
and tue policemen on Staten Island and at the ferry in the 
city agree in giving the Sunday fishermen a good name, and 
as we have already said, they do not pretend to enfore the 

law against fishing. The number of men and boys who go 
down to Staten Island to fish will average 500 on each Sun- 

day during the season; they leave tens of thousands of 

dollars in Richmond county every year. The fishermen who 

dangle their lines from the wharves and docks and ferry 
slips about the city, will count up another 500 and more, 

making a thousand strong in New York who would be con- 
cerned in the anti-fishing law, were it enforced. 

AUGUST SHOOTING. 

UGUST is the month for bay bird shooting. Even where 
it is legal to kill them, the woodcock cannot be shot 

because they have disappeared—gone to their dressing-rooms 

to don their new suits—and the only living thing that it is 
possible to kill and to eat after killing is the shore bird, 
Lying on one’s back during the whole day on a white sand 

beach or among the grass in a salt marsh, cannot truthfully 
be called exciting sport, but when the flight ‘‘is on” there 
will be an hour or two in the morning and evening when a 
great deal of pleasure can be had over the stools. If the 
birds come along in any numbers one forgets all about the 

hot sun and the fierce mosquitoes in his anxiety to discover 

some far-off flock, and wheu they have approached, to at- 

tract their attention to their mimic relatives, which stand so 

quietly on the mud or in the water within easy gunshot of 
his place of concealment. And when a single black breast 
or a wary old jack curlew has seen the stools, and swings 
backward and forward just out of gunshof, answering the 

call and yet not quite satisfied with the appearance of things, 

then there is really a moment or two of excitement. A 

single false note in the call now willsend him off, but if the 
whistle is artistically manipulated he will be likely to come 
in. 

Bay bird shooting, though not st all comparable to the 

sport of following the dogs over the uplands, has its attrac- 

tive side, and after the next easterly storm no doubt many 

of our readers will have some interviews with our Limicole. 

PRESS COMMENTS ON THE MATCH, 

HE extracts, which we publish in our rifle columns, 

show how the results of the International Rifle Matcn 

are regarded by the non-professional press, und hence by the 

public at large. From the English journals there are words 
of praise for the Americans, mingled with the congratula- 
tions following naturally upon the success of the home team. 

The American papers strike the correct explanation ot the 

defeat in almost every case, and while according full credit 
to Col. Howard and his men for the work which they actu- 
ally did accomplish, see in the outcome of the match only a 
sphere for renewed endeavoi on the part of the riflemen and 

rifle associations here. Nowhere do we find any harsh 
words or severe criticisms on the effort of the team. The 
public are convinced that the men did the very best they 
could under the conditions of the weather which surrounded 

them. ltis yet an open question whether a good team sys- 

tem would not haye enabled the men to make 4 better show- 

ing, but there is no doubt that the men individually made a 
vigorous effort to add another to the list of American vic- 
tories, and to retrieve the failure at Creedmoor in September 

last. 
The papers specially devoted to shooting interests give 

particular explanations of the ontcome of the match, and 
are full of detailed suggestions in connection with it. The 

rifles are held to blame in some instances, but with the low 

averages shown on each side, and the closeness of the final 

result it is idle, it seems to us, to place much weight on this 

part of the question, and until Col. Howard makes 4a final 

report giving an explanation of the manner of his defeat, it 

will be well to hold criticisms in reserve. 

GAMINESS OF THE TWO BLACK BASSES, 

E have for many years been of the opinion that 

the big-mouthed black bass has been underrated 

as a game fish, when found in northern waters. About 
the time when Dr, Gill first showed that there were 

only two species of black bass instead of a dozen or so, 
some one praised the fighting qualities of the small-mouth 

and denounced the other as a “‘vulgarian”’ with no dash in 

him. This has been repeated so often that it is generally he- 
lieved, and the fish has never recovered from the bad name 

given to it, undeservedly, as we think. Last month we were 
bass fishing with a gentleman who was strongly prejudiced 
against the big-mouth, but on taking a two-pounder, which 

he declared before seeing it must weigh twice that figureand 
“was no big-mouth,” he gayein and acknowledged that 
there was more fight in the fish than he had eyer given it 

credit for. 
Dr. Henshall, as we have often before remarked, makes 

no distinction between the two fish, in his ‘‘Book of the 

Black Bass,” and while we are not prepared to go as far 

until a few more years of angling confirms or disproves his 

proposition, we feel confident that one fish has been praised 
at the expense of the other, and hope that our readers will 

test the merits of the two without allowing previous impres- 

sions to have weight in their judgment. 

A correspondent of the Washington Siar, writing of the 

two species in the Potomac, says: ‘While the gaminess 
and fighting qualities of the bass are generally admitted, I 

believe it exists in the greatest perfection when they are 
natives of the more rapid streams of the North, and less in 

those sluggish lakes and rivers, where the finding of their 

daily food necessitates little activity or energy. Many ex- 
perienced anglers stoutly maintain that the small-mouthed is 
the most vigorous fighter, when hooked, but although their 

conformation and active habits would seem to confirm the 

claim, my own experience is not conclusive, as I have never 

been able to predict with certainty which variety was at the 

end of my line before landing them,” 
Give a dog a bad name and hang him, says the old prov- 

erb, and the same principle applies to a fish. If is popular 
to cry down the big-mouth black bass, but it has been cried 

down too far. The fish is a good fighter, and is much supe- 
rior to the pike, and most other fish. Give it a fair trialand 
a just verdict. 



ie FOREST AND STREAM. 

Che Sportsman Canrist. 
THE CRUISE OF THE SAIRY GAMP. 

TUS far the Sairy Gamp has brought me in safety, and 
without wetting me once, The Sairy, T may remark, 

is a Rushton canoe, weighiny just 104 pounds. 
And it ig not that IT may boast of cruising the lightest 

canoe ever built of cedar, that I paddle such an eggshell by 
riyerand lake, through the Northern Wilderness, Wot for 
the cheap notoriety that leads a man to tempt the ocean in 
adory, ButT have been testing light canoes for years, and 
my experience may be of some value to the future canocist, 
who: contemplates a lone cruise with the (double blade, We, 
the *‘outers,” who go to the blessed woos for rest and rec- 
veation, are prone to handicap our pleasures in the matter 
of overweight; guns, rods, duffel, boats, ete. We take a 
deal of stuff to the woods, only to wish we had left it at 
home, and ¢nd our trips by leaving dead loads of impedi- 
menta in deserted camps. 

I should be glad to see this amended. I hope at no dis- 
tant day to meet independent canogists, with canoes weirh- 
ing 20 pounds or less, at every tarn in the wilderness, and 
with no more duffel than is absolutely necessary. 

I met the Sairy at Booneville; also my old friend, Si Hol- 
liday, who contracted to land her at Moose River without a 
seratch, and he did it, though he came within an ace of 
eapsizing. At Moose River I staid several days, fishing for 
brook trout, lesting and practicing canoe and paddle, like- 
wise trying to brace up weak muscle, which sadly needed il. 

I found the canoe much stiuncher and steadier than I had 
heen led to expect. Her maker had warned me that he 
would not warrant her for an hour. ‘She may go 
to picees like an eggshell,” he said, He had tested her with 
his own weight (110 pounds), and she closed in at gunwales 
an inch or more. He advised bracing her, and he thonght 
With me and my duffel alosrd she would ouly he two ov 
two and a half inches out of water at center. ‘‘He builded 
hetter than ie knew.” She does not close in perceptibly at 
gunwales, aud she as full fiye inches rise above water when 
On a cruise, with her skipper and light cargo properly 
stowed, 

The only part of the eruise to be dreaded was the 134 
miles of muddy, rocky trail between Moose Riyer and the 
Forge House, called the *“Brown’s Tract Road.” I dared 
not trust her on the bucktoards, and I hardly felt like 
making such a carry at the start; hut Tdidit. I started be- 
foye 5 A. M., and made the first three miles bravely. Began 
to weaken a litte. Gotsome breakfast and went on, At 
the “‘six-mile tree” felt beaten, Buckboard camealong will 
party. Party got ont to lift and admire canoe, Driver said 
if I wonld leave my knapsack at the tree he would fetch it 
in on his veturn. eft it gladly. 
Went on and got caught in drenching thunder storm. 

Crept under canoe until it passed oyer, Road a muddy 
ditch, At the “eight-mile tree” caught another and harder 
storm, Kept sulkily on, too mad and demoralized Lo dodge 
under canoe. Arrived abt ‘‘ten-nile tree’ pretty mach tired, 
dnd stopped (4 P. ML) to get some tea and lunch. Fell it 
to be the hardest carry I had ever made, and wished I had 
gone in by Jones's camp aud the Stillwater of Moose River, 
as I had always done ou previous trips. 

Just then along came Ned Ball, a muscular young guide, 
und thourh be bad four hounds in charge, he yo.nteered 
to hoist the canoé on his head and carry it in, ‘‘It don’t 
weigh more'n a stoyepipe hat,” he said. 

The last three and one-half miles of road were much bet- 
ter, and at 8 P. M, I arrived at the Forge House, wel, 
braised, and looking like an il-used tramp. Some dry 
woolens, much too large, with a bright fire in front of the 
hotel, a night’s rest, and a good breakfast brought me around, 
and ‘‘paradise, reached through purgatory,” was attained, 
Paradise mening Brown's Tract, and purgatory the twenty- 
fiye and one-half miles of wretched toad heiween Boon- 
ville and the Forge House, That is how the admirers of 
Brown's Tract put it. 

And the Sair'y was sate on the lakes at last, without check 
or scratch. I paddled her about the four first lakes of the 
chain. Practiced getting into and outof ber in difficult 
places, and best of all, cought all the speckled trout. wanted 
sitting in her at the springholes, This mode of fishing T pro- 
nounce the culmination of piseatorial sport. With a one- 
pound trout on the hook it was not necessary to yield more 
than a-yard or two of line at the start, und then play the 
fish to 2 standstill by the easy movement of the canoe, reel- 
ing up to about ten fect of line, leading the fish about as one 
pleused, and Jet him tow the canoe until heturned on his 
side utterly exhausted, and refusing to raise a pectoral in 
defense of his life. Then gatt him by sticking a thamb in 
Lis open mouth and taking him in. 

Thad a very fair amount of this kind of sport, and came 
to have a deal of confidence in the Sairy as I learned her 
light but reliable ways. I visited the camps, picked up old 
acquaintances, was fed daily on trout, got up better muscle, 
and, best of all, gained health with every day's exercise and 
sport. Ifound new camps on all the lakes, while the old 
camps were enlarged or improved, and fishing, J am pleased 
to say, much hetter than when I was here two years ago. 
This may he owing to restocking the lakes aod streams. At 
any vate, I have scen thrice as many tront during a little 
more than two weeks’ stay in the woods as I saw in twice 
the time fwo years since. 

Tn spite of the exceptionally cold, wet summer, sportsmen 
and health-seekers are enjoying the woods most silisfac- 
torily. With atleast five out of every six who come to thie 
region for health, the improvement is decided and speedy. 
I have personal knowledge of some cases that seem almost 
marvellous; but there is a case here and there, mostly asth- 
matic, with which the cool, damp air does not agree. T 
know of two such causes. But I hive conyersed with a score 
who have gained in livalth to an extent that exceeded their 
Most sanguine expectations, 

There is somne complaint about the wimged things that bite 
and sting, Black flies were bad eurly in the season, and 
mosquitoes, as well as punkies, were never hungrier or 
plentier. To the man who prepares himself for the North 
Woods by getting up a pelt like a cellar-grown potato sprout 
and then runs 4 clipper over his head to give the insects a 
fair clance, no doubt they ire a constant torment; especially 
if he is too wsthelic to use his fly medicine copiously, or go 
cleanly as to wash it off piu dary. - 
As for myself—even on Brown's Inlet—they pass me by 

as if IT were a hot griddle. On starting in I established a 
good, substantial glaze, which I am not fool enough to de- 
stroy by any weak leaning to soap ind towels. 

I once published the recipe for insects in Forme AND 

[AuGusr 9, 1883. 

STREAM, but will close by giving it once more. It is as fol- 
lows: 302, pure tar, 2 0z. castor oil, 1 oz. oil pennyroyal, 
Simmer together thoroughly, apply copiously, and don't fool 
wilh soap and water till you are out of the wands. 

NRSSMUR. 
RaAgverrs Lane, July 27, 

UP AN ADIRONDACK MOUNTAIN. 

Q* a bright dayin June our guide and party of two 
stepped into his large boat which we call the ‘‘Unele 

John,” and soon were speeding up through the Fulton Chain 
of lakes fora tripto the top of Black Mountain, on which 
is ohe of the signal stations of the Adirondack Survey. 
Stopping at Tom Clark’s, formerly the Dunnakin Camp, 
we found that his daughter, a bright, happy girl of thirteen, 
had arrived from ‘outside’ the day before, and thinking it 
a good opportunity to let the young lady see the country 
from an elevated standpoint, she was invited and became 
one of our party. Mrs, Clark, in her motherly way, thought 
that where there were so many mouths there should be 
plenty of provender, and though assured that we had }lenty 
of lunch for all, she insisted on adding: to our stores, and I 
believe would haye kept on adding till now if we had not 
ae off to our hostand got away; so waving an adieu we 
started. 

On up through Fourth Lake. Oh! whata pleasure! The 
Jake itself a gem, with its waters waked into life by the gen- 
tle breeze; here a tall mountain with its scarred side showing 
the native rock protruding and seeemingly ready to strike 
of into the luke. Yonder a secluded rock-bound cove, 
whence we haye more than once taken splendid specimens 
of the beauteous trout. There stands Elba, rocky and sul- 
len, around whose front I have often trolled successfully for 
salmon trout; beyond is Gulf Rock, a solitary spike of rock 
standing about four feet above the surface, and away off 
in yonder hay on the south is a spot which has to me a yery 
precious memory, for there I first eamped in Brown's Tract 
many years azo with a dear friend wlio has gone away from 
earthly camps and homes to the rest for the weary beside 
the “stream clear as crystal.” Away beyond we pass the two 
Cedur Islands, and get a hail from Johnny Yan Valkenburgh 
wio is busy landing ‘‘Jakers,” and soon rin up on the sand 
beach at the head of the lake. Making a landing and haul- 
ing the boat up into the brush, we sef to work to divide up 
the provisions so as to give every man as much as possible to 
carry, and lesye as little as possible for yourself; there’s a 
knack in doing that. Then, all being arranged, we made the 
starl up the trail; I haye gone oyer quite a few trails and 
carries in my life, and have learned one lesson which is 
worth remembering—'Don’t rush too mueh at the start and 
you will come out fresher at the end’’—this is very common- 
place advice, but try a little traveling through the woods, 
and over trailsand portages, and you will find that nine ont 
of every ten men will start off with a hurry and dash, which 
very soon knocks the wind out of them, and when the dis- 
tance begins to lengthen out they are used wp. Start out 
With an easy “‘take-your-time” gait, as though there was 
nothiog to hurry you; keep jogging along and you will get 
to your journey’s end just as soon, and a preat deal fresher 
than yonr driving, rushing man, 
We found the trail in good condition, Some big trees had 

fallen right across the path as they always will do, and there 
were places that were slizhtly damp, and others where some 
hard climbing was necessary, but there were offsets to all 
these drawbacks. There was a beautiful mppling stream 
running: close to the trail, and what is more enticing toa 
lover of nature? I confess that Twas guilty of turning 
aside more than once to go down and get u look at some 
beauty spots on the little brook. Then the views through 
the woods, old but always new. Again we would strike a 
bubbling spring and with one voice the purty would cry 
“Let's take a drink!” Aye! drink hearty, boys and girls, that 
ale won't go to your head. Finally the tug comes as we near 
the top and begin to see the blue sky above and around us; 
but patience, perseverance, and steady work, did the business 
for us, und we emerged into a mass of fallen trees through 
which the fierce fire had swept, leaving the trunks blackened 
und charred and the earth underneath like an ash heap; but 
passing by these unpleasant features we pressed on until the 
signal station is reached and then we unloaded and test 
On the way across the summit, just where the survey party 
camped, our guide picked up a silver coin which would at 
least buy him a fragrant segar. 
The male members of the party climbed the signal station 

and with the aid of a good #lass had some fine views of dis- 
tant points. Yonder away to the east we took in Raquctte 
Lake on which we could see a steamboat, moving along 
toward Ed. Bennett’s; furiher east we saw Bluc Mountain 
with its ugly white scar on ifs face, Almost at our feet is 
Seventh Lake, on which s.parfy were trolling, and sweeping 
argund, we look in Sixth, then Fourth, and others of the 
Fulton Chain, also the si#nal stations on Blue Mountain, 
White Mountain, and Bald Mountain, and away off yonder, 
furin the exist is Mount Marey, our most elevated piece of 
real estate in the Empire Slate. 
Haying viewed the landscape, we thought of a new 

way of carrryiug our lunch, and wondered at our simplicity 
in not thinking of it before—thal was to just divide it wp 
into equal parts and each of the party to stow it away in the 
receptacle provided by nature for such—and, acting on the 
suggestion, the carrying of that hinch was dispensed wilh 
trom that time forward, at léastas faras I could sec; and 
after taking a good rest, and a farewell louk at all the points 
of interest. we started down the trail again, and without any 
very startling adyentinvs on the way weTeached our bout in 
safely and were coon on our way homeward, On Fourth 
Lake we took three lake (rout with our trolling tackle and 
Junded at Dunnakin Camp in time for, and ready oe papper 

J. R., dr. 

Compantons WANTED.—ditor Forest and Shean: 1 in- 
tend leaving here about the 1st of September for a trip, via 
Lake Megantic and Moose River, to Moosehead Lake, and 
shall be glad of a companion or two, in addition to the two 
or three friends who accompany me from here, Each one 
must. ‘ ‘paddle his own canoe,” as qe shall not take a guide. 
Very large trout are caught in the npper Moose River, and 
ag yelit has been fished only by trappers, lumbernen and 
surveying: partics. The only eda apprehended will be 
from low water inthe upper river. ‘The route will be from 
here to Megantic Lake by International Railway seventy 
miles, hence on the extension of the International twenty- 
three miles to Moose River, (A team will carry traps over 
the road from Megantic.) Thence bytkeriver to Moosehead 
and ftom there by rail to Bethel, Me., or somu, other station 
on the G, T. Railway. Mr, Brosseau, of Sorel, Quebec, 
with a couple of Indians wil! make the trip about the 8th 

inst., returning by the Dead or Magalloway rivers. I shill 
spend the last week iu August in the vicinity of Spider Lake: 
wa Hathan Bog.—D. Tuomas (Sherbrooke, P. Q., Aug. 5, 

th 

POST-PRANDIAL. CHAT, 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Tnote that the last number completed your tenth year, and 
I presume that as you next week enter upon your second de- 
cade, congrabulavory Sree would he in order were wsutti- 
cient number of your old friends present in person, and suitably 
situated, But as many of us (forT shall, T think, establish my 
claim to be entitled to say us ih the connection) are widely 
seattered, and we must content ourselyes with a flow of ink 
instead of reason, and feast at our own tables, prohably on 
something more substantial than soul. 
Tregret that I failed to keep the run of your career close 

enough to prevent my occupying my present situation, which 
is that of a man who feels a strong disposition to write a 
particularly good article, and who though haying but an hour 
before the last connecting mail time, feels so hurried, that as 
a friend of mine once remarked, “He don’t know what to say 
almost.” Well, anniversaries give opportunity for self-glorifica- 
tion to all in any way responsible for the success of the enter- 
prise in whose honor the feastis spreed. Fond parents can,- 
at a birthday, eulogize themselves under cover of the boy's at- 
tainments, and at a wedding feast the authors of the princi- 
pals have, if they choose to improve it, rare opportunity. 

At these last-named feasts gifts are in order, and fortu- 
nately for me in this instance, if I am justified in usine the 
analogy, the tin wedding of the FOREST AND STREAM with ils 
readers, and gifts need not be silver nor golden. Tin is the 
currency, and my gift shall be a tin mirror, so brightened 
that ere it leaves me I willtake a good look at my own re- 
flected image, and describe what 1 see from my own point of 
view, und that makes it easy; for it’s a great deal harder not 
a get one’s self into 4# letter, than it isto use the “I pro- 
fusely, 

I will reyiew my connection with the Forusr Ann STREAM 
which goes back of its birth. Nearly eleven years ago I ot 
into a correspondence with Mr. Hallock upon a point pre- 
sented in his ‘‘Wishing Tourist.” An acquaintance by letter 
grew up, and one day I received word from him that he had 
it in his mind to establish a paper which should be devoted to 
—and then followed the platform on which to this day, with 
slight modifications, the FOREST AND STREAM has stood. As 
one of the preliminaries, he desired to secure a corps of con- 
tributors, Would f join that corps? As at that date Thad 
never written a word for the press [ demurred, but was 
finally, through the skillful apples vio of well-directed com- 
pliments to my style, etc., flattered into acquiescence, and 
when one day Lreceived a message, “The affair is fixed, the 
paper is to be established, suggest a name and keep your 
promise,” I felt as though I were in for it, and went at it. 
The anxiety aud care which [ expended in getting up, cor- 
recting, revising and haying friends -isten to my first news- 
paper article, published in Vol, I,, No. 1, of Forsst anp 
STREAM, with a title devised hy the editor, [ having fo: gotten 
so to provide, ‘“Coaxing a Drumfish.” were only equalled by 
the comfortable feeling of self-satisfaction as I read it and re- 
read time after time. 
One gets over that sort of thing. In forty minntes this letter 

must go, and the editor, proofreader and compositor must 
among them decipher, correct and punctunte; but they have 
had plenty of practice, and my friend Reynolds, who sic- 
eeeded Hallock in the editorial chair, assures me that he keeps 
one man for the express purpose of getting my contributions 
into shape, and that after an unusually prolonged and severe 
attack, that man ing 3 ears for two or threedays. It has 
been suggested that, like the mongoose, after combat with a 
cobra, he knows of something “good to take,* and thus pre- 
vents serious complivations. If the same man existed during 
Hallock’s career he must have gotten well impreznated with 
that something, for after werking ont the African mine by 
sme descriptions of wild fishing among the Kroos, and a tit- 
tle yarn, which was so generally dishelieved that I don’t care 
to revive discussion by namingit, I endeayoredin quitea series of 
letters to wrestle successtully with such phrases as “Clenidisews 
erispatur, Calista convera, Eupagurus bernhardus, aud Stron- 
qylo-centrotus-drabachiensis.” meaning all the time starfish, 
clams, hermit crabs and sea urchins (if those names are now 
printed ‘correctly it will be the first time, and the man has jm- 
roved), These letters came fromthe headquarters of the Fish 

Romrntsstom, Once ¢lear of the strain incident to this accumu- 
lation and dispensation of science, my field enlarged, and (re- 
member, 1 am establishing #4 claim) I haye dropped in on you 
from time to time from all over the world, including that no- 
man’s land, Alaska. I hayen't time to look up a list T 
have somewhere, but [ remember of contributing papers 
founded on adventures the world over, that is if China, 
Formosa, Japan, South America, West Indies, Oceanica, 
Europe and Alaska, can be so considered. ‘ 
During this long period many changes haye occurred tn 

your ollice, but none which have altered my relations with 
the paper, or the esteem which | haveforit. The editorial 
thair changed occupants, my friend Hallock found some 
wider field to develop his pent-ip energies and talent, and I 
hess has been able to spend niuch of his timein the real forest 
and on the acttial stream, instead of in the hot city office, 
idealizing the same; but tor the printed announcement, the 
change would not haye been at first noticed, for with the new 
régime l found no evidence of my being 4 stranger, and with 
Reynolds at the helin, the steadfastly upward course was con- 
tinued, and in the language of the Chinese, in which I once 
eyolyed for you a travesty on ‘‘Casabianca™: 

That nightee time, he come chop-chop. 
One young man Wallcee, no ean sfop, 
Maskee colo, makee ice, 

He cot lhat flag with chep so nice 

Top side Gallah, 

Upward and onward the paper has soared gathering momen- 
tum, and is now well established inthe regards and necessities 
of thousands. ; 
With the heartiast wishes for your continued suecess, and 

that you may continue to go up, bveryway except financially, 
Tam your steadfast friend, Pisco. 
Worronr, Vu., July 1, 1883. 

[Piseco’s” forty minutes did not suffice to bring his letter to 
hand in time for our last issue] 

Bilitoy Forest and Stream: 
Tregret exceedingly that cireumstances prevented me send- 

ing aniversary congratulations in time, but which I trust 
you will be none the less pleased to receive at this date. 

L assure you they come trom none of your numerous fiends 
with more sincerity than from me, who have dertyed not only 
leasure from thé perusal of the Forest anD STREAM, but 
enefit in ways quite too numerous to mention im this hasty 

note. 
The exclusion from your paper of all that was not gentile- 

manly and proper, théwefusal to receive advertisements that 
would mislead your patrons, the eapoaete us frauds, whether 
men or merchandise, and the unesceptionable phraseology 
and sentiment of your. editorials, commend the NomesT avy 
Simpam to the pyplic, and have mado it 4 periodical good and 
indispensable toy “family use,” 

I EnGw. the anxieties and perplexities you had in carlier 
days, I know of the sunlight and gratification that came to 
you as you attained a sturdier growth, and L, too, with you, 

—— EL LLU 



Aveusr 9, 1883.] 

am happy to know that the Forest Avo SrrREAMstands to-day 
without a peer, ; : ; 
Again [heg to place my hand in yours with sincere con- 

gratulations upon your tenth anniversary, and would extend 
egual congratulations to your readers, that the FOREST AND 
StReAw was born and lived, SYRACUSE. 
Syracuse, Aug, 4, 

Hditor Forest und Stream: 
Too late to bein at the borning festival. Here I have been 

iusticating and rusting, so much so that there is no brightness 
in me to reflect back the golden rays that have been stream- 
ing ou me from the Forest Anp STREAM these many years. 

ow gratifying to the sportsmen to recall its record for a 
decade, From California to Maine, from the Adirondacks to 
the sea, from the wild mountains of the Big Horn, the roll- 
ing prairies of the pinnated grouse and the buffalo, the tangled 
thickets everywhere of the ruffed grouse, from the foothills 
of the timid blacktail and the se grizzly, from the broad 
fields of the quail and the lowlands of the snipe, from the 
widely distributed haunts of that dignified deacon the wood- 
eock, from the dense wilds of the lordly elk and the gentle 
deer, from mountain and valley, from ocean, lake, river and 
streamlet the FoREST AnD STREAM radiates every week its 
knowledgetreasures to an admiring world. . 
Goon. Letits course be straight toward every object to 

‘be attained, and let every good object be attained found on 
its course, and no Methuselah will liye long enough to sing its 
praises at its funeral. X. (of Cleveland, 6.) 
Overpa Chup, Adirondacks, July 30, 

iditer Forest and Stream: 
Permit me to seize the rope and give your jubilee bells one 

more ring. I congratulate you on the congratulations, all 
richly merited. The successof your paper during the decade 
just past goes to prove that the American people appreciate 
and will sustain a good thing, They believe in the ‘survival of 
the fittest,” and willdo what they canto have the ‘‘fittest” 
survive. The best is bound to be in the ascent, and to rise to 
the top regnant. The genial sparkle of your anniversary 
number all the way through is all the guarantee that you 
need of future prosperity. Twill not venture a guess as to who 
must be the happier, the worthy editor of the ForEST AND 
StReAM over the hearty congratulations and good wishes that 
have flocked in upon hi ike doves to their windows, or 
President Arthur, upon receiving that beautiful gold-headed, 
jewel-pivoted and _agate-handled reel from the anglers of 
Louisville, Ky. What good taste they displayed in their 
choice of an imscription! ‘For I loye all anglers, they besuch 
honest, ciyil, quiet men.* Good for old Izaak! ee what 
we are. VAN, 

Tidilor Forest and Stream: 
The date of the last issue of ForEsT anD STREAM reminds me 

that the paper has reached the age of ten years, upon which, 
and its great success, | wish to congratulate the management. 
Thave been a constunt reader of the paper, and an occasional 
correspondent, under two administrations, and hitving been 
familiar with most of the sporting literature of England and 
America for more than fifty years, beginning with Colonel 
Skinuer’s *‘American Sporting Magazine,” of Baltimore, 1829- 
30, [take the liberty of giving my opinion that the Forrest 
AND STREAM, in range of subjects, and ability of treatment, is 
eqaal to any of them and superior to most. Wishing the 
paper all success in the future, remialyOure etc., 

AMUnL C. CLARKE. 
MAnrErra, Ga. 

Alatuyal History. 

THE HOUSE WREN. 

Traglodytes Aedon. 

HiT ornaments on the capitals of the columns supporting 
the front porch haye, for the past ten years or more, 

afforded shelter to the wrens, and every returning summer 
secs & busy little pair of the ‘wee things’’on hand. Hyen 
as I write the air resounds to the sweet trillings of the male 
bird, who, having regaled his tiny mate with a fat cricket, 
is perched on the ledge just aboye her, with wiags quiver- 
ing, and his little throat swelling with the music of his love- 
song, which is answered by the lady, with a comfortable 
little chur-r chur-r from the twig nest underneath. On first 
arriving there is a good deal of preliminary fussing, and 
poking albout among the nooks and corners, before they ean 
make wp their minds as to just which one is the most desir- 
able. This finally settled upon, the-work begins, and a more 
culming pair of little busy-bodies than theyare can nowhere 
hefound, What with hauling twigs and grass, horsehair 
and string, changing this, and rearranging that, the floor 
helow is quite in a lifter. Let us peep in upon them! The 
rough exterint, with its awkward twig foundations, sticking 
out all awry, gives no promise of the snug box within. 
Here we find « cute little cool bed, just about large enough 
fo contain an EHaster-ege, so delightfully soft, and smooth’ 
that we are lost in surprise atthe work of the little artists. 
How little “missus” contrives to get inside, and turn about 
without pulling her tail feathers all askew, I cannotimagine, 
There she sits though, and you can see the top of her little 
brown head, with its bright eyes, keeping a sharp lookout 
from the doorway, 

The time passes; and now the little household is stirring, 
while the evident excitement and anxirty, shown by the 
parent birds, tell us of the adyent of the little strangers. The 
trilling and delight up there among the twigs knows no 
bounds, and all day long, from daylight until dusk, the little 
“animated music boxes’ are flying about, to satisfy the 
craying appetites of their young. With wings extended 
they seals down the hill to the topmost branch of a dogwood, 
there pausing a moment to warble in very excess of joy; 
down they go into the grass, reappearing in a few moments 
with achoice insect tidbit to drop into the hungry little 
maws. The rapid growth of their young requires a con- 
stant supply of nourishing food, and crickets, grubs, worms, 
beetles, in fact, all that creeps or flies that is not too large 
for them to handle, is called upon to furnish its quota, and 
the destruction of insect life by these persistent little foragers 
is incessant. 

As the time approaches for the youngsters to shift for 
themselyes the parent birds employ all sorts of devices to 
coax them from the nest, A favorite and very successful 
plan is this. A tempting morsel is placed just out of reach, 
but in plam sight, where it lies squirming and twisting 
until, no longer able to resist the temptation, a little fellow 
will totter to the edge of the nest, where he secures the prize 
asa reward for the venture. Growing bolder day by day 
as strength increases, the next move is out of the nest, and 
by a series of clumsy scrambles, 4 perch is secured on the 
sie above, where our little adyenturer squats him down, 
and w ith eyes glistening with wonder, looks out for the 

’ first time upon the lovely prospect of waving green below, 
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over the blue waters of the bay, with its restless flect: spread- 
ing a hundred white wings in the sunshine, Al! this must 
have an end, however, and soon the little fellow is sailing off 
among the boughs, and another warm little life has begun in 
carnest. Witmor, 

MESCAL. 

MES is a perennial! plant, known in the United 
at States as the aloe or century plant, and is almost an 
exact though smaller copy of the maguey, from which the 
heer called ‘‘pulque” is made in Central Mexico. Mescul 
srows wild in the most arid places, It has a number of 
large stiff dark-green leaves, with thorns on the edges and 
a larger thorn on the end. The leaves grow closely, 
one fitting to the root of the other, up to the top of the 
plant, and bend slightly outward. Jn their midst, at the 
maturity of the plant, that is at the age of from four to six 
years, rises a tall stalk, which bears flowers and seeds. 

The flower stem starts in the rainy season, about July or 
August, and, if it be left wneut, the plant seeds and withers 
in the same year, The leaves of the mescal are quite large 
when the plant is cultivated, but never reach the size of 
maguey leaves, which sometimes weigh as much as 150 Ibs. 
apiece. In order (o use the mescal, the flower stalk in the 
middle must be cul off. This process, the Mexicans say, is 
unalagous to the altering of a bul! or other animal, and they 
call the plants with stalks cut capones. Certainit isthat after 
the stalk is cut the central growth increases largely, and for the 
two years succeeding the cutting the increase in the amount 
of sugar is estimated at twenty-five per cent. per annum, 
The central growth formed in the midst of the leaves is 
called the cabeza, or head, and in shape resembles the bottle- 
shaped pins of a bowling-alley. At the age of from five to 

eight years, this eabeze is large enough to cut and use, and 
this appears to be the most profitable time for cutting. If 
the plant be left longer, the cvbezu increases somewhat in 
size and sweetness. In the mesewvlera of Mr. Wm. Lanphar, 
of Agua Caliente, in Sinaloa, a plant thirteen years old was 
cul whose caveza weighed about 600 pounds. Fourmules were 
required to carry its divided body, and two demijohns, that 
is, ten gallons of liquor, were produced from this single 
plant. To get the cabeza the leaves are all cut short off, and 
the mass is then severed from the roof. This finishes the 
history of the plant so harvested, but from the root left a 
number of sprouts called Aijas spring. All these sprouts, 
except one, are cut off and may be set oul separately, but 
they do not thrive as well as sprouts of the standing plant. 
A plant set out for one year commences to send out sprouts. 
These consist of a small bunch of leaves, with a root at- 
tached to the mother root. When the sprout is a year old 
the attachment to the mother root dries up, the plants be- 
come separate, and the sprout sends out roots of its own. It 
may then be transplanted. A plant sends out about five 
sprouts yearly. The sprouts have great vitality. Lf pulled 
up, they may lie on the ground uncared for for a mouth, 
and then be planted and flourish, Those that come after 
the stalk is cut are not usually made use of, as they come to 
maturity before attaining good size, so that the reliable 
sprouts are those that come between the time of setting out 
a plant and the time of cutting the stalk. In setting out 
plants they are put about ten feet apart, If the stalk be 
allowed to seed, plants can be also raised from the seed, 

The cudeza when raw is white, with rather a smarting unpleas- 
ant taste, To prepare it for use itis roasted, A larve liole is 
dug in the ground, and a pile of wood put in and fired. 
Over the logs, when burning, a large number of stones are 
thrown. hen the fire is burned down and the stones are 
hot, the eabezas are tarown on. If these are small they are 
put inthe hole entire. The larger ones are cut up into two 
or more pieces to reduce them allto the same size, Their 
usual weight is from 100 to 150 pounds. Over the cadezas 
in the hole is put a thick layer of grass or cane trash, and 
then dirt is piled on. After thirty-six hours of this roasting, 
the starch ot the plant ix conyerted to sugar. The eudezas 
are now taken oui, and have 4 taste so sweet as to be rather 
sickening to those unaccustomed to it, This roasting pro- 
cess Is called tafema, the same word expressing the nutional 
method of roasting 4 heet’s head, A hole about six feet deep 
and ten feet in cireumference will hold a charge of about four 
tons, and will roast two charges a week, e 
The next step in the process is the crushing. A. place is 

built like a Mexican a7rast/a, that is a circular space about 
ten feet in diameter, is paved with closely fitting, smooth. 
stones, A post is fixed in the center and 4 wall of smootli 
stones about eight inches high is raised around the circle. 
To the center post a horizontal bar is attached, some ten 
feet long. This bar turns round the post as a pivot, A 
mule is hitched to the projecting outerend, whilestones are 
so fastened to the part of the bar within the payed space as 
to drag on the floor, This is the a@rrastra for crushing ore. 
The mill for the cabezas differs only in having a stone so 
fastened to the bar as to roll on the floor instead of dragging, 
The stone is slightly coned inward and weiglis about 506 or 
900 pounds. Such a mill will easily crush to a pulp a ton of 
roasted eabezai i day. If any juice is expresserl in this pro- 
cess, it is reabsorbed by the fibre. ‘This pulp is then put in 
ruw-hide vats called Goes, water is added and the whole 
is left to ferment, The vats are seamless and are made by 
taking a fresh hide and cutting off the projecting parts, so 
as to leave a nearly rectangular piece, through the sides of 
which poles are passed and the skin is suspended by the 
poles, The green hide then hellies down, or if too stiff for 
that, the charge of pulp is pul in till the required shape is 
attained. When once dry these vats are perfectly hard and 
stiff. Betas usually last but two seasons, say from forty to 
sixty fermentations, but the raw hide is preferred as 4 mate- 
rial, because, like raw meat, it is thought to improve the 
liquor. Each of these yats holds from 500 to 600 pounds of 
pulp, which undergoes fermentation from is six to ten days, 
The proper degree of fermentation is determined by the 
taste and smell of the mash, The mash is now put into the 
still, The poorer Mexicans distil very imperfectly. Eyen 

the best stills are primitive, while the worst give a yery bad 
result. Wooden stilts with a copper kettle below anda 
copper condenser on fop give the best satisfaction. 

SECTION OF STILL. 

A terraced side hill is chosen for the distillery and a hole 
is dug in the face of it. Space is left for the fire below, A 
copper kettle is set in, and over this fits a wooden barrel. 
Above the barrel is a funnel-shaped apparatus of wood, and 
to crown the structure is an inverted and slightly tilted cop- 
per kettle, on the top of which a stream of cold water is 
turned. The barrels are rouzhly hewn from the trunk of an 
alamo, or cottonwood. The main barrel is aboutfour feetin 
prcaiot outside diameter and the lojver kettle about three 
eet in diameter, while tlie top one is smaller. The yelations 

of size are shown in the sketch. ‘The funnel top is taken off 
the barrel and the still is charged with mash, Then the top 
is put on and a fire is built below. The fire-place has no 
chimney, so the smoke has to get ont by the front entrance, 
The distilled liquor passes to the upper kettle, condenses, is 
tapped on the lower side and passes through a reed tnhe 
laid in a trough of cool water into the receptacle placed at 
the end of the tube. The product of this first distillution is 
called a low wine, and has a sweetish, unpleasant 
taste, Alcohol, which distils at 176°, passes over first, 
and the process is kept up as long as any alcohol is 
left, only stopping when the product is pure water. 
One more distillation in the refining still is necessary to fil 
the liquor for use. The skill of the distiller ix a creat factor 
in this matter. The liquid that comes first from the spout 
is as before pure alcohol. Then some of the water is eyap- 
orated as the heat rises, and is condensed and flows over 
with the alcohol. Gradually the percentage of slcohol is 
lowered, and when that percentage in a given run amounts 
to about forty, the process is complete. The attaining of 
the proper proportion between the earlier and later products 
of distillation is called averaging, and is done by a compe- 
tent man hy the eye alone, no other test being used. The 
stills for first distillation hold a chayge of about 450. pounds 
each, which is worked off in a little luss than eicht hours, 
when the refuse is taken out with a fork and another charee 
ut in, 

: One refining still can handle the product of two stills of 
first distillation, and such a plant tuvns out fifty ov sixty 
gallons of liquor daily. 

The large distillers sell their liquor for about a dollar and 
a quatter a gallon, but good liquor at retail costs from a dal- 
lar fo a dollar and a half ~ pound, or from eizht to twelve 
doliars a gallon, Lower grades of liquor sare made either by 
mixing the alcohol of sugar cane, or by using the first pro- 
duet of an inferior still which has no refining still attached. 
Good mescal is much injured in taste by the addition of 
water, 
A remarkable drink is sometimes made in the following 

way. ‘The meseal when ready for market is put back in the 
refining still. Over the wooden fuunel is hung « very fat 
turkey, or a couple of very fat hens, also a bag of cloves, 
and perhaps one of cinnamon, or other spice. The products 
of distillation as they rise give up a large part of their fusel 
oil, whichis absorbed by the fat of the fowls. Inretun, the 
steam takes up a certain quantity of albumen, and some of 
the oil of the spices. The result is a liquor of the nature of 
a cordial, velvety aod rich in taste, without the bum or 
“ent” of spirituous drinks, ‘This drink is called peehuga. 
The fibre of the mescal leaf is yaluable. The leaves ent 

in harvesting are pounded and stripped of theiv coating, and 
the fibre can then be woven into saddle-cloths, bags, ropes, 
ete. Itis quite fine and tough, That the process of getting 
fibre from the leaf is simple, is shown by the fact that 
twenty five pounds of fibre are required from a workman as 
his day's task. 

THE SPRINGFIELD RACER IDENTIFIED. 

Editor Hovest and Stream: 
Let me beg the space of a few lines on the “snake ques- 

tion,” which in some form or other makes its appeurance in 
nearly every one of your issues. 

The new snake ((*. cursor) described by your correspond- 
ent last week from Massachusetts is quite eyidently one of 
our best-known serpents, the mountain black snake (Celuher 
absoletus obsaletua Say), Cope, Check List, p. 89. (Seolaphis 
allegheniensis, of Baird and Girard, Cat, No. Am, Reptiles, 

i lee 
. This snake somewhat resembles the common Busermiui. 
ronstrictor, but is longer and more powerlully built, although 
io length it never exceeds six or seven feet. By skinning a 
large specimen and stretching it out to dry, the minimum 
length given by Mr, Horstord might be reached: in which 
case the skin would be less than the actual proportions in 
width; hence the supposition that the species is of slimmer 
build than the black snake, The coloring of a typical 
specimen would correspond very well to thal given by Mr, 
H. as characteristic of his ‘‘black racer,” as also does its ex- 
treme pugnacily, which renders if one of the most ineon- 
venient to handle of all our won-yenomous serpents, In 
general habits it closely resembles fhe black snake and the 
rest of our tree-climbing snakes. 

But when we come to the tales of ils marvelous ciinuing. 
we must be allowed to reserve a doubt. Surely a snake 
which vould conceive the idea of striking a farmer across 
the back and then quickly hiding in the bay behind him, 
would be so far ahead of all its race in power of scheming, 
that the scientili¢ naturalist and the theologian alike might 
he pardoned for considering that they had a clue, slight 
though it be, to the specific identity of the famous ophidian 
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which played its part so well in the little drama enacted 
fenerations of snakes ago, with Mothcr Eve, Alas! we may 
pardon the ambitions of ohseletvs obsoletus, but that proud 
eminence must be denied him until he better proves his 
elaim. AntTucr Erwirmy brown, 
Zoonocrcat Garpes, PHILADELPHIA. July 29, 1284, 

A Votcr ror tHe Sparrows.—The great depredations of 
the Hessian fly and the wheat worm among the grain in 
many sections of Chester and Delaware counties, during the 
avason just closed, ia ascribed by many farmers to the vast 
sliughter of the English sparrows. _by an act passed at a 
revent session of the Legislature of Penusylvania i! is now 
lawtul to destioy the sparrow wherever found. Would it 
not be wise for the farmiug community to observe the ac- 
tions of these busy little bodies and ascertain whether the 
above theory has any foundiution in fact? What few seeds 
the sparrows devour would scarcely be worth mentioning, 
if, in returo, they destroyed those insects and laryee injun- 
ous to the grain, Give the sparrows anotiier chance.—Oc- 
CASIONAL. 

Rorm-Sparrow “Fisticurrs,—Dr, HE. Sterling, of Clevé- 
land, O., sends us a Leader of that city with this account of 
a bird fight which was witnessed by hundreds of people: 
An interesting fight was observed in Monumental Park 
yesi¢rday afternoon. A robin was hopping about picking 
up morsels of bread, bits of peanuts, etc , when it was at- 
tacked by several sparrows. The robin fought vigorously 
for at least half an hour, killing three of the sparrows, when 
reinforcements for the enemy coming up the robin beat a 
apes but had scarcely gone twenty yards when he fell 
dead.” 

ALBINO SpaRrnow.—Philadelphia, July 25,—Among the 
English sparrows in the neighborhood of Ridge and Lehigh 
avenues, Philadelphia, there can every day be seen a white 
English sparrow, 

Camp Sire 
“That reminds me.’ 

WE day, myself and friend were returning from a yery 
unfruitful shooting expedition down the Island. We 

were driving «bout us obstinatea muleasI had ever seen, 
and, beat and bang him as we would, le would’nt go taster 
than a walk. We had visited every point, and literally 
‘searched the prairie high and Iw,” but bad not been re- 
warded with a single feather. Finsllv we gave up in dis- 
gust, We had gone some distance toward home, and were 
crossing a slight marsh, when suddenly a snipe got up di- 
rectly in frout of the mule aud flew straight away, I was 
driving, but T,, happening to be ready, fired. A’ slight jolt 
of the cart at the moment of pulling the trigger, caused him 
to miss his bird, but he didn’t miss the mule. Took about 
three inches of hisrvightecaroff. A wild steam engine could'nt 
have jumped lorward with greater speed, than did that 
mule. JI was immediately spilled out of the back of the 
Wagon on my back in about three inches of water. T. had 
fared worse than 1; in going oyer the side of the wheel, he 
sprained his armseverely, We watched the mule until te 
disappeared, butas long as we could see him he was malung 
betier time than ever did Maud 8, Of course he broke 
things up generally; the wagon cost us $25 for repairs, As 
for T. and myself, we walked ito town, a distance of four 
miles, picking up a cartridve bilt, a coffee pot, ete., in the 
line of the wagou’s mad flight. Nemo, 

Gatvrston, Texas, 

Hlicherings. 

My nearest neighbor at my camp at the lake, four miles 
from here, is an old farmer named Robert Gotham, who 
has passed two seore years on his farm at the “end of the 
road,” as itis called in Muaidsiome. His ucte is every time 
good for the face of it, but he. nevertheless, is often quoted 
as the biggest liar in the ccuntry, so tar as fish ani bear 
stories go. One day the old gentlemen and one of his sons, 
about twentyive years old, were at my camp, when one of 
the guests interrowated hin, concerning some of the experi- 
ence he must have had with bears during the many years he 
had lived on the outskirts of civilization, and the old cent, 
warming to business, began, ‘Wall, one night jest afore dark, 
Twas out south of the lake goin’ home with the cows, when 
Tyun onter a h'ar, and,” said he, in 9 tone that carried con- 
yiction with it, *‘l mounted that War's back, an Lrode him 
more’n a mile an er half through the woods, by J 3.7 
His listeners guiped some, endeayoring lo swallow the story 

_ whole, when the son, who had thus far remained silent, 
rushed to thei relief with *‘Yes, that’s so, father done it.” 
They believed it then, Coos, 
New HAsMPsnire, 

fiyery community hasits fishermen, He is @ character. 
He is a suceess. Luck he has, but he is often invested with 
enough of the mysterious to inspire the belief that by rea- 
80n of superior tact and knowledge, he has become master 
of the situition. Hence he is an oracle, and his tales com- 
mand the credulity of the masses. Such a man was Shaw 
onthe Muskineum River. He could cateb fish when he 
wanted to, and catch any fish he desired. Ameng the many 
whoadmired and envied him, was the learnd, wealthy, 
uristocrali¢ Dr. R. of B. Approaching him one day, Dr. R., 
said: ‘It you will give me your secret, I will keep it, ancl 
sive you five dollars.” The bargain was struck, and bend- 
ing down Jow 10 the Doctor’s ear, Shaw whispered: »*When- 
ever yon geta bite, jerk.” kK. 
Towa. 

JOEHS PROM TUK GenmMaNn'rown ‘'TRLEGRAPH.’—Hdison 
has worn his head nearly bald trying to invent a machine 
that would calculate with some kind of accuracy the differ- 
ence betwren the fish when it is first taken out of the Water 
sand When it gets into the newspapers, Angling extraot- 
dinary.—Customer (in # great hurry): A small paper of 
Limericks, please, and be quick, I want Lo catch a train, —— 
A Philadelphia sportsman returning home on the Baltimore 
Ruilroad, after a few days’ woodcoeck shooting rlown ihe 
Delaware, was thus accosted by a fellow passenger: **Have 
pretty good sport?” *‘No—very poor. Birds wild—rain in 
torrents—dogs no use, Only got five brace!” “Make birds 
dear, won’tit?” ‘You're right. LTassure you T paid $1a 
brace this morning.” 

Susp Brow.—In this sultry summer season fishing with 
the faney fy fast has fown with tue flowing waters and the 
flight of timorous time, ind to the ardent angler is left the 
thrice-thrilling thouzht of the regal wrig@le and royal radi- 
ane: of the shimmering sheen of the shining shad.—Mpat- 
Haws, 

Game Bag and Gan. 
GAME RESORTS.—We are always glad. to recewe for pub- 

lication such notes of desirable game resorts as may be of help 
to the readers of FOREST AND STREAM. Wil not ov corre- 
spondents faror us with such advice? 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ud- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay, 

AN OLD ALABAMA HUNTER. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
Pleace publish the following specimen of notes Il am often 

receiving {from entire strangers. These old hunters well 
know what they sre about when they want to wet deer, and 
it is idle lor fancy lunters and others to try and put them 
down, Iknow ail about deer hunting with buckshot, hav- 
ing goue all through this schvol with an M. L. during 
the Florida war, 1888-39-40. Many and many are the 
like camp hunts £ have participated in, and I know 
such ‘old hunters’ to be hunters in fact, and that no 
prejudice nor fashion will ever induce them to use 
any other weapon than the one which will give them the 
most game, I made this point specially known to all gun- 
makers in my last, and other articles, in your columns. 
Here is the short but pointed note: 
“YORKLAND, Alabama, July 16, 1888.—Major, you are 

right, Stiek: When we go camp huuting herefor deer we 
lay down our B, L. guns, and take up our fathers’ old M. L, 
gun, The B, Ls. scatter buckshet too much, and do not 
penetrate like our old B, Ls, The B. Ls. cripple, but the 
M, Ls. drive the shot throngh ‘md through, ‘This is only 
in reference to shotguns. The B. Ls, [rifles] won't do fur 
decr hunting and lony 1ange. Stick to it, Major; you are 
right,—Aw OLp ALABAMA HUNTER.” = 

Here we have it in practice, straight and good, right from 
the camp of the life-long hunters in the pine woods of “old 
Alabame,” where deer forty vears ago were ‘‘were as thick 
as hops.” ‘This postal note yividly 1ecalls to mind our own 
eump fires in Alabama torty-two years ago, when the pine 
knots, called ‘‘lightwood,” so beautifully lighted up the tall 
pine forests by night as to render it s picture which no pen 
or peneil can portray. 
Tmast tell my hunting friend a little story about these old 

hunters. In 1840 three mounted compunies ef the 2d 
Regt., U. 8. Dragoous, were ordered to march from Florida 
west to the Choctaw and Chickasaw country, now the In- 
dian Territory, bordering on Texas. 1 was one of the num- 
ber in that 1,200 miles march, We passed through the 
southern half of Alabama, then a new and almost unin- 
habited country. One night there came into our camp, in 
the deep pine woods, one of the old pioneer hunters. He 
was mounted on his Ininting “mar”? and clothed in his deer 
and ‘coon-skin toggery. He carried his long Kentucky ritle 
on his shoulder, and strapped to bis saddle were many 
haunches of venison and 4 tew wild turkeys. He had been 
out hunting that day, he said, and brought his game te camp 
fo sell, As we were living on “‘bard tack and sali meat,” his 
game found a ready sale at fifty cents each piece. Never 
haye I seen a person more delighted. 

“Tab me,” said he, as he received each half dollar in his 
hands, ‘'] have never seen so mich bright money before since 
T came to ‘Alabam’, and that's nigh five years ago, Look 
here, strangers, if you'll only ‘low me to hunt as you march 
along I will bring ye plenty of deer meat into camp every 
night, but as to ‘har’ meat i can’t promise ye. I reckon 
how's this old ‘mai’ kin trayel as far as yours kin in a day 
and hunt besides.” 

“Yes, yes! old hunter, 1 give you the privilege, and you 
may follow us clear to the Indian country if you like. We 
will buy all your game, and be yery much obliged to you 
besides,” 

‘JT thanis you, Lieutenant,” said he; “then [ll camp with 
ye to-night and be right off on your flank after deer and 
‘bar’ to-morrow.” 

Barly on the next morning he saddled his “mar,” mounted, 
and, with his ever trusty muzzleloader, diswppeared in the 
dark pine woods. As the night came on the old hunter 
emerged from the forest and joined our camp again, He 
came Joaded down with venison and turkeys as before. For 
these he was paid in half silyer dollars, and as he received 
each, he looked at it, turned it over and oyer again in his 
hand, and his joy and astonishment were so great at his 
good Inck that he kept on repeating, “Lah, lah is me. I've 
not seen so much bright money ufore since I first came 
to ‘Alabam’, aud that’s nizh on five years I reckon, God 
bless ye all, and the good days that has come to my luck. 
Tl hang to ye as long as I kin, and when I'm done 1 reckon 
how my-old ‘mi’ will take me home agin to see Polly aud 
the children.” 

For severl days this good old hunter hong on our flanks 
by day and encamped with us by night. On each day he 
came in louded down with game, and this gave us our 
daily frcsh broils of these delicacies, and also added te his 
leather purse more “‘bright half silver dollars” than he had 
seen for years before, He kept with us, huntiny as we 
marched, until we had reached the western borders of his 
State, and there arouud the camp-fire, with a hearty *‘good 
luck to you home,” we parted in deep regret with our ‘old 
hunter,” 

He was then young (like myself), but whe knows but that 
this ‘‘ald hunter,” who sends me this postal card, now he- 
come (like myself) well frosted in years, is the same who fed 
us—verily the children of ‘Uncle Sam”’—with manna in 
the wilderness, a Jong, long time ago? Whether this he so, 
or whether it is his son, or the sons of others that are now 
using the old muzzle-loaders of their fathers in preference 
to the new breech-loaders, I say to you ove and _ all, that 
you should and must know which of these give you the most 
game in camp. 

T believe the muzzle-loader the best for buckshot, but not 
for bird shot or a Close target, T think it much saferagainst 
bursting, My trlais are yet to be made. 

Old hunters if you are right “Stick.” 
May. H. W. Mereive, 

The race of hunters has not yet perished from the earth. 
The Red Bluff Cause has this account of a famous 
California shot; ‘The old gent.eman is now nearing his 
three score and ten years, wears his ‘plug’ hat, Aste HS 
lively as a boy of sixteen, and has every appearance of hv- 
jing Uwenty years longer. The Majoi is» uoted deer and 
bear hunier, and whenever lie comes to. town ‘he is sure to 
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visit the Case office and give us au account of hig recent 
hunting exploits. The Major wasin excellent mood last 
evening, and as we sat in front of the office. enjoying the 
cool evening breeze, he told us of hislast big hunt. He 
said that he took it into his head that there were some old 
fat bucks about six or eight miles from his place, so he 
saddled up his horse, took down his trusty tvifle, and started 
for the hunting ground. His objective point was nearthe 
foot of South Yalla Balla Mountain, where there are sey- 
eral Ticks,’ He arrived there, ‘pitched camp,’ put the horse 
on good grass, cooked supper and had a good night's sleep. 
Next morning he visited the licks just about daylight, and 
succeeded in bagging vleyen of the finest old bucks he says 
he eyer saw. The Major is a center shot and didn’t lose a 
deer he took sight on and fired at. After he got all the dcer 
meat he wanted he concluded to skirmish arouid a litile 
and see if there were any ‘bar’ in the country. He did not 
haye to hunt yery long before he found one, a brown bear, 
which he killed and took into camp, It was tolerably fit 
and weighed about 200 pounds, He also killed a nice fat 
yearling of the same species. The Major thinks he did 
pretty well in five days, haying killed and cured the meat 
of eleven hucks and two bears. He says about a mile or A 
niile and a half from his place, on the south fork of Cotton- 
woot Creek, there are the finest, largest trout in the coun- 
try, and plenty of them, too. Pleasure seekers and invalids 
would find the Major’s ranch a nice place to spend i few 
days or weeks during the hot weather, 

A DEER HUNT AT LAKE HARNEY. 

Soe twenty odd miles from Enterprise, Fla , is Lake 
: Harney, where, I was informed, deerabound. <A few 
days after my arrival at Enterprise, Mr. C. and myself de- 
cided that we would make a trip to the Jake region and try 
our Iuck. 
We therefore set about making our preparations, guides, 

horses and dogs were engaged, and proyisions procured. 
It was ona lovely morning, about the middle of Pebruary, 
that our cavalcade started from the Brock House, with the 
best wishes of our friends for success, mingled with ex- 
pressed doubts as cur having anything to show on our re- 
turn, Our party consisted of Mr. C., the Doctor (who was 
not & sporting man}, myself and two guides. Our pack 
contained eight dogs, not beauties, but good workers for all 
that, No pilzrims to a promised land ever passed aver at 
more uninteresting path. If wound mostly through sernb 
oak and sterile pine Jands, the monotony being relieyed now 
and then by a stretch of prairie, At last we reached our 
destination, the cabin of an old *‘eracker,” the here of many 
an explgit in the field; and tired from our journey, were 
soon asleep in our beds in the loft, through the cracks of 
which we could see the stars as they kept their watch over 
us. 

Early Monday morning we partook of our breakfast. 
Half-baked corn-bred, bacon floating around in a big dish of 
grease, cold sweet potatoes and coffee, the latter good, (Our 
provisions which we sent by boat did not arrive until the 
day we-left, and the above ment was scrved every meal in 
succession during our stsy. Imeexly asked for a hot potato, 
and my request was received with horror. The idea of eat. 
ing anything so rich was unknown.) We were soon on our 
horses, and had gone but a short way when a doe sprjne 
from the ground, She received asalute and was off un 
injured, A little later the hounds struck a hot trail, which 
they followed to the edge of a grass pond, where they were 
hafiled, A few rods from the shore was a small island, aod 
stationing ourselves so as to command it, the dogs were 
urged on. They had searcely reached it before a fine year- 
ling buek leftit and swam direetly for the pomt at which 
Mr, ©. was stationed, As the deer neared him he spring up 
and gave him both barrels, which proved effective, anil we 
soon had him hung and drawn. Although several more 
deer were started no one succeeded in getling a shot, and 
we returned to our cabin, 

The next day » deer was killed early io the morning, and 
that completed the second day’s bag. Wednesday wis 
taken fora day of rest for the horses, while onr colored 
guide, known as Uncle. started off to find the dogs, the 
larger part. of which had wandered. His qnest was re- 
warded and ahout noon he returned with the truants. Early 
in the evening we took-our tent, as we had decided to camp 
for the night at a spot known as the “Hundred Acre Pocket” 
so as to be on the ground early in the morning, and expecterl 
1o obtain large returns from hunting thé viemity. 

Our ‘‘cracker” host, who accompanied us on Our hunts, 
qwas a character of a type unbeknown to me heretofore. \ 
small, wiry man, of wonderful endurance, he would shoulder 
his muzzle-loader of antique make, and we never seemed to 
tire him, he on foot, we on horse, Jt was a hard country 
to ride over and must haye been a hard one to tramp, 
Scrub oak and pine which tore the flesh of man gnu beast, 
dry bogs, clinging mire, all were encountercd, His Suu, on 
which he doted, had almost kilied him once, recoiling and 
striking him in the groin, injuring him so seyerely that for 
three weeks he lay between life and death. At another time 
it broke his collar hone. A cheerful plaything to handle, 
that gun. 

Our guide selected our camping ground, and after mulding 
.a good fire, for the night was chilly, we turnedin. I have 
spent 2 Zood many nights in camp, and some of them lave 
been far from comfortable, but for downright torture let me 
recommend the Florida flea; and this creature put in Ins 
best work on me that night, I had to sit in front of the fire 
fighting all the night through until dawn. Our friend 
“Teckoned” we bad struck an old hogs’ nest, Whatever we 
had struck, we struck it heavy. Halfan hour after sunrise 
that day we killed a small doe, and late in the evening got a 
shot at another which escaped. : ' 
On our return to the cabin we were coldly received by all 

excepling the Doctor, who, as I have said, did not shoot. 
It seemed he cansed all the trouble by being courteous to the 
married daughter of our host. The Doctor had takena 
good supply of books, and had lent one tothe “lady” in 
question, As she appeared to enjoy it he offered her another. 
This attention made the hushand yery jealous, amd he in- 
formed the Doctor that if his wife wanted reading matter he 
could buy it for her. Mild expostulations were of 10 nse, 
and I fear the poor Doctor's visit was not a pleasant one tifter 
that, 

Friday, the last day of the hunt, was to be used in going 
oyer the ground at Hogpen Branch, Hour after hour was 
spent in beating the most favorable-looking places, but 
never a trail was struck, At last, however, the es pave 
tongue in a small thicket, which we surrounded, Soon I 
heard « noise in the brush; and see from my horse — 
waited, Presently two bucks appeared on the edge of the — 

a 
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woods immediately in front of meé; creeping a little closer 1 
pee the one haying the best horns. He sprang into the 
air and then started on a run; gaye him the second barrel, 
but on he dashed, the second one by his side. Disgusted at 
having failed on the only shot I had hud offered me, I 
mounted and joined the vest of the party, We feared we 
would return empty-handed, but fate ordered it otherwise. 
We had nof gone far before a doe sprang from the palmetto 
directly in front of one of the guides, who dropped her very 
neatly. She was soon shine on his horse henind him, and 
we resumed our homeward path. 
Saturday we returned to Enterprise, and although no 

game had fallen to my gun, I nevertheless recall with pleas- 
ure my hunotat Harney, Cyp. 
OonnneTicuT, 

WOODCOCK NOTES. 
Hditoy Forest and Stream: 

There is hardly a sportsman in the vicinity of Worcester 
who ‘approves that cliuse in our game Jaw which permits 
the shooting of woodcock in the month of August, conse- 
quently there is very little enthusiasm manifested over 
“opening day.” Thie reasons for this disapproval are several, 
and have been so fully discussed in Forusr anp STREAM 
that it is hardly worth while to allude to them. But so long 
as the law remains unchanged there will be a good mahy 
who will go for them on the principle that “if I don’t some- 
body else will.” So August first found a good many of the 
local sportsmen out bright and early in search of the long- 
bills. The scene at the rendezvous in ‘Shattuck’s’ was 
quite in contrast to that usually witnessed on the evening of 
September 1, which date is considered really the opening 
of the bird-shooting season. A few dropped in, however, to 
report their success and see what the others had done. The 
day was exceptionally comfortable for the season, and as a 
rule the boys enjoyed a very fair day's sport and some very 
respectable bags were made, eleven birds to two gurs being 
the hest reported. The birds killed were in tolerably good 
condition, haying only just commenced moulting, 

There is every indication of a good supply of partridges 
and quail, and it is to be earnestly hoped that the boys, 
having been out and got the “fever off,” will now be willing 
to “let up” till the first of September, which is quite early 
enough to commence bird shooting in Mussachusetts. K. 
WorczsTer. Mass,. August 18, 1888, 

Hiitor Forest and Stream: 
The Board of Supervisor of Dutchess county, N. Y., in 

1880, passed an ordinance forbidding all shooting of game 
for the purpose of selling or of expo-ing for sale either in 
or out of the county; ail transportation of game either by 
corporations, companies or individuals, for themselves or 
others, for the purpose of selling the same; the killing of 
woodcock or squirrels during the month of August. The 
right of the Board to pass such an ordinance was fully 
admitted, and has -been generally respected, although not 
satisfactory to many, A resolution was brought forward at 
the session of the Board in 188% to make it Jawful for resi- 
dents of this county to kill woodeock on and after August 
1, 1888. But they shall not be killed for the purpose of ex- 
posing the same for sale, and in no Case shall any person sell 
the same, and the Committee on Laws be directed to frame 
an ordimance accordingly. 
The record following reads: “‘Resolution was referred to 

Committee on Laws.” 
But there is no record io show that said committee ever 

took any further notice of the resolution or vote of the 
Board: 

Still some members of the Board, and spectators that were 
present, were very positive that the resolution was actually 
passed at the time of its discussion, and it is so marked, and 
on the clerk’s minutes as corroborative evidence, is the fact 
that ati a subsequent meeting, a motion that ‘‘the resolution 
changing the time for killing woodcock in. this county be 
reconsidered,” was defeated. In view of the foregoing facts, 
the question now is, cav residents in this county kill wood- 
cock in the month of August? It is quite certain that no 
non-resident his the right; and has any one? 

Iii is reported that the prospect for fall shooting is better 
thau for seyeral years past; but that is not saying much, as 
game of nearly all kinds has hecome lamentably scarce of 
late years. 
When # boy—more than fifty years ago—partridge, quail, 

and squirrels were numerous, and pigeons, in their season, 
multitudinons. Flocks of pigeons were numerous, and miles 
in extent, overshadowing the land like elouds. J. H. D. 
Povankerpsin, N.Y., Aug. 1. 

(The supervisors ought to be able to tell whether they 
pussed the resolution or uot. ‘ 
of some civil serviee reform in their office. Our correspond- 
ent, for whose opition we have great respect, declares ‘it is 
quite certain that no non-resident has the right’ to shoot 
woodcock in August in Dutchess county. We hazard the 
conjecture that a non-resident of the county has exactly the 
same right, no more, no less, that a resident has. UW we are 
wrong. we would gladly be corrected.] 

, 

4 PRAIRIE CHICKEN NOTES. 

HEARD to-day of a bevy of fifteen young prairie 
chickens (pinnated grouse), They were about the size 

of quail, T have no doubt there will be tsyo sizes of young 
chicks in the field this 14th of August, some fully grown and 
other broods so young that they can’t hardly fiy. These 
will give a chance to the tyro to fill wp his bag, and crow 
over the genuine sportsman, for no man who is expert with 
the shofgun will like to shoot these half-callow young. and 
the small boy or poor shot will delight in the opportunity 
fo count in these little fellows against the large, foll-crowe 
ones of the crack shot, and say, ‘I killed as many as So-and- 
So, and be is considered tle best shot in this country.” 
Now, boys, never kill these little fellows, but just remem- 

ber where you saw them, and go back in about four weeks 
and you will be rewarded with fine, large, plump birds in- 
stead of the little soft things you flushed on the 14th, one 
month before. They will li¢ just as close for your dows and 
‘you will enjoy one of them better than thvee of the little 
ones, The first time I ever shot prairie chickens I killed 
two of these small fry, and they looked and felt: so soft that 
1 ashamed of myself, and [, for one, don’t ‘shoot them 
any more and won't shoot in the field with a man who docs. 
Another thing, let us as men shoot only enough to supply 

our own tables aud not try to give all our friends a dinner 
tae airie chickens the 16th; for who has divided his 
b the ev ing of his first day out—only he who has been 

md come in with more than he wanted for his 
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TABLE OF OPEN GAME SEASONS. 

REVISHD TO AUGUST, 18838. 

General Provisions. 

lt ix wnliaoful: To kill, have in possession, transport or sell game birds, animals and fish, save only in the 
open season for exch given below; to net or snare game birds or animals; to take or kill game fishes by any other 
means than anglin 5! so; to shoot waterfowl at night, or with any other than shonlder-guns; to hunt rabbits with 
ferrets; to enter inclosed land for shooting withont consent of owner; to kill except for scientific purpose 
insectivorous or song birds at any time, or to rob yests of wild birds (except birds of prey). 

Laws forbidding export of game obtain in Colorado, Connecticut, Dakota, Delaware, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Missouri, Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, Wisconsin, Ontario, Wyoming. Discriminations against non-vesiilenty 
obtain inDelaware. lowa, Missouri, New Brunswick, New Jersey, North Carolina, Nova Scctia, Quebec, Tennessee. 

The dates mark the beginning and end of the period during which it is lawful to kill game, 

Woodcock. . Wildfowl. 

| 

Js eben es pee ee 

July 1-Jan 1 
| July 1-Feb J 

July 4Jan 1 
July 1-Jan 1 
July 10-Jan t 

Sept 1-Dee 1 
June 15-Feb 1 
Aug 1-Jan 1 
Aug 1-Jan 1 
July 4-Noy 1 

| July 1-Jan 10 

Aug 1-Mar 1 
July 4-Jan 1 
Aug 1-May 1 

“July 4- 
Sept 1-Feb 1 

“Sept 1-Mar 1 
July 1-Feh 1 

Jan 1 | 

July 10-Jan 1), 

Oct 1-May 1 
Sep 15-Mar 15 

“Sept 1-April 1 
| 

_ Sept 1-Apr 15) 
| Ang 15-May 1 
Sept 1-Apr 15) 
Aug 15-May 1) 

Sept 1-May 1 
Nov 1-Mar 31 
Sept 1-Apr 1 | 
Sept 1-May 1 | 
Sept 1-May 15} 

| Sept 1-Apr 1 
| Aug 1-Apr 1 

| Aug 1-Apr 1 
| Sept 1-Apr1 | 
| Aug 15-May 1) 
’ Sept 1-Apr 1 | 
Sept 1-May 15) 

| Sept 1-Apr 15) 
| Sept 1-Mar 1 | 
| 

| ‘Nov 1-Apr 1 | 

“Aug 15-May15 

Pinnated 
Grouse. 

Aug 1-Marl | 
Aug 15-Dec 1) 
Sept 1-Feb 1 
Ang 15-Dee 1 | 
Sept 1-Jan 1 

“Sept Nov 1 | 
Aug 15-Oct 1 | 

Aug 15-Feb 1 | 
Aug 15-Mar 1) 
Aug 14-Feb 1 | 

| Sept 1-Mar 15; 
i 

Noy 1-Jan 1 
Sept 1-Jan 1 
June 15-Apr 1 
Oct 1-Jan 1 

ree eta beter ee 

| Aug 15-Jan 1 | 
Sept 1-Peb 1 
Ang 15-Jan 4 | 
Jly 15-Noy 15) 

Wild Turkey. 

Oct 20-May 1 

“Sept 1Jan 1 
Noy 1-Feb 1 
Oct t-Jan 1 

“Sept 1-Feb 1 
Oct 1-Apr 15 

Oct 1-May 1 
Sept 15-Mar 1 

JV Sea Er) VS Gi RO Po Soest ac oes ck 

| Nov 1-Jan 15 
| Oct LJan 1 

Sept 15-Mar1é 
Sept 15-May 1 
Sep 15-May 15 

If they cannot, there is need’ 

STATES,  Ruffed Quail. Deer. 
Etc. Grouse. 

Alabama}... 5. W2- Sep 15-Mar 16, Oct 20-Feb 14 
Califor’a.) Oct 1-Mar1 | Octi-Mari1 | July 1-Noy 1 
Color’do.| Oct 1-Noy1 | Protected | Sept 1-Jan 1 
onn..... j Oct LJant | OctlJan 1 j:...+6-..-5.= 

Dakota...) Ang 15-Jan1! Aug 15Jan 1) SeptiJan1 | 
Delaw’e..| Nov 15-Jan 15, Noy 15-Jan 15!.............. 
Dist. Col..| Aug 1-Feb1 | Nov1-Feb1 | Aug 15-Jan 1 
GEORGIA. 2 Uae ete | Apr 1-Oct1 | Apr L-Oct 1 
daho. Prot’d Sep *83; Prot’d Sep *88° Aug 1-Mar 1 
Illinois Octivani | Octidan1 | Sept 1-Jan 15 
Indiana ..| Oct 15 Dee 20' Oct 15-Dec 20, Oct 1-Jan 1 
lowa...... Oct 1Jan1 | Oct 1-Jan 1 Sept 1-Jan 1 
WGN Sse tee thea te Pooyelstar: |: Say tay 
Kent’cky.|) Oct 1-Mar1 | Oct1-Mari | Sept 1-Mar J 
L’siana Oct 1-Apr 1 | Oct 1-Apr 1 Oct 1-Mar 1 
Maine....| Sept 1-Dec1 | Prot’d Sep °83) Oct 1Jan 1 | 
Maryl’nd.| Aug 15-Jani | Nov 1-Dec 24),....... atten 3 
Mass.....,, Sept i-Jan1 | Oct 15-Jan1 | Protected 
Michigan) Sept 1-Jan1 | Novi-Jan1 | Oct 1-Dec 1 
Minn .....) Sept1-Dee1 | Octi-Jani | Dee 1-Dee 15 
Miss’pi... Oct i-May 1 | Octi-May1 | Sept 15-Mar 1 
Missouri.! Oct 15-Fehb1 | Oct 15-Feb i | Sept 1-Jan 15 
Montana.! Au 15-Jan 1| Prot’d to’85 | Aug 10-Feb1 
Nebr’ska,| Aug 15-Feb 1) Oct1-Dec1 | Oct 1-Jan1 
Nevada..| Sept 1-Apri | Septt-Apri | Augi4Dec 1 
N. Brons) Ochtvan dL) jx. ces he Aiea 
N. Hamp.) Sept 1-Feb1 ; Sept 1-Feb1 | Sept 1-Dec 1 
N.Jersey.| Nov1-Jan1 | Noyi-Jan1 | Oct 31, 1884 

. Mex...| Sept 1-May 1 | Sept 1-May 1 | Sept 1-May 1 
N. York..| Septi-Jan1 | Novi-Jani | Aug \-Dee 1 
N. C’lina.) Oct 1-Apri | Octd-Apri1 | Aug15-Feb 15 
Ni Scotia.; Octi-Jant |...-......--.- Ree Be oe facet 
Aiostee, Sept 1-Jan1 | Novi-Jan1 | Oct 14-Noy 20 

Ontario Sept 1-Jan1 | Oct i-Jani | Oct1-Dec15 
Oregon...) July 15-Jan1) July 15-Jan 1} July 1-Nov 1 
Penna....) Oct 1-Jan 1 Oct 15-Jan 1 | Oct 1-Dee 31 
Quebec.., Sept 15-Jan 1|..-.........+- Sept 1-Feb 1 
R. Island.) Sept 1-Feb1 | Oct 15-Jan1 |...-.......... 
S. C’lina..| Sep 15-Mar 15) Sept15-Mar15) Sept 1-Mar 1 
Tenn..... Sept 15-Mar 1| Sept 15-Mar 1) Sept 1-Mar 1 
Texas July 31-Mar 1| Sept 1-Mar 1 
Utah tect: | Aug15-Mar15) Aug 15-Mar15; Aug 1-Dec 1 
Vermont.) Sept -Mar dt |........2....; Prot’d Nov 86 
Virginia..| Aug t-Febi | Noy i-Feb1 | Sept 1-Jan 15 
Wash. T..! Aug 15-Jan1| Protected | Aug 15-Jan1 
West Va.) Sept 1-Feb1 | Oct 15-Jan 1} Sept 1-Jan 15 
Wiscons. Aug 15-Jan 1 | Aug 15-Jan 1} Sept 15-Jan 1 
Wyom’g... Aug 15-Oct 15] Prot’d to’87 | Aus 1-Noy 15) 

| | | 

own family, If birds are scarce, put up with a few the tiret 
day, and don’t, don’t for humanity’s sake kill just to fill the 
bag and be compelled to throw a part of them away, 

MARK. 
Morning Sun. Ia,, July 27. 

HorpinGg Aupnav,—Prof. Alfred M. Mayer, who contrib- 
uted to our columns the results of some experiments to 
determine the yelocity.of shot, has this to say abont ‘hold- 
ing ahead,” in his article on “‘Bob White” in the August 
Centuxy: “To become a successful shot at Bol White, the 
sportsman should bear in mind that Bob, immediately after 
he has sprung, flies with a velocity which probably exceeds | 
that of any other bird; and also that, unless fairly hit, he 
can carry off alarge number of pellets. When a covey 
springs, it rises at a considerable angle with the ground. 
Hence, in shooting at a bird in a flushed covey, the sports- 
man of unsteady nerve and sluggish muscles is apt to under- 
shoot, the bird vising with such velocity that hy the time 
the gunner has brought his gun into position the bird has 
passed above his line of sight. Asarule, i think that about 
oné second generally elapses between the instant of spring- 
ing of the bird and the moment of fire. This interval gives 
the bird time to gain a moderately horizontal line of flight, 
and allows the sportsman to get a fair aim. In shooting 
at a0 incoming bird, let him be out of sight and just below 
the rib of your gun atthe moment of firing. Ata bird 
going overhead, wait till he has passed well over; then 
shoot mdeyr him, At straightway shots hold a little high, 
so that you just catch a glimpse of the bird over your | 
barrels. In shooting at cross shots, it should be under- 
stood that the velocity of an omee of No. $ shot driven 
with three drams of powder is near to 900 feet per second. 
In that second a Bob White, if under full headway, will go 
88 feet, if we estimate the velocity of his flight so low ss 
only a mile a minute, Ifhe is fiying Girectly across your 
line of sight and thirty yards off, the shot will take one- 
tenth of 4 second to reach that distance, and in one-tenth of 
a second the bird has gone over cight and cight-tenths feet. 
So, if we should fire a snap-shot directly at a cross-flying 
bird thirty yards distant, the center of a cloud of shot 
would fall abont nine feet behind himn, and he would pass 

dimensions you know, and then guess its length. 
You will, after sa few trials, be satisfied that the 
estimation of actual lengths at thirty yards is very lonse 
guess-work, <A beginner who, out of three shots can bring 
one Bol) White to b.g, need not he disconraged or ashamed ; 
with sufficient practice, he may one day kill one eut of twa 
birds fired at. The sportsman who does not select his shots 
(and no man reaJly a sportsman can do that), but takes his 
chances in the open and in covert on all hirds which offer a 
probability of success to his skill, and who, the season 
through, brings to his bag three out of five birds fited at, is 
an accomplished sportsman. If he can make three suc- 
cessful shots out of four, he is a phenomenal marksman.” 

THe “Cenrury” Inicstrarions.—Hditor Horest and. 
Stream; Yt may be a trifle bold tor one who is not an artist 
to criticise the work of James C. Beard, but it seems lo me 
that artist. has not done himself justice in his illustrations of 
Mayer's article on Bob White, in the August Century. 
Neither of the birds shown on page 484 has the genuine 
quail (termed by Mayer partridge) presence. The one 
standing erect (whether intended for male or female, | am 
unable to say) has the face of a pigeon, theother that of a 
hawk. Notice the hind claw of the latter. It is an abortion. 
There is hardly an intimation of the bright and heantiful 
colors of Bob in the illustrations, while the fect of the birds 
are, as a. rule, entirely too long, the one in the last ilustra- 
tion having the feet of a smpe, Seemingly the Century, 
which has such a world-wide reputation for excellence of 
cuts, ought to be careful not toallow adropol any kind.—S. 

PumApEnrisA Novres.—Philadelphia, August 4,—Ior 
the past week grass ployer have been passing over our 
city in great numbers during the night; their mellow whistle 
has been heard continuaily. Many of these birds haye set- 
tled on our meadows around the city, and are furnishing 
rather doubtful sport. They are wild an¢ will not bear ap- 
proach, A good crop of seed is predicted and wise ones (2) 
say we will have pienty of rail birds. How they tell I am 
not able to explain. Some of my fishing friends, however, 
siute they saw nota few on the mur neur the edge of the 
reeds at Jow water last week on Timber Creek, N. J.— 

by unseathed. To kill him ‘clean, you must hold nine feet 
ahead of him. Tosome sportsmen, nine feet may seem a 
great distance to ‘hold ahead’ on a cross-flying bird thirty 
yards away, but not to those who have noticed attentively 
the relations of the line of their aim to the position of the 
bird at the very moment they hear the report of their gun. 
Also, estimations of distances in the air beside a small and 
quickly moving object are very unreliable, and often-when 
the sportsmen thinks he has fired only one foot ahead of a 
bird he had really held ahead three feet. Let some one sus- 
pend horizontally in the air an unfamiliar object that 
must-be distant from fence rails and other things whose 

° 
~ 
— 

Homo. 

Curster County, Pa.—The indications are that there will 
be a fair number of partridges, and rubbits iu plenty this fall, 
Gunners are anticipating a good time The winters of the 
two previous seasons were not us severe as those of 1880 and 
1881, and many birds escaped the sportsman’s and pot- 
hunter's “‘seattsr-cuns.” In traveling through the farming 
districts the whistle of Bob White is heard on every side. 
Woodcock are almost unknown. One is met with occa- 
sionally. Summer shooting has about exterminated this 
bird.—Occasionac, 
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Ty tHe [ypmn Ternirory,—sedalia, Mo., July 80.—I 
accepted an invitation to accompany some friends to the 
Indian Territory last week. We found gametomparatively 
Starce. You ean rest assured that the reports of abundance 
of game in the Territory are generally overestimated, There 
is a great deal of game, to be sure, but then hunting is about 
all the business the natives engage in, and the game is wild 
and scattered. 1 was unfortunate in getting my fine pointer 
dog bitten by a rattlesnake, I scarified the wound and 
bathed itinsa solution of carb, ammonia and the dog is 
doing well. A large black bear came within three hundred 
yards of our camp on Saturday evening. but the hoys got 
up such an excitement bruin concluded to seck safer quarters. 
We have eyidence of fine quail shooting here this fall. Come 
ont and sea us. —Ocerpen'. 

A Rep Lurver Day vor Hawxs.—Toms River, N. J,, 
July 30,—While passing through a tract of swamp land on 
my way to a field where doves were reported abundant, 1 
noticed a good-sized bawk sailing along about sixiy yards 
away. Hastily withdrawing the shells loaded with No, 8, 
and substituting these loaded with BB (of which I always 
carry two or three for such an emerzency) I fired, and had 
the satisfaction of seeing him fali, J then started off in that 
direction, bul seeing another hawk approaching, I stepped 
behind a tree, and as soon as he was within range served bim 
the same rations. And then, without changing my position, 
T killed two more hawks which were coming in the same 
way. While “retrieving” my game 1 flushed a very large 
covey of half-srown quail.—T. 

A Diry,—I think it a daty every true sportsman owes to 
the rest of the fraternity to point out places of interest, or 
such localities as his experience shows are such. Those 
whose time is limited for such sporis cannot afford to waste 
it in the search cf such places.—J. H. F. ; 

Oxn10.—Moscow.—The game prospects in this vicinity are 
very good, While out walking the other day I saw many 
young quails. Rabbits and squirrels are plentiful, Good 
sport can he had by coming here after October 1.—G. G. J. 

Sea and diver ishing. 
ANGLING RESORTS.—We shall be glad to have for publi- 

cation notes of good fishing localities, Will not our corre- 
spondents faror us with notes of desirable points for angling 
excursions? 

Toinsure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liahle fo dele, 

THE ANGLER’S SONG. 

Het’ the spring time and the hills! 
Hail to the meadows and the fog! 

Hail to the gorges and the rills! 
All bail the trout “neath yontler lop! 

Have good ¢aré, 

That's his lair: 

Heigh-ho, hop, 

Flip, flap, flop. 

Hail to the shocking old straw hat, 

Second-hand trowsers, coat antl boots. 

Box of worms, lively and fat, 

All hail your hook in these old roots! 

Careless man, 

Mad as bran. 

Neither snap, 
Nor flip, flap. 

Blessed and calm the smiling morn; 

Birds sing wheresoe’er we roam, 

Flowers the fields and woods adorn: 

All hail nry line ‘midst dancing foam! 

Now look out— 

Silent stand— 

And a trout 

Will kiss my band. 

Hail the graceful silyer gleam! 

Lo, a trout, with sudden spring, 

Torms a spray-bow e’er the stream, 

And is added to my string. 

Verbum sap, 

Filip, flop, flap. 

—Hranviwm Old Serap Book, 

LAKE WACCABUC. 

AKE WACCABUC is in Westchester county, New 
4 York, The Indian name of the lake is said to he 

“Wabash,” and there are three lakes connected by narrow 
weedy channels through which a boat can be paddled. 
‘There is a summer boarding house on the west shore, where 
fishing boats and bait can be obtained. The boats are pro- 
vided with wells to keep fish alive in, The lake is seven 
miles from Katonah, on the Harlem Railroad. 

Several vears ago these lakes were stocked with black 
bass, and the fishing for this much lauded fish is good except 
in July and August. Bass weighing from four to six pounds 
are common, they begin biting in February, wheu they are 
taken through the ice, 

Asto the merits of the black bass as a table fish, the resi- 
dents do not consider it equal to the pickerel, and far behind 
the white perch in delicacy. Large black bass are said to be 
strong in flavor, and all are dry, perhaps the style of cooking 
is at fault. Skinning the bass is said to improve its flavor. 

i found the white perch at Wacecabue to bea delicious 
table fish. It combines richness, sweetness, and a commend- 
able lack of small bones. Virtues which recommend it to 
the most exacting gourmand. 
A white perch of from one to two pounds weight is as 

vame asa black bass. It is a beautiful jish, pure white with 
a well shaped and gracefully rounded body, Its habits [am 
atraid are a trifle ireegular, as it feeds principally at nicht or 
toward dusk tnd is therefore not taken freely during the 
day. Wortvs snd live bait are used in taking white perch, 
and it is said to rise to the fly, . 

If the experiment of raising the white perch artificially 
has not been tried, it should be given a trial. Schools of 
them coyerlug an acre in extent are sometimes seen in these 
lakes, and it secms that they can sustain life and thrive in 
the same waters with black bass. The pickerel are gradually 
being exterminated. 
A few woodcock were shot near the Jake after August 1, 

April 23, 1859, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

the opening day. On the 1st J. Avery and A. Brady scored 
eight birds only, after a day's amp; the 2d was rainy; on 
the 8a. J. Reynolds bagged six out of seven finshed,’ The 
shooting is all in the thickest brush and high alders where 
the birds are seeking seclusion during the moulting season, 

J. 
Yorkers, N. Y.. August 4, 

TROLLING AND BUOY-FISHING. 

15 Bat a scientific fisherman will not deign to notice an 
A article with this heading, Well, [ know of no law to 

compel its perusal, and so musi hope that it may interest 
another class of readers, numerous, doubtless, because there 
are many lovers of fishing who know nothing of the use of 
the fiy-rod, 

About three years avo [ had anew fly-rod made, A friend 
called on me soon after, and in conversation Tdearned that 
he was an enthusiast on the subject of fishing. So 1 took 
down my new rod, and putting it together, asked his opin- 
ion of it. “‘Why,” said he, ‘‘you don’t mean to tell me you 
catch fish with that slender thing?” and, do you know, I 
really believe he thought I was giving him a fish story when 
I told him that a three-pound trout could be handled and 
killed with that rod, and tackle to match. 

But to my subject, which is “Trolling and Buoy-Fishine 
in the North Woods.” When I first tried trolling it was on 
the Saranac Lakes many years ago—the rig was very differ- 
ent from that used now, but the principle was the same; a 
bait or a Inre of some kind towed at the end of a long line, 
which is kept moying throngh the water at a depth regulated 
by the length of line. the weight of sinker, or the speed of 
the boat, The fish, tempted by the moving bait, makes a 
dash for it, and takes his chances of a dainty bite or a 
mouthful of hooks, Ihaye used a gang with nine hooks 
and a minnow, or sucker, for bait, and also the revolving 
spoon with a triple hook without bait. Of late years this 
has becn the most successful, and the best of these has heen 
4 small-sized spoon gilt on both sides; with this I have taken 
speckled trout from two pounds down to eight ounces, and 
“salmon,” or lake trout, from four pounds down to one 
pound. 

One day in June { was trolling around an elbow between 
two lakes, where the outer curve of the elbow sets back into 
a wide marsh, and in making the curye we were going 
against the wind and dic not get a strike; but, turning back, 
we went with the wind and I gota strike and captured the 
fish; this we repeated six times, and each time when going 
against the wind J got nothing, but when going with the 
wind J took a fist each time, the net result being six trout 
of abont the same size, that aggregated four and a half 
pounds. Can any reason be given for the fish taking the 
spoon with the wind only? If so, l would like toknow. In 
trolling, although there is very little excitement about it, 
yet there is always the pleasure of getting your daily sup- 
plies, and of catching fish, I confess toa liking for it, al- 
though some think itis a tame wayoffishing. Inthe woods 
I calenlate to make fish my principal article of food, and if 
they are not to be had with the fly or bait, L, for one, will 
cheerfully try any and every way allowable to sccure my 
fish. 

As the weather and waler vel warmer, trolling drops off, 
s0 that it hardly pays to try it, and then we fall back upon 
buoy-fishing, As most of your readers know, this is simply 
anchoring a buoy or float in fram twenty-five to forty fect 
of water, in a good location in the lakes; then a lot of min- 
nows are cut up and scattered around this buoy to attract 
the fish to the spot and make afeeding place for them. Of 
course if you are going to fish the buoys regularly they have 
to be barted every day. The fishing is done with a hand 
line and large lake hook baited with minnow, I have taken 
a good many fine fish in this way; but the fishing varies a 
great deal; sometimes for days together you will get nothing 
at a buoy, and then the fish will begin fo take the baif and 
bite nicely. 

J remember a case which shows low uncertain buoy-fish- 
ing may be. We liad anchored and baited one of our buoys 
in Third Lake, but for several days got nothing for our 
trouble; still we expected the time would ceme, for it was 
ina good location, Two of our party, who thonplt that 
the early riser would vet all the fish, started for this buoy 
one morning before five o'clock, and fished it faithfully for 
two hours, but they came back to camp very luugry for 
their breakfast, but ad no fish. Myself and suide were 
passing this buoy about two honrs afterward aud thought 
we would try if there were any fish there. In about half 
an hour we took five good salmon trout and went on our 
journey. On our way back to camp in the afterncon we 
took more at the same place; and when we laid our spoils 
before the carly risers they would searcely believe that we 
took them at Third Lake buoy. 

At a buoy on First Lake three of us were fishing one 
afternoon, and had just about made up our minds that we 
would have no luck, and in this instanee it seemed peculi- 
arly unfortunate, for we needed fish very much, but finally 
one of us got a bite and landed a fine lage salmon trout; 
this was followed by a second fish by another of the party, 
and in a few minutes these two fishermen tuok five salmon 
trout that agereeated twenty-four and a half pounds by the 
scales, and the other man got nothing. We wound up our 
lines and went back to camp satisfied and happy. 

Tt seems strange, butl have always found the report cur- 
rent among fishermen, that when you lose a fish it is always 
abig one, Not that the big ones are necessarily the forhun- 
ate ones in being able to break off or tear wway, for you will 
often see a large fish taken with tackle that, if tested, would 
be condemned. Noris it always the case that the fisherman’s 
imagination runs away with his judgment, and leads him to 
overestimate his fish, but the facts often warrant the state- 
ment. I, for one, detest exaggeration in quoting weigh! of 
fish, and when given, you may rely ou my figures, 1 know 
of several instances where the largest fish was lost 
just as it was within a hand's length of being 
secured. One that I hauled up on a borrowed line was so 
heavy that it took all my strength to bring him up, hand 
over hand, soas not to give him any slack line. I got his 
head above water, and was just making the final pull that 
was to land him in the boar, when the line parted just above 
the hook and—I lost him. Allow me fo put in a moral— 
don't fish with borrowed lines; buy your own, and see that 
it isin good order. On the same lake, on my Just trip, my 
guide struck a large fish and had exactly my experience. 
only his line was a good one, and was not borrowed. How- 
eyer, he Jost his fish and hook, and came very near losing 
his good temper too, 

These two modes of fishing can be enjoyed by those whose 
early education in the use of the fly-rod has been neglected, 
and at times when fish will not rise to the fly. Both of these 
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methods require considerable skill, judgment, and patience; 
the two first named may be acquired, but the latter (I had 
almost said) neyer, but will qualify that, and say, “hardly 
ever.” Deliver me from the company of your impatient 
man! Ihave been caught with such, hut not with my con- 
sent will it ever occur again, for, when I go «fishing, it 
means fishing, and not attending to the whims and /aocies 
of a restless, uneasy mortal, who canuot for hal! an hour at 
a time settle on any one thing, J. R., Jr. 

AN AFTERNOON’S ANGLING. 

6 *Qay, Doc, P'm feeling wretchedly tired'and dissatisfied. 
4 J can’t work this afternoon, let’s go fishing.” So 

spake the Rev. J. B.D. yesterday noon, as he called for a 
moment at the office door while passing from labor to re- 
freshment. “All right, be on hand properly equipped at 
2 o'clock sharp, and [ think this neighborhood can have fish 
for breakfast.” : 
Two o'clock found us depositing our traps in the Muhel. 

one of the toniest fishing crafts that ever danced over the 
waters of our bonny Swan Lake, or delighted the heart of an 
angler, As we push off [remember that no bait las heen 
provided for ourselves, anc assuredly no well regulated 
member of the brotherhood will start out on a cruise with- 
out the certainty that a search in the locker will be rewarded 
with ‘bites,’ even rf none are felt at the business end of the 
line. Of course Whilticer’s immortal and ever present bare- 
foot boy is watching our proceedings, and 1 write on & 
shingle with a piece of white chalk, ‘Something to eat,” 
and dispatch the order by said barefoot telegraph line to my 
wife, But, alas! that very day while dining 1 had vashly 
issued a general order to the effect that all requisitions for 
rations must be preceded by the word “please,” and my 
order was “respectfully returned for correction.”” The cor- 
rection being made, and provisions stored, we shove off, 
heading up the Jake, and my companion throws out, the 
trolling spoon, By the time fifty fect of the line are ont, a 
good-sized pickerel, forattemptimg to steal the fenthers off 
the hook, 1s arresied and brought aboard, to bé fined accord- 
iny to law. : 

Before reaching Bass Point, three-quarters of a mile dis- 
tant, seven pickerel, averaging about 24 lbs, each, are taken 
in out of the wet; of the Point we anchor, and gef out our 
rods, but before a fish has ben caught, u gale of wind com- 
pels us to up anchor, and scud for the shore, where we 
get a sufticiency of excellent ites without the “please,” 

“Well, what now?’ queries the parson. ‘Must we give 
it up and go home?” 

“Certainly not! Tm going to Mons Lake.” 
“How far's that?” 
“About forty rods." 
“Any boat over there?” 
i *Yos, " 

“Tiow large a lake?’ 
“About a mile long, by two-thirds the distance broad.” 
Reaching the lake, so situated as to be comparatively 

calm, we lind # miserable apology of a boat, and launch 
forth, the parson at the owrs and mysell fingeriog the troll- 
ing line, 

Fitty yards from the shore, and a telegram comes m over 
the line announcing that 4 visitor is af hand. He proved to 
be a pickerel, and tipped the scales at six and three-quarters 
pounds. He came to-stay. 

Hardly is the line out again when another and well-known 
signal flashes in. ‘By George! isn’t he 1 beauty!” exclaimed 
D., as the yistim of man’s ingenuity, and misplaced confi- 
dence, a magnificent black bass, broke water a hundred feet 
astern, and shook his head until the steel rattled in his jaws. 
Six times he vaulted clear of the water in his frantic endeay- 
ors to avoid a closer acquaintance with us, buf at last sur- 
rendered and Jay panting in the bottom of the boat. He 
was eighteen inches in length, scyen inches deep, und 
weighed (five hours after being taken from the water) four 
anda half pounds. While rowing to atavorite spot for pike- 
perch fishing, six more fair-sized pickere] came aboard, 

After an hour of fair sport with the rods we bear away 
for home, my comrad skippering with his rod and holcimy 
the trolling line between his teeth, Just as he swong in 4 
large sunfish on his rod, [heard a muttered exclammution, 
saw as 1 imagined, fish-line, skin, teeth and an unusually 
emphatic expression escape from his lips; overboard went 
rod and suniish, and his entire attention was viven ta the 
trolling arrangements. “‘Hitched to a log!” he muttered, 
but as the “log” speedily began to move through the water 
at a ten-knot an hour gait, and to draw like a-yoke of steers, 
the angler, who was taking his first lesson in Todd eoutty 
fishing, concluded he was fastened to an alligator, 

The fun grew fast and furious, and as the fisherman pulled 
in, or Jet out, as the exigencies of the occasion seemed to 
demand, I, as usual with spectators at such a time, kindly 
gave advice enough to break the strongest fish-line in 
America. Finally the-tish, fortish it was. came alongside, 
and having no gatf the parson (on my advice) reached over 
with the intention of slipping his fingers into the fish's gills 
and so lifting him into the bout; all that came aboard just 
then, however, was about » bucketful of water, which his 
royal finned majesty seemed to dip up and propel with his 
tail; the water seemed 10 arrive in three distinet streams, 
one of which was broken into crystal fragments on the 
parson’s nose, another disappeared in his wide open mouth, 
and the third.fouud a resting place inshis manly bosom. 
For fully ten minutes the fight wenton, and when il was 

over our cargo was the heavier for a twelve-pound pickerel, 
not 4 muskalonge, nor a muskanonge, nor a muska-anything- 
else, but a simon pure, ‘‘all wool and a yard wide” pickere), 

Half a dozen more fish are taken, and then we pull wway 
for home, satisfied with our four hours of experience on 
the briny deep. { 

Next week [ am going to Long Lake (three miles away), 
which | believe to be the tinest fishing ground tm the whoie 
Northwest, and possibly | may find time to write up the 
trip. J. Frank Locke. 

P. S—Lucky I wrote the foregoing tlis morning, for | 
haye just returned from dinner where the big pickurel was 
served up, baked and stuffed @ fv turkey, and the Wlaek bass 
appeared in savory chowder, consequently | am too fall 
for utterance. ._-- 
The companion of my trip occupied the seul of honor 

at my right hand, and after being helped an almost incredi- 
ble number of times from each dish, was asked which he 
preferred, and mournfully responded, 

"O, Teould be happy with either, 

Were viother dear charmer away.” 
J.B, Le 

PILLsBuRY, Minn.. July 21 
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FISHERMEN’S EXPECTATIONS. 
1 is a matter of some curiosity how yery, very much 
some fishermen expect. During an experience of about 

jnvevty years among trayeliig sportsmen I find that as a 
le they expect too much, and by the tone of some letters 
cently received by Me from annual visitors, who should 
nl do know the different conditions which affect the ap- 

potites of fish, [find no improvement, ‘Vill we catch any? 
How many will we cateh? Wall we get any big: ones? 
Tow big?” ave inquiries which fssail us poor residents from 
Miy till Oetober every yea. Providing we declare their 
luck to be unprecedented, and their catch preves light, 
ubout one-half af them will call us liars to our faces; and 
who will say without reason? But let us tell them that the 
state of fhe streams, the weather or their experience will af- 
fect their fishin, and that large catches are the exception 
tather than tlie rule; that trout mature young, and but few 
“under favorable conditions in their natural water grow to 
weigh more then a pound, nine oul of every ten will turn on 
their heel with an expression of petulant disappointment, 
FPucts are facts; cold, heartless, unrelenting. Trot there 
ire in quantities to salisfy any person with ordinary desires; 
but they comie not at all times, nor without considérable ex- 
ertion. Beeuuse a famous trout stream runs past my door 
T cannot stand ou the doorstep with much chance of catch- 
ing more then one trout. These things are not really 
“worth forvettina,” bai they show one weak side of the 
trayelime sportsmen. Probably this weakness will continue 
sunibated til every troul fisherman passes one full year 
among the trout themselves, Dear brothers of the rod. do 
please expect less imd accept your catches, sreat or small, 
as your ]uck. Coos. 

THE GREENBRIER HEADWATERS. 

y FILE Lash wrote you 1 was on the eve of sturting to 
Y the headwaters of the Gicenbrier River, in Pocahontas 

counly, West Va, and promised you a note of results, At 
the same time a year ago, a friend and myself made the 
venture 10 this same region of country, except that we did 
hot #0 quite so far on this.trip, having stopped on top of the 
Alleghany Mountaing, ten niles this side of the river, and 
fished one of the tributaries, known as Dever Creek, Our 
experience was anything but satisfactory, and one of your 
correspondents. whom I bad the pleasure of knowing 
shehtly whew a citizen of our State, the gallant Col, C, Clay, 
rather uphraided me for what [ said in my letter to the 
Porm asp STREAM about that trip, and very kindly told 
us What we ought to haye done, etc, This summer, my 
friencl and myself determined to try it again, and our perse- 
verance was amply rewarded hy ope of the most delightful 
and sueeessful excursions that has ever befallen my wander- 
ings, 

‘On the 18th inst,, Capt, Janies Bumgardner, of the famous 
old Stonewall Brigade, and one of our most prominent 
lawyers. and the most ardent fisherman T ever saw; Mr. 
Henry Herring, » youth lately from college, but full of vim 
wud spon; Mr. John Myers, a genial and thrifty farmer of 
sixty summers, who loves the recreation afforded by a jaunt 
to the woods, asa relaxation from the labors of harvest, bul 
Who doesn’t care a fig for fishing, and your humble, boarded 
our two-horse spring-wavon (which had been loaded the 
evening before wilh tent and other camp equipage), with one 
of the party on horseback, and started at 4 A, M. for Green- 
briur River, seventy miles west. Our route was the Parkers- 
pure turppike, over Seven Mountains, aifording some of the 
wildest sud grandest scencry to be found on this continent, 
to say nothing of the many objects of interest in the way of 
densé forests, shapely maples, long arches and vistas formed 
hy the branches of overhanging trees, a thousand varieties of 
fern, innumerable wild flowers, and other attractions so well 
known to fhe mountain tourist. These, together with the 
pleasant companionship of congenial friends,seryed to while 
awiy what would otherwise have been p tedious journey of 
twodays. Onthe second day, as the sun went down in 
brilliant splendor behind the lofty peaks of the Great Cheat 
Mountain, we fotmd ourselves comfortably fixed in our 
buinp, on the west side of the Greenbrier River, on fhe farm 
of tie hospitable farmer and successful hunter, Mr, Van 
Buren Arbogast, who, with his kind and excellent wife, did 
all in their power to rendev our stay pleasant, by supplying 
us with rich, sweet cream, Dulter, cees, etc, 
On the morning of the third day the captain and Mr, FH. 

took the path alone the river on the mountain side, and'after 
wiikine tivo miles up stream, commenced fishing down to 
camp, relurming about 4 P, M., each with bis creel filled, 
Being quite uuwell myself, 1 did not get out of bed until 
alter 9 o'clock, and about 11 I rigged up my rod, and stanted 
down the stvegm. Coming out about » mile below camp, 
at 1 o'elocle T returned to camp wilh thirtytive very nice 
dish, the product of two hours’ fishing im the very worst part 
of fle day; Dut more than enough for all to feast on at din- 
fier. These were cleaned and cooked, ready when the other 
mimbers of the party arrived, After doing ample justice to 
the meal, we set about cleaning the rest of the fish, and find- 
ing that we had so many more than we could possibly use, 

even after giving Mr, Arbogost all that he could make use 
of in his family, we resolved thereafter not to ereel any fish 
Jess than cight inches, and during the rest of our stay we re- 
turned all the small fry to the stream as fast as caughi, The 
roportion of small fish was unusually great for a strean as 

Jarve as tha Greenbrier, but still we had more than enough 
of large ones to satisfy our evexy want, and to gratify our 
most sanguine expectations and desires of sport. In the 
three days of fishing—during which I was only able to put 
in six hours in all, owing to sickness—the three of us caught 
over 400 trout, the other two gentlemen putting in about six 
hours euch per day. As before remarked, a large portion of 
them were small, but fully onetourth of those canght were 
from cight 1o thirteen inches in length, and the gamiest fish 
Lever sew. ‘The brown and gray hackles were the fayorite 
flies, though from an experiment mide by one of the party 
with « few red worms, | am satisfied thut many more fish 
could have been taken with that standard bait than with the 
iwtilicial ics. But who would fish with aworm, when a 
fish will take # fly at ull? 

On Monday afternoon, about 8 o'clock, a tremendous 
storm broke upon our camp, and the rain poured in torrents 
until 6. As soon assupptr was over, and we were about 
cine to hed, it commenced to rain again, and throughout 

the whole nisht the floods beat upon our tent, which defied 
all efforts of the water to penetrate it, But inthe morning 
if was apparent that our fishing was ‘‘done for'—the river 
liad commenced to vise—ard Mr, Arbogast informed us 

that in a few honrs it would be past fording. 80 
we hastily packed up. aod just made the opposite side in 

- 

27 

days in camp, without being able to fish. So we reluctantly 
turned our steps homeward. 
To any party of gentlemen whio Jove natiire if all her sub- 

limity and grandeur, who love camp life, who love good 
trout fishing, and who are not afraid to “rough it” a little, 
T would recommend, if you want to get all these things com- 
bined, take @ trip to the east fork of Greenbrier River, Tf 
you don’t want to camp out, theve is a nice qnict retreat, 
known as Travelers’ Repose, where the turnpike crosses the 
river (two miles below where we camped) kept by a My. 
Yager, where good accommodations can he lad ata very 
moderate price. Aud no doubt My. Arbogast would aceom- 
modate a small party for a few days upon application to him, 
al Travelers’ Repose, Pocahontes county, West Va. In the 
fall the country around there affords ihe very best sport in 
deer, turkey, and grouse lninting, all of which aresaid to be 
unusually abundant this year, We saw one very large flock 
of wurkeys on the-Allevhany Mountains close to the road, 
and [ notice! the borings of woocdcock in several places 
along the river bottom, but did not see but onebird. ‘Lhe 
route would he via Baltimore & Ohio Railroad to this place, 
thence to Travelers’ Repose, seventy miles by wagon, through 
f country of which if is impossible to describe the beauties. 
Wagon, team, and driver can he had here for $4 per day, 

JACK, 
STAUNTON, Va., July 28, 

LAKE GEORGE, INDIANA. 

TPHINKING that some of your readers in this part of the 
country migh! like to know of a good place to spend 

atew days fishing and hunting, the coming fall, I will give 
them a ‘‘pointer” by saying ‘‘go to Lake George, Indiana.” 
Being in Chicago last week, attending the State shoot, T had 
the pleasure of forming the acquaintance of Capt, Dick 
Turtle, the affable president of the Lake George Sporting 
Association, a true sportaman im cvery sense of the word, 
and oue of the finest taxidermists in the United States; and 
as he and several members of the association were about to 
spend a few days at the Jake fishing, they suggested that L 
vo along, an invitation which was quickly accepted, and 
the same evening found us on our way to the lake. The 
route is over the Michigan Central to Whiting, Ind., seven- 
teen miles east of Chicago, thence inland shont two miles, 
where the Association owns one of the neatest club houses 
in the State, fitted up with every convenience and capable 
of accommodating forty persons, and presided over by Mrs, 
W. Gallagher and her three daughters, who cater to the 
eomferts of the inner man. ‘Twenty rods from the club 
house stands the boat house, in which are stored thirty-two 
hoais, owned by the members, The lake is one of a chain, 
and is about one-half mile wide by five long, and along each 
side is thickly sown with wild rice, which makes it, [ am 
told, one of the finest shooting £rounds in that part of the 
State, especially when »# heavy wind is blowing on Lake 
Michivan, as then the ducks all make for the protected water. 

Avriving at the lake, and after a hearty supper, prepara- 
tions were made for 4 fish the next morning, which having 
been completed the alarm was set and we retired to dream 
of “pickerel and bass.” Awaking bright and early, we 
douned our fishing suits und started up the lake to the “‘ont- 
let,” where Dick sain we would have no trouble im *‘catch- 
inf aton,” and where we did catch sixty-three hefore ten 
A. M., consisting of black bass, perch and pickerel, the 
sizes varying from four inches to eighteen and averaging 
about ten. Ihave been told that bass weiching 7} lbs. were 
taken there this year, and 4s many as 107 perch caught in 
one day by a single line, 

Our party was composed of Dick, Cad, Doug, Clare, 
Mollie, Lulu and myself, Lulu catching the largest string: 
and catching a ducking. I spent three days there and they 
were u repetition of the first; in the afternoons it was swim- 
ming and glass ball shooting, andl the evenings fishing or 
catchiny frogs and minnows for bait, My visit was a con- 
tinual round of pleasure, and my only regret was that I 
could not stay longer. However, when the season opens 1 
hope to again renew the Acanaintances so pleasantly formed 
and make the stay Inuch longer. Case BELL. 

Sm. Louts, Mo., July 20, 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

WV Ehave just had one of the héaviest rains of the season, 
and much damaye has been caused by it. Our rivers 

and streams will he iu no condition for bass fishing for sev- 
eral days to come, as the waters are very muddy, and it will 
take fully that time before they will clear. . 

Mr. Chas. Davis, of Chadci's Ford, Pa., tells me that bass 
fishing in the Brandywine has never been better where he 
resides than this year. Some very large hass are being taken 
in the Busyuehanna River nbove tie railroad bridge at 
Havre de Grace, and with minnow bait. Our veteran angler, 
Mr. Chas, Vogel, was the first to discoverthis ground a good 
one two or three yearsagu. when it lad always heen sup- 
posed better localities were to he found further up the 
alream, 

At Betterton, Md., perch fishing lias bezun 1 earnest, 
and I am informed that although the general run of fish is 
not large they are very numerous, and my informant states 
that on some days the fish were as heavy as any he ever 
took, The run of yery large perch seldom takes place at 
Bettertun before the last of August, but it would seem this 
yen it will be earlier, Crabs likewise are plentiful there 
this season and furnish all the bait unecessary. Old fisher- 
men ut Betterton always Jook for agood season’s perch fish- 
ing’ when crabs are numerous, Blnetishing at Barnegat has 
continued fine throughout the entire week, aud will likely 
remain so until September, 

Sea Isle City, N. J,, is looming upas a fishing point. 
Just now the waters of Townsend’s Inlets, which are the 
angling prounds for the visitors of this new city, are atbract- 
in@ muny fishermen. Sheepshead, kingfish and weakiish 
are reported plentiful. The hull of the wrecked steamer 
Nuphar, which was lost last spring, lies in the channel 
firmly anchored and abandoned with her cargo of pig iron. 
Next vear slie will be covered with barnacles, the favorite 
feed of the sheepshead, blackfish and sea bass, und will 
attract many. Capt. Smith, the bayman pu7 rreellence of 
these waters, is 2 capital pilot, knows all about where and 
when to take the fish, and what is best to take them with, 
and his services should be sought by all who visit the locality. 
PHILADELPHIA, August 4. Homa, 

Anetine TAnKs.—By George Dawson, i n 
book form of the “Winter ‘Talks on Summer Pastimes, 
published in the Forwsar ayn Srmeam, Ses advertisement 

fine in avoid a flasd, which would Nave detained us several | elsewhere, 

Dlr 

his battered raiment as a Roman fenator, 

affording both provision and entertainment. 
where to find the curative herbs and rools which abound on 

A golleetion in 

Wuenxce Camp ten Fisa?—Some months since I wrote 
regarding a lake in Dakota which, prior tospring of 1881, 
contained no fish, but since that date large quantities of 
pickerel have been taken from it, and that with the rudest 
tackle. All the fish caught, I have been informed, have 
heen pickerel weighing about three pounds, and not yarying 
in length an inch or in weight a quarter of a pound—in 
short being Allof the sameage. This was the case a year 
sinee, and this year, or course, the fish are larger; but they 
are all of the same species. No }jass or other fish have been 
taken. Now where did these fish come from? The peopie 
who live near the lake havea theory that they came from 
the Big Sioux River, the whole country being overflowed 
that spring; but if this 74 so, why did not the bass and buf- 
falu accompany the pickerel, for the river contains these fish 
also? And now I have to report that another lake, about 
thirty miles from the first mentioned, has been found this 
spring to be well stocked with pickerel, all about seyen 
inches long, and also with quite small sunfish. Since the 
settlement of the country, about tive years, no fish have been 
found in this lake except minnows, imd there is no stream 
running into or out of it, except sloughs or swales carrying 
the overflow of the prairies, and they are dry for several 
mouths of the year. Itisa beautiful sheet of water with 
about thirty miles of shore, containiug no alkali, but clear, 
wholesome water, and growing water lilies and pickerel 
weed, and is the breeding place for numberless ducks, and 
the great stoppin place for the spring and fall flight of 
geese, swan, brant and pelicans, ‘There seems to be no rea- 
son why it should not haye contained fish for ages, but i 
has nol, and | want to know if you orany of your readers 
are able to inform me why not, and also now that they have 
come, where they came from and how it happens that the 
hass haye not also put in their appearance.—Harry Hon- 
ren, [We cannot give an opinion from the data. Wish 
often appear in waters in a way that seems unaccountable. | 

Tir Warmer or VAN Breser’s Rook. On the south 
bank of the Kanawha River, Va., Van Bibber’s Rock rises 
abruptly in hage proportions anil overhangs the smooth 
broad basin just below the falls, The glassy surface of the 
basin stands in strong contrast with the furious waters which 
rush over fhe granite ledge ata short distance above it, 
hurled against obstructing rocks by the giant hand of 
Nature, and dashed high into the air in frosty spray. The 
position of the rock shuts out from view all evidences of 
civilization, and the rising mountains on eyery side make 
the scene wild and picturesque. Inthis lonely place, in 2 
deep crevice in the rock, is the habitation of a hermit, He 
is not like the hermit of romatic ages, where Scott sought 
his subjects, t monk in retirement, nor Timon of Athens 
cursing the ingratitude of his friends, in solitude, but has 
flown from (lomestic infelicities and the broomstick of a 
tormenting spouse. Old Payne, the hermit, was at one 
time (before the war) a slave in Eastern Virginia, and it only 
requires a look to be satisfied of this fact. His hair is as 
white as the foam on the falls. and is kinked together like 
the woo! of a Southdown sheep, and he stands as erect in 

Tis occupation 
is chiefly to sit on the protrudimg rocks of his home and cast 
oyer into the water beneath his hook and line—fishing 

He knows 

the side of the mountains, und disposes of them to the pen- 
ple of the valley, and in return they add to his apparel and 
small comforts of his home. Agsfor himself, however, hu 
has not in twenty years required the use of physic. Thus 
he lives, year after year, without companions, to he found 
some day wrapped in his old woolen blanket in the dark 
corners of his cavernous home, embracing the last sleep. 
Chesnpeake & Ohio R. R. Zephurs. 

SAVE rHE Woops.—New York, July 26.—Aditey Forest 
wad Stream: notice that an cifort is heing made Lo protect 
the woods hy means of un associstion, which is intended to 
turn the attention of the people to that matter. In my an- 
mual trips to the woods this thing has often been forced npow 
my notice. I went in by way of Port Kent and Keeseville 
to the Saranaes in 1869, and most of fhe way from Keese- 
villé was a scene of desolation, The woods had all been ent 
down and turned into charcoal for the use of the iron manu- 
facturers. So unpleasantly did this affect me that I haye 
never mustered courage to go over that road agai. For 4 
food many years Lhave entered by the way of Bouveville. 
At first there seemed ito he yery little destruction of the 
forests south of Moose River, where we cross it and enter 
the woods, beyond what was done by the settlers in clearing 
the land, Then we passed through some good sized pieces 
of woods, but within the past five years this has almost dis- 
appeared, First the hemlock went to give bark to the tan- 
neries, and the balance followed to make charcoal or to go 
fo the chenvical factories, After entering the woods you 
will find that the tannery men have worked through the 
woods fully half way to the Forge House for hemlock, and 
judging by the immense piles of bark at Moose River the 
iemlock was thinned out with wreal rapidity. There seems 

to be no limit to the rapacity of these people, Tt ig high 
time that something was done to pat a stop to the whole 
business.—J. R., Jr, 

BuvErisnine ON GrHAv Bourn Bay.—The persistent 
netting on Great South Bay, Long Island, has done its work, 
and the bay no longer yields fis io the angler or dollars to 
the hotels and boat owners. The prosecutions of illegal 
fishermen by the Protective Association seem to be unpopu- 
lar aniong the dwellers by the bay, and even the newspapers 
there are begging to have justice “‘let up on the poor fel- 
lows,” That these ‘pour fellows’ buve been killing the 
wuriferous goose Tor years seems not to be taken info ac- 
count, A gentleman who has lished thebay for years has 
shown us his diary, which tells the story most perfectly. 
In its condensed formitis ss follows; 1877 and ’7#, fishing 
7 times, 194 fish, average 28 each day: 1879, 9 times, 470 
fish, ayeruge 52 cach day; 1880, 7 times, 267 fish, average 
38 each day; 1881.8 times, 56 fish, ayerage 7 each (lay; 
1882, 6 times, 0 fish, 

Lake OnAwsy,—Monson, Me., July 80.— Mr. E. H. Ger- 
trish, the well-known Ship Pond, Long Pond and Elliotts- 
yille guide, was here last week en route for those popular 
resorts, He has a set of comfortable camps at Haynes 
Beach, on the north shore of Lake Onaway, where be has 
plenty of boats, canoes, etc. He will be prepared to furnish 
wl who visit that section with good camp fare trom now 
until Ovtober 15, as he is a favorite backwoods caterer. 
Favorable reports continue to be received from there in re- 
lation to catching Jand-locked salmon, spotted and lake 
trout, ete) FP. 
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LrrrLe sy Livrue.—FEiiter Forest und Stream: I have A Crnrostry —While fishing in the Brandywine a few 
been watching the Fornst Axp SrreAm for several weeks, | days ago, a gentleman caught a fish aboul six inches long, 
hoping to find a graphic article from a competent writer 
giving a sketch of a very pleasant meet of several partics 
from various localities at Ralph's,” on Upper Ohatcaugay 
Jake, last month. Also denouncing, in proper language, 
the conduct of certain others who fished only tor count, size 
being apparently of no consequence, Buk the scribe has 
either heen tao busy in stock operations, or forgolten his 
pledge since his yeturn to business, and s0 nothing las 
appeartd. A. Plattsburgh pap, of the date of our visil, 
had an article on the fishing at ‘‘Ralph’s,” and closed with 
this sentence: “The largest catch of the Week, however, 
‘wis made yy Messys, —, of , and ——, of ——, who 
on Wednesday captured one junired and eighty trout, and 
Still being apparently unsatisfied, called at Bradley Pond on 
thei’ way home for more.” Tt so happened that other parties 
were there and saw that lot of trout, one hundred and cighty 
in number, and what is more, had the entire lot weighed on 
the sly, and what (bink you was the resulf? éxaclly nine 
and one-quarter pounds, an sverige of Juss than one ounce 
each, and lessthan four inches in length. OF course such 
fingerlings are only canght up the inlets, and thither the 
party went, and there they spent the full day, Of what use 
isit to slovk out streamsif they ave depletedin this manner? 
The stop which the party made on their Way home was at 
Chazy Lake instead of Bradley Pond, where it is reported 
that they- caught one fish about four inches long, und were so 
ey the black flies that their friends scarcely knew them, 
—dJ-_ H. D: 

THe Nuw Fist anp Gane PrReservarrvi.—tour lurge 
brook trout from the Nepigon arrived in New York city by 
express from St. Paul, Minn., on Monday last. Thoy bad 
been oul of water three weeks without ice, and were in good 
condition. They were captured by a party consisting of 
Bishop Whipple of Minnesota, Bishop Beckwith of Georgia, 
Mi. Lambie ot St. Paul, and Mr. B. FP, Fairchild of New 
York, The fish weighed six, six, four and one-half, and 
four pounds respectively. They were opened and preserved 
with the “Rex Magnus,” or ‘‘Humiston tood preservative.” 
which willbe found advertised in onr columus. We saw 
them on Monday and Tuesday at p'airchild Bros., druggists, 
60 Pulton St. There was no odorexcept thal of fresh fish. and 
(lie color were fairly preseryed nud the vyes plump. They 
were prepared in the woods before the party started on the 
nine days’ trip to St, Paul. and came through wrapped in cloths 
wet with the preservative, which is carried in the form ot a 
powder, and is dissolved mm water when required. This is 
said to be entirely harmless, and to prove this the sgent is 
reported to have drank a pint of the solution. The fish will 
be on exhibition with Couroy & Bissett, 65 Fulton street, for 
some time, and on Saturday next we will eat one of them, 
snl report on iis quality. If all that is claimed for this 
prestrvative is true, then many fish may be bronght ont of 
the woods which are now spoiled, The purty which took 
these fish weotin from St. Paul to Duluth, then hy tug to 
Red Rock, Hudsou’s Bay Company's station, und up the 
Nepigon River to camp. 

Proavixs IsuAnp—A Litchfield, Conn,. correspondent 
wiites of fishing through # Hosting islind iu the town of 
Thompson, Qonn,: “Gur tishermain rowed us over in an old 
scow, and stepped out with the tea Ghests that both his fol- 
lowers had been told to bring alone. ‘The fishing ground 
bent under our [vet yt every step, so that the black water 
furgled up wround our iokles; but so thick and strong were 
the roots of the bushes 4nd grasses intergrown, that a per- 
feetly safe support was afforded. The island was appar- 
ently alout fifleen inches thick and of several square rods in 
extent, and was thickly overgrown with bushes and small 
willows. Reaching the center each Lf us cleaned onta 
sinall hole eut thronwh the island, and, seated on our tea 
chests, begun to fish, wid the fish (if bnilheads may be so 
dignified) begin to bite. They were voracious that day, and 
struck the hooks as soon as they fell below ferri i-firine. 
We three, in less than three hours, took 28f bullheads of 
fair size, besides several perch ani roach, Such formations 
ag this are not altogether unheard of. They are probably 
occasioned by the waler eating into eovt banks beneath the 
tenacious rootlets of thick overerowths, until al some weaker 
point it breaks forth, setting the new-made island adrift 
upon the Jake, there 10 collect debris and thicken by yeurly 
coulributions of dead yegetation, or else to be scattered m 
the waters by wind and wave.” 

Tue Tarron As A Foon Frse.—Lilitor Horest wad Stretine 
The fish was captured wilh 4 hatd line; length, six feet four 
inches, weight 180 pounds. To convince you that if was 
worth calling 4 fish, and worthy of a tussle, T inclose two of 
fle seules. In his floundering on the bottom of the bout the 
silver-tike surface gu the scales was ubrauded. J cut some 
steaks front the side ef the fish abaft the vent. The flesh 
appeared very coarse aud dearly as dark as that of the por 
poise. Thad the stewks fried and mustered gudntuin suf of 
courage to fésta portion. To my surprise | found the fiesh 
tender, fine and delicions. Tn flavor it was midway between 
jhe eel and a pompano. 1 passed portions to three went}e- 
men af an adjoining table and they prouounced it excellent, 
Dr, L,, an aged physician, was one of the number, and he 
asserted Uhat il was the best fish he had tasted on the Atlan- 
tic or Pacific coasts. I can assure you that herealier no op- 
portunity to partake of this noble fish will escape the ichthy- 
ophagous cravings of—AL Fresco, [The seales whieh 
euine with the letter are very beautiful, and with our cor- 
respondent's name written on them make woique eards, | 

A Bic Caren of WeAnrise.—In two hours’ tishimg in 
Barnegat Bay, opposite the club house on Long Beach, « 
fortnight since, a gentleman and his son vaught over 150) 
pounds of weakfish, They yepori the sport us extremely 
exhilarating. The services of Capt, Nat. Crammer, with 
that of his yacht, were engaged for the day, and the Captain 
did ajl in his power to make their success complete. The 
fishing during the fore part of the day had been very poor, 
only three fish haying heen vaught upto 12 o’eloek, owing, 
the Gaptain said, to the preseuce of porpoises in the vicinity 
of tle fishine-beds. Jn the afternoon # large-school was 
founc, and then the fun bewan ii earnest, The fish aver- 
aged wbout one und a halfpounds. Sheepshead were said to 
be biting well, one gentleman having caught twenty-six fine 
specimens, inany of them weighive over fen pounds, Blue- 
fish were oot vunhing. Good aecommodations can be Nad 
it Barnegat village for all those who desire fo «pind a few 
days in fishing, Theternis are yory Moderate. —OLne Aston M1, 

which appeared to be a cross between the black bass and 
sunfish. Its head was exactly like that of the bass, both in 
shape and color, while its body was unmistakably that of 
the sunfish. What was it—i half-breed or one of nature’s 
freaks? The specimen was not preserved —OccAstonan. 
{It is more than likely that tt was some fish known to 
naturalists but unfamiliar either to the locality or to the 
anglers. We do not think that fish named hybridize, The 
rock bass, Aidloplites nupestréa, comes near this description, 
and there are several related forms that might also be con- 
sidered hybrids hy persons who see them for the first time. 
The specimen should have been putin Aleohol, ] 

Brack Bass Visarxa.—line fishing for black bass Gan 
now be had on the Brandywine Creck. The fish are of 
large size, and will take minnow bait freely; the water is in 
good condition. Two gentlemen took eighteen a few days 
since, the whole number weighing thirty-six pounds, One 
of the tish started the scales at four pounds, Some of our 
Philadeljhia anglers have lately had fine sport bass fishing 
with fiy iu the Great Cacapon, which runs into the Potomac 
River. Bass fishing in the Schuylkill near Philadelphia has 
been better this week, the river being less cloudy than last 
week.—Homo.., 

Hisheulture. 

THE AMERICAN FISHCULTURAL ASSOCIATION. 

[PROCEEDINGS CONTINUED, | 

EXPERIMENTS IN UYSTER, PROPAGATION, 

BY dW RICK, 

(Does the past three or four years a number of efforts 
have been made by different individuals to ascertain jhe 

practicability of propagating the American oyster (Ostrein 
svipginiana) by methods similar to those alveady so success- 
fully employed with a Jarge number of both fresh aid salt- 
Water fishes, or, in other worts, to assist “Dame Nature,” 
tirst, in giving an existence to a preater number of embryo 
bivalves than would be found wider ordinary conditions, and, 
secondly, in bringing to maturity a goodly proportion of those 

ted” during their rotation 

Sc, 1, 

‘Smmigrants’ which, if not ‘assis 
for existence, would inevitably, as the Germans so forcibly 
express it, ‘zu grunde gehen’ This expression, however, of 
“assisting nature’ ought not lo be misunderstood, since na- 
tire Las many ends to accomplish in her methods of increase 
among the lower tribes, while for man there is but the one 
end—to supply raw material to recuperate the ranks so inces- 
santly and ruthlessly devastuted for his use, and it is with this 
tnd in view and by reason of the rapid deterioration of the 
productive beds in various parts of the country that artificial 
propagation is desirable, if it can be rendered practical. The 
first work in the direction of stmct orthodox oyster propaga- 
tion, so far as IT am aware. was performed by the writer in 
tlie summer of 1878, at the Chess peaks Zoological Laboratory 
at Fort Wool, in conjunction with Dr. Brooks, the direetor of 
tne station. The work ab this time was confined chieily to 
ascertaining whether or not tt was possible to impresnate the 
eges of the oyster by taking portions of the senerative organs 
of the two sexes and mixing them together in a little water, 
after having cut them into fragments, so as to alloy the gen- 
erative products to get ont of the retaining cavities or tubules. 
But this attempt did 1o0t prove successful, neither did those 
which I made later in the season, when E had moved my 
quarter, in conjunction with the U. 8, Coast Survey, to Pord- 
moke and Tangiers sounds, in the upper part of the bay. 

Tn both places numbers of experiments were made, but wa 
were using oysters all this time from shoal water, and it has 
since been pretty well established that oysters im shoal water 
shed their generative products earlier, on acconnt of the 
generally higher temporature of shore waters, then those 
found along the deeper portions of the coasts. 
This is not true in all cases, but probably is tue in a large 

Tajority of instances, Accordingly we were usiig oysters 
which had shed their ripe products. and the only practical re- 
sults that I obtained tor that tirst season’s w ork, were to ascer- 
tain beyond a doubt that the American oyster is bi-sexual, and 
that as 4 rule they do not carry the young in the gill-chamber 
wpon the ‘‘heard,” as appears to be the case with the Huropean 
oyster, for out of Litndreds examined, T only found two with 
young upon the gills and mantle, and even in these Imstances 
it may not have been the normal position of the embryos, 
The next season Dr, Brooks located himself at Crisield, Md., 

early in May, and getting oysters which had not spawned, 
was mmmediately successhul in impregnating the ove and in 
keeping the young alive for a few days, but in no case did he 
succeed in keeping them longer than a week. Hufound it im- 
possible, with any means at his command, to arrange vessels 
which would retain the embryos, on acconnt of their minute- 
ness, and atthe same time permit of a current of water to 
pass through the vessels, and thus give food to the growing 
animals. Others have repeated the experiments, but no pro- 
ress beyond that alreidy noticed above had been made when 
hegan my experiments last summer I had been present 

during a portion of the time Dr. Brooks was catrying on his 
investigations at Cristield, and noted the difficulties with 
which he had to contend, and it was not until later in the 
season that [thought of a method of arranging apparatus 
which seemed feasible for the end in view. 

T did not, however, have an opportunity to test this mew 
arrangement until last summer, when bemg in New York, 
Mx. Blackford, whoisso well Known among you for his en- 
thusiasm in scientitie fish work. kindly placed at my disposal, 
not ouly a Yoom at the Fulton Market forthe purpose of con- 
tinuing miy experments, buii with great liberality arranged 
to supply me with such specimens of oysters, and such amount 
of sea water, from the neighborhood of Sandy Hook, as 1 
should need in oty experiments. Thus equipped | began work 
early in July aud was able before I left the city to present to 
the 2aze of those interested in this class of bivalyes young 
oysters which had been kept alive for fourteen days, and 
were at that time apparently strong ane healthy, Unfortu- 
nately [ was obliged to leave the city at this stage of the ex- 
periments and thns they were brought abruptly tu an eud 
sooner than desirable, but not without demonstrating that 
the process on a small scale was at least partially suceesstul, 
Thi arranging my apparatus | hadin yiew twothings; first, the 
necessity of a nearly constant flow of water, and so far as 
possible water that had not been previously used, and second 
of such an interchange that the entire mass of water in the 
vessel should be set in motion « number of times during the | 
day. The first was the move difficult of accomplishment, 
since, in order to get a flow of the water, an outlet to the 
vessel was necessary, and any outlet, howeysr guarded by 
screens, was liable to allow the escape of the young during the 
free-swimming stage, when, for the mosh part, they congre- 
ate at the surtace of the water. To obviate soma of the 
iticulty | concluded that it was necessary during the earlier 

periods at leash, to dzaw the water from the bottom: of the 
vessel, and in order that the flow from the vessel should he 
steady and of a nature not to permit of the escape of the 
young I determmed to employ capillary attraction as ex 
hibited in the fibers of yirious cloths when immersed in 
liqnids. For the first week T was employed priicipally mm ex- 
perimenting with various kinds of cloths as to pheir capacity 

for transferring water from one Vessel to another, their con- 
tinuous action and the effect of the sea water upon tlie eolor~ 
ing matter and the coloring matter upon the sea water. 
Some of the fabrics tinployed did not allow of sutlicient 

water to pass through them, or in other words the capillary 
action was nop strong enough, others wer too coarse und were 
liable to allow the young oysters to become entangled iu tlie 
meshes and remain there as ina cave, or be carried over and 
out wf the vesselin the ontflowing current, while others lost 
a portion of their coloring material and thus discolored the 
water. and while I carol say that this would prove injuri- 
ous to the young animals, I did nob think it desirabla to try 
experiments in this direction. As the result of this Jaber Tl 
finally concluded to try a fine quality of white Hannel used in 
strips and laid over the side ofthe vessel containing my youne 
animals. As a rule the pieces exteniied to the middle of the 
inside of the vessel, and I found by careiully manipulatin, 
these strips as to position and size, that the breeding vesse 
would be practically se f-regulating, simce the nearer the 
Hiqnid was to the top olf the vessel the greater the flow of 
water on account of the less distance it would have to be raised 
by capillary attraction, But by having my outlet strip trealy 
suspended in the liquid. the absorbing surface extehde 
throughont its whole length, or ah least of that portion in the 
hatehing vessel, and hence the young animals might be drawn 
against the flannel and either killed or carried over from 
mesh to mesh, Vo preyent this limtroduced a small lamp 
chimney of the Argand pattern, and placed my flannel upon 
the inside of this. ‘Ihe end of the lamp chimney resting upon 
the bottom of the vessel allowed water to pass ont only Sore 
going in.at the bottom of the chimney, working up the flan- 
nel and so out atthe top. In this manner no yo syster 
could get into the emrent of outflowing water or mto the 
meshes of the Hannel except those few that might be directly 
under the end of the chimney, The infiow of water was ar- 
ranged in a similar manner but without the chimney, simply 
allowing the piece of flannel to pass over from 4 supply tank 
into the breeding vessel. 
Asa whole, my apparatus then consisted ol two vessels, 

biwo Strips of Nannel and alamp chimney, The large vessel, 
ov supply reservoir, was kept full of sea water; from this a 
strip of flaunel passed over and down to the small 
breeding vessel, keeping it fail! and constantly supplied with 
fresh water $6 long as the reservoir was well supplied, The 
chimiusy was placed upou the opposite side of tha breeding 
yessel from the entrance or Inlet strip, and the second piece of 
flannel passed from ii out and over the side af the vessel, al- 
lowing the overflow to take place into a waste tank placed 
some distance below the apparatus, 4 
With this arrangement and with strip: oF fiannel about three 

inches in width, [found that T could pass about two gallons of 
water per day through « small turnbier, which 1 used as my 
breeding-jar. I also introduced water several times a day by 
Theans of asmall sponge, 

T found that with this arraupement of the vessel I had no 
difficulty in keeping my young oysters alive, and so far as | 
could tell I lost none in the outflow. 
Practically then the difficulty of maintaining a cirenlation 

of the water had been overcome, and T maintained an equable 
temperature by placing alltmy vessels, that is, both supply. 
tank and breeding vessel, in « constant stream of water Tow: 
ing from the hydrant, the temperature of the water in the 
vessels thus changing only with the change of the surround- 
ing stream. which was, during the course of the experiments, 
from 74 to $0 deg. On the 25th of July, with a temperatiire of 
the water of about 74 deg., I placed my first hatching of youug 
oysters in the apparatus. 
My method of limpresnating the eges was as follows: Upon 

opening the oysters | took a sniall portion of the generative 
products and examined to see whether the speciinen was a 
tale orfemale, und if ripe. Having this selected » suod 
specimen of either sex, I slit the ovaries and spermarias 
lengthwise with many pashes, and Then pressed out the pro- 
ducts. and gathering witha knife, placed tham together im. a 
small watch glass and mixed them with a little water, After- 
ward they were transferred to a larger vessel containing 
more water, when they were allowed to remain quieh fora 
considerable time. The surplus of wilted water was they 
siphoned off and thrown away, and the vessel again tilled 
with fresh water, Duriug the time the water in the vessel is 
quiet mast of the ova settle to the bottom and remsam there 
asa thin layer, which with care will remain nndistorhed 
while the ight ova and the unused spermatozoa are rrawy off 
from above. ‘he ova can be washed several times if thonght 
necessary, in order to thoroughly cisanse therm from any pur- 
ticles of organic matter and spermatozoa which may be ali the 
bottom, and which by decaying might tend to affect the 
water untayorably. By the method which] adopted of slit- 
ting the ovaries and spermavies, and then pressing out the een- 
tents, L obviated the necessity of cutting the parts fo pieces, 
and atterward cleaning the ova trom the minute frazmenis 
of tissue before allowing development to go on, Another 
method which [ have employed, and one whieh is even better 
than this, is to clear the animal frony all flesh. such as pills, 
mantle and muscle, by enyting olf the parts with a pair of 
small scissors, then taking the body between the fingers, place 
the outlet of the generative organs aginst the side of the 
small vessel or plate, and with « flat instrument of some kind, 
snueh asadull knife. gradually manipulate the sides of the 
organ, and press tie products down and out inte the dish. 
Tn this manner, if the specimen is ripe, you will have « elear 
mnilky hquid with none, or only @ yery skeht admixtere of 
foreizu material. The mixing of the male and female ele- 
Mients cun then be performed as already explained, 

Atter thoroughly cleansing the oya they weve left quiet for 
aome considerable time, and in from two to iour or six hours 
a layer of embryo could be seen atthe sistace of the water, 
each individual moying about in a yery brisk ‘'so-as-vou- 
lease” sort of fashion. These were then siphoned of into a 
arger vessel, and utter several layers had been disposed of 
the assembly was placed in the breerding-jar, aid the water 
set in motion through their new locality. tm the case of the 
experiment begun on the 26th of July, and above-mentioned, 
specimens were examined every few hoursin order ta denote 
the development, and during one sich examination, on the 
27th inst.. about forty-four hours after the ova had heew Loe 
veenuted, ime ot tle young oysters, which bad developed so 

tat as to be entirely enclosed by its two shells within the tleld 
of the microseope, thrust oub a portion of the veliu aid 
firmly secured itsel! to the glass slide ipon which th had been 
placed. Murther observation seems to show that this 1s their 
norma! mode of attachment, thal ts. to thrnst ont the velo 
from hebween the shells and adhvra te whatever is within 
reach, afterward the aniinal falls syer to out side, generally 
the lett. and the shell of that side gradually forms around and 
out beyoud this attachment of the young animal. Later o 
portion of shell material forms hider the attachment rnth 
tirmiy solidifies the shell proper to the attached substance, 
and the fleshy attachment atrophies. so that while at frst the 
animal itself is attached to the outer world, later in lite the 
shell is fhe t attached, and the animal itself Wecqmes at- 
tached to the shell, but in an entirely different place from 
where the first attachment was made. 

Duriuy this first period of attachment, when the shell itself 
is not firmly. attached, but simply held firmly down to the 
sulistance with which it is in coutuct, the young animal ees its 
food, ora portion of it, by mieans of a sovt br probosuis, or 
dongation of the mouth part, whichis capable of beg moved 
about freely within (he shell cavity, “Chis proboscis stage 
lasts votil the gills are fully formed and hecowe of suthwieat. 
size to supply tood to the wnimal, when the proboscis. or 
rather its Hexible end, is Wwansformed into (he labial palys 
which heconie closely connucted with the gill-leayes, Tt will 
thus he seen that the lite of fie oyster can be practically 
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Jed into threa portions. First, a free swimming condi- 
Seite for a longer or shorter time in accordance with 
the temparabure of the water, and during which time the 

une auimal can move about with perfest freedom, although 
penerally ator near the surface, and in a somewhat limited 
range. Ibis, during this stage, subject to the preatest dangers. 
Second, a condition when if is coveled by a shell, is unat- 
‘bai but is not capable of moving freely from point to 
ea bxe tto whirl about, and thus roll around pon what- 
Soever siibstances it may rest. and third, its condition when at- 
tached ta some permanent or stationany objeat, and including, 
of course, the, Sproboscisstage,” During its tirstconditionitcan 
beaffected by its own moyements ano the movements of the 
tides: during its second condition chiefly, if not solely by the 
tides, and during its third condition by neither, except im so 
far as the tides bring food to it in its resting place, é 

All efforts at artificial propagation should then take into 
consideration these three conditions. First, to guard it from 
escape during the first period; second, althongh perhaps not 
absolutely necessary exceph insofarasit resembles tidal ac- 
tion, fo moye itabout during the second period untilit can 
uttach itself to some gold support; and third, to afford food 
for it, during all periods. 
“With phe apparatus which I have deserihed to you the first 
imvo ends were accomplished, that is with the aid of the 
s ringé with which T introduced strong currents into the 
hreedine vessel several times per day. This was clearly demon- 
atpekey keeping a large number of the youn’ animals alive 
for fourteen days. How many of the number were attached 
to the bottom and sides of the dish I have no means of know- 
ine, but if one attached itself on the second day itis perhaps 
fair to inter that others attached thomselyes to yarigus por- 
tions of the vessel diving the parlod they were contined in it, 
In regard to introducing food itis probable that not a very 
large muount went through the flamel reg but some was 
put in the water with the syringe, So far, then, it appears 
that wecan maintain a circulation in our breeding vessel 
without losing our young animals, and we can also inproduce 
food by introducing fresh sea water which has been reduced 
to the temperature of that of the breeding vessel, and which 
has not passed through the flannel sifters, 
The practicability of the artificial! cultivation of the oyster, 

then, seems to hinge upon the care with which these steps or 
Trocesses are carried out. Oysters seem to feed upon the in- 
owiny tide, and if an apparatus is so arranged that the water 

(an be drawn down steadily by means of the caynary attrac- 
fion exerted through flannel or some other substance, until 
low in the dish, and then brought in with a steady stream of 
eyenly-tenipered water, with sufficient strength to moye the 
young oysters about from place to place and carry food about 
with it, ti would appear as if practical success could be at 
tuined. In such au “#pparatus pieces of glass or small frag- 
ments of shells could be suspended, to which the young ani- 
yials could attach themselves, and these pieces could be 
withdrawu and examined from time to time for the purpose 
of tvacing the progress of the hatehing, I propose to continue 
my experiements in this direction during the coming symmer 
as occasion hay permit, aud althongh the disadvantages are 
great of working with animals so small that a nicroscope has 
constantly to be used, yet Thopeto be able to show that 
with care and good weather something practical can be ac- 
cormphshed, 

[10 BE CONTINUED.) 

THE OHIO COMMISSION. 

A CORRESPONDENT of the Cincinnati News-Jon nal 
relates this interview with Mr. D. Y, Howell, Superin- 

tendent of the Ohio Visi Commission: 
“Well? said Mv. Howell, Superintendent of the Ohia Wish 

Hatcheries at this place, “iam engaged in a lawsuit growing 
out of a difference of opinion concermn: recent legislation in 
regard toe the time, place. and manner of Nshing in the waters 
of Lake Hrie and those tributary thereto, However, I will 
have my boattake you out to the hatcheries near the water 
works, where you will find a mam in charge who will give you 
whatever information he can, When you get through come 
back, and Lf will do the best I ean for you.* 
Returning to Mr. Howell's place of business on the river 

front, he said, in answer to mterrogations: “We have planted 
from. 60,000,000 to 65,000,000 of whitefish in Lake Erie, They 
have heen distributed around the islands and reefs at the 
head of the lake, commencing at Stony Point, Michizan. and 
extending around the southem shore to Kelly’s Island, West- 
sister, Middle Bass, North Bass. and Put-in-Bay” islands, 
These plants are now doiny business on their own hook, They 
are abundantly able to take care of themselves, for the in- 
stinct of seli-preservation in the whitefish appears to be fully 
developed when heis only halfan inch in length. We will 
commence making plants in the interior about the lustof May, 
They willbe madé im such streams as may be selected hy the 
members of the Legislature, and will be made ie of pickerel, 
several yarieties of salmon, black bass and perch. They are 
all game fish, and will bite the hook. They are indigenous to 
our interior streams, for the earliest settlers found them in 
great quantities.” 

“Mr, Howell, I wanted to Sugeest that humane men gener- 
ally, and especially those who love the rod, contemplate with 
faclings of regret the disappearance of fine varieties of gaine 
lish from many of our streams and the extreme scarcity of 
others, What catise, in your opinion, brought about this de- 
population?” F 

am glad,” said Mz, Howell, “that you have asked me that, 
question, aud if I answer it in emphatic terms you must ex- 
cuseme, The use of the seine, sir, has destroyed our fish, 
The inzenuitYof man has not yet devised @ more effectual 
method for the wholesale destruction of fish eggs than the 
seine, because. in hauling the heavy lead line continually over 
fhe bottom of the river the tender and delicate spawn are 
destroyed, God planted in our brooks and rivers the tnesti 
food fishes in the world tor the evident purpose of promoting 
our health, pleasure and profit. The avarice and the cupidity 
of inan, however, will not pernut them to multiply an‘lreplen- 
ish ow waters. hence the calamity of which you speak, The 
tise Of the seine upon the spawning grounds of our fish, I regard 
simply as mlact of vanealism, Hyver vear more spawn are 
destroyed byimprovident and irresponsible men, who drag 
the spawning grounds with se¢ines, than ell the hatcheries of 
the State could bateh Out in a dozen years. The Maumee 
River is the natural spawning ground of the bluck bass, white 
bass, white salmon, jack and lake salmon, and in fact, all our 

J food fishes, except the whitefish and herring. They are 
known as the quick-hatchers, and thay come from Lake Hrie 
to these sroundsin great quantities and deposit their eggs, 
which are so delicate that the slizhtest tench will destroy 
them, At the rapids al; Perrysburgh, for instance, during the 
spawning season, there is a perfect mass of fish, A few men, 
with atwelve red seine, which only costs $37, will kill more 
fish in ten hours than Tean eatclin ten years with an outfit | 
costing $14,000, 100 bushels of fish have been taken ont of 
these rapids in avery brief time; fish, too, remember, that 
avent there for no other purpose than to deposit their eggs, 
The seine not only swept; out of the rapids the fish that cast 
their spawn, but also destvoyed the spawn, A few days of 
seining at) Perrysburgh alone in the spawning season will 
destroy epanyn sulicient to stuck the entire chain of Jakes, A 
condition of affairs almost as destruciive fo fish has existed 
upon thelake, From Marblehead and Cedyr Point across to 

elly’s Island, Put-in-Bay Island, and from Put-in-Bay to 
_ Middle Bass Island, all passages between the main shore are 

] practically closed with pound nets, so than tish can neither 
pass up nor down in thefallot the year. There are Bue 
of nets from que to five miles in length aeross and over tlie 

1 

reefs in the fall of the year. It is therefore painfully appar- 
ent ta even the casual observer that, throuch the wanton and 
lawless practice of afew men, the manyimust sutter, Phe 
methods and Fe sees of nature in this regard have been 
thwarted, and the only remedy for the calamity was to in- 
yoke the aid of the State in repopulating our waters, by arti- 
ficial meass, with the splendid inhabitants which the vandals 
of the seine have wellnigh exterminated. Statutory enact- 
ments have failed to prohibit the use of the seine. In some 
respects they are like our temperance laws, becatise they ure 
not enforced, Legislation tor the protection of fish is ample, 
and if rightly enforced our lakes, and rivers and crecks would 
soon teem with an overwhelming abundance of food fishes, 
The fishing industry upon the lake would be rather increased, 
and in two or three years would furnish employment to 
double the number of fishermen now engage], at increased 
wages. The health, happiness. and prosperity of our people 
wonld be promoted, and the recreation of abgling would re- 
gain the supremacy which it held over all other aquatic 
ae when Izaak Walton was its most distinguished advo- 
cate. . 
Continuing, Mr. Howell warmed up, and said: “TI fear no 

man ou this question, because [ know that I amvight. Ire- 
gard this invasion of the spawning grounds of our fish with a 
eadly seine as a crime against the laws of God and man. The 
paing and penalties of statutes will not remedy the evil, un- 
less backed by an enlightened public sentiment. Iam glad 
that you came here on this mission, because itis a great and 
a food cause. I am glad that what I have said is to appear in 
a Cincinnati paper, because the Cuvier Chib is located there. 
I know Colonel Harris, and I believe that he and other of its 
members will stand by mein my statements and ny efforts 
to enforce the law. Madeup as itis, of notable and accom- 
plished guntlemen, it wielus 2, potent influence, and IT know 
that that infiuence will always be exercised to wccomplish the 
greatest good for the greatest number, [hope that the sub- 
gente of nsheulture and tish protection will continue to be agi- 
ated until every reputable citizen will feel it his solemn duty 

to aid in the enforcement of existing laws, so that, in a few 
years, the original inhabitants of all our waters may again 
reappear in great abundance,” 

THAT FLGRIDA CARP FAILURE.—Editor Forest ane 
Stream: J notice in last week's issue the despondent letter of 
Mr. Rixford, of Rixford. Florida. In my monograph on 
“Carp aud Carp Culture,” page 1), this clause appears: “Phere 
will be a vast amount of misdirected carp calture in this 
country for a few years to come, and an immense aggregate 
loss of time and money wasted in consequence. Please ye- 
member this note of alarm,” Prof. Baird, in his recent cir- 
cular lether, tells us that some fifteen thousand parties have 
been supplied with carp by the U. >. Commission, Mr. Rix- 
ford’s letter is of special value bof only to all contemplating 
carp culture, but particularly to a majority of the nfteen 
thousand referred to. because they are attempting the busi- 
ness in precisely the same manner as that tested and reported 
a failure by Mr, Rixford. From information furnished by 
‘riends in Florida, and others who have traveled extensively 
there, Lam satisfied that there are thousands of opportunities 
for engaging in the business in yarious parts of that State, in 
a systematic manner. which will insure the mosti satistactory 
results. The introduction of carp into such waters as are 
described by Mr. Rixford, is not “carp culture,” but more 
properly “carp destruction,” as will ere long he acknowled zed 
y all who investigate the snbject intelligently. If Mr, Rix- 

ford or others interested in the busmess have locations which 
they can flood and drain at pleasnie, they can make carp 
culture a grand suceess. Tf they haye mo such location=, then 
itis folly to attempt the business. The same may be said 
where artificial feeding has to be resorted to, except a short 
time prior to marketing. Mr. Rixtord speaks of oue of his 
carp being purstied by others of its kind, at which time it ap- 
pears that they came nearshore, Many people write me con- 
cerning this peculiarity, On these occasions the pursued cary 
is undoubtedly a temale and the parsuers males. They are 
simply ‘‘spawning.”"—MintTen P, Perrcr (Philidelphia, July 30), 

THE PENNSYLVANIA COMMISSION,—The report of the 
Commissioners of Visheries of Pennsylvania tor the years 1881 
and 1882 has been issued. It opens witha reterence to the 
fishway atthe Columbia Dam, antl gives the reasons why it 
was not a success, and suggestions forits improvement. The 
catch of shad from Columbia Dam to Turkey Hill, within the 
first ive miles numbered, in 1679, 32,000. The cateh for the 
sunie locality in 1880) reached 44,000, The report says: ‘This 
Statement carries with if its Own cominentary. Unless 
reasonally close times are proyided for, the up-stbream inliabi- 
tants ave simply deprived of their fishing rights. There must 
be reciprocal concurrent legislation between Maryland and 
Pennsylvania,” No results have been obtained from plantings 
of either the Maine or the California salmon, andof the land- 
locked salmon it is perhaps too soon to speak. Many millions 
of whitefish and brook trout have been hatched at the station 
at Corry, and several fishes are mentioned as worthy of culti- 
vation and introduction. Many carp and black bass have also 
been sent out. A list of the fishing streams of the State, and 
a chapter on ichthyology, with descriptions and figures of the 
more important fishes, by Prof, E, D, Cope, make wn Interest- 
ing report. : 

CARP AND HOW TO COOK THEM.—London, Ont., Aug. 
+—I notice in your last number, Aug. %, that Mir. Thomas 
Clapham writes that he cooked a threé-pound carp, and tried 
to eat it, bub it was no go, too stone, with rank, stumpy 
fiayor. When Iwasa small boy, which was fiity vears azo, 
my father, who was rather an epicure, had & large pond in 
his grounds near Manchester, England, containine perch, 
roach and earp. When the old gentleman was going to haye 
a dinner party, @ carp, from what T remetober of the sizes, I 
should think five or six pounds, was taken out of the pond, 
carefully pull in wet moss in a cloth, and hung under a sinall 
spring that ran into the pond, Tt was taken ont every day by 
the man-seryant, and fed on bread and milk for five or six 
days, then cooked and eaten with port wine sauce (fine old 
ort, not the kind you get inthe present day). and T remem- 
ey the old man’s friends thuuzht it very tine. Let Mr. 

Claphain try this and I faney he wiil not find his carp strone 
or “stumpy,” though I think it is a poor fish, and am surprised 
to see how you Americans ave stocking your ponds with them 
when you have black bass and perch. Carp and the sparrow 
had better stop at home —An OLD FisHmRMan, 

FISHWAYS,—A new McDonald fishwa; 
old one on the Savannah River at the Wwter-works Dam, 
seven niles above Augusta. The one previously built there 
was done by colitract, and was so poorly constructed that a 
flood damaved it. The heizht of this dam is seven feet, ana 
no shad pass it, Betore the dam was built the shad passed 
up to the very soureds of the river, nearly two hundred niles 
above Augusta, and were taken in great numbers at ane hun- 
dred and twenty miles above that place. The new fishway 
will not be built by contract, bul by the McDonald Vishway 
Company. This company will also construct a lishway on 
the Uswego River, New York, which has been talked of so 
long. The construction has just been ordered by the State 
Superintendent of Public Works. a 

———— EEE 

Wi are Who smote the marble pods of Gieece? Nobody knows, ts 
ery - Besson’s Carcise Porous PLasters ahead of all ofhers? 

ho ¥ knows, Because they are quis, powerful and sure. 
ridé macoach when he can travel by vail? \ 
week when you can be relieved to-lay? Borsale everywhere, Price 
25 cents —Ade. 
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Toinsyre prompt attention communcations should be ad- 
dvessed to the Forest and Strecin Publishing Co,, and not to 
widividuuals, i whose absence from the affice matters of im- 
portanes are lable to delay. 

FIXTURES, 

BHYNCH SHOWS. 
September 4, 5, and /.—New Iingland Wair Beuch Show, Manebes- 

ter, N. AH. Charles A, Andrews, Superintendent, West Boxt'ord, Mass. 
September 6, 7 and 8.—The Dog Fanciers’ Assoelauion of Montreal, 

Canada, Second Aunyal Bench Show, Mniries close Sept. 1. Jchn 
F. Camphell, Secretary, P. O. Draiver 1,955 Montreal, Canada. 

Oct, 2, 3, 4and 5.—1ondon Beneh Show, London, Canuda. Hntries 
elose Sept. 19 Charles Lincoln, Superintendent; John Puddicambe, 
Secretary: (. A, Stone, Assistant Secreiary. 

_ dan, 1.2, 3, 4-—Meriien Poultry Association Bench Show, Meriden, 
Coon. Joshua Stiute, Secretary, Meriden. Conn, 

fELD TRIALS. 
November 19. 18%4.—Eastorn | jeld Trials Club, Fifth Annual Trials. 

at High Point. N. (. Wntries for the Derby closa Jilly 1; for the 
Members’ Stake, Nov 1%: for the All-Aged Stake, Nov. 1. W. A. 
Coster, Seeretary. Flatbush, Long Island, 8, Y, 
November 20, 1883.—Rohin’s Island Chib’s Second Annual Wield 

Trials -at Robins tsland, L. |, for mambers only, Wnirtes close 
A. T. Plummer, Beeretary 

December 1583 —Nationar Ametican fennel Chib, Witth Axnual 
Fryson, Heeretary, Memphis, 

December 4.—Gilrey Kod and Gun Club's Third Annual Field Trials 
at Gilroy, ('al., for dogs owned in California, Arizonu, Oregou and 
Nevada Butres close Dec. 2 E, Leaveslay. Secretary, Gilroy, Cal. 
Desember 10.—New Orleans Guo Cluh’s Sonthrr States Field 

Batries close Dev. 2. 4. 1. Renaud, Soere- 
tary, New Orleans, La. 

THE ROYAL YORK (ENGLAND) 

"THE Royal York Dog Show held its first exbilition on the 
_ 1th, 1th, 19th ane 20th of July, 1883, af York durme the 

riculttral Society at that place, and 
The show was held onder 

canvas, wlich was fitted up by ‘“Spratt’s Patent” the same 
as the show of the Enslish Kennel Clnb at the Crystal Palace, 
London, a weelkorso ago. The eniri¢s, 644, were not so Jarge 
as was aliticipated, but as there have been so many large 
shows held lately, and so many are coming on at all parts of 
the country, itis difficult under the circumstances to get 1,(100 
entries at them all, exhibitors finding that their pets won't 
ulways look their best wien constantly on the moye and not 
at their own kennels, But every ¢class contained A 1 speci- 

DOG SHOW, 

Toes, in fact we seldom saqy so few inferior specimens at any 
show. as tmoost all the doa exhibited possessed a certain 
amount of quality to entitle them to be worth inspection. 
and the awards of the judges seemed lo give general satis- 
faction. 
There were three classe$ for bloudhownds, but as there were 

but: few entries, they were thrown out altogether, and there 
was not a sinzle bloodhound im the show. In mast fis Crown 
Prine sco ed anovher win, and in the open dog class Grlenda, 
aremarkable tine young dog, carried of first’ honors, whieh 
he richly deserved. He is grand in bone and substance, but is 
at prosent low betore. He may yet improve, but we doubt if 
ever he will be quite good inthatrespect. in bitehes Crown 
Princess beat her late kennel companion Rosalind, a decision 
we quite indorse, althouzh there are different opinions as to 
the merits of these two grand bifehes. Mustitf puppies, litst 
to the winuer at the Crystal Palace. 
Champion St. Bermards.—Cadwallader and Bayard again 

ton zhi the battle, which restited in Bayard turning the tables 
ou his conqueror at the Palace, In open dog class, Faust, 
second at the Palace, won, Rector not conipetiug here, There 
were a wiinber of very yoor dogs shown in this Glass. Pup- 
pies were not so eood as we huye seen. Newfoundlands were 
another gord Glass. We lis¢ the whird prize doz quite as good 
as any, only he was badly shown; wanted a little more atten- 
tion paid to his toilet. Greyhounds were remarkably good; 
in the bitch class there were some very good onés. We 
like the second prize quite as much as any, in fact 
Mr. Nelson showed three bitches, all full sisters, which wore 
(vite a show in themselves. We hayeneverséen their equal 
out of one litter, Any of them is it to turn out a champion, 
and opinions differ as to which is best, In champion pointe. s 
Ponte svored another win for lis now owltler, Ma. Crofts, who 
also wou in bitches with Ruby, a damzhter of Ponto, and we 
think much better than her sire. Taking the pointers alto- 
wether they were good classes. Inscthers, Mr. Shorthosé won 
ouice more with Royal TV., the other entry nob turning up. 
Mr. Shorthose also woltin the open dog cidss, and Mi. Bowers 
had, we think, a very lucky win in the bitches from Mr, 
Shorthose’s Noyelette and Novelty. Puppies nothing extra. 
Black and tan setters and Irish setters only fair, nothing par- 
ticular in These classes, Clumber spaniels were remarkably 
food. His Grace the Duke of Portland showing a very grand 
team, which were kenneled in one of Spratt’s doz kennels in 
the grounds, and formed quite u show in themselves. Mr. 
Holmes lso showed some remarkably good ones. In black 
spaniels there was keen competition, and one of the best if not 
the best classes we hives ever seen, Cockers were not so g00d, 
and we liked Peerless Gloss best of any in the class, but he was 
only he, Inthe any other colored spaniels we like Royle’s 
Gness best of uny by alony way. Sle is avery good black 
anditan by Zulu. in champion sheep dogs only one put in an 
appearance, Carlyle, who was looking remarkably well. In 
open dozs Helipse scored another win ab the head of a good 
class. In bitches we liked the second and third priza bitches 
best. There was a class for bob-talled sheep dogs, but as the 
entries were deticient, the classes were struck off the same a 

Bassets were another large class of fair 
quality. ‘They are evidently getting very fashionable. Cham- 
pion tulldogs, first, Lord Nelson. Blucher, the Palace winner, 
first in the open class. He is a remarkably #0o0d-bodied dog, 
grand skull, but a little pinched in tace. There were some 
other good dogs shown in this class, which was a very good 
one. Bull-terriers, asnall class ot five, but the quality was 
good, and the winner well placed, 
There were a few good Airedale terriers headed by Mr. Carr’s 

Crack. but we liked the second prize dog equally as well. 
Fox-terriers, as usual, were very strong classes. Champion 

doszs, only oneshown, Champion bitches, first, Sutton Veda, 
a. bitch we consider about the best there 1s, although to choose 
between her and Richmond Olive would be a ditiicult matter; 
they are both remarkably good specimens. Crac.oell, first in 
dogs, is certainly not the doz he was represented to be. 
Although @ good dog, he is not to our ideas a dog to cause a 
sensation, 

Wire-haired terriers were good, and the competition quite 
us keen asin the smooth-coated classes. In champion Bed- 
lingtons Senator had no opposition. *This is a dog we always 
liked were he not so large. There were some good Bedling- 
tons shown in the open classes, «ndwe fancied Mr. Watson's 
third prize biteh Dafodil as muchas any Bedlington terrier 
shown, 

Trish terriers; the strongest and best clusses we haye seen, 
all the winners ab the Palace competing. Mr. Graham won . 
first in dogs, and special for best in the show. 

in black and tan tarriers Burke won easily, 
Blcye terriers; a good class, in which his Royal Hivhness, the 

Printe of Wales, won second with a remarkable fine dog, 
Champion pugs. First, Goffin; 4p easy win. his is ub- 

donblewy the best pug we have seen. Tho open dog class had 
some yery good ones, Mrs. Fostes’s second and third prize 
dogs being very fair specimens, and we believe a large price 



aO 

was refused for the pair, In hitches nothing particular, 
althongh the class was a fair representative one. 

Yorkshire termers. Mrs. Foster was again to the front with 
Bradford Hero. 
Blenheim sud King Charles spaniels. Mr, Booth won first 

and second with the Slenheim Earl and King Charles Duke 
of Edinhoro’. This class was poor. 
Thera was & class for any other breed of toy dogs noti previ- 

ously classed, which was made up of Italian greyhounds, 
Pomeraniang, poodles, ete. +, 

Following is # list of awards: 

MASTINNS.— Cranes: Ist and cup, Dr. 8. P. Winslow 
Prinee).—-Oprx—Dagy, Isl, J. S. Turner (Orlando): 20 
(Soragat; Jd, Dr. L$, PL Winslow (Prussiun Prince). Bifedies: ist 
anil oup, J, Royle (Crown Princess); 2d, Dr, L$, FP. Winslow (losa- 
lind); 81, R. Aiston (Duchess of Connaught),—Puppres; Ist, Dr. L. $. 
PF, Winslow (Urossian Prinvess). 

ST, BORNARDS —CnaMrron—Pog; Ist, J. C. Maedona (Bayard), 
Bifeh: W. 1. Bettertou_(Madam).—Open—Rover-osatan—Dogs; Ist 
aéurenp, LL. OC. Joplin (Faust); 21, W.G, Marshall (Conrage IL); 3d, 
J, O. Macdona (Boniface); dh, T, WH, Goodwin (The Hermit), Aifehes: 
ist, J. K, Kaye (Kiva); 2d, 7. C. Macdona (Beryl),—Saoors-coaTEp— 
Dogg: Vst ani cum, G. 8. Ball (Pedro); 2d, F. MW. Murchisow (Dignity). 
Bitehes: ist. T. A, Goodwin (1rene); 8d, Miss BE. A, N, Viekers (Jura 
117). Prerins—Days: ist and cup and certificate of merit, J.C. Mae- 
ona (Primate); 2, 7, Hall ( s( Choide), 

NEWFOUNDLAND 1st, T. L, Brown (Boreas); 2d, W. 
Coats (Cosnr de Lio); 31, W. Musevaye (Prince George), Bitches: 
ist, Rh. W. Moll (Zoe); 2d, W. Coates (Meg Of Meldon TP.); 30, R. W. 
Moll (Youug Bertha). 

BOARTOUNDS.—iat. P. Adcock (eSampion Styx); 2d, 8. EB. Shirley 
(Nox); 8d, 8. W. Jaguel (Oscar). 

DNERHOUNDS, —1st, H. C. Joplin (Chieftain); 2d, A. Maxwell and 
I, Cassell (Victor); 31, Lord A. Cecil (Brice), 

GREVWOUNDS.—OCnameron; tsb, WH, P, and P. J. Charles (Memnon). 
—U Dogs? 13st and cup, JE. Gvofis (Heir-at-Law); 2d, T. Harri- 

(Crown 
D. Tyrer _E. 

¥): 3d, R. Musk, Jr. (President), 
sashine Witch); 20 and ad, R, J. Nelson (Azalea and Acalia), 

FOREIGN VARIETY.—1st, H. R. H. Prince of Wales (Chang); 2d, 
T. Procter (Moscow); 8d, 1, S, Smith (Shah), 

POINTHRS.—Crampron: ist, J, B. Crofts (Ponto), _Oren—Laran— 
Pogs: Ist And cup, 7. Shorthose (Quick Shot); 2d. Rev. W. Shield 
(Mluke); 3, B. A. Manning (Duke IV). Brtehess ist, 7, B. Crofts 
(Ruby f; 24, J L. Bulled (Devon Venus it, Rev. W. Shield (Fay).— 
SMALL—Dags, ist, Carter and Holland (Bean of Fursdén); 2d, H. 
Bishop (Nap); 81, J. L. Buled (Dyke), Bitches: Ist, H, Moser (orest 
Beauty): 2d, L, Bulled (Lass of Deyou); 8d, Sir J. W- Pease, Bart, 

i, P., (Hrgton Prancheétte). Puppres: ist,H. M. Wilson (Harebeli); 
Sina. W. Pease. Gart., M. PF, (Frank). 

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Caampton: ist, J. 
Royal 1V.),—_Oren—Excurr Brack anp Tan—Doays: 1st, J. Shorthose 
(hoyally); 2d, P. Adcock (Dirk Hatlerick); 80,J Armstrong (Diamond 
TV.) Gitehes: 1st and oup, '. B. Bowers Heather Belle); 2d and dd, 
J. Shorthose (Novelty and Novelétte), Puppies: 1st, PF. R. Moser 
(Lady Abbess); 20, Col. .!, B, Smyth (Colleen).—Biack Axp TAN— 
Dags: JG, Williams (Dan T1.); 2d, J. Beazley (Young Grouse). 
Bite st, R, Mitchell (MoliTV,); 2d, 3d and high com,, F, A, Man- 
niiig (Vixen, Juno V., and Alice). 

[RISIL SETTERS.—Ormn—Dogs; ist, J. 
Roberts); 2d, B. R. Wood (Roy): 3d, Hy M. Wilson (Mountaineer). 
Bitehes; ist, G. TW. Sovurthwaite (Roby Junior); 2d, H. M, Wilson 
(Wallie); Sd, G. Wilson (Ruth 17). 
RETRILVERS.—Cuampron: ist, §. @. Shirley (Dusk)—OreNn— 

BiLAokK, Moora on WAvyY-coaTro—Doys: Ist, and cup, 8. B. ay 
(Moonstone + 2d, Sir F, GQ. Milner. Bark. (Bogey); 2d. H. Cox and BH. 
W, Jaquet (Nubian). Bifghes: ish and 2d, §. DB. Shirley (Zee and 
Learn); ad, A. Cox and £, W. Jaquet (Zealous)— Curny-coatep: Ist 
anil 2d, J, H, Crofts (Belle of the Seasou and Topsy 11.); 8d, A. Roe 
(Wallace), 

_RISH AND ENGLISH WATER SPANIELS.—Hqual ist, 7. S$, 
Skidmove (Mickay Free) and G.S, Hockey (Young Hilda); ad, G.S. 
Hockey (Lady). 

CLUMBER SPANTHLS.—Cuampion: 13, H. H. Holimes (champion 
John 9° Gaynt).—Oren—Zogs? Ist, Ink F Portland (Damper); 2d, 
H, A. Holues (Tower); 8d, Duke of Portland (Dart Il). Bitches; 1st 
and 2d, Duke of Portland (Mirt IL and Riot);8d.H. BH, Holmes (Hilda), 

SPANTIELS.—Sudsex: ist, J. Partridge (Br da IL); 2d, T. Codling 
(Conheilor); ad, Rav. W. Shield (Furve).—Brack—Crampion: Ist, J, 
Royle (champion 4uly)—Opey—Dai lst, I’. EB. Schofield (Scamp 
T.); 22 and $d, Captain §, M. Thomas (Black Knight and Jumbo), 

i yy ist, BP. . Schofield (Salus I1.);2d,W. 1, Basten (Beverly Bess); 
2d, Hill Silvia). Coorme: Ist, 24 and 3d, GH. B. Spurgin (Weyer, 
Betsey I1., and Frill) —Any oraar Vartety-—Dogs: ist. H. B. Spurgin 
(Alonao); 2d, W. Basten (over 1V.); 8d, M. Gretton (Newland Chief). 
Bitches: 1st, Capt.§. M. Thomas (Lass 0’ Devon); 2d, and Cup, J, 
Royle (Zyessi; 3d, and Medal, J. Bill (Jessie I11.)—Purpims: ist, H. 
B. bpupin (Beacon); 2d, H. H. Holines (Hilda); fd, W. BE. Hasten 
(Beverly Beau), 
SHPRPDOGS.—Craurron: Ist, M. ©, Ashwin (Carlyle),-Opmy— 

Rovew-Ooarreo—Doegs, Island cup, G. Rh. Krebl (Eclipse): 2d and cup, 
8. Boddington (Rutland): dd, W. Atkinson \Marksman); 4th, W, High- 
mooy (Relish), itches, Ist and cup. §. Boddington (Winnie); 20,5, 
T. Mercier (Tessie); 3d, Dr. James (Tawuy Lass); 4th. T. Maston 
(Hlectric), Smoota-cosarep: Ist, M, CO. Ashwin (Tattie): 2a, H. U, Jop- 
lin (Mindéul)\; 3d, J. Poster (Tram), Poppres: ist. Me C. Ashwin (THT) ; 
2d, Dr, Jaines (Slymie); equal 84, Dr. James (Highland Obief) and C. 
Barraclough (Primrose, late Storm), 

BASSET HOUNDS, —1sl, 
les TL, Jupiter), 

BULLDOGS. Cnampros—Doay- ist, J. B. Wilkes (Lord Nelson) 
Biteh; ist, J. Peate (Redowa). Oprxy—Larce—Dogs: ist, Dr. W. R. 
Lyiddon (Hneher): 30and eup, J. H. Elifs (Taurus); 3d, G, W. Brooks 

Ritehes; ist, GS. Ball 

MM, 
2d, 

Shorthose {champion 

0. Macdona (General 

3d and 8d, G. R. Krehl (Fino-de-Paris, Pal- 

(Diogenes). Bifejes; ishand cup, A. Benjamm (Britomartis), Pp- 
pres: ist, J. A, Ellis (Paul Clilford); 2d, 8, Slinger (Q@nain). 

DAGHSH TAMETON: 1st and cup, M, Wootten (Hagar) 
OPEN— Da: 1 PM, Hoare (Superbus); 2 and cup, M. Woat- 
len (Aeyn iaud meds), Mrs. P. ML Hoare (Carlowitz), 
Ist, W. A, Benson (Rosa); 2 and ad, Mrs. 
Grafinn 1. Poeprs: 1st and metal, Mis, 
H, M. Southwell (Tiidles). 

RULGL-TERRIERS,—Dovs: Ist, A, Gearge (Max Marx); 2d, H, 
Cox and 1, W. Jaquet (Hastings): 2d, J. Chatwin (Cairo). 

ATREDALE OR WATERSIDE THRRIERS,—Is0, T. Carr (Keighley 
Oreck); 2d, A. Walker (Rover 111); é@d, C. Pearson (Brant). 

BMOOTE Sa LS Rew En et ME Rey. G. T, Fisher 
(Riehinond Jack), Bitch: Ist, A, R. Wood (Sutton Veda).—Orsn - 
Pie: 1b and cup, J.-A. Murchison (Gvatlnell): 2d, A. R. Wood 
(Shovel); 3d, Rey. J.C. Maedons (Twsng);4bh, P. A. Chapman (Siks- 
woitlh Ragman). Bifches: 1st, G, Raper (Richmond Olive): 2d, H. 
right (Westhourne Patience); 4th, Stott and Philips (Mrs, Gamp).— 
Turems—Degs) ist, &. Mayor (Como); 2d, J. Sherwin (Ambrose 
Jack), equal 3d, W. Harvison (Fiddler Jack) and J, BE. Crofts (Flower), 
Bitches! ist. W. Bright (Westbourne Patines) 2d, Stoth and Phillips 
(Taliycorain): 3d, Mujor Treland (Revuke). 

WIRE-HATRED FOX-TERRIERS, -—-Crameron: Ist, F. H, Field 
(Brimgs).—Open—Digs: Bynal ist, W. Canrick, Jr. (Turk IL) and W. 
J, W, Gorter (Eskdale Izar); 80, SleA. Graham (Masher), Bifches: 1st, 
H.@, Sugden (Worry); 2d. W. W. Beekh (Hlaek Watch); Ad, BE, H 
Barlow (Whisky) —Poreims: it, W Carrick, Jr. (Test): 2c, 
Fieid (Wil d, W. Carrick. Jr. 'Tige). 

TEREIERS.—Brpiinaton—OnAMpion: Ist and medal, J.§. Watson 
(Senahor)—Opmn—DPogs: Ist and Sige and dd, J. A. Baty (Lord 
Stowell, Tinner ang Pincher), Aifches: Ist aud cup, J. A, Baty 
(Diana): 2 anded, A. GB. Watson (Topsy und Dafodil). Puppies; Ist. 
J. 5. Watsow (Moral); 8d, J. A. Baty (‘The Blacksmith) —Irisp— Days: 
ist anid medal. W, Graham (Pagan I); 2d and special, J. N. BR. Pim 
(Play Boy), 38d, WH, A. Graves (Pliadvig), Bitehes: 1st, J, N, R, Pim 
(Poppy); Yd. GR. Kreh) Bit); 3d, Dr. R, B. Carey (champion Sting). 
Puppies: ist. J. NM. Ry Vin (Poacher); 2d, W. a. 
R. Krell (Gva-ma-chree).— rack Anp TAN: ist, J. Royle (Burke); 
20, 7. 1, Grofis (Lady Linginy); 3d, C. Collett (Switch).—Skym: Ist. 
W. EB, aston (Seottish Qneéen I): 2d, the Prinee of Wales (Danity); 
O1, C Colleth (Saxon),-Hano Harren Score: ist and medal, J. A, 
Adamson (Ashley Moray); 20, Ludlow and Bloomfield (Worry); 8d, J. 
Luneden (Budaeh T1)—Dasme Divaoxr: Ist, T, W_ Slater (‘Tweed 
mouth); 84, Ws. Masten (border Queen); dd, W. A. #. B, Coupland 
(Queen). 

POMERANLANS AND POODLES.—ist, J.T. Beaumont (MWeddle- 
some Moll); 2d, 7, J, Saye (Sealy; dd, Mrs. 2. M, Monck (Renin). 

PUGS. —(eparion; Tat, Mire, L, Booth (champion Boffin).—Orgy-— 
Hous: Vst nnd eup and wedal, W. L. Sheffleld (Sir Roger); 2d ind da, 
Mis. M.A. Posler (Diamond and Beiford Ruby), &itehes: ist and 
pyedil, Wiss My) A. Ui: ilotlywortl REN Ra 2d, H Maule (Lady 
Gipsy); 24, U.S, Brittain (bitte Duchess), ‘Purrries; ist, W. DL. Shet- 
fal (Stiige Suilves}: 2d, Mis. HG, Gox (an Hong 8d, @. Houl- 
ker (Queen Rosey. 

Pitches: 
P.M. Hoare’s (Aither and 
P.M, Hoare (Zither); 2d, 

LU. H. 

Wabam (Girl\; 3d, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

YORKSHIRE TEKRIERS.—1st, Mrs, M, A Woster (Bradford Hero.) 
_ TOYS,—Hiesnem ANn King CHarngs; 1stand 2d, Mrs, L. Booth 
(The Harland Duke of Kdinburzh); $d, Mrs, AH, Arnold (Charles Na. 
bier),—ANY OTHER Bruen: Ist, J. Royle (Bankside Daisy); equal 2d, 
Miss M._A, Noster (Prince Arthur), J. K, Kaye (Sibyl), and Mrs. L. 
Booth (Hornet): equal ad, Mavs, H, M, Monck (Little Jumbo) and L. 
Kenworthy (| Sankey Ie 

THE “AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER.” 

HE American Kennel Register is rapidly winning its way 
in public favor, because it provides the breeder and owner 

of avery breed of dogs a place where the pedigree and per- 
formunces of his favorite can be registered; and it also con- 
tains a complete record of the winners at the principal bench 
shows and field trials, as well as other matters of mtexest to 
its readers. It seems destined to achieve a prosperous as well 
as wusefulcareer, The records spread upon its pages, although 
of very decided usefulness now, will greatly increase in value 
as the ‘hei pass by, rendering it indispensable as well as in- 
valuable to all who are interested in canine history, and 
especially to those who desire to preserve the purity of blood, 
and improve the quality of the different breads of dogs. 

RATTLESNAKE AND DOG. 

Hditor Forest and. Stream: 

My brother P. was beating a broom sedge field for a, scat- 
tered covey. His pointer bitch, Flirt, pointed in sedge 
grass about waist high. F, adyanced and urged the bitch to 
flush, pushing her with his knee. She sprang forward, and 
rushed back howling. I. comprehended the situation at 
once, and adyancing a step or two cuutiously, he saw a large 
rattlesnake, with its head and half its length erect, the very 
picture of concentrated defiance, He shot the snake, and gave 
lnmediate attention to the bitch, The two fangs of the snake 
had passed through one ear and their points entered the skin 
of the jaw, He quickly cut off the wounded ear close to the 
head with a pocket-knife, and, assisted by a companion, got 
the biteh on his horse, before him, and carried her home, In 
ene meantime her heal swelled to more tha double its natu- 
ral size, 
When he got to the house and dismounted, the bitch crawied 

under the gallery. She lay, with her head elevated, as 
motionless as a statue, for two days and nights, would not 
notice anything nor anybody, and all efforts to attract her at- 
tention or induce any sign of recognition, were unavailing. 
She seemed entirely lost to all sense of her'surroundings, On 
the third day she appeared to recoyer consciousness, and was 
induced to cata little. In about a week she was entirely re- 
covered, and was as useful in the field as formerly, though 
badly disfigured by the loss of one ear. She had also lost the 
faculty of locating sounds correctly, I don't think any 
remedies were applied. but nature was allowed to take her 
course, One curious feature about the occurrence was, that 
the snake did not rattle once during the transaction. 

OUACHITA, 
Lovtsi\na, July, 1883. 

FIELD TRIAL CELEBRITIES OF i883, 

CCORDING to custom of recent years we offer a few re- 
marks on the principal winners of the National and 

Kennel Club Field Trials of 1885 for pointers and setters, To 
the puppies of course most interest attaches, in that their per- 
formances are to a certain extent looked upon as an index to 
the qualities of the coming generations of sporting dogs. How 
fas such performances may be trusted as a guide to future 
meritmay perhaps be an open question, but practical sports- 
men can generally pretty well discern the good and bad traits 
likely to .ecome prominent in the dog when it arrives at ma- 
turity, after seeing the performances of his puppyhood in the 
exhaustive trials which it has to undergo to get anywhere to 
the front in a big stake like the Shrewsbury and Kennel Club 
Puppy Stakes. 

We oceasionally see that some of the winners at one or the 
other of the juyenile eyents in question are never able to get 
a prominent place again at trials, while others of course never 
run afterward, and are thus not heard of again as public per 
formers, more especially if they are bituhes, because of their 
yalue for breeding purposes. It will be generally found, how- 
ever, that winning puppies whose pedigrees contain a good 
share of field trial winning blood will, if they haye a chance 
to run again 4s old dogs, do so with credit to themselves and 
to their owners, if the latter will do them justice in their pre- 
paration. On the other hand, winning puppies that do not 
possess such celebrities for ancestors will generally be found 
to gain all their glory in their days of puppyhood. 

Their success in they young days is attributable, we pre- 
sume, as much to luck as to anything else, A pup, whose 
innate qualities are of a moderate order, may sometimes 
win a big juvenile stake over better dogs, provided he has had 
a good preparation, is fortunate in his ground, and in the 
uantity of game that may be in his bests, to say nothing of 

the degrees of merit, or absence thereof, in the opponents he 
meets in the earlier heats, There are several pointers and 
setters we could name, winners of puppy stakes, whu haye 
done nothing afterward—have. in fact, showed no capability: 
of improvement; and we find on reference to their pedigrees 
that the latter are wanting in field trial blood. Ibis not our 
purpose to del with this matter, however, in these present 
notes, we will therefore return to our remarks about the 
pointer and setter puppies of 1585. 
Reviewing the pointer pnps which came up to thescratch ab 

Shrewsbury and Blandford, we do not hesitate to say we were 
much disappointed with them. It has undoubtedly been 
very bad breaking season this spring, and therefore they may 
not be as indifferent as they seem to be. Tf, however, they 
are not capable of Improvement, if their best performances 
are to be those of their puppyhoad, then the breed of our 
pointers as sporting dogs is getting to a yery low ebb indeed, 
With but two or three exceptions ihe pointer puppies 
which van at this year’s trials are the worst lot of per- 
formers we haye seen at sither_of these eae 8 Of these 
exceptions we will begin with Mr, R. L. Prices’; Bribery, the 
winuer of the National Pointer Puppy Stakes. She is a small 
lemon and white, fairly well put together, with geod bone and 
substance for an animal of her frame. She hasa very taking 
way of working, going at ij witha wil, and there is no 
doubt she enjoys the business of game-finding intensely, which 
ishalf the battle. She is not a wide ranger, nor very fast, but 
at the same time there is no trace of the potter about her. 
She is a busy and honest worker, carries her head very well 
and beatsout her ground, As to her nose, she seemed to ce 
on game very quickly; this was particularly noticeable in her 
first spin at Shrewsbury, and we have no doubt that in her 
final run there against JiltII., her numerous points which did 
not actually disclose game, were on scent of birds which had 
run into the adjoining wood. Her points and drawing up on 
that ouvasion were yery fine, and Sir Vincent Corbet said he 
had no doubt that pheasants had just run iito the cover, as 
the wood in question wus a favorite of theirs, At Blandford 
her nose, staunchness, and honest hard-yorking qualities 
alone saved her froma beating by Milton Ban, , who quite 
out-classed Ner in pace, range, and style. Her trialwith Braye 
Bijou in the Derby was only lost after a very protracted heat. 
Sheis fairly staunch before and behind, and her attitude on 
point is good, but the habit she has of wagging her tuil when 
standing her game is objectionable, Whether she always 
does so or not we cannot say, bat she certajnly did so both at 
Shrewsbury and Blandford several times. Wagping the tail 
on point is a bad trick, hecayse it gives the idea that the 
wager is not certain whether game isimdront, and it offen 
has the effent of causing an opposing dog to be donbtfn) abont 

——— 
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bavking what appears to him to be an acknowledgment of 
the scent only, and not an actual stand at game. 
Prince Albert Soims’s Jilt II,, who took second honors ih 

the pointer puppy class at the National ‘lrials, will not call 
for a very extended notice at our hands, as she only ran at 
Shrewsbury, where so far as we could judge she showed no 
special merit, taking her place ip the stake us she did rather 
by default of her opponents than otherwise. In her first spin, 
which was against brave Bijou, the subsequent runner up for 
the K, €. Derby, she exhibited but very moderate cena bT Res 
as a game-finder, although her pace and style of ranzine and 
quartering showed to great advantage against the ugly action 
of her opponent, and these qualities of hers widoubtedly fia- 
yorably impressed the Shrewsbury judges, both of thon 
sportsmen who attach a good deal of importance to the style 
in which the dogs gallop and try their pround, as well as’ to 
the actual game-fnding capabilities and discipline exhibited. 

Jilt Il, is on a larger scale than Mr. Price’s bitch Bribery, 
and is liver and white in color. She is by Darwin ont of 
Young Jilt, and is yery well put tovether, With « fairamount 
of bone, she is straight m her limbs, has fairly good feet and 
capital shoulders, In hunting she earries her hesd well wp, has 
a good bold range and works merrily, She, however, seemed 
a bit wilful in her trial with Braye Bijou, and was scarcely 
staunch on her point, neither was she always steady to wine, 
being disinclined to drop, In backing, however, she was yery 
decided, and in her trial against Bribery at Shrewsbury wis 
very prompt to acknowledge ber opponent’s points. Had she 
been staunch on her game when she found it she would have 
made a yery close thing of it with Bribery. Had ditt Il run 
again at Blandford we should probably have been sable to 
haye spoken more decidedly about her, as a second trial very 
often discloses much that does not make itself apparent ab the 

‘st, 
Colonel Cotes’s Di Vernon is 4 handsome liver wand white 

bitch by old Garnet—Vi. Sheis not heayily marked, and the 
liver is of a light shade, She was run in the pink of coudition, 
and did Roberts great evedit in this respect. About the bast 
looking pointer in the stakes, both at Shrewsbury anil Bland- 
ford, she attracted vonsiderable attention, and the interest iti 
her was pele Meued by her free and bold range, good pace, and 
general style of work, Some people took exception to the 
way in which she carried her head, aud we think a little 
greater eleyation of that important organ would be desirable, 
the more especially as she takes such extensive Gusts, and no 
dog can afford to carry his head low that makes wide wusts. 
At Shrewsbury she had the misfortune to be down euch time 
where game was scarce, 80 there was little opportunity to 
gauge hernose. In her spin against Jilt Il,, a good point by 
her was spoilt by a troop of cart colts participating in the per- 
formance. Selfpreseryation is no doubt tha first law of 
canine nature, and evidently the bitch considered absence of 
body under the circumstance preferable to stavnehness in 
point, for she cleared oub of the way, and the vouthful 
Clydesdales promptly flushed her birds. 
At Blandtord Di had the misfortune of being drawn seinst 

one of the smartest pointer pups we have seen ron for the 
year, Mr. J. H, Brown's Milton Bang, and she got put out by 
him in her first heat, As already intimated, we had tut tittle 
opportunity of judging of the bitch’s nose, but her owner, and 
he is well able to judge, considers that is her strouzest point, 
and he relied rather on her nasal organs than on her pace and 
style and breaking to pull her through, 

Of Mr. Lonsdale’s Maggie May we say but little, as our 
opportznities of judging were limited to her fwo spins at 
Shrewsbury, where she did not show much fori. §he is a. 
neat liver and white biteh, rather on the small side, Ler 
nose is evidently the best part of her, as she fowid several 
lots of birds, but she showed very little pace, style or method 
of beating her ground. She was unforinnate yeb lucky in 
coming azainst tworank bad ones, Dinah and Rhiwlas Dralce, 
a5 they both of them went in and took up her points when 
she was Steady on game, a proceeding very trying to puppies, 
and calewated toundoa great deal of their breakmg. At 
Blandford Maggie was driwn assoon as she was put down 
for her hrst heat, it being yery evident she was too ill to run, 

Mr. Jatnes Bishop's Brave Bijou, by Wop—Bonny Laure}, 
the winner of the pointer prize in the 1<. C. Derby, tayors his 
sire in size and bone, being a pup of great bone aud substance. 
He has a fair head, great im chest capacity, and is good in 
hinw quarters, but is loaded about the shoulders, aud is conse- 
quently a yery ugly galloper. Notwithstunding this. how- 
ever, he is able to get over the ground fast, At Shrewsbury 
his work was much indifferent, and the judges could not stand 
his groggy way of going, to say uothing of his misdeeds, 
flushing and deciining to drop to wing: even_abt the National 
Meeting, however, Bijou showed that he had a good nose, for 
he got on scent pretty quickly, but Wis impatience fo see his 
pirds turned his finds into flushes with the usual consequences 
attending such misdeeds at trials, At Blandford, ulthoush he 
proved himself a hard worker, and possessed of natural gamne- 
finding qualities, he seemed inclmed to be wild and hegd- 
strong, and he was a lucky dog to mn so far through the stake 
as he did. He was fortunate 1n his first heatin beime put down 
where there were two lots of birds within a shone’s throw of 
each other, and having as his opponent Liounce, a doz that 
seemed to haye been taught to range the length of his chain 
and back again, and no further, In Bijou’s heat against 
Forest Beauty he did badly, his owner losing w! contrel over 
him, both lie and his opponent going right away out of sight, 
passing over numbers of birds, and tsany peopleexpected that 
hoth dogs would haye been put ont for want of merit. In his 
run against Bribery tor the pointer honors in the Derby his 
demerits far outnunibered the good work, and had the bitch 
run at all wp to her usual form she would hayo won, but 
strange enough she went offin berqwork, It was a toss up at 
any time during their long and tedious trial, bul eventually 
Bijou got the deciding point and won, after numerous flushes 
and false points to both ¢ontestants, Ons valuable quality 
about Bijou must not be overlooked, and that is his staying 
powers. On being sent off against Dashing Clinker for the 
rand prize he went fast and well, and ranged with more 

freedom than his opponent, but his wilfulness soon settled his 
chance, for he chased a hare in the most determined manner, 
and was put ob, * é J 

Milton Bang, the third-prize winner in the pointer division 
of the Derby, is the dog we should choose to take with ns to 
Scotland before any other pointer puppy we have seen sun 
this year. Heis just the dog for a big open moor, being a 
slashing fine goer and excellent ranger, quarterimg his g20und 
very systematically aud at a great pace. He is liver-ticker| 
and white in color, and stands a trifle high on the Jes, but is 
made like aracer. He bas good straight legs and feet, with wu 
fair amount of boue, but wants a little more filling up ih the 
loin, for appearance sake only, a5 we do wot insist so much ou 
this in a pointer or setter as we do in a horse, for self-vyident 
reasons. Milton Bang has a good nose, and is staunch on 
point, but he is rather «a, jealous worker, and does not like 
backing his opponent's points. Ti was this unsteadiness le 
hind and a skittish inclination to chase larks that lost him the 
pointer prize, for his nose was as good as that of any otter 
pointer tn the stake, while in pace, style, and quartering he 
outelassed all the rest. A tight hand and plenty of work 
would make Milton Banga rare good dog for the moors, as 
he has good powers ot endurance, and would beat ob a tare 
tract of country without flagging, and doit in & short space 
of time, 

SETTERS. 
The selter puppies which wade thei debul Lois year were it 

very different lot of youngsters from the pointers, both in ap- 
pearance and work. At Shrewsbury éverybody was favor- 
ably predisposed toward the setters generally by the very 
vetty and stylish bit of work done in the first heat of the 

Setter Puppy Stake hy Major Wind’em and Maggie May, as if 
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-alforded such op Peet relief and agreeable variation after 
the tame work done by the pointers as a whole. Jt may have 

heen that the scent was not so good when the pointers ran on 
the preceeding day, but irvespective of the question of scent 
the latter did not show up to anythiug like first-rate form. 

first pair of contestants in the Setter Stake, as already 
ated, aroused the flageing interest of the spectators at once, 
d there was a general pressing ta the front. to wituess the 

Yunoing, Indeed, we have noticed for several years past that 
fibere has invariably been much more excitement evinced 

— when the sebter stakes are being run than when the pointers 
ave playing out then game of points, hacks, and fiushes, etc, 
Nove of the setters, itis true, did any sensational work, 
robably becanse the wajovity of them were ina backward 
tate owing te the yery unfayorable season for breaking that 
was experienced, but enough was seen to satisfy us that there 
avas a yery fair proportion of the ruuners both at Shrewsbury 
and Bisndford entitled to take vank with some of the best of 
their | Sate paaiast 

Dealing first of all with the winners at the earlier—Shrews- 
Dbriy—meetins, we will begin with Mr. Elias Bishop's Little 
Bess, bred by hun by Blue Boy out of Maud. She is a small 
Jemon and white biteh, loug in the body, and short on the leg, 
with pood slopiuge Shoulders and well-hent stifles, but is alto- 
esther on 1 snoal) seale, and would fare badly in a piece of old 
Teather, and be lost to sight in turnips. What there 
is of her, howaver, is of the best. She quarters her ground 
Systematically, and ab a rare pace, and can evidently stay. 
Tu her trials she was as fortunate at Shrewsbury as she was 
unlucky in the Derby. She had a couple of fourth-rate ones 
agaist her at Shrewshury in Ranger and John Anderson, and 
although completely cleaned out by Col, Cotes’s Wind’em, she, 
howeyer, hud the good fortune to get let in again by the un- 
accoulifable way in which the latter, together with Major 
Wint’em, when running for first honors, put themselves out 
of the stake. Inthe Derby fur proved her héfe noir, and ber 
unlusky bat defermined chase of the leyeret put her owt in 
her first heat. Her chief fault, wilfulness, which we confi- 
dently predicted when we first saw ler run would prove her 
overthvow, showed itself on one o} two occasions, not only in 
her spin against the pointer Bribery, at Shrewshury, but also 
in her detwrmined chase of the Jeveret. Her nose, though not, 
of the very best, is nota bad one; butshe carries her head a 
trifle too low at times, nevertheless her win in the Aged Stale 
stampet her a rare Zoo setter. 
Dachine Rose, the second prize winner at Shrewsbury, was 

bred by Mr. Liewellin, is a black, white and tan bitch, and is 
full of fielt-trial blood ofthe best quality on both sides, being 
by Dash If. winner of Hutuerons trials, out of his Countess 
Bear, tlie winner of the first Field Trial Derby, Dashing Rose 
is a poud-looking bitch of yery considerable substance, al- 
thongh not on a latwe frame. She has good depth of chest, 
straight forelegs, with plenty of bone, and any amuoynt of pro- 
pelling power ii her hind quarters, Ju pave she isfast enough 
for anything. and has a very pretty style of goime, lashing ber 
stern us if her whole heart wasin the work. In her first heat, 
Which she tan against Mr, Liewellin’s Blossom Wind'em, she 
‘seemed as if lier pace was rather too good for her lose, but in 
her subsequent trials, both at Shrewsbury and Blandford, she 
showed that she has a remarkably good nose, and that her 
flush at Shrewsbury was more the result of being pushed by 
Blossom, as it was rather more a race vf speed alone between 
them in the early part of their trial than anything else. She 
had an easy win over her brother Dashing Buck at Shreys- 
bury, as the latter (who had shown capital form in his first 
trial, and is, in the opinion of many, despite his misdeeds, the 
best setier puppy of the year) was badly handled. At Bland- 
ford, Rose was rather uilucky in bsing drawn, after a long 
and severe eive-aund-tauke trial against Dashing Clinker, her 
halt brother, the subsequent winner of the Derby, In Dash- 
Inc Rose Colonel Cotes has one of the best setter bitch puppies 
of the year, and # thorouh sportstnan’s dog. 
Fan, the third prize winner at Shrewsbury; is by Diamond 

IL, ont of Slit She belongs to R, K. Armstrong, who is, 
we believe, Edward Armstroiig’s son, who hunted his brace of 
pointers so well im the brace stakes subsequently. Fan, in 
color, has the Armstrone trade mark, liver and white, and in 
appearance is anything but handsome, being long in the leg, 

shallow in the body, with cars set on high top. On the other 
hand, she has # fair nose and good pace, and quarters her 
pround very creditably, but neither her style of working nor 
ber attitude on point is af all taking. No doubtshe will make 
avery useful hitch. and one to which a Jot of game might ve 
ised, Tn her first heat at Shrewsbury her opponent, Jacobin, 
was but 2 very indifferent opponent, and Duke Wind'em, who 
wis beaten by her in her second spin, is a backward puppy, 
Although she showed yery flair nose in her previous heats, 
et her scéntine powers ave not of the yery highest order, 

She was very cxsily put out by Dashing Clinker, who found 
four lets of birds to her none, although she ranged over 
ground where some of the hirds were afterward found by her 
opponent, + 

Jolin Anderson, the fourth prize winner at Shrewsbury. is 
by John of Gaunt. the absolute winner there of the setter 
uppy stake in i881, and is out of Wise, a bitch of whose 

breeding we know nothing. John was avery fortunate: ani- 
mal te fet anywhere near the money, as there were at least 
bul! a dozen better than he in tle stake, aud had it not been 
for the nnaccountabls laches of Wind’em and Major Wind’em 
in what was to have been the rn for first honars, John would 
pot have been heard of again in the stake after his two first 
Heats, as his work in these was of the most indifferent order. 
We, therefore, devote but little space to Jolin, as we certainly 
think he iz not deserving of special notice. 
Dashing Clinker, the winner of the Field Trial Derhy, is 

one Gf fe best looking setter poppies of the year; he is bred 
drom first-class eld trial blood, bemg by Mr. Llewellin’s Dash 
TL. ont of his Countess Rose, both being well-known field trial 
winners, Clinker is nearly allwhite im color. haying seme 
slight black and tan markings on the head and gars, with a 
few small blac: spots onthe body. He has a nice, pl Clean- 
cut head, good sikull, and ears set on Jow down. He is a 
food upstanding doy, with deep chest, wide loins, straight 
fovelegs, good feet, and plenty of tone, In outline he is 
eracell, dnd a capital sketch of him was given in the /lus- 
frated Sporting and Dramatic News of the 2thult, Although 
he was thrown out at Shrewsbury by a dog bred by his 
owner, lis chances for the Derby were very much fancied by 
several people who saw him run, For owselyes we must 
suy that very little chance was given him to show what he 
wus made of at Blrewsbury. 
Wndoubtedly ha was beaten in his firsh heat there by 

Windem, another Wlewellin setter, bred by Mr. Llewellin 
himself, but owned and run by Col. Cotes; but at Blandterd, 
Clinker turnsd the tables on his relative, Clinker has plenty 
of puee, and a his ground well, sometimes doing bril- 
Viant work, Me carries bis head well up for body scent, his 
attitude an point is po0d, and he is staumch at the back, and 
very steady ou fur, as also to wing and shot, He found nore 
birds than any other dog in the stake, and although on two 
oveasions he dvew on and poked them up, this was probably 
due to the badness of scent, as on one of the occasiuns his 
opponenta minute before had passed right over the same 
growud and never acknowledged sceut at all, Withal, we do 
hot consider him the best of Mr. Liewellin’s entries, as some- 
times ha seems very pappyislt in his work and backward in 
his preparation, a fact owing probably to the bad breaking 
‘Season. 
Duke Phianis, by Dashing Duke ontof Phantom, was equal 

with his kentie! Companion Clinker for the setter PUPPY 
prize, and was the best looking show doziu thastake. He 

iit on gtaceful lines, has great depth of chest, racing’ 
shoulders, good lees and feet, well-bent thighs. a nice stern 
‘good ragged sottery hips, wnd wll lopped by x long, Gleenecn? 

head and wellset on ears. This was the dog which the jndges 
at Shrewsbury entirely overlooked in running the second ties 
—a fact thicy publicky announced next day. Phoenix, by Dash- 
ing Duke out of Phantom, is black and white in color, is be- 
youd medium size, and built very much on the lines of the 
celebrated Coimt Windem, his half brother, In his work 
Phenix Sai with nice easy ation, beats out his ground 
tairly well for g puppy, stands in very pretty style—head and 
stern up -and is staunch before and behind. Although he 
was inclined to chase the leveret that accomplished Little 
Bess’s downfall hestoppad instantly when spoken to ahd proved 
his freedom from fur twice subsequently in his successful heat 
against Sam TV. On the whole Piiwnix showed good nose, 
found his birds well. and made no flushes. 

R, K, Armstrong’s Sam JV.is a masculine edition of his 
sister, the same owner's Fan above mentioned, and what is 
said of her applies equally to him, except perhaps that he has 
even fewer claims to canime beauty than sis 

Of the dogs thatran well in the Derby, but were not in the 
money, were Colonel Cotes’s Wind’em and Mr. Liewellin’s 
Major Wind'em and Dashing Buck, the first and last named 
being, in our opinion, two of the very bestin the stake, and 
both of them, if we mistake not, will. if rin again, be inost 
difficult dogs to hbeat,—Land and Wefter. 

TWO DOG STORIES. 

Editor Forest anid Stream. 
Tt is astonishing how much of interest one can find in your 

paper, | mean one who don’t go hunting, or fishing, except to 
dangle a line for afewhours in the Merrimack River, or in 
some of the hear-by ponds, with the result as a day’s work of 
a few chub or perch or an ugly horn-pout, and who fires 
away, when out shooting, ati last year’s bird’s-nests, while his 
associates all around him are bagging their squirrels and par- 
tridges. But we haye lots of newspapers at our honse, and 
we cousider them a good investment, Our boy, who is inter- 
ested in dogs, has been taking your paper for some time; and 
Tinyoluntarily find myself wading through the interesting ar- 
ticles in it to the noglect of other papers. And I think the se- 
eret of this is, that you alow your correspondents to tell their 
stories in thei own way; and do notshaye them down, as 
some cranky and egotistical editors and prootlreaders do, to 
some ont standard of syntux und etymology, 

There have beenso many '‘iish” stories in your paper of late, 
that I thought L would tell you a ‘‘dog” story or two. A 
well known clergyman of my acquaintance had a child who 
abways begged for a ‘tory’. He said he had a practice of 
always making « distinction between “truly” and ‘make- 
believe" stories. ut, would you belieye it, he always pre- 
ferred the “muke believe’ ones? Human nature isthe same 
the world over; and I should judge that your readers prefer 
the “make believe” kind, and that you succeed admirably in 
catering ta their taste, 

But, joking aside, the two dog stories I am going to tell you 
are veritable and true, and Tecan give you names, dates, and 
places. Our aforesaid boy has a handsome water spaniel 
named Scamp. His boust is, that he came from Ben. But- 
ler'’s stables. He is a knowing fellow, An enthusiastic Adi- 
rondack fisherrman and hunter says he never, in an experi- 
ence of twenty-five years, saw a more intelligent and 
ig Baas face on a dumb animal. 

f£ you have ever been in Lowell, you know that the bells 
are rung three or tour times daily for the operatives, And 
such a clangins! Seamp had a habit of howling in the most 
doleful strains, whenever the bells begin to ring, and keeping 
it Op wHtil they stop. Ih got to be a nuisance. Iwas in the 
yard one mornme when the bells began, Scamp got into 
position, sitting on his haunches, head in air, and began, I 
took him by the collar, looked him in the face, talked to him 
‘like a father to # sick child,” and he stopped. ‘The next 
morning T was iu the hammock when the bells began: Scamp 
started up, looked around, got his eye on mie, dropped his 
head between his paws—and nota howl! Whosays dogs have 
no souls? 

The scene of the second story islaidin North Cambridge, 
Mass, The boys round the engine honse on North avenue had 
@ pet dog nanied Billy. .He was old and wise, and was a 
general favorite. The patrolman stationed on that beat yas 
named Cleveland. I think heis there yet. One fine morning 
Mr. Cleveland had ‘“spruced’ un a little more than usual, 
shiny boots, brass buttous, blue pants. Billy had been rolling 
round in a puddle, and came trotting up to the policeman for 
amorning’s romp. He rubbed his shaggy mane against the 
clean boots and pants, when Mr, Cleveland turned to lim, 
and in # reprimanding tone, said, ‘Ah! you naughty dog! 
see what you have done! You have messed me all up!’ 
Billy trotted into the envine-house, and came out holding the 
clothes brush in his mouth, for him to brush off the dirt. 
Now, Mr. Editor, these-are actual occurrences; and if any 

of your readers can give better examples of the good sense of 
dogs, I for one would be pleased to read them, GRosvENoR. 

Lowell, Mass., July 28, 1883. 

INSECT POWDER IN SOLUTION.—The following trom 
the American Noturclist suggests a method of applying in 
such powder for the extermination of fleas that appears 
worthy of a trial, Willsome of ourreaders try the experiment: 
and report the result? ‘‘Pyrethrum in simple water solution. 
—So far as our experiments go, this method is by far the sim- 
plest, most economical and efficient, The bulk of the powder 
is most easily dissolved in water, to which it at once imparts 
the insecticide power. No constant stirring is necessary and 
the liquid isto be applied in the same manner as the diluted 
extract. he finer the spray in which the Muid is applied the 
wore economical is its use and the greater the chance of reach- 
ing every insect on the plant. Experiments with pyrethram 
in this form show that 20) vrains of the powder stirred uv in 
tio gallons of water is amply sufficient to kill the cotton 
wortis, except a very few iull-srown ones, but that the same 
mixture is not sufliciently strong for many other insects as the 
boll worm, the larva of the Terigs sicippe and such species as 
are protected by dense, long hairs. Yourg cotton worms can 
be killed by 24 ‘grains of the powder stirred up m two quarts 
of water. The pyrethrum water is most efficacious when first 
made and loses power the longer it is kept. The powder gives 
the water a light sreenish color which, after several hours, 
changes to a light brown. On the third day a luxuriant 
srowth of fungus generally deyelops in the yessel containing 
the liquid, and its efficacy is then considerabiy lessened.” 

FIELD TRIAL MATCH,—Mr. Wm. A. Buckingham, of 
Norwich, Ct, the owner of Grousedale, haying challenged 
Major J. M_ Taylor, of Lexington, Ky., to rmmatwo or three 
days’ race with any dog owned by him against Grousedale for 
$500 a side, Major Taylor has accepted the susTSHeR and 
has named his Hnelish setter bitch Lit, and suggests that the 
race be for three days, and that it take place at Grand Junc- 
tion, Tenn., commenvine on Wednesday, Nov. 28, the rules of 
the National American Kennel Club to govern, and that the 
judges selected for the trials at Grand Junction shall also 
decide upon the merits of the dogs. 

OWNER WANTED.—Pittsburgh, July 3), 1485.—Hditor 
Forest anil Stream: ‘Of the dogs kept hy Lewis at his kennel, 
there is still one unclaimed, a white setter hitch, with liver 
cars, and Yather hursh coat, She was brought there by Lewis 
on May 30, the day he made his appearance after the ‘explo- 
sion” of the concern. He said she belon-ed toa gentleroan in 
Harrisburg, Pa. The owner can get her by writing to Ma G. 
W. Moore, orfy-tourth and Calyin streets, Pittshurzh, Pa,— 
W, Wavdz. : 

PARASITES IN DOGS.—Belvidere, N. C., July 17.—Editor 
Forest and Stream. Thave a fine setter bitch that was recently 
badly bitten by some venomous species of suake (probably 
moceasin), aud although she is now apparently entirely well. 
Jam told by the knowing ones” that she will in all probabil- 
ity die this coming fall or winter, from the efiect of the bite 
Ttis claimed that the bite of a water moccasin ‘‘will breed 
young snakes into the systems of dogs, horses, etc.” Nuner- 
ous cases are cited of dogs becoming very much swollen and 
dying, after which they were cut open, and from three to 
thirty living, squirming snakes (apparently) taken from the 
body, the “Knowing ones” claiming that these reptiles were 
bred in the dog from the bite of the water moccasin; time re- 
yaa to kill, six to nine months. | have seen three or four 
dogs opened, and from one of them thirteen wrigzline, writh- 
ing reptiles (or worms? were taken, the largset measming 
thirty-seyen inches in length, Tsyo of the cases of opening 
referred to were experiments on liye dogs, very much swollen, 
and nearly dead; these were immediately relieved by having 
the snakes (?) taken from them, and were soon well and hearty 
again, oue of the dogs living many years afterward. One old 
hunter tells me he took thirty-five snakes from one of his 
dogs, some measuring over three feet in length, In no in- 
stanue haye I Enown of dogs being thus afflicted unless first 
bitten by the snake aboye referred to, and never except in 
this section of country, have J seen or heard of such 
wastes ab all, Many men of education and sound sense have 
examined the things, and while niany of them claim it is im- 
possible that they are snakes, they fail to tell us just what 
they are, so I write this hoping some intelligent person will 
throw some light on the subject. The color of the snakes, or 
worms, is Invatialy blood red, and Lhaye never been able to 
see any mouth or eyes. both ends seemingly alike. They are 
generally taken from between the walling of the stomach and 
the flesh, in live dogs; while in cases where the yictim is dead 
they have been taken from the Jungs and liver, Of the many 
cases of opemmig living dogs. and removing the snakes, [have 
never known ot one dog that did not immediately getwell. A. 
F. R, [The worms are probably the giant stronele (Hstrongylus 
gigar), They are in no manner connected with the snake.] 

RICH PROVENDER.— To he treated like a dog” is gener- 
ally considered not an enviable tate. Yet how many hard- 
working industrious persons would gladly be subjected to 
such treatment as that experienced by a dog whose wrongs 
formed the subject of an action in the Bolton County Court 
on Wednesday, The animal was designated as a “‘running- 
dog’; and the heerhouse-keeper sued a bleacher for £2 5s. for 
its keep during a period of nine weeks. It was not denied by 
the defendant that the plaintiff had kept the dog; but he 
alleged that it had heen “‘ruimated,” because it had not been 
supplied while under the plaintif’s charge with cooked beef- 
steaks, On the other hand it was urged that the dog had not 
been denied its beefsteuks, and, moreover, that in other 
respects ithad been boarded comfortably, The dog, accordin 
to the evidence of the plaintitl’s wite, was regularly supplie 
with “toast and ezgs for its breakfast and beefsteaks for the 
remainder of the day.” Judgment was ultimately given in 
favor of the plaintiif for the sum of £1 2s, 6d., and, assuming 
that the doy really had toast and eggs for its breakfast and 
beefsteaks for its luncheon and dinner, there was not much 
ground for complaint as to its fare. Perhaps, however, 
the eggs were hard boiled and thy heeisteaks not so tender as 
could be wished, and, if so, this goes farto account for the 
‘wnination” not only of the dog, but also of its digestion.—‘St. 
James's Gazette, 

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.. BENCH SHOW.—Deiroit, Aug. 5.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: I haye just received a communica- 
tion trom Springtield, Til., saying that a bench show of dogs 
will be given during their fair; the dates tixed are the 11th, 
izth, 15th and 14th of September. ‘The prize lists will be out 
next week. and are giyen on aliberal scale. As this is the first 
show of the kind ever given in Springtield, itis to be hoped a 
large number of entries will be received. The Fair Associa- 
tion haye generously granted a building on the lair Grounds, 
to hold the showin. Mr. J, Johnson will be the Secretary, 
and all information can be had from him,—CHAs. Linconn, 
Sup’t. 

COCKER SPANIEL IMPORTATION,—Mr, F, F. Pitcher, 
of Claremont, N. H., has purchased of Mr. James Farrow, ~ 
Ipswich, England, the black cocker spaniel bitch Beg, whelped 
Dec, 5, 1880, by Bibb out of Fairy. Bez won second at the 
Alexandra show last vear. Her weight is twenty-two pounds. 
Anumber of her progeny have taken prizes at important 
shows, and we haye no doubt that she will prove a valnable 
acquisition to Mr, Pitchers kennel, 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY.—The following ad- 
pone entry has beén received for the Hastern Field Trials 
erby: 
68. Doyer.—Ontario Kennel Club, W. B. Wells, dr, sevre- 

tary, Chatham, Ont. English setter dog, age and color not 
fiven (Mark—Betsey). 

MONTREAL DOG SHOW.—The Dog Fanciers’ Association 
of Montreal, Canada, will hold & bench show at Montreal. on 
Sept. 6, 7, and 8. The show will be open to the world, and 1% 
is hoped that there will be a@ liberal entry trom the States. 
We can assure visiting sportsmen that they will receive a cor- 
dial welcome. 

POINTER BITCH LOST.—If the owner of a Stray pointer 
bitch will send us his address and a peckapuian of the bitch, 
we ean inform him where she may be found, 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICGH TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kenuel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To msure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVH thé following par- 
ticulars OF eagh anirecl; 
1. Color. 6. 
2, Bread, 
8. Sex. 
4. Age, 

Name and residence of owner, 
buyer or seller. 

@ Sire, with his sire aud dam, 
or 8. Owner Of sire. 

5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire ond dam, 
of death. 10. Owner of dim. 

Allnames must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 
papel only, and signed with writer's name, 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

CE See tusfructions at heed of this calhimn, 
Malye, By Mr. L. F. Patterson, Banbridge, Ga., for black, white 

aud tan English setter dog, whelped June 4, 1k&3, by Roy (Pindee— 
Flora) out of Gretchen (McLeod of Dare—Brenda), 

Trim, By Mr. Joho A. Smithers, Berwick, Pa,, for red Trish setter 
dog. whelped Jure , 1883, by Mr; Max Wenzel’s Chief out of Hazle- 
nut (Berkley—Madzge.) 
Lady Stubbs, Wy Mr. Thomas J. Zinber, Rocliester, N.Y., for liver 

aud white cocker spaniel biteh, whelped Sept. 25, 1852, by Col. Stubbs 
(Captain—Flint) out of Beauty (Grip—fiirt), 

Fritz, By Mr, Thomas J. Zimber, Rochester, N, ¥., for orange and 
white cocker spaniel dog. whelped May 15, 1682, by Sam (Captain— 
Nellie) oul of Nancy (sive and dain imported). 

BERD. 
ES See inscructions wt head of this colman - 
Melody —Kingwood. Mr, Edmund Oveill's (Brooklyn, N.¥.) beagle 

biteh Melody (Rally—Lill) to Mr. N. Elmore’s imported Ringwood 
(Ranter—Benuly), July 21. - . i 
Dinah FL—Piny. Mv. Wo. Wade's -Pittshreh, Pas masta bitel 

Dinah IT, rAi¢.R, 14) to his imported Ping, July 17 
Giprey—Tiny, Mr, Won, Wade's (| Piltshureh, 

Gi ey (AVE. 15) bo iis tinported Tiny Jone 21. F. 
ee Gieii—iatinkerbvocker, Miro Hy Phelan’s (Tursey City, N- 

a.) potiter bitch Lady Gleaiw (A. K, 207) te Mr. Geo, b, Wilms’: 
Wiivicerbocker (AWK. 19). Taiy 4. 

Pa.) maastilt biteb 
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Polkiv—Einperoy red, Mu. EB, A, Herzberg’s (Brooklyn, N.Y.) 
eee ur biteh Polka (A.K.R. 116) to his Emperor Pred (A ,.K.R, 
43), July al. 
yvuno—Caiit Rapley. Mr, W, B, Gates’s (Memphis, Tenn.) English 

setter biteh June (Rake—Fanny) to his Count Rapier (Druid—Mag- 
nolia), Jame 1, 
Kate B--Count Rapiey Mr, W. 8, Gates's English setter bitch 

Wate B. (Count Noble—Peep o° Day) to his Count Rapier (Druid— 
Magnolia), Tune 21, 

WHELPS. 

Be See tnatructions ut head of this column. 

Josie. Mr, LL. F, Patterson's (Bainbridge, Ga.) pointer bituh Josie 
{ Bow—Topsy), July 20, ten (seven dogs), by Nip (Rush—Tina}, 

Moltie, Mr. G. W. Short’s (Cleveland, 0.) red Trish setter bitch 
Mollie (Biz—Nora), July 3, seven (all dogs), by Glencho: (Elcho— 
Noreen), < 

Petrel. Mr, Jamies A. Goodsell’s (New York) English getter bitch 
Petre] (Prince—Lill f,), July 29, one (since dead), by Ma. A. EH. Moore's 
fharmpion Thunder. 

Petrel fi. Mr, James UW. Goodsells (New York) English setter bitch 
Petvel TI. (Pride of the Border—Petrel), July 29. eight (tive dogs), by 
fis Young Laverack (Hlue Prince—Wairy), Four dogs snd two 
hitches lemon belion, one dog and one hiteh black and white. 

Nell, Mr... Coleman Drayton's (New York) greyhound bith Nell 
Tigmecainoe ~Prairie Girl). eight (tour dogs), by his Slingshy (Rapid 
—Sally)- 
Coquette. Mr. J. Coleman Drayton's (New Yorle) black grevhound 

lee Coquette (Ben— Fan), six (vhree dogs), by his Slingsby (Rapid— 
Silly). 
Mie. Mr. Elliot Smith's (New York) lemon and white pointer 

hitch Minnie \Bensation—Whiskey), eight (three dogs), by his Rah 
(Rosh—Ronip}). 

Zoe, The Beverly Kennels (Beverly. N. J.) Buglish setter bitch 
“oe, July 6, nine (eight dogs), by Mr. G. Reaton’s Bill. 
Theow. The Chequasset Kennel’s (Lancaster. Mass.) rough-cvated 

St. Bernard bitch Theon (A. K.R. 94), Aug. 2, twelve (seven (logs), four 
sincé dead, by Mr. Rh, Benson's champion Bonivard, 

Dolly, Mr. FB. L. Smith's (Portland, Me.) pny biteh Dolly (A.K-R, 
170), June 20, eight dive dos), by imported Mungo. 

Kite, Mr, Henry Muss = (Champaign, 01.) black and tan terrier 
hitch Bate (A.K.R. 198), June 29. two (one dog), by Vortigern (Viper 
—Gipsey). 

SALES, 
Pe See (netrnetions ut hedcut of this coluarin. 

Ringwood—Quemn irhelp, White. black and tan ticked beagle 
biteh. whelped Jan. 14, 1283. by Mr. N, Elmore (Granby, Ct.) to Mr, A. 
H, Wakefield (Providence, R.1.), 
Ringtood—Roxry whelp, White, black and tan ticked beagle dog, 

Whelped March 13, 1883, by Ilr, N. Elmore (Granby, Ot.) to Mr, 7. B. 
Curtis (Danbury, Cr, ). 
Rnywoudl—Sifver whelps, White, black and tan ticked beagle dogs, 

whelped May 30, 1883, by Mr, N, Elniore (Granby, Ct), three to My, A, 
Rovers (fiyde Park, N. ¥Y.)asul one to Mr. Melvin G. Plimpton (Med- 
field. Mass }. 
Ringwecd—Dine whelps. White, lack and tan beasle dogs, 

whelped June 3, 1883, by Mr, N. Elmore (Granby, Cl.) one to Mr A. 
apgers (Hyde Park. N.Y.) and one to Mr. W_ J. Percival (Palo, 
Mich.). 

Plufe—Culletle whely, White, dlack and tan beagle bitch, whelped 
Mureh 5, 1885, by Mr. N. Elmore (Granby, Gt) 0 Mi. Wm. H, Cald- 
well (North Westport, MWass.}. 
Count Rapier Black and while English setter dog (Drnid—Mag- 

nolia}), by Mi. Jubn FE, Long (Detroit; Mich.) to Mr. W. B. (Gates 
(Memphis. Tenn.) 

Yrim. Red Insh setter dogorhelped June 0, $33 (Chief—Hazlenut), 
hy Mr. 1. A. Roberts (Philadelphia) to Mr. John A. Sroithers (Ber- 
wick, Pa,)- 
Brivce—Lurcey whelp, Red Trish setrer dog, age not given, ly Ma. 

TH. Roberts (Philadelphia, Pa.) to Me, dg. BH. Haines (Medford, 
N. di)- 

DEATHS. 
Pe” nee instructions at head uf this colin. 

Noy—tretchen whelp. Enelish setter bitch, whelped June 3. 1883, 
owned by Ma. L. F. Patterson (Bainbridze. Ga.), July 26. 

Dime, Beale Miteh, by Flute out of Queen, owned by Mr. G, L. 
Barnes i''yringham, Mass,). July 2. by fire, « “ 
_-lugle end threeichelps. Beagles, owned by Mr. N, Elmore (Granby, 
(+,), Jitly 20), hy fire, at Tyringham, Mass. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
Pee~ Nee fashewedinns al ied of this colin, 

Cowet Notile—Koy wiiels, English sever dog, whelped shuue 11, 
1k84, by Messrs, Dalliba and Munhall (Cleveland, O,). to Mr Frank 
Rillings. sane place. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

t=" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspoudents, 

¥. A. O., Philadelphia, Pa. —Show the dog fo an experienced oculist 
G, BH. B.. Boston. Muss.—Try sulphurous acid ns preseribed for 

“Reader” last week, , 

i. H. T., Philadelphia, Patt is ibe custom to cock Cocker 
spaniels* tails, and it does not prevent their winning at bench shows, 

Dov. New Haven, Ct.—You should have eut yourspaniel’s tail when 
he was three weeks old. Leave a trifle over one-third of the length, 
No dressing necessary, 

Wi. 5. H., Newport, R. 1.—Giye your dog a tablespoonful oF cor 
liver oi] and one grain sulphate of iron twice a day, Bathe the sores 
With sulphurons acid diluted with three paris water, 

FW. R.8,, Sharon, Mass —Take carbolate of zine four grains to one 
ounce of water, fill the ear and gently knead the hase fora short 
lime. Repeat in tyenty-fonr hours, 

(©, W.1L., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Your treatment of the dog was all right, 
except thatthe turpentine was unnecessary. Feed him light and 
often, and give hin plenty of exercise, and he will undoubtedly come 
out all right. 

L, F. P., Bainbridge, Ga,—We would not advise you to cnt your 
pointer’s tail ubless it should become sore from whipping while innt- 
ing, in which case use your jud¢ment as to the amount to take off. 
Show your “iteh to your family physician, 

Dr., Mt, Morris,—Feed your dog with oatmeal, rive aud vegetables 
well cooked; give bim exercise every day. Do not work him too hard 
al first, but inerease the amount gradually, Use twice daily for his 
eves a washecomposed of borax, ten grains rose water, hyo ounces, 
and give an oceasional small dose of salts. 

Answers ta Correspondents. 
6 

t= No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspoudents. 

fb. C., Portaes La, Prainie:—Write to Mr. G, G, 
London, Ct. 

“Cap will oblige by sending his address 
AnoUyIMnOUS POnwuIMteatlous. a 

Coxsranr READER, Blossberg, Pa—The trout season m New York 
State will clase Sept. 1, 1885. 

Ww, H.s.—Probably an advertisement of your twenty volumes of 
the Forres ann, Steeaw would find a purchaser for them. 

W. S.R., Ridgeway.—From what State does Dr. Caryer, the cham- 
pinn rifle shot, hail? Aus, We believe that Carver claims Nebraska 
as bis residence, 

Razor, Wrightsville, Pa.—Light corduroy makes, perhaps, as com- 
forlable and durable a shooting suit as any. although the ordinary 
canvas siit is cheaper. 

Ww. 2. C., Lowell. Mass —What will be the best way to pateh an 
plonzated bullet, caliber 44, weight d80grs.. for a iouzzle-loading 
rifles Aus. Use parchment paper patches laid evenly on, as in hreech- 
loading bullets, 

+. G. K.. Bostou.—Where can perch and pitkerel be cuughtin Mas- 
subhuseus? Ans, At Cochifuate, in Middlesex county, at: Quinsiga- 
mond, near Worcester. and at Wickboug Pond, near West Broolcfield, 
Worcester county. 
W, A. W.—1. If the post-offiee work im your town is so slovenly 

that you eantot fel your Forxar AnD STREAMS On Lime, Write fo the 
Postinaster General ahoul it; and unless polities prevent it there 
will bet change, 2, The Wusa.e= has passed into the hands of Up- 
thegrove & McLellan, who averiise with us, 
Novien,—), What is the best hait to use for black bass at Green- 

wood Lake (wing the first part ot September? 2 What is the besi 
Weight rod to buy tO uae both tor tly and bait fishing? 3, Size and kind 
ef line, Looks, atc., tor baitfishingyY , Will ack bass wile freely at, 
the sbove time mentioned, or ix i too late? Ans, 1, Helgramites and 

Hammond, New 

We vannot print 

minnows, The latter are scarce at the Jake. 9. An eight or ten- 
ounce tod, J. Smiall-siced water-prool sille braid, about i or G, or 
Nos. dors, Hooks of the a pattern, about 1-0 are large enough. 
4, They often bite freelyin September; we prefer thar month to nid- 
suTimer. 

_C. 1. B,, New Bedford. Mass.—St. Elmo 1Y, was by St. Elmo (Pride 
of the Border— Jessie) and outof Clio, who was by Kenyon's Prince 
(Barrotskiky’s Prince—Harl of Mount Edeecombe's biteh) and out oF 
St. Kilda (Bliss—Ruby). Bayleys Victor was by Dash Ti. (Sting— 
Cora TL) out of Moll IIT, (Fred I.—Belle TL). Taverack’s Nellie was 
sister to Bayley’s Vietor. 

Anox.—l. We cannot say whether there are fish there or not 
Try trolling a heavily leaded spoon in the deepest water, puten two 
or more pounds of lead tivo feet Above the spoon, row slowly. ‘Try 
also trolling with a minnow, uge in the same way, 2%. The 
guns are so nearly equal in quality and durability fhat your deciston 
niust depend upen your individual choice. 

_ Rameier,—Our party wish to visit the Yellowstone Park and points 
in Montana and Dakota, Tn shipping boat trom Chicago over N, P, 
R.R., how far west can we send it, that it may beayailable after our 
journey isoverin the Park and Montana? Ans. Send to Livingstone, 
Mont., and as a branch road is being built) from there to Hof Springs. 
you can perhaps sénd if still nearer to Fark. : 

J, A. R., Philadelphia, Pa,—Dash If. wou on the benen in England. 
Second, Carlisle, 1877, in this country. Firstand special for the best 
Imported setter, Philadelphia, 187). Hirst im open class; first with 
Countess TT. in braces; special for the best Llewellin setter that had 
won at a field trial. and divided the $500 prize for the best setter or 
ointer, Boston, 1879. His field trial record is first with Drake in 
race stake, Nashville. Tenn., 1878, 

J. 1. T., Baltimore.—1. What is the prope tackle and bail for 
carp? 2, Ifow fast de they multiply? 8. What size do they 
attiiin per year? Ans, 1, An ordinary bait rod of ten ounces, reel 
and line, Bait with boiled peas, worms or & paste made with 
dough and eofton; use a fine gutleader, a oat and small hook. 2. 
They breed idly in warm ponds where veyetation is plenty, 3. 
'The first year they should grow to three or four ounees, and the next 
to near a pomnd, 

W. 2B, P., Dunkirk, N, Y.—1. Ts an English setier do that atunds 
2214 inches high at the shoulder considered “under size? 2, The in- 
sile of the eyelids of my dog are inflamed, and there is 4 discharge 
from his eyes. What shall ldo fority 3, Where shalll go for good 
prairie chicken shooting? Ans. 1. No. 2. Feed no meat, bathe his 
eyes fwice daily with & wash composed of 10 grains of borax and 2 
ounces of rose water. 4. Go to Northern Towa, te céutral portion, 
after \ug. 15, or to Sontherh Minnesota atter Sept, 1. 

J. W. A., West Roxbury.—Where can good trout fishing be had 
néeac Warren, Vt., and what tackle is necessary in catching: them? 
Please names fewol the diferent pomts uear Warren, Vt,, where 
good fishing of any kind can be had. Ans. Welknow of none, A 
few years ago there were some tronfin the head waters of Onion 
River, near Cabot, and also about East Calais, bnilike most Vermont 
streams they are barren of trout now. A few trout may linger in the 
streams about Warren, but there isno good fishing. Take lizhf tackle, 
for the trout are small, A six-ounce rod and small line will be best, 
Take also an assorted lot of small flies 

INFORMATION WANTED. 
INFORMATION ABOUT VrreintaA.—R. 8. 5, wishes sue binis about 

gamein the country between Harrisonburg, Rockingham county, 
and Luray, Page county, Va.,. time, first part of Seplémber. Can 
any one give points with reference to desirable locality, bourd, etc.y 

Rifle and Crap Shoating. 

PRESS COMMENTS ON THE MATCH, 

ONDON, July 22.—The Deily Telegrtpl this moruing, referring: 
to the international ride mateh which closed on Saturday, praises 

the courage with which the Americans, who haye cultivated inilitary 
shooling fora comparatively brief period of time, came to strugele 
with experivnued shots. “It is possible,’ says the Teleyraph, “that 
the Americans were defeated becunse their weapons were inferior ai 
the longer ranges.” Tiadds that ‘the Enylish should not boast of 
their victory, as at whav may be considered military ranges they 
were beaten on their own gronud,” 
The Daily News says itis fair to the Americuns to note that the 

sortof atmospheré with whieh they ave hest acquainted with makes 
it particularly difficult toallow tor the antics of nelish summer 
weather af Wimbledon, which is illnatived but patriotic. 

‘The Times. referrny to the rifle mateh. says: “To qualify our 
nalional complacency itis well to remember not only the superi- 
ovity of the Americans at the shorter and more practically mypor- 
tant vanges. buf that they, though shooting in weather stranger to 
them than to the Engli-h, made a closer fight than at Creeamoor, 
ft would have been unjust to insist upon their abandoning the wind 
Faupes.” 

The N, ¥. Herat of the 22d ult., says: 
“We have been badly whipped by our British cousins ab Wimble- 

don. Our defeat has not been of that overwhelming kind lately ex- 
perienced by the “Troy Terror, who wndertook to‘knoek put’ his 
opponent, but received a blow in the first round from which he man- 
aged to recover sufficiently in halt an hour to ask feebly: ‘What 
was it?’ Still, we have been badly beaten. Making a air but by no 
means phenomenal vecord at threa of the shorter rauges, our team 
was completely outshol at the long range, and was effectually ‘taken 
into camp.” bag and baggage, by its Bristh rival, 
Nunierous highly yaluable morals will doubtless he drawn from 

this match, and the chorus of croakers, whose voice is always heard 
in the jand just after such an affair, will kindly explain to a listening 
public the one hundred and one reasons, in addition to the fact that 
they were not on the team, why it was utterly impossible for the 
Americans to win The long and short of itis, however, that we were 
beaten on our merrits, and the mosh sensible thing for our men to do 
—which they haye done already, doubtless—is to make ‘the best on 
resord' in the way of accepting defeat gracefully,” 

The N.Y. Tribune remarks: 
“America riflemen will not he disappointed nor discouraged he- 

eause of the English victory yesterday al Wimbledon. The general 
impression was favorable to the success of the British team, before 
toe match began. Fortunately the hehef tha the Americans would 
do better than in the unequal contest uf Creedmoor list auhimn has 
been fully realized. They scored 1/1 pomts mors this year, and ye- 
duced the British lead from 170 to 45. Considering thar the Ameri- 
cans were shooling on ground and in an sirand climate to which 
they were unaccustomed, the showing is highly creditable. As the 
result of a few months" practice if encourages the belief that with 
erseverance and more harmonious action the Americans will again 
ecome the victors in future contests, The English have (lone well, 

however, thong they failed to make so high a score this yeal as in 
the previous match. ‘The Americans labor under disadvantages 
which may he removed, a8 the value of these tiriendly military con- 
tests comes to he better appreciated’ in this country. Formerly the 
international rifle matehes were shot with sporting rifles, and by 
teams made up Of men familiar with fhe use of such weapons. 
American superiority in those matches was démoustrated hy success 
ive victories in 1874, 1875, 1876 and 1477. The ma ches of the past two 
years have been alYaliged on @ different footing, and are coufined to 
mémbers of the National Guard and of Brivish Volunteers; only 
such rifles being used us are serviceable for military purposes. AL 
military rifie has to be light enough to be carried. Gu marches, 
and the sights must be of a kind which enables the marksman to 
aim quickly at an object. These conditions harred out the sniall hore 
sporting rilles with which the Americans had won their victories. and 
italse disqualified many of the best American marksmen, who are nob 
members of the National Guard. On the olher hand, the conditions 
weré all favorable to the British. They have been accustomed to 
ong-range rifle shooting with military weapons. Them gathered ex 
eNience of twenty years enabled them to win an easy yictory at 
treedmor last year und in the returu mateh finished af Wimbledon 

yesterday, If these matches tend to awaken greater interest m rifled 
practice in this country, they will be fruicful of good. Tn Great Brit- 
ain thefe js ab enthusiasm about target practice which is entirely 
unknown here. Not only the general experience but the special 
training of tle Volunteers of Great Britam is applicable to the pecu- 
liar conditions of these matches. Wimbledon numbers on its pro- 
gramme a dozen matches which call for long-rauge military practice 
—practivally a uew thing in this country, The gener average of 
the Americans in (he first day's shooting this year was betrer than 
the English, showing that in the range of shooting to Which they 
were accustomed they were suparior, The besi Enplish niarksmen 
ave members of {he Volunteer corps) and the fovee to draw from is 
su much greater than that of this country as hardly to admif 
ot comparison, There are nearly 200,000 mffe volunteers in 
active training i Greet Britain. 
tia Of the United States wumbers 127,227 and not one-quarter 

The entire organized mili-| 

of that forte is available for rifle practice. Practical target, 
shooting beran in ane lend in 1880 a. Wimbledon, but up to the time 
Creedmoor was established, about ten years azo) military rifles in 
this country wert used only as duminies in drill, The twelve meu 
on the British team were chosen trom 2.499 contestants for the 
neen's prize at Wimbledon, whilt Hiere were Hardly a score of 
\merigans From which to make a selection. In England the Govern- 
ment has always stood ready lo furnish means to supply instruetors 
at the ranges and aimmunition and {res transportation fo competing 
grounds. There is no such provision in this country. The expense « 
of transporting competitors from distant States fo the range ab 
Creedmoor and there providing for them practically limits the choice 
of an American team to the immediate vicinity of New York. Un- 
der these circumstances the Ameéricans have done well, ‘The Wugtish 
feara were composed of veterans atthe butts. Among their mmber 
are persons Of rank nod weaith who can afford ta devote thei} time 
to rile practice. Handicapped hy inexperience and by lack of prac- 
tide in the kind of weather in which the mateh was shot, and prob- 
ably hy interior rifles, the American (eam vevertheless zamed 101 
points ou the English singe the match last antumy. That is dome 
well. Tn the next match, with lavger oxpetience and plenty of hard 
practices beforehand, they will certainly do better,” - 

The N.Y. Times commented os follows: “The closeness of the first 
(uys contest at Wimbledén, tiken in conneetion with the mark 
superiority shown by fhe British ritlemen last year at the lonzs 
ranges, led most pergons to anticipate the defeat of the American 
tein, Nobody could have airticipated, however, that the score of 
the jvinney's would be less than if was last year. This vesull was no 
doubt brought about by the weather, The intermithent rain, of 
course, affected the light, although he wind seems not to huve been 
troublesome to the marksmen, At wivds, the British score last year 
was 313 against 207 this year, and at 1.000yds, 307 against 204 this year. 
The Americans. while doing domparativery much better than last. 
yeur, fel off absoluely. That this tulllog off was dus tothe wether 
appears to be proved by the improvement shown at the short ranges 
this year, when the losing score uf the British tor the frst day. was 
§ points better than their winning score last year, whils the winning 
score of the Americans for the first day was 49 points better than 
their losing score lash year, 
_ “Upon the whple, the great improvement shown by the Americans 
is full of eveourigement. Their total score this year is 1,900 agaist 
1,803 last year, while the score of the winners shows A falling of 
from Lyi ted/h1, No doubt with better weather yesterday they 
would have gone well above 24) points in.a possible score of 2,5: 
buttt is fam toessume that the Ainericans would have made 4 pro- 
portionately better showing also. Last year the diference was 72 
in 1,875, ot kumething over 8 per cent, This year the difference was 
46 ind,951_ or (35 than 2s percent. The Americans last year were 
heaten at every range, althotigh at G0yds. they made anly one point 
less than the rartagonists. This year they were the better at 200yds,, 
at H00yds.. auil at sullyds,. und at che tirstand last ef Ghese ranyes the 
difference seems to haye been (65 great to be accounted for hy any- 
thing hut supetior shooting, The actual iifferenee in the while 
miateh may perhaps be best expre-+ed by comparing the average of 
all the shols on each sine witg (hemoximuni for ashonof five points. 
The averaze of the Bri ish scores is 3.87; of the Ainerienn scores 8.78, 
This seems and isa trivial difference, but when the scores are 

examined tn detail this difference isenough to show as distmetly as 
the score of last year a clear superiority of the British at the longer 
ranges, The closeness of this contest makes it almost certain that 
another heain will be sent over next vear, And it must be evident to 
our riflemen that they need pruetice at these longerranges. The 
result last year was attributed to the excellence of the British 
weapon Tf that is really the explanation, and the suptyiority con 
tinues, the question concerns uot only the ritlemen and the gup- 
makers, bul the Orinance Department. There is no question, we be- 
lieve, that the British vile used in these matches is a serviecable 
weapon af war, Th should be easy to import some British military 
rifles, and to submit them to tests in competition with those used by 
the Americans, from which the ‘personal equation’ of ood or bad 
marksmanship shall he excluded. Tf it is proved that they are 
superior, American makers should Haye vo difficulty in embodying 
their exdellences fu new guns, with which the next American team 
cup be arme), 

“Th imust he remembered that team sleotiig with wilitary weapons 
and under conditions approximating these of actual service is ver 
much younger in this country than in Great Britain, and very muc! 
younger than shooting with hizhly specialized ‘mateh rifles,” Bear- 
Ing thas inmind. it will be seen Liat the score of the American team 
id hot only very ereditable. but eives & reasonable assurance of better 
Inck next tine. 

The World said of phe result: ~The promise of vietory held out to 
the American riflemen by the result of the first day's shooting at 
Wimbledon was lost fu the long-range shooting yesterday, the Brit- 
ish tam coming oul ahead by forty-five points In the total score. 
Kivery American will feel sorry that the matel was lost; butit was 
not discreditably lost. Tt wae honorably won, and the good feeling 
and spirit of courtesy and harmony which have prevailed were 
worth more to ou Jourksmen than a victory would have been 
under less pleasant circumstances, We might as well admit that 
the English produce hetter long-rauge marksmen than we do, and 
there is no reason fo expeut any olher result while they have a 
much larger supply to draw from, 

“The Hnglish team is composed of men who devote as mich time 
as is necessary fo practice. The Amerivans ane taken for the oeca- 
sion [fom business: Occupations, and sey have yers little time to 
spare for the training which such a contest demands. A man is 
found to be # good shot apa he is enrolled in the Amuriean team, 
Buf he does not ant cannot go through the course of practica ne- 
cessary to make him as perfect at one range asatanobler. Thece 
are probably thousands of Americans who wonld do better af the 
targeis than those selected to shoot in the mternational miuteh, 
bur who would he ynable or unwilling to engage in it, We do not 
think it will be questioned that for ardinary rifle shooting our people 
are nusurpassed as marksmen. 

“Tt we desired to find exunses for the defeut of the American team 
we might allude to the weather, which was, during & portion of yes- 
terday’s shooting, fogey and stormy, But we do hob approve of 
such @xeuses. That is essentially an Euglish weakness. We are 
ready to admit that the #ritish won fairly. Tt they had more 
chances in their fuyor that was their good fortune, Having accepted 
the contest we tanst be content 10 accept defeat, to acknowledge 
thal we have heen fairly beaten, and to congratmlate the victors,” 
The Star spoke of the mateh: “Up tothe completion of theirscore 

at the 800 yards’ range, the Americun riflemen at Wimbledon yes- 
ferday retained and improved the advantage they had gained the 
preceding day, At the final distances of 90) and 1,000 yards, how- 
ever, they nob only lost their leud, but an average of nearly four 
points per man in addition, being defeated by « score of 1.451 to 
1.006, ulthough the marksmanship of their competitors was by no 
means brilliaut. 
“Donbtless tha weather hadsometiiing to do with it. & rainstorm 

sweeping over the range with hardly a moment's cessation during 
the day—a thing by no means upusial at Wimbledon and conse- 
quently operating io favor of the home team, which is inured to such 
eondilions, Some sympathiners with the losing team are disposed to 
saddle 4 share of the blame on the guns and ammunition, aid there 
may be an element of truth in their theory. In the wltunate analysis, 
however, the issue of the contest oust be explained by rhe fat that, 
long-distance shooting with military villes is of recent and limited in- 
tro@uution im the (nitell States, while it has heen eulpivated on a 
large scale in England for nearly a score of years, The rife carried 
by the English volunteer is a weapon of precision at a thousand 
yards; ihe regulation sille of the New Yorlr militiamen practically 
exhausts ils power atfive hundred yards. Accordingly where fhe 
captain of the British team had hundreds of expert Rees e shots 
to sele: f from, the organizers of The Ameriean feam did woh have as 
Tuny dozens. M 
“In saying this ve dono not mean to disparage the well-earned 

victory OF fhe foreign marksmen. They s owed remarkable xriband 
steadinuss lm an up-bill ight. Our own representatives likewise did 
their best under very trying conditions. The one impressive lesson 
of the event is, that if we hope to compete successfully in long-dis- 
tance matches with military rifles. we must givemore extensive study 
und practice ho it," . 

The Brooklyn Bugle, always mtetligeut and just in what ib says 
on 7ifle topics, speaks of the result in its issue of the 28ds “The 
yictory of jhe British riflemen over the American team at Wimble- 
dou will searvely oveasion surprise. That the majorily of the vic- 
tors should have been kept down tu the small res of for 
five points is rather & ciuse for congratulation, The sling ¢ o- 
featis removed by the gallant struggle miade by the Amerivans, 
Thongh defeated. our representative riflemen are not discredited; 
and it is clearly ap open question whether they Lave tot proved 
themselves the better men in the contest devided yesterday 
Less than two years have elapsed since the gauntlet was 
thrown down to the Volunteers, who for neatly a quarter 
of @ century baye been perfecting themselves in the “art Of _imil- 
tary rife shooting. Through the multitude of ranges in the United 
Kingdom the Volunteers of Great Britain baye become tariliar- 
ized with yifie shooting in its evyeny phase oud detail, Wimbledon 
Common has been totbem an annual study, and long-range shootiog 
a pastime and occupation. In Wagland the manufacture of military 
alms has reached its highest stage of pettection. An army of expert 
shots has been developed, against lower Of which ou marksmen thedl 



 eultiof the match would have been in their favor, 
yumber atthe succeeding distance it is probable that the ultimate re- 

L The weather was 
undoubtedly trying, and it is of course impossible to delermme at 
this distance 10 what an extent the question of superiority of the rifles 
ree the outcome of the shooting at the closing range of (hecon- 
jest, 
“One point. however, is clear—the British riflemen, instead of im 

paving Upon their scores, as was to have been looked for on their 
omg rauge, aud us they themselves declared would be the fact, 
we fallen off from their Creedmoor record, while the Americans 

ave Shown decided improvement at every tange, In nerve, skill, 
staying power, holding ability. and the essential re(uisites which 
io to inake up the expert rifieman. the members of the American 
feati would appear to have shown themselves to be a trifle hotter 
men than their British cousins, The outeome of the next In- 
ternational mateh, whichin all probability will be shot at Creed- 
moor, it would not be a difficult matter to predict. Tt is certain 
that the spleidil showing of the American team at Wimblerlou 
will stimulate rifle shooting in this conntry to an appreciable de- 
ree. And that, we takeit,is the prime object sought to be attained 
hy the International Militaty Match.” 

The Raltiuore Sin of the 28d ult, says: ‘fhe moral of the Ameri. 
can rifle team’s defeat at Wimbledon. following upon a like defeat 
la f summer, would seem to be simply that at long range the 
Brilish ave the better marksmen, Last year our team ascribed its 
jnfevior shoohing 10 the 1ecessily they were under of using a rifle 
with which thei’ opponents were familiar but with which they had 
but shorf acyainjance. The fitae that has intervened disposes of 
that explanation, A year’s practice ought to have corrected all that, 
enabling (hem to select. a good weapon and learn how to use it. The 
fact that this year 4s well as last they did fairly well at short range 
and failed at Jone distances would seem to imply that foriorprouptu 
shots the American militiaman does well enough, but when the 
range is such that many nice calculatious and allowances for vary- 
ing cirenmstances musi be made, the more methodic Englishinan 
1s likely to hear away the palm—or the cup. A score of 1.951 to 
7,900 dées not, however. give him niuech to boast of, and the Ameri- 
tan teym can cousole itself with the pellection that it did better 
shooting this year than iuat.”’ 

The Boston Aeruld spoke of fhe result of fhe match; “The failure 
of the Ameviean ritle team at Wimbledon cannot be classed as an 
unexpected event. For some reason or other there was a wide- 
‘spread belief on this side of the Atlante that the yictory this year 
was not destined to fall to onr side, It often happens that menu tts 
form better servies who are inspired by the thoueht that a failure 
on thelr part will cause intense disappointinent. But if does not 
seem possible that the American team cowd have been animated 
by any Such incentive as this, for those who were best informed 
were Not buclward in hinting at defeat. Then, again, the English 
team hud the inestimable advantage of shodting under favorable 
wlimatic conditions. To one born and bred in England the practice 
of slwoting during a rainstorin is hy u6 means exceptional, while 
it is probable that those from this country huve rarely had the op- 
portunity given thentof studying the elfect produced by a shower of 
rain iu deflecting the sourse of u bullet when fired al a target 900 or 
1,010 yards distant.” 

MUZZLE VS. 

Hititor Forest nad Strean; 
Your correcpondent ‘P." would seem fo he a vifleman of great 

practical experience, and oné whose opinions are entitled to much 
weight. ns error, therefore, committed by such a man is likely to 
do cousiderable harm if allowed to gounchallenged. In his interest- 
ing and obherwise instrictive letter of July 14, he says: “Taking the 
element of velocity info sueccount, the air vesistanve proved from 
these experiments (Prot, Basitforth’s) to be greatest hetween yeloci- 
ties of 1.100 fs. and 1,350 f. =." Ff 
That the atmospheric resisthuce could Unde any circumstances 

despease with a merease of velocity was so utterly al variance with 
patural laws, that T have taken some pains to ascertain what Prof 
Bashforth has to say on the subject, He presents the following em- 
pirical formula based on his experiments, R=2b va. In which R= 
atmospheric resistance due to the velocity, fh= a variable co-efti- 
cient, whith is a maxinium fora velocity of about 1,200. persecond, 
and Consequently decreases For both higher and lowervelocities, aud 
v— the velocity in eet per second, Prom this formula if will be seen 
that for velovities of over 1.200 f. s, Ris decreased by the first power 
of 2h, but is increased in yastly greater ratio hy the cube of the vel- 
ocity. In other words. Ralways increases with the velocity. ance i 
amiuch higher ratio than the firsh power. This isasit should be, 
The letter by “Occident™ in the same issue of PorEst AND STROAM 

also Seems {o require notice. He says that he purchas: d # long- 
range breech-Joading rifle, with which he fired five shots at 1NUyds., 
and thatallthe balls had fallen af least sixteen inches below the 
mark, As he does not dese ibe fle manner of loading, we will 
assume thal he used long-range ammunition in a long-range fun, 
that is 100 grains of powder and 550 graing of lead, With such loard- 
ing a nea velocity of 1,450 fs, does not seem unreasonable, On this 
supposition, the time of fisht would be (22 seconds, and even if me 
harbel was horizoutal the bullet could not have fallen 4 inches, 
Thus if the Wullet actually fell 1§ mches the guu must have heen in 
properly sighted, and shot under an angleot depressioninstead of au 
angele of elevation, which is heeessary for any range from lyd, up- 

ward, 

BREECH. 

Teannot Mose tls letter without calling the attention of your read- 
ers to te fact that Maj, Merrill has found it convenient to iznoremy 
Tefter of June 7. im fits connection Linizht quote some hard sayings 
frou the Malovs own letters as to manliness, dodging issues, ete,, 
Init will simply content niysell with saying that 1am disappomted tu 
Maj. Merrill, 1 hope that ne breesh-loader chanipion will take up 
fhe ¢hallenge eontamed mn his last letter of July 72 untilhe has freely 
and publiely admitted that the Gove niuztleloader was beaten by 
the Brown (Ballard) hreech-loader, J : 

Tn vonclusion I would ask some of your readers who ary in posi- 
tion to dn so to give us the following data of fhe trajeetovies of uae 
zle-loading vilies for a range of 20yds.; ; : 

First, gen’ ral dezcription of gun and loading, such as caliber, 
weight of guy and Jength of barrel, kind nud Ainonmnt of powder, 
weight, shape and composition of tullet, i 

Sevondd, condition of trial; weather, rest used, and angle of pleva- 
{iox. 
Third, result obtained. Grouping of Shots af 200yds. and elevation 

of curve ab mid-range, ‘Yo which might be added any otherintorma- 
fink that seems pertinent. Reliableinformation of this nature would 
he very valuable. é 
Please accept congratulations On your decennial, 
Mort Haves, August 6. 

Eviitor Porest did Streau; 
| What 1s the use of fighting about the hunting ritle. No breeeh- 
loading yifle yeh invented is equal to a muzzleloader if properly 

ooved. whether to carry a conical or spherical ball, Tn a breech- 
pader fhe charge of powderis regnlated by the length of the cart- 
rid#e; in a muzvleloader-you can put in_as much powder as you 
like “Tf you haye the cartridge too long, then it sticks and plays the 
devilall rod. In the muzzie-londer you have no such trouble, 11 

Janes DuANk, 
= 

the bullet and pateh are regulated to the bora of the rifle tt gives a- 
far flaiter trajectory it the grooving is correct and the charge of pow- 
der properly 12: ted. besides yery little recoil, A breech-loader, 
say .577. cannot be made so as to carry the same amount of powder 
as a.77 muzale-loader with the same flat trajectory. A breech- 
loader ts only fit for shotguns and militury rifles, unless they can be 
lmads to take a puoper express charge, say about 25 drs, of powder 
without tue cartridge sticking. Then, indeed, the shooter of large 
game would have a splendid rifle in a 677 express and @ point blank 
range of 250yds _ the leneth or weight and the fit of the bullet prop- 
erly adjusted to the rifling, A SHIRARER. 
Tyo, ime 10, 

A BRITISH OPINION. 
TK HENRY HALPORD. Captain of the British team, writes as 
follows to Secretary Seabiiry, of the American National Rifle As- 

sociation, He hits the real reason of the defeat of the Americans 
when he plices the fault on the outrageous weather: 

, Lospon, Bng., July 24, 1883, 
My DrAr Seavvry—The fight is over, your boys gave us a Geht, but 

Wimnbliiou weather was too much for them atthe long ranges, aac 
“ave sa taste of how pasty if could be. Lt was simply abominable, 
ul Al The same it helped ws. ‘Lo le beaten was no diserydil to your 
(eam, wad if any men deserved success they HU, especially their eup- 

tain. J only hope fate will allow me to see move of him, fora fairey. 
squnrel, straighter man | bave never niet, or one better fitted by 
firmness and good sensefor the post which he filled, He has made a 
—— 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

marked impression on All who haye come in contact with him, and 
thal the match fell to us is no fault of his, i 
Your men shot in the New York Club position, and when the match 

next comes we shall make a stand on it. Apertures in the reur sight 
are a mistake on a military rifle, and your men found it out at Wim- 
bledon. Your hoys behaved like men and didnot howl, and I think 
they will tell you we don’t crow. (ood feeling prevailed, und, in 
truth, there was more cheering for them than the home team, and 
whatever foolish reports may be spread as to our not giving them 
fair play you ae say are all lies, for Col. Howard and evyéry indi- 
yidual member of his team haye expressed tome their (ull satisfac- 
tion With everything but the result, [trust they willsecure full honor 
for thetr efforts, Yours very tyuly, If. 8r, J. Hatrorp, 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

JAMESTOWN, N. Y_, Aug. +.—At the regular shooting for the club 
medal yesterday, the follawmp scores were made, Creedmoor target, 
200yds., off-hand, Mr, Hi. V. Perry winning the medal with a muzzle- 
loader: 
HV Perry 4 Roe aod SHE TEAPAVEY eg Bee pee te ees, eo ed 
Shatine 44 Ward, ...,- 3 AZ 

43° Warner. i) 
Gokey. - 43 Dowler. 
Sprague... - 43 Burms...-.... -- 

At the close of the match Mr, Buras changed uns and made 25 
shots at the seme distance, ov time, without cleaning, using a sinyle- 
shooting B, L., making a score of 102 in the possible 125, in 7 min, 14 
sec.—R. H. Burys. 
NEWPORT, R. 1,, Aug. .—The Newporl Ritie Associatian opened 

practice fur the first time on ite mew range: two .82-cal, rifles re- 
¢hambered for Farrow's express cartridge of 24 grs., were tested af 
Woyds. range, The following scores were made, off hand, Creedmoor 
target, 30 sliots: 

Ayres. 

G Heury -..,.... 45 49 47-185 ER Leonard,...,..43 44 47/—is4 
WS Knight......, 49 42 47-134 G@ Holloway..-._...41 43 45—129 

The absence of recoil in the re-chambered rifles in # marked feat- 
nre, while the accurscy 1s fully up bo the best target 1ifies: the scores 
were all shot without sieaning.—Occasionan, 

WORCESTER, Mass,, July 26—The Worcester Rifle Assouiation 
had a meet to-day at thet range at Pine Grove. The American deci- 
mal tarezel was uscd, Distance 200yds., off-hand, The principal 
totuls were as follows: 
AC White... 9 68 HW & @ & 10 10 9-90 
Stedman Clar 9 8 W 8 & GB & 88 
CA Allen, ... 4 9 1 10 5 10 7 -8 6-T4 
A Williams ,,...... ‘fs 3 Bw 8 10 9 & RR WR 
Die large Sede rk eR. ee Ue oP WT 

iW 70 7 ¥ #7 

WALTHAM, Mass., July 21.—The Hillside Rifle Club of this place 
hold regular shoots each Saturday, aud some capital work is put in, 
Betore ihe season itis hoped that the range will be extended trom 
the present 200vds. up to 500yds. At the last practice the scores 
stood: 
LL) Dennison...,,..89009d541-47 J boster.-. ---. 5. 54 4455—48) 
FA Fimersou. ...,.. 5345o)4445—4ti ROB lider. oe 586 H545—46) 
WL Whiting.. - M4nHs44—A3 WH Stone., ~. 445544454443 
W A Caughey. pad4—i3 A A Spaulding, ..,..48554¢h44—49 
PF OC Douglass... ....- 4554348495) 

BOSTON, Aug. 4.—A very few uiwmbers of Lie Massachusetts Rille 
Association assembled at the ranges at Walnnat Hil, Saturday, August 
4, to continue the regular matches. With fayorable weather condi 
tious and a nine o'clock wind tlie following scores were made: 

Creedmoor Practice pre 
GR Wellows.,,..--,---- B45 O45 
R Reed a bisa F 444 4 
TT Howard. t44 G54 4 4 
HW Haskell ae ee et 
CA Wall... S$ 4 42 bd 4 + 
G Warren (wil). Roop tad ft 4 
CB Burleigh (mil.). 44282 444 
H Newton ..... marie $397 5 ¢4 8 4 4 
A F Hall (nil) 5 5B 4385 044 
HOA Call (mil), .----- SUA Pat bs 

: et Mateli, 
AEB Or ie BS, eee +a 8 5 & Told 
BA GYGeny . ete eee oa Seeleeie Or ante tants 
G Warren... S$ 4 510 Tiu KR 
BA Saunders, t rns ar §1010 47 8 8 ¥ 3 3-7) 
WW OBSSKeT | isle eccetey cerreeoi cee se Sa HB tied 7 o— be 

Rest Match. 
G Watren, ..-.--.-- Pi 8101010 BWI S10 7-1 
H Newtou....,.--...- Me dee sek 6 ES BP She de Bld) 765 

Creedmoor Prize Mateb. 
MTA pet pmr tie > Ok oben eee Os aay Ot Ge Le Bee di th 
GEWATAN 225i oo leet eres eey ese Sd F7 74,4 aD 46 
RReed...-. AdbGb4 45 5 5 5 44h 
Jj Andrews. - £h Sia 5 6 5 4 5-6 
KL Haskell. —, r Ped FOF 4 t 4-H 
Reuben B Hill-- Fe RDS S oad G44 464 5 4 4-28 
BW Miles.:...... ellipses FB LY ow ft 4 dt 

BRINTON, N. J, —The succeeding matches at lrinfou this month 
are us follows: Thursday, Auenst 9,16 aud 30, champion marks- 
man’s mateb, open to all embers of the Natiousl Guard of New sJer- 
sey, or Members of the N.J. &. RK. A. Distaticves 200 andl S0yUs. 
Rounds, five at each distance, Weapou, any military ritie, Position, 
standing at 200; any, with head toward (he tarzet, at B00yds, Mn- 
trance fee, fitty cents. Prize, a gold badge lo be wwarded to the 
competitor who, at the close of the season, shall haye wor ib the 
greatest number of times. In case of a tie, the highest aggregate 
Score of all the competitions participates in, up ty that time, to de- 
cide, By permission of General Bird W. Speacer, Inspector of Rite 
Practice, members of the National Guard may count theiy stores 
made in this mateh as a qnalifieation for the marksman’: budge, is- 
aned by the Siate. ‘ 
EAST BOSTON SCHUETZEN CORPS,—A large number of mem- 

bers of the* Rast Boston Sehuetzen Corps met at Baysite Range, 
Winthrop, on Augush 1. the ocvasion being the final mecting at tnat 
place, the club having changed its location to Oak Island. Tho 
weatherconditions were poor, a bad fight and troublesome wind pre- 
vailing. Appended are the scores made by the leading marksmen: 
©, Gueth, 45; H, Carter, 34: Pf. Alberti, dk: N. St reider, 372 J. Mul- 
vey, 85: A, Fisher, 32; H. Wilfert, 34; L. Fatrell. 20. 
LAWRENCE, Mass. Aug, 4—The Lawrence Ritle Club, after 

being dormant & yearor hwo, has reorgunized with Col, Decker as 
president and J. E, Shepard as secretary, With a prospect of a much 

larger membership than in its hesrdays, tour ur five years ago. The 

city grants the club permission to use the mile range av the poor 

farni, Which is fitted up with pits and iron targets, like the range at 

Walnut Hill. At the first individual mateh to-day. at W0yds,. the 

following scores were made: Jewell. 46. 47; Sauuilers, 39,42; Howe, 

40, 37; Howland. 42, 38: Webber, 34; Decker, 38; Danlion vamil.), 42,40, 

SAN FRANCISCO, Gal., July 26.—Thé tein of National Guard 

riflemen which is to meet Nevada's teant in the second compelilion 

for the California Rifle Association trophy has been selected by In- 

spector-General af Rifle Practice Oharles Sonntay, and the names of 

the gentlemen composing ma cave been forwarded to Adjutant-Ven- 

eral Cosby aud approy yy hint, : ; i ‘ 

one aa is Eh aneea Of Lieutenant 5, P, Kellogg, of the First 

infantry Battalion: Corporal T. E. Carson, First Imitntry; Private 

F. Cuminings, First Infantry: Lieutenant-Colonel H,.7, Burns (retired): 

Private T, F. Kelly, First “Infantry; Lietitenant J. E Klein, Virst 

Tntantry; Lieutenwat A. fT. Sime, Inspector of Rifle fuctice® Second 

‘Artillery; Poyate LG. Perkins, First Inftactry; Lieutenant J. 2 

Warren, second Artillery: Lieutenant Frederick A. Kuhnle, Inspec- 
for of Rule Practice, Pitth Artillery. The alternates are Tieutenane | 

George Fredericks, First Infanty, and Private Frederick A, Knbls. 
First Infantry. 
The followme percentages were made by the team in competitions 

for place: Kelloe 84 Carson 8&4. Commmes &7b3, Burns B7, Kelly 
8598, Klein 8314, Sime $254, Perkins £2, Warren $3, Fredericks 82, 

e anxiety to know who was to compose the team and the talk 
about the delay ia announcing the names of the riflemen will justify 
a few words in explanation. Several of those who stood high in the 
competitions knew that there was a graye probability of their not. 
being able to repeat their scores ju a match, and others regarded it 
as highly improbable that they would be able to go to Nevada, They 
desired tne selection of the strougest team. and wished the practice 
shoots and coaching to Commence as soon as possible, So tt wis de- 
cided to take as eight of the team that number in fhe order of their 
percentages and tue Inspectur-General selected the others, The se 
leclions 50 made gave Satisfaction to tht entire team, and to -all who 
participafed im the competitions, The eight shot in three competi 
tions. Private Perkins shot only once and Lieutenant Warren Twice, 
Lieutenant Kuhle isin kuvope. but willbe here to participate. His 
appointment has heen telegraphed to him, Theshoot will take placu 
on the 17th of September. The Nevadans aru taking & great interest 
in the match, and will probably arrange for several other matehes 
during September. v 

THE INTERNATIONAL MATCH,—A correspondent writing frou 
London on the day following the defeat of the American team sare 
of the évenf; An analysis of the shooting af Wimbledon Common im 
the international rifle competition cannot but suggest that, atter all, 
the result was more the efiect of chance than of o fair test of the 
marksmanship of the American and British teams, The dates 
chosen for this most important event of the two weeks’ firing—the 
coup de grace of the attack on the targets—were the Insi two of the 
necting; ii was nede:sary, if the schedule of shooting be carried out, 
in conformity with the progreoime, that the Anglo-American match 
be shot im rain, hail or snow. wind or fog; and if took place in 
weather such as nO sensible riflemen of tn Ameérican range would 
think for an instant of attempting to shootin. This was noticeably 
the case on the elosiug day, wher the bullets sped over ranges te- 
quiring greater juiginent trom the marksmuvin than at rter dik- 
tances, and where. in the constantly changing conditions of Jight. 
Wind and rain, the finding of bullseye pemed as often a matter of 
hazard or accident 15 of good aim With a score of 1,078 te 1,070 in 
their Tayor, the 12 American guardsmen began the second day's 
shooting during the preyalence of a high wind and squally rain storm. 
and the changes fom lightto shade and shade to light were so fre- 
quent and wholly unexpected that great difficulty was experienced 
on both sides on finding the dise; yet the Americans held themselves 
well together and mace a ff howing at Si0yds 
eveased their lead of 8 points on first day to 24 po 
usually reliable shot Hinman, of Bo did nop do himself crest tat 
this rauge, but the other members 5S sqnad made good shooting. 
Ti the first round the Amer ipalnst 39 for the British, 
and fo the second round Lh ored 51 against 47. The third round 
elosed in favor of the Americans with 32 to 4, aml both tesans tied 
in the fourth and fitth at 44 each, The Americans led ihesixtb rownd 
by 50 to db, and on the seventh round they were one point behind 
the British. who had seore: Hinman’s sqnad led the other two 
American squads, and gave dlteering promise of acquitting them- 
selves very ereditably. The figures showiug the arrangement of the 
men and result of the squad and rownd firing at the s00vds. ranye are 
as follows: . 
Sutil) (COR )~ 22 gece yee oes a ee ee ee ek $3 4 3 of 3 BR 
Joiner. a L 1 t a $28 
Browu,....... 1 EEE ge yee a 2 a Bi 4 3-25 
Walter Seott..... A 5 4 A 4 4-32 

PovlalS..y<taa at evn is i mM Ww Wb Wie 
§ 1 Suott (coach) 5 { 5 of 4 
Dolan ....-...--- dt i ] 4 A 
193) FIs Wy aes Se i 4 B) ft 5 
Cash -eesc4 vera 4 a 

MOKATS poe sy eee toe cdo tz! 2 i® 17 16 15 18 1id 
Hinman (toach),, -.--- 5 ‘t a 6a 4—27 
Aa oe 4 5 5 5 1— 22 
Paulding... . 4 u { iy o—sl 
Van Heusen,... ., i i] a 4 3—3) 

Wotule) . <.:2 18 18 17 19 16120 

Ue PRTIOL TESLA farses tee delete etot al cect ation aie! hele Beet) f= aH 

and those who did get it soon afterward lostit. “Magpies and 
“outers? were common, and in the first round only two of the 12 
riflemen found the bullseye. Stillthey opened with » good Tead oy 
the first round, as three of their competiters had misses recorded 
against them. while another registered on the wrong target and lost 
4 shot, by which misfortune the British were left ap27 points to the 
40of the Americans, In the next round, Smith isturhed his squad 
by puting a bullet on the wrong target, and Walter Scott missed, sa 
that the lourmen scored but six out of «& possible 20. The mi -team 
did much better, dropping only three points, and the secoud round, 
asa whole. showed & falling off of two. points. With amiss to the 
bad for Humphrey, the British seored 43 points. Hinman’s squad 
became yery shaky in the thunderstorm which now prevailed, Tull 
scoring & miss in the third round. and the four shots calling for only 
11 points, while the feam aggregate for the third round stood 42 to 50 
in favor of the British. From this point the volunteers peppered the 
target very effectively. not “getting off’) once and scorme 44 in the 
fourth round, the same figure in the fifth, 14 in the sixth and 4 again 
in the lastround. Smith’s squad made wretched work of their fourth 
Yound for the American side, Brown alone reaching the target, and 
they finished with four points ont if a possible 24. Scatt’s squad 
dropped 5 points, and Hinman, hy losing the target, brought his 
squad's score down to 11 Yor the round, The 12 shots had netted 30 
points against the British 4, and the total sor fonrronnds stood 1H 
to 150 In favor of the home ifles, with the Americans only 10 points 
ahead. There was yeta chance for the “Yankees,” but, in the fifth 
round, Smith*s squad dropped 7 polnts. Scott's squad dropped 10 and 
Hinmau’s 4, a total of 21 lost out of a GOto be possibly made, and the 
lead was lessened by Sadditioual points, The advantage the Ameri- 
cans had secured was slowly, but certainly, slipping away From therm, 
and by misses of Brown of Smith's squad an Bull anil Van Heusen 
of Hinman’s, they were only 2 points ahead. At tite close of the sixth 
round, in whieh Smith's squad had dropped 8 points, Scotts 4 anid 
Hinman's 10—a total of 23—the score w Amerigaus, 38; British, 45, 
and the British led for the firsttime by 2 points, In the final round 
at the 900-yds. stage, Seott’s team distinguished itsel! by scoriig & 
points ont of & possible 20. and fhe total score for the three sqaads of 
Americans was 3f, against the dt of the British, This placed Jol 
Bull 10 points abead_of Bro. Jonathan at the settlement of their dis- 
cussion over five ranges, With conditious favorable all round, thor 
Americans would have had some doubt: of excelling the British at 
1,005ds.. but they had hoped to keep nearly, if not quite, even with 
them. ‘The odds of had weather anid a lead, however, were against 
the “Yankees. as the Americans were generally called, and th 
began firing at the log range with the Kaowledge that the chances 
were all azuipst them, No less than 5 missvs were made in the first 
round, and only “4 points were made out of possible iO. The British 
ulso stoked three misses, bub made 28 points, Some of the bestshots 
fn the Am#ricayy Year could not tnd the target, und Smith, Jomerand 
Hinman had each tw misses in succession, Thirty out of a possible 
60 was scored by the Americans in the second round. against 39 by 
the British. The Americans gained a few pomts on the third round, 
mut lost hadly un the fourth. Of the first IG shots made by Smiths 
squad. 8 were misses, Sinith getting 3 one of 4, Joiner 4 in succession 
and Scott]. Thetipme was simply wretehed. To be sure, Young 
and Godsal of the British team were also antiss wm thetr search for 
the target, but Brown was the only American who made anything 
like a decent score, most of the others tailing to get ont of the teens, 
Twenty-one of tha 84 shots tired by the meéricaus were misses, 
against 17 by the British: anv, when the seven rounds were flred, the 
seore at the final range was 219 against 263, or 35 in favor of the 
yolunteers, making a net majority of 45 poets in their favor, 

THAT LORD MAYOR'S EPISODE.—Affter the mateh ut Wimble- 
's Gf The American team were entertained ab dinner 

At the bamquet Col, Howard tae a 
don, the memb 
Ly the Lord Mayor of London. 
speech, and a synopsis of it was cabled over here fo the uewspapers. 
Tt has reused no end of sharp talk from the press critics, and Col, 
Howard has been takeu to tack very severely for tis words. The San 
Priucisco Chrowiele of the 23d ult, has its say on the topic, and whit, 
itsays we reproduce is ustranye of the generil sist of the eriticism= 
=A company of Americans went over to Knglani this year to shoot 
avainst an equal nomver of English vitlemen tora prixe. They were 
spenten, 43 Aotlier American amatesr compiry was last yen Atte, 



oe 
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the defeat the Americans were “damned with faint praise,” toasted 
and patted on the back, and with ironical politeness given to under 
siund that when they shall gvow upto the standard of British pro- 
ficiency with the rifle they may hope to carry away a prize. The last 
chapfor in that amateur farce was a dinner given by the Lord Mayor 
of London to the American “team,” as it 1s called. where 
the ironical compliments were repeated and swallowed by 
the American amateurs in true funkey style, 
of this dinnér makes one of the Americans say (Howard is 
his name, snd colonel bis rank), that America is still young i 
vie shoating, but he hoped the day would soon come when 
Americans will become proficient. In behalf of American riflemen 
we disclaim this speech as uutrue und scandalous. The Americans 
are not young iu rifle practice, On the contrary, the rifle is their 
lime-honored wenpon, both for war and hynting, as every American 
knows whe has ever spent a month west of the Delaware and Hndsoen 
tivers or read the history of our wars with the English and the Iu- 
dians. The American rifle won the battles of the Cawpens, King's 
Monutain, Tippecanoe and the Thames, all against Britons—two 
against Britons and Indians together. Nor would it be diftienit to 
find & “team in any one of one hundred counties of the West and 
Southwest who could defeat any British team at any distance from 
A0 to 1.000 yards. These are no amateurs, They are real riflemen. 
With the ordinary Western rifle they can pick a squirrel off the to 
of a hickory tree at a distance of eighty yards, off-hand, and voue! 
only the top of hishead. They would scorn a target such as these 
amateurs used at Creednigor and Wimbledon, The traveling Ameri- 
ean villemanis a humbug. He travels for show and the applause of 
those he regardsas his sitperiors i) the social scale, and heis as well 
pleased with thisif he failsto earn it as if he wins, This American 
“team” was picked up nrainty in the city of New York; the selections 
imade more for the social than jhe shooting qualifications of the 
members. The rifie is the Américan weapon. Its use has been 
brought to greater perfection in our Western and Southwestern 
States than anywhere else in the world, and mere amateurs, the 
pone of Society, have no right to represent our rifle practice 
abroad, 

THE TRAP. 

OLAY PIGEONS AT WORCESTER.—Mr. H. W. Eager, who was 
the winner of the indiyidnal championship badge presented fo the 
State Association by the Ligowsky Cluy Pigeon Company. and shot 
for at the Jate annual State tournament, received his firsh challenge 
from Mr. F, T. Noble, President of the State Association, Mr. Mager 
resides in Marlboro, and won the hadzgeas member of the Marlnoro 
Stub. He has, however, boéna member of tha Worcester Sparts- 
mens Club for several years, and has sholion thei team in several 
matehes. He now proposes to identify himself permanently with 
tlis club, and for that reason chose to defend the badge on their 
grounds. The match was shot July 31. at10:30 A.M, and was wit- 
nessed by a large company, mupy prominent shooters being present 
from other clibs, The contestants rank among the very bestin the 
State, and big scores were look-d for, while the result was a_disap- 
poiutment in that respect. Still it was a most exciting race, the mea 
eepine close together throughout, The conditions were 50 clay 

pigeons per man, l5yds. rise, Ligowsly trap, each contestant shoot- 
ine abd birds alternately. The result was a tie on 84 outoft a possible 
50. The tie wasshot at l@yds. rise, 6 birds per man, and failed to 
decide the contest, each seoriag 3 birds. Another 5 birds, same rise, 
resulted in a victory for Mr. Hazer, who scored 8 birds to Mr. Noble’s 
two. The judges were J. Buffum. of Malden, for Noble; E, 8: 
Knowles, of Worcester, for Eager, Maj. L. G. White, of Worcester, 
referee, Following is the score: 
HOW Wager,, .....11100119411110101001111110101101111010101000011011—34 
FT Noble, .,. ..11101100110119011101111100111110110110011011011100—a4 
‘Tie—Kager, (1101 —8; Noble, 10101—3 
Second tie—Kager, 01111—8: Noble, (0101—2, 
After the match a substantial lunch was served in the New club 

house by caterer Sparrel The remainder of the day was spent in 
sweepshake shooting at glass balls and clay pigeons. Following are 
the results of the ten events: 
First event—d clay pigeons. Messrs, Smith, Holden, Gilman and 

peony. divided itst; Putnam, Sampson and Dayis second; Eager 
rd. 
Secoud—a class balls. Hager and Vidsbury divided first; Clark, 

Gilman and Fielding second: Whife, Smith and Houghton third, 
Third—5 clay pigeons, Putnam first; White and Smalley divided 

seconit; Clark and 'idshiury third, 
Fourth —5 plass balls, Smith aud Tidsbury divided first: Rugg and 
fiMan second; Putnam third, ft 
Mith—s way pigeons. Clark and Sampson divided first; Smith 

and Houghton second: Smalley and Sawyer third. 
Sixth—s plass balls. Fielding and Eager divided first; Sampson, 

Smith and Gilman second: Putnam third, 
Séventh—5 clay pigeons. Houghton first; 

divided second; Wielding and White third. 
Eighth—igiass balls. Rugg and Houghton divided first; Sampson 

seeonl: Clark third, 
Ninth—o clay pigeons, Eager and Sampsou divided first; Wielding 

and Gilman second; Sampson third. 
Tenth—S lass bal Sampson and Gilman divided first; Eager 

and Bowdish second; Hollen and Clark third.—K. 

FALL RIVER, Aug, 2.—Vifth match for the Fall Riyer Gun Club's 
Silver cup; shot ina hard rain storm. Won by W. J. Braley for the 
third time, after a close and exciting contest: 1%yds. rise: 

Clay Pigeons. Balls 

Olark and Gilman 

SVU os es we a -.) -4. HROLOTINOD— 4 111111111011601—12—16 
W J Brale -1311111101— 4 111111111101111—14—.23 
Re-ent'y. 111011110— 7 W101 WW. —i4—i1 
Nepus |. soe. a 2.4199011741—10 710110111110 W— §$—19 
Rewmlry——--.,----... 2... AIO 8 111111011111111—14—28 
H Braley, Oo0O11110— 4 Ww. —4 
Re-entry. oe) 9111011010 7 Ww. —7 
Cornell se ee yee sy =e DOLILOLLON— 6 Ww. —f 

‘Tie on 23, Balls Birds. 
Wd Braley a:8: ere 111—2 110—25 
BSE TIMEEN fnpeh cunt Loe bch bs asce bac wee 111-4 (1—2—5 

5 Balls Birds. 
PYOISI SESCEN ES Vis ce ye ee Ss eee eee 11-8 001—1—4 
DATS, Ei ee, ea ee ee ee 2 th 000—0—8 

5 T. 5. H 

PROVIDENCE, Aur. 2.—Regular weekly competition of Marragan- 
sett Gun Glib for silver cups. Valentine cup, 10 birds and 10 balls: 
GR ICAreg IRN tei stele sector. Nalcte seed «icles ca ~..199991111111911111111—20 
EW Tinker. ,.-.. ae ...2111111011111111107148, 
CE Potters. .5 1.5 17217110109 11010111—16 
7B Valentine,..... 001111011010111111— 14 
G Anthony .-....-. in it's TITNOI1O10 Ww. 
L Bennett... - v8 Ayes =. 171011770bw. 
LPUUST eval y tal: eee A RE A SEAS He FBS DO LODUDOL LLOON yy. 

G. J. Crandall wins, 
Mateh for club cup, 10 birds and 10 balle: 

EW Tinker,, ... .. ANT 101—19 
J B Valentine... + eee /44141111111110110110 48 
(i J Crandall... — ...11710001101011111111—15 

cada sedans ed OUT IN101 11 C5 Potter........- 
8 D Greene, Jr..... 
GF Anthorny 
¥ E Perkin: % Vat 

E. W. Tin s club . .HS. 
BOSTON, Aug. |.—The trap shooting at the range of lhe Massa- 

chusetts Rifle Association, at Walnut Hill. to-day_ was slimly at- 
fended, although the day wasa good one for the sport. Seventeen 
events at five glass balls were shot with the following results: _ 

Frst event—lrench first, Dickey and Nichols second, Eddy third. 
Second event—Hddy and French first, Dickey and Adams second, 

Wichols thi: d, 
Third cyent—Hady first, Dickey and Nichols second, Adams third, 
Fourth event —French first, Dickey secoud, Nichols third. 
Witth event—Freneh first, Adams second. 
Sixth event—(doublé balls)\—Dickey first, Nichols Fecond, 
Seventh event—double balls)—Dickey and Nichols first, French 

second. Adams third. 
Bighth event—Dickey firs, Jameson second, 
Ninth eyent—Dickey first, Nichals second, 
Vive Clay Pigeons.—Firsh event—A:Jlams first, Harris second, Eddy 

and Nichols third. 
Second eyent—Harris first, Adams and Smith second, French third, 
Third even|—Adams and French first, Eddy and Harris second, 

Wishols third, ; 
West eyent—Ailams first. French second, Harris and Nichols 

third. 
Fifth event—Adams first, French and Harris second, Smith and 

Nichols third, 
Sixth event—French first Dickey second. 
Seventh oyvent—Adams first, Dickey und Nichols second. 
Highth event—Dickey first, French second, 

PROFESSIONAL “CHAMCIONS.'—The Fort, Wayne, Ind.. Gaxette 
of July 30 thus reports an exbibivion of professional trap shooters in 
thatcity: “Theaudience that attended the exhibition ah League 
Park yesterday afternoon given by Captain EB, BE. Stubbs, champion 
wing shot of the world. and Mr, Gwynne Price, champion of Hng- 
land, saw the finest marksmanship with the rifle aml shotgun ever 

|. 011111011100140W. 
, 1010711110 0Ww, 
11710011001 w, 

The report ; 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

displayed in the world, Captain Stubbs scores 96 out of the 100 clay 
iZeons sho! at, and Gwynne Price scored 88. Stubbs used his second 
arrel only nine tines and Price sixteen times. The match was 18yds. 

risé, English riles, arid was a specimen of marvelous marksmanship 
allthrough, as the grand total of 184 pigeons scored out of 200 fired 
atproves. Afterthe clay pigeon match was over Captain Stubbs. 
arrayed it apreen velvet coat, covered with gold medals won all 
over the world, appeared to give an exhibition of fancy shooting 
with the rifle. Lhe writer has seen Bogardus, Carver, lra Paine, 
Buffalo Billand all tke famed shots of the world in their exhibitions, 
and unhesitatingly declares that Captain Stubbs is Superior to any of 
them. Among the incredible feats performed hy him is tha attaching 
of w very tiny glass vial, vot larger arougd than a lumble hee, to the 
end of a fish line which dangled from the end of a pole held by Mr, 
Price and was madé to revolve rapidly in the air, and then while 
whilling in a circlé the vial was broken at the first shot from a Win- 
Chester .88 caliber rifle, Afterward the Captain broke teu of the small 
vials in succession as they Were dropped from Mr, Prive’s hand, hit- 
ting every one with a bullet before they reached the eround, His 
other feats of breaking the little yials, using a mirror to take sight 
with and holding the rifle upside down were all wouderful and the 
audience applauded. each shot m fhe most enthusiastic manner,’ 
Meanwhile Carver and Bogardus, haying sucked dry the trap-shootin, 
match lemon, are attending strictly to business, and working a grand 
success of their “Wild West’! Indian-cow-hoy-stage-rohber-scout- 
steer-scalping show, 

WELLINGTON, Mass., August 4—Quite a number of Raymond 
Club shooters faved the traps at Wellingion to-day. The matches 
were all of five clay pizeons at 15yds. rise. 
ste pee sls B. Witherell first, D, W. Young second, C. §. Ken- 
la: irc, F 
Second sweep—D, Kirkwood first, Witherell and Young second, L. 

Cranstoun third. 
‘Third sweep—Kirkwood first, Witherell second, I. C, Smith third. 
Fourth sweep—D. Chambers first. Smith second, Young third. 

‘ eet sweep—R, Waterman first, J, P, Christie second, V, Kennedy 
hird, 
Sixth sweep—Chambers first, Young second, Cranstoun third. 
Seventh sweep—Young first, Witherell second, Kirkwood third. 
Kighth sweep—Smith first, Kirkwood second, Witherell third. 
Ninth sweep—Kennedy first, Chambers sevond, Young third. 
Tenth sweep—Witherell first, Smith second, Waterman third. 
MALDEN GUN CLUB,—A niwuaber of sporismen were present at 

tbe Malden Gun Chib grounds on the afternoon of Aug, 4, to par'ici- 
nate in the weekly shoot. In the monthiy shoot for gold badges 
Buffum won the first and Fielding second. Mr, Fielding has won the 
second badge five times and will become the owner of it. while Buffum 
and Hopkins heave each won the first three times. Following are the 
scores in the badge match; 
STN (Wb ear ery bree once rue) Poe ee ees 1111910113110111111 J—18 
Fielding tty ey —--+---,,..11019901111101101911— 17 
PESTO SG ES © SOLER cuatr sl Sales eed lode alate eet eerie h hte 9119710711 1001711110—15 
PAI ATIS. hy hr et ural itis 11117101170010010111—15 
pore matches at five clay pigeons were shot with the following 

result: 
Virst eyent—Hopkins and Wielding first, Adams and Smith second, 

Brown third. 
Second event—Boayd first. Hopkins second, Brown third. 
Third eyent—Gouln first. Wielding second, Hopkins third. 
Fourth event—Fielding and Gonld first, Adams and Boyd sevond, 
Fifth event—Fielding first, Adams second, 
Sixth eyent—Hopkins first. Fielding second, 
In the miss-and-ont matches Wielding wasfirstim two and Adams 

in one. 

EXETER, N. H., July 26.—The“innal tournament of the Exeter 
Sportsmen's Club took place to-day at the Club Grounds, More than 
seventy-five sportsmen were present, coming from all the prominent 
clubs in Massachusetts and New Hampshire; and all voted it the 
most enjoyable shoot of the sexsou, Abont $500 was shot for 
in cash prizes. Worty-one entries in first event. seven plass halls, 
Holden trap. First. won by Dr Downs; second, divided by Eager, 
Bartlett and DeRochment; third, divided by Don, Gerrish and Dickey. 
Second event, seven clay birds,—First, Perry, Godsoe, Beckman; 

second, Hager, Trylor; third, Stark, Wilbur, 
Third event, te m match,—First, won by Hxeter Sportsman’s 

Club, Gerrish, Cooper, Taylor; second, divided between Massachusetts 
Rifie Association and Powow Club, Amesbury; third, hy second 
Powow team, 
No. 4, five pairs glass balls—Virst. divided by Stark, Withereli, 

en efery; second, divided hy Babson and Wielding; third, won by 
erry, 
No. 5, clay birds, tive traps.—First, divided by Eager, Perry. Rowell, 

Saippson: second, divided by Tayloraud Dickey; third, divided by 
Noyes, Beckman and Smith, 

No. 6, three pairs clay birds.—Fivst, won by Perry; second. divided 
by Dickey and Shute; third, divided by Witherell, Taylor and 
Knowles, “ 
EE site 7, freeze-out at balls—Divided by DeRochment, Jenkins and 

urm, 

: Dachting, 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, i whose absence fram the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

FIXTURES. 

Aug. 9—Dorchester Y. C., Catboat Classes, 
Aug. 10O—Quiney Y. C., Fourth Match (4 P, 1). 
Aug, 11—Hull ¥. 0., Third Club Match, 
Aug.1i—Lynon Y, (., Club Match. 
Aug. 11—Raritan Y. C., Open Matches. 
Aug, 11—New York ¥. 0., Marblehead, open to H. Y. C. 
Aug. 13—New York, Open Boats, under 20ft, Entrance $25, 
Aug, 15—Provincetown Y, 0,. Open Matches, 
Aug. 15—Buntker Hill, Y, C,, Club Match. 
Aug, 16—New Bedford ¥, C., Third Class Sloops. 
Aug, 16—Salem Bay Y¥. C., Third “hampion Match. 
Aug. 17—Dorchester ¥. C.—Sail for Beverly. 
Aug. 17—South Duxbury, Annual Races, . 
Aug. 18—Royal Nova Seotia ¥, 8 , Hirbor Cruise. 
Aug. 18—Beverly Y. C., Open Matches, $1,165. 
Aug, 20—Newark Y. C., Open M tches, 3 classes. 
Ang. 28—Dorehester ¥.C@., Cathoat Classes, : 
Aug. 25—Beverly Y. C., Second Open Match, Monument Beach. 
Aug, 25—Raritan Y. C., Corinthian Match. 
Aug. 25—Hull Y. C., Open Match. $1,000. 
Aug, 2a—South Boston Y¥. C,, Ladies’ Day. ~ 
Aug. 2i—New York Open Boats, 28ft., Entrance $100, 
Sept. 1—Hull ¥. C., Second Championship Match, 
See 1—Royal Nova Scotia ¥. 8., Lt, Goy. Challenge Cup and 

Class 3. 
. 5—Provyincetown Y. C.. Club Match. 

56—West Lynn Y. C,, Open Match, 
. 8 Raritan Y. C., Corinthian Match. 
. 8—HullY. C., Third Championship Match. 
. & Quincy Y. C., Closing Match. 
. '—Toronty Y- C., Classes 1, 2and 3. : te 

Sept. $—Beyerly Y, C.. Swampseott, Third Championship, 
Sept. 9—Quaker City ¥. U., Review and Harbor Cruise. 
Sept. 10—Cleveland Y.A., Fall Matches, | 
Sept, 11—Beverly Y, U., Third Chaumionship Match at Swampscott, 
Sept. 15—Hull ¥, C., Squadron Cruise, Prize for Neatness. 
Sept. 15—New Jersey Y. C , Open Races, 85fl, and under. 
Sept. 15—Royal Nova Scotia Y- S., Commodore Cup and Class 3, 
Sept. 23—Quaker City ¥. C., Review and Harhor Crise, 
Oet. Quaker City Y. C., Closing Harbor Cruise, 

HULL Y. C—AUG, 4. 

4 ps first championship match of the club was sailed Saturday, 
Aug. 4,in fresh westerly breeze, and bronght to the line some 

well-lmown cracks and old riyals. Course ten miles for second 
class. Nimbus and Fanchon answered the signal, the former just in 
from a erdise to Bar Harbor, getting the best of the start, spun outa 
lead which Panchon’s want of tonnage was unable to overcome in 
the strong wind. Nimbus carried whole sai] and set topsail going 
through the Gut, while Fanchon was oblized 10 haul down a reef, 
but afterward also set topsail for a time. ‘Nimbus ran out Spinnaker 
for nome trom the Point Allerton buoy, and crossed with plen 
tospare. In the keel class, the old favorites Gem and Lillie ad 1b 
hot and heavy all over the course. Lillie was first away witha lead 
of a dozen lengths, both carrying whole sail. Gem sailed smartly 
all day, worked the tide in short boards along shore, and closed on 
the other sloop, passing her ott Teddy rocks, and from there to the 
wind up lead the big boat by afew seconds, making a most excitn 
and creditable race in so strong a wind. In third class only Seabli 
appeared, and no race was jade, In fourth class eats Queen Mab 
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had it much her own way over the seyen mile coarse, though Amy 
drove her hard for some time, All started with reefs for the heat 
out, which were in Most cases shaken out onthe run home. The 
fifth aud sixth class eats sailed over a seyen mile course, Summary, 
Kismet ruled out for carrying too larze a crew: 

SECOND CLASS—CENTERBUARDS. 
ot ou Acmal, Uorrected, 
Nimbys, 'B. Jennéy. Jr... eee e ves 34 05 150 As 127 02 
Fanchon, A. Schroff,,....-_..... 26 03 D7 a2 147 OF 

SECOND CLASS—REEL SLOOP. 
Gem, Geo, A. O8so0d.,.__.__. 26.05 218 10 1 47 35 
Lillie, M.P. Bond__,, - (ern de Weryouel 218 1a Lif 

5 LASS—CUATBOATS, 
Queen Mab, W. lL, Phinney. _......_.,.22.06 11114 4448 
Amy, BE. W: Baxter...._.,.. +2105 115 16 49 Ag 
Niobe, J. FP. Brown....-... - 20, 06 117 50 51 27 
This, J. K. Souther. ....., : 20.00 4 20 28 54 05 
Joker, Geo. Coffin, Ws A ee 1 28°13 56 00 

PINTH OLASS—CATROATS. 
Myrtle, C. Bv& RB. . Poor....24. 00020204 19.06 127 13 059 48 

rn 128 17 T 00.09 
138 19 1 00 16 
1 32.00 1 03 4H 

Six 
Dandelion, (, f, Adams, 8...) . 5.6.06, .17.08 1 88 68 0.59 16 
Dido, FE, L. Burwell,,......2.)..:...,.1_ 17.04 1 3d 21 103 26 

BEVERLY Y. C.—JULY 28. 

HE seventy tifth race and first special for the year was sailed off 
Monumenf Beach, ats. 38. The wind was very strong from 

8.8. W. Judge, W. Lloyd Jeffries, sitaticned aboard the sloop yacht 
Maude, B.¥. C. Course 11 miles triangular. In class for sloops 
only Nomad and Glimpse entered, Former tied down single reef to 
windward, and coming home set small jibtopsail flying. Glimpse 
took down double reef to windward. bul running home gave her 
Pe ete an airing, which kept her crew on the jump. Nomad won 
easily, 
Tn catboat class more than half the boats arrived tardily. Eleanor 

and Tantrum started some 15 minutes late; Mascot aud Dolly arrived 
Tate and_(id not start; Annie is notin the club hut was timed hy re- 
quest, Mattie, Mlirf, Tautrum and Annie sailed under double reefs: 
this aud Eleanor started with three, but Iris shook ont one coming 
home; Mystery, who was short of ballast, was closereefed. Tantrum 
had @ trifle better wind and tide than the famous Mattie, but she 
sailed very well, Summary: 

SLOOPS, 
Actual. Corrected, 

Nomad, 325, Payy dr... —..2-.-2. 0.0 208 15 1 55 56 
Glimpse, C. H, Atkinson 21 47 2 04 5b 

Mattie, H, Stockton..._._ 1 68 05 1 49 06 
Tris, DrASBanpag segs eee agee et oth rf 2.07 02 1 52-40 
Flirt, G. H, Lyman oe 2 09 16 — 
ANMIOigs Jee ol ee ee 218 30 1 56 52 
Mystery, ff. Stockton __ Withdrawn, 
Eleanor, K. Codman.,,,,--...... Withdrawn. 
Tantrum, J M, Codman ,.. 2 20 00) 2 00 55 

*Onicial time, 
Tantrum’s real time from actual stavp was: Actual time, 2:01:50; 

corrected, 1:48:45, Nomad aud Mattie take first prizes, Iris second 
prize, TILLER, 

CHICAGO Y. C.—Aug. 6, 

[By teLEGrRAry TO ForEsT AND STREAM. | 

HE race for schooners, open to yachts of all nutions, for the 
Chicago Challenge Cup, was re-sailed here on Monday, The 

Idler won the race by twenty-six minutes, over a thirly mile course. 
The Canadian schooner Oriole was second and the Countess third. 
Sloops Cora, of Chicago. and Atalanta, of Belleville, Ont.. are to sail 
a match Tuesday. Oriole and Ailéen started for home Tuesday. 
Cuicago. Aug. 8. M. 

THE CHICAGO Y.C. INTERNATIONAL RACES, 

[SPECTAL CORRESPONDENCE OF FOREST AND STRIAM,) 

Rok organizing the prelimmavies and provifling just the informa- 
tion wanted the Chicago Y, ©. carries off the palm. Very hand- 

some and appropriate circulars and littlé pamphlets gave the racers 
ani the public exactly what was wanted to follow the conipetitors 
with intelligence and appreciation. Such things may seem small in 
themselyes, butas stiaws show how the wind is blowing. so do the 
circulars issued by a club indicate the kind of men at the helm of its 
affairs. The Chicago Y. C. officers and committees seem to know 
whut they want, and how to carry out their ends withont (aking les- 
sous from the Atlantie seaboard, Apart from the tastefulinyitabons 
and tickets issued, with the club colors in silk accompanying each 
one, there were distributed for general benefit a circular giyme the 
nature and character of the races, time of steamers leaving, courses, 
start and sailing reculations. with list of officers and similar material. 
A second cirenlar was in the shape of a programme detailing the 

races and prizes offered, aud. what is often overlooked, giving the 
precise address of the secretary aud business officials with whom 
communication was likely to be needed, A third publivation con- 
sisted of & pocket pamphlet, setting forth the rules of the club appli- 
cable to the races, such as the a ae of yachts and owners, 
classification. measurement and allowances, crews, forfeits, conii- 
tions attached to the challenge cups, ete. With these three docu- 
ments in hand, the perfect stranger was posted in eyery detail and 
no one could find Faull for want of foll information, whether yacht 
owner, judge, or simply a Bee. The result of the races may be 
summarized as follows: The Canadians came, saw and sailed, and 
Chicago swept the lakes. The schooner race Was ordered for Pri- 
day, August 4, as stipulated. 
The morning opened hazy. A steamer was sent out to place the 

buoys, and then steamed home to give the yachts a mari 1) sail by. 
The entries comprised the schooner Idler, 9¢.9ft. waterline, A, J. 
Visher, of Chicazo; schooner Countess. 95,7ft. water line. Mr. Griggs, 
Jr., also of Chicago, and the schooner Oriole. 67.6ff%., A, Gooderham, 
of Toronto, Ontario, The wind had fallen yery light. Idler took the 
lead, and by the time the turn was made was about an hour ahead of 
Oriole, and the Countess four miles bo leeward. After rounding the 
wind fell away entirely and a drift eusued, The Idler did not reach 
home before # P. M.. and asthe race had to be sailed in seven hours, 
it was declared off, to he resailed Monday. August 6. Saturday, 
August 4, the race for sloops and cutters was Promph ly ordered on. 
Unfortunately all the precautions taken fo Insuré a beat to wind- 

ward canie to nought, for after the buoys had heen placed, the wind 
veered from northwest to northeast, then te the east, and toward the 
close of the rave further round to south. making ita beam wind out, 
then a quartering wind home, and finally a point fres shifiing fom 
por! to starboard side, necessitating a jihe elose to finish. V tthe 
race mizht have been with aregular beat to windward is of course 
only conjecture. ‘The prizes for the day were the Wishey chatlenge 
cup, to be held subject to conditions open to first and second class 
only, with $500 added for first class, and $40) for second qlass. Also 
$250 for third, and $126 for fourth class. Sleamers with guests aud 
the judges followed lhe racers oyer the twenty-mile course, The 
wind was light all day. . : 
The entries in the first class were Wasp, 71ft., Capt. J. Prindiville; 

Atalanta, G5ft,, Bay of Quinte Y, C.; Aileon, cutter. 57ft,, Royal Can- 
adian Y, C., W. G, Gooderham, and Cora, 5aft.. Com. H. J. Griswold. 

Tn the second class the entries were Harry Burke, 33.8ft. loadline, 
G.W. Ro; , and Ariel, 33ft. lcadline, Geo, Weir, ’ 
Tn third class the entriés were Peri, 27it., E. W. Syer; Zephyr, 241. 

F. &, H, Bonter, and the Laurie. - 
Conrse for the three classes, 10 miles to windward and return, In 

fourtl class thé entries were O. K, and Cygnet. Course, 5 miles and 
return. 
The starting gun was fired at 12:11:20, finding the Atalanta under 

the Wasp’s lee, but before crossmg the line the Wasp had passed 
clear ant they crossed as follows: 
Qysnet, 1255:44; Peri, 12:15:26; Cora, 12:17:29: Wasp, 12:19:45: 

Ariel, 12:18:53; O. K., 1221035; Atalanta, 12:20:00; Zephyr, 12:20:16: 
Harry Burke, 12:20:40; Aileen, 12:21:05; Lauria, 12:20:34, All carried 
club gafftopsails, and Cora and Peri had balloon jibs. The Peri car- 
ried away her boom shortly after passing the line, and was obliged 
to tuke in her ballooner, but Cora held on to hers until it had sent 
her well ahead and to leeward, The race to the stake was close, the 
Atalanta holding well to windward, while the cutter Aileen kept a 
‘ood full, but finding her mistake when she sighted the stakeboat, 
auled close and outpointed the rest of the feet, whilefooting tozood 

advantage, Cora was the first to come about. two miles to leeward, and 
was followed by Wasp, andthen Aileen. The Atalanta, crossing the 
Wasp's bow and coming about had but a scant half mile to make the 
buoy, which was pasate by Atalanta ab2:12:00; Wasp, 2:14:36; Aileen, 
2:17:00; Cora, 2:18:00. , : 

‘The Atalanta set agsmall balloon jib, boomed out to starboard and 
headed farto the south of her course, while Wasp and Aileen sel 
spinnakers. and Cora a balloon jib and ran down her jibe. The wind 
was Loo Nearly abeam for the =pinnakers,and Qora Wok the lead, 
followed closely by Wasp and Aileen, Who had rigged ont thelr water 
sails, the Wasp sporting a small ring tail, Atalanta hac dropped be- 

UU 
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hind and far to leeward. buts the others passed her she took the 
gqm4 courre. The wind hauling more to the eastward the Wasp 
passed the Cora while the latter was setting spinne ker, and the Aileen 
closed up the gap. The Pace home was very close, the wind working 
further south the Wasp had to jibe within a mile of home, and madé 
no effort to set her spinnaker to pert while the others held on to 
thes. They crossed the line as follows: W. 
Jdlean, 4:46:50; Atalunta, 43393405 
pepe: Harry Burke. 5:57:10. 7 
ows: 

usp, 4:27:14; Cora, 4141755 
Peri, 4:55:50; Ariel, 5:27:56; Zevhyr, 
he summary of the limes is as Fol- 

Elapsed. Carrected, 
a9 1 O07 2 

4 08 38 
405 37 
416 14 
439 04 
A Od OU 
6 07 a0 

mer : b 86 24 
Gorrected time for fourth class, O, K. 2:27:24, and Cygnet 8:4;59. 

Oor’, therefore, Wins the Fisher Challenge Cup in first and second 
Glass and $500. Ariel wins 330) in second class, Peri wink $250 in 
third elass, and O. K. wins 4150 in fourth class. 
The allowaiiees in the above table aretigured on loadtime pls one- 

third overhavg. Had the new measurement rule of the New York 
Y. ©. been in fored, rating by length and sailarea, the Fisher cup and 
S500 would have been captured by the cutter Aileen, The schooner 
mice was resaied Monday, idler winning the Chicago Giub oup and 
200 cash as set forth in telegrams to YornsT AnD Stream. Whe Ata- 

lanta has already challenged the Cora for the Wisher cup, A banquet 
was given by the Chicago ¥Y,O to the visiting yachts, and it was 
resolved to ake the international races a permanent feature every 
year. Cora has won the Fisher cup three times. and needs to win it 
once more to take permanent possession, 

: BEVERLY Y. C. 

PPE seventy-seventh vace and second chanipionship of the season 
was sailed of Nahant, August 4, 1888. Wind W. by N. strong, 

Judges, George B. Inches, Joho Dane, William P. Lawrence, aboard 
the yacht Alide, B, Y. CG. Course for first class! Leaving fug buoy 
olf Graves, and red buoy 8 off Winthrop Head on starboard and re- 
turns, ten iniles. Course for seeond and third classes: Leaving red 
pany 20n starboard and return, seven miles, The entries were as 

OWS ! 
First class—Bestle. cutter, August Hemmenway. 27.4i't.; Covntess, 

k. slp., George B. Chase, 31 Gtt.; Thialfi, ic. slp., Amos Cofting, 30.4Et.; 
Hugenit, ¢.b. cat, Irving S$. Palmer, 28.4ft, Wind hard and puity. 
Thisdi was first overthe line. carrying club topsail; then Hugenia 
under a single-reefed mainsail and whole jib; then Beetle and Coun- 
tess, both setting topsails, The stretch trom Graves to Winthrop 
Heat was a dead beat; topsails came in as well as Beetle’s foresail. 
Kugenia tool fourth piace. Beetle, after a hard tussle, crossed the 
bows of the sloop and started for home, setting topsail and jibtop- 
sail, The sloop followed suit. while Eugenia shook out her reef. 
_ ‘the entter, though hard pressed, beld her lead; but the difference 
in angle of heel netween her and the others was curious, A little 
hefore reaching the line she took in jibtopsail, apparently te keep 
Thain boon) our of the water. The three boats erossed the line at m- 
tervals of 45 seconds, 
To second lass the following started, all bul Mosquito being center- 

hoards, and all being cat mgged: Holden. P. C, Severance, 24Et-: 
Hornet, 5. W. Burgess, 21ft,; Mosquito, 4. W. Cochran, 22.2ft.; 
Spider, Walter Abbott. 20fb, Floiden had come up from Beverly 
ander (wo reets and had not time to change: she suttered from this, 
as one reef would have been much better, tlornet had a single and 
double in, but shoolcout latter just before slart. Spider and Mosquita 
hud one tee? down each, Mosquito shaking our hers at the buoy, 
Hoiden Jed aff at 12:11:30, Spider 12:12. Mornet 12:12:80, Mosquito 
1816. Hviden miscdteulated position of stake; she mistook a poje on 
shore for the bioy and lost by going ont of her course to wind ward. 
Apider and Hornet forced each other to windward ot the course, 
wails Mosquito, sailing an excellent course, picked thent up surely. 
Holden vonnded first; the others all togerher. Running home 

Hoideo's two reefs told ugaiust her; she led by quite a distance, 
bubnol euough tu make her timeot the rest. 
Josephine nad a sail over ip third class, Dandelion being’ away in 

Hull Y. C, race, and Psyele’s owner away ala tennis mutch, Sum- 
mary as follows: 

FIRST CLASS. 

Actual, Corrected, 
Beatle, ___.__ ee 17 A 2 08 10 
Countess 218 00 2241 
Thialti , ane RL 45 215 19 
Hugensia . oat 00 2 18 22 

1.09 45 59 38 
2d 13-00, 100 Tale 

oS - wii0 O14 12- 100 14 
LCG eee OR Peay ey al ae ee ee. eae OL 11 i 1 08 

THIRD CLASS. 
Josephine, 18ft., Joho . Moors-...,,....---.... 118 45 1 04 08 

Beste, Mosquito and Josephine win first prizes, Countess and 
Spider secoud prizes, and Beetle, Mosquito aud Josephine (ake pen- 
nants, lieing Willi Rugenin, Hoiden and Dandelion. 

; BLvE wire Goup CASTLE. 

HULL Y. C.—_OPEN RACES, AUG. 25. 

AESE races haye been definitely fixed for Saturday, August 25. 
Wutries to he nade to Mr. W, L. Phinney, #4 Highstreet, Boston, 

ip to nom Foday, Angush 84. Stare at 1:80 P, M., off club honse, 
Tiull, Open fo all yachts of recognized clubs. Start forall classes 
irom an anchor, 
A preparatory whistle will be blown on the judges’ steamer at1:30 

o'elock.aS.4 sigual for all yachts to form in line between flags bear- 
ing the numbers of their class, Thirty minutes later the whistle on 
the jndges’ boat will be blown, and the elnb fag lowered asa signal 
for ull classes to start. No restrictions, on sails except in the fourth | 
and filth classes, in which catboats will carry only mainsail; sloops, 
jiband mainsail. No ballast shall be thrown overboard during the 
race. Yachts to earry but one man to every five feet, and fraction 
théreof, water line measurement. Yeelhts on their return will pass 
between the judzes’ steamer, Wm, H. Clark, and red flag. Asthe 
position of the judges* boat is liable to be changed, particular care 
must be taken by sailing masters on coming in. Yachts will be fur- 
nished with nunihers, which must be plainly shown to the judges on 
crossing the line at the finish.’ The club table of allowances will be 
used. Protests must be made in writing. to the judges within half 
fin hour after returning. There must be two or more yachts sail in a 
Glass to in-uré one prize being given; three or more for two prizes; 
four or more for three prizes; five or more for four prizes, and six or 
moré for five prizes, The judges'hoat will be for the exclusive use 
of the regatta committee and judges, The result of the regatta will 
be published in the papers, and the owners of the winning yachts 
notified by mar where to obtain their prizes, as none will be distrib- 
uted on thé day of the race, ‘The race for the firstand second classes 
must he sailed within stx hours; that of the third, fourth and fifth 
Glasses within four hours, Cutters will he elassed as sloops, yawls as 
eae No sharpies or catamarans allowed to enter this re- 
Fatta, 
Courses,Por the first class—From judves’ line to Black Brush 

buoy No. J, haifa milé south, leaving it on starboard, thence out 
Hull Gut, down Light House Channel, leaving ‘Voddy Rocks and 
Point Allerton buoys on the starboard. to Bell buey on Harding's 
Ledge, leavingtt ou port; thence to Whistling buoy off the Graves, 
leaving it on port. to the Narrows, leaving Ram Head buoy, Lovell’s 
Tslanil and Port Warren on the port, Gallop*s [sland on the starboard 
through Hull Gut, to judges’ steamer, passing bermween it and Red 
Place. Sixteen nautical miles. 
For the second class—From judges’ line to Blaek Brush buoy No. 1, 

half a mile south, leaving it on the starboard ,to yellow barrelmarked 
H. Y. G.. off Pettick'’s Island, leaving it on starboard, through Hull 
Gui, leaving Toddy Rocks and Poni Allerton buoys on Starhoard, to 
Bell bnoy on Harding's Ledge. lewving it on port; returning, leaving 
Point Allerton and ‘Loddy Rocks buoy on the port, through Hull Gut, 
“4 ie ides steamer, passmg befween itand Red Flag, Ten nau- 
teal niles. 
For the third class—Prom dudges’ dine to West Gut, leaving Pettick’s 

Island on starboard, thence N, BH. by N, 44 mile to Black buoy on 
Wilsou’s Rock, leaving it ou the starboard. thence to Stripe huoy on 
Hunt's Ledge. leaving tt.on the starboard, then back to Black buoy 
on Wilson’s Rock, eae ib on (he port, through Aull Gut t6 the 
inden steamer, passing hetween it and Red Flag. Nine antical 
miles, 
For fonrth and fiffh elasses.—From judees’ line to Steamboat 

Barrel off Seal Rocks, leaving if on port, ta yellow harrel marked 
Ti, ¥, @., off Strawberry Hill, leaviig it onstarboard, to yellow barrel 
marked H. ¥. (., N. W. off an Island, levving it on port. 
to yellow barrel off Quincy Greal Hi aoe _ it on star- 
board to yellow barrel marked H. Y. C,, off Pettic 73 islkod, Tearinig 
‘iton the starboard, to judges’ steamer, passing between it aiid Re 
Pisg. Seven nautical miles, = 

luss—For oa eps le peopiatl 2) meastling #8ft. and over on 
the water line, Prize for schooners, §100; prize sloops, $100, 
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Second eclass.—For centurboards and keel yachts measuring 20ft. 
ard less thin rk an a hy es4 Hine First Beas for ventérboard 
sloops , Secon , bhi 20; iirst prizé for keel sloops S40; 
second $40, third $20; for schooners $30. : rie 

Third class,—For centerboard and keel yachts measuring 2ft. and 
less then 26ff, on the water line—FPirst prige for centerboards 250, 
second! $35, third $25, fourth $15; first prize for keels $50. seaond $35, 
thind $25, fourth $15, 
Fourth class,—Nor centerbogrd yachts measuring 18ff. and less 

than 20ft,. and all keel yachts under 20ft. walerline—Tirst: prize for 
centerboards $4), second 540, third $20, fourth $10. fifth $5: first prize 
for keels $40, second $30, third $20, 

Witth class.—For centerboard yachts measuring less than i¥ft. on 
the water line,—Firgt prize $35, second $25, third $15, fonrth $10. 
Regatta Committee—W, L. Phinney, W. J, Kiley, C. B, Churchill, 

L, M. Clark, W. A. Gary, A. Schoff, A, SS, Wattles, Judees for the 
races- T.0. Loveland, T. Wf, Patterson, Pelex Aborn. W. IX, Millar, 
es A, Palmer, F. M. Griffin, J, H, Conant, C, F. Loring and F, C, 
rewer, - . 

NEW YORK Y. C.—AUG, 6, 

QOMETHING like forty-six yachts were flying N. Y. ¥. C. colors in 
\) Newport harbor last Sunday. There were besides thirty other cabin 
yachts Which we counted before giving up the task of picking them 
all ont amoug the forest of spars clustered inside the breakwater. 
This fleet comprised the pick of all there is in America, and a splen- 
did opportanity was offered for noting the great strides of improve- 
ment made during recent yearsin bringing onr yachts up to cutter 
standard iu rig and fittings. The old-time Arrow, not many years 
ago one of the cracks in our waters, was here among tha rest in her 
original] form as to bull, spars and rig, and strangely antiquated and 
out of tune with the times did she look among the more stylish com- 
pany of recent origin or refurbishing. Only a few years ago a cutter 
stood out in strong contrast from surrounding yachts by the superi- 
ority of her “strain” and fittings. and the seumanlike proportions of 
her rig. Now it is quite hard to distinguish them from therest, except 
in the matterofoutline. During the five years past America has made 
greater strides in all that pertains to high class yachting than jn the 

| years elupsed from 1845 to 1878, and this progress fills none with more 
satisfaction than oursélves, as to a great extent all the improvements 
are in consort with the work we set out to accomplish through these 
eolumns. Models nay not hays undergone much change for greater 
speed, but speed is. after all. oaly’ one of the desiderata. Inallother 
respects, in point of safety, handiness of rig, ballast and its stowage, 
flush decks, housing topmasts, spinnakers and the revival of keels, 
as well as in the character of the crews which man them. the modern 
fleet, as represented in the Newport collection, is a vast stride in ad- 
vance upon tyhat we used to seein the olden times, when the wretehed 
skimming dish was held to be the ve plies ultra of niutiealinyertion. 
Whether we drift into full-blooded cutters or notin the end, we feel 
certain that all unprejudiced men will agree that the agitation for 
deep yachts of thoronghgoing rig and appointments has not been 
withont fruit of the nfmost importance, and that in consequence our 
yachts are entitled to-day to an appreciation from the nautical public 
which would otherwise not haye been accorded for a great many 
years to come. Much still remains to be w.one, but all hands are now 
Steering the proper course. and the “let-well-enough-alone™ poliey of 
the past has given way to systematic research and experiment, honnd 

| to lead wp to the most perfect yacht. before we fall into the comatose 
condition again from which yachting has been aroused through 
FOREST AND STREAM, ; Z 

Im such fine company it is almost useless to pick out any individual 
eraft for special comment, Sone of the big favorites of other times 
were missed, but their berths were taken up by others equally enti- 
(led fo cousideration, Palnier, Rambler, Dawitless ond others were 
notin the crowd, but then we had Montank and Fortuna, Gitana 
and Intrepid, Madeleine and the famous old America to passaimder 
critical observation among the big ones, and Mischief, Gracie, Vixen, 
the old girl Julia, Regina, the Arrow and others among the sloops to 
represent the very choice of their class, while the modern idea was 
out in force in the shape of a dozen orso ilushdeck cutters, None 
of them racers in the true cance phe perhaps but the foreign cutter 
Maggie from Boston, but all of them grand oraft for cruising, and al 
all times able of making it warm work for the fastest of sloops. We 
mention Bedouin, Wenonah, Maggie, Kelpie, Moya, Wilful, Heedless 
and Fyseen as the most prominent. All of them noabby flush deckers 
but Heedless, 

'The small fry is always interesting. Though they make less noise 
in the outside World, the readers of this journal know their worth 
full well, and will not permit the little fellows to be crowded out of 
our columns for the homage paid to the great sums locked up in 
Thajestic yessels of hundreds of tons. First of all we should notice a 
jaunty little Myer of the semi-cutter persuasion, showing N.Y, ¥, ©. 
burgee, whose name we were unable to ascertain. She is, we should 
judge. about 32ft. loadline, with one-third that length for beam, and 
something like Gft. draft,as she appeared to sail like a keel yessel. 
Tn model we should eall her just on the fence, when you do not know 
whether to call her « cutter or a keel sloop. Her deek house was 
narrowed in to a long hardwood hatch amidships. stretching from a 
handsomely-shaped cockpit forward to the mast, leaving broad gang- 
ways each side, neatly laid in narrow strips. She was the pink of 
neatess and perfection on deck, and at the same time evidently in- 
tended for the serious work knocking about the coast really de- 
mands. In rig she was a sloop improved in style ip to the latest 
ideas. Low hoist and long head to mainsail and lofty housing top- 
mast gave that rig as smart au appearance as it is capable of taking. 
Altogether, this fine little yessel slrueck us in 4 weak spet as she 
ermsed about the harbor and canie to with a long, graceful sweep 
which hetokened lead on the bottom of het keel. 
Then there was another new essay from the celebrated Herresbott's 

Bristol yard in the brand new “eat yawl" Consuelo. This boat ex- 
hibits the boldness of conception and finished thought for which the 
Herresboifs have justly became famous the worldover, Sheis about 
s0ft. long, with one-third loadline for beam, and Slefh. draft, with 
keel and 8 tons of outside ballast, A remarkably high but easy side, 
to connter-balatice the displacement below, a flush deck with cockpit 
and companion hateb, acat mg with the long boom eut off, and the 
sail thus saved put into a regular gui! mizzen over the stern, and a 
*“wapon top’ hood to lift or lower oyer the cockpit for sun or rain 
while in port, make upa complete little yessel, dry and very able, 
and taken fn all, a consummate combination of cutter and sloop type, 
We should prefer the mast further aft, and the addition of a Rh, giv 
ing a better chance of staying her large stick. and the opportunity of 
sailing wnder jib and mizzen in a blow or when outfor an easy time 
in astiffish wind. The Boston cutters Kelpie, Moya and others were 
bold looking seagoing craft, with very nooby rigs and stiff os steeples. 
They have three beams to loadline, which 1s, perhaps, a little too 
liberal an allowance; but that such boats can sail was illustrated by 
the performance of the Vayu in the Boston City regatta, July 4. For 
comfortable ernising and for all round work generally, we should 
pick out one of these sturdy little cutters in preference to anything 
We saw at Newport, ¢ 

Tn harbor we fonnd the big schooner Viking. Aift, loadline, looking 
staunch and trim after her recent overhauling, and a credit to the 
Chicago burgee flying at her foremast head. Especially commends- 
ble was all her rigging and gear, which bal a businesslike air and 
was minus the Glothespole and ten-cent look of certain other we 
might Mention. The America was riding to her anchor stately and 
superb, apparently conscious of her proud history, from stem to the 
quarters the handiwork of a master and from the quarter aft a saert- 
legious piece of patchwork of some bungling innovator who had es- 
sayed his clumsy band at “correcting” the incomparable work of the 
lameuted George Steers, Could his spirit rise to view this botching 
of some rude mind with his choicest specimen, he would exclaim in 
horror against (he shapeless mass now disfiguring the onee beautiful 
counter, the style of which originated with Steers, and which bas, up 
to recent date, furnished the pattern all our yacht builders have 
sought to approach until the introduction of cutters taught the value 
of greater length on deck to work big booms. Here we tound like- 
wise the new Fortuna, one of the fairest of the lot m her proportions 
and 4 yacht of which Americans may feel proud. No trap there, but 
an able and fast keel vessel, the superior of which is not alloat m our 
waters. OClose aboard lay the Montauk, famous for her speed, but of 
a type which came withib an ace of following Grayling to tha bottom 
npon a Memorable day last spring. 

The smart cutters Wenonali and Bedouin were, ameng tbe fleet, the 
subject of all sorts of criticism, funny and far from the truth, so) ttle 
are these boats as yet knewn to the natives of the heath. Stillone 
and all acknowledged their speed. Writing of cutters reminds us that 
the Little Madge, once such a beautyin her keep and appointments, 
now lies al one of the Newport piers out of commission, exposed to 
all kinds of weather and gradually going to deeay, Poor thing. after 
her glorious history and the services she rendered in the cause of 
houest boats, a better fate should have heen in store for the little 
‘eye-opeper’ She might baye been hauled out and prekeryed in 
some park, nndera building, so that crowds might admire her fanit- 
less form below water, and inspect the mould of the flyer who bas 
caused so much ink to be spilled and reversed so many old Wogmas 
about light draft and sloop rigs. We paid our homage to this little 
ship, aml spent long and pleasant hours aboard. But her stylish flush 
deck has been tampered with in an effort tomake her a*party boat.” 
She has been eut into for a cockpit and, oh, horrors! there are seats 
in this cockpit. We took 4 parting glance st this little ten, with re- 
ret that she had not been Commissioned to go for more scalps be~ 
ore being allowed to run down beyond resurrection to rauiup con- 

dition, 

But we might go on writing about the yachts without end. and we 
are reminded of the race, which was sailed last Monday and which 
has been so crookedly reported in the daily papers that aur eorree- 
tion of certain errors ik expected by the public, lest wrongful conclu- 
Sions Make an impression which facts do notatall warrant. One or 
two things more before sp ES eg It was a noticable f. eb that of 
the large fleet collected mm port, only one sehooner was painted zine 
white, allthe rest, sloops and cutters as well, sliowing eoal black 
rlistening sities, with Mischief and Vixen pol-leaded. [11s enrious 
that while our cousins abroad are ocexsionally trying the effects of 
sh er biggest fleet has given adhesion almost without exception 
to blauk, 

Of steam yachts there was only a small quota, atleast hy comparison, 
Mr, Gould's big elephant Atalanta Jorded it over sll im point of Lon- 
nageif nothing else, Corsairand Rhada made ipa vouple of von 
mon-place looking hulls and abominable rigs, while Pastime and the 
“100 were prominent as high speeds with the Rival, Day Dream and 
sundry others thrown in as low-waisted and unserviceable nonde- 
scripts, filled with boilers and machinery, lacking iv al) the essentials 
of & steam yacht, having neither speed nor accommodation, nor sea- 
Worthiness, mor cruising capacity, in short, about as useless and 
dangerous loys as couldwell be deyised with such intention, 
The race for the Qoelet cups for schooners and sloops waa set for 

last Monday, It was to be sailed under rules or N.Y. Y. C.. and 
open to club yachts only. These cups are valued af $1,000 and S00, 
and excellent sport was mm prospect. Unfortunately o series of 
things conspired to make the race 4 failure from a sporting point af 
view. though grand enough asa spectacle. Tn the first place, the 
promised dead to windward and return fizzled ont into a (rail round 
af er the fashion of the spring races. The committee ordered the 
course from Brenton’s Reef lightship around the Sow and Pigs light- 
ship and return, when it was apparent that such a course would at 
most inyvolyéa long and shortlee home, and as we have had so much 
Indian file business already this year, we felt much disappointed at 
the decision. The faultwas not exactly with the committee, Tad 
they steamed twenty miles to windward they woulkl have 
ferched up on Point Judith, and as for steamimg twenty 
miles to leeward, it wis out of quasison after timing the 
yachts over the ne, forthe tug could not have bet upon reaching 
the desired spot as fast as the schooners in the strong wind blowing 
from W.8. W. Still, inview of such a contingency, wrrangements 
MTnight have been made to supply another tug or steam yacht to per- 
forin the duty the committee’s steamer Luckenback conld not un- 
dertake. The importance of windward work does no} seemi1o be 
quite appre cased. In the second place, aceidents of & serious uate 
marred the sport, and what is worse, my carry sorrow to some 
home. The Arrow lost a man off the bowsprit shortly after rownd- 
ing, and in spiié of a prolonged search had to give him wp as 
drowned. The seaman’s name was Peter Hansen, a Normwegisn, of 
whom nothing is known butthat he shipped with Mr. Douglas upon 
the Arrow’'s leaving New York for the Eust, He slipped his footing 
while out omthe bowsprit stowing jibtopsail, Bedouin had been sailing 
a grand down wind drive and promised to make close work at thefin- 
ish, but her boom snapped in the center antl she was obliged to haul 
down three reefs, and giye up the race. The accounts in the daily 
papers are 50 wide of the mark that we feel hound to correct the more 
flagrant errorsofthe Heraldand World. The former. probably echoing 
the opinion of some nobody aboard the tug. infornis the publi¢ thar 
“the story to be tuld bas nothing pleasant in_ it for the Jover of this 
style of yacht, as they were badly beaten, True, tha Bedouin was 
thoroughly crippled, as she carried away her boom, but then she 
WAS 10h I a position to lead the intelhigent Observers of tha contest 
lwo helieve that she vould have goneto the front o£f her elass under 
any circumsta ces.” 
We will not begrudge any one the chance io give this or that boat 

a lift, and the opportunities of “writing down” ¢ntters to please ae- 
quaintances who own sloop: haye not been oyer-pletitifiul oF late. But 
the Herald's little Hog is diametrically opposed to facts. No “intel- 
ligent observer,” unless he be wreporter unfamiliar with yacht sail- 
ing, would expect the GOS. Wenonah te hold her own down wind in 
such wealher with a 72f£t. sloop, and what she did or lid not do ih 
comparison with the big sloops may be skipped at once. But the 
Bedonmw was putting in some yerysmart work, and her sailing down 
wind under a sort Cruising ris, stamps her as a performer of first 
Water. She started in round figures 5m. astern of the Julia, anc 3m. 
astern of the Gracie. She rounded the Sow and Pigs (im. astern of 
the pair. That is, she Jostover half the Course, sailed under the 
disadvantage of a short rig just.im, tothe Julia ahd 3m, to the 
Gracie, a yacht known aa an exceptionally fast yessel down wind, 
the likes of which exists notin thiscountry. On the wind Bedouin 
was fast picking up. aud we set hur down as a possible winner of the 
Tace, when her boom went, and of caurse her chances with if, The 
Heruldts way of putting it may suit the public. who prefer taffy to 
truth, but the readers of Worest and STRHAM expect us to look more 
than skin deep. So far from being a disappointment. Bedoyin'’s 
sailing proves, as far as one race can, that with a full rig sheis a 
mate dewn wind even fol Gracie and mure than ber equal ou the 
wind. ‘The report in the World is almost.too stupid to refer to in 
farmest, If is not even intelligible, Vhe astute reasoner of that 
journal seems to have been in a befugged condition. We glorifies in 
(he Bedouin's beating Wenonuh, “notwithstanding the latter's large 
Yig7’ More rnbbish to the square inch could hardly have been ne 
tered. Must the World be informed that Bedonin is 1ft. longer and 
half as large again as Wenonah, and that such 4 difference 
really means something in a strong wind? The World evolves the 
following from its Inner meconsciousness: “The cutters Bedouin and 
Wenonah attracted much attention. Neijtherof them, however, were 
anything like 4 match down the wind with either Gracie, Mischicf or 
Julia,’ which would be very funny didit not argue a complete un- 
fitness for the work on the part of the author of those lines. He is 
referred to our correction of asimular inisconception on the part of 
the Herald, Concerning size, the Sim is the only journal wlueh ex~ 
hibits an intelligent appreciation of its value in refusing to compare 
Wenonah with the large sloops, but drawing conclusions by com- 
parison with Mischiet and Arvow. With these it miust be confessed 
Wenonah failed to make a mateh by about &m. correcred dime. This 
loss was due entirely to the course she took, in being headed off 
by the wind canting to the westward, giving the soulierntnostl 
yachts the advantage of a freer course home, which enabled 
them to fetch the mark with a lead which would otherwise 
have been disputed to seconds at least. This veerimg of the 
wind is conveniently overlooked by the veporters of the duily 
press, or what is more likely, they paver voticed such a irille. The 
Wenonah, down wind, suiled & game match wth the best of her 
size, and stood every chanee of scoring but for the cant of the wind. 
How perfectly unreliable the accounts of the daily journals are, ani 
how easily false impressions wre disseminated by their sloyenly 
observations. appears from the following perfectly grotesque obser- 
yations culled at random from tha Herald and World: ~elween 
the Bedouln and Wenonah the surprise was that tbe former put lots 
of water between her and the latter.’ Tt may have been & surprise 
to some reporter, but this certainly uone fo “intelligent observers.” 
Then again “The Bedouin, ten minutes later when at the time 
doing grandly and having the Wenonah almost bull down. carried 
away her boom,’ Now, what oo earth can affect a reporter to write 
such utter nonsense but a desire to fll epace® The climax, however, 
is reached by the Werltin the following, a cem of wisdom which 
shall be perpetuated herewith: “The schoouer, Madeleine the oll 
eharopion of the elub in the Countess of DuflerIn races, was not. in 
the race, bot came ou efter the fleet under plain sail only, and with- 
out even 4 staysuil set, outsailed the whole lot, passing the tug Luck- 
enback as if the latter had been anchored—convincing proot thiat 
after all the modern bowl for deep boats, the skimming-dish model 
has still the ¢all for speed.’ ‘This beats the record, Tue Madeleme 
ontsails some small sloops and schooners, wand, mind. the tug 
Luckenhack, “therefore,” ete. It is our lot to wade through 
a great deal of nonseuse ahout yachting In the daily papers, 
bul the World takes the cake in this sample of pro- 
fundity, the logic of which is perfectly demolishing in yiew 
ot what the deep keel Forinun was domg at the same 
timé and what deep boats have done on innumerable oevasions 
hefore. We ask whether the judgment for or against any type of 
yessel from such incompetent sources 1s worth m ré thana snap of 
one's fingers? We have been particular in dealing with (ie reports of 
this race to counteract thei’ wrongfwl effect. for rubbish as the 
Herald and World muy print, it is certain to produce an impression 
npon those who were not present atthe race, The Herold prints an 
#ditorial notice stating in strofg language that ‘all were equally 
fayored and no one of the defeated but omst acknowledge that if was 
arace decided on the merits of the boats, ete, There was my such 
thing as favorable slants or pulfs with tantalizing calms, dur- 
ing which already beaten hoats come up with a tresh wind 
ani once more start devel. ete?’ Possibly this editorial 
was written in the Herald office by some one summarving 
the reports, If so, ite wide devintion from the truth 
may be excused, Tharace wae a perfect failure, nod nothing shory 
of that, excent for the leading schooners, Inasmuch os acuinents anil 
a bucking of the wind brought about 4 result whieh otherwise would 
have been very different indeed, We regret that partiality-or ncom- 
petent observation on the partor the Aerated wod World should re- 
quire 30 much of our precious space, bub believe we serve public 
intevests m setcing aside the crooked versions and conelisions of the 
reporters of those joutuals, So far as the suiling of the cutters was 
concerned, the friends of such boat= are bighly pleased with their 
display, and are prepared to give wailing that the America Oup is 
in daoger should a reewar racing cutter sppear in our waters. As 

| forthe Maggie and Viren, the dailies give ws delightful deseriptioug 
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of the splendid start the little Maggie made, all because the cutter 
crossed close to the committee steamer and gaye the reporters a 
view of her bandsume deck. As a matter of truth the start of 
Maggie was most wretchedly bad. She crossed to leeward of 
Visen some seyen minutes handicapped, allowed herself to be 
Nlanketed at onee hy the huge sloop with a mainsail big enough to 
supply a whole suit to the cutter, and then for three or Tour miles 
was shamefully covered by a schooner. Had we been able to aseer- 
tain the name of the schooner, it would have been pilloriéd in these 
columns. Probably her caprain thought le was doing a particularly 
bright thing in giving his cockpit. tars such a fine view of the Britis 
utter. Vixen, of course, drove by the Maggie, and finished 16m. 
ahead. The allowance between the two. fvking Eastern Y. C. meas- 
ment, should be about 12 minutes, and at least three minutes were 
lost to Maggie by the vovering received from the schooner, The 
Vixen beats Maggie, therefore, by searcely anything, ontside in- 
Hinences eliminated. This is just the least difference between the 
two. There is no doubtin our mind that Vixen is a triffe faster than 
jhe cutter, but thesloop’s extra size stood strongly in her favor such 
A day aslast Monday. Magesiéis evidently in much improved form 
over last year, and in more moderate weather may rub Vixen down 
to seconds, So much for clearing the days proceedings from the 
kinks turned in by the slovenly and préjudiced reports sent fo the 
ttailier. 
Now for therace. Little need besaid. It was a down win drive 

to the Sow and Pigs, size goine to the fore, The sea was perfectly 
smooth and the wind strong W.5, W. Starters and allowances were 
as under: 

_ SCHOONERS. 
iywner, 

_ Lloyd Pheenix, _ 
Name, Aliowanee, 

Intrepit...--- 
Fortuna 

J.D. Smith... 
W 

. TBSSE 
COW, Lippitt = 

SLOOPS, 
vehthald Kogers,........... 
lint & Harle....... 

Weflouim..... ... .... 
ivacie.. 
RUMLLEL eters o's sures F 
Mischief... 
AITOW:..: A 
Wenonah. .._.,, -..,.James Stildnan,...... ; 
Whileaway. +}. F, Randolph... .2......2..... 
anita... George J. Gould... . 
Wixen,,.....-. ...----F. C. Lawrence, Jr s-74 29 

The yachts had ten minutes to eross the line. but of course a lot 
were handicapped. The start robbed the race of all interest and ex- 
vitement, as no one could tell anything about the positions im the 
race, and the leaders could hardly be fixed with certainty. One by 
ane, they drove across the starting line with small topsails and spin- 
nakers to starboard in the following order: 
Estelle. 02 44 Ruth .. mW 22 
Julia... 03 70- Nokomi 09 48 
Whileaway, i4 03° Peerless. 10 10 
Gracie... OS, do, Hatta oe. ose ee di 10 0 
Misehief.. 5 23 Montauk ...11 10 00 
Wenonah, Oo ol eSOBIa ee vate y+ yarer cule ele 
Portuna. . DG STS IMAXOM Rare pet ga att 11 10 OH) 
Intrepid. , i Princes 0 00 
Bedouin. 0 00 

Prin- 

whole lot and justifying the high expectations formed of her during 
onl recent cruise of the Eastern Y. CG. Though «a deep keel with outside 

lead. she vanquished the crack: Montauk down wind, which is the 
fairest test of resistance per se, The wind backed a little to the soutk- 
ward and spitmakers rave way to ballooners. Thesea had gradually 
heen rising, and caused the sloops to do some lively yawing. Panira 
not figuring to adyantage in the lumpy water, with Vixen running up 
on her fasi. Estelle likewise showed a somewhat surprising burst 
ilown wind and finished ereditably enough considering her size. The 
lower mark was reached with (he wind still on the inerease and the 
sea now tumbling in crested with white caps in a business- 
like way which brought down topmasts on many of the 
yachts supplied with extra long sticky as soon as they 
settled down for the close haul home. The Madeleine gave an exhi- 
bition of her running qualities in slipping through the greater part 
of the ruck on the sail down. though without ballooners at the time, 
Julia, of ye olden tune, woke up for the Occasion and pave evidence 
of somé go, and Arrow appeared to liave lostnone of her speed with 
lifted sheets. The lightship was rounded as follows: 
1 o(ts SUL mee ey eee rey 1240-00 Ruth. -.i2 ls. dip. .2-a5 53 16 
Gracie. . -,,+,-12 51 ail Teetrepid._., 230 00 
Estelle .....12 51 82 Mischief... : 12 57 00 
Julia... 125135 Bedouin... ---2............12 07 20 
Montauk. . 12 52 10 
The rest were nol timed, the committee steamer having to wag her 

screw as fast as possible to head off the leaders atthe finish. Allhands 
eould just lay a course home, most of the yachts preferred a reach 
to the southward it anticipation of further backing of the wind. 
Fortuna, Gracie, Bedovin and Wenonah, however, pinehed for all 
they were worth. and Gracie after profiting by a timely backing of 
the wind, was able to cross withoutflinging off shore, while Wenonah, 
24 minutes later. took the wind more from the westward and had to 
make a short board to weather, losing much to the ochers mn conse- 
quence. 
4 Shortly after the turn Arrow lost a man, threw buoys after hii, 
and rounded up for the fvaitless seareb, Bedouin had been closing 
up on Gracie, when her boom gave way and she tied down reefs, 
working home with mainsail sheeted aft as a lug. Julia drew the 
splice in her forestay and gave up, appearing in port under short 
sail. Arrow pulled down her topmast rigging over the shoulder. 
Princess lost The eal of her headgear, and there were also a few 
minor casualties. Montauk bore for the finish with a freer wind than 
Portuna, and fetched by with a short lead which landed herthe valu_ 
able trophy. Gracie got hy before the wind backed, hut Wenonah 
sot nipped and had to fling round to weather the finish, Vixen and 
Masia clung to topsails all through, and made the gamest mateh of 
the day, thongh it was a private one between the two for a prize of 
$250. The result of the race will be found in the following table; the 
cups going to Montauk and Gracie; 

SCHOONERS, 
Finish. Miapsed, Corrected, 

Intrepid 3 22 40 £16 1 4 16 01 
Fortuna. , - 8 07 49 400 86 3 5s 10 
Montauk ..:.. - 15.6: 3 08 40 855 40 #52 o2 
Ritth. ys 222; s4a s5229 11 09 25 #18 (Hh 405 47 4 08 35 
Estelle. --. =-- 12 45 445 00 4 42 24 + 82 35 
Nokomis .......-....... 11 09 46 413 20 D413 82 £51 47 
Peerless ...11 10 00 4 02 08 4 a2 03 1 31 57 
Princess. es eee EO I) 4 27 04 517 04 455 19 
MOGs ys os eces= soe i 10 00 442 05 a 22 (18 454 45 

SLOOPS, 

Bedouin ....,,....---..11 (K 14 418 12 Boom carried away. 
Gracie 11 05 15 317 15 4 32 (4) 1 46 
BROiBh ) pire i el bee, Disabled. 
Mischiet..., ..11 05 24 3 8214 4 26 31 4 21 (Mb 
Wenonah ......, -..,,11 05 50 3 423 00 437 10 $29 49 
Whileaway.... ....<<.11 04 08 105 UK 3 01 05 {47 42 
Fanitw.,.,...,..-..,,--11 10 00 4 16 119 a 06 09 4 42 55 
Vixen ..--11 10 478 19 4 03 19 428 30 
Arrow.__- --11 10 00 4 08 87 Man overboard, 

THE MATCH RACE, 
Maggie............,..-.11 16 41 4 28 47 5 12 00 5 00 08 
Vixen... ._- <u Li 50 418 1) 4 56 20 4 56 29 
The allowance between Vixen and Magpieé is approximate only. To 

the evening 4 general jubilation would have taken place, but for the 
Joss of the hand of the Arrow, and beyond a few fireworks, no demon- 
stration was made. The squadron left Tuesday morning for Vine- 
yard Haven, as the first port of call on the Wasterm erwise. There is 
husiness in the air. This is to be no chewing-eum ernise. but real 
salt-water work, desperate enourh to involve the prospect of a night 
walth or keeping the deok in rain, 
The feet arrived off Martha’s Vineyard Tuesday evening, Wortuna 

leading among the schooners, and cutter Wenonah showing the 
sloops the way in, with Julia a good second. 

HOW LARGE IS A SINGLE-HANDER? 

Rilitoy Forest aml Stream: 
The above question, with reference to cabin yachts tor cruising, 1s 

often asked mé, and I have good reason ta know that five men are 
interested in yachts which can be managed by themselves, to one 
individual who bankers after the meré racing machine, be she cutter, 
soc or sharpie. ‘ 
Ido notby any means wish to condemn yacht racing, for honest 

yacht racing is what, above ail other things, lends interest to the 
Sport; but if does seem as if it would be desirable that our sportm| 
papers should heartily recommend and encourage single-hand yacht- 
ing and single-hand racing, There bas never yet been given a good | 

reason why amoderate sized yacht, which is both sare and handy, 
must necessarily be slow, and yet some of our best known writers on 
such matters seem to assume that safety and Sluggishness bare ty zo 
hand in hand, j 
What, then, is a single-hander? Simply a cruising yacht of such 

moderate dimensions, as to hull, spars and sails, that she miay. in all 
kinds of weather, be easily managed by one man, She should he 
verfectly sate, absolutely unsinkable, sufficiently seaworthy to double 
Jape Cod any tiie from April to November, and us nearly non- 
ss A as she be made, 

ow, we have three types, which each, to a greater or less degree, 
fill the bill, namely, cutter, sloop, sharpie, and a fair comparison of 
the three cannot but proye interesting and instructive. 

-\s to size, we will name 7 to 8 tons, carpenter's measurement, On 
this basis we would have a cutter of say 25ft, length, 6ft, beam, and 
aft. depth of huil. She wili cost complete, with nice hardwood finish 
in cockpit and cabin, $1,200, 
The sloop would havea length of 28ft.: depth, 3ft.+ beam. 9v4ft.: 

deatt of water, 214ft.; and will cost, finished as above, $1,100. 
The sharpie Will be 85ft. in length, &ft. beam, Sft. depth of hull, and 

draft of water, 12in, Cost complete, with material and finish in 
every respect equal to either cutter or sloop, $700. 
The cutter will have bunk-room for three persons, the Sloop for 

four, and the sharpie for four, 
As to speed, with each yacht sailed by one man, sharpie will rank 

first every time. 
The question of seaworthiness, in had weather outside, is likely to 

he an open one, as bebhween sharpie and cutter, until some cutter 
accepts the sharpie’s often-repeated challenge fora single-hand race 
atsea. The sloop would probably hold her own in such a race in or- 
(inary summer weather, but not in a rough time. 
re ei three. the sharpie would be far the dryest, handiest and 

sarest, 

In Case of a serions leak, or bad accident, sharpie would Hoat like a 
cork, sloop like a raft, cutter would sink, 

Th willnot do, my entter friends, to persist in saying that sharpies 
cannot be seaworthy because they draw only a few inches of water, 
in face of the recorded fact that at least three of these boats have 
sailed from New York to Florida im the winter, and two of them haye 
returned during the same winter season, By all means let us have a 
single-hand race at sea. and then—long life te the “Single-hand 
Crniser Club!” THOMAS CLAPRAM 

Rosiyn, L.T 

ILEEN. 

Ww & publish this week some scale plans athwart the jnain cabin 
: and ladies’ cabin of the new cutter Teen, described in last 
issue, The views give forward and after end in each case, so an ac- 
curate idea can be formed asto the liberal aceomodations of boats 
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which, though uot showing great beain in lures across deck never 
theless possess all thatis required. “wing to their bow hilges, and 
often boast of even more floor than is to be found in shoal yachts 
measuring nearly twice as much across deck, 

LUBBERS FOR SKIPPERS. 

Kditor Korest and Streaine 

Having had occasion recently, on aland cruise around the shores 
of Long Island, to stop over a few days af Greenport, I had an oppor- 
tunity to see how a New York sailing-master handles a yacht, and 
coufess that I learned something. | thought that I was reasonably 
familiar with the proper mode and manner of getting a yacht under 
way after thirty years’ practical experience in yachting without a 
sailing-master. but lmust admit that J either know nothing, have 
learned nothing, or else the sailing-masters of the yachts I saw get 
under way. were a set of lubbers that deserved to be kicked ashore 
from anything better than a mud-scow, 

Jn my experience. the made and manner of getting a4 vessel under 
way is to heave short, get up mainsail if a sloop (fore and mainsail 
it a schooner), put the helm either to port or starboard, to cant her 
head whichever way you desire when she gets stern-way; then clap 
on the windlass and run the anchor up smoothly until the stock is 
above water; then run up the jib and fill away. If she does not 
seein disposed to cant the right way, if } our yacht is not too heavy, 
shove out your main boom to windward, which will aid in casting 
her head the way you desiré, Thisl always supposed to be the proper 
way. but Lhave learned otherwise if the sailing masters of the yachts 
I saw at Greenport are to be considered high authority for handling 
a vessel; which was first to get up el! sail, jibs melusive (and on one 
occasion even the flying jibs as well; then, while the yacht was 
sheering, her head beme castone way by the jib until the anchor 
brought ber up, then the other way. Meantime, the strain oi the 
chain rasping under her forefoot was making beayy work for Jack, 
and when finally the anchor broke ground, she filled away and 
wilked off with half a dozen fathoms of chain under her bow chafing 
the copper and the arichor turning uncer het midship section, which 
miukes & bully job for the ship carpenter. 
Tsaw another yacht get up foresail and mainsail and immiense jib 

anid haul the jib aver to windward before a foot of chain was got in. 
This appears to be the favorite style of getting a yaeht under way 
hereabouts., | neversaw it done iu that manner elsewhere. If T 
mistake not, this style of seamanship was being perfornied when the 
Mohawe was capsized, She, as T understood, bad all sail on and her 
anchor on the bottom. If being properly got under way, with only 
fore and maingail up, she would nevessarily have luifed np to the 
extent the chain would haye allowed when the squall struck her, 
and piven time to cast off sheets: but with her jib on and auchor on 
the bottom what else could she do but eo over? I may be in error as 
to hearexact condition at the moment, but my authority is one of 
the crew on hoard at the time. and he ought to know. ‘The loss of 
life on that ovcasion was, in my opinion, entirely due to this fancy 
New York sailing-masters’ style of getting a yacht under way, and I 
say thab only a duffer would handle 4 vessel in that manner, If1am 
the duffer and don’t know what Iam talkmy about I want to know 
it. and be emaneipated from my benighted condition. Ti Thave been 
going on for thirty pers in ignorance it would bea merey to teach 
ine something, on the principle that it is never too laté to learn. 
Now letus bear from the ciny counties. I want to have some of 

our skillful old sea dogs (schooner men, not square riggers) tell us 
how a schooner or sloop should be got under way, with plenty of sea 
room, a5 the yachts T refer to had on the occasions described. 

Onp YACHTSMAN. 

TORONTO Y. C—Theimateh for yachts, 7 tons aud wnder, was re- 
sailed July 28.the protest against Tre for carrying professional hands having néen Settled by ordering the match on a second time, Stark was made in a squall, which brought down kites m a Jiffy sd sent the flyers’ rail under. Course15 mile from elub house to buoy in 
western channel opposite the lighthouse, thence around Gooderham 
buoy and return to club house, Mischief! took the oun best, fol- 
lowed by Curlew, Mystery, Tris, Jamibouree, Daisy and Kestrel in the 
order named, The ablest worked out ahead in the sti puffs, and 
Iris got by them all, leading into the channel with the lugger Curlew 
in her wake and the entter Jaribouree a good third. Tnconiing 
steamers bothered some of the fleet, but ouce sheets were lifted for 
the lake buoy it became a down-bill drive at a high rate, the buo 
being reached in ten minutes, Iris still piloting, the lugger second, 
ite ad third, Mischfet, Kestrel. Daisy and Mystery strang ont ia 
ne astern, 

Mischief, sloop, F. Parkiuson......... S. + vefh Gl 
Mystéry, sloop, J, Bwing,, cc. .ias- se. 455 80) 
Chrlew, Tigger, FP, H. Gooeh. 448 45 
Iris, sloop, Reid... 3.02.02. oo. 5 00 13 

0 05 
. Nof taken, 

rercetae eyes so Not taken. 

PORTLAND ¥, C.—The open race of the club was sailed Angust d- 
— $20). $15 and $10 for second class yachts, and.$15 for third 

tlass, Wind moderate from southwest. Course from elub house 
down harhor, through White Head Ship Channel, around Greeu 
Tsland and buoy off Trondy's Reef and in the main channel, return 
to start, seventeen miles, After leaving the breakwater, the racers 
ran into a fog bank and lost the wind, but at 3 P, M, it came ont 
strong from the east after a heary shower, only to fall to a breath 
afer the harbor was again entered, Leila. Rdith, Gracie and Clar- 
ence failed to mak the course, Srmiary: 

Allowance. Elapsed. Gorrected 
Sloop Marie, Capt. White... 22. .....0 6 Ot OF 616 14 

8 (M4 48 611 19 
5 57 24 5 OS 21 

5 1 32 4 27 ir 
6 09 04 4 25 27 
a d3 18 5 14 

‘eae oT 17 
- Martin, aid Bonita, Mr. Clark, of the. 

DORCHESTER Y. C.—First catboat match sailed July 26, in stroue 
Wind necessitating one and two reefs working out, but whole sail 
running home, Course. seven miles, Open to cats oyer and under 
18%t, Also sWeepstakes for boats less than 14ft, Prixe, the Barnard 
Cup, to he won twice during the season, Summary: > 

PIRAT CLASS, 
j Actual, Oorreeted. 

Queen Mab, ,¢-2.+- 1 +... --- 2: 22.08 1 25 38 050 81 
THISWES nieces: sis . 1 30 15 1 02 3H 
Amy, , 1.30 de 1 02 58 
Jake 133.0 1 04 44 
Bif.... _- A ! 1 33 48 1 OF 04 

SECOND CLASS 

NOVA R Ram. ones y 22. 416,07 1 40 36 107 42 
Corsalt BLDG 1 39 86 1 08 5h 
Samaria 17,08 141 44 1 00 55 
Seainp ans -+ 18.04 1 42 02 119 
Lorelei... ee At Tab a9 147 45 

THIRD CLASS, 
Wail 12.00 () 24 2h 0 24 25 
Decoy... 112.00 () 24 25 U 24-25 

whole of the Cape Aun Y. C., twenty-seven sail, have been entered 
en masse, Prizes in third class keels are $100, $70, $59 and $15, m the 
hopes that some New York entries will answer the starting signal. 
Cutter Beetle. Jem. Countess and such smart boats will contest in 
this class, Tt would be a great pity if New York is not represented 
in this match. the most popular fixture of the whole season. ‘Total 
amount of prizes offered is $1,165. The cutter Bedouin, N.Y. Y. C.. 
has entered for class A. A tug will he sent ont fifteen o twenty 
miles to windward or to leeward as a turning mark for class A, should 
courses 14 or 15 not grve the desired amount of windward work. 
Courses 16 and 17, previously published, will not be used. Pull in- 
structions will be issued to this class on the morning of the race. 
Probably a separate line will be established for them, further down 
the harbor, nearer entrance to same. 

TORONTO Y¥. (.—Secondimatek for elnb cup was sailed Saturday, 
Aug. 4. It blew great guns from northwest, and reefs were hauled 
down all round. Uourse, from eluti house out through Western 
Channel and across the bay to the Baths, thence home. Curlew was 
first away with Iris, Mystery, Mischief, Kestrel and Jamboree in thie 
order named, Tris worked out of the lot and led around the buoy of 
Lighthouse Point, with Curlew second and Mischief third. Jamboree 
carried away shronds and gave up. On the rin home Mischief drove 
by all hands and Curlew pressed Mystery for third, the Tris helding 
second place. Mystery took a severe knock-down off the Water 
Works, and only righted in consequence of her keel weights, other- 
wise she would hav# fallen oyer and sunk, Lis opened her seams 
and leaked to an extent interfering with her sailing. The fimsh was 
made by Mischief at 4:80, Tris ai 4:48 and Curlew at 4:44, Mischief 
ee the cup for the sezond time. The third race has not yet been 
ixed. 

HULL Y. C.—The new club book shows an extraordinary stute of 
rosperity. The Hull Y, U, takes rank as one of the most active and 
ading organizations in America, or for that matter, In the whole- 

yachting world. Tt dwarfs all clubs of the kind in New York waters. 
The Heef comprises 22 schooners, of which all but one are keels, 
Signs of the times, truly. Also 59 sloops, cnlters and yawls, of which 
31, more than one-half, are keels. More signs of thé times, There 
are besides 58 catrigs, of which 4 are keels, and § steamers, a total of 
147 vessels, to which several haye since been added. The rolls now 
foots up 560 members. Where is the club in America which can beat 
these figures: Small-boat sailing has grown to such pr portions 
ae ne auspices of this elub becanse shifting bullast is forbidden 
yy 1ts rules. 

AN OLD YARN.—A circumstatice, somewhat sinilac to the late 
yacht race, occurred in the Mediterranean a few years ago. A down 
east schooner, named Jemima, in making the ron from Messina to 
Gibraltar, fell in with a crack yessel belonging to fhe Royal Y, 0. 
The wind was fair. and the Englishman squared away for a race. 
Jonathan packed on all the canvas he could muster, and the result 
wis he beat te yacht at least a knot an howr all jhe way to Gibral- 
tar. When the Englishman reached there he waited on the Yankee 
to express his surprise and chagrin—affirming, atthe same time, that 
his vessel had never before been beaten, “hist like my Jemima, 
ery Jonathan, “she never beat nothin’ afore.”—Buffalo Commercial, 

an 

BEVERLY OPEN RACE.—The eommittee will make it a point to 
select their courses on the day of the race,so us to give pian of 
windward work, Special prizes are offered ny a member of the club 
to keel boats of third claks, from 24 to JUPL. waterline, forthe encour- 
agement of such yachts. ‘These prizes take the place of those pre- 
viously announced in the circular. First prizs $100. seennd $70, 
third $50, fourth $15, This ought to bring out » strong entry, and 
would be a good chance for foreign boats to work their passage 
to Marblehead. We should like to see the cutters Petrel and Y6lanide 
show up round the Cape to represent New York keels. 

NEW STEAMBERS.—Belleville, Ont.. gentlemen have purchased the 
steam yacht Ometa, Over all, #3?t,: keel, S7ft,+ beam, Litefe, } engine, 
1h, p. Mr.J. P. Clark, of Toronto, bas had fuilta new steamer for 
use on Lake Rosseau, Muskoka. Clinker built 22ft. long, sft. in. 
beam, 18in. draft; cylinder, 245 stroke: wheel, 18in, Wiam,, with 
28in, pitch; boiler, sft. long, 2it high. with 626, thing. fed by lyin. 
arte IBS UIBSOR and double-action pump, The builders are J, H, 

7 Guest. 

BELLEVILLE OPEN RACH.—The open match was sailed Angust 
3, on the Bay of inte with four starters, Iolanthe took the lea 
Laura and Gracie having a close fight for second, aes ate 
‘up onsecondround, Wind blowing hard from west. Tolanthe fin- 
ished at 5:26, Laura 5:50 and Gracie at f. Tolanthe won by 13a. a3. 
‘Laura second, ; et am 
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BEVERLY Y. C.—The séeventy-sixth race, second special of the 
year, was suiled July 31 off Monument Beach, Open to third vlass 
vata Course from Phinney's Harbor to Abill’s Lelge and return, 545 

ies. Wind, S.W. Double reefs all round. Won by Dolly, A. 5. 
ardv. 22.6fb., time 1:23:4, corrected 1:14:54; beatimg Clara B., BoA. 

Beek: 20.5f6., times 1:25;26 and 1:14:45: and Gem. J, R. Thomas, iit, 
ees times 1:34:18 and 1:23:05. 

» RACK OFF OCHAN SPRAY,—A match was sailed off hae 
Aug. ¢, in fresh westerly wind, Cotrse. 6 miles. Davy Crocketh, HW. 
Pufpam. won in 41:55. corrécted time, beating Halloween, Idler, 
Gypsy, Mytelen and Ariadne, Iv second class Spurt, M. Tremorgy, 
wor In 48:25, beating Samaria and Ina. 

A LARGE CLUB.—We learn that since publication of this year's 
book, the fleet has been increased to 169 yachts, This places the 
Hull Y, C, atthe head of the list of Americau clubs. For the open 
races, Ang. 2, entries have heen received from some yachts of the 
Larchmont ¥. C., of New York. 

VICTORIA.—Mr, Geo, Offerd's new cutter has arrived in Kingston 
atid is Said to be Fast, as wellas stanoeh and handsome, She is 39ft, 
over all, 22ft. loatiline, 9ft. Sim. beam. sft, draft, Six tons of ballast, 
Full eutver rig. Hoist, 25}¢ft.2 boom, 84ft.: gaff. Qft.: forestaysail, 
12ft. on Toot; jib, 14ft. on foot. 

BEVERLY Y. ©.—Seventy-fourth race was sailed off Marblehead, 
July 21, Wind light. course seven and one-half miles, same as in 
seventy third race, Sweepstakes for second class, Hornet won by 
some seven minutes over Hoden, Spider about as much astern of 
Hoidlen, Peri last. 

CRUTSING.— Our Oswege letters stale the famous Kathe Gray is 
noW On an extensive cruise of three weeks” duration, Viee-Com. 
Phelps, of the Oswega Y. C., and friends are abourd, They propose 
rounding Lake Ontario and exploring the Pay of (Quinte and St. 
Lawrence rivers. 

NEW CLUB—The Harlem Y. C. has been organized with 2) boats 
and some 70 menibers. Officers: Commodore, John W. Thorp: Vice- 
Commodore, Joseph H. Golding; Treasurer, Henry M, Jones; Re- 
Bae as a J RB. Arnold. and Corresponding Seeretary, A. J. 
Yoodruff, 

HESPERUS.—We have in our office a very Dandsome photo of the 
new yawltigged sharpie Hesperus, recently launched for Mr. Marsury 
by Mr, Thos. Clapharo, of Roslyn, L. 1. The Hesperus is fi2ft. long, 
IhEL. beam, and draws 18in. water without board, 

PORCHESTER Y. C.—Treasurer reports a balance of 3167.91. 
Annual Gmise to Marblehead has been ordered for Augnst 17, the 
fleet to he present at the Beverly open races August 14, and return in 
squadron August 19, 

MONTGOMERY RACING.—tTsle of Hope Y. C. sailed a mateh July 
26, ues two Glasses and seven starters. Lingo wou $50 and Meta 
won $25, 

Canoeing. 

To insure prompt altention, communications should be ad- 
tiressed ta the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and nat to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of tm- 
portance cre liable ta delay. 

FIXTURES. 

Aug. 10, 17, 18—Towa Uanoe Club Regatta, Spirii! Luke, Lowa, 
Aug. 20—Ameriean Canoe Association Meering at Stoney Lake. 
Ag. 21, mits ainerieat Canoe Association Regatta at Stoney 

ce. 
Aug, 2i—American Cange Association Meeting at Stoney Lake. 

CANOFING ON THE MOKELUMNE. 

PART Il, 

| Peters Lyford’s our trip fora thne bore little fruitor inferest: but 
there wasalazy charm in lying at full length ou the hay. and 

thinking how all the fellows at the office wera grinding away at the 
old mill, while L, for the time being, a gentlemen of elegant leisure, 
was traveling for the bevefit of my digestion and understanding. 
Prasently Red Rock appeared close ahead, anid the sketch hook was 
once more in demand, Uirrateof progress was so slow that from 
the pilot house of the barge [had ample time and opportunity to 
make two sketches of the Rock before we had passed iL, 
* Then the Brothers, with the lighthouse. presented themselves for 
the exercise of my pencil. arid though | had sketched them before, 
T thought another attempt would dono harm, In the pilot house T 
unearthed a mysterious cask which proved Lo coutamn PUNE, fresh 
oysters. and “Bill,” the rear admiral, was easily induced to pry open 
for my benefit a number so large that I hesitate to mention it It 
was growing dark as we approached Benecia, and supper was rather 
late; but I did not mind, the oysters had made me mdifferent, and 
1 had further designs on the bivalyes, which necessitated a clear 
field; so I bided my time. and when the coast was clear, pared the 
top of the stove in the pilot house. whieh was dining room, kitchen, 
pilot house and Bill's domicile all in one, with—never mind how 
many—of the largest oysters I could find, and, as they hissed and. 
sivzled, whipped them off in au old gunny sack, pried theiy covers off, 
peppered and buttered them like mad, and’sehthem in symmetrical 
array on a big tin platter. Good? Rather! I was hungry by that 
time, Some bread and butter, some coifee strgng enough to pull the 
barge, a suspicion of something froma flask in a certain dressing 
case, a smoke, and pertect peace and contentment with all the world. 
Roughing it wasn’t so bad after all. 
As there was no possibility of our leaving Benicia that night, T set 

about finding a resting place, ur in the language of my host “hunt- 
Ing a nest? for the night, and took up my quarters at the Solano, 
where in 4 palatial chamber somewhat less than seyen by nine, I 
proceeded Lo indite to my lady wife a true and full account of my 
wanderings thus far. Then fo bed, to sleep the sleep that comes to 
tired but well-fed mortals, and then my next. neighbor did try te 
snore the roof otf. I heeded him not, and dare suy played a 
very good second to him. Next morning a trip to the post-ofiice, 
and then a very fair breakfast, though there were uo oysters, After 
liquidating my bill. which for the benefit of the curious I will say was 
just o ¢ dollar, Lhied me to the barge again, and finding no prospect 
of her departure before afternoon at the earliest, launched the Folly 
und paddled gaily away 
Stopping at the tug lying at another whart in deeper water to get 

_ _ 
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iny ballast, an old thirty-pound Iead weight, and my carpet, I set 
suil to explore the to me unknown waters of Benicia harbor. The 
Weather was simply perfect, thesky unclonded, a gentle breezt from 
the west, and just enough tide to carry me nicely to windward. 
Beating back and forth, | explored the shore, paying a visit in pass- 
ing to some*men working a somewhat primitive pile-driyer, whose 
monkey was slowly raised by means of a windlass worked by four 
men instead of a steam engine. To deseribe my pail would be im- 
yossible, There were no dangers and no incidents, and yet it lingers 

it my memory, and always will. as a red-letter day of red-letter days. 
Tt was as near perfect happiness as we mortals often get. 4 
The great pontocn, the Solano, passing slowly over to Port Costa 

with a load of cars. tempted mete risk the same passage. The dis- 
tance seemed immense, and there were unknown dangers maybe, 
Wnt everything urged meon. I felt the aches and pains, the worries 
aud perplexities ot a year of work, as they left me and took their 
Hight, to drown themselves mm the sunshine. or mayhap, to settle in 
some other poor devil's noddle, and drank in new life with every 
plunge and splash of my beloved canoe. “A fool and his folly” 
thought 1, they ll say if I cap-ize, but it’s a wise man and his joy, and 
Twon’t capsize. Tu Tess time than Thad expected. [ was ut Port Costa, 
running down by the side of a big wheat clipper. whose only detect, 
in mny eyes was, that she flew the “blood-red flag of England’ instead 
of my beloyed gridiron. Shall we Americans huye any ships to carry 
our tlag soon, L wonder? The Western Shore is a wreck, and the 
Three Brothers sold to the English, it looks bad. 
Two men in a.skill tempted me to race, but Folly ran away from 

them so fast thatitsoon lost all interest. Back to Benicia, another 
exploration of the coves, another run to Port Costa, and then—what? 
Byerything was inviling.a bright sun, a steady breeze, and the ebb 
tide to beat back with, I'll do it, 17) go to Martinez. 1 didn’t know 
what time itwas,and didn’t care, ‘The ship was ready. and the 
wind was fair7’ and I was bound for a spree Mary Ann, That is 
slightly altered from the original, butit does uot matter, With the 
shetts slacked oul, and my heels cocked upon the hateh, my hat on 
the back of my lead, leaning against che backboard, I cosily sur- 
veyed the scee aronnd me, and half felt that all this sunshine and 
dancing water was arranged for my especial benefit, and Twas justi- 
fied in signitying my approval. Iam afraid I sang. 
Tdo sometimes in the solitude of some watery was &, when there is 

none to hear and eritieise. save. mayhap. a seagull, whose squacking 
obligate seryes to mark thetime. Whata pity our holidays are not 
longer, and that wemust work so hard before we can appreciate and 
yalue them} If our days are all play, they soon cease to be holidays: 
yet, if they are all work. we soon lose the capacity for enjoying. 
There is a happy mean, but how hard itis to strike it- 

AIMS AND WORK OF THE A. C. A. 

TOW that three years have elapsed since the formation of the 
sh American Canoe Association, it will not be out-of place to look 
back at the promises made at its establishment, and cousiler how 
far they have been fulfilled. 
The object of the association as set forth in the constitution is ‘to 

unite allamuateur canoeists for purposes of pleasure, health or 
exploration: by means of meetings for business, camping, paddling, 
shiling and racing: and by keeping logs of voyages, records of 
waterways, and routes; details, drawings and dimensions of boats, 
and collections of maps, charts and bouks.* Of this work the associ- 
ation has thus far performed a great deal. Tt has enrolled over four 
hundred members in the United States and Canada, it has laid down 
a system of Jaws and ofrules for building and racing. it has estah- 
lished and put in order a permanent camp at the Canoe Islands, at 
Laké George, it has published for two.years a list of members, boats, 
éfe., it bas made ayrangements for the transportation and accommio- 
datious of members and their friends visiting the meet this year in 
Canada, and the secretary, well-known asa practical cruiser, has 
been and js ready at all times to answer inquiries from canodists, 
Nearly all of this work has been done by a comparatively small 

number, the founders and their successors in Office; the part of the 
work yet undone belongs to the individual members of the associ- 
ation, The collection and transmission of information, writing up 
jogs, securing new members, caring for visiting members, taking 
part in the races and discussions at the meet each year, these belon 
not to the officers but to the members only, and thus far, this work 
has not been doné asit should be. Canoeists, as a body, while wish- 
ing to avail themselves of the privileges of the association have not, 
in turn. been willing to do their share of the work. Out of nearly 
300 members last year, but four sent in logs of cruises; the business 
meetings at Lake George each year have been poorly attended, the 
majority amusing themselyes with hops at the hotels, paddles by 
moonlight, and similar yanities, leaving the decision of important 
questions to a few and taking no interest in them except to cribicise 
the completed work, Much time and labor were expended onthe 
new constitution and rules, and the draft was submitted, through 
the columne of Fores? AND STREAM, to all vanoeists for their com- 
ments and suggestions. Hardly any notice was taken of the matter, 
many not even taking the trouble to yore on the final draft, though 
quick enough to find fault with the rules when once entorced. 
The success of the association 1s now well assured, buf to make if 

all it should be demands an earnest effort on the part of every mem- 
ber, Leteach nian atonce eallect all the reliable infomnation he cai , 
concerning the rivers, rapids, obstructions, camping grounds, hotels. 
railnoads, steamboats, ete,. in his vicinity, with maps if possible, aud 
forward to the secretary, Dr. C. A. Neidé, Schuylerville, N, Y.; let 
him induce ‘some of his boating friends to join the association; let 
hin read carefully the present and proposed sailiny»rules and be 
prepared to vete on the question of amendment; let Jum, 1f possible, 
attend the meet at Stony Lake, be present at the business meetings, 
take a part m all disenssions, enter the races, and examine the boats 
breseul. Im October let him forward to Dr. Neidé a log of his cruises. 
Besides (his. he can promole the cause by making mown. through 
FOREST AND STREAM, ADy improvements in his canoe, the proces Jings 
of his club, loca! inforniatlon concerning routes, ete.; aud hecam look 
after other members of the association cruising near him. With 
such work on the part of the 400 members of the association, there is 
no limit to the good results it may accomplish, 
That all canoeists are uot Fully informed as to the practical work- 

ing of the association is shown by a circular recently issued, in which 
it is proposed to establish an “Order of Cruising Canoeists,” the stated 
object being “The organization of practical canoeists tor their mutual 
benefit; collecting information concerning candeable waters; the 
preservation anu publication of ‘logs? announcing contemplated 
cruises: obtaining rates from railroads for canoes and kits; issuing 
aresister giving permanent address of fellows: establishing a code 
of signals, 210 the discussion of topies peculiar fo chis health-giving 
sport.’ + 
Ts is most certain that our country fora long tine to come cannot 

support two canoe associations. both haying exudtly similar objects, 
and consequently being rivals to a greater or less extent. While the 
promoters of the new scheme undoubtedly Nave in view the good of 
canoeing, they are probably unaware of whatthe Amerigan Canoe 
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Association has done, and is still doing, to further the same end, and 
they probably entertain the misconception prevalent among some 
canoeists at a distance, and whe havenever visited the anntial meets, 
that the sole aim and object of the association is racing. That this 
idea, is entirely @rroneons, may be seen by looking af the cruising 
revords of the men who win the taces, and at the successful boats. 
all of which are well known as ernisers. Of the value of races and 
their necessity as a school for practice and as 4 means of keeping up 
the interest of canoeists, the Forrst ayo STREAM has spoken before; 
but the main business of the Association is, and always must be, the 
promotion of eruising, and if canoeists will make themselves familar 
with its workings, and will lend their assistance, they will fad that 
the American Canoe Association fills the wants of even the most 
“practical cruisers. I 
The best Interests of the cruising canoeists of America demand 

that the American Canoe Association be sustained hy the co-opera- 
tion of individuals, and we should extremely regret to see this sup- 
port, which properly belongs to but this one. divided among rival 
organizations. 

A. @, A, NOTES.—The boats of the Knickerbocker and some of the 
New York 0. C. were shipped this week in a freight car chartered 
for the purpose. Their owners willleave for Canada on the 1Ith. 
Several members of the Civcinnati C. C. are off on a yacht cruise this 
season. and do not expect to be present at the meet. Dr, Neide 
has heen in New York tor some days awaiting the arrival of his 
eanoe, which was shipped from Florida by schooner. 

FREAK.—C, V. R. Sebuyler’s canoe Freak has returned from 
erimse down the Sound_ 

THE STEAMER PILGRIM. 

gee new steamer Pilgrim, built by John Roach & Son, of Chesier, 
for the Fall River line, of Boston travel is the largest as well as 

the finest ever constructed for navigating inland waters. American 
river and bay steamers have a world-wide reputation for their pecu- 
liar fitmess to the work to be performed, for their great speed, smooth 
travel and the luxurious elegance of their accommodations. That 
reputation hus been gained by yessels which, compared to the new 
Pilgrim, mag be considered inferior in eyery respect. Could foreigu 
crities and authorities for 2 moment set foot aboard the latest floar- 
ing castle added to the Sound fleet, their honest admiration would 
scaree know bounds. The Pilgrimin Europ- would create a sensa- 
tion of national significance. Here, though, we are spoiled by the 
good things which have preceded her launch, we nevertheless hail 
the Pilgrim’s advent with delight and appreciation. and no small 
amount of pride justly bestowed upon a masterpiece, such ds the 
world has not hitherto seen. For a mammoth structure, towering 
four stories high above the sea and nearly a tenth of & mile long, 
she is incomparably graceful in the contour of her sheer, and 
light and airy in the impression she produces. Tacte, really artistic 
in its conception, pervades every line of the hull and all the super- 
structure. To pile tier upon tier of cabing and staterooms without 
the remotest semblance to massive climsmess or box-like ponderos- 
ity. and without raising the least sensation of topheaviness, is a task 
so dificult that success rarely follows the effort. But in the Pilgrim 
not only has all this been avoided, but the ruling sheer lines have 
been planned with a display of so much taste and good judgment, that 
the great steamer is most pleasing to behold and the eye rests upon 
the floating palace filed with pleasure. No matter from what point 
the view may be taken, ahead, abeam, quartemmg or right alt, the 
Pilgrim is a beauty, the equal of which has never been floated. Hand 
some as she ig in staunch build, speed and interior arrangement, the 
Pilgrim is equally #8 nuch an aspirant tu the highest prai e which 
can he bestoWed upon work so well devised and so beautifully 
wrought in the finish, 
the new steamer is built of irou with adowble shell. on the longi- 

tudinal bracket hoe system, forming 164 water-tight compartments, 
Eugines aud boilers are between iron bulkheads. The vessel is prac. 
tically ‘‘unsinkable.” as well as “‘unburnable.~ in her hull. She meas 
ures 390ft. in length on the main deck, and 475 on the freight devk; 
heam of hull proper, 50ft.; beam over guards, Ssft.; depth of hold 
proper. 18ft, tin.: depth from lowest drck to top of cabin dome, twft.; 
tonnage, 3,500 registered tons, Her motive power consists of 4 verti 
tal beam engine with a cylinder 110in. in diameter; stroke of piston, 
14ft., working under 4 maximuni steam pressure of 50 pounds to the 
inch. Her 12 hoilersare of steel, haying a tensile strength of 62,00 
pounds to the square inch, and develop a power of 5,500 horse- 
power, The main shafts are 28in. imdiameter: the paddle-wheels are 
41ft. in diameter, 
The interior arrangements of the Pilgrim are a3 nearly perfect as 

long experience, refined practice,and a lavish use of money cal 
make them, Every one of the 250 staterooms is furnished in black 
walnut, with an eléetrie light, call bell, wash-stand with hot and cold 
water, Jace cur aivs and coverlets, and plate-glass mirrors, The 
prada saloon, in carying and frescomg, surpasses anything of the 
ind done before. It islighted by a row of chandeliers having thirty- 

six electric lights iu each, and wall brackets containing four lights 
each. The great staircase is of carved mahogany, with panels of 
ebony. The newel-posts sustain lamps of olive-green glass, contain- 
ing électrie lights, The general cabins, parlors, smoking-rooms, ~ 
dining-saloons. etc., are finely fitted up. The carpeting, of which 
more than 10,000 yards have been used, the curtains, hangings and 
furniture have been made on purpose forthe Pilgrim. Sleepiig ac- 
commodations are furnished for 1,000 persons, besides the officers 
und crew. 1,000 Edison electric lights are used. 
The Pilgrim must be seen to be appreciated. It is worth many 

times the fare to Boston to gloat over her grandeur in style and her 
marvelous beauty, 4 

THe Sun CHOLERA CorRE.—The famous recipe published by 
the New York Sun years ago when the cholera was raging is 
as follows: Take equal parts of tincture of cayenne, tincture 
of opium, tincture of rhubarb, essence of peppermint, and 
Spirits of camphor. Mix well. Dose. tifteen to thirty drops 
in a wine glass of water, according to age and violence of the 
attack, Repeat every fifteen or twenty minutes until relief 
is obtained. It is said to bea “sure cure.” 

Chinese ingenuity has invented a new plan of protecting 
carrier pigeons from birds of prey, A whistle, consisting of 
ten small bamboo tubes, is, by means of a thread which 
ae under the wings, fastened to the pigeou’s tail Iy 
Tight the rush of air through the tubes produces a shrill sound, 
and it is said that birds of prey are thus kept off, 

We would call our readers® attention to an advertisement I the 
coluinns of this issue of the New York Mapuracturers. The meme= 
bers of the firm are weil known in the gun trade, 

JUMPHREYS 
VETEBINT ICS -AASSPE 

_JR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF _ 
iit SES, LE, 5) iP, DOGS, HOGS, ORE OT EOUL TRY , 
TOR TWENTY YEARS Hom HEN E Roneo- 
apr Veterinary Specifies hive been used by 

armers, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable and 
Turfmen, Horse Railroads, Manutacturers, 
Coa! Mine Companies, Tray eatunparonicn 
aye MEnAGericn; and others hindling stock, 

Humphreys’ Veterinar ‘ananl, (859 pp. 
sent free by mail on receipt + Manag! cents. vp) 
2" Pomphilets seni free on application. 
HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED,CO, 

109 Fulton Street, New York. 

NERVOUS DEBILITY HUMPHREYS” 2h ose tration from Oyer-work or : 

eaomeesHOMEOPATHIG curate 
Been in use 2 years, S ECI | 
—ls the most suceess- J 

1 edy kkni Price $1 per vial, ors 
large vial of powder for t 

Ghis, Catalogue tree) £00 Ful 

1 Si ae? 

This is the 

any size 

easily made. ‘at home 
Address Tree & Co, 

to every expert angler, 
d minnow mstantiy and perfectly. 

long amray of treble heals, 

st. Lawrence 
(Pat, England and United States, 1881.) 

This cul shows No, 1-0 (or Black Hass size) with Living Minnuw attached. 

MASKINONGE, 
PICKEREL, 

Sine No, 5-0 | 
3-0 | 

Size Nu. 1-0 
is 4 HLACK BASS, 

LAKE TROUT, 

All haying patent treble hook with baiting needle, adjustable lip hook and treble swivel, and best silk meial wound glmap 

most ingenious invention and radical improvement in 
A few of its peculiar excellences are;—It 

The treble sw 
Tt is vot only the situplest but also the strongest gang made. way veo $ 

iyel insures perfect revaintion of bait and reduces to the lowest possible polut the liability of king the line, 

‘Orders reveiyed from anglers residing in ities in which the dealers keep a full jine of our goods In stock will not be filled nt any price. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, Manufacturers of Every Description of Fine. Fishing Tackle, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

trolling tackle yet made. Its manifest superiority to all gangs now fo use is evident 
sthe only gang on which a bait, can live, Ibis the only ganz whieh van be adjusted ta 

Tt does not stare away the biz and wary fish by a 
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JAS. FE. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

"ine Fishing Vackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America, 

Brass Multiplymg Reéls with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
180ft., $1.50; W0ft., $1.75; a00ft., $2.00: 4H0ft.. $2.25; G00Lt., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
26 cts, extra; nickel plated: 50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds,. 50 cts.; 30yds.. 75 cts ; 60yds.. $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts, extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown. O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks. 
Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts, per doz’; put up one-half dozen in a 
package, Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders, tyd., 5 cts.; 2yds.. 10 ets.; Byds,, 15 cts. Double 
wisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 8 length, 10 cts. Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz, Black Bass 

Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black Pass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, #125 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Ply Rods, 10ft long. $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
ses les of hooks, leaders, e1c., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or Stamp. Send stamp for 
catalogue. 

Established 20 years, Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

Shields’ American Improved Gut 
Leader or Casting Line, 

All fly fishers will readily see the advantage there 
isinusing them. The easiest way to apply a fiy or 
to remove it without impairing the strength or 
durability of the leaders. Lengths. 3, 6, and 9 feet. 
made of superior silk worm gut in all yarieties. 
Fine tront, salmon and bass flies, and waterproof 
silk lines. JOHN SHIELDS, 
Box 221. Brookline, Mass. 

KEN- EVISED EDITION._AMERICAN 
NEL AND SPORTING FIELD, by Arnold 

Burges. Price $3.00. 
This yery popular book has been entirely re- 

written, greatly enlarged, and brought up to the 
times in all that relates to the broad field which it 
covers. Itis profusely illustrated with cuts of the 
most celebrated dogs and sporting scenes, treats 
thoroughly of breeding, breaking (including ‘Force 
in Retrieving”), kennel management, selection of 
dogs, and all that relates to kennel and field work, 
eda ae the most comprehensive and useful book 
of the kind before the public. 
For sale by ORANGE JUDD CO, or C. T, DILL- 

INGHAM, New York, or D.S. HOLMES, 89 Fourth 
st,, E, D. Brooklyn. 

PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

IBOft,, $1.50; VO, $100; B00ft., $195; A50ft. $2.20; G600Lt. $.40; T50Ft., $2.60; 900Ft., $2.80. Nickel plaiting 
and Drags extra, Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 60 cts.; d0yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., 85 cts.; S0yds., $1.00, Kiffe’s 
Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen. Sueek Bent and all other hooks, Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts, per doz.; treble, 
20 cts. per doz. Single Gut Trout aud Black Bass Leaders, 1yd.. 5 cts.; 2yds. 10 ets.; 3yds., 15 cts, Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts,; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heavy 
4-ply, 4 length, 25 cts. Tront Flies, 50 ets. per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black 
Bass Bait Rods, ‘ft, long, $1.25 to $5.00, Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 
to $15.50, Also a large assortment of Sporting Goods abt proportionate prices. Samples of our goods 
sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money, postage stamps or money order. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST, 

HERMANN H. KIFFH, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Between Fulton Perry and City Hall. GPEN EVENINGS. 

AMERICAN 

Kennel Register. 
A monthly record of kennel events for the information and guidance of breeders, ex- 

hibitors and owners of all breeds of dogs. 

Its leading feature is the ‘‘Pedigree Register,” of sporting and non-sporting dogs, which 

makes it the only complete Stud Book issued in America, A register number is giyen to 
each dog, and an index will be compiled at the close of each annual yolume, thus forming a 

ermanent work of reference. The pedigree registration fee is twenty-five cents. The first 

two nuwhers of the Register contained the pedigrees of 138 dog's. 

Departments are also provided for the registration of stud visits, dogs at stud, births, 
sales and transfers, dogs at sale, and deaths, 

Prize lists of all the American shows will be given, wilh descriptions of the principal 
Winners and dogs exhibited; also prize lists of important shows abroad. This department 

will include arecord of field trials. The first two mumbers of the fegister contain prize lists 
of Washington, Ottawa and Pittsburgh shows. 

The publication day is the fifth day of each month; and nothing can be received for pub- 

lication later than the jirst day of the month. All matters intended for publication should be 

in the hands of the editor at the earliest practicable date. Entry blanks for each depart- 
will be furnished free on receipt of stamped addressed envelope. 

TERMS:—Issued by yearly subscription only. The subscription price is one dollar per 

year. Make drafts and money orders payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Com- 

pany. Address, AMERICAN Kennet Rucistsr, P, 0. Box 2,832, New York City, 

How I Became a Crack Shot, 
—ny— 

W,. MILTON FARROW, 

Price $1.00, postpaid, 

For sale by Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

THE 

> FOLLETT PATENT 

~FrouteBass Re 
} The Lightest, Cheapest and 

offered to the Anglers ot this 
ly 

| Country. 

SUITABLE FOR TROUT, BLACK BASS 
AND PIOKEREL FISHING. 

PRICE, $1.50 EACH, 
LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Sample Reels furnished if they cannot 
be purchased from dealers in yeur place. 

W. & J. fl. AIKENHEAD, 
55 Front 8t., Rochester, N. ¥ 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 
excellent practive for wing shooting. We commend 

allsportsmen totestitsmerits. * * * 

WH. MACNAUGHTAN'S SONS, 

[J R SEND STAMP FOR PRICE LIST, 

We are the dealers in the most chaste goods onty 

ren Y IN OcCE’sSs 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO,, Birmingham, Eng. 

lsaded as often as any of the 

The crimping tool also acts 
preciated by a 

only, For sale in any quantity 
only, (2,000), and ecrimpers not | 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, 

Unequalled in Convenien 

WRITE FO 

TH 

material, dead grass color, 

much. Weight less than paper shells. 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal inside diameter is 
nearly two gauges larger. Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two | 
sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten ont to original shape when discharged, 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy. 

Ts our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces. 

has seven pockets and game pockets, 

successfui day without losing a hair or feather, 

be worn over or under an ordinary coat. 

to you for $2.00. Send breast measure, 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No. 2 primers. Can be re- 

thicker makes, Cost only about half as 
They shoot stronger and closer, and 

asareducer, anadvantaze which will be ap- 
experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed (without 

charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 
ess than one (lozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO, 
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS, 

101 & 103 Duane Street, - - 
‘ 

New York, 

Boston, Mass., Agents forNew England State 

= 

ce, Style, or Workmanship. 

R CIRCULAR. 

ists” 

lt is of strong 

and will hold the game of a 

Th ean 

We will mailit 

Tree Fox Gut. 

Secure one at once at our REDUCED PRICES, which will con- 
tinue only tor a short time, 

4american Arms Go., 
103 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 

B. F. NICHO 
BOSTON, 

LS & CO., 
MASS.. 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and 
to meet the increasing demand. We have received the hi 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalozue. 

<= SENDFOR CIRCULAR OF THE” 

FLYING CLAY Picg 
LIGOWSKY 

; CLAY PIGEON. COMPANY 
N°33 VINE ST CINCINNATI.O . 

[Extract from Tormst anp Stream, July 7 

1881, p. 444.] 

* # * This flightso nearly resembles the 

Commission Merchants, 
3 HOWARD S8T., N, ¥ 

OPERA, FIBLD AND 
MARINE GLASSES, 

TOURISTS’ ae 

} PASSES AND BAROMETERS 
** VICTOR *" 

CLES, ETC., ETC, 

in our line, Send for Catalogue. 

aa facilitles for manufacturing our goods 
ighest award and silver medal at the Massachu- 

als, Shells, Natu- 

ral Curiosities, 

—AND ALL 

Workin all departinents done to 
order, All orders for bird-stuffing 

promptly attended to. 

Circulars Free. Full Catalogue 25 cts, 

PROVIDENCE, Kk. ¥. 

STEEL 
PENS 

Leading Nos; 14, 048, 130, 333, 161. 
For Sale by all Stationers. 

THE ESTERGROOK STEEL PEN ©O., 

Works, Camiden, N, J. 26 John St. New Yorks 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Free 

Full-Len, COT, in this case, 
$10. LOUNGH, in this case, 38. 
Sold everywhere by the Trade. 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

THE PROPERTY IN GAME. 

s| fea first question which naturally suggests itself to a 
person investigating the laws pertaining to game is as 

to the ownership of, or property in, game—that is, what 

tights of property in game are there and to whom do they 
belong? 

~ For an answer we must look to the common law. Munici- 
pal law is a rule of civil conduct prescribed by the supreme 
power of the State, and is composed of written and unwrit- 
ten, that is, statute and common law, Statute law consists 

of the acts of the Legislature. In this country there are 

written coustitutions defining the powers and duties of the 
legislative department, and anact of Legislature may be void 
for violating the constitution. A statute of one of the States 
must conform to the constitulion of the United States and 
also to that of the State where itis passed, for if it infringes 

either itis so far void, The courts determine the constitu- 

tionality of a statute. Common law is announced by the 

judges in decisions of cases brought before them for deter- 
mination, and includes those principles, usages and rules of 
actions applicable to the government and security of person 
and property, which do not rest for their authority upon any 
express and positive declaration of the will of the Legislature. 
The origin of the common law is said to be custom in Eng- 
Jand, By a legal fiction the common law is presumed tu be 
already known, on the principle that law is a science and 

that a new ruleis deduced from principles previously known, 

The Hnglish statutes passed before the emigration of our an- 
cestors and applicable to our condition form a part of the 
common luw of the United States, While, as will subse- 
quently appear, the Legislature has a general power to regu- 
late the time snd manner of taking game, still the property 
rights in game, in their broadest sense, are to be determined 

from well known common law principles. 
The design of this article is to plainly state just what the 

common law is, not to express opinions of our own. 

ONLY A QUALIFIED PROPERTY CAN BE HAD IN LIVING GAME. 

Wild animals are termed by the law jer@ nature (of a wild 
nature), and include wild fowl, fish and insects, Game hus 

been defined as ferw nature which are fit for food. It is 

important to distinguish the kind or quality of, property and 
ownership, which can be had in these animals, from that 

which can be had in ordinary goods or merchandise, While 

8 man may hold the same absolute property in tame or 

domestic animals, dométe nature (of » domestic nature), as 
in coin or an article of furniture, he can have no absolute 

property in those of a wild nature while they are alive, 

They are either not objects of property at all, or else of a 

qualified, limited, special property, which is not in its 
nature permanent, but may sometimes subsist, and at other 

times not subsist. The reason why the ownership of re- 

claimed wild animals is qualificd is because of their tendency 

to return to their original wild disposition, If they escape 
and return to that condition the property in them is Jost, 

unless they are freshly pursued; whereas, if a domestic 

animal strays away, or if a household chattcl is lost, the 
title still remuins in the owner, who can cl-im it whereyer 

found, because in these things he has absolute property. 
When wild animals are dead they are also subjects of abso- 

lute property. A qualified property in living animals jere 
nature, May be acquired, for example, by reclaiming them 

and making them tame by art, industry or education, or by 
confining them within the owner's inimediate power so that 

they cannot escape and use their natural liberty, Aside 
from special rights or property which may be had in game 

it is said to be nullius bonis, that is, the property of no one, 

or, what is the same thing, the common property of all. 

These elementary principles, for which an authority need 
hardly be cited, are laid down by Blackstone, Stephens, 

Kent and other commentators, and are generally recognized 

by legal decisions in Bngland and America, 

THE NATURAL RIGHT OF MANKIND TO 
STRICTED BY LAW. 

Blackstone stated that all mankind had, by original grant 
of the Creator, a right to pursue and take any fowl or insect 

of the air, any fish or inhabitant of the waters, and any 

beast or reptile of the field; and that this natural right still 

continues in every individual, unless where it is restrained 

by the civil laws of the country; that jere nature are, by 

the laws of nature, the property of nobody, and liable to be 

TAKE GAME RE- 

j seized by the first occupant; that the right to take them, 
however, may be restrained by positive laws, enacted for 

reasons of State, or for the supposed benefit of the commu- 

nity; that such restriction may be either with respect to the 

place in which this right may or may not be exercised, with 

respect to the animals that are the subject of this right, or 

with respect to the persons allowed or forbidden to exercise 

it; or, the commentator might have added, with respect to the 

time during which the right might or might not be exercised, 
Laws protecting game are not of recent origin, nor con- 

fined to England and America. As longago as 1205, Jenghis 
Khan, founder of the Mogul and Tartarian Empire, prohib- 
ited the killing of all game from March to October, so that 

the soldiery might find plenty during their winter recess 

from war, and our own game laws are largely restrictions 

for specified periods of each year or entirely for a number of 

years. 
BLACKSTONE’S THEORY THAT ALL GAME BELONGED TO 

THE KING, 

Thus far Blackstone laid down general principles of the 

common law which are not disputed. But we find bim in 

direct conflict with Chief Justice Christian on the important 
primary question of the ownership of game in England, 
Blackstone maintained that, although under the Saxons 

every freeholder had the liberty of sporting upon his own 
territories, provided he abstained from the King’s forests, a 

new doctrine was introduced at the Norman Conquest, by 
which the right of taking all beasts of chase and game be- 
longed to the King, by virtue of his prerogative. He based 

his opinion upon the feudal principle that the King is the 
ultimate proprietor of alllands in his kmgdom and there- 

fore has the right to enter thereon and take such beasts and 
fowl at his pleasure, and the doctrine of common Jaw that 

these animals are bona vacantia (property without an owner), 

and, therefore, having no other owner, belong to the King by 

his prerogative. In accordance with this argument Black- 
stone maintained that the sole right of taking and destroying 
game belongs to the King and no one, by common law, is 

entitled to,take or kill beasts of chase or other game, except 

by grant from the crown, or by prescriptive right, which is 

the exercise of the right so long continued that a grant is 

presumed, 
BLACKSTONE CONTROYERTED—GAME NOT THE ELNG'S 

PROPERTY, 

Professor Christian, in assailing Blackstone’s position, ar- 
sucd that it was not evident from the King’s right to the 
universal soil, why he should have a better right to take 
game than to take any other product of the soil, And even 

if he could enter all lands in pursuit of game, this afforded 
no inference that the land-owner could not enjoy this 

right concurrently with the King. He also reasoned that 

ganie could uot be the King’s property on the ground that it 
is bond vacantid, because bonus vacantia belong to the first oc- 

cupant or fortunate finder, except in those instances particu- 

larly specified by law, and in which they are expressly given 

to the King. He said that “it a pearl should be found in an 
oyster, no lawyer, I think, would say that it was the prop- 

cerfy of the King. If all wild animals had belonged to the 
King, it would haye been superfluous to haye specified 

whales, sturgeons and swans, * * * which are the only 

animals which our law has conferred this honor upon.” 
CHRISTIAN CONTENDS THAT 'THE KING DOES NOT OWN THE 

GAME, 

Christian then proeceded to demonstrate that a new doctrine 

did not arise at the Norman Conquest, Although prior to 

the ceria de foresto Kings claimed and exercised the right 
of making foresis wherever they pleased over the grounds 

of their subjects, 

“beyond the boundaries of these privileged places neither the King 

nor any of his grantees claimed a property in the game, for accord- 

ing to King Canute, quilibet homo dignus venatione sua, in sylva, et 

in agris sibi propriis, et in dominio suo, which law Manwood declares 
was confirmed by many succeeding kings,” The Norman kings made 

great additions to the ancient Saxon forests, which additions were 
called purlieus. “As these were the same grievance to the owners 
of the land as the new forests, they also were disafforested, but with 

this distinction, that as the grievance extended only to the land- 
owner, he was allowed to enjoy his lands im as full a manner as he 

bad done before the encroachment, but they still continued with re: 

spect to the vest of the world under the forest law jurisdiction, 
Hence it followed as a consequence that the owner of a purlieu 
might hunt and kill game within the limits of the puriieu, as any 

other man might have done on his own grounds, and the authorities 

of Lord Coke and Manwood concur, if deer come out of the forest 

into the purlieu, the purlieu man may hunt and kill them, provided 
he does it fairly and without forestalling. And this distinction is 

made: If astag canrecover the jilium forest, the border of the 

forest, before the purlieu man’s dogs fasten upon him, he then be- 

longs to the king or to the owner of the forest, and the purlieu man 

must call his dogs back; but if they fasten upon him before he 

reaches the forest and he drags them into it, he belongs to the owner 

of the purlieu, who may enter the forest and take him away. 4 

Inst. 303, Manw, Purlieu, 

“This is alone decisive, but there are various authorities to the 

same effect. In the yearbook 12 Hen. VIII., p. 10, it is held, ifa man 

drive a stag out of a forest and kill him he shall gain no property in 

him, because he shall gain no advantage from his own wrongful act. 

yet if the stag comes of himself beyond the limits of the forest, then 
any one (if qualified) may kill and take him, for they are animals 

fere nature, et nullius bonis, and the maximis capiat qui capere 

potest, i.e., catch that catch can,” ; 

Christian further called attention to the fact that Black- 
stone failed to cite any authority in support of his opinion; 

and to show that the King has no-property in game outside 

of the King’s forests, Christian refers to a case reported by 

Keilway, 30, and copied by Manwood, 202, which was an 

action for trespass for entering the plaintiff’s close. The de- 

fendant pleaded that the place of the alleged trespass ad- 

joined the King’s forest, and that the plaintiff was bound to 
impale (fence) the said forest, but by reason of his failure so 

to do, four deer escaped from the forest into the plaintifi’s 

land, and the defendant entered by command of the forester 
to drive them back to the forest. This plea was held to he 
not good ‘for although the plaintiff was in fault in not pal- 

ing, yet it was not lawful for the forester or any person to 

drive the deer out of the ground or to take them; and the 

reason was because the King had no property in them,” the 

property of the King ceasing when the animals leave his 
ground, 

Authorities fail to show that penalties were ever inflicted 

for killing game outside of privileged grounds, except under 
modern zame laws or the qualification acts, Lord Coke re- 
ports, in the cage of Monopolies, 11 Co. 87, that “for lunt- 
ing, hareing, ete., which are matters of pastime, pleasure 

and recreation, there needs no license, but every one may in 

his own land use them at his pleasure, without any restraint 

to be made, unless by Parliament.’’ Christian also refers to 

the significant fact that in a great, case brovght in 1791 from 
the courts of Scotland to the House of Lords, where the 
question was whether the proprietor of an estate has a right 

to monopolize the game upon the estate and exclude all gen- 

tlemen from following that amusement over his waste and 

other grounds, not specially protected by statute, although 

the case was fully argued, no suggestion was made that the 

game in Scotland belonged to the King. The appellant insisted 
that he had a right to enter as a sportsman upon the re: 

spondent’s estate, and cited from Balfour in his Practias, 

“Tt is licsome and permitted to all men to chaise hares, foxes, 

and all other beistis, beand without forrestis, warrenis, parkis 

or wardis,” But the judgment of the lords being for the 
respondent, this permission must be confined to a man’s own 

estate. 
In treating of this subject Blackstone states that if a man 

starts any game within his own grounds, and follows it into 
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another's and kills it there, the property remains in himself; On the trial the defendants offered to prove that the persous 

if astranger starts fame in one man’s Chase or free warren, 

and hunts it into another liberty, the property continues in 
the owner of the chase or free warren; if a man starts game 

on another's private grounds and kills it there, the property 
belongs to him in whose ground il was killed, the property 

‘rising radione soli, Whereas if after Leing started there, it 

is killed in the grounds of a third person, the property vests 

in (he person who started and killed it, though guilty of a 

iréspads against both the owners. Christian shows that 

{liese distinctions were properly made by Blackstone and 
were recognized by Lord Kenyon, but states that such dis- 

tinetions could never have existed if it were true that all the 

fame was the King’s property, for then the maxim J) 

aquali jure patior est vonsditio possedentis must have prevailed. 

CHRISTIANS ARGUMENT SUSTATNED. 

Judge Stephens, in his Commentaries (vol. IL., p. 17, 1st 

Am, ed.), treats of the point in difference between Black- 

stone and Christian: 

“But Blackstone’s views on this subject have been with reason 

eoniroyerted, andthe true rule seems always tohaye heen that 

which is stated by the learned author himself, as allowed among the 

Sacxcons, viz: that in general, every nan basa right to hunt, ebe,, on 

his own grounds.” 

Justice Coleridge thus expressed his views: 

“Dr. Christian, in a note on this passage, has, I think, successfully 

ceontroyerted the weneral doctrine laid down by the author [Black- 

stone], He has pointed out that it cannot follow thatthe King and 

his grantees have a sole right to take game, either from feuilal prin- 

ciples, because he is the ultimate proprietor of all land, nor from the 

fact that animals fi nature are bona vacantia, And he cited a 
food deal of authority to show that at common law every person 

rations sela [fvom the fact that he owned the soil] hada right to take 
game on his own lands,*' 

Mr. Hovenden, one of Blackstone's annotators, joins in this 

opinion, and another author says: 

‘But thouch animals ferme nature are not, while living, the per- 

sonal chattels of the owner of the soil, yetif they are found and 

killed on the land by a trespasser, the qualified property in them by 

rafione soli becomes absolute in the owner of the soil.” Periin’s 

edition of Williams on Executors, pt, ii,, bk ii. $1. 

THE LAND-OWNER HAS A PROPERTY LS GAME ON HIS LAND, 

This doctrine so clearly expounded, that the owner of 
land has a property in the game thereon, is fully sustained 

hy judicial opinion, As far back as 1697, Lord Holt held 
thal. a man has a property atione locé in animals form nature 

ou his land; but that the properly ceases when they leave or 

ane hunted off the land. (Sutton v, Moody, 1 L’d Raym, 250), 

Judze Burrows said, inthe early part of the present century, 
that: 

“The defendant ratione soli of his woodland, and Mr. Townsend [the 
owner of adjoining property] raftione sali hada species of property 

in the hares on their soil. This appears to be the settled doctrine 

from the case of Sutton v. Moody.” (Deane y. Clayton, 7 Taunton, 
48u.) 

Tn another leading Hnglish case Baron Martin held that 

“he property in wild grouse is not absolute in any one; it is a wild 

vird, fere nature. So long as the grouse is upon a man’s land he 

has & possessory property in it; but as soon as it flies or goes off his 
land, his property is gone.’ * * * The right at common Taw, 

therefore, to such animals is very peculiar. Solong as they remain 

pon a man’s land they belong to him, but the moment they leave the 
land his property is gone.” (Lord Lonsdale v. Rigg, 11 Exch. 654,) 

The language of the court in a recent decision is: 

“There appears to be a connection between the soil and animals 

fere nature, so far as the uwnership in both is concerned,”’ (Stan- 

ley y. Birch, Law Times (English), May 28, 1881, p 65.) 

Sir. J. Romilly held that: 

“By the comron lay of England the grant of the land in fee simple 
¢ * * confers upon the grantees and lessees thereof the exclusive 

right of killing and taking all game, beasts of chase. and animals 

which are properly fere nubure, which may at any time be upon 
their land, so long as suéh animals may be and remain upon the land 

so granted or demised.” (Falkland Islands Company y. Regina, 10 

Jur N.S. 807.) 

THE HOUSH OF LORDS CONFIRMS ‘THE LAND-OWNERS PROP- 
% ERTY IN GAME, 

This question came before the highest court in England a 
few years ago in the case of Blades vy. Higgs. The opinions, 

which Jay down the common law yery fully and clearly as 
it is now and has been for certuries, discuss and sustain the 

cases of Sutton y. Moody, and Lord Lonsdale y. Rigg. 

Blades, the plaintiff, was a licensed dealer in game at 

Stamford, Lincoln county. Between seven and eight o'clock 

in the morning of a certain day he bought of one Yates two 

bags containing about ninety rabbits, and ordered them to 

be consigned to him at Stamford, At nine o’clock he went 
to the Midland Station, where the rabbits had arviyed, paid 

the freight aud was putting them in w barrow to be carried 

away, when one of the defendants requested permission to 
look into the bags. ‘lhe defendants were the steward and a 

servant of the Marquis of Exeter, and claimed that the rab- 

bits belonged to the Marquis, Tlie request was refused. 
Two policemen then came along and were urged by the de- 

fendants to ascertain the contents of the bags, One of them 

was allowed to look inside, and when if was discovered that, 
tlie bags contained rabbits, the policemen permitted the du- 

fendants to take them away, The plaintiff resisted, until 
he was advised to do so no longer by the policemen, The 
defendants laying obtained possession, sent for a game 
dealer named Pollard and sold him the rabbits, the plaintiff 

protesting. 
The plaintii’ then brought this action against the defend- 

ants for conversion of the rabbits, and for taking them from 
him by foree. The defendants plead in justification that 
the rabbits belonged to their master, the Marquis of Bxeter, 

Who transferred the rabbits to the plaintiff, went on the 
Marquis’s land, took the rabbits, killed them, put them in 

bags there and carried them to the railway station. The 

defendants contended that the property in the rabbits was 
in the Marquis, and this was the point of the case. An 
appeal was taken to the Honse of Lords, where the follow- 

ing decisions were rendered; 

THE LORD CHANCELLOR'S OPINION. 

The Lord Chancellor.My Lords, when itis said by writers on the 
common law of England, that there is a qualified or special right of 

property in game, that isin animals, ferw nafure, which are fit for 

the food of man, while they continue in their wild state, I apprehend 

thatthe word property can mean no more than the exclusive right to 
catch, kill and appropriate such animals which is sometimes called 
by the law a reduction of them into possession. This rightis said in 
law to exist ratione soli orratione privilegii, for I omit the two other 

heads of property in game, which are stated by Lord Coke, [also by 

Blackstone] namely, propter industriam and ratione impotentic, 

for these grounds apply to animals which are not in the propersense 

tere nature, Property ratione soil is the common law right which 
every owner of land has to killand take allsuch animals fere nature 

4s may from time to time be found on his land, and as soon as this 

vight is exercised, the animal so killed or caught becomes.the abso- 
lute property of the owner of the soil, 
‘The question in the present case is whether game found, killed 

and taken upon my land by a trespasser becomes my property as 

much us if it had been killed and taken by myself, or my servant by 

myauthority, Upon principle there cannot, I conceive, be much 

difficulty. If property in game be made absolute by reduction 

info possession, such reduction mush not be a wrongful act, for 

it would be unreasonable to hold that the act of the trespasser, that 

is of a wrong-doer, should divest the owner of the soil of his qualified 

property in the game, and give the wrong-doer an absolute right of 

property, fo the exclusion of the rightful owner. Butin game, when 

killed and taken, there is absolute property in some one, and there- 

fore the properly in game found and taken by a trespasser on the 

land of A must vest either in A or the trespasser; and if it be unrea- 

sonable to hold that the property yests in the wrong-dcer, it must of 

necessity be vested in A, the owner of the soil. * * # 

“These propositions appear to prove clearly that game, found and 

killed by atrespasser under such circumstances as that it would be the 
absolute property of the owner of the soil, or_of the owner of right 

of free warren, ifit had been found and killed by such owner, instead 

of by the lrespasser. does in law become the absolute property of the 

proprietor of the soil or privilege immediately on its being so caught 

and killed by the trespasser. * * * Tam therefore of the opinion 

that the learned counsel for the defendants on the trial at Nisi Prius 

were right in requiring the evidence Lo be admitted, which they pro_ 
posed to give, in order to prove that the property in the rabbits was 
in Lord Exeter, and that the learned judge was wrong in his direction 

to the jury, that such evidence was immaterial, and ought not, there 

fore, to be admitted.” 

LORD CRANWORTH'S OPINION, 
Lord Cranworth.—"My Lords, I think it is safe and just to adhere 

to the law as laid down by Lord Holt [in Sutton v. Moody, supra]. 

He had evidently considered the subject carefully, and according to 

his view of the law, the rabbits killed by a trespasser on the lands of 

Lord Exeter certainly belonged to his lordship. Lord Holt’s opinion 
was followed in Churchward y, Studdy. ® % # This case was fol. 

lowed by that of Lord Lonsdale v. Rigg. afterwards affirmed in the 

Exchequer Chamber, where the subject was carefully considered. 
* = * Jt was argued before this House that if game killid by a 

poacher is the property of the owner of the soil, then every poacher 
is guilty of larceny, But that is a fallacy, Wild animals, while 

living, though they are, according to Lord Holt, the property of the 

owner of the soil on which they are living, are not his personal 

chattels so as to be the subject of larceny, They partake, while 

living, of the quality of the soi, and are, like growing fruit, con- 
sidered as part of the realty. If aman enters my orchard and fills 

a wheelbarrow with apples which he gathers from my trees, he is not 

guilty of larceny, though he has certainly possessed himself of my 

property; and the same principle is applicable to wild animals. 
“Tt was further said that the late Game Act, which authorizes the 

stopping of a poacher having game in his possession, and the selling 

of the game for the benefit of the parish, shows that the Legislature 
could not have understood the game to be the property of the person 

on whose land it was killed: for in that case, it was said, it would 

have been en unjust appropriation of the property of another. But 

this arrangement was probably made because it might often be im- 

possible to know on whose land any particular head of game had 

been killed, and was considered to be on the whole an arrangement 

beneficial to the landowner.” 

LORD CHELMSFORD’S OPINION, 

Lord Chelmsford.—‘My Lords, the question to be determined on 

this appeal is, whether animals, ferw nulure, killed or reduced into 

possession by a trespasser on the land of another, hecome the prop- 
erty of the owner of the land. * * * By the civil lawy, the person 

who took or reduced into possession any animal, fer nature, 
although he might be a trespasser in so doing, acquired the property 

init, * * * Ifthesame rule prevails in our law, then the rabbits 

in question were not the property of Lord Exeter, but of the poacher 
who took and killed them upon hisland, This doctrine, however, as 

to the right of property in wild animals captured seems neyer to bave 

prevailed in our law to its full extent. With respect to animals in a 
wild and unreclaimed state there seems to be no difference between 

the Roman and the common law. <A distinction was suggested in ar- 

gument between wild animals which are unprofitable and regarded 

us vermin, and those which are fit for food, and therefore profitable; 

and it was said of the latter, that by the law of England there is al_ 

Ways & property in game, whether aliye or dead, in somebody. But 
this is not reeonvilable with the authorities. [Ciling case of Swans, 
@ Rep. 156.) * * * Where a person is merely the owner of the land 
without any other privilege attached to it than that which the owner- 

ship confers, he ean have no property in the wild animals upon the 

land so long as they arein astate of nature andunreclaimed, In- 
deed this notion of the existence of property in wild animals is in- 

cousistent with the whole current of the authorities from the Year 

Books downwards, which almost invariably show thal no action lies 

merely for taking away hares, conies, phesants and partridges; and 

that when the taking animals of this description is stated in addition 

to the trespass upon the lund, the plaintiff shall not say ‘lepores, ete,, 
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“With respect to wild aud unclaimed animals, therefore, there can 

be ho doubt that no property exists in them so long as they remainin 

the state of nature. Itis also equally certain that when killed or re- 

claimed by the owner of the land on which they are found, or by his 

authority, they beeome at once his property absolutely when they 

are killed, and in a qualified manner when they are reclaimed. 
“So far everything is clear and the only difficulty which arises upon 

the subject of property in wild animalsis that which the present case 

presents. As animals ferre nature. when killed or reduced into 

possession by the owner of the land where they are found, or by his 

authority, become instantly his property, does the unauthorized act 
of a trespasser by the yery Act of killing them convert them at ones 

to the use of the owner of the landy * * * The case of Sutton y_ 

Moody has always heen regarded as an authovily on this point, and 
as far as I can ascerlain has never been questioned. It was recognized 
in Churehward vy. Studdy, in Graham y, Ewart, by Baron Martin in 

Lonsdale y. Rigg. And in the Jasi case when hefore the Court of Ei- 

ror, Mr. Justice Coleridge said: ‘The grouse shot on theland of the 

plaintiff [7, ¢,, shot by the defendant, a wrong-doer| belonged to him 

adtording to all the authorities” It certainly would not be right to 

disturb a principle of law so established unless if could be clearly 

shown to be erroneous. And it appears to me not only that 

i} is well founded, but that very strange consequences 

would folloy from adopting the view contended for by 
the appellant. If he is right in saying that the owner of the 

land has no property in game. unless it is killed by him or by his 
authority, it will necessarily follow that a poacher retlucing the game 
into possession and thereby as.a possessor, though a wrong-doer. hay- 

ing aright to it against all the world but the true owner, there being 

no owner to challenge his possession, might maintain an action 

against the owner of the land for taking the game from him, even 
upon the land itself where the game was killed. Tt is much more 

reasonable to hold that the trespasser having no right wt all to kill 

the game, can give himself no property in it by his wrongful act; and 

that as game killed or reduced into possession is the subject of prop- 

erty and must belong to somebody, there can be no other owner of it, 

under these circumstances, but the person on whose ground it is 
taken or killed, 

“This yiew of the case willrender the distinction suggested in the 
course of the argument, between killing and carrying away the rab- 
bits, as parts of one and the same continuous act, aud killing and 

leaving them npon the land, and coming back for them, wholly im- 
material, For the act of killimg being at once that which made the 

rabbits the subject of property, and reduced them ito possession, 

whether they were for an instant, or for hours upon the land, they 

equally belonged to the owner of the Jaud.* (Bla(les v, Higgs, 34 
Law J, Com. Pleas, 286,) 

AMBRIGAN LAW FOLLOWS THAT OF ENGLAND. 

English decisions are of the utmost importance in deter- 
mining the law of this country, because our common law is 

based upon and derived from the English common law, the 

States generally having adopted it either by legislative pro 

vision.or constitutional enactment. The Roman or civil law, 
as il is called, is a system distinct from the English law, and 
prevails in only one of the United States, viz.: Louisiana, 

American decisions, particularly on all questions pertaining 
to animals fee nature et domite nature, cite and rest upon 

English authorities, (See State y. Holder, $1 N, ©. 527; 
Norton vy. Ladd, 5 N. C., 203; State y. Lymus, 26 Ohio State 
400; Whealthy v. Harris, 4 Sneed (Tenn.) 468; Gillet y. 

Mason, 7 Johns. 16; State y. M’Duftie. 34 .N. H. 523; State 

y. Sumner, 2 Ind. 877, etc.) 

The late Justice Sharswood, of Pennsylvania, in his well 
known edition of Blackstone’s Commentaries, cites fully 
from Christian's argument and doctrine that property in 
game is not vested in the King of England, also from Cole- 

ridge’s opinion in support of Christian. Professor Cooley, 

of Michigan University, calls attention to these views in a 
nole to his edition of the same work, and also to Mr. Hoyen- 

den’s statement that the English legislation has recognized 
the correctness of Christian’s position in the statute of 1 and 2 

Wm. 1V., «. 32,, which does away with the qualification 

previously required to entitle a person to take game. Chris~ 
tian’s note is also given quite fully in an edition of Black- 

stone published in 1862 by Mr, Wendell, State reporter of 

New York, And Professor Washburn of Harvard Univers- 

ity, in his treatise on the American Law of Real Property 

(vol. L., p. 15, 4th ed.), speaks of this subject while treating 

of movable things, which, while having the character of 
personalty, may acquire that of realty, though, at the time, 

temporarily disannexed therefrom, and which would pass 
accordingly with the land, He says, (citing Blades y. 

Higes and Rigg v. Lonsdale): ; 

4In England it has lately been held that the owner of land has a 
property in the wild game thereon ratione soli, for the killing of 
which he may have an action against astranger, Aud this right of 
property attaches co instanti that the animal is killed, but not until 

then; nor does it make any difference, in this respect, whether it is 

killed by the owner ofthe land or a trespasser uponit, There can be 
no property in animals fer nature: running wild, so long as they 

are alive; and ifsuch animal voluntarily pass from the land of one on 

to that of another, the latter may at oncekill {t,and thereby acquire 

a property init.” 

Another author citing both English and American decisions 
says: 

“Tf animals fer nature: ave the subject of this action [trespass] 
the plaintiff must show, either that they were already captured, or 

domesticated, and of some yalue, or that they were dead; or that the 

defendant killed or took them on the plaintiffs ground; or that the 
game was started there, and killed or captured elsewhere, the plaintiff 

asserting his local possession and property by joining im yursuit.+ 
(Greenleaf’s Dyidence, vol, OL, § 620. 

THE AMBRICAN LAND-OWNER HAS A PROPERTY IN GAME 

OK HIS LAND. 

The language of a New York decision, iv an action for 
trespass for taking and destroying a swarm of bees, which 

ave frequently been held to be animals frre natu, is: 
“Tp ig said the owner of ths soil is entitled to the tree and all within 

it, ‘Chis may be true, so faras respects an unrecilaimed swarm. 

While it remains then in that condition. it may, like birds or other 
game (game laws out of the question) belong to the owner or occu- 

pantofl the forest, ratione solt, According to the Twy of nature, 

where prior oceupancy alone gaye right, the individual who first 

hived the swarm, would be entitled to the property in it, bub sinee 

the institution of civil society, and the regulation of the right of 

property by its positive laws, the torest as well us the cultivated 

field, belong exclusively to the owner, who has acquired a title to it 

under those laws. The natural right to the enjoyment of the sport 

of hunting and fowling, whenever animals fer nature could be 

found, has given way in the progress of society to the establishment 

of rights of property better defined and of a more durable character, 

Hence no one has a right to inyade the inclosure of another for'this: 
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purpose, He would be a trespasser, and as such liable for the game 
taken, An exception may exishin the case of noxious animals de- 
structive in their nature. Mr, Justice Blackstone cays, if a man 
starts game in another's private ground, and kills it there, the prop- 
erty belongs to him in whose ground itis killed, because it was started 
there, the property arising ratione soli. (Goff v. Kilts.15 Wend. 550.) 

An earlier decisionin fhe same State was to the effect 

that wild bees in 2 bee tree belong to the owner of the soil 
where the tree stands, and that ‘‘the owner of the soil alone 

had a right to the tree, with all that wasin it.” (Ferguson 

y. Miller, 1 Cow. 248 ) ; 
Still further back the court held that: 

“Tn the present case it appears that the bees were not hived before 
they were discovered by the defendant in error, and the only act he 

did was to mark the tree. The land was not his nor was it in his 

possession. Markiug the tree did notreclaim the bees, nor yest an 
éxchisive right of property in the finder, especially in this case, 
against the plaintiff in error, who as one of the children of Timothy 

Gillet Qwho does not appear to have made a will) must be considered 
4s one of the heirs, and, as such, a tenant in common in the land. 

Blackstone (vol. 2, p. 393) inclines to the opinion that under the Char- 
ter of the Forest, allowing every free man to be entitled to the honey 

found within his woods, a qualified property may be had in bees, in 

consideration of the soil whereon they are found, or ownership 

yatione soli, (Gillet vy. Mason, 7 Johns, 16.) 

Judge Toomer, of North Carolina, states that: 
“Bees are ferm nature, but when hiyed and reclaimed by the art and 

industry of man, he has a qualified property im them by the law of 
nature, Butit has been said thatin England the only ownership of 
bees is vatione soli, and the charter of the forest, which allows every 
Iman to be entitled to the honey found within his own woods, sanctions 

the doctrine that a qualified property may be also had in bees in con- 
sideration of the property of the soil whereon they are found. The 

Same rights of ownership in bees and honey, by reason of the owner- 

ship of the soil whereon they are found, are supposed to obtain in 

this country.’ (Idol v. Jones, 2 Dev. 162.) 

These authorities would seem to leave no room for doubt 

that, while it is true as a general proposition that under the 

common law unreclaimed liying game is nullius bonis, the 

property of n# one, the proposition must be taken with the 
qualification that a land-owner has property ratione solt in 
the game which may come upon his land, so long as it re- 

mains there, which property is at least the exclusive right of 

pursuing, taking and killing such game; that if a trespasser 

take or kill the game it becomes at once the absolute prop- 

erty of the owner of the land, who may take any legal steps 
necessary to obtain its possession; that while larceny, being 
an offense against personal property, cannot be committed 

of game, living and unreclaimed, which partakes of the 

nature of realty and goes with the land, like fruit growing 

upon trees, still the property which exists in game will be 
protected equally with any other property. 

THE MAGNER DECISION. 

A recent decision in Uliuois, however, states that the 

property in all game is vested in the State. The court says: 

“While they [animals and fowls dendminated game] are untamed 

and at large, the ownership is said ta be in the sovereign authority— 

in Great Britain, the king, (2d Blackstone's Com's, Sharswood's ed., 
409-10) but with us in the people of the United States. * * * 

“The ownership being in the people of the State—the repository of 

the sovereign authority—and no individual haying any property 
Tights to be affected, it necessarily results that the Legislature, as the 

representative of the people of the State, may withhold or grant to 

individuals the right to hunt and kill game, or qualify and restrict it, 

as in the opinion of its members will best subserye to the publie 

welfare, Stated in other language, to hunt and kill game is a boon 

or privilege granted, either expressly or impliedly by the sovereign 

authority—not a right inkering in each individual, and consequently 
nothing is taken away from the individual when he is denied the 

privilege, at stated seasons, of hunting and killing game. Itis per- 
haps accurate to say that the ownership of the sovereign authority is 

in trust for all the people of the State, and hence, by implication, it is 
the duty of the Legislature to enact such laws as will best preserve 

the subject of the trust, and secure its beneficial use in the future to 

the people of the State. Butin any view, the question of individual 
enjoyment is one of public policy and not of private right.” (Magner 
y. The People, 23 Alb, L. J. 237), 

Tt will be obseryed that this opinion is based entirely on 
English authority, citing only Blackstone in its support. 
No argument is offered and no reference is made to the 
elaborate controversion of Blackstone’s doctrine by Christ- 
ian and his supporters, nor to the great number of English 

and American authorities heretofore set forth, nor 1 the 

property rutione soli, which landowners unquestionably 
have under the common law in the game found on their 
land. This could never haye happened had the question of 

who owns the game been actually before the court, requir- 

ing an answer in order to determine the action. The court 

merely touched upon the point while discussing other ques- 
tions, and did not profess to decide it, as appears from the 

closing words of its opinion: ‘’The questions we have been 
considering were all raised ‘in Phelps vs. Racey,’ 60 N. Y.,, 
10," which case did not in any way refer to the ques- 
tion of the ownership of, or property im, game, The 
question in both the Mlinois case and the New York 
decision of Phelps vs. Racey was whether a State statute 
condemning and forbidding the sale in the State of game 
taken out of the State, is contrary to the provision of the 
United States Constitution, which confers upon Congress 
the power to regulate interstate commerce. Tharit is within 

the police powers of the Stute to protect and preserye game 
for the public good. by such regilations as the Legislature 
shall determine, is set forth in both cases, and is not open to 
dispnte. The power has been generally recognized and 

exercised hy all civilized nations, but itis in no wise incon- 
sistent with the yiew that property in game is not in the 

State, 
The Llinois court may yery naturally, in thus touching 

upon 4 point outside of the case before them, have adopted 
the view of Blackstone, who had laid down the laws pertain- 
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ing to animals in so many other respects, in a way which 
allowed no dispute. when a careful investigation would have 
Jed them to # different conclusion. 
A consideration of the police power of the State with re- 

spect to the protection of game will form the subject of 

another paper. 

THE TEAM AT HOME. 

{EVEN members of the recent American team returned 
home by the Abyssinia, reaching this port on Aug. 8. 

The captain and other members of the team are now afloat, 

haying started {rom Liverpool by the Alaska on Aug, 11. 

With the return of the shooting men we are enabled to get 
some definite ideas of just what took place on that Friday 
and Saturday in July last, when the team suffered its defeat 

from the Britishers. 
Of the trip, as & whole, the men bring back the most 

agreeable recollections, Their reception by the riflemen 

abroad was a very hearty one, and throughout the stay Col. 

Howard and his men were made to feel that they were in 

company of friends, and everything was done to make them 
socially comfortable. They cannot zecall a single case of 

omission to show this kind regard when it was possible to 

do so. Before and after the match, this same desire to show 

encouragement and respect to their transatlantic friends was 
manifested by the officers and men of the various organiza- 

tions connected with the Wimbledon gathering. The N. R. 
A. of Great Britain, through its officials, extended its cour- 
tesies to the N. R. A. of America in the persons of the rep- 
resentative team. 

Speaking of the match itself, the men again agree that the 
weather conditions are responsible in great measure for the 
falling away in the scores. From the descriptions given of 
the meteorology of Wimbledon on the second day of the 
match, there must haye been a grand olla podrida of sleet 

and wind, sun and rain, which at one moment made the 

riflemen wish for heavier garments, then wonder whether 

they are not in danger of sunstroke. Shooting toward ‘the 

south the men had astrong glaring sun at times pouring its 
rays directly into their eyes. Then the wind came from the 

targets, a regular twisting fish-tail, driving the falling wet 

directly into the eyes of the riflemen as they lay down to 
shoot, The hot sun pouring down its rays upon the wet 
range surface then brought upa dancing cloud of watery 

vapor, and through this the men fired. Occasionally they 

succeeded in getting a shot on the target, but it was, in a 
great measure, very Tisky guess-work on the part of the 

Americans, and their only wonder now is, that they should 

have succeeded as well as they did. 
Whether the Americans could haye secured a victory 

under different weather conditions is, of course, a matter of 

doubt; but itis very certain that the scores at the longer 

ranges would have been much higher. The Englishmen 
were more ready in catching their bearings during the 
storms of the last day, and so succeeded in crawling out of 
the confusion in beiter shape, It was a severe test even to 

them, but haying been accustomed to nasty bits of weather 

somewhat after the same fashion, they could show scores 

which, while not very satisfactory to them as compared 

with previous records, were, at least, good enough to give 
them the lead at the finish. 

The returning team men also tell us that the practice which 

was enjoyed by the Americans at Wimbledon before the match 
was of very little use, owing to the fact that if was a scat- 

tered sort of fire, There were no targets set apart for the 

men at which they could practice as a team, but instead, 

complimentary tickets in the yarious matches were given 

the Americans, giving them privileges as individuals to shoot 

in the yarious competitions under way. Thissort of drill, it 

will be seen, was of very little use. To make an efficient 

team hy this process, would require months of hard work, 
Tf the Americans were to wiu at all, it was to be by their 

ability to help each other, and when that sort of preparation 
was cut off from them, their chances were reduced by a very 

large percentage. 

The first day’s work of our team should have been much 

better. The men were not coming up to their average, and 
while the Englishmen were taking advantage of the excel- 

lent shooting conditions as fully as they were able, the 

Americans dropped away. The 200-yards shooting has been 

beaten many times by the men af home, and as to the 500- 

yards work, while it was excellent in a few instances, there 

was 4 general loss of points there which oucht not to have 

occurred. With proper handling and # display of their best 

endeavors on the first day, Col. Howard’s men should have 

gone back for the long-range portion of the fight with fully 

fifty points advantage. 

As to the rifles they held their own well. It is impossible 
to say how farthey were affected by the use of the English 
powder. It may be that there was no difference, but from 

explanations now made, all the misses may be placed to bad 

holding or to errors of judgment in matters of elevation and 
wind allowance. When that twelve-o'clock gale with vari- 

ations struck the team on the second day, they were driven 
into a demoralization, and the panic which was just about 
to break out in the ranks of the home team became trans- 
ferred, in a large measure, to the opposition. A day which 

requived nearly three points more eleyation than the marks- 
men had ever shot with before, may well have disconcerted 

eyen better shooters than the Américan team, butit strikes 

ws that if was not necessary to score any great number of 
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misses before that change,in the conditions was noted. 

Surely it was not necessary to bave one man following 

another off the target, when had the men acfed as a team, 

under one direction, the misses of one should have been the 

guide to place another man on the target. 
The return of Col. Howard within the next few days will 

add his explanation to those already made of thé why and 

wherefore of the defeat. The weather had much to do with 

it, and it would seem the proper thing now for a team pre- 
paring for a match at Wimbledon to select the wildest, most 
gusty and generally most uncomfortable days of our year to 

practice in. Then they will get some notion of what sort of 

commotion among the elements they are likely to meet with 
at the common near London. Col. Howard shouid give us 

an early and extended report of his work with the team. It 

should be in the nature of a guide for future team work, 
since if is idle to suppose that our National Guardsmen will 
permit Great Britain to enjoy unchallenged her cham- 

pionship at military breech-loader shooting over the 

longer anges. Already it will seen the enthusi- 
astic Sir Henry Halford is talking of coming over to 
Creedmoor next year. We hope he will come to fan the 
enthusiasm of our riflemen up to a working point and to im- 

press upon our militia their general inefficiency as marks- 

men, even if it be only by giving our team another defeat. 

There must be no such retreat after defeat as that shown by 

the foreign riflemen in relation to our Palma contests. 

There may haye been some unwise clauses in the conditions 

of that match, but the main fact remains that the marksmen 

of Great Britain gaye up the small-bore championship in- 

stcad of pluckily fighting on to ullimate victory. So in the 
military breech-loading contests now in progress; the condi- 

tions of the two matches already shot were observed in 
many of their demands and indefinite in others, but that is 
no reason why our military shooting men should not haye 
them changed so that the coming matches may he real tests 

of our latest model rifles in this class of shooting. 

THE OPEN SEASONS. 

Wwe print elsewhere a list of the open seasons for shoot 
ing and fishing. The compilation of such a list 

involyes a great deal of painstaking labor. We have been 

at some pains to secure the Jatest and most authentic infor- 

mation respecting the laws of each State, etc. It is possible 

that one or two errors may haye crept in, If any such are 

detected we hope that we may be sct right at once. The 
purpose of this list is twofold; first, to afford information to 

our readers; second, to secure an observance of the game 
laws by making these laws known. 

Che Sportsman CGouist. 

THE OKOBOJI LAKES. 

NSTEAD of writing youa letterfrom the Big Horn Moun- 
tains, in Wyoming Territory, I write from Iowa. Hav- 

ing had a kind invitation from my friend and your corres- 
pondent, ‘‘C. D ,” of Fort McKinney, to come up there and 
take a month or six weeks’ hunt with him after big game, I 
made all my arrangements, packed my trunk with ammuni- 
tion till in weight it would do a “baggage smasher’s” heart 
ood, for the simple reason that it would surely smash the 

first time that he dumped it from a baggage car. But I was 
not going to be fool enough to intrust it to one or many of 
that fraternity, as 1 had made my plans to take the guns, 
rifles, rods, pony, and myself, by steamer to Pierre, and there 
freight baggage by Evan’s Transportation Co, to the Black 
Hilis, and from there freight to Fort McKinney, while I 
should ride my Texas pony through. 

I think that most of your readers would say that I should 
earn my hunt after such a ride through the country in July 
and August weather. I think myself that they would be 
about right, but a man, fond of a food hunt, should not 
mind a little trip of 350 or 400 miles on horseback, 

I waited nearly two weeks in the little town of Chamber- 
lain for the steamer Perry to make a trip to Pierre, and just 
as she was ready I received a letter from C. D. saying that 
he had been ordered to Omaha on the army shoot, C.D. 
won the ‘‘buttons” last year and again this year, and so was 
ordered with the team, Loniy wish for my sake that C. D. 
could not shoot quite so well. My hunt by that means was 
dished and so I took the next best plan, repacked my trunk, 
(this time in my favor) packed all my rifles, guns, ete., and 
freighted them east, Took fishing tackle only, and came 
to this place for atrial of bass, pickerel, walleyed pike, 
croppies, etc. 
A right royal place it is. Okoboji Lakes and Spirit Lakes 

are ag fine as can be found in the States. Fishing in season 
the best, though just at this time rather poor for this place, 
the fish taking deep water, yet I get all the fish a good hon- 
est fisherman requires. As an inland pleasure resort for 
comfort, for pleasure, for fishing and for chicken shooting 
in season it cannot be surpassed, Lthink. Duck shooting is 
also very good both fall und spring, while winter fishing 
with spear and fish-house cannot be surpassed, 

Té give your readers some idea of the quantity of fish 
there are in these lakes, [ will say thatin the outlet from the 
Okoboji Lakes there are two flour mills, and in the season 
for fish to run up the river the mills haye to stop froma 
weck to ten days, as the Osh stop the mills so that they can- 
not run. 

The farmers all around come with their wagons and carry 
them away by the whole wagon-body full, using pitchforks 
for fishing tackle, They do not take much stock in 5 or 10 
ounce split-bamboo rods, don't care to play their fish, nor 
Jand him with a landing net. A good pitchfork or manure- 
fork will fill up the wagon-body faster, if there is not so 
much sport; fish is what they are after, not sport. Your 
readers may think that this is a tish story, but I will 
youch for the truth ou my word as a man, not as a fisherman. 
T am afraid that the last authority is not quite pood in 
most instances, #8 I know that a man will stretch the truth 
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on a fishing story quicker than he will on a hunting story 
und the Jast is bad enough, 
From Chicago, take the C. M. & St. Paul R. R., by the 

Dubuque or Prairie Du Chien route (if they will mind me 
they will not take the Dubuque route) till 1hey come to 
Immetsburg, where ihey can take the Burlington, Cedar 
Rapids & Northern to the big hotel, built by that “company 
on the ptninsula between Spirit Lake and Okoboji. Or they 
can keep on till they arriye at Spencer, on the main line of 
the I. & D, of the C, M. & St. Paul R. R., where they can 
take the Okoboji branch to Okoboji Lakes 1 would advise 
this last route, as if Okoboji Lakes are not liked, or they get 
tired of them, they eun take either of two smal) steamers 
that ply between the lakes, and go to Spirit Lake town, and 
from there by another small boat to the big hotel. 
Towa, July 26. PU-TIN-HIN-SAPA. 

THE CRUISE OF THE SAIRY GAMP.—IL. 

AVING loated about Moose River for a week, and spent 
another week loitering, fishing, and paddling about 

the Fulton Chain, it struck me that, if the little canoe was 
lo carry me on a cruise to the other side, it was time she was 
about it. I had several excuses for such utter laziness. I 
said the weather was too stormy, too “‘catching,” for a start 
through ‘the woods in a boat where a man can carry n0 
change of clothes save an extra blue shirt and a puir of socks, 

Moreover, I had met with an accident on the Brown’s Tract 
Road that made my port deadlight lookas though I had been 
in a ‘‘fight mit table legs” at “Hans Breitman’s Barty ;” look- 
ing like a tramp, with a black eye, I disliked to introduce the 
Suiry among strangers, Again, there was good fishing, good 
fare, and plenty of deer about the Fulton Chain, True, we 
might not shoot the deer just yet. But it looked wholesome 
and woodsy to see them come down in broad daylight and 
feed fearlessly within sixty rods of the hotel, while the 
ladies waved their handkerchiefs, and the party chatted in 
tones that must have been very audible to sharp, cervine 
ears. Ishall not soon forget one brave old fellow, who 
came down to the water’s edge, raised his antlered front 
boldly, calmly surveyed the party at the hotel, and then re- 
sumed his feed among the lilies, 

“The old rascal knows it’s close time,” remarked a guide, 
“Tie won't be quite so tame after the first of August.’’ 

But there came a bright, clear afternoon, with good 
promise of one clear day, and the next morning the Sairy 
was making good time up the inlet of Fourth Lake. 

The little Fifth, containing only nine acres, but good for 
floating or frogging, was run over in a few minutes, and 
then came the first carry, only three-quarters of a mile, but 
a muddy landing, and like all carries, including ‘‘taking 
out” and ‘‘tieing in.” 

The Sixth Lake is made a desolation by the dam at its 
foot. The large, desolate rock on the leit as you paddle up 
looks all the more dreary for the dead timber at its base, and | 
the inlet that leads to Seventh is a dismal swamp. 

The trees around the once bright shores of the Seventh 
were dying when I was there two yearsayo. They are dead 
enough now. But the open camp, fifty rods to the left, is 
still there, and J turned to it for rest and a lunch. And as 
my newly-made fire seni up its heavy smoke, there came a 
succession of rifle shots from the opposite side of the lake, a 
nile away, as of those who go through the wilderness wast- 
ing cartridges with poor aim and no object. 
Then a boat pulled out and came swiftly to my camp. T 

had met the two occupants before. ‘They 1eported that 
“Slim Jim” (James P, Fifield) was on the opposite side with 
a bark camp and 4 ‘‘party.”” He would like to see me. Now, 
Jim had been yery friendly to me on previous visits to the 
woods, and I could not go by. So I paddled over for a 
hand-shake and an hour’s chat, The time passed too 
quickly; and by the time I got back, made some tea, and 
got packed up, it was nearly 3 P. M. 

There were two carries (one of a mile, the other a mile 
and a half) with nine miles of water between me and my 
destination on the Raquette, and it was time to move. Over 
the desolate Seventh, up the ‘drowned-out inlet, tie in, and 
over the carry to the Highth and last lake of the chain. Here 
is a lake to admire and camp. Nodam has backed up the 
water here. The bright green shores are as nature made 
them, Dunning’s lone island is still a sylvan, restful emerald 
set in peaceful waters, and, by the way, Dunning was not at 
home, and as J couldn’t burgle into his camp I thought it as 
well to play the paddle, for there is no landing on Brown's 
Tract Inlet, and if, at the mouth, it should happen to get 
hacked in by rough water on Raquette, it would be most 
unpleasant. So I hurried over the lake, took a short rest by 
the spring on the right, tied in, and went for the inlet on 
time. In thirty minutes 1 was afloat, and in an hour and 
ten minutes more was at the mouth. Luckily there was lit- 
tle wind—just the rolling swell a canoeist loves—and 1 
turned down the shore of South Bay for a leisurely two-mile 
pull to the new camp of Joe Whitney, long-time guide, 
trapper and hunter, though being papnled in bis best arm. 

hen he saw the tiny canoe and found I was cruising 
through the wilderness alone, I think his old hunter's heart 
went out tome. He welcomed me like a brother, and got 
me up 4 supper consisting mainly of crisp trout, with fresh 
bread and butter, and powerful tea, If there was anything 
more I did not need it, and have forgotten, There is a sort 
of freemasonry among woodsmen that only woodsmen 
know. Joe andl had heard something of each other—not 
miich; it took us about five minutes to get acquainted, In 
two hours we were thick as thieves. " 

While he was caring for the supper duffel, I was build- 
inga rousing fire before the camp. Both understood by 
instinct that no lamps or indoor arrangements were in order; 
and we squatted around the fire until ‘‘deep on the night,” 
swapping forest yarns and hunting adventures. ‘Then 
Joe showed mea bed, springy, fresh and clean, whereon I 
slept sweetly, but awoke in time to take in a glorious *sun- 
rise on scenery that I shall not disgrace by attempting to 
describe. Itwasall the more welcome that sunrises during 
the summer of 1883 have been mostly inferential. 

Lhalf felt that on such a morning | ought to strike out 
and make Long Lake before night. But the day and the 
scenery were so delightful, the camp was so quiet, so rest- 
ful, and the air so dry, so redolent of balsam and pine, that 
llet the hours go by, und the day wanein utter rest and 
indolence, What though? May there not come one glorious 
day in the weary year when we may cast aside every griet 
and cach separate’care, and invite the soul to a day of rest? 
And in the future, when the days of trouble come, as they 
will come, Tshall remember that grand day of rest, aud the 
abundance of trout and bass wherewith | was comforted, 

A finer, brighter morning neyer dawned on the clear 
waters of Raquette Lake than the on¢on which I paddled 

out from the fragrant, balsam-breathing camp of honest Joe 
Whitney for a new-made private camp on a point near Ed. 
Bennett's, where I laid off while an enthusiastic youn, 
photographer took the Sairy in different positions, with an 
without her crew. 

Then, by invitation, I went over the camp as amateur in- 
spector, and although I have inspected dozens of these wood- 
land residences called camps—all of them inviting and 
redolent of balsam and pine—l have seen none in more per- 
fect sylvan taste than Camp Dick. I never feel the lack of 
wealth so sadly as when visiting these private camps, where, 
with a camp costing several thousand dollars, all in the way 
of food and drink that one can ask, two or three guides at 
$3 cach per day, good fishing and hunting, the best of air 
and sweet sleep by night, oue may dream away the hot sum- 
mer solstice without ache, pain orcare. ‘‘And if is not so 
very costly,” said one of the fortunate ones, ‘‘not so expen- 
sive as the watering places. 1 bring my family here daring 
the summer months, and get out of it for about $3,000 the 
season.” Yes, if is cheap—for a millionaire. But it would 
break some of us to run such a camp for a single week. 
Fortunately, the woods are free, and we can make our own 
camps. 

1 stopped at Ed. Bennett’s Under the Hemlocks, and 
then paddled slowly over to the Raquette House, kept by 
Ike Kenwell, and well kept, too. The selection of this hotel 
sile was judicious. It stands—the hotel—on a dry breezy 
point of land jutting out into the lake, and it is always cool 
in the hottest weather. The house is well furnished, the 
table good, and the open bark camp, with its fragrant bed 
of browse and rousing tire in front at wight is a delightful 
woodland affair that should always be a part of the wilder 
ness hotel. The best bass fishing on the lake is in easy reach 
of the landing. 

Just at night I went down to the Forked Lake landing, 
and carried over to the Forked. Lake House, where I had a 
good supper, and watched a couple of guides organize their 
boat and jack for floating—though the close season had not 
expired, They were out nearly all night, and if they got a 
deer they kept their own. On the next night, however, a 
couple of guides went out and got a yearling buck, ‘‘It was 
so near the open season,” they said. “What odds did it 
make if the deer were killed on Monday instead of Wednes- 
day? The boarders were wild for venison.” J think they 
were not so far wrong. 

The second morning was clear (the previous day had been 
stormy) and I pulled out for the foot of Forked Lake, where 
I found Bill Cross, engaged as of old, in hauling boats across 
the mile and a half carry. He took my knapsack over the 
carry out of good nature, and I paddled leisurely down the 
river, and down Long Lake to the newly made Groye House, 
kept by Daye Helms. Dave is a well known Long Lake 
guide, who, haying got a little ahead, and well knowing the 
requirements of tourists and sportsmen, concluded to give 
up guiding and take the chances of keeping a woodland re- 
sort. And he does more than well. ‘And it will be colder 
than it is now if I vet left on venison after the 1st of Aug- 
ust,” says Dave, 

It is at these less pretentious houses where the landlords 
have mostly been guides that I find the best fare and most 
sport when I care to fish or hunt. 
And I write this gossipy letter because I am laying off for 

the subsidence of a strong N. W. wind and rair. For lam 
not going to cruise the longest lake in the wilderncss with 
wind and rain abeam. The Sairy istoo light of tonnage for 
much extra clothing, A spare blue shirt and a pair of socks 
for change are all the clothing that goe3 on her manifest. 

NESSMUK. 

THE PEACE-MAKER. 

NCE the tribes of far-off North-land 

Had a war with those of South-land, 

Then Cheraws and Alabamas 

Fought the Mohawks and Manhattans; 

Then the tribes from Big-sea-water 
Helped the Massachusetts Sachems 

War against the Rappahannocks. 

And the West and North and Hast-land 

Fought against the sunny Southland, 

Fought and overcame the South-land; 

Kept the tribes from being separate; 
Made the tribes into a Nation, 

Freed the slave and saved the Union. 

Now the war fires sank in ashes, 

And the tomahawk was buried; 

All the tribes were then invited 

Tn the wood-land by the streamlet, 

By the sound of far-off waters, 

Peacefully to smoke the peace-pipe, 

But the hatreds of the warfare 

Kept the tribes trom being brothers, 
Kept them sullen, discontented ; 

Made them envious and resentful; 

Filled the land with hateful grumbling. 

‘vhen did Manito the Mighty 

Call the spirit of the Wood-land, 

Call the spirits of the Rivers, 
Call the spirit-guiding Hunters 

And the spirit-guarding Fishers; 
Took them to the Big-sea-water; 

Showed them all the country eastward; 

Made them look unto the westward; 
Showed them tribes of stalwart warriors, 

Minnesotas and Wisconsins, 

Onondagas and Mohicans. 
Bade them look unto the southward; 

Showed them Cherokees and Choctaws: 

Made them see the Rio Grande, 

Flowing into warm-like water. 

Showed them tribes in.all directions, 
Living in the plains and mountains, 

By the sea and by the rivers, 
Discontented and rebellious, 
Nursing discord and contention. 

“All these tribes,” said the Great Spirit, 

“Ought to liye like loying brothers, 

Ought to cherish love, not baired. 

You must go unto the Mohawks, 

To the tribe of the Manhattans, 
Breathe upon some mighty chieftains 

With the thoughts of stream and forest. 

Fill their hearts with inspiration 
From the habits of the hunters, 
From the life of silent fishers, - | Higher-author, : 
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So that they may woo the people 
Back to peaceful ways and thinking, 
Back from warlike thoughts and bloodshed. 

Then the people may be brothers, 
Then the tribes may be a nation, 
Great and lasting, and protecting 
The oppress’d of other nations,” 

Then the mighty chiettains gathered 

(Breathed upon by wood-land spirits) 

in the Mohawks and Manhattans; 

Took the twisted cotton fiber, 
Moistened it and made it liquid, 

Milk-white liquid flowing smoothly, 
Tnto leaves of wondrous thinness, 
Which when hardeued took impression 
Of the thoughts the ch‘eftains uttered, 
All the chieftains pressed upon them 

Marks that steod for words of wisdom, 
Black the marks were on tne white leaves; 
But the different tribes could read them, 
Read them near the Big-sea-water, 
Read them by the far-off ocean, 

Read them near the Mississippi, 

Near the lakes and by the rivers. 

Then the Mohawks and Manhattans 
Asked the med'cine men and teachers, 
Asked the priests and the magicians, 
T’ send their thoughts to the Manhattans, 

In characters of black or purple, 
Telling of the streams and forests; 

How they caught and killed the fishes, 
How they killed the moose and reindeer; 

All about the bow and fire gun, 

How the flint gave fire to them, 

How they shot the quail and partridge, 

How they found the snipe and woodcock, 

Ducks and geese and birds on water, 
Tell, they said, of bear and bison, 

How to camp and how to travel, 

Tell the story of each weapon; 

How at first they used the flint-rock, 

With the fire gun shooting lead balls: 

Then how fire they got from copper 

On which was put some magic powder, 

Then how hunting brayes grew wiser. 

Using neither flint nor copper, 
Loading guns more quickly, batter, 

With the medicine inserted 

At the end where was the buntsman, 

And these chieftains of the White Leal 

Asked the fishers to inform them 

How the rod was made of bamboo, 

How the hooks were feathered nicely, 

How the lines were oiled and platted, 

How the wheels were used for winding. 

‘How to usé @ neti or gaff-hook, 

All these things the different writers 
Wrote wpon the pale-face-paper, 

Made of moistened cotton fiber; 

Sent it unto the Manhattans, 

To be written for the people, 

On the White Leaf, by the chieftains, 
So the written thoughts were scattered 

‘Through the tribes by swiftest runners. 

Then the people all grew milder, 

And they learned to love each other; 

‘Then the hatred and the anger 
Of the tribes on different rivers— 

Merrimacs and Rappahannocks, 

Chatahooches and Wiseonsius— 
Vanished all and stayed po longer. 
From the West and to the Eastward, 
From the South and to the Norihward, 

All was peace and love aud justice. 

Every tribe was sympathetic, 

Learning faith from common interests. 

‘Then said Manito the Mighty + 

“Send your green leaves of the treasury, 

Marked for value with the sign-words 

Of the great Tecumseh's brother, 
By the orders of the people, 

Through the chiefs who mect in council 

Near the rising of the sun god, 
‘To the Mohawks and Manhattans, 
Whd for Manito the Mighty 
Carry on this work forever, _ 

Scattering peace and smiling gladness 

Through the wigwams of the forest, 

By the borders of the streamlets, 
Where the rod and gun are used. 
Four times in each moon receive It, 
In the spring time and the autumn, 

Im the summer and the winter, 

Never ceasing, vever stopping, 

You must pay your green leaves proniptly, 

In the language of the Mobawks 

Pay your dues and your subseriptions, 

To the great peate-maker paper, 

To the Forest and the Stream and 

To the Rod and to the fire Gun." 
So spake Manito the Spirit; 

And he vanished into cloud-land, 
Floating upward into heaven, 

Smiling in the gladsome summer 

If the green leayes are paid promptly, 
As a black cloud muttering thunder 
When the braves are ever backward 

In the payment of their papers 
Marked with characters and sign words 

Cabalistie and mysterious 

(John C. New or Bruce or Sherman), 
Let us not draw forth the lightning, 
But support the great peace-maker 
For the sake of the great father 

Who inspired this undertalcing, 
Luesuura, Va., Aug, 8, 1883, 

Note —In all the congratulat‘ons on the decennial of the Pornsr 
AND StrReAmM none have noticed the fact that after the late great war 
persons of all sections met on eq'ial friendly footing in the columns 

of-your paper. ‘This did more for practical reconstruction than most 
of the acts of so-called statesmen. My effusion isan imitation of a 

My 

Tuscarora. 
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Batuyal History. 

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS’ UNION. 
re one lime past a plan of establishing a union of 

American ornithologists, somewhat after the method 
of the British Ornitholozists’ Union, has been contemplated 
by some of our leading workers in that science. A eircu- 
lar, signed hy Mv, Allen, Dr. Coues and Mr, Brewster, hus 
just been sent out {ow large number of ornithologists, call- 
ing for the assemblage of such a congress in this city, and 
fixing the date for Seplember 26. Tie exact place of mect- 
ing will be announced later. Among those inyited to be 
present are citizens of Canada, Maine, Massachusctts, Uon- 
nectieut, Long Island, New York, Pennsylvania, District of 
Oolumbia, Ohio, Wisconsin, Dlinois, Towa, Louisiana, Texas, 
Colorado, California and Alaska. The prospects are that 
(he gneeting will be an interesting and important one, and 
will he the means of bringing togriher many of our best- 
known workers in the department of ornitholozy. 
The form of invitation is given below: 

A, 0, U. 

CAMBRIDGE AND WAsHINGTON, Aug, 1, 1883, A ya 

Dmamk Sig—You are cordially invited to attend a convention of 
American ornithologists, to be held in New York city. beginning on 
September 26, 1883, forthe purpose of founding an American Orni- 
thologists’ Union, upon a basis similar to that of the British Orni- 
LT deka Uniou, The place of meeting will be announced here- 
after. 
_ The object of the Union will be the promotion of social and scientific 
tntereour-e between American ornitoologists, and their co-operativn 
in whatever may tend to the advaicement of ornithology in North 
Witerica. A special object, which itis expected will at once engage 
fhe attention of the Unian, will be the revision of the current lists of 
North American birds, to the end of adopting a uniform system of 
classification and nomenclature, based on the yiews of a majority of 
the Union, and carrying the authority of the Unio, Other import- 
Aut matter will be doubtless presented for consideration at the first 
Wweeting. 
Tis proposed to hold meetings at least once annually, at such times 

4nd places as may be hereafter determined. for the reading of 
papers, the discussion of such matters as may be brought before the 
ae and the trausaction of the usual business of 4 scieutiiie so- 

ciety. 
Those who attend the first meeting will be considered ipso facto 

Youuders of the amerivan Ornithologists’ Union. Active and corre- 
sponding Members may be elected in doe course after organization of 
Vhe Union, under such rules as may he established for increase of 
a aa Details of organization will he cousidered at the first 
meeting. 
Should you favor this proposition and propose to attend the first 

meeting. please so signify to any one of Lhe undersigned. 
b - A. ALLEN, 
Cambridge. Mass,, Editor of the Nuttall Bulletin. 

Eno Cours, 
Washington, D, O., Assoc. Editor of the Nuttall Bulletin. 

WILLIAM BREWSTER, 
Cambridge, Mass,, President of the Nuttall Club, 

A NEW REPTILE HOUSE. 

PYXHE vewreptile house al the London Zoological Gardens 
was recently completed, and on Thursday, August ¥, 

the animals were transferred from their old quarters to the 
new, The London Staidard gives the following interesting 
account of the moving: 
“One of the most important events in the annals of the 
Zoological Gardens was the transfer which tock place yes- 
jerday of the veptiles and snakes trom thevarious depart- 
inents in which they have been hitherto located to the rep- 
iile house, commenced about a year ago, and of which we 
have already given a full description, As now completed, 
it is undoubtedly the finest of the kind in the world, and 
nowhere cun the reptiles be seen to so great advantage, In- 

_ deed, we may say that their appearance under the advan- 
taveous Circumstances now provided for them is well calcul- 

_ ated to turn the seale of admiration in their fayor, and one 
may be well satisfied, after all, with the sale of the great 
vlephant, when the funds thus realized haye been turned to 
such good account. In transferring animals of the higher 
Classes, and even of the lowerclass of mammals, some degree 
of intelligence, and more especially of affection for their 
keepers, renders contro] to a large extent possible, and little 
or no danger is incurred; but with reptiles the case is totally 
different, They become alarmed by the unnsual treatment, 
and no ohe can handle a yenomous snake with impunity, 
nor can any one be always sufficiently active in his moye- 
ments, to insure escape from fatal attack. Snakes, especially 
the venomous ones, haye powers of quick action, and can 
make sudden and long spriugs, andthe non poisonous kinds, 
auch as the boas and pythons, can coil with most powerful 
“agp round the bodics of men and animals. Crocodiles and 
alligators have strong’ jaws, which may easily amputate a 
limh; and eyen turtles Gan snap with a savageness which no 
one would voluntarily incur, The tusk of transference com- 
menced yesteraay, ata jitthe hefore eleven in the morning, 
imd was completed in the afternoon without a hitch of any 

* kind. The greatest credit is due to the precorception of the 
means and modés by Mr. Bartlett, and to the carrying out of 
his instructions by his son, and by the keepers Thompson 
und Tyrrell, Dr, Scluter, the secretury of the Sociely, was 
also present during the whole of the time, and took great 
{itevest and an active part in the proceedings. ‘The first 
moved were the smailer alligators and crocodiles, which 
were pliced in the western oval pond, and seemed to enjoy 
their new residence immensely. The pond is an open one, 
without railings of any kind, but the amphibious reptiles are 
prevented fromescaping by the overhang of the rim of the 
basil. . 

“The first snake removed was the very poisonous hama- 
dryad (Ophiophagus bungaris), «native of India, and an in- 
mate of the Gardens since 1875. Thigsnake can dart to a 
heicht of five or six feet, and its transference was’ prudently 
effected by getting if into.a box, which, when placed in the 
new abode. was opened by a sort of trap door, and the 
snake hwoked ont by along iron wire forked at the end. 
The cages are so constructed that by means of iron sliding 
doors they can be opened at the rear, and access for the 
snakes can be made also to the adjoining cages. The whole 
fronts of the caves are of plate glass, in single sheets. By 
openiag the intermediate doors the inmates of the cage can 
be driven into the next cage; and ibe attendant, enolering 
from behind, can then cleanse the upartment ond clean the 
fla-s front if required. After this the reptiles can be got 
Pack again. The yeay dooris on the back of the hind wall 
of the cage, and consequently m front of it there is a ledge 
the thickness of the wall. During the morning the hama- 
dryad sprang on to this ledge, which is about five fect from 
the floor nd about eighteen inches wide, and effected a 
lodgment on it doy pressing its body into au almost reetan- 
vulav shape, iv which remarkable position it continued to 
move on the ledge until its head reached the ground, and 
then it completed its performance until the extremity of its | 
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tail had passed the ledge, when the residue’ of its body fell 
away. 
oo extricate the large pythons trom their old habitations, 

of which they had beeninmates for many years, the fronts of 
the old Gages had to be taken out altogether, and in doing 
this On the previous day one of the reticulated pythons man- 
aged to escape. It was found, however, yesterday morning, 
nnder the hot-water pipes, and was safely’ captured in a can- 
yas bag. This proved a happy incident, and the creature 
was conveyed to the new house with ease, and liberated with 
facility into its noble quarters. This is one of the largest, 
and its companion is the largest, snake in the menagerie. It 
is a fine reptile, over fifteen feet in length, and remarkably 
ac‘ive, Thompson and Tyrrell carried the bag intothe cage, 
aud, untying it, shot the great crvature out, and then retired 
by the rear door. Left to itsclf, it moved rapidly forward, 
touching with its bifurealed tongue the glass front, the 
walls, everything as it went alonz, Yt then mounted one .f 
the two oak trees, and wound and twisted itself over every 
branch, resting its head every now and ugain upon one or 
other of them for a few seconds, and then moving on afresh. 
Afterward its huge companion was similarly brought into 
the cage, and shot out of itgsack, when it commenced to 
move along the gravelled floor, its glossy skin and its reticu- 
lated markings being shown olf to the greatest advantage as 
the sun shone down throvgh the skylight of the roof upon 
it, bringing out a purple sheen and # golden glint truly may- 
yellous as it slowly drew one fold over another of its massive 
body. The cage in which these two fine snakes are placed 
is larger than fhe other cages, which are usually twelve feet 
long. This really consisis of two compartments, and is 
uwenty-five feet from end to énd. The snuke was known to 
be of immense size, bul, as in the old small den it commonly 
lay coiled up in a blunket and was never seen fully extended, 
eyeryoue was astonished to find it stretch itself out to the 
full extent of its new habitation and still leave some portion 
of its tail to comeround, It is not an exaggeration, there- 
fore, to say that it is over twenty-six fect Jong. 

“In an adjoining cage are two fine West African 
pythons (Python sebe), obtaimed in 1879. One of these, 
shedding its skin, took a bathin the glass water-lank within 
its cage, and remained there, visible in an admirable degree. 
lis companion wandered about the grayelled fioor, equally 
yistbl.; and it may be well here to observe that none of the 
snakes will be covered up in blankets as heretofore, as the 
use of the blanket was simply for provision cf warmth, 
The necessary temperature is now perfectly provided for; 
the steam pipes are carried under the cages at a distance of 
about four feet below them; the bottoms of the cages are 
formed of slat slabs, and the hot air circulates in the inter- 
yal, and, thoroughly heat the slate floors, warms the whole 
interior of the cages to the degree desirable, generally about 
70° to 80° Fahrenheit, the temperature being occasionally 
elevated to 90°, when the snakes show a disposition to feed. 
Warmth accelerates their yoracity, and cold, on the con- 
trary, renders them torpid and indisposed for food. 

“Tater ou, the huge anaconda was brought into unother 
cage and gol out of its sack with some difficulty. It was 
partially shot out of the sack, tail foremost, and instantly 
commenced to work its way back again with tenacious per- 
sistency, At last, however, it was ¢ + nt. when it retired 
to the opposite end of the cage, and, pu...> ‘ts head up 
against the outside of the water tank, remained ave-lutely 
motionless. ‘The most exciting incident of the day’s Wur' 
was the transference of the great American alligator, a par- p) 
ticularly savage beast, at least nine feet in length. Its des- 
ination was the large central tank of the new house, where 
two other smaller alligators were already basking in the 
warm water with noses and eyes just aboyethe fluid surface. 
Having secured his long, vicious jaws with broad banus of 
stout webbing, he was captured in the canvas bag and 
brought into the new house, Of course he had to be got out 
of the bag, which was uot an easy operation, but to set the 
bandage olf his mouth was the most ticklish business of all. 
The first was simply to lift him and drag him out, No 
sooner was this done than the beast twisted itself over on its 
back with a suddenness and power completely startling. 
The mouth bands holding on, howeyer, the animal was lifted 
up bodily by half a dozen men, and put head foremost into 
the water, in which he splashed with yivor. The mouth 
bands were then cut with a knif, ‘and the monster, damaged 
only by afew scales knocked off and a sore nose, quivtly 
settled to the bottom of the pool and gaye no more anxiety to 
any one, Into the eastern coral pond the land and water 
tortoises were next put, and then a variety of snakes, some 
liarmless and some yenomous, were introduced into other 
cages, 
“The final operation was the transference of the two North 

American watér-vipers, very dangerous creatures, the bite of 
which is said to be fatal, Each h:d been captured in a 
wooden box, and so far were well secured, They had been 
driven by sticks from their former den by the side door into 
the Loxes easily enough, but not so easy was if to get them 
out of the boxcs again. This, however, was very cleverly 
accomplished. Thompsun entered the cage, and received 
the closed boxes'from nis companion outside, He placed 
them carefully oyer the water-pool in the cage, and then re- 
tired by the rear-door, through which he leaned over, opened 
the sliding lid of one box about six or seyen inches, tool 
the box up by the end, turned it over, und shot the snake 
out well to the front. Opening the box in similar manner, 
lie hooked the snake out by a forked wire, and then re- 
moved the box, closed the rear door, and all was suecess- 
fully accomplished. 

“Tndependently of the fine wall cages of which the large 
snakes are the occupants, there are humerous Movable cuses 
in front of the windowed side of the new building, in 
which the smaller snakes und lizards will be housed. In 
one of these are two small novel lizards, with remarkable 
spiney skins, from Africa: they appear to be ysry sprightly 
intelligent beings, passing most of their time in watching 
the flies which buzz about the outside of their cages. 

“The interior of the Reptile Court is rendered pleasant by 
flowers and foliage plants, and will undoubtedly be a popu- 
lar promenade. It will be opened to the public on Saturday, 
at noon, and the Bank Holiday folks haye a great treat 
before them on Monday.” 

Size or AuraGaTors.—Washington, D. C.—I have killed 
a large number of alligators, the longest of which that L was 
able to measure was 14ft., and Lam inclined to think that 
yery few are to be found of larger size. One friend, who 
had killed at least a thousand, wrote me that the largest he 
ever shot and measured was 161t. 2in. Jong. And another 
friend shot one which measured 17ft. 2in, I was with a 
friend who killed one which we judged to be oyer 20ft, long, 
by comparison with the boat we were in, but he sank before 
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we could get to him and measure him. A friend shot one 
with bird shot from a boat} he was a very large one, and 
turned upon the boat and struck it with bis tail with such. 
force as to start two of the planks, so that the party were 
glad to get away. Another friend went down to the bay 
shore to shoot snipe, and was wading in shallow water; 
seeing a large alligator on a log hetween himself and the 
shore, he gave it a charge ef small shot. The alligator 
jumped into the water and made for him, He retreated to 
é laree loz and got on the other side of it. The alligator 
pursued and swam around the end of the log, and kept him 
moving from one side of the log to the other, until le hailed 
a boat which took him off.—M. T, 

Rep Squirrets As Frere Desrroyers.—Yonkers, N. 
Y., Aug. 6.—Passing through an orchard yesterday after- 
noon L observed the ground under two seckel pear trees 
strewn with the stem ends of lurve quantities of the green 
fruit, eaten down to the seeds, and the latter extracted, 
Pour years ago I shot a red squirrel in one of these trees, 
alter watching him from behind a convenient apple tree for 
some time. He ran out on the slender limb, gnawed off the 
stem close to the apex of le pear, sat on his haunches, and 
in a few moments reached the seed yessel by a succession of 
rapid bites, dropping the pieces of pumice and the remainder 
of the fruit as soon as he secured the sceds, when he repeated 
the operation, LI have noticed the same thing every “peat 
year” since in this particular place, and the same two trees, 
and though I have seena great number of pear trees I haye 
never observed this depredation by syuirrels anywhere else, 
neither have I heard any cue else say that a like occulreuce 
had come under their observation. Is this manner of squir- 
rels procuring food unusual? —G. L. 8. [The incident noted 
is not an uncommon one, The squirrels feed on fruit seeds 
in this way wheneyer they can find it. A shotgun in the 
orchard is the best remedy for the trouble. | 

ARRIVALS AT THE CINCINNATI ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS UF TO Aue. 1, 
1688.—Purchased—One American white pelican (Pelecanws trachyr- 
hynchus), two gold pheasants (Thawinalea picta). Presented—One 
wildcat (Lynx rufus), one prairie wolf (Canis latrans), one woodehuek 
(Aretomys monaxr), one Buropean thrush (7'urdus masieus), three 
horned owls (Bubo virginianus), one Kennicobb’s chain suake (Oplii- 
bolus calligaster), three copperheads (Ancistrodon cuntorfrix), Re- 
ecived in exchange—Two brown bears (Ursis aretos), nine nonpaveils 
(Passerine eiris), four indige birds (P. cyanea). Hateched—Forty-six 
silver pheasants (Zuplocamus nycthemerus), nine gold pheasants 
(Thaumeleq. picta), four Amhert’s pheasants (7. amherstire), two 
Japanese pheasants (Phasianus versicolor). Bred—Three Shetland 
ponies (2. caballus), three fallow deer (Dan vulgaris), one red deer 
(Cervus elaphys), three raccoons (Procyon loter), nine wood-ducks 
(div sponsa), twelve wild geese (Bernicla canadensis), three silver 
pheasants (Zuplocamus nyctiemerus), two Ambert’s pheasants (Thaw. 
malea umherstice), five hybrid pheasants, between a female (Than- 
mela pict) and a half-bred male (7. amherstiew) and (7. picta).— 
FRANK J, THOMPSON, SUPT. 

REcENT ARRIVAUS AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZOOLOGICAL GarpEN.— 
Purchased—Twenty-three prairie dogs (Cynomes ludoviciaius), 
Presented—One raccoon (Procyon lotor), two muskrats (Fiber zib- 
ethicus), one brown capucin (Cebus fatuellus). one ring dove (Turher 
risorius), one great horned owl (Bubo virgininnns), two mocking 
birds (furdus polyyl thus). one rainbow snake (bastor erythrogram-— 
mus), one diamond rattlesnake (Crotalus adameanteix), one snapper 
terrapin (Chelydra serpentind), one water moveasin LAneistrodon prs- 
éivorus), and one alligator (Alligator inississippiensis), Eorn—Three 
pea fowl (Pauvo cristata), three Reeve’s pheasiints (Phasiahwts reevest), 
three Japanese pheasants (Phasianus versicolor), and six Cayngs 
ducks, 

Camp Lire Hlickerings. 

“That reminds me.” 

THE PRESIDENT STRIKES A FISH, 
Speciul dispatch to the Associated Presa 

{AMP CROSBY, on Dinwiddie Creek, via Fort Washkie, 
/ Wyo., Aug. 11, 2:30 P. M.—President Arthur and 

Senator Vest have jast begun their fishing efforts. Senator 
Vest has scored the greatest number of fish to date, 

9-45 P. M.—The President las just struck a fish and is 
now playing it for all it’s worth. ‘Thought to be a fifteen- 
pounder. \ 

Specials to Morest and Stream, 

LoursvinLe, Ky., Aug. 11, 4 P. M.—The intelligence that 
the President had struck a fish at 2:45 o'clock to-day created 
a profound sensation in all circles in this. city, Nothing like 
it since Billy Patterson was struck. Pools are selling briskly 
on the fish, 

Cureaao, Il,, Aug. 11, 3:26 P. M.—Foutunately the teli- 
sraphic announcement that the President had struck u fish 
in Dinwiddie Creek, Wyo., at 2:45 to-day was not made 
public in this city until after the closing of the Stock Ex- 
change, hence the price of grain was nol affected. The ex- 
citement is intense. 
Bosron, Mass,, Aug. 11, 4 P. M.—The intelligence that 

the President had struck a fish at 2:45 this ufternoon has 
caused a panic in the codfish market, The public is await- 
ing with bated breath the result of the contest. 
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Aug. 11, 8:44 P. M.—Dispatch an- 

nouncing the President's strike in Dinwiddie Creek, Wyo., 
at 2:45 P. M., received with wildest enthusiasm, The pub- 
lie offices al once suspended business; the people are flock- 
ing fo Independence Hall. Nothing like it since the Cen- 
tennial, 

Cuarneston, 8. C,, Aug. 11, 5 P, M.—The news of the 
President’s strike at 2:45 to-day was received with general 
satisfaction. The incident is thought to have no political 
significance. 

To the Associated Press, 

Camp Crospy, on Dinwiddie Creek, Wyo., Aug. i1, 2:55 
P, M.—tThe President has just bronglit the fish to gait, W, 
measured 5£in. 

Specials to Forest and Streant, 

Curcaco, Aug, 11, 4:15 P, M.—The city is full of rejoic- 
ing; grand illumination to-night in honor of President 
Arthur. 
Loursyiti#, Aug. 11,4:20 P. M.—Public confidence re- 

stored. The Cowrier-Journalis issuing an extra every ten 
minutes, 

PHIUADELPHIA, Aug. 11, 430 P. M.—l'he police have 
called upon the Fire. Department to quench the enthusiasm 
over the Presidential victory. 

Boston, Aug, 11, 4:29 P. M.—Codfish firm again, In- 
tense anxivty to know whether the fish took the fly with its 
tail. General disappointment over the size of the fish, 

Sr. Lovis, Mo., Aug, 11, 5 P. M.—The riot las heen 
quelled. though much apprehension still prevails. Jf the 
resident strikes another fish within twenty-four hours it is 

thought that the mob will fire the city. The Governor has 
ordered the militia to be held in reserve, 
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iy ruts Ciry.—The strike in this city was the topic of 
excited conyersation on the street, in the hotels, and on the 
bridge. ‘The Herald issued an extra, with one of its Egyp- 
tian war maps, showing the respective locations of the 
President, the fish and Mr. Vest. The Tritwne building 
was mobbed by an excited throng of laborers, seemingly 
under the impression that the President had joined the 
Brotherhood of Télegraphers; a nozzle was turned on from 
the tower, which dispersed the mob. The Sw7 strongly 
condemned the act, and in a donbleleaded editorial said 
that the President should strike something richer than a 
jyout or else go back to Washington. The Hveiing Post 
thouglit that the strike might have an inimical effect upon 
our Heyptian relations. The World refused to eredit the 
report, expressing the opinion that it was a canard gotten 
up for stock-jobbing purposes, The Commercial Advertiser 
called for a special meeting of Congress, but the Times, in a 
three-colamm editorial, ridiculed this proposition, saying that 
the hour demanded actions, not words, and urging that the 
Nuyy le directed to sail up Dinwiddie Creek. Puch issued 
a cartoon exposing the political bearing of the event and 
slurring the London Punch, All the daily papers sent 
representatives ‘to the Forrest anp STrRwAmM office for 
information aboul the Wyoming trout, and an opinion 
ss to the probable result of the tussle. After the news 
of the capture a salute was being fired from the war 
ships in the harbor, when a report was received that 
the President had fallen into Dinwiddie Creek; the con- 
tradiction came just in time to prevent a general panic. 
When the news of the President's success was received the 
whole cily repaired to Coney Island, where the wildest rey- 
elry prevailed until the dawn of the following morning. 

LATER. 
JAwBonn, Aug, 12,—A runner has just come in who re- 

ports that the supposed trout is only a mud-turtle. Public 
opinion is divided on the subject. 

Sairasonzan Inerrrutvion, Aug. 18.—T7o Forest and 
Stream: We haye been unable to decide whether it was a 
Culochilus piscrinctum or a Spondulucoceps eramlupalay which 
the President caught. Both species abound in that locality 
but the descriptions are too meagre to decide. No 1chithy- 
ologist is with the party, but a professor and sixteen students 
have left for the scene of operations. 

Game Bag and Guy. 
——_ 

GAME RESORTS.—We are always glad to receive for pub- 
lication such notes of desirable game resorts as may be of help 
to the reader's of FoREst AND STREAM. Wull not owr corre- 
spondents favor us with such advice? 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dvessed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. r 

THE OUTLOOK IN KENTUCKY. 

POHE Formst AnD SrReAM’s emergence from the age of 
bodies and knee-breeches to the dignified period of 

trousers and coats with sure-enough pockets, together with 
the eoincident drowning of an exemplary church member, 
“as the world wags,” while destroying fish with dynamite 
in the best bass stream of Central Kentucky, is suggestive of 
the caption, and offers a text for a little sermoniztug on 
times and customs demanding the incisive stylc of a veteran 
“Nessmuk.”’ 

If I haye a mission, it is wrestling with a hoe-handle 
rather than a pencil, and sermonizing would bean absurd at- 
tempt. The indifference and silence of Kentucky sportsmen 
who owe it to their game Jaw, the guild and themselves to 
scathingly anathematize the vandalism which steadily de- 
pletes what even partial protection would soon develop into 
rich game supplies, induce this wail and remonstrance. 

Local papers announced the death by drowning, while fish- 
ing, of the unfortunate gentleman, well known to most of 
their readers, and scintillated with that obituary fulsome- 
ness of detailed excellencies and tearful condolences with 
bereft relatives and friends which even the admirers of a 
Coal Oil Johuny have come to expect from a paid-up sul- 
scription. ‘The obituary services and large concourse which 
attended the burial attest the esteem in which the unfortnu- 
nate was popularly held, and insured silence from the press 
as to the “way of transgressors.” But that one organ in- 
veniously wove into its “tribute” the mode of fis.ing, with- 
out comiment, its Ulegitimaey would not haye publicly 
transpired, Policy isa trump, aye, the biggest in the pack. 

Thirty, even twenty years ago, scores ot deer were killed 
annuilly in this county, and the abundance of turkeys and 
amaller game were rarely noticed by the old hunters, I 
know one old veteran whose winter's score was once as high 
as forty, and there were others as successful ashe. A class- 
mate at the town academy paida term’s tuition and hoard 
willl a scason’s sale of pelts and hams, when the largest 
tanned buckskin sold for $1.25, and a saddle of venison for 
less, The dogs occasionally brought a deer within sight of 
town, and a few inches of snow insured sled-loads of veni- 
son from the surrounding country. A mail-bag full of 
large buffalo catfish und redhorse was often brought to 
market on horseback by a suecessful trapper Gor netier, and 
retailed at 1 to 5 cents per pound. #requently, fish so large 
that they were taken to the town spring, dressed and sold in 
cuts to suit purchasers, the same as beef. ‘‘Whata change, 
my countrymen!” Now a doe or two and fawns are found 
here and there, turkeys at long distances, and partridges 
and squirrels are the principal game where deer, buar and 
turkeys were common twenty and thirty years since. The 
big fish are so rare that one of ten pounds is a whale. These 
fucts are partly referable to the extension of clearings and 
“settlements,” but mainly due to that irresistible trout-hog- 
impulse to bag everything which is not under the protection 
of individual ownership. A journey of twenty to thirty 
miles is required to reach grounds where deer are to be 
found in numbers, but the residents regard the visits of 
strangers as cncroacliments. and if employed to drive, that 
party possibly gets a taste of yenison in camp. / 

Nearly ten years ago a clamor for game protection pre- 
vailed to the extent of a practically ihoperative law, from 
tbe application of waich many aspiring Solons (*) had their 
counties exempted. ; 
Where enforced, as far as was possible, by the few whose 

temerity led them to praye the probable’ bushwhacking of 
prosecuted violaters, the benefits were so apparent after two 
ycurs that a hope was fostered that the streams would soon 
bound with fish, and small game increase till. good shooting 

would no longer be local. But the retrograde was inevi- 
table. Quail nets were carried about without effort at con- 
cealment, seines and trammel nets procured, and even 
private ponds drawn at night by young and middle-ayed men 
of wealth, culture and official positions, who would indig- 
nantly resent as prossest insults eyen insinuations of infruc- 
tions of conyentional proprieties, insignificant in comparison 
with such reckless and defiant violation of a statutory law. 
The law was sov’amended as to make it a duty of grand 
juries to ascertain and indict violaters, but never 4a case 
made out yet. I know men—fair wing-shots and skillful 
anglers—in whom the trout-hog principle prevails to 
such extent that to swell a bag or creel they will not hesitate 
to pot a bevy on the ground, or resort to trap, net, spear or 
dynamite, On the other hand I kuow some who would 
spain a bird not shot on the wing, or a fish not taken with 
rod and line, 
By the way, isn’t the trout-hog elementdominant in most 

of us?) How many of us who don’t rush for front seats in 
the purquei,can conscientiously declare we quit shooting from 
disinclination to make a larger bag, or reeled up line and 
quit fishing before the bait gave out if the fish were biting 
freely? I cry peceawi. I confess that [ was never surfeited. 
In season 1 think my gun my favorite; again I know (?) 
that my rods and reels are® However, my bags of game 
and strings of fish have never been so immense that I could 
not conveniently and cheerfully distribute the surplus among 
relatives and friends. Forty or fifty quails, and as many 
pounds of fish are my outside figures. Please add paren- 
thetically for me that I’m not thanking God that I’m not 
like other men. I tell my boys that good precepts are proper 
teaching; do as I tell you, not as you see me do, 

Sportsmen (7?) who are counted good, if not exemplary 
citizens, reputable, respected, some of accomplishments and 
wealth which render them conspicuous, violale the game 
laws through a spirit of reckless, unadulterated cussedness, 
evincing a moral deficiency approximating that which shud- 
ders in contemplation of petty larceny, forgery, or ordinary 
swindling, hut regards as pardonable the robbery of a cor- 
poration. 

Our game law is yirtually a dead letter. Where it applies 
game is wantonly slaughtered illegally in and ont of season, 
and fish are caught by forbidden processes. From trap, 
seine and fish-berries we haye progressed to the successful 
use of dynamite cartridges, ee from snare, net and rifle we 
have advanced to the dog and breech-loading shotgun in 
potting the birds. 
Whence can we hope for «remedy? If the press is to be 

credited the average legislator is an ass who strives to please 
all his constituents asa bid for continuance in officé, and 
the average sportsman (?) is 4 murderer of the auriferous 
goose. 

Too few of our papers are outspoken in condemnation of 
crying evils; there are some most admirable exceptions, but 
of only local influence, and unless, under the training of 
KouEsT AND STREAM, clubs are raised, laws enacted, game 
wardens employed and violations punished, and punished 
severely, sport in Kentucky will soon be one of the traditions, 
Had I essayed @ sermon, a dozen heads are suggested and the 
subdivisions so numerous that a brief elaboration of each 
would furnish copy of frightful yolume. Continue the good 
work of prodding the “#thargie aud flaying malefactors, 
Your unguali#°" Cundemnation of imposlors and imposi- 
tions, ir .vidually and collectively, and your Zealous main- 
terauce of right and advocacy ofthe best should cause your 

| paper to grow in grace with its thousands of readers, and 
redound te the glory of its staff in effecting the propagation 
and protection of game, which would insure an early sup- 
ply commensurate with the rapidly increasing numbers of 
gentlemen sportsmen. 

Let us drink Rip’s toast standing. 
Aveusr 4, 1883. 

YELLOWSTONE PARK PRICES. 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
T saw in your last issue the article on the prices published 

by the Yellowstone Hotel Company, and having just re- 
turned from a monthi’s yisit to the Park (it being my third 
trip) with a party of friends, I give you below some idea of 
the expenses incurred by our party, and also send a card of 
the guides with whom I have made all three trips, The 
first one was up Yellowstone Valley to Park, the second up 
the West Gallatin to Park, and this time up the Yellowstone 
to Park, and from Tower Falls up East Fork to Hoodoo 
Mountain and back again to Mammoth Springs, and I be- 
lieve that through their puidance I have scen all of the lead- 
ing points of that most wonderful country. 
Our party consisted of the following gentlemen: Dr, 

W. H. 1. King, Jos. T, King, John Chambers, D. C. Me- 
Goy, all of Jacksonville, IL, Mark Kahn, Mattoon, IIl., and 
myself. 

KENTUCKIAN: 

{ Six saddle horses..--,,. ....- fi 60 $9 00 
SE ea Ob Bam i= 1 00 6 00 

We paid per day...... 4+ One guide and horse -f Bt .., 6 60 4 50 

One packer & horse zi bat os 2.50 2 50 

B24 00 
Dey bap 20 (eee See ee eee tee ear oo 

$24 00 

The guides fnrnished an abundance of everything 
in the way of tents, blankets, and cooking utensils, 
ete., ete,, and we provided nothing but the grub. Our 
bill for the same amounted to $86.00 for the trip, and if 
there wis anything- left out in that line if was not 
discovered, as surely some one of us would haye men- 
tioned it. We provided nothing except for our own 
personal wants and comfort, such as gum coats and 
gum blankets, guns, rods, ete., etc., and we had abundant 
use for the latter, as the streams are literally-alive with 
trout, one of the party catching 47 1bs, in two and u half 
hours, some weighing as much as three pounds. T am cer- 
tain that no hotel could persuade me from such meals as we 
had during our trip. : 

‘A pack outfit is decidedly the most pleasant and independ- 
ent way to trayel through that cotintry, as you are then 
not confined to roads or trails, but are free to go many 
direction. Ihave heretofore started from Bozeman, believ- 
ing 1 conld outfit better there, haying larger stocks of pro- 
visions to select from, but now that ihe railroad is, or soon 
will be, done to Gardiner, you could ship the provisions 

from Bozeman or Livingston, and have the packers meet you 

at Gardiner, the terminus of railroad, and take the saddle 

from that point. Shouldany one forget to provide anything 

in the fishing or hunting line, they will find everything de- 
sirable in that way at Walter Cooper's armory in Bozeman, 

To sum up a party of six with same outfit: 
a HORsER guides, 4 ae plete etc., 0 days, G 24,00, .. hate 

wither ey 

Total for party 25. -- RRO WO 
Total for each one (trip),. Dh, 83 
Total for each one (eet day)... ats Se 

Making. as you see, about $4.50 per day, for everything 

0. 
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Aug. 3, 1883. 

PRAIRIE CHICKEN GROUNDS. 

iv your correspondent “‘G, H, T.” will go a little further 
than Towa; just rum on to Yankton, Dak., and thence to 

Choteau Creek, about seventy miles further up the Mis- 
souri, and ask for Frank Trumbo, he will probably be put 
on the track of as tine prairie-chicken shooting as the West- 
ern States can afford. 
Trumbo owns a nice farm and cattle ranch on the herder 

of the Yankton Sioux reservation, and I know whereof T 
speak when I say that more chickens can be found along the 
verdant vales and on the hillside of that fertile section than 
in any part of the West ever hunted oyer by me. Jn the 
summer (August 18) of °79, Frank and [ started from his: 
rauch to go overto the agency, about fifteen miles, and tak- 
ing our gunsand dogs with us, we drove over the most. 
direct route, only stopping to shoot when the dogs pointed tp 
covey, not haying time to trouble with scattered birds, and 
we shot none but flying birds, and when on reaching the 
avency we counted our game, wé found that we had bared 
fifty-two, reaching our destination about 12 o'clock M, Wa 
must have flushed as many as twenty full coveys, Leaving 
Dakota soon thereafter, I have not since had the pleasure of 
such shooting. By writing to Frank Trnombo, Choteau 
Crevck P. O., Dak. Ter., you can soon ascertain whether the 
game is still plenty. A.W. R, 

If “G. H. T.,” of Philadelphia, wiil write to me, I oun 
give him the information he wants in regard fo prairie 
chicken shooting. Plenty of young birds here, but are 
rather late. Mallards and teal ducks hatched well, and are 
numerous in the ponds and sloughs. H, A. Onocr, 
LATIMER, lows, Aug. 8, 

[See also note in another column from Storm Lake, Ia. ] 

Towa.—Storm Lake, Aug. 8.—Prairie chickens sire soing 
to be plenty here this year; which cannot lye said for We hwo 
preceding years, Quail are in pretty fair numbers, but for 
some reason do not stand well todogs. Ducks and geese 
will be plenty this fall, as they always are here, 1 have 
noticed the young of the wood-duck, the mallard, lilue- 
winged teal and cont, nearly all of which were fledyed and 
good flyers. There are four or five species of the tern fam. 
ily on the lake, among which | haye recognized the common 
and black terns. The upland ployer is very jilenty here, and 
by walking over the siubble or meadows a pretty fair bag way 
be obtained. The bald eagle may be seen here occasionally, 
and white owls in winter. The song of the meadow lark is 
very different here from what it isin the Bast, making mu 
think that itis a very different variety.—Scnoonnoy. 

Sibley, Osceola Co,, la—The sportsmen of this section 
have founded'a branch of the State Sportsmen's Association, 
under the name of the Osceola County Sportsmen's Associa- 
tion; the secretary is Morris Wygant, We are happy to 
state that since its foundation no illegal shooting has taken 
place, and this in a section of the country where heretotore 
the game laws were a dead letter. Game prospects are 200d, 
prairie chicken will be nearly full grown by the Toth, and 
an unusual number of ducks and geese have bred in (he 
small sloughs and lakes hereabout.— VERAX. 

Tue “Century” Exarayines.—Miitor Forest and Strewnis 
T agree entirely with ‘‘S.” in saying, in his note on ‘The 
Century Iustrations,” in your issue of Aug, 4: ‘Neither 
of the birds shown on page 485 has the penuibe quail (termed 
by Mayer partridge) presence, ete.” Let “3.” clewn his 
glasses and read agnin the legend under the eneraying., Wt 
is as follows: ‘‘Partridges (Perdix cinerea) Male and Female.” 
Perdia cinerea, 28 all know, is the common European gray 
partridge, which affords snch sport on the preseryes of 
England. The illustration represents them with rentark- 
able fidelity, as any one will testify who has seen these birds; 
and this drawing of them is one of (he yery best of that ex- 
cellent artist, Mr, James C. Beard, TH “8.” will look on 
page 487 of the number of the Century to which he refers, 
he will see the insignificant, yulgartooking “quail,” on which 
our noble Bob White is looking with supveme /imutewr, dis- 
claiming all relationship;with the “polygamous, pugnacious,, 
selfish little Arab,” as Mayer well calls him, “Tt belies both 
the appearance and character of Bob White to call him 
after such a mean-looking, disreputable bitd as the Enropean 
quail.”"—T, 

Win Ricr.—Janesville, Wis., Aug. 7.—/diter Fovest and 
Stream: 1 notice several of your correspondents haye eom- 
plained that wild rice they had planted had failed to prow. 
From my own experience I believe that the failure to grow 
was because the rice had been gathered too long hefore il 
was planted, aud had become too dry. The tendency of the 
seed is to crack when it becomes very dry, and of course, it 
then becomes worthless. Ishall levye soon for the wild rice 
fields of Minnegota, where I shall personally superintenc the 
gathering of this year’s crop. Please say to your readers, 
that if they will send me their wild rice orders for 188%, im- 
mediately, I will fill them direct from the fields, so thut they 
ean plant within a few days of the time the seedis gathered , 
and thus insure success, Letters addressed here will ve 
promptly forwarded to me.—RicHaRD VALENTINE, 

Tpano Bra Game—Boise City, Idaho, Aug. 6.—Upon the 
South Boise isa famous place for hunting and fishing, I 
have had my experience with an engincer corps sent up 
there. I could direct any hunting or fishing excursions 10 
come out here for game. Come to Shoshone by rail on the 
Oregon Short Line, thence by stage to Boise, and from here 
go by private conveyanee.—J M. H. 

Vrrmont.—Highgate, Aug, 10,—The game prospects 
are good in this vicinity. Ruffed grouse and woodeock ure 
breeding in fair numbers, und at the Missisquoi marshes, 
Jarge numbers of young ducks are being daily seen by the 
fishermen. —SvansTEAD: §.—Allow me to add my mite 
to the generous praise receiving and justly deserved from your 
correspondents and admirers,—S. 
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Suone Brevs anp Rarw.—Philadelphia, August 11.— 
Good flocks of hrown-backs, short-billed curlew and some 
Hlack-breast plover passed down the New Jersey coast dur- 
ing the past week. When the wind came from the south 
and southwest, the birds hugged the bay side of the beaches 
i their fight, and made good shooting at some points. Pew 
pirds stopped north of Litle Ege Harbor. Most of the 
ight went right on, aud by this time will be found at Sin- 

uepuxent Sound, where fine shooting can be had for all the 
varieties, Some shore-bird shooting will be had, however, 
ut Townsend’s Inlet, ynd the Schrieber boys, who started for 
flat pointa few days azo, will just hit it. It may be strange 
to learn it, but during the nivht of August 9, rail birds were 
jiward passing over the city. This is early for a flight of 
these birds, bnt it is nevertheless so, They were distinctly 
heard by your correspondent for atleast an hour abont 10 
P. 1 he wind was easterly al the lime. When the sea- 
son opens Sept. 1, rail shooters will find birds, if the tide 
allows it, 4s more fhan a usual number haye bred with us 
this year.—Homo, 

‘ 

; 

Nuw Jarsny.—Toms River, August 8,—The shooting is 
as yet ouly fair, or hardly that. ‘There are no good wood- 
cock erounds in this vicinity, and although out nearly every 
day, I only sinw about halt a dozen birds, Doves are quite 
plenty in the rye fields and make fair sport. The shore birds 
(Jack curlew, yellow-legs, ete.) are just coming. I killed a 
fey this morning. With the next moon we expects flight. 
T have heen down as far as Ege Harbor, sixty miles below 
here, and found plenty of gunners but no birds. The pros- 
peets for the full are excellent, as the ‘‘oldest” inhabitant 
‘never heerd so many quail a-hollerin',” and I myself heve 
fluslied 4 00d miny grouse and know of Lhree nice broods 
geting ready for the autumn campaign.—Escoreva. 

Tavr-Hinpen Sroormne,—Hditor Forest wad Stream: The 
fact of the Case, is ii appears to me, is that the left eye is 
strongest when the near object is to the right of the line of 
sight of the obseryer, and fire versa, Although that is true 
for my eyes, still I find that I could not possibly fire from 
the ickt shoulder with both eyes open, and the only way I 
cain account for this is that, as a youngster, 2 person closes 
gue éye whilt firing and consequently gets out of the way of 
using that eye, and when in after years he comes to fire with 
both eyes open he tinds that he might as well leave one shut, 
fis he cannot se¢ out of il,—J. L. W. (Cobourg, Ont.), 

Woopbsock uy Micnigan.—Monroe, Mich., August 6,— 
Woodcock shooting, which opened here on the first of the 
mouth, is almost a failure. Birds are exceedingly scarce, 
tither on gecount of the cold, bleak breeding season, or 
from other eauses, IT expect to leave here the latter part of 
jhe month for the royal sport of grouse shooting in Minne- 
gota, sud Lope to give the sage hen and blue grouse of the 
Rockies a turn before I retrace my steps eastward.—Joun 
DAyVIDSON. 

Corren GrounpDs FoR Gamp.—To preserve birds fresh 
employ the following method: Procure-ata hotel a quan- 
tity of coffee grounds; or buy cheap coffee and make the 
grounds yourself. Draw the birds and stuff them with 
froun gyass; cover bottom of box with a layer of coffee 
prounds; then pack a layer of birds; over these another layer 
of rounds; and so on until the box is full. The grounds 
should be perfectly dry, 

Suurnmny Game.—New Orleans, Aug. 8.—My business 
has taken mé over portions of Louisiana, Mississippi and 
Alalama, and on every hand I was informed that large num- 
bers of quail haye been hatched. Saw some coveys full 
erown, Turkeys are also reported in numbers, and the fall 
dnd winter sport will be good.—E. Opgenr. 

Woopcock Tt ONTARIO.—London, Ont., August.—No- 
bouy in our section of Ottawa his made anything of a bag 
us yet, four birds being the highest yet reported. The 
round has heen so saturated with rain that the young birds 
haye not only been drowneil ont, but the eggs in the aests 
huye been left to take care of themselves. 

OPEN SEASONS FOR FISH AND GAME, 

REVISED TO AUGUST, 1883. 

General Provisions. 

11 IS UNLAWFUL; To kill, have in possession, transport 
or sell game birds, animals and fish, save only in the 

ypen season for each given below; to net or snare game 
Lirds or animals; to take or kill game fishes by any other 
means than angling; to shoot waterfowl at night, or with 
any other than shoulder-guns; to hunt rabbits with ferrets;' 
to enter inclosed land for shooting without consent of 
owner; to Kill except for scientific purpose insectivorous or 
song birds at Wny time, or to rob nests of wild hirds (except 
birds of prey). 

Laws forbidding export of game obtain in Colorado, Con- 
aeeticut, Dakota, Deliware, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Missouri, Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, Wisconsin, 
Ontario, Wyoming,  Discriminutions against non-residents 
obtain in Delaware, Lowa, Missouri, New Brunswick, New 
Jersey, North Carolina, Nova Scotia, Quebec, Tennessee. 

The dates mark the beginning and end of the period dur- 
ing which it is lawful to kill game. 

Alabama. 
Quail, Sept, 15-March 15; wildfowl, Oct. 20-May 1; deer, 

Oct. 20-Feb. 14; doves, Aug. 1-April 1. 
Law applies ta counties of Mobile, Monroe, Baldwin, Mar- 

engo, Lowndes, Hale, Dallas, Montgomery, Green, Wilcox, 
‘Talladega, Pickens, Bibb, Autauga, Wildfowl law applies 
only to Mobile aud Baldwin counties; night shooting, float, 
siieale boat, hox and battery forbidden, 

California. 
Raied grouse, Oct, 1-Mareh 1; quail and rail, Oct. 1-March 

1; wildfowl Sept. 15-March 15; deer, July 1-Noy. 1; doves, 
June 1-Jan. 1; curlew, protected; speckled trout, April 1- 
ha 3 salmon, Sept, 1—Aug, 1; lake (salmon) trout, April 1- 

ov, 1, 
Deer law applies to males; forbidden to kill females. Elk, 

Antelope, mountain sheep, protected at alltimes. Forbidden 
to take speckled trout of less than six inches in length, 

Colorado. 
Kutfed grouse, Oct. 1-Noy, 1; quail and wild turkey, pro- 

tected at all times; pinnated grouse, Oct. 1-Noy. 1; deer, 
antelope, elk, mountain sheep, bulfalo and bison, Sept. 1-Jan. 

1; sharptail grouse, Sept. 1/-March 15; doves and plover, 
protected. 
Game may be killed only for immediate use as food. HExpor- 

tation for speculative purposes forbidden. 

Connecticut. 
_ Ruffed grouse, quail and woodeock, Oct, nan, 1; wildfow! 
Sept. 1-May 1; rail, Sept. 12-Jan, 1 (in New Haven, Fairtielc 
oe Lael ele counties, Aug. 20-Jan, 1); speckled trout, April 
-July 1. 
Game exportation forbidden. Wildfovwl mney be shot only 

with gun “such as is commonly raised at arm's length;” shoot- 
ing from sailing orsteam vessel, or sink-box, on feeding ground, 
forbidden. Unlawful to net pike, pickerel. black bass, masca- 
longe. Local tish laws govern certain waters. 

Dakota. 
Ruffed grouse, quail and pinnated grouse, Aug, 15-Jan. 1; 

deer, Sept. 1-Jan. 1; curlew, Aug. 15-Jan. 1; ployer, Aug, 15- 
Jan. 1; snipe, Aug. 15-Jan. 1; antelope, elk, mountain sheep, 
Sept. 1-Jan. 1, 

Hunting on lands without first obtaining owner's consent, for- 
bidden. Deer law applies Union, Clay and Lincoln counties 
only. Unlawful ‘'to kill and leaye lying on the prairies any 
pet or parts of buffalo, elk, deer, antelope, mountain sheep.” 

rafiic in game birds forbidden, except that prairie chicken, 
grouse, snipe, plover, curlew can besold, Aug. 15 to Dee. 
41, for consumption of food within Territory. 

Delaware. 
Rufted grouse and quail, Noy. 15-Jan. 15; woodcock, New 

Castle county, Noy. 15-Jan. 1; Kent and Sussex counties, Nov. 
1)-Jan 15; rail, Sept 1-July 1; rabbit (hare), Noy. 15-Jan. 15; 
reedbird, Sept. 1-July 1. 
Ruffed grouse, quail, rabbit in New Castle county, Noy. 14 

to Jan. 1, Birds and rabbits may be killed by person on his 
own land at any time. Entrance uponland for shooting with- 
out owner's consent, forbidden, Non-residents must become 
members of the Delaware Game Protective Association, fee, 
$5 tirst year, $2 per year thereafter. Secretary, Geo. Church- 
tnan, Wilmington, Del. Gaime exportation forbidden, 

District of Columbia. 
Ruffed grouse, Aug. 1-Feb. 1; quail, Nov. |-Feb. 1; wild- 

towl, Sept. 1-April 1; pinnated grouse, Sept. 1-Feb. 1; deer, 
Aug. 15-Jan. 1; snipe, Sept. 1-May 1; ployer, Sept. 1-May 1; 
reedbird, Sept. i-Feb, 1. 
Dulawtul to kill wildfowl at night, or with *‘any other than 

such gun as is habitually raised at arm’s length and fired from 
the shoulder.” é 

Georgia. 
Quail, wild turkey and deer, April 1-Oct. 1. 
No general law; local statutes in about thirty counties. 

Law quoted applies to Thomas county and most of the others, 

Idaho. 
Rufied grouse, quail and wildfowl, Sept, 1-April 15; pin- 

nated and sharp-tail grouse, Aug. 1-March 1; deer and buffalo, 
Aug, 1-March 1; mountain goat, mountain sheep, elk, ante- 
lope, Aug. 1-March 1. 

jidfowl and prairie chicken laws apply to Ada county 
only, : 

INinois, 
Ruffed grouse and quail, Oct. 1-Jan. 1; woodcock, July +- 

Jan. 1; wildfowl, Aug. 15-May 1; pimnated grouse, Aug. 15- 
Dec. 1; deer, Sept, 1-Jan. 15; wall-eyed pike, June 1-March 1, 
Unlawful to shoot wildfowl at night. 

. Indiana. 
Ruffed grouse aid quail, Oct. 15-Dee, 20; woodeock, July 

(Jan. 1; wildfowl, Sept. April 15; pinnated grouse, Sept. 1- 
Feb. 1; wild turkey, Noy. 1-Feb. 1; deer, Oct. 1-Jan. 1. 
BExportation of deer, ‘quail, pheasant, wild duck, grouse, 

prairie chicken or woodcock,” forbidden, 
lowa. 

Ruffed grouse, quail and wild turkey, Oct. l-Jan. 1; wood- 
cock, July 10-Jan. 1; wildfowl, Aug, 15-May 1; pinnated 
grouse, Aug. 1-Dee, 1; deer and elk, Sept. 1-Jan. 1; speckled 
trout, Feb. 1-Noy. 1; wall-eyed pike, June 1-March 1; salmon, 
Feb. 1-Noy. 1; black bass, June 1-March 1. 
Unlawful to kill for traffic prairie chicken, woodcock, quail, 

ruffed grouse, pheasant; or for one person to kill in one day 
more than twenty-five of either kind of birds named. Ex- 
portation of gameforbidden. Game birds (twelve of any one 
kind) may he enippes to persons within the State, provided 
shipper makes affidayit that said birds haye been lawfully 
killed and are not shipped for sale or profit. Wildfowl may 
be killed only with guh, “such asis commonly shot from the 
shoulder.” 

Kentucky. 
Ruifed grouse and quail, Oct, 1-March 1; woodcock, June 

1-Jan. 1; wildfowl, Sept 15-May 1; wild turkey, Sept. 1-Feb. 
1; deer, Sept. 1-March 1. \ 
Law applies to certain counties only. 

Kansas. 
Quail, Noy, 1-Jan, 1; pinnated grouse, Sept. 1-Jan. 1. 

Louisiana. 
Ruffed grouse and quail, Oct. 1-April 1; wild turkey, Oct. 1- 

April 15; deer, Oct. 1-March 1. 

Maine. 
Moose, deer and caribou, Oct. 1-Jan, 1 (forbidden to hunt 

with dogs), unlawful for one person to take more than one 
moose, two caribou and three deer in one season); mink, 
beaver, sable, otter, fisher, muskrat, Oct. 15-May 1; wood- 
duck, dusky, black or other sea duck, Sept. 1-May 1; ruffed 

ouse (partridge), woodcock, Sept. 1-Dec. 1; pinnated grouse. 
Sept. I-Jan. 1; plenets Aug. l-May 1. Woodcock and ruffe 
grouse may be killed only for consumption within the State, 
Sunday shooting forbidden. Salmon, July 15-Sept. 15; smelts, 
April 1-Oct. 1; land-locked salmon, trout, togue, May 1-Oct. 1; 
black bass, Oswego bass, white perch, July 1-April 1. 
Wildfowl law does not apply to seacoast. Angling for 

salmon within one hundred yards of fishway, daya or ni 
race, forbidden. Season for landlocked salmon, trout, togue, 
in St. Croix River and tributaries, and all waters in Kennebec 
county, May 1 to Sapt, 15. During months of February. 
March and April it is lawful for citizens to take land-lockéd 
salmon, trout, togue, ‘and convey the same to their homes, 
but not otherwise.” Unlawful to take land-locked salmon 
less than $in. in length, or trout less than 5in.; or take, trans- 
port or have in possession for transportation more than tity 
pounds of Jand-locked salmon or trout, or both. Unlawful to 
take these fish in Kennebago, Moll chunkamunk, Cupsuptic, 
Movoseluemaguntic atid Welokennebacook Lakes and tribu- 
taries, between Feb. 1 and May 1; unlawful in said waters to 
use spawn bait in September. Unlawful to take trout or 
Jand-locked salmon in the Rangeley stream, between the 
mouth of Kennehago stream and Howard's dam, from July 1 
to May 1, or at the South Bog stream from July 1 to May 
or in the Bemis stream from duly 1 to May 1, or in the Cup- 
suptic stream from July 1to May 1, or in the Kennebago 
stream between the foot of the first falls, near its junction 
with the Rangeley stream and the upper falls at the outlet of 
Kennebago Lake, from Sept. 1to May 1. The Commissioners 
of Fisheries and Game are: E. M. Stilwell, Bangor; H: O, 
Stanley, Dixfield. é 

Manitoba. 
Deer, elk, moose, reindeer, caribou, hare, rabbit, Oct, 1- 

Jan, 1; grouse, partridge, prairie chicken, pheasant, Sept. 1- 

Jan. 1; woodcock, plover, snipe, Aug. 1-March 15; wildfow], 
Sept. May 1; otter, fisher, beaver, muskrat, sable, Oct. 1- 
May 1; mink, marten, pekan, Noy. 1-Apvril 14. 
Exportation of game forbidden; consent of land-awner 

required hefore entering premises for hunting. To collect 
birds, etc., for scientific purposes, certificate must he obtained 
from Minister of Agriculture. 

Maryland. 
Ruffed grouse, Aug. 15-Jan. 1; quail, Noy. 1-Dee. 24; wooti- 

cock, June 15-Feb. 1; wildfowl, Noy, 1-March 31; rabbit (hare) 
Oct. 15-Jan. 15, 

Seasons given are those of Statelaw. Local open seasons in 
several counties are as follows. Alleghany: deer Aug. 1 to 
Jan. 1, pheasant (= ruffed grouse) Sept. 1 to Jan. 1, partridge 
= quail) Oct. 15 to Jan. 1, woodeock June 15 to Feb. 1, robin 
arch 1 to April 1, wild turkey and rabbit Oct. 15 to Jan, 1. 

Anne Arundel; rabbit Oct. 1 to Feb. 1, pheasant Oct. 15 to 
Jan. 1, partridge Oct. 19 to Dec. 20, ortolan sora, railbird Sept. 
5 to Noy. 1. Baltimore: deer Sept. 1 to Jan. 1, partridge Noy. 1 
to Jan, 1, woodcock June 15 to Feb. 1, pheasant Sept. 1 to Jan, 
1, rabbit Noy. 1 to Jan. 1. Caroline: partridge Nov. 10. to Feb. 
15. Cecil: partridges and rabbits Noy. 1 to Dec. 26, woodeock 
June 10 to Jan, 1, railand pheasant Sept. 10 to Jan. 1, Fred- 
erick; pheasant, partridge Oct. 15 to Jan. 1, rabbit Oct. 1 to 
Feb.1. Garret: deer Oct. 1to Dec. 1 (use of dogs forbidden), 
wild turkey Sept. 15 to Jan. 1, pheasant Aug. 15 to Jan. 1, 
partridge Noy. 1 to Jan. 1, trout April1l to Aug. 1, Hartford: 
es brie and rabbit Oct, 15 to Dee. 26, woodcock June 10 to 
an. 1, rail and pheasant Sept. 10to Jan. 10. Kent: partridge 

Nov. 1 to Jan, 15, rabbit Oct. 1 to Jan, 15. Montgomery: 
partridge Oct. 15 to Dec. 15, woodeock June 10 to Jan, |, 
[eotreaes Sept. 1 to Feb. 1, robin Sept. 1 to May 1. Prince 
Zeorge; rabbits Oct. 15 to Feb. 1, robin Sept. 1 to May 1. 
partridge Oct. 19 to Dec. 20, ortolan sora, railbird Sept, 5 to 
Nov. 1, ‘‘trout, bass or salmon fish” Aug. 15 to May 15, Queen 
Anne: partridge Noy. 1 to Jan. 15, rabbits Oct. 1 to Jan. 15, 
robin Oct. l.to Marchi. Somerset: partridge Noy. 1 to Feb. 
1, St. Mary’s: robin Oct. 1 toMarch1. Talbot: robin Sept. 1 
to May 1, rabbit and partridge Oct, 15 to Jan. 1, woodcock 
June 16 to Jan. 1. Washington: woodcock June 10 to Dee. #1. 
pheasant, bull-bat, night hawk, dove Aug. 12 to Dec. 31, wild 
turkey Noy. 1 to March 1, partridge Oct. 20 to Jan. 1. Wicom- 
ico: woodcock Sept. 1 to Jan. 1, partridge Noy. 1 to Feb. 1, 
rabbit Noy. 1 to Jan, 1, wood, summer duck Sept. 10 to Jan. 1. 
Worcester: partridge Noy, 1 to March 1 (night killing forhbid- 
den). Foxes—Unlawful in Somerset, Washington. Wicomico 
and Worcester counties to shoot a fox pursued by dogs, Wild 
fowl season given applies to Chesapeake Bay waters north of 
line drawn trom Turkey Point Light west to Harford county. 
at or near Oakington; also south of line drawn from Point 
Concord Light east to Carpenter’s Point. Northward of first 
line shooting permitted only on Monday, Wednesday and Fri- 
day of each week to Jan. 1, and Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
and Saturday of each week remainder of season, The local 
laws governing wildfowl shooting are very complicated. The 
laws are published in full by the Maryland Association 
for the Protection and Preservation of Game and Fish, Edwin 
Schenck, Secretary, 243 St. Paul street, Baltimore, Md. 

Massachusetts, 
Ruffed grouse, Sept. Jan. 1; quail, Oct. 15-Jan, 1; woud- 

cock, Aug. 1-Jan, 1; wildfowl, Sept. 1-April 1; deer, protected 
at all times: squirrel, rabbit (hare), Sept. 1-March 1; plover, 
snipe, sandpiper, rail, and any of the so-called marsh, beach, 
or shore birds (except black-breasted plover, red-breasted 
sandpipers, chicken plover, winter yellow-legs, and Wilson’s 
snipe), July 15-April 1; land-locked salmon, lake (salmon) 
trout, April 1-Oct, 1; salmon, May 1-Aug. 1; black bass, July 
1-Dec. 1; smelt, June 1-March 15; herring gull, tern, sea swal- 
low, mackerel gull, Aug. 1-May 1, Wild pigeon, protected on 
nesting ground. Quail and prairie chicken may be had in 
possession (if lawfully killed) Jan. 1-May 1, Wildfowl! speci- 
fied are wood (summer) duck, black duck, teal. Use of ferrets 
forbidden; swivel guns, artificial lights, or “jacks” forbidden, 
The State society is the Massachusetts Fish and Game Pro- 
tective Association, 608 Washington street, Boston. 

Michigan. 
Ruifed grouse, Sept. 1-Jan, 1; quail, Noy. 1-Jan. 1; wood- 

cock, Aug, 1-Jan. 1; wildfowl, Sept, 1-May 1; pinnated grouse, 
Sept. 1-Noy. 1; wild turkey, Oct. 1-Jan. 1; deer, Oct. 1-Dec. 1; 
elk, protected to 1889; snipe, Sept. 1-May 1; trout, Muy 1- 
Sept. 1; grayling, June 1-Noy. 1, 

Deer season applies to Lower Peninsular; Upper Peninsula, 
Aug, 15-Nov. 15. Forbidden to kill deerin red coat or fawn 
in spotted coat, to kill in water or by pit, pit, fall or trap. 
Wood, teal, mallard and gray ducks, Sept. I-Jan. 1. Swovel 
or punt gun and night-shooting wildfowl forbidden, Wild 
pigeons protected in vicinity (five miles) of nesting, Hxporta- 
tion of deer, ruffed grouse, quail, prairie chicken, wild turkey 
forbidden. Forbidden to take trout from stream within three 
years after it has been stocked, to catch grayling or hrook 
trout of less than 6in. length, to take California trout prior to 
June, 1885. Special laws govern certain waters. The State 
society isthe Michigan Sportsmen’s Association, Secretary, 
W, B. Mershon, East Saginaw. 

Minnesota. 
Woodeock, July 4-Nov. 1; pinnated and sharptail grmise, 

Aug. 15-Oct. 1; quail, pheasant or partridge, Oct, 1-Jan. 17 
ducks and geese, Sept. 1-May 15; deer and elk, Dec. |-Dee. 15 
(may be had in possession to Jan. 1). 
Exportation from State or possession for purpose of exporta- 

tion unlawful. The Minnesota State Sportsmen's Assomiation 
(W. 8. Timberlake, secretary, St. Paul) offers $25 reward for 
information leading to conviction. 

Mississippi. 
Ruffed grouse, quail and wild mneker Oct. 1-May 1; deer, 

Sept. is-March i: meadow lark, Sept. 15-March 1. 
eer and wild turkey law repealed in counties of Clark, 

Simpson, Smith, Covington, Greene, Wayne, Perry, Calhoun 
and Newton. 6 

Missouri. 
Ruffed grouse and quail, Oct, 15-Feb. 1; woodcock, July 1- 

Jan, 10; pinnated grouse, Aug. 15-Feb, 1; wild turkey, Sept. 
15-Muarch 1; deer, Sept. 1-Jan. 15; plover, dove, meadow lark, 
Aug, 1-Feb, 1. 
Unlawful for non-residents to kill game for exportation 

from State. 
Montana. 

Ruffed grouse, Aug. 15-Jan. 1; quail, protected until 1885; 
wildfowl, Aug. 15-May 1; ‘pinna’ grouse, Aug. 15-Jan. 1; 
deer and buffalo, Aug. 15-Jan. 1; antelope, elk, mountain 
sheep, moose and mountain goat, Aug. 15Jan. 1; sage, slarp- 
a“ a a oe grouse, fool hen, ptarmigan (white quail), Ang. 
18-Jan. 1. 
Unlawful at all times to Kill butfalo, moose, ellx, desr, moun 

tain sheep, goat, antelope for hides only. 

Nebraska. 
Ruffed and pinnated grouse, Aug, 15-Feb. 1; gat and wild 

turkey, Oct. 1-Dee. 1; antelope, elE, mountain sheep, deer and 
butfalo, Oct. 1-Jan. 1; sharptail grouse, Aug. 156-Feb. 1 

Chasing deer with dogs forbidden in Burt, Washington, 
Douglas, Sarpy, Cass, Saunders and Dodge counties. Unlaw-— 
ful forcommon carriers to transport game abany time, Use 
of punt gun unlawful. 

: Nevada. 
Rnffed grouse, quail, woodcocE and wildfowl. Sept, l-April 1; 

pinnated andsharptail ety ae Sept. 1-March 15; deer, Ang. 14- 
Decl; antelope, alk and mountam sheep, Aug. 1-Dee: 14; sage 
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grouse, Ang. 1-April 1; mountain goat, Ang. 1-Dee, 1; sandhill | two moose and four caribou, Flesh of moose must be carried 
crane, plover, yelow hammer, bittern, Sept. 1-April 1. 

Prairie chicken and sharp-tailed grouse seasons apply to 
Humboldt, Elko, Bureka and Lander; sége hen season in same 
counties Aug. 1(-March 15. Prairie chicken and sharp-tailed 
grouse in Esmeralda, Douglas, Ormsby, Jyon, Storey, 
Churchill and Wa€hoe, protected to Sept. I, 1883. 

New Brunswick. 
Ruffed grouse, Oct, iJan. 1; woodeock, Aug. 1-March 1; 

wildfowl, Aug. 1-April 1; snipe, Aug. 1-March 1; rabbit (hare), 
Oct, 1-March 1; caribon and moose, Sept. 15Jan, 61: salmon, 
Feb. 1-Sept. 14. 

For non-resident law see Nova Scotia, 

New Hampshire. 
Ruffed grouse and guail, Sept. 1-Feb. 1; woodcock ana ywild- 

fowl], Aug. 1-Feh, 1: deer, Sept. 1-Dee, 1; caribou and moose, 
Sept. 1-Dec. 1; squirrel, Sept. 1-Jan. 1; rabbit (hare), Sept. 1- 
April 1; rail and ployer, Anz, 1-Feb, 1; black bass, June 15- 
April 20; white and pike perch. July i-May 1; grayling, mus- 
eallonve, pike and pickerel, June J-April 1; speckled and lake 
(salmon) trout und landlocked salmon, April s0-Sept. 30; 
Salmon, June 14. 

Yellow-lezs, sandpipers, Ang. 1-Ieb. 1; raccoon or ‘coon, 
Sept: idan. 1. Lake trontmay he taken ‘with single hool 
and Jine only,* Jan. 1-Aprill. Fish introduced by Conmnis- 
sioners protected for five years. Fish and Game Cemmission- 
ers; Ed. Spalding, Nahua; Luther Hayes, Milton; A. H, 
Powers, Grantham, 

New Jersey. 
Ruffed grouse and quail, Noy. 1-Jan. 1; woodcock, July 1- 

Aug. 1,and Oct, 1-Dse. 16; pinnated sprouse, Oct, 15-Dee. 1; 
deer protected to Oct. $1, 1584; rail, Sept. 1-Dec. 1; reed bird 
(marsh hen) Aug. 24-Dee. 1; upland plover, Aug, iJan 1: 
summer duck, Sept. iJan. 1; squirrels, Sept. 1-Jan. 1; rabbit, 
Nov. 1-Jan. 1; salmon trout, Mareh 1-Oct. 1; brook trout, 
March 1-Oct, 1; black bass, June 1-Noy. 1. 

Non-residents must take out license. New Jersey Fish and 
Game Protective Society bas jurisdiction over entire State. 
Fee, 32. Secretary, Wm, L. Force, Plaintield, N. J. Ov, non- 
residents to shoot or fish in Camden, Gloucester, Atlantic, 
Salem, Cumberland and Cape May counties, may obtain 
membership certilicate of West Jersey Game Protective So- 
ciety. Fea, 55 first year, $2 annually thereafter. Secretary, 
Wm. T. Miller, 106 Market street, Camden, N. J. 

New Mexicc. 
Ruffed, dusky, sage and sharptail grouse, quail, wild tur- 

key, ptarmigan (‘white quail”), antelope, elk, mountain sheep, 
deer and buifalo, Sept. 1-May1; speckled trout, April 1-Dec. 1. 

“Trout,” ‘‘speckled trout,” May 1to Dee. 1. Provisions re- 
specting large game shall not be applicable to persons in camp 
‘Whom necessity may compel to kill one o two animals for 
their subsistence.” : 

New York. 
Ruffed and pinnated grouse, Sept. 1-Jam, 1; quail, Nov. 1- 

dan. 1; woodeock, Aug, IJau. 1; wildtowl, Sept. May 1; 
deer, Aug. 1-Dee, 1; robin, meadow Jark, starling, Oct. 1-Jan. 1; 
rabbit (hare), Noy, 1-Feb, L; sqnirrel, Aug. 1-Feb. 1; speckled 
trout, April 1-Sept, 1; California trout, Sept. 1-May 15; black 
bass, Oswego bass, June I-Jan. 1; salmon (lake) trout, Apvill- 
De th. 
Unlawful at all times to hunt deer with dogs in St, Law- 

rence county; season elséwhere Aug. 15-Noy. 1; unlawful to 
ldll fawn in spotted coat, or deer by trap, spring-gun, or 
ernustine, Use of ferrets forbidden. Wildfowl: Season in 
Long Island waters Oct. 1 to May 1; use of guns, except such 
as are habitually tired from the shoulder, shooting from sailing 
or steam yessels (excepted localities), use of battery or 
machine, decoys or bough houses at greater distance than 
tyenty rods from shore (excepted Jocalities), blind, net, snare 
or trap, unlawful. Black bass in Lake Mahopac, Dutchess 
eounty, Schroon lake and river, Paradox Lake, July 16 to 
Jan. 1: Lake George, July 20 to Jan. 1. Unlawful to kill 
striped bass-of less than 1¢ pound weight, Unlawlul to catch 
any fish within eishty rods of ishway. Sunday shooting and 
fishing forbidden. Unlawfulto export ganie from Dutchess 
county. Salmon or lake troutin Lake George, May 1 to Oct. 1, 

The State game protectors are: Kings, Queens, Suffolk. and 
Richmond counties—Geo, A, Whittaker, Southampton; New 
York county—Joseph H, Goodwin, Jr, Kins’s Bridge, New 
York city; Westchester, Putnam, Dutchess, Columbia, Ulster, 
Greene, Rockland, and Urange—Matthew Kennedy, Hudson; 
Sullivan, Delaware, Schoharie, and Otsego—Francisco Wood, 
Schoharie; Albany, Schenectady, Saratoga, Rensselaer, Wash- 
ington, and Warren—Seymour C. Armstrong. Weavertown, 

arren co.; Hssex, Clinton, and Franklin--John Liberty, 
Blizabethtown, Essex co.: St. Lawrence anil Jefferson—A bert 
M. Griffin, Fine, St. Lawrence ¢o.; Fulton, Hamilton, Mont- 
somery, and Herkimer—Thomas Bradley, Rockwood, Fniton 
eo.; Oneida, Lewis, and Oswego—Nathan C. Phelps, Remsen, 
Oneida co.: Broome, Chenango, Cortland, Madison, Tioga, and 
Onondaga— Wiliam H. Lindsley, Canastota, Madison co. ; 
Cayuga, Wayne, Ontario, Yates, Schuyler, Tompkins, Che- 
mung, and Seneca—Aaron M. Parish, Reading, Schuyler co. ; 
Monroe, Orleans, Livingston, Genessee, Steuben, Wyoming, 
and Alleghany—Geo. M. Schwartz, Rochester; Chautanqua, 
Cattaraugus, Brie, and Niagara—Stephen A. Roberts, Buffalo. 

North Carolina, 
* Ruffed crouse, quail and wild turkey, Oct, 1-Jan. 1; deer, 
Aug. 15-Feb. 15; doves and robin, Oct, 1-April 1; speckled 
tront, Dee. 30-Oct. 15. c 
Seasons for birds apply to counties of Davison, Randolph, 

Anson. Rowan, Warten, Guiliord, Rockingham, Orange, 
Caswell, Edgecombe, Meklenburg, Cabarras. Unlawful to 
export quail or partridge, dead or alive, from counties of 
Catawba, Rowan, Guilford, Alamance, Rockingham, Urange, 
Tredell, Davie, Gaston, Columbus, Davidson, Anson and_For- 
sythe, Deer law applies to counties of Clay, Cherokee, Mason, 
Jackson, Hayward, Transylvania, Randolph, Stokes. Forsythe, 
Surry, Yadtin, Rockingham, Craven, Greene, Lenoir. Trout 
law applies to counties west of the Blue Ridge, except Yancey, 
Henderson, Transylvania, Buncome, Macon. Wildfowl] shoot- 
ing on Sabbath, or between suuset and sunrise of any day of 
syeek, use of other gun “than such gun as can be fired from 
the shoulder,” unlawfulin Currituck and Dare counties; re- 
striction asto gun applies also to Carteret county, Pamlico 
Sound and tributaries, Fire hunting forbidden in the three 
counties named, also (raven, Hyde, Tyrrell, Onslow, Moore, 
Non-residents: ‘It shall not be lawfulfor any non-resident of 
this State to use or build any blinds, boxes, batteries. or use 
of any wood decoys, ducks or geese, or live ducks or geese, 
for decoys, in any of the waters of said counties, tor the 
purpose of killing or taking wildfowl; Provided, ‘Lhat this 
section shall not apply to such non-residents who resort to the 
waters of Currituck Sound for the purpose of shooting game 
as sportsmen, and who shoot oyer or on lands or marshes 
owned or leased by them, and who do not kill game for a 
foreign market; And provided further, Ih shall not be con- 
strued to limit, abridge, or impair the rights or privileges of 
any bona fide owner or lessee of marshes or lands in the coun- 
ties of Currituck, or Dare, or of such persons 5s shall obtain 
the consent or permission of such owners or lessees to occupy 
their grounds for gaining purposes, whether actual residents 
of the State, or otherwise. 

Nova Scotia. 
Ruffed grouse, Oct. 1-Jan, 1; woodeock. Aug, 1-Marech 1; 

wildfowl, Aug. l-April 1;snipe, Aug. 1-March 1; moose and 
caribou, Sept, 15-Jan $1; rabbit (hare), Oct 1-Marech 1; dal- 
mon, Feb, Sep iv 10, . 

Unlawful tor one person to take im one season more than 

out of the woods within ten days after killing: none late 
than Feb. 5. Pheasants protected at all times. Non-residents 
must take ont a license; fee $30. The secretary of the Game 
and Inland Wishery Protective Society is A. 8. Harrington, 
Esq., Halifax, N. 8. 

Ohio. 
Ruffed grouse, Sept, Jan. 1; quail, Noy. 1-Jan. 1; wood- 

cock, July 4-Jan. 1; wildtowl, eee 1-April 1; pinnated 
grouse, Noy. L.-Jan, 1; wild turkey, Noy. i-Jan. 15; deer, Oct. 
In-Nov, 20, 
Wildfow! shooting ullawiul with ‘any other thana com- 

mon shoulder gun.” Syan protected at alltimes, Season 
ee Pepe SICES Sept. 1 to April 1; blue-winged teal, Sept. 1 to 
an. 1. 

Ontario, 
Ruffed and pinnated grouse, Sept. 1-Jan. 1; quail, Oct. 1- 

Jan. 1; woodeock, Aug, 1-May 1; wildfowl, Ang. 15-May 1; 
wild turkey, Oct. 1-Jan. 1; deer andelk, Oct. 1-Dec, 15; moose, 
Sept. 1-Dec. 15; caribou, Oct. 1-Dee. 14; rabbit (hare), Sept. 
1-March 1; snipe, Aug. 15-Jan. 1; speckled trout, May 1-Sept. 
14; black bass, May 15-April 15; muscallonge and pickerel, 
May 15-April 15; lake (salmon) trout, Noy. 10-Noy. 1. 

Maillard, gray, black, wood, summer and teal ducks, Ang, 
15toJan. 1, Battery, punt gin, sunken punt, night light, for- 
bidden in wildfowl shooting. Imported game may uot be 
killed yithout consent of land-owner, It is forbidden to kill 
for exportation *‘deer, elk, moose, reindeer or caribcu,” 

Oregon, 
(Grouse and quail, July 15-Jan. 1; wildfowl, Sept. 1-April 1; 

pinnated and sage grouse, June 15-Aprili; deer, July 1-Nov. 
1; moose, Sept. 1-Feb, 1: dusky, sharpt il grouse, Ang, 1- 
Aprill; elk, moose, mountain sheep, Aug. 1-Jan. 1; speckled |: 
trout, April 1-Noy. 1. 

emale deer protected to 1886. Game may be killed only 
for food. - 

Pennsylvania. 
Ruffed and pinnated grouse, Oct. 1-Jan. 1; quail, Oet. 15 

Jan, 1; woodcock, July4Jan. 1; wildfowl, Sept. 1-May 15 
wild turkey, Oct. 14-Jan. 1; deer and elk, Oct. 1.-Dec. 31; 
plover, July 15-Jan. 1; rabbit (hare), Noy. 1-Jau. 1; rail and 
reedbird, Sept. 1-Dec. 1; salmon, specsled trout, April l-Aug, 
1; lake trout, Jan, 1-Oct, 1; black, green, yellow, willow, Lake 
Erie, grass and rock bass, pike, pickerel, wall-eyed pike, Sus- 
quehanna salmon, June I-Jan, 1. : 

Chasing deer with dogs unlawful. Use of ferrets unlawful, 
Wildfowl shooting unlawful with “other than such puns as 
habitually are raised at arm’s length and fired from the shoul- 
der;” netting unlawful. Grouse shooting at night unlawful. 
Wild pigeons protected on nesting ground, Sunday shooting 
and fishing unlawful. Season for “green bass, yellow bass, 
willow bass, rock bass, Lake Erie or grass bass, pike or pick- 
erel, or wall-eyed pike, commonly called Susquehanna salmon, 
June 1 to Jan, 1; does not apply to Lake Hrie waters, save 
ponds on Erie Harbor peninsula. Speckled or California trout 
inay not be taken less than din. in length, nor black, yellow or 
green bass less than 6in, in length. Pike county: Deer Oct, 
lio Dec. 1, cannot be killed in the water, squirrel Sept, 1 to 
Dec. 14, rabbit Oct. 15 to Dec. 15, wood or summer duck Oct, 
1toJan. 1, woodcock July 4 to Dec. 15, quail Oct. 15 to Dec. 1, 
rutted grouse Sept. 15 to Dec. 15, salmon, speckled trout May 
1to Aug, 1, pike, pickerel June | to Feb. 14. 

Quebec. 
Rulted prone; Sept. 14-Jan, 1; snipe, woodcock and deer, 

Sept. 1-Feh, 1; wildfowl, Sept. 1-April 15; moose and caribou, 
Sept, 1-Feb. 1; rabbit (hare), Nov. 1-March 1; salmon, May 1- 
Sept. 1; speckled trout, Dee. 51-Oct. 1; lake (salmon) trout, 

acs ea 15; black bass, muscalonge and pickerel, May 15- 
April 15. 
Moose (after Sept. 1, 1853) Sept. 1to Feb, 1; insectivorous 

birds. Sept. 1 to March 1, non-residents required to pay 320 
Night shooting wildtow! unlawful. 

Rhode Island. 
Ruifed grouse, Sept. 1-Feb. 1; quail, Oct. 15-Jan. 1; wood- 

cock, July 1-Jan. 1; wildfowl, Sept, 1-Marchi; rabbit (hare), 
meadow lark: (starling), robin, squirrels, Sept. 1-Feb. 1; ployer, 
Aug. 1l-April 1; black bass, July 15-March 1; speckled trout, 
March 1-Aug. 15, 

“Grouse or heath hen,” Noy. 1 to Jan, 1; “swallow or box 
martin” Oct. 1 to May 1; Bartram/’s sandpiper or grass plore 
Aug. Lto April 1; wood, summer, black, dusky. duck, blue 
or green-winged teal, Sept. 1 to March 1, Use of ferret or 
weasel unlawful. Sneach Pond in Cumberland excepted from 
hblack bass law. 

gun license, 

South Carolina. 
Ruifed grouse, quail, woodcock and wild turkey, Sept. 15- 

March 14; deer, Sept. 1-March 1; doves, Sept, 15-March 15, 

Tennessee, 
Ruffed grouse, quail, woodcock, snipe, meadow lark and 

devr, Sept. 15-March 1; wild turkey, Sept. 15-May 1. 
‘Law quoted applies to counties of Henry, Dyer, Giles, 

Maury, Davidson, Madison, Haniilton, Bedford, Wilson. In 
Montzomery and Cheatham counties, quail, grouse. lark, 
Oct, 15-Mar'ch 1; woodcock, doye, turkey, Aug. i-Mareh 1; 
supe, plover, duck, Sept. -May 1. In Robertson, Dayidson, 
Maury, Lincoln counties, turkey, quail, grouse, woodcock, 
snipe, lark, Sept. 1-Feb, 1. In Shelby county, deer, squirrels, 
tui key, woodeock, snipe, lark, Sept. 1-Feb, 1; quail Oct. 1- 
Aprill. Reelfoot Lake: Non-residents of Obion and Lake 
counties, forbidden to kill wildfowl for poe citizens may 
kill for own use. Similar restrictions (all game) applies to 
non-residents in Cumberland, Fentress, Morgan, Scott, Camp- 
bell, Overton, Putmam, White, Roane, Rhea, Bledsoe, Van 
Buren counties. In Fayette, Rutherford and Tipton counties, 
quadl season, Oct. 1-April 1. 

Texas, 
Ruffed grouse, July 51-Noy. 1; quail, Sept. -March 1; pin- 

nated grouse, July ]-March 1; wild turkey, Sept. 14-May 15; 
deer, June 1-Dee, 1. 
Law applies certain counties only. Deer law applies females 
y- 

Utah, 
Ruffed, dusky, sharptail and SHER ETO UES, and quail Aug. 15- 

Mareh 15; wildtowl, Aug. 15-April 15; deer, antelope, elk 
and mountain sheep, Aug. 1-Dec. 1; black bass, prohibited tio 
1584. 
Imported quail, protected to 1885, The society is the Utah 

Game and Fish Protective Society. Secretary, L. 5, Hill, Salt 
Lake City, Utah. 

Vermont. 
Ruffed grouse and woodcock, Sept, 1-March 1; wildtowl, 

Sept, 1-May 1; deer protected tio Noy. 1886; black bass, July 
I-May 15; lake (salmon) trout, Jonge, land-locked salmon, 
May |-Sept. 1; wall-eyed pile, May AA pril 20. 

In Lake Champlam and tributaries, within ten miles of 
mouth of stream, fish may be caught with hook and line at 

Use of doz in hunting ruffed grouse unlawful. 

Virginia. 

any time. 

Ruffed grouse, Ang. 1-Feb. 1; quail, Nov, 1-Feb, 1; wood- 
cock, July 1-Feb.1; wildfowl, Sept. LMay 1; wild turkey, Oct. 
15-Web. 1; deer, Sept. 1-Jan, 15; robin, Nov. 1-April 1; speckled 
trout, April 1-Sept, 15; black bass, July 1-May 1. 
Law applies to certain counties only. 

Washington Territory- 
Roffed, sharptail, blue and pinnated grouse, desy and elk, 

Aug. 15Jan. 1; quail, protected at all times; salmon, speckled 
trout, lake (salmon) trout, bull trout, April 1-Oct. 1, 
Law quoted applies to Walla Walla and Colimbia counties, 

Fish law does not apply to Columbia River. One person may 
not kill more than twenty blue, ruffed or pimated grouse in 
one day. Elk may not be killed for traffic in hides and horns. 

West Virginia. 
Rufted and pinnated one and wild turkey, Sept. 1-Feb. 1: 
uail, Oct, 15-Jan. 1; wildfowl, Noy, |-April 1; deer, Sept, 1- 
an. 15; land-locked salmon, Jan, Sept. 1; speckled trout, 

June 1-Sept. 1; jack salmon, dune 15-May 1. 
Wildfowl shooting forbidden with "other than the common 

shoulder gun.” 7 
Wisconsin. 

Ruffed, sharptail and pinnated grouse and quail, weod- 
duck, mallard and teal, Aug. ,14-Jan. 1;woodcoek, July (0Jan, 
1; deer, Sept. 15-Jan 1: speckled trout, April 14-Sept. 15; black 
bass, May 1-Feb |. 

Chasing deer with dogs wnlawfil; also wildfowl shootit 
with “other than a pun habitually raised at arm’s length and 
discharged from the shoulder,” or by float, sneak boat, sail or 
steamboat. Unlawful to kill deer in Door county for export, 
or for hide. Grouse, quail, in St. Croix county, Oct. 1 to Noy. 
15, Unlawful te export trout from Monroe county. 

Wyoming. 
Ruffed grouse, Aug. 15-Oct. 14; quail, protected to 1587, 

wildfowl, Aug. 15-May 15; Sa save and sharptail crouse, 
July 15-Noy. 15: deer aud buffalo, Aug, 1-Noy. 15; ptarmi 
(white quail), July 14-Noy. 14; snipe, plover, curlew, Avg, 15- 
April 1: moose, Aug. 1-Nov. 15} monntain goat and sheep, elk 

Greenshank, tattler, godwit, ayocet, Aug. 14-Aprill. Traf- 
fic in hides of game forbidden. Unlawful to ‘all any prause 
save for use as food. One person may not kill more than 50 of 
any one species of game birds in one day. 

. and antelope, Aug. 1-Noy, 15. 

Sea and River ishing. 

ANGLING RESORTS.— We shall be glad to have for publi- 
cation notes of good fishing localities. Will not our carre- 
spondents faror us with notes of desirable points for angling 
excursions? 

To insure prompt attention, ecommunteutions should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and nob fo 
indixiguals, in whose absence from the office matters af im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

A TROUTING TRIP. 

FAR8 away, among the mountains of Sullivan and Ulster 
counties, N, Y., many miles from the screeching rail- 

roads, liesa beautiful quiet valley, so narrow that only a 
single wayon road findsrcom alongside of (he mayniticent 
trout stream that winils noisily through it. On either side 
the forest-clad hills rise abruptly from the valley, and with 
the exception of an occasional saw-mill, there uve little sizna 
of civilization. ‘ 

Late one afternoon in the latter part of May, a party of 
fishermen could have been seen slowly driving i tired team 
over the wild rough corduroy road. They harl come, jude- 
ing from their trayel-stained appearance, a lone way, bul 
noi hwithstanding, were jolly and well pleased with the near 
approach to their destination. Suddenly, ut a sharp curye 
of the road, they came to a magnificent spring. spouting ont 
of a little fissure in the solid rock some tive feet nbove the 
ground, and here the way-worn travelers slaked {heir thivst 
with praises of its purity and coolness, ‘This duty per- 
formed, the quartette, with 2 longing elance at the mug nifi- 
cent pools below, started again on their long and dusty ride, 

The sun had now dropped behind the bills and the air 
came cool and fresh down the yalley, the tinkling of 4 cow 
bell in the distance gives 2 sign of a near approach to civili- 
zation, Presently the valley widens, giving room to 4 small 
farm, a saw-mill and a cluster of dwellings. This is our 
home for the nextiew days, and witha cheery shout wo 
driye up to the gate, scattering the ducks and chickens, and 
exciting the house dog to loud and continuous barking, 
Traps are soon unpacked and transferred to Our quurters, 
and burried preparations made for our plaim but substantial 
supper, which latter is soon oyer and we ire sitling outside 
of the house enveloped in a cloud of fragrant tobacco 
smoke. What achanze from the hot noisy city! ‘Che air 
feels cool and crisp, and the smoke from the chimney rises 
straight up inthe yellow twilight. he whip-poor-will is 
calling in the woods up on the hill, and the rapid stream 
can bé beard near by as it rushes over its rocky hed. ‘Tired 
out from our long drive, we soon turn in to drexm of im- 
possible trout, and auxious for the morrow, 
The second day opened bright and pleasant, and we wert 

up carly and eager for the fishing, arrayed in curious and 
trampish-looking zarments, aud shod in hob-nailed wading 
shoes, we presented a queer appearance af the broakfast 
table, where we dispatched a solid meal of flapjacks sand 
maple syrup, trout, fried ham and potatoes, assisted in their 
downward course by first-rate coffee and rich mill. 

Jointing our rods and slinging our crecls we divided our 
forces for the day, two going up and two down siveim. Al 
last lum in the cold waiters of a trout brook, 4 moment, 
looked forward to for many weary months. Ugh! how 
chilly the water feels, and how slippery the stones. But, 
one soon gets used to it, and I carefully work my way down 
stream, casting right and left. The trout do not seum to be 
very hungry, or perhaps they are hot on the ripples, Pres- 
ently Treach a long, still streteh, wilh deep water on_ one 
side, overhung by willows. Cautiously casting as 1 ad: 
yauce, inch by inch, | at Jast have a good rise, but miss him. 
Once more I drop my flies close to the bushes, and with a 
splash a fine wout takes the stretcher, a Beaverkill. A 
sharp struggle.and I slip my little net under a ton-inch fish, 
Then I catch two or three fingerings which I throw back 
to wrow, and miss anotber fine one. To give them a rest J 
wade ashore and light a pipe, Silling ona mossy log I watch 
the blue smoke curling up amony the hemlock branches aud 
the shadows of the clouds swiftly chasing one another over 
the purple mountains. The'splash of a tyout recalls me to 
business, and once more | carefully fish ihe still streteh and 
am rewarded by 4 couple of nice fish. — } 

So L go angling dowu the beautiful river. enjoying € 
moment (excepting when my leader gets fast up a free), 
admiring the ferns and wild flowers, and listening to the 
wild songsters along the stream, Toward noon | teach » 
splendid pool against the mountain, the reflections from the 
irces giving it a beautiful vivid green appearance, which 
made a wonderful contrast to the clean white shingle on 
this side. Standing back where I could not be soot «l make 
my first cast in the riffle where it empties into the peek 
and then work my way down toward the still water, | had 

——————x 
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about given up all bope of raising « trout when 4» good 
twelve-ineh fish took my stretcber close to the rocks on the 
far side, He leaped clear above the water us [ struck him, 
showing his beautiful side like a gleam of silyer; then he 
kieked up such a rumpus in the pool before I could land 
him, that not another fish would rise, By sundown my 
basket: was well filled, and though 1 had many Pegi | 
losses, I also had many glorious victories, and capture’ 
many a shy old trout. 

Nothing can exceed the seelinee of content that fills the 
heart of an enthusiastic angler, when he trudges home after 
a successfgl day's sport; fatigue and aching wrists are for- 
gotten‘as he puffs his fragrant briarweod and recalls the 
events of the diy, und us he listens to the song of the wood- 
robin he enyies ho man. At home, I find the others have 
arrived before me, and all have enjoyed fair success. While 
the fish are being cleaned, we change our wet duds for dry 
clothing, and by the time that is accomplished supper is 
ready. We are too tired even to talk, after we gather around 
theswwood fire, which does not come amiss these cool May 
evenings in the mountsins, but lazily burn our tobacco and 
then to bed. 

I will not tire the reader with further details of our pleas- 
ant trin, for one day’s fishing is much like another, but 
when the week is ended, we regretfully packed our belong- 
ings into the wagon, and droye back to the station, we] 
pleased with our trip, and very sorry to leave the cool forusts 
and tumbling brooks. _W. Houserron. 

BASS AT THE ST. CLAIR FLATS. 

EELING as if a fit of émnuv?i was coming on, super- 
induced by almost what is called ‘‘a masterly inactiv- 

ity, during the spring and early summer months, owing to 
the tempestuous and generally dispgrecable weather, which 
has been the rule so far In this section, [took advantage of 
the kind offer of a friend, who isa member of a company 
having a shooting and fishing preserve on the St. Clair Flats, 
to accompany him thither for s few days’ fishing. Taking 
passage on board the favorite steamer Idyllwild, early on 
the morning of ove of our brightest of summer days, I 
tapidly proceeded down the St. Clair River to my destina- 
tion; which I reached in about 2+ hours, and where my 
friend (who bad preceded me) was anxiously awaiting me, 
To those who fiave never availed themselves of a trip on 

this most beautiful of rivers, I would say, that is a rare en- 
joyment to take # round tripfrom Sarnia to Detroit and 
back, as you get as it were two different views of it. The 
scenery on the banks is prefty on both sides, but some parts 
of the American side are perfectly lovely. Pretty ornamen- 
tal villas, with lawns sloping to the water’s edge and having 
boat and bath-honses here and there, peep out romantically 
from among the woods, which line the banks, while boating 
and fishing parties are moving about in tasty little crafts, 
enjoyivg and reyeling in the beauties of the noble stream. 

‘As you proceed down the river you observe a cluster of 
neat little summer cottages and 4 small club-house, built in 
a pretty grove of ovks, A few miles further on you come to 
The Oaklands, a fine hotel having mineral baths in connec. 
tion with it. This is a very imposing looking esas and 
is a great place of resort in the hol summer months, and com- 
mands a lovely view of the river for some distance up and 
down. The owner and occupier of this hotel has also a 
$40,000 steam yacht, which is the fastest craft on the St. 
Olair River. Soon after this you come to Algonac, und then 
turning the point of Hurson’s Island, you coast along Wal- 
yole Island on the Canada shore for a mile or two, till the 
yast St, Clair Flats open out to view. To those who have 
neyer seen these celebrated haunts of the wild swan, goose 
and duck (which on the Canada side are now preserved), 
these flats will prove an agreeable noyelty, and are really 
most picturesque, The ever varying hues of the rushes and 
wild rice, und of the color of the waters (of fhe main stream 
and the lesser channels which pierce and wind about all 
through the marsh) caused by the absence our presence of 
clouds, and the clearness or density of the atmosphere, ex- 
hibit a picture pleasant to the eye, and which, together with 
the interminable lines of steamers, schooners, tugs and other 
craft continually, day and night in the season, speeding up 
and down this great international highway, from Lake 
Superior to the St. Lawrence, the pretty towns, villages and 
villas On each bank, and the distant woods by which the 
whole sre eucireled, forms a most interesting living and 
moying panorama of about thirty miles in length, septa 
from the canal at the head of Lake St. Clair to Sarnia, and 
which, having been once seen, will create an intense desire 
to visit them often. 

The St. Cluir River, from its commencement ut Lake 
Huron to its mouth at the canal 1 have mentioned, is a 
beautifnl, clear stream, running at a rate of five or six miles 
an hour, Haying reached my destination, and fishing being 
the order of the day, the lightest of fannelsand the smallest 
of canoe caps were donned, rods and bait; prepared, and we 
jump into our boats, paddle off and anchor ata favorite 
spot on the Bassett Channel, where the noble bass do con- 
gregate, As we had no miunow net, we had tosend down 
tu a large hotel, some distance from the club where I was 
staying, for a supply of these imost needful articles. The 
exorbitant price of from thirty-five to fifty cents a dozen 
wis charged us Tor them. There appears to be a huge 
bonanza in that spot! However, by way of self-protection 
the steward of our club mudea large rainnow net, so that 
we caught all we afterward wanted, 
My friend B. commenced the fray by capturing, after a 

short struggle, a fine four-pound buss, and then a green or 
“big-mouth"™ bass of about the same size, 1 hooked a large 
black fellow, who came bonncing up to the top when he felt 
the prick of the hook. We gave a wicked wink with his 
left eye, an impudent flip with his caudal attachment, re 
marking to himself as he spattered the water considerably 
around, that it was ‘‘time for disappearing,” took a ‘‘header” 
and left for parta unexplored. My next bite was a “whop- 
per” of some kind, as he took my rod—my choice and well- 
triefl fly-rod—and bent it almost double. I gave more and 
more Jine, till twenty-five yards of my good ieee trout 
line extended itself across the stream. Yet still the same 
steady and strong pull was maintained. As the stream al 
this point was exactly seventy feet deep, | did not feel it 
convenient just then to go down myself in search of the 
freat unseen, 80 shook him off and my rod resumed its 
normal position. 

Immediately afterward H, hada similar experience, but 
having a very stiff rod succeeded in getting his friend to the 
surface, who turned out to be a very large pike, and doubt- 
less the same brute thatiso nearly did for my rod. After 
catching eevee more bass and some pickerel, we adjourned 
for lunch, and on resuming our places, after refreshing tho 

inner man, found that the fish were not inclined to fayor us 
with their company any more that day. 

The mosquitoes are so thick there in the summer that it is 
necessary to be inside your ‘“‘mosquito bars’ by about 7 P. M., 
s0 that you have no chance to fish late in the evening. H. had 
two of his boys with him and they caught any amonnt Of 
perch and a pike and a few bass, 

The next day being the 1st, H. thought he would try the 
mainland for woodeock, but after wandering about nearly 
the whole day, only saw two birds. Having only a small 
quantity of bait I did not catch much on that day, so 
amused myself rowing about the large channels in the marsh 
with one of the boys. Amon other things we saw u stur- 
geon pond, in which were some enormous specimens of 
thut royal fish, where they are being kept previous to being 
sent to Eastern markets for the delectation cf epicurean pal- 
ate. Hundreds of these fish are caught every season on the 
Plats. As the Flats on the American side of the river are 
not preserved, Lam told that ducks are shot there all the 
year round as there is no one to Juok after the enforcement 
of the game law, if there is one. 

As our time was up for home, we had to draw our visit to 
a close, and while we were waiting for the steamer to take 
us back to Sarnia, a sailing yacht arrived containing two 
ladies and gentlemen who had been cruising ahout for a 
week or so, and they tied up to the dock, and taking their 
boats, went out to try their luck at the bass. We pointed 
out the best place to them and wished them good lick, We 
had not time to wait for the results, but I am sure that 
Mademoiselle Marie, one of the most charming of the many 
charming American girls I have had the good fortune to 
meet, prevailed in attracting the largest share of fish to her 
hook. Trusting that I haye not wearied you with this 
lengthy production, 1 would wind up by remarking that 
abont the best bass fishing in Canada is to be had on the St, 
Clair and the large channels that ron through the Marsh. 
The bass breed in Mitchell’s Bay and then roam through the 
river, the channels and Lake $t, Clair, south of the canal, 
till they return again to breed 1m Mitchell's Bay. Oe 

Aveust, 1883. 

SMALL AND LARGE-MOUTH BLACK BASS 

1 is ulways pleasant to agree with one’s friends, but your 
editorial comments of Aug, 9, upon the comparative 

merits of the large and small-mouth black bass are so differ- 
ent from my experience, I cannot let the opportunity pass 
without having a word to say on the subject. 

I would like to award the largemouth equal yigor and 
fighting qualities that the small-mouth is known to have, but 
my experience fully confirms the opinion that it has not, It 
so happened that about the time your issue of Aug. 9 was re- 
ceived, 1 had caught with fly a three-pound large-nouth, 
and I was therefore more fully impressed with the difference 
in the two than | micht otherwise have been, for I had taken 
both kind, Although of the same genus their form and 
habits are sufliciently different ty easily determine one from 
the other, 

The small-mouth, preferring rapid, clear water with rocky 
bottom, is longer and more symmettical than the large- 
mouth, The large-mouth takes his comfort in quiet coves, 
near logs or weeds, isslower in action, is not so much a sur- 
face feeder, and does not so readily tuke the fly, and when 
hooked, does nof, as a rule, leap from fhe water, nor has it 
the endurance of the small mouth, 

If wus a question with me for some moments when I 
caught the largemouth referred to, whether it wus not o 
Jarge chub, and rarely can I tell the difference until the fish 
is in sight. 

There is more fight and more game, more cussedness and 
more cudurance, in a 13-pound small-mouth black bass hay- 
ing barred sides, than in @ 3-pound large-mouth, and both 
will deceive when first hooked, the first by being less weight 
and the other being more, and while both are good enough, 
I prefer the small-mouth every time. SYRACUSE. 

[We are glad to have this question agitated. Our corre- 
spondent lives in Western New York, and his views are 
those of most anvlersin that vicinity. In fact, we ineline 
to think that the idea of the difference in the fighting quali- 
ties of the two fish originated there. It may be that this is 
the case in the district named; our remarks were made in 
reference to the whole country, and were intended to coyer 
only fish of the average size, two pounds and under. We 
do not think &. three-pound bass of either species fights harder 
than one of two pounds, and the larger they get the more 
they seem to lose in yigor, It will be seen by reference to 
our language that we did not speak positively on this sub- 
ject, but that the tenor of our remarks was that the big- 
mouth had generally heen underrated, ] 

BLACK BASS. 

\ ITHIN the past two weeks we have heard many good 
reports of the catch of black jass as fo numbers and 

size, a few ranging us high as fonr and a quarter pounds 
each, We are glad to learn that the bass are every year 
becoming better known and appreciated in the New England 
States, where so many waters have heen stocked with them. 
We have not, caught the big ones yet this year, nor lost them, 
Have tried them in New Hampshire a little, andin Plymouth, 
Mass., with good success. , 

On Saturday, Aug. 4, two hooks caught thirty, no whales; 
but one of three and a half pounds, Fifteen averaged two 
pounds euch, the remuinder at a pound average. And they 
were all what we call high-flyers. We think this the best 
catch of the season. 
We believe in Plymouth for black bass; some of its 

waters were stocked by private parties years before the State 
took any interest in fishculture. In fact Plymouth has the 
credit of being first in improvements ones hefore; that’s the 
town where our forefathers first landed after being oul on a 
long fishing trip; and we thought, as the bass were flying 
through the air at the end of sixty feet of line on an eiglit- 
ounce rod, what a pity the “‘old gentlemen” couldn’t have 
seen such fun as this in their day. 4 

But the landing of iene was not immediately followed 
by the landing of black bass, for they were not found indi- 
genous to these lakes, and had they been, our poor old fore- 
fathers used and adyocated the ‘‘heavy rod” that ‘kills the 
fish quick.”” Presumably that they might obtain their break- 
fast before being discoyered by the owner of the land and 
be pierced with an arrow, then the only existing penalty for 
poaching. I am sure no other excuse would tempt me to 
use a rod heavier than eight ounces on either bass or yi 

Boston, Mass., August 7. 

Frise Seasons. —See full list on pages 47 and 48, 
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Brack Bass my Wesr Virermi1A.—Moorefield, W. Va., 
Aug. 6.—You ask in your very valued paper for informa- 
tion as to bass fishing, where to catch them, the time, and 
also the best bait, and the means of getting there, October 
is the best time. Enjoying at the present time the pleasure 
of the sweet mountain air as wellas the hospitality of the 
people, I drop a line to tell the followersof Walton where 
they can enjoy a good fish and a first-class time. To get 
there the way is smooth and plain, though not straight, but 
the stage driver is named Bright. The place is Moorefield, 
Hardy county, W. Va., and is only forty miles from Keyser 
on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, and the stream is the 
south branch of the Potomac, in the beautiful, romantic and 
unmatchable Trough, 4 gorge over cight miles long, and as 
wild to-day as when the natives first fougot the Indians, 
over one hundred years ago. A stage line every day takes 
you to the door of Johnny Wilson (Mullen Hotel) the pro- 
prictor, commonly called Moses, about 5 o’clock P, M., 
where the inner man isamply satisfied and the paraphernalia 
for fishing furnished, if not brought as should be, such us a 
canvas boat, a tent, a good rod, line, and flies, and other 
articles not necessary to mention, Should any one come un- 
prepared, as often fishermen do, apply to the commodore of 
the South Branch fleet, B. 8. Alexander, who though now on 
aleaye of absence, is still at home and not on the retired list 
and able to see all hands sate on deck and afloat. Up here 
fishing is no science, and any one who places a minnow on 
a line in the water, or a fly properly made, can take more 
fish than he can possibly use or carry home to camp. I ex- 
cept no pluce, locality or stream; and then around the camp, 
deer, wild turkeys, pheasants, or grouse, and you have it in 
a nutshell, and any one who wants hunting, fishing, and 
health hac better come and pay the place a visit —F. X. 1. 

Tam New Fise anp Gann Preservattvn.—tin our last 
issue we referred to some large trout which had been pre- 
served by the new process, ‘Rex Magnus,” and had been 
three weeks out of water withont ice. A week later, through 
the kindness of Fairchild Bros., of 60 Fulton street, one of 
whom caught the fish, we tested its cdible qualities. The 
fish was one of six pounds, originally, und it was boiled and 
served with white sauce. It was exceedingly dry and in 
flavor much like a fish that had been frozen; but there was 
no trace of chemical or other strange flavor. This was an 
extraordinarily severe test; the process as we understand if 
is not to preserye fish forever, and ten days is as long as 
most anglers care to preserve fish. The trout had been 
drawn and soaked in a solution of the powder, then takef 
out and wrapped in cloths wet with it, for transportation, 
At the end of three weeks it was again immersed in a fresh 
solution. The fish was not in first-class table condition, but 
was catable, and this we thinka vreat triuinph. In this con- 
nection we print the following letter from a gentleman in 
Pennsylvania to Messrs. Conroy & Siissett: ‘Gentlemen— 
I sce in Pores AnD STREAM that you live some trent from 
the Nepigon. IT have just returned from that region with a 
party of five others. Onur largest trout weighed six pounds. 
Others weighed from four and one-half to two pounds. Itisa, 
wonderful river for the size and abundance of its fish. Ours 
were all taken with the fly, and on rods from six to eight 
ouuces, The rod you repaired did good service, although 
my largest fish was four amd one-half pounds. Please add 
my testimonial to the value of Rex Magnus. The two 
largest fish were preseryed inifand reached their destina- 
tion in excellent condition ten days after their captire.” 

WEAKFISHING.—The catches of wealkfish near New York 
are now very large. The season has been universally good, 
and the fish of above the average size. <A fayorite ground 
hus been in Raritan Bay, between the Raritan River and 
Sandy Hook, as well as in lower New York Bay and the 
Kills. A party consisting of Messrs. L. Drake, J. Smith, 
and J. Bissell, took 405 im one day last week, and the catch 
weighed over 800 ]bs, They used shedder crub for bait, 
This bait is expensive and, therefore, many content them- 
selves with sandworms. Other catches in Prince’s Bay as 
reported are: 8. Marshall, 79 fish; T, Sprague, 1:0; C 
Flynn, 74; J. Welsh, 85; C. Watts, 78: and A. Ward, 
75. Many kingtish were also taken. Our Philadelphia 
correspondent ‘“‘Homo” writes under date of Ang. 11: 
“The largest. catch of weaktish of the season was made. 
at Barnerat, Aug. 7, by Messrs, Silpath and Farner and four 
triends of Burlington, N. J. These gentlemen caught 860 
between 8 A. M. und noon. The tish were all utilized, being 
barreled up and shipped to their friends af Burlington by 
2 P. M., where they arrived in good condition at 6 P.M.” 

Tue Tarptus As Foop,—Manchester, N. H., Aug. 10.— 
Tam pleased to notice in your issue of the 9th an article 
regarding the edible quulities of the tarpnm from “‘A] 
Fresco.” I haye been making an effort for some time to 
interest anglers for big fish in the capture of the tarpum 
with rod and reel. Its gaminess is conereded by all who 
haye ever come in contact with it, by line, and its value as 
a food fish L haye ured as 9 reason for experiments tending 
toward its capture with similar tackle to that used for large 
striped bass, with from 600 to 800 feet of line, and casting 
from a oat. I believe their capture would be a little more 
difficult than that of a large salmon with fly-rod from shore. 
And now that its value as food fish has been so favorably 
commented upon by such a well-known authority, T trust 
that some of our heayy-weight seekers may be tempted to 
try them this coming winter.—A, B, Dopas. 

Barnecar Bay.—Toms River, N. J., August 3.—The 
fishing is very good sor weaktish and sheepshead, one boat 
last week bringing in 425 of the former, averaging, 1 should 
judge, one pound to one and a half pounds a piece. By the 
wy, these fish are not all ‘“weuk.” ‘Try them wilh a ten- 
ounce rod and light tackle and you will tind their Southern 
name, “trout,” no misnomer as regards fighting qualities. 
The best fishing is near the inlet at Cedar Point or down as 
far as Haryey’s Cedars. The latter place is also good for 
sheepshead. Isaw one caught there that weighed twelve 
nd a half pounds,—Escornrta. 

Sawriseh Anarine.—Dr. L. R. Quackeubush, the port 
physician of Jacksonville, Flu,, while oul fishing with an 
ordinary bass line, off Mayport, near the mouth of the Bt. 
John’s River, August 10, had quite a lively fight, with an im- 
mense sawfish. ‘Khe fish, after taking the line, at once 
made violent resistance, but the Doctor, after playing if 
about hulf an hour, succeeded m drawing it up to the boat, 
where it was securely fastened aud towed ashore. The fish 
proved to be sixteen feet in length, and before it would con- 
sent to be taken knocked a portion of the stern of the boat 
out, 
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VERMON?T,—Highgate, Aug. 10.—The writer, together 
with madam and son, yesterday returned froma ten days’ 
camping and fishing trip down the river and at Lake Cham- 
plain, and we can report a most enjoyable time among the 
bass, doréand maskinonge. Madam carried off the honors 
by killing # 43-pound bass with my light tackle. This yil- 
lage, Highgate, is very pleasantly situated on the Missisquoi 
River, at Hish Falls, some eleven miles from its mouth, and 
four miles from the famous Highgate Springs. ‘The river, 
for ceyeral hundred yards below the falls, is very rapid, with 
high and picturesque cliffs on each side, and the deep pools 
and eddies among the lirge rocks in the rapids are the abode 
of many lurge bass, maskinonge, and doré (wall-eyed pike), 
and goodly numbers of these gamy fish are caught there 
with fiy and troll every evening. As L hive before mentioned 
in your columns, this river, both aboye and below the falls, 
was stocked with Culifornia salmon six years ugo, und there 
are many of those fish here now, but they da not readily take 
ufly, but are occasionally taken with a troll,—Sransteap, 

QurBrec.—Knowlton, July 20.—The Lake View Hotel is 
within afew minutes’ walk of Brome Lake, a beautiful body 
of water some five miles long by two miles wide, which con- 
tains some of the largest of the small-mouth species of 
blacic bass. Within a short drive from the hotel are also 
good trout waters, The proprietor, Mr. F. H. Baker, is 
himself a whole-souled sportsmen, You may judge the size 
of the bass caught here by a sumple three that Mr. Baker has 
just broucht in, which weigh twenty and three-quarter 
pounds; one of these big fellows on a light rod makes a 
sharp ten minutes’ fight before he is brought within reach of 
the landing net, and has eyen then fight enough left to make 
you beware of his vicious back fin, —SransTEaD. 

TOUTING IN THE Woops.—Keene Valley, Essex County, 
N. Y,, August 6,—In company with Joe Parker of Brook- 
lyn, I wert to Orbed Brook and John’s Brook, about five 
niles from this village, and camped out for two days, These 
brooks gain their souree from the springs at the foot of Mt, 
Marey, the highest peak in this State and a very romantic 
country We had good sport trouting, landing about thirty 
pounds with the fly. The fish are of medium size, but gamy, 
about adozen of them weighed a pound a piece, We enjoyed 
this same trip last year, and caught la eer pounds in two 
days’ fishing. This is a fine country and well patronized,— 
W. L. Howarp. 

OHANNEL BaAss.—Jacksonville, Pla., Aug. 10.—Westerly 
winds prevailed for two months and the ocean hus been very 
calm, In consequence channel bass haye been feeding along 
shore. Onthe 8th the wind changed to the northeast and 
the surf will drive the channel bass and sex trout into the 
rivers and good fishing will he obtamable,—AL, Fresco. 

CanApa.—Gravyenhurst, Aug. 10,—Fishing good here 
now.—A, P. 0. 

The list of yame cond fish seasons hos heen compiled from the 
dttest information uccessthle, If there are any errvore in tt we 
eaurnestly request that we my be informed af them at once. 

FISHING CLUBS OF PITTSBURGH. 

y HW cities have more fishing clubs than Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Most of them are small clubs composed of only half a 

dozen or more members, who fish during their vacations and 
who do not take an active interest in the art at other seasons. 
Counting these the “Tren City” cun boast of about a hundred 
and tweénty-tive organized fishing clubs. Outside of these 
theré are seyen which may be considered as clubs of import- 
ance, which muintain their interest in fishing at all times and 
haye regular meetings and a goodly number of members, 
These are; 

THE SOUTH FORK FISHING AND HUNTING CLUB. 
This club was organized in 187), and is the wealthiest in the 

city. Tt is vegnlarly chartered, and owos its grounds on the 
Sonth Fork of the Conemaugh River, in Cambria county. The 
officers are: President, B. A. Ruff; Vice-President, W. A. 
MelIntosh; Secretary, J. B. White; Treasurer, John D. Hunt; 
Directors, Howard Hartley, C. ©, Hussey, E. J. Unger, M, B. 
Suydam and Holdship. Its grounds include the old reseryoir 
of the Pennsylyania canal, and it has rebuilt thhedam at a cost 
of 312,000, making a lake two and a half miles long, covering 
500 acres. A fine club house has been built and also several 
private cottages. Among the members are Andrew Carnegie, 
ohn W. Chalfant, Charles J. Clarke, Dr. W. F. Fundenberg, 

John A. Harper, John B. Jackson, Frank B. Laughlin, W, I. 
McClintock, J. BE. Schwartz, Calvin Wells and Joseph R. 
Woodwell. The initiation fee is S80) and the membership is 
limited to sixty. 

THE PITTSBURGH ROD AND GUN CLUB, 

This is nominally a new club, but reatly the main part of 
the Rudo!ph Club, which was the oldest fishing club in the 
city, and was organized in 1869, haying been named after Mr. 
George J. Rudolph, who is still amember. The officers are; 
President, J, F, Myler; Vice-President, Samuel Walkinshaw; 
Secretary, John W. Ha e; Treasurer, Wim, Colville. The 
elub has 100 members. The club has no grounds but fishes in 
different States, the selection being made each year. Amon 
its members are: Will Schrimer, Will Martin, Joseph 
Schafer, John Gripp, John Doyle, George Wright, Wm. 
Bayne, Thomas Chester, Wm. Sanit, Mart Hofliig, Dan 
Cable, Syd Ormsby, J. Walter Fields and John Kraélitg, 

THE IRON CLLY CLUB. 
This club was organized last_year, and numbers many 

clergynien among its members. It is now encamped on Spar- 
row Lake, Canada, where it fished last year. The President 
is the Rev. C. W. Smith, the Secretary Lee 8. Smith, and the 
Treasurer $, J. Wood. Theclub has about thirty members, 
among whom are: The Rev, H. J. Smith, of Butler; the Rev. 
G. T, Reynolds of the Homewood avenue Church; the Rev, J. 
W. Miles, of Blairsville; the Rey. W. W. Ramsay, of Detroit, 
formerly of Christ Methodist Church; Prof. W. H. Slackh, N. 
6. Williams, C. C. Scaife, 8. A, Shepard, A. McDevitt, Murray 
8. Verner, H. Sampson, I. . Hershberger and B. D, Wood, of 
Philadelphia, 

YHE LOTUS CLUB, 
This club is now in camp at Brown's Run, on the Mononga- 

hela River, a few miles below Geneva. It has forty-five 
members and was organized in 1879, but never attained much 
prominence or importance until it was incorporated in 1882. 
. H, Gearing is President; 5. FP. Connor, Secretary; Charles 
Succup, Treasurer; and John Bradley, Chairman of the Board 
of Directors. 

THE GARPIELD CLUB, 
This is an organization of Knights Templar exclusively, and 

has twenty-five members, The officers are; John J. Wyland, 
President; J, b. Keaggy, Vice-President; J. M, Kinney, Sec- 
retary; John Bourne, Treasurer; Wm. Boun, W, P. Bennett, 
G. N. Lacoek and C. Cochran, Directors. Among the mem- 
bers are C, C, Baev, A, H, Rowand, A, C, Kloman, Joseph T. 

- 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Nevin, J. A. Sholes and S$, 8. D, Thompson. The club spent 
two weeks this season at Bala. Canada. 

THE TOURISTS’ FISHING CLUB. 
This is an offshoot from the Rudolph, and was organized in 

The officers are W. 

year the club took a long trip across the lakes, and this year is 
divided between Canada and the Monongahela River. 

THE ORIOLE CLUB, 
_ The Oriole also sprang from the old Rudolph, and came 
into life this year, haying fourteen members. It spent two 
weeks on Spare. Lake, Canada, in July. §. W. Lowry is 
President; M, C. Andrews, Vice-President: C. W. MeDowell, 
Treasurer, and G. M, Irwin, Secretary. 

THE SOHO CLUB. 
The Soho is tive years old and has twelye members, mainly 

relatives. Itisnowat Sparrow Lake, Canada, FP. EB. Schenck 
is President; O, C. Canter, Treasurer, and E, W, Demmler, 
Secretary. 

Sishculture. 

FISHCULTURE IN TEXAS.—Austin, Ang, 7,—Our State 
Fish Commissioner, Hon. John B. Lubbock, who was only ap- 
pointed on the 10th of April last, vice Hon, R. R. Robertson 
resigned, is pushing the distribution o. carp. Our State ponds 
are in fine condition, and his snecess in breeding and shipping 
this summer has been beyond the most sanguine expectations, 
Carp hatchedin May were shipped in June to the number of 
2,800. He will continue to ship through the whole season. 
One hundred were shipped to El Paso yesterday. It is almost 
incrédible to hear the evidence in regard to the growth of fish 
hatched in the State ponds. If [ did not know personally the 
character of the men I could not believe them. Fish three 
inches long have more than doubled their growth in thirty 
days.—X. 

Che Ziennel, 

To insure prompt attention communications should be ud- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence fron the vffice matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

FIXTURES. 

BHNCH SHOWS. 
September 4, 5, 6 and 7.—New England Pair Bench Show, Manches- 

ter, N.H. Charles A, Andrews, Superintendent, West Boxford. Mass. 
September 6, 7 and 8.—The Dog Fanciers’ Association of Montieal, 

Canada, Second Annual Bench Show. Enimes close Sept.1, Joln 
F. Ca pet Secretary, P. O. Drawer 1,955 Montreal. Canal, 

Oct. 2, 3, 4and 5—London Bench Show, London, Canada. Entries 
close Sept. 19, Charles Lincoln, Superintendent; John Puddicombe, 
Secretary; C. A. Stone, Assistant Secretary. 

Jan, 1. 2, 4, 4—Meriden Poultry Association Bench Show, Meriden, 
Conn. Joshua Saute, Secretary, Meriden, Conn. 

FIELD TRIALS, 
November 19, 1888.—KEastern Field Trials Club, Fifth Annual Trials. 

at High Point, N. C. Entries for the Derby close July 1; for the 
Members’ Stake, Nov. 17; for the All-Aged Stake, Noy, 1. W. A. 
Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Long Island, N, Y, 
November 20, 1883.—Robin’s Island Club's Second Annual Field 

Trials at Robin’s Island, L. L, for members ouly. Entries close 
Sept. 1. A. 7. Plummer, Seeretary. 

December 3, 1883.—National American Kennel Club, Vifth Annual 
eS at Grand Junction, Tenn. D, Eryson, Secretary, Memphis, 

‘enn, 
December 8.—Gilroy Rod and Gum Club's Third Annual Field Trials 

at Gilroy, Cal., for dogs owned in California, Arizona, Oregon and 
Nevada. Entr‘es close Dec. 2. E. Leavesley, Secretary, Gilroy, Cal, 
December 10—New Orleans Gun Club's Southern States Field 

Trials at Ganton, Miss. Entries close Dec, ). J, K. Renaud, Secre- 
tary, New Orleans, La. 

THE DOGS AT THE NEW YORK SHOW. 

M® J. F. KIRK, writing in your issues of June 14 and July 
5, undertakes to enlighten us as to the points of the New- 

foundland dog, and while airing his views, has thought it 
necessary to cast a gratuitous insult atan old college friend of 
mine, Mr. S. W. Wildman, late owner of the. champion New- 
foundland Mayor of Bingley. 
Had Mr. Kirk’s letters appeared in an Hnglish sporting 

paper they would have been ignored by any practical fancier, 
ut here, where non-sporting dogs are little nnderstood, even 

by those professing to judge them, I may not be considered 
idle in contributing a few lines. Any attempt at rhetoric it is 
not my intention to indulge in, and fireside anvedotes shall be 
carefully avoided. Enough nonsense altogether irrelevant to 
the case has aieady appeared, so that we may now come 
down to a few simple facts, expressed, | hope, in plain terms, 

I will first prove Mr. Kirk's remarks to be the effusions of a 
novice, After doing this I will endeavor to ascertain where 
he has got his professed knowledge from, and then I hope to 
be able toshow that he knows nothing abont any breed of 
dogs, except spaniels, and not much about them. It will be 
interesting to many to learn how Mr. Kirk ever came to be 
asked to judge at a bench show, when not possessed oi the 
slightest qualifications for the post. Those who haye care- 
fully followed his absurd decisions when in the judging ring 
may not be surprised to find that two years ago the name of 
J, F. Kirk was unknown as a judge even to his best friends. 
and that his smattering of dog knowledge has been gleaned 
from various books, and not from practical Baer ne! with- 
out which, I claim, no man can understand the points of a 
dog, Enough has already been done im connection with the 
non-sporting departments of hench shows in this country to 
reduce them to a farce, and incompetent judges have assisted 
more than anything else in bringing about this lamentable 
state of affairs. : , y 

Mr. Kirk, finding himself ynable to frame an intelligent re- 
ply to Col. Taylor's sensible letter, sets to work to write that 
gentleman's dogs down, which is certainly ove way of getting 
rid of a question, and reminds me of a would-be authority on 
pointers expan his views in a contemporary, and when I 
invited him toa discussion he replied that he was writing to 
give me advice and to protect the ‘‘picture” of his dog. * 
Thad purchased Mayor of Bingley from Col. Taylor hetore 

Mr, Kirk’s first letter went to press, and he must uow discnss 
the Newfoundland question with me (not, however, unless he 
can show that he has had some exporience with the breed) 
instead of with the dog's late owner. This no dowbt will af- 
ford him equal pleasure. A: 

Mr. Kirk writes: ‘‘The Mayor has positively the worst, 
most deformed head lever saw on a Newfoundland of any 
pretentions to show form., His eyes are really repulsive, and 
the grand, noble benevolence and dignity which should dig- 
nify the breed, in him are totally wanting, He is a fine, 
big, strong dog with an excellent coat, but in good company 
he will never be looked at. He has hardly. an evidence of 
pure breeding about him.” The above mtelligent discharge 
of Newfoundland knowledge I take from your issue of June 
14, and then on the 5th ult. he treats us to another ‘result of 
study” as follows: ‘‘A lnmp abont the size of a medium-sized 
apple fills the center of his forehead, from which the head 
slopes steeply toward the temples, and gives the skull # mis- 
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shapen, narrow look, aboutas unlike as. it is possible to imag- 
ine the broad, noble brow that should dignify the aoe 
[These elaborate lines are taken from a work on dozgs.] His 
eyes exhibit quite as much surface of haw as et do of 
pupil, and utterly spoil the deeply-saugacions and kindly look, 
without which a Newfoundland is only a big blackdog. A 
ridge runs up the middle of his head instead of a furrow, 
Champion Leo has my admiration completely, His head 
alongside of Mayor'’sis Hyperion to a Satyr, If Col, Taylor 
will inforni me of the occasion and under whose judging he 
had to play second fiddle to Mayor of Bingley I will be much 
enlightened, and, if true, I will assist him in praying for more 
qualified judges in England as well as America. As to the | 
sixty prizes he is said to have won, a gentleman who,1 be- 
lieve, af one time owned him, recently said to me, ‘I don't 
care that (snapping his fingers) for prizes won in England. 
He (naming a certain exhibitor) neyer shows nnless itis all 
fixed beforehand.’ 
Mayor of Bingley reqnires no praise from me; extolling bis 

merits would be like painting the lily or gildmg fine gold. 1 
Pinu Aser him, asin my opinion, the best dog living of his 
reed, and until one is forthcoming to beat him I must con- 

tinue to recognize him as such. Itis but an easy task to me 
to prove conclusively that Mr, Kirk knows nothing about 
Newtfoundlands -who ever said he did I may be asked—and 
that he has been writing against Col. Taylor beemuse that. 
gentleman fearlessly and truthfully stated that he was unfit 
to be a judge. 
The Mayor has the worst head Mr. Kirk ever sawon a New- 

foundland with any pretensions to show form, I now eall 
upon Mr. Kirk to name ‘one’ good Newfonndland dog he has 
ever seen, except Mayor of Bingley, and to name a Newfound- 
Jand, yood or bud, that he has ever owned or bred. He tells 
us that he has seen some pictures, though, and a man may. 
even from pictures, be able to gain sufficient knowledge to 
enable him to distinguish the difference hetween a Newfound- 
land and an Angora goat. 

"Well might triumphant genil bear thee hence, 

Tilustrious conqueror of common sense,” 

Now iet us see what Mr. Sutherland, who is one of the best 
authorities, says about the Mayors head. Mr, Sutherland 
has been reporter for the London Field and Live Slock 
Journal ever since the first dog show was held, and is one of 
our best judges, so perhaps Mr. Mirk willadmit that he knows 
as much about Newfoundlands as any inexperienced beginner. 
Writing in the Live Stock Jowmal of August 27,1530, Mr, Suther- 
land says, “We prefer the Mayor of Bingley’s head to that of 
his Jate kennel companion Leo.” Mr. Kivk may also, “by 
study,” bring himself down to admitting that Mr. Vero Shaw 
is equally as well qualified fo pass an opition about dogs as 
himself, and this is what Mr. Shaw writes about the Mayor's 
dignity, in his report of the Dundee show of 1580: *‘New- 
foundlands contained the Mayor of Bingley among their 
number, and we were glad to see this majestic dog looking far 
better than he was at Dublin, Te was « yery easy winner.” 

Mr. Kirk tells us the Mayoris a fine, hig, strone dog with 
an excellent coat, (who told Mr. Kirk this’) but that in good. 
company he wwould never be looked at. Now my argument 
is that Mr. Kirk never saw « good elass of Newfoundlands, 
and cannot, therefore, distinguish between a good class and 
abadone. Mr, Kirk never saw Leo in his life, and yet this 
dog has his admiration “completely.” 
Mr. Kirk requests Col, Taylor to name any occasion on 

which Mavorwt Bingley beat Leo, and then insinuates that if 
he ever did beat him, the judges were incompetent—a very in- 
telligent view to take of the matter, no doubt, and probably 
the “result of study.” One of the grandest classes of New- 
foundlands ever seén, was that at the Margate show, when the 
champions Mayor of Bingley, Leo, Lion, Black Prince, and 
several others met under two of our best judges to settle the 
question of superiority, The Mayors magmificent head, his 
perfect legs and feet, and faultless loin carried him to the 
front, aud he wou also a splendid trophy, if I mistake not, as 
absolutely the best non-sporting dog im the whole show, beat- 
ing many of the best dogs ever put on a bench. This is the 
dog that would uever beseen in % good class. The judges on 
the occasion just referred to were Mr, Hugh Dalziel and Rev. 
W. J. Mellor. Does Mr. Kirk, of Toronto, question the 
ability of these gentlemen, two of the best judges that ever 
went into aring! These gentlemen have not gained their ex- 
perience from books; their knowledge is the result of a life's 
practical experience. Notoriety is not their aim, to he seen in 
the judging ring is not their object, " : 
At the Blackpool show of 1850, Mayor of Bingley Senin beat 

Leo and Lion, the judges being Messrs. Douglass and Graham. 
The first named is one of the oldest and best judges; he did 
not, however, get his experience in Canada, but has been con- 
nected with dog shows since their birth, 1t was Mr. Douglass 
who, when at the Duke of Nevweastle’s seat, moulded the 
ood-looking elumber spaniel into what he now is. Again abt 

papkeyaritt the same year, did Mayor of Bingley prove his 
superiority over Leo, the judges on that occasion being Mr, 
Skidmore (whose name is familiar to most dog fanciers in this 
country) and Mr, Gamon of Chester, another old fancier. 
These gentlemen (I know them both well) never got their dog 
knowledge from books or pictures; they acquired it by expe- 
rience. ‘True, they never judge by points, nor carry 4 library 
into the rmg with them, but 1 fail to see that their not doing 
so.is any sign of iIncompetency. ; ‘ 

Mr. Mapplebeck, who owned Leo and sold him to Mr. Wild- 
mnan for $1,000, and who had the best kennel of Newfound- 
Jands for many years, gave Mayor of Bingley first prize at 
Birmingham, an(@ when asked bis opinion about the dog said, 
“Heis grand.” Atthe Alexandra Palace, Mayor of Bingley 
was again declared the winner, and it is well known in Hng- 
land that Mr. Farquharson, the most extensive breeder of 
Newtoundlands at the present time, offered £100 for the dog 
to breed from, though he “has hardly an evidence of pure 
breeding about him.” Try it again, Mr. Kirk, try it again. 

Tt-is unnecessary to allude to the scores of prizes wou by 
the Mayor in England, Germany, and Amorica, but 1 cannot 
allow Mr, Kirk’s unmanly charge against an old friend to pass 
unnoticed, Mr, Wildman resides but six or seven miles from 
my home in England. We saw each ofher constantly, and 
never allowed a week to pass without Raving 2 good talk 
about Newloundlands. Itwas a kennel Mr. Wildman once 
owned, There you might see the champions Mayor of Bing 
ley, Leo, Lion (winner at the Jast Bi gham show), Blac! 
Prince, Brunette, Gypsie and many others. They tormed. 
the grandest collection ever seen together, and hours have I 
spent studying the points and characteristics of those black 
champions. if was when in Mr. Wildman’s hands that Mayor 
of Bingley won most of his prizes, and | challenge Mr. Kirk to 
prove that my friend ever bribed.a judge, which is what Mr. 
‘Kirk insinuates. Mr. Wildman is a gentleman, and neither 
Mr. Kirk nor anybody elseis able to name the man who chun 
connect his name with a dishonorable action, When in 
England Mayor of Bingley was owned by Mr. Kinlock 
(his breeder), Mr. Wildman and myself. Which of us 
recently told Mr, Kirk what he now states? Not one of us. 
I will remind Mr. Kirk that those who haye awarded 
prizes to Mayor of Bingley are in most cases gentlemen 
—gentlemen by birth, gentlemen by position, men withy 
the habits of gentlemen, men who haye regard tor the 
feelings of others, men who would sooner sacrifice wealth, 
position and ull than attempt, for interested motiyes, to dam-- 
age the good character of a fellow-being, The tollowing 
are some of the gentlemen Mr. J. F. Kirk accuses of 
being tixed, or, in other words, bribed; Rey. J. C. Mac- 
oona, Rev. W. J. Mellor, Rev. Grenville F. Hodgson, Cal- 
dnel Cowan, Major Ireland, Dr. Gordon Stables, Messrs. Vero 
Shaw, W. Lort, H: Dalziel, H. Mapplebeck, Hedley, Brierley, 
Sidney, Skidmore, Douglass, Sutherland, Eden, Kirby, 
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Gamon, Grabam, Inman, pene Smithies, Potts, ete. Ido 
not remerber the names of who have awarded prizes to 
Mayor of Bingley, but those I have named will suffice for the 

esent, The character of any of these gentlemen is no more 
ikely to be damaged by Mr, Kirk’s insinuations than is the 
Mayor's reputation by his opinion. 
Nr. Kirk wishes us to believe that spleen is far away from 

his character, and seeing that such is the case, he will perhaps 
explain how it comes about that the moment the Mayor gets 
into Col, Taylor’s hands he eases to be a Newfoundland and 
is onlya big black dog. I am anxious to know this, and 
especially so seeing that six months ago Mr. Kirk wrote me 
that he hoped he might win the dog in my raffle, for, said Mr. 
Kirk, “he is a grand dog.” T want Mr. Kirk to reconcile him- 
self to this fact, and in the future when he wishes to attack 
either Col. Taylor or anybody else, I would advise him to go 
about it in a more gentlemanly and manly manner, Benedict 
was a good dog co long as he was owted by the Hornell Club, 
and Mr. Kirk had much tosay for bim. Ownership appears 
to carry great weight with Mr. Kirk, Ihave noticed this fre—- 
quently, but T cannot convince myself that partiality is a de- 
sirable quality even in professed dog judges. 
Now let us see how Mr. Kirk ever came to judge at a 

bench show. Nearly two years agoa gentleman was asked to 
judge at a bench shoyy, business preyented his accepting, and 
& Was asked if he knew of anybody that could replace him, 

He was in a fix and could think of nobody. Somebody had to 
be found, qualified or not, When things were pretty nearly 
given up in despair, it was suggested that as Mr. Kirk owned 
some spaniels, he might know “something” about one er two 
other breeds, Precious little that something is found to be on 
close examination, 

This wholesale system of appointing at random men of no 
hte experience whatever to judge non-sporting dogs, will 
be the ruin of many breeds. Fancy asking aman to judge 
twenty or thirty classes who, I he ieve, never bred a good 
looking dog in his life, Is it not absurd, and ought such a 
system not to be wiped out! Those who love good dogs and 
wish to see them improved, must surely agree with me, 
even though lam an Englishman. Mr. Kirk told me that he 
had been In Canada about thirteen years, but had attended 
afew English shows. Now, can such a record qualify aman 
to go into a riug and judge nearly all the dogsin a show! 
Impossible. A man who has not bred good dogs for years, 
and who has not seen and studied hundreds of the best speci- 
mens, cannot understand their points. Iam informed, on the 
best authority, that Mr. Kirk never bred a single first-class 
specimen of any one breed, [f he has, let him name it, and 
he will haye my apology. He professes to understand 
spaniels, and to be an authority on them, but what good 
spaniels did he ever breed? I cannot find his name mentioned 
anywhere either asan authority on dogs or as a prominent 
exhibitor or breeder; and as for his being a judge of spaniels, 
I deny that he has had the nevessary experience umony them 
fo qualify him to render just decisions on their merits. No 
need for me to go through all the classes Mr. Kirk professes 
to judge, and about which he only knows what he has gained 
from hooks. What aman can learn ahout dogs from books 
is, iu my Opinion, worse than nothing, Those who haye 
been acvustomed to hear Mr. Kirk’s name alluded to 
as a judge of spaniels, may think me _ presumptuous 
in attacking him on what he considers his forte, His 
stronghold, alas! is buta combination of paper andink, It 
must be inderstood that Ido not set myself up as an author- 
ity on spaniels, at the same time I haye owned good ones, and 
haye been am the best of them for years, my experience 
therefore with the various breeds, Tam glad to say, does not 
resemble Mr, Kirk's, In 1871, T owned and exhibited the 
champion chiniber spaniel Douglass, winner at the best shows, 
Tn 1875, | owned and exhibited Dr. Boulton’s celebrated black 
biteh Nelhe. Then, im 1877.1 owned Patsey, the best Irish 
water spaniel of his day; he is illustrated in ‘British Dogs,” 
and we may Lot again see his equal, Later I exhibited the 
chatopion Sussex spaniel Max, winner at Birmingham, and 
other good shows. What good spaniel did Mr. Kirk own ten 
horn ago? What good spaniel did he own two years ago? 

$0 are questions any man professing to be a judge may be 
asked, I wish to impress one thing in particular on Mr. 
Kirk, it is this: Paper and ink will never make a judge, 
though it may deceiye the public. A man cannot possibly 
qualify himself for a judge in twenty-five minutes, “as some 
suppose.. 

The first time I exhibited a dog is now about fifteen years 
ago. The beast got nothing, of course, but I did not tell the 
{udze itvwas the best in the world, and offer to bet him 

500 that such was the case. I made up my mind to win the 
highest honors, and to doit with Ry of my own breeding. 
Perseverance oyercomes much and J succeeded. The first 
Spieune prize lever won for absolutely the best dog in the 
show I won at Otley in 1878, and in 1876 I won first prize at 
Birmingham, with a pointer dog of my own breeding, and 
also bred the second prize winner, which has rarely if ever 
before been done. I also won first prize for bitches at the 
same show with Lady Isahel, one of the best leversaw. Since 
1876 I haye won more prizes with dogs 1 think than aly ania- 
teur living. Ihave been connected, too. with the press, for 
upward of ten years, and during that time the number of 
dogs I have seen and examined must be fabulous, but 1 do not 
set myself up as an authority on every breed under the 
sul. know there is much for me to learn; there is 
a lifo’s study in dogs—and how men ean be found with 
the audacity to go into a ring to display the most lamentable 
ignorance imaginable is something beyond my ability to 
understand. They appear to think there is honor attached 
toit, Iam acquainted with a would-be judge who writes 
up and down the country offermy his services free, if the pro- 
moters of the show will send him a pass to and from the show. 
We now come to a very interesting part of Mr. Kirk’s cor- 

respondence, He writes; ‘‘No honest man would accept the 
tusk of judging breed he knew very little about, and | 
laim to be honest. As a matter of fact, [have scrupulously 
refused to judge classes that I had not the best means of 
studying and felt competent to render a faithful, intelligent 
and ait Daca judgment upon.” This looks very pretty on 
paper, butisit true? I haveno intention of pointing out all 
the blunders I have seen Mr. Kirk commit when attempting 
to Fass eat a bench show; had Ito du so I would be called to 
order for monopolizing one-half at least of this week’s issue. 
One case, therefore, will suffice. Iwill take the first class I 
ever saw Mr, Kirk attempt to judge; the champion fox-ter- 
rier dog class at the last New York show. He placed Joker 
in front of Royal, A more absurd decision was neyer made. 
Royal is at least fifteen points out of a hundred Joker's supe- 
rior, and yet the dogs were judged on Mr. Kirk’s much 
vaunted points system. Possibly he made a mistake in the 
addition after getting his points down, but it was painfully 
conspicuous te any fox-terrier judge that Mr. Kirk just knew 
that the dogs before him were fox-terriers, and nothing 
more. Will Mr, Kirk, for the benefit of fox-terrier 
fanciers, publish a list of the points he gaye these 
dogs, for when such an “intelligent decision” is made, 
one feels interested to Enow the whys and wherefores, 
Such decisions as this are what we must ever expect from 
other than ractical men, and it is such decisions, ignored by 
the press, that mislead breeders, and rere their succeeding 
to breed the true type of dog. I handled Joker in the ring for 
My, Rutherfurd, and when I came out with the dog, a well- 
known English fox-terrier breeder who was present, and with 
whom 1am acquainted, remarked. “Can you conscientiously 
mean vey prize” Ireplied that the dog did not belong to 
me, but was the property of the owner of the best dog. and 
that therefore it was all in the family. Then said he, “What 
atarce!” “Oh!” said I, “that's a mere nothing.” “Does no- 
body complain?’ said the foxterrier breeder. “Not at all,” 

said I, ‘on the eontrary, and the probability is thatif you 
look at the pear on the show you will find that Mv. Kirk is 
therein stated to be the best judge in the world.” This is a 
sample of the decisions that Mr, Kirk tells us are faithful, in- 
telligent and impartisl—the result of study. That they may 
be the result of limited study I do not doubt, but they are 
not the result of experiences, which alone cun make a 
judge. Reading about pictures never made a man an 
artist; studying instruments never made a musician. Watch- 
ing a, race across country never pave a man «good seatin a 
saddle, A grain of practical experience is worth a ton of 
book knowledge. ; , 

Mr. Kirk sunis up his ignorance of dogs and dog shows when 
he says, ‘I haye seen a good many shows but never a finer col- 
lection of dogs than at Madison Square last month,” I don’t 
suppose Mr. “Kirk ever did see a finer collection of dogs; they 
ure Dot to be seen in Canada. Lattended the dog show held 
at Nottingham, England, in 1873, and the dogs far exceaded 
any collection J have syer seen in America, I do not say that 
the English setters, Irish setters and Irish water spaniels were 
better classes, or anything like so good asI have seen at the 
New York show; but all other classes were iar away in front, 
especially tebe deerhounds, fox-terriers, mastiffs, St, 
Bernards, Newfoundlands, and the various terricr classes. 
The exhibition, therefore, as a whole, was far away in front of 
the Westminster Kennel Club's shows. Mr. Gincoln, who was 
secretary of the Darlington horse and dog show some twelve 
years ago, could tell anybody that the non-sporting dogs he 
saw in England at that time greatly exceeded anything in this 
country, and it will be admitted, I think, that we have made 
great progress since then. Iwas not very far ae I 
said that dogshows in this country were ten years behind the 
times. Why, atthe New York show last year there was nota 
single first-class non-sporting specimen in the show, and I chal- 
lenge either judges or jury on that occasion (no anonymous 
letters, please), te come forward and name one, Bragging, 
and the absurd arguments advanced by some under shelter of 
nontde plume cannot alter facts, and the sooner breeders turn 
their attention to the improvement of their dogs, the better 
it will be for them, and my advice to them is not to be led 
away by the remarks of office seekers, who really know less 
about dogs, in many cases, than themselves. 

Dr. Niven comes forward to champion the cause of his 
spaniel-breeding friend, Mr, Kirk, which shows a great want 
of judgment on his part. He, however, makes a fearfully 
shaky attempt, and his remarks crumble to dust in the face of 
a few simple facts. ' 
How does it happen that Dr. Niven now considers Mr. Kirk 

to be such 4 great authority on dogs, when barely two years 
ago he did not recognize nim as ajudge atall? Dr, Niyen 
wrote ne a few weeks previous to the London show of 1851 as 
follows: “There is nobody out here at all qualified to judge 
the classes. Neither do I know of anybody that can judge 
them to the satisfaction of the committee except yourself.’ 
Does this not. clearly show how long Mr, Kirk has been in 
gaining his wonderful knowledge of dogs? His own friend, 
residing but a few miles from his doorstep, was fully aware 
at that time that he was no judge of dogs. Mr. Kirk is now 
able and willing to judge anything. 

Dr. Niven also refers tothe practice of ‘‘faking” dogs, Ishould 
never have made public what I now feel myself fully justi- 
fied in stating, had Dr. Niven not taken upon himself to preach 
what he does not practice, for this gentleman did his 
very litimost to persuade me, when at his house in 1581. to 
show him how to straighten the coats of his curly span- 
iels, and I refused to doit. Said he, ‘I would give anything 
to know how to take the cnrl out of a spaniel’s coat.” I told 
the Doctor that be must live and learn; whether he now 
knows how to straighten a spaniel’s coat or not 1 cannot say, 
but I baveanidea that in the future he will remember that 
the moral is “Practice what you preach!” . 
The further we cut into the cake the sweeterit tastes. Dr, 

Niven tells us that Mr. Kirk made a mistake in awarding a 
prize to a dog whose tail was shaved, but this great discoverer 
of shuyed tails forgets that at the New York show of 1881, he 
awarded first prize, and second prize also, in one class to dogs 
with shaved tails, as he terms it. Yes, Doctor, this is perfectly 
true, I can answer for the veracity of the statement as I ex- 
hibited the first prize winner in the class referred to myself, 
Dr, Niven alludes with pride to the fact that he disqualitied 
the best Yorkshire terrier at the same show, because its coat 
was oiled. He had elearly no right whatever to do this, 
especially seeing that he awarded first prize to a dog that had 
also oil on its coat, Yes, Doctor, thisis perfectly true, I ex- 
hibited the first prize winner myself and am in a position ty 
know. Alas! Mr. Kirk and his friend have much to learn, 
They don't know howto fake their own dogs, and can’t tell 
when other people’s are faked, It is not faking to put a little 
oil on the coat of a Yorkshire terrier, neither is it a case of 
faking to trim the ears and tail of a bull-terrier, Ityoudye a 
dog, that is a case of faking; if you make prick-ears into drop- 
ears, itisa case of tampering; 1f you straighten a ring tail 
you are guilty of faking also,and soon, I question the ability 
either of Mr. Kirk or his friend to discoyer any case of faking 
if artistically performed, . 
Tread Col. Taylor's sensible letter with pleasure, anditis en- 

couraging to know that there exist men who have the moral 
courage to speak out plainly, and who sre not warped by 
prejudice and ignorance into helieying that eyerything Ameri- 
eat isthe best in the world. J do not say that 1 agree with 
all that Col, Taylor has written, We certainly disagree, and 
ever shall do, I suppose, about the chest of the setter, for in- 
stance, The chest must be deep and not wide, with the 
shoulders sloping and well placed, I have yet to learn that 
anything required for speed should be wide infront, If re- 
quired for strength ‘“‘alone,” the wider the better. The 
draught horse cannot be too wide across the chest, buf not so 
the race-horse. The mastiff—a watch dog—who relies on his 
superior power to pull his man down, must be wide inthe 
chest, but a yery different state of things must exist in the 
case of greyhounds, deerhounds, pointers, setters, etc, These 
rely, ina great measure, on speed and endurance, and experi- 
ence has not taught me that a broad chest is conducive either 
to the one or the other. 

Col. Taylor has been aceused by Mr. Kirk and Dr. Niven of 
advertising my dogs, but those acquainted with him look on 
such accusations with the contempt they deserve. Who ever 
advertised Mayor of Bingley to better advatage than Messrs. 
Kirk and Niven? I thank them. j . 

Col, Taylor is an ardent admirer of dogs, and isatair good 
judge. His object is to improve American dogs, and he courts 
nofayorsfromany one. Itisa pity that nobody has yet been 
able to write anintelligent reply to his remarks about the dogs 
atthe late New York show, forasensible discussion might have 
done much toward opening the eyes of many who are led 
away by what they hear, instead of being guided by what 
they see. But it is not policy, on the part of some people, to 
allow such a discussion. 
Mr, Corne!! tukes issue with any oné who belittles our sport- 

ing dogs. He is evidently unaware what a Sporting dog 1s, so 
for his benefit I will inform him that greyhounds, deerhounds, 
bloodhounds, clumber spaniels, Sussex spaniels and dachs- 
hunde are sporting dogs. and that he cannotname two good 
specimens of each breed in the United States. Mr, Cornell 
“thinks? he has a fair knowledge of pointers and setters, I 
am glad heis not sure. Neither am I, for itis a matter of fact 
that his club hasnever bred a really good-looking dog. Mr. Car- 
nell is apparently not aware that Mr. Dalziel was chaffing him 
when he said that he bad no idea that the dogs in America 
were so good as he found them, especially the sporting classes. 
Mr, Cornell does not possibly Know Mr. Dalziel sa well 
as I do, Nothing does that gentleman enjoy more than 
a talk about dogs with those professing to understantl 
them, bt who in reality are taking their first lessons, He is! 

in his element, and the yarns he spins exceed anything Tf ever 
heard. Nodoubf he hada splendid time with Mr. Cornell. 
What Mr, Dalziel really ‘did say and mean” was this: “TI 
Was surprised to find setters and pointers so good; they far 
exceeded my expectations. I lad no idea that such rapid 
progress ad been mace.” Then suid Mr, Dalziel, “I have 
attended shows in England, Mrance and Gerimany, but I never 
saww in the whole course of my experience such a lot of 
mougrel brutes 4s those exhibited in the other classes, How 
such a lot could ever be collected at one time in one building 
is something I cannot explain.” This is what Mr. Dalziel said 
to an intimate friend, notto Mr. Cornell. From what I haye 
seen since I came here mm 148] [know thet Mr. Dalziel was 
not far off the mark in what he stated, 

It is simply ridiculous for Mr. Cornell to tell us that 
Mr. Herbert Timan informed him that he had gone 
“critically among the dogs” and found the last New Yorkshow 
better on the whole than the sreat English shows. Tt is 
equally absurd and misleading to say that Mr, Iiman is a 
judge of dogs. I happen te know My. Inman, He introduced 
himself to me afi the New York show twoyearsago, Wehad 
some talk together. He toldine that he liked to see a good 
pointer or setter, but toole little interest in the other classes, 
That Mr. Inman is a jolly goud fellow I don't doubt; but he 
is not a judge of dogs, and I think doos not profess to be, Tf, 
however, he aS ere Mr. Cornell will name some of the 
cogs he has bred of any note, The drowning man will catch 
at a straw, Mr. Cornell, but do such statements nof place 
your club before the public in a very ludicrous light? 

There was fio necessity for Mr: Cornell to pet angry with 
Mr, Graham, becanse that gentleman expressed 4 desire to 
haye a “champion prize" rather different from the ‘‘medals 
ot honor” presented by the club as third prizes. Mr. Graham, 
when in England, was accustomed to get 250 or £25 as a cham- 
pion prize, and when the club offered hirn a silver medal worth 
considerably less than the fee charged to compete for it, he 
could not believe his own eyes: he thonsht there must be 
something wrong, especially us the show was reported to he 
the bestin the world. Heaccordingly saw Mr, Cornell, whose 
tender feelings nave way: ’ 

T, too, haye brought down upon me the censure of the 
Westminster Kennel Clit; Mr. Cornell has kindly in- 
sinuated on the pages of this paper that IT am a dog 
dealer. But this is nothing on the face of the crime 
I have committed, which rarks «as the blackest ever 
entered on the pages of the hlue-book at Babylon. 
IT had the audacity in an English contemporary to giva a 
“correct deseription” of that wonderfil looking pointer Sensa- 
tion, and the man who does that knows what to expect. This 
is a fitting ocesasion to mMform Mr. Cornell and his elub that 
my reports of the New York show were written for a paper 
with which my name has been connected tor years, and at 
the request of a friend, who is one of our best anthorities on 
dogs, I neither can nor will beled from a faithful discharge 
ot my duties. Coul! l conscientiously have represented tilie 
dog asa good one T should have done it. IT could not. Con- 
fidenee was placed in my intexiity and judgment, and that 
confidenee was not abused. J haye yet to learn that dishon- 
esty makes a gentleman; it frequently makes money, though, 
and nmioney some people suppose takes # gentleman. Mr. 
Elliot Smith’s remiarks about attitudinizing, particularizing 
and neutralizing are a little wide of the question, and remind 
me ol a lootless stocking without u leg, which wes an Irish- 
man’s definition of nothing, 

In order to make me as uwapopular as possible with those 
unacquainted with ie, Dom represeited as wishing to run 
down everything American, aud it has been said that I have 
not agood wordto say for American dogs or dog shows, 
This is not the ¢ase. Trine ivis that [make no overtures to 
the Westminster Sennel Club or anybody else, Whitewash I 
object to administering or to reeeiving. The sweets of office 
have no chariis forme. The excitement (if there is any) at- 
tendant upon the first entrance into the judging ring, in my 
case, yanished, I believe, before a dog show was held in this 
country. My object isto fmproye our dogs and dog shows, 
T call 4 spade @ spade, because | know it to bea spade; and 
what [now write, [ write because I know from practival ex- 
perience it is correct, Thayeno axeto grind, América will 
finally be my home, Why then should 1 belittle her dogs or 
anything else? Allisessily summed tp. Thereis no better 
place than Madison Garden tora dog show, The management 
of the Westminster Kennel Club shows in Mr. Lincoln's bands 
is perfection, I have attended all the best shows in England 
during the last fifteen years, and most of the smaller ones, 
and during my experience have nof seen a better manager 
than Mr. Lincoln. At one timel thonzht that Mr. Douglass 
could not be excelled, but I huve an idea that in Mr. Lincoln 
he would meet his equal, if not superior. 
Now for the dogs, English setters are really good, and I 

wrote of them in 1851 as follows; ‘“‘nelish setters are a srvand 
lot and if intelligently bred from, Wngland must look to her 
laurels; I find the bitches as a whole better looking than the 
dogs.” The misfortone is that the best dogs don't win the 
prizes a8 4 rule, and that many breeders don’t co to work the 
right way to improve the stock placed at their disposal. 
Gordon setters are a very bad lot, but the Ivishmen area 
splendid class, and heat us all ends up (not, however, if Biz 
is the best of therm). We have unotso good a dog as Chief or 
Glencho, or bitches equal to Noreen and Lardy Clare, 
There are many good-looking pointers here, but few are 

ever produced equal to the imported stock, and this fact sup- 
ports mein what [ stated before 1 had been here many 
months, that good pointers cannob he produced unless Beok 
goto work very differently to what they are doing. No 
judgment seems to be used, and hitches are bred from ai ran- 
dom to the most unsuitable sires. There is no denying this, 
and yet America van hoast of having bred Beaufort, who is, in 
my opinion, the best pointer living that I haye seen. Inow 
hear that this dog was bred precisely as I advised pointer men 
to use Bow. Put him to shortlegged bitcues, on the smali 
side, and you will have some pointers. Nothing can be better 
bred than Bow, aud for small-sized bitches the next best dogs 
ought to he Beaufortand Faust. There is some capital ma- 
terial to suleet from for big biteches—Donald, Bang (Poyneer’s), 
La Guy and Sleaford, These ere are well bred, and if care 
iby selected will improve the appearance of pointers in this 
country, which tome appear to be getting worse looking in- 
stead of better. [may have much good to say for Bang-Bang 
after giving him a careful look over, I have not yet seen the 
dog: his breeding is of a high order, and of his appearance I 
will speak later 

Tvish water spaniels are getting ahead of us, and are, I 
think, better « Jittle than ours, Jhen my grand dog Patsy 
died, and his nob mich less distinguished brother Barney came 
to this country, we lost sight of our best-looking dogs. All 
other spaniel classes are considerably behind us, r 
Greyhounds, dverhounds, Foxhounds, and all other sporting 

dogs are many years behind Wox-terriers are improving, 
thanks to the Messrs. Rutherfurd, Mastiffs, St. Bernards, 
Newfoundlahds, bulldogs, bull-terriers, and all other non- 
sporting dogs, cannot he mentioned in the same week with 
these Classes in England, There is, therefore, much to he 
done; much that cannot be done by bragging, but which may 
he overcome by perseverance. 

Dog shows are not in a satisfactory condition, preat preju- 
dice is apparectto any old exhibitor, First one bype of cog 
and then the other is Set up as a lew ideal. The very men 
that lauded Thunder up to the skies, now swear by Dido IL ; 
neither is the Gorrect thing. One has been found sadly want- 
ing, and it is only a question of time with the other tobe found 
egnally deficient, \W hetare breeders to do, what can they dot 
It behooves those who have had experience to speak out 
plainly without fear of being hounded down by an interested 
Minority, sheltered behind a nomi de plume, Right must pre- 
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vail at the finish, so what matters about the commencement? 
Lefi us hope at least that there is in existence a free press, and 
that those who boast of being able to use it to further their 
own ends may find themselves mistaken. LIexpect to comein 
for plenty of slander after speaking out freely and impartially 
my mind. It will, however, be found that the majority of 
American dog lovers require some more substantial argument 
than that of slander and abuse, neither of which can possibly 
prove aman to bein the wrong, but only tend to strengthen 
fis vase. DT am willing ‘at any time to enter intoa lengthy 
discussion (with any practical man writing under his own sig- 
nature) of the merits of pointers und setters, or the various 
non-sporting classes with which | have had a lengthy experi- 
ence, but I cannot waste my time arguing with gentlemen 
such as Messrs, Kirk and Niven, who haye not bred good dogs, 
or won the highest honors at our shows. My object is to im- 
prove our dogs and dog shows, and Iam to he found only on 
the side of those who huve similar intention at heart. ; 

CHARLES H. Mason. 

DARLINGTON DOG SHOW. 

"HE twenty-fitth annual show of horses and dogs was held 
by the Sonth Durham and North Yorkshive horse and 

dog show in Hummersknott Park, Darlington, on July 27, and, 
as usual, when favored with good weather, the gathering of 
visitols was yery Jarge, Darlington is the largest one day 
show in England, perhaps in the world. The entries this year 
amounted to akout (17, which is considered a fair average; 
some years the entries exceed and others a little under, that 
numbe-, last year they were two less. 
Bloodhowuds there were no entries. It seems strange that a, 

good class of bloodhounds cannot be brought together in the 
Novth of England while in the South there is always a zood 
show of this variety. 

In deerhounds Mr, Joplin’s Chieftain was once more to the 
front. 

In champion greyhounds Mr. Swinburne’s Rosemarie just 
managed to heat her late k:nnel companion Bonny Lass. The 
open clussss or greyhoands, as usual, were really good, and 
any of the noticed dogs were quite fit to win at ordinary 
shows, Inthe biteh class Mv, Nelson was first and second with 
two of his, which we favorably noticed at York. 

In champion retrievers Mr. Crofts won with King. In the 
open dog class the quality was onlyfaix, In bitches the win- 
ners were good. Mi. Crofts wus again to the front. 
Champion Pointers.—First, Ponto (late Fletcher's) and a son 

of his, Young Ponto, won in open class dogs over 5iibs., Don 
Pedro coming second, In bitches over 50lbs. Ruby, a daughter 
of Ponto, won first, and we like her hetter than either her sire 
or b olher. In pointer dogs under Adlbs, Mr. Bulled had a 
clear win with Deyun Bastovw, and also in small-sized hitches 
with Lass of Deyon. We consider this bitch about the best in 
Bneland, and have no doubt but she is ag food in the field as 
onthe bench, 

Tn black and tan setter dogs first went to Mr. Shorthose’s 
Don 1., a dog we do not fancy much; heis yery bad in coat, 
aud leggy. Black and tan setter bitches, first, champion 
Fan 11,, with Moll TV. second. We certaimly consider Moll 
much the best. She won first at the Crystal Palace this 
month, also at York, and we think her about the best black 
and tan setter we know. 

Mr. Hutton had it all his own way in dachshunde, . 
The beagles werea fair class, but the majority of them were 

foo large in our opinion, 
The harriers turned up pretty good, with scarcely an indit- 

ferent one shown. 
In clumbers, there seems to be only the Duke of Portland 

and Mr. Holmes who have got anything worth exhibiting. 
In black or liver spaniels the winners were all blacks. Mz, 

Royle wou onee more with Zulu, Mr. Hasten’s. two bitches 
running him pretty close. In the any other variety Mr, Has- 
ten was lirst here, and Mr, Royle second, with a very nice 
black and tan bitch, ' 

Fox-terriers were pretty well represented, Brokenhurst 
Rally winning in champion dogs, looking as well as eyer, and 
Lady Grace coce more to the front in champion bitehes, Ma. 
Raper won first in open class dogs and open class bitches, with 
Raby Tyrant and Richmond Olive. The winning fox-terrier 
doz puppy is a very Nice one, and his owner refused a long 
price for him; the wire-haired were equally as good as their 
smooth companions, and some of them changed hands at large 
figures. Insporting puppies, Mr, Hasten won with Beverly Beau. 
This dog has heen cane alot of winning lately, beating: the 
week previous Mr, Royle's Zulu, and we were quite surprised 
to find him entered here among the puppies, 
In toy terriers, both smooth and rough, Mr. Foster met with 

littls competition. In black and tan terriers, Burke once more 
wou, There sees nothing to come near him. In the small 
elass, Mr, Swinburne won, 
There were no poodles shown. Pomeranians were a good 

class, Charlie being once more equal to the occasion. 
In pugs, Mr. Foster agai won, and we can see yery little to 

choose between these tyo young ones. 
Champion Cassie won again in sheep dogs. In the open dog 

class, Mr, Easton’s Highlander, a dog we haye always liked, 
wou, and. we believe, changed hands. The open bitch class, 
tirst and second, were both good ones. We preferred second 
prize to first. Smooth sheep dogs— First, E, Hutton’s Gazelle; 
sucond, Mindfull. There were two or three in the class we 
preferred to the latter, who is quitestilf, andit was evidently 
quite as much as she could do to walk round the ring. 
Skye terriers tured up two of the best inthe fancy and 

We quite agree with the decision, Scottish Queen II. first and 
Heather second. The Dandy Dmmonts were a small class 
but good jin quality, Vhe Irish terriers were also good. Pagan 
L., who won urst and medal at York for best in the show, re- 
peated the performance here, The Bbedlingtons were sood and 
as usual most of the prizes went fo New Castle kennels, 

Tn Bulldogs, Bend Or and Julius Cresar, first and second. 
Bend Or looking rather light of flesh but still there was no de- 
nying him. ; 
Newfoundlands were fairly good. 
In St. Bernards Bayard won in the champion class with 

nothing asinst hi In the open class for dogs Faust 
came once more to thefront. The bitches were fairly well 
represented and the winners well placed. Were Khiva an 
inch or two higher she would be difficult to beat. 

In mastifis Mr, Royle won first in dogs and first in bitches, 
hoth well known and clear ahead of everything in their 
classes. G. 
Wollowing are the awards: 

DERE sUNDS.—Doys, ist, H.C. Joplin (Chieftain); 2d, A. and 
1, O. Maxwell (Ming), 

GREY HOUNDS.—CHAmPIun CLAss: Ist, T. B. Swinburne (Rose- 
miarie). Opun Chasses—Poys: Ist, 7, Curmew (Harlequin); 2d, J. E, 
Crofts (Heit-at-Law). B¥tclus: istand 2d, R. J. Nelson (Acalia and 
Azalea). Porprs.—Doys; ist, M. Donegan (De Laey); 2d, W. Pur- 
ness (Prince of Denmurk), Hitches; 1st, T, Harrison (Pretty Nell); 
2d, H, Mitehinson (Gentle Annie). 

RETRIEVERS.—CuHampion Otass: ist, J. E. Crofts (King). Orew 
OLAsFES.—Doys: Ist, A. i, Ainsworth (Falcon); 2d, C, Drury (Wal 
lace, Bitches; Cup, stand 2d. J, B, Orotts (Topsy 11, and Luey). 

POINTERS,—Cranpion Cudss: ial, J. i. Crofts (Ponto). Laren. 
Dogs: lst, J. E. Crofts ivan Poutols Su, J Shorthose (Don Pedro), 
Bitches: Istand enp, J. B, Crofts (Ruby); 2d, J. L. Bulled (Deven 
Venus). Saanh.—Dogs: 1st, J. L. Bulled (Deyon Bastow); 2d, Sir J. 
W. Pease, Bart, MB (Miss Pop), Bitches: Ist, J. L. Bulléd (Lass of 
Devon); 2d, J. Shorthose (lady). 

SEITIKS,—Brack ann TAs-—Dogs: ist, J, Shorthoss (Don 1.): 
2d, A. Phillips (champioa Grouse). Bitches: Ist, J. U, Winkfield 
(champion Fan nay ad, &. Mitchell (Moll 1V.) Tarsa.—tst and 2d, J. 
CO. Macdoua (Lady Robertsand General Roberls). Any O'rneR VArtery 
—Dogs' istand 2d, J. Shorthose (Royal TY. and Rayalty). Bitches: 
Pau ist and enp, J. Shorthose (Novelette); T.B. Bowers (Heather 

elle). 

t 

DACHSHUNDH.—1st and 2d, . Mutton (Blue Belle and Octavia). 
BEAGLES.—1st, T, Watson (Chorister); 2d, J. F. Sevier (Homer), 

HARRIERS.—Dogs-: ist. W...0. Stewart ACoeRosaD 2d, Sir J, C.Con- 
rate stable, Bart, (Nimrod). Bitehes, ist, W, on (Ruby); 2d, Sit Wf. 

©. Constable, Bart. (Jesamin), : Ree ‘ 

SPANIDCS,—Ciomper. Ist and 2d, H. H. Holmes (Power and cham- 
pion Jolin O°Gaunt). Brack ox Lrynr.—tst and cup, J. Royle (Aula); 
21, W. E. Easten (Beverley Bess. Any Ornpr Varimry.—ist, W. 2. 
Basten (Royer IV.); 2d, J. Royle (Zméss). 

POX-TERRIERS,—CnAmpion—Dogs; ist, A, H, Clarke (Brokenhurst 
Rally). Bifches: ist, H, Bright (Lady Grace). Swoora-H ED— Days: 
Ist, G, Raper (Raby Tyrant); 2d, H. Bright (Trafford), Bitohes: Ist, 
G. Raper (Richniond Olive); 2d, A. H. Clarke (Russet), Porpras— 
Dogs. ist, P. Mayor (Gomo): 2d, A, BH. Clarke(Ringwood). Bifehes: 
Ist, W, Jordison (Miss Smith); 294, W. M. Graham (Lady Rally. 

BROKEN HATRED FOX-TERRIERS.—Pupries—Dogs; Ist, H, Rich= 
ardson (Gallant); 2d. R, Sawdon: Topper). Aitehes: ist, W. Carrick, 
Jr., (Veh); 2d, T. A, Prince (White Star). Opes Coasses—Dogs; Ist, 
Jy W. Corner (Eskdale Tzar); W. M, Graham (Masher), Bitches: ist, 
A, Greenwell (Vie); 2d, J. W. Corner (Music). 

SPORTING PUPPIES.—Excert GReyHounDS ann Tox-Trrrmrs— 
ist, W. Basten. spaniel (Beverly Brau); 2d, J. vrinithall, pointer 
(Bella). Three Sporting: 1st, J. G, Chapman (pointers); &d, W. Jack- 
son, Jr. (fox-terriers), Three Non-Sporting: st, J. G. Wilson (St. 
Bernards); 2d, T. Tweedy (Bedlington terriers). Nor-Sporting: 1st. 
J.C, Macdona. (Primate); 2d, Mrs, M. A, Smith (Nancy), 

TOY, TERYIERS.—Smoorit Hareb: Ist, M, A, Poster (Dinah): 2d, 
J. K, Kaye (Syble).*Kocen Hagen: Ist, M. A. Foster (Prince Arthur. 

_ BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Exscrenme 147as.: Ist, J, Royle 
(Burke); 2d, A. Tigo eespe (The Black Prince). Nor Excrepine 14 
Lpa.:; Ist, T. B. Swinburne (Sample), 

POMBERANTANS.—ist, J. Fawdry (Charley); 24, J. Weightman 
(Blanche), 

PUGS.—1st and 2d, M. A, Foster (Bradford Ruby and Diamond). 

é ea chi oe ne J. Wawdry (Treasure); 2d, W, 8. Pringle 
(Shot), i 

SHUBP.—Crampion Chass: ist, T, B, Swinburne (Lassie). RougH 
—Doga: 1st, T. Easton (Highlander); 2d, W, Atkinson (Markman), 
Bitches! ist, 5. Boddington (Winnie); 2d. Dr, James (Tawny Lass. 
Smoorr: Ist, E. Hutton (Gazelle); 2d, H. @. Joplin (Mindful). Lodal 
Class; 1st, J, Theakston and Son (Chance); 2d, J. Hammond (Wiley), 
SKYE TERRIERS.—I1st, W. E, Hasten (Scottish Queen I1,); 8d. H. 

C. Joplin (Heather). 

HARD-HAIRED SCOTCH TERRIERS,—ist, Ludlow and Blomfield 
(Rambler); 2d. Miss Laing (Foxe), 

DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.— Dogs: ist and plate, J. C. Carrick 
(Pasha); 24, J, Locke (The Astrologer). Ritches> Ist, G. S, Ball 
(Jennie Drans); 2d, W. E Easten (Border Queen), 

IRISH TERRIERS.—Dogs: Ist and cup, W. Graham (Pagan IT ); 2, 
G. R. Krehl (eripper. Bitehess Ist, R, B. Carey (champion Sting); 
2d, G. R, Krebl (Katey), 

BEDLINGTON THRRIERS.—Bive— Ist and cup, J, A, Raby (Diana): 
2d, D. Ross (Clansman). Any OTaer Vanrinry—ist. J. A. Baty 
{Pincher): 2d, H. B, Watson (Daffodil), 

BULLDOGS.—Dogs: ist and 24, J Menshall (Bend Or and Julius 
Cesar). Bitches: Ist, G. Raper (Rhodoyat; 2d, J. Peace (Redowa). 

SE a Set J. Chatwin (Cairo); #4, H. Hodgkinson 
(Silvio), 

NEWFOUNDLANDS,—Dogs: ist. W. 0. King (Bruce); 2a, A. 1, 
Ainsworth (Prince Sam). Bitches: fst, W. Coats (Meg of Meldon IT); 
2d, J, Brown (Belladonna). 

ST. BERNARDS,—CuHAmpPrion Ciass—Iist, J.C. Macdona (Bayard). 
Open CLAssEsS.— Dogs; 1st, H. C. Joplin (Faust); 2d, G8. Ball (Pedro), 
Bitches; 1st, J. K. Kaye (Khiva); 2d, A. W. Carter (Lady Gladys). 

MASTIPFS.— Dogs: 1st, J. Royle (Sir Garnet); 2d, H. ©. Joplin 
(Brindled Sultan). Bitches: ist, J. Royle (Crown Princess); 2d, A, 
Green (Lambton Naney) Extra CLass—tist, Mrs. M, A, Foster (Brad- 
ford Hero); 8d. J, Peace (Bob); 8d, G. R, krehl (Guinevere); 4th, 0. J. 
Thompson (Bashful). 

THE LONDON BENCH SHOW. 

HE third international bench show, to be held at London, 
Ont., the first weelcin October, will undoubtedly prove to be 

avery suceéssful affair, Mr. Lincoln writes that the prospect 
for a large entry is good, The management will spare no 
pains or expense to make the show first-class in every respect. 
The premium list is liberal, giving 515 for clampions, and the 
same for first prize in the most important open classes. ‘Vhe 
other classes will receive $10 for first prize. The list of spe- 
cialsis quite large, and will probably be added to. Among 
the specials are 315 for each of the best kennel, not less than 
five, of English and Trish setters, and pointers. Col. Walker, 
the president, gives a special prize of 510 for the best Wnzlish 
setter, dog or bitch, owned and entered bya resident of the 
United States. The American and Canadian express com- 
panies will return all dogs free that may be intrusted to their 
cave and fare prepaid tothe show. Entry blanks may be had 
by addressing the secretary, Mr. J. Puddicombe, London 
House, London, Ont, Entries close Sept. 19. : 

5. 

BULLDOGS.—Editoy Forest and Stream: Upon opening 
my last number of FoREST AND STREAM I came at once on 
“Podgers’s” discourse on dogs, Of course, as a doggy man, I 
read it at once, and enjoyed it until 1 came to the following: 
“There ave dogs that tit exactly the grade of society that 
affect them. Commencing with the bull, where do you find 
him? With the sporting fraternity, the prize-ring advocates; 
so oh up to the noble setter, the gentleman's dog.” I stopped 
right there. {affect bulldogs. I tor a loug time bred setters, 
and good ones, too—gentlemen’s dogs—but now 1 keep tiull- 
dogs. ‘Podgers” has quite hurt my feelings. What right has 
he to in this way fling a slur upon the little band of bulldog 
breeders and fanciers who are endeavoring to keep the noble 
old breed alive. I hope “Podgers” wrote without thinking, 
and I notice that his discourse, supposed to be about dogs, 
wanders off mostly to other subjects. Possibly he may he a 
lover of dogs in general, but knows little about them really, 
and would not know a bulldog if he say one, So, possibly, 
he knows as little about the class that affect them. Has 
“Podpers” ever heard of the London Bulldog Club? I can tell 
him the members are not composed of guess or prize- 
fighters, If he ever attends a dog show in Hngland, he will 
find that bulldogs have many friends among the ladies, and 
that a, pure-bred bullis not to be bought for a few dollars. 
Does “Podgers” know that Vero Shaw is a bulldog man, and 
in America let him Jook over the list of owners and breeders 
of bulldogs, and sea if they belong to the class he refers to. 
Bulldog fanciers are neither better or worse than their brother 
fanciers, but, as usual, ‘“Podgers” has confounded bulldogs 
with the mongrel white dog with a black patch. We suffer 
2 good deal in this way, and “Podgers” gives me the oppor- 
tunity to offer a few remarks, and I hope that the public will 
understand that bulldog owners are not, as a rule, prize- 
fighters, “sports” or bluckgnuards, We are understood by a 
few, else FOREST AND STREAM would not open its columus as 
freely for bulldogs as setters.—HEMLOCK. . 

CURE FOR RATTLESNAKE BITH.—Hulicott City, Md. 
Aug, 12, 1583.—Eiditer Forest and Stream: I haye just read 
your correspondent *‘Ouacnita’s” account of his brother's dog 
being bitten by a suake. He seems to have tried no remedies. 
Let me suggest one which could have saved the ear of the 
poor bitch and relieved her cruel sufferings within twenty- 
four hours. Itis simply strong milk punch, with the sugar, 
ice and nutmeg leffiont. Wehada dog bitten by a copper- 
head snake, a reptile whose bite is nearly as fatal as that of 
the crotalus, and in a much worse place, the inside of the 
mouth. She was taken home instantly and dosed with fresh 
milk and whisky until she was too drunk to move. Whenshe 
recovered from her spree, which was the next morning, she 
was, though weak, entirely cured, and in a few days was as 
wellas ever, The same remedy has been resorted to by our 
neighbors, in several cases and with unyaryihg success. [ 
hope my prescription, which is equally good and more pleas- 
ant for man as well as beast, may save some sportsman’s dog. 
—T. B. Dorsey, 

THE BEAGLE,—I believe in beagles, and am glad to see 
you are giving the merry little fellows some notice in your 
colimns. Of course, there are plenty of sportsmen who look 
with sovereign disdain on both the tiny hound and its humble 
quarry, but I suppose I haye reached that time of life when 
men cease to he ashamed of an amusament which amuses. 
Years before Denyer was dreamed of my camp wason Cherry 
Creek, and betore an adobe had marred the banks of the Biz 
Blue my favorite ranges were the valleys of the North Platte 
and Yellowstone—regions then abounding in antélope and 
elk and black-tail (leer, to say nothing of the countless hei'ds 
of butfalo, which, to my mind, never afforded half the sport 
that a festive hire will give infront of a little pack of bea~ 
gles.—W an-zex (Glen Allen, Va.). 

THE VICARS TESTIMONTAL.—At a meeting of the vom- 
iInithee it wis resolyed that contrititions be solicited for this 
fund from exhibitors at the coming bench show to be held at 
London in October, as the amount already subscribed falls 
short of what the committee deem necessury for a fitting tes- 
timonial— Wm, Hupson, Sec.-Treas. 

GONE POR CHIGKENS,—Mr. N. Elmore, of Granby, 
sehr has gone to fowa for 4 month among the prairie 
chickens, 

KENNEL NOTES, 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge, To insure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
pos of each andinal; 
1, Color, 6, Name and residence of owner, 
2, Breed, buyer or seller. 
3, Sex. 7. Sire. with his sire and dam, 
4, Age, or , 8, Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death, 10. Owner of dam, 
Allnames must be plainly written, Conimunication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED, 
Ee~ See instructions at head of this eolumae, 
Tony, By Mr. LaForest Wheeler. Rockland, Mass., for black and 

white ticked English setter dog, whelped May 1, 1843, by Gashiar 
(Dash 11f.—Opal),out of Make (Drnid—Swaze), 
Bonivard If, Firat, Franz, Fotko, Freund and Hertig. By the 

Chequasset Kennel, Lancaster, Mass,, for tawny and white rough- 
coated St. Bernard dogs, whelped Aug. 2, 1883, by champion Bontyard 
out of Theon (A E.R, 04), ¥ 
Fléhli and Freud, By the Chequasset Kennel, Lancaster, Mass,, 

for tawny aud white rough-coated St, Bernaril bitches. whelped Aug, 
2, 1883, by champion Boniyard out ot Theon (AK. R. 14). 
Blue Ridge. By Mr, Albert, M. Holton, Nigh Point, N.C., for 

orange and white English setter dogawhelped March 16, 1483, by Buuk- 
ellew (Driid—Ruby) ont of Sally (Belton—Blonde), 
Dora, By Mr, J, H. Dalliba, Cleveland, ©., for pointer bitch, 

mneveD March 17, 1888, by charapion Seusation out of Devonshire 
LASS, 
Jack Sprat. By the Mignon Kennel, Uortland, N. Y.. for black, 

with white on breast, cocker spaniel dog, whelped April 12, by Gloss 
(Bub—Jenny) out of imported bitch. 
Deaeon. Gy the Mignon Kennel, Cortland, N, ¥., for black and 
ut ticked cocker spaniel dog, whelped April 1, 1888 (Gloss— 

enon). 
Dandy Zulu. By Mr, Irving M. Dewey, New Hayen, Ct., for liver 

cocker spaniel dog, whelped April 17, 1853, by champion Zulu (Rallo— 
Loui) out of imported Sweep (Rollo—Sport), 
Jeannie Burns, Chloris, Lady Wallace out Tibbie, By Mr. T. C: 

Faxon, Boston, Mass,, for black, tan and white collie hitéhes. 
whelped May 25, 1883, by imported Palisman out of imported Iona, — 
Tam Samson, Lad o* Kibnarnvck and Scott, By Mr. T. GO. Fiixon, 

Boston, Mass,. for hlack, white und tan collie dogs, whelped May 25, 
1483, by imported Talisman out of imported lona. 

Bess. By Mr. Frank Leonard, Pawtucket, KR. L., for red Irish setter 
bitch, whelped Jan. 12. 1883 (Glencho—Syreen JT, ). 
Ben Noir. By Mr. C. V. V. Sewell, Tarrytown, N.¥., for im- 

ponte black cocker spaniel dog puppy, by Prince out of Mr, Joyce's 
her. 

Giyy and Bar Maid. By Mr. 0, V. V. Sewell, Tarrytown, N. ¥., 
we sported livér spaniel dog aud biteh, by Prince oupef Mr, Joyee's® 
itch, 
Linden, ByMr, B.C. Alden, Dedham, Mass.,forblack pointer bitch, 

whelped Jan. 26, 1883, by Gnome (Strong's ’ete—Barker's Princess) 
out of Maud §. (Peta, Jr.—Kate). 

BRED. 
ES" See instructions at head of this column. 
Juno—Count Rapier, Mr, Jerry Cockrell's (Memphis, Tenn, ) black, 

white and tan English setter bitch Juno (Rake—Fauny) to Mr. W, b, 
Gates’s Count Rapier (Drnid—Magnolia), June 16. 
Kate B.—Oount Rapier. Dr. A. #, MeKinyey's (Porest, Hill, Tenn.) 

black, white aud tan Wnglish setter bitch Kate B. (Count Noble— 
Freep a Day) to Mr, W. B. Gates’s Count Rapier (Druid—Magnolia), 
uné 21. 
Nellie—Stayvile, Mr. Jerry Cockrell’s (Memphis, Tenn,) black white 

andtan Hnglish setter biteh Nellie (Rake—Phyllis) to Dr. D, D. Saun- 
ders's Startlu (Gladstone—Juno), July 30. 

WHELPS. 

> See instructions at head of this column. _ 
May. Mr. J. Heron Crosman’s (New York) Enelish setter bitch 

May (Lincoln—Daisy Dean), Aug. 6, ten, by Mr, J. ©. Higgins’s Dash- 
ing Monarch. 

Venus, Mr. W. Hamersley's (St. Leonard, P. Q,) white and brindle 
we bitch Venus (Bonny Boy—Gipsy). Aug, 4, four (two dogs) by his 
ack, 
Carrie J. Mr. W. B; Gates's (Memphis, Tenn.) English setter bitch 

Carrie J. (Count Noble—Peep 0° Day}, July 22, six (four dogs), by Mr. 
P. H. Bryson’s champion Gladstone. 

Lurk, My, Geo. H. Whitehead’s (Trenton, N. J.) tawny and white 
collie bitch Lark (A.K,R. 7), Aug, 8, six (three dogs), by Mr. Thomas 
H, Ferry’s champion Robin Adair. 
Gypsey Queen, Mr. C.V¥. V. Sewell's (Tarrytown, N. ¥,) cocker 

spaniel bitch Gypsey Queen (Low—Guess), July 3), five (two dogs), 
by Ben Lachine (Benediet—Pansy), 
Linda, Mr. _C. Y. Vv. Sewell's (Tarrytown, N. ¥.) cocker spaniel 

bitch Linda, July 80, five (three dogs), by Ben Lachine (Benedict — 
Pansy). 
whet, Mr, A.S, Bishop's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) Mnelish getter biteh Wirt 

(Thunder—Minerva), Aug. 1, seven (three dogs), by his Pairy Prince 
(Pontiae—Fairy 1.). 
Fun. Mr, E, 0. Alden’s (Dedham, Mass.) black pointer bitch Pan 

(Pete—Beule), June 23, five (four dogs), by his Pete, Jr. (Pefte—Nell), 
SALES. 

be See distructions at head of thiz column, 
Count Rondow. Lemon and white English setter dog, 3 yearsold 

(Junius—Fly), by Mr, Jas. K. Boyd (Hempstead, L. 1.) to Mr. G. M. 
Thomas (Boston, Mass,). 
Poul Gladstone. Black, white and tan Engtish setter dog, whelped 

Juné 19, 1881 (Gladstone—Lavalette,, by Mr. Charles Tucker (Stiun- 
ton, Tenn.) to Mr, W. b. Gates (Memphis, Tenn,), 
friday Night, Black greyhound dog, 1§ months old, by Master's: 

Prince out of Salter’s Sally, by Mr. C. H. Mason (River Edge, N. J.) to 
Mr. H. Witter Smith (Worcester, Maxs.). 
Bret Harte. Black and tan setter dog, 18 months old (Tem—Flora), 

by Mr. EB, G, Alden (Dedham, Mass.) to Mr. 0. T. Bailey (Plymouth, 
Mass.). 
Toprey. Black and tan setter biteh, 1Nmonths old) (Tom—lanny 

Rupert). by Mr. B. C. Alden (Dedham, Muss.) to Mr. C. T. Bailey (Ply- 
mouth, Mass.) J 

Mae. Black and tan setter dog, 4 months old (Joo Jefferson— 
Amy Robsart), by Mr, H.C. Alden (Dedham, Mass.) to Mr. G. B. Co- 
nant, same place. % ‘ 
Gnome—Maud S.whelps. Dark liver pointer dogs, whelped Jan. 

26, 1883, by Mr. B. C ‘Alden Dedham, Mass.), ous to Mr. H, H. Jones 
(Boston, Mass.) and one to Mi. H. W, Palmer (Savannah, Ga.). 

Pete, Jr—Fan whelp, Black pointer dog, whelped June 23, 1838, by 
Mr. H, GC, Alden (Dedham, Mass.) to Mr. J. F. Fowle (Boston, Mass ). 

DEATHS, 
(Ee Sea instructions at heud of fhis coluntiv. 
Emperor Fred—Clore fi. top Seyen English setters, whelped 

Tune 23, 1883. Owned by Mr, J. K. Boyd, Hempstead, L. I. 
Sagion, Little Chip mud Lo Belle. Two black, white and tan En; 

lish Setter dogs and one blue belton bitch, whelped April 19, 1 
(Gonm} Noble—Bessie T.), owned by Mr.’W. B. Gates (Memphis,Tenn_), 

ll wert eutered for the N. A. K. OG, Derby. 
PRESENTATIONS, 

= See instructions at head of thia column 
Blye Ridge, Orange and 

ne 
hite Buglish setver dog, whelped March 
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1H, 1883 (Buckellew—Sally), by Mr. W. A. Coster (Flatbush, 1. 1.) to 
Mr, Albert M. Holton (High Point. on 

Wed. Red trish setter dog (Biz—Nora), by Mr.C.M. Munhall (Clove- 
land, O,)to Mr. H.R, Duval (New York). 
Taunt lear: vehi Black, white and tan English setter 

doz, Whelped June i, by Mr, C. M, Munhall (Cleveland, 0,), to Mr. 
T.5, Dumont (New York). 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

MILITARY RIFLES. 

illustration T ae the account of the performante sf 
mental 40-caliber rifle, 

German rifle of 438-caliber, with a charge of pele ie ; 

chamberty 
count of 

if it does exist. h ; , 

Modern long-range rifles are, for their caliber, I believe, as near 
perfection as possible. If now only remains to improve their veloc- 
sty. aud this can only be done by reducing the caliber, which will en- 
able alarzer powder proportion ta be used. Abt present their tra- 
jectory, onaccountot their comparatively low muzzle velocity, is 

o much curved even at short ranges—a fact which has had much 
to do with the seo rinciple whivh, for most sporting purposes, 
is almost perfection. Itis a great pity that the experiments with the 
40-culiber long-range rifle of the Sharps Company, mentioned by 
one of your correspondents. have nob continued: they would have 
been most instructive fo those interested in rifle shooting all aver the 
world, and it isto be boped that some other rifiemakers will continue 
them, for L believe the smaller caliber with its flatter trajectory and 
smaller recoil will he the weapon of the future for all purposes. 

1 quite agree with"'l’, "as regards repeativg rifles—most of thenew 
ginple-loaders are quite g00d enough in the way of rapidity to please 
any one. Thaveseenasquad of men making very fair practice at 
duminy talgets af short ranges at the rate of eight rounds a minute, 
wnder unfavorable circumstances, loading from the pouch, with the 
Martini—and this seents quick enough for all ordinary purposes—but 
still for special purposes a repeater might be better, and no doubt 
when a really good one is found, it will he adopted, 

BENGAL SErpoy, 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

GARDNER, Mass., Aug.§.—At the last meeting of the Gardner 
Rifle Club at Hackinatack Range taenew_American decimal target 
was used. The distance was 200yds. off-hand. The principal re- 
cords were a6 follows; 
+ C Goodale. Wu 9 7 9 71010 6 9-85 
ae .9 B10 4 8 9 7 DO P83 
A Mathews. . - WW 9 8 410 9 9 2 9 10—80 
W C Loveland . 99 8 610 8 8 4 9 H—74 
WM Colemun... Gf 6 56 310 4 B HT 
G@ Haskell... ..- 1010 49 8 & 29 1 9-—te 

ANOTHER MATCH.—Sir Henry Halford has written to Lienten- 
ant Zalinski, of the United States Army, stating that it is his intention 
fo brings, team of Huglish volunteers to Creeumoor next year to shoot 
4 third international military rifle match against the National Guard. 
Sir Henry also States (hab at the receut match at Wimbledon the 
‘Amerivan team shot under great disadvantages, owing to the extra- 

ordinary weather which prevailed during the latter part of the 
mateh, while the British team, having hattlong experience at Wim- 
Hledon, were better able to overcome the difficulties arising from th 
state of the weather. 

THE TRAP. 

STONES ys. WASHINGTON HEIGHTS.—The second match 
hetween Alconquin and Washington ial ett Gun clubs took place at 
thy A. G. R. grounds on Thursday, Aug. 2 This time victory 
fayored the Algonquins, who defeated their eer aed by fifty-nine 
halls, The defeated team being a good lot of fellows and true sports- 
men, took the matter pittosop aia ts aud promised the Indians a 
Roland for an Oliveral the next mutch, It was nearly dark when 
the sweepstakes were shot off, and the team started homeward, iu- 
tending to catch the eight o*clock grain, but long after midnight the 
familiarstrains of “We Won't Go Home ‘tl Morning,’ and the “Al- 
onquin are Jolly Good Fellows,’ might have been heard at one of 
id west side hotels, aud rumorgsays it was twelve o'clock next day 
before the guns and ammunition boxes found their rightful owners. 
lf wus evident that the eight o’clock train had failed to connect.—L, 

LYNN ys, MIDDLESEX.—Cambridgeporh, Mass., Aug. 4, 1883.—A 
shoot for the posse-sion of the glass ball team badge of the Massa- 
ehusetts State Association taok place on the grounds of the Miudle- 
Sex Sportsman's Cub, at East Watertown, on the 3d inst. This shoot 
was it consequence of a challenge from the Lynn Central Club. each 
Sheoter shooting at twenty balls, The scores were as follows; Lynn 
Central Club—E. W. Webster, 19; E, Leroy, 17%; H. W, George, 18; J. 
H. Frost. 15; J, GC. Huskall, 14; total 88, Middlesex Sportsinun’s 
Club—l, S. Sawyer, 1. ; G. F. Morse, 13; E. W. La\w, 18; R. F. Schaefer, 
G, H. Werrin, 19; total, 8.—J. 8. S$ 
PARTICULARS WANTED.—ditor Forest and. Stream. Twould 

like to make 2 suggestion to those persons who send reports of 
shooting #veots for Bh apes Tf you want to make your reports 
of Interest to everybody. zive us the scores. Ihave no doubt a large 
ninjority of the readers cf Yormsr Axp Stream belong to a shooling 
club, and do more or Jess shooting themselves. 1t is a natural im- 
pulse fo compare their scores with those made by others. Th fact, 
this is the onty way in which to form an opinion of our proficiency. 
Give us the scores, please. I also notice quite a common oversight is 
to neglect to slate Whether it iselay pigeons, halls or live birds that 
aueshotat, Give us the particulars,—Gaomsuur. 

THOSE PRUFESSIONAL CHAMPIONS,—*‘T see Capt. Stubbs has 
turned up again,” said Dr. Carver at Coney Island to a Sun reporter, 
“and that a certain sporting man is foiug to have him beat Bozardus 
and me. Wby,afew years ago hé was breaking his neck in the 
West to keep away from me and avoid a chance fora mateh: Twill 

shoot him a pigeon match at any time he chooses for $5,000, English 
Tiles, the same Offer limake to the world. But he don’) want to 
shoot me. Louce shot against this Capt. Stubbs in Indianapolis, 
where he wished to exhibit his fast eogtiae: 1 bet him I would 
shoot 500 balls sooner than he could shoot 450. He only shot 390 
while Iwas shooting 500, I will bet him $100 to $10 he can’t do what 
T will do here every day next week. Iwill match my son Eugene 
against him, rifle aud shotgun combined, for any reasonable amonnt, 
the match to take place as soon as he gets through with this show.” 
[There is very evidently something mixed here. ESET Capt. 
Bogardus was doing some talking, too. We should decidé from the 
ath ada 5 mak ae that the Captain took a hand in enlightening the 
reporter. 

WATCHEMOKET GUN CLUB,—East Providence, R. I., Aug, 7.— 
For Fold badge, 15 ah Pikeonk, trap in fourth notch: 
A Wileox....... 111100011001011—. 1 FE Perkins... 011010010110100— 7 
ES Luther. .. 1211710 0170001— 4 FE Tingley _.,100100011(hw. 
J Bourne....,.0:111111111000—10 

2) plass balls, for silver 

LOWELL, Mass.—The first annual tournament of the Lowell 
Shooting Club will be held on Thursday, Aug. 80, 1883. Shootin 
commences at 10 o'clock A, M. No postponement, Clay pigeons and 
lass balls. Open to all. Class shooving—miss and ont—four prizes 

inalleyents. A cordlul invitation to all sportsmen. 

PROVIDENCE, R.1., Aug. 11.—The Narragansett Gun Clab held 
its weekly Shoot Aug. 9, with the following scores. The Valentine 
cup. 20 clay pigeons: 
EW Tinker, f5yds... 0... 22.222. ee ce eee 14111111111111171111—20 
CH Perkins, Jr., l5yds-. O10 1111—18 
CB Potter, Wyids......... 11111117001011100111—15 
CM Sheldon, liyds_- 11991 101010011117100—15 
GJ Crandall, 15yds.. 11177011111010001111—35 
W_H Sheldon, 2iyds. 1111001110001131 1001—13 
Ga WaeCatyy lV Os. ee. au ages emotes pega sis 01110101110010011101—12 
F O Wehosley, 10yd so eee e- ~~ -21001011001011001101—11. 

eee TLIO O01 100101L000—10 
and 10 glass balls: 

L Bennett, 1yds...- 
Club eup, 10 clay a: 

EW Tinker... eee y ee -11079141191111011171—19 
@ J Crandall. 04191111111110101111—17 
W_ H Sheldon -.-1911110171010111110—16 

e -11100700010170110100 10 
vanes dels 011110011 tw. 

CPB Potter .... 

olden trap.—L, D. Grennn, JR., 
CH Perkins, Jr 
The balls were throw 

See. 

THE CLAY PIGHONS.—Filitor Fores! und Stream: L recognize 
the superiority of the clay vigeon over all other devices for trap- 
shooting, ButI do wantto enter a complaint against the material 
from which they are made, JT hold it should be something that will 
break every time when fairly hit. [haye pieked up the birds after a 
club shoot and found from 15 to 80 per cent. of the whole ones had 
been hirand not broken. Some would be pierced with one or more 
shot but not broken enough to he seen from the judges stand. Some 
would show 45 many as ten shot marks and not even be cracked, I 
have also noticed that they break much easier in moist than in dry 
weather. The rapid rotating motion imparted to the birds causes the 
shot to glance off. I[tisno use any one telling mé the guns do not 
shoot close and hard enough, or that not enough powder is used, or 
that the shot was not the right size, jor all of these things have been 
thoroughly tested by myself and others, Llmow the manufacturers 
are doing a large business, and if they want lo continue it they must 
furnish something to overcome the aboye very decided objection, for 
the shooters in this State are fast losing their interest in the sport 
solely on account of not being able to have birds scored t# them 
which they ought to haye, The sensation is very discouraging when 
one knows that his gun isas good 4s any maker in the world can 
furnish; that his shells are properly loaded, and he has held right, 
and then to have the judges eall ‘fost bird,’ which, upon being re- 
trieved. willshow severalshot marks. Theshooting here in Massa- 
chusetts is mostly at l5yds. rise, and the trap set on the fourth notch, 
which throws a very swift bird, and when going straight away or 
down wind mukes alone shot, But it seems as though 5 drams of 
best powder and 1hjoz. Nos. tor 7 shot ought to break them every 
time, ButI can show birds that have got away froin above charge 
when “hard hit.’ Teould say more. [ trust (hat ether shooters will 
tell their experience, and that the manufacturers will early tale this 
matter under consideration and give us something that will catise 10 
ground for complaint,—Lost Brrp. 

Bachting. 

To insure prompt atiention, communications shauld. be ad- 
dressed to the Forest aad Stream Publishing Oo., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence Jirom the office matters of in- 
porlance are liable ta delay, 

FiXTURES. 

Aug, 16—New Bedford Y. C,, Third Class Sloops. 
Aug. 16—Salem Bay Y, C., Third Champion Match. 
Aug. 17—Dorchester Y, C.—Sail for Beyerly_ 
Aug. 17—South Duxbury, Annual Races, ‘ 
Aug. 18—Royal Nova Scotia ¥.S., Harbor Ornise. 
Aug. 18—Beverly Y.C., Open Matches, $1,165. 
Ang. 18—Toronto Y. C., Third Match, 7-tonners. 
Aug. 900—Newark Y. C., Open Matches, 3 classes. 
Aug. 21—Hera-Lillie Match, Marblehead, $1,500. 
‘Aug. 22—Hera-Lillie Matebh, Marblehead, $1,561). 
Aug. 24—Knickerbocker Y. C,, Third Pemant Math. 
Aug. 
Aug. 

eae Match. ’ 
S., Lt. Goy, Challenge Cup and 

Mass 3. 
. 5—Provincetown Y. (.. Club Match. 
5—West Lynn Y. C., Open Match. 

. & Raritan Y. C., Corinthian Match. 
;, 8-HullY, C., Third Championship Match, 
. &—Quincy ¥. ©., Closing Match, 
4—Toronto Y. C., Classes 1, 2 and 3. 
§8—Beverly Y. C., Swampscott, Third Championship. 

Sept. #—Quaker City ¥. C.. Review and Harbor Cruise. 
Sept. 10—Uleveland Y. A., Fall Matches, 
Sept. ii—Beverly Y.(,. Third Championship Match at Swampscote, 
Sept. 15—Hnll Y..C., Squadron Cruise: Prize for Neatiness. 
Sept. 15—New Jersey ¥.C , Open Races, aaft, and under. 
Sent. 15—Royal Nova Scotia Y. 8., Commodore Cup and Class 4. 
Sept. 23—Quaker City Y. C., Reyiew and Harbor Cruise. 
Oct. %T—Quaker City Y. C., Closing Harbor Oruise. 

GONE TO TORONTO. 

T will he remembered that the international sloop match for the 
Fisher Cup. sailed August. 6, did_not resulh quite satis: actorily, 

owing to shifling of wind and the difficulty of picking up the turning 
buoy by some of the contestants. In consequence Atalanta, of 
Torouto, challenged the Cora, of Chicago, who had won the Visher 
Cup. Auguet6. The race was sailed August 5, Commodore Griswold, 
of the Gora. generously wawing the interval of time granted by the 
conditions attached to the Fisher Chp. The match was sailed over 
a triangular course of 12 miles. Judges, Messrs. Baker, Tally and 
Rev. T. D. Phillip, Atalanta allowed Cora 4min. 10sec, The Cana- 
dian got wway at 10:05:05, with Cora fcllowing at 10:06:28. It was a 
eat out on first sidéof the triangle, Alalanta weathering on ber com- 
petitor in good shape, fetching the angle at 11;25:19 in good working 
preeze, with Cora following ab 11:24:19. Balloon jibs were then in 
order, and Cora set a ringtail and water sail in adaition, A 
The second four miles down wind still found Atalanta with over 

42 minutes lead. ‘he Canadian tarried away spimnaker boom, but 
this did not affect the result. as a strong beam wind took them over 
the finishas follows: Atalanta 12:21:43, Cora 12:35:20. Actual times 
2:16:35 and 8:34:52, the Atalanta, therefore eS by 8m. dsec, 
Cotimadore Griswold at onde boarded the foreign yacht and congrat- 

ulated Capt. Cuthbert upon his yictory. A third match was at once 
arranged, and if Atalanta is again successful, she will probably be pur- 
chaseti for Chisago owners, The liberality and fair +piritot Chicago 
yachtsnien throughout the yisid of the Canadians deserves a word of 
praise from us, and has done a great deal to further sport on the lakes. 
‘The following telegram explains itself: 
“Atalanta challenged Cora for Fisher cup, 

by three miles,” 

Cuicaco, Aug. 8, 1883, 

and won pear eens 
EL W. Davy. 

CHICAGO Y. C. INTERNATIONAL SCHOONER 
MATCH, 

TPHE resail for the schooners was called Monday, Aug, 6, when Idler 
and Countess of Chicago, and Oriole of Toronto came to the line. 

The result was announced by telegraph im our last issue, the Iter 
Winning with plenty to spare, and Oriole second. Course, 30 miles, 
twice around a buoy Tle miles to windward. Idler aliowed Oriole 
14m, 48secs., and Countess allowed Idler 43seus, The gun was fired at 
10:10:30, and 20m. were allowed for crossing. Wind light but at times 
moderate. Countess was away first but quickly sagged to leeward, 
tdler working out fast and rounding the buoy with a long lead she 
increased through the rest of the day. Oriole was late to cross. but 
at first turn had put Countess under her lee, though she lacked ton- 
nage to make anything like a match with the Idler, The race fin- 
ished in same order without further interest. Prize, the Chicago 
Club cup, value $7), open to challenge, and $200 in coin. Summary 
as linder, the time being for start, first turn, home line. second furn 
and final finish. 
Countess—10215:22; W:h42h4; 8:19:47; 
Tdler—10;245 41 1328730; 2:45:87: 4:820 

4:54:03; 6:20;0. 
‘ : + 513:58 

Oriole—10;27;07 1:55:35; 821723! es13 4:53:2, site 

6 39 40 6 ai 40 
-7 85 57 7 11 09 
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BELLEVILLE OPEN RACE—-AUGUST 38. 

Editor Forest und Streain: 
The fameé of our local sevond class vraftis such that few care to 

enter against them, make the long yoyage up the Bay of Quinte, and 
gobome badly beaten. Tn the race for twelve-tonners, however, 
sailed August 3, Mr. T. Robinson, of Kingston, threw down the gaunt- 
let with the Laura—a smart-lookmg venterboard craft of his own 
design—and with very gratifying suceess, There were three other 
entries, the cutter Sylvia and fhe sloops Tolanthe and Gracia, all of 
this city. The race was sailed in a gale of wind. which raised a nasty, 
lumpy sea, and necessitated close reefing. Iolanthe, Cuthbert’s last, 
walked through the seas like a steamboat, and easily distanced her 
competitors, beating the Laura upward of 18m. It w sa hard fight 
hetween Laura and Gracie over two-thirds of the course, but the lat- 
ters pump got choked and, carrying too much ballast in the shape of 
water in the third round, she got beaten by over 7m., the Kingston 
boat winning second money, and Gracie third. Sylvia. which sailed 
so well July 2, was overloaded with canvas and a big topmast and re- 
tired at the end of the second round. The prizes were 340, $25 and 
$10; no entrance fee and no deductions from winners, The following 
is the official summary of the race: 

Btart. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected, 
Tolanthe, ,..:22.;..2.4)-.-- 247 40 A 36 00 2 48 30 2 48 30 
Sylvia 42 48 25 
Laura .2 48 25 5 50 00 3 01 385 3 01 43 
Gracie 2 50 20 6 00 00 3 09 40 09 10 
The Iola : beats the Laura 13m. and &s., and the latter heuts the 

Gracie—which receives 30 sec, from her—im, dds. 
The winner is no doubt the fastest yacht of her size on fresh water 

in areefing breexe, and will probably prove herself as good in woder- 
ate weather. She and the Laura aré the deepest ceanterboarders of 
their siza im these parts, each carrying three tons of iron ballast all 
stowed between the floors, 
Anew i2tonner, from a model by a local amateur, will be built 

here during the winter.—Port Tack. 

THE AILEEN AT CHICAGO. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Although your account of the international races at Chicago is the 

hest of those published, it does bot seem quite clear which yacht 
really showed the best sailing qualities, Itis the opinion of experi- 
enced persons vho saw the rave that the cutter Aileen deserves the 
honors of the sloop day. though she did not capture the cup. Her 
failure to do so was due to steering far to leeward of the turning 
Imoy which she could not make out until well upto if, As the bouy 
had to be rounded from to windward, if necessitated a tack to fetal 
around the right way, The other yachts had gone so far to leeward 
and had to make a much shorter tuck than the Aileen. But for this 
the cutter would have wou and we are satisfied here thitshe ean heat 
the Cora and Wasp easily enough upon sailing merits, The carrected 
times show that the Aileen was beaten only by the Uora and that by 
2m. 29s. The Cora is 62ft, 1Uin. on water line, and the Aileen is 55fL. 
By the new rules of measurement of the New York or Seawanhaka 
club, the Cova would have been obliged to give time to the Aileen for 
her greater sail area and the prize would have fallen to the cutter as 
it would in any case, but for her failing to steer straight for the turn- 
ing buoy, ' 

As you know, the Atalanta beat the C"ra easily two days later in 
a sécond race, and asthe Atalanta isnot as fastasthe Aileen, we 
think the latter the hest boatof the sloops. Perhaps another year 
will show the truth of this. At Chicayo the race was uot to the swift, 
and we hope to reyerse the result another time, Isend you extracts 
from the Mail, which are interesting: 
“The Cora, the winner of the sloop race, is nothing out of the com- 

mon, and aould, it is believed by all, he easily beaten by the Aileen 
in a good breeze, She is the same model asthe Cyenet, of Toronto, 
and looks and sails much like her, The Aileen had to make a dis- 
tressingly long tack, thus giving the Cora, who was going a straight 
course, time to oyerharl her.” ‘ 

Mr. M. Simpson, of our city, who built the Aileen on lines sent out 
by Watson, of Glasgow. hus prepared a very handsome model tor a 
cutter. we hope to have built here this winter. She bas about the 
same beam as Aileen, buta little more round to the topsides, and is 
finer in the quarters, more like mere models, She is to be 72ft. 
fin. long, 1Sft. 10im. beam, and Off. draft. ONTARIO. 
Toronto, Aug, 18, 

MEASUREMENT FOR TIME ALLOWANCE. 

Editory Forest anil Stream, 

most n- We find our present measurement, * ¢.,(L—B) > Bs s 
BS 

satisfactory, and think the new sail-area rule would be an improve- 
iment, but are undecided whether to adopt the formula laid down by 
the New York or Ssawanhaka, Y. (,, though in favor of that of the N. 
Y. ¥.0. Would you give us your views on the subject and inform us 
where we would be mosh likely to obtain the necessary tables for 
computing the time allowance? : THe Toronto ¥, C. 

[The rile of measurement, basea upon length and say area, has 
been adopted by the three most infivential chibs in the United States, 
the New Work, Hastern and Seawauhaka, and has also been adopted 
by the Beverly ¥. C. tor large classes in the coming open rages off 
Marblehead. This method lias given great satisraction, and we would 
recommend its genéral adoption everywhere for the use of all kinds 
of yachts. The rule is 4 shortcut to bulk measurement, or rather 
brings aboutthe same ends in most cases. It makes the lurge boat, 
with large sails pay mw the small buat of same length with 
small satis, which is the principle underlying bulk measurement, 
And between two boats of same size and same length. it makes the 
large rig account to the small one, so that a test of modelis possible 
upon the basis of equal propelling power. The geueral equity of the 
rul+ cannot be queslioned, The same method has heen recommended 
by the best authority m Great Britain. As to the particular rating 
of sail comparedto length, it is 4 matter of judement. The New 
York ¥. GO. rule gives sail slightly less weight than the Seawanhaka 
rule, and is for thatreason preferable where violent change would 
be resisted, It consists in measuring loadline leugth, adding two- 
thirds the side of the sail area put in form of a square and dividing 
the sum hy two. Theseawanhaka Corinthian Y. U. rule adds whole 
side of the square, givingit one-sixth more weight in the result of the 
formulu, The dilference i$ not great. The amount of time to be 
allowed for differences in “‘corrected Jengbhs” thus obtained, js of 
course Wholly tentatiye. and may be settldd upon according to the 
judgment of lozal authorities. The tables of the New York Y, C. are 
to be found in the regular clab book for 1989, a copy of which will no 
doubt be forwarded upon application to the secretary, Mr. Chas. A. 
Minton, atthe club house, Twenty-seveuthsireeh and Madison avenue. | 

SEAWANHAKA Y. C. now has 19 schooners, 17 keel sloops and 
cutters, 25 open boots and Ssteam launches, total 05 vessels. The 
membership is over 400. These agites place the club next to the 
New York Y. GC. in home waters, The Corinthian matches are to be 
resailed early in September. 
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VOYAGE IN A ONE-TON CUTTER, 

Hiditor Forest and Stream 
She is not a cutter but a yawl T call her a cutter for shorl, be 

cause she has the body of such boats and overlook her rig, and most 
other people who haye paid usa visit apply the same term. It con- 
yeys 86 much more duriug the present discussion upon type that 1 
fall into line, 
Kind ever bnilt, and as you gave us such an interesting series of 
articles last winter impon the beauties of single hand cruising. I send 
you the lo of her first voyage. My boat was builton the lines pub- 
lished in ores AND Sven Oct. 19 and 26, 1882, and to those papers 
Twill refer for detail information. She fs 14ft.loudline, i17ft on deck 
ott. beam and aft, sin, drut, Carries one ton of iron ballast, of 
which 00Ibs. is on the keel, She is not a mere sailboat but a perfect 
little yacht, a8 Complete in evary respect as the largest. The dimen- 
slong Of her rig are for mainsail 12tt, hoist, 12ft, boom, 11ft. gaff, and 
for jib 8ft, foot, with a mizzen or jieger Tift. on foot and it, hoist. 
The mast is 3f. Gin. from bow, and the miazeu mast 18in. fram the 
Stern. We also carry a good topsail with a loug yard whieh is hoisted 

to the pole of the mast, their being no topmast, The thizzen isa hig 
sail, The yachvis regularly decked in narrow strips, varnished and 
has a house or hatch in the center and a small cockpit 32ft, The 
eabin is very spaciors, Gwing to the deep, straight sides of the boat. 
There are lockers forward, and just abaft the mast is the alcohol 
stove on which we prepare all our meals without trouble. On the 
sides of the cabin are two berths, which we further improve for 
sleeping by stretching a board hetaveen the hwo for the night, making 
a floor clear across on which two of us got along very comfortably, 
On the forward end of the hatch isa ‘lid,’ about 2ft. square, which 
ean be lifted up while cooking, or raised just enough at night to 
éreute a current of air through the cabin. Although cruising in the 
hottest y eather our retreat down below was coal and refreshing, 
The accommodations were the surprise of every one who came 

aboard, and those who inspected the boat suamed to go away with 
the impression (hat deep cutters had considerable merit after all, 
Of course the boat is uncapsizable, and also as easy as aA rocking- 
chair in rough water. Compared to a catbont, she las attractions 
and powers whith make her much better suited to yachting. Wi h 
her cabin she is like 2 floating home. and being safe and of some ac- 
eount in & sea, we Gan go fishing or cruising for any length of time 
justas we wish, which could not be done ina catboat. Yet my cutter 
cost but $100 in excess, for which Thaye got full yaluein return, So 
comfortable did we find the eahin, that after reaching home, my wife 
preferred sleeping on board to stayiug ashore. The rig is purticu- 
arly to my fancy and does all that has been claimed forit, Wher 
healing in and out of a channel 20 to 30ft, wide to reach the moorings, 
the mainsail is hoi-ted only aud the enutter works like a catooat, 
never missing stays and keeping her headway clear round, When 
fishing or knocking about, 1! have sailed ber as a sloopand also under 
jib and mizzen, Por squalls the mainsail can be dropped in a few 
seconts. As fo speed, I have met few boats of her size, but she com- 
pares favorably with all and outpoints most of them. She is so stiff 
that in a nasty southeaster her rail did not even go under, Taking 
her altogether. she is Just the boat fer Mexpensive and safe sail- 
ine, being suitable for all possible purposes, She minds the least 
tatich of her helm, butis very easy to steer and not so ‘touchy’? as 
cenlerboeard boats, The rig gives me no trouble at all, and I notice 
no complications, but the jiesheets, halliards and downhaul T will 
lead uft bo the cocimpit, so as to bring the boat to an anchor without 
leaving my seat. The yacht excites a great deal of interest, and is 
taken fo be a niuch larger boat, When one native came on board and 
looked her all over, hie asked me het jeneth and he exclaimed, “Well, 
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She is just what a 1 never would have thought the likes possible. 
boat ought to be.” ; i 
The aceompanying sketches of events during the first cruise, in- 

cluding a fair sample of the collected talent awaiting us at the 
wharves as we came in, will give your readers a better idea of the 
Deues than further description. The native critics invariably spoke 
against the boat as long a4 they knew nothing about ber; but after 
the mysteries of the yaw) rig had been explained, and when they 
looked down below and appreciated how much of ths boat could not 
be seen above water, and why she could not capsize, they weré just 
“8 Certain to change reund and pive her their warnieal indorsement, 
Our first eruise was vather uneyentfyl, as we met only light 

weulher with south wert winds over our stern; but singe then T have 
basen cruising wilh her in Nyrraganuselt Bay under all kinds of cir- 
elnastanues. 
June 1) svas a bright summeriay, ag we called at the boat-shops 

of W. P, Stephens. West Brighton, Staten Island, in response to cum- 
erons telegrams as to when the boat would bs ready for delivery. 
THe Deuce was found alongside the slipway, ju3t fimshed that very 

orning, When the humerous acticlys of bedding and packages and 

My little enutter then is probably the smallest of the | 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

cans of grub were procured, the water-tanks filled and the genial 
builder bothered so that heimagined himself somewhere in abel, 
the little cutter, under mainsail, jib and dandy, left her moorings 
for Wickford, R.T, This was atout2P, M, With ight breeze from 
the sonthwest we crossed tho bay with a head tide, and passing 
through Buttermilk Channel, entered the ast River. Here the (ide 
favored tis, bufthe wind was felt in puffs only, which, with the 
commotion of the water set in motion by the wheels of the nomer- 
ous ferryboats, mae sailing Mm our small craft anything butsmooth. 
Blackwell's Island was soon reached and the east channel taken 
Here war found smooth water and a strong tide. which carried us 
along ata great rate, Just before entering Hell Gate a lively breexe 
sprung up from the southwest, which saw ns safely through, aud 
ab? P. M. we tied up to a buoy on the east side oF City Island, very 
well satisfied with our afternoon work of 22 miles, Turnedin at9 B, 
Teaees partaking of a supper of cracker toast, egz omelet and 

Wednesday, June 20,—Turned ont at 5 A, M., and found ourselves 
completely enveloped inadense fog, Prepared breakfast of coffee, 
boiled quahogs and flapjacks on the alcohol stove. About 7 o’clack 
fi breeze from 8, W. lifted the for, and setting sail we passed out of 
the harborand headed down the Sound. When o posite Gangway 
Rock the wind lett ns, and the sun pouring down in all its fury seemed 
to have taken 4 contract to rurnish two greasa spots for the embel- 
lishment of the cockpit. Drifted by Sand’s Point and back again with 
the tide, About 10 o’cloek a nice 8. W. breeze sent us by Hempstead 
Harbor and upto Matinicock Point. Noticing that a fleet of yacnts 
under the Connecticut shore of the Sound had all the wind the 
wanted, thought best to cut across and take chances. The to gall 
was now bent and Set, and did good work the rest of the eruise, Made 
for the lighthousé in Great Captain’s Island, but when «bout in the 
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middle of the Round, we laid a course H. N, E., which was to take us 
to Penfield Reef, At 7:30 v0unded the beacon, and at & P. M., we were 
tied up to a wharf at Black Rock and eating supper, a score of thirty- 
six miles to our credit. After clearing away the supper dishes, went 
eae a a little exercise and to replenish the Jarder. Turned in at 
9:30 P, M, 
Thursday, June 21.—All hands on deck is bellowed into the mate's 

ears at 2 o'clock in the morning, and witha light wind from the 
N.W. moved out of the harbor, Our journey was short lived, for the 
wind suddenly died out, and to prevent the tide carrying Us back up 
the harbor the anchor was let £0. Turned in and hada short nap 
and about 7 o'clock turned out again, After partaking of a break- 
fast of hot coffee, fried potatoes, boiled_ezgs and Napjacks, weighed 
anchor and started off with a vood stiff breeze fromS. W, Passed 
Stratford Light at §$:45 A.M., Falkner’s Island Lightat noon, Con- 
necticut River at 2:45 P, M., rounded Barrtlett’s Reet Light Vessel at 
4P. M., and came to anchor off Marine Railway at New London at 5 
P.M. Distance covered about sixty miles, Made everything snug, 
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then signalled a boat to take me ashore; wenf to a restaurant and ate 
a hearty supper of steak, bluefish and all the ‘fixings.’’ Our little 
craft was the center of attraction, and upon going aboard a crowded 
reception was held in the 2x8 cockpit, and the length, breadth, depth, 
ballast and rig ot cutters im general were thoroughly discussed. 
Turned in at 8 P. 31. so as to be ready for an early start in the morn- 
ing. 
friday, June 22,—Called all hands at 4 A. M., and made sail to light 

wind from S, W, Gotas far as Pine Island where we dropped anchor 
as the wind had left us at the merey of the tide. Breaktasted on 
fried eggs, flapjacks with syrup, canned chicken and coffee, Abont 
§ o'clock a southerly breeze filled the sails and taking the anchor 
aboard we were soon skipping merrily down Fisher’s Island Sound. 
Did not reach Watch Hill unfil 1 o'clock, owing to the searcity of 
the wind, When abreast the light the wind veered to the §. W, and 
held there the rest of the day. There was quite a sea on but the 
little boat stood up to it wonderfully and went along without let Dp 
The long reach to Point Judith was quickly made and af 5:30 P. M. 
we had sounded the point and were abréast of Beayer Tail Light, 
answering the welcome horn of keeper Wales. The run up Narra- 
gansett Bay to Wickford was the pleasantest part of the cruise. 
The green hills dotted with simmer residences and the natty and 
spruce-looking yachts cruising the blue water sayored of the home 
which was reached at 7:30 P. M. So amid thes blowing of horns and 
the waving of handkerchiefs the Deuce was made fast to her bucy 
and the cruise ended, with a record of fifty miles for the day. 

‘ THE OWNER AND THE Coor,. 

STEAM YACHTS IN ENGLAND.—According to the London Pield 
there ure 400 steams yachts under 200 tons in Bri ish walters, aver- 
aping 40 tons; also, 126 steamers from 200 to 400 tons, and a0 steumers 
over 400 tons, some of them reaching over 600 tons, ‘Total steam ton- 
nage, 57,700, First cost of these yessels, $12,500,000, Add cost. of 
sailing yachts, $15,000,000, and the tofal cost of existio yachts in 
Great Britain reaches the astonishing igure of $27,500,000, The ex- 
ense of keeping half the number in commission amounts yeurly to 

85,730,000, e total ee fe of American yachts is about 20,000, 
carpenter's Measurement. Ho wing. An average cost of $150 p nor 
the value of the Américan ficat will be $4,500,0W), or one-sixth that o: 
the British fleet, 

[Aceusr 16, 1883. 

A VINDICATION OF THE CUTTERS. 

VV BETHER for tie sake of currying favor with vartain yacht 
owners or sitn ly through careless observation, the reporter 

of the Herald was led to publish remarks npon tho recent Newport 
THceS which are Wholly AL variance with facts, An altempt has been 
eg nae oantetotes aaa AB face of the truth, aud te counter. 

i Pals pressions we make this curt review, a Aer sup. 
7, contains the following: Lie Scekal a 

‘The story to he told has noi hing pleasant in it for the Tover of his 
style of yacht, 4s they were badly beaten, True, the Hedotim was 
thoroughly crippled, as she carried away her boom, but then she wad 
notin a position to lead the intelliment observers of the contest fo le- 
lieve that she could have gone to the front of her class under any 
circumstances." 
The burden of this criticism is that cutters haye shown theniselyes 

failures. The truth isexactly the reverse, The cutters proved them- 
rane in eyery sense superior to the sloops. The evidenge is to 

Scated without detail, Bedouin started 5m. astern of Julia and Sm. 
astern of Gracie in the race, Aug. 6, for the veelet cups. off Newport. 
Course, lwenty miles to leeward and return. Rounding the Suv; aiid 
Pigs lightship, Bedouin had lost im. to Julia and 8m. to Gracie. The 
cutter commenced to close on Gracie quite fast. Al the lime her 
bocm was carried away she was not over “bim,. astern of the Gravie, 
The Bedouin sailed down wind under a short rig, 4ft. haying beon 
taken oif her hoist, and being stiff as a rock, ibis mt too minchio 
assume the extra 4ft, could haya been carriad reaiily enough, All, 
or nearly all, the difference between herself and Gracie is accounted 
for by sailing practically with & reef turned ih. Who will say hab 
4ft. more to spitnalcer and mainsail foot would not have covered 24 
minutes on a mun to leeward in astrong breeze? Or, what is the 
site thing, who will say that Gracie could haye beaten Bedouii that 
244 minutes twenty miles down wind had the sloop tied down a reef? 

‘ther, Bedouin was within half a minute of Julia after the round, 
How much of a beat is 30secs. when it has heen squeeaed from a 
cutter upder short rig? And when that cutter is only of cruising 
preportions and suffering from an exuberanue of beam on her large 
displacement? And when that cutter may after all only be a slow 
boat among racing cutters, while Gravie is the fastest sloup we are 
able to produces after thirteen years of expertinient and sinking a 
mint of money in alterations? Ts the Herald's stupid time borne ont 
by the sailing of Bedouin? 

“Intelligent observers,” who watched the race, come te the conely- 
sion that Bedouin assays easily the fastest down-wind vessel of her 
elassin America, though she needs racing dimity to bring out all 
there isin her, What she can do on the wind orin a nose-ender 
there was no vhance of disclosing. 

As for Wenonah, she sailed a slushing rave, und had disposed of all 
her class atthe turn. Since the match we haye heen put iu posses- 
sion of certam facts, which, with the heading of the wind, expluin 
uway her apparent defeat, at least to ‘intelligent obs-rvers,’ 
whateyer influence they may have upon chattering linen duster 
critics. The cutter had stepped a new mast vob long age, and it 
proved to be co “‘willowy” thatin the jump the masthead threatenel 
to gu over the side, hence topsail had Lo comein, topminst was Winusex), 
aud the yacht could not be kept at her work. As a conseyitence she 
failed to fetch Overthe finish without an extra board, Her rail was 
nevér under. She showed a foot of clear side below planieslieer oll 
day. Atthe same time the hig sloops were driven ta Glew down tep- 
sails in obedience to the weather. and walldwed jn the sea with lee 
gangwaysconstantly afloat. Is that much of a failure for the cutter? 
Eventhen she was beaten only by 4m, Does that justify the Heretd's 
slam-bang censure. 
Next day Wenonah led the whole crowd into Vineyard, Haven, 

Does that justify the Herald's nonsensical rubbish? 
Next day Wenonah led round Cape Pare, and did the piloting all 

day up the Cape, so far as the bafling winds and calms enabled a 
race to be made. Does that justify the Herald's rash refleciaons? 
Next day Wenonah pulled of a magnificent vietory from Gracie, 

Julia and Mischief, the very yachts supposed to have beaten her so 
badly at Newport. Does that justify the Heri’: superiicial spleen? 
Next day Wenonah led all the sloops into the Isles of Shoals, where 

the fleet was disbanded. Does that Justify the Hercdd’y silly stric- 
ures? 
5 “Intelligent observer's’ come to the conclusion that the cutter 
Wenonah is peerless in our waters, and that her performance during 
the cruise.of the New York Y,G.was the most forcible demoustra- 
tion of the cutter's superiority in all our most likely kinds of weather: 
and that in face of 4 regular racing cutter fromm Great Britain, trot- 
ting out our sloopsin defense of the America enp will simply be 
ringing up the curtain to a broad faree, in which shoal drag} will play 
the party dirped. That conclusion is a long way off from the gabble 
the Harild holds forth as sweet feed for the ceneral populace. “Tu. 
télligent observers" are also of a mind thatthe less a biol men veu- 
tures forth the less will he stumble and sprawl, and that bens a re 
porter isa long piece off from being competent 48 & Gi tie. - k 
The Wenonah bas sailed four races. She baslanded firah prizes in 

three, and lost in the fourth, for good euongh reaeon as given above. 
Her career i¢.a brilliant vindication of The principles represented 

in her destin, \ 
Her superb sai ing enforces afresh all which has been written io 

these columns itt favor of the introduction of such yessels in our 
waters, 
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NEW YORK Y. C.-AUG. 10. 
AON TINUDNG the log of the cruise from our last issue, we findthe 

ficel Uiider way af neon Tuesday morning, bound for Vine yard 
Haven. The following yachts were mude out as they were towed by 
the Luckenbacle out of the breakwater in answer tothe commodore’s 
gim: 
Sehooners—Ustelle, Fortuna, Intrepid, Clio, Magic, Water Witch, 

Peerless. Martha Wentworth, Indolent, Vif, Social, Rush, Montauk, 
Wearléss, Phavitom, Tidal Waye, Viking, Varuna, Gitana, Madeleine, 
Meteor and Dreaduanght. Sloops and cutters—Wenonab, Mischief, 
Sagitta, Viren. Julin, Rover, Hesper, Regina, Mapgie, Gracie, Truant, 
Whileaway, Tola, Addie, Wilful and Arrow, making all told thirty- 
sizbtsail) The wind was light, hut by the time the start was fairly 
ulider way from off Brenton’s Reef lightship, a moderate southwest 
breeze bad stroek in, which held well all das, till the leaders ran out 
of itbapproaching Robinson's Hole, and therear guard brought down 
more wind. enabling them to close on Fortuna and the cutter Weno- 
neh, which had béen showing the whole fleet the way to the Hole. 
Down to the Sow and Pigs it was quartering work, and then spin- 

makers fo starboard came into play, The leaders kept outside the 
Middle Ground in the strength of a foul tide, while the rear took the 
inside charnel, gaining considerably by so doing. Fortuna was first 
to round up in Vineyard Haven, and the cutter Wenonah took honors 
mnong the single-stick family, Official times were taken at the start 
aud off the West Chop, but we do not consider them worth giving 
spice, Most of us have seen it grow from a calm to a high gale within 
filtytive minutes, yet that was the difference in the time of starting 
Wetween the first and last yachts, and as they did not all sail the 
same water, the yalue of such Official times is werse than useless, 
for they ore misleading. The cutter Wenonah beat all of her class, 
und with time allowance applied, she also beat Julia and Gracie in 
spite of taking outside passage around Middle Ground and being the 
first to rma oul of the wind, Wixen }eat the cutter Maggie on the run 
by 2am. Agsec, wotual time, the cutter having to tow a large boat all 
day, 
Ni extmorning at4 A. M., Thursday, August 9, all hands got under- 

way for Marblehead. 
tucket Shoals and up the sand-bound cape of Massachusetts favored 
by 8 lee-going Hde, Ven hours were occupied in making 22 miles to 
the lightship on Handkerchief Shoal. At 3 P. M. the wind came out 
from the eastward and with the tide now coming down the coast, 
slow progress was made. At4 P. M, Ee oncemore. The cut- 
ter Wenonah had done the best drifting, leading all hands during the 
afternoon. Toward evening the fleet had divided into two divisions, 
one Hugeing the shore, the other further at sea, of the latter division 
Wenonah coniinued atthe head. The wind was baffling all night, 
At midnight Highland light on Cape Cod was on the weather beam. 
Next morning with light airs the fleet drifted and was towed into 

Marblehead harbor by the tender Luckenback. Races for yachts’ 
gigs weie pulled in the evening, with four entries, the gigs from the 
schooners Montauk, Wstelle and Fleetwivg and from the cutter 
Wenonah. The firsh had the longer boat and won over a two-mile 
course with turn, Wenonah’s crew second. Prizes, the gamecock, 
$16 and $5, Second race was for double scull dinghbeys, one and a 
haif miles with turn. Entries were dingheys from schooners Clio, 
Ruth, Meetwing and trom sloops Mischief and Julia. Won by the 
crew from the Mischief, taking “the owl’ and $5sweepstakes, Ruth's 
ereaw being second, saying their entrance, Fireworks and festivities 
in the #vening. 

Priday, Augusta, the Marblehead races were sailed, open also to 
yachts of the Eastern ¥. C. Times were taken aboard the tug Luck- 
enback, while the tug Sprague steamed due east 15 miles from Mar- 
blehenad Rock as stakeboat for the turn. Unfortunately a slight 
shift in the wind, backing a little to the northward, did not quite 
secure the desired end. Still there was some regular heating to make 
ita genuine trial, and the best race yet bad this year, The wind was 
yery Jight in the morning, but settled down into a moderate breeze 
from seaward when the signal was given. Prizes were cups offered 
hy the N.Y. Y.@. The following came to the line, the lengths bemg 
corrects! for sailareas: 

FIRST CLASS SOHROONENS, OVER BORT, 

Forhiba 
Montauk... .. 
Bstelle .....--, 
Haleyon. ..... 

veer 

\ClV Phos SoS ROAR t BN non ee ee Te. Ei Ghase....,--.2,..- Vere Been) 
Liatona, —-....- .. ...D, L. Pickman, ., .- ‘ 
Tn ee ae er ce Bigar Harding... . 
social !iis5. 04 eG A We Dippitia 8 RAS LAE 
Sylpie- - JETS, hip An WDROLWriP hes 72-565: 259 im. — 

FIRST CLASS SLOGPS, OVER SorT; 
Gracie PSD rc beea) OF Ean Sere Seer e Moy o 71.6 
Julia...--. E. M, Grown, TLA 
Mischief_._. J.B, Busk... 5.1 
Wenonah __,--- . James Stillman, 63.4 

“00 CLASS SLOOPS, UNDE 
WASPM Es tstyet tepg ct fo et- ends Oy DR WIOMUB TIT, . 025 pres-yaesesey< MOB 
Royer... . THWalkelsetitn ds fost at attics 47.5 
ay Nf Fey (NSS PR SS ase a GY Ale Warren © 772! jt -. — 0 

Allowances for $0-rile course were as follows: 

M. 58, M. 8. 
Forttma.--------- ,. 07 00 Gracie... sag pt handles 00 00 
Montank, ..... . STi Ty ey wer eaey wyrree peree yl! Un tr¢ 
Bstella__... Wenonah, ...--..2--- eee. 05 2 
Haleyon OHSCHiGh yj. dee seen 04 09. 
Olio.....- Vixen ...- 18 11 
Latona ,.- Rover... 19 36 
TULL Sie Peni cese BLE MAES ee A petatremt os 24 Od 
DAN a Aa SMSC Eee aaah 

The gun was given abil A. M., and the oe got away to a fying 
start, Hie breeze hardening into good working strength, Tide first of 
flood, “All hands went out on pork tack, headiug about east south- 
east. their times of crossmg being as under: 

Maggie... - -..11 03,00 Estelle. ........ ofa bb ye bag 11 08 bi 
Vixen - 11 Uh 30) Thora - "E 
Gracie, 11 07 2b Olio 11 10 00 
Latona ---, 1107 2 Social..._.. 1i 10 00 
dtlig... 2222. pea ed reels. Uo bac.) yess. ee 1i 10 00 
Royer........ 1 110740 Haleyon.......... 5. 11 10 00 
WTS IBE stele )e\-i-ehr ee ot 11 08 0¢ Fortuna... .-.-...1 ..5.5e 11 10 00 
Wenonah... .-... - 11 08 31 Sylph....- 2: 22-40-2224 11 10 00 

Clio, Social, Montauk, Haleyon, 
capped owing to late h th 
Fortune were tirst about for ating inshore for a higher position, fol- 
lowed later by Mischief, Haleyon, Gracie, Vixen and nage, while 
Montauk preferred a beard south for more offing. When Half Way 
Rock was fetebed the litle Maggie was leading the Jot, haying 
soaked well up to windward, Gracie second, Vixen on her weather 
quarber and Wenonah a ood fourth with Mischief in her wake. 
The seliconers mude a lot by themselves further astern. Montauk 

was leading, though well down to leeward, and Halcyon, Estelle and 
Fortuna im the order named, Off TWalf Way Rock, two miles from 
the start, Gracie came round and just cleared the cutter Wenonah, 
though she started imin, 10sec, ahead, In these two miles the cutter 
had Glose! on her, In company they stood off shore, Wenonah bein, 
inned under the big one’s lee until Vixen, coming in on starbo. 

Tack, forced Gracie about and Wenonah got clear of the blanketing. 
Ma 
aa high, that Vixen spied the mark boat first through the mist, 
und Magzie, seein her keep away, thought the wind had headed the 
Vixen, and to avoid a like fate, held herluff forall she was worth 
Her inisiake was not discovered until Vixen had romped away under 
jibtopsail such a distance that the cutter gave up and jibed over for 
ome, 
When Wenonah had weathered on all the sloops hand over fist, 

Misehief broke tacks and went south for luek. She gota streak of it 
and turned itte best wecouut, In the meantime the cutter was slip- 
ping away fast from ali the sloops, giving proof of her superioriby on 
the jam out fo the markin unmistakable way, when the coast had 
once been Gleared. Mischief found more wind than the rest to the 
southward and was jumped into second boat atthe round. Haleyon 
and Fortuna had been doing some very fine pointing and both weath- 
ered on the other schooners with ease, The wind backed, a tritle 
move neuring the turn and gave them the best of it over the southern- 
must vessels on the long leg ontto the mark, Montauk finding her- 
self in exactly the same predicament Fortuna had to face in the 
Newport race. Thetmark was jibed around by the cutter with an 
astonishing lead. considering dunensions, as shown by the following 
times; 
Wenonab,.;- --... <---.. 1920 82 Portuna....-.... srs... 1 54 40 
Mischief, . =o fe paces eS TELA AEE vy ---1 45 4b 
Gracie - Paphde fs ol TSC aA RANT RE beds se. pyeveed 6931 
Waleyon....,,---+-<--2a sed AG 25 
{twas a reach half the way in, the wind beiug forward of the heam 

and bringmg ont spinualters as tt again yeered to the east during the 
last half of tue romp Lome. Av reaching, Mischief proved a good 
one, ond coming down with more wind closed fast upon the cutter. 
She suceeded in covering Wenonah und, stealing her wind, drove 
by within a quarter mile of the finish, but the victory fell to the peer- 
Jess ouiter nevertheless. 

So it came to pass tbat Wenonah scored her third brilliant victory 

Calms and light airs took them ontto Nan- | 

ié had been pubking in some good licks to windward and soaled | 
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out of four races sailed this season, this time beating everything, 
assorted sizes and kinds, wilh nothing but the Mischief near her at 
the finish, Was there wind enough fora eritical test? There was. 
Wenonah made the twenty-six nautical miles in 4:21:25, half of the 
course being close-hauled work; so her average speed was not less 
than seven knots, or eight miles, pea hour, allowing thirty-two miles 
for the total distance traversed. Quite enough for a most crucial 
test of big as well as little, and qnite enough to rank Wenonah's vic- 
tory as 4 brilliant achievement fraught with a lesson from which 
none can escape. Halcyon got away with the schooners, Fortnna a, 
fair second, and Estelle sailing in cruising trim, haying given up. 
Clio in second class won as she liked, and the same can be said of 
Vixen in second vlass sloops. The summary is appended: 

FIRST OLASS SOHOQONHERS, 
Start Finish. Blapsed. Corrected, 

Sorbus: spe e< tou: + oe 11 10 00 458 00 448 00 4 48 00 
Montauk, i. 1i 10 00 407 28 4 57 28 457 12 
Estelle, 2.20.2... 2222, 11 68 SI withtrawn, 
Haleyon ,,,........... nw 0 3 45 12 435 12 4 20 19 

i SECOND CLASS SCHGONERS. 
GSR Ads baceat et u 100 418 33 5 18 33 155 40 
Latona -..11 07 24 434 26 5 27 Oz 5 0) 57 
Thora. 11 09 10 not timed. 
Social. . 11 1 4 51 35 5 41 85 A 22 50 
Sylph. li 10 00 not timed. 

FIRST OLASS SLOOPS. 
edd 07 BL 335 49 4 28 28 4 28 28 

--11 07 43 3 47 34 4 49 51 449 44 
. 11 08 04 3°29 30 421 26 447 17 
_11 08 81 8 29 56 4 21 25 4 16 Ob 

SECOND GLASS SLOOPS. 
....11 06 30 4 v4 10 4 57 40 4 39 29 

, 11 17 49 4 13 21 5 08 32 4 47 56 
11 03 00 did not go the course. 

Halcyon wins from Fortuna by 18m, 4isec., Clio heats Latona by 
idm, §8sec,. Wenonah beats Mischief Im, 12sec., and Vixen beats 
Rover §m. 27sec. During the evening a reception was given by the 
Eastern Y¥, C., atthe club house. There were in harbor 23 yachts 
fiying N. ¥. Y. ©, burgee, and 44 showing E, Y. C. colors, Next day, 
Saturday. Aug. 11, the majority of the fleet got underway for the 
Isles of Shoals. Huth, Mischief, Sagitta, Julia and some others were 
bound west again, The three sloops were taken in tow by the fleet's 
“dry nurse” Luckenback, with Vineyard Hayen as the objective point, 
The wind came outa nice sailing breeze from the east, but the tow- 
lines parted, and the skippers getting frightened in expectation of a 
blow that did not come, ran for the nearest harbor for shelter. 
Meanwhile the rest of the squadron was having grand sport in a 

regular thrash out to the Shoals, the first bit of real work the club 
had met since the start. Topsails even had to come down on some 
of the smallest of the SIoeRss and thongh the large schooners still 
swung their clubs and barely noticed the sea, the thrash so impressed 
sundry accompanying Jenkinses that iti has been given the dignity of 
almost a gale! Schooner Montauk reached anchorage first, anid 
Wenonah again led the whole division of single sticks and most of 
the schooners as well. The cutter was most shamefully put about by 
the Montauk during the work of the day. Huf for the giving way of 
the cutter in the nick of time a serious disaster would have occurred 
in which loss of life might have been involved. 
The rule of the road has been so persistently disregarded by certain 
eople, who are want to coach Montauk and Grayling, that we think it 
igh time an official investigation were made, and the blame laid 

where it belongs, or the rule of road will lose dignity among yachts- 
men. and we shall hear of serious consequences, A skipper or yolun- 
tear hand, who does not know or care to observe the rule of the road. 
is not the person to intrust with property and life afloat. The fleet 
was disbanded in the evening, though most of the yachts will con 
tinue further Kastward. The cruise has been a refreshing variety 
upon the pettifogging in the Sound, aud we may have more to say 

| concerning its iniluences at another time, 

HULL Y. C.—-AUGUST 11. 

HB fourth club match of the season was sailed August 11 in good 
northeast breezé, compelling many of the yachts to haul down 

single reefs, Course for second class ten nautical miles, for the rest 
seven miles. ‘Transit bursted bobstay, aud Zip carried away peak 
halliards block before starting. Joker turned in second reef and got 
away four minuteslate, Myrtle, a smart boat, also had two cringles 
bardened down and did not show enough sail. No yachts of third 
Glass appeared. Nimbus, Niobe, Kismet, Wildfire, Spray, Dandelion, 
Salamander and Dido were the winners. Kismet. Wildfire, Dande- 
lion and Salamander also take Corinthian prizes, having been sailed 
by amateur crews, Summary: : 

SHCOND CLASS. 
Length Actual, Corrected. 

Nimbus, B. Janney, Jt....--........ ---. 34.08 1 41 21 117 42 
Wanehon, A Scho ____- we eee 5 20,08 2 01 25 1 80 43 

FOURTH CLASS CATS. 
Niobe, J. PF, Brown -.. ¢..-... TAs Stade 20.06 1 10 42 44 19 
Gazella, H. Aborn.,,.--- 220.11 110 44 20 
Amy. B,J. Baxter... eee 21,05 1 10 31 45 01 
fbip. Jae Souther Cee he 20 06 1115 45 27 
Joker, George Coffin, -.-... Pot tn, RO Ok 1 14 85 hO 22 

PIFTH CLASS—UATS, i 
Kismet, H, Ny Curtis. ._- TA to 1 16 02 47 59 
Wildfire, H. A. Keith i 1 20 05 51 05 
Spray H.W. Faxon....... 12019 52-11 
Sheerwater, W, M. Merrill. i 1 21 24 53 10 
Corsair, L, N. Clarke,....., 1 23 12 45 09 
Myrtle, R, C. & C. A. Poor,... ...-s.1+ 1 25 02 55 37 

SIXTH CLASS—CATS. 
Dandelion, C.F, Adamis, 3d--.,..- ...1-- 17,06 1 i8 41 48 50 
Salamander. 8. G. King,.-. J 17.09 1 2208 h2 44 
Dido, EH. L. Burwell,....... --. ---+----- iv 04 ‘L 23 53 53 58 
Critkety AW) Pape. F560 ene, we 17.01 1 27 11 56 57 

UNIFORM BUOYAGE.—Agitation is going on in Great Britain, 
looking to systematic buoyagé similar to the plan adopted in the 
United States, Itis strange that such a plan has not long ago been 
put in force. At present numerous local governing boards exist 
around the British coast and all sorts of systems are in vogue, need- 
lessly Complicating the navigation of the approaches and estuaries, 
At the Edinburgh conference in 1882, says the London Nautical Maga- 
zine, one of the clauses adopted, runs as follows: “The term star- 
board-hand shall denote that side which would be on the right hand 
of the mariner either going with the main stream of flood or enterin, 
a harbor, river, or estuary from seaward; the term port-hand shall 
denote the left hand of the mariner under the saine circumstances."' 
This we consider a very serious mistake. It exactly reverses existing 
customin America, where starboard-hand is considered the right foing 
outot harborandnotcoming in. Itis immaterial initself whether star- 
board-hand ig determined by going in or out of a harbor, but aslong as 
one method is already in yogzue in America with great success, other 
nations should adopt the same for the sake of international uniformity 
in these days of international communication, so that a ship captain 
coming from the waters of one country may be able to navigate his 
vessel by the same. customs upon reaching a foreign shore. As 
America was the first great nation to devise uniform bnoyage, others 
might conform to American custom with great advantage to all sea- 
faring people, The British propose, in addition, & distinction hetween 
port and starboard buoys in the shape ol the buoys, one get to be 
conical marks and the other with flat tops to be known as cans, to 
further distinguish between the two sets without depaniing on color 
only and for service at night when color cannot easily be distinguished. 
Some years ago the Kastern Y, C, of Boston, urged similar distinction 
in shape upon our own Light House Board but it has not yet been 
acted upon. 

BUNKER HILL Y. C.—WFilteenth annual ruc was sailed August 
11, off Long Island, Boston Harbor, in good northeast wind. Celeste 
lost jib, Arrow earried away jib halliards. Summary : 

FIRST “CASS. 
ength. Actual, Corrected. 

Gracie, D, C. Musgrove..... i 4.25 00 4 20 00 
Pearl, D. Mansur,,.--..,- 4 45 00 4 45 00 
Celeste, G, fhomas,.. Withdrawn. 
Ambrotypé, 5. Badge Not taken. 
Josephine, E. Stetson, ..... Not taken. 

Romp, G. W. Linnell......- ..-..----.+. 2 06 00 2°02 89 
Kit, Wilcox & Rich.....:2. 1. +s: 2 18 00 £18 10 
Zetes, S. H. Morris...- --. aNd 2 15 00 216 15 
Clyda, R. Gould....---..-----0y+++ Not taken. 
Nettie, GC, H. Laskey. Not taken. 

. THIRD GLASS, mn tna jou da 
Arrow, Bowman..,....-«--.-+ Ce adnan . 7 
Sprite, P. J. Heneby.. 18,02 £0500 10500 
Billow, C. Miller... - 1 18 00 1:12 00 
Pilot, J. H. Burrows.. Not taken. 
Patrel, C, B. Smith...-.... Not taken, 
Water Witch, C. E. Br Not taken, 

POSSIBLE VISITORS.—There was nob much promise of # breeze 
in Dublin Bay July 25, but by ten o*clock, the hour set down for the 
starting of the race, a rattling wind came out from W.N.W, It was 
not very steady, but on the whole, the flukiag was Hot more violent 
than at some other places. In the large class, Samcena had her re- 
yenge on Marjorie for the beating the latter cave her in Belfast 
Lough, and once more heat the chalk-white Wendur. It is said that 
the latter is destined to go to New York in quest of the Royal Yacht 
Squadron Cup, which the América won thirty-two years ago; hub we 
must trust that this is not the case, as Wendur evidently requires as 
much rousing 4s the Cambria did which made a told bid forthe cup in 
1870. By the way, one of the New York dailies makes it out that the 
Marjorie would beat any American yacht by something like half an 
hour. because Marjorie béat Miranda a quarter of an hour at Harwich, 
the Miranda beat Cambria a quarter of an hour, and the American 
yachts could only beat Cambria by so many minutes, Inductive 
philosophy is all yery well, only itis so hopeless in this case that 
Miranda never beat Cambria. because the latter has not sailed 
match singe Miranda was built, and long ago lapsed into a respectable 
Mediterraneai schooner. There is no doubt thata yacht tuned up 
like Annagona was last season Lo the “certainty” pitch would be the 
craft for the America cup, and ib would, we think, be a sorry busi- 
ness for a club to send another yacht over there in the ill-considered 
wiiy Cambria and Livouia weré, We have a schooner—Miranda of 
course—and a cutter would not he diMeult to choose fit for an inter- 
national contest, but a good all-round yaw], which always sails alike, 
us Florinda did five or six years ago, it would be difficult just now to 
select.—London Field, 

QUINCY, Y,. C.—Special mateh to take place of third championship 
race, unnecessary by result of first two races, was sailed Aug. 10, in 
light easterly wind, in Quincy Bay. Niobe and Dandelion, winners 
of the championships, were barred. Course for first_ class, 8 miles; 
for second, 74, and for third, 6 miles, Prizes $5 and 33, cash. Sum- 
mary} 

FIRST CLASS. 
Actual Corrected. 

Queen Mab, W. L. Phinney ..-22 08 2-46 5h 2 19 04 
Folly, J, F. Sheppard... -. 2 48 00 22S 02 
Erin, John Cayanaugh.... Not taken. 

SECOND CLASS, 
Wildfire, H. A. Keith,.......--.- ...-16 12 2 48 30 218 18 
Aimy, EB. W. Baxter...).-0..00 +0000 21 OK 2 40) 56 220 18 
Joker, George Coffin....,............ 20.08 2 48 50 221 OF 
Spray, HM. Waxon,-.-._.-.-,.---,-: 19 04 2A 09 222 465 
Thisbe, S. A, Freeman,, ..-......-2.065- R10 Not taken. 
Dayid Crockett, J. RK. Pitman......... 21 8 Not taken. 
Pet, J. W. MeParland,....,,--...------21 01 Not taken, 

THIRD CLASS. 
Samaria, &.G. King... ....... 2-2-8 7 09 2 41 G0) 216 34 
Bip G2 We Morinsses sede pe ee 16 0 242 58 2 16 42 

HOW TO MEASURE SAIL ARWA—As 8 provisional expedient, 
the New York Y. C, measures spars in place of sail, benig more ¢x- 
péeditious and accomplished with sail furled, Measure from jibstay 
on bowsprit to end of main boom, and add one-quarter the length of 
the gaff. Also measure from lower side of boom, in lowest position, 
to topsail halliard block or sheave, Multiply the two measurements 
and diyide by two for the area. Last mentioned measurement is 
obtained by running a nail, spike or Jead pencil through the topsail 
halliards. Then hoist away until chock-a-block. Mark halliards ati 
lower s'de ofboom, after stretching hand taut or hanging hand lrad to 
the halliards, Lower away and measure distance between the mark 
and the stop. Extract Square root of the sail area by the use of 
tables, to obtain the side of the sail square used in the formulw for 
time allowance. This runs as follows: Add twice length of loadline 
to length of the side of sail square and diyide by three, the quotient 
to he considered the ‘‘corrected length.” See this journal May 31, 

THE NEWS ABROAD.—After quoting from the Belleville Mnfelli- 
gencer anent the Wenonah’s victory in the annual race of the New 
York Y. C., the French journal Le Yucht concludes as follews: ‘‘The 
observations of the Canadian journal are eorrect, The America cup 
is this moment at the merey of the English, as the Americans have 
nothing to oppose the Samcena in the larger classes. nor the yawl 
Wendur, which beat her so handsomely in the Largs rezatta, nor mu 
the small classes to oppose May and Annasona, They can only hope 
to win with cutters, and these they do not know how to build, equip 
or man; they find if necessary to employ foreign designers and Wug- 
lish outfits.” 

SEA CRUISING.—Yachtsmen on the Paci coast have discovered 
the delights of ocean cruising. The larger yachts. notably Lurline, 
Haleyon, Aggie and Nellie, have been np and down the coast outside 
to Monterey and other ports, and Casco, schooner, Dr, Merritt, is 
away on a long cruise to Puget Soundand Northern waters. Haleyon, 
Mr. Harry Tevis, one of the new keel schoouers, has received 5 tons 
more lead on her keel and is much improved thereby, Cruising out- 
side is becoming quite pupular and cannot fail to be of bencfit to San 
Francisco yachts and their owners, besides affording variety to the 
customary bay work. 

MIXED RIUGRACES,—TIt is found convenient in some Hastern races 
to lump schooners and sloops so as to reduce the number of classes, 
and the question has arisen what allowance shonld be made to 
schooners for their rigs The Dorchester Y¥.C, sails them afi seven- 
eighths their length, We believe eighty or eighty-flye per cent. of 
their length a fair allowance. As the subject is purely tentative in 
its nature, we will be glad for expressions from experienced yachls- 
men, Mixed rigraces have become a necéssily, and nnifarmity in 
allov. ance by all clubs is to be desired. 

RACING IN THE BAY.—Threé sandbag boats sailed a race in the 
harbor, last Monday, for sweepstakes of $50 each. Course from 
South Brooklyn around Robbins Reef Buoy, around Fort Lafayette 
back to start, sail twice oyer, distance 18 miles. Allowance em. 
er foot waler-line. Wind puffy from southwest. Entries were the 
oodwin, 10ft. bin., Mr, Muller; Maud ¥., 19ft. tiin., John Foulkes, 

and the Unknown, 19ft, 6in., Dennis Shea. Goodwin went to the fore 
onsecond round and won in 3:19:50 corrected time. Unknown 3:36;50 
and Maud F, 4:00:42, 

HULL Y. G.—The club wustered nineteen sail for fhe vecent cruise 
to Marblehead and Newcastle. Start was made July 24, crise last 
ing five days. ‘Vhe Vice-Commodore had charge with his fag aboard 
the schooner Brenda. Tn the fleet were the yawl White Cap, steamer 
Nerita, schooners Enigma, Vanitas, Zaidee, Leatha, sloops Sea Bird, 
Rear Commodore Vorbush. Expert, Violet, Gem, Hope, Percy H,, 
Amphitrite, Vision, and cat Ambler, Itis expected that ati least fifty 
yachts will collect for the cruise next year, as sailing in squadron is 
becoming very popular. 

SANDBAG MATCH,—A race was sailed for $200 Jast Saturday by 
the open sandbag boats Parole, Capt. Jake Schmidt, and the Whis- 
per, Mr. A. B. Alley, Seawanhaka Corinthian Y, Q. The former had 
a professional crew of tossers, the latter was manned by Corinthians 
Course from Tompkinsville around Fort Lalayette and hioys olf Bay 
Ridge and Robbin’s Reef, then home, sal! over twice, distance twenty- 
two miles. Wind fresh and puffy. Whisper took the lead and kept 
if all through, winning in 2:52:46 corrected time, by 4m. 283, Corin- 
thian stock is higher. 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C—-Next pennant match has been fixed 
for Thursday. Aug. 28. Classes for cabin sloops, Open boats over 
and under 28ft,, cats over 24ft., over and under 20ft, Course for first 
class, around Tom buoy and return; for rest, around Wort Schuyler 
buoy and return. Whying start with ten mmutes grace. Prizes ore 
Hennantae ta be held by yachts winning greatest number of races 
during the season, Fourth and last race will be sailed in September, 

VIXEN-MAGGIE.—The time allowed to Maggie in our figures for 
the Newport races was excessive. It was based upon some previous 
measurements of the Maggie, which turn out to haye bean ernoneous, 
Corrected time for the two should be Vixen, 4:56:20, and Maggie, 
5:08:06. Conceming the races between these two yachts and their 
bearing upon prominent issues, we will have more to say next week, 

WENONAH.—The Berlin Wassersport of July i. reproduces our 
illustration of the cutrer Wenonah, and gives her record up to date. 
Our CORED aTALY: will be lad to learn that during the recent cruise 
of New York Y. GC. this cutler proved herself the smartest and fasb- 
estof her class by long odds in all kinds of weather. and thal outter 
stock has reached the highest point yet touched in America, 

NEW NONPAREILS.—Mr, Clapham bas started work on another 
order ov a 63-ft. Nonpareil, similar to Hesperus, recently launched, 
She will be yawl rigged, orig now coming into preat favor. Great 
improvements haye been made by the builler in this special style of 
boat. We have in our office a model exhibiting all bhe latest features 
of the Nonpareil. 

DORCHESTER ¥. C.—The second match for catrigs was sailed 
August #, in light, easterly wind, forthe Barnard cups, Course, 74g 
miles. Amy won in first class and Scampin second, As the course 
was not sailed within the time required, the race will have to be 
called again, Qneen Mab, of first class, aud Nora. of second, now 
hold ove race Gach, 
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NEW HAVEN Y. 0.—-Has been on a squadron cruise to Newport 
and Eastern waters. Left New Havea Aug. 4, reached Thimble Isl- 
ands same day. Put into New London, Greenport, Newport, and 
epee New Bedford Aug. 9, winding up the cruise at Vineyard 

ayen. 

POPULARITY OF CUTTERS.—There were in Marblehead harbor, 
on the morning of August 10, seventeen sloops belonging to the New 
York and Eastern Y, C., and also seven cutters, or about one-third of 
the lot. Fiye years ago cutters were practically unknown, 

VIKING.—Mr. Geo. S. Scott’s new steam yacht is 186ft. over all, 
2ift. beam, lift. 9in. hold and draws 9ft.8in. water. Engines com- 
pound, Carries 33 tons in the bunkers, enough for ten days slow 
steaming. Saloon 2ix17ft. Owner’s stateroom 18x8ft. 

LLOYD'S REGISTER.—We have received the first supplement to 
the edition for 1883, containing further details and classification of 
many new British yachts, alterations and new subscriptions, among 
them that of Wm. P. Curran, of New York. 

LIGHTS IN BOATS,—The law obliges all rowboats to show a 
white light after sundown, Steamboat captains complain that the 
law is disregarded and in some ports measures will be taken to see it 
enforced, The penalty is quite a heavy fine. 

HERA—LILLIE.—As will be seen by our fixtures, three matches 
between these two Boston keel sloops have been arranged for Aug. 
21, 22 and 23, of! Marblehead. Best two in three for a purse of $1,500. 

ARGENTINE Y. C.—A yacht club has been formed by the foreign 
residents of Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic, and the Government 
has decreed that the first ten yachts may be imported free of duty. 

GRAYLING.— We learn that during the recent cruise of the Atlan- 
tic Y. C. this schooner came so near capsizing a second time that 
participation in the cruise of the N. Y. Y. C. was given up. 

RARITAN Y, C.—Second open race of the club was sailed off Perth 
Amboy, Aug. 11, in light southeast wind, Won by Falcon in first 
class, In 1:54:17; and Fantaisie in second class, in 1:58:20. 

AMERICAN Y. C.—The steam yacht club has appointed a commit- 
tee on coaling stations, with a view to selecting certain points and 
making special contracts for fuel for yachts of the elub. 

BEVERLY OPEN RACHS.—For the races this Saturday 173 entries 
haye been made, including many crack sloops and cutters for class 
A, With a good wind a slashing race may be expected, 

SOLD,—The Herreshoffs have sold their fast steamer 100 to Mark 
Hopkius, and she will proceed to St. Clair, Mich., going through the 
Erie Canal. She is the fastest steam yacht in America, 

CRUISING.—Cutter Medusa, E, Y.C,, Mr, Franklin Dexter, and ent- 
ter Mavis, Beverly Y. C.,Mr. W. T. Whitney, have been cruising 
west, They were off Whitestone, L. I., last Monday, 

CAPSIZES THIS WEEK.—Sloop Minnie R., of Boston, tumbled 
over ina puff off Long Island Headin Boston harbor. Police boat 
rescued the crew, and the yacht was beached. 

TAROLINTA.—This former New York sehooner, 105ft. long, has 
been sold to Capt. John C. Cummings, by Wm. Bliss, of Boston, She 
will be converted into pilot boat No, 9. 

FORTUNA.—This noble schooner is to have her spar plan reduced 
for an extensive cruise to European waters this winter. 

TORONTO Y, C.—Third match for Toronto challenge cup will be 
sailed Saturday, August 18, open to seyen-tonners, 

ONE MILLION.—The value of the yachts lying off City Point, South 
Boston, is estimated toreach one million dollars. - 

NORSEMAN.-—This schooner, Mr. Ogden Goelet, entered the port 
of Havre, France, July 27. 

Canaeing. 
4—_—_——_ 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed tothe Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

FIXTURES. 

Aug, 16, 17, 18—Iowa Canoe Club Regatta, Spirit Lake, Lowa. 
Aug. 20—American Canoe Association Meeting at Stoney Lake. 
Aug. 21, 22, pt asnoriden Canoe Association Regatta at Stoney 

ke, 
Aug. 24—American Canoe Association Meeting at Stoney Lake. 

THE LUG SAIL. 

A aes first attempt to utilize the power of the wind for the propul- 
sion of a boat reached no higher than running before the wind, 

the sail being simply a square of matting suspended across the boat, 
and controlled by lines attached to the lower corners. On the dis- 
covery of the art offsailing to windward it became eyident that a 
fore and aft sail was superior to the squaresail, and the latter was. 
hauled around, one corner was lashed fast forward, and a single 
sheet attached to the other corner, To improve the set of the rail 
the rectangular shape was changed, the yard being raised on the 
after end, giving a ‘tpeak” to the sail, the result being the sail 
known as the lug, or more exactly; the “dipping lug.” This sail 
is still in common use, notably on the French and English fishing 
boats, one of the best types being the famous ‘‘Penzance luggers.” 
The sail is hoisted by a halyard, a see part only in a small boat, 
but in the larger ones a single part called a tye, frequently of chain, 
is attached to the mast traveler and leads over a sheave at the mast- 
head, a guntackleé purchase hooking iuto the end, the tack bein 
hauled down to the stem head or to a short bumpkin and lashed. 
No boom is used, and in tacking the sheets are unhooked, the halyard 
slacked away and the yard hauled down and passed around forward 
of the mast, the fore part of the sail serving to pay the head off. 
When the sail is all to leeward of the mast it is hoisted again. 
The mizzen is a standia Ape ania. is not shifted. As the wind fresh- 

ens the mainsail is taken in, the mizzen set in its place and a smaller 
mizzen set aft, this being repeated until a small watch mizzen is seb 
when riding to the nets. This sail answers excellently in the fishing 
boats, which are well-mantied, -and being in open water,make but 
few short‘tacks, but the work is too heavy for-a small crew, or for 
more confined waters where tacixs are more frequent, 
Another form of sail is called the ‘split’ lug, the genéral shape 

being similar to the dipping lug, but it is divided from head to foot 
just forward of the mast, making fore and mainsail inone. One 
tack is lashed to the stemhead and one to the mast, This sail is but 
little used, as the foresail can never be lowered alone. 
The “settee” is a lug with a yery long yard and a short luff, being 

a lateen with enough of the lower corner cut off to allow one reef. 
Perhaps the most convenient of all sails forsmail boatsis the 

“standing lug,” as used in ship’s boats, naval cutters and gigs, and 
similar craft. Thespars being shorter, itis much less clumsy than 
the sprit sail: it has no hoops to jam in hoisting and lowering, like 
the boom and gaffsail so common in America, but being detachable 
from the mast may be quickly removed and stowed in a small space. 
Unlike the common lug the yard is not shifted in tacking, but is 
always on the same side of the mast. The sail is hoisted as described 
above with a single halyard or a purchase, the traveler consisting of 
an iron ring to one side of which a hook with an eye above is welded, 
The halyard is spliced into the eye, while on the yard is a grommet 
strap and thimble for the hook, ‘The tack is lashed or hauled with a 
purchase to the foot of the mast, near the deck. The position cf the 
strap on the yard depends onthe cut of the sail, and is best found by 
experiment. If economy of stowage space is not an object, the yard 
should have a handsome round to it, the head of the sail being curved 
to suit, insuring a better set and handsomer appearance, This form 
of sail is commonly used for a mizzen in yawl-rigged boats, 

Mr. MeMullen has devised an excellent method of reducing sail, 
and has used it successfully on his lugger Procyon. The sa.l is loose- 
footed, not being laced to the boom, but hauled down bya tack 
tackle, Anothersmall tackle, used also for reefing, can be hooked 
into a cringle on the luff just below the heel of the yard. A small 
block is seized to thesyard near its middle, and a line run through it 
and made fast to the tack. The reeftackle being set tant, the tack is 
cast off, and by means of the line, the tack is triced up, leaving a 
pt eae opening, giving room to work forward in getting up an- 
chor, etc. 
The lug rig, with main and mizzen, both “standing lugs," the for- 

mer placed well forward, is one of the best for single-handed boats of 
arnlsivey The bowsprit, jib, and al) headgear is dispensed with, 
avoiding considerable vente and complication, while the rig is safer 
and more easily handled than the ordinary cat If desired, the main 
lig may be stowed, the mizzen set forward, and a small mizzen aft 
for heavy weather. The mast being well forward, the room below is 
less Cut up, 

In rigging a standing lug fora canoe, the halyard and downhanl 
are in one piece, leading through two pulleys on deck and a serew- 
eye near the well, so that a pull either way will hoist or lower, while 
there are no lines to get adrift. ‘hetack, which cannot be reached 
from the well, is hauled out by an endless line to the front of the 
tnast, . 
We are indebted, however, to the Ingenuity of the Chinese for the 

most servicable sail for canoes, the ‘balance’ lug. The Chinese 
sails are usually of fine m*tting, the shape varying in different locali- 
ties, many being very high and narrow, as they are used on the 
canals and must cateh the airaboye the banks, They all have three 
peculiar features, the forward part of the sail projects ahead of the 
mast a distance of about one-seventh its breadth, while the sil is 
kept flat by aseries of bamboo battens laced to it, running ac 04s 
and radiating, like the ribs of a fan, lines beiug attached to the 
after end of each batten, all uniting in one main sheet, by which 
the sail may be trimmed perfectly flat. Aloop of cord or rattan, 
termed a parrel, is made fast to each batten, confiuing it to the 
mast, and distributing the strain oyerits whole length. A lazyjack 
or topping-lift is rove, one énd fast to the masthead, then down one 
side of the sail, through a thinible near after end of the boom, up the 
other side and through a block at masthead, to the deck. a similar 
line is on the fore end of the boom, and the sail, when lowered, hangs 
in the bights of the two lines. 7 
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This sail, with very slight modifications, has been in use in Eng- 
Jand for about fifteen years, and in this country for five years, and 
in both hassuperceied all other sails for Teepe in canoes, while ex- 
tensively u for eruising. The sheet is made fast to the boom in 
the usual manner, the sail is made of fine muslin, with two or three 
battens for a mainsail and one fora mizzen, and reefing lines are 
made fast to the battens. The proportions of several big sails, the 
mainsails of the Pearl, Nautilus and Dot, are shown in the figure. 
Where itis desirable to spread the greate-t area possible, and yet 
retain. a short boom, the leach of the sail may be rounded, the shape 
being kept by the battens, making a very handsome sail. The top- 
ping liftis rigged as iv the Chinese sau, or it may lead in along the 
boom, both parts being fast to the masthead, while a jackstay for- 
ward sompletes the gear, It may not be amiss, in this connection, 
to note that the term lug is sometimes applied to any sail used with- 
out a boom, as the foresails of some schooners, thongh il belongs 
properly only to sails hung from a yard without masthoops. 

THE A, ©. A. MEET,—Peterborough, Ont,, Can., Aug, 10.—The 
camp is now in working order. Located on a rocky island, very pic- 
turesqne. Arrived here on Friday Jast with my brother, and found 
Commodore in camp, with several others. The Kuickerbockers ar- 
rived to-day, and are now putting their camp in order. The number 
now on the island is seventy-five, and there will bea large addition 
to-morrow. The Albany, Springfield, and Lake George elubs will be 
here in aday or two.—G. B, 

TORONTO C. C.—This club will be represented at Stony Lake by 
Com. Neilson with the Boreas, Messrs, Tyson with the Isabel, Joln- 
son with an 18x24 Rob Roy and a 16x31 Peterboro, Allen with the 
double centerboarder Vixen, Kerr with a Racine canoe, Hadie with a 
Nautilus, and Captain Andros with the Fairy. 

NEW YORK C. C.—Several members are alveady at Stony Lake 
and others will start this week. Messrs, Whillock, Monroe, Coudert, 
Stephens, Newman, Stokes, Hayden and Jones will be present, Mr, 
Yan Renssellaer is stil absent in Enrope, 

THE IOWA C. ©, REGATTA began yesterday at Spirit Lake, and 
will be continued to-day and finished to-morrow. 

Auswers ta Correspondents. 

E@- No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspoudents. 

C. T. L., Fryeburg, Me,—Show your dog to an expericnded oculist. 

EK. B. C., Millington, Conn,—See our columns this week for New 
York game law: 

A. M., Philadelphia, Me.—The Maine moose season given in the 
ast issue was correct. 

C. L.—Gracie is a centerboard yacht and always had a board from 
the time she was launched. 

Leaper, New Haven, Conn.—Would you advise breeding litter 
brother abd sister together? Ans, No. . 

~ Coxsrantt ReAper.—Would you please let me know whether a dop- 
eee teeth ornot. Ans, Its jaws are armed with minute blunt 

eth, 

J. W., lowa.—Bullock’s oriole is 10t found in Hastern States, If 
Ae iar one from that locality it is probably a straggler from fur 
ther west. 

Wuitre HALL.—The two masts of the sharpie rig do not make it a 
fastervig than the single mast of the cutter, Speed is governed by 
the area of the sail and its adaptability to receiving impuise from the 
wind, Both are good rigs in thei proper sphere and for their special 
purposes. The sharpie rig on a sharpie is the easiest to work, be- 

cause such boats require small sail areas. Dixon Kemp's‘*Yacht and 
Boat Sailing,” third edition, is the best book on boat building and sail- 
ing. Send to Van Nostrand, 27 Murray street, for list and prices. 

H, C, E.—You ean get exvellent chronometer for yacht use from 
$125 up, atany navigation store. Write to Merrill's Sons, Burling 
Slip and Water street. 

W. WN. G., Buffalo, N. Y.—Please inform me what kind of varnish is 
used by the best rod makers? Ans, They eachhaye secret prepara- 
tions and all claim: to have the best. 

J. L..—For book on boat building, sénd to Van Nostrand, 27 Murray 
street, No book really covers your wants. BExperience and observa- 
tion are the best teachers. ‘‘Boat Building for Amateurs,” by Neil- 
s0n, May Suit you. 

G. M,—Lines of een willnot be published. Dimensions of spars 
gives you the sail plan near enough. No book covers what you want. 
Dixon Kemp's “Yacht and Boat Sailing” is the best. Price $10, Van 
Nostrand, 27 Murray street. 

R. Dram, Baltimore, Md—Please give us some more' definite 
addvess than the aboye to which to write you. Your Kennel Register 
is regularly mailed you to Baltimore, but probably street and num- 
ber are required in the sddress. Send them, 

J. H. O., Ottawa, Cai.—The principal duty of an Irish water span- 
ielis to retrieye. He should also be learned to charge and remain 
quiet. By following the instructions in “Trairing ys. Breaking, ‘you 
will find no difficulty in teaching him to do what you require. 

G, E., St, Louis, Mo.—Wild rice may be obtained of Chas, Gilchrist, 
Port Hope, Ont., Valentine Bros., Valparaiso, Ind , Bliss of Koches- 
ter, and others whose advertisements have appeared from time to 
time in our columns, The planting of the rice has been in the 
majority of cases a failure, but in very many instances successful. 

W. B. P., Dunkirk, N. Y.—1. Being 4 non-resident. of lowa, what van 
Ido to get a permit to shoot in that State? 2. Can I bring game home 
from Towa? 3. How shallt treat birds, without using patent prepa- 
rations, to keep them fresh for several days during the latter part of 
September? Ans. 1. No perinit is required. -%. Game can not be 
brought out of the State, 2. See ourGame Bag and Gun columus. 

Piarr, New York.—Does not a trout in ascending a cataract or 
waterfall, say five or six feet hich, reachthe top throngh a series of 
leaps or bounds, or does it through its wonderful power of velocity 
overcome the action of the down falling currents of water and swim 
up? Ans. Our observations lead us to think that a trout rushes 
from a pool and goes up from the momentum acquired, aided by its 
tail, or, in other words, swims up with arush. We doubt the ability 
of an ordinary trout to ascend a fall of fiye feet where there is no 
break or ineline. 

F,C.. Hudson, N. Y.—1. Where can I get black bass of any size to 
stock 4 small pond of about twelve acres? 2. If I put in small ones 
how long before I can fish for them? 3 Do carp(German) have to be 
fed if putin a pond? Mine is full of catfish, goldfish, tadpoles and a 
great growth (in places) of vegetable matter. Ans, 1. You will have 
to catch them, there is no one who has themfor sale. 2. In a year or 
two, occording to size, but they should be allowed to spawn first and 
the young will be fit to take in three years. 3, Not necessarily, 
unless there is no food for them jn the pond. 

J. H. R.. Philadelphia, Pa.—Dashing Monarch was commended at 
the New York Bench Show, 1881. He won second at the Eastern 
Field Trials on Robin's Island, 18380. He ran at the same trials in 
1881, but owing to illness was withdrawn. Heran in the free for all 
atthe National Trials of 1881 at Grand Junction, but was unplaced. 
At the same meeting he was second, with Grousedale in the brace 
stakes. He also divided first with Count Noble and Nellie in the all- 
aged stake of the Pennsylvania Trials held at Grand Junction the 
same year, the last not constituting a record. 

H. ©, F., Union City, Conn.—How can I catch live minnows with a 
net (not aseine)? They are so very quick in their movements that 
the minute you get a net under them, they areotf iike a flash. There 
are hundreds of them around our boat when fishing for pickerel, and 
we have to catch them with a heedle hook and then put them on the 

large hooks for pickerel, of which we catch plenty. They clean our 
hooks off quicker than we can catch the minnows, and that is why L 
want to gel the knack of getting them in anet, 1 thought, perhaps, 
there nught be a Way of enticing them into the net that I did not 
know of. Ans. Ifthe minnows are not to be found in the small 
streams, we can only suggest that you entice them over the bef with 
bread crumbs and let them get familiar with the presence of the net, 
then raise quickly. Wethink you should find some im the brooks at 
this season, 

A Fieut Wire «a Buck.—A correspondent writes trom 
Lower Soda Springs Hotel, Shasta County, as follows: J, H. 
Cremer, on old mountaineer who lives near this place, tells 
the followiag story: A fortnight ago two miners came to his 
house for the purpose of hay.ig him direct them to a certain 
trail leading to amine. He guided them, and on his return 
he spied a deer lying by the side of a dead tree, apparently 
sound asleep. A whoop aroused the animal, followed by 
more yells, which so frightened it that il; rushed headlong 
into a tree top, which in some way injured it so that it seemed 
erazed. Itthen turned upon the defenceless man, trying to 
use its horns. which were about twelve inches in length, Mr. 
Cremer felt sure it could do no harm in this way, but found 
that in his rage it would stamp him to death; so in un instant 
he caught it by the hind leg and had the good fortune to throw 
it insuch a way that one horn held it fast under alimb of a 
fallentree. ‘‘Quicker than I can tell it,” said Cremer, “hold- 
ing his leg with one hand, with the other I got out my 
pocket-knife, opened it with my teeth, struck the deer 
in his jugular yein, and let him go, bleeding freely. In a 
few moments hefell dead. Iwalked a short distance to w 
neighbor’s and made him a present of my unexpected prize, 
which proved to be a nice fat two-year-old butk.”—Chico 
(Cal.) Record. 

A Ton or Brook Trour.—Yesterday morning abont 10 
o'clock one of the men who were working alongside Lake 
Bigler wood flume at the lumber-yard in Carson called out to 
the men below that allthe fish in Lake Bigler were coming 
down the flume, A few seconds later a school of fish struck 
the apparatus which is placed in the flume to turn sticks of 
timber over the edge of the fume, and being suddenly de- 
fiected fell oyer the workmen, The water was fairly bristling 
with trout and suckers, aud they came in irregular numbers, 
about six inches long and all alive, Nearly a ton of the fish 
fell under the flume, and the workmen took them away in 
baskets. A ton of fish in half an hour is about the best score 
on record for Neyada. It is believed that they were crowded 
into the supply pond of the flume bythe storm, and then 
driven into the flume in buniches of say two or three dozen in 
abunch, They would strike the reflector and fly in all direc- 
tions, This thing was kept up for nearly half an hour, when 
they got beautifully less and then ceased com ng altogether 
They were mostly brook trout.—Carson (Nev.) Appeal, 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 
The yacht Rambler, in which Dr. Henshall made his cirewmuayi- 

| gation of Florida, is for he, See our advertising columns, 

“Sir.” replied the critic to the would-be poet, your poems will be 
read when Milton’s and Shakespeare’s are forgotten—but not till 
then.” The Esterbrook Steel Pens, however, will not have to wait 
for fame, for they are now the most popular pens in use. 

“When a patient comes to me with lumbago, kidney disease or 
sciatica,” said & well-known city physician the other day, ‘1 tell him 
at once to use BENSon’s CAPCINE Porous PLastER. It is sule (o re 
lieve immediately." Benson’s stimulates ihe cireulation at once. 
annihilates pain and acts promptly and strongly, AJ] (ther remedies 
and plasters aré slow and uncertain. All druggists. Price 26 ents, 
—Adv. 

—THE MILD POWER CURES.— 

UMPHREYS’ 
OMEOPATHIC 

SPECIFICS. 
In use 30 years.—Each number the <pecial pre- 
scription of an eminent physician.—The only 
Simple. Safe and Sure Med cines forthe p onle 

PRICE, 

3. 
4, 
o. 
6. 
7. 
Hy 

10. Dyspepsia, Billious Stomach... + 25 
11. Suppressed or Painful Periods,.... .25 
12. Whites, too Profuse Periods,..:.,.- 25 
13. Croup, Cough, Difficult Breathing,... .2% 
14, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Eruvtions, .25 
15. Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains... . .25 
1%. Fever and Ague, Chill, Fever, Agues .50 
1%, Piles, Blind or Bleedips......... .. .50 
19%. Gatarrh. acute or chronic; Infinenza 50 
2%. Whooning Congh, violent coughs... .50 
ZL. Genernl Debility, Physical Weakness.50 
27. Kidnoy Diseyse. ..2.0.....0006 ee OD 
2. Nervous Debility,.-- ee eae EE 1) 
40. Urinary Weakness, Wetting the bed .50 
32, Disense of the Heart, Palpiiation, 1.00 

sold by druggists. or sent by thé Case, o- sin- 
gle Vial, frea of charge, on receipt of price. 
Send for Dr.Humohreys’Book on Diseave ccc. 
(id Pages) also lilnstrated Catalogue FREE. 
Address, Hommhvreys’ Homeopathic Med- 

{cine Co., 109 Fulton Street, ew York, | 

BRAIDED FISHING LINES. 

braided lines enormously, 

machines, 

not be filled at any price. 

The great superiority of a properly braided line over a twisted or laid line, has increased the demand tor 

This demand has induced a number of manufacturers, entirely unacywainted with the 

requirements of anglers, to put oh the market a quantity of perfectly worthless goods, 

undersized and short of marked length; nearly all of them ave made of poor material aud on old-fashioned 

Anglers will please take notice that ali of our best braided lines—cotton, linen, raw silk, boiled silk, oiled 

silk, enamel, and polished waterproof tapers—are labeled with our full firm name and trade mark, except the enamel 

Many of these lines are 

fly lines on cards, which bear only our trade mark and the name of the Empire City Braid Co., whose agents we are. 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods in stock will 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

Eine ishing Wackilie, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

SAS. FF. MARSTHRS, 
55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Fine Fishing Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in Ainerica. 

Brass Multiplymg Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 7aft,, $1,00; 1208t., $1-25; 
Any of the above Reels with Drags, 

nickel plated; 50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 80yds., 75 cts.; UOyds., $1.00; 
, 50 cts. extra, Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 

Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey. Aberdecen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks. 
Fs) ngle gut, 12 cts, per doz.; double, 20 ap Se dox.: treble, 30 cts. per doz ; put up one-half dozen in a 
ac Ss Leaders, lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds,, WU ets.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double |, 

visted Leaders, 3 leugth, 5 cts,; treble twisted, 3 length.10 cts. Tront Fhes, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 
Plies, $1.00 ie doz, Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 

t long. $1.50 to $10.00, Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
Samples of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or stamp. Send stamp for 

180ft., $1.50; Q40F6., $1.75; BO0Lt., $2.00; 450ft,. $2.25: 
25 cts. extra; 
nickel plated 

B00FE., $2.50. 

age. Single Gut Trout and Black Bas: 

Ply Rods, 1 

catalogue. 
Established 20 years. Open Evenings, J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

Shields’ American Improyed Gut 
Leader or Casting Line. 

Allfiy fishers will readily see the advantage there 
isin using them. The easiest way to apply a fly or 
to remove if without to a the Strength or 
durability of the leaders. “Lengths. 8, 6, and 9 feet, 
‘toade of superior silk worm t in all yarieties, 
Finé trout, salmon and bass flies, and waterproof 
silk lines. JOHN SHIELDS 
Box -221.. * Brookline, Mass, ~ Burges. 

How I Became a Crack Shot, | covers. 

W. MILTON FARROW. 

Price $1.00, postpaid. 

dogs, and a: 

For sale by 
INGHA 

For sale by Forest and Stream Pub, Gu. st. E, D, 

: 
Ee a—— TT LS ——<—<—< 

EVISED EDITION.—AMERICAN KEN- 
NEL AND SPORTING FIELD, by Arnold 
EB Price $3 

This yery popular book has been entirely re- 
written, greatly enlarged, aud bronght up to the 
times in. all that relates to the broad tleld which it 

It is profusely illustrated with cuts of the 
most celebrated dogs 
thoroughly of breeding, breaking (including ‘Force 

kennel manarement, selection of 
(relates to kennel and field work, 

making it the most’comprehensiye and useful book 
of the kind before the public. - 

ORANGE JUDD co , or ©, T, DILL- 
New York, or D,S. HOLMES, §9 Fourth 
rooklyn, 

00, 

in Retrievin ee 

and sporting scenes, treats 

i 

These shells are made of extra fine thm plable me 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No. 2 pr 
loaded as often as any of the thicker makes, 
much. Weight leas than paper shells. 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal mside diameter is 
nearly two gauges larger. 
sizes larger than gauge of shells. 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged. 
The crimpin 
preciated by a 
charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only, For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 
only, (2,000), and crimpers not less than oné dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & COQO,, 

101 & 103 Duane Street, 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass., Agente forNew England State 

Es YM O CEH ’s 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & 00., Birmingham, Eng. 

1, with reinforced 
ers. Can he re- 

Cost only about half as 
They shoot stronger and closer, and 

Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 
Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 

tool also acts as a reducer, an advaniase which will be ap- 
experjenced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed Ovithout 

SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS, 

New York. 
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PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

180fb., $1.50: 240ft., $1.70; BV0Ft., B1.95; 450ft. F220; GOOLE. $2.40; V5OFt,, $2.60; 900Lt., $2.80. Nickel plaiting 
and Drags extra, Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 60 cts.; 40yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., 85 cts.; 80yds,, $1.00, Kiffe’s 
Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limenck, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen. Sneek Bent and ali other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz,; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 
30 cts. per doz, Single Gut Trout aud Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds. 10 ets.; 8yds,, 15 cts. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heayy 
4ply, 4length, 25 cts. Trout Wlies, 50 ets. per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black 
Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 
to $15.50. Also a large assortment of Sporting Goods at proportionate prices, Samples of our goods 
sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money. postage stamps or money order. ; 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN H. KIFFER, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y¥. 
Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall OPEN EVENINGS. 

AMERICAN 

Kennel Register. 
A monthly record of kennel events for the information and guidance of breeders, ex- 

hibitors and owners of all breeds of dogs. 
Its leading feature is the ‘“‘Pedigree Register,” of sporting and non-sporting dogs, which 

makes itthe only complete Stud Book issued in America, A register number is given to 

each dog, and an index will be compiled at the close of each annual volume, thus forming a 
ermanent work of reference. The pedigree registration fee is twenty-five cents. The first 

two nuwbers of the Register contained the pedigrees of 138 dogs. 

Departments are also provided for the registration of stud visits, dogs at stud, births, 
sales and transfers, dogs at sale, and deaths. 

Prize lists of all the American shows will be given, with descriptions of the principal 
winners and dogs exhibited; also prize lists of important shows abroad. This department 
will include a record of field trials, The first two numbers of the Register contain prize lists 
of Washington, Ottawa and Pittsburgh shows, 

The publication day is the fifth day of each month; and nothing can be recewed for pub- 

lication later than the first day of the month. All matters intended for publication should be 
in the hands of the editor at the earliest practicable date. Entry blanks for each depart- 

will be furnished free on receipt of stamped addressed envelope. 

TERMS:—Issued by yearly subscription only. The subscription price is one dollar per 

year. Make drafts and money orders payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Com- 

pany. Address, AMERICAN KENNEL Rugistmr, P. O, Box 2,832, New York City. 

THE 

FOLLETT PATENT 

Trout =Bass Reel 
The Lightest, Cheapest and 

Most Durable Metal Reel ever 

offered to the Anglers of this 

Country. 

| SUITABLE FOR TROUT, BLACK BASS 

! AND PICKEREL FISHING, 

PRICE, $1.50 EACH, 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Sample Reels furnished if they cannot 
be purchased from dealers in your place. 

W. & J. M, AIKENHEAD, 
55 Front 8t., Rochester, N. Y 

First International Clay Pigeon Tournament 
OVER $5,000 IN PRIZES AND SWEEPSTAKES. 

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE 

LIGOWSKY CLAY PIGHON CO. 
A Five Day Programme, to be held at Chicago, Illinois, May, 1884, 

PRINCIPAL CONTEST:;_INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH. 

CONDITIONS: 
Team shooting (5 to a team); 10 single birds, 18yds. rise; 5 double birds, l5yds, rise; Rane- 

Jagh Club Rules to govern (excepting: use of single barrel only allowed), Five traps screened, 
Special prize donated by the Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Company :—'To the Winning team, 
$750.00; to the best individual score, ¥250.00 Diamond Badge. En- 
trance fees, $25.00 per team. Entrance fees and gate money, less cost of birds, grounds and 
advertising, to be distributed as Second, Third, Fourth and Fitth Team Prizes—40, 30, 20 and 
10 per cent. A series of ‘‘Sweepstakes” will be iuterspersed with and follow the preceding. 

A number of other prizes will be contributed by other parties. 
Headquarters in Chicago. Arrangements will be made for reduced railroad rates and 

hotel charges. 
Clubs should” enter at once by remitting $1,00 to the undersigned. Balance of entrance 

money payable on the grounds at Chicago, on first day of shoot, to the General Manager and 
representative of the Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Company. Copies of the rules can be obtained 
oy applying to the Ligzowsky Clay Pigeon Company, to whom all communications on the 
subject should be addressed. Further detailed list of matches, prizes, donors, etc., will be 
subsequently arfhounced, together with exact date, grounds, ete. (Signed) 

THE LIGOWSKY CLAY PIGEON CoO., 
(P. O. Box 1,292), Office, No. 68 W. Third Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS... 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilities for manufacturing our goods 
to meet the sacestntrer demand, We haye received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 

August 1883. 

be worn over or unde! 

Ts our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 

has seven pockets and game pockets., It is of strong 

material, dead grass color, aud will hold the game of a 

successfu: day without losing a hair or feather. 

to you for $2.00. Send breast measure. 

TEE Fox GuUR. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND, 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Trish Pustlan and Corduroy. 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THIS 

Tt can 

rap ordinary coat, We will mail it 

Secure one at once at our REDUCED PRICES, which will con- 
tinue only for a short time. 

American Arms Co., 
103 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 

ANGLING TALKS:. 
BEING THE 

Winter Talks on Summer Pastimes 
Contributed to the FoREST AND STREAM 

By GHORGE DAWSON. 
CONT 

Simple Wise Men, About some Dist 
About Bass, 

About Grayling, 
Memory, 

Reminiscences, 

ENTS: 

inguished Anglers of our Time, 
About Salmon Fishing, 

Salmon and Sea Trout Haunts and Habits, 
Several Relevant Topics, 

Angling Mishaps, 
Odds and Ends. 

Extract from 
“The ‘Talks’ attracted wide attention at the time of their publication in the anglin 

the Preface: 
columns of the 

Forest AND STREAM, and were received with very cordial appreciation. It is thought that their collac- 
(ion into the present more permanent form will proveacceptable, These ‘Talks’ are brimful of manly, 
wholesome sentiment; there is iathem all not a pamicle of cant. Their sincerity and overflowing epirit 
at once win the reader, and he perforce shares the author’s enthusiasm. The effect is magical, like that 
of the mimic players in Xenophon’s Memorabilia: he who reads, if he be an angler. must go a-fishing; 
and if he be not, straightway then must he become one.” 

Limp Cloth, 78 Pages, sent postpaid on receipt of price, 50 Cents. 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 39 Park Row, N.Y. 

SOMETHING NEW. 
A .82 Oaliber Express Cartridge, suitable for target and sporting advantages, 

Aceuracy, with flatness of trajectory and slight recoil, central fire, 35grs. powder, 150grs. 
lead, All .32 cal. C. F. rifles can be chambered for Farrow’s Express Cartridge. 

Send for sample of shell and price of rech ambering to 

W. MILTON FARROW, Newport, R. IL. 

N. B.—The dollar sent for Farrow’s Book will never be regretted. 

DOG TRAINING; 
—BY— 

S, 1 HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. 

~ FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE PRICE $100, 

_ SEND FOR CIRCULAR \ OF THE 

FLYIN GCLAYPICEgN 
LIGOWSKY 

CLAY.PIGEQN COMPANY 
N°233 VINE ST CINCINNATI,O . 

(Extract from Forest AND STREAM, J) uly 7 
1881, p. 444,] 

* #* * This flightso nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeous afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting, We commend 

allsportsmen to testitsmerits. * * * 
—E— sn 

30 DAYS’ TRIAL FREE! 
We send free on 30 days’ trial Dr. Dye’s Elec- 

tro-Voltaic Belts and other Electric Appli- 
ances TO MEN suffering from Nervous Debil- 
ity, Lost Vitality and Kindred Troubles. Also 
for Rheumatism, Liver and Kidney Troubles, 
and many other diseases. Speedy cures guar- 
anteed. Illustrated pamphlets free. Address 

VOLTAIOC BELT CO., Marshall, Mich. 

PERFECTED 

OPERA, FIELD AND 
MARINE GLASSES, 

CLES, ETC., ETC, Est’p (64e 

We are the dealers in the snost chaste goods only 
in our line. Send for Catalogue. 

{ —DEALERS IN— 

j | Birds, Eggs, Miner- 

\ ti als, Shells, Natn- 
ral Curiosities, 

—AND ALL— 

Naturalists’ Supplies 

Work in all departments done to 
order, All orders for hird-stuffing 

promptly attended to. 

Circulars Free, Full Catalogue 25 cts, 

PROVIDENCH, K. 1. 

PENCILS, HOLDERS, CASES, &c. 

THE CALLIGRAPHIC PEN. 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain 

ing ink for several day's gerining, Can be carried 
in the pocket. Always ready for use. A Sey. 
for persons who care to preserve their indiyidual- 
ity in writing, 

MABIE, TODD & BARD, 

COR. NASSAU & LIBERTY STS.. NEW YORK. 
Send for Price List. 

Quer Goops Are Sop py Frrar-Cirass DeALeRa. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 
Tum FoREST AND STREAM 1s the recogmzed medium of entertain- 

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen 

Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communicanhons will not be re- 

garded. No name will be published except with writer’s consent. 

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
May begin at any time. Subseription price, $4 per year ; $2 for siz 

months; to a club of three annua subscribers, three copies for $10; 

fiye copies for 316. Remit by registered letter, money-order. or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

may be obtained of newsdealere throughout the United States and 

Canadas. On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C,. 

London, England. Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

Samson Low, Marston. Searle and Rivington. 188 Fleet street, London 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Insid 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

and twelve months. Reading notices $1.00 per line, Hight words 

to the line, twelve lines to one inch, Advertisements should be seni 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted 

‘Transient ad yertisements must invariably be accompanied by the 

money or they will not be inserted, 

Address all communications, 
Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

Nos, 39 snp 40 Park Row. New YorE City. 

OONTENTS. 
EprrortaL. FISHCULTURE, 

Pinnated Grouse Shooting. The Wisconsin Commission. 
Rod and Keel Makers. Carp. 
Trans ortation Companies as | THe Kunnru. 

Allies. american Kennel Register.” 
The Popularity of Yachting. Montreal Dog Show. 
Connecticut Woodcock, 
An Advertising Dodge. 

THE SPORTSMAN ‘OURIST 
Sehoouic Lakes to Cape Breton. 
The Cruise of the Sairy Gamp. 

NatuRAL History. 
Notes on the Black Racer. 

Game Baa AND Gun. 
The Game Laws. 

The Springheld Dog Show. 
The London Dog Show, 
Dogs arid Critics, 
Status of the Bulldog. 
Kenuel Notes. 
Kennel Management. 

RIFLE AND ThAF SHOOTING. 
Muzzle vs. Breech. 
Range and Gullery, 
Tue Trap. 
A New Hnogland Association. 
Central Illinois. 

CaNOgING. 
Canoeing on the Mokelumne. 
Allegheny Canoe Club. 
‘The A, Cy A. Meet, 

YACHTING 
Racing Colossal, 
Improved Launch Engine, 
In Port. 
Royal Nova Scotia ¥. C. 
Aloug Shore Cruising. 
Pantaloon at the Races. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Shore Birds off Cape Charles, 
An Unvarnished Tule. 
Farmers and Sportsmen, 
Elk Hunting in the Kockies. 
Some Game Shots. 
New Jersey Shore Bird Shooting 
Deer and Wolves. 
A New Recoil Pad. 
Nes York Game Protectors. 

Camp Fire FLIckERINGs. 
Sma AND HIVER FisHING. 
Rochester Angling Chat, 
Detroit Notes. 
Black Bass Wishing on the Castor 
Trout and Moceusin. 

Withits compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 
of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each week a larger 

amount of first-class matler relating to angling, shooling, the 

kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contained in all other 
American publications put together. } 

CONNECTICUT WOODCOCK, 

wr each recurring August comes a wail from Con- 
necticut regarding fhe scarcity of that much perse- 

cuted and nearly extinct bird, the wocdcock. There is no 

question that the complaint is well-founded. The birds are 
few, Many are the verdant hill-ides, once their chosen re- 

sort, where their querulous whistle is heard no longer, and 

many are the inviting alder copses now forsaken. The de- 
pletion of the birds is not confined to Connecticut; it is the 

_tule in all localities where the inexcusably short-sighted 

practice of unseasonable shooting has wrought its sure and 

fatal result. 
There was a time when even in Connecticut the brown 

beauties were something more tangible than a tradition; 
these were the haleyon days, when ‘‘by the merry brookside 

and in eyery ferny dell’ the sweet music of their silken 
Wings was nota dim recollection, Twenty years ago wood- 
cock were plenty; we know whereof we write, for at that 
time there was hardly a cover 1m the State cast of the river 
that was not well known io us; and in many of 

them it was nothing unusual to find a dozen or more plump, 

wellted birds. For nearly a score of years previous to this 
the locality we mention had been our “happy hunting 
grounds,” and at no time duriug the period did we fail to 

find in their season the same plenty, nor in all those years 
had we noticed any diminution of thcir numbers from year 

to year. Until within the pa-t twenty years there had been 
in this locality scarcely a bird killed until the proper season, 
but learning that there was a demand m midsummer for the 
birds, first onc and then another commenced the ‘‘slaughter 
of the innocents,” and soon, with constantly inercasing num- 

bers joining in this rJentless pursuit, the most secret retreat 
of the beauti!u) bird will be as desolate as the desert sands. 

‘The markct-shooter 1s not alone to blame for the desola- 
tion that abounds, Indeed, by far the heaviest portion of 

the blame rests upon the shoulders of the gentlemen sports- 

men, those whose every instinct should cause them to pro- 

tect instead ot destroy. Is the man who fancies that he 
must take his vacation in midsummer, and demands of the 

Legislature that he haye permission to follow his favorite 
sport, blameless inthe matter? 1s ihe sportsman who takes 
his gun and murders the callow brood because, forsooth, 

some one else will get them if he stays his hand, the man to 

“cast the first stone’? Is the man who sits with folded 

hands and allows the lawless pcacher to break the protective 

laws with impunity the one to boast that his hands are free 

from the bli.od of the innocents? 
That summer shooting is mainly the cause of the disap- 

pearance of the woodeock we firmly belieye. Of course the 

greatly increased number of those who shoot has some- 

thing to do with it, but not to the extent that many claim. 

The law of Connecticut regarding summer shooting is the 

yest that we have, and we hope that the time is not far dis- 
tant that will see the same provisions upon the statute books 

of other States. 

THE POPULARITY OF YACHTING. 

Biee a long time past the New York public has looked 
on in amazement at the wonderlul life and spirit ex- 

hibited by yachting in small boats in Eastern waters. Sur- 
rounded as we are by a vast population of millions: within 

easy reach of sheltered stretches, simall boats, which appeal 

fo the needs and purses of the masses, should naturally find 

the center of their interests here in the great commercial 
metropolis. Itis the truth, however, that yachting in small 
boats 1m this neighborhood pales before the vast gatherings 
which have recently been witnessed in the waters contin 
gent to Boston. The Marblehead races last Saturday drew 

together some three hundred yachts of modest tonnage, 

nearly all under 50 ft., and the majority under 35 ft., but 
thorough yachis in build and fittings for all that, Nexi 

Saturday promises to see an equally great flect collected off 

Nantasket Beach, and a hundred and fifty sail ready 
to take the signal from the judges for a friendjy con- 

test of scamanship and speed. It is almost impos- 

sible to collect more than a dozen small cabin 

yachts at a time in New York waters, and then the 

collection is an odd assor.ment of more or Jess dilapidated 

examples of the genus “‘death trap.” Why does such an 

unnatural state of affairs exist? We believe it to be due to 

the tolerance of shifting ballast among reputable clubs. As 

long as this evil is allowed to continue, the generally worth- 

less, dangerous and expensive sailing machines, known as 

“open boats,” flourish at a premi m to the exclusion of 

worthier examples of nautical architecture, costing less than 

half as much to build and cummissiou, and affording a yast 

deal more sport, sailing and racing of a legitimate sort. The 
public is driven off by the contemplation of the outlay and 
danger and meager satisfaction the possession of an “open 

bout” machine offers, instead of being enticed through the 

comfort, safety, cruising abilities and legitimate racing on 
smal] money, which they would not be slow to discover und 

appreciate in small, uncapsizable yachts with the appurte- 
nances necessary to regular life atloat. Racing with shift- 

ing ballast means a racing of the crews, and for that sort of 
thing the gencral public cares not a continental. Racing 

with fixed ballast means a racing of the boats, and that con- 

stitutes true sport and promotes the survival of the fittest 

form for all purposes. 

ROD AND REEL MAKERS. 

VW HILE our makers of rods are continually taxing their 
brains to find new woods, glues, varnishes, and 

other materials to make their implements lighter, stronger, 
und quicker in action, and our reel makers are devising all 
sorts o! combinations to eclipse all other implements of the 
kind, there is one point that has been lost sight of by both. 
This is uniformity in size of the reel. plate and the seat. One 
who makes both rods and reels sees that all of his reels fit in 

the reel-seats of the rods in a perfect manner, aud further 

than this he Goes not seem to care. If you use his rods, he 

argues, you should buy his reels also, for ure they not the 

best that can be made or devised? 

We own many rods and several reels, and in our opinion 

each ree] shoul] fit every rod, but they did not, until we dug 

out the reel-seats of the rods, which had no metal ones, and 

filed the plates of the reels to Ht the metal reelseats, List 

svason, in going to the Adirondacks, we hurriedly bundled 

ing them to see if-they fitted. Outonw like we exsayed to 

rig up and found that the reels did not fit, and but fur a 

: | 
up tiree rods and packed two reels in the creel, withuut try- 
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have been in a bad way. The rods had meta! reel-seats, and 

there was no alternative but to file the reel-plate, To cut 

into a wooden roJ, which hus merely revl-bands, spoils the 

finish and offends the maker of it, if he sees it, but this 

has been our practice in preference to filing on the recl. The 
difficulty is that X. is indifferent whether his reels fit Y.’s 

rods or not, as long as they adjust themselves perfectly on 

his own, and to one who has rods and reels by these makers, 

and also reels from Z. and rods from Q., this evil is a great 
one. 

It seems to us that this is a subject for discussion at the 
next annual meeting of the National Rod and Reel Associa- 

tion, and that a standard size for reel-plates might be 

adopted if our leading manufacturers would agree to it 

A similar eyil existed in the making of microscopes when 
eacu maker had his owndies, and his lenses would fit his 
instruments but not those of another. The London Micro- 

scopical Society took up the matter and adopted a standard 

of size and nutuber of threads, and now no maker can find 

a market for a microscope which hag not the ‘‘society” or 
universal screw. 

Let us haye a ‘‘standard” reel-plate and seat to match; 
then a gentleman with an assortment of trout rods and reels 

will not be ubliged to mar his reels with a file. It is doubt- 
ful if our tackle mukers realize the extent of this evil, for 

an evil it certainly is when a man gets into the woods with 

new tackle bonght at different places, and finds that his 

reel and his rod canuot be perfectly attached. 

PINNATED GROUSE SHOOTING. 

AVORABLE reports from many sections of the ‘‘chicken 
grounds” indicate one of the most prosperous seasons 

that we have had Jor a number of years. We have not been 

called upon to chronicle any serious disaster from fire or 

flood during the nesting season, and nearly all reports con- 

tain accounts of full coveys. As many of the readers of 
J OREST AND STREAM will doubtless essay their skill in the 

capture of the ‘‘toothsome chicken,” a few points will not 
be amiss. The yeteran shooter, of course, is up to all the 

wrinkles, and needs no instruction. With the tyro, how- 

eyer, the case is diffvrent, and a few timely points may prove 

of service. 
The best possible manner in which to enjoy chicken 

shooting is for a party to take teams and outfit and camp 

out, Should this plan be adopted, some one who knows the 

ropes must be taken along, to whom all necessary arrange- 
ments can be trusted. If this plan is not practicable or 

desirable, heaitquarters may be choscn at the village hotel, 

or atsome farmhouse where teams can be had, as it is 

almost indispensable that one should be used. A brace at 

least of dogs should be taken, and if a prolonged shoot is 

contemplated, not less than two brace, ‘Tbe latter number 

is greatly to be preferred, as you can then run 4 brace to- 

gether, and by changing them often they will always be 
fresh, A light gun, say a seven-pound twely-gauge, will 

serve your purposes much better than a heavier weupon; 

and unless you have the knack of holding ‘dead on” you 

will find that a cylinder bore will afford more satisfaction 

than a choke. Take along a change of warm clothing, as in 

case of rain you will need it beth for comfort anid for the 

protection of your health. A light rubber overcoat should 
be taken by all means, and always carried with you. Never 

forget to put a big jug of water in the wagon when starting 

out, also a cake of ice if you can procure it, It is a good 

plan to have a driver that understands marking the birds as 
well as oue who knows the country. 

Make it a rule to ask permission of the farmers fer the 

privilege of shooting over their grounds and jou will avoid 

much trouble, You will find the birds on the stubble fields 
in tle morning and evening, and near the sloughs or in the 

cornfields in the middle of the day. 
Many shooters us¢ jour or tive drams of powder and an 

ounce and a quarte: or more of shot. These charges are too 

heavy for comfort, nor are thy necessary. We have killed 

many hundreds of chickens using three drams of good pow- 
der, with three-quarters of an ounce of No. 10 shot for the 

first barrel, unu the same amountof powder with a scant 

ounce of No. 5 for the other. These charges give no recoil 
to speak of, -and, if the gun is properly held, will insure a 

goou account of the chickens. 
Shoot no more game than you can use, not forgetting to 

present a few to the gentlemen who alluw you the fre dom 

of their farms, and while the joylul iecolluctions of ) our 

glorious days upon the prairie are yet green, tit down and 
tiguscribe for the readers of FoRgsT AND SSTEAM an ac- 
count of the incidents of your bolicay, that they may share 

small file, which usually accompanies the kit, we would | with you a portion of its pleasure. ~ 
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TRANSPORTATION OOMPANIHS AS ALLINS. 

HE laws of most of the States provide that it shall he 
unlawful for railroads, express companies, and other 

common carriers to transport or receive for transportation 

game killed out of season. In some States the same pro- 

vision is made respecting exportation at all times. Some 
of the companies pay attention to such laws, others give 

them no heed. The Long Island Railroad for a long time 
permitted its bageage-masters and brakemen to peddle snared 
birds in open defiance of the law; whether the same thing is 

going on row we do not know; we recommend it as a fruit- 

ful subject of investigation to the State game pxptectors. 
Where a railroad or express company becomes a receiver 

of same illegally killed, it holds out a powerful incentive to 

the market-hunters, snarers, et al, On the other hand, the 

companies which have conscience or common sense enough 

to comply with this very wise law, sare most efficient allies of 

the societies which make the enforcement of the game laws 

their object. 
A Wisconsin correspondent, noting the nen-export venison 

law of that State, tells us that Superintendent Dutton, of 

the Wisconsin & Michigan Railway, and Superintendent 

Laing, of the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad, state that 
no shipments of the forbidden merchandise will be accepted 

for shipment over their roads in the close season, nor at any 

time for carrying out of the State. We trust that their 
example may be followed by all the other railroads con- 
cerned. ‘The secretary of the California State Sportsmen's 
Association gives a gratifying report of the attitude of the 

express companies in that State. We quote: 
The Board of Directors desire to return thanks to the various 

railroad corporations and steamboat companies for their unvarying 

kindness and readiness at all times to assist the association in carry- 

ing oul the requirements of the game laws. Posting our printed lists 

on cars and steamers, and refusing to carry game out of season, and 

especially for the vigorous measures adopted by the courteous 

Superintendent of Wells, Fargo & Company’s Express, John J. 

Valentine, Esq., to whom the Association is greatly indebted for 

aught of good it has been enabled to accomplish, The express 
offices reaching far beyond the railroad and steamer lines, and 

game being sent almost entirely by express, the assistance rendered 

our Association by reason of the express company refusing to carry 
game, is not easily estimated, and besides posting copies of ourgameé 

laws in every Office, Superintendent Valentine, by circular admon- 

ishes his agents to ‘earry no game out of season, under penalty of 

displeasure of head office.’ This, of course, denies the market 

hunter his promised returns, and haying no access to market, he 

must seek other means of liyelihooul, and our game and fish live and 

ineréase as intended by the laws of nature." 

AN ADVERTISING DODGE. 

V HEN the proper season comes around, the city restaur- 
ant keepers make a tempting display of fat hogs in 

their show windows, that the eye of the passer-by may be 

attracted, his palate tempted, and his silyer duly deposited 
in the restaurant till. In like manner it has come to be quite 

the fashion, among a certain class of summer hotel keepers, 

to exhibit their trout-swine, as lures for anglers. 

Among the landlords of the Adirondack houses there is a 

great rivalry to keep ahead in the reputation of each locality 
asa fishing resort. This reputation is presumed to depend 
upon the number of fish caught by the boarders; no account 

is made of size. The direct result of this competition is that 
guests and *‘guides,” so called, are encouraged to catch all 
they can, and to keep all they catch. A fingerling counts one; 

a two-pounder could do no more. The guests are often 

foolish enough to yield to the false flattery of the landlord 

and ‘‘cuide,” and urged on by them make bigger hogs of 
themselves than they would if let alone. The “‘guides” in 
turn are so solicifous to please their masters that they 
engerly help yank in the tiny fish. A gentleman of our ac- 

quaintance, who was at an Adirondack hotel the other day 
—being an expert angler, who has some regard for the pro- 
prieties of the art—found the greatest difficulty in compel- 
ling his “guide” to throw. ack the small fish into the lake; 
the tellow wanted to s\eil the count, and so keep ahead. of 

the other hotels, When the landlords, like Circe of old, 

have transformed human beings into swine, straightway 

rush into the local newspaper oflice to herald the exploits of 

their dupes, and secure a free puff for their houses. 

This is not a new trick; it has been played time and again. 

We noted a case last week. At Upper Chateangay Lake, in 

the Adirondacks, two guests at Ralph's fell victims to the 

designing craft of the hotel manager. They caught in one 
day one hundred and cighty trout, the average weight of 

wiich was less than one ounce. Then the enterprising 
manager posted off a notice of ‘the largest catchof the 

week,” which in due time appeared in the Platisburg Z¢le- 

gram. 
The printed reports of such catches simply disgust decent 

anglers, We always fecl a touch of pity for the dupes 
whose dishonor has been wrought by a greedy landlord, and 

by him exhibited to the public gaze. 
The idiotic course of the hotel managers will bring its 

own sure punishment in a depletion of the fish supply, 

Aut Sorts or Prizes have figured in the list of trap- 
shooting tournaments, from a diamond, badge to a pound of 
lard, ‘The Lacon, Ill., sportsmen are whead this year. Ata 

shooting match there, advertised for yesterday, one prize was 
a one dollar “shaving ticket, donated by Noe) and Hannum, 
city barbers.” The man who bears away such a prize must 
be dubbed a hero, indeed; if not because of prowess ut the 

trap, then for fortitude in the chair, 

A “Fox-Huntine” MiscHance.—At the close of an ‘‘ex- 
citing tun” at Newport last Monday the ladies and gentle- 
men and huntsmen and horses and hounds and anise-seed 
bag and the attendant with the fox in his arms had 

gathered in the appointed spot for the closing act, and the 

fox was thrown down into the midst of them. Reynard no 

sooner touched the ground than he was off “‘like a streak,” 

and disappeared into a swamp before the ladies and genfle- 

men and huntsmen and horses and hounds and anise-seed 
bagand the attendant recovered from their amazement and 
terror at the novel sight of an unhobbled live fox. The 
stupid attendant had forgotten to tie the animal’s hind legs 

together, » 

Cuay Pigeon TourNAMENT.—As may be learned from 

our advertising columns, the Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Com- 
pany proposes to conduct a great shooting tournament at 

Chicago next spring. The prizes are to be liberal, and with 

the steadily growing interest in clay-pigeon shooting there 
is every promise that the several matches will be well con- 
tested. We notice that the tournament is to be of an inter- 
national character, It is well known that the clay pigeon 
has had a most favorable reception in England, and if rep- 

resentatives of English trap-shooting skill put in an appear- 
ance at Chicago, the rivalry between the foreign and home 

teams ought to stimulate the interest. 

Worms.—Among the ninety odd camp meetings, religious 
und irreligious, now im proeress, there is one of the Spiritu- 

alists at Orion Lake, Michigan. One of the speakers last 
week deposed that he had attended a seance of the Boston 

‘Flower Medium,” and when the lights were turned on, “the 

tables were covered with flowers with the earth still clinging 
to their roots; yes, brethren and sisters, and the worms in 

the earth.” Now if he had only taken these worms and 
gone trout fishing, the fresh air would have driven the cob- 
webs from his brain, and a fall into the trout brook would 

have made a new man of him, 

Time to Story.—The nctoriety hunters and lunatics who 
talk about gomye through the Whirlpool Rapids at Niagara 
usually muster up courage enough to throw a helpless canine 

into the water, upon whose sufferings they may obtain 
notoriety, Is it not about time to stop this business? We 

respectfully suggest to the authorities a consideration of 
this. If the lunatics must drown themselves, Ict them drown, 
but spare the dogs. 

TrRAP-SHOoorING my Enenanp.—The bil! to prohibit the 
trap-shooting of pigeons, which was passed by the English 

House of Commons, has been defeated in the House of Lords. 
Those alarmed individuals who saw in the passage of the 

measure the downfall of the American Republic, may now 

possess themselves in peace, and sleep quietly at night—if 

the mercury be not too high. 

Ay AnGuriyc Trip is now regarded as quite the correct 
thing for public men; and we are daily informed in the 
papers of the departure of some of these personages for the 

woods. In their tiresome details of President. Arthur's ex- 
pedilion the dailies have quite outdone the Huglish jour- 

nals, which chronicle the outgoings and incomings of the 

royal family, 

Fasaron Nors.—Rabbits’ paws as hat trimmings are the 
present rage in Paris. Tens of thousands of rabbits are re- 

quired to supply the demand. When the fashion reaches 
this country there will be as much call for hares as there is 

now for wild pigeons for State game protective association 

trap-shvots. 4 

A Grouse Prepicrron,—From personal observation and 

the reports which have come to us, we predict that the 
ruffed grouse season of 1883 will be an unusual one. The 
birds ave more abundant this year than they have been 

since 1878. 

Tue Summer Horst, on the seacoast is a fortress of fashion; 

and whereyer it is erected the gunner may at once give over 

his quest for game. Our correspondent, *‘Homo,” sends us 

some suggestive notes on this point, which we print else- 

where. 

Brxcu Sows are inéreasing at a rate beyond all anticipa- 

tion; in our kennel columns this week three new ones are 

noted. Before many yedrs haye passed, the dog show will 

be as much of a county institution as is the cattle show, 

Do not NEGiECT to look carefully through the adver- 
tising pages of this journal. They are a complete directory 

to the sporismen’s outfit trade, 

CoRRESPONDENTS are urged to give their address in full, 

town, State, and if in a city, streel and number. 

Neyer go into the woods.on a shooting or fishing trip 

with a man who is engaged to be married. 

Back NuMBers. —In ordering back copies always specify 

the one desired by date or number. 

Che Sportsman Courist. 

SCHOODIC LAKES TO CAPE BRETON. 

IN TWO PARTS—PART IT. 
[5 the reader will consult a map he will observe that the 

island of Cape Breton is one of the extreme eastern points 
of North America, Although belonging to Nova Scotia, it 
is separated from the latter by the Gut of Canso, which 
yaries from one to one and one-half miles in width. Cape 
Breton has a length of about 100 miles, with a breauth of 
some eighty-five miles, and an area of $8,120 square miles; in 
1871 its population was 75,483. Its climate in summer is 
genial and salubiious; in the winter, rugged and oftentimes 
quite cold. The thermometer in summer has a mean tem- 
perature of 89°, while in winter it often descends to 20° bé- 
low zero, 

While from the temperature of its climate Cape Breton is 
not specially adapted to agricultural pursuits, yet in certain 
parts it can boast fertile lands and profitable crops. The 
face of the island in parts is flat and covered with dense 
forests of pine, spruce, ete., and anything but inviting to 
look upon, while in other parts its scenery approaches a 
grandeur haidly surpassed in New England. specially is 
this so from Murgarse Forks to Baddeck, and along the 
shores of Bras d’Or Lake, Bras d’Or(Arm of Gold) Lake is 
an inland sea, and a glorious, beautiful sheet of water it is, 
too, It penetrates the island from the east coast and ex- 
tends nearly to its western border; is about 55 miles in length, 
with an average width of 20 miles, and 70 to 300 feet deep. 

Nature extended its southern arm to within half a mile of 
St. Peter’s Bay on the south coast and where left it, About 
1873 man took up the work where Nature left off, and cut a 
channel through to the sea again. The work was finished 
some three or four years ago. Through this canal the 
steamer finds its ;way by means of a Inck on its journey to 
and fro between Syduey and Mulgrave Wharf, 

Cape Breton is settled principally by Scots from the High- 
lands (most of whom speak Gaelic ns wellas Hnglish), Aca- 
dians, French and Irish, who, as a rule, are steady, honest, 
God-fearing people, aud although they are lacking somewhat 
in force and enterprise, still on the whole they ure in a man- 
ner thrifty. They are deyoted mostly 1o agriculture und 
fishing. 

Sydney is the largest place and principal harbor, Tt lies 
on the eastern coast, and is seven miles from the sea, Its 
population is about 3,000. Port Hood, populytion 800, isthe 
chief harbor on the western coast. Baddeck with a popu- 
lation of about 1,800, Mabon with 800, Whycocomah with 
400, Port Hankesbury with 700, Port Hastings 40), Arichat 
with 1,000 population are the principal places remaining. 

In 1856 this island was connected by tclegraph with Nova 
Scotia proper on the west, and Newfoundland on the east, 

Since the landing of the first American cable, in 1866, the 
line across Cape Bretton has formed part of the inter-conti- 
nental system. Port Hastings derives its chicf interest as 
heing the point where the Atlantic Cuble Company transfers 
its European messages. 
When your foot presses the soil of this pleasant island, 

with its bracing air and fragrant odors of pine and hemlock, 
you scaree realize you are within fiye hours’ sail of New- 
foundland, yet such is the fact; for thy distance from Cape 
North, Cape Breton, to Cape Ray, Newfoundland, is only 
sixty-five miles. : 
Now to this laund—not flowing with milk and honey 

—but this land of promise flourishing with pura aque, 
where the black fly pursucth not, and the frisky, pesky, 
mosquito goeth not avout noonday and midnight tor the 
poor angler, where the indusizions and pestifcrous midge is 
known only to tradition, to this land—I repeat, O, ye anglers, 
we planned our journey. ‘Chis was our objective point, and 
all points between and lying collaterally along way were on 
our itinerary. 
Our party consisted of A, Chamberlain, president of the 

Home Bank, George R, Curtis, treasurer of the Pennsylvania 
Company, William R. Maekay, superintendent of the 
Meriden Silver Plate Company, and the writer. 1 was the 
only one who had no handle tomy name. By the way, I 
should mention Mr. Moneybags, who also accompanied us, 
and acted as our first lieutenant, or as he was styled, Presi- 
dent Leftcnant, which was finally diminished 1o Prex, for 
short, Like Rip Van Wiskle's dog in the play, he was a 
mythical body, ever present yet never to be seen, 
Was anything lost, Moneybags lost it. Whose watch 

missed us the train? Prex’s. Who missed the train? Prex. 
When the bell rings look out for Prex, ; 
We took tickets for Boston. Hyevy well regulated sports- 

man starts from Boston—or New York (it just oceurs [ am 
writing for a New York paper). 2 
Having determived to visit the famous Grand Schoodic 

Lakes of Maine, we purchased tickets via the Eastern R. R, 
for St, Stephen, N. B., which lies on the eastern shore of the 
St. Groix. Qalais, Me., lies on the opposite bank. A bridge 
connects the two towns and the two countries. There are 
four or tive practivable ways of reaching the Grand Lakes, 
viz.: Leave the cars (Maine Centrul R. R.) at Lincoln, 47 
niles from Bangor, and drive from there by private team to 
Spriugtield, 25 miles, where you can Jaywnch your canoe 
upon Duck Lake, one of this great chain of lakes. From 
Duck Lake to Grand Lake Stream, is about 40 niles. This 
trip from Duck Luke to Grand is'easily accomplished in two 
days by canoes (to be had through Mr. Stockbridge or 
Gowel,); there is little or no rough water, and oo difficulties 
én youte, At Lincoln, Me., Mr. D, Stockbridge, of the 
Lincolo House, will afford you information and assistance if 
desired. At Springticld, Me., Mr. Gowell will do the 
same, 
A second way is to leaye the railroad at Winn, 11 miles 

further on (58 irom Bangor), and drive to Princeton, about 
42 miles. 
A third way isto leave the railroad at Forest, forty-two 

miles further on (une hundred miles from Bangor), where a 
“daily stage” runs to Princeton, some twenty-six miles. 
Tt should be noted, however, that this stage is no “‘staye” at 
all, but a mere mail wagon; if there are more than two in 
the party, or it there be much luggage, special arrangements 
should be made in advance; if, however, you can manage to 
cling tn the ‘‘stage” till you reach Jackson Brook, some 
three and one-halt milés, you can then get # teum to carry a 
party comfortably, What is better, however, 1s to write in 
advance to the Forest stage driver at Jackson Brook. Me. 
A fourth and yery pleasunt way tor those who are fond of 

sea travel is via International line of steamers from Boston 
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at 8:30 A. M. 
(Portland 6 P, M,, same days), after May 14, for Bustport, 
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Me., arriving in Eastport abont 9 A, M, next morning. 
Here a steamer waits to take you to Calais, some fifty miles 
up the St. Croix River Fare, Boston to Culuis $5, state- 
room and meals extra; say $2.50 additional. 
A fifth way is the one our party took, viz.. to Calais by 

rail. We left Boston at 7P, M,. June 1, 1888. which we 
will call Friday, because nch was the fact. After the por- 
ter had suggested several times [hat ‘“‘de hunks am made up, 
fentlemen,” we turned in, and when our eyelids were pried 
open by the morning sunbvams we wert) al, Bangor. 

Tt lacked odd minutes of 6, and as the Maine Central train 
would not lesye till 7:05 (from the same depot) we drove to 
the Bangor House and breakfasted, 

About 11:50 A. M. we reached Vaneehoro’, where we 
stopped for dinner and changed cars for McAdam Junction, 
six miles distant. 

At 1:15 we resumed onr journey, reaching McAdam about 
1:45 P. M., where we again changed cars fyr Bt. Stephen, 
via New Brunswick Railway. 
_ From Bangor to McAdam there isnothing in the shape of 
scenery tu delight the eye. After leaving Oldtown, thirteen 
miles from Bangor, you suddenly plunge into a wilderness of 
trees, not green and fragrant with the resinous odors of the 
evergreens, but grim and ghastly monuments of departed life, 
monarchs of the forest, scarred and withered in the passing 
flame, which was lighted by the locomotive. Oharred, 
dead and dying trunks, stunted undergrowths and molder- 
be cece tt on every hand is the only sight for hours, 

he same is true on the N. B, Rniilway after leaving 
McAdam till you near the coust: then green fields nad in- 
yiling pastures greet the eye. neat farm: Lonses appear, and 
ear running brooks invite the gaze. From McAdam to 
St, Btephen the distance is thirty-five miles. We reached 
St. 8. al 3:45 P. M. 

St. Stephens is very quiet aul nuinteresting, Calais, its 
neighbor on the opposite bank, is decidedly a lively litre 
place, Tt has two good hotels, the St, Croix Exchange, by 
J. R, Kambail, and the American. We tied up at the forme), 
and were much pleased with our accommodations aud treat- 
micnt, As it was Saturday, we determined to remain here 
over Sunday. 

. Monday morving we found our way to the St. Croix & 
Penobscot Railroad station, about half'a mile from our botel, 
and at 8 A. M. we started and crawled slowly toward 
Princeton, twenty-two miles, which we reached at 9:30 
A.M. Purt of the way the railroad follows the banks of the 
St. Croix, crossing it twice, when finally it plunges into the 
woods and you see little till you reach Princeton, which is 
headquarters for the Grand Lakcs. It has two hotels, the 
Lake House, hy fir the best, kept by Mr. Rose, and another, 
for which even the inhabitants had no name, 

There is little of interest here, [i is a very quiet spot, 
haying 4 population of only some 800, and no particular 
business srve the lumber interests. It is, however, a pleas- 
dnt town, but flat with little scenery. Its quiet streets hold 
wsort of Sunday atmosphere, while the people move about 
as though they had just finished their last piece of worl: and 
didn’t expect any more just at present. The lake at this 
point is narrow and its surroundings flat, 

About 10:30 A. M. we wentaboard of a tub cailed the 
raetag s bound for Grand Lake Stream, about twelve miles 
from Princeton. Of all water craft, this is the worst. To 
call ia steamer would be to damn the name foreyer, It 
Was neither a Yat trap nor a wheelbarrow. It was an oblong 
hox with an inclined bottom, with « roof on it, haying no 
sides, and out of which projected a piece of stovepipe, which 
for convenience sake was made to lap down with a hinge, as 
4 jackknife blade shuls over back when the backbone is 
broken In the center of the tub was a wheezy piece of 

| mechanism that behaved much likea badly demoralized force 
pump, which furnished the motive power. 

After the thing started the fireman worked constantly, 
" opening the door of his donkey furnace with one hand and 
‘cramming in wood with the other, shutting it after each 
mouthful of wood. In tow we dragged fifty barrels of 
penieck extract,” which we pulled in the face of a heavy 
wind. 

Of passemeers aud “bark peelers” going to work, we num- 
bered about twenty passengers, Seats there were none, and 
we lay about promiscuoustike on the wood pile and bag- 
gare, Afterwards it occurred tous to get upon the roof, 
which we did, whence we could take in the whole situation 
of things. Tt also occurred to us to look at the steam gauge, 
and we found the donkey sirugeling up stream under 120 
pounds of steam! And then the retlection came, f wonder 
if our folks will ever mistrust how our lamps went out. 
Wile ploughing along at less than three miles an hour, 
smoking our pipes from the “hurricane deck,” we were 
startled by the commotion below. Upon inquiry we found 
it was nothing only our tub was sinking, and the captain 
was damning a fourteen-year-old boy—who I presume was 
first officer— because he had not discovered it and given the 
alarm before. “I guess we can manage to get her ashore 
afore slic goes down,” was the first remark we beard after 
the swenr-storm was oyer. The situation was delightful; it 
wus only two or three miles, and if we had good Juek we 
would be there in an hour. The water had filled the hold 
find was rising on the wood-box floor. 
My first lieutenant took in the situation in less than twenty 

Minutes (quick time for bim), and waited on the captain, 
“Why don't you cut |he tow adrift?” says Moncybags. 
*Don’t bother me now,” ejaculated the captain. WNothiog 
daunted Prex. noyed up on his other wing, and shouted, 
“Tf you don’t cut your tow adrift she'll drag us down.” 
To this the only reply was a inurmur between an oath and 

and a sigh of despair, From the cyclone deck twelve faces 
peered over upon Moneybags and the captain, whose blanched 
faces indicated they were facing death with what little 
bravery they had. The chances between being blown up and 
dragged down were abouteven. ‘Why don’t you get your 
pump agoing?” inquired Moneybags. ‘‘Got no pump,” re- 
plied the captain, ashe fished up un old water pail from 
the wood pile and set to builing out our old tub, After a 
few minutes’ diligent work my leftenant reported we were 
gaining on the leak, and we got easy again; the captain 
changed his course again and st-amed up the lake, 
At 3P.M., four and one half hours, we had made the 

12 miles! and reaciied the foot of Grand Lake Stream, 
Where you “carry” three miles to the foot of Grand Lake. 
the toot of the stream George Glew keeps a very neat 

and comfortable house, and takes passengers across to the 
ake on a comfortable wagon. We tarri¢d long enough to 

avery good supper, and then ahulf hour's ride over a good 
roid took us to the lake, where we found comfortable quar- 
ters at James Forbes’s, at a charge of one dollar per day. 
_ Grand Lake settlement is quite « village, haying some 200 
hhabitants, a large tannery, post-oflice, store, etc., but alas! 

a4 

white guides, are good, Bsgiey exceptionally so. 
Joe’ and his son, Newell Tomah, Indians, are fair guides. 
I should have mentioned that about three miles up lake 

a whole day from Calais. 

and Grand Lake stream Wednesday night. 
Boston Monday night you reach the lake same time, 
you Jeaye Boston Monday night by rail you reach Winn or 
Forest Tuesday forenoon and fishing grounds Tuesday 
night, one day carlier. 

water was l.ke a mirror, the air was perfect, 

for the fishing; what will become of that, with this advent 
of civilization in the shape of atannery? Before this was 
built the best fishing in this regim was in Grand Lake 
Stream itself, Now fish are seldom taken here, 
large dam avross the entire foot of the Jake cuts off all eom- 
municativn from below. 

And a 

It is sad to note the springing up of mills, factories and 
tanneries along such of our water courses as are teeming with 
large quantities of fish, Not that [would desery our indus- 
tries, but might there not he a compromise between a total 
destruction of every living thing in its waters and the 
monopoly of such waters. Could the refuse of these indus- 
fries he taken care of and not suffered to go into these pure 
and sparkling waters, there would be less need of restocking 
our depleted waters, 

We remained here only two days, und devoted them to 
fishing along the shores up-lake, a distance of some twelve 
or fifteen miles. We were rather carly for fly-fishing. 
Most of the fishing at tlis time is done either with bait or 
single fly. ‘Trolls’ and “spinners” are prohibited by law. 
During our stay we met with fair sport, taking about seventy- 
five pounds of land locked salmon, lake antl brook trout 
(mostly of the first). Our largest was a ‘aker’'and weighed 
eight pouuds. Our salmon would average one and one-half 
to two pounds cacia, 

This fish has nof been as plenty here for 4 year or two 
past ay formerly, but they run larger, whicli leads the euides 
lo say they are beginning to run out through the tannery 
and the closing up of Grand Lake Stream. 

There is a “hatchery” here, but it is in bad odor with the 
guides, avho insist that it works more injury than good. 
We caught while on the grounds two or three “racers,” 

7, 6., fish which had been ‘‘strinped” the season before and 
returned to the luke, “There,” said one of the most intel- 
ligent guidesat the lake, picking ups “acer,” ‘that fish 
will never be fat,if you hadn’t caught him he would haye 
died, He's got some ald spawn in him, and he'll always be 
sick,” saying which he ope.ed it with a knife and displayed 
a bunch of old spawn glued firmly together, ‘‘And that 
ain’t all,’ continued the guide, “these same fish would 
deposit their spawn when it would come to maturity and do 
some good, but you can’t find where these hatcheries have 
eyer amounted to anything,” 

ln this vein every guide und habitan of Grand Lake 
spoke. Iventuré no opinion myself, but give the remarks 
and opinions as I noted them. There are several good 
guides here, both white and Indians. From experience IJ 
would say take the white. The Indians are mostly lazy and 
shiftless, James Bagley, Randall Day and Wm. Ellsmore, 

“Tomah 

from Princeton is an Indian settlement, where we stopped 
and got Newell Tomah, and where you can usually pick up 
afew guides if wanted, Navigating for fish on these lakes 
is done mostly trom birches, although I saw iwo or three 
boats. 
here are pretty staunch for birches, and not as ‘‘cranky” as 
Lhave seen elsewhere. 

A birchis the most desirable, and those they use 

The Graud Schoodic Lakes are quite large in extent as 
the reader will note by consulting the map. The different 
links or bodies of water forming the entire chain, ate known 
by different.names, and different kinds of fish abound there, 
Salmon, bass, brook and lake trout, and pickerel are all to 
be found in its waters, and along its shores are also to he 
had plenty of deer, 

With regard to reaching Grand Lakes it should be noted’ 
that to gu in by Calais and Princeton is slower than by 
Winn or Forest, from the latter places by private teams one 
can drive at once fo the fishing grounds via Calais, it lakes 

There is only one train a day at 
§ A, M. from Calais to Princeton and only one boat up lake 
from Princeton to Grand Lake stream, 1f you leave Boston 
by boat, Monday A. M. you reach Calais Tuesday night 

If you sts 
ry 

Go. A, Fay, 

THE CRUISE OF THE SAIRY GAMP.—III. 

UST for one day the rain held up, and a brighter morn- 
ey ing never dawned on Raquette Lake than the onvu én 
which | paddled out for a cruise across the luke. The 

Tt was a day 
to he marked with a white pebhle. I had several invitations 
to visil private camps, and I availed myself of them pretty 
largely. I found several of these camps most delightful; 
eotten up wilh the utmost care and in excellent sylvan taste. 
had oGcasion jo oote that yenison and trout were always 

forthcoming, in moderation, though the close season for deer 
was not quite over. But a game constable whom [| inter- 
viewed, rather had the idea to my notion, Me said, “I ain’t 
here to spoil sport, bul to save the deer and help sportsmen 
toa good time. Tf] catch a nian slaughterin’ or crnstin’ [1 
make it red-hot for him, But if Imeet one of the boys with 
‘i party who has been two or three dwys on the side lakes and 
ponds floatin’, I ain't goin’ through their pack-baskets.” 
Few sportsmen kill deer enough to hurt the increase of deer. 
Most of the breech-loaders brought into the wilderness neyer 
perforale anything more sensitive than an empty tin can, 
But, if there were no deer, and no fishing, how many would 
come to the Northern Wilderness? 
And on the glorious day above mentioned, [ had a taste of 

genuine, healthy woodland pleasure. For once it did not 
rain, and I was dry—no small item for a man who runs too 
light for even a change of clothes, beyond a blue woolen 
shirt and a pair of yarn socks. 1 left the Raquette for 
Forked Lake, and the demon of storms resumed his sway 
once more. I was detained by bad Weather again at 
Fletcher's, ihe only compensation being a full supply of 
venison and the best of black buss. The latter have become 
most abundant, both in Forked and Raquette lakes, and 
the pure cold water insures the quantity, On the first morn- 
ing, when it did not rain, I got un early start down tbe lake 
wd the Raquette River for Long Lake, via the rapids and 
Buttermilk Falls—since Adirondack Murray's book, called 
Phantom Falls. And, as on # previous occasion, I spent an 
lhour watching the dashing, foaming water, aud footing up 
the utter impossibility of any man or boat ever tumbling 
over (hose ragged boulders, and coming out anything but 
corpse and kindling wood. I made the river and the three 
carries, sighting one deer, and chasing a flock of ducks for a 
mile. The deer walked leisurely off. The ducks kepb just 
ahead for a while, and finally huddled into a little cove, and 
lél me pass them within thirty yards. I carry no breech- 

loader through the woods. My only weapon is a jack-knife, 
and that not loaded. Deer and ducks were safe for me. 
A mile below the last carry I turned in to land at the new 

eamp of Daye Helms, erst guide, and now landlord of a 
most pleasant cump or hotel (all the moderate sized hotels 
are camps here). 1 found his site beautifully chosen, on a 
piney, breezy, sandy point, high, dry and healthy, his 
charges very moderate, and, no slight item, good fishing 
find hunting in easy reach, Parties came across the woods 
from Blue Mountain, complaining that charges were high, 
ho fishing or hunting; nothing to do but loaf around the 
stylish hotels or row on Blue Mountain Lake. I recom- 
mended them to try a week or two with Dave. 
When a morning came that promised well, 1 once more 

paddled out, my destination being the Platt Camp, three 
miles from the foot of Long Lake. This time I had a pleas- 
aut breeze and no rain, the wind Weing dead aft, a most 
desirable thing with a couble blade, I found Senator Platt 
in cuinp, and the pleasant visit, fish, yenison with open bark 
camp and huge leg firein front, go far to compensate for 
the almost daily soakings | have caught sinct leaving the 
Forge House. 

Lought to mention that Helms’ Camp is only twenty-five 
rods from the house of John Plumley, “Honest Joho,” 
Murvray’s guide for several seasons. 

lt goes without saying that I made his acquaintance, and 
asked him some leadio questions concerning his work as 
Murray’s guide, He said, “Murray was a good woodsmen. 
Heé came in with his wife, and guided hiniself sometimes. 
He could take his boat over the carries as well as I cuuld. 
The big trout? Oh yes. He caught a good many large 
trout. The one he caught in bis ‘“Nameless Oreek” was not 
the largest I saw him tuke. He was a capital hand with the 
fly-rod. His “Nameless Creek” was the inlet of Shallow 
Lake, It was just boiling with jumping trout that evening, 
As to his shooting Buttermilk Falls, any fool who takes one 
look ut fhe falls kuows better, But we both did run the 
rapids, both the upper and lower. Lt is a littie risky, but is 
otten done. Sometimes a man leaves all but his seals and 
oars, but 1 never broke up a boatcthere. [don’t think Murray 
meant to stiy lie ever ran the falls. Yes, 1am on the guide 
list yet. Have gof a party as soon as [can get my hay in.” 
Andso mueh for honest John Phimley, one of the ex- 

perienced guides who can paddle you up toa deer by night, 
or put you on toa springhole where big trout alound, with 
the best, 

On leaving the Platt camp my goad luck on weather de- 
serted me, IL was ten and a half miles to go by Jake, river 
and carry, to mother Johnson’s. The last three miles were 
made in a soaking rain that left me without u dry thread. 
The next morning, being once more dried out, [| swung out 
in the little Sairy for a seven mile paddle down the Ruquette, 
and up Stony Creek ponds, to the Hiawatha House (Dukett’s). 
For once I had dry weather and a pleasant trip, though the 
wind was high. After dinner I] carried over to Corey's 
(three-quarters of a mile), and spent the aflernoon ¢xamin- 
ing some models of Adirondack boats, interviewing guides, 
boat builders, ete,, and looking oyer the Upper Sarina, 
which looked altogether too rough for the Sary. So I de- 
cided for once to relieve tired muscles by a ten mile ride on 
the little steamer that navigates the luke. 
Thad already paddied nmiore than the distance from side tu 

side of the wilderness, and, if it looked like dodging to 
avoid water on which the canoe could not liye, so be it. 

Pavan Surre’s, Adirondacks. NEssMUxK. 

dlatuyal History. 

"NOTES ON THE BLACK RACER. 

Editoy Iovest and Stream: 
Mr. Arthur H, Brown's very entertaining account of the 

pilot black snake, mountain black snake, or black racer 
(Coluber obsoletus Say.), in. the last number of Forest AND 
STREAM, reminds me that I may be able to add a few bils of 
information respecting this interesting species, While cor- 
dially indorsing the most of what Mr, Browa says, there are 
two points respecting which [ must, in the light of my own 
experience, ditfer from him, yiz., the usserted extreme pug- 
nucity of this species, and the statement thut “in length it 
never exceeds six or seyen feet.” 

As to the first question, itis of cuurse quite possible that 
during the breeding season, aud especially when the female 
is near, the male of this species, as is well known to be the 
case will the common black snake (Bascandwin conutrictor), 
may develop an extremely pugnacious disposition, This I 
do not attempt to deny; but in recording simply my own ex- 
perience, i am obliged to say that I haye almost invariably 
found this the most passive of reptiles, and T huve killed 
more specimens of this snake than of any other, excepting, 
possibly, the common water snake of the same region (Jra- 
pidonotus vhombifer). Very often have 1 been first made 
aware of one’s proximity by the very distinct vibrations of 
its tail upon the dry leaves ov grass near my feet; and upon 
such occasions, this imitation of the rattlusnake’s warning 
would be continued after the head of the snake had been 
pressed to the ground by a stick, but usually no yiolent 
offensive nor defensive demonstration was made, In fact, I 
have killed several which made but the sii@htest resistance, 
and no attempt whatever to escape, 

Six to seven feeiis a not uncommon length for this species; 
in fact, I should say that six feet was not above the average 
for the larger specimens I have met witli, I bave killed several 
that were more than seyen foet long, and haye seen others, 
among them individnals that were eight feet and more in 
Jength, lying dead in wagon roads, some of them haying been 
killed by vebicies. The largest one I ever saw, however, 
was at the time estimated to be upward of nine feet in length, 
and Was dispatched without -difficulty, I was returning 
from the country on horseback, aod first saw it crawling 
across the road about fifty yards ahead, and as then seen, it 
not only stretched entirely across the wagou tracks, but for 
a considerable distance on each side. ~Dismounting and 
seizing a pole, | got near it just as it reached the fenve and 
disappeared ynder 4 pile of rails, which, however, weresoon 
removed and his snakeship dispatched. Being much the 
largest one I ever saw, the desire to preserve ils skin led me 
to aitempt taking it to town, but aller draguing it for less 
than half a nile it became too heavy and was dropped in the 
roid. Unfortunately, the expedient of tying it to the horse's 
tail, which has since been suggested, did nob ovcur to me at 
the time, and I had no knite with which to remove the skin. 
1 was therefore very reluctantly compelled to leave it, and 
no opportunity to recoyer it was ever afforded, The length 
of this specimen I can only estimate, bal us ]eatin the saddle 

Cc 
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and held ite head up at arm’s length (notan easy thing todo), 
several feet of its length dragged upon the ground, Jam 
aware that on account of the unusual slenderness of this 
Species one is apt to form an exaggerated idea of the length 
of a very lurge one; but | had previously measured many 
that were séven to eight feet in length, and this far excecded 
any of them. Its leneth at the time was estimated at about 
hine and a half tect. One was killed by two relatives of 
mine that by actual measurement was nine feet cight inches 
in length, and I can refer Mr, Brown to a reliable record of 
one having been killed which measured eleven feet. The 
record in question may be found in the Smithsonian Report 
for 1864 (page 433), and refers 1o aspecimen shot in Missouri, 
by Dy, P. R. Hoy, of Racine, Wisconsin, who is now living, 
‘ind who can doubtless substantiate this statement.* 

With the exception of its near allies, 0. gudlutus and (. 
eulwnus, which have very similar habits, aud which also at- 
tain 9 large size, this is the only species of snake that I have 
seen climb trees to any considerable height. In fact, it seems 
lo he by nature decidedly arboreal—far more so, 1 should 
say, than the common black snake (Buseinium constrietor). 
Many a one haye I found by the outcry made by numerous 
small birds which had congregated about as it Jay basking 
upon 8 branch of w« tree or the top of a tall bush in the 
woods. I once killed, with a pole, one which was stretched 
vertically along the trunk of a large white ash tree, some 
tight or ten feet from the ground; and I well remember 
having once made a yery hasty descent from a tree which 1 
had been climbing to get at a bird's nest in the top, and had 
gotten, about half way to, when, looking up to grasp a 
lrunch, 1 came near putting my hand on a large snake of 
this species. In April of the present year I witnessed a 
somewhat remarkable occurrence connected with this species, 
viz., the fall of » specimen from somewhere in the top of a 
tall tulip poplar free, J was standing near the base of the 
tree, and hearing something which I supposed to be a dead 
branch strike the foliage overhead, looked up in time to see 
4 snake descending from immediately bencath the lower- 
most branch, at least seventy-five feet from the gyvound (the 
tree being a yery tall clean-trunked one); it struck the 
ground about ten feet from the base of the tree, and, re- 
hounding, was apparently so stumned as to be unable to 
crawl away; at least it made no effort to escape, but with 
the head slightly raised looked about in a sort of bewildered 
way, and was soon dispatched with a charge of birdshot. 
The cause of its fall may perhaps be explained upon the 
theory that it had hybernated in some cavity in the treetop, 
ind in coming forth from its retreat to seek the sun had, in 
ils necessarily weak condition, slipped from the branch. 
This supposition is strengthened by the fact that the day was 
one of the first warm ones of the season, which had been 
unusually cold and backward. 

In recording the above observations do not wish to be 
understood as discrediting in the least statements by others 
which may differ from my own experience, On the con- 
trary, [ know that impressions of a decidedly opposite char- 
acter may be received under yarying circumstances, not 
only by different persons, but by the same individual. 
Allowance should be made not only for time and other cir- 
cumstances, but also locality. Tis observation brings me 
to another matter. In the portion of country of which J am 
Writing (Boutheastern IVinois and adjoining paris of Indi- 
ana), CU. vbsoletus is known universally as the ‘chicken 
snake,” and, so far ag I have been able to learn, hy this 
name euly, On the other hand, the term “racer” (or, more 
frequently, “blue racer”), as there used, seems to refer ex- 
clusively to large or pugnacions individuals of Bascanium 
constrictor, which frequently yaries to a dull indigo blue, or 
Hluish slate, culor. 

While writing about snakes, 1 would remark that I have 
heard the stereotyped hoop-suake story, with identical de- 
tails, in the States of California, Nevada, Illinois, Indiana, 
Maryland and Virginia, the narrator in nearly every instance 
being the person who jumped behind the vigorous white-oak 
as the snake came volling down bill, and immediately there- 
after witnessed the blight of the tree! 
Wasuincroy, D, C. Rosert Ripeway. 

Sin the original article the length is given as eleven 7nehes—un- 
doubtedly a sip of the peu, since there is added the remark, “the 
largest T ever sai.” 

Tima SPARROW Usorparron.—Mr, F. 1. Herrick bas re- 
cently called attention to some noyel misdeeds of the Hnglish 
sparrow, which will tend to make this species even more 
unpopular than it at present is among those who love our 
native birds. The facts detailed below were observed at 
Basin Tarbor, near Lake Champlain, in Vermont. Mr, 
Herrick says: “The eave-swallows had attached their mud 
‘retorts,’ as usual, in line under the eaves of the farmer’s 
barn, anticipating, nd doubt, a successful and happy house- 
keeping, nutwithstanding a colony of feathered foreigners 
had eneamped about the premises, At sight of these ‘bottle- 
nosed’ (iwellings, now arriving at completion, it occurred to 
the Jittle tramps that these were exactly the things they 
winted; but, as the apartments were not to let, a battle en- 
sued, which resulted in the rout of Lunt frons. The spar- 
rows then took possession of the mud-louses, and furnished 
them to their own taste. But some of the ‘masons’ made 
successtul resistance, and still held the castle, so that offen 
i swallow family bad their arch enemy at next door,” Thus 
in more ways than one does the impudent little urchin, 
which has come to us from over the sea, merit the name of 
parasite. Now that the bird has become not only a general 
nuisance, bul a sore annoyance to our natiye and useful 
birds, it is no wonder if Uie ery goes up all over the land, 
“The sparrow must be blotted out!” 

THALr-Bremp Mountsin Suenr.—A Western newspaper 
says: ‘For the last two years a couple of buck mountain 
sheep have been running with Mr, Bailey’s flocs in Bull Run 
Basin, Nevada, and there are now between twenty and thirty 
lialf-preed lambs in the lot, They are mostly coyered with 
hair, although theye is some wool interspersed with it. They 
carry their beads high, like the wild sheep, but are as eusily 
herded as their half brothers and sisters of pure domestic 
hlood, ‘They are, of course, of no account for shearing, 
bit are said to make exrellent mutton, This is the only in- 
stance of which we lave ever heard of the crossing of the 
wild and domestic sheep.” 

Hoxie Birp's Nesr,—Manorville, N, Y.—l have 
secured a rare possession in the shape of u humming bird's 
nest with the eggs, in a perfect condition. ‘The nest is 
fastened to a limb of the maple (ent ind sayed about eighteen 
inches of limb with nest) which was overhanging thie stream 
of the Peconie River in the thickest part of a dense swamp. 
—Joun W. Rosinson, 

Game Baq and Guy. 

GAME RESORTS,—We are always glad to recewe for pub- 
lication such notes of desirable game resorls as may be of help 
to the readers of Formst AND STREAM. Will wot our corre- 
spondents favor us with such advice? 

THE GAME LAWS. 
72 Vet Se is called to the following emendations of the game 

law digest pubdshed in our last issue, As was then stated, the 
seasons given were in each case those derived from the latest infor- 

Tuation which we were able to secure. Individual sportsmen and 

societies in the seyeral States will materially serve the imteresis of 

game protection by keeping us informed respecting the changes as 

they oceur, ‘ 

New Hampshire. 
The game and fish Commissioners are; George Riddle, Manchester: 

Elliott B. Hodge, Plymouth; Luther Hayes, South Milton. 

New Jersey. 
The law protecting deer until 1884 has been repealed. The open 

Sexson after that date was to haye been Oct..d1 to Dec. 1, but the 

Secretary of the New Jersey Game and Wish Protective Society states 

that uo law was enacted to take the place of the repealed law, and 

hence deer in New Jersey are not protected at any time of the year. 

Ohio. 
The law has been so amended that the open seasons are: Quail and 

prairie chickens, Noy. 1-Nov, 30 inclusive; woodeock, July¥-Dec. 

31; ruffed grouse, Dee, 1-Dec, 31: wild turkey, Noy. 1-Dec. 14; blue- 

winged teal, Sept, 1-Dec. $1; mallard, wood-duek other wild ducks, 

Sept, 1-March 31. ‘ 
Vermont, 

The amended law prescribes the following séasons: Quail, ruffed 

grouse (partridge), wood-duck, Sept, 1-Feh, 1: woodeouk, Aug, 14 

Feb. 1: wildfowl. Sept, 1-May 1; bass, pike, pickerel, May 1-Jan. 1. 

Wisconsin. 
Deer layy has been amended so that open season is Nov, 1-Dec. 15. 

fire-shooting and exportation forbidden. 

SHORE BIRDS OFF CAPE CHARLES. 

I,—SUMMER SHOOTING. 

{OME men like one thing and some like another, was a 
kK truism that fell from wie lips of old Mr, Weller. 
Mr. Golightly, for example, considers a month at a fash- 

ionable watering place with a german éverv night as the 
acme of felicity, and there are to him more pleasant memor- 
ies clustered arouud a claw-hammer coat and patent-leather 
pumps, than aught on earth besides. 

Mr, Verdant, on the other hand, adores a quiet place on 
the mountains at a private farmliouse, where he dawdles 
around thehay field, and helps the pretiy rustic maiden to 
drive the cows home in the evening twilight. 

Mr, Nimrod, the very antipode of these two, loves to be 
arrayed in a blue hunting-shirt, with his pants stuffed in 
huge waterproof boots, a ten-cent straw hat on his head, a 
hundved-dollar Greener in his hands: and thus equipped to 
brave the heat of an August sun, and run a very considerable 
risk of shuffling off his morlal coil by a sudden attack of 
coup ide solwit. 

All along the beach where the surf of the Atlantic beats, 
can be found that most toothsome morsel known as the ‘‘bay 
bird.” They comprise seyeral varieties, chief among which 
is the curlew, willet, grayback and yellow-leg snipe. The 
two most famous resorts of these birds in the summer and 
in the winter are Cobb’s Island and Smith Island. At the 
former there has been such an incessant fusilade kept up 
every day since the season opened by the visiting sports: 
men and oystermen, thaf the birds have become shy and 
wild, and large bags are now the exception, not the rule. 
A party of two last summer, under the lead of the most 

accomplished surfman on the Atlantic line, Captain Hitch- 
ing, of the coast guard at Smith Island, started on a great 
lint, making his signal house the point @appu/. Smith 
Island, or as it is often called, ‘‘Oape Charles,” is a large 
pi¢ce of land jutting out in the ocean, and by the action of 
the tide made an island. It is eighteen miles from Cobb's 
Island and about fifteen miles from Cape Henry, and about 
forty miles from Old Point. It comprises some four thou- 
sand acres, aad is bouuded by the Atlantic on one side, and 
Magotty Sound on the other. The life-saving station and 
lighthouse stand close together on the Atlantic beach, 
Smith Island obtained its name from the immortal **Johu,* 
who first landed on this spot, the first solid ground his foot 
had touched for many a long, weary day, and it ever after 
bore his name. It is the property of the Lees, in whose 
family it has remained through ten generations, An effort 
was made to confiscate it during the war, because 1t was 
then the property of the ‘‘Confederate chief,” but probably 
on account of its being of so little value, the attempl was 
abandoned, 
A good idea of the topography of the island and the sur- 

rounding country can be formed by toiling one’s way to the 
top of the lighthouse, which is 155 feet high, and from this 
snmmit the eye can range over a radius of some fifteen miles, 
The island lies beneath, im shape of an elongated parallelo- 
gram, with the ocean washing its shores for nine miles, its surf 
gleaming in the sunshine like long, slender bars cf frosted 
silver, All kinds of erafts are visible, from the score of 
freighted argosies of commerce down to the siugle steamer, 
whose trail can be marked by the white foam in its wake, 
The ocean ig sunny blue, changing further out to opal, 
and it is a sight that is fascinating in the extreme. But turn 
your eyes inward and landward, and the pleasure soon 
ceases, The ground is covered with falling trees, that are 
watted and encircled with bamboo briers. Foul, noisome 
quagmires, from which gnarled and blackened trunks arise. 
Impenetrable morasses, which are guarded by matted vines 
and trailing ereepers. Stagnant likes, oyer whose surface 
there rests 4 thick covering of green scum, Dlack pools that, 
festering and corrupting’ beneath the summer sun, breed 
myriads of noxious, torturing insects, that worry men almost 
into insanity and-send the cattle plunging frantically into 
the tangled recesses of the swamp or ueck deep into the 
water for relief from painful stings. Two or three tumble- 
down houses are on the island, and how the family, mun, 
wife and children, escape from being deyoured alive by the 
armies of mosquitoes bufiles an ordinary comprehension, 
About one-half of Gape Charles is bounded by the Atlan- 

tic, the other half by Magotty Sound. Southward the light- 
house of Cape Henry, seyenteem miles distant, gleamed like 
an ivory needle against the sky. About two miles away, 1s 
a small island ealled Long Point, « splendid location for « 

club house, but its owner, Mr. Isaac Skidmore, of New York, 
refuses all offers to buy. 
A looker-on from this lofty tower cannot help wondering 

why Smith’s Island is not drained. A couple of canals, 
with small branching arms, could change this abode of rep- 
tiles smd insects into a yeritable principality—a domain 
whose land would be yery fertile; and from its grand sur- 
roundings it would be one of the most superb country seats 
in America, As it isnow, the mosquitoes render the place 
almost uninhabitable, and the Goyernmient employes, men, 
women, children and habies, are freqnently forced to seek 
the top of the tower for protection against this rapacioiis, 
though minute and unrelenting, enemy of mankind. It is a 
toilsome climb, but once up, it is a delightful Jounging 
place in the evening, a brisk breeze always blowing. 

But it is during a night snow storm that this summit 
makes a scene of such entrancing loveliness that the memory 
never forgets if. The sublimity of beauty holds one en- 
thralled, The darting gleams of the light, four hundred! 
times intensified by the powerful reflector, shooting with 
mighty force into the darkness, illuminates each flake until 
it shines in iridescent hues, and it seéms as if showers of 
pearls, opals, drops of silver, and alabaster are falling and 
floating in an endless stream, down and around the illimit- 
able expanse. The purity, the whiteness is simply dazzling, 
while the moaning and sobbing of the wind, and the muffled 
beat of the surf, makes a pathetic monody its fit accompuni- 
ment. 

There is one fact im connection with these storins, so 
strange and marvelous that I would hesitate to write it, hut 
for the reason that every lighthouse keeper and inspector 
can bear witness of ils truth, I take Mr. Goffigon, the super- 
intendent’s words down literally. Heis a graduate of the 
University of Virginia, and an accomplished scholar. 

“The lighthouse rocks fearfully in 9 storm,” he suid, 
‘‘How can it rock?’ we questioned. ‘there is no elasticity 

in brick and mortar.” 
“T know that,” he answered, ‘‘stillit is 80, when I stand 

inside near the top when a loiricane is raging, my lamp, 
which I hold firmly and steadily clasped in my band, swings 
backward and forward like a pendulum, and if T fasten it to 
a hanging chain from the roof, it will oscillate Tike the galley 
light in the foreastle of a ship during a heayy wind. Nay, 
more; if { fill a tumbler of water three-quarters full, and set 
it on the floor, the rocking of the tower will spill the water, 
T have seen this dozens of times, hence there is bul one ahso- 
Inte conclusion that can be drawn, and that ig the tower 
swings to und fro; you feel it, you see it, you know if, and 
the swing is some ten feet from side to side>’ 

‘On the other hand, if you go outside, not a vibration of an 
inch can he discovered.” , 

“IT took a position on the ground, a few yards from the 
lighthouse, once to test the matter thoroughly. Tt was on 
the 13th of August, 1881, during the great tornado that 
raged along the whole Atlantic coast. 1 shut one eye and 
measured the outline of the tower against the fixed line of 
my house. With the closest attention, [could not perceive 
that the tower swayed either on one side or the other so 
much asa hyir breadth. Yet, inside it rolled so that I was 
afraid it would topple over and crush us all in ils ruin, How 
the inside ¢ao rock so and the outside seem stationary beats 
me,” And the keeper lit his pipe wnd sat wondering the 
matter over. 

“What else is strange about the lighthouse?” we asked, 
“Well, in the summer fime during a storm, the lighti’ug 

strikes the conductor every time; the rod connects with the 
spiral iron steps, and often when I was ascending I have 
seen the electric sparks flashing down in vivid while 
sparks. Jt was harmless, and as the lowest steps were im- 
bedded im the sand, the earth received the discharge. 
Another curious things about the tower is its perfect acous- 
tic qualities, a low whisper is distinctly andible, and two 
people can converse separated by the whole length more 
easily than they can in a small room.” 

Perpetual motion is the grand law of nature. The stirs 
aré but vestless wanderers in the vast ethereal space. The 
ocean is ever changing, ever stirring, oven i its monrenls 
of placid calm, Tts current is slowly flowing in ifs circum. 
navigation of the globe, There is a never-ending motion of 
the water, and it ix this incessant agitation that keeps the 
water pure, In this perpetual rolling the waters produce 
many changes, and man so potent on land can but look on 
impotent and helpless tu guide or control its powers. The 
ocean, mighty, mysterious, unfathomable, seized in a capri- 
cious mood and swallows plain, stream and woordllund, ant 
leaves no sign behind, or else it gives with a royal hand aw 
royal pitt. f ~ 

Take Cape Charles for instance, its original survey culled 
for 4,000 acres, and now Mr. Goffigon says nearly a hulf his 
been absorbed by the ocean. In 1864 {he lighthouse was by 
actual medsurement three hundred and forty feet trom the 
high water mark, now a high tide washes the base of the 
tower, aud the inmates of the coast guard’s house luve to 
addle about in boats. Captain Blitchings says that the UW. 
. Coast Survey station will have to he moyed back, or else ~ 

withiaa year it will be washed away. A simple caleula- 
tion will show how rapidly Capa Charlesis disappearing. 
There are nine miles of beach, or 47,520 feet, and in tighten 
years the occan has increased inland three hundred and 
forty feet, making a grand total of 16,292,800 cubie feet of 
solid land deyoured by the rapacious waves, or one thous- 
and one hundred and eight acres. 

In five years the lighthouse will he washed away, as the 
foundation is only ten fect deep, and the ground tof pure 
light sand, 4 el i 

Yet these same absorbing, devouring billows, give to 
Qobh’s Island, eighteen miles away, all they rob from Cape 
Charles, and more. In 1840 Cobb’s was but a bavren svod 
beach of some fifteen acres in extent, Now its drew is one 
hundred and sixty acres, and every hour and day wilnesses 
its enlargement. ‘ . 

The boy is alive to-day who will some day anchor bis port 
on a shoal of sume twenty fect and exclaim: ‘Forty years 
ago vhis was solid ground, and a lighthouse ove hundred 
and fifty feet high stood somewhere near us.” 
By looking at the map ef Virginia there will be seen a 

section of partially submerged land Veiween the oceun and 
the main, called the “Broadwater.” Ib runs from near 
Chincoteague to Smith Islend, and is some forty miles Jong. 
with a varying breadth of ten and fifteen miles. Ve 

This is the finest bay bird and brant shooting in Virginia 
aud probably along the whole Atlantic coast, 

The Broadwater consists of shoals aud banks and sea- 
meadows, through which the sea forces its way im creeks 
and channels, with a width of an ordinary canulto that of 
a lesser river, At low tide tlese strejmns _dywindle away 10 
amall sividlets, but when the ocean sends its vast volnme of 
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water surging inland, it soon fills them, and bursting its 
bounds, tlie sea-green fluid flushes over the meadows and sand- 
bars, upon whose dry surface millions of fiddler crabs scurry 
foand fro. The surroundings change as if by magic, In 
minacions billows the incoming tide spreads itself over the 
Jevel surface as fast as one cun walk, and soon the eye rests 
npon a vast unbroken sheet of water that seems a purt of 
the ocean itself. 

Some portions of these flats are by the drifting sand more 
elevated than the others, and itis upon these high plateaus 
the sportsman builds his blind and spreads his decoys. He 
syaits patiently, well knowing that when the bay birds (by 
(hat denominating all kinds of snipe, curlew, willet, yellow- 
legs und grayhacks) will be driven from their feeding 
Erolnds by the tide, and fly to higher latitudes. 

The sportsman must have two requisites; coolness, aud 
capacily to endure, added to this it is absolutely necessary 
that he should know how to call the birds, for this accom- 
plishment will decide the size of his bag, A good caller can 
inake either flock or vagrant wanderer head for the decoys, 
and by a few notes bring them. circling around the blind. 
Nay, mare; he can, after a flock has been demoralized and 
stunned by the yolley poured into them, and are flyimg fran- 
tically away, utter the call and bring them back again and 
again, for the birds seem to lose their heads, and return to 
fhe fatal spot. uttering shrill cries that are heard above the 
noise of the guns, 

lt is a bright suuny morning, with just enough breeze to 
ripple the water in miniature waves, when Captain George 
Witchings und Sanford Spady appeared on the beach at 
‘Cape Charles with their boat, They had everything packed 
and ready for the hubt. 

We soon are under way, and as the boat moves along the 
‘channel the marsh hens rise from the ridge on either side 
and wing theiy ungainly flight up the stream. There on the 
left on the flats are a dozen cranes making their meal off of 
the fiddlers that are incautiously running out of their holes 
{o see if the tide is making; their curiosity costs them dear, 
for they are gobbled up and go down the long throats; one 
wannot help wondering what kind of stomachs these birds 
lave, not to feel sick when there are some fifty little restless, 
aggressive crabs, each armed with a luge claw, in their mid- 
dles. 

Ti is high noon now, and the sun beats down with a blind- 
ing glare, We pass'a tall heron, who stretches his long neck 
above the high rushes to watch the hoat as il glides along; it 
is 0 hot, and it, takes him so long to rise and take wing that 
he remaing stationary, but ducks and bows his head in the 
moat vidieulous manner, and reminds one of an awkiard 
fellow bowing in the minuet. 

The tide is rising rapidly, aud the boat shoots along the 
current with redoubled force, and soon the highest point of 
the marsh is reached. We disembark, and all hands go to 
work to construct a blind; cedar bushes are set upright in a 
circle, leaving u small place for the entrance, bunches of sea 
vrass are {brown over all, thus making an effective sereen. 
‘A rouch seat is improvised, the bags of cartridges are opened 
and suspended from a stout twig. The guide now runs 
sticks in a half cirele around the blind and places the decoys 
‘on them; gencraliy about fifty decoys are used; care is 
inken to plant some in the pools of water in the vicinity, 
where they can be better seen from a distance than upon the 
‘short grass. 

All being in readiness, the boat is carried a short distance 
‘down the stream, and fastened to the bank, then all hands 
-ercep into the blind, and possessing their souls in that great 
virtue of patience, await further developments, 
Whew, how hot it is; the blind keeps ont every particle of 

breeze, and you are imprisoned, as it were, in a tight box 
with the top off, exposed to the direet rays of a torrid sun. 
‘The thezmometer is doubtless about 100° in the shade, if such 
‘4 place could be found, but you feel as if it were up to blood 
‘and feyer het; the perspiration pours in copious streams 
from face and body, nntil your clothes are as wet as a bath- 
ing suit after a dip in the briny. 

There ig not a sound except the swish of the water as it 
rises around the grass and bushes. It is too hot ro tall, too 
hot 10 whistle, to hot even to think aloud, so you droop and 
cower beneath the glancing beams of golden fire, You get 
cramped and) tired sitting in a constrained position, and your 
limbs go to sleep, and your backs get cramped, you indulge 
in a f¢w muttered expletives under your breath, and shift 
out seat to and fro, 
At last the guide, who is always scanning the horizon, 

fives u succession of loud, clear whistles, and from afar off 
coms a faint reply. You crouch low in the blind, and cock 
both barrels of your gun, then looking up, you see some 
twenty birds flying right for the decoys. A nervous excit- 
able nature would at this critical moment knock the fat in 
thedire hy moying and trying to get iis aim before the time. 
A single incautions gesture, and the approaching flock will 
be apt to open right and left, and instead of having a double 
shot in the bunch as they settle oyer the decoys, you will 
have to be content with a wild long shot that would nine 
times out of ten miss. 

The euide is whistling fast and quick now, and the sports- 
man sits motionless, nor does he move until the curlew and 
willet hover for a second stationary, 
Now is the time; 4s gnick as lightning he throws up his 

piece, takes a hasty sight and pulls the trigger, He does 
not stop to look at what he kills, that isthe guide's depart- 
mont. Jlis business is to reload as fast as possible, so he 
slips fresh shells in the chambers, and as the birds circle 
back, he again and again empties his gun, Sometimes when 
thé pirds are young they will return a half a dozen times 
svotil the Just one is wiped out. 

The guide new rushes out to secure the birds, and fre- 
quently as he is picking them up 4 flock swoops down. and 
he is considerably in danger if a nervous shooter occupies 
the blind, A few years azo Postmaster-General Cresswell 
put nine No, 10 pellets in Nathan Cobb's stern, who has not 
done pieking them out yet. 

Hot, otter! The water jug is uncorked, and the half- 
hoiled tlhid is poured down the parched throats. 

The tide during all this excitement has stolen impercepti- 
bly in until it covers the ankles, and a curious picking sen- 
sition on the boots causes the owners to look down. A 
dozen crabs have entered the blind on a yoyage of discovery, 
and are engaged in investigating the singular objects in the 
waiter, They sound, tap, pull and shake with their claws 
the smooth rubber of the boots, looking like My, Pickwick 
and the members of ‘the Antiquarian Club examining Bill 
‘Stump’s mile stone. A stamp of the foot sends these crus- 
taceans sideling through the entrance, only to return as soon 
us the commotion ceases. If the birds don’t fly freely and 
frequently, you can in a second turn from gunning to fish- 

ing; crush one of the unwary crabs with your foot, tie a 
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portion of the dismembered carcass toa string, or to the end 
of your handkerchief, and in ten minutes a basket full can 
be caught, 
Two o'clock, and it is broiling hot, you can feel the skin 

on the bridge of your nose crack from the heat, while the 
sweat runs in streams down your body; the sun's rays glanc- 
ing on the mirror-like surface of the water, is reflected, and 
strikes you with its double rays, making two suns shine 
upon you instead of one, - 

You glance around, the meadows are covered, and with 
the exception of your blind, there is nothing to break the 
yast expanse. You feel as if you were in the center of the 
ocean, away from all liman kind, shipwrecked as it were, 
and waiting for a rescue. 
_ But to work! the birds are now commg in pairs 
in dozens and in flocks, the tide is al its highest’ 
and they are secking for some place to feed. Vor a 
half an hour -you are shooting at lightning express speed, 
and the fun is fast and furious. The curlews sail overhead, 
and you fire, the willets quiver over the wooden birds, and 
you shoot while the yellow-legs settle boldly down among 
the decoys, and you blaze awiy, knocking over the real and 
imitation alike, there is no time to think or pick your aim, 
the air is filled with screaming birds, and you fire until your 
shoulder is sore, and arms are stiff. 

The waters ave now receding, and the flight of the birds be- 
comes less and less frequent. The topsof other bars show 
above the falling waves, and the birds are scattered over a 
wide expanse. 

At last they cease coming altogether and the boat is 
brought up, and the decoys are taken up, the sail raised, anid 
the craft beats its way back home with the tired guns lying at 
full length at the bottom, 

From fifty to two hundred birds constitute the day's aver- 
age, and the sportsman is so tired ont that after le arrives 
home, takes a good wash, tats a big dinner, smolk«s a sooth- 
ing pipe, he can go to bed while the sno yet lingers in the 
heavens and sleep undisturbed and soundly until the next 
morning. Yes, he can sleep with a soundness and restful- 
ness that he never knows in the city, and though he may be 
dead tired, dead cramped, and completely played ont, yet 
the next day will find himself as bright asa dollar, and 
ready for anything. 

As for ‘ppetite, he can eata flock of birds at one sitting, 
and the. .,ish he were like a camel and had three stomachs. 

OiASSEUR, 

AN UNVARNISHED TALE. 

UGUST 14—Afternoon.—Wonder what sportsmen are 
doing this afternoon. Overhauling guns, hunting 

traps, ete., well I should think so! What makes the dogs 
so uneasy? Don’t you think they know what is coming? (Lt 
seems to me that my dog has looked at me with more than 
usual interest for a week baek.) How many have their 
cartridge causes packed, and how many will talk over old 
times to-night us they mark out the course for to-norrow? 
As for me, I have it all arranged. 

Friend Bob is as good a fellow as you ever met; none of 
the ‘squeal’ about him. Always ready to do you a good 
iurn, and can laugh when you,“‘wipe his ¢ye” as loud and as 
long as you can yourself, 
We are to go over almost the same ground that we did 

last year, and have no doubt the incidents of last 15th will 
be bright in the minds of both of us. 

Ave, 16.—At 5 o'clock A. M. yesterday morning I 
hooked my team to the buggy, and drove to town for Boh, 
This was not out of the way,as J have to go through the 
village to get to the ‘‘chicken ground,” or what used to be 
“chicken ground.” Now Ll propose to give you an unyar- 
nished aecount of this hunt, which we hid been looking for- 
ward to for months back. 

Il found Bob just up, and he was for going right away 
without his breakfast, buf I hitched the team to the fence 
and went in, and it wasn’t long until his good wife had 
breakfast, after which we drove out four or five miles south 
west to afield, where Lat least had killed caickens before. 
My dog Plunkett, « Irish red, was fresh, and he quartered 
that field of sixty acres or more faithfully back und forth, 
but it was a blank, nota chicken there. Our next slop wus 
almost thesame, The uext was abeautiful place, corm and 
oats in strips and patches. Just the cover for vhickens, 
Here we got our first shot; Plink came down splendid, and 
when we walked up away went an old hen, and [ scoved a 
miss. Then three young ones got up and we each scored a 
miss. Then the dog hunted around a little and down he 
came on avother. Tt was a little fellow, and I—well I dis- 
graced myself by killing it. Could have kicked myself for 
it afterward, but the deed was done. Bob tried to smoothe 
things over by telling me it was all right; pood to encour 
age the doz; and “‘well we wont shoot any more,’ etc. ; 
but I really felt bad about it. 

The dog had gone over the hill to the right. I walked up 
to where I could see all the ground. There was no dog in 
sight and I pie ae he had gone into the corn or slough 
to get water. J waited a reasonable length of time and not 
seeing him blew a loud call, at which he sprang to his 
feet about fifty yards away; at the same instant an old 
grouse flushed about two rods ahead of him. I was so 
startled by the whole performance that I don’t think my 
charge of shot went within three yards of her. Atthe crack 
of the gun another one got up nearer to me; | had the satis- 
satisfaction or rather mortification fo see him drop both 
legs at the report of the left barrel and seu him go skimming 
away over the corn with his legs dangling, We tried to find 
him but it was no use, 

Let me see, this makes seven grouse we have flushed and 
only one poor little chap brought to bag. We drove back 
two or three miles, and, being quite hungry, we pul our 
horses in the stable of a friend and took a lunch. The 
weather had been cloudy, witha little rain early in the morn- 
ing, and we concluded just to go ahead and hunt, although 
ordinarily we would haye laid oyer untilevening. After 
walking for over an hour the doz came to a stand just at the 
edge of an unt stubble; an old grouse got up out in the corn, 
both missed. Went a little further on, when up got an- 
other. Boband I pulled together with right barrels, my 
trigger finger slipped back on to the back tiger, and bang 
went that barrel. ‘Bob, thatis your bird; [ Jay no claims 
to it at all.” A little further on we got up another; bolh 
missed! in good style. Then we tramped another hour; con- 
cluded it was too hot; lay down in the shade of a tree and 
let the dog vool off in a pool of water near by. 

After resting for 2 long time we tried it again, Tt was no 
fo; not a ehick conld we find; tramped stubble after 
Stubble; and finally concluded to book up the team and go 
inta another part of the country for the evening liwnt—we 
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could not call ita shoot; because the proportion of shoot to 
the amount of gronnd tramped oyer was too small to call if 
anything but a hunt, About fiur o'clock P. M., we tied 
our team to the fence, and got into the most likely looking 
field for game we ever saw, I was off to the right, Bot 
about thirty yards to the left, and the dog away to the left 
of us, skirting the edie of a corntield, When I walked 
up two birds flew right toward Bob; seeing him they 
turned over his left shonldéer. I fined at the first one and hit 
him hard; but Bob killed lim; fired at the second and 
missed; Bob killed him, thus “wiping both of my eycs.”” 
“Thank you, Bob; that was well done.” 

After a good laugh, we went on, and pretty soon saw the 
dog standing away off; before we could come up the 
chicken flushei—'twas a youns one, too. Bob said it had a 
wise mother that had told it that there was more daoger of 
its heme caught by the dog than of being shot by the sports- 
men. 

There is no use for meé:to ell you any more, in fact there 
is no more to tell; wesaw no move chickens, although we 
hnuted faithfully the rest of the evening, The whole duy 
was a disappointment except as to the weather, which was all 
that a sportsman could wish. 

I haye written this toshow that prairie chicken shooting in 
this part of lowais failure. What it is in other loculities I 
know nothing about. Over this same eround, Bob and I 
killed sixteen large plump chickens, and suv fifty or sixty, 
this year we saw just thirteen, Manx, 
Mornine Sun, Iowa. 

FARMERS AND SPORTSMEN. 
{Read before the California State Sportsman’s Association by the 

president and secretary. | ; 

N the course of his address Mr. Orr discussed the relations 
between the farmer and the sportsman at follvws: 

“Without the co-operation of the farmers the interests of 
the sportsmen must suffer, ITtis the farmers we look to, in 
a great measure, for that protection to vame absolutely ne- 
eessary (assisted by such associations as ours) and it is by lis 
kind permission and approval we are enabled fo trample 
over his fields and farm iu pursuit of our favorit# pastime, 
But how many times these privilezes are abused sy a class 
of miserable fellows, so-called sportsmen, and which they 
are not, in any sense of the word. Gates are left open, 
fences torn down, cattle frequently shot and maimed, 
sometimes indeed, killed, and worse than all, his property 
and feed set on fire, ginerally through culpable nesligence, 
and sometimes, although [ hope not often, by design, the 
result, [ may say of pure cussedness, This is frequently 
what the farmer has to coutund against with these quasi 
sportsmen, and is it any surprise, then, that he becomes 
incensed against all sporlsmen as a body, not making, or 
caring to make, a distinction between tie true and the false. 
The wonder to me is that the farmer under all circumstances 
1s as lenient and indulgent as he is, 

“The true sportsmen does none of these things, He 
respects the farmet’s interests and his ownership of the land, 
has a feeling in common with bim, and is the first to denounce 
any abuses on the part of the so-called sportsmen alluded to. 
Before entering upon the firmer’s property he secures his 
permission to do so, and it is rarely indeed that the privilege 
is not accorded him and an inyitation extunded to put his 
horse and wagon up in the stable or barn, Inall my travels 
throughout the various parts of this State, where my shooting 
excursions have called me, extending over a period of fully 
twenty-five years, I can scarcely recall tu mind more than 
three or four instances where L have been positively denied 
the privilege of entering on and shooting upon 4 man’s 
land, and on occasions where I first met with prorapt refusal, 
by dint of a little persuasion and a pleasant talk, I have 
overcome the objection and finally been permitted to shoot’ 

‘) therefore appeal to eyery sportsman within the sound 
of my voice, and all throughout the State, to advocate and 
practice the principle of being thoughtful and considerate 
of the farmer's interests; to treat him Ieinitly and well, and 
in almost every case you will be repai| for your considera- 
tion, If wedo not do so we might as well give up our 
importation of fine dogs and guns, our bench shows aud 
field trials, for we should really have but little use for any 
of these. Let us do unto the faruwr ag we should wish him 
to do by any of us, und all will go smnothly and well, other 
wise, not.” 

Treating of the same Subject in his address, Mr, Ramon B, 
Wilson, the secretary, said: 

“The farmer is an important personage with sportsmen 
and can be the instrament of putting an enc to all field 
sports, The case between them has become acause céldbre 
in many of the older States, and wherever the issuu has bven 
tried, like a hung jury, the result has been a draw, and that 
is es it should be. There are two sides to the case, but 
unlike most cases that [ have met with in my professional 
expericace, buth sides arein many r spects right and equally 
in many respects wroug. When wronfis sifted fram each 
side and the right alone rempios they will be found to com- 
pletely harmonize with each other. 

“In the first place, the farmer has a prejudice against the 
sportsman, growing generally out of some particular cir- 
cumstance, And therefore he must condemu (he whole fra- 
ternity, Some fellow with a sun and dog, without leave or 
permission, has entered upon his premises and pliyed Lavoe 
with his pet flock of ynail or has torn down his fence ur 
carelessly or wantonly trampled down his grain, or set fire 
to his brush or siubble, or wounded an animal, Unjustly, 
but naturally, be says sportsmen are a bad lol. Do you 
blame him? No. How shall we set to work to overcome 
this prejudice? Easily enouzh. First of all, respect his- 
rights. emember that you lave no right to enter upon 
his lund for any purpose whatever, uninvited, than he has 
to enter vour house without your inyilation, and tliat his 
erowing crops and animals are as much entitled to protec- 
tion, and his premises from intrusion by strangers, as your 
housé, and the books in your library, your paintings or the 
furniture in your parlor. Lami sure if the farmer wanted to 
inspect your house or stable he would first ask your leave,, 
and af you want to hunt or fish upon his landit is nutural 
that he should expect the same civility and courtesy from 
you which you not only expect, but demacd, and i bine 
Gases Out Of ten the permission will be given. Parmers as a 
class ave not different rom otver men, There are those 
among them that are mein and stinwy, just a4 there are in 
every station or walk of life, but Heir oumber isso smoll 
that they are hardly worthy of more than 4 pissing mention. 

*Acain, the farmers are prejudiced agamst the sportsmen, 
because they areinstramental in securing the game lays. 
You who read niy paper at the last mecting of the Associa 
tion, will remember the instance | gave, which came under 
my awa obseryation, illustrative of this fact. An old gentle- 
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mau living in the mountains informed me that his neighbors 
had mutually resolved not to allow any sportsmen to hunt 
on their Jund, because the sportsmen had secured the passage 
of a law making it a misdemenor to trap or snare quail. The 
reason of thisis two-fold, Tirst, because it takes away a 
small reyenue, and second, because they look upon such laws 
fis an infringement of personal rights and created solely in 
the interest of sportsmen. It always comes to the surface 
and makes itself striking#ty apparent at cach session of the 
Legislature, hy a wholesale opposition to all laws which have 
for their object the preservation of game, especially was 
this so at the last session of our Legislature, when the 
Speaker of the House, an honest granger, took the floor, 
and without sense or reason advocated the passage of a bill 
the effect of which was to abolish tie close season as to all 
ganie, 

“This prejudice is deep-seated and can only be oyercome 
when the enormity of its unjustness presents itself to them. 
This will come when they ace made to know that all game 
is more or less migratory in its habits, an that the law from 
time immemorial has recognized no property in game until 
reduced to possession; when game has become so depleted 
that they cannot even supply their own tables, and that it is 
am important factor as a matter of food supply in all the 
large cities, and that the sportsman is the medium through 
wiiom their rights and property ure to be respected and pro- 
tected and the game preserved. Like a stain this prejudice 
cannot be washed out, bul must wear out, 

“A greal set back to any speedy change on this subject is 
a sentiment which prevails among a certain element in our 
fraternity, that they are justified in disregarding the rights 
of the farmer. This sentiment is based upon the broad idea 
that all game is fer@ nature and belongs to the one who can 
first reduce it to possession, and to that end it can be 
followed whereyer found, even though a trespass be com- 
mitted in the act. J have neard men justify themselves for 
trespassing upon the land or waters of the farmer because 
the law did not make it a criminal offense, and asin the 
event of a civil action for the trespass, the Gamage would be 
merely nominal, the farmer was virtually without remedy. 
This is like a big boy that whips the little fellow, because he 
is alittle fellow and can be whipped. I haye no patience 
wilh the man who stands up and defends such s pernicious 
doctrine; it verges on communism, and I do not hesitate to 
say that, in my judgment, heis no sportsman. The man 
who needs a criminal law to teach him what is right, and to 
respect the rights of others, should be driven from the field 
and should he tabooed from the ranks of sportsmen, The 
sentiment is false, the theory on which itis based is false; 
there is no justification for its practice, and it should be 
frowned down by all honest men. Do you wouder that the 
farmer 1s opposed to field sports and prejudiced against all 
men who indulge in it? 

“T would be if I were in his place, To recapitulate, the 
sum and substance of the case as | view it is this: Treat the 
farmer with the same civility, courtesy and respect that you 
yourself would demand from your fellow men. If you want 
to hunt or fish upen his land, ask his permission, andif granted 
do nol abuse the privilege, If denied go somewhere else. 
All other differences leave to time, and ere long the farmer 
and the sportsman will have a mutual regard for each other, 
and no judge or jury will be needed to decide the case.” 

ELK HUNTING IN THE ROCKIES. 

BOUT forty miles westward of Laramie City, astation 
+ on the Union Pacific Railroad in Wyoming, is a high 
range of snow-capped mountains. They are. the Medicine 
Bow range of the Rocky Mountuins. On clear days # pass 
van be seen that leads through the snow-clad peaks, This 
is the gap of the Mediciue Bow. ‘The foothills of this 
range are heavily timbered with Rocky Mountain pines, 
interspersed, in damp places, by clumps of spruce. All the 
turbulent streams that drain these hills are beaded with 
parks that lie along their course at short interyals; and they 
are also fringed with willow bushes, There are two roads 
that lead {rom the plains to abandoned mining camps that 
lie far below the sno. line in this range, and one read that 
crosses the southern foothills of this range to the North 
Platte River. Over this latter road provisions were hauled 
to the tie camps on Freneh Creek in the early days of the 
Union Pacific Railroad. These roads are now encumbered 
by windfalls. They are no longer practicable highways, In 
addition to these disused roads there urea few pack trails, 
also log encumbered, leading from thelow lands to exhausted 
placer nines. Westward from the range lies the valley of 
the North Platte, a famous hunting ground; eastward lie 
the Laramie plains, southward the valley of the Big Laramie 
River. The southwestern extremity of the range abuts 
against the North Park, The area of the Medicine Bow 
Mountains is about 1,000 square miles, ‘There is pure, cold 
water everywhere in these hills, water that gushes from 
granite rocks. So pure, soft and agreeable to the palate is 
{his water that I never drink tea or coffee while in these 
highlands. 

The air isalways frosty o’ mornings in these highlands. 
Sleeping with open windows, you awake up instantly with 
all your faculiies alert. If is mot the land of cat-naps. 
Years ago forest fires raged over the outer foothills, and 
from this encircling arin of fire long fringes extended far 
into the mountains. he law of nature is that on ground 
where Rocky Mountain pines have beeu killed by tire, no 
trees shall grow for many years, The trees that were killed 
many years ago fell in a tangled mal before the strong winds 
that swept down from the snow-clad peaks, This belt of 
“down” timber is bout two miles wide, and very nearly en- 
circles the entire mountainrange. A thicket of young pines, 
yarying in height from six lo iwenty feet, is now growing 
on the log-incumbered ground, The red fingers of fire, that 
once stretched forth from the arm far into the mountains, 
are also low and thicket-incumbe ed, The first eastern foot- 
hills, that rise wall-like from ihe pluins, are comparatively 
bare of timber, and aré grass-Covered, From the crest of 
these hills to the snow line all the hills, Hats, and valleys are 
heavily timbered. The western fvothills that abut against 
the North Platte River, are exceedingly rugged, The same 
is truce of the cross divides on the western slope. ‘The 
“down” timber covirs thousands of acres. The western 
slope is much longer, and much more abrupt, than the east- 
ern, The western hills are bare and grass-covered for four 
miles Wack from the river. ‘The crecks flow through cafions. 
There are but few settlers in the upper North Platte valley. 
The country is practically a pasture fur antelope, deer, and 
elk, Antelope, in herds of hundreds, are always feeding in 
the valley. In the winter the deer and elk leave the moun- 
tains, haviug been driven ont by the snow, and they feed in 
herds on the bare foothills and in the yalley. But in the 

summer the elk and deer are in the wooded highlands. 
ditticulty of getting into the motintaing, and, when once in, 
of being able to trayel freely after the animals, has preserved 
the game, 

Elk are royal game. They are large, wary and fleet. 
The flush of a two-year-old, or of a barren cow, is high 
flavored and tender. It is the only wild meat that is supe 
rior to corn-fed beef. The animals have fattened on the 
sweet, tender grass that grows at the edres of snow banks. 
They have drunk pure, cold spring water, and have breathed 
pure air, I consider that any hardship encountered in the 
pursuit of these animals is amply repaid by the discovery of 
isolated elk grass and rugged mountain scenery, and the en- 
joyment of being alone in the forest observing the habits of 
wild animals and birds, even if the hunt be unsuccessful, as it 
generally as, 

This spring the game animals, as soon as the snow was 
fone on the foothills, crowded into the forest, closely fol- 
lowing the snow line that daily retreated up the mountain 
flanks before the warm rays of the sun, The lateness of the 
season retarded the arrival of carnivorous insects. Elk and 
deer were plentiful in the hills around my home uniil the 
insects appeared; then the animals suddenly disappeared. 

I hunted occasionally, after the disappearance of the 
game, while working in my placer mine, but without suc- 
cess, 1 could find the tracks made by elk and deer. They 
all headed toward the towering snow-clad mountains, When 
my summer's work was oyer I resolyed to find the game. 
To find small herds of elk in a Lilly, timbered country of a 
thousand square miles in area is difficult. Daily for a week 
IT hunted, keeping along the ridges and carefully examining 
the parks at the heads of the streams, I could find plenty 
of tracks, and on some hogbacks, where the timber was 
comparatively open and the feed plentiful, I found places 
where herds of elk had patsed, fairly chopping the damp 
soil, as if a herd of cattle had been driven over the ground, 
These tracks all led toward the snowy ranze. Occasionally 
[shot a blucktailed deer that had been tempted to remain 
in some isolated park, I killed enough of Lhese animals to 
keep my family in fresh meat. I found clk highways on 
ridves that were widely separated, All the fresh game trails 
trended toward a level country that is heavily timbered, 
lying at the mouth of the Gap of the Medicine Bow. One 
evening on my return home from an unsuccessful deer hunt 
Lannounced my intention of taking a pair of blankets on 
my back and siarting the following morning for the flat 
north of the headwaters of Douglas Creek. Sclemnly 1 
swore a binding Gath that lL would return no more to my 
family until I had killed a fat two-year-old heifer. My 
youngest son howled dismally when he heard the vow, lt 
was evident that he had but little confidence in my skill, 
and supposed that 1 would wander, hermitike, through 
the mountains for the remainder of my life. The next 
morning my wife called me back as I was ascending the hill 
behind my house. Obedient to her call I returned. She, 
With an uttempt at tears that was a dismal failure, handed 
me my long Norwegian snow shoes, and sweetly said: 
“You have vowed to stay in the distant mountains until you 
kill an elk. The snow will probably fly before you return. 
Take these snow shoes with you.” {I fuiled in the endeavor 
lo freeze her with a glance, as she stood holding my shoes 
toward me, and coldly turned away. 

The trail led up Dougias Creek tet some ten miles. "The 
higher I ascended the stream the fresher the-elk signs be- 
Game. Coming to a great park I turned to the north and 
entered the forest. In Jess than a mile 1 came on ate that 
were fresh. The air suddenly grew cold. The wind sighed 
mourbfully through the trees, Soon the sky became over- 
cast and shortly after rain began to fall. I came to a small 
mountain park. <A large pine tree stood at its head, and 
close to the tree a stream of water as large as a man’s arm 
gushed from under a granite boulder. [ made camp under 
the tree, where it was dry, and ate my lunch while waiting 
for the shower to pass over. While I was eating a buck deer 
walked out of the willows at the lower extremity of the 
park and began feeding, Slowly he approached me. Occa- 
sionally he would stand still and look intently at me; but he 
could not make me out as IT suf motionless in theshade of the 
tree, He fed apparently unconscious of danger, until he 
was Within dead-shot distance. The wind shifted when he 
was about forty yards away, and blew directly from me ‘to 
him. I had to laugh to see him jump, as if # bullet had 
struck him, when my scent filled his nostrils. The first 
whitf he got of me he was off at a fullrin. I have had sey- 
eral similar experiences with deer, and I firmly believe that 
their sizht is of but little use in protecting them from ene- 
mies. 

The rain ceased, and I started up the wind to hunt for the 
elk that I knew were in the immediate neighborkood. 
Traveling up a ridge of slight elevation above the surround 
ing level, | suw that many of the pine trees hid been barked 
by the elk in rubbing the velvet off their horns, and I kuew 
that I was on their favorite summer feeding ground. Walk- 
ing slowly up the ridge, I saw an extensive purk to my 
right, aod Theard an elk whistle. Dodging from tree to 
tree, I drew near the park, and cautiously looked into the 
meadow. ‘There was 4 heard of eleven elk feeding on the 
tender #rass, I crept on my hands and knees to an up- 
turned pine and concealed myself in the cavity made when 
the roots had been torn from the pround. The wind was in 
my favor. Isettled myself nicely, and after lowering the 
sight of my rific to 100 yards, I amused myself by covering 
first one and then another of the beautiful animals that 
grazed before me, [was undecided whether to kill a bull 
elk, the largest I have ever seen, that had a pair of gizantic 
antlers, but whose flesh I suspected was as tough us leather, 
or to content myself with a fat and saucy heifer that stood 
broadside tome, 1 wanted the sntlers, and I also wanted 
tender meat, Why not kill both of them? 1 could not use 
the meat of two elk, and I pride myself on never hiving 
killed a game animal or bird unless I or my comrades 
needed the flesh for food, After a few seconds’ considera- 
tion 1 decided to kill the heifer, Aiming just back of the 
for leg, and well down on berside, 1 pulled the trigger. 
I saw the dun hair fly. She gave a conyuisive start, 
then straddled her legs, and in endeavoring to 
brace herself fell dead, shot through the heart, The 
herd of ten remaining animals were wild with fear, ‘They 
did uot know where the shol came from, They ran down 
the wind directly toward the windfall I was concealed be- 
hind, As they passed me 7 threw a club at the bull, whose 
antlers I coveted, saying, in an advisory tone, ““Get ont of 
this, you brute, Don't tempi me to murder you.” Eagerly 
he followed my advice und disappeared among the trees, fol- 
lowed by his wives; but the light of his harem lay dead in 
the park. T cut up the heifer and packed her hind quarters 
and the roasting pieces to my camp under the large pine. 

The Then I hung the meat high in the tree so that hunery, prowl 
ing bears gould not steal it. Having seen numerous bear 
signs, I decided to move camp to another park, so 48 nob Lo 
haye my slumbers disturbed by midnight, visitors. Swing- 
ing My strapped blunkets on my back I shouldered my rifle 
and walked aimlessly through the woods toward the Gap of 
the Medicine Bow. Passinm through park after park, where 
a few elk and deer-were fveding that fled at my approach, 
crossing streams where beaver were al work, crossing high 
divides, admiring the grand scenery, and thoroughly énjoy- 
ing being alone in the forest, the alternoon passed quickly. 
When the sun was sinking behind the snow clad peaks ofthe 
main range, ] came to a low ridge thatwas covered with 
alder trees. I had found the home of the blue grouse. 
Deer that had spotied fawane by their sides were guile numer- 
ous, I built a fire by a spring and camped, After a supper 
of blue grouse 1 Jay in my blankets and smoked many pipes 
of tobacco. 

Llove the Medicine Bow Mountains. That night as 1 lay 
watching the stars I was very thankful that there were 
Tanges of mountains too little known for those checkeéred-clad 
murderers of game, known as English sportsmen, ty enter. I 
may as well unburden my mind about English sportsmen. 
Thesé men enter a game couniry bringing with them the 
selfishness of their race. They are inurderous in their 
destruction of game. They kill food animals and fowls for 
the sake of killing unresisting creatures. They come to the 
Western country for what they call i season’s sport, and 
wantonly, and with the characteristic disregard that English- 
men have for other people's nights ard feelings, destroy abi- 
mals that prospectors, trappers, and poor ranchmen depend 
on for food. They kill, kill, kill, and wound tive snimals 
for every one killed, The average Bnvlishman is a wretcbed 
shot. Asked why they destroy game, they serenely reply; 
“We have come to the beastly country for a hunt, you know. 
We will never come again, you know. We tuust kill all we 
can, you know," Last. fall stopped at a camp of these so- 
called English sportsmen on the North Platte Kiver. There 
were three of the creatures, clad in checkered hunting suits. 
Their camp was littered with willow grouse, sage hens, jack 
rabbits, and antelope. They had killed ten times as mueh 
meat as they and their handsome hunting dogs could eat. T 
asked 1f they had killed any deeroralk, As one man tue three 
checkered ones answered: ‘“No:we can‘ifind any, you know,” 
Then they inquired if T knew where they coula find elk, and 
one of the party said; “I will give any man £20 who will 
guide me to a bull elk that asa handsome set of antlers.” 
Then he looked inquivingly at me. I could haye shown 
him, in less than two hours’ riding, a dozen elk thal were 
in mountains: but in showing him the elk T would have to 
show the trails leading through the mountains, encircling 
game-protecting “down timber.” {would not show any of 
these trails to any Huglishman. While Americans onl 
know the trails the game is safe from being wantonly killed. 
If afew Englishmen knew the trsils leading through the 
“down” timber, and, in addition, knew the feeding grounds 
of the elk, they would bring their English friends with them 
the next season, and the glory of the Medicine Bow Rauge 
would speedily depart. ‘I'‘hey would kill the royal game 
and leave their bodies on the ground for bears and other 
carnivorous animals lo destroy. Englishmen are as greedy, 
unfeeling, and disrégardful of the rights and feelings of 
other men in hunting as tue nation they belong to is in trad- 
ding. The English sportsmen are regarded a5 curses sént 
from afar by all plainsmen. hey are cordially disliked by 
all mountainmen. They are held in universal contempt by 
all deeent, fair-minded Americans in the West, on account 
of the brutal selfishness they display in killing food animals 
for pleasure and leaving the flesh to rot upon the ground. 
—Hiank Walkeson, th the Sun. 

SOME GAME SHOTS. 

Aihitur Iovest and Stream: 
I have to-day come across a newspaper account of a Vir- 

ginia hunter, who lives among the Capon rauge of tle Blue 
Ridge, J. 8, Waddle. Tt js claimed for him thit he is an 
extraordinary shot, and in proof the wriler gives the follow- 
ing instances: 

“Tn 1875, a longdrivewasmaae The drivers heard Waddle 
shoot five times with wouderful rapidity. One of them, an 
old man, remarked: ‘Thar goes Julius with bis newtaugled 
popgun a scarin’ everything in the mountain,” But when 
they came up to the place where this fusilade had taken 
place it was found that. Mr, Waddle had had four deer take 
his crossing, three does and a buck, and being on the side of 
arayine, the season late jo the fall, he bad an uninterrupted 
view, except for the tree trunks and limbs. As soum as the 
herd came in sight and at long range he opened fire and 
dropped oue in his tracks, anothrr—the buck—us they passed 
him, 4 third was shot a bundred yards turther on, and the 
fourth, stopping to smell tle wounded one and in confusion, 
was shol in the head and fell dead, while the one it was 
smelling got up and altempted torn, but was stopped hy 
the fifth shot from Mr, Waddle’s unerring fille. Thus 
he completed his work of killing four decr without 
moving out of his tracks, The time consumed could 
have been but littl over w half minute. Mr Wad- 
dl¢is also a prodigy with the pistol, haying to my certain 
knowledge kiied «. buzzard that was sitling in a tree 400yds. 
olf with anayy revolver, and alsa two crows on the wing, 
one falling deud 125yds. from him. While hunting on 
Chesapeake Bay 1 knew him to kill two wild geese thas 
were out of range of shotguns and swan shot, probably 
200yds. One was sliof irom the blind and the dther from 
the shore, wilh the same remivkable pislol. There may 
have been and was, ti all probability, seme luck in 
these lust few shots, but L have seen him stiike a lirge nail 
on the head repeatedly, in a friendly pistol pracice, at a 
measured distance of 100tE,” 

While it was a rare instance of “wood luck” to have these 
four deer all within shot at once, the sintple shooting itsell 
Was hothing extraordinary. Bcoves of Western skin-dhunt- 
ers could show a butter record. It is quite the thing on the 
planes to “pump” the vepeiting rifle at gime in this way. 
Whole bands of antelope ait buffalo have been destroyed hy 
just such shouting. 

Another instance of deer shooting where several deer were 
killed by one rifle was recorded in the Germantowu Lalo 
graph not long ago. The scone was Walden's hidge, near 
Chattanoozy, Tena. A sporlsman of thut city ‘while leis- 
urely walking along, encountered five ioe deer io a gronp, 
and within range, and coolly taking aim ab the nearest, a 
buck, pulled tlie trizecr, and he dropped lifeless. As is 
their nature, seeing one of their number tall, the remuined 
until uli, one. ot a time, were killed, The five, ineluding two 
bucks, two does and o fawn, were slain in lees than two 
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minutes.” The same writer relates something which hap- 
pened at the same place last December, and which may well 
‘cause Mr Waddle to take the feather out of his hat in defer- 
encé to superior skill or luck. He snys: ‘A man well 
known in this city, having gone there huntiog turkeys, heard 
the approach of a pack of hounds, and soov two fine buck 
deer appeared in range, both ef which he killed at one dis- 
eharge, and before he had time to reload, two more, 4 buck 
ene doe, came in sight, which he killed with the other bar- 
rel,’ 
Now, having heard from the mighty Nimrods of 1883, per- 

mit me to suggest that when I wasa boy we did these things 
better. 1remember one instance in point, and perhaps some 
of your Maine readers may recall the facts and substantiate 
what lsay. Down in Maine—that was a big country for 
ame then—one day in February. 1251, young Bill Hall cf 
Iisworth, a stout, sharp-eyed hoy of fourteen, went out 

with his father’s rifle for meat. He got it. Came running 
home all out of breath with eyes as big as saucers and face 
glowing with pride, to announce two fine moose. And he 
had brought them down with one discharge of his rifle, 
actually Killing twe moose with one bullct, The meat was 
afterward sold, [remember, in Ellsworth, netting tle young 
fellow almost $20, i 

The Waddle 400 yards bnazard shotis unsubstantiated ; we 
have for it only the “‘certain knowledge” of an anonymous 
newspaper writer. The yarn about repeatedly striking a 
nail on the head at 100 feet we may dismiss, lhere are hund- 
reds of men who can «lo iti on paper. Meat-Hawk. 

which shall he collected under suits brought by you, and to 
your traveling expenses (not exceeding two hundred and 
fifty dollars per year), it 1s expected that you will devote 
your principal time fo the publie service, and that you will 
not permit any other avocation or occupation to interfere 
witli the performance of your official duty. 

“The commissioners will furnish you with copies of the 

cured, They will also furnish you with blank forms of the 
monthly returns you are to make, and they will require that 
you shall make them promptly and with all the particularity 
that shall be necessary to give them full knowledge of all 
your proceedings.” 

D® HENRY G, PIFFARD of this city has been granted 
a patent on hidrecoil cushion for firearms, From the 

specifications we quote: 
“The object of my invention is to produce an improved 

form of cushion possessing greater durability, solidity and 
compactness than those now in use, and one that is less 
liable to sway to one side at the moment of recoil, and that 
can be produced at such slight cost that it can be brought 
int{6 common use for military and sporting purposes. My 
invention consists uf 4 cushion or pad, of soft rubber or 
other suitable material or materials, which is applied to the 
butt of the gun, rifle, or musket, and retained in place by a 
skeleton butt-plate of any suitable form or material, 

“In the accompunying drawings, Pig. 1 is side yiew of the 
butt of a gun, showing my improved recoil cushion applied 

A NEW RECOIL PAD. 

NEW JERSEY SHORE BIRD SHOOTING. 
N ORE grass ployer haye stopped in the meadows in 

A Philadelphia and Delaware countics this summer than 
for many years past, They hegan coming two Weeks azo, 
und the fight has only just ceased, Very few ate being 
killed, owing to their wuriness, and want of knowledge on 
the part of oun local gunners to approach them, During the 
week just ending, those of our city who tried (he bay birds 
on the New Jersey coast, were disappointed in haying ad 
verse winds, Which carried the birds in their flights at too 
preat a distance from the different hiding places along the 
eaches, to be *‘hailed” hy either the seductive whistle, or to 

be brought near shore by the decoys. 
Ti is a fact, which shows itself more plainly each year, the 

wrent bull of bay birds, which come from the northward 
every summer with their young, will not stop, as they once 
did, on the New Jursey coast, but pass on further south, 
where the coasts are less thronged with summer resorts. 1 
notice this year there is 1 project on foot to make the lower 
end of Long Beach into a watermg-place, Lois are offered 
for sale at fair prices, and Sea Hayen is to be the name of 
the new city. Now, righi at this point, or a short distance up 
the inlet, is situated one of the grandest feeding grounds for 
bay birds I ever knew, and many a score of robin-siipe have 
I killed there; but for the past five years, owing to the build- 
ing that bas been goiny on on Long Beach, to the northward 
of Little Beg Marbor Inlet, and the opening up of the ditfer- 
ent resorts of this section and a conseyuent increase of fun- 
ners both professional and amateur, the birds pay this once 
famous spot—Anchoring Island—but a short visit each 
summer, and thus it must be early in the morning when (he 
sportsman gets tlre to procure a few shots, which now 
invaviably start the bitds again in their southern flight, not 
to return until the following spring. Ihave been watching 
the actions of the bay hirus in flis section closely for some 
years, and feel that it will be but a short time before even 
pissing birds will be difficult to get at. 

Tf Lihought ¢nough of making a special shooting trip for 
bay birds in the sammer time, and they would have to come 
continually to the stools during low water to give me any 
entertainment whateyer, [ should not think of choosing my 
ground north of Cape May, N. J. In the spring bay birds 
stay fora lon#er time during theiv northem migration on 
the New Jersey coast, but these visits also of late years are 
becoming shorter and shorter, and it will finally result as 
if. lias in the summer when they are passing southward. 
Lam hearing daily that the buy bird shocting on Linne- 

puxent Sound, Md., is good. Curlew, willet' and brown- 
backs are numerous and have taken up their quarters in this 
section. Itis yet a little early there for rebin-snipe and 
black-bellied plover, but these latter named varieties will 
shortly be om the grounds. Homo. 

thereto, Fig. 2 is an end view of the same. A indicates 
the butt of the gun, and B a butt-plate, of iron, brass, horn, 
hard rubber, or other suitable material. The center of 
said hutl-plate is cut away, as indicated, so as to leaye an 
opening for the face @ of a cushion or pad, ©, which is 
made of soft rubber or other suitable material designed to 
tale tip or ease the recoil of the gun when discharged. Said 
pad or cushion is applied to the putt of the gun and is re- 
tained in place by tle skeleton-plate B, whose edges grasp 
the edges of the cushion or pad. The plate B is secured to 
the butt by means of screws, as usual, or in any other suit- 
able nanner, The wearing face a of the cushion or pad is 
flush with the outer surface of the skeleton-plate, or prefer- 
ably projects slightly beyond such surface, as indicated. I 
do not limit myself to the form of the skeleton butt-plate, 
nor to the shape or nuimber of the openings made thereon. 
The cushion or pad might he made of other materials or in 
other ways. L am aware that rubber cushions or pads 
intended to diminish the force of the recoil are not new. 
What I claim as my invention is: 1. A recoil cushion or 
pad for firearms constructed of soft rubber or other suitable 
material applied to the butt of the weapon. and projecting 
through and retained in position by a skeleton butt-plate, of 
metal, horn, hard rubber, or other suitable material. 2. The 
combination, with the butt A, of the skeleton butt-plate B, 
cut away ab its central portion, so us to leave a narrow mar- 
gin, and a cushion the edges of which are clamped by the 
Dutt-plate.”” 
Weexamined the recoil cushion some months ago; itis 

so simple and cheap, and accomplishes its purpose so well, 
that we think it must crow popular. 

DEER AND WOLVES. 
BEADING the communication of ‘‘Penobscot” in your 

) issue of the 2d inst. regarding wolves, brings to my 
recollection a circumstance which happened fo me some 
twenty years ago. Myself and a younger brother were £o- 
ing through a large swamp known as the Mer Blue, much 
frequented at that time by both deer and wolves. It was a 
yery cold morning in the month of December and there was 
about three inches of snow on the ground, We were follow- 
ing an old and unused timber road when we discovered 
crossing the road the track of a large buck with patches of 
blood on the snow. Other tracks in the snow also attracted 
our attention, which we thought to be the tracks of hounds, 
as the place was a great resort for hunters. The conclusion 
that we arrived at was that the deer had been wounded and 
was being followed up by the dogs. Being armed with a 
double muzzle-loader we took the track. After going about 
half a mile we came to where the deer had lain down and 
had again got up and gone on, This was repeated several 
times, cach time the tracks getting fresher. At last we came 
to where the deer had been brought to bay, 1s evidenced by 
the snow and brush being trodden and broken down, with 
patches of skin and hair lying all around. ‘T’he snowat this 
point being so beaten down, we had no difficulty in discoy- 
ering that it was wolves that were running the deer down. 

Proceeding with more caution, in the hope of getting a 
shot at the wolves, we 800n came toa patch of alders, which 

was, for the space of two rods square, all broken down, 

showing the nature of the desperate conflict which had taken 

place, and in the center lay the body of the deer, yet warm, 

the limbs not even stiffened, which showed that it had been 

very recently killed, as the wenther was extremely cold. 

The haunches were badly torn and the bowels protruded 

through a large opening in the abdomen. : 

Our first thought was to look out for the wolves in the 

hope of getting a shot, but they had made themselves scarce 

on our approach; we then looked after the deer and found 

that the hind quarters were too much mangled to he fit for 

use; so we simply cuf the carcass across behind the ribs, 

skin and all, and carried off the fore quarters and head from 

which the horns had been knocked otf in the last struggle 

for life. Before leaving we hung up the launches and en- 

trails in the hope of getting some of the wolves by poisoning; 

in this, however, we were disappointed, as they never re- 

turned to finiah their disturbed repast, which is notin accord 

with ‘“Penabscot’s” views, The portions which we hung op 

NEW YORK GAME PROTECTORS. 

4 ROM a circular of insiructions addressed to the New 
York State Game and Mish Protectors, by the Secretary 

of the Commissioners of Fisheries, Gen. Richard U. Sher- 
man, we take the following: 

“Though you baye bven detailed to particular service in 
the district in which you reside, yonr jurisdiction, neyerthe- 
Jess, exlends to every part of the State, and if any infraction 
of the game laws comes fo your knowledge in au adjoining) 
district, you are eitner to follow up the case yourself or to 
notify the protector in that district of it, so that it may re- 
ceive prompt attention. The game laws of the State and 
the laws under which you were appointed (Chapter 591 
Laws of 1880 and Chapter 371, Laws of 1888), are to be 
taken for your instructions, and you are not to wait for any 
particular orders from the Commissioners in any case, except 
when you shall be especially directed to do so; butare to act 
Always pen your oflicial responsibility and upon your best 
judgment in the execution of the law. You are placed 
under the supervision of the Commissioncrs.of Fisheries, 
not so much that you shall look to them for directions in 
the details of your duty, as that you shall be responsible to 
gome official authority for their performance, You will 
place yourself at once in communication with what game 
protection soticties may exist in your district, and act as 
far as you shall deem if politie in conjunction with them. 
Your are also to put yourself in communication with each 
district attorney in your district, and in case you shall need 
Jugal advice in any matter in which this officer may be re- 
quired subsequently to act, you sre to apply to him tor it. 

“You are recommended first 10 study closely the game 
Jaws of the State, so that you may readily decide what are 
jufractions and what is your jurisdiction. When a case 
of infraction shall be reported 10 you or shall come other- 
wise to your knowledge, you are fo investigate it with care 
and prudence, and you should satisfy yourself that the case 
van be supported by proper evidence before you order a 
prosecution. You are also, in cases wheve there is reason to 
helieve infractions are habitually committed or are likely to 
ocenr, fo wateh for and to exercise a judicious vigilance to 
prevent and detect them, As you are entitled by law, in 

jay 10 your salary of $500, to one-half the penalties 

laws tinder which you are to act, as soon as they can be pro- 

remained undisturbed until the following spring, when they 
were devoured by a large flock of rayens which were attracted 
to the spot. 

The locality I refer to, which is only some teu miles from 
this city, at that time abounded in deer and wolves, I have 
night after night and frequently durmg the day, if it hap- 
pened 10 be cloudy or raining, when camped out, heard them 
howling in too close proximity to be pleasant for ones nerves, 
hut never was fortunite enough to get a shot at one, I agree 
with ‘‘Penobscot” when he says “the howling of a pack of 
Wolves is simply blyod-curdling.” 

J remember on one occasion, when ensconced in a brush 
pile on a bright moonlight niezht, watching a small turnip 
patch on which the deer were in the habit of feeding, I had 
heen in a cramped position for some two hours. The night 
air was cold; there was nota sound to break the stillness 
except the mice and flying squirrels rus'ling among the dead 
leaves, when suddenly there arose behind and within five 
rods of me such a series of blood-curdling yells and howls as 
to, for the moment, make my hair stand erect and every 
muscle quiver, and had I been alone I think I should have 
beaten a hasty retreat. They. however, did not disturh me 
further, and strange to say thut notwilhstanding the infer- 
nal racket they had made, in less than an hour two deer 
entered the field, and I liad the satisfaction of getting in a 
broadside which sccured to me a fine lat doe, 1 have fre- 
quently tried to poison the wolves, but they would never 
take the bait, although I often got fisher and foxes. Like 
your Correspondent '*Penobscot,” I will at some future time 
relate some incidents which also occurred to me with the 
critters, 

If not too late, | wish much joy on the occasion of your 
tin wedding. Ihave been a reader of Forrest AND STREAM 
for some years and could not do without it. May you go 
on und prosper. B. A. 
Orvrawa, Canada, Aug. 14, 1883. 

Musx-Ox AHonroxe.—Lieut. Fred’k Schwatka has an_wu~- 
ticle in the September Century on musk-ox hunting. The 
illustrations are by Beard, We quote: ‘Great fears were 
entertained by the experienced hunters that the musk-oxen 
had beard our approach, and were now probably ‘doing 
their level best’ to escape. The sledges were immediately 
stopped and the dogs rapidly unhitched from them, from one 
to three or four being given to each of the eleven men and 
boys, white or native, thal were present, who, taking their 
harnesses in their Jeff hands or tying them in slip-nooses 
around their wasts, started without delay upon the trail, 
leaving the two sledges and a few of the poorer dogs in 
charge of the Innuit women, who had come along for that 
purpose, and who would follow on the trail with the empty 
gledyes as soon as firing was heard, The dogs, many of 
them old musk-ox hunters, and with appetites doubly sharp- 
ened by hard work and a constantly diminishing ration, 
tugged like mad at their sealskin harness lines, as they half 
buried their eager noses in the tumbled snow of the trail, 
and hurried their attached human being along at a flying 
rate that threatened a broken limb or neck at each of the 
rough gorges and jutting precipices of the broken, stony 
hill-land, where the exciting chase was going on. ‘The 
rapidity with which an agile native hunter can run when 
thus attached to two or three excited dogs is astonishing. 
Whenever # steep valley was encountered the Esquimaux 
would slide down on their feet, in a sitting posture, throw- 
ing the loose snow to their sides like escaping steam from a 
hissing locomotive, until the bottom was reached, when, 
quick as thought, they would throw themselves at 
full length upon the snow, and the wild, excited brutes 
would-drag them up the other side, where, regaining their 
feet, they would run on at a constantly accelerating gait, 
their guns in the meantime being held in the right hand or 
tightly lashed upon the back. Wehad hardly gone a mile in 
this harum-scarum clase before it became evident that the 
mvsk-oxen were but a short distance ahead on the keen run, 
and the foremost hunters began loosening their dogs to hring 
the oxen to bay as soon as possible; and then, for the first 
time, these intelligent creatures gave tongue in deep, long 
baying, as they shot forward like arrows, and disappeared 
over the crests of the hills amidst a perfect bewilderment of 
flying snow and fluttering harness traces, The discord of 
shouts and hovwlings told us plainly that some of the animals 
had been brought to bay not far distant, and we soon heard 
a yapid series of sharp reports from the breech-loaders and 
magazine guns of the advanced lunters. We white men 
arrived just in time to sce the final struggle. The oxen pre- 
sented & most formidable-looking appearunce, with their 
rumps firmly wedged together, a complete circle of swaying 
horns presented to the front, with great blood-shot eyeballs 
glaring like red-hot shot amidst the escaping steam from. 
their panting nostrils, and pawing and plunging at the circle 
of furious dogs fhat encompassed them, The rapid blazing 
of mazagine guns right in tueir faces—so close offen as to 
burn fhéir long, shaggy lair—added to the striking scene, 
Woe to the over-zealous dog that was unlucky enough to 
et lis harness line under the hoofs of a charging and 

infuyiated musk-ox; for they will follow up a leash along the 
ground with a rapidity and certainty that would do credit 
to a tiglt-rope performer, and either paw the poor creature 
(o death ov Hing him high in the air with their horns.” 

Coxnxcricur.—Hartford, Conn., Aug. 19,—Woodcock 
shooting is: still going on in this State regardless of laay. 
The season has opened in Massachusetts, and birds are re- 
ported few and far between. J thinls only a few woodcock 
have been shot here, as the birds do not nést here, but go 
further north, They evidently get their baggage checked 
through, and endeavor to keep up with it, Unless laws are 
framed so that a person can get some birds when the law is off, 
the luwsare going to be broken. Oct. 1 the law is off, and 
then nothing but flight birds, and they ure like hens’ teeth— 
hard to find. We have a law protecting the bald eagle, and 
also for game birds, but I think a party would be intro- 
duced to the law quicker hy shooting the eniblem of liberty 
than by shooting game birds out of season, The law ts on 
sora rail wotil Sept, 12, and if you can find any rail after the 
September 10, you are lucky. Ido not think human nature 
any different here from that in other svetions of the country, 
and when laws are vot up with some attention paid to the 
flight of birds, etc., then we shall have fewer law breakers. 
—Firck Furor. 

fypian Territory,—Cleveland, Ohio.—A friend of mine, 
just from Baxter Springs, Kan., says that prairie chickens 
and quail are more plenty in Lodian Territory (wliere he has 
a sheep ranche) than they have been known for years, 
Seine ony about tsyo-thirds grown and able ta fly.— 
a We B: 
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A MATTER oF Prixcreiy,—/diter Forest and Stream: | 
With *‘Nissmuk'' T usually spree, but sometimes Jupiter ; 
nods, In youissue of Aug. 16, page 44, ‘ Nessmuk™ says: 
“On the next night, however, a couple of guides went out 
and got yearling buck, ‘It was ¢o near the open seasén,’ 
they said, ‘What odds did it muke if the deer were killed 
on Monday insteud of Wednesday? The boarders were wild 
for venison.’ Tthink they were not so far wrong.” Ii is 
just this loose logic that has always been the defense of 
poachers, guides and greenhorns for their unlawful killing, 
If the killing ‘‘so near the open season’ can be defended, 
then why not the killing in the middleof the close svason; 
and suppose the “boarders were wild for venison,” what has 
that to do with it? The maw of the ‘boarders’ is not to be 
filled at the expense of Jaw and decency. The boarder is 
wild for yenison ajl the year around, aud the landlord is too 
often ready to satisfy him. There is one Adirondack hotel 
min who keepsa deertrap in operation all the summer 
through to satisky his boarders’ untamed appetites. Is it 
Hot about time that we do away with such time-serving 
casuistry as that of ‘Nessniuk’ quoted above?—Mmar- 
Hawk. 

Star Waps.—Hditor Horest and Stream: Ihave had the 
followine cxperience with star wads shot in a Colt’s 1 -bore. 
Shooting three successive shots from the right, and allowing 
the left shell to remain in the barrel, J found the wad had 
started so much J could shake it out, shooting one shot in 
the same manner, I found the wad in the left had started 
slightly. I found the pattern made by a crimped shell 
equally cood, if not better than the other, while in testing 
the penetration, the crimped shell penetrated twenty-three 
shects of a pad, and the one in whieh the star wad was used 
only penetrated nineteen. Of course in both cases the lead 
was the sume, 3drs. and 140z. 1 do not think they injure the 
barrel in the least, as they are too soft, and the edges are not 
sharp enongh to effect the slightest injury.—Cup. 

Wisconsty Drnn.—Manitowoc, Aug. 18.—2ditor Forest 
wud Stream; The open season for deer huuting is Noy. 1 to 
Dec. 15, This act prohibits shipments out of the State. 
Superintendent Dutton, of the Wisconsin & Michigan, and 
Superintendent Laing, of the Chicago & Northwestern, state 
that no shipments will be accepted over their lines out of 
sca-ou or addressed to parties ont of the State, This will 
go far toward remedying the evil of deer slaughtering Uhat 
has existed in Northern Wisconsin for years past,—D. 

HoLimaysnurc, Pa., Aug. 18:—Quail promise to be 
more plentiful this fall than they have heen since the terrible 
winter of 80-81, which almost exterminated them. Wood- 
cock, although not so numerous as during the season of 
1881, are, nevertheless, much plintier than last summer, and 
are also so scattered throughout the country that from six to 
ten birds constitute a day’s bag for two guns. However, 
with good dogs there is no great difficulty in repeating the 
process often. —X, 

QuAtL TY Oxro,—Cincinnati, Aucust, 1883.—Our last 
Legislature amended the law so ss to give us the right to 
shoot quuil in this State during November of this year only. 
I yolunteer this advice for the benefit of non-resident shoot- 
ers who expect to visit the State for the purpose of bunting 
qnail. There is a fine prospect for fall sport, the number of 
young birds 1 have seen heing unusually large,—P. 

New Broyswicx.—lIt is stated thal large numbers of car- 
ibou are to be found in the vicinity of New Brunswick, 
between Alexandre and Campbellton. Riviere du Loup is 
recommended as a eenter, from which desirable shooting 
grounds are accessible. At Lake Temisconata, thirty-eight 
miles from Riviere du Loup, fish and game abound. Rufied 
grolise are plenty in the vicinity, 

DutcwEss Comyty woodcock are said to be few and far 
hetween. The muddle in that county over the August-pro- 
hilnting law has been settled by some of the shooters, at 
leust to their own Satisfaction. They go after the birds and 
shoot if they find any. 

OnvARTO.—Belleyille-—Ducks were very scarce on the 
15th. Some of the local sportsmen got none, while bags of 
from one to four were the order of the day. One unfortu- 
nite Jost his gun off Massassaga Point by the upsetting of a 
sailing’ punt. 

Oonnecriout.—Bakeryille.—Quail haye been bred here in 
great numbers.—A. J. J. 

POST-PRANDIAL CHAT. 
My Dear Forest and Stream: 
Absence from home and press of official duties have prevented me 

from sooner adding mine tothe numerous congratulations you have 
received upon reaching your tenth year. May your shadow neyer 
row less. 1 know 1am expressing the feelings of all your Canadian 
readers when Lsay that your efforts to cultivate a refined taste for 
our-door sports are highly appreciated. 
Your valuable paper has become a treasure to the shooting frater- 

nity of the Dominion as wellas elsewhere, and its weekly arrival is 
anxiously looked for as a source of instructive recreation. May you 
eontinue Lo thrive, and ever’ boy as he grows to manhood become a 
subscriber, a contributor to its interesting columns and follow your 
teachings in the pursuif of such sports as deyelop a. taste for forest 
and stream and the proper handling of the rod and gun. The results 
are sure (o be such as to make themtrue lovers of nature and fill them 
wilh manly strength and self-reliance, thereby fitting them to com- 
bat with the trials of life, and seek for consolation when depressed or 
overworked, not in the wine cup, the gaming table, or city dissipa- 
tion, but the free, opin field, the forest, or the fresh rmnuing stream, 
where, surrounded ie the beauties of nature, their minds become in- 
yigordted from the health and strength gamed by the body, and new 
resoluiions and new efforts spring up, and life is made enjoyable. 
Sach a ~pirit of improvement in their mode of life can be remarked 
in thousands of the young men of our day, and much of this is due 
to the inspiring pages of the Fornsr AND STREAM, ; 
Long may your usefulness be continued is the earnest wish of 

yours sincerely, J.U. Graeory. 
QWEBEC. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Allow me, at this late date, to congratulate you wpon the syecess 

that has crowned aur efforis to establish a genie sportsman’s 
journal, Lam glad thatthe term sportsman has been rescued from 
its debased associations, and restored to its proper place. No ane 
deserves more credit (for this cause was first charapioned hy Porrsr 
Aub Stream) for this improved condition of things than Fores? AND 
Stepam. With the exception of « half year, probably, I have all 
your issues on file. I wellvemember the night that your agent was 
at my house, ten years ago (peace to his Ashes,for he has gone the way 
ofall th ee wbh) tallting over breeeh-loading shotguns,and the probable 
future: ft dsarm. Bul we mustnotawakesad reminiscences. [believe 
your fu wie success is assured, You nndertook @ reform that was 
anything but popular—the diyor¢ement of levitimate sport from the 
horse race. the coulpit and ie whisky bottle. You have pained a com- 
lete yiutory, aud Yor this you deserve and shall be crowned with the 

Taurel by the grateful fraternity, whom you have sos ccessfully de- 
feuded. Aniong your many friends I hope to be reckoned. 
SepALTA, Mo., August, 1883) Yours truly, OccmpENTy 

Camp Sire Hlickeyings. 
eS el 

“That reminds me.” 

Os correspondent, “Antler,” who is one of the veterans, 
once wrote of the wolPs “‘blood-curdling howl:” “The 

dismal howl of the wolf is what we often see written and 
often lear quoted; but I contend that there is nothing dis- 
mal about it. I-tould be willing to travel some distance to 
hear a concert gotten up by a half dozen wolves. Not that 
I claim any very sweet melody for the sounds, except that 
they would bring back to my memory pleasant reminiscences 
of other days.” In pleasantly commenting upon the Forusy 
AND STRHAM’s decennial, ‘Antler’ writes: ‘Years ago when 
I first saw your title page, Iconld almost fancy a resinous 
oder of hemlock and spmuce; thoughts of choize steaks, 
venison soups, speckled trouts fried just brown and crispy, 
all floated back on memory with a yiyiduess which seemed 
pleasant to dwell upon. ‘There are some who do not seem 
to comprehend Formst AnD S1rrRHAMm, and there are also 
many who cannot uppreciate music, J remember the man 
who thought to entertaim a visitor in the best possible man- 
ner by sending out the hired man with his Foxhounds. It 
was a clear, crisp, frosty morning, and while every dog was 
giving jongue he talled up his friend 10 hear the music, 
After listening some time the visitor said he could hear no 
music nor anything else 4s long as them blasted hounds kept 
up such a horrid noise,” 

P., a staid, pious and practical minister of the gospel, with 
none of the sportsman in his soul, had an engagement to 
lecture in a neighboring village. 8., a brother minister 
with feam and gun, engaged to take him to the appointment. 
On the way a well-directed shot ata flushed bevy of quail 
brought three to bag. Said P., with a sorrowful look, ‘I 
had hoped you would miss them and they would get away.” 
Arrived tit the hotel they were given to the cook with the 
request that they be seryed at a separate table for the land- 
lord, wife and §. On the way home, P. remarked, with an 
air of disappointment, “I saw nothing of the quail, What 
became of them?” ‘‘O,” said §., they got away, but you 
were the one that missed them.” K. 
Iowa. 

Sea and River Hishing. 

ANGLING RESORTS.—We shall be glad to have for publi- 
cation notes af good fishing localities. Will not our corre- 
spondents favor us with notes of desirable points for angling 
excursionse 

To insure prompt atlention, communications should be ad- 
dressed. to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, i whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portanee cre liable to dela. 

ROCHESTER ANGLING CHAT, 

Pee summer days are going quickly, and as they vanish 
there reappear on the streets the bronzed faces of the 

anglers who have heen, taking new leases of life amidst 
forest and stream. Their stories of adventure on flood aud 
field are already taxing the credulity of friends and furnish- 
ing new eyidence to the skeptical that all men are liars. 
There is so little faith entertained by the “‘general public” 
in the nurratives of fishermen that if they were the only 
ones to read notes about rod and line it would be a waste of 
time to tell even the most common fact in the experience of 
anungler. But as your readers understand that what to 
the uninitiated in the joys of angling may seem untrue or 4 
eross exaggeration, is a downright fact, and worthy of full 
credence, | venture to repeat afew of the tales told ly 
recently returned visitors to the haunts of game fish, 

County Clerk McNaughton and his party, made wp of 
editors, lawyers, doctors jn medicine, and, if 1do not mis- 
take, doctors in divinity, with representatives of a few other 
occupations, are back several days from an excursion to the 
wilds of Canada, back of Toronto, in which all the sport 
that experience in the woods and a complete outiit for camp: 
ing can confer, was enjoyed in a region well stocked with 
fur, fin and feather. Another industrious county official 
snatched a few days from business to cast his lines in pleas- 
ant places in the Upper Genesee, with which he has lon 
been familiar, He has just got back to lis desk again, and 
announces that a change is taking place in the character of 
the fish in the river. In three or four days’ fishing they 
caught scareely any bass, but took numerous yellow pike 
and pickerel of large size. He fears that the pike and 
pickerel will kill off the famous black bass which formerly 
gave such sport to the rod fishermen of fhisriver. Anglers 
for bass at the Lower Falls have noticed this year an extra- 
ordinary number of eels in the basin, and attribute their 
presence to the glare of electric lights which illuminate the 
gorge nightly, the electric light company having its macbin- 
ery on the bank overhanging the river at this point. The 
men who fish for bass use strong objurgatory expressions 
against the eels for taking hooks designed for nobler game. 

The Georgian Bay Olub, of this city, came home a few 
days ago from the waters whence they get their name, and 
every man of them feels great mental activity from the phos- 
phorescent food they have been drawing from the crystal 
waters of the bay. The two smallest men of the club had 
the satisfaction of catching the largest fish—a thirty-pound 
muscalouge—and they do not hesitate to say that after they 
had him subdued they felt safer than when his sayage-look- 
ing head first emerged from the water. 

Yesterday the writer and two friends took advantage of 
those “resources of civilization,” the street car, locomotive 
and rowboat, to reach a rather pleasant place to pass an 
afternoon at the end of a fishing-rod. We left the center of 
the city at 1:30 and by 8 o’clock were about ten miles away 
on Lake Ontario, east of Irondequoit Bay, 1m the vicinity of 
Pierce’s Point, The shore of the lake is here rocky, and 
when the wind is favorable good black bags fishing can be 
had, The conditions were not at their best for 4 mere 
numerical catch of tish, but we took a fair number, includ- 
Ing some yery large percu, and enjoyed the atternoon to the 
utmost. The sky was clear, a pleasant breeze moved the 
lake 

“Tn (ull but calm emotion, 

Like the swell of Summer's ocean,” 

A woodchuck gazed at us from a bluff on the water's 
edge, and two large blue herons flew lazily along the beach, 
or stood sentinel at points where & smal) fish might be ex 
pected, At sundown the scene was one not soon to he for- 

gotten. At that point of the horizon where it seemed to: 
sink, a low stretch of land runs. out into the lake, and as it 
is about twenty miles from where we were anchored, the 
land could barely be discerned. When the lower edge 
of the luminary reached the horizon, the disc seemed to Jose: 
its circular form, and Sol bulged into an oblong, as though: 
he were made of jelly, and was resting on asolid, At this: 
tine four large spots were distintly visible on the 
sun’s face, but whether they were ordinary clouds, or those 
spots on the sun which so much interest astronomers, | can- 
not tell, There was not, nor had there been, anything of i. 
liquid form on the boat of a spirituous nature, but we felt 
tather romantic at the close of the day, and entered fully’ 
into the spirit of the bard who sung: 

‘How dear to me the hour when daylight dies, 
And sunbeams melt along the silent sea, 

For then sweet dreams of other days arise, 

And memory breathes her yesper sigh to thee, 

“And as I watch the line of light that plays 
Along the smooth wave tow’rd the burning west, 

Tlong to tread that rolden path of rays, 
And think ‘twould lead to some bright isle of rest." 

The Bay Railroad is not exactly a ‘‘golden path of rays” 
to the passenger (howe’er it be tothe stockholders), but it 
was the wav we had to reach our respective ‘isles of rest,” 
and we reached there without noteworthy incident. 

Messrs. Charles H. Angell, W. H. Reid, James C. Hart 
and James R. Chamberlain came home last night from the 
Nepigon River and brought twenty-two trout, each weigh- 
ing from four to six pounds, caught by them with rod and 
line in that famed stream. They were of the genuine brook 
variety, differing only in size, as far as I could see, from the 

“Swift trouts diversified with crimson stains” 

found in nearly all cold brooks throughout the temperate 
zone, The fish had been preserved in a new compound, 
said to be the inyintion or discovery of & Rochester man, 
and were as fresh as if only an hour out of their native 
water. The party caught several hundred weight, and re- 
turned to the river many which they could not use. Thal 
unsurpassed artist, Robert Tangneuwy, of this city, made the 
flies and leaders on which these great fish were taken, and 
that may account for their size. i, R. 
Rockestar, N. ¥., Aug, 16, 1883. 

DETROIT NOTES. 

HE black bass at the St, Clair Plats have not been biting 
very well for the past few weeks, in part owing to the 

June flies, and again to the small herrings that are running 
the channels, and upon which the bass prey voraciously. 
However, fair strings are reported from day to day, and al 
least a few can always be taken by a good fisherman who 
knows where to try. 

The steam yacht Sigma, owned by M. §. Smith, Wsy., is 
completed. She cost about $60,000, and is elegantly 
finished and yery roomy, being 156 feet over all. Many cle- 
gant articles about bis boat attest the esteem in which her 
owner is held in by numerous friends. IT noticed that the 
rich set of china came from Mr. Smith’s partner, General 
Alger; the cannon was presented by Mr. C. 6. Hull; the 
officers of the Lake St. Clair Forest and Stream Club are 
credited with a fine brass binnacle and compass. <All in all 
these little marks of kind feeling must be very gratifyme to 
the owner. The Sigma is the frst venture of the kind by 
Michigan builders, and it was Mr. Smith's idea to have her 
built by Michigan men, and she is all right all through, snd 
is probably the fastest steam yacht afloat on the lakesto-day, 

Hon, Andrew Jackson, of Sault Ste, Maric, isin town snd 
recounts in a manner that makes the hearer’s mouth water, 
a ten days’ trip just finished ina large sailboat, to the north- 
ern shore of Lake Superior. Four persons, includine two 
guides, started from the Sault fully equipped, not forgetting 
a ten days’ supply of ice. They brought home over oné 
hundied brook trout, each one over two pounds in wei¢ht, 
and Mr. Jackson told me that in going up one stream within 
one hundred yards of the mouth he caught with fly several 
wall-eyed pike, brook trout, and black bass, the buss being 
taken out of the very same hole that the trout were in and 
the bass took the fly fiercely, The fact of their being mixed 
up together in the same waters surprised me. Ts if ot un- 
common to hook trot and black bass indiscriminately? Tht 
certainly has never been my good luck to do it. Whata 
sandwich, DELTA. 
Detroit, Mich., Ang, 10, 

BLACK BASS FISHING ON THE CASTOR. 

bron right here,” said I to the driver of our hack, us 
kK) we drove on the bridge spanning the Castor Bayou, 

Catahoula Parish, La. lt was time to cook and eal our 
mid-day lunch—and most opportunely had we irrived itt 
this celebrated fishing stream—the first time that if so hap- 
pened for us to stop at noon ona bayou suitable for catching 
fish, When the hack mounted the bridze, | hud noted a 
drift against a log spanning the bayou not fifty yards above 
the bridge, and I felt coniident there was a huge “trout,” 
or black bass, waiting to seize my troll. : 

Prof, Thatcher, ny traveling companion, did nol care fo 
fish and he and the driver proceeded to prepare dinner o 
few steps beyond the bridge, under a wide-spreading beech 
that would have made old Virgil's eyes gleam with delizhi. 
{ cut a suitable cane-pole and rigged my line. Walking out 
on the log Ihave mentioned, I cust the troll below it. anc 
drew it several times without success, Throwing it ubove, 
and trolling gently ovear the edge of the dvriff, 1 
felt. a strike that thrilled me all over. Oh, he was a 
huge feliow! All three of the silver steel hooks hud 
fastened to his wide mouth, and he daried up stream 
with the speed of Maud 8. There were no logs, shaps 
nor brush in the way, and I Ict out the line for some hno- 
dred or more feet, and the reel flew round like the revolu- 
tions of afanin a foundry. I gradually got off the log on 
which I was standing, and walked several yards along the 
bank, so that I could have sufficient play for him, and when 
reeled back so as not to get under the drift and thereby lose 
him. I never saw a bass fight nobler for his life, and it 1e- 
quired all the strength and skill I possessed with one san to 
weary him down. 1 guessa one-armed angler never had 
more pleasure and more difficulty in getting a five-pound 
bass to shore, I had no fears of his being able to bicak my 
line, but I trembled lest some move on my part would slacken 
it so that the hooks would break out, Gradually reeling 
him in, 1 kept grasping the pole and extending it back of 

hold of the lina, and then I pulled me, until T could catch 
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straight to bank and Janded him high and dry before he 
conld make a jump. He was mine! and with more joy I 
hore him to the driver than if IT had shot a big deer, making 
more noise, as the Professor said, than a room full of school- 

irls, 
sk a five minutes that fish was in the trying-pan and soon 
cooked to a nut-brown, He was more than enough for 
three hearty eaters who lad growing appetites, and frag- 
ments were Jeft sofficient for a sinall hoy. Having nosvales 
1 could not weigh him, but he was a bass of extraordinary 
size. Neyer did 1 enjoy a fried fish more than I di‘ this one. 
I fished no more, as I conld not have kept the fish from 
spoiling hid J caughtthem. In two hours the horses were 
feared, and we were ou our way to Vernon, in Jackson 
Parish, Since vetting back to our home, I have very pleas- 
mt recollections of the Castor Bayou, and would recommend 
to any one traveling in Catahoula, to be sure to take a Jong 
fishing tackle, and when he crosses Castor Bayou, stop and 
drop his look in this stream, 

Both pleasure and fish. will repay the time spent on its 
banks, G. D, ALEXANDER. 
Minpen, La., Aug. 5, 1883, 

TROUT AND MOCCASIN. 

HILE trout fishing, during the sammer of 1880, T spent 
seyeral weeks af a summer resort in the mountains 

not many miles from Harrisonburg, Va. I had gone up one of 
the streams for 4 mile or more with rather poor success, and 
remembering 4 very nice pool, that the year before had five or 
six fine trot init, averaging ten to twelve inches, 1 Ap- 
proached it very carefully mud made repeated casts without 
#4 rise, the water being foo low and clear. I walked up to 
{he outlet and stood in the water, looking for some signs of 
the fine trout of the year before, when suddenly there was a 
splash and splutter right at my feet. On looking down noth- 
was to be seen but a streak of muddy water, leading under 
a large rock at the side of the pool. Looking carefilly to 
see what had caused so much noise, | was surprised and yery 
indignant to see a tine trout dart from ander the rock with 
a vile moccasin snake: firmly attached to him just back of 
the dorsal fin. The snake had struck its fangs deep into tle 
fish, as his mouth was wide open and flat on the back of the 
trout. I drew my pistol and fired several shots at the snake 
as they raced up and down the pool. The last shot struck 
so close to him that he Jet eo, and darted under the rock, 
The trout was so exhausted by the poison and the strugele 
that he just managed to swim on his side to another rock. 
As I was about to moye up stream I saw the mate of the 
snake in the shallow water near me, with her head just 
above the stones and water Taking deliberate aim at her, I 
had the satisfaction of putting a ball through her head. Her 
tail was as blunt as my little finger. 

Continuing up stream for an hour or so without success, 
as there was no water to speak of, 1 returned to the pool, 
and as I crossed the stream, and was in the act of stepping 
up the bank to get into the mountain road, something bright 
made me look down in time io avoid treading upon a snake, 
and there was the trout with the snake by him preparing 
him fora meal. Unfortunately I fired at him and he glided 
into the water, if L had only waited till he had half swal- 
lowed the trout and then killed him, and pnt them in alco- 
hol, would have had a very interesting show, Now, how 
could that snake have .swallowed the trout, as fhe snake's 
head was not larger than the end of the frst finger of a man, 
and his body barely three feet Jong? The trout, by actual 
Measurement. was fully eleven inches, and must have been 
six inches in circumference. The fate of the rest of these 
trout must have been the same. 

There is hut one objection to your paper, and that is it 
causes the fever to develop hadly at most peep reNtont times, 

H, M, W. 
BAutTinore, Md,, August, 1882. 

SHARK Prsaryg orr Nanrucxer.—Leaying the main 
whart at 9 A. M. on the little steamer Island Belle, we soon 
found ourselves plowing that beautiful harbor in which 
whale ships, long ago decayed, have cast their anchors. 
Steaming along past shores green to the water’s edge, starf- 
ling the pulls from their feed, and catching sight of an oc- 
easional flock of ducks, we soon reached out destination, 
the little settlement of Wauwinet, situated on a neck of 
land one-eighth of a mile wide and separating the bay from 
the ocean proper. After a little searching we found the 
proprietor of a whale boat who agreed fo give our party a 
chance at the exciting sport. Rowing one mile off shore 
we dropped our anchor in five fathoms of water. Taking 
Jines larger than a common clothes line, ending in a chain 
and an ugly looking hook, we baited with sea-perch ancl 
east out. A little waiting brought a call at the other end. 
Considerable muscular energy hauled to the surface a sand 
shark, that succumbed with beating on the nose with hickory 
clubs. The efforts of three men brought him into the boat 
and we placed his weight at. 300 pounds; length eight and a 
half feei, Our best catch was 2 man-eater, He was more 
gamy than the preceding and handled with more caution 
After using our lance frecly his motions ceased and our prize 
was hauled aboard; weight 275 pounds, length eight and a 
half feet. Compared with sand sharks our man-eater was 
much handsomer, with firmer flesh and better adapted for 
speed. Our catch comprised one man-eater, two sand sharks, 
and a harbor shark, Allowing our skipper the booty we 
returned, trusting that the excitement and labor expended 
would bring to our systems a good night's rest.—G. H, A. 

Buack LAkE.—Grand Rapids, Mich,, Aug. 13.—Among 
the many notes on fishing resorts furnished by your yarious 
correspondents, I do not recollect ever seeing mention made 
of Macatawa Park or Black Lake. Tt is only twenty-five 
miles from here, and is reached by the Chicago & West 
Michigan Railroad, at a cost of $1 for the round trip. The 
lake is only about a half mile from Lake Michigan, in conse- 
quence is swept by cool breezes, snd is an enjoyable spot for 
a sojourn during the warm ‘weather, A good hotel is now 
in running order, and board can be secured al very reason- 
able prices, from $8 to $10 a week. The waters abound 
with black bass, pike, muscalonge gud perch. The fishing 
has been rather backward on account of the high and eold 
water, but is improying rapidly. One day last week a Mr, 
Woodruff of this place canght during the forenoon a twelve- 
pound pike with a casting rod, and one of Hill's two and a 
half spoon bait, also a three and a half pound and a four 
pound one ounce small-mouth bass. Michigan abounds 
With good fisbing resorts, but I do not know of a place sa 
handy and easy of access where good sport may be bad as 
Macatawa Park,—Brz, 

i 

EE rT 

SALMO (COREGONUS) OTSEGO. CLINTON. 

Ace or Trour.—Mr. F. Hoyt, of South East, N. Y., 
writing in 1859 to the Cowntry Gentleman, said: “Can any 
one tell how long a trout will live? Twenty-five years the 
past summer I ¢ame on the farm where I now am. Almost 
the first work I did after getting in my spring crops, was to 
drain 2 bog swamp, the outlet of which leads into the Cro- 
ton River. Thad an old Scotchman to do ditching. One 
day he brought me a little trout fish about the size of a 
man’s little finger, in his whisky jug (by the by, we used a 
little on the farm then, and not sincethen). I put it into the 
well near the house, and itis there now, grown to a goodly 
size—say about a foot long, and large in proportion. It 
has been feed but very little; once im a while some one 
throws in @ grasshopper or cricket, to sce him catch it. The 
well is thirty feet deep, and water hard, and settles down 
nearly to the bottom, and then agein rises to near the top. 
He has been taken out a few times to clean the well, but not 
for the last five years. Friday last I got a grasshopper, the 
last one I expect to see this fall, and gaye it to him. The 
water is now twyenty-fiye feet deep, but it hardly touched 
the surface before he had it. If anyone has a fish older than 
mine I would like to know it.” The Forust ann Srrmax 
of Aug, 15, 1878, contained a note respecting a trout in a 
well on the farm of Jas. Sherman, in Onondaga county, this 
State. The fish was said to he thirty years old. 

Carp ty THE Housatonic. —It may be of interest to your 
readers to know that carp may be caught ad Wbitu in the 
Housatonic River, Connecticut, at least in that portion pass- 
ing through the town of Kent, Litchfield county. They are 
a “‘gamy” fish, aud as nice on the table as they are to catch, 
They bite very much like a trout. The writer on his return 
from an unsuccessful bass trip in the early morning to a 
neighboring pond on Skit Mountain (although afew days 
previously he Janded some nice ones—there are plenty of 
them, bul bass are a curious lot), haying seven lively 
“hloomers” left, tried, on his return, the river for a bass 
(plenty of them there). Result, seyen carp, average, half 
pound, ished about 300 yards and ran out of bait. They 
will apparently strike only liye bait. Have not tried fly, lut 
expect fo. Large ones have been caught below the Furnace 
Dam—two to three pounders. The riyer was accidentally 
stocked by the breaking away of a private pond or preserve. 
Kent is a small, quiet and peculiarly pretty village, supplied 
with reservoir water and a first-rate hotel,—J. M. H. 

* SALMON InN THE MerRiMAc.—Although living almost 
upon the banks of the Merrimac, I am unable to ascertain 
definitely the laws governing the catching of salmon with 
the rod in that stream, Your article in issue August 2 
prompts me to inquire if rod-fishing for salmon is free, and 
if not, what are the regulations? I have just returned from 
a trip to the southwest Mirimachi, Rained sbout. every 
day, and the water was high, but Isueceeded in getting 
eighteen good fish in eight days. Took a small diry-plate 
photographie apparatus along, and think IT haye some good 
views of the stream, which, when devéloped, will send you, 
Your correspondent, im same issue, omits to mention several 
iniles of rapids immediately below the outlet of Parmacheene 
Lake.—Jonn C. Ristern. [We know of no ‘‘regulations” 
which affect rod fishing for salmion in the Merrimac. The 
fish commissioners of your State can tell you if there are any, 
They are E. A. Brackett, Winchester; Asa French, South 
Braintree; F, W. Putnam, Cambridge. | 

Presipenr Antiur’s son Allan has made a brilliant rep- 
utation among the Canadians as a salmon angler haying 
succeeded in killing forty of these fish during his recent trip 
through the Dominion. Permission was granted him to cast 
his flies in the upper Cascapedia River; where, to quote a 
disciple of Ivaak Walton, he had an nnobstructed run of 
luck, as these waters had not been overworked by fishermen, 
His largest turned the scale at forty-five pounds. President 
Arthur’s record as a salinon fisher has been eclipsed by his 
son, who has an outfit second to none in the country. The 
Marquis of Lorne and the Princess Louise took considerable 
pains to make the young American feel at his ease while he 
was in Canada, and insisted upon his spending a portion of 
his vacation with them at Quebec. It was a suggestion of 
the Marquis that Master Arthur should fish in tle upper Cas- 
capedia, as the former had set if apart to be used only on 
pa occasions by his friends.—ASt. Jolin (N. B.) Telegraph, 
Aug. 10. 

TENNESSEE Nores.—Dyersburg, Aug. 13.—A rattlesnake 
was killed near here last Saturday and is now ‘‘stuifed” and 
on exhibition at Steyens’s flour mills, in Dyersburg, I have 
just seen him, and find him to be 6 feet 7 inches Jong and 
about 4 inches in diameter, with 19 rattles. Partridges are 
very abundant in this and adjoining counties. The real 
fishing season will soon be on us, and then for the black hass 
and white perch, which I consider at the head of the list. I 
want to shake hands with “An Old Fisherman’ in last issue 
for his advice about stocking ponds with the above instead 
of carp. Americans have tricd “Shanghai” chickens, Eng- 
lish sparrows, and now are trying the ‘‘measly” carp. As 
to the gaminess of the big and little-month black hass, there 
is no difference, but the striped bass lead them both, aud 
the grindle is considerably ahead of them all, 

Four anglers killed 108 salmon in five days in the North- 
west Miramichi, 

Tre Ovseco BAss.—We have been fortunate in obtaining 
the loan of a copy of DeWitt Clinton’s monograph on the 
“Otsego Bass,” with a plate of the fish, from our friend, 
Mr. James Eddy Mauran, and we reproduce it, Thosé of 
our reuders who are interestell in these matters will remem- 
ber that in our issue of August 17, 1889, vol, xix., p. 49, we 
published the monograph in full from 4 copy presented by 
Mr, Mauran, which had no plate. Ti was entitled: “Ac- 
count of the Salmo Otsego, or the Otsego Basse, In a letter 
to John W. Francis, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics and the 
Diseases of Women and Children in the University of New 
York. From DeWitt Clinton, LL.D., Governor of the State 
of New York. Printed by ©, 5, Van Winkie, 101 Green- 
Wich street. 1829,” 

Hasirs or Saeersyesap.—Johnusontowr, Va., Aug. 15.— 
On June 22, 1865, I was sailing slowly np Cherrystone 
Creek, Va..in my yacht; wind Jight, water smooth, and 
weather in the ninetys, and my first visit to those waters, 
when a school of sheepshead numbering between twenty and 
thirty passed slowly by us going down stream. They were 
so near the surface that we could sec them very distinctly, 
8o that there was no mistake in their identity. Now as | 
had never seen such a thing in the New J ersey waters, after 
an experience of over fweuty years, it struck me as singular. 
After I came here to reside my son saw the same occurrence 
several times in the sounds on the seaside.—O1Lp Foey. 

PENNSYLYANIA.—Hollidaysburg, Aug. 18,—Bass fishin 
on this branch of the Juniata has been for some reason 
neglected this summer. Probably the cooler nights of 
September will lure their majesties from the deep waters to 
which the summer heat has driven them, I hear they are 
qnite plenty over in the Raystown branch of the Juniata, 
some thirty miles from here, and a carload of jolly good 
fishermen leaye the last week of this month to spend a week 
orten days in camp at that place, They go by Penusyl- 
vania Central to Huntingdon, Pa., and thence by Munting- 
don & Broad Yop Railroad, to Cove Station.—X. 

A Mixep Lov.—The editor of the Fairport, N. Y., Herald 
has been fishing, The purty, as he tells us, was composed 
of ‘five lawyers, one carriace maker, one machinist, and one 
newspaper man. There were four Yankees, three Trishmen 
and one Jew. There were three married men, three bach- 
elors, and two who are very nearly getting to this latter 
point in the world. There are three college men, two had 
shorter but practical schooling, and the other three have got 
most of their education in practical life and in business, 
Two were about 27, one 29, three about 37, one nearly 40, 
and the ‘old man’ about 50.” 

Laker CHAMPLAIN.—Fishing has been poor in Lake Chatn- 
plain about old Fort Crown Point (where I spent my time), 
and nothing very gamy rewarded my skill. On Monday 
last managed to get about 100 of all sizes up to two pounds— 
perch, sunfish, pike and sheepshead. The sunfish were run- 
hing very large, and, while not extra for epicurean purposes, 
furnished a good dealof sport with a light Ay-rod. Punting 
promises to be good later on, us far as foxes are concerned, 
but the gray squirrels seem to have been killed off by the ex- 
treme frigidness of-last winter.—W. H, R. 

Brack Bass 1X Vermont.—Hust Berkshire, Vt,—We 
have plenty of black bass in the northern part of Vermont, 
at Massisquoi Bay, in Lake Champlaim; large numbers are 
being caught thissummer. Also at Franklin Pond, in the 
town of Franklin, they haye caught them within the Jast 
three weeks that weigh as high as seven pounds. A party 
from Boston caught six that weighed thirty-tive pounds, one 
day last week. Theyare canyht with the live minnow for 
bait.— Snip SNAP. 

Revsen Woop.—The friends ot ‘Unele Reuben” will be 
glad to learn that he has returned from England safe and 
sound, withall his honors. He is as bright and cheery is 
ever, and shows no sign of wear from the hounteous hospi- 
tality so frequently offered by the mauy new friends he 
found among the anglers of Great Britain. 

Lare® Briuprish.—lIpswich, Mass., Aug. 18.—Une diy 
this week Capt. Charles Norwood took five bluefish in Tps- 
wich Bay which averaged fourteen pounds each. One of 
the fish weighed fifteen and three-quarter pounds, and the 
five brought down the scales at seyenty pounds plump.— 
Essex. 

WHERE ts THE Trour Hoe Mepani—a pitty of hwo 
caught three hundred and seventy-five trout in one day, and 
drove eleven miles and back the same day. Nolone of them 
weighed over five ounces and most of them were about 
twenty to the poond,—S§stp Syap (East Berkshire, Vt.). 

A correspondent writes to Natwre: ‘tn March last was heing 
pulled off from the shore to H. M.S, Aimalaje in the harbor 
at Aden, when a fish jumped ont of the water over the boat, ° 
and in doing sq struck the hat of another officer and knocked 
itinto the water. When the hat was recovered we found in 
the hard felt a slit about four iuches m length, Unfortunately 
the fish escaped, but the impression of those who saw it was 
that it was some kind of garfish, and thatthe damage done 
wus inflicted by the beak. It ee ar to me to be about ten 
inchesJong. Itis obvious that had the ish struck my friend 
in the face or neck, or even in the chest, it might haveresulted 
in a fatal injury.” 
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Hishculture. 

THE WISCONSIN COMMISSION. 

HE State hatchery, situated at Mine Springs, tive miles 
from Madison, is now in better condition than ever be- 

fore, having been thoroughly repaired wnder the new superin- 
tendent, Mr. James Nevin, formerly in charge of the hatcheries 
of the Canadian Government at Neweastle, Mr, Philo Dun- 
ning, of Madison, is president of the Commission, as he has 
been for some years; and being near the hatchery, is com- 
pelled to do most of fhe work. The various lecislatures are so 
parsimonious in making appropriations, that the Commission 
is compelled to resort to every possible trick in order to save 
money. For instance, Mr. Dunning goes to the various rail- 
Way manacess, plants his chair by their desks, and sticks like 
a burr until free transportion of spawn and fry is obtained. 
This process of cutting off corners is carried by him in other 
directions with equal persistence. Snperintendent Nevin is 
not less economical. The liver necessary to feed the stock 
fish at the hatchery costs about 340 per month; but as the 
tungs of food animals can be had for nothing, and are raven- 
ously eaten by the fish, he drives around to the various 
markets end slaughter houses, and gathers as many of them 
as possible. This effects u saying of several hundred dollars 
per year, 

The Milwaukee Hatchery, notwithstanding all reports, is 
not to be abandoned. To successfully propagate lake and 
running-water fish requires different conditious, Whitefish 
and Mackinaw, or lake trout, cannot be successfully hatched 
in spring water, hence the necessity of the Milwaukee hatch- 
ery. ‘The spawn of these fish will hatch in about sixty days 
in spring ponds, but most of the try will die after heinz con- 
signed to the colder waters of Lake Michigan; the same with 
spawn. 

At the Nine Springs Hatchery there are fourteen ponds, 
arranged intwo chains, A map of either chain would look 
like a map of the great lakes, The first pond is on the side 
hill and contains the youngest fish. The next lower contains 
yearling fish, the next those two and three years old, and so 
on down. Thelast ponds are large. They lie atthe foot of 
the hill, reeeiving the waters from all the springs that open 
into the ponds aboye and contain “‘syrplus” fish, The “sur 
pine ponds are 103x200 feet in size. The springs forming 
hese ponds are large and their waters of a temperature ranz- 

ing from fifty degrees to fifty-five degrees Fahr. The pond 
now containing three-year-old California mountain trout is 
supplied by a dozen springs boilmg up from the bottom, and 
the clear oyertiow is about fiye barrels per minute, Below 
this pond is a ram which lifts water to the hatchery buildings 
and the food house, the meat choppers of which are propellad 
by an over-shot water wheel, the ram and wheel both being 
Bippellee by overflow water 1rom the same spring. 
The hatchery is supplied with both the Chase patent glass 

hatching-jars and the old-fashioned trouchs, The fommer are 
80 arranged that the water flows in from the bottom and out 
over the top, carrying off all dead and diseased cegs, 
The native brook trout spayus in the fall, November, De- 

cember and January, and the fry ave planted in the following 
spring. California mountain trout spawn in April and May 
and Mackinaw trout in the fall, The different periods of in- 
ubation are xs follows: 

Black bas3.. 2... .6.hsis ceeees AystaQaees wel ec 10 days 
Wal-eyed pike esses seee 0 ays 
German carp._, .. 10 days 
Speckled traut. fdte 75 days 
California mou 10 days 
Mackinaw trout, aed . 54 months 
4d 315] Me Se a . 446 months 

Speckled trout yield spawn when 16 months old, from 100 
to 150 eggs being the ayeraze; a two-year-old or a two-year- 
and-a-half-old trout yields from 600 fo 700, a three-year-old 
1,800, and a four-year old from 2,000 to 2,500 ezes, : 

Bass will not hatch at Nine Springs in less than thirty days, 
a5 the water is too cold. The spawn is therefore ta!en to an 
adjoining mill-pond. Whitefish and Mackinaw trout will 
hatch at Nine Sprmesin fifty days, because the water is too 
warm. Their hatching-time is in winter in their natural state. 
Lake Michigan during that time is full of floating ice, and 
therefore cold. The longer the period occupied in hatehing— 
up to the longest period required by any given fish in the 
natural state—the hardier will be the young fry. When 
Superintendent Nevin took charge of the hatchery he found 
trout, being hatched in fifty days by covering up the water- 
ipes an! troughs. Bad lick followed this rapid incubation, 
oremoved the coverings and admitted fresh air, occupied 

seventy days in incubatins and brought fourth fine, healthy, 
hardy fish with which he says he had the best ofluck, He 
says he will turn out 2,000,000 speckled trout next year, and 
4,000,000 one year from the coming spring. He expects to 
hatch 25,000,100 whitefish at the Milwaukee hatchery this 
winter. For this he will use the Chase jas exclusively, Ths 
whitelish spawn are obtained fiom Lake Michigan.—Milwau- 
kee Sentinel. 

CARP. 

HE following notes on the growth, spawning, edible quali- 
ties and manner of cooking German carp received from 

the United States Fish Commission in 1880, are published in 
the Bulletin of the United States Fish Commission. They are 
contained in letters to Prof. 8. F. Baird: 
To-day I can go to my ponds and catch carp of seven 

pounds weight, which were planted two years ago the 19th 
of this coming December. Several ponds have young fry in 
them to the amount of many hundred thousand each I went 
personally and put them into shallow water lying fair to the 
sun, with brush, stumps, and old roots to make places for 
spawning. IT have sown rice and transplanted water lilies, 
etc., to make shade and concealment for them. We have 
caught quite a number to test the edible qualities which all 
pronounce not excelled by any of our indigenous fishes, 

T always instruct the cook to clean them nicely; then wrap 
the fish in a linen towel, have a large kettle of water boiling, 
coil the fish neatly in the kettle and boil fifteen minutes, then 
turn off the water, remove to a haking pan without marring 
and put in the oyen, bake and then baste with butter stavy, 
A nice dressing could ocenpy the interior of the fish and tho 
space around the sides. If properly done it makes a dish fit 
for a king, or a hungry fisherman.—W. Van ANTWhRP (Moulit 
Sterling, Montzomery county, Kentucky, Oct, 31, 1582), 
My fish surpass all expectations in growth. They are esti- 

mated by the most competent judges to weigh four pounds. 
When I received them from you, Noy, 7, 1581, they were about 
two incheslong: Atter putting them in the pond I never saw 
anything of them until the 15th of June. Ithen commenced 
feeding them twice a day on bread and potatoes. I continued 
this until the middle ot July; then I commenced on sweet 
corn cut from the cob, They ate very fond of this, and come 
as readily forit asmy pigs. I still fed the scraps from the 
table, too, bul corn is their favorite. On the lith day of No- 
vember they bade meadieu until next summer, hey have 

, caused quife an excitement, and people cone miles to see 
them,—SaMcEL GILLESrIn (Millville, Butler county, Ohio, 
Dee, 14, 1442). 
About the middle of December, 1881, [received at Jackson, 

Miss., in good order, twenty carp from the United States Fish 
Commission, Wntortunately the pond intended tor their re- 
ception was stocked with other tish, suchassunfish, bream and 
eatfish, I undertook to drain it, and having procured a dry- 
oods box about two and one-half! feet sauare by twenty 
ncheés deep, I bored 4 Number of holes to allow the frea cir 

culation of the water running from a spring, I put a rock in 
in itto hold it down, also afew shovels of dirt. Then I put 
the carpin the box. They remained there eight days. I fed 
them on ciumbs of corn bread, I could see some of them 
every day and supposed they were doing well, bit when Tf liad 
drained my pond and it was ready for their recoption, [ was 
pureed in taking them out to find ten of them under the 
rock and dead, That left me but ten live fish, and two of 
them were sick, When I titrned them loosein the poud 
they swam slowly off into deep water, and have not been 
seen since. IT have two ponds side by side, with but a few 
feet of earth to separate them. Into the one where the hox 
was sunk [ put the conimon fish. While taking the carp from 
the box one of them accidentally fell in with the cats and 
bream. [had notseen any of the carp until the first day of 
the present month, when a boy fishing for the common fish 
caught the carp that had accidentally gob among them, ‘Nhe 
bait was a worm. [ measured his length, which was 12 inches 
from the nose to the parting of the tail, When putin the 
pond, about December 26, they were each of them about three 
imches long. In the cuse of this one it shows a gain of nine 
inches in length in six months. Of course, I put him with his 
own kind, Ihave notseen them, however, since they were 
put in, December 26, 1851, IT suppose they are dome well 
from the condition in which I found that one. For food I 
tive them ¢abbage leayes, lettuce, tomatoes, peaches, apples 
and corn bread. I discover small tish in their pond, I would 
like to know at what ave they breed, Jouy Yost (Brandon, 
Franklin county, Mississippi, July 30), 1882). 

CARP IN TEXAS. The Austin Stalesman says: Comis- 
simmer Lubbock has had remarkable success in his shipments 
in every instance Hl Paso isin El Paso county, which isseven 
hundred and twenty-two miles from Austin, Mr, Geo. B. 
Zimpleman writes from Hl Paso, Ang, 10. to Mr, Lubbock: 
‘Dear Sir: I arrived at El Paso, about forty hours Sfter 
leaving Austin, with my fish i very fine condition, not losing 
one. Ihave taken special care of them on account of the 
weather being very hot, and yery frequently the water 
bad. I changed the water whenever I had a chance, no 
matter how often, aud keptit cool with ice. I hayeno doubi 
from the way they are doing now that I will be suecessful.” 

To insure prompt attention communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest und Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS, 
September 4, 6, 6 and 7,—New England Pair Bench Show, Manches- 

ter, N. H, Charles A. Andrews, Superintendent, West Boxford, Mass, 
September 6, 7 and 8.—The Dog Fanciers’ Association cf Montreal, 

Canada, Sevond Annual Bench show. Entries close Sepl, 1. John 
F, Campbell, Secretary, P. O, Drajver 1.955 Montreal, Canada, 
September 11, 12, 13 and 14.—Springheld Bench Show, Spriuefield, 

Til, «J, Johnson, Secretary, 
Oct, 2, 3, 4 and 6.—London Beneh Show. London, Canada. Entries 

close Sept.19 Qharles Lincoln, Superintendent; John Puddicomle, 
Secretary; C, A. Stone, Assistant Secretary, 
October 2, 3,4and 6.—The Dan ury Agricultural Society's Second 

Annus! Bench Show. Entries close September 22.—H, Crofut, Presi- 
dent, Danbury Conn. 

Jan. 1, 2. 3, 4, 1864.—Meriden Poultry Assomation Bench Show, Meri- 
den, Coun. Joshua Saute, Secratury, Meriden, Conn. 

FIELD TRIALS. t 

November 19. 1883,—Wastern Field Trials Club, Vifth Annual 'Lrials. 
at. High Point, N. C. Entries for the Derby elosa July 1; fol the 
Members’ Stake, Noy 17; for thé All-Agéd Stale, Noy. 1, W. A. 
Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Long Island, N, Y. 
November 20, 1888.—Robin’s Island Clitb’s Second Annual Fiel! 

Trials at Robin's Island, L. 1., for members only. Entries close 
Sept.1, A. T, Plummer, Secretary , 
December 3 i8k%.—National American Kennel lub, Fifth Annu) 

Trials, at Grand Junction, Tenn. D. Mryson, Seeretury, Memphis, 
Tenn. 
December 8.—Gilroy Rod and Gun Club's Third Annlial Pield Tris 

at Gilroy, Cal.. for dogs owned in California, Arizona, Oregon and 
Nevada Entr’es close Dec, 2. EB. Leayesley, Secretary, Gilroy, Cal. 
December 10.—New Orleans Gun Clab’s Southern States Field 

Trials at Canton, Miss. Entries closa Dec. 9, J. K. Renaud. Secre- 
tary, New Orleans, La. 
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“AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER.” 

Chee intending to register their dogs in the next number 
of the American Kennel Register should send them in 

at once, as only those will appear which are receiyed before 
the first of the month, The pedigrees should be carefully ex- 
amined before sending, and to avoid mistakes all names 
should be written plainly. 

MONTREAL DOG SHOW. 

eee is the premium list of the second annual 
bench show of the Dog Fanciers’ Association of Montreal, 

Canada: Rough deerhounds, bloodhounds, foxhounds, bea- 
gles, otter hounds, basset hounds, dachshunde, spaniels, Span- 
ish pointers, Dalmatians, clumber spaniels, Sussex Spaniels 
Norfolk spaniels, cocker spaniels (other than blac), English 
shepherd dogs, smooth-coated collies, Pomeranians, Labra- 
dors, bulldogs (under 25 lbs.), buldogs (over 25 lbs.), smooth- 
coated St. Bernards, French poodles, Maltese dogs, retrievers 
(fat and wavy-coated), Mnglish pugs, hull-terriers (under 16 Tbs.), 
bull-terriers (over 16 lbs.), white English terriers, Bedlington 
terriers, Scotch terriers, Airdale terriers, Lrish terriers, dandia 
dinmont terriers, prick-eared Skye terriers, drop-eared Skye 
terriers, Yorkshire terriers (silver gray), King Charles spam- 
iels, Blenheim spaniels, broken-haired terriers (under 7 Tbs 
broken-haired terriers (over 7 !bs.), and barhets, dogs $3 and 
42, bitches the same; greyhounds, Nnglish pointers, English 
setters, Irish setters, Gordon setters, black cocker spaniels, 
Trish water spamiels, 1ough-coated collies, Newfoundlands, 
twastiffs, rough-cvated St. Bernards, fox-terriers, black and 
tan terriers (over 7 lbs.), black and tan terriers (imder 7 Ibs.). 
Yorkshire terriers (blue and tan, oyer 7 lbs.), and Yorkshire 
tertiers (blue and tan, under 7 Ibs), dogs $9 and 35, bitches 
the same. Best cage of rough-coated terrier puppies, and 
best cage of smooth-coated terrier puppies, not less than 
three, 33 each. Special prizes, requiring no entry fee, will 
be offered in nearly all of the classes. The secretary informs 
usthat the first prize willbe made $5, in all cases where 
the winning animal comes from adistance, Mr. James Watson 
Watson of New York will judge all of the classes. 

: 

THE SPRINGFIELD DOG SHOW. 

i gece will be a bench show at Springfield, 0l,, wmeder the 
auspices of the Springtield Wair Association, commencing 

September 11, and holding four days; Charles Lincoln is super- 
iotendent. The premium list which will be found helow is 
hberal, and undoubtedly the show will prove a success. Wol- 
lnwing is the premium list: The cha‘npion prize tor English, 
Irish and blacx and tan or Gordon setters and pointers is $1a 
tor dogs, bitches the same, In the open classes, dogs, 515 and 
$5, bitches the same, English and Irish setter puppies, dogs, 
Sf and 88 Blacz snd tan Gordon setter and pointer puppies, 
dogs or bitches, the same. Champion jeld spamels (any color, 
uuder twenty-sight pounds) and cocker spaniels (any color, 
under tyenty-di¢ht pounds), doxs or bitches, $10; open 
classes, dogs or bitches, $1? and So, puppies, dues or bitches, 

$5. Chanipion Trish water spaniels, dogsor bitches, champion 
medal; open classes, dogs, $10 and $5; hitches the same; 
Champion fox-terriers and collies, champion medal; open 
classes, dogs or bitches, $10 and $5; puppies, dogs or bitches, 
silyer medal, Champion pngs, dogs ir bitehses, champion 
medal; open lass, dogs $10 and silyer medal, bitches the 
same; puppies, dogs or bitches, silyer medal. Mastiffs, St. 
Berbards, Newfoundlands, greyhounds, deerhounds, fox- 
hounds, beagles, dathshunde, bulldogs, bull-téerriers, black 
and tan terriers (over seven ponnds). Dandie Dinmont terriers, 
Bedlington terriers, Skye terriers, Scotch terriers (hard— 
haired), trish terriers and Yorkshire terriers (blue and tian), 
dogs or bitches, $10and $5, Toy terriers and King Charles, 
Biimbhein or Japanese spaniels, dogs or bitches, $10, and silver 
medal Miscellaneous class, dogs or hitches, $7 and 53. Mr, 
James Watson, of New York, will act as one of the judges. 
the others will be aumounced ooh. Hntries close September |. 

THE LONDON DOG SHOW. 

HE premium list of the London, Ont., beuch show, com- 
Mencing Oct. 2,15 as follows: 

Mastiffs, dogs, $16 and 35; bilchesthe same. Rough-coated 
St. Bernards, dogs or bitches, the same. Smooth-coated St, 
Bern irds, dogs or bitches, the same, WNewfoundlands, dogs or 
bitches, $10and $5. Champion greyhounds, $10; open wlass, 
dors or bitches. 31) and $5. Champion Englishsetters,dogs, $15; 
hitches the same; open class, dogs, #15 and $5) bitches the 
saiie; Puppies, dogs, $7 and 33; bifches the sama Champion 
black and tan or Gorflon setters, dogs, $15; bitches the same; 
open class, dogs, $15 and #5; bitehesthe same; puppies, dogs, 
Sy and $4; bitches the same, Champion Irish setfars. dogs, $15; 
bitches the same; open oluss, dogs, 215 and $9, bitches the 
sume; puppies, dozs, $7 and 34; bitches the same, Champion 
pornters, any weight, dof or bitch, $15; open class, dogs, $15 
and *5; bitches the same; puppies, dogs or bitches, 57 and 33. 
Chanorian Trish water spaniels, dogs or bitches, #10; open 
elass, dogs, $10 and 35; bitches the same. Retrieving spaniels. 
other than Trish, field or cocker spaniels, dogs or bitahes, $7 
and $3, Champion field spaniels, any color, over 25 lbs,, dogs 
or bitches, S10; open class, do 4 or bitches, S10 and $). 
Champion cocker spaniels, any color, under 28 ibs,, dogs or 
bitches, $10; open elass, other than black or liyer, dogs, S10 
and $5, bitches the same, Black or liver, dogs, $10 and $5) 
bitches the same; puppies, field or cocker, dogs or bitches, a7 
and $8. Foxbovnds, dogs, $1) and 34; bitches the same. 
Beagles, dugs, $10 and $5; bitches the same, Champion fox- 
teriiers, dogs, $10; bitches the same; open class, dogs $10 and 
$5; bitches the same; puppies, dogs and bitches, $5. Cham- 
pion collies, dogs, $10; bitches the same; open class, dogs, S10) 
and $4; bitches the same; puppies, dozs or pitches. $5, Bull 
dogs, dogs or bitches, #10 and $5. Bull-terriers, dogs or 
hitches, $10 and $9, Black and tan terriers, over 7 Ibs., dogs 
or bitches, $10 and $5, Dandie Dinmont terriers, dogs or 
bitches, $10 and $5, Bedlington terriers, dogs or bitches, 310 
and $5. Skye terriers, doga or bit¢hes, $10 and $4. Hard- 
haired Scotch ferviers, dogs or bitches, $10 and #5. Sik or 
broken-haired terriers, dogs or bitches, $10 and $5, Trish ter- 
riers, dows or bitches, 5)0 and $5. Yorkshire terriers, dogs or 
bitehes, $10 and 55, Champion pugs, dogs or bitches, $10; 
open class, dogs, $10 and $5; bitches the same; puppies, dogs 
or bitehes, $5, Toy teirivvs, other than Yorkshire, 1nder 
T1bs., dogs or bitches, $10 and 35, King Charles, Blenheim 
and Japanese spaniels, dogs or bitches, $10 and 5. Miscel- 
Igneous, dogs or bitches, not specified in the shove classilica- 
tion, three prizes of $5 each, Champion deerbounds, dogs ar 
bitches, 320. Open class, dogs or bitches, #20 and $10, Fol- 
lowing are the 

. SPECIAL PRIZES. 
A—Best mastiff dog or bitch, felt hat. value £3, 
B—Best Sh. Bernard dog or bitch (rough or smooth coated), 

mnbrella, valne $5.A0, 
’ O—Greyhound dog or bitch, hammock or fishing rod, ab the 
option of the winner, value $3, 
b—Best English settor dog, Rentincton reyolyer, value 55. 
H—Best English setter bitch, lunch hasket, yalue 36, 
¥—Best English setter dog or bitch puppy, under 12 mouths, 

fishing rod, yalued at 34, _ 
G—RBest Gordon setter doz, pair of hunting boots, yalue $5. 
H—Gowlon setter bitch, boxing gloves, value fd. 
I—Gordon setter dog or hitch (Lo be judged by the Malcolm 

standard), cash #10, 
J—Best Irish setter dog, pearl handled reyolyer and box of 

cartridges, value Sit, ‘ 
i—Best Trish setter itech, box of cigars, valne $4. : 
L—BSest Ivish setter dog puppy, nnder 12 months, pair of 

brushes, in leather case, value 55. 
M—Best Irish setter bitch puppy, wider 12 months, $4, 
N—Best pointer dog, gentieman’s traveling companion, 

value $4. y 
O- Best pointer bitch, box of vizars, value 3a. 
P—Best pointer puppy, dog or bitch, wider 12 months, flask, 

value 32. 4 by 
Q—Best Irish watar spaniel, dog or bitch, gold pencil and 

pencil holder, yalue $4, Q 
R—Best field spaniel, over 28 Ybs., dog or bitch, croquet set, 

value 35, ¥ 
S—Best cocker spaniel, wuder 28 ihs., dog or biteh, box of 

cigars, value £5. ‘ J 
T—Best foxhound, dog or biteh, pair of rubber] boots, 

valve $6.50. 
U—Best beagle, dog or bitch, concertina, value #2. " 
V—Best; fox-terrier, dog or bitch, thai has never previ- 

ously won a tirst prize, sills umwibrclla, value 34. 
W—Best pair of ftox-tervier puppies, under 12 months, 

silver oup, yalue 312. : , 
X—Best collie, dog oy bitch, spool of barb wire fencing, 

yalue $10. 
Y¥— Best bulldog or bitch, felt hat. 7 . 
%—Bost bull-terrier, dog or bitch, hox of cigars, value $4. 
AA—Black and tan terriers, oyer 7 Tbs,. best dog or bitch, 

pair of opera sl ppers, valle #2. . 
BB—Dandia Dinmont teriiers, best dog or hitch, doll’s 

carriage, value ft. ‘ f 
CC—Bedlington terriers, best dog or bitch, silver 

value 33, ‘ 
DI)—Irish terriers, best dog or bitch, flask, value 52. 
BH—Skye, or sik and broken-haired turriars, best 

biteh, dog whip, value 32. , 
i'—Best pug, doe or bitch, silk umbrella, yalue #5, 
GG—Best kennel of fnglish setters, to consist of nol less 

than five. to be entered and owned by one individual or a 
club, cash $15. f 
HH—Best kennel of Irish setters, to consist of not less than 

five, to be owned and entered Joy one indiv-dunl or elub, 
cush $13, ; 
ii—Best kennel of pointers, to consist of noi i.s= thon five, 

+o be owned and entered by one individual or ~~, cash 315, 
JJ—Best kennel of cocker spaniels, under 2b lbs., to consist 

of not less than tive, to be owned and entered by one indi- 
vidual or a club, one dozen ivory-handled leitives, value $7. 
EK—BRest fn lish setitar, doz or butch, owned and entered by 

a resident of the United States of America. 
HOGS OWNED IN LONDON AND SUBURBS. 

LiL—Best English setter dog, gold and silver medal, value 
S20, 
‘ MM—Best English setter dog or biteh, wader 20 months old, 
sheoting-vest, value #10. ; 
NWN—Best Enelish setter bitch, pair of shooting-pants, made 

to order, yalne 59, : ; 
OO —Best bull-terrier, dog or bitch, owned by a resident of 

the eounty of Midd.esex, Ontario, sugar-cuved bam, value $3, 
PP—Best Gordon setter dog or biteh, meecrsthaum cigar and 

cigarette holder, value $10, 

goblet, 

dog or 
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@—Best pointer dog or bitch, gun cover, value $8, 
{R—Besth hel sh setter puppy, the get of Prince Royal, 

‘Varo Shaw's Book on Dogs,” 
SS—American Cocker Spaniel Club gives $11) cash for the 

best vocker spaniel, dog or bitch, owned and exhibited by a 
qneinber of the clib, 
The entries for all special prizes are free, and no entries are 
eek to be made, but all dogs must previously have been 
entered in the regular classes, butall will have the opporkinity 
Lo compete, upon notification to. the secretary before the judg- 
ing takes place, bul it must be distinctly understood that the 
awards made in the rerular classes will, as far as possible, 
goyern the 4 ards in the special classes. and no re-judgin 
will take place except where it is necessary, Ib is expecte 
that more special prizes will be given, if so, they will bo duly 
announced through the papers. 

Entvies close September 19, 

DOGS AND CRITICS. 

Tthiter Forest and Stream; 
Over a Month ago, one Friday evening, at about eight bells, 

as Isat upon the beach here, with field-elass in han, watch- 
ing a big, wholesome-looking schooner, with reefed canvas 
dashing away ito the white broken beauty of the fretted 
Atlantic, and wishing with all my heart I was aboard of her, 
a {viend cate down and handed me my copy of your journal 
of the 12th of Maly. 
T am always glad to receive Formar anp Srream. It tells 

me sotmuchofinterest. Butthis particular number contained 
javo of the vaciest, host vulgar, and pointless letters in the 
way of personal attackon meéit has been my misfortune to 
read inalons while. They were signed respectively, “O, F, 
Land J, 8, Niven Twassorry tohaye my musings inter- 
ripted by such reminders of the utter emptiness of some 
men’s brains. Mo! ches at that pleasant dreamy hour when 
ploaming was yielding to gloom, came ‘memory with sad 

es” to linger at my side and tell me of dear dead days. Of 
old yachting days, ere Thad made my home beyond the Sier- 
rés, andaway by tha sunset seas, days in which T loved to 
woo the waters when they reveled in their strength, and the 
wiuds iu their freshness and freedom. The great sea, the 
tired, sobhing sea, faultless us a flower, stretched beyond 
mie, Ut had Ween in a complaining mood all day. And 
although the ona solitary schooner within vision deemed 
it wise to shorten sail, cach Successive breaker that 
came with blanched lips to murmur to the sand at my 
feet seemed fentler than the last. Its voices were more 
subdued. For the sea hath its voices too, even as there 
is the him of the woodlands, and the undertone of the air, 
Have you uot heard them, weird and full of music, at the sol- 
emn, soophing, sunset hour, wher alone, all alone on the deep, 
after 4 friendly haad-clasp, or & kiss from beauty on a dis- 
tant shore? Did not tender rainembrance summon round you 
the faces of the loyed and lost? And bow like bells in chime 
these voices sounded, soft and low, and sweet and comforting! 
And then how evand and awful, when the tempest went ont 
to conquer, and strove in battle with the terrors of the night, 
and your ship, bruised and buifeted, shivered in agony like a 
fiving thing—how terrible those voices sounded, and how you 
longed for bic herald of the morning! And when the dawn 
kindled into day, and you beheld the gates ajar through 
which its reagent came gloriously, and the wind grew silent, 
and the fnzer of sleep touched the waters, did you not hear 
4 murniuring from afar stealing along the face of the deep, 
and sounding as iti were, like the melody of many whispers 
from the weariad sen, asit a great hymn of joy came from 
ita throbhine heart, giving thanks for peace and rest? 
Thive heard these myriad yoiees so often, have been now 

soothed. and now thrilled with them, yet I will tire of them 
neyermore, And it seems to me siich a sudden and disagrec- 
able shock to tun trom nature and hercharims, herinfluences, 
where all is noble, generous and lofty, to hear and yead the 
ae rene puerile assaults made upon me by one J. 8. Niven and 

T detest to indulge in personalities, exceph some one need- 
lessly, recklessly andina virulent manner assails me or my 
motives. Then, if the editor will publish all I say, my pen 
will not rnst, and my motto will be, “Lay on Macduff, and 
damned be he who first cries. hold, enough!” 
T believe in discussing pleasantly with the pen all sorts of 
uestions, just as L belicye in public debate between poli- 

tical opponents. In the latter case, men don’t call 
nely Haines or hurl base insinuations at each other. 
They are too close together, and it might not be wise, 
even if prudent, But on the subject of dogs and heneh shows 
a man offers opinions politely, and with purest motives, and 
out comes a sae ot yelpers, who howl at him derisively 
from behind signboards and fencesand corner-grocery barrels! 
Why can’t men who have anything true and sensible to say. 
say it without using offensive personal allusions, or hurling 
vindictive innuendoes} Why can't they advance their views 
in civil language, jusiias two intelligent and cultured oppo- 

nents for a eubervatorial seat would do, were they discussing 

national affairs in the presence of their constituents? Why 

dow't men write over their own names? This cam be done, but 
itis not, Some of us who differ as to the rare personal beau- 
ties of certain breeds of our dogs, and say se distinctly but, 

jot rudely, and who never refer to their masters ly word or 

hint, are madeto believe that we have changed our identity, 

and whereas we were onee Known as gentlemen by our 

friends, we ate now meéiamorphosed into liars, tricksters, and 

follows without souls big enough to be danimed with! We 

read some of these porsonal flings, then look im our mirrors, 

find we have the same faces, forms and hair, and lost in 

amazement, fail ntrerly to solve the conundrum! Several of 

my good friends, well posted on dors, say they will not enter 

into writing their yiews, for the simple reason that Low they 

respect themselves, hut some irresponsible or tiasked scrib- 
blers will come to the front, and reply to them in such a vein 
as (o almost succeed i convincing them their souls have gone 
into the bodies of jackasses, wolves or patent-medicine ven- 
ders! It is thus that brutes impose silence on the delicate and 
refined. I feel a little miffed to-day (other and mpre impor- 

tant matters have prevented earlior reply) because [have been 
rudely assailed without rhyme or reason, by “QO. F. L.” and 
J. 8. Niven, he who has been so mercilessly slaughtered 

by Mr. C. H. Masou in this week's paper, This particular pair 

seb before us no argument, Personal allnsions und qnsinua- 

tions are not argument. They rather savor of envy or jeal- 

ousy, and both of theze are the tributes or homage that 

inferiority pays 10 brain, These writers do not disprove one 

sinele word I wrote #bout the Maybench show. ‘hey appar- 

ently know little or nothing of canine merits or demerits, as 

neither has attemptad ta answer my statements intelligibly or 
intelligently. Both seem to prefer to descend to personalities, 
as untounted in fact as they are clumsy in expression. Are 
these writers the hired bravos of timid exhibitors, or a hard- 
hit and drowning judge? Scareely, Mr, Hditor, could you 
have piven these effusions a careful reading, or meth nks they 
would never haye been admitted to your hospitable columns, 
T began my letters to your paper with “malice toward none, 
with charity forall.” Tiound fault only with the dogs shown, 
not with their masters, or their masters'allies or confederates, 
‘And now come fiercely these two and call me names, who 

never heard of or did harm to them. 
Tealled certain exhibited dogs ‘ta wretched lot.” And so 

they were. [twas truth, hard, solid truth, no matter how 
many bench shows it ani Loye of my own counury 
prompted me to say it, aud bo try to ne tih if, so that_pro- 
gress could be made in waking ours the best dogs, 0. FL.” 
Says nota wotd which disproves me, but takes up his poj 
gun, loatls her under the wing of nizht, and call me an 
*‘Anglicized American |” That's really very amusing. A friend 
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atiny side, who knows ine pretty well, and still recognizes me, 
is laughing heartily as I read him Mr. L.'s allusion to me, and 
éxclanns, ‘Why the devil don't the fellow disprove whut you 
say without calling names!” Igiveitup as a conundrom, [ 
answer. If your valuable and interesting correspondent will 
have the goodness to re-peruse my letiters, especially the 
second, aud can iu serious argument convince any sensible 
thinking man that I aman ‘Anglicized American,” simply 
because I find more merit in the bench-show qualities of cer 
tain English dogs than in ourown, then can that distinguished 
twister make his fellowmen believe the orb of night is made 
of verdant limburger, 

In England they can show one hundred racehorses where 
We can show one, and haying more tio choose frqm will natu 
ally beat us more times than we beat them. Because Thomp- 
son discoyers this, and says it, is it any good reason that 
Brown wust say that he is “Anglicized? ‘they have dogs 
over there in the same proportion numerically. Nov, because 
Jones thinks for the reason that they have devoted nore at- 
tention and care to breeding than we have, and because they 
have more leisure to do it, therefore he concludes most breeds 
of English dogs are better than ours, is it a great display of 
intelligence and discernment on Smith's part, to lire away at 
Jones for being ‘“Auplicized?? Becanse Mr. Herbert Spencer, 
—one of England’s foremost thinkers—came over here 
and traveled, then retummed to his own home, and expressec 
his wonder af our resources and progress, in all that tends to 
mmake a nation’s wealth and grandeur, and becatse he said wa 
were the greatest of nations, is that any reusou his English 
friends, who don’t agree with him, should ery out against him 
as an “Americanized Englishman?’ Aimagain, Mr, *‘O. F. L.” 
Your shot fell short of the mark so far as I am coucerned, and 
your conclusions are illogical. Perhaps if we twain had our 
records examined, the laurels of patriotism might not encircle 
your brows. 
You may not he a man after all, how can I tell by your 

initials? And if you are one ot the dogs [ found fault with at, 
the show, and chose ‘'O. F. L.” as your name, which means 
“old, faulty Laverack,” themhave I not one word to say, for 
T condemmed you, and you bark buck atme, But if you are 
4 man, you should récollect i made no allusion to you, or any 
awner of dogs, personally, and if you simply wanted to be 
disagreeable without being sensible on should be 
aware that politeness is the curb which should hold your 
worser self in check, and you ought to have kept 
silence accordingly. As regards the “holding up” of the 
greyhound Friday Night, so that his hind less were spread 
apart, that is a mere niatber of fancy, andif the judge did not 
like it, he could have objected. I will auswer you franldy; L 
don't believe in “yanking” dozs up and down and ull over the 
ring, either by head or by tail, but rather would have them 
stand naturally, I trmst thisis a courteous reply to that part 
of your letter Wherein you question me. Is it not more polite 
than the way in which you put the query? “Gurth’s lesginess, 
adding to his magniticent height” you putin quotation marks, 
as if charging Somebody with saving it. Not from my pen 
didit come. I think ‘‘lezeiness” almost ruins adoe, and jaye 
so recorded my opinion. In fact, I was fair and frank enough 
to find as many (if not more) faults with my own dogs as 
vue those of anybody else, notwithstanding they were always 
Tso, 
The lust clausein your letter, wherein I am charged with 

being “disagreeable” is, to say the least, more pointed than 
polite, more emphatic than elegant, It only gives me painful 
assurance that ‘O, F. Ll.” isasmuch of a novice m courtesy 
and sensible argument, as he is in canine lore, “Manners 
maketh man,” William of Wickham (ar Wykeham) said, 
Will they ever make one of “O. W. Lt 
A few words now about one J. 8 Niven, twin hero with 

Mr. Kirk, of Mr, Mason's noyelette last week. He has gone 
along mile out of his way to throw miud at me personally, 
Never to my knowledge have I trodden on his toes or intruded 
on his privaty, He isanunknown quantity to me. And 
until Mr, Mason held up his portrait to my gaze, 1 was un- 
aware such an individual had “local habitation or a name.” 
Now that I knew he is in the flesh, when he disproyes anything 
Thave written, and convinces me heis a practical judge of 
dogs, I will talk with him on paper. We never could hold 
communion any other way. All I can say is, if he has been 
solicited to take pen in hand and lauuch personalities at me in 
Mr. Kirk’s defense, sither asa man ora judge, and hur! defi- 
ance at me because I uttered the naked truth, then is he en- 
gaged ina yery poor and unmanly business. 
T will quote some of his personalities, and ask from you, Mr, 

Editor, the privilege of a reply, I will be as little personal as 
possible. @ writes, in referring to me by name, as follows: 
“Tn his criticisms on the dogs and judges of the late New York 
show, he has succecded in bringing himself pretty prominently 
into notice, and if he wished to advertise his dogs and kennel 
free, I think he has succeeded beyond his utmost expectation, 
and Mr. Muson ought to pay him in part.” 

Mr. Bditor, in “days of old,” this would have been held as 
pretty tough language to overlook. Butin the present pacific 
state of the awe,there seems to me only two ways of treating 1b 
—either by replying im kind,and so as not to be misunderstood, 
or by entire silence, that contempt which is like the hot iron 
used in branding criminals; iss imprintis almost always In- 
delible. I rather choose theformer. Let me say to your cor- 
respondent that it has never been my object to gain any cheap 
notoriety by expressing the opinions all gentlemen have @ 
right to éxpress 1n a free cone where courteous speech or 
letter is not forbidden, When Thad the pleasure of being in- 
troduced to you, Mr. Editor, you politely intormed me you 
would be glad to haye mé give my views of doxs penerally im 
your columns, and once asked me at the bench show to give 
them of those exhibited there, especially, I veplied that, as a 
lover of these friends of man, and one who had in leisure 

hours marked well their ways and attributes, it would give 

me pleasure to do so, when the mood took possession of me. 

Tt was very far from your ileas, Tam suré, and equally dis- 

tant from my own. to seek thus to bring my personality “ito 

notice,” A. public life of some years in a distant State, needed 

no “advertisement” in your paper, & paper devoted to sport 
afield and afluat, to all those manly and athletic exercises 
which develop muscle and brain, and to intercourse with na- 

ture, which breeds noble sentiments and slays all petty preju- 

dices. My object was simply and courteously to invite 

attention to defects and needed remedies. I courted 

no publicity for myself, but did sign my name to the letter, 

as [nearly always-do to any ting 1 publish in the newspapers, 

forl loathe and detest whatever savors of concealment, oF 

masked batteries. And here let mo say that I wish there was 

a law compelling men who wish to appear in print, to do so 

over their true names, An honest man need neyer be ashamed 

of his name, and a fair stand-up combat in the open. My 

theme was “Bench Shows,” and once or twice T tried pleas- 

antly and good-humoredly to relate incidents in my personal 

expérience, supposing innocently they would lend 4 little more 

interest to my communication. Becuuse {did this a writer in 

a contemporary journal, who has been hard-hit, accuses me of 

“oiving a precious life-history of myself,” and J... Niven en- 

deavorsto follow suit, with a trifle less of venom. Apropos 

of this man’s allusion in a contemporary to ay letters on 

yachting of several yeal's ago inthe Spinit of the Times, he 

says, rather gleefully, that 1 “abandoned the controversy, 

which he had taken great pleasure in following. Yes, I de- 

clined publishing my letters in the Spirit, when the editor 

would not print all i said, and gave them to the Herald at Mr. 

Bennett's request, and my accomplished oppouent did not 

fire the Jast shot. My colors were never haoled down. but 

were simply flown elsewhere, and any time that same Oppou- 

ent, and thoroughly accomplished yachtsman, desires to “have 

another go” upon yachts or yachting, he wall find me ready tor 

the fray, personalities barred. T prefer those face to face, 
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To return to Mr. Niven. He answers my statements as to 
the defective qualities of some breeds of our dogs by no atgu- 
Tant to upset my opinions, bnt charges that I want to “adyer- 
tise my dogs and kennel free!” Hovwy I'd love to reply to this, 
Mr. Editor, according to my feelings, if you would only prom- 
ise to print my words. Let me, however, pacifically respond 
that Thaye no ‘kennel’ at present. Some time ago I parted 
with most of my dogs—retaining only four or five for eom- 
panionsin my walks and rides. In your journal I advertised 
certain of my dozs for sale months ago, and paid all detnands 
upon me for the valuable space occupied, as receipts testify. 
The dogs disposed of were too well known as prize winners 

to need any “free advertising,” Besides itis notusual, I be- 
lieve, for gentlemen to stoop to amy low tricks of this land, at 
least amone those [ have the honor to call friends, Mr, Niven 
must be thinkine: of Ins owh associates. In this connection 
allow me to say that although I haye owned dogs from earli- 
est boyhood, | neversold but oneinmy lite before [sold Gurth, 
Mayor of Bingley, Benedict and Young Bill, to Mr. Mason, 
That dog I seld to my esteemed friend Mr, Hester Wallack, 
many yeats ago, when I was about saying “good bye” to New 
York. Ihave given away in my Jife more dogs than I have 
fingers and toes, never kept a kennel for profit (wish I had 
nov). and never in wy life took a studfee, although repeatedly 
importuned to make my kennel ysefulin this way. 1 might 
do that now, as it seems to be quite the thing, in all circles, 
Being about to change my vesidence again, unexpectedly, I 
had no place to keep the dogs tamed above, and accepted 
Mr. M.'s offer for them in response toa paid adyertisement. 
Two of them he had originally owned. Now, sir, is this a sufii- 
se answer to a vulgar insinuation, made in a very vulgar 
way 
Again Mr. Niven states that he hag always understood that 

if a doz’s hair was ‘‘clipped" it was ‘“‘faking,” and exhibitors 
were disqualified for it, Well, if thatis so, then all the bull- 
terriers and white English terriers at the bench shows over 
the sea are ‘faked,’? and should be disqualitied, Their long 
hairs are “clipped” off close—generally even shayed offi—from 
the inside and outside edges of their ears, snd «lot more than 
that, too, and their “whiskers” and the underparts of their 
tails are ‘‘clipped” likewise. Many of these dogs are owned 
by some of Albion's most famous and respected men among 
gentry and nobility. In no single instance have lever heard 
(nor has J, 8. Niven) of one of these “clipped” or faked” dogs 
of the breeds referred to being ‘‘disqualified” for this prepara- 
tion. But I, for one, don’t believe in it and never will, 
although itis s0 uniyersal a custom. Ina square and explicit 
manner the reason was given in «4 former letter why the cau- 
dal appendages of the little terviers were ‘‘clipped” at the late 
New York show. One would have reasonably concluded the 
explanation would be satisfactory to amy gentleman, And so 
T think itis. Any more from meabout “faking” is unneces- 
gary, my truly beloved Niven, after Mr. Mason’s fearful 
exposé of a, an of your name in last week's paper. That was 
truly a bombshell, and so. startled me even, that my neryes 
havescarcely recovered from the severity of the shock. if 
was aS unexpected as ib was terrible. Figures are figures, and 
facts are facts, cold, cruel and pitiless, They don’t lie. The 
scalping-knife did ite work cleanly and well. In attending 
Mr, Niven’s funeral. while properly impressed with the sol- 
emnity of the occasion, as I lift my hat, I can but gaze with 
admiration at that little srave, so powerfully builded and 
cemented by that cunning master mason’s hand! 

Sir, I am now more lirmly conyinced than eyer that my 
criticisms were tight, and just and true, because some inter 
ested individnals, both in the shows and the judging-ring, cry 
out so yehemently againstthem, The brilliant French author, 
Alfred de Musset, says that ‘Verity is nudity.” Indeed in is, 
and a repulsive nakeduess to those who have their owil ‘axes 
to grind,” and their partivular ‘fish to fry.” And so ‘good 
night” to Niven, 

In your journal of June 28a letter appears over the signa- 
ture of “Boss,” which savors a little of prejudice against me 
because I dared to express my opinions. Tt is keenly sareas- 
tic, if not eloquently so. Voltaire says that “Prejudice is the 
reason of fools,” and as [am quite certain Boss” would not 
eare tohe classed with them, | beg him to ake the trouble to 
rée-peruse my letter of June #1, aud he will discover that I ad- 
vised therein that many judges be chosen for bench shows for 
the various breeds of dogs, as it was my opinion no one man 
is vapable of doing justice to several classes, say as many as 
six or seven. Why, then, does he propose me as the ‘judge ot 
all the shows held by the Westminster Kennel Club?’ Did I 
pretend to any extraordinary knowledge vf the subject upon 
which I wrote? Did l interfere with the profits of the W. EK. C. 
because I told thetruth and struék a blow forprogress? DidT 
tread upon the toes of ‘Boss’? If so, L regret it. 
I tried to get men who love dogs and show them, 
to disbelieve all the rubbish they saw in some papers about 
the ‘‘prand qualities” of their animals, and to discover the 
fact that improvement was essential. Tor this T am sarcas- 
tically invited to ‘Gudge hereafter at all shows.” Thank you, 
“Boss, thank yon, 1 believe in the first letter IT wrote to 
FOREST AND STREAM, ny intention was expressed never to 
act asa judge at a show, for the reason that I dir not desire 
to give offense toany exhibitors. and no honest man can so 
olficiate without inducing anathemas on all sides. When 
“Stonehenve,” “Dalziel,” Idstone,” Vero Shaw, and others ac- 
complished in canine lore, wrote their books, did ‘Boss’ suy- 
gest to each and all of them, in sarcastic letters, that they 
inew “too Inuch” and had better ‘judge at all future shows?” 
Topine not. They took pen in hand evidently from honorable 
motives, Is it nat possible for a fellow American to helieve 
the same of a worys homo upon this subject, who has no 
motive but a patriotic one, in finding fault and suggesting 
remedies? My dear good ‘Boss, my vary funny Boss,” my 
exceedingly satirical ‘‘Boss,” was it to amuse some of your 
fellows, or the general public, and to eam the name of 
“smart,” you wrote us you did? Well, my amiable ‘‘Boss,” is 
not thata very sad ambition for a man who thinks? But 
perbaps you never do. 

Permit me now to have the pleasure of replying, briefly as 
possible, to Mr. J. F. Kirk in your issne of July 4. Mr, Kirk is 
a venial-faced gentleman, with whom T had avery friendly 
conversation at the W, K, 0.’s bench showin May. He im- 
pressed me as 4 man who was thoroughly pood-natured, and 
us Evee from alice as ha was charming in his smile. I am 
sorry that mxy letberin your number of May 81 so acted upon 
him, as to haye caused hit to write atme asif f had done 
liim a personal injury. I was merely saying what any trath- 
ful, frank-spoken lover of dogs should do, that is, finding fault 
where fault existed. and endeavoring to awaken slespy owbers 
to the necessity of inspection and repairs. Why should Mr. 
Kine lush himself into a raze, and fancy he was wronged he- 
cause 1 condemned some breeds of dogs and because [ told the 
simple, wivarnished truth wbout his ayweard of a spaniel 
prize? There is far more merit in subduing a passion than i 
avenging a supposed injury, and Mr. Kirk might have tamed 
his fiery steed before he tried to wnhorse me, What he says 
does not harm me, It only recoils on him. But I will char- 
itably suppose He was under the infinenea of abnormal excite- 
rent, perhaps the lingering effects of some convivial occasion, 
or ayen of a disordered liver when he hfted his pen tor my 
sake, and so [ will not indulge in like personalities. 

Mr. Kirk does not pretend to disprove « siigle word of mine 
about the marits of the criticized dogs. In your issne of 
August 16 Mr, Mason paints a pictie of Mr. Kirk in Bis 
capacity as a judge and of his knowledge of dogs which is 
indeed disagreeable to contemplate. Now, while YT can 
indorse every word of My. Mason about Mr, Kark's want 
af dog-howledza and his consequeht incapaciby to judge, 
and while | believe it my duty, as a loyer and owner of dogs, 
to write down auy attempt on the part of one so deficient, to 
eyer again exercise his talonts in the ring, I do not desire to. 

-— 
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unnecessarily add one single stroke ta the punishment so mn- 
sparingly pauiiee by Mr. Mason, He has given facts, and they 
ne for themselyes. Twill not therefore decline to notice 
Mr, Kirk or his letter in reply to nine, which I well could do, 
since he has been so laid bare by your correspondent’s scalpel, 

T choose rather, a5 faras I am concerned, to let him down 
easy, and reply briefly to certain portions of his letter of 
duly 5, Twill make Mr. Kirk an offer. 

Lwill give two silver enps as prizes to any two of the ex- 
hibited pointers found fault with by me, if Mr. Kirk can pro- 
duce them before our yision, and | will likewise agree to re- 
tract in writing in this paper, my disparaging words, if, when 
putto the vote of any five disinterested men, my comments 
and critivismis are nob considered just and true. I wili make 
shia offer also concerning any other breed that was exhibited 
at the sane time in New York, and about whose character- 
istics IT made objection, Remember it is the bench show 
points [ mean—not the field qualities of sporting dogs. They 
many talk in the field in five languages for all Teare, ‘These are 
not calledin question. It is their shape and their style in the 
ring I am discussing. My. Kirk’s comments upon that grand 
dog, Mayor of Bingley, are so wonderfully well disposed of 
hy Mr. Mason, that there is nothime left for me to say, 
Reted, utcerly discomtited, horse, foot and dragoons, Mr, 
Kirk's best policy is—silence. He refers to a dog he considers 
atypical Newfoundland, Let him produce him, and if the 
present owner of the Mayor will lend him tote, we will get 
them together side by side, and I for one will be quitesatistied 
to abide by the judgment of any of the other judges who offici- 
ated at New York in May last, as to which is the bether speci- 
men of the gentine Newfoundland, We can both join in the 
expense of a silver cup, and donate it to the yictor, Strange 
how this excellent and eccentrie gentleman did once think the 
Mayor the “grandest dos of his type he ever sayy.” but as soon 
as] criticise his knowledge of dogs in the judging ving, bang 
des a Stone at the poor unoffending animal who happened at 
the time to call une master. 
How strange, too, that the author of the Kirk and Niven 

exposé should have discovered in the former the same pecu- 
liariliy I did, that ownership in dogs made a difference in his 
judgement! The tithe was when Benedict was the “grandest 
spaniel of lis kind he ever saw!” Since the dog called me 
master, he is simply “a good one.” Well, indeed, may I ex- 
claim with that ilistrions son of France, Sainte-Beuve. “Oh, 
nude truth! oh, true truth! how difticult thou art to find, and 
how difficult to utter.” Some men, indeed, Mr. Editor, are 
mide as much of tongue asis a fox ot fail. Mr. K, asks me, 
because | find « sreat—yes, a very great—difference between 
Norfolk and black field spaniels (which I am astounded he 
has never known) to “tell the public all I know of 
spaniels, and they will sit at the feet of Gamaliel 
and get wise.” That’s funny, very funny! Indeed one 
might say it is Closely allied to wit, and no doubt produced 
shouts of langhter inthe camp of the Kirk. All 1 can answer 
is, that many vears ago I was the owner of several genuine 
little liver and white cockers, weighing not over eighteen 
pounds, and see nothing nowadays to eclipse, or eyen to equal 
then, either in sppearance, compactness, general style, or in 
their merry, joyous ways. ‘Their backs were much shorter 
than the modern black ficld spaniel, legs a trifle longer, coat 
hy nomeans curly, andin one of them quite straight. For 
yorlcon land or in water they were marvels, especially as re- 
trievers. Lobtained two of them from the late Mr. Francis 
Rutler. Others I bred to the number of four. They were 
the most conipanionable, intelligent dogs I ever oyyned. 
Gladly would I see this heautiful, phicky, hardy, affectionate 
little cocker more poral with us. Once attached to his 
master, there is no thicket so dense he will not penetrate ib; 
no water so ronzh he willnot venture out to obey that master’s 
idding. Again, let us tell Mr. Kirk there is almost.as much 
differences between a black field spaniel and a Norfolk spaniel 
as there is behivean a setter and a cocker, both as regards size, 
reneral contour, color and intelligence. Mr, Kirk should read 
upon this question, ater he has taken his hat off to Mr. 
Mason, and when other and more important matters will 
afford lim leisure. There is no use for me to sive a deserip- 
tion, Let him consult the yarious authorities, Besides, if 1 
ive in writing my own portrait of a Norfolk apaaieh some 
land and considerate scribe, whose politeness has lelt his man- 
ners bo take refugee in his clothes, might, in language more 
zraplic than ornate, accuse me of Knowing too much.” 

lamyetting wary now. Mr. Kirk says {“‘could not stand 
his criticism of my dogs.” There’srichness for you. Why, 
may dear boy, | aided you in your microscopic investigation ot 
the merits of those prize-winners, and in their castigation. I 
even told you of detects your own keen orbs had not detected, 
Re-read iny letter, please. Ihave, atleast, the merit of frank- 
ness, woich you should acknowledge, no matter how much 
you may be prejudiced against my appearauce in these col- 
Tmns ae a teller of truth and a hater of shams. Though how 
the truth-telling and sham-hating can hurt or affeat the com- 
hined interests of the sensitive secretary of the American 
Coeker Spaniel Club and judge of these dogs at all shows, I 
failto sce. My pen doesnot pick his pocket, does it? Then 
how do 7 injure him? The pages of this paper, as I under- 
stand, are open to expressions of opinions. 1 will give mine in 
the interest of no clique or club, or ring. In the cause of 
iripth and prosress, not carihg one penny whose feet I tread 
on, I propose to speak out, and in a future letter may say still 
more that is true. In concluding this part of my letter, 
let me, in the kindest way, suggest to Mr, Kirk that it 
does not scent quite the thing for him to occupy 
the position of secretary of the American Cocker 
Spaniel Club and accept the office of judge of all 
that class of dogs at nearly all the shows. A mild pro- 
test on the part of the growing number of exhibitors of these 
jerry and wanton little fellows, it seems to me, would bein 
order against this dual exercise of talent, Mr. Kirk may be 
an excellent and gentle man. I certainly found him a very 
genial one the few moments Ihad the honor of conversing 
With him, but as a judge of dogs, and especially non-sporting 
dogs, L think we haye aright to ask the managers of bench 
shows throughout the country to appoint one of greater Enow- 
ledge and more practical experience than he can possibly pos- 
sess, Ag an owner andexhibivor of dogs, I for one feel that T 
have aright to sped plainly onthe matter. AJl lovers and 
breeders of our four-footed and faithful friends, T am quite 
sue, will agree with me. I address myself to those who are 
not seeking notoriety, bub who with all heartiness desire im- 
provement and progress. Mr, Kirk’s isa prominent name as 
a judge at bench slows during the last two years without 
doubt. But he should remember that a great name without 
merit is like an epitaph on a collin, 

In this connection let me ask a very important question. 
How were some of onr present judges at shows selected? 
Where was it first demonstrated that these particular gentle- 
men had had a varied and useful experience, and were more 
accomplished in knowledge of the canine vace than others? 
Referring to setters and pointers and spaniels, a man may 
have heen a successtul and brilliant sportsman. MWemay haye 
bageed more game than any of his fellows. But does this 
alone entitle him to, judge om dogs as to their bench-show 
qualities? Why, sir, I have heen atield with men whose dogs 
were yeritabla mongrels, yet staunch and active, true and 
obedient, and gifted with wonderful noses, These men were 
cousidered exemplary sportsmen and were remarkably good 
shots, yeb | have heard them boast about the “beauty and 
style” of their halt-breeds, until bystanders actually did he- 
lieve these animals were the truest type of their respective 
‘lyssus! If you were here now [ could show you two or three 
such men whose word isluw. Themen lwant to see act ae 
judves are those who own the best specimens of their breed, 
who have always owned them, who would own uo others, 
whose dogs always stand frst, and whose taste is 80 critica, 
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that’ no inferior specimens, either in head, body, legs or 
tail, could possnly get even he, Such men as these 
will raise the standard of judging, because they know 
just what they seek themselyes. Don’t let 4 man 
judge who has neyer owned or bred the best and 
truest types of the breeds he is chosen to five judement tipon, 
And yet we have seen men stand as autocrats in the judging 
ring, giving their prizes to one breed and another, who haye 
neyer owned or bred specimens of those classes ih 
theirlives! Tf you want names [will give them. Get mastiff men 
for mastitis, St, Bernard men for St. Bernards, setter men for 
setters, pointer men for pointers, and so on down the whole 
list. So will we progress, and lift higher the standard. To 
illustrate: At the lash New York show, Chesapeake Bay dogs 
were first shown, Gentlemen were chosen to judge them, 
who probably had never seen ten Chesapeake Bay dogs in 
their lives. Now, why not geb somebody from that region, 
who knows all about these dogs. who has bred them for years, 
or owned them, to come on and judge, eyenif the expense is 
considerable? Better thus, than to lave any errors made and 
perpetuated. There are a great many thiags might be said 
abont the office of a judge at shows, facts that haye come un- 
der my own observation, but | do not wish to be personal. I 
believe in bench shows, but all L can say is, that unless higher 
standards in many classes are adopted, and judges more criti- 
eal, discarding entirely where true merit isnot displayed, our 
exhibitions will be utterly worthless. They will even be pro- 
ductive of harm, for the reason that they will serve to per- 
etuate a sorry type of animials, both useful and ornamental. 
have already taxed your patience too long, butvinterest and 

ealmestness in nry subject must solicit parilon forme. In my 
next letter, if you will permit ime, I will zive response to some 
others who are waiting their turn without doubt, and will 
have something to say about the field qualities of cur dogs, 
and proposed matches, STuARD TAYLOR, 
Soure Hampton, Aug. 18. 1883, 

STATUS OF THE BULLDOG. 

Kditor Forest and Stream: ' 
I did not suspect that in my gossip about dogs and other 

matters in a previous number I should stir up a friend aod 
patron of bulldogs, but it happens that TI did, and in your last 
number ‘‘Hemlock” takes me to task for assigning the buil- 
dog to a rank in society asT assertedin sympathy with thah 
breed of dogs. ‘‘Hemlock” objects to the assumption because 
he has personally taken to breeding bulls. e says what 
right have I to cast a slur upon the little band of breeders of 
bulldogs? Now, one swallow does not make a summer, and 
the fact that one or two or eyeh a greater number of gentle- 
men have taken to breeding them don’t necessarily remove 
the general character and association of the dog. 

T have known gentlemen to do a great many singular things, 
and run after strange gods and goddesses, and suppose I 
should not be surprised to hear of a gentleman taking to bull- 
dogs, which he has of course a perfect right to do, but don’t 
think the fact is going to do much for the dog; you can't 
change his nature. His specialty is fighting, and all his in- 
stincts are brutal, and in the way of accomplishments pig 
retrieving is the sum total Ido not consider him a fit assoai- 
‘ate of the noble setter or pointer, and I ama little surprised 
to find a gentleman of ‘‘Hemlock’s” evident intelligence so 
falling from grace as to go from setters to bulldogs, but that 
is his own affair, 
When he says I probably donot know « bulldoz when IJ see 

him, he pives me credit: for a yery limited degree of dog 
knowledge. It is because I do know them that, while lam a 
general lover of dogs, I do not like bulls. They have no dis- 
crimination; they will turn on their masters as readily as on 
any one else. I will give Hemlock” an instance: A friend 
fearing burglars purchased a young bulldog, with which he 
cultivated intimate relations by feeding him daily and petting 
him, during which period the ungrateful little cuss snapped at 
him twice and biti him severely. One evening; he went to the 
theater with his family, letting the dog loose in the yard, 
When he came home the dog would not permit him to enter 
thegate. Coaxing was useless, the dog refused to recognize 
pis master’s voice, and my frend had to go toa hotel and 
Sieep. 

Tatanice Wo. 2: A friend, like ‘‘Hemlock,” struck out for a 
new sensation, and one day picked upa hali-starved young 
bull, took him home, fed him, pen: ered him, and made much 
of him. One day the dog wandered up into the street in front 
of the door. Along came the pound man (dog-catcher), He 
came for the dog. My friend interposed, dog-catcher becaine 
impudent, Friend, being on the shoulder, struck ont and 
Janded the dog man in the gutter, but he sprang up and came 
for my friend, and a lively tussle ensued, and what does this 
ungrateful, ugly brute do but sailin and take a band in the 
Aight, but, as you might naturally expect from the lovely 
characteristics of the breed, he took sides with the dog man 
and against the master that had fed, protected and cherished 
him, and seized him by the calf of the lez, and tore and 
chawed, while my friend was polishing off the dog-catcher. 
But when he had settled him and saw and felt what his pet 
had been up to, he turned onthe man again, saying, “I've 
licked you for trying to take that dog. Noy, confound you, 
Pll liek you again if you don't take him. My fmend was 
summoned before the police justice and was fined 310, the doz 
being bound over to keep the peace (piece he had bitten out), 
Now, “Hemlock” can have my share of such brutes. [know 

em from the days when they took the seat of my trousers 
out when | Slimbed uw fence for an apple—and [don't like their 
kind. Ii '*Hemlock” thinks he can cleyate the breed by his 
individual efforts, all right, but I am inclined to think he will 
have to go down to the dog. 
My article was not intended to be exclusively about dogs, 

merely a gossip about things erceee dogs, gins, etc, Tdo 
not profess to know it all but | have perhaps bred as many 
dogs of all kinds (bulls excepted) as “Hemlock,” and spent as 
much money at it, with no thought of profit, Ask Gen. 
rook, Col, Biddle, Major Jim Lord, U. 8. A., and lots of 
other old army assoviates what they know about my dogs. 
Ask Horace Swith, through whom I precited many a Gordon 
setter, I still assert that owners of bulldogs generally, and 
asarule, are a class ot gentlemen much affecting the lower 
order of amusements, The exceptions, as there are to all 
rules, may be ‘the small band” that ‘‘Hemlock” speaks of. 
among which 1 am willing to include him, but I am sorry to 
find him there, sorry to see such & case of demoralization, 
such a fall from setters to bulls. Itis enough to make angels 
weep to see a gentleman in such company. PODGERS. 

TEXAS.—H any of your readers have hunting dogs (other 
dogs ure of no account) which may have bevonie infested with 
fleas, alow me to tender my receipt. Shred a plug of com 
mon smoking tobaveo into an empty quart can; fill with 
water and let stand tor twelye hours; thin roll up your 
sleeves and sponge the dog thoroughly with the water in the 
ean, being careful to reach every part of his visible anatomy 
with the small sponge, and saturate his hair completely. Now 
stand cleat and let him shake himself, and then tie him up 
oyer night; m the morning a short swim-willremoye all traces 
of the odorous wash. If your kennel is kept clean after this, 
your dog will be httle bothered with the pests, The washing 
with the solution is 200 a, pleasant job, and is no improvement 
to the anmal’s appearance, but the operation is a very short 
abe wud the bath next day remoyes wll traces from the dog.— 

HORSE SHOW.—M2, Charles Lincoln, the well-known 
superintendent of dog shows, has beén appointed superin- 
tendent of the International Horse Show to be held at Madi- 
son Square Garden hext October. His address is 52 Broad 
street, New York, 
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WHERE IS OLD TUG? Mr G. Chornian has had in his 
Possession for a time a Gog which, although by no means 
vicious, had heeome addicted to barking ot teams and peflps- 
trians as they passed along the street, much to the amoyance 
of its owner, who had tried to break him of the habit. Pailin, 
in his teachings, Mr.-Chorman decided to put the dog onto 
the way, and, thinking a trip over the falls the most effective, 
proceeded early Sunday morning, with fhe assistance of one 
of his employes, to drop him into the river from the cente 
of Goat Island bridge. Bidding doggy good-bye as he Aoated 
down the rapids, he retnmmed hone; but doggy would not 
hayeit thatway. During the afternoon a stranger, walking 
across the new suspension bridge, obseryod a dog under the 
bank, and notified the gate-keeper at the American end of the 
bridge, who with His glass recognized the dos, and, knowing 
that he had been sent over the falls, notified Mr. Chorman 
that the dog was below the hank, Later in the day Mir 
Chorman went down the melined railroad, but could noi find 
the animal; but carly the next morning his sou went down, 
and s0on discovered the dog, who secimad as frisky as though 
nothing had happened. All at once the dog has become the 
hero of the hour, and will now be allowed to remain and live 
ont the full measure of his days.—Niagara Malls Gazette. 

LONDON BENCH SHOW. — Kditor Forest and Stream: 
We haye just received circulars from the Grand Tronk R. R. 
in Canada, and from the local committee of passenger agents 
of the Chicago Wastward bound roads, which include the Bal- 
timore & Ohio, Chicago & Atlantic, Chicago & Grand Trunk, 
Chieago, St. Louis & Pittsburgh, Lake Shore & Michigan 
Southern, Michigan Central, New York, Chicago & St, Louis, 
Pittsburgh, Ft, Wayne & Chicago, agreeing to carry dogs free 
to London Bench Show if properly boxed or crated, and ac- 
companied by owners or care-takers. —C. A. Stonn, Asst, Sec. 

DANBURY DOG SHOW.—The Danbury Agricultural So- 
ciety of Danbury, Comn., will hold a bench show in connec- 
tion with their annual fair the first week ju October. Last 
year, although but few dogs were exhibited, the show was 
quite an attractive feature of the fair, and the assiciation 
have wisely concluded to adopt it as a permanence, 

KENNEL NOTES, 

NOTICH TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes ars inserted in this column free of charge. ‘To astra 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the Pellowing par- 
ticulars of each cimetls 
1. Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed. buyer or seller. 
3. Sex, 7, Sire, with his sire aud dam, 
4. Apge,or _ 8. Owner of sire, 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam, 

of death, 10, Owner of dam. 
Allnames mist be plainty written. Communication on oe side o 

paper only, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
ee See instructions at head of this column, 
Londons Pride. By Me. J. W. Siienpidge, London, Ont. for brie 

beiton English setter biteh, by Mr. AH. Batley Hartison’s London oul 
of his Dawn. 
Chicora, LiL I, Dawn I. and London Star. By Ma. J. W. Hume 

pidge, London, Ont,, for bios belton inglish setter hitehes, whelped 
June 18.1885, by Disk Laverack (Thunder— Peeress) out of Londor’s 
Tride (London—Dawn), 

Oly. By Mr. J.W. Humpidge, London, Ont,, for lonon belton Kng- 
lish setter bitch, whelped June 18. 1884, by Dick Laverwel (Thiinder— 
Peeress) out of London's Pride | London—Dayn). 

Queen Bess and Katydid UU. By My. KH, Wisher, NeW bedford, 
Mass,, for black and white English setter ifches, whalped June 17, 
1993 (Dash 1f.—Katy did). 
Phiiger. By My. UH. Hedeman, Brooklyn, N. Y., for blue bellon 

English setter dog, whelped March 10, 1883, hy Ebiparor Pred (AK. RB. 
88) out of Polka (A ICR. 115), 

Paris Queen. iy Mv, Geo. W. Proctor, Gloucester, Mass., for ble 
belton English setter biteh, whelped June s0, 1840, by Paris ott of Miss 
Twilight (Thunder—Twilighp), 

Fictor, red, Joe aad Rock. By Mr. R, 0. Westlake. Olyphant, Ps, 
for ved Ivyish setter dogs, whelped July 9, 1883, by Ronald (lluho— 
Rose) onto? Nelly B, (A.K.R, 248), 

Clip, Dolly D., Louise, Gypsie tind Jessie, Try My. R, 2, Westlake, 
Olyphant, Pa,, for red Trish setter bitches, whelped July 0, 1853. by 
Ronald (Elecho—Rose) out of Nelly B. (A. KR, 28), 

Cash Boy. By Mr, John H.Sea, Providenue, Ry I, for black and 
white licked Kinglish setter dog, Wwhalpect May 1, 1843, by Oashier 
(Dash 1,—Opal) out of Flake (Druid—Swaze). . 

NAMES CHANGED. 

Le see instructions at head of this column, 
Count Harvard to Count tHadson. Blue belton English setter dar, 

whelped Jan, 24, 1k82 (Royal Blne—Modjeska), owned by Mr, Geo, W. 
Proctor, Gloucester, Mass. Has 

122" See instructions of heud of this volunin. 
Medeu—Dush TIT, My. Cyrus D. Foss’s (Boston, Mass.) black sail 

white English setter bitch Medea (Pride—Bule) to Mr, A, ML. Tucker's 
Dash II1., July 27. 
Juno—Dash I, Mr. Hartshorn's (Boston, Mass.) English eebtor 

bitch Jumo (Lelaps—Belle) to Mr. A, M. Tucker's Dash 1., dnie 24. 
Dora Ii.—Dash TT. Mr. Ei. Brown's (Bostem, Mass.) English sether 

biteh Dora IT, (Roek—Dora) to Mh. A, M. Tucker's Dash UL, June 37- 
Lassie—Sensation, The Westminster Kennel Club's imported 

Renae bitch Lugsie (Bang—Belle) to their chanipion Sensation, 
Aug. 14, 
Zanetta—Barg Bang, Mr. W. F. Todd’s (Portinod, Ma.\lemonand 

white pointer bitch Zasetta (Sensation pe eote the Westminster 
IKcennel Qub's imported Bang Bang, Aug, 12, 
Minnie—Prince Roney. Mr, ©. A, Boxers (Winnipeg. Manitoba) 

Trish water spaniel biteh Minnie (Dandy—Judy) to Prince Barmey 
(Barney —Lady). : 
Darkie—Obo Wf. Mr, Jolin Daly's (Salmon Walls, N, HH.) black 

Pears spaniel bitsh Darkie (A-K-R, 250) to Oho TL. (Obo—tChlop IT,), 
Aug, 7. 
Wag awd The Wesiminster Kennel Club's pointer biteh May 

(Tramp—Bess) to champion Tramp (Sensalion—Psyecliv), Aug, 2. 
Daisy Laverdek—Prince, Wir. James A, Goodsell's(New York) Hug- 

lish sétter bitch Ween Layerack (‘Thiunder—Peeress) to his Prince 
(Pride of the Border—Petrel). 
Ponna—Dash CH. Wor. Chas, A. Packard’s (Bath, Me.) Enelsh pet- 

tar bite Donna to Mr. A, M, Tucker's Dash LT,, Arie. &. 
Rhahe—Dash I Mr. A. M. Tucker's (Charlestown, Mass.) Snglish 

setter bitch Rhothe (Rock—Dora) to bis Dash IU] , Aug, 2. 
Feort I.—Paris, Mr, CG. A, Boxer’s (Winnipeg, Maniloba) lemon 

and white Euglish setter bitch Pegre I. (Gladstone—Ferort) lo cham 
pion Paris. 4 

WHELPS. 

ES See instructions at heal af this colwnn, 
Reeta. Mr, — 1. Martin's (Wilmington, Del.) red Lrish setter biteh 

Reeta (Kleho—Vire Ply), Aup, 10, thirteen (five dogs), by Mer. Win. A. 
Pierte’s Glencho. 

Dide. Mr. J. Hayes’s (Boston, Mass.) red Trish setter biteh Dido 
(Grouse—Pegey), a 12, one (bitch), bh; Ruby (Hieho— Rose), 
London's Pride, Mr. J. W, Humpidge's (London. Ont.) English 

setter biteh London’s Pride (London—Dawn), June 18, sec(one log}, 
by Dick Layerack (Thunder—Perress). 

SALES. 

=> See instructions ut head of this col. 
London Star, Blus belton Wnglish setter bitch, whelpert June 1h, 

1883 (Dick Laverack—Londou’s Pride), by Mr, J, W, Humpidge (Len- 
don, Ontj to Mr, §. Turner, sama place. H 

Queen Bess. White, black and ticked English setver hitch, whelped 
April 17, 1883 (Dash 1—Katydid), by Mr. 8, H. Wishen, Jr. (New 
Bedford, Mass.) to Mr, L. 'T. Wield (Wall River, Mass.), ; 
Katydid I. Black and white Inelsh setter bitch, whrlped April 

17, 1868 (Dash 111.—Katydid). by My. 1. AH. Wishen, Jr, (New Hedford, 
Mass.) to Mr. Bugent A. Austin (Providence, R. I.). - 
Dash WL—Kelydid whels, English setters, whelped April 17, 

1992, by Mr: EK. A, Wisher, Jr. (New, Bedford, Mass.).e brown anu write 
dog to Mr, B, L, Hurd (Sebuylerville, WY.) and a Muck and wuibe 
bitch tu Mv, Walter M, Barnes (Fall River, Mass.) 
Price Pleobus, Black and white Enylish setter dog, Whelped 

April 2, 1880 (‘Tam O'Shanter—Pime), by Mul Fi, ba Iryieple (Stran- 
rier, Bug.) to Mr. 7. G, Davey (London, Ont.) 

DEATHS: 
GE” See fustructions at head of this colunin, _ 

Tell, Liver-pointer acted years old (Dash, Jr—WNell), owned by Mr, 
J, J, Turner (Baltimore, Md,), 

—————x<x 
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Black Gem. Black eaclker spaniel dog, 10 months old (Oho—Chloe), 
owned by Mr. G. W. Leavitt, Jr. (Boston, Mass, }. 

PRESENTATIONS, 
=" See instructions wt head of this eohemn. 
alti. Blue belton Bnglish setter bi ch, vi ee June 18, 1883 

(Diek Layerack—London’s Pride), by Mr. J. W, Humpidge (London, 
Ont.) to Dr, Sutton, same place, 

EXCHANGED. 
Ee—See instructions cut head of this column. 
Beon—Negress. Mr. Geo. W_ Leavitt, Jr, (Boston, Mass ) has ex- 

changed his black spaniel Beau, 4 years old (Bob—Nell\, with Mr, J. 
F. Wirk (Voronto, Ont.) for bis black spaniel bitch Negress, 7 years 
old (A, K.R. 184), 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

> Noe Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

H. M., Augusta, Ga.—Joe, Jr., was bred and is owned by Mr, M. C. 
Campbell, Spring Holl, Tenn. Heis by Dr. Jarvis’s champion Elcho 
and out of Buck, Jr.. she by Joe and out of Buck. 
W. R. T., Washington, D. C—Keep your puppy as free from ex- 

citement as possible, and gradually accustom him to strange noises 
and sights, and he will probably onlgrow his neryousness. 

R. C,, Toronto, Ont.—f; is impossible from your description to de- 
termine tle cause of the deafness. There may baa morbid growth 
within the passage, or if may be the resuli of a severe shoele to the 
auditory nerye, Carefully examine and write us again. 

Quan, Boston, Wass.—1. Carefnlly examine the ears of your dog, 
and if there is any foreign substance remove it, Wash them out 
with tepid water and wrife result. 2. Mixing shot of different size 
will cause the charge to scatter, but you cannot depend upon eveness 
of pattern, 3, Show your gun to Schaffer, of Elin strbel, who will 
be able to advise youas lo the practicabilifyof shortening the barrels, 

Aifle and Crap Shooting. 

MUZZLE vs. 

Editor ovest and Stream: 
1 have read the M. L, ys. B. L, discussion solong that 1 want a finger 

inthe pie. To make the matter short and logical, [premise that if a 
M. L, rifle has superior shooting qualities to a B. L., then when you 
phenes that same M, L, to a B. L, its shooting qualities are im- 
aired, 
That is the plain theory; now forthe facts. As a practical gun- 

maker, 1 have in the last nine years changed over fifty M. L. rifles to 
wi, L. Three of them were for my own use; one wasa 284nch twist, 
824nch barrel, which Teut down to the “converse groove,” and put 
on @ star action, using the Government style of 45-70 cartridge. 
This gun had the flattest trajectory of any rifie 1 ever saw shot using 
W0ers, of powder 
Another was a gain twist—Rudolph, maker—that I purchased at 

Alton, 11.. which Lused during my 2,000-nile canee trip on the Mis- 

BREECH. 

sissippi River in “67, aud was as true a weapon as | ever laid cheek 
fo. When Ll went to Colorado in ‘721 changed it to a B. L, Ballard, 
oll style. breech using a44-bc. {. shell. I found that whereas as a 
MM, L. 200yds, was the extreme practical limitof its range, when trans- 
formed, sing the same rifling as before, it bad a practical range of 
H00yds., and yet at short range shot exactly as wellas when I barked 
equine on Boeuf Bayou.in Arkansas, loading from the muzzle— 

ok. Dy 
Now for a poimt or two in regard to what some people call judg- 

ment, as applied to firearins, more particularly to rifles—I call it 
“whim.” When T was yea “eallow kid’ in far down East.1 often 
met man who ware full of solid logiesl talk, aye, and write tioo, who 
could prove to you beyond 4 doubt that no perecussion-lock gun could 
shoot as well as a flint-lock with its fouch-holeto admitthe air behind 
the charge of lead. Yotit was buta few years ore I saw all of those 
old pling oan to percussion. 
Next came the breech loading guns, and J may say that the general 

introduction of the breech-loadiig vitie dates from the close of the 
war, when many of the hoys tool’ home with them a 20in, carbine, 
coarse of sight and leayy of pull, and in many instances heavily 
overcharged with lead, ia say uothing of the state of the inside of 
the barrel after a three on four years’ campaign, Of course the boys 
were wont lo braze about ‘the shots I made in_ the army.’’ and were 
at length taken ont by some old hunter with a 30 to 48in. fine- 
sighted hair-trigger, muzzleloafing vifie, to shoot 7 or Wiyds. Is 
there aby man who knows a gun from a bootjack who would not 
know which man to pnt his money un? And after the trial was over 
the word went through the region round about, “A breech-loader 
tan't begin to shoot with a muzzice-loader.”* 
Just as much was the altered flint-lock, with its ¢ylinder set. almost 

at the front end of the charge, andits rough, honeyeombed old har- 
rel, doing execution in the rear equal to an army mule, onan equality 
with a fliutlock in good order. By the way, I never heard any fault 
found witha rifle tbat had been changed from flint to percussion. 

T have seen a gunsmith take a 6 ov 7ft, twist barre! and transform it 
toa breecl-loader, aud use a 34 or 7gm. ball. I defy any person to 
hit a flock of barns from (he inside with such a weapon using an 
elongated ball, Buf the verdict is, “Tt ruins a muzzleloader to 
chauge it 40 a bresch-loader,’ I have refused to change over one 
hundbed muzzic-loauing rifles to breech-loaders because there was 
not sufficient twist to hold a lovg bail straight, Lhavea lin, Bal- 
Tard of .22cal. and 91bs. weight, with set tmggers, which has an accu- 
rate range of 250yds, of % still day with a Jong .22 cartridge, 1?5yds. 
with a short 22, and bids with & ball cap. We have split bullet 
after bullet on uw lonife-blide at S0yds. Now L would like to see the 
220al, muzzle-loader that will come up to What performance, with the 
same length of barvel and charge of powder and lead. I once owned 
a d8in. .32eal, muzzleloader that would shoot as well for S)yds.; over 
that distance thera was no more cortainty than with a bow and 
arrow. 
Thesame unequal chances aré applied te the shotgun. A chea 

714-pound 80-ijeh barvel, 12 or 14-gauge breech-loading shotgun wit 
old corroded brass shells and loose fitting wads is puf im the field on 
a wild goose or duck hunt, against a9 or 10 gauge a7 to 42ineh 12- 
ound to 15-pound niuzzle-loader, and so the evy goes up, “a breech- 

fonder can’t begin with a muzzle-loader.” Again, the cily pent with 
Hut little chance for practice saris out on a hunt, taking his favorite 
breech-loading rifle, A 
Somewhere out in the woods he is joined bya friend who hunts all 

the time, has used his fine muzzle-loader till heknows just where the 
pall will strike when lie draws the trigger; has his sight just where 
his eye focusés, and when the hunt is over proclaims to his cronies 
‘a breéch-loading rifle amt anywhere beside a muzzi6-loader.” 
How just.is it (0 make a standard of comparison of GC. Goye’s 40-Ib_ 

tmuzzle-loader, with its tripod stand, heayy charge of powder and 
telesuope sight, against #841), guns from a Creedmoor rest? I want 
to see honest justice in these trials, One man has a talent for shoot- 
ing avifie, has the stock just fit him, the sizbt the right distance from 
his eye, and the weight ERGO to the strength of his arm, 
And jo! the general yerdict is infavor of whichever Kind of gun he 
quses, as being the best shooting gun made. When a trialis had. give 
both guns 4 fair, equal chance, and haye both parties shoot the same 
gun honestly and truly, and then vive a true verdict, Still T mind 
what an old parson told mé once: , 

“It's aye us ill to whistle a seth’ hei off her nest, as conyince a 
prejudiced shootist.* WANDERING WILLIE. 
Nuwron, Kunsas. 

Liditoy Forest apd Strean; ‘- , 
L would most respectfully submit that opinions, assertions and tar- 

gets made with target wifes cr machines weighing forty to sixty 
pounds are not the best evidence to show which riffe is the best one 
tor hunting purposes. b 

J would suggest to Major Morrill and the other muzzleloader 
chauiplous that one match won by 4 muzzleloader fram a breevh- 
loader upder hunting conditions, wonld do more to conyince us 
‘young raves and gallant knights of Mars” of its superiority for 
hunting Rp at than all the asserliOns Ebey can possibly utter. 
Vive yielories, und not a single defeat, won by breech-loading tar- 

get rifles on American and British ranges, over the hest muzzle-load- 
ing 1ifies ever produced, éach system represented in each match by 
eizht different guns, fired by presumably the best long-range rille- 
men of Great britain and Amerioa nnder precisely (the same condi- 
tions, should be sufficient to establish the superiovity of the breech- 
loading marek rifle over its rival, the muzzle-loadine mateh rifle for 
taret shooting at long range. 
The to systems have neyer wetat shorf range in any such ex 

hauslive trial. However, if “actions speak as loud as words,’ we 
must concludes that the great mulltnde of intelligent expert off-hand 
shooters, who are constantly on the Inolkout for the rifle possessing 
the greatest accuracy, aud who, almost without an exception, ust 
breech-loaders, believe them: to at least equal the muzzledoader In 
accuvacy at short range. My own sxperiente may go for what 
itis worth, Lhave owned and shot the best mezleloading target 
rifles which I could secure, J baye also owned und used two breech- 
_joading match rifles, one long range and one short range, and I hava 
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found that my breech-loaders invariably heat my muzzle-loaders at 
all distances over W0yds., when both were shot to obtain greatest ac- 
curacy, T will dropthe discussion of the merits of matuh rifles at 
this point. : 

In regard to hunting rifles, 1 wish to say atthe start] have had 
quite an extended experience with both systems, owning the best of 
tach thal money could secure, and testing them on all suris of game 
in all sorts of Weather, and I have come to regard the breech-loader 
as much the superior of the muzzleloader for Hunting purposes, as 
the latter was the superior of the traditional bow and arrow. It is 
safe to assiitne that nine-tenths of the hunters the world over enter- 
tain opinions on this question similar to my own, therefore, were 
opinions +a be regarded as conclusive evidence, the case woul be 
Uecided hy an overwhelming majority in fayor of thé breech-leader. 
But as [remarked at the beginning of this article, opinions are nov 
the hest evidence in this case, and ] now renew the challenge to the 
pes pt eS champions, trusting that some of them will sce fit to 
accept it, 

Will Maj. Merrill, who 1s the figure-head among these champions, 
and who seems to be anxious to do missionary work among us 
“young braves." undertale to demonstrate to us that we are mistaken, 
and that the muzzie-loader is “the best hunting rifle?” [bt oceurs to 
me that perhaps the conditions of the match I proposed are not sat 
isfactory, therefore I ask an especial favor that the editors of Fonrsr 
AND STREAM draw up the condifions under which the match shall he 
shot, premising thatin this case somé muzzle-loader chanimpion will 
step promptly to the front in defense of his favorite. I will promise 
beforehand to accept any conditions, which fairly present the ar- 
deals to which the hunting rifle is subjected, and which will fully 
develop its capacity to kill game, Jos. W. SHorrer, 
Gansevoort, Aug. 13, 1883, 

Editor Forest aid Stream; 
Tn the West, for large game, the rifle would perhaps need he of 

larger caliber, but in the part of the country to which I refer the 
rifle takes the place of a shotgun with a great many hunters; and the 
purposes for which it is used are yery Dumerous. When Maj, Mer- 
Till speaks of a ght bullet and flat curve he is exactly on the right 
track, for no ritle can have too fet & curve for us, as we do not know 
at what distance our shotis to be fired; whether close at. hand or 40 
or 100 yards off. We do uot wat a rifle that will strike the bullseye 
at a certain distance and yet shootover game at and along mid- 
range. Let us have a steady-shooting rifle, making a flat curve, with 
a point blank of 150yds, Caliber not larger than 4 nor smaller than 
38. My preference would be 40. Thaye had some experience with 
the breech-loading rifle, thatis, with two of different manufacture; 
handsome guns, got up expressly for hunting and targer purposes. 
Both shot yery strong, hut terribly unsteady, They were of .38- 
eal. Tam in need of a hunting rifle and want fio buy a breech-loader. 
but I do not want one that Ican*t pick up with the same feeling of 
confidence that)I can the old smali-hbore muzzle-loader of thirty or 
forty years azo and now in my possession. 

if one will travel through the western part of New York State and 
along the border of Pennsylvania, where there is considerable game 
and hunting. it is surprising to see what a number of these small 
bore muzzle-loaders there are in use, and what fine shooting tan be 
done with them, and I assnve you the arm will need be yery accurate 
to take their place. Ina shooting contest [am sure that some of the 
breech-loaders of to-day would take a back seat, An old hunter, a 
friend of mine, living in Pennsylvania, has two muzzle-loaders of 
yery small valiber (.100 to the pound), and many are ihe deer thal 
have fallen at their whip-like crack. Ife often makes Jong shots at 
deer ruoning with these tiny round balls. I asked hiin how he did it, 
es the balls are so light. His answer was, *] just point the rifle 
ahead in some opening, and socn as 1 see hairt fire” The yelociny 
must be very great to reach a running deer at the yitals when fired 
no further ahead than this, The balls, itis true, are very light for 
large game, but to niake up for this these guns are £0 accurale that 
it enubles one to strike a vital spot mich easier. Why cannot lhe 
breech-loader he miade to do as well as these muzzle-loaders? There 
may be some that will, and if so 1 would like to haye one. 

Give usa good eclose-shootmg hunting rifle, and it will he all we 
want in the country for target purposes. Leave off the peep anil 
globe sights atid give us good open sights. Not necessarily the old 
styleif there are any better; let in beat least 30-anch barrel fio in- 
sire good aim, and from eight to nine pounds weight, Some of the 
rifles are madeso short in breech and barrel as to be almost useless 
to aman of lurge bmld. All will agree with me when Tsay we want 
the lowest possible trajectory and steady shooting. The firsh lesson 
an old hunter will give a new beginner is to shoot law, Although it 
my seem strange, yel there are hunting districts wilhin one hnn- 
dred miles of New York city where the hbveech-loading rifle is searcely 
known, and whenseen itis only in the hands of yisiting sportsmen. 
The old hunters prefer the muzzle-loader. CR, 
Ornanae County, N. ¥. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

DAKOTA .—Tha programme of the third annual competition of the 
selected riflemen of the Department of Dalota has been issued, the 
shooting to take place on the Fort Snelling Range beginning on Sep- 
tember 13, The matches are: 
Long-range mateh,—Open to any member of thereguiar army ; 800, 

900 and 1,000yds.; seven shols at each. 
Skirmishers’ match,—Qpen to any member of the regular army; 

distance 600 to 2Myds, Competitors, as thelr numbers are called, 
form in line at the G00yds. firing points, abd at the command or signal 
“Stkirmishers, Attention, load theirrifles. At the command or sig- 
nal “Forward, March,” the line advances until the signal ‘Skir- 
mishers, Halt,’ wlien the sights are aljusted to the estimated Wis- 
tanves. Firing is commenced at the command “Commence Wiring.” 
and continue until the command “Cease Firms.” which will he given 
fifteen seconds later, after which no campetilor fres witil “Com- 
mence iets is again giyen. Haying approached sufficiently near 
the 200yds. firing points, the signai-"To the rear, March," is eiven, 
when the maneuvering toe the rear and firing will continue as ypon 
the adyanee, The rifles will be carrie] on the rightshoulder when 
manenvering to the rear. Wive halts will be madein adyancing and 
five in retiring, Five points will be deducted for each shot fired be- 
fore the signal ‘commence firing,” or for each shot fired after the 
ssignal “cease firing.’ Competitors firing on the wrong target may, 
in the disuretion of the officer in charge, be debarred from further 
coupetition, 
Regimental team match.—Open to teams of six from each regi- 

ment in fhe Department of Dakota, 200 and bO0yds,, five shots per 
manateachrange Prize: A gold hadge presented by fhe Pioiver 
Press Company of St, Paul. 

Short range match,—Open to any member of the regulav anny; 
distance 20)yds., seyen shots each entry. entries nulimited. Two 
highest scores to count. 
Reginiental team skirmishers’ match.—Open to feams of ten from 

each regiment in the Department of Dako, No entrance fee. 
Conditions as for skirmishers’ mateh, Prize: The department com- 
mander’s gold badge—which becomes the property of that member 
of the winning téatn who in a second competition as individual skir- 
mishers makes the best score, 

In addition to the above matches and prizes the adjulant-general 
of the department offers a gold badge for the best aggregate score 
of the six days’ preluminary practice. : 
The Sunval meeting of the Northwestern Rifle Association will lie 

held cu the range during the latter part of the Department firtag, 
Several matches will be open to the military rifle shots, 

STAGE MAKKSMANSHIP.—Since the recent unfortunate fatal ae 
cident which happened to Miss Von Behren, in consequence of the 
attempt of Frank Frayne to shoot an apple from her head, of rather 
from tour inches above her head, the reading public have been in 
ont way and another treated to articles on the subject in a score or 
more of newspapers, all, as I consider very righifully, taking strong 
grounds against such criminally foolish practices. Yeh atter nine- 
teen years’ use and experiments with guns, villes and pistols, 1 hez 
leave to state a few pluin facts, well mown to riflemen, concerning 
this doubtful way of showing skill in rifle-shouting, sod to suggest a 
few much more skillful ways Of showing a firm holding und steady 
nerve, To begin with, the fact of shooting an apple from some one’s 
head at 80ft. is not modern skillful rifleshooting extravrdinary, 
Why. there are to-day scores of ritle-shogters in Massachusetts whose 
weekly practice shoots on many well-known ranges require mors ac 
curate holding than did that of Frayne. The regulation rifle target 
for 20yds, shooting is 6ft. high by 4ft. wide, and for purposes of com- 
parison we will call it a 4ft. cirele. Then to a person shooting at this 
target a movement of the front sigh! of the rifie 125-1,00) of an inch 
would cause the bullet to entively miss the 4ft. (target, Now for com- 
arison: Frayne is reported to havea shoh aitt., or iWyds, gvhich L 

doubt), and allowing the apple to bedin. in diamoter, he must nake a 
yaridtion of at least 150-1,000 of an ine in o-dér to miss the target—a 
difference of 25-1,000 of an inch, which is tlie Sameas !-40, So you 
sea that a shooter who could not hit a din. apple at Wyds. would en- 
tirely miss a dft, target at regulation distance. In other words, such 
a poor shot that ie would probably be the subject of lauehrer ane 
jokes. In all this we have been Considering the injink to he shot at 
YOvds., as d8in, in diameter, wheiin redity whe bullseye al 200s, 
ig Only Sin. in diameter, FE bave before ies record oF sv sbots fred 
by Ya different men in Newport, St, Louis, Walnut Hill, Wakefield and 
Worcester, during the last week of November, at & distduce of 
20U0yds., position standing, off-hand, and in tha open air, Of these 

a — 

? 
400 shots. under va~ying conditions by so many different men, and in 
short, 152 were within 4in, of the dead center of the target, 21° were 
within 14in,, 27 were within 28m., and only two missed the target 
altogether, and one Of these misses was from amilitaryrifie. In 
other words, 398 ont of the 400 shots would have hita 3in. apple at 
Tiyds, In estimating variations as above, 1 use rule given in Gilder- 
sleeve's “Rifles and Marksmanship,’’pagé 22,—Suninrer in Medford 
Journal. 

GARDNER, Mass,, Aug. 15,—At the last meet of the Gardner Rifle 
Club at Hackinatack range, there were presentas guests Dr. A. Jewett. 
of Somerset; Dv. N. Jewell, of Ashbmmham, Frank Parker and Charles 
Hammoud, of Brookfield, The new American decimal target was 
used; distance 200yds.. olf-hand. The following are the principal 
scores Out of a possible 100: G. F. Wisworth 84, A. Mathews §2, P. 
George §1, G. C. Goodale 80,1, N. Dodge 78, FP, H, Knowlton 74, Dr, 
A. Jewelt 70, 0. Shumway (6, Wm, Austin 61, F. Parker £8, G. Mas- 
kell 62. Dr. N, Jewet 47, - 

WORCESTER. Mass,, Aug. 16.—At the regular meeting to-day of 
the Worcester Rifle Association. the American decima) target was 
used, Distance 200yds, ‘The following is the hest score of the four 
principal men that were present: 
TONE AT TESS BAe LR Re RN BE 1010 9 1 10 6 & 9 G6 BT 
CA Allen ,.. teed, tte ot: UB. Sane BL Aor OTe 
§ Clark cmc 210 Pl & & % 30 oh 10 8-78 
AT Ricans i, -8 4 410 8 8&8 7 G & f 68 

PALMA CLUB—JerSey City, N, J-—Owing to the fire. which de- 
stroyed the club's rifle ranges on July 28, the twelfth competition for 
the marksman’s bade, which had been set down for Aug. 3, was 
necessarily posiponed until Friday evening Aug. 17. The new ranges 
worked to perfection. ‘There was a large altendance, and, as eyi- 
denced by a few of the leading scores, which we append, the shooting 
was decidedly better than th ayérage on previous ovcasions, The 
interest of the eyening centered in a dark horse thal unexpectedly 
made its appearance in the person of Mr. 8. WH. MeGill. who started 
the match with 45 out of 50 points, and maintained his lead to the 
end, closely pushed by Messrs. Soper and Harle, 
SH McGill fb 4445 5 5 4 5-4 
CE Soper. 5565444 4 4 4-4 
GH L£arle., fh 484445 4 5 f--43 
B.C Vrooni 54538 44 5 4 5 448 
F Db Soper. .- wt jd 4444 4 4-4 5-15 
T W Smith... wt £4 54 4 5 7 ft G42 
8S Laboyteanx,......, aaedd44 dd +t 42 
WN BR Vanderhoot (Captain) 44354 4-2 4a 4 gear 
J A Hansell, .,-......----- 4444439483 5 doh 
H Wi Abernethy 5198 45 4 3 8 4-40 
JT Slaghi., .- 4443 5 5 38 8 4 5-40 
Wim Middlere..... oa et a bee 
This clul) is in a very Aourishing condition, and although comparat- 

ively a new one, its members think thatit is destined to become the 
erack club of the State of New Jersey. It unmbers ahout 75 mem- 
bers, and is liereasing every month, Tt is composed of the best class 
of young men in the city, and they are very particnlar as to whom 
they admit to their membership. 

GOOD MILITARY SHOOTING.—Pourteen members of the Carson 
City Guard put in an appearance atthe range August 5, to compete 
for a third time for places in the Nevata team, “he shooting was 
remarkable, the ten bet scores aggrepating oily 1 the comlaned 
ranges, making an average oF 87 B10 to the juan, ‘There is not, thinks 
the Nevada 7ythune, amihtary organizationin the Uulted States that 

The Scores vau produce ten men who can approach the vecori. 
stood; 

Mei td George Cowings.......-.0..--0e- 
HiT George Heritage. . 

SARK os. eo 
Janes Crawford 
George Hark. ..-.., 
ZF Alley..... 
(ied C Thaxter..... 
A A Borges. | - 
HG Parker. 
J Ef Gheney. Sl Fe (a4 i 
J Saffell..- —- todias44—a —ij—82 
FHLB Slocemb,.,... l 24—40—1 
George Cagwit .... 5 ac {504d Bddet452—H3—B0 
SW ET apo el ee Sem pddad sd —42 44a dbada— a7 — 79 
Grand totol, 1,201. Aversge for all ihe men shooting, & 1-id. 
On the day preceding, at 4 contest between the two crack com- 

panies, the scores slo: 
Carson Guard. 

20yds SON is 
45— 40 

Emmeh (-uard. 
[yds sldyds 
.- ab di— $i Kane. - 

46— $9 Cameron . da 4a— Bb 
4d4— Ri Ltippiogbic... .. ah Has aU 
dt BS @* Brien --..4,-.-.- 4 40— Bb 
4#H— & Burke / --. He 45— 0 
4o— 88 Galusba......,08.. 4? MW— 83 

Total..... 1... 26h ay O22 "Potal ali R47? 508 

BOSTON, Aug, 18.—There was a fair attunilance af Walnnt TTll, 
The wind was calm uutil about 4:50, when if blew briskly at) ovlovk, 
accompanied by a sharpshower The followingare the hestseores; 

Creegmoor Practte Match, 
2468 AUT Butt. 3-2... Bb ied Sh bea 

J P Andreaws.-.... -.. 645 &S 44h 5 5 
DORs CU) ee 8 h4+fhi 445 5 5 
LW Wain......... 08 te oY ea eh dy 
M Quimby..., todo 4d 5 6 
WL askel, -- BA hdd Aa 
WO Emmops,.-., - 44444 44.5 
SSS ives Si alec ne rita caole resect JA 4d D4 4 HY 

Decimal Match. 
ORS ne po = eee SA rest sob Sy we Or ieG) ail 
GEYVeure ves See te cont, ce Ne “Oe Meter es 
Gi PA ee fan ree tee ita ete oe Te er a 

Rest Mateh, 
G Warren ..-.__.-. ap 10 10 § 10 1 IW 0 A fh 10 oF 
© Nichols.... Ae weed) O07 0) the Me i ML Wee 
TG Thotmas..--....--...-- ato oF te FS th oe 4 ae 

JAMBSTOWN, N. ¥., Aug. 14,—Atour regular match yesterday for 
the club medal scores ran very low, Creedmoor taret at 200yds,, 
ten rounds: Dowler 43, Pervy 42. Sprague 41, Shattuels 40, Warmer 
40, Conic #9, Gokey @8, Burns 38, Ward 37, Vander if, 37, Bolton 26, 
—R. H. Borns. 

WESTERN RIFLE ASSOCTATION —the third aunual meeting of 
the Western Rifle Association will be held at the Wort pneline, Min- 
nusota, ranges, on Sept. 26,27 and 2&8 The progimnome ix lungely 
mnilitary, aud good attendance ought te be assured trom the onilitia 
of the several Adjacent States, to compete for the large list of prines. 
The list of matches runs us follows: 

No, 1. Individual Long Range, Wive shots tach ab 500), 600. B00, Y00) 
1,000yds, Two sighting shots at o00yds, only,» Military rifles and 
muzzle-loaders allowed one point handicap ab cael distances. 

No, 2. Military Individual. we hundred! yards; 7 shots. Open to 
all members of any State Militia who are members of the Wostert 
Ritle Association, or regular troops stationed within the State, 

No.3. Comutissioned Officers. ‘ova undred yards. Open to any 
vommissionéed officer of any State militia or dependent domipany Gr 
Regulars stationed wituin the State. Seven shots, anil be-ontry 
aggregate of two svoresto count. First prize, silver cup. i 

No. 4, Individual hhort, Ra 0vds. en shots, Military rittes 
allowed two points, First prize, gold badge. n 

No. 6. Volley Firing, 100yds. Open to teams of six'men each of any 
company of militia of any State, or recular troops stationed in the 
State. azeregate of live volleys, each team, Entrance free. 

No, 6. fudividual Longe Range, Teo shots each al 800, 10 and 
1,000yds. First prize gold hadge. Military villes and muzzte-loaders 
allowed two points handicap at each distanee. : 
No, 7. Short-Range Team, Team of six men each, 2l0yds., 10 shots 

each, Entrance $6 per team. First prize, Western Rifle Association's 
Champion Short-Range Badge. 
Nok, Military Team, Teame of six nen vach, seven shots each at 

200,500 and GUyds. Entrance $4 per team. Firs prize, Western 
Rifle Association’s Champion Military Badges. _ 

No. . Individual Midrange, Ten shots ut HOyds. 
allowed two points. Wirst prize, gold budge. ( 

No, 10, Long-Range Teao. ‘Teams of six men each; 40, 100 and 
1,000yds., 15 shots Gach, two sighters only, ab d00yds.; enbrauce: S06 
per team. First prize, Western Rifle Association's Champion Long- 
Rauge Badge. ° , 

No. 1. Individual*Military. Seven shots each at 200, 10, G00yds, 5 
entrance $1. Wirst prize, silver cup. . f 

No. 12, Rapidity Muteb, Military, Open to ony memberol the Asso- 
Cation using @ military rifle, ete. ealeh be used 45.4 Sincleashot rifle), 
200yds., Niglesr aperegate mm G0 secouts. . 
Aa mere SpEtG all aomers except Nos. 7,8 and 10, where thie 

Association badges are offered as prizes, 
All rifles wust Ti Whe “Creetimoor’ Regulation, ¢ 6&2 Weight 10lbs, 

or under, trizger poll 3! bs. or over, military Wipgev Ulbs, or pyer; Do 
Inaenitying sights, 4 5 

Mil military villes envering where handicaps ie given: must use 
nilitary sigits, ammunition, trigger pull, and be shot through the 
score without cleaning. 

Military rifles 
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No sighting shots allowed except where specified; but bullseye 
targets will be ready at 200 and 600yds. throughout the tournament, 
The Association's Champion Badges are ollered on the following con- 

ditions, yiz.; To,be won three times by a team froma chil orcompany 
before becoming their property. The long-range chawpion badge 
(valued at $100) has been won once by the Minneapolis Rifle Club, 
The champion short-range badge, valued at $40, has been won once 
by the Milwaukee Club. The champion military bade, 
$40, has been won once by Co, K, Seyenth Infantry, U, 5, 
now at Fort Laramie. 
The Western Rifle Association was organized in May, 1881, at Mil- 

waukee, and have held tho successful tournaments, the first ab Mil- 
wakes and the second at Ft, snelling, Minn. 
The coming tournament at the latter place promises to surpass in 

interest the others, The range at Ft. Snelling is the best equipped in 
the Northwest, haying ten short snd midrange targets, with a natn- 
ral hill for a bullet stop; and at present fiye long-range targets with 
facilities to increase to eight or ten if required. 
One of the prinvipal objects of the Association is to improye the 

National Guard of the Western States in suet shooting, and to 
this end the Association asks the co-operation of all commissioned 
offivers of the National Guard, 

Ail communications should be addressed to W, H, Chenoweth, 
Secretary Western Rifle Association, 74 West Monroe street, Chi- 
eagzo, wutil Sept. 22, und thereafter at Minneapolis, vara of C. M, 
Skinner, . 

A., and is 

THE TRAP. 

A NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION. 

Eulitor Forest and Streant: 

The shooting mterests have inyproyed here within the pasi two 
years. Two years ago we did not have a single club here, and a few 
of us who wanted to shoot “real bad” had to join the Pall River Gun 
Olub in order to get a little shooting, (S3y the way.a better set of 
fellows never lived than these same F, R.G. C.*s.) Now we have four 
or five good cluhs here; one, the Narragansett Gun Club, haying a 
meémbérship of over fifty of which the host of the Girard Honse 
and yeteran trap-shooter, HB. W. Tinker, is president, We are not 
satisfied yet, however, and wish to unite with our sister States and 
forma New Bngland Association, T have talked with prominent 
men from niost of the large chibs in New England, and all seem to 
favor the idea very unich. Now who will come forward and start 
this thing? Iam satisfied that a start is all that is needed. New 
England is not so large but we could all get together at least once a 
year. W. FL. SHELPON, 
PRoyrpuncs, R. L A 

CENTRAL ILLINOIS. 

ELAVANS, 1ll.—The fifth annual convention of the Central Ilinois 
Sportsmen's Association was held at this place Aug. 14, 15 and 

16. Thwasintended to haye a four days’ shoot, but the scarcity of 
birds made if necessary to Janye outsome of the contests. 
The shooting grounds are within easy walk of the hotels, and are 

fiftied with every appliance for convenience. The weather was fine 
throughout, aud a large number of sportsmen were“present. 

First Day, Aug. 14.—Shoot No, 1. Five birds, 21yds. rise for dona- 
tions valued at $257, divided into four prizes. There \ere. thirty- 
three entries, eleven of whom tied on five, fifteen on four, and six on 
three. In the shoot off, W. R, Morris won first prize, the second was 
divided between A. Hampton, C. M, Parent and TH. M, Squires, and 
the third was won by P. Clark, 
Shoot No.2. Team shoot of four sheoters from any club belong- 

ing to the association. Vive birds foreach contestant, 2lyds, rise. 
Entrance, price of birds. $250 in four prizes, The entries were Audu- 
bon Club of Jacksonville, Lizgowsky Club of Alton, Cascaie Club of 
Nev Berlin, Jerseyville Club, Emden Club, Green Co, H. and T, Club, 
San Jose Gun Club, Bloomington Gun Club and elayan Prairie Club! 
The first prize was won by the Green Co. H. and T. Club, witha 
suore of 1f out of 20, the second by Delavan Prairie Club in «a shoot 
olf, and third by the Alton club, 
Second Day.—Shoot No, 3. Vive birds, 26yds. rise, entrance $4.25, 

Four prize, 40, 30, 20, and 10 per cent. of entrance, to which was 
added $50 donated by the citizens. Thirty-six men came tothe score 
In this contest, twenty of whom killed five straight, afler shooting 
four ties, threes birds at diyds, Mes-rs T. B. Watts, H. J. Orvis, br. 
Henry, Rol, Organ, G. Nelson, 8. A. Tucker, W. B. Sage and P. Olark 
divided first; J. R. Still, T. Simpkins and Chas, Leighton divided 
RopoRe and Sam Biggs, W. R. Morris, and Chas, Strawn diyided 
third. 

Shoot No. 4. Five birds, 26yds. rise, entrance ff5, Three prizes, 
50, d0.and 20 per cent, of entrance. Twenty-four men toed the mark 
here, fourteén tied on 5, and in the shoot off 8. A. Tucker, G, Nelson, 
C. F. Stock, A. Bellamy, and H. F. Oryis, divided first money; T. 
Watts and Wm. Ash ilivided second, and John Watson won third, 
Shoot No.5. Teams of two, five birds each contestant, entrance 

$10 a team; three prizes, 50, 30 and 20 per cént, of entrance, There 
were ten entries, three of which tied on 10, and in the shoot off first 
money wis won by Jas, Sargent and J. Z. Scoth: second money was 
divided between Rol. Organ and A. Nelson, and P, Clark ands, A, 
Tuwker; third won by H, A. Flint and H, D. Cunningham. 
Third Day.—Shoot No, &. Three pairs double birds, i8yds. rise, en- 

trance ff, 50, 30 and 20 pér cent, of entrance as prizes, Twenty-six 
men started in, only six of whom made a full score. After shootin, 
off two ties, first money was divided between Rol, Organ, C. F Stock 
anid J. Z, Scott: second money between J. Sargent and J. R. Siice; 
third money betiveen 5S. A Tucker and ©. Strawn. 

Contest No, 8. (No. 7 left out.) Five birds at alyds. rise, use of 
both barrels, en‘rance $5 , three pr zes and $50 donated by citizens. 
There were thirty-three entries, and nineteen ties on 5, This prize 
wad stubbornly fought for, and after shooting thirteen ties at three 
birds, was finally diyided betyyeen Dr, Henry, H, F. Orvis, A. Hen- 
per and H. A. Flint. 

This closed the convention, although several sweeps were shot 
afierward. Next June the Illinois State Sportsmen's Conyention is 
to be held here, and a big time is anticipated. Biz, 

THE CLAY PIGEONS COMPLAINTS. 

Biitor Forest and Stream: , 
it gave me much pleasure to see the remarks of “Lost Bird’? in 

the Jast number of your paper, where sportsmen ought to tell of 
their woes as well as of their weal, andit is by thus doing that we 
can continue to bring about needed reforms and improvements, 
which have so steadily bean going on under the stimulus given by the 
editor and correspondents of ForpstT anp STREAM. . 

Yor ous Lam willing to score *‘Lost Bird’ a good hit for his re- 
marks, but do not thiik the material is so much at fault asthemanu- 
facturer for the careless manner the birds are made, some being 
nearly as thick as flower-pol saucers, and as hard baked; others as 
thin as paper, and go fragile they cannot withstand the jerk of the 
tap; and these to my mind are aS much cause for complaint as the 
former, for who of usin a close contest, after haying been fooled 
two or three times in succession has not felt his confidence go earth- 
ward, 
At the last shoot I attended, a bird was brought in showing four- 

teen hits and not a crack even was visible, sud of all the unsvored 
birds, should say fifty per cent. were hit, With such # record inter- 
est must wane and the clay pigeon mimsb fo, or the manufacturers 
must wake up to their higher interest and produce an evenly made 
and baled saucer, that will break eyery time when fairly hit. 

Boston, Mass. Score. 

Editor Forest and Stream: f 
In looking over my paper this week I notice an arlicle from ‘‘Lost 

Bird” in regard to the toughness of the slay pigeon, Now I bave 
often wondered why it was that they came to beso papular among 
trap-shooters, as they are the hardest things to break, after being 
hit, lever saw thrown from a trap. I thinkif they were made of 
lass, and the surface corrugated similar to the old style Borardus 

fall, they would break much easier. They certainly are a very pretly 
mark to shoot at, but very unreliable, The experience our club las 
had with ther is far from satisfactory. I haye frequently seen them 
broughl in from the fleld with from one to_a dozen shot marks on 
them, some with shot holes clean through and not broken. I should 
say that one-third of the birds scored lo us as lost were hit with one 
ormore shot, and should haye broken if made of the proper material, 
We are so dissatisfied with them thatwe have almost entirely dis- 
carded then, Probably some ove willsay our guns are too light or 
the shot too sinall, but we have all kinds and weights of guns, We 
hbaye used from No. 4 te 10 shot with heavy charges of powder, and 
the result is nearly the same in all eases, the larger size shot being 
the hest, but not satisfactory, Lhope with “Lost Bird” that others 
will vist and tel! their experience. GO. 
Saura Aniyeron Aratron, Mass. 

WAS'T PROVIDENCE, R. 1. Aug, 14—At the regular weekly shoot 
of the Watchemoket Gun Gluh, Mr, C,H. Perkins, Jv., won the gold 
badge, brenking 12 ont of 15 clay pigeons, trap in 4th noteh Mr, J, 
~ Bourne wou the silyer badee for the second time, breaking 16 
glass balls oyt of 20, from Holden brap, sercened, Tt has heen here: 

valued at - 

tofore conceded that no one has any business shooting off ties with 
Mr. ES. Luthet, but wo-day the old War horse, F. Tingley, shot oi a 
tie with Mi, Luther for third money, It was tiss and out, and 
proved to be the most interesting sport of the day. Luther led off 
with agood break. Tingley followed with an another. After breal- 
ing Jeach, Luther made a miss, and the war horse followed suit; and 
soit went on from 5:40 P.M, till 6:25 P. M.. when the war horse was 
declared the winner amid great excitement, 

‘ PROVIDENCHR, R. I., Aug, 17.—Weekly shoot of the Narragansett 
Gun Club, Aug. 16; 1. W. Tinker again won both cups. ‘The cups will 
become the personal property of the person winning them five times. 
Mr, Tinker has now won the Valentine cup for the second time, 
and the elub cup for the fourth time. Scores for the Valentine eup— 
80 clay pigeons, lbyds. rise (Sheldon and Crandail 21yds.): s 
EW Tinker... ___. $ » ee ON IOL I i—18 
GJ Crandal_. __ 0111001100 wy, 
C i Perkins, J ~ 1110010001 Ww, 
W 4H Sheldon... . 011110110 w, 
WG Crandall..,, 02... . --119101710110111 w, 
CM Sheldon.......,... . Rare act be ~ N1TLOLO10001010 yw. 
L Bennet,,.. ......__-- mg weats . OOTTLOODO)LO00L ey. 
OB Potter _--- ese ee gene eee ess AILLOITIIONON Ww. 
Scores for the cluk cup, 10 clay pigao: nd 10 glass balls, 
EW Wittker Antes Pees Pay ees es Ba ne 111101111111171119111-—19 
W G Crandall..:..,.,-.-.,. ~-..10111119101111111111—18 
W HSheldon.......-.,.... » ~~ 01171011110111100101—14 
Gaperandany ye nee oe ~,, 00111011111110011100—18 
OPTS el eee ede Sie Bodie oe _ OOLO00NOLO000100111 — 7 
OM Sheldon _._ ates os == 444111101110 wy, 
GB Perkins Jr y b.y tots. din veel ype ees Gosek ELOLTIOO 

WORCESTER, Mass,, Aug. 15—Mr. H. W. Hager, of the Worces- 
ter Sportmen's Club, recelyed his second challenge for the State 
Association individual clay pigeon badge from Mr. Jas./S. Cole, pres- 
ident of the Ashland Club. The matcli was shot on the grounds of 
the Worcester Club, on Tuesday, August 14, at 10;30 A, M.. and was 
won easily by Mr. Fager, The club held a tournament in connection 
with the match, which was largely attended. Among the visitors 
were Harry Nichols, of Bridgeport, Conn, ; George Hacer, New Haven, 
Conn.; Watt Brittain, New York; ¥, T. Noble, Boston; ©, H. DeRoch- 
mont, Newburyport, and other prominent shooters, besides many 
citizens, who took a ride down to our Pleasant elub house by the lake 
just toses the fun, The day was perfect, the lunch served by Caterer 
Sparell was good, everything passed off pleasantly and everybody 
hata good time. Mr, QC. H. DeRovhmont is the next man to tackle 
Hager for the possession of the badge, but the date of the match is 
not yet fixed. The score of the match and the result of the events 
Which followed in the regular programme are given below, The 
match—Conditions, 60 pigeons per man, loyds, mse, Ligowsky trap: 
HW Hager... .. 1411001911410711411100701 1010011011101 11111101138 
UE Cole.) o. hees. 11101011101 101010007.000017 110010101001 101101010011—27 
The tournament. Conditions, clay pigeons, 15yds, rise, Lizowsicy 

trap, ties 1byds. rise. Glass balls lsyds, rise, Holden trap, ties 2iyds. 
rise, Three prizés, 50, 30, 20 per centr. 

First event, 6 clay pigéons—Beaudry and DeRochemont divide 
wel Eager, Rugg and Whittier divide secoud; Perry and Noble 

rd. 

Second event, 5 glass balls—Perry first; Beaudry second: DeRoche- 
mont and Rugg divide third, 
Third event, + clay pigeors—H. W. Eager first; Perry second; De- 

Re eeTe any and Huuson dividé third; Webber and Howe divide 
ourth, 
Fourth event, 5 glass balls—Nichols and Tidshury divide first; De- 

Roechement and Carpenter diyide second; Webber third, 
_ Fiftu event, fwo-men team, 5 glass balls per man—Wager and Perly 
first; Holden and Shepherd second; Rugg and Gilman third; Bean- 
dry and DeRochemont fourth, 
Sixth event, five clay pigeons—Hazer first; Houghton and Beaudry 

divide second: Howe and DeRochemont third, 
Seyenth event, two-men team, Sclay pigeons per man Rugg ani 
ae first; Noble and Beaudry second; Howe and Willein- 
son third. 

Highth event, five clay pigeon —Perry first; Sampson and Ru 
divide second; DeRocliemont and Hudson divide third, gy 
Ninth ¢vent. 5 glass balls and 5 clay pigeons—Houghton aud Bean- 

dry divide first; Holden and Howe divide second; Perry third. 

PHILADELPHIA GUN CLUB.—The regular weekly meeting of the 
tournament series of the Philadelphia Gun Club was held on the 
grounds of the North Bud Club, Bridesburg, August 16. The traps 
worked more satisfactorily than last week and the scoren showed 4 
better average. The Orion took the lead again with 74 birds out of a 
possible 14), The North End followed with't8, Rain foli at inter- 
yals, buf the wind was sluggish and center birds were the rule, Thu 
next meet of the series will he onthe grounds of the Quaker City 
Club, at Hart lane aud Lamb Tavern road, Thursday afternoon, 
August 28. The stares stood: ‘ 

Orion Club. 
R Swail..-..... ec. ANU 10—4 FW Klein, ....,. .0111011011—8 
W Wren »..-...100111111-—9 W Webber... 111101111 —8 
A Myers 11011001016 -'T Gregor,... ...1101101111/—8 
OSDATERY «2: eee 111011010I—F —-W Taith... .. 2.111177 10U0—8 
F Wooustager... . ,,1101111311—9 C Myers....- 011410011177 
Preyious score, 166-626 228 Gas Pere cee Leni teat 65 

North End Club, 
Kohs. ....... 1111001111—8 I Broeson, 110001001 0-4 
8 Richards..110000100 0-8 H Battersby.1011110001—6 
G Clapp..... 11101171111—5 J Entwistle.111110001 1-7 

1110111190 111111011-8 
10071000 On1111001 

A. 
A Vance, Sr.0i0411110 10170701100—5 
G Huon ..... OOT19000111 11171010011 0-6 
W Hackney 0111111111—9 W Smith,..0111000001-4 
E Vance...., 100111010 5S A Haines...) 010000001—2 
R Rolett_.... 0001000000—-1 HKnight...0000000006-0 

TORT et te hecm rent t BOWE = shone tate ealydelts Visteon hepato ested ke 4h 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Aug. 18.—Wollowing is the result of te-day's 
shooting at the groundsof the Maldén Gun Olub, in Wellington: 

First event—Fiye birds: Hopkins, firsb; Morrill and Brown, second; 
Adains, third. 
Second event—Morrill and Hopkins, first; Adams, second. 
Third event—Brown, first; Adams, second. ; 
Fourth event—Hopkins and Brown, first; Morrill, second. 
Fifth event—Morrill, first; Adams, second. 
Sixth event—Lewis, first; Brown, second: Hopkins, third. 
Seventh eyent—Adams, first; Lewis and Hopkins, second, 
‘Highth eyant—Morrill, first; Hopkins, second. 
Nmbth event—Adamis, first; Morrill, second, 
In the miss-and-out shoots, Morrill was first in three matehes. 

FALL RIVER, Mass., Aug, 16,—'The sixth shoot for silver emp took 
plate this afternoon in a hard, driving rainstorm, and was won by 
J. A, Negus for the third time, Obher members of the club were 
present but didnot enter for the cup shoot, The conditions were 
10 clay pigeons dud 16 ¢lass balls, 18yde. rise, cach member allowed 
one re-entry. 

Clay Pigeons. Balls. Total, 
Negus..-.----f.:. sceees ss ADAION1II—9 192111711111111—15 RA 
Re-entry...-., - 111WIw 
W Brayley.... OFL111O001—5 W1MNiO0i—48———sa9 
RRe- ONG Y pgs Sante erat eenel ete 1111141100—8 17101101011117112 20 
Hall .,.-: wu rere ees -AD1110101—8 WUNV01I—14 aR 
Te-entry... ..... tabs eines Ow T. 8. A. 

MASSACHUSETTS’ CHAMPIONSHIP,—In the contest for the 
State championship tndividual glass ball badge shot at Ashland. 
Mass., on Ang. 11, betiveén G. G. Tidsbury, the présent holder, and 0, 
H. DeRochement, of Newburyport, of the Massachusetts Rifle Asso- 
ciation, the followimp scores were made, the conditions being fifty 
balls per man, alternating flye balls each, from a Holden trap, throw- 
ing from points: 
De Roehemont, ,.11121190011100197 111111 10111011011111 101101011 1100—39 
Tidsbury, ...-.... AODOTLOLLITTTLOUNA LATTA AT ONT ON L111 101ty—a 

ALGONQUINS ON THE WAR-PATH.—Fditor Forest and Streant: 
—During the last year, members or the Algonquin Gun Club paid 
several yisits to White Plains, Westchester county, N. Y,, and con- 
tested with the shooters of that plave for the supremacy at the traps, 
but owing to misunderstanding the loug talked-of team match was 
never stitled satisfactorily. Mr. Tom King, who owns one of the 
finest stock farms in the county, always kindly offered the use of his 
maenificent grounds, and took much interestin the shoots, as also 
Sherif! Daffy, through whose endeavors the present pleasant shoot 
came about. About 20 Indians, evidently on the war-path, boarded 
the Harlem train at) o'clockin the morning of the 15th of August, for 
White Plains, Upon arrival, they were conveyed in carrisges to the 
fammof Tom King, where the shooting took place, The principal 

event wis 8 beat shoot of four men aside, such a number of Iidians 
haying been matched against the Ward brothers from Kensieo, or 
Such men as they might choose, and Sweepstakes were to be shot to 
fil ont the day, The eld adage,a match well made is half won, 
proved true again this time, as the original match of four aside, 
which Was to be for $200. fell through owing to misunderstandiugs, 
but as another mateh was made on (he ground nothing was lost. 
The Tudians won, and though they were ‘oulhollered” in the early part 
of the match by the Westchesters, theic war and victory ery munglad 
with three cheers for Tom King, ete., could he heard miles away, 
Enough praise cannot he given to Mr, King and Sheriti Duffy for 
their unbounded hospitality, Tt was done in such 2 manner that the 
extent of if was ouly realized In after hours. Hreaktasts were 
served, pigeons shot, suppers enjoyed by the Indiyns, without that 
thé latter could in one instance get rid of their gold dust. The 
Indians have since made up their minds that shonld these white men 
comeé to their New York hunting grounds, their scalps shall “daugle,” 
if nob on the belts of their enémies, so on their awn heads. Mr, Geo, 
Bassford acted as refaree, and Al. Herijagze and J.J, Jones as judges 
throughout the day, and their decisions were unanimously indorsed 
by the contestants. Much credit is due t) Messrs. Basstord and Hall 
who did all in their power to make it pleasant for all and to keep the 
shoot going as pleasautly a5 possible, All shooting was done 2iyds. 
Tisé, H. and T. traps, The birds were a good ayeragelot, Quitza 
number of young ones were tapped, but the majority would be out- 
going quartererg or drivers, Tne forfeit money of the original 
match, $50, was contested for by Mr. R. B, Cassebeer and 5, F, Ward, 
andl won by theformer, A scratch match bemween J. Von Lengerke 
and W. Wari was won by the latter, by Von Lengerke having one 
bird fajl dead out 6f bound. The Ward Brothers s.ict with a 10-bore, 
iWibs, Parker gun, 5}4 drams of black powder, while all of the Indians 
shot 12-bore light guns, with the American woo powder, wibb the 
exception of Townsend. The following were the scores: 

Sweepstakes, § birds, ties, miss aud out, 25yds. rise, 
J Von Lengerke,....-...., 111111 Joe Aanna,.,,.....,.......-1100 
J Boedeneéker__._.,..,. -.. 110111 J) Male 2... erst 11011 
G@ Sauer. eet TY I Damieth, | ---,..,.--.,..10010 
EA Pountain,,..-.,,, oJ11W0) =RCassebeer ...,.....,...8 OUTIL 
WP Purayiy., .2-1 -.. 111110 HW Radzinski,........_..,-..1010000 
Ben Diek,,-._.._ + AALO) Wo Wi Disbrdww: 2922922.) 2. q10110 
EH Yon Lengerks.. oom AOTTS AL ERE Ree Soe ge 1 eis say OOUITL 
ApMes ligae he ete aan . ----0 = Montzomery.....,.,).! ..000 
Geo Bassford _,,,.-- .....-- 1) TP Longhrey.:..... OO 

J. Von Lengerke, J. ‘Boedenecker and G. Sauer ¢ ivided firsts He 
Von Lengerke and J. Male divided second, and R, B. Cassebeer and 
Al, Hall divided third, 

Match, 
RB Gassebeer,.,,.. 111011 beet ED Warilie.> chai, LOVE ALOO— 1 

Mutoh, 
J von Lengerke,_.,.111111011i— 9 W Ward oe ALT —10 

'Yoamt Mateh, 6 men a side, for f100. 
Algoniuin, Westuhester. 

J von Lengerke, 4711111111 -10 A Ward....-.... 111101111— 9 
Hyou Lengerke.1111011111— 9 WP Ward.......1011117110— & 
HA Nithols;...... 111111101 9 C Carpenter. ...1101110101— & 
Chas Townsend 0Mi1i10— 8 RU EYV ATE ese aye dD 1a0100— 7 
RB Gassebeer _,0101101119—— 7-48 -W Ward... ..,  ALGO1I1— 7—3h 

Woop Fowbrr. 

BOSTON, Ang. 16.—There was a large attendance of trap-shooters 
at the range at Walnut Hill to-day. Tha weather conditions were 
excellent for the sport, Below are the records: . 

Hirst event (five clay birds)—Adams, Jameson and Field, frsc; Bddy 
and Nichols, second: Albert, third, 
Second event (five Glay birds)—Dickey and Jameson, first; Morrill 

and Adams, second: Eddy and Wield, third. 
Third event (five oe birds)—Adams and Morrill, first; Diekéy and 

Jameson, sevond; Field and Albert, third. 
Fourth event (five glass balls)—Adams, first; Dickey. second; 

Albert, third, 
Fifth event (five glass balls)—Alhert und Nichols, first; Pield and 

Warren, second; Jameson and Sanborn, third, 
Sixth event (five clay birds)—Dickey, first; Sanborn and Morrill, 

second; Wrench, third. 
Seventh event (five clay birds)—Albert and French, first; Sanboch, 

Field and Jameson, second; T, C. ofraiter. third. 
Eighth event (three pairs donble balls —Morrill, first; 11. Slrwiter, 

second; Jameson aud T. C, Straiter, third, 
Ninth event (three pairs double glass balls)— Dickey, first; Morrill 

and Field, second; T, OC, Straiter, third. _ 
Tenth event (five clay birds)—T, (. Straiter and Dickey, first; 

Albert and H. Straiter, second; Morrill, third. 
Hleventh event (tive clay birds)—Morrill ani Dickey, first; Adams 

and T. C. Straiter, second; A, Straiter aud French, (hii. 
Twelfth event (0 glass balls)}—Dickey, first; Morrill, seuond; 

Nichols, tlurd. F 
Thirteenth event fiye clay birds}. G. Straiter and French, first; 

Adams, second; Nichols, third 
Fourteenth event (fiye clay birds)—Dickey aud Nichols, first; Wor- 

rill, sevond, Warren, third. 
Fifteenth event (five clay birds)—Dickey, first, Nichols and 7. G. 

Straiter, second; Wield, third, 
Sixteenth event (live clay birds)—Dickey and French, firat; Nichols, 

second; Adams, third. 
Seventeenth evyent—Match bevween Warren and Nichols, five glass 

balls, was won by Nichols, 
1.000708. 

UeHes COWL GASES orth ase iepliieh hilt ieas ae . DOIN G4 SNS5G1 ATA 
WH OMs ie. saccen AA B44555h44005—7() 

ROCHESTER.—Ths Geneses Sportsmen's Club has made ar- 
rangements for a new series of prizé shoots, fo be held avery two 
we commencing on Aug. f. Pour prizés are offered, exch of 
which must be won three times. In addition to these prizes, fifty — 
per cent, of the entrance money will be divided equally amon. 
the winners of the first, second, third and fourth prizes at Hac 
shoot, The first contest under this arrangement was held on the 
grounds of the club at the VYacunm Oil Works on the 9th, The 
conditions were: Glass shooting, 5 balls and 4 clay pieeons, tiAS 
shob off on clay pigeons, The score was as follows; Williams, 105 
Richmond, 9; Gréen and Kehen, 8: Pleischer. Ditmar, Lewis and 
Laforee, 7} Rickman, 6, Williams took first money, Richmond 
second, Green third and Pleischer fourth. 

pane od aL om ae sere a | o 

Canoeing. 

Toinsure prompt attention, communications should be dd- 
dressed. tothe Forest und Stream Publishing Co. anc not to 
individuals, in whase dbsence from the affice matters of tm- 
portance are liable ta delay, 

FIXTURES. 

Allg, 41, 24, 48—American Canoe Assosialion Kegutti At Stoney 
ake. 

Aug, 24-Americat Canoe Association Meeting at Stoney Lake, 

ALLEGHENY CANOE CLUE, 

PPE Allectheny Canoe Club promptly at §:30 A. M. on Saburday the 
14th of July started on the first of & series of annual cruises, the 

first stopping place in view being Conneaut Lake, one end of which 
touches upon thé outskirts of the town of Byansbure, Crawford 
county, Pa,, & beautiful livtle town of five thousand inhabitants, 
Owing to the condition of the old Beaver Canal, we were nuable to 
wile from Pittsburgh to the lake, and consequently were von pelled 
0 board the rie and Pittsburch train. which carried our boats and 
ourselves to Linesville, where we changed to the Meadville & Con- 
neh Railroad, which bronght us tothe lake divect. And here the 
un began. 
Tn all “backwoods” districts there always appears lo be a “baele- 

woods philosopher,” who is acquainted with everybody and ywnder- 
stood by everybody for milas around. Nor is this picturesque local- 
ity Wauting forsnch o person, Searcely had we set fuot upon the 
shoras of the beantiful lake, when Onr hands were grasped and 
shaken with such energy that we thought for a while that we were in 
the presence of Hereulés 11, but wesoon discovered that his atten- 
tions were @§ silicere as they were forcible, All who Bo the lake to 
enjoy themselves should secure the services of Mr. Philip Miller, for 
such is his name, and my word for if, thay will never regret ic. 
We reached the lake with our canoes abowts P.M. of the day of 

our departure from home. Having esrtied our luggage to the shore, 
we took our paddles firmly in our hands and alo pnb upon ome of the 
most beautiful sheets of water that I haye ever seen, and [have sesh 
many, Paddling about half amile we cate to a beautiful site for a 
ecump, commanding an exquisite view of the autire ake, aad much 
of the beautiful forest land besides. By mulual consent we pitohed 
our tent in this “paradise,’* ad soon discovered that we were divectly 
across the lake from #hil Miller's house, the lake in this locality being 
not more than three-quarters of a mile in width. On this heautif 
spod we enjoyed a week of solid hiss; Sailing atone time, paddling 
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at another, or perhaps out in the center of the lake anchored, busil 
at work fishing for thy large rye bass with which this lake is we 
supplied, the time tlew so Tashwe coull scarcely keep pace with ib. 
Findlly, having vamped oo the tales shore fora week, we brokecamp, 
ond then hegan our cruise proper. y 
Starting from the lalkceqwe journeyed to Meadville. where we spent 4 

day thes! anjoyaoly, and rhb, foo, among people who were perfect 
shraugers tous, Shirted from Meadville Tuesday, the 24th, in a 
direuching rainstorm, and ware soon wet to the skin in vetting ready 
ter the start. Ourfirst eourse was down a narrow and extremely 
swift “shoot, in which the greatest preeantion was necessary to 

prevent aursélves from peing spilled out and our canoes dashed to 
pieecs, This “shoot,” after many annoying tnmns, lows into Mrench 
Creek, which we succeeded in reaching in safety. Down the beauti- 
ful slream we leisurely paddled, making the surrounding woods re- 
sound with our boisterous hilarity until, after having traveled about 
ten miles, we pulled up to a farmhouse, whére we enjoyed a hob cup 
Hf délicivts coffee and dvied ourselves ob, then proeéeded on our 
tip, encountering numerous and daieryns rifles and rapids in our 
way allof which, however, we passed in sately, and on Wednesday, 
ihth, wereached the city of Franklin, and likewise the beautiful 
Allegheny River, whieh French Creek meets at this place. Here we 
took i meal which some wera pleased ta style “dinner,” 50 much 
for getting back withiu the bounds of civilizution again. Dinnér 
over, and being anxious to get ourof the presence of a city, which 
is naturally enough repilsive to the disciple of the rod, gun and pad- 
dle, we sent our paddles with a long sweeping stroke through the 
water, and seen were stut out from 4% view Of the Jitils city whieh we 
hac “es left by the thickly woodéd hills, closing iu our rear, Many 
small towns snd villages were passed on our way down the Alle- 
Eheny, the people everywhere Hocking out to see and cheer us, 
Aaving seen accounts of our progress from the country newspapers. 
Thus we kept on, paddling wslow, long stroke. without tiring our- 

Selyes ont, sleeping in our Ganoes at Wight, ocessionally rectiving a 
diesing, though maiily throngh our own efforts, there is uot one 
moment spent tent ie our entire trip that we cannot look bauk to 
with pleasure and delizht, Our last stop before reaching home was 
af Freeport, & small pluce claiming to deserve the appelation of city, 
which 7 hardly think it dogs; Here, asin many previous localities, 
the country editor got usin tow, and we poured into his ears a enri- 
ous bale, evidently, as three-fourths of the ilem vontained in the next 
day's issue of his valuable paper, contained statements which his 
own vivid imagination mush have led him to believe we uttered. Pos- 
sibly in a tomporary tit of mental aberration, he told his subscribers 
that we had brayed many hidden dangers, shot mighty dams, 
breasted dangerous whirlpools, ete., which, with all dne deference for 
the worthy editor, 1 must confess sayors a little of the “fish story” 
siyle, However, we left hreepor in high spiriis, and arrived in our 
native city of Pittburgh on Saturday evening, July 2k, passing under 
ins suspension bridze at three minutes past six, P. M., snd paddling 
up to on boathouse, we discovered thaiwe bad traveled just fifty 
Thiles that day, and were pot much faligued either. We traveled in 
all about two hundred and forty miles. 

A word for the layer of red and 2uu, 

Aud mywork is over; my task is done. 

To those who desire information with regnrd to the fish contained 
m Conneaut Lake, 1 will say that black bass are here in abundance; 
likewise sunfish, matt ard Catfich, the latter being simply enormous, 
In the tuvtle line there is 4 eres variety from the iusiguificant nw 
turfleupto the huge bard-shelled fellow, whase scientific name I 
will not acknowledge T do non know. 

To the game line thereis all that could be desired by any reasonable 
Rportsniin, Woodcock in abundance; rabbits in aliundance; some 
wild pigeons, and likewise 4 moderate supply of squirrels. But the 
erowniog element in the game line is the dyek fribe, which arrived 
here in the fall and spring and numbers thousands—this much for 
the shotgun. Hut the rifle need, by ao nieans, be idle. There are 
gray eagles of immense size here, and io for wombers, while as for 
awhs, owls, cranes, anit even ground hoes, T never yet baye seen as 

Many oY ag large ones, UA... Allegheny ¢, Ct. 

CANOEING ON THE MOKELUMNE. 

PART Il, 

WN olden times I had been wont to seek a haven from the summer 
uephyrs of Carquinez in a certain small creek running through 

Martinez, and toward this I bent my way, but the march of mprore- 
nient had 56 changed the topozraphy that Teowld not discever the 
entrances. aid so Martinez lost the honor of my visit. Hawling the 
winl we slood across, heading fer whe Arsenal, but the ebb tide, run- 
ning like a mill race, carried us to windward se fast that the first 
Stretch brought os under the old P. M.S. 8. wharf; then making 
shovistvetches in the tideway we worked rapidly back to Benecia 
wharf, occasionally getting toto a ‘rip’ that boiled like a pot and 
‘kicked like a niule, until it was a dead run for the barge before the 
Wind, where ming host was beginning to speciilate on the propriety 
Of sending a search expe ition after me, tor no one hud seen aught | 
of me for three mortal hours, and for same season people don't | 
fhem to repose the same contidence hia canoe that Ido. Under the 
mistaken rassion that we should leava the delightful and pic- 
furesquely-situated city of Benicia by four in the afternoon, T hauled 
Folly on deck, spread her sails to dry, and dawdled away the whole of 
tlie atiernoon. The barge was ready to sall,or be towed, by dP. M., 
butit was nine before the tide allowed tha tug to come in and pull usa 
‘Out, and we had then so little of the food left that we ran only 
aro Arsenal Point before anchoring. 

Aboubd A. M. Wwe wert under way and ab sinrise passed into the 
mouth of the San Joaquin, where a pretty sight metus. A schooner 
Jay at anchor, no signs of life on her deuks, the dog fast asleep, but 
up aloft a very carnival going on, Wer stay, from topmast head to 
Torémast head, was lined with swallowsas Close as they could perch. 
The spri: estay too had tts quota, while all around, hovering like a 
AWarMm of bees, swallows flew and Ghattereil in the fresh sunlight 
Watching fora chance to oust some old “‘rogster’ from his perch, 
To the seeker after the picturesque, the San Joaquin will, T fear, 
prove a disuppolrtment, Ics turbid floods, finding their way through 
miles of serpentine Ghannels, between banks of uniform fules and 
one mile so hike avothec that nothing, save an Jecasional nouse seryes 
to mark me's progress. T ami afraid 1 was uot too favorably im- 
pressed with the San Joaguin. I tmow that when we left 1b, turning 
off fo the left into tle Mokelumne, 1 felt a sensation of relief. TOUE 
ait was but a counterpurt of the other river on a smaller scale. It 
WAS somewhere about aoon when wetied up at my host's landing | 
‘amid the noisy conratulations of a small bost of hnmans of allages, 
#exes and conditions, who had been expecting our arrival for the Last 
three days. 

The next day, after a good night's sleep, | launched the Polly upon 
the Waters of the noth fork of the Mokelumne, bent on a voyage of 
exploration. The wind, what there was of it, was from the north; 
the tide, what there was of that, on the ebb, and both fair fora run 
gown to the Sali Joaquin. Setting out with no defined putpose, L 
boxed around indefinitely for some time, unconsciously, of course, 
ping may friends on the wharf a chance to see what § canoe was 
ke, 3nd then sqtiared away down the river. Mov years { had 

Greamed of a quiet suil on soie tiver away from the vexatious wind 
bf the Bay and its tearing tides, and now thahmy desire was gratified 
Itvund it dreadfully slow. Iwas actually getting bored in my canoe, 
something which never happened to ne before. Seated low down in 
ths canos, my view was limited to the limes of tules on each side cf 
‘the river, more maddeningly tiniform than anythibg else in nature, 
the blazmg blue sky above and the turbid yellow water beneath, 
Nothing lying ralisyed the monotony exvept an oocasional flock of 
blackbirds, whieh rose suddenly and mysteriously with a loud chat- 
ter from behind the curtain of reeds, asif from the depths off that 
famous pie, and then as suddenly und mysteriously disappeared 
Again sod were silent. f 
_ ‘Pha water rippled against the canoe, drumming a wonotonous 
tatoo cuits paper sides, but there was wanting the dash and sparkle 
of salt wafer. No one came und no one wenb, exeupl a couple of 
Chinamen paring beans atone landivg, and 1 seemed ip truth mon- 
arch of all bsuryeyed, and getting yery tired of my ltingdom: some- 
Times a tue crane, fittmg amblem of intense drearmess, would 
wilt himself lshoriously and awlwardiy, with « dismal squawk, 
AGOss [he river to xettle lazily in the mud on the other balk, 
This thing bad Ween goiny on for [don koow how long; hours 

aml hours it second, andthe big river no nearer, Bend suceceded 
bend, each exacly like its predecesser, until nothing but the 
ovcasioual jibing of the boom prevented me from sinking into the 

“site drowsiness which seemed to have enthralled ail nature about 
me, Atlength the wind headed me, and awoke some mterest m my 
mind, It was betberto beat against it thau to drift lazily, as Bolly 
and Thad been doing for fle last hours, By the time the big river 
hat presented itsest, the breeze had freshened considerably, the tide 
Kad turned flood, and it was getting past uneh time and I was getting 
Tinngry. and 0 the order was given down helm, rise tacksand sheets, 

hauled Polly np on the levee, T was quite content that the distance 
was ho grenter. A 
Nextilay the tug carried Folly and me up the river some five or 

six Indes, aud there left her. (sailed sayay up the river wilh the 
tide, hunting for a likely place to lunch: 4 large tree with spreading 
branches, whose dense foliage threw a grateful gloom oyer the 
waters, in whose depths hid the lazy trout or catfish, while its gnarled 
trunk rosa columpwi-e, buttressed by ils serpent-like roots, half in 
find half ont of the water; that was whabl wanted, but Thad eaten 
about half of ny lanch before I found it, The breeze continued to 
grow lighter and lighter. until it was only the barest apology for a 
breeze, and then it faded away entirely, und the sun beat down on 
my devoted head with the power of millions oi tons of coal, as Ste- 
phenson or some other scientific chap says. Some thousands of 
milés I traveled in this way without getting anywhere in particular, 
and without getting any cooler or better natured, when our landing 
drifted up stream, and I made fastto it, perfectly satitfied to let 
Any one who wauted it have all my interest in the Mokelumne as a 
canoeing fround, 

Tt Was Saturday, and the following Monday morning T must report 
for duty, so packing everything snug | left Folly triced up under the 
jlot-house of the barge, and Stepped aboard the stern-wheel frigate 
Jonstance. It wasabonutfourin the afternoon when 1 waved adieu 

to Folly and my hosts, and, respondiug to the captain’s invitation, 
&pcended to the pilot-house, aud could not but contrast the view pre- 
sented with that from the deck of my vanoe. There was really some 
variety to [he prospect, and looking down upon the landings, watch- 
ing, from my elevated perch, the deék hands carrying in freight, 
wis really interesting. We worked our way on through winding 
sloughs, stopping every ten mites or so to pick upa couple of tons 
of beans, ora hundred watermelons, until at length our craft was 
backed stern first in a bend und tured round,and the next three or 
four miles made stern foremost, 

At three in the morning when I turned m, we were within a mile 
of the landing. Thad left at four in the afternoon, haying gone up 
the south fork of the Mokelumne through Potato Slough, down the 
San Joayuin and up the Mokelumne to its forks, and must have 
stopped fifty mes, Twas out agnin at sunrise, and found we were 
toiling along through Suisun Bay with a big barge alongside. Folly 
caine down a week later, and was kindly vared for by some friends, 
being Janded at Long Bridge, and the first Saturday afternoon follow- 
ing her arrival Thied me down to her resting place, and found her 

the shadow of Velegraph Hill, Ltook in sail, paddled bravely home, 
and soon had Folly at rest on her perch in the boathouse, and so 
ends my ernise. Winn Brooks, 5. F.C... 

THE A. C. A. MEET. 

acaas and visitors haye been arriving from all directions for 
/ a week past, and there are now nearly three hundred members 

present. Many parties of ladies and gentlemen are in canip inthe 
| neighborhood of the Canoes Islands, and pienic parties by day and 
camp-fires at wight are in order. Service was held in camp on Sun- 
day, the 12th, Dr, Neidé reading the English church seryice in the 
morning, while Dr, H.W, French, £ Jersty City, preached in the 
afternoon, In theevening many met around the camp-fire in the 
“Tadies’ camp,” 
Com. Edwards was taken suddenly iH on Monday, and had to be 

taken to his home in Peterboro, his pidoe being filled temporarily ly 
Col, Henry Rogers, hut the Commodore has since been able to re 
turn and resume his duties. 
The New York canoeists arrived on Sunday BUDE (12th), having 

heen detained by logs above Lakefield, and by Monday their camp 
was in order. Among them were Messrs. Wilkins, A, Lowenthal, A. 
Brentano, W, Dormitzer, and W. A, Green, of the Knickerbocker 0.C., 
and Messrs, Keyser aud Collidert of the N. ¥.C, C. Messrs, Whitlock 
and Monroe, N. Y. ©. G., have singe arrived, 
Monday alternoon saw the first upset; a canoe under sail with two 

sccupants, both of whom were rescued after a ducking, later on, 
the same day, a gentleman fell froma dock while trying to assist 
would-be danoeists to embark, The Albany, Springfield and Roches- 
ter Clubs are at camp, Cincinnati will nol be represented this year, 
Both fish and ducks are reported to be plenty this year, and good 

| sport is promised, 

Pachting. 
a 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in. whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

FIXTURES, 

. 23—Knickerbocker ¥. C., Third Pennant Match. 

. 83—Hera-Lillie Match, Marblehead, $1,500, 
&4—Dorthester ¥Y.C., Cathoat Classes, 

. 23~-South Boston ¥. C., Ladies’ Day. 
. 2—Minnetonka Y. C,, Fall Mate, 
. 25—Beverly Y. C., Second Open Mateh, Monument Beach, 
.25-—Raritan Y, ©., Corinthian Match. 
. 25—Hull ¥. C,, Open Match, 31,00). 
25—New Orleans Open Match, Pass Christian. 
-28—Oswego ¥. C. Fourth Annual Match, 
.2#—New York Open Boats, 28ft.. Entrance $100. 
29—Bay of Quinte, Pall Match, $440, 
A0—Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C., Qpen Boats, Canoes. 

. 1—Hull Y. C., Seeoud se lad Was Match. 

. tera SO Scotia Y. S., Lt. Goy. Challenge Cup and 
Olass 3, 

. d and 4—Coburg Open Matches, over and undér 12 tons, 
pt. 5—Provineetown Y, G,. Chib Match. 

6—West Lynn Y. C., Open Match. 
5—Raritan Y, C., Corinthian Match. 

. $—HullY, C., Third Championship Match, 
. B—Qnincy ¥ Closing Match. 
. &—Toronte Y. Classes 1, 2 and 3. 

pt. &—Beverly Y. C., Swamipseott, Third Championship. 
§—Quaker City ¥. C.. Review and Hurbor Cruise. 

Sept. 10—Cleveland Y. A., Fall Matebes. 
Sept. 11—Beverly Y.U., Third acai Match at Swampscott, 
Sept, 15—Hull ¥. C., Squadron Cruise. Prize for Neatness. 
Sept. 15—New Jersey ¥, CU, Open Races, 35ft. and under. 
Sept, 15—Royal Nova Scotia Y. S., Commodore Cup and Class 3. 
Sept. #3—Quaker City Y/C., Review and Harbor Cruise, 
Oer. T—Quaker Cicy Y, C., Closing Harbor Cruise. 

RACING COLOSSAL. 

Weer Bie last will jong be a memorable day in the yachting an- 
uals of the world, Under the energetic mianagement of the 

Beverly Y.U., the greatest match the world has ever seen was sailed 
and brought to 4 successful conclusion, In point ef numbers the af- 
fair was simply immense, and nothing ever approached the great 
gathering in Marblehead Bay. No less than 239 entries had been sent 
lo the secretary, and of these 178 actually started. The pacing 
eclipsed the wonderful mieets of the same club in years previous, 114 
being the largest number of sail ever before answering the signals to 
start. Allowing au dyerage of six to each yacht, and the number of 
hands eugaged in the contest reaches the unparalleled multitude of 
over a thousand, No other vace,no other sport, can exhibit such 
yast competition. And if this has been accomplished in the youthiul 
days of amateur sailing in America, what are we to expect when 
yuchting with us reaches that ripe davelopment attamed already on 

race round the foreyard,letgo and banl: right your helm, that is, 
4 Polly's head was paddled rountl, the sheets flattened in, and with 

Something like a breeze we seb oul on our return, but for the life of 
ine Tcould not tell one bend from another, wor puess how far il. 

igbibeto where Tt was omg to Junch. Then the wmd died out, 
and Ttook in sail and set rayself to paddling and melting in the 
roiling sun, bul rounding the next bend, showed me “our landing, 
ubout uimile off only, so all that grim delermination went for 
nothing, By the tine that I had paddled (hat half mile though, and 

the older side of the Atlantic? Visions of hulf a thousand yachts, and 
thrae to five thousand men engaged in fmendiy battle for supremacy 
afloat, rise before us as not so improbable as it onght have seemed 
searce a decade ago. , : 
The rapid growth of yacht racing in the Hast, especially aniong the 

smaller Glasses, isin very sirong eonbrast to the lethargy displayed 
in New York aud elsewhere. To one smgle provision we trace this 
disproportion, Which is all the greater when population and the op- 
portunities for yachting on small tonnage about New York are com- 
pared with those of Boston and vicinity. If they can gather a fleet 
of nearly two hundred competitors off Marblehea(l, four hundred in 
abunech ought to be easily enough collected within the cimle of 
Tetropolitan influence. How near do weoome to the mark? The 
Turehmont Y, 0, has confessed its small boat matches a failure and 
has given them up, falling hack upon one modest yathering in the 
year witha dozen or 50 atthe line, The open sandbig shitting match 
for boats of pweuty feet and under recently sailed broughf out a 
paltry representation of thee, and the coming trial next Tuesday, 
open to all from 2 to 80Ef,, is threatened with equally disastrous 
faliure, In the Fost they prohibit shifuog ballast, and ti New York 
wedo not. Thatis the key to the contrast so unfavorable to the einy 
which ought by virtue of population and sheltered waters to lead in 
small boat: sailing to just thé extént if falls short compured with the 
latitudes less favored in avery respect. ’ 
Let us hope the lessons of fhe Hast will not be entirely lost and 

that 8 crusade of popular disapproval may sooner or latér wipe out 

allright. A faif wind carried me down the river front until, under 

of existence the Senseless caricatures fostered by shifting ballast, 
and that reason may hold sway uyain to invest the small yacht of 
dafe and whle proportions with the dignity of recognition so that the 
masses here may see their way to participation in the manly art of 
sailing with a widir choice than that of being shunted aside or driven 
into the cockpit of Machines which are trayesties upon legitimate 
yachts for al urposes but. racing in smooth water with ovh-rs of 
their kind, Where there is one man willing to sink $1,500 in an oyer- 
sparred machine, wtlerly impracticable for aught but a very limited 
purpose, there are a hundred men woo would gladly take to the sea, 
at a cost of one-third the amountin 4 boat serviceable for regular 
yachting life which Gan be raced to heart's content upon a moment's 
notice and with scarce any expenditure at all. 
To bring a sandbag contrivance to the line involves enormous rac- 

ing sails,a heavy crew of lossers difficult to collect, nod a/) the attend- 
aut outlay for wear and tear from a hundred dollars up every time. 
And when the race has been sailed, the contrivance may as well be 
hauled on the beach for all the guod she is to a regular yachtsman. 
The decked cabin sloop, or euftér, safe in build and moderate in vig 
can be bearded by owner and a few friends, and is ready for any- 
thing (hat may turn upas 3000 as the anchor is catted, without ex- 
penditnre other than what is incidental in her kéép as a cruising 
vessel. He may cruise in comfort any distance to the rendezvous, 
and whether the race he wow or lost, he is still at home wherever he 
happens to be, Whe cruise may be continued and the rounds marie 
fo Tue next vacing port, or he hauls down his fighting flag and goes 
a-fishiog, and sails wheré audi when le chooses without the burda 
of a professional oréw to be carried home atan appointed hour, and 
without the disturbed frame of min. natural to a man witha white 
elephant on bis hands, We can never expect yachting to become 
widely popular as long as we drive sensible peuple away with encour- 
agement piven to the worst type of boat, and a snubbing toail others 
pessessing real merit. Until we choose to act upon Bastern example 
und frown down shifling ballnst as a sin against legitimate sport, 
such mests as the Beyerly and Hull ¥. C. organize froin time to time, 
will be known to New York yachting only through our columns, and 
read inore like visionary fables than the records of races which have 
actually taken place, 

The Marblehead race called for the exercise of no mean executive 
ability and tireless work ou the part of its promoters. Tono one 
are yachtsmen nore indebted for disinterested aud well directed ef- 
forts than te Mr, Walter Lloyd Jeffries, the leading spirit in bringing 
to a head the greatest sailing regatta the age bas been called upon 
lowitness. To him and his co-workers, Messrs. Geo. P. Gardner, 
Geo. H, Richards, Chas. H. Minot, Jr, T. H. Cabot, Henry H, Buck 
and others, Ameiieaos will be ready to mete out well deserved 
praise for ibe great liftand recognition yachting has received among 
the masses by the huge collection ot pleasure vessels in the snug 
harbor of the quaint old seaport town and the magniticent pageant 
presented asa teatof 173 sporting tyers trimuied shvets arounu the 
odd little toy lighthouse on Marblehead Neck, Nothing contribytes 
more to the spontanevus winning of popular sympathy, and to the 
spread of a feyeri h anxiety to follow suil than such a spirited, pic- 
turesque, and in every way happy panoraina of the enticing aspects 
of asport, which in its broad moral tendencies, and in the exereise of 
ail nianly attributes of character has not an equal io the civilization 
of our day, 

_ The conditions wpon which the entries were made were as follows: 
Classification: Ali schooners over?] anil not over4vft, lo form a separ- 
alteviass, Thefirstclass shallinclude alone and cutters measuring vyer 
40ft, and uot over 50ft, on the water lime; those measuring over 3uft, and 
not oyer 4Uft, shall form the secoud class; sloops, entters and cats 
measuring over 45fb. and not over 305 all form the titird Glass; those 
mipusuring over 21ft. and nob over 25tt shall form the fourth class; 
all boats measuring over 17ft. and not over 21 shall form the fifth 
Class; and those of 17 and under, the sixth class, In the second, 
third, fourth and fifth classes, separate prizés will be awarded to 
centerboards and keels, A class was also arrangoil for yachts over 
S0Lt., newsured by the new sailarea rule. The prizes were cash, as 
mentioned in the summary beoaw. No shifting of ballash allowed 
in any of the classes. Limited créws. No restriction to sail except 
in filth and sixth classes, plain sail only being allowed in these two. 
Courses as follows: 

Class A and first class, from starting point to Half-way Rouk, leay- 
ing it on starboard, stake-boat dead to windward and return to start- 
ing point; 30 miles. 
second class, trom starting point, leaving black buoys Nos, 5 and 3 

on starboard hand, Half-way Kock on starboard hand, whistling buoy 
off the Graves on starboard hand, Pig Rock stakes, Roaring Bull, 
Tinker’s Island, Tom Moore*s Rock and black buoys Nos. d and 5 on 
port hand, to Judges’ yacht; 20%6 miles, 
Schooners gud third classes, from starting point, leaving black 

buoys Nos. Gand 8on starboard side; Tom Moore's Rock, inker’s 
Tsland, Roaring Bull and Pig Rock stakes on starboard hand; stake- 
boat uorth of Wee Rock on port hand; Halfway Rock on port hand; 
black buoys Nos, Sand 5 on port hatd, to judges’ yacht; 1544 miles. 
Fourth class, leaving black buoys 5 and 4 on sturboard; Halfway 

Ro-k, stake-boat anchored off Southeast Breakers, red buoy No. 2 on 
Gale's Ledge, Bowditch’s Ledge beacon and red buoy No, 6 on port, 

| to judges’ yacht; 104¢ miles. 
Pifth and sixth classes, leaving red buoy No, 6 on starboard; Bow- 

ditch’s Ledge beacon on port; stake-boat off Curtis Point ou port; 
black buoys 7, 5 and 3 on starboard, to judges’ yavht; 714 miles. 
The judges were Messrs. George A. Goddard, W. Lloyd Jeffries, 

Daniel Appleton, James H. Giake, George P. Gardner, H, V. R, Thayer 
and W. A. Jeffries, kindly accommodated on Mr. T ayer’s schooner 
Phantom, The large classes were timed from a line off the Neck, and 
the smaller ones from abreast the schooner Phantom, moored in the 
harbor off the Eastern Y. C. headquarters. Special prizes were pro- 
vided in third Glass keels by Mr, Angust Hemmenway, bringing chem 
up to $100, 370, $50 and $15, with the praiseworthy object of eneour- 
aging entries for One of the most popular classes of sporting vessels, 
also pre-eminently adapbed to general yachting purposes. The ar- 
rangements were perfect, otherwise so large a eet coul! never have 
heen fot away without friction, Instructions, clear and explicit, had 
been published in ample timte, and the tugboat Wm. Sprague, in 
charge of Mr. Henry H. Buck, was busy during the fornnoun locating 
the lines, clesring the sourse of obstructions, aud giving final dires- 
tions to the racers in the bay. Crowds lined the piers and docks of 
the town, and the Nevlk was packed with humanity from far and 
near, allin good humor, awaiting to witness the great sail. 
Allthe population of the surrounding country was out in force, 

and supplemented by throngs from Boston snd éyen from New York, 
three hundred miles away. As the time for the start drew near ihe 
prospects for breeze were uot tlattering, But the large yacthis had 
bavely been started when it cumme out quite brisk from about south, 
and for some time continued 10 blow with enough strength to bring 
Wenonah and Huron well downto theic bearmgs. Gut im the harbor 
under the lee of the Neek it proved very baMling, alternating between 
Galns and occasional pulls, and afterall had got clear, the wind for 
a time died away allogether. After an Jiour's calm mf came out 
steady from W.8.W., enabling the yachts to muke a good match, 
though fayors were distributed without regard to merit in all cases, 
the leewird-most boats profiting by the shilhto anew quarter, often 
to such an extent that the resuli was affected and the race was nol 
in all cases te The switt, The big tellaws m class A and the firstelass 
worked down to the Neck in light airs, and had no sooner got seross 
than they poked their noses into a jolly streak from the sourh- 
ward. ‘The compromise or beamy cutter Huron, smart looking and 
in every respect a credit to her owner, who designed the vessel, was 
first away with large and small topsails above the gat. and jibtop- 
sail jusb lifting as she laid ber course for the Hulf Way Rock, 
Wenonah, the pride of New York and America's fastest ilyer, fol- 
lowed under the lee quarter of Mr, Gray's flush decker, and Alice 
came out On the lee beam of the inetropolitan. 
More wind was found outside from $. 8. BH. and the three laid down 

to their work in Garnest, At 1274 it was too much for Huron, and 
her club topsail was brought to deck, Wenonah was sent broad off 
to leeward by & twist. of the helm and fast reached up on her antago- 
nist, oing torough Huron’s lee with remarkable ease, both of them 
dropping Alice on the leg out to the Rock. In spite of Huron's great 
beam i, was noliced all day that she heeled to extuctly the sume 
angle as the narrowér cutter from New York, and that nothing in the 
way of “comfort” had been gained by resorting to beam, and us 4 
matter of course increasing sail area with it, Long before the Rock 
was reached Alice was virtually out of therace. Wenonah was timed 
ab Half Way Rock at 12:83:80, Huron 12:24:40 and Alice 32:26:30. The 
stakeboat then steamed 18 knots dead to windward, 8. by BH. 14. B. 
and ancho/ed as the turning mark, ‘The wind fell away and Chen 
Gatoe ob abesh about W, 8. W. The three leading yachts had made 
reveral hoardsout ty sea, Wenonah out-dufing Huron and taking the 
lead with plenty to spare. These tivo then hove around for a long 
board to. the westward, while Alice, far ustarn, went to the sonth- 
ward forluck. Wher thé wind shifted she found she had the mark 
af much less distance than the other two, aud coming round headed 
for the stakeboat which she hauled around at 2:48:40, and lacing a 
water sailio her boom, spun for home apparently a sure winner, 
But a wonderful tale remams to be told. oth Wenonah antl 

Huron ligd overstood to tue westward, the baze obscuring tie mark, 
und both were very late in making the yound, They came for the 
mark With booms wide aud jibtopsails drawing to ile new westerly 
wind. Wenonah !nffed around at 3:04:05, and hung for several min- 
utes in the wind's eye, rousing her big squareheader aloft, She went 
away on ler long stern Chace like a Sfeamer, z0iny through so fast 
sud clean in the light wind as to work the tigboat’s Skipper inte en- 
thusiasm with the remark, ‘‘Smarb boat, that; very smart boat.” 
Hiren came to the turn with her topmasthead gone, but suill able to 
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curry light sails, at 8:12;00, and Imffed up to a NN, W. course for 
home with balloon jibtopsail pulling like a good one, The wind was 
about abeam and Inifay file the order, Wenonah not only ran up on 
Alice, biti (rove by and finished the race nearly twenty minutes, 
head, having gaihed during the fifteen mites the astonishing amount 
of forty Minutes on the sloop and lifting first prize with real ease, 
Garniny for herself an enviable reputation as a fiyer and great popu- 
larity imong ailclasses, ‘The interest exhibited in the sucvess of this 
cutter in the Hast and the undisguised warmth with which her latest 
vietory was hailéd must, we think, be inlerpreted as signs of the 
tae favor with whith such noble wud nsefnl evatt are now re- 
frarded, 

to the first class the race resolved itself into a sail over for Vixen, 
for in point of size or of record she met no worthy foe. The class 
cailed the same course, Visen reaching and weathering on the others 
Os she liked and rounding the outer mark in most excellent shape ab 
3:87:40, followed by Nirvana at 4:00:05, the Siren having given up, 
not being able to make out the stake-boab through the haze. She 
Jodged a protest as the directions given intimated the stake-boat 
would be found near the Hardings, Int an amicable arrangement is 
vertain. The stake-boat was ordered dead to windward, and owing 
to the shifting at the start, could not steer for (he Hardings as at first 
intended. The smaller classes went over diverging courses, and il 
Was not possible for us to follow them. We will be glad to throw 
open our columns to any explanations the competitors may have to 
make, is there is no doubt the unsteady wind had mneh’ influence 
upon the ending, The entter Mona led the second ¢lass keels to the 
turp in fine style, but Hera (roye by her running home, as the cutter 
hat neither spinnaker nor balloon sail: tun the third class keels, 
oddly enough, Mr. August Hemmenway won his own money with his 
noboy cutter Beetle, pulling off a slashing vielory from a Jol of the 
sunrlost clippers out of Boston, We append the only official sum- 
mary published, and which will be found to differ from others io 
Tony respects: 1 4 

OFMNCTIAL SUMMARY, 

CLASS A, OVER 50 FEET—COURSE, 3U Minn. 

Length. Actual, Corrected. 
Weonah (cutter, $.), J, Stillman... 03.08 5 02 46 6 02 46 
Fiiron (cutter, DO), Wm. Gray, Jr 65,06 § 21 29 6 19 42 
Alice (slp., E.), T. G, Appleton. . -. 61,00 ges avg & 1) 48 

FIRST CLASS, 4 To 6) THET—COURBH, SAMP AS CLASS A. 
Vixen (slp,, 8.), P.O. Lawrence, Tr... 48, 00 5 39 21 5 3 21 
irvand (alp., 4), Wm, §. Baton, Jr, .45, 08 614 AI 6°15 30 
Siren (slp, 5. Bay), W. C, Dillingham _.,Could not find stake-boat, 

Tinpetia and Dream did not start; Maggie withdrawu, Whole class 
landicappud at start, 
SECOND OLASS—CENTERAOARDS, 3) TO 10 FEET—CourRSE, 2044 MILES. 

Shadow (slp., B.), John Bryant _....  ..33.06 445 of 4 37 12 
Nims (slp., Bo.}, B. Jenney, Jr 451 40 4 42 45 
Giylie (sip., .), F. Cunningham... ....33_07 463 10 4 42 23 
Anna (slp., H.), W. B. Lambert, -..,,,.34 4 50 ab 4 48 46 
Magic (stp.. L.), B. ©. Neal 
Eitie (slp., £.), B, W, Crownenshield. , 
Mabel (sip,, b.), F. Clayton... .-_.--__,, 
Wave and Ariel did not start; Wave arrived just after race was 

over. 

532 55 
Not timed. 

& 18 52 

SECOND CLASS—KEELS, 80 to 4) PE —COURSE 2014 MILES, 
Hera (slp., B.). C.G. Weld,....--_., 3d, 05 4 46 36 4.37 49 
Mois (utter, B.), H. M, Padelford..... 86.06 452 Of 4 47 38 

r{slp.. J,), W. MeCormick 2.2... 48 00 5 5 15 45 
tp vung (cutter, B.), J. Mal, Worbes ....88.02 5 5.21 21 

Uh ies 28 07 
6 42 20 6 35 46 
Not timed. 
Not timed, 
Wt Lillie and Mona 

a 47 42 5 32 36 
547-25 h 38 27 
5 40 10 5 d4 28 
6 00 00 5 87 a7 
5 69 10 4 42 30 
b2is— 51213 

THIRD GLASS—OENTERBOARD, 25 To 80 rmuT—COURSE 1534 MILs. 
Eya (sip., B.), D. Sargent .,,.... ......, 25.04 4 33 38 415 19 
Frolic(slp., Bo.), A. J. Wright, 28.0916 4 36 O11 422 30 
Mattie (cat, B.), A, Stoclton,,..... H 2 24 ai) 6 07 20 
Fanchon (sip;, H.), W. B. Cleghorn. 6 25 ol 5 07 57 
Polly (slp., Q.), J. J. Shepparit 5 dl 08 fh 14 28 
Nai.d (sip., New.), G. Rogers. 4 30 27 6 14 #4 

1 & de Gt 517 51 
; 3 52 20 3 0 51 

Hngenia (eat, B.), 1,5. Palmer.,.../. ., 25,01 Not timed, 
Threw entries did not start. IF. Bickford sailed fourth class colurse, 

THIRD CLASS—EGELS, 
Beetle (cutter, B.), A, Hemenway ft 41 28 4 29 19 

-), J.A. Osgzood.,..,. § 22 a7 5 08 38 
‘Yransic (sip., H.), E. A. Ingalls 23 23 5.06 43 
Thialti (sip., Bo, A, Cotting,...- 5 23 2b 5 00 28 

(1p...) A.D. Midend...... ee 5 29 be G11 07 
Altai's (slp., H.), J, WH. Sherburne. 5 27 48 6 18 50, 
Cricket (sip., 1), J. A. Cullen, . - 6 26 40 5 14 31 
Counbess (slp., B.), G. B. Ciase. +4239) B 28 57 5 1G 48 
Hilie Hyerett (sip., CG. A.), 7. Bi 1.25.08 4 01 52 3 43 33 
Bohemiun (shp., 0. A), G. W. Patterson,% Not timed. 
Mw! cis (slp., C; A.), G. J. Mtirsh.... 2.25. Not timed. 
Tug (sip.. i, Bo, W. oR. Wheeler... ..- 27.00 Wot timed. 

Pour wntries did not safari. E. Everett sailed fourth class course. 
Toiati and Allaire handivapped at start, 

FOURTH CLASS—OBNTRRBOARD, 21 TO 25 FEET—COURSH, 1046 MILES, 
Sirius (cat, Wl. B.), CG. c. Hanley_,.----. 24.10 2 5Y 30 2 AT OR. 
Séa Bird (slp, A), GS. Wovoush.......,22.0114, 2 03 48 2 At 62 
Venus (slp., O, A.), Win. MeWeuzie, 28.06 4 U7 va 2 52 47 
Queen Mab (vat, H.), W. i. Phaimey, _.-21 00 4 09 57 2 58 00 
PFoyen, Jr (stp., New.), Pierce & Bowen 22.05 21618 3 00 42 
Rebie (slp., Bo.) J.B. Phinney,.... 22.7% 3 24 40 408 25 
Dauntless (slp. New.), TL. EL. voardway- 431 18 3 14 00 
Maileap (cub, Prov,), A. Barrett, ........ 21. 1 53d 13 3 16 37 
Crete (glp., Di), 7. W. ili... 0... 20... one 5 83 36 
Maid (slp., 8. B.), J.B. Marvell. ary 3 87 a2 
Alda (vaio, 4.), W. H. Wukinsen,,...... : 4 35 21 
M,A. Hamilton (cutter, siy.), J, Hamilton, 23.0) 3 4} 32 
Paurl (sips OG); &. Lee. _... —. 221.2 12204 % 48 47 
Jennie L, (sip,, H.), 0. H. Loekhardt 23,09) a 47 14 
Ligait !. baly (cat, H.), Win, Daly, Ji. 28.06 8 48 02 
Reckless (slp., G.), David Mebhnayp -._- 3 al v7 
Phivehetve (sip,, Me), J. A, Crossiln, ,, 365 15 
Vainpire (slp.. W, L.), O, Alexander 4 55 tf 

ay 42 

Not timed, 
Wot timed. 
Not timed, 

Maid handicapped at start, 
FUORTH GLASS—KHEEE, 

Ganneret (slp., W. V2), P. A. Alien 2.00 817 12 3 03 18 
Ruth (slp., 5. Bayy.J. C, Remo, Jr..... 3 40 28 3.26 10 
Viltie (sip., H.), BK. H. Tarbell... ..... Re. & 43 08 BR AT 
Dictator (cat, &. B,}, KH. W. Bibber. Bob By 325 38 
APudibs (sljs., Jj, EB. PY. Pigeon, . 3 45 di 430 2 
Oycin (sip., 8.), W. A. Asptawall... 3 44 pL 3 8) 83 
Volante (slp. 5. B.), 5. A. Crowell... - 3 63 17 430 41 
Nyuia (slp, 5, 6.), J. Galyin a 54 de 3 38 4b 
Oteur (culter, L.), P. A. Chase. ..... 2.2.28. 3 oF 1d 8 40 59 
Ties (slp, 5. 6.), nowlton a& Williams vd, 4 Sa iM 3 41 10 
Jeunic (Sip,, Mar,), 0. BE. Morey. .....--: m 4 up 0G 345 25 
Lyciit Adwins (sip., D.), H. Davenpore, 405 37 Bn O01 
Daisy islp., Lj), W. Hawkes Not timed 
ives entries did not stirt. 

FIPTT CLASS—CHNTURBOARD, 17 To 2) mir—coinrse Ta MYLES. 
Any (aut, (.), MW, W. Baxter. ---.,,, ., 20) 1 30 48 1 ye 40) 
Niobe (cae, D,), J, . Brown... .....2... 19 1 3215 118 OL 
Hoipen (eat, B.), P. CO. Severance, ....,, 100i 1 33 2: 1 19 27 
Viva (eat, S. B.), Hotehings & Pryor-..-18,0444 1 45 03 11947 
Hornet (eas, BY, S. W. Bureess,........, 18.11 4145.11 1 20 21 
Herald (eat, Qo), W. B, Smith. ......... 18.06 1 85 47 1 21 Be 
Jessie (sat. Qi, Wo BR, Smith , 7b 1 83 31 121 ‘52 
Myvile (cat, 41.), R. C. Poor, ..- 1806 1 37 27 1 22 01 
Tnishe (cat, W.), 8. A. Wreeman.,,.... 20.05 ‘t a7 10 1 24 02 
Ailele (sip,, GC. A.), Haskell Hros_- 20.10 1 37 20 1 24 27 
Katinilwa (alp., C. A.), 9. Nerwood...., 20.03 i 38 09 1 24 dd 
Pet (cat, Q.), J. MeParland.... . 19.00) 1 39 52 L 25 02 
Gisela (sat, H.), H, Aborn.. ne RU OL 1 33 a1 1 25 10 
D, Orockett (slp., Q.), AH, Puinam ,,..,,.20,08 153 46 i 25 21 
Wiltifive (Gat, Q.), 1, Ay Keith, 222, .... 10 08 1422 1 2 26 
Kitliwale (ean, C. A.),C, GCanningham. 20,04 1 wy 02 1 20) 87 
Drifi, (ean, 13), TK. Lothrop, ........ -- 1,00 1 4t ay {£6 49 
Panny (eat, tt,), Stone & Huddy... __- 1). 0G 1H 82 1 ai VW 
Nerine (cat, B. 0), J. MW, Howe ...,,...19.09 1 41 45 1 27 4% 
Mabel H, (cat, W..), R. Brymer ... .. 18,00 1 42 56 1 27 be 
Zantho (eat, N_), Jub Coley... _--. 30) 01 143 4h i ay (02) 
Anita (cat, War), W. A, Bown... ....18,00 146 14 1 20 10 
Cows (cat, 5. Bay), J. Neweowb,.,.18,06 14 47 1 a 21) 

—— Le ULL COCOUrLDhrhC Chl 
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aoe Corrected, 
46 19 14015 

1 45 38 181 23 
1 45 56 1 31 al 

49 41 1 33 87 
a7 07 
50 35 
49 49 

Soqueltite (cab, 8. Bay) PT. A, Brown,,, 19.06 48 42 a4 27 
Dawn (cat, D.), OM, Baker........,... 18,07 a1 46 36, 20 
Seraphine (cat. 8. B.), Boney & Temple 18.10 51 59 36 61 
Delphine (eat. B.), B. W. Crownenshield 19,10 87 12 

Lulu(eat, B,), 8. H. Elliot 
Galasma (slp , Man.), W. R. Tras 
Yer-Unele (slp,, Hv, ¥. Harris 
Zetes (slp, B. H,), 8. H, Momris. 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1% 
1 51 10 
1 
1 
1 
i 
1 

Kate (cat, §, B.), EB. 1. Willeutto.__ 2 
» Inez (sprit, Mar,), J. G. Bowden.,,,.....17,08 07 53 61 30 

Margaret (slp,), J. MeGodwan....,..... — Not timed 
Joker (cat, H.). G. Coffin ...., .2.. 0. 19.07 Not timed, 
Thirteen ealries did not start, Hoiden handicapped. 

_ -#ISTH CLASS—KERLS, 
Vesper (slp., W. L.), Benner Bros,...... 1809 1 42.56 1 27 48 
Carinita (cutter, B.), C. H. W. Woster., 20.00 1 41 53 7 28 12 
Mona (etter, Mar,), H. Parker, ..... .,.18 07 1 44 55 12945) 
Caprice (cat, B.), J. B. Rhodes,,........ 17.08 1 45 41 1 29 59 
Feurless (cat, 8. B.), A. Kid i ....0... , _ 201014 1 43 15 1 A088 

1 48 25 1 41 02 
1 46 29 132 
147 06 1 33 40 
1 46 36 1 33 59 
1 62 04 1 35 22 
1 37 03 1 40 01 
1 66 10 1 40 25 
1 59 00 1 44 45 
2 05 58 149 16 

capped at stavy. 
SLETH CLASS, 17 MENT AND UNDER— COURSE 714 MILES. 

Dandelion (dat, B.), C.F. Adams 8d..... 1609 1 a6 30 43 46 
Samaria (cat, D),8. G,. King... 2. 1. 16,10 1 37 35 19 40 
Pert (slp., New.), L. 8. Goffin. --..... 2.15.00 40 21 43 
Naney D. (slp,, C. A.), W. Dennen...,...15 (1 
Frolic (cat, Sw), W. H, Blaney tated 
Psyche (cat, B.), Commodore Sears. 
Sphinx (cat, 8, Bo, W, Whitman .. 
Bluebell (dat, B.), W. Lloyd Jeffries 
Dido (cat, H,), B, L. Burwell. ._. 
Tilip (cat, B.), Gordon Dexter, , , . 
Spurt (sprit, W.), M. C, Traworgy...... 
Jennie C, (eat. C. A,), H, A, Lane .......16.07 
Zip (eat, ().), G. W. Morton’... + Rt were « kl 
Risa (cat, Mar,), GT, Baker,,,,,..., 
Tf (cat, W, 1), O. W, Atwood... 
Crescent (cat, W. L.), T, M. All 
Valeria (cat, W.), Wileox Bros- 
Elsie (cat, B.), John Dane...... 
Faith (cutter, Mar.). D. M. Folle 
Midget (cat, Mag.), M. R. Wendell, ¥ 

1 58 45 138 01 
Not timed. 15.06 

Buttercup (cat, New-.), Butterfield Bros.15.09 Not timed, 
Snark (cat, Mar.), Benson Bros, ........ 13.00 Not timed. 
Flora Lee (eat, 8. B.), D. H. Lincoln. _-16, Not tinied, 
Sassacus (eat, O. A), B. Griffin.,...... 16.03 Not timed. 
Tit (eat, C, Aj, J, Beckford... . , 10.02 Not timed. 
Gretchen (cat, D,), 1. P. Shar 16.08 Wot timed, 
Comet (slp., 8a.), W.-H. Rogers,,......, 15.02 Not timed, 
Isabel wes Sa.) J, G. Lowery......-.. 15.06 Not timed. 
Dash (slp., Mav,), A, Graves... ...-.... 1308 Not timed, 
Gypsy (cat, Sa), A. CG. Mair... .. 14,00 Not timed. 
- Fifteen eutries did not start, 

Total number of enteies.. 2... .f.220; gaa beta peee eye cre eeee eee 289 
Tutal number of starters. 2.2... eee eee ... 178 
Total number of boats completing course....,........ , 146 

PRIZES, _ 
Class A,—Tirst prize, $160, Wenonah, 8. / 
First Qlass,—First prize, $75, Vixen, S.; second prize, $25, Nirvana, 

areas Olass.—First prize, $35, Bessie, B.; second prize, $20, 
yda, Bo. 
Second Class—Centerboards.—First prize, $40, Shadow, B.; second 

prize, $25, Nimbus, Bo,; third prize, $20, Clytic, 4, 
Second Class—Keels.—Tirsb prize, $40, Hera, B.; second prize, $25, 

Mona. B.; third prize, $20, A¢zir, J, 
Third Class—Centerboards.— rst prize, #40, Bva, B.; second prize, 

#20, Wrolic, Bo.: third prize. $15, Mattie, B. 
Third Cliss—Keels —Virst prize, $100, Heetle, B.; second prize, $70, 

Gem, H.; third prize, $50, Transit, H,; fourth prize, $15, Thialfi, B. 
Fourth Class—Centerboards.—Pitst prize, $30, Sirius, M.; second 

Prize, $20, Sea Bird, H,; third prize, $15, Venus, C. A-; fourth prize, 
$10, Queen Mab. H. 
Fourth Class—Keels,—lirst prize, $30, Banneret. W. V.; second 

prize, $20, Ruth, S. Bay; third prize, $16, Kittie, H. 
Vifth Mass—Centerbourds.—Wirst prize, $30, Amy. Q : sécond prize, 

$20, Niobe, D.; third prize, $15, Hoiden, B.; fourth prize, $10, Vera, 
8. B.; fifth prize, $5, Hornet, B. 

Fifth Class—keels.—First prize, $30, Vesper, W. L,; second prize, 
$20, Carimita, B-; third prize, $15, Mona, Marblehead: fourth prize, 
$10, Caprice, B.; fifth prize. $5, Fearless, §. B. 

Sixth Class.—First prize. $80, Dandelion: B.; second prize, $20, 
Samaria, D,; third prize, $15, Pert, New.; fourth prize, $10, Nancy 
D,, C. A,; fifth prize, $5, Frolic, Swampscott. 
KEY 16 ABBREVIATIONS OF Chub AND Port Namwes.—H,, Beverly; 

B f., Beverly Farms; Bo.. Boston; B, H,, Bunker Hill; C. A., Cape 
Ann; D.. Dorchester; #., Wastern: G@., Gloucester; H., Hull; Hy, 
Haverhill; J., Jeffries; L., Lynn; M., Merrimack: Mag’, Magnolia; 
Man,, Manchester: Mar , Marblehead: M, B., Monument Beach; N,, 
Nahant; New,, Newburyport; Proy,, Provincetown; Q., Quiney; S., 
Beawanhaka; Sa., Salem: S. B., South Boston; 8. Bay, Salem Bay; 
Sw., Swampscott; W. L., Wese Lynn; W., Winthrop; W_ V., Washing- 
tou Village; Sun,, Sunnyside, 

ALONG SHORE CRUISING. 

itor Moyest and Streanr 
Thave been indulging in a continuance of my ‘long shore cruise 

and in the course of same have seen yachts and yachts, 
At Greenport, New London. and lastly and by na means leastly, at 

Newport, L haye had a chauce to study inodel, build, riz and style, 
anilLitis wonderful how many men of minds and yachts of many 
lnnidy one sees in such 2 gabhering as at Newport on the occasion of 
the regatta for the Goelet cups, When we see so many thousands 
and hundreds of thousands of faces with “nary one alike,” it is not at 
all strange perhaps that (here should be such « dissimilarity in the 
style of mode! of a fleet of yachts. To go among such a fleet and look 
at them as they lay af anchor, all dressed in their best and seemingly 
conscious of their graceful outlines, if reminds one of looking upon a 
bevy of beautiful women, and making it so hard to settle which pav- 
ticular one you will elect ‘‘queeu of beauty.” You like the bow of 
one and the stern of another (I am speaking of the yachts now not the 
ladies). In many yachts you see the effort to carry out some hobby 
of the new modeler, aud it is a lamentable fact that no mau 
undertaking the building of a yacht, unless he has ideas of his own 
and lmows how to put them in practicable and tangible shape, that 
does nob become the victim of experiment. the Medium through 
which the builder will carry oub some hobby or idea of his own, Tt is 
a chance to try it on at somebody else’s expense. It is an 
unfortunate fact that we are at this late day no nearer auy settled 
principle of model than we were fifty years ago. We may have made 
great sirides of improvement in the form, finish, and beauty of eyery- 
thing above the water line, but hélow we are still groping and grop- 
ing and every builder sets to work to whillle oub models illust ating 
his fuyorite theories, and persuades jhe verdant would-be yachtsmun 
to biiid an experiende yacht on them. She may proye fast and she 
may not, ibis simply an experiment, _ H 

Tf would seem that we ought by this time to have arrived ut some 
settled conyiction or cunclusion as to what prineiples inyolyed fail- 
ure und what success. But we are never satisfied; and when by a 
lueky accident a yacht proves to be fast, nobody seems to copy her 
model, but aH want to improve on her by a sharper entrance, hollower 
line here, a fuller one there, and so on until there is scarcely a prin- 
Giple of the successful boat involved, Aftera good many years of 
expuriénce and observation and study of the subject, the conyiction 
has forced itself on my mind that a fast boatis an accident, and to 
build one on your own or any one’s ideasis like buying a ticket in a 
lottery. Tt is true that there are certain well-established rules, or 
call them principles if you will, that we can follow to a certain extent, 
bot beyond that itis simply groping in the durk. A scientific 
draughtsman willlay your boat down for you, and make you a beau- 
nifvl drawing, showing Pit ae and all the sefentifie points and 
wineiples; but le cant tell you how your boat will sail, nor can the 
Duilder cr the modeler, All are as anxious and iWoseltled inthuir 
minis as a firl on the acuasign of her first ball dress to know how she 
is going to look init, No one can tell why 4 beantiful low and clean 
Tull gives no speed, nor why full lines forward and heavy quarter does. 

‘| This u donundrum that is not given wp, but never guessed. 
Of course every man has his theory, Mine is that a yessel must 
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have stability, to get which she must have floor and beam. Stability 
méans capacry to carry sail, and thio is power—povwer is speed - but 
when you attempt to carry sail and theréhy convert the side of your 
vessel into the sailing lines you certainly do not carry ouh the origi- 
nal idea of your modeler, ‘The Way many sailing masters carry sail 
it is sim ply folly to pay any attention to your vessel's bottom; she 
don’t seem to have any nse for it; her sidé becomes the sailing lines. 
Thave been amused to see suil carried on yachis notil half the deck 
was under water, and the poor craft so pressed down and buvied that 
she could not sail, hey think vhey are playing grand smash then, 
and so they ure, or it senerally ends in one, for no spars can stanil 
such @ strain, and must go. The great fault in sailios mutches is 
overcarrying. It is a pet theory thatif you earry sail like you 
must feb speed. It is just what they don't get, tor the vessel is 
forced beyond her capacity—overcrowded, overpressed, buried, Tf 
the experiment is tried of taking off some sail, see how it relieves het 
and how she starts up, ‘To begin with, ueurly every yacht is over- 
Sparred and over-canyossed (ror satety) in the strré for attaining a 
little more speed. And then the pet theory and practice of plumb 
masts. Whyfore? Il is a well established fact that raking masts 
give lifting power, and that a plumb mast, when sail is carried, be- 
comes a burying or dowuward pressure power, forcing the vessel 
doWnward and over, and half the power exerted by thesailislost, Ibis 
4 coustantstrugele and fight of pressure versiis buoyancy, the vessel 
tesisting the effort to foree her forward sevtion down, and all this 
power and pressure is wasted effort. It does nob go to propulsion, 
hut plumb masts are the fashion and that is quite sulticient. Womedrl 
endure the tortures of the rack in weariny high heels, and yachts 
tnust have plumb imasts becatuse 4 few sailing masters have said it 
was the thing. 
There are a few yachtsmen whosearcely know bow fram stern, 

and are such babes in swaddling clothes, that the sailing masher as 
dry nurse is the tyrant of the deck, an oraclethal none dare dispute, 
There are two pursuits, two positions, where the strongest, the 
bravest, the most autocratic become mare puppets, sing small a3 
nobodies, in yachting and in the stable, a 
Show me a man nota thoroughbreed horseman or old dulter at it 

that is not led by the nose by his coachman. He 1s the autocrat of 
the sttble as the sailing master is of tha deek, If Jolin says the off 
horse is sick and unfit to go out this evenils, tliat settles it, A dare 
riage is hired, and John goes to see his Bick according to his own 
previously arranged programme. If a new horse is wanled Johu 
goes up to Twenty-fourth street, arranges it all with the dealer, gets 
his commission, und the horse is purchased. The shop tliat repiirs 
the carriages must pay hima comniission, or the worle is not wel) 
done, and with the feed man, the shoer, eté.—and so with the sailin 
master, What would the sailmaker's books disclose if overhauled? 
Why must a yacht have © new suil every season, new spars, a new 
bow, anew stern? Alterations, alterations all the time? The con- 
undrum can he apswered. ; 

The great trouble is, that yacht owners look upon a eruise as 2 
junket merely, Very few have sufficiant love for the watér, oy for- 
the sport, to make themselves familiar with the art, and lave little 
orno ambition to become yachtsmen. They are as helpless ond 
innocent of any real enthusiasm for the noble sport as blind kittens, 
What is needed, in the New York clubs particularly. is more owners 
eapable of sailing their own yachts. Let them deyote time when ou a, 
cruise to learming something, although it would not be for the fnier- 
est of the sailing master to permit him to know anything, On the 
contrary, he keeps up the idea thatit requires years of practice to 
acquire the art of yacht sailing, And whatshameful impostors some 
of these sailing masters aré—frands—lubbers. It is a5 goodasa 
play ta one who does know something of yachting to see tha siayple- 
minded, unsophisticated, benightened yacht owner badpered and 
tyrannized over, and how he listens with open mouth to the oravla 
when ho descants knowingly on winds, weather, the faults of other 
yachts, and blunders of her handling, [t would be well at least for 
yacht owners to be taught a few nautical terms—jush enough to 
pass current. I was standing on the wharf at Newport when a 
oat from a yacht came purine: in, the owner sithing in the stern 

sheets in full uniform, looking unoutterable nautical wisdom, The 
boat came very near. The men looked at the stern for orders, It 
came. “Hold on.” “Stop her.” She was stopped, add the friends 
on the wharf, waiting, stepped on board, thé yacht owner saying, 
“Here, Jim, you géetin the back end of her. and you, Jack, go into 
‘tother end.” The sailing master might at least teach his owner the 
termns indicating the two ends of the gig, Lthought “baek end of 
her” was good for a yachtsman, OLD YACTPrsitan. 

IMPROVED LAUNCH ENGINE, 

AX ne ee in the compact little lauuch engines of which the 
Snyder Engine Gonipany, of New York, make @ specialty, is 

shown in the accompanying illustration, Simplicity and durability 

which avoids jar qnd loss of power. Thedesisnis especially snited 
to high speeds and steam pressure, These improved patterns are 
built small enough for common toyboats having the steensth to 
carry the weight, Such boats oan be easily alteréd in the ron to, 
adapt them to engine power, The rated power is figured with a pres 
sure of 50 fo 6) Tbs,, and running from 200 turns up for larg Sines. 
and 400 turus per minute tor the small engines. With inereased 
pressure the power will increase in the same proportion. Oylinder 
is encasedin polished brass; crankshatt, piston and conudeliny rods 
are of bast steel; link anil rods are highly polished, Link block, 
fastenings, packing nubs, ete., are of poli brass, All sizes mre 
now furnished with link and reversing lever, a5 shown ip the illustra. 
tion, The following data will bs found valauble for rafereniss: 

—_— —— = 7 — — —, — =~ 

Size of Cylinder roxie| Leight | 
in Inches. Approx) “from | Sle of Boat 

- — Horse Power, Weight. | pe: tH | for was 
Diam. | «;,.. - . op ol auilalle, 
Bore, | Ste Ths. [Gylinder.) 

2h 14 gto 4 22 12inches, 120 15 fect 
Sie tol 30 |S * | totals » 
OM oed 146 to 2 ou pe tg 17tos) * 
B14 sod 22 to 4 80 6 | Sytoss 
Bo4%b + to6 aa 28. Roto st) + 
44x 5ia 5 tot 15) ja ate 85 ** 

The smallest size will cost about $50, ahd suibable bout therefor, 
say $125. ‘The largest size given will cost about $150, and suitate 
hoat, say $800, 

| DEATHETRAP MISSING. —Sloop Mystney of Nip Sse, sited 
. unt for Nantieket, with for rentlemen prar Noatis— 

ee ae been heard of lier up to 'Dussday last. : 
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PANTALOON AT THE RACES, 

F all the muddled mixtures palmed off upon a suffering commu- 
nity, the following effusions are the funniestever put into print. 

Here is thé gem, which we render intelligible by our own insertions 
in brackets, ani by italigizing the funny portions: 

‘Spinnakers would not drawon the run out, which is proof that 
the Wind was net move than four points abattthe beam. , . . 2 
Now, os to phe start. of the Vixen," (Thereporter has got this fearful 
inuddled; he means the Maggie, upon whose splendid start he dwelt 
atlength in the Wepld.) “It wes not because the Vixen crossed the 
Jing aud*gave the reporters a fine yiew of her deck, handsome or 
otherwise, that they said that herstart was a fine one. but it was be- 
eayse she came for the line with wind abeam, and ava great pace, 
eat ee Maggie, ata much slower rate, came for it dead betore the 
wind. 

It so happens that the reporters said nothing at all abont the start 
of the Vixen, but gave Mageie credit for making a beautiful start, 
and for doing’so without justice or reason, simply hoping thereby to 
dutracth from Maggie's performance oyer the course. subsequently, 
Fores? ayn £rywas overhauled the Pantaloon of the World, Now, 
che conveniently mises up Maggie and Vixen, and gets himself into a 
worse snurl stil, 

“As to her being, for t/iree or four miles, shamefully covered by a 
schooner. Ifthe Worl reporter) believe that statement to be a lie 
pure and simple, aud a ross and gratuitous insult to the yacht 
owners of the club, I ithe World reporter) saw no_ schooner cover 
her [the reportur was probably sampling beer], and I know that 17 it 
wae $0, ib was purely accidental, and did not extend for fowr or jive 
miles,” : 
Forest anp Steam, however. saw this blanketing, because it at- 

tends to its business at the races, anid allows nothing to escape. and. 
moreover, ForEst AND Srream distinctly disavowed any gratuitous 
insult, by recordiug its belief that the covering was done withont evil 
sntene CEBctly, what the World reporter hiniself surmises to have 
een likely. a 
The same reporter shows by his description of the Marblehead race 

that he either did not see the race at all, or else that he paid so little 
attention to his duties that the real cause of the withdrawal of Mag- 
gie escaped him, as did also the real causes ef Wenouah’s having to 
Thake an extra board to weather the finish in the Newport race, and 
thé real calvise of Montauk's finishing ahead of Fortuna, which was 
not doe to her holding a better wind at all. but because she reached 
seaward after rounding the Sow aud Pigs and came to the finish on a 
course more free than Fortuna after the wind had veered to the 
Westward. We will not continue an exposure of the contradictory 
Stuff in which the World reporter swallows himself whole and belittles 
all his previously expressed yagaries, for it would tire the reader. 
We ask again, is such a reporter a fit person to report a race and to 
OSE AS A critic? Isita wonder he isnot wanted aboard the Made- 
eine? 

ROYAL NOVA SCOTIA Y, C,-AUG. 11. 

Name, Rig. Owner, Tons, 
Velenar._..._... ser QUUTOL) ct fas eo .F. OG. Sumichrast............ 8.3 
Tna....,. Sloo _W. B. Ferrie. 2. 
Mariquita,....-... Yaw. We Oh Weallaces... eee 1b 
Lintie NAD ae ..M.B r 
Mascot,.....- Sloop....,----,,.11. M. Wylde, -. aay 
Mentor i. reese OOPs 10) hens. FAT SBtOMENG Why ose ene neerr aster e 

Velenar allowed Mentor 2is,, Ina Im. 30s., Mascot Im, 483, Mariquita 
and Lintie 2m. 54s, 
§ stp allowed Tna tin, s., Mascat 1m, 27s., Mariquita and Lintie 
ni. 
tna allowed Mascot 18s,, Mariquita and Lintie 1m. 24s. 
Maseot allowed Mariquita and Lintie Im, bs, 
Ina and Mentor were the favorite, but Mentor, after leading all day, 

was cut out by the yaw! Mariquita near the finish. Velenar made a 
bad start some 2min. late, and Ina was in a worse fix when the sun 
went af-2;40, Both sailed plucky stern chases, the entter winding on 
Lintieand Mascot. Lintie twisted masthead and lost topmiast,where- 
upon she gaveup. Mascot got off the best, with Mentor up on her 
quarter, the others to liewurd and astern. All lad jibheaders, but 
Mentor sported a big yard topsail. To Melville Tsland flagboat spin- 
nakers liffed them all along at a good pace, Mentor jibing first and 
Mariquita close on top of her. Jt was rather weary beating back to 
the cutter Oi Kaze, anchored off Icehouse wharf, Thesame order was 
preserved. Velenar, once on the wind, turned up in very good shape, 
weathermg on Lintie and Mascol, After the jibe, spmnakers were 
again run oub for the second round, First round was completed by 
entov at 3:48:15, Mariquita at 9:45:00, Mascot at 8:55:00, Velenar at 

8:56:00, and Ina af 4:00:20, Coming down again, Mariquita went to 
the fore on the last board and Ina weathered Mascot, the finish being 
made Wy Maviquita at 4:52:00; Mentor. 4:53:30; Velenar, 5:01:00; Ina, 
h:10:00; Mascot not timed; Lintie withdrawn. First three took prizes 
in the order namert, 

MATTAPOISETT RAGING:—A match was sailed August 18, off 
Matiapoisett, Buzzard's Bay, for prizes offered by the residents, 
Yachts from all parts were present, the race being the most succeass- 
ful ever sailed in those waters, Over 200 yachts were counted im the 
bay ot the time. Two prises in each class, ranginy from $13 to 35, 
with a silver cup bo first and sécoud class, Wind fresh from south- 
west, Sloop Windward lost her topmash early in theday, Arecep- 
tion to the yisitors closed the evening. Sommary as under, Metric 
inosine centerboard, Curlew bursting bobstay, and Dolly fouling a 
Uy 

HIRST GLASS. 
7 ength, <Agtual, Corrected. 

Windward, G. O. Shatbuck _...-... A011 2 44 08 2 20°32 
Hesper, W. 1, Morbes AS 07 2 44 29 219 26 

Isabel, J, G, Cliapmiuu —-.,. Me Tet as 84,05 Sail over. 
THIRD GLASS- ‘ 

Potters Oo), tear is — oe a a 29.06 2 BF 29 2 08 08 
Metric, HW, R. Sisson. ... .. «- A — 
Curlew, T, W. Robinson. .. —— 
VAT [Oy He WAITOM ak fhe dy anise : 2 46 + 205 12 

DPOUIVIH GLASS. 
Myrtle, no name....-... ... _ RA. 2 24 10 149 37 
Almira, W. Crosby, ..- 2 zi) 42 1 46 59 
Aleyone, 10 nanie, ae 244 41 1 58 34 
Faunns, vo name,..-,.... Rta een: tos M0 242/07 157 21 

FIFTH CLASS, 
Luey, Sleidder. - ~. 2105 #39 45 1 BO 22 
Dolly, A. H. Hardy - 20.00 
Anne, SUasPelry, ...--- or-e-ret 21 08 
Zeller, J, Jeuny:.... 6... wee eee 22 4 2 44 bo 1 69 01 
Maseot, WP. BE. Bacon... a... 22 OB 2 45.00 1 57 18 
Tantriin, J. 5S. Cadman -...,.- 2200 2 34 21 1 47 22 
Tris, TE, Bumgs....--. wee eee eee 20 243 11 1 55 56 
Gipsty, no name, ---.-. -.-..---4) 2-110 2 SL 25 2 03 08 
: SISTH GLASS, 
index, Kk. Smith.... i 81 41 0 46 56 
Nena, nonume.--_,,..-,,, --- 1 34 08 0 48 27 
Thetis, Alfred Dow... 14107 1 02-37 
Atiler, Austin Brothers... ..-..... 1 28 11 0 48 55 
Clara B., G. Baugs,,, * 121 11 051 31 
‘Gem, I, Thomas, .. 4127 00 0 45 26 
Spray, J. Priedbolt 1 20 25 0 49 52 
Gifford, no name,,..-. F 1 35 48 0 50 33 

PASTEsT UNDER STRAM.—The new Permelia, whose extraordi- 
nary speed has been exhibited in home waters recently, under the 
designation of het yard number, 100, has been turned over to Mark 
Hopkins, at Rulfalo, und will proceed to St, Clair. Mich,, her destina- 
tion, Sheis 100fi over all, 1216fl, beam, 4tsft, hold, Engine is of the 
heautifnl Herreshoft design, compound, steam jacketed, with eylin- 
ders 12:.and 21h. by 12in, stoke, and turning up to 340 revolutions per 
Tninute, developiny nearly dA0-horse power on & consumption of 21hs, 
of coal per horse power per hour, Official trial, when new, under 
supervision of Chief Engineer B. J, Isherwood, U.S. Navy, and staff, 
oY Narragansett Pier, was 19.26 iniles, It is likely she can now sus- 
tain a speed of 20 miles. The foriner Perinelia, 5ft. shorter, is now 
on her return to Bristol, BR, 1., and will be put on the market, 

COBURG RACES,—Opeu matches for two classes have been ar- 
ranged for Sept. 3and4, Wirst class, over 12 tons, prizes $150, $100. 
$50 and $25. Seco class, under 12 tons, prizes. $100, $60, $40 and 
$25, Wourth prize only if six yachts start, Entrance, $12 and $8. 
Courses, 40 und #1 miles. Royal Canadian Y. ©, rules in force, 
Entries close Sept, 1. Race fo tinish before7 P.M, The Belleville 
Tutelligencer objects to the classitication, whieh should be the samme 
as in général use on Lake Outurio, Too much pportanss on 
uniform classificatien cannot be laid, The sant of it robs racing of 
much of its instructive value by furthering avarchy tu the records 
‘and in the winds of the public, 

PAVONIA Y. C.—The anniial races of this club were sailed Aug. 
80, with a very satisfactory list of eutries, though most of the boats 
were only of the sandbag description, Startb was_ilying off the club 
house, foot of Jersey avenue. Course, between Bedloe’s and Ellis 
Island. thenee around Robbin's Reef buoy, and around buoy 14 off 
Dix Island in lowér bay and home for cabin classes, and around 
fort Lafayette for the rest, Wind southwest. One prize in each 
glass. Judges, Geo. Dawson, Joseph Stilges and Theo. Tuvker. Sum- 
mary: 

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS OVER d0PT. 
Blapsed, Corrected. 

CE ESIESL CAL puesta fated vse tet bot ts cieslote Et ceclede ft 3 22 10) 305 49 
Avalon ..., ..4 91 05 8 19 05 
MOM GB PGi. pea neces MP RET Soa, 2eue sedan te 3 2A 27 

CLASS B—CABIN SLOOPS UNDER 30RT. 
CONTE ha 3 bee beg Besos peoeie okey EE PR 2 484 57 B27 57 
M. W..Conway..... . 8-86 51 3.36 51 
Katie May.__.____, .. Did not finish. 
Tiptlig, ANG, ww bat legs as ym Sere ee Bo Didi mot Anish, 

OLASS C—JTR AND MATKSAILS OynR 2UPT, 
Bitoower cr ge oe Perk a Seed! aes Bis hn ert BY 2 16 39 

Ceae GLASS D—JIB AND MAINSAILS OVER 2dRT. 
(Bids Tienes tees aC ects, Skee 2.45 45 248 48 
Geneantocks: - 2.) es Leese S82 8 01 48 3 01 48 

; CLASS E—JIB AND MAINSAILS OVER BWhirn. 
Hs SPS Eines a aie). sete: ee se aaee ns’ 228 82 2 27-25 
Selina C....,. 2 3%, 24 2 34 51 
Thret Brothers 57 10 2 5G 0d 
IE reerayas VS Apt eae ween oie 2 4. 30 2 SY 58: 
Ae ee ee a eee ee else 3 16 00 

OLASS F—CATBOATS UNDER 20FT. 
Ua hafe pe Ege oa PP te 2°37 58 
Lone Star......-. ..- 2 48 53 
WAS tS een 2 40 08 
Wallies .t.,--5<, 2 4d 12 
Comanche ..-.. 2 62.13 
Glad Bay. hi. oe 253 21 
OIRO ote eee oes 2 64 34 
Maud F ..,.........5 2 B4 59 
Hud. Martin... ....., 2 57 18 
SIUHISGESyiwy.. 4s Rees er - ora 405 11 

COVOINWI 22: seats. feta: eet) iiss tets 2 28-51 2 23 51 

OCONOMOW.OO Y¥. C.—Uhird match for the Townsend House prize, 
was sailed Saturday. August 4,0n Lac la Belle, in stiff northwest 
hreeze. On the beat out to the turn reefs were hauled down by Com 
niodore Peck's new Avline and the Tweedledee, but both shook them 
out before they had gone far. The Buda fell over in six feet of water 
and sank close in shore, the band striking up ‘‘Pull for the shore,” as 
the crew wadéd oul, Daisy bursted shrouds and Pearl was the only 
one left in second elass. Arline won, but was riled out for fouling 
Tweedeldum, Dee therefore took first prize and the Dum the second, 
Course was twelve miles, three times around stakes two miles apart, 
The first round was made by the Arline in 38m, 21s, The boats are of 
the New York sand bag patiern and we believe the evil of shifting 
eee hus with them been transplanted to some of the waters of the 

est. 
CRUISING,—Slogp Hohis. Mr. R. K, McMurray, 8. C. ¥. C., left 

Risariney, Staten Island, Aug. 15, for a six weeks’ cruise to the east- 
ward, Sloop Katie Gray, Oswego Y.C., arrived in Toronto harbor 
Aug, 13, with Vice-Gom. W. Phelps, Jr., in charge, and J. P. Phelps, 
Jas. D, Henderson suil Major Kk. G. Majorassy, Hungarian army, in 
the cabin, She#is bouad around Lake Ontario. Schooner Idler, Vice- 
Com. Fisher. left Chieago, Aug, tl, for an extended cruise to Lake 
Superior. Toronto ¥, C. has heen cruising in squadron to Hamilton 
and Oakville. Thay left harbor, bound out, Aug. 11, The fleet in- 
eluded the cutters Rivet, Guineyere and Jamboree, and sleops Gyp- 
sis, Emma, Mischief and kestrel. The new Condor put to sea same 
day for Niagara with Com. MeGraw, T. Y. 0.,on board. Sloop Cyg- 
net passed Kingston Aug. 11, bound for the Thousand Islands. 

SANDBAG RAGE,—For the race of open boats Aug. 28, the entries 
close Saturday, Aug, 25, ab5 P.M. Judges—Henry Zobles of Green- 
point; Henry Andersen, of New York, and W,H. Dihvorth, of Ho- 
boken, Entries incinde Susie §., Lillie R., Snoozer and Mistake. 
Course from Bay Ridge around Robbin’s Reef buoy, thence out Nar- 
rows, around stake-boat and home. Sail twice over. Open to all 
ballast shifters 26,to 30%, Jibs and mainsails only. Five minutes to 
cross the line, No ballast Lo bé shipped or crew thrown _overboard 
after start. Entrance $100, to be deposited with Mr. John M, Sawyer, 
85 Sonth streel. 

NEWARK Y. G,—Virst’ open matches of the club were sailed on 
Newark Bay, Aug. 20. Course fen niles from off Greenville to buoy 
ai mouth of Hackensack, thence down the bay to Long Bridge near 
Elizibethport and return. Wow classes for cabin sloops, topsail 
sloops, jib and mainsails. and cathoats. Shadow in trying to jibe at 
the inark near the bridge fouled the structure, and was a long time 
getting clear. Ripple followed suit, Fanny tumbled over, and others 
had narrow escapes from 4 similar mdiculous collapse. Winners 
were Gray Hagle, Falcon, Lydia and Shadow. There were tweuty- 
one starters. 
TO BLEACH DECKS —Boil tlbs. American potash in oue gallon of 

water. Test the solution by apphecation to a piece of pine. If too 
strong it will turn the pine red. Add water until it does not affect 
pine, Lay on evenly after sunset and let it remain over nignt, but 
do not allow it to harden. Before sunrise scrul with fresh water, 
and then scour ot holystone with sand, This will remove all dirt, 
erease and varnish, The dissolye oue pound oxalic acid in a gallon 
of water, and apply to the deck when thoroughly dry, which will 
come out white 4s snow. 
PROVIS CETOWN Y.U.—Tirst union matches were sailed August 15, 

Wind light. Two pieces of silverware in each class. First and second 
sailed 12 miles, third class miles, Judges and guests aboard Jona- 
than Cook's steamer Litéhfield, Iu first class sloop Lilly, Lancy, and 
cat Marco Polo, Smith, were the winners. In second class, cat Mad- 
éap, Bassetl, of Chatham, and cat Lone Sar, Allen, of Brewster. In 
thin class. cat Dexter, Card, a new boar, and cat William A., Dun- 
ham 

LARCHMONT Y. C,—A sandbag match was sailed Sa!urday be- 
tween Jewel. Hornet. Fedora, Orienta and Zoe, all about 22rt. in 
Jength. Wind southwest, tide ebb Course, 18 miles. None of the 
eontvivanceés fell over this time, bub Ovienta, Hornet, the thromg 
Uuoy and judges’ boat got into a tangle which bronght forth some 
strongly-expressed opinions. Hornet was declared the winuer. “Zoe 
and Hornet will sail over the sAme course for a cup next Suturday. 

THE DEUGL.—Léditor Forest and Stream: Your last issue with 
the eruise of the Deuce was read ) ith great interest, I have sailed 
considerably iu that little boat, and wish you could see her im ler 
present trim, with all her furnishing auil fittings complete. T think 
the solid comfort that she shows both inside and out would muke 
the veriest landsman catch the yachting fever,—X, 

CAPSIZES FOR THE, WERK,.— Matt Morgan, the scene painter, 
and family narrowly escaped drowning by the capsizing of a death- 
trap in Put-in-B y. hey supposed they were sailing in a yacht. 
Cathoat Sylphie tumbled over olf West Island, Buzzard’s Bay, Aug. 
18. Being close in shore, the crew were rescued by boats. 
MINNETONKA ¥, 0.—The annual races of this Western club were 

sailed August 7 over the usual course on Big Lake, twice over, 12 
miles. Peerless wou in the class for sloops in 1:3a7;14, pestis Glide 
and Osprey. Ida won among the eathoats i 1:39:30, beating Hellen, 
Catharine, Mary Lee and Ariadne. 
SALEM BAY Y. C,.—Third championship was sailed off the Wil- 

lows, August 16. Nirvana, Mr, Waten, had a sail over in first class, 
and Tulip, Mr, Dexter, in third class. In second class Comix, Mr, 
Neweomb, won over 7-niile course in 1:14:02 corrected time, beating 
Carmita and Gracie. 
TOKONTO Y. G.—Third match for Toronto, challenge cup was 

sailed Aug. 14 in wet ahd yery variable weather. Won on iinke hy 
the Misenisf, Mr. Parkinson, beating [ris and Midge. Having cap- 
tured the cup three times, it uow becomes the property of the 
Mischief. 
NEW ORLEANS MATCH.—A race has been arranged for Aug. % 

in Pass Cliristian, Three classes, open to all, Lady Emma and 
Silence are likely to appear, Says the 2tntes-Democrat: “Tb is re- 
freshing to notice some revival of imterest in yuoliting and yacht- 
Yacing, 
SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C.—Corirthian raves for open 

boats aud canoes will be stiled Aug. 30 olf club house, Stuten Island. 
Entries to Mr. Roosevelb Schuyler. 57 Beaver strect. Open to Atlantic 
and Larebmont ¥, @, No shitting ballast. 
COLT DISC ENGINE,—A new steam launch built by Morgan, of 

Noahk, tor Mr. J, $. Lovering Wharton, of Newport, has been fitted 
with the Colt dise engine, described in our issue for Marchi. We 
hear the engine has given great satistuction, 
TRENTON RACH.—We hope the proposed race for October, on 

the Delaware, Trenton, N, J.. willeome to something, Jt is the best 
lime of the year for busmess, and there are many yachts anly too 
glad for s chance on the upper Delaware. 

NEW CUPTERS.—A forty ton anil a bin 
determined upon for nextseason, Thay w 

ine, with five to six beams to length, ‘DP! 
nih is beariue good fruit. 

dred tou cutter hive been 
ii! be abonet dO and Soft, 

{ he success of the Weo- 

% 
= 
i 

WRECKED.—Steamer Ideal, T, J. Havemeyer, N.Y. ¥. @., ran 
upon Sail Rock, off Quoddy Head, Sunday afternoon, Passengers 
end crew were saved in the boats, Steamer likely to prove a fiotal 
oss, 
HULL Y. C.--Over one hundred entries haye been reeeived for 

Saturday's racing. Prizis to the amount of $1,000 will be offered, 
Entries should be made to W. 1, Phinney, 33 High street, Boston, 

PORTLAD Y, C.—Race forsevond class was resailed August 1b over 
an 18-mile course. Won by Vixen in 2:20:52, Nelly second, Willie 
third, Constance fourth and Ectith fifth, 

MONTREAL ¥,C.—The squadron sailed for Long Point, Aue. 11, 
on the annual cruise. The yachts in the fleet were Iona, Neya, Waiu- 
derer, Louise, Swallow and Violet, 

NEW SHARFIE.—Mr. Clapham will build a new sft. nonparei! 
sharpie for owners in Picton, Noya Scotia, 

OSWEHGO Y. C.—Fourth annual mateh will he sailed Tres tay, 
Aug, 28, anda large entry is looked for. 

Answers ta Correspondents. 

{2° No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspontents. 

. J. 5.W., Nashyille.—See our last issue for game seasuns. 

A Reeunar Reaper, Pa,—See our issue of July 19, 1885, page sk2. 

ris agg teat Southwick, Mass.—See our last issue for Wotario gan 
Ww. 
B. H. L., New Jersey,—The deer in your State ara proteered until 

October, 1884, as stated in our last issne, 
A. D., Jaffrey, N. H.—*'The Complete American Trapper,’ by Gib- 

son, is a good book on the subject, Price $1.75, 

Cruiser.—For boat like the Denee writs to the builder, W. P- 
Stephens, West New Brighton, Staten Islatud, N, Y, 
InQuIRER.— You will find explanatory cuts of lug sails in last issie_ 

We will publish lines and details of sharpie yery sliortly. 
W. W. M.. New York,—Wallace’s “Guide to the Adirondacks” Is a 

slandard. Stoddard’s map isthe best. Guide costs 50 cents: maj. 
$i. We furnish them. 

J. H., Bay Ridge.—Will you please tell me just low to shunt so as 
to break glass balls, 18yds. rise? Ans. You cannot be told, Try it 
until you find out how far ahead of the ball to hold. 

P. J, K., Sehuylkill Qounty, Pa.—The pin is reliable, und well ¢s- 
teemed by those using it. Choice between itand the other of same 
price is a matter of individual preference, not of comparativa use- 
fulness. 

J. H. C., New York—Will you kindly give me the namics and ail- 
dresses of the Fish Commissioners of the State of New Jersey? Aus. 
Theodore Morford, Newton; Richard 8, Jenkins, Camden: William 
Wright, Newark. 

H. T.S8., Brooklyn, L. I.—1. You will find on Long 
woodeock, snipe, ducks, shore birds and rabbits; lut 
find them all al once nor allin one spot. 2. For snipe 
a setter in preference to a cocker spaniel, 

VY. K. K., South Rutland.—What are the distances of long range 
matches at Creedmoor. Do they or have they eyer shot muluhts at 
1,600yds? Ans. 1,000yds. is the limit of the Creedmoor range proper. 
though by using an adjoining fielit 1,200yds, have been fired over. Ny 
shots at 1,600yds. have been fired. 

H. A. 5%., South Royalsten, Mass —If you received one copy of the 
pe eaion In question, you got as much for your money as i you 
had reccived the other three nunbers. The reading matter is the 
same all the year round, and year after year. For game lav infoi- 
mation to date you should consult our columns. Some of the gume 
laws oe in the publication you complain of are old laws which 
have been repealed, 
_ A, Y., Boston.—Where can trout and bass be caught in Massachu 
setts; also perch and pickerel. Ans. There is fair troul fishing in 
the western part of the State, in the Berkshire hills. but most of the 
Streams are preserved, Perch and pickerel can be taken at Covhitu- 
ate and at Quinsizgamond, near Worcester, also at Wickhoag Pond, 
near West Brooktield, Biack bass are found in the Connectiaul 
River. See note in last issue about Plymouth. 
see our advertising columns. 
Novice, Lone Branch.—i. What is meant by the term ‘leader’? 

2. What book is there which treats of fly-ungling? 3. Can you tell 
me where trout and black basscan be found near New York city, 
say within a radius of 200 miles, during the months of Augiist and 
September? Ans. 1. Leader is the name given to from three to 
eight fest of silk-worm gut at the end of the line, and to which the 
flies ave fastened. Ttis called a casting Jinein Wugland, 2, Novriss 
“American Angler's Book," price $5.50, and Scotts “Wishiug in 
American Waters,” $3.50. Wecan furnish them, 3. Yor black bass 
go to Greenwood Lake; for trout try the streaims in Sull'van county, 
WN. Y., or on Long Island; they must not be taken In September, Wer 
huve been over the ground of your other request often, wut it warld 
not interest our readers now, 

F., Kentucky.—I found a recipe for making ice-waier without ioe, 
in one of thé back volumes of Formst snp Srkeam, as follows: 
“Rinely powdered crystallized ammonia nitrale—dissolve in equal 
wt. of water at 50° F.—set pail of water in this mixture.” Lliad wo 
tin buckets made, one to fitin the other, leaying some spade het ween, 
Procured one pound granulated ammonia nitrate and did as directed, 
then put some pure water in wy ionér bucket, It heeame eokt, but 
only for a shorttime. Tthought it ought to contmuesn. How about 
it? Ans. The water will not remain cold for any length of tine, A 
common expedient in warm countries is to cover pails. catiteeus, aud 
jugs with one or two thicknesses of blanket. fill the vessel, savueate 
the blanket, and hang the whole fia draughty place away frou Hue 
sun. There may be other methods known to our readers. 

J. M. C., Homer, N. ¥,—1s there any law proliiliting mull awoers 
from letting sawdust into streams that hayt been stocked with 
trout? A large portion of one of ous best trout streams has ‘become 
nearly depleted, and we think in consequence Of letting sawdist in. 
Ans. The game law of New York. section 25, says: ‘No persen, a+= 
sociation, company or corporation shall throw or deposit, or permit 
to he thrown or deposited, any dye stofts, coal tar, refuse from gas 
houses, sawdust, lime or other deleterious substuners, or canse thw 
same to run or flow intoor upon any of the rivers, lakes. ponds, 
streams, or any of the bays or inlets adjoining the Atilauiie Ocean 
within the limits of this State"? The penulty is 510 for each offense, 
but the section further says thatit shall not wpply to slreams of 
flowing or tide water,’ Apply to Willidin H, Tiudsley, Game Pro- 
tector, Canaslota. 

TNFORMATION WANTED, 

M. L. wants good squirrel shooting o1 Long Island; also snipe anid 
plover shooting. 

Island quail, 
you will nou 
shootiog’ tse 

Vor taollé dealers 

In the doorway of » Bowery pawn shopa sien reads: “New 
nickel-plated seven-shot revolvers, only 45 cents now,” About 
a hundred of these fearful weapons ave arranged in the 
window. They are bright and alluring to hoy’seyes. They 
eairy a good-sized cartridge, a box of which can be houglhit 
for twenty-five cents. For eighty cents boy may bucomoa 
walking arsenal, a menace to his friends aid & danger to 
himself. No restrictions are placed upon the sale of these 
infernal machines to children and irrespousible persons. 
The law renders it imperative npon druxwists to sell poisons 
only upon the presentation of physician’s prescription, 
and the drug must be labeled *‘poison.” A deadly drue cannot 
be procured without difficulty, eyen for the slaughter of rats 
or the quieting of an aching tooth, and properly sa; yet the 
dealer in firearms may equip a boy with a backwoodsmun’s 
murderous outfit without so much as inguiring whether the 
child knows which end of a pistol to hold, It was with such 
an arm that asmall boy killed itis little girl playmate last 
fall in this city, anda fortnight ago the boy was found vith 
another assortment of pistols. The manufacttre of mferior 
firearms should be stopped, and the imiiscriminate sale of 
aoe should be put under stringent jurisdiction.—New York 

n, 

The sink of the Carson River, in Vslifornia, is » great place 
for pelicans, which are caught by the suge-brushers for their 
feathers and skins. Lines some 500 feet im lenzth, strung witli 
hooks and baited with minnows are stretehed between buoys 
Ou the lake, and the pelicans there catch themselves, The 
carcasses are fed to hugs 

“Atoizht astronumers ree, and tity and night wrilers agree Oa 
the merits oF Esterbrook’s teel Pens. 
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—THE MILD POWER CURES.— 

UMPHREYS’ 
OMEBOPATHIC 

SPECIFICS. 
In use W years.—Hach number the :peelal pre- 

EZ — 
a= PATENT FOLDING 

seription of un eminent physiciin.—The only 
Simple, 8. fe ond Sure Med cines forthe p-onle 

CANVAS FISH AND GARE BAG. 
Sizes A 

LIST PRINCIPAL NOS, OURES, PRIOB. 
1. Feyers, Congestion, Inflamations,.... 

Worms, Worm Fever, Worm Colic... S| Will hold 9 12 20 Ibs. of fish. 
Crying Colic, or Teething of Infants , * 2 
Diarrhea of Children or Adults...... ) A great improvement on the old-fashioned willow 

creel. When not in use can be folded as shown in eut Dysentary, Griping. Billious Colic,. 
Cholera vehi: vomits u 
Coughs, Cold, Bronchitis.,.. : 
Nenralgis, Toothache, ltaceuche,.... RID APE 

and carried in pocket. 
Headaches, Sick Headaches, Vertigo 

. Dyspeysia, Pil.lous Stomach,.. .... .2 
Suppressed or Painful Periods,,... .2 
Whites, too Profuse Periods,,..... 2 
Croup, Cough, Diiiicult Breathing,. 2 
Sralt Rheum, Erysipelas, Eru: tio 3 
Rheumatiam, Rheumatic Pains... . .25 
Fever and Ague, Chill, Fever, Agues 
Piles, Blind or Bleeding,........ 43 
Catarrh, acute or chronic; Infinenz: 

- Whooping Congh. violent cotighs,. 
. General Debility, Physical Weakn 
Kidney Dice ree, <3 Ss 

- Nervous Debility nes 
; Uyinary Wenkness, Wetting |, 

hae 

QS RES RS pa mek et ft fk fk pt. 
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32. Disease of the Heart, Palpi ation. 
Sold by druggists, or sent by the Case,o sin- 

ele Vial, free of charge, on receipt of price. 

Ts waterproof, and can be kept pertectly clean and | 
sweet. 

Retail customers willsave usagreat deal of unneéces- j 
sary correspondence, if they villremember our rule, that R 
orders receiyed from persons residing in cities in which 
dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any 
price. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Manufacturers of Every Description of 

Send for Dr. Humphreys’ Bonk on Disease &e 
(44 pages), also E lusjrated Catalogne FREE. 

Address, Himm™hreys’ Homeopatnic Med- 
fcine Co,, 109 Fulton Street, New York, 

SAS. EF. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street. Erooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Eine "ishing VTackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1 25; 
ABOEE., $1.50; 240FC,, $1.75; 200Lt,, $2.00; 450ft.. $2.v5; 600Lt., $2.50. Amy of the above Reels with Drags, 
25 cts, extra; nickel plated; 60 cts, extra. Brass Click Réels, 20yds,, 50 cts.; 80yds., 75 cts ; bOyds., $1.005 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, | imerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdecen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks, 
Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts, per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz ; put up one-half dozen in a 
package, Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds.. 1 cis.; Byds., 15 cts. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 levgth, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length. 10 cts. Trout Fhes, 60 cts, per doz. Black Bass 
Flies. $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, Sift, long, $1 25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Fly Rods, 10ft long- $1.50 to $10.00, Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
alse les of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or stamp, Send stamp for 
catalogue. 

Established 20 years, Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO.., 
BOSTON, MASS.. 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS. 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET, 

We are obliged to have more room in our poston: and greater facilities for manufacturing or good- 
to meet the increasing demand, We haye received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalozue, 

PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y- 
Brass Multiplying Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

ABOLt,, S150; 2400. $1.70; BvOlt., $1.95; 450ft. $2.20; COOL, $2.40; 7H0ft., $2.00; 900Ft., $2.80. Nickel plaiting 
and Drags extra, Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 60 ets.; 40yds., 75 cts.; 60yds-, 85 cts.; 8Uyds,, $1.00, Kiffe’s 
Celebrated Hooks suelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen. Sueck Bent and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 ets. per doz,; double, 20 ets. per doz.; treble, 
80 cts. per doz. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds. 10 cts.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heavy 
4-ply, 4 length, 25 cts. Trout Flies, 50 cts, per doz,; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 pér doz. Trout and Black 
Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 
to $15.50, Also alarge assortment of Sporting Goods at proportionate prices. Samples of our goods 
sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money, postage stamps or money order. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall OPEN EVENINGS, 

SOMETHING NEW. 
A .22 Caliber Express Cartridge, suitable for target and sporting advantages. 

Accuracy, with flatness of trajectory and slight recoil, central fire, 35grs. powder, 150grs. 

lead, All .52 cal. C. F. rifles can be chambered for Farrow’s Express Cartridge, 
Send for sample of shell and price of rechambering to 

W. MILTON FARROW, Newport, R. I, 
N. B.—The dollar sent for Farrow’s Book will neyer be regretted. 

AMERICAN 

Kennel Register. 
A monthly record of kennelevents for the information and guidance of breeders, ex- 

hibitors and owners of all breeds of dogs. 
Tts leading feature is tne “‘Pedigree Register,” of sporting and non-sporting dogs, which 

tinakes it the only complete Stud Book issued in America, A register numberis given to 

each dog, and an index will be compiled at the close of each annual volume, thus forming a 

ermancent work of reference. The pedigree registration fee is twenty-five cents. The first 

two numbers of the Register contained the pedigrees of 138 dogs, 

Departments are also provided for the registration of stud visits, dogs at stud, birtlis, 

sales and transfers, dogs at sale, and deaths, 

Prize lists of all the American shows will be given, with descriptions of the principal 

Winners and dogs exhibited; also prize lists of important shows abroad, This department, 

will include a record of field trials, The first two nimbers of the Register contain prize lists 
of Washington, Ottawa and Pittsburgh shows, 

Vhe publication day is the fifth day of each month; and nothing can be received for jpub- 

ication later than the first day of the month, All matters intended for publication should be 

in the hands of the editor at the earliest practicable date. Entry blanks for each depart- 
will be furnished free on receipt of stamped addressed envelope. 

TERMS:—Issued by yearly subscription only. The subscription price is one dollar per 

year. Make drifts and money orders payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Com- 

pany. Address, AMERICAN KENNEL REcisTER, P. O, Box 2,882, New York City, 

Fine Fishing Tackle, 
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y. 

rs PYWYMW O&O CH’s 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & C0., Birmingham, Eng. 

These shells are made of extra fine thi plable metal, with veinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No, 2 primers. Can be re- 
loaded as cften as any of the thicker makes, Cost only about half as 
mach. Weight less than paper shells, They shoot stronger and closer, and 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal inside diameter is 
nearly two gauges larger, Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 
sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten ont to original shape when discharged. 
The crimping tool also acts as a reducer, an adyantaze whith will be ap- 
preciated by all experienced sportsmen, Sample shells will be mailed (without 
charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 
only, (2,000), and crimpers not less than one dozen, by 

if HERMANN BOKER & CO, 
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS, 

101 & 103 Duane Street, = = New York. 

H WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass., Agents forNew Hngland State 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duok, Irish Pustian and Corduroy, = 

Unequalled in Conyenience, Style, or Workmanship, 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THIS 
Is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; wéighs but 15 ounces, 
has seven pockets and game pockets. lt is of strong 

material, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a 

successfu: day without losing 4 hair or feather. [bk can 

be worn over or under an ordinary coat. We will mail it 

to you for $2.00. Send breast measure, 

Tee BF’Ooxk Gon. 

’ 

Secure one at once at our REDUCED PRICES, which will con- 
tinue ouly for a short time. 

American Arms Go., 
103 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 

it & 

<n 

“NEW YORK MANUFACTURERS C0.,” P.0, Box 2002, N.Y 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

Tue Forest anp StreAm is the recognized medium of entertain- 

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen. 

Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 

garded. No name will be published except with writer’s consent. 

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

months; to a club of three annua subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

Canadas. On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

London, England. Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs, 

Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London, 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Insid 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

and twelye months. Reading notices $1.00 per line. Hight words 

to the line, twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the 

money or they will not be inserted. 

Addregs all communications, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

John McCullom, John Brown, Lew Gilbert, the three Wood 

brothers, George Morris and Ben Badger. 

At Chester, which is reached in the same way as Lazaretto, 
Goff’s Hotel is a good place to stop at, and John Goff will 
furnish all the information possible to any one who writes 
to him, and will engage pushers for those who are coming, 
Some of the men who push from here are Isaac Rothwell, 
Dick Brown, Ben Harris, Jacob Miller, Charles Goff, Sam 

Brown, Bill Preston, Sam Preston, Perry Allen, and others. 

The North Haven Meadows, about six miles from New 

Haven, are favorite resorts for the rail, but it is only 

during unusually high tides that they can be pushed over. 

We have, however, known of over 200 birds being killed 

there in a single tide by a gentleman of New Haven. 
Essex is reached by the Hartford & Connecticut Valley 

Railroad from Hartford or Middletown. The Essex and 
Ely meadows are large, and the shooting very good. 

Clark’s Hotel, Lyme, Conn., is a good place to gato, Bill 
Flint, his son, and son-in-law are capital pushers. Any one 
who intends to go there, should write to Clark in adyance 

and make arrangements, 
Every one who has shot rail much knows that the morning 

tides are usually poor, and the evening ones good. Other 

things being equal, the higher the fide the better the pros- 

ground for apprehension that the game statutes of this coun- 

try will ever be harsh; there is much more reason to fear 

that “‘the game must go” before we can ever secure 2 reason- 

able regard for such moderate laws as we have already. 
The wayin which the landowner may maintain his ex- 

clusive right to the shooting on his land is by compelling a 

rigid observance of the trespass law. In several of the States 

this property or right of the landowner in the game is rec- 
ognized by the statutes, wherein it is provided that trespass- 
ers who shoot game on posted land shall be liable to a fine 
additional to the actual damages proved. As is well known, 

an ordinary trespass suit is likely to result ina finding of 

six cents damages. 

Association Books. —We have received from Mr, N. E. 
White, of the Sacramento Bee, the Proceedings of the third 

annual convention of the California State Sportsmen's Asso- 
ciation, held at Gilroy last May. The pamphlet contains 
the several addresses and essays read at thal meeting; they 

afford ample evidence of the society’s high character, and 

give good reason for the liveliest, anticipations of the good 

work to be accomplished by the members, Although 

the association is in years one of the youngest of 
the many similar State societies, it is a live or- 
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never be tolerated by American citizens, The protest is 

more patriotic than logical, and is evidently inspired by a 

failure to note the distinction between the common law and 

the statute law. That the Huglish game statutes are unrea- 

sonably seyere and oppressive we grant; and we share our 

correspondent’s belief that such an iniquitous system would 

neyer-be endured in this country. The common law relating 

to game is quite a different thing, and is, we beg to suggest, 

very good lav for this country. 

Take, for instance, the subject of the discussion referred 

fo, namely, the property in wild game. This property, as 
we have shown, is avery peculiar and limited one, being 

merely the exclusive right to kill or capture the game, and 
it vests in the owner or occupant of the land where the game 
is at the time found. Now in England, where yast landed 
estates are leased to tenant farmers, the proprictor of each 

estate, by special contract, reserves to himself the exclusive 

control of the game. The tenant is forbidden to destroy the 
game even as a course of self-protection if his crops are 
damaged, as they often are. The farming classes are thus 

practically at the mercy of an aristocratic class of proprie- 
tors whose hobby for sport overrides everything else. To 
protect this class statute laws have been enacted which pro- 
hibit poaching by penalties{out of all proportion to the mag- 

nitude of the offenses, and provide for the conviction of 

offenders by trial processes which violate the fundamental 
principles of English law and liberty. 

In this country, on the contrary, therc isneither the power- 

ful class of sport-loying proprietors to secure such unjust laws, 

nor the class of small tenant farmers to be oppressed by them, 

The average American farmer owns the farm on which he 

dwells, and can therefore control the shooting on it, subject, 

of course, to the State legislation respecting close and open 

seasons. We are at a loss to conceive in whom this property 

in game (or in other words the right of capturing it) should 

yest if not in the man who owns and occupies the land. 

This is common law, which is common sense, 
The American game statutes now in force are far from 

oppressive on anybody, What they may be in the future 

will depend altogether upon the wisdom of the men who 

are sent to our respective State Legislatures, There is little 

Miss Mary Steins, who lives in Sonoma county, Cal., has 

during the present season killed eight deer with a rifle. 

Massachusetts is not to be outdone; the Boston Traveller, 

of Aug. 17, reported that ‘‘a lady, a former teacher in one 

of the Quincy schools, at Nantasket beach yesterday shot 

eighteen peep, seven yellow-legs, five brownbacks, over the 

decoys set in a salt pond near the house, and taking off her 

shoes and stockings, waded into the water and landed her 

game.” Apropos of a picture in one of the illustrated 

papers last week, in which a young lady was represented as 

having wounded a deer in the Adirondacks, we heard an 

animated discussion upon the merits of deer shooting as a 
pastime for the fair sex, One said that he should take the 

greatest pleasure in giving a lady who was very dear to him 

a good shot at a deer in the woods; while another contended 
that shooting game was uniadylike and not in accord with 

his ideal of womanly character, The Forest AND STRHAM 

having been appealed to maintained a discreet silence. 

With its compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 
of twenty-eight pages this jowrnal furnishes each week a larger 
amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 

kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contained in all other 

American publications put together, 

THE RAIL SHOOTING. 

[* most of the States which have laws protecting this 
species, the season opens September 1. This date we 

consider early enough, for under ordinary conditions, the 

birds do not begin to migrate until the last of August, and 
those which are found on the marshes during the latter 

month have been bred there, and are not yet fat. When the 

cool nights have come and the foliage is just beginning to 

turn, the rail begin to travel. At this time, too, the corn 

grass, or wild rice, begins to ripen, and as your boat swishes 

through the tall stalks, the full seeds rattle down into it 
with a pleasant sound, which always brings back io your 

mind memories of other early autumn days when the birds 
were plentier than they now are, and shooters were lvss 

numerous. 
The favorite spots for rail shooting are at Lazaretto and 

Chester, in Delaware; on the Hackensack Meadows, in New 

Jersey; on the North Hayen Meadows and those near Essex, 
in Connecticut. The Delaware shooting grounds are per- 
haps the hest known, and, being within easy reach of Phila- 
delphia, there is usually a full attendance of shooters on days 
whien the tide is right. Miller’s Hotel, at Lazaretto, is a 

good place to start from, and is also convenient to the rail- 

roud station (Moore’s) of the P., W. & B.R.R, Trains 
Jeave Philadelphia (Broad and Market streets) at short inter- 

yals throughout the day, viz,, 7:35, 10:46, A. M., 1:32, 2:80, 
3:16, 4:25, 9:30, 6:20, 6:36, 8:30, 9:30, 10:30, P.M, Men 

and boats can be had here, and the proprietors of the hotel 
will, we think, be glad to inform those who write to them 
as to the prospects for the shooting. It is well, also, to write 

and engage your pusher some days in advance, as oftentimes, 
when there is a rush of shooters, the men are all engaged. 
Among the well-known shoyers on the riyer at this place are 

“BePWHEN.’—There has been much doubt about the 

opening and closing of the game seasons in certain States 

where the law read ‘‘between’ certain dates. Elsewhere 

will be found a note from a legal correspondent, who ex- 

plains that the word “between” is to be interpreted as ex- 

cluding the dates specified in each case. 

THe Princess Louise, who had ‘“‘good luck” on her 
salmon angling excursion, certainly deserves a compliment 
for her pluck in braving the winged insect terrors of the 

Cascapedia, 

“FOREST AND STREAM" FABLES. 

XUL.—MUZZLE Vs. NRERCH. 

A MUSQUITO and a Wasp fell into a Dispute as to whose Weapon 
was most grievous to the one atlacked, Aftermuch contention 

they agreed toleave ittothe Skunk to decide, He, after duly con- 

sidering the matter, said, “I think the Wasp has the better of it, for 

though the Musquito greatly worrieth his enemy, the Wasp most 

speedily putteth his to Flight. Iam provided with two Weapons, and 
though I can bite sorely with my Muazie,T find that my greater 

Strength lies In my Breech,” 
Moral,—The Breech-loader is ahead, 
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SCHOODIG LAKES TO CAPE BRETON. 

IN TWO PARTS—PART I, 

J AVING bidden adieu to Grand Lake, we again found our- 
selves at Calais on Thursday, June 7. By leaving Grand 

Lake at 5 and connecting with the hoat, which departs from 
foot of Grand Lake Stream at 6 A. M., we reached Prinee- 
ton about 9:30, in time for the train for Calais, viz,, 10:15. 
We took our dinner at Calais, and at 2:30 P. M. we took 
the train at depot of Grand Southern Railroad for St. John, 
N. B., eighty-two miles. 

Up to this season of the year this enterprising corporation 
runs lu three trains a week. This week they) commenced 
running one train a day at 2:30 P.M. About 6:30 we 
reached Carleton, opposite St. John, and crossing the ferry 
soon reached Hotel Dufferin, the most desirable house at St. 
John. 
During the evening we yisited Dingee Scribner’s and 

Charles Baillie’s for fishing tackle, the two principal places 
in the city. In my judgment Scribner makes the best rod 
in the Province, and Baillie ties the best fly, Halifax is way 
behind in the fishing-tackle line. 

Friday at 7:55 A. M. we took (he Intercolonial Railroad 
for Moncton, eighty-nine miles, where we changed for 
Truro, N. 8. Stopping twenty minutes at Amherst for din- 
der, Prex remarked that his wasted tissue was restored and 
We again sped onward, Af0;20 we reached Truro, 125 miles 
further, when we again changed for the Halifax and Cape 
Breton Railway in quest of New Glasgow, where we antici- 
pated spending the night, When the traveler leaves the busy 
village of Truro, and turns his face toward the yanishing 
point of our continent to where it finally drops off iuto the 
sea, a slitht sense of loneliness gradually steals oyer him 
which he cannot fully resist. 
The single track which thrusts its lon# iron arm out 128 

miles from \he main trunk to Land’s End, hums a Jonesomne 
strain as the cars rattle along itsrails over a roadbed which 
rises find falls with the actual lay of the land. 
When one reaches the end of this railway he is verily at 

the extremity of all railroading on this continent. Look at 
the Strait of Cansoou the map. It is the jumping-off place 
into the sea. It isto this continent what Provincetown or 
Cape Cod is to Massachusetts, aud as you are bowled along 
your journey, through a sparsely settled country, where the 
people seem dreaming and idling their days away in the 
mellow glow of the mellow month of June, you cannot 
withhold the feeling that you are going down, down, a 
gentle decline to the end of the earth, aud unless your prog- 
ress is soon checked, you will plunge ingloriously into the 
Bea. 

ft was our purpose to reach Mulgrave wharf at the Strait 
of Canso in time to connect with the steamer for “Baddeck, 
and that sort of thing,” but we had reckoned without our 
host, The steamer would leave Mulgrave about 7 P. M., 
Friday night, cross to Port Hanksbury, about one and oue- 
half nets, and lie there till Saturday morning, 
Now, as there was no train out of New Glasgow till after- 

noon of next day, we could not catch the boat, which runs 
only three trips a week, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 
While considering the situation we leurned the captain of 
ihe Pictou steamer was aboard, and we quickly made his 
acquaintance. He proved a jolly good fellow and advised 
us that the better way to reach our destination was via 
Pictou to Port Hoo, C. B., which was his destination, He 
said if we would go along with him he would rap up the 
steward when we got aboard and give us a little supper, and 
otherwise make it as pleasant as possible, and so we tied to 
him, At 8:30 we reached New Glasgow, where a spur 
about seven miles in length reaches down to Pictou from the 
main branch, Being informed by the conductor that our 
irain would delay twenty or thirty minutes to shift freight, 
we improyed the time looking over the yillage, returning to 
the depot in time to take the tvain. “On board,” shouted 
the conductor, and all went aboard but Prex. He calmly 
viewed the moving train, remarked leisurely to Mackay, 
“That isn’t out train,” and continued his walk, M., lhow- 
ever, gol aboard in time to inform the conductor that one 
man was missing. ‘'Tlvunder,” says the conductor, ‘I 
wouldn'tleaye him behind not for one hundred dollars,” 
and he went for the bell rope with a rush; but, unforta- 
nately, like a ship at sea when Lhe life boats are wanted, the 
bell rope was ont of gear. Ten or fifteen freight cars inter- 
yened between our car and the locomotive, and the bell rope 
lay along top, but as yet no connection had been made, 
After we had run a mile or better the train wasstopped, and 
that good soul of a conductor ran his train back to the depot 
and picked up our missing man. Moneybags opened his 
purse, but that conductor would have none of it. 

About 10 Captain Lamar conducted us aboard the Beaver, 
which we found to be a snug propeller, and we were soon 
under way. After wehad passed Pictou Light, we went 
below and sat down to 1 comfortable tea; toward midnivlt 
we all turned in, and when we awoke in the morning we 
were approaching Port Hood, fifty-ive miles from Pictou. 
About 6 A, M. we were tied up to the wharf. Here the 
captain introduced us to a Mr. McKay, who is a custom 
officer and otherwise an important personage of the village, 
who extended to us, as George R. remarked, the freedom of 
Port Hood, and, taking us in tow, led us up to Mrs. Smith’s, 
who keeps the principal public house of the village, 

Shall I attempt to describe this settlement? Well, it is 
the last place you want to get into and the first you want to 
get out of. There is but one street, which in pleasantry we 
will call Main street. It runs parallel with the shore, and 
only a short distance from it, It comes into the village at 
one end and goes out at the other, Where it comes from or 
goes t0 1 know uot, buf rumor says it goes entirely around 
the island. 

Along this quiet way, private dwellings, a church, a gen- 
eral notion store, post-oflice, court house, doctor's offiée and 
dram shop are ranged. Not asleep—no, the dormant stale 
is not so healthful as that, but dead! 1 love a sleepy old 
town, where people seem to dream their lives away, A- 
sleepy town somehow has a heulthfal and cheerful look; the 
streets are Cle;n and watks tidy, bright flowers blossom by 
the wiyside, and the very wir is full of the hum of insects 
and the odor of towers. But here things are shabby and 
going to decay; rank weeds spring up at the wayside and 
the gutlers give out noisome smells, and the very atmos- 
phere seams charged with poisonous vapors. But of the 
people I can only speak kindly. They are good-natured, 
generous, well-mannered and courteous to strangers, will go 
out of their way to de you a favor, and are, as q rule, honest, 

sober and industrious. As there was nothing to hold us 
here we got away as soon as we could; we, however, had to 
put in one night here, as we could not get a team to take us 
out of town, The next afternoon, howeyer, we prevailed 
upon a farmer to hitch up his pair and take us on our jour- 
ney, 

About 2P. M. we set out forthe forks of the Margaree, 
A pleasant ride of ten miles took us to Mabon, where we 
stopped for an hour at the Murray House to feed the horses. 
After leaving Port Hood the atmosphere brightened and sweet- 
ened, and we began to realize what adelightful country we 
were in, The air was clear and buoyant and fragrant as the 
summer sweets. The road to Mabon isa very go0d ond, and 
we sped merrily along under a genial sky. Mabon is a pic- 
turesque spot, with a neat and comfortable looking inn; as 
bee nof try its accormoedations, [ can only vouch for its 
ooks. 
The village is nestled in a little yalley amid bold and at- 

tractive scenery, at the mouth of the broad estuary of Mabon 
River. Before we left Mabon, clouds began fo gather, 
threatening rain, We, however, resumed our journey about 
5 P.M, We had not gone far ere the rain began to descend 
to our great discomfort. About 7 P. M. we reached John 
McLean's at Strathlorne, ten miles from Mabou (half way 
from Port Hood to the Forks), where we stopped for supper, 
and the rain continuing, we put up for the night, 

As night setin the rain came faster, and roads became 
heavy; 2 dense sea fog settled down upon the earth, and the 
air was raw and chilly, We had just settled onrselyes down 
for a comfortable night ot it, when Chamberlain drove into 
the yard, My first impression was that he was a cattle driver 
or horse thief. His thick overcoat was buttoned up to his 
chin, his felt hat was down on all sidxs, and the rain 
Was spouting from various pomts. His face wore the look 
of a warrior just going into battle, fixed and determined. 

“Aren't you going to stop and get some supper,” inquired 
Geo. R, “No,” says ‘Bi’ (which is Greek for Chamher- 
lain), “had my supper and must moye on” ‘‘But yow ain't 
going (through in this rain, are you?’ queried Mackay. 
“Yes,” replied my first leftenant, giving an anxious look at 
the sky, ‘I'll go and make arrangements fur you; if they 
were tosee you before agreeing to keep you they never 
take youin.” ‘‘Humph,” C. replied, “if that face of yours 
is a recommend anywhere, I don’t want to go to that place,” 
and I made for the house again. Biwent on, and the rest 
remained over night at McLean’s, 

It may have béen selfish but it was comfortable. ‘The 
good woman of the household removed the fireboard at our 
suggestion, and.soon a cheerful fire was blazing on the old- 
fashioned hearth, Outside the wind moaned and the rain 
beat agaist the panes, the fog came down thick and 
heavy and enveloped the whole heavens in a shroud of 
gloom. We thought of poor Bi plodding slowly onward, 
feeling his way as it were along a road, while every twenty 
rods was a corduroy bridge, which ten to one had been up- 
set by the late heayy rains, while we, comfortably housed, 
chatted the hours away in the cheery firelizht, and we 
breathed the hope, that he would discharge his duty ag first 
leftenant manfully, 
At 6:30 A, M. we resumed our journey. The roads were 

guite heavy and dense banks of fog wrapped the surrounding 
heights in their watery folds. Overcoats were in requisition. 
About 9 A. M. we reached Broad Cove Marsh, a “way 
office” where the mail wagons slop to feed. tis kept by 
Donald McLeod. Itis ten miles from Mclean’s, and ten 
beyond is Margaree Forks, 
We delayed at Broad Cove to feed also, that is, our horses 

did. Itseems a queer thing to do, by the way, this stop- 
ping every ten miles to feed. Having baited, we continued 
our journey. In the meantime the fog had lifted, and the 
ominous clouds which hovered oyer us in the early morning 
faded away before the coming suu, and all is bright and 
beautiful, The scenery is pretty without being striking. 
The spring rains of two or three weeks ago haye left the trace 
of their violence behind, Almost every bridge we pass is more 
or Jess upset by the action of the waters, Before reaching 
Margaree we liad to ford u river some cight rods wide and 
three to four feet deep, the bridge haying been entirely car- 
vied away by the freshets, ; 
About noon we reached Margaree Forks, of which we had 

read, talked and dreamed. That goal to which our eyes had 
been turned and our thoughts dirceted since we bade our 
native heath ‘“‘good-by,” Yes, we were it that land of 
sweet delights, which has furnished the theme of many a 
sportsman’s song and story. 

“Did i meet our anticipations?” “Yes.” No fairer val- 
ley than that of the beautiful Margaree basks heneath 
the summer sun, or drinks the dews of the summer night, 

At the ‘‘Forks” the northeast and southwest Provinces 
marry, and in happy wedlock move blissfully and grace- 
fully onward to the sea six miles eastward. I say ‘‘peace- 
fully.” Yes; there is nothing boisterous in the flow of the 
Margaree. The descent of either branch from its source to 
the sea is gradual and easy, and the gentle murmur of its 
waters as it ripples along through the verdant meadows falls 
as sweetly upon the ear us an evening lullaby, 

Sinuous in either branch, they turn and wind their way 
around the foot of the hills and mountains which hem them 
in on either side. The southwest branch has its souree in 
Ainsley Lake, or as sometimes called Lake Margaree, and is 
the principal source of the Margaree River, In the yery hol- 
tow of the divide, scarce a liundred rods from the fork, on 
a rising slope overlooking this peaceful yalley and mountain 
range, rests the peaceful cot of Samuel Campbell, a hale, 
hearty old Scotchman upon whose head the snows of seventy 
winters have lightly fallen. 
Thanks to Mr. Chamberlain, our efficient leftenant, our 

lines happily were cast at bis hospitable ahode. A pleasant 
family that, the cheerful old man, with his musical Scotch 
accent, and his son Dugald, and his gude wife, who did so 
much to make our stay pleasant, 
From this emimence we could look down the valley more 

than two miles to where the river was finding its way to the 
sea. In the foreground the “‘yillage school,” with its sixty 
scholars, daily held its sway, A little to the Jeft a neat 
wooden bridge spans the Margaree. To the right a climbing 
height, lifting itself upward and extending outward, crossus 
the scene and smiles upon the yalley below, 

Following downward it confines the river till if is lost in 
the distance. To the eastward, toward the source of the 
northeast branch, it bends around till its graceful curves are 
lost to view. Itisone of the most charming spols it was 
eyer my fortune to yisit. 

Three days we spent upon the banks of this peaceful 
stream in this restful valley, We were carly for salmon, but 
of trout there was no end; not large, but from one-quarter of 
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had a little experience with salmon, but we were from ten 
days to two weeks tao early. 

nh the season, the Margavee is second to no other in the 
Provinces for salmon, fishing for which is here done entirely 
from the shore, Salmon fishing in the United States is con- 
trolled entirely by the land-owners, “free fo all’ ie the maxim, 
but the first one who hires for a stall sum (say S5 to #25, 
according to the number of the party and the leneth of the 
stay) generally is “inonarch of all he siuveys” till he pulls 
np; and the one who waits till the-season is folly open and 
then “woes a-fishing,” will perchance find himselfleft, unless 
he can coax the tenant of the pools to let him drop « line, 
The best flies for fishing in this region lor salmon are the 
“silver doctor,” “Durham ranger,” thunder and lightning,” 
“Jock Scot.” for early fishing and heayy water. Later, the 
“fairy” and “Montreal,” ‘butcher boy? ind “ydmiral,” are 
goud, No ‘‘wuides” are necessary aller one once knowe the 
tiver, Any one who can gaff a salmon iy all that is reqiired. 
James Carroll, Dugald Gurroll and Alexander White are all 
goodimen, Chargus $1 per day; they find themselves. 

But the end of our yacation draws nigh, and we must 
homeward turn. Our rods are unjointed and the gaff wn- 
strung. Books, paptrs, ete,, which unacconntably found 
their way out of the satchel, and are strewn about the room 
aré ignominiously thrust back into place. The reel is 
wound up, the whipped and frayed fly 18 returned to hia 
cotton flannel leaf to dry his tanzled wings, and the book is 
closed upon it with a snap, and stowed away behind a pon- 
fused mass of things to be found only in a sportsman’s 
satchel, The taskis finally completed, the last article is 
crammed into the only cmpty space, and the yalise, like an 
overfed toad, is thrown into the general pile 10 await the 
wagon Which starts at 3;30 A. M. 

But before we go, a single word more of the old Scotch 
gentleman, our landlord, ‘from the Highignd.” With whit 
tenacity this people clings to the memory of their native land. 
Mr. Mackay, of our party, was of Scotch deseent, and this 
delighted the old gentleman greatly. When introduced he 
responded with a hearly ‘Welcome my countryman,” and 
immediately inquired, ‘And do you speak Gaclic, Mr. Mclci,”’ 
‘nd great was his disappointment at a negative reply Bat 
the old gent remembered his kind, however, and occasionally 
we caught him in the act of whispering slyly to Mr, “Meki" 
to “come and take a nip with me, my countryman.” The 
old gent was fond of his pipe, and it was 4 refreshing pic- 
ture, affera day’s fishing, tosee him sit down, and pull 
away at his old clay pipe, and listen to his minsical “Weel, 
weel, weel, but it was too bad, ‘Mr. Meli,’ you lost that 
Jig salmon to-day, but never moind, ye’ get.a bigger ane to- 
morrow.” 
Ata late hour we shook the old man's hand ‘‘good-hye,” 

and turned in, Friday, June 15, just lwo weeks trom the 
day we left Boston, we piled into Dugald Campbell’s ¢um- 
fortuble wagon and turned our faces homeward, 

It wasthe uninyitine hour of 3:30 A. M. (let fhose who 
love topetoutof bed at this hour write their apostrophes— 
he doesn’t belong to our party). 
A heavy foe hung about the horizon and a frostiness was 

inthe air, Tor (le first honr or so we shivered in our over- 
coats; then the sun broke its prison gates, aud showed itself 
first in the form of an inverted crescent, and a beautiful 
sight if was, and I came near forgiving myself for petting 
up+o early, When it came forth in iis full splendor 
thought I never saw a more beautiful sight. Prex, who 
never Siw u Sunrise before, inquired what it was, and Guo, 
R, was cruel enough to tell him it was the gilded ball on 
Buddeck Lighthouse. 

The scenery for some fifteen or twenty mules after leaving 
the Porks is searcely to be surpassed on this continent. On 
either hand for miles and miles are mountain vanges from 
600 to 1,500 feet in height, which are mostly clothed in lux- 
uriunt vegetation in every shade of green, . 

Ifere and there bald pates and rocky faces appear from 
out the foliage, while at their foot we noted several fresh- 
water lakes, which udded greatly to their charins, 

ltis not the bold and frowning scenery of the White 
Mountains, or that of the Miehlsuds of the MWudson, but the 
subdued picturesqueness and reposing beauty of the Catskills 
and Lake George. As we approached Brus (’Or Lake the 
whole face of the country changed. Mountams dwarfed 
into hills, and hills into # wilderness waste Lales and 
rivers disuppuar, and nothing greets the eya bub acres und 
acres of wood and timber, not green and vigorous growth- 
exhaling fragrant odors of balsam and fir, but stink and 
dying trees, tangled undergrowth and decaying yeyetation, 

After the rural treat of the first part of our journey we 
were not sorry to lesve this portion bebind us, 

About ten we sighted Baldeck, whose sony perhaps had 
never been sung but for Charles Dudley Warner. Le had 
introduced it and both stroked and cuffed if, and we muat 
see it; and so we stayed our footsteps williin its quiet strects, 
We visited the Telegraph Ifonse, kept by David Dunlop, 
and there found a pile of mail awaiting us, which was eagerly 
seized upon, as we had received no news from home for over 
a week. 
While there we were shown Warner’s room, We had seen 

Washington’s, Shakespeare’s, Burns’s, Napoleon's and those 
of other worthies before; nuw we gaze ou Warner’s, Who, 
hereafter, will be shown ours? As the steamer was Jale, it 
afforded us a fiue opportunity to wander idly abont this neat, 
quaint little village, which boasts scaree 600 souls, und 
modestly overlouks that beautiful inland sea Bras d ’Or. 

Twas charmed with its unpretentious and quiet waya. 
Ryerythiug about looked tidy, its people easy and good- 
humorted, Even the little stowe jail with its rusty iron bars 
across the windows, seemed more like 4 relic of the past 
than a prison house, perhaps because if was empty, and 
looked Jike the remnant of a deserted castle. Mr, Dunlop 
showed us over his house and paid us every atiention in ‘‘ex- 
tending tous the freedom of the city,” 18 our ex-mayor 
yemarked, and it gives me much pleasure in toturn, to say 
that he is the right kind of a kndlord to fall in with, and 
that his house preseats the appuariince of being an inviting 
place to tie upat, Good rooms, good beds, and clean linen 
were apparent all over his house, 

We regretted not baying a longer lease of time at Bad- 
deck. Its quit streets, 11a lazy +tmosphere, its suudued and 
Sunday-like mien reminded me of Nantucket, and presented 
a Gharm which the thoughtful traveler fails to fod im the 
hotels and commotion ot Newport and Baratoga. I loye 
these dreamy, half asleep half awake sort of pluces, like the 
quiet nooks of New England, where giddy feet forget to 
tread. There is & restfulness on the silent beach and in Lhe 
lonely woodpath which brings one nearer to God, and 
nearer, even, to himself, _ , 

But the steamer trom Sydney has rounded the point and 
a pound to a pound, and every one taken with a fly. We! is coming to harbor, and we follow the throng to the wharf 
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for ithough there are few passengers there are many specta- 
fors, ‘Steamer day” (three times a week) is an event iu this 
peace!ul hayen. , ; : 
_ All aboard, the lines are east off, and we bid adien to this 
haven of rest. We watch the spectators on the wharf dnd 
join in the general flirting of handkerchiefs till the picture 
Derins to fade, then we turn onr eyes to the scenery about 
ais, We tire on the Bras d’Or Lake, which J lave partially 
described ip the early part of my letter, It is a most charm- 
ing picee of water, and the scenery on either hand is an end- 
ess stretch of mountain ranges, ever changing in height 
and form, so that the eye wenries not with its beauties, 

About 4 P.M. we enfered St. Pete's Canai—before de- 
sscribed—and passing through this into St. Peter’s Bay, we 
were on the Atlantic, About 5 we entered the Gul of 
Canso, ard at 6 P. M. we were moored at Mulgrave whari, 

The link which we severed when we iter as it were, 
from the Continent to the island of Cape Breton, was mow 
reunited as we again plantud onr feet upon the mainjand. 
The single iron track, reaching out 123 miles from Truro to 
the Gut of Canso, seemed extending a welcome hand to greet. 
8 as we stepped aboard the train. 

One train a day only is run; leaving New Glasgow at 1:30 
P. M. and returning to New Glasgow from Mulgrave at 7 
P.M. To New Glasgow it is eighty miles, which it takes 
till 12:15 A. M. to accomplish. At this hour we reached 
New Glasgow—hbefore mentioned—and soon found comfort- 
able quarters at the Norfolk House, Having been traveling 
since 3 A. M., we were glad to find our Teds, which we 
speedily did, and sleep soon beld us captive. 
“Saturday, June 16, at 8 A. M., we resumed our journey, 

and at 2:85 P. M. we reached Halifax, 105 miles, where we 
took quarters at the Malifax House, and where we remained 
until Monday morning. 
From Halifax to Boston there are several routes, and that 

«me is best which pleases the traveler best. Hyery Saturday 
al4 P.M, a steamer leaves Malifax for Boston direct, (Bos- 
tou, Hahfax and Prince Edward Steamship line) reaching 
Boston Monday forenoon, Every Monday a steamer leaves 
Annapolis for Boston direct on arrival of train, which leaves 
‘Halifax at 745 A. M. Three days a week (Mondays, Wed- 
nesdays and Saturdays) a train from Halifax connects at 
Aunipolis for St. John, where one can take the cars or In- 
ternational hoats for Boston, while trains run daily from 
Halifax to St. John. Wetook the Monday steamer from 
Annapolis, leaving Halifax at 7:45. 

There is little to interest the traveler from Halifax to An- 
‘napolis till you reach Grand Pré, when you strike poetic 
pround. “The Mome of Evangeline,” so beautifully and 
touchingly described in “Evangeline :” 

“This ig the forest primeval, the murmuring pines and the hemlocks. 
# * 5 = * ” 

WNaught but tradition remains of the beautiful village of Grand Pré. 
% Oa * ry 4 * 

Tn the Acadian land, on the shores of the basin of Minas, 

Distant, secluded, still, the little village of Grand Pré 

Lay in the fruitful yallsy. Vast meadows stretched to the eastward, 
Giving the village its name, and pasture to flocks without number.” 

As we skirted our way along the coast, 
“Pleasantly gleaned in the soft sweet air the basin of Minas,” 

and then we wondered how Longfellow could have so truth- 
fully and feelingly described the usa hereabouts, never 
having visited it, Although the poem lends a charm and a 
sentiment to this spot, which otherwise it would not possess, 
yet by niture il is poetic ground. Its broad Jands stretching 
castward from the sea, inthe waving blades of green, its 
protecting dikes, its distant headlands, and the restless sea 
i(sclf, all combine to lend an air of poetry to the restful and 
Charming scene. As we nearcd Lawrencetown station it 
was remarked by the conductor that salmon were often taken 
from a river hard by. In a moment Prex was in commotion, 
and hardly had the train come to a stop ere he was upon the 
platform in quest of the village loafer, who should tell him all 
ubout it. The first man he ran against was the station agent, 
who happens to be a cross, surly, self-important individual, 
who thinks he owns the railroad. Of him Prex politely 
inquires if there are any salmon about here. ‘‘Yes, I lelieve 
so.’ grutily replied Windy, ‘‘When were any canght of late?” 
further queried Prex, ‘‘I don’t know, man! Damn it, you 
ask too many questions,” replied old Crusty, turning on his 
heel. Now Prex is not easily frightened, so for a moment 
he looked upon him without a word; finally he reached down 
into his pocket, took ont a penny, and coolly offered it tio him 
for the “wentlemanly information.” Old Buster fairly blazed, 
his eyes stood out, and his face was like a fiery furnace. 

“T don’t want your money.” he snapped out. ‘‘Yes, you 
do,” shouted Prex, throwing it after him as the train moyed 
away, amid (he shouts of the train hands; ‘you are the kind 
of a man who picks up pennies.” 

lL watehed the old curmudgeon till the tram was nearly 
out of sight, seeing his eye was riveted on that penny, but a 
small boy intervened, and the penny quickly disappeared. 
About % P. M. we reached Annapolis and immediately 

went aboard the steamer New York, Captain Colby, for 
Boston. An hour and fiffeen minutes’ sail took us to Digby, 
where we dtlayed an hour and a half making the wharf and 
getting freight aboard. Then we steamed out through the 
fut and were soon on the broad bosom of the Atlantic. Our 
yoyage proved both pleasant and agreeable. The officers 
are all gentlemen and genial fellows. The route is a new 
one and as yet an experiment, but it promises to be popular. 
I vot quite well acquainted with the first engineer, Alonzo 
Gullifer, and found him a capital fellow. Sportsmen will 
find this a very pleasant and desirable route to Halifax and 
points Hast. In the routes hereafter described the reader 
Will find particulars. 

In concluding my letter I have thought best to give in de- 
tail the several ways of going to St. John, Halifax and Cape 
Breton. [am induced to do this because I have never been 
able to find the same information in any guide book; and 
believing this land to the castward is worth a visit by sports- 
ten, | kiow they will find the following information useful. 

First, regarding the Bras d’Or Lake steamer. Itleaves Syd- 
ney, N.8., Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 6 A. M., 
Baddeck, N. 3., Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 10 to 
1] A, M,, arriving at Mulgrave wharf about 7 P. M., in 
time to connect with evening train for New Glasgow at 
12:15 night. 

Steamer returns same night about 7 P. M, to Port Hawkes- 
tury (one and a half miles), where it lies by till toward 
morning to connect wilh other boats, when it resumes for 
Sydney, arriving at Baddeck about noon and Sydney about 
4 P. M. Fare, Sydney to Baddeck, $1.50, to Mulgrave 
$3 50, Halifas $8; meals, fifty cents each. Distance, Syd- 
ney to Mulgrave, about 125 miles. 

utes fo St, Joho, N, B., Eastern R. R. and M, CG, R.R., 

450 miles.—Leave Boston 9 A, M., arrive at St. John next 
day 7:55 A, M.; leave Boston 7 P. M., arrive at St, John 
next day 6 P. M.; fast train leaves Boston 12:30 P. M., 
arrives next day 7 A. M. Return, leaves St. John 7A. M_, 
arrives at Boston sume diy 10 P. M,; fare $8. 

Steaniers (International Steamship Compatry, Commercial 
Wharf).—Leave Boston 8 A. M., Portland 6 P. M., every 
Monday and Thursday until May 14, and after that every 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 6:30 A, M. and Port- 
land 6 P, M., arriving in St. John about 2 P. M. next day; 
fare from Boston, $5.50, meals and state room extra, which, 
together, is aboul the same as railroad fare. 

toutes to Halifax, N, $.—Same as before to St. Joha, 
thence by Intercolonial R. R., 276 miles. Leave St. John 
7:09 A. M., arrives at Ialifax 8:15 P. M,; leave St. John 
7:25 P. M., arrives at Halifax 12:40 A.M. (This train de- 
lays at Moneton from 11:10 P. M. until.6:40 A. M., an un- 
comfortable train, ) 

Union Line 8teamers,—In April, May and June, leive St, 
John for Annapolis every Monday, Wednesday and Satur- 
day, 8 A. M., returning same day. In July, August and 
September, every Monday. Wednesday, Friday and Satur- 
day, returning every Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Satur- 
day, connecting at Annapolis with W. & A. Railway, arriv- 
ingat MWalifax 8:30 P.M. Fare, $5. In pleasant weather 
much the pleasanter route (Evangeline District, ete). 

Steamers from Boston to Halifax (Boston, Halifax and 
Prince Edward Island Steamship Line).— Carroll, 1,400 fons, 
Capt. Brown; Worcester, £,400 tons, Capt. Blankinship, 
leaye Nickerson’s Whart, Boston, alternately every Saturday 
during the scason at 12 noon, arriving in Halifax at daylight 
Monday morning, Port Hawkesbury early Tnesday morn- 
ing, Pictou Tuesday forenoon, and Charlottetown, “ FE. F.. 
Tuesday afternoon, Returning, leave Charlottetown every 
Thursday at 5 P, M., Port Hawkeshury every Friday at 7 
A, M., Halifax every Saturday at 4 P, M,, arriving in Bos- 
ton early Monday morning. 

This is a very desirable route to Cape Breton for those 
fond of asca vogage. The steamers are screw propellors 
and advertise excellent passenger accommodation, Wares, 
from Boston to Halifax, $6; to Port Hawkesbury, $7; to 
Baddeck, $9; to Charlotfetown, $8; extra stateroom to 
Halifax, $1; P. H. & C., $2 extra; extra meals, breakfast 
and supper, 50 cents; dinner, 75 cents, 

These steamcrs connect at Port Hawkesbury with steamer 
for Baddeck, buf the Friday steamer from Baddeck does not 
arriye at Port II, in time for the Boston boat (7 P. M.), but 
by taking the cars for Halitax at Port Mulgrave you arrive 
at Halifax, Saturday 2:30 P. M., in ample time to catch the 
hoat there at 4 P. M. 

Second Route, Boston to Talifax (Annapolis Line).— 
Steamer New York, Capt. Colby, leaves T wharf, Boston, 
every Thursday 8 A. M., arriving at Annapolis about noon 
next day, and Halifax same evening. A yery comfortable 
and pleasant route, Fare to Halifax, $7.50; staterooms, $1; 
dinner, 75 cents; breakfast and supper, 50 cents. 
A serious objection to this route to travelers desiring to go 

to Cape Breton direct is, that he must stop over Sunday at 
Halifax or some other point, asthe trains do not connect, 
and te Bras d’Or Lake boats only run Mondays, Wednes- 
daysand Fridays. If this line were to leave Boston Wed- 
nesday instead of Thursday, travelers could reach points on 
Cape Breton Saturday afternoon. This company will do 
well to look to this, as the route promises to be a popula 
one. Returning by this line, the New York leaves Annapo- 
lis eyery Monday about 2 P. M., on arrival of train which 
leaves Halifax at 7:45 A. M. 
A third route from Boston is by the Nova Scotia Steam- 

ship Company's boats New Brunswick and Dominion, which 
leave Boston every Tuesday and Saturday mornings at 8 A. 
M. for Yarmouth N. §., reaching there in about 20 hours’ 
sail, returning every Wednesday aad Saturday night. Fare, 
about $d. 
From Yarmouth: Western Counties Railway daily for 

Divby at 7:30. A. M., arriving at 11:;30A. M, Retuiming 
Pa P. M., arriving at Yarmouth at 7:30 P. M., distance 67 
miles. 

These I believe are all of the regular ruates. efor: con- 
cluding this article I should say a word about the stages 
on Cape Breton. They sre mostly two-horse wagons with 
two Seats, sometimes three, and sometimes only one horse, 
and not eonyenient for large parties. If there are three or 
four in party it is usually more comfortable and just as cheap 
to hire a private team to carry you, then you can choose 
your hours of tvayel, and take your time along the road, while 
these mail stages run right along without regard to night, 
wind or weather, 

These Royal Mail stages run also only two or three times 
a week, hence you cannot always make your connections by 
them. They, however, usually connect with the boats and 
cars. 
Ladd hereto, for the convenience of the reader, a sum- 

mary of our trip as We actually made it. Should you make 
the trip cut it out and place it in your pocketbook, you will 
find it convenient for reference. 

SUMMARY. : 
Distance. Time. 

Conveyance. Miles. h, m, Fare. 

Boston to Bangor... ..... j S ey & oa 244 11.45] 

Vanceboro’ to McAdam J. Boy ee 6 at 
McAdam J.to St. Steph’n,U. B. Railway... 85 2.00 
St. Stephen to Calais,.... CoRnhAe yet 10 ee 
Calais to a onceton é oe O.&P. KR. RK... 22 1.30 ares) 
Princeton ta foot Grand | c ¥ Lake Stream AA Steamer. 12 4.00 50 

Moot of G, L. S. t e 
Grand Nsalaa eee. f 3 ou vi 

Return to Calaisand St.S.Steamer and R. R. 85 5.10 1.75 
St. Stephen to St. John...G.8.R. KR... 1. 82 4.00 250 
St. John to Moncton Intereolonial R, R, 89 345 2.67 
Moncton to Truro..... ee ip Be 125 5.45 
‘Truro to New Glasgow, ...H, & C.B.R.R..., 48 2.47 4.38 
New Glasgow to Pictou... ' i. hose! 45 | 
Fictou to Port Hood...... Steamer.,....... . 35 6.00 2.50 
Port Hood to Mabon.. .,.Team,--., ¢ hres 2 a 
Mabon to McLean’s ...... Dp 10 2.00 
McLean’s to Broad Cove \ eM Wie es BIG 9.00% 5.00 

10 2:00 | 

34 6.30 5.00 

80 6,45 2.00 
40 5.00 ) 
43 2.25 } 4.50) 

_Intercolonial 62 3.5 J 
Halifax to Annapolis......W. & A. R. 130 5.48 | 
Annapolis to Digby. ......Steamer... Fis 1,15 750 
Digby to Boston .......... eae ee 262 26.00 | 

BEES Aaa ae $47.45 
All other actual necessary expenses whatever. ____ ae 45 2% 

$92, 69 

This, patient reader, is what our trip of uimeteen days actu- 
ully cost us each, from Boston, andl no more. I make this 
statement in this empliatic manner as heretofore my state- 
ments of necessary expenses have been questioned by one 
who ‘estimates’ his expenses and then ‘‘doubles” his esti- 
mate. Imake it also in the interest of the craft who like to 
go ufishing. It should be borne in mind, however, that 
while expenses of travel in Nova Scotia »nd New Brunswick 
are moderate, accommodations and food are correspondimely 
inferior to what we in the States are accustomed Lo. 

If you love voursiomach more than you live the art of 
fishing, jake my adyice and don’t 2o to the Proyinees, but if 
you are a true sportsman, andl can put up with oll kinds of 
accommodations, and plain but wholesome food, pure air 
and sunny skies, sparkling waters and fragrant woods, then 
you may safely drop a line in these Acadian streams, 

Guo. A. Fay. 
Mrrwen, Conn,, Joly 21, 1893. 

[The mean temperature of Cape Breton is not 89° but 80°. 
There are no ‘Murgarse”’ Forks in C. B,, but there are 
Margaree Forks. Port Hankesbury is also unknown to my 
geography, but an important station is called Port Mawkvs- 
Dniry, There is no Mabon, buta Mahou. George R. Curtis 
is not treasurer of the “Pennsylvania Company” but of the 
Meriden Britannia Company, and how your proof-reader 
could torture my poor writing into another State, I cannot 
comprchend.—G, A. F.] 

Blatural History, 

HABITS OF THE ANT-LION. 

HE ant-lion is the larva of a neuropterous insect, Myr- 
méleon ebsoletus, which somewhat resembles a dragon-fly. 

The Rev. Dr. H, GC. McGouk, wliose observations on ants are 
so well known, has recently given in the Proceedings of the 
Philadelphia Academy a very interesting account of the habits 
of this species: 

Several of these grubs had been taken from the sandy soil 
of New Jersey during the month of July, and brought. to the 
Academy at Philadelphia in 4 large bowl. Their pits were 
of the usual character—an inverted hollow cone—but were 
sharper at the apex than usually represented. The pit is 
sometimes made by a backward moyement of the grub upon 
a spiral line which gradually closes upon the center. The 
body is just under the sand during this movement; and the 
grains of sand which fall upon the head are continually 
thrown upward }y a sharp jerk of the head; this motion is 
somewhat lateral, not unlike the “butting” of # sheep or 
goat, 
A pit is also formed by the grub while stationary, the 
violent ejection of the sand by the toss of the head, causing 
a yortex toward which the surrounding sand runs from all 
sides, thus naturaily forming the concavity, Within this 
the creature lics concealed, and at once begins to toss the 
sand when the surface at the margin is agitated by a crawl- 
ing insect. Sometimes the head and jaws are exposed; they 
are laid flat (as observed in these cases at least), extending 
horizontally and not vertically upward as is usually shown 
in figures. The habit may vary in this respect. 

Dr, McCook believed that the popular impression that the 
grab throws sand after or at an ant when it appears to be 
éscaping from the pitis without foundation in fact. The 
sand is thrown up, more or less violently; so vigorously at 
times that it appears to boil. This motion causes agitation 
of the superincumbent sand, which begins to move toward 
the center, carrying the ant with it into the jaws of the 
grub. The sand was tossed up with force enough to throw 
11 out of the bow! to the distance of seyen inches on the 
table, even pellets as large as grains of rice being thus 
ejected; but it flew in all directions, on the side opposite 
the ant, or upon the ant quite indiscriminately, 

The smallest ants Bisadteen had great difficulty in mov- 
ing over the wall of the pit, as the sand crumbled and rolled 
away from beneath even the light emymet tread. One ant 
which escaped had a litle ball of minnie pellets attached to 
a hind foot, as though caused to adhere by moisture or Some 
yiscid substance within the pit. Others had minute grains 
fdherjug to the delicate hairs of the body at many points, 
The inquiry was sugvested whether there is any secretion or 
excretion from the grub which may produce this effect and 
80 contribute to secure the victim. 

The ants show a strange fascination for the pit, even after 
they lave escaped. A large Carpenter ant (Camponotus 
pennsylwanicus), was seized, éscaperl, rushed out of the hole, 
then in and around it again and again, as though verily 
dazed. There is 4 vast deal of the “Paul Pry” in the emmet: 
nature, but the ants were rarely observed to deliberately 
walk into the pit. They stopped upon the edge, when they 
reached it in course of their rambles about the bowl, threw 
up their antennze and waved them restlessly, sometimes 
stretched a forefoot oyer the brink, sometimes retreated, 
sometimes turned and began fo circum~ambulate the pit. 
The agitation upon the sind, slight as it was, generally (not 
nlways) aroused the grub to action, and by the process 
already described the sand was withdrawn from beneath the 
feet of theiusect, who slidé along with the tiny sand-aya- 
lanche into the apex. There it was svized, unless, as s¢ome- 
times occurred, it was fortunate cnough to make its escape. 

The use of the long hooked mandibles of the grub appeared 
inthe act of seizure; the ants were held off ‘‘al arm's 
length,” so to speak, and*the grub thrashed or jerked them 
violently until they were exhausted, Meanwhile, the efforts 
at defense were made futile by the distance from any yital 
point at which the victim was buld. Zeiramorinum vespitum, 
the Payement aut, which has asharp sting, and tried eagerly 
to use it, was thus prevented from doing so and made quite 
defenseless. So also the formidable pincer mandibles of the 
Carpenter ant, by which she excavates her wooden galleries 
and decapitates her victims with the facility of a guillotine, 
ave rendered entirely useless. his defenselessness is com- 
pleted by the position of the fiw) beneath thesand, A Car- | 
penter worker-minor seized by a hind les bowed her body 
under to suap at her captor: but her jaws grasped only the 
pritly pellets of sand which covered the unt-lion’s head und 
out of which the lonz hooks alone projected. 

The point of greatest importance which Dr. MeCook 
observed was the confirmation of the statements of M. Bonet, 
coneeruing the behavior of the grub when it~ movements are 
obstructed by pebbles too large to be tossed out by the bead. 
This statement haying been seriously questioned,* the mat- 
ter was tested by first dropping three pebbles, cach larger 

Rennie, Insect Architecture, p. 202. “We mney eA pardoned for 
pausing before giving full credence to these details.” 
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and heavier than the arya within the center of the pit. The 
grub having attempted to remove these in the usual manner, 
and failed, proceeded in this wise: It }aeked up to # peb- 
ble, and placed the posterior of the abdomen against, and a 
little beneath it, so that the sand readily dropped over the 
ipex of the abdomen and lay between that and the stone. 
A litle adjustment was required to balance the pebble by 
getting its middle part against the end of the body, and then 
the animal began to back out of the pil, so yushing the 
pebble before, or rather behind it, up the side, and to a point 
i short way beyond the margin, where i! was abandoned. 
A small furrow—two to three inches long—was deseribed 
in the sand by the moving stone, which furrow was curyed 
from the point of departure. The stone was kept perfectly 
balanced dining the entire progress, which was quite rapid. 
Each of the three pebbles was thus remoyed, the grub re- 
turning each time and backing it out of the pit. The ex 
periment was repeated a number of times and always with 
the same result. Some well-rounded stones were selected in 
order to make the difficulty of balancing greater, but this 
made no difference in the action of the larva, a round pebble 
being balanced and removed quite as readily asa flat one. 
It was a curious and amusing spectacle to witness the odd 
little creature thus backing the accurately poised impedi- 
ments out of its domicile, and then returning to putits house 
in order once more. The correctness of the-early observa- 
tions of M. Bonet is thus fully confirmed by Dr. McCook’s 
experiments. 

BREEDING QUAIL 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Should you deem it of any interest to your readers you 

can announce the birth of one dozen Bob White babies from 
one dozen eges hatched under confinement af, my place ihis 
A. M. (Lsend empty shells as vouchers.) Both cock und 
hen were wild birds purchased last fall. As it may be of 
interest, will give particulars, especially as I noted that some 
of your correspondents last year donhted the truth of my 
statement of having raised quail successfully in confinement 
Without the use of a bantam. 1 note that quail in contine- 
ment are fully a month late in breeding, The mother bird 
laid thirteen eggs, but did not seem inclined to sit. I 
placed the eggs under a large sitting hen. The birds came 
out, but the hen mashed them. After I removed the ges 
the mother quail laid a dozen more éges, and then without 
any previous symptoms of ill-health died suddenly. The 
cock immeriately took possession of the nest, and to-Cay is 
rewarded for his devotion by having a dozen little beauties 
to console him for the loss of Mrs. B. W. 

I have also another pair, that through your kindness I was 
able to save from those I raised last year, They have mated 
and now have two eegs in tle nest. So you see I have suc- 
ceeded in breeding from quail that [raised myself last year. 

IN CONFINEMENT. 

Itis amusing, and also exasperating, to read the numerous | 
letters of people who still contend that quail cannot he suc- 
cessfully bred when in confinement, while I have practically 
demonstrated that it has been done, and have plenty of evi- 
dence to proveif. So far as my experience goes, I do not 
think quail are more difficult to raise than chickens, when 
you understand their management and give them the same 
amount of care. As the subject is one that doubtless inter- 
ests but few of your readers, | desire in closing to simply an- 
nounce that to those few Iwill gladly give all the informa- 
tion I am able, and request & return in kind. 
Having lost a yery valuable mocking bird, and also a yobin 

that Thad for years, both of which died after evincing 
symptoms like the quail that died last fall, on which you 
held such on elaborate autopsy, I am now certain that the 
inflammation of the bowels, from which you reported they 
died, was caused by the use of whale oil and soap suds, used 
in my conservatory (where the birds were contined) to de- 
stroy insects. Jonny J. Winns. 
WESTFIELD, N, JJ, 

NEW DEEP-SEA FISHES. 

Hditer Forest and Stream: 
The investigations of ihe U. 8. Commission of Fish aod 

Fisheries, so ably superintended by Prof. Baird, aye been 
about as fully rewarded with novelties this year, in some 
departments at least, as at any lime since iis in¢eption. The 
steamer Albatross, under the command of Capt. Zera 1. 
Tanner, U. 8. N., has made several exploratory trips, aud a 
number of very interesting fishes have been secured, Four 
of the most noteworthy, obtained at depths more or less 
exceeding 1,000. fathoms, may interest your readers, and 
hive heen named as follows: 

Cirulolepis longidenn—This is a Trachichthyine Berycid, 
with a Jaterally oval or pyriform contour, a compressed body 
covered with small pedunculated leat like scales, an abruptly 
declivous forchead, small eyes, a pair of very long pointed 
teeth in front of upper jaw closing in front of Jower, a simi- 
lar pair of still longer pointed teeth in the lower received in 
fover of the palate; on the sides of each jaw two long tveth 
terminating: in bulbous tips, arow of minute teeth on the 
posterior half of the supramaxillaries, and a Loothless palate. 
The color is a uniform black, and it has two spines and 
seventeen rays in the dorsal fin, and two spines and eight 
raysinthe anal, The front teeth of the lower jaw are of 
enormous length, but the scales exhibit the most remarkable 
peculiarity- : 

Pleetramus suborbitalis,—lt is a new Melamphaine Berycid 
with an elongated form, moderate cycloid scales, an oblong 
head with a much decuryed or truncate Snout, rather small 
eyes, teeth small, acute, aud in two rows in each jaw, of 
which those of the inner row (at least in fhe lower jaw) are 
largest, and palate toothless. ‘I'he color is black; the dorsal 
fin has three spines and sixteen rays, and the anal one spine 
and eight rays. ‘Two spines—one on each side of the nape 
-—springing forward from the shoulder bones, give a strange 
appearance to the fish, and have gained for it the generic 
name Flectromus (plectron, spur, and ems, shoulder), 

Histiabvanchus infernaliz.—A synaplobranchoid ee] with 
the dorsal fin protracted almost as far forward as the base 
of the pectoral fin, The pectoral fins are much shorter than 
in the Aynaphobranchus pinnatus. 

Petromyzon (Bathymyzan) batrdtii,—A. lamprey closely re- 
luted to the common sea lamprey (Péetromyzon marina) but 
with suproral and infroval plates or lamine destitute of 
teeth, the armature of the lamprey type being obsolescent. 
Woon’s Hon, Mass., Aug. 24, 1893. Treo. Grin. 

- 

Proceepines PrinApEnrura ACADEMY.—Part One of the 
Procecdings—January to May—contains, as ushal, a variety 
of interesting matter. Prof, B. D. Cope contributes.to the 
part a number of important papers, of which the following 
deserve especial mention; Notes on the Geographical Dis- 

tribution of Batrachia and Reptilia of Wester North 
America; On a now Extinct Genus of Sirenia, from South 
Carolina; Gn the Mutual Relations of Buyotherian Mam- 
milia; On the Characters of the Skull in Hadrosaurus. Dr 
Leidy’s notes and papers are On the Reproduction and Para- 
sites of Anodonta jfluiatilis; On Pedioulés vastimentiy On a 
Flint Model trom the Green Sand of New Jersey, and on A 
Social Heliozoon Mr Thomas Meeban gives 4 number of 
interesting botanical notes: On the Mowering of Stupelia; 
Contraction of Vegetable Tissues under Frost; Notes on 
Echinocaetus; On the Relations of Heat to the Sexes of 
Flowers; Observations on Fbrsythia; Influence of Cirenm- 
stances on Heredity. Mr. H. Carroll Lewis contributes a 
number of mineralogical notes, and, with Prof. Heilprin, 
two papers on Ice of the Glacial Period and the Phenomena 
of Glaciation, Mr. Chas. H. Townsend, H. Skinner, Chas, 
Mohr, H. T. Gresson, Dr. Harrison Allen, Mr. B. H. 
Wright, G. A. Koenig, J. Wilcox, Josiah Hoopes, B. W. 
Byermann and Seth E, Meeh are the other contributors. 

Tiysripiry i Brrps.—Ornithologists are familiar with 
the fact that at rare interyajs birds are seenred which par- 
take in an equal degree of the characters of two different 
species, This has been observed in several important groups, 
buf perhaps occurs more frequently among the ducks and 
wood warblers than in any other families, the parents of the 
hybrid being usually closely allied species. Sometimes, how- 
ever, hybrids occur between different genera, as in the case 
recently cited by Mr. Chas. Townsend before the Phila- 
delphia Academy, in which the specimen exhibited was a 
hybrid between a snowbird (Juco) and a white-throated 
ee (Zonoltyichia), We haye within the year taken a 
uck which was evidently a hybrid between a pintail (Defi) 

and a mallard (Anas). The specimen, which was « male, 
shows a preponderance of Dafila characteristics, but has in 
part the color of the mallard, while the bill and fect stand 
midway between the two. These cases are always interest- 
ing, and it is to be hoped that those of our readers who may 
happen upon hybrid specimens will take care to haye them 
preserved, 

OrnTITHOLOGISTS’ Concress.—It is extremely gratifying 
to learn that many responses to the circular lately sent out 
by Dr, Coues, Prof. AJlen and Mr. Brewster have been 
already received. The tone of these replies is most encour- 
aging, and the promptness and unanimity with which they 
are sent in is such as to indicate that the meeting will be 
enthusiastic and successful, an important occasion. Pro- 
fessor Baird has replied very cordially to the invita- 
tion, We learn that, through the kind effcrts of Mr. EB. P. 
Bicknell, the library of the American,Museum of Natural 
History has been secured for the meeting, and it is expected 
that a second cirewlar will soon be issued giving all the 
details of the proposed meeting, 

Game Bag and Gun. 
+ 

GAME RESORTS—We are aluays glud to receive for pub- 
lication such notes of desirable gumejgesorts as may be of help 
to the readers of FoREST AND SrREAM. Wull not our corre- 
spondents favor us with stich advice? 

THE GAME LAWS. 

New Brunswick. 
( PEN seasons for moose, caribon or deer, from Aug. 1 to eb. 1; 

~ mink, otter, fisher, sable or beaver, Sept. 1 to May 1; partridges, 

Sept. 20 to Mareh 1; black ducks, wood-ducks and teal, Sept. bto May 
15; snipe alid woodcock, Aug, 14 to March 1; salmon, Jan. 1 to Sept. 

15, exclusive of Sundays from sundown Saturday night to sunrise 

Monday morning, - 
No person, or number of persons forming a hunting party, shall 

kill or take more than three moose, five caribou or five deer in one 
season. Chasing moose, caribou or deer with dogs is prohibited. A 

person not domiciled in the Province, to take any of the ahove game 

(exeept ducks) must take out an annual license, fee twenty dollars, 

from the Provincial secretary, 

To officers in her Majesty’s service, and officers in the army and. 

nayy, the license feeis only five dollars. Hon, Daniel McLellan is the 
Provincial secretary of N. B., office at Fredericton, N. FB. 

New Jersey. 
For notes respecting the alleged repeal of the deer law see page 85, 

A SHOT BY THE WAYSIDE, 

URING my annual yacations and shooting trips for the 
last few years I have made it a point to visit my old 

home, Portland, Maine; and once there, a yery short time 
suffices to find me at my old friend Joseph’s, or as near to 
himas I can get, at Yarmonth, thirteen or fourteen miles 
from Portland, 

This is nota first-rate game section, by any means, but 
it has this advantage about it; that I know all the groyes, 
with each particular swamp and ravine in (he neighborhood 
that is likely to harbor a partridge, and as my hobby is part- 
ridge shooting, and the neighborhoad not visited by sports- 
men much, i can afford to go slow and careful, cleaning 
up the ground (so to speak) thoroughly. 

Tf Tecan kill a brace of partridge in a day's tramp, I have 
had glory enough for that day, J am not one of those insa- 
tinble sportsmen, who know no limit to game destruction; 
on the contrary, I feel very happy over three or four pot-pies 
a week. 

T cannot describe the thrill of delight that comes oyer ime 
as [ step into the haunts of a wary old cock partridge, gun 
at the ready, finger on trigger, the expected dash, rapid 
whirr, the brown streak as the bird goes like a rocket up 
the gully, the quick glance along the barrels, the report, and 
the few bits of brown feathers floating lightly in the air, as 
the smoke clears—ihese (ell astory that Gan only he uppre- 
ciated by the lover of the gun. Dead bird? Yes! That 
indeed was an effective shot. 

During my Jast stay at Yarmouth, my kind friend Sam 
tendered me the use of a horse and buggy, with which to go 
and come at my pleasure. Another of my chums gaye the 
use of his duck boat, for occasional trips down the creek to 
the islands in Casco Bay. You ste I was well cared for. 

One day I took it into my head to have a little fixing done 
to my gun that morning, and harnessed up Solomon to go to 
a gunsmith’s at Freeport. Knowing of a grove halfway be- 
tween the two places that skirted both sides of the road, and 
knowing it to be the haunt of grouse, I put a few cartridges 
in my pocket to beready for an emergency. . 

On reaching the grove I was carefully watching both sides 
of the road, when I espied a beauty, stunding like a statuette, 
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under a low juniper bush within ten yards of me. To slop 
then would not do; to reach for my fun, or turn my head, 
and my chance would be Jost forever, [ sav perfectly still, 
and jogged along until T was sixty yards away, when check- 
ing Solomon, I bid him stand, drew ont my un, slipped in 
a couple of cartridges and walked hack, — > 
My horse was not gun-shy in the Ieast, On account of his 

extreme age, lohg experience, and great debility he was not 
afraid of anything; so I felt herteotly sure that he wonld 
remain until called for. 

As Ladvanced cantiously to the bush, up went the bird 
like lightning, followed by the leadew pellets. Away he 
went out of sight in an instant, leaving a few feathers be- 
hind him. I quickly dashed into (he thicket to retrieve, 
not deigning to cast a glance hack to Solomon, but as I was 
scrambling along I heard aw racket outside. A feeling of 
anxiety came over me, 1 dropped the pursuit, and rushed 
hack to the road in time to witness the tremendous speed 
that Sol was acquiring and that I did not dream he pos- 
sessed, He was just spreading his superannuated limbs for 
all he was worth. He made a sheer into 1 wood road and 
disappeared. 1 dropped my gun and followed. In time the 
racket ceased and I oyerbauled him, Great Oscar! there he 
was through a brush fence, his neck wedged between two: 
trees, the buggy tipped to an angle of 45° and hanging on 
the side of a thick spruce, the cushion and whip thrown ten 
feet ahead of him, but nothing broken. Tis sides were 
swelling and collapsing like an overworked blacksmith's. 
bellows. 

Well, I soothed him all T was able amid my conyulsions,. 
romised never to take am unfair advantage of him again.. 
unharnessed and extricated him from his paintul and Indi- 

crous position, got into the road, and boomed along to the 
end of my journey, 

On returning, When Tarriyed at the place where I had’ 
shot at the partridge (two or three hours having elapsed), it 
occurred fo me to have one more hunt for that bird, 1 ac- 
cordingly got out, tied Solomon hard and fas!. to a telegraph 
pole, and after getting my bearings once more, started m on. 
my voyage of discovery. I made up my mind to £o straight 
ahead for fifty paces on the line the bird had taken. When 
I had counted off my fifty paces, there in front of me lay 
my beauty, square on his back ona green patch of toss, 
still retaining a little warmth, although stiffened, A, C0. L. 
Jersny Cure. : 

GAME IN MASSACHUSETTS. 

iG is said that with the improved dogs und guns, and the 
large crop) of shooters that fire being educated im the 

numerous chibs, ‘the game must 70.” Now, if this be so, the- 
outlook to me is tt most: melancholy one, for 1 am so far be- 
hind in plass-ball and clay-pigeon shooting: that I can never 
hope to catch up, therefore the trap can neyer compensate 
me for the loss of the game, and I think there is a large class 
of others who feel the same way. Hut let us see ifit he true 
that “the game must go.” IJ have tried to consider the sub- 
ject carefully, and am thoroughly convinced that so far as 
partridges (ruffed grouse) are concerned this part of the 
country will never be depopulated by shooting, Further- 
more, careful observation proves that with good seasons for 
breeding these birds will increase in numbers in the inime- 
diate yicinity of Worcesler, a city of seventy thousand in- 
habitants. Our most relinble sportsmen, who huye shot in 
this locality for the past forty or filly years, allow that they 
never knew partridges more plentiful than in 1865-6-7; then 
they began to diminish and it was uoticed that there were very 
few young birds. They nested well enough, and we found 
good-sized broods in (he early summer, but when shooting 
season came we found they had dwindled down to one or 
two, and in many cases the young broods had all disap- 
peared. This state of things continued several years, and 
we kept on banging away at the old birds till three years: 
azo, when the stock had got shot down so low that ir did 
look as though we should haye nothing left For seed. 
Two years ago, however, we began to feel encouraged,. 

for while the broods were scarce, it was found that they had, 
matured well, and considering the amount of stock we bad 
to breed from, we could nol complain. But, unfortunately, 
the weather was very fayorable for shooting ull through the 
month of December, and the birds were relentlessly pursued! 
jill the very last day of the open season. Still we closed the: 
season With a better stock of old birds than we had known 
for years. Last year was another good breeding season, and 
when shooting commenced, we found large broods, aud more: 
of them, and partridge shooting in this yicibity wus fairly good 
throughout the season, The snow came the last of Novem- 
ber, cutting off 2 month of the open season, which saved 4 
great any birds, This yearbus been a good one for the 
young broods, and wniess all signs fail, we shall have part- 
ridge shooting in abundance, fo it will be seen that within 
eight years we have plenty of partridzes, have had the crop 
dwindle down till we almost lost the seed, and then ¢ome 
up again to that point that we lave had good Yeason to he- 
lieve that with one more year as favorable for breeding as 
the last two, the birds will again be as plentiful us in 1874. 
Now, let it be remembered that all this has happened since 
we have had a sportsmen's elnb, with an average member- 
ship of seventy-five; and, besides, two other clubs have 
come into existence, so that now we have three shooting 
clubs with a total membership of about one hundred and 
fifty mun. : 

T am not one of those who belicye that the formation of 
clubs tends to diminish the same; in fact T am inelined to 
believe that in this State it has had the opposite effect, for 
the reason that the *‘trap fever" has run so bigh it has had 
atendency to draw sportsmen away from field shooting. 
Vhe crop of shooters we are now educating will do very 
little harm to the game, so long as there are plenty of tour- 
naments for them to attend. Besides J have come to the 
conclusion that it requires a great deal more than 4 good 
shot to make a good hunter. Not onein four of those who 
shoot well at the trap do any brush-shooling’ to amount to 
anything, Occasionally one starts up with a good deal of 
enthusiasm, buys a dog and other equipments, and goes. 
forth to slaughter game, Asa rule one season is enough, 
Sometimes two or three trips settles the question, and they 
sell the dog, snd settle down to trap-shooting, They ture: 
right good fellows, and they Joye to shoot, but the trouble 
is they hayen’t the required “sand” to succeed in brush-ghoot- 
ing. ‘The real fact is, if it is not born in a man, he will 
neyer make a first-class shot in the field, however well ht- 
muy succeed at the trap. 

But | im wandering from my subject, must the game go” 
lsay not; not if sportsmen’s clubs, and spo) tsmen 4s indi- 
yiduals are willing to do a fair amounl of work in the way 
of game protection. Think you that a man could go ont 
and shoot a good bay of birds, almost in the suburbs of 

: 
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large city, in the most thiclly-settled part of Massachusetts, if 
there was uo game law, orifthat Jaw did not have the 
moral support of the community? No honest man would 
advance an argument so absurd, All who are entitled to the 
mamé sportsman will respect and obey the game laws, because 
they belieye in them, and it is for them to see to if that the 
nnprincipled rascals are made to feel the law. 1 do not pre- 
tend to say that the law is never violated in this vicinity, or 
that we are more yirtuous than others, but I dosay that, asa 
class, the sportsmen here obey the law, and asa club, wehaye 
spent 4 great deal of time and money in compelling that 
other class todo the same, And if sportsmien’s ciubs in 
ather sections ave nnwilling to put forth their best efforts in 
the same direction, they onsht uot fo complain if the game 
does 20, 

1 confess that what [have said coneerning the partridge 
will not apply to the woodeo2k, as they are migratory, and 
with them it is open seuson about eight months, and now 
that so many of our people go South to spend their winters 
the poor birds fave hard, and the tendency will he for them 
to prow less in nymbers year by year. Still it will help the 
matter much if we can léavn wisdom and ent off the month 
of August from the open season, 

Several years ago a severe winter sweptaway nearly all the 
quail in New England excepr in the southern portion or 
along the coast, bub they gradually worked inland and in- 
‘creased jn numbers till we had them again fairly plenty. 
Then came another severe winter, and it was only by the 
most persistent efforts that they were saved in this section. 
Our club spent a good deal of money in caring for them, hut 
we succceded in carrying the birds through, and we have 
heen rewarded with good quail shootingin Worcester county 
the past three years. 

And now I will close with a littlé advice to clubs. T need 
not ask you to encourage trap-shooting. here is not the 
alizhtest danger of that branch being neglected, bub while 
you are enjoying the clay” and the ‘‘gluss” do not forget 
that the enactment of govod game laws and their enforce- 
ment is something that roncerns you, and see to ib that 
this subject receives s fair share of your influence and 
money. I, SPRAGun KNOWLes. 
Worcestar, Mass., Aug. 21, 1283, 

MOSQUITOES. 

F all the game birds within reach of the average Ameri- 
can sportsman, there are none which display so invny 

thoroughly game qualities as the mosquito, nor any so 
capable of thrilling the sportsman’s heart with those pecu- 
liar sensations which give such charm to wildweod experi- 
ence, Strong of wing a8 the ruffed grouse, uncertuin of 
flight as a frightened snipe, gresarious as the wild pigeon, 
bold as the panther, and more ferovious than the grizzly 
bear, he embraces in one apparently insignificant anatomy 
every characteristic we seek in objects of the chase, adding 
thereto some peculiar to himself. Ti there is any one charm 
he dnes not possess, it is only that of rarity; but that is rather 
i fictitious than actual good quality, and cue we never com- 
plain of invegard to other game. It is only objects which 
haye no positive qualities that becom valuable through 
rarity, as witness the fabulous sums paid for old autographs 
and for the undefinable daubs of the ‘old mastere,” which 
could not hold their own in open market with tea store 
chromos if they were so plentiful as the latter, There is 
nothing rare about the mosquito, He is about the most 
common object in existence. His many striking qualitics 
are within reach of all who seek them, and also, alas, within 
reach of all he seeks. So common is he that that familiarity 
which breeds contempt has hitherto caused his game quali- 
tics to he grievously overlooked. Indeed | suppose there are 
probably thousands of sportsmim who have met the mos- 
quito thousands of times, and) under <1] possible conditions 
and cirewmstances, who will deny that they possess any 
game qnalities whatever. The great men of the world al- 
Ways live in a previous age, and the heroes of the army are 
always in the other division, But if the primal chiracteris- 
tic of a game bird is the power of bringing out the so-callud 
“‘rame” qualities of Lhe hunter, no one at all acquainted 
with the subject can seriously deny that in this respect the 
mo=quito holds first rank, Certainly, so far as my experi- 
ence goes at least, there is notin all Nature’s kingdom a 
creature capable of so thoroughly analyzing a man’s charac- 
ter, and proving whether or not ke is ‘game to {he backbone,” 
as these little dancing imps of ioonlight. 
The hooks and papers devoted to out-door life have had 

much to say about mosquitues, usually in a deprecatory or 
absolulely spiteful spirit, and books of science have described 
their anatomy, and given some of tleir hubifs and peculiari- 
ties; but there is still a deep felt want for a compleve and ex- 
hanstive monograph on this subject. Ido not propose to 
write such a monograph, I could notif | would, since lack 
of time, experience and ability would all nnile to make the 
attempt a failure, But I wish to jot down, for the benefit 
of whoever shall assyme the responsibility of such a work, 
such random facts ashave fallen under my observation dur- 
ing several extended sojourns in the mosquito world. 
To begin such a monuvgraph according to the usual scicn- 

tific method, we should first locate the subject under discus- 
sion, and carefully define, sa fax as known, the limits of its 
geographical range. But in this case such definition is im- 
possible, since thé range of the mosqnito has no limit, Like 
his victim, man, be seems ubiquitous. Climatic conditions, 
which restrict the range of other members of the animal 
kingdom. have apparently no influence whatever on the 
mosquito. From pole to pole, and from the Orient to the 
Occident, “by land or sea, by hill or plain, wherever thy 
wandering steps may lead,” the mosquito keeps pace with 
his prey. ‘‘From Greenland’s icy mountuins to Tndis’s coral 
strand,” they are utilized by zealous missionaries to convince 
the unclad «nd unregenerate heathen of the dread reality of 
the other world, 

“From the remotest plains 

Where Libyan monsters yell, 

To where the fertile fields of Hngland spread 

Their harvests to the day, 

Thou canst not find one spat” 

NEW JERSEY DEER LAW. 

Hditar Forest and Stream: 
J am in receipt of your letter in regard to the New Jersey 

decr yi and ain glad to give my views upon the qnestion 
on asl. 

y Tt isto be regretted that Forms anp Stream, which 1s 
the recognized authority among sportsmen, should. have al- 
lowed the publication of the opinion that the Jaw is repealed 
and our deér unprotected, unless careful inquiry established 
the fact. There are enough deer in southern Jersey to give 
od tesults to those who delightin hurting them, tf the 
uws provided are strictly observed. The doctrine that there 
is no law is most pernicious, and, if believed, will harm the 
deer, and get innocent parties into trouble from hunting out 
of stason. 

I will try to give the present condition of the law on this 
subject, ‘The question us to whether there has been an ab- 
solute repealer of the old law by implication is a legal one, 
Lhave no text-books before me from which to quote suthori- 
ties, but 1 think: a statement of fucts will conyinee that there 
has been no repealer of the law as contained in the revised 
statutes of 1874. 
The latter provides that no person shall kill or pursue any 

deer, ote,, “save only from the 15th day of October to the 
first day of December in any year.” In 1881, an act was 
passed amending the former act, and providing penalties 
against ay person who shall kill, etc., deer ‘for and during 
the term of three years from date of passage of act (March 
3, 1881), and alter the expiration of the said term of three 
years, and at any other time or season, except only between 
the last day of October and the first. day of December, 
yearly, and every year.” 

This act of 1881 was repealed March 8, 1883, 
There was no repealing clause in the act of 1881, conse- 

quently there was no repeal of the act of 1874, unless by 
implication. The acts are not inconsistent. The first act 
made a close season excepting six weeks; the second closed 
the whole year for three years, and after that time for every 
month but one. The repeal of the second act leaves that: of 
1874 in force. 

In looking over your schedule of New Jersey game laws 
L notice two unimportant errors. Quail and rabbits may be 
killed ‘between Oct, 31 and Dec, 41,” botii days exclusive. 
A wed bird is no more 4 “margh hen” than it is an eagle. 
Wilson's snipe, doves, and all shore birds are unprotected. 
Brivgeronr. N. J., Aug. 25, 1883. FS) J. 0. 

where the mosquitoes will not put in an appearance. They 
are equally at home by the crystal lakes of the bracing 
North, and in the fetid swamps of the weltering Bouth. 
Their cheerful music enlivens the dreamy silence of the 
everglades of Florida and rivals 

“The wolf's long howl on Onalaska’s shore,’ 

The Hudson Bay voyagers haye observed them clad in 
gum overshoes and chest protectors on the banks of the 
frozen McKenzie, and the discoverer of the tailed men of the 
Amazon Valley saw them roosting in swarms on the equi- 
noctial line, fanning themselves complacently with fronds 
of the cabbage palm. From the snow-clad hills of Iceland, 
to the sunstrnuek streets of St. Louis, and at all intermediate 
stations, the mosquito is ever present to lead the mind of 
the reverent sportsman, ‘‘from Nature up to Nature’s God,” 
and the mind of the sporlsman who is not so reverent, in a 
totally different direction. 

Tt is trne, of course, that these insects are not so abundant 
in some places as in others. There are favorite localities 
where they are thicker than in other places, not only thicier, 
bul longer and wider, and more of them to the square inch, 
but I have never yet seen a locality where the most particular 
person complained of their absence. 
My principal observations on the mosquito have been made 

in the lower Missiesippi valley, a locality peculiarly suitable 
for acquiring this information, since the size and numbers 
of the mosquitoes found there areprobably not surpassed 
on earth, though apocryphal stories coming from other re- 
gions may apparently discount anytliing [have seen. The 
account lately published in a Georgian paper, for instance, 
of a mosquito twoinches long, and astatementof a South 
American traveler that he has seen mosquiloes tamed and 
yoked like oxen in the ficld, throws in a deep shadow 
any story I can tell, But what statements I shall make 
may be relied on with absolute confidence, since | speak, 
not only from experience, but with a reverential regard for 
the responsibility of scientitic authorship. And I do not 
hesitate to say. that no ten other places can show up such a 
record on the mosquito qutstion as the lower Mississippi, 
A tolerable acquaintance with aboriginal dialects, leads me 
to believe that mstead of Mississippi meaning the *‘Father of 
Waters,” it should be translated *‘Father of Mosquitoes.” 

The abundance of mosquitoes in those swampy lowlands 
is one of the marvels of nuture, but actual figures exnnot be 
given, because no man, since Job, could huve puticnce to 
count them, Their abundance can only be realized through 
illustration, and yet cne hesitates to illustrate the subject, 
because the most inodest and truthful comparison will sound 
somuch like outrageous hyperbole. When I state, For in- 
stance, that [ have seen mosquitoes'so thick on moonlight 
nights in the full of the moon that the light of that luminary 
has been whoily eclipsed by the singing swarms, most men 
will grect the statement with sm incredulous sneer, yel this 

Biditor Forest and Stream: 
Under the head of ‘‘Open seasons for fish and game," pub- 

lished in Forest ann SrreAM of 16th inst., you give for 
New Jersey the dates July 1-Augnst 1, and October 1 
December 16 as the days on which woodcotk may be killed 
in this State. 

The last act relating to v,oodeock (pam, laws 1881. page 
916) reads as follows: 
Be it enacted, et¢., That from and after the passage of 

this act no person shall kill, take, expose for sale or haye 
uulawfully in his possession after the same has been I|cilled, 
any woodcock except only between the first day of July and 
thé first day of Auvust, and between the Inst day of Sep- 
tember and the seveniventh day of December in any year, 
under a penalty of fifteen dollars, etc. 

The word ‘between,’ when predicable of time, is held to 
be intermediate and to exclude the terminal dates (see Ab- 
bott’s Law Dictionary, page 189). Under the New Jersey 
act, \herefore, the first day of July, the first day of August, 
the last diy of September and the sixteenth day of Decem- 
ber, are excluded trom the open season for woodcock, and for 
the same reason the last day of October and the last day of 
December are ex¢luded from the openseason forrufed grouse, 
quail and rabbit, The act of March 8, 1851, pam. law, page 
70, prohibiting the killing of deer tor smd during the term 
of three years front the passage ofthis act, was repealed by 
the act of March §, 1855, pam. law, page 88, leaving the 
open sedson us before, from Ortober 15 to December 1, ex- 
elusive of both those dates, r 

The phraseolyuy of the wondeock act is unquestionably 
misleading. Why it was so worded is known only to the 
good Lord and the Legislature of the State of aut Jersey. 

Nuwarg, N. J. 
‘ 
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gives bnt a faint idea of their numbers. I find record in my 
journal of one place where mosquitoes clustered so thickly 
on my hands and arms that when one of them wished to 
withdraw from the feast he had to reyerse his engines and 
back out because there was no room for him to tur around 
in without becoming entangled in the wings of those about 
him. JT have seen them packed so thickly before me that a 
bullet from my revolver made a visible hole through their 
ranks, But perhaps the following actual experience will 
convey the best ideu of what nature really can do when she 
undertakes to raise mosquitoes by wholesale. On a flitboat 
excursion down the Mississippi in 1881 I had a camp cot 
with a canopy of mosquito nvtting supported over it on 
wires. On warm nights when there was no sign of storm, I 
uscd to spread this cot outside the tent Where it would catch 
the faintest breeze, One morning T awoke, as 1 supposed, 
at, the usual hour of daybreak, but as all around was as dark 
as Egypt I coneluded [ had awoke too early, so I lay there, 
{ryine in vain to get to sleep again, for four or five hours 
lonsvr, and still the Garkness kept thick enouzh to fel. 1 
might have liin there till this time had pot an accidental 
kick against the canopy scared the mosquitoes clustered on 
the outside and let daylight through, I was then hall past 
fen in the morning, und the sun was shining like molten 
brass, but not bright enough to shine through the hordes of 
mMosquilovs roosting on my canopy. This is no fish story, 
but reliable historical narrative, as I can prove by pro- 
ducing, if necessary, that identical canopy with the original 
mosquito tracks still visible, 

Leavy ng it (o be inferred that residence in such a climate 
entitles me to “‘spexk by the card.” I will now give some 
of the ranttum notes on this sulject 1 find scattered through 
iny diary. Probably uot one in a thousand of those who 
suffer from their attacks realize the wonderfully complicated 
anatomy of the insects they anath «matize. Viewed throngh 
the microscope the mosquito preserts a picture of mechanical 
ingenuity as marvelous In execution as it is devilish in de- 
sien. In the bill alone, which seems su fragile to the un- 
aided sight there is a combjnution of five distinct surgical 
instruments. These are, a lanve, two meat saws, and a 
suction pump. ‘The fifth instrument I have forgotten but 
labor under the impression that it isa portable Corliss engine 
to run the rest of the factory with. 1 know that the hum 
of the mosquitoes in the cottonwood thickets along the lower 
Mississippi reminded me constantly of the hum of a manu- 
facturing village, and several times 1 walked back seyeral 
miles looking for a town, before { could convince myself 
that the buzzing I heard was made by mosquitoes, with their 
engines runving to sharpen their saws. When the insects 
uperate on aman the lance is first pushed into the flesh, then 
the two saws, placed back to back, begin to work up and 
down to enlarge the bole, then the pump is inserted, and 
the yictim’s blood is syphoned up into the reservoir carried 
behind, and finally, to complete the cruelty of the 
performance, the wretch drops a quantity of poison 
into the wound to keep it irritated. What good this does 
the mosquito I cannot guess, and am led to believe that it is 
simply a method of displayimg his ‘‘cussedness.” 

With such an instrument of torture, and with a disposi- 
tion to use it, the mosquito is let loase upon society to pray 
upon its helpless members according to his own sweet will. 
But no. i find [ have been using the wrong pronoun, for it 
isa well established fact that those mosquitoes which are 
provided with stmgs are of the female sex. The male 
insect, like the same sex in mankind, are harmless, inoffen- 
sive creatures, living a secluded and unobtrusive existence. 
They can be recognized, says a scientific writer, by their 
long, hairy antennm, and by the complete absence of bills. 
This accounts for the tireless character of the stinging 
insect. The bill of a mosquito is the homonym of the 
toneue in woman. Itis well known that the latter instru- 
ment never tires, I believe the former never does either. 
If perpetual motion is eyer invented, it will probsbly be 
throuch studying the workings of one or both of these 
instruments, 

The tirelessness of mosquitoes is really something remark- 
able, They seem never to growweary. There is absolutely 
no Jet-up to them, They furnish a beautiful illustration of 
the ‘‘conseryation of energy,” of which Herbert Spencer 
writes so much. A man may keep his arms going like a 
fiy-wheel of a perpetualmotion machine, and yet the 
moment he ceases to move the hordes of mosquitoes will 
alight on the spot where his last blow fell, and begin to Lune 
their beuutiful notes as if asking him impudently if the 
state of his health required the taking of such vigorous 
exercise, 
The size to which mosquitoes attain is a matter of dispute, 

and probably always will be, since every sufferer from them 
will swear by all the gods in the sporfsman’s vocabulary 
that “‘those’’ mosquitoes were the largest evcer created. The 
average size in civilized districts is about one-half inch in 
length, but civilization always retard their development. 
The Georgia paper, which lately spoke of one two inches 
long, lied most outrageously. I haye seen mosquitoes when 
they grew for all they were worth, and I never saw one yet 
that measured more than one inch and five-eighths in length,” 
nor do I believe uny one else ever did, It is the feats they 
perform out of all proportion to their size, that leads men to 
imagine they grow io a monstrous size. It is well known, 
for instance, that every season a story goes the rounds, of an 
exgle in Kentucky carrying off some child, but it is not so 
wll known that the story is true only us it relates the fact of 
the child being carried off. The ebildren which disappear 
are the colored babivs of the Louisiana swamps, and the &id- 
nappers are not eagles but mosquitoes. A man can scarcely 
walk five miles in certain of those swamps withont stumbling 
over the skeleton of some clnld who hes been borne away to 
these solitudes by mosquitocs, ind there bled to death. At 
least one-hall the children supposed to be annually devoured 
by the alligator in the Southern bayous, are really earcied 
off by 1nosyuitoes aud killed by the bloodsucking fiends. 
Doubtless, also, many Northern {ravelurs can remember 
their start of surprise on secing mosquito steak on the bills 
of fare of village hotels, and learning that such was Lhe sole 
subsistence of the poorer classes during the famines caused 
by destruction of the crops by [reshets Sach things are 
cold, hard facts; hut when a person comes down ty bloodless 
fivures and speaks of a mosquito two inches long, he de- 
serves the contradiction he is sure ty meet. - 

Y peaking of large mosquitoes reminds me that I otiee 
knew 4 sailor who, when rveting topsuils in a foz at the 
mouth of the rivir, was struck by a wanlaing mosquito, 
and knocked off te yard, being killed by vhe fall. 

Tnever measured & wmosquito's bill, It T kuow they grow 
to up enormous size sometimes, When all the conditions are 
favorable. I remember seeing a Clerk op a river sleanier 
—hise nose was perforated through and through by a mos- 
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quito’s. bill, and the sides did noteome together, but healed, 
leaving an opening through the proboscis which gave the 
man a ludicrous appearance, I cannot giye even an esti- 
mate of the size of the mosquito’s weapon, but no small 
oie could bore a hole so large; the victim could shove a 
penholder through it, and carry it there, instead of over his 
ear, as Ihave offen scen him do, Apropos of this subject, 
T onee heard an old river man #ct off the folowing: 

“Tt was some time before the war, in 59, 1 think, a steamer 
was burned someways below Memphis, Hyerything ahove 
the water was destroyed except the machinery, aud that was 
more or less injured. The disaster occurred just before the 
spring freshet, which came on in a few days, and nothing 
conld be done toward saving the old iron till the waters sib- 
sided, In the meantime, | was employed as a watchman, to 
see that no wandeéring yagabouds helped themselves fo the 
Old iron. 1 lived there on the wreck for over « month, and 
I tell you, musquitoes were thick and hig! Well, I'll tell 
you what happened, and you can judge, If tried every way 
to keep away from ‘em, bunt it wan't any use, They broke 
down bars and fought their way through smoke. LT used an 
old fish seine for a canopy, Wutit only kept out a few of the 
very largust, the half-srojn ones squeezed through the 
meshes, Finally, one night I crawled into one of the boilers 
and barricaded the end and got a good night's sleep, though 
I nearly smothered, But in the morning, wlien I got up, I 
found the inside of the boiler covered with a million sharp 
points, as though it was a big hedgehoe skin turned inside 
out. I couldn't understand it at first, but when I crawled 
out into the light I saw that the boiler was covered with 
Struggling musquitoes that had hoved through the hatf-inch 
boiler iron to get at me, and had stuck fast in the holes, 
That’s a sulemn fact, sir, If you'll come with me. I ean 
show you the very spot where the boat was anchored, to 
prove it.” : 

The determination mosquitoes display to get at a victim 
when once they catch sight of him, issomething remarkable, 
and the intelligence they exhibit equally so, They stand 
next to the ant in the category of intellectual insects. No 
person who has witnessed their perfurmunees will be guilty 
of speaking of their instinct, since reason slone can account 
for their actions. Iremember once, while on a skiff voyage 
down the Mississippi, we had a sm4ll cotton tent just large 
enough for two of us to sleepin, This tent we could never 
contrive to pin close enough to the prouud bul what there 
would be numberless small openings lett all sround the bot- 
tom. We hoped at first the mosquitoes would hot discover 
these openings, but our hopes yanished ‘‘\ike the snowflake 
on the river” the first night we tried if, The mosquitoes 
knew the conditions of our existence better than we did 
ourselves, They knew, as il was a yery hot night ontside, 
it would be absolutely unbearable in the tent, and they 
reasoned that we had either left openings or would soon he 
compelled to open the tent, As soon as this brilliant idea 
struck them they began, with a persistency worthy of a 
better cause, to search for those openings. We could see 
their moon-mace shadows as they flow around the tent, 
alighting here and there to stick their bill through the cloth 
to try its thickness. We could bear them singing, and 
Jearned to distinguish their various notes as they now cheered 
each other in the search, or growled over their non-suceess 
or exulted when, their bills slipping easily throiigh 
some slackness of the woof, they imagined they 
had found an entrance, and then we could hear 
shrill], spiteful shrieks of disappointment at finding the hole 
too small for their purpose. At last one of them found an 
opening uway down toward the foot and came in. My first 
intimation of her success was a prickliug sensation on my 
hig toe, where she had stopped to rest betore exploring fur- 
ther. I was not mucli surprised, for I hail come to regard 
some such bad luck as my normal lot and condition, buf 1 was 
mad—so mad that in raising my arm to dislodge tue little 
wretch [ did so with so much yelemence the reaction struck 
my partner in the tender muscles of the calf of the leo and 
made him how] with pain. The moscquilo retreated at once 
through the opening, but within Hye minutes she came back 
with three or four million of ‘‘her sisters, her cousins and 
her aunts," t:1l we were forced to throw open the flaps ind 
retreat to the open air, where, as 1 well remember, all that 
mortal night we walked up and down that beach looking 
like ghosts of despair, alternately sinving and prayiny and 
slapping and seratching and cursing mosquitees, On another 
night, when the dews were falling heayily, we entered the 
tent but did not close the flaps, as we had found the insects 
would get in anyway, And this gave us a glimpse of a 
unique phase of their character, When the tent was packed 
so full there was 50 room jor any more, the yast hordes on 
the outside clustered around the door and beyan singing to 
encomage those inside, or to hurry them up, And may 1 
neyer see another mosquito if th ir voices bad not heen 
trained to jo in tunes, and they sung as plainly as any 
church ehoir ever did, “iold the fort, for we are coming.” 

There are numberless devices for escaping from mu-qui- 
toes, Wut I have never, dering a somewhat extended experi- 
ence, found one that was perfectly reliable, in the lower 
valley of the Mississippi. 1 have tried pennyroyal, in its 
yarious potent and non-potent combmations, and the first 
nizbt if seemed yery efficacions; but after that, the reader 
my believe it or not, cvery blamed mosquito that visited 
our camp carried a piece of Spanish moss under his wing, 
with which to wipe the pennyroyal off our skins, so be 
eould get his work in. Several live oak trecs were com- 
pletely denuded of moss from this cause, I tried smoke— 
smoke, actually so thick it could be cut with a knife; so 
thick, indeed, that mosquitoes who pushed into it conld not 
flap their wings. But this did nol kevp them away long, 
They went to where a species of course, sharp-biaded grass 
was growing, and plucking spears of this, tunneiled holes 
through the smoke to reach ws. They were always worst 
on moonlight nights, but on dark nights they were bad 
enough in some places, since we found that whole colonies 
of them had trained lightning bugs to attend them to search 
for tlieir yictims. The ordivary netting does not baffle 
them. J have seen two vroups of mosquitacs get hold uf the 
threads of a canopy, und pull opposite ways, until an open- 
ing had been made jarge enough tor an army to enter. Blap- 
ping at them is tiresome, and only of partial avail, since, 
when the warfare becomes boo yigorous, they will divide, 
and one group attract the viclim’s attention, by buzzing 
around his ears, while the other group attacks some other 
place, the proups alternately chauging places till all are 
satisfied. The crying demand of the sporting world is for 
some successful invention i) this Une. 
What mo-quitoes live on in the absence of Man T cannot 

guess. They sometimes cover horses and cattle, but there 
are many places where mosquitoes abound where men and 
cattle do not abound in sufficient numbers to keep alive all 
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the mosquitoes. ‘Perhaps if we only knew of something 
they liked better than blood we might devise some way to 
so cloy their appetites they would leave us in peace. 

The capability of mosquitoes for blood-sucking is limited 
only by th size of the reservoir they carry behind them. 
Were this larger the resuits of their attacks on man might 
be as fatal as they are annoying. The reader has douttless 
observed that when 4 mosquito first attacks a person the 
large bag forming the after part of the insect is light-colored 
and transparent, but srows gradually opaque as it is filled 
with blood. To fill this bag is the mosquitu’s one and only 
ambition. They never cease sucking your blood till filled 
to the brim, unless scared away or Killed. An experiment 
Lonce tried proved tu my silisfaction that ian’s only salva- 
tion is the small size of the mosquito’s blood reservoir. One 
day a large mosquito lit on my arm and proceeded to }nsi- 
ness. Keing in an inyestigating mood, I determined on an 
experiment, Witha pair of small, sharp scissors 1 cut off 
the extremity of the insect, sothe blood flowing in at one 
end could run out at the other, I was tnabled to do this 
from insects heing devoid of all sensations of pain. 1 then 
held my breath aud watched. 

I. was avery interesting experiment. As a mosquito 
always sucks uutil she feels herself filled, she kept on suck- 
ine for two hums and fifty-four minutes, the blood running 
out as fustas it went in, It trickled down my arm on to 
the floor, and a large stain on the carpet still marks the spot 
where itfell. It flowed in a revular stream, and the insect 
never seemed to suspect anything was wrong until, just 
before the expiration of the third hour, it fell over from 
sheer exhaustion and died How much blood passed through 
her in that time I cannot say, but I know that I wasso faint 
fiom its loss that on trying to rise I could only do so by 
supporting myself ona chair, I have known 4 strong man 
to be killed by a mosquito sting on the neck, the bill haying 
penetrated the base of the brain; but if their stomachs were 
larger, deaths from mosquito bites would be too mumerous 
to excite comment, 

T had intended Lo insert many move curious and important 
facts bearing on this subject, but this article has already 
grown to such proportions | dare not go further. But per- 
haps other pens may take up the subject, and present the 
publie with an exhaustive array of facts and fancies relating 
to this much-cletested, but really important game bird. 

Guy Rivers. 

HIS FIRST ANTELOPE. 

WHAT do you say to goige out and see if we can 
*, getan antelope? I hayen’t had any fresh meat 

in so long that 1 have almost forgotten how it tastes.” Thus 
spoke Dave F., the genial foreman of a sheep ranch near 
Byers, Colorado, one morning, 

“AIL right,” said 1, ““L am with you,” and taking the 
Sharps carbine from its resting place in the corner, off we 
went, lIavas the tenderest kind of a tenterfool, havin 
heyer seen an antelope, and the way I questivned Dave in 
regard to their habits and the methods used in hunting 
them, would have surprised a Philadelphia lawyer. We 
walked about a mile east from the ranch, when Dave saw 
two ina draw about a half mile from us. **We will go over 
into the next draw so as to get out of sight, and then we ¢an 
get within good shooting (listance,” said he. We had not 
gone two hundred yards when J saw two lying down about 
three hundred yards in front of us. “Get down, Daye,” 
said I, “there are two right in front of us.” Down we 
dropped out of sizht, and commenced to worl: toward them, 
crawling along like snakes, Adtter traveling abont a hun- 
dred yards orso in this manner we saw we could not get 
any neare) without alarming them. 

7°? says Daye. 

oor 

x 

“Shall f raise them? 
“Yous,” and we both rose to our knees, Up rose one of 

the antelope, There she stood looking at us, curious to 
know what we were. Fatal curiosity. Raising the rifle, | 
held for the white spot on her breast, and pulled the Lrigger, 
lt was a cénter shot. IT had kill. d my first antelope. With 
a yell thaf could haye been heard a mile, Dave hounded for- 
ward and cut her throat, The ball had entered the breast, 
gone through the lungs and come out near the flank op 
the right side After | had fired I had a genuine attack of 
lek fever. I trembled as though ina heavy chill, and it 
was at least a quarter of an hour belore 1 got over the attack. 
Lexpteted the attack before 1 fired, ot after, and the only 
reason 1 can give for not haviie it, is that I forgot all about 
it. We paced the distance | was from her, and found it was 
a hundred and seventy-five yards. Days sliouldered the 
antelope, aud we arrived at the house, huvying been absent 
about an hour, as bappy as lords, Daye because there was 
fresh meat, and I becuuse Lo was one dugree nearer an “‘old- 
timer,” THA? OFFICE Boy. 

PENNSYLVANIA NOTES. 

are weeks since J wrote you of haying heard the notes 
of rail birds as they were passine over our city on tbeir 

way to the reed flatsof the Delaware River. Since fihat 
time another flight has been heard, ayid although neither 
fight may have been lurve ones, I think il safe to predict 
that cur rail shooters will tind birds more numerous when 
the season opens, Sept. 1, than ordinarily, and | trust the 
tides will be good Gues for the first week of tlie coming 
month that we birds can be reached. The migrations of all 
the yarielies of our winged visitors have been very curly this 
year. Bay birds came in advance of last yea’s date, and 
the martins lett us at least 4 week before the time of depart- 
ure last summer. J predict an earlier and more severe winter 
than that of 1882, aud yenture to state it will be of more 
than ordinary severity, 

We ure fast coming to the time, in our State, when wood- 
cock shooting will be « sport that once was—now only 
talked about. his summer a very small number were 
killed. Fortunately the feeding grounds for the few birds 
that bred in our State were extensive, owing to the general 
wel seasons, and consequently many of them escaped the 
gun—still Pennsylvania is much like Connecticut in refer- 
ence to the woodcock, They are becoming very hard to 
find in the most propitious seasons, and it is, In the greatest 
mesure, the fault of the law allowing them to beshot in 
summer; our sportsmen will wot see it. 
Fiom «all over Pennsylyania, New Jersey, Maryland, and 

Delaware, comes tne story that quail are plentiful this year, 
areheard whistling everywhere, and have bred well. Let 
us hope they will not be set back again this winter, hut L 
have my doubts. Homo. 

New Brounswick.—St. John, Aug. 21.—‘‘About Ana- 
gance Portage the prospects for partridge shooting are ¢x- 
cellent, Woodcock are very plentiful in that locality.” a a 
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Some Prorim Taryc—That bullets go straight from the 
un tothe target, That the guu is pointed at the bullseye, 
hat any man who can hold a gun steady will make a guod 

shot. That the rifling of a barrel is about ten times its rval 
depth, which is from iwo-thousandths to fivethousandths of 
aninch. That a rifleman can answer all the questions of 
half a dozen lookers-on, and continue to do good shooting, 
Tht a gun made to special pattern should be furnished in a 
few days, (It takes three months to make na shotgun.) 
Thatit is an easy matter to shoot clay pigeons. (Try ii and 
see.) That any one can make a vood bullet. Thut the tink- 
ering of wepons improves them. Thatit is advisable to 
change ammunition frequently. That additionul ve.ocity 
and accuracy are obtained by using extra large charges of 
powder ins rifle or shotgun, That trick shdoling on the 
stare, at a distance of a few fect, with no yarying phuses of 
light and shade, wind, temperature or atmosphere to con- 
fend with, isto be compared with open-air shouting. That 
Daniel Boone, Davy Crockett, or any of the other old- 
titers (peace to their ashes) could haye wou any kind of a 
prize in a modern rifle match. That unloaded shotguns 
won't vo off. That a toy pistol is a proper plaything for a 
boy. Thatit requires a brave man to carry i reyolver or 
brace of deringers, and that he can hit anything at ten paces, 
That gun manufacturers pay attention to the adyice 1en- 
dered them by correspondents who are totally ignomunt of 
the subject. discussed, and dow’t know it. That a bullets 
flight can be correctly ciphered. That the zero of a yernicr 
sight is, or should be, m exact line with the prolongation of 
the axis of the bore; and that the puints do, or should, r-p- 
resent minutes of elevation, without regard 1o where the 
sight is placed, That either the gun or ammunition is re- 
sponsible for all poor shooting. (There is a greater oppor- 
(unity for improvement in men thanin guns.) That avy 
story is worthy of credence, if it happens lo support their 
peculiar theovics,—Sacramente Bee, 

Toe First Came-Frre.—Syracise.—The Fores AND 
Stream aud | are twins, for the year and month th tushered 
it into this world opened fo me a new life, It was then for 
the first time that | spread my blanket by the camp-tre and 
listened to the wayes as they broke against the rocky New 
England coast. Before that I had Iiggid around an old 
musket, metamorphosed into a fowling piece, and bad 
rowed up and down the riyer and hay ina lvaky flatlot- 
foin boat, and had fished in every river, brook, pont! and 
lake in the county, but ‘‘camping oul” was a new experience 
tume, Oh! those glorious nights under the stars, listening 
to the whippoorwill and the owl], and at last hushed to sleep 
by the hulltby of the waves. Since then 1 have floated over 
those dear oli wiiters 1m storm and sunshine, I have camped 
on the rocky coast and upon its numerous islands, and 
though | have wandered far from my nolive coasts, have 
paddled my canoe over river and lake, have followed the 
sports of sun and rod for weeks together, have built my 
‘ump on the banks of lonely rivers, and in the whispering 
forusts, still fhe first flicker of lizht from my camip-tire on 
that eventful night in my boyhood, has shone along my 
path like wbeacon Jight,—L, P. D. 

Derxorr Norss. —Detroit, Mich., Aug. 27,—Marsh ducks 
have done well about here and will be abandunt this full. 
While at St. Clair Pints a, few days since 1 took pivticular 
pains to ascertain if ducks had been shot out of season, as 
ol Canadian fiend, “OC, O. D.,” was info. med, For miles 
ayound each of the larger clubs the ducks have not been 
molested in any way, and ire more plentiful than for years, 
“C.O. D.” ean rest assured thit whether the land or marsh 
is surveyed or not, that any law-breakers on (he American 
side of the river will be promptly punislied. The protes- 
sional punters around the flats are sensible men and are, as 
a rule, deeply interested in the preservation of game and 
fish. Lots of ducks are also reported on the murshes along 
Lake Erie, and the mallard shooting will be immense. 
Woodcock are having a nite vacation, ‘he heayy tails of 
rain have driven them from thir usual haunts to *‘pastures 
new,’ There haye beeu st least six guus out to one bird 
killed, and the hot and tired “summer fiend,” having dawn 
the old grounds in vain, now exeleims “na birds.” “Bide 
‘a wee,” gentlemen, there will be some good bags made Ailer 
the moulling season, aud the birds will be fine, strong fel 
lows.—DELTA, 

Iowa Game Notrs,—Morning Sun, Aug. 28.—I learned 
yesterday that young ducks, mailard and woorl-duck, wire 
quite plenty over ou the river bottams, and that there could 
be pretty fair shooting on the ponds and slonwhs between 
the Mississippi and lowa. Soon a party of us will go over 
and see how itis. Praime chickens we not very pléeuty, I 
bagged nine last Saturday evening m a three-howrs’ tain in 
the Wappello Bottom. Found two bevies of about nine or 
ten each. Thereseem to be none on the upland, where we bitve 
usually found them. Taking it altogether, | would say that 
in this county chickens were scarce, 1 was out last eyening 
and did not get a bird; found bit one bevy and they tushed 
wild, going so far that I concluded uot to follow. There 
was 4 rifle match in our place the other day, some twelve 
participating. The prize was a Remington sporting rifle; 
distance, 500 yards, woy position. There was 4 bard wind 
blowing across the range, und the shooters had to tage the 
sun. Three tied on 28 oul of a possible 25, and in the shoot- 
off Tom Anderson won, scoring a trullseye, 1 think this 
will be the opentog wedge to ollier matches of the sume 
nuture.—Makk. 

Misxssota GamMe.—Minneapolis, Ang. 23.—I was ont 
gunning last week with tyo others after clickeus at Windom, 
in the south\vestern part uf this Staty, but we found the 
birds scaree and yery small, In one vovey the birds were ho 
larger than meadow larks, One reason for not finding many 
chickens may have been the scareity of stubble, for the erap 
of oats in that part of the State is very lieayy this year, and 
they have cut that first, leaving the wheat tu Ure Jast, and 
when we were there they had just hegun cutting. The 
fiurmers all say the chickens are scarce, and after the severe 
winter we had, 1 shoul. say they must be, Note of the 
birds shot were anywhere netr.the size of the old ones. 
Duvks, as usual, will be plentiful and give lots uf sport.— 
FRANELIN BENNER. 

Grorers.—Aurusta, Aug, 22,—Birds are plentiful in this 
section—pertridges, woodcock, snipe, doves, und so on, 
party of Lunters Jast season went on a two days’ camp hunt, 
about a hundred miles from here, and bugged 207 paitridpes 
on the trip. Duve shooting 1s now in full teather. A party 
of seven yesterday killed 119 birds in two hours.—Aueusra, 
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Canapa Noy-Dxeort Law —London, Ont., August 25.— 
Riditor Forest anid Stream: Perhaps you would like to print 
in your colymns, for the information of your legion of read- 
ers, tie text of the ‘‘non-export” law relating to gaime in 
Canada and which isnow inforce and is as follows: ‘‘The 
export of deer, wild turkeys and qnail in the carcase or parts 
thereof, is hereby declared unlawful and prohibited, and any 
person exporting or attempting to export any such article, 
shall for each offense incur a penalty of 4100, and the article 
si attempted to be exported shall he forfeited and mery, on rea- 
sonable cause of suspicion of intention to export the same, 
be seized by any officer ot the Customs, and if such intention 
be proved, shall be dealt with as for breach of the Cusioms 
Jaws."—W. ©. L. Gait. 

Grousn—Haxnp—Mocra—Bag.—H, was standing close 
to avery thick cover, his doz being stationed just in front of 
him. A companion flushed from the thicket a ruffed 
erouse, which flew directly toward H. He threw up Ins 
hand and struck the bird, knocking it into the dog's mouth, 
which was very opportunely agape. The dog at once took 
in the situation and the grouse. THis jaws closed on the bird. 
Ti. took the bird from the dog, and ouelt to have given it its 
freedom, but instead of that he bit its neck and chucked it 
into his gamé bug. This is a true story. 

Manomanxock Onos.—Worcester, Mass., Aug, 22.—At 
the annual meeting held yesterday by the Mimomanock 
Sporting Club, officers were elected as follows: Aaron 
Greenwood, President; George I’. Ellsworth, Vice-President; 
F, M. Greenwood, Secretary and Treasurer; Ambrose 
Stevens, Geerge Nichols and G, F. Ellsworth, Executive 
Committec. Sept. 1 the club go into camp at Manomanock 
Lake in Rindge, N. H., for two weeks. Tull ranks are 
expected, and a good time is assured. 

Vrermont.—Ferrisburg, Vt. Aug. 20.—This year wood- 
cock shooting begins Angust 14 in Vermont, and will next 
year. Afier another session of our law-makers the Lord 
only knows what time will be set; a3 likely as not June 15. 
I have heard that some “true sportsmen” who went out 
Aucust 15 mistook ducks for woodcock, and are likely to 
sulfer for their mistake, as they should.—Awausoose, 

Ney Hampsarre.,—Manchester, Aug. 22.—1 hear from 
the ubiqnilous boys, who are always prowling around in the 
woods, that the promise is excellent for plenty of ruffed 
grouse this autumn, and Ned Norton told me when up at the 
Jakes that there had not heen so many decr seen for years, 
and I saw plenty of ‘‘signs” myself when along the trout 
streams.—Von W. 

Misyusora.—Pillsbury, Minn., Ang. 17.—Game pros- 
pects unusually good, Youny ducks reported plenty, 
Ruifed srouse ditto. Gray and black squirrels in abun- 
dance. Those who have been in the woods report deer and 
bear ‘‘sign” as plenty. Fairly gond snipe shooting slong 
the river bottom, Rah! for the first of September.—J. F, 
Locke, 

lows.—Sioux Gity, Aug. 12,—Quail and prairie chickens 
are alrandiat this year, especially the latter. I have been 
tusticating at Spirit Lake in this State tor the last three 
weeks a live had lots of fun fishing for pixe und pickerel. 
—W. Il. 

Ontario Ducks.—Port Hope, Ont., Aug. 25.—The duck 
shooting (that is early duck shooting) is very good this year. 
Fishing is first-class, both bass and maskinonge—Cras. 
GrLcHRisr. 

Camp Sire 
“That reminds me." 

[i hen 17th of August, I, in company with my friend 
Gray Campbell, took a fifty mile drive by moonlight on 

the shores of Grand Lake and its tributaric¢s, My, com- 
panion, haying been engaged in the lumber business since 
childhood, has probably spent us much time in the woods as 
any other man of his avein Canada, Tt was quite untural, 
ther fore, that our conversation should be chiefly of scenes 
jn the forest and by the stream. When we reached the 
banks of the tortnous Salmon River, it reminded me of a 
vacation L once spent there, during which my companion and 
I, fishing with nngle-worms, caught over 200 trout, only one 
of which weighed less than one-quarter of a pound, and one 
weighed as high as three-quarters. This drew Gray out on 
the Squatook region, and he forthwith proceeded to plan an 
excursion there for him and myself, *‘10 go into effect’ some 

A lickerings. 

time in the future, “provided we both stay in New Bruns-, : i 
_ they ranged from Texas (o Manitoba, and are very abund- wick.” 

All of a sudden he asked, “Did I ever tell you Tom 
Lynch's bear story?” Now, the readers of Forusr anp 
Simeam will remember that Mr. Lynch and his brindle 
steers were introduced lust fallin Mr, Roberts’s graphie e- 
scription of the Squatook region, entitled “*Birch and Paddle 
in New Brunswick Waters.” As a yoke of stcurs (perhaps 
the same ones) Heures prominently in the hear story, and 
the story itself “reminds me” of one recently told in the 
“Gampire Column,” I give it to the readers of Formsr AnD 
STREAM as it was told mu that evening. 

Mr. Lynch has lumbered some in his day, and on the ocea- 
gion referred to was hauling logs on 4 single bob-sled, an 
affair consisting of two runners, with one strongly braced 
beuch or “bunk.” He noticed a bole near the pase of a 
stump, around which the snow was melting, and be stopped 
his stvers to ‘‘pro~peet,”” He found that the cavity beneath 
contained a bear and was large enough for him to move 
around yuite freely. Lynch enlarsed the entrance and 
stirred bruin up, but all attempts to inflict a mortal wound 
with Mis ax were futile, He thought that lis chances would 
be better if he could ect the bear oul. Taking his “‘tow 
chains,” one end of which was fast to his bunk. Le slipped 
the dowble of the chain back through a ring on the other 
end aud made a noose, which he dropped over bruin’s head. 
He then gave the steers the haulaway word. They brought 
the bear to the surface, but becoming frightened at the 
novel fish at the other end of the lime, they broke for the 
camp in the willest sort of arun, Lynch followiog in the 
rear as fast as he could. The bear, forgetting that the steers 
besides outnumbering him had him ata decided disadvan- 
tage, would ‘‘set down the foot of his power” to stop the 
¢eaitle, only to be drageed off his fect and convinced that he 
was @ very poor anchor, 

The steers reached the camp and rushed into the stable, 

a 

They broke loose from the sled when it wedged into the 
doorway, and left bruin picketed to the bunk, Lynch sum- 
moned the rest of the crew, and lashing the bear to che bunk, 
took him to the settl ment alive. 

lt is to be regretled that my informant had forgotten the 
rest of the story, and that bruin’s ‘after fate* must be ‘un- 
told in murtial strain.” Tlowever, if is safe to assume, that 
his banner led the bears no more upon the Squatook’s plain. 
Gray is an unusually shrewd young fellow, and he says he 
“more than Lalf believes the story.” The readers of PorEst 
AND Srrwam have the universal prerogative of those who 
peruse hunting and fishing yarns, that of believing as much 
of it as they choose. As for myself, I will merely say that 
if true it is the first authentic instance of lynching a bear. 

od. Flower. 
New Brenewicr, Aug. 24. / 

One September night, after a successful day's shooting, as 
Twas sitting with my friend in a chateau in La Brie, France, 
he proposed that we should go and try to get a shot at some 
hares by moonlight. Not being tired, but being a crazy 
sportsman, I jumped at the chance and we were off in a 
minute, Our previous agreement was that after half an 
hour, if tired, the dischnrge of our zun would be the siznai 
for our return. After twenty minutes’ walk we separated, 
The evening was quite cool, and seating myself on a little 
hillock as comfortable as 1 could by the side of a thin wood 
and in the shade, the moon being clear although the sky was 
a little cloudy, I waited. .I had been sitting but a short 
time when ! began to feel that I was nof alone; my partners, 
und there were hundreds of them, were indeed very trouble- 
some. But I was bound not to moye my gun resting on my 
knees. I was all ears and eyes, waiting for my prey. At 
last a shadow with long ears came out of the woods, fol- 
lowed by another; the moon making them look larger, they 
jooked like young donkeys, By that time my partners were 
beginning to be more troublesome. I wasin a perfect des- 
neration of annoyance. I did not dare to moye, indeed 
hardly to breathe, knowing the quick ear of my game. 
After looking round and listening, the hares took a B ligne 
toward me. J almost trembled, but with the patience of a 
saint, I waited so asto be sure of my shot. I was almost 
ready when a cloud passed over the moon, and all wasdark. 
The minute it took for it to reappear was a long one to me; 
Init there, fifteen feet in fron of me, stood both hares. 
Without taking sight, but pointing my gun in that direc- 
tion and aiming low, I fired my rigbt barrel, For an in- 
stanf the smoke blinded me, but after it cleared away I 
conld see an object lying on the ground. Ixsot up and be- 
fore my friend reached me, I was the lucky possessor of the 
finest hare we killed that season, After jumping around to 
get the circulation of my blood and brushing off my tor- 
mentors, | was once more happy. But take my advice: If 
you eyvr go hare hunting at night,do not seat yourself on 
an ant’s nest. Victor PRELIZO', 

Sea and River Fishing. 

ANGLING RESORTS.—We shall be glad to have for publi- 
cation notes of good Jishing localities. Will not our corre- 
spondents favor us with notes of desirable points for angling 
excursions? 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest dnd Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance ave liable to delay. 

BLACK BASS IN ENGLAND. 

H® introduction of black bass into English waters has 
naturally can-ed much discussion as to their yalue and 

probable effect upon the native fishes. Ata recent meeting 
of the Gresham Angling Society, Prof. G. Brown Goode, 
the American Commissioner to the International Fisheries 
Pxhibition, and Dr. T. H. Bean, of the Smithsonian Insii- 
tution, were present by invitation. 

Prof. Goode gaye his opinion or some of the game fishes 
of America, especially the black bass, which they were in- 
troducing into many of their rivers, which were depleted of 
salmon. Many of their authorities preferred the black bass 
to trout, They had also the yellow and white perch, the 
latter being the best. They considered, however, that their 
finest game fish were those of the sea, foremost of these was 
the striped bass, to catch which many of their best anglers 
had formed bass ¢lubs. 

With regard to the black bass question, of course no pisei- 
culturist woul | think of putting them into a salmon or trout 
stream. It was simply whether Enghsh angleis preferred 
them to barbel, perch or other similar fish. In the States, 

ant in the Mississippi Valley; in some places they were in 
ponds which were frozen over in winter, but in other parts 
(like carp) they grow rapidly, and he had known them to 
prow to 18 lbs.in Florida, When placed in ponds they 
would clear out all the other fish naturally for food. But 
when placed in ponds suitable for them, they were much 
liked, Intt of course they would not think of putting them 
into atrout stream; unless in the case of a poor stream, 
when it might be a question whether the black bass would 
not be a more suitable fish. 

Mr. Marston stated that he had never recommended the 
introduction of black bass into streams where there are 
salmon or (rout; but in places where there are no fish or only 
a lot of poor fish, thought that it would be a decided acquis- 
ition, not only for the splendid sport which if afforded to 
anclers, but also on account of its edible qualities. In 4he 
last respert il certainly had a decided advantage over most 
of our coarse fish, Mr, Marston concluded by stating his 
intention of making another trial to introduce the fish into 
this country, but assurvd the members that they need not 
fear he would try it in any place where there were better fish 
already. i , 

Prof, Goode, in reply to 4 question, said that the best bait 
for black bass was a reyolying spoon bait. 

Mr, Crumplen could not help feeling very strongly the nn- 
desirability of introduciog another fish of the voracious jack 
type into our Boglish waters, He feured that it would only 
end in ou! destroying what fish we now possessed, leaving 
only one specivs, which in time would haye nothing but its 
own kind to live upon, ‘ ; 

Dr. Bean replying to further qnestions remarked that in 
the streanis in the Staresin which the black bass has been 
introduced it was very highly prized, and hail become one 
ofthe best fish, both irom a commercial and anglers’ point 

of yiew. ‘Thousands of poor peoplefound a means of living 
through it. It had succeeded in one river where before its 
introduction there were no fish worth speaking of, and asan 
instance of the esteem in which if was held as food, he men- 
tioned that in Washington 6d. per pound could be readily 
obtained for il, He did nut think it had diminished the 
supply of dace, roach, ctc., this might be perhaps owing to 
tne magnitude of their streams which afforded room for all, 
but in conelusion hé strongly adyised its introduction into 
places containing nothing but poor fish, and tirmly believed 
that it would not interfere with small species. 

Our English triends seem to oyerlouk the fact that in the 
Mississippi River, and all other Southern and Western streams 
where the black bassis a native, there still exist a great 
many small and large species of fish in great abundance, and 
they have occupied the same waters with the fish for cen- 
turics. Wedonot regard the black bass as more destruc- 
tive to fish life than the perch, Perea fluofatilis, known in 
America a8 the yellow perch, to distinguish if from other 
perches. As this perch is common in England, its yoracily 
is well kaown, and that of the black bass may safely be 
gauged hy it. 

ODD ANGLING INCIDENTS. 
HAY an incident for you, but please publish it as from 
an esteemed, or reliable, or some other kind of a high- 

toned correspoutent, for whose veracity youll youch if he 
does write anonymously. I won't sign it, for it looks like a 
very large fish lie, butitis the actual truth. The cir¢am- 
stance occurred to me while fishing with hand-line in the 
vicinily of Hampton, Va. 

J hooked and brought ont of the water a fish that had 
slrugeled quite gamely, Just as L lifted him clear of the 
waicr, he fell from the hook; ‘‘unbit and did,” so to speak. 
Thad hardly comprehended that I had lost him, when he 
spraug into the boat and landeil on the seat by my side. I 
grabbed him, und while examining him, for he was a new 
fish to me, he slipped from my hand, fell into the stern 
sheets and bounded overboard—all in an instant, and in 
anotlicr he sprang again into thea ata distance of ten or 
or twelve feet from the boat, 

The fish was flat anil broad, shaped something like a dol- 
phin, and very hard, with a great deal of bright yellow. 
My boatman called him «& sunfish; he weighed probably 
ahout a pound, 

Once before, in my experience, 1 have had a fish jump 
into a boat; several litnes Pye had them jump out; never 
before did one both jump in and out, 

[Our correspondent is both esteemed and reliable. We 
“vouch” with pleasure. | 

From **Al Fresco's" nofes on tarpon fishing, printed in 
another column, we have taken the following: ‘At the month 
of Trout Creck, a tributary of the St, Jolins River, isa rocky 
bottom and a noted ‘bass drop; and in the autumn it is 
much frequented by members of the colored persnasion who 
fish for lavge bass with handlines. Occasionally a taxpom 
appropriates the bait, and instantly the Fifteenth Amend- 
ment will drop his line, and lay down on the seats, as they 
believe the tarpon will throw the sinker at the fisherman. 
Upon inquiry, I find that several years since, a colored fisher- 
man hooked a large turpon and endeavored to boat him sans 
ceremonie. When near the boat the fish darted into the air, 
thé fisherman kept a stvam on his line, the fish shook his 
heud like a terrier shaking a raf. the hook broke and the 
heavy sinker went boutward and struck the darkey on the 
head, Since that time, a tarpon when hooked at Trout 
Creck, can pursue his own course, woen attached to the line 
of a “colored pusson,” 

Speiking of newroas fishing reminds us of 2 slory told in 
the Tribune the other day, though in this instance the darkey 
was nol fishing but fished for: A. co:ored boy from Mexico, 
fifteen years of age, euvployed on hoard of the steamship 
City of Puebla, now in this port, had a wonderful escape 
front a large shark at Vera Oruz. The hoy could not speak 
English, but Commodore Deakin, commander of the steam- 
ship, who had been an eye witness, told the story yesterday. 
He sail: “We were iying outside of the harborof Vera Cruz 
loading, a8 we were afraid of getting the yellow fever if we 
went into the harbor, and this boy, Pedro, was cleaning out 

boat which was lying »longside the vessel. Te was lean- 
ing over washing olf one of the seats when a shark’s jaws 
appeared aboye the sirface and made a snap for the darkey, 
But Pedro was warned just in time, and went overboard on 
the opposite side of the bont, at the same moment us the 
shark Janded iy the boat, The shark floundered around in 
the boat wniil he eot his head over the gnnwale, and then 
went overbourd before we could get a chance to harpoon 
him. “The little darkey, almost white wilh fright, lost no. 
time ufter the shark went over, but scrambled int) the hoat 
and came on deck. We couldn’ get that boy to wash that 
boat after that.” 

THE STEAMER ALSATROSS. 

pe United States Fish Commisssion, although having 
rapidly increased in scope ever since its foundation in 

1871, has never received such important successions, In any 
previous year, os during that just passed. For many years 
the off-shore investizations were carried on in steamers but 
little fitted for the work, placed under the direction of the 
Fish Commissioner, through the courtesy of the Navy 
Department and Coast Survey. Tt was not until the year 
1880 that the Wish Hawk was built, for the express purpose 
of hatching shad and other fish cutering the inlets and rivers 
of the Eastern coast. The execllont work done by this ves- 
sel in the Chesapeake Bay and vicinity is already known to 
most of the readers of this paper. Although fitted for such 
work itwas soon found out, astie Commission began e€x- 
ploring the fishing grounds af some distance from land, that 
much more substantial and seaworthy hoat was needed. 
Accordingly, in 1882 an spropriation for a different kind 
of vessel was asked for and immediately granted, for Con- 
press recognizes the important work heimg done by the 
Commission under the excellent direction of Prof. Baird, 

Tie new steamer Albatvoss is 2 one thousand ton iron 
vessel, two luudred and thirty-four feet long.and drawing 
twelve feet of water. She is built forthe express purpose of 
deep sea rescarch, ahd every improvement that the past expe- 
rience of the Fich Commission, Coast Survey, and Huropean 
scientific expeditions could suggest, has been introduced, 
Electric lights pervade the entire ship and work can be 
done as easily by nightas by day. An are lamp suspended 
iv the rigging of the ship, attracts large schools of fish; and 
incandescent lights are so arranged ng to be easily lowered to 
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the surface of the water. Acting upon the principle that 
fish are attracted by a brilliant light, Engineer Baird, U, 
8. N., has succeeded in making an are lamp which will 
withstand the pressure at the depth of 100 fathoms, and it is 
expected that fine results will be optained by its use. 

Several trips to the Gulf Stream were made in the early 
spring, and during these trips the machinery and apparatus 
was sufficiently tested to prove that everytning 1s in good 
eoudition for the work laid out for the vessel. On her way 
from Washington to Wood’s Holl, Mass,, she set trawls on 
the grounds where the tile-tish were furmerly found im such 
abundance, but not a single specimen was taken. Prof. 
Baird intends to inyestigate this interesting matter stil] fur- 
ther, and lias ready seven miles of trawl, which will be set 
upon these grounds at the earliest possible opportunity. 
Since that great mass of dead Lophiolatilus was found cover- 
ing the surface of the sea for many miles, not a single living 
specimen hes been taken. 
Two dredging trips have been made by the Albatross 

during the month of July, and the scientific results obtained 
are ‘almost unparalleled in the history of the Commission. 
Curious fishes, several of them forming new generic types, 
were taken, but owing to the agility of the bottom fishes, 
probably a great many escaped, being frightened by the 
great black moying mass, which was intended as their cap- 
turer. As soon as the character of the bottom is found by 
soundings and dredsings, new inethods, now under the con- 
sideration of the experts, will be employed for the capture 
of these qnick-mitioned fishes. The fauna of the bottom in 
this region was found to be made up chicfly of soft coral 
and starfishes, and from the immense numbers which came 
up in the deep-sea trawl, it may be safely said the bottom is 
literaily paved with these animals. Among the most pecu- 
liar animals taken were many specimens of a peculiar Holo 
thuria), or sea-cucumber, which, as they tumbled from the 
net, resembled pieces of pork, and were a suprise, and at the 
same time a puzzle to the naturalists. The food of the fishes 
and other animals, consists of Globergenna, a low foraminit: 
erous animal which is extremely abundant at all depths 
greater than one thousand fathoms. If forms a deposit 
upon the bottom of the ocean, the depth of which has never 
been ascertainsd. This animul is closely allied to the forms 
which caused the chalk deposit i Eusland, 

BLACK BASS IN WEST VIRGINIA, 

WENT on a very pleasant and successful fishing trip the 
first of this mouth with my friend J. M. D. We started 

without knowing just where we would stop, as we could 
get no definite information as to the condition ot the water 
in the Putumac. We bought our tickets for Harper's Ferry, 
intending to fish in the Shenandoah ifit was clear, but on ar- 
rivine there wefound both sivers were very highand muddy. 
We kept on to Sir John’s Run, hoping to tind the Potomac at 
that point clear, but we were doomed to disappoinment, We, 
however, got from some one the positive assurance that the 
soutu branch of the Potomac was clear, so we kep! ou to 
French's, a small station on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, 
just.south of the junction of the north und south branciics 
of the Potomac, After getting out our traps and making 
arrangements with the station agent to board us while up 
there, we donned our blue flannel shirts, old wintcr pants 
and wading shoes, and started fora walk of a mile across 
the mountain for the south branch, 

The whole scenery in this region is magnificent, but 1 was 
not prepared fur the exquisite yiew that burst upon me when 
we reiched the mountain top. The whole loyely valley of 
tlhe Ohio branch, seemed to be at our feet, while directly 
under us, 1,000 feet below, was the 1iver winding and twist- 
ing like a silver thread. Opposite was a large plateau in a 
high state of cultivation, with flocks of sheep and herds of 
éaltle dispersed over its surface. The water was so clear 
beluw us that we could see every stone on the bottom, and 
it did not appear to be more than one or two feet dcep, The 
descent of the almost perpendicular mountain side is accom- 
plished by a zig-zag path, cut out of the loose sandstone, by 
the farmers opposite, whose only outlet to the railroad and 
store at Frencli’s is by a boat to crossthe river, and the 
mountain path. When we reachtd the water's edge we 
found that its depth, instead of being one or two feet, 
qvas more like six, and we had to hunt for a place to ford, 
as we could not fish on the bluff side of the river. We got 
over at last, and as it was late (6 o’clock) we concluded to 
fish toward the mouth of the river, which was about two 
tiles beiow where we entered the water. 
We soon had our casts rigged. I used a silver doctor for 

i my tail fly, and a brown backle for my dropper. The cur- 
rent ran pretty strong, with the water about waist deep, 
bottom small stones and gravel—just the best kind of 
wading. I very soon had a rise, and hooked a splendid 
gamy pound and a half bass. He fought hard for five or 
six minutes, bending my split bamboo nearly double. I held 
him hard and gave him the butt, as I wanted to thoroughly 
try my tackle and find out at the start if there were any 
weak points init. Everything stood the test, and when a 
few minutes later I hooked a pair I had no fears of any- 
thing giving away, We fished on down toward the railroad 
bridge, first one or the other of us taking a fish. Much of 
my time was taken up in admiring the beautiful, ever- 
changing scenery of the river and surroundings. When 
night ove:took us we were more than a mile from our 
boarding-house, which we reached by a very disagrce- 
able tramp over a muddy road that ran alongside of the 
river, 

The result of our afternoon’s fish was twenty-one bass, 
none under a pound in weight and none over two pounds. 

‘Lhe second day we went over the same mountain road, 
forded ihe river, walked up the banks about two miles and 
fished down to the mountain path, which took us nearly all 
day, The day’s catch amounted to thirty-seven bass tor our 
tworeds, The third day we procured a horse and buggy 
and drove about five miles up the river. Theroad ran along 
the mountain, in many places being cut Into the almost per- 
pendicular sides, and in no place did it seem wide enough 
for us to have passed another vehicle, but fortunately we did 
not meet any, Our objective point was a farmhouse that 
we knew of, but on arriving there we found the house de- 
serted, We took possession of the stable, feeding the horse 
on hay which we jound in it, We entered the river about a 
mile above the house and fished to about a mile below, At 
this point the river is very deep ard there areimmense rocks, 
culled the Indian rocks, in the middle of it. This country 
is yery thinly settled, and in our journeyings this day we 
saw Dut two human beings besides ourselves. The fish did 
not rise well, and our catch amounted to only twenty-seven 
bass, 
We left for home the next duy, haying our last day's catch 

SMALL AND LARGE-MOUTH BLACK BASS 
Liditor Forest and Streain: . 
As you say that you are vlad to have the question of the 

relative strength and activity of these two species agituted, 
Iwill say that from an acquaintance with hoth for more 
than forty years, from Minnesola to Florida, I haye found 
little or no diffvrence bepween ilem. I have taken them 
With fly, spoon antl bait as many as fifty in a day (in early 
times), and Up fo six und a half pounds weight, 

Some writers deny that the big-mouth bass makes o lvap 
fyom the water when hooked, i lave generally found them 
do it, in shallow water always, but i deep water I have 
sometimes had them do their fighting wholly beneath the 
surface. When I took my first black bass in Illinois waters 
some forty odd years ugo, he came eagerly to fhe hook in 
blissful ignorunce of the cloud of Greek names which were 
impending over him, Accordiny to Dr. Henshall’s chrono- 
logical catalogue of names, it was at that time proper to 
style the two species Huroe nigricans and Gryslas sulmoiiles. 
| \Dr. Henshall, after an exhaustive study, names the large- 
mouth Mivroptorus salmoides, the ‘‘salmonlike small-tin,” 

nicely packed in my refrigerator busket. The station agent's 
name is Mr. W. N. Guthrie, and hispost-office South Branch, 
Hampshire county, W. Va. Heand his wife made our stay at 
their house yery pleasant. Wehad good meals, ond a great 
treat each nivht ut supper m the delicious ice cream that 
Mrs. G. made for us. The beds were sweet and clean and 
luxuriously soft, which is rather an unusual thing at these 
out-of-the-way places. Our bass kept nice and fresh until 
we arrived home, and were enjoyed by our families and 
friends, hy, A. 
BALToMRE, Aug, 23. 

THE VICE-REGAL ANGLING PARTY. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

Thinking it might interest you to have some authentic 
account of the number of salmon killed on the Cascapedia 
River by the Vice-Royal parly, by permission of His Hxcel- 
lency, the Marquis of Lorne, and Her Royul Highness, the 
Princess Louise, Captain Josceline Bagot has kindly given 
me the inclosed statement, showing how many fish were 
killed by each member of the party. The whole catch was 
very fine, and they enjoyed the sport immensely, notwith- 
standing the flies, ete. Our rivers have been full of fish, 
and this has been the best season for fly-fishing since many 
years, 

here. Though 
get away; but 1 
the woodcock, snipe and ducks in a few 

Every one who could go and did go fishing hus re- 
turned delighted. I regret to add that my duties kept me 

invited to fish several streams I could not 
hope to console myscif by popping xway at 

days. 
J. U, Grueory. 

AGENCY OF DEP’? oF MARINE AND FISHERIES, QuEBEC, Aug. 20, 1883. 

Date, No. ¥ Weights. Weight | Scarce, so that suckers and red-horse are considered palat- 
June rs : 1BY4, 288s Ft ice as pecs ssetsseresgesen ween ihe able, carp may have a Certain value, just as hog meat bas. 
fees 1 Fags eee SECU Saab ge Ay Francis Francis, an English authority on fish and fishing, 
“Le a 86, BUMe, 2494 Noon endee Lace neaig'| Biter desenibing methods of anghng for carp, adds; “When 
i af 5 2813) 20%, 8, a Bee Be At oe : 1394 you have caught him (in England, at least, as far as my ex- 

gly "SP Abb ibg ay tp a8 Gn 1, PTE I ZIT toang | BORUEDCE goed) he is not worth eating, being a-muddy, “Vouys 
Ts Se MR Sel LS ela ot Re a oS 
reat tage e874 Manierra, Ga., Aug. 20, 1883 “40 2 Srinath sAAi BANN AA. Rbng LAL RON ADORE OSA a OE OAR Sa ay rect a ae 

Total... 34 £45: 

aus x PISH es is ROYAL HIGHNESS, anes NEW HAMPSHIRE ANGLING GOSSIP. 

Tones Me! whee Hpi dee PETE nese cere sable 7 WISH I could spare the time tuaccompany ‘“Nessmuk” on 
i} ea : Bing St Tie some of bis cruises, but I fear that my fathom and odd of 
“By ri or Sister mee longitude, averaging thirty pounds to the foot, would be 

July 2 1 ee eo ates too much for a ten-pound Rushton canoe. Since my return 
fe 1 igimtglstre pled ens from the Connecticut Lakes, I have “laid off” a few ditys at. 

: _ Bj IB) 1G. IS on sae nn the beautiful village of Charlestown, and although T did not 
«40 j Ee RAOE SSA rtd wx pee care much about taking up the trolling spoon aller laying 
Woah) D 18, 20. apne we ae bamboo, Nav Tue eR oNee lope ets 

Ep ; ike which one or two of the loval fishermen have been_ 
Heit peer Wh arc ear in from the Connecticut River, J saw one ten- 
Date Here aes EN ien pe toe at Weight. pounder brought in three wseks since, and huye seen & num- 
June a) i : +s ae es ranging ate (ilon aru ee net aE ea are 
uae 4 - 8% | the genuine pike (#soa liofve), originally from Lake Cham 

july 2 OF eae Data: bie not the pickerel (As0a petiewlatus) which isa native 
me yg 3 1 25 | of the Connecticut. : 
ae 2 43 Although Lhaye said that “rank Forester” was not the 
‘ 7 7 i best authority on mutters pertaining to fishing, he knew what 
bog 1 27. ~| Le was ubout im his sketch of this family in bis book on 
1 10 1 ates 82 | ‘Fish and Wishing,” and I wish the writers who mix up pike 
i. i 3 22Y8, fol pares hap CR : ie and pickerel so continually could study it, and see the ad- 
“44 i = ABA iid PT Lon 9 al to. , 20%] Mirable cuts, which show clearly the difference between the 
+ 20 2 a two atoresaid mantis and that of gt ee the eee 
ame.) “6 | junge, or “‘maskinonge,” as some people spellit now—thoug 
Total ...21. “doo | for what reason puzzles deponent, — 8 
Fifteen days, or portions of days. is by we Sp rar at a i, aa 

: ; 5 ath New Hampshire aud Vermont, as well as Canada, of callin 
Date. No. in IN ighiae age a AVERE. the lake trout (Swino miwnitycush), lange, 2 wisnomer ait 

June 30 1 apis tigyt hse 2 eee tee ---- 12 | dently taken from some of the Canadian habitants, who, so 
San 4 7 ra7a, 28. jong as the fish was a big one, neither knew cor cared 
“40 2 29, 1414. whictler it belonged to the pike or salmon family. 
as oh I scetek Bett aa eee tee eee Mi, Hodge reports the frequent capture during the sam- 
a 8 WE IGG E NE sepetooon i tcce Bobo oace, coe fel mer at Sunapee Lake, of very lurge trout, as well as land- 
Total... 8 is7 | locked salmon, by fishing with hve bait, and a long line 

FISH CAUGHT BY HIS EXCELLENCY, 

Six days, or portions of days, 

which seems an unhappy description of a fisk which is not 
like a salmon, neither are its fins small, 

The smallmouth he concludes to call Mieropterus dolunuer, 
the specific name being taken in honor of « Frenchman who, 
as Dr. Henshall himself says, nad no more connection with 
the fish than Victor Hugo, And the generic names of the 
two species being founded on a mutilated specimen, 

These two unlucky Americans have, during this century, 
received at the hands of science each about fifteen or twenty 
hard names, and the end is not yel, very possibly. 

The question of the yalue of the carp as a food fish is 
also a vexed one. In certain inland districts where fish are 

in sixty feet of water, and as you ask for data in regard to 
fishing resoris, you had better make a note of this lake, for PISH CAUGHT PY CAPT. THE HON, W. BAGOT, Total 

Date. Pool. No, Weights. Weight. | the use of your readers next summer. 
June 21 Escuminac 3 23%, 30, ase 3 ‘big, S6tg. Dats B It is a béautiful shvet of the pnrest water, some nine miles 
“25 Ainmons 10 fg gens hin ty Aaa ene long, and from one to three miles wide, lying between the 

20 Camp and Picot 10 
tows of Sunapee, Newbury, and New London, N. H., on 

aera t . eae tole 2714 | the height of land between the Connecticut and Murrimack 
aaah foun Teenty-five ie Ae aa rae nah rivers, It is a vatural trout lake, and [ have seen specimens 

and Camp res 40, 2a 20, 1 2hey HOPG) AOs ne 11 |ofthe genuine brook trout, weighing three pounds, taken 
22 Almons es ec 19948 | from it nearly fifty years ago, but if has heen stocked by 

a Pion twenty-five 7 30, 20, 21, 1614, 22, 2414, 26... . 160 | successive boards of fish commissioners, with fresh-water 
July 2 Almons 9 21, 25, 28, 26, 2644, 15, 26, 25, 28, 21014 | smelt, black bass, laud-locked salmon, and St, Joins River 
“8 Four Twenty-five los sure 241g, 2g14.. - trout, The smelt bave increased and niullsplied enormously, 

Dead meson 3 AOS re 2814 3 and furnish plenty of food for the three other yarietics of 
“5 Hork Ledge 8 307298914 imported fish, as well as the nalive trout, which are the 
ie 14) Lime Stone é Rois, 114, 1bbe Salmo fontinulis, not the namayeush, aud which, all four Be 
ie af, Lede. AS EASA aN a sO them, are now being taken, weighing as high as six pounds ‘ ime Sto 4d 22, 4014, BELG, 154. , } 5 ? oes ! 
it dpecpactieseton 2 Sean er ae eee “Mog | per fish. It is gelling to be the best fishing water in ine 
*“ 11 Camp 1 eecgie  aie oe ol CE Me Te 20i6 | State, and is easily accessible. The Concord and Claremont 
wane pp ee if Be. Pe, cbs Fe 2648, B08, 228.0... a4 Railroad touches it at Newbury Station at the extreme south 

| - ae Sea <a ee. ed ia t 4 thy < i g z 1 r - +: » All vu e 

UP AE CAE Se ORR a NORE rag ach a eee Tbe eneaoee, oTRELE Are un goed totale abanance 
Dota) pam: tne tease : icht, 26 100i” | Harbor at the outlet, and it is only four miles to Newport, 
Nineteen days, or portions of days. Average weight, “01-106 1bs, | hore there ure two very good houses, it being the shire 

_ ISH CAUGHT BY ME. JOSOELINE BAGOT, Total | town of the cuunty. 

Pb NOT ENT wee Pte eer as 4 eee Fishermen from New York, and thai direction, taking 
OB 10 85, 2016, 9814, 28, 18, 24, 2316, 20, 27, 87.2... ,: 206t4 | the New Haven & Hartford and Connecticut River roads, 

25 G aug. 81, 2B RVG B1j QOIG rosie ce), Mere nEa es Bene ales can reach Claremont at $8 P. M,, and u morning train ate 
ete NC Tet aarp oem ken one aeRO At the Concord & Claremont voad will land them at the foot o 8S BETA, 12s 24, 18IK, VO, 24, ce save | deve ee es 2816 : , 
& 65 2 ae wees i ie, Hie E ee the lake inJess than an hour, or they can stop at Newport 
* 20 AGikeltzy™ 7.0.2 ssa Peep deste 2085 and drive out to the hotels at the outlet. 

Tyee el eer e ie cara kate eee aa) i Visitors from Bostou and that way sont take the Fone} 
: p sya A idee Mtr lal? CORON Sa Nhs eS ba — aaeare's 218 i dr dat Newbury Station in five hours, a oR 3 Rahs, 80, BS SERN EES PEE Melrad  deraes 5 5-4 | road, and can be droppe ; y ) 1 
ie 43 1 Roe be hs tap Ba capo - aa homdsecnc has She 2814 | Let whoever reads this ‘‘salt it down” for next summer, for 
A a i ae, PEE Bae ic aa phe LE +--- 512] in another week it will be time 1o lay down the rod for this 

* P40 ae tO ee ee ee Pe Serres i eee ee tee icy 2 5 “4 3 
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Total.....48 {iz | ofthe river of which i spoke, to the raising of the dam at 
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Grqudl totes say sssseess ever eyeoree ves stuecesertss eat eels s.zzorg | cenuial number’ was a great success, and I hear it highly 
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complimented, Commissioner Hodye said to me last night, deal of sentiment connected with the sunfish, and so thereis 
that Fornst anpb Stream hud done more in the last ten 
ears for fish and game propagation and preservetion, aud 

for (he interest of the true sportsmen of the conntry, than 
ihnd ever een done by any one, or in any way, since the 
momntry was discovered, Von W, 
Mincnester, N. H., Aug. 22. 

TARPON FISHING. 

your issue of the 16th 1 notice « reference to the tar- | TN 
qT pon, in which your correspondent advocates the capture 
of this fish with the rod und reel, and he wisely remayks 
that “their capture would be a little move difficult than that 
‘ol a Jarge salmon with « tly-rod from {he shore.” Tt is pos- 
sible that an expert might succeed in landing one of these 
“stredis Of greased lightning” with & red and reel, but the 
question arises, what kind of a red and reel would be neces- 
sary to attain the ¢nd—a friend suggested the use of a light 
ming rod. 

On the 16th inst. my friend, Mr. P, Gardner, hooked one 
‘of the ncrobats on aA large hook und a slout bassline, ‘The 
anchor was raised, aud atter half an hour's strngele, in 
whieh the fish drageed the boat hither and thither, the boat 
mitt beached the hoat on fsandbank, und G. P. snd the boat- 
man by main strength dravecd the fish to fhe shore and P, 
cut its throat. The fish wehed 145 pounds, 

I opine that your correspondent would find the capture of 
sual a fish with a rod and reel a seven-foot undertaking, and 
4 little more diteutt than bringing io eff a ‘lordly salmon.” 
Ii is possible that when fishing for bass with a rod and reel 
Tmay be so unfortunate as to look a tarpon, and if I do you 
hall be favored wilh the particulars of the acrobatic per- 
formances. 

Yarpou visit the 81, John’s River in great numbers in May 
“nd remiin anti October, when they leave for parts un- 
known, In the Calloosalatchee Rivet, Estero Bay, and 
other points on the soulliwest coast aud the eastern coast of 
Florida, they can be found in immense numbers during the 
winter months. To give some idea of how difficull it is to 
captore wu turpon, | need but remark that cach summer they 
aye aliiost daily hooked in this section by persons fishing tor 
bass, and yeb the oue captured on the 16th is the second one 
that has been landed in tive years in this section of the State. 
arpou rush through the water with lightning rapidity, out- 
leap any other fish, when in the air open their jaws and 
shuke their heads, like a terrier shaking a rat, aud by some 
uhicconntable means break hooks, part lines, and mysteri- 
ously dislodge unsayory steel, They are artful dodgers, 
and seem to defy the skill of our best fishermen, ‘To those 
who are fond of capturing large fish und imagine they can 
outwit Florida tarpon, I can only say, let them try, That 
sucess may dltend experimenters is the prayer of one who 
has done much salt-water fishing in many portions of the 
world and one who has. been oulwitted by more than one 
tarpon, and the fooled one signs himself AL FRESCO, 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla,, August, 1885. 

Bince the preceding was written I have lyeen fishing for 
tarpon. I hooked one about seven fect six inches long, and 
of a probable weight of 175 pounds. The instant he felt 
tlie steel he jumped at least six feet from the water, next a, 
frantic rush, then a Jeap in the air accompanied by a shake 
of the head, hke a terrier shaking a rat, then a lightning 
yush; and these proceedings were continued for twenty 
minutes, when he began to yield, My friend P. came to my 
assistance; [started the fish for the boat so asto use a grains, 
and when he was in sight the hook tore out and 1 lost my 
fish. I hive captured, with a hand line, many varicties of 
large fish, but in my lengthened experience I never had such 
atussle, and before T tired ‘the lepper” my fingers smarted 
as though they lad been soaked in boiling water. Tarpon 
such as we hive in this river cannot he captured with a sal- 
moon rod, #nd 1 advise your readers not to make the attempt 
unless they wish to lose a costly line and haye a valuable 
rod converted into matcliwood. 

A WORD FOR THE SUNFISH. 

i 4 paper read bufore the American Fishcultural Associa- 
tion, and published in Forrest AnD StREAM some weeks 

since, Mr. Mather, to my surprise, recommends the 
destruction of the sunfish, that charming little friend of 
every man and boy who hasever livedin the country, if only 
for a week. J wish it had been somebody else than the kind 
and genial Fred Mather who said this, so thatI might feel 
al liberty to suy something just a little tart. 

Mr. Mather has tnade a mistake. The reasons he gives 
for the destruction of the sunfish are such as may be used 
awainst almost any other fish that has any value for the 
angler or the table. The food of the sunfish is mostly the 
sume aa that of other fish; and it may be doubted whether 
tliere is any fish whatever that does not eat the eggs of other 
fish, and sumetines their own, Mr. Mather’s reasoning, 
consistently carricd out, y;ould soon make fish of all kinds a 
ravity, tis to the eredit of the little sunfish that it fights 
bravely to protect iis young, 

Tn regard to its not being a food for other fish, Mt. 
Mither malces a special point that the black bass will not or 
cannot eat the sunfish, on account of its strong spines That 
this is a mistake there is the best of evideuce. 
i by nO means an uncommon bait for the black Hass, and a 
good oue. Tf Wass will take if (and I know they wall) when 
secured to u hook, it is quite reasonable to suppose that they 
will take it when swimming free. The spines of the sunfish 
ure by no means so formidable as the spines of the cattish, 
and yet the catfish is a very common bait for the black bass; 
indeed, the most common of ull on some parts of the 
Delaware River. have used them both. In using these 
fish for bait we never think of shortening the spines. The 
probability is, that these spines are never erect when the fish 
are taken iuto the mouth of the bass or other fish, The 
inference is legitimate und natural, thata fish that is taken 
by other fish when used as bait is also otherwise taken by 
these fish as food. If this be so, then it is a mistake to seek 
the wholesale destruction of these fish, 

Further, I protestagainst the destruction of these heauti- 
ful little fish because of the delightful associations connected 
with them. Every boy who has ever een adishiog in the 
mil] pond or at the wayside bridge; every man who has ever 
been a boy. and remembers bis joy al seemg his first “sunny” 
dancling on the bent pin hook, will protest against it, 

There is no fish that occupies 4 choice place in so many 
hearts, large and small, as the sunfish; and if the little fellow 
has some bud habits (as what fish has not), we can well aftord 

with thetiout and salmon, and it is well that it isso. There 
is not Among Us as yet so much sentiment of any kind that 
we Should seek to destroy fhe little we have. 

The sunfish in this country has done more to make aud 
multiply anglers than all other fish put together, and its 
wanton destruction is not to be thought of. Though small 
in size, it has gamy qualities of a high order, and as a pan- 
fish is Superior to many fish a great deal more talked about, 
Tt is esteemed by 4 ereat many as a most delicious morsel for 
the table; and so far as my own taste is concerned, I prefer 
even a two-ounce sunfish to the Jargest German carp that 
eyer swan. 
(wish po harm to anybody; but, with ‘peace and good 

will ta all,” I deyoutly pray that the first man who attenpts 
to carry out Mr, Mather's suggestion may pitch head fore- 
most into the water, and stay there till this ‘‘cussedness” is 
entirely soaked out of bim, And may the sunnies have no 
merey on his hide. PErRA, 
Mamanonecs, N.Y, 

THE TALMUD ON THE FISHERIES. 

the very few references to fish in the Bible the most F 

O significant, says the Jewish World, is the yerse in Num- 
bers xi., which tells how the Israelites in the desert hungered 
for the finny denizens of the deep they had enjoyed in 
Egypt. From this we gather that fish was, as it is yet, a 
favorite article of food with the Hebrews. The sacred nar- 
ralive, however, has nothing more to say on this subject. 
Itis silent as to the trade which so pronounced a taste must 
have stimulated, inexorably dumb on the all-important ques- 
tion of cookery; and if we want to know anything more, we 
must search through the weary pages of the more yolumin- 
ous Talmud, Fortunately for piscatorial literature the rab- 
bins were domesticated men who devoted no small amount 
of attention to the questions inyolyed in the supply and 
preparation of creature comforts, Hence we have in their 
discussions ample materials for ascertaining the part played 
by fish in the economy of Palestinian society at a very early 
age, The yearning which expressed itself so wailingly in 
the wilderness had suffered no diminution in the period asso- 
ciated with the Talmudic doctors. From the seaboard, 
lakes and rivers of the Holy Land, the supply of fish was 
plentiful, the internal trade active and prosperons, and the 
consumption very large. The Sea or Lake of Genesaret was 
particularly distinguished for the abundance and choiceness 
of its fish—so much 0 that the local proverbial equivalent 
for our modern ‘“‘carrying coals to Newcastle,” was ‘“‘bringing 
fish to Acco” (Acre, the nearest port to Genesaret), The 
southern portion of the lake was a noted fishing-ground, and 
the whole district tcemed with busy communities of fsher- 
men, and fish-curers and picklers. It does not seem that 
the trafiic was regulated by any specific laws except one, re- 
puted to be as oldas Joshua, and which insisted that fishing 
Should be quite unrestricted in order that the people might 
enjoy the full measure of the food yielded by the generous 
waters. Markets for the sale of fish seem to haye been 
plentiful in Palestine. 

A gate on the northeast side of Jerusalem was called the 
Fish Gate, probably from its being in the neighborhood of 
the spot where the fish-salesmen laid out their stock, This 
market was, of course, closed on the Sabbath; but we learn 
that the fish-loving Jews did not hesitate to buy on that day 
of Pheenician fish-peddlers who perambulated the city much 
in the same way as the ‘‘Fish, all alive ’O” men of the pres- 
ent day. At Sidon was another very large market, where, 
says 4 somewhat byperbolous passage in Shekalim, no less 
than 800 kinds of fish were daily on sale. The species 
highest in public favor was called sor thrissa, considered 
by Herzfeld to have been a kind of anchovy, but by other 
authorities—particularly Lewysohn and Schwab—ordinary 
tunny. In Berachoth 44, R. Dimi relates that the fiy-gath- 
erers to Alexander Jauneus consumed eyery week 610,000 
baskets of this fish. From a remark in Aboda Sara it would 
seein Lhat the great Jehuda Hanassi—the first editor of the 
Mishnah—did not disdain to speculate in this delicacy, for 
we are told that he owned a ship carrying more than 3800 
barrels of thrissa, Probably a large portion of the wealth 
ofthe great patriarch was due to astute dealings im this 
favorite fish; but if, unlike the apostles, he preferred such 

The sunfish | 

a wholesale trade to the humbler netting and angling, it will 
be remembered to his credit that he expended the greater 
portion of his riches so acquired for the benefit of students 
and assistance of the poor. Notwithstanding the plentiness 
of native fish, a good many foreign varieties were imported. 
These includedan Egyptian fish not yet identified, which 
was brought into the country in barrels, and a fine species 
of mackerel from Spain. On the other hand, the cured and 
pickled fish for which the Jewish merchants were celebrated 
were largely exported, principally to Greece and Romie. 

Besides the usual members of the nny tribes a good many 
kinds of fish foods, ingeniously compounded and prepared, 
were sold in the miarkets, and were yery popular with the 
general public. There was a soft-fish cake called tis terufa 
—mentioned very frequéntly in Talmud—which was doubt- 
less acompound of the fitsh of thrissa with other ingredients. 
Then the entrails and roes of certain fish were sold separ- 
ately in order to be made up in a kind of cayiare. In Ned- 
arim we find mentioned several times two other preparations 
called 27 and murats. The former was a sauce, in the mak- 
ing of which the fat, juice, and blood of fishes largely en- 
tered; the latter was, without doubt, identical with the 
Roman seupit, & pleasant tasting fish pickle which was sold 
without the fish itself, and probably employed as a condi- 
ment, This mus appears to have been in much favor, 
for in Aboda Sara mention is made of a ship entirely laden 
with it. Large quantities were imported from Spain. A 
thin fish broth called /wrsena was also sold; this was & 
drink, snd was served up in goblets, The references to fish 
in the ‘Talmud are not confined to its commercial aspects. 
Copious discussions as to iis domestic use yield a full pic- 
ture of iis method of comsumption, «nd of the superstitions 
and other ideas by which the popular taste was in part reg- 
uluted, ‘The rabbins wisely insisted on the necessity of ob- 
taining only fresh fish, and for this purpose recommended 
that purebasers should always see that there was a certain 
redness about the gills. When salted and cured it was en- 
joined that the Curing should be perfect, otherwise the fish 
was deadly. In case of doubt, however, » strong drink 
jaken after the meal was prescribed as u possible antidote, 
Some varieties of cured fish, such as herring and anchovy, 

| might be eaten without super-cooking, but in gll cases a 
_ rigorous evoking was ordered, ’ 

Small but ful-evown fish appeur to have been much tm 
favor with the Jews, and this, considered in connection with 

to forgive them, It is no doubt true that there is a good | the general predilection for thrissa, would seem tu point to 

that fish haying been, if not exactly the anchovy, at any rate 
asmaller variety than the tunny. R. Chia B. Asche recom- 
mended small fish as calculated to prevent intestinal disorders, 
and to promote heslth and strength. Another rabbin held 
that a diet of this kind was well adapted for inyalids, but 
regarded it as injurious to women suckling their young, and 
to people whose eyes were weak. Tt was also considered 
dangerons to eat fish within twenty-four hours after blood- 
letting, and in the month of Nisan such food was believed 
to promote leprosy, On the other hand, it was the practice 
to give fish to women who were enceinte, not only because of 
its invigorating virtues, but because a popular superstition 
regarded it as beneficial to the unborn child, and calculated 
lo pive it a pleasing appearance. Even to such matters as 
the method of eating fish the rabbis gave a large attention, 
They advised that food of this kind should be eaten slowly 
and with care, as a fish-hone sticking in the throat might, 
they observed, have very serious consequences. The Tul- 
mud has also worked out in copious detail the simple division 
of the fish kingdom into clean and unclean which we find in 
the Bible, Among the noclean—or rather as further char- 
acteristics of such fish—it classes those with tapering heads, 
imperfect vertebral columns, and symmetrical bladders and 
roes. It further states that (he permitted fish are oviparous, 
and the prohibited viviparous—a rough and zoologically 
primitive distinction which might haye been more correct, 
had the definition ‘‘viviparous” heen exchanged for those 
“that fecundate theireggs before exclusion With reference 
to fins and scales, it is pointed out in Nidda that as the latter 
may sometimes appear before the former a fish or piece of 
fish with scales but without fins, may, in cases of doubt, be 
eaten, bul under no circumstance may it be touched if the 
scales are absent. The Talmud differs from the Bible in 
haying rather a full ichthyology of its own, 

Chicaco Aneitoya Novus.—Chicago, Aug. 26.—We are 
having the finest weather imaginable, just cool enough to he 
comfortable, with winds venerally from the south and south- 
west. The result is numerous fishing excursions to all the 
old reliable places, and all are on the lookout for new fish- 
ing grounds among the thousands of small lakes with which 
the western country is dotted. One of the favorite resorts, 
for seyeral reasons, is Cedar Lake, Ind., distant but thirty- 
eight miles from Chicago ou the Louisville, New Alhany & 
Chicazo Railway. Af this season of the year silver and 
rock bass are taken in large numbers. but there is sufficient 
skill required in their capture to make it interesting sport, 
An occasional black bass is bagged by some of the most 
skillful, but the regular season for them does not commence 
until after the first of September. The advantages of this 
lake for the business man is its accessibility. One can take 
the 7:45 P. M. train, arriving at the Jake at 9:25 P. M,, 
secure good fishing or boating all day, returning the next 
morning, arriving im Chicago at 7:30 A. M., in time for 
business. Accommodations at the lake are ample. Dr. 
Hunter has erected a commodious hotel directly opposite 
and within one hundred fect of the depot, and overlooking» 
and wilhin one hundred and fifty feet of the lake. The 
terms are two dollars 1 duy. Altogether this is one of the 
most reasonable resorts, and of the easiest and most conyen- 
ient access udjacent to Chicago. Fare on the railroad for 
the round trip is only $1.40. For example, I have been 
making the trip regularly every Saturday night, returning 
evety Monday morning, for the past five weeks, Expenses 
for self, wite and gon. railroad fares for all, $4.50, hotel ex- 
penses, $6, making $10.50 for the entire trip for three 
adults. Last week I saw rail, snipe, and a flock of mallard 
ducks, so the indications are that good shooting may be had 
at this place later on,—B. 

PRESIDENTIAL TROUT,—The correspondent who has fnr- 
nished the details of the Presidential fishing party until it 
has begun to get tedious, writes from Camp Logan. Yellow- 
stone Park, under date of Aug. 28, and thus describes the 
trouting in Snake River: ‘‘Yesterday the party remained at 
Camp Strong, the surroundings of which are worthy of more 
than passing notice—a grassy hottom encompassed by moun- 
tains clud with evergreen trees of all sizes, from the young 
seedling up to mature age, scattered singly, grouped in clus- 
ters, or massed into dark forests. The tents were pitched 
ou the banks of the Snake River, which here possesses all 
the attributes of a first-class trout stream, clear, pure water 
drippling oyer pebbly bottoms, with here snd there swift 
currents, eddies and deep holes. The President and 
Senator Vest made the best of the stay, and scored the great- 
est victory yet achieved over the finny tribe. At one cast 
the Presidsnt landed three troul, weighing in the aggregate 
42 pounds, and each of six other custs took two fine 
specimens. The President secured the greater weight, und 
Sentitor Vest the larger number, The total weight of the 
fish caught was 105 pounds. The sport is now about oyer. 
The largest trout taken weighed 34 pounds.” ‘ 

Brack Bass av GREENWwoop Laxs.—Black bass are biting 
very well now, and as the weather grows colder the catches 
improve, One day last week our catch was forty-three, 
thirty-nine of them being small-mouthed., This was only 
part of a day; we fished about two hours in the atternoon, 
catching seventeen in that time, If one wishes to visit the 
lake to catch fish, the lower end is fur betler than any other 
part; we were quartered at E. Sindle’s, Cooper Station, 
There one is near the fishing grounds for still-fishing, troll- 
ing and skittering. Last Thursday there was a seyen-pound 
“Oswego” taken with spoon by Mx, Dickinson, of Paterson. 
For bait-fishing the bass are taking helgrarnites and crawfish ; 
but seem io prefer the former. Some of our largest fish, 
however, we caught on large crawtish. The services of a 
good guide are necessary if one expects sport; they know all 
the grounds and will follow the fish, John Finigan filled 
the position very acceptably for us, and we know that one 
might do much worse than employ him. By all means 
give ‘Lazy Hank” a wide berth; he was horn tired, never 
could vet rested, and never will—Roer, 

Buack Bass ix GroraiaA.—Augusta, Ga,, Aug, 22.—We 
have several game fish in this country, one of witich we call 
“trout” (I think it similar to the black bass of your country), 
and # yet gamerfish called “rock” (which, from my read- 
ing of Fornsr anp Stream, I am inclined to think is your 
striped bass), What we call ‘trout’ abounds in every mill 
poud and is more numerous in our river lakes. They are 
caught with the fly and with live bail, ‘Two amateurs went 
out a short while since and caught five of these “trout,” one 
Weighing seyen pounds and the other cight pounds. til 
are caucht as high as fifteen pounds—this size, though, sel- 
dom taken,—AWGusTA, 
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Tm Ponp, Aug, 18.—I came to Mt. Vernon, Maine, ihe 
2d inst. After spending more than a week there, I came to 
this popular resort, Ifind a good number of guests here— 
some familiar faces and some [ haye never seen. Some are 
liere for sport, some for health and pleasure, and 
some for health alone. Last Thursday evening I 
wet my silk braid for the first time. Simon is with me, 
43 he has been for the last three years, and is as full of fun 
is ever, not to say enthusiasm for trouting. We were in the 
hoat for an hour, and returned with about five pourds, The 
nextmoruing, after the liveliest sport, we returned with a fair 
siting, and ihat evening we brought to our cabin thirty-six 
charming crimgonflecked beauties, which have just been 
most invitingly served at our table. Aman recently arrived 
from Boston hus been more diligent and been rewarded in 
proportion. Parties from New York are zealous in their 
sport and in praise of the number and flavor of the trout, 
and the scenery which surrounds us. Some driving business 
men remain ouly 4 short time, while others seem spellbound 
formonths, The fishing was never bettur. 1 am told the same 
is true of the Seven Ponds, but 1s my time is short this year 
and there is all here that heart and appetite can wish, I think 
I shall not visit the other ponds this time. A good season 
for ruffed grouse is assured. Accommodations have much 
improyed the last two years, All branches appear well 
systematized. Wennedy Smith oyersees the whole; his 
brother David has charge at the farm house; his son Edgar 
attends to the brigade of buckboard wagons, ete., things 
niove without friction, and to the comfort and pleasure of 
the guests, On my way home I intend to again stop at Mt, 
Vernon, Itis apretey village surrounded by a number of 
ponds, and has one small hotel, About three miles distant 
is Long Pond, 4 very large oue and well stosked with bass 
and white perch, J had rare sport with them one day, and 
Tintend to have more. Board can be had with farmers im 
the vicinity or at the village, Bosts are not yet so plenty as 
they should be. When the mevils of said pond are well 
known, I predict it will bc much visited; its waters are very 
clear, and the buss of best flavor Pickerel are plenty in all 
of the ponds of that regiou, Ii was here, when a boy, I 
caught my first fish,—J. W. T. 

Tar IypiuENnce or Ners.—The ery against the nettines 
of fish on the coust of one State by the citizens of another is 
not new. Neither is the partial disappearance of certain 
fishes for a season or two at all novel. We take the follow- 
ing item which sustains our remarks, from the Wantueket 
Mirror of August 18, 1855: ‘Considerable indignation seems 
1o be felt by our fishermen, that vessels from abroad should 
be allowed to come into our waters and spoil the blue fishing, 
by seiuing the fish, We ave informed that a4 number of 
siruuger vessels have been in Madakvt Harbor—snd may 
be there now—and their seines have been stretched from that 
part of Tuckernuck known as Brooks’ Landing, to ihe shoul 
water at mile and a Jialf below Eel Point, thus stopping 
every fish |rom poing iuto the harbor, und also destroying 
and breaking up the fishery. 1f there is nu law that reaches 
Vois parti¢ulary case, ane slewd be enactid forwith. The 
fishermen also slate that there is not the leust doubt but bass 
are rerulurly scined on the Tsland of Muskeget. This is a 
clear infringement of the fishery lay, and the offenders have 
only to be caught in the act, to be made to suffer severely. 
Only nine bass, we lear, have been taken by hook this 
season, where bundreds are generally brought in. These 
matters should he looked to; our peopie should guard their 
fishing rights wilh tho most jealous care, and see to it that 
they are uot trampled upon with impunity. The people of 
BKdguclown have put a stop to such things in their own 
walers, and our fishermen must keep a sharp Jook out, if 
they would get rid of such troublesome visitors.” 

Buack Bass 1x 1am ScuvyuEmI..—Your correspondent, 
has just returned fyom a bass fishing trip to the Perkiomen 
Creek, Pa. This stream rung into the Schuylkill Rivera 
mile or so uboye Valley Forge, andisa fair ground for bass. 
Tfound to-day that the fly would not ontice lis lordship to 
the suruce of the water, aid contented myself with uring 
him with both crawfish and minnow bait. In June quite 
good fly-fishing cau be had in the Perkionien at the foot of 
the first rifivs—loth Mr. Cresson of Norristown, and Dr. 
Gumbs of Peikiomen, yearly fish these swift waters wilh 
fly, and I hear are quite successful, The fish I took to-day 
were not large, but were very active and gamy on a ten- 
onnecereei, he bass fishing in the Schuylkill bas been quite 
good this week, and will doubtless continue to he so for the 
balanee of the season, One thing to-day struck me quite 
favorably. Every urchin | saw fishing on my road toward 
the railroad station had a, siring of sunfish and black bass, 
{he Jatternot over four to six inches. Is it legal to string 
such small bass? It is demonstrated, nevertheless, that the 
black bass is inervasing instead of decreasing in the Schuyl 
kill River.—Homo, (‘The law forbids killing of “any black, 
yellow or green hass Jess than six inches iv length, ”] 

Fisning my Wisconsty.—Oconomowoe, Wis., Aug. 20.— 
In your paper of the 16th inst. is un article by “Pu-tin-hin- 
sapa’’ (J read it just before retiring and dreamed of being 
sealped), in which he speaks of the Okoboji Lakes and the 
faruiers in the vicinity loading their wagons with fish with 
pitchforks. I do not doubt the truthfulness of this fish 
story, ae he youches for it on his word asa man, not a fisher- 
man. In fact | believe nearly every fish story L heur nowa- 
days, We have 1 igmurkable fishing country here, but we 
always take them with rod and reel. Wo havea yery strin- 
gent law against using pitchtorks or spears of any kinds, or 
nets. But itis nol an uncommon thing for fishermen to go 
out for a day’s fish and bring in twenty-five or fifty black 
bass, weighing from three to cight pounds, and to hook on 
to a twenty tive or thirty pound pickerel that will tow bis 
boat home forhim, Ocouomowocis located on the Chicago, 
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad, thirty-two miles northwest 
of Milwaukee, imd is without any exception the best fishing 
and hunting resort in the Northwest, By the way, do you 
think those two flourmills on the outlet of the Okoboji 
Lakes could be bought at a rexsonable price?—J. ©. H, 

GuLERNATORIAL ‘DPRour.—tHon. Grover A. Cleveland, 
Governor of New York, has been the guest of the Bisby Club, 
of whith Gen. R. U, Stermano, of the N. Y. Fish Commiis- 
siou, is President, The club has entensive grounds on the 
Adirondack Jake of that oame, and the Governoris reported 
a8 hiving' enjoyed the tip and to have taken a youd shire 
oftront. His visit to the Adivondatks is partly to investi- 
gate the character of the lands |clonging tothe State, and 
to form iw ides ui the extent to which the forests need pro- 
igetion, 

Minnows,—Our Ohio correspondent ‘Splasher’’ sends us 
specimens of two species of minnows, which ire favorite 
bait for black bass ia Ohio, These fishes helone in the 
great family Cyprinide, all of which make good baits and 
are distinguished by their soft-rayed fins and usually small 
sides, One, ihe “black-nosed dace,” Rhinichthys atronasus, 
does not exceed two and a half inches in length, and is dis- 
tinguished by the black line which extends along the sides 
and around the nose. This line is an orange red in summer, 
or duzing the breeding season, The other fish is silyery, and 
grows 8 trifle larger, It may be called the silyer minnow, 
Hybognathus nuchalis. One point in the value of species for 
bait is their tenacity of lifeon a hook. We have found 
small suckers to stand this test as well as any fish, 

GUBPRNATIONAL ProxeRmL—Bx-Goyernor St. John, of 
Kansas, went trolling for pickerel at Silyer lake, N. Y., 
the other day, but talked with a companion constantly until 
their return to the shore, He was leaving the Lake when a 
hoy said; ‘‘Look s-here, Mister Man, there’s a pickerel on 
your ah ye forgot to pull in." The piekerel weighed four 
pounds, 

Bass ar NrAGara,—New York, Aug, 22.—Reports from 
Niagara, Ont., state the black bass fishing there is the Dest 
they have had in years, and fish running large. One taken 
a few days since weighed 6 Ibs. 11 oz. forty minutes after 
being killed, Good lishing with the fly may be bad about 
Sept, 1, for white bass, at this point, NIAGARA. 

CLosE OF THE TRovy SHAson.—The law in most States 
closes the sezson for trout on Sept. 1. We have a printed 
notice from Mr W. FP. Whitcher, Commissioner of Fisher- 
ies for the Province of Ontario, that. tle season closes in the 
Provinee on Sept. 15, and that the law will be rigidly en- 
forced, 

Lax Svperror.—A_ jolly party of fifty Pittsbureh gen- 
tlemen, members of the Rod and Gun Club, passed through 
Detroit a few days since hound for Lake Superior, 

SrRpAM.—Drbra. 

Hishceulture, 
Ee 

POUND NETS AND SEINES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: . 

In your issue of August 9 I notice a reported interview 
with Mr. Howell of Toledo, in regard to the “deadly seine” 
destroying millions of fish eggs on the spawning grounds. My 
opinion is that one string of pound nets destroys more fish, 
when they come to the age of one year old, than all the seines 
in America ina season. Wor the last fourteen years I haye 
handled tish and eggs from the waters of the far-famed Sag- 
fuinay, on the St. Lawrence, and the whole chain of lakes and 
Tivers to the blue waters of Luke Superior, and I have seen 
fish taken from all kinds of nets. I have been in trap-net 
boats collecting eggs, and have seen as high as one ton of 
young fish, from six to eight inches long, taken from seven 
trap nets, and the fishermen selling them getting a mere pit- 
tance forthem. Yet you will hear some people say that all 
the tish that are hatched artificially do not amount to any- 
thing. 
[know of a certain bay that a year-ago this last spring it 

was said by the fishermen that 150 tons of these one-year-old 
fish were caught, and if this is not murdering the infants after 
they leaye the cradle, I do not know what is, 

Like Mr. Howell, T fear no man on this question, and any 
one that doubts my word, aud will kindly take a trip with 
me next May, can see it, When I think of the number of 
pound nets set at the present time, and of the number set eight: 
years ago,] find them now double. These nets are set out 
from three to six miles, as farasthe eye cansee. I heard a 
fisherman say this spring that next season he would haye 
fourteen bets ina string. When his neighbor heard of it he 
said: “Well, if he goes outside to cut off my ground I will 
have to g6 out also; so it is with all the rest, he won't allow 
his neighbor to have one more. net thanhe has. They think 
no more of splicmg stakes and setting their nets in ninety feet 
of water than they did a few years ago of setting in twenty- 
five teet of water. 
My opinion is that there ought notto be allowed to he set, 

inany weather, a pound net with the mesh less than four 
inches from knot to knot in the pot, which would allow 
allsmall fish to go through. The different States bordering 
on the Great Lakes are spending thousands of dollars in the 
hatching and planting of lish, and why not make laws regulat- 
ing the size of meshes in pound nets, and see that they are en- 
forced, 

Tf the making of laws, reculating the fishing interests, does 
not properly belong to Congress, why cannot the different; 
Fishery Commissions of the States bordering ou the Great 
Lakes meet in convention at some central place and di-cuss 
this great question, and agree on some uniform law, and 
when their different Legislatures meet, haye it become law 
and placed upon their statutes? I know the Commission from 
this State would be the first to respond to any action pro- 
posed by any other State, 4 

Jas. Nuyin, Supt. Fish Commission, 
Manson; Wis. 

THE OYSTER PROBLEM SOLVED. 

N 

county, Md,, on the grounds of the Hastern Shore 
pany, during the past suminer, Messrs, H. H, Pierce and 
Geo. V. Shepard, of the above fim, kindly placing all facili- 
ties at the disposal of Mr. Ryder for carrying out his work 
aud afterward continuing the experiments under hts direc- 
tion, 
The apparatus was as simple as could possibly be devised in 

order to insure success, and was perteutly automatic in its 
action, A pond was excavated in the salt marsh, near the 
shore of Chincoteapue Bay, and connected with the latter by 
a trench about ten feet lony, two feet wide and three feet 
deep. Before the water was let into the pond a woorlen dia- 
phragm, made with perforited boards lined with gummy cloth 
and filled with clean beach sand, was placed in the ditch and 
so secured fhat absolutely no water could get into the pond 
from the bay except such as nltered through this diaphragm. 
The rise and full of the tide alone was depended upon to 
ehange the water in the pond, 4n4 it was found torise and 
fall from tour to six inches during every tide, ebbing and flow- 
ing slowly through the diaphrazm. ‘The vise and fall was 
found not to be as great im the pond as in the open bay, but 
was suflicient, as the sequel has shown, The inclosure so ar- 
ranged constituted the whole ol the apparatus, if it could 
be called such, designed to contine the artificially fertilized 
spayyn, 

‘ I hope 
that we shall see an account of their catch in Forest anp 

R, J, A, RYDER, « specisl assistunt of the U. S. Fish 
Commission, announces that he has successfully reared 

the American oyster from the egg at Stockton, Worcester 
yster Com- 

The spawn was taken from the adults*by a method origi- 
nally devised by Mr, Ryder, and already described in various 
published reports and papers, After the spawn was taken it 
was allowed to stand in pails with an abundance of clean 
water for a period of three to five hours, so as to give the oys+ 
ter eges a chanee to develop to the swimming condition. It 
was then poured into the pond or inclosure at yarions points 
to insure its effectual distribution throuzh the water, Stales 
were then driven inte the bottom of the pond, to which dead 
oyster shells were suspended on wire} the stakes put down at 
differentdates being marked so as to distinguish them apart. 
The suspended oyster shells were introduced so as to afford the 
young fry clean surfaces to which they could fix themselves, 
The first het aud shell collectors were put into the pond 
July 7, and some of the shells were found by Mr. Pierce, on 
Aug. 22 just past, to have spait attached ranging from a fourth 
to three-fourths of an inch in diameter. Some samples of 
these young oysters arenow in Mr. Ryder’s possession, proy- 
ing conclusively that oysters may be reared in inclosed ponds 
such as here described, in which it has also been found that: 
the natural food of the animal is produced in vast quantity. 

This experiment has heen so conducted as to preclude any 
doubt that the spat obtained has been derived from any source 
except that of the spawn artificially fertilized and introduced 
into the inclosure. It also marks the most important step 
that has yet been made in this country in oyster culture. Tha 
methods are likewise so simple that they are available in the 
hands of unskilled persons, A full description of the methods 
ursued will shortly be published in the Reports of the U.S, 
ish Commission, 

THE TOW A COMMISSION,—We haye the fourth biennial 
report: of the Fish Commission of Iowa, for the years 1879—80, 
and 1880—S1, A branch hatchery has been established at 
Spirit Lake, in Dickenson county, and so much other work 
occupied the fall of 1880 that it wasimpossible to attend to the 
important work of saving from destruction the millions of 
young watiye fish which annually get into the sloughs 
along the Mississippi and die when the summer droughts dry 
the waters. The work of saying the fish and planting them 
in suitable waters was begun in 1876 and has heen one of the 
most important works of the Commission. In 1581 this 
labor was rendered wnonecessary by reason of continued high 
water which allowed the fish to escape into the river. The 
fish heretofore sayedin this way munber nearly five millions 
and had of course passed the critical stage of babyhood, The 
work of propagation has been successful and several streams 
which never before had a trout in them are now good trout 
brooks. Black bass, striped bass, wall-eyed pike, crappies, 
sunfish, channel catfish, eels, buffalo, and other species haye 
been taken in lakes, riyers and ponds where none of the kind 
awwere ever known before they were planted, and the hook and 
line fishing has been generally ieproved in the inland 
water by the work of planting fish. During the two years 
66,000 fry of the land-locked salmon have heen distributed and 
there are hopes of their thriving in the clear cold waters of 
Iowa. Lake trout, brook trout and carp have also been 
planted in considerable numbers, The fishway question is 
argued at length and Commissioner Shawis of the opmion 
that it is useless to put a fishway ita sitgla dam of a series 
and that they should be put in all, or none. An appendix 
contains the report of Mr. A. A. Mosher, the Assistant Commis- 
sioner, in charge of the hatchery at Spirit Lake. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT, 
FYyssue Anp I'yssayne.—The trealisé of Pysshnewithan Anglefrom 

the Boke of St. Alban’s. By Dame Juliana Uerners, A.1), 140), Edited 
by George W, Van Siclen, Price $1.00. Por sale by the Worest and 
Streain Publishing Company, 

On the street, t'other day, we met this same man, 
And he told qs his ir and mensured 1) tant 
The size of bisfish. Then wa quietly told, 
The last tine we were fishing w+ caughta bad cold 
Thar lasted Amonth, Bunt he sang in our ear; 
‘Aud T caught one, too, that lasted a year.” 

To UAPITALISTS.—A party owning 69 000 acres In New Mexico, near 
Las Vegas, are anxious to ind one or two gentlemen with capital to 
start a cattlévanth, Full particulars ean oe hall by appointing an 
interview. Address W, H. CONICLIN, care W, MH. Madison, 664 Pulton 
street, Brooklyn, N. Y., U.S. A. 

Way He Wants 17 Stoppep, —Buifalo, N. Y,, Aug. 11.— Forest and 
Stream Pub. Co.; Please discontinue my ad. in Porrst Anp STREAM, 
I sold my canoe the first dey the ail appeare |. Erecelvedl fitteen let- 
ters asking price and particulars in tegard (o boat, and © mush say 
that if any one bas a boat to sell, your paper is the one bo advertise 
it in—Yours Respectfully, B. FL Page. 

Tar sterling sportsmen's journal, the Forest anp Srnpam, pid- 
lished in New York, has completed its tenth yea, We take pleasnre 
in commending the Fores? AND STREAM To all Sportshien, as if is 
edited with abiltty mn all its departments, and every week contuins 
more or less matter that will joterest and in-truct all who are foud 
of the rod, fun and dog. For that matter, its columns eontitin plens- 
ant reading for all classes of people —Sacramento Bee, sluy). 1563. 

Forest AND StR “AM, We are pleased to say, keeps up its well- 
earned reputation as the best record of field sports and tue most in- 
apeunne ete of out-door recreation, Unlike many of the so-called 
sporting papers this journal is edited by gentlemen who cater to the 
intelligence of true sportsmen rather than the base likings of the 
“sport.” In fact the jockey and panibler finds no ‘horsey’ odor in 
the Forest AnD STREAM and drops it, while thé@se who ‘in the love of 
Nature bold coinminion with her visible forms,” will find its pages 
redolent with the odor of the wouds and fivlds.—Hightstown (N, u.) 
Gazette, Oot. 26, 1882, 

We well remember with what pleasure we read the first nnmber 
ever issued of Forrsr AnD Srnzam, the now strong ani popular jour- 
nal of field sports aud natural history, published at New York. tt 
hardly seems ten years ago, and yet such is the fuct, fur bwenty big 
semi-annual yolumes of this splendil paper now oecupy & niche in 
our library. Tt seenied to ns thet morelke the surous bnelish papers 
on similar subjects, it was so igh-loneil, So attiactiye, aud presenied 
so wide u range of subjects in’ its successive weekly issues, To has 
kept rightalcngon itsoniginal high plane, imp! oving with every issue, 
and asit enters upon its eleventh year, appropriately devotes the 
first number of its twenty-first voluine to a historical review of the 
paper. Long may if continue, a8 now, the best exponent of country 
pastimes, field sports and practical naturai history in America,— 
Home Warm (Augusta, Me.), Aug, t 

REALLY food spoon oars are hard to obtwin, and eenerally haye 
to be ordered. The use of spoon oats is rapidly mcreaasing, nob 
only for rucing shbells,but for working coats and pleasure bouts 
geuerally. and they deserve much wider revoznicon than hitherto 
hestowe(l upon them in America, The John Wilkinson Compuriy, of 
Chicago, whose card appears elewhere, are the leading makers and 
probably keep the largest anil finest line of oars mm sto.k iu America, 
They are large shippers evyerywi eve, and manufacture on such a 
scale (hat they are able to oifer prices which defy competition. A 
personal! inspéction of their premises convinces us thay their ours and 
senlls ave superior in stock, strength and finish, to those sold in the 
Hast, and we advise yachtsm=n and sporismen to obtain a pair of 
oars Or Spoons as a sample of what a great mdustry m the West can 
produce in competition with the rest of tae country. 

The development of outdoor sports durmye the past ten years hus 
been very remarkable. Vigorous health, strong muscles, and a keen 
appreciation of nature are yastly nore fashionable than (ney used to 
be, and the presumption concerning the man who hunts, fishes, Canoes 
or rides the bicycle is now in favor of, rather than against, his being 
avefined and more or less cultured gentleman, The history of this 
development is happily reviewed by Vorms? AND Stream ina recent 
issue celebrating its tenth anniversary. This paper stanus easily ab 
the head of weekly recreative journals, and his done a reat deal of 
faitiful and effective work in elevating the staniard of sportsman- 
ship, aud remoying the old stigma from the word. Autographs of its 
eating coutributors, reproduced by the photo-engruying process, 
and reduced fuc-similes of the several title-pages of lWorasT any 
BTREAM, Give added interest fo the number, —Owlsig. 
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Avevsr 80, 1883.] 

The Kennel, 

To insure prompt attention communications should be utl- 
dyessed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
indtviduuls, in whose absence from the office matters of tm- 
portance are liable to delay, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
ropa ber 4, 5, 6 and 7.—New Englund Fair Bench Show, Manches- 

ter, N. H. Charles A, Andrews, Superintendent, West Boxford, Mass. 
September 6, 7 and §.—The Dog Fanciers’ Association of Montreal, 

Canada, Second Annual Beneli Siow, Entries close Sept.1, John 
F. Campbell, Secretary, P. O. Drawer 1,955 Montreal, Canada, 
September 11, 12, 13 and 14,—Springfield Bench Show, Spriugfield, 

Ti. J. Johnson, Seeretary, 
September 18.19, 80 and #1.—Mahoniog and Chenango Fair Asso- 

ciation’s Second Anniial Bench Show, Youngstown, Ohio. Entries 
free. E. M. Wilson, Seoretary. 

Get, 2. 8, 4 and 5,—London Bench Show, London, Canada. Entries 
close Sept. 19 Charles Lincoln, Superintendent, John Puddicombe, 
Seeretary; C,.A, Stone, Assistant Secretary. 
October 2, 3, 4and 5—The Danbury Agricultural Society’s hecond 

Annual Bench Show, Entries close September 22,—H, Crofut, Presi- 
dent, Danbury Conn, 
Jan. 1, 2. 3,4, (844. Meriden Poultry Association Beneh Show, Meri- 

den, Conn, Joshua Shute, Seeretary, Meriden, Conn. . 
FIELD TRIALS, 

November 19, 18¢3.—Eastern Field Trials Club, Fifth Annual Trials. 
at Hich Point, N. GC, Hutries for the Derby close July 1; for the 
Members’ Stake, Nov. 17; for the All-Aged Stake, Noy. 1. W. A. 
Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Long Island, N, Y. 
November 20, 1844,.-Rohin's Uslanil Club's Second Annual Field 

Trials at Robin's Island. L, 1, for members only, Entries close 
Reps 1, A, T, Plummer, Secretary, 

ecember 3, 1884 —Natfonal American Kentel Club, Fifth Annual 
Bie at Grand Junction, Tenn, 
enn. 

Devember 3.—Gilroy Rod and Gun Ulub’s Third Annual Field Trials 
at Gilroy, C'al,. for dogs owned in California, Arizona, Oregon and 
Nevada Entrees close Dec. 2. B. Leayesley, Secretary, Gilroy. Cal, 
Devember 10.—New Orleans Gun Club's Southern States Mield 

Trials at Canton, Miss. Entries close Deu, 0. J. K, Renaud, Secre- 
tary, New Orleans, La. 

THE DOGS AT THE NEW YORK SHOW. 

Fiditor Forest and Streams: 
I wish to, in a very few words, answer Mr. C. H, Mason's 

personal attack on myself, His first strong ae is that T 
asked him to judge at the London dog show of 1881, as I did 
not know any ons here who could take the non-sporting 
classes, It is quite tiie so far, At that fime Thad not the 
pleasure of My, Kirk’s acquaintance. The first time [ever 
met Mr, Kirk was ihe second day of the London show, and I 
was very fuyorably impressed with his remarks on many of 
the clakses. 

Herd I would like very much to make a public explanation 
of something which happened at that same show. When Mr. 
Mason accepted the office of judge, the committee never for a 
momeut thought that he would enter and judge his own dogs, 
or vather the dogs of Mr, Padelford, whose paid manager Mr. 
Mason then was. Yet Mr. Mason first accepted the oflice of 
judge: and then made a whole string of entries from Mr. 
adeltord'’s kennel. If this was honorable I leave the public 

to judge. It may be said that the committes ought not to 
have accepted Mr. Padelford’s entries. How was tle commub- 
tee to know that Mr. Mason was his manager, as Mr, Padel- 
ford’s address was tid Wront street, Philadelphia; Mr, Mason's 
was Youkers, N. Y.? 

T confess I did ask Mr. M. how Easton kept his dog Brush’s 
coat smooth. Me says he did not tell me whet to do. He 
says he did not, but he must either have been fooliny or he 
told me wrong, as lL yery well remember him saying to try 
putting a very little oll on a hard ball of cotton batting and 
rub the coat well with it, not to leave any of the oil on, but 
just to soften the hair, T have never tried this, as my 
spaniels’ coats have neyer been wavy, with the exception of 
one, and I don’t think a whole bottle of oil would tale the 
wave out of it. 

_ ‘Phe next point he makes against me is that all his frst prize 
does that I judged at New York were more or less faked. 
Who looks the blackest in this, the faker or the judge who 
come not discover it? Ishould like to give the meaning of 
the word tuke, for the public good as well as Mr. M.’s, and it 
is this: ‘‘Intertering with a dog's natural appearance for the 
sake of hiding defects.” Mr. M. confesses that he is an adept 
at the art, so future judges of his dogs had better look out, 
As for Mr, M.'s concluding remarks asto my ability to breed 

good dogs, Lonly ask if witning twenty-three first prizes at 
such shows as New York. Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Ottawa, 
London, 'oronto and Chicago within the last two years is nof 
winnins hizhest honors on the bench at our 1 Sarna shows, 
is nOt a sufficient guajantee Lor my stock? This TI also leave 
to the public, Perhaps Mr. M. forgets that whilein London 
he olfered $100 for a four months old pup which I bred. 

In conclusion, if my object has not been to improve dogs in 
this country, and 1 have not done so legitimately, my past 
revord is so jar clear, that L have never cudemvored to toist 
faked dogs on the public, nor abused judges or managers of 
shows, whether my dogs win or not, J, & Niven, 
‘Lonpon, Ont. 

D, Pryson, Secretary, Memphis, 

POINTERS. 

Editor Forest dnd Stream : 
Tithe last issue of Wormst AND StREAM there is a letter 

from Mr. CG. A. Mason, in which he invites discussion on the 
merits of sporting dogs. My chief liking is for pointers. L 
know very little of setters, and though I admire them as Ido 
all tine dogs, my only affection is for the red Irishman De- 
spite Col, Gordon's opinion, T think he is the grandest of lunt- 
ing dogs; for courasé, dash, nerye and endurance, as far as i 
haye s/e! in our shooting grounds here, J prefer him to allthe 
Liewellins and Laveracks Lever saw. Now don’t let me raise 
a storm: | have not seen all the Liewelli.s and Laveracks in 
America. The Irishman is ¢alled self-willed; 16 may be true, 
hut f judge dogs very much as I do men, and { would not give 
a peniy for me who had not a will of bis own; o1ce broken, 
that yery willis the thing that ives them the courage they 
ave so famous for, Long live the red lishman, If noyer ex- 
pect to see his superior inthe field. Butt retwm—not to my 
shecp. but to my pointers, Mr. Mason has seen all the best 
dogsin Eneland and this country, has been a special breeder 
of this variety, and certainly ought to be better posted than 
any one on their merits. 1 propose, therefore, to give him my 
ideal of pointer qualities which is not wholly derived from 
books and pictuies, aid will be very glad if he will point out 
tome any errors I have fallen into. I may not bea very good 
judge, but I considered Beaufort the best m the Wassington 
show, and it was only my knowledge of my own ignorance of 
the good points of English setters which kept me trom dissent- 
ing strongly from the decision which gaye Petrel IL. the prize 
for the best porting dog at that show. My ides of a poimter 
is as follows: 
Head—Proporticned to size, not broad between the ears 

and coming down to a sharp point at, the nose, us I have seen, 
but dome-shaped in forehead and tapering gradually to nose. 
Ayes—Full, set well and intelligent, but not too prominent, 
-fors—Well set, nob to show a particle of their interior, anc 

thin and velvery in texture. ‘ 
Shoulders—Strong and muscular, and legs under them as 

aire b i a@terrier’s (Canonicus to the contrary, notyith- 
stan ; 

Chest--Deep, not broad, and only ee behind the 
Fboulters, so as to piye plenty of room for the play of the 

——— 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Body—Like that of a race-horse; no better example that I 
know of. 
Back—Nearly straight, if any slope, to be not away from 

but toward shoulders, 
Loins and Hindquarters—As much like those of an English 

hunter as the difference between the two animals will allow. 
Feet—Strong, toes not spreading and feet not turned out 

too tauch, bit well under the dog. 
Tail—Strong, not too long, not tapering, but going off 

sharply a little way out from the root, 
Coat—Close and smooth, not a harsh hair in it, 
Color.—This is the last point to look at, where a dog's breed- 

ing is known, I confess to a Mea aber like Frank Forester, 
for the liver and white, and think Ibave a puppy who is per- 
fection in this point. She is pure white in body. a dark liver 
spot at the raot of tail only, Head in front of ears liver, ears 
liver, a white streak (narrow down middle of head), a broad 
white band around nose, back of head and throat white. 
Size.—I prefer a large dog, aboutsixty to seventy pounds, 

and legs Oe ie to size, above all not too long. 
Now, if Mr. Mason will show me where I am wrong, and 

tell me what is right, he will do me, and donbtless many 
others, a favor. T, B, Dorsey. 
Exutacorr Ciry, Md., Aug. 22. 

CHAT ABOUT DOGS. 

Editor Fovest and Stream; 
_ Ina Western paper of July 7 a writer over the siznature of 
“Our Dogs” offers to ‘wager a satisfactory amount” (whatever 
that may mean) that he can name five American dogs ‘‘which 
can beat five English dogs” in the field on game. He suggests 
that those who haye had the andacity to write in the 
interest of the “form of dogs'—that is, their bench-show 
qualities —‘should cease talking bosh and come to business.” 
this man is evidently a classical scholar, He means, to use 
graphic phraseology, ‘put up or shut up.” Well, this sounds 
“sporty,” even if itis not sportsmanlike. Tt reminrs me of 
the anecdote related in one of my earlier letters of the dissat- 
isfied exhibitor of a poor forlorn pus, who went up to the 
offending judge and offered to bet him $500 that his discarded 
pugzey was a better puggy than the conquering puggy. 
Allow me to say to the author of this letter that I for one 
have not discussed the field qualities of our setters and point- 
ers, That is something which may come ina little later, and 
upon which I would like to say a word. But I have been 
writing about their bench-show form—their shape and general 
appearance in thering, As to how they will tind birds and 
point them, and retrieve, and obey a wave of the hand or a 
whistle, and their pace and endurance, that is another thing, 
and entirely separate from the object | hayein yiew, I quite 
apree with “Our Dogs” that we havein our United States as 
srand field dogs as our Wnglish cousins possess. Perhaps they 
may be far superior. I hope heartily they are, for 1 want_to 
see everything American in the fore-front of the battle, But 
as “Couples” says in his yery admirable letter to your paper 
of July 5, ‘a dog may be a perfect bird performer and yet 
worthless for the bench show,” Ihave seen a Scotch collie, 
with a grand nose, point birds, stand them staunchly, and re- 
trieve. Ihave seen a bulldog do nearly the same. 
As far as lam personally concernadl, [ want a doz to be nob 

only excellent in the field, but matchlesson the bench. I own 
the setter Sir Lancelot, known twoor three years ago as the 
Leavitt setter, He was a prize winner at one of the New 
York shows. Now, while he is a good field dog, to my eyes he 
is worthless as a2 bench show dog, although ha has a splendid 
head aud other good points. But he lacks qualities of form 
and style fitting him for exhibition, At least in my estima- 
‘ion, 
Tthink “Our Dogs” was a liltle hasty in his condemnation 

of those who write in fayor of “improving the form of dogs 
l seek beauty of shape and grace of ontline, 4s wellas a good 
nose, 4 rapid pace, and great endurance. Sodo others known 
to me who haye not taken part in this discussion for fear of 
being called to account, or accused of ulterior motives. 

Tf “Onr Dovs” is satisfied with the appearance of most of 
our setters and pointers as they now exist, I can but think 
that progress in his mind has a very lame and halting gait. in 
fact a serious limp, He says, ‘if any one can, I wish he would 
point out what benefit to sportsmen the use of the valnahle 
space” (taken up in discussing the merits and demerits of dogs) 
“has been beyond showing that there are two or three men 
whio assume to know it all? In reply, J beg to assure Mr, 
“Our Dogs” that the very object these two or three presumptu- 
ous men have, is to show that they do know beyond contra- 
diction that many, indeed most, of our sporting dogs are very 
faulty in form, and it is their patriotic desire to open the eyes 
of their countrymen to these defects, and induce more careful 
selection fur breeding purposes, and the resulting advance of 
the Aaneriean field dog, in style of.load, body, lags 
and tail. Their communications to ForEst AND SREAM 
have been of some service already, for the reason that they 
have induced discussion, insults and personalit’es included 
These discussions have produced es fruit already, as fre- 
quent conversations held by myself, for one, with gentlemen 
who had recently considered their dogs perfect. can bear wit- 
negs to. The insults hurled (from long distances, behin‘l fences 
T notice) and personalities indulged in, because a small band 
of us have been bold enough to blazon abroad the unyielding 
truth, and haye st ted hard frozen facts, have only served 
most mightily to aid our cause, When some men cannot find 
sensible arguments to refute truths, they throw mis~iles, But 
these help the truth-telling side, for the reason that they achws 
poomeraugs,and recoil upon the pe sons of the hard-hit hurlers, 
Tam one of those whom ‘tOur Dogs” objects to, since [ have dis- 
covered that certain of our Aimerican bench show judzes 
uward prizes to yery worthless animus, as far as fovm 1s con- 
cerned. Now, it is my distinct belief that my letters will do 
good, if read in the right spirit, I am ineautious enough to 
suy ib, thereby throwing wide openmy coat, and giving hidden 
stabhers a chance, 

Thelieve that what Mr. Mason’s and my peu have—with the 
handsome aid of several ¢thers—pnt in black and white in this 
journal andits contemporaries, in regard to the want of bench 
show quality of most of our sporting and nearly all the Hon- 
sporting dogs, will set thinking and ambitions men to reflect 
on their thoughts, and the result will be—improvement. There 
is hardihood and eftrontery and conceit for you, Mes-ieurs 
anonymous writers, Now bre away at me for it. T not only 
believe, | know, that a more judicious selection of the Httest 
animals for breedimg purposes will be the sequence to these 
letters, and that we will see at future shows setters and point- 
evs with more bone and substance, less lezziness, more com- 
pact bodies, truer types of head and straighter tails—the last 
not the least, by any means, of the repairs needed. From 
prejudiced, ill-natured, illibeial, narrow-minded, anonymous 
correspondents, who belieye the sun rises and sets in Yankee 
Doodle’s heal—except during the year's from 18#1 to 1865—I 
expect no good results; on the contrary, Tlook for a perpetua- 
tion of all the had points of the several breeds referred to, and 
their consequent exclusion from all bench shows {as utterly 
wretched and wortliless) held after the year 1585, I give them 
just two years to “play themselves out.’» ; 
Now one or two words more to Mr. “Our Dogs,” and T will 

Jet him run his race. I throw straight at his fect a challenge 

to contradiet in writing over his own name, one single ward I 

have written or uttered about American or English dogs. if 

he is a man of large experience with many breeds, and can 

prove his title to be called w critical and souid judge as far as 

bench slow form is concerned, then can we have a friendly 
diseussion in the columns of any paper he selects, 

a discussion which may do good—facts and arguments 

and illustrations to count, personal allusions barred. 
His letter of July 7 is not a very sportsmanlike 
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one, to say the least. its spirit is too narrow. True sportsmen 
are larcre-minded and open to conviction. And much us they 
vahie the field qualities of their fayovites, they would gladly 
see their way clear to improye their form for the bench. 
“Our Dogs” tried evidently to rush to the rescue of some one 
of the judges, whose experience im breeding and owning and 
showing excellent dogsyvas doubted, His lance touched some 
touch shields, If his desire was to be witty, or an essay to be 
what is called “smart,” he should recollect that to place an 
attempt at smartness above sense, as he has done, is to place 
superinity above utility, Tt is the latter we aim at, 

n the same paper, of July 28, “Whack” jumps into the ring 
right gallantly, and strikes a blow which sownds clear and 
defiant in behalf of the “sporty” proposal of ‘Our Dogs,” I 
like the tone of his letter. it is breezy. Infact it smacks of 
areefing breeze. I love to see those gallant Southrons whoavre 
sportsmon, coming to the front and taking the part of “Yan- 
kee Doodle” and Yankee dogs, This ts as it should be, and 
what thousands of us have longed to see for muny years. 
offer them both my hands in token of amity, and trust with 
“heart of heart’ we now bow at one common altar, That 
portion of one of my letters which replies to the gentleman 
who accused me of being ‘‘Anglicized,” will also give response 
to “Whack.” The reply to ‘Our Dogs’ will also explain to 
him what I was writing about, In vegard to the 
proposed match between American and TEneglish dogs 
m the field, I beg to be allowed to express the 
hope that if such is consummated—which I deyontly 
wish—handlets of the dogs on our side will be chosen 
who will not sereeeh and yell, and scold and swear at the 
dogs, as 1 haye heard some men do when shooting. The 
whistle and the wave of the hand, it seems to me, are quite 
sufficient for a thoroughly good andtrained dog, I once went 
out with a man, considered a '‘gréat sportsman” in his lovality, 
who yelled and swore at his dog until my own was demiora- 
lized and I was thoroughly disgusted. When that match oc- 
curs our friend Whack” may rest assured that from purest 
motives of patriotism, 1 will be found backing the field quali- 
ties of American dogs—no matter how defective their heads or 
curly their tails. The same spirit which prompted me to lend 
my feeble servicestwenty-tbwo years ago to het > keep our flap 
in the henyens, will dominate me eyen ina friendl y field combat) 
in which our samines are interested. Another thing Lwant 
Mr. Whack” and “Our Dogs” to recollect, is that I found 
quite as much fault with the English setters and pointers ex- 
hibited at an Buvglish dogshow at the Crystal Palace, London, 
in 1881, as with our own sporting dogs. This wasin one of m 
early letters to this paper. I thought there was too much 
Laverack or Llewellyn, or too much in-breeding, to the utter 
exclusion of stalwai't qualities, They may have been stylish 
in the field, Certainly I did not find them so on the bench. 
A No, 1 game-cock looks game, no matter where you see 

him. Now, I want to see a setter or a pointer have just that 
gamy look, no matter where you pub him. He can never 
hayeit with « snipe-y nosé—a contracted clest, crooked legs, 
and a curling flag. 

Mr. Elliott Smith, in his letter in your paper of June 28, 
asky me why I did not quote from Mr. Dalziel’s letter about, 
Babylon. My reason is that it was not in my possession or 
my reach, J understood the writer had said he found evyery- 
thing at the Westminster Kehnel Club butthe dogs. In lus 
reference to our bench shows, which Mr. Smith quotes, Mr. 
DD. praises the management of the W. K, C.. but not the dogs, 
However, it makes very little difference what this man or 
that man has said. .They are not my euides. I have my own 
opinions, shared, too, by a great many, as your journal can 
testify to, through their published Jetters. I have, itis tru, 
made to buzz about my ears a whole eee of fligs and mos- 
(uitoes, simply because Ihave been bold enough to utter my 
sentiments. So beit, [stilllive. Death has its terrors, but 
methinks mine will not come in this way. Audacity of opin- 
ion isseldom forgiven. But the time will come, not mutiy 
summers from now. when the very pens which haye been 
perforating me for my censure will be praising me for my 
candov. They will yet be enlisted om my side. Just at pras- 
ent they seem tilled with prejudice. With more experience 
and sreater personal independence of observation they will 
conquer this. And ib will be more agreeable to argue with 
them, which now there is no opportunity to do; for to discuss 
opinions with a prejudiced mind is like carrying a lantern 
before a blind man. 

T believe now, Mr. Editor, that Ihave responded to all my 
critics, and ber they will accept countless good wishes that 
all their summers may be cool anlThappy. This is a charm- 
ing countryresort. Ocean breezes fan the feyered brow, re- 
invigorate the body, an‘ even awaken the tenderness ot the 
heart, if one may judge by what one seeson the beach during 
our lovely moonit nights. Ib is my delight occasionally to 
loiter along the beach, reflect on my thoughts, and throw 
sticks into the flashing brine for my dogs, three of which are 
with me, to bring oub and lay at my feet. ITtis really amaz- 
inz to sce Kittie, my fayorite littls bullterrier, dash into the 
hereestsurf, when itis unsafe for bathers, and bring to me the 
stick I threw in for her. The angriest, heayiest breakers, 
have no te: rorfor her, They toss her over and over again, 
whirl her round and round. and still she ventures into them 
and un ler them, with beartof pluck, much to the discomfiture 
of many of the spectators. Once or twice I thought sha would 
be carried out, and prepared to rush to her rescue, but a 
triendly breaker invariably Janded her where she had foot- 
holt, and with stick in month, never surrendered, she strolled 
th ough the under-tow ty my feet. 

Gallunt little lady! What wonder I love her! Other and 
larger dogs, setters, Newloun(lands, are urged by their 
quasters to do likewise in vain, The other day a young fellow 
had his straw hat blown from his head into the sea. I pointed 
it out to her. In she planged, rescuad and brought it to me— 
useful, you see, as well as ornamental. Lhuve always adyo- 
cated tlie suall bull-terriers as commpanions in one’s walks and 
drives, and now I am wore empbaticthan ever about it. They 
are not quarreisome if properly rearcd and trained, and are 
the most laithful of all the breeds | mow, except the joyous 
little eocker. 

But, Mr. Rditor, Lam almost paralyzed with fright to haye 
related to you this incident in Kittie’s siimmer career, and 
may yet have reason to tremble at the rashness of the recital, 
for may notsome relation or ally of the J. 5, Niven clan acense 
me of wantine to “advertise” my dogs afresh? 

T am glad to see a Great Dane Club has been formed 
abroad, to encourage the breeding of this grand dog, Tomy 
eyes, he is one of the most superb members of the canine fam- 
ily. I donotmean the do# with badly-cut ears, cow-hovks 
and weuk Joins und a shauibliug eait we often see about brew= 
eries aud batcher shops, or which sometimes have been ex- 
hibited at our shows, j mean the real, genuine dog, originally 
from Denmark, called in Germany by many the Ulmer, or 
tiger dog, from Wim, a foi tified town near where cne of Na- 
poleon’s battles was fought; the breed once flourished there, 
imean the upheaded, upstanding, diguified-looking, mnisecu- 
Jar, lithe, pracefil fellow that we sce a picture of in Vero 
Shavy's or Stovehenpe’s huok, I forget in whiechone itis. ‘This 
breed has been improperly condemned, it seems to me, abd 
cruelly banished from the W. K, C, shows, on account of rts 
alleged propensity to fierceiiess. As far us my experience 
goes, ihis only those which are kept chained constantly aod 
fed on raw meat which manifest 4 savage disposition. In 
1877 I became the possessor of bruce, the wrst prize-winner of 
that year at the W. K. C, show in New York, Hewas seit 
oat to California to me, A gentler, Kinder, more 
affectionate dog I never owned. He was active us 
a palither and brave as a  bul-terrier, Wien urged 
to tha attack (to which early all dogs of the breed are 
trained in Germany) he would go seule Otherwise he 
was gentle as a lamb, obedient and yery fond of children, 
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who have ridden on his back many a time, He would take to 
waterlike 4 Newfoundland, and onee saved from drawning a 
small spaniel which had become exhausted ih swimming, 
With the exception of Prince, ths grand dog of the sume 
bread the late Mr, Francis Butler sent to England many years 
ago, and another one I sawin Switzerland, Bruce was tlie 
finest specimen of the Great Dane I remember to have seen, 
Apropos of this dog Prince, long beforé the war, when I was 
living in New York, [rede on his back several times around 
Mr, Butler’s Jot, just outside of Brooklyn, where he kept his 
dogs. L recollect; Mr. Butler very well. He was the yery 
esseuce of ood nature and courtesy to those who loved ani- 
tnals and did wot maltrest them, Wor cruelty or abuse he had 
no toleration. He was a man of culture, a writer of books, 
and spoke well four or five languages. In old times, whenever 
he or the late Henry Gardner became possessed of fine doys of 
any breed, they would send mea note and down I would go 

sec the new arrivals, 
Lread with pleasure the letier my genial and accomplished 

friend, Mr. James Watson, of New York, published in your 
paper about Mr. Butlers dogs. Prince was spotted like a 
leopard, und gave one the idea of a gigantic coach-dog. He 
stdod # mehes at the shoulders, fair measurement,and weighed 
over 18)) pounds when Mr, B. and Henry Gardner took him to 
BRngland. Ihave seen him clear a high fence around Mr. B.’s 
lot, simply by awave of the hand, with as much ease and 
erace asa greyhound, Mr, Butler called him erroneously a 
Siberian bloodhound, At Heidelberg, and in Dresden, the 
studénts penerauy possess one or more of these dogs. | saw a 
ivindled one at Vevey, Switzerland, in the summer of 1581, 
Ilis master called him a tiger-dog. He stood a tie over 
thirty-three inches at shoulder, thirty-eight and a half inches 
rownd the chest, and was the possessor of the most elegant, 
erucefnl figure Lever saw onadog, When aroused at sight 
of another dog he looked tobe three feet high. His master 
sent hitn over fences and gates for my delectation, and into 
the classic waters of Lake Geneva} and he drew me in a iittle 
wagon, such as these made for fouts, with the greatest ease. 
Such a dog was a treasure to haye and to hold. Nothing 
would induce his owner to part with him. He wasright. lt 
is generally the fashion to cut the ears of these dogs, but his 
were Uncut: and I must confess he looked all the grander for 
it, wnd less Herce. Itisasiugular thing that many of them 
Jiave One white eye. 1 hope a fondness for this dog in his best 
form will be resurrected, not only in Europe, but here at 
liome. Heis not savage when properly treated and trained, 
and is as worbhy of notice and & place at an American coun- 
try seat as the Leonberg; and how much moreso than the 
Caniche poodls, to my eyes oue of the ugliest of dogs. Ger- 
many'siron chan¢ellor, the brave and bluif Bismarel, thinks 
enough of the breed to have oue or two constantly with him, 
even wheu he dinesin state; and itwas one of these faithful 
conrpanions who, thinking his master was insulted when he 
Stamped his foot, sprang at the eminent Russian statesman 
Gortehakoff, in the great chancellors audience chamber, when 
hewas paying a diplomatic visit. 

Let me coneratulate you upon the splendid representations 
your paperbas given of the pointer Rue and the greyhound 
Friday Night. Porest AN») STREAM certainly excels in its art 
eallev’y. and sets an example of fine workmanship which de- 
sorves cloquent cotamendation. 
Wow then, gentlemen, ve who haye condemued me lor de- 

crying the merits of the form and style of our pointers—there 
in the picture of Rue you will find the likeness of a dog to my 
liking, Of course, few dogs look as well as their pictures. 
That's the way I want to see a pointer look in the ring or on 
tlie street—or in the field. Did one of the exhibited dogs in 
New Yorklook like that? That's the waya head and. tail 
should be carried, the latter straight out instead of hkea 
scythe orasickle. I haye in years gone by seen dogs show 
sivie like this, but with one ov two exceptions, not very re- 
cently, Show me anything approximating to this in any 
pointer exhibited in New York in May last. Until you do, 
victory rests with me, as faras the truth of my statements go. 
Joxereise eveater care in crossing and breeding and rearing is 
the remedy for defects noticed. Mr, C, H. Mason gives excel- 
lent advice in his last letter—the Niven and Kirk novelette— 
which will doubtless be followed by ambitious owners of 
kennels. Surely, such a man’s vd alae as is worth some- 
thing, and I for one, congratulate lovers of pvinters 
tliat he has placed a black mavk, where a black 
mark is deserved. Too much attention is paid to long 
pedigrees. Some men will point out to you snipey-nosed, pig- 
jawed, longléegged, poor-bodied, curly-tailed animals, and 
houst ta you they are by such and such a sire and an equally 
noted bitch, and, therefore, they must take your eyes at once 
anl be pronounced wonderful! Nonsense! Mind a dog you 
like, look him over well, discover his merits and demerits, try 
him in the field, take a man of experience with you if not 
sure of your own judgment, and if you both find him good or 
game and grand in bench-show form, then breed to him the 
bitch vou think needs his good points—no matter whether he 
has 4 pedigree as long us your arm or not, What you want is 
yuality, not pedigree. That's all well enough if the quality 
goes with i. : ‘ ‘ 
My good friend ‘Podgers™ I am rejoiced to hear from 

thicugh your columns, When T saw hima last in New York 
Ty time was indted there, and | found no opportiinity to see 
as much of his genial face as I desired to. Through your 
inediwmship Jet me offer him heartiest salutation, I can back 
him up in almost everything he says. But there are a great 
qiany amost ¢stimable men, aye, and fair wornen, too, who 
Jove bulldogs. Over the sea they are quite the fashion, Not 
the fighting, old-fashioned fellow, whose grip on a foe was 
Jilke that of some rich men ona dollar, but the modern bench- 
show, improved pattern, mild nnd docile as a dove, and afiec- 
tinnate to their masters and their mistresses as is any spaniel. 
I have seen such and owned them, Still the breed is not one 
of choice, and ‘Podgers” is half right from his standpoint, 
Lobserve gladly that Rector, the splendid St. Bernard T 

referred to in a former letter, and urged some gentleman to 
purchase, has taken first prize at the Crystal Palace, London, 
mm the open elass, heating all the best dogs ot the day, The 
EBuelish papers call liim the “Giant Rector.” He has improved 
=o inuch in his present owner's hands, that he sent him into 
the ring in perfect condition, and weighing 196 pounds. His 
price vas also raised from £200 to £1,000 or $3,000, What a 
pity he was nob purchased for America, when J invited atten- 
tion to him. But, bless my soul, I must stop this letter some- 
where, and this is fhe very minute forit. The canstic com- 
‘ents upon my opinions of some of your correspondents, 
seduced me from my seclusion, Otherwise, you would not 
have been intryded upon so soon by Stuarr Tayior, 
Rowre Hanpron, N. ¥., Aug. 26, 

MANCHESTER DOG SHOW.—The second annual bench 
show of the New England Fair Association, to be held at 
Manchester, N. H., next week, promises to be quite success 
ful, There will be many noted dogs present, and the exhibi- 
tion will doubtless prove to be one of the most attractive 
features of the fair. Dr. William Jarvis, of Cluremont, N. H., 
will judge the Wnglish and Gordon setters and pointers: Mr. 
Win. Fisher, of Concord, N. H., the Irish setters and spaniels, 
and Mt, Geo. Walton, of Boston, the remaining classes. 

DOGS AS PROPERTY,—Hackettstown, N. J. Aug, 22.— 
Ailitor Fovesl and Stream: Suit of Smuth ys. King’, for shoot- 
ing English setter puppy Flora on 14th of July, was tried Aug. 
15, before Justice of the Peace Jos. K. Rice and jury of tyalve 
men, and resulted in a verdict of fifty dollars and costs. The 
jury were out about three-quarters of au hour, The cuss has 
ber appealed to the County courts, but we haye no fear of 
the result, A doy is property in New Jersey.—DAny, 

BLINKING, 

Nee to being possessed of a sunshy dog, one that blinks 
4% his game is the greatest nuisance to the sportsman. 
Blinking arises very often from constititional timidity, 

coupled with injudicious breaking, but it is a5 often as not en- 
tirely the fault of the breaker, and when a nervous animal, 
perhaps highly bred and with a rare nose, gets into the hands 
of a noisy, rough breaker, or one who does not understand his 
business, who comes up behind bis dog direstly he gets upon 
the scent of game, and begins to make some sort of a pause, 
roaring with all the power of his Jungs, ‘“Toho—Shot—steady 
Shot,” frightening the poor doz almost to déath. Then the 
next time he comes upon game and puts ib up, hardly Knowing 
what to be about, he gets in addition te the roaring, a severe 
thrashing, till he almost hates the scent of game, and when he 
comes upon it he perhaps makes a point and looks round to 
see what his master is about, and to avoid any chance of the 
whip, he leaves his game and foes on as if he had made a false 
point, The breaker, in following after him, puts up the birds, 
calls poor Shot back, or more likely pulls him back by the ear, 
holloaing all the while, ‘Toho, Shot, Toho”; he then, after 
getting him to where he should have stood, giyes him another 
good hiding, and—rnims the dog, This was no uncommon 
picture in days gone by, but smece the introduction of field 
trials the breed of breakers have improved as much as the dog, 
but stillin very many cases the old stupid, blundering, blust- 
ering, noisy style of dog-spoiler continues, and if is with the 
hope of altering this state of things that I venture to five a 
few hints in order to prevent our noble breeds of pointers and 
setters being made linkers, as itis when once contracted a 
most difficult thing tv cure. The poor dog associates in his 
mind the scent of game with the idea of punishment, and 
therefore there ean be ne wonder that he takes care not to 
run the risk of incurring it, T have seen many otherwise good 
dogsovind game at a considerable distance perhaps, and in- 
shantly leave the scent; I have felt certain that they had 
found, hut the indications are often so slight that a superticial 
observer might not have seen it. 

I believe a really gun-shy dog is rarely cured, and indeerl 
when fear of the gin is once established thé attempt to oyer- 
coms it is 50 rarely successful that I, for one, would not make 
the attempt, but should at once recommend the folowing re- 
ceipt: 

Poly. nito-sulph, compos 3 jss. 
Plum. conzlom, p. p. 57- 
Pulyerl separatim superimponatir plumburm in sclopeto communi 

Saphs applicand. 
ein juxta foramen ad imum tubs eliciatur suintiNulam. s, et flat 

explosio, 

But leti us suppose that we have a youny, highly-bred setter 
to deal with. and we very soon discover that he has « tender 
temper and a fine nose; 4 noisy, bad breaker would in all prob- 
ability spoil this dog in a day, and return him as gun-shy or a 
blinker. This symptom of tendemess and shyness is an awk 
ward one, it is true, but be not disheartened; courage is a 
quality to be acquired tore than most people are aware of. 
In the first place you must bear in mind that the explosion of 
a gun to a puppy of this temperamentis a terrible thing, and 
he, like a a young soldier, may not be the first who has 
ducked his head at the whistle of the first bullet, or shrunk at 
the first fire, and yet turned out a brave soldier before the end 
of the battle. 
Always carry a whip with you, audif you put it in your 

pocket be sure that your pupil knows itis there; this carrying 
a whip with a neryous, timid puppy may seem at first sight 
paradoxical, but I shall endeavor to show that it may he the 
means of inducing a good feeling to spring up between you; 
and to elucidate ny meaning [ will quote the most familiar 
instance which oecurs to every one of us early in life—I allude 
to lovers’ quarrels, which are Known to be freyuent, so fre- 
quent indeed that lovers delight to indulge in them upon the 
yery slightest pretense, and why? The answer must occur to 
the reader ere I write it! That they may have the delicious 
pleasure of making them up again. So you must be offended 
or pretend to be offended with your puppy, that he may have 
the pleasure of being forgiven. Forthis purpose I recommend 
the carrying a whip, not that you intend to flog him, but 
when he conuuitsa fault you may 
that you are about to make use of it, and so soon as your 
pupil finds out what is intended, you forgive him gradually 
ut surely, atid he will be grateful to you. 
A well-known sportsman once said, “If a dog will not stand 

the whip, lean make nothing of him.” It is quite certain 
that if he cannot be brought to endure something like disci- 
pline, no delicacy of nose, no high breeding can compensate 
the mortification a man must undergo in watching and tryin 
to overcome the shiverings, whinings, and indecisionof sue. 
a halt-witted brute. 1 would not waste my patience on such 
an animal. Our immediate object is, then, to create an endur- 
ance of discipline in a nervous, or rathershy, puppy. Ibis 
impossible this tan be done otherwise than by cultivating a 
familiarity with it, and it is thus that the half-licked cubs of 
the nursery get hardened into men, 

The presence of the whip is therefore indispensable, but it 
requires great judgment in the use of it. On every occasion of 
any very marked error it should be shown, viz., the puppy must 
be called in and made to drop (of conrse the tone of voice 
must be modulated from what would be used to a more 
boisterous subject), if possible, at the place where the error 
was committed, and during the solemnity of the admonition, 
in which encouragement as well as threat is judiciously 
blended, or rather finished up with, must be hardened by its 
most gentle but repeated fall over him, until he lies with a 
clear preception of your forbearance in fearless submission 
under it, He must then be dismissed on his range with more 
caresses and accumuluted encouragenient. The repetition of 
this friendly treatment, upon the next occasion of error, will 
by dogrees diminish, and at length quite extinguish all alarm at 
the idea of approaching you under the sense of having com- 
mitted «a fault; the total extinetion of which alarm, if is 
almost unnecessary to add, is the first point which it is abso- 
lutely necessary on the part of every breaker to secure, The 
additional conyiction of your forbearance during the repeti- 
tion of these submissions on his parf will soom bring him to 
support alittle of the string of the whip if necessary; by 
which, in its lighter modifications as apphed to his sides, he is 
eventually to be guided, in common with some less trouble- 
sonie companion of hardier metal, who makes stronger calls 
on your arm, but less upon your judgment to manage him; 
this string of the whip Show be given at the down charge by 
a few strokes which are to be gradually softened off until it 
falls with unstinging gentleness, recalling to him, as he lies, 
your forbearance, and causing him to look to you with the 
fullness of unahused contidence, of which he will soon make 
a transfer to himself in the shape of invigorated and em- 
boldened conduct. There is, of course, 4 greati deal of trouble 
and time lost in thus working up a tender temper into a due 
consistency of conduct, and doesnot always repay the toil 
bestowed in the attempt, A man cannot always pick and 
choose his materials out of which to make his shooting com- 
panions, and | have thought that these few observations may 
possibly enable a man with a short pocket, but plenty of 
patiende and wood temper, to make a dog for himself which 
the man who has his quiver full of more promising stuif 
might cast aside, r eae 

Tt isextraordinary how much an undreading familiarity 
with discipline will increase, uay create, action. A dog of 
hardened courage after a fault or blunder, whieh he may 
yave been hurried into at a distance, whether perceiyed by 
hon or not, often comes to revaiya from volt this certiticyte of 
forgiveness and then gets up, shakes himself, and goes olf 
with redoubled yigor piter haying received it. It | be ob- 
vious that this perfection of dutiful obedience has been created 

—————e—— 

roduce it and pretend J 

by an early and judicious notice of every error however slight 
A generous young dog that has been well managed, if his pace 
has carried him on the other sids of a rise in the ground into 
some involuntary spring of game, or in other words he has’ 
run into them, never at first abstracts upon the idea of being 
seen by you or not; he concludes by your preyious manage- 
ment of him that yon are conscious of the blinders and bis 
sweep in is often misinterpreted for what it will atterwards 
become—a matter of sagacity. Nowitis the breaker’s busi- 
ness to take care that he does not ubstract too soon, and before 
that sagacity is ripened by experience into a conviction that 
he can make nothing of the birds without him, otherwise he 
will soon haye his pupil to look for, some half mile off perhaps, 
drawing up to a point, when he funete\bimselt very clever ip 
having marked them down, and whence his unlicensed ap- 
proach willagain drive them away. Cherish therefore eyery 
tendency to sweep ib from an tnseen error, and keep alive as 
long as you possibly can this notion of your consciousness. If 
unknown to him you haye caught sight of the birds as they 
went off, or if you have any suspicion from his manner of 
what may have passed out of sight, neyer adyance to meet 
him, ner let him stop, as probably from fear of correction he 
may do on his return, but call hit in cheerfully and make 
him down, cautioning him to ‘Taye a care," and make w 
show, but not the smart. of discipline; from which in good 
humor, but keeping him within a short distance of you, you 
pepaeed together up to the spot, in order to be satisfied what 

é has been about. The chance of a shot at some stray bird 
of a cevey, which from close meditation on this lesson will 
by-and bye take a Weeds in leading you to, males a bit of 
aete ence of this kind from your dog, thus established, worth. 
something. 

In dwelling thus on the indurating effects of discipline, 1 am 
treading on the very verge of creating that blink which if 
was the intention to guard aguinst, and to draw the line of 
discrimination is a yery delicate matter which must he left to. 
the discretion of the breaker. 

Tt will be plain that the means here recommended for the 
eure of blinking will apply only to that species of it which lias 
its origin in a tender temper, Sue erating nee untrequently in 
ageneral delicacy of fibre, and with which » high excellenea 
of nose is often cohnected: for and on aseount of which 
yaluable quality a man will compound for some oddity of 
manner, and feel himself inclined to make some sacrifices of 
patience and attention, in the fair attempt of attaching the, 
pupil, through the medium of that yery excellence, with an 
increase of ardor to his object. But when the blinking arises, 
as issometimes the case, from a deficiency of nose, which the 
dog, however well dispositioned and willing to oblige, feels 
upon repeated trials that he has nv confidence in, aud by con- 
sequence, with a mixture of foolery and fearfulness of doing 
harm #8 soon as he perceives himself in the midst ol game, or 
gets his few wits puzzled by the scent, comes creeping ip ti 
heel—to this kind of )linking “the system recommended cer- 
tainly does nofapply. The whip is out of the question, and 
coaxing will eet make the three-parts fool worse. In this 
case we shall] fear, be compelled to class him with the 
hlinker of a yery different nature, the brute of a peryerse and 
selfish character, yet snivelling disposition. A strange mix- 
ture you will say! But not an mncommon one, with whose 
petted temper, somewhat injured perhaps by unskilful treat- 
ment, you are compelled to be forever on the watoh: whom 
the mistake of a word will fix at your heel for the remainder 
of the day, or set him uselessly dodging about in the rear and 
leering at 6yery attempt to get him te hunt again in anything 
like form; with whom, if at all exciting hope, you are con- 
tinually on the verge of disappointment, and who is calenlated 
for no one purpose but that of making experiments on your 
patience. To sucha one TI can only recommend the admin- 
istering the dose I prescribed for the gunshy dog at the begin- 
ning of this article.—“Arvon" in Land cond Water. 

THE DANBURY DOG SHOW.—The prizes to be piven at 
the second annual bench show of the Danbury Agricultural 
Society will be a handsome silver medal for first and @ bronze 
medal for second. Entry blanks may be had by addressing 
the president, Mr. H. Crofut, Danbury, Conn,, or ab this office. 

CURLED TATU.—New York, August 24, isk3,—Mdilor 
Forest and Stream: Will any of your kind readers inform 
me how Ilecanmake my bull-terrier puppy, teu months old, 
carry her tail straight ont as she should do, and not with a 
curl, as she now does, after the style of a mongrel/—s. M, H. 

THE YOUNGSTOWN DOG SHOW,—The Mahoning and 
thenango Valley Fair Association will hold their second an- 

nual bench show, in connection with their fair, ab Youngs- 
town, Ohio, on September 18, 19, 20 and 21. 

THE MONTREAL DOG SHOW,—Those intending tu send 
their dogs to the Montreal bench show, should bear m mind 
that the entries close next Saturday, Sept, 1. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are ingerted in this column free of Charge, ‘To musure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each aninutl: 
1. Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed, buyer or seller. 
3. Bex, 7. Sire, with his sire and clam. 
4, Ag B, Owner of sire, e, oF d a 
5, Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death. 10. Owner of dam. h 
Allnames must be plainly written. Communication on on6 sitlé o 

paper only, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED, 
ee See instructions tb head of this colunim, ies 
Vic, By Mr, L, Gardner, Mount Vernon, N, ¥,, for ver and witite 

praise dog puppy, by Sank (Roy—Gip) oub of Miss Merrimack (King 
ow—Grace). ! 
Fritz I.. Dick, Dudarand Lena tl, By Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me.. 

for black and tan dachshunde, three dogs and one hitch, whelpad 
ta A 14, 1843 (Fritz—Lena), A 

Vill, Nick, Prin, Sam andl Eva. By Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me., 
for black and tan beagles, four dogs and one biteh, whelped July 13, 
1483 (Ranter Il.—Gysey), b 4 a 
Blackberry, Blackball, Black Eagle and Nigger Tom. By Major 

Lovejoy, Bethel, Me., for black greyhound dogs, whelpetl ng. 9, 
1888 (Charcoal—Queen Beas). 

Twilight, Midnight, Blaok Topsey and Lady Black. By Mujor Love- 
joy, Bethel, Me,, for black greyhound bitches. whelped Aug. 4, TEMS 
(Charcoal—Quesn Bess). 5 A : 

Rita Crozteth LL By Mr. Geo, L. V. Tyler, West Newton, Mags., 
for lemon aud white pointer bitch, whelpad June 29, 1845 (Snipe— 
Rita Croxteth), 

Rufus, Rector and Newton. By Mr. (ieo. L. V. Tyler, West New- 
ton, Mass , fortwo lemon and white and one liyet and white pointer 
dogs, whelped Jone 29, 1883 (Snipe—Rilu Crosteth), 

ean Ry Mr, J. A. Blake, New Hayen, Cc, for white, black and 
tan beagle bitch. whelped Janu, 14, 1883, by imported Ringwood out of 
Queen (Vietor—Lucy). BaD 

{52 See instructions af head of this column. ‘ be 
Chatelaine—Jesse Glidstone. Mr. D, T. Worden’s (New York) 

English setter bitch Chatelaine (St, Himo—Maida) to Mr. H. fi. Ham- 
iltone’s Jesse Gladstone (Gladstone—Swaze), Aug. 20, M 

Lady Dufferin I.—Donner. Mr. F. EB, Martin's (New York) pointer 
biteh Tady Dufferin If, (Dan—Lady Dufferin) to Mr. John G, Heck- 
scber’s Donder (Dan—Psyche), Aug. 9. 
vat Bess—Mystery. Mr. E, P. Kramer's (Lebinon, Pa.) orange 

und white English setter bitch Queen Bess (Crack—Queen) to Mr. R, 
‘H, Coleman's Mystery (Hicho—Rose), Aug. 25, i 
Belle 1.—Ringwood. Mr, A, C. Krueger's (Wrightsville, Pa) 

beagle bitch Belle I, (King—Belle) ta imported Ringwood (Ranter— 
Beauty), Aug. 10, 



; Lou—Pilot. Mr. Filiot Smith's hack and tan Gordon setter bitch 
Lon (Tileston's) to Mr, 5. G. Dixon's Pilot (Grouse—Maud), Nug. 16. 
Porothéc—Poubleshot. Ms. H.W. Huntington's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) 

greyhound bitch Dorothée (Koi dy Combat—Scialica) to his Doubles 
sho (Riot Act—Sunflower), Aug. 7 

AVHELPS. 
H See thistriuctions at hedd or this cdl, 

pn ED ue Agchibald Gardon's (Middletown, N. Y.) liver and white 
; Sheol itech Vie (Braze—Princess), July 31, eight (three dogs), by 

neil Dandy (Byeephelus—Black Bess), 
bi sey, Major Lovejoy'’s kennel’s (Bethel, Me.) English beagle 
bitch eeney (Major—Vesper), July 13, five (four dogs), by Ranter 1, 

 {Ranter—Mlirt Il}, 
_ Qneen Bers, Major Lovejoy’s kennel's (Bethel, Me.) greyhound 
tee ces Bess (Leo—Juno), Ang. 6, ten (five dogs), by iinported 

Mind, Mv, Jess. M, Whaite's (Ghester, S. ©) imported Leonberg 
eee coe (Marko—Flora), Aug. 21. ten (seven dogs), by Mareo (Marka 
—Ain ? s 4 t 

Rena, Mr A.C. Keueger's (Wrightsville, Ha.) beaele pyc Rena 
Peed IL—Spider\, Aue. 4. four (three dogs), by Rattler 1. 
Prinee—Floba),. One dog at ce dead, / 4 : 
Clio. Mr, H.W. Huntington's (Brooklyn, N. ¥:) greyhound bitch 

Glia (Bai icer—Pan), July 17, thre (all bitches), by his Doubleshot 
{Riot Act—Suntlower): BALK 

ALES. 

2 See thetructions ot head of this coludn 
Lyperion. Red Trish getter dog, 1 year ole (EL ho—Ruse), by Wh, 

Qlarles A. Draper (Sing Sink, N. ¥,)+0 Mt, C, E> Foote (Crown Point, 
en Per ; 
Mit2 7 tind Lena ff. Black and tan dachshund dog and bitch, 

Whelpad April 14, 18Ad (Fritz—Lena), by Major Lovejoy (Bethel, Me.) 
fo Mr. D, i. Wilbur(Lakeville, Muss). 

Oudor, Black and ten dachshimd dog, whelped April 14, 18#3 
(Fitiz—Lena), by Major Lovejoy (Bethel, Me))to Dr, O, B, Nichols 
(Troy, N. Y%). ‘tae ; ? 
pick. Hatk ahd tay dachshhhd dog, whelped April 14 1e8 (erite 

it san by Major hovejdy (Bethel, Me.) to Mr, Fran Hail (Portland, 
6), aly 

_ Pat Connotly und Jin Connolly. Red Tish setter dogs, whelped 
Maroh 20, 1883 (Ned Plcho—Bridpet OMore}, by Major Lovejoy 
(Bethel, Me.) to Mr, W. R. Albertson (Worcester, Mass.). , 
Rita Crroatety it Lenion aod white wires bileh, whelped June 

28, 1884 (Snipe—Kita Croxteth), by ai. deo. dk. ¥. Tyler {West Mowe 
ton, Mass,) fo My Fred 3, Stafford (Funeuil, Mass.). 

DEATHS. 

taa~ See tustructions at head of this column. 
Young Flora, Black ee tan Gordon eatter bitch (ist Chicagu, 

1842), oyned by My. Robert Blackwood (Minheapohs; Minn); Aug. 18, 
buu over by street car, 5 

PRESENTATIONS, 
[=~ See Mstructions at heud of this colimm. 
Vie. Liver aod white pointer do uppy (fank—Miss Merri- 

mack), ly Mr. ¥, EB, Rogers (New York) to Mr. L. Gardner (Mount 
Yernou, N. ¥-). 
eal ar pte gunk: ghee. Lace oud va pointer dog, 

Whelped Jinme 20 LRES, by Mr. Geo. LV, Tyler (West Newton, Mass. 
toDr F. 0. Phinkett (Lowell; Mass.) pres 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT, 

te No Notice Taken of Anbiytoots Correspbnilents, 

UM; Bt. Louis; Mo.—See answer to W: By Ui 

A.B, Philadelphia, Pa—try Glover's ange cure, 

Bordon, Baltimore, Mo-—Sue Fores; anv STREAM, last week. 

0. 1. B., Néy Bedford, Mass.—See Forks? ayp Ginna, August {); 
Page 82, second column, Fixth line, 

U. M. ©, Tenaty, Ni d.—A properly condheted boarding kenuel in 
the vicinity of New York would probahly prove remunerative. 

W.G., Middtetown, Ch—Wath his eyes clean with warm water 
pce apply twice daily a compound of borax ten grains, rose water 

yO oles. 

A. D.'B., Townsend, Mass.—To prevent your dog from throwing up 
bis food, feed light, aud give with each meal half a teacupful of milk, 
Will the sime quantily of lime water, 

W.L, &, Hopkinsyille, By,—The fox-terriet is often used for the 
pubpuse of bolting the fox from his earth, The proper size is about 
aoe | pounds, You will have no trouble in training a well-bred 
Uppy. 
W.C., Brooklyn, N. Y.—For canker in the ear, take of bromo chly= 

ralum wid laudannm equal paris; dilute with six tines thir bulk of 
water, fill the ear ynd gently Imead the base with the flngers, One 
vr two applications should effect a unre, 

W.P. U,, Peabody, Mass.— Feed plenty of thick sonr milk and you 
Will probably get Vil of The worms. Should you use areea nut, give 
00 an empiy stomach two grams for each pound that the dog weighs. 
and follow in two Lou's with a dose of castor oil; make the powder 
into a pill, using a yery little butter, 

AL. 4, 4, Wennington. Pa.—To kill thelice on your dog, tie wp in a 
iece of muslin lwo ounces Of quassia wood chips urd suspend them 
for two hours iu a pail of water, ovcasionally stirring It. Use this to 
wash the dog @vith plenty of soap, rinsing off with clear water; re- 
peat once a week until hey are exterminated, 

eluswers ta Gorresponilents. 

2" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

E.R, M—The Journal ef Lorest)y is published by Robt, Clarke & 
Roane ihuali,O. We do not know the name of the secretary you 
s. or. 

1. E. §.. Patkersburg, West Va-—l, Dots the Lobolink, after going 
South, become what is known as the rice bit’? 2 How large is the 
Hee bird? Aus. 1, Yes, 2, About seven inches in length, 

A. Miniiny —The otter is made of a board about three feet long, 
and weighted wilhlead on one edge. Tt is fasténed with a line, which 
iz placed just forward of the middle, This makes move parallel 
with the boat or go Gul wilha eurrent. Tts use is not considered 
sportesmanlike, 

Cras Appre.—1. What kind of baip is hest in & riyer where ther 
arerocks and brush? 2. What kind of rod, reel and line is best Tor 
ike-perch (whith we miscall “salmon')and black bass? Ans, 1. 
6e Minnows, crawfizh, worms, mi+selé, grubs, clams, or beef. 2. 

Anash and lancuwood rod of 100%,, a multiplying reel aud any good 
Ine of slik or linen of 100yds, in length that will about fill the reel, 

G. H. E., Marietta, Pa.—Will you favor me with some information 
on the frag subject? 1. Are frozs propagated in this country? If so, 
where. and is il successful ind profitabie? 2. Wherein this country 
are they most plentiful, and to be procured in quantities? 3, Where 
au T procure t 16 best treatise or work on the froge?—title of book? 
Ans, 1. No. We donot think they could be profitably raised. 2. 
‘They are plentiful in most resigns where wyarshes "at 2 inmarshes and water 
abounds, and where they are not hunted, Manyrare taken in the 
Potomac marshes, 3, There is no popula: hook on frogs, 

merely. histury works contam descriptions of species a 

47th Batt.; Lieut, Macnachtan, Cobourg G. 
45th Batt, 

Rifle and Crap Shoating: 
MUZZLE VS. BREECH. 

Editor Forest and Stream; f wre. 
Please verrect an error in my article of July 12) 1888 jwileréln 

Major Merrill is made to say 150ft., when in round numbers Lintended 
to say 50ff, What Major Merriil actually did say—‘Au 1,2(Nhyds. if 
wold shootabout sift. bin, over the back of a buffalo bull at Uollyds." 
That is the Creedmoor Sharps rifle, having an elevation and charge 
for a point blank shotat 1200vds, [ very much regret this error, 
which, J assure both Majo Merrill and your numerous readers, was 
imintentional. OCCIDENT, 
Seva, Mo., Aug. 20, 

GREEDY RIFLEMEN: 
a tO y Ia L : = , - 
rye. follttying atticlé from the North Brilish Diity Mail of Aug. 

8, is sigmificant, as Appbatiniz ih one OF the most prominent of the 
Scottish journals, Theevil of pot-huutinf ‘ifemen hgs been a grow- 
ig one in, Great Britain, and the incidents hinted at snow Now Agces- 
sary itis for the ultnost caré and vigilance in seeing that the recovd 
of each competitor's wark is cofrectly entered. This at least can be 
done, and by drawing up conditions of special matches carefully, it 
would seem possible to cut out the gold-seekingexpeits, Largeeutry 
lists mean goodly results in entry fees to the Associaton, hut the bait 
bf jatee prizes my draw in imAesirable fame: Big prizes have been 
held inp to draw patronaze Abd whth tiie hatural result coines the 
‘Associations must learn to deal with it. Our Seathish atthorily says! 

Tt was but the other day we called attention with pardonable prid& 
(6 the conspictious success of the Scotch riflemen at Wimbledon thts 
year. There was oné dead fly in the ointment, fora Seoteh Volun- 
tear, a member of a Renfrewshire corps, had been found guilty of 
such inalpractices at the ‘anges, that the Council declared him in- 
capable of ever taking part in the national competition agalu, Even 
his comrades ko thoroughly arquiesced inthe justice of the Council's 
HecisiGn) thal bb ui Gla ismissed frote his fégient do his return home, 
But, acting on the i sebebt old proverb, “Let that Hee stiek to fhe 
wall: when it's Gry it will rub bff;" as little as possible was gaid of 
the matter, under the very reasonable impyessipn that the extreme 
miasures adopted against the delinquent would be sufficiently salu- 
tary to nip in the bud all tendeney to lapses on thé part of 
olliers in any similar direction, Tt is paininul to be obliged Gs 
enntess that sueh anticipations have nol heen realized, for another 
ease of attempted Ihipusition—this time on the part of a marksman 
of reputation—was severely dealt, with fast weele by the Committee 
Of the Anets and Mearns Rifle Assodiation at Mfotilruse, TW seems 
that Private Montgomery, of Lhe Carluke Volunteers, who Heft beet 
making indifferent shooting at the targets, handed in on Friday even: 
ing a card upon which he was credited with a score uf 34 outof a 
bbossihle 85 points, The secretaity suspected the genuineness of the 
slenature attached. hnd the register keeper, on bein hppesied to, 
declared that to the best of lis belfer [ Fat net his, The lmputation, 
therefore, was that Montgomery had committed forpery, and the 
committee showed what they thought of the matter by disqualify ng 
him from ever again competing al any of the Association, We supposd 
that here, as at Wimbledon, the evidence was so strone as to leave 
no reasgnable doubt of the cuilt of the accused, and, heavy as has 
been the penalty inflicted in each case. no one will regard either eul- 
prit ag huving heen too severely dealt with; but we are afraid now 
that, 1! we are not to have a récurrence of the same fraudulent prac- 
tices, the whole system of rifie competilious throughont the country 
ist be overhauled from the foundation, This notorious that a sys- 
tem of pot-hunting his gradtally been deyelaped at these prize gath- 
érings; whieh must witherio thdse who ¢bfte within ils intuence the 
Sery quahitits which the Volunteer movelnent was meantto foster, 
When those who bexr the name of citizen sbldiers begin to travel 
abou! [tem meeting to meeting oot for the honor to be won, but bes 
Calse of the monty to be picked up, thbn the gathermgs may be ex- 
pected to produce sae stnviles of the black leg and (he welsher of the 
turf at any time, We believe that large money-prizes dangled be: 
fore the eyes of successful seorers are ab the root of the misthte? 
which has already cropped up, and so long as they are continued the 
morality of fhe ranges instead of improving will deteriorate. 1t is 
Abt at bie competition meetings that efficient soldier-marksmen are 
made, but at tie local practicing fareets, and if the money to be 
mmade at prize-gatherings rather than the honor fo be won is the 
inducement to diligewt practicing, then one thing bughb fn fairness to 
be done-—we must deseend toasystem of landicapping, for whert! 
pot-lunting goeson there is quite enough of the “Lancy” element Lo 
warrant un insislanee upontle adoption of sporting rules, Of course 
the moment the force of this suggestion is perceived, the demoraliz- 
ing character of the whole mouey inducement system becomes evi- 
deul) bub if hanikcapping smacks too much of the betting rmg to be 
nilopted tu conection with a nulional organization, a system con- 
ducted in the interest of (he pbt-huntet is worse. Goud shooting Is 
fesirable, but lowered morality istoo deara prick ty pay forit, Butwe 
donot believe ll nevessary to pay sucha price. The meh who go fidin 
Meeting to meeting simply because of jhe golden ploms thatare to he 
pitked up are pests; but, unfortinately; such pests are those whose 
jnfillendé is most pronouneed upon the competition patheihgs. Just 
asthe loyal lovers of bowls ate al this moment lamenting the stigma 
which the recently invented prize tournaments are attaching to the 
gentle game, so may all a(lmirers of good sllooting mourn the debas- 
ing effects of the poFhunting which fas becume joo common at rifle 
Invelings, What ought W be al once settled is that the money 
ob ainavle should be no inducement in itself for Volunteers to leaye 
their ordinary employment for the purpose of attending these gath- 
erings. Anything approaching to fiat is a pestilent fostering of the 
gambling spirit; and where it once enters, commion-sense will be 
prepared to find the whole erop of trickery and fraud which it has 
abvays produced whereyer it was encouraged, Volunteers, for 
thei own credit, ought themselves to take matter in hand, and insist 
that rewards for profitieiey in shosting, which is only national in so 
far as it is military proficiéncy, should be more wermazie to the pra- 
fession of arms than of the betting nian, [tis lamentable to find men 
who haye been held in estimation guilty of such mean frauds. But 
while claiming little sympathy for then if is impossible to overlook 
tlie system which (develops the baser rather than the better instincts 
of their natures, 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

DOMINION RIFLE SHOOTING. 
MHD Canadian Riflemen have been holding a series of meetings 

duting the pastiveek, and ‘rem the interest shown it would ap- 
eab thal the art of accurate shooting is far from languishing in the 
ominion, The Provincial Rifle Association of Noya Scotia opened 

its meeting on the Bedford range, near Halifax; on the 21st, On the 
QWth the fifteenth annual meeting of the Ontario Rifie Association 
opened at the Garrison Common range, to extend over live days, 
Col. Gzowski was present, and despite the crowding up of the range 
by ier tas enterprises and some threatening weather, a good report 
1s made, *- 

This is the second year for the canvas targets—iwenty im number— 
which have replaced the old iron ones. The latter did good service 
10 their day, aud are still supposed by many to be the most reliable. 
But they are too antiquated for the O, R, A., andas they have been 
done away with at WimlJedon it is safe lo say the canvas ones are 
the best. The present targets are similar to those muse in England, 
and are fixed in slides which admit of their being raised or lowered. 
On @ Shot striking one of themthe marker, who is seated ina trench 
in front, places a large disc, which signals the value of the shot, on a 
pole. 'Vhis rises into view as the targetis lowered, A small dise about 
tyo inches in diameter 1s then hooked into the buliet holes. and the 
target raised for another shot When the second bullet strikes an- 
other dise is placed on the pole, the target’ lowered, and the “spot 
ting’ (ise pinved in the hole mude by the second shot, a piece of 
paper heing pasted over the first. Thug the shooting goes on, the 
jast shot being marked by the spotting dise. 
Onthe second day of the mert the annual general mecting of the 

assoviation was held, with Col. Gzowskiin the chair. 
The chairman read a letter from Col, Otter, stating that Messrs. 

Frodsham & Larard, of London, had presented the association with 
4 chrovometer watch, valued at $200, the competed for next year. 
The undernamend were then elected members of council for Lhe en- 

suing year: ‘ 
First Military Distritt,—Major Wilson, 33d Batt.; Capt. Corlis, 25th 

Batt.: Major Miller. 7th Batt.: Geo. Sleeman, Guelph Rh. A. Pgs 
Second Military District.—Major Mason, 18th Batt.; Major White. 

21th Batt.; Captain Cooper, 12th Batt.; Capb. Wilkinson, Quecn’s 
Own Rifles. 

a 

Third Military District—Capt. Orchard, 16th Batt.: Capt. Bailhe, 
. A.; Stai-Sergy. Russell, 

Fourth Military Distriet.—hieut. Col, Macpherson, Militia Stafl: 

Cobourg G. A.: Major Macpherson, Guards; Lieut. Gonrdeatl, P. by 
Draceou Guards. , ; 7 i 
Major Macpherson, Majo? Mason and Captaim Allan were ngain ap 
olnted 9, Gommofttes to select thé provincial team at the Dominion 

Ritte Assouintion matches. vhs" 
Tieut.-Col, Davis sid as this #ss0clation was established for thé 
urpose ofencouraging rifle shooting among the active militia of thé 

Borninton, with whout itsdefénse would feat, $t was Important that 
the mau shoul tecelye full consideration, While some were in favor 
of the standiié aud kneeling positions adopted by the National As: 
sociation, this assh@atien should not be carried away so tar by prete: 
lent as to. do anything déltimental fo the true welfare of the fore, 
The men should be allowed in ali matebes to shoot in such pusitiona 
and to learn to haudle the rifle as i they were in front of an enemy, 
heing shot at as well as shooting, Hé mivved thatany position, back 
position excepted, be allowed in all matches shot for with the mili- 
tary Hille, and that the standing and kneeling position im all military 
iiaiches be abolished, Si 

fient.-Ciol. Gibson said the association could bave no diffitulty iff 
ejecting the motion, They, as an association, should follow the 
imbledon and Dominion o)'ganizations, to whose meetings they sent 

Tepresebiatives, Men who were excelient marksmen in the prone 
position offen failéd When elanding or kneeling, yet In facing an 
enemy it Was necessary tO shoot standing or in the Hythe position. 
The mover then amended his moride by emitting the words ‘the 

batik hosition excepted,” whereupon Captai Adam withdrew from 
sevondiug it, ; 
The motion was wihdtavn, Y 
Orrawa, Aug. 22.—The progfamme of the Dominion rifle fiatches: 

has just been published, The list if veyised and contains the actual 
competitions, It contains the full prograttime of daily arrangements: 
The meeting opens on Monday Seprember 3, k 
. Monday, Sept 3.—Nursery mateh, 500yds, ; Manufasturers match, 
ho, | Siityds.; Rideau match, 500yds.; Macdougall matehy 400yds ; 

A and B, h0yds.. a8 Hamilton ‘owillr, Gompany’s marches. series E 
A and Snider poot, at special targets, All d&y}) sxtra prizes, *0yds.. 

special targets, all day.. i? A 
Tuesday, Sept. 4,—Macdongalt insich, G00yds,; Manufacturers 

mateh, No. 2, b00yds.; Minister of Milithas match, 500yds.; Hamilton 
Powder Company's matches. b00yts,; extra prizes, 200yds.. and Sni- 
der pool, all day, General business meeting of the association, 
Wednesday, Sept, 5,—Minister of Militia’s match, lil0yds. ; Dominion 

match, Wiyds.: Dominion match, 5s00yds ; Hamilton Powder Come 
pany’s matches, b00yds., and eXtra prizes, 200yds., and Snider pooly 
ai special targets, ailday; , Pert 
Thhrsiay, Sept. 6. Dominion tnakch, i0Gyde; the Knglish Challenge 

shield, presented by Ausilliary Forres xt Wimbledon, at special tir 

vets, dt2 P_ il. Gzowski military match, at special targets, ab 3P, 

; Hamilton Powde? Company's matches; extra prizes, yds: 

und Snider ool, at special lareetisy all day. : . : 

Friday, Sept. 7,—London Merthant's Cup; Governor jeneral's 

Hintsh, 2yds.; Governor-General’s miteh, aityds. > Governor-Gen- 

eral's mateh, W00;ds.; Long-range, 1.000yds, 5¢ targets A and Bj alt 

day; Hamilton Powder Company's Inatches. 500vds., extra prizes 

WOyds., and Snide? paol, at special targets; all day + (chose) 

Saturday, Sept, 8—Long-Tange mateb, 1,000yds, at target Aand uy 

if necessary; from 9A, M, N. Be-Oa Wednesday, Sept. 5, shooting 

will commence 8:10 A. M.; onall otht* days at 9A. M. ‘The nsuab 

fhenting of council on the ranges on Monday) and the sevond general 

zinses meeting of the association will be held on Tuesday, The 

hour an@ ileee of meeting will be announced fi the notice board, 

By order, OnARLES Costm, Exegetive Officer. 

CREEDMOOR PROGRAMMES. 
Hii poor array of weekly matches which has heen characteristic 

of N. R. A, programmes during the present season %s Hore thant 
ever Conspicuous for the month of September. Miltary shooting 
yulés to the alinost entireexclusion of other sorts of sport, and tf the 

New York ahd Bréoklyn regiments do not make a goo showing, ib 

will nut be for the Wan’ of an opportunity. The conditions of the’ 
several matehes are: eae 

Off-hand Mat¢eh—Seépt. 1 to 12,—Open to everybody, Disismeesr 
200 and 200yds , 4 ebots ¢ach range. Any rifle. Military rifles to Ye 
allowed two points at 200yds and three points at 200yds. Match to 
comitnes at 10:30 o’¢lock each day. Tool targets open all day, 
Long Raiigve Military Match—Sept, 8 tu W.—Open to eyeryous, 

Distances $00, 900 amd 1Al0yds., 7 shots at each range. Rifle, any 
Military having open sights snd not tess than Slps, trigger Du Mo En- 
trance fee $2. One re-entry allfwed at pl if taken before leaving the 

Si0yds. firing point. Position any. Sompetitors to go to the tiring 
ions by twos, as drawn by lot, and Laene remain firmg alternately 

until the seven shots have been fired, Match toe commence promply 

each day at ti s’elock, Pool targets open from 9 te 40:20 o'clock each 

ay. 
The Champion Marksman’s Class Malch-—Sept. 5, Ja.and vz —Open 

to all n embers of the N. G.; SN. ¥. (except as hereafter noted), and! 
menibers of the National Rifle Association, the la\ter however, Now 
beitg eligible to win the principal prize, 200 abd Si0yds, 6 shots ab 
each distance, with the Remington rifle (N. Y¥. State model), Posi- 
tinn—Standing at 200 yards; lying head to targetat hWUyds. Entrance 

Fee—fifty vents; competitors allowed re entries in each eoutpetation: 

at the discretion of the Executive Officer, but cniy one score to count. 
Members of the §. 6.5. 8. Y.,in uniform (jacket, cap and heltl« 

inay record theif scores in this match us qualified for the N. Y. State: 

Markstnan’s Badge, provided that if ordered they have attended (or, 
do once duting thé season stfend) zenéral practice. and provided 
they have previously qualified in the “Second Class" (100 and dt4irds).. 

First Prize—A gold Marksman's Badge for 1883. The Badge to be 
come the property of the compentor who, abihe close of the season 

of 1983, shall have won it the greatest number of times, Ten other 
prizes (silver meAuls) presented by the National Rifle Association to 
the ten highest competiters in order of merit. The same man can 

only win one medal during the season, Tn case of a tie, the highest 
aggregate score of all the coinpetitions participated in up to that (ime 
tolecide, Winners of Vhampion Marksman’s Badges for the years 

1376, 1877, 1875, 1879, 1580, 1881 and 1882, namely, Messrs. A. B. Van 
Heusen, Wm. Robertson, James L. Pricé, W. J. Underwood, Jr., 
Thos: J. Dolan and 4, T. Lockwood, are not eligible ta win the prin- 

cipal ptizein this mateh but, if still members of the WN. G, they may, 

together with the final winner of the Champion Marksman’s Class 

Badge of the year, sucer i Mateh to be shoton the ith of November, 

and called the Champion Markstnan’s Match. for 4 gold Badge as 

Champion marksraan, S. N.Y. for 1683. _ 
The Qualification Mateh of 1ssd—Sept, 5, 16, and 22,—Open to mem~ 

bers N, G, S. N.Y. and N. R. Av; the former being in unitorm 

(jacket, cap and bel) may count scores made as qualifying them te 

Boot for N. Y. State marksman's hadge, provided that they use the 

State Remington rifle, 100 and 300yds 3 stantling at 100, kneeling 4 

A00yds. Five shots at each distance with any military rifle; special 

military rifles excepted. Mntries, 6) cents each. Re-eniries per 

mitted at the discretion of the executive officer. out only the bizhest 

score to count, Tothe competitors in each competition making the 

five highest aggregate scores, sixty per vent. of he eoiranee money 

will be equally peri e Matehes commence at 6:30.A, M.on each day 

d close aj 430 P.M. 
The eventh annual fall prize meting of the N_ R.A. w ill be held 

at Creedmoor, Sept 25 to Sept. 29, and will consist of the following 

nd per &ps other competitions: , 
- Tad Maron —-200yds.+ any military rifle; 35 prizes (wash), B25), 

Military Championship Mateh.—Any wilitany rifles first stage, 200, 

500 and 6U0yds.; second stage S00, 910 and 1,000yds.; 30 p. rizes, F250, 

Shorkley Military Match.—Any military rifle; 20), GOO and RWyds.- 

30 prizes (cash). $200, ; ’ 

Wimbledon Cup Match. Any rifle; 1.0Myds., prize, the cup and 

such other prizes as may be hereinafier announced, ? > 

Shortand Mid-range Contunuous Match.—Any military rifle; 200) 

ad a00vds.; 100 prizes (cash) $350, t ‘ i 

eriiiton Trophy, Match,—For teams of 12, 200,500 and bo0yds.. the 

Hilton ¢hailenge shield, also 2 medal to gach member of the winning 

tearn. Fi 4 

Tuter-State Military Match —Teams of 12, 400 and Suoyds.: 

prize, $300, and & medal to each member of winning team, — 

Brooklyn Furniture Company Match. —Teains of four men trom 

any reginient, company or battery of Second Division, Nw.G. B. NOY, 

Remington rifle, 200 and S00yds.; first prize, an elegant bronze, value 

400; three cash prizes, 350. : 4 

: Toter-State Tene Range Match.—Teams of four, any rifle, 500, 900 

and 1,000yds.: prize, a trophy. 
New York State National 

prizes, Value $275. 
qi 

First and Second Division Guard Matches,—Usual conditions, 

Army and Navy Jourual ateb,—Teamis of 12, 50Uyds.; two prizes, 

value S800, f " . 

i Saainy Long Range Matoh—Any ritle, military rifles to be shot, 

without cleaning and to be allowed 14 pomts, 400, 900 and 7,000yds.: 

16 prizes (cash), $125. f : 4 

Military Team Ofishaml Mateh.—Teams of G4, 200yds. | four prizes, 

value $150. 

BOSTON, Aug. 

one 

Guard Match.—200 and 5yds.: three 

22,—(pon invitation of Mr, John Miller, proprietor 
vp large delegation of the Wast Boston Major Macpherson, G. G, F, G.; Capt, Perley, Hugineer taffy Capt. 

White, 42d Batt. - 
The following were elected representatives wpon the Dominion 

Rifle Association Cowncil: Col. Gzoweli. A. D.C. to the Quea, 
Tisnt.-Col. Mavtionsid. iss Brigade Piel Aviillesy: Licut.-Col. Outer, 
Queen's Own Ruiflgs; Major Mason, 1h Batt; Lieut. Macnachtan, 

of Osk Island. Revere Beach, & 
3 en Corps and the Boston Press Rifle Association visited Oak 

Pang this _névernoon for the purpose of testing the new rifle range 

winch las ecm built acthutplace, ‘Thevange, which is 200yus. in 

length, is Rnely sivusted, huvine glare! sHootneotse beneath the 

trees, the targets being located ou the marsh toward phe Saugus 

OO ————— 



FOREST AND STREAM. [Avauev 20, 1883) 

River. | To cuard against the wip EN of any stray shots reaching 
the Point of Pies branch of the Eastern Railroad (which passes in 
therear of the butts) larze bulkheads have been erected at this point, 
anilasaf ither earl against accidents in this line, a barrieail in 
which there are loopholes 18x4in, facing e ch taryet, of which there 
até five, have been erected 10ft. from the firing point. A mateh was 
arranzed between teams of hiné men each From the two associalions, 
in which the Germans took tht quill drivers sadly into camp by a; 
gcore of 316 to 268, the quill drivers being allowed two points euch on 
two milifary riflas usel, making theirscore 257, The German team 
Was composed of J, HW. Mex, P. i. Malvey, 1. H. Wilfert, D. Brivogel, 
C,. M. Geuth, BE. M, Maybury, F. H. Collins, J, W, Strider and P. 
Alberti, The press team was composed of C.B, Dauforth, R. Luce, 
T, F. Keenan, B. Stearns, §. A. Wetmore, I". B, Rollins, 8, M. rrill and 
W. H.W thaway, On Friday, August 31, Mr, Miller will give a grand 
Openiug of the range, open to all riflemen, wien a larze number of 
prizes will be given, among which ure # valuable rifle, silver punch 
howl, :ilver tea set. revolver, quarter of beef, and numerous other 
arlicles of yalue, The shooting will commence at 10 A, M. and last 
unil6 P, MW. 

BELWIRA.—Tuesday, Ang, 21—A rifie match was shot over the 
rane if the Thirteent) Se arate Co., N_G 3._N., at Elmira, between 
the Mastern and Weé-tern Rifle teams of Bradford county, Pa. The 
Rastern team was mide up from the Orwell and Le Raysville clubs, 
aud the Western team from the Canton and Troy clubs, The mateh 
was al 20)yils., off-hand, Creedmoor target and rules, and was shot in 
astrong § o'clock wind, The mateh was clos@ and exciting, us is 
shown by the following offi ia) score: 
Kast -rn Tram, WH, Pitither, Capt, Western Team, A. Fanning, Capt 
J-PiGare oo. ooh. 444dd4dad5—di Theo Pierce,....., 3454484454—39 
J§ Elisworth,......445-h4345—4z E H Thomas. B452440545 41 
¥ Wf Pieres_.., 14523 314—38 A Millard.... f 84153 142—35 
J Gorham ..,.. A) Beers. .....<.1. 654568 1444—43 
JL Pendleton... 
C i Pendleton. - 
B Voleman.. 
KM Pitelier.,. : 
SP Blackman,_-__, 
P I Ellsworth... .., 

E § Lindley_..., 
J @ Dobbins... 
Ed Hill... ... 
FH Moftman.. Hydd5dt5dd—4a 
GD Leonard .. §d76855455—46 
AC Fanning.....:.. B44344454— 10 

403 406 
WORUESTER, Mass., Aug, 28 -Only three records were made at 

Pine Grove Kange by members of the Worcester Rifla Association. 
The America : decimal target wasused; distanve, 200yds., off-hand. 
The score tells the story: 

5444434445—29 
3 by445563 I—42 
3481948354—36 451544545444 

8340443 L— Bb 
: 3S34414—33 
A id854454—41 

AL Rice .. 5 £ ret) 9 oe DS OMe (anos eAS aR — a 
A Withams 6 9 6 4 710 8 8 9 9-7 
TEA ADI PEL aeee We esta PAI chefs) aictolet ales leapt a ce 4779 6 5 9 640 7-8 
GARDNER, Mass, Aug. 22.—At the lash regular meeting of the 

Gardner Rifle Club, at Hackmatack Range, the American decimal 
target was nsed: distance, 200yds,, off-hand. Out of a possible 1(K) 
the best totals were as follows: G. F, Ellsworth 88. G. 0, Goodale 86, 
G. EL. Heywood &41, A, Mathews 84, C. Shuniway 74, W,M. Coleman 
70, W. Amsden G4. 
WINSTED, Conn., Aug. 22.—Tnoe Winsted Gun Club held their regu 

lar shoot to day, and the store was unusually good, only one making 
less than 16. They intend to challenge the gun club of Bridgeport to 
shoot a match with them next week. 

THE TRAP. 

CLAY PIGEONS. 
Elitory Koyest und Stream; 

Will you kindly grant me a few lines of your valuable space ta 
answer the ‘Olay Pigeon Complaints” of score” and “O."" in your 
ise of 28. inst. The experiences of Dr, Carver, Capt, Bogardus. 
Capt. Stubbs. Gwynne Price, and a host of others already publishet 
to the world through your columns, readily refute the cnoarges, I 
myself have seen the crack shots of London and Paris break the 
clay bird repeatedly ab 27yds. rise. Asa ve nedy,itissuggested that 
complainant; use a much lvss velocity, say the second notch of 
Li.owsky trap. With reference to ca e m the manufacture, your 
correspondent is doublless not aware of the great difficulties which 
haye arisen in making same, most of which haye heen overcome. and 
we hope soon to master the whole and to the satisfaction of all parties 
eonuerned, Lmay add that no potter in England, the most extensive 
Spa region in the world, could be found to manufacture tie clay 
ird for the whole of Great Britain, even at the price at whic: the 

same are sold at retail in tins country, though we offered a contract 
for aterm of years to the must prominent firms in sail kingdom. In 
conclusion, may we ask that complainants bear in mind tuat if we 
have not give sporismen a perfect article, at any rate we have 
given them somethiig much betier than they @ver had before, which 
has afforded many an hour of enjoyment to the true, just and gener- 
ous lover of the gun, J. i. Buoom, 

Late First Lieut, Fourth U, 8. Artillery, Pres, L. C, P, Co. 
Ornecrswati, O,, Aug. 25, 

NEW BEDFORD, Mass., Aug. 20,—A match between five members 
ofthe New Bedford Gun Club aud the same number from the Fall 
River Gun Club, at 15 glass balls an115 clay pigeons per man. was 
shot on the New Bedforl Club grounds to-day, anil was won by the 
Fall River team by 4 score of 91 arainst 86 in a possible 14). Both 
tegins are confident they can male a bet er score than this, and a re- 
tin mateh will be shot at Mall River atan early day, 

Fall River Team, 
Balla. Clay Pigeons. Total. 

Glave. unites. te 11111111100L011—18 11000100001011 I— 6 18 
TS Hall . » 111111077 011 0—12 100001110010001— 6 18 
JM Wood ...,,....101010101110010— & 010101101111110—10 18 
WA Negus ... ...,,001111110111110 -11 311011110011000— & 19 
W J Bralay........ OLLN11001100111— 9 101001 110011101— 9 1s—S] 

New Gedfor | Team. 
Sigcum .. wees LODIOLLOLLELIL0—11 111011111111000—11 22 
Butts - soc A LLOOTLNOLONIIA—10 011 L01110010011— 9 19 
Bryant......-...---+ 101101001110101— #) OOOOLINGLONO— 6 15 
Pietsbeac ap ALLO ONOLIO— 2 LOO UOUOITOL— 7 16 
Sorith __- .., ILLNGLAOTLeOD— 9 OOM GOUOUTIOLLO— 5 14—86 

BAST PROVIDENJE, B, 1., Aug. 27.—Warchemoket Gun Glnb, 20 
lass balls, from Hol len trap, scresned, for silver oadze: 
Faint WILT 011 11011116 A Wileox.001 101100001111 0, 
S Smth.. .11111101011101111111—17  G@ Barney .000111101110011 1100011. 
Oh Pierre CH O0TO00L0UL0UIIII1—12 Es Luther 11111 dvine—i7 
Ties—W. 8. Luther broke 4 out of 5, 8. Sinith broke ¢ ott of 5, His. 

Luthor witiner, 
Fifteen clay pigeons, trap in 4th notch, screened: 

OH Pearee..... OTOL ve JW Bourne, , ..011100011 111011—11 
G Birney ...... WMOWHIOOO— 7 WS Luther... 1100001 900w. 
A Wileox ......110010000Q01011— 7 S Smith. ......010011110710011-—~ 9 

J. EK. Bourne wi s—wv. J. R. 

UNION GN GLUS.—Spring Valley, N. ¥., Saturday 
Mateh for gull medal, 

Aug, 25.— 

DV ML ABNSAY: 2202 berets nradeiet ested Dd 1 0 
JD Van Rips. A yh CF Alpe iy lee 
Chas Blanvelt, wl ot 1 10 0 1 0—b 
Jus Milter ,,,- Ot Ue 0 tt at 0a 
J Van Blarcom, a 0 rte 0 a Oba b: 
Tl. D. Towner... 1001104110 1-6 
J Cnrisiopuer. wl 1 1124122141 0 1-9 
TA Qiigman,.. . oJ 1132200 0 0 OS 
W HT) ompson. at 1 a {) 2 1 B z i i fi 
SUNT ACTH CLEC SERN yet wl belela datsselelstel eto tet 1 I—5 
C BEisher,... 3 Vie gel) 16 De gs 

Ties ou 9, Christopher’, Lydecker 2, 
PROVIDENCE, RB. I, Aug, 23-——The Narragansett Gun Club held 

its last weekly shoot Aue 23. E,W. Tinker wins the club cup for 
the fifth time, and it becomes his pers mal properey. GQ, J. Cron- 
dall wins the Valentine cup for the fiirdtime, The following ure 
the score; for the Vlentine cup: GJ, Oraudall, #) eliy pigcous 
out of a possiblee 20; EB, W. Tinker 16, GO. B, Potter 13, C, M. Sheldon 
12, G. 7. Crundall 9, W. H. Sueluon wishdrew. Scores for the clun 
cup, 10 glase halls and 10 clay pigeons. E, W. Tinker 14, G, J. Cran- 
dall 14, CG. B. Potter 13, W. H.5 ieldon, C.M. Sa#lion and GP, Orun- 
aall withdrew, Ties on14, 5clay pigeons and Selass balls, EB, W. 
Tinker 8, G.J, Crandail?.—J, D. Gaunye, Jr,, Secretary, 

AUGUSTA, Ga.—Mateh at pigeons, 10 birds each, at 
from five sround traps; 

Ytyds, rise. 

JBL Dorie .... Pe ee) Clete ede oben tL) 
JU Jackson - 112 07171 00 1-7 
OW Jackson. JdiprodtiaiagtLsvd 
AB Bignan--. eget Lg Oh SO WI | ges jms 
GiGay Weis. 0. oars con. 9101121001 1-6 
T U Dorite aye le LSU SON Ty cp. 
\ Of Rogers F 20012101077 0-5 
AW Smulb .:.----.0----- 1071122711 6 

COMPOSITION BALL TODURNAMENT.—It will be learned from 
onr advertisive columns that the Compositiou Ta get Rall Co., of 
Locisport. N. ¥., have offered a series of prizis to be contend«d for 
with their balls. : A 
CLINVON, Mass,, Aug. 24—Phere was a glass ball aud clay pigeon 

tonroament at the STS of the Clinton Sportsman's Mirb, at (un- 
ninghaui’s Grove. The crack shols of the yariolis clubs of the canter 
ot the State were therein force. Among them were Periy, Hough- 

ton, Flolden, Rugs Goodell and soversl others from Woreester; H. 
W. Eager and 7.3, Bandry, of Marlhorough: GW. Wurm and 8. 
Sceqerter, of tia Mildlesex Club of Cambridge; W. B. Rice and G. 
W. Smalley, of Westhorongh, and T. F. Barney, of Medford. 
The programme for the day inelad 1 eleven matches, as follows: 

At seven plass balls, twenty-four entries. There were five (les Hol- 
den of Worcester, and Sampson of Olinton, divided first; \, Sawyer 
anil Harer of Marlborough, second; and Bamey of Medford, G, Savv- 
yer and Parker of Worcester, third, Atseyen clay pigeons, \wenty 
eight entries, Mager, Parker andl Sampson divided firsh; Schaeffer, 
H, Sawyer and § calles, second; and Barney and Smith, third, 
Atseven cla s balls, nineteen entries, Houghton and Perry divided 

first} Boudry and Sampson, second, Eager and Parker. third, 
At seven elay pig¢ons, twenty-two entries, Wurm, Perry and Hol- 

den divided first; Sampson and Davis, second; A. Sawyer, thi d, 
The filth event was a two-men team match at flye plas; balls, six 

teams enterel; Barney and Bandy, and Rugg and Goodell divided 
first, Houghton and Sampson tookseeimd, and Mager and Perry third. 
A two-ceam match at five clay pigeons had cight entries. Perry and 
Eayer tool first, Wurm and Barney second, and Rugg and Goodell 
third, At seyen plass balls, sixteen entries, Sampson, Ruge and 
Goo tell divided first, Smalley and Scnaeffer second, and Baudry anid 
Eager third. At seven clay pigeons, seventeen en ries, Goodell and 
Perry diviiled first, Davis took second, and Rice and McAleer thiril. 
The ninth eyent at five bolls and five pizeons had twelve entries— 
Hager. Sampson and Holden winning in the erder named, McAleer 
ond Barer won the teuth; miss and ont mateh at balls and the same 
at pigeons was divided between |'erry and Wager, 
_ Anexcellent clambake dinner was served at the groye during the 
intervil. 
The shooting was generally excellent, Mager and Perry being thes 

most successful ‘The prizes mn each case were 60, 30 and 20 per cent, 
of the entrance fees. 

Bachting. 

FIXTURES. 
Aug, 30—Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. O., Oven Boats, Canoes. 
Sept, I—HulL¥, C., Second Championship Match. 
Sepb- i Kove Ruy Avotia Y. 5., Lt. Goy, Challenge Cup. and | puoy, trom Hail Way Rock 

‘lass 3, vs a 

Sept. 3 and 4—Coburg Open Matches, over and under 12 tons, 
Sept. 6—Provineetown Y. O,. Club Match, 
Sept. 5—West Lynn Y. C., Open Match, 
Sept. &—Raritan Y. G,, Cormthian Match, 
Sept. §—Hull ¥. G:, Third Se a a Match. 
Sept. &—Quiney ¥_ C,, Closing Mateh, 
Seps, &—TPoronto Y. C 
Sept. &—Beverly ¥, C,, Swampscott, Third Championship. 
Sept. 0—Quaker City ¥. C.. Review and IWarbor Cruise. 
Sept. 10—Cleveland ¥, A,, Pall Matches, 
Sept, 1i—Beverly ¥. U., Third Championship Match at Swampscott, 
Sept 15—Hull ¥, C., Squadron Cruise. Prize for Nextness. 
Sept. 14—New Jersey ¥.C, Open Ruces, dott. and under, 
Sept. 15—Royal hoya Scotia Y. §,, Commodore Chip and Claas 3, 
Sept 28—Quuker City ¥. C., Review and Harbor Cruise. 
Quy. T—Quaker Cicy Y, C,, Closing Harbor Cruise, 

Olasses 1, 2 and 3. 

ECHOES FROM THE MARBLEHEAD RACE. 

Qu ‘Ho preat race as the Beverly Y. 0. carried through to suceess- 
LD ful termination, almost without a hitch, has an influence upon 
yachting the good effects of which cannot pe overrated, Thee were 
50 many things which please: us, and so much wes to be snid, that 
it was impossiblé to do (he day Full Justice ina single Issue, and so we 
supplement our account last Week with further information. To one 
thing we must call especial attention, The sumnuary piving names, 
dimensions and s:iling time published ia our colimns is official. 
The so-called summaries in ollier New York papers are filehed wiih- 
out credit from the Boshun Sunday journals, as the latter had to 20 
to prvss before a revision of the summary was possible, their licts 
were necessarily imperfect, and of course all the errors stalk naked 
in the stolen feathers with which our estimable but badly beaten 
sporting vontemporaries se-k to shine law week. With Inst Vorzsy 
AND StREAm before them, Haste yachtsmen have an exact tran- 
script of the official reegnd enticed to vonfidenve, 

We believe il wil be conceded that Bostonand neighborhood has, 
by din' of sheer enterprice and good mand ement, transferred to 
Mastern waters the yachting center of all America. In the future 
thi se waters promise to become the general rendezvous in summer 
f ryaalits from all quarters. Not only 1s there no hing going on m 
New York during July and Angust worth mentiouing. but the heated 
term naturally drives metropolitan yachtsmen to seele the cool 1 lati- 
vudes around Cape Cod, ard the cruiser, constantly extending tue 
distanee of his exploits, no longer remains satisfied with the pent-up 
hundred miles of the tedious Sound. The New York Y. C. is nob 
likely again to miss sich glorious sailing as the thrash to the Isles of 
Shoals this year afforded. Tue number of gentlemen spending the 
whole ora reat part of the summer in vontinned yach ing is m- 
creasing so fasi that ‘heir headquarters and moorings are vertain to 
be locaved in such a snug and accessible harbor as Marblehead, New 
York and Hastern ticéts promise in the fumre to vibrate between 
Newport and Marblehead, taking in races arly in summer ot! Bren- 
tom's Reef, (hen working their passage around Cape Cod, keeping up 
(he fum with the Hardings, the Graves, and such marksin sipht, and 
after a fight still further eastward, returning for a rest to Murble- 
head and in fall homeward bound tor the closing matches ju October 
of Sandy Hook, 3 
Tu this end everything is now tending. From the Hudson to the 

Lower Bay, from that fo the Sound, and then boldly voyaging tur 
Eastern waters, are (he progressive steps in the rapid development 
of American yachnng from baby’s play to manly growth and sin ngth 
and the seagoing spore lo Which oury chts are adapyog tuemselves 
fast from Season to season. Mere loeal observers and provincial 
lights may still harp om the avcient order of things, but yacht owners 
Tearn and acqnire and can no moré be cajoled to confine their under- 
takings to neur-by waters 16 suit the convenience of # few linen-duster 
Naucys reporting for the datly press, than the westward expansion of 
the nation’s energies cain be tirottled by the ery of a handiulut local 
venders peddling ia the streets. Already the chauge from formar 
years hew's out our sight into the future. Every year sees more 
Basten yiach s assembled in Newport, and this seuson has litewise 
winesseu the display of many well-kno»n hi Pees from New York in 
latitudes north of Cape Cod, (Large yachts wre makmg “the romius,” 
scoping in the spring races in New York and forcing & pissige to 
the eastivard in time to take in Boston fixtures of a liter date. 
Schooucrs aruise to Hurone and the West Indies by the dozen, when 
5 ch a proposition u few years ago in these columns was thought to 
be riaieuote. Intrépid, fur exdup!e, home fron) thousands of miles 
of sailing abroad, is bot over prone to shrivel up to petlifogeing m 
the Sound all the summer through, nor are big, able flyers like the 
nely culters very likely lo think themselves at the world’s end tiyenty- 
four hours outotN w York. 5 A 
Tha Lo-ahead American is not the sleepy, luxuriant as; he is 

painted by the Jénkinses of the pre s, butan athletic mum of enter- 
prise aod spirit just 4s much as our consins on the other side of the 
Allaniiv, The Américun yuchtsman iongs for new worlds to 
conquer, anu to tic him down to a mud-puddie will prove sbout as 
sueerssful as checking sn elephantin aspider’s web. Timeis the 
only thing wauting. A business man has votthe time at bis disposal, 
ald thisig the ouly thing whieh stil draws restriction about the 
movements of his yacnt, Bul America is qnickly accumulating, and 
t .¢ vlass with some leisure at their vommmand is augmenting with 
rapid stridés, as the manner in which we tullow yachuiny today 
amply shows by contrast of what we used todo not very long ago, 
Lar. yachrs now cruise lifty miles to everyone they did ten years Reo. 
Eyen at (his moment quile + leet of New Yorkers are shill ground ube 
Cod, abd all the racing worth the name is picked np in Boston waters. 
Tt is not right to confound this want of time with a lack of energy or 
(lesire for tegnlac yachting work. Only those who can seeno further 
than their nose imagine such a state will continue forever, Amteri- 
cans are nol idiots, but quite as Human as other people, and wien 
they have accummnlited fortunes know enough to enjoy their posses- 
sions, Yachting is coming in for a full share of their time, und more 
and more liberal is the p «riod appropriated to Lhe sport even by those 
who Nave not yet relived frum behind the counter. All are learning 
thar All work and no play makes Jack a dull hoy,” aud crumses are 
extending i consequence, 
There tein be pute oue outcome to all this in the long run, and that 

we lave oftin foreshadowed and sought to hurry the day when dig- 
nified sport With seagoing vessels shell command the witention its 
miauly uttribules have aright to expect, and will not expect in vain, 
from all but sundry aitique relics of a fading past, when “a ride on 
the piver™ ur an “excursion purty” wis supposed fo be the suse 
bonum of all the grand sport of yachting contained, “Progress” ts 
our watehwor!, and we ate thoroughly misled in the charac er of 
Americans if they prové indisposed to follow. So far they have fol- 
lowed Faster in'ouv wale thau our fondast hopes dared leat us bo exs- 
pest, The introduction of cutters yad ble yachis in eneral of sua- 
foibg strength and fiftin=s has, we confess, far exces od our antici 
pations, And now we are on the syeol sasing our foresight estabh- 
lighed in the goncentration of New 

‘ance can form an adequate idea. of this 

_ 

The magnificent races there sailed, and the custom of makine the! 
Tolinds about the toast, breake ip Lhe last vestige of that small 
minded provineialisn: which wonld keep New York yachts for New 
Youk oly, and which Jovics npon regular yachting avound the coast 
as a vision of over-euthusia tic cranks. a 
The old order of things must go. It is going. Henceforth yachts 

uniit for syork outside the Sound \ iil make less noise mi the world anid 
vessels of lopitimate proportions will Garry all beforerhem. Outside 
cri me has taken too firm a hold upou popular ta-te to be aut aside 
by the banefii] influences of smooth-water dawnling, Marblehead 
is likely ty be headquarters tn the future dijrme the summey months, 
and to Marble ead we look tor the grandest racing among vif and 
little the world has ever cheamt possible. Yachting is uow becoming 
truly national in its aspects, Local coteries have had their dey 
he yacht tit only for local work is destined soon to be a relic of an 
extinct species. Nowhere was this more forcibly instated than im 
the horde of pleasure yessele of bold build from «ll ports up and 
down the coast which collected in, Marblehead bavbor to the call at 
the Beverly ¥.*., August 18 lust, To these races we will now recur, 
_ With sy many hoats in the fray fouls aud accidits, with protests 
in their train, mieht have been looked upon as a dead certainiy. But 
80 well was everyting manazed, and such food will and excellent 
conmng the rule throughout, that we are able to publish officnl in 
formation annowneins Vhat no protests were made upon sufficinat 
srounis. and the few brought to nutice were nob allowed, The result, 
therefore, remains as listed im the summary kistweek, Hera was 
hanled up for shaving stakebuat al start. Wut it was admitted that 
she had been crowderLon to the boat through rio fault of her own, 
One of the ontsiders; however, has earned qmenvianle censure for 
Mennness in refusiny an offer to be towed a few lengths clear of the ‘ 
starting line, The schooner Lilla Bell brought up shortly he fore the 
gun, and thoughilessly enongh dropped anchor Tpeaut of the Phan 
tom, Squire on the line, abscuring ine judges’ visiou 2nd splitting the: 
starters In two divisions on a line already quite reeiricted. The 
schooner was hailed and coaxed, a/lto no purpose. Sha had a5 much 
right there as anybody else, and proposed 16 otwy there, a contrast in 
hoggis, ne sto the ready complidnce of other yacht pwiiers wlio per- 
mitted themselves to be towed cleat of interference at request of the 
committee's tug Sprague. Her presence was pamly tlie cause af 
forcing Hera down ou the styxeboat, and dausing Wale tofoul. But 
there mus) be hogsin the world or we should nut lmnow how 10 ap- 
apreciate civil Conduct. Theraciug of class A ond first class was ce- — 
portedin our last issne, 
The sevoud class had almost a déad beat out to the Grayes Bell 

I , end Made prand sport af the work, — 
Shadow worked outto wimdwardio the style ouly Shadow ean do; 
and Mona, culter, made an excellent second, being in much b trey 
form than last year, when she was sluggish and dit not soak out at 
all, She ied her class this time to the turn, with plenty of water, — 
aud that nuder cruising Sparsiud sails. Vha race was liers but for 
the want of ballooners; so Hera, as smiirt a sloop as one need wish 
fo s@0, fot an inning on the rin home and swulled her owner's 
pocket book according-y, the cutter lifting second money anil a 
good deal of soliu satisfuction, Third Wars schooners aleo came in 
for dead on en worl, from Muyblehead Neck to Hee Rock, and made 
very close fighting. The race wis a fine one to wilness, and the 
little two-slickers were & awice Jot on the whole; but. we sti hopa 
when some of them require new diniily, a shlit will be tried for fie 
yaWlrig. If Bissie, for instunce, wire to appeai with a yawl's miz- 
ven, She would wea he? and rach on her old fime ant wonlsis as 
though they were ove to, and nolhing would provoke a tuoughtfual 
consideration of new ideds s0 much of 4 pegulur trintiph in compe- 
tition wi h others whose gauge underihesc..ooner rig has been aceo- 
rately got, Not only would Bessie drop her class hill down as # 
yal, but she would be found to haye gained In handiiess and eeon- 
omy under all cireumstances. 
The small schooner is the divect consequence of the sloop’s un- 

handiness. Gut the sma | schooner alsoloses in speed and weather 
liness what has heen wou in other mspecis. The yl is a device 
whieh, while equally as handy as the scuooner, preserves to a gréat 
exteut the sniling q alities of the sloop. Of Course some excusable 
prejudice exists upainsc the fninovation. Bab innavate Bessie aud 
the rest will coune (ying retnd on their he ls to this dispensation of 
yachting guspel voucusafed in these colimms. Once upon s time 
Guiters were tuougsht too slow for “onr winds” aud ‘our weather, 
They hive been tried wud now ave ucknowledeed iyers of tirst qual- 
ity in the bes; company m lightweather. Nothing like chewing on 
the strings to find out About the pudding, ond wothing bke a mizeen 
over soe small schooner’s taffrall to bring into relief the merits of 
the yawlriz, 
Third class sloops Went the sare course, The eutries were sporting 

boats puy excellence in size, in fittiogs, in récords, in the crews that 
gaye them life. They were poats of lunnape enou, h to snil the coast 
where they like, if modeled to tne léssons of reason ane the princi- 
ples of Mechanics. Loxts which are not so expei sive to build or to 
keep but that the “great million” can hops tor a chance in life to 
twirl the wiieel as skippers of craft of similur bieness, They ure 
large enough to offer rexsonaulé auconnuodiation pnd nob so lurse asd 
to be unwieldy for hastily catuing the hook for a kuockaboltt oF an 
hour or so atter leaving the dyspeptie busine s desir aod poisoned 
atmosphere of the cits. They wire boats, the likes of which will 
Hoiinsh by the thousand in American waters wen public intelligeuce 
Tises to vompel fhe construchion of please craih upon inechanical 
principles, audi stumps with a heavy foo! upon ihe Geath-trap quacks 
aod the cupsizablé shams which are disgraar!ul to the mechanical 
aptitude of the age. With few exeepiions, both keels gud boars in 
this class we lookvd upon wita considerable satisfaction, Debuils of 
rig and fitlings we miht except to if inchned to be eritical But in 
general planiing, these Haste representatives wie @ long stride 
ahead of the cuewme-gum toys prevailiue in New York waters, 
Depth, boliside, moderate sheer, siuall deek houses, quip arrow, 
and even flush decks in some instances, taunt but seumunlike rigs, 
with a superior vui Lo the Ganyas and angir of business all over, puch 
ave the churucteristice of the mouem stuall yacht about Boston, 
The peer of them ailis Without doubt the culter ba tle. A clean- 

cul bouy, plhimp without bemg cumsy, a long counter, running away 
perfectly tuir Won the quarters, a habusume tush ck dike (hap of 
w hund: ed-ton cruel. und the pretest siifpof muslin ever bent to 
spars in Aniérica, all unite to invest (iis ttle Dyer with au tuterest 
to those who delight to Gonutemplate the combinytion of sturdy quati- 
tics wita barmouy abd striking taste of outlive, Bub besides ali this 
Beetle ig safe, absolutely uncapaizable, roomy, weulberly, snd just 
about 4s fastasthe hudd onytmuz of woodland ron, of whieh ha 
gave prool i the Marbleiead tuce, 10 fhe exlentoft “covering hee 
s) If with glory,” in the worus of a spectitoy, Mp, August Hemimen- 
way had Supplemented the prize distin third class keels, enabling 
the beverly committee to andoniee $100 as first prize in Wie class, 
anid Mr Hemmehway scooped the ilentiéal nioney hiniselt, Whick is 
perplexiny to one trying lo bepefil oliers with such liberality; but 
then Winning is a tailing to which cutters Wave shown toeniselvus 
very prone, 
Becle met wellknown goers ike Gem, Cricket, Countess and 

others quid disposed of tem b ud aver fist, winnt ¢ by more than 
half un hour with ber bartew beam, no floor tor to sail on anil ail 
the othur miquilits popularly -upposed to Le evistumary on such 
sniart houl- as eulters huve shown tuemselyusto be. Tue Gime of 
Beetie was 4:20). The average time of the cenverbourds in «ame 
Glass was 4:87:17, The schoomws of the cliss were bealcn one hour 
by the Beetle, Gem, alreatly well known to ourreaders, landed sec- 
oud prize to Mr J A, Usrrood, dnd bot tor ihe presi nce of the cubtier 
would uave replated ber old time cu. tom Of snowine her niinber ta 
the judges wliead of all hur conipany, Aniong the bounds te reap- 
peorance of the old tuvorite, Kya, Ma Sargent, Keverly Y. U., was 
siznalized wiih o brilliant victory in 4:15:19, beetimg PWauchon. Frolic 
and Mauie. VThelatter came trom el.ar round “the cape for the 
event, though a, calboit of Little more than soft, 

Tn fourth class the starters app aed in foree never before wit- 
nessed. Twenty-two cenlerbearus aud thirteen beols look phe gun, 
including all the cracks from far anil near, bxepert heiag the oly 
prominent absentve, bbe was unable co ship a compelentecrew, Sem 
Bird, Queen Mab aud Banneres we should have pteked as the mont 
likely im the crowd. Sinus, Mr. Hanley, fiom Monument Beach, 
however, came “pound the vapa wita fae Mattie and deat vl nanils 
on actual and corrected time in surpri me guod shape, tue Bird 
coming in for second money and (he Gueen fay fourch, with Vents 
sandwiched in a8 the third, Bunnierer tiled tirst money m the squid 
ron of keels, These fourth class boats bol o dead beat from 
Galata Ledge to Bowditch Beason and long and short worl 
home, In fifth eliss the leaders got out m @ lignt aly and 
then lost if, while the rest and the sixth class rushed neross 3 fey 
mowents later ii astrong cust, whiedt knocked them rail noder 
and caused peaks lo be dropped. They were! fairly boiling aloue 
ag they dashed by the judges. Forty-four hoards and fourteen keels 
dornposed Lhe Tfth, and thirty bats made np the sixth, The Muck 
was spuited up on the leaders, and mw one musa the borile of cighty- 
eight ounded Buwditch Beacon, a solid wall of canvass, an impres- 
sive siglil) surpassing anything of fhe Kin’ before seen, In a solid 
body they turned like & squadron of ctvalry wheeling, o Indenilieent 
spectacle, on wscale so grand toot only those who saw tie perform 

eae ‘ohting parade. 
The wind was over the bowsprit to Curtis Point, and came out fora 
time in such strength Lhat vke little shavers eettied poy for a couple 
of reet's, while the ables! soon clawed out from nuder Lhy canopy of 
mnitimilinous sails, ‘Lhe finish was made ou a taut bowling ina pro- 
Cession of over two tiles in length as these two small classes hawled 
abound the Phantoms stern, boat suceseding boat every few seconds 

York yachts in Hastern waters. | im guch rapid succession for more than twenty minutes thas the most 
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‘entiusiastic was ready to coufess to a surfeit of picturesque effect 
aud intense yachting exeitement. ia Mss Z 
O) all (He prizes won the Beverly Y. C yathts came i" for a zoodly 

Papnartlon essl among ihe schooners, Shadow, ery and Monw 
the second class; Mya, Mattie, Bertle the third class: Hoiden, tor- 

iam Qarmiba, snd Caprice in the fifth, with Dandelion in the sixth 
ab-, are winners enoweh to show that the Beverly Y. OC, did not vise 

trot the feat enipty. butloaded with swae and areputation tor fast 
hosts. So much tor the racing: now for some raiidom notes whieh | 
the day sugested, ' 

The Beverly ¥.G. classific tion was one to be vommended. Size) 
was thi ba-fs and took care of itself, except in the elass deyoted | 
to schooners Wats, sloops and duiters Safled in mu Lappy faniily, as 
hey veght. The cats weie not atvaid. and some of them came in for 
Prives st uhe finish, Sirfus antl Queen Mab,in fourth clas . earned | 
Tespectable winnings, aud Dictator was a good fourth Among the 
keels. S4fls tok temp limited, you: Boston eat owner knows a } 
Witte ce two vobfawiliar tothe sandheg tossers of New York. He | 
uns Ott a jibtoe slub bowsprit, Suid stob oeeasionally Sssuinine 
“quite us formidable Gimensions as the bowsprits of Hie sloops, and 
wheu the win hiows iu at the cabin dour, he slacks away on topping | 
Tift and squares ont.6 spinnaker of portentious area. thereby level- 
Lead diforence due to his dat rips in this wise lic is able to 
Pop 
fir 

with any obher kind of rig which cares to try his 
si-cluss Semanghip “mprovised for a grand oceasion. Asa conse- 

ase Tht plivity of clusses with asail over for special rigs doesnot 
igure m the wast an in (ur New York racing, where (he main object | 

Sei fos to be sich infricute sub-division aslo insure only one starter | 
in the clas dod aten-cont champion whip for every yachc in the 
elub, The Beverly ¥. O. seut away 173 bouts, ranging tromover bit. | 
down toless thin 1ft-, aU insixclisses, If takes Uae average club 
in Rew York as many and even wore classes fu shove a dozen, or, on 
‘extrucsdinarly popular bceasions, a dozen and a half sieleton amita 
ions over the Tide, clussitiid as cabins, sloops, jib and mainyatls 
eats hod sand (lingers, and still further dissected, according io dimen- 
Bions, Vawriees and speed, taisure the Slowest coming in abead all 
hy herself if necessary. “Rul raciins in Boson is business, and racing 
in New Yorlkis cither boys’ play or else monopolized hy a small and 
not dlyays choice baud worshippiog a sandbill as the consummation 
ef skill i naval architecture. And thereim lies the difference be- 
ty: en legitiniates sport and. its take-off in opera boule, between 174 
Starters in the Bast and the handful avanost ia New Yor, 

Deekiouses in Hagtern boats we are glad to see growing lower 
4nd yarrowerevery year, Some of them are, indexc, littl wore 
‘tis long fore add afi natevas, leaving big deck rooin each side, 
“The lumbering barn, so tamilian towsin New York, is fast disappear- 
ing elewhery, the greater depbhs now given to boats, and the tuyor 
with which keels ave peccived, freeing builders from on résort to such 
ppoentaly disigurement tomake up for room not to be found inthe 

mat proper. One fast, and iu every way king yacbtiv Boston, has 
‘dispenses with the barn altazether, The new Avgir, buil by Mr. W. 
McCormick for his own nse, is a regular iiushdecker  Anid little need 
&lie nas tora house, since the calin boder deck-beains is over filth. 
Though but aay, Josdline. her accammodasio. 6 aresomething aston- 
Ishin. And enqial Lo tose of a New Yorkir ioft, to 15ft. longer. Aepin 
isa bolneiug habe with & promismg future Wer best trim has 
Sstarce y buen got, Aud she is not quite completed, ye. she sailed a 
very crediteble linish at Marbleheau, and IsstSaiirday at Hull. Tn 
folirse of time she is destined to tucea 8 place amung the certain 
Winners. Hervig hus a thorqugh cutberlike air, which is very pleas- 
ing to behold. Te fact, all avw iiis in Boston bave much of Lhe MagRie 
about them. All are browd on the head, and lofty housing topma ts 
wilh square-headed topeails are yely much affected, Likewise oak 
trosstroes of pmple spread, from which servicein staying the tup- 
Mast con beexpecteu., May they soon ca out the suragey little 
Pip Siem sums whic double up and cockuill, and are often too short 
to give any agsistance to the shrouds wt all. E 

As for cutters, tueay are mullipiying 80 fast itis hard to keep track 
of them, and the oops posse sed of a strong joauing that way ex- 
hilibay ta wher new rigs ald lines on the ent.er principh s, are now 
eolnted by the score. We cannoraii rd. burn aid yachts as long 
4= suitable foi service, but if whe existing dees were wiped out ata 
‘stroke, we thik she feeling in (he Mast so strony im favor of cutiers 
that half whe new yacnts built to replice taoay disappeared would be 
ot Cutter proportions, the timid of course Giinging: Wu mioderale beam 
and tie cogiouseents bolu enough to “noibe whole bop.” Draft isno 
Tongir the hugaboo it used VO ve, for the modem keel sloops dray as 
Much and more thin t.e eutiers, and no one cares a rap whether 

T e cunwast in suils was forctoly ilustrated by be Sais 
n Haswern waters. The Boston ilvers 

BT. 
Speaking about cutters, the Boston Herald has the following: 

Pie outers did very wel.’ Whichis pertecily tre. Many of tie 
Tizv8 Fell to the cuters though saili p wilh the beet company that 

' dou d have been picked around Vane Cou, H-eis the tally: weaouab 
‘$i50; Mona $a: beetle Siu; Carmila 20; Mona, itt Class, $15 

uron was secoutl iio ass Ay Lapwing wes fourtu in seeund class, 
beating the famou Lillie, “hatis a pretty gourd showing, 

Phere is no dowtii that a sentiment Is tast developing among the 
| geutral public and nautied) ten towt tae building of uraps ie wloo 
| & torr ainistuke und indefensivle. Atver the Maruebead races were 
ronght toa close, Livny yaouts solusbtto work bica way back to 
Boston, and smonp tlein y ere @onTaber of cais ind Goekpit boats. A 
severe Squall wivb heavy rai slruck Wem ovtiu wie opeu io leeward 
of Nalant. The skipper of fleiuz Bpiague, bound the same way, 
An intelligent anil Witnawe observer, puwed his engine, Lo hush wbuur 

| through vheé thik weutuer for cep=izes aiid Lowts in diswress. Natuy- 
ally this brought oo the subject of safe yachls, wiich canvoy capsize, 
aud Uierefore cunmot WU aud sink. Whe skipper of the Sprague in- 
stanced “MeCurmick’s boa. the Aepil, asa Buuiple, “ple mz be 
struck by the qarst Squallin creuiion,” he added, ‘nothing would 
happen to ovr more thie the loss of her sticks, bob as for these center- 
bouid boats, men lave no busivess in toem outside & harborand 
‘away from quicl: hem." And this stntinent was echoed by tue pi ov 
‘wud other sesfaring “men iw our hvbiing. The sta yas lashed mio a 
suappiso chop, and the tug steamed close ap to » eouple of tittle 
eutounts well khowh to tue skipper. one of tuem a kee, the other 
4 bord. Both were watched, and the heavier keel boat winded and 
feached on the other, hesides stunding wo better to ber work. 

HERA-LILLIE MATCHES. 

VERY interesting series of matches has been sailed by these two. 
: Boston tracks lo sevile amoe or less Open question, We huve 

Been ties po Boston keels meet up 4 several occasiols t is season, 
and while the difference bens een them ay nol be very great, thers 
is bo longer any question hut chat Hera is a trifie the beuer of the 
two in their present itnn Heraisot ths modern style, with consid- 
erable weight on tue keel, wale Gillie stows all her ballast on tue 
shin. Hera’s dimensions are ditt, over all, db¥t, lowidlive, 14ft, din, 
beam and 7it, Sip. draft, buist i Ishi by W. 5B. smith, Lillie ds Sxih. 
Gin, over all, Soft. Bin. loadling, late. Gin. beam aud Ot. uratt, buiit 

Davis in J87/. Ste is uel quite as dcep in bouy as lier comperitor, 
¢r bow is exquisively ellis Ucd aud her setpoint uf very clean moulu, 

Her stern is fiu--hed m & somewhedt old-fsshigned tuck. and her riz 
is Harily np lo the piich of Iatr-day fashion. but she las sailed ko 
well horetofore and captured puch w big shige ol yinniigs tuavitwas | 
perhaps advisable fo leu well euoveph alone. Wuatsne nisnt do with 
Diore topmist andan eiPeetive square-ueader, or with some of her 
Weight bong ouiside aud all merease Of Tig, is Urdicult WO auswer. but 
an experiment worke trying at thea next general Gyerhaul shereccives. 
Hera. on the otuer had, isa buxonk sore of crath, roundish’ in side, 
tailed off into a jong elliptical uverbang. A beantirully fair job 
thioubout, graceful, smigvh in all her belongin.s, and happy in toe 
possession Ora rizof modern sportiug cip, Lie sqaredender she 
swings stood beri pond scead, for if is a Wat-3) mime ancl ine saul, 
fo whieh the jibhender caunot be ¢otapared, 'nrée matches befween 

ih 

we. tuud incréd=ing to pood suiling Bleugth. Whrough browd Soumd 
pate the Ram the pair kept close company, with spinnakers oulband 
Walloon jib: diawing, Lillie, however, web wivhe sille of the buoy, 
aud did Tob dikeover he; creor for neuply three miniies, when sue 
spuirUy slortened sau and hove ronnil 4nd passed the buoy agaio, 
tiis time leaving if on starbourd hui, as directed, ‘his was, of 
course, futal io ier chauces, Hera meanwhile running oe 4 luad of 
mileand a half, Outtothe tum at the Graves, Lillie picked up 

} ist and rounded less than a tianute later, ‘Lhe wind then caine ont 

like business, and topsails had to be sett down for the beat home, 
Hera worked away trom her conpelitor and finisher! wt 8:01:07, with 
Lillie following al 3:00:85; actual time for Hera ¥:54;55, and for Lillie 
aw1lid7, But berg was liandicapped 1m. 32s. hy alate start. avd her 
Official time is increased hy that amount, or 2:56707, She won, there- 
fore, by 5m, ds. 
Second mateh, Aug, 81. Course off Nahant, from judges’ boal to 

Graves’ Whistling Buoy, leaying it on starboard, around Winthrop 
Bar Buoy and Lome to starh, 20 miles. Wind good sailing strength 
from northwest. Lillie led to the Winthrop Buoy om first romd, 
from which merk Hera went te the fore abd maintained her positon 
over thé seeand round, finishing Gm, ahead in a sinckening wind. 
Hera therefo e ins the cup, Saturday previous to these matches 
she beat Lillis ac Marblehead, and Jast Saturday again in the Hull Y, 
©, open matches. 

THE DEATH TRAP MYSTERY. 

\ E have to chronicle still one more gad sacrifices mode to the per- 
yersity and ignorance ruling in yacht building circles. The 

sloop Mystery, a flat-iron trap 26)6ft. long, sailed frou New Haven, 
Avg, 10, bound for Nantucket, with the following amateur hands on 
hoard: Leicester Sargent, twenty-five years old, of New Haven; 
Rupert Sargeant, twenty years old, of New Yorke: Robert A. Hawkins, 
of New Haven, and Mr. Bartlett, of New York. The yacht was not 
heard from for along time. Search was instituted along the coast, 
tnd the bodies of the unfortunate men were found cast up by the sea 
in Buazard’s Bay tivo weeks later. The yacht was discovered sunk 
in seven fathoms of water, near the Hen aud Chickens reef with 
light sails set, She was towed into New Bedford and beached on 
Urow I-land. She waso t. slove in, and the only rational éxplana 
tion, a8 well as the universal belief, is thal she capsized ina pull, 
filled and sank to the bottom, like Mohawk, Grayling, SIERO, and 
Tnnumerable other so-called yachts, whose faulty models have sent 
honcdreds of unsuspecting persons fo a watery Erave. While grief at 
the sudden bereavement has entered the homes of warth) families, 
and in its freshness is still so poignaut, we prefer bo say no more upon 
the disastrous termination of a7 ordinary yachting venture, und 
wilhhold further comment for a later day, [tis littl consolation to 
mow that a properly modelled yacht would nol aud eould nt bave 
been overtaken by the frightful consequences which have wrapped 
in decp sorrow fhe cohimunity in whieh the Mystery’s craw had their 
life and being, Whose turn isto come next? Can nothing be doue 
to prevent the construction of sueh ontrageously misshapen lraps as 
the Mystery and the whole class like her? Must yachting in America 
for over remain a taking of life in one's hand? Will reason never 
assert iis throne? Must the public pay death penaly to the jmnor- 
auve or recklessness of men incompetent to their profession? 

IN PORT. 

HE skipper with an eye to smartness will every morning jump 
into tue dingey. pull off arustance and scan the yacht, He 

auould see all the gear tant; no ‘Trish pennants” tying about; back- 
stays in their clutches on the § reader or crosstrees; 10 washing in 
ile rigging after colors at eight bells;no swabs or lines trailmgz over- 
board; boat booms properly squared! colors chock up when set, and 
not irayed ur whipped out: gear coiled suugly about the pins ant! not 
hung in bights way up the mast or throwh oyer the boom; no kinks 
in tue wire rigging; ship's sides and copper clean; no drippings from 
the scuppers, He should pull ahead aml and see the topmast pliimb 
and crosstrees square; ve should see the topmast stayed with a buekle 
forward and not with a kink aft; brasswork ll bright, ironwork clean; 
belaying pins, bits, rail, silseruped brigut and lizhtly varnished, ojlecd 
or smoothed with sandpaper. 
Boats should be kept clear of the side and not allowed to.tailin all 

directions, when out at the swinging boom, by a slack line from their 
stern, Gangways and shiy’s side should be protected from the ehat- 
ing of boats by cylindical fenders, 18iu, or2ft. long und 4 to 6 inches 
in diameter, stuffed with vork o shakinus. sewed up in canvas, thinly 
coated wivh oil, Chain should be kept from) raspmg the eubwater by 
suitable lead or temporary fender, Wheel or tiller should be lovked 
or la~hed a such & way that the rudder will not swing nor the rudder- 
head and pear be subjecl to lorsional sivein  Sbleerpoles should rise 
with the rail. Deudeyes should be kept ona foreand altialew, Lan- 
yarus should be cloye-hitched about the shroud above fhe deadeye or 
to the iron tteadeye-strap, and the ends whipped and neatly stopped 
down until expended. 
The rigging of a yachE should always be kept thoroughly tauf, no 

matter wuat ancient mariners say. There should be no play to the 
masthead. except what i derived from the elasticity of wire and 
hemp itself, Black paint iay be relreshed by passing over lightly 
with au oiled rag almost dry, Keep boats as\ero from butting the 
counter by a jack painter to the boom énd. See the decks weil 
swept. Haye 4 mat and ghotgun at the gangway. the former for 
visitors to rub their shoes on boarding, the latter to wéleome Fallows 
with hob nails in their heels, A belaying pin is also Nanay ins.ru- 
ment to maul Inbhers who spit to windward or fail to clear the rail 
with their quids and segar stumps, and Scratch matches on cleck, or 
serunch mouldings nu pafutwork with tueir feet, Whi n awnincs are 
spread, see them stretched taut fore and att. and be prepared to 
cant them as required it too low to stand ondeck. Never haut them 
out to gear, which vannot stund the strain without stretebig yr 
lanking, Show colors trom a pole with arake over the sieru, Hoist- 
ing tu foppineliftis very slo chy, though common practice. Never 
lel your volors foul, Ponders should be kept inboard in yaw! boats, 
except when alongside. Oars stoul: be stowed wath blades forward 
and entirely inboard. Rurdders should be nusbipped wien the boats 
aire hot in use, and colors in the bors likewice. 
Allow no loud tulking ot guffaws in the cockpit. Never hail or 

earry on loud conversation at a distuvee with others, Compel every- 
one leaying the yacht to sit down in the boat and keep coatiails lr. m 
trailing. Order puinters aud fendersin on shying uff. Learn the 
boat’> manual, 50 that proper orders may be given. These tre as ful- 
lows: ‘Shove off, “Give way all.” or ‘stern all,” or “back water 
port, sive way stirboard,” as the case may ie, and when the boat is 
properly pointed order “pive way together,” anmouncing the order 
db such a moment that the backing side ean at once cateh stroke with 
the side alresdy pulling, Ou coming to tie wharf or RuLRWay, if 
pulling three or tour oars, single bank, order “‘uold water” it way .as 
Lo be cactked, than “in bow” in vime to let the bow oar get hold oF 
the boat hook, clear the paint r anu face the lanuing, ready to cateh 
hold or fed off. When you have enough headway to drive alongside 
order "way enough,” followed quiekly by “tral” if oars are to be 
swuwe slong: ide ile boat, or “toss if they ara to be boated. At ihe 
oder “way enough’ the crew should lay on their oars awaiting the 
final order, Where you are ake double sculls, the same orders 
pertain, Hutif you aie pulling only a single pair, thire will be no 
orders to the bowman, because there is none and “way enough,” 
“trail.” or ‘toss’ is all that is applicuble 
Bri gil boat up with along sweep, head to wind or with the head 

of the yacht. Let ber come to the ladder with just enough way, 
never , ead on, but broadside to. Wait un ilsecured before rising. 
Let those ahead out first before rising, Do not step on the boat's 
Yail with your weight, but catch the ladder or the lift-line firsr. 
Hang your weight to these and bft the feet after, otherwbe the boat 
will go from un er, and you will bein a cerious predicament, elutel- 
ing the gangway aud your feet going oubto sea, Teach the crew a 
seagdiny stroke, anil never permit th - o isty “Battery twist’ of the 
wrists and torward sling of the oars affected by the b’hoys around 
New York. Kememler a loaded boat holds her way much longer than 
alightone, Do not forget allabout the boat and crew alongside, but 
see to them before beginning chi: musié ii the cockpit. Order them 
ondevk wid tue boatdro peu astern or hailed ont after consulting 
the captain or owner of the yacht)ou may be boarding. Always 
Keep the boats baled outand tidy. Painters should be coyered \\ ith 
leather in wike of stem head, Tourn an eye in one end, worm and 
leather it. Heeve o.uer end throughring in boat and thrdugn the 
eye, Make the latter long and you will haye two parts to take the 
Se snd wear and tear in the ring. Have rowlocks attached by 
chain. 

Tf swinging in cireles to tide or wind, lift or sight anchor atleast 
ouce in forty-eight hours to clear the ground tackle and avoid brip- 
piug or dragzzing if if comes on to blow. Pump the bilge dry moro- 
ng and wight. Mn hot weather, wet down the decks tore and aft 
every wate, Arquire proticiency inthe management of boats. An 
owner who cannot pull a good oar and knows not the busimess of a 
cox-wain afler one season's practice ought to be ashamed of himselt, 
see the enus of all gear whipped or pomted. All eyes leatuered or 
stitched with canyas. Hive vleats and pins fur eyerything Neyer 
belay oue rope on top of ano,her., Have foot rope fur laying out on 
ihe Lowsprit, do nol axe bohstay or boweprit shrouds for the pur- 
pose. Never show colors in boats nol puiling single bank, though it 
is offen done. Tt denotes thelandsman, If you must show them, see 
that the pennantin the bow is stepped clear up in the eyes and 
abvays perlecily plumb and secure. he ensign oft should be raked 
wud Jarye enougn to nearly trail, Little bindkerchiets are very 
awkward, 
Neyit bend oue flag below another, Neyer display other than club 

burgee, private burgee, Hag officers’ swallowtail, and the regular 
yacht ensign. Nevermore tham « single flag at the masthead and 
peak, Never lolst whips or chanipiow pennants. Never inftrmge 
upon nautival propriety by fannting a naome-fiag or any decorative 
colors. Never sail with culors at half mast, except as a signal of dis- 
tress or death on board Colors may be hoisted Halt mast in token of 
respect, for the dead only when the hook is in the mud, and one fag 
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| hent above another isin good taste only to indicate the number of 
riées won at tle end of the season when about to Jay up, or ab the 
eon wusi n of a mateh when crossing the finish victorious, 

Tt isnot good form to display a name-board in the stern of a yal 
or gig with huge letters to be read by everyone a mileo. or for the 
sport of urchins on the mer. The orthodox thing is to have the 
yachts biltgee painted on each bow, This good form to hang asmall 
virenlar buoy tothe rigging of sloops im wake of the lanyards, and 
over the quaiter on sehoon rs, with the yachts colors and name in 
fuel] gold letters, Never gape around at-yessels coming in or guingr 
out. Never inquire “What yacht is that?” ‘Who owns her?’ ete., so 
that it can be heard aboard the other vessel. Mind your own busi- 
ness, till she is passed, then quietly geb out your glass and take her 
ulin. Ifyou wish tosalute, reise the cap, or wave the hand, but 
keep fast your jaw tackle. It is quite as improper to shout across 
from one yacht to another as to talk across the street. Upon 
pproaching a harbor, consult the chart and keep an omline en— 

xrayved On your mind. so you know just where to bring up, As you 
near a fleet at anchor, do not wait until you are on fop of them, but 
pick out your proposed berth in ample time, make yp your tind 
just how you are going to come to, and instruct the crew quietly ac- 
cordingly, so that your designs shall be unferstood. Always take 
bullooners and kites off the yacht before entering, and avoid geting 
into a box or hungle, as you may drift duwu upon other yachts 
shonld anything foul or gu yrong. 
Yoresigut shonld be drawn upon, aod a margin in the way of sea 

room to tale a fresh cant, or gather starnway, or shoot tarough for 
another berth. Avoid hunting through a fleet, trying first one thing 
then another, {ft keeps other skippers nervous and gives you a Inb- 
ber's reputation. I coming to, allow for the stermway and possible 
drag of the yacht when riding to the ri quired scope, and before let- 
ting 20, picture to your mind how the yaeht will trend and swing 
upon a change of wind to ayoid fouling, Bear in mind that the firs 
yacht to let en has the right to swinging room, und should dauger of 
fouling arise, the yachts later in must shift theiy berths or take the 
respous bility for damage. Small yachts have equal righis with 
large ones, and the schooner cannot overlook acathboat. Ifitisa 
much easier job to shift the small boat, the owner or captain of the 
large yacht should ¢o alongside and politely request the accommo- 
dation, offering hands to éxecute the work. Bit the chain so that the 
turns Gan be thrown off in an instant, acd see to it that the links will 
now jam or Kink in the chain pipe, or range enough along deck so as 
to. veer sinartly and save your head booms from sone lout tirifting 
athwart hawse, Haye chain marked to know how much there is out, 
and a second anchor ready for letting go. Riding light should of 
eourse be fnfallihle. Keep alsoin the cockpitadeek lantern with 
canvas cover'to darken, Jt is often useful in petting a secoud anchor 
clear ab Wight, for general service and signaling. 

Never address otner yacht owners as “Captain.” Itis apt ta make 
the crew split with laughter, or turn sick at the farce. Far better 
callthem °Colo, el’ Tt suits the individual oltener, ‘The red tape 
ordinance of certain yacht clubs ranking owners as Captains” ought 
to be laughed ont of exi-tence. Never pick out a berth in the chan- 
nel. or in the course of steamers or ferries. landing, or backing off 
trom a pier, Ifa roadsteadis crowded do not furea your company 
where there is no room, but keep further up the harbor, even at in- 
conyenienes or risk to yourself Cuming last, you haye no right ta 
molest others. In dirty weatuer house topmast in po! ft just as well 
a atsea. In wet weather slack up runoiug gear fore and aft, or 
something wil give way. When the sun is out, oper all hatches aud 
skylights and sir bedding, clothes ani sails, The latver cannot he 
dune too olfen. In hoisting boats, getall hands on the fallsan yun 
up slowly and steadily, not hand over hand by jerks. Allow no 
blackened thoes on boi d Keep canvas slippers with rubker -oles, 
Khowh as yaeht shoes, for your passengers. Avoid crowds aud mobs 
aloard your boat, Learn to yacht froma love of the sporl, and not 
foraspree. When you see a crowd aboard another yacht, con't 
it of io her to add still another, but wateh for a better chance, 
erbaps you are not as welcome as you think, 
In harbor keep boats astern te a ver) short painter or they are 

linble to be ent do, n by passing yées-éls. When a yaclit crosses uuder 
your steru, baul your boat up on the quarter if sea room is -cant, and 
de it of your awn accord, without waiting to be hailed. Keep an eye 
upon all that goes and cumes, So you may keep the run of the harhor, 
Watch the time of land and sea breezes, the str ngth of the tides and 
theirrise, Learn the best puce to till up with spring water, Lo beach 
the yacht, to fish, location of telegraph and raiuoad, and ull general 
iwlormation likely to comein hand. Pull about the harbor io become 
tuniliar with suug anchorages for the future and to learn to properly 
interpret distances and decipler the land aid marks on ihe chart, 
In that way you will quickly Gistance in experience and information 
tue noisy cliques and coteries assembling in many cockpits 10 drink 
away the day and sicken one another with a sunfett abont ‘ty ating’ 
this and “beating”? that, uumindful of, and impe vious to, ali the 
delichts to mind and body the noble sport offers, except the ever- 
lasing insipid rot about “beating” some other boat. Never exhibit 
Surprise or loud asio ishmett at new thir gs yousee, Simply takein 
everything jou discoyer for what it is worth, 

WAVE—-SHADOW MATCHES. 

VER since he races with the Madge the owners of the Shadow, 
Uo of tue everly ¥. U'., sud the Wave, of the Seawanbalw Y. C., 

uave been anxious to mect. Both entered for the recent Beverly Y. 
C. open tice, but Wave was delayed by the storm aud did not réach 
Marbl head before the close of tiie race. A series of maicheés was 
tuerefore decided onas follows: First, triangular, about 35 miles, at 
least 10 indies to windward. Secoud, 1b mi es io windward or leeward 
and return ‘third, triangular or to wii dward and back, to be deter- 
Dived by tossing a copper. Na limitation: uo Shifting ballast; allow- 
unce bused upun w-. ter-hne loogth and figured on 3, Y, CG, tables. 
No race nnless made atrate of tive knots an hour, This last provis- 
ion was a sine qud Non ofthe Shadow, She preferred a race to wind- 
ward sud beck and waver-line allowance, Wave a triangular course 
anu EB, ¥.C.allowanes. UW was agreed to sail the first race Friday, 
August 2iand if that was made in time to sail thé others on Satur- 
day aud Monday. Jt the first was not made m time, then both bouts 
Wire Lo suil Saturday in Hull Y, C, race,and sail one triangular watch 
ou Monday in place of the series, 
Wave, Laying come round the Cape under cruising rig, sent on for 

her racing spars and sails, which lett Brooklyn by Adams Express 
\Wednesuay, A. M., and were due at Sale Thursday noo. Wave 
went out on Brown's ways at Salem on Wednesday, to Glean bottom. 

Priday morning opened with a very heht westerly air. Shadow 
appeared runing ito Swampscolt, and Wave's extra crew, Corin 
tujan und prolestional, were carly of hand. By 9:5!) the tug caine 
down from boston with Dr, Bryantaboard, and the breexe freshenmpe 
up. The schooner Ella and tie blacbell, B. ¥. C.. were anchor d off 
tiie Spindle a5 a star ead line; but not a sign of Wave was te he seen, 
anu tae tug started for Salem to hunt her up, 
eee 12:30 before Sie appeared round ‘iuker's Island, in tow of 

e tug, 
lt appeared she had had very hard luck; the ways had broken 

minder hur and she had to work hard to getoff at, 3 A.M. Friday; then 
tue Express Company only delivered lier sails at 10 A, M. Friday, and 
did aot deliver tue spars at all, having lost therm on the road. 

it was tuo late to sail a match by programme, so it was decided to 
sailten miles to leeward and back for $50) a side, race nut 16 count us 
ont of the series, no limit to time, Shadow not to carry her largest 
topsail, as Wave had a small working suil only. 

oats got off—Shadow at 1:31:17, Wave at 1:82123. 
Way soon ran up and passed Shadow, but the wind did notextend 

far off shove, The leader kept gaining, and then runuing out of ihe 
wind, When, of course, Shadow would come yp to her. Wiud hauling 
aliead all the time, so spiunsker had to come in. 
Wave roundéd tug turee minutes ahead, and found she ead just 

head back. Wind very light, jibtopsails sep in loth beats. Shauow 
gained slowly. After going about two miles wind lett Wave entirely, 
tuiu she tovk ashort hiteh in shore for mora breeze, Shadow kept 
ae on the edge of the breeze. and in au few minutes was along way 
ahead. 
Wave stood ont again soon, and Shadow, holding a light air, 

workéd way inshore, and both beats stood for home line, Shadow a 
gond rap full, As long as breeze held Wave seemed to do well, but 
In nearing Swampscott the wind headed them off, and Wave had to 
make » long ooard to reach the line. Shadow to wiidwaril and with 
4 better breeze stood straight in, crossing at 5:15:16, Waye ats!2h;07. 
baiurday both beats sailed in the Hull race, but in cifferent classes 

and over different Courses. The boston papers valled this one of the 
series of matches, but the absurdity of this is patent, 
Monday wae fixed. for the match at Marblehead. Both boats were 

on Hand, and tug came down on time. Wild brisk, N. by W. Some 
time ws lost in deciding on course, as if was feared wind would 
shift, Finally it was decided to start from Marblehead Rock, lexye 
Harding bell buoy and tugboat nine miles 8, H, of Marblehead Rock, 
on port hund and home, twen\y-six miles. 
Shadow started first with spinnaker set, Wave followed with jib- 

topsail, gaining fast, Shadow dropped spinnaker hoow, but picked 
iti quickly, and as wind ahead Wied ont she ran up rapidly an 
Ware, both boars setling spinnakers. Aiter passiog the Glaves a 
series of calms and variable winds wereencountered, Waverounded 
pS huoy sone three minutes ahead, aud hauled on the wind 
for the tug. 
Heres fot o£ calms and light Lead winds were enconutered, bbadow 

ab one time being burned end for end and headed for Boston, Waye 
graduslly worked! some two niles ahead, hut when the time for mal 
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ing race was up, she was just within hailing distance of the tug. 
There was nothi ne to do but call the tug and be towed home. 

Tt was impossible to arrange another race, as Wave's owner and 
erew were unable to remain Bastany longer, so match was ralled off, 

This lame result was very disappointing, especially to Wave, whe 
showed a genuine desire to haye the match; coming round from New 
York and making very liberal terms in arranging the conditions. 
As far as coulu be told frum these races, Wave will go fastest 

through the water and Shadow will point closer. 
Buur witn Gop Caswrar, 

Bosron, Aug. 2k, 

BOSTON Y. C. 

pees mateh for the Connor and Pfaff cups will be sailed by the 
Boston ¥. C, off South Boston, Saturday. September 7, at 9:30 

A.M. Conditions as follows: Club member aboard each yacht. No 
restriction as to sail Yachts will be furnished with numbered cards 
to be shown at start and finish. One hand to avery 5ft, and fraction 
thereof, Measurement will be waterline plus one-third overhang afb. 
Same ballast and crew to return. No shifting ballast shall be allowed 
in any class. First class fo carry boat not less than 10ft. Time limit 
eight hours. All to bein line by $:30 A.M. Start from an anchor 
with jibs down. Preparatory whistle at 9:30. Whistle and lowering 
of flag on judges’ steamer at 10 will be the signal to start. Time to 
count from signal, Line of finish will be differently drawn from the 
start aud attention is called to this facr. First class, all over daft. 
Yachts of 80ft. and up may sail in this class by assuming §8ft, mess- 
urémeént, Prize, the silver champion cup presented by Washington 
BH. Connor, of New York, Second class, under 83ft. Prize, silyer 
champion cup presented by Commodore Jacob Pfaff, Sehooners 
Will receive time allowance on four-fifths their measurement for the 
distance sailed to windward, Cups must be won three times to he- 
come jroperty. Entiwies to C, F. Loring, 17 Pemberton Sqnare, Bos- 
ton, by noon Friday, Boats will he measured by D. J, Luwler. 
Orheyise club rules govern, Coursés will be announced morning of 
race, Regatta committee, Jas, P, Phinney, fF, Ei. Peabody, John A. 
Stetson, J. B. Moody, Chas. F. Loring. Judges, Thomas Dean, Eben 
Denton, Cookidge Bernarl, 

HULL Y. C. OPEN MATCH, AUG, 25. 

HE chronicler of yaciting events in America is just now very 
mich on the fence, Suchactiviry is displayed in Eastern waters, 

and so quick ate yachtsmen about Boston to seize and follow up new 
ideas, that it has become a serious consideration whether headquart- 
ers ought not to be established in the “Cradle of Liberty,” and New 
York affairs regarded as the tail fo the kite rather than continue 
resent custom which, withoutsufficient reason, invests the metiopo- 
is witharank and foiluence in yachting affairs not warranted by 
facts. Races follow one upon another so fastin Boston waters that 
the historian of the hour spends muct of his time on steamboat and 
cars, and islucky if he gets three or four nights’ sleep in the week 
in seeking to cover Hastern matches as they deserve lobe, Tt is a 
question whether the better plan would not be to locate in Boston and 
attend to the less pressing aud much less deserving Contests arsonge 
a handful of New York sandbaggers, as oeceasion may offer, The 
fighting among the regular yachts of the Mast is always fraught with 
importance and great interest to the world, but the chromo sport 
Ea circus-like entertainments of New York ballast-shifters are mat- 
ters Of no consequence to any one bui tae few engaged in betting for 
bigger sums thau they cau command, Nothing is benefitted by the 
open boat play in New York, nor does the publication of a string of 
weekly capsizes and pointless results help the development of the 
sport. 
Phe day is, perhaps, not far distant when sandbagzers will have te 

» e dropped altogether to give more space to legiiimate racing, if great 
meets ke those al) Marblehead and Hull ave to become frequent oc- 
currendes. Certainly, we begrudge space in these columns to bag 
tossing, which more properly belongs uader the head of athluties, and 
would not be quite out of place in the pages af Puck, 

Relegatine sandbag squabbles to journals too glad to find any kind 
of material with which to fill up vacant space, would mark a period 
of advance in American yachting we hope che near future will jus- 
tify usin taking. Racing among yachts proper in New York waiters 
is Ronfined to a week or two in June and perhaps a couple of races 
in fall. Beyond this the theater of American yachting is laid to the 
Hastward, and Wastward Ho! will ring as the watchword louder every 
year, and that we do uot intend to get lefb in the transfer, onr col- 
unins stand as withess. 
A second edition of racingon a colossalscale last Saturday found 

the pretty littl: town of Hull on Nantasket beach alive with thous- 
ands of people expectant, and the beautiful harbor crowded with In- 
numerable sail, The more wesee of Boston and vicinity the more 
are we charmed with Bastern waters for yachting purposes, especi- 
ally becanse proximity to the sea and much sea cruising are bound 
to focus all the varying opinions of the dayjnan ultimate form and 
final fittings suitable to the highest aims to which the sport of yacht. 
ing ought to lead. Your ‘advanced thinker” with the genuine cut- 
ter as his ideal, feels overcome by a sense of relief and ease. He 
knows he may lay on his oars aud bide his time, ‘Tall a3 any one 
may in favor of trups and skimming dishes, there is snre lo be a day 
of reckening in those latitudes when that identical duluded subject 
gels caught in very dirty weather off the coast, and has his insides and 
his conscience shaken up in his trap to such a degree as to insnre a 
summary swallowing of prejudice, dogmas and left-handed patriot- 
ism, and his conversion first to a cutter with much beam, and thea— 
but the rest may be depended upon to take care of itself. It always 
has done so in our experience, is doing so, and will do so, Cutters 
there are im Boston waters in any quantity and high-sided, big dis- 
placement sloops with keel and outside lead so close in breed to the 
eutter, that itis toss up by what term they should bu known. Re- 
freshing it was, indeed, to one parched unto dryness yatta ty long, 
Weary contemplation of the typical shoal dvatt traps of New York, to 
siveep the snug bight off the Hull Y, C. station, and live a naw life, as 
it were, in surroundings Which did not offend or harshly grate or flaunt 
mechanical absurdities upon the mind of a crucial observer or x 
yachting purist. 

Wita a bright sim, a brisk breeze, an appreciative public which 
knows a point or two aboul sailing,and no end to the nautical 
pageant spread to yiew whichever way you cast, the Hull -y, ©. had 
a rare day and some rare sport, the memory of which is to usa 
bright spot to be drawn upon as a reserve in future cogitations, 

But to business, The conditions Of the great race last Saturday 
were as follows: Opéntoall hands, No shifting of ballast. No re- 
striction as to sail, except fourth and fifth class vats, which were al- 
lowed mainsail ouly. Classes—First, for sloops and schooners, 88it. 
waterline and over; second, Genterboards and keels, 26 to 34ft, ; third, 
same, 20 to 26ft.; fourth, centerbcards, 18 to 20!t.; and fifth, under 
18ft. Startfrom au anchor, jibs dowt. Time to count from whistle, 
No allowance to sleepy HSDEET. One band to every five feet and 
fraction of five. Time limits, firstand second class, six hours; rest 
four hours. Course for first classfrom line around Harding's, around 
Graves, around Ram Head and home, leaving Gallop’s Island to star- 
board, li miles. For second class, around Harding’s and home, 10 
niles, For third elass, around Pettick's Island, around Wilson's 
Rock, around Hunt's Ledge, acl to Wilson’s and home through the 
Gul, 9 miles. 

Wor fourth and fifth a circular course of seyen miles in Hull Har- 
bor. Prizés in cash ranging from $100 to $10. Regatta committee— 
W, L, Phinney, W. A. Gary, M, J. Kiley, L, M. Clar i A. Seholt, C, B. 
Churchill, A.'8, Wattles. Judges—T. ©. Loveland, ‘0. F, Patterson, 
Peleg Aborn, W. K. Millar, Geo, A. Palmer, F. M. Griffin, J. H, Go- 
nant. C. F. Loring, F.C. Biewer. All aboard the tug Wm, HL. Clark, 
while the guests were accommodated aboard the steamer Rose Stan- 
dish. There had been entered 154 yachts. Of these {i started. 
Wihd was fickle all the forenoon, but there was enough to enable the 
strangers to reach the barbor in ample time in spite of a strong 
flood. When the signal was given it was blowing & smarty working 
strength from the east, ‘The entire fleet took wings like a flash. Not 
a foul occurred, andthe method of getting such a crowd away from 
an ancho!' was acknowledged the best and fairest plan in existence, 
‘the Boston Globe echoes the common opinion, when itremarks: “The 
start from anchor, as demonstrated in the race of yesterday, proves 
conclusively that this is one of the most desirable starts, us there 
cannot be any mistakes made in the time of starting. As it was, 
however, nota single protest of a foul at thestarting point was made, 
although oyer 100 boats weighed auchor and hoisted sails at the 
signal,’ 
The Hight of the yachts simultaneously was a sightof indescribable 

beauty, and gaye a zest and tip-toe excitement notoriously wanting 
in New York's slouchy method of starting Indian file. The cats af 
onee made boards for inshore for the first mark of thei course, 
while the other classes reached to the southward a short piece for a 
jibe round the Black Bush buoy, before rioning through the Gut. 
‘or the mouth of the harhov they came on a rush with the wind 
aheam. The tide was running avegular sluice race into the Gut, and 
the leaders were ulroost fetched up by its force. The clipper Maggie 
came from the Brush with a lead, but through the Got Siren aod 
Ana cut her out quite smartly and drove along on the entter's 
weather, within a fathom or two of que another, Maggie, trimmed 
in and shifting for working foresail like clockwork, fast poked her 
pretty uose from under the blankoting and suet out from the bunch 
with an ease which was astonishing. From thay moment she tool 
the lead, never lost it, incrensed it and camé home in triumph miles 
uneud of the New York Wave and the other sloops. Tt was aslashing 

 — > 

victory, and a popular one, tes, Once clear of the Gut booms were 
rousedin just as Hat as the yachts could stand the pinching. Waye's 
big ecluh iad to come down, and even Maggie's pia was sacri- 
ficed to the finest of pointing, The entter looked higher thantherest, 
and fooled so much faster that the sturdiest knight of the old 
light displacement romance would have heen dumbfounded. Even 
the hig Adrienne was. dropped by the clipper under the Royal Thamas. 
Siren followed a hit on Maggie's quarter with a flapping leech, 
Anna fell to third, Nimbus a quarter mile later, with Shadow shaking 
the ruck as soon aS pinned in, Dr. Barron's Wave, perhaps a little 
overbold in tackling another cutter after previous experience with 
the little Madge, was content to tale her cue fromthe Shadow. Malf 
tile un the beach, the leaders madé & board inshore, to avoid the 
strength of the flood. As they came in to the beach Maggie was 
way up to windward of the lot, The ruck followed suit in quick order, 
all about 4 length apart, with poor Aegir to leeward, receiying blank- 
eting alter blanketing as one by one lookedup on her weather. Hera 
was smong the lot, and Dele hetter wine than Aepir and Lillie, 
soaked up arnong the van, When the flect went about again they 
could-looc no higher than the Boston Light, so when abreast of the 
great Brewster Maggie zave the cug totherest and came round again 
to the southeast wiih more than a half mile lead. She came across 
inte the bight above Point Allerion, and then went around for the last 
line to weather Allerion buoy, before working Gut, to the Hardings. 
During this time the rest were following suit. Aegir took tha Toddy 
Roeks aboard, but Mr, Lovejoy quickly flung his charge into the wind 
and ordered all hands forward (6 “rocker” her off. For an instant 
she hung, then filled away to port and slid otf into deep water. 

Like a schoolof frightened minnows, tne other yachts tacked at 
ones to tscape a similarfate, Hera followed Mageie into the bight 
to cheat the tide, with Siren on her lee beam and Waye in her wake. 
The New Yorker was ahont holding his own with the smaller boats, 
butne more, She eenld notor would not lay as hizh as the keels 
with whom she was working ont, Maggie weathered Allerton buoy 
nt 2:10, Siven followed round 8l4min. later. QOntside ir was found 
dead on end for the mark, and the beat continued clear down to the 
Hardings. which she tacked around af 3:24:18, and content with a jib- 
topsail she drove up to the Graves whistler miles ahead of everything 
else, Tn faet the mateh, so far asthe cutter was converned. had de- 
generated mito a sail-over. Second class squared away for home 
afler turniug ihe Hardings, Shadow and Nimbus runding abreast 
glear i the Roads with spinnakers and balloon jibs swelling to zood 
purpose, Nimpus had half a spinnaker only, clew being high upthe 
mast, So Shadow drew away a pets of lengths before spianakers 
were brailed up and balloun jibs lighted over to starboard for the 
haul on the wind through the Gut, It should be noted that Nimbus 
lost much limein pulting about to save a man who had been tripped 
overboard by the jibsheets. He swam ashorein safety. , 

Tiers lead in among the keels with Lillie half a mile in her wake, 
the vest strung out astern, Aegir displaying a club clew spinnaker of 
imineuse proportions. The small classes, especially the third, went 
around in mnches and crowded at the marks so that foulme was 1m- 
avoidable, ‘The zeal with which these little fellows fight for a place 
and their rights is a sign of the healthy condition of the sport, where 
bag-tossers ave looked upon as sh sg and not yachtsmen. Queen 
Mab again scored from Sea Bird, buf by seeonds only, and Transit 
rather stumped Gem by taking first money, to which Gem has a sore 
of proprietary right by long custom, 
The “square sider,” otherwise skipjaelk,' Flora Lee, a not over- 

prepossessing, but nevertheless yery tast boat, lifted the principal 
prize ‘opee more again” among the small fry. 

Lillie protested Hera for COTES a hand above allotment, Mabel 
rotested Nimbus for fouling and Nimbus returned the compliment. 

Niobe charges Ibis with lightening ballast; Spider protests Diadem 
for fouling her off Bumpkin Buoy; Fancy protests Flight for driving 
her onto others; Carmita questions Delle’s measurement, All of 
whieh hasa bearing upon the prizes won, olherwise the result is ac 
cording to the following official summary; the winners being, 
schooner Adrienne $100; first class, cutter Mageie $100; sacond class. 
Shadow $60, Nimbus $30, Mabel $20; keels, Hera S00, Lillie $80 and 
Viking $20; schooners, Vanitas $50; third clase. Queen Mab a0, Hea 
Bird 435, Amy $25, Venus $15; keels; Transit $50, Gem $35, Kitty $25 
and Judith $15; fourth class, Ibis $40, Seraphine $30, Fancy $2), 
Myrtle $10, Joker $5: keels, Lapwing $40, Noupareil $30, Charlotte 
$20; fifth Class, Mlora Lee $35, Scamp $25, Spider $15 and Dandelion 
$10, 

FIHST GLASS—SLOOPS. 

Length, Actual, Corrected. 
Ad 02 : 2 62 28 252 25 Maggie, Geo. H. Warren, E.... 

Wave, Dr. J.C. Barron, S.- 88,08 3 18 30 8 08 34 
Anna, W. B. Lambert, H.-_,_- 38 08 3 24 47 3 19 22 
Siren, W. C. Dillingham, 8. B... 88 01 3 82 35 3 27 08 

FIRST CLASS—SCHOONERS. 
Adrienne, Jacob Pfatf, Tf 60.09 2 02. 35 3.02 35 

SECOND CLASS CENTERROARD SLOOPS. 
Shadow, Dr. J. Bryant, W-........ .....88,08 2. 08 38 205 84 
Nimbus, &. Jenny, Jr. FL, , oy = 2d 02 2 OY 00 2.6 42 
Mabel, f. Clavton, D.,.. -. a Ut 2 13 52 209 Ag 
Magic, E, G. Neal, W-___ _.. 80 02 2°22 30 2 16 54 
Frolic. A. J. Wright, B.. 8810 2 24 82 217 dh 

2806 2 26 23: 219 12 
2 40 20 2 30 48 

SEC 
Dera. W. I. Weld, H..-.. 21T 25 2-00 Ot 
Lillfe, Bond and Gale, H. 217 50 2.16 40 
Viking, 5. P. Freeman, B 2 23.15 2 21 413 
Vioun, Howard Gray, DD. - 2 30 22 2°28 02 
Countess. G. B. Ohase, WH... . : 2-3) 25 2.24 55 
Undine. I’, H. Brown, NJ B.,..---... 5. 2 20 13 225 hh 

SECOND OLASS—SCHOONHRE. : 
Vanitus, WH. Hutchinson, H 27.06 2 3d 19 2,26 18 
Bessie, OP, Curtis, H... -- are E02 2.39 20 2. 30 18 
hie, William MeDonald, & Hoe eee ltatlt) 2 50 08 2 40 31 

THIRD CLASS—CENTERBOARDS. 
uecn Mal, W. 1, Phinney, H-.., 20.05 1 48 12 148 25 

Sea Bird, G. S. Forbush, H...... 22,02 1 45 32 1 44 59 
ATHY) Wa eben, Aye oes ies R005 1 86 05 1 49 58 
Venus, W. M. MeKenzie, C. A, - 23 00 1 57 54 1 bh 24 
Maid, J. B: Parrel,§. Be... -21.0 2 01 48 t 67 O01 
Alda, W. H. Willsinson, H, 23). OR 2 08 41 200 40 
Gisela, H, Aborn, H_... 0 2 07 48 21 15 
Eagle, F. L. Came, D... Deg 22.10 210 31 2 Of 20 
Jennie L.. C,H, Lockhavdt, B.. 23,09 2 0) 42 2 07 24 
Dugenia, J.§. Palmer, B......., 25.01 2 09 44 2 08 52 
Posy, HH. J, McKie, 8, B. 21.08 219 02 213 57 
Drin, J. Cavannaugh, Q — 8600 2 21 32 2 Bt $2 

. THIRD CLASS—KBELS, 
Transit, 4. H. Ingalls, H,,..----.--++.5, 25.10 1 Al 3 1 fl 22 
Gem, J. A. Osmoo, A... .... . 25.02 1 54 48 1 63 58 
Kitry, Tarbell und Adams, FL. 2,08 1 59 68 1 56 27 
Judith, BE, T. Pigeon, J.,-..,., te 08 205 40 2 03 20 
lbex, F. Williams, §. B......-. 28 OH 205 51 2 08 a7 
Banneret, M, J. Driscoll, S. B. a8 00 2 (19 86 2-07 22 
Dictator, R. W. Bibbér, S. 8. 08 300 46 2 07 2b 
Emily, 0. A. McManus, 8. B. 2 0035 208 56 
Otter, P. A. Chase; Li ---- 223 04 218 59 
Lydia Adams, A, Dayenport, D 2 20°10 224 41 

POURTH CLASS—CHNTERBOARDS. 
This, 1. K. Souther, FW... eee eee G07 1 06 57 106 31 
Seraphine, Odii and Temple. 5. B 18.10 1 (8 29 17 V4 
Fancy, Stone and Wddy, H...,..-... 1.08 00 1 07 98 
Myrtle, C UH, and R, O. Poose, H,. Lit ly 1 00 39 
Joker. Geo, Coffin, EH .....,..... 1 10 25 109 19 
Viva, Hutebins aud Pryor, 8. B 1 1a 48 1 10 o4 
Hoiden. P. C, Severance, D_- 1 10 59 1 10 48 
Waterwvitch, 'T, W. King, D. - 1 18 db 11214 
Sheerwater, W. M, Merril, b_ 117 18 115 05 
Elf, W, P, Barker, D...... 116 08 115 27 
Pet. J. W, MeParlane, Q. 117 OF 1 16 U8 
Tdler, Ployd Bros., 8, S......+-.. ie 1 1 29 117 16 
Curlew, Puinam and Hudson, D..-...., 1 21 25 1:79 86 

FORTH CLARS-—KERLS. 
Lapwing, W. W. Sargent, W., -... 1 na 03 1 07 59 
Nonpaveil, E. Lanning, W. V... 1 18 v5 1 a (4) 
Charlotte, G. G, Carraway, EL. : 1 18 10 1 1a 09 
Delle, Gifford Bros. J... e222. : 117 32 i 17 00 
Carmita, CO. H.W. Woster, By... -. 64: iW 1 17-02 
Verpet, Benner Bros,, W. L...,.-.., ...15,(8 11505 117 47 

PIFTH CLASS —CENTEREOARDES. 
Flora Les. D, H. Lineom, S$. B.,...-. .. 16 00 114 24 111 FO 
Scamp, William Gray. Jr.,D....-.- 4... 18.30 1 13.37 1 14 25 
Spider, Walter Abbott, B....,.-..----... Wt 114 46 1 id 40 
Dandelion, GC. F, Adams, 3d,@ 16 10 116 31 {15 05 
Kismet, U. H, Curtis, H.-- 17.10 1:14 38 115 10 
Spray, A.M. Faxon, 1... 17,07 14 47 115 18 
Vireinta, B. W, Hatch, D . Mot 117 32 115 26 
Diadem, L. Haywurd, Q... A 0G T 16 J 1 OR 
Wild Fire, H. A. Kuith, Q.-- vee AT.08 117 55 117 00 
Jessie, W. GB. Smith, Q......6.-.55 17-00 115 10 117 at 
Vrolic, W. RBlauey, W.L........-..,.. 16,08 1 20 01 1 18 22 
Josephine, J. F. Moore, B....., vee LB Oe 1 81 05 118 61 
Valeria, Wilcox Bros.,§. 8.-.. .,--.-, ..16-00 18h 14 1 22 4h) 

A PRACTICAL TEST OF DISPLACEMENT, 

Editor Forest and Streams 
1 built three 15-foot beats exactly alike. Was careful to haye the 

Sails, spars. Gte., te same. They were weighted R00, 70 and 600 Ibs. 
Tstarted these oats on a race over a ten-mila course, The BiN- 
pounder was handled by Mr. D. W. Russell, ayoung novice in boat 
soiling, white the other boats were handled by old shagers and ex- 
perts, The wind was well abaft the heam to the turning buoy. The 
lighter weighted buat turned first by a short distance, anil the heavier 
oue last; all the boats olose together. On the hoinestreteh the wind 
lightened and hecame baffling. Wind and tide adverse, yet the s00- 
pounder soon stuck her nose gut to windward of the others and won 
easily, much to the disappointment and chagrin of ayeryone but 
inyself und the “young fellow.’ Elapsed time, 5:30, 50245, 59:46, 
These boats are ten inches deeper than the average S0-foot hoa. 
They have been several timesin the Delawaye Buy on a weelc and 
fen days’ cruise, and they behaved like “bizg™’ ones ih rough weather, 
Next spring I will put 400bs. outside on the keel of each, Their 
sailsare low and wide-headed, containing but dayds. seach, I will 
mateb either of these boats to sail aronnd Reedy Island ar {he hreak- 
water at Cape Henlopen and baes with aby shape haat that is not 
larger, according, Mr, Kiitor, to your rule of measurement, This 
prone siCn is strictly local Capt. Godfrey Krouse, Capt. Robert 
M, Witeh and niyself, ‘oll vets,” ore to sal & race in these bits, oue 
man in a hort, in Oetober oy soonerif wecan get the wind to blow 
hard enough to test the boats and men, Capt. Krouse hag the nam- 
ing of the time, The boals will then he ballasted exactly alike, The 
man or boy or monkey that capsizes one of these boats should be 
sent out inte the country to grub the balance of his hfe, 
Cooprr’s Pornt, Aug. 24. R. G. Wrirrns. 

A CLOWN ON HIMSELF, 

¢ of 83 race for the cups offered by Mr. Ogden Goelel, the awner 
of the schooucr Norseman, was sailetl here to-day and was an 

extremely successful affair, The cutter Oriva has covered hersele 
with gloryand has proved conclusively that nie cutter moral has the 
Tost speed, The result of this race will work an enhire revohition in 
American yacht models, the advocates of browl and shallow center: 
boards being obliged to admit that the day for sich models has 
passed.” —World Reporter, alias *Hotwrtrd. Ang. 1, 1883. 

“The superiority claimed for vessels of what have bean termed the 
entter typeisamyth. The old-fashioned centerboard eratt can wore 
tian lold her own. I feel more confident than ever that if either 
Marjorie, Samoena or Wendur shonli come, tf will be the easiest 
thing in the world (World 7) to build wcenterbuard sloop that spall 
beat ier. The cutlerturore is over.’— World Reporter, alias “Haw 
ord,” sbigy, 25, 1883. 

HARD WORK APPRECIATED. 

Entitor Forest and Stream: 
In common with ull yachfsmen I appreciate fully the goud work 

you are doingin trying to introduce a safer and more commendable 
style of boatin America than your skimming dishes, and fancy that 
once your yachtsmen are made familiar with the qualities of really 
first-class outters, they will soon discard their dangerous yessels. 
GLascow, Scotland, G. L. Watson. 

KNICKERBOCKER Y, C.—Pennant match for August was sailed 
last Thursday. Seven classes. Course for first, from Port Morris 
Club House around Throggs’ Neck buoy, and for the rest around 
Fort Schuyler buoy and home, fifteen and ten miles. Wind fresh 
southwest, tide last of ebb. Gilt Edge split rudder and was towed 
home by Lurline, It was.a beam wind out and on end coming home 
against.a foul tide, Gracie was first to round Schuyler mark, with 
Lizzy R. next, Peerleys hauled around the Vom buoy first in the 
largest class, Lively work and a food dusting saw all hands home 
without & capsize as under. Peerless, Gracie, Musidora, Lizzie R,, 
Coutant, Bon ‘l'on and Foam were the winners, There were alto- 
pether toomauny classes, 

OLASS 1.—CARIN SLOOPS. 
Klapsed, Corrected, 

Peerless... ... at eh tekst ee Nreitiee Cea es te 2 48 37 249 27 
Mystéry...... Perey tera vias : 3 03 49 

CLASS Tl-OPEN BOATS OVER Sarr, 
Thorp. ~.1 48 45 1 42 45 
Gracie... 1 41 30 1 40235 

UNDER 23. 
Musidora 1 48 40 
Mapeie ... - 1 62 38 

Tepe IT SSS RAR ad Bae Ho de 
TUL nay ea oo SA OAS 

ANP Riclatc sm werd == eerie 
Contant, --. 
‘Thetis, _- 
Dstinline he es Se. eee eee 

YACHTING IN SAN FRANCISCO bas not been over brisk tbis 
season, at leust not as far as racing is concerned, thougheruising, 
especially ab sea, has assumed greater proportions than ever. The 
ahsence of small yachts is deplored by all, fashion having rim into 
big schooners, Commodore Harnson offers the Frolic for sale, being 
envaeed to be married to a lady who objects tosalt water, Commo- 
dora Spreckels is away to the Sandwich Islands, (Clura, 42{t., anid 
Rumbler, same size, are now the smallest yachts in commission, 
Virgin, Enid, Lively, and such small craft, aré no more, the big hur 
lines, Aggies and Castos have taken their places, ani tie general pop- 
ulurity of the sport suifers in proportion as the expensé is snpposed 
to be great, Club mablerg are yery dull, though « ernise to Benicia 
ja squadron was announced for August 15. Schooner Casco has beeu 
cruising up to Humbolt Bay for a couple of weeks. Haleyon, the new 
keel schooner, has net shown herself as good a wind-jammer as wx- 
paeeted, but her trimvishotyetknown. She has fifteen tong more bal- 
last than Lurline, bntless sail, so a larger maiasail, whieh she van 
readily carry, will be given her at once, Schooner Ariel, original! 
from New York, never displayed good form in San leanciseo, This 
ear she is sailing much better, with her forefoot out away and a 

Bermuda mainsail, Whitewing is now owned by Jolin Lee, who 
uses her asa family cruiser, Mr. Chittenden still rans Lolita as a 
yawl and isas enthusiastic a yachtsmun as ever. The projected out- 
Side race has heen abandoned. Owners could not agree upon condi- 
tions. Sloop Fawn lately picked up 4 capsized sloop, the passengers 
of whieh eseaped ina dory. 

DORCHESTER Y. C.—Second match for cathoats for the Caolidze- 
Barnard cups was sailed Ang. 24 in stiff? westerly wind. Com'se 
seven and one-halfmiles. Glasses oyer and under Wit Qneeo Mab 
won for second time and retamus cup in her class, Nora and Scamp 
e@ieh have a race, and a sail off will ba required. 

FIRST GLASS. 
Eerath re wat Sorrerigs 

au Mab, WL. Phinney... -+:-44+-. 28,08 a 56 2 
Cues, H. Aborn,..... ie cf Sele bert cade 2208 1 4 26 100 41 
Thishe, §. A. Mreemiam, oo... see 21.0) 7-29 1 01 28 

SECOND Le sata ea 
5 PALO: hal pie eaep ees pee tete ref ‘ HOE 
Se ee icin : eee 1705 1 39 16 1 07 88 
Worsair, L. M, Clark ee ABB 140 (4 1 oa-a4 
Nora, ( B. Dennie.. 1h. 07 withdrawn, 

NEW BEDFORD Y. C.—Third class sailed 3 match lash Thorsdiy in 
northeast wind, It wasafree sheet two-thirds of the course, Club 
fopsails took them around Bush buoy with Potuter leading, Spln- 
nakers came in to Sandspitb and then the bentcommenced, Metric 
pur in good licks, anf weathered on the feat from last fo lirst, cross- 
ing a Winner with plenty to spare, as under: 

Pepe Annee Saree an 
Metric, Dr. Sisson. ---, ---- eee ROME 285) 82 2.0 
‘Avagalia, FB. Sayin, “3801 28006 35758 
Curlew, Bucon..... Paatess -- 48.08 2 SL op 280 11 
Pointer, D. Ls. Parker..-- 60. . 29,06 2 Ha 07 2 34 ab 
Mimpse, H. A. Atkinson _-..- 25 00 abt 00 244 16 
Metrie wins 230, Arazulin $20. Judges, Com. Rhodes, £, 8. Wills 

and J. P. Haskill, Jr. 
QUINCY ¥, G,—Special match sailed Aug. 25 

wind. Courses as usual. 
in strony westerly 

Actual. Corrected, 
1 45 So 2 10 18 

158 00 130 28 
147 12 1 BO a3 
2 04 51 1 66 a7 
208 15 141 4 
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THE TERRORS,—We have received some beautiful photos of the 
cutter Marjorie and yaw! Wendnr. the two new British yachts which 
have redeived so much attention, owing to the possibility of their 
challenging for the Ameri¢va cup. We learn that neither will come, 
as they are considered too large for the purpose, but that a new 
forty-tonner is contemplated with which to lift the international 
trophy, We hope soon to publish some sketches and full description 
of Lause twh yachts. as they are of more than ordinary beauty, 

WEST LYNN Y. C.—Open Match will be sailed Sept. 5, at 10 A. M, 
Hntries to Ben W, Rewell, 24 Washington street, Boston, close 4 P. M. 
Bept. 4. Wirst class .20 to 25ft. water-line; second class 17 to 20ft., 
with special class for keels. Third class under 20ft. No shifting 
hallast allowed. No restriction to sails. Start from anchor; prizes 
in cash, from $15 to $5. ‘Two in first class, three in others. Regatta 
Committee, FA. Olin, Lew Snelling, A. K, Hall, F. C. Viall, Geo. A. 
Goodrich, T, M, Alley and G. H. Parker, 

SEAWANHAKA Y. C.—For the Corinthian races to-day three 
‘canoes have been entered by. Messrs. Vaux, Schuyler and Oudin of 
the N.¥.('.C. Most canoeists are absent eruising, and as the num- 
her of small, fixed ballast boats in New York waters is inconsider- 
able, the race for open boats does not promise to be much of a suc- 
cess. pee to the evilinflUence sandbags have exerted upon legiti- 
nate sport, 

ANOTHER WINONA.—Keel schooner Prospero has heen bought 
by Mr. B. F. Hosford, Hull Y.C, and renaméa Winona, an_appela- 
tion fash becoming sadly hackneyed through the success of Mr. Still- 
man’s cutter Wenonah. Mr. Hosford's Winona is 85ft. 2in, over ull, 
T3tt. Gi, Joadline, ft. Sin, beam and 8ft. draft. Built in 1878 by Poil- 
lons, of Brooklyn. 

SOUTH BOSTON Y. C.—Seyenteen sail cruised in squadron with 
Commodore Ruggles aboard the Lillie last Saturday, ladies in the 
cockpit. Wind was fresh and the fleet confined operations to the 
inner harhor. Upon return to moorings, the ladies and guests were 
alta to aA supper, ani a hopin the é¢vening closed a very pleasant 

ay. 

NEW SLOOPS.—Mr. John H. Dimon’s new deep centerboard sloop 
will be launched from Mum's yard, South Brooklyn, shortly. She 
has been named the Riyal. The new Elsworth model, building by 
Poillons, of South Brooklyn, for Peter Bently, of Jersey City, will be 
Himed Penguin, Sawyer supplies the sails for both, 

©UTTERS, —Mr. Reavor Webb, the designer of the famous twenty- 
ton Freda, announces elsewhere that he is Prepared to furnish 
desigos for all classes of yachts. Mr. Webb is known in America as 
the architect of the two new Boston cutters Medusa and Whitewing. 

FOAM.—We hear this Boston schooner did some good sailing on 
the beat across from Marblehead to Isle of Shoals during the ernise of 
the 8. Y. ¥Y. CG. squadron. She beat all the schooners but three, and 
these nearly twice the size of the Foam. 

NEWARK BAY Y.C. is the name ofa new organization with the 
following officers; F, Dinebery President; J. Mathews, Vice-Presi- 
ee S. Beemin, Secretary; L. Deppe. Treasurer; A. Adair, Sergeant- 
ut-Arms. 

HULL Y. C.—Members are still being added. It is proposed to 
enlarge the clubhouse. Mr, Eugene L. Buttinton has composed a 
waltz dedicated fo the club, Minstrel performances Aug. 29 and 40. 

GEM—BANNERET.—A mateh between these two well-known Bos- 
ton cracks is likely te be arranged. It would be one of the most in- 
teresting races Of the year. 

MONTREAL Y. 0.—Annual match was sailed off Longueuil August 
if. Iona wouin first class and Tris in second. 

VISION.—This schooner, 55ft. din. loadline, has been sold to Geo. 

Canoeing. 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed tothe Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of tm- 
porlanece are liable to delcay. 

THE ASSOCIATION MEBT. 

HE fourth annual meet of the American Canoe Association, held 
last week at Stony Lake, was the most successful, both in point of 

numbers and in all the details of caring for visitors, arranging races, 
éte,, ofany yet held, On Friday, the17th, amoonlizht parade of canoes 
was ordered by Com. Edwards, and at 8 P. M. 100 canoes, each deco- 
rated with Chinese lanterns in addition to their own lights, and most 
ot them carrying a lady passenger besides the crew, fell into line 
abreast of each other, and ata given signal paddled up the Lake as 
far as Otter Island, there falling into single file and passing around 
the island, when the farmer order was resumed until the camp was 
reached, Herethe canoes gathered togither, and an impromptu 
concert was held, lasting far into the night, Both on Friday and 
Saturday extra races were arranged, the fir-f being for decked canoes 
under 26in. beam. This racé brought out: | yen starters, the winners 
of the first, second and third prizes—pre «pied by Com. Neilson, To- 
ronto CG, C.—being Messrs. Nickerson of Springfield in the Girofla, 
Allen of Toronto, Mabel K., and Whitlock of New York, Ripple. 
The rain of Saturday and Sunday inl.'!ered somewhat with the 

sports, but several races were held on Saturday. The first race, for 
those who had never used # single paddle, proved very amusing, 
some of the contestants being unable jo control their boats and tray- 
eling in a cirele, Open Peterboro canoes were used, the starters 
being Messrs. Coudert, Hoffman, Loewenthal, Whitlock amd Dannit- 
zer. Mr. Coudert was the winner, with Hoffman second. A similar 
race for two paddlers in each canoe followed, the winners being 
Messrs, Wilkins and Wackerhagen. 
The regular races of the Association (the details of which we must 

defer until next week), were held on Tuesday, Wejnesday and Thurs- 
day. The business meeting of the Association was held on Friday 
afternoon, the following officers being elected: 
Commodore—F. 8. Nickerson, Springfield C. C, 
Vice-Commodore—G, K. Monroe, New York C. C, 
Rear-Commodore—H, C. Rogers, Peterhoro C. C. 
Secretary and Treasurer—Dr. G. A. Neidé, Lake George C, 
Executive Committee—R, J. Wilkin, Kniekerboeker GC. 0. 

Wackerhagen. Mohican C. C.; Hugh Neilson, Toronto ©. C. 
The condition of the Association and the location of the next meet 

were ciscussed, the latter subject being left to the officers and the 
executive committes. On Friday evening a meeting was held at the 
“‘Ladies* Camp,’ ab which the prizes were presenter to the winners 
in thergees. Singing followed until alate honr. On Saturday all 
was bustle and commotion, striking tents, packing canoes, and say- 
ing adien, but all promising to meet again next Aucust. 

C. 
POWicB: 

WATERPROOFING CANVAS. 

W answer to mavy inquirers we give below several receipts for ren- 
dering canvas waterpoof, a subject of interest to all campers and 

canoeists. It is a difficult thing to make a light fabric that is in con- 
stant use waterproof, as however dry itmay be at first, the folds and 
seams will soon show signs of wear. For tents and similar articles 
the folowing mixture is recommended: Dissolve one pound of sugar 
of lead in one gallon of water, and in aseparate vessel one pound of 
alum im one gallon of water, The fabric is first dipped in the lead 
solution, and then, when nearly dry, in the alum solution, drying 
afterward in the air or by a fire. 
Another method, suitable for boats. is to boil six ounces of hard 

soap, one and ah If pints of water, half pound patent dryer and five 
pounds of linseed oil. This mixture is applied withabrush. For 
canoe aprons a mixture of twelye ounces of beeswax and one gallon 

of linseed oi] is used, the two being boiled together for two hours. 
Still another mixture is that used by the Chinese, and said to he very 
effeutive. The proportions are, softsoap one ounce, beeswax one 
outee, and boiled oil one quart, all being thoroughly boiled together. 

The process used in making enamel leather is appliable to beats, 
but the material requires special apparatus for its preparation, aud 
some skillin using it, Linseed oil is heated in pots specialiy made 
for the purpose, until the temperature is ahout600°, great care being 
hecessary to prevent it taking five. The oilis converted into a thick 
mass, termed ‘jelly,’ quite light, aud of the consistency of paste. 
This jelly is rubbed thoroughly into the canvas, which is stretched 
tightly in a franie, or over the ribs, if ina boat. When dry another 
coal is added, the process being repeated five or six times until the 
grain of the canyasis filled, when the surface is rubbed down and 
finished with paint. This method gives the smoothest coat we have 
ever seen on canyas, but the preparation Of the ‘‘jelly’’ is too diffi- 
culfiand troublesome for the amateur. The ordinary canyas canoe 
may be nade watertight by painting with boiled linseed oil and 
white lead, with a little dryer, the only objection being the weight. 
As the paint wears off it should be rubbed smooth and renewed, 
keeping the canyas always covered. 

THE VOYAGE OF THE ATLANTIS, 

M2. §. R. STODDARD of Glen’s Falls, N. Y., arrived in New York 
i on the evening of Aug. 17, after 4 voyage of eight days from 
Glen’s Falls, His boat, which, from its size can hardly be called a 
canoe, is 1Sft. dong St. beam, and draws Sin. of water, without 
the centerboard. In model she greatly resembies the Pearl, The 
how and stern contain waterlight compartments for stares, Gil, etc, : 
the centerboard is rigged to uuship, and the rudder, which is of sheet 
brass, is hinged so as fo drop to any depth desired. Amidships a 
gasoline lamp is hung on gimbals, while there is plenty of room for 
camp equipage,clothing, and a dry-plate outfit, Mr. Stoddard being an 
experienced photoprapher. The canoe was built under Mr, Stod- 
dard’s supervision by Joyner of Glen’s Falls, and the workmanship 
is very creditable to the latter. She is planked with white cedar, 
her deek being of butternut and spruce in narrow strips. Leaving 
Glen’s Falls on the morning of Aug. 9, in company with his iwo 
young sons, Mr, Stoddard paddled down the Champlain Canal, 
passing through the twelye locks, camping at Fort Miller on the 
first night, and at Mechanicsyille on the second. On the after- 
noon of the 11th, the canoe was locked immto the Hudson, and her 
sails tried for the first time, the party spending the night at the 
house of the Mohican ©. C., where they were warmly welcomed. 
After taking his sons home by rail, Mr. Stoddard returned to Albany, 
and on Tuesday (the 14th) he resumed his yoyage, in company with 
Mr. Charles Oblenis of Albany. Camp was mado that night north of 
New Baltimore, Continuing down the river under sail and paddle, 
the canoeists reached New York on Friday evening (Aug, 17) and 
left the Atlantis at the Knickerbocker C. C., Mr. Stoddard rnnning 
home by train and returning on the 20th, The following day they 
left New York, and passing: through the Fast River and Hell Gate. pro- 
ceeded down the Sound, camping on Friday night at Stony Creek, Conn, 
Theremainder of the route will be through the Sound to New Bedford, 
thence to Nantucket, around Cape Cod to Plymouth, Boston, Mount 
Desert, and along the Maine coast to St. John. From the Bay of 
Fundy an overland passage will he made to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 
Coasting along its shores, the canoeists will ascend the river to Que- 
bee, going from there by river to Lake Champlain and home. 

MR, CHARLES FARNHAM, the well known canoeist and writer, 
has an interesting article in the September number of Harper's 
Monthly, entitled ‘‘The Canadian Habitant.'". Mr. Farnham has 
cruised extensively in bis canoe, Allegro, on the St. Lawrence and 
neighboring waters, and has lived for sometime among the people 
he describes. Heis at present in Canada, pursuing his histori¢al 
researches, 

The yast extent of the sporting range of Scotland will be 
apparent when it is stated that seven of the Highland counties 
occupy an area of eleven and a half millions of acres, a fourth 
part of which is sacred to deer and grouse. 

-LJUMPHR 
ERINS Vv ECIFICS 

FOR THE OURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 
Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs & Poultry, 
Por Twenty Years ALCS ee Veterinary 

Spectiies have been used by Farmers, Stock- 
breeders, Horse R.R., Travel Hippodromes 
Menageries and others with perfect success. 

LIS? OF SPECIFICS, 
A.4&. Cures Fevers and Inflammation, Milk 

18, Taylor, of Boston. 

EYS 

Heyer, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera, 75c. i pS 
8.8. Cures Founder, Spavin, Stiffness, 75c. | >A 
©... Cures Distemper, Nasal Discharges, 75c. — 

.-D. Cures Bots or Grubs, Worms,- - - Thc. PAN 
2.E, Cures Couch, Heaves, Pneumonia, Sc. 2 - 

¥.F. Cures Colic or Gripes, Bellyache, 75c. Vi 
G.G, Prevents Abortion, - - - = + - - Wc. 
Hill. Cures all Urinary Diseases,- «- - - %5e. 
1, Cures Heuptive Dincasen, Mange, &c. 7c. 

WJ. Cures all Diseases of Digestion, - - 75c. 
Veterinary Case (black walnut)with Vet- 

erinary Manual, (380 pp.), 10 bottles of 
Medicine, and Medivator, + - - - - $8.00 

Medicater,- - - - -- - -- ---- 35 
hese Veterinary Cases ure sent free to any 

ane on receipt of the price, or any order tor 
Velerinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or mors, 

Humphrey's Veterinary Manual (850 pp.)sent 
free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 
f>-Pamphlets sent free on application. 
KUMPUREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED. CO. 

109 Fulton Street, New York- 
| 

SECTION BAMBOO RODS. 

“Best” round section rods, 

rod could be made. 

serviceable at a moderate price. 

A BBE: 

Having been the pioneers in the manufacture and introduction of Section Bamboo Rods, we have always 

taken great pride in securing aud perfecting every improyement in order to maintain our position as the makers of 

the very best rods. Knowing not only theoretically, hut also by long experience, that a properly made round rod 

is the only absolutely perfect rod, we have inyariably refused, and still do refuse, to put our name on any but our 
Our prices for these round rods average only about 40 per cent. more than the prices 

asked hy avy other makers, while the rods are widely known to be incomparably superior, 

MARK any angular) rod can be perfect, we long believed that with proper work 1,anship and material a really good angular 
Being much easier and cheaper to make than round rods, we hoped to he able to offer to those 

anglers who can not afford to pay the price of our “Best” round rods, a hexagonal vod that would be good and 
We are more than satisfied with the snecess which has attended our efforts, for we 

are now able to furnish a hexagonal rod that is really worth haying, and at a price which is only a trifle in advances 

of that asked by other makers. 
Orders received from anglers residing where the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price. 

é& IME RIE, 

While no hexagonal (or 

Manufacturers of every description of 

Fime Eishing Wackie, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

JAS. F. MARSTERS, | 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Eine Fishing Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplymg Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, T5ft., $1.00; 120ft.. 31,25; 
IBOLt,. $1.50; 24Uft., $1.75; BO0Lt,, $2.00; 450ft.. $2.25; 600Tt., $2.50, Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
25 ots. exira; nickel plated; 50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts,; 80yds,. 75 cts; bOyds., $1.00; 

Marster's celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
‘Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks. 

er doz.; treble, 30 ets. per doz.; put up one-half dozen in a 
ackage. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts.; dyds., 1h ets. Double 

‘Twisted Leaders, 8 leugth, 5 ete.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 
Fliés. $1.00 per doz, Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft, long, &1.25 to $5.00, Trout and Black Bass 
Fly Rods, 10ft long, $1.50 to $10.00, Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing, 
‘Samples of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or stamp, fend stamp for 

nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. 

‘Single gut, 12 cts, per doz.; double, 20 cts. 

watalogue. 
‘Established 20 years. Open Evenings. J. FE. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duok, Trish Fustian and Oorduroy. : 

Unequalled in Conyenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

“THIS 

to you for $2,00, Send breast measure, 

Ts our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 
has seven pockets and game pockets. It is of strong 
material, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a 

successftus day without losing ahair or feather. It can 
be worn over or under an ordinary coat, We will mail it 

only. 

101 & 103 Duane Street, 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass, 

YM © GE’ ss 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforce 
hase; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No, 2 primers. 
loaded as often as any of the thicker makes. 
much. Weight less than paper shells, P 
nadimit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, mside diameter is 
“nearly two gauges larger, 
sizes larger than zange of shells, 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to origimal shape when discharged. 
The crim ping 
preciated by a 
uharge) to any sportsmen's club or dealer. and prices quoted to the trade 

For salé in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case Inte 
only, (2,000), and crimpers not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO,, 

Can be re- 
Cost only about half as 

They shoot stronger and closer, and 

Load samé as any brass sliells, using wads say two 
Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 

tool also acts as a reducer, an advantaze which will be ap- 
experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed (without 

SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 

New York, 

ew 
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PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE [Hamm 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES, 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., 61,00; 120ft,, 91,25; 

180ft., S150; 240ft., SLT; 3v0ft., $1.95; 450ft. $2.20; GOOEL. $2.40; 750Eb., $2.60; 900Ft., $2'80. Nickel plaiting 
and Drags extra. Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 6) evs.; 40yds., 7 cts.; 60yds., 85 cts.; 80yds., $1.00. Kitfe’s 
Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen. Sneck Bent and all other hooks, Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 
20 cts, per doz. Single Gut Trout aud Black Bass Leaders, 1yd., 5 cts.; 2yds. 10 ets.; 3yds., 15 ets. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 16 cts.; extra heavy 
4-ply, 4 length, 25 cts. Trout Fhes, 50 cts. per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black 
Bass Bait nods, dft. long, $1.25 to $5.0). Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 
to $15.40. Also alarge assortment of Sporting Goods at proportionate prices. Samples of our goods 
sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money, postage stamps or money order, 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN H. KIFFER, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall. OPEN EVENINGS. 

Cheap 
Sent for examination on receipt of $3.00, C. O. D. for balance. 

Tf not satisiactory can be returned. 

These guns are believed to be best value for money invested to 

be found in the United States. Every gun has its name on the rib, 

and the most inexperienced has equal guarantee of its genuineness 

with the person who is a good judge of guns, 

“THE VICTORIA.” 
PRICK, $35.00. 

Top leyer, double bolt, extension rib, pistol grip, low hammers, 

bar, rebounding locks, patent fore-end, left barrel choked, right 

eylinder, English twist, barrels. : 

“THE COLUMBIA.” 
PRICH, $45.00. 

The *‘Columbia”’ has the same improvements as the ‘‘Victoria,”’ 
and also has English Damascus barrels and horn heel plate. 

“THE ACHIE.” 
PRICH, 865.00. 

Top lever, donble bolt, extension rib, with a very secure patent 

third fastening, pistol grip, low Lammers, bar rebounding locks, 

with low hammers, Deeley & Edge patent tore-end fastening, horn 

heel plate, beautiful three-together Damascus barrels, left barrel 

choked. The symmietry and balance of this gun is almost perfection. 

Don’t fail to see these guns before you invest a dollar in fire- 

arms. If your dealer don’t keep them don’t take anything else 
until after you have had one sent for your inspection. te 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, | Cortlandt St, New York, 
Fishing Tackle Department, 178 Broadway. 

LEE: Fox GuUNRn. 

Secure one at once at our REDUCED PRICES, which will con- 
* tinue only for a short time. 

American Arms Co., 
103 Milk treet, Boston, Mass. 

~ 7 

SOMETHING NEW. 
A .32 Oaliber Express Cartridge, suitable for target and sporting advantages. 

Accuracy, with flatness of trajectory and slight recoil, central fire, 85grs. powder, 150grs. 
lead. All .32 cal. C. F. rifles can be chambered for Farrow’s Hxpress Cartridge. 

Send for sample of shell and price of rechambering to 

W. MILTON FARROW, Newport, R. I. 
N. B.—The dollar sent for Farrow’s Book will never be regretted. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS.. 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilitlesfor manufacturing our goods 
to meet the increasing demand. We haye received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 

Celebrated ish Hook 
Registered, 

Trade 4* Mark. 

Whereas, It having come to our notice that some 
unprincipied house, to gain their own unworthy 
ends, and to attempt fo damage our good name 
having spread reports to the effect that the manu- 
facturers of the above hooks are defunct, we now 
take this opportnnity of informing the American 
and British public that such reports are utterly 
false, The same efficient staff of workpeople is 
employed as heretofore, and we challenge the 
world to produce a fish hook for excellen: e 
of temper, beauty and finish in any way to 
approach ours, which are 10 be obtained from 
the most respeetable wholesale houses in the trade. 

Signed, R. HARRISON, BARTLEET & CO., 
Sole manufacturers of Harrison’s Celebrated Fish 
Hooks, Redditch, England. (December, 1882.) 
Manufacturers also of Fishing Tackle of every 

description. Sewing and Sewing Machine Needles 

FSTERBROOK SPENS PENS 

Leading Nos: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161. 
For Sale by all Stationers. 

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL FEN ©O.,, 
Works, Camden, N.J. 26 John St, New York, 

To Sportsmen! 

We have opened a branch store and work shop at 
225 Fulton Street, Peoria, 111., where we will 
keep a stock of our celebrated guns, also a complete- 
line of all the leading guns, and every yariety of 
sporting goods. Infact, we arenowready to supply 
everything necessary for shooters or anglers. 
Having had thirty years experience in the mann- 

facture of fine guns, we are prepared to make fine 
guns to order or to do any style of repairmg equal 
io the most no‘ed English makers and ate much 
less price. In all cases we have given entire satis- 
faction in our work shops, 

Send for price list and catalogue to 

DONN BROS, & CO., 
225 FULTON ST., PEORTA, ILL. 

FACTORY, CANTON, ILL 

Shields’? American Improved Gut 
Leader or Casting Line. 

All fly fishers will readily see the advantage there 
isin using them. The easiest way to apply a fly or 
to remove it without umpairing the strength or 
durability of the leaders. Lengths. 3, 6, and 9 feet. 
made of superior silk worm gut in all varieties. 
Fine trout, salmon and bass flies, and waterproof 
silk lines, JOHN SHIELDS, 
Box 221. Brookline, Mass. 

SCHUPF'S* BIKD SHELLS CuRAL, 

Tepor: 8 Fcurth Avenue. New York. 

$2.00 PER BUSHEL. 
~ 

W ILD RICE Order now and get 
fresh seed. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

augi6,tt 

A WEEK. $i2a day at home easily made, 
$12 Costly Outfit free, Address Truz & Co. 
Augusta, Maine 

NEL AND SPORTING FIELD, by Arnold 
Burges. Price $3.00. 
This yery popular book has been entirely re- 

written, greatly enlarged, and brought up to the 
times in all that relates to the broad tield which it 
covers. It is profusely illustrated with cuts of the 
most celebrated dogs and sporting scenes, treats 
thoroughly of bre+ding. breaking (ineluding “force 
in Retrieving”), kennél manarement, selecti n of 
dogs, and all that relates to kennel and field work, 
making it the most comprehensive and useful book 
of the kind before the public. 
For sale hy ORANGE JUDD CO, or C. 'T, DILL- 

INGHAM, New York, or D.S. HOLMES, 89 Fourth 
st., E. D, Brooklyn. 

SHORE BIRDS. 
I. Haunts and Habits. Il. Range and Migration 

Il. A Morning Without the Birds, IV. Nomen 

clature. V. Localities. VI. Blinds and Decoys 

This is a reprint of papers from the Formst AND 

SrreAm. Pamphlet, 45 pages, 

Price, postpaid, 15 Ceuta. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING GO 

39 Park Row, N. ¥ 

2 CLAY.RIGEON: COMPANY: 
=NOB83-VINE ST -CIM-CINNATI 

(Extract from Forest Ano SrreAm, July 7 

1881. p. 444.] 

* ¢ * This Hightso nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

all sportsmen to test its merits. ae 

: OPERA, FIELD AND 
: MARINE GLASSES, 
TOURISTS’ AND MARINE 
TELESCOPES, YACHT CiyM- 
PASSES AND BAROMETERS, 
VICTOR” POCKET COM- 
PASSES, SUN DIALS, PEDOM- 
ETHRS, Ol OMETERS, “TAL- 
LY-HO !” DRIVING SPECTA- 
CLES, ETC., ETC. 

We are the dealers in the most chaste goods only 
in our line. send for Catalozue. 

SOUTHWICK & JENCKs, 

Dealers in 

Specimens of Natural History. 
Sportsmen desiring to preserve their trophies, 

either birds or animals, will find it to their acdvant- 
age ta send their game or skins to us for mounting. 

258 WESTMINSTER STREET, 

PROVIDENCE, R. I. 

aweek n your own town, Terme and 
$56 outfit free, Address H. Hauterr& Co,,.Port 
Jand, Waine. 

AMERICAN 

ennel Register. 
A monthly record of kennel events for the information and guidance of breeders, ex- 

hibitors and owners of all breeds of dogs. 

Its lading feature is tne ‘Pedigree Register,” of sporting and non-sporting dogs, which 

makes it the only complete Stud Book issued in America, A rezister number is given to 

each dog, and an index will be compiled at the close of each annual yolume, thus forming & 

ermanunt work of reference, The pedigree registration fee is twenty-five cents. The first 

two puwbers of the Register contained the pedigrees of 138 dogs. ; 

Departments are also provided for the registration of stud visits, dogs at stud, births, 

gales and transfers, dogs at sale, and deaths. 

Prize lists of all the American shows will be given, with descriptions of the prineipal 

winners and dogs exhibited; also prize lists of important shows abroad, This department 

will include a record of field trials. The first two numbers of the Register contain prize lists 

of Washington, Ottawa and Pittsburgh shows. ‘ 

The publication day is the fifth day of each month; and nothing can be received for pub- 

lication later than the first day of the month, All matters intended for publication should be 

in the hands of the editor at the earliest practicable date. Entry blanks for each depart- 

will be furnished free on receipt of stamped addressed envelope. 

TERMS:—Issued by yearly subscription only. The subscription price is one dollar per 

year, Make drafts and money orders payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Com- 

pany, Address, AMERICAN Kennet Recister, P. 0. Box 2,832, New York City. 
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A RELIABLE GUN FOR THE PEOPLE. 

i " B = ling Gun, with 
‘A good, sound, honest, serviceable Double-Barreled Breech-Loading aie 

Sua Case, Cieantinc Rop and Iuprements, 20 Brass Seabees 

/ Suetis, LoADER, REPRimER, PowDER and SHor Measunn, all complete, for 

S25. Sent by express on receipt of the money. 
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‘OORRESPONDENCE. 
Tue Forest Ayp STREAM is the recognized medium of entertain- 

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen. 

Communications wpon the subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 

garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent. 

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSORIPTIONS 
May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4per year ; $2 for six 

months; to aclub of three annua subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

Canadas. On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

London, England. Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Insid 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

Eight words 

to the line, twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements should be sent 

and twelve months. Reading notices $1.00 per line. 

by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

Transient advertisements must inyariably be accompanied by the 

money or they will not be inserted. 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

THE OFFICTAL THAM REPORT. 

\OL. HOWARD has made a report of his work as captain 
of the American team of 1883, and in another column 

it will be found at length. Ool. Howard has been a careful 

observer, and his report is a valuable one. Jt has many 

suggestions in it which ought to be of real value in the 
making up of future teams for similar representative work. 

The defeat he attributes to the wretched conditions of light 
and wind, which were such as to set at naught all previous 

records which the members of the team had garnered up, 
and made the match in certain of its stages little more than 

a series of sighting shots, each one fired without any special 
reference to the one preceding it. 

Col. Howard is not prepared to say that the foreign 

weapons are any better than our own, and it does seem most 

ridiculous to predicate any comparison of the weapons upon 

the result of a single match, and while the American am- 

munition question is so unsettled. Upon this matter of 

ammunition Col. Howard has discoyered that factory am- 
munition is not satisfactory for fine work, and that it is 

Detter to permit shooters to load their own cartridges, even 
if they gain only an imaginary advantage. He is in fayor 

of a large reserve, and the keeping of the men in # state of 

dependence upon their own judgment at least until near the 

_ time for the final shoot. This may be a point upon which 

there could be a difference of opinion, for if men are to 
work together as a team, the longer they enjoy the benefit 

of joint practice the better. 

The ex-Captain is very right in suggesting that in any 

future matches the terms be drawn up fully in every particu- 
Jar, and no part be left for government by the rules of this 

or thal association, Both British and American National 

Rifle Associations show such an attitude for sudden changes 
in the rules, that it is very difficult to keep track of them, 

much Jess to interpret all the possible complications which 

may arise under them. If an international match is worth 
haying at all, then it is surely worth the trouble of wridng 

out aspecial set of instructions for the government of the 
contest, 

That portion of the report which speaks of the courtesies 

A Night Chase with the Virginia 
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shown the team reads like the note of a triumphal march. 

at home on British soil. 

of repaying to his associates under British uniforms. 

worth while to take careful observations by instruments of 

the ornamental members of his staff might have found a 
useful employment in keeping these data, or a professional 

official note taking regarding the weather is greatly neglected 

on our American ranges, and much yaluable information is 
thus lost. At any rate except upon the comparison of ex- 

out what the weather really was at Wimbledon and how it 

compares with some of our American blustering days. 
The report, as a whole, is a very direct and business- 

like document, and it will be read with interest in all parts 

of the country. He tells the story of the defeat in as few 
words as possible, with a concise statement of facts. Where 

there is a conclusion to be drawn from the facts before him 

captains of coming teams. Perhaps the Directors of the N. 

seem to possess, in a high degree, the ability to make con- 

fusion out of the simplest matters, 

nection with it. 

its many points of praise and blame for the general discus- 

tion of the matches. 
best style of the military shooting of to-day, and all obso- 

the way. 

THE FISHLESS HUDSON. 

WE. do not know of a river of its size in the United States 
which contains so few non-migratory fish as the Hudson. 

Its only commercial fisheries of any yalue are those of the 
shad and the striped bass. The former has been sustained 

by the Fish Commission, or it would haye been as extinct as 

the sturgeon fisheries, and the large bass are taken under the 

ice in brackish water, where they go to winter, and are only 

transient lodgers, not permanent residents. In boyhood 
days we had what we then considered good fishing about 
Albany in the river and in the small streams emptying in it. 

That is, we could obtain strings of fish weighing from ten to 
thirty pounds in a day’s fishing with hook and line, The 
fish were perch, eels, sunfish, rock bass and bullheads, as a 

species of catfish is there called. Thirty years ago we have 

seen boats anchored in the channel all the way from Albany 
to Van Wie’s Point, fishing for small striped bass of from 
half a pound to two pounds’ weight, using sturgeon spawn 

for bait and taking fair numbers. 
Tn those days a walk down the Greenbush bank to the 

well-known Red House would usually give a view of leaping 
sturgeon, and we have seen as many as twenty leaps in an 

evening. Sturgeon was then so common that it was despised 

by many, and it was knownalong theriver, even as far down 
as New York city, as “Albany beef.” Now it is a rarity 
andaluxury. After the Erie Canal was opened the black 
bass strageled down or up into it, and a few were taken in 
the river; but they have never increased to any extent, and 

the perch are nearly extinct, while the striped bass about 

Albany haye entirely disappeared. We have seen school- 
boys take great strings of fish in the Wynantskill, below 
Albany, and also in that bayou below Down’s Point called 
the Island Creek. 

Further down the river the striped bass fisheries of the 

Ehidson were yery good thirty years ago, We have just 
seen somé extracts from papers about that time. The Sulli- 

yan county Whig of May 17, 1851, said: “On Thursday 

morning last, nearly two tons of bass, of all sizes, varying 
from one to sixty pounds, were taken near Denning’s Point, 

opposite Newburg, in a scine owned by Van Nort and Kne- 
yils. Most of them were sent to Albany for a market.” 
The Albany Register, May, 1854, contained the following: 

“The annual fishery on the Hudson, below the Highlands, 
has opened, Nine hundred pounds of bass were sent to 

New York from Croton banks by the cars on Saturday 
evening; four hundred pounds with a respectable sprinkling 
of shad, the next evening, and the weather being favorable 

‘now, the probability is that much larger consignments will 
be sent off every evening, for the greater part of a month, 

Hyerything which could be was done to make the Americans 
There is a large debt of gratitude 

which the American soldier should take the first opportunity 

It is to be regretted that Col. Howard did not think it 

the weather on that eventful Saturday in July. Some of 

observer might have been secured. This whole matter of 

periences by the team men, we have now no way of finding 

on his tour he draws it, and the paper is now a guide for the 

R. A. may profit by it. We say perhaps, for that body does 

With the report now given, the match of 1883 passes into 

history, and the last official act has been performed in con- 
The members have all of them long since 

gone back to their civil occupations, leaving the match and 

sion of the rifle world. There is a prospect of a continua- 
If so be, they ought to represent the 

lete checks and stumbling blocks should be swept out of 

The shad are of a good size, and some of the bass taken 

reach twenty and twenty-five pounds each.” 

We have no theory to advance as to the cause of the fall 

ing off of the fisheries of this river, we merely state the 
facts. It would seem as if a river of this size should furnish 
some fishing, but while the black bass have been in the river 
for twenty or thirty years, no one would now think of catch- 
ing one there unless by accident. The Hudson is said by 

Col. McDonald, who gathered the fishery statistics of our 
coast rivers for the census of 1880, to exceed all others, even 

the famed Chesapeake, in its yield of shad, but its stock of 

anglers’ fishes have gone and the ‘‘noble Hudson,” dyindled 

to the dimensions of a creek in dry weather above Castleton, 
is now only inhabited by the despised sucker and a stray 

perch or two which wanders about seeking food in the places 

which once supported thousands of its kindred. Truly it 

may be called the fishless Hudson, 

AARD VARK oR WHALE?—A resident of Providence, R. L., 

has been on a “‘trouting” excursion to Vermont, and in the 
course of a relation of his adventures contributed to the 
Providence Journal he tells us: ‘Two o'clock was to be the 
hour for dinner, but it was after three before the party gob 

in, tired and hungry. The result of the catch was two 

hundred and fifty trout, which we at once dressed and 

cooked, and four thoroughly hungry men sat down and 

swept into their empty stomachs two hundred and fifty 

crispy, fried trout. Of course there were no heavy weights 
among them, they were ordinary-sized brook trout.” This 

may be intended for plain prose, eighty ordinary-sized brook 

trout per stomach, but is it not eloquently suggestive of the 

infinitely big and the infinitely little? To find a parallel to 

these trout and stomachs it is necessary to leave the realms 

of ordinary trout-hog achievements and seek among the 
phenomena in tropic lands or ocean depths. In Southern 

Africa the aard yark or earth hog, a nocturnal provwler, 
preys on ants and ‘‘sweeps them into its mouth with rapid 

movements of its long and extensile tongue.” Then there is 
the whale, which within its cavernous jaws engulfs mil- 
lions of minute—or ordinary-sized—marine animals. And 
again, there is the—but why thus enviously seek to belittle 

the exploit of the Providence trouters? 

New Srortine Grounps.—Shadowy tales come to us of 
new sporting grounds in the Galapagos Islands, in the Pa- 

cific. To one of these islands, once settled by convicts, were 
imported cattle, asses and bull-terriers. The island has long 

been deserted by human beings, but the live stock, reverting 

to a wild condition, has increased and multiplied; and, more 

than that, has assumed a savage nature, until now the vicious 

cows, aggressive asses and ferocious bull-terriers are well 
worthy the pursuit of dJasé tiger hunters and lion killers. If 
the Galapagos are too far off, American sportsmen in search 

of novelty may try the wild camels in Arizona, which have 

become so numerous as to be a great nuisance to the settlers. 

Some of the residents of Los Angeles are organizing a grand 
camel hunt. It may he a very creditable undertaking, if the 
beasts are really making trouble, buf the sport in it must be 

exceedingly tenuous, For excitement, a milch cow hunt, or 

even a Newport ‘‘fox hunt” would far surpass a camel hunt. 
= 

Deate of Pror. PHenps.—Among the seascn’s deaths 
resulting from the careless use of firearms, is that of Prof, 
Stuart Phelps, of Smith College, Northampton, Mass, In 

company with Rev. Newman Smyth and Mr. C. W, Farn- 

ham, of New Haven, Conn., Prof. Phelps was at Chamber- 
lain Lake, Me. Last week Wednesday he was putting his 

gun into the canoe. The gun was heavily loaded, with the 
muzzle toward him. It was discharged, the buckshot taking 
effect in his head and killing him instantly. Prof. Phelps 

was a son of Prof. Phelps, of Andover Seminary, aud a 

brother of Miss Elizabeth Stuart Phelps. His death is 

widely lamented; and it is tobe hoped that the unhappy 

result of the incautious handling of a loaded gun may serve 
as a warning to others. A loaded gun is no respecter of 

persons, 

FOREST AND STREAM FABLES, 

XIV.—THE SWALLOW AND THE CLAM, 

OLAM lying in the Mud and suvking with greit Happinéss lis 

Nourishment therefrom, chanced lo casta look Upwerd and 

saw a Swallow swimming the Mid-air, and there taking Flies so sikill- 

fully and gracefully that his actions weve beautiful to behold. 
“Foolish Fellow!’ quoth the Clam, “Why does he not come down 

here with me and take his Pleasure with ease?” 
Morin, 

Tine Pleasure of the Swallow is not tie Pleasure of the Clain, 
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SHOOTING IN CUBA, 
T AYVING heen for several years an habitual reader of 

Forgsr AnD STREAM, entering fully into the enjoy- 
ments of 118 many skillful narrators of field sports from Hud- 
son’s Bay to the Gulf of Mexico, and knowing there are other 
interested readers besides myself on this island, I have thus 
far met with no communication from them in your columns, 
this remaining a terra tneognita to American Sportsmen, 

Although it offers no trout streams for their delectation, 
the speckled beauties requiring colder latitudes for propaga- 
tion, yet Bob White is ubiquitous, and deer abundant, 
affording goood sport from November to April, also the la- 
goons are fairly populated with wood ducks, which migrate 
here from Florida during the winter months. There are no 
close seusons here, the shooting continuing nearly the whole 
year by the native hunters, who, when remonstrated with 
will tell you they only shoot males in the breeding seasons, 

Under these circumstances it would be surprising that 
game continues abundant, did we not consider the other 
Special conditions of its existence. For instance, the snow, 
which is at the North such an exterminating enemy to the 
quail, does not fall here, there is ample cover for them at all 
seasons, and well-bred pointers and setters with their fol- 
lowers do not abound, the native shooters taking more to 
hounding the deer. 

Also, the district near the capital, in which I am accus- 
tomed to shoot, is all occupied by large cattle farms (haci- 
endas), interspersed by sugar plantations, through whose woods 
and pastures roam herds of cattle, and not unfrequently 
numerous guinea fowl, which are considered private prop- 
erty. Overseers are constantly going their rounds on their 
little ponies, looking after the stock and warning off all per- 
sons not provided with a special permit from owner of the 
plantation, 

Sunday is a general holiday here, and is the day usually 
selected by the city sportsmen to go into the country for a 
day’s shooting. It is my custom during the fall and winter 
months to take a Saturday afternoon train two or three 
hours into the country ind be out before the sun next morn- 
ins. My setter seldom fails to find three to five hevies and 
retrieve me a fair bag of quail, or when I choose to follow 
the hounds, three times out of five we bring in a deer, fre- 
quently two, and several times in my experience three have 
been the trophies of a single day’s shooting of two or three 
persons, who usually constitute a party for deer. 

The method here employed is to post hunters at different 
runs, while one of the party makes a circuit with the hounds. 
In this way several deer are not unfrequently aroused in one 
piece of woods, which may take to the fields directly away 
or may double back and forth, running the gauntlet of sey- 
eral of the hunters, who successively try their skill at long 
or short range, und thereafter feel a chill of disappointment 
or thrill of pride, as the case may be; but in either case the 
excitement of these stirring moments give to the heart a new 
impulse of life, to the nervous system a most healthful stim- 
ulation that sends a ruddy glow mantling to the face, threat- 
ens with a collapse the most plethoric of knapsacks or suddle 
bags, and menaces with ruin the whole tribe of pill peddlers. 
Returning to feathers, those here desirous of wing prac- 

tiec have no need of clay pigeons, as the natural birds are 
so plentiful they have only to go to one of their feeding 
raunds, easily accessible, or drinking ponds during a 
ronght to tire of this Hoisy sport within an hour or two. 
Pigeous as they rise from the trap or corn stubble are not 

difficult for a skilled shot to bring down; but when one can 
bring to bag two out of fiye as they sweep past in their 
flight from one part to another of their feeding grounds, he 
will vequire no further wing practice for quail shooting. 
My experience in this kind of practice convinces me that 
the first twenty shots of most novices will ayerage about 
two yards behind their birds. 

Ti will be noticed that my shooting has been limited to the 
most settled part of the island, Im the ‘Oriental Depart- 
ment,” where the little ‘‘onpleasantness” occurred, there are 
large tracts where the cattle farms were destroyed, and these 
flistricts relegated to their original wilderness. These must 
be now, in all probability, overrun with game, 

There is no risk in bringing yaluabie dogs here, as the 
yenomous serpents that in Florida are such a constant dan- 
ger to them I have never seen here, and, so far as J have been 
able to learn, no venomous snakes inhabil this island. 

Of the innoxious ophidians we haye but one, the majé, 
(pronounced mahi) of any considerable size. The maja, a 
frue boa, grows from two to three yards in length, (seldom 
seen) but so harmless that in some country houses, where 
there are no fowls, the majiis fed to keep bim near the 
buildings to stampede the rats which know, as if by instinct, 
when a maja is near, and fice in utmost terror from the 
buildings he approaches, The majafeeds on rats, rabbits, 
birds and barnyard fowls when accessible; but 1 have never 
heard of his attacking’ a dog nor man, even in self defense, 
though he is said to give exciting chase to the jutia, a nim- 
ble, burrowing, rat-shaped quadruped, weighing from ten to 
twenty pounds, that feeds principally on the foliage of trees. 
This animal is go terrified by the proximity of the reptile 
that it takes to the nearest considerable tree, up which the 
snake tollows it to the topmost branches, where the.jutia, 
paralyzed with fear, falls, or with a cry of despair leaps into 
the air, in either case to be caught and entangled in the 
crushing folds before reaching the ground. , 

The lacertian reptiles are represented here by innumerable 
yarietics of little insect feeders; also their largest species, 
the alligator and crocodile, are found in the lagoons near 
the sonth coast, more especially in the Cienaga de Zapato, 

These, however, from the retired location of their habitat, 
are seldom seen by the sportsman and consequently not avai)- 
able as game, though I hiaye had good sport with them on 
the Magdalena River, in South America. 
The modern conical rifle ball, if it strikes them squarely 

behind the fore shoulder, will usually finish their business 
for them, though they will, in nearly every case, manage to 
flop themselves oyer from the bank into the water and sink 
to the bottom or craw] under 4 bank, whence their bloated 
carcasses rise to the surface when the gases of decomposition 
fill the peritoneal cavity. 

This island is every succeeding winter becoming more 
and more resort of Americans teeing from the in- 
‘hospitable season at the North, embarking on the commo- 
dious steamers of the Ward or Alexanare lines (two per 
wveek io and from New York and Havana), also on the 
steamers of the Florida and Hayana line (two per week he- 
stween Hayana and Cedar Key, touching at Key West). 

Five years ago the passenge) list on the steamers of this 
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line comprised the names of from two to seven or eight 
persons. Now, from forty to sixty is about the ayerage 
during the winter months, in which we have u very eqnable 
climate—about like the monthsof September and October in 
New York—prolonged through the winter, wilh yery few 
evenings When it is not delightful to promenade and listen to 
the bands of music in the park, or sit uncovered on the 
balconies or housetops, and feel the gentle moyements of the 
atmosphere playing around us, 

Four hours by steam railroad and one by tran car, this 
last road in construction west from Habanaat San Diego, 
are the famous sulphur baths, situated in the side of a small 
river as it debouches from the mountaims into the fields, 
The water is so strongly impregnated with sulphuretted 
hydrogen as to he perceptible to the olfactories some distance 
from the yillage that has grownup around them, During 
the height of the bathing season, February to April, mueli of 
the best of Havana sociéty is lodged here, either in the hotels 
or in the little private houses built here for rent by the 
Iithing season, to families wishing to bring their own furni- 
vires and to receive their friends in their own houses while 
ere, 
One can easily imagine it to be a delightful chance for a 

thenmatic invalid fond of shooting to transfer his winter 
residence from the vicinity of snows and rains to one of 
these little houses or one of the public hotels, for a two or 
three months’ camp beneath the bright skies of San Diego, 
taking, when able, morning ranges with dog and gun 
through contiguous fields, or mid-day plunges through its 
wooded mountains, which approach to within a hundred 
yards of the village. 
Among these well-shaded mountains jhat stretch east and 

west to many leagues away are scattered many colfea plan 
tations that in former times made large fortunes for their 
owners, Coffee requires shade and produces best in rich 
mountain soil, Coffee was king in those days., Sugar atf- 
terward pushed it off its regal stool. 

It was through these mountain solitudes, the penks rang- 
ing from one to four thousand feet above the sca, that Nar- 
ciso Lopez and his Americun followers wandered several 
weeks in 1851, waiting for something that never turned up, 
victims to misplaced confidence or deceptive promises. 
From twenty to forty miles west of San Diego, about Con- 
solacion del Bur and Vitsles, is the most famous tobaceo 
district in the world, where Partagas and Cabanas had their 
choicest Vegas in the time of their greatest fame. Guano 
was not at that time used on these plantations, and the natu- 
ral flavor of the tobacco of this small district was particu- 
larly fine, 

The use of guano 4s a fertilizer has since become general. 
Tt produces a much larger crop, but this at the expense of 
the flayor lost, 

It has been my aim in this letter to lift a little corner of 
the yeil that hangs between Cuba and American sportsmen, 
50 as to give them justa peepat the general aspect of shoot- 
ing in Cuba, in the hope that if jnay stimulate American 
residents of the interiorto send you some of their shooling 
experiences, which will have the merit of presenting, per- 
haps, some features peculiar to Cuba, which if found inter- 
esting to American sportsmen, I may hereafter give them the 
details of some of my successful days of sport among the 
quai] or deer; also would cheerfully give specific informa- 
tion to any brother sportsman who may learn my address of 
the Worest and Stream Publishing Company, During the 
month of October I expect tobe in New York, to return 
here in November, NEMO, 

A NEW STYLE OF SHOOTING. 

HE schooner yacht Heartsease, Admiral R. B. Roosevelt, 
left her moorings on Friday last fora cruise after the 

long sought snipe, which prey have been unusnally scarce 
this season. And here, pi porenthese, why is this thus? 
Some say itis on account of the terribly dry weather, others 
that the birds, by experience knowing that there are two 
guus to each bird waiting for them, have taken other courses 
to get South, and still another yiew—that of the wtra pessi- 
mists—is held, that the race is becoming extinct. But he 
uny or all more or Jess correct, the Admiral and his triends 
lett home and friends on Friday to braye the perils of the 
deep and of breech-loaders in their friends’ hands, The 
party consisted of four, the most notable being that enthu- 
siastic sportsinan, Mr. A, A. Fraser—he who will walk all 
day for one woodcock, and two days for an English snipe, 
His son Ajeck and the writer of this completed the quartette. 
We lett our dock at 6:30, The wind, which had caused 

our desire to start, being in the southwest, at 640 veered to 
northeast, and from being our friend became our implacable 
foe. Nor wes this all; we could have put up with & rousing, 
swaggering fellow, but this was a puny, mean, homeopathic, 
contemptible air, if even it could be called an air. No tide 
being with us, we drifted slowly and lazily the five miles 
which lay between our portand destination. The walk- 
ist amd his son turmmed in after enyeloping a large meul, 
and made the yacht cabin roar like the caves of ocean when 
lashed by frenzied wayes. The Admiral, skipper and my- 
self came to our anchorage soon after i1 and turned in. 
About 5 the party, except one, left for the bank, where 

they lay until 8, during which time they captured one yelper, 
one surf snipe, and three ox-eyes, The one who stayed at 
home did better, for he captured about six pounds of fine 
eels from the hole of a dirty black slonp that he discovered 
in the distance, and which eels he at once transferred to the 
frying pan, so that when the famished hunters, lean, gaunt 
and hungry sat down to the meul, they gave him glory and 
honor, ‘Aiter having eaten several pounds, however, they 
concluded that the eels were not cooked properly. The one 
who made this discovery, it must be stated, found it out in 
the ninth round, and as he helped himself to a little over # 
quarter of a pound each time 1 forgaye him, as he still trav- 
eled on three times more; but it required severe sell-control, 
as he became more vicious cach time that he helped himself, 

Breakfast being over, we all started forthe bank, where we 
sat and smoked, that being all there was to do, which beimg 
finished, the writer proposed to Mr. Fraser to lake the boat 
and yisit the islands in the vicinity, hoping that ascidentally 
we might peradyenture meet some wild and raging bird 
with whom we might enterinto combut. This motion was 
put into practice and we waylaid and slew some half dozen 
innocent ox-eyes; finally we reached a wild and desolate 
island, where the cat-tail and bullaush waved their pennons 
in noble defiance, martial musie being furnished by the sua 
of black grass played upon by gentle breezes. We landed, 
and as thereseemed to be n0 one about buf the aforesaid 
cat and bull, took possession in the name of Congress and 
ourselves. We separated in order the better to circunrvent 
this wild island. On it we found miniature Jakes, the vulgar 
call them pond holes, As the writer approached one of these, 

he beheld emerging from the rushes bordering the opposite 
side one of the most ferocious of black ducks. Fire sparkled 
from her ey#; the time for action had arrived; his weipon 
was clutched and raised, the finger was pressing the trigger, 
when some goddess held it back: the weapon was lowered, 
and at the same moment tao or three young ducklings pressed 
forward lo take 4 hand in the conflict. 

Mr, Fraser was despatched to the yacht to enlist the ser- 
vices and help of the skipper,who came, bringing with hima 
bag and basket and sealping net. Now, we placed tle skip- 
per at.an angle of the pond, Mr, F. at another, while I took 
the third angle armed with the net. Cautiously Lmade a 
ish and delicately scooped upa duckling, once L landed 

three at one fellswoop, Very soon! had all within the 
basket, The old party fought well, but the net was too 
mich for her tactics, and she at last fell a victim to our 
wiles. She entered the bag swearing and cursin# like a 
trooper. Then we took ler on board the yacht and the 
whole family were putinto a Jarge tub; over the lop was 
placed a wire window screen, food and water were put 
within, and they were left to their own deyicus, The skipper 
relutes that before long the mother began to show the infunis 
the way to eal, and before night they uppeared to he con- 
tented but not happy. By dark we had them in @ pen at 
Mr, Fraser's, where we hope to be able to raise a tamily of 
decoy ducks for the winter's. sport, i 

As have never heard of the capture of a flock of these 
dueks before | have thonght it might he interesting lo you 
to hear of this fact, Some ill-natured fellow says that it is 
an old tame duck that we have bagged. But we seorn the 
imputation exactly eight times, that heing the size of lhe 
family, Dir Buenron. 

A NIGHT WITH THE VAQUEROES. 

[ ERE in Idaho grows the long wavy bunch grass, sa 
sweet and nourishing. All kinds of stock prefer it 

for food, and it grows abundantly everywhere, in amoue the 
lava rocks, in the sun, and in the shade; sometimes coverms 
the gentle hill-slopes like a green carpet spread to the very 
cdge of the sparkling music-laden mountain streamlet; some- 
times, touched by the passing breeze, fently waving back 
and forth or swept by the wild blast wp the canon’s side, 
sweet agreeable taste pleases while it vourishes; aud on 
these vast lava plains bands of hoses loye to roxm im search 
of dainty bits of grass. They love to play and feed Alone 
over miles of range, stopping here snk there to pick some 
sweet morsel or have a skirmish or wrestling match with 
each other. Their wrestling matches would delight the 
champions, Nor do these great bands of horses seem to luck 
tules and laws amoug themselves. They ave acenstomed ta 
be forced into inclosures called corrals quite frequently, aud 
would run over and kiJl one another in their fright, were it 
not for this seeming regard for horse law. Nor will they al- 
low strange horses to join them without proper introduction 
and ceremony. 
Horse ranches here have summer aud winter ranges, and 

some carry as many as 1,000 head of horses. Summer 
anges are up in the mountains where cool springs of water 
are plenty, and where the grass all the summer is groin. 
Winter range is on the Snake River hottom among the white 
sage. Terding these horste is a business by itself, and the 
details are noyel and interesting <Atisnndown the day 
herder returns and gives ip the band to the night herder, 
All being ready a fresh count is made, ihe Signal is fiveu to 
turn loose, and away they go, Sometimes in storms they 
set bewildered, and are then scattured for tiles apart. In 
many of the bands all the horses are known by name, yery 
oddly given, but perfectly recollected by the herders, Thus 
there are Pete, Rowdy, Ben, Mack, Buckskin, Boston, Port- 
land, Fremont, Fiddler, Posie, Daisy, Dandy, Pinto, Mhirt, 
names according to the tastes, humors and notions of their 
owners or the yaqueroegs who herd them, 

The night herding has abvays greatly interested me. 
‘What are you doing there, Rowdy?" eries the yaquero, 18 
the band starts ouf. “Go along to the front. Get up, 
Charley, and don’t pull your mite Whitey alone so savagely. 
Stop biting and kickingso. Get up, Fiddler, you and your 
mate, and come back mto the band.” They vo off biting 
and kicking in fun as they are tied together Wy the neck, 
“Stand up, old Mack; you and Dandy walk up.” Poor old 
Mack; his forelegs are bobbled and he has to go alone like a 
clog dancer between # hop and ajump. “Don’t gaso fast, 
Ben; the old bell mare can't keep up, and Pete and Rowdy 
and you will soon be a mile ahead at that gait,” Petois the 
best horse in the herd. He is a large, while, powerful 
animal, eighteen hands high, and of magnificen| propor- 
tions, as gentle asa lamb and of great intelligenee. Poor 
fellow; he has each foreleg weighted with a short, heavy, 
iron chain buckled on with a strap, one end loose, and as he 
goes along through the sage brush he makes a noise like an 
old-fashioned flail. Itis old Rowdy who takes the lead in 
straying, He is a fine large bay of long stride, and a splen- 
did bugey or suddle animal. These two, Pete and Rowdy, 
are inseparable friends; where one goes both go, 

“Gome into the band, Alevk! Posey is running around 
looking for you. She has lost you and won't eat another 
bite until she knows where you are,” Posey is a beautiful 
young wild mare, only a caught afew days before, and is in 
loye with Aleck, or, as the vaqueroes call it, is “stuck” atter 
Aleck, a large, dark brown Lorse, of good disposition and 
great strength, She was tecked to lim for few days to 
Keep her with the band, and now she prefers him to any 
other. Two days ago the wild roan stud cume inte camp 
and tried to coax her off, but she showed an example of eon- 
slancy in the female sex quite remarkable. “‘Come into the 
band, Smoky, Boston and Portland.” 
Now, the old white bell mare has taken a small following, 

Glasscock, Baldy, Spot and Pinto, and strayed off down a 
gulch towird the south, while the main band is Dearing east. 
The night has become dark and their moving forms cannot 
be distinguished until one is Glose enongh to feel them, and 
circling round the band the herder goes upon his nimble 
steed, depending for the safety of his neck upon its intelli- 
gence and quickness, swiftly gathering up the wilful strag- 
glers, now and then administering his wlip to enfore obedi- 
ence (for Lhese are precious moments) and teach ther a lessoo 
about keeping tovether, First right, then left, whowling 
with a qlick, rapid motion, regardless of badger holes, lava 
rocks and ¢hasms. Often long and tedious hours are spert 
in this rough riding before the band Nas been gotten together, 
Generally at about one or twa o'clock the horses slop quictly 
and settle down for ashort rest. 

The hours wear away slowly to the watchful keeper 
The light vradually diffuses itself through the darkness, and 
little by little the forms of the horses become distinguishable, 
The moon rises ragged and ved, like o drunkard from his 
debauch, pnd it geta lighter, Some of the band may even 

. 
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then have strayed, and they are quickly gathered up again, 
Sometimes in the terrible cold weather a sage-brush fire adds 
to the wildness of the scene with its rapid flashing into fire, 
for this kind of fuel is like tinder to catch, and shoots np 
long tonaues of flume in a moment The tinkling of the 
hell is like pleasant music if the herd should be Jost, and the 
weary herder is longing for his time to return with his 
herd to rést again upon lis roush pallet, 

Health is a return for priyation here. There is no mal- 
aria, and the dry air of \hese Java plains with its sage brush 
and bunch grassis a tonic equal to anyin the world, If 
any one wants to enjoy the loon of a pnre nerve fonic, I 
adyise him to test it for himself in Idaho among the bucka- 
TOOS. J. H, Haweron. 

Alatuyal History. 

THE AMERICAN PANTHER. 

Filis Coneotor. 

~\ EEING so many interesting articles of late in your paper 
kK) respecting this animal, [ thought I would add my mite, 
as I often see that in regard to eyen the best known animals 
no one person “knows it all,” and it is only by each person 
giving the benetit of his own observations and experiences 
that anything like a full history is obtained, At the risk of 

_heimg thought wearisome, therefore, I give the following 
account of an animal that appedrs to be not so generally 
known as many would suppose. This animal is confined to 
the American continent. It has a very wide distribution, 
and so is known by various names in the different regions 
which it inhabits, and consequently many persons are not 
aware what aninial is referred to when they hear if called by 
aname with which they are not familiar. Perhaps it will 
be best to dispose of these names at the outset. 

Kelis canealer, its technical or scientific name, was hbe- 
stowed upon it by the eminent Swedish naturalist Linnseus, 
who was perhaps the first fo classify it, and this name, made 
up of the words felis, cat, and concolar, of one color, is the 
one by which it is known to naturalists, and the words one 
color serve to distinguish it from other members of the feliue 
or cat family, which are usually spotted or striped. This 
species is never spotted or striped im adults, but the young 
ones are spotted, or, perlaps more properly speaking, dap- 
pled, These spots disappear when the animal arrives at 
maturity, wheu the color assumes a tawny character on the 
back and siles, wiile tbe under portions of the body are 
white, the tip end of the tail being black. 

Panther is another name by which it is known, but this 
properly belongs to another branch of the eat tribe, which 
inhabits certain portions of Asia and Africa. The third 
name, “painter,” very common in many places, is merely a 
corruption of the word panther. The fourth name, “puma,” 
is the name by which that animal is known tothe Peruvians. 
The fifth, ‘‘cougar,” is thonght by some to be of French 
origin, while others claim that it is a corruption of Gowaz- 
ouara, by which appellation it was known to Mexicans. 
“California lion,” is sufficiently suggestive that this name 
was given to the animal on account of its being an inhabit- 
itant of that State, aud it was thought by some to be a dis- 
tinct species from the eastern animal, which, however, on 
investigation turned out to be a mistake. 

Carcajou, another nume by which it is sometimes desig- 
nated, is manifestly an improper name, that belonging tothe 
American badger (Taaxidea americana), although sometimes 
given, also improperly, to the wolverine or American glutton 
(Gule luescits). Catamount, or as the Spaniards term it, gatos 
montes, literally cat of the mountain, would seem to indicate 
that it was an animal only to be found at high altitudes, 
which, however, is not the ease; as, allhough it is often 
found in the mountains, still it adapts itself to circumstances, 
and where game is easiest to he obtained there it takes up 
its abode. It is not unfrequently found on the lowlands and 
prairies of North America as well as on the pampas of South 
America. Its range is more governed by the plenty of food 
to be obtained than by other causes. We haye many in- 
stances on record of them coming into villages and barnyards 
in pursuit of sheep, calves, etc., or for the purpose of paying 
a yisit to the hen roost. 

The panther is strictly carnivorous and lives on deer to a 
great extent, except when close to settlements, and then 
sheep, pigs, calyes, poultry, ducks and gevse receive its at- 
tention. It is not equal to cope with a cow, horse or ox, 
but will kill a large-sized calf or‘coll, Its mode of capture 
is generally by lying in wait for the apimal it is seeking, and 
then springing uponits victim, bringing it to the ground 
and tearing the throat open, If unsuccessful after one or 
two bounds, it usually gives up the attempt to kill, and 
its intended prey escapes {ree, This is a feature peculiar, to 
a greater or less degree, with all animals of the cat kind, who 
rarely follow up the trail or track of other animals, as do the 
wolf and many other carnivorous animals. The panther is 
not cousidered as being dangerous in the sense of attacking 
human beings, as it is generally content to let alone, if left 
alone, but if fights with great determination when wounded, 
Of conrse, under circumstances of extreme hunger, and in 
the protection of their young, they may perhaps attack 
human beiigs, and owing to their size and strength would 
no doubt prove dangerous customers, but unproyoked at- 
tacks 1pon mankind are very rare indeed, Instances are re- 
Jated of panthers alighting on the back of a deer, and while 
clinging to the same dislocating the neck by a dexterous 
twist, accomplished by means of the fore paw. This, I 
believe, could only take place with a very small deer, as the 
immense strength necessary to dislocate the cervical yertre- 
bre of an adult deer would involve a greater amount of 
strength than could be reasonably expected to be exercised 
by aa animal of the size of the panther, : 
Two kittens are yearly produced at one birth, so it is not 

by auy means a prolific animal, and its numbers do nut in- 
crease at u very rapid rate, These kittens are almost always, 
if not invariably, a male and a female, and ave as playful 
and full of funias the kittens of the domestic cat. They 
remain with their mother unti] seyen or eimht months old, 
when they are able to shift tor themselves, Up to this time 
they are the constant charge of the mother, who till such 
time as her little ones are able to seccompany her on het 
hunting excursions, generally brings the smal] animals and 
birds which she may capture to her little ones alive, These 
are given to the kiltens to play with, and ullimately kill, 
just as the common house cat brings rats and mice to her 
kittens, Thus both a talent and desire for catehing and 
pee is developed in them, so that by the autumn succeeding 
their birth they are generally able to provide for themselves. 

ee 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

These kitfens, as before stated, are distinetly marked with 
spots, which gradually fade and finally disuppear altogether, 
‘They are exeecditgly graceful and pretty animals at this 
period of life. 

The panther is a nocturnal anital, but when prompted by 
Inger it devotes its time to the pursuit of food even at 
niid-day. The faculty of adapting its eyes to all degrees of 
light being shared by the panther in common with others of 
the cat family, 
By means of its sharp claws the panther is eminently 

fitted for climbing. This it does with the agility of, and in 
the samme manner as, the ordinary cat, and not by clasping 
the trunks of frees, and this admirably seryes it to escape 
from four-footed animals, But when opposed to mankind, 
this feature often brings it to grief, as when treed it seems to 
consider itself perfectly safe. The hunter’s dogs, however, 
by their barking at the foot of the tree, serve to apprise their 
master of the panther’s whereabouts, and it usually falls a 
victim to the deadly gun or rifie. The panther docs not ap- 
pear to be very tenacious of life, as are the lion and tiger, if 
accounts respecting these animals are correct. 

The panther is a bloodthirty beast, in the sense that it is 
not satisfied with killing enough for its present wants, but 
when oceasion offers, as at a time When it invades the sheep- 
fold, it continues its deadly work apparently for the pure 
loye of killing. As many as fifty sheep have thus fallen to 
one panther in 4 single night, Owing to this characteristic, 
it is greatly dreaded yy the shepherd, who at once takes the 
hest means at his command for ridding himself of so unde- 
sirable a neighbor, and the death of the panther usually 
aceurs after a short time. When he has found a locality 
wheré he can supply his larder so easily, the panther is ac 
customed to return nightly to the spot, and sooner or later he 
pays the penalty for the damage which he has done. This 
accounts for the scarcity of panthers in thickly settled com- 
munities. 

The bonus, premium or scalp bounty paid by the various 
governments and corporations, and varying from 2,50 fo as 
high as $25, and in some places even more, is a great stim- 
ulus to persons to hunt this creature for the reward, The 
panther cannot be considered a courageous animal, a8 it 
can usually be treed by any dog which will pursue it, und 1 
common terrier is often very useful in hunting it, 

lts range is from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from the 
H6th parallel of north latitude to Patagonia, Tt thrives well 
in both temperate and torrid zones, a feature not peculiar 
to many large quadrupeds except when domesticated. 

In twenty old years’ experience I know of only one per- 
son haying been attacked by a pauther, and that occurred 
while the man was crecping through the bushes, grouse 
hunting. The panther jumped upon his back, but a shout 
from the man frightened the beast, which with a few bounds 
was soon out of sight, before the party could bring his gun 
to bear upon him. The circumstances seem to justify the 
opinion that the panther mistook the character of his in- 
tended victim, and the probability is that had the person 
been in an erect position he would not have been molested. 
Vanconver’s [sland and the islands adjacent thereto fairly 

abound with panthers, so that in many places on them sheep 
farming is entirely impossibie.. One family of persons, con- 
sisting of father und four sons, all of hunting proclivities, 
living within fourteen miles of Victoria, the capital of 
British Columbia, claim to have killed nearly 300 panthers 
since their arrival in the country to take charge of the sheep 
interests of the Puget Sound Agricultural Company, an off- 
shoot of the Hudson Bay Company. li, is difficult in this 
rezion to get dogs to track pathers effectively, the trouble 
being that the panther, instead of traveling along the ground 
as do other animals, springs from one fallen log tu another, 
and travels on the tops of windfalls, etc., making many 
breaks in his trail. And until dogs are accustomed to this, 
they are of but little use, 

Although all members of the feline race appear’ to. dislike 
fo eross streams by swimming, panthers do not appear to be 
deterred from traveling from island to island when game 
geis scarce, and I know of two instances of panthers being 
Killed while swimming across Fraser River, at a point 
where the same is nearly a mile wide. In new countries 
panthers appear fo become more plentiful after settlements 
commence to spring up, which may be accounted for in this 
way; After the adyent of cows, sheep, pigs, ete., the 
panthers are attracted by the easy means of obtaining food, 
and thus a large number are concentrated within a smaller 
area, which, under other circumstances, would not be the 
case. The skin of the panther has no special commercial 
yalue, being very seldom quoted in prices current of furs, 
and usually sells out here at from one to two dollars per 
skin. J. C. Woueras. 
New Westminster, B. C., July 31, 1883, 

THE FANGS OF SERPENTS, 

Fiditoy Forest ani Stream: 

Do venomous snakes shed their fangs periodically? 1 ex- 
amined the head of a good-sized rattlesnake and fonnd three 
sets of fangs. One pair was mature and in first-rate work- 
ing order, being three-quarters of an inch loug and per- 
forated from base to point. The other two were immature, 
white and rather tender, one pair being half tie size of the 
other. Were these extra sets intended to replace the ma- 
tured ones after periodical shedding, or only provided for 
the contingency of accidental breaking? If the fang should 
be broken off, there would still be lettin the upper jaw 
the large bony process which constitutes the base of the 
tooth. That would seem to militate against the latter as- 
sumption. 
A few days ago, while riding along a path in Dauchite 

swamp, my attention was arrested by a2 very venomous-look- 
ine snake. It had much the appearance of a rattlesnake, 
the markings, however, being 1ectangular instead of dia- 
mond-shaped, The form and color were quité similar to the 
rattlesnake. [ suppose it was one of the numerous yaricties of 
moccasin, It was three and a half feet long, and as large as 
a man’s wrist, with a broad arrow-shaped head. When I 
attacked the snake with a club it showed no disposition to 
fight, but tried to escape, After killing it I examined its 
mouth carefully for a quarter of an hour, and to my surprise 
failed to find any semblance of a fang. There were fonr rows 
of smail brierlike teeth in the upper mouth, intended for 
holding its prey, but no fangs whateyer. I can’t account 
for their absence, 

IT wish to propound another question. A few years ago, 
while engaged in making a railroad survey fn Mississippi, 1 
discovered 4 yery curious and remarkable insect. I would 
like to ask if any of your readers have ever seen one of that 
genus, and would he glad of some enlightenment on the 
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subject. Iwas iying upon the ground at noon, after eating 
my lunch, when my attention was attracted toa little bug, 
scarcely as large as 1 cow pea, crawling over the leaves. 
He was loaded with minute shells. Upon examination with 
a lens I discoyered that some of the shells were flat spirals, 
like miniature snail shells, while others were elongated 
spirals. The shells were about the size of small pin 
heads, The bug had six or eight of them on his back, 
I jostled him about with a small stick, aud compelled 
him to unload his treasures. After a little while be 
bustled around and loaded up again. He had a pair 
of forceps in front with which he would pick up a 
shell, and, throwing up his head, would pass it up to a 
pair of arms on his back. We was provided with several 
pairs of these arms on his hack, and the shell was passed 
from ove to another until it was adjusted to suit bim. When 
he got himself fully loaded he looked yery much like » bag- 
age wagon louded with trunks, After reloading the shells 
there remained a smell pearly-colored, scaly substance, 
which appeared to be part of the shell of some heetle. This 
had a kind of “eye” init, and the ‘‘conchologist,” as I 
dubbed him, tried yery hard to detach the “‘eye,” exerting 
himself on it with his forceps ina lively manner. He failed 
to accomplish -lis purpose, and at last tossed it aside with 
much appearance of irritation. I kept this interesting little 
creature for seyeral days in 4 bottle, but he died under the 
confinement, and J could not preserve him in camp. 

OuACHITs. 
Monroxr, La, Aug, 28. 

|The fangs referred to as young were ready to replace 
those in use, in case by any accident they should be broken 
off. Weregret to state that we cannot identify the ‘‘con- 
chologist."’] 

CHIPMUNKS AND RED SQUIRRELS, 

F honed red squirrel and the chipmunk, as most of your read- 
ers know, are migratory animals, whose abundance or 

scarcity in a given district is dependent upon the nature and 
extent of the food supply. uA few individuals are almost 
always to be found over nearly the whole of their extensive 
range, and most districts are subject to periodical invasions, 
during which the species are excessively abundimt for a few 
(lays, weeks or months, as the case may be, and then the 
host disappears as suddenly as it came, not to return per- 
haps for many months or even years. 

These migratory movements occur with more or less regn- 
larity from year to year, though often on so small a seale ag 
fo escape gencral notice. Bometimes lurge armies congre- 
fate and move oyer the land, crossing open prairies, climb- 
ing rugged mountains, and swimming Jakes and rivers that 
lie in their path. These remarkable expeditions haye been 
obseryed and commented upon for many years, yet our 
knowledge of them is limited almost to the recognition of 
the fact of their existence, Scarcity of food yery probably 
gives origin to the disquieting impulse that prompts them to 
leave their homes, but the true motives that operate in draw- 
ing them together, and in determining the direction and dis- 
tance of their journeys, are us little understood to-day as 
they were before the discovery of the continent on which 
they dwell. 
We do not know, ina single instance, the exact locality 

from which the animals camé, the route traversed, the time 
consumed in reaching the ultimate destination, the duration 
of the stay heré, and the path cr paths by which they de- 
parted when the food supply became exhausted); and it has 
occurred to me¢ that, thriugh the columus of your valuable 
paper. a part of this deplorable ignorance might be dispelled, 
and we become, in a measure at least, possessed of the lead- 
ing facts, converning amigration of the species under consitl- 
eration. If your numerous readers, scattered as they are 
over all parts of the country, will take the trouble to record 
their experiences in this matter, we will suon have acquired 
an array of facts that will enable us to trace, with cousider- 
able precision, the pathway of one of these moving hosts. 
A multitude of chipmunks passed through Lewis county, 

Northeastern New York, during the first week of July last, 
1883, They commenced to appear on the 30th of Jnne, and 
by the 10th of July the entire company had gone. During 
the fen or twelye days occupied in their passage through this 
section, a hundred could easily be counted ina brief walk 
through any of the groves of the neighborhood. Since their 
departure but few have been seen. Whence came they, and 
whither have they gone? 

This is ‘‘nut year” with us, and the crop of beechnuts is 
large, hence an influx of chipmunks and squirrels may be 
expected during the next two months, 

Will not your various correspondents, from time to time 
during the autumn, communicate fo Fornmsy awp STREAM 
the following facts: Where are the red squirrtls and chip- 
munks in force at time of writing? Adi what dates did they 
leave certain localities and reappear in others? What is the 
condition of the nut crop in different parts of the country? 

C, Harr Merrram, M. D, 
Locust Grove, N. ¥. 

A Carrive Homaine Brrp.—As an evidence of the vicis- 
situdes to which bird life is subject, I vite an incident 
which happened toa beautiful humming bird a few days 
azo and which came under my personal observation, While 
1 was riding upon the St. Panl, M. & M. Railroad, between 
Morris and St. Paul, Minn., » farmer came irto the car in 
which I was seated, holding in his hand a branch of a burdock 
bush. Upon one of the burrs ou the branch was imprisoned 
a humming bird, his tiny feet entangled in the burr in such 
a way that he was held a captive. The farmer told me he 
had found the bird thus entangled upon the bush several 
hours before. The little thing was an object of great interest 
to the passengers on the train, and his frantic efforts to ex- 
cape from his cruel position excited the pity of the tender- 
hearted, I pleaded hard for his liberation, but a brute who 
had never see 4 humming bird before in such close com- 
pany, offered the farmera dollar tor bis prize, and it was 
sacrificed to his curiosity. —Henvt (St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 28). 

PENNSYLVANIA.—Thompsontown, Sept, 1,—As the seagon 
advances the quail hecomes a veritable pheenix, in anticipa- 
tion rising from last year’s powder ashes, and going down 
under the ashes of Curtis & Harvey, Hazard, Dupont and 
wood powder. No observations of Ireeding thin year. 
Quail are too numerous of all ages; it is quile impossible to 
identify any particular pair, and paired birds were plenty 
after thé young birds were on the wing. Not so with 
frouse; they ave scarce. Wild turkeys more snccessfully 
hatched and reared than for some years. Juss. 
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Game Bag and Gan. 

GAME RESORTS,—We are always glad to receive for pub- 
lication such notes of desirable game resorts as may be of help 
to the readers of Worust AnD STREAM. Wall not own corre- 
spondents favor us wilh such cdvice? 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed lo the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

OPEN 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 16, has 

been published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be ready for 

delivery next Saturday. Sent to any address, postpaid. on receipt of 

10 cents. 

THE PROPERTY 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
When I saw in the number of the Forrest anp Stream 

under date of Aug. 9, in an editorial hended ‘*‘Property In 
Game,” your statement that after careful and elaborate in- 
vestigation you had adopted a contrary view from that 
expressed in the recent decision of the Supreme Court of 
Illinois in the Magner case, and promised to give in your 
next issue “what reallv is the common law of Englund, and 
therefore of this country” on this sulject, I felt a lively 
interest in reading the promised article. I haye now read it 
With your digest of the English cases in the last number of 
your paper, and I trust you will pardon me for presuming to 
differ with you in the conclusion at which you arrive, 
Haying been a constant reader of your interesting and highly 
useful paper since its first published number, | beg to assure 
you I have had only admiration for your persistent pursuit 
of the true solution of all questions raised or discussed in 
your paper, and so I have no doubt but you will be glad to 
fet the yiews of others as to the law relating to “property in 
game” in this country. 

And first, what really is the common law of England re- 
specting this subject, is not necessarily the common law of 
this country. All our courts concur in holding that the 
common law of England is the common law of this country 
only so far as it is adapted to our institutions, If it were 
true that the common law of England held all game, fera 
nature, to belong to the King, that feature of their common 
law would not be applicable to our institutions, and so 
would not be the common law of this country. So with the 
carly game laws, forestry laws, ete., which are unchanged 
by later enactment, may be the common law of England to- 
day, but never haye been adopted into our common law. 
The laws and customs regulating the killing and ownership 
of game in England have always been made—and construed 
by their courts—purely in the interests of the lords of the 
soil, Aud in no case is this more manifest than in the case 
cited by you of Blades vs. Higys, decided by the House of 
Lords, That case seems to go upon the idea that there is a 
qualified or special property in wild game in the owner of 
the soil on which it may be for the time being, and this is 
just where the error comes in, 
Even the Lord Chancellor, in the course of his opinion in 

that case, remarks that “when it is said by writers on the 
common law of England, that there is a qualified or special 
right of property in game—that is in animals sere naturin— 
which are fit for the food of man, while they continne in 
their wild state, I apprehend that the word ‘property’ 
can mean no more than the exclusive right to catch, kill and 
appropriate such animals, which is sometimes called by the 
law a reduction of them to possession.” 
Now [insist that the owner of the soil has no property in 

the wild game that may happen to be upon it, either quali- 
fied or special. The term property in a thing, wr ai ter- 
mint, tmust mean that the party who claims it, has 
the absolute possession of or dominion oyer it, 
unless he has parted with such possession for a lim- 
ited time, or for a special purpose, and when the owner 
of achattel thus parts with the possession to another, for a 
particular purpose, then that other has a qualified or special 
property in the thing. So in all cases of hailment, the bailee 
has this qualified property in the thing bailed, and he may 
maintain an action for such property as against all persons 
except the owner, And the reason why such bailee may 
maintain an action for such property against a wrong-doer, 
is heeanse he has a present right of possession of, and control 
over it, for the time being; in other words, he has a qualified 
property in it. After looking at tle reasons given bythe 
noble Lords for their decision in the case of Blades ys. 
Higgs, they appear so absurdin view of the law quoted by 
them, as to make one maryel at the final disposition of the 
couse, 
or instance, Lord Chelmsford says, precedent must 

govern, und cites cases, and considers it not right to disturb 
precedents unless plainly erroneous, and continues, “if the 
‘appellant is right in saying that the owner of the soil has no 
property in game unless it is killed by him, or by his author- 
ity, it will necessarily follow that a poacher reducing the 
fume to possession and thereby as possessor, though a wrong- 
doer, have the right to it against all the world, etc,, and so 
mizht maintain an action against the owner of the land for 
taking it from him, ete.” (which would be a most terrible 
calamity to us Lords), ‘“‘It is much more reasonable (aud 
better for us) to hold that game killed or reduced to pos- 
session is (then) the subject of property, and must belong to 
somebody, that there can be no other owner for it under the 
circumstanees but the person on whose land it is taken or 
killed." What logic and how convenient for them. 
Wow let us look at the law as laid down in the first part of 

the opinion of this same Lord Chelmsford, which I regard 
as good law, but utterly inconsistent with his final decision, 
He says: ‘‘With respect fo animals in a wild and un- 
claimed state there seems to be no difference between the 
Roman and fhe common law. A distinction was suggested 
in argument between wild animals which are unprofitable 
and those which are fit for food, and therefore protituble, 
and it was said of the latter (in the argument) that by the 
law of England there is always a property in game, whether 
alive or dead, in somebody. But this is not reconcilable 
with the authorities; when a person is merely the owner of 
the land without any other privilege attached to it than that 
which the ownership confers, he can have no property in the 
wild animals upon the land so long as they arein a state of 
nature ind unreclaimed. Indeed, this notion of the existence 
of property in wild animals is inconsistent with the whole 
current of the authorities from the Year Books downward, 
which almost inyariubly show that no action lies merely for 

IN GAME. 

taking hares, conies, pheasants and partridges, that when 
the taking of animals of this description is stated in addition 
to the trespass upon land, the plaintiffs shall not say /aperes, 
efe,, suos.” In other words, these are my hares, etc., and you 
must pay me for them as well as for the trespass, 

The tinal decision of this last case hy the Honse of Lords 
Was, in my opinion, without law or reason; in any event it 
never would be held to he good law by any court in this 
country. Indeed, so far as decisions have been made, they 
are totally in contlict with it. 

In the case of Pierson ys. Post, 3 Cairns 174, the court 
holds that property can be acquired in animals sere nature 
by occupancy only. 

So the later case of Buster ys, Newkirk, 20 Johnson 74; 
the court confirms the doctrine of the 3d Cairns, and says 
that property in such came can be acquired by occupancy, 
“or by so wounding it as to bring it within the power and 
control of the pursuer.” 

Chief Justice Swift, in his learned digest of the American 
law, Vol. I,, pages 174 and 175, in writing on the subject of 
wild game, savs: “A person may have a qualified property 
in animals fere nate of a wild nature and tamable disposi- 
tion, but he cannot have an absolute property in them. While 
animals of a wild nature possess the disposition of returning 
to their owners, though permitted to go at largo, they are 
considered as their property, but when they lose their dispo- 
sition of returning, and regain their natural liberty, the 
owner becomes divested of his qualified property in them, 
This qualified property comprehends deer in parks, hares or 
rabbits in warrens, and doves in dove-houses. 

Animals of a wild nature and untamable disposition can 
be considered as the property of any person only while they 
are confined by him, and «are in his actual possession and 
power; when they are at large the property ceases, and they 
may be taken by any person. 

very species of wild animal is subject to this qualified 
property on being confined or reclaimed, but when they 
escape or become wild again, any person may acqtire in 
them the same kind of property. 

For my part J am not particular whether you call animals 
Jere nature the property of the people, the State, or nullius 
bonis, Wut the maxim rapiat qui capere will prevail in this 
country. W. 
Watersury, Conn,, Arg, 25. 

[Our correspondent seems to haye confused the special or 
qualified property which exists in living game unreclaimed, 
first, with the qualified property which one may have in liv- 
ing game reduced to possession, which property exists only 
while the animal is restrained ofits liberty; and, secondly, 
with the absolute property which may be obtained in game 
by reducing it to possession absolutely by taking and killing 
it. To show that the decisions of this country are in con- 
flict with the House of Lords decision 1n Blades ys. Higes, he 
cites only two cases, and those do not inyolve the point in ques- 
tion. In Pierson vs. Post, and Buster vs. Newkirk, the latter 
of which rests upon the former, controversies arose between 
competing sportsmen upon land belonging to neither. The 
landowner did not appear in either case, It was asif the 
owner of the land had given the huntsmen permission to 
hunt there. The plaintiffs in both cases were in pursuit of 
game when the defendants interfered by killing and carrying 
it away. The only qnestion was whether the plaintiffs had 
reduced the game to possession; that is, whether they had 
gone far enough toward restraining the game of its natural 
liberty and obtaining control over it by their pursuit or 
wounding of it, to have a property in fhe game at the time 
defendants took it. Judge Tompkins, who delivered the 
opinion of the court in the former cause, was careful to call 
attention to the fact that no question of the property in game 
ratione soli could arise in. the case. He said: *‘Most of the 
cases which have occurred in England relating to property 
in wild animals. have either been discussed and decided upon 
the prineiples of ihcir positive statute regulations, or have 
arisen between the buntsman and the owner of the Jand upon 
which beasts ferm nature have been apprehended, the former 
claiming them by title of occupancy, and the latter rations 
soli, Little satisfactory aid can, therefore, be derived from 
the English reporters.” In view of the fact that numerous 
American authorities have adopted and applied the common 
English Jaw doctrine of property ia game ratione soli (see 
the article in Formst AND STREAM of Aug 16, 1883, under 
discussion), more cogent reasons than our correspondent has 
advanced must be found to show that the doctrine is not 
adapted to ourinstitutions, The statement that the opinion 
of the highest court in England is ‘‘so absurd as to make one 
marvel, und without law or reason,” should he based upon 
unquestioned precedents and authorities. ] 

RAIL TIDES ON THE DELAWARE, 

H EREWITH I forward youa tide table for port of Phila- 
delphia, which gives the hours of high waters of cach 

day in September and October. which will be found of great 
benefit to sportsmen who contemplate giving their time to 
rail Shooting during the present season. The tides in the 
table 1 kat are calculated at Walnut street wharf, conse- 
quently if it is desired 10 learn the hour of high water mark 
for shooting grounds above or below Philadelphia, the list of 
places following fable will have to be consulted. 

September, October. 
pion. M. A.M M. 

4 37 
[peecces ie 15 

BL. at 
4... 38 
5. 215 
6, 259 
Mite va 
8... 31 
foc. 122 

10,,. 24 
il,. 128 
mtr 329 

| 13, 3 
| 14. — 

15- 0:52 
1, 1,39 
Cools 2282 

18 4:26 
1f,. 4:19 
alae 5112 
cat 4 6:03 

| os ti:55 
2B....- T49 
24. B48 
25... 93 
v6, . 10:85 
boone 11:24 

hat ists 
pe Sa5 

f#rounds subtract 20) minutes;-for Lazaretto, Pa., and.Ches- 
ter, Pa,, grounds subtract, say, 55 minutes: for Marcus 
Hook, Pa., subtract, say, 65 minutes; fur Wilmington, Del., 
grounds subtract, say, | hour and 50 minutes: for New 
Jastle, Del., prounds subtract 2 hours G minutes; for Port 

Penn, Del., subtract, say, 2 hours 17 minutes. 
Afternoon tides are always the lest, the later the better, 

and when the wind has been eastward for twenty-four 
honrs it has the effeer of driving more water oyer the 
marshes than when the wind is westerly, The winds heing 
westward to-day, the tide for the opening of the rail- 
shooting season was poor. Tomo. 

THE RAIL AND THE HIGH TIDES. 

Abe tides brought in by the easterly winds of the 26th, 
27th, 28th and 29th have been the lareest known in many 

years, and the temptation to take a pop at the rail birds 
under such favorable circumstances—so near the opening of 
the season, you know—could not be resisted by many iu our 
city, und on the Pennsylvania side of the Delaware River 
a number of boats boldly pushed through the reeds rerardless 
of Jaw, aud without molestation, and quantities of birds 
were killed, Rail and reed birds are still coming and both 
are plentiful. The tides at Atlantic City, Beach Haven and 
Barnegat caused no hitle damage to property. All the higher 
sedge ineadows were covered, and the mud-hens suffered in 
consequence, Skilfs of wll sizes eould be readily pushed 
everywhere, and Inmdreds of clapper rail were slaughtered 
as they huddled together on flnating trash. How much the 
mud-hen resembles the large fresh-water red rail (Aa/lits ele- 
gans). Many of the salt-water variety (@allus crepilans) or 
mud-hens, after their late slauzlter at ihe seaside, will appear 
in our markets, and he offered for sale as the more toothsome 
Rallus deqans, and he bought by the uninitiated. It is aston- 
ishing to note how few, who shoot, know of the difference in 
these two birds. 
We have here on on Delaware River four, so to speak, 

common varieties of rail. First. the large red or king rail, 
Rallus elegans. He is not very plentiful, but in some seasons 
and in some localities numbers are shot. Second, the red 
rail, known as Rudlus piiylnianus, DOL Dear 6 DumMerous ever 
as the third variety called the sora or Raltis earelina, which 
affords the chief amusement to our sportsmen at this season. 
We haye one more rail which is at times shot on our marshes. 
He is classed properly among the gallinules, is really a coot, 
but our Jocal gunners always call him the big blue or hen- 
bill rail. Now the mud-hen or clapper rail, Ral/us crepitans, 
which I stated so much resemblés the large red or king raul, 
is almost invariably asalt-water bird, and when not placed 
aide by side with his more slender cousin, ean scarcely he 
distinguished from him by many. /tallus elegans is never 
shot in the salt sedge meadows frequented by the less tooth- 
some and more noisy mud-hen, nor is the latter ever killed 
upon fresh-water rivers hmoug the reeds, save al rare mrer- 
yals, Once in awhile stray Florida and purple gallinules 
were. shot in our marshes to be named as semi residents. 
At Lazaretto, Pa., the following bags were made on the 

opening of the season, Saturday, Sept. 1: James Malin, 51; 
J. W. Grant, 41; B. W., Morton, 40: G. Griffin, 38; G. 
Urian, 38: J. Elwood, 37;. U. James, 38; W. E. Heyl, 32; 
L. Good, 22; Westeman, 22; G. Cardoza, 7; H. Hewes, 4; 
stranger, 2. The fide wasa poor one. There are plenty of 
birds on, Thesescores wert good, “ousidering the low stale 
of the water, Homo. 
PHILADELPHIA, Aug, 31. 

[In article on first page of last issue, in the sentence read- 
ing ‘‘The favorite spots for rail shooting are at Lazaretto and 
Chester, in Delaware,” etc., “in Delaware” was a misprint 
for ‘in the Delaware,” (he reference being’ of course to the 

river. | 

STAR WADS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Thavye given these wads a number of trials to fest their 

sticking qualities, and have found them to stand easily eight 
to ten discharges, but only when they were properly seated, 
If your correspondent, ‘'Chip,” will use a ramimer nearly as 
tight as he can get in the shell, I think he will find no fur- 
ther trouble, My tests were made with a twelye-gauge gun 
of ordinary weight, shooting from three and a half to four 
drams of Eagle Duck No. 2 or Hazard Duck No, 3, and one 
and a quarter ounces of shot of different sizes. With this 
load I have sometimes slatted the wad in a turned-over shell 
with fewer discharges than the star wads stood. As to the 
relative merits of the shooting with star wads, 1 am unable 
1o give satisfactory information, as 1 have not given them 
sufficient tests myself, though many of my trap-shvoting 
friends are delighted with them. They will hold better 
when put into the shel] with the concave side up. 
Neware, Ne. Stpp Lever. 

Riditoy Korest and Stream: : : 
“Qhip's” experience with star wads is entirely different 

from my own. “Chip” says: “‘Shooling three successive 
shots from the right, and allowing the left fo retnain in the 
barrel, I found the wad had started so much I could shake 
it ont; shooting one shot in the same manner, T found the 
wad in the left had started slightly.” j 

I have just returned from a shooting trip on the Sinepux- 
ent Bay, at Ocean City. Itook with me 400 shells loaded 
as follows: Shells, U. M. C. second quality; powder, three 
drams, English duck No, 2; wads, two Winchester P. E.; 
shot, one ounce No. 8; wads, Baldwin and star brass. 1 
shot 300 of the shells, never had a missfire, neyer a wad to 
start in the slightest degree, and musi in some instances 
(when the willet were flying singly), have fireda dozen shots 
from the right withoul haying occasion to use the left har- 
rel, I loaned a box of shells (o Messrs. Estey and Janon 
Fisher, sons of Judge Fisher, of this city, and they both 
speak highly of the brass star wads. Loaded as my shells 
were, about two-thirds full, crimping would haye been out of 
the question, without first cutting the shells, and that im- 
pairs the shooting of any gun, however chambered, in my 
opinion. | believe all sportsmen who lond their own shells, 

will ugree with me, that crimping is the most difficult as 

well a8 tiresome thing in loading shells. I consider tho star 

wad, without exception, the greatest convenience that has 

been invented since the perfection of the modern hreech- 

loader, and I believe it is only a question of w yery short 
time when they will come into universal use, and the erimper 

will be consigned to the lumber room along with muzzle- 
loaders and other superceded implements. e question has 
been raised, do the star wads injure the gun barrels? J can 
only say, I shoot a hammerless gun wilh fine Damaseus bar- 
rels, and I cannot discoyer the slightest injury to them. The 

————<— tO 
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only difference 1 can possibly discover is the entire absence 
of ead in the barrels, whith is usually found in all guns 
after firing several hundred shots without cleaning. 1 un- 
qualificdly recommend the star wads as perfect in every re, 
apect, REeMnar, 
Bautimorn, Aug. 29, 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

J AM sorry to write you that many rail and reed birds haye 
lven shot on the Pennsylvania side of the river before 

the season has opened, Your correspondent was on the New 
Jersey shore of the Delaware this week and saw quite a 
number of boats being pushed through the reeds on the 
broud marsh opposite Gloucester. and was told by parties 
that illegal shooting had been going on for a week or more, 
It is a good excuse to say that blackbird shooting tukes you 
into the reeds, but both the rail and the blackbird are to be 
found on the same grounds, The New Jersey side of the 
river is well protected by the West Jersey Game Society, but 
our Pennsylyania shore has had no care since the Philadel- 
phia Sportsmen’s Association gave up active warfare against 
jaw-breakers. As I wrote you a fortnight ago, two or three 
flights of rail have already reached our meadows and there 
are everywhere plenty of birds. Good shooting would be in 
order diiriug the opening weeks of this season, but the tides, 
Tam told, will not suit until about the middle of next month, 
T feel that the vail will leave us early this year. All migra- 
tory birds haye made early comings and goings this season, 
and J think it will be so with the Rallus tribe. 
Writing of the West Jersey Game Protective Association 

reminds me there appeared in one of your local morning 
papers lately, a statement that the society had distributed 
15,000 quail and 100 guinea hens in the State of New Jersey 
this spring. Also that 15,000 black bass and 500,000 salmon 
eggs were planted in its waters. ‘This statement is prepos- 
terous, for | am reliably informed that but 1,500 bass were 
disposed of, and instead of 500,000 salmon eggs, 200,000 
young salmon were liberated. A reply to the article re- 
ferred to states that ‘of the quail distributed (and the num- 
ber will be io the hundreds, not thousands) their where- 
abouts aré known to only a few members of the society who 
are certain to kill every one of them soon atter the opening 
of the season, and some native ones besides.” Now this 
statement in reference to the quail shooting, 1 do not think 
at all fair, for being once a member of the West Jersey 
Game Protective Association, J am sure there were many 
quail let loose in sections where the fayored few, so-called, 
never shot over, and I believe the same system of distribu- 
tion of the birds is still followed. Any member on applica- 
tion Gan luarnm in what districts the quail are liberated, or 
the desired information can be gained by attending any of 
the meetings of the association. Tomo. 
Atteusr 31. 

A DUCK SHOOT AT TIAJUANA. 

N ISSION VALLEY, only five miles distant from San 
Dievo, is in season literally full of ducks, ,affording 

sport for at Jeast a dozen sportsmen at a time; the ponds 
being from a half a mile to a mile apart, and the river run- 
ving through the entire length of the valley, affords feeding 
grounds for thousands of ducks, 

The same ground in the same months can he hunted for 
quail with astonishing suceess, every little arroys or cation 
being filled with them, and you can imagine what sport a 
person may have, when I tell you a youn man of this place 
accompanied by another from San Bernardino shot, from 
September 15 to December 30, of last year, oyer 1,700edozen 
quail, and shot most allof them on the wing. One used a 12- 
gauge muzzle-loading shotgun, the other a 12-gange Parker 
breechJoader, They shipped them to San Francisco, distant 
over 480 miles, and received from the markets there from 70 
cents to $1.10 per dozen, 
he quail in this section of the country are considered by 

farmers and viniculturists to be a greater nuisance than the 
squirrels and gophers, as they destroy literally acres of 
grapes while ripening; and to our small yineyardists, who 
make a speciality of raisin culture, it pays them to.furnish 
ammunition to thin the quail out, 

Tiajuana Valley, distant twelve miles, is another favorite 
resort. for our local sportsmen who are devotees of duck 
shooting, ‘Dusking’” is a favorite method of capturing 
them, as they will not fly in from the ocean and bay in the 
day time, and only come into the sloughs at night to feed, 
and it is impossible to get within shooting distance on the 
bay. 
One eyening in November of last year iwas standing 

“talking duck” in the store of one of our most successful 
sportsmen, when he suddenly spoke up: ‘‘P., why don’t 
you get some one gud go downto Tiajuana to-night. There's 
afine moon, and Doe G. and Charley C. are going to start 
about nine o’clock to go down to the slough, and you'll have 
plenty of time ty head them off and turn the tables on the 
boys nicely. You know how foud Doc is of playing that 
trick on others. (Go and get ateam and ‘light out,” now; 
its only 7:30, and you can get the ground covered before 
they get there. They lave been bragging to me all day of 
the sport they are going to have, and have kept quict to 
every one else,” 

I procured a light huckboard aud a fast horse and got_ my 
traps together in a hurry, and Will D. and myself pulled 
out at 8:20, with a sharp breeze at our back, for Tiajuana 
Valley. The moon was nearly full, not a cloud in the sky, 
and J felt like a fighting cock and terrifically exhilarated at 
the idea of the way we were going to ‘get to the collar” of 
our fane¢y sportsmen, 

Just as we came to the hill going down into the valley, 
and distant only about 200 yardsfrom the pond, I pulled 
up and listened; away back on the hard, frosty road I could 
hear a double pat-patty pat-patty, and getting louder every 
instant. We fairly flew down the hill, turned sharply to our 
right, and, while Will unhitched the horse, I tore blankets, 
guns and ammunition from the bottom of the buckboard, 
and sung out for Will to ‘‘tie the horse to a stout bush and 
come on,” and tore frantically through the weeds and chap- 
paral toward the pond, with Will panting at my heels. 
When we got within about fifty yards of the pond, we pulled 
up to breathe and post ourselves as to where the most of the 
ducks were, and just as we “located” them well, we heard, 
not a hundred yards off to our left, the voices of our friends 
Doe and Charlie. 

“Now,” I whispered, and bang—bang—ka-whang—hang! 
went four barrels, in quick succession. ‘‘Blazes! what's 
that?" says Doc, while Charlie simply cussed. ‘I won- 
der who in condemnation is here?’ murmured Doce, again. 
“Just our luck,” says Churlie- 

In the meantime, Will and I were rolling over and ayer on 
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the grass with laughter, and our dogs were retrieving duck 
after duck, and beauties, too. Well, Doc and Charlie 
came over and und we held our heads low and waited as long 
as possible before looking up, 

“By grab, that looks like P.'s setter, Charlie,” says Doc. 
Yes; and, by dad, and that's P., too.” ‘Then I looked up 
ond actually yelled, to see the blank look of astonishment 
give way toa heavy frown, ‘I thought I saw you in W.’s 
store about two houi's ago?” says Charlic, while Doc mur- 
mured: ©'This takes the cake. I suppose we might as well 
go back, Charlie. They have got this place corraled, and 
are able to attend to all the ducksthat come in.” ‘Sitdown, 
Doe, and make yourself comfortable, and I’ll go over to the 
wagon and get our bottle; it’s cold,” said Charlie, and off he 
went, 

“Where is your team?” I asked. 
‘waler-tnoty,’ "says Doe, 

‘Aren't you afraid they'll pull it up aud get away?” 
‘N-o-o. Not unless they get frightened.” 
‘Bang!’ ‘‘Whoa! Whoa! Whoa!’ we heard across the 

mesa, and we jumped to our fect to see Churlie off about 
two hundred yards in frantic pursuit of Hinton’s span of 
blacks, known as the worst “broncos” in town, 

“Well I’m dashed,” whispered Doc, while Will and I 
fairly yelled again. 

Doe said, ‘What you fellows see funny in this is more 
than I can sve. There's nothing so particularly nice in being 
left twelve miles from home at tan o'clock Saturday night, 
with h:lf a dozen patients waiting for you in the morning, 
and no farm-house within sight, or way to get back.” 

Just then Charlie came back. ‘‘P,, what will you take 
(o gut on your horse and oyertalce our team?” 

“He won't ride, and I can’t catch those blacks if he 
would.” 

‘Well, when you get back to town tell Hinton to send 
down for us immediately. When do you think you will go 
back?” 

“Oh, in two or three hours.” 
“All right,” says Charlie. 
And just then, whio-o-whio-wh-i-o, came the flap-flap of 

the heayy wingsof about a dozen “‘sprigs.” '“Bang—bang 
—bung—bane—bang —hbang—hbang-—bang,” went eight bar- 
yels, and duck after duck came tumbling blindly down. 
Well, from that on, for four solid hours the Hight continued, 
as the wind raised and drew the ducks into still water, until 
nearly daylight, when I started to go over and get the horse 
ready for home, 
Picking my way across the mesa, I finally arrived iu the 

little hollow where my horse once reposed, tied to a bush; 
but the horse, oh! where washe? The buckboard and har- 
ness were as I left them, buf a bele about a foot round 
showed where once grewa bush, and buggy tracks over 
cactus, chollas and chapparal showed where Charliv’s team 
of ‘‘broncos” had just grazed our buckboard, and our mus- 
tang, not to be Jeft alone, had promptly evacuated the valley 
for home. Well, I laughed; weakly, at first, | will con- 
fess, until the whole ludicrous situation dawned upon’ me, 
when | really enjoyed the joke. ‘I wonder what Doc and 
Charlie will say now?’ I reflected, as I thought of Charlie’s 
closed drug store and Doc’s sick patients. (I forgot 10 say 
that Charlie was our most popular druggist and Doc G. 
our fayorite disciple of Hsculapius.) Well, 1 ‘‘mozied” 
slowly back to the pond and met Charlie nearby. ‘Well, 
why the deuce ain't you on the road home, P.?" he said, 
quickly. “Don’t you know how important it is for me to 
get to town, aud ‘steamer day,’ too, and Sunday at that, 
and no one to open the store? What are you loating here 
for? If you're going, light out, or let me haye your rig;” 
and I could see he was working himself up into a perfect 
frenzy. 
“Tm not going to town with my horse, and what's more, 

you are not either, Charlie,” I sharply replied. 
“What!” he yelled, growing black in the face, “T'll show 

you whether I go or not, and don’t think you can stop me 
unless you want to get hurt,” he continued, as he ambled 
across the field. 

‘What's the matter?” says Doc., eyeing me quizzically, 
being too old a bird to get caught by such chaff, and know- 
ing that something was wrong. 

“Well, Doc., your team frightened mine, and the result 
is we're all in the same box together,” I rejoined. 
“Whew!” whistled he, and Will, who didn’t care whether 

he stayed a week or not, just got up and howled. 
Just then Charlie came back with the most woe-begone 

expression on his face I ever saw. ‘'It’s no use, boys,” he 
murmured, *“‘I can’t doit justice,” and he sat down and 
minutely examined an old ‘‘spooner” with as ‘exorbitant 
a bill” as the hotel keepers’ at Yellowstone Park. ‘*Well,” 
says Doc., ‘what's to be done?” “Oh, the horses will go 
home and the livery men will know enough to send another 
team after us, I told them where we were bound for," says 
I, and we finally grew reconciled, with the exception of the 
“Pop Drug,” who still bewailed his lot, and was almost 
ready lo walkit. 

But the wind was blowing quite a gale and ducks had 
commenced to fly again, and Doce says, ‘Boys, we're here, 
and as long as ammunition holds out and ducks fly, we'll 
kill everything in sight.” 

Well, we stayed at that pond until 11 o’clock Sunday 
morning, and by that time Charlie had grown nearly frantic, 
and he finally jumped to his feet and says: ‘I’m going out 
to reconnoiter, and if I can see a house within five miles, 
rixht there I’m going to geta team to get home.’ And away 
he went. 
My cartridges had given out and I Jay down under a bush 

and took a nap. We had brought no lunch (not expecting 
to be out more than eight hours), and were correspondingly 
empty. Will had tried roast duck, but as we had no salt it 
could not be called a success. About 3 o’clock in the after- 
noon I was awakened by ashout, and here was Charlie, 
radiant with satisfaction, perched upon the seat of an im- 
mense Sthdebaker farm-wagon, with a burly granger hold- 
ing the reins, “Pile your things in,” he yelled, ‘‘and let’s get 

“Charlie tied them to a 

We tied my buckboard on behiud the wagon, threw the 
dogs and game in and started homeward. As we neared 
town, Charlie says to the granger: ‘‘Take the road to the 
right, as there we won't be seen; it’s Sunday and steamer 
diy too, and every man, woman and child in town will be 
going to see her off, and as it’s now half past four, and she 
leaves at fiye, we'll meet the whole town on Fifth street.” 

“Mr, Farmer,” Doc whispered, ‘“‘V’ll give you a dollar 
extra if you'll go down Fifth street, and we'll have a first- 
class funeral procession if Charlie will only haog his bead 
over the side of the wagon and look dead.” Well, we went, 
and it was a success. Will had filled Charlie’s and Doc's 
hat rim full of the steering feathers out of the tails of the 
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“sprigs,'’ and as we were all muddy and powder burnt, and 
attired in as old clothes as we could find, and all sat ina 
row on the edge of Lhe wagon, with our Jmekhoard trailing 
lonesomely astern, we were the eynosure of all eyes, And 
it really seemed as though all San Diego had turned out to 
greet us. 

Charlie stood it for two blocks and then sank down in the 
bottom of the wagon with a groan, ‘Boys, I cave,” he 
murmured, and the granger sadly smiled as he whipped wp 
the off mule and turned the wagon around in front of the 
leading hotel and stopped at the drug store, ‘How many 
ducks do you want, Churlie?’Tasked. “Dod blast the 
ducks," he growled, ‘if either of you say duck to me as 
long as you live, you'll repent it.” And Charlie disappeared 
from view, 

Well, we found our horses all vight. They had only 
reached town a short time before we had, snd the livery 
keepers were just debating whether to send out after us, 
when we got in. On counting our ducks we found that 
between the four of us we had 187. besides a uumber the 
dogs failed to relrieye, and some we had given away on our 
road home through National City. Pully four-tifths of them 
were shot on the wing—some few stray ones being shot as 
they lit on the surface of the pond. Nos-R4-EP, 
Say Dizao, California. 

THE KYNOCH SHELLS. 

Editor Forest wid Stream: 

In touching upon the merits and demerits of the Kynoch 
shell as I have found them, [shall endeavor to stand in the 
position of an unbiassed experimenter who desires only the 
facts, and doing so, I shall neither spare its faults nor omit 
praise where praise is due. 

To begin with, allow me to say that  haye never been a 
strong advocate of the brass shell in any form, its foulness, 
bulk and weight when empty bearmg largely against it. 
Yet its shooting powers stand pre-eminent, and il is water- 
tight, gas-tight and almost indestructible—but more anon. 
lhaye noted all remarks of correspondents in Forest AND 
Srream relating to the Kynoch shell, but IT haye found in 
none of them, if seems to me, # sufficient trial npon which 
to base & sound opinion, nor have | seen anywhere 4 recorded 
trial of its shuoting qualities In comparison with that of a 
standard brass shell; probably this has occurred more from 
waut of proper facilities for thoroughly testing than any 
other cause, 

One correspondent says, “‘they stick in the chamber,” an- 
other that ‘they burst,” a third says “the bead drives in,” 
while a fourth finds them to he ‘almost perfection,” Among 
so mony able and honest correspondents, ench relating his 
individual experience—il is reascuuble to suppose that exch 
stated faets; henee where one finds perfection and another 
grave faults, we must conelnde that uniform results are not 
an eminent feature of the Kynoch. 

Before considering their shooting qualities we must first 
compare them with, say the U. M. C. stanaurd brass shell, 
asto cost, weight, bull, stability o. wearing’ attributes, 
“sticking,” crimping, indenting when empty, etc. 
Taking cost, the Kynoch shows about 40 percent. inits favor 

and as to weitht an equal per cent,, viz,, the Kynoch run- 
ning, 12-gauge, 40 to the pound, while the standard runs 20 to 
the pound. Bull udtnits of no comparison, being practically 
the same. As to wearing qualities, it must be largely in favor 
of the ordinary, or standard, by which word I will designate 
the thick shell hereafter. [ know of plenty of standards which 
have been in almost constant use fur eight years, aud seem- 
ingly they are as good as ever. On the other hand, the 
Kynoch is a too late inveution to admit of anything like 
wearing trials, saying nothing about the continuous crimp- 
ing to which they are and will be subjected, and tbeir se- 
cured lightness of structure, which, as will be shown further 
on, occasioned a burst al the third discharge, Iowevyer, 
this might not occur again in 1,000 chells tested, and the 
shells should not be condemned on sn isolated occurrence of 
this kind, 

Again, while the standard will submit toa’most any amount 
of hard usage without injury, empty or charged, the Ky- 
noch is apt to assume all kinds of forms, particularly when 
empty, after firing in rouech Held work. 

Pliability is an important feature of the Kynoch which 
admits of crimping it with ahsolute security to the charge, 
with perbaps some falling off in force, I am using 
Greener and Lightwood crimper, which dues its work quickly 
and ¢ffectively. i haye not been troubled with ‘‘sticking,” 
after discharge, only in the case of :he burst shell before 
mentioned. The sticking occurs when it becomes necessary 
to remoye a loaded shell to replace it by another, and this [ 
found to be a serious matter in the field, requiring an ex- 
tractor to accomplish it. This is occasioned by the bulging 
of the thin metal by the seated wads. If there has been 
“sticking” after firing, as I believe some assert, it should 
not, in my opinion, be laid to any fault in the chambering, 
and Tam sustained in this assertion by your timely editorial 
“Rod and Reel Makers,” issue of August 28, t/de Moham- 
med and the mountain, 
We must admit that the Kynoch, in consequence of its 

increased interior diameter, will allow of lavger charges, 
thatis, if a shell is foreed to take all it will hold, The 
gauge of a standard 12-gauge shell 1s, after use, at the muz- 
zie. tight 1l-gange, tapering to a 12-gauve at the base, in- 
side measurement; that of a 12-range Kynoch is about 10- 
gange its whole length, and sometimes more, dependimg on 
the chambering, allowing the shell to expand more or less, 
hence a 10-gauge wad ofttimes becomes too Joose, while a 
9-vauge, which must be used instead, will canse the bulging 
before spoken of. Now, adinitting the larger charges which 
the Kynoch can hold, what is gained? The ordinary charge 
for x 12-gauge, Tto 8 pound gun is from 8 and 34 drs. of 
powder and from {to 12 ounces of shot, and for an 8 to 10 
pound 10-gauge, from 4 fo 5 drs. of powder, with 14 to 14 
ounces of shot. Hither will hold these charges with plenty 
of room fo spure, and he who feels that he isnot loading 
heayy enough, using these charges from a fair shooting gui, 
diad best procure a blunderbuss at once. 

The Kynoch forwarded burst at the third discharge dur. 
ing my trials for pattern and jorce, and is designated in the 
record given below. ‘The rupture is in the form of the let- 
ter 5, extending vertically with axis of shell one-half inch 
from the edge of reinforcing base. 
We now take up the shooting qualities of the Kynoch ys. 

standard. The trial recorded below was made from an 
accurate machine fest. a cut and description of which with 
turget appeared in FormstT AND AYRHAM, 
The fun selected was an 8-pound 12-sauge Parker, 80- 

inch barrels, full choke. Distance forty yards, circle thirty 
inch, circle struck after fring. The shells used were three 
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tew Kynochs, three shots from each, against three U. M. 
C. shells, same number of shots from each. I used a card 
wad for the shot wad, my selection being based on the result 
ot four shots, using a 10-gauge, pink-edge wad, The charge 
was 3+ drs. Orange ducking powder No. 3, 14 0z, Tatham 
standard chilled shot No. 8. The results were as follows, 
shells crimped: two 10-gauge U. M. ©. pink on powder, one 
if-gauge pink on shot—274, 244, 287, 300; average 276. 
Tihen tired four shots with the card wad as a shot wad, 

obtaining, on the four, an average of 287—us given below— 
and continued the trial on this basis. 

ACTUAL TRIAL OF KYNOCH YS. U. M. C. 
_lwelve-gange gun, 40yds , 30-in. circle. Charge, 314drs. Orange 

No. 2 powder, 114402. Tatham No. $8 chilled shot: two 10-gauge pink- 
edge wads on powder, one 10-gange card wad on shot; shells crimped. 

RYNOCH, | u. M. GC, 
Pattern, Force. Pattern. Force. 

835 20 | 890 19 
200 18 281 19 
ive 7 | 335 2 
333 18 | 522 20 
aM 8 | on) 
26 18 B01 19 
28 ay | B72 20 
208% 18 330 22 
d32 18 805 20 

Averape.,.-_ 208 18 s12 20 

*Burst at third fire. 

In testing for penetration 1 used twenty-four sheets of 
straw board with intervals of one-half inch between each 
sheet. I fired also a few shots each from a Greener and a 
Bonehill without marked diferent results, yet guns of some 
other makes might give higher averages and more uniform 
patterns with the Kynoch; the averages are good in both 
casrs, and while the Kynoch shows some large individual 
patterns, the standard exhibits remarkable regularity all 
through. One vince chilled shot, American standard, No. 8, 
gives 409 pellets, so that a charge of 14 ounces counts out 460 
pellets, which gives about 65 per cent. for Kynoch and 69 
per cent, for stanclard, I consider 50 per cent a good ayerage, 
[have seen it stated that the Kynoch shoots better being 
erimped, hut in my opinion it must affect the penetration, 
while the increased shoulder presented by haying so thin a 
metal would, I think, affect the regularity of the shooting, 

I helieve the Kynoch to be a good shell with guns adapted 
to it, und in which the firing pin is not too long and the main- 
sping too stiiT, and that in a measure it fills a yoid between 
the paper case and the regulation brass shell; but that it will 
ever supersede the latter, or either of them the paper shell, 
Ido not believe, Though I am fully aware of the superior 
ity us 4 general thing of the standard brass shell as to shoot- 
ing qualities. and were my life the stake would use them in 
preference io any other, yet the paper shell has a deep hold 
in the hearts of the great majority of sportsmen every where, 
and one not easily erased even with all its faults. 
A reloaded paper shell will not hold up to its work; every 

seam and fiber has been sprung, and cach seam is a loophole 
for cscaping gas; but a new, clean paper shell is a joy to the 
heart of a sportsman, and when its work is done and with a 
careless fling it falls behind one, it matters not if its resting 
place be sedge or briar, rock or pool, so long as it encumbers 
not the pockets. Fatcon. 
Watrr MILs, Pa., Sept. 1. 

In-THE-STORB Styie.— Detroit, Sept. 2, 1888.—The ball 
opened promptly yesterday, and the ducks now know the 
sound of avun, In fact, in some localities that sound was 
heard in the marshes twenty-four hours too soon, and if all 
works well, at least one offender will have to pay for his 
selfish lawlessness. On the whole, however, our shooters 
have observed the laws, and the salutary influence of the 
Michigan State Sportsmen's Association is becoming more 
apparent each year, Still there isas much hypocrisy among 
the class called sportsmen, asthere is in other classes of men. 
Tiow well the writer remembers his first experience of it in 
the shooting line. He was fifteen years old and crazy on 
the subject of hunting. Spending a few weeks in a country 
town, he had after some delicate and anxious attacks been 
invited by the crack shot ef the village to go out with him 
foraday. Onthe eyening previous to date fixed, quite a 
number of shots were assembled, country fashion. in *'the 
stere,”’ and the conversation fell upon wing-shooting, and 
loud was the talk, especially by my proposed companion for 
the morrow, ag#inst any one mean or small enough to shoot 
aquail on the ground, The writer, with open ears, drank 
it all in with awe and respect, and many noble resolves did 
he form. But whata fall was theie my countrymen, for 
during cur shoot the very next morning T came upon a large 
bevy of quail not twenty yards away, bunched ina space 
that could have been covered with a bushel measure. Re- 
inembering Wat my awe-inspiring professor of wing-shoot- 
ing wis in plain view and with his eyes upon me, I flushed 
the birds und killed but one. The “professor” was wild, 
cursed me right and left, and wanted to know if J did not 
see the quail on the ground? ‘‘Why of course, but all you 
fellows suid last night that it was mean and unsportsmanlike 
to shoot them there,” and the reply was in deepest disgust. 
“You dou blasted little fool, this “ll on the wing busin: ss is 
the way we shoot nights in the store.” Trap-shooting has 
heen utterly neglected in Detroit for a long tine. There is, 
however, a little cloud in the horizon, and soon we shall 
hear the rumble of the guns again.—DrELra. 

THE BELGTAN Crown Prince Rupoirm has a good time 
of it. He is fond of shooting and finds plenty of game. 
Some idea of lis achievements may be gathered from the 
following return of the quantity of game that fell to his gun 
in the season of 1882-1883. He killed 89 stags, 50 bucks, 
5 does, 7 hares, 467 1abbits, 444 pheasants, 378 partridges, 
6 snipe, 1 wiid duck, 1 fox, and 1 otter, Laxenberg and its 
vicinity, especially its extended and well-covered woods, and 
the far extending waters, afford excellent opportunities for 
sport, but the Crown Prince even tow cannot content him- 
self with what he finds on his own grounds, and occasion- 
ally accepts some nobleman’s invitation to Bohemia or Lower 
Austria or the Styrian Alps, where he isknown as one of the 
best chamois hunters, The Crown Prince gives, besides, 
much of his time to earnest studies, never neglecting what 
may be called his specialty, the study of ornithology, his 
knowledge of which has called forth the praise of Proressor 
Brehm. Who wouldn’t be a crown prince? 

Winbeats are said by the farmers to be so numerous in 
the Berkshire Hills of Western Massachusetts “as to render 
the keeping of sheep impossible. Why do not the bold 
hunters of Western Massachusetts rise fo the occasion, and 
make war on the savage sheep destroyers? 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
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CoxneorioeT.—Torrington, Aug. 28.—Hditor Forest ond 
Stream: Jf there is a game protector in this State there 1s 
work for him here. Misnamed sportsmen are out with dog 
and gun, and nothing escapes them except full-grown birds, ; 
and bags of quail, grouse and woodcock have already been 
brought in, If you will publish the address of the protector 
in your next issue, you will confer a favor upon the law- 
abiding portion af the fraternity.—Exmansrs, |The law in 
Connecticut on this point (approved May 3, 1888) provides as 
follows: “Section 1, The selectmen of every town shall ap- 
point two or more persons to be game wardens, who shall 
assist in detecting and prosecuting offenses against the game 
laws, and shall be puid the same fees allowed to grand 
jurors in criminal cases. Section 2. Game wardens shall 
hold their offices for the term of two years from date of their 
appointment, and shall have the same powers as other offi- 
cers to arrest for the violation of any law relating to game.” 
Your selectmen may perhaps not haye appointed the war- 
dens, in which case you should sce that they fill the vacancy 
at once. Then give whatever information you may have to 
the wardens and push them on to a discharge of their duty.] 

OnARLESTON, Ill, Aug, 61.—Walter C. Kennedy and 
Charles W, Bishop were qut for a day’s shooting on Parker 
Prairie, twelve miles sontheast of here, on the 21st mst. 
They bagged twenty-four pinnated grouse, and reported 
fame in fair numbers, but weather tuo dry and hot for men 
and dogs to hunt, F. M. Parker and his brother George 
were out hunting prairie chickens on the 24th inst., near 
Oakland, and flushed a quail that was sitling on about 
twenty eggs Is not this very Jate for quml to be sitting ?— 
Fox Squrrren, [Probably it was a second brood, and not 
unusually late. ] 

Marne.—Fish and Game Commissioner Stillwell recently 
sent Detective Wormwell into Moosehead District for the 
purpose of raiding some of the poachers in that section, and 
that officer with his customary shrewdness succceded in 
getting cight moose and three caribou skins, as well as some 
evidence in important moose cases. Successful work of this 
kind has also been done in the vicinity of Parmachene and 
Rangeley lakes. The commissioners are doing the State in- 
estimable service in bringing these poachers to justice. 

Onto Quat, SiooTmGc.—Cincinnati, Aug. 27,—For the 
further benefit of non-resident sportsmen who expect to shoot 
quail with us in this State in November, will say if. any so 
desire, it would afford me pleasure in directing them to good 
shooling grounds in Obio, and also in Kentucky, if they de- 
sire to shoot earlier or later than November. 1 know by sad 
experience what it is to yisit strange localities and waste 2 
day in searcLing for birds.—Jony A. Pann. ' 

PrrrspureH, Pa., Aug. 30.—From good and reliable 
sonrees | learn that in this portion of the country the sea- 
son will be a good one for partridges and pheasants, many 
young coveys having been seen. Gray squirrels compara- 
tively scarce. Rabbits “thick as hops.” Ducks will be very 
plentiful this fall judging from the present indications. 
Weather here is cold and raw and the sky cloudy, making 
one long for the field. —C. A. R. 

New Yorre.—Lockwood, Tioga County.—The rulfed 
grouse are more plenty in this vicinity than in several years 
before, and I do not doubt that in afew years they will be 
nearly as abundant as ever.—J. H. O. 

Micutean.—Bellevue, Aug. 23.—No prospect for any 
shooting near here. Cold rains and very high water de- 
stroyed all show for duck, partridge, etc, Have a few 
quail.—cC. H. 

Jersey Sxrexr.—Hoboken, N. J., Sept. 4——My master 
killed the first English snipe I saw this season this morning. 
Tam going to look ont for them right along,—Curer, 

A Pet Quam.—Mr. Harry M ler, of Brocklyn, secretary 
of the Fountain Gun Olub, bas a tame quail of which he 
makes much. 

Drer on Lone Isnanp are protected to 1884. 

Answers to Correspondents, 
>— 

i=" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

G. F. G., Portland, Me.—Por waterproofing canyas, sea, our last 
issue, page 97. 

S. V. B., Clinton, Mass.—Pontiff (KE, K, C. 8, B, 11,703) is hy cham- 
pion Rajah (2,333) and outof Princess (0,395), 

N. G, T., Chula Depot, Va,—Collum’s Belle was by Mr. F, R. Beyan's 
Rollo and ou of Bevan’s Belle (Wilson's Shot—Lung’s Duchess.) We 
send you pedigree of Sensation. 

Sairny GAmMp, a co'respondent is informed, is one of the charact+rs 
in Dickens’s “Martin Chuzzlewit.’ She is a hired nurse, and a most 
repulsive character. ‘‘Nessmuk" selected lier name for his canoe, 
because, like her namesake, she ta.es no water. 

Awxious.—While visiting Ulster county, N. ¥Y.,1 fished in a trout 
streain, but strange to say I did not get a bite ursee atrout (of course 
there were plenty ef minnows and some sucker.) in its waters, I 
noticed four -awimills on its banks, and I was informed that the fish- 
ing was good inthe spring, 1. Now. what puzzles me is, what Iras 
become of the trout that most probably were in thats ream this 
spring? 2. Is not the refuse from sawmills injurious to the fish that 
tuohabit such waters? 8 What hook and :ize do you think best 
ad: pted for worm-fishing for brook troutY 4. Is there a book pub- 
lished with information of fish inliabiting fresh-water slieams of New 
Jersey, describing localities. ete. ¥ Ans, 1, We cannot say; perhaps 
they have run downinto other waters, 2. Yes, 8, A Sproat No, 2 or 
3, or the ‘New York trout hook,” 4. Hallock's Sportsman's Gazet- 
teer’’ contains all that has been written of New Jersey localities. 
Price $3, We can furnish it. 

Steamers from Alexandria and Messina have carried to the 
port of Marseilles from twenty thousand to thirty thousand 
quails each. Quails abound in yast numbers in the neighbor- 
hood of the first two ports. They are caugchtin nets, conveyed 
in shallow, well-ventilated buxes, supplied with plenty of 
food on the voyage, and thus reach their destination in good 
condition, These importations begin before or at least early 
im February, and continue into May, it not longer. During 
this time hundreds of thousands are brought over from Egypt 
and Sicily, After Apiil, their consumption is forbidden im 
Franee, and the quails are then sent most.y from Marseilles to 
England. There isno necessity, then, of sportsmen there to 
supply the markets, even if the shooting season were not 
already Jong since over. 
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Sea and River SHishing. 

ANGLING RESORTS.—We shall be glad to hare for publi- 
cation notes af good fishing localities, Will not our corre- 
spondents favor us with noles of desirable points for angling 
excursions? 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed fo the Forest and Streaii Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the ajjice matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 16, has 

been publiszed in convenient pamphlet form, and will be ready for 
delivery next Saturday. Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of 
10 cents. 

LARGE AND SMALL-MOUTH BLACK BASS 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

The comparative merits of these two fishes as fighters 
when hooked is a question which I haye been glad to sce 
Taised in your columns. For the past twenty years I haye 
taken these fishes in the Mississippi River with rod and rec, 
and while I have olten found individuals of both spécies 
which were lacking in game qualities. I haye also found those 
which excelled in them. I have tuken the big-mouth when 
I thought its gameness could not be excelled, and again when 
it came in like a stick, The same can be said of the smull- 
mouth. Asa rule, I think that your opinion that these fishes 
do not fight in proportion to their weight when they are 
above two puunds in weight, is correct, but there are indiyid- 
ual exceptions even to this. 

Last we. k I took several of cach species, and before bring- 
ing tuem to nt took note of their gameness in adyaace of 
knowing the species, and in my opinion it is impossible for 
one to determine with any desree of avcuracy which fish 
has been hooked by its fighting qualities, when fishing inthe 
Mississippi River. 1 fully agree with you and Dr, Henshall 
that the big-mouth has been underrated as a game fish, and 
incline to think that if our anglers did not know that there 
were two species, 4s they did not ten years azo, they would 
bever suspect if from niurely taking thim, The fact that 
they know ihat there is # difference in structure [ incline to 
think leads them to imagine that there must be » difference 
in game qualities, Those imaginative anglers, who are 
always certain that they can name the fish that is on the end 
of their tine by its actions and its gameness, are often mis- 
tuken, 1 have fished beside then, and bave noted their yer- 
dicts and found that they are not infallible. 

IT recently took a two-pound big-mouth bass, which gave 
me.as hard a fight on an eight-ounce rod 4s any fish o: its 
weight which I ever took. The water was shallow, and it 
leaped clear of the water nearly a dozen times hefore it was 
linded. DuBpeque. 
Dusugue, Iowa, Aug. 39. 

Editor Forest and Stren 
Since reading your editorial article on the game qualities 

of the two black basses, some wecks ago, Lhave been taking 
notice of the way in which they fought. Previous to this 
T accepted the common notion that the small-mouth was the 
best fighter, but after careful observation | must admit that 
Lam in doubt abont it. Within the past three weeks | have 
taken about one hundred fish of both kinds, but um not 
fully prepared to admit that the big-mouth is the equal of 
his buaters yet I will say that he isa better fighter than I 
had given him credit for. This is one effect of popular 
prejudice. I had neyer before heard it questioned that the 
common opinion regarding the superiority of the small 
mouth might be exagwerated. Lut us judve of this without 
prejud ce or without allowing preconceived notions to in- 
fluence us. LAMBERT. 
Erte, Pa. 

T have read all that has appeared on the subject of the 
coniparative gameness of the two black basses. In my 
opinion there is none where I fish in Tennessee. For my 
purt 1 would as soon take one as the other, and I fully agree 
with 8. C, C.” in your last issue on this subject. RN. 
RicHFreLD SPaines, N.Y, ‘ 

If your correspondents who think that the big-mouth is as 
gamy as the smallmouth will come up here J cou.d show 
them their error very soon. SMALL-Mon'ri. 
ALEXANDRIA Bay, N. Y¥- 

TAKING THE TARPUM. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
An article on tarpum fishing by **Al Fresco,” in your issue 

of the 80th wlt., calls tor some remarks in explanation of a 
former reference to this fish by me, for fear that same one 
else may put the same construction to my words that he did. 
Any suggestion lo use a salmon rod fer the capture of this 
fish was very far from my intention, What | really wrate 
was, ‘And its value us a food fish I haye urged as a reason 
for experiments tending towurd its capture with -imilar 
tackle to thal used for large striped Lass, with from 600 to 
800 feet of linc, and casting fiom a boat. 1 believe their 
capture would be little more d-fiicult than that uf a large 
sulmon with fly-rod from shore.” Although the types 
allered the punctuation, still there isno suggestion to use 
the salmon rod to cupture the tarpum wilh, but only # com- 
parison of time and skill necess: ry in each case. F 

Ina previous issue of your paper, ‘‘Al Fresco” says, in 
speaking ol capturing a tarpum vf 130 pounds, “To con- 
vince you that it was worth calling a fish, and worthy of a 
tussle, Linclose two of the scales,” indicating tha, he thinks 
it worth making an effort to capture them. : 
Tam not entirely ignorant of the “‘acrobatic perform- 

ances” and “‘preased lightning” prochyities of the tirpum, 
for L haye ceen hundreds of them, sod have ‘‘been fast” to 
them seyeral times, bul always with an ordinary-sized hand- 
line, which I found very difficult to pay ont fast enough and 
still keep hold of. Still, 1do not consider that all of my 
remarks regarding this fish should be taken or considered as 
‘wise remarks,’ as the Doctor calls them; usually, it is by 
interchanre of ideas that some of us become successful, 
There was atime when the capture of striped ba-s (arge 
ones) with rod aud reel was little thought of; now, itis the 
usual form, ‘ 

J have never suggested the use of anything more delicate 
in the way of tackle for these fish than a short, stout cane 
rod with reel, to hold 600 to 800 feet of twenty-one thread 

————o 
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Cuttyhunk line, aud to fish from a boat, with a good hoat- 
man to help you play the fish, I, for one, am willing to 
break up a few dollars’ worth of cane rods and linen Jines, 
trying to capture these fish, and I dare say the Doctor will 
do as much before he stops fooling with fish-hooks., 
Tarpum do not all weigh from 150 to 175 pounds. They 

haye been captured as small as forty-five pounds, Hoping 
“Al @resen” may be so unfortunate, as he considers it, to 
hook a tarpum when fishing with rod and reel for bass, I 
remain an earnest disciple still. A. B, Dopee, 
Mancuester, N. A 

PROUTY ON FISHING.* 

A LL lovers of the “gentle ari” have now an opportunity 
to add another book thereto pertaining to their collec- 

tious. The volume before me seems more like a familiar 
letter from his hand who now rests in Parndise, than a book 
from a bookmakers; nathlessit isa book well made and 
pleasant to sec, to handle and to read, 

Compiled from the notes and journalof the late Mr. Lor- 
enzo Pronty by his wife, if comes to us more Tike a ‘Jahbor 
of love” than it otherwise would do, and it commends itself 
especially to all of ube craft who were favored with the 
friendship of such a master in the arf as’ was Mr. Prouty. 
Tt does not 2luim to he an exhustive or pretentions work; it 
is suserstive and familiar, not burthened with techniculi- 
ties. and on every pige is evidence of the ardent love of Na- 
ture for which the writer was remarkable. It should be in 
the hands of every fisherm:n and all who love to hold com- 
munion with Nature uncontaminated by the hand or vaprice 
of unappreciative man. 

In addition to some chapters on the ‘‘Habits and Hauuts” 
of fish, this interesting book contains soon sketches of trips 
made to favorite hunting andfishing grounds and waters in 
Nova Scotia, and of one to Schoodic Lake, even as late as 
1882, to whi -h is udd_d some hints to would-be campers-oul 
as Lo the requisites of the camp, Appended to all are a few 
pa es In Memoriam; pages writ by the loying hands of 
friends who have known an loved Mr. Prouty for years, 
Some of these tributes were originally published in the 
Forest ann Stream, anc one was taken from the Boston 
Transcript, many of whose readers were warm friends of 
Mr, Prouty, 
Asan angler, and as an old friend of the writer of the 

book now so tenderly given 4o the world, 1 commend it to 
all who ‘be quiet, and go a-angling,” 

Friend and stranger alike will tind passages of peculiar in- 
terest, und withal the volume is a handsome one, worthy a 
place in any home or by any camp-tire, and contains a fine 
portrait of the anthor, whose ‘‘sudden taking off” has 
stricken so many loving hearts, 0. WrR. 
Ossiers Park, August, 1883. 

+ Fish: Their Habifs and Haunts, and the Methods of Catching 
Them, Together with Fishing as a Recreation, By Lorenzo Prouty. 
Boston: Cuppies, Upham ¢& Co, 

Big Haun or [ruucau News.—The persistent poachers 
of Oneidu Lake, N. Y., haye met with a loss that will not 
only cripple their business buf will also serve as a lesson to 
them io future. They buve long openly defied the law and 
haye shot al same prutectors aud other officers, The Syra- 
cuse Journal of the 29th ult, says: ‘State Game Protecior 
Williim H. Lindley came to’ the city in command of his 
steam yacht Grace TB, Willey, tits forenoon, from Oneida 
Lake. Mr. Lindley spent Monday and Tuosday in seareh- 
ing for néts, aud took up nine in the vicinity of Toad Har- 
bor, which were npon his yacht. He was on his way to 
Canastota, and suid he should take the nets with him, to cut 
up and use for kind.dngs, since they are thoronghly saturated 
with tar, While Mr. Lindley was taking them up, several 
men hurried out from shore some distance away. The yucht 
gave chase, hui could not overtake them. On the shore were 
a dozen men, who used considerable profanity in denouncing 
Lindley, aud a number of women accused them of coward- 
ice for not making a demonstration. The women were even 
more excited thanthe men. The nine nets are said to be 
worth $450. Fishermen claim to haye an understanding 
with sportsmen’s clubs 10 the efivct that if they would keep 
their nets ont during the summer months they might draw 
them during the fall months Mr Lindiey does not believe 
their story, an_ says thal even if such an arrangement was 
mate it is not binding on him, that he will patrol the luke 
until it is frozen over. He is determined to do his duly 
faithfully and feariessly, he says, and he has already shown 
that he las the pluck todo it. He has taken from these 
Waiters sixty-nine nets, of an average yalue of fifty dollars 
each. Te thinks there ave but few left. Two weeks ago he 
burned one and took ane away, He has done more than 
was eyer done before by any manu or number of men to free 
Oneida Lake froni nets, and deserves the thanks of all good 
citizens as wellas his inadequate compensation for the excel- 
lent work he hasdone. Te is now under the direction of 
the Fish Commissioners, who are in e¢arnestin their deter- 
mination to enforce the laws for the protection of fish, Mr. 
Lindley will go to Oross Lake, Skan¢ateles Lake, Otisco, 
and the Tully lakes, and elsewhere in his district, which 
embraces several counties, to see that the law is complied 
with. He isa wide awake, active man, who keeps his own 
counsels and acts with judgment every time be moves, 
For two years betore he was appvinted to his present posi- 
tion he was 4 game constulile aud did a great desl of work 
for Lae love of it and without compensation wor! 1 mention- 
ing. 

SaumMon In OANADA.—Ailitor Forest and Stream: Salmon 
anglizg in Canadian waters bas this year in some rivers 
tursed outa grand success, notably the Restigouche, the 
main viver ou which the hatchery is placed, and which used 
its saluion as breeders, turos out an angling score of nearly 
1,700 salmon, viving «a twenty-two pound average, or 40,000 
potnd of fish. Strange to say, its tributaries have not fished 
well, two fine streams not turning out one hundred fish; 
decidedly showing that as eath strvamn hus a distinct variety 
of the salmon which take no other river bué their own. It 
is absolutely necussary that in restocking or supplementing 
the natural supply by artificial means, the breeding fish 
should be taken from the stream, ,I have no doubt Atlantic 
salmon ova taken to Pacilic coast, or wfce vers, will neyer 
return, Bul it is very doubtful if youbg fry, the produce of 
one river, placed in ariver emptying into the same bay or 
estuary, when returniug adult fish from sea, do not fo on 
until they find their parent stream, From this year's ex- 
perience, being the first returns in quantity of the hatchery 
stock, no other possible solution cin be given, Next year’s 
supply will he watched with preat interest, and go far to 
devid itility and necessity of placing salmon hutcheries 

princh adian waters.—M,. 
iw 

-yir. Page, North Weare, in six days, 52 lbs. trout. 

——  — a i iio. 

Rov ayp Reet Makers.—Your editouial of Aug, 28 
with the above caption was read with much interest, and I 
must thunk you for calling attention to a subject too long 
neglected god certairly a source of ereat annoyance and 
trouble to anglers generally, Various patterns for reel 
plates and seats are no benefit to the craft, and are an evil 
which can and should be remedied, and I fully agree with 
you that it is a proper subject for discussion in the National 
Rod and Revel Association, or in fact any piscatcrial associa- 
tion; but as itis the only national or world's association, 
being open io all by the payment of a small fee, it seems to 
be its duty to remedy this evil, and I hope at the next an- 
nual meeting some member will propose a standard size for 
reel-plates and reel-seits which shall be indorsed or adopted 
by the association —Wa. Mrresenu. [We are glad to hear 
from Mr, Mitchell on this subject, and would suggest to him 
that he is the propgr man to present this standard. He has 
given much thought to all matters conuected with rod- 
making, and wis the first to call attention to the leverage of 
a rod being of equal, if not more, importance than its 
weight. We also think that Mr. Mitchell’s standard would 
be more rewlily accepted by the large manufacturers than 
one proposed by any of themselves, for asa maker of rods 
to order for special customers he hardly comes in contact 
with the large houses, We know of no one whose standard 
we think would be betler received by all parties than one 
that might be proposed by Mr. Mitchell. ] 

Buack Bass ry lyprana,—Chicago, Aug, 27,—1 have just 
returned from a trip to Turkey Lake, Indiana. This lake is 
hal? a mile from Cedar Beach, a flag station on the Baltimore 
& Ohio Railroad, 115 miles from Chicago. and is largely 
visited by fishermen from the towns in that State. Though 
convenient to this city, and the railroad company charyes 
but a low rate rate for fare, the placeis but little known here, 
and yer'y few go there from this section. The fishing is not as 
good there this season as when the writer made a former 
visit, about 2 year ago, hut still offers some good sport. My 
memorandum for the week is as follows: Tuesday, half day, 
7 fish; Wednesday, half day, 5; “Thursday, half day, 3; 
friday, all day, 15. Two of these were trué black bass of 
2 and 24 pounds weight The others were all the yellow 
hass, from 12 to 34 pounds each, and all were gamy fizhters, 
giving’ goad sport with light tackle untilied over the landing 
net in the hands of the oarsman, The fishing there is all 
done with live minnows, trolling or ¢asting from boats, no 
fly-fishing, Prereh and ‘goggle eyes’’ are abundant and 
many are caught by those who care for that kind of fishing 
by using amall bait. My own theory, backed by experience, 
is that larger balt takes larger dish, and I find greater satis- 
faction in bringing in a small catch of good fish than a large 
putnber of all kinds and sizes, The marshes near the lake 
furnish good duck shooting in the fall snd the Cedar Beach 
Hotel is conveniently located for fishing or shooting.—D. L. 
WHITTIER. 

SPre’ AND OxoBost Lakes — Villisca, la., Aug. 27.—For 
good pickerel and pike fishing I think the Spirit and Okobji 
lakes region the best in the West. A party of us left Omaha 
on July 4, via Siowx City and Worthington, Minn., and 
down to Hotel Orleans at Spirit Lake. After breakfast our 
crowd was pretty equally divided abont whetrner we had 
better fish the first day on Spirit or Okoboji. But Spirit 
Lake wou, your correspondentand the postmaster of Cla- 
rinda in one boni and 2 druggist and merchant in the other 
Went north toward Little Spring Lake Inlet “trooling” for 
pickerel. The Jake was comparatively calm, and we had 
splendid luck. Canght fifteen nice pike and pickercl from 
two to eight pounds and were well pleased with our day’s 
sport. The next day we did still better. The day after 
We went down in the Okoboji The day was splendid, and 
after a row of about eieht miles we commenced to fish 
with indiiferent success till about 3 o'clock P, M., when our 
patience was rewarded. The fish took the spoon well after 
that till about seven o'clock, Onur total catch weighed 
208 Tbs. Our party siaid two weeks, and our Mr. Weil car- 
ried off the honors by landing a ten pound pickerel, while 
we caught several that would weigh eight pounds. Hunt- 
img, [ think, will be good there, as 1 saw several fiocks of 
ducks, and it wis too early in the season for chicken shoot- 
ing when we were there.—E, D. K. 

A Bia Onn Escarpp.—Thompsontown, Pa.—As “Al 
Fresco” hus told of a175-pound tarpum (estimated), which 
he didn’t land, permit me to tell of a vastly larger fish which 
I, with the assistance of a hundred others, also didn't land. 
In fact it landed us, the hungry argonau!s on the British 
bark Cireassian, whicl was rolling listlessly upon the bosom 
of the perfectly calm Pacific. One clear mounlight night, 
the sailors had succeeded in passing a noose of some kind 
over the hody of a blickfish. Rousing the passengers who 
were quickly on deck, just as they sprang from their bunks, 
dressed or rather undressed, who seized the two ends of the 
rope which the sailors had vun aft along the gangways, 
they pulled steadily to the regulation “‘heave, oh!” until the 
back of the great fish appeared above the larboard bow. We 
were not fishing with splitbamboo and braided silk, using 
neither art or science; not for pleasure, although there was 
great fun in the appearance of the breechless rows. Tt was 
meat; preat steaks of blackfish we were after, when sud- 
denly 4 resistless jerk vibrated along the cables, a simultane- 
ous thump, a splash at the bow, and a hundred miaor 
thumps along the deck as we landed and sat awhile in mute 
astonishment. I think that fish weighed a hundred mul- 
lions of pounds (estimated).—JUNIATA. 

Nw Hasrsarray, Ang. 30.—Please make a note of the 
accompanying slip in counection with my last letter. “By 
the courtesy of George E. Mitchel, station agent at Brad- 
ford, we give the following partial list of heavy catches ot 
fish at Lake Sunapee this season: M. W. Tappan, Bradford, 
oue lund-locked salmon, 64 lbs,; three trout, 134—largest dt. 
Mr. Cheney, Wilmot, six trout, 23 lbs. Levi Woodbury, 
Newport, in six days, nineteen trout, 36 lbs. —largest, 64)bs, 
Mr, Chambers, Sunupee, one land-lorked salmon, 6% lbs. 

Nathan 
Sawyer, Henniker, five trout, 21 lbs.—two weighed 54 lbs. 
each. Four gent'emen from Keene, O4 lbs, trout. Four 
entlemen from Wilmut, in six days, 90 Ibs. tront—largest 
+ lbs., smallest 12 }bs, The total weight is 302%]bs, The 

trout were overgrown brook trout, bred in brooks, and caught 
in deep watur. They have never been caught before to such 
an valent, because fishermen havesunk their linesin shore ” 
Sunapee Lake bids fair to be the fishing waters of New 
Hampshive par excellence, at no distant date.—Samven 
WEBBER. 

Manyp has a law forbidding shooting and fishing on Sun- 
day, It is said that this law was’ once strictly enforced in 
one of the largest villuges in Oxford county, ‘he open sea- 
son for black bass begins July 1, and this came on Sunday 
this year. Now, in this town there is a large shoe manufac- 
tory, and 8 large portion of the men and boys employed 
there Were making extensive preparations for a big haul on 
that day, Onthe part of the other inhabitants. this was 
rather disagreeable, especially as, if the shop hands carried 
out their plans, it would result in the destruction of a large 
number of fish. To hinder this and save the sport to them- 
selyes, those who were not going fishing pelitioned to the 
authorities to enforce the Sunday law in respect to that sport. 
This was effectual as far as fishing was concerned and more 
so, for the disappointed fishermen, in return, petitioned the 
duthorities to make a general enforcement of the law in the 
case of all Sunday recreations. As aresult, those who would 
not let others fish were themselves debarred from cyery oul- 
of-door amusement, It is necdless to say that tlus village 
presented a very exemplary appearance on the Sabbath, for 
once at least, 

Bass In THE Ovacurta.—Monroe, La., Ang. 28.—1 will 
mention er passant, that ihe striped bass fishing is pow yery 
fine in the Ouachita River, which runs right by our doors, 
We get up at 4 o'clock, walk two squares to the river bank, 
and with a minnow seine soon secure a bucket of minnows 
and oceasionally a half-pound bass slong with them. From 
daybreak till 8 o'clock: we have fine sport. Carson Williams 
caught twenty-six in an hour, aggregating sixteen and a half 
pounds weight. He had two hooks on his line, and the first 
four pulls brought ont eight bass, one on each hook. Some 
ot the fish weighed two pounds. Another man caushtforty- 
eight fish before breakfast time, within a few hundred feet 
of hisown kitchen, The striped bass is a yery handsome 
fish, and a fine tuble fish, though not quite so game as the 
black bass, He is cajled here ‘bar fish,” because he chases 
the minnows iuto shoal water, onthe sand bars, and there 
they keep up a very lively agitation of the water, the pursued 
and the pursuer often jumping entirely out of the water.— 
OvaAcHITa, 

Bass av G@renywoon.—New York, Sept. 8.—Reading in 
last Forusy AND Srrpam the article from ''Robin,” headed 
“Black Bass al Greenwood Lake,” reminds me of my Jast 
“outing” on those waters, August 28 (last Tuesday). I tried 
the flies in the morning and skittered in the afternoon, with 
my seyen-ounce fly-rod, Nota rise to the flies, and two bass 
and eleven pickerel skittering. It was surely my fault or 
that of the fish, as [ had the best man en the lake for guide 
—dohn Smith, of Brown’s Hotel, South End. John is a 
hard and intelligent worker; and speaking of big fish, he 
took an Oswego bass on the 24th ult. that weiyhed eight 
pounds plump, whose dimensions in charcoal grace the door 
of Brown's Hotel. On the 15th inst. [ hope to get into 
Schuyler county after the birds, and will try to let you hear 
from meé,—SMIrH, 

THE QREENBRIE.—Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, 
W. Va., Aug. 27.—The black bass are biting freely io the 
Greenbrier River; one party caught sixteen just abaye Ron- 
ceverte yesterday. Buitis live minnow; all anglers tell me 
that the fly is uselvss. I have been in search of a sood trout 
stream in this section, but there were so many eogared in 
the same quest that] gaveitup, Ifthe countrymen know 
such a place they won’t divulge it.—Crassnonr. 

THe Coming TOURNAMENT.—A call for a meeting of the 
committee of arrangements of the National Rod and Reel 
Association, at Mr. Blackford's, in Fulton Market, on Wed- 
nesdvy, the 5th, at 3 P. M., has been issued. As we #0 to 
press before that hour the report must be delayed watil our 
next issue. The time for the next tournament was fixed for 
October 8, but we fear that the time is now too short to hold 
it on that date. 

Bass av Sopus Poryy, Aug. 31.—Good black bass tishing 
is to be had at Bodus Point, Waynecounty, N. Y. Reached 
from New York via New York Central Railroad to Newark, 
thence to Sodus Point via Sodus Bay & Southern Railroad, 
There is also plenty of pickerel and perch fishing for those 
who care for it. Boats, bait, etc., can always be obtained, 
and the hotel accommodations are fair.—Siiye. 

Lisheulture. 
as Ss 

THE SUNFISH QUESTION. 

it your issue of Aug. 30, a correspondent, “Petra” makes an 
appeal for the sunfish and strongly opposes Mr. Mather’s 

plan for their extermination. I have a pond which is infested 
with these fish and was ,lad to learn of a plan to get rid of 
them in order that their place might be oecupied by fish of 
some yalue, It seems tome thatit is ‘Petra’ and not Mr. 
Mather who has made a mistake, for the latter's reasoniny 
consistently carried out would not soon ‘make fish of all 
kinds a rarity.” It would merely remove a worthless fish to 
replace it with a valuable one. 

“Petra’s” yiews are based upon a sentirnental yiew of the 
case entirely, while those whe-haye ponds which are overrun 
with this worthless little fish look at the practical side and 
see that the pugnacious little villains devour the young of 
better fish. Thesuntish is of no practicaluse. “Ttis pretty 
and we caught them when we were boys, is all that can be 
said in theirfavor. As well might we object to the cultiva- 
tion of a field where we boys picked a quart of blackberries: 
each year. I believe with Mr. Mather thatthe country 
would be millions of dollars better oif if there were no suntis 
in its waters, and [ intend to try his plan for their destruction, 
without getting into the unpleasant predicament which 
“Petra” hopes may befall all who undertake it, R. 
HOoLYorE, Mass. 

In regard te the sunfish J merely wish to explain that my 
paper, read before the American Fishcultural Association, 
was written in the spirit of the fishculturist wio should 
view all fishes through pract.cal eyes and weigh their yalue in 
money, Sentiment had no place in it. fT course T can 
remember the pride with which as an iniant | captured a 
baby sunlish on a bent pin, but that memory docs not at all 
influence my judgment of what fishes are profitable to haye 
inapond. If the suntish has value it should be cultivated, 
Tf it has none then itis in the way of better fish anc should 
be exterminated, . M. 

Bass not only take young sunfish for batt, but clean them 
out of ponds at least. have ah ice pond in which I put 
many hundreds each of cattish, sunmies, and tubs full of the 
ai fry which were left in the deeper water of the Pennsy!- 
vania canal, when the water wasdiawn off. They had mul- 
tiplied for years, Three or four years ago sixty black bas= 
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yearlinss were put in. Last spring the pond was drained; 
abont ene dozen of large catlish, also suckers, huge ones, 
thirty-three quarter to one pound bass, and 510 large sunfis 
were tho remains. In the spawning senson cach year the 
sim ys Oo4npied the entire aireuit of the pond with nests, and 
droye the bass ayay, innumerable {ry hatched, and disap- 
peared, undoubtedly bassward. With much doubt, the 
sunnys dlone were transferred to an ex-trout pond of clear 
cold wailer, where clildren large and small ould see and 
admire whem. Th Jnne the doubt was a reality; for some 
days from fiity to one hundred of them would come to the 
surface, dead JUNIATA, 

THE UNITED STATES FISHERIES. 

HE Review of the Fishery Industries of the United States, 
2 and the work of the United States Fish Commission, fur- 

ni-hed hy Professcr Brown Goode, M.A., to the Intemational 
Fisheries Exhibition Congress, is a production the importance 
of whith conld not well be over-estimated. Mr, Goodeis the 
assistant director of the United States National Museum, and 
any one who has inspected the court over which he has 
charge atthe South Kensington Exhibition must have been 
struck with the admirable thaainer in whieh he and his col- 
leaguns haye arranged that wouderfully mteresting series of 
exhibits, The review in question was partly embodied in a 
conference paper. but a considerable portion of the statistical 
Mather has been reserved for publication in the official pam- 
phiet of eighty-four pages, recently issued by Clowes & Sons. 
Wrowonld recommend all who are concerned in the general 
question of fishing as an industry, and inthe progress of fish- 
culture, to study what the Professor has to say upon the sub- 
jects. Jn the case of America, it is not so dificult as in some 
other countries to bezin at the beginning; but tho preliminary 
pazes, which deal with the early history of the American fish- 
eres, are ton the less interesting. Myropean Gshermen from 
Frauce, England, Spain and Portugal followed quickly upon 
the creat voyaee of Christopher Columbns, so that within 
twenty-live yenrs after the discovery by the intrepid navigator 
the crews of litty vessels were plyine their hand lines oyer the 
shoals of Newfoundland. As early as 1602 an authority named 
Gosnold declared that ahout Cape Cod, from March to May, 
there was “better fishing, and in as great plenty as in 
Newfoundland,” The first American colony, as Mr. Goode 
poiuts out, which was planted at Jamestown in 1609, owed its 
permanence bo the abundance of fish and oysters in the rivers, 
Its Lounder, Gapt, John Smith, may be regarded in a very 
ractical sense as the pioneer of American fisheries, seeing that 
18 Own vesselin 1014 took 47,000 tish off the coust of Maine, 

Quaintly and vividly he writes: 
“And is it not pretty sport to haul up two pence, six pence 

and twelve penoo, as fast as you can hale ancl yeare the line? 
He is a very bad fisher who caunotddll, in one day, with his 
hook andl line, one, two, or three hundred cod,” 

Before the middle of the seventeenth century, Massachu- 
setts had gone heartily into the fisheries business, and was ex- 
porting annually to Burepe about 100,000 quintats of dried 
codfish, A century later, which would he at the beginning of 
the Revyohitionary War, the New Eneland fishing fleet 
consisted of (65 vesscls and 4405 men, Mr. Goode is proud, 
therefore, to boast that the fisheries of this country are to-day 
eontrelled by the descendents of hardy colonists from the 
soithern coast of Great Britain, and thatthe modern fishing 
ports on the Atlantic seaboard commemorate the fact in their 
nomenclature, which ineludes Gloucester, Boston, Portland, 
Dover, Norfoll, Truro, Barnstaple, Chatham, Tiverton, Yar- 
youth, Harwich and New Shorcham, This not a little singu- 
lay, also. that in the names of the tishes and fishing applinnces, 
oll English words, lous abandoned by us, survive in the dia- 
lect of the Aineriean fisher follr. 

The roal start toward the gigantic industry which the har- 
yest of the sea tives ta onr American consins practically bezan 
after the American civil war, and itis stated in the chapter 
devyored to recent develspmant of fishing industries that within 
the past decade the fisheries haye increased in extent and 
value to a dagree without parallel in their previous history. 
The last censns estimated the value of the United States fish- 
eries a0 forty-four snd a half million dollars; but Professor 
Gopde reckons that the product of 1683 will be at least 24 per 
eent. sréater, Indeed, he thinks that a fair estimaite, at 
wholesale market rates, rather than upon the census basis of 
fisherinen’s prices af the present time would be above rather 
than below one hundred million dollars, The causes of this 
astonishing rate of progress are attributed to the extension of 
railways into every pari of nearly every one of the 2,290 coun- 
ties into which the forty-four States and Territories are sub- 
divided, and, still more, to the genoral adoption of scientific 
methods of praparation and transportation. These methods 
mist he familias to the majority of our readers, who will not, 
at this tine ef day, require to be informed of the freezing- 
houses on the great lakes of the Pacific coast and in the East- 
ein cities, and the refrigerating cars running on the traonk 
lines, bringing to market supplies of Columbia salmon, lake 
Whitefiah, cod, bass, Spanish mackerel, and many another 
choiee fish, frozen stiff, and packed up in heaps like corded 
wood, From twelve to fourteen million pounds weizht of 
Halibut, for example, are every year distributed, packed in 
ice, tothe inland cities. Special trains Jaden with Chesa- 
peake oysters are constantly running from Daltimore slong 
western lines between September and April. The ‘“can- 
neries” are continully increasing, the South being, for the 
mozt part, oven yet an undeveloped fishery ground, Tinned 
salmon, Jobsters, sardines, and mackerel are exported to the 
valic of three million dollars. Ib is not easy, without some 
littlé reflection, to comprehend what these remarkable re- 
turns really mean; bnt we have some indication of the extent, 
of the business done in two tacts stated in Mr. Goode’s re- 
yiew—viz,, that in 188!) nearly two millions and a quarter of 
salmon were received by the establishments of the Pacific 
slope, packed inte 41,453,000 one-pound cans; and that 4,178,- 
999 one-pound ¢ans of lobsters were packed in the factories 
owned by Maine and Massachusetts, Not only are the fishing 
industries confined to the canning, drying, smoking and pick 
ling of fish, but there have been Improvements in the manu- 
facture of fish oil aud guano, and various other side imdus- 
tries, such a5 the manufacture of fish glue, which consumes 
over 1,000,000 pounds of fish skins every year for the protiuc- 
tion of shie and isinglass, 

Mv. Goode is bound to confers, 1s an illustration of the en- 
couragement now given to his country’s fishing industries, 
that the descendants of the stern old Puritans are giving way 
to an increasing fondness for the luxuries of the table. Conse- 
quently, eyenin the United States, extravagant prices are 
aid for brook trout and such delicacies as the pompano, 

Spanish mackerel, kingfish, sheep's head, and especially for 
the earliestshad or salmon of any particular river, ‘Vhe Ich- 
thyophagous Club, of New York, is otganized for the express 
uirpose of introducins into use other yarieties of fish food 
itharto unrecornized, The exhibits m the United States 
jour't of improved apparatus and methods for the capture and 
rendering into articles for commerce of the salt and frosh 
water fish of America spealcsfor themselyes, and Mr. Goode 
enumerates, as amone the improved aids which those jindus- 
tries have received, the following; The development of the 
fishing schooner; the introduction of steam yessals into the 
menhaden, oyster, Whale, herring, and great lake fisheries; 
the iutroduction of the siant purse seine, and ‘wachinery by 
which it is set, enabling the mackerel vessels to increase their 
individual catch tenfold; the introduction of the lighter and 
cheaper cotton net im place of the old-fashioned tabrie of 
hanip; the introduction of the Norwegian gill-net into the 
winter cod fisheries; the invention of new forms of harpoon, 
fuos, bombs, and explosive lances for the whale fishery; the 
general use of pound-nets or stale-nets along the saudy coast of 

the Atlantic and its estuaries for the capture of the migratory 
summer shoals; the extension of the Bshing grounds to new 
regions, in which may be mentioned the red snapper fishery 
of the Gulf of Mexico, the halibut fisheiy in Davis's it, and 
the coast fishery in Alaska and the Ochotsk Sea; the more 
general use of the trawl or long line; the system of co-opera- 
tive insurance, by which the loss of a vessel is divided among 
allthe capitalists of the port; the utilization of secondary pro- 
ducts; and the extension of govermental harbor and coast 
lighthouses, life saving stations and storm warnings. Over 
and above these potent agencies must not be forgotten the 
efforts of anglers, philanthropists, and statesmen, who, in 
varies societies and journals, freely and intellizently discuss a 
variety of subjects concerning the production and acclimati- 
zation of useful fishes. 
A review of this character would, ofcourse, not le complete 

Without an account of what has been done across the Atlantic 
in the matter of fisheulture. For morethan one hundred years 
the Amerivans have attended, more or less, to this duty. Gen, 
Lincoln, Benjamin Wranklin, and Jacoby (who is claimed to 
be the father of artiticial culture) are rejfresented as having 
correspondents in the United States so far back 48 1770. We 
may intention that the interesting report of fisheulture inthe 
United States was prepared by Mr. aril, whois the co-com- 
miss.oner of Mr, Goode. A list of twenty-nine species of fish 
artificially hatched in the United States is given, together 
with the persons by whom the experiments were made, and 
their date of operation. ‘The fish so catalogued are brook 
trout, whiterish, lake trout, pike, perch, Atlantic salmon, shad, 
California salmon, striped bass, landlocked salmon, Qquassa 
trout, sea bass, grayling, sturgeon, smelt, herring, alewife, 
oyster, cod, haddock, carp, Spanish mackerel, Cero, moon- 
fish, siiver gar, goldfish, tench, and soft-shelled clam. 

Space fails us to analyze the excellent description given by 
Professor Goode of the fishing grounds systematically worked 
on the great oceanic banks, extending from Nantucket to 
Labrador, or the peculiarities of the fishing towns and fisher- 
men; the Jatter, together with persons associated with or de- 
pendent upon them, or the industries they promote, are esti- 
mated at from 800,000, to 1,000,000. This branch of the sub- 
ject is invested with additional interest from the fact that 
there are 5,000 negroes and 8,000 Indians and Esquimaux en- 
gaged inthe work, With regard to statistics, it will be suf- 
ficient to state that the number of persons employed in actual 
fishery industries is 131,426; that the fishing feet consists of 
6,005 vessels and 44,804 boats; and that the total amount of 
capital invested is close upon $38,000,000, The value of the 
fisheries of the sea, the great rivers and the great lakes is 
placed at 343,000,000, and that of the minor inland waters at 
$1,500,000, The most important fisheries are those of the New 
England States; next come the South Atlantic States; then 
pee Middle States; and, finally, the Pacitic States and Terri- 
Ories. 
Tu his enmiheration of the fishery industries, Professor Goode 

groups his subjects under forty-seven heads. They rélate (1) to 
ocean fisheries, prosecuted by fishermen living onthe vessels 
and making long voyagesin pursuit of fourteen varieties, from 
the whale and the sea serpent to the herring and sardme; (2) 
the coast fisheries, conducted chiefly by small boats, and in- 
eluding eels, shell fish, sponge and sea otters; (3) river and lake 
fisheries, by which we reach the shad, alewife, salmon, smelt, 
sturgeon, ete,; and (4) strand fisheries and shore industries, 
ranging from the Alaska seal to the utilization of sea-weed, 
Trish moss, and marine salt. A number of carefully prepared 
tables are given illustrative of whatis being done in the United 
States in the principal fisheries; and, finally, several pages are 
devoted to an explanation of the aims, methods, and achieve- 
ments of the United States Fish Commission, The work of 
this commission in the direction of fishculture is summed up 
in the remark that it has been that of stimulation and céopera- 
tion, Wishculturists, law-makers, and would-be law-makers, 
upon matters connected with fish and fishing, political econo- 
tists, and all who haye the maintenance of our fisheries and 
the interests of our fishing ee ae at heart, will do well to 
master the clearly arranged mass of facts given in this, which 
is one of the most important as well as one of the most inter- 
she or Pee papers evoked by the Fisheries Congress.—Lon- 
lon Field. 

TIME OF HATCHING CARP EGGS.—A very great interest 
has been awakened all over the country on the subject of carp 
culture, and I desire to make use of your columns to answer 
one or two questions which ave almost daily propounded to 
ine, First, As to what age the carp spawns? The German 
authorities say that they spawn at three years old, but in this 
latitude we have established beyond a doubt that they spawn 
attwo years, i, ¢., the hatchings of 1881 should spawn the 
present spring, Second, As to the period of incubation? Dr. 
Hessel, in his work on carp culture, states that they will hatch 
in from twelve to sixteen days. Tltis, 1 have no doubt, is in- 
tended to coyer the time of incubition in Germany. The tem- 
perature of the water has much to do in determining the time 
it takes eggs to hatch. In my last report, made to the Com- 
Inissioner of Agriculture of Georgia, I gaye the results of an 
experiment, showing that with the temperature of the water 
at sixty-nine degrees the eggs hatehed in from five to six days. 
But experiments made during the present year with a higher 
temperature of the water, say at eizhty-tive or ninety degrees, 
demonstrates the fact that they will hatch in from forty- 
eight to seventy-two hours. The carp seems to delight im 
water of a high temperature. The water on the surface of 
our ponds here frequently is over ninety degrees, It is not 
ulicommmon for carp to attain a length of ten inches during the 
first year,—H. H. Cary, Supt. Georgia Fish Commission, 

EELS FOR AUSTRALIA.—We learn from the Deutsche 
Fischeret Zeitung that Lalf a million young eels, about the 
sizé of a lead pencil. have been sent from Hamburg to Bris- 
bane, Australia, Lastyeara resident of the latter place im- 
ported carp from Germany successfully, and now he has 
ordered young eels, 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printel in our issue of Aug. 16, has 

been published in convenient pamphlet farm, aud will be ready for 

delivery next Saturday. Sentto any address. postpaid, oh receipt of 

10 cents, 

Two well-known sportsmen of Ithaca, N. Y,, were recently 
casting flies for trout on a stream some twenty miles from 
that village, when a singuliu thing took place. They had 
tried several varieties of Hies without suceéss, notwithstand- 
ing the fact that quantities of fine fish were plamly to he seen 
swimming about near the surface. Hyery attempt to induce 
jhem to rise to the fly was unavailing. Suddenly, as one of 
tne two gave his linea smart fling, a bird commonly known 
as a “teeter snipe” fitted across the stream just in time to 
have the hook strike its body and detach a small feather. No 
sooned had the hook, with the snipe-leather attached, reached 
the water than it was seized by a fine trout, This fish, with 
tive others, was quickly landed, when the snipe’s feather 
became detatched nud was lost, Then the sport was at an 
end, for the fish would not tise to any other sort of fly— 
Tvening Post. 

THE SUPERLATIVE OF PRAISH.—A Boston paper. wishing to: 
indicate the high character of cerfain pentlemen, says that 
“they are all first-raje fellows and well deserve their good 
luck—just such a set of men 28 one would enjoy as compan- 
ious on a hunting or fishing excursion, " ee 

Ghe Kennel. 

BRNCH SHOWS. 
September 4, 5, 6 and 7.—New England Pair Beneh Show, Manches- 

ter, N.H, Charles A. Andrews, Superintenden!, West Boxtord, Mass. 
September 6, 7 aud 8.—Ths Dog Fauciers’ Association of Montreal, 

Canada, Secoud Annual Bench Show, UMntries close Sept. 1. John 
F. Campbell, Secretary, P.O, Drawer 1,955 Montreal, Canada, 
September 11, 12, 13 and 14.—Springficld Beneh Show, Springfield, 

Til. J. Johnson, Seeretary, Entries close September 10, 
September 18. 19, 20 and 21.—Mahoning and Chenango Pair Asso- 

ciation’s Second Annual Bench Show, Youngstown, Olio, Dntries: 
free. E. M. Wilson, Secretary. 

Oct, 2,3, 4.and6.—Lonidon Benen Show. London, Canadw. Entries 
close Sept.19. Charles Lincoln, Superintendent; John Puyldicombe, 
Secratary; C. A. Stone. Assistant Secretary. 
October 2, 8,4 and 6.—The Danbury Agrienitiral Soriely’s Second 

Annual Bench Show. Entries close September 22,—H. Crofut, Prasi- 
dent, Danbury Conn. 

Jan, 1. 2.3, 4,17284.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench Show, Meri- 
den, Gonu, Joshua Shute, Secretary, Meriden. Conn. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
November 19, 1884,—Hastern Field Trials Club, Fifth Annual Trials, 

at Hizh Point, N. C. Entries for the Derby close July 1; for the 
Members’ Stake, Nov. 17; for the All-Aged Stake, Nov. 1. W, A. 
Coster, Secretary, Tlatbush, Loug Tslaud, N, ¥, 
November 20, 1888,—Robin's Island Club's Second Annual Field 

Trisls at Robin’s Island, L, 1,, for members only, Entries close 
Sept.d, <A. T. Phimmer, Seerctary. 

ovember 20, 1883.—Pacifie Coast Field Trials Club, First Annual 
Trials near Sacramento, Cal, J. M., Loaltz, Secretary, Sacramento, (al, 
December 3, 1883,—Natiohal American Kennel Ulnb, Fulth annual 

metals af Grand Junction, Tenn, D, Fryson, Seeretury, Memphis, 
enn. 
December 3.—Gilroy Rod and Gun Club's Third Annual Wield Trials 

at Gilroy. Cal.. for dogs owned in California, Arizona, Oregon and 
Nevada. Entres close Dec. 2. TE. Leavesley, Seuretary, Gilroy, Cal. 
December 10,—Neaw Orleans Gun Club's Southern States Picld 

Trials at Canton, Miss. Bnries close Ded. 9. J. Renaud, Seera- 
tary, New Orleans. La. 

THE BEAGLE GLUE. 

Editar Forest cond Stream: 
Like many other clubs it has been agitated and suggestions 

given in regard to its establishment, I haye kept silent onthe 
subject, hoping its consummation would soon be establisliad 
Untortunately [am commending to feel there ig no progress 
in the matter, and fearing ii may not be established, 1 for one 
feel like keeping the hall a rolling until we have a beagle 
elnb, There have been good and competent gentlemen sug- 
gested as judges of the beagle. But I believe we have not 
heard from any of them through Forms? anb Srrwam, SoT, 
a lover of the beagle, will name another gentleman who I 
taink is in the front on the little hound, being one of the first 
breeders in the United States who has in a small way dis- 
tributed more first-class beagles over the States thanany other 
mn, and who now has one of the finest stud dogs, Spot, iv 
this country, the gentleman isG, W. Pownall, of Thurlow, Pu,, 
who I think wou i give his judgment oh the heagle in a satis- 
factory and wnimpeachahle manner, Nevertheless, whethor 
Mr. G. W. Powuall or any or all the gentlemen who have been 
suggested as judges, Lfor one will acquiesce, Thanking you, 
Mr editor, ol your prompt and efficient work in furthering 
this cause, and hoping the day is not far distant when the 
heagle will be in the front rank of sporting dogs, M. M. N. 
ELIZABETHTOWN, Pa,, Aug. 87, 1883. 

STATUS OF THE BULLDOG, 

Liditory Forest and Streain: 
Never have I made one cent from my dogs, never have I 

kept them for any other purpose than my simple pleasure and 
entertainment. ti Tam a dog fancier, if it be so eiltled, but no 
dog dealer, or fighter, or jockey, 

Six years ago T bought my first bull-terrier—Cold Water 
Jack, au old Pit dog, sived by Sam Greon’s (thea famous gam- 
bler) Captain, he by Harry Jennings's fumous imported dog 
Waterford Jack, which to-day stands mounted in Jennings’s 
tront window on Houston street, New York, [purchased four 
high-bred bitches, in order to get some pups which would fnlly 
satisfy a competent judye’s oye, oe of them being Harry Jen- 
nings’s Rose of New York, for which | paid S75. Jt is cer- 
tain she never would be found yunning around the streets 
waiting to be picked up and fatted up until capable of “grab- 
bing and chawing” her owner's lew while he was lghting with 
a street dog-catcher! [have been the fortimate possessor of 
a litter of six pups sired by C, B. Waito's imported, registered, 
bench show prize winning bulldog Viscount. Mr, Waitels 
address is the Brevoort House, corner fifth avenne and Clin- 
ton Place, New York City. Within the lastsix years, old and 
young, I have owned thirby-one dogs, and haye bred in that 
space of time six litturs of puppies. ~ 
Withowt egotism, cannot | ¢laimto know more of the bull 

dog or bull-terrier than “Podgers,”’ who confesses in Nis article 
that he never bred or owner one of the bred? Just here allow 
it to be stated, Iam an American by birth, education, tastes 
and disposition, and admire the English bulldoe and bull-ter- 
tier only hecause of his intelligence, trustworthiness and pen- 
eral good traits of character, which daily become manilest to 
his owner and thos with whom he comes im contact, unless 
they be caught by said dog inthe act of steahng apples, an 
incident suggested by a remark of ‘Podgers,” in which case, 
the person who meets the dog might haye had his trousers 
seat and his millc of bulldog kindnéss soured perhaps simul- 
taneously, 

But is our friend qualified to know a bulldog when he sees 
one, to use the plain but exprossive language of our unknown 
friend “Hemlock? “Podgers” asserts that ‘“oyners of bull- 
dogs generally and asa Yule, ave a class of sentiemen ninch 
affecting the lower order of amaysements.” Whisks one expres- 
sion is enough to convince all who know a bulldoy when they 
see it, that *Podgers” does not. Can he give me one instance 
where a bulldog was ever put into a aos pit. or rat pit in this 
country? When and where in the oll? The writer of that 
most lndicrously ignorant artivle, does uot know the difference 
between a bulldog and a bull-terrier. If he lives west of Phila- 
delphia I-very much doubt whether he ever saw a puve bred 
bulldog otbervyise than at a bench show, and the chances are 
almost overwhelmingly against his haying seen many bull- 
terriers who would receive more than an accidental glance at 
any recognized bench show. : : 
The trouble with ‘Podgars’s” friends was that they picked 

up some dogs which were indeed “ours” and “curses" (to cop 
sown veruacular), The dogs of which he has had knowl- 

edge have had in their veins the blood af dogs who snap when 
they bite, Thus in the case of the unfortunate friend and the 
unfortunate dof catcher the cur blood got excited and 
snapped, and then the bull blood exerting ifselt’, held on, for- 
Gunately for the dog catcher, who must have entertained a 
strange feeling of friendship for the poor ‘am? he wus just 
previously attempting to lead astray, ; 
Did the writer of this article wish to give u select reading 

he could copy extracts trom the works of such men as '“Stone- 
henge,” Yonatt, Vero Shaw and many others, who respect 
the bulldog and bull-tertier, and have spent as much time in 
studying their physical and mental charucteristies as has 
*Podgers” in the phrsuit of the (not) sayage bird assisted by 
his “noble pointers and setters.” i 
ree: T not papreciie aie ang a Wane Paper, T ple 
eibe 1s man) rics of sagacity, courage, atiection, stre 
and reer a of bull-terriers Which have ‘happened 
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under my own observation, as cai Podgers” against them, 
and whereas his storges ave from hearsay aud casnal observa- 
tion, mine would be from practical experience and personal 
owtership, A true bulldog or a genuine hull-terrier 1s not to 
be found ah every corner, half starved and ready to be pieked 
up by some fortonate “frend.” The dors with which “Pod- 
gers’ appears to have had acqunintanceship haye been dogs 
bred on the street, or by ble bostler back of the barn; do wot 
call them by the generie name of bulldor. Do what Ihave 
(lone, friend ‘‘Podgers,” go to New York, Late Seat Pitits- 
burch, Cleveland, Detroit and Canada, attelid their bench 
shows and then, like myself, you will begin to understand the 
Personal appearance and characteristics of a high-bred, « 
trie bulldog and bullterrier, Breed and keep them about 
youtor a fund and companion for half a dozen years, and 
the, and then only, will you begin teappreciate their docility 
to their master, thei protective watcthiulness over bis prop- 
erty, and their uuapproached and ajmost human-like loye for 
his family, C. Vaw W. Fisx. 

DOG CRITICS. 

Bditoy Forest ond Stren: 
My let is off to Col, Taylor. Good inorning, Colonel! 1 

formerly greeted you asa gentleman and a true lover of the 
dog, now I pay my respects fo you as 2 poet. The preface to 
your last epistle was # noble prase poem worthy a better 
sequel, You lad notmuch to say abont Mayor of Bingley’s 
head, though, which you had challenged me to prove de- 
fective. Apparently you have hauded the subject over to Mr, 
C. H. Mason, who has not niueh to say about. it either, al- 
though lie does five vigorously at me—rundom shots mostly. 
His intentions were good, but aim bad, I will attend to him 
presently, aah personalities scarcely merit a reply. 

ith youitisa pleasure to correspond, for though four pen 
is keen and Caustic, your instincts as a gentleman will not 
permit you tu induizd in petty personalities, though we may 
disagree about dogs. Lebus briefly review the sitnation. 
Youwentronnd the dogs exhibited at the last May bench 

show, fiving, metaphorically, every uther man’s dog a Kiel or 
calf, but your own you ostentatiously fondled and petted, As 
a spectator of this scene I thought, Now, that good gentle- 
indu does nob svem to think that he is wounding the feelings 
of the owners, Suppose f vive his dogs « little kick to let him 
‘see how itis limselft," What au indignation meeting was 
then hold. Your effort has since heen to show that you were 
really doing the other owners a real service in the most pure- 
withot-malice way, All right, but you discovered that: it 
Wis a Wostunplessant procecding when the put-yourselfan- 
his-place argument was applied. 

J forgive you all your hard wards about me, for the sake of 
thet murmuring sea poem in your last, but [ cannotallaw 
your charge of prejudice to pass withont arebuke. You quote 
me as saying, prior fo your ownership af Mayor, that he was 
“the grandest dog of the type [ ever saw." never said 50, 
never thonght so, albhough [ may have said he was a grand 
big dog, and Lsay so still, Of Benedict again, you quote me 
as saying he was “the grandest spaniel of his kind he ever 
saw.” I never used such wards resarding Benedict, because I 
never liked his headand always saidso, At Cleveland the tirst 
time I scored him, I took five points off for detective head. Heis 
“« good spaniel nevertheless, and J have always so culied him 
and always will, no matter who hisowner may be. Youmake 
sone Unpleasant insinuations also about mry judging cocker 
spaniels at shows, while holding the position of secretary to 
the American Cocker Spaniel Club. { am quite unconscious 
of this being either a display of bad taste or incongruity on 
iny part. The club isnot 4 private concem as you seem to 
suppose, but istomposed of many individual breéders through- 
oii the States and Canada: is, iy fact. similar to the Fox-ter- 
ner Clib, Masti? Club, ete., in England, Allow we to state 
that I haye never entered a dog of my own or that Thad any 
interest in, for enmpetition: in fach | have usked owners of 
dogs bred by myself to keep phem at home rather than send 
them to a show where IT was judging. 
Regarding the Norfolk spaniel, forgive me for pointing out. 

that us you “are getting wary now,” you haye discovered that 
4 Norfolk is not a black field Spaniel. This way of getting ont 
of if has a delicious flavor of Valstaff's ingenuity in evading a 
difficulty; he was helped out by men in buckram, Formerly 
you were eonyinesd that a Norfolk was not a field spaniel; 
now that you are “setting wary,” you want to argue that a 
Norfolk is not a black fleld spaniel—a very different matter. 
You see we can all learn a little. A little knowledge is some- 
times a. dangerous thing; it may serve to make us look ridieu- 
lous oudasionally. 
You make me an offer which Tum strongly inclined to _ac- 

cept, if you can show how it can be made practicable. You 
say, ‘T will give tivo silver cups as prizes to any two of the 
exhibited pointers found fault with by me, it Mr. Kirk can 
produge them before our yision, and [ will likewise agree 
toretract iit writing in this paper my disparaging words if, 
when put to the yote of any five disinterested men, my com- 
ments and eriticisrtas are not cousidered justundtrue.” Ipre- 
sume youtnesan tive judges wholnow a pointer from a fox 
hound. Now hereis a difficulty. There are two competent 
judges, viz: Gol. Taylor and Mr. C. H, Mason, “for they 
themselves hath suid it and it's greatly to their eredit,” but 
where, O where! can we find the other three? Just as impos- 
sible as it was tofind the fye righteous men iu Sodom and 
Gomorrah. 
You also offer, if T produce a better Newfoundland than 

Mayor of Bingley, to stand half the expense of 4 cup for the 
victor, Well, if the Mayor is exhibited at the approaching 
London show, | am content to leave the decision with the 
judgethere, To be sure the Mayor was in London before 
and won a prize, Ma. C. H. Mason being judge. 
But T trod on Mr, ©, H, Mason's corns in venturing to eriti- 

cise this paragonof Newfoundlands. Well, T hate to interfere 
with any oue in the exercise of a legitimate business, and dog- 
dealing is quite u legitimate trade, Col, 'aylor had been un- 
wisely as J thought. and unkindly taking unnecessary 
trouble fo traduce all our American dogs, and wantonly 
wounding the feelings of every exhibitor at the W, K. C. 
show, and surely he should not complain to have a, little taste 
of hisown medicine. Awkiwatdly chough Mayor of Bingley 
appears to recur qnite frequently into the hands of his im- 
porter, Mr. Mason, and Tapologize to Mr. Mason for my in- 
convenient mterference, which happened so inopportunely 
wien he was trying to find another customer for him, Let me 
male all the amends 1 van, Mr, Mason can refer tome if he 
finds the Mayor slow of sale. Very few persons are better 
osted with régzard to certain fancy classes of the non-sporting 

division of dogs than Mr. ©, H. Mason. A man cannot spen 
fifteen years of his life attending dow shows (bide the biograpli- 
ica! sketch contained in each of his letters) without learning a 
reat deal about dog-showing, Unfortunately, however, the 
owledge that he most prides himself npon is what honest 

people are apt to despise, Artistic taking isreally a miserable 
accomplishment to houst about, Mr. C,H. Mason exhibited 
Mayor of Bingley at Bomingham in 1880. Why was le there 
disqualified! 

Co}, Taylor chalienged me to point out the defects in Mayor 
of Bingley’s head, and in answering him I quoted from. some 
supposed muthoritius to prove that Mayor's head was de- 
formed, Mr. Muson seizes the occasion to say that 1 know 
nothing about dogs except from hooles, but he carefwly ab- 
stains trom answering my arguments, Mr. Mason refers to 
an article in the London Meld wapproviny of Mayor of Bing- 
ley’s head. Very likelyit was by the same writer, who, in 
reporting a show in their issue of the 11th inst., thus deseribes 
the St, Gernard Rector that Col. Taylor is tryimg to encourage 
s6bme American to pay 51,600for. “He isa big, raking dog, 
with Yathera sheep-doz head,” Col. ‘Vaylor can apprecia’ 
the yalue of such criticism. 

eee ——_—— 

In answer fo my question as to the occasion and under 
whose judging Mayer of Bingley beat champion Leo, he refers 
to Margate show, Mr, Dalziel judge. This must haye been one 
of Mr. Dalziel’s joker. J will tell you another of them. On 
the Tth of August ult., Mr. Dalziel was judge at the Pem- 
brokeshire show. Ou the 8th idem, or next day, the same 
Fentleman officiated at Lianelly. At the former show, in 
black spaviels, ha placed Basileus first and Zulu second, At 
Lianelly next day fe placed Zulu first and Basileus second. 
On the 7th at Pembrokeshire, in judging pugs, he praene Duke 
first, Buseo second, and Sootey, Jr, vic. On the Sth, next 
day, at Llanelly, the same judge placed Sootey, Jr, first, and 
Duke second, At Pembrokeshire, in fox-terrier puppies, he 
placed Joseph first, Raby Viper second. At Lianelly, next 
day. the same judge, Mr. Hugh -Dalziel, placed Scarp first, 
Raby Viper sevond, Joseph vic. At Pembrokeshire, m toys, 
he placid Welsh Prinvess first aud Jessie second, and the same 
judge next day at Linnelly gave Jessie first and Welsh Prin- 
cess second. Those particulars are taken from the reports of 
the London Wield of the 11th inst. I make no comrient on 
the above furtlier than this; What would be saidif such judg- 
ing occurred in America? Werily, Mr, Dalziel should carry 
Mr. Mason round with him toexplain his jokes, No wonder 
Mr. Dalziel misled Mr. Cornell Such aberrations may ac- 
count for Mayor of Bingley beating Leo under that judge. 

Rieht here — want to make one matter quite understood. 
Mr. Mason, in his letter in yourissue of the 16th ult., employs 
a lot of bluster about my casting a gratuitous insult at Mr, L. 
W. Wildman, snd shout miry aspersions of English judges. Let 
1s put that matter right. I quoted the opinion of a former 
owner of Mayor of Bingley (he then being, as] believed, 
owned by Col, Taylor) as to the value of prizes won in England, 
who said they were not worth a snap of his fingers, and that 
a certain well-known exhibitor ueyer showed unless it was 
allarranged beforehand. The man who made the assertiog 
was Mr. C. H. Mason. The exhibitor he referred to was Mr. 
T. B. Bowers, of Chester, England. The occasion of the 
remark was at the late Chicago show, when we were talking 
about Lavericl: setters. IT disclaim any intention of indorsing 
the remark, and throw the responsibility where it belongs, 
viz.. with Mr. @. H. Mason. Sothat portion of his letteris 
rhodomontade as far asitretersto me, and it isin order for 
hiva to reconcile his present attitude of praise toward Hnglish 
judges with his statements to me, 

Mr. Mason thought it was preposterous that Joker should 
heat Royalin champion fox-terriers at New York, and this 
is the only judgment of ming that he particularizes. Well, T 
think it fair enough to ask a judge for his reaspns, and am 
always willing to give them. Jtoyal’s teeth are not so good 
as they were, and although Joker owes Mr, Masona grudge 
for the wretched way he handled him in the ring, the younger 
doz was quite worthy the honers. Mr, Mason judged beagles 
at Washington, Would he like to make public the reasons 
for hisawards? The remembrance of thal achievement must 
he a source of pride to him. In his next biographical sketch 
he must nov forget te mention the” compliments that were 
showered upoo him on that occasion. It was nearly as hn- 
jmorous as one of Mr. Dalziel’s jokes to see Mr. Mason xt Lon- 
don, Canada, judge the dogs brought over from England by 
himself, gravely and carefully examining each one as if seen 
by him for the first time, and gravely and carefully awarding 
éach a first prize, Mayor of Bingley was of course among the 
nuinber. KORE. Us 

SETTERS AND BENCH SHOWS. 

Kdifor Forest and Stream: 
During the past few months a number of letters haye ap- 

peared in the various sporting papersin rezard to the decis- 
ious made and the dogs exhibited at the various bench shows, 
which have been held at different places throughout the woun- 
try this past season of 1553, 
These leiners were sharted primarily by reason of a definite 

quantity of Thunder present abt Washington in February, and 
have been continued since that time, principally by reason of 
certain epistles emanating from the pens of Messrs. Mason and 
Col, Stuart Taylor, 
Many of these letters undoubtedly ought never to have been 

written, aud having been written they should neyer have been 
allowed to appear in print; others, while containing much 
thut is true, lose a goodly part of their value, in fact tead to 
produce an effect exactly opposite that Intended, because in 
them judges are needlessly maligned; because misstatements, 
inexact statements and misrepresentations are made; because 
statements are wade without givme reasons for them, und 
hecause of mere whims. This is especially true of the letters 
of Mr, Taylor, and to a certain extent of those of Mr. Mason; 
and perhaps herein may be found the reason, which Mr. Tay- 
lor scems to Gesire, why, “when a writer with only the best of 
intentions and purest motives, with ‘malice toward none, and 
charity toward all’ (except the dogs), tries to do something 
with his pen for the purpose of inyiting atlention to defects 
and needed remedies, in the interest of improvement in dogs, 
and is compelled to strike hard and find fault, he is held up 
almost to ridicule and scorn.” Tb is to be regretted that so 
qiany imcorrect aud inexact statements have been made, be- 
cause we can hope for great good to our dogs and bench shows 
by telling the truth in a temperate and square manner, as our 
sporting; papers generally do, and with your permission, 
Mr, Maditor, i will point out wherein it seems to me intem- 
perance and inexactness have been used in the above meu- 
tioned letters, and endesvor to substantiate the statements I 
haye inade in regard to them. As I am better acquainted 
sith Bueglish setiers than with any one other class of dogs, I 
shall contine my remarks almost exclusively to them, and I 
do this simply 4nd solely because I believe these letters need 
an honest overhauling in the interest of our dogs. 

Let us then start at the beginning and take up the “Thunder 
question” first. Mr. Mason, after denying that Thunder owed 
his defeat at Washington to ‘bad condition,” calls him ‘such 
aspecimen,” and udds: “I! a setter ought to haye a badly 
plaved shoulder, and stand out at the elbow; if a setter ought 
to have érooked forelegs, with no more honethan an [Italian 
greyhound; if a setter ought to have open thin feet, durned 
out at the sides like a dachshund; if a setter Ought to move 
with the gait peculiar ta the bulidog, then Thunder is the 
erandest doz Thave ever seen.” 
=Now, three of these sbatements are clear misrepresentations 
of the facts, for Mr. Mason knows, as wellas I do, that, in as 
bad condition as Thunder was, and bad condition shows itself 
especially in forin and. body, lees and feet, in coatand in style, 
he does not moye with the gait “peculiar to the bulidog;” is 
not like a dachshund in feet; and is net with “no more bone 
than an Italian greyhound.’ 

Mr. Mason ought also to know, as he undoubtedly does, that 
tle placing of the shoulder and elbow depends largely upon 
the shape of the chest, and in this peapect Thunder and Emperor 
Fred are yeryuiuch alike. “Stonehenge on the Dog,” third 
edition, page 147, says: “In Mr. Laverack’s breed the chest of 
the dogs is usually very round and barrel-like, making the 
elbows stand wide apart.” Some people like » wide chest in 
a setter—some do not, aud asitis thus a matter of opinion. 
and seeing that both these dogs are wide-chested and out at 
elbows, why does Mr, Mason pick out one m this respect and 
not the other? This isnot judge-tlike. Asto the crook in the 
foreleys of Thunder, perhaps Mr. Mason has never heard thati 
“Breerler,” who has been identified by certain knowing parties 
as no less 2 personage than Mr, Buckle, claimed crooked fare- 
legs for Bmperor Fred, and asserted, because of this, that Fred 
inust be by Tory rather than Blue Prince. 
Cau it be possible then fhat both of these justly famous and 

grand setters are crooked in the forelegs, and that Mr. Mason 
exanined one enough to find it out, but conld not seeitin the 
other, and accordingly don’t condemn both in thisrespect? Is 
Mr. Mason to be classed among those judges, who “in all 

probability would not have missed a leg” in some of the dogs 
passing under his hands?) Mr, Mason says ‘‘if « setter ought to 
be curly down his quarters,” and Mr. Max Wenzel says, 
“woolly Thunder,” Neither of these words are exact in their 
meauing as applied to Thunder, and the last not at all, since 
sporting dogs don'h haye wool m any shape, [f the word fluffy 
had been used, it would have heen much better, because it isa 
characteristic of 4 preat many of the Laveracks to have the 
hair stand out frooi the body alongthe quarters and sides, and 
thisis the state of Thiusiders coat when it is in good condition. 
Buta great many other setters have similar coats, and the 
most that can be said is, thatit is amatter of opinion whether 
a setter should have 4 flat coat or one not flat, and no good 
judge of asetter, it seems to mea, will put in print such a 
statement as “if a setter should be curly down his quarters” 
asa basis for an adverse decision, especially as Stonehenge, 
who is accepted as authority, says, third edition, page 14), the 
coat showd he *‘with a slight wave,’ 

For myself, I like a flat coat, but coat and color are things 
that should be considered of the least importance in choosing 
an animal of this breed, Mr, Wenzelfurther says, in trying 
to back wp Mr, Mason’s decision in placing Hmperor Fred over 
Thunder at Washington, ‘‘There are many practical breeders 
who prefer the good-sized, powerful Hmperor Fred to the 
dwartsh and woolly Thundev, the latter being more fitted 
for a class for ladies’ pets than a champion class for practi- 
eal workers.” And Mr, Taylor says, “I think it is about time 
somebody had the pluck fo come out of the ‘madding crowd,’ 
and stamp mediocrity as mediocrity. I mean no attack on 
Thunder (}) * * butfrom alll haye heard, Emperor Fred 
was placed rightly. [found Thunder not particularly stron 
in the loins, and deficient in bone and substance, He appeared 
to Jack stamina,” This last feature, ‘stamina,’ Mr. Taylor 
ought to know, is # quality in regard to which neither he, nor 
any other man, can tell anything positiye or approximately 
true, when viewing a well-conditioned dog in the ring or on the 
bench, and to show how easy it isto make mistakes, such as 
are those ahove mentioned of Mr. Wenzel and Mr. Taylor in 
regard to two such dogs as Thunder and Emperor Fred, 1 
will suy that for purposes outside of any such controversy as 
this, I had a number of the bestsetters atthe New York hench 
show measured and I found that, of these two, Thunder was 
a trifle the larger dog, As follows, they both measure exactly 
the same in height, in length of head and around the chest, 
Thunder is one and one-half inches longer from the occiput to 
the insertion of the tail, Hmperor Pred is one-halfinch larger 
around the loins, and has a tail three-fourths of an inch longer. 
Thunder's body being slightly longer than that of Emperor 
Fred, with a slightly move slender neck, gives him nndoubt- 
edly the look of beingsmaller. Now a dog that is twenty-two 
inches around the loins, with a height of only twenty-three 
inches, is by no means weak in the lois, and we might say 
that he was, on the contrary, particularly strong there. But 
let us lay aside all of these Incorrect and inexact objections 
and compare the two dogs carefully, and seeif an honest ex- 
amination wiil not show where the prize ought to have gone 
at Washington. Isaw Thinder late in December, [examined 
him carefully, and found that he certainly did have the red 
mange at that time and was woefully out of condition, so I 
can readily believe that what the papers said of himwastrue; 
that he was in no condition, so far_as bench show form went, 
to compete with Emperor Fred at Washington. 

Aside from condition, Thunder is much better in head and 
neck than Fred, Stonehenge allows thirty points here, and 
Thunder would be about sixahead, Thunderisslichtly better 
in chest, but Fred isslightly better in loin, being a trifle shorter 
here, and as these are both important parts, we will let one 
offset the other. In hind quarters, including the back, and 
notwithstanding it, Thunder would be about two ahead out 
of fifteen points. Inflag and texture of coat, Emperor Fred 
would be about tiye out of ten points ahead. In color we will 
make no discrimination, since both arefair. Insynimetry and 
quality Thunder is at least one ont of five ahead, Now give 
ten to fifteen points for bench show conditions, and any one 
can readily see that a dog in fine condition, as Hmperor Fred 
was, pitted against one in poor or ahsolutely bad condition, 
as Thunder was said to have been, and although the dog in 
poor condition can beat the other on points, yet so close are 
they together that if Emperor Fred is in much the best con- 
dition, he is sure to win. Now if we carry this comparison a 
little further, perhaps we.can answer the question of a cor- 
respondent (*‘Maltrayers,”if I remember rightly), who won- 
ders why it is that at one show a dog of one type wins and at 
another a dog of another type gets the prize, 
Letus cometo New York. Emperor Fred and Thunder 

were much more equal as to condition, and Major Taylor 
thought Thunder a little superior, aud then justly compared 
him yery caretully with Plantagenet. In head and neck, out 
of thirty points Thunder could take two; in shoulders, fore 
legs and chest, Plantayenet could take tive out of fifteen; in 
back, ineluding loin, quarter and stifles, Thunder could take 
five out of fifteen; in feet, elbowsand hocks, Plantazent could 
take three; in flay and tail both are bad: in texbure and 
feather of coat, Plantageneb could take tywo ont of five; in 
color, six;in symmetry and quality, Thunder couid take threa 
ontot tive. In bench show condition Plantagenet won, and 
accordingly took the blue ribbon. Point judging with its 
acknowledged limitation for personal opinions, is all that is 
necessary to decide such cases, without trying to sustain a 
decision by making statements which are not exactly true, 
and when a person speaks of so capital a setter as Thunder is 
as “such a specimen of a setter,” implying that he is nota good 
setter, we can only feel sorry that the judgment in this case is 
not a judicious one, or in accord with that of good judges of 
what # setter should he, or with our recognized authority, 
Stonehenge; for certainly, Thunder, when in bench show con- 
dition, would rank exceedingly well with anything in the old 
country, and Major Platt, who certainly knows 4# good deal 
about setters, may be judge. But why do I say this? Simply, 
then, becuuse in my estimation, Thunder is good all over as well 
as zood looking, except in fore legs, coat and tail. His head is 
well carried, neck well set upon the body, and most of the 
outlines of his body yery harmonious, He might be a little 
more slender, that is, not quite so bulky in neck, an inch 
taller, and a fraction shorter in loin. In regard to chest, 
Thunder is rather thick-chested, but neither on the bench or 
in the field is that so serious 4 faultassome would like to make 
out. <A thick chest does not per se, thatix, in and of itself, in- 
dicate lack of speedin an animal, or clumsiness, and much 
less a lack of endurance. Look at the Percheron horses, strong, 
closely built, broad-chested animals, yeb almost universaliy 
quick and fast, Butit is true that a thick chest is apt to be 
the accompaniment of a rolling unpleasant gait, although the 
worst movement | ever saw of the fore legs of a dog was in a 
thin-chested animal, ft is also true that most thick-chested 
dogs have more or less crooked oy in-bent fore legs, and while 
in all probability a crook of the fore leg is of no practical dis- 
advantage in the field, yet itis not particularly beautiful ina 
setter. Por the most graceful motion im field work, then, as 
well as for ease of motion and good contour of leg, itis better 
to have a chest not yery thick, but pretty deep, and so con- 
structed that the long, sloping shoulder blades may hayo 
poy of chauce for free play, Thunder is faulty, then, where? 
n coat and tail, two of the yery least important points, ex- 

cepting color, in a setter, and as for chest and fore lees, if they 
aré deformed su as to prevent hard and constunt work in the 
fleld, itis bad, if uot, then itis simply a question of opinion. 
Some likéa race horse; the majority of men, however, prefer 
a well-proportioned, strong, enduriny horse, that is of use for 
other purposes than that of beite used solely poe the 
“track.” Other things bee equal, however, crooked fore 
legs are not to be especially chosen in or for a setter. 

Now let us look at the following as “dictatorial” assertions 
and needless if not entirely untrue accusations against judges. 
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“Enough has already been done in connection with the non- 
sporting departments of benvh shows in this country to ve- 
duce them to a farce, and incompetent judges have assisted 
more than anything else in bringing about this lamentable 
stute of affairs.".—Mason, ‘Falsehood and slander will never 
prove to any intelligent person that Vhunder and — are 
good-looking dows, any more than it will make judzes of those 
who have considered them such."—Muason, ‘A man who has 
not bred good dogs for years * + cannot understand their 
good points..\—Mason. “I invited Messrs. Taylor and Lone 
tolookat * * a short-lepzed dog * * and. much to my 
astonishment, | found the judge und his friend could not tell a 
short-leeged doe from a long-lezged one._—Mason. “OF 
course it is simply a waste of time to enter into diseussion 
with men like Capt, Tex Blake and Mr. Huntineton, who have 
only been in the fancy some twenty-five minutes and who’ 
neyerowned or bred a good dog.”’—Mason. ‘Phough a good 
breed of dogis fast dexenerating, owing to the want of jude- 
ment displayed by breedersin this conntry."—Mason, Con- 
trast this last with, “Yet America can boast of having bred 
Beaufort, who is, in my opinion, the hest pointer liyime that I 
have seen,”—Mason, *‘Are these writers the hired bravos of 
timid exhibitors or # hard-hit and drowning judge?"—Taylor, 
“Tailty as we arein all breads,..—Taylor. ‘tA poorer lot of 
fogs of the many breeds exhibjted, it seems to me, it were 
hard to get together, unless we took nondeseripts.”’—Tiylor. 
Such statements are going to dono 200d to our bench shows, 

becanse they are misleading where not absolutely untrue. 
Mr. Mason by such assertions and denying at olie time, as in 
the case of asking the opinion of Major Vaylor, what he after- 
ward adnuts, only leads some of us to question, what we 
would gladly not bring into question, his entire fitness to 
judge dogs. And Mr. Taylor doss not increase the respect 
eld for him as acritic. No true sportsman and honorable 

gentleman will believe that those who have either owted, 
bred, handled or judged such specimens of pointers as Ranger 
grand old Flake, Rush, Rose, Phil, Pete, Whisky, Romp and 
Rue, ta say nothing of Faust, Bow, Beaufort and a host of 
other good ones, don’t know anythiny about pointers and 
can't tell a good-looking dog, and especially can’t tell whether 
a dog's lers are long or short, And, furthermore, it is no mare 
necessary to have bred good dogsin order to bea good judge 
of them, than itis to be a goud painter in order to be a jude 
of artistic productions. And it is also well to understand in 
such discussions that some men can learn more in one month 
than others can in years, fact, some breeders, and suc- 
eassful ones, too, never become fit to enter the ring at allasa 
jude, just as some of the very best painters are the poorest 
evities of art work. This much, however, can be said with 
truth im regard to this question, that the successful breeding 
of good animals doesnot diminish in the least the value of a 
personas a judge, On the contrary, if we can find the other 
qualities which are necessary in a judge combined in a suc- 
cessinl breeder, he or she is the person who should be called 
to the ring, 
Was if necessary that Mida Morgan should be a breeder of 

horses in order to be the good judge she was, and is, for all J 
know. of them? 

Mr. Taylor says in another place. in attempting to bolster 
up Mr. Mason as.a judge: ‘‘Mr. Mason was @ student) of the 
points of greyhounds when Ireland’s matchless Master Me- 
Qvath wrestled victory after victor from hisfamous opponents 
on the classic plains of Attcar. He saw Coomassie, with her 
wouderfnl speed and heart of pluck, win twice the Cup of 
Waterloo. e saw the darling Peasant Boy work gallantly 
to the front after battles where condition and muscle ancl 
vameness were the test, and a single inch crowned him a con- 
ueror. Is not such a nian commetent to judge greyhounds?” 

Now. Ido not wish to dispnte in the least. the ability of Mr, 
Mason to judge certain kinds of dogs, but such statements do 
not show it, Mr, Mason may have been a student of the 
points of sreyhounds at the time mentioned; he may have 
witnessed the spectacles so graphically described just as many 
an infant at its mother’s breust may have done, butit requires 
very much more than this to make a judge—knowledge, dis- 
cretion, tact, equilibrium, and above all integrity. A person 
may study all his life, and yet nob know very much in the 
end—assimilation has not taken place. Wheretn Mr. Mason is 
a good judge he needs no bolstering, buba judge with a just 
sense of equilibrium, it seems to me, would not make such un- 
garded and unproved statements as those already noticed and 
as these: ‘‘Wirst one type of dog and then the other is set up 
asa beau ddeal, The yery men that lauded Thunder up to the 
skies now swear by Dido IT.; neither is the correct thing. One 
has been found sadly wanting, and it is only a question of 
time with the other to be found equally deilcient.” 
Thave already shown, ! think, why one type takes the place 

of another now and again at bench shows, and it must always 
he so so lone as conscientious judge isin the ring, and so 
long as we have types of dogs based upon accredited points 
for perfection in individual parts. But who is deriding Thun- 
der now that lauded him before? What judge has found him 
“wanting, as a yery fine “specimen of a setter,* except Mr. 
Mason? Does itinvaJidate the surpassing excellence of old 
Ranger that Dash (1, has beaten him squarely in the field 
once or twice, when Ranger has turned right around and 
beaten Dash Il, the next day or afternoon? Does if invali- 
dute the fact that Troynoisis one of fie grandest of race 
horses because he was beaten last Saturday and again last 
Tuesday when in imperfect condition? Does it indicate any- 
thing but a ‘‘crotchet,* oy exhibition of had judgment, on the 
part of the critic who says that “one has been found want- 
ing” because, when in “bad condition,” other dogs are con- 
sidered superior, and hecause he (the evitic) has found him 
‘wantine"? According toreports Thunder has indeed been 
found “wantine,” but in» diferent sense from that intended 
by Mr. Mason; Major Platt, it seems, wants him very much. 
but itis yet to be seen whether good setter judges will con- 
sider Thunder, when in bénch-show condition, wanting in 
those respects that rank hima grand animal of lis species, 
ulfhough other animals may be found superior to him, 

Pub why docs Mr, Mason muke the stwtement, without 
proving if, that ‘Dido IL, isnot the correct thing and in time 
will be found wanting?’ Could he have said that it was 
beeanse she is quite wnsymmetrical and # very bad type to 
breed from? and substantiated the statement by showing that 
she measwies in leheth of head just the same as Thunder, 
and Emperor red, and Plantagenet, and that she has a chest 
25)0 inehes and a loin L7jy inehes around? Statements without 
reasons tor them will do onr dogs or our bench shows no good, 

1Lthink T have thus shown that Mr. Mason has written what 
ought not to have appeared in print and I think I can now 
show the same, even ina greater degree, of Col. Taylor, He 
says, “Just let one say a word against a fayorile loz or breed 
of dog, or fail to pronounce perfection everything in con- 
necbion witha bench show * * and down comethe snarlers 
and grurobleis with their storm and tempest of passion,” To an 
uoprejudiced view this looks slightly stretched. Again, “My 
firsilobier seams to haye stirred up a hornets’ nest. And all 
forsooth because 1 have not fallen prone upon the groynd and 
worshipped every specimen of a doz exhibited im Madison 
Square Garden in the early days of May.” Tt seenis to me 
this is a yery fair specimen of inexactuess and misreprestnta- 
tion, for certainly all that was expectad of him was to wor- 
ship whatever specimen le pleased, but to write nothing ex 
cept the iiuth, 

Again. “Why, sir, 1 remember, antl 50 do you, when liver 
color belonged exclusively to the pointer and was everlast- 
ingly condemned iu a setter,” and *‘l alearly recall the time— 
not 40 very far in the days of the past—when liver color was 
considered almost 2 blemish ina getier and not desiwble,” 
Perhaps Mr. Taylor can then remetaher the time—which is a 
fool bit back, though—since when have existed two very 
golebrated styains of liver-colored setters in the north of Eng- 

land, one of the strains laying as a sign-manual a slender 
tuft of hair on top of the head, and perhaps if will be news to 
Mr. Taylor that liver and white is called an Armstrone trade 
mark iu Ensland, And Idstone, page 82 of his work “The 
Doe,” after stating that no person knew better what a setter 
ought to be than Bewick, or words to that effect, adds, ‘I 1e- 
member giving one, a liver and white hitch, with tan face, * * 
toa friend, twenty-five years ago, supetior to Dewick’s,” re- 
ferring to Bewick's enzraving of a “setter ranging in good 
style.” This would now be over thirty-five years azo. Tt will 
not perhaps be wondered at that Mr. Taylor objects to liver, 
or liver and white, since he dislikes everything in that line 
except orange in a setter, Again he says that in Burope 
“they have had thousands of bench shows to one we have had 
here. I challenge him to show that there have been in sum 
totwl ons thousand doe shows ever held abroad, much less 
‘thousands for our one, especially in view of the fact that the 
Kennel Chib Stud Book, yol. f., page 1, states that ‘The first 
dog show ever Leld” was at Newetastle in 1859, and thatirom 
{ho to 1875, 4 period of fourteen years, there were only ofty 
(a) recorded bench shows in Great Britain. Haye the rest 
been since? 
Again he says he prefers the “gallant and untiring Gor- 

don.” New Stonehenge says of the Gordon setter, third 
edition, page 254, in *‘Stonehenge on the Dog:’ ‘There 
is nothing (in them) like the endurance of the Bup- 
lish and Irish,” and speaking of Rex he adds, “like most of 
the Kents * * afterfive or six hours he was conipletely 
knocked up. I have tried a good many of the strain (Gor- 
dons), aud [ have nob yet seen one which eould be shot over 
with pleasure.” The Kents are among the most noted and 
excellent of the strain, so that after such curious statements 
as those above (noted, what can we expect when Mr, Taylor 
athempts to criticize our dogs, and particularly our setters? 
What yalue can we place upon anything le says? how are 
the majority of people to know when he is telling things just 
fs they are or when he isnot? Let us see what he says in 
regard to setters. “I make the same criticism here as in re- 
ard to poimters:* that is, ‘ta poorer, weedier, seedier looking 
ot it has neyer been my fortune to behold. Show nie one, 
just one, out of all that host, grouped in the examinime ring, 
that did not carry right royally a defiant, curling ‘flag,’ or 
what we can liken to the boasted battle-blade of the unspeal- 
able Turk, tle scimetar, And [ will give, ete.,ete.* Now Mr. 
Taylor does not leave us in doubt as to what kind of a scime- 
tar he means, but says the “boasted battle-blade of the un- 
speakable Turk,” If any one will turn to the article on 
“Swords” in Webster's Unabridged, he will there find the 
*Hastern cimeter” fined as forming in the blade from one- 
half to three-quarters of a cirele, Does Mr. Yaylor mean to 
tell us that all the English setters at the New York show had 
tails which formed half tu three-fourths of a cirela? Ifso, he 
is simply tellme us that which is absolutely un- 
true, for I ectld haye picked ont from ‘that host, 
grouped jn the examining ring,” at least a dozen that had tails 
with the graceful curve, or eyen Jess, of a cavalry broad- 
sword, which is the recosnized type, according to the accepted 
standard, for English setters. Stonehenge, indeed, says ‘should 
be curved like w scimitar,” and figuresin is second edition 
Sailor. a setter with very sickle-like tail, as—oh, Mr. Taylor 
—a perfect setter; butin another place he says, ‘the amount 
of curl in the blade of this 'lurkish weapon is fartoo preat, 
the nearest resemblance to amy familiar Vorm is to the seythe 
with the curve reversed.” And other writers name the 
broad-sword, which has almost the same curve as the scythe. 
I can name the setters of the New York show which have the 
right kind of a tail, if necessary, but of what use, save Mr. 
Taylor reserves to himself the mght of deciding, and ‘none 
are so blind as those who won't see”; andit Mr. Taylor's eyes 
and his knowledge deceived him so wineh in tails, is it not 
highly probable that they deceived him in resard to the dags 
themselves? For certainly there were at leash twenty-five 
English setters in the New Youl: show of 1888 that were neither 
poor, weedy nor seedy, but such as would rank A No. 1, ae- 
cording to the standard, in any part of America or Europe, 
and I will guarantee that there never was in any show m 
Durope a class of setters the superior, if the equal, of those 
which looked out from the champion boxes in New York, for 
it mush be knwwn that it is very vale that there are more 
than three or four settersin any champion class in the old 
country, and here there were seven dogs and two bitelies, 
eyery one of which was a superior animal, I could also have 
shown Mr. Taylor one animal in particular that resembled 
very closely in torm, appearance, and carriage of head and 
tail, although with a little move slope of the stern and a little 
less bulk in the throat, the picture of Major Bevans'’s Blanche, 
thought good enough, as the model of a setter, to illustrate 
Tdestone’s book upon “The Dog.” 
Now, why do | say that these twenty-five dogs, more or 

less, were A No. 1? Because there were no ‘weedy ones 
amouy them, and there were very few m the entire Huglish 
setter alusses that were “weedy.” Because they had good 
heads, necks, bodies and limbs, well put tcgether, and were 
in yvood condition. Some of these good ones, and some of 
those not 60 good, mizht have been befter in tail and “flag” 
and coat, ind had Mr, Taylor sid this, ‘‘a plain, unvarmished 
(aud unecreoked) tale,” no one could Naye taken exception to 
his words; bub as a whole there were, I say again, no poor 
ones, few weedy ones and no seedy ones, There were few 
even with what might justly be called contracted” chests, 
despite Mr. Taylon’s assertion of “Pickett, who strides so defi- 
anthy in advance of a serriad line of contracted setter chests.” 
And as lam tha forttmate or unfortunate owner, as he may 
choose, of a so-called Llewellin setter, which has a chest nar- 
rower than the average, and which is the happy pussessor of 
a distal appen Cage with a curye at the end much like that of 
the sheplierd’s famous “crook,” 1 am, perhaps, qualilied to 
know when I see a dog with a “contracted” chestor a ‘‘sickle” 
tail. Now, wheu Mr, ‘Taylor makes such staternents concern- 
ing our setters, is be trying to fight the “standard”? If so, 
why does he not come out squarely and say that he objects 
to the doys becanse he ojects to the standard nuder which 
they lave heen bred? By finding fault in such a unreason- 
able and vicious manner he ouly does harm: where he might 
do good. THe says. further, ‘they (the setters) wofully lacked 
in symmetry.” Now, symmetry is a judicious co-relation of 
{he various parta which go to make upun anit] orpanisn, 
Andif the glisses throneh which Col Taylor saw the setters 
showed them to him us “poor, weedy and seedy," thera is no 
reason why they might not have also shown them to bim as 
unsymuuietricn) or even transformed elephants, But certainly 
a very large number were yery symmetrical animals, and I 
will mention as examples, leawing out of question any { have 
already spoken of, Petrel IL, Fairy IL, Lady May, Blue Belle, 
Ladye Fayre, Bessie, Princess Vietoria, Don Juan, Prince of 
Vurnon, Piinee Royal and Bob White, nof to mention any 
ovhers. 

Is Mr, Taylor's judgment of dogs so woefully deficient that 
he vannot tell “symmetry” when he sees it? He says in regard 
tothe Laveracks, ‘) hope their day has gone away—zone 
far away into the shadow of the night—tor] neyer yeb saw 
one with the least approach to style in walk or ‘general get 
up,’ or looked well ata bench showin allrespects. [don’t 
like this dropping motion behind, nor some of their blended 
colors, nor their sickle tail, They showed too much in-hreed- 
ing in their lack of stamina to plaasa me.” Mr, Taylor, it 
seerns to me, could hardly have found an equal number of 
lines upon dog matters that would ave more plainly showed 
hisinjudiciousness or luck of knowledge of amy delinite class 
of dogs, sud the above quotation makes me think yery strongly 
that Mi. ‘layloris hardly well informed as to which of the 
animals at the show were Layerack setters, Get us take up 
the points individually. I will show, in his osyn words, that 
the first quotation canhot be relied upon at all, for be never, 

7 all his life, saw any animal that looked well “in all respects” 
atasbow. Tlasuys in verard to the St. Bernard doz Rector: 
“Fe was the most perfect” (good grammar this—perfect, per- 
fevter, perfectest—ber pardon, but mostuearly perfect) speci- 
men of a. doz of any breed 1 ever beheld,” but, oh thess buts, 
“he was (him and in wretched vondition.” The italics are 
mine, Now, if the imost nearly perfect dog he sver 
saw did not look well ‘in all respects” ot a bench show, 
is it not partial as well as nonsensical to find fault; 
with the Layeracks for not lovkin= well “in all respects?” 
he fact is, no perfect animal ever existed, in all probability 
fever will, and bench shows were not organized to shaw “per- 
fect animals.” Thay were organized to show animals as they 
actually exisit, that they may be compared, that if may be 
seen how near to an accepted type or standard they can be 
bred, and that the prize may be siyen to that one which 
ranks,ia the sum of definite points, nearest the standard. 
Change our standsrd if itis not right—then change our style 
of dog. He don’t like “their drooping motion behind,” “nor 
some of their blended colors,” “nor their sickle tails.” ‘*Draop- 
ing motion behind” is due ina dog to a good bending of the 
leg at the stifle joint—look at the ee re of Beaufortin FPoresr 
AND Strpam of March 8, Mr. Taylor—a bending which is 
regitizite forthe best, easiest and most sustained motion in the 
field, and he himself says in avoflier place, in speaking of a 
greyhound, that he should net award a prize “toadog with 
80 straight a stifle.” ‘‘Consistency, thou art ajewel,” although 
“yn sbraight stifle,” since a stifle is a joint, is hardly a good use 
of words, notwithstanditur it is *‘foundin books.” Don't like 
“some ot their blended colors,» Of course not, black and 
white in splashes andl patches, or blue belton, is No. 1 in the 
standard—he likes orange or white—all the Laveracks except 
four were black and white, with a touch of tan on one, 
rest were a close call for orange and white, bat with a lemon 
inclination, Don’t like “thelr sickle tails,” only three of them 
had tails bent more than the law allows, aiid only One of these 
was so bent as to reprasent a sickle, 
“They showed too much in-breeding, im their lack of stam- 

ina, to please me.) If Mr. Taylor isiiuch versed in m-breed- 
ing he ought to know that it refines and solidifies a breed, and 
itis very curious that one writer should vall the most in-bred 
Layerack at the show, “the powerftl, govd-sized Emperor 
Fred,” and another should say they “lack stamina.” It will 
he seen that T do not question bith what Emperor Fred is b 
Blue Prince. Now to show that Mr. Taylor cannot tell 
“stamina” when he sees itor isnot a judge of it ina dog, T 
will guarantee that there was a Lavérack af the New York 
show that can ium down, tire ont, break up, amy term you 
wish to use, any native or imported setter, not a Layerack, 
Mr. Taylor can bring upon the tield, and I will name Mr, 
Goodsell’s Prince, a dog Wearly as much in-bred as any in the 
show. I donot know as Mr, Goodsell will allow any such a 
test of Prince's powers, nor do I think Mr, Taylor would care 
to try them, but the suggestion is sent ont as a mere whim on 
my part, to match perhaps some of Mr. Taylor’s whirns.. 
Since, however. Mr, Taylor seems yery desirous to give away 
something in order to substantiate his wordsin regard to the 
dogs of the New York show, 1 would propose that we 
select three or five interested, not disinterested, men 
to act as judges (since men who are not interested, 
and deeply, Knowingly interested’ in setters, haye no 
business to attempt to judge them) and Mr, Taylor 
and I will get up a little field trialfor a cup, to be mutually 
agreed upon and paid for. to test the stamina, style, nose, pace 
and “reneral get-up” of a Layerack setter, which Twill name 
when Mr, Taylor shall decide to eter sucha race. He shall 
enter any dog he pleases against the Layerack, pnd the cup 
shall be mine, according to his proposition, if Ishow by the 
decision of the judes that his ¢riticisms are not true and the 
Dayerack has stamina, stvla and ‘general vet-up;” to say 
nothing of nose and pace, I may get beaten by Jiis dog, and T 
shold hot want the cup unless I Heat his dog, 45 well as show 
that the Laverack has the above mentioned qualities: but if T 
do. ity will net bs wntilafter Mr. Taylor has been givena chance 
to know more than he evidently does now in regard to the 
Laverack setter, He seems to think that the Laveracks are 
thin-chested, les@y. weal animals; but ho cannot find ona 
single thin-chested, legey Laverack throughout the length and 
breadth of the United States. Indeed, the fault’ generally 
found with them is that they are thick-chested, short-lezred 
and eobby built, and as the result of in-breeding, so mentioned, 
somewhat undersized, but very elegant and with a great deal 
of quality, As to thew weakness, we will let that show for 
itself if the lt trial is compassed, 
Now, Mr, ditor and brother sportsmen, haye I not shown 

that in these letters there lave been needless accusations —of 
course the same is to be said of other letters than those of 
Messrs, Mason and Taylor, which haye been taken Wecause 
they are more prominently before the by laa arg ria will- 
ful misstatements and whims, errors of judgment, as well as 
errors ol knowledge. in fact. what may be called, in many 
caes, irrational criticisms and intemperance? me 

Color, as is well known, is a thatter of cultur®and pinion, 
Some people like one thing, some another, aud “that which 
makes our Topsy fat will make our Phyllis lean.’ If one 
Hikes black or black and white, another red, another orange 
and another liver, why should not avother be allowed to like 
Innon, even though it should be “wishy-washy” enough to 
Tepresent ‘*a sou?” 
Now let itbe thoroughly understood thatI write to uphold 

no dog, to browhbeat or down no writtr, [like fair play and 
square dealing, as wellas honest critic'sm and in the expression 
ofit. Inmy estimation, as one who has given 4 good deal of 
time and study to the points of the Hnglish setter, 1 consider 
Thunder as nearer the typeof what a setter, for both the 
bench and field work, should be, than ave the vast majority of 
setters in this country and Burope, sofar as l have seen them 
and according te the adopted standard, Tu fact, L know o 
but tavo Wnelish setters in this country, though 1 hive seen 
but one of them, that, if I had to take one of them just as 
they stad, J-would sooner take than Thunder asa type upon 
which to ese my modilications of what a sebter ought to be; 
the reasons | have already given. To reaun to Mr. Taylor 
once more, he says “Minis only by severe criticism, nob fulsome 
adulation, we can pub men and doxs on the right track.” If 
he had said, “Ttisonly by judiciously criticisiny, when and 
where criticism is necessary, and justly praising or conmmend- 
ine the good or correct points thabare seen, that we cam,” ete. 
T could have Leen heartily with him ora judicious criticism 
is always wholesotne, bot an wnjust criticism not only demora- 
lizes those against whom it is directed, but sadly injures the 
authority of the critic, Wehave 4 great many goo dogs of 
a great many breeds in this country, still there are none per- 
fect, The secretsof biology Nave not as yet been so revealed 
to braaders that they cando more than try and try again to 
geb what they want. butwe are progressing us & whole, and 
when breeders get to more taoroughly understanding than 
thay appeal to.at present, that field-trial qualities and bench- 
show qualities should wo hand in hand, there will be much 
more unitormmity than now exists. 

‘Mr, Taylor has not given us his ideas of # typical sebter, but 
jn order that he may see that aven Tam notyready to “fall 
prone and worship” any four-lezged animal, T will say that 
my idea for an Wnylish setter is something like this, and I 
will perliups give my reazons for this type some future time: 
Head and neck like Thunder's, with a trifle more roundness 
actoss over the top of the skull from eye to ee with the 
ears sihily lower and like these ot Prince; clicst, deep and 
moderately wide, asin the best Laverack hitahes;type, etrel 
T.. Plantagenet, Prince; shoulders, forelegs and test, nearly 
asin Prince.. The feul, asa rule, Wall almost always be Rood 
When the legs and pasterns are 2000, and ib makes very little 
diffeyence whether tho feet are Gatelike oF hare-liko, provided 
they are well furnished with short, course hair, The talk 
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abouta '“splay-toot” ina dog is about nine-tenths pure bun 
combe, when the footis in anutural condition and has been 
accustomed te hard work, Back and loin, as in Thunder, 
with the loin 4 trifle shorter; in order to make the loin asit 
shold be, the barrel, back of the shoulders, must haye the ribs 
svell sprung and the back ribs well let down; hips somewhat 
ragged and stern sloping; legs well bent und moderately wide 
af the stifles. Thunder's hind-quarters are very fair; tail 
straight, or slightly curved upward and short. From a 
strictly artistic standpoint the curved tailis the more beauti- 
ful, since in nature the curved line is the “ine of beauty,” and 
#@ curved (ail harmonizes with the fine curves along the back 
cf asymmetrical setter, whicha straight tail would not do. | 
From an artistic standpoint also a teapot or a sickle tail is 

not objectionable, but a long tail, whichis generally the pro- 
genitor of a sickle curve, is not of any particulat use to a set- 
ter, as the tail is rarely if ever used as » fly-switch, so a cer- 
tain portion can be dispensed with, From the standpoint of 
use all of it could go, but a too abrupt termination of the line 
of the back would be neither graceful nor beautiful. A rather 
short tail. then, carried in conformity with the line of the 
back, with a moderate curve and fringed with a comb of 
straight, long hair, longest at abont one-third the distance 
from the rvot and tapering off to a point or rather to very 
shart hairs at the end of tae tail. Height, about 24 inches for 
dogs, weight about 55 pounds, bitches ahout 22 inches in 
height, weight about 49 pounds. Head well set up, body 
large, hocks and pasterns strong. legs and arms well muscled, 
coat rather short, thick and flat. Color, any tint under 
heaven's arch that will mark a good dog. Now, perhaps in 
this letter and in these last jottings I have been laying myself 
open to criticism, Perlipas some will say that Lam dogmatic, 
as well as those haye been whom I have herein mentioned; 
perhaps some will say that I have been merely trying to “air 
my dog lore.” , -— 
Very well, so let it be, but I think Ihave nowhereinsinuated 

that others know nothing, or thatthe sum of knowledge lies 
inmyself. {have spoken of the Layerack setters more than 
of other setters, because they were spoken of more than other 
English setters im the letters [ criticise, and not because l am 
more especially interested in that strain than in others, I 
simply desire that it should be understood that I have not ob- 
jected uuthinkingly to what has been said about our setters, 
and that when I examined the dogs at the Garden in May I 
had a definite idea in my own mind to compare them with. 
There are many things I should like to see different from what 
they are, as for instance, T should like to have the Westminster 
Kennel Club at its next show only adniit those setters to the 
champion class that had taken four first prizes at established 
shows in this or the old country, and then not give» champion 
prize to any setter haying what might be called a typical de- 
fect, but still because all things are not as 1 wish them. I am 
not coingto make a universal devastation in the present order 
of things, : 
A person does not exactly like to be slapped in the face and 

afterward told thut that is all he can expect when possessing 
such a physiogiomy. And among children especially it is 
proverbial that boy with a chunk of taffy, ora stick of 
candy, rapidly disappearing down his throat will stand abuse 
minch more complacently than if he should receiye an em- 
phatic reminder in the rear and thus be desired to go and seek 
instruction from a copy of St. Nicholas, 
Mr. Editor. Lhayetoo long intruded on your space, but if you 

will permit me to abuse your time a moment longer I would 
like to use the opportunity to agree in at least one thing 
which Mr, Taylor suggests, and that is to get more judges for 
the various classes at our shows, “Get mastiff men for mas- 
tiffs: St. Bernard men for St. Bernards: setter men forsetters, 
pointer men for pointers; and so on down the whole list”— 
and then setter men to criticise setters. 

1 sign my name to this, Mr. Editor, so that those who are 
interested in setters moay know that, while I do not seek to 
foree my opinions upon my compeers, nobody can protest that 
T shoot from behind a neighboring crib, or have written that 
which, so far as 1 am now aware. 1 am not entirely willing to 
stand by, although further knowledge may justify me im 
changing my opinion. H. J. Rice, 
New Yorr, Aug, 30, 1883, 

A NIGHT CHASE WITH THE VIRGINIA BLUES, 

ON night in July Jast, just after a refreshing rain had 
fallen and cooled the atmosphere, a friend and myself 

concluded to take out ourl ttle pack of five hounds (consist- 
ing mostly of ‘Virginia blues,” as they are called here) and see 
if there were any foxes to be found. 
We have our hounds so trained that whenever they give 

tongue on a trail, we know just what it is. 
e had taken a considerable tramp, and not a whimper 

had we heard from any of the hounds. Just aswe were about 
to start for home Drive, one of the blue hounds, gave tongue 
oie a warm trial; not long after, all were inand going in full 
chase. 
We knew from the route they had taken that it was an old 

red. The night being damp and scenting good, they ran with 
heads up and without losing for even one moment. After 
running an hour or so, Riley, an Irish gray bitch, separated 
from the rest of the pack, showing that two foxes had been 
running together, or that another one had been started. 

Riley ran in an almost opposite direciion and went out of 
our hearing, the other hounds vontinuing to run in short cir- 
cuits for atleast four hours, never losing or going out of our 
hearing. The moon shone brightly, and at one time the fox 
ran close enough to be seen by my friend. 

The hounds were so eager and the chase raged with such 
fury, it was evident that the fox must take earth or be 
aus t, the former of which he did ufter a run of over four 
ours. 
He had taken refugein a hole under a large rock where we 

Imew he was safe fromus. We called the hounds away and 
were about to start for home, when we thought of Riley 
and stopped to listen, ‘Did you hear that!” said my friend, 
as she topped 4 distant ridge. ““Yes;and she is bringing rey- 
nard this way.” And such proved to be the case. She was 
coming in full chase after the fox she had some three hours 
before taken out of hearing. As soon as she came néar enough 
to be distinctly heard, the other hounds made a break to join 
her, and soon they were allin full ery, not losing or ceasing 
their glorious music during a run of an hour or more, when 
reynard No. 2 concluded it was much saferfor him under than 
on the surface of terra firma, and took refuge under the same 
rock with the first. The whole run, with two red foxes 
earthed, occupied a little over five hours, and a more exciting 
thase after night I haye yet tio hear. 
Aftew days after this chase we founda denof young red 

foxes near the place where we had made the start, and con- 
eluded it was the two old foxes of this den we had been chas- 
ing. T. T, Punecar, 

PEARISBURG, Va,, AUE. 27. 

THE SPRINGFIELD DOG SHOW,—New York, Sept. 2.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: Owimg tomy enforeed absence 
attending to the New York horse show, it has been decided 
by the committee of the Springlield bench show to extend the 
time for the closing of entries until the 10th inst, This will 
now ive the owners of dogs a chance to enter up to the lust 
moment, aud so help to make the show the success it deserves. 
The prizes are vuluable, well distributed, and with Mr, Wat- 
son to judge the various classes, will no doubt be satistactory 
to all, and as the show isto he held during the week of the 
reat fair of Sangamon county, the attendance will dotbtless 
] Offering an admirable opportunity for the sale of 

‘ Oe CEE Lincaiy, Superintendent. 
as > 4 
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PACIFIC COAST FIELD TRIAL CLUB.—The Field Trial 
Club of which we haye lately had considerable to say was or- 
ganized in this city last Saturday evening. It is to be known 
as the Pacific Coast Field Trial Club, and it is the desire and 
purpose of all those now at its head to make it all that its title 
would indi¢ate—an organization intended to develop the better 
qualities of the fied dogs of the State and coast. The 
attendance on Saturday evening was not large, owing to a 
misunderstanding as to the time of holding the first meeting, 
but the list of members is sufficiently large to insure success, 
it having already some thirtynames. The trouble in the 
future will be to keep it from increasing too rapidly. If only 
those are admitted whose membership will be of practical 
benefit to the club, it will be allthe better. The officers se- 
lected on Saturday evening were: President, J. M. Bassford, 
of Vacaville; First: Vice-President, I. N, Aldrich, of Marysville; 
Second Vice-President, T, L. Robinson, of Vallejo, Treasurer, 
G. W. Ellery, of Sacramento; Secretary, J. M. Holtz, of Sac- 
ramento; Executive Committee—N. E. White, C. N. Post and 
H, CG. Chipman, of Sacramento, H. H. Briggs andJ. B. Martin, 
of San Francisco, All members admitted prior to the Ist of 
January next are to be considered charter members, and their 
admission fee will be $2.50, The annual dues are to be $5. 
The first field trials will be run in November next, commenc- 
ing on the 20th and Jasting three days. The grounds are yet 
to be selected, but the Executive Committee have several 
localities in view, and will probably choose some place within 
twenty miles of Sacramento, if suticient birds can be found 
and the grounds protected. It is specially desired that sports- 
men and owners of field dogs will not regard this organization 
as a local one, for it is designed to make if ull that its title im- 
plies. It will not only be open to membership for all respec- 
table sportsmen ‘from Siskiyou to Sau Diego and from the 
Sierras to the sea,” but those of Oregon and Nevada, if they 
choose to participate in its affairs and partake of its bene- 
fits, The club will be governed by its constitution. rules and 
reculations of the National Field Trial Club, and it is the de- 
termination of its promoters to make itu success, The rules 
governing field trials will shortly be printed in these columas, 
so that sportsmen who have dogs to be entered for the Novem- 
her trials will know whutto expect.—Sueramento Bee, Aug. 

DOG STOLEN.—Mr. Higgins advertises for his white and 
liver setter dog Frank, which has been stolen, and offers 5100 
for information that will lead to the conviction of the thief. 
Quite an extensive business is carried on by unprincipled dog 
thieves, who undoubtedly have confederates in distant cities. 
Gentlemen purchasing dogs should in all cases refuse to deal 
with any one not well known to them and thus spoil a market 
for stolen dogs. Itis a great pity that a few of these maraud- 
ers Cannot be brought to justice and an example made of them 
instead, as is generally the case, giying them a handsome 
reward for returning their booty. Few people are aware to 
what an extent this business is carriedon, A glance atthe 
advertising columns of our daily papers will show that hun- 
dreds of valuable animals are annually lost, ov in other words 
stolen, in the city of New York aloue, and until the matter is 
taken in hand by some one and energetic measures are 
adopted to suppress the evil, the thieves will continue to thrive. 
We would suggest that Mr. Higgins’s plan be adopted in eyary 
instance where a dog is stolen and a reward be offered for the 
thief instead of the animal. 

PHILADELPHIA KENNEL CLUB.—A movement is going 
on to place the Philadelphia Kennel Club on a firm footing, 
and arrangements are being madeto hold a bench show in 
the near future. Great interest is being taken by many of our 
Philadelphia sportsmen in the merry little beagle hound, and 
nota few couples are owned by those who never before pos- 
sessed aught but setter and pointer.” We haye good grounds 
near by our city in which an afternoon's chase of the cotton- 
tail can be had, and although not a fast race, soto speak, the 
beagle makes a musical one, There is no lirmer friend of the 
beagle anywhere to be found than your correspondent, and 
our fellow citizen, *‘Rusticus,” who writes in such glowing 
terms of his fayorites. I am sure at the next Philadelphia 
bench show there will be a large representation of this breed 
resent, and amoug the number the very best in the land.— 
OMO. 

WELL BRED POINTERS.—The recently imported pointer 
bitch Moonstone, owned by the Westminster Kennel Club, 
whelped on Aug. 24. fine litter of nine by Pilkington’s Tory 
(B.K.C.5.B. 6055), With the saception of Jaunty’s litter, im- 
ported in utero by the St. Louis Kennel Club, we believe these 
are the only get of Tory in this country. Moonstone is 
full sister to champion Bow and if there is anything in breed- 
ing, these puppies should turn out something yery tins. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICH TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To Tusure 

publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each animal: 
1, Color, 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed. buyer or seller, 
3. Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4. Age, or & Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9, Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death, 10. Owner of dam. 
Allnames must be plainly written. Communication on one side o 

paper-only, and signed with writer’s name. 
NAMES CLAIMED. 

GS See instructions at head of this column, 
op, Fuuntelroy and Fairy Princess, By Mr. A. 5. Bishop, Pitis- 

burgh, Pa., for black and white ticked Mnglish setters. two dogs and 
one bitch, whelped Aug, 1, 1883. by his Fairy Prince (Pontiac—Pairy 
IL) outof his Flirt (Thunder—Minerva). 

Finder and Palle. By Mr. A. 8. Bishop, Pittsburgh, Pa., for white 
and liyer English setters, dog and bitch, whelped Aug. 1, 1383 (Fairy 
Prince—Fiirt). fi 

Iaith and Folly. By Mr. A. 8, Bishop, Pittsbureh, Pa., for blue 
belfon Wngiish setter bitelies, whelped Aug, 1, 1883 (Fairy Prinee— 
Fir). 
Deceon, Debtor, Deluge, Denial, Dirge and Dirk, By Mr, Edward 

Dexter, Buzzard’s Bay, Mass,, for liver and white ticked pointer 
De fs HEIDE June 22, 1883, by Croxteth out of Chic (Croxteth— 

innie). 
Dido, Domina and Doreas. By Mr. Edward Dexter, Buzzard's Bay, 

Muss., for liver and white ticked pointer bitches, whelpéed June 22, 
1833 (Croxteth—Chie). Fi 
Bedford. By Mr. 0. W. Donner, Brooklyn, N, ¥,, for blue belton 

English setter dog, whelped July 22. 1863, by Emperor Pred (A,K.R, 
83) out of Fairy Belle (A.K.R. 174). ; 
Bitz, Clifford, Fred anal Pelham. By Mr, O,W. Donner, Brooklyn, 

N.Y., black, white and tan English setter dogs, whelped July 22, 
1853, by Emperor Fred (A-K.R, 33) out of Fairy Belle (A.K.R, 173). 

Guess aud Syracuse. By Mr, O. W, Donner. Brooklyn, N. Y., for 
Orange and white Enelish setter dogs, whelped July 22, 1883, by Em- 
peror Pred (A.K.R, 83) out of Fairy Belle (A.K.R, 173). 

Puygie, By Miss Tilly G. Clifford, Porvland, Me,, for apricot fawn 
pug dog, whelped June 29, 1883, by imported Mungo out of Dolly 
(Pouch—Judy). _ 

Daisy, By Mr. C.S. Keene, Boston, Mass., for apricot fawn pug 
Wien wpelnen June 24, 1883, by imported’ Mungo out of Dolly (Punch 
— Judy). 
Ben, Buster, Gabriel, Ned anti Rover. By Mr, E. C.-Thomas, Spring 

field, Mass., for white and black foxhound dogs, whelped Jnme 1, 1883, 
by Driver out of Katy (Shag—Beauty). 

ueen Bess. By Mr. John A. Doolittle, New Haven, Ct., for black 
and tan Gordon setter bitch, whelped Oct, 16, 188%. by Dick (Don— 
Lady), out of Bess (Marble’s Grouse—&St, Kilda). 

Linde, By Mr.B,G. Alden, Dedham, Mass., for black pointer bitch, 
whelped Jan. 24, 1883, by Gnome (Strong's Pelu—Barker’s Princess) 
out of Maud 8, (Pete, dr.—Kate). 

BRED. 
(2— See instructions at head of this column 
Rose—Sensittion, The Westminster Kennel Club's pore bifol 

Rose (A,K,R. 214) to their champion Sensation (A.K.R, 217), Aug. 27. 
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Belle—Niney, The Detroit Keunel Olub’s Hnoglish setter bitch Balle 
(A.K.R. 97) to Nixey (A, E.R. 177), Aug. 18, 
Jess—Oresuy. Mr. W. McConway's (Pittshivgh, Pa-) toported mas- 
BE Jess (The Monarch—Gipsey) to Mr. W, Warle’s Ceasar (A,K.R. 
12). Jnty 28. 
Bene—Praik, Ue. J. 8. Niven’s (London, Ont.) cocker spaniel 

bitch Bene (Bob IU1l—Blaek Bess) to his Frank (Frank-—Nell), 
June 19. 
Madge—Bub, The Hornell Spantel Olulvs (Hornelisvillé, N.Y.) 

peneer spaniel biteh Madge (A.K.R. 25%) to their Bub (A.K.R. 131), 
June 22, 
Netlie—Frank, Dr. J. $. Niven's(Londen. Ont.) cocker spaniel biteh 

Nellie (Don—Saff) to his Frank (Frank—Nell), July 0. 
Aileen—Roack. Dr. J. S. Niven’s (London, Out.) Irish terrier biteh 

Aileen (Jack—Kitty) to his Rock (Gaelic—Midge), July 18. 
Moatd 8 —Sefton, Mr, B.C. Alden"’s (Dedham, Mass.) black pointer 

bitch Mand §, (Pete, Jr.—Kate) to champion Sefton. Aug. 1, 

WHELPS. 

S— See instructions at head of this column, 
Loui, Myr. Robert Betty’s (New York) Huelish setter bituh Loui 

(Rhoderick Dhu—Minnie), four (two dogs), by My. D. C. Sanbor’s 
Count Noble, 
Moonstone. The Westminster Kennel Club's imported pointer bitch 

Moonstone (Price’s Bang—Davy's Laura), Ang. 24, nine (four dogs), 
by Pilkington's Tory (EK,C.S.B, 6,048). ‘ 

Noreen. Dr. Wm, Jarvis’s (Claremont, N, H.) champion red Trish 
setter bitch Noreen (A. KR. 297), July 380, teu (five dogs), by his cham- 
pion Hlcho (A,K.R. 25), 

Rose. Dr. Wm. Jarvis’s (Claremont, SN, H.) red Trish setter bitch 
Rose (A.K.R, 298). Aug, 4, four (all bitches), by his champion Bicho 
(A.E.R, 295). 

Queen, Mr, Edward Odell's (New Orleans, La.) polaber bitch Queen 
(Munson’s), Aug. 24, sixteen, by his champion Bow. 
Colleen Bawn, Myr, C. R. Squire's (Troy, N.Y.) ved Irish setter 

bitch Colleen Bauwn, Aug. 22, nine (four dogs). by Mr. Wms H. Pierce's 

oe sudst le Bell Hoodstock Belle. Mr. J, VY. Kirk’s (Toronto, Can,) English setter 
bitch Woodstock Helle (Dime—Princess Blanche), Aug. 1, eight 
(six dogs), by the Detroit Kennel Club's Royal Sultan (A-K.R. 319), 

Ziti, Mr. Henry L. Cowell's (New Haven, Ct.) English setter biteh 
Lill (Ranger If.—Coin), Aug. 2, seven (four dogs), by Mr. #, A. Herz- 
berg’s Emperor Pred (A.K.R. 23). 
Gertrude. Mr, J. W-. Orth’s (Pittsburgh, Pa,) Ruglish setter bitch 

Gertrude (Gladstone—Sanborn’s Nellie), Aug, 12, eleven, (six dogs), 
by Mr. D. C. Sanborn's Count Noble. All black, white and tan, : 

Bessie, Mr. J.O. Donner’s (New York) English setter bitch Bessie 
(Ranger Tl.—Belle), Aug, 2, nine (four dogs), by chawpion Thunder, 
Two bitches blue belton, the others lemon belton, 

SALES. 

t= See instructions af head of this coluian. 
‘irk, Black, white and tan English sétter dos, whelped March 6, 

1883, by Nixey (A.K,R, 177) out of Princess Louise (A-K.R, 117), by the 
lgetly Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich., to Mr. Sidney Drake, Aichinson, 

‘ADL. 
Kiny Bow—Chess whelp, Liver and white ticked pointer dor 

whelped May 21, 1883, by the Detroit Kennel Clnb, Detroit, Mich., to 
Mr. G. W, Fenstermaker, Amboy. Ill. 
Ruby S, Red Lrish setter bitch, whelped Jan, 28, 1882 (Rory O'More 

—Nora O’More), by Mr. C. R. Squire, Troy, N.¥., to Dr.C. &, Nichols, 
same place, 
Neptune. Black Newfoundland dog, by Mr. J. FP. Kirk, Toronto. 

Can., to Mr. W. GC. Meyer, Sharpsburg, Pa. 
Rove;. Black Newfoundland dog, by Mr, J. F, Kirk, Torwmto,Can., 

to Mr. G. W. Schenk, Burlington, Ta. 
Zulu. Black Newfoundland dog, by Mr. J, F. Kirk, Toranto, Can., 

to Dr, C, S. Murray. Liverpool, Eng, 
Leo, Black Newfoundland dog, by Mr. J. F. Kirk, Toronto, Can., 

to Mr. Graves, Liverpool. Eng. 
Toronte Jet. Imported black cocker spaniel bitch (Nizger—kelle), 

by Mr, J. F. Kirk, Toronto, Cap., to Messrs. Kelly & Laidlaw, Wood- 

SHrornell, Dand lack ornell Dandy—Topsey whelps. Black cocker spaniels, deg and 
bitch, by the Hornell ‘Spaniel Club, Hornellsyille, Nex. to Mr. Ellict 
Smith, New York. 5 
Peep R. Liver and white pointer hitch, whelped Match 28, 1888 

(Ranger—W hire Lillyi, by Mr, §. B. Dilley. Rosenuale, Wis., to Mr. M. 
D. Baldwin, Paulaing, 0, 
Rover, White snd black fonhound dog, whelped June 1, 1623 (Driver 

—Katy), by Mr, E. C. Thomas, Springfield, Mags, to Mr, A. Kuowltan, 
Wilbraham, Mass 
Ber, White and black foxhound dog, whelped June 1, 1888 (Driver 

—Katy), by Mr. E, C. Thomas, Springfield, Mass., to Mr, J. Rochford, 
Same place, 
Stormer— Lady whelps. Beagie bitches, whelped June 15, 1883, by 

Mr. M. M, Spellissy, Troy, N ¥., one white, blaek and tan and blue 
mottled to M1. B. C. Brainard, South Hadley Falls. Mass.. one, same 
color, \o Mr. Frank B. White, Farnsworth, Pa., and one white, black 
and tanto Mr, A os Chatterton, Attleboro, Mass, 
Stormer—Rosey whelps, Beagle dogs, whelped Jnne 29, 183, by 

Mr. M. M, Spellissy. Troy, N, Y¥., one white, black and tan to Mr. B, 
CG. Brainard, South Hadley Falls, Muss., one white and ten to Dr. 0, 
E, Nichols, Troy, N. ¥., and cne white, black and than and bine mot- 
Ued to Mr, Amos Chafterton, Attleboro, Mars. 
Daisy, Liver and white cocker spaniel bitch. 244 years old (Spider 

—Pinkey), by BE. C. Alden, Dedharn, Mass,, to Mr. H. A, Follett, W on- 
socket, R. I. 
Himerion and Vie, Ta our note of the sale of Hyperion last week 

his dam was given as Rose. It should have been Noreen. The pointer 
Vie was wron.ly giyen as Viv. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
Ee See instructions at head of this colwinn. 
Clifford. Black, white and tan English setter dog. whelped July 22, 

1888 (A_K.R, 280), by Mr. O, W, Donner, Brooklyn, N, Y., to Mr, J. 0, 
Donner. New York. 
Fred. Black, white and tan English setter dog. whelptd July 22, 

1883 (A.K.R. 289), by Mr. 0. W, Donuer, Brooklyn, N. Y,. to Baron 
Huppmann, Valhella, 

Syracuse. Orange and white English sefter dog, whelped July 22, 
ee sme 289), by Mr. O. W. Donner, Brooklyn, N. Y., to Mr. M.D, 
urnet, 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

E> No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents, 

W.A.F,, Baltimore, Md.—It is impossible to say what ails your 
dog without an examination, Show hini to a competent yvelermary 

A. B., Ogdensburg, N. ¥.—We are inclined to believe that your dog 
is peoapled with warms: for treatment see answer to C, P, U. last 
week. 

FP. L., Watkins. Will you please advise me how to break a gun-shy 
dog? Thave tried every way that I Imow of withoutsuecess. Ans. 
Read ‘*Training vs, Breaking." 

Norrourk. Wellesley, Mas:—¥its such as you describe are quite 
common among dogs. They are generally caused by worais, trouble 
with teeth suppression of natural searerions and evauudtions, oyer- 
exertion after feeding, foo much meat, or by sudden fear. Remove 
the cause aud the trouble will disappear_ 

H.N. P., East Fairhaven, Mass.—My young hound has warts in his 
mouth. Whatis the cause and cure? J have seen him playing with 
toads, Would that cause the trouble! Ans. Warts are ay enlaree- 
ment of the papillee or minute elevations upon the surface of the 
skin, and are cansed by increased nutrition of the parts. They 
should be removed with sharp scissors ar knife and touched daily 
with caustic, The toad in ancient times was the object of many su- 
perstitious beliefs. Although the *‘old woman's fable’ that harmless 
Bufo can eommunicate warts by a touchis, we believe, of more 
modern origin than the one regarding the wonderful jewel hé was 
suid to possess, both are equally absurd. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

“Choose an author as you choose a friend,” 
When you need a pen be sure lo send 

To the nearest stationer for Esterbrook's. 

Brown's Renoapen.—We have tested the working of thiz tool, and 
have foundit to be a most convenient aud useful article, It pos- 
sesses the merits of simplicity and strength, und is uot likely to geb 
ont of order. Itwill be found of decided utility. 

Music FoR THR Mitiroy.—“‘My sole object,’ said Daviel F. Beatty, 
the great organ builder. ia speaking of the exceedingly low price at 
which he is selling his new 25-stop organs, ‘is to let the public kuow 
what kind of workIdo. You see the regular price of the instru- 
ment is $115, but for the sake of advevtising it lam selling this style 
At $19.75, which is absolutely the cost of fhe material and work upon 
the organ.’ “Do you futend to hold out these mducements long!" 
wasasked. “No. I shall, after che limited time as specified tn ad- 
yerpicementin another column expires, withdraw my offera und sell 
at ihe orizinal price, $115.7 Vhe orgatis manufactured by Mayor 
Beatty areseknowledged to be sdperior instramments, and wherever” 
given a trial always give entire satisfaction, 
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[SErr. 6, 1883. 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

THE TEAM CAPTAIN'S REPORT. 

A T the regular September meeting of the Board of Directors of the 
¥ National Rifle Association held on Tuesday afternoon last, Col. 
Howard presented his report as Captain of the late American Team, 
This pepout appears in tull below. It was avcepted. and the thanks 
of the Board will be severally tendered to ¢ach member of the Team. 
The chairman was #mpowered to name a committee of five to see 
after the arrangements for the anticipated match of 1881, when a 
British teara will visit Oreedmoor. Other routine business was trans- 
acted, but the main point of the nieeting was the hearing of Col, 
Howaril's report, as follows: 
To the President and Board of Directors af the National Rifle Asso- 
ue” ciation of America: dis 
GmyTLenEN—Upon accepting: the position of Captain of the Ameri- 

van Teain of 1s83, 1 was not unmindful of the honor conferred upon 
me hy your appointment, nor of the responsibilities of the office. I 
have endeavored to (acpress my appreciation and thanks by my efforts 
to secure for the tenm that for which it was organized. namely, vie- 
tory. That I did not succeed was, T trust you believe me, through no 
Jack of effort, either onthe part of the Team or ofits officers. ‘The 
members of the Team would baye you feel that, while the palm of 
vietory was not awarded to them, yet they think that they should nor 
be considered egotistical if they express lhe opinion that they outshot 
the British Team solong as skill and team discipline were of any 
avail. With this brief preface T haye the honor to submit my report 
of the International Mate of 1883. 
The organization of the team is a matter with which you haya 

already been mide familiar. I refer to it only for the purpose 
of calling your attention to the manuer in which the British 
Team was selected, and to recommend thitin future the reserve be 
atdirst al least six, to he subsequently cut down, if desired, to not 
less than three, While a lavge reserve increases somewhat the 
cost of maintaining a team, I think that its ultimate results make up 
for this, Alarge reserve is a healthy inducement to hard work on 
the part of all concerned, and tends to aid the Captain in maintain- 
ing thorough discipline, without which no team can do itself eredit. 

T assumed Gommand of the Team on the 82d of May, 1583. and at 
onee appolited a Team staff. and designated the days for practice at 
Greedimoor, For the particulars you are referred to General Orders, 
No.1, 

PRACTION OF THE TEAM Al’ GREEDMOOR. 

The practidé af the Team at Oreedmoor was, in the main, satisfac- 
fry, bul might haye been more so, had the ammunition provided for 
the Team been received by the members thereof with that confidence 
which can only come after long use And ley me state ab this point 
that in future the time of the Team can be very materially economized 
by having the character of the ammunition to be used hy it definitely 
decided upon before the Team is formed. All rifles, even those made 
by the same makers, will not, in the estimation of some riflemen, 
shoot equally well the same ammunition, So far as results go, it is 
immaterial whether this is true or only imaginury. A man’s natural 
inclination is to lay any deviations im his shots to fancied defects in 
his riflé or ammunition, and:unless the captain of a team is prepared 
to issue the kind of tmmumition which, in the opinion of the individ- 
uals of lis team, gives them the best results, he will be uuable to get 
from them their best efforts, T do not mean to be understood as ad- 
yocating individual license as to loading, but Tam of the opimion that 
45 yet our riflemen are not prepared to accept factory-loaded ammu- 
nition with the same contideuce 4s that loaded by themselves, and, 
therefore, some method must be devised whereby the individual may 
haye vonfidence in he ammunition which heis required to use, and at 
the same time the officers of the Team may he assured that there are 
no changes being made from day to day in the component parts of 
the curtridge. 

PRACTICE OF THE TEAM IN ENGLAND. 

The Team practiced in Mugland at Sandwell Park, near Birming- 
ham, for three days. af Hounslow Heath four days, af Rainham one 
day. and at Wimbledon three days, making in all eleven days of team 
practice, besides the individual prictice at Wimbledon. Considering 
the vast difference in the character of the British ranges and the eli- 
matic changes with which the Taam had to contend, the results of 
the practise abroad was qnite satisfactory. and gave nie every reason 
to expect. vietory tor the American Team 
The Euplish ranges, with the exveption of Wimblelon, are poorly 

flageed, slight changes in the direction and foree of the wind are nob 
shown, and the resuit is that the first intimation of a change may he 
shown on the target. . 
Tam satisiied that the National Rifle Association of Great Britain 

gayeme every facility for Team orachice wt their disposal. Owing 
to the fact that upon our arrival] in England the bay crop was 
being harvested. and the further fact that Wimbledon Common is at 
the disposal of the British Association but for the two weeks of their 
meeting, [think you will concur with me that wereceived all the team 
ractics obtainable. I desire. in this connection, to state that the 
cam are especially indebted to Majors Seriven and Waller for the 

use of Hounslow aud Rainham Ranges, aud for their indefatizable 
efforts to facilitace its practice, 

SIGHTS AND POSITION. 

The question of the admissibility of all the sights with which the 
rifles of the Team were fitted, was mooted by the Committee of the 
EBritish Association before Tlanded at Liverpool, and was not deti- 
nitely deaided until Sunday, July 9, 1885. 
The objections raised were to the latetal screw and the apermre. 

on the ground that neither were feasible for mililary purposes. 
The British Association had, as you are aware, agree to permit 
the use of the lateral screw bythe Team in the International Match, 
but @eclined to permit its use in the individual matches. JT made 
every effort to have this restriction withdrawn, but no argument 
that J broucht forward was snfficiently strong to accomplish the de- 
sired reanit. The objection to the use of the aperture was finally 
withdraws. 

Prior to 1888, in al) off-hand inilitary competitions, the rules of the 
British Association have required the little finger of the left hand 
to bein frontof the trigger guard, as is thea rule in America, Now 
its rules require the whole of the left hand to be im front of the 
guard. The argument in pupnor of the rule is, that the position 
assumed by the competitor while supporting his rifle with any por- 
tion of the left hand under the trigger guard is unmilitary and there- 
fore to be condemned. J must admit the correctness of the argu- 
ment, but dissent from the conclusion. I am disposed to favor a 
position or positions that will give the competitor the hest “hold” 
of his piece, irrespective of his appearance, The objection to the 
position aud manner of holding of seme of the members of your 
Team, when shooting at two hundred yards, was not made to me 
nntil the morning of Tuesday. July 17, Just before the shooting tlie 
sevond stipe (the three short ranges) of the ‘‘Khoosh Cup” compe- 
tition commented. I expressed surprise that any objection should 
be made at se late an hour, and stated that [ would give the objec- 
tion donsideration and male my reply at noon, Upon repairing to 
the two bundred yard firing point. I directed that the holding should 
coptorm to the rbJes prescribed by the British Association, but some 
of the members of the Team were so positive that they could not do 
themselves justice if required to make the change that I determined 
to decline to conform with the role in this respect, and so notified 
the Committee of the British Association and requested them to 
withdraw their objection and waive the rule. After consideration 
they granted my request, and desired meé to formally present their 
objection in this régard to your honorable body- " 
The British Associaiion recognized the fact that their refusal to 

permit the serew wind gauge to be nsed in their M. B, L. matches, 
would prevent the individuals using rifles haying such an attachment, 
from ootaini)f any practice npon the Wimbledon ranges, tendered, 
frae of costs, two entries per day, for each man in all their M. B, L, 
matihes, for individual practice, and the use of five targets once over 
all the ranges from the 20) 10 the 1,0Myds,, both inclusive, and the 
use of fire targets at R00yds, for one hour for Team practice, and pro- 
ose] £0 procure some prizes to he shot for by the members of the 
‘eam, to which Iwill refer hereafter. 
While I would have preferred to have the objection to the screw 

wind gauge withdrawn, and thereby have obtained for each individ- 
ual some nerve practice al Wimbledon in actual compatitions for 
prizvs, which | consider of much creater value than any amount of 
ordinary practice, I was constrained to accept the decision of the 
member: of tha British Association as final, and take what was 
tendered. 

COMPARISON OF ARMS. 
Thaye been repeatedly asked to express an opiniou upon the rela- 

tive merits of (he several makes of rifles and ammunition used by the 
British and American Teams. ; 

T do not think that the practice of the Amerivan Team will furnsh 
any data from which to traw a conclusion ag to the relative merits of 
the Brown and Remington riiles forthe reason that, in my opinion, 
no comparison should be attempled ubless there ip some uniformity 
in the anuniinition used in both guna. I think, however, that, the 
slow, dirty powder héretofore used by all our riflemen, Must be dis- 
carded forall pd aif when cleaning is not permitted; and thatthe 
inllef then nsed should be somewhat harder. 

DISCIPLINE AND MORALE OF YOUR TRAM. 
Upon leaviag New York T assured your honorable body that the 

officers and men of the Taam had but one object and hope in Roing 
abroad, and that was to win the International Match of 1883. With 
this object only in view, and believing that nothing creditabls would 
be accomplished without ditcipline and with no desire to require of 
the members of the Team wliatI would not cheerfully comply with 
inyseli \inder similar. cirenmstancés, I issusd rules and reguiations 
for their guidance as a Team. 

I firmly belieye that the healthy, physical and mental condition of 
the Team on the days of the match, was due to their compliance with 
orders, the care taken that their Yea aheelt should ba kept in good 
order, that their meals should be of the best materials, well cooked 
and served, and that they should not “over shoot’’ themselves. 

TEAM QUARTERS AND RATIONS, 

The British Association tendéred & camp on Wimbledon Common 
for the use of the Team during the two weeks of their meeting, As 
it was absolutely neorssary that the Team should haye some practice 
before the meeting, and remain together a week thereafter, and in 
view of the fact that some of the individual members thereof had 
never been under canvas, I thought it best to decline the offer and 
secure quarters for the Team atsome point central to the ranges upon 
which the preiminary partes was to be had, London, and the camp 
af Wimbledon. With the assistanvue of Major Scriven, the Honorary 
Seuretary of the-British Team. I secured the lease of a fumished 
house at Putuey which seemed to be in the desired location. I con- 
tracted with a caterer to furnish breakfast und dinner. Arrauga- 
ments for lunches were made from day to day. 

THE INTERNATIONAL MATCH, 

It was agreed that the match should be shot upon one of fhe ranges 
at the left of the common, and that the firing on the first day should 
commence at twelve o'clock, with the usual intermission for lnnch, 
und on the second day at eleven, with thirty minutes intermission 
for luneh, between eight and nine hundred yarils. 
The butt selected for the match was fitted forten targets, six only 

of which wera displayed above the pit, namely, numbers two, three, 
four, seven, eighband nine, Upon tossing “for choice of position, Sir 
Henry Halford won the choice, and selected the three lett hand tar- 
gets, numbers two, three and four. 

Of the sighteen men from which to select the shooting twelve, 1 
selected the twelve, who from their practice records'and their physi- 
tal condition 1, after very careful consideration, deemed best able 
to maintain the honor of American riflameu und the National Guard 
of the United States at the butts. 

I detailed Major Dennan, Sergeant Stuart and Private Alder to duty 
in the “butts,” Major Dickinson to duty at the British firing points, 
and Private Rabbeth as spotter and coach at target No. 0. 
When the first Shots were fired al 24) yards the sky was concealed 

with heavy clouds making adark-grey light, the wind coming i 
gusts from 11 o'clock. Before the second round was fired a slight 
rain setvin, and the swind dropped‘to almost nothing. Both Teams 
slot rapidly, md IT am happy to say the members of the American 
Team excited the admiration of the publi¢ at the excellent form in 
which each man stepped to the firing point as his name was called. 
During the shooting at 500 and 600 yards the rain fell atinteryals, and 
wheo the last rounds at (00 yards were being fired it began to pour. 
Lean give you no information in relation to the shooting at these two 
ranges that you are not already in possession of from the public 
press, 1 will, therefore, only say that the Team was im good form, 
and took advantage of the dullgrey lightto dosome good shooting 
at 600 yards. Their score a(50) yards might have been greater, and 
the practice records led me to suppose that the aggregate would have 
been at least rwenty-five points higher; but for somé unaccountable 
reason, some of the members of the Team failed to reach their ayer- 
age at this range. There were no misses, and the light rain shonld 
not Wale caused a loss of more than four points, and those on the firsc 
round. 
You will notice upon an inspection of the scores made on the first 

day that there were but two misses recorded, and both of those were 
fully accounted for. This speaks well, not only for the Team, but 
als for the rifles and ammunition used. 

There was apparently nothing te be cuined by 4 new assignment 
of position or targets, and as the squads had become acquainted with 
the numbers of their respective targets, I declined to toss again and 
elected to remain upon targets numbers seven, eight and nine. 

All riflemen are aware of the importance, may say necessity, of 
keeping the sights level, and in all the prehminary practice the Team 
had heen accustomed to plumb their sights by leveling the har on the 
asljoining targets, 

I therefore formally requested that targets numbers six and ten 
inight be run up into position for use in leveling the sights, but this 
request was denied, and the two squads were obliged to level on the 
center target as best they could, And in this connséction permit me 
to recommend that in future some other system be adopted during 
preliminary practice for leveling, 

SEVOND DAY. 

Saturday, the 21st of July, was ushered in after a night. which, for 
storms of rain and wind. should have exhausted the elements and 
given usafairday. Such, however, Was potthe case, Rain fell at 
intervals during the éarly morning, accompanied by a strong, cold 
wind. Ati o’Gloek, the time for shooting at eight hundred yards, 
the rain fell in torrents, but both rain and wind subsided a few min- 
utes after 11, and when the shooting did commence, the sun shone 
out faintly and the wind blew gently from 11 o'clock. These favor. 
able conditions, however, did not last long, The sun disappeared 
from view and the wind freshened, and blew in sts from 11 to 1, 
and during the last round the rain again fell heavi Ne p 
As on the day previous, Private Sniith fired the first shot for the 
urpose of obtaining wind and eleyation for the three squads, The 

Team at this range exemplified the benefits to be derived from dis- 
cipline and Se rs, team practice, f 

After the first shot had been fired and the necessary wind allowance 
and elevation obtained, the changes were duly noted and allowed for 
without any friction or delay. Infact the Team shot as a unit, and 
in saying this T have said all thatit is possible to sayin praise of a 
team. S 
The scores madé at this rangs were in the aggregate, when the tre- 

quent changes in the direction and force of the wind and the change 
in the light are consideved, highly satisfactory. No better conditions 
conld have been devised to test the training and skill of a team, The 
shooting commenced with a gentle wind and the sun shiving, and 
elosed with a violent blow and a shower of rain. ¢ 
Then the shooting commenced at nine hundred yards, the rain had 

stopped ang the sun was shinlng brightly directly irom oyer the 
butts. But before the third round was completed the sun had disap- 
eared, and the rain again began to fall accompanied by a strong 

Fsh tail, ¢usty wind from eleven to two o'clock. The fast two 
rounds were fired with the rain still falling and the sun shining 
brightly, 
Tean tit say of the shooling at this range that every man succeeded 

in getting well on the target with his first shot, but that owing to the 
very extraordinary and sudden changes both in lightand wind, which 
aré Dever experienced in America and seldom in England, it was 
impossible for the squad Captains or the men to help each other ma- 
terially, aud the Team seore suffered in consequence. r 
The British Team, while doing better than the American Team, fell 

far short of what had been expected of them. 
The shooling af the last range was begun in a thunder storm, ac- 

companied by a gale from one o'clock, 
Neither Team, although both sent its strongest men to the front to 

finil the targéts, succeeded in ascertaining what the elevation and 
wind allowunes should be for mure than thé instant of tine occupied 
by them in shooting, Team practice, experience and discipline were 
allof no avail. Bach man was obliged to shoot without the benefit 
of the experiance of his predecessor, for the reason thatthe elevation 
and wind allowance of hia predecessor could not be safely used, 
owing to the constant and violent changes both in wind and light. 
When I state that at this range there were three distinct showers. 

one of which was accompanied with thunder and lightumy and 
another with hail, 1 think you will agree with me that team shoot- 
ing was out of the question, aud that the score was a matter of 
chance. 

PRIZES DONATED ‘TO THE TEAM. 
The members of the Team were not permitted to compete in the 

individual matches of the Wimbledon meeting with the seraw wind- 
gauge, but the British Association procured a lish of prises which 
were donated for competition by the members of the American Team 
ouly. 

The first prize donated was the a teat silver eup, mown as the 
“Ehoosh Bitters Cup,’ presented by the Khoosh Bitters Company: 
The next prizes were two medals, one gold and the other silver, 

presented by the Midland Rifle Club, and two handsomel, decorated 
Yyases presented by the Honorable Wilson King, the American Consnl 
at Birmingham. 

Messrs. Gregory & Co. and Messrs. Steward & Co., 
telescopic glasses. a 
The National Rifle Assoviation of Great Britain presented £50; rhe 

English Hight Club presented £20, aud certain officers of the British 
Volunteers presented £22 1s, 

All of the foregoing, with the exception of the medals presented by 
the Midland Club, were donated to be shot for at Wimbledon, and the 
medals would have been disposed of at Birmmgham, had the weather 
not been of a character to prevent, the completion of the competition 
therefor at Sandwood Park, Owing to the faci that 1 could obtain 
the nse of laraes at Wimbledon but for a very limited time, jt was 
Suggested that the ‘hoosh” cup and the donated by the Na- 
tional Rifle Association, together with such other prizes as bad, or 

bach presented 

might be, donated, be dispoged.of in one competition over all the 
Tanges. Jt was finally ees to give me the use of five targets. for 
at an hour at each range, for the purpose of shooting for the aliave 
prizes. 
The members of the Team expressed a desire to hayé the money 

shot for by squads, giving euch squad a percentage thereof, whic 
arrangement was finally adopted, and haying five targets, five squads 
were fornied, each squad receiving a percentage of the total amount 
(292 1s.) donated. 
The other prizes were disposed of to rhe six members of the Tenia 

making: the six highest scores in the order of their merit, the 
*“Khoosh” Qup being the first ay the Grecory glass the second, the 
Steward cee the third, the ‘King yases the fourth, aod the medals 
presented by the Midland Club the fifth and sixth prizes, 

COURTESIES EXTENDED TO THE TEAM, 
_ Upon arriving at Queenstown & cominittes of the British Associa- 

tion, consisting of Sir Henry Halford and aig hs Waller, welcomed 
the Team to Great Britain and escorted it to Birmingham, At RBir- 
mingham the Midland Rifle Club tendered the use of its range at Sand- 
well Park for Team practice, and gave a banquet at the Grand Hotel 
in honor of the Team. All of the members oF the Club seamed to vie 
with each other in showing attention, and Lieut. Wred, A. Bird, the 
Seuretary of the Club, arid Thomas Emety Davies were constantly in 
attendance, anticipating our every nee, 

T would respectfully recommend that your honorable body take 
some action tending to recognize the unbounded and generous hospi- 
talities received at fhe hands of the gentlemen of the Midland Club, 
The manager of the Opera House at Birmingham extended an inyi 

tation to the Team to attend a representation of the opera of “Rip 
Van Winkle,” 
The Military and Royal Naval Club of London eonferreil upon the 

officers of the Team the privileges of honorary members and inyited 
them to dine. 
The South London Rifle Club elected the members of the Teum 

honorary members of their Club during the Team's stay in England. 
The English Rifle Club extended the privileges of their Club tent 

at Wimbledon, during the meeting. 
Sir William Siemens and the Council of the Society of Arta invited 

the members of the Team to meet their Royal Highnesses, the Prince 
and Princess of Wales, at the fisheries exhibition, 
The officers of the London Trish Ritles entertained the officers of 

the Team at dinner. 
The officers of the London Seotted Rifle Volunteers entertained the 

officers of the Team at dinner in camp. 
The officers of the Team were repeatedly entertained at camp by 

the Countess Brownlow, and the Team were given a banquet by the 
Earl and Countess Brownlow on the evening of July £1, at which. 
besides the Email officers of the British Association, there were 
present Her Royal Highness, the Princess Mary, Duchess of Teck 
and His Royal Highess, the Duke of Teck. The Honorable Mr, Lowell 
responded to the toast te the American Team, : 
By invitation of the manager, the Team attended « performance at 

the Drury Lane Theater, in London. 
On Monday. July 24, the officers of the Tea were entertained by 

Lady Fletcher at lunch in her town mansion, after which they wers 
escorted fothe House of Parliament, and subsequently attended a 
pono party given by H. R, H. the Prince of Wales. at’ Marlhormigh 

Ose. 

Lady Frere also entertained the officers of the Team ata garden 
party at Wessel Lodge, 
On Thesday. July 24, the Team were enlertained at hmeh by the 

Lord Mayor at the Mansion House, London, affer whieh, under the 
escort of Majors Humphreys ahd Seriven, the Team yisited the Rank 
of England and St. Paul’s Cathedral. ‘ 
On Wednesday, Joly 25. under the escort of Majors Waller, Seriven 

and Humphreys, the Team vizited the Royal Mint, the Tower of Lon- 
don. and were entertained at Inneh by Messrs. Barclay & Perkins, at 
their brewery. Jn the evening the British Volunteers pave a banquek 
atthe Criterion” in honor of the Team, at which Sir Henry Halford 
presided. 
On Thursday, July 26, the Team was escorted by Sir Henry Halfor! 

Majors Scriven, Humpbreys and Waller, to Windsor Castle and the 
Eton Schools, and were entertained at luneh by Mrs. Godsall. 

In the evening the officers were entertained at dinner by Sit Rod- 
erick Cameron. 
On Friday, July 27, the Team were invited to lunch by the Countess. 

Brownlow. at Ashbridge, her country seat, about fitty miles from 
London. The honor was accepted by the officers. 
Twas obliged to decline a nimber of invitations extended to the 

Team and its officers. owing to previous engageménts. Among which 
invitations so declmed were banquets tendered by the Worshipful 
Courpany of T[ronmongers and the Worshipful Conmmpany of Fish- 
mongers. 
Lhave simply enumerated without comment, the principal features 

of the entertainments tendered and enjoyed by the Team, Comment 
upon each is unnecessary, 4s the Team were everywhere received as 
the honored guests, and no efforf was spared to make each moment 
more pleasant than the ane just passed. 
The Karland Countess Brownlow, and the mérohers of the Commiit- 

tee of the British Association, Majors Humphreys, Scriven and Waller, 
were indefatizable in their efforts to keep thea Team entertained, and 
T think I may safely say thit they thoroughly succeeded, 
While the officers aud members of the American Team would have 

been much happier, hadit been their good fortune to have won the 
match of 1883, 1 believe that our friends across the water contributed 
pe Ey) bes by their generous hospitality, to lessen the sting of our 
efent, 
Ci FUTURE INTERNATIONAL CONTESTS, 
My understanding of the original arrangement relating to the in- 

ternational military matches provided for but two competitions, the 
one of last year at Creedmoor and the one of the present year at 
Wimbledon. If T am right in this particular, and your honorable 
body consider it expedient to continue these annual competitions, I 
would respectfully recommend that the terms, rules and regulations 
under which the competitions are to be shot be full and complete in 
themselves, and that it be expressly understood that the rules and 
regulations of neither association, made and promulgated for 
the government of other matches upon the ranges of the respoctiva 
associations, have any reference to, or bearing npon, the international 
uompetitions. 

I think the British Association, bub more particularly the people of 
Great Britain, fully recognize the henetlt derived by the volunteers 
from these international competitions, and would be pleased to cun- 
tinue them. Asan illustration thereof,T have the pleasure to inform 
you that the money to defray the expenses of a Team of British 
i tocompete at Creedmoor next year has already been guar- 
anteed. 

All of which is respectfully submitted by your 
Very obedient servant, 

G. 1. P. Howanp, 
Captain of Américan Taam 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

CLINTON, Mass,, Aue. 24.—Last week this correspondent sent the 
ForREST AND STREAM an aceount of the tournament, August 2, under 
the auspives of the Clinton Sportsmen's Club at their range at Cun- 
ningham's Grove, The following is the individnal score of each man: 

; Shots, Bolnks; Shots. Poiuts, 
CFTufts...- . BL} f YE Carr.,., a 
SA Tyler.-., .- 8 AD Patan. 25 
Git Baldwin... 4 GA Parker _.- Aw 
CE Shaw._.... 2 OB Holden,,..- 62 
M H Brewer f RSchaéer... ... fa 
WH Hoyter. 16 «TJ Beaudry....... i102 vi 
Ohaus Frazer.. 2 Ge Rugs yee =. ab Dit) 
GW Truell - 20 AL Larkin... --- 58 40 
JD Hoyes.....- 19 WI Shepard, ...... 73 46 
W H Fairbanks 144 A Honghton,....-.- 16 58 
WB Riné,, ----- W J BGootlell._..-.-- 42 a6 
LE Hudson.....,..- Le WaetLEarirn., 1a... 108 1) 
LH Parker... 4¢ GH Smialley.....-- 6a 50 
AA Sawyer - 25 AW Smith._ age ie 48 
GT Avery,... 30 WL Davis........,. (6 AR 
Geo MeAleer.. 58 a3 4H W Eager. -133 102 
GL Sawyer .. .- 25 TY Barney....-.,,. 80 +) 
$ H Hartshorn - 48 30 FE Bailey - ~ BS ay 
AE Harriman 2 320 «6G H Wiirm...- tid 50 
W A Elword. - 58, 41 GASampson .....188 103 

NEWARK, W, d., RIFLE NOTHS.—The Newark Rifle Association 
extends an invitation to all new clubs, now formed or being formed. 
in the city or suburbs, to join the Association so as to Compete in the 
coming fall tournament. Clubs frou Orange, Elizabeth, Montclair 
and Bloomfield are especially invited. AD communivations should 
be uddressed to the secretary, A.C. Neumann, 209 Mulberry street, 
Newark, N. J. The fall tournament jvill probably open about the 
20th of September, ‘ i ‘ 

Messrs. August. Begerow, Williutt Hayes, Johu Coppersinigh and 
Frank Stewart attended the shooting festival of the Baltimore Riffe 
Target Shooting Society. at Baltimore, Md,. on Monday, Han arg 
Weduesitay and Thursday, Aug. 27-a0, and entered in @ ph Ar ob 
the most important matches, ‘Their compefiiors were some of tha 
best shots in the country, Cop ponery tne was quite ill aud dnahle 
to shoot. Mr. Begerow secured the first prize at the man et bya 

————— 
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score of BN outof a possible 60; the thirtl prize on the bullseye target, 
off-hand; third yee for most hullseyes, off-hand, and the 
twelfth prize on the ring target. Mr, William Hayes won the first 
prize on the ring target by a score of 09 Gut of a possible 75; also 
the first prize and premium for best and most bullseyes respectively. 
Mr. Stewart also secured a number of prizes. The members speak 
in high terms of their trip and the hospitalities shown them, A 
band escorted them to the depot upon their departure for home. 

BOSTON, Sept. 1.—The attendance at Walnut Hill to-dny was the 
largest sinee thé Fourth of July. All the targets were in use, and 
the air vesounded to the crack of milifary and sporting rifles. Be- 
sides the shooters, there was a large attendauce of spectators, aud 
among them many ladies; indeed, the aspect of things about the 
shooting pavilion reminded the sportsmen of the earlier days of the 
sports shen the attendance was numbered aniong the hundreds. 
The day was all that could be wished for shooting purposes, the 
wind hiowing moderately from 3 o'clock, The following records 
Were made: 

Creedmoor Practice Match, 
Seif Birt.0..5.0-.2:0012 sslactemetia we wee ef 2S 2 o46 
L B Atkins.,......... ieee wees Meek Bf Sah). 5 pdb 
A SiuBarker._- ..-: . 4455 6 5 44 4 545 
SR Church.........-- 6 654445 4 4 4-45 
WA Sands, .. iyie--e es 4444544 4 4 5-4 

t4 446 4 4 8 4 5-41 
4444444 83 4 4-30 

5 d4¢ 444 3 34 4 5-39 
JI wud £402 4 4 4 4 4-84 

Greedmoor Priga Match. 
TT WyGrCtb 5. ayes eens teh 2 6 eh hh 6-47 
L 566445 5 4 4 4-46 
A 445445 4 4 6-4 
3 465446 6 4 4-44 
8 65446545 4 444 
A 5646 456 4 4 544 
A 54458 4 0 5 bd 

Decimal Match. 
AL Burt. tab en ge fee 9 5 6 81010 9 8 § 67% 
T Everett... . woe 1 99 FO T 89 5 TH 
FR Tebbetts, 459 8 9 6 910 510-75 
CUPS HGr A CAP SEs Bae ees . 6 4 9 6 S108 § B A- 
8 RChureh,.,---- . 7797 BHO S ¥ B 5-71 
J ¥ Nichols...,......- Ths. 18 6 FT 478 9 6 EA 
Ge) Barnes, 223.22 cask a 8 7106 8 8 7 5 5-6) 

Rest Mateh. 
¥ H Keox... weeps 10 6 8 910 9 8 810 5-8 

morrow. 
in excess of last year. 

ALBANY, Sept. 1.1 notice considerable discussion in yours and 
other papers relative to small caliber rifles. And in order to show 
what can he doné send you the following scores, made with .22-eal, 
rifles, at Rensselaerwyick, on the §ith of Angust, in a competition at 
200yds., 10 shots, without cleaning. for a copy of Farrow’s book,‘*Ilow 
1 Becamea Crack Shot." which he had presented to the association 
for a prize, to be shot under the above conditions, The best records 
were: 
CO FB Ruth, May, .22-cal........ $4455 45 4 5 5-44 
Wm # Fitch, Wes, .2%-cal,.- 4445 hh 4 £ 4 5-48 
Wm D Taylor, May, .22-cal.... .t 44 4 4 486 5 4 4-42 
Ohas H Gaus, May, .22.cal,... .. 54445444 4 4-42 
_Afier the matah. Mr, Ruth, who resides in Troy, 

ten shots, and made 48 out of 50. Who can show a 
200yds.-with a ,22-val.7—R. WLP. 

TUBULAR BULLETS.—Pittsburgh, Aug, 27.—I notice an article in 
your issue of July 12 last, by ‘‘Oceident.” on losdmg and trajectory 
of rifles, Thad «hole drilled i1 my bullet molds so as toadmil of a 
pine reaching through the center of the eavity in the molds, from the 
bottom just wp into the neck. By casting a ball around the plug, 
Withdrawing the same and culttimg off the neck of the ball, leaves a 
pee tubular bullet, I tried them in all the different shapes 
Mmaginable, but could get no good results from them. Will Oecident™ 
orsome one else please state how they managed in loading to prevent 
the escape of gas through the ball,—Car Loor. 

SPRINGTIBLD, Mass.—The fifth annual meeting of the Rod and 
Gun Rifle Club, will be held at the new rifle range, Lake Lookout, 
September 12, 13 and 14. No postponement on account of the weather. 
The pre rumme includes: 

1. Continuous match, German target, 25 (34in-) rings, open to all 
comers, any rifle, any pull of trigger, any position standing, three 
shots, the aggregate of two best scores made during the townament 
to count for a prize. Ten prizes, total $70 cash, 

2. German bullseye target, open to all comers; ten tickets, $1; for 
each bullsey 25 count, cents; first and last bullseye during the 
tournament. 51 each; most bullseyes during the tournament, $2. 
3 Continuous match, Massachusetts targets, open to all comers, 

any rifle within the rules of the National Association, seven shows, 
the agpreRate _of three best stores made during the tournament to 
count for 4 prize; twelve prizes, total $102 cash. 

4. Bullseye target,Creedmoor count; ten tickets, 1: bullseyes made 
to be paid 15 cents: most bullseyes made durin: the tournament, $1. 

5, Team match, Massachusetts target, a3 P. M., on first day of the 
tournament. open to teams of five men from any rifle association; 
may enfermore than one team, Wut no person shall shoot in more 
than one team; seven shots per man. Prizes: Virst prize, 40 per 
cent. of entrance money: second prize, 20 per cent. of entrance 
money; third prize, 10 per cent, of entrance money. Conditions: 
Shooting will commence at ? A. M.and close at 6 P. M., each day; 
sighting ehots will not be alowed on any of the targets during the 
tournament: bullseye shooting allowed at all the thrgets throughout 
the meeting when the targets are not required for scoring. 

shot a string of 
better record at 

THE TRAP. 

THE CLAY PIGEON. 

Editor Forest and Streant: 
T noticed in thatwo most recentissues of the Forest Axp Srream 

coniplaints lodged against the clay pigeon hy “Lost Bird,”’ *‘Seore,”* 
and “C." Twas very agreeably moved by the liberal tone and good 
will shown by the first named writer, His writing was no doubt actu- 
ated by a desire to point out the faults as well as the virtues of all 
things. He blames the imitation birds for an unwillingness to brealc 
when struck by shot, never thinking that the same cliaracteristic is 
also peculiar to the live bird. Many a time has a pigeon carried a 
charge of shot out of bounds, turnmg a prophesied victory into an 
ignominious defeat, i 

A note and the third rule from the published rules of the Ranlagh 
Olub, Londen, Eng,, needs no comment. It is: “Rule 3. ‘Dead’ 
birds.—A bird to be scored ‘dead* shall be brokenin the air; that is, 
a clearly perceptible piece must be knocked outof if before it touches 
the ground. 
“Note.—This rule is essential to proper judging in clay pigeon 

shooting, and works thoroughly well in practice. The objection 
which the editor bas occasionally heard made to it—thata bird may 
be ‘chipped,’ or perbaps penetrated by a single shot, without being 
seored ‘dead’ under Rule 4, is really a strong argument in its favor, 
as itis evident than live birds so shot would in all probability be only 
feathered, orshghtly wounded, and would not fat in bounds if m 
match shooting. or within fair retrieving distance if in the field, 
“Tf the nilehas a firther result of discouraging careless ond slov- 

enly shooting, and obliges shooters to give their birds the middle of 
the charge, so as to kill them in a clean and workmanlike manner, 
that will be an additional advantage." (Tre italics are mine), 

In the attacks of “Score, 1 hardly know which to deplore most, 
the willful perversions, or the animus shown. <Any one who has ever 
used clay pigeons knows that wenever made them “as thickas flower- 
ale or “as thins paper,”’ To my brother sportsmen I would like 

say, although the pies Pifeon is not yet perfect, we are constandy 
siriving tomake itso. In the meantime. we crave the continuance 
of the good feeliug manifested in the thousands of testimonials now 
in my possession, GEORGE Licowsry. 

Cryotynatt, Aug. 27. Inventor of the Clay Pigeon. 

Editor Forest and Strean: 
The complaints about the vlay pigeon, which were begun by -'Lost 

Bird,” and folloy ed np by severalother communications, have crt- 
ated in mea desire to breaks lance in fayor of that much abused 
bird, which 1 hope to see rise like a phoenix oub of the baleful fame 
of uncalled for slander. The ugly and unfair tirade of “Score,” is 

* paraleaten prominept in its exaggerations as to thenumber of birds 
it and not braken, On the other Land, there may have been somany 
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weak loads fired at them that they failed to come down. I have shot 
a good many clay birds, and always got them, too, when I held prop- 
erly, to give them the center of the charge. There isno doubt an 
occasional pigeon that will stand 3 deal of ote sada owing, per- 
haps, to the distance from the shooter and the glancing of the pellets. 
Whenever the bird gets the center of the charge he generally parts 
company with all earthly form and turns to elay. ria ' 
The great trouble, it strikes me, in clay pigeon shooting is the rise 

of eighteen and twenty-one yards, Thisis, in my estimation, entirely 
too much. The bird get too far away before youcan cover it, and as 
there are a goo many modified chokebore guns used in our shoots, 
and in the United States generally, there is too much chance for open 
space and scattering hits, 

In a talk with Andy Meaders, the champion shot of the South, snd 
who, in my estimation, has not his equal as a clay pigeon shot, he 
said no gun could be made to break clay pigeons eyery time thrown 
from the last notch, and in his opinion ten and fifteen yards rise, and 
trap set at third notch, was the properthing, Trap-shooting. I think, 
should approach field-shooting as near as Possible: as theré we cut 
most OF our hirds down at from fifteen to thi ty yards, and usually 
kick them up at that, The foolish long rise at the trap have brought 
about those pieces of hand-ordinances commonly charged with five, 
and even six drams of powder and one and 4 quarter ounces of lead. 
The execution of these pieces is utterly out of propertion to the work 
that is required in a shooting mateh. They will use aman up in @ 
day’s shooting, and what should be a pleasure and a recreation, is 
often a painful and laborious task. This is not living up to what Tat 
leastseek in shooting. True sportsmen do not want to bag their 
game or win & match with brute force, It isthe keen joy of a skill- 
ful accomplishment that never ceases te fascinate the possessor. If 
shooting at thetrap could be modeled to suit the views of some men, 
I should forever turn wy back on the score, If a clay pigeon could 
be broken with the slizhtest hit, ora bird be dropped with the same 
ease, skill would lese its eagle eye and lightning nerve. Who would 
care to Compete with thatman who could fill the air with fine shot, 
hoping to haye his bird fiy into it aud be annihilated by the tiny bits 
of lead? The callow schoolboy, with his fivée-dollar shot-spout, could 
then outkill the best chokebore made. Thewhole charm of shooting 
on the wing lies in mastering its difficulties and chances, chance is 
the victor of slall Take that element out of any sport or game and 
what would remain? Why do we handivap superiority in any con- 
test? Only to give it the obstacle of chunce. What causes the Eng- 
lish officers in India to hunt the tiger? It isnot for the certainty of 
killing him, but forthe chanees they contend against. 
These are my reasons for adyoeating the clay pigeon as a z00d sub- 

stitute for the live bird. It must, like its animated relative, be hit 
hard, and bas the extra faculty of getting away faster than the 
former. Tf one does not learn to cover live birds well, and lead it with 
good judginent, he will forever stayin the ranks of the awkward 
squad, and will, too, bea souree of annoyance to the referee, and 
will desire to run ont after every miss to discover any shot on his 
bird or ball, These individuals, too, are generally marvels of skill off 
the score, but always cussing the bad quality of the ammunition, the 
pect construction Of their guns, the miserable clay pigeon, aid the 
ullei-proof balls. They-re the butt of misforfmue, always inter- 

fered with by their had luck to shine forth on the ¢minence of great- 
ness, 

©. that they could or would show one tiny grain of candor and 
blame—themegelves. I wonder if oné of these contrary sportmen 
woulidn’t Mame a liye pigeon for flying ont of the bounds with its 
rump filled with shot? Gentlenien, remember that “an honest con- 
fegssion is good for the soul." Do not let that habit of attaching 
the blame on everything but yourself hecome petrified in your na- 
tures. Say occasidnally that you missed that bird, or if you did 
hit your bird, did not hit if hard enough to break it, and you will, 
Tl bargain. feel happier. WICK, 

Editor Moreat and Strewnt: 

There has been a good deal of complaint lately about the Ligaw- 
sky am pigeon, on account of their faflure to ‘break when Sate 
struck, by quite a number of pellets. The recent shoot at Lowell, 
Mass., fully illustrates the above. At this shoot were present some 
of the best trap shots in New England, and I am quitesure that there 
has neyer been a tournament of the kind held in the State at which 
such poor scores have beén made, and why? simply because the 
birds would not break when fairly hit. I think of all the misses 
scored, two-thirds of the birds would show from two to six shot 
marks. and in one instance I was told that 9, bird was struck with 
ten pellets of No. 8 and not even ‘cracked. T would lke to ask 
what satisfaction there is in shooting at such objects, particularly 
in sweepstakes, as one shooter may have seyen birds which will 
all break if only struck with oné or two pellets each, while the 
next man (who may be much the best shot) is likely to have two 
or three birds out of the seven which,may be hit with four or five 
pellets each and yet fail to break, thus throwing him out of the 
race entirely. At the shoot I have mentioned most of the guns 
were heayy ten-bores, using from 434 to 46 drams of powder and 
No, 7 and & shot, both chilled and soft. Perhaps the Clay Pigeon 
Company will say that my reason for complaining is that I cannot 
hit them, If so, | can say that IT have shot at some 2.000 of the 
elay saucers and so far have made the best store ever made in 
Massachusetts, numely, 98 out of 100; using one barrel, as the score 
books of the Raymond Chib of Boston will show; but they were 
not such birds as they haye been turning out lately. In the only 
two shoots between Carver and Bogardus at which T was present, 
(being one of the judges at one of them) the Captain struck a 
number of birds fairly whieh failed to break, while the Doctor, by 
using No. 6 shot and getting very quickly on his bird, (which he 
ean pean, do better than any man in the country) scored a 
number which, had they heen as far from the trap us the Can- 
tain’s and No, 8 shot used, in all probability would not haye been 
broken, Now Messrs. Ligowsky & Co,, your invention is a good 
improyement over glass balls; but please try and give us some- 
thing. which when fairly struck, will clearly show it. 
DunparTon, N, H., Sept, 1, C. M. Sack. 

LUCKPORT, N. ¥.—Tournament under management of Niagara 
County Shooting Club, Aug. 84. First match, ten composition balls: 
ANMPEWS, «0-2 ..0 0.0. 4111124711—10 Smith... 2... ...:- 1111011110— & 
Moody, G.-. .- Ao011— 9 Meeker.,... .1211111111—10 
Shisler. . ..1110110110— 7 Gombert... ~.111111101— 9 
Whilney 1114111111—10 Harvey, ---- _-0011101101— 6 
Carpenter - O10010010I— 4 Coates. 111101 — 7 
Moody, E ..1101111111— 9 Barker........ ....101001111i— 7 
ELE tS eee a 1110111000— 6 
Andrews won first with 7 straight, Whitney 6, Moody won second, 

Smith third, Coates fourth. 
Second watch, seven clay pigeons, fourth notch; 

Andrews,-......-..---.,. 111111—7 -Gowibert......,,,.,, .17111—-6 
Moody.... - 101115 “Harvey, ...._,, --..---- 1011100—4 
Whitnay,,.. .1111101—7 --Coate ..1111010—5 
Carpenter...,. ,---1101101—5 “Barker .....,.....-. 1O1t1t0—5 
Moody. B.,... . 1111117“ Truman.... -. 0001710—3 
Pirrdee sic: eas ..1111010—5 Ripson...,... ..-.1111i—7 
Smith -1011111—ti Himpy....----. —. -:-..,0001010—2 
Meeker... _...,),.-.- 01111015 
Whitney and Moody divided first on shoot-off, Smith second, Hurd 

third, Harvey fourth. 
Third match, ten composition balls thrown straight away? 

PATMITEWS, eres seek ees WIONIM—F ~Harvey..-..-.... 1111711171410 
Moody.... 1111171110—4 -Coatés.,.....-...,, 1100110111— 7 
Whitney __ 1017111110—8 Barker....... .. ON10NTI1— 7 
Moody, E.. -101111101—8 -Shisley~.-- --- —1971110111— 4) 
Hijidlseeas = A1M1011— -Freeman.,,....- 1011 L00100— & 
Sunith... 1nidi—)_—s Freeman, C A...., 01 0110001— 5 
Meeker. 1201117101—8 Willick-...--.---... 0010111111— 7 
Gombert,...... ..- AMnin—A 

Harvey won first, Gombert second, Whitney third, Killick fourth. 
Fourti match, ilye clay pigeons. fourth notch: 

Andrews, ... -- foe 2a zeit a8 11Wi—t Gombert.... jcc uc... . 10100—2 
. l111J—& Harvey. * . 0011—3 

1110-8 
1111—5 

. 1111-5 Coates 
(0111—4 Barker 

- --10001—2 Hmpy . é 10002 
Smith....-.. -- .....,,,..-]101—4 Ripson........ beta OL 4 
Barker won first, Andrews secon l, Harvey third and Munot fourth. 

AN EXPLOSIVE BALL ACCIDENT.—The Sunbury (Pa.) Gun Club 
had 4 barre] of explosive targel balls stored in a barn. Two men 
and a boy were rent to bring the balls, Io handling the barrel the 
balls were exploded, wrecking the barn, killing one of the men and 
horribly mutilating the hoy. The Sunbury News thus reports the 
finding of the coroner’s jury al the mquest: "That the said Harry 
Freeburn came to his death ou the 11th day of Augnsh, A. D, 1883, 
between the hours of three and five o'clock P. M, of said day, in ihe 
year aforesaid, in handling a hoz of Standard clay percussion target 
balls, manufachired by Woeber & Varwig, Cincinnali, Ohio, which 
he was about to take dut of a barn belonging to James Maloue, in 
the borough of Sunbury. Ifso happened that the said falls did then 
and there explode aud partly demoiish the said barn aod killing the 
said Horry Vreeburn, and so the jurors aforesaid do say that the 
said Barry Freebunn, in niainer and by explosion of the said Stand- 
ard dlay percussion target balls came to his death and not ccherwise; 

and further, while this dire calamity was occasioned by an accident 
of which the parties killed and injured were ignorant of the explo- 
tive properties of the said Standard Glay percussion target balls, of 
which they were handling, yet we, in justice tu tite lives and property 
of the community, condemn jn the severest terms the wanufacturets 
of the Standard clay percussion target balls, who advertise the same 
to be perfectly harmless, and we protest against any railroad com- 
pany or transportation company handling and shipping the same; 
and further, call upon the borough authorities of Sunbury to take 
such measures immediately as to prevent in the future any buying, 
receiving, handling or storing any of said balls within the borough 
limits of Sunbury.” 

ASHTABULA, O., Aug. 30.—Sportsmen Of this section haye heen on 
the yui vive since Mr. Jas. E. Doran, the erack shor of, this section, 
announced, some weeks ao, that he was haying madein Cleveland, 
an elaborate gold, diamond-studded badge to be shot for condition, 
ally by any resident of this and the adjoining counties, the same to 
become the personal property of such shot as nnght win if three 
consecutive times. The trophy is known as the Garfield badge: it 
meets all expectations. A two-day’s tournament wus arranged to 
begin on Tuesday, Aug. 28, at which time the well-known markemen 
of this section entitled to a char¢e at the grandyprize appeared upon 
the scene. The morning of the first day was taken up wilh matches 
at live pigeons. Though not on the programme it proved inieresting. 
Twelve entered the first match, which was at 5 birds 2lyds_rise, 
three purses Derby. Jarecki and Siegel of Erie, and Hall of this 
place tied for first money, when thellast named shot out andthe others 
divided the purse. There were seyeral ties for second money, but 
Doran secured the sae, Thé following 1s an secount of The st ve¢le 
for the hadge, clay pigeons, 20 birds each, isyds. rise. Some excel- 
lent shots were on the grounds, hut thei work was bad, and could 
not be otLerwise with the rain pouring down constantly. Below we 
give the scores: 
PGT S ites, hte onl oaks nie OLT1011011711177T1001 1-15 
Vanetten ~L001110011010007T011111 
Jarecki oo1d0noo1001TO0 00110085 
Farness...... OO100010000117007T0001 b 

. OOLTOL011119100110000—10 
Johnéen,....--..,.-..4----01L1010T00TOTOODDNVONG0-5 
Briggés......- -101717111110100111101—15 
Sanilerson.-_ 017101000000 0011119 110 
George. ...2.. -21122171201711117100T1001—15 
Dr Beckwith. ,¢-scim.:-- 6 OO0TELOTOTLO1111114 44 
Seigel.....-- O00100000HT01TH100nOm 4 
Jones...... 1012001007017 011711210—12 
ete ee re aT a a ae 4 1012710171170011011121115 
Strader O01 0911174717101 000111 C8 
REWHOWe ee cedsinet bs) set crm wi 02414110101711110111101—1) 
Belnayp.- -01117010000T000T1101MW4 
Cartin... O00100717T000000000010—-1 
Hardway YO1V000000RTLTO1T01TOLI-Y 
Aughinhs 1270080110111 0110111i-1H 
CDS. 110000011114 01101111—-128 

W Haskell.......... 1TOO1TN90LLOOHOLTONOTHOH 

J. B, Doran, F. , Briges. J, M. George, Dr. D. BE, Kelly and H. W. 
Rawdon tied for the first prize and shot off at five birds ewch, as 
follows: Doran 5, Briggs 0, George 4, Kelly 5, Rawdon 1. Doran 
and Kelly shot off as follows, five birds: Doran 2, Kelly 2, Thin 
tie: Doran 2, Kolly 3, Dr. Kelly was declared the winner, and is en- 
titled to wear the badge for the next two weeks, when it will again 
be shot for. : 

After the aboye the sport vontinued for the several other apse 
with the following result; Dr. R. 5. Beviewith, second prize: Ed. Hall 
third; Jas. Jones, fourth; ©. D, Van Etter. fifth; G, W. Beckwith 
sixth; J, A. Belknap, seventh; Jacob Parness, eighth; F, W. Jarecki, 
ninth; GQ. L. Seigel, tenth. 
The second day was dull, dveary and cold till the middle of the 

forenoon, when the sun shone out at intervals, making very pleaeant 
weather for thé last matches. In the afternoon the first metch was 
10 glass balls, 18yds. rise, with four prizes: 
DOK sere -ee aay + O11111011I—S  Geerge--...---.,---.- 4121171110—4 
DeigeI Se 0001101100—4 Aughinbaugh...,.--. oe0100101 —s 
Hardway yeceas OLINOO000I—3 Kelly.--.,-----. ---- HOTT 
Jones, ,. . 01111111007 Briggs...., .- .---..-1010100001—4 
Bartlett . 1101101101—8_ Jareeki_... ..--..0-. 00011 10100—4 
Darby= SPs. -1111100101—7 

TAD eae RS e895 584 Nw0o1— & Aughingbaugh... 1WowWUlii— 4 
Selgel. AONINIONII— 5 Relley..-..--.-.-. 100000101— 4 
Hariway 1091141141 9 Hall ...,...-..,.-, 1001119111— & 
Jones..., -1110100011— 6 Jarecki 1110007001— A 
Bripegs. -. 1101111111— ) Haskell 1OO00TI1— 6 
Bartlett. . ..1000111111— 7 Allen.,... OO1100171— 4 
Derby...- ..1010101111— 7 Grey..........., ..1)000111001— 
(ERT NTE woe on oh nme aA 411111111—10 

George won tirst prize and those who tied on the others agreed to 
flivide. 

Third mateh, 10 balls, 1syds. 
ad Ae Ay Shak 1101101001—6 Kelley,,,..--. ..,..1000112111—7 

ees eet ,1000110000—8 Jarecki..-......... 110000010) —4 
_,1009111111—8 Hall._...0........, 111100000)—4 
..1111111000—7  Haskell......, -..102001001—4 

 eeeah Pee +2 Non00111i—7 
Jones won first prize and Doran third. 

second, Hall fourth. 
‘faking all into consideration the shoot was a complete success, as 

those present will testify, The only drawback was the weather, and 
that, of course, could not be helped. The whole affair refiects great 
ered‘t on the originator and manager, James E. Doran, Ashtabula’s 
well-known e¢rack shot, He had many obstacles to vontend with, but 
was superior to them all, and managed the affair in A No, | style, 
‘The next shoot will take place here Tuesday and Wednesday, Sep- 
tember 11 and 12, when a large number of shooters from abioad will 
be present, and some exciting sport may be looked for, 

MYSTIC POINT GUN CLUB.—OCleyeland Aug. 21.—Store of \le 
Mystie Point Gun mate¢h lor gold badge to first, and silyer medal to 
pea, The shoot was at ‘‘clays,"’ Idyuds. rike, two traps, use of ove 
arrel; 

George won shoot-olt for 

Thompson........... 11111111—10 Wade. ......-.--.,, 10W11111— & 
Harvey.,.- ---1171111111—10 . A111110011— 
Corning ... ..,4111111101— 9 _ 1100 — 7 
Mork aes a ..-110Nd11i1— 9 1100110111 — 7 
Carys oa = ..-0191111411— 9 Russell..........--.. WTO — F 
Matthews ..........,1111011111— 9 Heghee .-...,.......1111001101— 7 
Aer’ 9 foe _....1111101110— 8 

Tles on first.—Thompson, 11111—5; Harvey, 11111—b, Second tie 
for first—Thompson, 1011—4; Harvey, 11010—34. 
4 rebse ae second.—Corning, 1111-4; York, 110—2; Cary, 0; Matthews, 
110-3, 
Ties on third —Miller, 1110-3; Wade, 11111—a; Lee, 17110—4. 

PROVIDENCE, R. L, Ang, 31.—The Narragansett Gun Club held 
its last weekly shoot August 30. Mr. Geo, J. Crandall is coming to 
the front for the Valentme Cup. He has now won the oup for the 
fourth time, The following are the stores for the Valentine Cup; 
Geo J Crandall, 15yds..........--4¢0- 22y+--20-- 12119990114911141111—19 
Geo T. Anthony, loyds,. iota ea 4 11111101100111111111 17 
EW Tinker, loyds._..  -A0V01110111111110111—16 
W._H Sheldon, 21yds,. 2£241100111001101140111—14 
CB Potter, liyds. . . 01911100111111000001-—12 
L Bennett, 15yds. - sees, coos. 01001 withdrawn. 
There were seyeral eepstikes shot after the cup shoot, with 

some very good scores. 

FALL RIVER. Mass., Aug. 30,—The seyenth match for the silver 
cup presented by the Fall River Gun Ghib, took place this afiernoon. 
and was won for the fourth time by W. J. Braley and will become 
his property if he succeeds in winning it once more. The following 
is the store at 15 glass balls and 10 clay pigeons, 1$yds rise: 

Balls, Ulay Pigeons. 
PAC ATC Se retell ian 141101111111111—15 119711177 !—10—24. 
Re-entry. -JINMM1Iw, —i0 1101177011— 6—15 
Negus.... 0111017 10110111—10 1110311241— !—-8t 
Re-eniry. -111010111110111—12 1111)111j3)—10—22 
ETRE AEGIS ol dolelelict & sleictele ~. 111010111 10011—18 1414111010— $— 21 
FRESANET YD oe) a oe -. 010111019111111—-12 0310111110- 7—19 
Cornell. ._- vereese 2 LIOOTONOOTOI100— 6 11110. w. — 4—10 
Re-entry... bsjocenr es 01101101104101— 1 401I171— §—18 
Wood... .- 222.55) -25,.-,D01010111011111—13 sna te Bee 

5, H. 

GREECE, N. Y., Aug, 28, 18&3.—Mateb at 1( glass balls, Curd'’s re- 
volving trap. 1$yds. rise. Lewis scored 2, missing his 9th, 13th. o&th, 
60th, 78d, 7Sth, Sih and ist balls, Kuhn seored Pi, missmeg his 2, 
Sth. Oth. 10th, 12th, 16th. 24th, 20th, 87th. Ged, Sith, 50th, 6bth, oth, 
74th, 78th, Sist, Sd and bkth balls. A mutch between Lewis and Rick- 
man, same conditions, resulted tn a victory for the latter hy a seore 
of fete 88. Rickman tissed only oneoft 7 shot atand broke 5o 
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_ UTICA vs, ILION.—Utica, N. ¥., Aug. 18,—Match at Riverside 
Fark, ltyds, vise, 10 Walls, 10 pigeons. 

Utica Gun Club, 
Balls. 

- ,.11111111711—10 
0100111111— 7 
WI 11— 9 
-111110111— 8 

Pigeons. 
1111111111—-10-—20 
1111011011— 8—16 
0410000110— 4—18 
1110100111— 7—17 

ElliGte a ee 
Devine..,,.,.. 

Harris 1141 111117—10 1000111111— 7-17 
Daxter 1100111111— 8 1000101110— 5—13 
Booth -1111011111— ¥ 0111191111— 9—15 
Baucroft -010001010]— 4 1000101111— 6—10 
Ralph . .0001411111—- § OOLOTILNO— 5—12 
iL) = oes a SS Rice Wide 1011410011— 7 1001711000 — 5—12—146 

Tlion Gun Chih, 
- alls. Pigeous. 

GigE MIONe soe es ee 1 t WW101N0110— 4 0011011101— 6—10 
Shee) es a ea) 1000001111— & 111170100— 6-11 
Joslyn... .. JU11111111— 9 1111101101— 8-17 
Baker, . oe eee T101111110— 8 1100100110— 6-14 
IIs Sa crane tcc alles: nA ee 1110110111— 8 1O0LU111i— 716 
Merry... ... 1111110111— 9 1117101011— 8-17 
Sterling. DOOM IHOLO— 4 OO0L1I121— 6-10 
Partis. . ---1001111111— & QO1MLIOLLI— 6—14 
Burke. . 110114111 — 9 1i10111111— 9-18 
Mayne -.-.- we. D1I11110— 9 1110001710— 6—15—141 

Monday the 20th, the Utica Gun Clib went to Norwich to shoot a 
mateh with the pun club ai that place, A very close and interesting 
match was the resulb, ISyds. rise; 20 glass balls, 

Rindge. - .1707111111111111411 0-48 
Wastma See DIT Deer et ae ian 
Brooks -10271121211711111100111-47 

}02021112110101101011 1-18 
OOLOTTL0O0LTV11T1101101—8 
1112101021101 91111 1-46 
1UTTVTL1ITT1TILL1L11101—-8 
100171112101141103911 1-46 
137311120111111111111—18 
1122111210112111111111 1—19—1038 

Utica, 
ULL1O0OTO0TTIT101013011—-13 
~O2L111171111111111117 0-5 
-11001111011110110011—1 
-OO0120121111011111011—-4 
1100011117111 0110101—4 

F -101111771111111111111—19 
Harris ~OOTLTLLTLO11111111111-47 
Salisbury 11111011111110001111—46 
Ralph.. 8111111111211411111011—38 
Booth _-2a.g.0es L114 11211011211111111—15-12 

Elliott made a clean score, butthrougha mistake of the judge was 
scored a cipher, : 
The Oneida County Sportsman's Association will hack Elliott 

to shoot one lindred glass balls or clay pigetms cighteen yards 
rise against Luther or any would-be champions for one hundred 
dollars @ side. 

LOCKPOR'T, N. ¥.—'There will he a handicap prize badge and 
sweepstake trup shoot, under the management of the Niagara County 
Shooting Club, on the Fair Grounds, Lockport, N. Y., Friday. Sept. 
7, ati o'clock P. M—Henny KIviick, Secretary. 

BAST PROVIDENCE, R. I.—At the regular weekly shoot of the 
Watchemoket Gin Club, Mr. BE S. Luther won the gold badge for best 
score on Clay pigeons and Master 5. Smith the silver badge on glass 
balls. breaking 18 oyt of 21 from a Holden trap screened, Mr, Frank 
Tingley wishes to state that he loads his shells with 5 drams of pow- 
der and i340zs, of chilled shot trap No. 7 and Dead Shot powder in a 
Parkér gun, and that he breaks every one that he oointgat. Hesays, 
‘What's the matter with those fellows that can't break ‘em, is than 
th. y do not point at them, or they are not loadéd rightly.” He will 
guarantee a they can break if they follow the foregoing instrue- 
tions.—O. J. RK. 

THE PHILADELPHIA TOURNAMENT.—The fourth mateh in 
the séries for the Globe. Ligawsky, Sunday tiem medals and 
Browning's cunning suit took pliice Ang. 80 on the Orion Gun Club 
grounds. Toe day was fine aud the atten lance large, The shoot 
np on last mateh resulte! in total scores: Sportsmen's, 53; West 
Philadelphia, 26, and Girard, 46. Then hegan the regular match of 
the day. The Orion still leads. W, Beath, of -he Girard: J, Keily, 
of the Sonth Hid, were the only one; that accomplished 10 straight, 
The following is the score in shooting orrler: 

Orion Gun Club.—W. Wren 8, F. Woodstager 9, N. Greenwood §, 
W. Weber 9, A. Tait 6, T. Greger 9. BH, Duffy 6, F. McQuade 5, FP. 
Eleintz 0, M, Keen 7. Total, 76, 
Girard Gun Club.—A. J. Rush 9% J. Beaver 5, B. Cammeron 7, W. 

Beath 10, W Maddiuck 5, 1. Dayis 1. Total. 38, 
South End Gun Club.—W- Kelly 7, H. Rache 7, J, Morrison 9, A. 

Morton 9, A. Spear 8. J. Reynolds 5, J. Lowry 3, J, Kelly 10, W. 
Spear 4, C. Bastian 4. Total, 67. 

North End Gun Olrb.—s. Richards 4, G. ane 4, W. Hawkins 4, R. 
F. Hilt §, J. West3, H. Battershy 5, J. Blair 8, J. Entwistle 7, A. L. 
Lamb 2, W Killhanr 8, total 43 yx 
Quaker City Gun Clib.—W. Fi, Stirling ). B. (. Lanth 6, R, McGol 

um 8, R.A, Welsh 7, J. Lowden 2, C, A. Bragg 7, D, W, Hallam 4, Dr. 
Elvins 4, G Snodgrass 0, A, Idler 8. total 49, 
West Philadelphia Gun Cluh.—G. Hiinter 7. (7, Danean 6.7, Serrell 

4, lL. Hunter 5, C. Yoeker 4, W. Stack 1, R. Stillwell 3, total 30, 
Sportsmen's Grn Chub.—W. M. Belcher 4, J. H. Davis §, B, Parker 

4, ¥, Rody 7, GC. Kolb 6, W. H_ Uailey 5, E. Godtrey 6, C. Gibbons 5, B, 
Mack 6, J. MeKinney 4, total 543 

A, B. Vanee Gun Club.—T, Smith 6. 

MASSACHUSETTS STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.—For the second 
time this summer the tear representing thea Massachusetts Rifle As- 
sociation met the team of the Middlesex Sportsmen's Club, yester- 
day, in & contest for the State championship glass bali team badge. 
The first natch was shot on the grounds of the Massachusetts Rifle 
Association at Walnut Hill, on which occasion the home tluh were 
bested on the start-off of a tie by one point, On Sept. 1 the contest- 
ing clubsmet al the grounds of the Middlesex Club and. again con- 
tested forthe trophy. The attendance was nut as large as could be 
desired, but what was lacking in numbers was made up in spirit and 
a good time was had, The Massachusetts Association won the badge 
by ascore of St to82%, At the conclusion of the match both teanis sat 
down toa good dinner, after which sweepstakes were shot until dark, 
The following are the scores: 

; Massucbusetia Rifle Assaciation, 
DeRochmoht.......- 111121112111111111111-20 
Diukey.-).. ee LT ALTViIditidiiadidiidi—_d. 
ES Belcher... ..--.-. -..11011111701111011111 0-16 
O F Belcher. . 1110121111113 011104 1-16 
Copeland, ---..........,.211700110111001100T 1—18-84 

i Club. 
NNT eet tances hele 11111111111 1—18 
Bohafen ....540see-+--7-2 1114101111111 0-17 
Tide valet a baa 1101191411117 
Divore. 5:2 sent o 1101411001101 1-45 
Harrison. ..... 2225) = 42424 1127111117010 0—15—88 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Sept. 1—The Malden Gun Club held its 
weekly shoot this afternoon, when the championship gold badge was 
shotfor, Bollowing aré the scores in the gold badge match: 

SIMELOEHSs = Rayact aces © Agee eles p¢stinsodss ees LOLA 1 1001 11111110115 
SEB. oe S:4-- aoe ye wiats 01011111111100001101—18 
SS FMO LEILA hole tel l-cisels isles ns ieu se selyines San 2 eee 10101010011111011110—-18 
THINS ti 8 SOBRE BS oe id Cane OBR oh BAC: 11000100011001101111—41 

In the bwo-men team match, Brown and Hopkins against Boffum 
and Adams, both teams made &, tieing each other, and in the shoot- 
off Hopkins and Brown won. making §to 8. In the second match 
Buffum and Adams made 9, to 8 for Hopkins and Brown, In the third 
match Hopkins and Brown broke § birds to 6 for Buffum and Adams, 

SAN FRANCISCO, Aug.d1.—The match between the Alameda Club 
of Oakland, and the Gui Club, of San Prauciseo, so long talked o: 
has finally been arranged and thé terms agreed upon. They are as 
follows: The match will be af 12 birds, and willeome off in Alameda 
on Sept. 12; teams will consist of ten men from vach club; the rise 
will be 30 yards, and use of both barrels allowed; rules of the 
Stute Sportsmen's Association to govern. Place, Oakland Trotting 
Park, Oakland. The Gun Club team has been selected and is com- 
osed as follows: John K. Orr, W. J. Goluher, Thomas Ewing, ©, 

B. Gordon, C.W, Randall, Harry Babeock, Howard Black, WY. 8, Butler, 
Ramon I. Wilson and Henry May, 

NEW YORK STATE SHOOT.—The annual tournament of the New 
York State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, usually 
tell in the early summer, has this yoar, by veason of lael uf birds, 
been postponed to the fall. Ibis vecy probable that even then the 
Association will have to be content with clay pigeons and glass balls, 

Hachting. 
FIXTURES. 

8—Raritan Y. C., Corinthian Mateh- 
8—Hull ¥, C., Third Championship Match. 
&—Quiney YX, C., Closing Match. 
8—Toronto Y. 

Sept. 
Sept: 

Y my Swampscott, Third Championship, 
§—Beverly Y. v., eps Sweepstakes, Monument Beach, 

.. Review and Harbor Cruise. 

Oct. 8—Gracie-Fanny Match, Sandy Hook, 
Oct —Bedouin-Gracie Matches. 
Oct —Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C., Fall Match, 

ROYAL NOVA SCOTIA Y. S.-AUG. 25, 

Isabel, sloop, G. H, F. Matheson, 4. tons... ...- 
Miranda, sloop, R. J. Willis, 2.9 tons, ,... _.6 25 11 
Lily, sloop, W. A. Weeks, 8.1 toms,....,., 2.2204... .--- , --. Not tinied. 

BEVERLY Y. C.—AUG. 25. 

pele open race was sailed off Monument Beach. .Judges. Geo- 
P. Gardner, A. 5, Hardy, W. Lloyd Jeftries, aboard the yacht 

Madcap, RF. Y.C, Racestarted ina good N. BE. wind, After round- 
ing windward buoys, the leaders were becalmed, finally a S, W. wind 
brought them all in together, fayoring the rear boats, so that the late 
starting and slow boats had the best of it. Courses triangular, eleven 
miles for all but small cats, which sailed seven miles, 

FIRST CLASS—SLOOPS, 
Length. Actual. Corrected, 

Kismet, N. B, ¥, C., W. A. Abbey-..._, 82.06 #11 01 3 05 02 
: _SECOND GLASS—SLOOPS, 

Thorn, Bristol, J. H. Soule 28.03 d 01 07 2 51 87 
Glimpse, B, Y. C., 0. H. atkinson.,,._. 27,00 3 05 00 254 11 
pO re eyes se a ee — 316 11 —_ 
ai nh a oe Pe EE A He 20.04 81825 2 57 48 

Allie and Myrtle were handicapped atstart, 
FIRST CLas8S8—CA'TS. 

Luuy, Osterville, W, 8, Seudder.,, .. ,.23,003g 8 13 u4 259 14 
Lestris, Pocasset, Joshua Crane......,,. 24.02 213 24 2 69 22 
Faunus, Mon, Beach, 8. Perry......-... 26 O6bg 411 OL 2 69 Av 
Eleancr, B. ¥.C., R. Codman....._...,, 33 Osta 3 14 20 2 59 40 

3 12 26 2 Bi 56 
3 14 46 3 00 44 
3.13 51 3 00 46 
3 14 53 3 00 51 
3 11 08 3 00 52 
311 11 3 01 10 
8 11 45 8 01 29 
#12 ay 3 (2 16 

pi 3 08 44 3.02 26 
-. 28.1044 B11 45 8 02 4h 

Belvedere, Osterville, D. P. Burfsley.. 27.11 8 13 57 a 04 12 
Aimira, O teryilie, W. Crosoy. -_- 29,0014 31% 15 8 04 81 
Midget, Osteryille, C. H. Crosby... 8 . 3.16 12 8 06 42 
Museot, B, ¥, C., N. B. Bacon, Jr,. 4. Nut timed, 
Hattie, Onset, D, Hall....,.....- We tetas : Sailed wrong course 
Mallat eee a ctu bete SEE LAY aye — Sailed wrong course 

' SECOND CLASE—CATS! 
Hoyden. Bird Island, D, E Rubbins.,..,21.08 B48 27 2 37 25 
Phosi , Onset, B. Gibbs wees 2 49 08 3 87 aL 
Clara #., B. ¥. C., O. Bangs 205 2 50 : 2 35 04 
Annié, Mon, Beach, D, Ellis. - 23.00 2 4817 2 88 20 
Mystery, B, ¥. C., H. Stockton. 21,11 2 50 21 2.39 B1 
Gem, B, Y.0,,1 R. Thomas... 19 064-2 58 1B 2 39 54 
Sprite, Wareham, lL. 8. Dabney... 21.034 251 39 2 40 35 
Wileawake, Mon, Beaca, F. Tudo 16 10 2.59 57 2 43 24 
Comola. Mon, Beech, C Carrie . 907 2 57 30 2 44 21 
Dolly, B. ¥. C., A, 5S. Hardy nr 54 58 2 44 29 
Marion, Pocasset, B. Burr,. 2 67 48 2 46 02 
Alice, A. F. Maryel.... .. 2 68 29 2 46 57 

Ins, Abbie A., Almira w Fl TILLER. 

OSWEGO Y. C.—AUG. 28. 

if es: Annual open matches of this flourishing lake club were sailed 
with great success, Aug. 28. But for the fact that the Canadians 

were busy with their own fixtures about the same date, the racing 
woul have attracted flags from foreign shores and assumed the 
usual international aspect. Bub the starters were quite good enough 
ta provide fine sport omoug themselves. The only thing to be re- 
gretted is that the result was influenced to some extent by a chapter 
of accidents and the race did not settle the issues beyond cavil. Per- 
haps this is all the better for the prospect of the future. There was 
a Cracking breeze from southeast and a jump inthe lake, which put 
the yachts to quite a severe strain, and some of the light drafts took 
such serious knock downs that they were in danger of capsizing. 
One of them was in fact thought to have passed the point of safery 
by the spectators, but after. a few moments of doubt ~he Fortunately 
righted, The course was from a line off club house to new pier; 
thence around a buoy, 244 miles northeast; thenee around a buoy, 
north of club house outside of 4nd near new pier; thence around a 
buoy. 44g miles north; thenee around buoy near new pier; thence 
around a buoy 244 miles west; thenee around buoy near new pier; 
thence uround a buoy 244 miles north and back to the starting point, 
about 2 miles, 
The course involved only five miles towindward. Start was flying. 

The yaehts got away in the following order: Cricket, keel cutter, 10 
tous, at 11:01:00; Ella, centerboard sloop. 20 tons, at 11:02:28; Laura, 
sloop, 12 tons, at 11:02:41; Katie Gray, sloop, 11 tous, at 11:02:50; and 
Fas¢ination, sloop, 12 tons, at 11;02:36. Ella was tooled by Geo, Best, 
an old hand at the business: but she had not bent her new suit of 
muslin for the occasion, and was not in thorough racing trim. Com- 
modore Mott sailed the cutter himself, and Vice-Commodore Phelps 
likewise setan example in tooling Katie Gray with more than ordi- 
nary skill. Laura wasin charge of Mil. Sellick, her owner suffering 
from an injured hand, and Tom Goble skippered Fascination, 

‘The wind was blowing twelve to fourteen miles by the government 
reports, and reefs were in order throughout the fleet, except aboard 
the Cricket, who easily carried lower sail and topsail into the bar- 
ain. With sheetslifted for the first mile and a half of the course 
he light-drafts got away trom Cricket, but no sooner had all hands 
hauled on the wind, than the keel-boat settled down to good work, 
weuthering on the rest in wonderful manner, and winning the lead 
from all the larger boats. On the way to first buoy Laura shook out 
reef, of whichshe repented subsequently, on the wind. Katie Gray, 
drove by her and Fascination Brenehh up the rear. The buoy to the 
easbward was rounded py Gricket af 11:20; Hla, 11:20:15; Katie Gray, 
11:41; Laura, 11:21:16; and Fascination, at 11:23. = fis 
Back to club house the tiest came in a bunch, Ella slipping by 

Oricket, Katie Gray 4 good third, Laura a few seconds Jater, and Fas- 
cination abandoning the course, To the North buoy the wind was 
quartering and the light drafts tlew to the fore, the ark being jibed 
around by Ella ab 11;53;35, Laura 11:55, Katie Gray 11:55:15, aud 
Orickeh at 11:55:20. The beat back how bega:, and some interesting 
revelations were in store. Laura found the wind too much, and lost 
six minutes in hauling down a thirdrecf. Ella had buled aboard such 

a sea in ilbing, that she heeame waterlogged and was obliged to re- 
tire later. is fact gave rise to fhereport that she had sprung a 
leak, The cutter settled downto business and soaked out from last 
to first posed in very fine style. giving solid proof of what she Can 
do to windward with the best cracks on the lakes uf the light draft 
persuasion. By contrast her performance must have been # source 
of satisfaction to the Commedore. While the rest were making 
heavy weather of it with two and three reefs tied in, Cricket was 
bowhng along in comfort under whole sail. The centerhoards were 

if out to save their baton and shipping much water, but the keel- 
boat was rammed through everything in perfect satety. They made 
the club house buoy as follows; 
rickety 1 Chi iis 7 deve Spay Ae yr ye se+-4-12 89 05 

: rs aces tpecess Ae OO do “Laura, ... 2 i.e se. 12 OR Oo 
The wind stillheld §. 8. and the course fo next mark W. by N. 

Cricket essayed jibtopsail and a club over the gaft, leaving the rest 
rapidly in hér wake and looking like a sure wmuner, when suddenly 
the el backstty bolt in the rail suapped with a report, and 
down from aloit came the kites over the lee bow ino had mess. The 
crew sprang to work quickly to clear, but many minntes were lost 
parent the misadventure, The long lead she hud won can he esti- 
mated by the fact that notwithstanding the delay, she was first 
around the West buoy at 12:45:35, Katie Gray more than a minute 
later at 12:45:55, Hila 12:48:30, and Laura 42:49:45, Back again 
they came for the club house, Cricket still leading Katie hy 
im, 35s. and Ella out of the race. Out to North buoy for the lash 
time the light drafts ran up on the cutter, now minus her light sails. 
Before making the turn Katie Gray's lopmast went over the si(le lilke- 
Wise; at the buoy she was Within $s, of the cutter, and the wind sll 
ing lighter, she beat Cricket on the home-streten 2m. 1s.. arriving at 
the finish at 2704:24, Cricket 2:00;20, and Laura 2:10:32. Summary; 

ws: Start, Finish. Actual, Carrected, 
Katie Gray. . 11 G2 50 2 Od 24 a Ol 3 00 44 
Critket... 2 06 20 3 05 20 8 03 34 
Laura 210 32 & 07 61 3 07 51 

BAY OF QUINTE Y. C.—-AUG. 30. 

| Rize annual matches of the ulub were sailed Aug. 30 in stiff north- 
easter. The starters were not numerous, buta very interesting 

lot. Norah, ex-Bloodhound, though not ol'len raced, has a reputa- 
tion, likewise the Cygnet, of Cobourz, 4 yery fast light «raft, mod- 
elled and built by McGiehan, of Pamrapo, New Jersey. In second 
class Mr. Oftord’s new Victoria made her first offleial record, but 
failed to give evidence of great speed, as she was desifned with crnis- 
ing in view, and built exceedingly strong, and too heayy for racing. 
Course wis triangular, three times around for first, and pwiee ar ind 
for second class, disianee of thirty and twenty miles. with thil ty 
seconds per ton wllowanee in both elasses, First class got away in 
straggling order, Cyfnet, 35 tous, of Cobourg, leading oif at 1:41;44, 
Garfield, 26 tons, of Kingston, following at 1:48:15, and Norah, so tons, 
of Belleville, at 1:45:15, To first ark it was a beat, and lifted sheets 
oyer the remaining two sides. All but Norah crossed on weather side 
of stakeboat against the rules, and planting themselves well to wind- 
ward thereby. Mr. Bell’s bigsloop was fast soaking up on the other 
two, when near first furn peale halliard block came down, and the 
topmast going at the cap atsame time, Tn spite of all this, she led 
around second mark and drew away from the others, Cygnet setting 
gailtopsail, and Garfield closing Up on the Cobourg yacht. First 
round was completed by Norah at 2:62:45, Cygnet 2355245, and Garfield 
at 2:55:50. Norah soon had a mile of water to her good, and looked 
like a winner, when her throat halliar! came down, the hook giving 
“way in the masthead, and ten minutes were lost repairing damage. 
Garfield had sprung aJeak and was cuffering accordingly, Norah 
still kept her lead, and came around thesecond time al3:54:3), Cyenet 
3:46:20, Garfield 4:00:50. The Wind fell, and Norah unable to spread 
light sails, could not make her time off the rest, but gaye evidence 
enough Of being a very fastyacht. The match was finished oa fol- 
lows, Garfield taking second money; 

Elapsed. Corrected. 
Cy RUCts. date + sc 4 feast ot eetadee:, Me Ses ly 815 08 8 0a 03 

d : mo, 8 24 65 310 25 
Norah...... i 8 10 65 8 10 bb 

In second class Tolanthe was away first and held a lead throughout 
Gracie being second all round the course. lolanthe won in 2:38:50, 
actual time; Gracie 2:49:42, and Victoria 8:10:45. Protest for wrong 
starting was lodged against Cygnet and Gartield by the Norah, but as 
the instructions Were not quite clear, if was not entertained. At a 
meeting of the club in the evening, the Fisher Challenge Cup, won b 
the Atalanta ar Ohicago, was received and ©. P. Holton und R, q 
Bell were appointed trustees of same, The Comm dore ten caused 
the following testimonial to be read in whith a. 8. Bell, the club's 
energetic secretary and the ablest yachting critic on the chain of 
fresh water lakes, was presented with a handsome silver pitcuer and 
eup in consideration of his valuable and disint rested services: 

Bewnevinin, August 20, 1883. 
To R.S. Bell, Esy., Secretary Buy of Quinte ¥. C., Bellewille, Ont « 
Dear Sir—The members of the Bay of Quinte Y. GC. cannot let this, 

the occasion of their annual regatta, pass without wishing to testify 
to the zeal you have manifested in behalf of yachting and the efforts 
you have put forth to popularize it, 2 
While you haye acted as secretary of the club—ever since its or- 

ganization—the yachting fralernily have always found you obliging 
and willing to give themany as istance or information in your power. 
As a slight token of the appreciation of your effurts aud the esteem 

in which you are held by the club, on their behalf 1 herewith present 
you with this small tribute in the hope that, you will remaim as you 
always have been, an enthusiastic suppor er of aquatic sport. 

SIGNED ON BEYALF OF THE CLUB. 

BOSTON Y. C.—SEPT. 1. 

i was expected that the handsome trophies generously contributed 
by Mr. Washmyton E. Connor of New York and by (Commodore 

Jacob Pfalf of Boston, would faye called out a large fleet of racers 
last Saturday. We have become so spoiled by tue recent great 
matches in Ea -tern waters thata dozen well-mated ~porting vesséls 
ave apt to be curly dismissed as too small an eniry for an interesting 
race, In this ight the last Saturday may not haye b. en very impos- 
ink, but the racing was highly interesting nevertheless for a number 
of reasons. Fanita was to be round aud left New York fir that pur- 
pose, but she was wind-bound in Edgartown harbor and was refused 
a tow by Mr, Connor’s new steamer Utowana for lack of a sui able 
hawser, This with theabsence of cutters which act as spice to the 
dish took the edge off the excitement, but there was enough left to 
make the day quite a suveess, The Connor cup, valucd at$ii0, was 
open to all yachts measuring 33ft. and over ou loadline with one- 
third after at added, and the Pfaff cup. value $40, was open 
to boats measuring less than 32ft. Bath to be won three eines to be- 
come property, This imvolved racing all vigs in the same class, and 
for this purpose & special allowance was made to schooners, they 
being rated at one-fifth off over all the windward work of the day. 
the a=sumption being that down wind their rig was to be eonsidere 
equal to the sloop. Nod ult thisratingis fair enough, though we 
should imagine some difficulty in ascertaining justlhe distance sailed 
to windward, and in closely contested mutehes, disputes on this 
head are iikely to arise. There are so many schooners of sinallsiza 
in the East that some plan of lumping them with the Sloops seems to 
hea necessity to avoid over-classifiGation, whichis u worse evil. 
Mixed-rig racing may not always be perfectly fair or desivable. int 
it has to be resorted to whenever schooners are not over-plentiful or 
else the two-stickers must ba debarred altogether, which woul be 
showing a prejudice lo the rig no comusities has a right ta put in 
force, Besides ocessional trials between different rigs are not with- 
out their yalue and mstruction, pat z 
The fog and t tal absence of wind auriie: the morning deterred 

many from coming to the line, but those who drifted uway to the 
signal soon picked up a light, steady breeze from the eastward and 
bad a nive enough day of it till the close. he conditions of the rave 
were as follows; / 
Club member aboard each yacht, No restriction as to’bail, Yachts 

will be furnished with nombered cardsto be shown at starband finish, 
Oue hand fo every 5ft. aud fraction thereof, Measurement will be 
witterline plus one-third overhang aft. Same ballast and crew to re- 
turn. No shifting ballast shall be allowed in any class. First class 
to carry boat not less than 10ft. Time limit cighthonrs. All to hein 
Jing by 9:30 A, M. Start from an anchor with jibs down, Preparatory. 
whistle at 9:20. Whistle and lowenng of fag on judges’ steamer ab 
10 will be the siznal to start. Time to count from signal. Line of 
finish will be differently drawn from thé start and attention is called 
to this fact. First class, all over 33fl, Yachts of vri.and up may 
sailin this class by assuming 83ft. measurement. Prize, the silver 
champion eup presented by Washington EH. Connor, of New York, 
Second class. under aft, Prize, silyer ¢hampion cup presented by 
Commodore Jacob Pfaff, Schooners will reerive tune ullowauee on 
four-fifths their measurement for the distange suiled to windward. 
Oups must be won three times to become property, Tnirtes te , 1. 
Loring, 17 Pemberton Square. Boston, by loan Vriduy. Boats willbe 
measured by D. J. Lawlor, Otherwise club rules govern. Regatta 
committee, James P. Phiuny. F. B. Venbody, Jobo A. Stetson, J. , 
en Cuan ‘a Loting. Judges, Thomus Dean, Eben Denton, 
foolde Bernard. <y 
Course for first lass; From off ihe elub house throngh the Nee 

rows, leaving Spectacle Island, Nix's Mate bell buoy, Galloupes 
Island, George's Island, Punt Allerton bu on starboard. Harding's 
bell buoy, Whistling buoy olf the Graves, Bgg rock and Kam Head 
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buoy, on the port, Fawn Bar buoys on the starboard, to the judges’ 
boat, passing hetween it and the flaghoat. - 

For the second class! From off the club house, through the Nar 
rews, leaving Spectacle Tsland. Nix's Mate bell buoy, Galloupe’s 
Island, George's Island and Point Allerton buoy on the starboard, 
Hariime’s bell buoy on the port, Point Allerion buoy on the ports 
through tae Narrows, letving George’s Island, Galloupe’s Island, 
hix's Mate bell buoy on the port, to the judges* boat, passing be- 
tween itand the Hagnoat. 
The judges were abvard the tug Wim, H. Clark, and the guests 

accompanied the race in the steamer Pope Catlin, The yachts 
slowly picked up their berths in line, and after waiting for the last 
of the fog to lift and hoping for an meoming bretze, the whistle 
was blown and the racing commenced in rather an unpretentious 
Mizmner, As the yachts paid off slowly to light airs, the sturters in 
first class counted as follows: Sloop Shadow, 82.4ff.. John 
sloop Nimbus, 33.3ft., B, Jenny, Jr.; sloop Anna, 38.16, W. B.. 
hert; sloop ag ates 3ofr., G. W. Atwood, Keel sthooner Adrienne, 
60.9tt,, Com. Javob Pfaff; keel sehooner Tempest, 54.4ft,, Hy FP. 
Whittier, All of these paid off to starboard, Second class made a 
short bitch to pant and came round in their wake. They mustered 
Rebie, 22ft.. J, 2. Phinney; Frolic, 24ft., A. J. Wright, and Wait, G. 
H. Tyler, 28.tft., all lengihis being given on loadine. Shadow never 
looked better, Her mainsail was as near perfect as cotton duck and 
a good (eal of attention can make it, and she was well supptied 
with ballooners. She is about faultless in hull, so far as fairness of 
body is concerned, Sheis o e boat from stem to stern, and in her 
fayor if was claimed that she stowed five tons of ballast and drew 
“more than five feet of water.” ) 
Waat a short period ago was enough to condemn any boat, is now 

cited with pride as a cardinal virtue, and we are not a bit sorry, 
since it argues « better appreciation of real merit in model. Shadow 
‘has a hollow in the yarbourds, her frame being O-G in its mould, and 
though excellent handling, a splendid outfit and attention to detail 
has had much to do with her extraordinary run of victories, if cannot 
be denied that sue is a deep boat by comp irison with the general run, 
and that her depth and displacernent do not preyent her winning 
almost to rertainty from everything of her sizeéin America, She is 
particularly good to windward, and better than lighter boats in rough 
water, imbus, her principal competitor, has a rounder frame and 
higher side. with rather less draft. She is always a dangerons rival, 
and we ure inchned to believe that she would divide honors with Dr. 
Bryant's pet were she in equal condition, but with old mainsail, a 
working jibtopsail and small spinnaker, it is litle use expecting to 
make 4 close clinch in |hese days, when races are often decided by 
seconds, 

Mr. Lamberl’s Anna is a nice looking vessel, in very fair trim, but 
not quite zbod enough for the best of her class,and Magnet was the 
reverse of Maguetic, snlessin the production of anathemas aboard 
the judges’ boat asshe slowly and complacently wafted up to the 
line. an age after the rest, without a spinnaker, or as much as wing- 
ing her jiv. Itwould have served her right had the judges declined 
fo await her arrivaland saved many a precious hour. Weare ata 
loss to Know What ean induce a vessel like Magnet to mix in com- 
pany. in which she has not a ghost of a show without racing canvas, 
Schooner Adij-nne has acquired areputation as a fastune, and her 
easy side and good fit of sais attest the possession of speed. She is, 
perhaps, the must Jikely schooner of moderate tonnage in the Hast. 
Fearless is one of Harrington's productions, and rather too bluff to 
be driven, but otaerwise of quite wholesome appearance. There is, 
howe er, a lack of style to ail yactits of Hastern origin. In point of 
outline, at least, they are too suggestive of the sinack to be very 
tuking. The small fellows had a yery fair representative in Rebie, 
and Frolic was not bad either. They made an excellent race all day, 
gud turned in a bunch round the Hardings Bell Buoy. _ 
The start was effected at 10:37:30 to hght and fickle airs, the first of 

an incoming breeze from the sea. All the large yachts canted to 
starboard, and, clearing the maze of moormgs and boats off City 
Point, pinched as high as they could to weather Spectacle Island. 
The sm der trio went east fora few lengths, then hove about in the 
wake of the big ones, Nimbus nilore all hands out, with Shadow 
high up on her weather and holding the best wind. Adrienne and 
'empest followed inshore, Rebie a quarter mile astern, with Frolic 
six lengths m her wake, The entire feet had clubs above the gaff, 
Adrienne 4 simai!] maintopmast staysail, with foregafftopsail stowed, 
Tempest showing both gafitopsails. Tne yachts had barely got clear 
before Shadow and Nimbus ran up jibtopsails, and Adrienne tried a 
ballooner, Down to Spectacle (sland it was purely a matter of fluk- 
ing, and yery attenuated tiuking at that. Fiiful airs would lift first 
oue, then another. the two schooners closing up with the leaders, but 
nos looking high enough to weather, they were obliged to fling olf 
from Spectacle for midchannel, which they. did in close company, 
nnti) Adrienne got a breath and fanned clear of ler sister. Anna had. 
been bringing up the rear with a pateh of a jibtopsail as an apology 
for what ought to have heen there 
As long as luck lasted Magnet was well up with the crowd, lifted 

along by a ballooner of equilateral cot and rather odd-looking. Shadow 
drove up on Nimbus aoreast of Spectacle Island, and the other sloops 
Were strung off Thompson's in a second division. Anna then caught 
airs, and looking quite high along Spectacle, she skimmed Long Island 
without a fing-off, in this way dropping the rest and going into third 
berth, all but the wading three being obliged to hitch out into chan- 
nel off Long Island to weather the bell buoy on the Mate. By the 
time Shidew with Nimbus close aboard, bore round Nix's, Anna was 
abreash of the lighthouse on Loug Island. The breeze now came 
in steady and light from the east, and never failed for the rest of the 
day Rebie, who hac been sailing a smart race, was fourth around 
Nix’s Mate, about an eighth of a mile astern of the Anna, and Frolic 
came round on Rebie's weather-quarter, with Waif a few lengths 
later. |enpest had to make another short board to clear, so Adri- 
enne, holding a berth somewhat to windward, was first of the couple 
{o up-helm turough the Narrows, the sloop Magnet closing the festive 
Pen. Balloon jibs were in order through Nuntasket Roads. 
rovker was sailin hadow to perfection, but skipper Hall kept 

Nimbus a title too fine for her good, 
More breeze was found abresst of Boston Light, and at a a good 

pace the fleet came out for the Hardings mark without change of 
position, They tacked around as follows: Shadow, 12:25; Nimbus, 
72:39; Anna, 12:49; Adrienne, 12:54; Tempest, 12:58, and Magnet, at 
12:59, Insecond class, Rebie made a very miat job of the turn at 
12753, with Frolic right wp on her quarter, ald Wuif a minute later. 
Thethree then squared out spinnakers and ran home over the same 
aourse. Size began to tell aud Frolic slipped by the little white sloop, 
finishing at 1:41 corrected lime,and winuing first leg for the Pfaff 
Cup in her clags. yes ¥ 

‘the big ones had along reach up to Egg Roek. the distance being 
accomplished in fhesame order, only “‘a little more so,” Shadow 
steadily spinning out her lead, and Adrienne dropping Tempest. The 
shaggy Rovk was jibed around by Shadow at 1:54; Nimwuus, 2:02; 
Adrienne, 2:05; Anna, 2:06; Tempest, 2:1], and Magner, 2:19 or there- 
abouts, ‘Io Nastpointit wis a beam wind, butas Broad Sound was 
opened spinnakers were sent out to port, Nimbus suffering through 
scant dimiby, and Adrienne mastheading a balloon maintopmust 
Staysail of particularly grand proportions to leeward of all, Itpulled 
like a, good one, ran her into second berth, and as the wind light- 
ened and Shadow met the ebb jushitig outthe main channel, Adri- 
énie droye up on the sloop so as to uiake the finish rather doubtful, 
bar time allowauce, But Shadow spurted away as soon as she had 
bored through the strength of the tide. and came home over the fin- 
ish with plenty to spure in 3:55;40 corrected time, the Commodore's 
schoouer heing “good second, aud Nimbus 4 fair third, Anna and 
ee following, and Magnet Closing the chapter pretty well dis- 

need. 

Mr. Connor’s new steamer Utowana went around the course an 
displayed her elegant form and fittings, and Mr. Roper. of caloric 
engine fame, boldly put to sea in & steam canoe of peculiar construc- 
tim and machinery. She was built of light cedar, sharp as a 
knife bladé, and endiug in a long fiat run without skag. En- 
gine and builer were housed in a small cockpit. The canoe is driven 
With an inverted oscillating cylinder with cut-off of Mr. Roper’s own 
design. She is steered by canting the propeller as required, the 
wheel working on @ yniyersal joint at tue ead of the shaft. The whole 
Tig was unique and sriginal «nd in the little cockleshell ‘Mr. Roper 
steams himself about in all kinds of weather withimpunity. The boat, 
though clipped away to 4 razor edge, rises readily to a swell owing to 
the length of the bojy, and lifts clear of an oncoming :ea in cutter 
fashion. when one would expect hernose to be driven under. 

SENSIBLE GEO. GOULD, 
[From the Boston Sunday Globe.] 

soy BELIEVE." sai! Mr. Gould, “in encouragin 
/ tries, and when I build a new yacht it will bs 
will be built here." 

SENSIBLE WASH. E. CONNOR. 
{From the Boston Sunday Globe, ] 

ay HOPE our next race will prove more interesting. and it is my 
‘ deste to further a friendly feeling between Boston and New 
Work cluvs, so that when a rave occurs in the waters of either city, 
the yachts of the other will participan, thus mating the interest in 
the event larger.’ 
_.Mr. Connor may be young at yachting, but the above sentiment 
shows his head to be extremely level. It is & sentiment which will be 
Feconded by Forest ANDBTREAM, so that yachting records in America 
ey be lifted from thé groove of proyincidlism to broad national sig- 

ification. 
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CHESAPEAKE BUG EYE. 

CHESAPEAKE BUG EYES. 

Editor Forest and Stream, ‘ . 
“he inquiry contained in paper concerning the Bug Eye, asit is 

called by our oystermen, is a step in the right direction, aud Mr. 
Roosevelt can obtain any information he may desire from Capt. Jas. 
L. Harrison, Tilghman's Island P. O,, Talbot county, Md. Capt, Har- 
rison is the builder of the fastest boat of this type on the Chesapeake. 
If this model is peculiar to this section, there remains in store 4 treat 
for all who adopt it in other waters. where speed and safety are de- 
sired. The boat is not perfectly tlat-hottomed, as Mr. R, supposes, 
but built soasto combine light draft and carrying capacity. The 
centerboard is constant, also single head-gear. The jigger is always 
stepped so as to trim sheets to traveler ‘on deck, Many of them are 
builf with round sterns, with overhang as inthe cutter, Schooner rig 
prevails to great extent, but adds nothing to speed. These boats are 
extremely fast, and brave the heaviest Zales of our winter, Larger 
vessels often capsizé, but the Bug Eye never. I inclose you the 
dimensions of the boat, thought to be the fastestin the whole fleet, 
with a sketch eu rig; Length, 50ft.; beam, 121¢ft., dead rise, 
1éin. to the foot; draft light, 3ft.; centerboard, 12ft. TALBOT. 

JUMBO’S GRANDFATHER. 

N our issue for J aly 26, a new steering gear of Philadelphia make 
was illustrated under the trade namé of ‘Jumbo.’ This week we 

insert a sketch of an arrangement which antedates the ‘\Tumbo,” and 
is built much upon similar principles. This gearwas applied to the 
schooner Sharpie antares of Bridgeport, six years ago. and has 
stood the test of time with very little wear and never has failed to do 
its duty. The fault with most gears is that they ‘skip’ or jump the 

ratchet when carrying strong helm or when wildly yawing, as shoal 
sloops unfortunately do. In the “Grandfather” contrivance, the 
shaft from the wheel is rove through a casting serving as a long-bear- 
ing box, and the bevel pinion is keyed to the end, the hub serving as 
asbtop against the box. In this manner perfect rigidity is secured. 
For the rest, the ratchet quadrant is cast from a pattern and slipped 
over the iron rudder-head, passing down through the boat in ordinary 
flange collar serving as bearings. Thebub of the ratehet should be 
of good depth, and if necessary in large yachts, the quadrant might 
be supplied with lugs and conical rollers on the underside, traveling 
on a metal plate, to further keep the ratchet to its duty, Generally, 
the steering gear of yachts is housed in and allowed to wear itself 
away as it pleases until, some nasty day, the apparatus refuses to 
operate at a critical moment. The average gear is a deplorably un- 
mechanical piece of workmanship, and the quadrant on the rudder- 
head quickly chafes nway the shoulders of a wooden head. The im- 
paraee of this part of a yachts fittings cannot be overrated, and 
eserves more attention than bestowed upon it by owners and skip- 

Late It would be an easy thing to improve upon nearly all gears in 
existence. 

SEAWANHAKA Y. C. 

5 Ee Corinthian match for open hoats was sailed August 30, in the 
bay. Open to Larchmont and Atlantic ¥.C. | lasses for sloops 

over and under 25ft. mean length, and catboats over and under 25ft. 
$40 in eauh class. Also open to canoes for prize of $30. One hand to 
five feet of deck and fraction. Fixed ballas, Drawings of winner to 
be deposited according to club rule before receiving prize. Limited 
to plain lower sail. Start fying, five minutes to cross, Course from 
club house, Sraten Island, around stakeboat n ar the Narrows, then 
around red can Hay Ridge buoy and around Robbin’s Reef buoy to 
line of start. Sail twice oyer, canoes only once. Time of rade, four 
hours. Entries comprised: 
Sloop Cruiser, 20ft. 10in., W. S. Alley, George Clark, C. Smith Lee, 

H.A. Sanderson. H, A. Groesbeck and A. Bryan Alley. 
Sloop Fedora, 22ft. 10in., N. D. Lawton, F. M. Scott, T. F. Haskell, 

Albert Gallup Frank E. Towle and EB. H, Wales. 
Cat Truant, 24ft. 3in,, V. B. Werle Henry Hubbard, James Wright, 

Trying Putnam, Arthur Pike and Charles Pryer. 
ain ‘et, 17ft., W. A. W. Stewart, W.. Howard Mitchell and E. W. 

eldon. 
Canoes Elsa, C. B. Vaux; Freak, C. V. A R. Schuyler; Theresa, Wm. 

Whitlock: Tramp, C. P. Oudin. 

Wind was variable and light trom north with tide last of ebb. Yachts 
fot off in straggling order and with jibs boomed to port went down 
to Hanilton mark, then hauled on the wind reaching acrossto Long 
Island in fitful puffs, The wind died away and then came out light 
and tolerably sieady from southeast, Truant had kept the lead, but 
Cruiser and Fedora drove by going to second mark. Pet bringing up the 
rear, Wind abaft the beam took them to Robbin’s Reef, then a few 
legs took them in ta shore and club house against a strong flood in 
pretty close order. The wind threatened to peter out and the com- 
mittee wound up the race on finish of first round as under: 

OPEN SLOOPS. 
Elapsed Corrected. 

RE ORH MS ayo SPIE ee ee ee Oe ot 1 49 29 129 29 
(TMISO: of tah 5 eee Ml es eee epee tee 1 43 10 1 41 07 

CAT HOATS. 
OCU SL ance se, teense eee laa cela 1 52 27 1 52 27 
RED bislele or eticdoe soe eee eee eae 2 01 18 1 53 53 

Cruiser and Truant were the winners. Report of canoe race will be 
found elsewhere. It was noticeable that they held the big boats sail- 
ing down wind in the light breeze, buf no sooner had they hauled on 
the wind, than the heavy boats clawed clear away from them, proy- 
ing that a measurement by length alone without considering size in 
the way of depth and beam, or sail area, which amounts to the same 
thing, would operate most unfairly between small and large boats of 
alength, On simple length the canoes would haye been measured 
with prejudice, but if sails were included, something like a fair rating 
would be reached were it at any time desired to race The canoes am 
eats, or any large and small boats of similar lengths. 

ELEMENTS OF SAFETY. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your persistent advocacy of the deep keel model for yachts, has 

yery properly called forth a sympathetic response from all those who 
desire to see the healthy and delightful sport of yachting rendered 
reasonably safe. Tt must be a greatsource of satisfaction to you to 
note how steadily this yiew of the question has been gaining favor . 
with the public. It appears to me, however, that in your efforts at 
reform you have not paid due attention to a most useful thongh 
dangerous yariety of boat, the so-called ca-boat. The great majore 
ity of men who indulge In sailing do not care to own a jib-and main- 
sail boat, as itis not adapted to their wants. They prefer the cat- 
boat, which oné man can easily manage without any assistance, and 
which usually costs much less than a sloopor cutter. For short trips 
in pleasant weather, the ordinary catboat may certainly beused with 
perfect safety, But occasionally a man desires to venture somewhat 
turlher away from home, takivg his family withhim. Caution, how- 
ever, is likely to make him hesitate about taking a voyage of this 
kind in any of the catboats that are to be found in the waters near 
New York; for he may start oufin the morning with a clear sky, a 
moderate breeze and asmooth sea, to cross the Sound for a quiet sail 
to Long .sland, and on returning later in the day, may find himself 
obliged to cope with a strong northeaster and a heavy sea. 
Any prudent man would certainly hesitate about exposing his fam- 

ily to boisterous weather in an open boat of such unseaworthy char- 
acteristics. This brings me to the practical question which I am sure 
very many of the readers of ForEsT AnD STREAM would like to see 
answered in its columns, viz.: Is it practicable to construct, for a rea- 
sonable sun of money ($250 to $350), a catboat twenty feet in length, 
which may fairly be considered as uncapsizable and unsinkable, anu 
yet which is capable of sailing at a respectable rate of Speed? This 
question issubmitted by a vautious PATERFAMILIAS. 

{Depth, low weights, and precautions aguinst filling. are the re- 
uirements to insure immunity from capsizingor sinking. If these 

fteaturesare incorporated to a sufficient extent in a boat of any sod 
design or rig, the end our correspondent seeks will be attained. ‘This 
may involve a moderate increase in draft, but not enough to inter- 
fereé in p:actice with the adaptability of a boat to all proper purposes, 
We will recur to this subject when the space is available, | 

‘TRAPS OUT OF FASHION. 

Editor Forest ind Stream: 
Looking over a copy of the London Graphic lately, Aug. 18, I came 

across 4 picture of “A Regatta on the River, U.S. A. Itwas sucha 
comical take-off on our way of sailing with liye ballast in flat-iron 
models that I feel constrained to call you attention to it, hoping you. 
will be able to per eauee it in your journal for the edification of 
those who waste them time und money in this pseudo kind of sport, 
Ridicule will sometimes accomplish more than argument, and as 
your sledge-hammer blows atdeath traps have failed to convince 
some, perhaps au opportunity to ‘‘see themselyes as others see 
them’ will show the absurdity of bnilding and maintaining such 
caricatures on yachts as Gan be seen at anchor in the waters about 
New York. Isay at anchor, for itis seldom, except on regatta days, 
that enough Jive ballast can be secured to navigate these skimming- 
dishes. I must congratulate you on the evidence we have tha. your 
efforts for the Introduction of safe and able couts are notin yain, I 
have always been a strong advocate of smal{l beam. deep draft keel 
boats, and although in times pust such notions were considered 
eretieal, I have held on, believing that the day wouli come in this 

generation when common sense principles would be applied to yacht- 
Ing as well as lo other sports—and that time has come sooner than 
any of us expected, for deep draft keel boats have come to stay. A 
few years more will suffice to weed out all the traps now afloat, and 
then yachting will become what it ought to be—a safe, manty. health- 
giving sport. G. Brxeprer, 
New York. Sept. 1. 

CUTTERS ON THE LAKES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
My new cutter yacht Ivlanthe, a photo of whose plans [sent you 

last winter, has proven a decided success. Her sail plan was made 
somewhat larger than ondraft. Lhave beaten a 47-foot sloop yacht 
and & 38-foot schooner yacht without time allowancé with her. and 
also found our by practical experience the value of a ton of iron on 
the keel. For all of which] amindebted to the Forest ann STREAM 
and its able yachting editor. H. Wiyass, 
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HULL Y. C. 
~EVENTH match and second championship race of the year was 

KO) sailed Sept. 1, in light easterly wind. Judges—J. M. Griffin, W. 
K. Millar and M, J, Kiley, Entries were light, owing to other fixtures 
on the samé day, Mabe). Transit and Sea Bird had a_sail over, thus 
securing oné leg in the sedes withont opposition, Queen Mab took 
the luad in her own lot und won her second leg, thereby taking the 
season's championship in her class, The other winners all have one 
leg, and will sail the deciding match thisSaturday. No protests ware 
made, Coursés as follows: 

War second class; From judges’ line to Black Brush buoy, No. 1, to 
yellow barrel marked H. Y. C., off Peddoek’s Island, through Full 
Gut, to bellbnoy on Harding’s ledge, returning through Hull Gut to 
judge's boat—ten nautical miles. 
For third class: From judges’ line to West Gut, leaving Peddock’s 

Island ou starboard, thence to black buay on Wilson’s rock, thence 
to striped busy on Hunt's ledge, through Hull Gut to the judges* 
hoat—seven nautical iles, 

For other classes: From judges’ line to steamboat barrel off Seal 
Rocks, to yellow barrel, marked H. Y. C., off Strawberry Hill, to 
ellow barrel marked H. Y.C.,N.W. to Bumkin Island, to yellow 
arrel marked H. Y. C., off Peddock’s Island. to judges’ boat—seven 

nautical miles. 
The race was finished os under: 

SRCOND CLASS—CENTERBOARDS, 
Length, Actual, Corrected. 

Mabel, Fred Clayton 33 03 229 31 2 04 54 

Transit, BE. H, Ingall 2 34 02 2 05 OF 
THIRD CLASS—CENTHRBOARD SLOOPS, 

Sea Bird, George §. Forbush. .,.... ... 23.01 185 18 1 ii 18 
FOURTH CLASS—CATHOATS. 

Queen Mab, W. L. Phinney.... -..,,..-.20.06 1 36 55 1 12 24 
Amy, Hy Ws Baxtar: 2c. iid wtte cette 21.05 1 38 11 112 41 
Fancy, Joseph Stone. ., ~ 20,07 1 39 00 1 12 42 
Joker, George Coffin. ....-.-......... 065 20,08 1 48 56 116 48 
[his.J, Ke Sonther-..-. 2) .-22.4.04 20, Oy 1 43 48 117 20 

FIFTH CLASS—CATBOATS. 
Morsnir, L. M. Clark... ...- sj... .ce ees 18,11. 1 46 57 Liv 54 
Spray, H, M. Faxon seen yey A810 1 46 13 1 18 04 
Sheerwater, W. M, Merrill, eas teat 1 46 85 118 11 
Myrtle, R. C. and C, H. Poore,.......... 19,06 1 46 5! 1 10 26 
Kismet, HN, Curtis... 7 .. 18.11 1 47 37 1 10 34 
Wild Fire, H. A. Keith ,,,..- 418.01 1 48 42 119 42 

SIXTH C 
Dandelion, 0, F. Adams, 8d....__-..... 17.00 1 42 12 1 12 30 
Dido, H, LT. Burwell ..... 2.00... .:n ee eee- 17 04 1 45 05 115 10 

CAPE ANN Y, C.—The open races, postponed to Sept. 1, were 
sailed Off Pavilion Beach in light northeast wind, Wifty-three entries 
but been received, bub twenty-four only started, as others could not 
lay overanother day, Judges were: H. F. Sanford. G. H. Oakes and 
George H, Blatchford, aboard the yacht Teddie. Courses were 
twelve miles, for first class oyer 20ft,, six miles for second-class over 
15ft,, and six miles for third class under 15ft, Sunimany as follows: 

FIRST GLASS. 
Length Actual. Corree’d. 

Kattiwake, Cunningham.-__.-........... 20.05 348 09 4 02 39 
Venus, McKenzie, ~ 23,06 3 49 85 3 00 23 
Judith, Pigeon ..,.... 22,08, 4 U2 45 3 21 10 
Reckless, Mehiman, ... 21. Ot 407 39 824 05 
Adele, Haskell ...... ... ee ee O08 417 47 392 61 
Dffie, Overett, BickfGrd,..........-...-. 25,03 Not taken. 
Unknown, Martin ... Sela, Not taken, 
Sarab A., Welsh........--...+.. oat 28.00 Not taken, 
Fourteen others did not start. 

SECOND CLASS. 
Sassacus, Griffin..........-.20)7----- --- 16,08 1°26 25 0.58 #4 
Sunbeam, Tucker. 2.0.0.0. 2 ieee eee ee 15,01 1 34 a4 1 05 08 
PLGIGH ECU BIS ha, meg paes eae 18.66 1 30 37 1 06 10 
Marguerite, McLaughlin. sao 18-02 1 31 08 1 08 2] 
Jennie O,, LAUE---. oe eee eee eee es 16.07 1 a4 85 1 08 08 
Mischief, Smith. .7......,..s:se-aseees 17.06 1 34 40 1 08 13 
Florence, Colby 4.0.0...) ees vere eee eee 15.08 1 38 2y 1 1025 
Au Reyoir, Smith, ..--... 0... seek eee 16.03 1 38 50 1 10 46 
Midget, Wendell.2... 6.22. ---s40eersass 16.06 1 a8 21 111 48 
Uno, Kitfield.. Ad 1 36 07 1 12.56 
Ella, Perry. ----.--+44) 17.04 1 42 02 1 16 24 
Peaceniaker, Pigeon 18.08 1.89 44 1 16) 28. 
Dreadnaught, Wonson, p=: -+2-17.00 1 48 08 117.0% 
Professor, Demarque...........-.---..+- 19,00 1 42 21 118 31 

THIRD CLASS. _ 
Marchioness, Williams ....,. ...,------13.01 1 4h 00 1 13 54 
10 (MDG Gerg) eee PE eli peegeoe 12,00 1 56 57 1 24 08 
BETTER THAN A CIRCUS.—The boys hada roaring farce down 

the bay last Monday. Six chromos, sometimes called “wachts," in a 
spasm of delirious fun. tried to play an imitation game of athleties 
known us “heaving the big One “outline” grown on a Connecticut, 
farm triad to sail its way down to join the rest instead of coming in a 
circus van, and so it tumbled over of South Brooklyn, its wretched 
erew being rescued from a watery grave by boats neat by. The con- 
trivance wis towed ashore ignominious] y. wrong end first, baled out 
and set Upon its feet afresh, Snoozer’s tinware parted, and its mast 
wenl by the board, Susie S. tumbled enh over and spilt its unhappy 
contents into the sea, aud Mistake vould not stand that, so it reeled 
and fell likewise. Twoconcerns out of the six refused to contribute 
to the hilarity of the day, and the borseplay was closed by Lily R. 
being declared the winner of the “race.” he whole businesswak a 
grand suceess, and asa caricature or side-splitting faree of “how not 
to do it,” is worthy a,speeial issue of Puck. Children just screamed 
with laughter at the droll show, and tears trickled down grave men’s 
faces as their-sides vibrated in riotous merriment ab wildly ludicrous 
svenes before which the grandast efforts of Punch and Judy are 
shamed into sepulchral solemnity. 

‘AMATEUR YACHT DESIGNING,”’—This is the name of & modest 
brochure, traatingz.in simple styie on designing boats. Itis by Tyrrel 
&. Biddle, an author already favorably known to our readers, The 
boole ig of course elomentary only, and not sufficiently broad in its 
scope to be of any use to any ont’ but a, beginner. Still there are one 
or two chaptersou stability which might be studied with profit by 
the majority of builders and yachtsmen in this country, who still ave 
not aware that weight and displacement are equal, and unable to ex- 
plain the fore3s at work in righting a yeasel or contributing to her 
stability. The pamphlet is accompanied by the plans of two boats, 
Which are good enone as illustrations, but admil of much improve- 
ment as sample designs, The lines of #10-tonner figuring as title 
page are much moré commendable, Published by Norie & Wilson, 
155 Minories, London, Price about 75 cents. 

NEW OUTTERS—Lawley & Son, of South Boston, have had many 
inquiries for small cutters, more or less similar to Vayu, and they 
hope to build a couple for prominent New York gentlemen tins 
winter, They alao hayaone in frame likely soon to find an owner. 
Sho is Sife. overall, 11ft. beam, 6ft, Jin, draft, with 5 tons of iron ont- 
side. Midship section like that of Vayu, and oyerhang of the com- 
promise style. There will bea small low deck house 12in. high at 
afterend, and a cockpit 64ft. long, The cabin is S4ft. long, besides 
which thereis a large stateroom anf airy fereeastle. She will be 
rigged.as a cutter with standing jibslay, and about 22ft. hoist to main- 
sail, The run is finer than usual, to insure easy qualities in a sea and 

_pusy steering. The builders about Boston report a decided prefer- 
ence for cutters with moilerate beam, aud expect yery lively work 
during winter. 
BEVERLY OPEN RACE.—Thé eighty-second fixture of the elnb 

will be sailed Sept, 8, off Monument Besch at noon, Open sweep- 
stakes, $5 entry. Start fying, five minutes to cross, Measurement 
two-thirds waterline plus beam, Class for cais over 2ift., over 22ft., 
und under Q2Fb, such measurement, Mainsail only, Crews limited 
to five, four and three hands respectively, No shifting ballast: al- 

lowed. Entries to Geo, H, Richards, Tobey Club. Monument Beach, 
before & P, ., Saturday. Sept. 8, accompanied hy entrance money. 
First and second prizes divided in proportion to entries in each class. 
Second prize only if more than two yaebts start, Comarittee, W. 
Lloyd Jeffries, Geo. P, Gardner, Geo. H. Richards, Chas, H. Minot. 
Jv., and T, H. Cabot, 
THE CHHSAPRAKE BUG EYH,—A sketch aii ved ie daserip- 

tion et this peculiar style of boat published this week is interesting 
hecause it shows a perfect representation of the ‘ketch rig,” the ex- 
istenee of which in American waters is not generally known. The 
ketch is & yaw] wilh the mizzenmast stepped further inboard, a half 
way step from yawl to schooner, and for cruisiug a very efficient and 
handy rig, doing away with the schooner’s large overhanging main 
boom and with a mast in the cabin, and at sume time securing good 
working area under jiband mizzen only. Itis a rig much like hy 
fishermen abroad, and worth commending to cruising yachtsmen. 
O€ course, the mzzen may be cut with broad head and gaft to insure 
the area required in a yacht, aid topmast could be added to main- 
mast. 

VAYU.—This Boston cutter, Mr. Welch, has done some extensive 
ernising this year. In one instance, beating home from Mount 
Deserbin very coarse Weather, she held her own with the big schioner 
Varuna. Vayu didnot take a drop on board, while the schooner had 
her leé #angyyay afluat. The cutler was found to he an excellent sea- 
boat, and exceedingly comfortable. 

NEW ORLHANS RACING.—Match for fourth class which did not 
finish in time Aug. 25; was resailed Aug. 30,in Pass Christian. The 
pnities inchided open boats, cabin boats, catamarans and cats, Before 
starting the Hattie and Ullman collided, the latter carrying away 
mainboom, which was, however, fished in time to sail. Course tri- 
angular. three times around, fifteen miles. Prize to open boats $100, 
cabins #75, catamarans S50. anil cals sweepstikes of $50, Judges, 
Qol, J. O. Nixen, L. H. Fairchil! and L. A, Barthe. Cayuga and 
Fannie G, were entered as open boats, Ia) Belle and Iattie as cabins, 
Nip and Tuck and Ullman as catamarans, Wa, Etta, Undine, Ullman 
and Idle ascathoats. The catamaran Nip and Tuck led around with 
La Belle second, and Ida headed off suddenly by the wind on kecond 
round. The rear bouts found themselves so farto leeward by the 
Shift that they gayeup. Nip and Tuck kept her lead to the finish, 
which she made at 4:01:45, Ullman 4:17:28, La Belle 4:17:30, Hattie 
4:20:20, Fannie G_ 4:27:00, and Tda, 4:32:30. La Belle wins eabin prize, 
Nip and Tuck among the catamarans, Pannie G. aniong the opeo 
boats, and Ida the prize for the cats, 

TOLEDO RACING, —In the public races sailéd Aug. 21, the most 
interesting feature was the performance of the Jennie-J. from 
Detroit, Though the smallest in her class, after making a very bad 
start, and being lelt to leeward by a shift of wind, she gained more 
than an hour upon the large lightdrafts in the heat to windward, She 
is of the compromise type, & very easy sea hoat, roomy, safe, anu 
proved herself yery cloge-winded, With her rig in’ improved shape, 
sheought to turn out one of the beston Lake Erie, She was built 
forC. ¥. June from a design by *Young Wendell” attached to the 
Detroit Dry Dock Co,, ind the Wyandotte iron ship yard. Mr. c, B, 
Wendell hus shown such taste and aptilude in bis profession that we 
expect great things from him in the future. 

HULL OPEN RACE.—Thongh nv official decisions to the protests 
in recent open racé have yet reached us, it is probable that decisions 
will be rendered as follows: Protest by Lilke against Hera for car- 
rying baod in excess of allowance is seb aside on measurement, 
Counter protests by Mabel and Nimbus for fouling, in favor of Mabel, 
Transit-Gem protest for fouling, in faver of Transit, and alsdin the 
eases of Niobe and Fancy against Tranzit. Protest of Charlotte and 
Nonpareil against Lapwing for not sailing course still open, ‘This will 
give Mabel second moneyin second class centerboards and Nimbus 
Ehird. Otherwise resulh reported last week holds good till forther 
nolice. 

COBOURG REGATTA.—It was announced that the Cobourg, Ont., 
races would be sailed under R. C, ¥. C, rules, bul when Verve, ten 
tons, presented her name for first class by assuming the 12-ton limit, 
as she had aright todo under R. C. Y. C. rules, her entry was ve- 
fused. The natural result of announcing adherence to rules without 
Imowing what they really uaply, The local comnunttes seems too 
anxious to distribute fhe prizes beforehand, instead of enconraging 
a big entry aud letting the best boat win, whether she hails from 
home or anywhere else, There are not enough yachts on the lake 
tomake mutual admiration affairs out of local matches. 

BEVERLY Y. U.—Bighty-first match, third championship of the 
season, will be sailed off Swampscott, Saturday, September 8, at 
noon, Second prizes where more than two boats start. Champion 
pennant in each class without time allowance, to become property of 
yacht winning most races, Special prize for schooners, If one 
schooner ouly, she will sail with first class. Also special prize for 
second class keels. Classes 21 to 3(ft,, 17 to 21ft, aud uoder 17ft. Pive 
minutes to cross. Rule permitting change of weight of ballast on day 
of race in second class is repealed and no weight can be changed. 
Time limit 234 miles per hour for first class, for the others 244, 

OAPSIZNS AND DROWNINGS THIS WIHERK,—Amonge many 
others we note the tumbling over of a cathoat last Sunday io the 
Sound néar Port Chester, and the sacrifice of young Jamies H, Lock- 
wood and Homer L, Gilbert, in an attempt fo swim ashore, after the 
boat sank in four fathoms, Several other passengers were saved by 
Captain Wm. P. Lyon, who put off in_a bost to therescue. Sloop 
Anna, of Mystic, Conn,, owned by H. H, Fisk, tumbled over in 
Gowanus Hay. Twelve persons were rescued from drowning by 
boats from the schoor er Waterwitch. 

HULL Y. G.—The statement of a “hundred yachts yetting wider 
way" at the same time in our report of the open races, August 25, 
had no reference to the number actually starting in the race, but in- 
cluded ontside yachts accompanying the fleet, The racers which 
started numbered 75, all but Dido returning, the later haying cap- 
sized. The three races of the Beverly Y. GC. in 1879, 1682 and 183 stall 
head the list in the nutober of starters, 45 99.114 and 17H boats actually 
sailed, 
WAVE —In the Hull open race, Aug, 25, the New York sloop Wave 

did not hear starting signal, and hud to borrow spare for her raciug 
sails, She was ten nvinutes late in getting away, which all materially 
affected the result, Shadow bas a Superb ontilt for racing and is ex- 
cellently skippered, to which much of berso-called good luck 1must 
be attribnied. The day has gone by for matching a yacht in cruis- 
er’s condition with a thorough equipped vessel, 
_COMMENDABLE.—As Shadow was coming in from Egg Rock in 

the Boston Y. C. race last Saturday, the fishing schooner Charles I. 
Kelley, of Boston, though having the right of way, considerately 
luffed to clear the racing sloop, a conrtesy which was acknowledged 
from the club steamer by a salute and waving of hats in recognition. 
BEVERLY Y. C.—Seventy-ninth race, sail off for third class eham- 

pionship of 1882. Off the Glades, August 22. Course, round Harding’s 
Ledge anil return, 11 miles. Wind 5,1. fresh. Judge, John Quincy 
Adams, Dandelion, G, F. Adams, $d, 2:25:00, and Psyche, Couuno- 
dore Sears, 2:30:40, corrected time,—TILLER 

TORONTO Y. C.—Has adopted length and sail area méessurement. 
Fall races fixed for Sept. 10 and i. Virst day open to all yachts over 
12 (ons, over and under 5 tons. Large eash priges. Second day, 
open to club yaghts, three classes, for the Toronto, Cosgrave and 
Commodore challenge cups 
PROGRESSIVE.—The deep-bodied Vangie, built by Hutchings & 

Pryor, South Boston, has had her board ent out and a keel of 
2,500)bs. iron bolted up. Wangieis a taking sort of hoat and ought to 
make a fine cruiser as well as racer m her oew condition. 

YOSHMITE.—This large steamer has been purchased by Sam Til- 
den, She was built by Roach & Son of Chester for Mr, Belden, but was 
such an elephant on his hands that he was glad to turn her over te 
her builder again. 
NYSSA.—Mr. Wall's keel sloop is kept im splendid trim. Sheis 

probably the best fitted and rigued sloop in New York waters, The 
hand of & proféssional Solent skipper is easily detected in her keep. 

TRANSI'T.—This sloop has bean purchased by B. FH. Ingalls and F. 
S. Bent. She won first prize in third class keels in the recenf Hull 
open races under her new ownership, She is 2.10ft. loadline. 

SEAWANHAKA Y. C,—The Corinthian matches and a special race 
will be sailed last week in September or early in October. They 
promise to be the best races of the year in New York, 
WANVH'S SPARS,—It was not the Adams Express Company which 

lost the raving spars shipped to the Wave at Salem, hut some other 
eompany deseryés the blame, 
FPORTUNA.—Mr, H, §. Hayey’s new schooner is being prepared in 

Gloucester for her contemplated yoyage to the Maditerranean, 

Canoeing. 

To imsure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Oo., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

THE SEAWANHAKA CANOE RACES. 

AHH annual open hoat and canoe race of the Seawanhaka Y, C.. 
T on August 30, brought to the line but four entries in the latter 
class, us mostof the candeists are still on their way from Cauada, The 
Dot not having returned, Mr. Vaux soiled tha Els, with such sails as 
could be bins while Mr. Whitlock entered the Theresa with but one 
small lateen sail, ‘The entries were as follows: 
sa, 0, Bo Var. sete wee tects sores of £2: 16Fb. Allows. 
Freak, C. V.R, Schuyler. ....... Sein MH : 
Theresa, Wm. Whitlols.-.-.2..-1,..... ..../1dft. din, Inntin, sec, 
Tram, C, P, Oudim,.........--...-----4-- 2.1406, 2min, 

Course, from a line E 
around #& stakeboat near Clifton, rhenc® around buoy if, thenees 
around buoy 17, thence to starting line; 
hand. Owing to the light wind, the larger boats were. ordered to 
make bot one round mstead of tive, making the same distance, ten 
miles, for them as for the ¢anoes. At 2:15 the preparatory signal was 
given, and at 2:20 the starting pignal, the Theresa haying already 
crossed at 2:21:39, taking & good lead. She was followed by the cat- 
hoat Troant at 2:22:52 and the catboal Per ab 2:23:66, The remainder 
of the Huet were handicapped, the canoer being tite last to cross, the 
Elsa av 2:25:62, Preuk 2:26:22, and Tramp 2:26:20, : 
The larger boats ab first opened the lead they had made at the 

start, hut the Blea set herspinuaker aud was after then before a Light 

wind from the north, After rounding the mark she steadily oyer- 
hauled not only the Theresa, but the larger boats as well, until at; the 
Bay Ridge Buoy the order stbod—Cruiser, 3h. 1min, 2see., Flsa, 3h. 
M4min. and Fedora #h. 1bnrin, 1ésec., the Truant and Freak following 
close fozether and the rémaining boats well punched, the Theresa 
with ber single sail making a brave thongh hopeless fight. The va- 
Tying breeze made exciting work of it mathe next stretch to Buoy 17, 
th e Tramp finally passing the Hlsa and haying second place to 
Cruiser, the latter rounding at 8h. 80min, i9sec., the others being so 
close that it was difitult to distinguish tham as they crossed, From 
here home it was a beat against the freshening S$. B. wind anda 
strong lood tide, and though the smaller craft could hold ther own 
well with boats of much greater length with sheets started, as soon 
as they hauled on the wind size beran to tell, 
The second and third class boats were also able, owing to their 

loftier sails, to keep wel! in shore working shore tacks, and out of the 
tide, while the canoes, becalmed under the hills, rau well gob in 
search of wind and of an eddy supposed to exist lowurd the center 
of the bay. With a light wind and in a. strong tideway the little fel- 
Jows*were shown at their worst, as tack after tack saw them thrown 
back, the Misa being the only one to finish, coming in at 3:90:94, 55 
minutes after the Pet, a catboatof her own length, the lost ground 
all being in the beat to windward, a pretty conelusiye proof mf the 
yalue of size against length In windward work, The Freak kept up 
astern chase until it proved fruitless; while the Tramp, following 
the Jarye boats, worked short tacks Inshore, bul, alter many éfforts 
to stem the swift tide off fhe cotton docks, gaye up. The Hlsa wits 
the prize it her class, a clip yalued at $30. 

THE ASSOCIATION RACES AT STONY LAKE. 

WH meet of 1h44 hos called ont a larger attendance of canoeists 
. and their friends than any previous one, the Carnnere on the 

eahoe island alone numbering about 400, while at least 100 more were 
scattered in small parties amoung the smaller islands. About 300 
canoes werd present, of all varietits of model and build, a large pro- 
portion of course being the open Canadian canoes, But few of thie 
winners of the previous years were present, Cincinnati beagz unrepre- 
sented, and some of the best known New York mén being absent 
also, but their places were filled by newer members, 
The first race was called in the morning of Ausz 21, and brought ont 

ten starters of the eleven who had entered. The race was for parl- 
dling canoes of Class 2. for juniors only, the course being one mile. 
The first to finish was J. M. Adams, of Peterboro, followed by Arthur 
Blade, also of Peterboro, J. S. Welles taking third place. As Mr. 
Adams afterward won a senior prize, the junfor prize that he won 
in this race was not awarded 1.6 him, & ruling Contrary to all prete 
déni in aquatic and athletic sports, asa man is always considered o 
junior until he has actually won a seuior prize, his previous standing 
not being affected thereby. This ruling was a cause of confusion 
throughout the races, und deprived several of prizés they had fairly 
won, ; 
The second race, under sail, was for novices, or those who had 

never sriled a tanoe prévious to this year, the course being one anda 
half miles, Wight started out of elayén entries, KR. W. Gibson, of the 
Mohican C. C., Albany, N. Y., coming in firsbin his canoe Suake, after 
a very spirited race. The Suake carried two lug sails and a jib, a rig 
seldom seen of late years, but she was 60 balanced as to handle per- 
fectly. The second and thivd over the line were J. E, Hawkins and 
W. B, Cottingham, the first prize going to the former, under the rul- 
ing mentioned above. Following this was arate for juniors otily in 
Class 3 Ganges, paddling course one nile, But four started out of ten 
entries, M. F. Johnsen, Toronto ©. Cs in his canoe Mamie, » very 
lizht raving draft, using the double paddle, while the others, in Peter- 
boro eanoes, used the single blade. The Mamie won easily, but was 
disqualified for touching the buoy in turning, The second in was A, 
B. Weller, of Peterboro, canoe Cognetts 2d, but as he afterward won 
4 senior prize, the first prize in thisrace went to. A, Strickland, of 
Peterboro, 
The coucluding race of the day was a sailing race, Class A, seniors 

and juniors in hwo divisions, distance three miles, ten entries, elht, 
starters. The winner of the senior prize was H. L, Willoughby, of 
Saratoga, N. ¥.,in a Racine canoe with two large balance lugs, His 
Own canoe being delayed, Mr. Willoughby borrowed another canoe, 
using his own sails on fit, however. 

Tn the junior division C, K. Monroe, New York C. C., won hand- 
somely in the canoe Ripple, with FP, A. Nickerson, Springfield ©, C,, 
in the Girolla, second, followed by RL W. Baldwin, Ottawa C. C., in 
the Muriel, a yery handsomespecimén of the Rob Roy canbe, brought 
out to Ganada originally by Lord Dutierm, After the conclusion of 
the races the evening was spent ardiind the camp tres with sougs 
and yarns of yarious cruises, or in paddling abont the lake by moon- . 
light, many of the canoes varrying Chinese lanterns. 

Wednesday's races began with a delible canoe race between Messrs. 
Fitzgerald and Blade in oné canoe with single paddles, and Messrs. 
Jobuson and Kern in anolher catioe with double Base et, the former 
erew being the winuers after a hard struggle, Wollowing this was a 
race under sail for Class Bcanges, with a limit of weight of 150lhs. 
for boat and ballast. Mr. Gibson, in the Snake, came in first, followed 
closély vy Mr. Whitlock (N. Y. C. C.) in the well-known Dot, the lather 
gaining second plade hy avery nest turu at the finish. In the sail, 
race, Glass A, no limit te ballast, F. A, Nivkerson’s (Springfield CC. 
canoe Girofla, finished first after a well sailed race, C, K, Monroe (N. 
Y. CG. G,) in the Ripple being second.  Wollowing this race was a pad- 
dling race for Class 2. won by BE, W, West, Lake George (. C., canoe 
Hawkeye, with Mv, Westcott, Philadelphia C. C., a food second, 
A stroug wind was blowing by the time the next race, for Classes 

A and B with ballast, wus called, and plenty of sport was promised. 
The starters were as follows : - 

CLASS B,—NO LIMIT OF BALLAST. 
Yerwhiee Toronto C, (......-. .. 

Rap ee oich B ' 
.. Mohican ©, 0, .. 

... Boreas | 
....Dot { 
Spal j 

‘ Shawne La uniovs, 

Hugh Neilson 
Wm. Whilloek,., 
BR. W. Gibson,, 

Seniors, 

CG, A, Neidé,.._-...-_.... Lake Geofge CG. C...,,... 
CLASS A. t 

H. L. Willoughby........ Saratoga, N. Y.-.-...-.--.-4 ..... Windward, 
F. A. Nickerson Spring eld C.C. i ... Girota. 
©. K, Monroe... YO CyG., .... Ripple. 
R, W. Baldwin,..., ORD e Cuoren Wines Sa TV eee ta 4 Morel, 
Ag the boats strung ont in line around the course one after another 

went down like tenpius under the rnf@e bowling of old Notus, until 
but three were left ta go over the course, the Boreas, Windward, and 
Girofla. 

Having spoiled the chances of so many, the wind went down, until 
by the time the first round, under paddle of the combined paddling 
and sailing race, was completed there was almost s calm, the boats 
drifting idly for a while in the Suiling round, Mr. Gibgon in the 
Snake and Mr. Baldwin in the Muriel, finally Sniab inks first and 
second respectively, The sports for the day concluded with an upset 
race, four starting, Mr, Whitlodl, 6f New York, being the winner. 
The third days racing was deyoted sntiraly to paddling racks, 

beginning with a dash of three-quarters of a mile for Class 4 canoes. 
Five out of the six entries started, Mr. Johnson winning a well 
pulled race with Mr, Adams a good second, The course for the ports 
age race included a paddle of a quarter of a mile, half a mile under 
sail, a portage of one-eighth une, finishing with o paddle of oue- 
quarter of a mile, Mr, Strickland winning easily with his light open 
éanoe, Arude for double paddling canaes under 16f6. leng came 
next, distance one mile, the winners heing Messrs. Fitazerald and 
Blade, with Messrs. Weller and Adams second. Following this was a 
addiing race for Class 1 canoes, four starting out of five entered, 
istance also one mile, Mr. Adams being the yietor in a Peterboro 

canoe. The last paddling race was for Class 2 canoes and was won 
easily by Mr. H. BF Weller, of Peterboro, in the Cognette 8d. The 
upsel races as usual afforded bets sport to the spectators; the win- 
ner in the firsi race for decked canoes belug MP. Johnson, Toronto 
©. C., and in the second, for open canoes, H. B. Weller, Peterbara. 

“After the conclusion of the races'’ business meeting was held, at 
which the report of Dr. Neidé was read and acvepled. The report 
shows a tolal of 450 activa menibers, an inerease of 235 simue last 
year’, and u balance in the treasury of $360.18, besides some clues 
Still anpaid. An appropriation of $150 was voted for use of the treas- 
urer. Piticars for 1888-1 were then elected, a5 follows: 
Commolore—Prederick A. Nickerson, Springrield, Mass, 
Vice-Commodore—C, K. Monroe, New York city. 
Rear-Commodore—H. 0. Rogers, Peterhoro, Canada, 
Secretary and Treasurer—Dr. CO. A, Neidé. Schuyleryille, N.Y. 
Exeeutive Committee—Hugh Neilson, Toronto, Canada, W. P. 

Wackerhagen, Albany, N. Y.; 8... Wilkins, New York city, 
The place for the next meeting was discussed, Laké Geargé, Lou 

Lake, Lake Memphremagoy and the Thousand Tslands being men- 
tioned, but the decision wos finally left to the executive commiltee, 
While many favor the old camp at Lake Geovga, itisfelt that the 
mievt should if possible he held at some point more accessible to the 
Canadians, who now constitute so large a proportion uf the members, 
The question of the adoption of the new shiling rules was nso taken 
up, but Was finally left to the executive committe fora final deci- 
sion, Allwho haye yisited the meet speak in the highest terms of 
the uniform kindness ad cordial hospitality of the Canadian 
canveists. 
The handsome fags presénted as first prizes werethe work of Cau- 

agian ladies, who iindly contributed them to the association, ‘The 
second and third prizes, the latter awarded in races in which over 
six started, unless some of the sac were es pales hy the “Junior” 
Tole, have not yet been presented, but will be senor cut by the geere- 
tary. The regatra committee, Messrs, Whitlock. Tyson and Strick- 
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land, had entire charge of the races, and it is to them principally 
that the credit 1s due, asthe task is bothan arduous and thankless 
one, In their report they recommend that the terms Senior and 
Junior be abolished, and that the term novice be substituted, to in- 
¢lude all thase who have never used @ canoes within ona year of the 
mest, af which they may wish to enter. The regatta committee for 
1884-4 has not yet heen appointed. 

ORDER OF CRUISING CANOEISTS, 

Edilor Forest and Stream: 
As the readers of you valuable paper may be somewhat mislead 

by your editorial in the issue of Atigust ? regarding our Order. L de- 
sire to say distinctly, we have not the slightest idea of conflicting, 
directly or indirectly, with the A. C, A. 

Article ID, A. G. A. constitution, reads: “* * * to unite all ama- 
teur ¢anoeists..’ Article II[,; ‘Any person muy become a member." 

©, C. C.—Section 1, The organization of practical cruising canoeists 
for their mutual benefit, 

‘The more important conditions of membership are: The applicant 
must be a cauce owner as wellas a cruiser; that the applicant shall 
have made a cruise of at least fifty miles, and if admitted to member- 
ship pledges himself to further its object by informing the com- 
mander of contemplated cruises, toforward log of cruise when com- 
pleted; giving general location and déseription of cruising waters, 
distanees, location of dams, rapids. camps and porfages; railroad 
routes and such other information as desired. 
The Order can never become a fivyal of the Association, that must 

be admitted. Some members of the A. C. A_are not canoe owners, 
others are not cruisers, and some that are eruisers would not care to 
comply with ourreqnirements. Tdout believe that any member of 
the Association, no matter how active a cruiser he might necome, 
would give up the goodfellowship of the A, C, A. The aim and ob- 
ject of fhe A. C. A. ought to be well enough known to the largenum- 
ber of unaffiliated canobeists by this time, und we would not conflict, 
On page 71 of the Cahoeist, editorial comments: “That only three 

canoeists reported cruises proves nothing. Many mora were taken, 
> Few men have time for long cruises, and fewer care to re- 
port short ones.’ I willingly admit that many more cruises were 
taken, and the non-reporting proves that this portion of Article II, 
is adead letter. The reporting of cruises is one of the chief objects 
of the O. C. C., be the cruise short orlong. Who can tell but that 
The report of a short ervise may give some Fellow-canocist just the 
information he wanted and knew not how to obtain. 
The log will be published annually in a compact, serviceuble form. 

You will, 1 think, admit if the 0. C. GC. issuccessful as to members, 
it will require but a few years to give the cruising canoeist of America. 
some yaluable literature of our waterways, Iliave glanced over ihe 
Canoe Pilot in eighteen numbers of the Canveist. 1 find twenty-two 
cruises reported (clippings not counted), and only one of the number 
was [rom the West, and thatmade by alady. Yetl know of many 
that buve heen made on western waters within fhe last two years, 
We hope to be &ble to make some arrangement regarding trans- 

portation. Again let me quote from the Canoeist: ‘A combined 
elfort to collect valuable information ahout routes and to make 
special arrangements with transportation companies all over the 
country would indeed he good, and might well receive the active 
considération of the association” (p. 83), Thisis just what the 0. C, 
G, hopes and aimsto do. This object might well receive the active 
consideration of the association, yet nothing has been done by the 
A. 0, A, in that direction. 

‘The Register will give name, dimension and make of the canoe; 
lithograph of private signal, permanent address of owner. name of 
canoe organization with which he may be connected, signal code. ¢éte. 

The Forest PND STREAM fears we will injure the A.C. A. ‘hat I 
beliéye to be utterly ympossible, Mr. Flint fears the cruising clement | 
will prove to be the hurtful one, Again I take exceptions; several | 
O. C. C.'8 are racers as well as cruisers. ; 
In conclusion, the aim and work of the O. C, C, is—first, the writ- 

ing up and publication of the log: second, the transportation ques- 
tion; third. the discussion of rigs, outfits, ete. We hope to de this 
well and cheaply: and who will say that in thus helping ourselves we 

| empty at the time the injury is received. 
obtained by irritatin 
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CHILD’S ADJUSTABLE CENTERBOARD,.—This centerboard his 
lately been much improved by the inventor; the weight being reduced 
to Tilbs., while the construction Is much simpler, and less liable to be 
disarranged by weeds or sand. The board is made to fit a keel 34in, 
wide, and may be applied to any boat without injury to the bottom, 
everything being attached by serews, and no opening in the keel 
being necessary except a hole fora rod 5-16in. diameter. This rod 
which raises dnd lowers the board, is of phosphor bronze, hinged so 
as to fold down when notin use. Nospace inside is required for this 
centerboard, and when folded it extends but three inches below the 
garboards. The board ismade of brass for canoes and galvanized 
iron for duck boats, and similar craft. Its length is 3tin., and drops 
below garboards 171<¢in. 
HOMEWARD BOUND.—Dr. Neidé, in company with E, W. West, J. 

E. McDonald, Rey. R. H. Neidé, L, L, Coudert and Chas, Karle, left 
Stony Lake on Aug. 25, and cruised to Lakefield, where they took the 
cars to Peterboro, eamping ou Sheep Island, River Lake, on Sunday 
night. On Monday the party ran oyer to Harwood, where R, H. Neidée 
and Chas, Earle left them, Camp was made on Monday night two miles 
west of Hastings, On Tuesday the party left Hastings by rail for 
Belleyille,where Messrs. McDonald and West left them, Dr, Neidéand 
Mr. Coudért were, at last accounts, weather-bound in Belleville. 
From there they will cruise to Ogdensburg, thenve by rail to Rouse’s 
Point, and through Lake Champlain and Lake George home. 

TOWA CANOE CLUB.— This club is composed of canoeists in dif- 
ferent parts of Towa, and numbers eleven active members and nine 
canoes, The officers are: Commotiore, Dr. Hugene A, Guilbert: 
Vice Commodore, John Rix, D.D.S.; Secretary, Mareus C, Smith; 
Executive Committee—officers ex-officio—O. H. Peters, Ben, C, Wil- 
kins 

POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

CANOEISTS ARE InFORMED that the prohibition respecting 
summer shooting does not apply to rapids. 

Victor Hugo's name is published among the delinquent tax- 
payers of Jersey for non-payment of tax on two dogs. 

A girl says, if she hada dog, she wants one of those great 
Sara Bernhardt dogs that dig the dear, delightful monks out 
of the snow in Switzerland. 

When the editor of the Advance,” says the editor of the 
Independent, “goes to the Adirondacks for uw yacation and 
feeds un venison for weeks through the season when it is for- 
hidden by the law of the State to killa deer, it would be well 
for him to keep discreetly silent aboutit; at least not to de- 
seribe a deer hunt.” [We haveread the papers in the Advance 
and have failed to see what warrants the slur of the Jnde- 
pendent.) 

PorsoNED ARROWS.—At a recent séance of the Soc. d'An- 
thropologie an interesting communication was received from 
M, W. J. Hoffman regarding the methods employed by the 
North American Indians to poison their arrow-points. The 
Comanches simply pierve the green shell of the Spanish ee 
net or yucca angustifolia with the points. Whe Apaches 
(Cay oteres, sic) bruise up the heads of rattlesnakes with frag- 
ments of deer’s liver, allow the mass to become putrid, then 
dip the arrow points and allow them to dry slowly. The 
Chinouns (Moquis of Arizona) irritate a rattlesnake until he 
bites himself, and then dip the ag and a portion of the 
wood into the animal, A wound with one of these arrows 
generally proves fatal in three or four days, and its action is 
much more rapid if the stomach of the wounded person is 

Another poison is 
bees, shaking the hive, and then 

killing them when in this state with small branches bunehed 
together. The insects are crushed up in a mass with mortar ) 

and pestle, and the arrow points are dipped in the magma. 
It is probable that the active substance in this case consists in 
the forraic acid coutained in the bodies of the bees. This 
preparation does not canse death but induces long continned 
sickness. Another very active but not fatal poison is 
prepared from redants, Lt produces pain in the pharynx, 
considerable swelling of the part injured. and sometimes 
delirium, ‘The patient remains feeble for a month.—Medical 
and Surgical Reporter. 

Man and Brar.—Prof, F. G. Gherke, of Williams College, 
says that man is descended from bears. “My idea is that the 
earlier bears came down through Bebring’s Straits and drifted 
down toward the tropic shores of Asia on icebergs, The ice- 
bergs melted and the bears easily found shelter on islands and 
on the coasts. Inthe course of the ages great floods came, 
and the bears sought shelter inthe cayes, In the meantime 
Bava changes had been going on, The bear had gradually 
een shedding its heayy coat as the result of the warm 

climate. The bear had also Jearned to walk on its hind legs, 
In the caves, in the dry, warm atmosphere, other changes 
took place, The connecting link was a kind of hairy, indes- 
cribable man. He often lived and died in these cayes beside 
his elder brother, the bear.” 

C. C. Corbett shot and killed a handsome black setter dog 
helonging to Frederick H. Harris last Friday evening. The 
shooting was done in the public streets, and Corhett’s excuse 
was that the dog was chasing his chickens, The dog was a 
registered animal, and as such had some rightsin the highway, 
but what right Mr. Corbett’s chickens had there, their owner 
did not stop to think, ‘When Mr. Corhett’s chickens are 
chased he should try his old plan of collecting $8 per chieken 
from the owner of the dog. At that price it would pay him - 
to have the entire contents of his coop slanrhtered. The 
person who paid $8 for one of his dog-gone chickens was 
afterward intormed that in all probability he had disbursed 
about five times as much as it was worth. It might perhaps 
be well for authorities to bring Mr. Corbett to book for 
discharging firearms in the street, Itis not exactly healthy 
for the community to have him tooling aronnd the highways 
with loaded shotguns.—New London Dery. 

ff any faith is to be attached to a statement just communi- 
cated to usfrom Hgypt,a rather new light will have been 
thrown upon the question how cholera is propagated from 
place to place in an infected country. An Englishman 
writing from Zagazig, where he has been residing for some 
time, announces his intention of remaining there as long as 
the swallows and the sparrows do not take their departure. 
Tt has, he adds, been ascertained beyond a doubt by the 
experience of previous epidemics that as soon as the cholera 
is on the eve of establishing itself in any place these birds, as 
well as probably many others, fiee from the impending evil. 
Now if the germs of disease or of that which causes the 
disease are wafted along like a blight, filling the whole 
atmosphere, making their presence telt at once ty the 
denizens of the air, we have a confirmation of the theory 
that cordons and quarantines, however strict, cannot be relied 
upon as a guarantee. Moreover, as any blight or yitiation of 
the atmosphere of such a kind could hardly move, except by 
the aid of the wind, it would become almost certain that 
places to the windward of an infected center might be saved 
irom the epidemic until the wind changed. Any way, the 
theory may be worth attention.—S/. James's Gazette. Are not benefiting canoemen? Hua. A. GUILBERT. 

UMPHREYS 
FOPATHICc A RY 

E TESS PEGIFICS 
FOR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs & Poultry, 
For Twenty Years Mamplt reve: Veterinary 

Specifics have been used by Farmers, Stock- 
breeders, Horse B.R.,Trayel'g Hippodromes 

enogeries and others with perfect success. 
LIST OF SPECIFICS. 

A.A. Cures Fevers and Inflammation, Milk 

MINNOW. 
This is by far the best artificial minnow ever made. It 

isa great iniprevement on the “Phantom,” which has 

long been considered the best of allminnows. When put 
into the water it almost itamediately becomes as soft as 

yelyet and as tough as leather. besides having the exact 

appearance of a real minnow, even in the matter of 

scales. Our Phantom has been imitated, and so, no 
doubt, will this be, Anglers will find our name on every 

box containing one of these minnows, and our well- 

known trade mark on the card to which each minnow 
is attached, 

The following are the yarious sizes we keep in stock. 
% 8 9 
348 4 Als 

“ever, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera, 75c. 
3.8. Cures Founder, poavin Stiffness, Tie. 

C.G, Cures Distemper, Nasal Discharges, 75c, 
D,D, Cures Bots or Grubs, Worms, - - - 76c. 
£.E, Cures Cough, Heaves, Pneumonia, 75c. = 
E.F. Cures Colic or Gripes, Bellyache, Tic. 7 7 ah es, 
G.G, Prevents Abortion, - - -- + - - T5c. The aboye minnow is No. 7, 
H.H. Cures all Urinary Diseases,- = - - 75e. | 
1,0. Cures Erbpfive Diseases, Mange,&¢. Tic. Nos. = r 4 5 6 
Bid Cures aT isengex pf Diccstons at Ge. Ff Inches Long 2 244 3 a 

ar ase (black walnut) with Vet- 5 res 2 . " 7 og 
ering) Sita 330 pp.j, 10 bottles of | Orders received from anglers residing where the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price, 
Medicine, and Medicator, - + - - - &8.00 

Medicntor,- - - - - -- - - cote 35 
| earn Renney, Cases are sent free to any 

address on receipt of the price, or any order for 
Veterinary Medicine to the amount of $& or more. 
Humphrey's Veterinary Manual (30 pp.) sent | 

free Egoairstiies recelpt of prlene 50 pine me) 
53-Pamphiets sent free on application. 
KUMPUREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO. 

109 Fulton Street. New York, 

ABBE Y «© IMBRIE, 
- Manufacturers of every description of 

Eine E'ishing Wachie, 
48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

JAS, F. MARSTERS, | 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

E"ine EF"ishing Tack le. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other 

Brass Multiplying Reels w 
180ft., $1.50; 240ft., $1.75; BOOT, $2.00; 450Ft., $2.25; GOOLE. Any 
36 cts, extra; 
nickel plated, A0 cts. extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, effi 

8 Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per d 
ackage, Single Gnt Trout and Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 6 cts.; 2yds., 1U cis.; Syds,, 15 cts. Double 
wisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length,10 ects. Trout 

Plies. $1.00 per doz. 
Fly Rods, i0ft long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles 
Samples of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or stamp, Send stamp for 
eutalogue. 

Established 20 years. Open Evenings. J. F, MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

UPTHEGROVE & 

HOLAB 

Unequalled in Gonvenience, Style, or 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THIS 

has seven povukets and game pockets. 
material, dead grass color, aud will hold 

be worn over or under av ordinary coat. 

to you for $2.00, Send breast measure, 

Ee 

ith Balance Handles, first EL Aan fine finish, 75ft,, 31.00; 120ft,, $1.25; 

nickel plated; 50. cts. extra, Brass Click Reels, 20yds.. 50 cts,; 80yds., 75 cts.; GOyds., $1.00; 

Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and ail other hooks. 

‘rout and black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.0, Trout and Black Bass 

VALPARAISO, 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duok, Irich Fustian and Oorduroy. 

Is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 

successfu duy without losing a hair or feather, 

house in America. 

of the above Reels with Drags, 

ut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 

oz.; put up, one-half dozen in a 

Flies, 60 cts, per doz. Black Bass 

ot rods for al] kinds of fishing. 

McLELLAN, 
IND. 
(RD much, 

Workmanship. 

only. 

It is of strong 

the game of a 

Tt can 

We will mail it 
101 & 103 Duane Street, 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass, Agent for New Eaglani States 

RYN © CEH ’s 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, wilh reinforeed 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No. 2 primers. 
loaded as often as any of the thicker makes. 

Weight less than paper shells, 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside diameter is 
nearly two gauges larger. Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 
sizes larger than gauge of shells, 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged. 
The crimpin 
preciated by 
eharge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 

For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lote 
only, (2,000), and crimpers nol Jess than one dozen, by 

HHERMANN BOKER & COQ,, 

Can be re- 
Cost only wbout half as 

They shoot sironger and closer, and 

Or can he effectually crimped with tool (as 

tool also acts as a reducer, anadyantase which will be ap- 
experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed (without 

SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 

New York. - 
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PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE [Hariso’s Celebrated Fish Hook 
Registered. BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
A Ly and fine finish, 75ft,, $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

GOOLE. $2.40; TS0ft., $2.60: 900ft., $2.80. Nickel plaiting 
ts.; 40yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., 85 cts.; SUyds., $1.00. Kiffe's 

k, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen, Sneck Bent and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 ets, per doz,; treble, 
30 cts. per doz, Single Gut ‘Trout aud Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 5 cts.: 2yds. 10 ets.; 8yds., 15 cts. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heavy 
4-ply. 4 length, 25 cts. Trout Flies, 50 cts. per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Blac 
Bass Bait Rods, §ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 
to $15.60, Also a large assortment of Sporting Goods at proportionate prices, Samples of our goods 
sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money. postage stamps or money order. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall OPEN EVENINGS. 

Danz New Pat. Decoy Duck 
—— This isa double folding decoy, consisting of two 

2 metal profiles precisely alike, hinged to either side of 
a flat wooden float, One of these acts as a keel to 
hold the decoy upright, but if it gets tipped over, as 
both sides are alike, no harm results. 
Sportsmen who have tried this pronounce it ‘The 

Decoy of the future.’’ Its excellence is so apparent, 
we now make no other styles. A large variety always 

~ on hand, including Mallard, Teal, Red Head, Canvas 
Back, Blue Bill, ete. 

PROFILE GEESE ALWAYS IN STOCK. 

PRICE LIST. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with balance handles, first qualit: 
180ft., $1.60; 240ft., $1.70; B00ft., $1.95; 450ft. $2.20: 
and Drags extra. Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 60 
Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick 

SS abi 
: = — 

DTT eT 

Ducks, with cord and anchor, complete 

Geese, for stubble shooting 
. per doz., $12 00 

=e eS a0 

Fifteen per cent. discount where our goods are not un sale. 

For Circulars and Terms to Dealers, address 

HORNE & DANZ, 

ST. PAUL, MINN. 

POOLER & JONES’ PATENT BOSS CARTRIDGE HOLDER AND 
iW ssi cc DAT r 

SS 

Sole Manufacturers. 

co ELTS. 

“roqiod 

PUA SurMoYS ‘ABAD 4nd VpIs SBET Cito Sureq ynoyIM steys sedud 

410 SSwiq Sulki1ed 107 St.aeploH siyg, -dus *pod 

The only practical Cartridge Holderin use. Will carry brass cartridges and positively prevent wads 
from starting on shot. Suitable for either paper or brass shells. 

Manufactured by R. H. POOLER, Serena, La Salle County, Il. 

Send 10 cents in stamps or currency for catalogue and sample cartridge holder, also a colored litho- 
graph card of grouse shooting on the prairies. 

on 
The New Composition Target Ball 
Is rapidly taking the place of all other ball targets. New 
and Commodious Factory. New and Perfected Molds 

® and Machinery. Capacity, Thirty-six Thousand Balls 
per day. Send in your orders. No more vexatious delays 
‘Thousands of dollars worth of Gold Badges Donated to 
Shooting Clubs by this Company. Send stamp for Cireu 

jlarsand Rules. CARDS’ ROTATING BALL TRAP (best 
yet produced) and one thousand (1,000) Balls for #14. Trap 
#10. Balls $9perthousand. Balls for sale by dealers gen- 
erally, and by the COMPOSITION TAKGET BALL CO., 
Lockport, N. ¥. 

TARGE 

Tree: Fox GUN. 

Secure one at once at our REDUCED PRICES, which will con- 
tinue only for a short time. 

American Arms Co., 
103 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 

SOMETHING NEW. 
A .52 Caliber Express Cartridge, suitable for target and sporting advantages. 

Accuracy, with flatness of trajectory and slight recoil, central fire, 35grs. powder, 150grs, 

Jead, All .32 cal, C, F, rifles can be chambered for Farrow's Express Cartridge. 

Send for sample of shell and price of rechambering to 

W. MILTON FARROW, Newport, R. L. 

N, B.—The dollar sent for Farrow’s Book will never be regretted. 

DOG TRAINING; 
—ByY— 

S, 2 HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE PRICE $1.00, 

Whereas, It having come to our notice that some 
unprincipled house, to gain their own unworthy 
ends, and to attempt to damage our good name 
having spread reports to the effect that the manu- 
facturers of the above hooks are defunct, we now 
take this opportunity of informing the American 
and British public that such reports are utterly 
false. The same efficient staff of workpeople is 
employed as heretofore, and we challenge the 
world to produce a fish hook for excellence 
of temper, beauty and finish in any way to 
approach ours, which are to be obtained from 
the most respeetable wholesale houses in the trade. 

Signed, R. HARRISON, BARTLEET & CO,, 
Sole manufacturers of Harrison's Celebrated Fish 
Hooks, Redditch, England, (December, 1882.) 
Manufacturers also of Fishing Tackle of eyery 

description. Sewing and Sewing Machine Needles 

FSTERBROO 

Leading Nos: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161, 
For Sale by all Stationers. 

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN ©O., 

Works, Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York, 

STEEL 

The following testimonial, from the author of the 
valuable work entitled, ‘‘How I Became a Crack 

Shot,”’ is added to those being constantly received 

Newport, R. I., July 23, 1883, 
D, Brown: - 

EVISED EDITION.—_AMERICAN KEN- 
NEL AND SPORTING FIELD, by Arnold 

Burges. Price $3.00. 
This yery popular book has been entirely re- 

written, greatly enlarged, and brought up to the 
times in all that relates to the broad tield which it 
covers. Itis profusely illustrated with cuts of the 
most celebrated dogs and sporting scenes, treats 
thoroughly of breeding, breaking (including ‘Force 
in Retrieving”), kennel management, selectim of 
dogs, and all that relates to kennel and field work, 
making it the most comprehensive and useful book 
of the kind before the public. 
For sale by ORANGE JUDD CO, or 0. T, DILL- 

INGHAM, New York, or D. 5, HOLMES, &9 Fourth 
st., E. D. Brooklyn. 

SHORE BIRDS. 
I. Haunts and Habits, TI. Range and Migration 

Ill. A Morning Without the Birds, TV. Nomen 

elature. YV. Localities. WI. Blinds and Deceys 

This is a reprint of papers from the Formst ann 
STREAM. Pamphlet, 45 pages. 

Price, postpaid, 15 Ceuts. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

39 Park Row, N. ¥ 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF THE 

= LIGOWSKY N 
AY PIGEON COMPANY 

= N233 VINE ST CINCINNATI.O. 

[Extract from Formsr axb Srmeam, July 7 
1881, p. 444.] 

* This flightso nearly resembles tha 
actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 
excellent practive for wing shooting, We commend 

all sportsrien to test its merits. * * * 

* * 

SOUTHWICK & JENCKS, 
Dealers in 

Specimens of Natural History. 
Sportsmen desiring to preserve ihetr trophies, 

either birds or animals, will find it to their advant- 
age to send their game or skins to us for mounting. 

258 WESTMINSTER STREET, 

i 

Dean Sin—I haye practically tested and used the 
Varifosm Reloader, .45 cal., and pronounce it the 
best tool of the kindIhave ever seen, Itis just 
perfect in its action, seating both bullet and primer 
to the proper depth with uniformity. 
(signed) W. Mitron Farrow, 

Champion Military Marksman U. §, A. 

SEND FOR CIRCULARS. 

D. BROWN, 67 Clifford Street, 
PROVIDENCE, R. I. 

.$2.00 PER BUSHEL. 
WILD RIC Order now and get 
fresh seed. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

augl6,tt 

AMERICAN 

Kennel Register. 
A monthly record of kennel events for the information and guidance of breeders, ex- 

hibitors and owners of al] breeds of dogs. ‘ ‘ 

Its leading feature is the “Pedigree Register,” of sporting and non-sporting dogs, whieh 

makes it the only complete Stud Book issued in America, A register number is given to 

each dog, and an index will be compiled at the close of each annual volume, thus forming a 

ermanent work of reference. The pedigree registration fee is twenty-five cents. The first 

two numbers of the Register contained the pedigrees of 138 dogs. : 

Departments are also provided for the registration of stud visits, dogs at stud, births, 

sales and transfers, dogs at sale, and deaths. 

Prize lists of all the American shows will be given, with descriptions of the principal 

winners and dogs exhibited; also prize lists of important shows abroad. This department 

will include a record of field trials. The first two numbers of the Register contain prize lists 

of Washington, Ottawa and Pittsburgh shows. , 

The publication day is the fifth day of each month; and nothing can be rece ned for pub- 

lication later than the first day of the month. All matters intended for publication should be 

in the hands of the editor at the earliest practicable date. Entry blanks for each depart- 

will be furnished free on receipt of stamped addressed envelope. 

TERMS:—Issued by yearly subscription only. The subscription price is one dollar per 

year. Make drafts and money orders payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Com- 

pany. Address, AMERICAN KeNNEL REGISTER, P. O. Box 2,832, New York City. 

PROVIDENCE, KR. I. 

SCHOPF’S BIRD SHELLS CORAL, 

Depot: 85 Fourth Avenue. New York. 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuta Free 

| Full-Length COT, in this cage, 
§10. LOUNGE, in this case, 38. 
Sold everywhere by the Trade, 

LOUN 
ca, 

a week n your own town. Terms anid 
$66 outfitfree. Address H. Hatrerr & Co.,Part 
land, Maine. 

WWW 
ee 

A RELIABLE GUN FOR THE EEE * 

{ A ood, sound, honest, serviceable Double-Barreled Breech-Loading Guy, wi 

teinicahaped Case, CLeanrye Rop and DIrirments, 20 BrAss Le ae 

SHELLS, LOADER, REPRIMER, PowDER and SHor M@asune, oll complete, for 

$25. Sent by express on receipt of the money. 

cn 

(UIT Gee a wn 

“NEW YORK MANUFACTURERS CO.,” P.O, Box 2002, N.Y, 



FOREST AND STREAM. 
A WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN. 

Terms, $44 Yar. 10 Crs, A Cory, | 
Srx Monras, $2. i} 

NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 18, 18838. j VOL. XXI.—No, 7. 
(Nos, 39 & 40 Parr Row, New Yorks. 

OORRESPONDENCE. 
THe Forest AND STREAM is the recogmzed medium of entertain- 

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen, 

Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 

garded, No name will be published except with writer’s consent. 

The Editors ure not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

months; to a club of three annua subscribers, three copies for $10; 

fiye copies For $16, Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company, The paper 

may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

Canadas, On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

London, England, Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Insid 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

and twelya months. Reading notices $1.00 per line. Eight words 

to the line, twelve lines to one inch, Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the 

money or they will not be inserted. 

Address all communications, 
Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

New YorE Crry, 

When the novice, lamenting the scarcity of the birds, and 

of glorious sport, seeks the well-known haunts of his dearly 

forest and tangled copse their brightest treasures, and wins 

them for his own. The preternatural wisdom—miscalled 
wildness—displayed by these crafty birds, affordsa relish 

and gives a zest to their pursuit, and is to hima source of 
ever increasing pleasure and admiration. Not by him are 

the dead bodies of the victims of his skill taken 
into account while summing up the results of the 
day; far nobler thoughts light up the eye and inspire 
the smile that chases the wrinkles from his brow as, ‘in 

slippered ease,” he fondly strokes the head of the loved com- 

panion of his sports, while he reviews the incidents of the day. 

Again he basks in the bright sunshine of the pleasant glades 

and strolls among the dark shadows of the grand old woods; 
again, with ‘‘feasting eyes and swelling heart,” he treads 

amid the majestic charms of the everlasting hills; again, with 
buoyant step and quickening pulse, he follows the wily 
patriarch to his most secret retreat; and as the incidents of 

the day thus pass in review before him, come priceless mem- 
ories of other days of rarest sport to join his newest treas- 

ures, thus crowning his restful hour with a halo of delight- 
Nos. 39 anp 40 Park Row. 

CONTENTS. ful recollections that he would not exchange for a kingdom. 

ISprroRIAL, Tur KENNEL. The poet who wrote of— 
Ruffed Grouse. The Status of the Bulldog, 

Danbury Dog Show. 
The London (Ont ) Dog Show, 
ogs and Critics. 
Registered Dogs. 
Manchester Dog Show. 
Kennel Notes. 
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“Drear November's chilling blasts," 

we venture to say was not a grouse hunter, for it is during 
this much maligned month that the adept in this royal sport 
finds the most enjoyment in ruffed grouse shooting. Were 

the pursuit of this magnificent bird restricted to this month a 

far greater amount of sport would be realized by the new be- 
Mountain Plover. Expert Marksmanship. fe eee : : 
sat a Laas | Rani He ‘and Gallery, B ginncr as well as by the adept, and soon, with the protection 

Sea 4np River FIsHine. ap AEE Programme. thus afforded, many a former haunt of the grouse that now 

Fee Bases et Chale Flats. ome Clay Pigeon. is desolate would teem with countless numbers of this, ‘‘the 

That Big Trout. 'ANOEING. a +a s ” 

A Wyoming Tronting Trip. Canoe Steering Gears. best game bird in the world. j 5 

Restigouche Salmon, YACHTING There are so many varying circumstxnces constantly aris- 
What Will You Call Her? 
“Therefore.”’ 
Spinnaker Gear for a Single- 

Sturgeon Fisheries of New 
Brunswick, 

A Recollection of the Chaudiere. 

ing when one is in pursuit of the ruffed grouse, that it is 

next to impossible to give to the beginner much advice that 
Cruise of the ‘Blue Gosse.” Hander. z ; i : i 

Black Bass in Fox River. Receipt es Whitening Sails. will be of practical benefit to him. A few hints, however, 

appa Gatoiatton ear The Cobourg Matches. may prove of service. Birds that have been frequently dis- 
The Modern Sharpie. her ese Modena beth turbed by the hunter hecome shy and wary and are very 

prone to take flight as soon as they discover the least sign of 
dunger. Thereis nothing that will startle them more quickly 

than the sound of the human voice; and one of the first lessons 
to learn then is to keep absolute silence, so far as the voice 

is concerned, when in their vicinity. Upon the other hand 

the noise of approaching footsteps frequently does not seem 

to alarm them, provided the hunter keeps moving and 

does not undertake to stealthily ereep upon them 

when they are lying to the dog. We haye always 
found that we could get to closer quarters when in pursuit 

of these wary birds by advancing boldly with even stride, 

and without the slightest halt, not directly toward their sup- 
posed hiding places, but in a direction that would lead them 
to imagine that we were to pass them by; and always taking 
care to go between them and the direction in which they 

would naturally endeavor to escape. Itisalso of yitalimport- 
ance that you at once follow up your birds and keep them 

moving, until, finding that they canuot eyade your pursuit, 
they crouch and seek to escape by allowing you to pass by. 
You will find that a light gun and ordinary charges will 
prove more satisfactory than a heayy weapon and loads that 

cause unpleasant recoil. We always use, in a 12-bore gun, 

3 drs. of good powder, $ oz, of No. 10 shot for the first 
barrel, and a scant ounce of No. 8 for the other. To 

bring down the hurtling grouse in his arrowy flight at 
three-fourths of all fair shots is an achievement of 
which any one may well be proud; but far greater 

skill may you boast when you can “with eye of faith and 
finger of instinct” ‘‘cut loose” at every one that rises with- 
in shooting distance and score one-half. Words and sen- 
tences, no matter “how well chosen and smoothly turned, 

would be powerless to give you this proficiency, nor is there 

any written formula by which you can learn io tell ata 

glance just where to place yourself while your companion 
flushes the bird. Itis only by close and intelligent obser- 

vation, and long practice, that you may know the how, the 

where and the when to work the different coverts upon 
different days, and thedifferenttimes of the day; and it is 

alone by great perseverance and long experience, coupled 

SNEL, 
Rench Shows and Field Trials. 

Withits compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 

of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each week a larger 
amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 

kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contained in all other 

American publications put together. 

RUFFED GROUSE. 

N many of the States it is now lawful to shoot ruffed 
grouse, and the ‘roar of their quick-beating pinions,” 

and the sound of the breech-loader is heard in the land. 
Although a large amount of tramping will be done, and a 
large quantity of ammunition expended, there will be no 
serious diminution of their numbers until after the frosts 
have denuded the thickets of their foliage and the wander- 
ing propensities of our beautiful feathered friends have be- 
come satiated and they setttle down to quiet life in their 

chosen retreats. Until this season arrives there is not much 
of genuine sport in their pursuit, although occasionally, 
under favorable circumstances, there will be exceptions to 

this rule, when the ardent sportsman will be given a fore- 

taste of the royal sport that can only be enjoyed to the full 

in its proper season. 
A very large proportion of the grouse hunting in September 

and October is done by the tyro, who manages somehow to 

bag or drive away most of the birds that are to be found in 
the easy places, and just as the proper season commences he 
becomes disheartened at the apparent scarcity of birds and 
retires from the field, not more than half satisfied with his 

success as a sportsman, and thoroughly conyinced that, 
so far as the pleasure of grouse hunting is concerned, a vast 

deal more than the truth has been told. His lack of suc- 
cess, and the disappointment which naturally follows, are 

owing mainly to a lack of knowledge of the habits and 
peculiarities of these shy birds, and to the fact that his ex- 
perience with them has been just at the time when their 
habits and peculiarities could be obseryed to the least ad- 
yantage. The weary tramping in the sweltering heat, as 
wellas the many discomforts attending the exploration of 
the tangled thickets at this season of the year, also play no 
unimportant part in producing this result, to masters of the craft. 

inveighing sgainst their wildness, closes his campaign, the 

veteran “‘girds up his loins;’’ and, with joyful anticipstions 

beloyed favorites, and with consummate skill and _ tire- 

less patience forces from the innermost recesses of stately 

with natural tact and love for the sport, that you can hope 

to beinitiated into the mysteries, which are revealed only 

PROFESSIONAL MEN AND GAme.—It is a most mortifying 

and disheartening fact that among the summer visitors in 
the Maine woods detected in breaking the game laws there 
are many individuals of high professional standing, men 
who occupy a recognized place in the community where 

they live, persons of influence, leading citizens. They are 
the persons whom we should expect to be most careful of 

their good fame, solicitous to conduct themselves as gentle- 

men and law-respecting citizens; wary of giving offense by 

abad example, But if, on the contrary, such men of learn- 
ing, culture and influence persist in ignoring both the irre- 
vocable laws of nature and the explicit statutes of the State, 

what are we to expect from others in humbler walks of life? 

We allude to the matter just now, because in New England 
wide attention has recently been directed to an accident by 

which a professor in a Massachusetts college lost his life. 
With a Connecticut clergyman and another companion, 
whose profession is not given—presumably a lawyer—he was 
hunting Maine caribou in August (the law forbids it before 

October). In reaching for his gun: to shoot the game, he 

accidentally shot and killed himself, 

Is Ir Goop Evipence?—The citizens of Mount Vernon, 
having been annoyed by the hordes of curs of low degree 
which nightly bay the moon, the offending dogs and their 
owners haye been brought into court, Justice Weeks pre- 

siding and meting out due punishment. It is reported that 
“after a number of complaints had been lodged against per- 

sons who said they were not the owners of offending dogs, 
the justice took the evidence of Chief of Policé Sternhagen, 
which was that in each case he had seen the respective dogs 

follow the respective defendants. 
was good evidence of ownership for a dog to be seen to fol 

low a man, and impose] fines accordingly.” 

tatfhg to dissent from the opinion of so high a judicial 

authority as the Mount Vernon justice, we think it quite 
possible to conceive of certain instances where the mere act 

of following could not be construed as iinplying possession. 

For example, the scene a pear orchard, the follower a bull- 

dog of ferocious aspect, the followee a small boy, making 

for the picket fence. 

seized or possessed of the bulldog? 

The court decided that it 

Though hesi. 

Would the court Hold that the boy was 

SPARE THE SwALLows.—The milliners now demand the 

breasts and wings of swallows for decorating ladies’ hats, 
To supply the call thousands of these birds are killed by 
agents of the millincry taxidermists. 

under the eayes or fly in at the diamond-shaped swallow 

hole, eught not to be sacrificed to this new whim of woman. 

The birds that nest 

Spare the swallows. Their companionship about the barn is 

something—it ought to be worth more than the luere to the 

fellow who shoots them for gain. 

straining influence there are other considerations; the swal- 
lows are iusectivorous; their value as destroyers of noxious 

insects cannot be estimated. The farmer cannot afford to 
have his fleet-wingedjallies destroyed by the shiftless ne’er-do- 
well who shoots them for gain, 

If sentiment has no re- 

The laws forbid the killing 

of insectivorous birds; let the laws be enforced. There are 
many honest ways to carn a living in this country; shooting 

barn swallows for millinery shops is not one them. 

Tue SHORE Brrp SHooTING of 1883 has been miserably 
meagre. The flights were not heavy; the birds ‘“‘were up to 
snuff,” and the bags ridiculously small. Disappointed 
gunners are ready with all sorts of plausible explanations of 

the deterioration of their fayorite sport. The summer beach 

hotel, the reclamation of waste lands, the Labrador egg eol- 
lectors, and various other agencies are recited; and against 

these they inveigh most vehemently, while all hands blaze 

away at the birds in spring, and again on the southward 

flight. It never occurs to any one, however, that the axio- 

matic truth ‘‘you cannot eat your cake and have it too” ap- 
plies to bird shooting. Uatil spring shooling is abolished 

there will be no arresting the steady decrease of the migra- 

tory birds. We commend that proposition to the sober con- 
sideration of shore bird gunners, 

Fisoine Trips sometimes haye tragic endings, A Con- 
necticut man on his return from a sea fishing excursion the 
other day was met on his return by the intelligence that his 

daughter had been murdered. He fell in a fainting fit upon 

the deck. 

Does’ Funerats.—Costly and elaborate funerals are 
given to pet dogs. This custom, which is growing, is 

most disgusting. Common sense should come to the rescue 

of such sickly sentimentality. 

- 
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FOREST AND STREAM 

Che Sportsman Canrist. 

(HE CRUISE OF THE SAIRY GAMP.,—IV. 

r at little steamer that plies on the Upper Saranue makes 
the different landings in a zig-zag manner that knocks 

Lie compass points endwise. Only by staying where you 
can watch every turn of the prow can you retain a definite 
notion of north sud south. And that is how it happened 
that, being nnohservant of turns, I found the sun setting in 
the cast—a vexatious thing to a woodsmun, Missing one of 
the jurns of the boat T wns turned myself, I straightened 
myself out by shutting both cyes and letting a muscular 
puide whirl me ground half » dozen times promiscuously, 
then setting the compass without looking at the sun; then, 
being rizht on the cardinal points, | took a general average 
of the landscape, This brought meright, Burtlett’s Land- 
ing is a ten minutes’ easy walk from the hotel. The honse 
was well filled with bourders, and when the captain of the 
steamer got a little enthusiastic in describing the litle canoe, 
nearly the entire force of the house, eager Tor any novelty, 
turned out to take a look at ber, 1 think that) not less than 
fifty people had a turn at lifting her. Then they wanted to 
see her vo. So I took off boots and coat, gotin, and pad- 
dled out into the lake, wheve there was a swell that made her 
dance like a cork, Then down the lake, with a whole sail 
breeze after us, bright weather, and the principal mountain 
pesks in sight all the way. Very pleasant, butit came to an 
end. A night at the Prospect House, and a most exasper- 
uting draw across a muddy carry of four miles, where 1] hung 
on to the canoe until my arms were numb, and I launched on 
Big Clear Pond, only to get caught in an ugly squall and 
dreuching rain once more. I paddled up to honest Jou 
Buker's camp, wet to the skin, and got a privilege by the 
cook stove, which 7 held until bed time. 

The next day brought a stendy, persistent, all-day rain; 
tiresome toa degree, I relieved the tedium by playing the 
mouth organ for Joe’s children, talking to anybody who 
would listen, and baking my mouth with fiye-cent cigars. 
Monday, the 6ih, was clear and cold. I hired Joe to take 
myself and canoe across the two-mile carry on a one-horse 
wagon, and found it the roughest, muddicst carry [had yet 
encountered, Crossed the Upper St. Regis Lake to Spittire 
Pond, where, for the first time, | was driyen ashore by a 
sharp sea and a fawy wind, that bade fair to cateh under 
the ¢anoe and capsize her, I crept through the brush along 
shore until Lreached the outlet, paddled to the Lower St. 
Regis, where 1 was again beaten off and landed on Captain 
Peter’s Rock in front of the hotel, where, less than half a 
mile off, I could see conyiviality and comfort, and pleasant 
yerandas where couples were promenading, and children 
playing about the grounds of Paul Smith’s noted wood- 
land resort. 

And [ was hungry, and likewise thirsty. If there be crea- 
ture comforts anywhere in the woods, they may be found at 
Paul Smith’s, But there was a whitc-erested topping sea 
béiween me and the comforts aforesaid, Hyen the stiffest 
guide-boats shunned the rough sea from Peter's Rock to the 
outlet, and kept along the smoother windward shore. So I 
amused myself by putting a board shanty which stands on 
the rocky poiut in order. picking blueberries, cutting swild 
erass, and making believe I was going to camp al night 
within one hundred and fifty rods of a first-class hotel. It 
was, On the whole, Sao enjoyable. The weather, barring 
the heavy wind, was dry and bright. Isat on the warn, 
mossy rock, and recalled all the wild forest yarns I had 
heard of Cap'n Peter. I half hoped that the wind would 
ise to a pale and hold me there all night. Once I vot up 
my sand, “tied in,” and made a straight wake for the hotel, 
Ten rods out a black flaw caught the Sairy al the garboard 
streak and nearly lifted her over. I watched for a “smooth,” 
turned her, and struck out again for Cap’n Peter's Rock. 

Late in the afternoon, when the wind had subsided some- 
what, a strong boat, with two guides in her, came over pur- 
posely to give mea lift “‘acrossthe stormy water.” At first I 
demurred. J would paddle over when the wind fell a little. 
Teould ‘snake the riffle,” etc. But they said there were 
parties ut the hotel who were anxious to see the little canoe 
and the little old woodsman who had paddled and carried 
her over 118 miles, So [weakened and allowed myself to 
be taken in tow. 

Luckily, Paul Smith happened to know me—by reputation 
—and he met me cordially. Grand old woodsman he is, 
Once a guide, and a good one. Now, the most successful 
landlord in the Northern Wilderness. Not so old as one 
who has followed the writers of the North Woods would 
infer, Only fifty-six, and well-preserved. I am glad to 
haye met him. More than glad to haye crossed from side to 
side this region without ils parallel on the globed earth. 
On the 12th of this month, Verplanck Colvin meets a com- 
mission at Blue Mountain, to report on the expediency of 
preserving this grand region as a State park, May their 
counsels be guided by good common sense and humanitarian 
principles, and no politics, log-rolling, or hippodroming, 
allowed the slightest consideration, NESSMUK. 
Paun Sarre's, Augnst, 1583, 

Livtim TUPPeRs Lawn, Aug. 12.—1 date from Little Tup- 
pers Lake, and a finer Jake it would be hard to find. No 
desolate lines of drowned out lands here, All as it came 
from the hands of nature. Have been out thismorning deer 
luinting, so to speak, Laid off for four mortal hours wait- 
ing for a deer io attenipt the crossing of Dukett’s Bay. 
No deer came, But there came a Joon, and he settled within 
ten rods of the canoe, raised himself on hind legs (they are 
yery hind, and he has no others), turned his white, clean 
breast to me, and gave me his best, weird, strange song, 
Clearer than a clarion, sweeter than a flute; loud enough to 
he heard for miles, 

Never, as my soul lives, will I draw a bead on aloon. He 
is the very spivit of the wildwoods, Fisherman he may be. 
He catches his daily food after his uature. Heis no trout 
erank. Hedoes not catch trout at fifty cents per pound for 
the hotels. Don't, please don’t, emulate Adirondack Mur- 
ray, and waste two dozen curtridges in the attempt to de- 
molish a loon i 

Livery sportsman who enters the office of Paul Smith’s 
hotel will notice the neat, wellamounted buck’s head at the 
tight, as one goes in. The head and horns are in nowise re- 
markable. ‘he horns are only four points to the side, I 
have saved a score of better heads myself, But thehead is 
flanked on either side by an immense speckled trout. Paul 
Smith gaye me this account_of them. Hesaid: ‘Mr, 
Hotchkiss and his partner, of New Hayen, went out fishing 
on Big Clear Pond. Mr, Hotchkiss hooked the biggest trout, 
and saved him. They had alot more, weighing from one 

to three pounds, J said, what are you going to do with 
these big trout? Give them to me and 1 will gef them 
mounted, They did. Lsent them to Bell,of New York, and he 
sent them back as you see, with a bill of $48, I don’t re- 
gret it. Ihave been offered $100 for them.” 

The success of the St. Regis, isas nothing tome. But, 
the grand old woodsman, Tbe man who fell in love with 
the little canoe; who gave me points on the return trip; 
who talked with gusto of his guiding days, when he guided 
Charles Hallock, and many other notables of the woodland 
fraternity; well, T am not likely to soon forget him, 

1 will pause to remark that, of the two big trout, the one 
on the left, facing the deer’s head, weighed by scale SdLIbs. 
The one on the right 44/bs. And I have beén after a big 
trout for fifty years, and the biggest trout T ever canght 
weighed less than 2lbs.! Well, lam no trout liar, Paul Smith's 
woodland resort is rather a bigh-toned institution—a sort of 
sylvan Long Branch; a forest Newport. Coaches arrive 
every day quite alter the style of fifty years ago, Full in- 
side; six on top; guard playing a loony tune on a prepos- 
terously long tin horn. Billiards, tenpins, finely-kept play- 
grounds, good drives, good livery, and, what Idid not ex- 
pect, good tronting and deer hunting within easy reach of 
the hotel, It was on the eve of August 8, [had packed my 
slender duffle had ‘‘lied in,” and wis promising myself an 
early daylight start on the following morning, Theevening 
was fine, the walks and piszzas were thronged, a dozen 
guides were gathered in frontof the hotel talking dog, deer, 
trout, parties, etc., after the manner of guides in the North 
Woods. And there came from the outlet a swift, double- 
ended blue boat, with only a guide in her, and the guide 
was giving her an ush breeze for all she was worth, 

He van his boat high and dry on the clean sandy beach, 
came quickly up to the knot of guides, and said curtly, 
‘Boys, Joe Newell's drowned,” 
“Where? When? How?’ were the hurried questions, 
“In Folleusby, Jr, Two hours ago; fell out of his boat 

somchow, and tangled wp in the lily-pads.” 
There was silence and soberngss among the guides, Finally 

one remarked, “Somebody ought to tell his wife.” 
“Jim, you go up and tell her,” 
“I—I can’t. I've got to wash my boat and take my party 

up the lake. Why don’t you go?” 
“Wouldn't doit fora hundred dollars, 

sénd a hoy.” 
Then the guides arranged for an early start oyer to Fol- 

lensby Pond to grapple jor the body; and a gloom seemed 
to settle on the pleasant surroundings as the news spread, 
And the question most often heard was, ‘*Has any one told 
his wife?” Idon’t think | should like to be the one to carry 
her the news. 

On the morning of the 9th at 4:30 A, M. I quietly stepped 
into the little canoe for the return trip by a somewhat differ- 
ent route, No one was astir about the hotel save the night 
watchman, who came down to the landing io see me olf, 
Through the lower St. Regis, Spittire Pond, the upper St. 
Revis, the two-mile carry, and J reached Joe Baker’s in time 
for breakfast, Then a delightful trip of two miles across 
Big Clear brought me to Sweeney’s; a hall-mile carry, to 
Little Clear Pond, with its bright waters and beautiful 
shores. 

If I wanted to gointo camp for a week or two for fishing 
and hunting I haye no ground I would prefer to the pleasant, 
lonely banks of Little Clear Pond. It is well stocked with 
both lake and brook trout. And 4 young Sweeney who 
helped me on the carry suid, “Lake trout have heen taken 
here weighing twenty-five pounds. ‘Then, the fish commis- 
sion had a hatchery just back of that point, and they turned 
thousands of speckled and lake trout into the poud—but few 
come here to fish—and there ain’t a better stocked lake in the 

Let the clerk 

woods. Speckled trout don't do so well here, the paint 
bothers ’em.” 

“The paint?” ‘Yes, ochre paint, You can catch a tin 
van fullin a few minutes. Good paint, too, It keeps brook 
tront away from the spring holes, and in the deep water the 
lakers gubble ‘em. Deer are plenty. I saw a big buck in 
the pond last evening, but he kept so near the shore | couldn’t 
cut him off.” 

Over the iwo and a half mile carry to the Prospect House, 
across the Saranac to the Sweeney carry, and down the carry 
to the desolate, drowned-out shores of the once beautiful 
Raquette River. And get down and out of the Raquette 
in the quickest possible. A sluggish, sullen stream, with 
miles on miles of dead timber and unnatural marsh, is not the 
stream to linger on, and you will be glad, asl was, that there 
is a little steamer to speed you out of it, and land yon at the 
head of Big Tupper in fime for supper, 

Half a mile aboye the hotel you may see a foaming sheet 
of water tumbling into the lake over brown, wholesome- 
looking beulders. This is Boy Falls, and a carry of a few 
vods sets the canoe afloat above and beyond dead shore lines. 
The cruise up Boy Stream is bright and pleasant. The 
carries a little rough and muddy, but the run across Round 
Pond and up the channel into Little Tupper makes amends, 
while the hunter-like welcome to be met at the Grove House 
inclines one to lay off for a few days and take a little hunt- 
ing, as ij were. For Pliny Robins is hunter end guide, as 
well as landlord, and has eyen now started up the lake with 
his rifle and two eager hounds in the boat. A guide with 
two more hounds is just launching his hoat, ana it looks a 
good deal like a hunt, I notice a quarter of venison still left 
in the store-room. 1 have Hot eaten a meal since | came 
here without trout or venison, one or both, Such fare is 
always to be had at Little Tupper, Both deer and trout are 
}ecoming more plentiful yearly, partly though better protec- 
tion for the one and judicious restocking for the other. 

The number of beautiful lakes and ponds in this wonder- 
ful region, no man knows, and Little Tupper is among the 
finest. Gamy as the gamiest, clear as the clearest, and sel- 
dom rough, Where there are so many delightful sheets of 
water, each with ils own peculiar beauties, it is idle to claim 
any one as pan éxcellence the finest. 

The Sairy has been fairly paddled up to date. 1 am called 
on about every day to take her out and show her paces for 
the benefit of the curious or sceptical. Imostly comply. I 
am pleased to show people how light a boat willcarry 4 man 
safely and comfortably. She is to go back by the Slim Pond 
route, and Long Lake, Forked, Raquette, etc., to my favor- 
itestamping ground, the waters of the Moose. Nissacux, 

To Ba Suor on THE Wine,—The New York police turned 
over to the Conimissioners of Charities and Correction last 
week a mun who labored under the delusion that the Goy- 
ernor of New Jersey had ordered the best wing shots of the 
eountry to slioot him, y 
not this fear of being shot on the wing have been induced 
by remorse for pot-hunting out of season? 

hat was decidedly flighty. May’ 

[Surr. 13, 1883, 

Glatnyal History. 

USE OF ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS.* 

BY WILLIAM A, CONKLIN, PH.D., DIRECTOR CENTRAL PARK 

MENAGERIE, 

pRe ardent pursuit of natural science eminently charac- 
teristic of our day has made itself keenly felt in the 

domain of natural history. 
For a long time it had been the fashion to recurd living 

collections as mere material for the idle curiosity of saping 
crowds, but a more healthy and truth approaching sentiment 
has lately lifted our museums of natural history and our 
zoological preserves into an effective and far reaching me- 
dium for the instruction and moral culture of the masses. 
Who that has gazed upon the admirable panorama of ani- 
mated nature: in the London Zoological Gardens and the 
Jardins des Plantes, and has noted the close and intelligent 
attention bestowed upon the living representatives of the 
world’s great household by even the most ordinary citizen of 
London and Paris, can doubt that (he scientifically classified 
list of animals there contained has exercised a strongly edu- 
cational Influence on the people, And the same may he said 
of Berlin, Frankfort and Hamburg, 

Systematic knowledge is the basis of irug@science, and no 
matter in what department of human eff0rt this supreme 
character of order may be exhibited, there we may be sure 
to find cognate results. The immensity of stellar space bril- 
liantly alight with the torches of the night once offered to 
the untutored vision of the rustic dweller on the plains of 
Shinar naught but an inextricable network of glowing 
points, and yet on the observation ef those same Inminous 
spots was constructed the sublimest of scienges, astronomy. 
In like manner the infinite yariety of animals that roamed 
the forest, swamthe seas and clove the azure deep of heayen, 
were so perplexing in their myriad differences to the first 
fond lover of animated nature that they despaired of bring- 
ing them within the bounds of the knowable, But kindly 
science came to the rescue of the puzzled inquirers and 
thanks to the lifelong efforts of a Linnteus, a Buffon and a 
Cuvier, the tangled web of animal life has been unraveled, 
the intricate labyrinth of nature’s teeming storehouse been 
trod, and we may say that the hope of erecting a solid and 
scientific superstructure for the science of zoology has been 
cast. 

Knowledge underlies science, science gives it character 
and whatever knowledge is susceptible of a scientifie char- 
acter is precious beyond comparison, and more so in propor- 
{ion to its abundance, 
zoology are not only the object of knowledge, but that they 
surpass in number and vuariely the facts upon which most 
sciences are based. For this reason its claims to be viewed 
as a most important adjunct to popular education is held not 
only to be valid but intensely valuable. The hook of nature 
is ever before the eye, its lessons are not to be read by the 
slow method of artificial characters, but by that divine ich- 
nography which is the stamp and alphabet of the création, 
Poetry and philosophy have sunk their shaft deep into this 
inexhaustible mine, and what treasures have they not drawn 
forth? Aristotle and Virgil haye alike worshipped at this 
particular shrine of nature, and from what they have writ- 
ten, and living under the restricted circumstances of their 
times, we may infer what a more appreciative and scientific 
knowledge may accomplish, A common adage rons: 
“Populus vult dectpi,” but a truer maxim would he this: 
“The people wish tc beimstructed.” How this may he ac- 
complished a few reflections will, ] hope, point out, diseur- 
sive and disconnectiye 15 they must necessarily be within 
the brief limits at my disposal. 

Ii is an error to suppose that we can study the character 
and habits of the different members of (he animal kingdom 
outside of their native state when enjoying the liberty of a 
wild life; that in captivity we can acquire no accurate 
notions in respect to them, since their actions are then re- 
stricted and modificd by the new conditions of their life, 
It was the opinion of Buffon that confinement impedes the 
exercise aud development of all animal facnities, ‘'The 
savage animal,” he observes, “obeys only nature and knows 
no other jaws than those of necessily and freedom,” This 
erroneous idea had its origin in the notion that captivity 
means slavery, Whereas the truth is that the independence 
which a wild animal enjoys 1s by no means so complete as 
we would be Jed to infer from our ideas of a state of nature, 
Many and yarious influences modily the conditions of its 
life in freedom—the near or remote presence of man—~abun- 
dance or scarcity of food—changvs of temperature—the 
strength aud courage of its vivals, and mapy other circum- 
stances, It seems strange that Buffon showld haye enter- 
tained the opinion wbove expressed when we consider that 
the collection of animals in the Jardins des Plantes was so 
invaluable to him in the production of his history. To-day 
the yery popularity of zoology has acted as a safepuard 
against the important mistakes that were made by those 
writers on natural history who considered animals as existing 
in their wild state. Relying for their information upon the 
reports of travelers, previous writers represented to us the 
hon as endowed with every attribute of nobleness and 
clemency, while they pictured to us the tiger as fierce and 
untameable, ; 

‘Ag illustrative of the value which a close inspection affords 
us in an artificial collection, 1 will state that modern zoology 
has established a complete identity of disposition between 
the specimens held in captivity and their congeners as stud- 
ied ina qurely feral state. 
Another fallacy, which a closer acquaintance with ani- 

mals in captivity has set aside, is that relating to the belief 
existing among popular writers of natural history that the 
herbivora are of a mild and affectionate nature. From this 
many infer that the character of the alimentary substance 
upon which animals subsist is contributive lo the deyelop- 
ment of a peculiarly moral tone, so that the tenderness and 
mild-eyed clemency of the antelope and the camel is the 
oufcome of the juicy andunstimulating fodder they cousume, 
while the fevocity and cruelty of the lion and the tiger are 
the result of their fondness for gore. This physiological sup- 
position has also made its impress on poctry. We associate 
the soft and timid guzelle with mildness and beauty and 
affection, an idea more inspired by her fascination ofappear- 
ance than by fact. The reality, however, disproyes this 
charming and popular notion, for the dear gazelle of the 
poet is not the gentle, generous and confiding friend which 
his faney painted it, nor is the tiger tile tveacherous ambus- 
cader of the jungle without one redéeming feature to relieve 

* A paper read before the Regents of the University of the State of 
New York. 

—— 

Now, I maintain that the facts of 
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his hase and bloody instincts, How many delusions of this 
sort still find a lurking place in the popular bosom, all nur- 
tured there by ignorance and traditional misrepresentation. 
To combut and dissipate these erroneous views should We 
oue of the main objects of the science of zoology, and in no 
manucr eau this desirahle end We more effectually gained 
than by fostering and maintaining well arranged Jiving col- 
lections, 

These are a few of the many instances which prove the 
importance of zoological collections as a means of obtaining 
a correct knowledge of the habits and characteristics of aui- 
mals as it shows that amone the herbivora there is less at- 
tachment and more )rutalify than among the carnivora, 
The writer bas had personal experience strongly tending to 
support this yiew. A carmel which he eared for and nursed 
when sick, forgetting the duties of all mild-eyed and pathetic 
looking beasts nurtured on the fragrant product of the 
meadow, returned the kindness shown him by a fierce attack 
that resulted in 4 broken limb. 

® = This comparison between the nature of (he herbivora and 
carnivora indicates as « rale that gratitude, affection and 
gentleness accompany 4 higher intelligence amony animals 
fed on more highly organized substances. 

Then again it was for a long time supposed, and is so yet 
by many, that the intellectual powers of animals were in 
proportion to the perfection of their organs. Those having 
the most delicate senses and most muscular limbs being con- 
sidered as endowed with 4 clearer intelligence than those 
whose physical organization consigned them to a lower grade. 
At first sight the monkey and many carnivora seems to con- 
firm this opinion, On examining the seal, however, the 
hypothesis is proved to be without foundation. This animal 
of all the mammalia was, from its structure, supposed to be 
Jeast gifted with intelligence. It has no external ears, it 
cannol see perfectly in the air as its eyes are adapted for 
vision in the water, the thick blubber which covers its hody 
deprives it of the sense of touch, except wlicre the whiskers 
are found, the nostrils are open only in the act of breathing, 
while its limbs are like ours orfins. In spite of all this the 
seal equals the dog in docility, instinct and power of attach- 
ment, 

As tinother instance of the importance of the sticly of 
animals in captivity, | would mention the fact that, whereas 
it was generally supposed that the lower animals, while en- 
joying the untrammeled=freedom of their natural state, 
matured intellectually os they advanced in years, the con- 
trary was found to be the case; for we now know that they 
arrive at the highest state of mental development in early 
eal's aid are, at that period of their lives, much more intel- 

Treen than their aged parents. Here we have before our 
yiew one very important difference between man and those 
of a lower type of organization, the former being capable of 
indefinite improvement from youth upward, his mind im- 
pélling him to aspire to a gradual perfectibility, the limits 
of which are commensurate only with the hopes of the race, 
while the dumb denizen of the field is destined to work within 
the limits of a naturally circumseribed activity. 

The establishment of zoological gardens las always 
helped to throw a flood of most welcome light on the instuc- 
tive charucters, habits and actions of those animals that have 
been kept under observation, Tt was once generally believed 
that beavers built their dams only when living in the gre- 
gurious state, solitary individuals being supposed to seck 
habitation in natural cuvitics on river banks, etc. Here 
again Buffon errs when he says that these animals are not 
urged to work and to build by that impelling instiuct, or 
physical necessity which guides the ant or the bee to take 
precautions against the vicissitudes of time, but that they act 
pur choix, that is from understanding the design and utility 
of their work, and that their industry ceases when the pres- 
ence of man inspires them with a dread of his power. Now 
what happens when the animal is placed in an artificial labi- 
tation? If material be at hand he will build, not because the 
necessity exists, but because his instinct urges him to do so, 
From these hastily collected facts and reflections, imper- 

fectly presented as they are, | would that the members of 
this learned convocation might infer the necessity of our 
great commonwealth’s being alive to the necessity of holding 
aloft the torch of scientific light in this, as she has done in 
other departments of huinan inquiry, and that as history, 
philosophy, literature and art have sought and found shelter 
beneath the «gis of her intellectual men, so the almost 
nascent organization of the zoological collections will be the 
recipient of her munificent protection. A reference to the 
work accomplished in the vountries of Hurope and in some, 
of our own States will not, I feel confident, fail to sive point 
aad cogency to this expression of a long and deeply enter- 
tained hope. 

Collections of animals were made in very ancient times. 
At first theix aid was sought in agricultural Jabor and in 
witing war. ‘They were yenerated in the temples and sac- 
rificed on the altars. In the umphitheaters they were actors 
in sanyuinary fights, and their claws and fangs were often 
stained by the blood of martyrs. Alexander, umid the 
fatigues and excitement of conquest, never losing an oppor- 
tunity to further intellectual progress, sent to Aristotle all 
the rare animals he found in foreign countries. This was 
the origin of the first collection of animals, the source whence 
Aristotle obtained the material for his great work on zoology, 
“History of Animals,” 
Ancient Rome, notwithstanding the high scientific culture 

of her citizens, made large collections of wild animals only 
to whet the brutal appetites of the populace by the bloody 
fights of the arena, and thought not that the Nubian lion aud 
the tiger of the East were destined to play an important role 
in the intellectual improvement of our race. 

In tlie time of the late Cresars a few private collections 
were made, and to his obseryations of them Pliny owes the 
inspiration which gave the world his celebrated work on 
natural history. Although full of errors it served as a text 
book to naturalists upto and during the middle ares, So 
far no properly organized collection exisled, The hesf was 
made in 1640 by Louis XTU. at Versailles, known as ‘‘Jar- 
din du Roi” from which was organized later the ‘Jardin 
des Plantes.” Buffon was appointed director. He hud re- 
solved previously to devote hiniselt to the pursuit of science, 
This appointment called his attention more pointedly to 
natural history, and he determined to continue the work 
uf Aristotle and Pliny by describing the organic forms of 
natiire on our globe, and was the first since their time to de- 
vote intelligent attention to the subject. His example was 
followed by Coyier and St. Hillsire who laid the foundation 
of true science in these lines of investigation. The former 
owes his Uelermination to muke natural history a life study 
fo an attentive perusal of Bulfon's work. Thus all-the great 
resiits achieved in this dield had their origin in the zoologi- 
cal garden of Louis XIII. 

’ 
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Frederick Cuyter, brother of the great naturvlist, wrote, 
while in charge of that department in the garden, the Natu- 
ral History of Mammals, deseribing in a charming und ele- 
sant style more than tive hundred snimals, and illustrated 
their habits and intelligence by many and most interesting 
anecdotes, 
Who would not to-day, in the light which our increased 

facilities for observation afford, smile at the pucvility of a 
Descartes and a Boifon in denying all inteéllizence to the 
lower order of animals, while that same large lielt brings 
into cleaYer prominence the absurdity of Condillae and 
George Leroy who accorded to them even the highest intel- 
lectual capacity, and thus confounded instinct with reason, 
F, Cuvier drew the line between the intelligence of different 
orders, tracing it fromthe lowest rodents through ruminants, 
pachyderms gud carnivora to the quadrumana. He first 
showed that domesticity in animals depends on their socia- 
bility, being nota change but a development of their natu- 
ral condition, Man found animals living in society and he 
made them domestic. We may tame the solitary and fierce 
bear, ion and tiger but, we cannot domesticate them, 

Thoroughly imbued with the value of living’ collections 
and their unbounded influence on the education of the peo- 
ple, the London Zooloxical Society and the Acclimatization 
Society of Paris bent their best energies to forma complete 
and systematic organization of zoological groups, wherem 
all specimens might be represented. The latter, established 
in 1so4, not only issues publications but pives prizes in the 
shape of medals and money for the best works relatiny to 
zoology, and the best methods of breeding, alimentation, 
ele, The former, organized by royal charfer in 1829, orivi- 
uated ina collection made by Henry I. at Woodstock. It 
contuins one of the finest zoological libraries in Europe, All 
the foreign HEuglish representatives, princes and travelers 
take interest in the garden, sending to it, or aiding others to 
do so, many rare specimens from the different countries of 
the world. They issue yearly yolumes of transactions und 
proceedings, wherein are coutained exlaustive accounts of 
the actual condition of the collections and the most recent 
researches thal haye been made. ‘To these volumes such 
illustrious naturalists a8 Huxley, Mivart, Sclater and Flower 
are frequent and free contributors, 

In addition to the gardens already mentioned there are 
twenty-two others in different parts of the yorld. The 
Antwerp Garden is noted tor the breeding of foreivn birds, 
parrokeets, ele. The Berlin, Frankfort and Cologne gardens 
have an immense collection housed in magnificent buildings, 
while in this country (he cities of Philadelphia, Cincinnati, 
St, Louis, Detroit and Toronto have already established fine 
zoological gardens, 
Why should not the Empire State, so marvelous in 

growth, so rich in resources, emulate, T will not say the oid 
capitals of Wurope, buf her smaller sister States at home, in 
a laudable effort to found a well organized and scientific 
collection of living specimens whereby her citizens may be 
trained and educated in a most interesting and instructive 
branch of knowledge, and her reputation for culture may 
be strengthened and diffused. 

Our present collections at the Central Park are meagre, ill 
equipped and badly provided for, We needa strong and 
widespread sentiment to support what we have, and to in- 
sure to ita swift inerement and sturdy srowth. Hyen if a 
theoretical knowledge of natural history entered into the cur- 
riculum of our public schools, this want would make itself 
more surely and more speedily felt, aud not only would a 
demand be made for increased facilities for practical knowl- 
edge and observation, but public-spirited citizens would 
willingly open their purses fo the demand, But for one rea- 
son or another the chief and most instructive feature of 
zoology now languishes, and living collections in our midst 
are almost a fiction and a myth. So far has apathy in this 
direction gone, that the yery handbooks of zoology that 
circulate in our schools are replete with errors and compla- 
cently repeat the polished fallacies of Goldsmith. 
On the Legislature of this State theimportant work deyolyes 

of lifting this branch of natural history out of the ruts, and I 
feel confident that the members of a body so conspicuous for 
their zeal in the interests of higher education, will not hesitute 
to lend their noble elforts to the promotion of this much 
needed purpose; for on considering the sulyject from all poss- 
ible points of view, we must necessarily conclude that the ex- 
amination of animals in zoological colleetione is the best 
method for studying and acquiring a correct knowledve vf 
them, and that the zoological arden isthe place in which 
the lover of nature can best pursue his investigations of (he 
different members of the animal kingdom. 

BREEDING QUAIL 

Liditer Forest and Stream: 

In December, 1876, J shot a female quail, breaking its 
wing. Capturing it, I brought it home and caged it. In 
the summer of 1877 if laid twenty-four exes, and about one- 
third of them were hatched out. This Hird was a lowland 
quail, and in the spring of that year I was presented with a 
highland male quail, Through bad luck only one lived ta 
the size of an Eiiglish sparrow, and negligence in feeding 
was the cause of ifs death, During the summer of 1878 I 
visited the West, In 1879 lagain got ihe quail to nest. She 
laid twelve eres and died on fhe vest after setting ten days, 
during which time the male bird sat with her pari of the 
time. After her death [took lier from the nest, the male 
bird then taking charge of it, and hatching out six young 
quills Augnst 19, raising them all, hie cage was 4[t. high, 
4ft. wide and 6ft. long. Of that trool four were females 
and two males. In the spriug of 1880 [ enlarged the cage, 
making it 6ft. square. I would #o in that cage to feed them, 
they bving about as tame as chickens, Muay 16 I went into 
their cage and made their nests; after which the birds them- 
selves arranged them. Have taken ees from thse nests, 
and permitted visitors to Landle them also, The birds con- 
tinued to lay in them to the number of about 250 ezgs, from 
which | had over thirty binds at a time. 
Again finding my cage too small I made it cover twenty- 

four feet of ground, as ] was lose birds on a¢count of their 
being overcrowded. The winter of 1880-81 being extremely 
cold, my birds were all frozen to death excepting @ male and 
female, which Thad takun in the house, the female repre- 
senting the sevond and the male the third veneration. T 
made a nest for this female bird, in which she laid eighteen 
eggs. Therats burrowed under the nest and covered it 
with dirt, I picked out the esos and taking nine into the 
house made a new nest, in which I put the other nine. Bhe 
coutinued to‘lay in this some dozen more. She lived to the 
age of two vYeurs, lacking nineteen days, in close confine- 
ment, after ich she was scized with chicken cholera and 

IN CONFINEMENT. 

died within three weeks. 
same (disease, 

I put part of these eges under u bantam, The eggs were 
kept rather too long waitin for the bantam to vel ready to 
sit. She hatched ont only three of them. The mother 
being disturbed in the night the little ones yot away from 
her and were chilled, which caused their death. They were 
abont two weeks old. Photographs of these domesticated 
quail are hanging in my room, 

_ My nephew, Robert Honeyman, of Larger Crossroads, 
Somerset county, N. J., presented me with thirteen wild 
young quails July 7, 1881, They were just hatched, and were 
about the size of bumblebees. I took one of the thirteen to 
a sitting hen for her to mother if. The little bird gave a 
dart. when the hen pecked and killed it. I then made an ( 
artificial mother for the remaining twelve, Until July 22,/ 
they were all doing weli, when one of them suddenly died,’ 
and the 28d, another, Hoiding one in iny hand to warm il. 
on closer observation I discovered a dozen large hen lice. I 
soon found the birds had taken them from the feathers in 
which they were brought when presented me, I lost four 
before I could wet rid of the lice. The remaining eight T 
put into a basket, took them out of town into a meadow, 
und set them free. They would stay aronnd me as chickens 
around a hen, When they had wandered some distance off 
they would call, and on my answering they would come to 
me. After running at large a little while I caught them, 
put them in the basket and brought them to their cage. A 
Tew days tfter they were uttacked with cholera, which was 
caused from keeping them in the old cage, and they dropped 
off one after another until the ¥vth of August, I have a 
pligtogniph of one of the eight when. alive sitting on my 
hand, 

Tf any one in the United States has succeeded in rearing 
domesticated quail in close confinemen|, I would be pleased 
to Hear from him, ‘Those who wish the first description of 
the domesticated qnail can-find it in the Foresy AND 
Stream of May 5, 1881. Henry Broyuroor, 

[It appears that some one called in question the accuracy 
of Mr. Benbrook's account published in our issue of May 5, 
1881, and) he has therefore thought it worth while to send 
ms a number af statements by other persons corroborating 
the letter printed aboye. A, P. Hunt, M, D., says that “‘the 
history is substantially tyne in detail.” Mr, D. N. Messber 
Writes, “1 the capacity of a newspaper reporter,” that Mr. 
Beubrook “is an honest, truthful, upright citizen.” Wm. 
5. Potter, late Surrogate of Somerset county, certifies of Mr. 
Benbrook that ‘with all his fondness for following wild 
game with a good gun, behind a good dog, his word is 
always relied upon. He is not a man to misstate facts upon 
domestication of quails or «ny other subject.” There are 
numerous other certificates of like nature. | 

The male bird also died of the 

Game Bag and Gun. 
—— 

GAME RESORTS.—We are always glad to reeewe for pub- 
lication such notes of desirable game resorts as mey be of help 
to the readers of Forest AND STREAM. Wil not our corre- 
spondents favor us with such advice? 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individudls, in whose absence from the office mutters of im- 
portance are liable to delays 1 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 16, has 

been published in conyenient pamphlet form, and Will be sent to any 
address, posipaid,on receipt of 10 cents. 

IN THE MOOSE RIVER COUNTRY. 

ie was early afternoon, Jast Angust,when Dick Birch, the 
well known Blue Mountain Lake euide, and I reached 

the patiJess mountain shores of un Adirondack lake. Ts 
was Little Indian, where scarce a dozen men, perhaps, haye 
ever been. Welhad left the home camp, where the rest of 
the party quartered on the wild bauks of the narrow Moose, 
six miles away, at ten in the morning, and it was now three. 
Six miles in liye hours? yes! But we had to follow ablaze— 
which we lost evevtually—and fag over the roughest country 
with never a track, except a deer run, and back our pack 
basket and carry paddle, shotgun and rifle, 

Thanks to Dick’s skill, we struck the outlet, upon the 
bank of which, drawn well into the bushes, was the old 
moss-grown dugout, which Bitreh expected to find, haying 
seen it there two years before. Putting this into the water, 
and satisfying ourselyes that, it did not leak seriously, we 
were soon paddling along the near shore watching the forest 
bank carefully for signs of a little camp, occupied occasion- 
ally in the winter by the eccentric trapper Coudray. 

Little Indian is a counterpart of a hundred other beautiful, 
wild, irresularly framed sheets of water inthe Adirondack 
region; and its shore lined with lily pads and half-eaten 
lops of water grasses augured well for that night’s jack 
huuting, 
We were sadly in need of meat in the home camp, having 

only killed a yearling before our hounds, though I make not 
that an exeuse for night shooting, which 1 consider a pecu- 
liarly weird and fascinating sport, requiring more skill than 
is generally supposed, both in paddling and in shooting, as 
muny a man’s wiss, witha shotzun and buckshot, will tell, 

Half way up the west shore we could see a little clearing 
among the tree tops, and closer scrutiny revealed the little 
barked-over camp upon the hillside. Boon the place was 
carpeted with the soft, fragrant tips of balsam and made 
quite comfortable for the night, when we should come in 
from ‘‘floating.” A huge fire under the baker was dispel- 
ling the dampness of the interior, which was ornamented 
now by guns supported aguinst the wall by a natural rack 
of forked sapling. After doffing legvings and shooting 
boots I rested, reclining on my blanket spread on the hem- 
lock tips, watching the steam issuine from the colfee pot 
langing from the cross piece of the baker; while looking 
down the path to the lake could be seen the cumbersome 
though picturesque dugout, and beyond the blue lake, 
backed by the encircling forest hills, Jay still in golden sun- 
shine, Though it was only August, 4 peculiar autumn 
coolness filled the air; the ring of Dick’s ax came irom a 
birch clump, aud, tired with my tramp, I fell asleep. 

“The coffee will spoil if 1 let you sleep pny longer,” said 
Dick, when my eyes had been closed seareely five minutes; 
and a yery simple dinuer we made on a few things we had 
brought with us. But we usted to have venison steak for 
the morrow’s breakfast. The inevitable string of trout did 
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not form part of that camp dinner, for the lake contained no 
fish, I helieve, and we did not care to hunt the unknown 
country for brooks. 

After dinner I lit my briarwood and sat on a rock hy the 
shore to watch the sun get oyer the lovely lake. A loon ery- 
ing at intervals in a far off cove was the only sound heard in 
that great silence. The guide was busying himself mean- 
while in “backing” a commion stable lantern with burk, 
and arranging the jack staff in the bow of the old dugout 
near by. 

“Now, Vil go up and fix your gun,” said Dick; and, ex- 
amining that favorite piece by the camp-fire, when I return 
from a half hour’s smoke and reverie iu watching the after- 
slow and hoping to catch a glimpse of some drinking deer 
on the opposite shore, I find a button of tallow covering the 
shotgun sight. ‘Now, remember, shoot low this time,” 
said Dick, having in mind a fine buck missed on Beaver Lake 
a few nights before by my overshooting. ‘‘Don’t ever shoot 
for the lead nor between the eyes when you kin see the 
hody. Yours will be the first gun shot on this lake this year, 
and the shores, as you saw as we came along, were all tracked 
up.” 

ft was just dark when the dugout glided noiselessly from 
the shore, leaying gloom and darkness behind the radius of 
our lantern, saye where the dying camp-fire flickered 
among the trees. Clumsy and aboriginally erude as was our 
craft, still, there bem no wind, it paddled very easily. My 
attentive guide had nailed a cleat from gunwale to sunwale, 
against which I leaned, and had filled the bottom with 
balsam tips. Then that peculiar dreaminess and retrospec- 
tion—the attendant of night shooting—began to steal over 
me. Gliding past the silent hills, looming im silhouette 
against the starry sky, with no moon to detract the deer 
from the baleful brillianey of the jack light, while the long 
drawn quavering of the screech owl comes from afar off on 
the darksome hill, the dugout rustlud through the rushes, 
scaring the gnawing muskrat from his meal and causing 
him to leave his repast of water grasses with an alarming 
splash; and the meanwhile we were listening for the distant 
cow-like splashing which is to indicate the deer, and when 
once heard is mistaken for nothing else. 

“Hist!” whispered Dick. Yes, clearacross the lake is that 
pludge, pludge, in the shallows among the lily pads; and the 
hollow loge swims noiselessly and is headed across the dark 
expanse of waters. Louder and louder becomes the splash- 
ing, then it ceases. ‘Do you see him?” whispered Dick. I 
strain my eyes but see nothing, A few more sweeps of the 
paddle and a white form looms up shadowy and indistinct 
within the outmost pale of the jack, I know now that I am 
near enough. Dick sees me raise the gun so that the 
muzzle comes into the radiance of the light, for the move- 
ment of the canoe has stopped, There stands the phantom- 
like form with the glowing eyes. I see the whitened fore- 
sight on the place I deem to be the chestand pull the trigger, 
A streak of fire flashes over the water, a heayy fall, and a 
strugeling in the water is heard while the report is thunder- 
ing away among the hills. “‘You got him!” shouts Dick. I 
iremble with the excifement of the moment, forgetful of 
aught else. **A doe,” shouts my guide, as the animal springs 
up and is making for the shore, ‘‘Yours killed her, she 
won't reach shore.” But wauting to be sure of my prize I 
sight just back of the shoulder as she is running past me, 
thirty yards away, and the second shot drops her in about a 
foot of water. At the second report another deer which had 
been feeding unseen rushed out to the shore and we could 
bear its dainty hoofs hammering up the mountain side until 
the startled animal deemed himself sate, when he gave forth 
several shrill whistles, 

The lantern was pul out by the explosion of the gun so 
close to it, I carefully made my way to it on my knees, 
and wasted fifteen matches in trying to light it with my 
shaking hands, and we only succeeded in getting it alight 
when I passed it to Dick, who reached for it with his pad- 
dle, We found the dead doe, and pulled her as near the 
shore ag possible, and then started to paddle around the 
length of those wild shores of which we had heard so much, 
Noi, to shoot any more, for we had all the meat we could 
carry to the home camp, but merely to sce how many deer 
we could find feeding in that wild lake. 
“And now came a remarkahle episode in the aunals of the 

night shooter, but which is true to a word. We had pad- 
died barely two hundred yards from where I killed the 
deer when we heard another one walking among the grasses 
at the head of the lake. ‘‘I'llrun in,’ said Dick, ‘‘and see 
how near we can get to it.” The moss-covered log rustled 
through the rushes, with the weird half circle of light spread- 
ing shoveward with cach sweep of the silent paddle, and 
again the white outline of deer seems to grow out of the 
gloom ahead. Spluge! splash! if is walking toward us, 
Now it stops, and in the full glare of the headlight we see 
4 beautiful fat doe, her coat beginning to assume the blue 
tint of the winter covering. With head outstretched she 
euzes earnestly at the Jantern, while we sit silently 
and admiringly in the impenetrable gloom evshrouding the 
dugout behind the light. Atter satisfying her curiosity 
she turns to teed and the canoe sicvals upon her, Now 
sie is watching her graceful shadow, cast by the light, on 
the lily pads and grassy water, Another quick stroke with 
the paddle and I prod her in the ribs with my gun. At the 
first punch she stood like a beautiful statue. At the second 
—I would stroke her with my hand, but I fear she, waking 
from her astonished trance, would kick over our dugout in 
her terror—she gives one great bound, causing our log to 
oscillate violently and showering us with cold spray, und 
then we hear her hounding up the hill, then silence, broken 
soon, however, by the loud laugh of Birch, who emphasized 
most yehemently that that was the closes| he ever gol to a 
deer, But the words were hardly uttered before another 
deer—it looked like a buck—which had been the fascinated 
and unnoticed observer of our performance, rushed from the 
water not more than thirty yards from us, and was soon 
whistling and stamping on the fronting hillside, 

So much for the deer at Little Indign. My short experi- 
ence has not proyen to me that the Adirondack region is 
the one of cigar stumps and cartridge shells that it has been 
ayerred to be. We then got the doe to camp and dressed it 
that night, andin the morning we regaled ourselves with 
the promised venison, 

ce started for the home camp about eight o’clock, pad- 
dling the dugout to the spot we found it. Then came the 
long tramp between Indian and Beayer lakes, made longer 
anil harder by our burden, the hind quatters of the fat doe— 
she proved 2 dry one, 7. ¢., showed no signs of haying had 
fawn that year, The listance was ut half traveled when 
it hewan to rain as T have seldom seen it, Frequently I had 
to lower the muzale of my gun fo let the water out after car- 
rying it upward fori rest. ‘The blaze was frequently lost 

on account of the deep gloom hanging over the forest, and 
it was one o'clock or more when we emerged upon the sandy 
beach of Beaver Lake, where we had left our skiff the pre- 
yious morning. Across the lake, where inany a deer 1s shot 
in early August, and, I regret to swy, in early June, we pad- 
dled to the end of the carry leading over to Moose River, 
Three quarters of a mile walk through a fairly open path 
found us on the swollen Moose. Here two shots from the 
rifle were answered by a like signal from camp, and we 
waited for the boat to come up after us, 

“Well, you’ye got one,” said Fred Stevenson, the hand- 
somest guide about Blue Mountain, and a medical student as 
Well, as he pulled ashore. “A doe,” quickly recognizing the 
shape of the dainty hoofs, which I since have had made into 
a gun rack by Wallace, of William street. ‘“‘What luck 
here?” Tasked. ‘Nothing but trout and bullfrogs’ lees,” he 
answered, as we packed the boat, 

Picking our way through the floating logs, we soon saw 
the welcome smoke floating above the wooded elevation on 
which our camp stood; and rounding the bend of the river 
the camp-tires were secn flashing a bright welcome out of the 
dark, rainy afternoon. 

I said camp-fires, for there were two, and they lighted up 
a comfortable picture of the comforts of ywild life to be had 
even on a rainy day, Qne burned in front of a medium- 
sized A tent, in the opening of which, seated on the thresh- 
hold log, was the Dominic, in knee breeches and “‘wide 
awake” hat. Busy was he in greasing « pair of enormously 
thick shooting boots, and few would have recognized the 
eminent New York divine, with his bronzed face half hidden 
by a two weeks’ beard, The tent faced a large, open camp, 
which was the quarters of the guides and whose interior, 
seen behind the roaring fire, above which hung the cotice 
pot and kettle from the baker, was a confused medley of 
tumbled blankets, pack baskets, rifles, clothes and boots, 
Between “‘hoth fires,’ but on a point foward a wooded hill, 
was a lent fly, under which was the rude table which served 
us for dining purposes. A cold spring bubbled up from un- 
der the mossy roots of a giant tree; and across the little 
areck, formed by its overflow to join the Moose, was an- 
other bark shed, under which the deerhounds were lying. 
Dwyer Daniels, our other guide, was cleaning some trout 

on the Hoating landing, and he held up a couple of one- 
pounders as we Tan alongside, the principal result of the 
Domunie’s catch that morning in the cold pools of the river, 
where many such fish are taken, especially early in the 
season. 
Many and delisht{ul were the days, both before and after 

our expedition to Little Indian, spent around and at the 
eamp. The deer drives—watching nearly all day on the 
wild banks of the beautiful stream, listening to the far-off 
baying of the hounds from some dark yalley among the 
hills; and the fishing—being paddled in a skiff to cast the 
deep pools in which the river abounds, and which is for 
large brook trout one of the best streams in the Adirondacks. 
Mostly ‘‘all in the golden sunshine” were those days by that 
hemlock and tamarack sheltered stream, and in cool Septem- 
ber, and have come to me often since in the dreaminess of 
recollection, Venison, partridge, trout, were always abun- 
dant with us, And bullfrogs’ legs were always on hand, 
thanks to Master Panl, the Dominie’s son, a bright little lad 
who had ere this camping: season brought down his buck, 
and who is a yery promising shot witha rifle. He may have 
killed another before this is printed, for the Dominie and 
Paul are again about to start for the Cranberry Lake region. 
with Mitchel Sabbattis, the Indian, and his two sons, as 
guides. Would I were with them, 

The Moose River country is not accessible from Blue 
Mountain Lake by canoe and curry, but by tedious teaming, 
giving it, loweyer, thu henefit of being out of the general 
sporting round. 
We broke camp st noon on our last day, paddling our 

traps up the river two miles away, to the landing of “Pa 
Brown,” at whose cabin, in Indian clearing, we stopped 
all night m order to start out early on the morrow. Had 1 
“Stoddard’s Guide” beforemme I could easily trace out our 
course, but the chief points from Moose Riverto Blue Moun- 
tain, easily recognizable on the map, are *‘Pa Brown's’ ‘Lish 
Camp's Hotel on Moose Lake, ten nnles further out, ‘TTead- 
quarters," ‘“Ma Brown's,” then Cedar River, and so around 
to Blue Lake. 

It was on the afternoon of our third day’s journeying, owing 
to the breaking down of the wagon, when we reached camp. 
We went out much niore expeditiously, reaching Prospect 
House the morning after leaving old Brown's, who made us 
all sick with some vile truck he served us, 

It was a perfect September morning when we reached the 
Prospect, with just a tinge of frostiness in the air—the relict 
of a really cold double-blanketed night which comes always 
there after an evening’s enjoyment, of the huge log fires on the 
andironsin the Queen Anne fireplaces of the great hotel, 
which is one of the pleasantest, even if the largest hostelry 
for headquarters for shooting and fishing I have ever visited, 
The mist curling up from the calm blue waters of the lake 
revealed the sandy rocky scar on grand Blue Mountain. 

Of course our six-seated buckboard with guides, deer- 
hounds, skins and antlers, was the object of attention of the 
whole piazza; and beyond was beautiful Blue Lake with its 
wooded islands and grouse-haunted shores, where even the 
timid doe and fawn are yet seen occasionally fo drink 
toward eventide in some island-hid corner; and the loon 
weirdly calls from some wild caye when the night shades lie 
black over the lily pads The region isthus full of sporting 
associations. At early morning one is awakened—not too 
soon, however, to enjoy the too short day, if one be stiy- 
ing at one of the hotels on the lake—by the whistle of the 
Raquette steamer leaving the wharf Jaden with guide boats 
and canoes on herdeck. Knickerbockered, Scotch-capped men 
stand about and gun and rod cases form a conspicuous por- 
tion of the baggage. Sometimes a deer is driven into Uto- 
wan or Eagle (adjoining) lakes; and some monarch of the 
forest is frequently killed in sight of the lute home of Ned 
Buntline, and brought to one of the hotels for tle ¢xamina- 
tion of the guests, And wonderful are the comments to be 
heard thereon fromthe feather bed-lounging, would-be sports- 
men regarding antlers, coat, and like trophies for moun- 
ting. FRANK WARWICK. 
Nortu Sanus, N.Y. 

PrRoposep BurvaLo Reservation.—The Helena (Mont.) 
Herald says that if the Government wishes to preserve a 
nuturaland suitable park for the remnant of buffalo, the 
pluce is that portion of Montana from the crest of the usin 
tinge of the Rocky Mountains to the eastern border of the 
Territory, and north of the Marias and the Missouri River. 
It is mow mainly an Indian reservation, hut the Indians are 
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MASSACHUSETTS GAME NOTES. 

i a erosner for quail shooting this fall at this place and 
vicinity is very good. Haye started several hevies of 

young, fully grown, On the 21st found a large brood that 
could scarcely fly, Yesterday I started 4 covey of about 
twenty; It contained two broods, as one-half was full grown 
and the other was considerably smaller, From what I learn 
young quail are not as fully grown this year as they were 
last season at this time. Quilea number of young ones were 
destroyed by a heayy rain storm in July, ‘Phe next morn- 
ng ary the storm several were found that were not able to 
walk, 

Ruffed grouse are moru plentiful than they have heen for 
years. At this place and others along the cape the grouse 
will decrease for nearly a certain number of years, and then 
suddenly hecome quite plentiful again, We notice with sad 
regret that they become scarcer every time, and are never age 
plentiful again as they were before, Whit is it that causes 
ihe decrease in the large numbers there used to be about 
here? It is not because they are killed, because in some see- 
tions, where they are not shot at all, they become as scarce 
as in places where they are gunned continually, 1 should 
like to hear from some of your correspondents on this 
subject. 

Friday, Sept. 1, was the first day of the open season for 
black duck shooting, Several parties were on hand wt the 
Oliff Pond, the best pond in this vicinity for ducks. Your 
correspondent was with one of the parties, and although we 
had out 2 goodly number of live decoys, nol a duck came 
into the pond during theday. One crowd of sporismen that 
were at the pond to-day shot twenty-five ducks there the 1st 
of Beptember last year. The pond is not large, and there 
are so many gunners shooting from stands on all sides of 
the pond in the open season that they have driven the ducks 
to other ponds, and nota duck has been seen in the pond 
this season. 

The shore bird shooting has not been up to the average 
this season. There was a small flight of chicken plover, 
brown backs and jack curlew along the first of the month. 
Quite 1 number were shot at Chatham. Seyeral laree focks 
of golden plover passed over here on the 29th ult., but as the 
wind was blowing hard from the.northeast ouly a few scat- 
tering ones stopped. If we could get w heavy southeast 
storm now we would have some very good ployer shooting. 
Two sickle-bill curlew were seen here on the 27th ult. ‘Piiis 
isa very rare bird along this shore of late years. .A few 
yellow-legs, grass birds and beetle-heads are seen on the 
meadows, ul not enough to pay one to go after them, The 
boys here are shooting ring-necks and peeps along the shore 
andl flats. 

Since writing the above I learn that fifty-two golden plover 
were shot at Eastham on the 29th ult. by several sporismeén, 
East Brewster, Barnstable County, Mass. CHESTER, 

During the month of August very little shooting has been 
done in this vicinity. Woodcock have not been plenty, 
and therefore if a man was disposed to be honest and let the 
partridges alone there has been little inducement to go out, 
Some very good men are so constituted that they cannot re- 
sist temptution. The law permits woodcock shvoling in 
August. They go out with honest intentions, hunt several 
hours for woodcock and find none, the dog points, a brood 
of young partridges flutter up, and fle reshitis they go home 
law-breakers. They don’t pursue the partridges, in fact they 
didn’t mean to shoot, but at thut particular monient they 
couldn’t help it, Andso I say this is one of several very 
good reasons why the August woodeock law should be re- 
pealed. 

Saturday, September 1, was hot uod dusty, the covers 
were literally parched, and many of the brooks were so nearly 
dry that it was difficult to find eyen a dirty peal where the 
dogs could cool off and yet a drink, but it was the day we 
had been anxiously waiting for and we went, nearly allmadé 
fair bags and enjoyed the day ag well as could be expected 
under the above mentioned conditions, After we have had 
arain we expect to enjoy good shooting, for theré is a good 
supply of partridges. E. Spracun KNow.es, 
WoRCESTER, Sept. 5, 1883. 

ARKANSAS “SNIPE.” 

BY HENRY P. LELAND. (1556.) 

66™%7 OW'RE off now. Good bye, Take care of yourself, 
and give those bears particular fits!” sung ont Dory, 

as the plank of the steamboat on which we were hound down 
the Mississippi, was driwn in, and we left our friend Marion 
—one night last winte-—on the wharf boat at Napoleon, 
Arkansas, 
We should have left him in pitch darkness had it not 

heen for the pitch-pine lights which shed a halo around 
his head, and the tail of his Newfoundland dog, They 
were bound up thé Arkansas River on 2 bear hunt. A more 
whole-souled man, or a finer dog never walked—although 1 
Scotch terrier is a better dog for bears; und as we lett him 
behind, there was a sunse of something lost. 

Jn order to find composure, and inl tp the vacuum, we 
adjourned to the exchange or social bill of (he steambont te 
take a ‘'snitter”’ On entering this tuvored region, we were 
at once made aware of the fact that the Kackeusackians at 
Napoleon considered a fair “‘exchange” no robbery, in pay- 
ment of our Roland of a Marion they had given us an Oliver 
of an Arkansian. He wasi beauty, Straight usa hickory sap: 
ling, and fully as tough, he scemed tobe just the stuff that red- 
eye whisky-barrel hoops are made of, water-proof at that. Me 
was already « firm friend of the barkeeper, haying taken 
two drinks inside vinety seconds, and as he sill wore a 
thirsty look in his left eye, we at onee asked him to take 
another, M ‘ 

“Stranger,” said he, “count mein thar? 
So we did. and after drinks all round we settled ahont the 

stove with cigars. Conversation soon fell ou bear hunting, 
deer hunting, and pee was closing up with a description 
of a ‘mighty big coon hunt,” wherein my friend, the Rack 
ensackian, had performed prodigivs of yaler in the way of 
putting whisky ors du combat or out of Larm's way, cul 
down an untold number of cotfon-wood or pekun trees, and 
pitched into a live oak fill he made dead wood of it; and 
finally killed, ov that one night, 100 coons, whose united 
weight he jndged to be well on touton! After this we 
kmew the man; but Dory, in whost locks the “hay-seed” 
still gleamed, was moved, in turn, to tell /i#e tale of bunting, 
and dwelt long and fvebly on a certain suipe-shooting execu) 
sion, wherein each gunner bagged his four dozen birds—he 
drew it strony, beiug away from home—and went on siwing 
away about how the snipe rose and fell, until the Racken- 
sackian woke up with the question — = bie, 

few in number and do not use it forany purpose. “What av’ snipe?” 

————— ee Cti‘—S™ Ee 
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“Snipe,” said Dory, ‘are the best game that flies. The 
kind I mean are called English or Wilson's snipe, and are 
splendid! Long legs, long bills, dusky hue’ 

“Stran-ger, stop thar! I’ve seen the critters; know ‘em 
fike an old boot,” inturrupted the Rackensackian. ‘Tye 
been down in the Lewsiunny swamps—lI haye! Do you 
really eat them ar’ critters on North?” 

“Certainly we do,” said Dory, ‘but you said you had secn 
them down io the Louisiana swamps—they winter there, I 
expect?” * 

“Winter and summer both. Thar ar’a few, I should 
think, in Arkunsaw! Two of my boys was down choppin’ 
wood for the steamer tother day, and them ar’ sung so loud 
they come back at night and said thar war a camp-meetin 
goin’ on down river.” 

“Sing?” inquired Dory. ‘‘That is singular. At the-North, 
as they rise, | have heard them utter alow whistle, but never 
knew them to sivg before!” 

“Sing!” said the Rackensackian; ‘‘they sing so they make 
my ha’r stand on end. You raally shoot them ar’ critters on 
io the North? Stran-ger, if you'll only come up to my plan- 
tation ind shoot off the crop thar, I’ll give you the best horse 
Tou can pick out, and throw in a nigger to take keer of 
im.” 
“Where do you live?” asked Dory. “If I ever am up 

your way, you'll have to owe me a horse and a uegro.”’ 
“Wall, stranger, Ll live at Powder Horn Point, on Meto 

Creek, bout thirty miles from Napoleon, and cuss me if the 
man that shoots off them ar’ birds for me don’t be my 
eternal friend—he will! Look hyar, the infernal things 
pees into my youngest child arter it was born, so that its 
ead swelled up as big as a punkin!” 
“Pitched into your child!—swelled head!—big as 2 pump- 

kin! Did snipe do this?’ asked Dory, in great hopes of hay- 
ing discovered something new, 

“Well they did! Leastwise what you call snipe. We 
call ’em mus-kee-ters!” 

Grand tableau. Curtain descends to slow music of toddy- 
sticks, broken ice, and the song of an Arkansas snipe! 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

ITH a great abundance of rail birds in our markets we 
have har poor shooting during the past week, A con- 

tinued westerly wind since last I wrote has mude bad tides, 
and pushers have only been able to put their boats on the 
Jow grounds from which the rail have been driven into the 
higher portions of the marshes, which need not be reached 
until we have easterly winds and better tides, The grounds 
about Gloucester, notwithstanding these adverse conditions 
of the waters, are furnishing a respectable number of birds, 
and on the 4th, 5th and 6th the different boats brought in 
from filteen to twenty rail, One shooter boated fifty-one on 
Newtown Creek. At the Lazaretto and Chester, Pa., very 
few haye been killed, although hundreds are heard in the 
more eleyated grounds where they hayetaken refuge. What 
sport there would be if one could haye a storm tide. When 
this oceurs, and we will likely have it during the next 
fortnight, you will hear of yery large scores. You made me 
statu ip error Jast week that the tides would not suit until next 
month. It should have read next week, referring to the one 
just passed. During the week beginving September 10, the 
tides suitable for rail shooting occur either too early in the 
morning or too late in the evening around Philadelphia, but 
the week opening’ September 17, and closing the 23d inst., 
will just suit, and if 4 storm takes place during this week, 
there will be more rail killed here than for some years. 
A weekly paperin alate article on rail shooting stated 

that “a new” sport, that of hunting these birds in the high 
grounds and meadows with spaniels was growing in favor 
here, and goes on to describe its modus operandi. Now, the 
use of spaniels and even setters by some in rail shooting about 
Philadelphia is old, Krider, in his “Sporting Anectlotes,” 
tells of it forty years ago, when it was refularly followed, and 
I think you will find your correspondent has written of it 
in your columns, coupled with a condemnation of the use of 
setters in the sport—if it may be’ called sport—as haying a 
preat tendency of making a field dog slow, pottering, and 
only satisfied with a very close point at his birds. 

1 cannot learn of the appearance of any teal in Our marshes. 
Next week they will be on, and should the wind shift and 
blow from the eastward for a day or two, they will come 
allina bunch, There has been no shooting at Morris River 
or Port Penn yet, owing to adverse winds and a lack of 
water. Homo, 
PuiLaDELeata, Sept. 8. 

MOUNTAIN PLOVER. 

Meow TAIN plover | Podusveys montanus) have made us 2 
brief visit. They are such a delicate, finely flayored 

bird that I wonder I haye neyer come across any account of 
them, They were 20 unknown bird to me until the 27th of 
last month. On that date T saw some dead birds that I 
recognized us plover, and Dr, Coues’s ‘‘Key” showed them 
to bé the mountain plover. They were here by the thousand. 
I went after them four times and killed 211; stopping each 
time because I had all I could use. They were more full- 
mipoeee than any bird T know of, and bled profusely when 

ot, 
Examination of the stomach shows that they feed chietly 

on small grasshoppers and insects, They were found on the 
second bench from the Arkansas River, on the bare prairie— 
never in the bottoms—and on 4 trip of twenty-four miles 
back from the river, made August 29, none were found after 
the second bench was left. Were usually found scattered, 
but occasionally flocks of twenty or thirty were seen. No 
sport in shooting them, as they seldom can be made to fly, 
bul in running they showed that their name (Podaweys— 
“swift as to his feet”) was appropriate. 
The strange thing to me is that none of the people here 

seem to know anything about them. This might be ac- 
counted for hy the contempt of theaverare Colorado man for 
anything not big enough to kill with a rifle, but an intelli- 
gent{colored man, who drives mé out shooting, tells me he 
aa been here fourteen yeurs and that he never saw this bird 
efore. 
Last night there was a wind and rain storm, and this 

tnorning the mountain plover, where is he? Certainly not 
here as lknow. ‘Whata pity,”’ says my wife, *‘1 thought 
their flavor improved each day we had them, They grow 
on you.” 
The birds called upland plover (Bartramia longicaudu) are 

tolerably abundant here, and are in fine condition, but give 
us back our mountain ployer. P 

| Fort Lyow, Col, Sept. 3. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

RATTLESNAKE IN A TREE.—On Saturday morning last, 
the law having madeit lezal for squirrel shooting, Messrs. 
Alex. and William Titman, of Walnut Valley, started in 
search of this game, and were tolerably successful in their 
efforts. After they had come upon what is known as the 
Willeyer property, some three miles from this town, along 
the mountain, they were trayeling along at 1 moderate pace, 
looking to the top of the trees for ashot at a squirrel. It 
was while thus enzazed, and when neara slender birch tree, 
Alex. saw a rattlesnake at least forty fecf from the ground, 
dangling from the limb of the tree. After watching the 
Operations of the snake for some time the hunters became 
satisfied that the replile wasin quest of the same game as they 
were, and a shot from the gun of William brought it wrizg- 
ling to the ground, when it was found that the snake bore 
nine rattles, and was of unusual size. The tree which the 
snake had ascended to such a height was in circumference 
about the size of a telegraph pole, and not a sign of a limb 
upon it for a distance of not less than forty feet, upon which 
the snake was supported when discovered and shot. It is 
seldom that rattlers attempt climbing trees, and neyer 
before had it come under the observation of our informant 
that one had attained such a height, but as there was a 
hickory-nut tree standing near at hand, it is yery probable 
that the energetic snake, which lost its life byits venture- 
some experiment, was after a squirrel, and expected it to 
jump from the hickory to the birch tree, and become a willing 
victim to the snake’s appetite.—Blairstown (N. J.) Press. 

Witprow1 iw Norrnern DAxora.—Sanborn, Dalkz., Sept. 
5.—Dakota is one of the breeding grounds for ducks, geese, 
curlew, plover, etc. These birds are all plenty in Northern 
Dakota this season; but if ducks and geese are not soon pro- 
tected by law, the day is not far distant when this Territory 
will cease to be a nesting ground for them. Pot-hunters 
have been shooting them all summer, even killing the ducks 
and gesse sitting on their nests. Numberless instances of 
this have come to my knowledge. Prairie chickens haye 
not come into this part of the Territory yet, except afew strag- 
wlers. Pin-tailed grouse are here in limited nnmbers and are 
mistaken for pinnated grouse by many. I have bagged but 
eight in a twenty-mile drive in Barnes county, although they 
are more numerous in Traill and Griggs counties, Some 
geese haye been bagged in this, Barnes county; they have 
not came in from the north yet,—Oaxk Tren, 

OnarK, Dakota, Aug. 27.—There is every prospect of tine 
sport for this fall’s shooting. There isa big supply of young 
ducks that have been hatched in this county. Parties have 
been comingin with bags of sixty, seventy, and some over 
one hundred. TI killed eleven Friday coming in from my 
Claim three miles sonth. They are all of the small varieties, 
I killed six pinnated grouse coming inthismorning, I hunt 
for sport and quality, not quantity.—R. G. W. 

WHERE GAMEIS PLEeNty.—Denison, Texas, Sept. 4.— 
Quail are more plentiful in this yicinity than for the past 
ten years, The number is almost incredible. Denison City 
is on the border of the Indian Territory, where deer and 
turkey abound in creat numbers. Old hunters tell marvel- 
ous stories of the number of young turkeys seen in the 
woods, one man declaring that he saw droves of a thousand 
in one day. We haye also some famous ducking grounds 
nearat hand, There isno better chicken shooting in the 
Union; in fact, this point is the hunter's paradise. We have 
& gun club composed of some of the crack shots of the 
State, and who always extend a hearty welcome to visiting 
sportsmen, Last winter I cut loose from civilization and 
spent two months in camp in the wilds of the Indian Ter- 
titorv. My companion was 4 frontiersman, We livedin a 
deserted cabin near stream called Wolf Creek. Our only 
neighbors were wolves, deer and turkeys. lt was the hap- 
piest period of my life, and this winter if I can find a suit- 
able companion | shall spend another one or two months in 
the woods.—PouLk. 

Tue Death oF Pror, Poeips,—Hilitor Forest wid Siredin: 
T have read in your issue of September 6 the notice of the 
unfortunate death of Prof. Stuart Pheips from the careless 
use of firearms. It is about the same account that has 
been going the rounds of the press. But as I happen to know 
the facts in the case [ think the Fornsr AnD Srreamshould 
have it correct. He was deer hunting, and was lying in the 
bottom of his canoe with his gun by his side, which he at- 
tempted to pull toward him forthe purpose of shooting a 
caribou. As the gun offered some resistance he gaye ita 
slight jerk, when it went off and the whole charge of buck- 
shot entered his neck and chin, The jugular yein was cut 
and death followed almost instantly. I quite agree with 
you that‘‘a loaded gun is no respecter of persons,” and 
would add thaf the open season on deer in Maine com- 
mences October 1.—Gamp Law. 

Sunnryan Coonry Norrs.—Stevensville, N. Y , Sept. 4. 
—J have been here since 24th ult, with dogs. Game scarce, 
except grouse, which are fairly plentiful but almost impossi- 
ble to bag, the coyer is so thick. I have only killed a few 
woodcock. I bagged some Hnglish snipe and yellow-legs 
last week, but they are about gone now, ‘There seem to be 
more gunners than ducks on ‘The Pond.” Hundreds of 
city boarders are here enjoying tlie fine, clear mountain air 
and scaring away the few birds that try to exist here. 
treated my dogs to a fine fish chowder yesterday, made of 
eighty bullheads, caught by myself and young man who 
eares for the dogs. Pickerel are taken from ‘‘The Pond” in 
great quantities—LoKe W. Warr. 

Monreat, Sept. 5.—The season opened yery quietly here 
September 1. The weather was hot and the few sportsmen 
who went out made but poor bags, though duck and plover 
are more plenty here this year than usual; but woodcock and 
snipe shooting is poor at present, as those birds that bred 
here have left, while the migratory birds have not arrived 
to take their places. Last night, however, we had a cold 
storm, with reported snow further north, which will soon 
bring the birds along. The writer and son shot over the 
Highgate, Vt., marshes onthe ist and bagged fuur ducks and 
twenty-seven plover, yellow-sharks, kildeer, etc.—Srn- 
STHAD. 

Wuere Bears Asovunn.—A correspondent writes from 
Carrabelle, Mla.: “‘Bear and deer abound here; we would 
welcome a regiment of hunters with the right kind of dogs 
to rid the country of the bears, which are becoming A pest 
in the vicinity.” Carrabelle is on the Gulf coast, midway be- 
tween St. Mark’s and Apalachicola, reached from the latter 
point or from Chattahoochee. 
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Live Pratets Ciickens WayTeED.—North Bloomfield, 
Trumbull County, O., Sept, 3.—We have no prairie chickens 
in this part of the world, and, I belieye, yery few in this 
State. Iwish we had. We have a tamarack swamp five 
miles long and from 50 rods to 200 rods in width, that was 
preity thoroughly bined over many years ago, destroying 
il the large timber. Jt is now covered with wild grasses, 
clumps of small bushes, ete., ete., muking yery fine cover 
for turkeys, partridge and quail, all of which, howeyer, are 
now searee, I believe the pinnated grouse (or chicken) 
would do well and multiply here if we could get them. 1 
have tried a number of times, but the same laws have always 
been the excuse. Can you or any of your correspondents or 
readers put me in the way of getting a dozen or so of these 
fine birds, alive and strong?—H. A. B. 

Rocuester Game Nores.—Sept. 8.—I have not heard that 
any of the men who went for ducks or ruffed grouse the Ist 
inst. had much success. There were a large number of 
shooters on the marshes, but ducks were scarce, Since the 
1st one Rochester man bagged eight grouse and several wood- 
cock one day, There has been excellent woodcock shooting 
here this season, and the supply is by no means exhausted, 
most of the birds find their way to market. The first gray 
plover of tlie season were shot in Penfield this week, and in 
due time appeared in an east side market, where they excited 
the envy of sportsmen until taken away to gratify the gas- 
tronomic appetite of some gourmand,—E, R. 

Ontario Nox-Exporr.—The text of the Ontario non- 
export Jawis as follows: ‘‘The exportation of deer, wild 
turkey and quail in the carcass or parts thereof is hereby de- 
elared unlawtul and prohibited; and any person exporting 
or attempting to export any such article shall, for each such 
offense, incur a penulty of $100, and the article so attempted 
to be exported shall be forfeited, and may, on reasonable 
cause of suspicion of intention to export the same, be seized 
by any officer of the customs, and if such intention be 
proved, shall be dealf with as for breach of customs laws.” 

AxotnerR Tamm QucAtin.—Deputy Sheriff Beattie, of 
Turner's, N. Y., bas a quail a year old that is perfectly 
tame, and oes when and where it wants to, always retiun- 
ing to its cave. Mr, Beattie has also two tamered squirrels 
that occupy the same cage with the quail, and they, too, 
go and come at will, and between them and the bird there 
Seems to be a decided affection, the quail exercising a mater- 
nal care, hovering’ them as she would her young, the squir- 
rels seeming to sleep the sounder for it. 

Mrynesora.—Hallock, Kittson County, Sept, 7.—W eather 
delightful here; no frosts as yet. No goose migrations yet; 
all quiet on the praitie —Onas. HaLLooK. 

Tenariy, N. J., is stated by a correspondent to giye good 
quail and woodcock shooting. 

CoynEcricut.—Thomaston, Sept. 10.—Gray squirrel 
shooters report capital sport. 

Camp Sire Hlickerings. 

“That remimds me.” 

I is a certain town, in this gamy State of Minnesota, live 
two youns men, brothers, named Jim and Bill, who 

stand well up toward the head in that class of individuals 
usually denominated as ‘‘half-witted.” One day last fall 
they conceived the idea of going deer hunting. So each 
borrowed an old shotgun, loaded up with buckshot, and 
started forthe woods. Shouting and swearing at each other, 
they weut tearing along through the woods, and, of course, 
saw no deer. 
On their way home Bill said, pointing to a ridge some 

twenty rods away: '‘O, how I wish I could see a buck run- 
ning along thar, Wouldn't I knock him over fust pop.” 

“Er, ye fool,” said Jim, “yer couldn't bit him.” "Beta 
dollar I could,” said Bill. ‘Bet two dollars yer couldn’t,” 
said Jim, The dispute waxed hot and the partics wrathy, 

“Tell yer what 11) do,” said Jim. “Ill go over on the 
ridge and run along, and yerfire at me. If yer hit me I'll 
give yera dollar.” ‘All right! Yer see 1f I don’t send yer 
to glory hallaujah, or som’ers else, the fust Hop,” 

So Jim went oyer on the ridge anil commenced to amble 
abeut as much like a deer as he could, 

“Ar yer ready?” yelled Bill. 
“Yis, fire away,” answered Jim, And crash went the old 

gun. 
“Did I hit yer?” called out Bill. 
“Wo, yer fool, I told yer, yercouldw’t. Load up, and try 

it again.” J. F, Locks, 

Speaking about kicking guns reminds me of an old time 
“Queen Anne” musket thal my friend 8. has, This old 
weapon has been converted over from a flint fo a percussion 
lock, and as a kicker will hold its own with « Georgia 
mule. Itis also a strong shooter, which fact makes $8, use 
it as a duck gun though the boys say that he takes it along 
for a propeller—simply heads his boat in the direction he 
wishes to go, then fires off “old fusee," and it will kick him 
to his destination, even if if is clean across the lake, 

One hot day in June, when the mereury stood up to near 
100° in the shade, 8,, whois a large farmer, thought it too 
hot for his mento work outin the fields, so he tooted the 
farm horn to call them under cover atthe house. Among 
the farm help was a young Canadian who had often cast 
longing eyes at “old fusve,” which hud stood for months 
rusting in the kitchen cornerand loaded with a heavy duck 
charge, After the men had reached the house, Jo, the 
young Frenchy, suid: ‘“Misser §., ’spose him too hot to work, 
you Jet me take old gun, go upin the woods, kill sunthiug,” 
$. was on the point of refusing 10 let him go, then he 
thought that any white man who would voluntarily go out 
into that hot sun deserved to be “well kicked.” So he gave 
his consent, and Jo shouldered the gun and started off up 
the hill toward the woods. Shortly afterward @ report was 
heard that sonnded like that of a young cannon. In abont 
half an hour Jo came creeping into the shed, doubled up as 
though he had a strong dose of colic aboard, After he had 
set the gun up 8. asked hiim what he had killed. “I tell you, 
Misser $., wheu I go up dot hill de sun he vas very hot, and 
when I vet in the woods J sce big snake all curled up. I 
hold tu gun so (the breech against the front part of his waist- 
band) an’ I shoot dat snake all to pieces, hut ©, Misser 8., 
daf gun, he do push me so back!” STANSTEAD, 
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Sea and Ahiver ishing. some Six inches behind the minnow, this time falling al his 

- ~+ 

vidential, and we wnanimously declared that so fine a fish 
should neyercome to his end save by fair and lawful methods, 

Alas for such a goodly resolution! Only the very next week 
we had tio troublesome schoolboy cousins to stay with us, 

charmer’s feet, which, of course, with frantic haste and 
screams were quickly withdrawn, I secured the fish as he 
was lo all appearances bound to offer himself 1o the hand- 

ANGLING RESORTS,— We shall be glid to have for publi- 
cation notes of yood fishing localities, Will not owr vorre- befor blonde, and as We caught no more of his species either | and we were sorely put to it to provide them with eutertam- 
spondents favor us with notes af desirable points for angling aihtdaite ie is, of course, fair to infer it was one and | ment. Portunately they were, consideriug their aye and in- 
excursions? ee Sm Gautemeteee eat ‘ DELTA. experience, determined anglers, und as the contemplative 

sport took wp so much of their time and very little of ours, 
we always encouraged their disposition toward i to the 
fullest extent. We even went so far as to tell them allabout 
ou pet trout, langhing in our sleeve the while to think whal 
a dance he would lead them if they once fairly became en- 
grossed in endenyor for his capture. We really tnyned an 
apoplectic purple when giving them full instructions how 
to approach the culvert without being obseryed by the ever- 
watchful fish. But we laughed too soon, 

It was only one short hour afterward that two members of 
our party, as they were leisurely pacing up aid down the 
terrace walk, heard howls of delight proceeding from the 
vicinity of the Mill plantation culyert—howls so inexpress- 
ibly dreadful that their first thought was that one of these 
unruly schoolboys wus murdering the other, and that this 
devoted other was strenuously resisting his own ullimately 
demise, Full of this idea they tled wildly in the direction 
of the culvert, and were rewarded on arriving at the brook 
hy seeing these two pleasant boys squatting like red Indians 
upon their hams, yelling with irrepressible onmotion, and in 
the Midst of them, flopping vainly on the grass, was 4 four- 
pound trout! 

The rest of this sad story is soon toll. Our imsimections 
how to approach unseen had heen all too perfect, With an 
ingenuity that was positively fiendish they had first made 
cross-line oul of a hall of string we had unwittingly lent 
them to fly their kites with, and had attached to the middle 
of this line a yard of strong salmon gut, and to that three 
owerful hooks tied back to back aS in pike lishing, with 
ive bait. This done, like some crafty Ojibbeway upon the 
wal-path, one wily schoolboy had squirmed along, wentre u 
terre, and across the culvert till he was safe on the further 
batik, and exactly opposite the unconscious fish, taking one 
end of the cross-line with him. With Maecchiavellian cum 
ning had they then approuched the water down either bank, 
till they could both get speep of the monster through the 
rushes, and could drop the hooks soltly downinto the water 
not far from his noble tail. MWe had no suspicion of Its 
paDBe but lay, they said, without ever moving, till they 
worked the hooks stealthily along, using fair “‘givye and take” 
with the cross-line, right under his belly fins; and theu— 
horresco referens/—they regularly “snatched” him, One 
good upward jerk from two powerful schoolboy arms, acting 
in harmonious accord, fixed the hooks firmly into the under 
part of his body, and then his ‘‘play” (ov so they called it, 
for what was death fo him wassport to his iniuman Assail- 
ants) was brief but tremendous. 

Alas for that front! Le was goodly and pleasant in his life, 
yet the Philistines got him, ivstead of some more high- 
minded find right-thinking sporlsman.—Longmans Mage- 
Zine. 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance cre liable to delay. 

THAT BIG TROUT. 

We knew him very well. Year after year, as winter 
) gave place to kindly spring, he used to come back to 

his old haunt under the culvert that ran over the Middleton 
Brook, beside the mill plantation. And there on a fine warm 
eyening we could generally see him if we peeped cautiously 
over, lazily sucking in what flies the eddies carried right in 
his month, for he would barely stir a yard to gobble up the 
finest ‘green drake” that ever got into limbo by dallying 
with (he treacherously smiling water's edge. No, he was 
not 4 greedy fish, but took what good things fortune sent 
him, without troubling himself about the flotsam and jetsam 
that passed him by on the right hand and on the left. But 
probably his lazy, easy temperament kept him in high con- 
dition, for he was a lusty trout, with a girth and sides that 
would haye done credit to our London Aldermen. ‘To see 
him was Lo admire and long ufterhim. For, as near as we 
could guess from go long an acquaintance with his lordship 
of the brook, he would he three and a half pounds’ weighi, 
or even a little over. And how we did long to have him on 
dry land, that the accuracy of good British standard weights 
might decide to a nicety whether our judgment was discrim- 
inating or at fault! But the difficulty was to inyeigle the 
monster. And that perhaps lent him his greatest charm, 
Ife was so far from curious, so little inclined to be hasty in 
action, that minnow and worm and fly, if hooks were part 
of their appendage, could never extract froin him the faint- 
est semblance of ‘‘a plorious nibble.” No matter, either, 
whether the water was thick and brown with a thunder 
shower, or clear with summer drouth, he let our lures alone. 
Asafamily friend, we all used to drop him a line iu turn, 
while omy opinions differed as to the best method of enticing 
liim into a correspondence. My father, whose yiews were 
of the severely honest order, would never attempt anything 
but the straightforward if artificial fy, and the times that. 
he has wrigeled at full length wp the bank, cowering behind 
some opportune tussock of reeds and grass, only to be dis- 
appointed of a rise, would make all sympathetic and right 
feeling angels weep. . 

One frequent visitor of ours, a Mr, Cifford, was desper- 
ately enamored of this retiring trout, and there were no 
stratagems that he held too base to employ for his capture. 
He venerally waited till the bvook was in flood, and then 
dropped in lurge lobworms at the top end of the culvert, leut- 
ting the stream carry them nicely in the direction of the 
monster's jaws, Live minnows, too, with a hook very del- 
icately inserted under the skin so as lo leave them full scope 
for their most natural gambols in the water, were dispatched 
in the same direction; but never a bite came but once. That 
once I shall never forget, Iwas sitting on the bridge, when 
all of a moment I saw my friend’s eyes go round as saucers, 
and lis fingers tighten convulsively upon the rod. ‘‘T have 
him now,” he hissed between his teeth, as the line came taut 
and the rod bent double, For one instant there was a de- 
termined resistance, the next an audacious quarter-ofa- 
pounder went flying wildly through the air at the rate of 
forty miles an hour Over the head of the disgusted Mr, Clit- 

ford. He never heard the last of that; but it did nol make 
him desist from bis efforts at luring the coy beauty. Why 
the big troul was never canght napping When the water was 
colored we could not make jut, had a theory (it may be 
romantic, but [ gave that fish credit for all human sagacity) 
that when he saw one of those tempting lobworms or lively 
minuvows bearing down upon him, he used fo sail up stream 
till he got above the bail, and then drop down sideways in 
the current » few inches ubove it to see if his portly form 
encountered the unseen resistance of a casting line. 

To come to my own pet way of angling for him; J had a 
vreat idea of “‘dibbing” or “daping” with the natural fy, 
bluebottle, erasshopper or what not, impaled upon a tiny 
hook. As-my feeling was that this suspicious customer was 
always looking out for casting lines, my notion was, don't 
let him have any of {bose troublesome things m the water to 
bother him and get in his way, “Dibbling” is the very 
thiny for him; and keepa big bumblebee Hopping up aud 
down on the top of the water, and if you only make it look 
lifelike enough you'll get him one of these days. But the 
day was long incoming, Ishall neyer forget pecping cau- 
tiously through the reeds and sucing the sardonic look upon 
lus lordship’s face as 1 kept agitating the rod-point and keep- 
ing a large mayfly dancing wildly about two feet from his 
stulely nose, He never showed the slightest desire to possess 
himegelf of the dainty, and only acknowledged the delivate 
attention at last by sheering a foot further off. This want 
of confidence hurt me very much. 

The keeper's idea was that a fish like that was better out 
of the brook than in it—‘‘always a eating of the small fry,” 
as he elegantly condescended to explain, So Velvetuens was 
allowed to have a grand field-day, when he summoned two 
or three other choice spirits, and, after mature deliberation, 
they agreed to block up both ends of the culvert with nets 
end then frighten him into one of them. So the gentuses set 
to work with their apparatus, and refreshment in the shape 
of a large stone jar of heady ale. And first they blocked up 
one end, watching to see he didn’t bolt, and then they closed 
up the other. Now they were sure they had got him, and 
they seni word up to the house for the gentlemen to come 
and see the big trout caught, But we didn’t quite like the 
idea of agame fish done to death in that fashion, so none of 
us went downo—fortunulely, a8 it happened, for in the event 
there was very little to see. When they had got their nets 
down one intrepid spirit. volunteered to go in under the cul- 
yert with a stick to “prod” him ont. In he went, and 
splashed under the culvert, ina very cramped and uncom- 
fortable position, I should fancy; but after “prodding” away 
for a quarter of an hour without bolting the big lish, he came 
out again Jooking rather in want of the tresh air, and said two 
or three big ‘‘snags” had drifted in with the stream under 
the culvert, and the trout must be trotting up and down 
under these, for he never could even feel him ywith all his 
“prodding.” * 

After some bad language, and finishing the contents of the 
stone jar, Velveteens then disbanded his talented coterie, and 
sent up to the house to know if he might shoot him next time 
he might ‘‘appen upon ‘im houtside the culvert.” But this 
roused the finer feelings of our very imperfect nature, for so 
far we had been consenting unto his untimely end by nets 
and “prodding.” Butnow we felt that his escape was pro- 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 16, has 

been published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 

address, postpaid, on receipt of 10 cents. 

THE COMING TOURNAMENT. 

MEETING of the committee of arrangements of the 
Lt National Rod and Reel Association met at Mr, Black- 
ford’s, Fulton Market, on Wednesday, the oth, Mr. Benkard 
iu the chair, The following sub-committees were appointed: 

Committee on Grounds—Martin B. Brown, chairman; 
Fred Mather, Francis Endicoit, E. G. Blackford, W. C. 
Harris, Hon. H. P. MeGown. R. Van Vleck, R. B. Law- 
rence, 

Reception Commitiee—Hon. R. B, Roosevelt, chairman; 
T. Magown, Jr., Prof. A. M. Mayer, Barnet Phillips, Dr. E. 
Bradley, ©. B. Byarts, Rey. H. L. Ziegenfuss. 

On Trout Gustine—Hon, R. B. Roosevelt, chairman; 
Francis Endicott, James Benkard, Edward Weston, Louis 
B. Wright, Rey. H. L. Ziegenfuss, © Van Brunt, R. B. 
Lawrence. 

Salmon Casting—L. W. Winchester, chairman; W. Bla 
Lord, Hon. James Geddes, C. B. Eyarts, James Benkard, D. 
W. Cross. 

Bass Casting—James L, Valloton, chairman; 8. M. Blatch- 
ford, Isaac Townsend, Hon. H. P. McGown, Francis Endi- 
colt, Dr. J. A. Henshall, Dr. J. C. Kenworthy, " 

The committee on prizes will consist of the whole commit- 
tue of arrangements, whose names are inclndedin the above 
list of sub-committees. Mr Fred Mather, as the secretary 
of the Association, was appointed « committee on printing. 

Altera little discussion the following rule was adopted: 
No one shall be permitted to enter an amateur contest who 
has ever fished for a living; who has ever been « guide, or 
has been employed in either the manufacture or sale of fish- 
ing tackle, The judges in any particulir class, on appeal, 
shall have power to decide in all matters relating to entries, 
and their decision shall be final, 

The question of casting with the minnow for black bass 
came up, and it was decided not to huve such a contest. Mir. 
Endicott said thatsn ounce und a half minnow, as recom- 
mended, was a heavier weitlil than is used in what is called 
light striped bass casting, and Mr. Harris remarked that 
there wis no such casting dune east of the Alleghany Moun- 
tains, and therefore it wonld be difficult to get entries in a 
class arranged for it. } 

The sveretary called attention to the limited time for pre- 
paration beforu the date which was tixed last spring. and jt 
was decided to postpone it. The new dates agreed upon are 
Tuesday and Wednesday, October 16 and 17. The meeting 
then adjourned until Tuesday, the 11th, at the same place, 

In a circular issued by the committee they say: "The 
rules defining amateurs and experts will be more rigidly 
drawn than heretofore. There will he no solicitation of 
prizes from any one, The Association will furnish all first 
prizes and most of the others, There will be no special 
classes. AJl prizes freely offered, without special conditions 
attached, will be accepted at the diseretion of the commit- 
tee, and due credit given to the donors, and all prizes offered 
by dealers in fishing tackle wili be placed in the amateur 
classes to which no one directly or indirectly interested in 
the sale or manufacture of fishing tackle is eligible, Ibis 
requested that notice of intended donations be sent to the 
secretary by September 20, and that the prizes be sent not 
later than October 6.” 

A WYOMING TROUTING TRIP. 
(ek open sejson hag come, bul it has been most of the 

timne ico hot for either mun or beast to lot with any 
comfort, 80 the game has thus far escaped any very great or 
persistent effort to thiu ils ranks, 

Some deys ago, however, business called three of us to it 
point about fifty miles north of heve, so we concluded to 
combine pleasure therewith, and went provided with fishing 
tackle to ‘see what we could see” im the way of trout from 
the two Goose ereeks, and with camping oullil, 48 ober ae- 
commodations there would be hone where we were bound. 
Along but very pleasant drive brought us to our tivst 

camp on the Little Goose, just above the sawinill, and at the 
mouth of the canon, where the stream dehouches from the 
Big Horse Mountains; a clear, call, rushing, roaring, timb- 
ling stream we fonnd, once the home of hundreds of trout, 
but now, alas, almost fished ont, the setilers aid avery one 
fishing it to death, until half-pounders are about all tiat are 
left. 

But a few years avo this streum was almost entirely un- 
known and wifished. While men there were none, aod the 
Indian is a poor fisherman iu these paris, so Lhe dish had had 
it all their own way for many a yea Scouting parties and 
military expeditions found trout in plenty and of large size, 
a yery welcome change from the ficld dich of bacon and 
bardtack, Now the valley is rapidly settling up; wire fences 
inclosiny farms and fivlds are every where, aud the large trout 
in large numbers are no more, 
To juint ony rods and make a cast wasbut a few moments’ 

work after caring for our stock; and, although there were 
no very greal fish caught, nor any very great numbers, we 
still had the satisfaction of catching enough for our break- 
fast. It was too late to go fur up the canon, so we were 
forced to be content with what we could catch close to camp, 
Besides this we found a large party of ‘‘picnickers” above us 
who had been busy whipping the stream with fuir success, 
so we concluded “Lo call ita #0,” and to try our lick further 
on pext day, especially as our business called us there, 

The next morning, after fishing awhile auc wdding some 
to our score, we hitched up aud drove oyer to the Biz Goose, 
and again made camp. We droveas far as was possible, and 
our camp was right against the mouth of the canon, a heau- 
tiful spot, the wildness of nature all around us, and a mage 
nificent stream at out feet, pouring Gver ledge after leage 
and forming deep pools wherein the trout delight to lie 
preparatory for another rush up stream. om 

Finding the fish indifferent to the Hy, we were forced to 
fall back on grasshoppers, und the afternoon was passed 
in whipping pool after puoland scrambling over ledge after 
ledge, further and further up the stream and into the canon, 
Through tangle and brush and fallen timber, a dim trail led 
up and up, and by dint of hard climbing we made our way, 
stopping here and flere as a favorable pool showed itself. 

T wish L could deseribe it, Could such a scene be trans- 
ported to the White Mountains, the Adirondacks, or any 
Eastern resort, all else would pale beside 11. 

Our fishing was cut short by heavy rain late in the after- 
noon, so our cimp for the night received rather more alicn- 
tion than on the night before, Our tent was pitched; a 
huge fire built in front of it, and after a hearty supper of 
front and fried pork, we passed away the time by its light 
and heat with the pipe and story, until time for bed, 
Thad my dog and gun with me, hoping to have been able 

to get a few grouse, but only one heu and two chicks were 
seen, one of which was ‘‘laken in.” All the grouse are 
away from the streams in the little draws filled with roxe- 
bushes, and are hard to find, so I was forced to give them up. 

BLACK BASS AT ST, CLAIR FLATS. 

TOW is the gladdest season of the year for the angler for 
black bass. The fish are ravenous and the weather is 

charming, Cool nights and bright, sunny days together with 
heavy catches of the gamy bass ought to make the tverage 
fishermin # happy being. I have been cruising around the 
“Hats” for two or three days with ample success, but have 
been disgusted to note that several parties from the hotel ati 
Star Island have been murdering these noble fish by deep 
trolling, There is, however, a strony feeling against such 
unsportsmanlike fishing, and I sincerely hope that lovers of 
the rod and reel will generally use their influence against 
deep trolling for black bass. 
A purty of seven Detroit gentlemen have just returned 

from a most enjoyable excursion to Lake Superior. They 
were gone some fourteen days, and the main object of the 
irip was a good time, although a deal of fishing was done. 
The yoyage was made in Mr. Geo, 1, Hill's handsome steam 
yacitt May Lillie, and, by the way, for seagoing quiililics as 
well as most comfortable «accommodations, the boat cannot 
be excelled, and she is, moreover, fitted up elegantly, The 
party experienced some seyere storms, and the yacht proved 
lier repntation for staunchness to be deserved. ‘The largest 
black bass caught on the trip weighed six and one-half 
pounds, and was taken in the vicinity of Detour, Mich., and 
all the party unite in saying that the yery best black bass 
fishing they ever had was found at that point, and advise all 
seeking the finest sport to make Detour their '‘Mecca.” 

Anent reliable fish stories, an incident remembered by the 
writer, nearly ona par with the one lately related in PornsT 
AND STREAM, may not be amiss. With two ladies in my 
boat, I was fishing for perch in Detroit. River, when one of 
the fair ones haying asbarp tug on her line pulled up quickly, 
and a three-ponnd pickerel (not hooked at all) following the 
minnow bait with 4 tremendous rush, leaped fairly and 
squarely into the lap of the charming fisherwoman. There 
was, of course, some energetic screamiug just about ther, 
and the fish evidently feeling out of his element and dis- 
gusted with such a reception, fiopped back into the water 
before 1 collld secure him, bo the intense relief, however, of 
his Wlonde charmer, and the loud regret of the brunetie safe 
in the other end of the boat. 

Although much flustered, our blonde friend promptly 
threw her hook in again, when lo and behold, the same sharp 
pte, the same quick jerk by the lady, and the same pickerel, 
unless T was much mistaken, came shooting into the boat 
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In the nisht, my dor, chained to the tent pole at my feet, 
nearly pulled the tent down in his efforts to get away and at 
something, IJ thought at the time it was to get some water, 
so T turned him loose, and he disappeared in the darkness. 
Tn the morning, however, the track of a bear, and a hig 
one, fon, was found close to our camp, a little distance up 
the cation. Ie had come doWn to interview out camp, and 
his presence put an end to our fishin up stream, ss we all 
concluded that (hat was not the bear we had lost, The dog 
‘kept going wp, nosing and sniffing, to be called back agnin 
and again. 

As we were liere for busiuess, we finally concluded it wis 
_ time to settle it. so we left for that purpose; on its comple- 
tion, we drove back to Little Goose, getting there and in 
camp jus! in time to escape # terrible rainstorm, The next 
day took us home, well satisiivd with our little “business- 
pleasure” trip, bringing with us a taste of trout for those 
who could pot go with us, oO, D 
Forr Mokasxny, Wyo., Aug. 27. 

RESTIGOUCHE SALMON, 

ee past season has been the bestone for salmon on the 
Restizouche for many years, Tons of them have been 

taken with the fy in addition to the great catches of the nets 
below. The size of the fish has also been remarkable, the 
averave being hyenty-two pounds or over. We haye no 
doubt but this isthe result of the heavy stocking of the 
tiyel' by the fisheries officers. Inthe Dominion there is a 
considerable feciing against these officers, and their work 
has been assailed as of no value. From what we can learn, this 
opposition is lirgely on account of the unpopularity of one of 
ie officers, and if this is irue, !hen the objections should be 
aimed of him, and not atthe whole system of fishculture, 
‘One person lins even gone to the absurdity of claiming that 
jhe planting of salmon fry decreased the supply of fish! 

_ Inihis convection we print the following letter, written 
hy Mr. John Mowat, ex-fishery officer of the Restigouche 
district, to the ediwr of the Miramichi Advance: 
My Year Srr—I am much obliged fur your editorial re- 

marks on my former letter. but cannot refrain from agam 
referring to the subject, in order to try to remove some of 
your prejudices agaist piscicniture, and, if 1 cannot do so, 
to give you some reasons why I have if so strong on the 
brain. You say it lias been the protection afforded, not the 
hatehery, which has preseryed the silmou fishery on the 
Restigouche. T thank you for that admission, but most re- 
Spectable parties, both here and elsewhere—and who pre- 
tend to know all about the habits, nature and process of the 
production of the salmon family, from the time the ova 
leayes the female until they return 25 or 40-pounders — 
hold « different view, and declare the decrease of the fisher- 
fes is solely to be attributed to ‘those hatcheries,” and T re- 
gret to tind you among the number. May J give you some 
of the reasons why nine-Ttenths of the ova laid naturally are 
not fecundated: Saimon must lay their ova ih shoal rapid 
waver, and their vidd is opened longitudinally. If not rapid 
they could not open it, asthe quick water isthe lever, throw- 
inv, or Tather working the gravel downward as the fish 
move it. They could not make it crosswise to form an eddy, 
Instinct teaches them that it would fill up faster than they 
could open it, As the egos are of denser gravity than the 
water, they are caught in the interstices of the gravel, 
When ejected the oviace in the outer shell or skin is open to 
receive 4 portion of the germinating thaid of the male, and T 
have found, from experiments, that an ege submerged for 
two or three minutes, has absorbed s0 Much water that the 
orifice has closed, and if has Jost its susceptibility to impreg- 
nation, Consequently the larger portion—in many instances 
the whole—of the milt is swept by the rapid current ont of 
the ridd without touching the ee. Again, a large male 
will offen be among a dozen or more fish on a bar, and he is 
similar to a Jnree bull ina herd if a smaller one attempts to 
come near, chasing the smaller males away from females 
oftener than he doves the tront, Very often a fresh supply of 

fish will move up or down toa bar or bed where other fish 
have deposited, They have instinct to know that the ridds 
are easier opened where the gravel was moved the day pre- 
yious, but not instinel enough to know that they ire de- 
stroying whatever fructified ova may bein the beds, for if 
the eee be shaken or moyed ever so little, for thirty days, ib 
is gone, addled, a dead egg. Such are some of the reasons 
why ten per cent. of naturally Jaid ovaonly come to life. 
and from careful experiments | have made in examining the 

/ riddsteit dry by the receding water, T believe that estimate 
too high. 
We next liave the fall ice offen running after freezing on 

the bottom by heayy pressure of back water piling the tee in 
- qountains for miles, and it is worse in the spring when it is 

not uncommon to see lorge floes, where they lay dry during 
the winter, lift with a loot deep of the frozen eravel adher- 
ine to the foe. Then comes a five, six or seven foot perpen-, 
dicular rise of water. Causing the gravel and silt to roll on, 
the bottom, as you can hear if quite distinctly before you 
reach the river. Such, sir, is « picture, and not an over- 
drawn one, of the first stage of the ova in our Canadian 
pivers. | 

From your extensive correspondence you must be aware 
of the outery in Scotland and Wngland if a week's hard frost 
occut, fearihe the damage to the salmon ridds. I seo that 
atte (Mfowietown Hatchery they do» not practice the old 
mold of retaining the fry untilihey reach the smolt stage, 
finding it heiter to distribute at the absorption of the sac just 
as it is dome here. 

Tt would be hardly possible to feed the fry through our 
long hard winter, but quite possible to retain them in ponds 
until November, thus saving many from their natural ene- 
mies. So convinced am I of the necessity of artificial assist- 
sauce, now that the salmon are so much valued for sport and 
commeree, ind the drain is yearly increasing far more than 
the naturel supply will furnish, that it will yet be necessary 
to place a hatchery on every one vf our good salmon streams, 
and have the young of the fish which helong to the stream 
placed in it by millions. Ido notexpect you will deny that 
eyery river has its own distinctive species of salmon, If it 
were not so, the salmon on nearing the coast would iake the 
first river they came. to, aud there ig just as much difference 
hetween the fish of different rivers, as there isin the different, 
varieties or breeds of sheep or cattle, The fish belonging to 
the tributaries of the Restigouche will not ascend the main 
yiver, and they are quite different in size, shape and color. 
T did Plant in the Nepisiquit River. fry two years, taken 
from large Rustigouche salmon, Is it not possible on their 
return iwenty-tive pound fish they passed 11 and came up the 
Restigouche? The Nepisiqnit salmon are only ten pound 
fish. To the Jacquet River 1 ais the same, Another small 

P ‘Tide He: 1 pla ted for three seusons. T put 
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in 100,000 fry yearly, even planting the eggs in the gravel 
before the fry came out. My friend, Mr. “Busteed, caught 
the young smolt when trouting. As yet, no adult salmon 
has entered 11) 
quitch aud Metapedin rivers, Ianches of the Restizouche. 
Strauze to say, the salmon in them are nol, in quantify more 

with salmon. 
cateh, very few Metapedia or Upsalquitch fish, Now, sir, 
all my parent fish were main river salmon, consequently. the 

possible, 

their first arrival since they went fo the sea as smolts. 
knows their life inthe ocean and when they return? 

ever get back to sea. Hyery year the large fish return. 

of fish of all sizes? True, we laavesome grilse, but few in 
proportion to what there should be were all to come back, 
and no man éver yet saw a female grilse in our rivers here, 
Why is this so? 
depositing once, returus annually (if spared) to perform the 
same process. The reason why [ believe this is that 1 have 
aken ova for three seasons in succession from my marked 
fish, and canght them on the same bar or place in the river 
each time. 

As to the continuous decrease of the salmon fisheries shown 
by census returns, and statistics, 1 say they are unreliable. 
Imyself have known a fisherman sign an affidavit to one-half 
his catch; a fisherman will not give it. They once were 
taxed $1.00 per bbl., and have not forgotten it. Just take 
the increase of netting stations for the last twenty years or 
less. Inthe Baie Chaleur it is probably 500 percent. or 
more, 
How many freezers were in existence twenty years ago, 

and how many now in the salmon trade? True, fish are worth 
more, but the capital invested in the trate and fishery is 500 
to1, Notwithstanding the great scarcity of fish, frozen sal- 
mon, last March, was so much of a drugs in the markets that 
they were sold for 12 cents per pound. What was the angling 
catch twenty years ago? Nothing. It was supposed the 
fish would not rise fo the fly, and fact was that there was 
none or very few, What is it to-day? The angling fish will 
tally by the 1,000 fish with a 23-pound average. Now, Mo. 
Editor, to close this long letter, I have given you facts pure 
and simple. UT Tam prejudiced in favor of artificial assist- 
ance to keep up the stock in om rivers, it is from. pure con- 
yiction of its necessity from actual observation and experi- 
ence. As [ before said, I] have uo axé to grind, and will 
never breed another fish in Canada. T have refrained from 
touching on the henefits of piscicultwre as shown in America, 
Great Britain, France, Germany, Russia and eyen the heathen 
Chinese. Rather let us éximine their systems and modes of 
conducting if, improve ours where wrong’; and not, like fools, 
condemn the whole on wecount of errors in management 
or because expected results did not realize our expectations. 

: Jonx Mowat, 

STURGEON OF NEW BRUNSWICK. 

ANY of the readers of ForEs? anb StReAM are famil- 
‘'s jar with the term ‘‘Albany beef,” as used to denote 

the flesh of the sturgeon. I do not know that the sturgeon 
can very properly he classed among game fishes. Mr. Ar 
cher, the inventor of an instrument of fortnre, known us 
‘“‘Archer’s History of Canada,” used extensively in New 
Brunswick schools, tells us that Samuel de Champlain, when 
exploring Canada, “rejoiced in enermonus trout and huge 
sturgeons of a murvéllous goodness which, were canght by 
his men." {have often woudered how they caught those 
sturgeons. They would not be very likely to he supplied 
with sturgeon nets, and 1 never heard of the fish taking the 
hook. But the sturgeon has a habit of making you aware 
of its presence, about slack water, by jumping three or four 
feet ont of its native element, and falling back with a start- 
ling splash, Why it does this I never heard any one attempt 
fo explain; but the habit has probably enabled Clhatoplain’s 
mien fo ‘‘take it on the fly,” and any fish taken that way is a 
game Jish. This being so, ldo not blame Mr, Archer for 
mentioning it in company with the trout. If the salmon is 
the kmg of game fishes, and the trout the prince, the stur- 
geon being cladin a full suitof armor, would probably be 
the knight—the K, ©. B., as if were. 

Dayid Macdonald, of Wickham, was the first New Bruns- 
wicker who attempted to wiilize this fish. He caught them 
in set nels, for the sake of the oil; and the fiesh he kiln- 
fried and fed to an inimense Hock of -hens which he kept, 
He built “pounds,” of logs, in which he confined the fish he 
cauclt until te wished to use them, In the winter of 1880 
a veotleman in New York wrote to Mr, King, of this Pro- 
vince, for information concerning fhe prospects for estab- 
lishing a sturgeon fishery, and he was af once referred to 
Mr, Macdonald. A busmess was started under the super- 
vision of Messrs, Macdonald and Batmanu, Macdonald's 
Pomt being the chief shipping and packing station, Mr, 
Feddersen established another station at Long Beach, further 
down the Si, John. Then followed a grand sturgeon 
“boom,” Eyery young man who could get into the busi- 
ness went in with a will. Macdonald’s Point and Oak 
Point, like Tyre and Sidon, becume ‘‘places for drying 
nets.” The New York men found nets and boats and gaye 
fifty cents a head for each sturgeon caught. As the nets 
had a thirteen-inch mesh, there was little chance for them 
to gef left in a bargain of that Kind. Every man who went 
into the business made money the first year, As high as 
thirty-two fish were caught in one night by a single boat, 
the fishing all being done by drifting, and the fish nearly all 
caught about slack water. When a fish was fast in a net, 
s noose was quickly slipped under his gills, and he was freed 
from the net and heulect on board. At the close of the 
season the Dominion Government stepped in to regulate the 
fishing, The open season was made to extend from July 1 
to Sept. 15, and a license of $5 per net had to he taken out 
for each and every county in which the net was fished. I 
may be a little obtuse on this point, but I fail to see why 
the sturgeon fishery should be taxed more than any other. 

At the opening of the season of ‘81 there was a still 
orander rush in the business. Many New Bronswickers in- 
vested money in nets, and there was a general stampede for 
Long Reach, in order to meel the fish as. far down the river 
as possible, Bul. there were no such catches as were made 
the previous year. The udyantages of- Long Reach, both as 
4 fishing and shipping station, over Macdonald’s Point, were 
obyious, and after fhe season of ‘81 the glory of the latter ‘ . 
a i i ie | 

T have planted millions of fry in the Upsal- 

than usual, while tle main Restigouche River is fairly alive 
The fish buyers also notice in the season's 

youn, fry although planted in different rivers, have all re- 
turned to the parent siveam. There is no other solution 

Another point—I believe that this year’s fish were either 
naturally or artificially hatched in 1876 or 1877, and this is 

Who 
None 

of the breeding fish on the great Columbia and Fraser rivers 

Should they return yearly would there not be a great mum Ser 

do believe, though, that a salmon, afier 
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place departed, taking with it the very unpleasant odor that 
fa erstwhile pervaded the village. and also a yery copvsid- 
erable amount of cash. Some of the New Brunswickers 
lost heavily during the season of ‘82, ‘The season of *88.is 
reported almost a total failnve. The heaviest sturgeon of 
which T have any personal knowledge was caught diving 
the stason of 'SO und dressed 198 pounds, A paragraph has 
wone the rounds of the newspaper's to the effect that one was 
caught this season near Frecericton which weighed 50) 
pounds, but | would rather see that fish than hear of it. T 
do not believe that the decrease in the sturgeon shipped is so 
great as Would seem by reports. ‘The trouble is there are foo 
many in the business, and individual catches are very low. 
T passed throngh Long Reach in the night boat on the even- 
ing of July 20, ach sturgeon boat carries a fixed white 
light. Twish Thad connted the lights as I passed, but I 
can only compare the view from the foot of the Reach to 
that which confronts the noctutnal lounger on Lynn beach 
when he Jooks seaward toward Nahanf: only the row of 
sturecon lights was at least fifieen miles long. 
A sturgeon is a large fish, and it cannof attain its fnll size 

in a year—its growth must necessarily be slow. Therefore 
if the business is followed with so much assiduity it will 
soon go to the wall. Yet some of the New Yorkers tell us 
that the Delaware has been thus mercilessly skinned for ten 
years without any great decrease in the catch. 
A word as to the edible qualities of this fish, and I have 

done, 1 have tasted sturgeon prepared in a variety of ways. 
L had frequently heard that it could not be distinguished 
from good tender beef. When viewed from a distance it 
does resemble beef, hut here the analogy ends, The man 
who having once tasted it could nottell it from beef, or any- 
thing else in fact, must either haye a metal-lincd mouth or 
the nerve of taste must be entirely absent. It has a strong 
oily taste that I cannot “go,” vould this beremoved if, would 
be good tender meat. L. L. FLower. 

A RECOLLECTION OF THE CHAUDIERE. 

At the Highgate marshes the other day we caught a 
t maskinonge which broke water several times. 

Itz the game qualities of the two kinds of bass taken there 
we consider the large-mouth bass a stubborn fighter but not 
so active as his smallanouth brother. 

1 am mnueh pleased to see that the merits of Commissioner 
Hodve, of Plymouth, N. H., are becoming known. Tle is 
an old friend and canyp comrade of bygone years of the 
wriler, and he was ever an enrnest advocate of fish and gaine 
protection and a genial and true-bearted friend. My, Willie 
Tuck, one of the mosf popula travelers that goes out of 
Boston, can testify fo the fact that when he was stricken 
down with a contagious disease in a Canada hotel. the 
stranger who alone appeared wt his bedside and tended him 
days and nights through those dark hours of misery, and 
and finally brought him safely back to life’s side of the river 
again, was none other than BE. B. Hodge, who risked his own 
life to save that of a stranger brother's. 
Hodge had, however, one bad fault, he would occasionally 

catch trout with a bait, f 
Among our many fishing tours I think never but once 

could we be acensed of being “trout hogs,” that was one 
day in June, in the year 69 or “70, that in the rapids in the 
Chandiere River af the mouth of Lake Megantic, we killed 
with # fly 180 speckled trout, none smaller than 14 pounds, 
and from that weight up lo 24 pounds, a few would perhaps 
reuch the ¢-pound noteh. Our reason for making such a 
ereat Gateh was the fact that two sportsmen, Messrs, Stewart 
and Kathan, of Rock Island, Qnebec, who had camped at 
and fished the lake aud river every season for years, claimed - 
that they could kill w greater number of trowt there in a day 
than any other two rods that ever whipped those waters, So 
BE. B, HW. and the writer secepted the challenge, and undertuol 
to show them how the thing could be done, And we did. 
When we began in the morning Messrs, Stewart and Kathan 
had scored seventeen fish. and at the close, 7 P. M., their score 
atood 91, aud ois, as | have before stated, 180, and our indi- 
vidal score stood 90 each. ‘The next morning while camp 
was being struck and things packed up, H., with rod in 
hand, stole down behind the bushes aud the riverside and 
endeavored to cateh an odd trout s0 us to be one ahead; but 
before he had accomplished his design he was discovered, 
and by # vigorous amd rapid use of his legs with many 
promises of better things in the future he escaped a ducking 
or something even worse, Alas! those happy days have 
gone by, bul itis & pleasure to look back and recount those 
ineidents which will never fade from the memory of 

STANSTHAD, 

GRUISE OF THE “BLUE GOOSE.” 

QIN CE writing you last, the Riverside Hunting and Fish- 
‘) ing Club, of this city, have returned from quite a novel 
trip, snd one fully as enjoyable. Their club, composing as 
jolly it set of aqnatic sportsmen fis ever pullecl am oar, started 
from the bont house of the renowned sculler, Henry Coulter, 
the man whose fame upon the water is national, and ynder 
the official euidance of the following officers: Captain, Wm. 
Mathews: President, Frederick Ubeinger; Secretary, Har. 
Cochran; Treasurer, Wim. Holler, 

Their means of conveyiuce consisted of u pecullar craft 
built for speed as well as comfort, and it certaimly furnished 
both to the satisfaction of all the members, It was pro- 
pelled by avery neat water wheel of proper proportions, 
whose revolution was accomplished by eight levers, arranged 
on the eccentric principle, exch lever beg manipulated by 
one person = [n this way 4 high vate of speed was obtained 
with apparently very little effort. 

Tn this *‘Blue Goose” (for such is tis name) the club, who 
are lovers of ‘“neture unadorned,” departed up the Ohio 
(meaning bloody water in the lidian language) River, meet- 
ing the Monongahela River, which they likewise ascended 
until they met the picturesque Youghegheny, upon whose 
banks they opened their camp, which was about half a mile 
from Little Boston. They devoted their time here to fishing, 
and were amply rewarded for their trouble. 

Like other clubs of their kind, they had their snake story 
all bottled up for their sirdent admirers, and they do “swear 
and affirm? that itis atrae oue, It is as follows: While 
out rambling through the woods one (day one of their »nym- 
ber, who carried a gun with him, and happened to be bare- 
footed,.had occasion to stand still for a moment, when to 
his astonishment, vot to say hovror, he beheld, pou looking 
down, a large copperhead slowly making his way around his 
ankles and over his feet. H« stood like a stutue, not daring: 
to move, lest if he did iv might he bis death-knell. Vinally 
his snakeship slowly moved off, when the “hero of the hour’ 
wheeled around and Jaid him low in the agonies of death, 
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His measurement was taken and found to be three feet, one- 
half inch, and upon eutting him open they discovered inside 
a large-sized water-dog. One of the clib remarked when 
they reached home, that you could have borrowed a certain 
man's face fora sheet, and would neyer have discovered 
your mistake. 

On Aug, 27 the club returned in the best of spirits, Their 
eyes were aglow and the extremities of their nasal protuber- 
ances tinged with the gorgeous linus of a resplendent sunset, 
for which they declare ‘Old Sol" is responsible. They now 
sit at home and tall over the pleasant memories of thei past 
trip, and yow their intention of erecting a club house and 
building a steam yacht for pleasure purposes, two yery com- 
mendable actions, QO, ALR. 
PrvTsBURGH, Pa., Sept. 3. 

BLACK BASS IN FOX RIVER. 

Exliten Horest and Stream: 
Some three weeks ago I had the pleasure of investigating 

an [linois bass stream, and was surprised to find in tle Fox 
River a stream where the most fastidious of black pass could 
fecl at home, and so unlike what I imagined all Western 
waters to be, 7. ¢., muddy, very deep and with banks of 
clay. 1 found the water very clear, and about the right 
average depth for good wading, the bottom being pebbly, 
but in some places coyered with weeds and grasses, well 
enough us hiding places for pickerel, but rather out of place 
in our “ideal” bass stream. 

I left the city at 4 P. M., stopping at Algonquin, a heau- 
tiful village on the Q. & N. W. Railway, and was soon pre- 
parting my tackle and making a “lightning change” of cos- 
fume that astonished the hotel sitters, who jumped from their 
tilted chairs, but ‘‘neyer spoke as I passed by,” acting very 
much like natives struck bya cyclone. The stream was not 
oné hundred yards from the house, and [was soon casting 
my flies in the first riffle below the dam and not far from a 
boat load of the *‘oldest inhabitants,” who appeared uneasy 
when I began to cast in the direction of their floats and sink- 
ers. This was my first fly-lishing trip this season, and of 
course 1 enjoyed eyery good cast, and must say that the bass 
never rose except at the most delicate cast, and were appar- 
ently better educated than are my Potomac friends, who 
seem to catch on two ata time, and in the most barefaced 
and cheeky manner. 

To make a long story short, I fished for an hour, and 
until it was so dark that I could not see my flies, making 
the small score of seyen bass anda dozen rises, The fish 
were all very fair in size, but not one of them yyould weigh 
two pounds. The largest trout and salmon take the fly, but 
how seldom you hear of very large bass taking anything ex- 
a six-inch minnow. They seem to give up surtace feeding 
mm their old ave, sulking away their lives in deep water, oc- 
casionally darting among a school of minnows near the 
shore. 

A good supper and a better bed awaited me at the Oity 
Hotel. I was up at daylight, and found a heayy mist on 
the water, but if seemed to be the very time for fly-fishing, 
as I soon had five gamy fish on my string. Nota rise could 
I get after the sun came ont bright and hot, and with both 
right and Jeft wrisis lame from casting, I came ashore, happy 
enough and ready to take the morning train for Chicago. 
arrived at my oitice in good time for the business of the day, 
and with a mind intent upon still Turther investigating the 
Fox River. 

Although my total catch was small, the fish proved thor- 
oughly “game,” and gave me work enough: with my unusu- 
ally light trout tackle. Next season we will look into tue 
grayling territory. Kewa. 
Cnicaco, Sept. 3. 

Buack Bass Dusrroy Sunrise.—The black bass fishing 
in the Juniata (Pa.) has been exceptionally fine this season, 
and the fish run large, Noticing your fish editor's charge 
against the sunfish and a reply in last week’s ForEsv AND 
Srrram relative to the black bass feeding on the ‘pumpkin 
seed,” leads meio state the sunfish in Shawmont Dam, on the 
Schuylkill, have been almost all killed by the black bass, and 
where they once were plentiful they are now scarce. A 
mutual friend told me that while he was in his boat a few 
days ago, under the bridge which spans the Schuylkill above 
Valley Forge, he saw in the clear water a sunfish followed by 
a bass take refuge in the stones around the abutment. The 
sunfish in a few minutes floated out of the hole, and, being 
secured, he found it hud buen torn by the bass. Whule 1 
think the pumpkin seed an intolerable nuisance, snd, as 
Uncle Thad Norris once said to me, only fit for boys and 
girls to catch, all the charges made against him cannot he 
placed at hisdoor. Will you not state, for the benefit of 
those who are not acquainted with the fish, if the rock bass 
or ‘red eye” has ever been put into any of our Penunsyl- 
yania streams, and if they can easily be procured, and where? 
—Homo. [We do not know that the eastern waters of your 
State have been stocked with rock bass. The species is 
common west of the Alleganies. ] 

SHEEPSHEAD AND SPANISH MAckrEREL.—These two exccl- 
lent coast fishes visit our shores in summerin more or less 
numbers in different years, The fact that a species is scarce 
for a season, or for several seasons, does not always indicate 
a permanent decline in their numbers, but may be influenced 
by causes which we do not understand. ‘Twenty-five years 
ago the Providence (R. 1.) Journal of September 18, 1858, 
contained the following: ‘‘The season has been remarkable 
for the appearance of two species of fish in our waters, hoth 
of them regarded as great delicacies. The sheepshead, that 
has not visited us belore for some twenty years, has been 
taken in several instances, and Spanish mackerel, that has 
nol, we believe, been seen here, but that has been long known 
in more Southern latitudes, and has been gradually creeping 
up tothe North, has been taken in Bristol. It isa delicious 
fish, not inferior in sweetness and flavor to any that is found 
in our bay.” . 

Tue Brrrisn Fishermms Direcrory.—A neat and most 
useful book, from the press of Sampson Low, Marston. Searle 
& Rivington, London, with the abovetitle, has been received. 
Tt isa 12mo. of 212 pages, exclusive of adyerlisements, and 
covers the whole ground that a liberal construction of the 
word ‘‘fisheries” might include. A partial list of its con- 
tenis shows that it gives the names of all angling clubs in 
England and Scotland, fishermen’s associations, insurance 
companies, statistics cf Billingsgate, men and boats em- 
ployed in the fisheries, Jaws, fishcullure, close times, exports 
aud imports of fish, lighthouses, together with the names 
and addresses of the fishmongers of the different cities, and 
much other information, It bears evidence of being care 
fully compiled. 

FisHine iy THE Hupsox.—New York, Sept, 6.—Hditer 
Forest_ and Striam: JT think you are a little severe on 
the Hudson. I have heard of a number of good 
catches of black bass in the Hudson River this year, 
one within a few days of 856 black bass taken by 
one person in one morning's fishing, I am not at liberty 
to name the locality. White perch of good size are 
being taken in large numbers, also the young bluefish. If 
netting were stopped, particularly where the striped bass 
spawn on the shoals, there would be excellent fishing with 
the rod and reel; although it was very good last fall,— 
WaAkEMAN HoLpanton. 

GREEN Woop Laxn.—This lake, which lies partly in New 
York and partly in New Jersey, ig a great resort for black 
bass fishermen from the city. Last week the fish took the 
hook freely when baited with crawfish, crickets and hel- 
gramites, but steadfastly refused the fly. In fact the season 
is late for fly-fishing, and the heaviest strings are now taken 
with bait, Some of the visitors have met with success when 
trolling and skittering, especially at the lower end of the 
lake, The fishing there may be good for some weeks yet. 

AMERICAN SoLE.—A correspondent sends us a small speci- 
men of the American sole, or hog-choker, Achirus lineatus, 
taken at Albany, N. Y., where it was called a flounder. The 
adult fish grows only to the size of a man’s hand, and it has 
the peculiar mouth of the European sole, and not at all like 
that of the flounder. We have seen several that were taken 
in fresh water, even as high as Albany. They do not seem 
2 ae plenty anywhere, and but little is known of their 
abits, 

Rocuuster, N. Y., Sept. 8.—Before the recent rain there 
was food fishing in the rapids of the Genesee, just south of 
the city. There area great many black bass taken at that 
locality, and a seven-pound blue pike gave an angler half an 
hour’s pleasant anxiety in the stream a few days ago. The 
fish was taken on a single gut leader and fly-rod,—H. R. 

MAssacnusEeTts.—Magnolia, Sept. 10.—Tautog fishing is 
very good at Magnolia. Mr, James Purinton is “high line,” 
he haying brought to net last Saturday, with a twelve-ounce 
rod, after a half hour's fight, a tautog that weighed twelve 
pounds by aztual, not “‘angler’s” weight.—C. 

Hishculture, 

FISH COMMISSIONERS. 

jee AND STREAM presents its annually corrected list 
of the Commissioners of Fish and Fishers of the different 

Provinces, States and Territories of North America; 
Dominion Of CANADA— 

W. F. Whitcher, Commisioner, Ottawa, Ont. 

Province or New Brounswick— 
W, H. Venning, Mmspector of Fisheries, St. John. 

PROVINCE or Nova Scorra— 
W. H. Rogers, Inspector, Amherst. 

PROVINCE OF PRINCE EpwARD’s IsSLAND— 
J. H. Duyar, Inspector, Alberton. 

PROVINCE or BritisH CoLuMBIA— 
A. C. Anderson, Victoria. 

THE UNITED STATES— 
Prof. Spencer F, Baird, Washington, D. C. 

ALABAMA— 
Col. D. R. Hundley, Mooresville. 
Hon. C. §. G. Doster, Prattville. 

ARIZONA— 
Hon. J. J. Gasper: Preseott. 
Hon. Richard Rule, Tombstone. 
J. H. Tagart, Business Manager, Yuma. 

ARKANSAS— 
John BE. Reardon, Little Rock, 
James H. Hornibrook, Little Rock. 
H. H. Rottaken, Little Rock. 

CALIFORNIA— 
J. D. Farwell, Niles, Alameda county. 
W. W. Traylor, San Francisco. 
J, Redding, San Francisco. 

CoLoRADO— 
Wilson E. Sisty, Idaho Springs: 

ConnECTICUI— 
Dr, W. M. Hudson, Hartford. 
Robert G. Pike, Middletown. 
G. N. Woodruff, Sherman. 

DELAWARE— 
Enoch Moore, Jr., Wilmington. 

GEORGIA— 
on. J, T, Henderson, Commissioner of Agriculture, 
Atlanta. 

Dr, H. H. Carey, Superintendent of Fisheries. 
Under the laws of the State these two constitute the 
Board of Fish Commissioners. 

ILnINoIs— , 
N. K, Fairbank, President, Chicago. 
8. P. Bartlett, Quincey. 
8, P. McDole, Aurora, 

InDIANA— 
Calvin Fletcher, Spencer, Owen county. 

Towa— 
B. F, Shaw, Anamosa. 
A. A. Mosher, Spirit Lake. 

KeANsAs— 
W. 8. Gile, Venango. 

Kentucky— i 
Wn, Griffith, President, Louisville. 
P. H. Darby, Princeton, 
John B, Walker, Madisonville. 
Hon. ©. J. Walton, Munfordyille. 
Hon, John A, Steele, Versailles. 
W. C. Price, Danville. 
Dr. W. Van Antwerp, Mt. Sterling. 
Hon. J. M. Chambers, Independence, Kenton county. 
A. H, Goble, Catlettsburg. 
J. H. Mallory, Bowling Green, 

INE— 
E. M. Stilwell, Bangor. 
Henry 0, Stanley, Dixfield. 

ManryLAND— 
Thomas Hughlett, Haston. 
G. W. Delawder, Oakland. 

MASSACHUSETTS— 
H. A. Brackett, Winchester. 
Asa French, South Braintree, 
F, W. Putnam, Cambridge. 

MicHican— : 
J. CG. Parker, President, Grand Rapids, 
A. J. Kellogg, Detroit. 
John H, Bissell, Detroit. 

Minnrsora— 
ist District—Daniel Cameron, La. Crescent. 
2d District—Wm, M. Sweney, M. D., Red Wing. 
3d District—Robt, Ormsby Sweeny, President, St. Pant. 

Missourt— 
John Reid, Lexington, 
J. G, W. Steedman, Chairman, 2,805 Pine st., St. Louis. 
J. 5. Logan, 8t. Joseph, 

NEBRASKA— 
R. R, Livingston, Plattsmouth. 
William L. May, Fremont, 
B. E. B. Kennedy, Omaha. 

NEVapA— 
Hon. Hubb G. Parker, Carson City. 

NEw HAMPSsHIRE— 
Geo. W. Riddle, Manchester. 
Luther Hayes, So. Milton, 
Eliott B. Hodge, Plymouth. 

Naw JERSEY— 
Theodore Morford, President, Newton. 
Richard §. Jenkins, Camden, 
William Wright, Newark. 

New Yorx— 
Hon. R. Barnwell Roosevelt, President, ‘7 Chambers 

street, New York, 
Gen, Richard U. Sherman, Secretary, New Hartford, 
Oneida county. 

Edward M. Smith, Rochester, 
Eugene G. Blackford, 809 Bedford avenue, Brooklyn. 

Norra Caroniva— 

5. G. Worth, Raleigh. 

OQnIO— 
Col L. A. Harris, President, Cincinnati. 
Chas. W. Bond, Treasurer, Toledo. 
Halsey C, Post, Secretary, Sandusky. 

PENNSYLYANIA— 
Hon. H. J. Reeder, Easton. 
Hon, B. L, Hewit, Hollidaysburg. 
James Duffy, Marietta, 
John Hummel, Selin’s Grove. 
Robert Dalzell, Pittsburgh. 
G. M. Miller, Wilkesbarre. 

RHopr Isranp— 
Alfred A, Reed, Providence. 
Newton Dexter, Providence. 
John H. Barden, Rockland. 

SoutH CARoLina— 
Hon, A. P. Butler, Columbia, Commissioner of Agri- 

culture. 
C. J. Huske, Columbia, Superintendent of Fisheries. 
These two officers constitute the Fishery Commission. 

TENNESSEE— 
W. W. McDowell, Memphis. 
H, H. Sneed, Chattanooga, 
Edward D. Hicks, Nashville. 

TExas— 
Jobn B. Lubbock, Austin, 

VuErmont— 
Hiram A. Cutting, Lunenburgh. 
Herhert Brainerd, St. Albans. 

VIRGINIA— 
Col, Marshall McDonald, Berryvills. 

WEsT VIRGINIA— 
H. B, Miller, President, Wheeling. 
©. 8. White, Secretary, Romney. 
N. M. Lowry, Hinton. 

WiIsconsiIn— 
The Governor, ex-officio. 
Philo Dunning, President, Madison, 
GC. L. Valentine, Secretary and Treasurer, Janesville. 
J. V. Jones, Oshkosh. 
J. ¥. Antisdel, Milwaukee. 
Mark Douglas, Melrose. 
C. Hutchinson, Beetown. 

Wvomine TERRITORY— 
Dr. M. C, Barkwell, Chairman, Cheyenne. 
Otto Gramm, Secretary, Laramie. 
N. L. Andrews, Johnson county. 
E, W. Bennett, Carbon county. 
P. J. Downs, Uinta county. 
T. W, Quinn, Sweetwater county. 

A NEW FISH CAR.—Mt. Frank N. Clark, of the United 
States Fish Commission, is ig the city to conter with the 
Pullman Car Company in relation to some drawings for a new 
fish car he has designed, and which the company is to build. 
Mr. Clark is one of the Superintendents under the Fish Com- 
mission, assigned to look after certain territory, has the 
supervision of the work in the Northwestern States, and 
more especially those bordering on the Great Lakes. He 
resides at Northville, Mich., the great hatchery in that State, 
and his principal work at present is to oversee the hatching and 
distribution of whitefish. The noticeable disappearance of this 
particular variety of fish from the Northern lakes induced 
the Government some time ago to replenish the stock. A large 
number haye already been planted, though the work so far 
accomplished is almost insignificant as compared with that 
on hand for the next-year or two. In conversation with a, 
Tribune veporter at the Sherman House yesterday Superin- 
tendent Clark said the United States Fish Commission 
expected to plant no less than 200,000,000 whitefish this fall, 
while Michigan, Wisconsin, and Ohio would plant during the 
fall and winter enough more to swell the total to 300,000,100. 
The Illinois Fish Commission has done nothing toward restock- 
ing Lake Michigan as yet, probably on account of the small 
section of the Illinois coast, though by doing something in 
their own waters, they would certainly render some little 
help in replenishing a stock which, but for the present moye- 
ment, wasin danger of disappearing. The eggs are batched, 
he said, at an expense to the Government, including the cost 
of the hatcheries, labor, &c., of about eight cents per 1,(hid), 
The commission already has two distributing cars and is now 
engaged in the construction of a third one—the car of his own 
design already alluded to. The new distributing/caris sowie- 
thing decidedly novel. It isnot only a refrigerating car, but 
is rigged up with berths, a kitchen, and meal tables,so as_to 
furnish living accommodations to the distributing crew. The 
fish are carried in cans and distributed at points along the 
line. The most novel feature, however, consists in the 
arrangement for hatching the eggs along the route, In short, 
the new caris not only a convenient means for distributing 
the fish, but is also a trayeling hatchery designed to keep wt 
the supply for planting during the trip. Nothing of the kine 
has ever been undertaken before, and the new s¢heme is con- 
sidered quite an advance on former methods, especially since 
if will result in a great saying of the time now lostin return- 
ing to the land hatcheries for fresh supplies, to say nothing of 
the convenience in traveling which it will afford both officers 
and crew.—Chicago Tribune. 
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OPEN SEASONS. 

‘The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug, If, has 

been published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 

address, postpaid, on receipt of 10 cents. 

———— 
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FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
Septeniber i1, 12, 13 amd 14,--Springfield Betich Show, Springlield, 

Ti, J. Jobnson, Secretary, Entries close Sepa 10, + 
September 18, 19,20 and 2i,—Mahoning and Chenango Fair Asso- 

elation’s Second Annual Bench Show, Youngstown, Ohio, Entries 
free, FE. M- Wilson, Secretary, . ey" 

Oct, 2, 8, 4and 6,—London Bench Show, London, Canada, Entries 
close Sept. 19. Charles Lincoln, Superintendent; Jolin Puddicombe, 
Secretary; C, A, Stone, Assistant Secretary. RN ee, 
Octoher 2,8, 4and5,-'The Danbury Agricultural Society's Second 

Annual Beneli Show. Entries close September 22.—H, Crofut, Presi- 
dent, Danbury Conn, ‘ cmd 

Jan, 1. 2, 3, 4,1884,—Meriden Poultry Association Betich Show, Meri- 
den, Conn, Joshua Shute, Secretary, Meriden, Conn, 

PTELD TRIALS. 
Novennher 10. 1884. —Bastern Field Trials Chib, Fifth Annual Trials, 

at Hieh Point, N. C. Entries for the Derby close Jhly 1; for the 
Members’ Stake, Nov. 17; for the All-Aged Stake, Nov. 1. W, A. 
foster, Seeretary, Mlathush, Long Island, N.Y. 
Surana 20. 1888, —Hobin’s Islanitt Glub’s Seeond Annual Teld 
Trials at Robin's Island, lL. 1., for mambers only. Entries close 
Sept. 1, .T, Phommer, Secretary. 
Spe ner 9), 1883.—Pacifie Coast Field Trials Club, First Anmnal 
Tridls neal Sacramento, Cal, J, M, Holtz, Secretary, Sacramento, Cal. 
December 3, 188#4,—National American Kennel Club, Fifth Annual 

Trials, at GrandsJunetion, Tenn, D. Pryson, Secretary, Mempliis, 

epithe 3,—Gllroy Rod and Gun Clnb's Third Annual Field Trials 
at Gilroy, Cal. for dogs owned in Califorma, Arizona, Oregon and 
Nevada, Entries lose Deo, 2 1s, Leayesley, Secretary, Gilroy, Cal, 
December 10.—New Orleans Gun Club’s Southern States Wield 

Trials at Canton, Miss. Enrvies close Dee. o. J. 1G, Renaud, Secre- 
tary. New Orleans, La. 

BENCH SHOWS AND FIELD TRIALS. 

Editor Forest and Strecun: 
T aw truly glad that Col. Stuart Taylor so readily agrees 

with me in being willing to back our dogs tornn against Eng- 
lish Goes, but sorry after his frank and manly indorsation of 
their field qualities, taseé that he still adheres io his opinion 
of their general inferiority in bench show merit. But since 
he states that he was cqually sincere in his condemnation of 
the English dogs at: Crystal Palace and elsewhere in Pogland, 
Tfuly exonerate him from the charge of “foreign-phobia,” 
which 1 brought against him. In refuting this charge, how- 
ayer, I fear the Colonel has laid himself liable to the equally 

ave one of being considered hypercriticul, for if neither the 
Retart vai nor the Euglish Dogs fill his eye and come up to his 
high standard, | cannot but conclude that he is hard to please. 

Paking the Colonel’s several breezy “Chats About Dogs,” and 
many other articles from other gentlemen, who are both able 
and honest in their efforts to advance the cause of improve 
mentin our sporting dogs, lam persuaded that theit zeal in 
the direction of form, pedigres, type, ete., has led them into 
serious error, Lhaveno sympathy with that form of discus- 
sion, so-callled, that prompts every man who differs from 
another on any practical matter that is debatable or open to 
two opinions, to fly back athis adversary with personal abuse, 
or insmuations that he has some pecuniary or other interest 
in holding or expressing such yiews, instead of meeting his 
propositions with fair arguments, and upholding his own 
opinions with dignified reasons, [t is my opmion that much 
of the ywrangle—hecanse you can't call it by any other name— 
between dog men crows out of the system that they all adyo- 
cate, and the fauttiness of the thing itself, for how can two 
men arzue any question to a satisfactory result unless there 
ig some fixed and recognized authority to which they can ap- 
peal in substantiation of theirfacts? I speak now with refer- 
ence to those men who arguethat bench slows are good 
things; that we niust have fixed standards of types to judge 
sporting dogs, as well as other kinds of dogs. One man thinks 
a dog ora Class of dogs good, another damns the whole Jot, 
One man thinks A. a good judge} another thinks he is ineom- 
petent, both are equally honest in their opimons, both have 
equal opportunities for knowing. 

hy is this? Simply because, gentlemen, you are trymg to 
eleyate a purely empirical, experimental calling to the dignity 
of a fixed, exact science. Jf you were to call on a mathema- 
fician for a definition of an ellipse, a circle, a sphere ora poly- 
on, he couldtell you toa nicety, and could give youa plain 

Biatinekian between them all, Ask the naturalist for the dis- 
tinetive features of any plant or other thing in nature, and he 
will give it to you so that you oun recognize it wherever you 
meet with it. But when you come down to judge dogs, 
where is the authority on dogs that the world has agreed to 
accept as law? There isno Court of Appeals to which the 
question can be finally remanded. Itis left to the fallible 
individual judge. How does he form his opinion? From what 
he has read? es, partly. From what he hus seen in his ex- 
erience, long or short, as the case may be? Yes, partly, 

From what he has “pieked wp” from others, and imbibed, 
one way and another, he can’t tell you exactly how or when? 
Yes, niostly. That's the whole of it. Now, who are this 
judge's critics? Simply interested and disinterested people, 
who have had just the same opportunities of establishing a, 
“standard” and a “type” that the judge has, bntwho have a 
yary different one from his, as might he naturally expected: 
result, a wide difference of opinion, with no competent an- 
thority to settle the matter, then a wrangle and a squabble 
between the parties—judge, exhibitors, eritics, bystanders, 
and a mess generally, ; 
How can this state of things he avoided? It might be bet- 

tered in one way, but that bench shows dan ever be a success, 
as now conducted, Iseriously doubt, Jt afew men of acknowl 
edeed experience, judgement and probity, men aboye reproach 
and above suspicion, who fully accord in thei views about 
the ‘show form” of dogs, could be sccured toact as judges at 
all bench shows held in this country, then something like a 
standard oratype might be established by which breeders 
could be guided if thay chose to follow it. 
But what does it prove, what does it settle, if Colonel Daylor 

says that, in bis opmion, a certain lot of dogs are worthless, 
when there are hundreds of other people present, with equal 
facilities for judging, equally honest, and quite as disinter- 
ested, who say that, in their opimion, the dogs are a good lot? 
The Colonel defiantly throws down a challenge to ‘Our Dogs” 
“to contradich in writing, over his own signature. a single 
word | have written about American or English dogs.” Now, 
suppose "Om Dogs’ takes up the gaze and does coutradict 
the Colonels assertion und makes others directly contrary, 
what will the issie be? Simply this, thaf; Colonel Taylor's 
opinion is so and so, and ‘Our Dogs” don’t agree with him, and 
that’s the and of it, How can you establish your opinions? 
How controvert his? Experience, intellizence and other things 
beimg equal. why have You a rivht to swy that your standard 
is the correct one, and “Our Dozs’” standard incorrect? I fear 
it wili come to the complexion that the sectarist was reduced 
toin defining the difference between “orthadoxy” and * het- 
erodoxy.” “Orthodoxy,” said he, “is my doxy, and hetero- 
doxy is your doxy.” I think no refiecting mind can fail to 
perceive the dificulties in the way ol successful bench shows, 
and of satisfactory or protitable discussion of what the Colo- 
nel styles the ‘Yorn of dogs.” Again, the Colonel finds fault 
with the way our dogs carry their tails. He seenis ta like tlie 
tail carried straight out, or, i pointers, rather down than up. 

experience and my taste differs from his in this respect, 
J like to sce a dog curry his tail well up, not curled, but that 

sort of “head and tail wp” that, to my eye and in ny opinio 
gives hoth horse and doy a gamylook. i never saw a dog tha 
carried a low tail that didn’t hunt with a low head. Perhaps 
Colonel Taylor's experience has been different; if so, ] cannot 
blame him for his opinion. : 

T could 20 on and multiply illustrations, but T think T have 
clearly demonstrated that since all these matters of the 
“form of dogs,’ or their bench show quulities, depend so 
entirely npon the dictum of the judge, which dictum is the 
result of some reading and somé experience, and nearly all 
seli-constituted opinion, without anything or anybody to. cor- 
rectit, except some other man’s dictum, that it must be ad- 
mitted that it is impossible to fix a standard by which a hunt 
ing dog's place in the canine world can be definitely and 
satisfactorily determined. But this isnot all, Why is it that 
race-horse men don't hold stall and stable shows? Simply 
because éxperiénce has shown that there is no type, no stand- 
ard, which can he laid down in black and white, by which the 
most expert jockey can go into a stable of ten, or even five 
racers, and pick out the winning horse. If there was, the 
fellow who held the receipt would. I 
for money would soon come toanend, If behch shows are 
good for anything, if inust be to help breeders to get the hest 
dogs for the particular purpose tor which they are designed. 
A sportsman wants a dog to hunt game birds. 1 need go no 
further than to quote Col. Taylor's own language about how 
to pet at that desirable animal, viz.; “Find a dog yon like, 
look him oyér well, discover his merits and demerits [if you 
can by looking him over], try himin the field Mow you are 
Coming to the right place]. take a man of experience with you 
if you are not sure of your own [that’s good, too], and if you 
both find him good on game and grandin bench show form, 
then breed to him,” ete. Suppose, Page he is good and 
grand and gamy im the field, but don’t show up in bench 
show qualities, what are you going to do about ib? 
Are you going to reject a good. grand, yamy dog on game, 

because he carries his tail too high, or because his chest is not 
so deep or so broad, or his feather is not so regular and long, 
or his ears not set so exactly in the right place as you and 
your friend think they ought to be? If 7a discard this dog. 
where will you find the doe that has all these qualities, and 
that is the grand, good, gamy dog on game you s0 eloquently 
describe? JIsit not a fact that the best bench show dogs, ac- 
cording to présent types and standards, are notoriously the 
sorriest dops in the field trials? And tell me, why is if that 
the only dog Lknow of in this country who has taken a good 
position in both places—Croxteth—is ridiculed by the bench 
show advocates? I don’t know whether the defects named by 
Mr. Mason (in whose judpment and opinions you seem to have 
such faith) are to be found in Croxteth or not. Butif lam 
correctly informed, Croxteth has been considered worthy a 
place on the bench. He has fairly earued a, proud position in 
the field, He has proven himself ‘‘a grand, good and game” 
dog both on the bench and in the field, and yet Mr. Mason says 
that Croxteth is ‘no pointer.” What are we poor, blind 
niortals to thuik? We produce a dog that fills the eye of a, 
bench show judge. Heis put down in the field with crack 
dogs, and comes to the fore front, and we are told by another 
bench show critic that the dog is nota good one; and Col, 
Taylor, a fais-minded and honorable gentleman as I know he 
is, ndorses the critic. I can’t undersfandit, If this dog isn’t 
fit to breed fine pointer bitches to, where is that pointer in this 
country? Sensation! Oh, no. Sensation has been “placed” 
in both ring and field, too (1 forgot that), but some critic 
(I think Mr, Mason) ridiculed Sensation, too. Does Mr. Taylor 
indorse that criticism? |] could namea dog that I saw at High 
Point last fallin the field trials that has since won distinction 
on the bench—seyeral first honors—that was, in my opinion, 
and I think in that of every sportsman there, as little to be 
desired to hunt or shoot over as any dog that was put down 
there. Now, this dog may be, and donbtless is, everything 
that the bench show eritics desire, but what good is he? 
Wouldn't you rather breed to Sensation or Croxteth than to 
him? [f you wouldn't, | would, and I trust we will not “fall 
out” about it either. But if not, why not? 

Tn my humble judgment, the best way to promote the de- 
yelopment of the sporting dog to the highest perfection, is to 
build the type from the solid foundation of field merit, and 
nob iidevtaka to force the merit into the bench show dog. In 
other words, let us haye more field trials and fewer bench 
shows. More workers in the cause anc fewer critics, Sup- 
pose we had, say, twelve or fifteen tield trials in the United 
States and Canada every fall and winter, beginning in Sep- 
tember in the North and Northwest and goine on down to 
Florida; and then in the spring and summer following a grand 
bench show of the winners. Then let the judges look over the 
whole lot and see wherein those winners, in physical structure, 
most conformed to the best settled standards, and award to 
the dogs that had the most of those zo00d points tha victory. 
Wouldn't a breeder be more liable to get a good puppy from 
these double champions than from a dog and pitch who had 
nothing but ‘‘good form” to revommend them? I think so. 
If Colonel Taylor agrees with me, then let us work together 
for this eud. Let him dip his fuent and graceful pen in the 
ink and urge up the laggards to work for this desirable ob- 
ject, and let us stop quarreling over what it is impossible, from 
the nature of the case, to come to any satisfactory conclusion 
about. When you show a breeder a pointer or a setter that 
has “passed muster before the critical judgment of honest, 
capable and experienced men, and has laid out all competitors 
in the field and who has also successfully passed the ordeal of 
an intelligent, anatomical and physical critic, then you van 
vonfidently say to him, that’s the doz, my friend, to breed 
from! Thus, each institution—the bench and the Geld trials— 
will fill its proper sphere, and will work inharmony. Un- 
tilthis is done I see nothing before us but wrangling and 
synabbling, and our dogs perishing in the meantime, 

J think it was Col, Taylor who told the story of the would-he 
reerut who sent his photograph to the recruiting officer, bus 
old Brimstone was too smart to be caught withthat sort of 
chaff, and declined to enlist the applicant on that showing, 
In the remarkable campaign which Stonewall Jackson made 
in our valley it became necessary to construct yery rapidly a 
bridge across a stream. There was in his command (his chief 
quartermaster) a very plain and uneducated but practical 
man, who hat made a fortune at railroad building. The 
Chief Kngineer was given orders about the bridge, and in- 
structed to callin Capt, Mason, the quartermaster, to aid him 
with a force of negroes. Before it was fairly light in the 
morning the Captam had his force in the woods and the tim- 
bers were soon ready for the bridge. So rapid were his operu- 
tions that. when the Hngineer, who had sat up all night 
making his plans and drawings of the bridge, appeared near 
the locabty, he met the Captain and began to unfold his plans 
and his drawings to him. The Captain, with an impatient 
gesture and « slightly contemptuous glance at the plans, 
brusquely remarked, “Major, I ain't got no time now to look 
at pictures, Tell General Jackson he can cross the bridge one 
hour from this time;” and the bridge was done in the ap- 
pointed time. Hngineers are very good and necessary people, 
but when you want a bridge made’ in a hurry get a practical 
man todort. Benchshows are very good things, useful things, 
and, above all, ornamental things; but if you want a good 
field dog get one that can do the work seewndum artem, and 
if he don’t quite come up to the highly colored ‘typa” don't 
cast him out into the darkness, where he will wail and other 
fancy doys will gnash their enyious teeth at him, but take 
him home with you and pat him on the head, and if you come 
across a bitch that is of the same sort try and get a puppy out 
of her by this miserable dog, and the chances are that you will 
“keep in” good bird dogs as long as you live. That has been 
my Mule, and L find it works pretty well. 
Nowlamdone. Ihayehadroysay. | know | handicapped 

myself by saying I had never seen a bench show. But nlind 

ve a bonanza, and racing | 

I didn’t say I hadnt seen some bench show champions, for I 
haye, Iknow the “types” when Tsee them; but I pin my 
faith first to works, then if you can put in the “trimmings,” 
all richt and good. 11 betp to decorate the louse after it is 
built. 

J hope Col, Taylor will pardon me for continuing to use m3 
| non de phime. | ani a modest man (if I do say it mysele), w- 
kEnown to fame, merely a high private in the rear rank, but 
fighting for what I believe to be right. I have treated the 
Colonel courteously, and would respect him or his opinions 
just as much underan anonymous name as under his bap- 
tismal one, Some people don’t like to thrust their names into 
the papers, others don’t care whether they do or pob—rather 
prefer to doit. Ibis amere raatter of taste. I shall not eriti- 
cise the Colonel for using his, but [timst that he will allow 
me the same privilege of still calling myselt WHACK, 

DOGS AND CRITICS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of August 30, Mr. Niven is reported to haye 

| said that I was the paid manager of Mr. Padelford at the time 
ofthe London, Ontario, show of 1881. I need scarcely say that 
thisis untrue. lwas neither the paid nor unpaid manager for 
Mr, Padelford or any other man, but L did advise Mr. P, not 
to enter his dogs on that occasion, as I felt sure that some 
grumbler with no more manners than brains, might ad- 
yaucee soine unfair inference, and possibly attempt some slur 
ony character. Had Mr. Niven, before his departure, con- 
sulted Mr. Lincoln, he would, [ think, have been informed of 
the nature of a correspondence T had with that gentleman 
before fhe show took place. Mr. Niven, you see, attacked 
my reputation but carefully avoided giving us “his” experience 
with “dogs,” which is what I challenged him to do if he ex- 
pected me to notice him. Ibis the old story over again. No 
experience, No knowledge of the question at issue and there- 
fore abuse as the only exit. Twas not discussing my Lonesty. 
I was writing about ‘dogs’ and the ability of two mento ~ 
understand them, My reputation never was, and never will 
be placed in the hands of Messrs. Kirk and Niyen for indorse- 
iment, it stands before a “somewhat” higher tribunal. What 
has my character to do with their experience, or moral right 
to have gone into a ring to judge twenty or thirty breeds of 
dogs, when neither the one nor the other could prove that he 
possessed the necessary qualifications to judge one single 
yariety. 

It is untrne that I told Mr. Niven that if he put a litttle oil 
ona hard ball of cotton, and rubedit into his curly-coated 
dogs, it would “straighten their jackets.” How could it? Such 
talk is worse than idle, itis silly, Anyway, what has this to 
do with their experience, beyond proying that T could make 
them believe the mvon is male of cream-cheese it Tso wished! 
Why did Mr. Niven not enter into a discussion on the qualities 
of the yarious ingrecients pounded into pills, for they have 
aie Ss much bearing on this case as either “oil” or “cotton 

The next statementis a misconstruction of what I wrote. 
Weare told, that 1 acknowledge, that all my dogs judzed 
(mark the word) by Mr, Niven at the W. K. C show, 188], 
were more or less faked. Why did not Mr. Niven advance 
some sensible argument in support of such a flagrant injustice 
tomysel{? The old story—no knowledgo; heaps of abuse. T 
am here compelled to quote what I did write on the question 
of faking, and the disinterested and impartial reader will 
form his own opinion as to whether Mr. Niven has noti mis- 
represented my remarks, Here it is: 

Dr. Niven tells us that Mr. Kirk made a mistake in awarding a 
prize to a.dog whose tail was shaved, but this great discoyerer of 
Shave tails forgets that at the New Yorkshow of 1881, he awarded 
first prize, and second prize also, in one class to dogs with shaved 
tails, as he termsif, Yes, Doctor, thisis perfectly true, T can angwer 
far {he veracity cf the statement, as I exhibited the first prize 
winner in the class referre(l to myself. Dr. Niven alludes with 
pridé to the fact that he disqualified the best Yorkshire terrier 
at the ssme show, because ita coat was oiled. He had clearly no right 
whatever to do this. especially seeing that he awarded first prize to a 
dog that bad also oil on ils coat, Yes, Doctor, this is perfeutly true, I 
exhibited the first prize winner myself and am in a position to know. 
Alas! Mr. Kirk 4nd his friend haye much to learn. They don't know 
how to fake their own dogs, and can’t tell when other people's are 
faked. It is not faking to puta little oilon the coat of a Yorkshire 
tervier, neither is it a Gase of faking to trim the earsand tail of « bull- 
terrier, If you dye a dog, that is a case of faking; if you make 
prick-ears into ilrop-ears, il is a vase of tampering; if you straighten 
a ring tail you are guilty of faking also, and so on. T question the 
ability either of Mr, Kirk or his friend to discover any case of faking 
if artistically performed. 

A word about Mr, Niyen’s bench show record. No! I do 
“not” call it winning the highest honors at ‘‘our’ shows to 
secure a first prize wt Cleveland with Mr. Kirkin the ring! 
Certainly not—most emphatically, no! As for the twenty- 
three first prizes won by Mr. Niven, during his lifetime, [may 
say that I consider such a performance a sorry one indeed, If 
Mr. Niven had referred to the Kanciers’ Chronicle of August. 
1880, he would have found that I won forty-two first prizes ab 
Six successive Shows in hot competition (not at Cleveland) and 
though it was considered a big thing at the time, I never saw 
anything in it to brag about. [mention the fact now, simply to 
show Mr. Niven that twenty-thres first prizes for a ‘lifetime’ 
was nothing—an insignificantnothine, Mr. Niven has'admitted 
He inability to reply te my letter (I knew it was too much for 

ina). 
Mr. Kirk's last sentiments were of course much of the same 

stump as those of his medical adviser. This man much re- 
sembled the eel, he had a decided knack of twisting himself 
out of the way of danger: sliippery—yery slippery—but, of 
coursé finally caught. 

Paking, Mr, Editor, Ladmitis dishonest, and when discoy- 
ered shonld be severely punished; but there are mean con- 
tempiible actions far blacker, and which ontside the question 
of gross ignorance and thorough lack of experience, should 
prevent aman eyer being allowed to enter a judging ring, 
even if the promoters of a show are ‘hard up,” and cannot find 
a qualified man, Noneed under any circwmstances to estah- 
lish and perpetuate bad precedents. 

In concluding his attack on the Mayor of Bingley, Mr. 
Kirk, it will be remembered, wrote: 
As to the sitty prizes he is said to haya won, a gentleman who, [ 

believe, at one time owned hint, recently said to me: “I don't care that 
(snapping bis fingers) for prizes won in England, He (uaming a eer- 
tain @xlibitor) never shows unless it is all fixed hefereliand.” — 

Now, no man possessed of his reason could miseonstrue this 
language. The writer, in order to carry his point, informed 
us that a gentleman who once oyned the dog told him this, 
Tnimy reply I indirectly charged Mr, Kirk with concocting 
this statement to cover his own ignorance, and make the pub- 
lie believe that his ideas abont Newfoundlands wore correct, 
and those of all good judges wrong. I have no need to charge 
hun indirectly now. He proveshimself also to have attempted 
by foul means to damage my character and reputation, for he 
distinetly pave it out that [bribed our judges into awarding 
prizes to Mayor of Bingley. He was not awareat the time that 
is blows would fall short on account of the dog being owned. 

by Mr. Wildman, but the mean attempt remains, neverthe- 
less. My answer must be quoted in order to expose the tac- 
tics—the unfair, contemptible means resorted to—in order to 
et himself out of the difficulty. I replied as follws: 

Ib is \nnecessary to allude to the scores of prizes wou by the Mayor 
in Bogland. Germany and America, but I cannot allow Mr, Kirk's 
unitanly charge against an old friend to pass unnoticed. Mr. Wild- 
man resides but six or seven miles trom tmy homein Dagland. We 
saw each other constantly, and uever allowed a weels to pass withoyt 
having a good talk abont Newfoundlands. It waa a kennel Mr. Wild- 
man ones owned. There you might sea the champions-—Mayor of 
Bingloy..Leo, Lion (winner at the last Birmingham show), Blick 
Prince, Brunette, Gypsie and many olhers. Thay formed the grand- 
esicallection everseen together, and bors haye L spent shidying 
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the points and characteristics of those black champions. Th was 
when in Mr. Wildman’s hands that Mayor of Bingley won most of his 
Peed and IT challenze Mr. Kirk to prove thal my friend eyer 
ribed & judge, which is what Mr. (irk insinuates. Mr, Wild- 

man is a gentleman, and neilher Mr. Kirk nor anybody else is 
able to name the man who can connect his name with a dis 
honorable action, When in England Mayor of Bingley was owned 
by Mr, Kinlock (his breeder), Mr. Wilfinan and myself. 
of usrecently told Mr. Kirk what he now states’ Not one of us. 
I will remind Mr, Kirk that those who have awarded priz s to Mayor 
of Bingley are in most cases gentlamen—gentlemen by birth, gentle- 
men by position, mean with the habits of gentlemen, wen who lave 
Tezurd for the feelings of others, nien who would sooney sacrifices 
Wealth, position and all than attemp!, for interested motives, to dam- 
age the cood character of a feflow-heing. The folowing are <ome of 
the genflomen Mr. J, F. Kivk accusts of being fixed, or. in other 
words, bribed: Kev. J. C. Macdona. Rev. W. J. Mellor, Rey. Gren- 
villa I, Hodgson, Gol. Cowan, Maj, Ireland, Dr. Gordon Stables, 
Messrs, Vero Shaw, W. Lort, A. Dalziel, H, Mapplebeck, Hedley, 
Brievley, Silmey, Skidmore, Douclass, Shtheriand, Eden, Toarby, 
Ganon, (raham Inman, Astley, Smithies, Potts, ete, | do not re- 
member the names of allwho have awarded prizes to Mayor of 
Bingley, but those 1 haye named will suffice for the present, The 
character of any of these gentlemen Is na more likely to be damaged 
by (i Kirk's insinuations than is the Mayor's reputatio by lis 
opinion. 

My remarksappear to have caused him a good deal of un- 
easiness, Judging from his last letter. He could not ignore 
the matter, or would have had a good deal to answer for, as 
some of the accused are not mon to stand still and submit to 
Mr, Kark’s clumsy insults. He rather preferred to face one 
than a dozen, su now twists his assertionon to mu. Read bis 
reply: 
Right lere IT wantto make one matter quite understood, Mr, 

Mason, in his letter im your issue of the 1th ull., employs a lot of 
bluster about my cashing a gratuitous insult al Mr, L, W. Wildman, 
and about my aspersions of English judges. Let us put that matter 
right, I quoted the opinion of a former owner of Mayor of Bingley 
(he then heing, as Lhelieved, owned by Col, Taylor), 4s bo the value 
of prizes won in England. who said they were not worth @ snap of lis 
fingers, and that a certain well-known exhibitor never showed unless 
jtwas all arranged beforehand. The man who maile the assertion 
was Mr. C. H, Mason. The exhibilor he referred to was Mr, T, B- 
Bowers. of Chester, England. The occasion of fle temark was at 
the late Chicago show, when we were talking aboubLaverack setlers. 
I disclaim any intention of indorsing the remark, and ihrow the re- 
sponsibility where it belongs. yiz.: with Mr. C, H, Mason. 

Now, Mr. Hditor, I believe in moderate language, but 1 
say, When a man will stoop to such trickery as this, he should 
not again be allowed to exhibit bis dogs atany bench show 
managed and supported by zentlemen. Mr. Bowers is a friend 
of mine, and what My. Eark has stated is “‘as gross a tisrep- 
resentation of the truth as eyer tarnished the pazes of a sport- 
ing paper.” First, we were told that some ian who had 
owned the deg told Mr. Kirk that I bribed ow judges. Un- 
able to carry his point, and tinding himself ina most awkward 
position, Mr. Kirk resorts to an action such as any gentlemen 
would scorn to contemplate. How does Mr. Kirk now appear 
in the eyes of dug lovers in this country? Admitting tor argu- 
ment’s suke that I did say what he charges me with, how ean 
he face any honorable man after applying it to such a pui- 
pose? : 
Thaye written my friend, Mr. Bowers, full particulars con- 

cerning the matter. Cias. H,. Mason. 
River Epaer, Sept, 1883. 

THE STATUS OF THE BULLDOG, 

Evlitor Forest and Strerins 

Thaye been inthe country, out of the pule of civilization, 
which fact is proven when I say I have not seena ForEsST AND 
STREAM for two weeks, and only at this last moment, too late 
+o have my say this week, haye I seen the last copy, wherein 
Jam again alluded to by a new correspondent (Max, Tish) as 
knowing nothing about dogs, and especially bulldogs. Well, 
now, I should smile—in fact, can’t help it—to note that when- 
eyer a fellow don’t agree with you he fmmediately assumes 
that you don't know anything. He knows itall. Ido not 
agree with “Hemlock” and Fish, ergo I do not know a bull- 
doz when I see one. That argument does not make the bow- 
legged, treacherous little cuss any better dog, it only proves 
that there was not much to say in his favor. I do not say 
there may not be bulldogs that people like; and when a man 
likes his dog it matters little what the dog is—if his tail will 
curl around a post or afox could run becween his bow less, 
he is perfect and beautiful. But that don’t proye I don't 
imow a doz when isee him, Ifaman can’t get up any better 
argument in defeuse of his dog than that, it indeed looks 
fishy. 
My fyiend, Col. Taylor, dvaws it milder. Now, he don'tsay 

lam an ignoramus, but says he rather likes the breed, to 
which none can object. Individual instances and preferences 
are admissible—in order—and “Hemlock” and Pish may jog 
along in the bulldog line without ever hearing me say that it 
may be the only dog they do know. Woulkin’tsay that im re- 
taliation on any account. But time and space at this late 
moment chokes ime off (just what you must do with the 
bulldog when he takes a fancy to retrieye a cow or apig), 
and I can’t go into am arzwnent. and I don’t think it will 
pay, for [don’t care enough about the animal in question 
to waste ink on him proor con. So ‘Hemlock’ and friend 
Fish shall have it all their own way—anything for peace and 
harmony—but I will insist that ! do know a bulldog when I 
see him—you can hazard your brogans on that. 

PoDGERS. 

DANBURY DOG SHOW, 

ieee Danbury Fair has become famous throughout the 
country. Jt has the largest attendance of any in New 

Pngland, the visitors last year numbering over 33,000 for the 
four days of exhibition, Hach year the attendance increases 
and the attractions provided by the society also take a wider 
scope. 
The bench show, now held in connection with it, is a feature 

only added last season. It was started becanse of a very 
manifest interest in fine specimens of dogs, Its first impulsy 
was received by an exhibition ofa pair of mastiffs, made at 
the fair of 1879, the property of Mr, R, Lehmann, Brooltyn, 
WN. ¥. These attracted so much attention that ib was thought 
worth while last year to set apart a portion of the wing of 
the inain building for kennels, and allhough but a week's 
notice was wiven through the Danbury News that dogs would 
be received for exhibition, the allotted space was well filled 
and a showing was made from miastiits to Skye terriers. 
This almost impromptu bench show proved to bethe center of 
attraction, so that the visitors’ space was densely crowded 
every day, from the time of opening in the morning until 
dark, while the exhibition lasted. The interest manifested by 
the people in this show induced the society to make arrange- 
joenis on a larger scale for the bench show to be held in con- 
nection with the fair this year, An extra wing, especially 
designed for this department, has, accordingly, been added to 
the main building. ‘Vhis will afford space for kennels suflicient 
+o acconmmodate all the classes. Liverytling for the conveni- 
ente of exhibitors and visitors and the comfort of the dogs 
will be provided, and the exhibition cannot help being one of 
jnteresi to the farmer, the hunter und dog fancier, and even 
the casual visitor, From the interest shown by dog fanciers 
heretofore it is confidently expected that they will see to it 
tliat their favorite breeds are well represented, 

'The railway companies willissue excursion tickets during 
fair week, and all dogs entered will be carried free both ways. 
Dogs should he sent in season to reach Danbury not later than 
Wednesday morming, and the committee nofilied of shipment 
in order that they may meet the animal upon bis arrival, 
The entries close Sept, 22, Blanks may be had by addressipg 
Mr. Henry Crotut, dadehet oa Ct, or at this office, Vhe prizes 
in cach class are a silver medal for first and a bronze medal 

for second, Wollowing isa list of the classes which are di- 
vided into dor. bitch and puppy classes with the same prizes 
for each: Mastiffs, rouzh-conted St. Bernards, smooth-coated 
St, Bernards, Newfoundlands, greyhounds, bulldogs, bull-ter- 
tiers, toy terriers, Skye terers, pugs, fox-terriers, collies, 
English setters, Irish setters, black and tan Gordon setters, 
pointers, cockers or field spaniels, water spaniels, deerhounds, 
foxhounds, beagles. trick dogs and miscellaneous. There 
will be a special cold medal given to the best collection to con- 
sist of not less than six varieties, here will also be a special 
silver medal given for the largest aud stuallest dog and for the 
best biteh with puppies. 

THE LONDON (ONT.) DOG SHOW. 

6 ieee: Spplicstions for entries to the London show have so 
far been very numerous, but asthe building will hold at 

least 400 dogs, the committee are alxious that the show shall 
be a truly representative show and they cordially imvite 
American exhibitors and breeders of does, to either send their 
dogs, or better still, come with them and visit their Western 
fair, which is held at the same time as the dogshow. The 
entries cluse on the 19th inst. The railroad companies have 
promised to carry the dogs free of charge. when they are ac- 
companied by their owners, and the express companies will 
also return dogs free of charge pon pre-payment of their 
usual rates to the show, Cras. Lincony, Supt. 

MANCHESTER DOG SHOW. 

Hi bench show held at Manchester, N. HL, last week, in 
connection with the New England fair, brought out about 

one bundred and fifty dogs, many of them very tine speci- 
mens, and it 1s to be hoped that this influential association will 
adopt the bench show as a permanent fixture, for there is no 
question that it was one of the most attractive features of the 
fair. This was proved by the large crowds of people con- 
stantly surrounding the dogs. 
The show was wall inanaged for an initia! exhibition of this 

kind, aud we presume that the experience gained this year 
will materially sid the gentlemen who will then have the 
arrangements im charge. r 
The judging appears to have given general satisfaction. 

Dr. Jarvis was on hand; to his interest and practical aid the 
munavers and visitors ave largely indebted, The prizes were 
awarded as follows, the judges being Dr. Wim. Jarvis, of Man- 
chester; Mir. Wim. Hisher, of Concord, and Mr. Geo. Walton, 
of Boston. 

P AWARDS; 
QOlass 4. Mastiffs—ist, Dr. G B. Sawtelle's Venus, fawn, 21mos., 

Mike—Juno. 
Class 6. Champion Rough-Coated St. bernard RE eae Dr. G. B, 

Sawtelle’s Mareus, tawny me white. 2omos., Bayard Jr—Sappho, 
_ Clauss 7 Champion Rough-Coated Sh. Bernari Bitches.—1st, Dr. G, 
B, Sawtelle’s Juno. tawny and white, 18inos.. imported July, 1583. 

Class § Rough-Coated St. Bernard Dogs.—ist, Dr. G. B. Sawwelle's 
Roland: 20, Tasso, 3d, Usesar. Very high com., Bayard III.. all 
tawny and white, 20mos., Bayard, J1.—Sappho. 

Class 9. Rough-Coated St. bernard Bitches.—ist, J. H, Long’s Luln, 
orange, Syrs,, Rex—Tan: 2d, Dr. G.B. Sawtelle’s Clytie, tawny and 
white, 20nos,, Bayard, Jr.—Sappho: 3d, Dr. G. B. Sawtelle’s Alpine, 
tawny ond white. 20mos., Bayard. J¢—Sappho. Very high com., Dr. 
G. B. Sawtelle’s Sappho, tawny and white, Syrs,, imporied. High 
eu ren GB. Saytille’s Una, tawny and white, 20mos., Bayard, 
Jr.—sappho- 

Olass te. Smooth-Ucated St. Bernard Puppies under 12mvs., Dozs 
or Bitehes—1st, Chequasset Kennel’s Eckhard, orange tawny. white 
markings, 11 weeks, Rex—Alma T,; 2d. Chequasset Kennel’s Ernst, 
orange, tawny and white, 11 weeks, Rex—Alma,T. i 

Class 16, Newfoundlantl Dogs or Bitehes.—ist. J. A. Niekerson's 
Sam, imported. black, 15mog., Goliath—Dora, ont , 

Glass 17. Champion Greyhound Dogs—tst, A. W.Smith's Friday 
Night, black, 1$mos,, Prinee—Sally. 

Ciass 19, Greyhowind Dogs.—ist, A. W. Smith's Stag, light fawn, 
tamos., Nero—Lady, 

Clags 24. Pointers over 501bs., Dors.—ist, Chas. A. Andrew’s Jerry, 
liver andl white, 15mos, Pn ee 

Olass 33, Pointers over 50lbs., Bilches.—1st, C. B. Littlefield’s Lill. 
liver aud white, 4yrs., Nati—Mab. y ; 

Qlass 45. Champion Irish Setters, Dogs.—lst, Thomas Wilson's 
Dash. red, 434yrs , Berkléy—Tilly- . ‘ 

Olass 46. Ohampion Irish Setters, Biteches.—ist, Benj.F.Clark's Meg, 
red, deoyrs., Hicho—Rose. 

Glass 47, lvish Setters, Dogs.—Ist, John W. Denhy'’s Rocket, red, 
Hleho—Noreen; 2d, Jolm WV. Denny's Major, red, 20mo0s., Keno— 
Madge. 

Ulass 48, Lrish Setters, Bitclies.— 1st, O.Whitehead's Igo. red. 4teyrs., 
Berkley—Tilly; 20, A. Guild’s Syreu 1l,, red, 2teyrs., Eleho 11,— 
Meg: 3d, John W. Denny's Madge. red, dyrs., Berkley—Mageie, Very 
high com., Will G. Simmens’s Ruby, red, 3y/s., Berkley—Syren. 

Mlass 54. Field Spaniels (any color), aver S8lbs., Does or Bitehes,— 
ist, Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kenvel's Dad, black. 7yrs., imported. 

Class 55. Champion Cacker Spaniels (any color) imder 25ibs., Doys 
or Bitebes.—Ist, Riverside Covker Spauiel ennel’s Feather, liver and 
white tiekea. Tyers., imported. Py , 

Clas 66, Cocker Spaniels (other than black), under 28tbs,, dogs or 
iitcbes.—ist, Riverside Cocker Spanial Kennel’s han, liver.dyrs..Sport 
—Old Fan 

Olass 57, Cocker Spaniels (black or black and white), under 28lbs., 
dogs or bilches.—ist, J. P, Wiley’s Obo IL. imp, black, J3mos,, Cham- 
pion Ubo—Chloe IL; 2d, John Daly's Darkie, bluck, 1omos, Beau 
—Blackie, Special for bitches, Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kenoels 
Chloe T., imp, black, 3y7rs, Dash—Nellie 

Class a8, Field or Covker Spaniel Puppies (any color) under 12mos,, 
—ist, Riverside Cocker Spanitl Kennel's Blavkbird, black, 5mos,, 
Beau—Cbloe il, 

Ulass 60. Foxhounds, Dogs or Bitches.—Ist, Chas. A. Andrew's 
Ned, black, white, and tan. rte Z 

Olass 13. Beagles.—1st, J, G. Morrison’s Mischief, black. white, and 
tan, 2yrs,, Fluteé—Spot. . 

Class 66, Champion Fox-Terricrs, Dogs.—lst, Prescott Lawrence’s 
Brockenlurst Joe. white, Yyrs., Belgrave Joe—Tricksey. 

Glass 67. Champion Fox-Terrers, Bitches—Ist, Prescott Lay- 
rehee’s Jeopirdy, imp, white, 3¥eyrs., Brockenliuret Joe—Rosey. 

Olass 63. Mox-Terriers, Dogs —ish, Prescott Lawrence's Butt, imp, 
white, black, onl tan, 7, . Buffett Swan; “d, George ace Gilbert's 
Gute, white, lemon aud b , 2yrs., imported; 3d, H. buckles’s Jack, 
white, black and tan, 15mos , Richmont Jack—Deacou Rosey. 
Class 6. Fox-Terriers, Bitches—Ist, Prescott Lawrence's Deacon 

Busey, while, byrs.. Bufi—Deacon Nettle; 2d, Prescott Lawrence's 
Bruise, white, black wnd tan,ayrs.,blue—Pater Blaclie; Bu, Prescott 
Lawrence’s Ris: white, and tan, 2ys., Spice—Jersey; very high 
com., Prescott Lawrence's Jersey, white, black and tan, dbeyrs., 
Brockenhurst Joe—Deacon Rosey; high (com., Prescott Lawrence's 
Frolic, white, black and tan, lomos., Buil—Jeopardy ; com., George 
H. Gilbert's Foxie, white, 2yrs., Tke—Queen Vic. _ 

Glass 7, Collies. Dozs.—Ist, Geo. H, Gilbert's Agrippa, tawny red, 
dyrs. 8mos., Keeper—Minnie, i hy 

Class 70. Uolies, Bitches,—ist, Gen, Matiox’s Clyde; 2d, G. C. Nich- 
ols’s Lady Bess; 8d, H. C. Shaw's Bessie, black and tan, white 
oluts, Pi 

% Glass 77. Collies, Puppies.—1st, 2d. 3d,very high com. and highcom,, 
litter owned by Gen. Mattox, 

Class 79. Champion Bulldogs, Pogs.—1st, John P. Barnard, Jr.’s Tip- 
poo, brindli, 3y7's., imported. Gamester—Ina, ‘ 

Class 714, Champion Uulldogs,Bitches,—Ist, John P, Barnard, Jr,’s 
Josephine, 3yrs., imported, Tiger—Sophia, 

Cluss HO, Bulldogs, Dogs and Bitehes,—ist, Jolin P, Barnard, Jr.'s 
Major, fawn and sunt, Jyr.. Sancho Panzy—Nell. ‘i 

Class 81. Champion Bull'Terriers, over 2alhs., Dogs or Biiches-—Ist, 
Jobn P. Barnard, Jr.'s Halifax Joe, white, 3yprs., imported, Spring— 
Violet. 

Cless 82, Bulltlerriers, Dogs or Bitches, over 25]bs,—lst, Mason W. 
Hamunoond’s Sankey. white. 2}4yrs,, imported, 

Class 8, Round-lieaded Bull-Terriers. Dogs. under 25lbs.—1st, Geo. 
WW. Gilbert's Fun, brindle and white, 14yrs., J ulge—Famous; 20, Geo. 
H. Gilbert's Famous, brindle and white, 8yrs., Tom—Meg. . 
Round-Headei) Gull-Terriers, Bitohes.—Ist, Geo. Ti. Gilbert's Flirt, 

brindle aud white, 2yrs., Hph—Wasp; 3d, Geo. H, Gilbert's Blossom, 
brindle and white, L4yrs.. Snow. Floss. A ’ 
Round-Headeu Bull-Perriars, Poppies. —1st,Geo. H. Gilbert's Frolic, 

brindle ond white, Sinds., fph—Blossom. : 
Class 87. Black and ‘Tan Terriers, over 7lbs., Dogs or Bitcites-—ist, 

Joun FP. Baraard, Jr.t¢ Wallace, blavic und tan, 4yrs., Colanel— 
Vixen, 

Glass 0, Champion Skye Teriers, Dogs or Bitches.—lst. George H, 
Gilnert’s Pepper, dark blie, Syrs., Tatters—Rags; 2d, Ceorge H. Gil- 
bert’s Norah, dark blue, Bléyrs.. Sweep—Nettle. 

Alma I1.—E. R. Hearn, 
Bohhomme—Frauk Parmetee, 

Breeze—J, L. Smith. 
Brier—Dr. I’, B. Greenough. 

Bruce—Jas, Burrill. 
Buekellew—W. A, Coster, 
Bush—br. 

Clara R.—Jas. K, Boyil. 

Count Dan—Thos. VY. Ryw no. 
Count Jatvoy—Detroih Kennel Club, 
Crook—Maj. G 

Class 92. Champion Pugs,—ist, John P. Barnard, Jr.s Bang, fawn, 
Syrs,, imported. 

Class 94. Pug Dogs.—ist, Albert D, Swan's Sam, 2yrs,, imported, 
Ben—Beauty: 2d, Dude, imported, 2yrs,; 8d, George H. Gilbert's Dan- 
zer, imported, ereyts. : 
ea 95, Pugs, Biteches—ist, P, K. Davis's Toodles, fawn, 2yrs., im- 

ported. 
Pugs, Puppies.—Ist, Treasure, cream fawn, black markings, 

3mos,, Fritz Banjo; 2d. Toots, silver-tawn, black marking. 3mos., 
imported, britz—imported Banjo. 

Class 96. Yorkshire Terriers (Blue and Tan) Over alhs., Dogs or 
Bitehes,—tst, John W. Denny*s Fanny, 4yrs. 

Class 102. Italian GreyLounds, Dogs or Bitches,—Ist, Charles A. An- 
drew's Daisy, fawn. 2hovrs,. imported. 

Glass 103, Miscellaneous,—Equal dst, Mrs, 
sili Gel 
poodle, 

i J Jimes Lawrences 
black poodle, ayrs., iomported; same owner's Nigger, black 
2yrs,. imported, 

REGISTERED DOGS. 

Ww the September number the American Kennel Reg- 
/Y aster completes its first ix months of publication. The 

reception given to the enterprise by leading dog owners has 
been most encouraging, ‘he first six numbers contain the 
names of 586 dogs, distributed amon the various breeds, 
sporting and non-sporting. Of these 31 are collies, 30 mastiffs, 
4) spaniels, 22 terriers, 19 St. Bernards, 5 pointers, and 141 
setters, Byery dog registered has a number assigned to it, and 
in each case are given names and addresses of owners and 
breeders, pedigree, and field trial and bench show record, 
Below willbe found the names of the registered dogs with 

the owners: 

Tush—W. H. & F. Ashburner. 
Dell—P. H. Horne. 
Joy—Osear Green. 

BEAGLES. 
Nelley—Oscar Green. 
Tansy—P, H, Horne- 

BULLDOGS. 
Moses—J, E. Thayer & Bro, 
Thunderer—Rk, & W. Livingston, 

Blister—J. MW. Thayer & Bro, 
Hero I.—R. & W. Livingston. 
Judy—J, EB, Thayer & Bro. 

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOUS. 
Rake—G, G. Hammond, Ruby 11,—G, G, Hammionid. 
Ripple—Dr, F. B. Greenough. Rusia, G. Hammond, 
Rose—G, G. Hammond, 

OOLLIES. 
Annie Laurie—Long & Campbell. Jersey Lilly—Jas. Lindsay. 
Ayrshire Laddie—Jus. Lindsay. Kelpie—Geo. H. Whitehead. 
Brack—Martin Dennis, Laddie— I. N. Borland. 
Eruce—Long & Camptell, Lad o' Kilmarnoeck—T. C. Faxon, 
Uhde—Robert Mackay. Latk—Geo. H, Whitehead, 
Clyde—Leng & Campbell. Lassie—J, N. Borland. 
Caila—Robert Mackay. Mez—Martin Dennis. 
Daisy—Robert Mackay. Meg—Long & Campbell. 
Don—J, M. Jackson, Meg Merrifies—J. C, Harrison. 
TDora—Martin Dennis, Nellie—Long & Campbell, 
Elsie—Robert Mackay. Re=—Jas. Lindsay. 
My— bore & Campbell. Rob Roy— Mariin Dennis, 
(Glen—Robert Mackay, Rob Bey ne & Camphell. 
Janet—Martin Dennis, Scott—T_ C. Faxon. 
Jennie Burns—T. C. Faxon. Tweed—Long & Campbell, 
Jersey Lass—H. B. McKnight. 

DEERHOUNDS. 
Lorna—J. BE, Thayer & Bro. 

FOXHOUNDS, 
Featless—Wmm, H. Dralte. Rover—Jos. E. Lewis. 

GREYHOUNDS. 
Dorothes—H. W. Huntington. Fan—Jos. R. Pierson. 
Doubleshot—H.W, Huntington, Red Bran—H. W, Smith. 

MASTIENS. 
Gipsey—Wim. Wade, 
Gurth—Col, Stuart Taylor. 
Heetor—hi, Clare Ormsby. 
Judge—Dr. J, W. Alsop. 
Jumbo—Wm, Mellis. 
Leah—L, €, & H, 1, de Zayas, 
Murs —Dr. J. W. Alsop. 
Master Wade—W.L, Jones. 
Monmouth Cresar— 0. B.Wallack. 
Orna—C. F. Wilson. 
Queen IL.—Pelbam Manor Kennel, 
kkena—Shaw & Dates. 
Sir Anthony—shaw & Bates. 
Tigress 1.—Chas. 4. Wallack. 
Venus I.—t. P. Hodges. 

NEWFOUNDLAND. 
Mayor of Bingley—Col. Stuart Taylor. 

POLVTERS. : 
Andrew Jackson—Blliot Smith. Jim—James P. Swain, Jr. _ 
Baronet—George S. Tocker. King Bow—Detroit Kennel Chub. 
Beil—A. Korner, King R—H. E. Hamilton. 
DBelle—D. S. Gregory. Jr., 2d, Knickerbocker—Geo. L. Wilms. 
Bellona—Westininster Kennel ©. Lady Annie—Erastus Corning, Jr. 
Bramble—J, E. Thuyer & Bro. Lady Gleam—J, R. Phelan. 
Gora CW. A. Coster, Lassie—Westminster Keunel Club 
Uhess —Detroif Kennel Club, Lifty— Joseph Lewis. 
Chie—Dihyard Dexter. Lucia—D. 8. Gregory, Jr., 2d. 
CGlover—J. CG. & A, R, Sharp. Luck—R. T. Vandevort, 
Oly tie J.C. & A. R. Sharp, Match—h. C. Cornell. 
Cremormme—J. C. & A R. Sharp. Muay—tT, B, Dorsey. 
Dash .—¥ red Willrath. Minnie—Eliiot Smith, 
Deacon—Edward Dexter. Nan—James P. Swain, Jr. 
Debitor—Edward Dexter. Nympbh—H. B. Dwyer. 
Deluge—Edward Dexter. Polly—Westminster Kennel Ohub. 
Denial—Hdward Dexter. Queen May—Westatinster K. C. 
Dido—Edward Dexter. Rab—Elliot Smith. ¥ 
Lirge—Edward Dexter. Rake Koyal—H. E. Hamilion. 
Dirk—Hdward Dexter. Rita Croxteth_—G. L. VY. Tyler. 
Diek—W. H. Slocum, Hoek—James P, Swain, Jr. 
Domino—Edward Dexter, Rose—Westminster Kennel Club. 
Doo—R, T. Vandevurt. Rush—Edimund Orgitl. 
Don Juan—Hiliot Smith, Rushton—Mortimer Mills. 
Donna—T. B. Dorsey. Scoul—D.5, Gregory, Jv,, 2d. 
Don Royal—W. A. Coster, SeftonJ. O. & A, KR. Sharp. 
Dorcas—Edward Dexter, Sensalion—Westminster K, Chib, 
Kilene—Eviot Smith. Silvia R. —H, BH. Hamilton, 
Flash R.—H. H. Hamilton, Starlle—Elhot Smith, 
Pritz —J, H, Thompson. Stunner—Westuuinster Kl Olub. 
Grace—James P, Swam, Jr. Toots—J. BE, Wilson. 
Graceful—Westminster Ken. Club. Venus—Detroit Kennel Ginb, 
Guide—Frank Battles, Vit—L, Gavdner. 
Teicle—Geo. W- Fisher, Wash. R.—L. E, Hamilton. 

Puas. 
Lyna—Wam, Mellis. 
Puek—Cheqnasset Kennel, 

Dianah—Wim. Mellis, Puggie—Miss Tilly G. Clifford. 
Dolly—LHd, T.. Siith. * Tanivums—Chequasset Kennel, 

ST. BERNARDS—ROUGH*COATED, 
Abbess I..—E. fi, Hearn. Regic—Rodney Benson, 
Bouivard—Rodney Benson. Rigi—Herhert Seymour. 
Uresar—Rodney Benson, Rollo Lt. C. Pedder. 
Carlo—H, C. Pediler, Santa—Chequasset Kennel. 
Hermit—Aiss Anna 1, Whitney, Theonu—Chequasset Kennel. 
Monuaryqne—Miss Marie Arnold. Ursula—Roduey Benson, 
Nun—Miss Anna H Whitney. 

ST_ RERNARDS—SNOOTH- COATED, 4 
‘Alma I.—Miss Anna H. Whitney. Brunhild—Miss Anna H, Whitney, 

bi-hop—E. b. Stuart. « 
Cha) tveuse—Frauk Parmelee, 

ENGLISH SETTERS. 
Linds—Lhos, I’, Ryan. 
Lockport—John Antoney. 
Lorna Doon—Dr. 8. M. Nash. 
Taicii—l, A. Herzberg. 
Maczregzor—l, N. Abirich. 
Mignon—I. King. 
Moonstone—W. A, Caster. 
Morning—Jas. H. Goodsell. 
Myrtle—Detroit Kennel Gtub. 
Nancy Rake—T. F. Connelly. 
Nell Kelley—P. B, Hadley. 
Nixey—John BE. Long. 
Olivette—u, Rothmater. 
Pubble—Prof. H, J. Rice, 
Pelhani—O. W. Donner. 
Plunger—H, Hédeman. 
Polka—B. A, Herzherg. 
Portia—Jas. H, Goodsell. 
Premier—Jas. 1. Goodsell. 
Pride of the Border-C.H.Raymond 
Primer—C. N. Wade. 
Princess Alice—C, A, Latour. 

ass Béatrice—R, C. Co 

Anteu—Shaw & Bates. 
Bayard—Lorin F, Deland 
Bertha—Wm, Wade. 
Bevis—i. P, Jones 
Black Prince—Searbvoro’ Kennel, 
Boadicea—Pr. J. W. Alsop. 
Cresar—Wm. Wade. 
Cato—Pelhan Manor Kennel, 
Cleopatra—Dr..J. W, Alsop. 
Creole—Wm, Mellis. 
Dinah I7.—Wm, Wade, 
Dolly Varden—Scarboro’ Kennel, 
Duebess—Chas, B. Shaw. 
Europa—Wim, Waile. 
Fru—Wim. Wade, 

Daisy—C. 8. Keene. 
Dick—Wam, Mellis. 

Kedford—oO, W. Donner. 
Belle—Detroit Kennel Club. 
Belle 1.—Henry May. 
Belthus—s. L. Boggs. 
Beb B.—W, W. Lewis, 
Bertrarai—Wm. A, Rea. 
Black Ned—W. A. Coster. 
blitz—O W. Donner, 
Blow—J. L,. Smith, 
Tue Rulge—a, M, Holton. 
Blue Belle—E. W. Jester, 

Brimstone—?. F. Connelly, 

ff. B, Greenough. 
Oecilia D.—Thos. ¥. Ryan. 

Cliverd—O. W. Donuer. 

Watizins, te 7] P ci < 
Dashing Countess—Dr, K.P, Tull, Princess Fairy—Jas, H. Goo 
Don be. HF Aten, * (princess Louise—Detroit K, C._ 
Tieho—k, M Brown. Princess Mix-—Prof. H, J. 

‘i 
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Prudenec—Jns, WH. Goodsell. 
Queen Bess—L, T. Field. 
Reign—Detroit Kennel Club. 
Rel—Edward Haywars. 
Roanoke—Jas. H. Goodsell. 
Rocket—Wm, R. Trays. 
Royal Sultan—Detroit K: C. 
Ruby—wW. A. Cartir, 
St, Albaus—Thos, F, Ryan, 
St, Patti—k, A. Heraberg. 
Sir Kay—Maj. G, R, Watkins. 
Sonata—Jas. H. Geodsell. 
Swaze—W. A, Coster. 
Syracuse—O. W. Donner, 
Tom—Maj. G. R- Watkins. 
Tony—La Forest Wheelar, 
Tony Luvu Rock—I. M. Dewey. 
Towzer—P, B. Hadley. 
Wagner—l, A, Herzberg, 
Winsome—Jas, BH. Goodsell. 
Zarab Bey—l, D, Bixby, 
Zetta—Wim, A. Ren. 

‘Dmperor Fred—f. A, Herzberg. 
Fairfax—Jas. H. Goodsell. 
airy I1.—Jas. H, Goodsell. 
Fairy Belle—O. W. Donner, 
Fairy Lass—Jas. H. Goadsell, 
Flake I] —W“heeler & Davis. 
Pred—Q, W. Donner, 
Friar Tuck—Maj. G. R, Watkins, 
Glen Gannon—fhos. F, Ryan. 
Grege's Boy—I. N, Aldrich. 
Guess— 0. W. Donner. 
Marry S—Henry Mey. 
Jersey Gyp—Wii, © Rea, 
Jesse Gladstone—li, Tf. Hamilton. 
Kelp—Detroit Kennel Club. 
‘Keyport—John Antoney. 
Lady—vw, f, Daniell. 
Lady Nana—T, B.C. Smith. 
Lady Enid—Maj. G. R. Watkins. 
Lady Gale—T, N. Aldrich. 
Laya Kock—J, 0. Thayer & Bro, 
Lejuester Crook—br. A. BF, Aten. 
Laroy—J. T. Perkins, 

GORDON SEDTERS. 
Glen—Dr. H. F, Aten. 
Glen I1T,—Dr. 1. F. Aten. 
Glen V.—A. J. Rozezlawski. 
Juno—J, M. Blossorn. 

Argus—Dr, J. 5, Niven. 
Beauty—Dr. FB. Greenough 
Ben —Fred Ingraham. 
Daisy Blossom—--\M- MeLaue, 
Flick—Frank Huckins, Nellie—H. T. Domville, 
Gipsey— Dr. H, FP. Aten, Shot—H, L, O'Brien, 

iRISH SETTERS. 
Bran Berkley —Dudley Miller. Lorna—Dr. Wim. Jarvis. 
Brnee—I, H. Roberts, L rry—T. H. Roberts. 
Bunk—Wim, Arnold. Mae—G. ©, Sherman. 
Chief—Max Weuzel. Nellie B.—R. BE, Wastlake, 
Chief 1—H. B. Goetsehius. Norah—J. A. Smithers, 
Claire—J.T. Walker. Noreeu—Dr. William Jarvis. 
Clare—C. E. Husted. Primrose—l, H, Robarts, 
Cushla-ma-chree— Herbert Smith, Raymond—N. R, O'Connor. 
Dougald—J, R. Housel. Red Grouse—Chas. P. Miles, 
Llcho—Dr. Wm, Jarvis, Rose— Dr. Wm. Jarvis. 
Blo 5 H.—J. R. Aousel. Sweetheart—J. B. Blossom. 
Hazlenut—t. TH, Rolierts. Tam O'Shanter—I. M, Dewey. 
Trish Waith—Eniporia Kennel Club Trix—Glencho Kennel. 
Trish Kork—Emporia Kennel Club Trim—J. A, Smithers. 
Joe—Wrm. Arnold. Tuck—Q, B, Draper. 
Leigh Doane—t, H. Roberts. Zelda—J Grosvenor. 

TRI6H WATER SPANIELS. 
Barney—Hxcelsior T WS Kennel. Mike—Excelsior 1, W. 5. Kennel, 
Joe—Excelsior T. W, S. Kennel. Mollie—Exeelsior]. W. S. Kennel. 
Judy—Kiscelsior I. W, 8. Kennel. Pansy—Bxcelsior 1. W, 8. Kennel, 
Lady—Excelsior , W, 8, Kennel. Swan—Excelsior 1, W, 8. Kennel. 

FIELD AND COCKER SPANIELS. 
Benedict—Col Stuart Taylor, Fidget—c. G. McKenzie 
Benedict's Boy—H. F. Shellhaus. Plora—James Watson. 
Black lrinee—A. C, Wilmerding, Frank—Dr. J. 8, Niven. 
Black Rose—T. B. Dorsey, Glen—M, P, Mckcoon, 
Black Venus—A. @. Wilmerding. Hornell Bonanza—Hornell §. C. 
Bub—Hornell Spaniel Club. Hornell Dandy—Hornell 8. Club. 
Burdette Bob—Hornell 8. Club. Hornell Dinah—Horwiell 8. Club. 
Cuptain—M, P. Mekoon. Hornell Ruby—Hornell §. Club. 
Click—Chas. P. Mi Kenzie. Jet—M. P. MeKoon, 
Gol, Stubhs—Chas.P. McKenzie, King Kaffir—J. F. Kirk, 
Crilic—\V. Johnson, Madge—Hornell Spaniel Club, 
Corporal Trim—t, H. Morse, Negress—J. RF. Kirk, 
Daisy Deane—M, P, McKoon, Negvess I.—J. F. Kirk. 
Daisy Zulu—t, M. Dewey. Nellie—James Warson. 
Dandy Zulu—L, M. Dewey. Nip—s. H, Standart, 
Darkie—John Daly. Pel--M. P. MeKoon. 
Darkyess—W, §. Thomas. Pounve—Chas, W, Walcott 
Diamond—M, P, Melfoon, Sahni—M, P, McKoon, 
EBudora—mM, P, MeKoon, Topsy—Tornell Spaniel Club, 
Pannie—Hornell Spaniel Club, Toronta Beau—J. BP, Kirk, 
Panny Fern—M. P, MeKoon, Zuleika—M,. P, MeKoon, 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS, 
Topsy—Henry Muss. 

BULL-TERRIESS. © 
Kate—Henry Muss. 

Kittie—Col, Stuart Taylor. ‘Tnssell—Neleon Diggs. 
Pegasus—Col. Stuart Taylor. Young Bill—Gal Stuart Taylor. 

DANDY DINMONT TERRIERS. _ 
Needlue—Robert Hume, Badger U1.—Robert Hume. 

FOX-TERRIERS. 
Preddie—Robert Ives Crocker. Wasp—!, B, Dorsey, 

IRISH PERRIERS. 
Colleen—Lawrence Timpson. Shiela—Lawrence Timpson, 
Pluck—Lawrenee Timpson, 

SKYE TERRIERS. 
Jim—W im. Ssuderson, 

CURRENT DOG STORIES. 

Carrying a basket containing a young brood of six Enplish 
ug dogs, and closely followed by the mother of the puppies, 

Fetective Michael Powers entered Brooklyn Police Headquar- 
ters yesterday, As he placed the burden carefully down be- 
side the desk of Acting Superintendent Jewett and uncovered 
the basket a look of pride oyerspread his features, and he 
exclaimed, ‘‘There, Superintendent; but one dog was stolen; 
Tve returned seven to the owner.” The explanation was that 
apentleman named Dayis, residiug in Seventy-third street, 
this city, had an English pug stolen about two weeks ago. He 
suspected a person formerly in his employ of the larceny. 
‘The ahimal was at the time about to increase the canine popu- 
lation. Detective Powers succeeded in finding Mr. Davis's 
property in a stable in Grace court, Brooklyn Heights, where 
they had been left for safe keeping by the party suspected of 
the theft. The detective started in pursuit of the alleged thief 
yesterday aiternoon. The returned property is valued by 
the owner at $225.— Herald. 

An amusing incident happened Sunday morning in the 
Baptist Church, at Bssex, during service time, <A large New- 
foundiand dog while straying néar the church espied the open 
door, and, uninvited, walked in. The minister was just about 
in the niiddle of his prayer, and many heads were bowed as 
the dog approached the door that leads from the entry into 
the church, and unobserved started up the side aisle. Un- 
doubtedly he was looking for his master; for as he went 
along he pushedinto eyery seat and sniffed the occupants, 
and, in Tost cases, very quickly retreated. Bane! bang! 
went the pew doors as the doz approached the pulpit. Tt is 
needless to say that there was some commotion and excite- 
ment among the women; but, as the dog went onward, every 
one smiled as he walked up into the pulpit and back of the 
minister across to the other side, and there stood looking out 
of the window. apparently enjoying the scenery, wugeing his 
tail, and ‘Mieking his chops.” linally a gentleman went up 
the aisle and led the dog “down and out.”"—HAartford Times, 

A DEER RETRIEV ER.—2dilor Forest and Stream: [see a 
good deal of dogs in the Forms’ An» Spream, but have never 
read of any aoe eee will compare witha liver colored pointer 
owned by Mr. Ek. Thompson near here. I have shot over this 
dog frequently, and can youch for all Tsay of him. First, he 
isa splendid bird dog and a good retriever; second, he is a 
ood farm dos, will cateh a hog ot cow as readily as a bull- 
og; third, heistue best deer dox I ever heard of, Mr. Thom 

son goes every fall deer hunting and always takes this doo with 
him. Last fall he crippled a yearling deer and it broke for the 
riyer, abouy half mile away, and swam down the river nearly 
one-fourth of # mile to an island, He put the dog on the trail; 
the dog ran up and down the bank, then swam over and 
examined the other bank, then swant down theriyer. Myr. 
‘Thompson took in the situation at once, ran down the bank 
and opposite the island, He say the deer, and shot it before 
the dog got there. The dog found the deer and dragged it to 
the water, and swam across bringin the deer with him, 
Again one of the party crippled a five prong buck and he took 
to the river, and the dog caught him just as they wereleayin 
The water on the further side, when the man came np an 
sliot the buck as they were fighting, and the dog swam back 
fetching the buck with him. He will run a deer all day if the 
deer will run circle of two or three wiles, but if Tt ruus 
straight away he won't follow it more than two or three 
miles, Now some may think this a pretty tough history, hut 
T¢an give names of nine as 200d men as theré are in this sec- 
tion who will file their davit to. this statement. —OLp 
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FOREST AND STREAM, 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To insure 
ublication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
iculars of euch animal; 

1, Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Greed. buyer or seller, 
3. Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4. Age, or §. Owner of sire. 
5, Date of birth, of breeding or 9, Dam, with her sire and dam, 

of death, 10, Owner of dam, 
Allnaroes must be plainly written, Communication on one side of 

paper ouly, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
ee" See instructions at head of this coloma. P 
Pendragon. By Mr. T. 8. Dumont, New York, for black, white and 

tan English setter dog, whelped June 11, 1883, by Count Noble out of 
Floy (Rob Roy—Blanche), 
‘Nobleman and Courtess Ploy, By Messrs. Dalliba & Munhall, 

Qleveland. O.. for black, white and tan English setters, dog and bitch, 
whelped June 11, 1888, by Coumt Noble out of Floy (Rob Roy— 
Blanche). 
Domino wid Drew, By Woy. kdward Dexter, Buzzard’s Bay Mass., 

for liver and white pomters, dog and bitch, whelped June 22. 1883, by 
Groxteth out of Chit (Croxteth—Vinnie), 
Bruce, Lady Block and Midnight. By Mr. Andrew Laidlaw, Woad- 

sthovk, Ont,, forsolid liver dog and lwo black spaniel bitches, whelped 
aug: 28, 1823, by Toronto Bean (A.K.R, 191) out of Toronto Jet (Nigger 
—Belle). , 

Sport and Nellie, By Mr, J. W. Kelly, Woodstock, Ont., for solid 
liver spaniels, dog and bitch, whelped Aug. 28. 1883, by Toronto Beau 
(A. E.R. 191) ont of Toronto Jet (Nigger—Belle). 
Corrie Roy. By Mr, J. W, Kelly, Woodstock, Ont., for blue belton 

English setter bitch, whelped Aug 1,1888, by Royal Sultan (A.K.R. 
119) out of Woodstock Belle (Dime—Princess Blanche), 

Royal, Ry Mr. J. W. Kelly, Woodstoek, Ont., for orange belton 
Wnglish setter dog, whelped Ang. 1, 1883, by Royal Sultan (A.K.K. 
119) out of Woodstock Belle (Dime—Princess Blanche). 

Gallicrd and Marjorie, By Mr. H. Drain, Baltimore, Md.. for red 
Trish setters, doz and Inteh, whelped June 5, 1888, by Snap (Chief— 
Tilley) out of Vie (Echo—Lady Helen). 

BRED. 
S— See instructions at head of this column. i 
Modjesko —Plantagenet, Mr. J. G, Heckscher’s (New York) English 

selter birch Modjeska (Leivester—Peeress) to Mr, J, H. Goodsell's 
champion Plantagenet, : 

Dashing Belle—Prince, Mr. E,W. Jester's (St. George's, Del.) Bng- 
lish setter biech Dashing Belle (Dashing Monarch—Blue Belle) to Mr. 
J. A, Goodsell’'s Prince (Pride of the Bor@er—Petrel). 

White Lilty—Runger. Mr. 8, B. Dilley’s (Rosendale, Wis.) pointer 
bitch White Lilly eae een) to his Ranger, Sept. 3. 

Viek—Bow. Mr. John G. Watson's (Arcola, La.) liver and white 
pomter biteh Viuk (Rapezer—Pearl) to Mr, Edward Odell’s champion 
Bow, Sept, 1. . , 
Pigtoi—Jock, Mr, Andrew Laidlaw’s (Woodstock, Ont.) beagle 

bitteh Pigeon (Ringwood Il,—Fan II.) to his Jock (Ringwood IT,— 
Spider), July 20, 

Vinnie—Orvortehh, Dr. Luke Coreoran’s (Springfield, Mass.) liver 
and white pointer bitch Vinnie (Ranger—Bess) to Mr. A. E.Gadelffroy’s 
Oroxteth, Aug. 15, 

WHELPS. 

ES= See instructions at head of this column. 
Grace. Mr, Luke White’s (Bridgeport, Ct.) champion pointer bitch 

fans Aug, 19, seven (four dogs), by champion Tramp (Sensation— 
ayche), 
Toroite Jet. Messrs. A. Laidlaw and J. Kelly*s (Woodstock, 

Ont.) imported black cocker spaniel bitch Toronto Jet (Nigger—Belle), 
Avg. 28, nine (to dogs), by Toronto Beau (A-K.R, 191). 

SALES. 

Ger See instructions at head of this colwninn. 
Fuuwntelrey. Black, white and ticked English setter dog, whelped 

Aug, 1, 1883 (Fairy Prince—Flirt), by Mr, A.S. Bishop, Pittsburgh, 
Pa,, to Dr. W. H. Boardman, same place. 
Fuiry Prijeess, Black, white and ticked English setter bitch, 

Wheiped Aug, 1, 1883 (Fairy Prince—Flirt), by Mr. A, S. Bishop, Pitts- 
bursh, Pa., fo Mo. W. A. Givens, same place. 
Dash Til—Lady Monnering whelps, Black and white English set- 

ters, whelped July 20, 1283, by Mr. Walter B. Nichols, New Haven, 
Ot, a doz to Mr.,J. Fitzpatrick, Waterbury, Ct,,and a biteh to Mr; 
Wi. bryan, Brantford, Cn, 

Cara C Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped Noy. 27, 1881 (A, 
K.R. 18), by Mv, H. E. Hamilton, Jersey City, N. J., to Mr. H. B, Gil- 
bert, New York, f F 

Guile &, Pointer bitch, whelped March 28, 1883 (Ranger—White 
Lilly), by Mr. 8. B. Dilley, Rosendale, Wis , to Mr. F. A. Taylor, Kala- 
mazoo, Mivh- 

Tot, Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped May 23, 1883 (imported 
ED ea by Mr. Andrew Laidlaw, Woodstock, Ont,, to Mr. 
Fred W. Svarif, same place. 1 

Beduty. Liver and tan spaniel bifeh, by Mr. Andrew Laiilasy, 
Woodstock, Ont., to Mr. H. P. Rennie, Port Arthur, Thunder Bay, 
Ont : 

Black cocker spaniel dog (Bob Junior—Maud), by Mr. Andrew 
ws Woodstock, (mt., to Mr. H, P, Rennie, Port Arthur. Thunder 

wy, Ont. 
Peggoty. Imported pug bitch, by Mr. Andrew Laidlaw,Woodstock, 

Ont., to Mr. W. C. McLeod, Jr., same place, 
Bob, Inyported liver and white pointer dog, 6 years old, by cham- 

pion Don (10.K.0.8,B. 4,201) out of Ainswerth’s Beauty (Lord Stam- 
lord’s Hunter—Dulke of Athol’s Rose) by Dr. Luke Corcoran, Spring- 
fieli. Mass., t6 Mr. EB. A, Lathrop, same place, 

Hattie S. Red irish setter bitch, whelped May 22, 1883 (Deavon— 
Nellie), by Mr, 0. W. Feickert, Denver, Col., to Mr, W, I". Perkins, 
San Francisco, Cal, 
Sten. Red Trish setter bitch, whelped May 22, 1884 (Deacon— 

Nellie), by Mr. G.W. Feickert, Denver, Col. to Mr. Chas. B. Wolf, 
same plate. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
=> See instructions at head of this calumo. 
Duke—Black, white and tan beagle dog, whelped sag 1883 

(Racket—Fly), by Mr. Colin Cameron, Brickerville, Pa., to Mr. J. M. 
Bérgold, Canai Wulton, 0. 

Peggy A. Red Trish setter bitch, whelped May 32, 1883 (Deacon— 
sues by are O, W. Feickert, Denver, Col., to Rev, H. C. King, North 
enver, Col. 

Answers ta Correspondents. 

t=" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents, 

G, G. J., Moscow, O.—Please send address to this office, 

Esquiner,—For New York squirrel season, see our issue of Aug. 1b, 

G. P.P., Colorado, 1. The gun you name is as good as any made. 
%. The rifle company suspendéd business some years ago. You might 
possibly obtaiu & second-hand one of the rifles by advertising for it. 

J.B. G., Ohio.—We know of no guide book of Arkansus that you 
could use for a hunting guide. Wor useful information about the 
State and the game regions, see the artivles “Attractions of Arkansas” 
in our issues of March 4 and 25, 1880, 25. 

8. J, &., Pittsburgh.—What constitutes a “winch fishing line, “such 
as Mr. Wood used in England? Ans, Winch is the term used in Eng- 
land for what we call areel, Therefore, the line used by Mr. Wood 
was 4 small one suitable for a reel, and nota large hand line. 

$. $.J., Shieago, Ml.—In the vicinity of Tadousae, Quebec, you 
will find in season excellent sea-trout fishing. Brook troutare caught 
Inthe Riyiévé Moulin i Baude and the Lae & Paradis, within easy 
reach, Tadousde is reached froin Quebee by the Saguenay steamer, 

X. X., Minnesota.—1, Mayor Merrill's address is New Rochelle. N. 
Y. 2, Weknow nothing of the Pittsburgh parties. 3. The other 
firm have been proscented for fraudulent dealing. Our advice is to 
buy your guna of thoroughly responsible dealers; you may have to 
pay & little nrore for the foods, but you know what you are buying 
and are sure uf fair treatment. The firms who advertise in our 
columns séll guns and other implements as cheaply as they can be 
sold in & legitimate way. 

J. L. K., Cincinnati, O.—Bnols of reference on mammals are Prof. 
5. F. Baird, “Mamuinals of North America,” ‘Pacific R, R. Explora- 
tious and Surveys,” Vol. VIL, 1857, Washington. D. C. Government 
printing officey Dr, Harvison Allen, “Monograph of Bats of North 
America,’ 1861, Philddelpuia: Goues and Allen, “‘North American 
Rodentia,” 1877, Washington, Government privting office; Goes, 
“Fur-Bearing Animals.” (N, A, Wuatelides), 1877, Washington, Gov- 
emmept printing office; Caton, “The Derr and’ Antelopa of North 
Aimerica,’* 1878, Chicago, 

—— 
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Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

MUZZLE VS. BREECH. 

Rditoy Povest dnd Stretint 
We are glad lo note thatthe 1avfit. trajectory of the breechtoader 

at 1200yds. range has been brought down to a trifle’over 50ft. by your 
correspondent, Occident,’’ in his polite note in your issue of Aug. 80, 
Now we are waiting for Shikaree™ (see issue of Aug, 9) to reduce his 
26-dram powder charge in a like proportion. If he refuses to reduce 
the charge. will he please give us the proper weight of the rifle, or 
cannon, in which hé would propose to use this charge, This charge 
o£ 25 drams is ahout 71 grains, which is seven times the normal 
charge of a long-range breech-los der of .44 or .45 caliber, We will not 
énlarge on this point, as “Shikaree"’ is in India, and must haya consid- 
pee time to make bis correction, ot explanation, if he has any to 
make, 

‘The champions of the muzgle-loader have been yery reticent as to 
the proper powder charge of their fayorite weapon. They lay great 
siréss on the fact that a comparatively flat trajectory is yery import- 
antin a hunting rifle, and judging from some of their communica- 
tions, we are led ta believe thas they have an idea that rifle manu 
facturers, and riflemen in general, are, or have been until quite 
recently. very iguorant of this fact, [believe that the opposite 1s the 
ease, You cansearcely take up the circulars, or catalogues, of any 
first-class rifle manufacturer in the country wilbout finding the sub- 
ject of trajectory discussed therein to a greater or less extent} and 
this has been the case for many years. The breech-loader has been 
somewhat improved during the past ten years in point of trajectory. 
Now Major Merrill would have us believe that it is far inferior to the 
muzzle-loader in this respect. and not upto the highest standard in 
Hoon of accuracy, In a former communication I stated that a 
bréech-loader would give steady shooting, and has a flat trajectory. 
I have good reason to believe that Maioe Merril took offense atthe 
latter part of this statement, and I will therefore modify it by saying 
that I beliave the breeth-loader to haye a comparatively flat tra- 
eae and will not suffer in comparison with the best muzzle- 
oaders. 
In your issue of April 26 Major Merrill pubhshsd a table showing 

the trajectory of several makes of breech-loaders, and says; ‘They 
fire worth a whole yolume of idle guess work (such as wé generally 
have) to those who really wish to learn the solid, yet plain facts of 
rifle shooting. Some there are 1 see who never care to learn them, 
Ido not allude to Mr. Duane." Then he probably alluded to myselL, 
take this opportumty to inform the Major that what little knoyl- 
edge of rifle shooting Lhave,I have gained by prattice, by seeing 
the practice of others, and by studying works written by practical 
riflemen, Tam of that class who do cure to learn the solid facts, If 
the Major had given us a table of the trajectories of muzzle-loaders 
he might have proyed something. Mr. Duane has called upon the 
M. L. champions time and again for something definite in rerard to 
the trajectories of the muzzlé-loaders. This intormation is not forth- 
coming, Now will they be kind enough to tell us what is the proper 
powder charge for the nuzzleloadery They speak of rifles carrying 
60, 80 and 100 balls (spherici#l) tothe pound. Please tell us what is 
the proper hunting charge for each of these calibers for shooting 
small game at distances up to lUyds. or 140yds., as 1 believe that is 
the Major's outside distance for shooting at game. If this imfovma- 
tion is given we can ourselves test the comparative merits of the two 
systems for accuracy in all conditions and Hatness of trajectory, 
They are great sticklers for an extremely light bullet, and heayy 

proportionate powder charge, They have been informed, or re- 
minded that anabnormal charge of powder will not burn in the bar- 
re], and it then becomes an element of inaccuracy. It is well known 
that a ronnd bullet is too light for accurate shooting excepting when 
the best of weather conditions prevail, Allow me to quote trom Sir 
Henry Halford, whose knowledge of rifle shooting none will ques- 
tion. Sir Henry says ‘Mass telis.”’ ‘This vefers to the weight of rifle 
bullets in connection to target shooling in unsteady winds, This 
quotation is from the communication of Lieut. BE. L. Zalivski, 
Horxst and Stream, June 21, 143, Sir Henry proves that the light 
bullet, although giving a flatter trajectory than the normal one will 
give, is too much deflected from its course by the wind to give com- 
paratively accurate results, Henee the quotation, ‘Mass tells" 1 
hké this quotation better than the Major's quotation of “Stick,” as I 
believe there is more solid instruction init. Truc, Sir Henry Hal- 
ford’s remarks refer to long-range shooting, Wut what is true im long 
range in régard to deflection by the wind is also true of short range, 
The champions of the breech-loader have challenged the other 

party to shoot a series of matches to prove the supenority of either 
system, and although these challenges are repeated from time to 
time, not & solitary response do we hear trom the other side. 
Perhaps the M. L. champions do not want to go far from 
home to shoot; and as the different challenvers of the B. 
L, party are distributed over a large expanse of com try, 
they think this on insurmountable barrier to the consum- 
mation of a match. I confess that I would not go to Maine 
ov New Hampshire with my breechloader to shoot a mateh against 
amuzzle-Joader. If, however, any marksman finds it convenient to 
come to my 100-yard range in Mont Clare, Montgomery county, Pa., 
1 will shoot my B. L. against hisM. L. a series of sweepstakes matches, 
to last one, two, oY three hours, the shots to be fired alternately by 
the contestants and not slower than one shot per minute, Distance, 
100yds., string measurement. 1 will be prepared, at fifteen minutes’ 
uotice, to shoot this match on any day, except Sunday, during the 
months of September, October or November. 

T believe that the muzzle-loaderis not considered quite as accurate 
as the breech-lgader from 200yds. up te 1,000yds. in some sections of 
the country. Insupport of this view I will quote from Forest anp 
STREAM, January 11, 1888: ‘Worcester. Mass. = * Match ©, 
Decimal Target, at rest—200yds.; rounds ten; * * * muzzle-load- 
ing rifles, using ronnd or conical bullets. to be allowed eight points. 
From Foresr anp Stream, August 23, 1833, T quote: "Western Rifle 

Association * * * No, Individual Long Range, five shots each, ab 
£00, 600, 200, 900, 1,0007ds. Two sighting shots at 500yds. only. Military 
rifles and muzzle-loaders allowed one point handicap at euch dis- 
tance, * * * No. 6. Individual Long Range. Ten shots each at 
800, $00 and 1,000yds. First prize, gold badge. Military rifles und 
muzzle-loaders allowed two points handicap at euch distance." 

In regard to Maj. Merrill’s communication, Forust AND STRRAm, 
July 12, 1883, permit me to say.I do not think he will soon finda 
marksman who is willing to shoot a hunting rifle against a telescope 
sighted gun weighing 45 pounds, ut 100yds. range, 
The paragraph relating to Mr. Tyler of Warret, Ohio, is tinny 

reading to us who know nothing more about the circumstance than 
the Major has told us. Happy. happy, Mr. Tyler who could break down 
amau whose motto is “stick.” aid also shoot very close with a 
breech-loader. The lether of Mr. A. B. Dodge, issue of July 19, is one 
one of the most valuable contributions {o this controversy. as are 
also those of Mr, Duane, We are awaiting the good work in 
whieh Mr, Duane is engaged. We bope that Major Merrill will be 
Magnimimous and give us the 200yd. trajectory of his favorite hunting 
rife, Will “Cap Lock" give us the curve of his squirrel rifle at 200yds. 
range? C, B., of Orange county. N. Y., [think van find asmal) cahber 
breech-loader that will answer bis purpose, Second-hand muzzle- 
loaders of first-class make, in gvod condition, can he bought very 
low. B, A, LEopoup. 
PuENTXVICLE, Pa,, Sept. 3, 1883, 

THE CHOICE OF HUNTING RIFLES. 
Kitor Forest and Stren: 

Verily your correspondent, Major Merrill, does not “hide his Weht 
under a bushel,” but. contrariwise, seems rather inclined to make a 
brijhant “electric light tower’ of himself, throwing the light of his 
opinions upon the muzzle-loader upou all the wortd, 
But seriously, what haye all the letters of Major Merrill amounted 

to but dogmatic expressions of his opinion? He hasnot demonstrared 
anything that I can see, except his own implicit belief in himself aud 
his wuzzle-loading guns and theories; he has not accepted the chal- 
lenges that have been piven him through your paper and others. and 
simply asserts his belief over and over again, carefully avoiding all 
reference to points viven by other correspondents against his state- 
ments. for arguments they cannot be called, Your correspondent, 
AM. Duane, has every right to feel aggrieved, for the issues raised by 
him have been persistontly ‘dodged,’ The remarks made by Mr. 
A.B, Dodge are right lo the point, aud so far they bave been ignored, 
AS Twas notan orivinal party to the discussion perhaps I cannot ex- 
pect to be recognized: but perhaps T come in for recognition m the 
remark made by Major Merrill that be ‘can plainly seé that they 
have much to learn abent rifle shooting,”’ réferring ws hé does to 
“young men and crifics,” . 
Now, fam willing to admit that J do not know everything about 

rifle shooting, even after years of practice and thousands of shots 
fived both atthe target and in the field, ardTam perfectly willing 
and even avzious to learn. but [ respectiwlly ask ff uny instiue- 
lion can be got from dogmatic statement, without argument or 
demonstration, Everyone knows already than Nght bullets, with 
heavy Charge of powder, will gu straighter than heayy hulete and 
light charges, so T have not lewned that from Major Menill. What 
I would like to learn is why a light bulletand heavy charge of powder 
Will give & Matter Wrajectory ina muzzleloader than the same licht 
bullet and heavy charge of powder in a breech-loader, and why 



132 FOREST AND STREAM. [Srev, 18, 1888, 

there will be steadier shooting with the muzzle-loader than with 
{he breeeh-loader, everything else being equal. 

It has seemed to me for some time that Major Merrill has some eee 
ticdlar breech-loader in his mind that he has notas yet specified, 
against which he is directing the battery of his assertions. The 
Winchester catalogue ¢ontaing a clause that they, the Wincbester 
firm, ‘must decline to guarantee our arms except when used with 
our own make of cartridges,” but does that prevent my using, or 
any one else using, other cartridges if, on experiment, ib is found 
they shoot belter? But, supposmg that one did have to use only the am- 
munition of the Winchester Arms Company m the Winchester gun, 
are there not other guns to be had in the market? And need I, or 
any one élse, he forced to buy the Winchester ifit does not suit? 
Tdo uot mention the Winchester gun eilher to praise or deery it. 1 

am interested only in finding the best gun formy mouey, whether it 
he a Winchester or of any other maker. There are all kinds and de- 
scriptious to be had, soone cau suit, himself pretyy well, aud he can 
find’ # fun that shoots light balls sud heayy charges of Ea aS if he 
Wahts it, and not go out of this country to find them either; so Nng- 
lish express rifles can be left out of the count, 
Doubtless the locality aud game to be got would decide one in his 

choice ofa weapon. WereT ta shoot Saree chipmunks, ete,, 
Know that a Ballard 22 to .32cal. would fill the bill, and for its dis- 
tance do all the fineshooting necessary to kill every lime, provided 
it wis held straight, and, that withthe Jong" cartridge, it has power 
enough for that class of game; for the targen, at short rangés, itis 
not to be excelled. Forheavier game there are such an infinity of 
puns, single-loaflers aud repeaters, that one must be very difficnll to 
suit if they cannot find oné in the list that will answer, and double 
and single-harrel express rliles ave to be had for the buying, so the 
facis see10 to warrant the assertion that some one particular breech- 
loader doesnot seem to suib, heneé all are worthless. 

Those familiar with the army and ay matters will, l think. agree 
in the statement that long-range breech-loaders are there a necessity, 
and therefore efforts have been and are being made to perfeet such 
weapons, Major Merrill adinits the fineness of the military weapon, 
but denies the desirability of such a guh for the masses. Might I 
ask who form our “bulwarks of defense!’ if not the magses, from 
whieh are te be gathered our soldiery in case of another *‘unpleasant- 
ness!’ ‘Do uob gunmakers pretty well mow what they are about, and 
do not Creedmoor and other rangeshots understand what they want, 
when the one makes and the other uses the long-range rifle? These 
tnakers know there is a demand for such weapons, and he who makes 
the best will bave the most sales; the range shots know that there 
has been, is and will be a demand for such shooting as they are 
practicing; lence their practice, and the demand for fine midrange 
and long-range rifles, 

But of necessity is w longvange rifle worthless at short range? 1 
say no every time, 1 have seen long-range rifles used, and used yery 
effectively, at short rauge on deer and antelope, builalo, and 
other and smiller game, There may be, and are, better breach- 
loaders for this especial work, but the long rangeé rifle fs ‘not to be 
sneezed at” inthe hands of one who knows its capabilities at short 
range. Our preséut Springfield has 500grs. lead and Wers. powder for 
thé service cartridge. There are others that have 500grs, lead and 
f0zrs. powder, while there are yet issued the 4(5gra, leadand (Ogrs, 
poiwder cartridges for nsein cither So buyerscan pay their money 
and take their choice of ammunition, Besides this, hy reloading, Wgrs. 
powder and 34) to 405¢rs, lead can be used in the long-range Spring- 
field puns, and thereis no restraining clause as to the non use of any 
aminunition one chooses sf 

The sentiinents expressed by your correspondent “Cap Lock” are 
much to be admired. He has bad the courage to acknowledge his 
conyersion to the breech-loader, giving a plain, sensible statement of 
the reasons why, and doubtless there are others like hina who would 
pine y admit their change of opinion if they only cared to take the 
rouble. 
There is one merit that must be given the muzzle-loader, however, 

and the only one 1 know of, and probably the one that enters more 
largély than any other in the “wants of the rural districts. [refer 
to the ease with which they can be repaired, altered, or ‘‘tinkered 
with” by the village blacksmith or gunsmith, and their intrinsic 
cheapness, A finelytnade breech-loader is beyond the ken of the 
ordinary tinker, hence he will have none of it, and persuades all he 
can to stick to the muzzle-loader su he can keep his trade. Itis also 
more difficult to have special breech-loaders made than special muz- 
zle-loaders, One has to take the standard gun made by the manu- 
facturers, or pay heavily for the hand work if he has a gun made on 
special lines, for which the cutters, dies, etc., ete,, of the machine- 
made guns are not suited. This is no theory. [know it from expe- 
rience, for Lonce tried lo have a special magaxzine gun made and 
found it beyond my means, as the work would of necessity have 
been nearly all hand-work, as the breech frame, carrier block and all 
would huye bad to have been longer than the largest standard size to 
have tuken in the cartridge I wished to use and to haye extracted the 
shell, But thongh [had toabandon this particular magazine gun, 
there are yet plenty of others fully as good IT could have gotten that 
used the cartridge | wished to use, so 1 need not and did not go with- 
out a gun because I had a particular fancy for that of a special make. 
Time was when there wis a good deal of complaint about magazine 

fins and jheir mefiiciency. Butthen there was practically but one 
gun in the market, and it used only 40grs, powder to 200grs. lead. 
Now, as said before, there are somany that the very abundance is 
4 puzzle to one, unless well posted as to exactly what he wants and 
what he wants it for, Makers have striven to suit any and all cus- 
tomers for any and all kinds of work, until we finally have two mag- 
azine express rifles that 1 know of besides a host of other kinds, 
donble or single barrel. 
Lam now in correspondence with a maker concerning a 40-90 mag- 

aziny gun for the general trade, knowing that the 40-0 Sharps gave 
very zréat satisfaction as a hunting weapon on account of its flat 
trajectory and great Killing power. Iwill quote part of the reply to 
show Major Merrill and others thata desire to please is part of the 
funmaker’s business: 

~ “T thank you for your sugyestion in regard tou cartridge of 40-90, 
and if there was a cartridge.of that caliber in the market, you can rest 
assured wé would use if at ones. if it was of the right length and used 
anaked bullet,” ‘“Tshall make a trial pun for my own use.” “Tam 
making a 350¢7. bullet thatfits the Government shell,and will havefrom 
#5 to (Mgrs, of powder behind it, which 1 think will give good results,"’ 
From the above it will be seen that gon makers will and do accept 

suggestions from “the laity,'' and are noy above learning what will 
suit. In tbis case, as in aby other machine-made gun, special 
hand work would have tu be done to accommodate the longér shell 1m 
the breech frame and earner. A gun of 40-60is already made, and 
that led me to suggest the 40-0, knowing that the gun system was 
such as to be plenty strong enough to stavd any amount of powder. 
Notice, too, that the maker desires to nse a naked bullet and does not 
desire to ise or force the present 40-90 patched bullet on to his ciis- 
tomers. I haveno doubt, and T hope that suecess will attend the 
irial gun, thata cartridge will be made for it with naked bullet, and 
then there will be « magazine rite whose bullet would “burn theair,” 
—its wajectory be Hat enough for anything, and its killing power be 
beyond a question, , 
Attention is also called to the 850gr, bullet for usein the guns already 

heing made for (he trade, This gun shoots the Government 70-45 cart- 
ridge wilt 405g. bullet, ordinarily. With the same shell and the 350gr, 
bullet more powdercan be used, and # lighter bullet, and consequently 
a Hatter trajectory result. | . 

‘The first cost of a “planr,'’ and the cost of additions or alterations 
thereto, canhardly be understood except by those familiar with the 
business or those who haye Seen a gun fastory at work, Hach piece 
has ils process of manufacture, requiring certain-sized cutters, 
formers, dies, ete., $0 that any variation from the standard size re- 
quires new tools to make it with. Take the Winchester gun as a 
sample, Lt does novshoot the Government cartridge eyen in the 1876 
model, but a 45-75-50 bottle-nevked cartridge. The breech frame 
and carrier block are not long é@nough to lake in the Government 
shell. and to adapt this gun to this ammunition would require an en- 
tire change of plant, making an entirely different gun in dimensions 
from the 76 wodel: hence it is that gunmakers have to be even better 
assured than by the assertions of even Major Merrill that there would 
be sufficient demand for such a gun before they would incur the ex- 
pense of the additional plant. J 

With some single loaders the case is yery different. The Sharps, 
Remington, any of the “tip up! Kind, or those whose breech block 
drop clear away from the barrel breech can he chambered to any depth 
required, there being no obstruction to the insertion or extraction of 
a shel of any length, Straight shells, 2%gin, length, fit my gun and 
extract wilh ease, and [ can and have used as high as 100grs. of 
powder in it, T have used bullets from 260grs. to 500 and 5hgrs., and 
am not bound by any restriction as to the kind or quality [am re- 
quired to use; the makers very wisely leave that to my udgment and 
discretion, knowing full well that if I can finfl or make any better 
ammunition than ‘factory make’ I of course will use it. . 

Tn one of Major Merrill's letters he says, in effect, that by restricting 
the breech-loader to factory ammunition heis, as a matter of course, 
piving it the bést ammunition, and therefore every advantage, stating 
that factory-madé aniniunition must necessarily be better than the 
home-made made by “the greénhorn.”’ I most eniphatically and 
positively deny his premises. If so much better can be bought ready 
made, why is it that the expert shot always loads bis own? 1s 
jpnot because he knows he can do better shooting by so doing? Home- 
made bullets are inferior, I must confess, as the powerliil swaging 
machinery of the factory is out at hand; but with factory bullets, 
good, clean powder, proper reloading toois and ordinary éxpertness 
eyen the tyro can improve bu the factory cartwidge. This is denion- 

strated every day in the service: 
ber of shots for a minimum 
soldier reloads his ammunition, not by special talent, but 
by now one and now onofher, until all have learned; and if 
the soldier cando itso can the hnnter; and as I have before said, 
loading in the quiet of his home his cartridge will be much more 
accurately loaded than will the muzzleloader loaded in the hurry or 
excitement of the hunt, and hence his shooting more steady, leaving 
the rapidity out of the count, i d 
_ Major Merrill has frequently favored us with what the muzzletoad- 
ing target rifle can do, but as yet T have failed to see any record of 
what the muzzle-loading hunting rifle cau do or has done. To matoh 
the target given in your issue of July 12. I ean only suggest that some 
one borrow a. .45 ar .60cal, Gatling gun and fire it ata 10Dyd, target, 
there being no other style of breech-loader that know of, that wehs 
over jifteen to twenty pounds, that is now in use. But let us see 
what breech-loading hunting rifles have done. 
Through the courtesy of a friend T sénd yon two targets made with 

a breech-loading magazine rife niider the following conditions: 
Weight of gum 934 Ibs,, cal, 45, 28-inch barrel, factory ammunition, 

fired with muzzle vest. peep and globe sights, distance 10 rods, 
chai actual size of targeb sent, painted black on white ground, 
12 shots, 

oO geb a maximum nnm- 
cost for target practica the 

No.of shots,...| 4 | 2 | al{a¢]slel2)sls la|a|z 
| | 

String ,......... 275) 875) 100) 800) 675) 550) 625). 750 

Total... 7.125 in. Average, _,.,-., ee x 50875 

Another of five shots,same fun, after having fired 55 shots at yari- 
ous Tanges without cleaning, same ammunition, same distance and 
position, 

Nn PORN LS se eer eee) Td 3 d = 
| 

String... -220,.--4-6- p22... fcentere| 4100 | 075 om Wet) 150 
| 

Total ....-2..cc2-24.-22-.. .500Go. Average.i............--. 100 in. 

[The cut of the aboye target will be published ut another time,—n, | 
No more shots Were fired for fear of spoiling this target, 
Now there are tio targets Lwill challenge either Major Merrill or any- 

other muzzle-loader to beat, using muyzzle-loadiog hunting rite, peep 
and lobe sights, if desired, and only the bare muzzle to load from, 
as oné would necessarily do in the field, all straight starters, wiping 
out aud “fancy fixius” barred ont. 1 would give yon the name of the 
shooter, except that he desires me not to, as be dees not ¢laim to be 
either a professional or an expert shot, though from these targets I 
see prefer that he shonld not shoot atine at any distance under a 
mile, 

So much for s6 much, and now let ussee about the 40 cal, rifle 
mentioned by “Bengal Sepoy’’ You will recollect that [ sent you 
the arcicle referred to, m which a drawing and meagre deseription of 
the .40cal. rifle were given. The initial velocity was high, but just 
what 1 dovotremember, The striking force of the bullet was even 
reater than the ical, Both of these guns wert of the Martini- 
enry type, such as the Brifish army are armed with. The recoil 

and trajectory were not given, 
Our little army made the change from ,50 to 45cal. not many 

years ago, and doubtless when the results are proven to be more satis- 
factory achange will be made to even a 40cal.; but still the gun 
will bé purely and simply a military weapon, good at short ranges, 
but calculated for extreme long distance firme. Improvements iu 
powder have done away with agreatdeal of the fouling from continu- 
ous firing, while improvements in rifling, hardening of bullets and 
lubrication are doing away with leading, so doubtless the 40cal. 
will not have either of these disadvantages to contend with. 
But although flatness of trajectory is recognized as an important 

point. of all guns, still its importance for a military weapon isnot so 
great asfor a hunting gun. True, the dangerous spaces’ at varions 
range would be increased, but in battle the gamé does nob run away 
at the first fire us iu hunting, and inaccuracy of aim on account of 
misjudged distance is soon remedied. The military weapon must he 
a long-range one, the longer the better; if fhis can be secured 
together with flatuess of trajectory abshort distances, orall distances, 
so much the better, but the long ranyve must be had, even if the flat- 
ness Of trajectory has to he sacrificed to some degree. 
Experiment demonstrated thar the 500gr, bullet and T0grs, of 

powder from present fun gave better resulis than the 405gr. and 
70ers. cartridge, Hence now we hayé the 5Wegr, bullet in our service 
ammunition, At short distances the present graduation of the rear 
sizht is too low, at long ranges too high, but a few shots at the target 
shows the proper elevation to be used at each range; at short ranges 
the b00gr. bullet drifts more, at long ranges less, so the trajectory 
has been altered to a considerable degree by the introduction of this 
new cartridgs, ‘ 
Much more might be said about the -40cal, reducing the weight of 

the cartridge as a whole, thereby increasing the number of rounds 
the soldier can carry to A given weight: but L have alrendy trenched 
on your patience foo long and wil close this, saying, im conelu- 
sion, let is hear more of all kinds of rifles, except muzzle-loading 
45-pound target rifles. a. 0D. 

‘orT Mokannny, Wyo, Aug, 25. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

THE CREEDMOOR PROGRAMME. 

QHCRETARY SEABURY has published the full Pape ae of the 
‘9 matches to be shot at the eleyenth annual fall prize meeting of 
the National Rifle Assoviation, though with prizes coming in trom 
time to time, it is Jikely that some changes will be made in the swel- 
ling of the prize lists. The matches Will be shot as nearly 48 possible 
upon the following days, though the tight is reseryéd after entries 
are niade to change the order of shooting. 
Duesday, September 25.—(ist stage.) Nos. 2, 5, 6, 7, 8. 
Wednesday, 26.—(2d stage.) Nos, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 0, 11, 19, 
Thursday. 27.-—Nos. 6, 7, 14, 15, 16, 1b. 
Friday, 28.—Nes, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13. 
Saturday, 20.—Wos. 4, 7, , 17. 
The general features of bach match are as follows: 
No. 1—virectors’ Mateh.—200yda,, open to directors of the NR. A. 

Rounds, five; position, standing: weapon, any military rifle. 
No, 2--Judd Mateh.—AU comers, any inilitary rifle, 200yds, Posi: 

tion, standing; rounds, seven, i 
No. 3—The Shorkley Match.—Prize of $100 presented by Major. Geo, 

Shorkley, U.S. A. All comers, any military ritle having open sights 
and crigger pull not less than six pounds, 200, 600 and S00yds; seven 
shots each distance; position, standing at 200. Prone at 600.and any 
at 5ODyils. . 

No. d—Wimbledon Cup Matech.— 
of the United States. 1,000yds., 
rules. Position, any. F . 
No, 5—Milirary Glampiouship Match of the United States of Amer- 

ica.—First Stagze.—Open to all members of the Army, Navy,or Marine 
Corps of the “United States, ov of the National Guard of any State. 
200, 500 and 600yds, Rounds, seven at each distance; any military 
rifle, with open sights and military trigger pull not less than tbs, 
Position, at 200yds., standing; at 500 and K00yds., prone. Second 
stage open to the highest sixty im first stage. 600, 000 and 1 ony ds. 
Rounds, seven cach distance, Riflesas in in first stage, Position, 

ie to all citizens and residents 
thirty shots, any rifle within the 

auy. 
Na, 6—Short-Range Continuous Match, —Open to everybody, 20yis. 

Five shots each. Anyrific. Military weapous to receive one-ball of 
one point allowancé on each store, The highest aggregate of any | he open to any manin the world. Now, if 

fwo stores only to count, Bnotries unlimited. No ecompetitorto wii 
tuore fhan one prize, Absolute ties will he decided by fot, 
No. {—Mid-Range Continnous Match.—Open 16 everybody, 500yfis., 

ate military riflé (an allowance of one point on each entry to military 
rifles of .0-calibre). Rounds, five, Position, any. The highest agpre- 
fate ofany two scores only to count in determining the prize win- 
ners, but no dompetitor to lake more than one prize. Entries un- 
limited, Absolute ties will be decided Wy lot, 

No. }—Benedict Mid Range Match.—id shots atS0vds. Any muli- 
tary rifle, .50cal,, to be allowed 2 points. : 
No. 9—Brooklyn Furhiture Company Match —Open ta teams of 

four from any régiment, company or battery in Second Division, 
Remington rifle, State issuc, FP reunds each art and Sudyds. Posi 
tion, standing at 200, prone at 500yds, 
No, 10—Hilton Trophy Mateh —Open to teams of twelve from the 

army of the United States, one teain from the troops stationad 
within reach of the three military divisions —Atlautic, Pagitle and 
Missouri (threes teams inal), The United States Navy, one team; the 
National Guard or uniformed militia of the several Slates and ‘Lerti- 
tories, inelnding the District of Columbia, oné téam from each Slate 
or Territory. England. Ireland, Scotland, and each of the proviuees 
of Great Britain, each of thé provinces of Canada, met all other 
countries, one team each from the regular army, ihe militia, the 
yolmntears and the navy of any country, 200,500 and ii0yils, Rounds, 
Tat eauh distanes. Position, standing at 200yds., prone at S00 and 
600yds, Any military rifle which has been adopted as an office) arm 
by any State or government, Ammunition, any. 
No. 1—The Jones Mateh 200 and Sityds. Reiiineton State model. 

Position, standing 200; prone A00vds, 7 shots evch distanes. Open 
to feams of 4 from any regiment, company or bathery in N, G, 

No. 12—‘Inter-State Military’ Mateh.—Open to one team of 12 
from each State and Territory in tle United Stites. 200 a14 a00yds. 
Position, at 20yds. standing; and at 500yds, prone, any military ville 
which has been adopted as an oficial arm by any State or govern- 
ment. Rounds, 0 at each distance, 

No, 18—“‘Inter-State Long Range’ Match.—Opea to teams af 4 
from all rifle associations or ehibs in any State or Teryitory in the 
United States. 800, 900 and 1,000yds,4 15 shots at each (dislanee, any 
rifle within the rules, 

No, 14.-—sew York State National Guard’ Matel.—Open to teama 
of 12 from each regiment, battalion, or separate company ofintantry 
of the National Guard af the Srateof New York. 200 and Aldyils, 
Position, standing at 200; prone at A0yds,, Remington ritte, Stale 
modél, Konnds, 6 ab each distance, 

No. 1}—“First Division National Guard" Mateh—Gpen to teams of 
12 from each repiment, battalion. orseparate company of infanty mn 
the Wirst Division of the National Guard of the State of New York, 
Remington rifle, State model. 200 andl 600yds. Gsbhots at tach dis- 
tance. Position, standing al. 200; at S00y0s prone: 

No. 16—*Second Division National Guard’ Match. Open to teans 
of 12 from each regiment, battalion, or separate company of infantry 
in the Second Division of the National Guard of the Stale of New 
York, Remington vifie, Stale model, 200 and St}pds, 5 shots at each 
distance. Position, standing at200; av Sl0vds, prone. 

No. 17-"'The Seabury Long Range Military Mateh,—k00. 200 ani 
10Wyds.,any rifle. Militory rifles, six potinds pull of trizeer. wind 
fauge permitted, but no cleaniig except bef Ween flanges, Sporking 
rifles, three pounils pill of trigger, handicapped 5 points each dis- 
tance; cleanuiug allowed hebween shots, 

No, 18—"Army and Navy Journal* Mateh.—Open to teains ot 
twelye from all regularly organized military organizations in tly 
United States, including the Regular Army, Navy and Marine Corps. 
Such military rifie as has been issued at the pliblic expiuike bo whe 
organization which the team represents, 600yds. Position, prone. 
hounds, seven, 

No. 19—Military Team Otf-hand Match.—200yds. Open to teams of 
fiye neu from any company, troop, or battery of the National Guard 
of New York, or other Statés, or the Regular Army, Navy, or Marine 
Corps, Position, standing, Teams to usethe rifle their eompany is 
armed with; séven shots per man, 

No, 20-Of Hand Short-Range Mateh.—200yds, Off Nand; 
shots; any rifle; .50-calibre military allowed two points. 

ten 
All comers. 

EXPERT MARKSMANSHIP. 

Cas BH, £. STUBBS, of Arkansas, the lust claimant for the wing 
shot championship, bas heen in this vity Yor some time part, and 

on the afternoon of Friday last held 4 special exhibition to show his 
skill with shotgun. rifle and réyolyer. The Sun saysof the exhibition: 
About one hundred persous were present os urvited guests. Capt, 

Stubbs is a slenderman of medium height und light eomplexion, 
and is al least as modest a5 it isin the nature of an expert shooter to 
be, He was born in England, broughr to this country when only 
three years old, reared in Olio, has a brother whe is a Quaker 
preacher in diana, and is himself a resident OF Arkansas, In the 
wee he is famous. but nay only is making lis reputation in New 

Ork. 

The exhibition began with the shooting of clay pigeous fom a 
spring trap, with S5yds. rise, which was equivaliunt to about 45 or 
obyds. between the gua and (he objects flraidat. A double-barreled 
No, 12 gun, four drams of powder, and an ounce gnd one-quarter oF 
No, 8 slot were weapon and charge employed. Wirst, lie shot at and 
broke twenty-nine clay pigeons i succession, only usmye his seoord 
barrel on the fourteenth dud twenty-third of the miaber, amd miss- 
ing none, On fhe ninth shot he brought down # vattling rain of 
glass froin the corrugated uurror surface Of the central chandelier 
reflector, and the trap wassetlower. Mr. Gwynne Price, the English 
shooler, pulled the wap forhim. ‘Chen Capisin Stubbs pulled the 
trap bimself for eleven shots, aud was not so successtul atit. missing 
four shots, one of them with both barrels, On the eighth shot, bow- 
ever, he caught the pigeon with both harrels, Then, out of the sleven 
shots made with the disadvantages of pulling lis own trap, wheeling 
and firing, he mate nine successhully, ouly twice haying occasion (6 
use his second barrel. 
The rifle exercises opened with eie¢ht blank shots from a Kennedy 

magazine rifle, fired in fuur seconds, just vo show the rapidity with 
which the shells could be thrown out aud the shots fired. “fheu Qapt. 
Stubbs took up his Winchester repeater, of a8 caliber, and went to 
work. ‘Two glass bails thrown ont lefore him by binsell were suc 
vessively smashed before they gor fifteen feet away, Three more, 
also thrown by himself he broke with equal ease, though holding and 
fing his gon with one hand, asifit had been a pistol. Theo Mr. 
Price threw For him three #lass vials, of hell dram size, about an eh 
long, tertainly not nearly so big as the captridges he was using, dnl 
quite imperceptible to people a few yards distant. ‘The fish lp 
missed, but thésecond aud thied he shattered with apparent Guse and 
precision, A ball thrown backwurd aver his bead by Liraself the 
shooter shattered easily, wheeling, fting, and striking it boforoit 
fell, although it was thrown but lithe higher thiam & nian’s head, anil 
two balls throw up by Mr. Price werein like maooer shivered as 
quighly as they could be hurled into the air. ' . 
A glass ball swinging pendulum fashion by a short line tom the 

end Of & ishing rod across the line of dre, and one of the little vinls 
swung in like manner, were beth shiverad by the Captain's bullets. 
Turning his tage away from the direction in which liv was about fo 
shoot, he laid his gui upon his shoulder, sighted by the aid of a little 
hand-ouirror resting on the breech, anit in this rather meouvenien) 
way sliabtered first a glass ball, andl next one of ie diminutive vials 
swinging wt the end of the fish lme, His next shor was made still 
more difficult by his holding the gun upside dowi, aiming over his 
shoulder and sighting in the handanirror, anil twice ip succession ht 
missed the little vislawung ror him. Then he discovered that, his aim 
was disarranged by the efiect of a broad pateh of glaring sunlighe 
upon the unpainted board screen erected to stop the ballets—which 
it didn't do—and askel that the rod to which the lint was afficed 
plate be lengthened by the addition of another joint. Whis wasdone, 
aud he knocked the yial to whoms at the first shot. 

His succeeding shots at a glass ball, and then afoneok phe small 
vials, while they wereswung rapidly io a eirele three feet in dinmea- 
feral the end of the fishing rod and actoss his line of firing, were 
both successful, IVveflying glass balls, broken by as mau shots 
from the Winchester rife in di¢ seconds, and iwvogiass balls thrown 
by himself and smashed by vevolyer bullets, showed rapidity of ex- 
ecution as wellas precision of aim. Mr. Price stood upon a chair, 
held out a glass ball al at‘m’s length, and ab the word Pall’ from 
Capt. Stubbs, droppedit. Befordithid fallen eighteen fnehes & bul- 
let from the Captain’s rifle shatteled it. Then one of the diminutive 
vials, dropped in the same way, was hil with apparent equal ease. 
Then Capt, Stubbs turned bis back toward where the ball wasto be 
droppéed and male raady to shoot it with the fun over his shoulder. 
Mr. Brice Jooked at the tiuzzle of the weapon with evident trepida- 
tion, and shouted; Hold on! Lookout! You ain’tin line! You're 
off the sereen!’? “You go ahead: I'm doing my part.’ repled tho 
Captain coolly, and when the ball fell a second after did Nis parb by 
knocking it to pieces. Hedjd the same toanother of the falling little 
vials, fiving at it over his shoulder. x 

‘A publi exbibition of the Captain's skill, announced for Satnrday 
afternoun, did nottake plade, owiug to the retnsel of the owner to 
permit the nse of the building. nt 

Capt, Stubbs having expressed 4 desire to have tesh of skill with 
Dr, Carver, issued a challenge ta that effect in Aveust, drew out tht 
following from Uapt. Bogardis: ‘ 
To the Baitor of the Suis Sin—Lninticed a challenge in your paper 

to Dr. Catyer to shoot for $1,000 n side, aud after seven (lays it was to 
», Buubbs means busi 

————<—=-— 
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ness and Wants to shoot for the championship. let him deposit $250 
in the hands of some sporting papérand challeupe for it, asl did 
before T won it, There are certain rules and conditions to govern it, 
T won it on May 25, 1871, und have never been defeated for 1%, and 
have always slovud ready to defend itsince that date. The original 
Toateh is only for $500 a site, but Twill make ifas high na he wishes, 
from 3500 to $5,000 4 side. and as he said something About accepting 
my offer of $100 to #10 that he could not do whatl do every day on 
exhibitions, that offer is still open any duy that he will come to the 
Wild West grounds, Coney Island; but he must put up his money 
before T shoot. : 
Aso his accepting the mateh to shoot my sen Eugene, I will match 

him for $250 a side to shoot at 100 glass balls, 10 half dollars, 10 quar- 
fers, 10 nickels, and 10 marbles, ihe marbles to be smaller than # 
nickel, to be thrown into the air ab equal distances and shot at with 
ariflé wilh billets; snd also at 100 cluy or live pigeons, allto go im 
(he same mateh, bul the clay pigeuns or live pigeous to be shot at 
with sholgiins, both to shoot atthe same distance. This match to be 
shot the last of Qctoher or first. of November, when we get through 
with the "Wild West" show. - : 
My ateh ormstches can he slot any or every day in the week, if 

he will come where Lain shooting. asTam engaged for the season 
with this company, aid expect to travel West soon, 

Yours vary truly, Capt. A. H, Boearpys, 
Champion wing shot of the world, 

THE CANADIAN WIMBLEDON. 

TPA WA.—The annual meeting of the Dominion Rifle Association 
has not been favored with the hast ofweather. On Sept. 3. the 

opening day, the weather was very eold and a small gale biew over 
theranges. The grounds, consequently, were not crowded with spec- 
tators. Indeed these were eonspicuous rather by their absence. The 
entries exceed those of previous years, there being upiward of 400 in 
all. The ground was dry as possible, notwithstanding the heayy rain 
of the 2d, and the skill aud expedition of workmen during the early 
Morning repaired to aconsiderable extent the ravages of the storm, 
which had blown down tents and marquees in all directions, At) 
o’clovk The gin zave the signal to hein, and the cempetitors took 
their places and madea lively forenoon, At 1 o'clock luncheon took 
place in the council marquee, Col. Gzowski occupying the chair. 
The first shot was fired by Sergt. Jamieson, of the Forty-third Bat- 

talion, Otbawa. who registered an Inner, The opening mateb was the 
nptseny for bankers’ prizes, the winuers being as follows, in a possi- 

8 25: 
Seret Sweet, (0th Batt .....,...22 Corp Maxwell, HGR...........22 
“Lient Conboy, 30th Batt ... 22 Corp McKenzie, Queen's Own. -21 
Qimaster Whitley, 58d Batt, -..21 Lieat MeMicking, 4th Batt, ...20 
Lieut Jamieson. Batt_......20 Maj McDonell, 42d Batt 20 
Staff-Sergt Clarke, 13th Bat: 20 Corp Brooks, 58d Batt-.._,,....20 
The manifacturers’ match followed with 7 rounds per man. the 

leading winners heing: 
Seret Proud...) ce ee eee 82 Lieut Perkins, 7ist...............29 
Corp Dover, Ch,, Eng aot Graham, retired list.. ~ RA 
Sergt Vader, GUth........... Kinnear, 74th... ‘2h 
Capt Biteher, Victoria $-Maj Carmichael, St, John’s R24 
Corp Maxwell, H G A.. : 

Sergt Rose, Ist PO W.....:. ..28 
Pte Morris, With... . Lieut Thomsen, GG G..., -.428 
Pte Bedford, 16th. .....-..,.-... Capt Thorburn, 54th Bath 2H 
Lieut Mitchell, 32d.... 20 

ap 
Cor, 
Pte Mithchell, 13oh- = 
Staff-Sergt Mareetts, 1th 
Stait-Serst T Mitehell, 18th. 

Lieut Longworth, 82d .. 80 
O-Berel Stanton. Staubridge E. 31) 
Lieut. Chamberlain, 43d 30) 
Lieut Worrest, 8th..... 

Lieut Anderson, att... -. Maj Cates, retired list,.........4 i} 
Capt Anderson, 43d....,-..., Lieut MicMeken, 44th,...-..,...30 
Sergt Wairbairn, dad, ...., Stalf-Sergt Newby.GGFG . ..30 
Gapt Orchard, 16bh...-_.. Sergt Proud, a7th................380 
Capt Todd, G GP G...,... Lieut-Col Scott, 8th......-..... 30 
The second day of the Dominion Rifle Association matches was like 

tuto the frst, with the adjlition of a heavy downpour of vain, All 
the aflernoon the wind was so strong that at ceria times the rifle- 
men had to make an allowance of twelve and a half feet windage at 
the S0l-yd. ramvres. “Misses were the order of the day.” By four 
o'clock in the afternoon there was x lullin the violence of both wind 
and rain, ahd some pretly good shooting was done. The tents were 
well patronized by the *men of war’! who were not on duty, and the 
grouuls wore a deserted look, Though anything bub laughable to 
the suiferers, the sight of men lying prana on the ground with Mack- 
intoshes coyveriig their backs, and holding juvenile pools in every 
crease. or varryig off little spouts of the downcomiug rain, called 
forth much laughter from those who were sheltered, and who were 
determined to be jolly imder difficulties. In- the McDougall match, 
the following were the scores in a possible 50; 

Liéut Chamberland, 43c. Lieut Edwards, 58th. 
Pie Melrée, P W RB... 4% Lieut Forrest, 8th _ 
Garp Goodwin, 13th 48 Col-Sergt Smith, 71s 
Stafi-Sergt Russell, 45th...-.... 2 Col-Sergt Regal QO, 
Capt Miller, 6th ..-.-.,.-..... .42 Capt Delamere, Q 0... -- 40) 
Pte Kimberley, 49th,, ..-.-.,...- 42 Lieut Conboy, 0th... -. 40 
Pte Hancock, 13th. _42 Lieut Bradley, 44th. _-A0 
Capt Barnhill, Vath. ....42 Pte Duncan, QO +s Sh a 

the The manufacturers’ match No. 2, ab o00yds., was fired du ing 
afternoon despite the downpour, and out of the possible thirty-five 
the leading scores ran: 
Pte Jolin Mitchell. i3th,........ 30 Sergt Langstroth, &th Cay,...., 28 
Col-Sergt Atunn, 8d.........., 28 Sérgt Woreman,@ O....... 2... a7 

Interest was given to the third day’s work upart from the shooting, 
by the annual meeting of the assoviation, at which an attendance of 
200 shootmez men and others was shown. Col, Gzowski was in the 
chair, and announced his intention of closing his fifteen-year term 
of office as president by resigning, and read a speech reciting the 
progress of the Association. and the great help it had been to the 
riflemen of the Dontinion. Itwas strongly urged that the financial 
support of the Association he made a government matter 
The weather was the best for shooting that has been, so far, ex- 

perienced bhis year, although the wind was rather high and yari 
able. The light was all that could be desired, being perfectly cléar, 
without the gun being so brilliant as to make a strong glare. The 
wind during the morning was mostly across the ranges, and gave 
some trouble ou account of its blowing in uncertain puffs; but in the 
afteruaon it blew, forthe most part, steadily down the ranges, and 
was Wnuch better for shooting. During the afternoon uw number of 
ladies visiled jhe grounds, and the attendance of visitors generally 
was greater than yesterday or the day before. The first competition 
was the firing ab b00yds, For the Minister of Militia’s prizes, offered 
by M. Varon. The following were the successful scores in the match, 
there being six teams and 64 individual prizes at 500 and Gi0yds.. 
pasate 720 per man: 
th Royal Rifles ..., ...,,..140 Staii-Sergt Margetts. 18th., ... 63 

Victorian Rifle Glib. Hamilton,.133 Staffl-Sergt Newby, G.G.F.G i) 
Gth Musiliers, Montreal, . ..187 Sergt Jack, 16th, ,- 
ith Royals Rifle Ass.,Tk 2,137 Capt Balfour, 8th... 
14th Battalion, Wamilton,..,...189 Pte J Mitchell, 45th. . . - 2 

Individual prizes. Sergt Wairbairn, 4ad,,.......... 52 
5th Royals, Mont. -...... --,..188 Lient Harris, H.G.A.. ~ 52: 
Cape Hood, sth Royals pe Pre Arinstrong,....- l 
Tient Thompson, G.G. 0. Lieut H Forrest, 8th... ...,,, 50 
Pte Bailey, 58th --_,..,,, Quartermaster Corbyn, ftd..,. 60 
Capt Thomas, d4th,....; Phe Pink GG.W.G ...,2,.::.-- 60 
Staff-Sergt Ashall, Q 0 Lieut Adams, H.G.A ._. . 50) 

Lieut J A Wilson, 830.0. 17 BO 
Firing at the 200yds, range in fhe Dominion of Canada match was 

commenced at half-pastoleven, and at the S00yds, range after luneh, 
These two stages were concluded about five; the b0Vds. siaze was 
reserved fou the morrow. 
The fourth day of the Canadian Wimbledon proved more propi- 

tious than the preceding days, the wind and weather being more 
favorable, As was expected, good scores were the result. A very 
large number of spectators were present, including a ood represen- 
lation of the fairses, Among those on the groutid was the Hon. A. 
P. Caron, Minister ot Militia, wlio took a deep iuterest, with Colonel 
Gzowski. in skirtnishing matches. The entries for the latter were 
more huinerons this year than in any preceding years. Mrs. Gao r- 
ski held a Jargely attended reéeptién in the Council chamber during 
the afternoon, the hand of the Governor General's Foot Guards fu 
nishing the music. Ibis now rumored that the Hon, A. P, Caron will 
sucesed Colonel Gzowski in the presidency of the Association. Firing 
in the Dominion of Canada match was coudluded to-day. the follow- 
ing being the result: 

haam prizes—Badges and $00. ist. H.G., A. N. &., 889 points. 
$50—3th Royal Scots, 851 points. 
S40—1st Prince of Wales's Rifies, 477 points. 
$3)-—12th Battalion, 447 points. 
$20—4Lb Royals, 376 points, 

Pte A Wilson, HG A 
Lieut Werman, 8flr Cal. 
Pre A Bell, Ath 2.2 

Oapt Garrison, H GA..., 
Pie G Thonipson wth .., 
Sergt J Wairbairns, 4d. .... . 

Sergi Vander, tifth..........__.._.43 Capt Anderson, retired list. 82 
ae “Sergt A Ross, ist P WR...88. Capt A Beers, .-/1-.,-.-....,...,82 

Wood, hh... .-.2,-....,, 88 Lieut’ W Contioy aa,.. ... . aL 
Capt Thomas, S4thi..........,,-.83 Color-Sergt W Waters, 6th. 

u=| 

er a ee nee een ee 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

Tn the Buglish Challenge Shield Match the following were success- 
ful teams: 

1. The shield and 15 sovereigns, 6th Pusiliers, Montreal, 133 points. 
2.10 soyartigns, Governor-General's Foot Guards, Olfawa, 131 

pont, 
i Next in order, 48d, 92 points; Queen’s Own, 91 points; b2d, 8) points: 
12th, 86 points; 10th, 64 pole: hth, 77 pomts; ist Brigade Artillery, 
75 points; 8th Royal Rilles, 68 points. , 

‘ring in the Gzowski Military Match was concluded late in the 
evening, the following being the sores of tie various teams} : 

isi, Gzowski challenge cup and $100, 10th Royals. Toronto, 287 
oits. 
2d, $80, Gorernor-Ganeral's Foot Guards, Obtuwa, 254 points. 
ad, 360, 8th Royal Rifles, 277 points. 
4th, $40. 58c, 286 points, 
5th, $20, 12th, 232 points. ; : ; 
Next in order, 5th Royal Scots, 212 points; th Fusiliers, 207 points; 

62d, 207 points; ist Brigade Artillery, 191 points; Queen’s Own Rifles, 
186 points, , : 

CLEARFIELD, Pa., Aug. 3i.—The rifle match between the Clear- 
field and Tyrone teams has resulted in favor of Clearfield by a very 
close shave. The third and last coutest was shot at the Park to-day, 
in which Clearfield scored 645 points and Tyrone 646 points, each 
party shooling but eight men owing to the unavoidable absence of 
two of the Tyrone team. This brings the grand totals up to 2,177 for 
Clearfield and 2.173 for Tyrone, leaving the Clearfield team the win- 
ners by four points. The shooting of the Clearfield team was not up 
to ils common average, as great Improvemeut has been made since 
the second contest, and yet the average is lower in the third, The Ty- 
roneteam claims thesamething, though their average shows a steady 
improvement. Che full score of the match to-day stood: 

Olearfieldt. 
DR Puallertots: oie rent tase 11 810 B12 8 9 810 741 
AW Walters. .22.4. lili cietiy ieee 410 712 810 G11 7 10—S5 
AM Row 4 ab gid 4 Bao Te O—M 
58 1 Snyder 10 7 9 &G 91110 5 8 1-83 
LH Ale. .- ~71011 91O11 9 F 4 4-82 
HA Leayy..-. 1119 5 &§10 6 710 8 & 8&1 
Ashley Thorn... lees 9 7 9 6 @ 8 6 6 10 10—% 
das MeLauellin. |. -22)--:.:102.8. 4171110 56 0 0 6 9 5—fi1—f45 

Tyrone, 
JSaA TVIRD TOM Return efel-jcnely netfee’ ti 9 612 9101010 8 7—e 
Wi: erns sy wes es ---1- edi (41112 3 $12 8 & 10—87 
JM Hanscom,... 5 4 »-lt 5 § 121010 610 4 9-85 
PF Wajlave._.... -T12 9 9 7 $9 8 7 8 9-8 
J. Haines...... . 685% 8 &§ 9 & 9 12-80 
AR Ray Se Se Sa! op ec R A RR Bae Wi) 6 8 $42 0 6 4 OT 
ATSB LE, He 4 Sere eera Ean ee ls 45 9 910 910 5 7 6-74 
iG Burleyenct) Weeder ls ee eae 9105 65 5 6 9 4 3 66646 
The total seore of the three contests is as follows: 

Clearfield. 
‘Ist. 2d, ad, Total, 

TREN aE ope et te otetate et AE Od | SONS SB 93 88 8L 262 
Thorn... . 81 o7 vi 256 
Fnilerton.... “ y 64 91 1 246 
Odo) [2 <: Renee ee eng tne 6 i) Pi 240 
Row....- cree 4 POS BALD vis} es 226, 
Snyder Pee sas ke Saeed 85 8s 230 
Ae ae ag pew ee Cm ame mcfepets 60 (MeG) 84 82 226 
McLaughlin, .. eee 2 te0. 78 fil 209 
Tlarder........ ne 7 150 
MeNenrick.~ fF 2.222) 0) :tafeet fay, 2:88 bo = 122 

Grand fotals,........0.....200e 706 Seti (45 2,177 
Tyrone 

Re Bue 
MOBS SSS! enggiet os pati Ne fates eet cis 83 i 
Hangseom hy 8d 
Haines. - Od 80 
Wallace. _- 7 85 
Armstrong (a! 92 
JT Rush.. 85 74 

&1 fifi 
eos 6g 7 

‘ef DST ETE 83 
SESE Soe, See eaten ne Ne mee pe 43 - 

Grand Totals... .......c. 0008s 736 7 646 2,173 
Poitts in favorof Clearfield, ..2222. 22.2) ..:2t-2;2222+-1------2-) |. 
'The tiverage of the marksmen in the three contests was as follows: 

ist 2d ad 
“D1 (efe ti (2) fa LE AE RAR: HRM ADA AS SRO ea ae 70 3-5 BY 3-5 8054 
bores. yh. cLe 78 8-5 7 1-10 8084 

BOSTON. Sapt. 8.—At Walnut Hill to-day there was a wuch larger 
attendance of shooters than on a week ago, and a number of uew 
faces were seen, Some of the old shooters, who haye been on yaca- 
tions, returhed, starting in lively. The conditions were excellent, the 
wind being very light. In the afternoon the conditions were perfect, 
The new combination mareh proved very popular and was shot in 
eonusiderable. On Wednesday next there will be a mateli at clay 
pigeous and glass balls, conditions to suit competitors. The follow- 
ing aré the best scores made to-day: 

Greedmoor Practice Match. 
AOD (riser Cel yn a eee, 444545 5 5 5 546 
HLM Carter,,... 66 4 45 5 56 4 4 5—4fj 
§ Henry., ...... tf 46 55 45 5 5 4-46 
© Weston (mil) . 44455645 5 4 6-45 
CW Marsh ..... 6 445 5 46 4 4 4-45 
MA Maxwell. 445 44 4 5 5 5 4-44 
R Reed _ i“ 445 45 5 4 4 4 44 
FE Lew 444445 5 5 4-48 
CU Meigg..... wt4 445544 4 4-2 

Prize Match. 
BRest a8 2: Ss 5 se Bebo: obs See Pn oh OL ie 538 
 Wyerett .......... Adase5 44 4 5 4-45 
CBG ES Of) SUA Ramee 45 5 £5 45 5 4 4-45 
M A Maxwell_- h¢#a44444 5 5—4 
RA Burns,... w4 4555544 444 
CA Hartwell ey 54 0 455 6 4 4 4 4g 
GQ Warren, .,.-.. ‘ fe 445 5 ¢44 4 4 4-12 
PONE STOWE TTS 0 4.5 SOS t SSS bn SSS BEC e SAS eG 6 45 44 4 4 38 4 4-41 

W Charles,... .,. 
A GAdaims.... 
RA Burns... 2. 
GA THartyell RMag=2or 

ons 
Sat 

m= 

Sous 

~~ = 

Rest Mateh. 
0 Bellows)... .-:--5-----4--2-5 ve--- 10.10 10 10 10.00, 9 10 -9—98 

Combination Match—20yds. 
MGiclewoot 220s cr se i.e. ye eeeeee ses bea) a 5) G) 4 ft 648 
J B Fellows... --- 66 54 5 44 4 4 446 
MOE Cox ee. Sele. 4450454 6564 4 F- 
S$ Henry. .- a: 44h G45 5 4 4 4 4-H 
G Wauin a Te re a elt a eee eer 

Combination Match—a00yds. 
RB -MelOWwSy. i-ectnees) dues s-sset- we Oey OG del A, he C—BS 
G Waum... ibe = 5 Soham daa 6 4466 G6 fH 4 4 5-2 
HReed..... 6 6 6 6 4 + 5 4 5 4—A) 
A Duffer (mil) Dic ete te Di tk tees ais 
PALMA CLUB, y City, N. J,—Uhe sixth and last competition 

of the second series of prize shooting was held at the club’s ranges 
last Tinirsday evening, August 30, and was very lurgely attended by 
the members and their friends, Great interest has been manifested 
all through the second series, and more especially the last competi- 
tion, Capt, N. R. Vanderhoff, who won second prize in the first 
series, commenced by making the highest score in the second, anid 
keeping it up until the end, and finally captured the first prize. W- 
N, Garrow, who struggled hard for the first, had to be contented to 
ike second, The prizes. which are yery handsoine, will be presented 
to their winners at the anniversary dinner of the club, to be held on 
September 27, on which occasion a grand time is expected. The fol- 
lowing were the leading stores out of a possible 300 points: 

Ist. 2d. 8d, 4th. Sth. fith, 
NUR Woodrufis! 24 82.28)2225 45 45 4H 44 43 41 261 
WN Barren,,..- Be See : 
558 La Boyteaux, 

H Koster........ " 
Geo R Dayis__...... cee St 
Geo H Heaney,-....,.-.-... 
Thos M Sovth........ .-.. 
G Ff Karl ___. LAD Sn 
T K Wegman.. Oty ) f 2 
Wim F Brown, ....,..¢---..,-:.41 Su pet aH 30 ao x40) 
The first competition of the third series hezan Friday evening, Sap 

tember 7, and it is expected that the man who wins the first prize in 
this seriés will haye to make ar least 27/ points out of a possible 300, 
as the boys have been practicing constantly of late and better shoot- 
ing will be cone, 

BIG‘ PAPER SCORKS."—The Blizaheth, N,J,, Heralet says: se a 
how and then & crack shot comes aloe, stops at Brinton Range ao 
makes a score thap opens the eyes of all present and puis all past 
Scores in the shade, On Tuesday last a most extraordinary seore 
was presented by Mr. White. a member of the New York Rifle Club, 
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As he stepped to the fiving point with, as is said, a Ballard rifle. he 
remarked: ‘L don’t feel very well to-day.’ A number of crack shots 
standing by did not feel very well, either. When he got through 
firing his score card registered 53 consecutive billseves. This score, 
it is said, {5 the best that has Leen made on therange.” This pales 
into insignificanes heside the feats of one Chas. Wallace, as chroni- 
eled by a Marlboro, Mass., correspondent of the Boston Globe, who 
says: ‘The wonderful marksmanship of Charles Wallace is the talk 
of the town, and in his exploits in this direction he is ably seconded 
by his wife. Mrs. Wallace will, at a distance of 126 feet, hold a ten 
cent piece between her lips, and her husband will knock it out of her 
mouth every time without harm, This is regarded as the most diffi- 
eult shot ever made, andit has been done here séveral times since 
their advent in town. A common tack is placed oma white surface, 
point toward him, and Mr. Wallace will drive a bullet on the tack 
point nine times out of ten, He willstand 100 yards away, hold a 
ten eae piece between his fingers, which his wife will shoot ont with 
a revolyer, 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us ith chi scores are particularly re- 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

THE CLAY PIGEONS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

As we have been for some while engaged in shooting matches at 
the Ligowsky clay pigeons in various cities, we are repeatedly asked 
to give our opinions respecting this substitute for the live birds, 
When the clays are thrown at about 20 or 25 degrees elevation, itis 

ditticult to makea high score if the trap basa full projectile power, 
and itis then caleulated to induce efficiency in wing-shooting, more 
than any practice at inanimate objects thut we bave yet seen, 
Occasionally, but only in about three or four instances, have we 

found clays struck without being broken; and we think itis more prob- 
able that it was caused by some error in the loading, which will 
sometimes happen, or from the wad over shot haying become loase, 
rather than from any defect in the manufacture of the clays. 

At the Madison Square Garden last Friday, Capt. Stubbs broke five 
clays in succession at 75yds., measured distance, and also 30 at 45yds, 
without a miss, with a 7iélb. 12-bore. W. W. Greener gun, ddrams of 
the American wood powder, and 1!40z, of No. 8 shot, 
We noticed lately that one of your correspondents couiplained of 

having struck a clay with 14 or 16 pellets without breaking it. Now, 
it is quite clear that he must have been using yery small shot, or it. 
could not have been hitin so many places—if he had usw No. 8 shot 
we think it would most undoubtedly have broken it, as we have funnd 
the best scores can be made with that size. 

In the present scarcity and difficulty in procuring live birds. we 
think sportsmen haye every reason to be thankful for the introduetion 
of the clay pigeon, which is far ahead of anything else as a substi: 
tute for pigeons, and atJess than a tenth of the cost. 

EK. E. Svupes, 
Gwynn Price. Nunw York, Sept. 10. 

SPORTSMEN AT PLAY. 

A NOTHER of those enjoyable excursions was given conjointly hy 
: the Washington and Fountain Gun Clubs of Brooklyn last Tues- 
day, at Lake Hopatcong, N. J. The lake and its surroundings have 
been fully deseribedin the reports of previous picnics there; we 
know of no better place in this country for such a purpose, nor ane 
where more good solid enjoyment may be putin. The sportsmen, 
their friends and a hrass band (which discoursed sweet and enliven: 
ing music all day) were transported from Brooklyn in a special boat 
to a special train in readiness at Hoboken, and were whirled along 
at a rapid rate, At the canal were found the same barges that 
earried the party last year, also the identical mules looking as 
patient as ever. A decided improvement was the spreading of can- 
yas over each barge. keeping off the rays of the sun, A small 
steamer towed us from the canal to the landing at Mount Arlington, 
where a new hotel has been built, which is under the management of 
Mr. A. Onderdonk. 
Climbing up the long hill we found a bountiful Junch, which, un- 

der the onslaughts of the crowd, disappeared almost miraculously. 
It was refreshing, and thoroughly appreciated, 
After this we adjourned to the foot of the hill again fer the hoat. 

racing. In the first race there were eighteen entries, It was rowed 
in three heats, and the first and second men in each met ina final 
heat, The distance was about }4 mile, and the boats ordinary pleas- 
ure craft. There were three prizes. he first was won by Mr.'Sam 
Hazard, of the Fountain Gun Club; second, Mr. W. E. Trott. of the 
Washington Gun Club; third, Mr. James. The second race, in which 
there was but one prize, was over the same course, and was won by 
Mr, Fred. Duryea. of the Fountains. 
Once more climbing the hill, we sat down to the banquet spread in 

a large summer house alongside the hotel proper. The tnenu was as 
follows: 

MENU. 
souP. 

Puree of Tomatoes with Rice, 
WISH. 

oiled Lake Bass, Sauce Hollandaise. 
ROAST. 

Philadelphia Spring Chicken, 
Ribs of Beef, 

COLD. 
Chicken Salad. 

Spring Lamb. 

Pofato Salad, 
Tomatoes. 
ENTREES. 

Tenderloin of Beef, larded with Olives. 
Fricassee of Chicken with Mushrooms. 
GAME, 

Cucumbers. Lattice, 

English Suipe. Lettuce Salad. 
VEGETABLES. 

Mushed Potatoes. Boiled Potatoes. 
Green Corn. String Beans. Tisets. 

DESSERT. 
Steamed Huckleberry Pudding, Claret Wine Sauce, 

Apple Pie. Lemon Pie. Peach Pic, 
Sherry Wine Jelly. Assorted Cake, Ice Cream. 

Assorted Nuts, Raisins. Fruit, 
CHEESE. COFFED, 

Mr. Henry Altenbrand was master of ceremonies and very agree- 
ably filled the position, The toasts were humerous, and many o1 the 
responses wilty and to the point. Just when the enjoyment was at 
ils height, to get through the programme, it was necessary to leave 
the festive board, and the excursionists repaired to the improvise 
shooting ground. 
Some live pigeons and a trap had been brought, and a match was 

now shot for two prizes, no entrance fee, but pay for birds shot at, 
The trap was sebin the road at about 4lyds from tie shooter. ‘The 
birds were good, and had plenty of show for their liyes m conse- 
quence of the numbers of trees and the smallopen space where 1b 
was possible for the shooter to get on to them. Mr. Abel Crook was 
referee and Mr, J, T. Slane the puller, 
There were fifteen entries, bub ib soon narrowed down to a contest, 

hetween Dr. Wynn and M. J. Kearney, of the Fountain Gun Club. 
and H. Hedeman, of the Washington Gun Club. Hach killed bis 
birds clean until the fifteenth round, when Hedeman got a hari 
quurterer to the left. It was of dark ¢olor, andin the waning light 
hard to see, so he missed it. This left the contest between the twa 
Fountain men, of whom Dr. Wynn was victorious, killing seventeen 
straight, Considering the rough nature of the grounds and the un- 
certain li- bt. the shooting was most excellent, 
Meanwhile the rifle shots were fighting it out af the range above. 

The 51x prizes were won in the following order, distance J00yd8.; J. 
Ahrens, first; PF, Degraw, second; J. Peiser, third: Mr, Schreiner, 
fourth; Mr. Meyer. fifth; Dr. Livingston, sixth. 

Ti had been intended to haye fool races, fat men's races, ete., 
but it had now grown so late that we were obliged to turn our 
faces homeward. Coming bavk the same way, Wwe arrived home 
before midnight, everybody voting the Lake Hopatcong excursion 
ared letter event in the calendar of 1883. 
These execursivus aregrand, guod affairs, and We would lice to see 

more of them, They promote good feeling among sporismen, aud 
afford needed relaxation from care and worry. 
The committee of arrangements were Messrs. Henry Altenbrand, 

Theo. Obrigand, H, Hedeman of the ‘Vashisgtou Gun Club, and F. 
©, Chamberlain, Chas. W, Wingert, and Harry Miller of the Fountain 
Gun Club. Itisnosmall matter to perfect the arrangements of an 
affair of this kind, and the committee deserve great credit for the 
efficiency wilh which they did their work. May we bo on hand for 
the next one, BIZ, 

PACKING GLASS BALLS,.—Monroe, La., Aug, 31—Haitor Forest 
und Streant: Permit me to call attention to the very defective method 
of packing glass balls for shipment now in prachce. [bt is custom- 
ary to place about 300 glass ballsin a barrel. along with some shay- 
ings, and when they arrive at thei destination froin #0 to 45 per cent, 
are found broken. We have isa ieee our halisin St, Louis. 
and of the last lot of 1,200 balls, 00 are reported broken. One barre 
of 300 yielded only 100 good balls. My suggestion is that the halls he 
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packed as eggs are packed, in pasteboard (or some similar material) 
frames. with asheet of pasteboard between each two layers of balls. 
The additionall cost will be more than compensated for by the saving 
in balls, aud shooting clubs will be willing to pay a proportionately 
higher price, Our last purchase of balls cost just 214 cents apiece. 
which is entirely too much for plaim, unillled balls.—Ovuacuira. 

LUTHER IS WILLING.—Syracuse, N Y., Sept, 10. 
and Stream, In your lastissue L see that the Oneida County Sports- 
Man’s Association will back Mr. Elliont against me to shoot 100 glass 
balls, 18yds, rise, for $100.4 side. All Lhaye got ta say to the Oneida 
Sportsman's Association is, lamveady to shoot with Mr. Elliott, or 
any other man they may naine, a match at 100 single glass balls, 
thrown frow o Card’s rotary trap, 18yils, rise for from $100 to $500 
aside, Ifthey Mean business they can make a match with me any 
day.—Gro, C. Lurarr. 

GENESEE ys. GREECH.—ditar Morest and Stream: A veturn 
match was sbot here Thursday, Sept. 6, at glass halls, between tie 
Genesee Club of Irandequoit, and the Greeve Olub of the latter named 
town, The Grerians did not have our all of their best shots, but even 
if they did have them, defeat by the Genesee Glob is nothing to be 
ashamed of, as it contains peveral of the best shots in tue State, A 
number of sweepstuke matches at balls and clay pigeons were alsu 
Shot the samy day, and a quantity of the money went to Greece, The 
seore in the club match was as follows; 

Greece, 
. 1L11000101— 6 
-HO00000010— 1 

1H110L0— 7 

Genesee, 
O Green... _...1111110111— 9 
J i Brown, 111111111110 
J Riessenger, ...10)1000101— 6 

J London, . 
G Pierce . 
A Rivianan 

.» 1111171110— 9 O Ditmer..., .--- 1111111711—10 
-2. (OILINTOL— 7 O Rhodes,..,... 0111111001 — 7 

is _.. 0110111111— 8 W_U Riehmond 111111111110 
Se eeetele liek 1110011101— 7 J Laforer.____,.1111111111—10 

ire ee nana.) J1110111d1—10 CO Harvey. .,..,.1011011711— 9 
B Stowel.,,,--..,1111010001— 6—1 GW Williams, Se aie 

TR. 

CHARLTON, Mass., Sept.6.—The Webster Rod and Gun Club were 
the guesis to-day of tie local club, and there was a friendly ¢la-s 
hallmateh. Thescore of cach ont of a possible 20 was as follows: 

Webster Club. Chariton Chib, 
ADI OWOILON SW ssece dae shaped NAR RIP Tbe se 8: SU 15 
J Chandler, .- roo We ie Melt ttt} le ayaa tenes SEE 14 
2 Smith .--.-- 1% It Dion,,.-.-- 218 
A Graham . AY J Bradford... ree 
SETULPEPS AAI Pcp ele ohet- mee c's Sg MERE dee a ee Oe -.12 
Ela) Bates: .<- 6.2 4- F 0G WL Bradford, .....,.,,..-_. 12 
(OLE ee eee 18 W Pike... 2._- .o 
FEV OMAG Se fast l tet 2as ob. s Se gert Sela mI WAITER 2S BW bu. ek berr ties 4 

BAST PROVIDENCH, R-I., Sept. 4—At the veenlar weekly shoot 
of the Watehemoket Gun Club to-day, best out of 15 clay piztons, for 
rold iadse: 
feBartey © oo -10101T110011007-9 
Miwaltotth ore ec: Bie 20 a fF. kh Se ae OONOLLIO00LTH001-& 
ES) Witleh@ster,. 00... .--2. eee O00000L0000100Ts3 
@H Perkins............... -11441%71111101114i-94 
ME DIMICET by. ot a ee en ee TE el de eet ot 
RR ToWLGIOI. soci sek, vas ewe eer e otk DUG L211 00 49 

Best of 20 glass balls, from Holden trap: 
AGRA andy feu :eetisl sais 1OV0010L11121101010-0 
SE Smith....., : T11100217114111014 0-15 
LS Winchester 1idinvodid010001000—9 
BW, Tinker. ._. §$411101141110101 0-14 
TS Tiithers>.:.--.:--, at 1721720002733111713111-46 
ER Perking.....0-.....s.00e 110217101110011011 0-14 

O, J. RR. 

PROVIDENCE, R, 1, Sept, T—At the lash weekly shoot of the 
Narragansett Gin Olub on their grounds at the old Washington Trot- 
ting Park, Sept. 6, Mr. Geo. T. Anthony, one of ourolil trap-shooters, 
wins the Valentine Cup for the first time, Mr, MW. W. Tinker has 
challenged Mr. Geo. W. Cary for the Ligowsly Clay Pigeou Medal, 
and the shoot will come off at 2 P, M. Thursday next, The race will 
probably he a very close one, a5 both the gentlemen are shooting mn 
A No,1style. The following are the scores for the Valentine Gup: 
Geo T Anthony, 15yds..-. ____-. OULL11401111911 141-18 
EW Tinker, 1yds 1191011990111 (011117 
Geo G Crandall, 15, ~ 0110710001 19979 1111116 
W 4H Sheldon, 2lyds. -- TE 10L110001170 witha? wy 
EW Cary, 2lyds..__-. - OLLO0T10T 011100 witlad tyr 
CB Potter, loyds,..... 01010111110 witha Ww 
L Bennett, liyds ....... 222. eee2.-- 2. -- 110000001 Withdraw 

Several interesting sweeps were shot after the eup race, p. 
GREENE, J)., Secretary N.G. C 

SACRAMENTO, Cal., Sept. 2—At Avricultuval Park to-day the 
members of the Forester Gun Glob held their monthly contest for 
the two club medals. The birds were a pirong Dying lot aud put the 
shovters on their metal tostop them. The following is the score, 

Hi Gerber, dlyds, -OLTTTPI111 040 9 
G Sebroth, Jr 2lyi Bi ~OUOL1LILE1147-9 
A Vermulya, 2iyds,...-.. -l11171111000 4 
JW ‘Todd, 26yds_ 2 O1tvatyiiti1i-at 
HA Bekhatt, 26yds,,.,----)-- -.. O00 hL1it1i11i1118 
1M Stevens, 26yds.....-2.,.0. eS cn ba ker liste er eb 
MW Dase, 26y dS. esti cesses OOUVOTILTLAVI (I & 
J Gerber, 26yds 107711414417 111 

cid eahele te OOUOTT1I1197171-8 
be 4 4 ae OUDLLED PIT 9g 

OP Ziiver, 21yds .......- PR Roe heen, SU ee ae Tee Ge 

Todd, J Gerber and Stevens, who tie(l on 11 birds, shot off at three 
pairs as follows: 
Mh iL ey SO Sen oe 11110 0-4 Stevens........-... VOT110-8 
rae PI es serie tot 11000 0—2 
Todd won the first medal, andl the second was eaptiured by J. 

Schroth, Jr. on theshootol. After this several pool shots were had. 
and frienils of the club participated, some fine shooting being dove. 

WORCESTER, Mass, Sept, 6—This has been a field day at Coal 
Mine Range, uoder the auspices of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club, 
The attendance was very good. Among the guests were Mess s. 
Austin Newton, Dr, B- F. Johnson and Levi Fountain of the Maynard 
QGlub, af Maynard. Capt, A, H. Smith, 8. H, Barrett, A. Boge, B. 
Moses, and §. H. Ford, of Springfield; Geo. Tiddsbury, of Ashton, O. 
R. Diekey. of Boston, Watt Briton, of the New York Sportsmen's @l ub; 
Henry W. Eager, of Marlborough; and Charles H, Ve Rochmunt, of 
Newlmryport, of the Massdchusetts Club, — The first event was a 
malch between the two last mentioned forthe individual championship 
clay pigeon budge of the Massachusetts Association. The result out 
of a possible 30 was as follows: ; ; 
Wager... ...----. (111199.11119 1101 1410010001911011110111L 1441941011140 
De Rochmont,.. .111110000100007 11001001104 | 10101010110111711110111—31 

In the contest for sweepstaltes the results were as follows: 
First event.—Perry and Kager divided first money; Holden second. 
Second event.Smith, Webber, Gilman and Barrett divided first 

money; Holden and Bragg second. : ’ 
Third event.—Ruge, Perry, Sampson and Goodell divided first 

money; Smith and Bager second, ; e 
Fourth event.—Gilmanh, Holden, and 'Vidsbury divided first money; 

Moses, Smith and Eager second. : a5 
Wifth evenl (two-man teams).—Shepard aod White divided first 

money with Rugg and Goodell; De Rochmont and Dickey second, 
Sixth event.—Clafiin, Sma Gilman and Holden divided first money} 

ite and Barrett second, 
bifeehest event,—De Rochmont and Tidsbury divided first money: 
Sampson and Ford second. 

Pighth event (three-man team match, seyen entriés).—Ruge. Good- 
ell and Putuam took first money; Tidsbury, Moughton and Smith 

cond. 
as inth event (twenty-tive yards. ten entries).—Perry took first money ; 
Ford second. 

COSTER vs. SHEPHERD.—£ditor Forest and Strean: Clay 
pigeon match, Auguss 29, Coney Island, between 0. W. Shepherd and 
W. A. Coster, at 50 clay pigeons each, for $25 a side. Ikyds. rise, one 
barrel, ©. W. Shepherd shot a W. & C. Scott breeehloading, 10- 
gauge, 1-pounels gun, 44 (rams powder, i}4 ounce shot. W. A. Coster 
shot a W.W, Greener. 12-gauge, 8-pounds breech-loading gun, 3 drams 
owder, 1igounce shot, R. Botler scorer, Chas. Garduer referee, 

CW Shepherd _, 11 111101011001011011 17 10100000101 010101000011110—28 
W_A Coster 0100001100101101100111311 10091017101019111 011 1—30) 

Return match sat ak 10, at Coney Islynd, al 45 clay pigeons aside. 
Jitions s4me as above, : 

wn Gator: cat PS eS | 1000911190001999111191200011 10710128 
@ W Shepherd. .-...-.2.....-.. 41011010000701110011191091910110100—25 
This was the first time either party ever fired ay the clay pigeons, 

and they plove @ perfeot success; brolcs freely, and fhe vrap worked 
easily aud well.—bLAck Nev. 

BOGARDUS._-Reallng, Pa.. Sepl, 11.—fnapizeon shooting match 
liere to-day bebween Tueua Mokert and Oliver Hinnerschitg, of the 
Forest. Club, of Lis city, and Caplan A. A, Bogardis aod his gon 
Hugene, the tive former killed forty-five our of fifty. and the Messrs, 
Boxardus but forty-three. 

Baditor Forest * 

* Aa hinted, Verye needs askipper. The graduate of the centerboard 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Pachting. 
——— | 

FIXTURES. 

Sept, 15—Hull Y. C., Squadron Cruise, Prize for Neatness, 
i. 15—New Jersey ¥. C., Open Races, daft. and under, 
-15—Royal Nova Scotia Y, §,, Commodore Cup and Class 3, 
» 15—Mattapoisett Open Matches, 
. 1h—Atiantic Y. O., Penmant Matches. é 

sept. 16—Beverly Y. C.. Championship Sail off Nahant. 
. 20—Knickerbouker Y. G., Fall Matches. 
28—Quaker City ¥. C., Review and Harhor Cruise. 
.29—Seawanhaka Corinthian Y, C,, Corinthian Match, 
i—Quaker City ¥, C,, Closing Harbor Cruise. 
5- (Gracie-Fanny Match, Sandy Hook, 

. 10—Bedouin-Gracie Matches, 
10—Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C,, Fall Match, 

RECEIPT FOR WHITENING SAILS, 
Or barrel salt water. 

Three pounds chloride of lime, 
Three pounds soda ash. 
Two pounds white. 
One bag of salt, 
Mix and serub lightly with broom on both sides. Allow the sail to 

dry on the beach, and it willbe found clean and white when ready 
for bending eae This is the formula followed by Mr. McMurra; A 
ploce Aolus, 5, C. ¥,.C., and has been found to give thorough satis- 
‘action, 

“THEREFORE.” 

ions hewspaper teporters have heen essaying a defense of the 
\) notorious caricatures which made such a farcical display, trying 
to sail a race last week in Néw York Bay. As usual they get the 
eart before the horse. ‘The burden of the praises they chant to sand- 
baggers is this: They are so much more difieult and danztrous to 
sail, that any one who masters the things can, by inference, sail any 
other kind of yacht, while any lunkhead ean sail an uncapsizable 
craft.’ “Therefore”? the death traps are the best school for the begin- 
ner, The logic of the wortbies, speaking a good word forthe friends 
who “set ‘em up" often, is peculiar. Because it is much more diffi- 
cult to fire off a pot-metal gun without bursting, aud because any: 
Junkhead ean fire off a Damascus twist without danger, therefore,” 
buy pot-metal guns for your sons. So they may learn how to load a 
safe barrel. To our mind this sort of back-acting logie will not hold. 
We, should say, let the novice learn ina boatin which he cannot 
come to barm, and when he hasacquireda knowledge of sailing, 16 will 
be time enoush for him to board a caps zing trap, should he have any 
inclinations that way, So far from graduating good skippers, the 
sandbaggers do nothing of the sort. Their handling is a specialty 
which has no application in legitimate yacht sailing. 
Even the so-called experts cannot keep the machines on their legs, 

and to infer that they form a useful school for the beginner. simply 
because dangerous and grotesque in all their belongings and manage- 
ment, is ua better thau to aver that a study of Punch and Judy is the 
best initiative {o the dramatic profession. An expert with a sand- 
bagger, if there really be auy possibility of their existence, is totally 
lost at the helm of a cutter or keel yacht, and has to mnlearn all he 
knows about helmshard up, luffing to puts, overcrowding, reclless- 
ness, \nlimited beef to obey his call, and so on clear through his ac- 
quisitions. Thisis the reason why the owners of cutters are obliged 
tosend abroad for BIDE SES. They can find no men capable of work. 
ing a cutter among the crude superficialists who learn in a sand- 
hagger only the imitation of real seamanship and nothing abont the 
niceties, good judgment and calculating foresight which ought to 
distinguish the aspirants to the quarterdeck of acrack. The sandhag 
boat exists simply a8 a tool for gambling and roping ina few green 
hands, As a yacht or boat contributing to any praiseworthy end 
such machines are deservedly in bad repute aud debarred from the 
reat majority of racesas wiworthy of recognition. 

THE COBOURG MATCHES—SEPT. 38, 4, 5. 

PPE yachting season in Canadian waters, which is now rapidly 
reaching its end, is closing in a blaze of glory, owing to the action 

of the various yachi racing associations so eee their meetings as 
to forma circuit. Your readers have already been advised of the 
result of the Bay of Quinte Yacht Cln) races, which results, so far 
us the first class was concerted, was no doubt attributable to acci- 
dents to the Norah and General Garfield, both of which would, beyond 
doubt, have beaten the Cyguet, which won the first prize, In the 
second class it was a mere sail-oyer for the new flyer, [olanthe, 

At Cobourg, Sept, 3, the finest fleet of yachts that ever raced at one 
time on fresh water competed for the first Glass prizes. The Ata- 
Janta won so easily. even after being disabled by the suapping of her 
topmast when theve was 4 a lot of reaching and running to do, as to 
warrant the belief thatshe is fully the equal of the best of the bi 
sloops-of New York, if not their superior, Taking the line drone 
the Idler-Oriole race at Chicago, we find that the Atalanta beat the 
Oriole much more easily than did the Idler, and no one will say that 
any of the New York sloops would give the Idler tithe in u good gail- 
ing breeze. oS 
On ‘Tuesday your correspoudent visited Cobourg axid witnessed the 

abortive attempt, owing to the drifting away of the tuning buoy, at 
uwrace between the second class yachts, Part of the course was, 
however, sailed over, and the contest was very interesting, The 
competitors were the ibported Seotch cutter Verye and the center- 
board sloops Iolanthe and Emma, the latter two built by Cuthbert, 
dol owned in Belleville and Toronto ee The owners of the 
Tolanthe were nut aware that the shifting of ballast would be allowed, 
hence their representative sailed under a great disadvantage in sail- 
ing with standing ballast, the HKmma haying plenty of shifting ma- 
terial, The wind blew strongly from southeast and the sea was very 
heavy, and all sported double reefs, the sicops starting with three 
reets tied down, but shaking out one reef before going very far> The 
cutter, which was ia her element, at once hegan to weather on the 
sloops, ail in working four miles to windward secured a lead of 
nearly amile, The lolanthe dropped the ballast-shifter both on and 
off the wind, and, with the wind free, closed considerably on the 
cutter, which, however, would doubtless have won on that nian 
The next day, when the ballast-shifting Emma won through the dilfi- 
cuiby of steering the lolanthe. owing to the slacking of her fore stay, 
hoth the sloops beat the cutter, there bemg, althouzh the wind was 
again very strony. but litthe windward work, All three will, how- 
ever, ineet again in the R. C. Y. C. race at Vorouto to-znorrow anid 
in that of the T, Y. C, ab the sane place on Monday, aud then we will 
see which is the fastestof thetrio. For my own partT think the 
cutter has been yery badly handled. 
There is much dissatisfaction among yuchtsmen auent the working 

of the measurement rule now in force in these pee for examples of 
the working of which as relates to yachts of ditferent styles, 1 must 
refer you to the Daily Intelligencer of yesterday's date. 
The Fisher Cup, which represents the champiousbip among the 

sloops on the great lakes, and which was won by the Atalanta in the 
most hollow manner, was received here with much satisfaction, the 
more purticularly as it may evidence to our friends of the N, Y. Y. Q, 
thatit was not so presumptive onthe part of the B, Q. Y.C. to mateh 
the Atalanta against their chosen representative, as they seemed to 
jmagine. There is a general opinion here that, with the improve- 
ments that could still ba made ou the champion sloop of the lakes, 
she could win the ones coyeted ex-champion trophy; but the metro- 
politans need hot fear that she jill cause them any more sleepless 
nights. The cup bas been placed in the hands of three trustees, and 
must be sailed for under the same rule as the holder won it under. 

BELLEVILLE, Sept, 7 Por? Tack. 

(The custom of shifting ballast is always reprehensible, as it leads 
to the construction of the most expensive, most useless antl most 
dangerous type of boat and affects by the force of evil example even 
the modelling of large yachts. Yachting degenerates under the 
custom bo & parody upon sport, sustained only by the chances for 
gambling ani drawing lambs to counters of interested public house 
Keepers. Shifting ballast races quickly assume the aspects of three 
ecard monte in disguise und contribute nothing to the furtherance of 
sport or the arts of sailing and building yachts, since the machines 
which are the outcome of the ctistom have nothing in common with 
yaehts nor do they spread nentical taste among the public. But 
shifting ballast in a class to whiuk fixed ballast boats haye been in- 
vited, as was done in the Cobourg races on the plea that such a rule 
was in foree with the R. C, Y. C.\is showing partiality which can only 
dvive away entries in the future. The custom isa dead letter in the 
R. C. ¥. C., and the Coboury committee should aid in frowning 
down a pernicious piece of thimblerigging which operates 
against sport and all the interests of regular yachting and 
is today tolerated only by small cliques of interested parties 
i: New York with a few hangers on who know no_ better, 
As our correspondent'’s letter conveys, the Can yachts are 
actively making ‘the rounds” of the lake ports ina way which ought 
to stinmlaty similar activity nearer home, Kingston, Toronto, b] 
cuo, Belleville, Cobourg, Oswero, Cleveland, etc.. sce the lake yachts 
nen puming wp in reeulae suceession, giving to fresh-water bt er 
bu inportance and interest which would otherwise not be equalled. 

: [Serr 18, 1883. 

is not fit to sail a cutter for what she fs worth unless he nlearns all 
and begins over again, The centerboard is so hard aud uncouth in 
all her movements that no skipper used to such hots has the fine 
toueh or nice judgment tequired to tool a eutter to victory. Both 
Afleen and Verve have repeatedly shown themselves equal to any- thing of their class on the lakes, and to keep up their reputation they only need skippers born and bred to fine work. The measurement 
question on the lakes ought to receive attention this Winter. and we 
hope combined action will establish the length and sail area rule in all fresh-water ports. Uniformity is of the uimost importance where 
muking the rounds has already become so general, ] 

HULL Y. C.-SEPT:. 8, 

HIRD championship mateh of the year was decided last Saturda: 
in a stiff sontheast wind, which unfortunately did not hold till 

the finish, Second class sailed Erom line off club house, atound Brusi 
buoy, then through the Gut, out around Harding's and home. Third 
class sailed nine miles, and fifth class the usual seven miles inside the 
harbor, Other classes did not fill. Nimbus took the lead among the 
big Ones, and rounded the outer mark with plenty to spare, but 
Mabel drove up. on the crack a piece, and it looked as though she 
night come within her time, as the wind lightened. Nimbus reached 
the finish, saving her bacon lay twenty seconds, taking the champion- 
ship in her class, Among the keels Lilhe made it a procession, win- 
ning by more than half an hour, the others being left in (he lurch by 
the wind at the close. Sea Bird had a sail over, Queen Mab not show- 
ing up, and among the small fry Corsair was showing the way off 
Bumpkin Island, when in cutting away somie reef kuittles whieh had 
jammed, the peak halliards were sliced by atigtale, bul knotting the 
ends was the work of a few moments only. Sixth elass <lid notsail, as 
Dandelion already had two out of the series of three, Lillie, Transit 
and Gem will have 4 sail off tu decide between them. Uorsair takes 
championshipin fifth elass. 

SHCOND CLASS—CENTERBOARDS, 
. Length Actual. Corrected, 

Nimbus, B. F, Jeuny, Jr... 2... cece 34,05 1 52 07 1 28 21 
Mabel, I", O, Glayton...., -....,.....__- +3308 1 53 18 1 28 41 
* SECOND CLASS— KEELE. 

Lillie. P. M. Bond.....___. KT ge a0 11 1 56 25 1 34 2 
Gen, TR Osg000, -.. 0.60... ccs cesnre +2605 2 40 59 290 24 
Transit, EB, H, Ingalls...... .. a25F Ah ale 27.01 2 46 06 216 QL 

F THIRD CLASS—OBNTBREOARDS, 
Sea Bird, Geo. $. Forbush............... 23.01 1 21 45 0 57 55 

FIFTH CLASS —CATBOATS, 
Corsair, L. M, Clark... .- 1 16 30 048 36 
Water Witch, &. S, Kin 115 52 0 48 38 
Myrtle, C. H. and R. Poo 1 16 05 0 48 40 
Spray, H. M, Faxon <2. .uu.-:.122-_- 1175 04h 4G 
ismet, H, N. Ourtis..__, olate 117 52 6 49 49 

Wild Fire, H. A, Keith............. Did not return, 
Sheerwater. W. W. Merrill 0. .2..._, 2! Did not return, 

BEVERLY YACHT CLUB—SEPT. 8. 

A lee eighty-sccond race. second open sv vepstukes, was sailed Sep- 
tember &. off Monument; Beach, Wind § We light al start, stronger 

Jateron, Judges, Edward Bangs, Bdmund Quincy, Wm, A, Gardner, 
aboard the yacht Maude, B, Y. @. 

Course for first and second elasses; From judges’ yacht off Tob, 
Island Buoy No, 2, leaving Bird Island Buoy No. 13, and Scragey Neck 
Buoy No, 10 on port,jto judges’ yacht, 11 miles. 
Course for third class; Leaying Dry Ledge’ Buoy No. 12. Abrel's 

Ledge Buoy No. 1. and Black Buoy No. 3 on port and return, 7 miles. 
Open (o all cats: $5 entrance fee, under conditions published in 

last week’s issue. No shitting ballast, 
PIRST CLASS. 

Length. Actnal. Corrected. 
Abbie A,, J, IL Arnold, Marion......... 20.6856 2 06 03 2 UO 48 
Mattie, H. Stockton, BLY. C....... Ww 241 44 2 02 45 
Midget, C. H, Crosby, Osterville_ 28, O14 214 02 2 Ob 82 
Fannus, Silas Perry. Mon. Beach 06 24 45 2 03 2 
Almira, W, Crosby, Osteryille..., 0014 2 14 4h 2 06 02 
Violet, Geo. H, Richards, B. ¥. C__ 27.00 2 16 58 2 0G 37 
Alcyoue, S. Phinney, Mon. Beach ___,, . 27.1, 2 aT 211 4b 
Aleyone Handicapped 5m, 30s. 

SECOND CLASS. 
Romp, E. B. Robinson, Povasset.__.___- 25 OG 210 45 2 (M 1a 
Tantrum, J. M. Codmau, B. ¥.C_, 25,01 217 50 2 (Me 45 
Tris, E. A. Bangs, B. YoC_. 24 02 2.25, 37 211 25 
Dolly, A, 8. Hardy, BLY. Co... . 22 O06 2 20 ON 2 09 48 
Lucey, W. 8. Scudder, Osterville.__ 2b 006 228 12 2 13 52 
Lestris, Joshua Crane, Pocusset.... .,, 24.01 2 2B 26 2479 a4 

THIRD CLASS. } 
Sprite, L. 'l, Dabney, Wareham ..__... 1 D744 1 45 25 1 34 21 
Clara B., Outram Bangs. BY, 20.05 147 07 1 34 51 

oe 19.001g 1 48 18 134 9A 
Wyixs sel pat Tht Oe Lad 

Bue wrrn GoLD CASTLE, 

BEVERLY Y. C.—SEPT, 10. 

B IGHTY-YIRST regatta, third OP praia ey Ot the season, wag 
sailed off Swampscott, September 10, 

The race was fixed for September 8, but was postponed on aceounl 
of a dense fog and a calm; the number of boats contesting was much 
smaller than it would have been Saturday if the weather bad allowed 
a& race. 
Only Countess, Hugenia and Bessie appearedin first ¢lass; bub as 

the etter White Wing, 22.6 waterline,was present, a special class was 
arranged in addition to the regular first class, to inclnde White Wing, 
Eugenia, Countiess and Bessie, the latter al $4 siiling length, The 
regular class admits no boat over S0ft. water live, woich kept White 
Wine out of that class, although ber sailing length is lesa than 
Jouniess. 

Course for first und second classes; From judges’ boat off Phillip 
Point. leaying stakeboat off 5.W. Breaker. Whistling buey off the 
Graves, and Ege Rock on starboard aud return, 18 miles, 
Course for second and third classes: Leaving dlakeboits off Little 
itp wl 144 miles E, by 8, of Egg Rock on prt and return, 6 
miles. 
Wugeria led off on port tack ab 12;8:30, followed by Bessie, 12:0:48; 

White Wing, 12:10:22. and Countess, 12:11:57. The cat and Gutter 
seemed to lie closer, while the sloop and schooner outreached 
them. Countess and Euzenia soon tacked in, haping to fetch, while 
the cutter and Bessie stood on a mile further, bul the tide swept 
them inshore, and both had to make & board ov two, as did Bessie. 
Eugenia and Countess rounded together, while Bessie brought ap 

the rear. Jibtopsails were now setior the ran tothe Graves. Couu- 
tess tovk the lead and White Wing van into second place, while Hes- 
sie took third before reaching the Graves, 
About half way over wind hauled §.a little und jibtopsadls came 

down. After rounding, all but the cutter s6t <pinualers; White 
Widg having none abourd, as she had not expeeied to race, bad 
to content herself with jiband galiltopsails, enabling Countess and 
Bessie to gain through her lack of canvas, 
From Egg Rock in, Eugenia and Bessie carried spinnakers. Count- 

ess could not make hers work. The line was crossed by Countess at 
2:44:45; White Wing, 2:58:25: Bessie, 3:01:12, and Bugenia, 3:01:05, 
Hoidenled the catboats at 12:13:45; Peri, 12:14:40; Spider, 12:14:85 

Mosqhite, 12:15:16; Psyche, 12:17:20. On the run to Little Nahant, 
Peri gained 10 seconds, Spider lost 16, and Mosquito 60, on Heiden: 
Psyche lost) seconds. Beating ont, Spider sailed beautifully. goin 
round the windward mark first boat, Hoiden second, ten Peri, 
Psyche and Mosquito. Hoilen gained coming in, and crossed two 
seconds astern OF Spider, othersin same order. Summary; 

HIRST OLASS, 
Actual, Qorreated, 
# 82) 58 2 G5 ed 
2 61 24 2 88 87 
3 04 05 2 02 52 

s@H@EAL CLASS, 
Countess and Eugenia as above. 4 

White Wing, cutter, W.C. Cabot._.., 30.06 2 48 08 2 39 00 
Bessie, 4 length........ --- eee eue noes 20.04 251 24 2°29 89 

HERGUND GLASS, 
Spider, c. b. eat, Walter Abbor —_.--.._.20,00 i ible i105 18 

oiden. ¢. b. cat, P. C. Seyerance...,,..23,00 147 172 108 45 
Peri, ¢. b, cat, Vice-Com, Parknian....20.07 117 27 1 00 ot 
Mosquito, k. cat, E,W, Codman —_.,..22.02 127 12 118 06 

THIRD CLASS. 
Psyche, cb. cat, Com. Stars, .-_._.._. 10d 1 St 32 a | 

First class, first, prize won by Countess; first class, second puize 
wou by Bessie, Special class, first prize won by Countess, Second 
class, first prize won by Spider; second class, second prize won by 
Peri. Thirt class, Orst prize won by Psyehe. Countess, Spider and 
Psycho take pennants, Mets PesResAy ‘witht Bugenia and Beare, 
Hoiden and Mosquito, Dandelion and Josephine, 
Judges, W. Lloyd Jefmes and Stephen Chase, Th 

classes is fixed Tor Nahant, Sept. 15, UE 
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THE MODERN SHARPIE. 

HARPIES, in general, are a very old story, revamped time and 
again, whepeyer local pride wings itself for an extra flight of 

fancy, fondly imagining thatit has been left to some little clam 
town along the Sound to “create a revolution’’ in all the world 
has learnt and acquired in naval ‘architecture through many cen- 
turies. The modifications made upon the original sharpie of late 
by Mr. Thos. Clapham, of Roslyn, Long Island, and the systematic 
study that gentleman has given to this peculiar style of boat, 
haye been rewarded with so much success that ForEsT AND STREAM, 
always in the van in such matters, seeks, this week, to meet the grow- 
ing demand for the latest information concerning the improved 
sharpie, or ‘‘Nonpareil’’ as she is now technically termed. <A great 
deal has been communicated to these columns as to the real, original 
inventor of sharpies, and more or less evidence had been proffered. 
But we are inclined to the belief that sharpies, like the chair, 
simply “grew.” 
When the logs gave out along the Connecticut shore, and suitable 

material for ihe prehistoric dugout became scarce in consequence, 
what more natural than that the oystermen and longshore people 
should have cast about for some substitute? And what more natu- 
ral than that they should have applied to the nearest sawmill for 
plank from which to nail up a box in imitation of the more costly and 
complicated round-ribbed compositions of the regular boat builder? 
The box was run to a point at one end, and a single wide plank on 
the bottom was rounded up aft, as the nearest approach to regular 
boat form three planks could be induced to assume. Simple and 
cheap, every man became his own builder during the sawmill era, 
rip and cross cut supplanting the axe and burning process of the 
days when biglogs were common. It required little time to discover 
the perfect adaptability of the sharpie to the endin view. With flat 
bottom she could lay on theinud without injury, was easily beached, 
was stiff, and carried a good load on small draft of water, and being 
light and buoyant, she rose readily to thesea, and carried crew and 
cargo with safety through bad weather. Noone could ask for more, 
and so the sharpie fast came into general use wherever the succulent 
bivalve was hunted. 

The general introduction of such boats along the coast and in other 
climes was for a long time neglected, because the owners along the 
Connecticut shore did not con ider themselves shouldered with any 
special mission to go proselyting among heathens, and were content 
to let their light shine under a bushel, as long as the bushel was full 
of the game they most coveted. So it was tbat until quite recently 
the sharpie remained a tool known to local fame only. Within the 
last few years, however, the interests of the oysterman have expanded 
and the sharpie, as part and parcel of a regular outfit for the trade, 
has found her way into Southern waters, and bids fair to receive very 
wide recognition. In a limited degree, working upon the sympathies 
of those taking pride in local productions, she likewise found a foot- 
ing among boats used forpleasure sailing, more particularly where 
sailing was pursued along shore in connection with hunting and fish- 
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ing. Being light and able to show only small sail, the sharpie was 
never brilliant to windward, and scon ran the length of her tether, 
her use as & sporting boat for “p ‘cial purposes being acknowledged, 
but her want of power to windward and her ugly habit of pound- 
ing,’ constituting a barrier to conceding to such ‘boats the perfect 
yacht-like qualities claimed by over-sanguihe enthusiasts_ 

Tt was in this vondition that Mr. Clapham took hold of the sharpie, 
and after considerable experiment and noend of persistence in the 
fave of drawbacks and difficulties, eyolyed from the primitive orjgi- 
nal a modified ballasted form,deeked and suitably rigged to meet 
the purposes of regular yachting. It is due to that gentleman to 
record that whatever success and popularity the sharpie may have 
fained 48 a yacht, isto be attributed entirely to Mr, Clapham, who 
untirinely and unaided has worked for the auspicious termination of 
his labors, with a lasting faith and zeal in behalf of an unrecognized 
species at times almost stoical. To just the extent the sharpie may 
become popular as a yacht inthe future, the public must_ deem itself 
indebted to Mr, Clapliam, for without the earnestness of his convie- 
tions the sharpie would, for a long time to come, haye remained an 
ostracised outcast from the family of yachting types, and if may even 
bedoubted whether the primitive boat would ever have been suhjected 
toa course of progressive experiment so intelligently pursued and 
persistently proclaimed, ‘ 
The improvements introduced by Mr, ge comprise a proper 

ballasting of the buat, the addition of dead rise forward to mitigate 
pounding and aft to aid clearance from below, and above all a deter- 
mination of the best proportions for beam, flare, freeboard, area of 
tenterhoard and yaw! rig, Al these Features are exhited in the 
Plans and sketches Scapa ENE, these remarks, For this week we 
will content ourselves with adding details of the latest boat of the 
kind launched, leaving it to be settled hy actual experience to what 
extent the Nonpareil is entitled to consideration as a yacht in compe- 
tition with other torms well known or uow seeking favor. 

DETAILS OF Gl-FT, CRUISING NONPAREIL, 
Length over all, 2... 
Length on Toadline, 
Hearn extreme, ....-- 12... 
Greatest beam from stem 
Depth at mainmast.. .,----, 
Least freeboard. ,.-,... 12) 2 sin. 
Displacement AS: ,. 1 25 toms. 
Ballast insicle.....,..---- - 9» S000 Ths, 
brat without board --20in. 
Draft with board ___... GEE, 

.» 16E, 
400 Sq. ft. 

Length of centerboard, 

: La Baeq. fh 
Area mainsail... ...-- 
Avéa jib... _-..- 
Avea flying jib. ...-... ‘490 sc. ft. 
Area mizzen ov driver = at. ... S60 Ry. fb, 
Tot paibianens. 2) Sobel lee metas rs -. 1770 sq. ft. 
Ratio to square of loadline . fo per c. 
Mainmast, deck to hounds, 
Diameter at deck... 
Diameter at hounds... , 
Length of masthead ....,,.. 
Mainmast from stem... ...--...4.-.-- 
Drift between main and mizzen , . 
AMEN CHET IP eyo cloviee eran (ie Bee = ke 
Diameter ft, from aft end 
Diameter at saddle.,.,-...,. 
Mainyard or gaft 
Diameter af cent 
Diaiupter at jaws 
Mizzenmast._.. 
Diameter at deck, E 
Mizzenspril....,..--...- 
Diameter at center ... 
Bowsprit outboard, ,. 
Bowsprit honsed... 
Diameter at stem.-_.. 
Mainmast to jibsteay 
Mainmast to tying jibs' 

Tt should be noted that these particu 
the mudel of which the lines are given, there being a slig4t difference 
in beam, The lines show one foot more across deck which was 
adopted to suit the wishes of the owner. Variations on the above 
Within small limits can probably be indulged in without serious con 
sequences, but Mr. Clapham insists that four beams to length ts the 
limil to whith brendth can be carried without affecting the boat's 
qualities for the worse, and that four beams to load'ine ought not to 
he exeeeded, and in large boats even less than that isto be preferred, 
Small Noupareils have rot been found to give as much satisfaction as 
the largé bouts. ‘The cost of a sixty-foot Nonpareil, ballasted with 
ivon and fully fitted and furnished in yacht-like manover will he about 
$2,400, Side timbers are 4<4in,, spaced 18in. Bottom frame consists 
of six fore and aft keelsons, the side frames being mortised into the 
outer keelsone, and trunk logs forthe centerboards being framed in 
between the two center keelsons, Planking of 2in. yellow pine, Two 
wire shrouds to mainmast sgn, diameter, seb up with turnbuckles, 
No shrouds are required for the mizzen, the sail, it is said, standing 
belter if the spar is allowed to buckle. 

In other respects the work would be much like that in use for any 
substantial yacht of the size. The accommodations in a 60ft, Non- 
pareil are quite liberal owing to the straigtnuess of her sides giving a 
wider floor than in round bilged boats of much greater beam, She 
would have under a house as show: in the sketches,a main cabin 
swith one berth in the wings each side. and a transom or sofa inside 
the berth, Also starboard and port staterooms, one 8ft, Jong, the 
other 614ft., with w. ¢., lockers and kilchen having over 6ft, head 
room. ‘he forecastle would contain four berths and plenty of general 
stowage withoul crowding. Thereader interested in sharpies will 
find a great deal relating to them scattered through our yolumes for 
five years past. Mr. Clapham is how engaged experimenting with 
lead keels with a view to increasing the range of stability of the Non- 
pareils, If they can be made uncapsizsble their value for yachting 
purposes will of course be immensely enhanced in these times when 
the publi¢ is learning to pronounce against the upsetting trap. 

SPINNAKER GEAR FOR A SINGLE-HANDER. 

\TR—The following arrangemeut may be of use to those of your 
readers who ave, like myself, foud of single-handed sailing; it is 

principally intended for setting and taking in a spinnaker without 
leaving the helm; secondly, as a ruiner stay: 
On each side of the boat fasten a block on the deck or rail close to 

the rigging, und an eyebolt or ring on the deck alt, handy for the 
helmsman; through both there is roye an endless rope, with slack 
enough to be made fast on & cleat close to the eyebolt. 
Fastened lo the rope are a toggle and beecket. The spinnaker hal- 

yards (each side of the boat) are rove through the sheave or block at 
the masthead, and through an eyeboli: or ring near the ring above 
mentioned, within reach of the helsman; there is slack enough in the 
halyards for the (double) bight to be laid along the deck to the block 
at the shrouds (but not rove in it), and from thence they lead to the 
Masthead, i 
When this gear is not being used, the bight of the halyards will be 

fastened in the togele and becket, aud run forward to the shrouds, 
leaving no Unusual gear visible to anyone at a few yards’ distance. 
The spinnaker is laced to its boom, which is intended to stand across 

the rail at the shiv'ouds, and to extend inboard nearly to the mast. 
‘To set the sail, haul the endless rope on the deck aff, thus releasing 

the spinnaker halyards, which should be let go from the toggle and 
(instead) the boom, fastened by the toggle at that part of the boom, 
which should hie acrass the shrouds when the sail isset; then haulche 
boom (and sail) forward by the endless rope, and make the latter Fast 
on the cleat, F 
Bend ou the halyards, and hoist the sail. One rope acts as tack 

and sheet, one énd being made fast at each end of the boom, with 
rope enough to reach a cleat near the helmsman, When the sail is 
hoisted, (his tack and sheet rope are made fast, so that the bottom is 
at right angles to the boat's length. 
The halyards, whet the sail is set, actas a runner-stay, and may, of 

course, be so used without setting the spinnaker The reverse oper 
ation of taking in the sail need not be descrilbed.—F. W, D. W. in 
Lindon Field, Aug. 25, 

WHAT WILL YOU CALL HER? 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Lovking over *Ol-en’s Yacht List’ for 1883.1 noticed the large 

number of boats bearing the same name, Last year’s List showed 
many duplicates, and instead of improving, eioh year only adds to 
the trouble. Of conrse itis not necessary to argue the point, or show 
the advantages of keeping # yacht’s individuality, as Lhereby ¢nuch 
coufusiou and many mistakes are avoided. For example, we find 
five Clylies, five Carlews, eight Ediths, five Gleants, seven Gracies, 
six Julias, five Mischiefs, seven Mysterys, and soon, Aithough “im- 
itution is the sincerest flattery,’’ no doubt the eracks would be qnite 
45 Well satisfied if they were not dalla | upon (by giving their names to 
somebody's hobby) to give luck to some owner and his hoat, to fume 
uokuown, 1 am prompted toiuclose a few name-bourds(not in Olsen's) 
to help oul prospective owners who may be lookmg for something 
original, Let them try the Reindéer,Greyhound, Foxhound, ieee 
or Pelican, Mamingo, Scorpion, Porcupine, Beaver, Badger, Narwhal, 
Tivreas, and 4 thousand others that could easily be found by taking a 

littletrouble, Surely with sucha wide ficld as our country offers in His- 
toric and Indian names there is lite excuse for such a condition of 
affairs as I have pointed out. To copy after our English cousins is 
bud enough, but to duplicate names on this side of the water is cer- 
tainly far worse. G, Bawyepier. 

NEW JERSEY Y. 0.—The fixed ballast matches of this elub, 
thrown open to all comers, are deservedly popular. Shifting ballast, 
with the expensive nuisances it entails, has properly been deharred 
by the club's constitution, But sandbags haye had such an evil 
effect upon the modeling of smal! boats that we cannot close our eyes 
(o certain dangers existing in ease of capsizing. The month has been 
quite breezy, and the records of drownings fhis year are something 
carful, Yachtsmen in small open boats, especially if :pon racing 

hent, should not forget the liability of (heir boats to sink should they 
fil upon eansizing, es all are likely to do. on aceount of too large 
cockpits and no saying bulkhead. Open boats must be sailed with 
calition and within reason, and carrying on to a reckless extent can- 
uot be indulged in with safety unless enough space has heen par- 
titioned or boxed off to ficat the hull when swamped, The sandhac- 
fers have influenced the widespread adoption of dapgérous tnadels 
of the flatiron order, and their inherent faults ought to be met by 
provisions against sinking, as these can be supplied in-asimple, chea 
and effective manner, The matches thisSaturday will be sailed wit 
crews liutited to one hand for every five feet of water-lne aud frac- 
tion, which is a sensible restriction, as shifting live ballast is open to 
the same serious objections urged against sandbags. Three classes, 
opeo to catamarans, boats over 26 to 35ft. and boats under 26ft. Al- 
Towante 2m, per fool, Start at 10:20 off Hlysian Wields, around buoy 
on Robbins Reef, around Buoy 13 in lower bay off Hoffman Isiand 
thence around Fort Diamond, leaving all on port hand, thence arouur 
Robins Reef Buoy. aud home to first dock, Jersey City. Prizes $20 
and challenge pennant in each class, pennants subject to challenge 
from any of the entries. Entrance fee $3. Hutries close to-day noon 
to BE. W, Ketcham, 55 Liberty streef. Regatta Oonnnittes, Chas. 
Rodenburg, 0. C, Dilworth and B. W. Keteham, A great many en- 
tries have been veveiyed, F 

QUINCY Y, C,—Sixth and last mateh of the season was sated off 
Great Hill September 7. for cash prizes, Wind moderate from east. 
Niohe and David Crockett won prizes in first elass and the irre- 
pressible litte Flora Lee seooped first in good company, with Samu- 
ria second, 

SRCGND GLASS, 
; . Length Actual, Corrected 

Niobe, J. FW. Brown ....---....-...,----+ 1 31 05 1 09 27 
David Crockett, J. R, Putnam 131 OD 1 04 33 
Thisbe, S, A. Vreeman._- 131 40 1 6 22 
Spray, ff, M. Faxon... Lat 45 105 
Jessie, W. B. Smith. ...........04 1 47 45 107 4 
Wildfire, HW. A. Kejth..--.., 2... .- Not taken, 

THIRD ULASS. 

Flora Lee, D, BH. Liteon, --....., 17.08 147 0 0 51 17 
Samaria, 8. G. King..._- es ya) 11995 0 54.137 
PAVE CRA AP Eh ir ee ee - 16,08 1 25 47 0 69 31 

HANDICAPS.—Handicap yacht racing has been tried again and 
again for many years past, but so far it kas never become popular, 
This is not to be wondered at when we remember that the primary 
object of a handicap is to equalize as nearly as possible the chances 
of success amoung all the starters. A cleyer hundicapper will, or 
should, so calculate the time wlowance the good vessels give to the 
bad, thab the water bruiser should be as likely to be tne winner as 
the ¢lipperis. Such a condition of affairs as this is illogical and un- 
just. It is illogeal, heaause it is in direct opposition to the avowed 
object of yacht racing; that is to say, the improvement and encour- 
ayement of naval architecture; and itis unjust to those owners who 
haye good vessels, well maintained, and keptin hest possible condition 
a considerable expense. But bad as the ortlinary system of handi- 
capping is certuioly, if is mm our opinion jutinitely better than that 
of sealed handicaps. —Land and Weter. 
YACHTS’ LICENSES.—The following circular has been addressed 

to customs officers relating to yachts under live tons, C. H, measure- 
ment: “Inasmuch as the regulation eubraced in department ciren- 
Jar No, 21, of Mareh 16, 1883, forbidding the issue of licenses to yachts 
ov pleasure vessels of a burden less than five tons, unless under in- 
structions of the department, is frequently constrtted as an absolute 
prohibition against the issue of yacht licenses to pleasure vessels of 
the burden deseribed, aud as an inspection fee of $25 is thus entailed 
on steam pleasure vessels by virtue of section 4,458, Revised Statutes, 
the departinent hereby withdraws the restriction and authorizes the 
issue of vacht licenses to every yacht and pleasuse vessel that in re- 
spect of its qualifications for yacht licenses shall fall within the pro- 
vor of the aet of Mareh 3, 1888, embodied in the aboye.mentioned 
circular." 

CAPSIZES AND DROWNINGS TUES WEEK.—The number of lives 
lost by eapsizing of craft of all kinds durjig the recent pales, spr- 
passes anything recorded. The papers teem with nofices of vessels 
which tumbled over, all tor the want of enough depth to render them 
safe. Wenote out of a large number of “accidents,” an unknown 
schooner bottom up, with all hands lost, sighted off Cape Sable hy 
Capt. Hopkins, of the Mabel Howard, of Lunenburg. Also, the loss 
of Capt, Stephen Whelan and crew. by the capsizing of 4 fishing 
schooner belonging to St, Johns, N. F. These vessels had small spars 
and rigs, and were better prepared to face a gale than over-tigged 
yaehts. Had the blows been felt further to the southward similar 
ase would have overtaken all the yachting traps caught out of 
arbor. 
ATLANTIC ¥. C,—Notice has been given of the annual pennant 

matches to besailed Saturday. Course for all classes fhrough Nar- 
rows, to and around egy 816 on Southwest Spit, keeping it on port 
hand, and home toline off club nouse, Bay Ridge. Cruising trim, 
with boats 4nd anchors in place. Start 2P. M., with fiye minutes to 
cross, all classes at same signal, Two yachts to start to make a 
race, Notimelimit. Nospinnakers, booming out poles or whiskers 
allowed, Judges—S. W. Kuowles, J. P, Howell and Wm. Peet. 
ROYAL NOVASSCOTIA Y, §.—The match for the Lieut.-Governor 

challenge cup and squadcon prize, open to #ll yachts of the fleet, was 
sailed Sept, 1. Course six mules, sail oyer three times. Won by sloop 
Mentor, A, Stone, 3.1 tons; Phuntom took second prize. In class 
under four tons for elib prizes, the course was six miles, Flying 
start. Sloop Lily, W. A. Weeks, 3.1 tons, won first prize, and cutter 
Velenar, FP, C. Sumichrast, 3.5 tons, tovk second. 

SOLD,—The iron steamer Wreyja, 163 tous, recently of the N. ¥. ¥. 
@,, has been sold to the Venezuelan government. through Samuel 
Holmes. She was designed by Mr. Holmes, anil we cannot well 
afford the Juss of such a fine seagoing steum yacht. She isto be used 
as a revenue vessel, and will be sheathed wit wood, then coppered, 
and have two sinall guns mounted. 
NEW BEDFORD Y. (.—Race for sevond class sloops was sailed 

Thursday, Aug, 30. Lapwing, Kismet and Pointer started, Peri of 
Newport not putting in an appearance. Kismet took $80 in 2:15:53 
corrected time. Lapwing won $20in 2:21;24, The Thorn, of Bristol, 
sailed over the course in the same thie in 2:45:56, being somewhat 
smaller than the other boats. 
NEW ENGLA ‘PD YACHTING ASSOC[ATION,—A movement is on 

foot to bring about an association among all New England clubs, for 
the promulgation of a noiform set of rules, It ought to be heartily 
seconded by every one, and local interests smothered fur the general 
good. United action has to come sooner orlater, and it might 4s well 
come soon, 1 

SANDBAG RAOK,—Two ballast-shifters, Bernard Goodwin and the 
Brothers, wbout 19ft, long, sailed a match last Monday inthe Bay in 
variable winds. Course, from Frank Bates’s yard, around Robbins 
Reef and Fort Lafayette; sail twice over. Won on fluke by the 
Brothers, corrected time 4:51:57. Goodwin following at 5:01:00. 
COMBINATION BOAT.—We have received from Joiner of Glen's 

Talls, a photo of the new combination row and sail boatTeene, giving 
an excellent idea of all the latestimproyenents adopted by the builder, 
Boat building has been very brisk on Lake George last season. and 
still livelior times are expected, 
LUMINOUS PAINT.—A yacht owner in Newark is éxperimenting, 

with luminous paint to make bis boat discernible at night. The 
trouble with such paints fs that their Juminous qualities say. yan-~ 
ish, ‘The paint kas been extensively tried on buoys in Europe, but 
given up 4s unsatisfactory. 
SVAN NOSTRAND'S MAGAZINE.“—Yachtsmen will find the 

purber for September espevially inlerestiig ob accountof the arti- 
«les ou the "Relations Between Sizs, Speed and Power cf Marie 
Engines,” the “Loadline for Ships,” and the “Deviations im Com- 
passes of Tron Ships.” 
NAUTICAL MAGAZINE, —This Loudon publication has in the Sep- 

tember number a summary of Dixon Kemp’s paper on steam yachts, 
reud before the Institution of Naval Atchirects, and whieh has been 
published in the *"Transactions,” 
WRIECKED,—Schoouer Explorer, from Goderich, Ont., for Gre- 

nongh Shoals, was lost during the gale September 4. All hands 
narished. There names were: Capt. Glas, Woods, John McDonald, 

. Heale and Waiter Crane. 
VESPHR Y, A.—This Yonkers club sailed annual match last Mon- 

day, ou the Hudson, ‘Tithy won {u first, class, time 6:08:53. Mary 5. 
won in second ¢lass, tine 49:28, Annie M. won in third class, ime 

19; + or pull on the pole moves the rudder, A 

_FAST TIME.—Sloop Katie Gray. 1] tons, Viee-Com, Phelps, Oswego 
Y. @., made thé course im the annual match. Aug. 28, in 2h. Im, 
under double reefs; distance 30 miles. 
SASQUA.—This handsome sloop wilh cutter rig has become the 

property of Henry Andryss of Harlem, She now flies the evlors of 
the Manhattan Y, C, 
HELL GATE ELECTRIC LUiHT.—The proposed heht near Astoria 

will be of 20.000 candle power and 150ft, high, Work is rapidly pro- 
cevding. 
CRUISING.—Schodner Haze, J. and C. W. Hogan, 4. ¥.,, arrived 

in Bar Harbor, Mount Desert. September6. All hands reported well, 

Canoeing. 

Toinsure prompt attention, conmvuniculions should be ced- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individucdls, in whose absence from the ajfice meattars of de 
portance are lighle to delay. 

FIXTURES, 

Sept. 15—N. ¥, C. G., Rave for Junior Trophy, 

CANOE STEERING GEARS. 

O detail of the fittings of cencesis as important both for safety 
and comfort, as that by which the rndder is controlled, aud no 

part is so often ill-contrived and badly fitted up, 
The strong aud simple tiller of the sailboat cannot be used, owing 

to the distance of te crew from the stern of the boat, and also to 
the necessity of usin the feet for steering, the hands being fully oc- 
cumed with sheets, paddle and canterduard, To he of any real use, 
the footgear must he strong, 454 very heavy strain is often thrown 
onit involuntarily by the powerful togele-joinia of the Jcnees, and 
the failure of any part, when in rough water or in rapids, might bring: 
disaster to boat and ¢rew. 
The action of the rudder must be prompt art ¢artain without lost 

motion, there must hea firm bearisg for the heels in paddling, and 
for the hall of the foot m steering, and both must be readily adjusta- 
ble to smt the length of leg of the crew As camoaisls now, itis 
often a fréat reliel, when in the canoe tor along time, to slacken out 
the foot-gear, and lean back easily while sailing or paddling slowly, 
but as soon asa hard paddle is in prospect, the body is settled up- 
right againt the backboard, and the foolwear shorlened up wntil the 
feet are braced firmly against it for a long swinging stroke. The 
footgear must also beso arranged as to be readily temoved for sleep- 
ing, stowing luggage, or to carry n second person, and, if possible, it 
should be so fitted that the second man dan steer while paddling. 
From the days of the earliest canoeist to the tine of MeGregor, the 

paddle only was used forsteering, either held in the hands or rest 
inasmall rewlock on each side, culled a crutch—WMe, 1—a pln that 
noswered well enough with the small sail then used: bub with the 
greater number and area of sails something more becaine necessary, 
and rudders were fitred, controlled by a continnonsling passing alour 
the deck and around the fore end of the well, a pull on vither side 
steering the boat. The increased work thrown on the hands by the 
addition of ballast, centerboard, spinnaker, ete. wade it necessary to 
transfer the steering to the feet, which had hitherto been idle, ro the 
rudder lines were tun through the ¢ uming into the well, und loops 
tied in the eudsinto which the feet were mserted, an arrangement 
still further improved by the addinon of metal stirrups. This gavea 
very powerlul and sensitive gear, and ibwas not im the way in the 
least, but there were some serious defects in ft, ere being no brace 
for the feet in paddling, the stirrups were wpt to slip olf at times when 
it was impossible to stop and Jeon forward and replace them, while i 
case of an upset the lines might not trea thempeélves and would én- 
tanzle the canoeist's feeb, Li one case 4 canosist, forgetting to loosen 
hig feet, leaped ashore sudslenly and was throwt tat in the water by 
the rudder lines, 
Amnuch better plain was devised hy Mr. Haden-Powell for his’ first 

Nautilus canoe, as shown in Vig. 3, 4 vertical spindle of wood has its 
lower end fitted to turn Lie slep on the keelgon, the upper end ruu- 
ning through the deck. the projeeting portion beme syuare. Lelow 
the deck a cross bar, culled the “foot yoke, was fitter co the spindle, 
und above deck. a second crosspieee, the “ded yoke,” was fitted to the 
square Head, the rudder lines running along the decle to it. Whis sear 
was used for 4 long timeou the Nautilus wud af! its descendants, wud 
is still often met with, 
paddiliuy, its position, once ited could not he changed, so It was 
usually just too long or too short for the crew. it Was im the way in 
stowing, sleeping, or carrying double, the lines on deck added to the 
eonfnsion there, and thé parts requived careful fitting, aul brass 
bushings al fle jomts, or they soon worked loose, Several of these 
objections were removed by some ingenious canoevist. who east aside 

lt had many defects, there was oo brace in 

the deek yoke, lengthened the loot yoke uni ran the lines inside the 
well, to the extremities of the latter. 
The gear shownio Wig, 4 was first Ntbed to the canoe Janette, in 

i877. Two pieves of wood, euch Ilex igin., and 10in, long, were 
serewecl to the bottom on each side of the keel, running fore aud alt. 
tach piece having four yertical notehes, to reveive the stretcher, a 
piece of oak Igin, thick. 
On the foréside of the stretcher a piece oF oak one eh square 

was screwed, the upper end rounded for the footyoke ty pivot on. 
The streleher could be slipped inte either of the four pais of 
notches, and was then held down by hook and & screweye in the 
keel, This gear gave a firm rest in padding, it wis strong in construe: 
tion, there was uo lost motion, aud it could be quickly shitted (to 
make room for a second person) toa pair of similar notched pieces 
forward, 

‘The surest test of anything about actnoeds the actual performance 
under the strains incident to raving and rouch-water siiling, or in a 
squall, a test that this zéar failed im, the Wook disengasing aud the 
stretcher slipping out ip 4 thander-storit when 7F wes impoxstble To 
remove the apron and replace it, the Crew being engaged in a despi 
rate attempt bo keep the bout oul of the trough of the sea, When 
shelter was finally reached, the canoe baled ool, damages repaired, 
and the paddle swinging steadily homeward, the thoughts pf the 
erew were turned to the outrageous breach of confidence of that pet 
steering gear, and of the possible remedy, and before the canoe was 
housed that night, another plan was devised and shortly altar putin 
practice. i 
The two fore and aft pieces were grooved on the sides facing each 

other, as in Fig. 6, and a piece of oak three-mgbth ich thick snd six 
inches wide was fitted to slide freely between them. To this piece the 
stretcher or tootpiece is fastened, ond in the augle behyeen them is a 
brass knee or brace. shown separately, the top of which lorms a pivot 
for the footyoke. Au eye is cast on the atterside of the brace im 
which a short lanyard is splicid, This lanyard réaves through a 
screweye in the keel, and by it the gear may be beld in ahy position, 
or by casting it off, the entire piewe may be remipyed, Aoobher pair 
of slides can be fitted forward or aft, 1s may be (lesired for corryiog 
two. ‘This gear seems to fulfil every vequisice, und has thos ter 
answered well wherever tried, 

‘The canoe Raven has a novel arrangement. shown in fig. 6, consisi- 
ine of two wooden pedals hinged at the bottom to a hraas rod, & 
rudder line being attached to the onter corner of each. A stouhbrass 
spring maintéins a constant tension on the pedals, ant is se formed 
as to hold then: flv on the floor when the rudder lives ure cast off, 
By this ar’angement the rudder is always kept amidship when left to 
itself, The brass rod is held in two holes in cae fore and ait cleats, 
and may be adjusted in the other holes as showa, A better plan 
would be to hinge the pedals with the spring on u bourd slidiay asin 
Wig. 5. 
Nir Rushton has introduced, this season, astacriug gear, shown in 

Vig. 7, in which the foot yoke is carried on a spindle passing through 
and supported by an arched piece of wood, the lower end resting in 
one of several holes in the floor, The oods of the arched piece slide 
in grooved pieces on the tloor, and by pulling up the spindle the gear 
may be slid forward or backward, the spindle end beg shipped 
again in one Of the holes. 
Where there isa centerboard in the canoe the Lootyoke i4 pivoted 

in a. bracket on the after end of the teink, in which ouse its position i 
fixed, and the length eun only be changed by using a shraight, con 
cave or conves yoke, The Pearl canoe ts fitted witha yoke attached 
to the trunk, Fig. 8, but in order to steer with the feet whan lying 
down, as is done in sailing to windward, the yoke bas two loops on 
leather fastaned to ts fore side, in whith the fest are inserted, 

Tn most of the match-sailing in this country the crew is seated on 
the deck and the footezear is out ofreach, To steer trom the ileck, a 
tiller, shown in Fig. #. is used, having been first applied to the Dot in 
1874, and since fitted to many other canoes, A yoke is pivoted ow 
deck just aft of the hatch, andto tlis yoke a short filler is fastened 
within easy reach of the hand, Two short lines join the ends of the 
deel and rudder yokes. All parts of the gearrequire bo be made very 
strongly, asa great strain fs sometines thrown ou the illor by the 
weight of the body, Another device for stesring by band was applied 
10 the Folly, SF. C.0., by her owner; a bale yoke only is used on the 
rudder, Wig, 2, with 4 stud inthe eud.. A ae Jony auough to reach 
the well has a ring in one end, which is sli ed over the h hh Han ute fore eu 
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the pole is belayed to acleatand keeps it from going adriftif dropped 
suddenly. This gear is used in the left hand, and is not well adapted 
to steering from deck, 
Another device, only mentioned to warn canoeists against it, has a 

single stirrup on one side, with a powerful spring on the other. 
Should the foot be suddenly removed from the stirrup the rudder is 
drawn quickly to one side and held there. The proper material for 
rudder lines has long been a subject of dispute among canoeists, and 
is still undecided, some advocating copper wire, some chain, some 
a rope of brass or copper wire. and some a braided or hard-laid 
cord, the last being probably the best, if well stretched and oiled. 
Tt will work easily and without the disagreeable clang of wire, and 
will not kink as chain willdo. Whatever material is used, it should 
lead as directly as possible from the foot-gear to the rudder, with 
no sharp turns, and holes and secreweyes through which it passes 
should be perfectly smooth. The rudder lines are in some cases run 
through brass tubes below deck. but this is seldom necessary, and 
they are best led in around the after side of the well coaming.. Some 
means of taking up the slack in the line is necessary, the usual way 
being to use a small*‘fiddle” similar to those used for tent ropes, as 
in Fig, 4, If obtamable, small snap-hooks should be used to attach 
the lines to the yokes. 
When in use the steering gear should be exaniined often, the parts 

oiled, new lines putin if required, and all parts kept in perfect order, 
Before a race, of course, it will receive special attention, any parts 
that appear weak being strengthened for the oceasion. Such careis 
never thrown away, and itis from the lack of just such attention 
that provoking mishaps oceur, 

_ CANOB UPSET.—Two canoes of the New York Canoe Club upset 
ina hee near the Robin's Reer Lighthouse in New York Bay last 
Saturday. The reporters for the daily papers, in duty bound, worked 
it upinto a thrilling fancy sketch for a sensation. The facts are 
ae to us by one of the canoeists who “was there’ as follows: 

ditor Forest and Stream: A garbled report of Saturday's upset 
having been sent by an enterprismg reporter to seven New York 
dailies, and the publicity thus given to the matter. together with the 
exaggerations contained in the article. being caleulated to injure 
canoeme as a sport, I send you the facts: A canoe was upset by the 
squall; the two young men, both good swimmers, were preparing to 
rigat her when the terryboat was seen bearing directly down on 
them. Fearful of being run over, they waved and shouted. Their sig- 
nals were taken for signals of distress, and Capt. Braisted most kindly 
stopped and lowered a boat. During the excitement a second canoe 
upset, her sail haying jammed in lowering, ‘The third canoe was at 
no time in danger, either from sea, or, as the papers had it, rain, nor 
did her captain leave his boat for the ferryboat’s friendly asylum, 
Vhe other boats were “left in the bay" only because a rowboat from 
the club was by this time on the ground and could hetter tow them 
home than delay the steamboat longer.—_Rownzoat, 

) PERSONAL.—Will Sussmilch, Commodore Dixon, Il. C. C., mem- 
ber A, GC, A., has removed from Dixon to Duluth, Minn., and will give 
visiting canoeists a royal weleome who wander that way. Ben C. 
Wilkins, A. C, A., and member Iowa C, C., has remoyed from ‘Clin- 
ton, Ia., to St, Lawrence, D.T, Al, Phelps.Iowa C. G., has likewise 
gotten the Dakota fever, and now makes his home at Sterling, D. T. 
PF. F. West, Passaic and Newark C. C’s., is now living in Evanstown, 
Til., and his canoe Qui Viveis doing good missionary work in that 
locality.—GUIMBERT. 

CANORING IN TOWA.--When the lowa C.C. was organized in 
January last Davenport furnished three members. Shortly atter the 
Davenport members organized the Imawadi C. C, August 11 they mus- 
tered twelve canoes and four on thestocks. The fleet consists of one 
Shadow, one Birdie Kane and two St. Paul's, all Racine make. The 
balance are home-made, and modeled after Secretary Putnam's 
canoe. Next season ihere will beat least twenty canoes in the fleet. 
The membership of the I, C, C, is confined to Davenport, Towa, and 
Rock Island, Tl. 

NEW YORK C. C.—The second race for the junior trophy will be 
sailed on Saturday, September 15, at4 P. M., starting from the club 
house at New Brighton, Course about three miles, to be decided on 
the afternoon of the race. 

We have what we calla salt lick. We borea holeina log 
and fill it with salt, then build a scaffold in the nearest tree, 
sit there and wait until the deer came to lick the salt, The 
first night Jim Moore, Mack Amick and myself mounted the 
scaffold and awaited the appearance of our game. In about 

fifteen minutes after we were seated on the scaffold we all fell 
asleep, being tired as well as sleepy. I lost my balance and 
fell to the ground, my gun falling first, when, striking the 

‘ound, went off. The report awakened Moore and Amick, 
and thinking I had fired atthe game, fired both barrels of 
their guns into the log, and sprang from the tree. Amick, 
with knife in hand, rushed =p to cut the deer’s throat. Seeing 
his mistake and rubbing his eyes open, fell back with disgust. 
As luck would have it no one was hurt. I believe this was 
Moore’s first and last hunt.—Amador (Cal.) Sentinel, 

UMPHREYS The St. Lawrence Gans: 
GC M EQOPATHIc ae R ¥ 

(Pat, England and United States, 1881.) a, 

VETEBLN CS 
_JR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

z 38, E, SHEEP, DOGS, HOG 
BOHEPE CAT IL POULTRY, # 
FOR TWENTY YEARS Humphrevs’ Homeo- 

pare Veterinary Specifics have been used by 
‘armers, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable and 

‘Turfmen, Horse Railroads, Manufacturers, 
Conl Mine Companies, Trav’g Hippodromes 
and Menageries, and others handling stock, 
with perfect success, 
Humphreys’ Veterinary Manaal, (2 pp.) 

sent free by mail on receipt of price, fh) cents. 
t=" Pamphlets sent free on application. 

HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MEB.CO, 
109 Fulton Street, New York. 

NERVOUS DEBILITY HUMPHREY 
This cut shows No. 1-0 (or Black Bass size) with living Minnow attached. 

MASKINONGE, - - Size No, 5-0 BLACK BASS, = = 
PICKEREL, - - > fe 3-0 LAKE TROUY,. - = = 

Allhaving patent treble hook with baiting needle, adjustable lip hook and treble swivel, and hest silk metal wound gimp. 

This is the most ingenious invention and radical improvement in trolling tackle yet made. Its manifest superiority to all gangs now in use is evident 
to every expertangler. A few of its peculiar excellences are:—It is the only gang on which a bait canlive. Itis the only gang which can be adjusted to 
any Sized minnow imstantly and perfectly. It is not only the simplest but also the strongest gang made. It does not scare away the big and wary fish by a 
long array of treble heoks. The treble swivel insnres perfect revolution of bait and reduces to the lowest possible point the liability of kinking the line. 

Orders received from anglers residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods in stock will not be filled at any price. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, Manufacturers of Every Description of Fine Fishing Tackle, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

Size No. 1-0 
} Vital Weakness and Pros- ‘e 4 

tration from over-work or 
is radically 

dad weomonivyH OMEOPATHIG sured ty 12 Horses SPECIFIC No, 28, —tis the most success- - 
fulremedy known. Price $1 per vial, or5 vialsand 
large vial of powder for $5, sent post-free on re- 
cette of price. Humphreys’ Homeo, Med. Co, 
_ Ulust, Catalogue free,] 109 Fulton 5t.. N.Y. 

SEED forsale. $2 per WILD RICE tine eiiks Sart 
CHRIST, Fishery Inspector, Port Hope, Ontario, 

SAS. EF. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

"ine Fishing VTackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplymg Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1,00; 120ft., $1.25; 
180ft., $1.50; 240£E., $1.75; B00ft., $2.00; 450Ft., $2.25: G00ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
25 cts, extra; nickel plated; 60 cts. extra, Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 ets, extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 

Ey WNW OC He’s 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 
) 

Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks, af 
Fingle gut. 12 cts, per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.: treble, 30 cts. per doz; put up one-half dozen in a im) 
ackagze, Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. dyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 ets.; ayds,.,15 cts, Double 
wisted Leaders, 3 leugth, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length,10 cts. Trout Flies, 60. cts. per doz. Black Bass 

Plies. $1.00 per doz, Trout and Black Rass Bait Rods, 9ft, long, $1,25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Ply Rods, 10ft long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
Bes les of hooks, leaders, e.c., sent by mail on receipt of price in money orstamp. Send stamp for AA 
catalogue. 
Established 20 years, Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 56 Court St., Brooklyn. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 

VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy, 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THISI=" ; 
Is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 
has seven pockets and game pockets. It is of strong 

material, dead grass color, aud will hold the game of a 

successfu day without losing a hair or feather, It can 

be worn oyer or under an ordinary coat. We will mail it 

to you for $2.00, Send breast measure. 

ee ail see 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers. Can be re- 
loaded as often as any of the thicker makes. Cost only about half as 
much, Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and eloser, and 
admit of 4 heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside diameter is 
nearly two gauges larger. Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 
sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged. 
The crimping tool also acts as a reducer, an advantaze which will be ap- 
preciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed Owithout 
charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 
only, (2,000), and crimpers not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO, 
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 

101 & 103 Duane Street, New York, 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass. Agent for New Hugland States 
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PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with balance handles, first 

Wit. $2.20; B00Et, $ 
ds., 60 cts.; 40¥ds., 75 

ISCft.. $1.50; 240ft., $1.70; 800ft.. $1.05 
and Drags extra. Brass Click Reel 

quality and fine finish, 75ft,, $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
2.40; 750ft., $2.60; 900ft., $2.80. Nickel plaiting 

80yds., $1.00, Kitte’s ‘ts. ; GOyds., $5 cts.5 
Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen, Sneek Bent and all other hooks. 
30 cts. per doz. 

Single gut, 12 ets. per doz.; double, 20 ets, per doz.; treble, 
Single Gut Trout aud Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 5 cts.: 2yds. 10 ets.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 

Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heavy 
4-ply, length, 25 cts, Trout Flies, 50 cts. 
Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. 
to $15.50. 

per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz, Trout and Black 
Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 

Also a large assortment of Sporting Goods at proportionate prices. Samples of our goods 
sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money, postage stamps or money order, 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Between Fulton Ferry and City Hal. OPEN EVENINGS. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CoO., 
BOSTON, MASS.. 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK STREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater facilitiesfor manufacturing our goods 
to meet the increasing demand. We haye received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods, Send for catalogue. 

TEE Fox GuUuURP. 

Secure one at once at our REDUCED PRICBES, which will con- 
tinue only for a short time. 

American 44rImms Go., 
103 Milk street, Boston, Mass. 

SS = =o 

/ A RELIABLE GUN FOR THE PEOP 
Double-Barreled Breech-Loading Gcy, with 
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“ NEW YORK MANUFACTURERS C0.,” P.O. Box 2002, N.Y. 

SOMETHING NEW. 
A .32 Caliber Express Cartridge, suitable for target and sporting advantages. 

Accuracy, with flatness of trajectory and slight recoil, central fire, 35grs. powder, 150grs. 

lead. All .32 cal, C. F, rities can be chambered for Farrow’s Express Cartridge. 

Send for sample of shell and price of rechambering to 

W. MILTON FARROW, Newport, R. I. 
N. B.—The dollar sent for Farrow’s Book will never be regretted. 

DOG TRA EN ENG: 
See 

S. 1 HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE PRICE $1.00. 

drugs. | 
furnished astoits merits, $100 reward fora 

Sent by express $1.00 

SHORE BIRDS. 
T, Haunts and Habits. If. Range and Migrations; 

TIL, A Morning Without the Birds. IV. Nomen- 

clature. V. Localities. VI. Blinds and Decoys. 

This is a reprint of papers from the Forest anp 

Stream, Pamphlet, 49 pages. 

Price, postpaid, 15 Cents, 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO 

49 Park Row, N, ¥ 

1 $2.00 PER BUSHEL, 
WILD RICE Order now and get 
fresh seed. KR, VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

augi6tt 

PENCILS, HOLDERS, CASES, &c. 

THE CALLIGRAPHIC PEN. 
A GOLD PEN and RUBBER HOLDER, contain 

ing ink for several day’s writing. Can be ecarrivd 
in the pocket. Always ready for use. A luxury 
for persons who care to preserve their individual- 
ity in writing. 

MABIE, TODD & BARD, 

COR. NASSAU_ & LIBERTY STS., NEW YORK. 
Send for Price List. 

Our Goons are Soip py Fimst-Ciass DHALERS, 

PHOTOGRAPHY MADE EASY. 
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Remember the negatives may all be developed 

on your return home. 
The lightest. most complete and practical of 

Amateur Equipments. Price $10 and upward, E. 
& H.T. ANTHONY & CO,, 591 Broadway, N. Y. 
Send for catalogue. Book of instructions free with 
each outfit, 

The Crown Wad 
Obviates crimping the shell. Allows the shot to 

be seenin the cartridge. Reduces recoil. Leaves 
shells in good condition for paloaa ates Semples 
and loader by mail; 50 events, CROWN WAD UO., 
Rochester, N. ¥. 

EEE aa 
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United Ss 
States = 

Mutunl 
ACCIDENT 
Association, 

320 Broadway, 

%5,000 Accident Insurance. 25 Weekly 
Indemnity. Membership Fee, $4. Annual 
cost about $12. 810,000 Insurance, with 
%50 Weekly Indemnity, at Corresponding 
Rates. Write or call for Circular and Ap- 
plication Blank, 
EUROPEAN PERMITS WITHOUT EXTRA 

CHARGE. 
CHAS, B. PEET, (of Rogers, Peet & Co,), Pres’t. 

JAS, R. PITCHER, Sec'y. 
320 & 322 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

IN PRESS. 

Fishing with the Fly. 
(TITLE PAGE BY ELIHU VEDDER,) 

Sketches by lovers of the art, with 149 beautiful 
colored illustrations of Salmon, Trout 

and Bass Flies. 

—COLLECTED BY— 

CHARLES F. ORVIS and A. NELSON CHNNEY 

About 300 pages, Syo., Cloth, Illuminated Cover. 

Price, $2.50. 

CONTRIBUTORS:—Charles Hallock, George Daw- 
son, Capt. L. A. Beardslee (**Piseco’'), Hon. Fitz 
Tames Fitch (*'Fitz™), James A. Williamson, Fred. 
Mather, W, Thomson (‘*W, T,*’), W. David Tom- 
lin (“Norman”), ‘Bourgeois,’ A, Louis Miner, 
Jr., Seth Green, “Ne smuk,” F. E. Pond (**Will 
Wildwood”), Geo W. VanSiclen, Charles FP. Orvis, 
Dr. James A. Henshall (‘‘Oconomowoe™), Frank 
§. Pinckney (‘Ben Bent”), A. Nelson Cheney (**A, 
N. C."), Dr. J. C. Kenworthy (‘*Al Fresco"), Col. 
E, Z, C. Judson (**Ned Buntline’). Also numer- 
ous quotations from standard works. 

PUBLISHED BY 
C. F. ORVIS, Manchester, Vermont, 

Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price, 

Harrison's Celebrated Fish Hook. 
Registered. 

Whereas, It having come to our notice that some 
unprincipled house, to gain their own unworthy 
ends, and to attempt to damage our good name 
having spread reports to the effect that the manu- 
facturers of the above hooks are defunct, we now 
take this opportunity of informing the American 
and British public that such reports are utterly 
false. The same efficient staff of workpeople is 
employed as heretofore, and we challenge the 
world to produce a fish book for “excellence 
of temper, beauty aud finish in any way to 
approach ours, whichare lo be obtained trom 
the most respeetable wholesale houses in the trade, 

Signed, R. HARRISON, BARTLEET & CO., 
Sole manufacturers of Harrison’s Celebrated Fish 
Hocks, Redditch, England. (December, 1882.) 
Manufacturers also of Fishing Tackle of every 

description. Sewing and Sewing Machine Needles 

" PSTERBROOK *rens 
Leading Nos: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161, 

For Sale by all Stationers. 

THE ESTEREBROOK STEEL PEN SO., 

Works, Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York, 

Brown's Variiorin Reload. 

The following testimonial, from the author of the 

yaluable work entitled, ‘How I Beeame a Crack 

Shot,” is added fo those being constantly received 

WNewerort, R, 1., July 23, 1883. 
D. Brown: 
Dear Stx—I have practically tested and used the 

Variform Reloader, 45 cal., and pronounce it the 
best tool of the kind Ihave ever seen. Itis just 
perfect in its action, seating both bullet and primer 
to the proper depth with uniformity, 

(signed) W. Mitton Farrow. 
Champion Military Marksman U. S, A. 

SEND FOR CIRCULARS. 

D. BROWN, G7 Clifford Street, 
PROVIDENCE, R, I. 

_ SOME FINE GUNS 
One bore single Greener Hammeriess, d6in.. 1tlbs. 
weight. 

One 4-bore Clark & Snider B, L., 46in., 19}4lbs., made 
to order and never used. Cost $250; can be 
bought at a reduction. 

One &-bore single Greener Hammerless, 42in., 15lbs. 
weight 

One §-bore double Greener B, L. with hammers, 
treble wedge fast action, all improvements; 26ix. 
barrels, 14lbs. weight; +200. 

One ditte. with dolls head, extension rib; $150, 
One second-hand Greener Hammerless, but little 
used, $250 grade, in perfect order, 10-bore, 30m.. 
94lbs.: price $160, ; 

A few nice Greener guns, 16-bore, at £85 and $120; 
also a few handsome 20-bore, treble wedge fast, 

Popa aa ee Hight relent. 
Jne Iz-bore Hammerless, 614]hs. weight, a heauti- 
ful gun: Price $200. ai sak ae 

One 12-bore Hammerless, 61élbs. weight, at $150. 
A few very heayy 10-bore Greener guns up to 1246- 
nese price $125, 
ne Greener treble wedge fast 12-bore, 36in, - 
rels, 914lbs. weight; 3125, ; oy 

One James Purdy & Sons finest quality B. L., with 
two sets barrels, cost new about $700; can be 
bought in case complete for $425, A bargain, 

A few Colt B. L. of $55 grade, 12-bores, at $41.25. 
Ihave ten Greener Trap Guns, which were wrapped 

in oiled paper that had acids on, that took off 
some of the browning in spots. Otherwise the 
guns are new aud perfect. Iwill sell them at $68 
tor 10-bores, and $65 for12-bores. To any dealer 
taking the lot I will make an extra 10 per cent, 

I Baca ty W. & C. Scott & ave twenty W, }. Scott & Sons guns, 
second hand, that I will sell meey inte Deena ae 
these are premier quality. No reasonable offer 
will be refused on this lot or any part of it. 

One Parker B. L. 10-bore, 30in., 1014)bs., $200 grade, 
perfectly new; I will sell for $100 

One Parker B. L. 10-bore, 30in., Slbs., same grade 
Bepe Lees a% 

ne Parker B. L, 10-bore, 30in., Sigihs., $225 grade 
for $125, This is a splendid pale. tee ae 
wishing a fine Parker fer a little mouey. 

Lam now importing a line of cheap hreech-loaders 
that are intended to supply an existing want for 
a good gun ata low price, that are besh value for 
money to be found in tbe United States. Don’t 
od a fete eh ote! Zun until you see 
these. .° $d5: “COLUMBIA,” $44: 
“SOME,” $f. y ai A 

Guns sent for examination on receipt of $5; C. O 
D. for balance, Bprates Dog Food and Medicines 
in any quantity, Dealers supplied at as low prices 
as can be obtamed in the United States, 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
No. 1 CORTLANDT STREET, N. ¥. 

Fishing Tackle Department, 
178 BROADWAY. 

EVISED EDITION.—AMERICAN KEN- 
NEL AND SPORTING FIELD, by Arnold 

Burges. Price $3.00. 
This very popular book has been entirely re- 

written, greatly enlarged, and brought up to the 
times in all that relates to the broad field which it 
covers. Itis profusely ilustrated with cuts of the 
most celebrated dogs and sporting scenes, treats 
thoroughly of breeding, breaking (including “Force 
in Retrieving”), kennel mavarement, selectin of 
dogs, and all that relates tb kennel and field work, 
making it the most comprehensive and useful book 
of the kind before the public. 
For sale by ORANGE JUDD CO, or 0. T. DILL- 

INGHAM, New York, or D, S, HOLMES, 89 Fourth 
st., E. D, Brooklyn. 

END FOR. IF: THE: 

INGCLAY.BIG 
“LIGOWSKY. 

=» = CLAY PIGEON: COMPANY. = 
SNOSS-AV NE: ST=CIN CINNATIO. 

(Extract from Forest 4np Stream, July 7 

1881, p. 444.] 

* + * This Aight so nearly resembles the 
actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

excellent practive for wing shooting. We commend 
allsportsmen totestits merits. * * * 

SOUTHWICK & JENCKS, 
Dealers In 

Specimens of Natural History. 
Sportsmen desiring to preserve their trophies, 

either birds or animals, will find it to their advant- 
age te send their game or skins to us for mounting. 

258 WESTMINSTER STREET, 

PROVIDENCE, RB. I, 

The Divine Trout aud Bass Rods, 
-MANUFACTURED BY— 

FRED. D. DIVINE, 

OTICA, N. Y. 

EVERY ROD WARRANTED PERFECT, 

My double shoulder waterproof ferrule is said by 
fishermen to be the best made. Send for price list. 
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EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

4 eee fifth annual meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club 
to be held at High Point next November, promises to 

be the most important and interesting that has yet been held. 
Many of the best field performers in the country will be 
present, and the ‘‘battle of the giants” will be worth going 
a long distance to witness. Birds are unusually plenty upon 
the grounds leased by the club, and they will be strictly 
preserved. Many well-known sportsmen from all parts of 
the country have signified their intention to be present, and 
the gathering will undoubtedly be the most notable that we 
have -yet seen. Nearly all of the handlers who have made 
their appearance in public will be there, and the exhibition 

of talent displayed in working the dogs will well repay 
the spectator for his time and trouble in attending the 

trials. 
The executive ability of the gentlemen comprising the 

elub gives ample assurance that nothing will be left undone 

that will ministertothe pleasure and comfort of their guests. 
To the liberal prizes offered by the association several valu- 

able specials have been added, and besides the honor and 
fame, the winners will receive substantial tokens of their 
yictory. The club has been very fortunate in securing for 

judges the services of gentlemen so thoroughly well quali- 
fied for the position as Messrs. Adams, Bergundthal and 
Wilson. AJl of them are practical sportsmen, with many 

years’ experience in the field, and all have acceptably per- 

formed the duties of judge at some of our most important 
meetings, and are possessed of a thorough knowledge of the 

irements of a field trial. 
The list of entries for the Derby contains the names of 

representatives of nearly all of the best pointer and setter 

blood known to the world, and the contest for supremacy 

will be watched with absorbing interest. The Members’ 

Stake, from all that we can learn, will be the most interest- 

ing event of the kind that has been provided. As we have 

often said, this should be the most important feature of the 

meeting, and we heartily congratulate the club upon the 
enthusiasm of its members with regard to this stake. The 

All-Aged Stake will undoubtedly bring out the finest field 

of dogs that were ever seen together, and the spectator who 
is endowed with perceptions that enable hia to enjoy the 

beauties and excellence of the many fine performances that 

are constantly occurring, will enjoy a feast that he will long 

remember, 

TRAP AND FIELD SHOOTING. 

OX October day some years ago we went out woodcuck 
shooting with a New York business man. Our compan- 

ion had spent much time in practice with his gun at flying 
targets, such as stones, apples and potatoes, thrown from 

the hand—for it was before the day of glass ball traps—and 

in this style of shooting he had acquired much skill. Aside 
from the professional shooters like Carver, we have never 

seen his superior. To place his gun on the ground behind 

him, throw an apple into the air, turn and scize his gun, and 
then wheel and shoot the appple before it fell to the ground, 

was for him the simplest child’s play. 

When we had reached the cover and the dog came to a 

point, the New Yorker being the guest, was given the first 

shot, The bird flushed and he missed it “clean” with both 
barrels. He missed the second bird, and the third, and 

fourth, and fifth, and sixth. Then he owned up that he had 

never before shot at a bird in the field. A few more trials 

conyinced him that the proper thing was to go home, and 

he accordingly went. 

This shows that a very good shot may be a very poor 

shot, It partially answers the question which has been 
raised of the utility of trap-shooting as a preparation for 

field work. A recent objection made in these columns to 
clay pigeon shooting was that it did not make one a crack 
field shot. Certainly it docs not; nothing but actual expe- 

rience with the real birds ever can doso. On the other 

hand, the discipline of trap-shooting will accomplish a vast 

deal toward the acquirement of such skill, for it accus- 

toms the shooter to the handling of his gun, teaches him 

how to bring it to the shoulder, how to hold on and ahead, 

and when and how to shoot. This is all so much drill which 

will surely tell when he gocs into the field, By it he is put 

just so far ahead of the novice who has never handled a gun 
at all. 

A medal won in trap-shooting, however, will not necessa- 

rily serve as a prophylactic against the nervous excitement to 

which most gunners are subject when they for the first time 

walk up to a bird in the field. No matter how cool, calm 
and collected he may have been when shooting off ties for 

first,he will be flustered when he now hears the first whirr 
of the game. So in rifle-shooting; practice at the target will 

teach a man very much, but he may expect to go through 

the ‘‘buck fever” before he brings down meat. 
Aman may excel in trap-shooting and yet never become 

anything of a field shot; it is not in him. There are men 

whom ueither trap work nor field work can ever make crack 

field shots. We have frequently been out shooting witha 

friend, whose company we value most highly; he has a large 

fund of woodcraft. is a close observer, and as full of ardor 

as any sportsman we cver knew. He has followed the dogs 
day in and day out, tramped hundreds of miles in pursuit of 
woodcock, grouse and quail; fired no one knows how many 

thousands of shots at the birds. The total amount of game 

actually brought to bag by him in the last ten years com- 
prises two ruffed grouse and one woodcock—and there is 
every reason to believe that the grouse were killed by acci- 

dent, As a field shot this man is a veritable, incorrigible 
‘‘duffer,” But at the traps he can break ten glass balls 

straight, or kill the live birds sprung from a trap as often as 

any other gunner in his vicinity. 
It is also noticeable that some very good field shots have 

but indifferent success at the traps, they never win a match, 
and their clumsy misses usually means defeat for the side 

which is so unfortunate as to claim them, 
Trap-shooting at artificial targets has never been more pop- 

ular in this country than it isat present. The demand for im- 
proyed implements has stimulated invention, the object being 
io devise a target which shall imitate as closely as possibie 
the flight of the actual bird. The clay pigeon is, in this re- 
spect, the nearest approach to nature; its flight is not that of 

the real bird, but resembles it so much as to answer all prac- 

tical purposes, The shooter who is an expert with the 

“clays,” may reasonably expect, with short practice, to make 
a fair ficld shot. 

Trap-shooting differs essentially from a tramp after birds , 

In the one competition and rivalry are the stimulants, in the 

other the pleasure and exhilaration of out-door surroundings. 

But for the thousands of busy men who cannot “‘ret away” 

for atrip to the grouse cover, und for sport during the close 

game season the clay pigeons afford a very fair substitute 

for quail and woodcock. 

Tue GAME SeAsoN.—From all quarters come yery favor 

able reports of an abundant quail supply. The birds ap- 

pear to have nested well. In many localities, on account of 
the drought, they have retired from their usual haunts to 

the denser woods, bul though the birds themselyes are not 

seen, their whistling is heard, and that is sufficient promise, 

The rutfed grouse are generally in good supply, although on 

certain grounds, where they have been plenty of late years, 

none are found this fall. The periodical disappearance of 

the ruffed grouse is a topic of much animated discussion, 
Many theories are advanced to account for the fluctuations, 

but though some of these are plausible, none of them ap- 

pear to us wholly satisfactory. We have noted the facts for 
forty years, but an explanation of them is yet to be found. 
In a certain locality where the birds have been abundant, 

the supply will begin to decrease, and in three or four years 

the game will have become almoat extinct. Then the num- 
ber will gradually increase, and in time the shooting will be 

good. We have heard of no especially remarkable wood- 
cock shooting this season. The dry weather has driyen 

these long-billed favorites into closest cover, and they have 
been difficult of discovery and approach. As noted ina 

former issue, the shore bird shooting has practically amounted 

to nothing. 

Tue Coneress oF OrniTHOLOGiIsTs.—The first meeting 
of the American Ornithologists’ Union will be held in the 
lecture-room of the American Museum of Natural History, 
New York, next Wednesday, September 26, at 11 o’clock. 

A.M. Dr. Coues informs us that the responses to the circu- 

lars of invitation have been prompt, cordial and unanimously 
favorable. Though this initial meeting may not be numer- 

ically a very large one, there is every reason to expect that 

it willlead to the secure and successful founding of the 
Union to the best interests of the future of ornithology in 

America. Mr. E. P. Bicknell, No. 8 Wall street, New York, 
is one of the committee of arrangements. 

Festive RIebLEMEN.—The Elcho Shield, now in possession 
of the Irish by virtue of a well-won victory at Wimbledon 

in July last, has been making a triumphal trip from Dublin 

to Cork. The trophy is in the custody of the municipality 

of Dublin, and was loaned to the managers of the Cork ex- 

hibition now in progress for display there. The transfer 

took place on the 6th inst., and was made the occasion of 
many well turned compliments from tle gentlemen of the 

Irish capital to their countrymen of the South. Major 

Leech was there, of course, bubbling over with honeyed 

words and bewailing the fact that everyone of his country- 

men is not permitted to carry arms. 

Tub Fiy-CasTine TOURNAMENT, 48 announced in our last 
issue, will be held October 16 and 17, in this city. We 
publish elsewhere the rules which will govern. ‘Those who 
attended the tournament last year cherish very pleasant 

memories of the occasion, and it is hoped that the second 

meeting will be equally enjoyable. j 

Tre Sure Proteus, which left St. Johns, N. F., on June 

29, to go to the relief of the Greely expedition, was crushed 

in the ice near Cape Sabine, July 23. Her crew escaped by 
the shore, and were brought back by her companion ship, 

the Yantic. 

Tue ADIRONDACK SpAson has been an unfavorable one for 

tourists, especially invalids, because of the great amount of 

rainfall and the cold. 

A Naviona Sportsmen's Assocra'rion is being talked of 
in connection with the clay pigeon tournament in Chicago 

next yer. 
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A DISAPPOINTMENT AND A JOY, 

‘But pleasures are like poppies spread, 

You seizé the flower, the hloom is shed, 

Or, like the snow-falls on The river, 

A moment white—then gone forever.” 

—Tum O'Shanter. 

ID you never realize the truth of the aboyelines? Did 
yon never feel the difference between the visions of a 

vivid imagination and the solid facts! Did you never in- 
dulge in glorious anticipations of the joys of a hunt, and 
tind, alas! that you had spent your energies in the wrong 
locality? Ihave felt it all, on more occisions thin one 
—the Jast time, not very long ago. 

About the 20th of August, in the year Domini 1883, and 
of Independence—dating from 1776—107, ‘'Teceel, Mud, 
Pick, Rory of Arkansaw and I, with our dogs Nip and Jack, 
yisited the mountains of this State, just west of the head of 
the Yadkin River, hoping to get, Im addition to pure and 
cool air and refreshing water, an abundance of fine sport 
with gun androd. Each was well equipped, JT bad a 14- 
bore ‘Talley hammerless, fresh from Biminghain, promised 
within eight weeks from last Christmas, hut failing to reach 
me until the 10th of August, The promise should not haye 
been made unless the manufacturer knew he could fullil il. 
Rory hada paragon Tolley 12-bore; his patienve tricd just 
as mine was;7leceel, a 16-bore Scott; Mud, 4 Premier Scott, 
16-bore, and Pick a 12 bore Colt club gun. We took with 
us not less than 760 Icaded shells, and were fairly supplied 
with fishing tackle. When we reached the crest of ths Blue 
Ridge, near Blowing Rock, and cast our eyes westward on 
“the happy hunting grounds,” we indulged in glorious hopes 
of satistying our appetites with the tendcrest aud most 
luscious broiled grouse and speckled ivout, three times a day 
during our sojournin that delightful summer climate, I 
could almost 1ealize the kindlings of ccstasy as my lancy 
pictured Nip on a dead stand, in acovert of low ferns, heard 
the whir of the birds as they sought a siufe retreat ina 
rhododendron brake, and saw the tumbling game as it fell 
before our trusty guns. J thoughtim raptures of the hard 
struggle between Tecceland me, as to which of us should 
contribute the more gi nerouslyio the delectation of our own 
palates and thosé of our friends, and how proud we should 
be when we reached our resting place at night, to empty our 
well-filled pockets in the presence of Mud and Rory, 
And then, with a different pleasure, as I saw, in fancy, 

our philosophic and dehberate friend Mud—l will not call 
him slow—as he let off both barrels of his little Scott with 
astonishing rapidity, but failed to get a guid pro quo; the 
excuses which be would readily invent for bis misfortune, 
the unsurpassable zeal and capacity he would exhibit m ap- 
preciating our skill, when the cooked game was set before 
him, and how fat he would get from an unwonted assimila- 
tion of his food, creating a necessity for enlarging his panta- 
loons. I thought, tuo, that it was possible for Rory to sup- 
pose thal, there were “hills beyond Peatland and fields beyond 
Forth,” that there was game outside of the Rocky Moun- 
tains, near Wagonwheel Gap, where he has wstivated for 
seyeral years past—there is no such word, in my Webster, as 
estivite, but 1 exercise my prerogative and make it—and 
perhaps some fish of the kind known as Saima fontinalis, fit 
to eat, in other waters besides those of the Rio Grande, 1 
imagine, too, how he world make his Paragon Tolley do 
full compensation for all of Mud’s misses, and thes cause 
him to console himself with the reflection that he was the 
owner of the yery best gun which ever detonated in the Ar- 
kansaw bottom, or on Prairie Grand. Besides all this, I 
could see Pick’s suggestive smile at our triumphs, and at his 
own, when he laid down his trophies in the shape of gray 
squirrels andl monitain boomers. 

‘All these anticipated pleasures were passing through my 
mind as we drove along the crest of the ridge foroyer a mile, 
and I almost failed to enjoy the vaptures of as lovely a land- 
scape as mortal eye ever beheld. Standing at Blowing Rock 
or Fairview, nature in its grandness and sublimity is spread 
out before you. You see, as you look to the east and south- 
east, the rolling lands of several counties, which appear as 
mountains as far above tide-water as the one on which you 
stand. When you turn your eyes toward the southwest 
ou behold the Table Rock, and the Grandfather and Mount 

Mitchell, the highest of all the peaks of the Appalachian 
chain, and the highest one east of the Mississippi. (Mor 
North Carolina has more than ten mountains of greater alti- 
tude than Mount Washinghton.) Within less than a half 
mile of Blowing Rocks, are the headsprings of the Yadkin and 
New rivers, the one discharging its waters into the Atlantic at 
Georgetown, 5. C., and the other, through the Ohio and 
Mississippi into the Gulf of Mexico, below New Orleans. 
A few miles to the southwest and af the base of the Grand- 
father,- the Watauga bursts forth, which flows into 
the Ohio through the Tennessee, at Paducah, Ky, 
But, I had no time then nor inclination to feast my eyes 
with the lovely views. 1 was hungry and wanted to pot to 
Silver Lake Hotel, in the valley of the New, where L. W. 
Estes is prepared to give food and shelter to those who ask 
it, provided the number of applicants does not exceed 
twenty, aud where good bread, good butter, good milk, good 
chicken, good mutton, good buckwheat cakes, good coffee 
and good honey, to say nothing of good water, can always 
be had. To all this must be added green corn, tomatoes, 
and “‘coro-tield beans,” the last, cooked with bacon fliteh, 
being one of the finest yegetable dishes I ever enjoyed. 
We reached the hotel, crossing the milljpond called a lake, 

in which the proprietor says he has, this season, placed 
4,500 trout for the amusement of his guests during the com- 
ing years, and soon were seated at the talle, doing full jus- 
tice to the culinary skill of the landlady. That afternoon 
one of our party endeayored to entice from their crystal 
beds some of that well-known game fish, which I do not 
mean to call ‘speckled beauties,” but like Hotspur’s—no, 
Glendower's, ‘‘spirits from the yasty deep,” they would not 
“come,” So we bad no fish forsupper, nordid we have them 
at all. The next day Tececl and 1 took Nip and went in 
search of grouse, which we were told we might find ina 
strip of woods lying about a half mile off, where several 
packs had been recently seen, We hunted it thoroughly 
but found nothing, and returned to the hotel, greatly bene 
fited, doubtless, by the exercise, but with all our shells un- 
used, Rory and Mud took a different direction with the 
pointer Jack, and when they came back they had three 
squirrels and two Woomers. In the afternoon weaade an 
efiort to meet with better luck than the morning afforded, 
but were rewarded with only one squirrel and two boomers, 

[Supr, 20, 1883, 
i 

no grouse haying been seen. A boy om his way to mill told 
us that beyond Wat Top Ridge there were plenty of them, 
but we liad heard that sort of a story so cften that we chose 
not to make the search, Next day we were on the move for 
the Watauga River. 

The rord from Blowing Rock to the Watauga isan excel- 
lent one, and affords many fine mountain views. Wehoped 
that when we reached the vicinity of Shull’s Mills, game 
and fish would he more abundant, and that we could spend 
several days (here, feasting upon the products of our skill. 
That dehehtful vision wis, however, soon dispelled, when 
We niet our old college Iriund, W. W. L., who lives near, 
devoting his time to the development of property, This 
gentleman is, in all respects, one of the yery best isen in the 
State, and could be of much service to the public, if he 
would alluw bis talents to be utilized for the weneral welfare. 
But, with him, the “post of honcr is the private station,” 
He informed us fo our regret, that though there were some 
grouse, they were in placus so inaccessiljle, that the labor of 
hunting would he loo great fur us to encounter, As to fish, 
they had gotlen to be historical only, He thought it pos- 
sible, from what he had heard, that we could do far better, 
both for fish and game, if we would go to the headwaters of 
the Linyille, where he had a stock farm. $0 next morning, 
after breakfast, we started for Qalloway's, the point from 
which yisitors io the top of the Grandfather Mountain 
usually begin their upward journey. Arriving and getting 
dinner, and availing oursclycs of his services ag ruide, Several 
of us ascended the side of the mountain for probably three- 
fourths of a mile, and then turned southward, hunting as- 
sidnously, #8 well ts laboriously, only to wind up the sport- 
ing (?) tour with one boomer, and the sight of one grouse, 
Inasmuch as this indicated yery clearly that we had not yet 
found the place which we were seeking, we concluded that 
on the following morning we would change our quarters, 
The absence of game was not the only moving cause; and if 
we had not fully determined what we should do, various 
unpleasant sugecstions during the night while we lay on our 
heds vainly wishing for repose, would haye settled our pur- 
pose. The beds had too many occupants. 

After breakfast, Rory and I took our guns and started up 
the highway to the top of the ridge which “divides the 
waters trom the witers,” with a view of shooting whatever 
we might find worthy of our ambition, and fishing in the 
waters of the Linville, which flows ?or several miles alone 
(he road. Our two darkics who had charge of the wagons 
iad uot made their appearance, haymg gone off, the previous 
night, to bask in the smiles of some dusky daimsels, who 
lived ou the side of the mountain, about three miles off. 
The attractions of that little African settlement—the only 
one for many miles in that region—were too great to allow 
them “to come to time.” Instructions were left that so soon 
as they arrived they should follow with the wagon, the other, 
which was Icf) for the xcecommodation of Tececl, Mud and 
Pick, who had resolved 10 go to the top of the Grandfather, 
and enjoy one of the finest views which the mountains of 
our State afford, We saw no game, and culling some 
switches of elms for rods we took to the stream, ‘he fish 
did uot rise well to the fly, but we succeéded in getting about 
eighteen, weighing from four to six ounces, The wason 
overtook us aller we had walked seyeral miles, and thinking 
the sport was over we ayailed ourselves of the opportunity 
and pushed forward 1o Franklin’s, within a halt mile of 
Linville Falls. On the way we found nothing to shuot ex- 
cept one rattlesnake, which we saw lying in the road. These 
reptiles are said not to exist west of the Bhic Ridge. 

Just before night the spring wagon overtook us, and we 
learned from our fellow sportsmen that they had safely 
ascended to the top of the mountain, and ‘looked trom his 
throne of clouds o’er half the world.” Within a lait mile 
of the top they partook of the waters of a cold spring, which 
their guide allexed had been shown by thermometrical meas- 
urement to be 39° above zcvo. Whether so cold or net, the 
water was cold cnough for any taste, and too cold really to 
be healthful. Indeed when the mercury sinks to 58° most 
sensible men will be satisfied with the temperature of drink- 
ing water, They were delighted with their visit, aud thought 
themselyes amply paid for the toilsome journey which they 
took. Not more than twinty minutes passed after they 
caught up with us before we were at Franklin’s, where we 
found comfortable quarters during the time we sluyed. 

The next morning after our arvival, we went down to see 
the Falls of the Linyille, The spot is a wild and rugged one, 
and the waters, hitherto unable to cut out the impediments 
to their gentle flow, fall over preventive rocks, thirty or forly 
feet, into a boiling abyss, and then over a succession of cas- 
cades, 10 find their way, at last, in the more placid bosom of 
the Catawba, Some of our party went down lo the foot of 
the main falls—but your correspondent, who is not always 
level-headed, contenting imself with the reflection that 
‘distance lends enchantment to the yiew,” fortified himself 
against all danger of a topple by scizing firmly a convenient 
rhododendron, I find no difficulty in standing erect on 
smooth ground, but am uot foolhardy enough to poise myself 
upon the brink of a beeving cliff, just to exhibit my couruge, 
or the steadiness of my nerves. A mountain goat is welcome 
to all the glories of such anachieyment, “‘Fools rush on 
where angels fear to tread,” as the rapids of Niagara River 
gave full testimony on a recent occasion. Jam not right 
sure that the world would sulfer greatly if several thousand 
fools should muke the same expermment annually for the 
next ten centuries 

After we bad satisfied ourselves at the Falls, Teceel and 
I took Nip aud scoured the woods for an hour, lo secif we 
could not find a grouse. None were found. Mud took 
Jack and went a diferent direction, started one or two, got 
in both barrels at one, but the bird went on without the loss of 
a feather, And this practically ended our hunt, 

The following morning, we retraced our road for several 
miles, and turning to the right, were soon ascending Jonas’s 
Ridge, one of the Linyille Mountains, over a sinuous and 
rough road, where we found walking rather the more pleas- 
ant mode of locomotion, Within two hours we started down 
grade, and after traveling the same sort of a way for some 
miles, found ourselves in the immediate valley of Upper 
Creek, twelve tiles from Morgantown, which place we 
reached before sundown, haying traveled ahout thirty miles. 
At this point we took the train of the Western N. C. Rail- 
road for Hickory, directing the vehicles to come on during 
the following morming. Jt was at Hickory that our travel- 
ing outfit was obtained; and as our hunt was ended, we had 
no further use for that mode of transportation. A few days 
at the Sulphur Spring, seven miles olf, and we took the cars 
for homie, E 

It will be readily seen, by all who aye read this uninter- 
esting communication, that ss a hunting and fishing tour, 
our trip across the mountains into Watauga and Mitchell! by pulling the canoe along by the weeds and ‘wa 

counties was far from being a successful one, No dow 
need be entertained, that in the more inaccessible local 
and near the dense rliodedendion brakes, which are ou 
ous, Many grouse could be found by aman who h 
physical power aid endurance of s Modoc Indian, aide 
a dog of cqual capacities, which is thoroughly trainud to ¢ 
business. I hear that these birds are not uncommon in 
counties lying at the caster base of the Alleghanies, a1 
that the labor necessary for their purguil is nothing like 
arduous, It is probable, therefore, that a sportsman aee 
tomed to that kind of work might find amusement cnoug 
in either Surry, Yadkin, Wilkes, Caldwell, Burke, Mel 
well, Rutherford and Polk counties, The wooded hills né 
Hendersonville and stound Bruyard in Transylvania coupt 
would also afford plenty of game to one who wonld be eo 
tented with less than a buggy load. @ 

All the intormation which 1 geét leads me fo believe ti 
Bob White was nuyer more sbundant in this Stute thim 
the present time; and { look forward to a great consumptiy 
of powder aud lexd alter the middle of October. A 12 
or 16hure gun, weighing 7 pounds, with a charge of Tro 
24 to 8drs. gunpowder and # to loz, of No. Sor 9 shot, 
ample for this sort of game. Ten hores, of 9 pounds wii 
loaded with 44 to 5ddts. gunpowder and 10z. of shot 
better be used tor other purposes. If M,, of Northsid 
will visit me during the season, Teceel, Mud or I will try a 
16s against his 12;  Yill he do ii? 

This is the longest epistle which L ever wrote to 4] 
Formst AND SrreAm, and one of the very poorost. | 
fm only practicing my pen to see how it will write wit 
I come to dealing with ‘affairs of State,”) which, on andel 
arena, | expect to discuss before the lapse of many mom a 

WELLS. 

| 
CRUISE OF THE SAIRY GAMP.—V._ 
NE of the puzzles that will be apt 16 fog the lone cane 

ist is the repetition of names as applied to ponds, Tak 
aud streams, For instance, lake Stoddard’smap. You w 
find nine ‘‘Clear Ponds,” seyen ‘Mud Ponds,” six ‘ 
Ponds,” six ‘‘Wolf Ponds,” four “‘Rock Ponds,” 5 
“Round Ponds,” vte,, ete. And you will dind these many 
repeated in many localities where no ponds or lakes ae jny 
éaved on the map. ‘Po the man who hisstudied the Wildy 
ness, these repetitions are of lie scecunt, But 1 was su 
prised when old guides of twenty-five years’ standing cool 
disputed me on this point, aud were bardty conyin 
reference to the map. Butthis was to be expected. ; 

The Forge House guide is hound to know the waters | 
the Moose River, north and sonth branches, with the Piuly 
chain, side lakes, spring holes, and all places where tout? 
most abound or deer successfully floated. He hag 
thereon and takes his partics thereunto, So of the Be 
puide, the Saranac guide, Long Like, ete., ete. But 
of them are guides for the whole Wilderness, and neve 
be. Life is not long enough to learn this mystic region i 
eutivety. A few of the oldest have a knowledge of this 

di 
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enidis at Blue Mountain were waiting in vain for parti 
Sabattis had thirty applications in one day from parties ¥ 
knew the famous old Indian guide by reputation; ang 
dozen guides, just as good, were waiting for employnil 
It is right that the older gnides haye first choice of pail 
They have knowledge of spring holes where Jaree tro 
betakeu by a tyro. They know unmapped, nameles 
where any greenliom can get a shot al 4 deer within 
yards. hey are all good cooks, It is their rcligion te i 
care of their parties, Once you employ a guide, he is you 
Nig platform 75 simple—to cure for his party, as a nell 
cares for her child; not to wet you, and fo cie sooner ff 
leave you on a Jong, dismal curry, IL bave known & gum 
{6 pack 4 sick man over three hard carries by the light gl} 
lantern; then #o back und double-trip the carvies lor Nisa 
duifel of rods, guns, cte,, etc., wilh no extra charge. 

N. B.—When you take a guide, tie to him, 
The man who finds himself at the camp of Pliny ol) 

with an intention of going owl to the westward, will dow) 
to study the rontes by which he can ‘‘make the 
Wirstly, there is the route by Smith and Albany I 
Charley Pond, the stiff carry over to Twitchell Lake, oy 
Big Moose, down the North Branch, through the NN 
Branch Lakes, over the carry to Fourth Lake, Fourlt 
miles of carries, Not so yery interesting, and pretty Tay 
as allagreed, Then, there was the route by Roek and B 
tle ponds. This promised better. There was food fi 
The scenery was very fine. The route would bring 
the head of Little Forked Lake, within six miles of 
Lake Landing, which is within twelve miles of Rag 
Lake. I had nearly made up my mind to take this 
but Pliny Robins said, ‘Haye you ever thotight of thi 
Ponds route? Strikes me as the most interesting rou 
LT have traveled them all, Suppose you go over to Big 
to-morrow, aud come back. Ii you don'tlike it take” 
and Bottle pond route.” Idid, When I was well 
trout ond venison, ind the weather for once was too 
description, 1 paddled across Little Tupper Like, left the 
leaning pine on the left, rounded the sharp point, paddl 
to the head of the bay, and found the landing easily, 

There [hung up coat and boots, deciding to go 
in stocking tect, for my feet are tough and perfect; 
no corns or bunions. 1 made the carry easily, “tied OW 
and was making for the easily-seen landing, sixty rods 
when an innocent bear paddled ont from an is)ind forby 
to the tight, and heades fora barren hill, half a miled 
In an instant | froze down solid, Nota motion, | dt 
want to killhim or saye bim., But I thought to 
a little racket in the way of fun, He was tuo shar 
had probably seen the canoe. Ie rounded the point 
island, andl although 1 gaye lim my hest spruce by 
saw him no more, He might as well haye kept on his 
Thad nothing with which to hurt him more dungtra 
a light pine paddle. . 
Then I took the carry from Stony Pond to Big Slim, go 

for x hundred rods on an easy path, then turuimg sha 
the right aud taking the path down to a shaking bog, | 
eee diteh, Which they call on the daster 
“slang. 
This “slang” wis a mile long, and so narrow 

broucht in the paddle, luid it alongside, and mad 
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on either side. Th was a tedious job, but when i came out 
into the cleay bright waters and entire solitude of Big Slim 
Pond. Iwas well rewarded. They have a way on the east- 
ern side of calling a lake a pond. Big Slim Pond is a bean- 
tiful lake: narrow, loug and lonely, One may here catch 
all the trout any reasonable sportsman may desire, aml all 
of sood size. Deer may be floated successfully on cither 
Big or Little Slim, Half way down Big Slim there is a 
point jutting out on the right, on which there is a pine bark 
camp, and just at this point one may catch fine trout at ihe 
mouth of the cold spring brook which comes hrattling down 
by the camp, 1 voted all this for future reference, and then 
made my way back to Pliny Robins’s hotel. 
he next day was fair, and as ismy way, I paddled out it 

§ A. M. I take the early dayin canoeing when the winds 
are low. Ilay my course the day before. If a dense fog 
covers the waters, as it often does, I lay the compass on the 
keelson before me, and steer by the points. Men and women 
have deceived me oflen, the compass never. And 80 across 
Little Tupper by Stony Pond, Big Slim, Little Slia, Mud 
Pond, ihe three-mile earry, across Clear Pound, the- one-mile 
carry to Long Lake, and three miles up the lake I came 
acain to the camp of honest Dave Helms. Rather glad to 
vet there, [may siy, I had camped over night on Big Slim. 
and caught—just one trout. Ie was fourteen inches long. 
Treeled up and quit at once. I wanted no more, Wasl 
fishing for creels, counts or hotels? Rather not, | should re- 
mark, I take what 1 need, no more; 1 do noi fish for hotels. 

Tt was on the 15th of August that [reached the camp of 
DaveHelms. The law on hounding deer *truns out” on that 
day, There isa gentlemen on an island in Raquette Lake— 
(or was) yelept Mr. Chas. Durant, of Adirondack Railroad 
notoriety. This gentleman has a camp on Raquette Lake 
that looks like a Swiss villa, Having no excuse for obtrud- 
ing myself upon him, I did not land at his camp; but I “laid 
off,” and took stock of the camp as I passed up the lake; 
and if, as was said, the camp cost $15,000, 1 think it was 
reasonable, and cheap—for the man who could afford it. 
Now, Mr. Durant had organized a hunt of feudal propor- 

tions, to come off on the 16th of August. Just the day I 
was voi up from Long Luke to Raquette, Thad, and lave, 
4 theory that I can caff the largest deer ina light canoe, and 
handle him as easily as] cana large trout. And so, on the 
morning of the 16th, with line and gaff in readiness, T pad- 
dled slowly up the head of Long Lake listening for hounds, 
but hearing none. Going up the Raquette River and oyer the 
three catries, TI rather made time. But once on Forked 
Lake 1 took if easy and looked for deer. I saw several blue 
boats along shore with guides and sportsmen, ready to strike 
out and ‘‘cut off the hapless deer that might take water, 
But I saw no deer, though I twice heard hounds in full ery. 
Resting, laying off, and slowly working iny way to the 
Forked Lake House, I Jaid wp the canoe a little before sun- 
flown and awaited reports. The reports began to come in 
about dark, and continued until midnight. There had been 
thirty-six sportsmen in the hunt, with ninetcen guides and 
thirty hounds, more or less. Theresults were, one fine buck 
and asmall yearling. Eleven guides, who could find no 
room to spread their blankets at Durant’s camp, rowed down 
to the Forked Lake House for quarters, and they rather 
made it lively, And there was high jinks at the Durant 
camp until ‘the wee short hour ayont the twal,” 

Gossip said that the hant cost the originator of it $1,000. 
Tf so. he probably does not regret it. He might as easily 
have invested it on # single hand of draw-poker, with not a 
tithe of the sport. : é 

Crossing Raquette Lake once more, I found Ed. Bennett’s 
place, “Under the Hemlocks,” well stocked with guides, 
fourists, sportsmen and summer boarders, all eager for any 
little excitement or noyelty. Whence it happened, Isup- 
pose, that nearly all the force turned out to have a look at 
the liftle canoe. To lift her and exclaim on her lightness, 
To ask questions of the rough-looking, little old dutter who 
had cruised her from side to side of the Wilderness, and 
pretty well back again by a different ronte. Ed. Bennett, 
who weighs 170 pounds, was bound to paddle the Sairy, 
He took his shoes off to get in, 

“You promised to let me ride in her when you came back,” 
said he. 
~ ‘Not for twice her yalue. She might collapse like an 
eggshell, She is within forly-seyen miles of the Moose 
River House. I know the route as well as any guide. Tt 
her frail siding should get broken nowy, I had as lief you 
broke my neck.” 
And I ported the double blaile, tied in strongly, and took 

the canoe 17) fo the poreh, *‘under the hemlocks.” 
Ai the Janding I met honest Joe Whitney, who was en 

youte for Blue Mountain Lake, Finding I was bound for 
his camp he put me in care of Billy Cornell, a young guide 
who takes charge in his absence, saying, ‘Take good care 
of him, and keep him till I pet back.” And we wulked over 
the point, crossed the beautiful hay, and were once more in 
the quiet, breezy camp of Joe Whitney. 
Now, Ll was yery glad of « chance for a visit and a talk 

with young Cornell. It happened when Iwas at this same 
camp the last weeks in July, that Billy Cornell and another 
young man were off on a rather peculiar expedition, and Joe 
seemed very anxious about their return, e was looking for 
them the night of my arrival, They did not come, They 
did nof come until the next evening as the sun was sinkine 
below the hills. They came up the bay wearily with oars 
and paddle, pretty well fagzed out. They had two pack 
baskets, one containing about twenty pounds of large trout, 
the other holding the meat of a yearling buck. hey had: 
toted boat and baskets ten miles through tangled woods 
where ther was no trail, and were too tired for much talk, 
They left me a couple of large trout, with some venison, and 
took the balance to Hathorn’s camp, across the bay, It 
struck meas paying pretty dearly for the whistle, putting in 
three days of such work fora small deer and 4 basket of 
trout, and I said so. : 

“Well,” said Joe, “the trout and venison were in order, 
seeing they were there and might as well take them in. 
“But that wasn't what they went for. They went over to 
educate the deer." 

Thad a pretty close notion of what he meant, but was nol 
oing to ask questions, lest] give myself away. And, as I 
eff, at 5 A. M. the next morning, while the boys were sleep- 
ing like the dead, there was no chance for explanations. 

But now that Billy Cornel! had me im his care to feed, 
warm and look after; that the out o’ door fire was burning 
brightly; that he had paddled the Sairy about the bay as well 
as I could—his weightis just 14141bs.—1 thourlit it in order 
toask, “By the way, how did you make it, educating the 
deer, and what was the object, anyhow?" Billy adjusted 
the fire, settled himself on his block, and thus explained: 
“You see, there are two ponds about ten miles from here 

that you won’t find laid down on any map. And I doubt if 
you can find two ponds in the North Woods where more 
deer cotne to feed than right there. Itis on the ground 
where my partner and I still-himt in the fall and early win- 
ter, butis too far off for foatins from this side. We can 
get sood floating in 9 quarter of the distance, But. on the 
other side there is a vang of half-breeds who make it a part 
of them religion to get in on the ponds of the Jast day of 
July, and just go for slaughter, Last year they floated two 
nights and dragged olf fifteen deer. This year we thought 
it might be well enough to cut them off. So we packed 
boatand baskets feu miles through the woods, und spent 
three days ‘educating’ deer. The ponds were swarming 
with (hem, and they were tamer ihan sheep. We would 
paddle mp to the deer, and when within 30 or 40 feet cut 
loose with 4 drams of powder and just a pinch of No. 18 
shot, 16 sting him, so he wouldnt forget his lesson, We 
educated oyer a dozen the first night. The second night 
we took the other pond and gave free lessons to as many 
more, Not a deer of them will ever stand fora light again. 
Of course, the gang will come in and get a few deer this 
season, but they won't make slaughter-yards of the ponds as 
they did last year. 
We saved one little yearling buck, What moral difter- 

ence was there between killing him on the night of the 28th 
or the 3ist of July? And the camps all need venison, We 
saved every pound of the meat, and if was more than it wis 
worth to pack it out. Yes, the best speckled trout fishing, 
and the best floating, is on pouds, lakes and streams not 
down on the tnups.” 
‘And there are many of these?” 
“Scores of them. Perhaps hnnodreds, I could take you, 

If you didn’t mind some hard trayel, to ponds where you 
could get half a dozen shots ina night, or catch all the trout 
you cared to pack out; and I don’t set up for much of a 
fuide,” 

it is true that along the traveled routes and where camps 
do most abound, deer have become wary and rather scarce, 
while trout are hard to vet, 

But, on the secluded lakes and ponds, far in the woods, 
away from frequented trails, deer and trout are most abund- 
ant. NESSMUK. 

Tre Eprror of the Carson City, Nev., Appea! has been 
camping out in the mountains. He say: ‘‘A man who has 
ever slept on a wood pile knows what a pine hough bed is in 
adyance, Yon strain your coffee through a gunny sack and 
with a trackless forest all around, you have to forage two 
hours every morning for wood, The only way to get wood 
is to climb a tree and pick it just as you would apples or 
pears. The stoves are built out of rocks and the draught of 
these stoves is always’ from hack 10 front. Moyea tent 
nine times an hour and the smoke still files from the fire into 
the front of the tent. This is what gives one that fine, rich 
olive-brown complexion, which in the valley passes for the 
sun-painted trade mark of perfect health. The Indians come 
round the camp, beg canned fruit, squat themselves in your 
tent and otherwise make themselves sociable, under the 
peculiar hallucination that: they are wanted for curiosilics 
and companions. The kind of a white man they dote on is 
one who will take 150 pounds of their miscellaneous freight 
down to Woodford’s for nothing and pay two prices for 
woodehuck skins. Sometimes they sell woodchuck skins 
for fox skins to the unsuspecting tourist, but to the ripe 
student of natural history they only succeed in making wood- 
chucks pass for beayer. This is as far as they were able to 
play us, and then only twice.” 

SPARE THE SWALLOWS. 

The milliners now demand the breasts and wings of swallows for 
decorating ladies’ hats, To SUDDIY, the call thousands of these birds 
are killed by agents of the millinery taxidermists. The birds that 
nest tnder the eaves or fly in at the diamond-shaped swallow hole, 
ought not to be sacrificed to this new whim of woman, Spare the 
swallows,—_F ores? Anp STREAM, Sept. 13. 

Suen these little children of the happy air, 

\ The blne-wing’d, sharp-heak‘d, harmless swallows spare! 

When the pink petals of the peach unfold, 
When the shy violets blossom in the mold, 

When buttercups display their urns of gold, 

And birds enchant the air with songs of spring, 
‘And vines in woods their verdant garlands flng— 

Then hearts and homes are throbbing with delight 
As the spring swallows gather in their flight, 

Rehearsing their sweet carols as they fly; 
Now sweeping low, anon careering high, 

Swift as 2 pointed arrow from the bow, 

At every rosy dawn, at sunset’s glow. 

Around the old barn gables, moss’d and gray, 

They circle swift in wild, ecstatic play: 
The insect pests that hover in the breeze, 
Whose lary taint the grain, the budding trees, 

These nimble guardians of the air assail, 

And save the ripening harvests of the vale. 

Where sweeps th’ unruffled lake its sheet of blue. 

The restless swallows their forays pursue— 

They skim its azure plain, they skirt the pool, 
They dip the wing, the beakin eddies cool; 

Nor leayethe keen pursuit of insect prey 
‘Till fades the glimmering twilight of the day. 

And where the river-borders, slant and steep, 
O’erhang the currents flowiug dim and deep, 

The blithe bank-swallows build their airy home, 
The crumbling sands them store-house and their dome. 
And herein myriads from each hermit cave 
They dart forth into space, they skim the waye, 

But when the autumn glory of the woods 

Wades in its pomp thro’ all the selitudes, 

Then like a whirling cloud they take their {iieh! 

For brighter climes. and yanish from the sight, 

Ah. pity ‘tis these plenteous wing’d guests, 

Thatplease ourhearts and rid life of its pests, 
That charm the blithesome air with chirpings sweet, 

And fill with merry sound each calm retreat, 

Should die that Youth should win another grace 

To nod above the witchery of her face! 

Ah, she foryets that to enhance her bloom, 

4 sweet bird dies to yield its purple plume. 
Isaac MCLELLAN, 

THe BasteRN AncuEery Assoctation will hold its anunal 
meeting on October 3 and 4, at 10 A. M_ each day, on the 
grounds of the Brooklyn Archery Club, Prospect Park. 

atuyal History. 
——=+ ——— 

THE FANGS OF SERPENTS. 

PPAHE “very venomous looking snake” which ‘‘Ouachita,” 
J of Monroe, La., deseribed in Formst Anp StReAm of 
September 6, as haying four rows of teeth, was probably a 
Tetevodon, of which several species are common in the United 
States, They are yeriously known #8 “spreading adders,” 
“spread heads,” “putting vipers,” ele., but are all barmless, 
though of a viperish aspeet, so much so that the old writer, 
Gatesby, described one of them as the serpent d la téte de 
piperes or, wigias eapite piperine. "They are all more or less 
distinguished by a prominent and tecnryed scale on the 
snout, which gives them 2 pug-nosed or hog-nosed appear- 
ance, Thus, by this, Heteraden plutyrhinos, the “hog-nosed 
snake,” is easily recognized, ‘Ouachita’ may be sure that 
agsnake with four rows of upper teeth, yiz., a row in each 
jow and two rows along the palate—is perfectly harmless. 
Rattlesnakes, and the other most: deadly American serpents, 
have palate teeth, but in the upper jaws the pxir of fangs 
only; and these are elevated or depressed at the will of the 
owner; that is to say, the very short jaw in which the fanzis 
fixed is mobile and can partially rotate, so that when at rest 
the fang lies back against the gum, and when “erected” for 
use the fang starts down like a penknife half opened, ‘‘Oua- 
chita”’ inquires, “Do yenomous snakes shed thei fangs peri- 
odically?” and he gives a capital description of the partially 
deyeloped reserve fangs which he saw. Venomous snakes, 
whose only means of defense are thei fangs, are supplied 
with these marvellous instrumeuts to an unlimited extent. 
You may find them behind the functional fang in all stages 
of development, buried in a soft sheath of the gum; so that 
in ease of accident 10 the one in use, there is always a re- 
serve fang ready to replace it, and in turn to become fixed to 
the bone and “in working order,” as “Ouachita” graphically 
expresses it J 
Though the fangs are shed regularly and frequently, we 

cannot strictly say ‘‘periodically,’’ because much depends ou 
the condition of the reptile; its fimetional vigor, which again 
is dependent on season and climate, these sensitively influ- 
encing all ifs functions. CATHERINE C, Hopiey, 

~ Author of ‘Curiosities and Wonders of Serpent Lite.” 

THE BIRDS OF MAINE, 

PHA catalogue of Maine birds lately published, with pop- 
ular netes of the species common to this half of New 

England, was of a nature that rendered if open to consider- 
able criticism from an extremely technical point of view, but 
the author deemed it outside the notice of the specialists 
in technical ornitholory. The catalogue; however, has 
lately received the compliment of # Criticisin at some length 
in the “Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornithological Club,” of 
Cambridge, Mass., and as my attention has heen especially 
called to that criticism, hence this response. 

As to the nomenclature of the catalogue I quite agree 
with the critic, “W. B.,” that “its general adoption can 
scarcely he recommended.” The triple quotations, however, 
afford means of identification to readers having access tn 
any one of the three standard works quoted, and ‘in yiew 
of the present unsettled condition of our nomenclature, it is 
probably a useful feature’”—in showing at a glance some of 
the incongruities, absurdities, variations and confusion with 
which North American uomenclature is now encumbered. 
To the ordinary reader, haying access to but a single stand- 
ard book on North American birds, of what use would be 
the quotation of a Latin name generically and specifically uit 
ferent from that used for the same hird by the author of the 
work on which the reader relies? 

lf the catalogue had given ‘“‘No. 2” simply as Wilson’s 
thrush (Zurdus wilsont Aud.), identification would have been 
sufficient to any one turning to the writings of Audubon 
for a reference. But with access to that authority alone, 
would the reader readily infer that Aylocichla fuscescens 
Ridg., if the sole Latin name quoted, signified the Wilson’s 
thrush of which Audubon wrote? 

Passing over that, portion of the criticism based upon the’ 
assumption that the author of the catalogue is merely an 
“enthusiastic sportsman,” and although through his love for 
birds ‘falmost an ornithologist,” without accurate knowledge 
of species other than game birds, it may be well to speak in 
detail of the instances cited that impugn the catalogue as a 
record of acts, ' 

The critic was well aware of the fact that no technical 
descriptions were included in the plan of the catalozue, 
and that the most general terms were used in the very brief 
indications of the character of the eg@s and places of breed- 
ing of the various species. In a few instances attention was 
called to notable variations. 

Of the goldfinch it was wriften, ‘‘Lays five blyish-white 
eges, occasionally with brown spots around larger end. ‘‘The 
word oceasionally was dropped in the text, but this error 
was corrected in the summary, although the correction was 
evidently overlooked by the critic in accusing the author of 
stating that the goldfinch “habitually lays spotted eggs,” 

OF the great crusted flycatcher, instead of merely the state- 
ment that it nests on trees, it was noted ‘‘breeds usually on 
high trees,” and reference was made fo Western Maine as the 
only portion of the State where the species is common. 
The brief statement criticised may be supplemented by the 
note that all the nests of this species ever seen in Maine by 
the author of the catalogue were placed on large trees; ‘md 
nearly all of these nests were high above the ground, The 
last nest observed was in the crotch of a large broken hang- 
ing limb of a huge swamp maple tree, and fully forty feet 
above the ground. Nodoubt this hird sometimes places its 
rude bulky nestin quite a different sort of place in Maine, 
as wellas elsewhere. And it isvery well known to the 
writer that this careless builder of nests is often content with 
a fallen treetop, a stump, fence corner, or brush heap as a 
location for its nest. 

Of the winter wren the general statement was made that 
“its eges and habits are similar to those of the house wren.” 
Tis ezgs and habits do more resemble those of the house 
wren than of any other bird in Maine with which a rela- 
tive comparison can be made, The family characteristics 
of these two species are similar, Thé character of food, 
mode of flight, and times of arrival, are similar, The eggs 
of the winter wren haye veddish spots, not so profusely 
spotted as those of the house wren, but quite unlike the im- 
Mmaculate white éegs of the only other species of wren found 
in Maime, the short-billed marsh wren. 

The black+hroated blue warbler ‘breeds usually in trees” 
vather than in bushes, in Maine, although sometimes within 
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Yet it has never been known to 
or spruce 

two feet of the ground. 
Nest on the ground, and young fir, hemlock 
trees are its fayorite nesting resorts here, 

The chestuut-sided warbler ‘breeds on frees,” but never 
on jhe ground. Its nest is usually, if not always, placed in 
a € yotch between two branches or twigs of young trees, bushes 
or 8 rubs, 

=sou’s black-capped warbler was noted as ‘migrant 
through Maine.” The eritic, however, credits the author 
with having written, “Only a migrant through Maine.” 

I pur poscly avoided stating that this bird breeds in Maine, 
because 1 failed to find in my notes sufficiently satisfactory 
evidence to support such a statement, The greater numbers 
seen here certainly pass by and breed east or north of Maine. 
Tt is the general belief that some of the species breed here, 
andit is to be hoped that the evidence necessary to corrobo- 
rate this belief will soon be forthcoming. 

The critic prefaces his citations of the above examples of 
‘‘hlundering,” by commenting upon the brevity of the anno- 
tations of the land birds, adds that ‘‘such brevity was not 
unwise, if wemay judge the author’s general knowledge in 
this department by some of his present statements,” und 
Closes the criticism of the catalogue with the advice fo “‘such 
an observer’ as its author is assumed to be, to limit his writ- 
ings to a few species, and ‘‘not presume to cover the more 
general field.” 

The readers of the “catalogue will perceive that) apart from 
occasional biographical field notes the ayerage annotations 
of the land birds really exceed those of the water birds. 
Except asa list of the species known to occur in Maine, 

no attempt was made to cover the general field, and I trust 
that no portion of this field that may haye been mentally re- 
served by other writers has been encroached upon by the 
catalogue of ‘‘The Birds of Maine.” EVERETT SMITH, 
PoRTLAND, Me. 

THE CACTUS OF SONORA, 

S'ONORA is the most northwesterly State of the Mexican 
Union. Lower California, to be sure, is further west 

across the Gulf, hut Lower California is ranked not as a 
State but as a territory, avd has a governor appointed by the 
central authority, if 1 remember right, Those who do not 
like Sonora say that there is not a tree or shrub in the State 
without thorns. This is not quite true, for there are at 
least two kinds of palm, the palma real and the dail, be- 
sides oak and other temperate zone woods in the mountain 
ranges; still, taken all through, the number of thorny plants 
is very large and conspicuous. Among them are the cactus. 
Already in the south of New Mexico and Arizona the 
strange, stiff forms begin to appear, but only when you have 
crossed the Mexican line does the growth reach its full luxu- 
riance. Some of the species are usefulfor food or industrial 
purposes, and some seem only to cumber the earth, torturing 
the unwary traveler with their barbed spikes, 
The most common and most important of the cactus in 

Sonora are set down here, with their popular names. The 
names sometimes vary in different districts, and the list is 
by no means exhaustive. 

Tpener bers cerr rer ee 

BISNAGA, 
The bisnaga looks, at a little distance, like a hitching 

post on acanal, It is a stubby growth, having but the one 
branchless stump, which is never more than three fect tall. 
The thorns are two or three inches long and very strong; 
they are remarkable in being the only cactus thorns that are 
crooked, These curve up at the tip like a fish-hook, but do 
not come back so far. If the barb were cut off a fish-hook, 
it would be just about the shape of thethorn. The body of 
the plant is fluted, but the flutings are not round like a pipe, 
but angular, like the side of an accordeon half-drawn ont, 
and on the crest of each fluting is a row of thorns. On the 
very top of the #snaga, in their season, come a few odor- 
jess flowers, which later develop into a kind of fruit with 
thorny cover and pulpy, seed-bearing inside. 

In Some boy’s book of adyenture—I think it was ‘‘The’ 
Boy Hunters”—there is a graphic account of how the heroes, 
when ouf ona barren plain far from water and perishing 
with thirst, opened the cactus plants with their long knives 
and relieved their suffering with the succulent pulp, This 
is mainly fiction. I once had a piece of bisnagu hacked 
out with an axe, to see whatit was like. The inside was a 
white, rather elastic mass, with an unpleasant taste and not 
so niuch juice as a raw turnip; yery much likes raw turnip, 
in fact, but without the fibrous structure. 

CHOLLA, 

Nearly as useless as the dismaga is the cholla, (This 
word should be provounced choya, as the Mexicans always 
give to double 1] the sound of y.) Unlike the bisnaga, 
which is a solitary unsocial plant, the cholla often spreads 
its plantations for miles over the arid plains. In such places 
the plant grows as high as fen feet, but usually the height is 
not more than three feet, often less. Bulbs like very fat 
thorn-covered sausages grow on the branches in place of 
leayes, and the stems and branches, too, have prickers on 
them. The plant bears a small, sour, pulpy fruit, which 
birds cat, but which mey, even Indians, avoid. The thorns 
are the most wicked known. They have an almost invisible 
barb, and when one of the burrs gets stuck on an animal it 

needs a powerful pry with a stick to get it off. Hven when 
it is forced off several points are usually left behind; and 
owing to the pain the thorns give, and the uncertainty about 
where the burr will be thrown, the operation of removing 
these burrs is unpleasant. The thorns are strong enough ta 
go through thick leather, and where many of these shrubs 
grow the cattle men or yaqueros cover the front of the 
horses and the riders’ legs with large hides called armas. 
In Arizona many call the cholla the horse-lamer. But 
in spite of its puinful stabs, some part of the plant is eagerly 
sought by cattlein the dry season. Itis the custom to build 
adam across adry gulch, and when the raimy season comes 
the dam is filled. It the flood-ground is large, the water 
will last a Jong time in these vepresos, and you see the 
cattle trailing in to drink with their noses and faces nearly 

OCATILTO. 

covered with cholla burrs, One other use of the cholla 
should be put down, as it is quite at variance with our 
notions. There is a religious body among the Mexicans 
known as the hermanos penitentes, or penitent brothers. 
These devotees have an annual procession and undergo cer- 
tain labors—one is to drag a cross, and if those I suw were 
fair samples, the crosses would weigh three or four hundred 
pounds. The foot of the cross is on the ground, the trans- 
verse piece coming down over the right shoulder, and either 
to spur on their zeal or as a separate diversion, the penitents 
are lashed and torn with ¢folla burrs—one of the most 
disagreeable ways of gaining the kingdom of heaven that 
could well be invented. 

The ocatille has uses. A number of poles from six to 
ten feet long on the average grow from a common center 
like a bunch of grass. The poles stand dry and thorny til] 
the rains begin. Then, in July it usually happens, the whole 
stall is quickly covered with little dark-green leaves, and an 
occasional scarlet flower. The poles are full of pith, and 
are not yery strong, but as in the fable of Alsop, force is 
gained by union. and by using plenty of orafillos, roofs 
and walls are made which answer the requirements of a 
Mexican pretty well. The poles, however, only serve for 
walls in temporary huts, but permanent adobe houses haye 
ocaiillos in the voof. First a row of rafters is laid from 
the ridge-pole to the walls. These rafters have hardly any 
pitch at all, just enough to Jet the water run off if il \yants to. 
Then at right angles to the rafters ocitil/o poles are laid 
closely, On top of these again a layer of hay is put, the 
stems paralle] to the rafters, and dirt is thrown on over the 
whole. This kind of roof often sags in spots, and pools are 
formed when it raims whicii at last leak through, but the 
Boe Hae at least the virtue of being far better than they 
ook. 

TUNA. 

Sometimes for miles through the low mesquite timber the 
eround will be covered with species of the fa, or Indian 
fig. The broad, flat lcayes look like the common prickly 
pear of Colorado. The wild tina does not often grow 
more than four or five feet high. The leaves, of course, are 
thorny, and on the ends grows a spiked fruit about the size 
of a seckle pear and similar in character to the pitaya 
fruit, which I will describe later, Tunas under cultiva- 
tion reach the height of ten or{welve feet. Ido not know 
whether the nopal of Jalisco and other more southern 
States is the same as the ¢vaa, but there is certainly much 
resemblance between them. Those who are familiar with 
the Mexican dollar, the so-called ‘‘adobe dollar’’ of the 
West, will recognize the ¢unaas the plant which the eagle 
on that coin uses asa support for one claw, while with the 
other he straneles the rattlesnake. 

PEI Vines 

PITAYA. 

Tf you should disregard the fact that the hand hus but five 
fingers, the pétaya in the distance would seem like a 
giant’s hand. Thereaye two main varieties of the pitaya, 
only distinguished by a difference in the envelope of the 
fruit. The stalks rise to the height of fifteen or even twenty 
feet, with rounded flutings. On the very top of the fingers 
grow the burrs that contain the fruit, From the middle of 
May tothe middle of July the main harvest of the pifaya 
is gathered, though scattering fruit can be found as late as 
October, Often im the Indian villages the inhabitants have 
nothing else to eat than this cactus. The two kinds of 

pilays are distinguished by the fact that the species in the 
plains has very few thorns on the pod of the fruit, while the 
mountain species has a poll which is coyered with thorns, 
which fortunately loosen and fall off as the fruit ripens. 
When the season arrives for the harvest the burrs begin to 
crack open a little, and birds, particularly parroquets, and a 
kind of woodpecker called the ewrpintero, fall on them at 
once, Bor gathering pitayas, a wild cane called carrize 
is cut, This is the same plant that forms the canebrakes 
of Louisiana, At the end of this cane (perhaps ten feet long) 
a Sharp, thin stick of hard wood is lashed, ‘This hard wood 
point is poked into the fruit and the prey is captured. When 
you break off a sezment of the thorny case, a red pulp is ex= 
posed which tastes something like a watermelon just a little 
flayored with strawberry. and the meat is filled with black 
seeds about as big as fig seeds. As pitayas are always 
gathered when the weather is hot, and in places where ice is 
unknown, the meat is always tepid at the best. If it were 
decently cool it would be a very tempting dish. 
A stranger's eye can scarcely tell the difference between 

the pitaya and the echo. The latter is a little coarser 
in structure, and the fruit is not eaten. The thorns on the 
fruit are as strong as those on a chestnut burr and much 
longer, The Mexican women get these burrs, knock off the 
thorns on one side and use the other side to comb their hair, 
They say they prefer them to combs. 

7 hoe [F 

SAGUARRO, 
The saguvapre is chiefly-noted for its great size, Thoy 

call it the giant cactus in Arizona. "The great fingers rise 
sometimes even twenty feet, and stand like isolated monu- 
ments on the barren hills, 

The s#tbveso is a rarer and even larger plant. The 
separale stems are no longer, perhaps not usually so long, as 
those of the saguarre, Dut a great many stems spring from 
asingle root, Nearthe town of Juarez I saw a sabiese 
whose trunk was three feet in diameter and its highest point 
must have been over thirty, and perhaps near to forty feet 
from the ground. The word sudueso means, according 
to the dictionary, blood-hound. How it came to be given 10 
this cactus I do not see. 

These species bear fruit similar, but inferior, to the 
pitaya, When either of the three dry up so that the 
stems lose their green envelope, the body of the stem is seen 
to be formed of a cirele of tough, hollow ov pithy poles, 
which are applied to the same uses as the ocetillo poles, 
but are preferred because they are straighter and stronger 
than the vcatillos. H. G. Donos. 

A Brar Writ Fient,—Detroit, Mich., Sept. 16.—The 
body of a man has been found in the woods eight miles from 
Cheboygan, and identified as that of Frank Devereaux, a 
homesteader who lived near by, The surroundings showed 
that he had been killed in & fight with a bear, which resulted 
fatally for both—the body of the animal being found near 
that of the man. Devereaux's boidly was found in a siting 
posture, braced against a log, where he had evidently placed 
himself after his contesi with the bear. Evidences of a ter- 
rible struggle were plain, 

WestcHEsTER.—A wildcat of very large size, with two 
young kittens, was captured a few weeks since on Butter- 
milk Hill, a wild tract of land adjoining the Westchester 
almshouse. The mother is extremely ferocious and is kept 
caged. Mr. Van Tassel, who made the capture, intends to 
make an attempt to domesticate the kittens, which sre twice 
the size of the ordinary cut species, 

An Untucky Sporrsman.—“*No bobeats for me.” said 
another of the group. *‘I’ve been clawed myself; one dose is 
enough to last all the yearraound. I guided it up here fouror 
five years ago, and one season I had a young feller come clean 
over from Liverpool, but makin’ his stay at Gaspé—one 
o’ these ‘ere fancy sportin’ fellors. He was powrreful sot 
on shootin’ a bobeat, and trom the way he talked | reckon he 
kind o' thought ye had to fire at short range, draw yer bowie 
knife, and rushin, Anyway, we was on the lookaout for hob- 
cats, and one afternoon we come tw a big hollow Bing that was 
across the trail, and I seein a minute there was honey insire, 
‘Tll erawn in,’ he says, ‘and fetch it sont,’ and in he went, 
and I off intew the bushes to git a piece of wood for a scraper. 
As I come back I cast my eye on the hole where he'd gone in, 
an’ Tseea big bobcat goin’in. My gun was lyin’ right near 
her, and ITmade a jump, and she commenced to back aont, 
probably havin’ met him, and I grabbed her by the tail and 
began tew pull, o’ course makin’ her scratch, He thought it 
was me first, but when she let on ter squallin’ Pll swanee to 
swan there was a circus there for a while, yaou! f found I 
couldn’d hang on, so I knifed her and hauled her aout dead. 
And, Lord bless ye, if ye'd a seen the Liverpool chap when he 
come aout ye'd a laughed yer eyes aout. He was honey from 
head tew foot, but he had a young bobeat, which explained the 
hull thing, and if hadn't been araound he’d been chawed up, 
sute. When westruck the lake for fishin’ we made the first 
try towards evenin’, and first I knew he yelled like a Pinte, 
and let on that he had a master bite. Wall, I lay by with the 
gati and net, he a-reelin’ in and reelin’ aout; ye’d a-thought 
he had a whale. Pull? Gosh! haow it did pull. He got ployed 
aout in abaout fifteen minutes and tack a rest, then tackled iv 
again, and if it wasn’t that I see the line a-gom’ Vd a thought 
he had a loz; but at last he got it clost, and what d’ye spose 
twas? Wall, ye'd never guess, and dumuned if it wasn’t a loon 
—a cussed old bili loon—and the way that chap swore for halt 
the night was terrible. He was dretful pub aout, and tied to 
lay it on me, but I reckon I'd a hauled away myself, like 
enough. He was an unfortunate kind o’ man fora hunter; 
always got mixed; always would git skunks confused with 
minks and sech; consequently he carried an overpowerin’ 
smell, so’t I was obliged to throw up the job after all The 
last I see of him he was sittin’ on the grave of his last pe o 
trousers, weerin’ a pair o’ mine, and writin’ aout an order for 
more, 1 took the order, and have neyer showed wp since.”— 
Maine Loggers Yorn in the Sum, 

———— 
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Game Bag ayd Gun. 

GAME RESORTS.—We are always glad to reeewwe for pub- 
tieution sueh noles of desirable game resorts as may be of help 
to the readers of FOREST AND STREAM, Wall nef or enrre- 
spondents furor us with such advice? 

To insure prompt aitention, communications should be ad- 
dressed lo the Forest and Stream Publishiny Oo., and nat to 
individuals, in whose absence from the affice matters af im- 
portance are liable to delay. . 

OPEN SEASONS. 
‘The divest GE open seasons, printed im gur issue of Aug, 16, has 

bee’ published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be sent vo any 

address, posipaid,on receipt of 10 cents, 

SPORT IN CUBA. 

if WAS greatly interested in the account given in your issue 
of Sept. 7 by “Nemo,” of his expeiience with Cuban 

sports iud games, I find he is wellinformed and correct con- 
cerning the various ways of pursuing and capturing game by 
the natives, though I disagree with his view, that the wild 
pigeon when ‘‘crossing” is as hard to shoot as in the pigeon 
mutches in this country. The pigeons, when flying trom 
their roosts to their feeding grounds, or vice versa, are very 
easy to bag, even for a beginner, as they fly in pairs, and af 
an easy range, and though their Hiphtis very swift, they 
offer a fair mark to the shooter, who sees them coming from 
a distance and has ample time to correct his aim before the 
bird is close fo him. . 

Pizeons and quail constitute the chief sport throughout 
{he islands. Duck and goose shooting is yery good in the 
lowlands and swamps, but owing tothe lack of running 
water «od lakes the fowl are found only in certain places, 
where fevers are to be met with also. There is great sport 
also shooting Ardea quick, 4 species of crane, which are con- 
sidered very fine eating, but it requires preat skill to bag 
them, as this bird is very wary and difficult of approach. 
Quail are yery numerous everywhere in Cuba, but they at 
ford very litile pleasure to the sportsman in those parts of 
the country where tinglewood and brish abounds, for fhey 
alight in bushes and trees as soon as pul up by the dogs, 
giving the shooter but a single chance on the wing when they 
rise altogether with a whirr. Pricking thors, lack of water 
and a scorching sun make if yery unpleasant for the man, 
and unbearable to the canitie, if an imported dog. arly in 
the morning during the months of November, December, 
January and February, the fog it foo dense to see through; 
but this disappears at about 7 A, M,, and then the sun begins 
{o chastise the hunter mercilessly. The dew isso heavy 
that by walking on the grass it will drench a person just as 
he would he soaked by wading in the water, The soil (red 
Joum especially) sticks to the soles and heels of one’s shoes, 
adding so much weight that it isa relief to find a stump or 
stone upon which to scrape it off. The natives have tramed 
dogs, that bark and tree quail, while they capture them by 
mens of a slender rod with a running noose at the end of it 
which they slip over the bird, the dog barking continuously 
while this operation is going on. Whole strings of live quail, 
that have been caught in this original way, are sold every 
day to travelers at the railroad stations. 

‘the boas or majaes are very numerous and ayerage nearly 
twelve feet in length, as T have killed more over twelve feet 
than under. They ave yery useful in the barns or sheds 
where corn is stored, being decidedly fond of rats, The 
hutia (Afus aguit)is yery palatable when properly cooked, 
This game ismuch sought after by the negroes, who have 4 
apecial aptitude for this kind of sport, and enjoy it hugely. 
They train dogs to bark under trees where the hutias are 
staying during the day; and when the game is found, as the 
negroes are nof allowed to have firearms, they climb up to 
the rodent, and by a stroke with their “machetes” their 
fame is slain. The machete (cutlass) is a straight sword 
about three feet long and two inches wide, very keen and 
powerlul. Jf is an indispensable tool-weapon to every 
native, bein used to clear underbrush, to cut down small 
trees, 1a chop wood, ctc., and also as evitfeww de rhasse and 
weapon of war. Since the late Spanish-Cuban war the 
machete has taken the place of the sabre among the cavalry 
and civil guard, or dragoons. Instances of its superiority 
over the sabre are yery numerous, the natives acquiring a 
wonderful skill with this weapon by their familiarity with 
if. During the war several rife barrels were found almost 
severed hy the michete strokes. ‘Tiese machetes are manu- 
factured hy several firms in Germany, but chiefly by Collins 
& Uo., of Connecticut, who make better blades, though more 
expensive. 

I hope that some one will take up the subject and tell his 
experiences in hunting, fishing and oflier sports in the Pearl 
of the Antilles. J, M. G. 

MICHIGAN NOTES. 

ear ce parties from Detroit havealready returned from 
kJ the Upper Peninsula, whither they went ia quest of 
deer, but ho &real success Las been reported. Messrs. New- 
berry and Brush, with their party, killed three, butwe don’t 
hear anything at all as to the others; and silence, you know, 
in such matters allows us to (form our own coneélnsions, 
Many are the preparations for the opening of the season on 
deer in the Lower Peninsula, Of course, | refer to prepara- 
tions jmoug honorable sportsmen, for in certnin sections in 
Michigan no season among the residents, as a rule, is known, 
and Clare and Roscommon counties especially, are notorious 
for slaughter of deer from Jan. 1 to Dec. 31. Up there the 
fiyerage inhabitant kills the antlered game wherever and 
whenever he can, and ‘Roscommon couvty mutton” is the 
name the carcass 2oes by. 

The Detroit, party, who make Turtle Lake their headquar- 
ters, are huying a comfortable low house (topped by a shingle 
roof) built at that point, and their annual hunt will result as 
in past seasons, In.4 glorious time and a large count of deer, 
all slain in the most sportsmanlike manner. 

_ The large Vibrator Club, of Battle Creek, Mich,, are also, 
T hear. getting ready for the annnal pilerimuge to the Aw 
sahle River, aud there will be tom thirty to forty persons in 
their camp. Of decr and yearling killed, they always report 
a goodly number, and if one of the “Vibrators” would keep 
a journal of their ‘‘yibrations,” and send it to Forrst anp 
SrREAM, I am sure it would be welcomereading to your sub- 
scribers, Won't friend Nichols see this is done? 
A larze and influential fishing and shooting cluh is now 

being formed at East Saginaw, and by the way, a party of 
gentlemen from that place have just started on a hunting trip 
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to the Yellowstone country after biz game, Last spring they 
purchased af an auction sale of a defunct circus company's 
effects, a fine railroad trayeliug car, which they transformed 
inte an ideal bunter’s home, aud they are the pioneers in the 
private car live among Michigan sportsmen. 
Dusk shooting is nothing to brag of yet. The writer, hy 

the hardest kind of work, bagged a dozen mallard and teal a 
few days siace, and twenty-five to thirty is the Jargest num- 
ber have heard of toasingle gun. About the midde of 
next month it will commence im earnest, and happy will be 
he who can then enjoy it, Won't some of you from Park 
Row come out and take a turn? 

The weather we are haying ought to soon bring snipe, but 
T have not yet heard of any having been seen. DELTA, 

Derroir, Sept. 15. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES, 

FaXHE severe gale from the eastward during the present 
weelebas had te effect of driving out the reed birds in 

our marshes. There is always every season a decreuse in 
their numbers after the autumnal equinoctial storms, which 
occurs about the 20th, but this September the late storm 
has hurried the birds, and their market price will now be 
higher, The blustery weather has brought some tealinto our 
river. 

Atseveral of our second-rate restaurants the English spar- 
row is being served on toast, and called reed birds on the 
bills of fare. iis stated that the difference cannot be dis- 
tinguished when the sparrow is properly cooked. but this is 
a great mistake, as the flavor of a plump reed bird at this 
season of the year, fed as lie is in our marshes, cannot be 
counterfeited, and one might as well compare an English 
snipe when cooked to a brown back or dowitther of the salt 
Tharshes, 

The tides on Monday the 10th and Tuesday the 11th, 
although fair ones owing to the east wind, came too varly in 
the morving and too late in the evening to allow much push- 
ing for rail” On the 12th and 18th they suited better as to 
time, but the water was not high enough, and shooting was 
bad. If was just as discouraging to the sportsman andl 
pusher the last tiya days of the week, as there was even less 
water aud poorer tides. All are waiting for the expected 
storm tides which are confidently iooked far soon. 

One of our most ardent Philadelphia sportsmen, Mr. 
Meredith Norris, died a few days since in your city from 
injivics received at the late Lone Island railroad accident. 
Mr, Norris was well known here, and was held in high 
esteem by a large circle of friends. He was an ardent sports- 
mab, a member of the Hare and Hounds Club of German- 
town, ond a frequent rider at the Rose Tree Hunt meetings 
at Media. He was a grandson of Wm. M. Meredith, the 
almous lawyer, 
The dinkey boats for rail shooting which are fast super- 

ceding the old gunning skiffs, I am told are much better 
Wancdled in the reeds than the old-fashioned boats, and much 
higher ground ean be reached in them than in skiffs, but 
when it comes fo cross the river in them loaded with two 
persons, even in moderate weather, it becomes an impossi- 
bility, and for a general utility boat they are, of course, a 
failure. 

Black ducks art showing themselyes m Barnegat and 
Tuckerton bays. These fow] are bred on the New Jersey 
coast, and are the first to make their appearance. 

Rail birds passed oyer Philadelphia 10 great numbers last 
night. The flight continued for hours. ‘hese birds are 
fresh ones. Tfomo. 

Sepr. 16. 

HINTS FOR A WINTER’S TRAPPING. 

fi VER as the season draws near our old love is rekindled, 
and the beating rain of the dismal fall equinoxial storm 

only tends to remind us that soon will follow thecold nights, 
heavy frosts and falling leaves, when every lover of the steel 
trap will be on the way to some favorite ground that he has 
hefore found profitable, or, perhaps, to pastures new, where 
he hopes to haye good success in bis catch of the various 
kind of fur-bvaring animals common to the proposed locality. 

As in most occupations, it is best for the young trapper to 
apprentice himself for at least one or two winters with some 
old and experienced trapper, from whom he can learn in a 
single season more than he otherwise would in two or three 
years of his own rough experience. There are many things 
ol great usefulness to be learnt in and around camp, and as 
to the best plans for setting traps, placing baits, using spring 
poles, slidé poles and dead falls, Some haye the best success 
setling under the water, others can set equally well on dry 
land or under water, Some inexperienced trappers spend much 
valuable time and labor building toggle-jointed pens. These 
may do if built larve enough for a bear trap and securely 
pinned together, but there are always enough natural places 
to sef a steel trap withont resorting to artificial coves and 
pens. We have, in our contact with different trappers, 
found many who use bait for beayer and otter, but as far as 
our knowledge goes, we are led to believe that they always 
scare away more animals than they catch. 
Where the streams are deep and the current not too swift, 

or where there are frequent small lakes, we much prefer trap- 
ping and traveling with a good light boat, Froin it you can 
often seta trap loadyantage in some good place that could not 
be reached otherwise, and then when it isnecessary to change 
location the boat will carry all your camp equipments and 
cooking twiensils with ease, and land them right where you 
want them most—on or near the bank of the stream. It 
is séldom that as good trapping is to be had along a large 
viver as in the smaller streams and creeks, Small Jakes and 
marshes are excellent if located well away from settlements. 
Pine lands and tamarac swamps are good, too, for some of 
the larger fur animals, for the catching of which some ex- 
perience and great care is necessary in order to be successful. 

After the fur has been caught much depends on the way 
of skinning, stretching and curing the pelt to get the best 
price out of the buyer. It very frequently happens that 
boys and amateur trappers will havea nice lot of excellent 
pelts so puorly stretched and handled that when offered for 
sale they willnot bring over about one-half of what they 
would if they had been properly cured and well stretched. 
So be very careful to skin nicely and stretch well your furs, 
after first having taken off all ibe superflous fat and rough 
edges, and yeu will then have furs that will bring you the 
highest market price, end all buyers that have bought of 
you will want your furs again next season. Two men, 
with a hoy to attend camp, are the best number with which 
to #0 into the woods in the fall More thun two is too. 
many. If they are good, sociable felluws, and do not shirk 
their respective duties, and their location he a good one for 
fame, our word for if: they will have «a most enjoyable ywin- 
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ter, and when their united catch is sold, and the money 
dividedin the spring, they will be considerebly better olf 
thai when they went into the woods. Their health will 
also he much improyed from the healthful and vigorous ex- 
ercise, and, altogether, they will want to go again for 
‘mother winter’s trapping when the next season rolls around. 

J. Len SMEDLEY. 
DuevAE, Pa,, Sept. 19, 1883. 

THE OUTLOOK IN VERMONT. 

HIS State has not much to boast of in the way of good 
shooling, except for partridge, robins and yellow  liam- 

mers. TI have tried most industriously to see if [ could get a 
sight at a quail or woodeock, but have failed in so far that I 
have never seen more than one woodcock, and quail are ex- 
ceedingly rare. 

This season bids fair to be a very good one for partridges. 
The trees are well Jaden with beech nuts, and the birds are 
showing themselves in good numbers and well grown, In 
the interior of the State very little hunting is done, and that 
mainly by those who depend upon standing shots, which 
can only be accomplished hy treemy the birds through the 
assistance of the mongrel cur. It is not a difficult thing to 
yaise a dozen or so birds, but as yet the leaves are so thick, 
that it is almost impossible to get more than 4 moment's sight 
ol them after they rise, It takes a dead shot to bring the 
birds to bag, for if only woundud the little fellows skulk so, 
that only the best trained doz can find them. The latter 
part of October or the 1st of Noyember, should give the true 
sportsman some of the best kind of sport, and if all goes as 
your humble servant desires, J shall hope to give you an 
encouraging account of fall shooting in this ‘fol mountain” 
State, SUBSCRIBER. 

BLACK SQUIRRELS FOR DETROITERS. 

( NE of the most charming trips I ever indulged in was to 
: Port Lambton, Ont., last season, affer black squirrels. 

[ hardly know of a more fascinating sport than to hunt these 
black rascals when they are really abundant. Of course the 
majority of squirrel shooters in this region use the shotgun, 
but to get the full flavor of the sport the .32-caliber Win- 
chester should be the weapon selected. For aman of sed- 
entary habits the exercise is just about right, and morcover 
the rifle practice, if that be tle arm used, is most excellent. 
As jlack squirrels are wonderfully numerous again this sea- 
son ab the point referred to, 1 give directions for reaching 
the grounds where one can haye the sport in perfection: 
Take the steamer Idlewild which leaves Detroit at 8:30 

A. M., suil up our noble Detroit River, across Lake St. Clair, 
up the St, Clair River, by the various club houses, cottages 
and shooting boxes, aud at about one o’clock in the after- 
noon you step off the boat at Port Lambton, Ont., and may- 
hap will find a saucy black squirrel cocking his tail at 
you on the dock. The village is a small one of about 300 
inhabitants, and you will be heartily welcomed by the farm- 
ers whose crops are greatly damaged by the raids of the 
armies of squirrels. In fact the writer has secn three and 
five acres of corn entirely ruined by the rayages of the black 
thieves. Take plenty of ammunition, for you can shoot 
until tired, and oftentimes one gun kills fifty to seventy-tive 
squirrels per day, perhaps more. You can return lo Detroit 
the next day, and if the fine sport, slight expense and exhil- 
arating sail does not rejuvenate the tired professional or busi- 
ness man, then he is past all cure, DELTA, 

Dirrrorr, Mich., Sept. 14, 

SHOOTING IN MEXICO. 
ile 

Aiditay Hovest and Stream: } 1 
There has been quite aystir lately among the shoa 

lernijy, excited by the arrival.of the expected ploy _ 
gangd, as itis called in Spanish. These birds arrive a  f 
the 15th of August, and depart for the south about the 141% 
of September, 

Great preparations are made by the large land-holders to 
bag this delicious bird; and they invite large numbors of 
guests to their hariendas, and there treat them with princely 
eplendor. Oneof the most noted of these proprietors is My, 
Alberto Terreros, who owns the property called Jalpum, 
about two hours’ ride on the Central or Palmer & Swlhyan 
Railroad, as both run together to Huehuetoca, the station 
near to the estate, On the 24th of August a party assembled 
there, composed of ex President Diaz, Gen. Pacheco, Secre- 
tary of Public Works, Mr, Wm. Landa, Gen, E. A. Mexia, 
Mr. Guttierez, secretary of Gen. Diaz, and an American 
ventlemen, Mr, Dela Rue, The plover were not very plen- 
tiful, and were very wild, rising at distances which only 
choke-bores could reach. Good scores were made by Mr. 
De la Rue, Gen. Diaz, Mr. Guitierez and Gen. Mexia, Up- 
ward of 250 birds were shot, with a couple of hours rest for 
dinner. That evening Generals Diaz and Pacheco left 
for Mexico loaded with game, 

The 25th brought new arrivals, the French Minister and 
his secretaries, and two of the officials of the Franco- 
Heyptian bank; about nine Mr, Labadie came, and soon the 
shooting bezan. The birtls were as wild, but more system 
was observed, and beating in along line, much sport was 
obtained. The best scores were made by Messrs. ‘Terreras, 
Landa, De la Rue and Gen. Mexia, who also shot a hare in 
prime condition, 

Gen, Diaz is an enthusiastic hunter avd tntiring walker, 
and a yery pleasanf, companion; he shuots very well, with a 
i()-bore Greener, Messrs. Win. Landa and Escandon sre also 
very dine shots and passiunately fond of shooting, Mr. Ter- 
reros is an open-hearted sportsman, most hospitably inclined. 
Mr. Labadie is also a good hnnier. 

Gen, Mexia is perhaps the most thorough shot in Mexivo, 
handling 4 rifle with preat judgment, and pitching wp his 
shotgun to his shoulder with an ease and skill which only 
great practice can give. He shoots witha Webley gun, some- 
what oul of date, 4s itis a cylinder bore, Asa duck hunter 
he has no equal, and he sometimes leoks for larger game. 
He has killed seyenteen jaguars, using a Wesson rifle, and I 
assure you this is quite an exploit, as tis monster in strength 
is only second to the lioz: or Bengal tiger, quite as feroGions 
and much more active, ; 

Next month dicks come from the north im immense 
flights, remaining here until January. when they bexiu their 
northward journey again, Around this city the overflowed 
fields are strictly preserved, and the fowl! are shot by bat- 
tevies, which kill sometimes 2,000 at a discharge, Then 
ducks are so cheap that the poor people of ibis cily—and 
they are very, very poor—live on ducks when they carmot 
afford meat. The ducks are sold from fifty cents a dozen 
down to twelve cents, according to quality. As I have been 
iyited to wituess one of these hunts with permission to 
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shoot after the battery does its execution, I will send yous 
description of it. 

On the 2d of this month I am inyited to *‘Ometusco,” the 
hacienda of Mr, ‘Torres y Adalid, to shoot plover and quail. 
The quail here is larger than Bob White, and much hand- 
somer, The black variety has a horse-shoe mark on each 
Teather, lies well to a dog, and is delicious eating. 

J hear Gen, Mexia has gone to Cautla on the Morelas Rail- 
youd, where Iam informed there is splendid trout fishing. 
The trout here is somewhat different from yours, as if has 
no red spots, but is unmistakably a game trout, it takes the 
fiy withsome difficulty. Proven. 
Ciry oF Mrxico. Sept. 6. 

THE SLAUGHTER OF SEA GULLS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
While on a bluefishing trip last month in the ‘‘Race” off 

New London, the searcity of the gulls (Sterna paradisea and 
Sterna wilkvnt) was noticed and commented upon by every 
boat's crew out that week, but on returning home (we started 
from Saybrook, mouth of the Connecticut River), running 
past Gull Island, which lies between Little Gulland Plumb 
islands, and has been known for years as one of the rreatest 
breeding grounds for these gulls on the coast, we heard an 
almost incessant cannonading, and on getting nearer the 
island we saw from ten to twelye men (saye the mark!) 
Stationed all along the north shore and blazing away at every 
hird that came within shooting distance, while oyerlead, 
high in air, circled hundreds of gulls, screaming and crying 
for their lost mates and young, 

Out on the extreme western point of the island, between 
two large rocks, sat an old villain, who shot at every bird 
that flew past him. Aha! you little knew, old fellow, that 
near you in sailboat that was passing by, there was a Stevens 
rifle held on you and a true eye looking throngh the peep 
sights, and a finger on the trieger, aching to press if neyer 
80 little, and make you food for sharks, but our skipper says 
no, We went to the lighthouse on Little Gull to see why 
the keeper did not put a stop to this wholesale ‘‘slaughter of 
the innocents” and found that he, so he said, not being able 
to stop them, had ‘‘joined the gang.” And for what? 
Why, because they were shooting for the New York market, 
where they get from twenty to twenty-five cents apicee for 
the skins, where they are used trimming ladies’ hats. ‘‘Great 
Scott!” here is a man who is employed by the Goyernment, 
fo help and protect our shipping interests, killing the best 
friends of the sailor for twenty cents apiece. Bieaking the 
laws of God and ian at twenty cents a head. He had 200 
or 800 ready to ship that day, 

I would like to see the man who would dare shoot a gull 
on or near Falkner's Island. Why, Capt, Brooks, the veteran 
keeper there, would make him wish he had never been born, 
“You and I and everybody know” what the gulls are to the 
bluctisherman. He Jooks to them first to show him when 
the fish are np, and every mariner knows what a protection 
they are to life and property in thick weather, double dis- 
counting the great government fog bells, which never can be 
heard to windward, Now cannot this be stopped, and will 
you not be kind enough to eali the attention of the proper 
authorities at Washington to the matter? This is but one 
small island, but just think of its going on all along shore. 
How long can the poor gulls stand it? 

Please excuse me for being so long-winded, but you know 
of old my love for the birds, and I must say that it made my 
lieart ache to see the wounded, wing-hroken birds floating 
past us om every side, and 1 felithat I must ‘speak right out 
in meeting,” We Wee: 
PoRTLAND, (onn,, Sept, 15. 

MASSACHUSETTS GAME. 

7 OUR readers may be interested to learn what the pros- 
pects for fall shooting are in this section, Thus far 

woodcock haye beep very scarce, and the same is true of 
ruffed grouse. On the 8tha friend andTI hunted all day 
over the best coyer we know, lying on either side of a never 
failing run in Norfolk ccunty, consisting of sidehills and 
yalley, with acres of soft ground, interspersed with spring 
holes, and all the game we started was a couple of woodcock, 
one pir of grouse and a brood of quail, the Jatter in charge 
of the old hen, and not sufficiently fledged to take wing. 
Last fall we hunted over the same ground, later in the season, 
and found ruffed grouse plenty, haying fine sport with them. 
We had a right to expect to find several broods there this 
season, had good dogs that worked well and faithfully, and 
knew we did our best to discover the birds, We are satisfied 
they were not there. We-brought home one grouse, the only 
bird fired at. My friend did not spend a single cartridge. 
Tt was very discouraging, as oir opportunities for a day’s 
shooting come but seldom. Still we felt well paid for our 
labors by the relish with which we enjoyed our lunch, at 
the shady side of a boiling spring, full of trout fry of half a 
fingers’ lengt'), which played fearlessly about in the clear 
cold water, and gave promise of future sport with rod and 
line, The severe drought hereabouts may be the cause of 
searcity of birds, as it is the driest season experienced in 
this part of the State for over thirty years. 
When in Northern New Hampshire, last May, I learned a 

curious fact in connection with the protection of game there. 
A leading merchact at North Strattord, in Coos county, in- 
formed me that since deer had been protected by law they 
had increased in numbers toa great extent in that county, 
and with the imzréase in the number of deer, wolves were 
becoming plenty; whereas, before the deer were protected, 
and while they were few, it was rarely that a wolf had been 
known in that region. onin abe 
Boston. Mass., Sept, 12. 

The Ist of August a number of fair bags of woodcock 
were killed, but they are quite scarce now. 

Six years ago partridzes were yery plenty. From that 
time until last year they have decreased, Last year they 
were about in good nunibers and we had quite good shoot- 
ing, and this year we are having quite good shooting, and 
there are lots of birds. 1 should like to know of any good 
reason why the p=! .1dge increase and decrease so, 

T have read some of the ‘‘Massachusetts Game Notes,” and 
see that some of your readers think the season on woodcock 
should beshortened, I havetalked with many of the sports- 
men about here, and they all agree that it would be much 
better for the partridge. I know thata great many part- 
ridge are shot each year in the month of August, when they 
ave so small that they fly quite slowly. There are many 
men who have no intention of killing a partridge when they 
start out after woodcock, but they very often come back 
law breakers. 

rather early for them’?—Y, 

We haye very few quail here, so I have not lind the expe- 
rience with them that [ have had with partridge and wood- 
cock. But would not the law be better observed if it was off 
of partridge, woodcock and quail the 1st of September, and 
have August 4 close month? Qvora, 

Pirrsrierp, Sept. 17. 

Barty Mrerations.—Galyeston. Texas. Sept. 11.—Bay 
birds arrived fully two weeks or more in advance of those 
last year. Some have already passed further south. The 
migrations of all the yarieties of our feathered visifors have 
been very early this year. Not only have the bay birds made 
their appearance, but upon the morning of the 6tb, there 
were 1 few pairs of greenwing teal iv market. Their early 
arrival is almost unprecedented, in fact is so mnusual that 
the old heads predict an early winter and one of more than 
usual severity, - In looking over my notes for the past six 
years, 1 tind that the first ducks (in every instance bluewing 
teal) have arrived between the 15th and 20th of September, 
greeuwing teal not appearing for some weeksafter. Ithink 
it safe to predict an early season, basing the prediction upon 
the early arrival of these aerial wanderers so far south. Up- 
land ployer shooting is unusually good at present, large bags 
being made daily. Our weather is yery cool and bracing.— 
Nemo, 

Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 17.—On September 7, when out 
dove shooting, [ killed an English snipe that was flying over. 
1 have it mounted and in my store window. Is if not 

[This is early. In our issue 
of Sept. 6 was noted the killing of a snipe in New Jersey 
Sept. 4.] 

TanPon Springs, Florida, Sept. 7.—Aditor Forest and 
Stream: This section has been hunted but littie, and 
although there is not a profusion of sume, still thereis plenty 
and to spsre. For fishing this coast is far better than the 
eastern, and this section, the Anclote River, is the best on 
the west coast. For same we have deer, wild turkey, quail or 
**partridges”’ as they call them here, the common gray, black 
and fox squirrel, wildcat, *coon, oppossum and a few bears. 
For fish we haye sea trout, sheepshead, grooper, gray snap- 
per and tarpom in salt water; and in fresh water black bass 
and bream are more than plentiful. Two miles from here is 
Lake Butter, a sheet of water some six miles long, and one 
of the best for black bass I have everseen. I have no trouble 
in catching all I can use for my family in an hour's trolling, 
and on the riyer I have often caught four or five trout in go- 
ing two miles, Lastweek I caught four that weighed fifteen 
pounds, and I have never failed to jump a deer in less than 
an how’s time. Good hotel accommodations can be had 
here, and a small party could find shelter with a private 
party, perhaps, where they could be supplied with northern 
cookery. Any one wishing to make inquiries concerning the 
place, transportation, etc., can write to me and I will post 
them cheerfully. To such you are welcome to furnish my 
address.—TArpon, 

Sanva Monica, Cal., Sept. 10.—Santa Monica, the sea- 
side resort of this section of the State, is eighteen miles from 
Los Angeles by railroad. The hotel is open all the year 
round; terms for board $10 io $15 per week. There 
aré also private boarding houses where the price is 
from $5 to $10 per week. The cafons within one 
and a half to four miles oul of town abound in quail, 
doves and rabbits, The birds peculiar to the coast, 
called in the Hast “bay birds,” are found here in season, 
principally the curlevy, willet, snipe, etc. Four miles south 
of town is a lake which is the resort of wildfowl—ducks, 
geese, ete —all through the winter season. Here are boats 
to let, and sportsmen can, at a very moderate expense, and 
in clear, beautiful weather, have fine sport without risk to 
person or health. The plains round the town are the resort 
of geese and cranes in the winter, while the mountains, 
eight to ten miles distant, contain deer, foxes, wildcat, ete., 
etc. ‘The climate is very fine, the nights not cold and frosty 
on the coast of Southern California as they are inland; the 
ocean equalizes the temperature of day and night. Surf 
bathing is indulged in here the year round, even by invalids. 
One can combine sport with a favorable winter climute, in 
many cases of disease, at this point. EDWARD, 

New Yorr.—Mexico, Oswego County.—I cannot make a 
very fayorable report of the opening of the game season bere, 
As usual, on the morning of September 1 a number of our 
most sanguine and enthusiastic sportsmen started at an early 
hour for the best duck grounds. I haye made careful in- 
quiries and learn of but twoducks being shot, “Tis said 
that ruffed grouse are more plentiful than they have been for 
years, but none have been shot. Black duck and mallard 
mnay visit us later. If not, we will have no fall shooting. 
This is indeed a sad state of affairs, and one that cannot be 
remedied, as I can see, The older huniers content them- 
selves with telling over their yarns that are now worn thin; 
wLile the young aspirant, who would follow in their foot- 
steps, is satisfied with the meadow lark or yellow hammer.— 
QUILL. > 

Cruarren Rar,—Some of your readers may be on the 
lookout for snipe. There has been none to speak of between 
Wantucket and Delaware, but clapper rail, or mud-hens, 
can now be found in numbers sufficient to satisfy the desires 
of sportsmen (not pot-hunters) in the Great South Bay, Long 
Island. Go to Gonk Vanderwater’s old place at South Oyster 
Bay, and there engage the seryices of such men 4s Carman, 
Cornelius, Elbert, Verrity, and numerous others, Then on 
a full tide one can have all the sport desired, unless he wants, 
as the miser said, all—Bzexre. 

Tne Suorp Brrps.—Springs, Suffolk County, L. L, Sept. 
15,—Boih hook and line fishing and bay snipe have beeu un- 
usually poor both in Gardner’s and Peconie Bay this season. 
I have never known the birds to be scarce. But few golden 
ployer and other choice birds have visited Montauk and 
Gardner's Island this year. No Hees have appeared ex- 
cept indeed a few stray black duck,—Isvsc MoLunuan, 

TuErE Is No MepAu.—New York, Sept. 15.—Hditer Foi- 
est and Stream ¢ Do you hold a medal for the most_success- 
ful’coon hunter? Lf so, I think that Mr. Oscar Purdy, of 
Tarrytown, is entitled to it, He was scen coming home the 
other morning with four.—J. V. 8, 

Prozxtrx, N. Y¥., Sept. 17.—But few woodcock haye heen 
shot in this vicinity, they being so scattered by the heavy 
rains of early summer. Of ruffed grouse I have seen more 
this fall than for several years past.—W. 8. 
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THE MOSQUITO. 

BY WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT—1932, 

Fee insect| that with thread-lke legs spread out, 

And blood-extracting bill, and filmy wing. 

Dost murmur, as thou slowly sail’st about, 

Tu pitiless ears, full many a plaintive string, 

And tell how little our large veins should bleed, 

Would we but yield them to thy bitter need? 

Unwillingly. I own, and, what is worse, 

Full angrily men hearken to thy plaint: 

Thou gettesl many & brush and many a curse, 

For saying thou art gaunt and staryea and faint, 

Even the old beggar, while he asks for food, 

Would kill thee, hapless stranger, if he could, 

Teall thee stranger, for the town, I ween, 

Has not the honor of so proud a birth— 

Thou com’st from Jersey meadows, fresh and green, 

The offspring of the gods, though born on earth: 

For Titan was thy sire, aud fair was she, 

The ocean-nymph that nursed thy infaney. 

Beneath the rushes was thy cradle swung, 

And when at length thy gauzy wings grew strong. 

Abroad to Zentle airs their folds were flung, 

Rose in the sky, and bore thee soft along; 

The south wind breathed to waft thee on thy way, 

And danced and sung bené@ath the billowy bay. 

Calm rose afar the city spires, and thence 

Came the deep murmur of its throng of men, 
And as its grateful odors met thy sense, 

They seemed the perfumes of thy native fen. 

Pair lay its crowded streets, and at the sight 
Thy tiny song grew shriller with delight. 

At length thy pinion fluttered in Broadway— 
Ah, there were fairy steps, and white necks kissed 

By wanton airs, and eyes whose killing ray 
Shone through the snowy veils like stars through mist: 

Ani fresh at morn, on many & cheek and chin, 

Bloormed the bright blood through the transparent skin, 

Sure these were sights to tempt an anchorite! 

What! do I hear thy slender voice complain? 

Thou wailest when I talk of beauty’slight. 
Asif it brought the memory of pain. 

Thou art a wayward being—well, come near, 

And pour thy tale of sorrow in mine ear, 

What say'st thou, slanderer? rouge makes thee sick? 

And china bloom at best is sorry food? 
And Rowland’s Kalydor, if laid on tliek, 

Poisons the thirsty wretch that bores tor blood? 
Go! ‘twas a just reward that met thy erime— 

But shun the sacrilege another time, 

That bloom was made to look at—not to touch; 

To worship—not approach—that radiant white; 

And well might sudden yengeance light on such 

As dared, like thee, most impiously to bite, 
Thou should haye gazed at distance, and admired— 

Murmur'd thy admiration and retired, 

Thowrt welcome to the town—but why come here 

To bleed a brother poet, gaunt like thee* 

Alas! the little blood I have ts dear, 

And thin will be the banquet drawn from me. 
Look round—the pale-eyed sisters in my cell, 

The old acquaintance, Song and Pamine, dwell, 

Try some plump alderman, and suck the blood 

Enriched by generous wine and costly meat: 

On well-filled skins, sleek as thy native mod, 

Fix thy light pump, and press thy freckled feet, 

Go to the men for whom, in ocean's halls, 
The oyster hveeds and the green turtle sprawls. 

There corks are drawn, and the red yintage flows, 
To fill the swelling veius for thee, and now 

The ruddy cheek, and now the ruddier nose 

Shall tempt thee, as thou ilittest round the brow: 

And when the hour of sleep its quiet brings, 

No angry hand shall rise to brush thy wings. 

Tt beats all how a Northern man does hanker to shoot an 
alligator just as soon as he gets beyond the Ohio River, and 
the further South he goes the stronger grows the feehng. It's 
asort of “buck fever,” and nothing will cure if except the 
gore of the reptile. A chap from Rhode Island went down 
to Riloxi from New Orleans with the party, Small alligators 
were plenty enough along the creeksand ditches, and every 
time the Clam State man saw one he alinost kicked his boots off. 
He tackled everybody around Biloxi for san alligator hunt. 
And he finally paid a darkey $3 to drive him to a lake four or 
five miles away, where the saurians were said to be numerous 
enough to crowd each other out of water, The boys had been 
over in the morning and fixed things. A rope was tied to 
either end of a water-soaked log and led into the bushes, and 
no sooner had’the hunter got down and discovered a move- 
ment in the water than he opened fire. ‘Dat’s yer game,, 
boss,” said the darkey as he seated himself in the shade, and 
the way that old log was bombarded was a caution. ‘The man 
made eye shots and line shots, and dead shots, and after he 
had fired about twenty-five times he began to wonder why 
his game didn’t turn toes up, ‘“Takes a heap o! lead, boss, but 
you is trublin’ him mighty bad,” encouraged the darkey, and 
the bombardment was renewed with a determination to die in 
the last ditch, Pretty soon a man broke from the bushes to 
the left, and in a voice of authority called out: ‘Shooting 
alligators ont of season is an offence punished by a fine of not 
less than $10.” ‘“‘N-o-a!” “How many shots have you dired?” 
“Only thirty-nine.” ‘Shooting off a revolver in the State of 
Mississippi, except in self-defense, isa fine of five dollars for 
each time! Have you a permit?’ “Permit tor what?’ “To 
shoot at Col. Ford’s alligators. If not he can recover dar 25 
not to exceed $500. Did you cross that field’ ““Yes.* ‘“That's 
trespass, and the fine is not less than $25, You must come 
with me!” “But, sir—I—!” “I will bring my horse and bug; 
and you must go to the county seat!” The “constable” started. 
So did Rhode Island. They went in opposite directions. The 
Rhode Islander came into Biloxi, on a canter, settled bis hotel 
bill without stopping to count the change, and picking up his 
satchel he dusted « oft along the railroad track as if called to a 
death-bed. When found himin Mobile a few days later he 
had shaved off his whiskers and blackened hiseye-brows. He 
also complained of a lame hack and corns on his feet. ¥ ‘Say1” 
says he as_he carefully looked around for listeners, “If old 
Mississippi feels so stuck up over afew ponds and alligators 
and constables she can keep’em and be hanged to ber! I 
dmuther shoot a crow any time than an alligator.”—Detroit 
Free Press. 

Portland, Or., have been leased by Most of the ponds near 
duck reser who will guard them until the canvas-backs 
arrive, 



ANGLING RESORTS.—We shall he glad to have for publi- 
tation notes Ei ace fishing localities. Will not our earre- 
spondents fator us wilh notes of desirable points for anyling 
excursions? 

' 

Toinsure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed ta the Forest and. Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the affiee matters df im- 
portance are limble to delay. 

OPEN SEASONS. 

Thé digest of Gpen seasons, printed im onr issue of Aug. 1h, has 
heen published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 
address; postpaid, on receipt of 10 cents; 

“STARVATION GAMP." — 

66C\TARVATION Camp!" On the banks of the “Slough 
of Despond!’ "Not, perhaps, judging from its name, a 

yery enticing camping ground. Nevertheless, there I have 
spent some hours which I shall ever count as among the most 
pleasant of my life, and there, notwithstanding its contradic- 
tory hame, have I had appeased some of the most amazing 
apipetites it was ever a sportsman’s good luck to have. The 
origin vf tte name ef our camp is rather obscure, but per- 
haps the honor of having christened it belongs to F., for it 
was he who noted the expression of deep concern on the 
face of the cook as he saw how rapidly the eatables disap- 
peared before men whose appetites were stich as are only | 
abyuired in camp; or it may be thiul the memory of that 
tyentfill evening, when haying returned fo camp after sey- 
éral hours’ absence; and with our mouths watering in 
Anticipation of the supper we should soon have, we found a 

. tow and several piss in the tent making the most of our 
fibsence, and the least of our eatables, suggested the name, 
for actually, those inoffensive creatures having devoured 
seyen loaves of bread and sundry other solid articles of diet, 
brought our stock of supplies down te «few handfuls of 
suga¥ and a can of butter. 

In point of romantic surroundings, Starvation Camp is not 
particularly noted. It is situated seven miles from this place 
on the banks of the ‘Classic Skunk.” On one side of us isa 
large bayou known to us as the “Slough of Despond.” Tall 
forest trees rise around, the same trees, perhaps, which forty 
years ago sheltered the wigwam of the Indian chief Mahaska, 
when this fair farm-house dolte:} land was a howling wilder- 
Hess, 

Tt must be that somewhere in the ves of us all there runs 
ii strain of wild blood, inherited possibly from our barbarian 
forefathers who once roamed the plains of Europe. [ must 
be that this wild blood occasionally asserts itself and causes 
us io long fora taste of nomadie life. That is why we 
sometimes tire of the routine of business and social conven- 
tionalities and sigh within us for the gliding stream, the ma- 
jestic forest, the “lowing, ever cheerful camp-fire, and the 
sweet, restful fellowship of nature, A few days ago this 
wild blood haying gained the upper hand of my civilization, 
in company with H. who young in years isa jolly com- 
panion and yetero fisherman, I bied me aay to ‘Starya- 
tiun Camp,” intending to wage war on the big cats and to 
look after my young ducks, of which I hope there are sey- 
vral broods on the bottoms which I may some day call my 
own by virtue of the killing qualities of my guo and my 
own skill as a wing-shot. Binding the eainp all right, and 
Tom L:, a young lawyer from R., awaiting us, we proceeded 
without delay up the river to a pond where we expected to 
get bait; and we were not disappointed, for the first haul of 
the little seine brought owt a perfect load of sunfish and 
suckers from two to five inches in length. 

Qur expounder of Blackstone was psyehted. He was 
wild, ‘Hunral for us,” said he. ‘Away with your law 
and law books; a fisherman’s life for me;” and cutting a 
willow brauch be forthwith began to string the largest of 
the fish. ‘‘These,” he soliloquized, ‘will make excellent 
food. Ishall gather them in and with them feed the multi- 
tude.” And he did “gather them in,” but when he had all 
he could carry, like a true fisherman he was content, 

[iaving procured an ample quantity of bait we proceeded 
by the light of a lantern to sct our lines. And here let me 
remark, | made fle acquaintance of a few mosquitoes, 
Dear, harmless little creatures! A few did Isay? Yes, but 
because no possible array of figures could express to the 
mind the number which thronzed around me, and sang to 
me their songs of welcome that night. Oh, ‘songs of the 
Sirens,” how utterly commonplace and unmusical must they 
haye been if compared with the songs of these hungry mos- 
quitoes, Before | had satin that hoat many minutes 1 could 
have sworn to my belief in the marvelous stories told so 
humorously in a late issue by Guy Rivers. At times I was) 
seized with a desire to throw myself into the water and end 
a miserable existance. Nor was the stolidity of H. calcu- 
lated to sooth my exasperated feelings. There he sat calmly 
baiting the hooks, only occasionally stopping to brush the 
insects away when they became so thick as to obscure his 
vision, and endewvoring to encourage me by such remarks as 
“nothing when you get used to it,” “perfectly harmless,” 
ete, In spite of mosuyuitoes, however, our lines were at last 
paited, anu with our lantern screened by a basket in the bow 
of the boat, and H. at the oars we were going rapidly down 
the river. Suddenly from the woods on our right came a 
series of unearthly yells, quickly answered from across the 
viver. Demons or maniacs, 1 questioned. “Nothing but 
owls,” said H., laughing. “They are calling each other 
hard names; wait, and they will begin to swear,” And 
swear they did, The air was simply blue. 1 had heard 
owls before, but nad neyer even imagined the profanity of 
which they are capable. ‘ 

Arriving at camp we were pleasantly surprised to find F., 
brother of H., his two sisters, G. and wife, and two of our 
lady friends. Need] suy that the supper which awaited us 
was only such as could be prepared by fair hands? Welcome 
10 the ladies who can lieartily enjoy the pleasures of camp- 
life, and add vivacious pleasantry to the charms and beauties 
of natare, and who can enter with true womanly tact and 
skill into such vulgar things as the details of camp cookery! 
Around the camp-fire we gathered that night (after the 

ladies had squzht their tent) to enjoy a peaceful pipe. Now 
Theur F, asking me if lremember the time when we were 
out duck hunting, and some thievish rascals sacked our pro- 
yision-chest, which in the excitement of the prospect of get- 

ting after “those mallards,” we had carelessly left unlocked. 
“Yes, I re ber, and also the righteous wrath of F., and 

wreats made should he catch those thieves, As P, 
# 
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igaman Of his word, I remember, too, of being thankful 
that I was not dne of them? The night spent m the oat bin, 
and the splendid sport we had next morning, is also clear in 
my memory. Ah, FP, friend and ideal sporiman, quiet and 
inobstrusive, yet with a latent energy, (rue and tried us steel, 
coal in times of dauger, and brave as the bravest, manly in 
every attribute of manliness, yet pure as a woman, may we 
haye many, many more such adyentures(barring the thieves), 
my We vever fail to hold our guns “‘far enough ahead” to 
brine down the swiit-winged duck or “hurtling vrouse,” 
may our pipe of peaee be ever lighted, and may our camp 
fires never £0 out! 

Daylight the next morning found us on our way to the 
lines, "The trot-line is the favorite and only effective mode 
of catching the bre cats of this river. Of course, to the 
angler there could be no sport in such fishing, but to one 
who has never felt the keen pleasure there must be in hand- 
ling trout or salmon with a good rod, there isin the tuz of 
atwenty-pound cat and the tussle that must follow before 
é is safely in the bottom of the boat, at least a little of the 
element of sport. Four fish, aggregating nearly fifty pound, 
and a couple of sauriang (mud-turtles), constituted our catch 
that morning, and weil satisiieed we pulled back to camp. 
“Now fora dish of turtle soup,” said H. ‘Mud-turtle?” 
“¥os, siree. If the terrapin of the eastern shore is such 
excellent food, why is not the poor, lowly mud-turfle good 
enough for the hungry sportsmen of ‘Starvation Camp?” 
We tried ‘‘sanriat soup,” and found it good enough. 

That evening | walked oyer to the marsh to investigate 
the prospects for ducks, As I had anticipated, they soon 
began to comein, A long shot across the water ended the 
career of onc, which in the absence of my retriever, | was 
obliged to wade for, Then in came a silly young mallard, 
quacking with outstretched neck. Out into tie middle of the 
marsh he went, then wheeled and came oyer me. Oh, what 
aaplendid ¢hance! Hasily, not carelessly, covering him, I 
fired. Af the report he towered high in the air, then 
dropped helpless in the reeds. I felt “encouraged” (en- 
couraged wus our camp by-word.) An accident to my gun 
spoiled the rest of the evening’s shooting (and, of course, my 
sun being useless, the ducks flew right and left within easy 
range), but I had the satisfaction of knowing that _a goodly 
number of fucks made that marsh their nightly resting 
place, and with the mental resolve to retura at no distant 
day with blind and decoys, I made my way to camp. 

“All pleasant times must have an ending.” This we fully 
recognized as we bid farewell to Starvation Camp. Back to 
the stem business of life will we carry the memory of those 
days. Professional studies will be resumed with renewed 
yim and clearer intellect, yet sometimes on the pages of the 
learned treatise on the Jaw of real property, I will see 
blended with the tough legal lore such totally foreign sen- 
tences as “hes a twenty-pounder,”’ “mark single duck com- 
ing in,’ “lie low and hold thiee feet ahead.” Or, per- 
chance, | may sometimes in my day dreams, see our old 
eamp-fire blazing, with tent in the back-gronnd, its smoke 
slowly curling upward J. EB. SEevERS. 
OskAtoosa. la., Sept. 1U. 

THE NATIONAL ROD AND REEL AS- 
SOCIATION. 

A MEETING of the Committee of Arrangements was 
HE held at Blackford’s, Fulton Market, on ‘Tnesday, the 
18th. The following rules were adopted: 

Ruled, All persons competing for prizes shall pay an 
entrance fee in each contest as follows: Members, two dol- 
lars; non-members, five dollars. 

Rule 2. No one shall be permitted to enter an amateur 
contest who has ever fished for a living; who has ever been 
a guide, or has been employed in either the manufacture or 
sale of fishing tackle. The judges in any particular class, on 
appeal, shall have power to decide in all matters relating to 
entries, and their decision shall be final, 

Rule 3. No rod shall exceed eleven feet six inches in 
length, and it shall be used with a single hand. 

Rule 4. Any style of reel or line will be allowed, but a 
leader, or casting line of single gut, of not less than cight feet 
in length, to which three flies, one stretcher and two drop- 
pers, shall be attached. 

Rule 5. No allowance of distance shall be mace for ditfer- 
ence in length of rods, 

Rule 6. Persons enterin these contests shall draw lots to 
determire the order in which they will cast, and will be 
ready to cast when called by the judges. 

Rule?. Each contestant will be allowed five minutes to 
cast for distance, and will then stand aside until called im his 
turn to cast for delicacy and accuracy, when he will be al- 
lowed five minutes for this purpose, 

Rule § The distance shali be measured by a line with 
marked buoys stretched on the water; said line to be meas- 
nred and verified by the judges at least once each day of the 
casting. A marx shall be made from the stand from which 
the buoy line shall be measured, and the caster may stand 
with his toes touching this mark, but may not advance he- 
yond it. Should he step back or it, unless directed so to do 
by the judges, the loss in distance shall be his. ; 

Rule 9. The stretoher fly must remain at the end of the 
casting line in all casts. The others ‘are not deemed so im- 
portant. A contestant may claim time for repairs, which 
shall be allowed by the judges, Or the judges may order 
the next on the list to cast while repairs are made, in their 
discretion, 

-Rule 10. In the absence of an appointed judge the com- 
mittee will fill the vacancy. 

Salmou Ply-Casting —The foregoing rules shall govern, 
except that the rods shall not exceed 18ft. in leagth, and 
may be used with both hands, and that only one fly will be 
required, 
Heavy Bass Casting.—Rods shall not exceed 9ft, in length; 

any reel may be used, but the line shall be of linen not 
Jess than No.9. The casts shall be made with sinkers, 
weishing 2tozs. (These will be furnished by the committee.) 
The casts shall be made in Jane, formed by the buoy line and 
a line parallel to it, and distant 25tt. Each contestant wili 
be allowed five casts, His casts within the lines only shall 
be measured, added, and divided by five, and the result 
shall constitute his score. 

Light Bass Casting.—The above rules shall govern, ex 
cept that the sinker shall be 14ozs,, and there shall he no re- 
striction a to lines. 

The following classes were made: 
Class A.— Amateurs: Rods not to exceed 11ft. 6i8. in 

length, nor 9ozs. in weight. Scale of points: Distance, 
actual cast; accuracy and delicacy, 25 each. (If a contestant 
cast 60ft,, and is awarded 20 for delicacy and 15 for accuracy, 
his score will be 95.) 

Class B.—Amateur: Rods not to exceed 11ft. in length 
nor 61gozs. in weight; scale as in class A. 

Class C.—Amateur: Rods not to exceed 11ft. Gin. in- 
length nor 9ozs. in weight. Scale. Distance only to count. 

Class D.—Expert, open to all: Rods not to exceed 11ft. 
in Jength nor 5ozs. in weight. Scale of points as in class A. 

Class E.—Expert, open to all: Rods not to exceed 11ft- 
6in, in length. Distance only to count. 

The next meeting will be held at the same place on Tues- 
day, September 25. 

POUND NETS VERSUS SEINES. 

Editor Forest «nd Stream: 
In your issue of August 30 [notice a little article from Mr. 

Jas, Nevin, Superintendent of the Wisconsin Fish Com- 
mission, in which he criticises somewhat, and adyances bis 
opinion in regard to the destruction of fish eggs. 

Mr. Neyin says: “In your issue, August 9, I notice a re- 
portedinterview with Mr, Howell, of Toledo, in regard to 
the ‘deadly seine’ destroying milllions of fish eggs on the 
spawning grounds. My opinion is that one string of pound- 
nets destroys more fish, when they come to the age of one 
year old, than all the seinesin America in a season. For the 
last fourteen years I have handled fish and eggs from thie 
waters of the far-famed Saguinay, on the St. Lawrence, 
and the whole chain of lakes and rivers to the hluc 
waters of Lake Superior, and I have seen fish taken 
from all kinds of nets. Ihave been in trap-net boats col- 
Jecting ergs and have seen as high as one ton of young fish 
from six to eight inches long, taken from seven trap=nets, 
and the fishermen selling them for a mere pittance.” 

T will say: Perhaps Mr. Nevin's experience in taking fish 
and hatching has been very extensive, but he has evidently 
not given the subject sufficient thought or he would not 
have written the article he did. If he will make a calcula- 
tion he will find im that larze amount (one ton) about 40,000 
fishes, and if he will extend is calculation still further he 
will find that it takes 10,000 fish eggs from the pickerel and 
saucers to cover one square inch of surface, consequently 
the amount of fish taken would, while in the egg, have 
coyered only the space of four or five square inches, and 
when he considers that there are acres and acres of these 
spawning beds which are dragged with the lead lines of 
seines, the eggs, which being very soft and tender, are de- 
stroyed, he must admit that the number of eges so destroyed 
is almost beyond the comprehension of man. Seines are 
now only used on spawning grounds, fishermen waiting for 
fish to collect there, then surrounding them, not only catch- 
jue the fish which are spawning and about to spayyn, but 
destroying with the lead lines by scraping the bottom, the 
eges which haye been deposited. Twenty-tive or thirty 
years azo when seines were hauled along the margain of our 
lakes, and in short were the only device for catching fish, 
they would destroy pickerel and sauger eggs which are ex 
tremely tender, and in the fall hauling over the same 
grounds, whitefish and herring eggs would share the same 
fate; but being harder and not so easily broken, would be 
drageed up from the bottom and with alight wind toward 
the land would wash ashore in windrows, and in places lie 
from four to six inches deep, doomed to decay, wasting 
billions upon billions of eggs, which, if not disturbed by 
the seines, would have hatched as many fish. Since pond- 
nets came in vogue ard seine-ishing ceased, we do not sec 
fish exvs come ashore in this way. 

Mr. Nevin further says: “*‘My opinion is that there ought 
not to be set in any watera pound-net with the mesh less 
than four inches from knot to knot in the pot, which would 
allow all small fish to go through.” This would be 
class legislation, and make fish a luxury, by catching only 
the adult large fish, such as whitefieh and lake trout, much 
the smaller portion of the fish now caught. They would go 
to the tables of the rich, the poor being denied the indul- 
gence of u fish diet on account of the cost, caused by the 
scarcity, as heartily deplore, as does Mr, Nevin, the kill- 
ing of young fish, but still I think that some better plan than 
the nse of larze mesh twine could be adopted, and that is a 
close season, when the catching, selling, or offering for sale, 
of fish out of season would be a penal offense; making the law 
as stringent as any game law now on the statute books, und 
the punishment for its violation as severe, which, in my 
opinion, is the only remedy to prevent the now wanton de- 
struction of food fishes. 

All writers on the subject seem to forget that gill-nets are 
catching from the time the ice goes out in the spring until if 
freezes up in the fall, killing immeasurably more fish than 
pound-nets, the meshes haying been reduced to a size so as 
to catch whitefish only a year old. I was told but yesterday 
by a fisherman that tons of yearling whitefish had been 
shipped from Conneaut, O., to New York, so small that the 
were refused, beiyg entirely useless, and further, a fact we 
known to fishermen, is that fully one-third of the fish caught 
in gillmets ure decayed before taken out of the water and 
not fit for food, and are thus wasted. 

Tt is a fact well understood by all fishermen that there are 
no small or young fish caught except in mid-summer, or 
what we might call the heated term. At that time the adult 
fish retire from the margins of our lakes to the deeper and 
cooler waters for rest, ‘The young and old fish are seldom 
found tomether, as the large fish feed upon the small ones, 
consequently when the large fish are in mid-lake the young 
are ashore and pice versa. Now a law that would prevent 
all fishing trom the first of June to the first of October, with 
all devices except the hook and line, would accomplish the 
desired end without working an injury to the present owners 
of small meshed twine. 

Then again, it is not claimed that there will be any less of 
the parent fish caught, but only the young will be saved. 
Now twine that will let young whitefish escape will also let 
herring, perch, saugers, or sand pike, sunfish, etc., escape, 
thus taking from the market an immense amount of cheap 
food, which is chiefly used by the laboring classes. This 
would render tle article of fish a luxury upon the market, 
and, toa great extent, would place it beyond the reach of 
the poorer class; and again, by allowing the perch, sunfish, 
suugers, et¢,, and in fact all the aboye-named fish to escape, 
we are turning loose millions upon millions of “pirates” to 
prey upon the young whitefish that we are hutching and 
planting yearly in the Great Lakes. Now, what I would 
recommend would be a convention called by the commission- 
ers of the various States, and together recommend the pass- 
ageofalaw applicable to each State. A law that would — 
work well on our most northern lakes would not apply to 
lakes Erie and Ontario. Now, if a convention could be 
called and the commissioners of the Province of Ontario in- 
yited to unite with us and agree upon a uniform law, that 
would be a benefit to all and an injury to none, it would be 
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a grand good thingand put to rest forever this vexed ques- 
tion. 
A mecting of the fish commissioners of the several States 

boriéring on the gréat lakes, and in which itis hoped the 
Canadian department of fisheries will also join, is called to 
meet at Detroit, Mich,, on the 10th and Lith of October, and 
Tirust much good may result from it. 

In conclusion permit me to say that, after a careful study 
of ten years and an experience of twenty in catehing, buy- 
ing and selling fish, and that too in mo small qnantities, I 
have Come to the conclusion that there should be some 
fuard thrown around the enterprise or in time the lakes will 
be stripped of whitefish and trout, and, after giving the sub- 
ject my best thoughts, do say that a joint law prohibiting 
the catching of whitefish and trout three or four months 
each summer, for a term of from five to ten years, would 
have the desired effect; it would at least make these two 
species of fish us plentiful as herring now are. We are all 
doing onr utmost in the direction of artifieial propagation, 
and if through the menus of a joint convention u protective 
Jaw could be recommended sel passed that would be appli- 
cable to each State, and one that would do justice to all and 
at the same time be protection, there is not the least doubt 
but that in a very few years our Jukes would be again thor- 
oughly populated with whitefish and trout as in years gone 
by. Ji we cannot have a convertion let, us have én inter- 
change of thought upon this subject through the columns of 
Forest AnD STREAM. D. Y, HoweEt1, 

; Supt. Ohio State Fish Hatcheries. 
ToLepo, O., Sept. 15, 1683. 

ROD-FISHING FOR TARPOM. 

HAVE been reading a discussion between two cf your 
esteemed correspondents as to the feasibility of killing 

the tarpom with rod and reel, No doubt this would be the 
most difficult of angling exploits, and the man who, with 
the best of tackle and the strongest muscles and nerves, 
should kill one tarpom out of four which hooked themselves, 
wwould be eligible for the office of president of the angling 
association, or, indeed, for that of President of the United 
Stites, such a feat far exceeding My. Arthur's best record. 

Fifty years ago rod-fishers were so uncommon, that when 
& man appeared on Massachusetts waters armed with rod and 
reel he excited almost as much curiosity as one would do 
now who should fish with an electric battery, The Russian 
Consul at Boston, A. D. 1820, was a scientific angler, and 
had, as was whispered, captured u five-toot shark with rod 
and reel. To be sure, few people believed the story; it was 
too tishy. Great, however, have been the improvements in 
rods, reels, ines and hooks since that day; so that I myself, 
though endowed with but indifferent skill, have killed several 
sharks of that size on a rod, 
As to a comparison between the tarpoin and the salmon, 

multiply the activity and strength of the latter by five and 
oné can form an idea of what the former is capable. Or, to 
put it in another way, the tarpom is to the salmon asis a five- 
pound black bass to a one-pound rock bass, 

“Al Fresco” asserts that tlie tarpom of the Florida coast 
cavnot be captured with a salmon rod, and he is, I think, 
correct. That weapon is, I believe, foo unwieldy, and the 
click reel too slow for the lightning-like rushes of the tar- 
pom. With striped bass tackle, that is, a nine foot rod and 
200 yards of Cuttyhunk line, on @ first-class reel, the thing 
has been dong, and, therefore, may be done again. But let 
the angler wear thumb stalls of the heaviest woollen knit- 
work, or he will soon be disabled. I write advisedly, for 1 
lave met that enemy, and he was not mine, 

Tt would be worth while for a team of picked bass fishers 
to come down to the Florida coast to try conclusions with 
this monster of the deep, under the guidance of the Juckson- 
ville anglers. Men pay thousands of dollars for afew weeks 
of salmon fishing, which may or may not We successful, On 
the coast of Florida, for hundreds of miles, may be found 
sport of equal interest, free to all, and if the tarpom is too 
much for them, there are channel bass, sca trout and sheeps- 
head always to be found. 

Fishing-tackle makers should encourage the pursuit of 
tarpom, there being uo fish in American waters capable of 
destroying so many rods aud lines in a given time; so that 
he might well be called Megulaps destructor, 8. ©. C 

For ten days tarpon left the river and proceeded to sea, 
but this morning they returned in great: numbers. On Tues- 
day next I will try them with bass rod and 21-strand 
eutbyhunk line. Tt is almost impossible to hook these fish, 
and when hooked if is the devil to keep them _on the hook. 
To illustrate the size of tarpon in the St, John’s River, f 
may remark that another was caphived with a hand-line 
this morning, by my friend Mr. Pryor, Weight (not *‘esti- 
mated”), 138lbs. ; leugth, 6ft. 7m. FPisysmeasured by 

AL FRESCO, 
JACKSONVILLE, Wla., Sept. 6, 1583. 

And another, On yesterday (Sept. 14), Mr. Pryor, of this 
city, captured wilh » hand line, in the St. John’s River, a 
tarpon weighing 190 pounds, and measuring six feet eleven 
inches in length. 'Tucsday last [devoted a day to tarpon 
fishing, but failed to secure a bite from the aqueous acrobats. 
But as a side amusement captured four sharks, one 54, one 
6, one 7, and one 9 feet long, and three bass, one 24, one 28, 
and one 388 pounds. Inthis case the weight of the tarpon 
was not “estimated” but was carefully weighed and was 
measured by AL FRESOO, 
JACKSONVILLE, Sept, 15, 1853. 

The Jacksonville Times-Union reports the invention of a 
new anglirg device, “The invention consists of 4 mirror, 
similar to 1 common hand-mirror, through a hole in the 
handle of which the line is passsd and upon each side and 
about which vangs of hooks are placed, to looklike a bride's 
hairpins, asmuch as anything. ‘The inventor, “Al Fresco, ; 
of the Formst AND STREAM, more familiarly known in this 
city as Dr. Charles J. Kenworthy, conceives that, as the tar- 
pon is a fish of known pugnacity and impetuosity, if will, 
upon gazing curiously at the looking-glass, instantly sup- 
pose it to be another tarpon spoiling for a row and will 
accordingly fly at the trap with mouth Open to the public for 
one ight only, and in closing for ihe season will be served 
with an attachment by the gangs. It is thought that the 
action of the water will give the glass a vibratory motion 
which will give the reflection a very desirable appearance of 
being intentionally offensive, agevessive and insulting, there- 
by hastening the ight. The members of the Rod and Reel 
Olub of this city hive all gone wild over the scheme, and 
are only waiting to laye the inventor fix the amount of 
the royalty before adopting it into practical use. They in- 

‘ 
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sist that it shall he taken to New York and exhibited to the 
anglers at the National Convention. Mr. Arthur Basnett, 
himself an angler, inyextor und artist, has suggested as an 
improyement of the doctor’s model that a brush and comb, 
u bobtle of ‘Brilliamtine’ and a ‘stick’ of cosmelique be 
added to it, so that if the tarpon, which is also an intelligent 
fish, should discoyer the true nature of the bait, bemy a 
very beautiful fish and therefore aflicted with overmuch 
vanity, the accessories mentioned will tempt him to monkey 
around the glass, ‘primping’ hitoself up until as will be yery 
probable he will be caught in the toils of the gangs and he- 
come a prey to the appetite of a Jacksonville fish club. This 
would not be the first time yanity had led its yiclim to de- 
struction ” hs 

Tim Stason my THE AprRONDAcKs.—Judging from the 
reports of the Central New York sportsmen, the season for 
speckled trout fishing which has just drawn to a close has 
nut heen a remarkably good one in the Adivondack region. 
The West Canada Creek, Indian, Sacondaza, and Black 
rivers, usually excellent fishing waters, have for some un- 
known cause been remarkably reluctant to yield up their 
fiimy inhabitants. On Moose, Oswegatchie, and Saranac 
rivers and their tributaries the sport has been someyhat 
better, but not quite up to the average of former years. In 
some of the trout streams which have hitherto been deservedly 
popular fishing resorts, the speckled beauties have scarcely 
appeared qpon the rifts, and wherever they did so they 
remained but 4 few days. Fishermen who met with success 
were obliged to use bait and cast their hooks atthe foot of 
the rifts or to abandon the running water entirely and angle 
in (he broud deep pools or still waters. The various lakes 
inthe Nothern Wilderness have atlorded somewhat hetter 
entertainment to their visitors. Some fine catches were 
mide in Pisvco and Jock’s Jakes, in the lakes of the Fulton 
chiiu, and also in the numerous ponds and lakes in the St. 
Regis and Chateaugay regions; but in South, Spruce, and 
many smaller but equally well-known shects the fishing has 
heen yery poor, Fly-tishing, especially whether on lake or 
sirecam, has been below par. For salmon catching the season 
has been uo better. The same persons who so confidently 
prophesied a sood fishing season in the North Woods were 
equally positive that deer must be scarce. Fortunately they 
wereagain mistaken. The guides snd experienced woodsmen 
based their predictions upon signs supposed to be infallible. 
The deep snows and heayy crusts of last winter were thought 
to be greatly to the disadvantage of tle deer. It was argued 
that owing to the depth of the snow the aninials would be 
unable to procure sufficient food. It was also feared that 
“notdninters” would sreatly reduce their numbers by erust- 
ing. 1 is unquestionably true that the snow was of unusual 
depth in the woods last winter—various reports stated it to 
be six and eiht feet deep on a Jeyel—put notwithstanding 
this fact the deer did not suffer so seriously in consequence 
as was expected. That there was an unusually heavy crust 
is equally true, and many a proud stag and graceful doe 
yielded up its life to the unsportsmanlike and illegal style 
of hunting called *‘crusting.” Despite of all these unfavor- 
able indications, however, deer have been and yet are 
numerous in the wilderness, and excellent hunting is to be bad, 
During the past two or three years partridges have been 
quite scarce. This year, however, they ave said to be plenty 
in certain sections, There will be a good crop of beechnuts 
and butternuts this fall, and squirrels will undoubtedly be 
numerous enough to furnish excellent sport as soon as the 
leaves have fallen.— Utiew Herute. 

An ApyrertTIsInG Dopen.—New York, Sept. 13, 1883.— 
Hditor Yorest wad Stream: Under the caption of ‘*An Adver- 
tising Dodge,” it is stated that two guests of Ralph’s Hotel, 
at Upper Chateaugay Lake, were ‘imposed upon hy the 
munaver” in regard to the fishing, etc. The article referred 
to is so familiar to all of the mumerous readers of PorEST 
AND Stream, that I need not go into details, 1 desire to 
youch for the fact, that the ‘‘manager,” Mrs. Ralph (her 
husband having died nearly a year ago), has done her utmost |, 
to prevent this wholesale destruction of trout. During the 
past summer she wus offered, and refused to buy, several 
pounds of fish bearing unmistakable evidence of having been 
netted, and this has been the policy of the house throughout. 
The sportsman referred to is uo noyice at the business, as 
the writer saw his catch of 1882, and the size of the fish (or 
rather luck of it) was severely commented upon by several 
of the guests of the house, It seemed so unjust that the 
stigma should be allowed to rest where it was ertoneously 
placed by Forusr Anp Srrpam, that 1 determined to write 
you on the subject,—A. [We did not scek to place any 
stigma upon any oue, we simply detailed the facts, Ti was 
not alleged that Mars. Rulph sent the report of the trout-hogs’ 
cuteh to the Zelegram. but we have il on excellent anthority 
that the young man who serves as her manager did so. ] 

Wo Can TELL Toe?—A small party of us, say three orso, 
wish to find, for next year, a locality where the fishing 
and hunting is strictly first-cluss. We can spire & month, 
part of August and September, and the distanue nd expense 
are not so much of an object if we can strike the right pluce. 
We are old hands at gamping ont, and want to gen beyond 
summer hotels and club houses, well into the wilderness. 
Now we wish to ask you where you would recommend our 
going? What do you think of going to Collingwood on 
Georgian Bay, get.a boat or canoe, and have the steamer 
leave us opposite Byng Inlet? Do you think we could 
ascend the Maganetawan River far enough to find what we 
want? Do you think of any other point more jpt to suit us? 
We have been to places where the fishing and Jmoting was 
pretty fair, but next year we want to go to as good a place 
ug there js if we can find it —B. ann H. 

Bripewrory, Conn., Sept. 15.—The small bhuefish are 
here in goodly numbers. I caught thirty-seven this after- 
noon with single hook; [ could have caught plenty more, 
but contented myself with that number, At iiost every- 
body that fishes seems to be fishing for count, bul the count- 
Jess numbers of the fish will not diminish much. Good fish- 
ing is to be found anywhere within a stone's throw of the 
first beacon on Gither side of the channel.—G, F. 8. 

IypranA.—Orland,—Find enclosed map of Steuben county, 
the northeast corner county of the State of Indiana. You 
will sue that we have many small lakes. These are fairly 
stocked with pickerel, bass, perch, and the usual varieties of 
the smaller fry, and eels haya been added, which I think are 
increasing, and will soon be plenty. Laie Gage (five miles 
from Orland) is surrounded with fine camping grounds and 
is a beautiful lake.—R. N, P. 

Tue Seconp PREssyiErtAN Frsarse Cius.—This Phil 
adelphia club has just issued their log of their thirteenth 
annnal ernise jn a bulletin of 116 pages, Lumorously illus- 
trated. The by-laws have some new rules such as: *'Bal- 
ing clam bait before fhe fishing hour has expired will not he 
tolerated under any circumstances, except in case uf ship- 
wreck. Any member speaking of the held as ‘down cellar,’ 
or the deck as ‘up-stsirs,’ shall be required to study navigi- 
tion before taking another eruise, ‘Phe suiling master shall 
not undertake to sail the boat until all hopes are abandoned, 
nor shall the surgeon fire his remedies into any sick member 
while there is a possibiliny of his recovery." The club went 
down the Delaware River and followed the coast to Cobb's 
Island, Virginia, and (heir doings are ably chronicled by the 
“ogeist,” Mr, CG, P. Allen, 

New Jersey,—The coming fall snd winter promises rare 
sport for the sportsmen of Shrewsbury river and bay, fish- 
ing in the bay having heen very good in spite of the number 
of pounds set, and the presence of that ubiquitous rageal, the 
“purse netter,”’ who always presents himself in furee on the 
Horse Shoe. Wealtish of large size are being caught with 
hook and line at Cape May Court House, just off the har of 
Hereford Inlet. Chas, Foster and Willie Gandy cnuglit 
about fifty large blucfish off the bar of Hereford Inlet on the 
12th inst. The beavhes have been the favorite resort for 
fishermen the past week. i\ quantity of nice, large striped 
bass haye becn pulled in from the shore, Fishing is rathur 
dull at Barnegat at present.—Coast Pilot, Sept, 15. 

New York.—Mexico, Oswexo County.—For the past few 
days the weulher has been very unpleasant and bass fishing 
at Mexico Point correspondingly bad, You will remember 
that the bass seasou opened very suspiciously in Lake On- 
tario, and some of the reports seni to your paper searcely 
received credence from. your readers. Well, the season lasted 
but a few weeks, and we haye had no fly-fishing at all. 
Cause—continued rain wnd coid.— Quint. . 

GARDNER, Mass,, Sept, 12.—The Monomowoc Sporting 
Club has returned from its cumpin Rindge, N. H. The 
weather was all that.eould be desired for cumping. The 
president of the club, Mr. G. F. Bllsworth, takes the prize 
for the largest fish, which Weighed three pounds six ounces. 
The party had a large number of guests, and onu vveniny 
were yisiled by the Kast Rindge Cornet Band. 

Kinerisnprs Amoy !—What cheer! Another big fish 
easught up near your old fishing srounds, and you not there 
to shareim the glory, A twenty-four pound maseilonge 
this time, and in the Intermediates too. Is Unele Dan'l los 
ing his grip on these big fellows, as we bhaven’t heard any- 
thing of you?—Norman. 

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 15,—Bitterton perch fishing is now 
at jis height, and the fish run large. There is no lack of 
bait this year, sod itis easily procured, Very larywe catches 
are being made, Bass fishing in the Schuylkill since tlie lute 
rains has been poor; prévious to the slorm the dish were 
biting well.—Homo, 

Tuoss Iupson Bass.—/iditor Parest ond Stream: Will 
you kindly verrect statement about the black bass taken in 
the Hudson. I meant to suy thirty-five, nol 356.—W. 
TorBertron. , 

Puonis, N. Y¥., Sept. 17.—Bert Cathcart of this place 
causht a three und onu-half pound whitefish, while angling 
for bass in (he rive here,—VW. 3. 

Hishculiure. 
ee 

THE PENNSYLVANIA COMMISSION. 

WO changes have been made in this Commission the past 
year, The list of State Commissioners which appeared in 

our last issue contained only one error, und that was im tho list 
of this State, It now stands: 
Hon, B, L. Hewit, Hollidaysburg, 
James Dufly, Marietta, 
John Huromiel, Selinsgrove. 
John Gay, Greeusbiure 
G. M. Miller, Wilkes-Barre, 
Arthur Maginnis, Swift Water. 
The error occurred through our correspondent sending a 

eopy of the State report with corrected list, instend of answer- 
ing our letter of inquiry, Welhad reviewed the report and had 
received other copies, hence the correction in this one escaped 
us. We hasten to make the correction for those who lool: to 
us for an annually correctedlist of Fish Commissioners, a work 
only undertaken by ourselves. : 

THE SUNFISH QUESTION. 

HAVE been surprised to find how many friends the little 
ichthyological vagabond of a sunfish has, as shown by 

their coming fo the front when I proposed a plan for their 
destruction in ponds where they are net wanted. It will be 
noticed that most of the objections to their extermination are 
merely sentimental. Mere is one from the Germantown Tele- 
yraph which extols its edible qualities above those of the popu- 
Jar German carp. Tt says: 

“Friend Mather! dou't exterminate the sunfish, us you seen bent 
on doing, That gamy, frisky, excellent little fish is too much involved 
in our earlier fishing days to raise a finger against, Ib does no harm, 
il multiplies rapidly. is the mest beauliful of all, and better in quality 
than 2 great maty of those bighly extolled by those who know no 
hetter—the German cary for instance.” 

Tn answering this [will answer some others, and will take 
up the points of the Teleyraph one by one. No one man, nor 
body of men, can exterminate all the suntish in the land, 
although I still thitk they are devouring food that might 
erow beiter fish, and that my original pryposition that the 
country would be millions of dollars better oif if the last one 
was killed, holdsgzood, There isnoneed to destroy them where 
they are liked and wanted, My idea of dropping a lump of 
quicklime on their nests was deveioped after a little thought of 
how to free a certain pond of them where their presence has 
driven off the trout by their habit of cating their eves and 
young, and where, wt the request of the owner, f planted 3,500 
young landlocked salmon, and next day asuntish with one 
per cent, of the plant in its stomach was taken, Both the 
owner of that pond and myself prefer the trout and the 
salmon to the sunfish. Surely we ara not alone in our tastes, 
as lam aware by numerous letters written the past ten years 
asking how to destroy this pest. : 
Tihink that I have shown that it does much harm, and thie 

Teleqrupi’s very true assortion that it multiplies rapidly is nob 
in its fayor; so do weeds and the European sparrow. For 
those who prefer it to carp there is not the slightest objection 
to their cultivating it, and all that can be said 1s, that the carp 

————e— 
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wewlhs pounds ona diet of vegetation where the sunfish weighs 
penny weights on an exclusive animal diet, Certainly there 
can be no objection to the owner of a private pond removing 
a fish that he does not want, and replacing it with those which 
seem to him more desirable. This I think is a fair statement 
of fhe case, and I will only say that, haying passed the years 
when the capture of sunfish gives pleasure, J have no seuti- 
mental affection for the pugnacious little ee ied and 
would not hesitate to remove him and give the beyish anglers 
of to-day a better fish. Tr. M. 

THAINDIANA COMMISSION,—We have this report for the 
past year, The Commissioner says that while the State lacks 
extensive lakes, mountain streams and very jbroad and Joni 
rivers, it enjoys peculiar advantages m the niultitude of sma 
lakes in the northern portion, and in countless miles of small 
streams and moderate-sized quiet-flowing rivers everywhere. 
To these may he added the rights of the State to a portion of 
Lake Michigan. An approximate éstimate, based on the most 
trustivorthy information, gives the shore line of the waters of 
the State as 30,000 miles. Every foot of this distance was afi 
no distant period stocked with native fishes. No hatching has 
been done, but 10,000 German carp from the United States 
Commission haye been received and distributed, there being 
no witerest in the anadromous fishes. The appendices contain 
extracts {rom the laws of Vermont for the preservation and 
sroparation of fish, The Carp aud its Culture, by Rudolph 
Tessel. Carp Ponds of Nether Lusatia, by Dr. Hdm, Veckeen— 

stedt. Cap Gulture in its Relation to Agriculture, by When 
Bauditten. German Carp in Tlinois, by Hon. §. P. Bartlett, 
Mr. Bihward Stabler on Carp, Water Plants for Carp Ponds, 
by Lester 9, Ward, Fish Food and Pood Wishes, by Wrank N. 
Clark, Wish culture in Michigan, from WoREs) AnD ATREAN, 
An Account of the Ohio Commi ssion, from (le Chagrin Walls 
Exponent. Some general remarks, by Mr. Calyin “Blatcher, 
Commissioner for Indiana, and a Catalogueof the Fishes of 
the State, by Prof. D. . Jordon. 

THE TENNESSEE COMMISSION.—We haye just received 
the report of the Fish Commissioners of Tennessee for 188-82, 
t opens with a statement that the streams formerly bore a 
creat quantity of fish, but they have disappeared before au 
creased population and the remorseless hands of the trap- 

per, gigger and the netter. Better protective laws are needed, 
and fisheulture should reeeive the encouragement which 
it does in other Siates. The State makes no appropriation 
for this purpose, and all that has been done to stock the 
waters has been done by the Wuited States Commissioner, 
Prof. Baird. A list of those who have received ¢arp is given, 
and is follawed by an act to protect fish in Tennessee, passec 
April 5, 1881. 

THE FISHERIES. EXHIBITION.—The London exhibition 
lias been 4 complete success in every respect. by the tirst of 
this month over a million and a half of visitors attended it, 
Tt will be kept open as long as it continues to pay, and may 
close befcre or after the expiration of the six months, as at 
first limited, The Commiittee on Awards has not yet reported, 
and many Persons in this country, as wellas elsewhere, are 
anxiously awaiting their verdict. 

Answers to Correspondents. 

Ee No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspoudents. 

, M, D., Greely, Col—We know nothing of the dor you mention. 
E.L.S.. Watertown, N. ¥.—Write to Mr. G G. Huminond, New 

Loniion, Conn. 

J, A.W, Boston, Mass.—You can properly claim names for all of 
your dogs in our eclumns, 

RB. H. M., Passaic, N. J.—Por article npon training besgles, see 
Forest Ano Strrwsnt of July 1). 

§. & B., Clinton, Mass.—'The mastiff Bean is by Prince (Rajah, KK, 
GS... 2,3383—Queen 2.805) and out of Belle (Big Ben—Juno). 

J. W., Canada,—Which 1s the most rapid bird on flight, the snipe or 
woolvock, when flushed by the sportsmen? Ans. The snipe, 

W. 5. B., Martinyilleé, Va—You can procure uew barrel for lhe re- 
volver by writing directly to the manufacturers at Hartford, Conn, 
Give tull particulars respecting caliber, efic. 

Hf. B, E., Downingtown, Pa.—Your dog should makea good one, as 
he lias oxeellent blood th his velng from both sire und dam. He is 
five-eighths Irish and three-eighrhs English, 

R. B., Bosten.—CanI Keep quail in confinement throughout the 
year in the State of Massachusetts? Tain interested in raising quail. 
Ans. Yes, provided the birds are lawfully captured. 

F. B, f.—The smatiest kind of aigunech is subject to same regula- 
tions, fees, etc. as a large ocean steamer, Licensed engineer and 
Also pilot if passéngers are carried. For iuspectors’ headquarterssee 
local directory. 

C, &. T,—Can you refer me to some one having live black bass for 
saley—Ans. We baye learned that a man will send a lot of black bass 
to be suld at Blacktford’s in the course ofa week or two, Better see 
Mr. Blackford again. 

8. B.N., Knoxville—For shell boats send to Waters & Son, Troy, 
N. Y., builders of paper boats, or to Thos. Mearon, of Yonkers, N. Y., 
or to Jolin Kyle, 138d street, Harlem River, New York, or to T. Das- 
moud, Moboken, N.J. 

W. Ryanx.—Longest yacht through Erie Canal we know ofis the new 
Permeha, 100%... dvaft about 5it, Widest yacht through the canal 
was the sloop Atalanta, 22ff, beam; she bad te be eockbilled to get 
through the lovks, Launches can be passed. No tolls any more. 
Cauals are fee, 

Tir, New Haven, Conu,—Sabin’s Trunip was an orange and white 
pointer, a capital doz in the field, and the sire of several remarkably 
gootones. Jt is possible that your doz was sired by him, but we 
ee it doubtful, Send us full particulars and we can possibly in- 
orm you. 
J, UL. Hf., Brookly.—There has been no alteration in Treasury reg- 

ulations. Your yaolit of twelve toms requires no papers of amy kind, 
bul you would find a license offen convenient to escape trouble with 
ovyer-zealons officials, Especally if you are going to eruise away 
from your home port, 

W,1., Son Angela, Tex.—Your dry fishes were received. They are 
all young. No, 11s called “warmonth” in Louisiana, and “black sun- 
fish” in other parts; its systematic name is Chemobryfius gulosus, 
No. 2is the young of the big-mouth black bass, Mioropterus sabnoides, 
No. 3 we cannot recognize, because it 1s dried so hard that even the 
number and position of the fins cannof be determined, It does not 
belong to the same family, Centrarchidee. as the two first. 

L, H. M.. Keyport.—Books on repiiles are: Holbrook, “North 
American Herpetology,” 6 yols., Philadelphia, 1342 (a superbly illus- 
trated work); Baird and Girard, ‘Catalogue of North Americau Rep- 
tiles,’ Part L, Serpents, 1853; Agassiz, “Contributions to the Natural 
History of North America.” Part I., North American Testudinata 
1857; Cope, “Cheek List of North American Batrachia anid Reptitia ra 
Cope, *Vartial Catalogue ofthe Cold-Blooded Vertebrata of Michigan,” 
184-5. Many minor papers in Government reports and elsewhere. 

L. G., Mount Vernon, §. ¥.—The pointer Snapshot (E-K.C.5.B. 
1,020) was imported in May, 1877. He is by Whitehouse’s Rap (Ham- 
Jet—Sal) and out of Mr, R. J. Dloyd Price’s Judy (Dash—Venus). His 
bench show winnings were, first, Birmingham, 1860; first, North 
Wales, four years in succession; very high com, and silver meial,Crystal 
Palace, 1870; second, Crystal Palace, 1872; first, Oswestry, 1878; first, 
Wolverliampton, 1874 and 1576; first, Syracuse and Philadelphia, 1877. 
aan champion, New York i877 and 1879; he has also won several spe- 
cials. F 

R. 5, C.. Nova Scotia,—Where can t geta book on figheulwure, or is 
there any veport of the shad hatching on the Hudson? Ans, There 
are several books on Asheultuve as prietiged some years ago, butuons 
with the improyed merhods and apparatus. ( you could get a 
complete set of the reports of the U.S. bish Commission, you would 
baya a library of fishculfure. but the earlier volumes, 1871 to 1880, are 
only to be had at the second-hand stores. The reports of the New Yori 
Commission contain all that they have done on the Hudson. You 
prayion an 3 some by writing to the Commissioners.see their hames in 
Our hst las! weok. 1 

~ 
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Che Kennel, 

To insure prompt uttention communications should be ad- 
dresscu to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matiers of tm- 
portance are liable ta delay. 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 

sepbember 18. 19, 20 and 21,—Mahoning and Chenango Wair Asse- 
ciation’s Second Annual Bench Show, Youngstown, Ohiv, Entries 
free, 1, M- Wilson, Seeretary. 

Oct. 2,3, 4 aid 5,—Lonaon Bench Show, London, Canada. Wntries 
g]ose Sept. 19 Charles Lincoln, Superintendent; Jahn Puddicombe, 
Secretary; ©, A. Stone, Assistant Seeretary. 
October 2, 3.4+and5,—The Danbury Agricultural Society's Secon 

Annual Bench Show. Entries close September 22.—H. Crofut, Presi- 
dent, Danbury Conn. 

Jan. 1. 4, 3, 4, 1884 —Meriden Poultry Assaciation Bench Show, Meri- 
den, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary, Meriden, Conn. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

November 14, 1s83.—Hastern Field Trials Club, Fifth Aunual Trials. 
at High Pomt. N. @. Entries for the Derby clase July 1; for the 
Members’ Stake. Nov. 17; for the All-Aged Stake, Nov. 1. W. A. 
Coster, Sacrelary, Flatbush, Long Island, N.Y. 
November 20, 1888.--Robin’s Island Club's Second Annual Wield 

Trials at Robin's Island, L. 1., for members vnly. Entries close 
Sept, 1 A. 7. Plummer, Secretary. 
November 20, 1883,—Pacific Const Wield Trials Club, First Antal 

Trials near Sacramento. Cal, J, M Holtz, Secretary, Sacramento, Cal, 
Doeember 3, 188%.—Nahional American Kennel Club, Fifth anniual 

Trials, at Grand Junction, Tem. D. Eryson, Secretary, Memphis, 
‘Tenn, 
December 8.— Gilroy Rod and Gum Club’s Third Annual Wield Trials 

ab Gilroy, Cal.. for dogs owned in California, Arizona, Oregon and 
Nevada. Entries close Dec. 2. E. Leavesley, Secretary, Gilroy, Cal, 
December 10—New Orleans Gun Olub’s Southern States Wield 

Trials at Canton, Miss. Bntries close Dec. v. J. K. Renaud, Secre- 
tary, New Orleans, La. 

THE LEONBERG DOG MARCO. 

Iiditor Fovest and Stream. 
Readers of your valuable periodical will remember that tive 

years ago, I published in its columns some account of the in- 
troduction here of the celebrated Leonberg dog, The first 
specimens of the breed were obtained from Essig, of Leonherg, 
AW umtexhbare, and were brought here direct by Herr T. A, Ver- 
kruzen, 4 German naturalist, residentin London, The Leon- 
berg is the result of a skillful crossing of the Newfoundland 
dog with the original dog of the St. Bernard Mount, which 
latter was improved by the great wolf dog of the Pyrenees, 
whence the first Bernardine dogs originated. For sagacity, 
combined with size and beauty, the Leonberg is ahead of all 
other breeds. At the great dog shows of Europe, they have 
carried off the highest prizes. They are favorites among the 
nobility and gentry, and a fine specimen often sells for £50 to 
£100, Among possessors of them are named, the Hmpress of 
Austria, Duke Frederic of Baden, and Prince Bismarck, At 
the hospital of St. Gothard’s Mount, they are preferred to the 
original St. Bernard dog. The Prince of Wales has had more 
than one of them. 

''hree speciinens, specially selected, were brought here in 
1877, when quite young. They are still liying, and their des- 
cendants now number some twenty or thirty, only some of 
which are in St. Johns, the rest haying been sent to the neigh- 
boring proyinces. They are highly esteemed and greatly 
sought after, 
lam the fortunate spss of the finest specimen of the 

Leonberg: vet produced in this place. I got him photographed 
lately, and now send yon his likeness, which, perhaps, you 
may consider worth engraying and publishing. He has one of 
the finest heads I have ever seen—the size immense, ears mod- 
erutely large and pendent, eyes brown, soft and San in ex- 

i. pression; the whole aspect grave, dignified, intelligent, He 
has the double or split nose, very large nostrils, and consider- 
able brow over the eyes. His chest is magnificent, and his 
forelegs of immense size. His chest, belly and muzzle are 
white, and a white ring encircles his neck. The rest of the 
body is jet black, except the tip of the tail, whichis white and 
bushy. The muzzle, us the photograph shows. is of great 
depth and streueth. The roof of the mouth is black, and the 
mouth itself is an imineuse cavern with a magnificent show of 
feeth. His deep bass bark, coming from such an immense 
chest, resembles that of no other dog, and at night strikes 
terror into all unauthorized interlopers whomay approach the 
pretnises of which he is guardian, Heis, however, quite gen- 
tle, and has neyer injured anyone. He is specially fond of 
children, and will tolerate any freedomfromthem, For ladies 
of his acquaintance he appears to hayea great respect and 
affection, 
Marco is now early three years old, so that he has just ar- 

rived at Lis full growth. 1 have just had him weighed and 
measured. The following are the results: 

Weight 
Height 

137 pounds. 
wis..... o146 inches, 

Lenpta from tip of nose to root of tail 50) inches. 
Civeumference of head......-........- 26 fuches, | 
Circumference of chest..,........,,.-. 34 inches, } 
Thickness of foreleg..............-- ... 924 inches. 
Greatest circumference of muzzle..... 15 inches. 

(failed to get a photograph of him in a standing posture, 
owing to his restlessness, and obtained the present one by get- 
ting him to lie onarug witha boy four or five years of age 
sitting by him in order to keep him still, 
'Mareo's hirhest pleasure is a walk with his master or any of 

the household. e@ manifests his delight at starting by deep- 
mouthed barkings, bounds and gampbols. His great size and 
dignified deportment attiacts much attention when we are on 
our rounds, and at times eall forth some amusing remarks, 
such as “Oh! what a baste of a doz! Begorra, ho’s as big as a 
harse.” ‘Sure, then, a man would have no chance av all, at 
all, with that fellah.” Smaller dogs are sure to bark at and 
insult him as he goes along, but he treats them with utter con- 
tempt, excepting on one occasion when the insult became in- 
tolerable, and then Marco opened his huge mouth, showed his 
rleaming teeth for a second, seized the impertinent, scoundrel 
ny the neck, shook him soundly, and left him senseless in the 
chich. Only in this imstance was he known to resent the 
insults of smaller curs, but the punishment was ‘‘a caution,” 

Mareo’s moral qualities stand high, and in intelligence he 
has few superiors. His faith in those whom he recognizes as 
his masters and mistresses is touching; his attachment to their 
peetns his sense of gratitude for favors and caresses are very 
eantiful and striking, His sense of humor is manifested in 

his delight ina romp or little game. His honesty isunimpeach- 
able; he has neyer been known to steal anything belonging to 
his master or others, but he seems to haye no compunction in 
appropriating violently another dog’s bone or piece of meat, 
and woe to the canme brother who refuses to surrender it on 
being duly summoned. On the other hand, he has vividly the 
sense of property, and will sternly resent any interferences 
with his food or anything specially devoted to his use. It 
sometimes happens that another dog, ‘‘coyeting his neighbor's 
house,” enters his kenviel and ensconces himself there surrep- 
titiously; he meets with summary ejectment and has generally 
reason to remember his mistake afterward. Hvidently Marca 
has more than a rdimentary conscience, as testified by his 
shame and humiliation when reprimanded for transgressions 
of rues, such as barking at horses, or ‘‘cheyying” cats, ‘These 
are his weak points, or ‘the sins that do so easily beset him:” 
and though ha apparently makes strenuous eiforts to over- 
come these weaknesses, yet when strong temptations occur, 
he is apt give way, especially in the case of cats. Total absti- 

nence ftom the pursuit of these, I fear, he will neyer reach, 
On the whole, Mareo must be reekoned a distinguished mem-~- 
her of the canine family, and it were well if all members of 
the liaman family were so creditable to their belongings, and 
possessed so good a record. Yours truly, M. Hanvey. 

Sr, Jonna, Newfoundiaud, Sept. 5, 1883. 

[The position of the dogis such that the photograph tails to 
show his points.) 

FIELD TRIALS. 

Lditor Forest und Strewumn? 

ltis very gratifying to note the number of entries to both 
Derbys, the National and Eastern Fields Trials clubs. -Also to 
find the clubs vatering to the wants of the owners and hand- 
lers of dogs in making judicious selection of gentlemen to act 
as judges in the races. The Hastern Field Trials Club has cer- 
tainly been fortunate in procuring the services of two such 
well qualified sportsmen and judges as are to be found in 
Messrs. Adams and Bergundthal to act, andit is only hoped 
that the third judge will be as good, he cannot be better, Both 
of these gentlemien are sporfismen; practical, clear-headed, 
uprizht and conscientious. They not only know how to judge 
a dog when at work, but can train and handle them as well as 
any professional trainer, This is asit should be. Both own 
Liewellin setters, are partial to the stram, but both are 
esteemed as honest men, ind will do their whole duty irres~ 
spective of any dog's breeding. I purpose starting several 
dogs under their vigilant eyes, and shonld T met with adverse 
fate (although my dogs nucy not be pure Liewellins) at present, 
I feel confidint that prejudice for or against will have nothing 
to do with their standing at the end of the race. 

So, too, with the National American Kennel Clib’s judges. 
Capt, Henry isa splendid judge, Dr. Jarvis has a world of 
manhood and honesty stowed up in that littla frame of his, and 
Key israted usa first-class Southern sportsmen, and eyery- 
body knows what that means. 

Birds are going to be abundantly plentiful, and with good 
weather the trials should be the most successful ever held in 
Aquericn. 

I think the conipéting dogs may haye plenty of time allotted 
them to fairly test their qualities, and yet there will be but one 
week in which to finish all three races. This would hea 
decided impiovement on last year’s events, which took eleven 
days to decide. EH. S. WANMAKER. 

Hiatwoon, N. C., Sept. 10, 1883, 

BENCH SHOWS AND FIELD TRIALS. 

Kilitor Forest und Strecen: 
Tt is a sincere pleasure to read ‘“Whack’s” letter in your 

journal of the 13th. He writes like a sportsman, and rivets 
the attention ab once of all the lovers of the dog, by his man- 
liness and his common sense, not So very common nowadays. 
How ditferent in his style, and lis courteous wtterance, from 
that of most of your correspondents who have enjoyed the 
eratification of differing with me, and cthers who believe as I 
do, in revard to the questions under discussion. It’sa real de- 
light to read dissenting views from a graphic and forcible pen, 
which iu neither direct language, nor insiniation, make one 
out # falsifier, a rogue, or a “free advertiser.” Would that my 
arm were lony' enough to stretch across the separating terra 
firma, and pive to Whack” my heartiest erip of hand. Can 
it be possible mine eyes have seen arizht in his communication? 
Wot one line of abuse, not one poisoned arrow, not one stone 
from a hidden sling, nor an expectoration of long-nursed 
malice! Whatcanit ali mean? Why, “Whack” dipped his 
pen inthe milk of human kindness instead of the vial of vitu- 
peration, and failing to find faultin any other way did not 
eyen charge me with ungrammatical construction of a 
sentence! Generous and genial “Whack!” Truly my heart 
beats happily,and the smile I ‘smole” when perusal of his 
temperate letter was ended, would haye disarmed even the 
hostility of those twin heroes of the Mason-ic scalping knife, 
the Niven, and the Kirk! Hail, and all hail, considerate 
Whack! It wasa pat on the back, instead of a whack, or 
any other kind of a crack your friendly hand bestowed, Sa 
change your name at once, 

Briefly let me assure “Whack” that I agree with hin in most 
all that he has said, and that he suggests an excellent way ot 
meeting the ‘lions in the way” which prevent honest and sin- 
cere men, desirous of improving the dog, from entire agree- 
ment, The proposed field trials, then, the bench shows after- 
ward, of the victors, and from those victors to select animals 
for breeding purposes, it seems to me, would be the fair and 
just means of securing typical shape and form. Lindorse the 
plan earnestly. 

As “Whack” says, “How cantwo menifarzue any question to 
a satisfactory result, unless there is some fixed and recognized 
authority to which they can appeal in substantiation of their 
facts?’ Some will take “Stonehenge” as their guide: some 
Dalziel, some Idstone, some Vero Shaw, or Youatt, or “Wranik 
Forester,” or one of the many able men whose names do not 
just now oceur to me, who have given us their yiews about 
dogs, As for my humble self, I don’t accept any one of 
these valued writers as infallible. I am independent enough 
to have my own ideas. Whence do those quoted derive their 
information and their knowledge, as to what a good, useful 
and handsome setter or pointer should be? From what they 
have read, from what they have seen, and as ‘‘Whack” says, 
from what they have ‘‘picked up’ from others. Can’t any of 
us do the same thing, read, study, see, ‘pick up?’ We re- 
quire Something, too, besides study, and experience, and gen- 
eralintormation. We require good taste, critical vision, eyes 
for elezance as well as utility, to select a dog in all respects 
pleasing, as well for bench show as for work afield. 

I may seem hypercritical to'*Whack,” and many others, 
but having a standard ‘in my mind's eye,” IT propose to ad- 
here to it rigidly. I will give it when more in the mood for 
writing, 

| saw no English setter, Laverack or Llewellin, or native to 
our soil, at the New York bench show in Muay last, which 
eame up to my ideasjof what sucha dog ought to be. For daring 
to make this statement, or one allied fo it in meaning, | have 
been denounced, and pens dipped in gall (the use of this last 
word will be called exaggeration, and *‘ink” will be suggested 
by a Ma. Rice, probably), have bespattered me with a charm- 
ing vocabulary of abuse. If my own standard is moré exact- 
ing than that of my critics, and they cannot go up a few steps 
higher, am I to blame, and must I descend to their plane of 
vision? Isaw Irish setters there which did win my approba- 
tion, and dearly would I love to callmine such red beauties as 
Glencho, Biz and Chief, and that grand sire of grander win- 
ners, old Elcho. I claim that there was nota single Hnglish 
setter there which could be linked in style with the Irishmen 
quoted. By this I mean that no English setterI saw there, in 
my humble opinion, was as good and grand, and gamy look- 
ing in his special class, and as little to be found fault with as 
was either of the red chumpions in his special class. The Trish- 
quen came far neaver the accepted standard in books, [ 
thought, as to what they should be, than did the Englishmen, 
Now, my object in ertticizing and detecting flaws, to do 

which no blaze of calcium light was needed, is to endeavor to 
bring English setters nearer to the standard owners and breed- 
ers yield allegiance to, and thatis Stonehenge. In my efforts 
to accomplish this itis very probable l may have employed 
term of unnecessary harshness, and in an unguarded moment 
may have indulged too freely in a style of hyperbole or exag- 
geration which, whileit is quite harmless pe7' se, and under- 
stood by the majority of men, nevertheless has accorded one of 
your estimable correspondents huge gratification and rare 
fun, by supplying ammunition to a muzzle-loading popaua i 
the hands of a master of Addisonian prose, Mr. H. J. Rive, 
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(Read his specimen lether and then weep tor Addison.) Heartily 
do lregretthis. Not the giying joy and opportunity to Mr, 
R,, but the harshness and exaeeeration. 

I feel curtain, however, that those who know me will acyuit 
Ine of any wanton desire to inflict cruel wounds wpon inturest- 
ing but misenided exhibitors, Such is not my nature, and 
through many miles in mud would my feet cheerfully wade 
before I could be ubeharitable to either deg or man. I put 
dow first, becanse he is so often worthier and uearer the 
standard than his master, except that master be proficient in 
Addisoman prose! I said ‘tniszuided exhiimtors,” meaning by 
this, led astray, many of them, by irresponsible and ignorant 
(ignorant only of canine merits), but wellintending young 
gentlemen employed on the daily press, who go to bench 
shows and peste their tasks of writing up (or down, as they 
are ordered to), the exhibitors, and plastering praise indis- 
criminately upon be-ribboned animals, regardles of defects or 
errors of judges. 

While yery cordially indorsing ‘‘Whack’s" proposition re- 
garding many field trials, and then a bench show of the heroes 
of the contests, let me beg of him not to abandon support of 
public exhibitions of our dogs, such as we now occasionally 
hold. Weneed them, They are indispensable, especially for 
the non-sporting dogs. See the strides we have already made 
to the front, Weywant many bench shows, and many cap- 
able, honest and fearless judges, one for almost every class, 
not ten classes for every judge. We want.the bench shows to 
pive us the means of imaking a high standard, and we want 
judges who, haying helped create that standard, will stand by 
it, hard andiast. We want men who will not give one type 
of dog the prize to-day, and a ditferent type of dog the prize 
toanorrow. Thishas been done, without rhyme or reason. 
And if we can improve on Stonehenve’s standard, or any other 
favored one, let us do it pluckily, and aye our own American 
standard, which, for utility in the field, and grace of outline 
on the bench, will be as matchless in merit, as far as our dogs 
are concerned, ak is our Hag in beauty amoug the ensigns of 
the world! I believe in getting out of grooves and ruts, and 
leading-strings. IL believe in setting up our own guides, and 
finding pedestals for our own statues. 

I wall not oceupy valuable spave, Mr, Wditor, by trying to 
convince Whack" that my views are not far wrong concern. 
ing certain pointers he has referred to. He may admire them. 
!donot. Whey.in my opinion, are avery. very great dis- 
tance from any accepted standard. Andif he ask me, as he 
seems to, if [ would not rather breed to them becatise they 
haye proven themselves of excellent quality before the gum, 
on gume, than to niiny another better made and constituted, 
which has not won field honors, I respond—no, emphatically 
no! I seek first the good points a dog ought to have to make 
him a Held trial winner. That’s what we want bench shows 
for, to mark out these good qualities for us. The pointer he 
first names | haye given my opinion of before, and again in a 
contemporary this or next week a letter of mine may appear 
(by the editor’s courtesy) reiterating that view, which I see no 
reason to change. I would not care how good that doy might 
be on game, how wonderful his nose, how enduring his pace, 
how Pees his training, nothing conlil induce me to breed to 
any dog having fanlts like his. What wouldI be doing? I 
would be perpetuating a sorry type of animal, and would be 
shattering the standard. He and others ‘‘Whack" refers 
to may he wonderful afield (with some natural 
advantages qhich we even see in horses of mis- 
shapen Appearance) by reason of superior training, to 
the uog he saw at High Point. Training has a lotto do with 
our setters and pointers, ic isn’t all nose and pace. No, no, my 
friend “Whack,” give me, to breed from, the dog approaching 
nearest to No. 1 bench show form, and highest governing 
authority, and I will he less liable to make mistakes, and per- 
petuate bad chests, poor loins and sorry-looking feet, Given 
all the qualities desired in sire and dam, cannot a competent 
tramer make your dog ht (provided you have not the time to 
do it yourself) for field trials, and would not the doz you put 
a bluck mark against at High Point haye been fully the equal 
then to the dozs you mention, which were walftrained! I very 
much fear Whack” underrates bench show form, and is too 
easily satisied with appearance and want of style and shape, 
it only the dog he shoots over is fast and staunch and ‘'sniffs* 
fame in every whiff of wind, I know a great may splen- 
did shots, and ardent lovers of feld sports, who say they don’t 
Soare a cottinental’ what kind of a dog they follow, proyided 
he tinds the birds! Not so with yourumble servant, I aw 
“hypereritical” enough to seek qualitications for both field and 
bench, With asincere hope that “Whack’s” own keen scent 
and rapid pace will wot discover any sentence in this letter 
peculiarly ungrammatical, or painful to contemplate, as has 
a recent arbiter eleqantiarum in your columns, while dissect- 
ing’ some of my unlutored prose, | will wait untilnext week 
to continue my dissertation, STuart TAYLOR, 

Hiditor Forest and Stream: 
In my article upon ‘Setters and Bench Shows” which ap- 

peared in last week’s issue of PoRrEsT AND STREAM, there are 
quite a number of sentences or phrases which, the more ex- 
actly to express my toeaning, should be somewhat dilferent 
from what they ave wt present, also 4 number of typoyraphi- 
cal errors which seem to demand attention, and with your 
pormission [ will indicate where changes of the one kind or 
the other ought to be made. 1 will mention first those for 
which I am to beheld accountable, or such as shonld have 
formed a part of the original manuscript. Im speaking of 
Thunder and Plantagenet, I said, ‘in flag and tail both are 
bai,” Ttshould be, “in flag and tail netther is right, so we 
will make no distinction befween them.” ‘To the expression, 
“Tt is also true that most thick-chestud dogs have more or less 
crooked or in-bent forelegs,” the following should be added, 
“especially when the legs are short and the animal is low in 
proportion to its size.” In speaking of the champion class at 
Wew York 1 used the expression, “And I will guarantee that 
there never was, ete.” This shonld he, “And if is very 
questionable whether there ever was,” At the top of the 
next column the expression, ‘He never, in all his life, saw 
aliy animal,” should be, “Saw any dog.” The following come 
under the head of typographical errors, and must be charged 
to the “setting-up account. The types make me say, when 
comparing Thunder and Plantagenet, “In color, six.” Tt 
should have heen, ‘Tn color, nix,” or no difference, thus mak- 
ing the sutaming of points 10 for each, and Plaptagenetewins 
heetause he was in better bench show condition. “Let us gome 
toNew York. Emperor Prod and Thunder were much more 
equalas to condition.” Here a very iunportant word was left 
out, ‘More nearly equal it should be, since equal, like perfect, 
cannot be compared, being absolute in its definition. In one 
of Mr. Taylor's quotations it should read, “Master MeGrath 
wrested,” net wrestled, “victory, che., on the classic plains 
of Altcar,” not Attcar. ‘Now, symmetry is a judicious 
correlation of the varions parts,’ not co-relation, al- 
though co-relation and corrclation are very near in 
meining. ‘Drooping” is used twice where ‘‘dropping” should 
atand, auda few lines further on, ‘orange or white” should be 
replaced by ‘orange and white.” “I like fair play * * * 
as Well as honest criticism, and in (he expression of it," should 
read “honest criticism and honesty im the expression of it.” 
In speaking of the boy with the tatty, 1 was made tosay, ‘and 
His be desired to go.” Itshould read, ‘and then be desired 
to goand seek,” ete. It might beinferred from what was said 
inrogard to Dido 11. that Lagree to a certain extent wibh Mr, 
Mason i his opinion of her. A portion of what © wrote in 
regard to her having been ouitted from the text, uo comers 
opinion can be tornied as to my meaning; but in order that 
there muy bano misconception in regard to this bitch, I will 
at some future time state just what I did think of her as she 
appeared at the New York show, and as compared with other 

> (Serr, 20, 1883. 

dogs of her class, and pive iny reasons for anystabement [ | 
Thay stale, Rice, 
New York. 

_[We may add that the omission of the Lext rélatrye toa Dida 
il, wus die to a typographical error, not to-editorial pruning. | 

BENCH SHOWS IN ENGLAND, 

Mditor Forest ond Slreains 
Perhaps it would interest imany of your readers to know 

something of English dogs and dog shows. T dare say many of 
them really know éyjnally as muchif not more than T could 
tell them, nevertheless I Lelivye there are maty who have no 
idea to what extent dog showing is carried on this side the 
“Herring pond.” But with your kind permission I will try 
and nag a what seems strange to many, viz., how a dor 
before heis two years old Gan have sixty or seventy cups and 
prizes credited to him. 
_thisnot avery difficult task for a really good dog to per- 
formin England. where there are shows almost every day in 
the year, and in many cases three and four on the one day, 
Almost every town aud village in certain parts of the country, 
particularly the North, has its annual show, generally hold in 
connection with the district agricultural show, And in ad- 
dition there are in some of the large towns sniall shows almost 
every month, generally known as ‘public house” or ‘novice 
shows.” These are generally confined to terriers which have 
neyer Won 4 certain. number of prizes; with a variety class 
where a good bulldog often makes its appearance. These 
shows are generally supported by the working Classes, are got 
up by the landlord of some favorite resort of the faney, and 
the exhibits are mostly all young dogs bred in the immediate 
vicinity. Some of the best bull, black and tan and white 
English and Yorkshire terriers have made their first appear 
ance at one of these small shows, and have gradually ascended 
2 the champion classes at the Crystal Palace and Birmingham 
shows. 

The shows held in connection with local apvicultiral shows 
are mostly during the summer months, and generally held in 
afield close to the town or village, in many cases nothing 
more than a peg being driven into the ground to which the 
number and dog is attached, Now, it will naturally strike 
your readers that itisnot 4 very comfortable place to put a 
valuable dog during a damp day (these shows are only one- 
day shows), and with them I quite agree, but the exhibitors 
generally place their boxesin such away that the dogs can 
make kennels of them. But when if comes to be a thoroughly 
wet day, it simply means a financial failure, in which case ex- 
hibitows seldom get any prize money, and are allowed to place 
their dogs inside their boxes altogether und remove them at 
any time, But Iam pleased to say that cases of this kind are 
the exception, not the rule, as they are mostly comfortably 
henched under canvas. 
‘These shows are so numerousin some districts that an ex- 

hibitor can go to three and four shows a week, leaving home 
every morning and returning the same evening. Sometimes 
an exhibitor will enter for three or four shows that follow 
each other and trayel from the one straight to the other, gel- 
ting out of one show in the evening, traveling by railall night 
and being at the other next morning, so that a réally good aoe 
in the hands of an exhibitor of this class can win three or four 
prizes and probably as many special cups every week during 
the season. ITtis not surprising when a dog has traveled with 
a regular exhibitor one or two seasons that he will have sixty 
to one hundred prizes and cups credited to him, and | may 
here mention that exhibitors of this class as a rule understand 
pretty well whatthey are doing, and won't take dogs all over 
he country that are nob fit to win enough to pay all their ex- 
penses, #nd as they generally have five or six good dogs of dif- 
ferent varieties, and can win almost as many first and proba- 
bly a few specials ut each show. they ean get along pretty 
well, with a balance generally on the right side at the ond of 
the season. Ii they hayea good season, why they will haye 
often all the money invested in their dogs back again, and in 
some cases more. But these men understand well what they 
are doing, otherwise they would lose heavily, and many a 
gentleman has found that dog showing is an expensive amuse- 
ment; in fact there are only afew who can carry it on any 
length of time. 

At the larger shows, which last for three and four days, of 
course the expenses come heavier on the exhibitors, but to 
offset that the prizes are of more value, and an exhibitor 
always considers himself doing badly when he cannot wit 
enough to cover his expenses. The regular exhibitors, who 
travel constantly from one show to the other, as a rule do not 
breed their dogs, but buy the best they can get to suit their 
purpose, and it is these people that the breeders look to 
for their market. A great many breeders only show onue or 
twice a year, and if they have anything really good, it is sure 
to tind a buyer, Some breeders are tit to bring ont good ones 
eyery year, and ave always willing to sell you the best looking 
dous they haye, and beat yor.again the tollowing year with 
young ones bred from what they had left, 

Onee a breeder ¢ets on the right track and understands his 
strain, he can easily convince any person that breeding is not 
50 great an uncertainby as many people believe. Breeding is 
one thing, exhibiting is smother, as ib is mueh easier lov a 
erson to exhibit and win with a good dog than to breed him. 

t haye known gentlemen who owned the best dogs in Hneland 
that never could breed a really good one, and had to buy al- 
most every year to keep up the reputation of their kennel, or 
else take a. back seat. On the other hand, I know gentlemen 
who seldom ever buy, or even breed oniside of their own ken- 
nel, yet they always are selling and always in possession of 
good ones. Manarka, 
Georasn, treland, Aug. 21. 

SHOW EXPERIENCE. 

W* this month give the result of our inquiries respecting 
deaths of dovs since the New York show. All of the 

replies received from exhibitors who sustained any loss are 
given in full. The remainder of the answers were from gentle- 
men who had met with no misfortune, and only suchas piye 
information on the general subject have been used. One or 
two of the replies suggested the belief that we were attacking 
the Westminster Kennel Club. Now nothing could be further 
from our thoughts, The gentlemen who so ably conduct the 
annual New York show are, we feel assured, at one with us in 
desiring to protect exhibitors from loss; that deaths traceable 
to the show took place is a misfurtuie alike to the exhibitors 
and the show, hence if we can throw some light on the subject 
which would suggest precautions against fnbire losses, we are 
doing the Westminster Kennel Club a benefit as well as ex- 
hibitors. 
In considering the question of losses subsequent to the show 

at Madison Square Gardeh, it should be borne in mind that 
fie weather this year was vory tryiig, owing to the excessive 
heat on the first day, when the dogs were rmduly excited by 
the change of quarters, avd the bustle of getting thingsin 
shape. In addition to the lish of deaths, we haye been told 
that Mr, Donner lost several of his fine litter of Thunder— 
Bessie pups shown it the IS-months class, also that Mr 
Terry Jost @ number of collies. 1b cannot but strike oven the 
casual reader of the letters reprinted elsewhere, that collies 
eulfered to a steater extent than any other class of dogs, 
To an outsider it would be difficult to give a reason, bub any 
one whose business it was to be amoung them, could not Sail to 
detect the unpleasant aroma arising from several pens of 
young puppies, We would say that a friend asiced us to. pick 
out a colle PUPey. for his little girl, aid on going with hin to 
the penin which he saw one he fancied, we said at once, 
“Don't think of getting one of these, they will be all dead 
in 4 week, justi stnel them,” 

The great Pa eee E of the losses are seen to be puppies or 
young dogs, and such has always been the case and will be 
tothe end of the chapter. Matured dogs can stand the strain 
on the nervous temperament better than youugsters, and there 
are not tmhore deaths recorded of oll dogs than would he found 
in theuverage mortality tables, if any such existed for the 
purpose of canine insurance. im the case of Mr, Gardner's 
vish water spaniels, ii mush be borne inanind that their rail-— 
wuy journey from and to Milwaukee is a factor brought into 
the calculation which throws his case out of comparison with 
others, His dogs are away from home six days lonzer than 
dogs owned here, and are subject to numerous risks from 
drafts, changes of temperature, water, etc., which of them- 
selyes are all extra-hagurdous, It is evident, however, thai 
shows are the cause of the death of a number of dogs under 
twelve months of age, wid itis, in our opinion, an evil which 
ean be remedied to a great extent. 
Our experience of dog shows is that the most unsatisfactory 

classes are those in which the judge is confronted with a 
mumber of immature dogs, and it is these raw youngsters that 
cause more than half the loss, both among themselyes and 
by infecting older dogs. The first remhedy we would, there- 
fore, suggest, is that all puppies under six months of aga be ex- 
eluded both from competition and exhibition, Indeed in many 
classes, particularly the mastiffs and St. Bernards, the ave for 
puppy classes could with advantage be madeto range fron 
nine to eighteen months. Our second sngpestion is, that the 
veterinary surveon take an active part in the shows and not. 
be simply an appellate court. That he should carefully look 
over the benches at least once a day and remove all dogs that. 
he is not thoroughly conyinced are in perfect health, Se 
tar we have been writing for show managers. and now afew 
words with exhibitors. 
Do you uot notice that a number of replies speak of pre- 

vious losses which have not been experienced again, because 
precautions were taken? Dogs are fol liberally and richly, to 
get thera in the best shape for exhibiting before the judge, and 
thei blood is in a fevered cohtdition in consequence; the result. 
isskin eruptions such as several exhibitors speakof. Their 
pPASsHgeS Ae Dot regular, OWing to lack of their usual amount, 
of exercise, and altogether they are in a condition to recive 
medical attention. They need a general cleaniny ont anda 
lowering of the tone of the system. Such of our exhibitors: 
who follow the common sense practive of administering a, 
strong dose of castor of and buckthorn, or similar medicines, 
are not among those who report losses {vom dog shows. Let 
the doz show authorities do their part in preventing, as far as 
possible, the introduction or spread of infectious complaints 
and the exhibitors paly atiention to the dogs when at or imme- 
diately after the show, and there will be nu cause for those 
who keep shows going to haye much fear when they make 
their entries that they are doing a risky thing.mAmericce 
Kennel Reyister- 

THE GREAT DANE CLUB, 

Aditor Rarest and Streane 
T have much pleasure in sending you the rules of the (treat 

Dane Chih, together with the standard for judging thesa dogs. 
They have become very fashionable in England, and we 
shall soon have extremely strong classes of them at our shows. 
From along acqnaintance with the breed, I feel sure that, 
the more they are known the better they wall be appreciated 
by all amateurs, who admire immense size and power com- 
bined with creat elegance of movement, pace, style, wose, ii 
telligence and indomitable courage. Frank ADCOCK, 
Biawinauam, England, Aug 28, 
Below will be found a statement of Lhe object of the Clnb, 

warihet with the points for the judging, as sent by Mr, Ad- 
work: 

This Club was founded in April, 1883, imder the auspicas of 
Messis. Mrauk Adcock, R. Leigh Penuberton and Gambier 
Boltou, for the improvement of bhe breed in Hogland aid 
elsewhere. Under the title “Great Dane” are inelided the 
yarious dilferent colored specimens knowh as German mas~ 
tiffs, tiger mastiffs and boarhounds. The standard for jude 
ing has been drawn up with great cure by the Club, and is in 
accord with that fixed by the principal chibs and breeders 
abroad, aba Yaeeting heldin Berlin, 1880. The attention of 
all judzes of this breed ut dog shows is carnestly requested to 
the Chib Standard, as by this means alone can the one (hrie) 
type be preserved 

STANDARD OF POINTS, 
1, General Appearuwince—The Great Dane ts tiohso heavy or 

wassive as the mastift, nor should he teo nearly approach the 
ereyhound intype. Remurkatile in size and very tonsculur, 
strouuly though elegantly built, moyements Baer and prace- 
ful; head and neck carried hixh; the tail carried horizoutally 
with the back. or slightly aes with a slight curl at the 
extremity. The minimmn height aud weight of dogs should 
be 80 inches aud 120 tbs.) off hitehes 28 inches and 100 lbs, Any 
thing below this should be debarred from competition, 

2, Hedd—Long, the frontal bones of the forehead very 
shelitly raised, and very little indentation between the eyes. 
Sisull, not tuo broad. Muzzle, broad ancl strony, and blunt at 
the point. Cheele muscle, well developed. Nose, large, bridge 
well arched, Lips in tront parpendicwlarly blunted, not 
hanging too much over the sides, though with well-defined 
folds wt the angle of the mouth. The lower jaw BhEP ly pra- 
jecting—about «sixteenth of an inch, yes, sma. 1, round, 
With sharp expression and deeply set. Hats, very small and 
ereyhound-like in carriage when uncropped; they are, how- 
ever usually cropped. 

a. Neek—Rather long, very strong and muscular, well 
arched, without dewlap or louseskin abont the throgt, The 
junction of head and neck strongly pronounced, 

4, Chest—Not too broad, and very deepin brisket, | 
4. Back—Not too long or short; loins avched and falling in a, 

begutiful line to the insertion of the til. 
6, Teil_—Reuching to the hoek, strong ai the root aud ending 

fine with a slight curve. Whenexcited ijbecomes more curved, 
hut in no case should if curve over the back. 

7. Belly—Well drawn wp. ‘ 
8, Pore-quenters—Shoulders set sloping; elbowe well under, 

neither turned inwards nor outwards. Leg—Forearm miscu- 
lar and with great development of bone, the whole leg stroug 
and quite straight. ; 

9), Hind-quarters—Muscular thighs, aud second thigh lon 
and strong as in the greyhound, and hocks well let down an 
turning neither in nor out. } 

10, Heet—Large and round, neither turned inwards nor oul 
wards, Toes, well arched and closed. Nails, very strong and 
curved. 

11. Heir—Very short, hard and dese, and not much longer 
on the under part of the tail, 

12, Color anid Meorbings—The recognized eclorsare the vari— 
ous shades of gray, commouly termed "blus,” ved, black, or 
pure white, or White with patches of the hefore-mentioned 
colors, These colors are sometinies accompanied with mark 
ings of a darker tint about the eyes and muzzle, und with a 
line of the same tit (called a ‘‘trace”’) along the curva of ble 
spine, The aboye ground colorsalso appear inthe brindles, anc. 
are algo the ronal wolors of the mothlad specimens. In the 
wholw-colored specimens, the china or wall-eye but rarely ap- 
pears, and the nose more or less approaches black, according 
io the prevailing tint of the dog, and the eyes yary in color 
also. The mottled specimens haye wreguler patches or “clouds” 
npon the above-named ground colors: in some instances the 
clouds or markings being of fwoor more tints. With the 
mnotlled specimens the wall or china eyeis not uneomnion, 
And thea nose is otpen Ms ee or wholly flesh-colored. 
he whole-colored reddish yellow, with black muzzle au 
ears, is the coloy least cared for. as indicative of the masti 

” Faults, Doo heavy a head too highly arched trouta: 
Cross, 

3. 
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bone, and deep “stop” or indentation between the eyes; large 
ears and hanging flat to the face; short neck; full dewlap; too 
narrow or too broad a ehest; sunken or hollow or quite straigh i 
‘back; bent forelegs: overbent fetlocks: twisted feet; spread- 
ing toes; too heavy and much bent. or too highly carried tail, 
or with & brush underneath; weak hind-quarters and a gen- 
eral want of muscle, 

THE BULLDOG. 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
My letter in your issue of the 16th of Angust rather woke 

up “Podgers," for in the next number I find m self pretty 
well sai upon; however, 1 am glad to say ‘‘Podgers” drops 
upon me ina centlemanlyfashion. Mr. P, may have had con- 
siderable experience with dogs, and I suppose he has, for Col. 
Taylor rather endorses his opinions last week, but still I can- 
nob admit his areuments, and yet think he knows little about 
bulldogs. I maintain that a bulldog is quiet, peaceable, obedi- 
ent and very affectionate, ‘‘Podgers’s” instances tothe con- 
trary notwithstanding. But I dowt see what ‘‘Podgers’s” 
friend could complain of in instance No, 1, The dog seems to 
aye been an extra good watch, not haying been long in his 
miasier’s possession. and the time bemp night, he would have 
been very little good if he had acted otherwise. _ ‘ 

Instance No. 2, Bulldogs must be very plentiful in ‘Pod- 
ers’s’ neighborhoud if half starved pups can be picked up in 

the streets. I lind I have to pay a large price if I want to buy 
one, and thoroughbred ones are scarce enough. Very few 
beople Imew much about all breeds of dogs, and *‘Podgers” 
and friends probably confound bulldogs and the coarse bred. 
bull-terriers together, T admit that the latter style of dog is 
much admired by the class -‘Podgers” mentions, but they are 
not bulldogs,und have nothing hut couragein common with the 
breed. The modern bulldog is, as described by Col. Taylor, 
handseme, quict and affectionate. Being mostly in the hands 
‘of respectable people, the dog is properly trained, and mstead 
of bung turned into a ferocious savage by conlinement and 
feeding, he is rendered # faithful friend and companion, pos- 
sessing all the tenacious courage of the old breed without the 
objectionable points. But it all depends upon the training 
given to the pup, 
Thaye ii my house « bulldog of pure breed. She plays with 

the children, does not annoy passers-by, is obedient and quiet, 
yet if a hand is raised against her master, she is to the rescue 
at once, and the old courage shows up, a5 no punishment will 
drive her back. Now, ‘“Podgers,” 1s nut that a good sort of dog 
to have? 
Lhaye béen much interested by Col, Stuart Taylor's letters, 

aud agree with himin most things. I hope he will continue 
as he has begrn, and let « little ight in, burst bubbles and so 
onin dog matters. I don’t pretend to know much about any 
dogs except setters and bulldogs (“‘Podgers” won't_understand 
how aman tan adinire these two breeds), but I have seen 
first, second and third prizes awarded for bulldogs, when there 
was hot a solitary specimen of the breed in the show, and I 
suppose such things happen in other classes sometimes, 
vi me the Kennel department is the most interesting part of 

your paper, although it is interesting enough all through, eyen 
down to the ads. ers in the sporting classes keep well to 
the front in your columns, but the non-sporting division haye 
very little to say for themselves. I wish other owners of non- 
sporting dogs would say what they have to say, for we can 
Jearn one from anotherif we ouly open our mouths, or use 
our pens. _ HEMLOOK. 
St, Leonarn, Quebec, 

Tt would be un ungracious act to interfere in this pleasant 
discussion; we have faith that ‘‘Podgers” can hold his own; 
we know the bulldog can. But on the great question of the 
day, “Does Podgors’ know anything about bulldogs?” we shed 
aray of light. The story is fished out from an old 1875 num- 
ber of thu Tonmsr ann StRHAM, and is entitled: 

FRED'S RETRIEVER. 
Happening up at Napa durimg the shooting season and 

observing that di-ks and geese were abundant, I borrowed a 
fun and # pait of long boots for thy purpose of making a raid 
early next morning, but I had no dog, and could not hear of a 
foot one to be borrowed. On putting the question to my 
rother Fred, a matter-of-fact sort of fellow, he answered,: 
“Dog! why what do you want better than Paty" 
“Pat? said J, “who is Pat?” 
“Why, my dog.” 
“Where is he? Have not seen any dog around the house.” 
“Oh! Patis not a lap dog; he lives in an outhouse of his 

own; goes it on independent principles. Come along, I will 
show you a dog ‘as is’ a dog; the best dog in Napa,” 

He took me out to a kennel, I suwno dog: but there was 
a whistle, and “here you, Pat, come out and show yourself!” 

Out came Pat, the firsh end, as he crawled ont yawning, 
displaying a pair of broad jaws, cropped ears, teeth visible, a 
thick, stubby brindle hody. followed lastly by an inch of tail, 
wagging with such enerey as to slew hing around from side to 
side, [looked at him, ‘that dog! call that bow-legged, yillain- 
ous cur a Sporting dog? He’s nothing but a bull, and the ugli- 
est brute Leversay. Call that a retriever? What the deuce 
do | want of a bulldog for retrieving (” 
‘Never mind,” said Fred, “don’t condemn Pat until you have 

tried him: he is a splendid retriever, will bring anything from 
a chipping bird to a bullock. Ob you will be pleased with 

‘al 
Llooked at Pat: his eyes were blear and red, his lower jaw 

projected, showing formidable teeth; his forelegs were an arch; 
he had but little hair on his back, having a playful habit of 
scratching it on the upper part of his kennel as he went in and 
ont; taking bim allin all, he was the most unprepossessing ant- 
tnal T ever made friends with. Pat evidently thinking he had 
made an impression. proceeded to smile, lick his chops, writhe 
and twist bimself into all sorts of shapes like a boiled shrimp, 
wagging his brief narrative with great rapidity, unbalanced, 
as it was, by amy outboard weight. I said, “Pat, truth and 
veracity being called into question, lam compelled to admit 
that you are not a handsome dog; and if you are a retriever, 
ou hayé gone a long way out of your regular business, and 
ave mistaken your calling.” Pat, thinking tomake a fayor- 

able impression, sneezed, rubbed his nosé against me, and 
made frantic efforts to reach my nose, at the same time play- 
filly snapping his jaws together to indicate what he could do 
if called upon. Well,” said I, ‘Put, to-morrow morning we. 
will try it. anyhow.” 

Break of day saw Pat at my heels as I followed a cowpath 
through the grass along the bank of the creek until I reached 
some little inland ponds, where l knew the ducks and geese 
were tio be found, aud Tnow heard them, and so did Pat, for 
he begam to growland bark, T hit him oyer the head with 
my gun, but he seemed hardly to notice the matter until T 
brought it doym somewhat forcibly on the top of his skull, 
when he turned one blear eye up at me which said, inquir- 
ingly, “Do you mean me!® Cautiously [ approached the pond: 
uearest to which there was a trail through the tail tules, an 
heard the mallardsfrolicking about. 1 crept along noiselessly, 
preparing for a shot. All this time Pat eyed me curiously, 
and seemed very much puzzled. He evidently thouzht [was 
after a pig, and did not see the necessity for so much caution, 
Tor amy sense mm such ioystery. He scorned anything like 
ereepmgz on a fce in that surreptitious manner, and would dash 
forwatd occasionally on his own accolnt, probably with visions 
of stray pig in his mind to be done for, but by grabbing him by 
the collarandadministering a fey hearty cuits, he would snh- 
side behind me. The trail to the lake was very narrow through 
the tiles, and very soft on either side, and [was thus enabled 
to keep him in the rear; ut now and then he would hear + 

hing, or fancy he was being imposed pon and 
® 
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defrauded of his right to be “in,” and would make a dash to 
se} oyer my head as I crept along in a stooping position, or else 
would make a plunge to a between my legs; he nearly cap- 
sized nie several times. Finally taking my gun in one hand 
and his collar in the other, I ged him along, as I had got 
+00 near the game to let him get loose, fearing he would spoil 
my shot. The collar was rather tight, and be would every 
now and then give a little cough, to prevent whieh I jammed 
his nosein the mud. Haying reached within chooting distance, 
I carefully parted the tules with my gun, and peeping through, 
saw a floak of several dozen splendid mallards, all within a 
cirelée of ten feet’ clustered together beautifully for a raking 
shot. Icreptafew steps further to a little “bog,” just large 
enough to stand upon fairly, and dragging Pat after me, 
stowed him away between my fect, giving him two or three 
cuffs by way of warning. lrose gradually to get a good view 
through the tops of thetules. Raising my gun to my shoulder, 
IT was reckoning on abont six on the shot, when Pat, who had 
watched my proceedings with suspicion, with his upturned 
red eyes, gave 2 little bark and a struggle, which I nipped in 
the bud by agam jamming his nosein the mud. I cuffed him 
and tried it a second time, but just asl got ready to shoot he 
would make a stiuggleto get up. At last getting his head 
down and putting my foot on his neck, I held hrm long enough 
to get ny gun to my shoulder and let go both barrels. The 
next thing [knew |was going upwards and fhen downwards, 
head formost into the black mud and water, and did not stop 
until T was entirely under. 1 kicked and struggled until I vot 
hold of the tules and hauled inyself to a more solid fouthold. 
As I did so, I glanced through the openimy into the pond and 
there lay five or six splendid ducks. [ looked around for 
Pat, but he was nowhere to he seen. I-whistled and called, 
but no Pat. Extending my range of vision, however, | canght 
sight of an object making tall time through the grass; I 
could see a pair of crop-earsrise and disappear, snd a stub- 
tail rise as the head went down. Tt was miy retriever making 
the most frantic plunges through the grass and # straight 
wake for home, won't say Lwas mad at haying to come 
away and lesve those mallards after a three mile tramp 
before breakfast, but it was useless to try ta get them. I was 
already wet, itis true, but it was too cold for a swim, as the 
pond was ten ieeh deep, to say nothing of the soft mud, I 
timed away, reeretting that my gun was not loaded with 
something were sibstantial than nmd and water, and that 
Pat was uot within range, I trudged home with bitterness in 
my heart and water in my boots, which I dared not reniove, 
fearing I could not get themon again. [tried lying down 
and eleyated wy heels to let the water run ont, but it would 
persistently run up my tees. 7 . 
Treached home tired and huugry, but the first. thing I did 

was to look for Pat. [found hima with his head and body 
jammed in his rather tight fit of a kennel, his stub tail sticking 
ont. Laying held of his tail [dragged him forth, but rolling 
up his eye and recognizing me, he dove into his hole again, 
seratchiug and digging so that [ feared if i held un to his tail 
it would pull ant. 

I staid jn Napa two days, aud up to the hour of my depart- 
ure, Pat had not been enticed out of his box, In yain tempt- 
ing bones had been swung before his door, and a good imita- 
tion of the grunt of a pig was without effect, It was forty- 
eight hotirs after [left before Pat yentured forth, and then 
with eyident fear and suspicion. Il was only necessary to 
show him a gun tosee him make a bee line forhbis kennel at 
top speed. As nearly as I could estimate trom the moment he 
upset me in his astonishment and fright at the explosion of the 
gun over his head, until he plunged through the garden fence 
and head tormost info his kennel the time did not exceed six 
minutes, He lad made three miles in the briefest time on 
record, 

Ttis my private opinion that although a bull-terrier may 
OSB@SS Gnedaneadians oi a high order in his legitimate line of 
usiness, as a sporting dog I cannot conscientiously recom- 

mend the breed. However, if you have lost a bone or found 
arat’s nest, | can advocate Fred’s retriever. He may be 
able to retrieye a pig or a bullock, but not ducks or his 
character. PODGERS. 
P.8.—Pat subsequently lost his life in an unauthorized and 

surreptitious effort to take the census of a hen roost, He was 
mistaken for a coon. 

SPRINGFIELD DOG SHOW. 

] aes beuch show at Springfield 01. was anything but a suc- 
. cess as an exhibition or financially, All told there were 

less than fifty dogs benehed, and of that mumber Mr, T, 
Donoghue, of La Salle, and Mr. Kaye, of St. Louis, supplied 
one-third, Theshow was heldin conjunction with the San- 
famon County Pair. as it was called, but it was little more 
than a trotting meeting, with a dozen coops of miserable look- 
ing poultry and pizeons, a score or so of horses, and about as 
thany each of cattle aud pigs. The people went fo see the 
trotting, for which they aa to pay fifty cents admission, and 
only a suiall minority cared abcut paying another quarter to 
see the dogs, We believe that at the proper season of tne 
yeur a dog show at Springfield would be very suecessful, and 
trust to see an effort made to establish one there. 

Heecta, avery well conditioned blue black bitch, was placed 
first over Pilot II, white and fawn. The latter is a big one, 
but was short of muscle, as was Prince. In English setter 
dogs Bracket wou in x yery poor class, He is a coarse fronted 
orange dog, and showed badly in the ring. Countess Blythe 
won easily in the hiteh class, and also took special for the best 
setter in the show, Mr, Donoghue was also to the front in 
bitch puppies with Blue Spark and Noble Beauty. The former 
romises well. ‘Che same kennel produced the winners in the 
ish setter classes. The feature of the show was the meeting 

of Faust and Bravo forthe champion pointer prize. The de- 
cision in favor of the younger dog was generally expected by 
disinterested fanciers, for Faust is getting wellon in years, 
has become very throaty, and was in anything 
but good condition. His coat was harsh and hard 
to the touch while recently healed sores on his loin, hock and 
tip of tail did not help him any. Bravo, on the other hand, 
was in the pink of condition and is an uncommonly smart 
little dog, A little off in head, hut a rare made one all over 
and as food in bone und substance comparatively as Faust. 
Mr. Kaye’s best exhibit was the champion pointer bitch 
Mageie G., and she was really in good order. Countess Riyal 
was decidedly the best in the open bitch class, no dogs were 
shown, Musetta is old, fat and does not shape properly, and 
Maggie V. looks all over the goer she is said to be in the field, 
Faust, Jr., has every appearance of proving worthy of his 
sire. Of the other breeds the best were the pugs, three extra 
food cones being shown. All the classes were judged by Mr. 
James Watson, of New York, and the awards weve as follows: 

GREYHOUNDS.—Isi, C. A. Gehrman (Hecta): 24, L. 0. Tiffany 
(Pilot I1.), High com, Tom Brewer (Prince), and J, Henderson (Spile). 

ENGLISH SETTERS,—DPuys: Ist, 8. A. Kaye (Bracket); 2d. with- 
held. High com., H. D. Smith (Gart). Aitehex: 1st, T. Donoghue 
(Countess Blythe); 2d. withheld. Perperas—Doys: lst. BE, C. Vickery 
(Don), 24, J. S. Fisher (Mark), High com,, W. C. Mount (Don M.) 
Bitches: Ist and $d, 1. Donoghue (Blas Spark and Noble Beau.y). 

TRISH SETTERS. —Dogs: Ast.,'0. Donoghue (htisa. Fite); 2d. J, B. 1. 
Hernivk (Nick IT.) Biteies: ist, T. Donoghue (Quéen), PuPPies— 
Deis; Ist, withheld; 2d, WH, F- Dorwin (Shy Carte), 

POINTERS, —Cnanpion—Doys. Geo. N, Appold (Brayo), Bitches 
T. A. Kaye (Maggie G.) Ores CLass—Sitches: 1st, ‘TD. Donoghue 
(Countess Riyali; 20, J, Tenderson (Maggie V.) Very bigh com,, 5. 
A, Kaye (Musetta). Puppies; Ist, J. Henderson (Faust, Jr): 2d. W. 
J. Allen (Saucho). 

TRISH WATER SPANIBLS,—UtaAMPIOon—Poy, f. Denozhye (Conn 
Bendigo), OPEN OLAss—Dogs: ist, 5. A. Kaye (Panll.). Bitches: 1st, 
T, Donoghne (Cricket); {l, A, M. Weinhardt (Queen). ' 

COOKER SPANIELS.—OrueEr rH4N Braok —ist, 8. A, Kaye (Lady), 
Boacx—ist, H. Hickox (Boxer), 
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FOXHOUNDS.—Itst, withheld; 24,8. A. Kaye (Hasty). 

DACHSHUNDE,—lst, B, L, Goodman (Waldline 11). 
FOX-TERRERS.—1sh, wilbhell; 20,8. A. Kaye (sting), 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Ist, Henry Muss (Kate), 

HARD WATRED SCOTCH TERRIERS.—tst and 2d, J. H Naylor 
(Tom Glen and Prince Charlie). 

PUGS.—CramPion Chass—H. L. Goodman (Judy LIL). Open O1ass 
Poys: 1st, Mrs. Geo. W. Chatterton, Jr. (Chic); 2d, H. L. Goodman 
(Bagia), 
TOY TERRINRS.—ist, Capt. W. West (Daisey); 2d, Prank Godley 

(Mouse), 
The following special prizes were also awarded! 
For the best hard-haired Scotch terrier, a silver cup, won by Jobn 

H. Naylor (Tom Glen). i 4 
For the best pug bitch, asilyer cup, wou by Henry L. Goodman 

(Judy TIT.). - 
For the best setter in the show, two game pictnres, won by T. 

Donoghue (Countess Blythe). A r 
For the hast pointer puppy, two Peseurtss of hinting scanes, won by 

J. Henderson (Faust, Jr,), which also won a silver collar. 

MONTREAL DOG SHOW. 

PPHE second annual exhibition of the Dog Fancivrs’ Assnci- 
: ation of Montreal was held at the Victoria Skating Rink, 
Montreal, on September 6, 7and&. It should be stabed that 
the association has no connection with the old poultry and 
dog show, though it is an offshovt from that of those who fan- 
eied dogs more than chickens, but who could mot have as 
much of their own way as they thought they were entitled to. 
The premium list provided for about one hundred classes, as 
every breed was divided into two sexes. In order to provide 
prizes tor all, the premiums were made very low, the highest 
being $5) and 383 and the other classes $3 and $2, for first and 
second elasses. There were also at least twenty breeds which 
might better have been omitted from the premium list alto- 
gether, becauseit was very long odds against there being an 
entry for any One of them, and such eventually proved to be 
the case. It is not with any desire to find fault that these 
tnistakes are pointed out, but as an explanation of the reason 
why the show was not so successful from an exhibitor’s point 
of view as night have been the case. The committee, by re- 
ducing the number of classes next year to about forty or fifty, 
selecting only such breeds as are likely tio fill well, and givin 
$10 and $5 prizes, will have twice as many dogs as they di 
this time and of a superior quality throughout. 
The building where the show was held is admirably adapted 

for the purpose, being aminiature American Institute Wunild- 
ing, and it is conveniently situated, The gentlemen of tha 
committee, from the president, Major Evans, down to the 
bottom name on the list, were indefatigable in their endeavors 
to make the show a suecess, and much praise is due them, 
particularly to Mr. John F. Campbell, the secretary. The 
dogs were benched on the usual plan, but the toys, of which 
there were a great many, were shown on a better plan than 
even Mr. Lincoln has introduced. Instead of being in little 
eooped up stalls they were placed in large chieken éxhibition 
cages nailed down to & wide bench, tirmly perched omtrestles, 
and elevated three feet from the floor, lhe cages were placed 
about a foot apart, and there being plenty of room ou both 
sides of the benches, there was no necessity for crowding. 
All the usual show frequenters said it was the best thing they 
had ever seen in the way of benvhing tuys. [f adopted at New 
York next year it would be the feature of the show. 

The prize list hegan with deerhounds, and the only ones 
were Messrs, Thayer’s Lance and Lorna, who were given first 
in their respective classes. Both were out of coat. Im fact, 
it might aswell be said here that nearly all the dogs were 
shedding their coats, and the long-coated ones were in any- 
thing but grand condition. Mr. Hodgson’s Don, a hig, up- 
standing dog, was first in greyhounds. He could be made a 
yery smart dog. Pilot, afair Wlack, was second, and Spring, 
showing age, and nothing like what he was a few years ago, 
was pegged back to very highly commended, There was yery 
litle between Gipsey and Bella mm the bitches, the extra inch 
Iung-room the former had turning the seales in her favor. 
Italian greyhounds and bloodhounds were drawn blank, 
Foxhounds, strange to say, were one of the poorest classes in 
the show, Dan O'Shea was inconsolable because of bis having 
left all of his at home, but he gwt firsts for Rattler and Music 
in beagles, the special going to the former. he dachshunde 
wanted more length of head, but Sankey has a nice body and 
legs. Moody, his side partner,is gray with age. In pointer 
dogs Mr, Sparrow showed a yery good liver and white, a trifle 
throaty and a bit tucked up owing tio his not being exercised 
quite as much as he should be, but aitogether a yery zood dog, 
and one that insome people’s hands would take a lot of beating. 
Shot is a coarse liver and white, with a lumbering head, and 
Polo a lemon and white, leggy and light. Bramble did not 
geta mention. He is houndy and altogether too short in the 
back, besides being bad-tailed. Rue was, of course, first im 
bitches, and took the pointer special, but the second was not 
at alla bad one. One yery poor Dalmatian got asecond prize. 
Albion, the English setter winner, is a black and white, a very 
tair dog, and much ahead of Grouse, also a black and white, 
though Mr. Curtis did not think so, and foolishly entered a 
protest against the award. his renders if uecessary to tell 
ir. Curtis that liis dog isnot a good one. [ff is too thick in 

head, straight-shouldered, lezey and without croolt to the 
stifle, a legey, stiltiy dog. Quail, if he had not been all gona 
behind, would have won easily. Im head and forehand he isa 
wonderfully good dog. trish setters were poor, but in Gor- 
dons, Argus and Pride of Canada made the class quite respect- 
able. The latter is good in body, tut is not up to Argus 
in head, Only one liver aud white Norfolk spaniel 
was shown, 4 pretty good doz In black dockers 
Dr. Niven was first in both sexes, with Black Bess, 
and Frank, The bitch was in better feather than she bas 
ever been shown here, but the dog did not look so well, Ha 
would look better shown abont A5lbs. weight in the larear 
class. Snap, shown against Prank, is chunber-headed. Daisy, 
the liyer and white bitch, wasa long way the hesh of her 
breed. She was shown fat, and had evidently not been well 
cared for so tar as her coat was concerned. The Ivish water 
spaniel doz wasin poor shape. Mrs, Levey’s smooth-coated 
collie was a pretty good one, but the two English sheep dogs 
shown were only collies ont of coat, and were sent out with a 
ribbon, Rough collies were not good, too much Gordon blood 
in the majority of them, ‘The first and second in dogs were 
the best coated ones of the lot, and the winning bitch was a 
pretty good one. Mr. Giavelli had it all his own way with his 
ten Newfoundlands, Nero is a‘zood-headed dog, but deficient 
in size, m which point Pedrois much superior, The billdog 
decision was a reversal of previous awards, but there is no 
doubt as to its correctness. Neither Blister nor Moses are 
good in bulldoz properties behind the head. They are high on 
the leg and are more terrier build than bulldog. Left to the 
head, then, Moses is the better dog most decidedly. Judy is 
long and pinched in face, but had nopling against her, 

The mastiffshad little character about them, and the best 
in each sex only gobasecond prize. Noble, the only St. Ber- 
nard shown, though small, isa fairly good dog and got first 
prize. Firsts were withheld in large poodles and small bull 
terriers, In the large bull-terrier class Boxer is a good-bodied 
dog, but short-faced; the two bitch prize winners were smart 
terriers, Kitt haying to take second owing to her old age. We 
were disuppointed in fox-terriers, as there are plenty of them 
at Montreal, but the best were not shown, and outside of the 
two first prize winners from Boston and oronto, the classes 
were poor, Tipisasmurt little dog, and won the special for 
the best of the breed. Mr- Scholes, of Toronto, showed « par 
ticularly good large blackand tan terrier in Bessie, a datiwhter 
of his old bitch Topsy, who took second. The same exhibitor 
was first in white English terriers with Hornet I, and tirstin 
both sexes of Bedlinstons. Scotch terriers and Skye terriers 

—— 
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were nondescript lots, and in Trish there was nothing to com- 
pare with Dr. Niven’s Norah. 
The great feature of the show was the Yorkshire terriers, 

there being abont forty of them and their near relative the 
silver-gray terriers, Charley, the winning large Yorkshire, is 
good in color and coat, and would show a grand doz if it were 
not for his bat-winged ears. Holdbrook’s Prince was out of 
coat, but the same owner took first and second in bitches with 
two pretty specimens, He was also equal first with a sprightly 
little fellow under 7lbs. with O’Reilly’s Jerry, The latter was 
in fuller coat, but Mritzy was ahead in color, and Mr. Watson 
concluded not to separate them. Charley was along way the 
best of the washed-out Yorkshires, or silyer-grays, as they 
were called here, He was in grand val and won easily, The 
Burbels, or small white poodles, were not numerous, bul were 
very pretty. The whole of the classes were judged by Mr. 
James Watson, of New York, and with the exception of the 
grumble of the disappointed exhibitorin the lMnglish setter 
class referred to above, his awards gavé great satisfaction. 
The following are the ; 

AWARDS, 

FOXHOUNDS.—Dogs; 1st and 2d, Benj. Higgins (Jumbo and 
Bugler, Littches: Ist, 2 and high com., Benj. Higgms (Norah, 
Beauty and Nellie). 

BEAGLES.—Dogs; 1st and special, Dan O'Shea (Rattler). 
ist, Dan O*Shea (Music), 

DACHSHUNDE.—ist and very high com., John &, Campbell (San- 
key and Moody), 

POINTIERS.—Doys: ist, 7. B, Sparrow (Dash); 2d, Narcisse Parent 
(Shob), Very hich vom., S. H, Ross (Polo). Bitches: ist and special, 
John EK, Thayer & Bro. (Rue); 2d, John Fallon (Feeno). Puppies: 1st, 
John ©, Dixon (Mirt). 

DALMATIANS.—2d, Melvin Smith (Major), 
ENGLISH SETTERS,—Dogs: ist, James F. Scriver (Albion); 2d, 

H. iL. Curtis (Gronse). igh com., Arch. H, Rolland (Quail), Bitches; 
1h jane special, Wm, Dangerfield (Nellie May); 2d, John CG. Dixon 
(Nellie), 
IRISH SETTERS, — Dogs: 

Jobn Allan (Nellie). 
GORDON SETTERS.— Dogs; Ist and special, Dr. J. 5. Niven (Argus); 

2d, Chas. Hughes (Pride of Canada). Bitches; ist. John EB, Thayer 
& Bro. (Beauty); 2d, J. W. Sweet (Flora). 
NORFOLE SPANIELS,.—1st, W, Clayton Bessey (Spot). 
BLACK COCKER SPANIBLS.—Dogs; 1st, Dr. J. 5. Niven (Frank); 

2d, Wm. Broderick (Sweep), Fifehes: 1st and special, Dr, J. 8. 

Bilchess 

Ist, Robert Lucas (Don), Bitches; 2d, 

Niven (Black Bess). sili A ist, Chas, BE, Dawson (Doctor I,). 
High com., H. H, Curtis (Beanty). 

COCKER SPANTELS—OraEr THAN Buack.—Doys; Ist, P. J, Duches- 
nay (Jet); 2d,T. Wall (Sport), Ritehes; ist, George Payne (Daisy). 
High com., James P, Griffin (ly), Puppies: ist, Jolin fF. Cainpbell 
(Sport). Wery high com., P. J. Duchesnay (Gane). 

TRISH WATER SPANIELS.—2d, John G. Burns (San). 

COLLIES—Smoora-CoArap.—isb, Mrs. Ernest Levey (Lady), 

NEWFOUNDLANDS.— Dogs: ist and 2d, A, M. F, Giayelli (Pedro 
and Nera). #Ytefies; ist, 8. H. Ross (Lady), 
BULLDOGS.—Dogs; istand special, and 2d, John B. Thayer & Bro. 

(Moses and Blister). Aitchess Ist, John EB. Thayer (Judy). 

MASTIFFS.—Dogs: 28, George Broughton (Jumbo). Pitches. 20, 
August Smith (Blaine), 

8T. BERNAND—Roven-Coatap.—Dogs: Ist and special, John F, 
Hanrahan (Noble). 

FRENCH POODLES.—2d, James Lynch ('Viney), 
BULL-TERRIERS—Unner itnns.—Doys- 2d, Geo. Jordan (Wope- 

ful). Bifches: 2d, Geo. Jordan (Trouble). Over 16nB8.—Dogs; ist. 
Geo, Jordan (Boxer). #itches: ist, John G. Burns (Jess); 2d, Geo, 
Jordan (Kit), 
POX-TERRIERS—Dogs: 1st and special, John BH, Thayer (Sip); 2d, 

A, F. Dawes(Ginger), Very high com,, John G. Burns (Jack), Bitches: 
ist, John T, Cable (Nellie); 2d, Geo. Jordan (Nettle). Very high com., 
John PF. Campbell (Jessie). 

BLAGEK AND TAN TERRIERS—Over 7lbs.—Ist and 2d, John F. 
tebe (Bessie and Topsy). Very high com., John F. Camphell 
(Fan), 

WHITE ENGLISH TERRIER.—I1st, John I’. Scholes (Hornet IL), 

BEDL NGTON TERRIERS—Dogs: ist, special, John F. Scholes 
(Jerry). Bitches: John TP. Scholes (Dart). 

SCOTCH TERRIBRS,—Pogs; 1st, Dan O*Shea (Boxer). Bitehes: ist, 
Wr, Andrews (Manny): 2d, B. Holdbrook (Lilly). 

IRISH TERRIDRS.—Dogs: 2d, B. Holdbrook (Jack). Bitches: 
anc special. Dr. J. 8. Niven (Norah); 2d, Jas, Lindsay (Norah IIT.). 

PRICK-EARED SKYE TERRIERS.—Dogs, 24, John G. Burns 
(Jerry). Rifehes: 1st, John I’. Gampbell (Nellie); 2d, Thos, Kelly 
(Maud). Very high com., Miss Maud Winfield (Nellie). 

DROP EARHD SKYE TERRIPRS.—Dags: ist, John Nolan (Jerry); 
2d, 8. Holdbrook (Jack). #ifches: ist, Hd, Quain (Maud); 2d, B. Hold- 
brook (Sally). Very high com., Wm. Laurie (Totty), High com., 
Miss Laura Winfield (Pinny). 

DEERHOUNDS.—Pays: ist. John EB. Thayer & Bro.(Lance), Bitches: 
Ish, John B, Thayer & Bro. (Lorna): 
GREYHOUNDS.—Dogs: ist and speciel, J. BE. M, Hodgson (Non); 

2d, Capt. C, Clapham (Pilot). Very high com., 0. HE, Dawson (Spring). 
Bitches: 1st, Fred Fuhrer (Gipsy): 2d, F. Upton (Bella). High com., 
G, F. Fritz (Jenny). 

POODLES.—2d, J, Lynch (Tiny), 

PUGS,—Dogs: 1st, B. Holdbrook (Guess). Bitches Ist, J. F. Camp- 
bell (Flirt); 2d, J. G. Burns (Daisy). 

BLACK AND TANS,—Unpber 7us8s.—Doys: 1st and 2d, G. Jordan 
(Raby I_and Baby IL). High com.,.J, F, Campbell (Tiny). Biteles: 
ist, W. Macheth (Fanny); 2d, J. CO. Dixon (Tiney). 
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS,--Oyrr 7iss.—Mogs: Ist, J. & A, Black 

(Charley); 2d, B. Holdbrook (Prince), Bitches: Ishand 2d, B. Hold- 
brook (Nellie and Tatters).—UnpEr 7LB8.—Dogs: Equal 1st, B. Hold- 
brook (Kritzy), Thos. 0’ Reilly (Jerry), Very highcom., Mr. J. A. Pitts 
(Rex), Mrs, Hrnest Levey (Turk). Bifches: Ist a:dbitch special, M-. 
©, Connor (Dot); 2d. Mrs, J. A. Pitt (Queenie). Very high eom., B, 
Holdbrook (Mouse). 

SILVER GRAY TERRIERS.—Dogs: ist and special, B. Holdbrook 
(Oharley}; 24, Thos. Kelly (Teutonia). Bitehes: 1st, Thas. Kelly 
(nliet); 2d, R, A. Allen (Jess). Very high com,, R, A, Allen (Dolly); 
high com., J, A. Pends (Binny), B. Holdbrook (Plora), 

KING CHARLES SPANIELS,—Dogs:1st. Mrs. BH, Bradford (Prince); 
2d, Miss B. Noonan (Charley). Bitches: ist, special, Mrs. E, Bradford 
(Minnie), 

BROKEN-HAIRED TERRIERS—Unner Trps.—ist, J. FP. Scholes 
(Topsy); 2d, W. Macbeth (Fanny). Very high com,, J. H. Peard 
(Tiney)—Ovunr 7Les.—J, . Scholes (Sandy). J. G. Burns (Ginger), 

BARBETS—Doys: 1st, T. O*Reilly (Charlie); 2d, P. Rowan (Charley). 
Very bigh com., b. P. Canniif (Jumbo) Com., J.F. Campbell (Daisy). 
Bitehes: 1st, P. Rowan (Tiney), B. P, Canniff | Nellie), 

ROUGH-COATED TERRIER PUPPINS,.—ist, B. Holdbrook, 

SMOOTH COATED TERRIER PUPPIES.—Eqnal Ist, J. F, Scholes’s 
black and tans, and Geo. Jordan’s bull-terriers. 

MISGELLANEOUS.—ist, Edward Evan, Russian terrier, (Monte). 
Special for best collection of Yorkshire terriers, B. Holdbrook, 
Special for best dog and bitch, Yorkshire terriers under 7lbs,, Mrs. 

Pitt, 

BOW AS A SIRH.—Hditor Forest and Stream; Lregret to 
announce the death of thirteen out of sixteén pups, whelped 
Ang. 25 by my bitch Munson’s Queen, Bow has sired over 
seventy-five pups by my bitches, and I have spent a goon deal 
of money trying to raise a brace, but so far all haye died, 
The pups at time of birth appear strong and healthy, but few 
live over three weeks. So far this year I have lost thirtiy-six. 
Lhaye not a pup three weeks old by Bow out of any of my 
brood bitches, Cansomeof your readerssolye the mystery 
why we can't, raise « Bow pup? and oblige—EpWarp ODELL, 

Ish 

REGENT IMPORTATIONS.—The Riverside Kennel, Clin- 
ton, Mass., have recently imported the mastiff dog Agrippa. 
He isastone fawn, with black ears and muzzle, eighteen 
months old, and weighs 145 pounds, He is by Ghalior (HE. 
@.8.B, 10,547) and out of Berenice, 11,715, Ma, E. B, Goldsmith 
received last week for Mo, P. FP, Pitcher, Claremont, N. H., 
the black cocker spaniel hitch Beg from the kennel of Mr. 
James Farrow, Ipswich, Eng. 

- POWDERED GLASS FOR TAPE WORM.—A -well-bred 
Scotch terrier, kept at the writer’s place of business, has lately 
been fed (contrary to my orders) on raw meat at different 
times during the past month, Expecting tape worm would 
follow the injudicious feeding, it was ordered to be stopped. 
A few days azo J noticed evident signs that the poor dog, if 
he could speak in reference to himself, could use the plural 
we—himself and his ocenpunt, One of the most positive signs 
I noticed was his eoing out into the lot and eating grass burs, 
and I immediately admimistered tnely powdered flass, made 
into a bolus abontthe size of a marble with lard and ginger, 
on ali empty stomach, and followed this in four hours with a 
dose of castor oil, The result was a large tape worm, with 
head complete, I would say that the glass was made im- 
palpably fine and then sifted through silk, and consider it per- 
fectly safe if properly prepared.—Homo, — 

_BASTERN FIELD TRIAL JUVDGES!—The full list of 
judges for the Hastern Wield Trials to be run at High Point 
comimensing November 1, is as follows: Mr. Luther Adams, 
Boston, Mass.; Mr. D. C. Bergundthal, Indianapolis, Ind,, and 
Mr. B. FP, Wilson, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the 
tienlars of each animal; 

To insure 
ollowing par- 

1 Color. f, Name and residence of (nyner, 
2. Breed buyer or seller. 
8. Bex. 7, Sire, with his sire and dam, 
4 Are,or 8. Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death. 10, Owner of dam. 
Allnames must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
ie” See instructions at head of this coluun, 

Clover T., Clintow UT. and Clyde T. By Mr. 1. Shuster, Jr. Phila- 
delphia, Pa,, for lemon and white English setter dogs, whelped May 
24, 1863, by champion Thunder oub of Cornelia (Leicester—Dart), 
Cassandra T., Chester T.and Clayinda I. By Mi. L. Shuster. Jr. 

Philadelphia, Pa,, for black and white Huglish setter hitches, whelped 
Mase 24, 1483, by champion Thunder out of Comelia (Leicester— 

art). 
Suiset. By Mr, L, Shuster, Jr... Philadelphia, Pa,, for lemon and 

ais English setter dog, whelped June 4, 1883 (Gladstone—Coomuas- 
sie). 

Dudone. Ly Mv. G, Shuster, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.. for black and 
wit ite English setter bitch, whelped June 4, 1883 (Gladstone—Cooumas- 
sie). 

Huptaeatade oe aN, at + allt st ae Falls, N. H,, for liver 
docker spaniel dog, whelped June 26, 1883, by imported Beau (Bob— 
Nell) out of Lofty (Snipe—Flora). ; B 
Black Ned. By Mr J. P. Willey, Salmon Falls, WN. AL. for black 

co¢kerspaniel dog, whelped June 26, 1888, by imported Beati (Boh— 
Nell) out of Letty (Shipe—Flora), 

Quilp. By Mr, W. P. Haughton, Prairié. Miss,, for Eeglish setter 
doz puppy (Rake—Phylis) 
Sam. By Mr. J. A, Nickerson, Boston, Mass,, far black Newfouna- 

land dog, whelped May 2, 1882, by Goliath (Palace—T'lo) ont of Dora 
({Boss—Mauide), 
Barney O'Shea, By My. C. 8. Colt, Little Genesee, N. ¥., for red 

Trish setter dog, whelped July 1), 1882, by champion Rory-O'More out 
of Norah O’More (Berkley—Tilly), 

BRED. 

("" See tustructions at head of this colunm, 

Auly—Drake. Mr, HW. E. Hamilton's (New York) English setter 
ee wari (AER, 120) to Mr. Luther Adams‘’$ champion Drake, 
ept, 15. 
Wlord—Obo IL Mr. James Wetson's (New York) black 

spaniel bitch Mora (A.K,.R. 300) to Mr, J, P, Willey’s Obo IL (Oho— 
Chloe TL), Sept, 8. 
Queen—King Bow. The Detroit Kennel Club's (Detroit, Mich) 

pointer biteh Queen (Sleaford—Daywn) to their King Bow (A, K,R. 83), 
Princess Lowise—Nixey. The Detroit Kennel Club's (Detroit, Mich.) 

Degieh pee, bitch Princess Louise (A. K.R. 117) to their Nixey 
(AK. 177), 
Wina—Dash UE Mr, Arthur Grookhonse's (Wellington.Mass.) Eng- 

lish setter hitch Nina (Lelaps—Belle) to Mr, A, M, Tucker's Dash IIT, 
Aug, 27. 

—Dash TT, Mr. John A. Poor's (Boston, Mass,) English setter 
biteh to Mr. A. M. Tucker's Dash TIL, Sept. 7%. 
Gvace—Dash LIT, Mr. D. L. Casselman’s (Purdy’s Station, N.Y.) 

English setter bitch race to Mr, A. M. Tueker's Dash LT., Sept. 15, 

WHELPS. 

(eer See instructions ut head of this colunm. 

Zelda, Mr, Jean Grosvenor's (Black Bluffs, Mass.) ved Trish setter 
hiteh Zelda (A.K.R, 240), Sept. 6, nine (six dogs), by champion Elcho 
(ALK.R, 295). 
Woodland Queen. Messrs, Marshall & Lockwell'’s (Woodstock, 

Ont.) black cocker spaniel bitch Woodland Queen (Bean—Blnel: Bess), 
Aug. 8, eight (three dogs), by nmported Tippo. 

Fido, Messrs. Marshall & Luckwell’s (Woodstock, Ont,) liver and 
white cocker spaniel bitch Fido, Aug. 28, six (four dogs), by their 
Bob, Jv, (Bob I1T.—Black Bess), 

Dolly Varden; The Scarborough Kennels (Scarborough, N, ¥.) 
mastitt bitch Dolly Varden (A,K.R. 75), Sept. §, nine (three dogs), by 
Zulu (Colonel—Diana). 5 , 

Sheila. Wir, Lawrence Timpson’s (Red Hook, N.Y) Irish terrier 
biten Sheila (A,K.R. 187), Sept, 10, five (two dogs), by his Pluck 
(AIR. 197). ; 
Novice. Mr. Fred W, Rothera’s (Simcoe, Ont.) rough-coated st. 

Bernard bitch Novice, Sept. 4, six (three dogs), by his Priam. 
Lassie, Mr, Fred W, Rothera’s (Simeoe, Ont.), Scotch collie hitch 

Lassie, nine (three (dogs), by Lorne (Rex—tIasgsie), All black, tan and 
white. 

SALES. 
Ee See tastructions at head of this column, 

ween Ress, Blaok and tan Gordon setter biteh, whelped Oct, 16, 
1882 (Dick-—Bess), by Mr. John H. Snow, Boston, Mass,, to Mr. John 
A, Doolittle, New Haven, Ct. 

Clover T. Lemon and white English setter dog, whelped May 24, 
1983 (Thunder—Cornelia), by My. L, Shuster, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa., to 
Mir. J.G. Weidinan, same place. 

Chinton T. Lemon and white English setter dog, whelped May 24, 
1888 (‘Lhunder—Cornelia), by Mr. L, Shuster, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa., to 
Mr, A.¥. Fuller, same place. 

Dudane, Block and white Winglish setter dog, whelped June 4, 1883 
(Gladstane—Coomassié), by Mr. L, Shuster, Jr, Philadetphia, Pa., to 
Mr. A. I, Puller, same place. 
Jumbo, Black and white cocker spaniel dog. by Messrs. Warshall 

& Luckwell, Woodstock, Ont,, to Mr. Jolin A, Fisher, Mitoholl, Ont. 
Rita Crowteth, Liyer and white poimter bitch, 2 years olil (Crox- 

teth—Little Neli), by Mr. Geo, L. V. Tyler, West Newton, Mass., to 
Mr, Geo. &. Tucker. Peterboro, N. H, 
Chipps—Netlie whelp. Black pointer dog, whelped June 22, 18$d, 

cocker 

by Mr. Geo. Goodhue, Danville, Can., to Mr, C. A, Holmes, Sofuer- 
ville, Mass. 

Disie. Black pointer dog. whelped June 2, 1883 (Chipps— 
Nettie), by Mr. Gao. O. Goodhue, Danyille, Can,, to Mr. BP. Stanehiffe, 
Montreal, Gan, 

Parkness I, Black pointer biteh, whelped June 22, 1883 (Chipps— 
Nettie), by Mr, Geo, O. Goodhue, Danyille, Can., to Mr, I’, 5, Wother- 
spoon Three Rivers, Can. 
Quilp, English setter doz (Rake—Phyllis), by Mr. D. OC. Bergund- 

thal, Indianapolis, Ind., to Mr. W. P. Haughton, Prairie, Miss, 
King Bow—Chess whelps. Pointers, whelped May 21, 1583, by the 

Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich,, 4 lemon and white dog and bitch 
to Mr. J. 8. Massie, Houston, Tex., and a liyer and white bitch to Me, 
PT. Brady, Detroit, Mich. : . fot 
King Bow—Karner's Bell whelps, Liver and white ticked pointer 

doy aud biteh, whelped May 23, 1883, by the Detroit Kennel Club, De- 
troit, Mich, te Mr... S$, Massie, Houston, Tex. 4 
Royal Sulton—Myrtle whelp, Liver and white Mnelish setter dog, 

whelped May 18, i888, by the Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich,, ta 
Mr, ©. M. Mimball, Cleveland, 0, : 

Cownt Rapiey—Reign wielps. English selters, whelped June 26, 
1883, by the Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich., a bine belton Wor to 
Mr, Jas. G. Mis, Johnstown, Pa., ahd a black and white bitch to Mr. 
I, Brady, Detroit, Mich, 
Roy—Gretehen whelys. Black andi white Hoglish setters, whelped 

June 3, 1883, by Mr, L. F, Patterson. Bainbridge, Ga., » dog to Ma. 
H, Smartand a hiteh to Mr. M. H. Pawlett, same nas 
Burney O'Shect, Red Irish setter dog, whelped July 9, 1883(Rory 

|Smpr. 20, 1883. 
ee ee ee ee ee ee. 

O'’Moré—Norali O'More), by Mr, W. H. Callender, Albany, N. ¥. 
Mr_C, §, Colt, Little Genuses, NX, et peadiae pags Spurn 9% 

! PRESENTATIONS, 
eS Bae. Duh ealeang at sigs UF thés cohuna. 
ochambecit. Liver cocker spaniel dog, whleipyd June 26, 1283 

(Beau—Lofty), by Mr. I, P. Willey, 8 Falls, IN. YA. Me Donal ioclland, Mie Y, Salmon Falls, N.H,, to Mr A. Me 

Mipps if Liver pointer dog, whelped June 32, 1983 (Chipps—Ket- 
tie), by Geo. O. Goodhue, Danville, Can., to Mr. Sonn Megavens) 
Brockville, One, 

epee Black pointer dog, whelped June 22, 18s (Chipps—Nettie), 
bre a Geo. O, Goodliue, Danyille, Can., to Mr. A, M, Ardrews, same 

Rayol Sdtdn—Myrile whelp, Liver and white ticked English setter 
Jog, Whelped May 15, 1883, by the Detroit Kennel Olib, Detroit, Mich., 
to Mr, Geo, D. Cannor, Big Rapids, Mich, 
Roy—Gretehenwhelp. Blue elton Waoelish setter bitel, whelped 

June a, TSR, by Mr. L. FP. Patterson, Bainbridge, Ga,, to Mr. We W. 
Titus, Whittemore, Ia, 

DHATHS. 

ee See instructions at headof this colwnim. ; 
Nin—Josie whelps, Pointer dog and biteh, wlalped July 2, 1882, 

owned by Mir. L, 1°. Patterson, Bambridse, Ga, 
Oolleen, irish terrier bitch (A .K.R, 418), owned by Mr. Lawrence 

Timpson, Rel Hook, N, ¥. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

eS No Notice Taken of Anonynicus Cortespendeits, 

fF, F., Columbus, O,—We know of no effectual remedy, and would 
advise you to dispose of lita and try again, 

H, F’s., Brooklyn, N. ¥,—The worms you (lesctibe were sections 
of tapeworm, Unless the lead of the worm was dislodged ib will con- 
tinwé te trouble him, 

W. P, A., Boston, Mass.—It is impossible to determine the nature 
of rhe swelling without an examination. Show her to Dr. Frank Bil- 
lings, Park square, Boston. 

i. &. P., Philadelphia, Pao rid your dog of worms, give him on 
an empty stomach two grains of finely powdered areca nut for each 
Dod that he weighs, and follow in two hours with « dose of castor 
oil, 

i, D, ., Sandy Creek, Me,—Your dog has mange. Wash him thor- 
oughly with strong soap suds and rinse off with clear water, and ap- 
ply shlphurous acid diluted with three parts of water and let it dry 
on. Repeat in a week, 

(and T., Cardenas, Cuba.—We sliould not adyise you to spay the 
hitch, as 1 is ¢ruel gnd unnatural, and in a majority of the cases that 
have come undéb our observation the operation has not proved sue- 
eésstul, Jt can be performed at any time before she vomes in season. 
but when three or four weeks old is the proper are, 

Zifle and Crap Sheating. 
OUR TARGET DIAGRAMS. 

HE report of the late International Rifle Match, as given in our 
coluwins, was supplemented by a series of diagrams in which an 

effort was made to show upon miniature olitline largelis each shot in 
ils relation fo the others and with exactitude as to its position upen 
the target slab. The difficulty of making 144 separate diagrams em- 
braving a total of oyer a thousand carefully placed shots was very 
great and itis not surprising that some errors crept in, Some of 
these errors were wanifestly but slips of the pen or typographical 
bluntlers, and the essential acenracy of the system was abundantly 
proven by the exception of error as wellas by the great preponder- 
ahce of correctness, We have taken pains to have comparisons of our 
printed outlines made with the score hooks of the competitors as far 
as possible, and below may be found the answers made by the several 
marksmen to our requests for information, Some interesting com- 
ments upon the mate in its varied aspects appear also in Lhe vorres- 
pondence and the series of letters capitally Wlustrate the feelings af 
the contestants on either side in the fight, 
The responses are as follows, Wattleworth and MeVittie of the 

British, with Sntith of the American, being the only absentee; 
HATHERLEIGH, Hog., Aug. 14, 1883 —In reply to your letler of the 

26th ult., T bez to say that the diagrams published by you of my shots 
in the International Match are quite correct, [ was very much pleased 
at reading the detailed account of the match in your issue of the 26h 
uwlt,, which you kindly sent me; it is the first and only account seen by 
me which follows the match through all its stages and vicissibudes 
from first tolasth. It givesthe absentrenadera fair idea of the weather 
we had to put up with, and the vousequent difficulty experienced by 
all the competitors in keeping their proper elevation throughout the 
seven consecutive shots, You very fairly graw a dishnetion hetween 
the opportunities of the first and second squads of the British Team 
LO Iake & score, and what you say aboutour not knowing each other's 
rilies, was particularly true with respect to the competitor who fired 
the pioneershotsand his companions, for he had never previously 
fired with the rest of the Team, aud his tip as to elevation was worse 
thin useless, as jas shown by my first shots wt each range, TL haying 
to follow and take the tip from him, Ib was at S00yds. that-we did 
so very badly, and there is no doubt we Jost more than bwenly rounds 
ab Lhat range through our never having fired throurh the ranges ta- 
gether as we did at Creedmoor, There is no oppartunity of team 
practice during the N. R, A. meeting at Wimbledon, and aot until the 
qiatech was any member of the British Team able to follow on u con- 
secutive shot from 800yds. to 900vyds., and from tWilyds, to 1000yds, 
This told terribly in the match, as the amount of rise between ranges 
in the match was more orless a matter of guess work, The American 
Team hadone or two opportunities offered them of practicing to- 
gether and shooting through the ranges conseculively at Wimbledon; 
but after all, perhaps, this did not avail them much. as the elevations 
change there in a most remarkable manner, and very suddenly. 1 
am very glad that the Americans have made such a stride since last 
year, and van us so close in the match, not a few would hive been 
glad to have seen them win. Tan sure it gave every volunteer in the 
Kingdom great pleasure to welcome over the representatives of the 
National Guard of America, and I hope these interchanges of visits 
will be continuous. Yours truly, Guo, PrARss. 

Grove Longe, Cambridge, August 24, 1682.—I did not keep a dia - 
fram of the shots fired by mein the International Mate, but judging 
from such memoranda asT kept, the diagrams forwarded by you 
seem to be fairly accurate, excep that inthe case of two shots the 
fiumbers appear io have been counterchanged. The plan of denoting 
each shot by its number is a great improvement on that of using mere 
dots, which give no inditation of the arderin which the shots were 
fired. Yours faithfully, A. P. Homermry, 

86 FoReGATE STREET, CHESHIRE, England.—Many thanks for your 
kindness in forwarding me your valuable paper containing an account 
of the International Match at Wimbledon in July Jast, It is the best 
report have seen. With the éxueption of theseventik sLot al dyds., 
which should be a cénter touching the bullseye at 7 o'clock, the whole 
of pry shots are most correctly shown, ach one being numbered and 
placed on exactly the same spot as marked on the competition tai~- 
rels at Wimbledon, 1 am yours faithfully, C, J, Parry, Corpl. 
Second Cheshire R. V, 
Duns, Scornany, August 12, 1888.—I amin receipt of yours of 26th 

July, and afte careful perusal of its contents, [am highly pleased 
wilh your graphic description of the International Military Match, 
see there gre one or two mistakes which have erept in, which are of 
trivial importance, with the exception of one, ¢ &., you state Th de- 
scribing the personel of the British team, there is only one heoteb- 
mean, Tas one of the team am proud to claim Auid Seothind as the 
land of my birth and present abode, and nal only for my own sake 
do I mention it, but for the many of my countrymen that have 
adopted your great country as their home, | ask you to correct this 
mistake, Lnow call your attention te the mistike in the target dia- 
grams, which I have corrected and returned, They ate on the 500 
and W0Gyds. targets, At 500yds, you give me an outer instead of an 
inner, and at 1000yds, you give me an outer instead of a magpie, 
inaking my seore 20 instead of the 21 points. T feel much indebrect 
to you for the trouble you have taken m trying to ascertain a true 
report of the greab match. Icanalso assure you that: last year wa 
appreciated vary much your kindness in supplying each of us with a 
copy of the International Military Champions. Yours faithfully, 
d. W. Dons, Serg’t. First Berwick R, V. 

Mayrieny, WineLepon Common, Aug. 13, 1853,—I ami to-day in 
receipt of your favor of 26th July coverme diagrams of my misvrable 
pectormance in the contest between our Volunteers and your National 
Guardsmen. The diagrams are very trustworthy, and whoever wired 
them is deserving of vredit. Yours faithfully, 5, 5. Youn. 

Witowsroon, Erox, Buoxs, Aug. 19, 1433.—T have received your 
letter of 20th July enclosing diagraime of the targets made by mein the 
International Military Rifle Match, Oncormpiring them with my own 
score book f findithat they are quite accurate, Of course, theve are 
the shght differences in some of the shots that will generally show 
themselves in the spotling of different individuals, however accurate 
they may bo, but none of these are softicienthy wrong to be worth 



Serr. 20, 1883. 

mentioning. ‘Che (00yds-target looks as if it, had been photographed 
from my own score book, As fauras my score fs concerned, | canonly 
say thal your record and diagrams of ip are most correct, and do the 
sel tel credit to your system. of telegraphing these matters, anid to 
the man who cartied it ont for you, 1 hayé to thank you, [ believe, 
for the Formsr anp Stream of the 20th July, 1b contains the best 
account of the match that have seen yet, Yours truly, P. T. Gop- 
sax, Captain and Acting Adjutant Second Bucks (Eton College), R. V, 
Wo. 14 Bunn Sener, Bristol, Aw:. 14, 1884.—T beg to thank you for 

sending paver of 26th July containing account of the match, and 
whieh Tam elu lo see is a very fair und impartial account, You are 
not quite correct in stating Iliaye never won any remarkable avent 
at Witubledon, asthe following will show, viz; 1874, winner first 
Stace Albers, £25: 181i, Queen’s Sixty; is77, Olympic, £52.10. 1879, 
Snider Wimbledon Cup, £100, and three ‘times in Grand Aggrezate, 
Thave corrected the targzers for you, aud sent you my own diagrams 
for 200, 500, G00, 800 and $00; the 1,000 seems all right, Yours uuly, 
&.S. GouLnsmira, Q. M. ist G. R. V. 

Uerent Mansuann Street, Bramincnam, Bugland, Aug. 18, 1883,—T 
have received your lelfer to-day with the diagrams of my shooting in 
the Auglo-Amerivan mateh al Wimbledon last month, 1 did not dia- 
gram my own shoohing, but from my scorebook and recollection T 
should suy the diayvans you seud are fairly correct with the excep- 
tion of the third Shot at s00yde., which was an inner over the bull and 
4 litle to the left of straight. lam yours truly, Hmyry Bares, CorphL 
Tirst Warwick R, V. 

20 Corw Strmnr, Brisrvon, Aug. 20, 1883,—In answer to your letter 
2btn wt.: LThave mueb pleasure in seuding you acopy of my dia- 
efams. shot in the International Mateh. You will see they tally well 
wilh yours. Thanking youtor the copy of paper you have sent, T am 
youre faithimly, @. C. Ginus, 

Another member of the British team, who aske the courtesy of a 
supprussion of his name, writes the nls rather piquant letter, 
His vepubation as one of the best rifle shots In England, thoroughly 
pues fed whereof he speaks, entitle his comments to much weight. 
@SAYbI 

“11 Torrinaton Squarz, Lonpon, W. E,, Aug, 13, 1883. 
‘Yyotarn the diagratos you sent me with a few corrections, and in- 

close you copies of the short distance ones. 
“One short rauge and midrange targets differ from yours, and the 

dingrams in the New York Herdfil are not correct representations of 
mun targets, Ber ave yours. Do not think me hypererttical in making 
Vhis ramark. T have proposed that the tivo associations should as- 
kimilite the targets, taking for tlie second class target a 24in. bull 
With Sin. tings. Our second ¢lass target hag 24in. bull and 6is. rings. 
Our thi eluss target, ft, square, has &in, bull, fin. ring, which we 
eall tinnen® and you call.center, then «Gin. ring, ‘magpie,’ which you 
call Soner.' Hence, endless confusion in any written description em- 
bracing limers ahd magpies, IT propose: ullseye, value 6; red, value 
6{ Magpis, value 4; Goter, value 3; becuse, in my opinion, the bull 
ought not to he worth more than two outers. 
“One mutter that has exercised the minds of many Englishinen 

was he exclision Of Mr. Farrow from the team. Tf there was any 
substuntial reason, why was he allowed to compete? As to his being 
wnpoepulir orin bad odor here, the uontratty is the case with the gen- 
eral body of shooting men. Some of the small bore men may, per- 
haps, be jealous of bim for having won the Albert and Wimbledon 
Cops. In turning him out of the team the Board of Directors. or 
those responsible, simply cub their own throats. He was safe for a 
Food seore, and his knowledge of Wimbledon weather would have 
been invaluable to the American team; but they turned him out and 
pit mao inferior man, and now Mr, Seabury turns tound and com- 
plains of the paucity of M,. &. L. shots in the U.5, A. Farrow had 
some quarrel with Hyde abouta cask of sherry. I will not pretend 
toasty who wasin the wrong. I have never heard a word against 
him, and personally L was sorry that he was absent; bul you were 
represented by as jolly a set of fellows as ever stepped in shve 
loather. They took their licking like heroes. And there is anuther 
point, Ifthereis to be another mateh, whose turn is ft to cross the 
ocean? You have been licked twice, once on your own ground and 
ouee on ours, Is it uot for youto wrest the laurel leaf from us at 
Wimbledon? 

“There was one joke. One of the team pub a shoton the wrong 
target ab b00yds. Dhe range officer wanted five shillings, T tried to 
get him let off, but tle range officer said it was as much as his skin 
was warth, aud extracted ihe five bob. The receipt stood him in 
food stend, for when they visited the House of Commons he had left 
his pass behind him, so he showed this recept to the police on duly, 
Who passed lim on. 
*Pray take what use you like of what T have seribbled in a hurry. 

for I ai just off to the Continent, fo Holland and Brussels rifle shoot- 
ing; bub] don't want my name to appear, x," 
The American Team nien responded: 
Naw Yorse, Sept. 7.—L received yours of the dd inst. Tnelosedis a 

tony of my store book, showing the accuracy of yourtigures. I was 
very careful at the time in regard to spotting my shots. On the first 
tay I Spotted myself. On the second day the result is from the posi- 
tions ag noted by Mr. Rabbeth, of the team, he being official spotter 
toonrsguad, Respectfully. Jouy L, Pavupre, 

Sprinavieny, Mass, Sept, 72.—Inclosed yon will find diagrams of 
miy targets as taken from my seore book, In your 2U0yd. diagram 
vou gredit me with a three, which should be a six o'clock four for my 
first shot. Otherwise they are very good. Please accept my thanks 
for paper sent. Yours, ete., M. W. Bunn, National Armory, 
BosTox, Sept. 7,—1 lave reanarked the slips when there is any dif- 

ference benveen them and my notebook, As you see there is no con- 
siderable differance, I think you succeeded yery well, considering the 
circumsatances.—C. W, Hinman. 

_ BRooxyN, Sept. 9, 1883,—Inclosed is a copy of my poor shooting 
in the late mateh, itis not quile the sameas yours, but may be 
wrong. Lhave set them as shown by the sporting target.—Respect- 
fully, Geo. Joryur, No, 52 Fulton street, 

WN. ¥. Crry, Sept, 10,1888.—1 have just received your letter, also your 
issue uf July 26, many thanks for the same. You will notice I haye 
made somu alterations iu diagrams, which are now correct. My 
seore at M0yds, was, 4, 5, 5, 3, 2, 5, 2, total 26, iu place of 25, also 
rani total 157. in place of 15h. 
ery truly yours, T. J. Donan. 

Wasningron, D, G., Sept, 6, 1888.—Yours of the #d inst. ab hand 
and contents noted, Ttake pleasure in stating that the diagrams as 
sllown iv your paper are exactly the same as my scove-book, with 
but lwo éxXceptions, yiz.: My target at f00yds, shows two inners, 
while yours shows two outers, and the target at 1,000yds. does not 
show any fifth shot, which was a low outerat4 o’clouk. Tinclos@ 
fhe diagrains as they should apne. Trusting that this information 
will be what you desired, I am gentlemen, yours truly, W. L, Cass. 
300 Marylandavenue, Washington, D. C. 

Onvowra, N. Y., Rept. 6, 1883,—Your fayor September 3 just re- 
geived, avdin reply would say thal, with a few.exceptions, your 
diagrams of targets are good as regards my own shooting. At times 
during the match the rain Was so very bad and score-book so 
yery Web, that an infelligible record was hard to keep, and at that 
particular time © considered it of more importance to deyate my 
timeto keeping my ammunilion and rifle in as good condition as 
possible, My firstshot at 2Wyds. was at o'clock four instead of 2 
o'eloul: as shown on your diagram, with afew other slight changes 
in Joculion of the same nature. Respectfully, Water Scort, Lieut. 
4d Sep. Co., N. GS. N.Y. 
Wasnineron, Sept, 6, 1883.—Sorry, but T am unable to give you the 

dusived information, My time was taken up entirely trymeg to make 
bullseyes and to help others dothe same. From memory I would say 
the diagram seems to be very accurate. Some of the bad shotg Lam 
not likely to forgetsoon. There was no record kept of position of 
shots so far as Liknow, unless by & few individuals, Very respect- 
fully, ate,, S$. 1. Scorr, 

Mr, A, B, Yan Housen sends back diagrams of his targets taken 
froin his scorebook, in whieh there area few changes of shots, but in 
ud G¢ase@ more than a few mches, and each targetis essentially cor- 
rect, He expresses himsalfas pleased with the effort to set hefore 
the American reading public such a correct and graphic representa- 
tiou of the struggle, 
Naw Yor, Sept. 10, 1883.—1 did not keepa complete record of the 

location of each target shot 6n account of the heayy rain ab limes, 
but 1 lind thatthe 500, 000 und BOO yards targets exactly tally with 
mine, At 900yds. the outer Should be on the other wing of the target. 
T have no doubt the other targers. of which I have no record, are cor- 
rectly diagramed by you. Respectfully, J, H. Brown. 
Unirip Srvres Paroste Orrios, Washington, D, 0., Sept. 6, 1883.— 

Your inquiry at hand. In the 300yds. target you credit me with two 
Inagpies, I had none; in fact 1 had but one shot that was more than 
two mvhes from the bull, the 1st, 4th and 6th shows beg “nippers,” 
and the %th shot the only one out of line; the 2d was a little wild. 
he 500yds. target is absolutely correct, So also with the G00. At 
B00 the sth shobis too far to the lefl; it was exactly on the central 
line of fureet at the height you hhaye fiven if, It was doubtless 
coused by a light bullet winch weut too high and caused me to lower 
my sigliVand get one as much too low. ‘This shot, tle 6th, is also too 
far to (he lett by six inches or so, The Miyds. target I did not spot 
owing to the rain, but the J,000yds. agrees with maine in all respects. 
The error at 200yds, is probably due to fhe engraver; the shots are 
Joeated correetly, but upon the wrong line, Pent the dst and 7th ex- 
changed, Yours vory truly, J, M, Portarp, 

J 

Mistakes will happen sometimes, 
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RANGE AND GALLERY. 

NEWARK ASSOCIATION,—In order to have a fill attendance of 
all the clobs this fall in the coming tournament, the Nawark Rifle As- 
sociation extend an invitation to all new clubs now formed or being 
formed in the city or suburbs to join the association, Atl clubs are 
invited to send delegates to their meeting this week to We held at 1s) 
Market street. 
A special meeting of the Warren Rifle Club willbe held on Thors- 

day night, the 20th inst, Every member is requested to attend, as a 
team will he chosen for the coming tournament, aid there will also 
be an organization effected for a target excursion the same evening. 
The Orange Valley Rifle Club and the Watsessing Riflé Chib, both 

strong and well equrhped Organizations, have communicated with the 
secretary of the Newarle Association of Kile Clubs with a view of en- 
tering the Association and participating in the tournament. The as- 
sociation uow includesseven clubs, namely, the Essex, Frelinghuysen, 
Celluloid, Plymouth, Warren, Domesticand Nameless. A number of 
other clubs, the Washingtons, Bernards, Sterlings aud Newark Ama- 
teur were formerly connected with the association, buf disbanded, 
and their membership is now distributed among existing chibs, 
Short-range shooting ought to be highly popular in New Jersey, 

where young nen take naturally to the rifle. In this city it has de- 
veloped soma excellent individual shots. But short-range shooting 
ought to bea State concern and have a State organization. There 
are clubs in Jersey City, Elizabeth, New Brunswick, Trenton, Cam- 
den and other cities that might he brought into a State association, 
A movement for this purpose should properly be begun in Newark, 
Why do not the Newark associjted chibs take it up? 

All members of the Domestic Rille and Rod Association are re- 
quested to attend the rezular meeting next Thursday evemng at their 
rooms, 120 Market street, tor business of importance, 
The Prelinghuysens have inaugurated & match for cash prizes, open 

to all members, as well as other clubs aud individual shots. It will 
extend through the season, at the end of which there will be ten 
prizes graduated for the highest scores made,— A. C. NEUMANN. 

SPRINGFIELD, Sept 14.—The fifth annual tournament of the Rod 
and Gun Club closed to-day a success in every respect. The attend- 
ance has bean larger than at any previous tournament and the shoot- 
ing atthe Massachusetts aud German targets is regarded as the best 
eyer done on any range in the country, The new range at Lake Look- 
out was criticised yery fayorably by all who came, The range is 
loward the east and north and looks away over Water, or just at 
present over mud. The following scores give the resuits of the three 
days’ shocting at continuous targets, the three highests scores at the 
Massachusetts target being given in the case of each marksman and 
the two highest at the German targes. M. W. Bull, of the late Inter- 
national team, took a prize for making most bullseyes at the Creed- 
moor target during the tournament. %. C. Talbot of this city made 
the first, the last 4nd the most Dullseyes on the German target. The 
score: 

Two hundred yards. off-hand. Massachusetts target, seven shots, . 
possible score $4. Prizes, $40, $20, $10, $8, $6, $4, two of $3, four of $2. 
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A C White, Worcester, ..........-- 4 

A Mathews, Worcester.,..c.:.00-: 310 11 41 42 10 it 
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Ulrich Nef, Housatonic...........~ 10—73 | 225 

L H Mayott, Springtield........... 9 9 2 I iv Ww Wt laps 

J A Wilson. Springfield,........... 

0 B Hull, Collinsviile, Conn. ,....: 

j0—71 214 4G Tathot, Springfield...-.--.....4 
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German Targel—Three shots, 
Two hundred yards, off-hand, possible score 73, prizes $20, $15, $10 

$8, 35, two $3i three $2: 

GF Bisworth, Gardner......----.., } Hs ee re t 189 

JP Marks, Collinsville, Gonn..... 18 os a t 487 

Ulvich Nef, Housatonic. .......... 15 3A sent f 133 

W Charles, Boston..... pater, a2 4 e ee Bee , 132 

D E Mavsh, Bridgeport, Conn. ... 13 oe are {at 

AC White, Worcester... ..... = fe if oy L130 
GW Rogers, Springfield, ...2.5...- ; a ne aa t 129 

Andrus, Hartford, Conn........ 4 a ce eared 127 

$8 Bumstead, Springfield...... Pe ; My 3 ee ; 149 

SH Barrett, Spriugfield,...-. -.. i i at t 118 

SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 5,—The California team, preparing for the 
Inter-State match, held its usual practice at Shell Mound to-day, The 
following is the store: 

200yds. bO0vds. Total. 
PGvEMS, -- 22 psec etd sss tote Ware Ps ey reseeer Af 46 90) 
Kellogg. dd 44 BS 
Kelly -_- eas 43 44 SF 
UMHS, epee pape eae eigen Petes eaten 43 44 &6 
Gumi gs. oo. pe ee -- 22 eed dd 42 6 
KlGin |) esi. sh cles tesa eree- ans: 16 40 si 
retiGlicks pce se eew ens ye ce or - Pew he dq 45 8b 
Willains Hideo ight Sst oe. wat ees Ad Az 86 
Warren Ad 41 85 
Sime,.:.. 42 38 $0 
Barrere ... 14 87 Su 
BOGIES eeaee aco te vekadciae tee 42 7 vi 

FN ety INS CGA CSQA | RO) Se” Be CRE Neb oor SOR nse Se mse ec oe ee 1019 

BOSTON, Mass., Sept. 15.—At Walnut Hill to-day the attendance, 
for some unaccountable reason, was small, and the shooting on the 
whole not very good. ‘The weather was quite favorable, with a good 
light and notmiuch wind. The best scoresin the various matches 
follow: 

Creedmoor Esmtion Match. 
HM Carter. 45654445 45 5 5-47 
OM Jewell. 5h 6 46 54 5 4 5-47 
HM Curtis... 45565 55 5 4 4 547 
T) KivkWwood - Bese 4655465 54 4 & +46 
COST SI-JT| OBA BARE ASE Sb AB Soa - 45 44 5 5 5 4 4 4-44 
TJ James. —---- a SSL sol bate ah ENS 2 £6 45 565 4 + 543 

Creedmoor Match. 
sieteeresc-teerenst 4 5 & £-h 4 5 5. 5-46 

4444596 5 5 446 
6445 6 4 4 6 5—4+5 
5 4646 4 5 4 4—44 
$4554 5 5 £ S—td 

446 445 56 6 4 4-43 
Decimal Target. 

FOR Foster,.-. 2:22. ccssseepsteeee cece 810 9 8 8 9 B 710 S83 
CASPAR OSTONS (ule egies eng _.....8 8 8 6 B&B & P10 7 8—8O 

Match G—200yds. 
D Kirkwood 3 -t 64d & bh 5 § 5S 4 5-47 
D Ohaae.,.., . root 46 544 4 5 4 4-48 

TORT SNELLING, Minn,, Sept. 10.—During the past week there 
has been much lite and activity at Fort Suelling. The reason for 
this unusual slir aud bustle was the preparations whieh have heen 
making for the annual meeting this week of the military riflemen of 
the department of Dakota, Tents have been pitched ina charming 
grove ear the rifle range. where aré accommodations for the fifteen 
officers expected as competitors, and the officers in charge of the 
practice, Back of the officers’ tent is the mam encampment, which 
to-morrow will be filled with more than 130 mén, sdgerly fiscussing 
their chunces of a string of bullseyes. Besides these five large hos- 

pital tents are used for kitchen purposes, and seven for the mess 
room, Under the personal sipervision of Capt.Blunt, many improve- 
ments baye been made ithe range, which, with ils velvet burt, its 
Zaudy streamers aud revolving targets, is Very alivuctive to (he eye, 
But to the rifleman more than this isapparentis the way of improye- 
ment. The range has heen fitted with len largets, adapted for prac- 
tice, at distances between 100 snd W00yds.. and five for greater dis- 
tances, up to 1000yds. A house has been ereeted for the use of the 
rauge officers, fram which telephone wines extend to the targets ab 
600 and 1,M0yds,, thus bringing the target pilsand all the fring points 
into eonstant communication wilh each other, These, and many 
other changes, tozether with the natural advantages of location, com- 
bine lo make it one of the safest and best appointed ranges in the 
country. The competition snd selection of the department rifle team 
will not be held until Sept. 24. 25 and 26; but commencing Thursday 
next there will be practice firing or mateles daily, between 9 and 
11:80 A. M., and 1:30 and 8:80 P, M, 

_ 5444d54544—43 
WN Barren,,, BJ Downer ...,,,, 4555454444 —43 
NR Vanderhoif,... H_H Abemethy. 5544442 
KO Vroom......-..- J@ Slaght.. ......4864346645—41 
RUD Sierras ees 444445 3 SH MeGill......-... 4434445 854—40 
GH Earl...... 4544445445—43 TWenry Icosler....... 44434 54458—d0 

S5a444254 143 BF Bache., --,,.-..d4d55481d4—40 
Mr. Heaney, the successful crack shot of this month, left the city 

on the 8th inst, for a week’s ramble through the Calsidll Mountains. 
His time will be deyoted to hunting and fishing, He will have an 
opportunity of exhibiting the coveted club (raphy to the awed natives 
of that noted region. The anniversary dinner of the club will beheld 
on Thursday evening, Sept. 27, at Martinells, Fifth avenue and 
Fifteenth street. New York city.—T. M. 5, 
MR. WHITE'S BULLEEYES.—f#iditor Forest and Strean: The 

statement made in the Hlizabeth (N. J.) Herald than I had made 53 
censecutive bullseyes at Brinton Kange, las very slender foundation 
in fact, and L request that you wili give as wite publicity to my em- 
phatic denial as you haye done to tlie romantic rd of the svore, 
Although the Jersey paper does nob explicitly state that the shooting 
was off-hand, a fair inference from the tesor of the reporbis that ib 
was. when in fact it was not, the shooting being done trom a muzzle 
rest to test the performance of a uew rifle built by Mr. C. EF. Over- 
bangh for a customer, Al Mr, Overbanugh’s request I tool: the gun to 
Brinton for trial before delivery. and the wind Leing very heavy— 
altogether too strong for off-Land shootins—I shot from a muzzle- 
rest jmproyised for the Hecasion. The seore of 53 consecutive bulls- 
eyes proyes oly that Myr, Overbaiigh makes a fine rifle. and that 
45ers, powder and 255 of lead are enongh ot 2U0yds. under the most 
trying conditions of weather—Tnomas P. Ware (Brooklyn, L. 1). 
SOUTH VERNON, Vermont, Sept. 5and 6.—National Rifle (hth, 

Twenty-sixth Annual Meeting,—Order of the day, #0 consecutive 
shots. in 4 ten-strings, distance 220yds.atrest, Tue club medal to 
the best aggregate of the three strings. Below, in tiehes, eighths 
and sixteenths are the three best scores In each string, and the best 
aggregate of the three strings. measures from center to center: 

‘Ist String. 20 String. 3d Stving, 
DA Brewn...., 1145 NS Brockway.1161 HJ Hantoon.. 4 00 
Ns Brockway..12 20 H Warner... 811 NA Brockway. 9 31 
H. Warner.._.-. 1425 DA Brown.. 1430 H Warner..,,.10 114 
The best aggregate, N. 8. Brock y 3 0. Theattendange good, 

the weather not. The wind too strong and variable for short strings, 
The club will meet at the same place next year.—JoHN WILidaMson, 
President, 

WORCESTER, Mass., Sept. 13.—There were not as many as usna 
out to Pine Grove Range to day, the rain being the cause, The shoot- 
ing was by the Worcester Rifle Associniion with the American deci- 
mal target, distance 20Uyds, The following are the best scores: 
OA Alten... 22... 510 7 910 7 9 7 9 10-84 
JN Morse, Jr. . 6 P1010 7 G10 9 9 TB 
.N Morse, Jr. -38 8 4170 8B 910140 4 98D 
CA Allen... .§ £ B01 9 % 8 B10—79 
AL Rice re Wry UE .1 6 6 6 4969 6 BP 
AL Ride... ----- -..,-1010 4 8 9 3W 6 3 9-7 
GARDNER, Mass.—There was not a large aliendanve at the lash 

meet of the Gardner Rifle Club al Hackiiatack range, The American 
decimal tarzet with a possible total of 1) was used, distauce 200yds,. 
off-hand. ‘The following are the best tolalsmade: G. F. Elsworth 89, 
A, Mathews 8, W. CG, Loveland 78, F. KE, Nichols 72, G. Haskell 66, C, 
Shumway tio, W. Amsden 64. 

THE TRAP. 
Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 

quested to write on oné side of the paper only. 

THE CLAY PIGEON TOURNAMENT. 

[* reply to a letter of inquiry respecting the international champion- 
AL ship match. to be held at Chicago next, year, (le followme open 
efter has been written; ib will doubtless answer the queries of many 
of our rea(lers: 
A. W. Bagers, Esq., Worcester Club, Mirlbory. Mass.+ 
Dar Str—In reply to your favor of the 7th inst., received this day, 

we (desire to say: We consider the details of said international cham- 
piouship match subject to modification io meet the wishes of thie 
majority of shooters of this country, Our wish is to please the Iat- 
ter. In accordance with your request, and that of your own the 
Worcester) and other clubs, the following changes of the Ranelagh 
Club rules (which are only adopted as a matter of conyenienuea, being 
generally considered the best thus far broughtto ony notice), are 
hereby adopted for said match: 
“. Virstly—Ten-bore guns shall be allowed on same footing with 12- 

ore. 
Secondly—tTraps shall be plaved dyds- apart. 
Thirdly—The third notch (next to maximum) of the Ligowslry traps 

shall be user. 
Fourthly—Should less than fifty duly organized clubs enter this 

mutch, then any clab may enter as Maly teams of fiye as it may seo 
fit, 
We should be pleased to have you send usa copy of the rules nader 

which your club shoots; also, to haye you send suggestions as to 
aboye match, Very respectfully, yours truly. t 

Vue Licowsky Chay Pigkon Company. 

WESTBORO, Mass., Sept. 15.—The Ulass Ball Club lieltt a shvot to- 
day, a large uumber of sportsmen being present, the following sweeps 
and team match taking place: . 

first event, 5-ball sweep, 11 entries (3 moneys)—Barney and Car- 
penter took first money, Baleoin and Smalley second, Brigham third, 
Second event, 5 balls, 18 entwies—Brigham took firsh money, Tids- 

bury second, Barney and Balcom third. 
Third event. 6 clay pizeons. 12 entries—Tulsbury took first money, 

Barney and Smalley second, Rice third, 
Fourth event, 5 birds, 18 entries—Balcom aud hice (volt first money, 

Smalley and Winslow second. Carpenter third. 
Fifth event, 5 balls, 14 entries—Clark took first money. Dascomb 

second, Rice and Qole third, 
Sixth event, & balls, 14 entries—Clarlc toolc fireb money, Tidsbury 

and Brigham Second, Baleom and Plouff third, 
Seventh event, 5 birds, 12 entries—Brighani and Dascomb first, 

Ploutf second, Winslow, Balcom and Cole third money. 
Bighth event, team match between Ashland and Westboro alibs, 7 

men each, 6 balls per man—Ashland brolce 28, Westboro 24. 
Ninth event, Sballs, 13 entries—Uole aud Tidsbury took firsbinoney, 

Balcom and Clark second, Carpenter third. 
Tenth event, 5 balls, 1 entries—Winuston aml Tidsbury took first 

money, Plouff, Clark and Brigham second, Baleom third, 4 
Eleventh event, 6 hirds, 11 entries—Smalley took first money, Tids- 

bury and Plouff second. Rice and Andrews third. 
Tivelfth event, 5 balls, 0 entries—Tidshury and Rice tool fist 

money. Cole aud Winslow second, Balcoit third. 
LOUISVILLE, Sept, 12—It is stated bere that Capt. Stubbs, who 

has recenUy been giving exbibilions of his slallus a shovin New York, 
has deposited with Col John WM. Barbour, President of the Louisville 
Sportsmen's Association, $1,010 for a match with Dr. Carver for 
$5,000, to he shot in this city Nov. 22. “I mean business,’ says J “i 
Stubbs, “and know what Tam doing, 

PENNSYLVANIA STAT TOURNAMEN'.—A three days” pro- 
gramme will be held at Pastime Park. Philadelplia, October 8, hand 
10, Principal contest: Club and individual Stute championshin, Con- 
ditious.—Team shooting (five from each Club); five single lay pig- 
eons, Ikydk. rise: five sSereened traps, Ranelazh Club rules to govern. 
Five Beleher paper pigeons, Beleber rules to govern, and five live 
English sparrows, Rhode Island pigeons to govern, To the winning 
team 50 par cent, of all entranue fees and gate mousy received ADEE 
the tournament, # per cent, to the seeontl, aud 4) per ceut, to thir 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

team, ‘after deducting Expensts, ‘Team entrance $10: tndividial 
thampionshi'p LOMESE 2.50. ; The trinne of State cha mpionshi)}y eon, 
fest Co recive a8 absolutq private property, the State championship 
inetlal biesented by the Ligowsky Clay Piseon Company, of Cinvin- 
havi, valved wt $100. Conditions.—10 single clay pigeons, I8yds, rise, 
5 dou}ile clay pigeons, i5yds. rise, 5 screened traps, Ranélagh Club 
rules to govern, The firm of BH. K. Tryon, Jr. & Co., offer as private 
wroperty to winner, & handsome solid silver cup to he known ag the ; 
fyon prize cup, to the one taking the best average score in the 

team contest. WW. H, Belcher offers to the best average score at 
Paper pigeons inthe team contest a handsome meda) to begoiid 
pra property of winner, Mr, A, A, Gilbert offers to the one make 
ne best score at sparrows a handsome leather gun ease: Copies of 
roles furnished on application. Clubs ehteriig must be lehLown 88 
reeularly organited gun clibs at lehst three Hivnths }revions totour- 
hament, Vader no cil instanwe shallany one.enter tie match un- 
less he is bonasfide resident of the Slate at Pennsylvania for six 
tivhnthss—CitAs, A, Brawa, (6%) Norih Broadstrest, Philadelphia, Pa.), 

Sioires for publicatiol musk be written on ene side of the sheet 
only, ‘and should be sent to the office as enrly as practicahle, 

- SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 5—The Mameda Gun Club defeated {he 
San Francisco Gun Club Team for Pierce’s trophy to-day by a score 
of S$ ro 84%, Babcock, of the latter team, killed all his birds, 
PROVIDENCE, R.1., Sept. 15, 18#83—The Narraganset Gun Club 

held its weekly shoot September 13, at their grounds on Broad street. 
Mr. E, W_ Tinker wins the Valentine cup for the third time, Mr, Cran- 
dall gave him avery close race as the followine seotes will shaw, 
Mr, Geo, W, Cary again wits the Ligowsky Olay Pigeon medal for 
the championship of Rhode Island, This medal js open to all shooters 
belonging to any cluh in the State, Mr. G4. Crandall bas challenzed 
Mr, Cary for the medal, tate not decided. ‘The following ave the 
scores for the Valentine Cup, All i6yds. except Mi, Gi W, Cary, 
Byils, 

Biwatinier oy, .., Le Gel Loe dat at ied ee 
Gi Crandall... ,. eslTLUDEVPOVTIA { 114114-48 
HL Falmer.... SO07VTOTITL1974193213179 1-57 
GT Anthony. 2.5.4, MOVTLOTOOL1197110311 1-45 
OM Sheldon. 2 OTTLPOOL01T 0114407 4 1-14 
CH Brown......... ~ T1717 1401711900100101—8 
(* B Polter... -AO0TLOTILTO0TTO0L1TILT 1-418 
I, Bennett a -OF0T77100000000011171—9 
(ra Butts. OOTIOTO0000100 | 1 withdrew. 
0 Wehos \ -LLL10T1 00910007 0 withdrew. 
OW Cary Yukai ec lakes 1014103071111 00 withdrew, 

Ties: WW Tinker —UON111411111—14; GJ Crandail—oiitiii1i0 
8, 
. Scores Jor the hEdal shoot, 50 clay pigeons, 5 traps: 
Mr Geo W Uaby. TELAT TOT TONOT TO 004 
Mr BK W= Virdcer. 1710711101004 1 10001110017 010011 11011011111 10111101—39 

WHSTBOROUGH, Mass., Sept. 15. The Glass Ball Club had » meet 
al teirrange to-day. There was a goad attendance, 

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.—Knoxville Gun Club score made at the regu- 
lur monthly shoot for Ligowsky medal. Conditions, 15 ¢lay pireons, 
abl Téyds. rise, fvom fourth notch: . : 
MeGiung-_.___- Ba Dee ew ae oe 1d 
Deaderick Sah at 2 te Te eet 
Atck Ee ee YP es eet 50 ay ee 
Worshant 1 oe et ait dats 
SVARILS. F wap met. Aenea te TR eT Ie Te ee 
Webbord (G) ..0)-,.-.... Serius bets SLR tt Sd Soma 
BA Cadmus a2 8 SO. cen ee ek, (OO et A ee eer 
Tebhard (A FM ,........, Dette of eet AO Ae ay aDe es efondd 
Duntan........... yl Dare Rese a aL lel eat) at 1d 
Danese ee yl OO ted se OL) GPa a) eel 
Videidee- wea to oT One ten 1 Aas 
Riss: -_. Pies DAD ate te a PT at = th 
loci ig el Oe Ae et ot 1 a1 Q-—8§ 

Oval Op 2 Be 
_TOOKPORD, N.Y, Sept. a a lone aly for threes pold medals, 
donated by Composition Target Ball Company, of Lockport, N. Y., 
each medal to bewon ten times before becoming the property of 
winner. 25 balls per man; Z 
DrdW Moyer........,.... 
JH Jewett ... 
1 Howard. . 
GH Moody. 
EH Smith,. 

0100101171 LOLA — 19 
HO00011 1007 10111001101000—14 
010101110109 0111111111101—18 
-1091111190111111101111111 —22 

~ 0011001001999 1111171 141—22 
© Lafler... 2.) ...101710101707110010100000000—10 
PATA fe IMR tL Leneh Re ©. 00141101100101010111011100—14 
H White... oe AULT 100 11401011111 1110—20 

© 5 1410119179111 101041111111 —22 
¥ pigeons: 

Moyer... vee. OTUM0—5 Tomktugon........... ..1d—7 
Jewelt ....- y2. -£.131101T—6 ~White.....  O110100—8 
Howard, ..,.,..-. ... L001M11-—5 Moody (I)..... ---110111—7 
iketo}00 SR ARPS win Sree San 100111I—h Coombs... . AL11—7 
Smith. Nt ere Ferep ty MiG ST ty ed a ae hoes aaa 111011—6 
Tatler...) ay-..,..--,.-.0101011—4 
— Third mateh, 10 balls, composition balls, Card trap: 
AO 5 Pee a: TOLONMO1OL—G White... ee ee GOOODOO000—0. 
Jewett 2... ~ LOLLOL0000—4_ Moody (lf). . 1110011 — 7 
HMoweard..... -...+..2 4100117110—7 Coombs O011110100—6 
Moony , F 0111010110—6 Besser. 1101111101—8 
Smith 1011111111 Welsher. 0000001111—4 
Tatler, ... 1110101010—6 WKilhelk...--.-.,, ...., 1111101110-—8 
Hankinson... .. ..,.1111001001—6 

Fourth match, 7 clay pigeons. 
Moyer...........-...,...4112110-6  flunkinson.._..,,., ..,..011011—5 
eweob 2-2: ---1001101—+  White,.... -« JIL —5 
iio yard, W1it—7 “Moody (#),.._-.. ~.1011011—8 
Moody,,... ... ... .....0017110-—-4 Besser... __- - ,. 10110116 
Sruith, eee eee et A LIOL— 6 Helmer... eevee OTLOTIO—4 
MATE, cicldadetcc me ance 111000—8 Kallick ... 0.2.0... 22.550. W111—6 

Fifth mateh, 7 double rises, composition balls. 
Moyer..-.-. ... O0000010001111— 5 Smith, .. ..,...,.41111010111111-42 
Jewvety oo... + LIDOONO000 Ww. Lafler,....... 6 11141111001100—10 
Howard. _.. OOTLLOLOO1TNOO— fi Moody (i) ..__., 11100010110100— 6 
Moosy 2... 3...) Q01710111011 10— 9 

Sixth match, 10 composition balls, straight away. 
Smith,,... -..---___. 10001L0111—6- Moody (8) _... 
Moody + A LOLONLOOO—+ ~ Howard... --.-- 5.55. 0111011101—7 
Jewett. ..... » oe ee fl 1011001116 Henry Krnick, Secretary. 

FALL RIVER, Mass., Sept. 13,—The eighth match for the club 
silver cup was shot this afternoon. ancl resulted in being won by 
Nepus for the fuurth time. making im a tie with Braley, who hus 
dso won it four times, and the next match will probably decide the 
ownership. The following were the seores at 15 balls and 10 clay 
pigeous, isyds. rise. 

- --0010110110—8 

Balls, Clay Pigeons. 
BNET F200 os eleiseletieislelciriebdasls 111111101111101—14 1111111101928 
LTV Cy ge ahs SENS ADO ES AW 10—14 0011111011—7—21 
Re-entry - -110109111111011-13 w. 
Vall, _. 1411109.11110111—14 111001.1140-—F—21 
Reenh 419 141001111911—18 10s. 
Buffiugton..-...,-..-.-..-....171100111111000-—10 (10w. 

Seyerai of the clay pigeons scored missed were hit with from two 
lo five shot, in one instance three No, § shot passing through one, 
making jnst the size of the shot, but not eracking or injuring ib i 
the least.—T, 8. H. 

SPRING VALLEY. N. ¥.—At the regular monthly shoot of the 
Union Gun Club at Spring Valley, N, ¥., Sept.8, a match between the 
Westwood Gun Club, of New Jersey, and the Union Gun Club, $ each, 
10 birds, 1Syds. rise: 

Westwoor, 
Theo Taylor... .,101010100i—5 
NV Housman... .1000000011—8 
W J Blauvelt..... 1011000011—5 
PC Collignon .. 000001000{—2 
GW Collignon,...0010000010—2 
F Humphrey . -0101000100—8 
D Van Horn, Jr. .1000000000—1 James Miller... 1000001110—+ 
Teaae Hasbrouck 1110011000—b—2) T Van Blareom,..1111011911—8—46 
Club shoot for gold medal hold by Mr. J, Christopher, 10 birds; 

J Christopher, 21yds,1111110001—7 I Van Blarcom, i8yds.0L00000010—2 
¥ Blackledge, 1éyds..1111001101—7_ J A Dingman, ISyds .1001111011—7 
H A Towner, 2lyds..110101111—8 EO Green, 18yds.___. 0001000101—a 
Win H Jersey, 2iyds.1010000111—5 P Moeller, 18yds,.., .0100100000—2 
CB Pisher, 2tyds....1111100111—8 TW Canfield, 18yds..1101110001—6 
J D Van Riper, iSyds.1111011011—8 = J J Lydecker, 18yds.1010110001 —4 
James Miller, iS8yds,.0001110000 3 
Ties.—Towner, 110—2; Visher. 111—3; Van Riper, 111-3. 

out.—lisher, 00111 Qvinner), Van Riper, 0011). 
Kline, judges, H, D. Grindle, referee. 

Union, 
JH Christopher. .1001110010—5 
YP Bluckledge....1111100111—8 
HA Tuwner.—..,-1111101100—7 
WH Jarsey.,.... 0101110101 —6 
CB Fisher....... 0010N1011—§ 
J DVau Riper. ___0100000001-—2 

Miss and 
B. Moeller and M. 

CEL Perkins... PN ee bs Rg Od ea SE 
George Barney.... L0111111111—13 
Fil¥Vingley ~ .- ‘ 001111w 
f= 6047171) oe Benen en eee 1111121141108 

20 glass balls for silyen bad, screened) 
ES Luther._....- ie: tes Hl! 1127110111118 
5 smith,,..-- . 5 1t1iliw 
Heorge Barney ...... ee 

' Serr. 20, 1883, 

tans not) 

Canoeing. 
———— 4 ——_—_ 

Toinsure prompl attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed. lo the Forest und Stream Publishing Clo,, and nol to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office mutters of im- 
portance are Hable to delay, 

/ ‘ . FIXTURES, | 
Sept) $2—N. ¥.G. G, Open Regatta, New Brighton: ' 
Sept. 2v#—N. ¥. C. C. Junior Sailing Trophy, New Biighton: 
Sept. 23K. C. C. Fall Regatta, s6th st ,N. R} Members only. 

WATER-TIGHT COMPARTMENTS. 

HE capsize chronicles in the lust issue of Forms Ann Srrmaar las 
ceviverl Lhe discussion of the old question of airtight compart- 

ments m canoes, a question of vital importance to all canoeists. One 
thing is certainly settled—the positive necessity of sirticht compart- 
ments, m favt and not in nameé only, and also the division of the canoe 
into at leash three compartments by bulkheads. The first requisite is 
to haye sifficient buoyancy, by some means, to float the boats the 
second is to have the boat so divided off that tu case of accident 
stores, ballast or water cannot (avel bo one end, of dram end to end 
of the canoe, to effect which bulkheads, even though they may hot 
be absolutely airtight, are necessary, 4 ao , 
Withont them a few gallons of watershipped siddeily and running 

to the baw as the canoe descends a, wave, will carry her hose under 
nnd render her entirely unmacagable, running quickly to the other 

repeating the maneuver theré. In one mstaneeacanoe with- 
but bulkheads but with an air bag forward, on vapsizing. Hoated with 
the airbag end upright and the other far down, while in another a 
canoe was ballasted with acannon-ball. whith ran art, Placing her in 
a similar position. ‘ 4 

Of the many kcheines proposed ait-hags seem at first mogt feasible, 
but they are apt to he found collapsed when most needed. They are 
expensive and sion deeay; and are liable at #ny time to be torn by 
spars; etc., stored below, Cork is bulky aud heavy, and of bladders 
it is Only nevessary to mention thew to recall unsayory memories to 
all who helped to handle a certain boat at Lake George last year. 
Compartments in canoes can be made aytight, but to keen them so is 
much more difficult, and while not impossible iL requires an expendi- 
tare of time and a carein working which would add considerably to 
the cost of a canoe. and which those who build for profit and in Gom- 
petition cammol afford, 
As to making a hateh fora watertight Compartment that can be 

opened and elused quitkly and surely, will he water-tight, and will 
remain so after a few weeks’ use, it has probably never heen aceon 
plished. and can only be done by ainetal hatéh, heayy and expen- 
sive, Ths most Feasible plan would seem to be the use of gine or 
coppel sit-tanks in pach end, with hiulkheads as well, the deck hatch 
betog added if required for stowage. As tu the proportion$s of the 
air-hoxes and placing of the bulkheads we may preset some plans 
during the winter, as if is now 80 late thatig changes will be made 
this season, 

NEW YORK CANOE CLUB. 

PPLE second sailing race for the Junior Trophy took place on Siavur 
day. September 15, off the clu) house, New Brighton, 8. 1, the 

following calioes entering; 
Breaks Lar ae. CG. VR. Sthuyler. 2... Néw York ¢; 0. 
Surge, 14i't, . “HO, Batley yi... New York 0. 0. 
Fanny, 14ft ._-..8) B Crane. . _. Jersey City: 
Willy the Wi a, N. PB. Stoke New York C. C: 
Hiawatha, i4ft,. Walter Taylov, .. Staten Island A.C, 
The Treak, ad h ciuoe, carried an Atwood centerboard, the 

Surge a ‘Pearl board of iron, and the Will o° te Wisp a “dagger? 
board of wood, ‘The Surgs carried two balance lug sails, the Freak 
and Hiawatha each balancelug mainsails with triangular mizzens, the 
Will o' the Wisp two standing lugs, and the Panny two lateeus with a’ 
jib. Though not in the race, Mr. Whitlock sailed over the course in 
the Esmeralda, also with balance lugs, At 4:30, the time set forthe 
race, there was uo wind at all, and it was nearly 5:4) before a start 
wis tmade. The course was from the float to tiie Spar Buoy above 
the reef. then down atound a stakeboat below the house and to the 

First Round. parau Pegktivt 
i 

6 06 
08 

Minx, H. R. Averill, 
Jersey Blue, A. C. MeMurray. 

Dot, C. B, Vaux, 
Mosquito, W. P. Stephens, 

The Jersey Blue led at the turn, bul withouta rudder was ata great 
disadvantage in turning. ‘Dhe Mosquito was first around, followed by 
the Dot, the latter won taking a slight lead, The return was very 
closely contested, the Dot winning by six feet with the Mosquito sec- 
ond, Minx a length astern. Mr, Schuyler takes the trophy for the sec- 
oud time; thé third and last vace for 1b will come off on Saturday, Sep- 
tember 20, when the fall races will take place, starting at 3:30, The club 
house may he reached hy the North or South Shore ferries from Pier]. 
East River, The programme includes paddling and sailing races, classes 
2and 3, a tandem race ani a sailing and pactdling race open tovall ca- 
noeists, On the following Saturday the final race for the junior trophy 
will be held and also several paddling races. Entries for the regatta 
are free, but should be made as soon as possible to), FP. Newman, 
No. 19 John street, New York. Canoeists trom a distance can leave 
their vanoes at the N, ¥, CO. C. house at any time duving the week. * 

CANOEISTS' SATURDAY NIGHT. 

6 rE lid will be ta’en from the chowder pot_at 8:30 P, M. Satur- 
day. Comeinthe Lark and bring the Doc,” This was the 

contents of a postal vard received by a very busy disciple of Ben 
Franklin on a cartain Thursday morning, At six on the following 
Saturday he found himself on the ferryboat with his friend, the doc- 
lor, aller a tiresome aud wearying week’s work, bound for the canoe 
elub honse, . 
Later the Lark, a light Rob Roy canoe, was freighted with an as- 

sorted cargo of grub, wraps, a watermelon, lixuries (tobacco and 
“heverage™), cooking utensils, table service, suppressed fun and a 
cheerful skipper. Likewise the Pil) with the doctor as crew, 
Paddling up the Kills the men fully appreciate the beautiful sunset, 

the deleate tints of the fuliage on shore reflected in the water, the 
icburesque boats flying to and fro with the factory hands aboard, 
iomeward bound trom jwork—also the odor {rom the oil works, and 
thick smoke from the copper furnace. 4 { F 
Reaching Brighton shortly with the strong tide, the jolly resident 

boat-builder is hailed from his own doorstep—his house being 
built over the water—and a demand made by hit for the countersign 
in atrue forevastle voice, brings forth tho word “beer in much the 
same tone from the canoes. Both bouts are allowed to land, and their 
skippers almost lifted bodily out of them by & bevy of joll jacks 
already “sconced” in the canoeist's nest. The canoes are oused, 
and their contents al once appropriated by the steward for the even- 
ing; everyihivg is common property now. The fetcker of water is 
dispatched {not killed), and after remaining outa long time returns, 
and is admitted efter giving the countersign in a very meaning tone. 
Appropriate and fantastic costumes are now donned. and the master 
of Ceremonies announces a “walk round.’ This is proceeded with 
amid roof-lifting cheers and boisterous choruses, and with mock 
gravily and ceremony the captain lifts the “kiyer” off the pot. As 
thu savory steam ascends from the chowder all fall to—the chowder 
shortly bécomes a parlof the party—each party. Coifee is served, 
and hard tack, spread with shore bulter, eaten, “= : 
Atthe sound of a meek aud gentle yoice there is silence for a 

moment till the countersigu is demanded from within and given from 
Without by the new comer who proyes ta be ow }ine-water deserter 
‘Jessica.’ Another plave Is at once made—there is always room for 
one more. and chowder, too, 
Water being hoiled the dishes are wasbod by the scullion for the 

avening and wiped Wy the company in general, More singing. 
Another walk avound with the melon in the center, eyery man of us 
armed with # kuife, and ata signal from the captaii the melon is 
seen tO go to pieces very rapidly, Absolute silence for three 
ininutes and then seeds begin bo fly and somebody slips on—*'1s it 
Bingen on the Bie, the funny man is heard to remark, A pipe 

: ' i \ we : ip lece is next in order and fe week!s cares ave watted myay ¢tis- 
solyed in sinoke. i : 

A. hoxing glove hurled at somebody's head falls to the floor, iat 
once picked up by the hitee and its mate fonnd. A ten-toot ring being 
formed the fight is allowed to proceed acuording io the Marquis 9 
Jacksbury’s rhles—no slugging, three minute vounde, wilh half 
minute rests for sponging., The contestauty are stripper to the waist, 
“Jessica” goes dowh during the fourth round and ile doctor hag 4% 
patient on his hands for halfan hour, Me forbids any stimulants for 
ie es during (le rest of the eveniig, much fo Wessiea's' dis- 
pust. f 

tittegle o! Homan wausiling mateh is next on the progranme, 
After three downs hit 10 fall: Won, Fete a hrip on Short and one fall ia 
secured. Neither of the men having any suferhilfons fesh- on bles, 
Before Short finally gets his three falls dul, of fire ou Cou fhe: ine Te 
completely olf of every elbow and knéejoint, and the doctors vase 
line jar about empty, ; t P 
Thunder is now heard and a storm noticed comme wp ftom the 

West, Bolber! The anchor light has gone out on the new cutter 
yacht, just finished by mine host ind anchored off the shop, The 
captain and doctor vow oul to relight it. Short proceeds to the roar 
—dressed ina bathing suit—to wateh them, admire the moonlight and 
nole theapproach of the thunder squall, *essiea and Con quiétly — 
remove the ladder of retreat {roi bie rook aud await developments, 
Short soon feels chilly and wants lo come down, butcan't. He takes 
bricks fom the chimney and hurls them at bis tormentors. wo only 
Jeet at him atin telite fo the drawing-room (where the yacht plans 
ave dfaugehted) dnd elose the door, Seork, Haally dviven desperate 
by the eold and rain which now sets ib, maniges lo sblu down the 
rafters and Peaches the loon wilh a larce park of the roof im his tlesh. 
The ight” party now reappear: Sougs, stwries and jigs freA Wie 
order of the hour, Somebody suggests bed. Weis summarily plaver 
in a cot, thrush out of the winddw in dhe tain, waltaed round the room 
as though on wstretchor wid finally ti miped on the toor, More slit 
off, The doctor makes his hed, tino sooner pets into if than three 
more pile S foo;and down comes Lhe cot, a Lotal wreck. 

At1 A.M. the property tloset is stormed and rifled of its mistel- 
lanvous contents of blankets, clothing, hats, old sails, buvaps, pil- 
lows and flannels: Beds are made up on the Hour, the remaining eng. 
on vamp stools. iu fact anywhere, “Goo nlehts” are frequent ant 
eatnest froin every quarter for the next lal? hour, 

Short gets asleep first, “Hist!’ [very mia steals trom iis hil: 
a blanket is placed on the floor af Sbort's feet: yl draw ovound, and 
Jessica, with legs apart on either side of the siceher and standing 
over him. gives the signal (6 litt the prostrate fort inte the blaaker 
Poor Jessica! Short starts up quickbky, litts Jessies all his test wid 
drops him right into ihe blanket; wl Nanits gre holt and he is 
tossed. The captain now enforces dis authority, and fimly oniers 
absolnie sileice and “niehty little of drat.” i 

Two-thirty sees Jessica, clad jo 4 blonicht draped pver his sh 
dets, walking the flodr alone, He hewrs the heavy breathing of the 
tired erew arourid him: At last out of pure despair of geting wnght 
hut blows from any one, if he by chance shanld wake a sleeper, Le 
betakes himself to the big easy chair, smokes & nightcap pipe, thus 
oceupying half an hour, and then goes olf to pleasant (reams aud 
rest, with the rest, SHORT. 

i 

CANOE CRUISING. 

HORTON AND LAS'THRN MASSACHUBED'TS, 
“WRPAINLY the canoeists of Boston havi rensonto be proud of 

/ the waters about them, and they cunnot complain of a Taels of 
variety, as all tastes can be suited there: the quiet paddler, withthe 
Charles at his ddot, and the Wssex aud Merriniac withlu easy reach; 
olenog a vatieby of clear lakes, tool aud shady Streanis: 
rapids, portages; pleasant camping plaves antl rustlu sbeoery: 
while the owners of the larger Ganbes have Dellore then 
the Bay, with its tmmbling waters ond “fish brevsns, 
fiving the excitement and exhilaration that. i. many, ts ihe 
chief charm of candeing, Those who prefer the quieter pleasires 
of river work cin make a trip OF eveater ov less “oration, according 
to the time at their disposal over the following qourse: Starling to 
ascend the Charles, the lower reqwhes present too many obstacles bo 
be pleasant, and the canoe can Dest be launched at Dedham, where 
theve ara several poo fionts. Tis plac way be readily reached by 
waron, The river, wile and deep ab Dedham, narrows as 7) wgnenith, 
until below Doyer Falls it becomes too shoal aven fora cunoe, rl 4 
portage must le mace to the tnill-pond abuye the Falls. 
From here the viver banks alfor) beantitul sites for camps. and ibe 

waters are deep until South Natick is reached. the river again slioal- 
ing so that a secon carry is necessary, into the Cochituate Dales, 
Mr. Kennedy, living neur the riverst South Nutiek, will fyvimsport 
canoes by wagon to the lakes. 
The three tales which supply Whe citye® Boston wilh water are 

small but picturesque, with good sites For canips om their hordets, 
These ave joined by canals, the brilges aver whieh ave low. babe 
camue can pass tmder them, The passage trom the firsh fu the see 
ond Jake is hy way of asmall pond and is dificult to find, Leaving 
the lakes af faxonville a portage is made to Steme Bridge, om the 
Sudbury River, Passing on down, the streata is filled’ with water lil 
ies for a long distance, ruuming between wilié miadowson either side, 
on Wniler the “Old Causeway bridge in Waylon through fielrls of 
wild rice, widening below into Fairhaven Bay, then through Concurd, 
to iis meeting with the Assabet. belaw which the united streaas torn 
the Cor cord River, 
At Billerica, on the Coneord, is a high hill. from the tep of whivh 

Lowell isplainly visible. Here there are also falls, with some rocks 
aboye them, but the passace is nob duogerous. Av Taibot's Mills there 
is a canal past thé falis, the lower end only being closed. at whieh 
pomt 6 short carry must be made. No osher obstructions will he met 
with until Lowellis reached, where \he canoe mist he taken through 
the city and launched below the rapids in the Merrimac, The river 
below is wide and deep, with steep banks covered wilh humlovle 
groves, with many sputs for connie The dam ab Lawrence may be 
ayoi 6d by passing rhrouvh the locks, the entrance being on the lett 
hank, Below the dam there are 9 couple of miles of shallow water, 
at times not enough to float a canoe, and furtherdown aye bye rather 
long rapids, inurked with buoys, 

At Haverloli tidewater is reacted, and, as the canorist proceeds 
downward, the vicinity of salt water becomes more and more uppa- 
reut, untilat Newburyport 2 fin to the rightand a paddle ab high 
tide aeruss (he marshes brings the voyager to Ploin Ssland River, 
separated from the ocean bya lone, narrow sandbar, called Plum 
Island, on oné side of which the surf breaks continually. 
The Plum Island River !lows into Ipswich Basin, trom which a canal 

flows into the Mssex River. The first part of Mhis canalis easily fal- 
lowed, but as it nears Essex Bighl it branches icto numberless spill 
ereeks, very Confusing to strangers. Bssex Bight foruis a large cir 
eular basin, the months bemg flanked on either side by high lwad- 
lands. beyond which fs the open water. Passing onl on the Jast af 
the ebb. the Annisquam River may be entered with the young flood, 
which will carry the canoe up into Gloueester harbor.” From here 
Boston may be reached by packet, ovifin a large decked canod, the 
cruise may be coutinued along the coast, but the trip would be whisote 
for an open, or even a small (lecked cance, : 
Canoeing is fast guining popularity among the boating men ot 

Lowell, Mass, ‘The Vesper Boal Club, a wull-knewn rowing organigi—- 
tion, with one of the fnest boat houses in New Eugland, now counts 
among iis navy a feet of ei-liteen ov twenty canoes, Inchiding fidiaw 
birches, lizhi-weight lupstreaks, Racine Shadow. St. Paul wid Birdie 
Kane, Fine facilities are afforded for the sport, dil the fall regatta 
will probably ineInde oue oy more cance races, Wour open canoes, 
Tanned by ¢ight cavoeists, recently made therun down the Merri- 
mack River from Concord, N_ H., to Lowell, i hwo days, runnin, 2 tlh 
the rapids, indulging in several spills, and enjoyine the whole £ ne 
immensely, Frequent trips are made up the Concord River to ol 
Concord. Karly in August two members of the elith Gruised around 
the lakes above Edmundston, New Brunswick, and enjoyed some fins 
fishing in connection wilh the canoeing experiences. 

BARREL HOOPS—A Philadelpiiia exchange report: that John 
Crankshaw, Jr., an mgenious pone man of Frankford, sas con- 
slructed a cuvions little canoe with heavy spuslin and harel hoops. 
The craft is fourteen feet Jong and twenty iuches wide in the center 
The stem aud stern posts are sawed! ott of jine Rneu-joints, and the 
lateral slips oyer which the rihs ave fastened ave also of pine, The 
rest of the little boat is constructed entiwely of miisha and ordinary 
flour barrel hoops, the latter being one-quarter of aninch apart, wid 
fastened Lo the lateral slips, which extend from stem bo stero, Over 
this skeleton the muslin, having been thoroughly soaked in ol], is 
stretched, Two witer-tight compartments areimade fore and att. by 
stretching the oil-soaked muslin entirély over the canoe, thus anatking 
adeck which cannot be penetrated by water, The puddler’s place 
contains a small seat and space enolgh to clear the occupant’ laps 
and feel, A light board floor keeps the latter from knocking holes in 
the cratt’s muslin bottom. Wher the cunoe had been completed, but 
nov painted, it weighed ouly sixteen pounds, but has since been riven 
several coats of white lead, and now weighs thirty-cigat pounds. 
has been successtully pul toa test, aod ifs owner, with his douvle- 
bladed paddle, uses it most every day on the river. 

RACE TIMES, —A correspondent is informed that the times of 
the races at. the meel were not taken accurately, and the records oF 
times over iinown distances in lub or association races ure very 
meager. Those m the vicinity of New York are of no yalue, as My 
are sometimes with and sometimes against the tide. a! 
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THD “RIBBAND CARVEL? method of building is fully as strong 
asthe ‘clinker’ ov “lapstireale’ if properly put together, but requires 
mare careful workwmensinp. The mbbands must be very peatly 
beveled and the planks fitted wacurately to their places. Before 
pach plank is laid a piece of muslin as wide asthe ribband is laid over 
it. and the edzeés of the plank fastened down, both sides of the strip 
of mirelin being fivst pamted. Caulking is not possible on so hehts 
hnut, and if the work is properly done if will be unnecessary, and the 
Water canned penetrate tie joints or rot them, No plankiny less than 

“igin. shod be coulleed, When plank are laid tov gaulking the outer 
stan is lefishghtly open, A canyas boat cannot be made as light 
feo wooden one, asin the litter the skin adds greatly to the strenghh 
und stiffness, whilein the eanyas boul thé skin adds oothing ta the 
strength, the frame having to be stronger and beavier that in @ 
wooden bout, 
NEW CANON FITTINGS.—All those who have used a Robd Roy. 

traveling or Stelle Maris canoe. lmow well the difficulty of steering 
without a ridder when sailing, anid also the disadvantages of a rudder 
Dung on &eurved sterupost, Mr. Rusbton has lately adopted on his 
“Canoes & new form of rudder iron, the wer brace being in the shape 
of a bracket, projectiog abbott four inches aft from the curved shern- 
posh, and on which a vadder of the usual shape may be used. The 
rudder swings aa vasily as on uw straight sternpost, while af phe 
sie lime all the advantares of a curve stern are retained, Anotlier 
new idea of Mr Roshton's is ap gir chamber to be Bleaae To tie bow 
or stern of a vanoe, being © wooden box covered with canvas aud 
painted thorouchly, making th water and air tight, The additional 
Weight is very little, and the’ boxes aré much less liahle to leak than 
the ordinary bullelesuds, 

VLORIDA WATERS.—A correspondent, ‘“arpon,'’ whose notes 
Will be Found in pur Game Bag aud Gun eolunms, recommends the 
West coust of Worids for canoeing. Me says! -"Phe canoe-loving 
readers of your pauper sannot find a prettier spot for a week ora 
qmonts’s crnise than the wesh coasn of Florida, anywhere between 
ledar Keyes and Punta Kass. Tf bas all the requisites for that most 
healthtul of al) sports—open waters. bays, Greeks aud lagoous, fresh 
Water Jukes anil siveams, fish, oysters, aad game in abundance, anil 
good ewmping gronu s almost anywhere.” 
GANOB ISLANDS. Lake George. N. Y.. Sept, 15,~- Dr. Charles A, 
wild, te re-clected seevetary-of the American Canoe Association, 
As arrived al Lorna Island, Canoe Islands, aud has been jomed by 

his father and mother, he party will camp here for several weeks. 
There ure abouts dozen canoeists camping at different poimts on 
Lake Georgé.—Horicon. 
KNIGKERBOOKER CANOT CLUB.—The fall régatte of the K, CO. 

0, willbe held off the clob house at Bighty-sixth street, North River, 
on Saturday, Seplember 29, A veeeption will be held in the evening. 
‘Vhe race in open to members only. 

Pachiing. 

FIXTURES. 

Supt, 20 —Kuiekerbocker ¥. U., Walt Matches, 
Sept. 23—Quaker Ciky ¥. C., view and Harhor Cruise, 
fapt. )—heswanhaka Corinthian Y.O0., Corinuian Maten. 
Oa, % Quaker Olly Y, C., Olosiag Harbor Cruise. 
Hej, 8- Gracie-Panny Match, Sandy Hook, 
Oct. 1)—Bedouin-Gracie Matches, ; 
Ost 14—Séawauhaka Gormthian ¥. C., Sandy took Match. 
Oot. 10—Seawanhlaka Corinthian Y, C., Outside Match. 

“THEREFORE.” 

COORDING to the Herefel. carrying away the Bedouin’s boom 
shows & fault in the cutter vig. Very well. Schooner Ciytie 

predently sprung her mainmast, Schooner Agnes has done the same 
this season, Behooner Ruth lost bev foremast, ant soon, ‘“There- 
fore,” there wust be something wrone with the schooner rig. Some 
people however, will attributa the fault to the sticks, and we are 
amos them, becuse we know the market was ransacked for spars 
aod fount bare of decent material. Shipbuilding being a lost art in 
Ameriqn, Wl the fine trees are slipped abroad, and only short and 
serubby stuf lett for home us, Thatis the secret of carrying away 
£0 nigny musts and booms, and that is the beasou Wenonah has not 
8a heen uble to stap a mast above second grade. Our spars are no 
petier than Baltic spruce. We also learn from the sane sif-on the- 
finev source thet “general opnion” believes the sloops can take care 
(ihe cubtars, and that cutters are not as weatherly in a breeze as 
helighters. Now ‘zeneral opinion” is a very poor thing to bet on. 
“Goneralopinion™ thonght cutters of largewisplavemen! could not eet 
out of thea Gwu way in ourlght winds, aud even the Herald acknowl- 
cdaes thafopinions were exactly wroug on this head. Any one who 
rminsaway with the “general opinion” that entters are not close- 
winded in 3, stiff breeze_beeanse the single race olf Wewport gave two 
Mitters no chance to show what they can do, will find himself badly 
left Some fay. We have seen the cutters outpomuand soak away 
from the flat-bottoms in just such weather as was vouchsafed in the 
Newpoartraecs, Givean equal show to cutters in the number from 
whieh fo select the fastest, bar accidents and fluke, and they will be 
found ableto take care ot themselves in all winds justas well as they 
have done in light airs, axacthy contrary to “general opinfon,” tor 
whith we would oot givearap. Tl is arelief to lear the Herulel’s 
eenfession that the cutter rie would be competely spoiled were the 
sail faced tothe boom, That is equivalent to seknowledging the ent- 
aA rig in tts punty a better arrangement than the laced sail of the 
‘sloop, 

ONCE MORE THE SAD SEA DOG. 

ABRE is nothing your old tarloves so much os falling afoul of a 
newspaper reporter and stuffing lim twe blocks. The estimable 

mariner who was only seveo months in making the voyage from New 
York to San Vranciseo in a fi-ton schooner yacht recently ranged 

dloneside a reportorial innocent and rehearsed the log of a yoyare 
which the owners of suid settooner vividly remembered for more than 
one reusun, Theold sea dog first took care to doubly assure bis vic- 
tit that, he “had sailed in all kinds of boats,’ and of course ‘he knew 
ihall”’ When the yarn flower along freely, and gales upon gales 
‘came along in ink, and the sehooner, of course, i5 “the finesi, sea boat, 
sir, I ever Sailed in,” dry as a bone, ete., etc. We can recite the whole 
Story beforehand, without so much as glancing atthe old gentleman's 
falfy. And what did such a great hight think whout yacht model ; 

Sinivkingly the simple-mmded reporter propounds to the live sea- 
Mictionary le is Pumping withexeellent prospects of a rich harvest 
tof Spacein the journal fathering his stew, Once more the ancient 
mariner ws beeu tapped af the source, and wells forth in the usual 
tangle ood jumble of the antiquated school whieb the dying genera- 
tion still worahips as true fosnel, though their gods hive been ruth- 
lessly kioked oub of semblance time and again. The old, old fairy 
file about heam and bouncy buoyaney, the same old plirases of empty 
Words stinog together withont meaning are served up to a long-suf- 
fering public for the thousandth time, Once move we learn all about 
it. Oncemore we are rounded to with shellbacl: lore which raises a 
smile of compassion. ‘Ina navrow yessel.’so runs the good mari- 
hems yersion, “the stability, etther mittal or finite, cannot be régu- 
jated. * * “© Thelarge angles thatshe makes in a seaway before 
her vighting power operates, may Subject her to the overwhelming 
foree of conning seas which «musy offen break over and wpon her 
decks. She is sitiply filled up, smashed up, swamped and then 
founders. * * ‘© ‘The wider vessel is tlie move sensitive to the leyer- 
ape of hervanyas, * “ * Buoyancy and beam couduce directly to 
vagy and quick steéring,” ete,, ete. And allover again from the be- 
sinning wntil the grand finale, winding up in the stereotyped blaze of 
eo eae the regulation eastiron declaration of fossilized faith in the 
Olto wing: 
“The stability of the Ameriean canterboard yachl is one of huoy- 

ney, an lament from which is derived the life anid power of a 
model Upto the size of 100 tons T can conceive of nothing that can 
‘equalfor comfort, safety und speed atsea a properly designed cen- 
terboard yessel, and my conchisions are bused on observations mace 
will- exceptional opparnunities. whieh Few men now aliye haye en- 
joved and none exceeded,” 

This is the weallh of wisdom the wily reporter stowed in his 
breaches locker 48 he five sheet around the nearest cormer for a 
temple of Bacchus, while the ancient tar lauyhed wp iis sleeve as he 
thought of the chapters withheld, how he put into Rie nearly wrecked, 
anilthe festive diys among the sivarthy denizens of the lower lati- 
tudes scooped in as a perquisite ol the dary undertaking. 
Aud yet, this grand old harnacle of the salty seas, does he really 

‘know mich show tbe subject upon which he discourses with the 
yoluuility of his kind? Does he know that vessels depending npon 
a high metdcenter are the hardest and quickest in a sea? Does he 

ow that those with small initial stability haye been proven im prac- 
ice fur easier and abler fn a jump? Does be know that uarrow 
cublers knock about the stormy cogats of Great Britain ell the 
ear rou in weather which would send him and his beamy 

bos fying before Jt wndér a mitten with the thinmb brailed 
up? Does he koow that Uttle pits of three and five-ton cnt- 

| of the narrowest bean face blusteving weather as it 
omes and put to shame shoal and heaory crafl of many Himes: 

a 
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their tonnage? Does he know thal) deap-heeled craft are steered with 
the little finger when the helm is hard over the quarteraboard the flat- 
hottem bouncer while two men al the wheel are needed? Does ne 
mow that narrow cutters are more sensitive to their sail than his 
higsvaisted uncouth? And that the long cublers are known fo be the 
ablest vessels in asta from years of test, with examples from the | 
widest to the narrowest, differing inch by inch in thein beam? Does 
he know that the fine runs of cutters enable them to lft and shake | 
éleat of everything. when the apoplectic quarters of the bouncer 
send her clipper bow rooting into an oncoming sea? Does he know 
thatwhen under short canvas ina blow there may not be a degree of 
difference in the angle of heel of the narrowest kind of a cutter and 
the ¢lumsiest representative of beam? That cutters flourish around 
the British coast and make thousands of forced pugsages in the worst 
of weather And steepest of chop seas withont being “overwhelmed, 
swamped,” aud whatnot? Does he know that the hoist of the 7sft. 
eulter Neen is but 8stt., while that of tlat-hollom sloop would be Ssft.. 
and that the leverage of the sail is reduced in proportion? 

Ts there anything “abstract” about the seagoing qualities of a 
While Star steamer with one-tenth her length for bean Ts there 
anything ‘abstract’ about the performance of Jullanai, Seabelle, 
Miranda, Vunduara, Sameena, and countless similar cnfters m rough 
weather? Butther probably this doughty skipper and would-he evitie 
of big betters never heard of those vess' Could he come within a 
wile trying to sketeh their midship sections? Gould he guess within 
fifty tons of their displacement? Conld he hit theirabove water 
voliuue within a couple of thousand feet? Or their freeboard withim 
jhirty inches? Or their sail areas within an were’ Tas le ever had 
a single hour's experience aboard of of in compaty with a modern 
qutler? Is he seaman enough 10 kuoew that the vessel beston her 
helm, is the one which hulls her way longest. and that buayaney and | 
hbeum huve nothing whatever to do wilh easy steefing? That boats | 
quick on their helm are not as safe or as sung lying to as those which 
come wp and fall off With a long sweep? What a venterhoard 
is more lisble to brouch to or to be brought by the 
lea than «4 déep-heeled, strairhtsided vessel, heeamise she 
ia more easily Knocked off by a combery Ts he aware 
that his veferance to stability is a pointless mixture of terms, 
the import of which he does not understand? Doss he know apything 
aft all abmibeubtérs bevond wohat his fanatic imagination donjnres into 
existence! 1s bis whole romance not the version of a person who 
knows one side only, and accepts blindly all the stock libel and gam- 
mon circulated coucerning the other side? Has he been away farm- 
ing sine culbers were introduced on this side of the water? Must we 
tell him that most people think he oceupied donble the time he ought 
toin taking that schooner around the Horn? Must we tell him that 
if ‘any lubber would upset a church.” the drowning of many excel. 
lent citizens is to be laid at the door of shining lights of ik own pro- 
fegsio! And that nine-tenths of the people who go sailing cone at 
limes within the scope of the berm ‘Inbher,’ and thatihis not anife 
“the chatter of fools’ to provide for their safety when their lives are 
not even assured with protessioual men at the wheel of the flat-bot- 
tom traps? Has he heard of the scortof smacks aud coasters on 
thel beam ends and bottom up during the recent gales? Were those 
bankers all “lnubbers? Is it likely he could have brought those 
fraps tlirengh in safety after the bungling job he made in that 
schooner yachtto the Pacific 

Sheets were got in two blocks for the beat back by Oriole at 12335 
Aileen, 12:40:30; Cygnet, 12:4h:80, and Verve, 12:52, and then the fes- 
tivities commenced m earnest It was now a zigzag up to the island, 
and elose-winde powers Came iato play, Aileen soaked up on the 
schooner, and the little Vérye fully held her own with Cygnet, 
Avound the bell buoy sheets were once more stuck out and all bands 
made for the Scarboro ean with the wind on the port beam, ‘The 
schooner shook veet out of foresail and Aileen for a short while tried 
topsail, but clewed downagain, Searboro was tadvked wroundin same 
order, Oriole, 1/31 230; Aileen, 1:58:00; Gyenet. 1:47:30, and Verve, 2:08. 
Tt piped up lively as the flyers buckled down to cling blasts, wilh 
showers of sleet from the northward on the homeward dash, anc 
drove inte the short and yicious kickup, Lee rigging was smoking 
and decks were washed fore and aft with many & bucketful tam bling 
in over the bows, but the skippers stuck to thei work and carried 
their charges through the iey dusting m safety ond without mishap, 
spinning across the finish after a very hard day’s innings at the fol- 
lowing times: Oriole, 2:50915; Alleen, 2:64:16: Cygnet, 3:15, anil 
Verve, 3:4t. 

FIRST CLASS. 
Actual, Coreect’d, 

Oriole, George Gooderham, 6716. .......-- W212 46 3 12 45 
Aileen, Tobin Leys, 45ft atta 810 16 310 03 
Oygnet, Ma, Deniiis, 42tt a at al) 3 14 40 
Verve, Mr. Covbrane, 37 858 10 aa7 00 

Aileen takes Anderson Cup for the year and $125, Oriole sailing at 
thres-fiftis her tonnage, baking $60. 

Por second class, Jolanthe, Mr, Starling, of Belleville. and Emma, 
Mr. Cooper, of Toronto. appesred. Itiseems thal no scrutmeers were 
furnished to the Belleville buat, and Emma was left to sail over the 
Course of about 28 miles, whieli she accomplished in a plucky man- 
ner undef close reefed mainsail and stormjib in 3::4:42, winning $h0 
for her trouble. 

TORONTO Y. C.—SEPT. 10 AND 11. 

i’ spéaks well for the life of yachting on Lake Ontario, that no less 
than nine races filled in the short period of twelye days, all being 

sdiled “long the bit of coast from Belleville to Toronto. And it is a 
feather in the eap of the latter port that racing can be maintained 
four dinys on a stretch, With this as a beginning the future looks. 
bright indeed. and fresh-water yachting will fast assuine an intensity 
of competition arising from successive meets of the same fleet en- 
gaged In making the rounds alter regular racing-men fashion, As it 
jis. the trials between all kmds of types from the MeGiehan light 
dratt to the Watson deep heeler, constitute the lakes a theater of war 
fraught with as niuch and often more interest and consequence to 

A great deal wiser men than this old tarry top have tried tu claw 
to windward of Forest AND Strmaat, and they finished by erabbing 
under its lee. When a sad sea dlog poses as a critic on subjects he 
Inows nothing about, he should be chary in firing strong langnage, 
Just some ‘chatting fool” feteh him up double bitted all standing. 

As u prolific Fount for the interviewing Jénisins, the crusty old salt 
Who Was séven mouths in fetching San Francisco, panned out a bon- 
anza. AS a critic on nayal design. like most sad sea dogs, he 18 as 
lamentably deficient and inexperienced as he is clumsily arrogant 
and self-sufficient, and his dispensations wall achieve jush the effect 
of shooting with beans or spitting fo windward. 

All this upon the assumption that the gallant old skipper has been 
truthfully reported, and that uo ignoramus put a jumble info his 
mouth he never uttered. 

ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C.-SEPT. 7 AND 8. 

HW four days’ ballin Toronto waters was to open with a contest 
for the “blue ribbon" of the Canadian shore, on Pyiduy. Sept, 7. 

As bad luck would have it, the majority of the entries were scill on 
their passage home from the Cobourg tourney, which bad lasted one 
day Imiger, owing to the resail spoken of in our lastissus, So neither 
Coquette, Madcap or the Verve putin an appearance, ‘They had left 
Cobourg Thursday inerning, but the keadwind must haye been found 
very light, as they had not covered the run of seventy miles twenty- 
four hours later. Mr, Dennis was. also engaged with other busimess 
and Cygnet remained ot her moorings, wmile Alarm was notin racing 
condition. This narrowed the fight down to the fanuliar couple, 
schooner Oriole and the eulter Aileen, who contended for the Prince 
of Wales's challenge cup, and another presented by the Marguis of 
Lorne, in yariable winds, Gbiefly from southward and westward. 
The start was off Exhibition wharf, and the course thirty-eight miles 
as usual, the seboouer to sail at three-fifths her tonnage. Ma. John 
Leys had the stick aboard the cutter,and Mr. Gooderham took the 
wheel of the other. Aileen got off at 11:58, and the two-sticker four 
ininutes later. Flying jibs took them around Mimico, and hack to the 
bell buoy, off Lighthouse Point, it was simply going large, at which 
the schooner got in the value of her size, heading out for the lake 
Toack a 1351, Aileen at2;:00, Close bauled on starboard tack Oriole 
rounded that huoy at 2:12, and the cutter at 2:24 To Searboro they 
drove after jibing over with spinnakers to port, Oriole leading by 
hal! a mile, Hut the wind was not steady, and after leaving the 
schooner in the doldrums 4 while, backed to the eastward, thus giv- 
ing the pair still more running back to Lighthouse Point, the cutter 
bringing most breeze along with her aud closing up fast on Mr. Gooder- 
ham. Thenthe wind suddenly chopped to the southward, putting 
them full and bye forthe finish, The cutter slipped by her rival's 
weather before the channel was reached, when they took the wind, 
quartering once more, as they flew in and hauled un for the club 
house, the line being crossed by Oriole ab 6:45:55, and by Aileen at 
6:46:58, the cutter winning on allowance of thirteen minutes, with 
plenty to spare. 
Second day, Saturday, Sept, 8.—There was mosic in the air this 

time, sure. Storm drums were displayed as the wind was howling 
and a hurricane predicted. But hurricanes have ways of their 
own, alid this one switched off to other climes, enabling the yachts 
to make a slashing race under double reefs. the cutters, however, 
boldly showing whole sail, more proof were it needed, that depth will 
ontearry beam ina blow. Schooner Oriole,95 tons, struck both topmasts 
and roused dawn two cringles aft, one reef in the foresail, and went 
out under storm staysail, That is goud evidence of the kind of day 
ifveally was. Yet Aileen, of 40 tons. stuck to whole lower sail, and 
when sheets were o bit litted added working topsail. and while Cyg- 
net, 42ft.. had to tie down two rows of knittles, the wedge-like little 
Verve, s7i6fh., was rammed through it all under full lower sail, The 
Sad Sea Dog, looking ata cutter on the stocks, never fails to evolve 
the idea that “she will just lay down on her side and wallow, and the 
wind will blow all over her." Well, Aileen just wallowed to her 
heart's content, and the wind went clean over her, all to such food 
elleet that she stood up to her big sail plan better than the rest, and 
lifted the day's glory from a well reputed schooner of double the cut- 
ters tonnage, One such Jesson is worth a thousand opinions from 
snperannuated barnacles, | 
The error they make in judging of vessels is due to a deception 

played upon thei minds by the eye. see no bexm, and hastily | 
conclude there is nothing to hold the eutter up. They cannot feel the 
heft of the lead underneath, nor can they see a low center of gravity 
and a long arm to the righting conple when down to them working 
angle of heel, in fact, would not tnderstand such things if they did 
see them, lence the praiks their eyes play upon their understand- 
ing and the tarry top’s crooked wisdom we have to take iu hand for an 
overhauling so often. Cygnet was on hand for this rage, and as the 
wind was off shore, with no troublesome sea, putin a very creditable 
day's work, beating Verve about 28 minutes, whichis rather more than 
canbe accounted for on difference in size. Verve was either aot skip- 
ered for the best or she did not like so much free-sheet work, 
howard the close of the race it was blowing a slifl gule, and that uo 

secidenis happened inany of the classes pur through such a crucial 
fest spaaks volumes for the healthy condition building and sailing has 
reached in Canadian waters. 

The conditions of the race were as follows, Opentoall, Three 
lasses, over 12 tous, over 7 tous, and 7 tons aud under, Prizes in first 
class, the Anderson Challenge Cup and $125, witn a second of 540, 
Tu second class, $i)and $25, In third class, $26, #5 andl $10. Wind, 
moderate gale from N,N. W. Course from off Exhibition Wharf to 
Mitnico buoy, Smiles west, then retern, & miles east, and round hell 
buoy off Toronty Island, thenes around a huoy § miles out in the lake, 
return around bell buoy, thence easterly around Scarboro buoy snd 
home to start; distance, 25 miles, Second class, omit Mimico buoy. 
Third class, three times around the bay mside the island, 
he schooner Oriole gob away al 11:87:30: Aileen, 11:39; Cygnet. 

11:40:20;, and Verve al 17:40:30. Insuch weather tonnage was ata 
reaminm, aod the big ones lifted out ahead in a beam wind to Mimico 

eras Onole hanting around at 11:68, Asileen at 12:00, Cygnet, 12:04, 
and Verve, 12:08, To the bell bney the Iot flew at a slashing rate, 
with the windover the port quarter, Alean tied working fopsail, 
imd Cygnet seta small pbheader over donble-reefed mainsail. The 
Wioy was rounded in same order, and booms squared over to pert for 
the run dead before it to the offshore tira. Oriole jihed foresail to 
‘stanboard, and Cygnet tried spinnaker. the rest nnder plain sail, 

the yachting world than the haphazard fights between miscellaneous 
odds and ends in more salty latitudes. With the matches of the 
Royal Canadian decided, the two races of the Toronto Y. C. whieh 
followed played the part of rubbers to the fallgame. Favored with 

| slrong southeasterly weather, and enough of 4 tumble to euliyen the 
business, the matches on Monday. Sept. 10 were far from tedious 
atfairs, ind in regard to Verve, upset the conclusion of Saturday 
previous This eutter has been sailing in the inost contradictory 
forui, upon one occasion challenging admiration to windward, and 
with a free sheet, and then npon the uext making astern chase of it 
all diy, wind and weather alike on both oceasions. 
There is only one explanation to this capricions behavior of the 

little lady. Some one oceasionally gets the mount who knows not 
how to sail her, We are not aware who tooled ber iu the Royal Cana- 
dian, buton Monday Mr, Gochrane had the stick, and the eutter 
hoarded the pudding in cvonsequence, beating the same crowd who 
tuo her down on Saturday. To be suite if was blowing a high gale 
that day,and Verve, only #?l4ft. loadline, fonght against big odds 
when she ventured out in company with Aileén and Oriole, some 20f6,, 
and with Cygnet some btt. longer, Size tellsin 4 scaway immensely, 
and time allowauee is no compensation for the differenge when the 
weather is too coarse for thesmaller boat, Verve sailed a game race, 
bnt there was n0 excuse for her being beaten twenty odd minutes by 
Oygnet, as the cutter is known to be astayer in the roughest. There 
Was, however, a great deal of running and reaching on Saturday at 
which, stranze to say, neither Verve nor Aileen have shown them- 
selves as fast in proportion to slopps as the eutters in New York 
waiters, where they hive achieved the reputation of being the best 
down wind yessels in existence, But Verye’s performance in the 
first day’s sport of the Toronto Y. C., in which she again met Cygnet 
in an on shore whistler tumbling In a good sea, reversed the disap- 
pointment of the preyious trial, for she not obly wiped oun the differ- 

| ence et twenty odd minutes against her, but snacched the laurels 
from the identical Cygnet, oes more giving the best of proof that 
the keel is a mateh for the board, other things being equal. 
Cygnet is as good a clipper of her kind as exists, anu we know here 

in New York a thing or two about the speed of MeGiehan built boats, 
Yel Verve, a keel cutter of narrow beam, 37.57.10, with ontside lead, - 
proved a match for the licht-draft with her board, and 5ft. greater 
length in # strong Wind, fhe actual time of both being about alike, 
but Verve winning by a satisfactory margin with allowance applied. 
Condor, anew cruiser, tried her gauge alongside the professionals, 
but being under snug sail only she served as background to the 
picturesque features. 
The course for the day was around a triangle, sail twice over, 

thirty miles in all. From start off Exhibition wharf, five miles south- 
west around Mimico buoy, then five miles south-southeast around a 
second bnoy and returu to start. Second class, under 12 tons, tosail 
around once, Third class, tinder 5tons, around. a fanile triangle m- 
side the course for the large yachts. Sail twice ronnd, 14 miles, 
Open to allcomers, Classification by the oldtounage rule. but time 
allowance by sail area and length, N. Y. Y, C. standard. Prizes to 
first class, S100, $50 ancl $25: second class, $50 and $25; third class, 
$25, $19 and $10. Wind fresh, about B.5.E.. At 10:39 the signal was 
#iven, Coquette was over the line first, with Oygnet, Verve and Con- 
dor a quarter mile later, The wind was well oft the quarter to first 
mark, ani topsails were set all round and spinnakers run out ta port. 

To first mark it was a procession in the order of starting, Cygnet 
profiling by her extra size and Coquette sailing well with the boom 
off, They trimmed in around Mimico as follows: Cygnet, 11:20; Co- 
quette, 11:24; Verve, 11:28; and Condor, 11:24, Close hauled they laid 
for the second angle, Cygnet holding her lead, Verve going into second 
berth and Condor being dropped fast. With the wind on starboard 
beam all run in for the Mxhibition dock with jibtopsails to complete the 
first round, Oygnet, 1:10; Verve, 1:19; Coquette, 1:24; and Condor, 1;52. 
Witha mile to her good Mr. Dennis sased away for the Mimico buoy the 
Second time and roused in mainhboom for the lake bnoy at 1:57; Verve 
ab 2; Coquette at 2:15; Coudor distanced, The wind had canted a 
little and it was hard pinching to feteh the turn. The enter looked 
the highest and when the mark was reached, gave sheet afew lenpths 
ahead of the Cygnet with Coquette following at a mile distance, 
Beam wind then sent Cygnet by the eucter afier an exciting dash for 
home, the race concluded as under: 

Oygnet, 42f¢. loadline.. 
Verve, 872666 
Coquette 

Verve 3100 on time allowance, 
Hecond class mustered only two, Emma, of Toronto, —ft. loadline, 

and Tolanthe, of Belleyillé, —ft, Emma got away with a lead of 
nearly a minute which she spun out to 2m, at Mimico buoy and held 

! that till near the finish, crossing winner at 2:41:16, Iolanthe at 240-45, 
The match was close and exciting throughout, Both hoats were built 
by Gutbbert, 

In third elass four started, Iris leading but for a lime giving way to 
Tna, The latter won $25 on lime allowance, the yachts finishing as 
Follows: Tris, 2:04; Ina, 2:04:45; Viona, 2:09; and Mischief, 2:14. 
Second Day, Tuesday, Sept. 11.—Open to yachts of tke ulub only. 

Three classes, over and under 12 tens and under 6 tons. Prizes. first 
vlass, Toronto ¥. C. Challenze Cup, value $280, presented by Capt. 
J.G. Mibray, Second class, Cosgrave Ohallenge Cup, value $15), 
DUBSEUNeS by Mn. J. Gosgrave. ‘Third class, the Commodore's Chal- 
ange Cup, value S200. presented by Commodove'T. MeGaw. FElying 
start to one gm, as the day before, Course ulso thesame. Verve, 

afl. loading, and Condor d8ft.. appeared in first cliss, Coquette 
having departed for Haniiltou, and Cygnet having taken the ground 
the previous dayand hent hear hoard. Wind H.8.E,, moderately 
strong with little sea, A procession all round thé course for the eut 
fer. Verye, therefore, wins the cup for the second time, she having 
lifted the trophy in the same race last your, One more victory to 
make ti her property is required by che conditions, 
Second class brought cut Gipsy and Mr, Cooper's Emma to agtart 

at 10:46:00. Emma lead all round, winmmeg at 2:59:00, Gipsy five min 
utes later, The cup foes to Emma for the second time. 
Third class sent off Iris, Mischief and Curlew at 11:55:00, Tris cap 

tured the trophy, winding up at 1:50:30; Mischief, 2:04:30; Ourlaw’s 
time not taken. This brings to a close the achive campaign in Cana 
dian yachting. and though elitries were not always us full as might be 
wished, they bore a very air proporhon to the number of yachts m 
commission, 



BEVERLY Y. 

AE eiehty-third matel, of Nahant, September 15, was a, sail off 
for Championship psonints apes bo Beetle. 

Of the first class; Hoidim, Mosquito, Spider, of fie second class; 
Pysche, Dandelion, Josephine, o2 thie hin 
Day opened foggy and calm, but at 2 P. M_, the time fixed for start, 

it had aleared off. with a moderate easterly wind. 
was unable to be present, and E 
pear, consequently the jule 

*s walk over, and sent h 
buoy off Winthrop Head, 10% wiles. 

All the catboafs were on hand, and were sent down to Winthrop 
Head buoy, with wind well afeo 
Mosquito, 2:07:10; Countess. 
Josephine, 2:09:11; Hoiden, 2:05 
Toiden at once passed Josephin 

Spider, who were Iccepiug a trifle to windward of course taken by 
Dandelion ranning very fast went through Josephioe’s 

leé and slowly gained on the Commodore, while all bub Josephine 
closed 94 Mosquito. 
About two thirds across the Bay the Hoiden, after several trisls, 

2, anda minute later served Mosquito in the 
At {ht same fime Dandelion passed Psyche to wind- 

seemed to gain a little on the others. 
ehted tirough the mist, 4 little to Tee 

the second chiss boats. aud it was doubtful wheter Hoiden or Daon- 
Hoiden. however, gained a tifle and 

jibed rounw some five seconds ahead of Dundelionu, Psyche a close 
thirder. faliowed quickly by Spider, aud at considerable mteryals by 
Mosquito and Josephine 
The hosts were noW jammed close on the starboard tack. and 

red oo Dandelion and very shortly served 
plier astern was looking np very close, 

for Hoidsen. as she seemed to sag off to lee- 

G.—SEPT. 

Countess, Hugenia, 

Buetle’s owner 
veanio, though entered, did mot ap- 
uted a Eres wind course for Coun- 

er to Graves Whistling Bnoy and red 

Start as follows: 
p Spider. 2:00:00; Psyche, 2:(9:10; 
Jandelon, 2:09:35 

und beaded afte 

port quarter. 

Mosquito and 

got through Spider's le 

ward, while Josephin 

delion would reaeh it first, 

Psyche at once weathe 
Aviden the same process 
and things looked bide 
Ward and foot slowly- 
As it breez=d up a trifle. however, Roiden showed signs of life, and 

sonn worked to windward of Psyche's wake and passe: her, just 
heading her course anit gradually o 
lion followed in Eloi 
leading ber class weil enough. 
she triisted too much to the ebb 
hed eased her sheet a trifle. 

As the {inishing Jiné was parsilel fo the course, all had to taek to 
eross after round stern of stakeboat: bub Psyche was so far to 
leeward that when she taaked Dandelion antl Spider crossed her 

Hoiden, 3:38:00, Dandelion 
48; Josephine, 

A) 

pening wiiter on Spider, 
ing finely, while Psyche, though 

ell off to leeward, 
ide hold ker to windward, and 

Tp locked as if 

fe ac follows: 
Psyche, 341:45; Mosquito, 4 

Actual time—Countess, 
5: Dandelion, 1:80: 5 

Countess, Hoiden and Wandelion take 
Buve wire Gouin Cartier. 

The line was 1m 
3:40:20; Spide : 

; Josephine, 1: 

ATLANTIC Y. C,.—-SEPT. 

HE revival of the petmant taces promised te be an event of con- 
siderable interest, bul was marred by the lack of wind and the 

small number of starters. The réeent cold wave had induted many 
jonin part or entirely, and owners were 

living in & comatose coniition. nof (juite certain whetber they should 
have mide it winter at such an carly date or nor. 
plassy calm all jhe forenoon, the prospects were so gloomy that sev- 
eral vessels refused 10 hanlouf ot the busi. The gun was delayed 
as long a5 possible in the hope thit.a breeze would strike in, and by 
the time light geplyes rnffied the waters the flood was pouring in ar 

p spects were ool much brighter. 
you-please in cruising trim, hallaqners heing debarred, 

Logether a variety of yachts which do not 
There are many cruisers of excellent 

form and appointments anxious enough for atrial with the profes- 
sional flyers. but who for lack of racing ¢anvas and no inclination on 
the part of their owners bo pull furnitare and fittings to pieces, never 

The every-day trim matches afford to 
them an exeellent opportunity to get their gauge without special 
trouble and expense, and for that reason interesting developments 
were to be expected. 7 
Though the race came to nolight, it was by no meaus deyoid of 

F d.for besides centerboard yachts, 
hoisted burgee at the peak, and 

gaye an exhibition to the unbelievers of what a keel with outside 
For years we were told by “general 

eutters, keels and outside weight were unsuited toour 
lignt winds,’ and would be hopeles-ly leit in competition with sloops 

Jncementowhich “skimined over the water," and fad no 
outside weights to tug and make them slogeish. This was sheer non- 

rienct has demonstrated, and for denoimeme this 
m’' as nousense, PoORMsST AND STREAM wasin bygone 

But the world lives and learns, if if does 
trail along a few years astern of Forrs? Asp Srewam, and “general 

ow concedes thatthe cutters are too food for the sloops in 
if auy lights about Bay Ridze’s classieshores still had any 

doubts in the préniises, and took the trouble to watch the fleet that 
worked down the beach to Owl's Head last Saturday, thei doubts 

t.and they likewise concluded that the cen- 
age atallin beating againsta foul tide. The 

flood was racing up at 4 tremendous rate, but the cutter Enterprise 
(of the business the whole aflernoou, and when the match 

disintexrated for want of wind, she still had 4 commanding position, 
The cutter was the only oneino the fleet to boist jibtopaail and na 

doubt that did her Some good, But she could bardly point as well as 
The match was to be sailed in cruising trim, boats 

to davils and anchors oy the bow and no booming out of spinnakers 
Course fromt off club house, torough Narrows. around §, 

Pennants ip each class. 

yachts to go out of commis= 

Ns there was a 

such a rate that the pr 

and for that r 
meel in the regular race 

start in the recular bartles, 

salient features as long asit last 
the Boston built curter Enterpris' 

hallast cau do in light winds. 
opinion” that 

sense. as later expe 

were probably seb aim 
terlioard lad no advan 

without that sail, 

W_Sprt and return. b 
house was very stnall, When st last airs 
the gun to go was fired andall hands tried to lay across the line withia 

fi The fleet canted to starboard, Pil- 
im to port. all under plain lower sail with working topsails aver the 

gaff, Mnterprise Jead oyer, Una following and coming in shore 
shortly after crossing for a short hitch, puting round again after the 
cutter, Stella and Pilgrim made a board close into the Atlantic break- 
water and nipping np along the crib forall they were worth to swindle 
the food which was in search of victims. Both came out on port tack 
off Una’s wealthier quarter with the little Idéran and Anglerfollowing 
one-eighth mile later. The wind picked up a little, but after 4 quarter 
of an hour the whole business degenerated once more and tack after 
tack: was made without gaining a foot over ground. Tt became evi- 
dent that unless the shore was worked in the shortest kind of boards 
there was bo hone of weathering Owl's Head, and the fleet went hunt- 
ing for eddies and slack water as close to the piers and rocks as they 

Of the railroad dock the bitches shrunk up to a 
few lengths only and it was “hard-alee’! every few seconds with 
many a close shave from collision as Stella, Una, Pilgrmm, and IIideran 
followed the same tactics with only a length or less between them, 
There was lots of blanketing and cliin)ing for each other's weather, 

hut the game was not worth the candle. The wind had much less to 
say about it thari the tide, and first one, then the other, would soatr 
outs lead, as fey were lucky or unlucky, from the loadline down, 
Enterprise, however. steadily holding ber lead of the fleet. In this 
way Owl's Head, but two miles below thestart, was being approsched 

tedious fashion, with sundry violations of the rule of the road 
neomnng boats refusing to go round for those compelled to 

othing more serious than the interchan 
ats bappened, and there being no result tothe race, 1 

matter may be passed with the sugezestion to skippers that they look 
up the rules bearing ou the case, A yacht, just coming off shore for 
svant of enough depth of water, cannot be forced about or compelled 
to slew broad off to clear a boat coming in on the starboard tack. 
She mist hail the latter, who is obliged te go about instantly or stand 
the damages for trying to cross the bows of another without being 
able to clear. 

At the short work the Una was a shunner. 
wheel the sloop round on her center every few lengths as easity as 
fhe juektar on horseback who zig-zagzed bis ann: 
lane because the wind was blowing down street. 

ig, ani’ witlia cabbage plantation on her bottom, 
and bad the Enterprise pretty close aboard 

when the curtain was rung down upon the whole performance. 
away, bad profited all she could by 
itches “loser in shore that the others 

dured to feteh, came out at the head of the dance when the music 
was suddenly cut short. Anchors were let go in dismay to saye being 

e,crews disappeared below deck, and 
sinoke curling out the Charley Noble gaye evidence that they had 
likewise edme to around the feslive cabin table. 
and tlie last of the flood served to drift home several of the racers to 

while some bravely weathered the calm all 
limit to the race, it is uncertain how long 

reisted in bucking the flood or whether they succeeded in 
lower mark and back again by moon power. 

and Penguin, Elsworth's latest 
mie way with the racers and tried them on for a couple 

)oats seems likely to set the riveron fire, 
thouch they worlced im the strength of the tide, cousiderately keep- 

Pthe racers, Penguin does not strike usas nearly as happy 
a job in point of appearance as anil or Crocodile. 

The touster at the chub 
ruck in from Lhe southwest 

the five minutes grace allowed. 

dared to manoevre. 

fling off shore for water. WN 
of complime 

Skipper Hulse would 

al up a narrow 
So Una, though 

very short as to 1 
worked up into second, 

Tidéran, thongh late tu getiaine 
her small size and by muaking b 

swept up harbor by the tid 

Night wae falling 

their Usual moorin 
and as there was no 

Hoating round the Io 
Tival, Mr. John Dimen’s new fancy, 

Toodel, goto 
hours. Neither of the sew 
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high-sided, basa sheer which is not fair, and is box-like in compari- 
son. A very passable soré of boat, however. and when her sides are 
slicked up and fresh paint dazzles the beholder, the verdict will possi= 
bly be more fayorable, Rival is an ayerage all throngh, with some 
aftempt to copy Elsworth fashions. A good, high side, straightish 
sheer and. we are told, of very good depth compared to others of 
the sloop family. A decided step in advance. but still capable of 
much improvement. Both yachts have ungainly rigs. and it does 
seem us though a little more of the artist might be infused into the 
ent. Thesloop it always ugly enough, but we could guarantee to 
sketch out sail plans for the pair in fiye minutes, to which the present 
rig would bear about the resemblance a Chatham street hand-me- 
down has to a garment of Wifth avenue construction, 

A YACHTSMAN ON A COASTER, 

Editor Porest and Stream? 
You ave such an inveterate sailor-yachtsman yourself. that you can 

appreciate the resistlessnéss of the temptations which an enforced 
idleness of a week and the conditions of being in Washington, when 
your home isin New York, witha fine, fee Water course between, 
would have ppon a lover of the sea. That was just my fix. I bad 
fiuighed my business some days earlier than expected, and determined 
to seuk a passage home by one of the sailing yessels which were Iying 
at the wharves. I spent the best part of a day in a tour of inspection, 
The only trade hence to Eastern ports is the carrying of coal, which 
comes down from the Cumberland Mountains on the Chesapeake and 
Omo Canal. Ttis not the cleanliest of cargoes, and \nless your yessel 
is comméauded by 4 man with habits of neatmess, its accommodations 
are notsuch as would be attractive, even to a person who can stand 
roughing it, However, [found one at last—it was the last, as often 
happens—which seemed to possess all the desired conditions. She 
was uew, neal, clean. had 4 comfortable and commodious cabin, was 
going to New York and would gail the next day, The only objection 
T had was that stie was too large. I like {he smaller yessel that gives 
oue the exhilarating sense imparted by the motion of sailing, and the 
quick obedience to the Master's hand. But the smaller vessels con- 
fine themselves to the inside trade; inside of Cape Charles and Cape 
Henry. The colliers are all three-masted schooners, and this one was 
one of the smallest of these. Still she measured 425 tons, was 
double-decked, centerboard vessel, 131, on water line, d4left. beam, 
and 14rt. depth of hold: draft, loaded, 18ft. Her cabin was neatly fin- 
ished and famished, about 12ft. square, with four staterooms open- 
ing into it, besides the captain's cabin and steward’s pantties. She 
was named after the captain's daughter, Lillie olmes. 
Thad some difficulty iu inducing the captain to take a passsnger. 

I was a stranger. and besides he never carried passengers. But he 
finally yielded. She was to beloaded and ready to start between 4 
and 5 P.M. Desiring to take no chances of missing such a trip, I 
determined to be aboard at the firstamentioned hour. It was wanting 
a feye minutes to 4 when | reached the whart, and to my dismay be- 
held the schooner under way in to\ of a tugboat. about 4 cable's 
length from shore. Istood vacantly starmg at the vanishing of all 
my bright anticipations of the voyage, and of the wine and cigars T 
had sent down in the morning. But recovering, J broke into @ vigor- 
ous, though hopeless. shouting and frantic waying of the signal of 
distress which | happened to have in my pocket. Lwould let thecap- 
tain see by what small margin I was left belind,any way. By the 
melest luck he was yet within hearing distanec: I saw hit raise his 
hand asa signal to the tugboat to stop, two men sprang to the dayits, 
lowered the yawlhoat and headed for shore, and in a few mormeuts T 
was on the deck of the schooner and the tow under way again. It 
appeared that the vessel had been loaded sooner than was expectail. 
ane the captain had detained the toy a half hourio waiting for me 
and could hold it no longer. 
The channel from here to Alexandria, Va, a distance of ten miles, 

is narrow and tortuous, and vessels of this size never altetupt to make 
the passage under sail, Siowly we moved over the water, through 
the Uta of the Long Bridge, the identical structure over which we 
carried m sketand knapsack twenty years ago, and now full or 
memories of that exciting period. Then past the panorama ol Polo- 
mac's shores, at one Gime bristling with cannon and noisy with the 
ratlling drums of moving armies which had trampled all signs of civ- 
lization aut of sight in the clay under their feet, bub the shore now 
green, and beautiful, and silent in peace and prosperity, Could it be 
possible this was the same country restored in so few years from the 
devastation of War, from a desolation that then seemed toresternble? 
Gradually the white dome of the Capitol aud the tall shaft of 

Washington’s monument sank ont of sight, and then the tug gave a 
“toot’! and cast off our hawser. One by one the huge sails rose upon 
the masts, and then the topsails above those, but the wind which 
had been fresh from N.by W. for several days, now fell light, and 
we scarcely more than drifted past the town of Alexandria, Here is 
the terininus of the Alexandria and Georgetown canal, a continua- 
tion of the Chesapeake and Ohio, and is marked by high blackened 
eoal docks where it enters the river, There are also’ several steam- 
bout docks and shipbuilding yards, where the callers’ hammers and 
fuzzing of Saws play an altogether different chorus from that we 
heard when we were here before. 
When five miles below, the wind died out altogether. At thistime a 

imy with another three-master in tow overtook us, and heing huiled 
by Capt. Holmes. consented to give us another pull, for a considera: 
tion, as far a5 Indian Head, twenty miles down river. 
The evening was still and clear, and as we wound sround between 

the thickly-woaded banks of the Potomac, we thought we had never 
seen & More chatining panorama, With binocnlars slung over our 
shoulder, we oligibed to the mizzen crosstrees und spent a half bour 
enjoying the ylew af the moving landscape. _ 
We liad supper @t six. and if was quite enjoyable for o trader. In 

fact We lived bette the entire trip than Lexptctad. Cold roast beef, 
fried potatoes. fresh Hmscuit, stewed prunes, cake and tea, Captain, 
mate and myself at thetable, Cigars on deck afterward. 
Our crew cousisted of petals mate, steward, and four seamen: 

seven all told; whatsym us as an astonishingly swall number of 
men to handle a vessel of this size in all weathers, when we consider 
that one sisty-foot yault requires equally as maoy. But these men 
are on businéss, and itis ouly the point of evonomy they bave reached 
in runving thei yessels, which enables them to engage in this trade 
atall, Tfthey weve square riggers they would be obliged to go at 
something else, ; ‘ 
At? P. M. a large barque passed us, going up in tow; and about the 

same time the steam yacnt Lookont, belonging to one of cur over- 
worked, underpaid Washiogton offcials, it is said, passed with a large 
and metry company of ladies endgentlemen, golunzgdown. She made 
a landing at Fort Washington. then about a mile ahead, and dropping 
into a cove, ashort distance below, came to anchor, As we passed, 
the party were at dinner On the after deck under an awning. The air 
Was as Still, and the water as quietas a parlor aquarium, At 45 the 
moon rose majestically into a cloudless sky. We were then cit Lime 
Point, below Indian Head, Where our hawser had been cast of an 
hour before. There were no idications of a breeze coming within 
the near future, so at 10 o'vluck the sehooner anchored. The mver 
about here was studded with little star-like lights on the net buoys 
ofthe shad fishermen. For another hour we sat on deck enjoying 
the bulmy moonlight night aud then reluctantly turned in. The 
captain invited me to make use of his cabin, which was about 710 
with 4 large double berth. 
Frupay. May 25.—There was nota sound last night to disturh the 

qost delicate slumberer. The cabin clock was the noisiest thing on 
board, Our floors were as solid aud still as if laid ou the rocks of 
Manhattan, We turned out at 6:30 and had breakfast at 7. Beef- 
stealc, boiled potatoes, radishes, fresh rolls and coffee, The tide was 
rinning Hood and there not beivg & breath of air to disturb the glassy 
surface of the water we lay quietly ab anchor, The square mgger 
Regina Tolek, 1,000 tons, of Georgetown, passed ip al 745 intow. Two 
schooners drifted by us on the tide and the lighthouse steamer Fern 
steamed toward Washington. At11:15 the tide turning ebb and a 
yery light breeze from & W. stirring, our ponderous 2,000 pound 
anchor was taken up and cacted, and we moved slowly down the 
river. Ati2 we had a dinner of roast beef, potatoes, fresh peas, 
canned corn and “plum dull," with claret, Froin one to three o’clock 
the wind breezed up a little and then died awuy completely. Anhour 
later we bad another breeze 8. E. by E. butit was dead ahead and we 
had vor first “hard-alee.” At4:45'a “pungee" (oyster boat) of about 
{2tons passed up, Sle had aboard a family of women, girls und 
boys, who were out on deck in theshade of the foresail, They had an 
orzuietle which they loudly ground as 4 salute m our honor. One 
of the fisherman's Small boats came alongside aud sold us four fine 
shad averaging four pounds weight each, At 7 P. M. we were olF 
Acquia Creek, whith was the river cepee for the army of the Potomac 
during the war, when before Fredericksburg, and through which the 
regiment to which we were attached moved on the enemy's strong- 
hold. [could not recognia® any of its distinguishing marks, Time 
has wiped thén all ont in these bwenty years. The evening was per- 
fect, the air so still that the merry voices of romping children, mostly 
Hilacks, on the beaches, a mile away, and the clink. clink, of the row- 
locks of the boatman twice the distance the other way, commingled 
on our decks. At 20 the sum set in brilliant colors, and at 8 we 
anchored about a mile above Maryland Point, where the river widens 
to about thvee miles. It wasso warm and plessant that we sat on 
deck a long time iu gur shirt sleeves. 
Sarurpay, May 26—The rattling of the main sheet block on decle 

drageing to and fro across the traveler, just ab our heads, awakened 
us al 3:00 A.M. Atthe same time the lookout watch came below to 
report afresh S.W. breeze blowing which accounted for the fapping of 
the sails. I could notsleep with tho ught= such as arise with an inspirit- 
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mile in our wake. 
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miles to leeward, bound up. 

boat movement 

nor any talking, Infact there 

tion. 
bells loll the hours as they 

did not make southing yery fast. 

with a pole phosphorescent licht. 
black s 

ville lie. 
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wind drawing Tore to the s 
o'clock, The Parker was stil 

ing wind, so 1 got up, dressed hastily and wenton deck, Twas the first 
there, but shortly after all hands were called, and by four, just after 
the early dawn, they were busy at {he capstain, Tbe bnge six-inch 
links of the ancbor chain came slowly in, one by one, the vessel 
swung till her sails filled, and off we went with a, fine, fresh 5.8. W, 
breeze, A small vessel would have had as much wind as she could 
stagger under with plain sail, but we had all our topsails spread and 
yel moved rapidly through the smoorh water on as even a keel as if we 
were on wheels. Passed upper Cedar Point Light, abont thirteen 
miles helow Maryland Point, at 6 o'clou'’s. The thres-nasted schooner 
Rodman Parker, about 850 tons, anchored half a mile below ns lust 
night, but got under way this morning a quarter of an hour before we 
did. Shewas now three milés shead, 
tons, three-master, anchored about a mila astern, did not get off as 
S00n as we, and now was drawing nearer, 
all from their lethargy. and the idleness of yesteriay was changed 
into general activity. Kyery few moments we wonld meet and 
vessels Boing tp the river before the wind. 

be Killen Tobin, shout 50 

‘Che breeze had awakened 

: An G30 we rounded the 
ight and cloze-hauled on the wind, This is o twe- 

Story cottage surmounted by a tower, of rather cupola, built on iron 
piles ancl about fifteen feet above water. Jt is neat and pretty, and 
Stands on 4 sandbar about & mile from Shoré and opposite the creek 
and town of Port Tobacco, on the Maryland side. 
lightened. We could scarcely wait until breakfast was ready, though 
it was viven tous # half hove earlier thay usual, but ibwas along 
time trom half past three to seven in the morning. After coming on 
deck azainthe breeze freshened, and we worked down tack and tack 
with the Tobin, which had caught upto us. The chanuel was not 
very wide along here, and vessels of our draft Gould not make yery 
long lees. We made several together, baying each other along.ide 
and not more than a hundred yards apart. Then we broke tacks, she 
ou the starboard we on the other. Itwas just about an even thing. 
Both keeping on, our bowsprits would baye fouled mn crovsing, hub 
she haying the right of Way obliged Us to put the helm up and go off 
around her stern. Wemade another tack and gob into the same py- 
sition, but we now had gained on her. Tt seemed as if we could easily 
eross her bows.so near, at least. that by her 
trifle we would clear, and we held on expecting 
firmly stuck to her course, and *‘Hard-a-lee!" sung out our ea; 
We took such a long curve, though, in getting around, that the 
was almost down upen us before we could Mill on the other tack. She 
lofted up in the wind, but the headway of both vessels wasev great 
that ou they came together. until it seemed fo he Inevitable that we 
would collide and get entangled up in each othemsvigg¢ing. When so 
elose thatl could have jumped aboard the other vessel our head sails 
filled, sent us ahead, and we cleared all right, but by the skin of our 

Here the wind 

aying otf the least 
er lo doit, bubabe 

At 8:45 passed Lower Cedar Point Licht, about ten miles below 
Matthias Point, This and Upper Cedar Point Light are likewise cot- 
tage-built, ov iron piles some distance from shore, but they are of 
single story height, They are, however, modernio construction ind 
look very comfortable, Cedar Point ig on the Maryland side of the 
channel, opposite the light, and that it is a summer resort for city 
people is apparent from its hotel. cottages, pavilious, batlehournes 
and pleasure boats. At {a fishing schooner of about thirty tous, 
with gafftopsail set and a dozen open boats in tow, passed through 
our lee from the Virginia shore, ran in under Cedar Point and droppud 

At 9:45 4. M. the wind freshened and the sails tugged liard at the 
sheets. }resentily a sharp crack, followed by a viulent flapping of 
canvas, indicated that something had Garried away. 
the parting of the jibtopsailsheet. Itwas a 34tnchrope. big enoueh 
for a hawser for an ordinary yacht, 
ing. and presently the foreropsail broke adrift, The sheet of that sail 
had parted, ‘That wat a 3ineo rope. We were nov (10:40) in the 
“kethle bottoms,” so called because of merous lamps on the bop- 

The river is wbout ight niles wide 
here, and the stiff breeze kicked up what would! have been u trouble- 
some se¢a (6 alittle boat. ‘The water ran into the hawse pipes, makin 
a little mountain trout stream from her bows fnto the waise, unt! 
they were stopped up with rags anda plug. The séamen soon had 
the ropes spliced and the sails were usuin liolsted. and with all Rat 
except staysails, we went booming alone about nine knetsandas 
stiff asa church. while a 5U-ton thvo-rnaster wus siigeering under riwin~ 
sail and jib. and any schooner would hove been douhie reefed. 
At 7 this morning we had overbanled and passed a tueboat with 

canal boat in tow which bad ron jy ns lash evening, 
we got the wind ahead, she again passod us, und At 11, galling into a 
reach which gaye us the wind a little free, we overtook her again aud 
soon left her out of sight, At this time the Parker had hanled ahead 
of us until she was dim in the distance, but the ENen Tobin wes a halt 

Tt proved to be 

The winil continued strenstien- 

tom resembling inverted icultles, 

At 8:40, when 

At 11:20 we passed Blokistone’s Inland Lighthouse, & aquare two- 
story, fable, with porch across the lower front, nue windows and 
door, red cupola and bell. From Cetlur Point fhe river widened, so 
thal we could lay our course 8, E.14 @. After diner, which was At 

At12:25 passed Piney Point Light, about thirteen miles below Bla- 
kistone’s, which distance we made in one hour and {ve minutes. 
This is another summer resort, on the Maryland side. At 22. M, we 
made Point Lookout Light, on the nerthern entrance to the Potomac, 
eighty-six miles, from Washington and fourteen miles from Piney 
Point Light. We passed about three and a half miles to windward of 
it. south and west. Here we hove up the hullof the Parker ahead 
anil dropped the Tobin two miles astern, Ats:l5 we were out on the 
broad waters of Chesapeake Bay, where nearly fwenty miles of 
water separate shore from shore, An ocean steamer pussed several 

At 3:20 off Smith's Point old lighthouse, four niles N. W. of It, 
Overhawled Parker, which is now oné-quarter of a mile on onr lee 
beam: Tobin astern and to leeward. Blowiny about a tweuty-knot 
breeze, The eastern shore was not now to be seen, arid a swell sug- 
gested cur approach to the ocean, 
a slight and easy Piching thatitwasa jolly change from the canal- 

her big hull before. She spunalony through the 
water at an eigbt or nine kwot rate. and yet there was nota sound 
to be heard onboard except the cheerfl rustling of the wind through 
the rigging and weseething of the water unter 
it was dashed off to leeward from her bows, 
was a kind of second mate) and the steward, were all taking a nap 
below, and the mate and Dutchman alone on deck, Wo loud orders, 

has been remarkably little of either 
from the start. Our captain is A Youngman, apparently twenty-eight 
or thirty years, about five feet ten im height, light complexioned, 
well built, quiet-in his ways, and kind in disposition towal 
but yigilant. We rarely Says anything, avd bis orders are few ab 
short as the dictionary, uor given in o loud tone of voice. 
think that the men forward could oof hear them, but they abyays do. 
For instauce,in tacking the forestaysail is held to windward tintil 
her head pays of. When he gives the usual qirter to “Draw away!" 
it is simply “hay"'; somehimes only a Nod to the seaman. 
he waters are how taking on the deep lilue color of the ocean, and 

the appearance of soapsuds in our wake atiests its saline composi 
The regularity of the watehes is now asserted, amd the ship's 

s. One small bell hangs over the bine 
nacle near the wheel, and isstruck by the cuptain or mate and re- 
peated on the larze one forward by the foreaastle 
cloud that hung in patches over the sky all day have grown dar’ 
heavy. and the air hasbecomecool. At4:30we passSmith’s Voint n 
light, about three miles out from shore, aud a mile to eastward. 
bepin tacking again, first fo 5. H. then to 5. W., atid the wind moder 

ating. Notasound aboard excepy 7 
inalong while. After a good supper at 6 on. shad, fried potatoes, 
gingercakeand tea, we satdown and hada good smoke, Attra the sun 
gankinaleaden sky. It was almost dark, though it should not have 
heen tor another halfhour. We hadtide aad wind against us now and 

The Parker tacked and crossed a half 
teh dark, except on thu lee side of the 
he foam in spray, which ghefened 
Thesea seemed boundless and the 

ry close aboard. The wind bad strengthened and we were 
bounding over the waters at exbilurativg speed. Suddenly there was 
acrack and a flapping of canvas, and th 
that the jibtopsail had gone again. 7 
iron eyebolt out ofthe rail, That sai 
Atd0it began to rain, and us we i : 0 
When weturnedin the Rappahannock Light bore 5. W, flire¢ miles 
distant. This marks the northern entrance to the i 
River, on which the battlefields of Hredericksburz and 

But our vessel took it with such 

her counter, and as 
Capt. H., Bob (who 

The thin sheets of 

a short direction as to course ouce 

mile astern of us, At 8 it was pr 
vessel, where our bows ¢ast off fi 

e seanun forward called (ub 
time it kad pulled the heavy 

] was then stowed for the nicht, 
had no oil-skins we went below. 

Scspav, May 27,—Turned out 4:40. 
light shower, which had prevailed most of phe ni 
wind light and u deuth-like stillness reigning, Wolfrap Light W. hy 

The sky was thickly overcact, a 
ht, still falling; the 

$., distant about two miles. We had made but about 
food diriig the might. Thesyind now haul 
enabling us to lay our course due south down 
either side are dimly visible on ‘the horizon, 1 
water, asJarze as Long Island Sound, the shores indented with beau 
tiful coves, harbors, qreels and rivers, 
to tweuly miles Wide. San Francisco 
tomed td think a wonder ip its way, 
Here we are, stillforty miles to ite 

uth, tacking was 
in our company. 

ed around 10 5.W. by W., 
thebay. ‘he shores on 
This is « grand body of 

The bay is 140 miles long, ten 
Bay, whith we were accuse 
isasmali circumstince to it 

entrance drom the ocean, The 
ain in order afd 
ut aboot a mile 

astern, 2nd the Tobin three. We overhauled a large bark bound ont, 
and passed her, and were ourselves pa-sed hy several ocean 
ers and tha Washington and Norfolk packet George Leary, all 
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down. At 7 we were off New Point Comfort light. near the entrance 
to the York River and the historic Yorktown. We needed no artifi- 
cial appetizer for Loe breakfast of ham and eggs, potatoes. coffee and 
fresh soortened biscuit. to which wesat down, Early rising gave us 
a healthy and natiral one. 

At 8:30 we were off Back River and light, and at §:15 old Fortress 
Monroe and Hampton Roads, which, having a wide ond hold entrance 
rom the ocean, is a famous harbor for all deep sea erafts. On the 
asl trip of our vessel she was weather-bound there. and before she 
got eway a hundred and fifty odd vessels had run in for shelter. 
They all started out the same day the moment the wind changed, 
What a fine sailing regatta that must have made! We had eoverel 
thirty miles since the mid watch, almost twice as much as we did all 
night. At 10 o'clock the rain Geased, the atmosphere below cleared, 
but the sky remained cloudy, Ahead Cape Henry arose out of the 
sea, and the wooded shores leading out to it marked a heavy, dark- 
blue outline inthe west, As we drew nearer, and the sharp, bare, 
sandy point became better defined, it looked hce a giant's rough iron 
spear with 4 polished steel head dropped on the horizon. At 10:20 
we rounded outer red bucy, and changed our course to E. 8, E., wind 
light from 5. W. Thisis seventy miles from Point Lookout, which 
we passed yesterday at2. At 10:40 the sun cameoutand ina few 
minutes the sky had cleared off entirely, and trom a landsman’s 
point of view or the deck of asmall yacht, it coul not have been 
more lovely, The wind was just right for studding sails or sky- 
Scrapers, butif was scarcely sufficient to move us, though we had 
everything set. I had to go forward to find shelter moder the fore- 
sail from the heat of the sun. I came on board in such haste that I 
did not get a straw hat, and besides my stovepipe, which was not 
permissible on deck, I bad only a silk smoking cap, This gave no 
shelter to my face. and the wind yesterday burned the lower part of 
my forehead almost to a blister. We were now on the broad Atlantic, 
but there was ouly the gentlest kind of aswelluponits bosom, The 
sailors say they haye rarely seen it so smooth here. 
At 12:50 we were in about the same position we were at half pasb 

ten, still off Cape Henry Light. The sails were idly flapping on the 
Masts, the water a deep transparant blue, and the sky over the land 
piled up with beautifil cumulous rolls of clouds, and overhead a thin 
white gauze. Everything looked lovely except our prospects for 
etting home, When we left we tuouzht we could make New York 
fy Sunday evening, but here it was that time already and we were 
not half way, In facv, if we could always have such weather, T 
wouldn't mind running a collier myself. It isnot aciean cargo, but 
still this vessel gives no indication of her having coal aboard. Her 
spars are as bright as « yacht's, anilso are her huge sails. 

[ro RE CONTEUED.]| 

CATBOATS, 

Editor Forest and Stream: ‘. 
J would sugvest to *‘Paterfamilias,” who represents 4 large number 

of your readers, to give up all idea of a cathoat. because it is not only 
dangerous us he himself acknowledges, and unhandy for his purpose, 
but far more expensive in the end than the snug yawl rig you have 
80 often ilustrated in your columns, Many seem to think that be- 
cause the eatboat has only one sail. whereas the yawl has her canvas 
divided into three, the lutteris the most complicated and has too 
many string; for one hand fo manage, But practice soon demon- 
strates to the contrary, although itseems cto be i eras to convince 
amateur tars that three satls are safer than one, Itis only after they 
have had a job or two ai knotting reet points in a heavy squall, try- 
ing to get their balloon down to reasonable dimensions, or have had 
their brains nearly knooked out by the long boom getting adrift and 
taking command of the boat, that a longing is horn for 4 rig that will 
allow tne miainsait to be furled entirely and still leave your craft 
with canvas enough on her to give steeraze way,and the harder it 
blows the better she will go. ‘Uhisis the rig for a single-hander. and 
in my opinion the only one that is safe and comfortable in all kinds 
of weather, With ita yacht even as large as 24ft. loadline and 5 or 
Gift. draft can be easily and safely navigated around Cape Cod or 
Cape Horn either any time from the Istof January to the 3ist of 
December. The cathoat may dofor those who huve out little regard 
for their own lives, and whosee more pleasuré in arace of afew 
hours oneg or twice a year with a few of their own craft than taking 
a cruise of days at a timé in a somfortable and safe yacht, even if a 
small one. They are wedded to their idols, or skimming dishes. and 
should be let alone, But when any one is goiug to initiate his family 
into the pleasures and mysteries of yacht sailing, if seems to me the 
cat is about the last boat he should tackle. 
You furnish the plans in your issue of October 19, 1882. of a craft 

that, with a litde alteration, onght to suit Paterfamilias. He can 
easily make her into a lifeboat by making the forward and after 
bulkheads in the cabin perfectly tight. giving a large air space for- 
ward and one aft around the cockpit, doing away with the lockers in 
your plan, With right ballast, she ought to Moat even if the cabin is 
filled with water. Then, witha yawl rig, he has a littleship that is 
uncapsizable, and, as you have so offen demonstrated, a rig that is 
far fuperioy to any other for a single-hander, May the time soon 
come when we shall see a large enough number of these little ernis- 
ers atloat, in place of falling back wpon the everlasting catboat, with 
al] ber danger and discomfort, so as to warrant the formation of a 
single-hand club. That will eventually bring in the thousands where 
we now haye hundreds. What we want here is to follow the example 
of the Hastand make yachting a popular sport for the small boats 
that can be sailed by one or more hands. In this kind of a school you 
will find no owners who cannot tool their own craft, and therein les 
the secret of the pleasure to be derived from this pastime. Too many 
of our large yacht owners can with difficulty tell the quarter deck 
from the topgallant foreeastle. and would be ata loss for the neces- 
sary orders to get their ground tackle aboard. This fact may account 
for the increase of steamers. for on board these tea kettles, with a 
fuod engineer and only oné or two bells to pull, the owner can soou 
tnuster the necessary orders to stop. back or go ahead, and then set 
himself up as chock # block with nautical wisdom, Wortunately we 
haye some yachtsmen who are thoroughgoing seamen, and when they 
become the rule, not the exception, we may look for a reyival of 
yachting around New York. G. BEeNepict, 

A WELL-PLANNED CATBOAT, 

Editor Forest and Stream; i 
Tn your issne of Sept, } [noticed an article headed “Elements of 

Safety” and sixned “PaterPanulias,” asking for information regard- 
ing the catboat, From experience I immediatels sympathized with 
him, and perhaps hy describing a boat I had builtin the spring of 
1882 might help him out and be of service to others. Rig, catboat | 
with mainsail Goly; 19.5ft. overall, 17.5f£t. water-line, 6.4ft. beam, and 
draft, 4.2ft. aft, and about Sin. forward; slightly crowned deck for- 
ward; standing room 7ft, long with seuppers; Hoor of standing room 
laid ligh, so that she could carry it full of water without harm in an 
emerezency: steers with a wheel; a mahogany companion way, wih 
top slide and close fitting doors of same; an iron shoe on keel weigh- 
ing Si0Ibs., and i talres 1,0001bS. of inside lead besides to bring her to 
her water-line; fitted with two transom berths, small closets, ete; all 
the balance of space fitted with galvanized iron tanks, which are 
“figured” to hold up the boat and to support three or four persons 

besides: cushions filled with cork. This completes what I call a safe 
family boat. With this boatl haye been ont ina blow and pur to 
shame &30-foot centerboard sloop. As to speed I have as yet found 
nothiug of hersize thatcan get away from her, either in Light or 
henvy breeze. She has been in two races and taken a prize in both, 
Boston, Mass, BREWER. 
[The planning of the ahove catboatis in accord with commonsense. 

She is uncapsizable. unsinkable, able, fast, roomy. In some places 
her draft might be excepted to. and no doubt by altering the schema 
it could be kept downto less. Weshould always prefer, however. to 
put up with the inconvenience of draft rather then lose the attriputes 
of safety, ability and room. Of two evils choose the lesser, But in 
the gveat majority of cases, the extreme draft called for hy common 
sense design is no objection of importance in Actual practice, thouch 
theorists harp on it when seeking to justify shorteomings in far more 
yital respects, ] r 

NOTHING LIKE EXPERIENCE, 

Hditor Forest and Stream: 
Haying read recent articles on safe catboats, permit me to say that 

a keel cat of larze displacement anil with ontside weight which the 
Wood Bros., of Mast Boston, built for me a year ago, has shown her- 
self to be a very fast boat in the lightest of airs just as much as in 
Stroug winds, My experience in beris enough to convince me that 
you are right in your position that safe boats of large displacement 
and keels need not suffer in speed compared to any others, the only 
proviso being that the large displacements should haye an equal 
amiunt of talent bestowed upon their modelling. Wood Bros., who. 
by the way, are among our most capable builders, having launched 
the Gem, Lena. Boston Cricket and the Oswego Cricket. are thoroughly 
wedded to your ideas of deep draft boats with the weisht as low as it 
can be got. All our builders are trending the same Way. (CATBOAT. 
Boston. Sept. 13. 
[We areasked to withold the name of our correspondent, but pre- 

sue that any one interested in following up the matter could be put 
in communication with “Cathoat.' Wood Bros., of Esst Boston, 
would also no doubt furnish information to bona fide applicants.] 

SHADOW AND MAGGIE. 
Editar Forest and Streant: 
We have herein Boston many who would read with interest your 

views us to the comparative merits of Maggie and Shadow, and ac- 
cordingly Iwould ask under what circumstances could Maggie give 
Shadow the most time, and also under what circumstances could 
Shadow attenipt holding her. Many my Boston, 
[Wedo nof think a race between Shadow and Maggie could hare 

much technical value. Shadow is 33\sft. and the cutter45ft. Inlizht 
weather the sma'l boat would have an advantage. In heavy weather 
the large boat aud time allowance for such @ difference in Size would 
not operate fairly. Our observation is that in anything from a 
moderate working breeze up the cutter is too much tor the Shadow, 
and the latter's best er would be to windward in light but steady 
breeze. Off the wind we do not think Shadow better than a great 
many other boats of her size which have no reputation to speak of, 
while down wind or reaching is Maggie's forte, There is probably 
no yacht near Maggie's size who can beat her, with the exception of 
the New Yorksloop Vixen. If Shadow were enlarged to Maggie's 
size, however, itis quite possible she would be found a match for the 
cutter, But we might build a seore of Shadows without making 
another such 4 hit,] 

THE SPEED OF YACHTS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
This Spring, while cruising from the Kennehec to Boston in the 

schooner Widgeon, weleft Saco Pool with a fine N.W. breeze, which 
lasted nearly to Boston, As we were making zood time, the log (las- 
Sey’s patent taffrail) was set as we passed Boon Island Light, and inthe 
first sixty minutes made $14 nautical miles. (n passing Thatcher's 
Island the log showed 201§ miles, the distance given in the Goast Pilot 
being 216 miles. The course 1s §.S.W., and the wind, which was 
more northerly than westerly, was about three points abaft the beam. 
We carried four lower sails and staysail. At other times we uttained 
the same. and even a trifle grealér speed, but never when the log 
could be tested with accuracy at the same time. Frequent trial, 
however, has demonstrated its accuracy when the boat is making five 
knots or over. THE OWNER. 

[The schooner Widgeon is 3).1ft, loadline. Kemp gives the speed 
under favorable circumstances for 36ft. as 7,50 knots, and for 41ft. as 
8 mots. By interpolation for the Widgeon’s length, the observed 
sper as noted above is found to exceed Kemp's figures by 1 45 
knots. A great many observations of Speed reach us, but few are 
worth recording, as knots and land miles are mixed up, and accurate 
hearngs between points uot taken. The importance of this is oyer- 
looked, while aslizht error in bearings may he productive of a large 
error in speed when some distance off shore. It is needless to say 
that the error is invariably one way. On the other hand eareful ob- 
servations, checked by chart and log, like those made aboard the 
Widgeon, are of great value as bearing upon correct time allowance, 
and also as a gnide to the architect, ] 

HULL. Y_C_—According to the official report the following are the 
winners in the openraces salled August 25. a full report of which ap- 
peared in this journal only. First class schooners, Adrienne. only 
yacht to start, hence no prize awarded. First class sloops, cutter 
Maggie. Geo. H. Warren, $100, No other prizes awarded. Second 
class centerboards, Shadow, Dr. J, Bryant, $60; Nimbus protested for 
fouling; Mabel. Fred FP. Clayton, $3),and Magic, EB. C. Neal, $20. 
Second class keels, Hera, W, #. Weld. $60; Lillie, Bond and Gale, $30, 
and Viking, 5, P. Freeman, $20. Second class schooners, Vanitas. H. 
Hnichioson, $350. Third class cénterboards, Queen Mab, W. L. Phin- 
ney, $50; Sea Bird, G. 8. Forbush, $35: Amy, £. W. Baxter, $25, and 
Venus, W. M. McKenzie, 315. Third class keels, Transit, E, H. In- 
galls, $00; Gem, J. A. Osgood, $35; Kitty, Tarbell and Adams, $25: 
Judith. BR, T. Pigeon, $15,. Fourth class keels, Nonpareil, BH, Lanning, 
$40; Charlotte, G. G. Garraway, $30; Delle, Gifford Bros.. $20. Fourth 
class centevboards, Ibis, J. K. Souther, $40; Niobe, J. F- Hrown, 330; 
Fancy, Stone and Eddy, $20; Seraphine, Oden and Temple, 510; 
Myrtle. C. H, and R. C. Poor, 36, Firth class centerboards, Flora 
Lee, D. Lincoln, $35; Scamp, W. Gray, Jr., $25; Spider, W. Abbott, 
$15, and. Dandelion, U. F. Advms, 3d, $10. Owners can Obtain prizes 
by conferring with the Secretary. Geo. A. Palmer, 17 State street, 
Boston, 

TOP OF THE HEAP.—Fores? ANp Stream is still defending, to 
the hest of its ability (no mean one), the yawl rig as compared to any 
other for yachts and pleasure boats. A’ great many advocates of 
sloop and schooner. able yachting editors, ete,, have repeatedly at- 
tacked the above mentioned journal for its predilections, but Kun- 
hardt bas always answered with such clinching arguments in favor 
of his pet theories, that he still seems to beat the top of the heap, 
Either his superior knowledge and foree of language has done this. 
or he has the hest side of the question to argue Flom.—S. I. Breeder 
and Sportsman. 

| 10:30, 

MATTAPOISETT RACING,—The race sailed Sept. 15, on Buzzard’s 
Bay. was the largest anil most successful of the year in those waters, 
and dew outyachts from allnearby ports. Wind moderate to stiff 
from northeast, Cups to first three classes and cash prizes to the 
others, Rules of the New Bedford Y, C. inforee. Judges, James 
M. Clark, G. H. Dexter, K. Fr. Holmes, and Malcolm Thomas aboard 
the yacht Florence, Summary as under: 

FIRST CLASS, 1) MILES. 
Length. Actual, Corrected . 

Hesper, W. Forbes_..,.--.........-- 48.02 3 33 04 3 08 00 
Windward, G. O. Shattuck. -_-....___. 4f_O1 ad 28 95 414 49 

2 O08 OF 
2 20 46 
2 2318 
2 33 20 
2.57 of 

Abby A., T. H. Arnold, .......... 0... 20.08 2 57 38 2 10 48 
Myrtle, G. Phinney .. 24,0214 2 68 63 2 14 23 
Aleyone, G. Phinney a UF 2 50 52 216 21 
Mattie, —— _... yee ceca eres cnet 25, 10be 2 59 20 217 Ite 

FOURTH CLASS, 13 MILES. 
Tantrum, Codman.... _-.........,....24.00 3 16 55 228 46 
Faunnas, Perry.,..-.. 315 20 2 305 
Romp, Robinson... ... 3 17 33 231 45 
Dawn, L Hiller ___-. 219 31 2 33 10 
Tris, Bangs........ : 3 22 09 2 34 54 
Dolly, Hardy, ....- 3 20 39 2 37 54 
Barbara, Kelly, ... 3 31 37 243 4116 
Riverside, ae withdrawn. 
Zallaly, J. Jenney-. +... he. withdrawn. 

Gem, I, R. Thomas.........,...- 12911 47 36 
Ripple, F. E. Bacon .. 1 35 54 54 54 
Index, Roland Smith. 1 39 45 5a 00 
Island Belle, Charles Sm 1 38 65 55 38 
Clara B., O. Bangs — 6 13628 50 48 
Spray, J. Friedhoff.... , 1 36 22 56 49 
Windfield, J. R. Jenney 14412 56 53 

+ Una, W. Seavy 1 41 12 110 39 
Lillie 1 49 08 1 01 49 
TREO ete. ies cee ee eee ae 1 41 53 

RACING AT HULL.—A race was sailed Sept. 12 for prizes sub- 
seribed by the residents of the Oregon House and others, open to 
yachts of Hull Y¥, C., 17 to 22ft.: course, seyen miles. Wind north- 
éast, moderate. Amy won $24, Nancy $15, and Thisbe $8. The race 
between the leaders was very close, and decided by a few seconds 
only, Judges, W, H. Litchfield, 4, T. Harrington and M, J. Kiley. 
Summary: 

Length, Actual. Corrected. 
ANY s Woe BO XGEE I oc iaie cise eee es ms 21.05 116 46 0 51 16 
Fancy, Stone and Eddy 20,07 117 38 ) 51 20 
Thisbe, S$, A. Freeman,......,..... + 21,08 116 53 0 51 a7 
Davy Crockett, H. Putnam..., .-21_06 118 48 0 &3 22 
Niobe, J. F. Brown.._..-:--,-.-._,,......20,06 1 19 47 0.53 24 
Spray, H. M. Waxon,.,.......-....... . 18 10 1 22 00 0) 5d a2 
Sheerwater, H. J, Conant.............._.18.09 1213 0 53 59 
Kismet, H. N. Curtis’. ..,-_...,..... 1S ,10 1 24 29 0 56 20 
Herald, FS, Dunne. . 9... ec viscc-cese 20,06 1 23 06 0 a7 44 
Dido, E, lL, Burwell, .. pases: Bel Fig 0d 1 28 04 0 58 09 
Waterwitch, 8, D. King... ..--,......,. 19,08 

YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION. —It is proposed to form a national 
yachting association including the whole cf the United States. The 
Object of this association isto establish a uniform code of signals. 
uniforin sailing rules and measurement, and to bring up before 
Congress at Washinzton any measures tending toimprove and benefit 
yachting. A number of yachtsmen have taken hold of this project, 
and intend to carry it through. The New York clubs are to usea 
strong influence in this direction, and the Hull Y. C. has calleda 
meeting for this purpose. Such an institution ought to be established. 
as in England a most etfective one has been in existence for some 
time, and has benefited yachting greatly.—Boston Sunday Courier. 

STOLEN PLUMAGE.—Few will deny that our Huglish has indivi- 
duality enough about itto be quickly detected in any disguise. It is 
fluttering, perhaps, to find the Herald, World, Evening Telegram 
and others decking themselvesin our feathers, but we do not care 
for flattery from such sources, we would rather they stuck to their 
own common places. It preseryesan agreeable gulf between us. 
The Hvening Lelegram is the worst plagiarist of the lot, which we 
would not mind if it only refrained from encompassing our pet pro- 
ductions with its own bad grammar and execrable composition, 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C.—Fall matches will be sailed Sept. 20, 
Classes for cabin sloops, jib and mainsails oyer and under 28ft., vats 
over and under 24ft., cats under 20ft..and cats under 16ft, Course 
around Gangway buoy, smallest class around Fort Schuyler buoy. 
Flying start with five minutes grace. Turn all buoys from leeward, 
Steamer Shedy Side foes over the course, leaving Port Morris at 

Special prize for fastest time. Pennants for the month of 
September to other winners. Regatta. Committee, A. Lichtenheim, 
J. 1. Wells and C. E, Baker, 

NEW YACHTS,.—A. Cary Smith is completing the plans for a deep 
| draft sea going schooner, s7ft, waterline, 20ft. Sm. beam_12ft. draft. 
| and aft, Sin. leastfreeboard. This vessel is to the order af a New 
York owner, who intends to do a great deal of oeean cruising. The 
same designeris getting out lines fora large displacement boat, GXft. 
waterline with full cutter rig, also for New York owners. We are 
more than pleased to find the cutter rig steadily makin headway. 
itis only a matter of time when the sloop rig boats will disappear 
altogether. 

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y, ©,—The resailof the Corinthian 
matches is set down for Saturday, Sept. 29. Special fall matches for 
Oct. 13.and 16. Firstrace, twenty miles to windward and return off 
Sandy Hook, Second, over trianzular course outside, Opento New 
York, Eastern, Allantic. New Bedford and Larchmont Y. @. Ama- 
teurs to steer in both races, 

VERMELIJA.—The first Permelia, built by Herreshoff Manufactur- 
ing Company, of Bristol. in 1882. has been bought by Mr. W. P, Dong- 
las for Sonthern cruising this winter. She is 95ft. over all. ft, load- 
line, 1214tt. beam and dUgEr. draft. Compound engines,§ and lin, 
disraepor: by 14in. stroke. Coil boiler, 5ft. 7in. diameter, and Aft. din. 
igh, 

MOSQUITO FLEET.—Pall races of the catboats about City Point 
were sailed Wednesday. Sept. 12, Sylvan won in special ¢las:, Lizzie 
in first and Egeria in second. Clyde and Silvertop capsized_ 

BEVERLY Y. C.—The corrected time of Countess in eighty-first 
match published last week, should read 2:25:24, 

HULL Y. C.—Meetang appointed for Oct, 6 to consider the subject 
of a national yacht racing association, 

NEW JERSEY Y, C.—The open race last Saturday failed for want 
of wind, and will be resailed Sept, 27. 

CORRESPONDENCE.—Many letters again remain Wnanswered for 
lack of proper address, 

UMPHREYS 
f OW RINARY 

ERE ECIFICS yom 
-OR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

; E, SHEEP, DOGS, HOGS i 
HORSES, CATT EOULTRY, ; 3 if 
FOu TWENTY YEARS Homphreys’ Homeco- 
athic Veterinary Speciiics have been used by 
armers, Stock Breeders, Liyery Stable and 
oe morse pen 3; Wi ae ae 
Son ine Companies, Trav'¢ 

and Menagecries, and ‘others handiitie stock, 

“Tumphreys. Veterinary Manaal, (9 pp.) mphreys’ Veterinar anaal, . 
sent free by mail on receipt Ye prices st eents. E 

Pamphlets sent free on application. 

HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED,.CO. 
109 Folio Street, New York, 

NERVOUS DEBILITY 
1 vital Weakness and Pros- 

tration from over-work or 

eres HOMEOPATHIC and promptly c y! 

Bona wee ceaeee SPECIFIC No, 28 
a eee a Price $1 per vial, or5 vials an 
areal of powder for $5, sent 

o Siltisr, rice. Huniphreys' Homeo. ‘Med. Go, y u s mea. 4 
Catalogue tree] 409 Fulton St NeW 

BRAIDED FISHING LINES. 

}} requirements of 

Undersized and 

MARR 

not be filled at any price, 

anglers, to put on the market a quantity of perfectly worthless goods: 

The great superiority of a properly braided line over a twisted or laid line, has increased the demand for 

braided lines enormously. This demand has induced a nomber of manufacturers, entirely unacquainted with the 

Many of these lines are 

short of marked length; nearly all of them are made of poor material aud on old-fashioned 

machines. Anglers will please take notice that al/ of ow? best braided lines—eotlon, linen, raw silk, boiled silk, oiled 

silk, enamel, and polished waterproof tupers—are labeled with our full firm name ana trade mark, except the enamel 

fiy lines on cards, which bear only our trade mark and the name of the Empire City Braid Co., whose agents we are. 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods in stock will 

ABBEY & INMBRIEBE, 
Manbfacturers of every description of 

Eine Fishing Wacizlie, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORE. 
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SAS. FEF. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

"ine Fishing Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; J20ft., $1.25; 
1SOft., $1.50; PANEL, $1.75; BO0ft., $2.00; 450ft,, $2.25; 

Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 80yds., 75 cts,; 60yds.. $1.00; 
Marster's celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 

25 cts. extra; nickel plated; 50 cts. extra. 
nickel plated, 50 cts, extra, 

600ft., $2.50, Any of the above Reels with Drags, 

Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks. 
Single ent. 12 cts, per doz.; double, 2U cts. per doz.: treble, 30 cts. per doz ; put up one-half dozen in a 
pankaee. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts.; dyds., 15 cts. Double 
wisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 8 length, i0 cts, Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz, Black Bass 

Flies, $1.00 per doz, Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Ty Rods, 10ft. long. $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
Samples of hooks, leaders, ete., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or stamp, Send stamp for 
catalogue. 

Hstablished 20 years, Open Evenings. J. F, MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy, = 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. . 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR, 

THISte= 
Is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 

has seyen pockets and game pockets. 

material, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a 

successfu day without losing a hair or feather. 

be worn over or under an ordinary coat, 

to you for $2.00, Send breast measure. 

lt is of strong 

Tt can 

We will mail it 

PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brass Multip ying Reels with balanse handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft,, $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

I8OLt., $1.50: BOF, $1.70: B00, $1.95; 450ft. $2.20; GOOLt. $2.40; TOOEt., $2.60; 900ft., $2.80. Nickel plaiting 
and Drags extra. Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 60 ets.; 40yds., 7 cts.; 60yds., 85 cts.; 80yds., $1.00. Kiffe’s 
Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen, Sneek Bent and all other hooks. 
30 ets. per doz. 

Je I Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts, per doz.; treble, 
Single Gut Trout aud Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds. 10 cts.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 

Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts.; treble. 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heavy 
4-ply, 4 length, 25 cts. Trout Flies, 50 cts. per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz, 

Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, 
Also a large assortment of Sporting Goods at proportionate prices. 

Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00, 
to $15.50, 

Trout and Black 
$12.50 

Samples of our goods 
sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money. postage stamps or money order. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST, 

HERMANN H, KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Between Fulton Ferry and City Hal. OQPHN EVENINGS. 

TEE FO xz Gun. 

Secure one at once at our REDUCED PRICES, which will con- 
tinue only for a short time. 

American Arms Co., 
1038 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 

Standard Works. 
FOREST AND STREAM BIRD NOTES. 

An Index and Summary of all the matter relating to ornithology contained in the first. twelye 
yolumes of the FoREsT AND STREAM, 195 pages, paper. Price, postpaid, $1.50. 

SHOOTING. 
Tis Appliances, Practice and Purpose. By James DatzreL DovGAtLu. Contains practical informa 

tion on guns and gunning. Its chapters treat of the Barrel, the Stock, Locks, Triggers, Recoil, Breech. 
Loaders, Rifles, Care of Guns, Ammunition, Loading, Dogs, Grouse, Woodcock, Black Game and 
Partridge Shooting, © The chapter on “The Purpose” of Shooting is the best defense of legitimate field 
Sports ever published. Hlegantly printed on fine paper, 880 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, 3,00. 

PRACTICAL DOG TRAINING. 
Training vs. Breaking. By §. I, Hammonp, Kennel Editor of Forest anp SrREAM. Pronounced by 

those who haye read the chapters, as published in this journal, to be the best work onthe subject ever 
written, 100 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00 

Forest and Stream Publishina Co., 39 Park Row, N. Y. 

STEEL 
PENS FSTERBROO 

Leading Nos: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161. 

For Sale by all Stationers. 

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN CO,, 
Works, Camden, N. J. 26 John St. New York. 

The Still-Hunter, 
iy 

T. 8. VAN DYKE. 

PRICE, POSTPAID. $2.00, 

For Sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co, 

No Rubbers Needed. 
LEATHER KEEP DRY. 

Applied without heat, softens the hardest leather, 
makes your boots waterproot, and adds one-half to 
their durability. A few hours after applying a 

| polish can be made over it with blacking. No 
sportsman should be withoutit. Price $3 per doz, 

| doz. bottles. Sent on receipt of money order to any 
address, Liberal discount to the trade. The above 
is fully endorsed by Forest anp Stream and thou- 
sands who use it. G, L, BROWN, Sole Agent, 125 
Federal street, Boston, Mass. - 

EDWARD B. CONWAY, 
TAXIDERMIST 

No. 55 Carmine Street, N. Y. 

|Mistablished i1830.] All kinds of Animals Stuffed, 

$2.00 PER BUSHEL. 
WILD RIC w Order now and get 
fresh seed. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

augl,ift 

66 aweek in your own own, Terms and $5 
outfit free. Address H. HAnterr & Co, Port- 

land, Maine. 

(Sepp, 20, 1883. 

YMw Oo CH’ s 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

loaded as cften as an 
much. 

The Senne 
preciated by a 

only. 

shells. 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester ov Wessoti No.2 primers. Can b 

t of the thicker makes. 
2 Weight less than paper shells. 

admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal. inside diameter is 
nearly two gauges larger. Load samé as any brass shells, using wads say two 
sizes larger than gauge of 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged, 

tool also acts as a reducer, an adyantaze which will be ap- 
experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed (without 

charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
y- For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 

only, (2,000), and crimpers not less thai one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., 
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 

101 & 108 Duane Street, 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass. Agent for New England States 

e re- 
Cost only about half as 

They shool stronger and closer. and 

Or can be effectnally erimped with tool (as 

New York, 

SHORE BIRDS. 
J. Haunts and Habits. I, Range and Migrations; 

IJ. A Morning Without the Birds. TV. Nomen- 

clature, WV. Localities, VI. Blinds and Decoys. 

This is a reprint of papers from the FormsT ann 

Stream, Pamphlet, 45 pages. 

Price, postpaid, 15 Ceuta. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING 

30 Park Row, N.Y 

CoO 

=> CLAY PIGEON COMPANY: 
=°N° 33. VINE ST” CINCINNATI.O 

[Extract from Forest ann STREAM, July 7 

1881, p. 444,] 

* * * This flight so nearly resembles the 

actual motion of birds that the Clay Pigeons afford 

excellent practice for wing shooting. We commend 

all sportsrien to test its merits. © PR 

Studer’s Birds of North America 
The most magnificent work of the kind ever 

published in this country. Contains one himdred 
and nineteen plates, en which are represented all 
our birds, upward of seven hundred, artistically 
drawn and faithfully colored from nature, with a 
copious text giving a popular account of their habits 
and characteristics. The edition is limited to one 
thousand copies, now ready for delivery. Sold 
only by subscription, Endorsed by the highest 
authority. For cireulars, prices and full informa- 
tion. address HB. R. WALLACK, General Agent, 
Syracuse, N. Y. septs, tt 

PHOTOGRAPHY MADE EASY. 

hatean be used 

lates) are the only 
successfully in warm weather without ice ones 6 The Tropicals (dry Pp} 

Remember the negatives may all be developed 
on your return home. = 
The lightest, most complete and practical of 

Amateur ea Price $10 and upward. E. 
& H,T. ANTHONY & CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y. 
Send for catalogue. Book of instructions free with 
each outfit. 

red, 
THE ONLY CERYIAIN REMEDY ON 

EARTH that absolutely restores gray hair 
to its original color—trom the lightest blonde 

BF tothe deepest black, Iree fram poisonous 
drugs. Thousands of testimonials can be 
farnished astoits merits. g100 reward fora 
single case offailure. Sent by express $1.00 
per bottle. Prepared only by 
ie M.A. BRUCE, 222 6thav.,n. that... 7 
3-4 Namethis Paper. _ 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES, 

Price 82.00, 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 

wohetihihae AONE 

United 
Stutes 

Mutual 
AQCIDENT 
Association, 

320 Broadway, 

85,000 Accident Insurance. %25 Weekly 
Indemnity. Membership Fee, 84. Annual 
cost about 812. 10,000 Imsurance, with 
#50 Weekly Indemnity, at Corresponding 
Rates. Write or call for Circular and Ap- 
plication Blank. 

EUROPEAN PERMITS WITHOUT EXTRA 
CHARGE. 

CHAS. BE. PEET, (of Rogers, Peet & Co,), Pres't. 
JAS. R. PULTCHER, Sec'y. 

320 & 322 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

IN PRESS. 

Fishing with the Fly. 
(TITLE PAGE BY ELIHU YHEDDER,) 

Sketches by lovers of the art, with 149 beantiful 
colored illustrations of Salmon, Trout 

and Bass Flies. 

—COLLECTED BY— 

CHARLES F. ORVIS and A, NELSON CHENEY 

About 300 pages, 8vo., Cloth, Iiliminated Cover. 

Price, 42.50, 

CONTRIBUTORS :—Charles Hallock, George Daw- 
son, Capt, L. A, Beardslee (‘‘Piseco™), Hon. Fite 
James Fitch (‘Fitz’), James A, Williamson, Fred. 
Mather, W, Thomson (‘‘W. T.**), W. David. Tom- 
lin (“Norman”), *‘Bourgeois,” A. Louis Miner, 
Jr., Seth Green, ‘‘Ne-smuk,*’ FP. B. Pond (Will 
Wildwood”), Geo. W. VanSiclen. Charles Ff. Orvis, 
Dr, James A, Henshall (‘‘Oconomowoe”), Frank 
S. Pinckney (“Ben Bent’), A, Nelson Cheney (A, 
N. 0.’), Dr. J. C. Kenworthy (Al Fresco”), Col, 
E, Z, C. Judson (*Ned Buntline’). Also numer- 
ons quotations from standard works. 

PUBLISHED RY 
Cc. F. ORVIS, Mauchester, Vermont. 

Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on rereipt of price, 

Harrison's Celebrated Fish Hook, 
Registered. 

Mark, 

Whereas, It haying come foonr notice that some 
unprincipled house, to gain their own unworthy 
ends, and to attempt fo damage our good name 
having spread reports to the effect that the manu- 
facturers of the above hooks are defunct, we nuw 
take this opportunity of informing the American 
and British public that such reports are utterl 
false. The same efficient staff of workpeople is 
employed as heretofore, and we challenge the 
world to produce a fish hook for-excellence 
of temper, beauty and finish in any way to 
approach ours, which are to be obtained from 
the most respeetable wholesale houses in the trade. 

Signed, R. HARRISON, BARTLEET & CO., 
Sole manufacturers of Harrison’s Celebrated Fish 
Hooks, Redditch, England, (December, 1882.) 
Manufacturers also of Wishing Tackle of every 

description. Sewing and Sewing Machine Needles 

The Crown Wad 
Obyiates crimping the shell, Allows the shot to 

he seen in the cartridge. Reduces recoil. Leaves 
shells in good condition for mo lonaing Semples 

WAD CO,, and loader by mail; 50 cents, CROW. 
Rochester, N, Y, Y 
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Withits compact type and in ifs permanently enlarged forn 
of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each week a larger 
amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 
kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contained im all other 
American publications put together. 

PIGHON VERSUS PROTECTION. 

i ges wild pigeon must now be set down in its true char- 
acter of an unmitigated and conscienceless ‘‘dutter.” 

The New York State Association for the Protection of lish 

and Game has been patiently scanning the horizon month 
after month “until all the grain harvest is over;” its ‘‘pigeon 
committee have been very watchful and have extensively 

corresponded with all the principal netters and dealers of the 
country,” but the wild pigeon has failed to “‘come to time,” 

and, if we may be aliowed to carry out the figure, the ‘‘mill” 

has formally been declared “‘off.” This is a predicament 

altogether unexpected and unprovided for. Regularly with 
each recurring spring for the past fifteen or twenty years the 
birds have very obligingly nested where they could be 
secured in thousands by the professional netters and nest- 
robbers hired by the Association, to be, after due course of 

transportation, offered as a sacrifice to the peculiar vame- 

protecting proclivities of the Association members, Eyery 
year the victim has “come up smiling” for another round. 
bul now—the pigeon, oh where is lie? 

There are offered two explanations, each plausible. The 

first is that the pigeon has finally become tired of playing its 

rather arduous 7é/é in this burlesque of protecting the game 
and the fish, and his gone off somewhere to nest beyond the 
reach of the hired nesi-robbers afurementioned. The other 

theory is—on the principle that one added and two sub- 
tracted will, if kept up long enough, eventually exterminate 

even a pigeon flock—that the bird has failed in the unequal 
strife to maintain itself against the destruction wrought by 
the netters. In other words, the reason why the crates of 
the managers at Niagara Falls this year are not full is that 
there are no pigeons to fill them. Each of these explana- 

fions is an unwelcome one from a wholesale State tourna- 
ment managers’ point of view; the latter is unpleasant also 
tothe field sportsman. There are thousands of sportsmen 
in America—old men and young men, dwellers in cities and 

‘farmers’ boys” —who have watched with keenest regret and 
*? , 
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ill-suppressed indignation the unholy war of extermination 

so relentlessly waged against this beautiful bird. 
The next convention of the New York State 

for the Protection of Fish and Game, therefore, will be held 

without the usual slaughter of pigeons. In the circular an- 

nouncing that fact (printed on another page), the president 

of the Association says: ‘It remains now to be seen whether 

a meeting of the Association will be so largely attended, The 
interests remain the same—that of the protection of fish and 

game.” This is simply and purely cant, and it is the kina 

of cant that does fish and game protection no good. The 
interest manifested by the Association im any practicable or 

profitable efforts toward game and fish protection during the 

past six years has been as mythical as those famous wild 

lilies of the valley, which the president of the society once re- 

ported finding in his spring-time tramps after game. It is 
to just this cant, and this pretense of the Association of being 

what it is not, that objection has repeatedly been urged in 

these columns. It is the spectacle of a society, which in 

name and professions poses before the public as working 
for game protection, and yet belies its name and protes- 
sions by annually leaguing itself with professional pot-hunters 

and game-butchers of the lowest class, abetting, aidimg and 

rewarding them in their nefarious wholesale destruction of 

breeding birds—it is this spectacle that has so impressed 

sportsmen that they fully understand this cant about the 

“interests remaining the same.” 
If, howéver,now that it has exhausted—temporarily at least 

—the supply of wild pigeons,the New York State Association 

for the Protection of Fish and Game will take up in earnest 

some practical work forthe present or future benefit of the 
shooting or fishing community, it will gain large accessions 
toits membership, and enlist the aid of many allies, ready and 

eager to assist in the effort. The society will gain in strength, 

dignity and influence, three qualities which are now pevr- 

ceptibly onthe wane, There is an abundant field of syste- 

matic and sustained work that belongs to the Association, 

but to which it appears tohave been blinded by the glare of 

its tournament prizes, 

The Association has in its possession some very valuable 

trophies. Ifthe rules governing the competitions for these 

prizes can be so amcnded as to substitute inanimate objects 
for the liye birds, the annual tournaments of the Association 

will call out a larger gathering of crack shots to compete in 

them than now attend the meeting. The history of trap- 

shooting elsewhere is an ample proof of this. In New 
Ensland there is far more trap shooting now than there was 

before the use of live birds was forbidden by law. 

This mention of the New Hngland laws against trap-shoot- 

ing live birds suggests a consideration which may be deemed 
worthy of attention. There is, as we have said repeatedly, 

a vast difference in the way the public looks upon the 

private trap-shoots of individuals and clubs and the attitude 
of this same public toward the wholesale slaughters at State 
tournaments, If the individuals angl clubs are to long main- 

tain the right to their private matches, the huge State tourna- 
ments must not annually inyite public attention to the trap- 

shooting of live birds. The Coney Island tournament did 
more to arouse popular feeling against the practice than all 

the indiyidual and club matches held before or since, 

Verbum sap. 

Association 

HETIRLOOMS. 
We saw a fishing rod the other day which, though not 

unusually lone, stretched out over one hundred years. 

Tt was a bit of home-made work. The several pieces were 
relics, to which attached associations. The rod was mueh 

more highly valued by its possessor than a costly one would 
haye been. The butt piece was of ash; it came from the 

tongue of one of those old-fashioned Sunday wagons in 
which Long Islanders used to ride to church years ago. The 

rod belongs to Mr. Miles Wood, of Brooklyn, and the wagon 
was owned by one of the founders of St. George’s Church, 
in Hempstead, L. I. 

The second piece of the rod is of black pepper cane, 

bronght from the island of Jaya in 1864, by a brother. 

The third piece is of ash, and this came from the whifile- 

free ci another one of the old Long Island Sunday-go-to- 
meeting wagons, the property of Samuel Carman, whose 
family were the first white people born on Long Island. 

Taken altogether, therod is not onc for Sunday fishing, and 
a further incentive to straight walking is found in the 
hunting knife belonging to the same kit, for the handle of 

this knife is made from the piece of mabogany that formed 

the railing of fhe family pew in St. Ann’s Church, Brook- 
lyn, built in 1819 and torn down in 1880. 

The heirlooms which Mr, Woods exhibits with the most 

pride are a set of snipe decoys, which have weathered the 

storms of successive seasons since 1800. They were made 

in that year by the grandfather of the present owner, and 

have heen handed down from father to son, The dummy 

birds are of white cedar, in an excellent state of preserya- 

tion; they are wise old decoys, and haye not been tutored by 

three generations of spertsmen in yain. With now and then 
a fresh coat of paint they will do for three generations more. 

The inventory of this sportsman’s kit is concluded with 

the mention of a gun, also an heirloom, which was one of 

the first double-barreled guns brought fo America. Origin- 

uly a flint lock, and afterward a percussion cap, it is now 

a breech-loader, and the gond work it performs is sufficient 

cyidence that in those days the punmakers put honest 
material into their guns, 

WILD RICH AND WILD GELERY. 
we Tice (Zizania aquatica) is an annual plant, be_ 

’ longing to the grass family. It grows in great abun- 

nance in the Northwestern Siates, and in some portions of 

Canada, being also found in favorable localities in the New 
England and Middle States and in Virginia, Further south 
it gives way to another varicty, the Zizaniu méliacea, which 

is of perennial growth, and distinguished from the aquatica 

by the ovate grain. ‘The wild rice has various other local 

names, among them Indian rice, Canadian rice, wild oats 
and water oats. 

The wild rice isa favorite food of water birds, mallards, 

black ducks, teal, wood ducks, and the Carolina rail. Dur- 

ing the last few years much attention has been given to the 

introduction and propagation of the rice into the waters of 
different portions of the United States, to serve as an attrac: 

tion for the wildfowl, the final object being ‘‘toimprove the 
shooting.” Our columns have contiined many reports, good, 

bad and indifferent, of the attempts at wild rice culture, 

Some months ago we made extended inquirics of those who 
had engaged in the sowing of wild rice. The replies, which 
covered a very wide country, indicated that in the majority 

of instances the efforts had been unsuccessful. The failures 
were in many cases easily explained by the parsimony with 

which the seed had been sown. In other localities, 

the rice had not grown, because the soil was 

not adapted to it. The familiar principle that certain 
soils are best fitted for the production of particular crops as 

wheat, oats, etc., is applicable to wild rice. It is not so 

much a condition of climate as of soil that determines the 
success of wild rice culture. Where the planting has been 

suecessful the promoters have been rewarded with the 

knowledge that they have in some measure added to the food 
supply for the -water fowl, whose increase they so much 

desire. Among the obstacles to the introduction of, this 

plant, are the musk rats, which are extremely fond of its 

leaves, devouring them as fast as they appear aboye water, 

thus preventing the germination. Deer, also, in the same 

manner impede its increase, and some kinds of fish feed on its 

seed. 

We haye from time to time chronicled several such favor- 
able results-of wild rice planting, where the enterprise of the 

individual or club has actually succeeded in attracting the 
fowl to waters which had for years been barren of all shoot- 
‘ing. 

Wild rice was introduced into Massachusetts at a compar- 
atively recent date, It is not mentioned among the list of 
plants of that State, published by direction of the Legislature 
in 1813, and is only spoken of as being very rave in asimilarlist 

published in 1835, But at and near Saybrook, in Cohnecti- 
cut, it has grown in great abundance from a very early 

period, where, as elsewhere in New England and the Middle 
States, it iscalled ‘wild oats.” Recent efforts to propagate 
the rice in Massachusetts have not proved generally success- 

ful, but a notable exception to this statement is the work of 

a few of the sportsmen of Springfield. Wive years ago they 
planted wild rice along the banks of the Connecticut River, 

south of that city, and to-day there avé many acres covered 

cach season by 4 luxuriant growth of the rice. The plant 
now not only furnishes abundant food to the wildfowl,. but 

serves largely as pasturage for the cattle of the riparian 
farmers, 

Thesoil in which this rice has thrived so well is clayey, 

and bottom of that character would appear to be the most 

suitable for wild rice culture. The climate of the Eastern 

States isright for the growth of the rice; where the soil is 
right, theseed carefully planted, and the wild garden onew 
well under way, the rice will talce care of itself, and ywild- 
fowl willsoon find out the new feeding grounds and resorié 
to them. There are very many larve tracts of land now hay- 
ing no attraction for water birds, which might be improved 
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in this way, atslight expense. To increase the shooting ter- 
titory by such means is quite within the pruvinee of such an 

organization as the New York State Association for the Pro- 

tection of Fish and Game, and in any default of other live 
topics to engage the attention of the convention at Saratoga 
next week, the planting of wild rice might profitably be con- 

sidered. 
Another favorite food of the wildfowl, especially the 

mallard, is the wild celery (Vallisneriw spiralis), which is 

sometimes called tupe grass and eel grass, Oliginating in 
Southern Europe it has been introduced into Bngland and 
the United States. It prows in immense quantities in 

Chesapeake Bay, Sandusky Bay, and elsewhere. The celery 

is a stemless plant growing entirely under water. A lateral 
shoot branches from the stullk near the roots, producing a 

bulb; itis this bnlb upon which the ducks feed. A long 

spiral stem ascends from the reot, upon which is a pod 

filled with countless little seeds, which, placed in the water, 

will speedily germinate, We know of an instance, where a 
uumber of these seeds were, one autumn, placed in a jar of 

water and put away in a cellar, In the spring, when the 

seed was sought, nothing was found in the jar but a thick 

mass of vegetation. 
Wilson wrote in his ‘‘American Ornithology;” ‘As the 

Vallisnerta will grow in all our fresh-water rivers in coves or 
places not affected by the current, it would be worth the ex- 

periment to transplant this vegetable in those waters where 

itis at present unknown. There is little doubt the canvas- 

backs would by this means be attracted, and thus would 
afford the lovers of good eating an opportunity of tasting a 

delicacy which, in the opinion of many, is unrivalled by the 

whole feathered race.” We are not aware that Wilson’s sug- 
gestion was eyer acted upon, until a year or two ago there was 

some speculation in these columns as to the practicability 

of transplanting and cultivating the wild celery, for the 
purpose of creating new feeding grounds for the choice 

varieties of ducks, 
It will be remembered that in the pages of this journal 

Mr. D. W. Cross, of Cleveland, Ohio, very courteously vol- 

unteered to supply to those who might wish for them, seeds 
aud bulbs from the grounds of the Winous Point Qlub, in 

Sandusky Bay. Among those who tried the experiment of 
cultivating the célery, were the gentlemen of Springtield to 
whom we have already alluded, and it will be learned with 
pleasure that their efforts in this line haye also been 

rewarded by success, They planted both seeds and roots 

in (he Connecticut River, and each have grown. 

SNAP SHOTS, 

LL are ready to decry sporting and fishing for count, and 
all condemn the trout hog and the pot-bunter; yet how 

many, who go hunting and fishing, do not delight to brag that 

they have killed or caught more than another? Verily, the 

mote in our neighbor’s eye is more grievous to us than the 

heam in our own. 

Nothing is easier than to make good scores with the 
tongue or the pen, except to miss a fair shot or lose a big 
fish—and nothing is harder than to tell truly one’s own mis- 

haps in these matters. 

Tt is a comfort to get a really truthful account of a day's 
shooting or fishing, when little or nothing was killed or 

gaught, even though the chances were good. Such days 
come to the best shot and the skillfullest angler, and it is re- 

freshing to have the naked truth reported of them, It is a 
comfort to know fhat their mishaps haye befallen others, to 
the good shot and the bad, to the man who can cast his fly 
Within the compass of his hat fifty yards off, and to him who 

eannot hit a pond with his lure of feathers, though hestands 
on the brink, witha meadow behind him. Send in the re- 

ports of the unsuccessful days, along wilh the scores made 

in those red letter days, when no shot was missed, nor big 

fish lost. 

Alas forthe man who loveth not, nor is beloved by a doy, 

Let all good men and all good dogs avoid him, for there is 
something amiss will his head, or his heart, or with both, 
Tt is the fashion with some agriculturists, perhaps those who 

plough paper more than soil, tu rail against the dog as the 

farmer’s enemy—but we have found that most real farmers 

count goud dogs as good friends, and value them accordingly. 
Indeed, we kuow one farmer who thinks it pays to keep a 

“yaller dog,” for the sake of having something to kick when 

he gets mad, And the ‘“‘yaller dog” loves him. 

PROFESSIONAL Mien AND GAME.— We publish on another 

page two communications respecting the large game of 

Maine and the New England professional men who go to 

Maine to hurt. The two letters fairly represent the atlitudcs 

assumed by Maine tourists. One writer heartily respects 
the law; the other prefers to be classed as a breaker of it. 

Mr. W. H, H. Murray, who has been for some years in 

retirement, is about to resume public work. He has pre- 
parcd « series of lectures on the topics of the day, and will 

deliver te first of these at Chickering Hall in this city next 
Sunday evening. We believe it to be Mr, Murray's intention 
to enter upon the practice of law in New York. 

Wuich Wouup you Rarurr, wield the scepter of a Czar 

or the fly-rod of a President? 

Che Sportsman Gauvrist. 

THE BIG TROUT, 

Ses, splashing, ruins the stream, 

O’er the mill-wheel’s dripping heam; 
urls in air the whit-ning spray 
And glistens bounding on its way. 

Underneath the old stone bridge, 

Where the dancing gnat and midge 

Tempt the phosabe from her nest, 

Eddies give a moment's rest. 

There the big trout lives alone, 

‘Neath the deepest shelvi_g stone; 

Handsomest of all his Irin, 

Of scarlet spot and white-ribbed fin. 

Tf a fluttering miller slip 

From the waving fern fron’ tip, 

Frightened minnows glancing out, 

Mark the first rush of the trout, 

Then with all his might and main 

Springing surfaceward again, 

Turning somersaults in air, 

He casts the clear drops everywhere. 

Foam fleets cirele slowly by, 
Water spiders graceful lie 

Near the dippmg mosses green, 

Where one white tor wing is seen, 
: Mark Worst. 

HAMLET WAS NOT AN ANGLER. 

M Ax’ moons haye passed, as our aboriginal fishermen 
say, since L wrote to Formst AND SrReAM an ac 

count of some fishing experiences in Finland. Some of my 
New York fishing friends opened their eyes wide at my 
story of thirteen, sixteen, and eighteen pound Lrook trout, 
the very Salmo fontinulis himself. They were too polite 
to express disbelief, but evidently thought they would like 
te see the fish, before giving to my assertions unqualified 
asscnt. 

After writing my letter to Formsr Asp Boreas, I killed 
another fish of twenty-two pounds Russian, or twenty 
pounds English, His porwait adorns the back piazza of the 
club house at Haraka. The fortunate killer of any ten- 
pound fish, may carye his formin enduring wood on the 
sides of the back porch, but the center, the Walhalla, the 
inner temple, is reserved for the twenty-pounders. Nothing 
less may appear within that sacred inclosure. When 1 was 
last at the club house, but six fish were pictured there, and 
IT had three of them, Among them was my twenty-two- 
pounder. No bigger brook trout has ever heen taken m 
those waters, and but one as big. He was killed by Her 
British Majesty’s Consul at Christinnia—a good fisherman, 
and therefore necessarily a good Consul. 

It is somewhat of a leap from Finland to Denmark, and 
from Haraka to Elsinore. We gain in interest, but we lose 
in fish. Hamlet was evidently a poor fisherman, or he would 
never have fixed his residence here. He would have taken 
to Norway, or even to the Swedish coast opposite, where 
salmoniun. But he was a crazy sort of a fellow, and fisher 
men are neyer crazy. He hada ‘‘bee in his bonnet,” and 
no fisherman ever had more than «fly in his hat, Then 
Ophelia’s brook, too, should haye been a trout brook; but it 
isnot. It must have required a great deal of bonne colonte, 
as the Frenchmen say, on the part of that young woman to 
drown herself in that little rivulet, ‘Two or thiec inches of 
water in a pretty ravine seem to have been sufficient {or her. 
As for the willow from which she dropped, willows are con- 
spicuous by their absence in Denmark, There are none at 
Lilsinore, . 

Lwish that Richard Grant White, or some other distin- 
guished Shukespearian commentator, would discoyer that 
jor “brook,” we should read tarn, and for ‘‘willow,” read 
ichestnut. Shakespeaie’s commentators have gat over much 
greater difficulties without wincing. ‘They should make 
nothing of this. Then all would be plain, For we have 
here a dark and deep tarn, a short mile from the castle, the 
very place for a suicide, The trecs overhang the water, and 
if a poor crazy virl were to climb one to hang her flowers 
thereon, a branch might easily break and drop her into the 
poal, 
: But to return to our muttons—that is, to our fish, 

Directly off Kronborg Castle, a pistol shot from the ‘plat- 
form” where Hamilet’s father’s ghost appeared to that weak 
young man, is a bank where the coutish dwell. I went, there 
with the French Consul at this post, a-good fisherman, and 
very fond of thesport, Unfortunately the wind had been 
blowing for several days from the south and had just veered 
tothe north, There were, consequently, two currents, the 
under currentrunning with grat yelocity. We fish here 
with o curious kind of an apparatus, a handline, heavy 
cnough to haul in a seven-pound bluciish, attached to hall 
ofa wire hoop. From each end of the half hoop dangles a 
hook, ‘Lo this adda half pound or more of lead, and you 
lave the apparatus. 1 threw mine overboard, and my hall 
pound of lead wus carried Westward, Hot” full speed for 
New York. I hauled in, and cast well abead toward 
Russia, hut it never touched bottom and started again for 
New York. I suggested to the Consul that we could not 
expect to cateh cou unlss we could get om hooks some- 
where near the bottom, and he agreeing with me, we drew up 
anchor and bcre away for quieter waters. 

‘At Blsinore the distance between Denmark and Sweden is 
only two miles. There is no tide here, but Ube current sets 
in or out, uecording to the wind, and with a great velocity, 
Sailing ships cannot stem il without a fayorable wind; It 1s 
impossible to make headway in beating against it. ‘he con- 
sequence is that two or three hunared vessels, of all rigs, 
often anchor at Elsinore waiting for a change of wind. ‘lhe 
change comes and they all set sail through tuis narrow chan- 
nel, The sight isa beautiful one, and unique perhapsin the 
world, Gibraltar approaches it most nearly, but at Gibraltar 
the straits are many times wider lhan_ these, and in Summer 
more vessels probably pass through the Cuttegat, bound to 
ports in the Bultic, and io the gulis of Finland and Bothnia, 
than enterthe Mediterranean through the Straits of Gibraltar 

LJeft myself sailing from Kronborg for “quieter waters,” 
We socn tound them, and had yery youd sport therein, it it 
be sport, to haul up a couple of )itie fish of three or four 

ounces each. My luck was with the “merlans” or whiting, 
a delicious pan fish, J caught two or three dozen of then 
in an hour, and often two ut atime. With half a pound of 

lead and a good deal of heayy line out, 1 had some difficulty 

| in ascertaining whether I had hooked my fish or not, T 
never felt quite sure till T had hauled in and seen hin; then, 
following the Consul’s method, I stuck my half pound of 
lead into a thole-pin hole, and let one fish dangle overboard 
while I look off the other, [I must say, to the credit of 
Danish fish, that my overboard whiting never betrayed my 
coutidencve by gitting away. ¢ 
The Consul’s catch was mostly little cod, He took a 

great many of them. I saw one unmistakable salt-water 
perch, aml several wide-mouthed, “prickly-backed fellows 
that the fishermen say are poisonous, and threw them im- 
mediately overboard. The Frenchman, on the contrary, 
maintains that they are good eating, and that itis all preja- 
dice on flic fishermen’s part. é 
We took a number of “red spots,” to translate literally 

the Danish word. If is a flounder with ted spots on his 
back, and is remarkably good, The same fish with gray 
spots is not particularly palatable, 

Occasionally salmon are seen here, and the Consul caught 
two 5 day or two since of a pound vach, 

Our-b iit is sea worms, They look very much like our 
garden :mgle worm, but larger and redder, The fishermen 
take for them in shallow sea waters yery much as we rake 
fo. oysters. Salmon will sometimes take them. In w week 
we expect the mackerel, and then I hope to do a liltle fish- 
ing after the manner of bluefish fishing. 

Wicruam Horrm an. 
Exstnore, Denmark, Sept. 8, 1283. 

CRUISE OF THE SAIRY GAMP,—VI, 

T was on the morning of August 17, at 5 A. M., that 1 
paddled out from the Whitney camp, intending to make 

the Forge House by evening, distance twenty-seven miles, 
about four miles of it carries. I made the first eight miles 
before stopping for breakfast, but was caught in a shower 
and spent a couple of hours drying out. 1 had stopped at 
Alvali Dunning’s island on Highth Lake, and had depended 
on finding the key to his camp, as he told me where to look 
for it when. I met him at Raquetie Falls, But, tbe key was 
gone und I was obliged to take an outside ticket. S80 I stole 
a couple of Alvah’s shooks, 1mproviseda dry platform, made 
a rousing fire on the lee side of his camp, also a pot of green 
tea—the kind that raises the hair—got out the old sheltur 
tent for a bed, and, having bad breakfast, was lounging and 
smoking, when, at the landing above, I saw a blue boat on a 
pair of blue legs walk down to the water, and prepare to 
lauoch out. Thelegs had the balance of a guide-looking 
man above them, aud the man shipped his oars in a busmess- 
like way, headed for the island, anu came specdily abreast of 
the camp, 

Lhailed, “‘Would he land?” 
He hesitated a moment, backed water, and came to the 

landing. He proved to be Fred Loveland, landlord of the 
Boreas River House, and one of the old-time guides. He 
was bound for the Forge llouse, und was in no hurry, That 
was just my case. I propo-¢ed that we keep company, and 
he readi'y agreed, And so, by the bright green solitury shores 
of the Biehth Lak, and oyer to the clean sandy landing, we 
went together, or rather he went ahead, and Liollowed after 
with such speed as a uine-foot canoe can make, with a head 
mes and a shor, snappy sca to beat with the broad double 
Wade. 
At the landing he tied in, and asked me to hold up the 

stern while he crept under and adjusted the neck-yoke, 
“She is a brute of u boat,” he added. *‘ln twenty-five years 
of guiding lnever carried but one such boat, and | never 
will carry another. Once I get her to the Forge, she may go 
to— the fool (hat built her, She weighs over one* hundred 
pounds,” And she did, Once we stopped to rest on the 
mile carry from Bighth down to Seventh, and, as [held up 
ithe prow again, his remarks were terse and sharp on a ‘boat 
that it 1ook two men to shoulder,” 

Over the carry. down the disma] swamp (where I hung up 
ull night two years ao), sometimes in the channel, some- 
times out, and we began to feel the swell at the head of 
Seventh. 

1 had kept good pace with the guide down the crooked 
channel, but when I saw the white cups on the Seventh it 
gliuck me as rather au unsocia)l way of traveling, that one 
should go ahead with along, sharp boat, and his companion 
come pufling along in the rear with a canoe little larger than a 
bread way. Wherfore, 1 fell in readily with the suggestion 
that the larger boat would “trim” better with two tuan one, 
Also, 1 may haye bad come donbts us to whether 1 could 
make the opposite shore at ull. Loveland adjusted his seats 
for two, I gotinto the stern and took hold of the bit of fish- 
line that serves the Sairy for a painter, She danced along 
like a cork, andwe crossed the Seyenth, with its dreary 
shore lines of dead timber, with searecly a spoken word. 
Down the crooked outlet to the more distal Bixth, with its 
accursed, ill-smelling dam, Here we''touk out” for the last 
carry, trem Sixth 16 Fifth; it is nearly three-quarters of a 
mil’, but is rocky, tortuous and hilly. One thing can he 
said of the Fifth - it is still abyutas nature formed it. Also, 
it is good “frogging” ground, but only a pug-hole of nine 
acres, 

Coming down the shallow outlet of the Fifth, the wis- 
dom of haying good company became very apparent—to me 
at least. ‘Phere was a suf topsail breeze blowing directly 
up the lake, and Lhe white-crested waves at the lead of the 
“stormy Fourth” were piling up in a way that would Laye 
made it impossible tor the Sairy to a‘lyance a rod in an hour. 
Not that 1 think the sea would have swamped ber. But 
every wave would have lifted! haJf her length out of water, 
the wind would haye canght under her iull bearings, also 
on the broad blides; and any progress would have been out 
of the question. yen the study guide, with a well-handled 
pair of oars and a sharp, narrow boat, was someumes 
brought to a standstill us we rounded an exposcd point. 
Theu there would come a lull, and we would go uhesd again, 
Jthink we were nearly two hours making the first three wiles, 
There wus no boat in sizht but ours. Bouts mostly avoid 
the head of the Fourth in a stiff wiud. 
When about half way down the lake we swung into a 

shallow bay to avoid the wind, and | saw, on the port bow, 
a neat, iresh-looking bark camp, that appeared unoccupied, 
I culled Loveland’s attention to it, anu, giving il onu Jook, 
he turned and pulled straight for the landing without word. 

In ten minutes the boats were buuled up, I bad a bright 
fire burning, anu be had cl.aned up un empty quart can for 
ten, He went to his boat and took out an oblong package 
which I noticed he bad been very cureful of, ana the pack- 
age developed into sandwiches, breud and cheese, My knap- 
sack was Capable of tea, sugar, butter and bacon, with Un- 
ware for cooking, There was a bed of fresh biowse in the 
camp, and a find spring near by, with a rough table outside. 
Best of all, we were both wolt-hungry, 
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Tt was one of the impromptu, wholesome woodland din- 
ners that are remembered through life, while the memory of 
more pretentious feasts have 

“Gone, like the tenants that left without warning, 

Down the back entry of Time.” 

After dinner I suggested that wespend an hour orso 
smoking, lounsing on the browse, and waiting for the wind 
to go Jown with the snu, and we did. Thure was no hurry. 
We had all the time there was, and the evening was almost 
éertain to be fine, with «full moon. §o0 we possessed our 
souls in patience, and took turns smoking the only pipe we 
had between us. 
“When the sun was very low, and wild winds bound within their cell,” 

we pulled over the remaining three miles of the now placid 
Fourth, and I stopped at. the fool toJand at my old camp of 
three years ago, while Loveland rowed to Perrie’s camp on 
Third Lake. 

At Third Lake I found him, and he urged me to take a 
seat in his boat to the Porge Mouse, just for sociability; but 
I declined, J wanted to visit a little with old acquaintances, 
and also I had a fancy for taking in the lower three lakes by 
moonlight once more; for] had a presentiment that I was 
likely to £0 over fhem Do more, 
And when the moon rose, orange red and large and full, 

T paddled, very qineétly atid a little sadly, over the Third, by 
thé Hagle’s Nest, across the Second, by the Stickney camp 
and over the First, and so down by the Indian Rock and 
down the channel until I made the lights of the Forge House. 
Tlanded at the boathouse, tied iu, and at 8:80 o’clock the 
Suiry was resting by the maple tree where my canoes have 
so often found a safe resting place. 

It had heen a part of my programme to take in ahoul two 
weeks of deer hunting on the branches of Moose River: 
wherefore I had left the old hair-triggered nail-driving muz- 
zlt-loader at the Forge Hous in charge of Charley Barrett. 

Dor the first twenty-one days after leaying the Forge 
House for Paul Smith's I had nineteen rainy days, and all 
cold. This, with an accident that nearly paralyzed my riglit 
arni, Taatle the evuise a slow affair, And it was not strange 
that [found my yacution of six weeksall gone. But I still 
lingered, stealing one more week. I had been just one 
month crossing the Wilderness and returning, It was as well 
sy. I was not rioning on time. I stopped wherever and 
whenever 1 found objvcts of interest, or saw a chance to 
piek up usetul knowlvdge of the noted North Woods. And 
now my time wis up. 

On the morning Ot Auwust 24,1 picked up the Sairy at 
oA, M. and started for the last day’s cruise I shail probably 
make in her. By way of the still water and Jones’s camp, it 
is twenty miles to Muo-e River Tannery. And ibe route is 
not whatit was three, or even two years azo. It has fallen 
into disuse. The bridge ai the old Arnola place has suc- 
cumbed to time, anc tiowW blocks the course, a dismal looking 
wreck, Jtuge trees hive fullen across the stream, and re- 
main as they fell. And there are twougly flood-janis, that 
ire so wany terrors to a light canoe. Cautiously and slowly 
T worked by all these, and then there was the Little Rapids, 
Two years azo I paddled the Nipper up these rapids, and 
weyer took oul until {reached the Forge House lauding. It 
was uo so now, The wate at the foot of First Lake was 
raised, und a black and while torrent was rushing and roar- 
ing over the ragged sandstone boulders, looking a trifle 
daugerous for such a lizhteratt. While Iwas hinging on 
at the head of the rapids, back-paddling, and making up my 
mind whether to “shoot” them or carry around, fate decided 
the guestion, One of these colorless boulders caught the 
prow of the canoe, whirled her broadside on, and the next 
inslaut I zas shooting the rapids, stern foremost. J think it 

was not five seconds until I was safely by the rocks, and on 
the level, foamy current below. One bump and a jump on 
a rock that nearly tarew me out, and Iwas calmly floating 
on deep, clear water. 
Peeling a little faint I headed down stream, and paddled 

letsurely to Jones's camp, thinking what a neat adventure it 
would haye heen had I been eupsized, and the canoe gone 
down the river withont me. Aye. But you see, she couldn't 
doit. The double-yiaded paddle jyas tied to her ribbing 
With six feet of strong trolling line. I never let go of the 
paddle in an upset. I hang to the paddle, Paddle holds 
the canoe, Seu? 

Jones's camp was deserted and desolate, A lively red 
squirrel wis the only live thing in sight or hcarmg. He had 
wired his way into Jones’s horse barn, and was living at free 
quarters. I was glad of it, I hope he will eat up ten 
Jushels of chop-stulf and oats, and eall in his sisters, his 
cousins and his aunts. For Bri Jones flatly declined to *tput 
me on” to the hiding-place of his camp key. I stood about 
one chance in fitty of needing it. But if L did need it, I 
should néed it badly. Luckily, it would have been of no use. 

I took a half hour’s rest, nibbled 4 bread crust, and tied 
in for a last long carry of nine miles. Up and down, rocks, 
fallen trees and mud holes, brush and briars, slippery cordu- 
roysand slimy lows, It was a wearisome carry, but I made 
it. I bad started ats A, M.; [sighted the tannery at14P.M. 

Declining the offer of 4 friend to ‘*set” me across, I took 
out, lannched, and ferried myself over, landed in the tan- 
nery ooze, drew the Sairy up into the fresh, green grass, 
wiped her frailsiding clean, and “tied in” neatly and care- 
fully. Then, amid fhe questions and congratulations of a 
dozen gootLuatured friends, | mounted her on my head for 
i Jast short curry to the hotel, and walked wearily up to the 
hospitable door of the Loose River House. J laid her down 
carefully on the shady porch, as a mother would a tired 
infant, and the ernise of the Sairy Gamp was ended. 

I have litile more to add. I had ernised her, by paddle and 
corry, 118 miles on the outward trip, and, by a different 
route, 144 miles on the véturn, She has been 4 surprise to 
mo. It vequired eare and caution to yet into or out of such 
a ticht, limber boat, But, once seated fairly, she was steady 
as a Whale-hoat, Her builder thought ber too small and 
light for a working: boat. Ie was a trifle mistaken. I would 
as soon lake ler to float 4¢ ror handle a large fish, as any 
canoe I huve ever owned; but her carrying capacity is, of 
course, small She ‘trims’ best at 140lbs, Say 110 Ibs, at 
the seat, and 15 lbs, at each stem, 

At another time tnd place I shall have more to say on the 
open cauoe and double blade. But my outing is over for 
this year, Ihave brought the Sairy hotne without » check 
in her frail siding. She sits lightly on a shelf, where [ can 
rest my eyes on her, as 

"I furn and raise the load, 
With weary shoulders bending; 

And tale the old, well-beaten road, 

That leads—unto the ending."* 
NissMox. 

P. §.—To the oft recurring question of my friends, ‘What 
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Tuck fishing and hunting?” T answer | lave not been fish- 
ing and hunting. 1 fished a little, incidentally; hunted not 
atall. To those who assume that [ have been strageling 
and cruising through the Northern Wilderness for six weeks, 
that I may say,1 have cruised the lichest working cedar 
canoe eyer puilt, I ean only say they are badly mistaken. I[ 
don’t know that she is the lightest, and there are scores of 
canoeists who can handle her as well or better than her pres- 
ent owner. The few who call me a *‘cdnoe crank,” and 
“hobby rider” come nearer the mark, I think myself if 
isa hobby—but a mizhty pleasant one to ride, N. 

[Mi. Rushton sends us a letter received from ‘““Nessmuk,” 
from which we quote: To-day [send you back the Sairy 
Gamp. She is of no further use to me. There is not a 
lake in Tioga county, and I ai nob goine to rattle her over 
the stones of Pine Oreck. She has astonished me, she will 
be more of a surprise to you. Remember the advice you 
gaye me about bracing, ete. Remember you said you 
“would not warrant her for an hour; she may go to pivces 
like an egg shell.” That's whut you said; she don't go to 
picces worth a cent, I have snageed her, rocked her, got 
her on to spruce knots, auc been rattled down rapids steno 
foremost; and I send her back, as tight and staunch as the 
day I took her at Boonville. There ate more than a bup- 
drid cuts, scratehes, and abrasions on her thin siding, there 
are red and green blotches on her strips, from contact with 
amateur boats, and lonwer streaks of blac, from collision 
with the regulation guide boat, but she does not leak a drop. 
Lonce said in Forest ano Srrmam, I was trying to find 
out just how light a canoe it took to drown aman. I neyer 
shall know, The Sairy Gamp has only ducked me once 
ina six weeks cruise, and that by my own carelessness. I 
shall haye something to say iu the near future on light canoe- 
ing.] 

Slatural History. 

NOVA SCOTIA SUMMER NOTES. 

ae Seeieecheee the season is pretty far advanced for hot 
weather in ohr northern latitude, yet [he thermometer 

still recis'ers a high degree of temperature. Our summer 
bas certainly been remarkable for its continned dryness. 
From the 1oth of June to the 16th of September, a period 
of $4 days, rain only fell on 16 days at Waterville, in 
the yalley of Cornwallis. Of course this drought had its 
effect. upon yegetable as wellas animal life. At the end of 
August, the birch trees, as well as several others, showed 
signs of premature decay of foliage, scyeral Jeayes having 
turned quite yellow. The-irst week of September, the red 
maple in several places had sprays turned crimson, while 
the small shrubs on dry banks were dressed in complete au- 
tumn dress, As a natural result. our fruit crops have been 
below the average, and the fruit itsell, generally speaking, 
smaller in size than usnal, ‘The apple trees, which bore an 
abundance of blossom, also formed into fruic, but the early 
drought of the summer caused at least tlree parts to wither 
and fall. ‘To add to the trouble, insect life, especially cater- 
pillars, of various species of Nvetuide, belonging to well- 
known destructive genera, have occurred in eréat numbers. 
This abundance of insect life l have always observed to be 
the rule during the summers succeerling winters when the 
snow las lain continually deep throughout the winter with- 
out. thawing, in which condition it acts as a perfect speltcr 
to the hybernating forms beneath. A broken winter, alter- 
nate freeze and thaw, is always destructive to insect life, 
and, of course, in this case, beneficial to the farmer and gar- 
dener, Some birds have been very abundant this sammer— 
The purple grackle(Q. purpurevs) las occurred in large 
flocks, composed of old and youn, visiting our gardens 
abont the end of August, The gold finch ((. ¢ristiz) must 
have bred in immense numbers in this neighborhood, for, 
during July and August, they were to be seen and heard 
everywhere. The partridge (2. wmbellus) is also far move: 
numerous than usual, J. Marrazw Jonus. 

DOMESTICATED ELK, 

Hor Sutpuur Series, Col,, Sept. 16, 1883. 

Hditor Forest and Streara: 
Thad intended months ago to wive you some further facts 

respecting some elk that are Kept here, and of which I have 
once or tice before spoken through your columns, but have 
never until to-day secured all of the data I wanted to use 
These elk belong to Wm, J. Thompson, and were cauzlit 
when young calves, five years ago last spring; one bull and 
two cows, ‘The first year the bull had no horns. The sec- 
ond year, spikes, twenty-two inches long, which were 
dropped May 22. The third year his antlers measured 
twenty-nine and thirty-one and one-quarter inches respec- 
tively; had fiye points upon each and were dropped April 8 
and 4. The fourtl year they measured thirty-six inches, had 
five points each, und were dropped April 20. The fifth year 
they were thirty-nine inches in length, had only four poits 
each, and were shed March 26. By August 15 his antlers 
for the sixth year had attained their growth, aud a week 
later he had rubbed off nearly all the velvet, leaying only 
shreds and patches and bloody streaks. They are believed 
to measure nof Jess than four and one-lialf feet, and have 
eight points each, 

At four years of age one of the cows dropped acalf, which 
is now a yearling past; hasa fine pair of spike horns, and 
would weigh probably 300 pounds. At five years each cow 
had one calf, on or about May 8, during a severe and pro- 
tracted storm of rain and snow, which chilled them both to 
death, Atl these calves were males, and Mr, Thompson, 
who is an old hunter, claims that the male elk comes singly 
and the female in pairs, These adult elk are estimated to 
weieh, the bull 700 pounds, one of the cows 590 pounds, and 
the other 500 to 625 pounds, They have ail their lives been 
confined in a yery close and insuflicient pasture, without any 
chance for a choice of food, and a scanty supply of any ki Hak 
They have to eat what they cau get, and consequently have 
not had a fair show to come up to the average, One donies- 
tic cow could uot have subsisted in the pasture provided for 
these three (now four) elk. The horns dropped by this bull 
elk are all preserved, and [ have been particular as to their 
size, number of points and date of shedding, becau e of the 
much mooted questions of their Joss and replacement, and 
the significance of the puints. Many argue thaf each yeur 
adds a point, ard that their number consequently indicates 
the age of the animal in years. Such isnot the case, in this 
instance at least. 

These ells frequently get out of their pasture and room 
about the neighborhood, Ordinarily they are easily driven 
back by # man or two on horseback, but sometinies the bull 

= 

heeomes angry and charges the horsemen, when the hunt is 
reversed and beromes yery lively. A few days ago they came 
feeding alone down the riverand at length entered the stream 
Opposite a camp in the edge of town, when the campers 
opened fire npon them at about forty yards, Waif a dozen 
shots were fired and the yearling calfslizhtly wounded. The 
others escaped untouched, At the list of April, this year, a 
hand of elk estimated ot 150 was feeding about two miles 
from this place, On the third of May a party of meat hunters 
from Grand Lake got among them and fired from forty to 
fifty shots into the herd, setting eight animals and wounding 
no one knows how many. At first if was intended to prose- 
cute them under the game lay, buf for sympathy for their 
familics and neizhbors who it was pleaded were out of meat 
and very hungry, it was given up. The threat caused a 
good deal of uneasiness among hunters and others, and since 
that time there has been very liltle abuse of ganie in this 
neighborhood except by one party. A warrant was sworn 
out for him; when the constable went to serve it he drew a 
pistol, resisted arrest, and (lefied the officer. Put he quit 
hnating and soon after, before the sitting of the district court, 
disappeared from the county. Now that the close season is 
over, hunting parties are poiring into the Park, but I do not 
hear of much game being killed, In fact amateur sportsmen 
are not very destruclive of larxe game, and the guides they 
pick up are growing smart enough, for their own interest in 
the future, to keep them away from the best game resorts. 
A very finely equipped party of Enghsh sportsmen passed 
here yesterday. Itis claimed by many that since the Indians 
quit hunting in these regions, now five years, the game has 
grown more plentiful. W.N 

THE WHITE-WINGED GULL. 

Larus Leucopterus. 
Adult: Length to end of tail, 24 to2Ginches; length to and of wings, 

1}g or 2 inches more; extent of wings, 50 to 55; length of bill from ap- 
parent angle of feathers, 1.8; tip to nostril, 0,95; tarsus, 2.5 or less; 
eae toe, 2.0, its elaw, 0.4; wing from flexure, 17.5; weight, about 

Immature, in Winter: Length, 21 to 24; extent, 47 to 54; bill, 1.5 or 
more; to nostril, 0.80 or more; tarsus, 2.0. or more; mi lle tae, 1.8 or 
more, its claw, 0.4; wing, 16.0 to 17.5; weight. 144 to 2 Ibs, 

jue plumage is close, blended, and similer in character to 
that of the common silvery gull. Wings, long, pointed. 

Primaries tapering, the first longest, second but slightly 
shorter, the rest rapidly graduate. Secondaries, broad, 
rounded. Tail, moderately long, even, of twelye rounded 
feathers. 

Adult: Bill, gamboge yellow, with a red band around the 
mandible near its tip, dees of eyelids audangle of mouth, 
oranwe red. Iris, very pale yellow. Feet, pale flesh color, 
Claws, grayish brown. 

The whole plumage is pure white, except the mantle and 
primaries, which are light gull-biue. The tips of primaries 
and secondaries are white, xs also their shaits. 
Young in winter; Bl, yellowish brown, shading to horn 

black for ferminal third, Tris, brown, Hdges oi eyelids 
orange. Weet brownish ficsh color. Claws, brownish black. 
The plumage is mottled brownish gray, usually muei: liehter 
than that of the young silvery cull, and palest upon the 
throat, The feathers of the lower parts ary white under. 
neath, Externally the brownish gray markings appear as 
longitudinal streaks upon the head and neck, and ag trans- 
yerse markings upon the bedy, the wing coverts and tail 
coyerts. The tail feathers are dusky, slightly and irregu- 
larly mottled. The primaries are pale, dusky pray ahove, 
the shafts nearly white, Ths secondaries and inner prima- 
ries are slightly mottled. The primarics and their shafts 
are white underneath. 

Intermediate; Winter: Bill, mouth, eyelids and feet simi- 
Jar to those ofadult. Head and neck more or less streaked 
with brownish gray, bouly, tail and tail covertsslightly dusky 
or White. Manile usually gull-blue. The primuries above 
similar to manile, paler, dusky, shading to white at tips. 
Secundaries similar, and in this stage the primaries and sec- 
ondarics a1¢ sometimes nearly or quite devoid of the bluish 
color of perfect maturity, There is a phase of plumage in 
which the outer primaries are marked with blackish ash or 
sooty gray color ina manner that gives them an appearance 
such as might be ascribed to a faded ov ‘washed out” wing 
of an adult silvery gull, Bt these ashy markings do not 
extend along the whole width of the inner web as does the 
black upon the primaries of the silvery gull, and except upon 
the first primary this rusty color usually appears wpon the 
inner web merely as a bar across it near the tip, withont ex 
tending back along the shaft. 
Upon the first primary aboye the sooly color extends 

alone the outer web from tiv base, until terminating jn a 
clearly detined line about two inches from the tip. From 
near this terminal ling the same color, of a much paler shade, 
extends back along the inner web in a band of about 0,25 inch 
width, adjoining the shaft, and Shading toward its buse, 
where the web is pale gull-bluc, The tip of the first primary 
is immaculate white, or has only the indication of a dusky 
bar. 

On the second primary there is little or no ash color 
upon the inner web along the shaft, On the outer web this 
color fermimates nearerthe tip than upon the first primary, 
and shades off fownrd the base of the feather, sometimes 
gradually and sometimes extending but a short distance, 

A.sooty bar across one or both webs near the tip serves to 
form arounded white spot covering the apex of the primary. 

Upon the third and fourth primavies the bar is more 
strongly detined across both webs, and the ashy coloration 
along the shuft ppon the outer web exten(ls anteriurly, with 
or without interruption, for but a short distance, 

The fifth primary sometimes hos a well-defined bar across 
its tip, and sometimes no appearance of an ashy coloration 
ig Seen On this primary. 
The tips of the outer primaries are so brondly white that 

the blue of the body of these feathers usua!ly shades into 
the white before reaching the ashy bars. 
The shalis of the primaries above partake of the color of 

the webs, but are white below. 
The secondaries are of the gull-blue color of the back and 

mantle, with a broad band of white, an inch or more in 
width, extending across their tips, as upon the adult. 

In the ‘Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornitholozical Club” of 
Apri, 1883, there was announced, upon the authority of Mr. 
Wm. Brewster, the capture of two specimens of fhe ‘“glau- 
cous-winged gull (Lemus olauecscens),” on the Atlantic eogst 
of North America (‘Bay of Fundy"). 

One of these specimens was showa to me by my friend 
Mr. Harry Merrill, to whom I remarked at the time that I 
believed the bird to be of a species cominon on this coust 
and well known tome, I also expressed the impression 
that I had geen specimens with precisely similay peeuliasi- 
ties of coloration. 

m 
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Subsequently I sent to Mr. Merrill (and later to Mr. Braw- 
ster) the skin of 4 gull exhibiting just such a phase of pla- 
mage as the one in question, 

Although Mr, Merrill's specituen had been announced as 
the “elaucous-winged gull (Larus glauedsrens),” by one who 
is known through his prolific writings as on ornithologist 
and an “authority,” I reiterared my firm opinion that the 
specimen was ‘‘not Larws gleueescens, else L, glancescens is 
not a good species.” I turther remarked that ‘'l am ratoer 
a heretic as regards coloration I presume, as T place less 
value wpon this featuré than do ornithologists generally.” 
I certainly would not base a diagnosis of any species of 
gull upon the coloration of the primaries. 

In my catalogue of “The Birds of Maine,” lately pub. 
lished, this latter phase of plumage was veferred to in the 
following words: ‘‘But there is a plase of plumage, im- 
mediately preceding that of perfect maturity, in which this 
eull (1, leucopterus) has the upper surface of the first four or 
ve wing feathers (primaries) marked with a dusky or ash 

gray color, more or less obscure, but soraetimes quite 
prominent and resembling the wing markings of the silvery 
#ull; and although neyer pure black as on that species, yet 
so dark as to he in marked contrast with the pale pearl blue 
of the greater portion of the wing. 1 presume this to be the 
form to which Dr. Etjiott Coues alludes in his ‘Birds of the 
Northwest’ (page 624), as Loris ‘chaleopteris,’ deseribed as 
‘exactly like eweonterug, exeept on the primaries which are 
ashy gray, with rounded white apical spots.’ Dr, Coues 
adds that this ‘is precisely the character of ylaveesons,” or 
wlancous-winged gull ascribed to the Pacific coast of North 
America,’ There appears to have been very little pubhshed 
iu regard to this phase of phimage, and such specimens huye 
usually been named as of other species than L, leucepterva. 

It is remarkable that any one with a knowledge of orni- 
thology, not confined to literary proficiency, could make go 
obvious an error in regard to this gull ss to refer it to a dit- 
ferent species. The error is one of those that may he 
ascribed to the exaggerated yalue given to coloration, and to 
some other causes that influence on modern writers in their 
methods and customs, 

The white-winged gull cannot well be confounded with 
the much larger glaucous gull, and hat for the errors alrendy 
recorded, I mighi say that no ornithologist would mistake 
specimens of the former species for any other kind. 1 bave 
recently called attention to the small northern race of silyery 
gulls (Larus avgentatus). ‘The gulls of this species and 
race afford 1 close cotuparison with the white-winged 
species in size uncl proportions. There is usually a marked 
difference in the mcasuremeuts of till and tarsuy, however, 
those of the £. argantates being greatest. 

Tarsus of adult silyery gull, 2.5 inches or more. Bill, tip 
to nostril (anterior mit of mast aperture), 1.0 or more. 
Tarsus of adult wlhite-wvinged gull, 2,5 inches or less. 
Average 2.8, Bill, tip tu nostril, 1.0 or less. IT haye not 
found this measurement to exceed 0.95 inches, and there 
appears to be no intergradation of the aboye cited measure- 
ments of these two species of gill. 

The usual measurements of length, extent and wing, inter- 

prade. 
There is a difference hetween the proportions in length of 

tarsus and middlé toe. 
The average length of the third toe varies im little with 

the two species, but the tarsus of L, wrgentatze is appreciably 
longer than that of 1. leweaptents, 

These comparisons apply to specimens taken on the Atian- 
tic coast of North America. 

Specimens of the southernmost racy of L. miyentaire on 
this coast exhibit a greater coytrast than those of the north- 
ern race, in a comparison with specimens of 4, lencapterus. 

The descriptions of Larus leveopterus are given from my 
own notes, and I can furnish specimens to any readers de- 

sirous of making a study of this specivs. 
As in now Writing of this species, Trefute a recent atite- 

ment of Mr. Wm, Brewster, who dispavages my “methods,” 
ii may be well for me to say something in regard to those 
methods. My interest in birds lies chiefiy in the study of 
their natural history, aud not of their literary record, Some 
such records | deem unnatural history. My studies herve 
been laygely in the field, and my technical notes are chicty 
of freshly killed specimens, oxumined “in the flesh,” As to 
nomenclature, |] am an advocate of simplification: the reduc- 
tion instead of progressive nultiplication of namer, nol ouly 
of species, but of genera, and perhaps of families alao. And 

Lalways seek fo retera newly acqiired specimen to some 

species already known and deseriped, By pursuing these 

methods I am fully ayare that Tam quite outside of the 

beaten paths of muny literary ornithologists and ‘collectors,” 
by whom | must expect to be disparaged find ignored. 
Lhaye ventured above to repedt some notes from ‘The 

Birds of Maine,” and I may in that connection fuirly retort 

to the critic, Mr, Brewster, in his own words xs applied to 

the writer (¢W. B.,’in Bull. N, O. ©, duly, £683). My 

eritic—“is apparently an ardent (collector) whose extensive 

experience his awikened such a love for (technical orni- 

thology) that he has become almost”—one of the best orni- 

thologists in North Anieviea, and an regards the smiller land 
birds, may easily take such a rank, 

“Such an observer may write intelligently and useiully of 
the birds whieh have been the special objects of his study 

or pursuit, but he shonld not presume fo coyer the more 

general field,” nor lieedlessly venture upon unknown wilters, 

Surely no one with a literary reputation and recoxnized 
standing as an oruithologist, accorded public rank as an 

“authority,” should contribute to the confusion ilready 

caused by ornitholovical writers, and announce a bird at so 
common # species a8 the whitewvingert full as of another 

species, merely because of a variation in coloration of the 
primaries. In calling attention to erroneous records of this 
species, I would suggest to future writers athorough revision 

of the whole subject from the time of Bruch to. that of 

Brewster. EVERETT S\0TH, 
Porriann, Maine, 

AMERICAN OGRNITHOLOGISTS’ UNION. 
NUMBER of gentlemen met at the Natural Wistory 

(XX Museum im this city yesterday, and established the 
American Ornithologists’ Union, Those present were: Dr, 
Piliott Coues in chair, Mr. B, P, Bicknell, Secretary pre fen. ; 
Messrs, Ci. Aldrich, lowa; ©, 1, Batchelder, Mass, ; Capt. 
Chas, Bendire, Oregon; N. C. Brown, Me.; Wm Brewster, 
Mass.; M. Chamberlain, New Brunswick, Oan.; C. B. Cory, 
Mass,- D, G Billiott, N. ¥.; Dr, A I, Fisher, Ne Y=) Dr: 

J. B. Holder, N. ¥.; 'T. Mellwraith, Can.; Dr, C. Hart 

Merriam, N. Y.; Dr. B. A. Mews, N.Y; Dr. D. W, 

Prentiss, Washington; Robert Ridgway, Washington; Dr. 
R. W. Shufeldt, ba. A report of the meeting will he given 
in our next issue, 

the tree again with renewed vigor. 
Jay down to sleep, 

The steady ring of the axes sounded sharp and clear as 
the hours flew by. Changing off every hour, we sncceeded 
just at sunrise in making the tree crack, as if about to fall, 
We stationed oursclyes at different points, and witha few 
more blows down came the oxk, crushing in ils descent 
several smaller trees, Away went the ‘coon again, with the 
whole party close at his heels, Me was soon broughtto bay, 
and after a lively scrimmage, in which dogs, men and ‘coon 
were promiscuously mingled, wesucceeded in killing bim, 
and returned to camp too much excited to feel our loss of 
sleep. 

Payne’s Prairie is an oyal sheet of water, abouttifteen 
miles long by seven broad, and situated about three miles 
from Gainesville. Before the war it formed part of a large 
plantation, only a creek running through its center, bul a 
nitural sink into which this creek formerly emptied having 
for some unknown reason become choked up, all the ad- 
joining lowland was converted into a lake, which still re- 
tains the name of Payne’s Prairie, As one sails over the 
shallow parts he can easily distinguish below the ridges 
where cotton und corm were formerly planted. The fine 
house, with its broad veraudas, is now deserted. The 
daikeys, who still occupy the old quarters, give glowing 
accounts of the wondertul crops these lands formerly pro- 
duced, The shores of the lake cousist of high bluits, which 
in some places are quite rocky, and covered witha heavy 
erowth of live oaks and water oaks and magnolius, inter- 
spersed with wild orange. 

The surrounding country is rolling, and in some places 
reaching ap elevation of several hundred feet. Near here 
are numbers of uatural wells; of one, although scarcely a 
yard in diameter, we were unable to réach the bottom even 
with the combined lmgths of our bass lines, Another a 
short distance from our camp, was about one hundred yards 
in diameter and perfectly circular, although it had no per- 
ceptible outlet, its waters at all seasons of the year were of a 
beautiful translucent blue. It was aclorious place for bath- 
ing, and all through the summer months we daily visited if, 
Here also on the bluffs overlooking the luke are Indian 
mounds enough to delight the leart of an arcliseolugist, all 
of which remuined undisturbed with the exception ol one. 
This we opened. In it wasagreat quantity of curiously 
wrought pottery, and the finest specimens of flint hatchets 
and arrowheads I have ever seen. The waters of the luke 
forthe distance of a mile from the shore are coyered with 
“bonnets,” which bloomed throughout thesummer, impayt- 
ing a delightful fragrance to the air, and dotting the water 
for miles with their snowy blossoms. Here also in profusion 
grows the yellow water-lily (Vymphoca flue) This lily 
was figured for the first time on one of Audubon's bird 
plates, remaining otherwise unknown to naturalists, and 
considered by some as merely a creation of his pencil, until 
afuw years past, when it was rediscovered in Mlori(a (its 
original station), and the gréat naturalist vindicated, 

The fishing in this lake is superb. We bud fished the 
State of Florida pretty well oyer but never fonnd elsewhere 
such sport as is to he obtained here, One of our party cap- 
tured fifty-one pounds of bass in an hour and-a hiulf of fish- 
ing, The majority of the fish are of large size, they largest 
taken weighing twelve pounds, Being out of the regular 
line of travel, few tourists visit this luke, aud during a con- 
tinuous residence of nearly a yernr on its shores we Hever c- 
countered a single white man, ‘The darkeys hiaye a way of 
fishing which, as it wis now to us, may not be without in- 
terest to others, To a stout pole they ittach a line barely 
eighteen inches in length, a piece of red flannel being the 
only buit used. Sitting in the bowof ois dugout he is silently 
paddled along the edge of the lily-pads, gently skipping the 
hook over the top of the water. The fish bite cagerly, and 
as soon as hooked ave lcd around to the stern of the boat and 
the other diirkey lifts it out of the water; great numbers of 
them are taken in this way. 

On the north side of the lake and connected with itis a 
bayou some two miles loug and hot exceeding hall # mile in 
width called Biyins Arm, it narrows down to about a rod 
in width, whore it enters the luke, leaving a grassy slope 
some fifty yards wide on cither side. At morning ud even 
ing great numbers of dunks pass between these pvints, fly- 
iug with great yelocity, and we used to station ourselves 
here for shooting, Jt was the most difficult shooting 1 ever 
tried, and it took us some tine to accustom ourselyes Lo fir- 
ing atleast ten feet ahead of the bitds. They were princi- 
pally ring-necks, although mallards, pintails, tealand woud- 
ducks were not uncommon, and all were in fine condition. 
Should 2 wounded bird escape to the lake it had an enemy 
quity as deadly as ow guns, for a pair of duck hawks 
bad made their nest, containing young, in 4 Jarge gum 
tree close by. It wasinteresting to watch the operations of 
these birds as they hovered over their vicum, It mattered 
not how deeply it would diye, orhow cunvingly try to con- 
ceal itself under the lily pads, the sharp eyes of the hawks 
were sure to discover il, aiid pouncing down on the victim, 
carry it off fo their nest. The strength of these birds is 
yery great; a duck fully equaling their own weight was 
carried with seeming vase. Wenever molested them, con- 
sidering ourselves well repaid for the Joss of an occasional 
duck by the rare opportunity thei presence afforded us, of 
noting their habits. . ay 

The one sreat drawback to this region is its abundunce of 
snakes; they are numerous and decidedly dangvions. ‘Ten 
species were common, of which three were poisonous, VizZ., 
the rattlesnake, a sthail specics of sund viper called by the 
nitives ground rattler, and the moccasin. ‘lo our knowl 
edge four colored people met their deaths from snake bites 
within radius of teniniles. We bad some narrow escapes, 
one of whieh will long be remembered hy a friend who wis 

paying ug a visit, We were oul. deer hunting and our dog 
ran upon a large rattlesnake, We, who were following 

close behind, received the attack of the reptile. The snike 

struck our guest at a point about half way up his hoot-leg, 

completely penetrating the leather and breaking the f ng 
olf, fortunately, however, nol touching the skin, A lon of 
buckshot prevented further damage. Its tanned skin, in 

the shape of a pair of slippers, now udorns our friend’s teat. 

There are some peculiarities about the rattlesnake which 
entitle him to be called a king of snakes. Should be be 
aware of your approach he generously gives you fair warn- 

ing, aud baving once struck, makes no athonypt to revoil. 

When mortally wounded he flattens bimsclf ont and dies at 
onte, no continued motion of the tad bring perceptible as in 

other speci¢s, Another species called chicken snake, reset 

bles our Northern garter snake, but often reaches six fect in 

Jength, It seems yery tond of Climbing large trees, ard one 

was shot that was fully thirty feet from the ground, They 

often enter the houses, and we lost a valuable set of bird eggs, 

The vest of the party Game Bag and Gun. 

GAME RESORTS.—We are always glad to receive for j ub- 
lication such notes of desirable game resorts as may be of help 
to the readers of ForRnst aND STREAM, Will not our corre- 
spandents favor us with such advice? 

To insure prompt attention, comnvunications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

OPEN SEASONS, 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug, 16, has 

been published in convemeéent pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 

address, postpaid.on receipt of 10 cents. 

CAMP LIFE AT PAYNE’S PRAIRIE. 

Wwe were 2 jolly party of fiye, who had made Payne’s 
Prairie, Florida, onr headquarters for several seasous, 

our object being ta enjoy the fine chuoting and fishing, and 
also to collect specimens of the many rare and beautifol 
birds found in the lakes and hammocks. We had seated 
ourselyes one eyening around our camp fire for a quiet chat, 
As the fire blazed and crackled it seemed tu impart sume of 
its warmth and cheerfulness to us also; when the well-known 
sound of a hunting horn mingled with the baying of hounds 
came echoing through the hammock, making ua quickly 
jump to our feet, This night had been appointed for a grand 
coon hunt. We had barely time to get our axes and guns 
when our guide arrived. Uncle Ben wasa herculean darkey, 
with a countenance which might be said to be decidedly 
open, and a row of ivories which age seemed not to haye im- 
piired. Formerly a slave, he was now possessed of consid- 
crable property, dud had the enyiable reputation of being the 
best ‘coon hunter in the country, The dogs were a species of 
mongrel hound, yery common to the South, and understood 
their businces thoroughly. We had concluded to goto the 
Rocky Point hammock, a very heayy hammock about five 
miles off, noted, 18 Ben expressed it, ‘for the size of its var- 
mints.” After providing ourselves with a plentiful supply 
of light wood to be used for torches, we started on our way, 
No one cau fail to be impressed with the weird beauty of a 

Florida hammock by torchlight, Giant live oaks and mag- 
nolias are on évery side, their tops so interlaced as to almost 
exclude the heavens, while immense creepers and Jlianas 
stretch from tree to tree, making am almost impenetrable 
network from all of which the beautiful Spanish moss 
( Tillunsia) hangs in long graceful festoons waving to and fro 
with every passing breath of wind, 

We start off in Indian file, scarcely a sound breaking the 
stillness except the loud Iaugh of the barred owl or the 
shrill ciies of some solitary heron winging its way to the 
neighboring marshes. The dogs have left us and are off 
some distance on either side. Ever and anon we catch a 
glimpse of their dark forms as they quarter buck and forth 
in their efforts to strike a trail. We had gone about a mile 
when their baying far off in the hammock told us that they 
had at Jost found the scent. With quickened footsteps we 
hurried on as fast as poestble in the direction of the sound 
and in a few moments the clamorous chorus assured us that 
they had treed him, Scrambling over logs and through brinrs 
we arrived at the spot, There was 2 tall slender gum with 
a lange vine clinging to it; at its foot were the dugs, their 
eyes intently fixed on the (opmost branchvs. 1t was the 
work of very few moments tor ys to cut through the soit 
wood of the tree, and it fell with a crash, tearing the vinds 
from the neighboring trees, No sooncrhad it reached the 
evound than the dogs were in it; and they immediately 
dragged out # laryé "possum, which was hailed by ns with 
shouts of dehet and corresponding howls from the dogs, 
for the ‘passim 3s considered quite as much a dainty as the 
‘coon. 

‘After dispatching the game we procceded on our way, and 
at last reaching ihe desired point had barely entered the 
hammock when the dogs opened with a sharp yelp, which 
old Bev said “meant a’coon dis time, sure,” Away we 
went after them as fast as we could scramble through 
the matted vines and undergrowth, shouling eyery few 
moments encouragement to the dogs. Ben’s ‘Hunt ’em 
up, pup,” resounded loud and clear through tne ham- 
mock. Peals of laughter grected some unfortunate in- 
dividual whose muttered exclamnations of disgust could be 
heard as he vainly endeavored to break through the mass of 
vines and briars that firmly held him, and from which there 
is no escape save to back out and try a new direction. But 
the enraged pursuer may hay¢ his revenge shortly, for if he 
watches closely he may see another unfortunate who, con- 
fident in his own seeurity and with a smile still on bis lips, 
is suddenly consigned to oblivion as he disappears, torch and 
all, over some noscen lov, and for the balance of the nightis 
content to limp slong in the rear, Amid such scenes as this 
we at last reached the tree, a large leaning live oak, against 
which the dogs were jumping and whining, 

After vainly endeayo.ing to “shine his eyes,” we con- 
cluded that we would have to cut the tree down, an opera- 
lion which requires a great deal of work, as the liye ouk is 
one of the hardest known woods, We went to work with a 
will, and alter a few strokes found to our great satisfaction 
that the trunk was hollow, In half an hour down it came 
with a crash, splitting half way to the top with a report like 
4 cannon, We all rushed up expecting to see the ‘coon by 
the aid of the large fires which we had kindled, but to our 
astonishment be did not make his appearance, Suddenly 
we were preeled wilh a terrific growling and snarling, aud, 
jorcing eur way through the brokeu branches, we found a 
large hole in the trunk into which one ef the dogs had 
crawled, and, judging from the sound, was being pretty 
roughly handled. ~ After considerable dificulty we succeeded 
in pulling them out, ‘coon and all, but before we could extri- 
‘ate ourselves from the treetop the prey bad escsped, closely 
pursucd hy the dogs, Old Ben shook his head and said 
“we might ax well gib it up, for dat*coon wouldn't stop 
short of de biggest tree in de hammock.” The biggest tree 
in the hammock, however, proved to be nut yery tar off. It 
was un immense live oak, which we thought it would take 
us ull night to cut down; but the sight of the badly scarred 
doz made us determined to have that ‘coon if it took us two 
days, Dispatching lo of the party to the nearest cabin, 
which was severs] miles distant, to procure sume provisions, 
the vest set vigorously to work choppy, Tn about two 
hours the relief expedition returned, aud we soon bud the 
“Yellow Nancies” in the ashes and the bacon togsting before 
the cheery blaze, Having refreshed ourselves, we attacked 
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when one of these snakes climbed up to where we had placed 
them on the beams preparatory to hlewing. 

Notwithstanding these drawbucks, we became so attached 
fo our camp that we puichased the land “and erected a sub- 
slantial log cabin, At some future time 1 will send you an 
account of the rare birds obtained by us, with notes on their 
breading. 

Shonld any reailer of the above desire to test for himself 
the truth of the above statements, if he will communicate 
with the editor of Forms, awp SvrmAM, permission will be 
granted him to occupy the cabin without charge, 

IKALLAKATL.LA. 

NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION. 

CIRCULAR sent out by the president of the New York 
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, 

gives information respecting the twenty-fifth annual conyen- 
tion of the society. The circular is dated Niagara Falls, 
WN. Y., September 18, and is as follows: 4 

“At the last meeting of this Association, held at Niagara 
Malls, N. Y., June 1882, it was determined that the Associa- 
tion should hold its next meeting here. ; 

“Tt was well understood 183 would be an off yeur for 
wild pigeons, and in consequence the club under whose care 
the Assovistion might confer the honor of attending to the de- 
tails, would have great difficulty in procuring wild pigeons 
for afoummament, which has usually been held after the busi- 
ness meeting, The opinion of those well qualificd ati the 
time to judge of such matters has heen fully verified by the 
coniition all through the season. Searcely a wild pigeon 
lias been found in the Northern States. 
“he Niagara Falls Shooting Olub, in whose hands the 

convention was placed for 1883, have deferred making the 
call until this time in the hope thatafter the harvest of gram 
enough birds might be procured to at least dispose of the 
{rophies belonging fo the Association, which under the rules 
must bt im a contest with live pigeons. After waiting until 
all the grain harvest is over—up to this date—no birds have 
made their appearance. The piteon committee of the club 
have been very watchful, and buve extensively corresponded 
with all the principal netiers and dealers in the country, and 
could procure no birds of a quality and ata price which 
would snarantce anything like 4 successful tournament. 
Therefore, at last, the fondest hopes of a good many re- 
spetted fiiendsot onr Association have heen realized by torce 
of circumstances—that, A convention might be held without 
a fonrnament—ani i remains now to be seen whether a 
mecting of the Association will be as largely attended, The 
interests remain the siime—that of the protection of fish and 
eame—and it is hiqied a large attendance will he secured. 
As heretofore, cach club is entitled to send five delegates, 
“Asa qnesiion incidental to the Association, it might be 

well to provide some legitimate way of disposing of the 
trophies in the future, in the event live pigeons can not be 
btained. Any prizes that may have been received will he 
returned to the owner, he grounds upon which the tour- 
nmament wis held last year still remain in the possession of 
the Niagara Falls Shooting Chub, 

“T respectfully invite your attention to the call of the club 
iuelosed herewith, niming the first day of October next 
for the holding of (he twenty-itth annual couvention of the 
Associstion, af the Niazara Falls Shooting Club rooms, in 
this place, at 8 o'clock P. M, of thatday, Respectfully, 

8. T, Murray, President. 

PLUCKED GEESE. 

HERE is no shooting. The time for taking trout is 
euded. The pound-nets have destroyed the bay fish- 

jot, and, not bein an athlete, [ decline oystering. 
The Admiral and Seth Green are reported {0 be out in the 

yacht somewhere on the water, and if not catching some- 
thine, are certainly concocting some new dish ont of what 
none else will eat. Not long since Beth tried a mouthful of 
ate jelly fish. His report is that red pepper would be cooling 
after it. 

Wallace has not returned; perhaps you do not remem- 
ber Wallace. He came down here from the City of 
Churehes, and brousht with him a recommendation from 
one of the pastors stating that he was of the godly. He was 
polite to the Jadies, aifuble to the men, in fact ‘‘all things to 
allmen.” He played lawn tennis fo perfection. On sailing 
parties he looked after everything and everybody, and when 
the destination wis reached he opened up the champagne in 
the lordlicst style. When thetime came tore-embark, he ouly 
had « cheek for two hundred with him; his bill was twenty- 
five dollars. The landlord had only one hundred in the 
drawer, So Walluce said, ‘That's all right, you can owe 
me the balance, Pll be over in 2 day or two,” and he 
skipped to Sayville, where le ealled upon the barber, who 
admired him and had muny times and oft used and dis- 
played his tonsorial lore upon him, Wallace, being now 
furbished up, confided to the artist that he had no small 
change, hut would like to borrow for a day say twenty-five 
doars. No one could refuse so small a sum to such a man, 
So he went forth with the contribution of the barber. Then 
he hies him to bis bostelry, kept by the genial Poster, and 
calls for his bill, as he must 9 to town for a day or two; his 
little accouut has been running for a few weeks and is total- 
ized at about seventy-five shekels. Again he has only the 
two hundred dollar check, and Foster presses upon him the 
Valance and rolls up the check and putsit away to pay some 
heavy bills later in the suason. 

He thinks that before leaving he will take a ride, so hires 
ahorse and wagon from the livery stable man who has been 
endeavoring to sell him. a fast horse, stops on the road to see 
4 friendly hoiel keeper, who is just out of wine, and who 
thinks that it might be easier to let Wallace buy if than to 
drive four miles himself, so he bands Wallace some twenty- 
five dollars and requests him to order the article, which 
shortly appears and with it the bill, Upon Wallace's return 
to the hotel he shakes all warmly by the hand, states that 
important business calls him fora few days to the city, but 
that as soon as he can arrange matters he will return. He 
never found so inferesting a village, nor such kind and 
familiar people. The yarious creditors of Wallace are 
looking for him yel, so if you hear of him gay to him that 
many of the Sayyillians hunker to press his hand. A few 
nights after his departure a band of minstrels delighted the 
village by a performance, Oue end man asked the other if 
he knew the difference between the words recollect and te- 
meiner, The Intler asserted that they are synonymous, 
The first man denies it, and is then requested to state the 
difference, which he does by saying that the barber remem- 
bers lending Wallace twety-tive dollars, but does not recol- 
Jeet that he repaid him. SS 

The prospects for quail are excellent. There are quite a 
number of bevyies in my immediate ueighhorhood, but J fear 
that by the ist of November most of them will be trapped or 
shot. The balance, taking warning, will hic them to the 
scrub oak, where neither man nor dog cain get at them, I 
arn of the opinion that if i) were not for the above mentioned 
serub, there would not be a feathered biped on the whole 
island. It is the same story asa small boy whom I met on 
the road a few days since silting by a fence, with his hat be- 
tween his knees, munching, told me. ‘“‘What have you 
there, Billy?” . ‘Wild grapes, sir, Have some?” ‘No, 
thank you, but don’t those yines belong to Uncle Sam?’ 
“Yes, sir; bul some of the other boys will get them, so I 
thought | might as well take them." The grown-up boys are 
the same. They dredge ihe bay because some one clse will 
fet the oysters, They put pound-netsin the channel of the 
bay for fear some one-else will get the fish, and they are ruin- 
ing one of the finest sporting places in the world, for fear 
that some one else will doit. The birds are treated in the 
same mannur, aud as L said before, if naturc had not pro- 
tected them by leaving the middle of the island so poor that 
if will only grow cat briars and dwarf trees, there would not 
be one, except, perhaps, ina glass case as a curiosity. Within 
the last three years there haye been some large tracts of land 
hought by wealthy men, who are preserving the shooting as 
much as possible. ‘This may havea salutary effect. It is 
my hope. De Boowrox, 
BAyvItve. Long Island, Sept. 18. 

MAINE AND MOOSE WARDENS. 

ROM the day the wiiter first began fo feel the excite- 
ment of striking a two-pound trout, or of guessing the 

age of a deer-track, he has looked with longing eyes toward 
the back woods of Maine. But until September 1 of the 
present year he only looked and longed, Upon that day he 
started for the Maine woods. Theregion of Mt. Katahdin 
was chosen in preference to either Rangeley or Moosehead 
because it is visited by fewer sportsmen. Our purpose was 
to go at once to Lake Katahdin, to which a road has been 
opened this summer, and where a camp has been iuilt, 
where, also, board, boats, guides, efc., may be obtained. 

Our ardor to reach the lake and to climb Katahdin was 
greatly quickencd when our stage came out of the Beven- 
mile Woods, ev route from Matnwamkeag to Patten, and we 
saw for the first time the grand old monarch standing out 
boldly against the sky hefore us. The day was fine, and the 
view from the hill m No. 1, where we stopped to change 
horses, was finer; the hes! view of Katahdin from any point lo 
the eastward. 
At Patten the general impression made upon us by the 

talk of the townspeople was, that if we wanted to enjoy fine 
scenery and climb the mountain, Lake Katahdin was our place, 
But, if we were after trout and game, our chances were bet- 
fer to go elsewhere, Since we hada new gun and a brand 
new rod, we wanted game and trout, so we chose to go else- 
where. The mujority vote of the natives was in favor of 
“Trout Brook,” and for “Trout Brook Farm” we started. 
The ‘‘farm” lies thirty-fiye miles from Patten to the north- 
west, on the waters of the east branch of the Penobscot, and 
twenty-tive miles from the last rod of turnpike and the lust 
edge of civilization. We expected to make the journey in 
one day, but later we concluded that we did nat know the 
country. We thought we knew what buckboarding over a 
rough road was, but we didn’t. 

As the baggage was strapped and double strapped on be- 
hind our seat, we began to ask questions; and when the sec- 
ond rubber was spread over if all and again tied on, we ex- 
claimed, Our exclamation was answered by the suggestion 
that there might be some mud in the road in the woods. 
One of the party, of an inquisitive disposition, ventured to 
ask how much of the way we could trot. ‘‘Humph, not 
much trot you will find,” was the reply, and so we did find. 

Last year we recommended a day or two of buckhoarding 
in the Adirondacks for dyspepsia. That is good, and I'm 
sure it would prove to he an effective cure, but it’s nothing 
compared with the ride from Patten to ''Trout Brook Farm.” 
One or two applications of that road issure cure. It would 
utterly annihilate any stomach troubles. Between the rising 
up of the things under it and the jolting down of the things 
over it, and the sudden pressing in of a rib, or the side of 
the seat, or your backbone, or whateyer chances to be about 
it, the stomach is utterly crowded out of existence in a yery 
few hours, and you lave left only an aching back and sides, 
and a tremendous void where once was a stomach, which 
void also aches and cries for ‘pork and beans.” 

The ride is not without liberal compensations, however. 
If Mr. Lifflefield, the proprietor of ‘Trout Brook Tavm,” is 
your driver, you have absolute confidence in him and in the 
strength of his wagon and horses, and you are absolutely 
sure that in most places the rocks under the wheels will not 
give way and let youdown. You will come down, but it 
will be just the other side of the rock, and you will wish 
you hadn’t. The forest through which you go is unbroken. 
You will cross fwo or three streams where you can* catch a 
couple of good trout while the horses are baiting, and now 
and then a partridge will stop by the road side and wait for 
you to shoot him. 

Af the farm you are in a little paradise; a vegetable oasis 
ina desert of trees. Your nearest neighbor to the east is 
eleven miles, and to the west thirty miles. At the louse 
you have a good hed, and a most generous table, and genial 
entertainers, who are full of the love of the woodman’s life. 
They will take you into a logger’s camp, or tree a bear, or 
shoot a bull moose for you any evening, as you sit about the 
cheerful fire. Trout Brook, which runs through the farm, 
abounds in treuf. We saw one taken from the brook which 
weighed 2% Ihs., and ourselyes took a great many that 
weighed « good deal less. Matagamon Lake is just below the 
house, and three miles above is Matagamonsis, or second 
lake, about whose waters you can get both fish and game. 
Canoes and canoemen are at your disposal, All about you 
are bears, deer, caribou and moose. Only one thing prevents 
your perfect enjoyment, yiz., the retiring disposition of the 
hears, and the law which prohibits shooting other large 
game, and the vigilance of the game wardens, 

As much, however, as we were anxious {o catch the bull- 
moose who chased the cowboy up a tree the day before our 
arrival, and to punish him for his audacity, we heartily re- 
spected the Maine law-makers, and the faithful wardens who 
see that the law is obeyed. A number of poachers are this 
mont being tried for killing moose in the deep snows of last 
winter, und we learned from tourists who came from Moose- 
head and Chamberlain, of the too much numerousness and 
watchfulness of the game wardens to make shooting safe. 

Good for the wardens, we say heartily, and we are glad of 
Fan opportunity to publish a communication of their faith- 

fulness, and of the determination of the Maine people to 
preserve the game which is so fast being exterminated from 
our country. In Northern Maine there is a great region 
Where large game is yet quite abundant, and the present law, 
which seeins to the natives all too severe, gives opportunity 
enough for all legitimate sporting, and all men who are not 
simply thoughtlessly selfish and intent upon present enjoy- 
ment, are more than content to both keep and sustain the 
present severe game law. 

Some of the Srowlers are loud-mouthed in their determin- 
ation not to stand it. Their denunciations imply that out- 
siders kill the game, and that the laws were made to keep 
the natives from their privilege. Upon the testimony of 
hoth woodsmen and hunters we affirm that the contrary is 
true. Sportsmen from other parts kill comparatively little 
game. But the pot-hunters, who slaughter moose and deer 
in the deep snows and lug ont the hides only, are the wretches 
whom the law is after, and whom all scnsible men, whether 
they live in Northern Maine or Southern Massachnsetts, hope 
it will catch and severely punish, H. H, K. 

Boston, Sept. 20, 1883, 

PROFESSIONAL MEN AND GAME. 

Liditar Forest and Strean: 
You seem strongly inclined to make use of the sad acei- 

dent by which my lamented friend, Prof. Stuart Phelps, 
lost his life, *‘to point amoral and adorn a tale.” In your 
Issue of September 6 you class him—and possibly deservedly 
—umong the thousand and one ignoramuses who do not 
know how to handle a gun, and in Jast wecks’ issue you ar- 
raign him as a breaker of the gamelaws, If he conld wield 
his caustic pen, he would, 1am sure, send you something 
on both these points which would be well worthy of your 
consideration, but unfortunately his hand is still, and his 
friends must speak for him, 

For three successive seasons—in ’79, ’80and *81—it was 
my privilege to be with him in the woods, and I had abun- 
dant opportunity to observe him in all the phases of camp 
life. Hewas an enthusiastic and well-trained sportsman, 
thoroughly familiar with the use of weapons, and habitually 
one of the most cautious men in handling them I have eyer 
known. I never saw him, for instance, put aloaded gun into 
ov take one out of a boat. or carry one into a tent, and when 
we were on the trail he was always careful to hold his weapon 
in such a way that, in case of accidental discharge, it could 
not possibly injure himself or any one else. No one knows 
precisely how the fatal accident occurred; it is evident, how- 
ever, that in this instance he was disregarding consciously or 
unconsciously a rule which he considered imperative, and 
which, sofar asmy observation extends, he habitually ob- 
served. Many surmises on the subject may be made, but, 
of course, speculation is useless. For my own part, lam 
content to regard the sad event as one which may happen to 
any person who uses 4 gun, as a providence for which there 
is no satisfactory explanation in tiris world. 
You state editorially, that at the time of his death he was 

engaged in violating the same laws, and thereat your editorial 
hands are lifted in holy hovror oyer his new-made grave, IT 
am able fo say on the best' authority—that of the gentleman 
who was with him when the accident o¢curred—that he was 
standing on the shore of the lake, and was in the act of put- 
ting agun into his boat, If the relation of professional men 
to the game laws isto be discussed, and I liope it will be 
thoroughly, I think that as Prof. Phelps, whatever bis inten- 
tions may haye been, was not actually in pursuit of same, 
his name ought, in all fairness, to be Jeft out of the discus- 
sion. On the general subject—the attitude of professional 
men toward the game laws—l am well aware there is much 
tobe said on both sides, and I have read attentively all you 
have published hitherto. I frankly confess, that as the laws 
now stand, I much prefer to be classed among the breakers, 
than among the makers, of them. Laws which fail tosecure 
the approbation of one of the best, and in general, inost law- 
abiding portions of the community, may be safely set down 
as practically obsolete from the day of their enactment. The 
class of men to which T have the honor to belong are gentle- 
men; many of them are accomplished sportsmen; none of 
them are trout-hogs, or Re All they ask is what 
everybody else enjoys, or may enjoy, viz., the privileze of 
taking enough fish and game to eke out such supplies as they 
can conveniently take into camp. They could sately be 
trusted to kill no more game than is necessary, and their 
number is not so large that. they wonld make sny serions in- 
road on the supply of game, Surely « law might be framed 
which would permit them, on presentation of proper papers 
to the game commissioners of any State, and perhaps on pay- 
ment of a fee, large or small, to take what they need. But 
it is scarcely reasonable to suppose, whatever others may 
think, that professional men whose duties are such, that if 
they fo into the woods at all, they must go during the close 
season, and to many whom a trip to the woods is literally a 
new Jease of life, will respect a series of statutes enacted by 
the average State Legislature, the majority of whom, to judge 
them by their work, do not kuow the difference between 
trout and tomcod, or caribou and ‘coon. O11RQ, 
New HAver, Conu., Sept. 18, 

GAME IN TEXAS. 

AS TELOPE are rather scarce near here at present, as it 
has been dry. We have had very little rain this sum- 

mer, although the grass is quite good. It rained a good 
shower a few days ago about three miles west of this place, 
and I noticed a punch of about twenty head there this morn- 
ing, and the grass looked freshand green, Most of the antelope 
follow up the rains during the summer, I killed two fat 
bucks day before yesterday on my way from our camp to 
this place, ten miles distant. All the old bucks are very fat 
now and will continue so until next spring; they are very 
fine cating. Most of the antelope are away north on the 
plains now, but will begin to drifii south as soon as cold 
weather sets in; and then there will be fine sport along 
the railroad anywhere, between Odessa and forty miles east, 

There are some few buffalo yet on the plains, abont fifty 
miles northwest of here. but they are very wild and almost 
always poor, for they have to go without water half the time, 
as there is very little or no water on the Staked Plains, and 
when they drift to the edge of the plains to their old water 
places they are shot at by ranchmen and cowhoys, who 
almost always cripple more than they kill, The plains are 
getting ranched up yery fast this summer by sheepmen, who 
have been erowded out of the lower counties. They dig 
wells in the basins and draws, and some of them have struck 
splendid water. Most of the water in this country is salty 
and alkaloid; and there are several salt lakes near this place 
which dry up during the summer and afford good stack salt, 
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Most of the lakes are bought up and are scraped every dry 
spell and the salt is sold to cattle men. 
Along the Concho and Colorado rivers curlew and ducks 

will soon be plentiful; around the salt lakes curlew and 
plover are coming in now and are very tame. Prairie chick- 
ens are very scaree, “Buffalo Bill” (N, L. Jinkins) arrived 
from Monument Springs, New Mexico, yesterday, and re- 
ports seeing a few prairie chickens and a great many ante- 
lope, but no buffalo and very little signs of any. ‘Buffalo 
Bill” is thoroughly familiar with the plains, and makes a 
business of guiding parties and prospecting for water. I 
spent most of last winter with him hunting, and found him 
every inch 4 man and always willmg to take the roughest 
side of the weather. He has a splendid ranch and one of the 
best wells on the plains. I shall probably hunt with Bull in 
New Mexico during the coming winter, in which cvent you 
may hear again from W.A. W. 
Marvin Country, Texas. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 
OOR tides during almost the entire week lias made 

rail shooting bad, It would seem that we must havea 
freshet before Ue birds can be started. 

Several yery enthusiastic spurtsmen of our city, disgusted 
at the lack of water we are having this season, determined 
to follow the rail to the meadows with spaniels, and have 
succeeded in killing quite a number in this way. One friend 
will persist in using his setters and kills his birds over regular 
points. In his tramps last week he ran across twenty Eng- 
lish snipe, killed a part of them, and bagged one or two teal 
which had taken refuge up the ditches. — 
_ Teal are commencing to be pientiful in the Delaware and 
following the equinoctial storm which is looked for at any 
sorta now. Decoying in the early morning will be in 
order. 

The country about Chambershurg and London, Pa., has 
bred many quail this year and young broods are plentiful, 
Aun informant, while squirrel shooting the early part of this 
month, ‘ran through more coyeys in the one day than he had 
seenin a long time,” It is also reported from the same 
section of the country that the wild turkeys and_ grouse 
hatched and reared well, In the neighborhood of McCon- 
nelsi.urg there are several large flocks of wild turkeys. The 
sportsmen of this section look forward to a good hunting 
season. I used the word hunting, as few shoot with dogs, 
dnd the little quail is seldom songht. The grouse, when 
killed, is treed and then shot, The feeling against the use of 
dogs in this country is because it is said they drive all the 
turkeys from fle mountains, and unless one is well known 
and. confines his tramps to the valleys it would be dangerous 
to take a setter or pointer to McConnelsburg, Pa. Homo. 

SHOOTING IN CUBA, 

A? the risk of intruding too often upon your columns a 
subject of limited interest to your readers, I desire to 

express gratification that my letter upon the subject of 
“Shooting in Guba,” published by you in your issue of the 
7th of September instant, has meet with so prompt a response 
from at least one correspondent, ‘J, M. G.,” though I beg to 
respectfully call his attention to one ambiguity from which 
readers mimht draw an erroneous inference, which Iam sure 
he did not intend to convey, viz., that the impenetrable fogs 
und dews, so excessive as to drench one in spite of his shoot- 
ing boots, und the tiresome mud that lodes upon the teet 
and impedes his progress, is a correct description of all quail 
shooting in Cuba. ‘This, at least, is entirely contrary to my 
experi¢nee, extending through nearly eighteen years in this 
island, ‘To produce this state of things is necessary the ex- 
tensive heat-absorbing power of the large tract of broken and 
cultivated land and enormous aggregate amount of condens- 
ing surface of the leaves ot ihe extensive cane fields of a 
susar plantation and its well-4zodden roads, oyer which hun- 
dréds of cartlonds of cane ave drawn by oxen eyery day, to 
Joad the boots with mud. As most Americans who reside 
long in the interior of the island are employed in some 
capacity upon sugar plantations, this fact, taken together 
with his description of the difficulties of shooting there, 
clearly locates the shooting experience of your correspondent, 
“-J_ M. G..% upon or about one of these plantations and the 
potrero immediately counected with it. 

T seldom shoot upon them for the reasons well set: forth by 
your correspondent; and also, I select the haciendas or cattle 
farms, over which I shoot, ayoiding those having many rot 
pine fences and patches of tangle. 

All cattle farms, however, are well tufted over with grass, 
sa 45 not to load the boots, and soon after daybreak is a 
favorite hour for me to he out, when the birds are running 
to their feeding grounds, and though usually a light mist 
prevails at that hourit docs not in any way disturb my vision 
in shooting, and my hoots and shooting suit guard me against 
the dews. 

This leads me to gugeest that if we are to set the facts in 
reward fo shooting in Cuba intelligibly before American 
sportsmen we must in the outset recognize that the experi- 
ence of cach correspondent must necessarily be limited to 
fhe small aren lie has shot over, and that area he clearly 
located by his letters, In my former letter stated that my 
shooting had been chiefly on the cattle farms from one to 
four or tive hours by rail distant from the capital. 

T will now siate thut 1 have made shooting excursions both 
tothe Ynella Arriba and to the Vuelta Abajo districts, or 
jn the eastern and western departments, and know that if 
yon get correspondents from each of these parts of the island 
you will find considerable varicty in their descriptions of the 
sport, 

tt is fuir to suppose that each will properly weigh and 
measure the words he employs, so as to set down naught in 
exagweration, and this being so the two correspondents you 
haye already heard from in Cuba differ in several points of 
their experience. 

But we agree upon one subject, and that is that quail are 
numerous in the districts we are familiar with. It is, how- 
ever, evident to my mind that the wild pigeons of “J. M. 
Gs districts have not heen educated im the use of the shot- 
gun up to the point they have been in mine, for he says they 
fly in easy range and give ample time to correct the alm, 
Where I have practiced upon them, at the slightest’ move- 
ment as of raising the gun to the shoulder before they are 
within shooting distance, they invariably veer off out of 
range, and the only way to get themisto stand like a posi 
close beside 1 palm or seiba tree with the gun at present 
arms fill they are quife within range, then take a snap shot 
holding about two yards ahead of them, because their flight 
is so yapid they do not give more then five seconds in which 
1o correct the aivo before they pass out of range. 

Rock road, 

_ a 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

“J, MG.” has also found the majaes “‘very numerous,” 
while I have never seen a dozen in eighteen years, though il 
should be borne in mind that I haye resided in Habana, 
making my hunting excursions into the country, while he 
has probably resided on a plantation or plantations. 
Nor have I ever seen the noyel mode of catching quail 

alive that your correspondent speaks of, though I have heard 
it talked about and regard it asa Cuban romance, I should 
like to ask “J. M. G.” if he has himself seen it accomplished 
in the manner he describes, and if so, where? If he ean 
auswer in the affirmative, 1 shall, of course, accept his word 
as conclusive. NEMO. 

NOTES FROM MICHIGAN. 
WN ANY sportsmen from all parts of Michigan haye been 
VA in Detroit the past week attending the State fair, and 
flattering reports are made as to the ‘alumdance of game in 
nearly every section. The disconsolate “summer fiends” 
who were loudly declaring a few weeks since that there were 
no woodcock this year in this region, may be interested to 
learn that near Mt. Clemens, Mich., one day tlris week, two 
gentlemen killed forty-seven fine birds, and the same grounds 
were drawn two days previous with a result of twenty-eight 
birds bagged, 

Quail are reported as doing finely, there are more of them 
than for years, and the writer feels bound to caution shooters 
in the vicinity of Ann Arbor to respect the law. Certain 
persons there, it is claimed, need watching, and it will be in- 
deed unpleasant for them should they be complained of or 
prosecuted, What's the use for the sake of a few quaillo. 
incur the contempt of honorable sporlsmen, Wait until 
November 1 and all will be well. 

Snipe and plover are beginning to come in, and with a few 
more cold nights one can pick up a nice bag of the former 
close to Detroit. Squirrels are notably numerous this fall, 
and allin all we Michiganders can congratulate ourselyes 
upon our prospects for good sport. 

Still another fishing and shooting club has been organized 
in Detroit, consisting of Messrs. Letts, Roehm, McLees, 
Hamblin, Abar and Taylor. They have built a comfortable 
club house on a large marsh leased by them in the yicinity of 
Ecorse, Mich, The best marshes in this region are now 
nearly all taken up, and Tam glad to say, that as arule, the 
members of clubs owning or leasing good marshes are tem- 
perate in their sport, and farsighted enough to protect their 
Winged game against wanton slauelter. Most of such clubs 
have strict rules against carly morning or eyening shooting, 
aud ag a result duck shooting in their preserves is excellent. 

Derrort, Sept. 23. DELTA. 

ST. LOUIS SIFTINGS. 

UDGE WARWICK HOUGH of the Supreme Court, 
Henry W. Ewins, clerk of the same; Gen. H. Clay 

Ewing and Col. T. O. Towles of Jefferson Gity, with Judge 
Alexander Martin of 8t. Louis, form a fishing party which 
left Sept. 19, for the Gasconade River. They will camp out, 
and expect to be gone two weeks, anticipating a vood time 
and lots of sport should the present delightful weather hold 
out, 

Frank J. Bowman and Oliver A. Tlart returned from 
Brule River, in the Lake Supcrior Region, where they spent 
three months in hunting and fishing. They brought home 
with them several trophies of the chase and red. One of these 
is the head of a moose which is said to be the largest speci- 
men ever exhibited, ‘The moose measured 7 fect 1+ inches 
straiglt and 10 feet 2 inches from ears to tail, The horns 
are enormous. showing a width of 10+inches two feet from 
the head. The circumference of the neck was 4 feet 3 
inches andthe gross weight of the moose is estimated at 
1,700 pounds, They have also in their colle stion the head of 
a 28-pound pickerel, four paws ofa large bear, and deer 
heads und horns too numerous to mention. 

The second monthly contest of the Bunker Mill (.) Gin 
Club for the gold medal came off Saturday evening and was 
wou by Ed. Baker. He broke his ten clay pigeons and 
eight of his ten glass balls, The conditions of the contest 
ave that the gold medal is to be won three times before it can 
be held, and six yards are added to the rise for each winner. 
The leather medal was won by A. Harris, the winner cf the 
gold medal last month, the handicap being too much for him. 

The St. Louis German Sharpshooters held their annual 
tournament Sept. 18 at Offenstein’s Park, on the St. Charles 

There was single and double shooting, partici- 
pated in by about sixty of the sharp-shooters. The pro- 
gramme included a concert, (distribution of $1,000 in prizes 
in the afternoon and a ballin the evening. 

On Saturday, Sept. 28, and Wednesday, Oct. 3, the Cote 
Brilliante race track will be the scene of two grand fox hunts, 
This “animated and exciting sport” will be introduced with 
a number of wild red foxes as the chief performers, on whose 
track a pack of twenty English foxhounds will give tongue 
and be followed by a lield of well mounted ladies and gentle- 
men in full hunting eosiumes. ‘‘Nothing more vigorons and 
inspiring than a fox chase canbe conceived of, and “says one 
of the daily papers,” the novelty of one ina spacious anc well 
adapted ground, such as the Cote Brilliante track, should 
certainly make it one of the greatest atiractions of the sea- 
son,” The chases will be held under tle management of Mr. 
Ww. 8. Brawner. 

Goncerning the ‘fox hunts” a correspondent of the St. 
Louis Globe-Democrat writes that psper as follows: ‘For the 
good name of our city I hope that active measures Will be 
faken by the proper authorities to prevent this demoralizing 
and cruel affair which the projectors dignify with the name 
of a ‘Grand English Fox Chase,’ from taking place as 
advertised, To pen up a lot of helpless dumb animals in an 
inclosure, fenced in so.as to allow no chance for escape, and 
then proceed to worry and torment them with a large num- 
ber of dogs, aad finally wind up the so-called “sport” by 
having the dogs tear the foxes to pieces, is a performance 
which should nof be tolerated in any civilized community, 
and onght to be frowned down at once by the public, It 
would seem as if it was a case inwhich the Humane Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals ought to interfere. 

Such action en their part would c2rtainly meet with the 

approval of our best citizens. Public opmion promptly sus- 

tained Mr, Bergh in New York when he stepped in and pre- 

vented the introduction of similaar brutal sport in the shape 

of a bull fight.” Came. BELL. 

Qnatne, Kansas, Sept. 17.—A gun club was organized 

here on September 10, The name of the club is the Olathe 

Gun Club. The following officers were elected: Will Smith, 

President: W, P. Upton, Vice-President; E. B. McBride, 
Treasurer; Marry D, Hubbard, Secretary. 

——o— 
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ADVENTURES Or A ‘Coon iy Boston.—The upper ena of 
Columbus avenue was all agog with excitement Mridiuy 
morning. A strange visitor from the country made his tp 
pearance in that unusually staid and quiet locality sometime 
during the previous night, ind people who were out euly 
were astonishtd 16 scé & curious looking wild animal in the 
top branches of a treé near the corner of Worcester street, 
Tt proved to be a’coon, and the sight soon called cut a great 
crowd of curious spectators. How to dislodge lis ‘coonship. 
was 4 question that early interested the crowd, There ws 
no Dayy Crockett on hand, and the ‘toon, consequently, 
wonid not voluntarily come down. But there was nota man 
in the crowd who did not know just how to get him. One 
fellow climbed the tree, and thought he would tale the ani 
mal down gently—as he would cateb a kittes—but tecth and 
nails were too much for him. Then it was proposed to knock 
him down wilh a club, but some pretended tender-hearted 
women sawachance to make themselves conspicuous by 
meddling, and set out to threaten the interference of the so- 
ciety with along name. He could noi he shot, for there 
Was 4 policemin on hand to arrest the man who should vio- 
late the city ordinance against using fire-arms on the street. 
A ciothes line was brought out to lasso the aninial, but the 
yyomen again protested. A man clinibed up the tree with 
eloyes on, but was quickly vepulsed, and the same fate befall 
another who went upwith a piece of carpeting to throw over 
the’coon’s head. lis’coonship remained master of the situa- 
tion for seversl hours, swinging calmly on the topmost 
branch of the tree and disdainfully eying the crowd helow. 
Finally, a ladder was brought and poked up into the tree, 
and the animal in an unwary moment deserted his branch 
aud clung to the ladder as offering 4 firmer resting place. 
Alas for his 'coonship, however! The ladder was moved 
away from the tree and gently lowered toward the ground; 
a strip of carpeting quickly thrown over him rendered [is 
capture easy, and he was clapped into a box, londed into 
waron and carried off, guarded by his captor and a blue- 
coated policeman; but for the time he was the sensation of 
the morning, and speculation regarding him was rife. He 
may haye been a tame animal escaped Trom enstody, or lie 
may have lost his way and wandered in from the country a 
few miles out, where he had been reveling in eornfields.— 
Boston Post, 

Our Trip vo Sriper Rryvun.—Leaying Westlrooke on 
the afternoon of September 1, our party haying with them 
all necessary supplies lor a fishing and lunting trip lasting 
ten days, we arrived late at night, after journey of eighty- 
two miles, at Mr. Ball’s on Spider Lake. Setting oul the 
next morning in two boats we went up the lake past Mr, D, 
Thomas's place, beautifully situated on a psiut comiunynding 
a full view of wll the Inke, reaching our Gamping” plice in 
time for dinner, which we partook of with a zest only 
acquired in the woods, The country here has loig heen 
noted for its fine fishing and hunting, Deer, parlridve and 
trout may all be found within 9 mileol ourcimp, We 
demonstrated this 10 our satisfaction with a “veut deal of 
delight during our short stay ab Spider River, ‘The best 
irouting is to be found after a wall throngh the |loeberry 
land and over the sloucs and purned timber, at Three Ponds. 
These are widenings of the Spider River, abobt six miles 
from its mouth. Here, after throwiug our ruts, we were 
yery successful, procuring «ll the bites of trout (und fies) 
that were needed, rather too many of the latter, Parlridges 
are plentiful, and we procured enough to satisty thedemminds 
of auy hunting party. A large cigle measuring six feet from 
tip to tip was shot on the lake one morning, Many of those 
birds could be seen hovering around at an cnormous height 
in the air, ‘The country is thiuly settled, but one family 
being on the Spider River, anil this some clistance taland. 
On Shnday, September 9, we ware al iat lous aod had 
the pleasure of seeing the old gentleman and old lady. ‘Phey 
bad been married on September 8, 1828, in Seolland, 
making just sixty years of married life; thuy were eighty- 
seven ind dighty-six years old, The charming wad most de- 
lighttul part of our journey was when returning. We took 
(he steamer at Latiy’s Mill and went ilrough Lake Megan 
tic to Avnes, where, after remaining over night at Major 
Mec Auley’s Hote), we took the tain home, which we feached 
at 10 A. M. September 11, well satisfivd with the tent life, 
open air, fishing, hunting, citing, ete., on Spicer River— 
§. ¥. L, W. 5. j 

Cuavravgua Cocyvy.—Frewebure, N, Y., Sept, 24— 
The outlool is qnile flattering, Black and pray squitvel 
plenty. Ruffed grouse, although scarce for several seasons 
past for some unaccountable cause, acem now to be 
more plentiful this fall than usual, nolwtthstanding the con- 
stant rain and Hoods ali through spring and half of summer. 
Lhear them drumming in al) directions and fish more or 
Jess of them ¢very time I go out after squivrel, They seem 
to be not in flocks, but one and two Nere and there all 

through the woods. Woodcock ure very sciree, and ho 
ducks to speak of. Foxes amd vabbits on the incrense, 
which are about the only game we haye left that offers any 
fun with oun and hound, 1 am informed, boweyer, thitt 
deer are now being driven into the Alleghany River by dogs 
and killed in the vicinity of Corydon and Wiuzua, Warren 
county, Pa., in violation of the game liws, ‘The game con- 
stables of thuti section for years past have seemugly either 
pbecn in sympathy with or afraid to do their duty in bringing 
a certain few notorious law-breakers of that section to jus- 
fice. Perhaps some one living at a distance would there 
find « fruitful field for investigation. The coming hanyest 
of mast is in abundance to insare food in plenty for all 
kinds of game the coming fall and winter, —Car Lock, 

Tur Miomesn Parry in rae Wast.—Livingston, Mon- 
tana, Sept. 16—The good car City of Saginaw is waithos 

here for tour of our party who took afew days more in the 
Park than we did, ind we are feasting on scenery ind game. 
Yesterday we were sidetracked twenty miles from here 
toward the Springs, on the Parl branvh of the N. P. R. ie, 
and the result of a half day's fun for a party of six of us 
was oue white-tailed deer, ten sharp-tuled grouse, and I 
shot four tuffed monse, the first I Nave ever seen eust of 
Minnesota, In the afternoon we caught over 200 trout of 
nice size. The trout fishing is the hesb I have ryer seen. 
The Jerome —Murble party came in yesterday with six or 
seven buffalo and an eli. They sent usa fine piece of A cow 

buifalo, and we feasted on steak this morning. The Mdwin 

Forest leaves for Little Missouri, Montupa, to-day, and we 
go to Glendin, there to slay antelope, elk or any thing else 
resenting. Will spend a few daysat New Bultalo, Dakota, 

for ducks aud geese, then home. We have had a fine es 
and all say they are coming again next year—W. B. 
MERsHON, 
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“Ariyn.—Some one has been stuffing a World reporter, 
or ise the reporter has been eyolying a sereed from his im- 
Asihation alsomuch percolumn. We quote some of these 
glowing reports in last FPriday’s Werld: **On Long Island 
there is scarcely A lowland fronting the sea that does not 
abound with duck, geese and brant. From Rockaway Lo 
Montauk Point the bays and creeks are filled with game. 
Hempstend Bay and Broad Channel about Far Rockaway are 
alive willl game after the cold weather commences. South 
New Jersey is alive with rabbits until the farmers are ¢om- 
plaining of them asa pest. The Ovange Mountains are re- 
orted to be full of quail and partridge, with an occasional 
ox, TAccoon and “possum, The brush wood and low foliage 

ou Long Island abounds in small game, for a good vegetable 
year is a harvest time for rabbil and quail. Jf reports can 
be relied upor, the opening season will surpass all previous 
years for sume, for the stringent laws regarding its destruc- 
fion have dove much to preserve the game life in this and 
neighboring States, ‘Lt will be the best season’s shooting we 
liaye had for years,’ said Deputy Warden Dick Letts, of the 
Snake Hill Penitentiary. ‘Why, the bill is alive with rabbit, 
quail aud wild pigeon, ‘The river marshes on the meadows 
are full of reed hirds, rail, snipe, teal and black duck. The 
dnel ave fat and tame and almost fly into the boat to let you 
pick them up. The rabbit are so thick on the hill that the 
men knoels them over with stones while walking round the 
quarrics. | have flushed a good many quail slready and 
when the shooting begins we expect to haye food sport. 
Wild pigeons are abundant in the woods and will be good 
game a little later on,’ In South Jersey the regular hunters 
seldom use decoys. They haye practiced ‘duck-calling’ for 
years, and can imitate tha fowl to perfection. Brush shoot- 
ing this fall promises to be very successful, and owing to the 
favorable spring and summer, the woodlands are reported 
full of rabbits, quail, squirrel, partridge, wild pigeon, ‘possum 
and coon.” 

TyerAntaNrous Paoroerarms or GAMe.—Instantaneous 
photography is reproducing the animal world of the Baya 
rian Highlands to the yery life, thanks to the ingenions sys- 
tem of a miutive vaturalist near Oberammergau. The photo- 
grapher puts uphis camera at some place in the higher 
resions much frequented by game, and connects it with an 
electric battery hidden some distance away. THe then posts 
himseil by the battery with a telescope, and directly he 
espies a Suitable subject, touches a button which communi- 
cates wilh the camera, and so drops the slide, obtaining an 
instantancous impression. The slight noise of the slide fall- 
ing causes the animals to look up, thus giving a more ani- 
mated likentss.—Lendon Graphic. An enterprising Parisian 
pholographer, M. A, Petit, visited Pianet’s menagerie «1 day 
or two ago with the object of taking photographs of the wild 
beasts in their cages. The existing photographs of these 
animals, taken as they are from the space outside the cage, 
necessarily show the bars, which spoil the effect. M, Pianet, 
the proprietor of the menageric, accompanied the artist in 
his adventurous round; and the animals, as a rule, behayed 
very well. A splendid group, consisting of a lion, « lioness 
and two cubs, was particularly successful, the ‘‘sitters” not 
moying a muscle during the operation. The leopard, too, 
proved an excellent subject. The tigress, however, exhih- 
ited a specimen of her temper in two vigorous dashes on the 
pliotographie epuanitns in one of which M. Petit received a 
savage blow of her paw on the leg. This, a French paper 
slates, is the first time that wild beasts haye been photo- 
graphed in their dens, and it is believed that the results of 
M, Petit’s daugerons experiment will be of considerable ser- 
vice to inimal-painters and sculptors. — Sf, Jamies’s Gazette. 

New Jersey Socmty.—The annual meeling of the New 
Jersey Game and Fish Protective Society was held at Miller’s 
Hotel, Plainfield, Wednesday afternoon, September 19, The 
following-numed were elected directors of the Society tor 
the ensuing year: James 8. Vosseller, E. P. Thorn, W. L, 
Force, Wm. B. Jones, 1, D. Ten Ryck, Martin W. Schenck, 
J. W. King, Isaac Brokaw, Wm.B. Dunn, Also the fol- 
lowing vite-presidents: R. M. Stelle, Percy C, Ohl, Joseph 
GB, Miller, Elovorary vice-presidents: Wired. Yolckman, 
New York city, M. J. Thompson, Gloucester City, N. J.; 
dames R. Buglish, Elizabeth, N. J.; Geo. P. Suydam, Gen. 
Wm. H. Sterling, John I, Holly and Charles Smith, of 
Plainfield, N. J, The report of the sceretary showed that 
forty-two uew members have joined the Society since its last 
annual mecting. Favorable reports were received from the 
Jocalities whete quail were let loose by the Society for 
breeding purposes and from ponds and streams stocked 
with black bass and carp the past year. The treasurer's 
report shows a handsome sum in lis hands at the command 
of the Bociety. The officers of Jast year were re-elected, as 
follows: President, James 8, Vosseler (who is the County 
Clerk of Union county), Secretary, W. L. Force (editor of 
the Plainfield Conetitutionalis!), Treasurer, W. H, Jones, 
North Plainfield, 

SERVING AS Scare Crow.—Cincinnati, Sept. 17, 1883.— 
My father em’grated in 1836, to the wilds of inois, where 
my youth was spent, principally with gun und rod, and 
often during the fall of the year, when the fall wheat was 
young and tender, and the corn was just ripe, as the young 
est member of the household, it becaine my duty to act as 
“scare crow” to drive off the willl geese and ducks from the 
young wheat, and the prairie chickens from the corn patch. 
Gamd and fish abounded in those days, and it was not an 
uncommon thing to count somelimes as many as « dozen 
deer quietly feeding, no further from our cabin door than 
within the rauge of ihe modern rifle. Some day I may burt- 
ish up my memory, and give to your readers some early 
rémibiserices of life in [lmois, on the plains, and in Cali- 
fornia, where 1 weul soon after the discovery of gold in that 
lovely land.—Onp. Ilenver, 

TexAs.—Indianola, Sept. 19.—We have had copious rains 
in the past few days filling up the ponds, and blue-winged 
teal and other ducks have been arriying in considerable 
uumbers, but the weather is very warm, and the rain has 
produced so Many mosquitovs it 1s almost impossible to hunt 
them, Papabottes haye been very plenty, and fat and fine 
bags bave been made. 1 saw the first jacksnipe of the 
season on the 17th ivst., whichis uousually early for this 
section. I nolicedin your revision of the Game Laws for 
this State that you put the open season for prairie chickens 
on July i. This is a mistake;il opens on August 1, the 
game law having been revised last year. The pvospects for 
famé of oll kinds are very good, and fish ave very plentiful 
al present, eight to ten tens being slipped trom this place 
to Gulyusion por steamer twice a weelk.—C. A. 

a 

A Frorms Game Counrry,—Secing an article in your 
paper of September 20, in which two sportsmen, ‘B. and 
H.,” wish to know where hunting and fishing is ‘“‘first- 
class,” I call their attention 10 the southeastern part of 
Florida, namely, the vicinity of Indian, Banana, St. Se- 
bastian and St. Lucie rivers, where [know from personal 
experience they will find gameand fish of all varieties in 
great abundance. Very reliable boatmen, good navigators 
as well as crack shots, can be engaged at Titusville or Rock 
Ledge: and as the whole trip isa ‘camping out,” I think 
that they will be satisfied in every particular, I should be 
pleased to either communicate by letter or personal enll 
with them, more so as Lintend again to visit these localities 
next winter, where | before found such a continuous yariety 
of pleasure.—SrortTsMAn (Newark, N. J.). 

ENVORCEMENT OF THE MAtyn LAw.—Monson, Me., Sept. 
18, 1883,—At the last term of the Supreme Judicial Court 
in Viscataquis county, which conyened at Dover, September 
11, the grand jury found nineteen indictments against yio- 
lations of the game laws. They were all ior killing deer, 
moose and carribou in close time, The crimes were com- 
mitted in the Moosehead and Chesuncook Lake regions. The 
parties reside in different localities from the State of Massa- 
chusetts fo the most northern confines of Maine, and among 
them are said to be some prominent men, These eases were 
ferreted out by the able and vigilant detective, Mr. Worm- 
well, of Bethel, Me., who is employed by the State Commis- 
sioners.—J. F. §. 

A Goop GAmE CopytRy.—A correspondent, who espe- 
cially requests us not to give the locality from which he 
writes, says in a note dated September 2: Elk are very 
abundant about the ranch. Last Friday night, the moot 
was nearly full, and a band of about one hundred and fifty 
came down from the hills about 8 o’clock aud spent the re- 
mainder of the night playing in the creek only a quarter of a 
mile from the cabin, Their whistling snd splashing made 
‘such a noise that it was hard to sleep, and the boys and my- 
self were frequently swakened by the din. At the same 
time we could hear other elk whistling on the surrounding 
hills. Ofa truth “‘the woods were full of them.” 

West Jersey Socrery.—aA meeting of the West Jersey 
Game Protective Association was held in Camden, Sept. 26. 
The receipts for the last fiscal year were $1,855, and there is 
i balance of $941.28 now in the treasury. At the meeting 
the following named officers were elected for the ensuing 
year after a spirited contest: President, Thomas Walker; 
Treasurer, George H. Taylor; Secretary, Chas. H. Barnard; 
Directors, John H. McMurray, of Camden county; Thomas 
Walters, Cumberland; Thomas Brown, Salem; William 
Brown, Cape May; Samuel Reeve, Gloucester; John R, 
Bebe, Atlantic, and C, B. Kugler, of Philadelphia. 

Geese ty Catirornta.—Mr. N. E. White, of the Sacra- 
mento (Cal.) Bee, notes Sept. 11: Yesterday morning we 
saw a large number of wild geese passing low over the city, 
They were crossing eastward from the direction of the tules, 
and evidently searching for some inyiting stubble field. 
Although these were the first that we have seen or heard 
this season, it is evident they came from ithe north some 
daysago. Last year the date when geese were first seen 
here was Sept. 7; in 1881, Sept. 3; in 1880, Sept. 8; in 1879, 
Aug, 30; in 1878, Sept. 6; in 1877, Aug. 31, 

Massacnuserrs,—New Bedford, Sept. 21.—It lonks 
promising around this part of the country for sportsinen. 
Quail haye done well this year; partridees are yery wild; 
there are a great many foxes in the vicinity of High Hill, 
Freetown; rabbits are plenty, but we have a few first-class 
shots down this way who keep the game down. Our law is 
obeyed well, and we expect “‘a heap of fun” Jater. Four 
foxes haye been killed within # month.—C, T. B, 

Maryianp.—Pair Hill, Cecil County.—We haye not 
much game. There are a few ruffed grouse, called pheasants, 
afew quail, rabbits, squirrels, and an occasional woodcock, 
The rail bird shooting has been good at times on the Bik 
River, seyen milés below here, About 2,500 were killed by 
Elkton sportsinen on the 13th of this month. The best score 
Theard of was 162, andihat by a one-armed man with a 
single breech-loader.—B. 5. G. 

Qcarm 1% Kenvocky.—The quail crop is almost unpre- 
cedentedly abundant in central and southern Kentucky this 
season. Bass fishing was poor in spring and summer. 
Shall try them inafew days with hope of better success, 
—RKENTUCKETIAN, 

Grouse in THE Hovse.—New Miltord, Gonu., Sept. 21. 
—A partridge few into Alonzo Pixley’s kitchen on Monday. 
The hired girl thought if was the parrot loose, and, closing 
the door, secured it, Mr, Pixley now has it in a cage. 

CuRrIous REcovERY oF AN OLD MuskutT,—A yery curious 
incident occurred a few days since, in connection with a dozen 
old muskets, which A. D, Adams Post, G, A. R., of Lyons, 
purchased of the United States Government. It seems that 
at the beginning of the ciyil war among the volunteers from 
Lyons was a young man named Charles Dunn, He wentinto 
the army and seryed well, He was seriously wounded at 
Bull Run, and later died in the hospital at Alexandria, Va. 
From the time of this injury on the battle field nothing was 
seen of him or his personal effects by his friends, and only the 
ublished record told them of “his death among strangers, 
ast week the muskets purchased by the Adams Post arrived. 

They were being looked over one afternoon during the 
soldiers’ encampment at Sodus Point by Homer J. Duin, a 
brother of the dead soldier, when one of the party noticed two 
large letters, C. D,., caryed upon the butt ofthe gun. Attracted 
by the letters a closer examination of them showed the full 
name, “Chas, Dunn,” carved less plainly upon the wood 
Other caryings abont the guna stotk, which are well remem- 
bered by his intimate companions in the war, convince all that 
knew Dunn that the musket was his, His brother has com- 
ared the carving about the gun with other carvings about the 

old home, and tinds them very similar. Considering the hun- 
dreds of thousands of muskets scattered over hundreds of 
battle fields, and the immiensé number stolen and sold during 
the war, it is strange indeed that this gun should have 
found its way back to the home ofits dead owner, and to the 
yery Grand Army of the Republic Post of which the only 
brother of the deceased isa member. The Adams Post has 
formally presented Homer Dunn with the musket, of which 
& number of photographs have been taken and distributed 
about Liyons.—Oswege Palladium. 

Sea and River Hishing. 

ANGLING RESORTS.—We shall be glad to have for prubli- 
calion notes of good fishing localities, Will not owr eorre- 
spondents favor us with notes of desirable points for angling 
excursions? 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 1b, has 

been published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be seni to any 

address, postpaid, on receipt of 10 cents, 

OUR SUMMER’S OUTING. 

IN TWO PARTS—PART TI, 

3} must have an outing, that is setiled, but where to co 
was another thing, and a thing not easily decided 

upon. The Flats, well hardly, we can go there any time, it 
is too near home, we must go somewhere so the distance will 
“Jendl enchantment.” 
The northern part of the State? Weill, I don't know, my 

experience there last season was not such as to make me very 
anxious to repeat it. Still, mayhap I was too hasty in my 
judgment, at least, some of the readers of Forusp anp 
SrRwAM seemed to think so, and if may be that another visit 
tothe ‘land of promise” will be more pleasant in the present, 
and leaye more pleasant memories for its past. So we ar- 
gued this summer, and as the season grew apace, determined 
to once more try our luck wp North, There was one deter- 
mination firm in our minds, and that was to find out if pos- 
sible, of some good spot before leaving home, where every- 
thing would be loyely, and fish waiting our arrival with 
open mouths if not arms. So we dispatched letters to friends 
at Cheboygan and Marquette. The return mail brought us 
joyful tidings from Cheboygan. ‘‘Come up here,” if said, 
and ‘we will pui you on to places where the fish will jump 
out of the water after your book, so eager ave they for the 
honor of being caught.” Too good to be true, but it wus en- 
ecouraging to say the least, The reports from Marquette 
were also good, but our friend there had his adyices more 
from hearsay, not being much of a sportsman, and he could 
only say he had heard so and so. We concluded therefore 
to make Cheboygan our objective point, and then if time 
and circumstances permitted, we would go upto Mackinaw, 
and along the line of the D, M. and M. R. R. It was also 
decided to go up by water from Detroit, so if we did not 
have anything else pleasant to look back to, we could con- 
sole ourselves with the thought of a pleasant sail. 
About the middle of July, one Saturday evening, tw 

chaps might have been seen wending their way with rods and 
other traps to Hutching & Co.’s wharf, to board the staunch 
propeller Atlantic, of Grummond’s Mackinac Line. The 
hour for departure was 9, and we did not have much time to 
spare, or would not had the boat left on time, but when 9 
o'clock came there was no move to throw off lines and haul 
inthe gang-plank, Haying secured a stateroom we started 
to investigate the cause of delay. Cargo was all on, gang- 
ways in, and seemingly all ready to “let go,” but upon ques- 
tioning the clerk, we found the trouble was no deckhands. 
“All struck,” he said, As it is impossible to go without 
deckhands we concluded we were iu for it, and resigned our- 
selves to our unhappy fate, if not contentedly, with the best 
grace possible. 

The deckhand business is one of the curses, soto speak, of 
the lake traffic. The deckhands as a class on lake steamers 
are as worthless a gang as exists. They come as near being 
animals, without absolutely getting there, as is possible. 
They are without ambition, and all they ask is for something 
to eat and a place to sleep, with their regular drunk, which 
ovcurs as often as the trip is ended and they are paid off, or 
as much more frequently as they can get money lo buy the 
vile stuff sold in the dens along the docks, They work like 
animals, without displaying even os much intelligence as 
some animals, Twenty, fifty, sixty, and even eighty bours 
at a stretch, they are sometimes required to carry and truck 
freight; then they may be idle for three or four days, doing 
nothing but standing a four-hour watch, passing coul, or 
washing down the decks in the morning. They are not 
sailors, and if is the exception when one rises to become 
‘“vatchman,” or ‘‘wheelman,” or eyen “‘lookoul.” They 
don't appreciate fair and decent treatment, but scem to ex- 
pect to be sworn at and driven around. They will ship in 
one port, get two orthree square meals, and then jump the 
vessel when she reaches the next port. A propeller will 
leave Buffalo with a full complement of hands and not 
haye any left soon after making her lines fast in Cleveland. 
Here she will ship another crew and lose them at Detroit. Th 
sometimes happens in the fallof the year that deckhands¢an- 
not be obtained, und then the steamers are put to much |rou- 
ble to get their cargoes on and off. One trip from Buffalo 
to Duluth the writer well remembers, as he was at that time 
engaged on one of the large passenger propellers plying he- 
tween these ports. We had only two deckhands during the 
largest portion of the trip—our complement was thirteen— 
and the mates, steward, wailers, and all, had to bear a hand 
and handle the lines when we made a landing. 

To return tothe Atlantic, however, we were not com- 
pelled to put up with any such inconvenience and delay this 
trip, for abont eleven o’clock the mate appeared with some 
hands who though pretty drunk managed to let go the lines, 
haul up the fenders, and do the other few things necessary 
to start us on our way. It being late we turned in and did 
not ywaken until we were just landing at a wharf in the St. 
Clair River, below Port Huron, The sail from Detroit to 
Port Huron is a beautiful one, and should by all means 
be made in the day if possible. The scenery attcr cross- 
ing Lake St. Clair, at the head of the Detroit River, is 
charming, and constant glimpses are caught of heantiful 
farms, thrifty villages, more pretentious towns, and last, 
but not least, numerous club houses and summer resorts. 
The most prominent of these is the club house of the Lake 
St. Clair Fishing and Shooting Club, which is passed soon 
after leaving the St. Clair ship canal, a government work of 
some pretension and of great valuc to the shipping interest 
of our great lakes, Then comes the Star Island House, 
Bedor’s and the Canadian Club house, <A great many De- 
froit gentlemen own houses, where they pass considerable 
time during the season, all along the flats, leaving 
the flats we come to St. Clair and the Oakland, a very large 

- 
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and well-managed hotel, which is fast becoming well known 
as a very pleasant resorf. There are mineral springs here, 
and many avail themselves of the baths which are said to be 
very beneficial for certain diseases, At St, Clair lives Mark 
Hopkins, the millionaire, the owner of the famous steam 
yucht 100, now the Permeln, After leaving the St, Clair 
iver the route is either along the Michigau shore or more 
irectly through Lake Huron, depending on the destination 

of the steamer, As ihe Atlantic was what is termed a shore- 
line boat, we hugged the coast and called st the numerous 
towns—Port Austin, Sand Beach, Oscoda, Tawas, Alpena, 
ete. These towns are principally built up by the lumber 
interest and a few by the salt trade. Lumber is the chief 
staple, however, and the streets are slabs and sawdust, the 
docks slabs and Jogs, and the sir is filled with the scent of 
the pine and the music of the Izzand gang saws, The 
fishing interest is also quite considerable, and there are Jarge 
cafches made at times, 

The first day of our trip was very pleasant, though it 
rained in the morning, and there was a fresh breeze; as the 
wind was fayorable it did not affect our craft, however, and 
we managed to eat three very hearty meals. It is wonderful 
what an appetite a person has on these lakes, and as nearly 
all the steamers set fine tables, oné can appease said appetite. 
The Atlantic furnished a first-class table, and im fact all of 
her accommodations were good. Twould recommend to any 
of those who haye never taken a trip on our lakes, a jaunt 
for their next summer's vacation on some of the large steam- 
ers that ply these waters. There are many pleasant trips to 
choose from, short as well as long. The majority of the 
craft are first-class, and when on board one of these lake pro- 
pellers you are made to feel at home. There is not a spot in 
the vessel, from forecastle to engine-room that you can not 
explore, and you will never be cautioned with ‘please don't 
go there,” or *‘keep off this deck.” From hold to crosstrees 
allis free. J speak knowingly on this subject, as I have not, 
only “‘sailed” myself, but haye been on numerous vessels as 
an outsider. The fare is generally first-class, and the ex- 
pense is never more than the rates at a good hotel, so you 
get your ride for nothing, <A trip from Buffalo to Duluth 
would be an episode in one’s life not lo be forgotten, and 
when we take into consideration that some of ihe finest fish- 
ing and shooting resorts known are passed on these routes, 
we have all one can reasonably ask for, The days on board 
of a lake propeller pass quickly, for during the season there 
is always a pleasant crowd on board, and one soon forms 
acquaintances, Hven if a person is not sociably inclined they 
can amuse themselves with a good book, sitting where they 
can look out over the blue water when lired of reading, and 
watch the white-winged schooners and great freight propel- 
lers, Then there is the quiet game of “draw” if one is s0 
disposed, aud an oceasional chance for flirting if you happen 
to be of a susceptible nature; so allin all there is enough to 
do. The evenings are always made pleasant by music, and 
often dancing is indulged in, Many of the boats carry good 
string bands made up from the force of waiters, und always 
haye 4 piano in the ladies’ cabin. 
On Monday the Atlantic stopped at Presque Isle to lond 

cedar ties, and while lying nt the wharf we saw thousands 
of fish in the clear water, suckers, great inimense fellows, 
perch and herring. F. was wild to catch some, ‘Never 
saw so many fish, Ict's try them.” Sowe rigged up a rod, 
and not having any other bait handy, got some fresh meat 
from the cook, Alzs! ii wasallin yain. For some reason 
best known to themsclyes, the fish would not bite. They 
would run after the bait, smell of it, and back out. After 
many trials we did hook one solitary little perch. limagined 
that a hook baited with some of their own kind would be 
tempting, as perch are inclined to eat most anything, but 
this time they were not cannibalistically inclined, F. was 
disgusted ‘‘to see so many fish and not to catch one.” “Tt 
was too bad, but just his tuck.” ‘‘He never had any lock 
fishing, and he knew he would ‘hoodoo’ the outfit.” 
‘Patience, Horace,” said I (Horace is his pet name), ‘if all 
the stories are true we read, you shall catch some fish hefore 
we return to the City of the Straits.” Wot being able to 
catch any fish, we amused ourselves catching 1 snake and 
hearing the ladies scream when it was thrown foward 
them. 

The ties all being loaded we once more turned our vessel's 
prow northward, and at five o’clock in the morning were 
steaming into Cheboygan. This is a bustling little place, 
and in addition 10 the lumbering interest, which, of course, 
is paramount, the country round about is well adapted to 
farming, and numerous fine farms lie along the Cheboy- 
gau Riyer, and, of course, help to make the town pros- 
perous. 
We were all ready to land as soon as the boat touched the 

wharf, and, grasping our dunnage, we boarded the Spencer 
House ‘‘bus.” My object in going to the Spencer was two- 
fold. One was, it was considered a good hotel, which it- is, 
and the other reason was because I had read in the Forrsr 
Awb Srmpamw that ‘‘Kinefisher,” the mighty wielder of rod 
and pen, would leave that hostelry for some point which he 
had discovered about the time we arrived in Cheboygan. My 
first inquiry at the hotel was if such a party had been there, 
and upon looking over the register we found the *‘gang,” 
but did not know it until later. The clerk of the hotel said, 
“Well, if that is the party, they have gone to Black Lake, 
and if they have as much fun there as they did here, they 
will enjoy themselves, They sre thoroughbreds, they are.” 
Mr. Spencer either did not know or would not tell, so we 
concluded we would not see ‘‘Kingtisher” this trip nor steal 
any of his thunder by finding his lake, where the bass were 
the size of whales. We found the party, though, but of that 
more anon. After breakfast we started out to find my 
friend, who was to put us on the trail which led to fish und 
glory. ‘Weil, boys,” said he, ‘‘what do you want?” “Fish,” 
qnoth T, ‘‘and many of them.” “Yes,” he replied, ‘‘bat the 
kind?” Horace thought he ‘‘was not particular as to the 
kind, if they were only big.” He wanted something “‘big 
on his hook.” We hoth concluded, however, that we would 
preter bass fishing, if we could not combine trout with it, as 
my experience the season before had been anything but good 
with trout. A. said, “You did nol strike the right spot, 
Now, 1f you were prepared to camp out, I could put you on 
to as good bass and trout fishing as you could ask for, or 
if your time was uot limited I could tell you where you could 
pet the finest trouting in this country." That is always the 
way. One goes to a certain poist and expects to find just 
what be wants, but is disappointed, and is told the spot he 
is seeking is justi a little further on, A, said if we would go 
to Manistiqne we would find trout in abundance, and his 
partner, who had just returned froma trip, vouched for the 
truth of the statement. Two and three-pounders were com- 
mou. Wehad not the time for Manistique, for there was 
only a semiayeekly boat, but for the benefit of those wha 

‘meni the place. 
may go north and want to know where to eo, I can recom- 

I A person can go from Cheboygan or from 
Ohicago by steamer, and then up the river to some of the 
lagging camps with teams. 
‘How would the Sault do?’ asked A. Saine objection, 

too much time, we replied. “Itisa ‘boss’ place for trout, 
and if you will step up the strect with meI will show you 
some of the fish that came down last night," 80 we went. 
up the street to the market, and there feasted our eyes on 
some of the finest brook trout we ever saw. The largest 
pulled the scales down to three und one-half pounds, Thad 
long known that the trout fishing was good at the Sault, and 
had intended going up on this trip, but time, or rather the 
lack of it, prevenied, 

Hault Ste. Marie is best reached hy the direct line of Lake 
Superior steamers, which, in the summer season, form 4 
(laily (or nearly so) line from Buffalo and intervening: cities 
for Duluth, Hotel accommodations are fair at the Sault, 
and it is a very interesting spot to spend a few days. The 
great government locks, the rapids, Fort Brady and other 
objects of interest are there, The whitefish taken by the 
Indians from the rapids are the finest eating of any caught 
in the great chain of lakes, The coldness and rapidity of 
the water combined, causes their flesh to be of a firmer (ex- 
ture than those taken elsewhere. I always hailed the ap- 
pearance of the Sault whitefish on the table with delight. 

| Continued on page 176. | 

FROSTFISH OF THE ADIRONDACKS. 

Hiditar Horest and Stream: 

Some time ago I saw several letters relating to the white- 
fishes of our northern lakes, and many different opinions as 
to their habits and worth as a food fish. 1 can only speak of 
the habits of the whitefishes of Lake Champlain and Cha- 
leaugay Lake. In both lakes they are found in great num- 
bers, and are known as ‘‘lake shind.” They are taken almost 
entirely with nets. 1 cannot learn that the lake shad is ever 
taken in Champlain with a hook, but Laye taken them at 
Chateaugay Lake through the ice with a hook baited with a 
worm, Several persons now living about the lake have told 
me they have taken the whitefish with a fly for a few days in 
Juve, when a certain fly ts rising from the water. 

As atable fish, L think there is no fresh-water fish that is 
their equal, the trout not excepted, I have eaten them both 
in winter and in summer, and can hardly say when they are 
best, ‘Lhey can be bred in the same way as the trout, and, 
as they spawn about the same-time, they can be distributed 
to other waters, thus giving us a greater variety of fish m 
the same waters, The only objection I see to this ig, that 
the fish must be caught with a net, One unfortunate im- 
pediment to their propagation in Lake Champlain is that 
their spawning grounds are in Canadian waters. 

The Chateaugay Lake fish are caught on the spawning 
grounds in great quantilics each year, and are sold fresh or 
are salted for winter use by the natives. These fish vary in 
size from 2 to 6 Tbs, and J lave heard of one weighing 5 Ibs, 
We have two varieties of whitefish in the Saranac and St, 
Regis waters. The ones caught in Saranac I have never 
seen, but haye been told they weigh from +10 ilb. The 
only variety caught in this section is caught in Clear Pond, 
a pond without any visible outlet or inlet, which has an area 
of seventy acres, and is very deep with rocky bottom. I 
have neyer seen one that would weigh more than half a 
pound; they usnally go about three to the pound. Have 
never known but a single fish of this variety caught with a 
hook, they being only taken with the gill net. 

Last year I showed this fish to Pred Mather, and he iden- 
tified if us the little frostfish (Prosopium quadrilaterale), the 
smallest variety of whitefish in America. Last season J was 
on the sick list and did not secure any eges in proper time, 
but hope to do so this season, as | will haye better facilities 
for taking care of them, What their habits would he in 
other waters I cannot tell; whether they would stay in the 
pons or lakes or run into the streams, we can only guess, 
They area very fine table fish, and if they could be caught 
in quantities would bea very desirable fish to introduce in 
other waters, 

The frostfish of Lake Champlain is desertved by ‘Thomp- 
son as without the adipose dorsal fin; I have never scen one, 
but have asked several old fishermen about the lake, and they 
say it has the adipose dorsal, Can any of your readers tell 
us about it? I was surprised to find how little people know 
of these fishes, The fishermen along the lake only know the 
large one as a “‘shad” and the other as ‘*frosttish,” and L 
could not find one who knew about the fins; they had caught 
thousands of them, but never noticed the fins. 

The State Commissioners only handle the eyes of the 
whitefish of the great lakes, If those of Champlain and 
Chateaugay are as good for the table, I think the Commis- 
sioners might distribute them to advantage, as they would 
be better acclimated than those from the great lakes, 

A, R. FULLER. 
Mracuam LAKH, Franklin Oo., N.Y. 

THE INDIAN AND THE TROUT. 

HE morning sun in splendor shone 

On the mellow park of the Yellowstone, 

The President at the break of day 

Had packed his duds and moyed away, 

A brave Shoshoue chief came out 

With his willow pole to fish for trout. 

It was half-past 6 when he cast his line, 
And he kept on fishing till halépast 9; 
And then he baited his hook anew 

And patiently fished until half-past 2— 

‘The meanwhile sweating a powerful sight 

For fishing all day with nary a bite. 

And he swore and fished, and fished and swove 

Till his Elgin watch tolled half-past 4, 
When 4 big, fat tront cate switming by 

And winked at the chief with his cold. sad eye: 

“And do you reckon, you pagan soul, 
You can catch us trout with a willow pole? 

The President taught us manners whiie 

He fished for us in the latest style. 
You've no idea how proud we feel 
To be jerked ashore with a Wrankfort reel!" 

he red man gathered his dinter-pail 
And started home by the shortest trail, 

And he told his faithYul squaw he guess‘d 
They'd better move still further west, 
Where presidents didn’t come fooling Whoul, 

Turning the heads of the giddy trout. 
~ Chie Prileie. 

THE NATICNAL ROD AND REEL ASSO- 

CIATION. 

A’ ii inceting of the Committee of Arrangements for the 
coming tournament, held at. Blackford’s, Fulton Mur 

ket. on Tuesday, September 25,8 new rule was added, 
and the weights of rods were stricken out in two classes 
and altered in another. The corrected rules now are: 

Rule 1, All persons competing for prizes shall pay an entrance fee 

in each contest as follows: Members, tye dollars; non-menibers, five 

dollars, 

Rule 2. No oné shall be permitted to enter an umateur contest who 
has ever fished fora living: who has ever beén a guide, or has been 

employed in either the manufacture or sale of fishing inekle. The 

judges in any particular class, on appeal, sliall have power lo de- 
cide in all matters relating to entries, and their decision shall be 
final. 

Rule 8. No rod shall exceed eleven feet six Inches in length, and rt 

shall he used with a single hand. 

Rule 4, Any style of reel or line will be allowed, buta leader, or 
casting line of single gut, of not less than eight feet in length, to 

which three flies, one stretcher, and two droppers, shall be attached, 

Rule 5. No allowance of distance shall be made for difference in 

length of rods, 

Rule 6, Persons entering these contesis shall draw lots to determing 

the order in which they will cast, and will be ready to cast when 

called by the judges. 

Rule 7. Each contestant will be allowed tive minutes Lo cast for dis- 

tance, and will then stand aside until called in his turn to cast for de- 

licacy and accuracy, when he will be allowed five minutes for this 
purpose. 

Rule 8, ‘Phe distance shall be measuved by # line with marked buoys 

stretched on the water; said line to be measured and verified by the 

judges at least once each day of the casting, A mark shall be made 

from the stand from which the buoy line shall he measured, and the 

caster may stand with his toes touching this mark, but may not ad- 
vance beyond it. Should he step back of it, unless directed so to do 

by the judges, the loss in distance shall be his. 

Rule 9. The streicher fly must remain at the end of the casting line 

in allcasts, The others ave not deemed so important. A contestant 

may claim time for repairs, which shall be allowed by the judges. 

Or the judges may order the next on the list to cast while repairs are 
made, in their discretion. 

Rule 10, In the absence of an appolnted judge Lhe cominitiee will 

fill the vacancy. 

Rule 11, Any person who shall have won the first prize in Class A 

will not be permilted to cotopete for prizes in either classes B or GO; 

or, having won the first prize in Class B, to compete in Class C, Nor 

will any person having won the first prize in Class D be permitted ly 
compete for the prizes in Class E, 

Salmon FWly-Casting,—The foregoing rules stall govern, exeepl 
that the rods shall not exeeed 18ft. in length, and may he used with 

both hands, and that only one fy will be required. 

Heavy Bass Casting.—Rods shall not exceed Off. in length; any 
reelmdy be used, tut the line shal! be of linen not less than No, 9, 

The caste shall be made witn sinker's, weighing 2le0%s. (These will 
be furnished by the comutttee,) The casts shall ba made iu lune, 

formed by the buoy line and aline parallel toil, and distant 25ft. 

Bach courestant will he allowed five cuss His casts within the tines 

only shall be measured, added, and divided by five, and the result 

shall consbitite lis score, 

Light Bass Custing.—The above rules shall govern, except thal the 

sinker shall be U4o2s,, and there shall be no restriction as te lines. 

The following classes were made: 

Class A.—Amatel's: Rods not to exceed 11ft. fin, in length, Beale 

of points: Distanue, actual cast; accuracy and delivacy, 24 each, (if 

a contestant Cast bOft,, and is awarded 20 for delicacy ond 15 for ae- 

curacy, his score will be {)5,) - 

Class B.—Amateur; Rods not.to exeeed 11h, in leneth ner Joy, in 
weight; scale as in ¢lass A. 

Class C:—Aimateur: Rods nvb tu excetd 11ft. Gin, mm length. Seale: 
Distance only to count, 

Class D, Expert, open to all: Rods not to exceed T1fb. in length 
nor Soz, in weight. Suale of points as in class A, 

Class E.—Expert, open to all> Rods not to exceed LIEb Gin. in length. 

Distance only to count. 

The next meeting Will be held at the same place on Tuesilay, Octo- 

ber 2, 

Mr, J. GC. McAndrews was added to the committe on sal- 
mon casting, 

The annual mecting for the election of officers will he held 
at the Metropolitan Hotel on the eyening of October 16, 
after the first day’s casting, and a subscription dinner will 
follow the meeting. 

REEL SEATS AND PLATES. 

OUR remarks regarding reel seats were opporiune and 
worthy of consideration and action, Last fall 1 te- 

ceived from one of your advertiser's one of his heayy bass 
rods, with metal] reel plate, and to my great annoyance the 
seat in the reel plate was much too narrow for either of my 
large reéls. The result was I was forced to dispose of my 
rod and order another with reel lances, Some time since [ 
received from another firm a Betkabara wood bass rod, und 
not one of my recls would enter the seat, To-day I received 
by express a present from a friend in Massacimusetts of a 
split bamboo heayy bass rod from still auother maker, and 
to my regret not one of my large bass recls would enter the 
seat, I dislike to file away the plates of my reels or deface 
the reel place, and in consequence the rod will be liable to 
remain ‘‘a thing of beauty and a joy forever.” 

As in the microscope, something specific should be adopted. 
There should be a definite sized seat for Cuttyhunk buss rods, 
for salmon, black bass, and trout rods, TE the National 
Rod and Reel Association would adopt aud recommend 
somethin definite, manufactnvers would conform to the te- 
quirements laid down. In microscopes the soricty serew has 
been adopted, and the owner of # microscope can purchuse 
an English or American objective with the guarantee that it 
will fil his instrument. 

Lhave often thought that an improvement might be made 
in the location of the veel bands. In playing heyy fish 1 
have no doubt but fishermen have found the reel band to 
slip and the reel hecome Inosened. To hold ‘ae reel firmly 
in its seat, fhe veel band mustof necessity he made yery 
tight. Tf the seat is wood or cane the material will swell, 
and at times difficulty will be experenced ia removing: thie 
Teel, 

To avoid the displacement of the réel, op the necessity of 
placing thé movable baud very tightly over the plate of the 
reel, the pocket (as in prtent reel plate) or the fixed band (on 
wooden rods) should he above and (he moyable band next 
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the butt. By reversing the present location of the pocket, or 
moyable band, displacement of reel would be obviated. 

AL ¢RESCO. 
[We have urged the mutter of a standard reel plate and 

feat upon the National Rod and Reel Ase ciation and will 
aghin lay the matter before them. Wedo not know that 
they will take any uttion in the matter, as some of the com- 
mittee do uot see the necessity of it. It is well, however, 
to agitate this question, for we think this great evil will be 
remeédied. in time. The association is the proper field to 
agitate the question in, and a standard which is there ap- 
proved is the only one that would be considered by the rival 
makers. ] 

THE FISHLESS HUDSON. : 

| ee articles lately published in Forgsr AND S?REAM in 
rélation to fish and fishing in the Hudson River will 

have a vood effect by calling attention to some of the causes 
which are muking angling in this river near New York a 
thing of the past. 

Ten years ago one could take a good basket of striped 
bass at points between Spuyten Duyyil and Yonkers, fish of 
ont-half te three pounds, but of lite years it is almost use- 
less to fish at all, and shedders and shrimp are wasted. 

in {he vicinity of Yotikers the searcity of fish may be 
essed by the refuse of vas and dye works, and other facto- 
ties which pollute the shore, especially at the mouth of the 
Nepperhan River, where it enters the Hudson. 

‘Tdie greatest destruction of small fish, such as striped 
bass, snap-miackerel and Lufayettes, is caused by fyke nets, 
Which are staked out along the shore for miles, and into 
their hungry maws the fish are swept by every tide. 

As many as twenty fykes may be connted at times between 
Spuyten Duyyil amd Youkers, on the eastern shore, Pyke 
nitting is curried on by shad fishermen after the run is over, 
aud itis evident that the catch of bass must be large to pay 
for expensive outfits, such as may bu seen at the fishing 
stution below Riverdale, 

If the law allows fyke nets in the Hudson, there should 
at Jeast be a close watch kept to see that only fish of the 
proper size are sayed, From August to Decembur, or freez- 
ing weather, the fyke nets stand in the way of anglers with 
rod and reel, and no sport may be expected where such 
wholesnle destruction of small fish is allowed. 

The same fishermen set pole vets in the channel, and take 
many 14 ge striped bass and sturgeon during the fall months 
near Youkers. A. 
Yourers, Sept. 20. 

Hist mre Oonnnorrour RryeR.—There are always peo- 
ple fishing off the docks at the river, but the cateh is piti- 
fully different from what it usud to be even twenty years 
ayo, ind the change is probably duc more to the pollution of 
the water by manufactorics on the main stream and its 
branches than to any ollier cause, At thit time there were 
great numbers of perch, and in the course of a season a good 
Tmhany striped bass were caught, running usually from half a 
pound to five or six pounds. In the shad season, boys fish- 
ing for perch with shad roe forbaitused to vet long strings, 
and oceusionally at. such times the tyater was fairly alive 
with small perch that could be caught literally as fast as the 
line could be drawn in, <All through the season there was a 
possibility of getting a reasonable quantity of good fish, 
Those who had oceasion to drive across the river frequently 
will remember the Wuss fisherman who could usually be seen 
in a boat, anchored just above the bridge, and who kept at 
it lay wfter day, Ten-pound bass were not so rare but that 
several were usually taken in» season, At present very few 
of these fish are caught, and the idea of going out to fish all 
day for siriped bas. hardly occurs to any one, It is very 
probable that the putting in of black bass has done some- 
thing to rediice the numbers of other fish, but those familiar 
with the riverand with the ways of fish, attach more im- 
portance to the change in the water, and instance among 
otlicr things the decrvase in shad, which is suificiently indi- 
cated by the fact that with all the stocking of the stream 
from year to year the supply does not reach the 
point that would be expected. fomething’ is to be 
interred also from the decrease in dace, a fish of no particu- 
lar food value, but handsome, active fellows that thrive in 
clean water, and were large and abundant a few years ago, 
bul are now much reduced in numbers, while comparatively 
few largd ones seem to be left. The failure of the attempts 
to stock the river wilh salmon, points in the same direction, 
Of all the young fry pul in, very tew reached maturity and 
returned; pot ueaily as many as might naturally be expected 
to escape the perils that attend small fish. The actual con- 
dition of the water may be seen by any who will examine it, 
In appearance, taste and smell it is very different from what 
itwas. The same process is going on that has been pretty 
well carried out in such streams us the Hockanum, where 
the mills have almost killed off all the fish that used to 
abound in the stream. One curious thing in both cases is 
that though the fish are not nearly as plentiful as before, 
there are still considerable numbers of young ones, appar- 
ently one yeur or sometimes two years old, while larger 
ones have disappeared, Allowing all that can be allowed 
for the nse of fine meshed nets in Lhe spring, il still seems as 
if the fish did oot find food enoush to thrive on in the con- 
laminated water, or became diseased and died off. The fish 
that are now most abundant are the poorer sorts that do as 
well in foul water as in clean, Artificial propagation partly 
mets the difrulty, as in the casa of shad, but il cannot tuke 
the place of suitable natural conditions for the fish; and 
good judges maintain that the favor of a Connecticut River 
shad is not whut it used to be, even of those caught far up 
{he stream so ss to allow for the slight difference that used 
to exist, or was said to exist, between fish caught as they 
entered the river and those that had spent some daysin fresh 
water, As long as the viver receives so much poison from 
factories and so much seyrure from cities, it is probable that 
the supply of fish will remuin small in quantity and poor in 
quality.—Hurtjord Courant. 

Rock Bass LN THE S0sguenanwa.—In answer to Homo’s 
inquiry in regard to rock bass I would say, if Iam not great- 
ly mistaken, they may be found in the Chemung River at 
Aiheua: Pa,, and as the Chemung is 4 tributary of the Sus- 
quehanna, they will be dou!tless be found there also.—J_ H. 
ANTE. 

Two Frise on Onb Hoor.—Boston, September 11.—1] bad 
a curious thing happen the other day, while fishing for black 
bass with shrimp, L caught two red perch ou oue hook, both 
through the mouth —e@ J, G. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Pisa AND THE Native Watrers.—That fish have some 
way of distinguishing the waters of their native streams 
seems highly probable, else how could migratory species find 

| their way through muddy streams to the one where they 
| passed their infiney? Our attention has been called to this 
by finding an account of this instinct in alewives in an old 
copy of the Bunker Hill Avior of May 381, Indi. It says; 
“The Middlesex Canal was opened on the first of the present 
month, and ‘preat store of alewives,’ as our forefathers used 
to express themsélyes, are crowding up through the locks 
from Charles River to the Concord and Merrimac, to make 
their annual visit to the waters of their nativity. Dr. Jerome 
Y. ©. Smith, in a lecture before the Cambridge Lyceum 
some ten or fifteen years ago said that the alewives of Con- 
cord and Merrimae rivers were peculiar, having a different 
mark from the common Charles River variety, and that it 
had been ascertained that the alewives which arc caught in 
the canal locks in this city are the Merrimac River ale- 
wives ind none other, thus proving that they are attracted 
by the Concord River water, which they are able to distin- 
guish from the Charles River water, and beautifully illas- 
trating their instinct, which leads them to seek with astonish- 
ing perseverance the shores of their native river, by the same 
route which they followed to the ocean, however devious or 
difficult that may have been.” 

An Untucxy FisaprwaAn.—The noluckies|, man in Geor- 
gia lives in White county. While fishing in the river in a 
bateau it capsized and threw him into the water, Trying to 
reach the boat again, his fool caughtin »snag and wrenched 
it, losing at the sunie time a $20 watch, his hut, a shoe, and 
the boat, He finally reached the shore, and was hobbling 
across # field, when adarge, ferocious bull started for him, 
Reaching a tree, le climbed it lively enough to escape the 
bull, but also lively enough to get into a hornets vest. The 
hornets objected, and he sprang to another limp, which 
broke, letting lim fall to the sround, fracturing his wrist. 
With the broken branch be kept the bull at bay, and man- 
aged to estape, All this happened on a Friday, 

Fiseina No'rws.—The bass fishing in the Schuylkill River 
during the past week has been the best of the sersou, More 
large fish have been taken than during the entire summer. 
At the old wreck at Barnegat sev bass haye been biting well, 
and most likely will continue to do so until the season closes. 
At Betterton the perch fishing is attracting many. The 
tales of cnormous catches I will not mention; it sounds too 
much like wilful waste or slanghter.—Homoa, 

Buverisy Orr Lone Isnanp,—The fishing is poor alone 
the Great South Bay, as it has been all the season, Off 
Montauk and Orient Points, and about Plum Island at the 
eastern entrance of the Sound, it has been fair. Many small 
‘Snappers’ are taken on the north shore in Roslyn, Cold 
Spring and Port Jefferson harbors, These are smaller than 
usual at this tame of year, averaging only five or six inches, 

Anamns, Pa,—E, W. Davies caught with an cight-ounce 
rod, two black bass that weighed 4 Ibs, each, at the point 
of the Chemung and Susquehannah rivers, at this place, on 
Wednesday, September 19, usine bullheads for bait  Thore 
was also & catch of thirty-two black bass by one man in Jess 
than two hours.—\W. K. P. 

Hishculinre. 

HABITS OF SALMON. 

R. W. H, ROGERS, Inspector of Fisheries of Noya Scotia, 
has been interyiewed by the reporter of a local paper, 

and says: 
“A marked increase from the culture of salmon could not 

be expected inside of seven or eight years, from the first years 
planting of the fry, because it is known that these tish do not 
attain their full growth until they are five years old; and as 
the few we have been hatching in the maritime provinces 
have been Bees in small parcels, in innumerably small 
streams, and as the fact is just now. be ‘inning to be demon- 
strated that they will only return fio the rivers to which the 
parent fish belonged, instead of the one in which the fry spent 
the first year of its existence, therefore, as the parent fish for 
the Bedford hatchery haye been taken from other streams, 
they are not returning to the Bedford River as we haye been 
expecting, but they are rapidly increasing on the River Philip,’ 
where most of the ova for the hatching has been obtained, and 
where some 40,000 fry per annum have been planted, The 
main Restigouche in wW. B,, where Mr. Mowat obtained his 
parent fish, has this year yielded the largest number of sal- 
mon it has for many years, 1.650 having been taken with the 
fly, averaging 22 lbs., or a total of over 35,000 Ibs., while the 
Matapedia and Upsilquitch branches of the saime river, where 
large numbers of fry have been aunually planted (but from 
parent fish taken from the Restizouche) there is little or no in- 
crease. These facts, 1f corroborated by further experience, 
will be invaluable in the future, as they will prove the neces- 
sity of haying a hatchery on each of the more important rivers 
at least.” 

“Do you think that it would be a wise expenditure of the. 
public money to increase fish hatcheries in the Dominion?’ 

“T most certainly do, for where salmon can be readily sold 
at 31 per pound, as is the case during much of tho salmon 
season in the western portion of Nova Scotia, no time or ex- 
ense should be lost in multiplying them as quickly us possi- 
le in the rivers of Yarmouth, Shelburne, Queens and Lunen- 

burg, with their extensive inland waters, where, on account 
of the rocky and rough state of the river bottoms, the paucity 
of natural spawning beds renders such a step almost impera- 
tive. Such a step would doubtless yield immense proiits to 
the country. This is also, though in a less degree, true of the 
salmon fisheries of the entire Dominion, as good prices will al- 
ways be obtained in the future, both on account of an in- 
creased population and better commercial facilities.” 
“Have you any idea why there has been so much written 

and published against fsheulture in the Dominion of late?’ 
“Tt is not at all difficult to understand the reasons, birt at 
resent I do not think it prudent to give the public my views 

in detail on that phase, may say, however, that unfair ad- 
yantage has been taken of the continual decline of the salmon 
fishery as a whole during the several past years, which has 
occurred on all parts of the Atlantic coast of North America, 
To such fluctuations all fish are periodically subject, the cause 
for which being beyond huinan ken, This fact seemed to 
offer a fair SppOreulty, to certain parties to make an attack 
upou the whole management of fish hatching, and to demand 
that results should not ouly neutralize this general movement 
of fish off the coast, but that a -large increase of 
salmon should ba the result of seven or eight years’ 
planting, But those people began to shout failure 
too soon, as is now beige demonstrated in the large in- 
crease of last year and the present year, as follows: In 1881 | 
we caught in Nova Scotia only 298,43 Ibs, of salmon, and in 
1882 we took 625,061 Ibs., and [think that the present year 
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the year 1851 took int 620,461 lbs., and during the year 1882, 
1,060,118. The present year the increase will be large, and I 
confidently anticipate a largely increased yield in future years, 
as the result not only of the artificial aid rendered, but of the 

| protection afforded the fish during the spawning season, by 
the enforcement wf the tishery laws, anil the opening of the 
milidams in this province, which are now being supplied with 
the best form of tishway that exists, through which the fish 
are ascending in abundance wherever they are. They are 
being constructed as fast as we can get them built. Still there 
are and always have been grumblears who seem to require 
s0me progressive meéasure or enterprise against witich to 
bump their heads, or they would die of ennui. While this 
class of people seem to be as necessary to enterprise as the 
horse-fly to the existence of the horse—they, like the fly, pass 
away in their season and the world moves onas if they had 
not been about. We haye the finsst fish-farm in the world, 
and those who are charged with its management and culture 
may expect to meet with annoyances and difficulties, chiefly 
arising out of a general want of information which the recent 
great fisheries exhibition held in London willde much to re- 

|}move. I haye no doubt that this, with moral backbone and 
pluck on the part of those engaged in the work will in the im- 
mediate future produce sratityiog results to the country. 

WISH TRAPS IN THE DELAWARE.—The falling off in the 
number of saad taken at the different fisheries along our river 
Delaware during the past season, was marked and could not 
fail to panonices With all the planting of young shad, and 
the efforts of the conimissioners to increase the supply, it 

| would seem the numbers each year grew less, The abtention 
| Of Pores? AkD STREAM Was several times drawn to the fact 
that the great cauze of complaint existed in the upper waters 
of the Delaware, in the shape of nets, weirs, etc., set directly 
on the spawning grounds. These not only disturbed the shad, 
but all varieties of fish. Tam glad to write you that State 
Game Protector T. Wood, of Schoharie county, N, ¥., has just: 
completed a wei-destroyimg tonr of that portion of the Dela- 

jware River which lies within luis jurisdiction. Protector 
Wood has authority over the counties of Sullivan, Delaware, 
Otsego and Schoharie. With two assistants he began his 
lahors ab Narrowsburg, Sullivan county, and proceeded up the 

| Tiver inrowboats, Between that point and Hancock, thirty- 
eight miles, they found twenty-five weirs, nearly all of them 
containing larze@ numbers of dead fish, which weve too small 
to be of née to the owners of the weirs. Among them were 
black bass, striped bass, sunfish, perch and Paes The 
weirs were all demolished by the officers and the stone wings 
torn down. Fron Narrowsburg to Port Jervis, the jurisdic- 
tion of the river, itisasserted, belongs to Pennsylvania, and in 
that distance, thirty-five tniles, there are a large number of 
weirs inthe river. Authority for their removal is vested 
under the law in the sheriff of Pike county, but although he 
hus been notified of the presence of these weirs, none of them 
have been destroyed. Sheriff Mills, of Orange county, N. Y., 
demolished all the weirs that were within his district two 
weeks ago. Inthe Delaware, below Port Jervis, there are 
deadly ftish-traps for almost every mile. There seems to be a 
uestion as to whether they should fall victims to the New 
ersey or Pennsylvania authorities, and consequently they are 

allowed to remain and destroy hundreds of game fish nightly, 
Large sums of money have been spent in stocking the river 
with bass, shad and salmon, and all questions as to authority 
in the matter of taking measures for thew protection should 
he settled by the Legislatures of the three States of which the 

| viver is the boundary, so that no officers shall in the future 
haye any excuse fornot removing at once every one of these 
deadly traips that is placed at any point in the stream,—Hoz0. 

GHORGIA COMMISSION,—La Grange, Ga., Sep- 
tember 17.—The number for September 138 is just at 
hand. Page 128 presents your annually corrected list of 
Commissioners of Fish and Fisheries of the different pro- 
vinces, States, and ‘Territories of North America. As 
this list will be copied into perhaps most of the reports of Fish 
Commissioners, it is exceedingly important to have everything 
rigidly correct. You failed to give my residence; while I kee 
an office at the Capitol, at Atlanta, most of my business is 
transacted here, And my name is spelled incorrectly. I al- 
ways reject the ein the surname, Let it read as follows: Dr. 

. Cary, Superintendent of Fisheries, La Grange.—H. H. 
Cary, Supt. of Fisheries. 

THE CALIFORNIA COMMISSION.—The changes in the 
vn Commission of this State make the new Board as fol- 
OWS: 
A. B, Dibble, Grass Valley, Nevada county. 
R. H. Buckingham, Washington, Yolo county. 
J, D. Redding, San Francisco. 

THE 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

Tompsronz, Arizona, Sept. 3, 1888.—We are doing very well. Per- 
mit me to say I consider your paper the best of thé character in the 
United States,—Ricusgp RuLe, Commission er of Pisherias. 

Penman’s hand puralysis can be greatly remodied by using an all 
wood penholder and Esterbrook's turned up point Pens. Ask your 
stationer for tham.—4dz. 

Tue New York Manoricrurwes Company advertise a serviceable 
oultit in the shape of a double-barreled brecch-loader with case, 
loader, reprimer, pawdeér and shot neasure, etc,: for so sniall a sum 
that it is within the reach of everybolly, The firmiy well known in 
the gun trade. See their advertisement in bhis issue, 

LEARNING THE WRINELE.—"‘Good morning, Uncle Joshua.’ “Goad 
morning, William, and how are all the folks at home! *‘All quite 
well; the wife, children and stock. Yours prethy well?’ “No, 
William,’ said Unele Joshua, “they ave not doing well. You know 
T lost that nigh horse of mine with the colic!’ ‘No, did you?” ‘Yes, 
we did, und we tried everything; and apain I lost a fine cow with 
milk fever—we did everything we could think of for her but it proved 
of no use; if certainly is very hard luck.” ‘Well, now, Unele, lat ma 
tel you; you have not learned the wrinkle, IT used to have just such 
infernal work—no end of dosing my stock, end every once in a while 
a,valuable animal died, sol just sent and got a case of Humphrey's 
Homeopathic Specifics—the velérinary—aud I have not lost a head of 
stock since.’ ‘Why, dothay cuve?" ‘They cure eyery time, [eure 
any case of colic in a few minutes, and as to cows with milk fever, 
it never fails. No trouble, no drugging, no balling, and so simple. 
You know just what to do and how to doit.’ ‘Well, Wiliam, Pll try 
it.) “If you will, Unele Josh, you will find it the best day's work you 
ever put in. “TD will try it. Vl try and learn the wrinkle," said 
Unele Josh agai, ss he drove on, “because, come to think on’t, Tve 
heard ui great many say the same thing.”.—Boston OCultintoy—aAdv, 

NEW PUBLICATIONS, 

“THE HEART OF THE ALLEGHANIES.” 
This book deals with an extremely interéstiag region, that of 

Western North Carolina, Picturesyie scenery, romantic history, 
novel wave of living, od characters, all sorts of curious and strange 
lore of fishing and shootiny, stories told by the ‘natives,’ stirring ad- 
ventures and novel incidents ¢Comb.oe to hold the athention vf the 
reader from the first page to the last. "The authors—Wilbur G, 
Zeigler and Ben D. Crosseiup—inade an extended tour through the 
Alléghanias, anil taoy tellin capital style whatthey saw and heard. 
Their pen-pichires are graphic; they reyeal in ful) light phases of 
life in acorner of the world which are as entertaining 26 they are 
unique The book is just the thing with which to while away a rainy 
afternoon. (Brooks & Oo., Qleveland. 0.) 

“KENNEL KECORD.” 
“The Breeders and Exhibiturs' Kennel Record,’ by ‘W-. Kelsey” 

(London, Johy Van Voorst), is large blank bookintented te servyeas 
& pertndpent record of pedigrees, birth, deaths, stud yisits, kennel 
@zpenkes and other items which it is always well to have for ready 
reference. The forms are yery convenient, aud the book is com- 
plete. Watske greut pleasuré in recolamehding If to breeders. 
“Songs or Farr Wyuster,”—By Maurice Thompson, Boston; James 

will also show a large further increase, New Brunswick in! R, Oszourd & Co., 1883, 
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Che Fennel, 

Toinsure prompt attention communications should be acl- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co,, and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are able to delaay. 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS, 

Dect. 2, 3, 4 and 5.—London Bench Show. London, Canada, Entries 
elose Sept. 19 Chari ¢s Lincaln, Superintendent; John Puddicombe, 
Secretary; C. A, Sto ssistant Secretary, 
October 2, 8,4 and 5.—The Danbury Agvicultural Society's Second 

Annual Bench Show. Tnitries close September 22.—H. Crofut, Presi- 
dent, Danbury Conn, 
Jan. 2.3, 4, {*§4.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench Show, Meri- 

den, Conn. Josbua Shute, Secretary, Meriden, Conn. 
April —, 1884—The Oleveland Bench Show Associalion’s Second 

Bench Show, Charles Lincoln, Superiatendent. GC. M, Muntiull, Sec- 
retary, Cleveland, Olio, 

FIELD TRIALS. 

November 19. 183,—Hastero field Trials Chib, Fifth Annual trials, 
at High Point, N, C. Eatries for the Derby close July 1; for the 
Members’ Stake, Noy. 17; for the All-Aged Stake, Nov. 1, W. A, 
Oorter, Sreretary, Platbush, Loug Island, N. Y. 
November 20, 18%3,—Rohin's Usland Club's Second Annual Field 

Trials at Robin's Island. L, 1,, for members only. Entries close 
Sepr, 1. A, T. Plummer, Secretary. 
November 20, 1884,—Paoifie Const Field Trials Club, First) Anoual 

Trials near Sacramento, Cal. J, M Holtz, Secretary, Sacramento, (tal. 
December 3, 1883.—National American Kennel Club, Fifth Annpal 

fie! at Grand Junction, Tenn, D, bryson, Secretary, Memphis, 
‘enn. 
December §.—Gilroy Rod and Qun Club's Third Annuwl Field Trials 

at Gilroy, (‘al.. for does owned in California, Arizona. Oregon and 
Nevada, TPutr’es close Dec. 2. BW. Leavesley, Secretary, Gilroy, Cal. 
December 1U.—New Oriesns Guu Clob’s Somthern States FPreld 

Trials at Canton. Miss. DEptries close Dee.9, J. EK. Renaud, Seere- 
tary, New Orleans, La. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS. 

BY SIMCOE, 

Mental Characteristics. 

W ONDERFUL sagacity. 
Maguanimous and kindly teniperament, 

Aptitude at learning, especially to retrieve. 
Desire to please. 
Courage, 
Vaithfulness and deyotion to his master. 
Passionate love of the water. 

Physical Attributes. 

Great power and strength. 
Grandeur of form and dignity of expression. ~ 
Dense wet-resisting coat. 
Great facility in swimming and diving. 
Only two varieties of the Newfoundland are recozmzed hy 

modern authorities, viz: The Great Newfoundland proper, 
and the Lesser Newfoundland, or, as iti is sometimes called, 
the St, John or Labrador Newioundland. Both are deseribed 
as haying long, shagey, straight or slightly wavy hair. But I 
have verv frequently seen dogs both of the larger and smaller 
breed brought from Newfoundland, having the same tem- 
perament and characterists of the modern show favorite, but 
With erisp curly coats. In England the smaller wavy-cosated 
breed has been manufactured atter patient years of breeding, 
and undoubtedly with the introduction of setter blood into 
wuat is known as the black wavy-coated retriever, a very 
handsome dog and valuable to the Hnelish sportsman, The 
black curly-coated retriever has most likely been developed 
frem the curly-coated Newfoundland, although his ongin 
seems to be a matter of considerable speculation, some 
authorities fayoriug the theory of an Irish water spaniel 
eross, Which the very short and smooth-coated earsol the re- 
trieyer would seem to contradict, others pointing to a eross 
of poodle, which the smooth face and comparatively bare 
tail of the retriever does not bear out. As almost the only 
difference in the two varieties of retriever consists in the 
character of the coat, the recognition of a curly-coated breed 
ot Newfoundlands solyes the difficulty with regard to the 
ancestry of the eurly-cosied retriever. Neywtoundland being 
a British colony, and Canada and Newfoundland being gar- 
risoned by /ritish troops, whose officers are notoriously fond 
of field sports, I have found a marked supericrity in the 
general quality and comparative quantity of English sport- 
ing dogs such as setters, pointers, spaniels and hounds in Can- 
ada to what obtains inthe Northern States, becausa the Brit- 
ish soldiers brought them out in large numbers. They would 
naturally take back with them some of the native breed that 
they found so valuable in water retricying, and so apt in ac- 
quiring knowledge of such use to a sportsman. 
The larger breed does not seem to have found his way to 

Epeland in such numbers, principally because his great ball 
limited his usefulness asa sportsmam’s companion. But in 
Germany tweuty or thirty years ago big dogs were highly 
prized and very fashionable, aud the Newfoundland seemed 
to haye been extensively introduced there. They were largely 
qsed in rescusitating the nearly extinct and justly famous 
St. Bernaid breed, In crossing the two breeds many of the 
offspring would inherit the peculiarities of coat and color of 
the Alpine dog; others again would breed back to the New- 
Foundland type. while some took on the piehald appearance 
which Landseer loved to paint, and originated the black and 
white breed that has of late been honored with his name, the 
Landseer Newfoundland, 
The Newfouhdland, as heis known at English shows, has 

been introduced in many cases by way of Germany. Of 
couse, some of them may be pure In blood for all that. bit it 
is & durious fact that Newfoundlands from Germany, or bred 
from stock inmported from Germany, have found mosé favor 
with the Mnglish judges, And it may be quite likely that they 
are handsomer dogs from a bench show point of yiew. New- 
foundiand blood is very strong, and where if is present, even 
im a diluted state, a degree of their extreme fondn#ss for 
aquatics and much of their famous sagucity may exist, but 
the St. Bernard is decidedly not, as a race, a water dog, 
althouch I have seen many exceptions as in all other breeds. 
The finest aud most intrepid swimmer IT eyer saw is an Bnz- 
lish stther bitch, owned i this city. She has won several 
cups aud prizes for swimming, and was recently matched 
azainsh sole professional meu-swimmers, Williams the 

altese being one, and beat them easily out of sight. She 
will jump off any height and face the coldest water, yet the 
Bazglish setter is not essentially a water dog. And when you 
find any care or hesitation on the part of an apparent Now- 
foundland in taking to the water wider any circumstances, 
you aré justified in haying graye doubts as to the purity of 

is breeding. Some young dogs injudiciously thrown into the 
water against their wish may be temporarily spoiled, but I 
would regard it as extraordinary if even this treatment in a 
truly bred doe exercised more than a passing distuurazement 
which would soon be forgotten. They take to the water with 
a dash and a Zo” that unmistakably marksit as born in them, 
One that I recently sent to Enzland could not resist jumping 

into the waler whenever he got near the wharves. 1b was a 
positive nuisance. 1 broke him off ittoacertain extent. but 
eautions or scoldings were of no avail if he saw anything 
flouting, He must brine it ont. In rough water itwwas glori- 
ous to see him rear himself on end on the crest of a wave, 
shoulders and forepaws in air, with neck stretched and head 
uplifted to look for whatever he was asked to retrieve. On 
tlie voyage home he was a great favorite, and would haye 
been Sierra the liberty of the deck, but his inclination to go a 

overboard was so strong that he had to be kept chained. Leo 
was 4 large dog, although I have seen larger pure-bred ones, 
His tack was just leyel with my dining-room table—about 
thirty inches -and he weighed 140 ponnds, He had a most 
distinguished look, and could never be mistaken for a plebsian. 
Eis accomplishments were many, He would go every day to 
the post-olfice for the letters, which were wrapped in a paper 
by the vlerk, Ti there were none to bring, Leo would not go 
without a parcel of some Ikind, so they had to wrap up a 
newspaper for him to carry. He would go to market for the 
meat with a basket, and ever failed to deliver it safely. Ha 
was very fond of children, and was never better pleased than 
when they were riding on his strong back. heneyer my 
children went out, he would constitute himself their guard of 
honor, and would insist on carrying anything they had in 
hand. That one gentleman now lives, is due to Leo’s pluck. 
He accidentally fell off a wharf, and being unable to swim, 
would undoubtedly have gone to the bottom, for no help was 
near but Leo, Thenoble fellow was delighted with such a 
chance to display himself, and he didn’t neéd praise or encour- 
agement to tell him what was his duty. That man had to 
oats fahores for Leo was very strong and would take no 
emal. 
The gentleman to whom he was sent in Liverpou! wrote me 

that Leo immediately established ]iimself in their good graces. 
His new owner took him out for a walk the second day after 
his arrival and gave him a whipto carry, In the dense throng 
that crowds the streets about six o'clock at night he lost Leo, 
and, on turning back to look for him, found him at last after 
eonsiderulle séarch, but minus the whip. ‘Where's the 
whip, Leo!” Leo caught him by the sleeve and led him to the 
steps of St. George’s Hall, I think he said it was, from behind 
which he produced the whip, where he had carefully hidden 
it pending his search for his master. 

The well-bred Newfoundland is essentially good-natured 
and not quarrelsome, but he will not lower his flag to another 
hig dog, and if the other keeps his stiff, a discussion may en- 
suc. Ihave owned many Newfoundlands, but never one that 
was bad tempered, hey are yery sensitiye to praise or blame, 
and when properly reared are always well under control. Some- 
times they will not readily take up with a new master, and I 
have observed this trait in many dogs of the highest order of in- 
tellizence, notably with Scotch collies. Dogsaresplendid judges 
of human character, and instinctively recognize their friends 
on first contact. 

In size the smaller breed runs from 85 to 100 pounds and 
stand 25 to 28 inches at shoulder. The large Newfoundland is 
irom 110 to 160 pounds and from 28 to 81 inches at shoulder. 
This latter height is the tallest I have seen, 
The smuller breed is shorter and chubbier in the head than 

the large, and has not nearly so dignified an expression, ‘The 
hest type of head for thelarge breed is entirely different from 
either the mastiff or St, Bernard. Great girth of skull is a 
sine qua non with both of those breeds, but although the 
Newfoundland possesses probably more brain than either, the 
head is notso massive, thongh it should girth from twenty-— 
three to twenty-five inches in a Newfoundland 140 pounds 
weight. The shape is different, being longer proportionately. 
Good long, strong jaws, even large teeth; muzzle not so broad 
as that of the mastilf, nor so deap, having none of the pendant 
flews common in the St, Bernard, although the lips should 
hang loosely; well-defined, and shapely brows, separated by 
a furrow which runs distinctly up the center of the head, hay- 
ing on cither side a considerable expanse of brain, the out- 
line of each lobe being a gently swelling curve widenme to- 
ward the ears, The occiputis full, but not peaked, Forward 
of the eye the length should be four and a half to five inches, 
and from the eye backward to the point of the occiput should 
measure seven to seyen and a half inches. The eye is small 
and deeply set, but showing no red haw, and should be brown 
or hazel color, dark for choice, The ears are comparatively 
small, vine-shaped, hanf closé, and are covered with short 
hair. The neck should be of good length and immensely 
strong; shoulders sloping backward, but wide at the top; 
chest of great girth, thirty-six to forty inches, reaching well 
down befween the forelegs, rather narrow below and wide 
over the back; loinsstvong, althongh the body is generally 
rather long with a tendency to too much space between the 
back ribs and hips. Quarters and stifles very muscular, if 
well bentso much the better, Thers is seldom any gréat 
fault here, however. The hocks have frequently a tendency to 
approach each other. but the deformity known as cowhocks 
is an abomination. forelegs large in bone, and straight, 
They are usually lighter in bone than the St. Bernard or mas- 
+i, but better furnished with muscle, The thin, flatfect that 
are commonly spoken of as webbed feet are simply a defect, 
and are principally owing to bad rearing and confinement. 
The same defect is commonin all heavy breeds of dogs that 
have not ample liberty to“exercise while young and growing. 
hey should be of good size with hard horny soles. 

The coat most desired is long, three or fom inches, straight 
or slightly wavy and shaggy, smooth on face and head to back 
of poll, and then suddenly lengthening into a heavy mane on 
shoulders, neck and chest. The back of the forelegs should 
be feathered but not the toes. he featheris of a different 
quality from that of the setter or spaniel, being yery straight 
aud thick and not so long and certainly not with a comb-like 
rings, 
The hindlegs below the back should be very slightly 

feathered if at all. A clean leg there is best. In color 4 pure 
black with a slightly rusty stain is correct. An ahsolutely jet- 
black or blne-black is, | believe, unknown among pure-bred 
Newloundlands. In texture it should be somewhat harsh but 
if earefully groomed it will take on a goo polish and get 
much softer. The skin is oily and often emits a rankish smell 
whenthedogisnot keptclean, The coatisyery dense but with- 
out any widercoat such as the collie or pure-bred St, Bernard 
has. No true water-doe has a woolly undercoat, because once 
sucha coat gets saturated it is very hard to dry. The under- 
coat is a provision of nature for dogs much exposed to @old at- 
mosphere, and rain cannot penetrate it. None of the spaniel 
family haya it, and the Newfoundland and setter are branches 
of this family. The stern should be of good length and very 
bushy. It should be carried rather low unless the dog is 
excited. The correct shape of tail is about half a circle with 
a slight turn to either side near the end. Not always the 
sume side, for it should be fluent, not stiff, and often takes 
#racelul positions, 

In the Gurly-coated variety which has been quite ignored on 
the show beneh, the coat should be crisp anc harsh with often 
a saddle of smooth hairon the back behind the shoulders. This 
yaricty is generally shorter and sqnarer in the muzzle and 
thicker and shorte= in the head, 
A friend of mine brouvht a handsome pair of the smaller 

sovt from the island of St. Pierre de Miquelon, black and tan 
in color, the tan being of a pale. rather faded shade. They 
had every xppearauce of pure breeding except the color and 
were glorious water dogs. 
Tororro, Sept, 17, 1883, 

DUBLIN DOG SHOW. 

Seas Dublin Royal Zoological Soviety held their first dog 
show in their gardens, Phoenix Park, Dublin, on the 4th, 

5th and fith of September, and it proyed one of the most suc- 
eessful exhibitions we haye eyer attended. The first day he- 
ing showery the attendance was not quite equal to what was 
expected, but, nevertheless, there was a good return of gate 
money. And on the two following days the returus were 
much more than were anticipated, so that the society will 
have a large balunce to their credit, and we may naturally ex- 
pect a larger and better show next year, The show was 
taostly confined to Ivish terriers, Irish setters, water spaniels 
and fox-terriers, with a tew other elasses and a yariety class, 
which was one of the largest we have ever seen. Dish tebriers 
were first on the list and had seventy entries, wliich is the 
largest entry of that variety ever exhibited atany show, In 
champion dogs, first went to Pacan I1., now the property of 
Mr, Krehl, of London, Opinion differs as to the merits of him 
and Peter Bolger, but we quite agree with the decision. Peter 
Bolger is rather better in face aud size, while Pagan beats hin 
in coat, color and shoulders, Jn chatyp’on bitches, Mr. Kvehl 
also won with Kit beating Sting, ‘he foriner has quite too 
much white on her feet and chest, y hi'e the latter is ton large, 
light of color and soft of coat. Im open dogs, first went to 

ogue, a decision we canhot agree with, as there were cer 
tainly three or four much better dogs in theelass. Gairyford 
who won second, is a grand little dor all through. but ehowed 
badly in the ring. We understand this dog has been in 
bad health, and consequently is quite déticient in muscle. 
The third prize Cog is a_very good specimen, with 
the exception of being a little weak before fhe eye. 
The vhe. Pickles is a grand old type. but she is blind of an 
eye, Phadruig was only he.. although he won first at the 
Crystal Palace. He is arcally pood-coated one, and only for 
his weak loins he would certainly have been further up in the 
prize list. In the open class for bifches Fretty Lass won first. 
She also won the special as best in show, and,with her kennel 
companion Garryford, won special cups as best pair, The 
second and third prize hitches were not as good as one would 
expect to see at @ Dublin show. In uneropped dogs the third 
prize dog Nailer, in the open class, won, and rightly so, His 
sennel companion, Badgér Boy, won second, both ware fairly 
good specimens. In the class for uncropped bitches, iirst 
went to Fiorin. We consider her a vary indifferent specimen, 
being yery light in bone, lichtm color, with a had, soit, open 
coat. This bitch also won first in bitch ts da Emerald 
second, in nneropped bitches, we liked ranch better, only she is 
rather large. Fair good puppies were third and second in the 
bitch puppies. In dog puppies, the first is a really good one, 
were it not that he is weak in quarters; the others were in- 
different specimens, ‘here were two or three very nice litters 
of puppies shown. [Killiney Boy was the only entry for the 
médal offered for the best stud dog, and us he had Pagan I, 
Pretty Lass, and several others to appear on his behalf, he 
had no difficulty in gaining the prize, In champion 
Trish setters Garryowen once more carried off the 
champion prize, looking as well as ever we saw 
him, We always preferred Kate to Guryowen, and think his 
flat sides and peculiar colored nose should always place him 
behind Kate. In the open dogs elass, first went to Chief, a 
really handsome little doz of the true type, but we consider 
him too small, Heis just the right size for a pood bitch, and 
his feet might be better, Scamp second, is rather coarse in 
head, Bang, who was vhec., is a fair dog, but plain in 
head, which has not the character of a really good red setter 
head. The bitch class was rather better than the dogs, and 
contained several good ones. Lady Palmerston II,, who won 
first, is a well-knowh winner, She was.in good form, she was 
closely pressed by a fev others. Nellie is rather woals in muz- 
ale and light of bone. Lillie, vhe., isalso yery light of bone, 
and that rand old bitch Bella, which was once the griumdust 
ofthe grand, had to put up withavhe., her face is almost, 
white, ageis telling so much on her. Wee Kate and Wee 
Kcillie are both fairly good bitelies, rather coarse in ear, Rose, 
he., is good in body with plenty of hone, but snipy in face and 
with a badly carried tail. In dog puppies, the first prize went to 
Mr. Despard’s Garry, rather fine in face, and Alcester second, 
rathér coarse in head. The third is lezey and strong im head, 
Tn ditch puppies, Mr. Williard won first and second, with two 
yery nice ones, they seem at present ightorbone. There were 
five litters of puppies shown. All scemed healthy, good pup- 
pies. Taking the lrishsetters altogether, they worea very fair 
collection, but there were very few real clinkers among them, 
Trish water spaniels, with the exception of the first-prize dog 
and first-prize bitch, were certainly not ws good as we have 
seen at the Dublin shows on previous otiiisions. The first- 
prize dog beat the winner in the bitch class for special mp, 
but as a rule it may always be expected that apyood dog will 
beat a good bitch. TWox-termers were a poor eollaction. 
Nevertheless there were afew good ones among them, ‘Vhe 
first-prize dog also won first in puppies. He isa very good 
one. We liked the third-prize doz, Como, snd the hivh-cor, 
Shovel. We also liked a young dog, Belfast Spot, uiumoticed 
in the puppy class, although he had previously won two tlrst 
and a £10 challenge cup the only times exhibited previously. 
Pugs were small classes, but the winners were fairly good 
specimens, except the second-prize dog, which ws the worst 
we ever saw obtain a prize, He has a snull head and his tal 
is carried almost straight, There was a good entry in the 
class for ladies’ pets, Yorkshires and toy soaniels, bub nothing 
really good among them. In poodles thefirst-prize winner was 
along way ahead. Sheep dogs, with the exception of the two 
chatipions and the first and second-prize dogs, were a poor lot. 
Tn the variety class first and special went to 4 very 200d wire- 
haired terrier, second and special to an indifferent bulidop, 
There was nothing specia ry noteworthy aimong the others. 
Below is the list of the awards: 
TRISH TERRIERS, —Cuamprons—Dogs: Ist, GW. KR, Krehl(Pagan il.). 

Bitches: 1st, G. R. Krebl (kib)—Oran—Poys: Ist and enp, Kk. B. und 
THR Carey (Mogue); 2d and braces, W. Graham (Gan) yford): 3 and 
cup, H, Waterhouse (Nailer), Bitches: Isl, cup and braces, W. Gia- 
ham (Pretty Loss); 4d, R. B, and I. 5. Caray (Moina); Sd, 1. Water- 
house (Spider I. )—Wrrn Uncropren WArs—Pogs: Ish and vd, H. 
Waterhouse (Nailer and Badger Boy). 
and T. S. Carey (Fiorin); 2d. F. Ro 
Dogs: ist, W. J. Cotton Tenda); 
td, E. Cosgrove (Chancellor), i 
(Fiorin); 2d, W. Graham (Gipsey Girl); 
—-Lirrens: Ist, R, GO. Hamilton; 2d, ©. 
Waterhouse (Killiney Boy), 
TRISH SETTERS.—Cuampions: Ist 

owen).—Open—Doys: ist, T. Me Huliavd (Chieti; 4d, J. B, Perrin 
(Scamp); 34, J, Kennedy (Bob), Bifehes: ist. J. J. Giltrap (Lady 
Paltuerston II.); 2d. H, M. Wilson (Nellie); ad, W. W. Despard (ellie 
TL.)._Puprres—Dogs: ist; W. W. Despard (Curry); ad, J. 1. Dillon 
(Alcester, late Garnet); 34, J. Kennedy (Jerry of Warwick). Gilles: 
Jat and 2d, T. M. Hilliard (Lady Erin and Lady Mloreuee); 3:1, ‘1. Gait 
ney (Marie Therese).—Lirrers: 1st, J. Carroll; 2d, 'T.M, Hilliard; 3d, 
Mr. W. Gaspard. 
TRISH WATER SPANTELS.—Dogs; ist and cup, &. Dwyer (Blair); 

2d, A. N, Montgnmery (Boatswain Ll); 34,8. R. Lee (darvey), Bilelers 
1st, W. Graiam (Breda Girl); 2d and3d. C.J Doyle (Onlila wud Slanay), 

FOX-ITRRRIERS.—Cramurions—Smooths 1st and two cups, A. B, dt. 
George (Pincher/.—Orex—Dogs: 1st, Major &, Ireland (Cliniax); 2d, 
J, J. Pini (Broakenburst Jim); 3d, F. Mayor (Como). Stfeies; 1st and 
two cups, A. B. Sr. George (Mell); 2d, RM. Trelahd treyales; 3h, J. 
J. Pim (Daffodilly),—Purrres—Dogs: 1st au oieilal, R. M. Treland 
Clifpax); 24 and 3d, H. B, St, George (Poreman aud Tip by ak 
Hitches: Cup, UL. Carsun (Lansdown Vixen); let, R, Deland (Ite 
yoke); 2d anid medal. J. J, Pim (Peat); SU; M. Dennehy (ose of Rich- 
mond,—Lrrregs: istand 2d, J. Crolly. 
PUGS.—Crawrion: Ist, Mrs. J. Tuffrel (Sootey-_Jr-)—Orex— 

Poys) zt, Miss A. Doran (‘Tine’); 4il, Mrs, . 5. Watson (Grip). 
Heiphaat | et Ang curs dW. Boyee (opsy Turyydrop); 2d, Mrs. J, 

rap (ia . 
TDS PRIS tsb and cup, Dr. J.Pord Blenheim s) 

Bay); 2d, P. Merriman (Yorkshire temier, Squib); 
(Yorkshire terrier, Moss), 

Bitches: Istand cup, R. B. 
ertson (lomarald). —Purpite— 

J_J. Giltrap (chainpion Guppy — 

CLEVELAND DOG SHOW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

The Cleveland Bench Show Association desire to claim 
April, 1854, as the date for their second Grand Internazional 
Bench Show of dogs. Mr. Charles Lincoln will be superinten- 
dent. C. M. MunNuwALL, Secretary, 
CLEVELAND, 0.. Sepf. 22. 

PRINCE PHCEBUS.—Mr, T. G, Dayy’s Layorack setter, 
Prince Phoebus, recently parchased from Mr. Dalyan. 
Stranraer, Aue.. has arrived, aud will be exhibited ab the 
Loudog show next week. 

aniel, Blennies 
— Hussurd 
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POOPLES.—ist. Mrs. J. Tuifoell (Jumbo); 2d, H. Waterhouse 
(Cairo); Sd, J. 8. Exham (Bahouche). 
SHEEPDOGS.—Crametons: Equal ist, M. G. Ashwin (Carlyle) and 

§. T. Mercier (Jessie). Open—Dogs; 1st, M.C, Ashwin (Donald); 20, 
§. Beddington (Rutland): 30, Mrs. 7,8. Garey (Sharp IL). #/tehes: 
1st, M. C, Ashwin (Hussy): 24, W. B. Flood (Duchess); i, Major G- 
rT Gamble (Curlew). 

ANY OUHER VARIETY.—l1st, Major R.Irelaml (fox-terrier, Gal- 
laut); 2a, W. J. Bolton (bulldog, Tiger}; 8d, Dr. C. A, Longest (mas- 
fi, Gzesar); Ith, J. ©. Abbott (mastft, Clio). 

DOGS AND CRITICS. 

OR some months past a correspondence has been goihy on 
in Forest AND STREAM, which, whatever its object may 

have been originally—and I am content to accept Col. Taylor's 
statement that he wrote ‘inthe interest of improyement in 
all breeds of dogs—has of late woefully missed its mark, and 
ee being a criticism of dogs has degenerated into an abuse 
of men. 
What conclusion can the general public come to when they 

find judges not only disagreeing us to the merits of dogs, but 
envaced in questioning each ofhers ability to act in the ring? 
Verily but one conclusion can be reached, viz., that; bench 
shows are a farce; that the awards there made are the result 
either of ignorance or partiality; thatthe judges are au in 
competent, if not dishonest, set, and that exhibitors had bet- 
ter keep their dogs at home. 

Atter carefully reading the letters which from time to time 
have appeared, this is the conclusion to which I, did [ not 
know some of the writers personally, should myself have 
come. Is it desirable that such an impression should get 
abroad?! Most certainly notif the first writer's object, of im- 
proving the various breeds of dogs in this country, is to he 
promoted, a result only attainable through the medium of 
well-managed, well-judged bench shows. I would therefore 
suggest that 

‘Dogs be let to bark and bite, 

For ‘tis their nature to.” 

but that our judges devote themselves to some more profit- 
able task than flatly contradicting each other week by week 
in your paper. FRED, W. RoTHERA. 
Siacon, Ontario. 

SETTERS AND BENCH SHOWS. 

Editar Forest and Stream: 
Tn your issue of Suptember 6, Mv. H. J. Rice criticises my 

defense of the wentleman who judged at Washington, D.C, 
last spring. [twas then and is yetmy opinion, thatthe awards 
were given according to the best of his lnowledge, and in no 
wy wasit just for a disappointed exhibitor to callthe decision 
infamously rendered. 
When [ claimed to be personally in favor of the awards in 

the English secter champion class. | had as good reasons for ib, 
and the same 1ight to express them as he or any other sports- 
quan, | was attacked, or rather, the winning dogs, and Tclaim 
the right of (heir defense. 

Besides thefact that the winner is of a betver and strouger 
type in my eye, we agree perfectly that a setter should have 
aflat coat, and why he claims further on in his article and 
attenipt to prove it by Stonehenge, that a Laverack setter has 
often or should have his hair stielk ont horizontal from body 
along the quarters and sides, is beyond my cupaciby to digest. 
A dow with a coat as he deseribed would lool like a pin- 
cushion, butas he calls this “fluffy.” L suppose itis all right, 

sas long as I need not put up with it in my red setters. 
The tape tieasws sets aside all doubts of size in his mind 

of course, but I believe ho ust haye used an elastic one that 
could stretch where he wished it, for [saw the two dogs 
alongside of each ofher, and to make out his favorite the 
Jarger and taller, he would have to lift him onafable. At 
the same time he admits the very point you are trying to 
deny on the ground of condition alone. He must have his 
own ideas about judging a dog by avitlimetics, adding two 
mernts to a head, subtracting five froin a tail, a hair, a leg 
or fue. 
Now | will give you my way tolook uponthe judge of 

dogs, Itis the expressed personal opinion of a man acting in 
the capacity ofa judge, and Lrespect his decision every time, 
whether | personally indorse iy or not, for I cannot believe 
ee an upright, honest man could be induced to favor owners 
of clogs, 
When ho finally comes to the conclusion that only men who 

are familiar witha particular breed of dogs should judge 
such, Lindorse his opinion in full, beligving that very few of 
our able judges would claim to master any and every breed. 

Max WENZEL, 
Hoporen, N,J,, Sept. 22, 

Editor Morest and Stream 
How many people youd be mute if they were forbidden to 

speak well of themselves, and ¢yil of others? Lam induced to 
this reflection by veading a letter in Forust AND STREAM of 
Sept. i, from the pen of Mr. H, J. Rice, Tsay ‘‘from the pen,” 
beeanse letters of That kind come more from a pen than from 
thought. Tt is sweet, in one’s humanity to one’s felow-man, 
to indulge the belief that a reflecting mind never could lave 
given biith tosuch un extraordinary effort in literature as this 
“wait and stray” of the bth of September, such a weird-and 
worship!ul attempt to magnify one’s self and belittle others, 
such a soldienly and wellanarshalled procession in glittering 
uniform of brass aud button, of those wee words ot Siamese 
twinship, ‘1’ and “nay” (so small in themselves, but how grand 
when “we tish swim!"). such ecstatic sloating oyer egotistical 
utterances, such an absolwte, undeniable, and teally admira- 
ble (because bold) affort to pulverize two sorry, sinful serib- 
blers, and to exalt one sulfering saint! Now, this is about all 
of interest or entertainment the unworthy undersigned found 
in the profusion (beg pardon, etfusion was the word intended; 
a piere slip of the pen, you know) oyer the signature, H. J. 
Rice. J like the writer for one thing, however. He attaches 
his namie to his own offspring, and breathes a blessing as it 
leaves the parental root. 

Let us spend a minute-or two contemplating this production: 
“Towrite to browbeat, or down no writer.” (Classiexl phrase- 
ology that, Ciceronian, I presume!) Now, my friend writes 
to “browbeat or down no writer,” when his entire communi- 
cation is literally honeycombed with such charges as ‘‘misrep- 
resentation,” mustlice, lies (what else but “lies” are ‘iintrue state- 
ments!") dishonorable fault-tnding, gross exaggeration, 
deceitfulness, duplicity, unmanliness, against two of your 
correspondents by Lame, and others by inference. 
And sir, when the pen of Mr. Rice can peck like a daw 

at nothing more tangible, he even sniffs around like # /ammer- 
gevyer circling in his moubtain fastness for newer carrioi—and 
smeUs out a sentence or two, carelessly written, or a word in- 
aptly used, und with Mephistophelean chucks, grins oyerit, 
as ‘‘good grammar!” Yes, he canghtime there, T did say * ost 
peers when ifshowd have been “most nearly perfect.” But if 

r, Rige will pardon the presumption and the daring, may 
T invite the attention of our critical and newly-found Addison, 
tothe ‘frozen fact” that Wis satirical charge of ‘ood gram- 
mar” is # superfluons and incorrect joining of ortis 7am 
mar is the highest type o° the correct use of words, and ergo, 
itis “good!” There isno need of the latter word to quality 
it. Pardon me for presuming, Mr, Rive, to seduce you 
into a contemplation of this suggestion. Or for potting youin 
your own trap. 
Although lam not asmeller-out of such trifles as a faulty 

construction of sentences, or iiproper employment of words 
in the letters of your contributers, Mr. Ediver, when once put 
upon a stent, [ have keon olfactory organs, und must be 
forgiven if they are called into requisition. A httle further on, 
ip bis jetber, Mr, Rica writes as follows: *'l do wob kaow as Mr. 

Goodsell willallow any such a test,” Is this an elegant and 
Addisonian, or is it a Ciceronian sentence? With all due defer- 
ence to Mr. Rice, and the English Addison, who still lives in 
Mr, Rice’s prose, and to the immortal Cicero, ih seems to me 
the following would sound better: ‘I do not know that Mr, 
Goodsell will allow any such test,” Still further on he writes: 
“When breeders get to more thorouchly understanding than 
they appear to at presene”—would not the following read 
better: ‘When breeders zet to more thoroughly understand?’ 
There are many other instances which could be cited of faulty 
construction of sentences, but I forbear for mercy’s sake, if 
not for the editor's, and Mr. Rice’s. Ihave only retaliated in 
kind! As for the l’s used in this remarkable fruit of the pen, 
afriend counted them, but wearied of hislabor. They were 
scattered prodigally. and grew “thick as autumnal leaves thav 
strew the brooks in Vallambrosa.” After his last discovery of 
fifteen of them in fourteun lines (near the close), he surrendered 
in utter despair, Ah! My, Editor, if only the Latin ego 
could replace this “I,” how chary one would be with the little 
pronoun. 
Now, sir, if the writer of this had not already engaged too 

Tunch of your attention, and trespassed frequently on your 
kindness, your courtesy, your generosity and your patience, 
it would please him to discuss the merits and demerits of our 
favorites with any of your correspondents who think enough 
of their neighbors to abstain from dubbing them tricksters, 
falsifiers, malizners, misrepresenters. double-dealers, or other- 
wise evil-minded men. But with one who siarts out ab ipitio, 
with malice prepenuse to so classify them, as does Mr, Rice, and 
who triumphantly carries that flag from one end of bis letiter 
to the other, with H. J, Rice embroidered all over it—aye from 
its alpha to its omeza, —I can only bow meekly my head, and 
pass in absolute contrition to the other side. Just another 
quotation or tyo more, from this well-ordered epistle; “T 
think [have nowhere insinuated that others know nothing, 
or that (he sum of knowledge lies in myself.” In alluding to 
certain letters, Mr. Rice writes; ‘Many of these letters ought 
never to haye appeared, and haying been written, they should 
never haye been allowed to appear in print!” (Rather a 
curious sentence—is it Addisonian in construction? The 
cart is hefore the horse, it seems to me, latter part 
of sentence ought to be first, and less tantology indulged in.) 
Well, who constituted Mr. Rice the referee in the case 
that he so decides? Is this penned by the same master hand 
which indicted that other modest declaration: ‘I think I have 
nowhere msinuated that the sum of knowledge lies in my- 
self?’ “Statements are made becanse of mere whims,” Lather 
autocratic this, is it not? The ‘sum of knowledge” as to 
whether ‘'these letters” were proper for FOREST AND STREAM, 
lies with the editor, doesit not? Mr, Rice assumes it for him- 
self “somewhat,” still he may be a modest man! He says 
‘misstatements and misrepresentations” are made in those 
letters, and does mé the honor to specially refer to my poor 
work with my penas a burning exaniple. He would like to 
see 1b burn; doubtless! Again his whip falls: ‘We can hope 
for great good to our dogs and bench shows by telling the 
truth in asqnuare and temperate manner,” Just after intimat- 
ing that two or three of us had ‘‘falsified.” Pleasant fellow 
this! Humorous Rice! A few lines below this he charges a 
contemporary writer with desiring to injure onedog in public 
estimation, as having a peculiar spite against him, by seeingin 
hin. alone a grave fault which another possesses, yiz., 
“erooked forelegs.” This is charging a fellow with malice, is 
itnot? Again he quotes from a létter of mine as follows: ‘I 
mean no attack on Thunder, and after the name Thunder he 
places an interrogation mark (4, as much as to say, “the devil 
you Gort you know you are falsifying, and do mean an attack 
on him 
Gentlemanly fellow, this Mr. Rice, knows how it is himself, 

evidently. But I don’t so wnderstand things. Ispeak out dis- 
tinctly. If I wanted to “attack” the dog, rest assured I 
syould, and would insinuate nothing. It is not my wish or in- 
tention to “attack” any dog. That israther a vulgar way of 
looking at the thing, because one has occasion to find fault 
and eriticise. Again he quotes me as follows; “He (Mr, Mason) 
Was a student of the points of greyhounds when Ireland’s 
inatehless Master MeGrath wrested victory after yichory trom 
his famous Opponents on the classic plains of Altear,” etc., 
ete., and a little further on tries to make ont that I “bolster 
up” Mr. M.as a competent judge of greyhouuds because I 
quoted him as being present at many noted races. He forgets 
purposely for his own object, that | asked the question, *‘Is 
not such a man competent to judge greyhounds?” after I had 
state! he had been a “student” of their points and had wit- 
nessed, besides, these grand contests of speed. Oh! where 
lad Mo. Rice’s spirit of ‘fair play” and “honest criticism” 
winged its flight when he thus twisted and distorted the 
sense of Iny words? Comiment is unnecessary. 
As a fresh specimen of Addisonian grammar from Mr. 

Rice’s pen, permit me to solicit attention to the following sen- 
tence; ‘In fact some breeders, and successful ones tuo, neyer 
become tit to enter the ring asa judge at all.” How many 
“breeders” does it take to make one “judge”? Ts this quoted 
sentends granimatical (ot good grammar”)? You will ob- 
serve Lam only giying Mr. Rice a little of the medicine he 
very charitably gayo unto me. In that part of his letter 
where he enarges me with “bolstering up’ Mr. Mason as a 
judze, he disagrees with me, and aie a judge ought to have 
‘knowledze, discretion, tact, equilibrium, and, above all, in- 
teerity.” A gratuitous, unmanly, sneaking, unwarranted 
attack on Mr. M.'s integrity, And thisis the modest being 
whose heart overflows with the milk and honey of charity 
and brotherly kindness, who essays to ‘‘browbeat or down no 
writer,” Oh, spirit of old Scotland's bard! Shade of the im- 
mortal Burns! rend asunder the veil of night, come from thy 
home beyond the stars and whisper with thine own persua- 
sive and alluring voice in the ears of this gentle soul, this Mr, 
Rice), this knightly and chivalric soul who so fears to 
offend—who so “hopes he don’t intrude’—those quenchless 
words of thiné which have rung like a bell around the world: 

“Qh wad some god the giftic gic us, 

To see airselves as ithers see us!” 

And those others of pathos and power: 

“Man’s inhumanity to man, males countless thousands mourn |” 

Now, to glance briefly at, and respond to, Mr. Rice’s criti- 
cism upon my views. He objects to my statement that a cer- 
tain dog lacked “stamina,” and asserts that it is impossible to 
tell whether a dog Las “stamina” or not, by nierely seeing him 
on the bench. I must disagree with Mr. Rice. I think it is 
an easy matter to discover by examination, and having some 
knowledye of physical lays, whether aman, u horse, or a 
doz, possesses that necessary quality to make him enduring, 
long-winded, and fit for hard work. My judgment of the 
setter he names was made after notipin’ his *‘erooked fore- 
legs” and his faulty length of loin. Ho had to me the appear- 
ance of wanting ‘‘staming,” I said so then, and see no reason 
now tochange my opinion, Hemuy have been jn poor con- 
dition it js true, but that did not materially alter certain 
points we seek ina well-built setter. As for any feeling on 
my part against Thunder, lwasso far free from it that, 
hatl he pleased me, god the price asked for him were within 
wy possibility, Tt was my dosire to become his owner. Mr. 
Rice's interrozabion mari, therefore, after ny statement that 
no “attack” was intended on this do, was uncalled for, im- 
pertinent, vulgar, and unworthy of one who wishes to pass 
muster amine his fellows as a gentle, veflned and considerate 
man. Ib was uiwoerthy ofa braye and manly man. 

Mr, Rice objects because I tind fault with liver coloved 
settas, and attempts te contradict my assertion that liver 
never has been a favorite color in setters, but au contratre, a 
blemish, by vecalling totaemory some liver-colored animals 
with sorry looking tufts of hair on top of their heads, which 

flourished in the North of England many yearsago. He also 
quotes a commercial “trade mark,” baptized the ‘‘Armstrong,” 
as proof that ‘‘liver and white” for setters was then a fashion- 
able color, and cites an instance where Idstone once gave away 
a liver and white specimen to a friend. Idstone was right fo 
give him away! I don't wonder ho didn’t want to keep him, 
because the spaniel color was too prominent. Let us see what 
Dalziel says, page 104 (Dalziel is the only authority [have near 
me); ‘There is in respect to the setter a general agreement 
among writers and breeders that our present dog is largely 
derived from the spaniel; indeed the proofs of this are very 
conclusive, the family likeness is, in many respects, yet 
strongly preserved, and in some kennels where they have kept 
pretty much to their own blood, following different lines from 
our show and tield trial breeders, this is most markedly so. 
No more pronounced instance of this has come under my 
notice for years than a number of dogs. all of the same blood, 
shown by the Earl of Carlisle and other gentlemen at the 
Border Counties Show at Carlisle in January, 1877. They 
were mostly liver and white in color, stood higher than the 
show bench spaniel, shorter and rounder in the head than the 
resent day setter, but strong useful looking dogs, showing a 
ot of spaniel character in eeneral formation, carriage of ears, 
aud coat and feathering, the coat having a strong tendency 
to curl and some of them haying as distinct a top-Enot as the 
Irish water spaniel, although not so large.” Now, Mr. Rice 
has cited somé dogs which were so nearly allied to spaniels as 
these of Lord Carlisle's, and it goes to prove just what I haye 
always contended, that liyer color is peculiarly the spaniel’s, 
and is not sought for in a’ good ‘present day” setter. In an 
earlier letter to your journal I touched on this very thing. 
These dogs were kept aloof from other strains and wolors and 
hence perpetuated the spaniel color, liver. And they had top 
Enot ornaments, too, like aliver-colored water spaniel! Again, 
Idstone gives on page 107; the different fashionable colors of 
the present day setter, and liver is not even mentioned, | can- 
not refer to other authorities as my books are in New York. 
But I am yery certain liver color is the last one desired by any 
experienced English or American sportsman, and is not giyen 
as a favorite in the books, I see no reason to change my state- 
ment to which Mr. Rice objects. This dislike of mine may be 
a mere “whim” as Mr. Rice asserts, but itis a ‘whim’ shared 
by many able judges, and certainly was indulged here many 
years ago, the North of England tufted head tops, and the 
beautiful dry goods ‘trade mark,” to the Contrary notwith- 
standing. 

One of the most accomplished and brilliant of America’s 
writers on field sports and dogs—a real lover of them—one who 
now sleeps in eternal silence, and above whose grave th e 
weeds of neglect should never be allowed to overshadow the 
flowers of remembranee—Hrank Forester—neyer could abide 
a liver-colored setter, ay more than he could the deformity 
ofa double nose in either pointer or setter, As far as Tam 
personally concerned, my preference is largely for orange and 
white in Enelish setters, or better still to my eyes, is a bright 
red (like beautiful Lady Clare’s, the ga lant little Trish setter) 
und white. This red and white I consider a remarkably hand- 
some contbination, call ita whim if you choose, Mr. Rice, 
How many liver-colored setters do you eyer sce on the bench? 
Scarcely one. 

Mr. Rice finds much fault with my statement that there 
have been thousands of bench shows abroad where we havea 
had one. This may be an exaggeration, certainly a harmless 
one. But I accept his challenge as to the thousand, Almost 
eyery day inthe year there are two or three bench shows in 
different parts of Hngland, not grand shows like the Crystal 
Palace, Birmingham, or Westminster Kennel Club exhibitions, 
but those where many dogs of many breeds are displayed to 
the faze of many hundreds of human beings, and many prizes 
are offered for competition, I doubt yery much if you can 
find a town of any size or importance in England that does 
not have its bench show ounce or twice, or even three times 
during the year. Most assuredly there are several 
hundred shows of this kind held annually there, 
and in Ireland and Seotland there are a great many, and 
in France and Germany also, A correspondent of your jour- 
nal, ‘‘“Maharg,” in this week's issue, fortunately writes to you 
from Belfast, Ireland, and strangely enough more than sup- 
ports my statement. According to him, there have been 
hearer to thousands” for the past ten or twelve years than a 
“thousand,” where we have held one. For we have had but a 
handful, In accepting Mr. Rice’s challenge” it willbe very 
difficult to prove anything in this matter, as a great) many 
shows may not be entitled to be called “recorded shows.” 
But upon my word, sir, this was asmall and boyish matter 
for Mr. Rice to take exception to, and unworthy of his facile 
and flexible pen, It only shows how very meagre was his 
supply of powder and shot) with which to ‘‘down or browbeat 
me!” 

Mr, Rice again objects to my preference for the ‘gallant 
and untiring Gordon,” and sesms to infer that IT intended to 
convey the idea that my preference was for the black and tan 
setter over and above all others. This was not my intention, 
however. Isimply manifested a liking for the Gordon setter 
on account of his (to me) beauty of color, of form, and style 
generally, which, in my humble estimation, surpasses that of 
any Laverack setter I ever saw. I mean a No. 1 Gordon. 
This is a mere matter of opinion, howeyer—perhaps a “whin.” 
1 ealled the Gordon “gallant and untiring.” All Gordons, I 
will grant, are not so wonderfully enduring in the field. One 
of my own, long since “mouldering in the dust,’ was 
the most perfect field performer I almost ever saw. 
His endurance was unsurpassed. He has *“kuocked up” 
two good English setters between sunrise aud sunset, 
and then been fresh enough at break of day to be ready for a 
romp and a run before breakfast, Perhans I judged too much 
by tlie dear old fellow’s performance of duty. Still 1 donot 
surrender yet, without a struggle, my admiration of the 
“Gordon,” and my assertion that he is “untiring,” although 
not so much so as the bold Irish red. Dalziel says, page 11+ 
“Asa working dog the black and tan is excellent, + * + 
He is not so fast as the Layerack, and in the opinion of many 
not so enduring, buf on this latter point [have a different 
opinion, haying Enown dogs of this breed work constantly in 
ronzh hill shooting without being knocked up, and for this 
kind of work his superior bone and muscle seem to adapt him 
better than the lighter and more elegant Laverack.” Thus 
Dalziel. But there are many sportsmen in this country whose 
views ave valuable, who prefer the Gordon to any Laverack 
or Llewellin they ever shot over, and who consider him just 
as ‘untiring,” ‘*Podgers” likes the Gordon immensely, | be- 
lieve. Let Mr. Rice remember, however, I do not claim 
for him that he is more enduring than English and Irish set- 
ters as a general thing, and there is nothing in my use of the 
words “gallant and untiring” to cause him logically to draw 
such a conclusion. 
Now, about that ‘‘scimetar” tail! Well, I don’t care a penny 

if “Stonehenge” does say that the tail should ‘‘curve like a 
scimetar.” I maintain, and so does avery man with eyes for 
beauty and grace, that a setver tail with a great deal of curl, 
is an ugly, unsightly appendage, and the sooner it is abbrevi- 
ated the better. I[tisa fault, and should be condemned as 
such. The nearer itapproaches to a straight line, the better 
it looks and is, or a gentle tea-pot curve is admissible, 1f this 
is “fightin the standard,” then Ido combat it, and lustily and 
heartily combat it!, I have seen ascimetar, and it has not as 
much curve as a sickle. And I re-asser) that there were 
many setters present at this famous bench show in May last, 
which has caused so much discussion and abuse, and such a 
lot of boyish twaddle in the way of picking Aaws in your cor- 
respondents’ statements, which did “varry defiantly sickle and 
scimetur tails,” which tails, in several mstanees, wagged and 
waved in a complete curl over their owaer’s backs, aad which 
tails (again to repeat) were also carried in the limpest sort of 
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way, almost like the flaunting of a wet rag. Thold that this 
curving, curling, limp, wet-raggish, lengthy sort of a tail is 
not the kind of candal appendage for m well-bred setter to 
possess, I wondenm it emphatically. And I fail to recall a 
single setter (ifis very difficult to recall all, so long ago) of 
distinction, which enjoyed the distinguished honor of unfold- 
ing, tothe wage of the spectators clustering around that 
judging ring, the tail a well-made, stylish setter ought te 
carry, vi4., ons rather short, very slightly curved, 
stiff and rigid, und lighthy feathered. he tails of the Lave- 
racks and Liewellins generally waved aloft like plumes, What 
they may be in the field I know not, 1am speaking now of 
bench show form, This was a subject of general comment 
ground thatring. M1. Rice refers to ''Stonehenge” as deserib- 
ing 2 deg named Ssilor—whose picture he gives—a dog with a 
feavinlly and wonderfully made sickle tail, as ‘a perfect set- 
fear!’ Sailor may have been a ‘perfect setter” as a perforiner; 
but that picture, and that siditle tail, have always been an 
abomination in my sight, and if either Mr, Rice or ““Stone- 
henge” can call the dog as ho is represented anything else but 
abtrociously ugly, then all lhave to say is they haye an extra- 
ordinary faculty for scenting out misshapen and ill-bred look- 
in=animals, And that picture of Major Beyan’s Blanche in 
Tdstone, Mv. Rice refersto, Great Czesur! What a caricature 
of «setter, Why, to my eyes, that pichire has alway stood 
atthe yery “head snd tront” of all offending pictures of dogs. 
Tf Ma. Rice likes these pictures, then he must admire that of 
the American setter in Idstone too, Mr. Editor, take a look— 
4 quick clance at all these (you won't want another)—and then 
mourn forthe want of taste of our newly-found Addison. 

If Mr. Rice wants to see good pictures of dogs let him Iools 
at those of Mr, Bartvam’s pointers Special and Stella in 
Dalziel, or the picture at the setter Rover in Stonehenge, 
and 5. pointer there, too, whose name [ forget, Drake, [ be- 
lieve. i he wants to look at 4 poor picture of a pointer, or 
rather a picture of a poor-locking pointer, let him find that of 
Don in Dalziel. If thatis nota hound-like and sorry-look- 
ing fellow then my eyes woetully deceive me! If he wants 
to se6 a picture of an ugly-looking Layerack setter, having the 
appearance of a cross between a Newfoundland. a setter, a 
fiéld spaniel and a poodle, let him turn te that of the setter 
Sam in Dalziel also! But, perhaps, he will call these ‘“per- 
fect” specimens, because your humble servant objects to 
them, Pictures, however, seldom are accurate likenesses. 
They either flatter too much like Croxteth’s, or do injus- 
tice to the dog like Don's or Sam's. 

Let me assure your readers, Mr, Editor, that I do not desire 
to find fant, Mr. Rice states it, in an ‘unreasonable or 
vicious manner.” I want to find fault eammestly and em- 
hatically, where fault exists, because I havea pride, a tower- 

ing pride—on whith Yankee Doodle sits enthroned in state— 
in seeing our dogs raatchless in bench-show form and in neces- 
sary field qualifications. It is this alone which prompts ma to 
wiiteas:ldo, Isitnots pardonable pride to nourish? You 
cannot remedy evils with kid gloves on your hands; we haye 
cot to take off the gloyes and go to work with a will. You 
ave got to attack in foree, or shirk off to the rear, and see 

the flag of srrov flaunting unchecked in your face! 
Tdon’t imazine any reasonable, thinking man, whose dogs 

may haye heen pronounced faulty in all this correspondence 
in your paper, and in other journals, feels so very, very sore, 
I believe he is elad to have the subject ventilated, and in the 
future will look more to fitness and adaptability in brecding 
than he ever has before. Tam not to be driven or ‘hrow- 
beaten" from my course by charges of *unreasonableness” or 
a*vicious” made of procedure, but will continue to speak of 
defeats where mv eyes detect them, assisted by a little expe- 
rience, “with malice towards none, with charity to all,” The 
toan and the dog are closely allied, man as master and pro- 
tector, dog as friend, servitur and faithful companion. In the 
aces of history from time mimemorial, these two haye been 

linked together. Let us try to make the dog in all respects a 
“thing of beauty” as well as a joy and a servant, 

Mx. Rice docs not think I know “symmetry” when I see it, 
because certain setters, which he calls ‘‘symmetrical,” found 
small tayor in my eyes. Well, perhaps donot. Certainly 
some of the setters Mr, Rice quotes may be possessed of great 
“soommuetry, but there were three or four of those he names 
which, if memory serves me right. were ‘‘symimet- 
vical” in this much that they showed heats teo 
lone and too narrow (or lean), chests of no yery 
great depth, loims rather slack, evincing a want of 
power—inore easily explained, perhaps, by saying that there 
seemed to be too much distance between theribs and the 
hip—and nearly every one showing badtails. Now, inasmuch 
as the proper correction of these several parts was ‘“symme- 
trical.” in so far as ugliness and faultiness is concerned, I am 
of the opinion that my idea of symmetry’ is not so far wrong 
as Mr. Rice tries to make it out, Mr, Rice cannot force me 
into an admiration for Layeracks—that is, the larger propor- 
tion of those [I have seen. 1 see no reason yet—certainly no 
reason Mr. Rice has giyen—to cause me to modify or change 
my views. My examination of those at the New York show 
was perhaps uot so thoroughas that of Mr. Rice, because [did 
not take any mceasurcoicnts, or have more than two or three 
animals taken from their boxes for my special purpose. I 
criticised the dogs in the riz. But what I saw is indelibly 
fixed, and call me ‘hypereritical” if you please, those dogs 
welt not up to the standard ‘in my mind's eye.” Mr. 
Rice does notsurely mean what he says, when he writes; 
“Droaping motion bebind is due in a doy to a good bending 
of the lez at the stitie-joint.” And then invites my attention 
to the pointer Begufort’s picture. Oh, no, Mr. Rice, the 
“drooping motion”? I referred to, is not caused by the 
“oood bending” of the stiflejoint. There are many grey- 
hounds and deerhounds having well-bent stifles, which stand 
as erect behind as in front, entirely free from “‘drooping” or 
squithing, You arean admirer of pictures, look at the por- 
trait of the Irish wolfhound in Dalziel. There are bent stifles 
for you. What a fine up-standing doz| Look at the picture 
of Special again. There are bent stifles for you. But these 
dogs stand erect behiud—no droop. ‘The defect I allude to, as 
haying noticed in many Layeracks, is a peculiar carriage of 
themselves, behind the loins—a sort of sinking there, due pos- 
sibly to some weakness in those 1 observed—but certainly not 
to the very thing we seek, bent stifle-joints, So your charge, 
so poetically put in the quotation, of inconsistency, falls to 
the ground, as l advocate a good bending of the leg at the 
stifle-joint, as wellin setter and pointer as in greyhound or 
deerhound, Now as for the in-breeding. No, I am not “so 
much yersed in-Lreeding"” as fo know that it solidifies a strain 
(or “breed” as your correspondent puns it) when too much 
indulged in. To u limited extent, I grant, thab it refines a 
breed, but practiced as I have Enown it to be, in either 
men, horses or dogs, or cattle, itseems ta me incestuous, 
deleterious, and productive of a great many bad qualities, 
As for the proposal of Mr. Rice that we have a trial of the 

merits in the field, a Layerack of his selection and a setter of 
my choosing, I regret cordially it will not be in my power to 
accept, owiny to the fact that at present [ have no setter, ex- 
cept Sir Lancelot, now in Wyoming, for use, And never in 
my life have | borrowed a man’s dog or his gun, [think, how- 
ever, there is a red Trish setter belonging to a triend of mine, 
which possibly he will be willing to match against Mr. Rice’s 
doe at an early date, and willat once put myselfin commmni- 
cation with him. Jt will be a source of delight indeed to 
know that we can acsurately measure the merits of these two 
breeds, as represented by two excellent specimens. 1 have 
very little doubt of the result, but my heartiest desire is for 
the best dog to wear the honors of conquest, no matter which. 
Should the triul oecur, it can be brought to a successfol ter 
mination without my presence, 

Tf vanity is at fhe bottom of Mr. Rice's article, he 
must remember, that that is the quicksand of all reason. 

Again let me remind Mr. Rice that he presumed a great 
deal when he undertook to censure in so rough 4. manner two 
or three of your offending correspondents, and presurmption is 
the squint-eyed daughter of ignorance. I know now the full 
measure and power of Mr. Rice’s Addisonian prose. The 
graceful verbiage of that effort of the 6th of September—its 
choice metaphors, the plays of fancy, and the gleams of wil, 
hovering like rainbows here and there, over the surges of its 
passion (just as [have seen the Iris span the breakers here), 
disirmed it of much of its power to slay, and tempered the 
wind to the shorn lambs, its victims! Its yery brilliancy de- 
tracted from its effect. When youseea Toledo blade all damas- 
keened with frondage and flowers, and stories of the gods, you 
are apt to think it less deadly than one glittering in naked 
blueness from hilt to point! Let us be thankful, those of us 
who felt the chastisement, that it came from an embroidered 
plove, instead of a stalwart stroke from a mailed fist. 
My ideas of a typical setter ate not in consonance with those 

of Mr. Rice. He gives his with tha following prelude: “But 
in order that he muy see that I, even I, am not ready to fall 
prone and worship any four-legged animal, I will say that my 
idea of an English setter is something like the following,” 
which he proceeds to give, Modest, that ‘even I” part of it. 
Te wants a head and neck like Thunden’s, ears like some other 
dog, eyes like another, chest like another, forelegs, feet and 
tail like t<wo or three others, 

I seek a setter, Mr. Editor, something like the following de- 
scription; The head to be about medium as far as leanness 
goes, and not too long. Ido not like your extremely narrow 
and extremely long heads, nor too prominent an occiput, 
Bspecially do l dislike too ereat length, combined with sharp- 
ness, from the indentation or dip below the eyes to the end 
of nose. It givesa snipey appearance. I want the jaws to 
meet evenly, the upper not to overlap the under, Ths nose 
to be broad, and black preferred in color, rather than a fleshy 

HASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB,—There was a very full 
meeting of the Board of Governors of the Hastern Field Trials 
Chib at Delmonico's on Monday evening, September 25, The 
treasurer's report showed a balance on hand of $1,620, with no 
liabilities. It was voted that the Breeders’ Cup in fhe Derby 

_ hereafter should o to the owner of the bitch at the time of 
breeding. Seyeral valuable specials were offered, of which full 
particulars will be given as soon as the committee decide the 
manner of bestowal, It was voted that no dog he allowed to 
compete in the coming trials who shall be hunted after Octo- 
bor 16 within a radius of eight miles from High Point. The 
following-named gentlemen were elected as members; Messrs, 
Charles A, Heckscher, New York; O. W. Donne, Brooklyn; 
S.L, Boggs, Pittsburgh, Pa,; Bayard Thayer and Bugene 
Thayer, Lancaster, Mass. 

_CORRECTIONS.—Mr. L. Shuster, Ji., writes that iu the 
list of names claimed published last week, that Chester T, and 
Dudane, should read Chesten T, and Dudene. Ii is yery an- 
noying to sec one’s name, or that of one’s doz mangled by the 
printer, and to avoid this we would suggest that all names be 
written with cupital letters, 

ST. JOHN DOG SHOW.—There will be a bench show of 
dogs in connection with the Dominion Exhibition to be held at 
St. John, N. B., October 2 to 12. 

BANG BANG.—The Westminster Kennel Club will shortly 
send Bang Bang to Capt. McMurdo, who will prepare him for 
the coming field trials. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column iree of charge. To nisire 
hue, But if mot black, the darker the liver color | publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
the better to my eyes. The nose to be_ raised | tculars of each animal: i 
scarcely it all, not as much as is that of Countess | }: Felon 6. aac retical ie of owner, 
in “Stonchenge.” 1 think this very ugly, ff I remember | 5° gio rete? fale hana he 
aright Prince's éars suit me insize. They should be set down af Bee oe if picesn Wh ky Sash SN 
low on the head. But I don’t want any fringe to hang down | 5, Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam, 
two or three inches below the leather. Not more than an of death, 0. Owner of dam. 

Al] names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 
paper only, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
te See instructions at head of this column, 
Dandy Rock By Mr. Harry D. Hubbard, Olathe, Kan., for whibe 

and liver English setter dog. whelped April 3, 1893, by Sport (Nick-— 
Countess) out of Fannie 5. 
Peart. By Mr. Chas. T, Brownell, New Bedford, Mass,, for black, 

white and tan Knglish setter dog (3t. Elmo—Drebess), 
Sally. By Mr. Chas. T. Brownell, New Bedford. Mass , for foxhound 

hitch, by Pat out of Sue. 
Pearl. By Mr. G. Noble, Savannah, Ga., for liver cocker spaniel 
ee Tages July 17, 1883, by Dan (Ned—Rena) ont of Wy (Snipe— 
rincess), 
Mull and Yolande. By Mr, Walter Gibb, New York, for black and 

tan Gordon setterdog and bitch, whelped May 17, 1883 (Duke of Lo- 
cust Valley—Jennie), at 

(b= See instructions at head of this column, 
Peg—Iciclé. Mr. R, Westlake’s lemon and white pointer biteh Pez 
i ek Dos—Luck) to Mr. Geo. W. Wisher's [eicle (AK. R. §3), 
Hep. 14 
: Lady Clare—Dan, Mr. G. Noble's (Savannah, Ga.) black cocker 
spaniel bitch Lady Clare (Rubin—Dora) to his Dan (Ned—Rena), 
Ang 15, 
Mawel S.—Sefton, Mr. EB. C, Alden’s (Dedham, Mass) black and 

white pointer bitch Maud 8. (Pets, Jr. —Kute) to Messrs. J, 0) & A. 
R. Sharp's champion Sefton (A.KR, 169). 
Cremorne—Sefton, Messrs. J. (. & A. R. Sharp's (Taunton, Mass.) 

pointer bitch Creiaorue (AJ.R. 64) to their chaurpion Sefton (A _1CR. 
169), 
Glover—Sefton. Messrs, J. ©, & A. R, Sharp's (Taunton, Mass.) 

pointer bitch Clover (A.K.R. 162) to their champion Seflon (A.K BR, 

inch below should it come, in my opinion, Otherwise you 
huye too much of @ spaniel look abont the ears. And the 
hair should have the very slighest wave, The eyes should be 
brown, large, laminous, and speaking to you in their eloquent 
silence with loye and confidence. They should be lt up with 
trust. Yellow eyes Idislike. A pair of white eyes in a liyer- 
colored dog at the New York bench show were an abomina- 
tion, Yet that dog, 1 believe, captured a prize! The neck 
should a;ch more, and belongerthan that in the picture of Sam 
in Dalziel. Shoulders with a backward slope, with plenty of 
muscle in them. Not straight shoulders, such as [ have seen 
in many otherwise good dogs. You lose speed then, The 
chest should be of medium width, A very narrow chest is 
unpleasant to look at, and gives adoga lezgy appearance. 
Narrow-chested dogs cannot stay from ‘‘morn to dewy eve,” 
I dowt care how fast they may be for a ‘‘spurt.” It should 
not be too wide, as too freat roundness and width cause a 
dog's elbows to stand out. Mr. Laverack (see his book) ad- 
yised a wide chest. The chest should have great depth, if 
you want endurance, and from the backbone the ribs ought 
to he well sprung. 
The forelegs should be very muscular, very straight, and 

not too long, Feet like those of a cat, and plumb to the front 
—not turned ont, or ‘‘splayed.” The legs should not be de- 
corated with too much wavy feather—two inches in length is 
quite liberal. Four or tive inches of feather, and very way, 
at that, which I have noticed on some dogs, looks too muc 
like the spaniel. The back should be as strong as hone and 
muscle can make it. Thelast rib ought to be close to the 
hip. Loins should be wide, strong as iron, and with a slight | 19). \ x . ; 
and graceful arch, Long, muscular thighs, Wide stifles, Kate—Sir Dan. Mr. J. F. R, Schaefer's red fish setter bitch Kite 
“yell bent,” Hocks without the faintest approach to those | (Saltus's Dash—Saltus’s Bessie) to Messrs. J. C. & A. R. Sharp's Sir 

Dan (Berkley—Kate). " 
Prudence—Bang Bang, Mr. Sidney Dillon Ripley’s (New York) 

lemon and white pointer birch Prudence (Rush—Duchess) to the 
Westminster Kennel Club's imported Bang bang, Sept. 22, 
Doe—Chief, Mr, Max Wenzel’s (Hoboken, W. J.) red 

bitch Doe to his Chief (A.K-R, 231). 
Nora—Chief, Jr. Mr, R, C, Colgate's red Irish setter bitch Nora 

(Elcho—Nell) to Mr. Max Wenzel's Chief, Jr. 

WHELPS. 
Gr" See instructions at head of this column. 
Louw. Mr A, SN. Munu’s (New York) liver and white pointer biteh 

Lou, Sept. 1, sevel (four dos), by Mr, R. O, Cornell's Match (A, E.R. 
210), 

Fly. Mr. G. Noble's (Savannah, Ga.) liver and white cocker spaniel 
bitch Fly (Suipe—Lrinvess), July 17, six (two dogs), by lis Dan (Ned— 
Rena). 

Bess. Mr, G. Noble's (Sayannah, Ga.) liver_ cocker spaniel bitch 
Hess (Dan—Nellic), Sept. 1, seven (six dogs), by Romp (Colonel Stubbs 
—Pansy B.) 

Glossy. Mr, G. Noble's (Savannah, Ga.) black cocker spaniel hitch 
Glossy (Wildair—Bird), Sept. 14, six (three dogs), by his Dan (Ned— 
Rena). 
Daca TW Mr. W. Wade's (Pitishurgh, Pa.), mastiff bitch Dinah 

It, (A,.K.R, 18), Sept, 20, fourteen (eleven dogs), by bis Tiny, One 
bitch since dead. 4 

Kileen, Mr. Elliof Smith’s (New York) pointer bitch Jgileen 
(A.K.R. 357), Sept, 17, seven (three dogs), by bis Don Juan (KR. 
27). 

Daisy Deane. Mr. Elliott Smith’s (New York) imported pointer 
biteh Daisy Deane, Sept. 17, seven (six dogs) by the Westuwinster Ken- 
nel Club's nnported Bang Bang, i i 
Queen May. The Westminster Kennel Club’s pointer biteb Queen 

May (A.K,R. 213), Sept. 17, nine (thrée dogs), by thelr champion Scn- 
sation (A. KR. 217), 

SALES, 

(oe See instructions at head of this column. 
Bewlah Black and tan Gorden setter bitch, 24g years old (Doane’s 

Tom—Cremome), by Mr, Chas. T. Brownell, New Bedford, Masa,, to 
Mr. Edward Shaw, same place. 

Grace, Black and tan Gordon setter bitch (Dash-—Cly), by Mr. 
Chas. T, Brownell, New Bedford, Masg., to Mr. Edeur Lewis, same 
lace, 

Papart. White and liver English setter dog, whelped July 3, 1870 
(Niek—Countess), by Mr, Hurry D. Hubbard, Olathe, Kan., to Mr. 
James Lamasney. 
Watts— Romaine whelps. Red Ivish setter dogs, whelped July 20, 

1883, by Vr. Geo. T. Wells, Boston, Mass., one to Mr. Benj Edgerton, 
Newton Center. Mass., and one to Mr, Fred Whituey, Koston, Mass, 

PRESENTATIONS. 
2" See instructions at head of this column. 
Little Eva, Blne belton English setter bitch, whelped May 10, 1882, 

by Mack (Pride of the Border—Karby) out of Louise (Pontiae—Judith), 
by Mr. _U. BE. Corbin, Schaghticoke, N. ¥., to Mr. Hi, A. Saunders, 
South Norwalk, Ct. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

{== No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents, 

J, 8. W., Springville, N. ¥.—Dress the foot with linseed oil. 

Serrer, Baltimore, Md.—Try carbolate of zine, four grains to one 
ounce of water, 

G. W..D,, Lowell, Ma3s.—Your dog has distemper. Keep him ina 
dry and well ventilated place, aud feed him with strong mutton ind 
barley broth thickened with elute, 

E, W. G., Sunbury, Pa —Your doz is troubled with imdigesbion. 
Feed him moderate with plain food with a little lime water in wilk ab 
each meal. Give him plenty of exercise, but always after his food 
has had time to digest. 

B.M. W:, New York.—The constipation of your dog is probably 
owing to the bones you haya given him, The purgatives that you 
have administered also have a tendency to produce instexd of relieve 
it. Give plenty of exercise and feed well cooked yeyetables with an 
occasional meal of raw liver. ' 

0. FW, Palmyra, O,—Give your bitch plenty of exercise and a 
diet of well cooked yegetables with mmtton. broth. When she is due 
towhelp, eive her a roomy shallow box for a bed, with @ picty of old 
carpet nailed elosely to tha bottom. ‘This will probably prevenv ber 
froin lying upon the puppies. 

of a cow. and very thuscular. Hip bones wide and “ragred.” 
The tail should be short (rather than have a doe’s tail long 
and limp, I would abbreviate it a joimt or two), carried as 
straight as possible, rather low when at work afield, the 
feather not yery heavy, say not over three inchesin length. 
Tail tapering gradually to its tip. I want fo see no plume, or 
broad, floppy flag on any setter of mine. I want tosee a 
rood, well-carricd tail as well asa good head. The coat should 
e fine, and glossy as satin. , : 
For color I prefer red and white, a brilliant Irishred. Failing 

to get this, orange and white next finds my favor. No ticks. 
Next lemon and white. I have never admired the “blue 
belton” color, or black and white inlarge patches. Donot like 
black and white with tan, and detest liver color in a setter, 
This may be a “whim,” but lam merely giving my ‘‘ideas of 
what a setter should be.” The dog Iseek should bean elegant, 
stylish, zamy looking fellow, up-standing like athoroughbred 
stallion, no slinking or slouching motion behind, He ought to 
hunt with his head high, tail on a line with his back, but a 
trifle lower, rather than aloft in air, He should be docile, 
gentle, obedient, brave. affectionate. This is the setter, Mr. 
Hditor, covet. 1s my standard far wrong? 

STOART TAYLOR. 

Trish setter 

fours Hampron, L. I., Sept. 22, 1888. 

THE BEAGLE OLUB.—E#iitor Forest and Stream; Up to 
the present time the organization of this club has been drag- 
ging along very slowly, and 1 suppose a great many luvers of 
the beagle ave discouraged, or at least have abandoned the 
idea of being united in one vast body. Let me whisper a word 
of hope to all those. Let them keep up' courage a little while 
longer, and in the meantime do allin their power to help our 
cause, Among us are at least a few who are striving hard to 
bring about the desired estublishment of this club, and do not 
fear, for we will surely suceetd. ‘Keep the ball a rolling,” 
as ‘M, M,N.” says: In atew weeks I expect to be able to re- 
port further progress, which I have no doubt will be of an en- 
couraging nature, My esteemed friend, Mr, W, H. Ashburner, 
who is as anxious and willing as any one to bring about the 
establishment of the clab, has informed me of the willingness 
of Dr, Twaddell to assist us, He is certainly a valuable ally, 
and will no doubt give us his opinion at an early date. We 
have already heard from Mx. Ebnore. The organization of the 
club will promote interest in them at bench shows, and will 
bring about the day when thay will be in the foremost ranks 
of sporting dogs, especially in the Eastern States, where the 
quail is becoming extinct and setters and pomters useless, ex- 
cept as companions, but the rabbits will be with us long after 
themellow whistle of Bob White has ceased tobe heard. As 
a companion and house dog the beagle is far superior to other 
sporting dogs.—RAZOR. 

PUGS AND ST. BERNARDS AT MANCHESTER.— 
Boston, Mass., Sept. 17.—Editor Forest und Strewm: In your 
issue of the 13th inst,, the report of the Manchester dog show, 
class 9, rough-coated St. Bernard bitches, gives first prize to J. 
H, Long’s ‘vile and high com, to Dr. G. B, Savwtelle’s Una, 
The names are misplaced, Dr, G. B: Saytelle’s Una won Ist, 
and J. H. Long's Lulu got high com,—Dr. G. Wanton, Judge. 
Lancaster, Mass., Sept. 18 —Will you kindly correct an item 
in the prize list of the bench show at Manchestur, N. H. In- 
stead of the pugs Toots and Treasure, who stayed at hore, I 
sent Tantrums (A.K.R. 220), who won Ist in puppy class, and 
Puek (A.E.R. 201) whe won 2d.—Anya H. WHITNEY. 

“AMBRICAN KENNEL REGISTER.”—EHntries tor the Oc- 
tober purmber of the Americum Kennel Register must be at 
hand ou or before the frst day of the mouth. 
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Aifle and Crap Shoating. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

GARDNER, Mass,. September 20, 1883.—Only afew members of 
the Gardner Rifle Club made a score at the last meet ab Hackma- 
tack range, The American decimal targebs was used, distance, 200 
yardsoff-nand. Out of a possible 100, the following totals were inade: 
G, B. Ellsworth, 95:1, . Nichols, 61; A Mathews, 83; W, M. Coleman, 
7s: W. Amsden, 68. 

WORCKSTIMR, Migs., Sept. 20, 1833.—To-day was the weekly meet 
of the Worcester Rifle Associntion, at Pine Grove Runge, The Ameri- 
can decimal target was used, distance, 200yds., off-hand, The follow- 
dag are the scores made: 
BSS VANIER oe a 2 By - Ju bie img ste rteee -9 9 8 910 910 9 9 9-1 
Moses Carter,.....-:..)...liicv sic. 8 8 9 1010 810 710 98) 
GA Alum... WG 79 9 7 8 DP O 9-8 
Stedman Clav . 70 96 6 9 710 0 67D 
AT, Rice.. 69 49 7 69 7 9 773 
John Norman,,,-. gels ivinee 79868 5 9 & 7 8—tB 
FORT OMAHA, Neb,—The marksmen of the Department of the 

Plathe are just néw engaged over the annal meeting, ronning from 
September 17 ta September 21 for preliminary practice, and until the 
27th tor the various formal matches. The shooting is: under care of 
the folowing steatl; 

Officer in Charge—Captain (. A ith Infantry, Depart- 
ment lustrpetor in Rite Practice. Vinancia é 
ant B Michler. 501 Cavalry, Statistical Oficer—First Lieutenant C. 
W, Mason, 4th Infantry, Range Officers—First LietitenantJ, A, Bu- 
chanan, 14th Infantry; First Lientenant T. G. Townsend, 6th Infantry ; 
Second Liextenant C. RK. Noyes, vth Infantry; Second Lieutenant J. 
A. Goodin, Ti Infantry, 
The vonditions of the preliminary ; 

each at 2W0yds. standing, 300yds, kueeling, and 60U0yds. lying down in 
any posiliga within the rules; Springfield rifles; cal. 45; 500-70 am- 
munition; no sighting shots; no cleaning except between scores. 
The leading byelve scores on cath of the opening four days of the 

mneeting stood as Toliows, showing some excellent military practice: 

. Coolidge, ) 
1 Oticer—First Lieuten- 

ractice calls for seven shots 

Sept, 17. 
Ru 300) 600 Total 

Lieut CD Parkhurst, 5th Cavalry.......... 25 28 31 he 
Pyi C Zachariason, Th Infantry _._- vil 27 27 83 
Corpl Weagrat?, 14th Infantry,,... ait 26 27 82 
Sergt A W Stay, §th Infantry. - 28 25 28 tL 
Corp] E HW Stevens, Ta Infantry +d pe 79 
Sergt R Robinson, 4th Infantry 27 28 RA a 
Mus 1. T Martin, )th Infautry, 24 27 27 78 
Seret P RB Diehle, 7th Infantry ee 31 9 77 
Seret T Hornick, 14th Iniantry.. 2 27 2 7 
SergtA Roelisner, dth Infantry. 26 26 24 ri 
Pyt IR Clark, bth Infamtry.....-. ..2.....- 25 28 23 vis} 
Sergl @ Mayo, Th Tufantry-...,.....,- ....27 20 20 vi 

Sept, 18. Grand 
Total total 

200 HIN) GUU 24 day, 2d day, 
Servet A W stay; 9th Infantry, ,,....,.-.-21 26 30) 82 168 
Corp] H Weagraf, 14th Infantry... eG RG BI 164 
Liest GO D Parisluirst, 5th Cavalry, 28 R1 a 154 
@ Zachariasou, 7th Infantey...,... ao BRE 156 
Searngt PR Dieble, 7th Infantry. .:. Pin YG li 
Sergt R Rive, 4th Titantiry......... 29 OGL Ba 154 
CorplT © Deuts, 4th Tafantry —_-_ G6 2 78 152 
Lieut L Mertiam, 4th Infantry. 25 28) 49 150 
Corp] Melds, th Infantry SR hh te 148 
Seret C Mayo, (th Infantry. A do RB 148 
Bergt B Detnan, 4th fotanrry, . 2 2 7 147 
Seret Hornick, 14th lnfantry,.. ...-..-- Pa ROBY 145 

Sept. 19. Total 
200 «800 600 Tots], 3d day. 

Sergt A W Stay, 9th Infantry, _...-. Bed ee SOL op RAR 
Corpl H Weagraff, idth Infantry........ 2 380 «78 241 
Lieut OD Parkhurst, hth Cavalry, .: 29 «23 76 235 
Corp] C Deats, 4th Infantry. ...,_- 29 « 30) 235 
Lient L Merriam, ith Tofantry, ... . 30, 327 “Ba 235 
Ourpl O Gregory, bth. Gavalry._.____- Pt 31 29 «BS 227 
Sergt.C Mayo, fib Infantry ...ols..s.0, a7 87 84 78 = bee 
Seret I Goraick, 4th Divantry.:.. 22.9 = 22 FS 228 
Serpt B Rice, 4th Intantry...,.........,.09 4 6 69 223 
Mus GT Martin, {th Infaniry.... .. 21 30 28 79 228 
Corpl EH Stevens, 7th Tafantyy.. 8 Bi B2 Ree 
Pvt 0 Zachariason, 7th Infantry. 48 25 65 221 

Sept, 20, Grand 
200 300 600 Total. Total, 

Sergt A W Stay, 9th Infantry ..... pulyeo Rh Re 48 32] 
Corp] HW Weagralf, 14th Infantry.,,..... ue hy A 314 
First Lieut L Merriam, 4h Infantry. .... iC Bp Se aii 800 
Sergt C Mayo, Tth Infantry...-.........20 26 4 #70 206 
CorplT CO Deats, 4th Infantry, ......5...28 23 il 59 204 
Sergt T Hornick, 18th Tofantry.........82 26 R20 69 201 
Corp! ft W Gordon, Uti Infantry...,.... Av 26 BY 72 289 
Sergt b Rce, 4th Infantry,........ 6) 26 15 866 289 
Pvt C Zechariason, 7th Infantry. i) = BB 20 67 288 
Lieut CD Parkhurst, 5th Cavalry ale Se POy FD 284 
Corpl 1 EH Stevens, 7th Dafantry noe 25) 2h) +60. 282 
Corp. C Gregory. Sth Cavalry... OR 27 4 54 281 
The last was 4 yery dimidult day to shoot for every one, particularly 

those Who had neyer shot in so heavy and gusty a wind. Tt was 
hard work to keep ou the target at any range, and “Hannel fours’? 
were much more frequent than anything else, 
Wind 20) to 30 miles an how, blowin 

o’eloek. 

BOSTON, September 22.—At Walnut Hill to-day, theré was a large 
attendance of riflemen, and Mr. Allen of the Worcester Sportsmen's 
Club, and Mr, i. J. Cram of the Maine militia were present as guests 
of the association, Mr. Cram is the champion shot of the First Maine 
Regiment, and he added more laurels to his collection by making 47 
out of a possible 50, with a Springfield rifle, 200 yards, off-hand, Mr. 
H. 8. Harris made an elegant score of 59 out of a possible G0. in the 
50) yards carton match, The day was a fine one, warm and sunny. 
but tha southeast wind was a little tricky and difficult to contest. 
The prize committee aye hard at work in anticipation of the fall meet- 
ing, Which occurs on October 11, 12 and 13, and a fine programme will 
be offered in a few days. The followiugare the best Scores: 

Creedmoor Practice Match, 

# in slormy gusts from 1 to 3 

D, Kirkwood... ..... 55AoSbH415—48 O. Weston (mil.).., 445544434542 
FE, J, Cram (mil), --.,5545545545—47 A. §, Miner.......: 4443545454—42 
OG, Athan.) ... ts ... 4654449545545 F.W,.Fowle (mil.).. 543554344542 
A.L. Burl... =. -DN5d5554d4¢1—45 HH. Newton... ..... d4e4434545—40 
TD, FP. Holden ---- ob55445444—45 FH. Knox  .,.., 44344141534—39 
SFU TU teeole bots wibd4idadj—44 MG. Hart.... _. 444454432438 
E. B, Appleton ......Anddd545b4—44 FL, White (mul.). 454444433338 
M, LH. George... ._.-.,4445949554—43 

Creedmoor Prize Match. 
EoiRead seta. dent 4h45dho45—46 TB Everett. . 4545554454—45 
O Howard, 
HO Ames,. 
£B Appleton. . 

14504655d4—4A6 AL Burt,.. 
455554554446 DP Holden. ,.,., 
d4didd5548—42 

Decimal Match, 

4554554544—45, 
. fd54445345— 43 

RCC ss tists stig toesseeviaees es O68 8 PaO Bibl od 1p —kO 
Bd Gram.:.. -: fw = 1 fi 7 910 0 8 7 6 FY bF7 
D Kirkwood. 2S See, Stor 7. 
R Davis .....-. 10 487 9 BY 8 8 8—77 
JM Frye. ...5, 416 9 9 4 810 9 4d 7 
SACS NLIMEM. Cotaee Hope tet get ee 6 6 8% 0 8°97 Too 6 
aT TOG Wautcte 5. ts ieee tl oy 796798 6 910 3-T4 
QJ Moore. , hd dO 0) G7, B= 
Al, Burf,., Reeve, (heey 10 9 7 8 &6 8 G6 410 4-72 
T B Evereth ..-.. Micce soe -ep van tel) AIO Sy. SBE — 72. 

500yds, Match, 
HS Harris ....-. sytcsteseeees GH 6 G 6 6 6 5 6 B G59 
D Kirkwood...- t ..6 6 5 5 6 6 5 6 6 G-—5E 
S Henvy ‘Yuh -6 56 6 6 5 6 B G&G 6 656 
AS Miner....,,,.. _.-...,8 6 6 6 5 § 5 & & 5-33 

THE FORT 8NULLING TOURNAMENT, —St,Paul, Minm.,Sept. 19.— 
To-diy was the sixth and final day of the prelimmary practice of the 
inilitary rifiemen ofthe Department of Dakota at the Port Snelling 
Vifle vange, and 1HUeh thberesh was maifested, since upon its issue de- 
peucded the possessiun of the adjutant peneral's badge, which wis 
offered by Gen. Break as a prize tothe rifleman making the best up- 
grégute stores for the entire six days. The result, thouzh hardly 
anticipated, was yet very gratifying to all, and there ave probably 
few among tho 162 competitors present who could win the prize more 
justly, or who, by winning, could arouse less of envy among his tel- 
Ow marksmen thaw its possessor, Capt, S, EB, Bhint. the officer in 
charge of tha practice. isthe Winkel hy a sore of 639 out of a possi- 
Wle 770, leading Licut Partello, who stauds next on the list, by four 
points, Three scores werd shot, one each at 200, 300 and GW0yds, The 
wind wis fairand rather uusteady. “At the 200 and 800yds. ranges 
the Sep att shooting Was rather poor, and his chances for winnin 
seemed decidedly slim, but at H00yds. he did some magnificent nook 
ing, which has not been excelled or 
thé practice, 

equaled indeed, but once during 
The first shot was a four, and this was followed by siz ee ae 

successive bullseyes, making a score of 34 out ofa possible #8. After 
such & record if seems a pily that no provision is made in the orders 
for officers of the staff department, and that Capt. Blut is barred 
from entering the competition for membership im the department 
rifle team, whiuh will begin on Monday next. Following is the seore 
of the first twenty on the list of those who shot through the six days: 

Capt 5 E Blunt, Ordnance Department... 20. .--- se ecceeee eens vad) 
Second Lieut J MT Partello, B, 5th Infantry...-............... 684 
First Sergt J Unger, I, oth Infantry,.....--. G34 
Sergt M1 Purhain, (3, 7th Cavalry... i. cs ete eeveeeen eee G20 
Second Lieut J A Emery, K, 11th Infantry?...,...2...-..1.<-- -b1i 
Second Lieut C Chynoweth, I, 17th Infantry - G1 
Serzt T Bentley, F, 17th Infantry.............. O12 
First Sergt J Jackson, C, 2d Cavalry... 12 
Corpl A Henderson, I, 8d Infantry .,.. 610 
Sergl W Peacock. A, 1ith Infantry,... .. 609 
Sergt © Biwell, Ti, 17th Infantry... -..222 222... 22225e--e see .608 
Pyt A Massey, B, 18th Infantry............. HOT 
Corp! J W Umphreys, C, 7th Cavalry.... ... BOT 
Gorpl ke L Schleich, 1, 7th Infantry. --.---- 2 vce ees ee eyes ee 606 
First Lieut WH GC Bowen, K, 5th infantry... 600 
Sergt W Delaney, I. 1ith Infantry.,.......-.. 
Corp] J Meyer, A, 1Bth Infantry... 0,-6.6. oe ee eee eee ee 
Pyt G Yobel, G, 8d Infantry..........-...-.... 
Corpl R Helwig, By dd Infantry. 22.622, oer eee ete ns tes BOO 
Corp! C Wilson, B, 15th Infantry.........-....... Pooch cheb pede ke Aso 

SOUTHDRN RIFLEMEN.—Savannah, Ga., Sept. 14.—T send you 
an account of a match to-day between tlie Savannah Rifle Association 
and a pitked team from the different military organizations of 
Charleston, On account of weather heing unfavorable the shooting 
was not as good asit might have been, still I consider it fair, The 
Tange is north and the wind was from the southeast, and cameé in 

uffts, together with a shifting light, which together make it abuul 
Fast as bad as possible for good shooting, and lucky is the 
marksman who géts in his shols between the pufis of wind, especially 
when the wind is with the bullet. The wind and light gave a differ- 
ence of 18 inches. 
Conditions of the match: Hach team to consist of twenty men; dis- 

(ance, 200 yards; rifles, any bona fide military rifle six pounds pull 
of trigger; rules, National Rifle Association, Gen. Anderson, presi- 
dent of the Savannah Rifla Association and captain of the team, is 
one of the best executive officers that it has ever been my pleasure 
to serve under. He divided the team into fiye sections, each section 
in charge of a senior, whose duty was to see thab each member shot 
in his proper place, and during the match to direct lis sections, 
This system was strictly carried out, Which made perfect discipline 
and accuracy m the working of the team. Areturn match is to be 
shot al Charleston. The score stood: 

Savannsh, ; Charleston. 
DM Me Alpin biddbdsdd4—d4 A Geilfuss. . . 444545544448 
J 8 Coburn..... .4545444454—438 EL Mabus, . .. ADS4454314—49 
W NN Nichols ... ... 544544454448 C Seel_....- 8844454454 42 
HM Vomer,,.,.....; 44454346442 PH Gleason...,..... 6444544534—42 
RR Daney......... 444455444442 J A Bulwinlkle......3454453535—41 
DWiPegtey wee 343444452440 EP Croneh.____,... 44d4ddddddd 40 
W G Morrell 444444443540 A Bulwinkle..., ...5443445443—40 
Geo Schley... . 644434444440 F Osterholte.... 2... 444343545440) 

4445444434 ~ 40 
4244444434 —38 

J Anerun Simons, . Louis M Ryals 
C'T Bilis JC Postell.... 

so.) d444451443—40 
.. 844544 4444—40 

M Maclean. ......... 544493454439 J HI Lubs. ---3443443544—38 
JA Hirschbach ... 434444444489 Hf Thees, Sr...,..... 4434443444 38 
Martin Tufts ....... 424344544488 WE Jordan..,,.....8424424584 35 
P Cunningham ,,, ..4448444443-38 A W Riecke.... |... 5303855342—3: 
J P White._._.._.,, 343444444438 J BP Alley, Jr...... 3344433824 —34 
OM Cunningham, . 4342454444387 JP Salvo .. 2344344333 —B4 
Geo L Cope, Jr 434245444437 J P Colburn 439231434433 
J RSaussy-.. 4443344424 —36 FW Jessen. - .4333333434—33 
BB Minor,.-. 2335443434—35 C Berger,........... 4540423344 33 
JW MeAlpin_-...-.. 338444334334 WE Windheim ...,. 4443033483—81 

Total... ..-.. oo (8S Total ...2. tet DL 
Average per man, 3934, Average per man, 3714. 5. 

NEWARK, N. J.—The *‘King Shooting Festival'’ of the Newark 
Shooting Society was held aj the Shooting Park last week, with fair 
weather and a good attendance, Hach competitor gave a prize. 
When the result of the shooting was announced it was found that 
William Hayes was again worthy of being named “Schuetzen 
Koenig,” and he was presented with the gold badge of 1883 by Presi- 
dent Krueger, who made a very complimentary speech. Mr. Hayes 
asked the president to accept the hadge and wear it, and Mr. Krueger 
accepted it as a token of friendship. The scores on the target of 
honor were asfollows: William Hayes 65, William P. McLeod 61, 
George Hartman 47. George Schalk, of Pottsyille, Pa., 65, John All- 
moslechner 51, Charles A, Waag 48, John Coppersmith 47, Fr. From- 
bals d4, Fred Weiss 48, Arnold Brondorff 43, Martin Tssler 43, GC. Kur. 
zeuburger 46, A. Begerow a7, Jacob Gauch 27, D. Terrill 25, William 
Geisel 20, Franz Haeféli 17. Ferdinand Herpers, Jr., 17, Henry Kees 
15, CG, Frommann 14, Herman §Schiener 11, Christian’ Schu- 
macher 9. 
The fall tournament of the Newark Rifle Association will com- 

mencé on Monday evening, November 19, at the Frelinghuysen Range, 
The clubs will shoot in the following order, and furnish referees and 
scorers the same as last year: 1, Plymouth; 2, Essex; 3, Domestic; 4, 
Celluloid; 5, Frelinghuysen; 6, Warren; 7, Nameless. All other clubs 
entering the association before Noyember 19, will have an opportu- 
nity to campete in the first match. The scorers and referees are: 
Piymonth—seorer for Nameless, referee for Essex; Hssex—scorer for 
Plymouth, referee for Domestic; Domestic—scorer for Essex, referee 
for Celluloid; Celuloid—scorer for Domestic, referee for Frelinghuy- 
sen; lrelinghuysen—scorer for Celluloid, referee for Warren; War- 
ren—scorer for Frelinghuysen, referee for Nameless; Nameless— 
scorer for Warren, referee for Plymouth, Clubs not acting in their 
respective positions will be liable to fine as prescribed by the associ- 
ation, 
The Independent Kifle Club reorganized last week by the election 

of President, Richard Lang; Vice-President, John W, Robinson; Sec- 
retary, Joseph Howard; Assistant Secretary, Peter Mace; Treasurer, 
Ogden Abbott. On Thanksgiving Day the club will have a shooting 
match. 

WHEELING, Va., Sept. 24.—Hditor Forest and Stream: After the 
summer rest we have once more gone to work, and as will be seen by 
the foilowing scores, have not lost much of the art. The first two 
matches were shot on a target similar to the German ring target, bull 
eight inches, of which the center isa ring of one inch and counts 2}, 
and each of the other rings ate one-half inch apart. The last two 
matches were shot at the Massachusetts target. Distance 20iyds,, 
off-hand. In the ring target ile bull takes in the rings from 18 to 25: 

First Match. 
Cob Dwight; -*:s<:- f-: .. 16 16 20 24 16 11 iB 21 BO 22 184 
Otto Jaeger... . 50 18 23 13 23 21 11 17 19 ib—is3 
Jolin Robinson... -18 23 20 16 17 Wd 15 17 16 16—172 

Second Match. 
Otto Jaeger,..c....5..5 MES eh) 12 22 16 16 23 14 20 21 20 21-185 
Jobn Robinson sre---ed 16 16 20 17 17 16 17 16 16—176 
GE Dwight..............-... 16 17 23-20 17 29 Ja 17 81 9-474 

Third Mateh, 
C E Dwight - 10 12 11 12 10 11 7 12 10 10—105 
RS Stewart. ..10 10 40 12 10 11 8 9 42 10-103 
Otto Jaeger, . Salee Bde oe AL te Oe Set 100, 
PNVEEEDSMICESE Edtasy wo sledele br) daletetcbes he 0 if 12 9 10 8 10 10 10 ig—100 

Fourth Mateh, 
RSsStewart 12 il J 9 11 10 Wi 11 11 12-109 
Otto Jaeger . 12 9 12 10 12:41 10 11 99 11-107 
CE Dwight idl 11 W 12 10 10 11 11 8 B- 7108 
Tint Coste ON d ee any eee 10 8 9 10 1 12 $0 10 9 128-11 

0. J. 

A MUZZLE ADVOCATE.—Bellows Walls, Vt.. Sept. 17.—I see in 
your paper of September 13 a letter from'*C.D..”) in whichis a challenge 
to any ideas rifle, to beat the target he sends. Inclosed find 
target made in 1874 in this place, with a hunting rifle of six pounds 
weight, round ball, old style notch and knife-edye sights, muzzle rest; 
fiye shots, six rods. The target was black, this size, tacked on white 
hackground, This, I claim, with the sights used and weight of rifle, 
beats him bad. and this is but a sample of what the muzzle-loadin. 
rifles have been doing for yeurs.—B. 

HARTFORD, CONN., Sept, 18.—The annual prize shoot held by the 
German Rifle Club at Union Groye yesterday was enjoyed by all 
those who attended. The following were the scores wade on the 
German targel out of a possible 7, off-hand: First, J. D. Marks, 
Collinsville, 70; second, Wim. Hahn. Hartford, 64; thitd, A. L. Hames, 
Springfield, Mass., 65; fourth and fifth, W. W. Tucker, Hartford, and 
5.8. Bumstead, of Springfield, who made 67 each; sixth, Mr, Bots- 
ford. Bridgeport, (i7; seventh, Cudley Seymour, Hartford, 67; eighth. 
F. Renechler, New Britain, 6); ninth and tenth, T. Beauman and 
Heury Andrews, Hartford, 45 each; eleventh, O, B. Huil, Collinsville, 
61; twelfth, D, HE. Marsh, Brideeport, G0; thirteenth, Charles Herold, 
Haritord, 59; fourteenth, E, P. Whitney, Hartford, 57; fifteenth, K, 
Reible, Hartford, 65; sixteenth, Cuno Helfricht, Hartford, 55; seyen- 
teenth, RK. Reed, Hartford, 54, 

Scores for publicdtion must be written owone side of the sheet 
ony, anid should be sent to the office as carly us pravliceble, 

THE TRAP. 

Correspontients who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

A PROPOSED NATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 
Liter Forest and Streant: 

Tt has been suggested that the comiog meeting of sportsmen, at 
tho International Clay Pigeon Tournament, to be held in Chigagn in 
May, 1884, would hea good opportunily to form n National Sparts- 
man’s Association. No doubt such an association could accomplish 
much good by bringing about concerted action in relation to preser- 
yation of game, ete., and I would be pleased to have the views, 
through your columns, of representatives of the sporting frateruity, 
on this subject, Watson W. ELDRIDGE, 
Wastineton, D. C., Sept, 21, President Capital City Gun Club. 

Following is a copy of a letter sent out by the Ligowsky com- 
pany: 

Ii has been suggested that inasmuch as representative sportsmen 
from all sections of the country will doubtless be assembled at Ghi- 
cago in May, 1884, to attend the first International Clay Pigeon Tourna- 
ment, advantage be taken to forma National Sportsman's Association 
devoied to all national sports, at that time and place. Should this 
meet the approval ot your club, let them ew appoint oue délegate 
(with power to appoint a proxy) to represent you ab a convenrion to 
meet for this purpose during the evenings of the above tournament 
and notify us accordingly. As soon as we have heard from fifty 
clubs, a forma] call will be issued inthe name and by order of the 
latter. Very respectfully. yours truly 

Tue Licowski CiAy Pigkon Company 
Crycinnatr, O. Per J. E. Bloom, President. 

PROVIDENCH, R.1., Sept, 20.—The Narragansett Gun Club held 
its weekly shoot at their grounds at the » Id Washington Trotling 
Park. Mr. f, O. Wehosky won the Valentine Gup for the first time, 
Following ave the scores: 
FO Wehosky......--.- es a as Bt) is Ws Vs Bs PT es Sa ns Pf: 
QJ Crandall...,... -1212011107110121111111-17 
GW Cary.. O10C1111111110011 4171-15 
HL Paliner 01014141014111110111101—15 
OB Potter, eee OD OPT DOV Tod 24 fas 
OW Dike ie le e011 OL O11 01 1 10.12 0 
fershoin* eft Hast te eo an ale TLIOLTOLTO1IL1001110110 1 
DL Bennet. ae 1101011111001 0001707 1-42 
CM Sheldon. ..- -----1100010004 withdrawn. 
G: HeATEDUDyAUS yyice iets. fh. c 00110 withdrayn. 
Several interesting sweeps were shot after the cup race, with some 

yery good scores. 

LEAVENWORTH, Kas,—Match between the Sportsmen’s Gun 
Clob and the Arsenal Guu Club, of Wort Leayenworth. The birds 
were a very fine lot, being swift, strong Ilyers. and being aided by a 
very Strong wind, made if very difficult shooting. Pigeons 2iyds. 
rise, H, and T, plunge traps, S0yds. boundary; glass balis, iSyds. mse; 

| monarch reyolying trap: ‘ ‘tie Stat a 
Arsenal Gun Club, Pigeons, 

Hier = A PS, Sie ah aly Ub Tt sh es 
Carpenter 001020 0494 15 
Cooter! 4 tars! Oo OfFU 0 100 WH B 
Stevenson -. Dee sl ot 0 aile 
Cook. . FU 1120 0 o-4 
Stigers BF esate wn ek pia eS LO ee O Te al eae 
Valentine so. Sees!. jw... 299 1 t 0 100 8 

Ralls. 
1) ee eee ne ety eee PO. Pa J 816. 
Carpenter Da OLD 0 a Or 73 
Cooter ... 1 cet fOr 
Stevenson Dee ast ft 319247 
Cook... 12271171 1 1—10-14 
Stigers eT or i a a a 
Valentine... Ptdid1i-0 7 L814 —o7 

in Club. Pigeons, 
Parra he AAR peer NE YE HT ESTOS a om ere ft} 
Girard..., 01000 0 O38 
OTe Sei a-crie ta 1 Eo0e 0h a t= 
Gordon 0? De Rist Oeste Pika ay 
Lanitz..-..,.-.. » 0 EG alm ab gE Eas 
Lecompte.. eesti) oie te Oe ery 
WEE Ta (ete Aa Aen A Clee OR the Oe ale oteets ata 
ase oul of bounds. 7 Balls. / 
TAMTYCLE tetebe) obits b poncho 1 (1) Si ai ak Tame Sh 0— B17 

Girard) o2) tia Se ine 1s SOS eh eT) ti ae 
Gols ai eine fines Steeler bys 
Gordon eT 0 0) eg 
Lanilz Dy deeds ey Sie 
Lecompte. ho et a oa 
MCUANtienss Asap Been fake nese Liwd £ td 2 te t0=17 98 

VICKSBURG GUN CLUB.__Vicksburg, Miss., Sept. 19,—Bight mem- 
bers of the Vicksburg Gun Clib tnt at the ald Fair Grounds yester- 
day afternoon and held one of their enjoyable practice shoots. ‘Owing 
nt the aye shining in their faves the score isnot as good as it might 
jaye been: 
George W Bookout ....-..-..---.,--...,..4491111141111110111101471—28 
John M Auter...........- -1011017111111111110111111—22 _ 
 Searles,..... ©OU47171177 £00111011111101—20 
G H Dorsey. « O119191111011110111101 10i— 20 
EH Raworth - 11011711011410111411111111—28 
AG Tillman., i ~- 1001711001011110111114111—19 
Mla wen bore dye. sal coe uN ecideei iets oles as 1:11011001001011411110110 17 
OELEO LT Caet eames rill hee Ear cea eee 110111111997 1110111101111—22 

PHILADELPHIA had a sparrow shoot at Pastime Park yesterday. 

CLINTON, Mass., Sept. 22.—There was a meet at Sylvan Grove 
Range of the Clinton Sportsmen’s Club to-day, Silver batzes were 
oftered for the best scores at glass bal) and clay pigeon shooting, Dr, 
C. H. Bowers was giyen the badge for breaking glass balls, His 
score was 18 out of a possible 25. C PF, Tufts, of Lancaster. was 
awarded the badge for clay pigeons. October 25 cumes the annual 
hunt, with a supper on the evening of the 26th. 

5AUK CENTER, Minn., Sept. 17,—Last Tuesday our shooting elob 
received a challenge from a number of Michigan spartsmen who are 
here on a big hunting tour, and although our club failed to score as 
well as usnal, yefi they distunced their competitors. The following is 
theseore at the eontest to-day: 

Sauk Center Olnb. Michigan Club, 
Card faye. aye 101200111111011-11 Sprague... ....10101100000100— 6 
Glover - 110100101001111—10 Oliver _. - 101001011111010— 9 
CR eS eer eats 191110111011011—12  Wright.. --410111001111001—10 
Tayman.... .. ,10101001110100i— 8 Sprague . 0000011111000 — # 
Harrison, ,,,....011101111111111-14 Kemp _, ...,.011110001440111—11 
Dayenport, .....001100110101100— 7 Middleton... .. 1110010011 101110 
‘homason, ..-..001101111100111—10 — 
Apfeld....,,...,111100101111111—12—#4 53 

UNION GUN CLUB.—Semi-monthly shoot of the Union Gun Club, 
at Spring Valley, N. Y.. September 22, for gold badge, held by Chas. 
&. Fisher, 10 clay pigeons each: 
J Christopher,18yds.111011111I— 9 J A Dingman,14yds.1i1i11110— 9 
CB Fisher, 2lyds _..1111111111—10 W Thompsond4yds.0101111111— 8 
JD VanRiper,18yds,111111111-10 HD Grindle, 10yds,0111111011— 8 
HD Towner, 18yds,,11 111/111— 9 G Heeenan, 14yds,.0010100110— 4 
JT Miller, Jeyds.,.,.4011100111— ¥ JS Haring, t0yds...0111111111— 9 
E Young. l3yds 0000 =w —0 F Blackledge,i7yds.1111111111—10 
5 R Brooks, 10yds. ...1011000010— 4 WH Jersey. l7yds, 001ii11— 7 
Ties: Fisher, 011—2; Van Riper, 111-3; Blackledge, 011—2, 
Ties in class A, miss and out: Fisher. 111111110; Blackledge, 1111- 

111. Jas, T, Miller took third. 
Ties in class C: Dingman, 110010; Haring, 101011. Winner of fifth, 

BROOKLYN, Sept, 24—The third monthly shooting match of the 
Long Island Forester Cluh, fora fine breech-loader, donated by Parker 
Bros., was held last Monday afternoon at Dexter's, Cypress Hills 
Road, Jamaica, L, 1. The member winning the most times during 
the year becomes the possessor of the gum, Handicap rise, 7 birds: 
H. and T. traps, gun helow elbow, use of ove barrel only: 
Jos, FP. Sabin... 10011171—65 Robt O'Berry....07 1 1111-8 
Philip Schindler...0011000=2 Wm J Boyd.l.._. 101117 1—t 
Eg Smith.......,,0111111—6 Chas Glier.,.......110100w—— 
Henry Bger ...,,.00001 1Ww— 

Ties: Smith, 1 1 0; O'Berry, 0 1 0; Boyd, 1 1 1. 

AQUAHONGA GUN CLUB.—Huguenot, §, L., Sept, 23—Monthly 
shoot for club.¢old bage (held by Mr, Weir){ 10 clay pizeons, i8yds., 
club rales, second barrel (marked ") counting as half shots: 
Francis Endicott,.....,....-. tak: foes: 11770 71 0 1 O Onftg 
Winant Weir, .... 00 t Hiro On 7 6 
John H Ellsworth... ...........0. 000s Oat Jt te Te teat Sian 
W Barion, . 0.0 1* 0 1) withdrew, 
5 Barton... 171 0 0 withelrew. 
PROVeIR OID EAB Sts vance pice ce.” 0 0 0 1 withdrew. 
The shoot for the champion gold badge between the holder of the 

badge, Peter Polworth, and Sidney Burton, was very exciting, ending 
in atie, which, owing to the lateness of the hour, it Was agreed shauld 
be shot off at the next regular meéeting, tlie referee to hold the balge 
in the interim. Judges, John Androvetts and Francis Bnrilicoth 
Referes, Thomas Gill, The following are the scores: 
Peter Polworth f 9272101991191 11011 0— 23 
Sianey Garton 
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Canaeing. 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

FIXTURES. 

Sept. 29K. C, C. Fall Regatta, 6th st,N.R. Members only. 
Sept. Pere C., Junior Trophy. Challenge Cup Race, New 

righton. 

NEW YORK C. C. FALL REGATTA. 

HE treather on Saturday last was all that coull be desired for 
cenoe racing—plenty of wind for sailing, while the sky being 

partly overcast, it was neither too cool for the former or too warm ta 
paddle comfortably. The first race for the large sailing canoes was 
started av4 P. M. with seven entries. 

Freak. ...,16ft., centerboara..C. V. R. Schuyler, .New York CG, C. 
Dot.........14ft, 4in., keel C.B. Vaux New York C, C. 
Fanny......14ft. 4in., keel ++... B. Crane.. ersey City. 
Monx..  14ft. 4in., keelo... 22222: F. St. John. New York C, C. 
Surge. _14ft., centerboard.,H. O, Bailey......,.New York C. C, 
Elsa 16ft., centerboard..J. F. Newman. New York C. C. 
Esmeralda. Adft., centerboard,.Wm. Whitlock....New York C. C. 

Gourse from the club house around mark off Constable's Hook, 
thence around buoy 17, and home, leaving all marks to starboard, 
distance 334 miles. Wind fresh from S.E. Tide half ebb. 
The Freak was first over the line at4 P. M., running forthe Jersey 

shore, with the others close behind, except the Fanny, which laid 
further to windward toward Robbins Reef. Most of the boats carried 
fullsail, all having balance lugs forward, the Panny and Freak haying 
tmnangular mizzens. 

To the first mark the little craft, strung ont in line, presented a very 
pretty sight, the crews all sitting to windward and the boats heeling 
under the increasing breeze. The Minx ran into first place, shortly 
after which, when about half way to the mark, the Freak capsized, her 
big mainse'l proving too much for her. Thecrew was aided by a 
sailboat which followed the race, and the crew paddled home in a de- 
cided)y moist condition, 

In the meantime the Fanny had foliowed suit, and her crew was 
seen swimming by her side and trying to right her,a matter of some 
difficulty, as she was in the tide rip near Robbin’s Reef, with the seas 
breaking over her. A passing tug kindly stopped and the canoe was 
liauled aboard and emptied, her crew coming in under paddles. The 
Blsa, before reachiug the first mark, parted her steering lines and 
withdrew, leaving but four to finish. The mark was rounded as fol- 
lows: Minx, 4:09:50; Surge, 4:10:10; Esmeralda, 4:11:00; Dot, 4:11:30, 

Standing on the starboard tack for buoy 17, the Dot shook the reef 
she had carried in her mizzen, and, under whole sail, started for first 
Jace, passing the Surge and Esmeralda, but stili well astern of the 

Minx, until just at the buoy the latter filled and left her crew swim- 
ming. A sailboat near by went to his assistance, and, seeing him 

the others kept on, turning as follows: Dot, 4:32:00; Surge. 
00; Esmeralda, 4:35:19. 

With sheets started the Dot held her lead. crossing the line at 
4:42:00, The finish between the Surge and Esmeralda was very close 
and exciting, the latter barely winning after a hard fought struggle, 
Dot 4:22:00, Esmeralda 4:44:30, Surge 4:44:45. 

The second race was for the Class IT. canoes, there being six entries. 
Lark, Rob Roy model MOY BEV Al. ste New York C. C. 
Oseeola, American Traveli W. P. Stephens .. New York C. C. 
Ripple, American Traveling. . Wim. Whitlock. ..New York C, C. 
Red Rover, Amer:can Traveling.A. C. McMurray . —— 
RST TE GAMO HH 20.12) edclels| e < GC. V. R. Schuyler....New York C. C. 
—, Birdie Kane model......... Jy BIAZEC.. 2+... eee New York C. C, 

Conrse. from float around spar buoy and reef to float, distance 34 
tuile. 
The Lark led at the start, the Red Rover passing her, with Osceola 

ttird and Ripple fourth, The Red Rover struckon the reef, the 
Lark passing to first place, while the Osceola, also grounding on the 
reef and haying to push off, lost her rudder, which dragged astern. 
At the buoy the order was: Lark, Red Rover, Ripple, the two smaller 
canoes, and the Osceola, which had waited to pick up the lost rud- 
der, last ofall. The Lark kept first place from there home, the Red 
Rover and Ripple making a hard fight for second, but the Osceola 
coming up after them peased both with a spurt, coming in three 
lengths aste.n of the Lark. 
Lark, 6min. 10sec.; Osceola, 6min. 25sc.; Ripple, —; Red Royer, —. 
The next race was for all canoes under sail, with the following 

Seale 
ipple ... PP mn 

the port tack, followed by the Ripple and Freak. With a strong tide 
under them, the 
finally winning, with the Dot second, Surge third and Ripple last. 

Tn the tandem race the starters were: 

Freak UU yey pate ce Vaux and Schuyler. 
Jersey Blue...... idft Stephens and MeMurray. 

The longer boat at once took the lead and held it over the course, 
which was the same asin the previous paddling race, winning by 
three lengths. The final race was a paddling race between Mr. Vaux 
inthe Freak and Mr. Stephens in the Jersey Bine, !4-mile straight 
away. The Freak led at the start, but was passed by the Jersey 
Blue, the latter winning by a length. 
Darkness put an end to further racing, but the tired canocists, at | 

Jeast those who could he spared from the urgent calls of “business” 
(on Saturday night), changed their racing sails for smaller ones, 
hastily packed their canoes, and started for a paddle of two miles to 
West Brighton. Within fiftenn minutes after the last canoe was 
drawn up and housed it was dead low tide in chowder kettle, and the 
foundations of a first-class famine were laid in the steward’s pantry. 
The evening passes with jokes, yarns, and penne the day’s bat- 
tles; ile weary canoeists, lying around on their blankets, drop olf one 
by one into asleep so deep that.itis unbroken by the far-reaching 
and mellitiuous snore of the “‘cooke” (a snore known and dreaded by 
all who bave camped with him) that rattles the shingles on the roof 
and the glass in the windows, and finally, escaping through the sky- 
light, dies away in echoes among the distant hills of New Jersey. 

uF 
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TANDEM OR DOUBLE CANOE. 

ERHAPS 10 boat taxes more severely the skill of the designer 
than a modern canoe, as there are so many conflicting qualities 

to combine in one harmonious whole, within yery narrow limits of 
size, weight and draft, but difficult as the task is with a single canoe, 
it is still harder with a double boat, and the best that can be expected 
isa compromise, sacrificing many desirable points to others still 
more important. Such a canoe should have, first, sufficient displace- 
ment to float easily two men of average weight with their stores; 
secondly, room for both men to sit in comfort, allowing room to move 
around and stretch the legs: third, room for their stores and cloth- 
ing; fourth, a foot-steering gear by which either can steer. Such a 
boat is usually intended also to be paddled by one man, if required, | 
to accomplish which no greater length is admissible than 16ft., both 
on account of handiness and inereased weight. 

If the boat is intended for a long ervise, where much luggage must 
be carried, alength of 17ft. with a beam of 32in, would be better, but 
the same plans may be used, laying down the sections 29in, apart in 
the working drawing, and placing the molds at the same distance. 
To increase the bear the boat may be made lin. deeper amidships, 
the heights at stem and stern being the same; then when planked and 
timbered, but before putting in bulkheads or deck beams, the sides 
WAY: be sprung apart two inches without atfecting the firmness of the 
ines. 
In building from the drawings the first step will be to lay downthe 

plaus, full size on common brown detail paper, ona floor or large 
table, ora pine board, planed smooth, willanswer. The measure- 
ments will be taken from the table of offsets, and the heights and 
breadths laid off at their proper stations, the lines being drawn 
through the spots with a thin batten. 

somely decorated, well supplied with lockers, and is used as a recep- 
tionroom, Dubuque will undoubtedly fy a club burgee next spring. 
The club will be incorporated; they purpose building a floating club 
house. Commodore Rixe, of the P. C, C., has just returned from a 
Jand cruise away down in old Mexico. By the by, he has been nursing 
a lame arm all summer,—GUILBERT. 

Machting. 
FIXTURES. 

27—New Jersey Y. C., Open Matches. 
29—Vesper Y. A., Yonkers, Open Matehes. 
29—Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C., Corinthian Match. 
{Quaker City Y. C., Closing Harbor Cruise. 
9- Gracie-Fanny Match, Sandy Hook. 
11—Bedouin-Gracie Matches, 
13—Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C,, Sandy Hook Match, 
16—Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C., Outside Match, 

Sept. 
Bapt: 
Sept. 
Oct, 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct, 

CUTTERS IN A HEAVY GALE. 

jt week we overhauled an ancient mariner for his silly asser- 
tion in the Evening Telegram that cutters would be swamped, 

overwhelmed and sunk in heavy weather. We herewith appa an 
account of the performance of a little 9-ton cutter in one of the worst 
pales which has visited the British coast in the past year. This 
little cutter is only aft. longer on loadiine than Mr, Schuyler’s Yo- 
lande, to be seen in the Seawanhaka Basin, Staten Island, and is of 
four beams to loadline, with keel and outside ballast. We commend 

a. Mainmast tube, h, Floorboards. 
b. Fore bulkhead. i. Middle hateh. 
ec. Slides for steermg gear. k, After hatch. 
d. Fore hatch. 1, Door iu bulkhead, 

, After bulkhead. 
Mizzen mast tube, 
Rudder lines. 

ee. Backboards. 
f. Slidimg hatch. 
g. Yootgear for after man, 

TABLE OF OFFSETS. 

Half Breadths. 

Heights No, 1, No. 3. 
inches. Deck. W. iL. [L.W.L.| W. L. |Diag. 1.)Diag. 2. 

| 
44 954 134 \ bY 4 1% 614 
12 i4 131g 12 93 | 1816 | 1116 
1144 | 15 145 14 1214 15 1314 
1 15 | 14 14 13 1534 13% 
113g | 14 15 1294 | 10 184 12 
1 | | MH | tH | 96 | OM | BA 

Distance from fore side of stem— 
To Mainmast, 2ft. 9in. To Mizzen bulkhead, 13ft. 

Fore bulkhead, 3ft. _6in. 
Fore end of well, 5ft. After bulkhead, 12ft. 
Sliding bulkhead, sft. After bulkhead, 12ft, 

Sections 27\4in. centres, water lines 3in, apart, heights measured 
from rabbet line at midships, planking l4in,, lop of planks 5gin., 
timbers 5-16x3gin., spaced 6in,, keel, stem, and stern sided lin., 
keelson or keel batten 5-16x2in., deck 14in. The sail plan and fur- 
ther details will be given next week. 

IOWA.—The P. ©, G, of Fort Madison is composed of four members 
with a fleet of five canoes. They have lost one member, Mr. Warner 
(A. G. A), and gamed one, Mr, Albright. ‘They own two fioatin: 
boat houses, eack 16x24, ons for canoes, the other carpeted and hand- 

her performance to the antiquated relics who set themselves up as 
critics without even a trace of real knowledge of the subject they re- 
tail to newspaper reporters as oracles in the business. Small blame 
if the reporter is led astray or bribed at a counter over which dubi- 
ous chemistry is dispensed. But the public shall not be misled by 
stuff and nonsense of old barnacles, who ocenpy seven months tak- 
ing a smart schooner from New York to San Francisco, aslong as we 
are able to show up these “know alls’ as pompous cases of empty 
retences, Let them put the following in their pipes and smoke it. 
et them answer, if they can, what would have become of a 30ft. New 

York yachting trap under like circumstances: 
“On Sunday evening, just as darkness was Se ee little eight- 

ton yacht Pilgrim (Mr, T. B. Middleton) arrived in gstown Flarbor 
close reefed from the Isle of Man, and looking as if she was after 
performing a submarine voyage. There bad been no foolhardiness 
shown br her owner or crew, as the weather was all but a flab calm 
when they leftthe Isle of Man, When she had gone a considerable 
way on her course she was caught by the storm, and there was noth- 

| ing for it but to try and make Kingstown, The Pilgrim is decked 
with a cockpit, over which the punt was lashed the whole time, The 
trysail could not be used, however, as they could not stow the boom 
and mainsail with the punt in the way. It was well those on board 
of her knew their business, otherwise they would not have heard the 
hearty cheers they got for their pluck and seamanslip as the craft 
came up to her mooring in harbor after a most dangerous ‘Pilgrim- 
age.’ Itis a marvel to everyone here how the little vessel was able 
to hold her course W. 8. W.. and make her port without being 
swamped, but fortunately nothing gave out. SheJeft Port irin at & 
A. ML, in the morning in nearly acalm, with no vreat sign of wind 
visible. Uhe storm came on about noon, and the rkipper and Mr, 
Middleton, who formed the crew, never saw land till’ P.M. The 
worst sea was experienced off the Bailey."\—_Land and Water, Sept. 8. 
“The Pilgrim, cutter, 9 tous, owned by Mr. T. B. Middleton, got 

caught in Sunday’s pane while on a passage from the Isle of Man to 
Kingstown, She left Port Erin on Saturday moruing, aud got past 
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Bradda Head atS A, M. The witd was then light from the south- 
ward, but it breezed up rapidly, and at eleven o'clock the mainsail 
wos singlé reefed, and by one o’eloclk the thiril earine had been 
hardencd dawn. ‘The wind hacked easterly and the sea got up, and it 
heing found impracticuble to run tor Carlingford eventually the fore: 
sail had to be lowered and the trysail goton, The Pilzrim haying an 
open voclpib, the dingey was turned over il, arid this course had the 
pifect of keeping a food deal of water from going below. After a 
tremendous knocking about the boat gol on to Howth, which was 
made about 7 P.M, and ahout 8 o'clock Dublin Bay had heen crossed 
and the little boat brought up in safety inside Kingstown Harbor, 
Boatand crew were, of course, weather Mette but Mr. Middleton 
has reason fo he proud of the little boat, which pulled him through 
one of the heaviest blows which has been experienced for many 
years during the summer season,"—London Field, Sept. 8. 
And the following we extract from a letter by the owner of the 

Avethuse. 40 tons, who For caught in the same gale, whilé engaged in 
aichanunel match withthe Neptune. The handiness of the yaw! rig is 
ingidentally bronght onf.ikewise. The letter runs: 
“The Avethusa, however, kept on, not liking to forago the chance 

of revenging ler previons defeats. ad hoping to get across before 
the gale caught her in earnest, Gradnally shortening sail, she ham- 
mered along against the ugly sea. At 3 P, M. when about bwenty 
tiles from the Caskets, the wind, which had been gradually drawin 
fo the south, came dead ahead, and increased to a gale. She coul 
only take a mid-channel course, or feteh far to the west of the 
Caskets on the other tack. The sky looked as Noah might haye seen 
it the dy before the Deluse, au(l the barometer soon showad over 
twelve tenths fall m as many hours. On we pounded til 5 PF, M,, in 
hopes of a slant of wind, making very fair weather of it, but doing 
little or no pood, A consultation was then held. and, 99 the alternative 
of being hoye-to for an indefinite time was unpleasant, it was decided 
(to piagianze one of your late correspondents), ‘with the Full concur- 
renes of skipper and evew,”! to run to Portland for shelter, and make 
atresh start from there, Itsoon came on to blow and rain, and no 
mistake! Sail came off quickly—two reefs down, three reefs down, 
down foresail and mizzen, up tack, and soon, The yacht went like 
o bini—a water wagtail, for instance. It ended by the Avrethusa get- 
fing romnil the Shambles, into the roads, a littie betore 11 P, M., under 
eanyas wont the size of the handkere iefs of a couple of lachry- 
moss parsous—storm-mizzen reefed, small jib, close-reefed foresail, 
tiinsail slowed, 
“When day came, the Neptune was seen also brought up, but no 

fresh start could be made. The match was underY. R. A, rules, so 
no paid hands might wy to #et ashore, and the unpaid ones declined 
totry. So thvough Sunday. On Monday the Neptune got under way, 
with her flag down. Early on the 4th the wind julled a little, and the 
Arethosa gotacross to Cherbourg at 2.30, but about seventy-seven 
hours from sterting! We had nearly civen up from starvation, hay- 
ing been in strict quarantine; bread gone, aud the crew feeding on 
Majicirieake, mixed biscuits, and potted trifles. Water so nearly 
folte thalit became a serious question whether a decent cup of tea 
could be brewed from a bottle of selizer water. The flag, red and 
white vertical at starting. wis reduced ta white, with here and there 
the smallest fring of red, just sufficient Wo prevent disqualification. 
But, during the whole time, we had oniy once taken anything like a 
green sea on board, and bad not lost so much asa piese of spun yarn, 
Twish linay be oh an equally comfortable boat if ever I haye such 
ete circumstances wo face again, She deserves a guod 
word, 

This southeast gole is described in the London Field as a hurricane, 
The egual of which has not bappened for many years. The above 
Gises are isolated incidents, and could all the facts be ascertained, we 
tThight beable to offer a hundred times the amount of evidence m 
favor of the yrand seagomg qualities of cutters. 
Another illustration, taken from a letter inthe Herald of Monday, 

is Wimely. Tt relates to the safe survival of the litte 15-ton cutter 
Torch, after passing through the recent suucéssion of gales in the 
North Ses, ‘fhe Torch is of extreme proportions, being 45fr. loadline 
and Sft. beam, with six tons of lesd on the keel. yet she rode out five 
diye of fierve weather with nothing worse than snapping off pow- 
Sprit aud splitting ston foresail, Aud made harbor none the worse 
for the hammering. The Herald's correspondent adds significuntly 
that: pu Speaks well for the weatherly qualities of this class of 
vessel.’ 

THE AMERICAN SHIPBUILDING COMPANY. 

KADERS will he flad toa learn that the success of this conmpany 
is now firmly established, and that a larze amount of work is 

ii hand, with plenty more in prospeet, Vramés are going up fast, 
aoc the second launch will tale place Saturday from rhe Gompany’s 
yred at Port Richuiond. Pviladelpbis, This vesselis the iron sailing 
ship T, & Oskes.of 1.400 tons register, to carry 3,200 tons dead 
weeht on 22ft. londline. The hull, ready Tor sea, without cargo, 
displaces 1.450 tons. The keel ofthis vessel was stretched May 2, so 
thatshe bes bean Jess than five montis building, Her size may be 
athoxed fron the lollowing figures: Length over all, 28ft.; loadline, 

#O4Cb, pheam, 42f0.; depth of hold, 2si6rtt.; from top of oan rail to 
hottoin OF kel mobasures 30L6ft.; main mast, step to head, {5ft.; main 
yird. 8tt.; height of truck above Spar deck, 172ft. Total satl area, 
26,000 squire feet, ‘This vessul is built wholly of iron. The keel, 
sSlem sid posts are bars 10-284in, Whe frames are of angle iron 
6x4S-in,, stiffened with reverse frames 3i4%alem8-l6in. Decic 
bean of bulb iron 103g.c10-1hin. Garboard streaks are 3jin, thick, 
best flange iron, Side platinp 111hin. thick, and sheer stveak 13-16in. 
Aunog olier vessels under way inthe same estabhshment we note 
one large ship of similar size, to carry a like weight cargo; a schooner 
to carry 110) tons; another to carry 600 bolls; a steam colller for 
Baltimore to agar 18) tons; a freight and passenger steamer to 
carry a load of G0) tons and forty passengers. and no less than four 
tushoats fom 75 to 100L), long, Pen yessels contracted for is a show 
ing tha munegers may be proud of, and goes farto revive the peo- 
ple’s faith ina bright future for iron shipbuilding in America. The 
tompany lias more yessels in Hand, we believe. than any other con- 
eer on the Dulsware. 

THE CUTTERS ON LAKE ONTARIO. 

4 Maes tiring Of races recently sailed off Cobourg and Toronto carry 
& lesson the unprejudiced observer will not ullow to pass nn- 

heeded, Whe races ab Cobourg were without much result, The first 
day (he wind wa2so fitful and unreliable that the cutter Ailean fin- 
ished Tust in her class, being heaten by the Cygnet, 14ft. less loadline, 
by the Norah, Atalanta, and even by the Garfield. Upon many other 
oeessions |e cutter has shown herself 2 match for ihe best of these, 
and her defeat can only be attributed to the slants picked up by her 
more fortunale competitors, ind the loss of her topmast in a squall 
Next day, in a sti gale and tyubling sea, itis acknowledged by eye- 
withesses that the cutter Verve would haye been the winner but for 
the displacement of the turning buoy. This race was called again the 
following day. Werve made a lute starf and was bunglingly handled 
all through, so she finished well asterp of Tolanthe and Emma, the 
latver resorting toshifae ballast, Then the four days’ racing fol- 
lowed off Toronto, and sll the prizes were swept up by the two cut 
ters, Ailvenwwon first day, she again won on the second day, and 
both days of the Toronto ¥. C, were captured by the cutter Verve, 
Remembering that these two cutters are sailed by amateur crews, 
and that there was seareely any windward work in any of these races 
And that bobh Aileen ard Verve are at their worst with a free sheet, 
The inference to ba drawn is thatibs eulters have shown themselyes 
the egtal of the best centerhboards, and that under adverse condi- 
tions, ‘This conclusion tallies with the twials of cutters in our own 
waters. 

THE RECENT TORONTO RACES. 

Bdilor Forest aml Streamer 
Now that the Iolanthe has returned from Toronto, I am able to give 

vou something reliable as to the second class races at that port, 
rou have, no doubt, been édvised of the results, buf not of bow they 
were brought abouh, 50 [ will audeavor te plage the fucts before your 
reuters, The anticipated mceting between Iolanthe, Verve and 
Winnm did not take place, the curber preferring to sail in the first 
class, iu which she acquitted herself most creditably, The fame of 
Emma and Tobmtte i sugh that nothing cared to oppose them. In 
the Royil Canadian ¥, C. race it was a sail over for the Emma, as, 
while an efoth was bemg inade to secure a serutineer for lolanthe, 
the starting gna was fired anil tha Emma went over the course alone, 
The gentlemen who entered the Iolanthe demanded the return of his 
entrance money. but although promised it by the starter, it has net 
éf Gome to hand, I would suggest to the Royal Canadian Y. C. o 
ittle muy courtesy to visitiue peasmies whom they generally treat 
as if they were highwaymen Who wanted Losteal their purses, instead 
of gentlemen who follow the sport for its own sake, the money com- 
peced for being in no case more than sufficient to pay the hesyy ax- 
penses of the day, and, for sniall craft, ventoresome journay. 

In the Toronto Y. U, regatta, the Emma again won the prize, bunt 
the honors of the day went to the Tolanthe, which, delayed by the Jate 
arrival of ber ssiling master, Jost upward of three minutis at the 
Start, danegun starl, She then caught her competitor, but was wn- 
able to pass lenon the wind, owing to bad seamanship, and the wind 
falling light, finished the final round only thirty seconds behind, The 
erew of the lous] buyt are Pica over this resuit, and will mateh her 
against ory cabin yacht of her size afloat for & standing ballast race. 

stellking contrast with the conduct of the R. C. ¥.C.is that of the 
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T. ¥. ©., who have sent $85 (second prize) toa the owners of the 
Tolanthe, as a recognition of their pluck in going so far afield to race. 
That is the right sort of spirip. 
‘The handsome and swift steam yacht Nereid, Herreshof built, 

visited here to-day with ber owner, Mr. Jay CO. Smith, of Utica, and 
ladies on hoard, Port Taog, 

BELLEVILLE, Sept. 15, 

CRUISING AT SEA. 

LONG ernise ins yacht can generally only become interesting 
where the owner assumes « personal share in the command of 

his yessel, The qualifications necessary for nudertaking such a re- 
sponsibility can ouly be acquired by study and close observation, ex- 
tending over many years. The ideal comimander of a small craft, 
no less than ofan Atlantic steamer, ora sailiue clipper, should be a 
s¢aman, & navigator, and a pilot, He should have an extensive 
knowledge of hydrography. He should be thoroughly versed in all 
that is Known of meteorology. He must be « judicious dis iplinarian. 
He should bea linguist. He must combine the delight in books, 
which should fill up the intervals of calm, with the love of action, 
which will give him pleasure m the breeze. and a sterner enjoyment 
in the howling tempest, Inexhwustible patience, indomitable perser- 
yerance, unflagging energy and attention, are equally necessary ®o 
make a perfect commander of a cruising yacht, 
For the intormation of those to whom the subject is unfamiliar, it 

may be necessary to expand this enumeration of the indispensable 
qualifications of a perfect yachtsman. Seamanship includes a knowl- 
edge of the names of the principal parts of the vessel, and of the 
masts, sails, and ropes; an acquaintance with the method of fittin 
vigging, and with the arfof making bends and hitchés, knots ant 
splices. The strength, sizes, and manufacture of blocks, chain 
cables, and various kinds of rope, whether of he:np or of steel wire. 
should be understood. These may be deseribed as the elements of 
sedentary seamanship. 
Seamanship in its active, und to the yachtsman more essential and 

interesting aspect, includes the handling of the,vessel on entering and 
leaving harbor, and at sea under all conditions of weather, the man- 
agement of sails, the mauagement of boats, and an instinctive per- 
ception of what should be done when ropes and spars are carried 
away, Therule ofthe road should be thoronghly mastered, and, 
according tothe yery proper requirements of the Board of Trade, 
masters of vessels must understand the working of the life-saving 
Apparatus supplied on all parts of the coast, and should be able to 
communicate by means of the signal flags of the international com- 
mercial code, The seamanship which 1§ requived in the owner of a 
yacht will certainly be best acquired in a small yessel,in which 
he can, aud ought to, work as one of the hands, and tale his turn at 
the tiller. Thé present writer crépt slowly on from open boats to 
an &tomner, a 53-tonner, and thence to schooners of 118, 158, and 500 
tons respectively. Those who enter upon the career of a yachtsman 
comparatively late in hfe should, if possible, keep a smal yacht asa 
tender to their floating home. 
Navigation comprises an accurate working of the familiar rules 

of arithmetic, especially of proportion, of logarithms, an elementary 
knowledge of geometry, trigonometry and astronomy, the use of the 
sextant, the rating of chronometers, the observations and computa- 
tions for finding the latitude, the time, the longitude, and the varia- 
tious of the compass, To the educated landsman it is far more easy 
to gain a knowledge of navigation than to become expert in seaman- 
ship. Tw zionths’ steady application will carry the patient student 
through all the essential work in Raper and Norie. Much difficult 
work may be thrown aside for the practical purposes of the yachts- 
man. Theobservations of the moon can only be taken successfully 
after Jong practice, and the numerous computations demand the 
ulimost care and skill, but the great improvements in chronometers 
have rendered it unnecessary to be a lunarian. Lt will be essential to 
follow upthe study of navigation in books with a few lessons in the 
usé of the sextantatses. ‘To have firm sea-degs is an indispensable 
preliminary to this part of the performance. <a 

Meteorology embraces a kEuowledge of the forms and indications of 
clonds, and the signs which foretellimpending ecnanges of weather, 
an acquaintance with the indications of the barometer. and a thor- 
ough study of what has been written on the Jaw of :torms by Scott, 
Reid, Redfield, Piddington, Meldrum, Maury, Jinman, Toynbee, 
Lecky and others. - 

Pilotage, or the art of navigating coastwise and in soundings, re- 
quires a certain faculty for ilentifying al) unfantiliar coast from the 
delineations given in the charts. It inyolves a knowledge of the tides, 
and a good judgment in estimating the distance of objects by cross 
bearings in daylight. At night and in narrow channels the eye is the 
only available guide. Pilotage becomes easy with practice. The 
Thames, the entrance to the Mersey, the east coast of England, and 
the west coast of Seotland will present to the yachtsman intricacies 
and difficulties of navigation which he will not find exceeded in any 
part of the world, It wasin the estuary of the Thames, and in com- 
maid of the longboat from the flagship at the Nove, that Lord Nelson, 
us he relates in his autobiography, asquired that skill as « pilot whieh 
enabled him to plan and to carry out the effective disposition of his 
ships. which contributed so much to the signal victories of the Nile 
and Copenhagen. 
The art of discipline has been admirably defined in the regulations 

framed for the award of the gold medal anjually given by Fler 
Majesty to the boys of the Conway and Worcester, the training-ships 
established on the ‘Tyne and the Thames for the education of officers 
for the mercantile marine, ‘The qualities which will make the finest 
sailor consist of seif respect and Independence of character, kindness 
aud protection to the weak, readiness to forgive offenses, a desire lo 
eonciliate the differences of others, and, aboye all, feariess devotion 
to duty and untliuelimg truthfulness,” : 
Racing isa branch by itself, It demands quickness of judgment in 

the highest degree, and perfection in the art of setting aud taking in 
canvas, In the hand fing ofa racing yacht, just as in pilotage in dil- 
ficult places on a dark migt, or in carrying a vessel through 2 severe 
storm, experience is essential, The most accomplished masters of 
racing yachts will be those who have been brought up in subordinate 
positions under smart and suecessful men. 
Leading. as Ido, & tao sedentary life on shore, I make a poins of 

working with my crew whenever they are called upon to perform 
laborious duties, Iteannot be m every hody’s way to take off his coat 
and pull atarope with his men, and the practiceis ngf customary 
with che owners of large yachts. Some of my yachting brethren are 
too advanced in life to take part in such exertions, snd many of the 
younger men, in all probability, were not inured te sea in early life. 
he months and years which I heve spent at sea they have spent on 
the moor, in the stubble, by the salmon river, or in the hunting field, 
aud they haye from the practice of a lifetime a masterly dexterity in 
sports at least as manly as yachting, and which demands m a greater 
egree both courage 4nd resource, : 
in the purchase of a yacht the means at the disposal! of the yachts- 

man are of course the primary consideration. In narrow waters 2 
cuiter is greatly to be preferred. Wor ocean cruising the iarger the 
yessel is the be ter. The large vessel will make quicker passages and 
contend more easily with heavy weather. 
For short cruises. and where the object is merely to enjoy the plea- 

sure of sailing, the idea of steam should not beentertained. But 
whiere the primary object is to travel, or to secure for an Invalid the 
easiesi means of 'eaching 2 mild climate,a steam yacht with pole 
masts is the fastest and cheapesl conveyance. Steam yachts can 
never present the interest which attaches to (he glorious uncertainty 
of sailmg. The management of an engine can neyer becomes sport. | 
Seamanship, as (lescribed with such spirit by Admiral Rous, and prac- 
ticed by those fine old yachtsmen, Mv. Milner Gibson and Mr. G, W. 
Bentinck, well deserves to rank among the national sports of Eng- 
land. ‘To those who contemplate extensive foreign voyages, who de- 
light in’ sailing, and are not fettered by considerations of cost, a com- 
posite vessel, combining full sail and steam power, is the most satis- 
factory type. 
than ful! powered steam yuchts as regards working expenses. 

The concourse of vessels in the Solent is attractive and instructive, 
The obserying eye will pick apa wrinkle from every new vessel 
which may be visited. . j 
The interest attaching to all the shores of the Medilerranean is 2 

familiar theme, on which itis superduous to dilate. In a sea where 
there are no prevailing winds rayid passages must not be expected 
under danvas. Thedistances, however, from portio port are short 
fnd the shelter afforded in the harbors is excallent. Iu point of 
salubrity the seaports of the Mediterranean leave much to be desired. 
Ina tideéless sea Impurifies uccumulaté within the artificial moles, 
and attacks of faver ave not infrequent, The healthiest anchorages 
are in open roadsteads or bays, such as Gibraltar, Speazia, tie Straits 
of Messina, Qagliari, Palermo, the Ionian isles, andl Con tantinople, 
On the voyage to und from the Mediterranean numerous places or 
interest are passed, which are too rarely visited. Iwould particu 
larly recommend Vrest, the Bay of Douarnenez. Belle Isle, Bt. 
Nazaire, Bordeaux, Ferrol, Coreubion, Arosa Bay, Vigo. Oporto, 
Lisbon, Setubal, Seville, and Cadiz. The islands in the North At- 
lantic have been unaccountably neglected by our yachismen. The 
distance to the Azores and Canaries is upproximately the same as to 
Gibraltar. These groups are perfect gems upon the ocean, The 
harbors are not good, but an island always affords shelter to vessels 
hove to under its les. ‘ ! 
The storms which sweep the North Atlantic in higher latitudes 

haye deterred muny yachtsmen from visiling the Shotes of the 
United States ond Canada, During « voyage from Cork ta Quebec 
in August, 1872, the writer experienced the heaviest weather which it 
has aver been his lotto encounter. In the course of a fortnight at 

Hut such vessels must necessarily be far more costly | 

J 

sea, mainly from errors of judgment due to mexperience, he went 
through the ceutre of two cyclones, one in mid-ocean, the other off 
the French island of St, Pierre. But, once arrived on the farther 
shores of the Atlantic, the cruise was delighiful, In the Eothen, a 
gcrew yucht of 350 tons, in the course of a cruise of four months, we 
yisited St. John’s, Newfoundland, Father Point, Quebec, Muntreal, 
the Sagnenay. Perinee Edward’s Islaud, Gaspé, the Gut of Oanso. 
Tlalifax, Boston, the fslandot Nawshon, Nantueket, Proyidenge, New- 
20r!, New York (entering the port From Loug Island Sotnd), the 
udson, West Point and Poughleepsie, the Chesapeake, Hampton 
Roads, Norfolk, the Potomac, Washingten, Annanolis. and Baitimove, 
where welaid npfor the winter. ‘Ube St: Lawrence alone is worth 
the voyage, so truly noble is the scenery «mm its banks, while the 
Saguenay River, though nofso preat, is even more beautiful and 
unique in character, with its sheer rock precipices and unfuthomedl 
waters, The improvements in the Canadian canals will shortly af- 
ford access to the great lakes of America, The extent of the inland 
navigation whigh will thus be opencd up, will be appreciated from 
the fact that the Straitsof Belle Isle are exactly equidistant from 
Liverpool and Fond du Lac, at the western extremity of Lake Su- 
perior. 
Many yoyages of great Interest might easily be sketuhed Gut and it 

is needless to say how the novelty and interest of the objects seen on 
suvli expedilions, and the compléte change from the ordinary mode 
of lite, refresh the weary brain, add to the pleasure of sailing on hal- 
cyon seas, and reward you for what you huve endured from the perils 
and dangers of the deep. —Tioinag Brassey, in Kortnightly Review. 

-SGTR.—Mr. MeCormeck's flush deck sloop or cutter, whichever 
you choose, has been sailing so well this season without heme in per- 
fect trim that herelements are of eteal interest. as they coniict with 
many dogmas offormer days. In the July 4 Boston City race, she 
made the best time of her class, but failed to win owing to late start, 
In the Baverly open races, August 18. she won third +, and but for 
fluky winds would have done better. In the Hy! open race, the Subur- 
dsy following, she was well to the fore in her class, when she ran on 
the Toddy Rocks and splintered her heel so that she bed to be met 
wilh the wheel. Bot enough was learutito mark her as u very fast 
yacht wheuin thorough condition, Sheis only S%fb, loadliné, Wot 
stows cn fons of ballast, seven of which is ou the keel, aud she draws 
fieft. of water. Those who hayescniled aboard this boat are ready to 
meet any centerboard to windward, and think they can dvop the best 
shoal drafts in lumpy water. She carries as much ballast as the 
Scotch cutter Madge. and draws ous foot wove water though S46ft, 
shovier, Her rig is in proportion. 

SHIPPING A CENTERBOARD,—The Dawn last Sunday succeeded 
in getting a new centerboard into the « without putting the boat 
onthe ways, The medius querahdi was as follows: The cover to the 
eenter case was removed und then from either end of the case 6 
welzhted line was dropped: these were caught from the bottom of the 
boat with boathooks and led toa Hoat on Wwlich the new centerboard 
was, and alongside which the yachtley. The after line was bent to 
the eyebolt intended for the centerboard halliards and the forward 
ove to & hole bored in the case, The board was lowered overboard 
god the Hines hauled taut from the cabin, which natmrally had the 
effect, of carrying the board into the case. when allit was necessary 
then to do was to shift it roundunul the hole for the éyeboit corre- 
sponded to the hole in the cusing, drive in the pin and the job js tin- 
ished.—S, FL Breeder and Sportsman, 
ATHLETIC DRPARTMENT.—Thre¢e arrangetuents, Susie §., Annie 

aud Snoozer, aliont 2¥ft. long, engaged in a pame of sand piling, 
Wednestay, September 19. Course from Bay Ridge around Robbin’s 
Reef and buoy outside of Narrows, then back to start. twice over, 
tiyenty nautical miles, Wind light and stesdy, hence there were no 
Capsizes or drownings to lend interest to the came outside of a small 
cirele of the “fancy” interested in betting, The fame was wou on 
fluke by the apparatns Susie S. 
Two other tossers, the Goodin and Brothers, played a game last 

Monday oyera course from Bay Ridge avound Robbin’s reef and 
Fort Lafayette, sail twice over, twenty miles. Won by the affair 
Brothers, No capsizes or drownings to make the game Of any inter- 
est to the reader. 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. ©.—The annuel races are to be resailed 
October 6, The club has doubledin members and yachts within the 
last year, with the prospects of becoming the principal usionin New 
York devoted to the interests of vessels of moderate tonnage, The har- 
bor and anchorage at Port Morris ave the best to be found near the 
Gate aid that alone will insure a great future wilh proper manage- 
ment. The great difficulty the regatta committee has to meet is the alas- 
Sification of many boats of varying sizeandcharaecter, whieh shall be 
satisfactory to owners and yet nob interfere with the real objects of 
the sport. To this the managemenotis fully alive, and in the end, no 
doubt, order will be secured out of chaos, Converning classification 
and some of the elub’s sailing rules we have an article in preparation 
for next week. 

HOW THE GERMANS GOT LEFT.—In a recent international 
match sailed off Kiel, in the Baltic, tue Norwegian visitors carried off 
all Lhe prizes. The German yachts were mostly of the centerboard 
type and were obliged to beg in the strong wind antlsea. The Nor- 
weeianhs sailed 4 four-beam cutter on English lines and a native flush 
deck eraft with all ballast on the kee! and rammed them through 
everything, much to the astonishment of the Germans, The Berlin 
Wassersport has commenced a laudable fight azainsz traps which are 
unfortunately plentiful in German yachting tleets, Whe Jatest dis- 
aster reported is the capsizing of 24olus,in the Schmolte, and the 
drowning of Baron Victor yon Ramin, 

HULL Y, C.—The second-class yachts Gem, Lillie and Transit 
sailed a match, Sept. 22, lo decide the championship series im thei 
class. Wind lightfrom east. Gem led off, but Lillie overhauled her 
in Nantasket Roads and finished with nearly fiye minutes to spare, 
taking shampionsiip for the season. 

SRCOND CLASS KEEL SLOOPS. 
Actual. Corrected. 

Lillie, P, M. Bond 3 34 28 31224 
Gem, J. F. Osgood... 3 47 45 317 10 
Transit, FE. H. Togalls a 47 50 $18 Ob 

ALREADY WELL TESTED.—A London letter in the Herild thinks 
the qualities of cutters, with all their ballast outside, in an Atlantic 
fale an open question, Considering thatsuch cutters have been tried 
in the worst seas in the world—in the chops of the Channel and in the 
Bay of Biscay—and have acquitted themselves superbly, their per- 
formance jn the comparatively easy lone rollof the Atanticis not 
open to speculation any more. The modern racing cutter bas time 
and again given proof of her capscity to make better weather of a 
gals than the pot-bellied barrels of old. 

SINGLE-HAND YACHTING.—This fascinating way of enjoying 
sportis being pursued with greater vicor than ever before, and the 
number of spall yachts sailed on single-hand principles are fost 
increasing, Dr, H, Griswold of this city has purchased f Jiltle vessel 
of 20ft., which was recently sailed sround from Gloucester by oue 
hand of tue ripe age of seventy. The boat was brough! through soma 
ugly Weather in good shape yery creditable to her skipper, 

LIFE BUOYS.—In a recent vapsize two life buoys were kept in the 
cockpit so securely lashed that they were of no service in the absence 
ofa kinfe, Ag the days now promise ta be breezy, at least one should 
he ready for iminediate servive at allitjimes. Hung it over a hook im 
us cockpit with a long line attached eoiled np ond held with a slip- 
not. 

NEWARE Y, C.—The following offiuers for next year have been 
elected: B, M. Gro¥er, yacht Vixen, Commodore; J, Williains, yacht 
Ouward, Vice-Commoadare: A, VW. Adams, yacht Rambler, Seeretary; 
C. Cameron, yacht Emmy C., Measurer: G. Hartung, yacht Mand L,, 
Treaster. 

KNICKERBOCKER Y¥, C.—The thirty yachts 
started in the fall mateh last Thursday. bad to ei 
wank of enough wind, 

lopen boate which 
? up the contest for 

The race will probably be resailed unless 
| Strong weather should frighten tiie little one’s out of the attempt, 

ROYAL NOVA SOOTTIA Y. 5.—Qlosing race of the year for Com- 
modore's Cup and class three, was sailed sept, 15, Tm Leh winds, and 
was devoid of fealure, Won by sloop Petrel, Lieut. G, 0, 8, Hand- 
cock, and sloop Mentor, Mr, A, Store. 

A YACHTSMAN'S OFINION.—I would not ba without your paper 
if only to back up vightideas on yachts anil yachting. The good you 
have done already tiust be enormous. T send you iny sibseription 
for two years in aivance.—ONTANTO, 
GITANA.—This schooner, Mr. F. MM. Weld, Wastern Y, C., will soou 

sail for the Meditermanean, and possibly proceed through the Sues 
Canal to Australian waters, cirtumnavizuting the globe before re- 
turning. 
NEW YACHT.—Dr. Bryant, formerly owher of the sloop Undine, 15 

to havea 70rt, yacht built this winter by W. H. Smith, ot City Point, 
South Boston, whose work on the Huron has given so much satire: 
faction. 
HURON.—We hear that Mr, Gray will start his Boslon cutter in the 

Seawaohaka ocean matches to be salled early in Oeroher, which will 
lend addjlidnal interest to those races, ; 

CLEVELAND Y, A,—The annoal fall race bronght out six starters, 
Lulu won 335 and Champion fag, Ide 525, Rover $15 and Daisy $12, 

NEW JERSEY ¥. C.—The open races, posiponed from Sepp. 15° 
will besailed to-duy. Start, of Dlysian Pielis, al 10:40 A, M. 
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INCOMPATIBUM.—An evening papér is moved to remark that cut- 
ters are incompatible with American yachting. Considering that 
there are now over fifty cutters in American waters, that their owners 
are highly pleased with them, and that hundreds would invest in 
cutters if they could only find a market for their traps, and that 
more than half the new boats built are keels with outside ballast, and 
that the sloop ri¢ is fast giving way to the cutter, the incompatibility 
would seem to be on the side of the antique petrifactions, who are 
too old to learn, and too sleepy to keep their eyes open as to what is 
roiige on allaround them. As very fast vessels in heht wind, having 
iberal accommodations, cool cabins in the summer heat, absolute 
safety and drawing less water than keel sloops, the cutter is pre- 
eminently adapted to American waters, and thatis why she is being 
introduced so rapidly. 

BANNERET,.—This well known little racing sloop, 238(t. Sin. load- 
line, has been sold by F A, Daniels to J. F, Brown, of Newburyport. 
She will fly Hull ¥, C. colors, 

ARROW.—'This sloop, Mr, W, P. Douglass, N. Y, ¥. ©., will be 
altered to eutter rig under the superyision of A. Cary Smith, at 
Greenport this winter. 

UNA.—Mr. Miles Wood has heen off cruising in the Una, and judg- | 
ing by some of the bluefish sent in, the cruise has been bad for thefish, 

NIOBE.—This pretty little cathoat has been bought by F, L. Dunne, 
of Boston, and will remain in the Hull Y, C. 

DAUNTLESS,— Mr, Coilt's schooner sailed from Cowes Sept. 10, 
bound for New York. 

OUR SUMMER’S OUTING, 

[Continued from page 168. | 

IN TWO PARTS — PART IT, 

After much discussion we made up our minds to go to 
Long Lake, as that seemed to suil the necessities of the 
occasion, being convenient and there being a house at which 
we could put up, and the fishing was said to be fair, So 
nine o'clock saw Horace and the writer howling along in a 
good democrat wagon on the road to Long Lake. The 
distance was made ip about two hours and a half. On our 
arrival at Mr. Strohn’s, whose house is situated on a bluff 
a few yards from the Jake shore, we made arrangements for 
our team to coure after us when notified. 
Long Lake is a very pretty sheet of water from two and 

one-half to three miles long and about one-half to three- 
quarters of a mile wide, Ii is surrounded by dense forest 
on nearly all sides, the shore is low on about half of its line, 
on the other the banks rise to a height of fifteen or twenty 
feet, though the low ground preclominates. Toward the 
lower ena of the jake are fine camping grounds and I under- 
stand a party from Chicago go there cyery year. There is 
also a fine spot to piteh a tent, in the grove in. front of 
Strohn’s, and n young gentleman from Qhio had been en- 
camped there for seven weeks, that is he had his tent there 
to sleep in, but procured his meuls at the house, a good way 
for those who do not care to take the trouble to outfit for 
cooking, The water in the lake was quite warm and very 
pleasant to bathe in, Its deptli ranged from very shallow to 
nbout thirty feet, there may be deeper spots but we did not 
discover them, Strohn has several very fair boats, built on 
the battean plan, They are flat bottom, sharp bows and 
aquare stern, While inyestizating the boats we heard the 
sound of oars, ond upon looking up saw a craft approaching. 
As it dvew nearer we recognized two acquaintances trom | 
Detroit and were in turn recognized. ‘We'll. Vil be hanged!" 
qnoth one, “what are you fellows up here for!” “‘Same as 
yourself,” we replied. ‘But what luck?” Good,” and so 
siying one of the gents held up a fine string of nine black 
bass. “‘That’s fine,” said Horace, “if we can only do as 
well, I shall be satistied, 
hig fellows and Vl be happy.” Mr R., one of the party, 
assured us that we would have no trouble, as he was in tlic 
habil of coming to the lake every summer seyeral times and 
always caugh) fish. He kindly pointed out the best spots, 
but we found we had to find them for ourselves, 

After dinner we lost no time in gettmg our old togs on, 
rods jointed, bait-boxes filled, and, bidding good-bye to our 
friends, who were going back to Cheboygan, hied to the 
lake, ‘Now,’ suid Horace, ‘for some fish, for I do believe 
there is fish in this lake,” ‘We know it,” I replied, ‘for we 
have seen rome taken from it, and ‘seeing is believing.’ ” 
Horace lit his pipe, let oul. the trolling line, and I took the 
oars and started for the other side of the luke for one of R’s 
likely places. Nothing in the shape of fish rewarded Horace 
for his trouble, so as I drew in toward shore he reeled up the 
troller and we cast our stone over. ‘Now for the first fish,” 
said [, as Limpaled some wrigglers on my hook—we were 
fishing wilh worms—and into the water I dropped my line, 
Horace followed suit, and very patiently we sat and waited 
for the bite that did not come. ‘‘Guess this can’t be the 
place; let’s move on.” So we moved. That was not the 
place either, and so we kept on until six o’clock, but “nary” 
afish, As we pwled back to the landing we met a party of 
ladies and gen(lemen from Cheboygan, who had come up 
from tbe other end of the lake, and it did not make us feel 
anything better to find that they had seyeral fine bass and a 
four-pound pickerel or two, ‘‘Just our confounded luck,” 
said Horace, ‘‘Never caught any fish yet; expect I neyer 
will—don't believe there are any fish in the lake after all.” 
“Hold on, my boy,” said 1, “thave patience. There are fish 
and we will get some. Wait until after supper.” So we 
wilted, and after supper we went out again; fished until 
dark; still not a bite, ‘I must confess, Horace, this beats 
me, and I do verily believe you have ‘thoodooed’ the ‘out- 
fit,’ for [ can generally get something if there is anything to 
get, Well, we won’t give up, we'll get up early and try 
them early in the morning.” Horace grumblingly assented, 
but did uot have much to say as we pulled back to shore. 

At four the next morning we were on the lake. Pulling 
directly to a deep hole off of a point, we dropped anchor 
abd our lines. Atlast 1 felt a pull, and quickly striking I 
yelled, ‘I’ve got one!’ “Don’t lose him,” cried Horace, 
“it must be the only one and you've got it.” Determined to 
save the fish if possible, 1 did not waste much time and held 
{he captive right up to his work, and soon had the satisfaction 
of landing « fing bass of about u pound and a half, After he 
was safely deposited in the well we smiled. ‘Phere, I told 
you so, just hing on and we'll get them yet,” said 1. ‘Yes, 
mess so,” replied Horace, and in the same breath ‘'l have 
him.’ “Get hin run a little, you will lose bim if you keep 
such a strain on.” But no, he did not, and we soon had the 
plezsure of putting number twoin the well, To say we felt 
better, would bea yery mild way of expressing it. [Horace’s 
face was as if he bad changed the shape, before it was a very 
lengthy countenance, now it was quite broad, especially the 
smile it wore. Wenow had an intermision, and not getting 
another bile, concluded to go in and get breakfast. 

Adter breakfast we started again, and it seemed as if the 
ive was now broken, as it were, for we managed to tuke in 
nine fine hass olit of the ‘‘wet,” in about two hours, This, 
of course. was not anything tremendous, but as we could 
not have used many fish and were in no hurry to load our 

I just want to catch one of those | 

boat, ‘it would serve.” We pulled round the lake, stopping 
here and there, and as the sun got up so as to be unpleasantly 
warm went in for a rest. 

In the afternoon we were joined by a party from Chehoy- 
gan, on their way home from Black Lale, of which the gon- 
tleman gave glowing accouuts. He had taken some very 

| large bass and pickerel, and had one fish on his line which 
he swore was either a whale or the next thing toit. 1t was 
quite laughable to hear him tell how his rod bent double, 
and how utterly powerless he was to check the mad rush of 
the fish when struck, and then of the sensation of disap- 
pointment when his line snapped, but he kept consoling him- 
self with the thought of how big it must have been, anid said 
even if he did not catch the fish be was glad he had got it on 
his line, for he never had such a sensation before, and it was 
a revelation to him, 

About four o'clock, we all went out on the lake, und that 
afternoon we had the beet fishing enjoyed during our stay, 
Horace and I were fishing with worms, while the other party 
used crawfish and frogs, Frogs were scuree, and it was 
considerable trouble to Gatch crawfish, so we did not at- 
tempt if, The bass biti freely on the worms, even More so 

‘than on the other bait, but the largest fish tock the troys 
more readily, he lake was full of minnows, and we were 
advised not to try them as bait, as the large fish could secure 
all they wanted and j.reterred a change of diet. Horace and 

jmyself took one side of the lake, and the other party tried 
| the other, while Mr, C., the gentleman who was stopping at 
Mr, Strohn’s, followed our boat. We had found a deep 
stretch of water near the shore, and the trees threw a 
shadow completely over it, making it » dandy spot to set 
your eraft ona warm afternoon. We dropped our anchor 
and cast out ourlines, It was not lone before Mr, C, hada 
bite, and il was fine sport for us to see him land his fish. He 
had not been fishing much, and what still-fishing he had 
done, while at the lake, he did with a cane pole, drawing his 
fish directly in and not attempting to play them at all, Since 
our arrival, however, he had taken a fancy to try the ortho- 
dox way, and had rigged uparod with areel. This-was 
his first attempt io use it, and after running his fish round 
some little time, he landed it in good style highly delighted, 
and with the remark “that was some fun, no more cane pole 
for him.” 

| We were so intent watching the debutant that we nearly 
forgot our own interest in the inhabitants of our “hole,” but 
were brought back to business yery suddenly hy Horace 
haying a tremendous bite. His reel sang merrily, but he 
tried to stop the fish too suddenly, and snap, away went the 
hook und snell. It must haye been a large fish, as the suell 
was six strands of fine gut, Poor Horace was disgusted, and 
aus be reeled in bis line spoke very gentle words, extolling 
that particular snell. He wanted me to puta new hook on 
his line, as I had the tackle book in my pocket, so I agreed 
to do it if he would hold my rod and give it up if he got a 
bite. After some bantering he said be would, so we ex- 
changed. [ got the new hook nicely on, and was just putting 
on a bait, when ‘Here you are, take your rod,” said Horace. 
I seized it, and the moment [had itin my hand knew that 
the largest fish yet hooked was on the end of that line. How 
he did pull, and for sume inexplicable reason the reel refused 
torun. <A nice fix, to be sure, ‘Qonfound it! why won’t 
thig reel act? J know he'll get ee See that rod tip 
under water. Now whit haye you done to it, Horace?” L 
cried, while all the time I expected something would go. 
“Gness | let that stop down.” said Horace. There was 2 
stop on the reel which I did not use, and he had snapped it 
down and I neyer thought to try if, as the changing 
of rods and general mix had quite upset me, 
The stop was lifted and the strain on the tackle 
relieved, but seeing my line was so strong, I kept a 
steady pull on the fish. How be did fight. Now, straight 
down, trying to get under the boat; this I stopped, and 
foiled in that, away he went for deeper water. As soon as 
the strain was put on him again, up he came, leaping clear 
out of the water, mouth wide open, shaking his head like an 
angry bull, disgorging a half a dozen minnows from his 
capacious throat. 
once more, but all in vain, the cruel slecl was too tirmly 
fixed, and slowly but surely he was drasyn to the boat and 
gently deposited in the well. What a splendid fellow he 
was, his black sides full and round, his bright eye glistening 
with the ardor of his fight, and his gills heaving quickly in 
the effort to breathe, It was the finest bass we took, and 
the Jargest taken from the lake while we were there. We 
did not havea pair of scales, so could not weigh him. I 
tried to keep him alive until we went to the town, and had 
him in a box until the Jast night of our stay, when by some 
means unknown, he disappeared with one other fine fish, 
So Horace and I were on equal terms regarding regrets of 
‘what might have been,” for he hasnever forgiven himself 
for handing me the rod with the big bass on the line, and [ 
have not ceased regretting that I did nof haye the means of 
weighing that fish before it was taken from (he box. It was 
a lesson, however, to be rermembered, and my pocket scales 
will not be forgotten again, ‘here is one consolation, how- 
ever, if the fish had fallen short of the cstimated weight I 
might haye felt worse. 
We were quite exercised over the reports of the large fish 

to be found im Black Lake, so as Mr, C. was anxious to go 
over we determined to deyote one day to 4 trip there. So 
early one morning Mr. C., Horace and myself started down 
Long Lake in Mr, C.'s boat. After arriving at the end of the 
lake the boat was pulled up and the oars hid in the grass, 
though that was really a useless precaution; however, we 
did not want to risk the chance of a walk back at night. 
We then struck into the woods on an old ‘‘tole” road, and 
after a sharp walk of a half hour, during which time the 
festive ‘‘skeeter” sang and bit his prettiest, we reached 
the main road, which we followed to the end, and there 
into the woods again over an apolozy for a road to 
a famous house on the banks of Black River, Here 
we secured a large clinker-built sailboat, minus the 
gail, and started up the river for the luke, I) was 
claimed the trolling was fine and any quantity of pickerel 
could be taken in the river. One man, a farmer, assured us 
he had captured six the evening before, right in front. of his 
louse, rowing not oyer two hundred yards, We did not 
secure any, however, but cujoyed the trip up the river, as it 
was quite pretty with the green foliage growing to the 
water's edge, and even down into the water where the land 
waa low, and here and there little coves filled with water 
lilies, while cyery few moments small flocks of ducks would 
rise from the rushes and reeds as we rounded some bend in 
ithe stream, and go sailing off just out of gunshot, We had 
a gun with us but did nob get a chance to use it, Upon 
reaching the lake we kept near the right liand shore, and 
headed directly for a point where the lumbermen had erected 

Then down again, then out of the water | 

what are called ‘head works,” this being the point where 
our friend from below had lost his great fish. 
As we pulled up to the works we saw two small boats with 

two gentlemen in each, cyidently fishing, off to our right, 
We tied up to the timbers and proceeded to fish. Mr. @. 
had hardly dropped lis line before the bait was seized by 
some yoracious fish, and off it went with his hook ;nd part 
of the line. “‘Hyidintly one of those muskallonge they told 
usof,” quietly remarked C., as he proceeded to put on Another 
hook. In the meantime Horace and I had taken in some 
small perch, when, seeing that worm was not the bail here, 
we tried to capture some of the numerous small lry we say 
swimming round the logs. ©. lad in the interysl got all 
damage repaired and was licky enough to sucure a bite 
as soon as his line was in the water, This time all 
held, and be succeeded in landing a fine bass of about four 
pounds’ weicht. After the litule stir this made had quieted 
down, ‘ind no moretish sceming to be wuxious to make our 
aeqnaintance, we conchidéd to pull over to the shore, which 
Wis about a mile distant. On our way we passed one of the 
boats we had seen, but did not interview them, and on reach- 
ing the land we found the other bowt drawn upon the sand 
and the former occupants stretched jo the shade, taking it 
eusy. As there is never any ceremony needed in situations 
of this kind, we did not hesita1e to approach the strangers, 
and soon were conversing with them. I had been on the 
lookout for the ‘'ingisher’ outfit, and about the first thine 
T asked was if this party had rin on to any Sich outfit. Phe 
gentleman | accosted smiled very broadly, aod remarked that 
that happened to he the ‘gang’ and ‘font in that boat was 
the old sea-dog himself.” Twas loth to believe it for one 
reason. We had bad the partyin view for at least two 
hours, and during that time the party in the boat pointed 
out had not been on shore to look for some ‘cool spring to 
get a drink of ice-cold water.” However, I was forced to 
believe the gentleman, though circumstantial eyidénce was. 
against him; but the mystery was explained soon after when 
we passed the boat which ‘Kingfisher’ wis in, by our dig- 
covering several bottles containing, mo doubt, the well- 
beloved ‘‘spring water,” and 1 noticed our fricod was also 
supplied, In reply to what luck they were having, they said 
“far,” but that there were “whales” io the lake. They had 
seen a muskallonge which they would take their ‘divy” was 
‘ix feet long,” and they were after some of ‘those fish.” 
We did not remain long on shore, but soon all pulled to 

the headworks and were there joined by the other boat, We 
asked which gentleman ackuowledged to the coxnomen of 
the ‘‘Kinefisher,” and with quite # blush, or at leust I think 
he would have blushed if the stm and wind had left any of 
his countenance in a condition to bluish, the elder of the tyo 
modestly claimed the nuthorship of the articles ander that 
name, J think the gent imagined he was getling considera- 
ble noforiety, to be hunted ont in the “northern wilds,” and 
made to acknowledge his idevtity, but such is fancy, aod for 
the benefit of those wlio may never mect this mighty fisher 
of the North, I will simply say, he is a jolly looking old 
party, and, judging from his appearance, tales this world 
easy and hss a good time. 1 did uot dare to disclose my 
identity, for Lwas afraid after the article T wrote last suin- 
mer rather decrying the famous hiuntsof the lovers of Novth- 
ern Michigan, Lmight be lynched, however, I guess | would 
have beeu safe, ay one of the party Ll was conversing with 
agreed with me perfectly in regard to the trout streams in 
that section, yiz., Rapid River, ete, ‘Kingtisher’ told us of 
an immense muskillonve he had seen, and said he was atter 
“his scalp,” and showing a young clothes line, “this was 
what he hac prepared for him,” While fishing from the 
headworks he captured a pickerel about cighteen mehes long, 
which he said ‘the would keep for bait.” As we bad a long 
row back and the wind was fresh, we bade the ''Kinetisher” 
party good-bye, wishing them much success with the ‘bip 
fellows,” und a good time. L[ have watched ench week's 
issue of the Forms AND STREAM, expecting to see something 
from ‘‘Tiugfisher” relative to his trip, and | am quite anxious 
to hear whether he canght that muskallonve. If this article 
should catch his eye, it will remind him of the diy, and will 
also puzzle bim to know who penned this account, 

Our pull back to the river was a hard one, as the wind 
was very fresh and blowing on our port bow, whieh mare it 
worse pulling than if dead ahead. Wowever, musele and 
time brought us to the river, I will not attempt iny de- 
scription of Black Lake, as [ expect the party mentioned 
above, will write for the Former AND STREAM 4 much better 
description than I could pen; suffice it to say that personally 
I prefer « smaller lake where distances are less, and though 
the fish may average smaller, the sport will not be so much 
behind. After our tramp back tu Long Lake, we bosided our 
craft, and on (he way to Strohn’s stopped at some of our 
favorite holes, just long enough to eatch mou fish for 
breakfast. We arrived home before dark, and were pretty 
well tired out, having been over about twenty-five miles of 
distance by land and water. 

Tempus fugit, yea verily when one is off on o pleasure 
excursion, the “old gent” does more than Hy, he travels by 
some kind of an electrical cable with a ‘‘wit thar stroke” too, 
and he got there with us, and the last day of our slay at 
Long Lake opened early. 

Wanting to take a few fish to Cheboygan for our friend, 
and haying lost, as mentioned above, two of my finest, I told 
Horace I would run down to the lake belore breakfast and 
try a spot near by. Pulling my bout down the shore, jast 
below the house, I allowed her to drift slowly back with the 
wind aud soon struck a fine bass about three pounds Lshould 
judge, Just then the horn was sounded and Thad to yo to 
breakfast. hat being dispatched, we started onl to fish 
until noon, a8 we had ordered the wagon at that time, 

Pramiz Dos, 
{vo Bp coneLupED. | 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

T. G, Lake, Pa.—Write to J. T, Miller, Montvale, N.J. 
U. M. G., Tenafly, N. J._See Pormsy avy Syneam of Aug. 39, Por 

answer to your inquiry. 
§, R. B., Gape Girardesn, Me.—We have no authentic records of tha 

hei¢ht and welpbt of the dogs you mention, 
fF. J. B., Hanover, Mo.—Read “ Training ys, BYeatiny,” for intsruc 

tion in causing your dog to retrieve his Itids) 

Two truly rural youths, discovering the tracks of a wood- 
chuckin freshly-fallen snow, followed them up and finally 
succeeded in despatching the creature, One of thom of a 
poetic turn, thus celebrated the exploit in the village news- 
paper; é 
Coe First Israel with his gun he shot him, 

Then laid it downand wentaway, 
Then Isaae with his axe he chopped him, 

Until there were no signs of life remaining that we could per 
ceivye.—Bosion Budget. 

——— 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

With its compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 
of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each week a larger 
amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 
kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contained tm all other 
American publications put together. 

THE CREEDMOOR MEETING. 

Pes G the past week the eleventh annual fall prize 
- meeting of the National Rifle Association was held on 
fhe range at Creedmoor. Fine weather favored the gather- 

ing, and after mote than a decade of life it would naturally 

be expetted that a good showing should be made, yet it must 
be confessed that the affair was a failure. It was not such a 
display as should he made after so long a term of effort has 

been enjoyed by the managers of the N. R, A. There was 
an excellent team from Michigan, another body of capital 

riflemen reported on hehalf of the State of Pennsylvania, and 
the Regular Army was also seen through its local detach- 
ments. There were a scattering few from the ranks of the 
National Guard of this State, and in some of the matches the 

scores ran ahead of the record as shown iv former years in 

the same contests. But there was not that rivalry which 
should be manifested at this date in such a place as Creed- 

moor. There should be thousgnds where there are but hun- 

dreds, and a display of enthusiasm y, here only lukewarm in- 
terest it now seen. There must be a reason for all this, and 

it is not difficult ta see it in the policy which has been pur- 

sued by the Association, 

Incompetency and mistaken judgment aré to be met at 
every turn. There is a petty regard for self in place of a 

generous disposition t9 see the art of rifle shooting grow and 
become popular, even though some of the old stagers should 
be driven into a merited obscurity, Marksmen should not 

be disgusted by bickerings among the managers, nor con- 
fused by the yarious interpretations of the complicated mass 
of ill-digvsted directions known as the ‘rules of the N. R. 
A.” The recent meeting was marked by a number of those 
nonsensical happenings, and at this date, a week after the 

the meeting was virtually over, we have found it impossible 

to get, at the office of the Association, any proper record of 

the work done during the meeting. The whole system of 

scoring on the range during the meeting has a cloud of doubt 
cast over it, in the minds of some of the best posted contest- 
ants, owing to the inefficiency of those in charge of this work. 

The fact is, that the Creedmoor of to-day is useless for the 
purpose for which it was instituted. Itssituation kills it as 

a resort where the National Guard of this city may lcarn the 

art of accurate shooting. It isa day’s journey to go to and 

come from the range. Though but a dozen or so miles from 
the metropolis in actual distance, it is far more inaccessible 

than many places double that distance, The proposition for 

a new parade ground in the upper part of the city embraces 

a plan for a rifle range of sufficient extent to give the Guards- 

men achance to get frequent practice without an undue 
sacrifice of time and money. Oreedmoor may be of use as 
a place for annual or other gatherings of importance, but to 

be such it must be made accessible, and then there must be 

some judgment shown in so atranging the terms of the 

matches that riflemen will be attracted, and so treating the 

shooters that they will not go home disgusted after each 

visit to Creedmoor, 
We are firmly of opinion that there will be no falling off 

in. the aggregate of shooting done in this country. The spirit 

of rivalry is as strong as ever, and there will always be 

enough men who enjoy the pleasure of an hour before the 
butts to make rifle shooting a fixture among the health-giy- 
ing sports of the land. There is need, too, of a real National 

Association on the subject. A good set of rules is in demand, 

defining the various classes of rifles, and so framed as to en- 

courage progress, and not foster obsolete patterns of arms; 

so simple that every match will not be followed by wrangles 

and disputes, and not liable to constant change at the whim 

of any one of the company of self-appointed managers. If 
this long-felt need is met, the Association will be doing some 
real service to the cause of rifle shooting progress. 

The recent meeting has brought more and more into 
prominence the fact that Creedmoor is dead as a real place 

of resort. on the part of marksmen. ‘The place under its 

present control and transit facilities should be turned into a 

hay field or a cow pasture at once. A great deal of money 

has been spent, and the bulk of it squandered, upon the place. 

It has been of value in demonstrating what need there was 

of an intelligent effort in the cultivation of rifle practice, 
and now it is plain to all that the faults of the place are so 

strong and overpowering as to render it useless. 

A baker’s dozen of spectators during the matches and an 
item given to the report of the doings each day in the daily 

papers show the estimate which the public hold of the pres- 

ent control of the range, At another site, and with matches 

so arranged as to conditions and prizes that generous fields 
of competitors would be assured, the Association may hope 
to take on a new life, otherwise it may at once be conceded 

that it 1s ina moribund state, destined, it may be, to drag 

out an indefinite existence in a dead-and-alive condition. 

A FREE TRIP TO FLORIDA. 
OD and reel fishermen, attention! ‘To go to Florida 

no board bill at the end, and then to be set down free of 

charge in New York City again—here is a fine chance for 

theright man, The offer is open to all, without regard to 
race, age or previous condition of servitude to the hand-line 

system of fishing. The only requisite demanded is skill 

with the rod and reel; but the quality and quantity of 

that skill must be pre-eminent. To be more specific. A gen- 

teman recently called at this office and made the following 

proposition: ‘The expert who will go to Florida and spend 

three months, will be paid passage and board money, on the 

sole condition that he catch one tarpon with rod and reel. 
Tt should be explained that the individual who makes this 

generous offer is nota philanthropist; he is not seeking to 

dispose of his surplus income in charity. No such high 

motivts prompt him. We suspect the feeling that animates 

him to be quite different; it is, in short, though we did not 
dare tell him so, reyenge; for he has had some personal 
experience with these monsters, and the average man who 
hagshad one interview with a tarpon generally thirsts for 

revenge a long time afterward. But whatever his motive, 
we vouch for his ample responsibility, and can assure the 

successful angler that the money will be forthcoming imme- 

diately upon presentation of the proper proof that a tarpon 
las been taken in out of the wef in the manner prescribed. 

Tbe Mecca for tarpon fishers is on the west const of Florida. 

The fish is occasionally caught in the vicinity of Mayport on 
the east coast, but we should advise the man who intends to 

earn his passage to go to the Gulf grounds. 

without paying fare, to spend three months there with 

ACCOMACK AND NORTHAMPTON, 

HE Roman legions were once sent to rid the Balearic 
Islands of aplague of rabbits; in the Seventeenth Cen- 

tury Spain dispatched a company of lanceros to Hispaniola 

to kill off the droves of wild dogs, sprung from the hounds 
which had been imported by the Conquistadors to hunt the 

Indians; and now from the dwellers in Accomack and 

Northampton counties, Virginia, comes a ery for hunters to 

destroy the superabundant and poultry-peculating foxes, 

Before the war this peninsula country was famous for~ the 

excellence of its foxhounds and the skill of its huntsmen, 

The planters kept large packs of choice dogs, and had plenty 

of timeto hunt, Great stories are told of the exploits of 

dogs and men. But when the war came on the planters 

were ruined and the famous packs dispersed. The people 

have not yet recovered from the effects of the war. They 

have been too busy to do much hunting. Well-bred fox- 
hounds are few and far between. 

The foxes meanwhile have had it all theirown way. They 

have increased and multiplied until they have become a 
positive nuisance. The farmers will welcome sportsmen and 

hounds who come to wage waron the yermin. The country 

is a grand one for this kind of hunting. 
The game of Accomack and Northampton counties is not 

confined to foxes. Quail are there in abundance. They are 
to be found just out of the towns and on the plantations and 

farms. The bays and water courses are the resort of im- 
mense quantities of wildfowl, geese, brant, mallards, black 

ducks, curlew, snipe, willets, etc. The birds are found on 

both the east and west sides of the peninsula, but the east 

side with its islands is most famous, The shooting grounds 

are easy of access, board is very reasonable, guides and boats 

are to be had. For wildfowl the middle of November is the 
best season, The grounds are reached by steamer from 

Baltimore to Bell Haven, Va. 

AMHRICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS’ UNION. 

il pees founding of the American Ornithologists’ Union in 
this city last week, should be recorded as one of the 

important events in the progress of ornithological science in 

this country. The meeting was well attended, and the mem- 

bership of the society embraces the leading working orni- 

thologists of the United States and Canada. By systematic 

and concerted methods of work, the Union will accomplish 

much more than could be attained by the independent lahors 

even of specialists. 

Of the seyeral committees appointed, that on the Classifi- 

cation and Nemenclature of North American Birds is one of 

the most important. There are now two check-lists, that 

by Dr. Coues, and the other by Mr, Ridgway. The two 

differ, and the differences, however important or unim- 

portant in themselyes, “cause confusion and annoyance to 
students. It is, therefore, highly desirable that these differ- 

ences should be adjusted and the two lists harmonized into 

one of recognized authority, The committee of the Union will 
endeavor to do just this. Their report will be submitted to 
the Council of the society, and by the Council to the Union 

itself, so that the nomenclature finally adopted will carry 

with it the authority ofthe society, whose decision will 

presumably be final. 
The Union is to be congratulated upon the harmony mani- 

fested at its initial convention. 

Tue New York Stare AssocraTION FOR THE PROTEC: 
vrIion OF Fish AND GAME held its twenty-fifth annual con- 
vention at Niagara Falls. Monday evening was devoted to 

a meeting, in which it was yoted to urge the passage of the 

bill known as the Grady bill, at Albany next winter. The 

shooting rules were amended, and a committee was ap- 

pointed to dispose of some of the Association prizes. Seven 
clubs were represented. Twenty-three clubs were dropped 

from membership. 

Pamrep Prizes.—Why has no genius conceived the 
brilliant thought of painting clay-pigeons as plaques for 

prizes? Nothing would be handsomer or more appropriate 

as a trophy of skill at the trap, A clay-pigeon, with land- 

scape or bit of wild life painted on the concave side, would 

make a pretty ornament for home or club room, 

SEASONABLE Hint to ANGLERS.—Do not put away your 

fishing tackle until after the anglers’ tournament in this city, 

TERE are no skies like those of October, the sportsman’s 

month. 
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RELIEVED GUARD. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Seemg in your issue of September 13, the humorousstory ‘Arkansas 

Snipe,” by my uncle, Henry P. Leland, Isendyoutha A? ea 
written several years ago by the same author. H, P, T, 

7 
There at his post by cozy marsh that binds 

The borders of the bay, 

Where moaned through rustling sedge the winter winds, 
The silent soldier lay, 

II, 
Through the cold blue of heaven the evening star 

Set the first wateh of night, 
While ‘thwart the west one lingering crimson bar 

Crowned the dead day with light. 

ur, 
Slyly the gray fox peering, swiftly ran 

Alonp the dusky shore; 

Stopping, perchance, with pricked up ears tosean 

The wildfowl winging o'er. 

Ty, 
The pulsing whirr of wings that beat the air 

With a deep trembling hum, 

Unheeded pass the soldier thera, 
Unseen the wildfow] come, 

V. 
Now over the line of marsh the new born day 

Lifts up its rosy wings, 

And through the frosty air, far down the bay, 

The honk” of wild geese rings, 

VI. 
Unharmed the wild duck preens its plumage bright, 

Swimming the soldier near, 
Gazing the while with eyes of liquid light. 

it sees no sign of fear. 

VIL, 
Caimly at peace he lay, while the bright sun 

Tinged his pale cheek with red, 

Shot through the heart—his duty done— 

There lay the soldier, dead. 

vitl. 
Whether ‘neath sheltering roof or open sky 

We render the last breath, 

God give us strength to calmly die, 

With hope for after death. 

A CANOE RACE IN BURMAH. 

T is 4 o’clock in the afternoon, and the sno is still beating 
down fiercely on the mile and a half broad stretch of 

water which extends far above and below Myan-oung. But 
the whole population of the town, and excited family par- 
ties from 1 score of villages round about are gatherea on the 
banks of the Torawaddy, and bustle about regardless of the 
heat, Girls with flowers in their hair, and the brightest of 
dainty silk handkerchiefs floating over their dazzling white 
jackets, their costly skirts trailing on the half muddy, half 
dusty grass, and the long loops of theirdah-leez-an necklaces 
swinging about on their bosoms, hurry backward ind for- 
ward with unwouted activity, rezardless of the det- 
timent to the fragrant yellow cosmetic on their checks 
and necks, aud heedless of the occasional remon- 
strances of the guardian duennas hardly less excited 
than themselyes. Young men, ordinarily scrupulous as 
to the jaunty set of their flowered turbans, and the care- 
fully arranged folds of three hundred, or two hundred rupee 
waist cloths, now rush backward and forward, apparently 
aimlessly, their goune boungs (head wrappers) twisted on 
anyhow, or hanging ioosa around their necks, and the cher- 
ished pasoh (waist cloth) girded up tightly round their loins, 
reckless of creases; while they have not a word to say, or 
eyen a glance to throw at the fairest of the country’s daugh- 
ters. Staicl old men are gathered together in lots, all talk- 
ing together at the pitch of their voices and jingling bags of 
rupees in one another’s faces, every now and then one group 
rushing off io another, and swelling loud tall into shouting 
ina fashion of which you would not haye believed the pkleg- 
matic old gentlemen capable, if you had seen them three 
days azo. Everywhere is bustle and excitement, and an- 
tiuipation. THyven the township policemen have lost their or- 
dinary offivial swagger, and are engaged in eager converse 
with individuals who, in ordinary times, command their at- 
tention in quite a different way. 

There is very good reason for it. The full moon of 
Thadia-gyoot is past; it is well on in October, and it is thie 
time of the boat races. For weeks past the Myan-oung boat 
has been spurting up and down the Jong, straight reach, or 
haying a heavy training paddle to Akouk-toung and baclc 
again, and now at last the great day has come. Myang- 
oung has challenged Thohn-kwa, hitherto the unconquered 
champions of all the low country, and the race, in best-and- 
best boats, is to come off this afternoon. The down-river 
men with their boat, and pretty nearly the entire body of their 
iellow-villagers, arrived last night, and none except the 
privileged have seen anything of them yet to enable them to 
judge whether they are in as fine form as they were last year 
when they rowed the Bassein boat to a standstill, No won- 
der there is excitement, for Myan-oung is but a young sub- 
division, sprung up since the English occupation, with no 
specialty for paddlers, and Tholn-kwa cherishes a name 
for prowess ou the riyer from far back in the old Burmese 
ays. 
But suddenly there is a lull in the buzz of talk and every 

cye is directed up the river, The boats have started for the 
preliminary row over the course. It is necessary to propiti- 
ale the guardian spirits of the river, and the yotive offerings 
are therefore to be made. At the stern of each boat crouches 
aman holding with onlstretched arms a bunch of plan- 
tains, some cooked rice, flowers and betel for the behoof 
of the water kdpie. This precaution must ou no ac- 
count be omitted. Who knows what disaster might not 
otherwise Lappen? The tlouted ngt might upset the craft 
with a fiip of his finger, or cling to the keelson of the boat 
and tire to nothing the sinews of the brawniest arms, There- 
fore goodly alins are given so that all may vest with the 
prowess of the rival crews. This practice séryes also another 
purpose. It enubles the spectators to have a final view of 
the antagonists, and to lay their last rupee or not on their 
champions according as their judgment or loyalty bids them, 
Not a man of them will hack the enemy’s bout. Lf they have 
not supreme confidence in the superiority of their represen- 
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tatives, they simply refrain from staking all they possess. | dition and cooler-headed than their opponents, and will win 
But in all the vast crowd there is not a man who hus not a 
money interest of some kind in the race. There is Oo Ohn, 
the district magistrate, im (he grand stand, a primitive 
crection run up in half an hour with some sticks 
ind bamboo matting; he is a Thobn-kwa man by 
birth himself, but nothing will persuade him to back the 
fishing village against the subdivision oyer which he now 
tuies. Why, he has practically built and furnished all the 
mouey for the Doung-sat-pyan himself. The water-craft 
which he learnt in his native place has only prompted him 
to hang with greater loving care over the lines of the boat 
where it was building, and Bah Too, his eldest son, wields 
the stvering paddle in the Peacock, the pride of Myan-oung, 
Now, the old gentleman—he pulled a good oar himsulf 20 
years ago for the very town he now longs to beat—moyes 
abont uneasily, gets up and sits down, winds and unwinds 
his white paw-lohen, and can hardly refrain from shouting 
out, tor the Peacock is just passing, and Bah Too gives a 
yell and flourishes his paddle, and there isa great shout of 
“Goulk-kya!” from the Myang-oung partisans. ‘‘Gouk-kya,” 
or “Gouk-kya bah-thah;’ means simply “man,” or ‘‘man, 
the son of his father,” but it is a defiant challenge or an in- 
spiriting cheer to the Burmese, They are a fine, strong-look- 
ing lot, the Myan-oung crew, perhaps a little too fleshy, and 
therefore possibly deticient in staying power, but all young, 
and worked up to a nearly frantic enthusiasm by the pres- 
ence of their sweethearts and the momentous duty that rests 
upon them, Their weather-beaten old trainer paddles along- 
side of them in a little canoe, and begs them to be calm at 
the beginning, and not vush themselves out at the start. The 
boat is a beauty, and does credit to the old magistrate in 
the sweeping curyes of its mes. Low and light as skilled 
hands can make it, 1t draws only a few inches of water, and 
does not rise much more than a foot above the surface. So 
thin are the sides that the boat is tourniquetted together 
with twisted wire and bamboo, and the seats themselves 
serve more to stiffen it, and prevent a wrench from doing 
any harm, than as conyeniences for the paddlers, There 
are 24 of a crew, all told, and the boat is 50 fect long. 

It is painted all black, save at the bow, where there is a 
brilliant representation of the peacock, from which it takes 
its name, At the end they come with a great spurt, shout- 
ing and bending to cach stroke, and another great yell rises 
from the bank to assure themof the approval of their towns- 
men. 
A length or two behind them comes the Thohn-kwa boat, 

paddling along composedly to the time of their celebrated 
rowing song, a mysterious gusty air that has suggestions of 
the swirl of the river eddies, and the whistle of the wind in 
the tall kaing-grass that lines their native crecks, in its vary- 
ing measure. It comes oyer the water gently enough now, 
but many is the time it has swelled like « hurricane blast, 
and left the opposing boat foolishly as if it were at anchor, 
The Thohn-kwa crew are as different 1s possible in appear- 
ance from their robust young rivals, There is probably not 
aman under thirty among them, but tliere is not a superflu- 
ois ounce in all the wity twenty-four. Byery thew is 
tough as whip-cord, with long struggles against the rush of 
the current in the flooded creeks; every face, and arm, and 
shonider is deep brown with exposure to the wind and the 
sun, for not & man among them butisa fisherman, and 
thinks nothing of the wild squalls that sweep oyer the delta 
and ruffle the swift current into a dangerous surge. No 
wonder they have an unbeaten record, and Ov Obn fidgets 
about uneusily when the famous pé nin of the Thohn-kwa 
boat salutes him obsequiously as fhe boat sweeps up 
No one knows how old Kol-kyah-gyee is, His withered 

face and shrunken hody suggest that if is time he was giving 
up fishing, and endeayoring by assiduous picty to get his bal- 
ance of kan somewhat more on the right side toward another 
existence, but he is hard as nails still, and no man in all 
Burmah has a greater name fhan the ever victorious Thohn- 
kwa stcersman. None like him to keep a boat. straight in 
the conflicting eddics that have thrown out many an appar- 
ently conquering boat; none like him to gauge the strength 
of his crew and spurt just at the right moment! From start 
to finish he has ‘all his wits about him, and the stem of the 
boat is full on the winning post all the time. Four years 
ago, when the Hlaing men seémed to be carrying all before 
them, it was Kyah-gyce’s generalship that won the day. 
Therefore, the Myan-oung magistrate is a little disconcerted 
at the homage paid him by his old rowing mentor, but none 
the less he puts on another hundred rupees with a Thohn-kwa 
loo-gyee, who has come up at the moment. The Tholn-kwa 
mén come with a bif of pace at the finish, too, and witha 
heh Ja, toola, youk-kya, bah-thah, hi! dash past the winning 
post. 
; This winning posi is not such as is used in English boat 
racing. A boatis moored right out in the current with its 
head to the stream. <At right angles to its length a long 
hollow bamboo stretches across the bows, and through this 
is passed a rattan, the end projecting an inch or two beyond 
the mouth of the tube at both sides. The contesting boats 
have each their own side and keep their own water, and the 
bow paddler rises and snatches at tlris pan as the boat whisks 
past, It thus becomes a sign and proof of victory, Nota 
little skill is wanted on the part of both the man at the bow 
andthe man at the stern, The former has to be sure in the 
eye and quick of hand, and the latter must take especial 
care to bring the boat past at the proper distance. It is not 
so very simple a matter to pull out the long cane at the ter- 
rific pace with which the boats come up, and the pan must 
be carried off toinsure the verdict. Sometimes both men 
seize it at once, and then they are almost certainly swept 
out of the boat, and as arule both lose the rattan. But if 
one has the pluck and presence of mind to stick to if, then 
his hoat has won, 
Wow the offerings haye been made and the boats turned 

round; no very easy matter in the swift current with their 
great length, bul it is effected dexterously enough. ‘The 
Myan-oung boat paddles up to the winning post, and young 
Ojimg Zahn tries the pan to see that it runs smoothly in the 
bamboo, and Koh-kyah-gyee swings in the stern of the 
Thohn-pan-hla—the Three Fair Flowers, as the Thohn-kwa 
boat is called—to make sure that his man will haye his 
proper amount of cane to grasp at. Then both boats get 
under the bank to ayoid the force of the current, and paddle 
leisurely up to (he starting point, a mile ora mile and a half 
up the river, 

The din and bustle on the bank now becomes greater than 
ever. Every one is talking and stating his yiews as_to the 
result of the race, and nobody is listening tohim. Letting 
goes on freely, and the chink of rnpees is heard perpetually. 
fi is announced that the sporting English extra assistant 
commissioner from the divisional town has given as his 
opinion that the fishermen will win; they are io better con- 

at the finish. There is a minute’s dejection at this, and 
then it is all effaced by the discovery that the Chinese store- 
keepers haye put their “bottom dollars” on the home oat, 
That is good news, for the Talohk isa good judge of any- 
thing that can be betted about, and it is very seldom that he 
drops money. So the talk goes on tili the last coin is 
staked, Welshers haye not yet been introduced info Burmah, 
and there is now nothing to be done butrelieve one’s feelings 
in talk, and puff furiously at big cheroots, with an occa- 
sional rush into the water to sce how far the beats haye got 
up. Old Oo Ohn tries to fallc to the young Englishman, but 
if is no use; he can’t keep either his mind or his eyes off the 
boat, and the Ay-ay-baing improves the occusion by attempt » 
ing a flirtation with the “daughter of the house,” But he 
might as well talk to the winds. She is far more excited 
than her father, and would be dancing about if it were not 
for the restraint of her old nurse, whois too blear-eyed and 
rheumatic to he anything but ill-natured. 

But at last there is a hush; and eyery eye is turned up the 
river, The hoats are turning and come dvrifting down to 
the starting place. There is a minute or two of Wacking and 
fussing about, so as to get the boats straight and the bows 
level, and then with a loud shout they are off to a start. by 
mutual consent, A roar of pent-up exciternent comes from 
the crowd all the way down the banks to the grand stand, 
and then swings back again like a waye on the flat sea sand, 
Served by their magnificent boat and their younger strength, 
the Myan-oung crew jump off with the lead and continue to 
draw away until half way down the course, whore they are 
clear and have a bit of daylight to spare. The backers of the 
Peacock are wild with triumph and already see victory be- 
fore them, but the Thohnu-kwa party are perfectly composed 
and declare that things could not be going better, Quarter 
of a mile from home old Koh-kyab-gyee leis out 4 yell, and 
thongh there is no apparent quickening of the etroke, the 
gap, which for the Jast few lcndred yards has remained un- 
altered, suddenly disappears, and the Tholin-pan-hla creeps 
steadily up the Peacock’s thwart, and at last Oung# Zahn, the 
Myan-oung bow, sees the enemy’s boat for the first time 
since the start, and a few seconds later the rival bow is level 
with him, and the nose of the Three Fair Flowers shows in 
front to the length of its figurehead, The noise on the bank 
is simply deafening, Incoherent shouts of degpair and en- 
couragement and delight burst froin every throat; old women 
tear down their scanty hair and work with their arms 4s if 
they themselves were in the race; girls rush to the water's 
edge, heedless of the mud and splashing that will ruin their 
silken skirts forever: young men and boys rush up to their 
necks in the water and yell with frenzied eaver- 
ness, for it is only a boat's length to the winning- 
post, and Tholin-kwa leads by a foot. Old Oo Ohn can 
stand it no longer, for the last minute he has been shaking 
all over as if he were in a palsy, and his tongue and throat 
are as parched as if they were choked with slack lime. He 
rushes forward with his hands in the air and shrieks ‘“Youk- 
kya" in a key that cuts through the din likea steam whistle. 
Youk-kya, the cry is taken up; ““Youk-kya, bah-thah—every 
mother’s son of you—the Doung, the Flower, sway, lay, 
lay; row for your lives; row for your unvanquished name!” 
and the two bows fling their paddles from them and rise for 
the struggle. The wink of in ¢ye too soon and he will miss 
his grasp, the flick of afinger too late and there will be nothing 
to seize. A great hush falls on the yast crowd as if they were 
all stricken dead, and then both men disappear in the water, 
clutching apparently simultaneously at the rattan. An ago: 
nizing five seconds and then Oung Zahn comes to the sur 
face hiandishing on high the pan; the Thohn-kwa bow felt 
the seratch of it on his palm as it disappeared througli the 
tube. The scene that follows is beyond description. The vie- 
torious ¢rew spring up to dance, but the relief is 
inadequate, They can only escape frenzy by plug- 
ine into the river. Oo Ohn: tucks up lis whist 
cloth and dances round in mad delight until his stiff old legs 
will bear him no longer. Pompous old loo-gyees (leading 
men) caper and plunge and shout; younger men can only 
relieve their feelings by flinging themselves in the pools on 
the bank and rolling about wildly in the mud; girls who at 
ordinary times would hardly dare to raise their eyes to look 
about them, dance and shoul in ecstacy, and their mayried 
guardians join in the rout, Bands from a dozen villages 
round about stiike up, but the professional dancers who 
came to perform i honor of the victors are fain to look on, 
while their intended audience go through unpremeditated fig- 
ures. Note.—lt always seems maryelous how the people ever 
get gravity of demeanor again after a great boat race. The 
contest is technically not over yet, It is a hlay-pyoung loo- 
pyoung, that is to say, the crews have now to change boats. 
The Thohn-kwa men take the Doungsat-pyan, and the 
home crew man the Three Fair Flowers, But to all intent 
and purposes the victory has been won, and the home repre- 
scutatives are the conquerors. The two boats paddle wp 
again, and the fishermen go right away and win with the 
most consummate ease, This sets money matters on a more 
comfortable footing, but the Myat-oung people are nota 
whit disconverted. They won the real race, that in which 
cach crew rowed in its own boat, and'they receive the argu- 
ments of the Thohn-kwa contingent with the nvost self-satis- 
fied composure. The record of the champions has heen 
broken, and the yeteran Koh-kyali-gyee has at last sat ina 
losing boat. 

A gimeral adjournment is made back to the town, The 
country people have all come im their country wagons, and 
these are drawn up in comfortable places under the trees, 
The victorious crew go in procession up and down the main 
street, preceded by bands and every one in the place who 
can dance. Feasting is general, and then all move off to the 
plays, of which there are three or four. which some un- 
wearied spirits can only find relief for their exultant triumph 
in yehn dances and irresponsible performances of their 
own, Till dawn of day the revelry goes on, but thereisnoth 
ing like drunkenness, It is exceedingly seldom that you see 
a drunken Burman out of Rangoon, where they claim to he 
Europeanized, ~ For a couple of days the excitement lasts, 
and then the strangers wend their way homeward, and the 
township calms down toiis usual quiet. But for years the 
great event will be talked of at the local feasts, and the yehn 
choruses of three or four generations will tell of the gallant 
struggle when the Doung-sat-pyan beat the Thohn-pan-hla 
and broke the long supremacy of the Thohn-kwa rowers. 
Note.—The Burmese canoes art dugouts, bul very grace- 

ful and beautifully modeled, they have a great deal of spur 
and ‘‘camber,” in fact the whole boat rises fore and aft, in- 
stead of being deeper at stem and stern like our boats. The 
paddles used are the ordinary single-Vladed paddles, and 
they paddle with an extraordinarily short, quick stroke; oc- 
casionally ours are employed. 
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Aatuyal Histary. 

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS’ UNION. 

N Wednesday, the 26th of September, about twenty of 
ile most prominent ornithologists of the United 

States and Canada, assemblod in the Library of the American 
Museum of Natural History at Central Park, New York, and 
founded an organization to he known as The American Orni- 
thologists’ Union. A constitntion was adopted and officers 
were elected as follows: 

President, Mr. J. A. Allen. ; 
Vice-Presidents, Dr. Elliott Coues and Mr. Robert Ridg- 

way. 
ReRY and Treasurer, Dr, C, Hari Merriam. 
The founders of the Union are: ; 
J. A. Allen, Cambridge, Mass,; C, Aldrich, Towa; Prof. 

S$. F. Baird, Wasbingfon, D. O.; H. B. Bailey, New York; 
C. F. Batchelder, Cambridge. Mass.; Capt. C. E. Bendire, 
C.5. A.: E.P. Bickuell, Riverdale, N. Y.; Wm. Brewster, 
Cambridge, Mass.; Nathan Clifford Brown, Portiand, Me.; 
Montazue Chamberlain, St. John, N. B.; Chas. B. Cory, 
Boston, Mass.: Dr. Elliott Coues, Washinton, D. C.; D. G. 
Elliott, Staten Island, N. ¥.; Dr. A. K. Fisher, Sing Sing, 
WN. Y¥.; Dr. J. B. Holder, New York; Thomas Mcliwraith, 
Hamilton, Canada; Dr. Edgar A. Mearns, Highland Falls, 
N. ¥.: Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Locust Grove, N. Y.; Dr, D. 
W. Prentiss, Washington, D. C.; H. A. Purdie, Newton, 
Mass.; Robert Ridtway, Washington, D, C.; Dr. R. W, 
Shnieldt, Medical Department U. §. A.; Dr. J. M. Wheaton, 
Columbus, 0, 

The first congress of the Union continued for three days, 
adjourning af 2. P.M. Sept.28, The constitution states that: 
“The Union shall consist of Active, Forcizn, Corresponding 
and Associuie members. Active members shall be residents 
of the United States or Canada, and shall be limited to fifty 
(50) in number. Foreign members shall be non-residents of 
the United States or Canada, and shall be limited to twenty- 
five (25) in number, Corresponding members may be natives 
of iiny country, aud shall be limited to one hundred (100) in 
number, Associate members shall be residents of the United 
States or Canada, and shall not be limited in number.” 
The organization is intended to bea somewhat exclusive 

body, and the position of Active membership is the highest 
honor to which an American ornithologist can attain. The 
Associate members are selected from the large amateur ele- 
ment, tepresented in all parts of North America, and consti- 
tute the body from which Actiye members are hereafter to 
be chosen. ; ~ 

Tn addition to the founders already mentioned the follow- 
ing named gentlemen were elected to Active membership: 

. B. Barrows, Prof. F. EB. C. Beal, L. Belding, J. 8. 
Cooper, Ruthven Deane, §, A. Forbes, Prof, Theo. .N. Gill, 
Col. N. 8. Goss, Geo. Bird Grinnell, H. W. Henshaw, J. 
Amory Jefiries, F. 5. King. J. K. Kidder, Dr, F. W. Lang- 
don, Geo, N. Lawrence, Newbold T. Lawrence, Dr. J. C. 
Merrill (U. $. A.), BE. W. Nelson, Mr, Nehrling, T. 8. Rob- 
erts, J. H. Sage, W. H, Saunders, G. B, Sennett and W. E. 
D. Scott, 
The Council of the Union consists of the officers, ¢x-offisio, 

and of Prof. $. F. Baird, Mr. G. N. Lawrence, Mr. William 
Brewster, Mr, H. W. Heushaw and Mr. Montague Chamber- 
Tain 

Six committees were appointed as follows: 
«#. The Classification and Nomenclature of North Ameri- 

can Birds: Messrs..Rideway, Allen, Brewster, Henshaw, 
Coues. 

6, The Migration of Birds: Messrs. Merriam, Brown, 
Purdie, Wheaton, Chamberlain, Grinnell, Henshaw, Cory, 
Merrill, Fisher, Mearns, MeTlwraith. 
ee Avian Anatomy: Messrs. Shufeldt, Merriam, Jeffries; 
oues. ‘ 
d. Odlozy: Messrs, Bendire, Baily, Brewster, Ridzway, 

Merrill. 
é, Faunal Areas: Messrs Allen, Ridgway, Bicknell, Mer- 

riam, Fisher, Mearns, 
f. Eligibility or Ineligibility of the English Mouse Spar- 

row in North America: Messrs. Holder, Purdie, Chamber. 
lain, Brown, Bicknell, 

The following-named eminent naturalists were elected to 
the high position of Foreign membership: ‘T. H. Huxley, 
Alfred Russell Wallace, W. K. Parker, J. B, Barboza du 
Bocage, Henry BE. Dresser, Otto Finsch, H, H. Giglioli, Gus- 
tay Hartlaub, Allen O. Hume, Alired Newton, August von 
Pelzeln, Tommaso Salvadori, Osbert Salvin, P, L. Sclater, 
RK, B. Sharp, John Gurney, Sr,, John Gundlach, A. Schlegel, 
J. Cabanis, Dr, Krause, Alphonse Milne-Edwards. 

About twenly Corresponding and ¢ighty Associate mem- 
bers were also elected, 

Jt was evident from the first that this convention was not 
called in the interest of any faction, and the harmony and 
evident good will that characterized all its actions and delib- 
erations proved the unity of purpose of its founders. 
While the revision of the classification and nomenclature 

of North American birds is one of the avowed objects of the 
organization, it is equally certain that much other good will 
be accomplished by it. Indeed, it is safe to say that the 
founding of the American Ornithologists’ Union marks the 
beginning of a new era in the progress of ornithology in this 
country, and that if will give un impetus to this science such 
as if has not received since the publication of Baird’s great 
work in 1859, — 

LIST OF CORRESPONDING MEMBERS. 

Count yon Berlepsch, Miinden, Gerinany; Prof. J. A. 
Palmen; Walter Buller, New Zealand; Capt. Blakiston, 
Japan; —— Pryor, Japan; Perey Freke, Rose Mount Dun- 
drum, connty Dublin, Ireland; J. Douglas Ogilby, Ireland: 
J. J. Dalgleish; J Harvie-Brown; Henry T. Wharton, Eng- 
land; Henry Seebohm, London; Robert Collett; Howard 
Saunders: F. Buchan Gudaman; John Gumey, Jr; J. B. 
Harting; Pere A. David; Dr. H. Oustalet, Jardin des Plantes, 
Paris; Grandidier; Stejueger, 

LIS! OF ASSOCIATE MUMBERS. 
Dr, C, C. Abbott, Trenton, N. J.; G. EB. Aiken, Colorado 

Springs, Col.; C. A. Allen, Nicasio, Cal.; G. S. Agershorg, 
Vermillion, Dak,; Dr, H. A. Atkins. Locke, Mich. 

Egbert Bags, Jr., Utien; Dr. Tarlton H. Bean, Washing- 
ton; C. W. Beckham, South Pueblo, Cal; Franklin Benner, 
Minneapolis; G. A, Boardman, Calais, Me.; F. G. Browne, 
Framingham, Mass.; D. 8. Bryant, San Frauciseo, Gal.; W. 
B®. Bryant, San Francisco, Cal.; W. A. Brodie, N, W. T.- 
John Burroughs, Hsopus, N. Y. : 

A. P. Chadbourne, Brookline, Mass.; H. K, Goale, Chi- 
cago, Il.; Wm. Couper, Montreal; A, B. Govert, Cadillac, 
Mich.; W. W. Coe, Portland, Conn. 
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W. H. Dall, Washington; Wm. Dutcher; New York: J, 
Dwight, Jr., New York. 
W. H. Biliott, Washington; B.W. Everman, Blooming- 

ten, Ind. 
W. H. Fisher, Cincinnati, O.; N, A. Francis, Brookline, 

Mass.; L. 8, Foster, New York: W. H, Fox, Washington, 
D.C 

Vi. H. Greig, Bimira, N. Y.; M. B. Griffins, Shelter Island, 
ws Dr. J. B, Gilpin, Halifax: B. F. Goss, Pewaukee, 

is. 
Prof. C, EB. Hamlin, Cambridge, Mass,; John L, Hayes, 

Cambridge, Mass.; Dr, P. R. Hoy, Racine, Wis.; Romeyn 
B, Hough, Lowville, N. Y.; Manley Mardy, Brewer, Me.; 
Richard H. Holden; Snowden Howland, Newport, R, L; 
G. Hotterhoff, Jr., California. 
W. A. Jeffries, Bostou, Mass.; F. T. Jencks, Providence, 

R. 1; Jewey, Smithsonian: Dr. Howard Jones, Circleville, 0. 
F. Hl. Knuolton, Middlebury, Vt.; T, Kumlien, Albion, 

Wis.; F. Kumlien, Madison, Wis, 
J. M. Le Moime, Quebee; Rey. J. H. Langille, Knowles- 
re Y.; R. B. Lawrence, N. Y.; L. M. Loomis, Ches- 
ter, 8, C. 

Prof. J. Macoun, Belleville, Ont.; H. D, Minot, Boston, 
Mass.; ©, J, Maynard, Boston, Mass.; Harry Merrill, Ban- 
gor, Me.; J, A. Morden, Hyde Park, Ont.; Jolin Murdock, 
Roxbury, Mass. 

CG. C. Nutting, Carlinville, TI. 
F. A. Ober, Bevenly Mass.; 5. D. Oshorne, N. Y. 
R. F, Pearsall, N. Y. 
Edgar R. Quick, Brookville, Ind. 
F_R. Rathbun, Auburn, N. Y. 
W. L. Seott, Ottawa, Can.; E. BE. T. Seton, Manitoba; 

Elisha Slade, Somerset, Mass.; E. A. Small, Hagerstown, 
Md.; Dr, Erwin |. Shores, West Bridgewater, Mass. ; Ever- 
ett Smith, Portland, Me.; Prof. F. H. Snow, Lawrence, 
Kan.: Dr, T. N, Streets, U. 8. N.; A. M. Spelman, Cam- 
bridge, Mass.; Prof. J. ¥. Stanton, Lewiston, Me.; F, Ste- 
phens, San Bernardino, Cal, 

Bradford Torry, Boston, Muss.; C, H, Townsend, Phila- 
delphin, Pa, 

J. W. Velie, Chicago, f1.; 1. G. Vennor, Montreal. 
R. 8. Williams, Gold Run, Montana; Otto Widmann, St. 

Louis; 8. W, Willard, West Depere, Wis.; J. M. Wade, 
Boston, Mass.; R. K. Winslow, Cleveland, Ohio; Dr. Wim. 
Mees Bast Windsor Hill, Conn.; F. §. Wright, Auburn, 

Louis A. Zerema, N_ Y 
Dr. H.C. Yarrow, Washington. 

Tue Map Stroyy,—Marietta, Ga., Sept. 26—As the so- 
called ‘‘mad stone” is generally believed in, im this section of 
country, so thaf many persons might be induced to trust to 
its virtues and neslect other precautions, it may be worth 
while for ForEs’ AnD StREAM to publish the inclosed slip 
taken from the Atlanta (Gu.) Constitution. giving an accouut 
of the scientific examination of two of these stories.—§. C. ©. 
The writer of the slip inclosed is a physician who says: 
“T most respectfully differ from a great many persons as to 
the so-called action of this stone, in extracting the poison 
from persons having been bitten either by snakes or dogs 
said to be affected by hydrophobia, These stones called mad 
stones are nothing more or less thun & concretion found in 
the stomachs of deers which has been carefully analyzed by 
scientific men of the highest attainments. The said stonés 
or concretions are composed of phosphate and carbonate of 
lime and iron and silix or silica, having no direct nor indirect 
affinity for extracting poison. A few years ago Prof. Holmes, 
of South Carolina, a noted scientist, in the presence of inter- 
estet! parties, carefully and absolutely demonstrated the truth 
and virtue of this so-called mad stone to be mythical, better 
known as hezoar, being a Persian name derived from the 
word pa-zahar, which signifies against poison, and no work 
of ancient or modern on this subject differs. They all agree 
that the mad stone is nothing but the concretion found in the 
deer, haying no medicinal virtues.” The dissection of the 
stone alluded to was described at the time as follows: “The 
specimen exhibited on this occasion is about the size of a 
large egg of the domestic fowl, of a mottled yellow color, 
with a tint_of brown, having its entire surface highly 
polished, The polish is natnral, caused by the action of the 
muscles of the stomach of the animal upon each layer of 
minéral matter deposited. With a very fibe and highly 
tempered saw it was carefully cut longitudinally through 
the middle. Upon opening the hezoar, the nucleus proved 
to be alarge and perfect acorn; which several gentlemen 
present immediately recognized as that of the white oak 
(Quercus alba, 1.j, It was covered by four layers of lamingw 
of a mineral substance, composed gencrally of phosphates, 
and carbonate of lime and iron, and some silex. The mould 
ot the acorn is very perfect, having all the external markings 
of the fruit. There are two impressions, apparently made 
by the teeth of the animal beforeswallowing the nut, Acorns 
are favorite food of Carolina deer. Durmg the autumnal 
months their tracks are almost always to be found under the 
oaks of the forest which have borne acorns. This is the 
third specimen of the bezoar that has been cut and examined 
by Prof. Holmes, and we believe the only onesever dissected 
in America, The nucleus found in the first bezoar was a 
flattened ball or buckshot with a fragment of the skin and a 
few hairs; the animal had undoubtedly been wounded about 
six years befure it was killed, us there were six Jayers of 
laminee of mineral matier surrounding the buckshot. The 
second bezoar cut contained a pebble of quartz.” 

Tae RarrLesNaAkE Nar Boston,—There is aow on 
exhibition in the window of u jeweler’s shop in Boston a 
mounted rattlesnake, which attracts much notice hecause of 
its unusual size, and also from the fact that this reptile was 
falled ai fhe Blue Hills in Milton, only four or five miles dis- 
tant from the city. This specimen is one of more than a 
dozen said to have been killed on one farm the present sea- 
son. Atfthe time of his capture the fellow bad evidently 
appeased the cravings of lunger with a rabbit and a frog. 
If is singular that in a neighborhood so frequently yisited, a 
venomous reptile should escape detection unti) he had grown 
to his full size.—C. 

Aw ORNITHOLOGIST’s Suny¢.—Brooklyn, Sept. 21.—I haye 
invented an elastic sling with a pistol grip, which has sey- 
eral times contested favorably with the bow and arrow. It 
is about seven inches long by four inches wide, and weighs 
about five ounces. The skillful use of this weapon (anti- 
bow) is so easily learned, that it surprises me that it is not 
used in the place of the bow. One of these anti-buws will 
send a No. 3 buckshot 400 yards (measured on a target range 
for Winchester rifles), about as far as an arrow has ever been 

shot from a bow, Ihave killed three bats in succession at 
dusk while they were flying swiftly, not going more than a 
rod at any time before turning off ina sharp angle. This 
irregular Hight rendered them yery difficult targets to hit, 
ind taking sim and shooting were almost instantaneous, IT 
have obtained 190 species of biras with the anti-bow, includ- 
ing besides insessores, pattridges, quail and duck, and sev 
eral snipe and woodcock,—AntTrBow. 

Quam, Brep ry Conmmrweny.—Savaonah. Ga., Sept. 
22.—While on a visit to Jacksonville, Pla,, [saw a pair of 
quail that bad eleven young ynail about half erown that had 
been hatched and raised in a common shoe box (about 2 by 
4 feet and one foot high), with wire netting in tront; also 
another pair that had laid forty-seven e@es, but had not 
made any offer {o set, These quail are in Mr. John B. 
Tagni’s, He hail given some of these eegs to a friend to 
try to hatch them under a hen, The youn quail seemed to 
be quite healtly, and would come to the wires and eat out of 
the hand, Jt is the first time | have seen quail raised in a 
cage—G, N 

Game Bag ayd Gan. 

GAME RESORTS.—We are dlways glad to receive for pub- 
Neation such notes of desirable game resorts as may be af help 
to the readers of FOREST AND StREAM. Wall not our ecorre- 
spondents favor us with such advice? 

To insure prompt attention, commus 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

cations should be ad- 

OPEN SEASONS, 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Ang, 16, has 

been published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 

adfiress, posipaid,ou receipt of 10 cents, 

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEXT WINTER. 

jee few sportsmen are willing to leave in winter a com- 
fortable home to exchange it for a camp in the woods— 

those woods where decr and caribou abound. And yet how 
gladly would they infuture devote from two to four weeks 
every winter in pursuit of a sport, a mere taste of which 
would be recompense enough for even greater privations, 
would they but rid themselves of the existing prejudice, and 
believe that such a trip is by no means a succession of hard- 
ships and bitter disappointments, and could they but be per- 
suaded that winter is not so dreary a season after allin which 
to stay in the woods, and that if properly equipped, sports- 
men areas comfortable then as at any othertime. Only 
those of my friends can understand my statement who, lice 
myself, haye more than once tried the experiment, and who 
know of the joys in store for enthusiastic sportsmen among 
the snow-covered hills, and who admire nature’s beauty, 
never more grand than at that time. Such men look upon 
afew discomforts as stepping stones to keen enjoyment, 
aud sport in its truest sense, ‘T'o look at the end of Noverm- 
ber or in December from a. comfortable easy chair, with his 
feet toasting over the register, upon the winter landscape, 
when the cold blasts are striking against the window, would 
make the unexperienced shiver at the idea of camping out in 
the snow without all those comforts that surround him, and 
upou which he has accustomed himself to look as indispens- 
able necessities. The idea of spending those winter nights, 
that begin so early, in the open air, appears more of an 
undertaking than it proves to be. ; 

Of course, in advocating such 4 trip I am addressing 
sportsmen who have nol tried such a trip as I am talking 
about, simply because they think the game is not worth the 
powder, but are willing to sacrifice a little comfort for the 
sake of sport, and who are familiar enough with life in the 
woods to know thatatno fime if is not full of little dis- 
comforts, and that they have to deny themselves many things 
they are accustomed to have. To those that know all this a 
Tean-to, be if made of boughs or canyas, will be a sufi- 
cient and satisfactory shelter, a bed of bouglis and u blanket, 
a comfortable berth and a warm fire, whose full heat will 
strike under the lean-to, will furnish all the warmth they 
can bear, If well made, of paitly dry wood and partly 
green hard wood loys, the fire will keep all night, and you 
will awaken in the morning and confess to yourself that on 
the whole, you could not have slept better, if sowell, at home. 
You will burry your breakfast, put your dinner in your 
pocket, and start for your day's work, the work so “clearly 
laved by those who Enow its fascination. 
You walk without difficulty through the light snow, at 

that time hardly eyer over six inches deep, cagér to strike a 
track, and the larger the distance grows between you and 
your cump the more closely you watch the sround—you 
must strike a track soon. Af Jast your eyes fall upon the 
welcome imprint, eagerly you stoop over it to examine its 
freshness. Instantly you have pulled your hand out of its 
elove, and your finger is feeling whether a night’s frost has 
hardened the trodden snow. Tt is soft, and you know then 
that the track is fresh 

Tn a moment you are up from the ground, your ears this 
instant haye duubled their power, your eyes could penetrate 
the very trunks about you, Not the slightest quiver of a 
trembling limb would escape your notice, your very muscles 
tighten, every moment may bring you in sight of your prey, 
that, perhaps, a few moments ago only left the imprints you 
now follow, had you but then been behind yonder birch 
treet This very moment a fallen log, a bush, a swelling of 
the ground may be all that hides the object of your ambition 
from your view, and all this shoots at once through your 
brain and doubles your caution. One rash movement, a 
careless step, the rustling of your sleeve against a frozen 
twig or the fall of snow from a limb that you accidentally 
touch, may betray your presence, For the cunning child of 
the woods that you pursue is born with the sharpest organs 
to defend its life, Only with its own weapons can you con- 
quer this swiff and cunning prey. At last -you have suc- 
ceeded ; your patience, your caufiou, your skill are re- 
warded, and before the report of your rifle has diced amon 
the hills, before the little blne cloud arising from it has fairly 
scattered, you will agree with me that there is no sport more 
exciting while it lasts, nor any other so gratifying if you 
succeed. Compare this sport with hounding deer, with 
hunting deer by water or with lights, compare it with ile 
undignified and unmanly way of butchering deer by crust- 
ing; compare it with moose calling or eyen with stalking 
deer in the early season, when you have no track to snide 
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your movements, and where chance is no unimportant fae- 
tor, and after weighing all these points you will agree with 
me that there is no sport in which the hunter’s skill will un- 
derzo so severe an examination, which, after all, is the only 
life and juice of sport. 

Often, in the early fall, you, will come home a disappointed 
man after haviny roamed about the woods to gef a glimpse 
at deer, with no track te keep your spirits up and fill your heart 
with constant hope. You ean only trustto luck, that, perhaps, 
may let you stumble upon a deer and give you 4 snap shot, 
although after the leaves are fallen this sport offers a large 
field to the hunter who knows the ground well. Paddle 
your canoe in hopes to sce a deer in the water, and many a 
day you will have to admit that nothing has happened to 
give you excitement, and if you kill a deer could you feel 
proud ? Call moose in eyer so many nights, it is but chunce 
that will make your call heard, and atter it is answered and 
blind passion places the moose before the muzzle of your 
rifle, is it not owing to chance that he happened to come 
toward you under the wind? . You can’t but call, lie motion- 
less, and trust the rest to luck. Run down a deer in the 
deep snow, and what many micht call success ought to be a 
sore disappointment to them, There is no sport where the 
fame that you pursue has so fair a chance of escape by an 
equiully fair chance for your success as in stalking deer in 
licht snow, his track once found, 

Finally, as to the objection so often made that the woods 
in winter are a dreary place to go to, I can’t conceive of a 
more Zlorions sight, of a picture at once so attractive and 
lovely ag dense woods wrapped in their winter mantel. 
Peace and harmony reside here if at all tobefound, It 
must be an ordinary mind indeed that once visited these 
woods in winter and found it lonely in the midst of all the 
old giants that bend their majestic heads under their snowy 
weitht toward you and hold their limbs over you as if to 
protect you; snd a barren soul that found it dreary sur- 
rounded by such a world. Where can you find a place 
more adapted to shake off the cares of your daily lite, or 
where a spot where a contented heart can be more joyous? 
In company or alone how could you feel lonely with all that 
nature's society can furnish around you. ‘The poet bas, in a 
few words, expressed what I could not say in pages, and say 
as much; 

There is a pleasure in the pathless woods. 
There is a rapture on the lonely shore, 

There is society where none intrudes: 

T love not man the less, but nature more. 
N. 

IN THE SOUTHWEST. LARGE GAME 

I NOTICE that the different correspondence in regard to 
the destruction of large game is confined chiefly to our 

tmiiddle and northern Territories, while nothing is said of 
our southern country, where the extermination has been go- 
ing on to a very large extent more so probably than Hastern 
or Northern people are aware of. 
Thaye forfour years lived on the western border of the 

settlement of Texas, and during that time have hunted from 
Fort Worth west to the Staked Plains, along the vicinity of 
where now runs the T. and P. R. R., and perhaps I am as 
well acquainted with game in that lucality of Texas as any 
man, J moved from this place (Carthage) in 1876, into the 
extreme western settlement, and during 1876 and i877 West- 
ern Texas got 4 very large emigration, and all were anxions 
to penetrate as far west as they dare to, on account of the 
hostile Indians. The demand for proyisions (meat especially) 
was very great, and the settlers being of a venturesome 
character, resorted to the rifle to procure their meat, and 
yentured further west than was safe, and many of them Jost 
their teams by the Comanche and Kiway Indians, In 1877, 
buffalo skinners came in mostly fromthe North, and estab- 
lished their headquarters on the border of the Plains, and 
about Double Mountains, and alongthe Clear Fork of the 
Brazos and other tributaries, A wholesale slaughter of buf- 
fulo commenced, and in some particular localities deer were 
slauehtered for the hides. One company killed over a hun- 
dred deer and left. the carcasses lying where they were killed. 

T was in a buifalo-skinner's camp, The party consisted of 
the owner of the camp (from Kansas), and from two to four 
hired hands, They had a yoke of oxen, one span of mules 
and two ponies for the “‘boss’’ to ride each every second day. 
He carried a large Sharps sporting mile, 14-pounder, and 
two belts of cartridges about his waist. He did all the 
shooting or nearly all; the other men were employed as 
skinners. They drove the team and followed the sound of 
the rifle; skinned the buffalo, took nothing but the hides, and 
Jeft the tonsue and meat to decay on the ground, The team 
would be out all day and return at night. The camp, fifty 
feet long, consisted of poles set up in shape of an initial Y, 
with hides attached to the sides, making it very warm and 
comfortable. The yard consisted of about five acres of fat, 
prassy land, on which the hides were staked to the ground 
io dry. The hide is staked as long as possible, and the 
flanks and edge are drawn out to make the hide square. 
They are left in that condition until they are dry, and then 
stacked one over the other notil they are remoyed to market. 
Tt tukes thirty-six stakes to stretch one hide in good shape. 
Tle ‘boss’ told me he had fifteen hundred hides in the yard; 
and from the numerous piles scattered about 1 could not dis- 
pute him. He said he had shot forty-seven buffaloes from 
one stand; and told me of the stand, and I counted the car- 
casses and found that number. I have seen days {hat it was 
very disagreeable traveling over that country on account of 
the stench from the decaying carcasses of buffalo slain for 
the hides, This camp was not the only one in that country; 
they were so numerous that each camp would claim @ cer- 
tain territory to shoot on, and one camp would not encroach 
upon the other. Fourand six mule teams were kept con- 
stantly drawing large loads to Fort Worth, that being then 
the terminus of the railroad. Large piles of hides were 
stacked abunt the depot awaiting arise in prices. At this 
time prices in the skinner’s yard ranged from $1.25 to $1,795. 

Soon after those camps were known to haye been eetab- 
lished parties commenced coming from all settled portions 
for meat, and would assist the expert skinner for the purpose 
of getting the meat, and many a pony-team I haye seen with 
rope Jines, trudging along with a broken skillet and an oys- 
ter can for a coitve pot, ““Zwang’’ for meat; many thousands 
of pounds I haye seen after it. had been around several days 
tbrown out by the side of the roud on account of spoiling 
for the want of salt. : ; 

The settlers of that country were pleased with the idea of 
killing of the buffalo for the purpose of starving the Indians 
on to the reservation, They claim thatan Indian cannot live 
when the buffalo is gone, and the result will be they must: 
stay On the réseryatious, and property will be more secure: 

from Indian depredation. I see no way that game can be 
protected in that country, for the reason that the country is 
very sparsely settled, und the settlement is chiefly ranchmen, 
who care but little about protecting the buffalo. The crun- 
try must undergo a great change before a law prohibiting 
the killing of buffalo can be enforced. P. M. 5. 
Cartage, Mo. 

THE’ ‘SIZES’ OF SHOT: 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In consequence of my extended acquaintance among 

sportsmen,and being often an acknowledged authority among 
them on ihe subject of my communication, I am frequently 
asked questions, the answering of which becomes monoton- 
ous. 1 therefore send you this communication heping that 
it will prove interesting to many of your readers, and relieve 
me from answering the same question over and over. A 
sportsman in Connecticut recently asked ‘Why his gun put 
more pellets in a thirty-inch circle than should haye been in 
the whole load, according to the pellet Jist issued by the 
makers of the shot used?” Another query, the bardest of all 
to answer, ‘‘Why has ove of the shot makers recentiy 
issued a new pellet list, changing the count of pcllets, yet 
keeping the seale of diameters the same?’ ‘Was the old 
list wrong, and if so why was it extensively advertised dur- 
ing the last nine years as the only true standard?’ ‘Has 
the specific gravity of lead changed?” “‘Has the atmospheric 
pressure changed?” “‘Do certain mechanical laws affect differ- 
ent sizes differently, or are their effects different at different 
times?” I confess that I cannof answer these difficult con- 
undrums in a perfectly satisfactory manner to myself, ex- 
cept by deduction, [therefore give the basis of these deduc- 
tions, as a kind of supplement to my article on ‘‘Guns, Pow- 
der and Shot” published in your paper of Dec. 9, 1880. 
Atihe New York State Sportsmen’s Convention at Buffalo 

in June, 1878, a standard of sizes was adopted, with the 
yiew oi inducing all manufacturers to make and nuniber 
their shot by the same scale, so that sportsmen might obtain 
the same size by calling for a certain number, anywhere in 
the United States. Please notiee that to make the size to 
conform to the standard, is moreimportant ihan the brand 
put upon the bag. 

There was but cne manufacturer of shot represented at 
that convention, and he evidently presented a hastily pre- 
pared scale of diameters and list of mamber of pellets to 
ounce. The scale of diameters was admirable, but the pellet 
list was simply ridiculous, as one could not be made to agree 
with the other, The scale and list as presented to the con- 
vention were; 
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Tt will be seen that instead of regular and uniform increase 
of numbers of pellets on each size, corresponding to the reg- 
ular decrease of size shown by the seale of diameters, there 
was a reckless disregard of all rule and mathematical accu- 
racy in fixing the number of pellets to the ounce, showing 
that the result was obtained either hy guessing or by count- 
ing yery badly sized shut, which could not have been the re- 
quired diameters, The committee which adopted this stand- 
ard undoubtedly saw at once the excellence of the proposed 
scale of diameters, but not being able to go into the intricate 
ealeulation necessary to verify the count given, and not 
having the facilities requisite for measuring the shot accu- 
rately, were led into the mistake of swallowing the whole 
animal, skin, horns and ali. Although the resolution adopt- 
ing the standard was passed June 11, the scale of sizes to 
which they wished all manufacturers to conform was not 
sent to some of the leading manufacturers of shot until July 
7, after it had been written for, thus enabling the one maker 
present at the convention to extensively advertise the report 
of the committe asa recommendation of their shot. Upon 
receiving the report, one of the prominent manufacturers in 
New York at once made investigations necessary to assure 
them of the correctness of the standard, and immediately de- 
tected ils imperfections. They then informed the committee 
that they should proceed to make shot in accordance with 
the scale of diameters recommended, but that it was impos- 
sible to make the size correspond with the count as sent 
forth hy the committee, and advised them to perfect the 
work by correcting the list of pellcts. A reply was received 
from Robert Newhall, chairman, that the comuittee only 
intended to fix the size of shot, therefore the sense of their 
report was oly to adopt the scale of diameters, and not to 
recommend any particular make, but that all shot made in 
accordance with the standard dizmeters should be consid- 
ered alike good. This firm then issued lists of the standard 
diameters and correct number of pellets to the ounce, chal- 
lenging the most searching criticism. Their list was soon 
copied by nearly all other shot manufacturers, and became 
acknowledged authority among sportsmen. The firm which 
presented the incorrect list to the convention and alone stood 
out for the last nine years against all argument, has now 
swuug into line and issues a new pellet list, near enough to 
the other not to be far wrong, yet sufficiently far to clear it 
of the charge of plagiarism, I! is voticeable that the change 
is madeonly on sizes from No. 7 to No, 12, the sizes most 
used by critical und scientific sportsmen. The number of 
pellets now given is: No. 7, 201; No. 8, 387; No. 9, 480; No. 
10, 776; No. 11, 1,345; No. 12,. 2,266. f 

There has been as marked improvement, perbaps, in the 
manufacture of shot during the last ten year's, as in other 

goods useil by shooters, and competition has increased also, 
making rivalry smong manufacturers so strong that I fear 
more than one maker in their anxiety not to appear behind 
others, printed ‘American Standard” on their bags before 
they were fully prepared to fill them with shot that would 
bear accurate test by that standard, Thestandards of diameter 
and count to the ounce, which are now generally aceopted, 
form a standard by which we can easily determine the claims 
of rival makers, provided roundness and finish are the same. 
When any one asks why bis un puts more shot in a tareét 
than should be contained in the load, he naturully concludes 
that the shot is not the size he bought it for, though the 
right number may be on the bag, A certain number of shot 
of a given size can be contaived in an ounce. no more, no 
less. In regard to the second series of questions, 1 would 
refer the inguirerto the skot committee who adopted the 
standard, and to the manufacturer who has recently made 
the change spoken of. Undoubtedly, ail can be explained 
by the accumulated wisdom of nine years, which lias lirought 
forth the bond of unity among sportsmen, the new list and 
sundry instructiens as to the use of certain sizes, even to the 
proper size to use fortaxidermists. Discussion and inyésli- 
gation has brougzht about many improvements, and I hope 
will bring about many more. BEDFORD. 
Brookiyn, Sept. 24, 1883. 

A FATAL FLIGHT. 

N returning from a tramp to the source of ‘*The Brook’* 
one evening, I was led to the kitcheu and bade to “cok 

there!” T looked where the index finger pointed, and saw a 
fine ruffed gronse, nicely plucked and drawn, hanging in the 
waning light in the most suggestive way. In good condi- 
tion, ‘fat and well liking” the bird truly was, and while 
balancing him in my hand, I was told the followine tale, 
with my eyes admiring his own beautiful tail so deftly 
spread hefore me, ; 

Just past midafternoon the occupants of the kitchen heard 
a dull thud against the house, and then a flutter, and on 
proying the cause a large grouse was seen quivering on, the 
ground, He was taken upand qnickly dispatched, all won- 
dering the while at the strange freak of so wary abird, He 
must have left cover at ‘Crow's Nest,’”’ a height nearly one- 
fifth of a mile from the Hall, and flown without pause 
directly toward and at the obstacle which gaye him so sud- 
dena quictus. There was no especial light or other thing to 
daze the bird, and the incident was so unique in this 
region and in daylight, as to cause us all to wonder as to 
the cause of such a wild and inconsiderate fiight. 
My summer’s experience in this part of the State con- 

vinces me that fame is scarcer that it ought to be. Byen on 
this domain, where *‘fur, fin and feather” is strictly pre- 
served, I have seen no remarkable quarries or covey, and 
that which exists seems bent upon self-destruction. 

“'Tis true, “his pity; pity ‘tis *tis true!” 
O..We BR. 

OssrPer Pans, N. H., The Hall, Sept. 27. 1883, 

HINTS ON DEER HUNTING. 

AD I known when I commenced trying ‘o kill deer the 
peculiar ‘‘gifts’ of this beautiful animal, aud just 

how to ‘'sarcumvent ‘em,” as Decrslayer says, it would have 
saved ine many a useless tramp and sore disappointment. T 
shall condemn no particular method of killing deer, whether 
it be by still-hunting, by hounds, by the bullseye, or by the 
salt lick. Writing now of still-huoting, 1 do so forthe 
benefit of those who do not knowall about deer hunting; 
and the hints given are those derived from own practical ex- 
perience, 

The deer when wild is one of the wildest as when tame he 
is one of the tamest of animals. He regards almost every 
animal from man down as his natural enemy; and as this 
noble creature is endowed with the most wonderful keenness 
of vision, hearing snd scent, as well as flectness of foot, it is 
justly esteemed an honor fo stall and kill a deer. Many 
deer are killed by accidentally stumbling upon them un- 
awares, but few indeed inthe proportion of those laboriously 
hunted. The flesh of the deer and the sport of hunting it 
are best about the first of November, when the first light 
snow whitens the ground. After a frosty night a bright, 
clear day is the fit time, when eyery nerve is braced lor a 
tramp and the mmgsinhsle the sweetness of the odors of 
pine balsam, hemlock, cedar, and the first changes of the 
falling leaf. The blue sky and all the beauties of nature 
help to enhance the sport. Upon such a day, if you feel 
like hunting, go. You must enter fuily into the spirit of 
the chase, 
Now note the points of the compass and the exact direc- 

tion of the wind by the clouds if possible, because the wind 
often seems to be blowing ir the forest a different way from 
its actual course. You mustmake apvint to keep previsely to 
leeward of the deer, They will smell you ‘clean around a 
corner” at times. You soon strike a track—if the deer is 
running his toes will be spread out, and it is easy enongh to 
see his jumps. Let himgo. Find a track which indicates 
that he is walking along quistly. Deer fecd mostly at night, 
and lie down iu the day time, The morning early is best 
then to follow a track. Seeifitisfresh. If so there will be 
no frost on it, orsnow, but it will look as if just made. 
Knee] down and féel of it, and see if the impression in the 
snow is hard or soft, Jf hard, you may be sure the track is 
not fresh, If fresh, the deer is probably not more than a 
mile off. ' 
You must wear clothes suitable for hunting. Gray or 

butternut, the latter is best before the leaves fall. Shoes, 
packs or moccasius only should be worn, A morning after 
grain renders leayes almost noiseless; but if you find your 
feet are making too much “‘cruoching,” get a fiend to go 
with you, To hunt deer with the best results, two hunters 
are always preferable. But we will suppose your step is 
almost noiseless. Proceed but a few paces atatime and 
listen; with eyes, gun and ear ever on the alert, Step 
on no twigs, and above all, do not hem, cough ov 
make the slightest noise. There is nothing that tightens 
deer so much as the human yoice. Follow the tracks ahes 
with the eye, and go straight on in the direction ib leat, 
Hush! not a breath; a slight noise on your right, Tliw 
leayes move, but don’t shoot; never shoot until you Inow 
what you are shooting at. Lam more afraid of a greenhora 
in the woods, than all the wild beasts in the country. It is 
well you didn’t fire, for it was Jones you heard. Don't 
accost him, a nod is enough. Keep on, still as 4 panther- 
cat, for ahead is a ‘‘hog-hack,” high in the warmsun. Now 
be sure of the wind. Go around to Iecward of it. Your 
track leads on toward that hill, Creep up softly, for there 
lics your game by a log on that ridge, basking im the first 

~ - 
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warmth of the morning sun. He may have heard you or 
Jones, but he knows when to jump and run. You ercep up 
the ridge, and just as you raise at the +ummit, up zoes the 
lordly brute, clearing twenty-five feet the first bound; but 

crack! one last spring and he falls in a heap. If you have a 
rifle, try a blat first, andif heis not certain what startled 
him, he will stop and give you asplendidshot. Aim always 
(when you Gan) just behind the foreshoulder. OLp Dice, 

A FLORIDA RESORT. 
F your readers are seeking new places where gaine is 

plenty I suggest a few of them visit this new town of 
Carrabelle the coming season, We are here om the Gulf 
which abounds in salt-water fish in almost endless variety, 
from the red snapper, pompano, Spanish mackerel and blue- 
fish down to the trout, not to omit the immense beds of 
oysters, utering our harbor at this point is the Carrabelle 
River, navisuble for steam tugsa distance of 30 miles; empty- 
ing int that is Crooked River, a tide-water bayou, that con- 
neets with the Ocklockonee River; on all these streams 
black bass, bream and some shad are found. On the island 
wi baye seyeral fine lakes that abound in bass, called here 
fresh-water tiout. As these waters have neyer been fished 
the supply is bountiful, 

In the Jine of deer and bear we offer good inducements, 
an(l earnestly hope a regiment of hunters will come and thin 
out the bear that are very destructive among the swine, 
which run at larse, We will not object to having war made 
on the 'gaters that abound on the riyers and in the lakes. 

Onur town isa Northern enterprise, four or five years old. 
We luive very fair accommodations for a new place. We 
shall soon have a railroad from ‘Tallahassee; at present we 
have tri-weekly mail from that city, and a coach is run 
when travel requires. There is rail from Tallahassee to St. 
Marks, whore sloops can be chartered for the trip, fifty-six 
miles, or one can go to Chattahoochee and come down the 
Apalachicola River by steamer, and there take suil to Carra- 
belle, twenty-five miles, but the most direct is from Talla- 
hassee overland with the mail, a distance of sixty miles, a 
trip of a day and a half, 

1 Gould give you some sworn statements as to the nnmber 
of trout our “lone fisherman” has taken with hook and line 
in 4 single day, but fear you would mark it as an outragcous 
‘fish story.” I prefer to let others come and report their 
success. I will assure you the fish and oysters arc here. 

; EY. 
CARRABELLE, Franklin Co,, Florida, September, 1883. 

OUR ROCHESTER LETTER. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I believe the philosophers advise us to laugh at misfortune 

and overcome the mulignancy of fate by meeting its un- 
pleasunt decrees with asmile, Following that counsel, I 
must relate the circumstances of a rather tantalizing inci- 
dent that I experienced in the ficld since my last letter. 

On ibe first of the mouth | determined rather suddenly, to 
go ior grouse to a statiou on one of the railroads about foity 
wiles from here, and borrowed a neighbor's promising but 
untrained dog, We reached the grounds in due time, and 
after a long tramp through the forest, in which hot one par- 
tridze bad been sven. emerged from the cover within half # 
milé of the railroad station, fully convinced that the birds 
wert very searee in that particular region, or else that they 
had foreknowledge of the fate that would befall them in 
cise we came near enough for un interview, and therefore 
declined to appear. 

Just as I leit the woods I fired a shot at a fence, and my 
four-footed companion immediately started to retrace his 
steps through the forest and disappeared in the underbrush. 
It struck me at once that he hid a bad attack of gun-shy- 
ness, and J] employed my most persnasive tones to bring him 
back, but all in vain. I waited for an hour, went back a 
mile, whistled like a fug horn, called him pet names. and at 
last invoked all the furies to plague him if he refused to 
come in time for me to catch the train. But he gave uo sign, 
and [was at last obliged to leave the locality in order to 
reach tlie station in time for the lust train to Rochester. L 
left my address with some people near the station und a 
rowise of reward on recovery of the dog, and came home 

in very il-humor. 
This was Saturday, and the following week Iwas too busy 

to search for the animal, but had a friend advertise in one of 
of the connty papers. Several days passed without hearing 
of the dog, and 1 hed nearly abandoned hope of getting him, 
when I received a telegram from a friend in Mt. Morris, to 
the following effect: ‘Come up, have track of dog.” I went 
on the first train, and next day ufter a pleasant six-mile 
drive through the smiling hills and yales of Livingston 
county, reached a farm-house where the dog had been stop- 
pine several days, He was rather pleased to see me, and [ 
was yery much pleased to see him. He had crossed the 
country five or six miles from where I lost him, and was 
foot-sore and weary when taken in. A gentleman named 
Ogden had seen the advertisement, and hearing of the 
strange dog im his neighborhood notified my friend, and so 
made usall happy again. Moral, beware of gun-shy dogs, 
anu advertise. advertise, advertise ! 

— Several very satisfactory bags of woodcock have been 
brought in during the week past. John Reissenger and 
Tho.cas Morris aré credited with thirty-two as the result of 
two days’ shooting, and 8. Hartman, of Greece. whose 
shoating exploits | have often mentioned, brought in thirty 
woodcock, shot in two days. 

W. J. B., an ex treasurer of the State Association, was 
shooting a dav or two ago, when a woodcock pitched within 
afew tect of him and stood infull view. The party were 
prepazios for a dinner in the woods, und us no game had up 
to that time been secured, the gentleman says he was temipted 
to taku the bird’s head off clean. But his instincts as a 
sportsmisl) prevailed over those of the gastronomer, and he 
Geturmined to give the bird a fair chance for a prolonged 
existence. He flushed it, and the way that woodcock went 
testing up among the leaves is said to have been 4 surprise 
to experienced sportsmen, and a model for all birds in a 
similar tight place. He got away sufely, and the ex-treasurer 
realizes the difYerenre between a bird in the hand and two 
in the bush, but he has had more fun in detailing the cir- 
cumstances, than a gourmet could derive from eating a score 
of wondeock, 

Lalso know another surprised sportsman; he is a not very 
distant relative, and, althougl a mighty angler, has neyer 
distinguished himself with the double barrel, He took my 
gun lately and sallied forth in quest of game, Long after 
sundown he came in exultant. and proclaimed himself no 
longer a plebian among gunners. Then pulling forth a 
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meadow-lark he asserted that he had shot it flying, and that 
when he saw it fall he was more surprised than the bird, 
That shot has decided his fate, and now there is another 
confirmed member ofthe shooting brotherhood. 

The winter ducks are coming in, and a few rcdheads, 
bluebills and widgeon haye been shot on the ponds Snipe 
have also appeared, and a due number have sounded their 
last seaip. Several flocks of gray plover haye been seen in 
the fields surrounding the city, and I am told that great 
numbers were heard going over the city last night, their 
wild plaintive whistle attracting attention from all who were 
out of doors and understood the cause of the peculiar sound. 

T understand that those Rochester anglers who fished the 
Nepigon this summer and brought back a lot of five and six- 
pound brook trout, made an arrangement with the agent of 
the Hudson Bay Company on the river to have him get 
them a few monster trout from some lake toward the head- 
waters of the Nepigen. The agent is confident that he can 
secnre 4 fiftern-pound trout through the ice next winter, and 
has promised to send it to this city if the desired specimen 
can be caught. E.R. 
Rocgester, Sept. 39. 

THE GAME WAS THERE. 

Etter Forest and Stream: 
About a year agoT noticed an article in Forest AND 

STREAM, written by a Mr. Kinzsley. It read well, so I “‘cut 
it ont and pasted it in my hat.” ‘The proof of the pudding 
is a chewing of the string.” I went, [ saw, and was eap- 
tured. 

This is what Mr. Kingsley wrote: ‘The second place I 
would mention is Big Sandy Creek Pond, situate north from 
Syracuse forty-five miles. Here I am_ confident may be 
found the finest feeding grounds for ducks and snipe in the 
State of New York. A marsh covers a thousand acres with 
a most luxuriant growth of wild rice, etc., attracting large 
and numerous flocks of ducks and snipe, both spring and 
fall. A first-class sportsman’s hotelis here, kept by Mr. 
George Wood, and at the moderate price of $1 5) per day. 
Mr. Wood is himself a thorough sportsnan and a most ex- 
cellent shot. Guides can be procured at moderate rates if 
desired; good boats free of charge. Should any of your 
readers see fit to give this place a trial, they will find in Mr, 
Wood a competent and obliging man, and true to the inter- 
ests of all, By writing or telegraphing he will meet parties 
at Pierrepont Manor, and transport them for the regular 
fare, one dollar. Mr. Wood’s addressis George M. Wood, 
Woodville, Jefferson county, N. Y.” 

IT took Mrs. V, with me, leaving New York by the New 
York Central at 9 P. M., which train makes close connec: 
tion with the Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg Railroad 
at Rome, thence to Pierrepont Manor, where Mr. Wood met 
iis, and after the stage ridu, placed us at his pleasant hotel, 
safe aud sound, 
Lean say without exaggeration that neither my wife nor 

Lever spent a more pleasant time than the week which fol- 
lowed, and in the interest of true sportsmen, I wish to draw 
their attention to it. 
You must be overwhelmed with questions: ‘‘Where shall 

T go to shoot and fish?” and [ take pleasure in recording this 
spot as being a very desirable place for both. Black bass in 
the lake (Ontario), pickerel and perch in the pond, ducks, 
snipe, rail, ployer and blackbirds in their season, Van. 
New Yorr, Sept. 26. 

STILL-HUNTING. 

\ ESSRS. G. L. THOMAS and W. Johnson have just 
returned from a hunting trip te Lake Superior. They 

were gone but a few days, killed several deer in the vicinity 
of Jeromeville, Mich., and also had fair duck shooting near 
Indian River, They report a splendid wild rice marsh at 
latter place, and say that in a few days duck shooting there 
will be immense. They also say that in the parts they visited 
the average deer hunter will shuit a hound in preference to 
a deer. ond that the feeling against any one hounding deer 
is very bitter, In fact a certain gang of so-called sportsmen 
loudly offer a reward of five dollars for each dog kilied 
while in pursmt of deer. This question of hunting the 
anilered g:ime with dogs is growing to be more aggravating 
every year, aud is sure sooner or later to end in trouble. 
The majority of those who use hounds in hunting deer are 
liberal in their views and gentlemanly in their sport, and 
should a law be passed prohibiling their chosen way of hunt- 
ing, they would gracefully ackno #ledge and respect it. The 
still-hunters, I regret to say, are the very opposite as a class, 
and the mere fact that hundreds of hounds are milled each 
season is sufficient to stamp them as at least most cruel and 
bigoted. I have the deepest respect and admiration for a 
still-hunter who so hunts from pleasure and from choice, 
and who patiently and skillfully follows up his prey, re- 
specting at all times the right of his brother sportsmen, but 
the contempt that a narrow-minded, dog-shooting, pot-bunt- 
ing wretch of a professed still-hunter should be held in, I 
cannot express. 

All the records prove that a gnod still-hunter will kill 
more dees during the season than five good men guarding 
runways, and that a country huntes by still-hunteérs is much 
sooner deprived of its deer thin is one where they are 
hounded. What man or brute does not fear the mysterious, 
silent assassin more than the open enemy? Again, in our 
State no hound can catch a healthy buck or doe, and as for 
deer fearing the pursuit, whoever has seen them playing 
along in front of the chase, stopping ever and anon to look 
back, and then sgain loping easily along until more closely 
pressed they escape io the swamp or water, will scoff at 
the idea. A wood Indian hunter will, by persevering pursuit, 
cause a deer full as much distress and fatigue. Given a 
watered country, with swamps here and there, and you can 
hunt it with hounds year after year, always, of course, re- 
specting the law, with no appreciable diminution of game, 
The writer has for the last eight years hunted in one locality, 
and his patty have each year killed more and more deer, the 
bulk of them being stopped before the dogs, and I actually 
believe there are greater numbers of deer within three miles 
of our camp than there were five years ago, Will somestill 
hunter tell me why the deer are not driven away from the 
parts of our State infested by wolves? Nearly avy night 
standing at our camp door one can hear the yells of a pack 
of wolves running deer, but go the very grounds the next 
morning where the chase was hottes!, and you are sure of 
starting one, perlaps several, bucks or does. 

Although no skillful hunter, I personally enjoy a quiet 
still-hunt more than standing on runways; but at the same 
time would like the privilege of either kind of sport, and it 
is certainly most lamentable to note the utter seltishness and 

cruelty of the ignorant or prejudiced savages throughout 
Northern Michigan, who kill noble, intelligent hounds, 
owned, as a rule, by generous and law-abiding sporismen. 
Show me one of these cowardly, unscrupulous dos-sbooting 
fellows and I will show you a brute who will kill deer at any 
season of the year, and who knows no close season on game 
ofany kind. It’s a great pity that, so long as hounding of 
deer is allowed by law, that some measure of protection is not 
taken by sportsmen, who now and then, tor a few days at a 
time, enjoy the peculiarly thrilling cry of the chase. 

DELTA. 
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 25. 

THE FLUCTUATING GROUSE SUPPLY. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
I have just retnrved from a week’s shooting trip in the best 

partridge country in Western Ontario, and consider myself 
safe in saying that some disease must have killed all the 
birds. Two years ago there were lots of birds, and as there 
was very little shooting, there were lots left over to breed 
from, Last year they began to diminish, and now you can 
tramp for » whole day and not puta bird up. Iam speak 
ing only of thac part of the country I was iv, some places I 
haye been told the birds are more plentiful than last year, 
but not near so plentiful as the year before. This would seem 
to support the theory that a disease attacks the birds, which 
moves fron one part of the country to another, and which 
does not affect all the birds at the same time. Can any per- 
sou explain the reason? A. G, G. 
Lospon, Ontario, Sept. 23. 

GAME IN COLORADO. 

Hor Svunruur Spares, Col., Sept. 23. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
Twas down.the Park, twelve to fifteen miles west of here, 

fora couple of days in the past week, and found a great 
abundance of sage hens and jack rabbits. The cocksof the 
former haye gathered into flocks by themselves, fom a dozen 
to fiity together, and when started up they are almost éyual 
to a flight of wild turkeys. Market hunters are killing great 
numbers of them tor the mining camps at Dillon, Breckin- 
ridge and Leadville. From my observation an industrious 
sportsman might kill from 50 to 100 perday. They also kill 
a great many rabbits. 

In this neighborhood the common mountain grouse are 
quite plentiful among the hills, but the coyeys are small. 
Isaw some young ones a couple of days go that were not 
much larger thanquails. But little large game is yet bronght 
in, I sawone hunter haye a coupleof deer one day last 
week, and heard of wwo very large and fat elk to-day. Sev- 
eral hunters have returned from a one, two, or three days’ 
hunt unsuccessful. They say the game is yet high up on the 
mountains The weather is delightful, Wet Be 

THE GAME OUTLOOK IN VIRGINIA. 

HE summer bay-bird shooting on the Virginia coast has 
been a failure this year; indeed, I for one, think that 

after June 1 all shooting should be prohibited until October, 
for an indiscriminate fusilade along the Atlantic mouths 
during July, August and September, will, in the end, effectn- 
ally stop the migration of all kinds of bay-birds. I have 
noticed a great diminution of the flightsin the pest two 
years, and Mr. John Gafiigan, of the Cape Charles Light- 
house, an edicated gentleman und a close observer in natural 
history, informs me that the flight of birds dming the sum- 
mer migration is getting Jess and less every year, 

Another fact, the willets hatch out their young in April 
and May, and in summer shooting these young birds, just 
able to fiy, come feurlessly to the decoys, and the slaughter 
amounts to practical extermination. I would like to see this 
subject considered and acted upon, for unless some prompt 
decided action is taken, bay-bird shooting will be one of the 
sports of the past, 

In May the robin-snipe, curlew, calico-backs and yellow- 
legs afford fine sport. By June the robin-snipe migrate 
northward, and then the shooting ought to cease until the 
fall, when a month's good sport can be had before the birds 
go south as the frost comes. Every sportsman feels that 
such a law ought to be passed, and would cheerfully observe 
it: hut, as it isnow, no one cares to withhold his fire when 
there are a half a hundred shooters in a mile square, blazing 
away as fast as Lhey cen shove shells into their breech-loaders. 

Last fall the purtridges (quail) bad an exemption from 
sudden-and violent death at the hands of the sportsmen, for 
they were so jew in numbers and kept so much in coyer that 
it did not pay to hunt them, Jn the early part of the season 
the general advance took place, but the result was so small 
that all the shooters in this State by tacit consent oiled their 
suns and placed them in their covers for along sleep, The 
birds thus unraolested roved at will among the fields and 
became fat and in perfect condition to pass the yinter 
hardily, and as that season was mild the spring found un- 
tonched coyeys, and enough to propagate a full supply of 
birds. From every section of the State where 1 have been 
able to inquire by postal card and letter, the answer has 
always been the same—birds unusnally abundant and plenti- 
ful. In Piedmont, Virginia, there is a splendid prospect Tor 
fall sport, aud guns are being put in order and d..gs trained. 
In the Tidewater section the birds are about on an average, 
us the cold winter of 1882 did not affect them. In the 
yalley I hear that there is a fine prospect, while in South- 
west Virginia the number of partridges are something 
phenomenal. 

I would not advise strangers coming to this State to shoot to 
go either to Piedmont, Va,, or the valley, unless, indeed, they 
went as the guests of the resident sportsmen, for the latter 
class have good dogs and guns as a general thing, and can 
take good care of the birds. I take it that every huntsman 
would like to get among the virgin flocks which have never 
seen the terrifying apparition of a standing pointer, or heard 
the crack of the breech-loader. To do this they should go 
where the country is not so thickly settled, and yet where 
there are rich bottom lauds that the quail delight in. 
Along the James River low-grounds are famous places for 
this sport. In Sussex and Southampton counties, south of 
Petersburg, are some of the finest shooting grounds in Vir- 
vinia. All through the southwest of Virginia, in the little 
valleys the quail are found in the greatest quantities and 
undisturbed. Few farmers in that section take to the pointer 
and shotgun. They prefer the hounds and old mountain 
rifle. The finest sport ard the most birds combined that I 
Wave ever enjoyed, was in Franklin county. Tf IL were 
going hunting for a couple of weeks I would visit that sec- 
tion, and cutting loose from the railroads and stage route L 
would go some fifty miles in the interior, that is of course 
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with a party, and travel along in a Jersey wagon and board 
among the farmers. A quartette could get the good will of 
the people, and thus find the gime spots, and one could 
empty his gun a lnmdred times, duy in and day ont, between 
sundown and sunget, ; 

As for the squirrels they are so plentiful in the mountains 
of the southwest that they are a positive nuisance to lhe 
farmers, cating vheir corn, beaus and ground peas. Rabbits 
abound i every briar patch, and there is some fishing in all 
the numerous streams that low through the valleys and 
Witdings of the mountains. For ood sport, with good dogs 
and good companions, give me the southwest section. 

CHASSEUR, 
ALEXANDRIA, Va., Sept. 28. 

PROFESSIONAL MEN AND GAME. 

Biitoy Boyest uid Stren: 

“Olibo's” letter in your issue of Sept. 28 exaspcrates me. 
Tf professional men advocate the shooting of game out of 
season, it would seem to the ordinary mind outside the pale 
of the profussions that the “ayerage State Legislature’ knows 
more of the laws of nafure and has greater respect for her 
unalterable codé than they, whether or not it knows “the 
difference between a trout and tomeod, or caribou and 
coon, 
When the professional men who wish to shoot all sammer 

succeed in improying on the laws of nature so thatthe draft 
on her supplies may be made at all seasons and never fail, 
then farmers may lil their milch cows and grind their seed 
wheat, and there be no close time for the sportsman and the 
angler in all the year. But, perhaps, it would bu easier to 

paper and it read : 
kuy’s stomach they found the six bullets. 

matur’, 
he loaded light and struck the turkey’s bill every time, so 
that the bullet stuels there. 
down, scratch off the bullet, look at it half a minute, and 
then swallow it, and so it did the whole six, 
fine shootin’,” the old guide conciuded pulling at his pipe, 
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Le big bald spot, and for scratches and cuts he was a 
sight. 

Shoot? Well, I should say so. Ife was called the best 
shot around the Jakes; but 1‘ give you a yarn he told 
a couple o° chaps from the city, who was campin’ out 
with us. They were askin’ him about shootin’, and 
he says: ‘1 won a match once—not so much for shootin’ as 
from knowin’ about the habits of critters in general. I was 
in camp at Moosehead Lake, one summer, and the men got 
a-blowin’ aboutshootin’, and after they got blown out, I says: 
I'll show ye suthin’ in the way of shootin’, Take one of 
them turkeys and tie her 1,000 feet off. And after they did 
I took six bullets and asked them to mark’em. Now, says 
I, here's a piece of paper, on which is writ, where you'll 
find them marked bullets when 1 git through shootin,’ and 
with that T handed the paper, folded, to one o’ the men and 
commenced to fire. When Il was done they looked at the 

‘Stomach,’ and sure enough in the tur- 
How was it done? 

Whiy, jest by my mate’s takin’ advantage of his knowledge of 
He knowed thatturkeys would pick up anythin,’ so 

The bird would put its head 

Yes, it was 

“but he was a fine hunter. ”—Sun. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES, 

FUE rail shooting on the whole has been 4 failure this sea- 
son. Not for the want of birds, for there has been 

cnange the season of yacations than the breeding seasons of 
birds, beasts and tishes. 

The majority of real sportsmen, true loyers of the rod and 
un, is Composed of professional men, and, with few excep- 
tions, the angling preachers and doctors, and the shooting 
lawyers, ave faithful observers of close times and staunch 
upholders of the fish and game Jaws. And yet it is no more 
impossible to find selfish men in these classes than among 
merchants, farmers aud mechanics, 

plenty, but on account of the lack of water when people had 
dayhght to shoot in, and the general run of low tides which, 
to ny knowledge, have never been on the average lower for 
years, A day or twoof good shooting the opening of the 
season, One. or perlaps two, during each week, may be all 
we can say there has been, Likely a period of fine tides 
will set in for next month, and providing the weather does 
not grow so cold as to drive all the birds away, we shall yet 
have sport. 

Tf college professors are the only professional men who are 
to be considered iu the framing of laws for the protection of 
fame, if is safe to assume that not onein fifty of them knows 
ong end of a gun from the other, and they should be no more 
trusted with firearms than a 10-year-old boy. 

Is it possible to be a gentleman and violate the just laws of 
the State? 
A gentleman respects the rights of all men, high or low; 

he who sneaks into the woods and kills game or catches fish 
in close: time, wrongs all men who abide by the law, and if 
he is of high stution, his example is worse than his act. 

AWAHSOOSR, 

Kilitor Morest and Stream: 
Your cortespondent at New Haven don’t like our 

vame laws, evidently. We do, Some twelve or fifteen 
close-season-deurslayers recently indicted by our courts don’t 
like them probably. He “would rather be ranked among 
the Jaw breakers than the law mukers,’’ and ruthlessly shoot 
down the panting doe with fawn by her side tu *‘eke ont the 
scanty provisions of the eamp.” Out upon such professional 
inconsistency, cruelly aud tucanness! Probably he'll have 
to forero his yery humane ideas of good game laws when he 
comes to Maine. T hope so, Moose, 

ADIRONDACK JIM’S PARTNER. 

TE first winter I spent here was with one of the queerest 
old fellers I ever struck, I took a fancy to lim at first 

ina camp at Long Lake. I cGamein one night late, and he 
was a-tellin’ a story about the wild hogs of Florida that he 
said had humps like a camel, some two, and some three, and 
four, and teeth two feet mp, and like razors, Tle said he 
was guidin’ a party round Kissamee Lake, and one eyenin’ 
lie was comin’ through the woods when all at once he sce 
two big hogs a-comin’ along, one havin’ the other by the tail. 
So he ups with his rifle and shot the leadin’ hoe dead, and 
Joadin’ again, fired afore the other critter could imake at him, 
but he only shot off the tail of the dead hog, and there it 
hing in the other's mouth, So up he goes, and ties a string 
ou to the tail, then marches into camp Jeadin’ the hog, and 
there they shot her, You see, she was deat, and stone blind, 
find the other hog was a-leadin’ her, and he tumbled to the 
yackel. Lthought aman that could talk like-that would 
make a good mate, so we bitched and were mates till he 
died. When he wasn't laughin’ he was sleepin’ and when 
he wasn't talkin’ he was sick, 

“You know,” he continued, ‘‘that panthers used to be 
plenty in them times, and if there ever was a terror to ’em 
he was. I[t’safaet he'd smell 4 painter (panther) a mile, and 
T think ib was about this time a’ the year that we were 
woamnpin’ buck here aboul ten miles, when he woke me up 
in the night and suys: ‘Jim,’ says he, ‘smell a painter.’ 
‘Go ‘lone,’ say L. “Git your shooter,’ says he, and I followed 
him out lil] we came jo 4 clearin’ about thirty foot across. 
We lay right on the order, in the shade of the moon, and 
the first 1 Know, he says: ‘Jim, there’s a painter, a buck, 
and anowl, Which will yer haye?’ ‘Give us the owl first,’ 
says I, and out he steps in the clearin’, and holdin’ both 
arms up, so that with the rifle barrel he looked like a trec, 
le bepan tou call like an owl, aud in a minute came an 
answer just like an eelo, then louder and louder, till a big 
bird lighted on his rifiz, and findin’ its mistake, whooped off, 
Tiell ye L was took aback, and when he says, ‘Look out for 
the buek? I got ready. If yowd beard him callin’ that buck, 
youd sworn thers was a doe nlongside of you. Afore long 
out stepped a big buek lookin’as white as a ghost, and in 
about a minute we bad venison enough to last a month, . 

‘While [ was cuttin’ the buck up my mate was dodgin’ 
off in the woods, and the yowls he gey made me so naryous 
that [wished 1 was back im camp tifty times, First they 
was behind, then afore, hur: und there, and if any o’ you 
gentlemen has heard a painter eryin’ when she’s lost ber 
pups, you know egzactly the kind o’ noise he made, I'd 
got the critter bout cut wp when he comes in and says, ‘Did 
you hear her, Jim?’ ‘l’ye heard a dozen, says L ‘She's 
a-comin’,’ says he, and wilh that he gevy a snarl, and ’d 
a-sworn there was a kitten alongside of us, Afore long we 
heamla kind of cracklin’ in the brush, and in a minute a 
big critter came s-creepin’ over the clearin’, und afore I could 
suy i word he'd fired, She nearly buried herself a-dyin’ and 
1 tally put her out of her misery, Butdo y’ know that 
mite o mine took her home next duy tnd fed on her for a 
week, and 1 beckon that's why he could swell’em, Ie'd 
had adyentures with painters and wildcats by the scores, 
He had only two fingers on his left hand, Just over his cur 

there was good rail shooting last week. 

every where, 

match. 

At Bass River, N. J., as well as up the Egg Harbor River, 
The high water 

“stayed in” a long time, and heayy boats could be pushed 
Many birds were killed and shipped to New 

York by the professional gunners. We are having some teal 
shooting in the early morhime over decoys these cool days, 
and this delicate little duck has begun to show himself in 
numbers in our river, 

On the 26th of the month there was a sparrow shooting 
match at Pastime Park, Philadelphia. or the first time at 
a public match were these little birds substituted for pigeons, 
The rules made the distance twenty-two yards rise, and 
sixty yards houndary, Shot was limited (9 one ounce, Four 
hundred sparrows were shot at, but many had heen kept so 
long, their wings were fouled, and they could seurcely fly. 
Out of 118 birds, which were trapped for the first, match, 
24 would not rise, owing io this wing trouble. The flight 
of these birds was alike, there was but little variation in it. 
Almost all of them skimmed along the grass for seven or 
eight yards, and few rose more than three feet from the 
ground, To compete with pigeons at all, sparrows must be 
caught in great numbers and kept a very short time hérore 
being shot at. This will be hard to do, and [ do not think, 
as a trap bird, ihey will be a success. Such was the yerdict 
of nine ont of ten on the grounds, and almost all remarked 
that they would rather shoot at clay pigeons than sparrows, 
at ten cents a head. 
Toward the end of the shooting, it was proposed by one 

of the trappers, that the wings of the remaining birds be 
cleansed. This was done, and a marked diiference in the 
flight was afterward noticed. Still the sport was poor, and 
ever will be. J inclose for proper heading the ee of the 

oma. 
PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 28, 

PHInADELPHTA, Sept, 29.—As I write youwe are having 
a good tide and fair rail shooting. There appear to be more 
birds about the Gloucester grounds than any place along the 
river. At Morris River it is said there are few birds this 
year, Ithink this is amistake, and a storm tide will prove 
it. Mr. Peter Lane, one of the ex-members of W. J. Game 
Protective Association, was fined $75 for illegal shooting at 
Bridgeport, N. J., the day before the opening of the season, 
He had fifteen birds in his boat at the time.—Homo, 

PENNSYLVANIA WILD TURKEYS. 

HAD just broken a young dog; hu was ready to reecive 
lis first lesson in wood or ficld, and 1 determined to give 

him the small amount of practice the fuw ruffed grouse 
afforded. This bird I consider te be the best materia! upon 
which to teacha dog to work carefully. The leaves re- 
mained on brush and trees for the greater part of October, 
1882, the brush that year remained dark and bright sreen 
a full month longer than usual seasons. 

1 made preparation one morning to take a little brush over 
some of the points and sidehills, when an old friend dropped 
in to ask my advice in buying as new gun; we had a triendly 
and lengthy chat about hunting matters, and among other 
interesting incidents of the past year, the old gentleman 
spoke of a small Hinek of wild turkeys which had used on a 
mountain near his home, about ten miles from our town. 
Last ycar he said he had been so fortunate as to shoot one of 
(he flock by Daitmme them with corn, and he had continued 
to feed them during the winter, carrying corn to the woods 
for then at regular intervals. He thought the birds could 
be induced to further frequent the vicinity and rear several 
broods about there. The wily birds, howeyer, had not shown 
themselves very thankful for his kindaess and trouble, but 
had left that vicinity during early spring. Through the 
month of September farmers while driving to market over a 
road which led through the woods across a mountain, would 
ocensionally get a glimpse of a few turkeys. 
My visitor’s meutioning of wild turkeys proved a good 

omen for my afternoon hunt, It was nearly noon when 1 
turned into a hollow, the greatest part of which I followed, 
and then turned up a very brushy hillside. The chances for 
a few ruffed grouse were, I thought, a lnindred times better 
than for turkeys. With doy *‘to heel,” while climbing the 
steep hillside, I arrived near the top among very thick and 
high underbrush, and directly under a number of pitch-pine 
trees, when “‘ wup-Wwup-wup-w-w-w-Wistsi-si,” came the 
turkey’s cry. Yet unable to see the large birds which caused 
the strange sounds, my eyes naturally sought the tops of the 
underbrush, when sure enough, some distance out and 
already amoung the pines, were a number of the large birds, 
using their powerful wings to the best advantage. ‘The 

birds were cither feeding or were haying a noon snovze, and 
they had good headway when coming up in sight. In an 
instant the trusty full-choke Greener was three feet ahead of 
the largest and quartering bird; ten No. 8 shot struck its 
head and neck. Continuing his flight some thirty or forty 
yards the covk of the Hock came ilnitering ta the ground, 
and, breaking diy brush all sronnd bim, went, half running, 
half tumbling, down to the foot of the hill with the speed of 
a bird only winged, while, with the dog, I followed in hot 
pursuit. This was quite a lesson fora youn doz; he Hushed 
our tame turkeys as soon as he reached honre, 

At last the king of game birds (Frank Forester’s opinion 
notwithstanding) was seized, secured and admired, he had 
been flushed when least expeeled, shot on the wing when 
tushing along among the tree-tops, and bageed without a taint 
of pot-hunting, The second barrel was not so effective, it 
had coyered a bird going straizht away, and I was rather 
sorry to think that a number of the small shel may have 
ponvad fatal and caused it to dic a miserable death, fond for 
Oxes, 
The fine old yobbler now has the place of honor amons my 

collection of mounted birds, which couliins about 1,600 
specimens. Such a particular Wird was sadly missed there 
for years, a beautiful specimen of the Florida variety never 
could replace our own Pennsylvania beauty. 

Then we have learned the fact of which we have hereto- 
fore been uncertain, namely, that our wild turkeys are not 
descendants of barn-yard fowls turned wild yy occasional 
straying ol a hen, bul the true Hastern yariely, or Meleagris 
gallapane (war, Avo.), with dark brown tail-and lighter chest- 
nut markings, no white on tail or tail-coverings, the latter 
being a rich bronze green, whilé breast and wins-covers have 
a hith coppery luster, lower or utider tail-covers and side 
above shanks a light but rich violet bronze, lees had a beau- 
tiful rosy tint, like reddish mother of pearl, which has since 
darkened into deeper red, Woop Tunuss, 
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. 

THE OLD BACHELOR BEAVER. 

GJEVERAL old residents of Elmira, N. Y., were enter- 
kK taining each other at the Delavan House a few evenings 
ago with reminiscences of early Elmira, and the name of the 
late ‘Uncle Billy” Hoffman was brought np. MWe came te 
Kimira when it was 2 small village, engaged in business as a 
hatter, and died two or three years ago one of the wealthiest 
men in the place. One of the gentlemen related the following 
interesting incident that recollections of ‘‘Unele Billy" 
brought to his mind: 

“Tn 1814a Chemung River raftsman by the name of Mapes 
brought to Uncle Billy’s shop the skin of a lavge beaver. 
The pelt was that evidently of a yery old beayer, These 
avimals, ¢ven in that early day, were very scares, They 
had been once very abundant in the State, aid nowhere more 
60 than along the Southern Tier; but in the days when grants 
of lands were made by kings and queens, before this country 
censed to be the property ot foreign powers, beaver fur was of 
fabulous valine, One of the principal conditions of grants wus 
that there should annually be returned to the “rantors large 
oumbers of benver pelts. This enforced trapping al the prized 
fur-hearer, added to the voluntary inroads made upon them 
by the deniands of far dealers abroad, had its effect in a few 
years, and when the first sellers came into this region atter 
the Revolution the beaver was the only animal native to the 
country that they found rare, (onseqiently, the beayer 
pelt that the raftsman brought {o Unele Billy was a great 
curiosity, und the possessor was at once plied with questions 
as to where and under what circumstances he had captured 
it. Mapes was ao old bunter and trapper, asqwell as & rafts- 
man, and, Weing extremely talkative, save a remarkable 
account of the beaver, which, 1 forgot to say, had but 
three legs, 

“Mapes said that nm 1792 he accompanicd the celebrated 
frontiersinan, Benjamin Patterson, aS a workman engaged 
by Sir William Pultney to lay out a road fron Rose's farm, 
on the Susquehanna river, pow the City of Williamsport, to 
the northern boundary of Pennsylvania. Sir William Pultoey 
had made the historical purchase of a large portion of 
Western New York and Northern Pénnsylvania for the 
purpose of opening them up to emigration from the Hast, 
The region was still an Qnbroken wilderness, but the fame 
of the rich Jands of the “(enesce Country,” where the 
armies of Sullivan had found the soil yielding marvelous 
crops eyen under the rnde cultivation of the Inedians, had 
bee carried back to the east by the returping soldiers of 
those armiés, and anxious colouies of settlers only ayuited 
the opening up of some thoroughfare through (he wilderness 
to the rich country to take up the lands on thé easy ternis 
at which they were offered. Jt was to make sucha road 
that the army of workmen, of which Mapes was a member, 
yas engaged by Sir William. Benjamin Patterson, from his 
thorough knowledge of the region and his skill mm woodvratt, 
was mide the superintendent of the work, His contract 
with Sir William provided that he should keep the workmen 
supplied with game and fish, to be killed and eaptured by 
him, he haying the right to retain for lis own profit the 
skins and furs he secured with his rifle and traps. The 
woods were alive with game of all kinds in 1792, and the Tur 
bearing animils, excepting beaver, were plenty along the 
streams. ‘There were afew beavers, and fur thom Patterson 
was an enierprising and indefatigable trapper. The beayer 
is probably the most cunning and intelligent of unimials, yet 
jt is the most easily imposed upoh by the trapper. Beavers 
live together in colonies. and }uild their dams and houses 
where water willows and (ender-barked plants Wat Mirive 
near and in water most abound. When the twapper finds 
signs of beaver on a stream his course of prucedure to 
capture them is very simple, If willowa are wot srowing at 
the spot to suit him, he breaks olf a small branch from a 
willow, sticks it down i the bottom of the water so that it 
stands firm, and sinks his trap at the boftom of if at night. 
Tf there isa beaver near be will swim to the stick 16 inspect 
it, and inyariably spriggs the trap syith his hind feet and is 
caught. Notwithstanding their cunning a whole colony of 
beavers will come, one atter the other, night after wight, and 
be cauzht in the sume trap, in precisely the sume manner 
until none is left. Tt happens sometimes that a beaver will 
escape from the trap. Lf it is {he Jast one of the colony it at 
once becomes » wanderer upon the face of the earth, a veri- 
table fur-bearing tramp. 1 will never colonize agam, ancl 
avoids all companionship with its kind. Ty will live in 
cavities under the roots of trees, in holes in the ground, and 
wherever it finds shelter most Convenient and secure. 
Among the old-time hunters and trappers these solitary 
pariahs of the beaver family were called ‘achelors,’ 

“Patterson had been out with the road makers several 
months, and had trapped seores of mink, otter aud other 
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skins, but hatl not secured a beaver. Tinally, while camped 
on Mud Greek, a small tributary of the Upper Chemung, he 
discovered signs of his Invorite animal. He seta trap as 
described, and every morning, seven days in succession, he 
took from ihe water a splendid specimen of the valned 
beaver. On the cighth morning he found no beaver in bis 
frap, bul on taking itfrom the creek discovered the lower 
part of the hind leg of a very large one between the steel 
jaws. Tue next night the trap was empty, and then Patter- 
San knew that his trap had sent a bachelor beaver to roan, 
abont the region, and that he had eaugtt all the others of 
tiie colony. Te took out his (rap and determined to keop a 
sharp Jookout along the streams for the achelor, and add 
his to his pile of peltsif possible, Le discovered signs of 
the wanderer at different places plong the creel, but the 
beayer kept so Guntingly Widden that the trapper did not 
succved in finding its retreat, and Patterson finally gave up 
the hunt for if for that lime, resolving fo return and follow 
the bachelor until he was cuplured, as soon as his contract 
with Sir William Pultney expired. This was a few months 
later, ind Benjamin Patterson once more struck the trail of 
the bachelor beaver. Mapes himself discovered signs of it 
more thin once, and started the old trapper alter it, 
% point of honor deterring him from entering into pur- 
suit of the threeleseed wanderer, us it wus Patterson's 
legitimate game, aud he lad set hie heart on capturing it. 
Por five yours Patterson ramped wloug (he Chemung and its 
iribittarics, both in Pennsylyania and New York, following 
up sions of the bachelor, ‘The whole region became inter- 
ested in the Ghase, bul Ho One sought. to dispute with Patter- 
son the houor of finally being in at its death, People traveled 
miles to inform the old trapper that they hud seen the beaver 
iv such a place, or sions of ib were unmistakably visible in 
another place, aud kepf him hurrying to and fro through the 
valley from one year’s entkio another, He saw the three- 
Jegeed animal many times, had fired at it time and time 
again, but without even woundiog it, Finally, in 1797, de- 
élaring that any animal that could for five ycars elude his 
wiles, and, more strange still, could escape from him after 
he had “drawn bead” on ila score of times with a rifle that 
never failed before to bring dowu anything at which it was 
aimed, must surely be bewitched, he announced that he de- 
clared himself beat, and would leave the chase open to any 
wo chose to enter it. Roberfi Patterson, a brother of Bea- 
jamin, and also a noted hunter, took up the trail. As had 
been tie case with his brother, the beaver seemed to have a 
charmed life against Robert. Ile would discover signs of it 
on one creek, when il would disappear, and in a day orso he 
would hear of it being on another strean: miles away. This 
continued for three years, until Pebruary, 1800, when allsign 
of the bachelor disappeared, No further trace of him could 
be found, and it was believed that he had either been killed 
by some oue or had died of old age ancl exposure. 

“In 1809, in the fall, some woad-choppers onthe head- 
witers of the Chemung, discovered a singular looking ani- 
mal running along the shore of the stream oneday. They 
say it several times, and finally liobert Patterson heard of 
it. He voneluded to see what the singular animal might be, 
He did not see the animal, but discovered signs of beaver, 
and such sins as Jed him to know that they bad been made 
by @ bachelor, Patterson made tip his mind that the wan- 
derer of 1792 had appeared again, and began to think with 
his brother that it was indeed bewitched. The beaver 
made its way down stream, and in spite of his belief 
that it was bewitched, Patterson followed it. It moved 
down as far as Newtown Wddy, near where Blinira 
now stands, There its tracks were seen in the snow. 
They led across the country toward the river lower down, 
There were marks of only three feet in the snow. That sat- 
ished Patterson that the aninial was really the cunning old 
beayer that Lad escaped from Betjamin’s trap in 1792, and 
he gave up the chase, The track terminated on the river 
bank seven niiles below, and no further sien of the bachelor 
was seen by the party of hunters who had followed it from 
the Hady. 

“Benjamin Patterson, the oviginal hunter of the three- 
legzed beaver, had hanted very little since his failure to cap- 
tureit. He spent most of his time fishing, One day in 1812 
he was fishing in Jack's Hddy, in the Tioga River, near 
Painted Post. Near him, af the water’s edge, wasa clump 
of water-willows, Suddenly a movement in the willows at- 
tracted his atfention, To his surprise a large beaver stepped 
ont, and, as ils whole body appeared to view, he was aston- 
ished to see that We animal had only three legs. He at once 
made up bis mind that the bewitched bachélor had come 
once more to fantalize him, Patterson sprang toward a large 
club that lay near, and the beayer dived into the stream. 
Only a few rods distant a friend of Patterson lived, and he 
ran thither, knowing he could procure arifle. Heran to the 
house, secured the gun, and hastened back to the bank of 
the stream. The beaver was in sight in the middle of the 
river nol 100 yards away. Lt was making leisurely for the 
opposite shore. Patierson took deliberate aim and fired. 
The beaver disappeared, Patterson believed he had killed 
the beaver at last, and jumped into a boat to row out and 
find the body. He had searecly pulled away from shore, 
whew, looking over his shoulder, he saty the bachelor emerge 
from the water, ton up the bank and disappear, evidently 
entively uninjured. Patterson swore he would uever at- 
tempi to interfere with the beaver again if it came up to his 
very fish basket alongside of him and made a meal of the 
willow from wuich it was made, The beaver was not seen 
again until the next fall, when a deer-hunter, standing on a 
tunyay near the Big Bidy of the Chemung, saw it in the 
stream, Tt escaped avain, and all the efforts of a crowd of 
hunters to run it dowu were vain. 

“In the spring of 1814 there was an unusually high treshet 
in the Chemune River. Mapes, the raftsmai, was working 
on a vatt, with three other rafismen, up the stream, when it 
was broken from its mvorings, and they werceurried with it 
down the riyer. They succeeded in making a landing on an 
island near Elmira, It was ¢arly in the morning and very 
cold. There was a shoe of corn-stalks standing in a field 
onthe island, The men started for that to obtain what 
shelfcr it could afford. There had been a slight fall of snow, 
and the raftsmen upticed a peculiar track leading from the 
river to the corm-stalks. The track was mare by a thiree- 
footed animal. Mapes recollected the bachelor beaver, and. 
believed it had appeared again, and that this was its track. 
He said nothing to his companions, THe told them all to get 
clubs, and they would try and capture the animal whatever 
itwas. Picking up such sticks as they could find, the men 
surrounded the corn-sialks and pounded on it. with the sticks, 
Tustantly a large beaver sprang outand tried to make its way 
tothe river. The men were too many for it, howeyer, and 
laken at an undue advantage, ihe bachelor beaver that had 
ful of hunters, mel an ignorpinious death at the hands of 

for taventy years luded the rifles and traps of the most skill- 
tafismen, Mapes bought the interest of his companions ia 
the dead beayer for two dollars, and \jrought its pelt 1) 
Unele Billy Hoffman to have a cap made from if. There 
isa tradition thal the cap is still in the possession of the 
Mapes family, somewhere down in Pennsylvanin.’—Wew 
York Thinea. 

FRATHERS AND Fur wo1He Onn Bay Sratn.— West Ster- 
ling, Mass., Oct, 1,.—Partridges ave more plenty than they 
have been since 1873-74, Woodcock have Deen seiree, 
though some fair bags haye been made. Seyeral covies of 
qitiil wintered here, and have been seen lately, giving us 
hopes of some sport after the 15th. There has heen much 
complaint here lately of so-called sportsmen coming here 
Suudays to hunt, and the careless way in which thoy use 
their firearms. “A few Sundays ago there were two men 
here ftom Worcester hunting woodeock, keeping up a per- 
fect fusilade all day., One of the charges they fired came 
vattling down on the windows of a house near the river, 
and some stray péllets from another came down on a man 
silting ina hammock in his yard; and last Sunday a man 
and his wife from Clinton were driving in this vicinity 
when they were fired on by a man who was hunting part- 
ridges and so severely injured that the serviecs of a physi- 
clan were required to extract the shot. The hunter imme- 
diately made off, and no traces of him could be found, 
although the woods were well seoured in the neighborhood. 
The general opinion is that this will be an unhealthy place 
for Sunday shooting before long. Toxes are quite plenty, 
and as soon as we have a white frost the musice of the 
hounds will be heard “over the hills and far away.” And 
What sweeter music is there to the hunter’s ears than the 
deep bay of the hounds as they come over the ridge in full 
cry atter sly reynard? JTfow lis nerves quiver as the sound 
comes nearer, and he hears the patter, patter of the fox’s 
feet through the brush or up the old cart path, where he is 
stationed, What a thrill runs through him as he sees it 
jump up and fall back apain at the report of the trusty 
Parker. What cxultation, mingled with regret, as he picks 
him up and smooths down the @lossy fur, But all regrets 
ae los! when at the close of the day’s bunt he is seated 
before the fire relating to an attentive audi¢nce the incidents 
of the day’s tun. Then who wouldo’t be a fox bunter?— 
Wacueserr, [It ought not to be a difficult matter to 
squelch those ruifian Sunday shooters. | 

Fox Huytixe anp Fox Henrmyeg.—Why I think the 
Newport method of fox killing more brutal than the New 
England fashion is this; That the poor devil of a fox is 
turned out terrified half to death at the start, and with all 
the earths stopped, no chance for his life, which, of course, 
he dogs not know, and his death is a foregone conclusion, 
English fox hunting nor Southern are of thisfashion, though 
they seem to me rather sayage, but that likely enough is 4 
“Yankee notion.” In our fox Inmnting (no shooting) the fox 
cares no more for the dog tlian he does for the crows cawing 
about him, such faith hus he in his wiles; and for the man 
with a gun he is alert, andif he chances in his way, reypard 
is like enough to get by unscathed and leave the man 
acursing; and at a pinch there is 2 gapping world full of 
holes for his sanctuary, As for the manliness of the two 
methods, it lies hetween whether aman wishes to risk break- 
ing his neck for nothing or tiring bis legs for the same, I'd 
rather tire my legs than break my neck. Itis hard to draw 
the line, for there isa savagery in all tield sports, but between 
clubbing a deer to death in the water, or shooting lim on 
the runway, or still-hunting him, it would not seem hard,— 
AWAHSOOSE. 

Proposep Lromnse ror Marker Dun rers.—Massa- 
chusetts.—Adztor Horest and Stream: The game laws of 
this State should be so amended the coming winter that men 
who shoot game to sell shall be compelled to take out a 
license and pay a good sum (at least $25 per year) for the 
privilege. One or two of the shiftless fellows who follow 
the business because they are too luzy to work in shop or on 
the farm, but who will hunt seven days in the week, will 
kill move game than fifty men who get off a half day or two 
every week from their business for health and recreation, 
Ifa man wants to be a pot-liumter make him pay for the 
privilege. I have neyer been in favorof afew men who 
can afford it forming themselves into a club, preserving large 
tracts of hunting ground from the general public; this is too 
much like aristocracy to suit me, but 1 think these fellows 
referred to above should be held in check in some way, and 
I cannot now think of a better way than that suggested, as it 
would be tearfully discouraging to those who follow the 
business aroun! here to raise the sum named. Then I would 
like to see a non-export law, and woodcock protected until 
Sept. 1. 

Is rr A Mrsnomun.?—W orcester, Mass., Sept. 26.—Aditor 
Forest and Stream: Tn your issue of the 18th inst., your 
correspondent, Mr. KE. Sprague Knowles, states that ‘‘some 
very good men are so constituted that they cannot resist 
temptation, and when they go out for woodcock in Angust 
and find none, and tlie dog points a biood of young par- 
tridges, the result is that these gentlemen go home lay- 
breakers.” Now, if Mr. Knowles knows whereof he speaks, 
and we presume he does, why not take the first step himself 
toward haying the present law enforced by ‘‘giving these 
gentlemen away?” Would not that be more to the point 
than adyocating a repeal of the August law? We think the 
term gentleman here a misnomer. It does nut necessarily 
follow because a man belongs to a sportsman’s club, owns 
an expensive breech-loader and a fancy setter, that he is 
therefore a gentleman. If a man who is interested in these 
noble field sports is without honor, al] the laws in the statute 
books of Massachusetts will not make him honest, any more 
than it will prevent one afflicted with kleptomania from re- 
maining 4 thief.—Rex MAanus. 

_ New Onnmans, Sept. 23.—Snipe haye in the last few days 
becn seen in large numbers, but owing to the extreme dry 
ground these birds have gone further south, After a heavy. 
Tain stipe shooting with us would be good. Quail are 
abundant, and fine shooting will be had this season, Prairie 
chickens in Caleasicu Parish are very scarce, wild turkeys 
are reported in large numbers, and the lovers of this game 
bird will have excellent sport. Deer are also through our 
swamp section in goodly numbers, Mr. B. Waters will 
reach our city to-morrow from the western part of the State 
en route io Northern Mississippi with his string of dogs, to 
prepare them on quail for the coming trials.—EpwARpD 
ODELL, 

Squrerecs my Lovstana,—Monroe, La., Sept, 27, 1983.— 
A party of six went squirrel hunting day before yesterday 
oul. to Lafourche Swamp, twelve miles from here, They 
killed one hondred and thirty three and a third squirrels, 
(N. B,—The one-third was a young sqnirrel and they didn’t 
kill him quite dead.) But to be serious, this was a single 
day’s hunt, and two members of the party killed ninety-six 
of the squirrels—Dr. Braeey and Dr, Alby, the tywo best 
spartsmen in our club. These squirrels were oearly all 
black, but there were a few red ones, Squirrels and par- 
tridges (Bob Whites) are much more abundint this season 
than usual. TI took out fifteen shells yesterday al'ternoon And 
brought back nine birds, I could, of course, explain why I 
didn’t kill the others, if any one would listen to me, but this 
is a cold, uncharifable world, so sood-by.—Ouacarra, 

Tur Game Laws or Naw York —An octavo pamplilet of 
thirty three pages, containing the provisions of the different 
acts for (he protection of fish and game in the State of New 
York, has just been compiled, underthe direction of the 
Commissioners of Fisheries, by Sherill Babcock, Esq., Utien, 
N.Y. <Asthe enforcement of these laws is now among the 
duties of the Fish Commission of the State, we may regard 
the publication 28 an official one, although printed outside 
by an attorney at Jaw. Th is a useful and handy reawmeé of 
the laws, 4nd should have a wide circulation. Althongh 
fiving only the gist of a lay, it cites the year, chapter and 
section where it may be found in full by those wishing it. 
It is for sale to clubs at $20 per hundred or single copies 25 
cents. 

New Yorer Game Prorecrorns,—Gloversville, N. Y., 
Sept. 27.—Game Protector Thomas Bradley. of this dis- 
triet, has bexun operitions viorously. His first prosecnu- 
lion was against one William Hunter, of the town of Caroga, 
for killing Geer out of season, An uction was begun by the 
district attorney, under the proyision of ihe Act of 1883, 
and a settlement of the case was effected by the payment of 
the sum of $50, The action was bezun on the 10th inst., 
and on the 24th inst. the district atlorney paid over the 
money to the county treasurer, according to the provisions 
of the said act. Violators of the game law wll do well to 
pustpone operations while Mr, Bradley has charge of the 
district. 

Syanes.—Danvers, Mass., Sept. 29.—While walking out 
wilh my dog aud a frien/] we came across a place in the 
woods where some one had five snares sect to catch partridges, 
I destroyed them all. <A friend told me the other day that 
David Thomas, of Middleton, Mass., snared forty partridges 
a week ago Just Friday, and sent them to Salem murket. 
When he takes the birds from the snare he shoots them with 
a pistol. Woodcoek shooting has been very poor around 
here, but quail and partridge shooting is promising very 
food for next month.—J, F. D, 

‘Squire HoRAcrE Smrryu has recently returned from a sa- 
jouro at Crumpton, Queen Anue county, Md. He reports 
the fishing and shooting superb, and speaks yery highly of 
Crumpton as a resort for sportsmen, Mr. Harry Gaisbure 
keeps the hotel there; the fare is siid to be good, and the 
charges moderate. “Squire Smith came back as rosy and 
lively as a lad of seventeen. 

Toms River, N.J., Sept 24,.—The Rnelish snipe are com- 
ing along pradually. Have killed one and heard of tywo or 
three more. Next week we expect them in numbers. Blue 
and green-winged teal are here in the marshes aud ponds, 1 
put up quite a flock of grouse to-day, should say there must 
have been twenty, all apparently full-erown.—E. B, P. ‘ 

Onvanio.—Grayenhurst, Sept. 24—HFishing has been 
good. Grouse are plentifuland deer abundant. Deer set- 
son opens Oct. 1. No exportation allowed, which in my 
humble opinion is the best protective law we have.—C, 

Deiawarn County, N. Y.—In camp and am having a 
fine time. Ruffec grouse are more plenty than for three 
years back. Woodcock are scarce and scattering.—M. P. 
MeKoon, 

OntTARIO.—The vicinity of Centreville, Addington county, 
is said to furnish excellent shooting and fishing. 

MONTHLY LIST OF PATENTS 

For Inyentions Relating to Sporting Interests, Bearing 
Sept, 25, 1853. Keported expressly for this paper by Louis 

Bagger & Oo,, Mechanicul Experts and Solicitors 
of Patents, Washington, D C. 

Animal Trap.—W. FH. Reed, San Francisco, Cal. 
Device for Attaching Reels to Wishing Rods.—W. B. Double- 

day, Binghaniton, N.Y. 
Virearm Sight —J, M. Parringtou, Concord, N. H. 
Fishing Reel,—i, ©, A. Kasschau, New York, N. ¥. 
Shot Case,—L. M, Beedell, Chetopa, Kaus, 

Date 

284,759, 
985,346, 

285,474, 
285,680. 
285 454, 

O.pn DanteL Boonn, he shot a “coon 
And twenty-five wild geese; 

‘Tis said of him, he split the limb. 
Where they all sat in peace; 
The rent did close and catch their toes, 
And hold them fast and snug; 

When in a line, upon a pine, 
A coon receiyed the slug. 

He charged again and cubin twain 
The branch close to the tree; 

A creek beneath the bongh received, 
And afterit plunged he, 

When he came out his breeches stout 
Five hundret trout contained, 

Which weighed, at least, two pounds apiece, 
And there they all remained. —W. C, Riggs. 

In warning the veterans of the late war against exaggerat- 
ing what they did and saw in it, ex-Goyernor Curtin ata 
Washington banquet related the following anecdote of a 
revolutionary veteran, who, haying outlived nearly ail his 
comrades, and being in no danger of contradiction, rehearsed 
his experience thuswise: ‘In that fearful day at Monmouth, 
although entitled toa horse, I fought on foot. With each 
blow I severed an Hnglishman’s head from his body, until a 
huge pile of heads lay around me, great pools of blood on 
either side, and my shoes were so full of the same dreadful 
fluid that my feeb slipped beneath me. oust then I felt a 
touch upon my shoulder, and, looking up, who should I 
behold but the great and good Washington himself! Neyer 
shall I forget the majesty and dignity of his presence, as, 
pressing his hand upon me, he said: “My young friend, 
restrain younself, and for heayen’s sake do not make a 
slaughter house of yourself..*’ ‘The shouts of laughter that 
greeted this story showed that the Goyernor had made a 
point,—Detyott Wree Press. 
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Sea and River Sishing. 

ANGLING RESORTS.—We shall be glad to have for publi- 
Will not owr eorre- 

spondents favor us with notes of desvrable points for angling 
calion notes of yood fishing localities. 

emcursions? 

To insttre prompt attention, commamications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, priuted in our issue of Aug. 16. has 

been published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 

address, postpaid, on receipt of 10 cents. 

MY FIRST ADIRONDACK TRIP. 

A BOYHOOD REMINISCENCE. 

N 1875 I was stized witha dtsire to see the woods of 
which [bad heard co much, and the only thing that 

promised to prevent its fulfillment was the expense. I had 
six wecks to spare, while the eash laid out for a summer 
vacation amount«-d to ouly eighty dollars, which was thought 
a fair allowance for a boy, as I then was, but would it cover 
an Adirondack trip? 1 learned that my friend Fred was also 
in possession of as much time as myself, and that his cash 
account equalled mine within five dollars, We joined 
forces and conversed about the Adirondacks, or rather the 
“North Woods,” and concluded by strict economy we could 

‘oO in the weods and stay six weeks on our money, but if we 
id it would have to do all our own work, haye no guides 

and smoke no cigars. 
Our plins being formed, we concluded to start on the 

86th of July, and the time soon came when, dressed in 
our hunting costumes and armed with our guns, fishing 
ros, revolye1s and bowie knives, we made a very ferocious 
appearance to the timid and blushing maidens at whom we 
did not dare look for fear they would faint. We proceeded 
to New York; there we were met by several of our friends 
who went with us to the Grand Central Depot. They had 
a great deal of sport at. onr expense, and fired puns at us 
that would haye made the inmates of the asylum for decayed 
puusters sick. We blushed and kept silent. Finally a 
change came over them; they thought they might never see 
us again. We were going near that ferocious tribe of Indians 
known as the “Saint Regis.” They gave us sound advice 
ou Indian warfare, told us to remember what ‘Buffalo Bill” 
and “Texis Jack” would do under circumstances similar to 
ours, and thought the only way to be on the safe side was to 
take two gallons of fire-waler for them; then they all 
“chipped in” and presented us with a two-zallon jimmy full 
of fire-water to pacify the red man. 

Arriving at the corner of street we got out of the 
cars and were somewhat puzzled to know how we were to 
carry “Jimmy” without exposing him. We hit upon an idea 
and wrapped him up in our urmy blankets, and as it fell to 
my lot to carry him, I clutched the blanket closely under my 
arm, and we slarted off at a good- pace to catch our train, 
While going around a corner T slipped and fell and, alas, let 
the blanket drop and poor ‘‘Jimmy” was no more, he was so 
badly cut to pieces we had to Jeaye him on the payement 
and secing a policeman coming, and Knowing that he would 
take care of him, we ran tu the depot, not caring to appear 
as witnesses at the coroner's inquest. Our blanket was well 
saturated, and caused us a great deal of trouble afterward, 
After getting into the depot and purchasing our tickets we 
had many minutes to spare before train time; there was a 
vote cast whether we should take a walk and it was carried 
ununimously that we should. Westarted out, but did not 
go far on account of small boys, they kept hollomg the 
“American Team has arrived, look out, there’s Gildersleeve,” 
pointing at Carpenter, etc, We soon had a large crowd 
pround us and being all rather timid we bent a lasty retreat 
back to the depot. We began practicing economy from the 
start and purchased second-class vickets for Utiea; we took 
the smoking-car, and alter hunting around considerably we 
were fortunate enough to find seats. 
We lighted our pipes and enjoyed 2 quiet smoke, Now, 

Fred has been a great traveler for 80 young a man, 
aud knowing how he liked to talk about his trip to the 
Holy Land, I thought it would be policy, as well as amuse- 
ment, to get him started. The only fault I haye to find with 
him, is that he tells the same old stories over and over again, 
Asusual, he began by telling about the climate of Asia, all 
about the deserts, and the sireceo that his party were caught 
in, ete., etc.; the way he ends this story is this: “*You can 
imagine how bot it was,” (lieve a little laugh) ‘‘for it killed 
three camels and three Bedouin Arabs,” The story is a good 
one, and he tells it well, but having heard it about twenty 
times before, 1 did not appreciate it much. He also told his 
other story of racing with one of the Arabs of his party, 
heating him, cte.; this was a short story, and I had only 
heard it once before, so 1 really enjoyed it; but as soon as he 
had finished he lawoched out on his ‘old, old story” of his 
party being captured by a tribe of Bedouin Arabs, and the 
only way they could get away was by strategy, for the Arabs 
refused to takea ransom. The way they escaped was this: 
“At night they with their guides surprised the Arabs and 
took the Sheik and three of his best men as hostages, and 
held them at the point of their guns and made them gnide 
them to Ismailia and there let them go,” Thisstory made my 
head ache, and after hearing it through I confess.d that [ 
was sleepy, and said I would try to go to sleep. 
We arrived at Uticaat 5 A. M., and having three hours to 

wait, concluded to go over to Bages’s Horel for breakfast. 
While there we met Mr, L., who was going in the woods, 
and we invited him to join our party. He consented, and 
atter breakfast we discussed our trip, ete. We arrived at 
Booneville. the principal town of Oneida county, about 11 
o'clock, and svon were off for the Fulton chain of lakes ina 
wagon called a buckboard, These wagons are very hard to 
ride in, especially over a rough road. We were nearly 
thrown out two or three times while on our way to the Mouse 
River. The river is fifteen miles fiom Booneyilte, and 1 
thought they were very loug miles, 1 was fecling quite sick 
and began to think the Adirondacks were not going to De as 
fine as 1 hud pictured them to myself, but I said nothing 
about this to Fred, We came at last to Lawrence’s, on the 
Moore River, and there made a rest of two hours, got our 
dinner and tasted venison for the first time on our wip. 
After dinner J felt some better, but still very weak, Here 1 
found out we had to ride lorse-back or swa)k fifteen miles. 
T concluded to try riding, and hired an old horse, Fredand 

L. preferred walking. Our route was now direct through 
the wilderness to ‘Old Man Arnold’s,” on the Moose River, 
near the First Lake of the Fulton chain, We hired a pack 
horse and put all our Juggage, guns, fish rods, clc., cfc,, on 
bim. It required a great deal of skill to arrange all our 
things on one poor old horse, but Fred. haying seen the thing 
done on the “deserts of Arabia,” he did it well, and gave us 
alla lesson on horse packing. Our old nag looked well with 
our thiugs on his back, and it gave him au appearance of 
looking fat and healthy. I really think old Jim felt proud 
of his load as he started off. We liad now to cross the 
Moose, and were fortunate to find the scow on our side of the 
river, and all got in and arrived on the other shore in safety, 
Not so with our horses, as my horse did not want to go any 
further than one-quarter the distance across, and old Jim, 
when about two-thirds over, fell down and came nesr drown- 
ing. We were in donbt for along time whether we would 
ever see our luggage again, but the old horse at last got out 
Without the loss of any of our #hings. 
We soon came to a place where a drove of midges, or what 

are commonly called ‘‘punkies” came and fed onus. I had 
never heard of these horrible pests before, and the surprise 
was great, It wa perfectly awful. I would have given all 
I possessed to haye been out of the Adirondacks, he pur- 
kie is a peculiay animal, He is the size of a small fly, and 
hites as you would imagine a crocodile to bite. One of their 
peculiarities is that they always stand on their head when 
they bite, their bill is very sharp, and when you have about 
{en thousand on you, it makes one a trifle nervous. They 
are very fond of running into your cars, eves, and nose, and 
T found out by experience that the more you brush them the 
more they bite. The best way is to Jet them bite you until 
they are tired, and in the course of half an hour they will 
become disgusted and leaye you. Wemade the horses goat 
their fastest speed, and soon left the punkies behind, I was 
in the Adirondacks nearly six weeks, but never saw pupkies 
again as bad as I did then. We came at last to Arnoli’s, 
tired out, and I thought if this was a specimen of every-day 
lifein the mountains lhad enough cfit. Wehad a good 
supper, plenty of irout and venison, and after eating and 
haying a smoke, I felt a great deal hetter, ntif Fred had 
said let us start back for home to-morrow, I would hiye 
gone without a word, tor 1 was two-thirds sick, tired, and 
felt that I had a mistaken idéa of the Adirondacks, and that 
it was a fraud. 1 went to bed early and left Pred eine 
about his travels in the Holy Land. About un hour after 
retiring I got up, and while coming back to bed I heard 
Fred say “‘You can imagine how hot it was, for it killed 
three camels and (hree Bedouin Arabs.” I smiled 1 ghastly 
smile, and wondered how many times1 would hear that 
while on this trip. : 

[v0 BE CONTINUED]. 

AN ANCIENT ANGLER. 

Es fishing days haye almost gone, and among those 
left will be many when the north wind raves or the 

ram pours down, so that he who hath rheumatism in his 
bones or loyeth the comfort of his body more (than fishing in 
foul weather, will abide indoors, choosing then rather the 
ingle than the angle, Having his tackle all made ready, the 
sight thereof and the handling are no plessure to him, but 
only remind him of his abstinence. Now, to discourse with 
a brother angler would he comfortable and profitable, but if 
there be no such companion at hand, he may, to some com- 
fort and profit, commune with the fathers and brethren of 
the angle through the medium of their books. 

One of the former, now long ‘‘with God,” is perhaps but 
little known as an instructor in the gentle art, or if so known 
he is seldom mentioned as such, This is Gervase Markham, 
who appended to his ‘‘Wnglish Husbandman” the ' Pleasyres 
of Princes; or, Good mens Recreations, Contayning Dis- 
rourse of the generall Art of Fishing, with the Angle, or 
otherwise: and all the hiditen secrets belonging thereunto, 
Together with’.— but let us consider what is alrcady set 
before us, lest by venturing further now we become dis- 
custed with the pleasures of the prince and the recreations 
of the good man before we haye tasted the first course, Tf 
one knuw that snakes were to be seryed next, he might not 
relish his trout. 
his Tittle square book solidly bound after the honest 

fashion of the dd days, was printed in 1685, eighteen years 
before the first edition of Walton came trom the press. Of 
its B77 pages only thirty-nine are devoted to angling, but we 
are fold in the ten short chapters, first, “Of angling, the 
vertue, use und antiquity; second, “Of the Tooles and Im- 
plements for Angling;” third, “Of the Anglers cloithes and 
inward qualities;” (was this a hint for Sartor Resartus?) 
fourth, ‘Of the seasons to angle in;” fifth, ‘Of Baits in 
general, and of every particular kind, their seasons and use;” 
sixth, “Of Angling for every severall kind of Fish, aceord- 
ing to their Natures; seventh, ‘OF taking Fish wilhont 
Angles, and of laying Hookes;” eighth, ‘Of preserving Fish 
from all sorts of devourers;” ninth, ‘Of ordring of Ponds 
for the preservation of Fish; aud tenth, which is the shortest 
and last, ‘Of the best Wales Lime.” 

Tbus he begins the first chapter, in commendation of the 
gentle art: ‘‘rince Pleasure is a rapture, or power in this 
Jast age, stolne into the hearts of men, and there lodged up 
with such carefull guard, and attendance, that nothing is 
more supreame, or ruleth with greater stuength in their affec- 
ions, aud since all are now become the sonnes of Pleasure, 
and every good is measured by the dilight it produceth, whut 
work unto man ¢an be more thankefull then the discourse of 
that pleasure which is most comely, most honest, and giveth 
most liberfy to Devine medilation, and that without all 
question is the Art of Angling, which having ever beene 
most hurtlesly necessary, hath been the sport orrecreation ot 
God’s Saints, of most holy Fathers, and of many worthy, 
and reverend Deyines, both dead, and at this time breathing.” 

Of the use and virtue of angling he well and quaintly 
writes: ‘For the use thereof (in its owne true, and aiealused 
natuyey? (he italics are not bis, ‘“ourrieth in it neyther covet- 
ousnesse, de-eipt, nor anger, the three maine spirits which (ever 
in some il] measure) ruleth in all other pastimes, neyther are 
they alone predominent without the attendance of their sey- 
erall handmnids, as Theft, Blasphemy or Bloudshed, forin 
Dice-play, Cards, Bowles or any sport where mouey 1s tle 
voale io which mens minds are directed, what can mans 
ayarice there be accounted other than a familiar robbery, 
each seeking by dec:ipt to couztén and spoyie other of that 
blisse of meanes which God hath hestowed Lo support therm 
and their familees? * * * But in this Art of Angling 
there is no such evill * * * for the zreatust thing it 
coveteth is, for so much labor a liltle Fish, hardly so much 
as suftice Nature in areasonable stomuche, for the Angler 
must intice, not command his reward, and that which is 

worthy millions to his contentment, another may buy for a 
groatein the Market, His deceipt workefh not upon men 
but upon those creatures whom it is lawfull to beguile for 
our honest recreations or needfull nses, and for all rage, und 
fury it must be so ereat 4 stranger to this civill pastime, that 
ifit come but within yiew or speculation ticreal it is no 
more to be esteemed a pleasure, for every proper good ther of 
in the yery instant faileth, showing unto all mén tliat will 
undergo any delight therein that it was firstinvented, laueht, 
and shall forever be maintained by Patidnee only, And yet 
I may not say only Patience, for lier other three Sisters Lave 
likewise a commanding power in this execige,” "‘Iese sis- 
ters are Justice, Temperance and Fortitude, whose powers 
are set forth, 
Deeming it necessary to proye ihe antiquity of angling 

(‘for all pleasures, like Gentry, are held to bu most excellent 
which is most Auncient”) he names someto whom the inven- 
tion is attributed by some writers, hut saya: ‘The invention 
ot the Art of Angling is truly savd to come from the sonnes 
of Seth, of which Noah was most principal. Thus you seu 
it is good, as having no coher nee with evill, worthy of use; 
in aa much as itis mixt will a delighifull profit, and iiost 
auncient, as heing the vecreition of he first Patriarkes, where- 
fore | will now proceede Lo the Ait it selfe, and) the meatics 
to attaine it,” AWAHSOOSR, 

BASS AT “THE FLATS.” 

HE September fishing lias been excellent throughout 
Michiean. Hon. Fred L. Wels, of Port Huron, told 

me a few days since that 10 the surprise of residents of but 
place excellent strings of lack Wass und a number of large 
musealonge had been taken in Black River, which runs 
throngh the town, and which ling until lately been consid- 
ered a poor stream for’fish. Last Suturday «a Mr, Cady toule 
a muscalonge weighing twenty-three aud que half pounds, 
another party took a thirty-tive-pounder, and in fact splen- 
did sport has been had right along lately in that heretatoxe 
no account stream. 

Black bass have been takep in large numbersat the flats 
during the month, also numbers of silyer buss, The qyiirer, 
while drifting down a chunnel « few days since, came upon 
the largest and liveliest school of the latter he vyer sow. 
They were jumping and feeding, and ithe water seemed alive 
with them. Anecboring some filly fect above them, and 
attachin# two hooks to my line, I baited with small sliners 
and east into the boiling water, pid wo sooner dit! my ling 
touch it than | had two fightersfastened, and quickly hinided 
them. For baif an hour] reele¢d them in as fist as ny light 
rod would allow, eften booking two at a iime, and it 
did not scem to make any difference whether both Looks 
were baited or of/ly oue, as the lish were so eager thut if One 
was houked others would grabat anything they saw. Twice 
my punter come near dipping up three al a time, ove 
being on cach heok and the other having hold of {he sinker, 
only letting go just atthe boat. I took oui twenty odd ip 
about an hour, and stopped because I lad had enough of it. 
They would ruu sbout one fo one and a quarter pounds 
average weight, That same day I lost the father of all black 
bass, had him up te the boat tice, and he frighlened my 
{unter so he fell on bis knees in prayer, Wal alas the fish got 
away. The old, old story, you know. Dera. 
Dero, Mich, Sept 28. 

ABOUT KINGFISHERS, 

total senre for five years to date foots up 1&9 fish 
Mnieves of the above named type. For evidence in the 
case | have saved most of the wings (none for sale), und have 
a goodly pillow made from the feathers, that T intend to use 
inmy camping ¢xcursions, which are yery maby. Some 
careless linguist some time said, ‘Tt takes a deal of gap to 
make alittle sugar;” but he gould baye illustrated his idea 
of quantity far more forcilly it he had said, it takes a pile 
of kingfishers to get feathers enough fora pillow—400. I 
anyone doubts this solumn declaration, try i, The car 
casses are fed to the fish, and thus the poor devils syjpropri- 
ate their whole business ouiright to a clifterant purpose from 
what was intended when (hey started oul on thet: foraging 
expeditions. Ihave an idea that a pillow of this sort tised 
in camp will carry with it a bit of consolition; that it will 
be a little Iuminary to light up recollections and impart o 
glow to the romance of snoring away a night in the wiider- 
ness; besides, the heud may rest alittle easier than on a pile 
of brush, a pair of boots, or on aspider turned bottom side up, 

I value this pillow very bighly trom a financi standpoint. 
(This is also not for sale.) .As+uming that a min valucs his 
time worth §2 per day, he starts out to shoot Kingfishers for 
a living, and bags one every three days, which would be 
good work here, each bird costing $6. This mul{iplied hy 
400, the number required to do a good pillow, vynals 52100 
for the pillow, and as the birds stay with us about 200 days 
of the year, it will require exactly six years to do the Wark, 
Don’t you sec how figures swell? Whose lead is so Leavy 
that it can’t find repose of so valuable u record as this? 
Why the African diamonds are nowhere, 

T get these birds by shooting aud with small steel traps set 
around my fish ponds, A kinglisher is shy and considers: 
himself powerfully smart, but his strength is in lis wenk- 
ness, and heis just as apt to get iuto the wroug pen as the 
rest of us. Set two or three round stakes around a pout, if 
there are no trecs very neay, or set tiem in tle water, ley 
ing a few feet out of water; fasten a small stccl trap tirnily 
tothe top. By regulating the catch or latch mike the juws 
set low and the pin high, otherwise they will leht on the 
jaws instead of the pau. Set the trap, crimp (he spring 
around close to the jaw, and hoe corn till you Lear a famous 
squalling, such as a kingfisher vever widilkes when he is com- 
ing up out of the water with a fitvorite hybricl in his fish- 
stabber. These birds prefer astakeor & cruy on stump, 
over or near the water, and if a thirty-five cent steel trap 
happens to grace the top of it, they ave sure to seb their illus. 
trious leet in it. 

Some old smarts are exceedingly intellectual, and take the 
hint at first, but thar gastronomical machinery works so 
furiously after haying looked dowu on whal is to them, ut 
Icast, a tine display of speckled beauties (I forget, Must, nat 
say that), their eagerness 10 appropiate the alorestid specks 
to home consumption supermduces incipient carclessucse, 
and the invariable result is their elegaul wardrobes tind their 
final esting place im my famous pilivw. . 

Ti is fair to presume that a bird will cat one fish per diy. 
A young bird before ieaving the nest will cat all the fish an 
old pair can bring it, be the sume miore or less. Now, we 
will be reasonable by ke: plug ol Hgures within reason, aod 
ave will be disappoiited if we wre Lot disappointed tn the 
result, Although a pair of birds muy produce four young 
each year, we will make vo account of it, but assuming 

—— 
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{hat death from natural or unnatural causes will keep the 
stock ahont the sume, we will only reckon upon the nnmber 
of fish the birds T have killed would eat. 

SOLUTION. 

Average number birds killel per year, for five years........-... a7 
One fish per day, 200 days per year, ----.~ - 2-2.) shi.tiaa 7,400 
Five years’ supply for first year’s Score, . .,...--.-----. 87100 
Pour yeans’ supply for second year’s sepre, .-,..-_---- 0. -. 29,600 
Three years’ supply for third year's score..,, ......---s4++- 92,200 
Two years’ supply forfourth year’s score.. 14,800 
Ons year's supply for fifth year's score. -.. 7,400 

TCA. evel tates ket stn nc> genes <) eee; ess we 111,000 

This is the number of fish saved, This is only the num- 
ber of fish required to feed the birds while they are here 
on their summer business tour, and our southern friends 
must care for them 165 days longer ta complete the year, 

Again, thirty-seven binds will eat 13,506 fish per year and 
upon the same basis as above, if all are allowed todive, will 
ent 202,75 fish in five years. Now, if the kingtisher should 
happen to confine his diet to food or game fish of tlie various 
kinds, and allowance be mude for a slight increase of birds, if 
would be fecessary for Mv. Cleveland to sign an appropri- 
Alion bill of four shillings or so with a view to hatching out 
a new batch of Caledonias, Cold Spring Harbors, ete., to 
fecd kingfishurs. As neavas I can get at if my traps have 
cleared +: section covering about three miles square, which is 
equal fo nine square males, and as the State of New York 
contains 50,519 square miles, Lhe intelligent pupil will veadily 
scu (mentally) that if the whole State had been attended to 
in the same way, the total saving of fish to the State would 
have deen 428,067,666 fish in five years. These calculations 
furnish suflicient mile stonesfor the persevering philosopher 
to cateh on aud tell us how many fish are destroyed annually 
in tlic United States by kinefishers. May it not be well to 
offer preminins or pay bounties for the destruction of this 
terrible scourge of which so little notice has heen taken. 
I waive any present claim that I may have. 

Appendix, —Three more kingfishers scored since writing the 
ahove and 6,625 fish saved in five years. Woobmy SDNKER. 

THE LOVES OF FISHES. 

HAT the tender passion is strong in fishes no one who 
dins witnessed a fierce battle between male trout on 

the spawning beds for the possession of a desirable nest and 
the companionship of a more desirable mate will be likely 
togaiusay. This subject has inspired a Western poet, who, 
living far from the shores of old ocean, may be supposed to 
know moré of the loves of the festive catlish, the pensive 
sucker and the rojlicking terrapin than of the marine forms 
from which he draws his alliterative comparisons. He 
sings; 

“Loye assails 
“Aud wiarms, ‘mid seas of ice, the melting whales, 
Cools erimped cod, Herce pangs to perch imparts, 
Shrinks shriveled shrimps, and opens oysters’ hearts." 

Passing the ‘melting whales” over into the class mam- 
mitlia without remark, we may fairly consider the power of 
love to cool the erimpad cod. Now the cod when crimped 
for the frying pan hus many transverse sashes cut in its side 
by the sympathizine cool, who our poet, with keen obser- 
yation in hiseye, which, alihouch in tine frenzy rolling, has 
not Jost a jolt or tittle of its love for exactness, has perceived 
allows the fish to cool, but whether this may be the effect of 
the lemperature of the surrounding air or the effect of love 
is hard for one nofia born poctto say, The unpoetic cook 
would probably reply that the crimping was done to allow 
the hot fat to penetrate the muscular layers and more thor- 
onghly cook the fish, but cooks do not enter into these 
esthetic questions, and are therefore unreliable on anything 
outside of gravies, That love ‘‘cools the crimped cod” is 
among the possibilities, for a plate of it ordered in a cheap 
restaurant will invariably be found to have been cooled by 
something, and we are not prepared to say that the little 
blind god may not have had his finger in the crimping, 
Who that has captured the osseous perch can deny that its 

rushes when reeled im are not the result of fierce pangs? 
The careless observer may attribute this to the hook in its 
jaws, or to fright at the monster. with a rod in one hand, 
and a Janding net in the other, but the poet knows that it is 
Joye, This loye may have been unworthily bestowed upon 
a deceitful angle-worm with a barbed steel intestine, which 
lias literally proved a delusion and a snare to a too confiding 
perch, but the love was as true and deyoted nevertheless, 
and the perch is not the first victim of misplaced confidence. 
We confess that we do not know how the power of love 

“shrinks shriveled shrimp,” because we are nufamiliar with 
the shrimp when in that state, and do not clearly see how 
one so Surnnk could be still more desiccated, nor is if plain 
How the tender passion “opens oysters’ hearts.” We in- 
quired of a Fulton Market oyster opencr how this could be, 
ind lie tossed high in ain sn oyster knife of half a pound 
weight, and deftly catching it by the bandle after the man- 
ner of a jugeler, exclaimed: ‘This is wot I uses to open the 
aah and | don't want anything better. Elave a dozen, 
boss?” 

THE ANGLING ANANIAS. 

AX angler sac by the winter fire 
W. te only Ins wife was nigh; 
And he said bo himself, 
Did this cunning old elf, 

“Til tell ‘em a whopping big lie— 
A brilliant and intricate Lic.” 

He leaned his chin on his ancient hand, 
While gently he stroked his beard, 

Then he gathered his pen, 
His ine and then— 

He slyly snd knowling leered— 
A lever that was foxy and weird. 

He gazed aloft at the cailing dark, 
And then he looked down at the floor, 

And he said “Of a bout 
ifier calmon and trout, 

Pi #ive ‘em some algling lora— 
Some lovely and lying old lore.” 

He wrote abd he wrote, a solid hour, 
His wife all the while sitting by, 

Very dertain, however, 
That her Hobby. so clever, 

Was working up some novel ie— 
Some wild and extravagant lie, 

When sudden the old man rose npstark 
With looks that Were wizen and cold; 

“Whats ihe matter?" cried she; 
‘Phe devil|"* said he, 

“Gm certains fast growing old— 
'Hyery lie I us) think of "s been told!” —y, 

i ei 

OUR SUMMER'S OUTING. 

[ Conchided from puge 176.) 

Or last morning and now for some fish, but the fates did 
not prove propitious, for on reaching our favorite spot 

Horace commenced the ball by striking a fish tkat broke his 
hook at the shank, Then the hook tore out from another. 
Then I struck one and my braided oiled silk line, Which had 
not failed me before, did not hold. Such hick, and all big 
ones, too. “Of course,” siid Horace, ‘if they were little 
ones they could not get away.” ‘Well, that chap that broke 
my line was the largest fish I have hooked yet,” I replied, 
“thet is oue thing sure.” We fished on and by noon herd a 
yery fair string, but what would it have been had we 
captured those last four ‘‘darlings.” Reluctantly we pulled 
buck to the Janding and unjointed our rods, then to the 
house and off with the old suits we had lain roundin so care- 
less of dirt. It did not seem as if we were the same chaps, 
when we came down stairs with our “niled shirts’ and 
blacked boots, After one more of Mrs, Strohn’s good solid 
dinners, we boarded our democrat and badefarewell to Long 
Lake, but in parting with the pleasant spot, Iwill cheerfully 
recommend it to any who want to visit a convenient locality, 
and canassure them though Mr. Strohn does not pretend to 
keep a hotel, they can secure good clean beds and plain, well- 
cooked, substantial fare, at a moderate charge, all things 
considered. The fishing in Long Lake is fair and under 
ordinary circumstances one can get all that they want to eat 
and take away with them, besides returning all the small 
ones to the lake as we did. The mosquitoes are not bad on 
the lake, only in the morning and at night. No flies, at 
least while we were there, ; 

Our original intention when leaving Detroit was to go on 
the D, M. & M. Railroad as far as Marquette, stopping on the 
way to try the trout at Munising, but just on the point of 
leaving Horace notified me he must be back two days earlier 
than expected, so, as both our names appeared on certain lit- 
tle pieces of paper I carried, Iwas forced to go back 
with him, thus losing the pleasure of a different kind of fish- 
ing. We had, however, one day at our disposal yet, so we 
concluded to run up to Mackinac. Taking the M. 0, Rail 
road at Cheboygan we went to Mackinaw Qity and then 
across on the Aleomah to the island, where we spent one 
day very pleasantly seeing the various objects of interest. 
However, as the islaud has been written up time and time 
again by those who wield a much more facile pen, I will not 
attempt to describe it, While at the island I met a gentle- 
man that gaye me a, “pointer” in regard to a choice spot 
where all kinds of fishing can be had, in addition to game— 
bear, deer, etc. Next year, if all is well, and I do not take 
a much longer jaunt, which 1 now contemplate, I shall en- 
deayor to #0 to this spot. Til doTI will chronicle the ad- 
yentures which may befall the party, and mayhap the good 
editor of the Forusr AND STKEAM can be prevailed upon to 
give the article space in his columns. In conelusion I would 
say that although [ must still hold to my original statement 
that Northenn Michigan can not compare with the West, I 
think the further north one gets the better the country be- 
comes, and next year the great resorts will undoubtedly be 
on the northern peninsula. J was better pleased this year 
than last, and for the benefit of those that took me to task 
for the article [ then wrote, will say I caught a glimpse of 
‘tthe other side of tle shield.” Pramtre Doe. 

“An ApyurTisnya Dopen.”—Upper Chateaugay Luke, 
N. Y., Sept. 26.—Hidtior Horest and Stream: I haye read 
with much indignation your remarks upon the advertising 
dodges of Adirondack resorts, und of this one in particular, 
and being the author of the article from Whence your per- 
verted information is drawu, presume to know of its intent 
as much asany one. The facts are these: Two gentlemen 
from Plattsburg came fishing and caught just such a messas 
you meniioned in your first article, bringing down upon 
them the contempt of all who saw them, both guests and 
employes; but one being a hotel man and a friend, a pleasant 
word was sent his home paper relative to his catch, knowing 
it would come personally to him in many ways, and some- 
what repay him for his many kindunesses. My only desire is 
to have ihe truth stated, regardless of the result to myself, 
That fish are netted here and the cradle robbed is well 
enough known, und every effort possible is put forth by the 
house to prevent and discountenance it, This is the whole 
truth of the matter, and 1 trust you will give it the attention 
it deserves. Yours for the truth, F, M. Hausrap (with Mrs, 
M. 38. Ralph). [The writer of the above note confirms our 
original statement that after two trout-hogs had captured 180 
trout, the average weight of which was less than one ounce, 
he, “the enterprising manager posted off a notice of ‘the 
largest catch of the week,’ which in due time appeared in 
the Plattsburg Thlegrwm.” He leaves it to be inferred, how- 
ever, that he did not incite the “twe gentlemen from Platts- 
burg” to their now notorious exploit; and he explains that 
he sent the notice in question because he thought it would 
please his friend—to see himself paraded in print as a finger- 
ling trout butcher. We accept the explanation. Now let 
us hear from the man who caught the fish. ] 

GoLDEWN Fisn-Hooxs.—, J. Smith, the County Coroner, 
has four gold fish-hooks that he uncarthed in the South 
American placers. He was mining in a river bed near the 
city of Cali, in the State of Cauca, United States of Colom- 
bia, in 1866, when he pulled up a small tree by the roots, and 
there in the sand Jay an even baker's dozen of regularly 
shaped gold fish-hooks of the ordinary size. They are not 
bent in the Limerick fashion. Without doubt they are the 
work of prehistoric Indians goyerned by the Incas. When 
Mr, Smitli returned to San Francisco he gave some away, 
lost others, and now has only four left. He has been repeat- 
edly asked to put his price on these, but refuses to do so. 
The other day he refused an offer of $20 for one. Tt was 
such trifles as these that excited the avarice of Pizarro and 
other vandals who tore down better governments than have 
ever occupicd the same territory since —Tucson Citizen. 

Fist Poacuixa my Pennsypyanta.—The streams of this 
State are filled with fishpois or traps which are known by 
all to be illegal, IJt has been made the duty of the Fish 
Comitnissioners tu remoye these traps, but it has not been 
done, At a recent meeting of the Anglers’ Association of 
Hastern Pennsylvania it was decided to call the attention of 
the Commissioners tu their apparent neglect of duty, and to 
urge them to atlempt to enforce the laws, These traps 
destroy both old and young fish, the Jatter by the thousand, 
and it is lime that an end was put to the nefarious business. 
The association is in earnest in this matter, and deseryes the 
support Of all honest anglers. PHILADELPHIA, 

‘think that?’ says 1, 

We Mourn,—''Hung be the heavens in black; turn day to 
night; and put mourning badges all over our linen duster. 
Wemourn! We refuse to be comforted! A gloomy sl adow 
has been cast athwart our pleasant path, and we Junch but. 
sparingly. Poor 'Tom’s a-cold. Having taken our readers 
thus far into the innermost recesses of our feelings, it would 
be manifestly unfair to withhold from them the reasons why 
we don the habiliments of woe. We will tellthem. It’s all 
along of a Canadian newspaper. The name of that paper is 
the Toronto Weekly Mail, and the special copy which opened 
the floodgates of our grief was published on Tuesday, 
Seplember 27. It contained the following item: ‘‘A. 
young man named Howe, a resident of Ottawa, went 
lishing recently, and proceeded to explode a dynamite cart- 
ridge in a pool known to be the resort of fish. While young 
Howe was preparing to carry out this scheme the dynamite 
cartridge prematurely exploded in bis hand. The resclt was 
that his right hand and thumb and first two fingers of 
his left hand were blown off; his left eye was destroyed; 
both arms had a large portion of the flesh torn off, and his 
chest and stomach were badly injured. Notwithstanding 
these injuries he walked into town, and after haying the 
wounds dressed drove to the Roman Catholic Hospital.” 
This is indeed sad! We sorrow that the fingers were blown 
off his hand and that an eye will no longer behold the joy- 
ous trout leaping high in air al the explosion of a dynamite 
cartridge, but our grief reaches its maximuni when we learn 
that after his chest and stomach were badly injured he was 
able to walk. O, why could he not have shared the fate of 
the fish and not only been blown out of the world but also 
have taken all the poaching fraternity with him? In our 
affliction we would suggest to sympathizing friends that, 
there is a state of grief too deep to le reached by letters of 
condolence, and we are nigh unto it. 

Aprronpack Trout.—Grafton, Vt.—In the year 1860 1 
Spent some months in the woods in the town of Minerva, 
Essex county, N, Y., staying at a place about cight miles 
from Minerva village, known then as ‘‘Tom Baker's.” In 
the immediate vicinity of his house were two ponds known 
as the Beayer ponds, and about a mile from the house were 
two ponds known respectively as Frank and Loon ponds. 
All these ponds coniaimed tront. The trout of the two 
Beaver ponds were seldom over half a pound weight, those 
of Frank and Loon were larger. In another direction from 
the house was another and larger pond, known as Mink 
Pond. This pond was a great place for deer hunting, and T 
have spent days and nights on it, and then knew every inch 
of it. There was not a brook trout tn it, and apparently 
never had been. Of small fish, sunfish, ete,, and snapping 
turtles, there were any quantity, and fish food was present 
in abundance. The outlet of this pond flows into the Hud- 
son and there is an abrupt fall of twenty or more feet near 
the river. Wecould see no reason why trout should not 
thrive in this pond, and late in the season a few trout were 
taken from one of the Beaver ponds, none weighing over 
one-third of a pound, and were carried in milk pails to Mink 
Pond and dumped in. The pond was not fished for four 
years, when trout were seen jumping. It has since become 
one of the best fishing ponds in that vicinity, and has pro- 
ducedarger fish than any of the other waters, several having 
been taken of over three pounds. J have not heard from it 
for several years past.—8, W. Gooprrpen. 

Our AncLingc Prestpent.—Newport, R. [., Sept. 29.— 
The big fishes of our country are becoming aware that the 
present head of the nation is an angler, and the strife among 
them for the honor of heing hooked is growing, Had that 
fifty-pound salmon which he captured several years ago 
lived until now he could have been taken by President 
Arthur instead of by plain Mr. Arthur. Not content with 
his laurels on the Yellowstone, the President came here in 
quest of the mighty striped bass, and to-day stands ‘“high 
hook” on the books of the West Island Club to date this 
season. He has been the guest of Mr. 8. B, French, and on 
Friday last the party spent part of the day between Tag- 
gart’s ferry and the Island, but owing to the storm and the 
consequent rough water there was no fishing. The next 
day he went to the club and took a striped bass of eighty 
pounds, the largest captured this year. Among those here 
fishing are Mr. Charles Tiffany, Mr. Charles Miller and Dr. 
8. W. Mitchell. The President should now try for the sea 
serpent,— West IsLAND. 

“Mis and Pat went out one night to bob for eels. On the 
way we got into a wrangle about the best way to skin an eel. 
Pat was for his style and I was for mine. When we came 
to the creek we threw down our bobs and began to argue our 
points. At last Pat told me that I knew more about skin- 
ning a Ohristian than skinning an eel. Now, that was purty 
plain talk, and av coorse I tould him he wasn’t a gintleman, 
Then we climbed out of our coats and got to fieltin’ instead 
of fishin’. The fight was what they call a dhraw—that is, 
cach man won and got what he desarved. The divil a bob 
we fished, and we brought home black eyes instead of eels. 
Next day I told me father all about it. ‘Con,’ says he, 
“What's that?’ says I. ‘Neither you nor Pat,’ says he, 
‘knows how to begin to skinan eel.’ ‘What makes you 

‘Becayse,’ says he, ‘no cel can be skint 
before he is cotched.’ ‘Begob, you're right, sir,’ says 1.”’— 
Naturalized Citizen's Story in Sun. 

Froat SuerBROOKE To Mooseunap.—Sherbrooke, P, Q,, 
Sept. 22.—Just returned from a canoe trip to Moosehead 
Lake, Me., via Lake Megantic and Moose River. Our party 
consisted of six, and occupied two birch canoes and one 
Stranahan canyas boat. The trip occupied eleven days. 
The canvas boat stood the trip well. The canoes were com- 
pletely demoralized. Some of our party returned yia Bati- 
gor and Portland. The rest are on their way back by Moose 
River and Spider Lake. Any quantity of trout, particularly 
a, the outlets of Long Pond and Brassua Laxe, Large game 
plentiful on the Upper Moose River. A trout of 5} pounds 
was caught near the Mt, Kineo House before we left Moose- 
head, and several weighing 3 to 4 pounds each.—D. Tuomas, 

Mr. Wakeman Honperron has entered the fishing tackle 
establishment of this city, beariug the familiar firm name of 
Abbey & Imbrie, of 48 and 50 Maiden Lane. Mr. Holberton 
has been well-known by his connection with the trude in 
New York for many years; and by virtue of his devotion 
to the practical pursuit of the gentle art has a yery wide 
cirele of friends among those choice spirits who know how 
fo lure a trout and hoodwink a black bass, He, doubtless, 
also has some enemies among the game law breakers, but 
this is rather to his credit, 
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Rare Wisr,—A specimen of the ‘ainber fish? Seriala 
stearnse Goode and Bean (5. carolinensis Holbrook) was 
taken in the nels of the Blackford Fish Co. in Fort Pond 
Bay, eastern end of Long Island, this week, The fish is one 
of the qaelerel tribe, Carwagita, and its ranwe is given by 
J ordan and Gilbert as ‘'Gulfof Mexico, north to Pensacola.” 
This specimen surely had strayed from home a long way. 
The first red snappers, Lutjanus blackfordm, arrived in Fol- 
ton Market from the South on Monday last. 

ARnTyAT op LoAcs.—In the sivaraer Normandie, whieh 
urrived from Tavre last week, Game four specimens of the 
loach, Coiihis jossitis, Wrought by Capt. Briand to My, Pred 
Mather, These fish were bred in France from specimens 
obtained in Russia by the late M, Charbonier. The hsh are 
now in the hatchery at Cold Spring [arhor, 

Lauer Brack Bass —Twosmal-monuth black bass, weigh- 
ing six pounds each, were tuken near Montreal lately by Mr, 
KF. ff. Baker, 

Hishculinre. 

OYSTER CULTURE IN MARYLAND. 

HE oyster commission appointed under w joint resolution 
of the last General Assembly, and composed of Prof, 

W. is. Brooks, Jas. L. Waddell and Hon, Wm. H. Lege, met 
Monday, Sept. 24, at John Hopkins University and spent the 
morning in discussion about districting the bay, with a view 
Lo the protection of its oyster beds with as little restriction as 
possible upon the present yield. The commissioners have 
souglt to devise some plan which would result inthe gradual 
improvement of the oyster property of the State, and at the 
same time interfere as little as possible with the supply for 
the immediate future. This is a point to which the commission 
haye given careful attention. Many of the remedies which 
lave been suggested to them would vesultin future improve- 
ment by Killing the oyster business of the present, But they 
are seeking to devise measures which will interfere with the 
present yield of the beds no more than is absolutely neces- 
sary. 

It was sugested to take trom the counties of Dorchester and 
Some set, and any others that may have it, the right to grant 
licenses to dredge, and place such powers wholly in the State 
authorities. Ijisturther proposed to draw brond lines from 
prominent points, beyond which no dredging shall be done, 
only touziis men heing allowed to take oysters in the re- 
stricted waters, These waters would include indentations 
and bays making np into the land and shallow parts of the 
bay, aiid all places where tonging is profitable. The broad, 
deep waters of the bay, it is suggested, shall be divided up 
into alternate broad and narrow strips. The broad strips are 
to be inspected annually and from time to time, and dredging 
Will he permitted in them in proportion to their ability to 
stand the scrapings of the dredger’s instruments. They may 
be thus worked yearly or biennially, or at longer periods, Tha 
narrow strips are not to be dredved at all, They will be nat- 
ural beds for the growth of the oyster, and will furnish spat 
to supply the adjacent broad strips with young oysters. This 
spat will drift off into the neixhboring bottom and find lodg- 
ment there, where in a year or two the spat will make oysters 
large enough to handle. 

lf is also proposed, in order toimprove the oyster produc- 
tion, that a portion of the hottom of the bay be improved by 
dressing it with oyster shells, This will give the spat some- 
thing (6 clutch as it drifts over the botlom, and secure a lodg- 
ment of young oysters. While there may be some who will 
complain at being excluded from dredging im the narrow 
strips, the greatest good is expected to result to the mass of 
people, and of course ultiniately to those few who in the first 
instance may suftersome inconvenience from being exchided 
from what they dink are Lbeir rights io the whole bay and all 
its tributaries. 

Prof, Brooks read to the commission a very interesting letter 
which he had just received trom Cristield, Md., from Mr: 
Church, an oyster packer of that place, saying that in July he 
sold to a New Jersey oyster farmer a cargo of oyster shells 
which had accumulated af his oyster-packing honse, These 
shells were taken to Long Island Sound and scattered upon 
the bottom. When Mr. Church yisited the spot five weeks 
afterwartl he found these shells completely covered with 
youn oysters. Dr, Brooks exhibited four of these shells, sent 
to hin by Mr. Church, and upon each one of them were enough 
oysters fo have yielded a bushel if all had crown te maturity. 
"his incident shows how easily oyster beds may be restored 
and stocked by the expenditure of a little capital and energy, 
rovided proper protection can be given to the young oysters. 

Br. Brooks six years ago called attention to the advantage of 
shelling the bottom in the way which is now yielding such 
good results in Connecticut. Dr. Broeks reported at this 
meeting that he had just linished the tabulation of the results 
obtained by the commission in their recent examination of the 
oyster area of the Staite, 
The average exantination of sixty-one beds gives 27-100 ofan 

oyster to cach square yard, or one oyster to each 3 7-10 square 
yards, 1 1479 Lieut, Winslow found as the average of all his 
Obseryittions in Tangier Sound that there were 41/-1,000 of an 
oyster to cach square yard, Or one oyster to each 24-1) square 
yards, If the average for the whole bay in 187) bad been no 
higher than Winslow found it in the Tangier Sound, the Maxry- 
land beds must haye fallen from 41-1,00) to thesquare yard to 
27-100 to the square yard in three year's, That is, they haye lost 
thirty-five per cent. of their valué since 1879, Chis is by no 
meansthe wholeot the trath, however, In 187), when Winslow 
made his observation, the beds of Tangier Sound already 
showed signs of exhaustion, and were much worse than the 
beds of fhe State at large. 
The injury to these latter beds is therefore much greater 

than these figures indicate. The commissioners have also 
ascertained the ratio between living oysters aud dead shells on 
the different beds of the State, In 1876 Lugger found as am 
average from twenty beds that there were 37-10 bushels of 
living oysters to each bushel of dead shells, In 157! Winslow 
found us the average from seyenteen beds that there were 1 
4§-100 bushels of living oysters to each bushel of dead shells. 
The commission find as the average of forty-six beds that 
there ave only 1 25-100 of living oyster sto cach bushel of dead 
shells. ‘These results show that ut the same time the oysters 
ave growiny scarce the Jabor required to capture them is 
owing greater, as the unmber of dead shells which must be 
Fandled for each bushel of oysters is mereasing.—Baltimore 
Suir. 

MEETING OF FISH COMMISSIONDRS.—Deiroit, Mich., 
Sept. 29.—A call for a meeting of the Fish Commissioners of 
the States borderin® on the lakes has been made, for the pur- 
pose of taking uniform action in regard to the fishing interests 
of these States, in having if possible uniform laws that will 
best surserve the interests of the fishermen and the States 
engaved in replenishing the waters, efc. The meeting will be 
held in this city, October 17 and 18, at. the Itussell House.—A. 
J. Kerxoce, Commissioner for Michigan, 

THE RHODE ISLAND COMMISSION.—Kecent changes 
qmake this commission now covsist of the folowing gentlemen; 
John H, Barden, Rockland, 
Henry TV. Root, Providence, 
Col, os Sherman, Woonsocket. 

portance are liable to delay. 

FOREST AND STREAM. [Ger 4, 1883. 

Ghe Ziennel. at home again, albeit he had lost his collar, which his thievish 
pare had cut from his neck in order the bettar to lay claim 
© hin, 
He was a good soldier, tuo, being no cown'd and ¢aring not 

a wag of his fail for the biggest shells the Jnlimnies could toss 
oyer at us, He was with us under our first shell Gre at 
*Olarke’s Mills," a few miles below Fredericksbure, in May, 
1863, and ran after the yery first shell that came screaming: 
over our heads. When the shell had buried itsell! in the- 
ground, Jim went up close to if, wrouching down omali fours, 
while the boys cried, ““Rats! Rats! Shake him, Jim! Shake 
him, Jim!” Fortunately that first shell did not explode, and 
when others came that did explode, Jim, with trus military 
instinct, soon learned to run after them and hark, but to keep 
a respectful distance trom them. 
On the march to Gettysburg he was with ns all the way: 

but when we cars near the enemy his master sent hin back 
to William Wiggins, the wagoner, us he thought too meh of 
Jimtotun the tisk of losing him im battle, If was a pity Jim 
wasn't with us out in front of the Seminary the morning of 
the first day, when the fight opened; for as soon as the cannon 
beean to boom the vabbits began to runin all directions, as if 
scared ont of their poor little wits; and there would haye been 
fine sport for Jim. had he been there. 

In the first day's fight, Jin's owner, Sergeant John C. Ken- 
sill. while bravely leading the charge for the recapture of the 
149th Pennsylvania, Reziment’s battle fiags (of which au 
account hus elsewhere been given), was wounded ahd left for 
dead onthe field, with a bullet through his head. He, bow- 
ever, so far recovered from his wound that in October follow- 
ing he rejoined the regiment, Which was then lying down 
along the Rappahannock, I looking for the regiment, on his 
return from anorthern hospital, Sergeant Kensill chanced to 
pass the wagon train. and saw Jim busy af a bone under a 
wagon. Hearing a funiliar whistle, Jim at once looked up, 
saw bis master, left his bone, amd came leaping and barking m_ 
greatest delight to ils owner's arm, 
On the march he was soinetimes sent back fo the wagon. 

Once he came near being killed, Vo Keep him from following 
the regiment, or from straying awayin search of it, the 
wagoner had tied him to the rear axle of his wagon with a. 
strong cord. Ti erossing a stream, in his amxiety to get his 
team over safely, the wagoner forgot all ahout poor little Ti mm, 
who was draggetl and slashed through the waters m a most, 
unimerciful way, After getting over, the teamster, looking 
baek, found poor Jim under the rear of the wazon, being 
dragged along by tle neck. and moré dead than alive. He 
was then put on the sick list for a fow days, but with this 
eines exception never bad a mishap of any kind, 

is master having been honorably discharged before the 
close of the war because of wounds, Jim was left with the 
regiment in care of Wiggins, the wagoner. Whe the regi- 
ment was mustered onto! service at theend of the war, ‘Little 
Jim? was mustered ont too, He stuod up in ranks with the 
boys, and wagged his tail for joy that peace Had come and 
we were all going home. | utiderstand that his discharge 

To insure prompt uttention communications should be ad- 
dressed. to the Forest. and Stream Publishiny Co., und not to 
individuals, in whose ubsenee from the offiee mutters of tm: 

FIXTURES, 

BRANCH SHOWS, 
Oot. 2, 3, 4 and 5.— London Beneh Show, London, Canada, Entries 

close Sept. 1) Charles Lincoln, Superintendent; John Puddicombe, 
Secretary; C. A. Stone, Assistant Sterelaury. 
October 2, 3,4 and 5,—The Danlury Agricultural Society's Second 

Annual Bench Show. Entries close September 22.—H. Crofut, Presi- 
dent, Danbury Conn. 

Jan, 2,3, 4,184.—Meriden Poliry Association Bench Show, Meri- 
deo, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary, Meriden, Conn, 
Apvil—, 1884—The Cleveland Beneh Show Association’s Secon 

Bench Show. Charles Lincoln, Superiatendent, C. MW, Munhall, Sec- 
retary, Cleveland, Ohio, 

FIELD TRIALS, 

November 19, 1883.—Hastern Wield Trials Club, Fifth Annual Trials. 
ab High Point, N ntries for the Derby close July 1; for the 
Members’ Stuke, Nov. 17; for the All-Aged Stake, Nov. 1. W. A. 
Coster, Secretary, Mlatbush, Long Island,.N, Y. 
November 20, 1883.—Robin’s Island Club's Second Annual Wiel 

‘Trials at Robin's Island, L, |., for members only. Entries close 
Sept.1, A. T. Plummer, Secretary, 
November 20, 1883.—Pacific Coast Field Trials Clu), First Annual 

rials near Sacramento, Cal. JM. Holtz, Secretary, Sacramento, Cal. 
December 3, 1583.—National American Kenvel Club, Fifth Annual 

eet at Grand Junetion, Tenn, DPD, kryson, Secretary, Memphis, 
Tenn. 
December 3,—Gilvoy Rod and Gun Club's Third Annual Wield Trials 

at Gilroy, Ual.. for dogs owned in California, Arizona, Orerzon and 
Nevada. Mntries close Dec. 2. EH. Leavesley, Secretary, Gilroy, Cal, 
December 10—New Orleans (on Club’s Sonthern States Pield 

Trials at Ganton, Miss, Enerries close Dee. i. J, K, Renaud, Seere- 
tary, New Orleans, La, 

THE LEONBERG DOG. 

Editor Forest anc Stream: 
Thad heard something of these dogs before, and being al- 

wavs desirous to add to my veanine knowledge, I read Mr. 
Harvey’s contribution of September 5 to your paper, in the 
hope o, learning something new. And Twas in no wise dis- 
appointed. It certainly was news to tne to Jearn that the dog, 
desipmated in Vero Shaw’s work as a “gigantic mongrel,” was 
“for sagacity. combined with size and beauty, ahead of all 
other breeds!” In support of this statement we are toid by 
Myr. Harvey, that be is the ‘fortunate possessor of the finest 
specimen of the Leonberg yet produced in thar place” (St. 
Jolims), which from his accont appears to have been thetr Hirst 
home on this continent. MWe then gives us the measnrements 
of this superb dog ati 3 years old, to wit: 

Height sat SHOMGer ses ie sen ee ere Sltoin, papers were regularly made out, the same as those of the men, 
Girth OL MEORGREA Ae po kg Cpavere tures Meee. ain. and thaw they rend thus: q 
Weerodate dla oenmanbie chee oiee ele bem he maeha MS se 187Ibs. &Ty all whom it may concern, Enow ye, that Jim Kensill, 

Now, for the finest specimen in St. Johus of a breed “‘ahead 
of all others in size and heauty,” these measurements do not 
strike me as very astonishing or conclusive. Compare thent 
with those of a young St. Bernard dog of mine, which, when 
only 11 months old, measured 311g inches at the shoulder, 12 
inches round the forearm, and weighed 18743 pounds. He 
now, at 13 months old, turns the scale at 14) pounds, Now, 
though this is certainly a very promising young dog, I don't 
claim for him any very extraordinary merit. For dogs meas- 
nring 814g inches at the shoulder, 157 pounds is no great 
weight, and we know that many St. Bernardsrun from 31 to 
33 inches heigh, and weigh from 150 to 170 pounds. 

Mr. Haryey tells us, doubtless in proof of his dog’s sagacity, 
«That his highest pleasure is a walk with his master; that: he 
manifests his delight by deep-mouthed barkings, bounds and 
gambols,” ete. Vhat dor does not experience the same de- 
light and manifest itin the same way? We are then further 
enlightened as to the dog’s moral qualities, and are told ‘His 
honesty is wimpeachable; he has néyer been known to steal 
anything from his master, but he seems to have no sompunc- 
tion in appropriating violently another dog’s bone or piece of 
meat, and woe to the canine brother who refuses to surrender 
it on being only summoned. On the other hand, he has vividly 
the sense of property, aud will sternly resent any interference 
with his food or anything specially devoted to lis use.” Qual- 
ities, some might think, by no means moral, but rather per- 
taining to the character of a big bully. 

T have not written the above with any wish to put Mr. Har- 
yoy out of Jove with his dog, but it seamed to me on reading 
hisletter that affection for his friend had somewhat warped 
his judgment. He would learn something of the history of 
the Leonberg dog, and the opinion competent judges entertain 
of him, by a perusal of Vero Shaw's work on “The Doz,” page 
485, which I commend to his careful study. 

In conclusion, I would ask Mr. Haryey, what is to be gamed 
by substituting for a pure bred dog a mongrel? The largest 
dog of the day is, I believe, a St. Bernard, ahd the instances 
of this breed’s sagacity do uot pale their luster before even 
those recounted by Mr. Maryey of his doy. 

The Leonberg, as a pure breed. is, as Vero Shaw says, 
apocryphal, und can only base its merits on its approach, in a 
greater or less degree, to the St. Bernard, from which i is de- 
scended, Itis at best but an indifferent St. Bernard, 

Frep W. ROTHERA. 

Private, Co, FP, 150th Regiment, Penna. Vols., wlio was enrolled 
ov the 22d day ef August, one thousand cight hrndred and 
sixty-two, to serve three years oy during the war, is ereby 
DiscHarcep trom the service ofthe WUWhited States, this 
twenty-third day of June, 186h, at Hlmira, New York, by 
direction of the Secretary of War. 

“(No objection to his beiny refnlisted is Enown fo exist} 
Said Jim Kensill was born in Philadelphia, in the State of 
Pennsylvania, is six years ol. aye, six inches high, dark cone 
plexion, black eyes, black-wod-tan hair, ancl yy oeeupation 
when enrolled a rat ferric, ' 

“Giyen ab Elmira, New York, this twenty-third day of 
June, 1505, Jams R. RED, 

“Capt. 10th U. 8. Infy, A, O. M.” 
Betore parting with him, the boyz hought him a silyer 

collar, which they hai suitably inscribed, and wlich, haying 
honorably earned in the service of his eonntry in war, he 
proudly wore in peace to the day of his death—Harry M. 
Wieffer's “‘Recailections of a Drummer Boy ia St. Nicholas, 

CHARACTERISTIC DOGS. 

fl Pore natural history of the dos Yorms a most mtevresting 
study, but itis a branch of our aducation which appears 

to be very much neéplected. We haye fim, in some form or 
other, getting under our foot or yelpmg at our heals, daily, 
He is passed by comparatively unnoticed. No learned profes- 
sor comes forward, and in an clegant volume, discloses fo the 
world learning more or less recondite, respecting the com- 
jouest of our comimon animals. He is altegether too common 
to be noticed by such “big-wiys,” and wemiust gain our knowl 
edge thereypon from experience eud oliservation, for bool- 
learning is not available, A yoluime of original research with 
revard to fhe dog and its hundred yaneties, as distributed 
over the globe, could not fail to he quite as interesting, and 
must he more popular, than a ponderous tome dealing alto- 
cather with that peculiar creation the craylish. But, as we 
aye observed, the dog is too common a creature; he is seen 

too often: he frequents too many countries: he is here, there, 
and everywhere; and it is a natural conclusion that every- 
boly knows everything abouf him. That the exautly cou 
trary is the case, a little thonplt on fhe matter soon enough 
informs ws. 
Bach country of the world lias its own varieties of dog. 

which in most cases wre especially adaphed to the climate ot 
the land they inhabit. Tf Nas heen said that the character of 
a nation can be judged by its ballads, Might if nol with eqnal 
truth he said that the character of the inhabitants of any 
country can Ne judged by the elass of dope they keep? One 1s 
just as likely as the other or rather moreso. Right awéy, 
journeying toward the North Pole, in Greenland, Lapland, 
euc,, we find the dog of the people, the Hsquimaux, Used ag a 
beust of burden, he is a mor important factor in the well 
being of these frozen up Hations than the rendecr, He 
js like the inhabitants in character, living pretty much as they 
live, and poth have in common & happy kinek of aceommo- 
dating themselves to circumstances, Hither can live on fati 
ov dried skin, and there is @ funny resemblance between the 
Lapp,” wrapped up in his sicins of hear, or wolf, or fox, and 
his dog as he lies enrled up, showing scareely any ot his nose 
ov eyes, buried, as thay are in Lis close, waatherresisting oat, 
hese dogs, too, as a rule, are peacable, ospecially so among 
themselves. From thence we fy to the extreme center of 
Asia, to Thibet. Here the natives, though supposed to be 
pastoral in their habits, are deceittul and treacherous, fonder 
of war than of tilling the soil, aud generally of a character 
the most vicious, ‘Their dogs are immense beasts, of a most 
ferocious and forbirlding aspect. Some travelers tell us these 
noimals are used to protect the flocks; others say they are 
utilized as euards generally, acting pretty nich as sentries in 
time of tribal war, and as policemen ou ordinary oceasions. 
That the dogs of Thibet are powerful, fierce, treacherous, and 
to be avoided, most travelers concur, and that thew owners 
possess similar wifavorable characteristics 1s Penerally noder- 
stood, Ifis Marco Polo who says, “These people are treach- 
erous auleruel, and holding if no crim or turpitude to rob, 

are the greatest thieves in the world.” Nor have they im- 
proved yery much in this respect singe the tirne af the great 
auetian troveler,, ‘Phe zodlosical gardens ald the Prince of 

Walus have bad specimens of the ‘Mihet omastit!. : 
Going further afield, we haye the Olimése ind their dogs. 

Simcon, Ont, 

“LITTLE JIM." 

O UR own regiment had a pet of great yaluewnd bigh regard 
in “Little Jim,” of whom some accidental mention has 

alreudy been made, As ‘Little Jim” enlisted with the regi- 
ment, and was honorably mustered out with it ati the close of 
the war, after three years of as faithful service as so little a 
creature as he could render to the Hag of his country, some 
brie! account of lim here may not be amiss. 

“Tittle Jim,” then was a small rat-terrier of fine blooded 
stock, his immediate maternal ancestor haying won a silver 
collar ina celebrated rat-pit in Philadelphia. Late in 1859, 
winie yet a pup, he was given by afriend to John Q, Kensili, 
with whom he was mustered into the United States service 
“far three years, or during the war,” 04 Market street, Phila- 
delphia, Pa., August, 1862. Aronnd his neck was a silver 
collar with the inscription, “Jim Kensill, Co. F, 1i0th Regt. 
Pav . 2 
He soon came to be a great favorite with the boys. not only 

of hisown eompany, but of the entire regiment as well, the 
men Of the different coupanies thinking quite as much of him 
asif le belonged to each of them individually, and not fo 
Sergeant Kensill alone. On the march he would offen be 
caught up from the roadside where he wis aide 
along, and given a ride on the arms of the men, who would 
pet and talk to him asif he werea childand nota dog. In. 
winter quarters, however, he world not sleep al yvwheve 
except on Kensill’s arm and anderneath the blankets; nor was 
he ever known ta spend a night away from home, On first 
taking the field, ratious were scarce with us, and for several 
days iresh meat could not be had for poor Jim, and he nearly 
starved. Gradually, however, bis master taught him to tke 
a hard tuck between his fore paws and, holding tt there, to 
qunch and crunch at it till he had consumed it. He soon 
yearned to, like eae ey and ey re ay it, Rial 30 ie 
marebh to Chancellor e he was lost for two whole days, to i" g D 

{ie wreat grief of the men, When his master learned that he | Pew yarictivs have reached this country, ‘The hairless edible 

had been seen with a neighbomug regiment, he started off in | anitnals have a somewhat Chinese-looking appearange, and, 

search of him ab once, As soon as Jim heard his owner's | like their owners, Jack character, and ave maclent. ‘he toys 

shaxp whistle, he came bounding to his side, oyerjoyed to be | of jie same country are extremely effeminate creatures, and of 
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as little use for work as the smallest-footed and most aristo- 
cratic Lady Min-He, The Chinaman hasno sportin his nature, 
and you look in yitin in this country for a breed or variety of 
indigenous sporting dog, He is as fond of eating as the 
average Bnelishnian is of shooting and hunting; and while the 
latter has adapted his canine companions to his purposes, the 
former has fo his—and eats them. The Germans are becom- 
ing sportsnien, and are importing the bast of cur pointers, 
setters, and spaniels. They haye alwavs had boarhounds, 
under which tame appear to be included several varieties. 

) Tt is likely that, as biz game becomes scarce and small game 
numerous, animals suited for the one Eune of the latter will take 
the place of the ferocious looking hound, strong enough to 
tackle a wild boar, and active enough to throttlea stag. tm 
Persia. we have a graceful long-haired greyhound, so handsome 

| that, from a sporting dog, fleet enough to run down an antie- 
Tope, he has degencrated into a ladies’ pet. We fail to find in 
him any characteristic ¢ommon to the Persian race. Italy, 
with its sunny skies, has provided the nviniature sreyhound, 
whith is so great a favorite and prized so highly by allclasses, 
Reared in luxury, and delicate, he is a fit type and representa- 
tive of all that remains of the old [talian families. As such, 
he can scarcely form a fair example of the people of the 
present day, But the Italians, as arule, care little for dumb 
animals, and would rather share the end of their hot with 
them than theirlast crust of bread. Rome, in its hey-day, 
was barbarous, butcherous, It imported strong dogs from 
Britain and other countries for fighting purposes. Romie, in 
its wane, is effeminate and indolent, and fayors tiys and 
similar canine luxuries, 
other countries. 

tuved;” of Africa. audits half wild dogs: of Turkey, and its 
mungy dogs; of Spain, and its special bulldogs; and of almost, 
or perhaps, every other country in the world, 

ut what of the British Isles? Here we have dogs of every 
yariety, and a bulldog as a portion of ourheraldry. Surely, 

the earth. Dogshaye become a mania with us, and to such 
an extent has this 
adopted by different individuals, 
acter of a man ean be judged by the dog which follows hint, 
i. @..80 long as everything is not sacrificed to fashion, as is 

Long ago our leading artists the case in some instances. 
depicted the rough and mirglar with his dog in keeping’—like 
each other in diabolical feature, bad to look at and dangerous 
to deal with, We had the maiden lady and her besheeted pug 
or toy terriers, the latter petted and nursed because the 

ia former could not be. Here is a case of extremes mecting, 
Then the shooter with his pointer. setter, or spaniel, or all 
three tonnine at his heels; or the sportsman or betting man 
with his leash of greyhounds; the lmntsman with his foxhounds 
or hatriers; the rat catcher with his terriers; and the poacher 

Now shows have changed all this some- 
what. Dogs haveitiproved in appearanus, and handsome- 
with his lurcher, 

ness hither than actual utility is m a great measure desired, 
The collie and the fox-terrier have become common, and hoth 
are found as followers of people who haye nothing at all 

of the sheep- 
the 

in common with either. The sagacity 
dog, and his intelligent, healthy expression, is 
exact reverse of the modern ‘nasher” he has as his master, 
who lacks in good sense and brains where the noble animal 
excels; andindecd the dog is the better fellow of the two. 
But the sportsman still retains hi 
acler may in a degree be read in their varied excellencies, 

dog are in unison. 

you will tind similarity in the other. 

once take means to make himso. Yer 

this has been done in our own,—Kent, in Live Stock Journal. 

CURRENT DOG STORIES. 

thy 

A 
at North Adams, The dog ran down the stee 

water out of its mouth, and the boy fell back into the 
stream. Again the dog seized him and pulled him out and 

A third time the animal pulled him 
_ out, hut when the boy fell back this time the dog ran rapidly 

lef go of him as before, 

to the boy's house howling pitedusly.—Tioy Paper. 

Ir. 

Among the passengers from the Continent a few dags ago 
was the railway dog Help, who had just returned from one of 
those subseription collecting trips which have made the 
animal so well known. Help, who is a Scotch collie, was 
educated to this work of charity by Climpson, the guard of 
the night boat train onthe London, Brighton, and South Coast 
line, and since starting on his useful career has traveled 0, er 
most of the line of the kingdom, gathering donations for the 
Orphan Fund of the Amalgamated Society of Railway Ser- 
yahts, and has been so eminently successful in his tours that 
the general secretary has now on hand many invitations to 
the collie from different stations on the yarious railways, all 
asking for its assistance. Hventually, no doubt, when Great 
Britain his been exhausted—though if the tours are made 
annually this may neyer Li epee Imay be sent across the 
Atlantic, in which case the possibilities of his futwre can only 
be limited in conjecture by the length of a dog’s usual lifé. 
‘This, unfortunately, is all too short to enable the animal to 
artive at that) degree of intelligence which, if its span of ex- 
istence were lohger, s¢ems probable it would attain. Mean- 
while the eleemosynary “ollie is making the best of bis time, 
and the sum of his collections for the fund is already very 
cousiderable. By his French expedition he has collected soma 
+12, and il is anticipated that, ifno accident happens to this 
four-lezgerl missionary-box, his contributions will amount in 
the aggregate to some Iundreds of pounds during the course 

_ of the tours now on the programme planned out for him. 
Introdueed by the chief officer of the steamship Britany to 
the Vice Consul at Dieppe, ‘the railway dog of Bngland” 
collected in a very short time about 150 francs at that seaport, 
and on the steamer coming back at Newhayen got about £6 
tore, delivering the total at the head office of the society m 
the City Road, without any of those deductions for “personal 
expenses” which unfortunately run away sometimes with so 

j mich of the proceeds of charitable effertories. Help is not of 
course, by many, the first “‘railhway-dog” of fame, for Panand 
Hero and others have all had their day of honor. But he is, 
as far as we know, the first that has had his traveling sagaci- 
ties directed to such practical purposses. His predecessors had 
all developed an amazin: intelligence as fo the direction and 
destination of trains; and, taking their hints probably from 
sesing a particular éngine-driver and on & particular 

— 

Tu asimilar vein could we write of 
Of Australia, where an animal, strongly 

showing the proclivities of the colonists, has heen “manntac- 

we are the most dogsy, if not dogred, nation on the face of 

rown that we find differenti varieties 
In many cases the char- 

his working dogs, and his cue 

good shot will seldom have 4 bad dog, nor will one often see a 
shepherd well up to his duties without a collie of similar 
Stamp. And so one may goon. Fashions may change; each 
dog in his turn may have his day; still, we hark back to that 
which was once neyer disputed—a man may be judged by the 
Kind of dog justas well as by the company he keeps. Madea 
fomMpanion of, the sazacious creature soon conforms to the 
habits of his owner, and where he is not actually so adapted 
by bis nature, companionship soon makes him so, and man and 

The master bad-tempered and snarly, the 
doy the same; and the one hilarious, joyful, and full of tun, 

There is, indeed a won- 
derful amount of fellow-feeling between dog and man, so 
much so that we find that in nations where the dog is not 
actually adapted to the nature of the inhabitants, they at 

few generations sut- 
ice to do this, and in a score of years the canine representa- 
tives of any country may become quite changed, In fact, 

DOG belonging to Rena Davis, at the westend of the Hoo- 
suc funne’, attempted to rescue Thomas Griffin, the little 

fellow who was drowned in the Arnold print works reservoir, 
bank when it 

saw the boy fall into the water, and, seizing the little boy hy 
the coat, polled him out, The dog released its hold to let the 

read 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

train, and remembering from past experience, what such a 
conjunction of person and locomotive meant, becate 
perfect barking ‘‘Gradshaws.” They got into trains and 
changed at their proper stations, crossed lines and waited for 
another train, took short cuts across country to meet an 
express due at a certain point at a wertain time and altogether 
manceuvred their way about the leading railway systems in 
a manner that astonished even the employees of the different 
lines. In these expeditions, too, they were sometimes found 
useful for taking Wack small articleswhich the owner had 
carried with him by mistake, or for delivering them at given 
points, Help, however, is probably the first dog connected 
with a railway that has acted as collector for afund, On the 
Continent, however, in the past, a medicvant fraternity, the 
“Sans Souliers,” trained dogs to carry their begzing-boxes, 
and after a while, as the animals soon got lo know the monks’ 
regular beats and to distinguish the class of person whom 
they were accustomed to solicit for alms, sent then: on their 
rounds by themselves, and thus vicariously arrived al the 
eredit of collecting money for their order aud the poor whom 
they supported, Sitting on the wooden benches outside the 
monastery, they sunned themselves at their ease and told 
their beads, while the dogs, with the money-hoxes round 
their necks and a bug of blessed youchers—to be presented by 
the almsgiver at the uext confession and duly credited to him 
in the good graces of Mother Churech—dawdled about the 
roads and visited the regular succession of houses.—London 
Teleyranh, August 7, 

ni, 
The Wall River correspondent of the Providence Journal re- 

lates the fallowing; ‘ir. Wm. H. Baylies of this city is the 
owner of a fine spaniel dog, who is with lis owner rusticating 
for a season near Robins’s Pond, just over the Plymouth 
county line. A few days ago a horse left tied near the pond 
broke loose, and by some mishap fellinto the pond where it 
was very deep and appeared too bewildered to find his way 
out. The dog happening to he strolling along the edge of the 
pond and observing the danger the horse was in, instantly 
plinged in, swam to the horse, seized the bridle with his 
teeth, and gradually pulled the horse around and guided him 
to the shore, where he could emerge from his perilous condi- 
tion, - Tins statementis made on reliable authority.” [This 
heats the story of the deer retriever in our last issue.) 

Ivy. 
Before Judge Truasx to-day, in the Special Term of the Su- 

perior Court, Senator Thomas FP. Grady and John McMahon 
appeared in opposition to a motion npon an order to show 
cause why the eominithecs of the estate and person wf John 
Gill, the adjndzed lunatic, should not be removed, No person 
appeared in donrt to argue the motion, and it was dismissed 
upon Mr. MeMahon's aplication, There is a singular incident 
in connection with this motion. John Gill, Jr., petitioned the 
Court to haye the committees removed. His counsel, N. T. 
Dickerson, wasto argue the motion, Mr. McMahon said that 
he had received word fYom Mr. Dickerson to the effect that lis 
little dog had eaten up the original order to show cause, tu- 
gether with the attidayits, and therefore he could not argue 
the motion.—New Yorke Hvening Post. 

Mia 
Nigver Jim is the familar name of a mongrel dog, mostly 

black and tan, that bas been for the last fourteen years 
attached to the Thirtieth street police station. He has fre- 
quently been attached to other things, notably the trousers 
of fleeing criminals, He isnow lGyears of age. His teeth fell 
out several yearsazo. His own frequent fallings out with 
other dogs who realized his inability to inflichinjury have 
made him a wreek, His tail is broken in three places, and 
when he wags it he fills the mind of the mechanical spectator 
with dazzling possibilities in the field of motion. He has had 
every oue of his legs broken, and parts of both his ears hitten 
of, Still, he is an active dog, and is yet able to go out nights 
with the roundsman. He hasbeen in trouble with the dog 
catehers seyeral times, He had 4 narrow escape yesterday, 
He was walking in Sixth avenue with Policeman Nichoff 
when aman with a net rushed at him and scooped him up. 
Policeman Nichoff und the dog are intimate friends. Nicholf 
demanded Nigger Jimn’s release. The doe catcher refused to 
let the animal go, Policeman Nichoff thereupon snatched 
Nigver Jim from the dog catcher’s hands and bore him tri- 
umphantly to the station.—New York Sun. 

VI. 
A solitary dom walked out of the pound yesterday, He was 

a yellow dog. He had been captured under a clam-peddler’s 
wagon. Superintendent McMahon walked ont after him and 
locked the doorof the pound. The harvest of the dog-catchers 
wis over, No longer will their wains come rambling in at 
nightfall, laden with sheayes and bundles of dogs froma the 
rich harvest fields of the Hast Side. The crop had been 
gathered. Tt had been threshed and sent to the mills of Barren 
Island to be tiumedinto bone meal, The husbandmen were 
enjoying their harvest home in the saloous of the East Side. 
The yellow dog had a rope around his neck, He was led into 
an iron cage and railroaded to the East River. He was dipped 
under the inflowing tide. This was the fate of the yellow 
dog and the end of the story of the pound for the year 1885, 
Highty-seven other dogs, mostly yellow, were drowned at six 
o'elock in the morning. Four thousand dogs have been 
received at bhe pound this summer. The number last year was 
5,000, the year before 7,000, the year before that 7,000, which 
was 1,000 less than the summer preceding, The highest num- 
ber of dogs eyer welcomed zt the pound in any one summer 
was 9,700. That was the haryest of 1877. This year their 
excelencies, the dog-catchers, got forty cents for eyery dog 
they captured and delivered. In preyious years they received 
but thirty cents. Despite this increase of 331¢ per cent in their 
salaries the season hus been as disastrous to them asit has 
been to the summer hotel keepers. Half of the dog-catchers 
retired from business early in summer and began to drive 
hacks at Coney Island. Theunprofitable season of the seaside 
inn keepers was largely due to there being fewer dog-catchers 
at Newport and Long Branch this year than there usnally are. 
The members of this gilt-edged guild are noted for their gen- 
erosity in spending money. They bring in about £30 worth of 
dogs and spend the. money they receive in extravagant dissi- 
pation. Dog-catching is suspended until all the money is gone. 
—N. ¥. Jowrnal, Oet, 2: 

vi. 
Sir Edwin Landseer is accredited with the following jew 

Wesprit; The sagacity of several retriever dogs was heing dis- 
cussed in lis presence, “Not one met mentioned to come wu 
to mine,” said he, ‘and as thus; Upon a certain occasion 
showed him a tiye-pound note of a well-mown county town 
bank, near to which Twas residing. Irolled up the note, put 
itin my pocket, walked into the woods, hid it in the trunk of 
a_tree, then strolled on for amile or so, the doz at my heels, 
‘Back, fiad and bring, Trover,’ I said: and the dog was off like 
a shot. I waited aud waited fora considerable time, but no 
Troyer, Presently, however, he catae—but without the note. 
‘Bi back, find and brityr,’ L repeated, ‘or you shall know what 
stick means.’ Byt instead of doing my bidding, the animal 
came close to me, and dropped from his mouth, at my feet, 
one after the other, five brand-new golden soyercigns. He 
had not only found the note, sirs, but had gone to the bank 
and hanged it, The intelligence of my retriever eclipses even 
that of the celebrated pointer which Mr. Jingle, of Pickywickian 
renown, once possessed.” 

COL, STUBBS,—In the list of dogs and their owners taken 
from the American Kennel Register, which was published 
September 15, we inadvertently pave the cocker spaniel Col. 
Stubbs, as owned by Mr, CL P MeKenzic. It, should have 

Mr. M. P. MeKoon, 

—————————————— 
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THE LONDON DOG SHOW. 

[Special to Fores? awn Sammon] 

Lonbon, Ont., Oct, 2. 

r r= show is a very goodone. The quality of the dogs is 
- first-class. There area numiber of dogs from the States, 

Following are the awards: 

Mastiffs.—First. and second, W. Mellis’s Jumbo and Osear. 
Bitches; First withheld; second, W. Mellis’s Rowdy. 
Rough-Coated St. Bernards.—First and second, BP. W- 

Rothera’s Otho and Lady Abbess. Smooth-Coated.—First , 
F. W. Rothera’s Daphne; second, J. Weighell’s Homo, 
Newfoundlands.—First, A, W. F. Gianelli’s Pedro; second, 

Roger Dart's Bruno. Very high com., A. W. F. Gianelli’s Nero. 
Champion Greyhounds.—J. EH. Daxyson’s Spring. Open class: 

Tirst, L. Robbins’s Poacher' second, M. J. Graham’s Ringwood. 

Com,. J, E, Buchanan's Don. 

Champion Englisn Setter Dogs.—H, B. Harrison's Dick Lay- 

erack, Bitches; T, G, Dayey’s Glentilass, Open class, dags: 
First, W, B. Wells’s Mingo; second, H. B. Harrison’s Mack B. 
Very high com. reserye, T. G. Dayey's Prince Phoebus. Very 

hich com,, W. F. Hyman's Pride, High com,, 8, B. Harri- 
son’s Bailey and C. N. Ormsby’s Snipe. Bitches: First, T. G. 
Dayey’s Liddersdale; second, H. B, Harrison’s Grace B, Very 

high com. reserve, D, O’Shea’s Nellie. Very high com., J, 1, 

Long’s Blanche High com., A. ©. Chadwick's Guelph Coun- 
tess and ©. K. Kine’s Lucy B. Puppies, dozs; First, H. B, 

Harrison’s Pericles; second, T. G, Davey’s Pride of Canada. 

Very high com., RB. W. Boylé’s Dashing Storm and ©. A. 

Stone's Forest Blue, High com., J. H. Marshall’s Patch. 

Com., C. A. Stene’s Forest Dan, Bitches: First, T. G. Dayey’s 

Canadian Queen; second, H. B. Harrison’s Gem. Very high 
con., J. H, Kine's Ripple and Spray, High com., D, Skir- 
ving’s Flora Lava Rock. Com., A, G. Chisholm’s Domina. 

Champion Gordon Setters,—Wirst, Dr. J. 8. Niven's Arcus. 

Opeu classes, dogs: Wirst, G K, Atkinson's Jim: second, F, 
W. J, Balls Brau. Very high com., E, Tinsley'’s Brant. 
Bitches; First, J, Puddicombe's Bessie; second, J, Cozens’s 
Bess. Very high com., C. H. Wallace's Mona I. and W. 
Cathro’s Rose. Pitppies: First V. F. Cromyn'’s Moses, 

Champion Pointers—F. C, Draper's Don. Open ¢lasses, 
dogs; First, J. f. Long’s King Tom; second, J. E. MeGloch- 

lon’s Jem. Very high com., J. H, Phelan’s Don and J. Tay- 
lows Young Wage. High com,, J, Hall's Ranger and C. W. 
Steeds’s Snipe. Bitches: First, Detroit Kennel Club’s Bow 

Queen; second, W. H. Wells's Low. Com., W. F. Hyman’s 

Nell. Puppies: First, J. &. Galpin’s Beauty; second, OC. R. 
Smith’s Jack, Wery high com., C. K. Smith’s Grouse ITT and 

Tiger. High com., T. Smith’s Sport. Com., C. R, Smith’s 

Snipe U7. 
Retrieving Spaniels.—Hirst, Col. J. Macbeth's Sailor; sec- 

ond, J. Baker's Jim, High com., F. W. Haryey’s Tim. 
Champion Field Spaniels.—Marshall and Luckwell’s Bob 

Jr, Open class: First, J. F. Kirk’s Toronto Beau; second, 

A, A, Francis’s King Beau. Very hich com., Charles Ebort’s 
Dolly. High com., R. J. MeKice’s Black Mack, and D, O’Shea’s 
Paddy. Com., F. N, Harvey’s Flory. 

Champion Cockers.—First, Dr. J. S. Niven’s Frank. Open 
dlass, bitches (other than black or liver); First, D. O’Shea’s 
Ficra; second, J. F. Kirk’s Bouny Kate. Dogs (black or 

liver): First, J.F. Kirk’s Brahmin; second, withheld. Bitches: 
First, A. Laidlay's Woodstock Flirt: second, J, Watson's 
Bobo. High com., W, T. Lamson’s Prince. Com., G. W, 

Griffin's Jack, H. Tinsley’s Rayeness, and H. T, Domyille’s 

Ready. : 
FPoxhounds.—Dogs: First and second, D. O’Shea’s Ringwood 

and Forester IT, Very high com., J. Cozens’s Ranger, High 

com,, T, Martin's Riot. Bitches: First and second, D. O’Shea’s 
Roxey and Gypsy. 
Beagles.—Dogs:; First and second, D, O'Shea’s Rattler and 

Royer, Bitches: First and second, D, O'Shea’s Misic If. and 
Mischief. 

|Special to Forist AnD STREAM. | 

Lonbon, Oct, 3. 
The prizes awarded to-day were: 

Champion Irish Setters—Dogs: Virst, Glencho Kennel’s 

Glencho, Bitches: First, Glencho Kennel’s Trix. Open 

classes, dogs: First, Glencho Kennel’s Hyperion; second, J. 

D. Durward's Comet. High eom., J, Stother’s Rodger. 

Bitehes; First, Glencho Kennel’s Fawn; second, T. Stodd’s 
Nannie. Very high com., Pomting and Goodenough's Fan. 

Puppies, dogs: First, withheld; second, Ponting and Good- 
enough’s Dufferin, 

Champion Fox: terriers.—Dogs: R. Gihson's Fennel, Bitches: 
R. Gibson's Ruby. Open class, dogs: First, J, J. Cable's 

Venator; second, R. Gibson’s Belvoir Jim. Very high com,, 
D, O'Shea's Buffet. Com,, 8. A. Roberts’s Music. Bitches: 
First, R. Gibson’s Thistle; second, D. O'Shea’s Tip. Very 

high com., J. J. Cable’s Nelly. Com,, J. J, Cable's Busy. 
Puppies: First, F. C. Wheeler's Lyra, Very high com,, R. 
Gibson’s Grab. 

LIST OF ENTRIES, 

Class 1. Mastiffs, Dogs.—W. Mellis's Jumbo and Qsear. 
Class 2, Mastiffs, Bitches.—Robert 'T, Perine’s Princess, W. Mellis's 

Rowdy. 
Olass 3. Rough-Coated St. Bernards, Dogs or Bilches.—Mred W- 

Rothera'’s Priam, Lady Abbess and Otho. 
Class 4 Smooth-Coated St. Bernards, Dogs or Bitches.—Fred W. 

Rothera's Daphne, sage Weirhell's Home, R. C. Macfie's Nellie, W- 
Lin's Woolsley If, 
Class 5. Newfoundlands, Dogs or Witehes,—W. D. Worhes’s Carloand 

Juno, Roger Dart’s Bruno, A. W. FP. Gianelli’s Pedro and Nero. 
Qlass G, (hampion Greyhounds, Dogs or Bitches. —H. Witter Smith’s 

Priday Night, J. BE. Dawson's Spring. 
Class 7. Greyhounts.—M. J, Graham's Ringwood, L. Robbins's 

Poacher, J. Edgar Buchanan's D 
Class §. Champion Kogtish Setters, Mogs.—Joln BD, Thayer & Bro.'s 

Lava Rock, H. Bailey Harrison's Diek Layerack. 
Olass 9, Champion English Setters, Bitches.—T. G, Dayey's Glen- 

filass, H, Bailey Harrison's Bella's Pride, Wm, Dangerfield, Jr.'s 
Nellie May, 

Class 10. English Setters, Dogs,—W. J. Carling’s Britee and Gny-, 
Thos. Culbert's Frank, Robert Smith's Tory, W. FP. Hyman's Pride, 
T. G. Davey’s Prince Phoebus, A, G. Chisholin’s Prince Royal, H. 
bailey Harrison's Mack B, aud Bailey, W. B, Wells's Mingo, J. Kine’s 
Dick Bee, Detroit Kennel Club’s Royal Sultan, Johu Rattray’s Nero, 
FR. N_ Harvey's Brandon, Thomas Stodd’s Rapp, N, Ormsby's Snipe, 
Thomas N. Blain's Ned. 

Glass 11. Wnglish Setters, Bitches.Joho 1. Platts Lung Mareh. T, 
G, Davey's Liddersdale, Thos, Hutelinson’s Nellie Lee, A. C. Ghad- 
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wick and .I. Turnbull's Guelph Countess, John Glen's Forest Ruby, 
A.G. Chisholm’s Forest May, ©. A. Stone's Forest Dora, H. Bailey 
Tlatrison'’s Grice B. and Genevieve, J. Kline's Luwy Bee and Lady 
Thunder, Johu EB. Long's Grace Dormer and Blanche, A, A. Francis’s 
Geneseo Belle. D. O'Shea’s Nelle. 

Glass 12. Du lish Setter Puppies. Dogs. under 12 months old.—Richard 
Winnett’s Paris It and Dash, T. G, Davey's Pride of Canaan, A, G, 
Chishola’s Noval, @ A. Stone's Forest Dan and Forest Blue, Juseph 
TH. Marshall's Pateh, H. Bailey Harrison’s Pericles, R. W. Boyle's 
Da=hin i Storm, Isauce Weighell’s Lofty, Jr., Geo. Henwood’s Shot and 
‘Paris Li. 

Class 2. Muylish Setter Puppies, Bitehes, under 12 months old,— 
&, J. Meline's Canadian Nellie, T, G. Davey's Canadian Queen, A. G, 

Beal fo . 

) J. Ball's Bran, Edwin Tinley's Brant. 
Class 10, Black-tan or Gordon Setters, Bitches.—John BH, Thayer & 
Reo Ja Boouty, G, EH. Wallace's Mona TI., John Puddicombe's Bessie, 
Jobin Cozens’s Bess ahd Moll, Wim. Cathro’s Kase. 

‘lass 1. 8] -tav or Gordon Setter Puppies, under 
—V. 1. Gronyn 

Class is. Cosnipion Irish Setters, Dogs,—Glencho Kennels’s Glencho 
aod Brinap. 

@lass I C)anipion Trish Setters, Bitches.—Glencho Kennels’s Trix, 
Sanml Tarner's Gipsy. 

Class 20, Ivish Settara, Dogs. — Jackson Stother's Redger, John David 
Dorward’s Comet, Glengho Kemels’s Hyperion, Thomas Stodd’s 

2 months oli, 

Carle's Ply. Glencho Keunels’s Faun, Thomas Stodd's Nannie. 

1, John &. Thayer & Bros.’s Rue end Rhona, F.C, Draper’s 
Don. Deleoit Kennel Club's King Bow, Missouri Kennel Club’s Faust, 
Class 25, Pointers, Devs.—John H. Thayer & Bro.’s Bramble, Mrs. 

Wi, byrne Chane, J. H.{-helan's Den, Wim. Steed's Suipe, John 
fall's Rance, saan Weighell’s Don, J. BE. McGloghlon's Jem, John 
B®, Loug’s King Yom, J. Taylor's Young Wagg, Edmund Orgill’s 
Rowell, 

Clus¢ 26, Pointers, Bitches.—W. F. Hyman’s Nell, W. H. Wells’s 
Detroit kennel Club's Bow Queen, T. Smith's Bessie, 

(Mass 27. Pointer Poppies. wider 12 months —John Robert Galpin’s 
Beantv 11... R. Smivt’s t i IL. Jack, Tiger, Grouse IIT,, Snipe IL 
find Willde, Thoman Stold’s Minnie 2. Lee, T, Smith's Sport and Ben, 

528, Champion Trish Water Spaniels,—No entries, 
. lvish Water Spaniels, Dogs.—Robert Smith's Peter. 
. Dish Water Spaniels, Biteches.—No entries, 
, Retrieving Spaniels, other than Irish Wield or Cocker 
GW. f Declor, John Baler’s Jim, Col, John Mac- 
on, F, N, Harvey's Tint, 

_ Chauipion Field Spaniels (any color, over 28Mhs.).—George 
= Doctor, Marshall & Luckwell’s Bob, J. F. Kirk's Bean, 

Olas Field Spaniels {open class), Dogs or Bitehes,—h, J. Me- 
Kier’s Bluule Mack, Alex, Robertson's Ceaser, VW. W. J. Builth Jack, A. 
A. Wrancis's King Beau, Charles Short’s Dolly, J. F. Kirk’s Toronto 
Beau, 1) O'Shos’s Paddy, Il. N, Harvey's Flory, Jas. Sullivan's Ponto, 
B, Doberty's (ieip IL, 
Class 31) Champion Cocker Spaniels, Dogs or Bitches (any color, 

under 28lbs.jJ—J. 5. Niven’s Frank, 
1, Vouk Spaniels, Dogs (other than black or liver under 

paniels, Bitehes (other than black or liver under 
s Boray Kate, D, O'Shea’s Mora. 

57. Coeker Spaniels. Dogs (black or liver, under 28lbs.).— 
Matson’s Boho, J. FP. Kirk's Bralbmin, E. L. Jeffrey's Dixey. 

. Oocker Spaniels, itches (black or liver, under 281bs.),—R. 
Black Mee, Jobo Dayid Durward's Oxey, D. J. MeCosh’s 

49, Fiekl or Qocker Spaniel Puppies (any color, under 12 
‘)—Antirew Laidlaw’s Woodstock Flirt and Hornell Dick, 

Edwin Tinsley’s Raven- 
Bobo. W. F. Lamson's 

Trace. 
@lnoss5 40. Foxhounds. Dors,—Thos, Martin's Riot, Austin Andrew's 

Forester, W. J. Cathng’s Ross. A.J, Sywenwick’s Drive, D. O’Shea's 
Yorester 11, and Ringwood, John Cozens’s Range. 

Glass 1. Woxhoubds, Bitches,—Austin Andrew's Countess, D, 
(yShes's Roxey IL, and Gypsey. 

46 42, Betgles, Dings, D. O'Shea's Rattler and Rover, 
Beagles, Bitches —H, Gould’s Actress, D, O'Shea's Music I. 

stitial. 
Ajs5 44, Champion Fox-Terriers, Dogs.—John B®. Thayer& Bro,'s 

Tip, R. Gibson's Fennel. 
lass 44, Champion Fox-Terriers, Bitches.—R. Gibson's Ruby. 

46. Wox-Terriers, Dogs.—H. Bryan Alley’s Banker, Jobo T. 
ir, R. Gibson's Belvoir Jim, 1, O'Shea’s Buffet, 5, A. 

Bitehes._John T. Cable’s Nelly and Busy, 
rs Reckless and Wheato, Richard Gibson's Thistle and 

Lively, D. O' Shea's Ti), 5. A. Roberts's Forest Belle, 
Olass 48, Fox-Terriers, Puppies, under 12 months old.—George M, 

Hendrie’s Boxer and Fiddler, Frank C, Wheeler's Lyra and Greek, J. 
A, Spracklin’s Jet, Richard Gibson's Grab, Joker and Trouncer, 

4, Charapion Collies, Dogs.—Fred W. Rothera’s Lorne. 
1, Champion Collies, Bitches.—No entries, 

Mass Si, Collies, Does —Thos. Milés’s Bute, McEwen & Gibson's 
Glen und Ladde, f. faylor’s Chieftain, Arthur T, Ogilyey's Jack, C. 
jreville's Driver, Join Martin’s Collie. 

sf. Uollies, Pitches —McEwen & Gibson’s Peg, ¥. C. Camp- 
oll*s Jennie. G. Grayille’s Nell. 
Class be. Collies, under 12 months old.—R. Gibson’s Lassie, F. 0, 

Robin. 
Bulldogs, Dogs or Bitches.—John HK, Thayer & Bro.’s 

iste. Judy and Tippoo, J. N. MecLeod’s Jack, J. F. Taylor's 
cary 

6, Bull-lerriers. Dogs or Bitches,—Frank C. Wheeler's Young 
Bill. Isaac Weielell’s Mury, M. Charlesworth’s Tiger, D. O’Shea’s Jes- 
sie, red Duck workh's Lord Nelson, 

(lyss 6 black and Tan Terriers. Dogs or Bitches (over 7 Ibs.).— 
T. BH, O'Callughau's Jet, Jas. T. Measley’s Teaser, John W. Scholes’s 
Topsy aid Bess, Isaae Weighell’s Kxeelsior, 

Ciiss ay, Dandie Dicmonts—Thos. H. Bell's Peel, George F. Burns’s 
Fuitz. 

Olass 3, Bedlington Terriers.—John F, Scholes’s Jerry and Dart, 
‘). Sie Terriers.—Jas. R, Gilleaw’s Vlossy, Geo. S: Knight's 

1), Mackay's Kate, Arthur 'T. Canvey s Elegie. 
Hard-baired Scotch Terriers,—John H. Naylor's Tam Glen, 

sry’s Bushwacker, D, O'Shea*s Boxer aud Major, M. FP. 
“s Nouch, Samuel Munro's Vic, Wm. Connor's Dutsy, Frank 

Tui ville’= Nell, 
inss 61, Silke or Broken-haired Terriers.—M. ¥, O’Mava’s Butty and 

‘s Bandy and Pepper. 
's.—J §. Niven’s Norah, Tim, Whip, and 

Glass 64, CHanipiin Pugs, Dogs or Biteches.—D. O'Shea’'s Judy. 
Glass 65. Puss, Dogs,—John F. Scholes’s Echo, Isaac Weighell's 

Galer’s Dopser- 
Cass G8. Vey Derrie’s, Dogs or Bitches (other than Yorkshire), 

under 7lbs.—Jeny MeDonald’s Rosey, Harry Tierney’s Beauty. H. 
Mathewsou's Jumbo, John F, Scholes'’s Topsy aud Wy, R.S. Wilkie’s 
Nehtie, Mes. .\. D, Grewart's Jumio. } 
lise 69, Kine Charles, Blenheim and Japanese Spaniels, Dogs or 

Hilches.—Iseaac Weithell’s Curley, Miss Alice Walker's Charley, Jas. 
livierson's Toby. 

50, Miscellaneous or Foreign Class, Dogs or Bitches, not 
eflin tie sxbove classifcation,—John F. Scholes’s Hornet IL, 
hevys Wrack. 

lass 1. Champion Deerhounds, Dogs or Bitches.—John E. Thayer 
& Bros Lance, 

(lass 72, Deerhounis.—John E, Thayer & Bros.'s Lorna IL, D, 
Shea's Doll, 

Gli 

MANCHESTER BENCH SHOW.—Boston, Oct. 1.—ditor 
Forest and Stream: IT entered fourteen dogs, each one of 
which took a prize in their respective classes. Two were 
champions and seyen took first prizes, Two that took first 
prizes ws Heb even mentioned in your report, yiz., the field 
spaiiel Sailor, who, took first prize, and the collie bitch June 
that took first prize instead of Gen. Mattox’s Clyde as re- 
ported. In the class of pug dogs (class 94) my dog Dude took 
firs wod not A, D. Swan’s' Sam, and wy Danger the third 
prize,—Gso, H, _LBERT. 

and tan setter bitch Black Bess (N.A.K,C.8.B. 1,086) to Mr, John Pud- 

Pa.) English pores Brush (A-K.R, 189) to Mr. N.Lmore’s: Imported 

Pa,) English beagle Myrtle (A,K.R.387) to Mr. N. Elmore's imported 
Ringwood, Sept. 25, 

Monareh (Dash 

Pigeou, Sept. 21, five (three dogs), by his Jock. 

June 29, 1888, by 
same pla 

hound dog, whelped eb. 2, 1885, by Mr. M. Spellissy, Troy, N. ¥,, to 
Mr.Ira G. Chace, Swansea, Mass. 

hound bitch, whelped Feb. 2, 1883, by Mr, M. Spellissy, Troy, N.Y , to 

(Knickerbocker—Lady Gleam) (A.E. R. 167); poisoned, 

correct one or two typographical mistakes made in my last 
letter to your journal. About half way down the second col- 

things,” when it should read, ‘‘but I don't do_underhand 
things.” A great difference, you will observe. Inthe third 

on page 107,” should haye been ‘‘Dalziel gives on 
About the eighty-sixth line, first column on page 172, the sen- 
tence, ‘‘now, inasmuch as the proper correction of these sey- 

relation of these several parts.” The typography of Formst 

TAYLOR. 

ville, Ky., about Nov. 1. 

ceipt of price, 10 cents each. 

Dee, 14, with détails of some schooner yachts, Your address is imper- 
fect. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes ara inserted in this column free of charge. To msnre 
publication of notes, correspondents MUs'l GIVE the following par- 
tichlars of each animal; 
1. Color, 
2. Breed. 
3. Sex. 
4 
5. 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 
——E—— 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

THE WESTERN ASSOCIATION MEETING. 

THE third annual tournament of the Western Rifle Association 
opened September 25, al the range at Fort Snelling, The strong 

wind which prevailed prevented any fanvy shots, Temost cé the 
time the marksmen were obliged to carry fourteen points of wit, 
the most unfavorable that was ever experienced atthe range. ‘The 
first match was the military individual, 200yds.;seven shots euch, Dy, 
Skinner, of Minneapolis, won the first prize, a gold badge, ‘The fol- 
lowing was the score: OC. W. Chrisman 24, C. Mandlin 25, 5. M. Tirrell 
24, A. KE, Ordway 26, C. M. Skinner 26. 
The sevond match was an Individual short-range, 200yds.. ten shots 

each, M. M. Burns, of Hau Claire, took first prize, The seoreis us 
follows: A. F. Blliott 36, Henry Drake 40, 5. M. Tyrrell 87, A, WM. 
Shuman 36, M.W. Burns 41, C. W. Chrisman 46, C. Moulton 7, B. 
Croley 36, BE. Fielding’36, W. H, Thurston Ad, C, W. Brown 38, ©. M, 
Rell 37, F. Bonnell 85, 8, 8, Borroughs 36, L, W. Gibbs 35. 
The third match was an individual long-range, ten shots each, al 

400, 900 and 1,000yds. The first prize was taken by J. Dexter. ‘the 
tollowing is the score: 

6. Name and residence of owner, 
buyer or seller, 

7. Sire, with his sire and dam, 
. Aga, or 8. Owner of sire, 
. Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam, 

of death, 10, Owner of dam, 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
ee See instructions at head of this colhemn. 
Fritz. By Mr. Frederick Whitnéy, Boston, Mass,, for red Irish set- 

ter dog, whelped July 20, 1883 (Watts—Romaine). 
Blaine. By Dr, H. IS. Thatcher, Bangor, Me., for orange and white 

English setter dug, whelped June 25, 1882, by Uashing Den (imported 
Lofty—Maud Muller) out of Ruby Taylor (Wnaek—May Taylor). 
Ninrod, By Mr. L. O, Bird, North Waston, Mass., for white, blac 
a path beagle dog, whelped July 16, 1880, by champion Lee out of 
Maud. 

Glen, Fanny, Feri and Wloss, By Mr. Geo, H, Whitehead, Trenton, 
WN. J., Glen for black. white and tun collie dog, Fanny for black, 
white and tan bitch, Bern and Floss for white and tawny bitches, all | L Harrison, 13 44 $f-124 HPYale..... dt 40 = g0—123 
whelped Aug. 4, 1883, by Mt. J. H, Terry’s (New York) Robin Adair | J Dexter,,..-... 16 40199 CMStkinver...4h 44 38125 
out of owner's Larle (A.K,R. 7). AF Elliott. 4d dt a —125 DB Freemau..39 46 o—188 

BRED. HE Drake.....45 44 39-123 
To-day’s programme will include the following matches: 
Mateh No. 1, Commissioned officers—200yds, Open to any commrs- 

Sioned officer of any State militia or independent company, ar regn- 
lars stationed within the State. Seven shots, and re-entry 4esrezute 
of two scores to count. Entrance $1, First prize, silyer cup, Hour 
other prizes to be named hereafter. 
Match No. 2, Short Range Team—Team of six men each, 200yds.. 

ten shots each. Entrance $6 per team. First prize. Western Rifle 
Assoviation’s champion short-range badge; second, 5) per cent, of 
purse; third, 35 per ent. 
Match No. 3, Military Team—Teams of six men each, seven shots 

each at 200,500 and 600yds. Entrance, $4 per team. Virst prize, 
Western Rillé Association’s champion milita ry badge; second, bi) per 
cent, of purse; third, 25 per cent., and fourth, 15 per cent. 
Match No. 4, Individual Midranze—"en shots each at SU0yds, Mil- 

tary rites allowed two points; entranée $1. First prize, gold badge. 
Four other prizes to be announced dereatter. r 
Match No. 5, Tidividual Long-Rauge—Ten shots each at 800, 100 und 

1,000yds. First prize. gold badge, Five other prizes to be hersafter 
vamed, Military rifles and muzzle-loaders allowed two points handi- 
vap at each distance, 
Match No. 6, Volley Firing, 100yds.—Open toteams of six men each 

of any company of militia of any State ar regular troops stationed in 
the Stale, aggregate of five volleys, each team. Hntrauce fee, lirst 
prize, box of good cigars; second prize, ’oxof medium cigurs; third, 
box Of cigars. 
There will be a meeting of the association this evening at the NMicol- 

let for the annual election of officers. 
Sept. 27.—Lhe second day of the Hifle Assoviation’s tournament ah 

Fort Snelling was an extremely disagreeable ons, ‘Ile winil was 
bad, the temperature was constantly changing, the light was bad. und 
altozether not a worse day could have been found for rifle shooting. 
However, the shooting was as good as could be expected ouder the 
circumstances. There was an interested crowd of spectators luring 
the day. The first match was an individual long-range, five shols 
each, at 500, 600, 800, 900 and 1,000yds,, two sighting shots ot S00rds, 
only. ‘There were 20 entries, Mr. L, Harrison of Minneapolis took 
the first prize. The following is the score: 

er See instructions at head of this column. 
Black Bess—Jock. Mr, James T, Walker’s (Baltimore, Md.) black 

dicombe'’s Jock (E.K.C.5.B. 5,097). Sept, 20, ‘ 
Lady Dufferin—Croxteth. Mr, J. G. Hecksher’s (NewYork) pointer 
er ady Dufferin (Dash—Fan) to Mr. A. E. Godeffroy’s Croxteth, 
Sept, 18. 

usi—Ringwood. Messrs, W. H, & ¥. Ashburner's (Philadelphia, 

ines od) Sept. 23, 
Myrile—Ringiwood. Messrs. W. H, & F, Ashburner’s (Philadelphia, 

WHELPS. 

Ge> See instructions at heait_of this voluntn. 
List. Mr. J. G. Higgins's (Delaware City, DeL) Duglish setter bitch 

List (Lineoin—Petrel II.), July 20, by his Dashing Monarch 
(Dash II,—Countess Moll). 

Vonnette. Mr. J. C. Higgins's (Delaware City. Del.) Hugiish setter 
bitch Vannette (Count Dick—Petrel), Aug. 21, by his Dashing 

.—Countess Moll). é 
Pigeon. Mr. Andrew Laidlaw's (Woodstock, Ont.) beagle bireh 

SALES. 

= See instructions at head of this colynun, 
Hornell Dandy—Vie whelp. Black and white spaniel dog, hy Mr, 

A. Gordon, Middletown, N. ¥Y., to Mr. G. H. Thomps6n, same place. 
Stormer—Rosey whelp. White, black and tan beagle bite whelped 

r. M. Spellissy, Troy, N.¥., to Dr, C. BH, Nivhols 
ce, 

Charley—Bell whelp. Black and tan, with white markings, fox- 

Qherley—Bell whelp. Black and tan, with white markings. tox- 

Mr, Ira C. Chace, Swansea, Mass, 
Chayley—Bell whelp. Black and tan foxhound dog, whelped Feb. 

2, 1884, DY Mn, Spellissy, Troy, No ¥.. to Mn. Joh Lawyer, West a Re a. 800 400» Toteh 
Troy, N. - Weeks... ....e-33 2d 28 92 1 VW 102 

EXCHANGED, Tell wey ste a 2 S 15 99 
terSee instructions at head of this column, Gooley..... 9 17 2 20 18 6 
Jet—Chica. Mr. W. B. Peck (Pawtucket, BR. 1.) hag exchanged | Hankimson, 19 28 21 1s 10g 

bitch Jet (Deacon—Belle) for Mr. J. P. Haley's (Haverhill, Mass.) | Marrisow.-...... --....-..5 20 a4 20 17 15 

Chica, black, white and tan (Royal Blue—Dians). Biliot,.. 23 u2 21 11 100 
DEATHS Drakes. si ce. Sead, 23 20 li 19 

y , . ie Wale =: 21, aa. 12 19 21 1s fa 
23" See instructions at head of this column. Phurston. sceiies.csetefears 15 tht 

Lady Brewyn. Mr, W. P. Peck’s (Paytueket, R, J.) black, whité | Pjeldme. 15 ye 
and tan biteh Lady Brewyn (Burgen Brewyn—May Druid), Aug. 13; | Daxter....... ... 13 100 
dysentery. Sa Fi “hy ; Skiuner.... 17 102 
Nymph. Mr. Henry E. Dyer's (New York) pointer biteh Nymph | friesa,..,. 14 o6 

Lieut, Sage. 12... ; 
Lieut. Kerr, -------+ 
Lieut. Emery...,....-,-. -..+-58 ‘ 
The third match was for short-range teams of six meneach, Three 

teams entered, Tne Milwaukes team wou the first prize, thechaim- 
pion badge, 45 shown by the score: 

Minneapolis Team, 
Weekg, so... Pid 
Hankinson -- 
OUObH de ee 

SETTERS AND BENCH SHOWS.—South Hampton, Oct. 
1, Editor Fores— and Stream: Do me the favor please, to 

umn, page 171, you make me say: ‘But I don’t so understand i : » Pag 3 Mibyaukee Team. 

column, akout thirty-five lines from the top, “Idstone gives 
age 107,” 

Bigliing. ewe \seeteo—y date 
eral parts,” ought to read ‘now inasmuch as the proper car- 1 

Bau Claire Club. 
AND STREAM is generally so faultless, that ibis difficult to de-| Bell,...........0--- Ate edt Burroughs, ...:.2..00r-1-2-3-1 +495, 

tect any errorso glaring thatit alters thesense, but in this | Keutson 29 Sherman s....-... WATE Pd eact 35 

case it does, Let me thank youoyer and over again for the er : sae. fa u oa 

care usually exercised in setting up my SCAT ERT LE i. — ST CART Military Team—Teams of six ‘men each, sével shots wb 200, 500 anik 
GU0yds, Only one team entered. ‘The score uiade is as follows? 

200 500 200 500. 
Skinner........- “Beco! 94 11I—85 Butehing.:....:. 8 I2=21 | 
Grethen 2... .... 14 R22 Maudlin, ....... fl 

LOUISVILLE, Ky.—There will be a bench show at Louis- 

——TETaEEEIEE Sanam 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

B, P. R.. Pennsylyania.—We believe the gun to be a good one. 

C, BE. M,, Traverse City, Mich.—Back nuntbers willbe sent on re- 

W.,, Pittsburch.—Have sent you numbers for Sept. 7, Oct, 5 aud 

a 

Michigan, 
Touni¢avion A stray buffalo was killed near Yorktown, in Northern Da- 

kota, last week. The appearance of a builuo in Dakota is 
now an. exceedingly rare occurrence, bub ten years ago they 
were as numerous in the western portion of our Territory as the 
heads of the domestic beef cattle are now. ‘Twenty years ago 
the buffalo was not a rare object in the vicinity of Sioux Valls, 
but, like the Indians, he had to go before the army of civiliza- 
tion, nntil now he is coopered into a contracted region in North- 
western Montana, and will become extinct, if not protected 
by lasy. within a few decades. The numerical strength of the 
buffalo ten years ago is incredible to people in the states. 
Horace Greeley was ridiculed and lost his reputation for relia- 
bility among many good peor fifteen years ago because he 
had the temerity to tell the readers of his paper the estimated 
number of cattle he saw in oneherd. The extent of the herd 
was beyond their comprehension, and the lamented Greeley 
was put down as the boss fabricator, so far at least as his buf- 
falo story went. The herd described by Horace was fifteen 
miles in length and half that distance in width. ‘This, in those 
days, was a comparatiyelysmall band. it would not have 
formed a good-sized fraction to herds that the writer has seen 
in Montana during the years of 1870-71. In the month of July of 
the latter year, between Fort Peck and Cow Island, on the 
upper Missouri River, a distance of 200 miles or more, the 
country on each bank of that stream was black with these 
zreat animals. in one solid body, reaching back from the river 
as far as eye could distinguish objects. But now w buifalo is 
a stranga sight there.—Fargo Arqus. 

A party ofnine gunners who started from Salt Lake recently 
for the Sand Ridge, just south of Ogden, which is a notorious 
haunt of the long-eared jack rabbit, returned in three days 
with 500 head, 

THE CREEDMOOR MEETING. 

(HPT. 25.—The eleventh annua! prize mesting of the National Rifle 
Association was begun at Creedmoor to day. The range was in 

a fine condition, but the wind blew strongly in the faces of the tiurks- 
men. The executive officer, Gen. Charles f. Robbins, Generel In- 
spector of Rifle Practice of the State, cansed some hand teelings by 
riling out the Brown, Remington and Hepburn rifles in the Judd 
match, on the ground that, they did not conform to the clause in the 
couditions requiring “military rifles’ to be used. The Judd muteh 
was the openins contest. It was open to all comers, distance 3017 
yards, any military rifle, seven shots off-hand, There were Litt en- 
tries, of which the following were the leading prize-winuers. ‘ 

Louis Quanchi30, B.J. Cram/30, C. A. Peake 20, J. H. Manning 4), 
J. H. Walcott 30, 1. J. Webster 2¥, C,H, Bagle 29,3. A, Brown 20, WwW. 
J. Underwood 29, H. P, Warfield 29, W. V. Overbaugh 2), @. A, Ben- 
net 20, F. M. Barnes 29. i h 
The first stage of the military championshyp of the United States 

was completed. The ranges to be covered ire 200, 500 snd 600 yards 
inthe first staze, and 800, 900, and 1,000 yards in the secoud. In the 
first stage 1) prizes were awarded, and other prizes will be award od 
Ab the completion of the second stage. The match was open tG mei- 
bersof the Armyand Navyyand Marine Corps, and the National Guand 
of any State. ‘There were 40 entries, each man being permitlied to 
fire seven shots abeach range. The winners of prizes and theirsvores 
were as follows: j 

J. H, Brown 96, John Smith 9%, George Joiner 90, T. E. Webster 5), 
F. Stuart 89, George Doyle 80, H.D, Lockwodd 88, Capt. 5. A. sy BT, 
DR. Atkinson 7, Mrederick Alder 8, W. H. Wilsen 85, '0. J, Volyn 
8h, W. J. Underwood 83, W. Robertson $3, and @, HH, Walcott =, 

Sant. 26,—The attendance at Creedmoor was larger than on Tneés- 
day. ‘The first match was open to teams of four, from any regiment, 
company or battery in Lhe Second Division, seven rounds eael at 20 
and 50Uyds, The prize wasa handsome piece of brouze, “Phe Bui- 

What would poetry or prose be without a pen, and what is a pel 
worth without the nameé of Esterbrook stamped on it, Don‘t forzeh 
to ask your stationer for vhem.—<ddv, 

' 
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falo Hunt," and was won by Team B, of the 24d Regiment, Teams D 
and F, ofthe came regiment, were awarded the second and (hind 
prizes, atid the fourth and last was won by Team &, of the 14th Regi- 
ment, The sores of the four winning teams out of a possible 
were as follows: 

‘ M0yds,  o00yds, Total. 
SATE Ry Pale Pee ci eects ales pet 137 285 
Team D,..... pi tensity 117 240 

116, 220 
103 212. 

The militaty team off hand match was open to teams of five from 
any company, tronp or battery of the National ssuard or the Recular 
Ariny, Navy.or Marine Corps of the United States. The eouditions 
were seven shots, 200yds. distance, Company ©, of the Engineers’ 
Battalion won fivst prize, anembroidered fiag, valued at $100, with a 
score of 151 ott of a possible 176 points, The second and third prizes 
were won respectively by Company A, 12th Pennsylvania, and Com- 
pany C, 3d Michizan. 4 
The executive committee of the association met in the afternoon. 

Th was decided that the protest of Messrs. Stuart and others against 
the action of the executive officer. in disallowing the scores made in 
the Ju'd match py competiters using the Brown, Hepburn, and other 
military rifies nol prohibited by the rules of the association, be al- 
lowed and suek seores admitted, the rifles being declared to be within 
the meaning of ‘any military rifle.’ The committee also upbeld the 
fhettion of the execulive ofileer in allowing the use of the Brown ritle 
in the eh Sopp match, ‘ 

Sept. 27 was the third day of the fall prize meeting at Creedmoor of 
the National Rille Association, and the scores were aboye the aver- 
age. Tue shooting of the second stage of the military championshi 
Eiasaht distances $00, 100 and 1,000yds., 7 rounds each, resulted as Eol- 
Owes? 

TY, J. Dolan, 18; J, H. Brown, 82; John Smith, 78; Frank Stuart, 73; 
George Joiner, 72; 8. A. Day, 9: H. T. Lockwood, 68; Fredorick 
Alder, (2 G. H, Wolcott, 5$; G. N. Whistler, 49; B. O. Bush, 48. 

Mr. Dolan, the winuer, was awarded the championship of the United 
States for one year and a gold medal valued at $70. Prizes were also 
awarded to the second, third and fourth men. The Army and Newvy 
Journ! match; distanve, 500yds; open to inams of 12 from all repu- 
larly organized military organizations in the United States, was the 
next shot. The followimg 1s the summary, the scores being made out 
of a, possible 420 points: 
Seventh Regiment, New York. 870; United States sn DEO 3545 

Thirteenth Regiment, Pennsylyania, 353; Twenty-third Regiment. 
Kew York, 337; Fourteenth Regiment, New York, 319. 
The first priz2, a silver trophy valued at $750. was Bs 

Col. William ©, Church to the team from the Seventh Regiment, on 
hehalf ot the Army and Navy Journal. The second prize, also a 
silyer trophy, will be presented to the United States Engineers’ team, 
The frst prize in the Shorkley match, cpen to all comers; distances, 
210, G00 und 80yds., was won by Frank Stuart, of the Sixty-ninth 
Regiment, by a score of 92 pene out of & possible 105, J, E. Smith 
was second with $0, and J. A. Brown third with 86 points, 

. The folowing is 4 suminary of the Jones match, open to teams of 
four from any regiment, company or bat sh) 

S00yds. 

resented by 

Sods, Total, 
Seventh Regiment, Team A......--.......--:111 122 2383 
‘Twenty-third! Regiment, Team B.,.........- 109 121 230 
Seventh Regiment, Company @_,. bees] 108 obi 226 
Twenly-third Regiment, Team A,,,..-...-.. wees 113 R25 

Sept. 23.—The feorés made at Creedmoor in the Fall prize meeting 
of (he National Rifle Association were higher than any others made 
during the présent meeting, The Hilton trophy match was wou by 
tie Michigan Stale team, Following is a sunimary of the shooting: 

Ayds. S00yds, GOOyds. Total, 
Michigan team, s..c¢csseseceeess vis BAR S84 340 1,066 
New York team, ....... yim + oe ay4 823 1,089 
Pennsylyanis team,,.,..- ++-- -- 832 358 826 1,016 
The inarch was open to teams of twelye, sevén rounds each, at 

each of the three distances, The New York State National Guard 
mutch resulted as follows: 

*W0yds. S00yds, Total, 
Twenty-third Reziment..-.-... 222)... 2122224 .22-241 2a Agr 
Seventii Regiment... .-- 288 258 AiG 
Fourteenth Regiment .. 2 228 457 
Bixty-ninth Regiment....--... 205 104 
The match was also composed of teams of 12, each man, however, 

shooting five rounds af each of the distances. The Seventh Regi- 
ment, New York, won the First Division match and the first prize, 
valued at $125, The Second Division mateh was won by the Twenky- 
third Regiment team. The Inter-State Long Range mateh was won 
by the [ion Rifle Clan, composed of Messrs. FP. W. Bartis, R. Winne- 
gar, W. Saxby, and W. Bedworth. The Mi¢thizan team won the Inter- 
Stete military mateh. 

Sept. 2v.—The fall prize meeting of the National Rifle Association 
eagmetoanend to-day, The Michigan State team have particularly 
distinguished themselves. They will carry home with them the 
honors in the Hillon match and the trophy, Which is valued at $3,000. 
he Wimbledon Cup match, open to all citizens of the United States, 
distance 1,000 yards, euch competitor being allowed 30 shots, wis 
won hy Mr. H. 7. Rockwell, by a score of 133 ont of a possible 140. 
The other leading competilors were: I’. W. Partis 133, W. Saxby 120, 
L, Geiger 13), H.$. Quackeubush 126, H. O"Neil 119, and G. N, Whist- 
Jer 118. For the purpose of determining the relative merils of the 
military and special sporting rifles, Secretary Seabury instituted a 
fistch and presented atrophy. The military rifles were allowed Aye 
pets is at each of the three ranges. All of the top scores were mate 
y the sporting rifles. The winners were: W. Saxby 102, F. Partis 

102. L, Geiger 100, H, 8. Quackenbush 100. The distances shot were 
Sune and 1,0) yards. The above scores Were made out of a possi- 

@ 105, 

DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE. 

y ORT OMAHA, Neb., Sept, 28.—The ‘agony is over’ and I inclose 
you yarious reports of the competitions held as per programme 

previously sent. The weather for the three days’ competition was 
excellent, in fact loo good, as all had practiced in bad weather and 
gotten the allowance for high wind, etc., and had new conditions in 
the fair weather. There was yery fine shooting done, pariicularly 
the first and second men on the team, who happened ty be paired 
on the same target al UOdyds. the last day and ran a race for 
the first place. Jt will.also beseen that several slipped up on the 
setond or lat day and faded fo secure a place; bad health was the 
cause in two cases and Jeadud guus and shaky nerves account tor 
some of the others, 
The last day was gala day and many of the fair ones from Omaha 

graced the grand stand and with much interest watched thé shooting 
to the end. General Howard then presented the prizes with few but 
appropriate words ana the compeution for 18838 was accomplished. 
‘The team now g0es to Fort Leavenworth to there compete with the 
leams Gf the other departments in this division, and that will end the 
eantesi for this year. 4 
Report of competition of regiment teams of four for silyer pitcher 

and poblets from Union Pacific Railway. Becomes the property of 
the regiment. Shot Sept. 24. 

Seventh Infantry, 
R00yds. : 500yds. Total. 

Sergt L Chaplin.....-. .,....8 3 4 5 4-19 0 3 5 4 5—17—3t 
Beret @ Mayo........... .--.6 44444 38 5 3 4 38—18—38 
Corp! EF H Stevens ...... ..-£ 488 38-17 6 4 5 4 5-23-40 
Pyt G Zachuriasou,.. ,-..-., 44 8 4 4-19 44 6 4 4-22-11 

% 80 155 
Ninth Infantry. 

Sereh A W.Stay-........0....2: 6444421 283 5 4 3-17-38 
Sergh A Rowhsner.- a8 45 3-19 4 0 4 5 8-13-22 
Gorpl HW Gordon... £344 4-18 4 4 5 2 8-18-36 
Mus HT Martin ... .. 6 34 4 5-21 3 3 4 5 419-40 

is ai’ 146 
’ Fourth Infantry. 

a00yds. ajdyds. ‘Total. 
First Lieut L Merriany,......,3 8 fu 417 0 8 a 8—18—30 
Sergt K Robinson .....--_... di 5 4 5-2 4 6 3°28 3-17-27 
Sergt B htica____ | 413 4 4 4-19 8 4 4 8 8-17-36 
Corpl1 C Deats...... -8 $825 4-18 5 4 4 4 421-3) 

A 1 
Fifth Gayalry. 

First Lieut C ) Parkhurst....2 4 4 4 6-19 2 3 6 3 6-18-37 
Lieut i Welo ter.,.......-.. 380232 3 ¢4-wW 4 8 5 5 & 21-88 
Ser.t G M Walier B34 4 3-17 8 3 4 3 215-82 
Corp] C Gregory... .- cep eet B 44 4-39 0 2 8 3 4-12 BL 

67 66 183 
Fourteenth Infantry. 

: 500yds. 
serzt WW Jordan...... 4 2 2 5—i6—27 
Sergil Hornick, .;...,.-. 3 of 3 4 5—18—86 
Pyt Weaver. -...4,..- 3424 4-17-29 
Oorpl R Weagrafi... _. 2 5 2 2 4-15—-H 

66136 

Pvt IR lark ....:.54. 44 0 3 4-15-31 
CorplS 5 Pond....- -.--:..4- 43-7 4 2 8 4 417-34 
Corp! RH Brubaugh,....... 44-17 46 38 4 4-20-37 
Corp) S Pilkington. ....-...... 38-6 000 0 0-MR& 

s. =: Ss 

5G 62 108 
Wind, 17 miles an hour, from 1:80 to 8 o’clocls; light variable, sun- 

light and shadow, 
Result of thres days’ competition for places on department team, 

shot September 25, 26, 27, 
ist Day. 8d Day. 8d Day, Gd 

200.300 600 Tl 200800 600 T'1 200200600T'L Tl 
AW Stay, F, 9th Inf....... 29 27 80—86 27 25 2h-- 77 380-28 29-87 250 
C Zachailason, H, Tth Inf_27 28 25—80 27 26 2b—7S 80 31 80-91 249 
Ht Weagraff, K, 14th Inf,..30 26 27-83 25.80 20—75 26 20 81-86 244 
L Chaplin, I, 7th Inf_-.,..29 80 19—78 27 26 80-83 30 27 25-82 243 
B Deenan, D, 4th Tnf,, ...25 25 27-77 27 28 80-85 27 27 26—80 2d2 
R Rohiuson, K, 4th Inf ...28 25 27-80 20 24 26-70 27 27 26-8) 289 
L Merriam, 4th Inf.,,..--.20 28 24—76 28 29 20-86 29 28 24—76 288 
TL Martin. G,Sth Inf,..,,80 27 2J—78 128 28 21-77 28 30 25—L3 238 
IT Dillny, Band, fit. Inf. .,26 28 28—82 26 24 23-78 25 26 29-80 BAS 
W W Jordan, A, Ith Inf..25 24 22—72 26 25 26-77 28 26 27-81 280 
BH Stevens, G, 7th Inf....27 24 21-72 22 29 25-70 27 27 28—k2 230 
I Hornick, B, 14th Inf____- 28 81 21-75 24 27 2B—T9 26 27 21—7d BAB 

Alternates, 
IW Cosgrove, H, 9th Inf..25 27 12—64 27 26 32-85 28 25 25—78 27 
G Pond, B, 6th Inf._,,.....25 23 24-72-21 25 21—67 «27 80 B0—EY 226. 
Regimental team skirmish—Teams of six men. 

Bullseyes. Centers. Jnmers. Outers. Hits. Total. 
ith Infantry... oc... we 86 25 18 it 825 

Penalty of &ior shot fired after orders,. .,,.-.. ee toe 5 

820 
4th Infantry__.......,..24 28 i9 ay 92 a2 

Penalty of 5 for shooting after orders..............--0 see eens oub 

318 

14th Thfantry 14 du) alti 21 82 x 
5th Cavalry. -. AZ bi P24 12 ral 255 

Penalty of 5 for shooting after orders .......-.....--.6.5--- 645 5 

250) 
26 fz, 243 
20 40 192 

y team best, and prize winner is BERR Mayo, the best of 
vidual skirmishers, to- 

tal 7G cut of 100, 
Skirmish firing, Individual, 

med:l and money prizes: 
Shot Sept, 24 for Department Staif 

Merrjam....,-- 7 
Flynn,.... ee eee coe tt 
Stay Seet yrs» anes 7 
Waster. 16 
Dillny. wis 
Obaplin.--- - 3 

8, 200yds., off-hand, service rifle. 
best scores to count. 

Report of winners i 
70-500 ammunition, Shot Sept. § 
Servet A W Stay, Sih Inf.......545544 4-81 455544 4J—-31—02 
Lieut CD Parkhnrst, Gt Gav,.4454445—-30 456444 5-31-61 
Lieut L Merriata, bth Tnf.......445 5444-80 45546 44-81-61 
Sergi Chaplin, 7th Inf...._._..5444445—80 54444 4 5—d0 00 
Sergt Weaver, 14 h Inf..,....,.6545444-81 444544 4—29—(60 
Corp] Weagraff, 14th Inf.......4554444-80 45444 4 5—30—60 
Sergt Mayo..-.... ..,- -+- 4544 064-40 44444 4 5—29—50 
Sergt Rice, 4th Inf....,.... 044444 4-29 254386 5 5—80—49 
Sergt Jordan, 14th Int..... 4444544 2) 444445 4-29-55 
Seret Packett ... 5484444 28 H4544 4 4-20-58 

an hour and pusty. Heavy 
_ &. D, PARKHURST, 

Licutenant Filth Cavalry. 

Three o’elock 0 ‘ 
showers of rain during shooting. 

BOSTON, Sept. 29.—The range at Walnut Hill was the scene of 
Dustle and excitement to-day, and from early morning until! late at 
nicht there was an incessant cracking of rifles. The atlendance was 
larger than any day since the spring meeting, and the weather con- 
ditions, especially nthe afternoon, were fine, In the morning the 
wind blew from 9 to 12 o*cloek, but in the afternoon the flags dropped, 
and alfhough the smoke dvifted over the ranze toward the west, the 
dial indicated a west wind, showing that the east wind, or rather 
breeze from the east, was so light thatif wonld not turn the vani 
The gentlemen had an excellent opportunity to practice for the fall 
meeting, and the following are the best scorés made: 

Creedmoor Pratice Match. 
D Kirkwood........ 544545554d—46 I W Fowle (mil) --..4444445544—42 
HEA Newman.......555445455345 CA Hunt, ddidddod44— 42 
J Borden..... ..-..- 455444544514 A M Cari .- 454445444442 
HA North.......... 5id4445dd5—dd KW Thomas, __.....444445345/-41 
F @ Rollins,. B4h444654d—d4 William Hart (mil), 8545444d44—47 
Hi Sprague.,,.......5454444445—44  B pL GL iee R  S et 644444493439 
JA Cobb... 248, - 444544445442 

Creedmoor Prize Match, 
JB Pellows..---..--- 554555044547 H A North, --...-... 433544545443 
Re-entry ..... . 45555505d1—47 8 Brodin,,.......... 4d 14h A544 43 
J A Cobb... 4545645454—45 WM Jones 445544444449 
FA Barnst..........4545545404 45 H M Carter, .....,...d44544H44—41 
J 1 Miller.......,-.- 4i545d454—44 

Decimal Match. 
STENT TITS pe pe SS ee te fee ete 1907 9 910 7 6 7—88 
SPB IPGVIOWS: + ove y—- bee ~~ Penton niotatais 9 ¢10 7 8 6 510 9 10-81 
THRESH Clete Fee er dur uy) ease see ony 99 8 310 5 9 8 7 0-5 
R Davis .. ..-:. (495 5 9 810 3 9 B65 
RM Carter. ob §€0 65 7 4% 9 5-82 
HM Jones. . et Pai TSB be Re — 8 

Rest Match, 
UO NES te ro, nese vv eeceeeeee 1010 8 10 1010 91010 9—96 

is, Match. 
2S Harris_.._,.-...6860555003—50 JN Prye,,..,,.----- GtG54656538—54 
Rereniry.. cs .0 5. 1a 

OLEARFIELD. Pa., Sept. 20.—The Pennyille Rifle Team was de- 
feated (6-day in the match with the Clearfield Team. They were a 
pleasant set of gentlemen. and everybody enjoyed the match. The 
score is as follows at 200yds, 

Olearfield. 
Tae A A oe MARS Bees eae he Sy 111010 9101110 7 8 10—96 
Sib Snyder... erey9 ---- 4+ voce 9 8 4101110 12.12 6 11-98 
Ashley Thorn.. fase A 97 9 6 910 6 7—86 
JE Harder___- Fabef 9 610 ON 7 8B 10-86 
DRE fullerton, - diqhess pected 611 9 610 280 
Jas MeLaupghiin......-..-.-- B8iliti 6 0-W7 
AUW Walters... ini ceee.-. 911 7 8 5 6% 
AM Row. fas) mite’ dpii)e fer ee: 81010 S10 8—78—65 
Average, 8544. 

5 Hepburn... Wot 9 9 11—S4 
P Tebker 7 9 910 9-H 
Enepiurn . 0 8 9% 1—i7 
J Spencer, 12 69 6 4-70 
J Currier -._, i 7 0 & 7-68 
G MeDonald.. 10 2 5 7 5-06 
D Hepburn _ emer s 3.7 7 8 10-(4 
Geo Shaw...-.--- Fat o a eet ood a 7 5 6 4 9—58—588 
Average, 13}. 

EASTERN FALL MBENTINGS.—The Worcester Rifle Association 
will hold a fall meeting on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of the 
coming week, aud the following are $be matches, with attractive 
prizes in eachecase: | " J 
200yd. match, American decimal target—Open to all comers; dis- 

tance, 200yds.; position, standing; rifle, any willlin the rules of the 
Massachusetts Rifle Association: rounds, 7; entries unlimited; first 
entry, $1.50: re-entries, 50 cents. Winners of prizes to be decided by 
the aggregate of the three best scores counted as one continuous 
score. 

200yd. mateh, Creedmoor targel—Conditions same as in mateh No, 
1, excepting the frst entry fee will be $1, re-entrics 50 cents, and the 
compelitor making the highest aggregate score to have tirst choice, 
the other prize winners to choose in order of their respective scores. 

and yurd rest match, American decimal target.—Conditions same 
agin No, 1, excepting the first entry will be $1, re-entries 50 cents, 
and competitors may shoot at rest. ; a 

Buliseye target. Creedmoor count—Ten tickets, $1, Bullseyes 
made to be puid fiftuen cents. Most bulleeyes made during the tour- 
nament, $3. 
Team raphe American devimal target—At 1:30 P. M., on the 

seeond day of the tournament, Open to teams of five meu from auy 
rifle association, May enter more than oné team, but no personshall 
shoot in more than One team. Score, sevenshots. Entrance fee 35 
per team, Wirst prize, 40 per cent, of cotal entry fee; second prize, 20 
per cent, of total entry fec; third prize, 1) per cent. of total entry fee, 
The Massachusetts Rifle Association will hold a fall meeting Octo- 

berd1, 12 and 13, and presenta fine list of prizes The shooting com- 
Inences each day at 9 o'clock, aud the followmg are the match con- 
ditions, each contest having a rich prize list: y 

2u0yd, Mateh,—Creedmoor target; open to all comers; distance, 

R0yds.; position, standing; rifle, any within the rules; rounds, 7; en- 
tries unlimited; entry fee, $1; re-entries, 50 cents each; wines of 
prizes to be decided by the aggregate of the three best scores, counted 
as one continuous score; the competitor making the hithest aggre- 
gate score to have first choice, the other prize winners fo choose in 
order of their respective scores. 

200yd. Mateh.—Necimal target; conditions same asin match No, 1. 
00yd. Carton Mateh,—Open to all comers: rifle and position any 

within the rules; rounds, 7; cartons count six; three scores bo count; 
entry fee, $1; re-entries permitted at 50 cents each, 
NEVADA vs. CALIFORNIA.—The rival teams of the two States 

met on September 17 and 18, at Carson. The match was opened on 
the former date, but darkness came on before the finish. Onthe 18th 
came the “tug o’ war’ between the Califoroia and the Nevada rifle- 
men. The evening before. when 6 o’clovk canie, Perkins and Saffell 
each had six more shots to make at the 500yds. range. Under the 
Creedmoor rules it was required that the match be adjourned at that 
hour. Accordingly, the match was adjourned to 6 o'clock on the 
morning of the 18th, The men and quite a throng of spectators were 
promptly on the ground. Before beginning the scoring the men were 
allowed two sighting shots apiece, Perkins had a new eun, which evi- 
dently did not suit him, for both times he failed to get inside even the 
two ring, while Saffel’s sighters were 5 and 4, In spite of this dis- 
couraging opening, Perkins led of with w 4; Sattell alsogot4 Then 
Peri,ins got 8, while Sat/ell scored 4, setting the Nevada team 3 points 
ahead. The seyenth shots were two 4s, the eightha 4 for Perkins and 
5 for Saffell (Nevada 4 ahead); the ninth, 5 for Perkins and 4 for Saf- 
fell (Nevada 3 ahead); the tenth, two builseyes— and Nevada had won 
the match by three points. ‘The total scores are as follows: 

California Team, 
2Wyds 600yds. 

Burng........... 64454554444 48355435 5 5—42—u6 
Sitne- 4a4444544 41 5h55625 42 34189 
Kubnilé,.........; 456554454 4—-45 44655485 6 3 i—41%6 
WIS ae, PLES 6444556465—-45 445545554 5-4 91 
Warren 4844444 4 4-39 5455433855 5-43-22 
Kilein,... 44645445443 54046565 4 4 3-44-87 
Kelloge..... 65654445 4 44) 665455645 44792 
Cummings. 555645444 4—44 65654555 5 5-49—93 
Barrere,.... 5564545444 4-44 65556 64 4 5 6—48—02 
Perkins, ,..:-..... 445454456-44 4583438445 5d 

MYT APRA EBA SANS ddU SOR SS BOSSA AADSBUE OD SEBEESS RED 345888 £75 
Neyada Team. 

200y ds. A00yds, 
Lord. ......- 14455443845 4-42 63854554 4 4 5—45—p7 
Burke. 444444545 5-43 5644452554 5-46-88 
Galuisha. 454455543 4-33 55444845 5 5—15—be 
Cowlag__- A4444554504-42 5545493553 544-87 
Fraser... - 565444445 4 8-42 9454354284 5—48—85 
Thaxter, . 45445555 44-45 6555456465 +4702 
Cameron. _- 544444545544 55855595 5 57-1 
Crawford....,....8445454545—8 5454865 4 44-4344 
Borges.... ... 64445453544 555445445 4 45—89 
Saffelle, .......-.. 4445354454 2 546444464 5—dd—H 

otal ee op ge geee re sag oh eae ee pas oye ane ae time = Venere ach weil £78 
The average of the winning team was87 8-10. 
The Forman trophy goes to California this year, having beén won 

by Mr. Cummings, of the California team, with his score of 92. 
‘The match shows the Californians to be tough customers lo geb 

away with, and the shooting of both teams shows that themen (lo not 
make their scores by accident. Itis certain that all haye acquired a 
certain reliable degree of firmness of nerve and accuracy of eye that 
they can depend upon. 
On Sept, 24 Messrs. Williams, Klein, Sarrere and Burns and Colonels 

Ranlett and Kellogg, of the California team, stop). ed over in Carson 
for a friendly trial of skill with a few of the members of the Nevada 
team. The first wasa match between George C. Thaxter, of Carson, 
aod Nick Williams, of Califomia, 100 shots at the 200yds. target, 
Creedmoor rules. The scere stood: 
'Thaxter 44 46 46 47 45 45 45 41 45-447 
Williams...-.... Mihir bce 4 43 45 48 46 44 45 47 41 47—445 

It took about five hours to finish the match above reported. Both 
contestants wound up with a bullseye, Nota d was made by eilher. 
Thenext was a match between Parker, of Carson, and Kellogg, of 

California. Fifty shots were fired at the 200 and 50 at the 500yds. 
Napa RE Cy beat his opponent by 17 points, making 453 to Kel- 
oge’s 436. 

jalusha, of Virginia City, and Klein, wf California, then took their 
positions at the 200yds. range for a friendly match; 100 shots apiece 
were fired, and again California suffered defcat, the sage-brusher 
leading by 12 points. Seore—Galusha, 485; Klein, 423. The Ualifor- 
nians left for their homes on the 25th. 
WHEELING. W. Va,—The Wheeling Rifie Club shot their usual 

Saturday afternoon practice matches at their club house and range 
Sept 15. The shooting here for the past tivo years has been confined 
to off-hand, 200yds., and the Massuchusett target is usually used, 
though lately the German ring and man targets have been tried. 
Some two years ago Messrs. Jaeger and Dwight used to uo some 

long-range shooting, but there seems little interest im it lately, In 
the Dolyds. shooting, Mr. Richard Stewart uses a Sharps rile, 40-cal., 
26in. barrel, with 50grs. powder and 330 bullet; Mr, Jaeger a Ral- 
lard 38-cal., 25in.. with 50grs. powder and 330 bullet; Mr. Coxa Sharps 
mid-range 40-cal., 30m., GUgrs. powder and ds0 lead, Mr. 0.4, Dwight 
has lately used his Sharps long-range, 45-c4l., with bgrs. powderand 
420 lead, and has been trying the open head for 200-yd, work, with 
Taryine results, and he would like to hear the result of other's triitis 
at that distance. The club here is not numerous, but can count on 
fivé men who shoot about even, with Mr, Stewart generally in the 
lead, ‘The present shooters are the remaining five after weeding out 
all of those who had not enough true love of the recreation to con- 
tinue during the past four years. 
There Is enough material in this part of the country to get upa 

good association, and embrace all of the various kinds of shooting 
from the old squirrel rifie at 25 yards, to the Gorman table rest, and 
modern long-range practice. Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Olio 
could spare good material for such # universal shooting association 
as would embrace all varieties. and make a yearly meeting interest- 
ing and weil attended. Below are the scorés on Massachusetts target: 

First Match. 
C. E. Dwight, ...,...... v.10 12 1 12 10 11 Y 13 10 i0—f05 
KR. S. Stewart, . ,2-10 10° 70 32 10 IL 8 1 rig 
Oltto Jaeger ........... Cee SDE 85 Se olD its SOs 
WmCoss tee bdeysepe NOP aT 125 9 10° 68-9105 9 ape eeu: 

Secoud Match. 
RB. Stewart). oc... pee 12,11 1) 9 31 10 11 W 1b dY-—109 
Otte Jaeger... ao; Oo ae; Ol Ie. ak 10D dite wien 
0. E. Dwight... re 4 1610 12 10 10 Yt Ti & toa 
WYO, Wopss eee gale ssu ai adic & 9 a Tt Ww 10 9 8 ae— op 

WORCESTER, Mass., Sept. 27.—The Worcester Rille Association 
had their regular méet at Pine Grove Range to-day. The American 
decimal target was vised. Distance 200 yards, Off-land shooting. 
The best scores out of a possible 100 were as follows: 
Ae WHIM A <2. d sooo s tees asus 86 8 1010 10 9 f & F S—H 
Stedman Clark .:..., eB EG BION Ge 08 Bl ae OR esas 
QA Allen,,.,....-..-. re 29 % 8 & 10 “Bi ff “7=8o 
Joln Norman ee -4 8 6 Fb Y 9 11 8B fh 
AL Rice.... bo 6) 6 8 SORT f Basis 
A Williams ...... 7 7 OO Dt 20 8 AO SS ae 
To-day's shooting closed the summer sérits of meets underthe alis- 

pices of the association. Ihe following ave the prize winners, and 
the best totals and allowances; 

AL OF WINGS) shee ob ideals olen — 90 92 Si—451+ 0—451 
A Williams..,.. TZ 7% 71—ab9+b0—42p 
CA Allen... , 7 §4 80—dL6+-15—42. 
WG Muller. eo: 25. 21 .h ead qt 77 = 80—404--15—419 
Stedman Clark... WH 70) B2— 402-1 16— 7 
Johu N Morse, Jr.. a 80 77 T9—80U415—411 

GARDNOR, Mass., Sept. 26.—At the last meet of the Gardner Rille 
Club at Hackmatack Range, only afew men shot tora yecord. The 
American decimal target was used. Distance 200 3 . off-hand, 
Out ofa possible 100, the following totals were made: EUsworth, 
Hs; A. Mathews, 67; P, BE, Nichols, 44; 5. B, bildreth, 79; 
ale, (5; W. Amsden, 65. 

THE TRAP. 
Correspondents who favor us with club scoréa are particularly re- 

quested to write on oné side of the paper only. 

THE CLAY-PIGEONS. 

Editor Forest and Strean:! ‘ - 
My only motive for publicly calling attention to what I considered a 

very decided objection was to bring the matter squiroly and Leirly £ 
the notice of shooters and manufacturers. And Now as the compan 
have admitied that the clay-pigeons are not perfers, aod have prom 
ised to try and improve them, | feel that I haye ne) spoken in vain. 
would suggest, in reply to Mr. Bloom, that the »- perience of Capt. 
Bogardus aud Dr, Carver do not refute the chare-. as te claims, bub 
on the contrary they support them, for I withesstal two of the con- 
tests between these gentlemen, and in each ir inmee the Captai 
chased way out into the field to bring birds be und fairly hit bu 

G, 0, Geod- 
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failed to break. This statementis also supported by C. M, Stark in 
your issue of Sept. 

Mv. Bloom further says that the erack shots af London and Paris 
hreak therm at 2iyds, rise, and then recommends for Americans the 
humillating remedy of “much less velocity.’ 1 would mquire 
why the traps were made to throw from the fourth tloteh unless 
if was intended to be used, Referring to the letter of Mr. Geo. 
Ligowsky [ yould say that IT thank him kindly for correctly in- 
terpreting the tone of my first communication, and would say to him 
that Lum perfeetly familixr with the rules of shooting live birds, 
having indulged in the sport for years until it was prohibited by lay 
ih this State. T econsider his reference (0 birds falling ol of bounds 
ete., wholly beside the question. Aud I did not claim that every, bird 
struck by Shot shouldbe broken. Bun only when fairly hit, Now, 
ony ttap-sshooter of experience can tell when he has held properly. 

t think Wick’! in Foresc anp Stream of September 6 threw a good 
strong light on this subject when hé quotes Andy Meader:, the cbham- 
ion winy-shot of the Houth, who says ‘Ne gun could be made to 
menk clay-pigeons every time when (thrown from the last notch,” 
‘The letter from Messers, H. 8, Stubbs ant Gwynne Price in your 

issue of September 15 does not state whether the birds broken at 75 
aud 45yds, measured distance were thrown from the trap or set up 2s 
atarget. If the former I consider it a wonderful performance, and 
(lo nol believe it can bé repeated if they will use the same kind of 
hitds T have been Using the past year. T have broken them myself ati 
very long distances when placed with their full gutlace in view. But 
please bear in mind that Wie throw of the trap causes them to revolve 
rapidly, ald the shot is very liable to glance off, The size of the 
hitli'k offered to shoot at is only about 2x5m. 
\ have shot the Glay-pigeons ever sibee they were tirst introduced in 

this vicinity, and T know they are now heavier and tougher than the 
ones we bad formally. They will withstand the violent jork of the 
trap better now than the oues we first had, whith of course is one 
point gained in their fayor. Butt hold some material conld be used 
that woud be cheap, brittle, and of uniform thiekoess, which would 
break every time when fairly hit at d0yds, from the shooter, I would 
like Lo say forthe henefit of those who think TI may uot be properly 
armed, that the gun ft bave used mostly is the highest grade of a vary 
celebrated make, and for patter: and penetration has no superior. 
And 1 know how to load in order to secure the best results, 

T represent a large class of sporismen who have time for only one 
ov to afternoons & weels to shool, and donot wantto feel obliged 
lo give up what I consider the best substitute for live bird shooting 
aver invented; namely, the clay-pigeon, if it can be made so as to 
overcome its present faults, Losr Biron, 

Editor Forest and Stresos: 
There is ove point ln connection with the clay-pigeons which the 

complaining writers appear to have overlooked. The pigeons have to 
be transported long disianees,und to prevent breakage they must he 
of some stability, It strikes me that those who find fault with the 
clay pigeon on score of ils toughness are caplious, The club to which 
T belong finds no difficulty in breaking the “elays'™ when the gun is 
held on, PILGARLICK. 

Having arranged for 4 friendly wateh with a friend during the lat- 
ter part of this summer at Coney Island, I determined to try the elay- 
pisRen None of us had ever seeo a clay pigeon thrown from a trap 
lacing the trap on the sand, lsyds. rise, we shot at 35 apteve, and 

broke respectively 28 and 25, The trap we found no difficulty in 
working, and we broke the saucers just os easily as glass balls; and 
it was (eimarked by the company that every time I hit ibem I broke 
them fine as powder, there being nothing left of them, They gave 
entire satisfaction (hroughout the match, as did the trap, 
FLATBUSH, Long Island, WASHINGTON A. CosTER, 

NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION. 

SHE twenty-tifth annual convention of this Association was held 
Monday evening. Oct. 1, in the club Yooms of the Niagara Falls 

Shooting Clob. at Nlagava Falls. The meeting was called to order 
Uy the president, ST. Murray, who made a few remarks ex- 
pressing lis pleasure of again meeting the delegates, and at seeing so 
tuany present. Te remarked, “It bas been said by some that the 
Shoot was all there was to this convention, but as you know, we live 
TO shoot this year, and the presence of so Many Droyes that untrue, 
anil that theve is still alarze and etowing inberest In game and fish 
protection. Thanking you for your presence, 1 will now ask for the 
rolleall.” Delegates trom ihe following clubs were present; 
Niagara Falls Shooting Club—Baos Neilson, R. F, Hill, J. 8, Pierce, 

W, Peol and J, M. Wilmer, 
Queen Cily Gum Club, of Buffalo—Arthur Combs, Wm. Isbester, 

John Ludwig, David Bell and Chas. Sargent. tah 
Audubon Club. of Biitalo—Thos, Collins, Jas. Franklin, Geo, R, 

Vine, C.J, Heinold and Peter Heinz, 
Bast Buifalo Shooting Club—Ichn Grobe, A. M. Clay, John P. 

Verseh, M, sichleir, Cha-, Klink, 
Forester Club, of Buffalo—Jonatlhan Sidway, Geo. Smith, W, C. 

Jacus and Dr, R, V, Pierve, * 
Fountain Gun Glib, of Brooklyn—Abel Cronk, N, B. Cooke and 

Chas W, Wingert. : \ ‘ 
Cold Spring Gun Ciub, of Butfalo—John 0. Manning, B, F. Robia- 

son, G. F. Phelps, Wm, Warring and Otto Besser, Jr, 
The Minutes of meetings lash year were read and approyed, One 

new club, the Cold Spring Gun Club af Buffalo, applied for admis- 
gion to tue Association, ald was unanimously elected, The 
chairman of the commitiee to Traine a new fame lay, reported 
that a wajority of the commitreé had met many times, that they had 
‘sent letters to all the clibs asking their opinions, and that they bad 
eudeavored to drattalaw whieh would be ii accordance with the 
wishes of the Assoviation. He detailed the vicissitudes of the bill 
during its sojourn at Albany, ahd attributed its defeat to the Infinence 
of those in the Legislature who know nothing of game and fish pro» 
tection, and to the fact that there was nota concerted effort on the 
pars of the vlubs all over the State, which was very necessary to in- 
gute the passage of uny bill, He then said that he had copies of a bill 
talled the Grady Compromise Rill, and moved that il be printed, 
copies sent to the different clubs, thatit be approved by the Assovia- 
dion, nod a determined effort be made to secureits passage by the 
hoxt Legislature. ! - 
This motion was carried with the alteration in section 11 of the 

bill, to allow no August shooting of woodeock in Cayuga, Oswego 
and Jefferson counties. 
The Committee on Charter reported progress. 
‘At this slage of the meeting a letler was read from Mr, Heury Al- 

tenhbrand, of Brooklyn, regretting his a EAuey to he present on ac- 
count of sickness in his family, and expressing lis sympathy with the 
work of the Association, p : 
The athention of the Association was then directed to the resolution 

of Mr, Hugh McLaughlin, offered last year, to amend rule 8 of the 
shooting rules to read, “The butt of the gui tanst be held at the top 
part of the hip,” instead of “below the ellow."! 

Mr. R. i. Hill «mended this to read, “the butt end of the gun must 
te held below the armpit until tbe bird or birds are on the wing.” 
This wis carried. 
The secretary then read & list, of twenty-three clubs that were over 

tivo years behind in their dues, and they were stricken from the rol. 
Mr, R. P, Hill offered the following resolution: Resolved, that the 

several trophies, which are the property of the Association to be shot 
for under certain conditions, have become a burden to the Assovia- 
tien, and thatafter the next convention none of them shall be re- 
tained and shot for except the Dean Richmond Cup, and thal a com- 
mittee of three be ‘appointed to confer with the donors and present 
holdets. (o (levise some means of disposing of them which should be 
satisfactory te all, Carried. : 
Ths Treasurer was absenb on accountof sickness, but informally 

yeported, through Mr. N. B. Coole, that there was a balance of $6 in 
the treasury,and it was moved to allow him to make bis formal re- 
ort within bwenly days. 

a Tt was decided to Hold the next convention at Buffalo under the 
auspices of the Audubon Club, and the fullowing officers were nnani- 
mously clected fov the ensuing year: President, Henry R. Jones: 1st 
Vice-President, N. B. Cocke, fountain Gun Club, Brooklyn; 2d Vice- 
President. Benjumin W, West, Brooklyn: Recording Secretary, John 
GB, Save, ufkalo: Corresponding Secretary, J.P. Fisher, Buffalo, 
and Treasurer, I, C, Chamberlain, Brooklyn. 

The meeting then adjourned. 

TRAP AND FIELD SHOOTING. 

Editor Forest and. Stream: 44 i 
The editorial article on “Trap and Feld Shooting,” in your last 

issue, treated a subject on which I haye expended a ree amount, of 
thought, observation and experiment. Tie first, an perhaps most 
important couclugion that I arrived at, which the asticle named 
Irieily mentions, was the existence of an inability to control the ner- 

vons excitement incident upon the rise of a game bird, The nervous 
equilibeinm during hunting is usually very musteady. which is partly 

duete the coustant excitement, and generally unaccustomed and yio- 
lent exercise, This prevents the harmonious action of the nerves, mus- 
‘els and vision, #5 fey must all perform together to produce accur- 

acy in guueting, I) isa wellttnown Sack, thet the pertection of a tine 

wechanical job depends allogetuer ou the state of the larves of the 

mechame doing it, The will power is useless when the shooter is un- 

Tervad i ibis way, A8 can be proven by lis going up to where a bird 

lies, and deliherately flushing it only to miss. This requires a treat- 
tment that 1 haye found, to nse the term, in nerve gymnastics, t. e., a 
practice to strengthen the nerves by constantly subjecting them to 
those seusations that affect them inthe fleld. This can be accom- 
plished by trap-shoofing, if a method that have discovered, is adopted 
foF practice. 
Tn competitive trap-shooting rigid rules are necessary to insure 

fairness, and the shooter is, therefore, limited only to one style of 
shooting. The birds must rise in front of him and within the fixed 
distances of five radial angles. Heisallowed(o stand squayely and 
is given plenty of time for deliberation. How different in the fleld, 
Your bird vwsés suddenly without prompting while you aie in a brisk 
walk, and you are compelled, perhaps, to wheel quickly in high 
glass and nicertain giound and bring your upready gun to bear dead 
on that streak of dark brown llphtning, wlth its mimic thunder. In 
the field there is much fo disturb your equanimity that you do not 
experience af the trap. Your attention is centered on the dogs, and 
if there is a puppy among them, his mad capers among theseattered 
birds will not tend to Increase yolr coolness. In the field many 
things oceur that make a uniform number of hitsa very uncertain 
result: bit these unfavorable conditions are wholly absent from the 
shooting match, 

Tt is in the combination of trap and field shooting that I found the 
Pes Eaen for the real work, 1 haye succeeded in this by the fol- 
Owing méthod: T fale a number of traps, the more the better, and 
place them in at irterular semi-circle of thirty feet, to: imitate the 
dispersed birds of a feeding covey. Each trap should besecreened, 

ber of prominent shooters from 4 distance, xmovg whom were H. W. 
Tinker of Providenge, Al. Leighton of Marlboro, and quite a deélega- 
tion of Mr, Ford’s friends from Springfield. As the hour for shooting 
approached, the sun came out and the wind subsided, making the oc- 
casion much more enjoyable. The conditions were fifty clays per 
Inman, fifteen yards rise. Ligowsky trap. The men shot at five birds 
alternately. The judges were B. Moses for Mord, B. 8. Knowles for 
Eager, A Houghton, referee; following is the suore: 
8. H. Word, ... --.. 0011109410017 10110111110011 0111101100111) 119110187 
A.W, Hager, .-12100110111011011111111191101110914.11111991111111—45 
After the match a substantial lunch was served in the dining hall 

of the club house by caterer Sparell, and the afternoon devoted to 
sweepstake shooting, 
Thursday Sept. 27, W. 8. Perry and A. W. Eager of the Worcester 

Sportsmen's Club, altended the touroameut of the New Haven Gun 
Club. at New Haven, Conn., and while there shot ameteh with Harry 
Nichols and Mr. Tousey of Bridgeport, Conn., for the championship 
of the two cities—Bridgeport aid Worcestér—the Worcester team 
Winning the match, The conditions were twenty-five clay-pigeons 
per man, fifteen yards rise, Ligowsky trap. Ths Worcester team 
scored forty-one, bridgeport team thirty-one, ont of a possible fifty. 
_ WEBSTER, Mass., Sepb..29.—The Webster Rod and Gun Club haye 
invited the Charlton Gun Club to shoot the return match on the 
frounils in this town, Oct, 12. 

WATCHEMOKET GUN CLUB.—Wast Providence, R. 1, Sept. 18,— 
For silver badge—20 glass balls, Holden trap, screened. 

preferably, by 4 bunch of (dense grass and set at the last notch, They | Geoteé Barney.....-...--.. 11101 011110011001 11 1-14 
should not throw the birds higher than eight feet, but in every imag- | J! Smith... ..  OTTIDLTIT 11011110111 0-16 
inable direction, The lines should be at least thirty yards long (wire | J@y-Bye-See.. 011007101 0w 
is best), and concealed by stray thrown loosely over them. The | 2 Luther._.. -T1111£1001111101100 0-18 
puller sits at the end of the lines at your back. You then start from | J Bourne.................. OLLIA4T101T ALLL 1111 148 
a point twenty or less yards from the neatest trap, giving the trapper | W,Herbert........ .......-.. O11 0110171010100711710—18 
ho sign to pull, but leaying him at liberty as to what traps to pull, J Barney. , 0100000071 0101100100—% 
andat what moment, You enter the semvcircle and walk your birds Br George rs vee er 1000 ] 120120111101 01-1 

You do best to “jump' two birds successively, whieh makes it | W Wilcox... 1... ceee sss OOO10 001 Ot w 
For gold badge—25 clay-pigeons, trap in fourth noteh, 

Jay-Dye-See..,.111111101111100-12  W Herbert... .01111110111100—18 
G Barney....... 010071 000100110— 6 BT George __ 01000101011 0KX0— 6 
@S Luther .....010110110001101— 8 John Bourne, .1010001;\0011000— 5 

up, 
all the more excitiog. It is yery great fun to spring four birds at 
nonce aud note how badly one is bothered which bird 16 choose. 

After you have tried this several times you will find that it has 
stimulated your alertness, the vigilance of your eye, and even the 
neuteness of the hearing.’ You will rapidly accustom yourself to | J Barney. ,.....101101100011000— 7 TUR ae tg et v 
unexpected rises ano unusnal directions of fight, and overcome the Sept, 25—Gluss balls, ii 
flurry to stopin your walk and nervously jerk your gun up. The E Luther-, OOPOLLELIANOALLLOL He 
yealism or it all will surprise you. ‘The low, dashing flight of the clay | 18 Bourne . ~0177701147110110001 00-12 
bird as it rises perchance, froin your right or left quarter or passes i a Sep apn i i i H i ' : 4 a 4 a ‘4 i : aa 
your front, is remarkably like the quail minus the ‘whirr.} (Iam STING Cee 11010101010011010101-—11 
constructing an attachment to the trap that will imitate this. Ib may 
cause some merriment among shooters to attempt to even counter- 
feit the nvise of a quail’s wings, buf seriously considered T think ita 
most desirable feature to add to the practice), 

Twill state aS evidence of the effectiveness of my method, aside 
from the euthusiastic verdicts of friends who haye tried it, that it 

Ties—Luther, 11111—5; Tinker, 10011—3, 
Olay-Pigeons. 

ES Luther, ,, ,,101111011011001—10 bb W Tinker... 100101111011001— 9. 
J EB Bonrne.. ...141110110011000— 9 R. 
LOCKPORT, N, ¥., Sept, 21.—Second match for the Composition 

enabled me after short practice last fall to bay sixty-two quail with | Target Ball Company's medals, 25 balls per man: 
seventy shells, Lam confident that those who will try my plan will | Andrews..........11117112111110211171170001 6—20 
find therein « perfect preparation forthe actual wo! k of the field. Howard, 21121342111 0111711011111111—28 
Crncinyati, Ohio, Guorce Licgowsky. Smith, . TLi11111117211171111111110-4 

(Inventor and maker of the elay-pigeon). Moody, GH ~1001121130191111101111011 1-19 
Moyer-.-._- sL1ELt1TALLOLTLTAGCAALLTVALO1O1 aA 

: Lailer ,01000010007170111700000111 L428 
Those who favor us with scores for yublication are particularly | Barker . [JOOLOOTAOTOLTT1IONI1TLT101001 0418 

F , - Jewett ......., 10001101102101011701011 1-15 
requested to write on one side of the paper only. Match No, 2, seven clay-pigeons. 

- = F SU ie sige fee ne Oe 1011111—6. 
NATIONAL SPORTSMEN'S ASSOCIATION. — Cincinnati, O., | Howard ... 1101—6 Andrews... ~. 111710116 

Sept, 24,—Edifor Forest und. Stream: With reference to the form | Moody  AWI—7 “Moyer, ...5.... 4111-7 
tion of a National Sportsmen's Association at Chicago in May, 1884, | fawett........ .... 11011105 Barker . 1111100—5 
would you kindly call the attention of your readers to the following | Moody, EB ........-....., 4111011—6 Pierce....,. .......-..,,0111121—6 
extract from Breeder and Sportaman; “Tthas been proposed to at-| Gn Shoot-oft Moody won ist, Andrews 2d, Barker Bu. 
tempt the formation of a national eects association during the Mateh No. 3, teu composition balls, Card rotary trap, 

clay-pigeon tournament to come off next year. Looking at the mat- | Smilli,......-. .-. . OUM1MI0I— $ Andrews ........,-- 1101111— 
ter in @ cursory manner, we are impressed with the excellence of the | Howard ....,,..-.... 1W1U1110— 8 Moyer ...... T1110 
idea, We have many arguments in favor of the plan, and so far, | Moody —-.......-...+ (110111101 7 Barker — __- NM OOL0LOL0— 4 
none against it. If the gun and sportsmen's clubs of the United | Jeweft,.......,...--- WiI10HV— 6 Pierce... _., 1001 I— 6 
States are well represented at the tournament, no better time could 
be found to organize {hem into one harutonious body, Or if the plan 
strikes the clubs generally as favorable. they could select from among 
those rambers who attend the tournament.a certain number to act 
as delegates to the national association. It only needs a start on 1011110—5 
sound basis, and then the thing will xo through wilh a boom,, The ONT —4 Moyer Ca 7 

tracks of the country are vuled by 4 national association, and sports- | Moody nw? “Barker -1114100—5 

men, who, as & class, are more honiogenous than horse racers, cam | Jawert,.....-. ““(101110—4 Weave “0nou1—4 

just as easily band themselves together for purposes of gootl,"— JUun—7 Pierce 1110101—5 Moady, &. 
VIGRAM, ee 

NEW JERSEY GUN CLUB.—Editor Norest and Stream: Un- 
elosed I send you progromme of the third annual shoot of the New 
Jersey Gun Club which has now become with us a permanent annital 
fixture, We have been orgavized since 1877, previous to whieh the 
New Jersey Sportsman's Association flourished, which in 1877 was 
re-organized ss the New Jersey Gun Club. We shoot jnonthly, rain 
or shine, wt birds and clay-pigeons, and smee organized have not 
miss:d.a single shoot. The officers for the ensuing year, elected at 
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Moody -- 
Jewett, -. 
Moody. B... 
IE UPR rey BAAR bOO O11110001T— G Weitver,,..-..5. 
Andrews 1st, E, Moody 2d, Lifler 3d, Moyer 4th. 
Match No_t, ten composition balls, straight away, 

wrecent meeting, are; Geo. L. Wilms, President; John Pearson, i uk % q 

Viee-Presidents Mames Barclay, Treasurer; Juin W. Hetherington, Stiga acho Dee abet ot OK = + HOVER een ent ent rome a 3 
Secretary. We number about forty-five members, all jolly good fel- Tewekn, P Oe aTd11L20. Barker. SAA "9001 bOL0L— 4 

lows and sportsmen.—Ksicx. [The tournament was held yesterday.| Moody, Eb sorta 0 Sharpstein. ...,.._.1111010010— 6 

PHILADELPHIA,—A sparrow shovting match came eff at Pastime Lafler ..... Aloonav0O— 3B Killick ....... roe ay 1101101011— 7 

Andrews .... 0... 101110011— 7 rk ont =) 26th inst.. a very ll attendance bein F Park on the afternoon of the 26th inst.. a verysmall a (2) Ts Tate 1st, E. Moody 24, Killick 34, Moody 4th. 

present. No guns were allowed larger than No. 12 and shot was 
limited to one ounce, The sparrows were spring from one trap at 
22yds, rise; boundary, 60yds, The following are the scores; 
J Howard,.......---; 111111111110 JF Kleinz.... . aes 01710110106 | (uh: 25 live pigeons each, Mr. Edey receiving two birds from Mr. 

W Weber-._,...-.,.-QM0111111— B PGoff,......, ., OO1L00111—F | Walker: py ised Hurlingham rules, H. & 7, traps, 28yds, rise: 
RA Welch....- .1111010}1— & Montgomery .. (101010101—6 | Henry Edey, ..........5 ---:-.. vee, OOTOI1T1111111911111111001 21 

W Montgomery. ...,.1111111/00— 8 J Quested,../....-.-.Q010I01001—4 | (aH Walker... ye0ecsee ere ee ee ee eon -- SOOLOONOOITLO111 1101 111011 1s 
TG Dando O11N0L011— 7 J Amer... » OO101010W, Mr, Bdey’s svore does nol include the two birds that were given 
JOIN ye. ON 7 D Smith ............- OO10W. him, Mr, Bdey shot « 12-bore Parlier, weighing Tbs. Tozs., using in a f 
ASS sweepstakes, three birds each man, had thirteen entries. J. wood powder and chilled shot. Mr. Walker used 4 12-bore Coles 
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is first misses being much applauded, the shook Ping in & 
pee ey i raft L Warfield acted as referee, 

tbe stran, 
carrying 
fell dead.—G. V. 5. 
FALL RIVER, Mass., Sept. 27—The ninth contest for the club silver 

the glass ball and cla; 
Stream for this week's issue. 
‘vas not obtained in lime, The match was al Sylyan Grove Range, | uy took place to-tlay, aud was wou for the first time by T. 5. Hall, 

under the auspives of the Clinton Sportsman's Club, The badge is Balls, Clay pigeons. Total 

mude of silver, and on it is engraved a sportsman shooting from &| Frat]... _,_..-..... Udtiti1111101114 1107111101—5 22. 
trap, The badge is to be shot for every: week, and to be held from } Re-entry, 001110101 ow — ‘ 
week to week by the winner. ‘The following is the individual score | Negus, |., + ,19419714 1111101 14 0111410001—8 a0) 

out of a possible 20; : 5001111111011. —42 Ow 
Glnss Balls. OlayPigeons. Braley coos ee 949111711111110—14 1000111100—5 19 

W P Bowers. ...-----14+--0-s sees ; _-. -..419110111111101 13 aid ow 
GE Tntts, ; 0111111191101 13 O11 1i—s cal 

J D Woyes.-.. Wood,....--. Pomp 101111010011100— 9 o011001111—6 15 

AY Harriman 
Mii Ere tee. fssdcttel ee 
WH. Gibbs... ; 

AG Larkin. Fe agus ahs eee Hachting. 
BT Thayer, 
D 3 We ae ar aS. 
AN Smith,.,....- ' 
WH Elwood,... -.....-----5 ec) FIXTURES. 

POPE MCR Fementtls ition Oct. 7% Quaker City Y, C., Closing Harbor Cruise. 

GCI aerate eat aut Oct. 9 Gracie-Fanny Match, Sandy Hook. 
Ties, 6 balls: Bowers 8, Tufts 2, Oct. 11—Bedouin-Gracie Matches. 

batlze took place this afternoon, when The second contest for the 
Tiitecetve Bowers. Thé totals out of a possible both badges were secured by Dr. 

90 were As Eollows: 

Oct. 13—Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C., Sandy Hook Match, 
Oct, 16—Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. om Outside Match. 

Glass Balls. tae Clay-Pigeons. 
W P Bowers... .,----..---<. «---- EC OWELS. 2 Sh ks .. : 

OF Tufts. .ji Harriman,,_, MODEL CUTTER TRIED 

Troell: i) Tt Bailey....... Editor Forest and Stream: A 

PE Bailey... - peels Tam A constant readerof Forman Ayp Srream, and coincide yery 

HE Haroman, 6 Putts. . heartily with your views in regard to deep yachts. I buili; a min- 

GW Gibbs. ... F - Gibbs. iayare yacht from lines of the Madge, being nearly 42 mches over 
TDbISGBI Le. Paes aot de hia 

Ties, 5 pigeous: Bowers 8, Harriman 2. 
The sansa youted to hold their annual hunt and field day Thurs- 

day. October 18. The hunting hours will begin, howeyér, on the 24th 
al 10.P. M. and end on the 26th, at) P.M. The game for the supper 
inust be shot during those hours and bythe members. The supper 
will come on the night of thu 26th. Wvery meniber is to be chosen 
on one or the other side. the captains to be selected by & com- 

all, Sin. wide, and Gin. draft, full cutter rig with three lower sails 
ly, Lkept her at Prospect Park, and she sailed beautifully. Her 

keel syus all lead, 14in. deep and lin. thick, and \eighed a liti @ short 
of i5lbs, Her sail pian was in the same proportion to the Madge as 
hier bull with the exception that the jib had to be Jonger on Foot to 
steer her, as the rudder was always kept straight. She was stolen 
from the boat house Friday, Sept, 21, during the night, and bein 
singled out of fully one hundred model yachts, Lhave beén # staune 

only. 

miltee, aud a member refusing to hunt or does nob obey the hours | frend of deep draft yachts since T came from Boston in the Geom 

of the buntis to be discharged. Messrs. A. ©, Harriman, G. W. Goss, | in 3 days and if hours, when she carried us safely through a very 

i. BE. Carr, C, ¥. Tufts and G. W. Truell are the committee. 
iS d morning through Niuntucket Sound, and Buzzard 

ee pony . . ~ Own or THE ORay on Gr, 
[As the model yacht stolen from Prospect Park oat house is vf 

auch exceptional form, her entity ought to prevent her sale to any 
oud, should the thieves sealc bo realize oy theirswag. Parties to whom 
a model yacht is offered should bear in mind the theft, as the, wenild 
have to return the model to the rightful owner, and ¢annot escape 
tletection | 

WORORSTER.—H. W. Eager of the Worcester Sporismen’s Club, 
shot his fourth match for the individual championship cluy pigeon 
badge, with 8, H. Perd of the Springfield Gun Glub, on the grounds 

of the Worcester Club, cu Monday, Oct. 1, at 10:04. MM. and was 

avain yiclorious. The weather early in the morning was decided) y wn- 

promising. and if is presumed kept matty af bore who would other- 
wise have been present, There were present however, quite ¢ num- 
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SAFE CATBOATS. 

THERE need be no long-winded discussion upon the merits of safe 
and unsafe boats. Itseemsa very simple thing to choose be- 

tweenthetwo, Only upon the assumption that the public is demented, 
ean any one supposaan nsafe boat would meet with the preference, 
All the arguments advanced by self-interested persons are just so 
much waste of breath. It will require tons of paper and hogsheads 
of ink to convince # rational person that a dangerous trap, capsizing 
almost without provocation and almost before you know it, is better 
adapted to yachting purposes than a boat it is impossible to blow 
over. The world will have to grow very lopsided in its appreciations 
before it will bow down to thal squint vision which sees merit and 
glory in capsizing, and lauds to the skies a kind of appuratus pos- 
sessed of an innate desire to sail upside down. with the chances three 
to oné in favor of its desire being gratified in every innocent little 
pufil which happensalong. When in addition the apparatus is more 
costly in the first place, more expensive in its keep, calls for large 
crews of an impracticable number, has no accommodations, and is 
devoid of all necessary fittings for shipboard life or for short eruis- 
ine, it will require a phenomenal amount of double distilled essence 
of talent to swing the public around to the conyiction that a worth- 
less, expensive parody upon yacht construction is toi the thing they 
Ought to huddle to their bosom, just the kind of a contraption to 
eruise along the coast with, the family at home robbed of peace and 
sleep, on a perpelual watch for bad weather, and trembling at the 
approach of every messenger, lest he be the bearer of some terrible 
news, which is to make life a blank for the rest of their earthly days. 
With the loss of so many valuable lives due to capsizing still fresh in 
the public's mind, the direct’ application of our words requires no 
illustration. 
Enough has been learnt during recent years to establish the per- 

fect feasibility of combining safety and speed. But to strengthen 
our position beyond cavil, itmay be granted for the sake of argu- 
ment, that a shoal draft centerboard is five to ten minutes faster over 
a twenty-five mile course than a keel boat of safe proportions. From 
the cruiser’s standpoint, ‘‘whatif she is?’ Is not the exchange of 
five to ten minutes in a five hours’ sail for the requisites of saiety an 
exchange well worth making? Can a few minutes be balanced 
against the security of life? Is the sacrifice of a few minutes of any 
importance compared to the sacrifice of.a cardinal quality of a good 
yacht? If the gain of a few minutes ina long afternovn sail has to 
be purchased with a loss of confidence in the boat, with fretting anxi- 
éty around the family hearth, with pleasure half destroyed when 
under way, is the purchase a commendable investment? Even had 
we to concede the greater speed of the centerboard thap, we should 
be slow to recommend to the cruiser, to the family, to the general 
public, a contrivance in which safety is not assured, even with profes- 
sional men incommand, We are, however, far from acknewledging 
eget on any point to the trap, and maintain that an absolutely 

fe yacht need be none the slower beeause she is safe, and the many 
tests of recent years between cutlers and sloops affords plenty of 
proof in support of the position we have taken, 

Thereis one poiut, though, which does not escape us and which should 
be made clear to all, The “uncapsizability’’ of a yacht of normal 
and practicable proportions rests in a low center of gravity, The 
center of weight of hull and spars bemg too high to supply the 
coveted quality, artificial weight must be added low down. The most 
effectual stowage of this weight involves a sufficient amount of depth, 
whether in hull proper orin the keel thereto attached, and the draft of 
the safe boat willin consequence be greater than that of the trap. 
The “range” of a boat's stability, that isthe angle to which she can 
héel without capsizing, depends upon well founded, positive laws of 
nature, expounded in all works on elementary EDees These laws 
cabnot be set aside by any procedure known tohumanagency. Noth- 
ing short of overcoming the effects of gravity can change their im- 
mutability and no end of guessing, of sophistry, of tangled dispute, 
of assertion. of improvised experiences, of superficial observations, 
or faulty induétion, can modify the workings of nature in the faintest 
degree. When on her beam ends a bout must have “righting couple” 
enough left to turn her back to the plumb, or she will not right, but lay 
on her bilge, fill, swamp oi founder, Where the form is not such as 
to insure a sufficiently foreible desire to returp. the righting couple 
must be increased to the power requisite by lowering artificial 
weights, and that in its turn demands enough draft to accomplish 
the end, 
Laying aside the Ss of speed as already settled, the issue 

before us assumes this shape: Safety involves a certain depth, and 
just as we stint thatdimension, we cut down the margin until the 
limit is overstepped, and the boatlosesin safety what she gains in 
lighter draft. ‘This is the proposition each one must answer for him- 
self according to his fancy or his situation, Inconvenient draftis a 
serious objection, A want of safety may be fatal. Which shall we 
accept of the twa eyils? And as bis answer, so his boar, She may 
be flat and light enough to float in a morning dew. but when sparred 
for all the speed ther+ is in her form, she will tumble oyer upon the 
most trifling proyocation, She may draw too much water to 
Tay m the creek or to disport upon flats, and may have to use dis- 
eration in the waters she sails upon special occasions, but she will 
be safe from upsetting in thé most untoward combination affairs 
Tay assume. One requires an expert to guard against disaster, and 
his faculties must ever be on the alert and his judgment infallible, 
How many experts of the kind are to be fond in the yachting com- 
munity? The other can be sailed by a tyro, offers a chance. to the 
family, can face everything as it Comes, 50 far as capsizing is con- 
eerned, and if sheruns on the mud, well, she must be got off again, 
that is all there is to it, 
No one will question the advisability of restricting draft in a small 

boat as much us possible upon general principles, in latitudes where 
there are large stretches and estuaries of shoal water, But the num- 
ber of persons located beyond the reach of deep water at a Short dis- 
tauee are extremely few indeed, and their wants are exceptional. 
These remarks are addressed to the body of yachting people, ninety- 

nine out of every hundred haying a fathom of water within a stone’s 
throw of the beach, and to them the matter of draft is in reality a 
minor consideration, as it seldom exceeds three and a half feet in 
small boats and four to five only in boats contrived to meet deep 
Neer needs, in which case you might as well draw ten feet as ten 
inches. 
Apart from safety and speed altogether, deep draft nas many ad- 

vantages. A deep keel boat is more éasily steered, is more eumfort- 
able in her motions, a much more reliable boat running before a sea, 
or with quartering wind, less (ricky and sudden in all her antics, 
drier and abler to windward in rough water, stronger in construction, 
roomier in accommodations and less complicated in her working than 
her shoal centerboard sister, and if built with a stout, wide keel, far 
less liable to damage below water. Her draft will interfere with 
beaching, though she can lay on her bilge at low water at no serious 
inconvenience. When you wanta yacht you can beach you want ho 
yacht at all, but a sloff, a punt, or if very ambitious, an improved 
nonpareil sharpie. 
To secure exemption from possible fatal disaster, another impor- 

tant requisite now deserves attention. The family boat should be 
“unsinkable.”’ Tt will be easily understood that though imipossible to 
capsize, a boat may nevertheless be knocked down by the wind, lee 
rail under, and if fitted with large open cockpit and cabin doors, even 
combings under; the water would pour inte the lee bilge and prevent 
the boat righting in spite of good design in other respecis. She would 
be liable to filland sink, To ohviate the danger of being swamped. 
it is necessary either to so arrange cockpit and cabin doors that no 
water shall pass below, oreelse to resort to air tanks inside the boat, 
The first precaution is by far the simplest, and coyers the demands 
of safety except in case of collision or staying a hole in the bottom, 
The cockpit must be kept shoal, the sill of the cabin doors ahoub at 
deck height, and the companion hatch should be narrow, The shoal 
cockpit, say 9in. deep with a washstreak of Sin. surmounted by a 
broad cap 5in, wide, will be found a decided improvement upon deep 
wells needing seats around the sides. The rail serves as a seat, or 
when protection is needed, the floor itself, either for sitting or reclin- 
ing. with the rail asa support to the back or shoulders. 
The effort of climbing out of a deep cockpit on deck to tend gear, 

ete., is thereby done away with, The high cabin sill inyolyes merely 
lifting the feet over when going below, anda person too lazy or 
shiftless todo that for the purpose of adding to the safety of his 
boat, has no-business afioatat any time, but should take it out in 
ee an easy chair on a hotel piazza, Narrowiug the companion 
cuts off light and ventilation below in theory more than in practice. 
If it does curtail those essentials, other means can easily be drawn 
upon. We look upon wide barn doors leading to the cabin asa direct 
challenge to Providence, and in defiance of common sense, all for the 
sake of gratifying sensual luxury incompatible with the primary ob- 
jects of the sport. Precautions of this kind have the advantage over 
inside tanks, inasmuch as stowage is not interfered with in the least, 
but rather increased. 

If it be deemed desirable 1o provide fully against sinking under any 
circumstances, the only effectual proyision is to lock up enough air to 
float the displacement with crew and stores on board, One way is to 
bulkhead off the required space in the bow, the run, and at the sides, 
so as to interfere theleast wich cabin and lockers, Bulkheads should 
be built of stout matched boards, and stiffened with cross-braces of 
scantling, When constructed with reasonable care they ean be relied 
upon in the hour of extremity. Another plan, where small spaces 
are to be utilized here and therein the boat, is to stow away Sealed 
powder cans, or fit small zine cases of the required shape. Copper 
can be trusted more than zine, tin or sheet-iron, and all should be 
under occasional inspection. Theoretically, the space thus to be in- 
closed is ascertained from these figures: One cubic foot of air floated 
by salt water will SEP ROME ES pounds, and 35 cubic feet will support one 
long ton. If three long tons represent the displacement of a boat 
wita crew and stores, 105 cubie feet of air would be required to float 
the mass. But the wooden sides and fittings of the yacht 
wil in themselves float quite a fraction of the weight, 
and the sheer or weather bilge neyer quite fill, the air 
confined in such portions of the boat contributing to buoyancy 
whenswamped. Hence a material reduction in the sealed space is 
permissible, the exact amount to be determined in each individuel 
ease. In boats of light displacement in proportion to wood and fittings, 
fifty per cent. or even Jess may be euough, and in boats heavily bal- 
lasted sixty to seventy per cent. In boats of extremely light dis- 
placement and rig, such as the sharpie, the bull will float itself and 
ballast without artificial assistance. Such boats are only exceptioual 
and there are few, if any, regular yachts, which in rating trim, 
would not sink upon being filled. Im general. those least liabe tu sink 
when swamped, are, on the other hand, all the more eaxtly capsized, 
for the want of enough weight low down. Uniess the buoyancy of 
the bullis pretty accurately known, a margin on the safe side should 
be preserved, as boats supposed to be perfectly safe, would naturally 
be put to harder service and take greater risks than others, whose 
treachery is continually uppermost in the skipper’s mind, 
Under-riggiog of course renders disaster less immediate, but few 

eare to stoltify the sailing qualities of their boats. and a short rig, 
moreover, nas 1ts drawbacks from a sailing standpoint as well 
With these general directions to “Paterfamilias’ in searchof a 

family boal, built and fitted upon conimon sense principles, this arti- 
ele will be suitahly closed by producing the lines and dutails of a 
modern Boston catboat, covering in a gre +t measure all the forego- 
ing. 1c must nob be overlooked that similar principles can be clothed 
in a variety of outline, thereby modifying any extreme proportions 
according to the seryice expected. Thé deep drag at the heel of the 
Caprice is a valuable provision where draft need not bestinted. It 
prevents the excessive weather heim experienced mn catboats gencr- 
ally for the lack of head sail, and it also renders running hefore 4 sea 
safe and comparatively pleasant work, while in heavy weather the 
dratt adds to the boat's ability amd close-winded qualities. The 
Caprice was built by Wood Brothers, of East Boston, tor service be- 
tween Hoston and Marblehead and in adjacent waters, and a trial of 

two years has proven the principles of her construction perfectly 
adapted to the wants of her owner. 
For much cruising. however, her owner would prefer the cutter riz, 

bringing the weight of the niast aft and increasing the handivess of 
the sail plan. The building specifications of the Caprice are as fol- 
lows; Keel, best white oak, 5in. thick, tapering to 3in. forward and 
4in, aft. Stem 3in. sided and gteropost din. Floor timbers are 2!4in., 
sided, #34in, moulded at keel and 2!4in. at head, Frames 284in, at 
heel and 134in. at head, spaced l4in, Planking of hard pine tin, thick 
without butts: deck plank 2xil4in,, sprung to sheer, The outside 
iron keel weighs 856lbs. and is din. wide on top, tapering to 2in. at 
fore end and 24in, aft. Tt is bolted up with 34 galvanized bolts with 
large nuts on top of keel and floor timbers. The floor timbers are 
bolted with 5g galvanized iron and the plank fastened with 214 nails 
plugged. 

DETAILS OF CATHOAT CAPRICE, 
Length overall........----,--- pe 3 Fe 20Ft. 
Length on Joadline........... 17ft Gin. 
Greatest beam moulded. 8fij. 5in, 
Depth planksheer (o rabbet on M.S 3ft, 2in. 
Greavest dratt.....- ........ -.... Ait. 

an 13in. 
_ 9.08 sq. ft. 

Area loa alien ee ich wecee se eres 
Area Jongitudinal section, no rudder 
Ratio of same to area M.S 
DIS PISCEMENtH., Veiga hates eck leeesia 
Displacement per inch at loadline, 
Ballast, inside lead ..........,..... ‘ 1,000Ibs, 
Ballast, iron on keel,........-..,... : B56lbs. 
Ratio of ballast to displacement... ..-. 82 per cent, ~ 
M. 5. from forward end of L. W. L.. . Vifb, 
Center lateral resistance from do Tift. 
Center of effort of sail from do 10ft. 4in. 
Center of buoyancy from do.. 10ft. Sin. 
fiiliaredi yt awe, ey ee ee ... 415 sq. ft. 
Proportion to square of loadling..... 136 per cent. 
Aréa of wetted surface, no rudder. ... 11 sq. fh. 
Sail per sq. ft. of wetted surface. - . 2.68 8q. ft. 
Center of mast from stem.... - isin, 
Mast, deck to hounds . ..- 
Diameter at deck 
Diameter at hounds.. 
Main boom over all.- 
Diameter in slings.. 
Diameter at end 
Gaihover ally ye ele, 
Diameter, oval section, 

» Hoist of mainsail... , .- 
Foot ofdo.,,,.... fs 
Head of do., Nhe 
Leech of do....-:... 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Conéerning the rig of cathoats spoken of in your last issue, my 6x- 

perience in such boats leads me to the belief that the heavy spar in 
tue eyes of the boatis a disadvantage which it would be well todo 
away with for outside work and eruisingin rough, open water such 
as we have about Massachusetts Bay. But the position of the mast 
eannot be helped in the catboat, as if, is a necessary evil of that rig. 
For sailing such as we have between Boston and Marblehead, just let 
some of your centerboard fellows follow my keel cat before the wind 
in a heavy sea, when the rollers look as though they were coming 
ae the standing room. Thatis when an iron shoe and deep keel aff 
tell. 
Should I build a boat for racing, which one person could handle for 

pleasure sailing and two could sail ina race, would duplicate the 
cutter Carmita. She is 24ft. Gin. over all, water-line 20fc., Bft. beams 
and draws about 446ft. alt. Irenshoe weighing 1,1)0lbs., and ballast 
inside to make up 144 tons. Standing room is 7ft. long, with a long 
companionway and hateh running tar forward instead of the usnal 
house. Inside there are enough sealed powder cans to float her in 
event of being filled, She has otherwise a Hush deck ands very 
buoyant, and in spite of her weight and draft excels in light win 
while she is very able in heavy weather, In the Beyerly race, August 
15, this little cutter beat allin her class but the Vesper. OaTHOAT. 

KILLING CUTTERS. 

f Ke tiusins once in awhile the newspaper reporter engages in ‘Kkill- 
hig eutters.* Like the cat of nine lives, the cutterahyays comes 

up smiling for the nextround, “Killing cutters’ is supposed to bea 
death stroke at ForuST AND STREAM, hence the esteemed crihics who 
have been awfully “‘left™ give veut to the tempests of disappointment 
raging in their little pent Wp souls by desperate lunges at Forrsar AND 
8rrHam, only to find their death-dealing weapons double np like 
molasses candy, sticking to theirown fingers, The latest onslaught 

| runs us follows in an evening paper ot recent date: 
In conversation with a reporter this morning, Mr. A, Cary Smith 

stated that among the numerous yacht owners intending to bnild, 
none would talk now of the cutter type of yacht. ‘In fact,’ said 
he, ‘I fancy that the cutter boom is aboutdead. Vessels drawing 
from 12 to 15ft. of walter are not compatible with the soundings of 
our ¢oast atid ha: bors whére our yachtsmen like to sail,” 
Now, we question very much indeed whether Mr, A. Cary Smith 

mude any such broad and wild statement atall. Mr, Smith is too 
well aywére that more than half the yachts winch are now bult are 
keel Loats with outside ballast, and Mr. Smith also knows that heamy 
keel boats require greater drait than narrower boats of the cubber 
style. Only last week we mentioned the Aegir as a representative 
modern beamy keel sloop. She draws 8}sfb. on 33ft. loadline, which 
isjieft. more than the cutter Maggie draws on 45ft. loadline, and 1ft, 
more than the cutter Mudge draws on ddleft, loadline, and 2ft. more 
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than & eniter of 88ft loadline would draw, and 3ft. more than a 
cutter of that length need draw. Yer no one thinks of “killing the 
Baston sloop” ou that aceount. Qnite the contrary, the majority 
of new yachts ara built on precisely the ideas exemplified in the 
Aegir. Amodern venisboard of Gracie's length will draw Tit. with- 
out boar!. Noperson who knows his business will sail such a sloop 
intentionally in water where he cunnot show 4{t. of board, brnging 
her draft up to fhat of the most pronounced vutter of like length. 

After all, unless old-fashioned addition and subtraction is to give 
way to sone new invention in arithmetic. the cutter is not likely to 
dit in a hurry on the score of draft, and if that is the worst newspa- 
ee Yeporrers C&n cite against her the ecaseis not very desperate. 
fhe presence of cutters in our waters has ranymed home the facts 
that large displacement, keels, outside weights aud double headsail 
are pe tectly consistent with speed, and as long as arithmetic holds 
Wweexpect eyen this last hope of the forlorn brigade of defeated 
critics will end with the samesnbmission forced from them on the 
etheritems, The cutter in America is a child of Forest anp StrReAM, 
She lise heen introduced and bas become widely popular over the 
heads of all other newspapers in the country, and we vather imagine 
she will continue to thrive and multiply as long as her daddy has the 
wheel of the yachting future, 
We know the public pulse, and whatever a handful of gentlemen 

may conbemplate in New York, the great body of yachtsmen are con- 
verts to depth, keels, outside weizht, flush decks, cutter rigs. and the 
moderate dvait andsmall sail plans of cutters. Whether they take | 
more kindly to large beam than to small at first, they already sub- 
Scribe to ull the prineipl+s the cutter type represents, Tlie cutter, as 
a popularinstitution in America. owes her life to the fight Porusr 
AND Stream bas waged against all comers with success, aod she con- 
not be killed until ormst AND Stream forsakes its own begetting. 
That day is not yet. 

Aegir draws Si4ft, on a3ft. leadline. Maggie, 45ft, long, to draw as 
much in proportion, should dip 11,676. In other words, the ctitter 
draws a full third less than the laa’ The reporter must try agsio. 

NEW JERSEY Y. C.—SEPT. 27. 

ey: annual open match which failed for want of wind September 
14, was resailed last Thursday m a spanking southwester, which 

putall hands on their metal and sent some home ina hurry for 
shelter and to lay up for repairs, Tt was blowing a nice sai'ing breeze 
for one or two reefs, sud the fact that so many had to withdraw and 
wore disabled is convincing that our small open boats still partake too 
mich of the hatire of pretty toys, and are huilt without suilcient re- 
gard for real service. We look (0 time end just such races as that of 
the N, J. Y. C, toremedy defects, and hope that the material we 
willlay belore the public this winter will assist in bringing about the 
mcdifications required to lift yachting In small boats to 4 more digni- 
fied level. Surely the tine has come when the owner of a small boat 
Can expect enough experience from his builder to supply him with 
a yacht fit for service and nob only for show and Jight weather play. 
Boats which po to pieces, or which are unfit to facea reefing breeze, 
eeptainiy do not cover the needs of the smart yauhtsmen, however 
thueh they may excel in light summer weather, The yachting gsea- 
sonis beiug extended in poimbtof time, and the service demanded 
from small boatsis becoming somuch more exig#nt compared to 
former yeurs that builders should wake up to the new order of 
times, und meet the requirements of the day in an abler style of 
eratt thon the httle shells built wilh the evil influence of sandbag- 
pers overshadowing progress and the real wants of owners of small 
pnts, 
Some people think catamarans afford thesolution. To this we cannot 

consent, Catamarans are yery costly to build and keepin repair. They 
have no accommodations compared to the deép cabin boat. They 
are not fit for short work, being unreliable m stays; they are of no 
Aecount in rough water, and always on the verge of dissolution and 
collapse, Wersb of all, they are excessively slow in light weather and 
off the wind, All that can be urged in their favor ig very preat speed 
it a strong wind and smooth water, arid immunity from capsizing. 
This latter can, however, be equally as well obtained in a properly 
desizned boat of toa usual construction at one half the expense, So 
far as managementis cancerned, the sails of the catamuran are as 
larze, or larger, than those of other boats, and there is no advantage 
in the control of their canvas. Whether their single excellence in 
strong wind can be deemed an offset against the objections on other 
sGores, every person can settle according to his own tastes. Drawing 
an average for all purposes, the catamaran is a succéss as a sensa- 
tion under certain favorable conditions, but the sensation is dearly 
bought in respect to dollars and satisfaction in the way of general 
service. SLi, éven the catamaran is a mora sensible boat than the 
sandbageer, though iuferior for general yachting purposes to the 
deep, able, uncapsizablée boat of small dimensions. The number of 
persons who ean see nothing in a boat buta machine for obtaining 
speed, is becomime sinaller and beautifully less every year, and cata- 
marang possessiuy great speed only under exceptional conditions and 
of léss service to the ownerin other repeects, couplad with great first 
eosh and never ouding mechanical troubles, wil not cover the desives 
of the sailor eruiser in search of @ reliable conveyance for alifeatont, 
giving the bestaverage all through 

This isthe reason why catamiuirans have been so slow in working 
their way into favor, Sniall boats are often called upon to do much 
short work, Dor this the donble hull is notat all adapted. There 
are persons Whose range of yision dods not extend beyond New York 
harbor, and their conclusions will of course differ from those of a 
journal with national circulation like Forest AyD Stream, These 
epluions alc studied all over the country, and the world for that mat 
ter Some acqnaintance with Massachusetis Bay and coast ports 
during blowy weather with asea tumbling m, render if hecéssary 
That we should take & broader view than ouc local contemporaries. 
Any one counselling the Serer adoption of catamarans in place of 
the building of small able buats would be laughed out of court in 
Boston and along the coa-t in general, yet more than three-quarters 
of all the sailing in small boats is done east of the Sound, and for 
work in such waters the catamaran would scarce hang together a 
week, let alone beating to windward with regular yachts, or perform- 
ing the work to which small yachts are now beng put all the season 
youn. Nor doesan oceasioval successful yenture by catamarans 
establish their fitness for aught but smooth water, and then they 
show speed ouly under the exception above noted, with plenty of 
rhom ti work tu. 
The cote Jast Thorsday was from the Hlysian Fields ayound 

Robbin's Keel busy and buoy 13 in lower bay, returning samme way 
and endmg off lower dock of Jersey City, Classes for catamarans, 
boats over 20 and under 26Et., allowance umin, per Foot, but iinin. for | 
Cdtamatans Prizes $25 and challenge penuantin each class. Re- 
yatta Committee—Chas. Kodenburg, H. C. Dilworth and B. W. 
Ketehum. Wid tresh from $.§.W.; tide last of ebb. The starters 
were as follows: 

CLASS A—OATAMARANSB. 
Nightmare,...- + tones TOWIRE Ran tetas tele ees Syers 42 0 
Duplex. ... .. Longstreet & Ogden., a ii) 
Columbia ~ May Hversaytyrei tani is 5 Pe en oF 0 

CLASS R—OPEBN SLOOPS. 
Colts fa RAE EF ey suri fae BE, W. Ketehum ti 
Parole ., J, Schmidt. _, 8 
Lily Ri... ..T, H, Rogers 6 
Dare Devi . _ ,W. H. Dilwort! 2t < 
Sarria Clea ae eee ann. lia Cameron Brothers,..._.......-. 27 Bl, 

35 C—OPEN SLOOPS. 

REUTGa een cate ee pay cee ee Ole Nie US IN eet iale a escteiel am Fae 85 Ole 
Growlar......... _alames Bell... a4 oe 
Thorn, --..-- ; . Janes Gorden... 24°85 
Ray Howland... .-Thomas Fearon... aa 1 
Corinne ..Charles F. Hahn, . aka 0 

.T, S. Warren.-.-.,,.-...,--------2% D | 
mbed to stress of weather, some of her 

Start 

pas in to the Reef and nearly afi to the finish, the race ending as 
tider: 

OLASS A—CATAMARANS. 
Starv. Finish. Elapsed. Correeted. 

Duplex __.-..-,,,-25,+,-11 08,02 1 44 0) 2 87 58 2 86 54 
Columbia... vee th Ut 09 1 459 on 21] 2 36 11 
Nightmare. ;...1..5.:- 11 08 12 Broke down, 

: CLASS E—OPEN SLOOPS, 
DBE Date eee ob eccde ree 11 07 33 2 54 a 846 47 @ 46 aT 
Parole ... . 11 09 40 Withilrew. 
Lily R.... 211 OU 48 2 46 31 8 ah 40 8 32 80 
Dare Devil 11 09 18 Robstay burst. 
Emma C . 1106 2 48 67 337 45 8.35 10 

CLASS C—OPRN SLOOPS, 
Rambler .......-,..-...11 (4 B77 Gave up, 
Growler, TL 08 38 Withdrew: 
Thorn ..-......- 11 Od 46 241 44 8 a6 56 836 11 
Ray Howland ii 0G 26 2.56 2 3 50 346 07 

11 08 
Pekka 11 U6 52 

Corinne 2d 
Bother 

Withdrew, 
Withdresy. 

fly fancies, 

Ori A. 
6 ‘A E knows little, indved, abont naval arehitecturein general and 

yacht designing in particular who cannot see mamerianely 
the advantage of a _ctnterboard device in thé matter of potential 
speed. "—Hvening Telegram, 
“The Newport race proved conclusively thateutters cannot begin to 

turn to windward with ceaterboard sloops,”— World. 
“Intelligent observers believe that the cutters could not £0 to Lhe 

front of their classes under any circumstances."\— Herald, 
“The keel boat wasladly left by the centerboard sloops, aS keels 

always willbe, * * Theresult proves that centerboard boats are 
the fastest.”"—Spirit af the Tines, 

Gutters have 50 oftén been “kilt intoirely,’' that they ought to be 
very dead. Vor a real dead LH the cutter Oriva did such high 
and lively kicking Jast Saturday, that ar the end of the day thore was 
little or notiing left of the real live eeiterboard slovp, and Gard 
houses and airy theories, and the rattle brains of would-be critics all 
fellata stroke in a dismal heap of sorry wreck and ruin. “Hs war 
eine gang schinillige Niederlage.” The lonz and short of itis this. 
A dead corpse of a cntter tackles tha crack of cracks aniong sloops, 
aud lays out that supposed inyincible crack and all the tine spun 
thearies she represents in & way which has stunned the old school 
with a blow from which they will not rise ina hurry. Vixen is no or- 
dinary sloop. She is the acme of sloop theories. ‘T 
her build whieh ean touch her. 

here is nothing of 
She hus a record which stamps her 

far aboye any sloop of any size or class in America, 
No sloop hag ever been launched which represents 
higher pitch of perfection. Vixen is “the” sloop yacht 
por excellence, Build a hundred like her, keep on build- 
ing for twenty years and such a Incky hit will not again be made, 
More is not in the type thah Vixen has actomplished. She is the 
grand pie in the big thumb rile lottery, in which there are a thou- 
sand blanks to every winning titket. This ia not only our opinion; 
it is the verdict of the whole public, aud erities are unanimous io 
awarding to Vixen fhe palm as the fastest sloop vacht in proportion 
to length yet set afloat rom any yard in America, Better or faster 
than Vixen we have nothing, And we never will have a sloop as fast 
agzuin. Sie who beats Vixen, beats the world of sloops, ‘That world 
has now to bow to the cutter Oriva, ap Gulirely dead corpse, decord- 
ing to the little heads whose wisdom strikes a dead calm at the end of 
their noses. 

‘The whole issue between cutter and sloop was put on trial in Satur- 
day’s race, and the yerdich Wow goes On record for the keel yacht and 
the triumph of FoREST AND STREAM principles, 
The issue was this: 
Can the keel point with the board? 
Cun the keel soak to windward with the board? 
Can large displacement sail with a light weighty 
Can outside ballast win from inside ,eutledye? 
Can the cutter rig race the single jib? 
Can usrrow beam beat great beam? 
Can nv bottom “for td sail ou” thrash & fat foary 
Can deep draft compete with skiminin over surface waters? 
Can depth and weight run away from opposite qualities? 
Can a wide keel cops with the thin centerboard? 
In short, tan the euther race successfully with the orthodox sloop? 

Salurday supplies the answer. Therr has been no race between the 
iwo types such a ptifect and even test from the ime Madge first 
startled the public With unwelvome surprise. All races be- 
tween cutters and sloops laye laekell mere or less definite 
conclusions, Either the slonps were said to haye been 
caught unawares, or else some poke of a tub was browsht to the 
line und dubbed a cutter, her defeat casting shadow over everything 
of thatname. Flules, sccidents.or bad handling entered as items 
for cousideration. all more or lessaffeeling the force of conclusions 
derived, just though these may have been. SN 

But the mateb last Saturday was devoid of any modifying influence 
wlateyer which could be used by the unscripulous te distort the m- 
cisive lessons of the day, Prom those lessons thereis no escape, All 
must abide by the sharply defined superiority au ordinary curter ex- 
hibited in contest with the fastest sloop which ever hoi ved racing 
colors al the peak. On each and every point of sailing Otiya wou a 
glorious triumph over Vixen, The cutter held a closer wind for oue 
thing. She footed faster for anothtr. She sagged less for a third. 
She took the swells with preater ease and tess Coeck to speed for a 
fourth, and fora fifth, down wind she just romped away from the 
sloop, winning the greatest match the types ever suiled by sumethine 
like forty minutes iu dashing Style, which, in the language of the 
worthy Mrs. Partinglou, “would make comparisons odorous.” She 
won, Hot by an error of judgment on the part of her contestant, not 
by a slant of any sort, nol by superior handlug, nor by anything wn- 
accountable, She did not drop the sloop onany particular tack or 
point of sailing all the distance at once. She did nor have the henetit 
Of a strong wiud or high sea, to bother or smother or “stop! her op- 
ponent. Huton the contrary, the strength of the wind was mist 
favorable to Vixén;and sea Lhere Was not enough to mention, . 
The entter won for a good reason, The sloop could not look high 

enough, could not foot fast enough and was much too slow running 
home, The vutter won strictly on hér merits, the sloop lost strictly 
owher demerits. In fair battle the cutter has scored a triuinph un- 
equaled in the antals of the strife now winding up in fayor of the 
principles of modern design embodied in the wonderfully smarh hulls 
of Jolin Harvey ofgin when brought to proper trim and perfection. 
Wheu Oriva firse Came out, she wag someting of a disappointinent. 

Variations from the designer's intentions and tue want of bis super 
vision while building, as well as the Jack of suilormen broken in to 
fine cutter business, all helped to draw & cloud over the future, Ib 
has now turned out only a cloud with a thick silver lining, bidden by 
thin surface mist which time and experienve have succeeded im dis- 
pelling. Thepluck, perseverance, mielligeutly directed elforts aud 
ian seamanship which has wrung such an incomparable yictory 
from compe ition the most trying and exucting which the whole 
country could muster, will cominand respect from all circles, ‘rhe 
successful Covinthian smlor aud the yacht combiting toe highest 
qualities of a comfortable, sate cruiserand smart racer in one, both 
receive our admiration. The uses of the amiveur crew who toolerL 
Oriva to the finish should #o on record with the fresh tise the liar of 
the cutter has taken: 

QO, smilh Les, owner and captain; A, 8. Montant, Robert C. Cornell, 
W. B. Simonds, A. B, Simonds, C. L, W. Hidlitz, 5. PF. Pomeroy, M, 
Roosevelt Schuyler and L. ¥. D'Oremienlx, a ae 
There were obber races besides. but they sanlc into comparative in- 

significance, aS no issue wasto be settled. ‘Lo the general public it is 
i utter of indifference whether Pansy or Gracie got the best of the 
day, Itwas only one fat Sloop beating another fat sloop, and Tittle 
odds was the difference. ‘Th@cliss for schooners failed to create a 
ripple from a Sporting view, aud Wave anil Orocodile sailed & Bepar- 
ale course, Orocodile being set down a sure winner in light to moder 
ate wind aod smooth sea, None of the other raves were traughi with 

| results out OF Lhe common, hut the astovishing and brilllant sailing 
of the eutber oriva, with the utter gollupse of the sloop'’s pretensions 
and the downfall of antiqitated centerpoard lore, raises afresh the 
doubts about holding the America Gup, excepo ab the meray of our 
cousins across the sea If Oriva, probably nol the fastestof her class 
Among cutters, Can with such facdity dispose Of our staarbest sloop, 
what bhen would beeome of the Gracia with a geniine crack like 
Samuena twisling for ber weather? Tnavis the proplem of the day, 
and well may the answer be, “eive 1b up,’ oud that in bye senses, 
The gauge of the big sloops Panny and Gracia can be gob (nrough 

Oriva. Nob only did the ¢ubtter fioish wp her class 30. roundly, but she 
led the big sloops & right merry waliz out to (he ship, and running 
horue lelu them well up ihe line, though 32ff shorter, The pertorm- 
anceofOrvea was really olarvellons, While Gradie was thuging spray 
over the bins Oviva snipped wot a drop; she was asdry asa bon, 
Wien bie Gracie and Manny were brought scuppers-ty, che little cutter 
continued to show a clear side to leeward, While the others were 

« bones in their teeth the culler wus going through perfectly 
“And, except when bowing to oceasional puts, the little sort. 

Duplex, Lily R. and Thorn were the winners, Tad there been any 
3-Lon or 6-ton cutters, orevén séme of the Boston keel sloops, in the 
fray, there would haye been a sac squandering of New York's bruttex- 

cutter stood np at exactly the same angle of heel as the big ones, in. 
spite of all their tonnage and beam Truly, the day was a revelation 
to the old sehool in moreways than one, 

‘The races were © resail of the Corinthian matches which failed last 
June for want of wind, fourth class excluded, the prize having been 
alresdy awarded. Four classes, ong for schooners, one for sloops 
over 5att,, a second for sloops over 45ft., anda third class for Sloops 
over 35ft, Prizes, $150, $100, $100, aud $85. One Vorinthian hand to 
every five feet deck length and fraction. Owner or ‘club noienber to 
steer. Balloon jib and spinnakers silowed, but galttopsails not 10 
extend beyond the truck, Biying Start off Fort Wadswolth, fiye 
Toinules Wo cross. Coursé for all bub third class sloops, xround South- 
west Spit and Sandy Hook Lightship and return same course, Third 
class sloops to round Scatland lightship instead, ‘ime livit eight 
hours, Sailing committee, Louis P. Bayard. Francis O. de Luge, 
Walter L. Suydam, Alex. H. Stevens and §. Nelson White aboard the 
steam tug Cyclops, 
The wind during forenoon was light and variable from N. to N. LE. 

When the yachts ran down to the line, it Collapsed entirely, dnd the 
strong ebb curried Wave, Crocodile, Vizen aud Oriva helow the live. 
The first three hauled their wind and barely managed 1o fetch into 
Position 4eain, wearing round almost on the line, Oviva iu the menan- 
time driftimg stern trstout tosea. Hailing 4 tug she was screwed 
Aboye the judges, and paying out sheet followed the rest, Landi- 
capped im. 45s, at the yery beginning. Gracie and Manny drifted 
nerdss abreast of each other, and schooner Clytie brought up the 
rear, as under, the period of grace expiring at 11:10, 
Gvocodile.....2).52s. ..-11 03 40 Grauvie...... 
Wave,. -« 1d 05 52 Fanny... 
Vixen, .J1 06 02 Oriva.,. 

sheino 8 

The first class sloops rau out to light airs, with balloon jibtopsails 
and jibs in brails, in close company, and after an interval of a minnte 
the cutter Oriva, the very dead corpse, tursed over in her coffin aad 
rattled her bones across, last in the proces-iou of the single stick 
squadron, schooner Clytiefollowing, trying big maintopmastshaysail, 
with Mr, J. Roger Maxweil, of Crusader fame, taking commands 
“The corpse” rather liked the gentle music, and breaking stops. © 
sheeted att balloon jibtopsail, gaily waltzing tor Wanny’s weather, 
Tn this order they drifted and wafted oul to streaks from the north- 
east, little Crocodile showing all hands how to doit. Wairly outside. 
Fanny was first to ee ae ee acta to port, the cutter quickly follwing 
suit and Crocodile a little later. 
Abresst of Norton's Point the wind, what there was of it, veered 

more to the eastward and spinnakers came in. Crocodile, a race- 
horse in light airs, had by this time spun out a quarter mile of clear 
water, Vixen and Wave abreast in her wake. and toleeward Fanny 
was leading Gracie by a couple of lengths. Gracie having failed na set 
spinnakers while there was a chance, The leaders then fefched inta 
streaks coming in from the sea, and abreast lower Hosprtal Island 
jib was again hoisted by Vixen, sending her after Crovodile, both 
Uropping the Wave, and Fanny drawing away from Gracie at the 
same tinie, The fleet held the Coney Island shore in search of slants, 
and off the pier they had to fling round on port tack to ferch the angle 
on the Spit. More wind camé in almost due east, and the lewlers 
were the frstto get the benefit therefrom. Crocodile aguin worked 
spinnaker to adyantage for a short time, abd canre spinning for red 
buoy 8, while Oriya, Nokom#s and Olytie were left fooliug in the calm 
zone off Coney Island's dismal beach. 
The new wind gradually swept up the bay and Gracic, further off 

the narthern shore than the rest, came tor buoy $ on a short ct, 
turning wp a good second on Crocodile's weather qnartor, threatening 
the little one with a blanketing, Mr. Prague's boat denied the bie 
oue the fun, and forersached clear of her lee in good shape, leading 
down to aid around the spindls buoy 814 on the Spit under fibtopsail. 
Vixen, Fanny and Oriya hauled around $ 1n pretty close order, where- 
upon Fanny crawled out oh Vixen's weather “nd gave that sloop a 
Thomentary blanketing, which, of course, did Vixen no particular 
food. Allhands had to pinch for the spindle. and th. corpse now got 
in Ler first lick. She outpointed the rest and Jutied away from them 
at the turnin most gratifying style, showing bow easily & culter can 
climb for a sloop's weather without forgetting to foot while 50 doing. 
Tiines ab the Spit as under: 
@rododilesa css-sesea8.s02 63. 20 Viren, 2.1.0... Bo O05. 
Giacie.....-- v.12 & 30 Nokonils,... -1 05 OU 
Fanny. . 14 A8 45 Clytie... - lt 0% 12 
Oriva.. 42 59 02" Waves. oc. tt (ot Deeply OL 985: 
The cuttar had already made up her handicap, and the difter-nee 

tor and Raee'f 
soon follows 
much avuil, The wind fell away suddenly to a dead calm, tha 
schooners and Wave having a hard time keeping fram drifting aboard 
cneguother. Headsails were lowered, but they could not be nade to 
look the proper cow'se. Flood had commenced running, aud auother 
failare seemed Instore for the Corinthians, What with the faintest 
of airs. oles in awhile and a good deal of dritting, Panny led toe pro- 
cession over to the Rower Beacon by wearly a mole, with Vixen, 
Gracié, Oriva und Mr Prague's gentle moimal pretly well ibreast, ube 
rest. caught in the d Idrums near the Hook, The airs then ahvadlend 
from B. 3. BK. and “the corpse’ at once set to outpointing the drawd, 
a game at which the keel held trumps every tine, 

The fleet fetched across, pointing forthe Coney Island tower, and 
picked up at last a true southeast wind coming in from tie ge4, la a 
way Winch wade it business forthe rest ofthe day. Now che tun 
eolnmenued in earnest. Coming south again for a short bourd, 
Crocodile crossed half a mile under the cutter’s stern, Oriva having 
weathered on all hands in wonderful fashion, and bowled down the 
silly faucias of old-time oracles that & venterboard is better than a 
keel for twistmg. Several short boards were made by the Heer ko 
work out Gedney Channel, Oriya fora spell losing the swength of 
the wind. on the northern edgeof the channel, anil coming Aouth 
again under Crocodile’s stern, losing all she had gained in the yind- 
ward work aud going out on starboard tack with Vixeu oily a few 
lengthsin her Wake. This was the seeond seb back for the cutter, 
but subsequent events proved herequal to the occasion. Fora time 
she was bound up alittle too mucoin the eortto regain by high 
pointing what she had lost through ill fortune, but as the rest closed 
on her, afew inches sheet were checked all round, and from tat 
moment “the sorpse”’ kicked up ber heels tothe pest of the com- 
pany, aud footed and winded npou big and little ina frolicaome tan 
ner which took the breath away trom the benolders, aod sent bre 
right, tight little clipper out to the lightship first to ease away with 
phe rave all to her own suliing. 
When the tleet had beat out tothe Gedney perch and sqosre 

Crocodile parted vourpaoy, bound for the Seodlanil bighship as the 
tuning mark in her class. While all this was going on, !he two 
schooners aucl Wave, at ove time left miles astern in the deldroms, 
were jumped high out to windward by the new s0utheash breeze, and 
hawed cloze round the black can off Sandy Hook, coming ot lo sea 
ou starboard tack, Wuen Crocodile cain down trom Gedney Chan- 
nel, she crossed Wave's bow around dozen lengths to windward, anil 
from (hab tithe wasnever beaded, Both went down the beaul und 
fiung off shore enough to weather the Scotland before lilting shests 
forhome, Crocodile tured at 4:30:30, Waveat 4:46:95. Spianakers 
to starbvard took them im again ronni the Hook, then a jibe over for 
the Spit and the Mnish, which was socomplished atthe timer uoder- 
mentioned, Crocodile bemg the winner of 545, 
When the big Glasses had worked ont into the open. all the vyachrs 

settled down for a long board seaward)on starboard tack, pinching us 
high as they dared, for jt was Kluiost dead on end for tie red soip, 
The breexa was just of topsail strength, and at times enough to send 
big Gracie seuppers to. It was & splencid chanee to get the wind- 
ward powers of keel and boara, and a crucial test was this Gonse- 
quence. Uriva gaye the cue, Vixen a quarter of a mile in her wake 
with Gracie and Wanty anreast and o little to leeward, schooners 
Clyfie and Nokomis way up on the sloops’ weather-yuartar, bue nat 
doing asood footing, In this order they came out nearly easton a 
verre board, steadily the cutter drew away from Vixeu, and 
soled oul higher and higher. Little at first, then if heacome qaite 
noviveable, and soon the word Was passed: “Jost loale tow the wibtsr 
his galved on the sloop.” There waa no help forat, aud there was no 
iistaling whatipmesant, ‘The keel was banoing the centerbrard at 
(he game fairy tiles have pit the latter down as far [hs hebter. 

Bub seeing is believing, ‘The vorpsa certainly tind ib all her awn 
way and refused to slide to leeward as predicted, ov bo let the want 
blow over her. Sbe was domg what none of the sloop, bi or linus, 
would imitate. Goodness kuowsthuy tried, and BODUERS knows they 
ineontinently failed, Oriya was a perfect pictaro, The ease wita 
whith she rose and dipped, the clewn way im which she partet aad 
closed the water was iu striking contrast 10 the otner vessels. Hair 
way out tO the sbip Vixen Was a hwdly beaten bosb, 60 roam soe 
hove for luck, preferring to spproact the tiwn bya series or short 
hoards with the hope of gut-Aluking the cutter holding ber starboard 
tac all the way out, Ltwasa good enough plan and the right tung, 
to do, but there were Ho slants Wu store, anid: Vixen profited wouling., 
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Meanwhile it was noted that Fanny had sagged to leeward much 
-Tore than is her wont, and this was at first laid to the amateur 
skipper at the wheel. We learn, however, that she burst her outer 
bovstay and could not be kept at her work for fear of the con- 
sequences. Though Gracie roun#ed ahead of her special competitor 
anid landed the prize we saw enough of t € two to hazard the opinion 
that. bar fluke and bad handling, shekels are a bit safer on Fanny 
than upon the “ald fayorite,’’ at Jeastin moderate weather, such as 
we had last Saturday. We charge only the usual ten cents for this 
“point,” and hope it may save rash capitalists of ‘‘the street’* from 
losses On or about October 9, 
When well out the three leaders came round to the southward and 

eastward, Oriva giving the eue, one mile in the lead, Gracie next and 
Fanny one and a half miles under the latter’s lee for reasons before 
mentioned. After along board they once more headed east, the big 
ones closing in a fresli€ning breeze, Gracie going rail to, while the 
cutter still showed a black side, With enough eastings to make sure 
of fetching, Oriva was tacked for the mark, Gracie and Fanny follow- 
ing suit, the latter pair trying jibtopsails, A goo1 view of the three 
on end was now had, and though the big ones had water rushing in 
at the scuppers, Oriva did not heel a degree mere than her big sisters. 
On they came forthe lightship, a magnificent sight, paying out to 
starboard and breaking stops on balloon jibs, taking the wind a point 
abaft the beam in to the beach, and rousing insheet around the Hook, 
Vixen came along late, long ago out oftherace. The turn of the 
lizbtship was made as follows: 
Oriva BSS Es SVIRGM Bee chia hetallstats os ly ott 

4 69 16 Glytie... 2 
5 06 35 Nokomis, 

The distance from the Ge ney spindle to the ship as the crow flies 
is six nautical miles, The yachts sailed probably eight and a half 
miles, In this windward work the keel beat the crack board of 
America by no less than seventeen minutes, allowing 2m. 26s. as the 
quarter mile start Oriya had over Vixen at the spindle. Can a keei 
turn to windward with the board? 
Running home it was purely a procession, Oriya sailing in the most 

remarkanle form and holding the 72f£t. Gracie half way into shore, 
finally winning right up on Fanny’s quarter. The vommittee steamer 
chased in as fast as the engine could turn to catch the third class, 
Night fell upon the waters and expectant eyes peered through the 
darkness ou the watch for the incoming racers. Crocodile had gone 
by. Wave was made out and her time taken, 
Then a wait of twenty minutes, when red and green pierced the 

surrounding gloom like demons’ eyes, and soon the lofty, gaunt out- 
line of Gracie's rig loomed up clos¢ aboard and shot oyer the finish 
with a mad rush like a phantom frightened, followed a few minutes 
later by another similar apparition, with spinnaker to starboard, this 
one hotly chased by the smart cutter, burning her Coston to announce 
herself properly to the committee. There was a rush to the bows of 
the Oyclops, and eheers rent the night for the nobby clipper and gal- 
lant erew who had puiled off the grandest victory from the fastest 
sloup on record, beating the Vixen home by nearly forty minutes. 
So ended.a match of the utmost importance in its bearings upon the 
Tuture, and so endeda lesson which will serve as an effective stopper 
upon the old, windy vagaries in glorification of visionary virtues an 
antiquated and narrow-visioned school has invested in beam, shoal 
wea light displacement. the centerboard and the rig of the nursery 
Oy! 

SECOND CLASS SCHOONERS, 

ah Ries Finish, Elapsed. Corrected 
Vokomis........ 2.222... i Shr 
Clue ance ie niiet 00; Not Mam 

FIRST CLASS SLOOPS. 
GTAOIS Aa tat or loys alos 11 10 00 6 57 05 TU 47-05 G47 05 
EROILY \J.aiewees . ob. ,..11 10,00 7 06 08 7 56 08 7 54 16 

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS. 
pve eo) teed) T0000. 7 03 10 7 53 10 7 58 10 
Vitel tutte einen 11 06 02 About 40m, later. 

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS, 
Weve. Gade «11 05 52 6 34 20 7 28 28 7 28 28 
Crovodile.. . -.-11 05 40 
The schooners d to make it arace. Gracie wins $100, Oriva 

(the corpse) wins $100, and Crocodile $85. 

WENONAH.—This beauty is now for sale, her owner intending to 
buildJarger, Anorder has been sent to England for a decent Oregon 
spar, as nothi g first-class is to be had inthe market here. Strange 
that we shonld be obliged to send abroad for sticks of American 
growth, Whoever buys tue Wenonah buys tke fastest thing of her 
Inches afloat in American waters, and a yacht notable for her com- 
fort, a yacht which is ‘here’? in the worst of weather and never 
“there” in a summer puff, 

J#ERSEY CITY Y,. C._—A match was sailed Sept. 26 over a course 
from club house, around buoy 14in lower bay and return, 20 :niles, 
by the boats Porsyth, May and Kuight Templar, for the Commodore's 
Challenge Cup. The match was a resail of the August race, ordered 
In consequence of a foul which could not be decided. May pulled 
out Ler topmast with a big ballooner. Knight Templar won in 1:56;13 
corrected time, Forsyth, 2:04:15, and May, 21:13:43, 

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C.—The fall matches of this 
club will attract universal interest, Since the complete discomfit- 
ure of the crack sloop Vixen by the cutter Oriva, the fight between 
the two types has taken fresh life, and the coming matches give new 
vigor to the one issue in yitchting circles which overshadows every- 
thing else. Unfortunately Wenonah cannot appear for want of a 
mast, and as she is the smartest cutter of the fleet, the loss is a seri- 
ous one to the cause of honest vessels. But perhaps Bedouin, if 
sailed by an expert, is able to take care of her class, and Oriva may 
repeat her wordrous performance of last Saturday. First match 
set down for Saturday, Oct. 13; second match for Tuesday, Oct. 16. 
It is possible the new Heen may stretch her canvas upon these occa- 
sions. 

KNICKERBOCKER Y, C.—Fali matches will be resailed Saturday, 
Oct. 6. The new measurement recommended by the committee is the 
sail area and length rule of the Seawanhaka Y.C. Want of space 
plevents our printing in full the new rule, and also a decision in the 
matter of luffing round upper mark in last race. We must content 
ourselves with forwarding written decision to the club, and announe- 
ing that in our view Nettie Thorp, Gracie, Sara, Corina K. and Lizzie 
KR, all rounded the mark in proper manner, complying with the rule 
of the club, but that the wording of the rule should be.made more 
explicit to avoid misunderstanding. 

ILEEN.—This new crack cutter will be launched from Piepgrass’s 
yard, Greenpoint, Thursday atnoon. We callattention to her snug 
rig. Compared to sloops of her length, her rig looks like a_ jury, yet 
it is all that is required to drive along such a fine form. Hoist dbdft. 
on 65£t, loadline, against 58ft, for a sloop of like length. One more 
big point in the favor of the cutter. Ileen will fit out at once for a 
winter’s cruise to the West Indies. 

STOP AND THINK,—Will the gentlemen proposing to build sloops, 
deep sloops, sloops with cutter rigs, sloops with cutter displacements, 
sloops with the narrow beam of cutters, sloups whith are to be cut- 
ters in all respects save in keel, please stop and think that in fighting 
shy of the best point in a cutter, they are risking the loss of the 
America Cun? Will they stop and think about Oriva’s incomparable 
performance dead to windward? 

BELLEVILLE RACING,—The match for the cup presented by 
Barber & Leslie, of Belleville, Ont., was sailed September 28, Out of 
four starters, Iolanthe and Norah were the only ones to finish. Course 
fifteen miles, wind strong southwest. Iolanthe won by 6m. 24s., the 
Norah having to allow her 25m, The cup must be won three times 
consecutively to become property. Amateurs to steer. 

SHARPIES,—A correspondent wishes to know why we publish so 
much concerning sharpies. Itis the province of a live journal to 
give all shades of opinion, all hobbies and caprices. The more rope 
given, the quicker will those in the wrong hang themselves. Letthe 
sharpie prosper or dieon her merits with the rest. 

LIVE AND KICKING.—‘The cutter furore is over.”* ‘‘No one talks 
cutter any more.” “The cutter boom has passed away.’’ Pshaw! 
Pull down your jerseys. The cutter is booming livelier than ev er be- 
fore. Cutterstock is abits pinnacle. More new cutters in prospect 
than ever before. 

SANDY HOOK TELEGRAPH.—The Sandy Hook telegraph station 
ought to be important enough to justify keeping the office open after 
7P.M. At present the Hook is cut off from the rest of the world at 
iat sai hour, and neither shipping nor yachtsman can get a word 
to the city. 

EASTERN YACHT AGENCY.—Messrs. Burgess have establi:hed a 
new agency for the purchase and sale of yachts in Boston, and will 
aiso make a specialty of designing, building, fitting out and laying 
up. Their address for the present is P. O. Box 2,629, Boston. 

Canoeing. 

FIXTURES. 

Oct. 6—K, C, C. Regatta, Kighty-sixth street, N. R. 

KNICKERBOCKER C. C.—The fall regatta of the Knickerbocker 
C C. will be held on the Hudson off their club house at the foot of 
Highty-sixth street. on Saturday, October 6, at 3 P. M. The pro- 
gramme of races, open to members only, is as follows: 1. Paddling 
race, Class B, 14mile,3 P.M. 2. Paddling race, Class A.1 mile, 3:20 
P.M. 3. Sailing race, Class B.1 mile, 345 P. m. 4. Sailing race, 
Class A, 4:30P. M. 5 Tandem paddling race,1 mile, 5:20P.M. A 
steam lauech will follow the races, tickets for which may be obtained 
of 1, A. Hoffman, 426 West Twenty-third street, up to the 5th. Stages 
will be in waiting at the Highty-tirst station of the Ninth avenue '*L** 
road from 1:3) to 2:45 P, M. to convey members and friends to the 
club house. 

SAIL PLAN OF TANDEM CANOE. 

We give above the sail plan of the double canoe described in the 
last number of FoREST AND STREAM, the rig being designed for 

cruising rather than racing. The grea of the mainsail is G3ft., reefing 
down to 47 and 34ft., and the mizzen is 23ft., reefing to 14ft, 

SPARS FOR DOUBLE CANOE, 
Mainmast—Deck to truck, 10ft. Mizzenmast—Deck to truck, 6ft. 

Diam. at deck, 2!4in. Diam. at deck, 144in, 
Diam. at truck, 1igin. Diam. attruek_#gin. 

Reke 34in. to 1ft, Rake Win. to 1ft. 
Main boom 9ft.; diam, U4in, Mizzen boom Sft. 4in.: diam, 144in. 
Main yard 7ft.; diam. 144m. Mizzen yard 4ft 2in.; diam. 14in. 
Main battens, oval, 5¢x114in, Mizzen battens. oval, 3g in. 

SAILS FOR DOUBLE CANOE. 
Mizzen—Head, 4ft. 2in. 

Foot, ft. 4in. 
Lulf, 4. 
Leach, 6ft, lin, 

Tack to peak, iff. 2in. 
Clew Lo throat, 6ft, din. 

Mainsail—Head, 7ft. 
Foot, 9ft. 
Luff, 6ft. Gin. 
Leach, 10ft. 2in. 

Tack to peak, 12ft, 
Clew to throat, 10ft. Gin. 

aa, Main tack. ft,  Mizzen halyard. 
6b, Main halyard. 0,  Mizzen tack. 
cec, Parrels. q,. Mizzen sheet. 
d, Main sheet sling, nn, Mizzen toppinglift. 
é, Main sheet. m, Main toppinglft. 

Ul, Main jackstay. 
The sails are made of fine muslin sheeting, w th bights Tin. apart, 

the edges being turned in several times and hemmed. The main 
tack is led down through a block on the after side of a brass spider 
band that encircles the mast, and is belayed on the port side nearly 
amidships. The main halliard leads down t rough a check block on 
the starboard side of the spider band, and belays on a cleat on star- 
board side of well, while the downhaul leads through a similar block 
on the port side of mast to port side of well The toppinghtft is in two 

| parts fast to the masthead, and leads down on both sides of the sail, 
! and through a bullseye lashed on the under side of the boom. The 
jackstay is also made fast at. the masthead, leads down the portside 
outside of the sail, and is lashed to the mast just abovethe boom, In 
lowering or setting the sail, if lies in the toppinglift and jackstay, 
which prevent its falling ov: rhoard. 
The mizzen tack leads direct to a cleat on the deck near the mast, 

and the halliard leads through a single block lashed to the mast, and 
is belayed to a cleat near the after end of the well on the starboard 
side. ‘The mizzen sheet leads ta a cleat on the coaning on the port 
side of the well. The mizzen toppinglift is doubled (on both sides: of 
the sail), and also terminates in crowfeet on the lowerends, The 
mizzen may be lowered and allowed to bang in it. 
A yoke is provided on the afterside of the Sliding bulkhead, so that 

the after man may steer, while another style of foot gear, shown in 
the body plan, is fitted to the slides forward, which can be used either 
by the forward man or by a man who is sailing alone. In the latter 
case the hatch 7 is removed and stowed below, the bulkhead shifted 
aft to the fore edge of hatch k, and the opening at after end of the 
well closed with a canyas cover. This coyeris made of duck, painted, 
and fits down over the coaming and the edge of the hatch. Around 
its lower edge are hooks, such as are used on shoes for laciog, and a 
cord is run through them and over screwheads on the coaming, hoid- 
ing the cover tightly down, <A door in the after bulkhead gives room 
there for storage, the forward compartment heing entirely closed, 

THE FUTURE CAMP OF THE AMERICAN 
CANOE ASSOCIATION. ' 

i Rie most valuable feature of the American Canoe Association is 
itsannual meet, bringing together as it does canoeists from all 

quarters and canoes ofall types, affording opportunities for compar- 
isons of the different boats and discussions of their various qualities, 
besides promoting good fellowship among the constantly increasing 
body of canoeists. The main endeavor of the association should be 
to make the meet more and more successful évery year, both in point 
of numbrrs and in added interest in the races and business meetings, 
and to do this it is necessary to Have the camp in a fixed spot year 
after year. 
This season it was deemed advisable to hold a camp in Canada, ac- 

cepting the kind invitation of ex-Commodore Edwards, whose prom- 
ise of a hearty welcome has been more than fulfilled, all who attended 
from the United States pronouncing the meet of 188? a success and 
speaking in the highest terms of their reception. This move, how- 
ever, seems to have been understood by some as an abandonment of 
the Canoe Islands at Lake George; aud at the business meeting the 
question was brought up of the plave of meetmg in 1644, severa. loca- 
tions being suggested and ithe matter being left in the hands of the 
Executive Committee. The main reason for going to Canada this 
ear was to bring the association and its work directly before the 
arge body of Canadian canoeists, who knew but little concerning it, 
and a permanent change trom Lake George was uot contem- 
lated. 

3 The association went to Lake George first in 1880, when the means 
of transportation, atleast for canoes, was yery bad, and with no 
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camping place or headquarters, but now with excellent all rail com- 
munications, 2 camp ground cleared up and keptin order, a house 
for meeting built, courses surveyed, Sh with the plaec, to many at 
least, endeared by pleasing associations, and almost like a second 
home, itis difficult to see any reasons sufficient to justify a change. 
The association can now aiford to spend money every year on per- 

Tmanent improyements, landings. storehouses, icehouse, stakeboats, 
étc,, but of course there would be no warrant for such expenditures 
if only intended for one or two seasons’ use, If permanently settled 
they should, with constantly increasing numbers and influence, be 
ablé to make advantageous terms with the railroads and steamboat 
lines leading to the lake, when it isapparent that the presence of the 
tanoeists attracts a large number br travelers besides, Arrange- 
ments for supplies e.n also be better made than if ina new place 
every year, 
From its situation Lake George is easily accessible from the New 

England States, where a large proportion of the members are found, 
and also from New York, a point that most visitors from the West 
and South desire to stop at, either going or returning, while being on 
the direct line of [he water route to Canada, it is convenient for our 
Canadian cousins. 
No more beautiful spot can be found than the romantic and pic- 

turesque Horicon, and to those who have once paddled over its clear 
waters, and sat around the camp-fire on Lorna Island, it is not merely 
a place to spend a week's vacation pleasantly, | ut it is a part of their 
lives, and they retin each year to the little lake among the moun- 
tains for rest, pleasant companionship, and a respite from the cares 
and worry of the store. the office and the study. 

TORONTO CANOE CLUB RACES, 

RACH was held yesterday afternoon among the members of the 
a Toronto C. C, for a challenge cup and a prize valued at $25, 
consisting of an amateur photographic outfit. The course started at 
a point near the shore landmg of the Royal Canadian Y. C., rounding 
ue island by the eastern gap and return‘ug by the western gap to 
ome. 

wanode Boreas; Robert Tyson, canoe Isabel; Nicholson, Sadie N.; 
Kerr, Mabel K,: Johnson, Fairy (owned by Capt. Andrews). The 
chief condition to the prize was that the race had to bérun in light ) 
sailing canoes] not exceeding 28in, beam. The effect of this stipula- 
tion was that all the boats excepting one, the Mabel K., whose beam | 
measured 28in,, were properly ineligible for the race. In order to 
make a race the Sadie N. and Fairy, whose beam measured 31 and 30 
inches respectively, were classed in the Same Class as the Mabel K., 
while the Boreas and Is4bel were classed in as heavy sailing canoes, | 
The start was made at 2:30P.M. The five canoes came well up to- 

gether on the first gun, all being rigged with lug and jigger sails, The 
appearance of the fleet of miniature ships as they “bore away” on 
the ‘fiying start” was very pretty, their white sails almost “kissing” 
the wave tops as they danced along under a stiff breeze from the 
southeast. The way in which they sendded across the bay almost in 
the teeth of the wind wasa considerable surprise to spectators. who 
imagined that a canoe would carry sail only tobe buffeted about, aud 
Tun the risk of being upset at every puff. 

Neilson in the Boreas soon took the first place, with the Fairy fol- 
lowing close behind. The third and fourth places were taken by 
Nicho!son and Tyson. The finest windward work of the day wasdone 
by Johnson in the Fairy, who. by the time the eastern gap was 
reached, had nearly worked his craft abreast of the Boreas, whose 

The following contestants were entered: Messrs. Neilson, ; 

sailing powers were considered the best in the fleet, He had the mis- 
fortune, however, to break his rudder when near the far and had to 
give npthe race. Meanwhile the Isabel, under the ski lful manase- 
ment of her captain, had crepf up to second place and fora time 
seemed to have a chance to contest the leadership. It was only fora 
time though. The Boreas persistently held herplace. and throughout 
the latter part of the course steadily inereased her distance from the 
rest, 'The boats reached the home buoy in the following order: ist, 
Boreas; 2d. Isabel: #d, Sadie N.; 4th, Mabel K. As the Mabel K, was 
the only hoat within the regulations of the race she was declared the 
winner of the cup. The race was concluded at half past five, haying 
lasted three hiours.—Toronto Matt. 

N. Y. C. C. CHALLENGE CUP. 
ppak sixth and final race for the Challenge Cup presented to the 

New York Canoe Club. was sailed on Saturday, Sept, 20. The 
cup haying been won five times by the Dob, becomes the property of 
Mr. Vaux, according to the conditious on which it was piven. 
The Surge and Freak were also entered for the Junior Trophy, this 

heing the final race. 
The race Was started-at 4:15 with a whole-sail breezefrom the §, 1° 

and the tide running strong up the bay. The course was from th 
elub house to a canal boat moore’ off Constable's Hook, thence 

’ boats. 

fo Robbin’s Reef light, hence, around agstakeboat off the club house - 
and out around buoy 17, finishing at the club house, 
Dot, C. B. Vaux, Mitt. ain. Balance Lug bitin Sate, “bac i 

treak.C.V.B.S Ter ibit) a. “ M Freak,0.V.R.scbuy ler,16ft5 Mutton Leg Mizzen 

Surge, H, O. Bailey, 14tt, | Balance Lug Y Mainsau, . ALZZET oe el see) ULES 
SEER Lae i os vay , i ' ‘ \ 53 100fE, Tramp, , P, Oudin, 14ft. 1 it a ie Bs nee weit Shft, 

7 ; ) bw Te Main sa: cles: 7Ott. Esmeralda, M. Qudm, 14ft. {Mutton Leg Mizzen..... eek igY 15ft, 

The Dot with 3in. rockered keel, carried 75lbs. of lead ballast, 

4); Esmeralda, 4:22:20; Surge, 4:22:80. 
Hauling on the wind, the Freak soon passed the Tramp, and gained 

on the Dot, the two former settling down to a fight for first place, the 
Tramp well astern, and still furiher behind the Esmeralda and Surge, 
the latter taking fourth place at 4:26. A little later the Freak passed 
through the Dot's weather and took the lead, rounding Robbin’s Reet 
first. 

Freak keeping well in shore, made the stakeboat first, keeping Ler 
lead oyer the Dot, which tacked further out in the tide. Freak, 4:50; 
Dot, 4:50:10; Surge, 4:54:15; Tramp, 4:55.50. The Surge and Tramp 
withdrew after this round, leaving the Dot and Freak to finish alone. 
he reach out across the tide was a repctilion of the run in, the time 
at Buoy 17 being: Freak 4:59, Dot 4:59:07. 

‘The struzgle hetween the two was now very close and exciting, but 
all at once the Freal was seen to heave to, laying head to the wind 

i Time; Freak, 4:30:40: Dot, 4:31; Tramp, 4:41:50; Surge, 4:34:15. | 
On the reach home the tide carried all the boats to leeward, the | | 

for some time, the Dot meanwhile keeping on and erossing the finish 
atfi:06, The Freak eame in at 5:19, the lines connecting the deck, til- 
jer aod rudder baying Fareed so that the crew was obiiged to heave 
to and repaim them. The Freak wins the Junior Trophy, and the Dot 
retains the Gup. After therave the cup was formally presented to 
Mr, Vix, and the prizes won at previous races were also presented, 

HINTS AND HELPS.—(R. P., Torontu.)—The mainsail shown in 
Forest Anp Srrvast for May 81, 1884. of 70 &q. ft. will he suitable for 
a canbe 15X82, with a mizzen of the same proportions, but of about 
BOft. area. If itis desired to carry but one sail, thesame proportions 
may still be used for asail of 100tt, area, but two sails are better in 
évery way for a canoé, as the booms are shorter, the bulk of the sail 
is lower, with less weight aloft, reefing and setting is more easily ac- 
complished, and the sails handled to better advantage. 

(G. H, 8., New York.)—The model of a canoe would make a very 
food sailing boat of larger size, but there are some conditions, such 
as stowage, room tor crew, etc,, which would be of first importance 
in a canoe, but which are no longer of moment and may beneglected - 
in a larger boat where the orew sit on thwarts or can stand erect and 
move about freely. There isno rule for the anchors of such small 

An anchor of 2)bs. weight, with a shank Ift, long, is large 
enough for an ordinary canoe, and one of 5 to 10 lbs. for a rowboat, 
\ boat, with more ballast would require a heavier one. A keel yacht 
178 tons would carry one of 25 Ibs. and one of 50, while Lloyds recom- 
mend for a modern 10-tonner, one of 60 Ibs. and one of 1001bs, There 
is no definite rule for proportioning a floating anchor or drag. Fora 
canoe, the spars and sails may be used in an emergency, lashing them 
securely together and making the painter fash to them, An area of 
3 sq. ft. would he enongh for a canoe anchor, and a rough rule is to 
make a triangle, cach of whose sides is equal to two-thirds the boat's 
beam. The flat piece of canyas would be as effectual, but the bag 1s 
rather stronger and less liable to dive or plunge from sida to si(le. 

A WORD FOR CANOEING.—He who can leave the cares and ré- 
quirements of business and social life behind and paddle out into a 
world of rest with only nature about him, knows a new delight and 
experiences @ Supreme pleasure to be reached only by the canoeist. 
Weis his own Motive power and carries with him his house and his 
provisions, and can atford for the lime being to despise the railwuy 
train and the hotel. His craft, only 14ft. long and 2Gin, in breadth, 
furnishes him storage for provisions during the day and a sleeping 
chamber by night. Where no one else can yenture the canovish 
travels. The littlestreamlet, with bare three inches of water in its 
channel, and the restless waves of the mighty old ocean, alike fiirnish 
him a pathway for his canoe. Alone and unaided he can min the 
rapids, or portage his light canoe oyer logs or dams or through the 
forest. The sunshine and the rain are welcomed by him ag friends, 
and, when seated in his miniature cabin with his water-proof apron 
drawn about him, he welcomes the winds and laughs at the storms. 
When wearied by WAS toe the paddle, he sits at his ease and floats 
with the current, or with favorable winds hoists his sails abd scuds 
along with the very poetry of motion, with an ever-changing pano- 

| rama of delight before him, His pastime is indeed 4 genuine recrea- 
tion, for from the exercise, the resting of the mind and the breathing 
of a pure atmosphere. he becomes a new man, physically and 
mentally.—Oreange Frazer. * 

A, CG. A.—Schuylerville, N. Y., Oct, 1.—A meeting of the executive 
committee of the American Canoe Association will he held at the 
Delavan House, Albany, N, ¥., on Oct. 13, ap 4 o'clock P. M., by order 
of F. A. Nickerson, Commodore, Ghas, A, Neidé, Secretary A.C. A, 

UMPHREYS 
OMEOPATHCT A RY 

VET ER SIFICS 
FOR THE CURE OF _ALL DISEASES OF 

Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs & Poultry, 
For Twenty Years Humphreys’ Veterinary 

Specifies have been used by Farmers, Stock- 
breeders, Horace R.R.,Travel’g Hippodromes 
Menageries and others with perfect success. 

LIST OF SPECIFICS, 
A.A. Cures Fevers and Inflammation, Milk 

Fever, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera, 7ic. 
8.8. Cures Founder, Spayin, Stiffness, Tic. 
.C, Cures Distemper, Nasal Discharges, 75c. 
D.D. Cures Bots or Grubs, Worms, - - - 75¢. 
B.A. Cures Couch, Heaves, Pneumonia, Toc. 
FF, Cures Colic or Gripes, Bellyache, Tic. 
G.G Prevents Abortion, - - ~ - - - ~ F5c. err 
H.H, Cures all Urinary Diseases,- - - - 7c. Ol iid 
4.1. Cures Eruptiye Diseases, Mange, &e. Foe. 
J.J. Cures all Diseages of Digestion, - - 75c. 
Veterinary Case (black walnut) with Vet- 

erinary Manual, (850 pp.), 10 bottles of 
Medicine, and Medicator, -+- - $8.00 

Medicator,- - -~>--+--* 777 - 35 
02-These Veterinary Cases are sent free to any 

address on receint of thé price, or any order for 
Veterinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or more. 

Humphrey's Veterinary Manual (330 pp.)sent 
free by mail on receipt of price, 4) cents. 

[2-Pamphilets sent free on application. 
HOUMPUREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO. 

109 Fulton Street. New York 
—— aa 

EF. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUPACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Fine F'ishingsg Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplymg Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 7oft,, $1.00; 120ft. , $1.25; 
ria $175: 800ft,, $2.00; 450ft.. $2.25; GO0ft., $2.50, Any 

50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; d0yds., 75 cts 8 . 
Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limeri 

O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and ajl other hooks. 
treble, 20 cts, per doz ; put up one-half dozen in a 

5 cts.; 2yds.. 10 c1s,; 8yds., 15 cts. Double 

Twisted Leaders, 3 leugth, 5 ets.: treble twisted, length, 1) cts. ‘Trout Plies. 60 cts. per doz, Black Bass 
Trout and Black Bass Bail Rods, 9ft. long, &1,25 to i ck B 

Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 

Samples of hooks, leaders, etc,, sent by mail on receipt of price in mouey orstamp, Send stamp for 

J. EF. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn, 

SAS. 

180ft., $1.50; 2 
25 cts, extra; nickel plated; 
nicke) plated, 50 cts. extra, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, 
Single gub. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; 
package. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Léaders. lyd., 

Flies. $1.00 per doz, 
Fly Rods, 10ff long, $1.50 to $10.00. 

catalogne. 

Established 20 years, Open Eyenings, 

THIS 

to you for $2.00, 

UPTHEGROVE & 
VALPARAISO, IND, 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Pustian and Corduroy, 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR, 

Is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag: weighs but 15 ounces, 

has seven pockets and game pockets, 
material, dead prass color, and will hold the game of a 

successfu: day without losing a hair or feather. It can 

be worn over or under an ordinary coat. 
Send breast measure, 

SECTION BAMBOO RODS. 

rod could be made, 

serviceable at a moderate price, 

» uther makers, 

Having been the pioneers in the manufacture and introduction of Section Bamboo Rods, we have always 

taken great pride in securing and perfecting every improyement in order to maintain our position as the makers of 

the very best rods. Knowing not only theoretically, but also by long experience, that a properly made round red 

is the only absolutely perfeeu rod, we have invariably refused, and stil] do refuse, to put our name on any but our 

*:Best” round section rods. Our prices for these round rods average only about 40per cent, more than the prices 

asked by any other makers, while the rads are widely known to be incomparahly superior. 

any angular) rod can be perfect, we long believed that with proper work : anship and material a really good angular 

Being much easier and cheaper to make than round rods, we hoped to be able fo offer to those 

anglers who can not afford to pay the price of our ‘Best’ round rods, 2 hexagonal rod that would be good and 
We ure more than satisfied with the success which has attended our efforts, tor we 

are bow able to furnish a hexagonal rod that is really worth haying, and ata price which is only a trifle in advance 

While no hexagonal or 

Orders received from anglers residing where the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price. 

ABBE YY & INMBRIB, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

Fine Eishing Wackie, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

Patent 

of the above Reels with Drags, 
6Oyds., $1,005 | 

$5.00. Trout and Black Bass 

McLELLAS, 

Sizes 

It is of strong 

We will mail it 

DOG TRAINING; 
—BY— 

S. 1 HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM, 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICH PRICE $1.00. 

peay 
arger than gauge of shells, Fe 

represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged. 
The crimping tool also acts 
preciated by all experienced 
eharge) to any sportsmen’s ed t 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers wenerally, or shells in case lots 
only, (2,000), and crimpers not less than one clazen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., 

101 & 108 Duane Street, 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Masa. Agent for New England States 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS.. 

EyvyTWwWocH’s 

“Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

These shells ave made of extra fine thin plable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No. 2 primers. 
loaded as often as any of the thicker makes. 
much. Weizht less than paper shells. eg shoot sironger and closer, and 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the 

lwo gauges larger, Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 

Can be re- 
Cost only about half as 

thin metal, inside diameter is 

Or can be effectually crimped with tool (us 

as a reducer, in advantage which will be ap- 
sportsmen. Sample shells will be muflent (without 
elub or dealer, and prises quoted to the trade 

SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 

New York, 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 

lo meet the increasing demand. 

REMOVED TO 153 MILK 
We are obhged to haye more room in our factory and 

We haye received the hig 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. 

_-f£REET, 
erat tacilltiesfor manufacturing our goods 

est award and silyer medal at the Massachu- 
Send for catalogue, 

——— rl 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

AN EXPENSIVE ADJECTIVE. 

A CORRESPONDENT, a professor in a New England 
college, remarks: ‘‘Allow me to say here, what I have 

often thought of saying before, that I haye read your jour- 
nal the last four years with ever increasing interest. Tt is 
the best sporting (I hate that word) paper in the world,” 
We appreciate quite fully our correspondent’s dislike of 

the term ‘‘sporting,” It has an equivocal meaning; it is in 
bad odor, The expression as used to-day is very compre- 
hensive. The ‘‘sporting news” of the daily paper includes 

reports of prize fights, dog fights, pool-room quotations, and 
the doings and misdoings of gamblers, blacklegs, bunco 
steerers and thieves. There is no reason to marvel that a 
gentleman of respectable standing ina staid New England 
town should shrink from being known as a ‘‘sporting man.” 

The odium of “‘sporting”’ has troubled many others, because 
the recreations of shooting and angling have been in popular 
parlance classed under that same head. 

Our correspondent is, however, needlessly annoyed by the 
improper use of the word in the connection im which it is 

employed in his letter. We beg to assure him and every 
one else thatthe Formsr and STREAM is nota ‘‘sporting 
paper.” Its publishers and editors make no claim that it is. 
Some of the vilest sheets indecently exposed on the news- 

stands do make that claim; and for all that we know they 

are perfectly justified in so doing, One of these sheets has 

recently been suppressed in some of the Southern States, 

much to the credit of the authorities, The whole obscene 
brood ought to be exterminated. 

Our dislike of the word ‘‘sporting” is not a whim nor an 

idle sentiment. It has a substantial basis. The adjective 
has been’ to us an expensive oue, It has cost us much in 
two ways. The first item in the count against it is the reye- 
nue it has cut off and now cuts off. Scores and hundreds of 
people who do not now read the PorrsT anp Stream would 
become subscribers if they had not misunderstood the true 

character of the journal by confounding it with the “sporting 
papers.” 

We have been fighting that popular error for years; and 
we shall probably be obliged to keep up the fight for a very 
long time to come. The second item in theaccount is the 

considerable sum put into advertising that the Forest AND 
STREAM is not a “‘sporting paper.” We believe in advertis- 
ing, and do not in the least begrudge the sums expended to 
let the world know what kind of a paper we are making; 
we do complain of the necessity of constantly reiterating 

what kind of a paper-we are not making, 
There is a vast distinction between a “sporting paper” and 

a ‘‘sportsman’s paper.” 

A BIT OF HISTORY. 

N° section of our country shows so much change during 
recent years as the Far West. The old emigrant trail has 

given place to the railroad; the lodge pole trail to the wagon 

road, Where once the buffalo roamed, cattle now feed; 
herds of sheep dot the plains occupied but yesterday by the 
antelope. The savage has made room for the settler. A 

region once without inhabitants is peopled. 

Tn a country where such rapid changes are taking place, 
where old things are constantly supplanted by new, where 
fhe energy and push of the people are ever turning things 

upside down, history suffers, Traditions of the past survive 

but a little while. They are not written down, and are soon 

forgotten, or, if remembered, their details are lost, their 

incidents lose their sharpness, Let us rescue one of these 

tales from oblivion. 
About the year 1846 an emigrant train, while passing 

through the Rocky Mountains, was attacked hy Arapahoe 
Indians and all its members slain, The story of the de- 
struction of these travelers came to the knowledge of some 

trappers in the employ of the American aud Northwest Fur 
Companies, and these men determined to take vengeance on 

theIndians. Some months later, thirty trappers were camped 

in the Freeze-Out Hills, near the Little Medicine Bow River, 

in what isnow Wyoming Territory. One day toward even- 
ing a party of Indians were seen approaching the point of 

Freeze-Out Mountain. They went into camp there, and 

after watching them for awhile, the trappers determined that 
they were Arapahoes. The day of retribution had come. 

After dark the trappers stole quietly down the mountain 

side, and concealed themselyes among the rocks, completely 

surrounding the fifteen lodges of the Indians, In the early 

morning the camp began to manifest signs of life. The first 

Indian that showed himself was shot down, and at once the 

lodges poured forth their inmates. As fast as they ap- 
peared they fell before the galling fire of the white men, 
and in a short time not one Indian was left alive, Then, 

emerging from their cover, the trappers proceeded to kill 

every living thing in the camp. After this, satisfied with 
their revenge, they took their departure. 

We recently visited this battle ground, and, seated in the 

midst of the old Indian camp, listened to the history of the 

massacre, The ground is still strewn with bones and frag- 
ments of bones, which tell the tale of the universal death 
which overtook the camp. Most of these bones are fragile, 
after an exposure to the weather for nearly forty years, but 
a few human skulls, and the long bones of the forearm, are 

still to be seen. Horse and dog skulls are present in consid- 
erable numbers, and old tepee poles are abundant. 

A little search showed other objects of interest. An old 

flint lock rifle was found, half buried in the ground, and a 
bowie-knife of ancient pattern—a true “Louisiana tvoth- 

pick’—whose handle had yielded to the weather, but 

on whose hard blade the rust had made scarcely 
any impression. The edge of this knife was whetted 

in true Indian fashion, round on one side and flat 

‘on the other. There was found also an old “T. Gray” 
axe, such as were made by thousands early in the present 

century for the Northwest Fur Company, and by them used 
in trading with the Indians. Its sray weather-beaten handle 
was still in the socket, its extremity pierced with the hole 

for the buckskin thong by which it was once hung to the 
saddle of the warrior who owned it. A number of other 
telics were found; scrapers made of the antlers of the elk 

with blades of iron neatly fitted into their bent edges, remains 
of pack saddles, a piece of wood carved in imitation of the 
horn of the white man’s saddle, a lead spoon, a clasp knife, 
open, 2 few bullets, a number of sheet-iron arrow points, 

and others of stone. 
Three Arapahoe skulls were secured which would bear 

transportation, though one of these was very fragile. The 
lower jaws had disappeared and the teeth had dropped from 

theirsockets. One of the skulls, evidently that of a warrior, 

bore the marks of some still more ancient combat. Immuedi- 
ately over the external opening of the ear, and along the 
superior line of union between the right parietal and tempo- 
ral bones is an indentation deep and wide enough to contain 
aman’s thumb. This depression was evidently caused by 4 

blow, and the appearance of the bone shows that although 

this blow was sufficiently violent to cause the skull to bulge 
inward half aninch or more at the point referred to, the 

man recovered from its effects. The shape of these skulls is 

very curious, and quite unlike that of the ordinary Caucasian 
cranium, 

Our search: of the battle-ground was hurried, and when it 

was over we packed our trophies upon one of the ponies, and 

mounting, rode slowly away from the historic spot. 

RHGULAR ARMY SCORGS. 

Gren reports of the fall practice im rifle shooting by the 
various picked teams of the regular army, are very en- 

couraging. The men are doing capital work, and show that 
the ability to hit what is aimed af is becoming common 

among the men of the various posts, The percentages of the 

selected teams are very high, and ii rivalry is allowed to ex- 

ert a proper force in the many company and department 

ranges of the country, there need be little fear that the 
whole army will not develop into a fine body of shooting ex« 
perts. 

The system of the general selection of the best marksmen 
each year for special honors, seems to be a good one, and 

with the proper distinctions drawn between the efforts of the 

officers and men, proper discipline may be preserved, and 

the best results ina shooting way reached. It is not yet 
certain that the best work of the armyrifle has been reached. 

We believe that there is a certain percentage which may be 

put down as the working capacity of an arm, It differs in 
various weapons, and is pretty well known in some of the 

State model rifles which have been extensively used. In the 
regular army this figure will ultimately be accurately deter- 
mined, and then only in rare and expeptional instances will 
the rate be exceeded. 

The statistics of army practice are readily collected, and, 

with the facilities for range practice at most, if not all, of 

the posts, there is no reason why there should not be a gen- 

eral steady advance all along the line. No part of the force 

should be allowed to lag, and, scattered as it is into many 
posts, the regular army might do much in stirring up a feel= 

ing in favor of rifle practice among those outside the profes- 
sion of arms. The soldier and the civilian might cultivate 

a valuable acquaintance if they met. frequently before the 

targets, and somewhat of the prejudice against the regular 

military service on the part of the unthinking public would 
gradually disappear. 

THE ANGLING TOURNAMENT. 

cps second annual angling tournament will be held on 
Harlem Mere, in Central Park, this city, next Tuesday 

and Wednesday. The ground is the same that was used last 
year, and may be reached from the 116th street station of 
the Sixth and Ninth ayenues Elevated Railway, or from the 

106th street station of the Third avenue road, Hacks will 
be in waiting at each station, fare.to the grounds ten cents, 

We publish the prize lists and other details in our Sea and 
River Fishing columns. The prizes are numerous and sub- 
stantial; much interest has been manifested by anglers, and 

it is anticipated that the tournament this year will be as 

pleasant as was the initial meeting. There is no admission 
fee, the public is inyited. 

SaLT-WATER GRAYLING.—Mr. Charles Hull Botsford has 
composed and copyrighted, and published in the Manhatlan, 

a ‘Song of the Atalanta.” The Atalanta is Mr, Jay Gould’s 
steam yacht. Mr. Botsford sings: 

We follow, we follow 

The gull and the grayling, 

Now lost in the hollow 
Of ocean, now sailing. 

Which, we take it, implies either that the owner of the 
Atalanta contemplates a yacht cruise up the Jordan Riyer, 

of Michigan, or that Mr, Botsford has discovered a species 

of salt-water grayling. In this case his service to science is 
unquestionably as important as his contribution to the field 

of poesy, 

Bie Bass.—A report appears to be current in Canada that 
the ForREsr AnD SrrREAM has offered a prize of $50 fora 

bass of a certain weight. This report is erroneous and 
without foundation, Why should we offer a prize fora 
heavy bass? <A big fish, like virtue, is its own reward. 
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SQUIRREL SHOOTING. 

6 Deere ig a ghost of a suspicion in my mind that that 
title should be ‘squirrel hunting.” However, wait un- 

til we get back and we'll see. 
The close season had expired. Still, cool mornings, when 

the dew lay heavily and the smoke from the chininey rose 
Straizht into the ait, suggested squirrels. An early frost 
liad scorched the cornfields, stricken the buckwheat, and 
along the hillsides an occasional tree hung out a banner of 
flame. ‘The time was ripe for sqitirrels, so getting my trusty 
gun—ano, on second thonght [ didn’t get my trusty gun, but 
J procured one from a firm where guns might be rented by 
unfortunates who haye no guns, The man gaye me one, 
saying "That's a rattling good gun,” 

i tool it, shook i, and replied, ‘‘Correet. Dost hear it?” 
“Oh! That's perfectly safe, a little loose, that’s all,’’ 
Well, [took the gun, thinking of the days when I pos- 

sessed a gun that was a gun, Went home, loaded twenty 
shells, so that if I missed every other shot I should still haye 
enough game for a pot-pie, That night I got my little alarm 
clock down and proceeded to experiment. The thing had 
become unreliable somewhat, had a habit of forgetting the 
alarm part until an hour or so had elapsed, when it would 
muke up for lost time by an unusually awful clatter, I 
touched her off a few times until Thad her gauged about 
right, aud then settiny her for four o'clock, | mulled her 
with all the clothes I took off, and got into bed, settiny the 
chair near my pillow, for [did not want the household 
waked af an unseemly hour. The little clock more than did 
its duty, for al quarter to four next morning, hke the gun, 
“it was a rattling good one,” 

Tj was afoggy morning, A yery thick foggy morning. 
As 1 stepped out of doors to go to feed my horse, a faint cur- 
rent of air fromthe north fanned my damask cheek, and 
feared an early breeze which would interfere sadly with my 
sports. My noble steed pawed for his outs, which he quickly 
got, and then I proceeded to forage in the pantry and cellar 
for my own oats, so to speak. 

After several trips, upsetting the milk and dishing the 
sauce ina way not intended, | corraled quite a variety of 
good things and sat down to enjoy them. 
Do you know, Lthink such a breakfast almost as good as 

the hunting. A deal better sometimes, for when I hunt for 
breakfast 1 generally find it, bring it down, or put it down, 
as if were, but not always so afield or in the woods, 

What I oican is, that [thoroughly enjoy that prelude to a 
day out, The appetizing lunch set forth. The house all 
quiet. The gun und hunting coat at hand. The coffee smok- 
ing and—the anticipation of our hunt. It is a season of per- 
fect enjoyment tome. How often have I known it. 

The meal ended, I hitched horse to buggy and drove off. 
All alone on the road. ‘Che half meon overhead struggled 
to see what was going on down here, bul the fog baffled her, 
Ghests of trees peered at meas I passed, and were hidden 
again by the enyeloping mist. Here and there a light 
twinkled in a farmbouse, and through one window I beheld 
the wife pouring out the morning chicory. Distant dogs 
barked, also those more adjacent, and the early cock crowed 
fromamony his harém in the recesses of his contracted quar- 
ters reeking with foul odors from excrement long unremoyed, 
as is wont to be the casein the fowl yard of the ordinary 
farmer, ‘ 

It began to grow lighter, Cattle lay near the bars of the 
pasture, haying long since chewed out their yesterday's cuds, 
and now waited motionless, stolidly, for the farmer to come 
and milk them. Laseend along hill and approach a very 
unpretentious farmhouse where I stopped last season. I 
drive into the barnyard and find the farmer cleaning out his 
stable. 

“Good morning!” 
“Tow are you, sir 
“T called to see if I could put my horse up here while I 

look up the squirrels awhile.” 
“Oertainly, sir. Plenty of room.” 
Te didn’t know ‘uch about the squirrels, Tadn’t heard 

much shooting. I was soon going toward the woods (where 
the previous season [lad had good sport) across a ficld that 
wis so. stony that the owner hadn’t dared tackle it. Ihad, in 
ascending the hill, risen aboye the line of fox and now looked 
back upon it where it lay like a calm, impenetrable sea, or 
tossed into billows, ln the east a rosy glow forctold the 
birth of a new day, and it was just the hour to bein the 
woods. There is a time for all things, and half the interest 
of the hunt is gone for me if I’m not on hand in the nick of 
time. <A ficld of buckwheat lay next the woods. It would 
have been better corn. Buckwheat was of little use there lo 
me. The owner probably thought he knew what was best, 
but without doubt he was mistaken. I took the fence with- 
out a header. Listened. Not a sound. Walked a few 
paces on eggs, Leaned against a tree. Used eyes and ears 
diligently. Aha! On yonder tree skips a rodent nimbly. I 
approach quietly, Crane my neck. Squint. And from a 
limb high up a little tail wags erratically and vigorously 
while the saucy bark of a red squirrel salutes the listening 
ear, 

Bosli! Bother! Away wid yel 
I turned ond gently glode along. A fallen tree some 

distance on inyites a rest. Tsit down and listen. I thought 
the stillness would have been more delicious if it had been 
broken by the bark ef a gray squirrel. After awhile I moved 
on, Came to the brink of aravine. Went half way down 
and sat down where I had a good view. A sound of drop- 
ping nuts or something, a few rods away, told of life in the 
iveetops, Cautiously 1 make my way thither, <All quiet 
again. Presently i lim) shakes overhead. I cock my gun, 
come to a ready and then see a red squirrel turning himself 
inside out up there with excitement. 

Bah! 
Ivo hence, Crows in the edge of the woods are haying a 

caucus, and are as noisy and determined 1s human caucus- 
ers, The chup, chup of a chipmunk a little way off tells 
that he has seen me. 

Chitte-r2--r away off in the woods goes another red nuis- 
anee. But not a glimpse of a gray greets my wailing 
orbs, 

1 move on, like Joe—I sit me down. Ilook. I listen— 
and finally having vircumscribed the woods and cut it into 
divers chords, { pive up the quest and go to my team, which 
I hitch up. Thon the question arises, ‘homeward or on- 
ward?” Jtiseivht A.M. Getting late for squirrels, but I 
thought I'd see a little more of the country out that way, so 
Tdroye on against the inclination of my horse, who natur- 

he 
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ally turned his head down the hill when I went out of the 
gale, 

I drove half a mile or go, and came to two boys culling 
firewood by ihe side of the road in front of a farmlouse. 
Old chopping log half cut or hucked in two. Pile of saw- 
Sete saw and buck, dull axe, and yery small pile of stove 
wood, 

“Good morning, boys! Any squitrelsin the woods yonder?” 
“Yes, sit, They's quiteatew, Hear’em shootin’ now 

and then,” (Referring to men), 
“Well, can I put my horse in the barn while Isee what I 

can see?” 
“T dunno, Say, mam, can he?” 
“Certainly,” says the mother, who has been listening un- 

beknown to me. 
TL unhiteh, and the boys open the door with an apologetic 

“Haint Gleaned out this mornin’, had much to do. Goin’ 
to, though.” 

Then one adds as an excuse for the interrogation of his 
mother, ‘‘Reason I asked mam was, dad’s gone with the 
team, ’n’ I didn’t know when he’d be back,” 
AsItook the gun from the buggy one of the lads asked, 

“Be you a hunter?” 
“Just now Iam considerably.” 
“Mighty fine gun you've got.” 
Just then a dog of the cocker spaniel type came up, and 

secing the gun, wagged the question, ‘Goin’ hunting?” 
“Will he tree partridges?” said I. 
“Yes, sir! Best kind of a dog for that. 

nearly every time I go into the woods.” 
‘All wight,” said I, ‘will he follow me?’ 
“Jess show him your gun and tell him you’re goin’ huntin’ 

and he'll go.” 
“Here, doggie, I'm going hunting; want to go?” 
No spoken Janguage on earth could answer affirmatively 

and joyously better than he did, so off we went. He was all 
over the ground in a minute, and just after jumping the 
fence into the woods gaye a yelp and was off like gun- 
powder. In a moment or two I heard a muffled bark and 
following on t found him with his eyes and mouth full of 
dirt, at the foot of a hollow tree. In that short space of 
time he had gnawed off half of the bark at the butt of the 
tree and dug holes wherever the roots permitted, I pulled 
him away from the hole in the tree and found rabbit hair on 
the bark. Ran a small limb up the hollow; not long enough. 
Got another; too short, Set some leaves afire, put some 
damp ones on top,and had afine smudge which poured 
from a knot-hole fifteen fect up, Waited. Nothing dropped 
for so long that I gave it up as a bad job, whistled the dog 
off, and ‘‘maryandered” along. After a while heard him 
again, Wollowed scent and found him tearing up the earth 
at the foot of a tree, near a hole therein about an inch in 

Trees partridges 

diameter. I “‘ealled game” and the dog and hunted some 
more. <A partridge ten rods away suddenly rose and went 
somewheré else. He had been evidently watching me for 
some time from a log of vantage. In desperation I might 
have thrown some shot after him had there not been a small 
wilderness of brush between him and I, [ wandered aimlessly 
about for some time, listening and looking for squirrels, the 
dog putting in an appearance occasionally just to keep up 
the acquaintance, but I saw nothing but « red, which 1 
dropped out of a tall tree just to see whether the gun was a 
“yattler’’ or not, My watch said ten o’clock. I was tired, 
whistled up the dog and went to the barn, hitched up and 
drove homeward, I think probably the aforesaid title ought 
to be “Squirrel Hunting,” but 1 communed with nature and 
myself considerably. 

aatuyal History. 

“THE BIRDS OF MAINE.” 

Tiditor Forest anid Stream: 
Mr. Everett Smith’s first and direct reply to my review of 

his ‘Birds of Maine” was marked by such apparent courtesy 
and good feeling that I might haye allowed it to go unan- 
swered, had he not seen fit fo reopen the subject with an 
attack so pointed and sarcastic that 1 cannot longer remain 
silent. 

Let me first say that my review (in Bull, N. O, C., Vol. 
VIIL., pp. 164-166) was intended to be a just and moderate 
criticism, In many respects it proved the most difficult and 
distasteful task that I haye ever undertalen (it was shunned, 
not sought), for my friendly relations with the author made 
it hard for me to deal impartially with his work, This 
weukness was iu the end oyercome, otherwise the review 
had never appeared; for I do not respect criticism which is 
influenced by personal considerations—either friendly ov in- 
imical—or which shriuks from exposing all blunders or mis- 
statements that are in any way calculated to do future harm, 
But I neither wished nor attempted to deal harshly with the 
paper, and | honestly tried 1o give it all the praise that it de- 
served; on the other hand, 1 did not hesitate to characterize 
some of its defects in terms of unqualified severity, for their 
agerayated nature seemed to me to render such treatment 
imperative, There has been too much leniency shown in 
similar cases. A doubtful or even a demonstrably errone- 
ous statement may do incalculable injury if not promptly 
challenged and suppressed. Tf the author’s pride is hurt by 
the challenge, he should blame no one but himself. He or- 
dinarily does blame the critic, who incurs no end of illswill 
for haying simply done his duly. Truly the critic’s task is 
an ungracious and thankless one. 

Taking np the points in Mr. Smith’s first letter (see For- 
Est AND SrruAM, Vol. X XT, No. 8, pp, 148, 149), I would 
say that he is right in assuming that “‘the critic was well 
aware of the fact that no technical descriptions were in- 
cluded in the plan of the catalogue, and that the most 
general terms were used in the very brief indications of 
the character of the ezgs and places of breeding of the 
yarious species;” but that these terms were incorrect and 
misleading, even as generalizations, is shown by the singular 
way in which they are defended, Thus the author explains 
in 4 fairly correct and satisfactory manner that the black- 
throated blue warbler nests in ‘‘young fir, hemlock or spruce 
trees,” “sometimes within two fect of the ground” (out of 
fifteen or twenty nests which I huye found in Maine not one 
has been built higher than three fect above the ground), and 
that the nest of the chestnut-sided warbler ‘is usually, if 
not always, placed in a crotch between two branches or 
twigs of young trees, bushes or shrubs.” Coutrast this with 
the original statement that both species nested ‘fon trees”! 

Similarly the great crested flycatcher was said, in the list, 
to breed ‘usually on High trees,” an assertion which I criti- 
cised because it implied that the nest was placed an the tree ° obs 
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or branch—as with the olive-sided fiycatcher—not @n it, that, 
is in a hole or crevice, which is invariably the case. The 
author in replying misses the point entirely, and devotes his 
attention to proving that the nest is sometimes built: high | 
above the ground, a fact which no one of vourse will dispute, » 

Of the winter wren Mr, Smith wrote: ‘Its emgsand habits 
are similar to those of the house wren.” In defense of this 
assertion he now says: “‘Its eggs and habits do more resem- 
ble those of the house wren than of any other bird in Maine 
With which a relative comparison can be made;” adding, — 
‘the family characteristics of these two species are similar.” ° 
This is not sustaining the original position yery strongly, but 
his present ground is searcely more tenable. Surely, it is” 
not necessary to go into details to prove this! Every one 
familiar with the two birds must know the radical difference 
in their habits and haunts, éspecially during the breeding 
season; the house wren familiar, confiding, frequenting gar-_ 
dens and orchards, and often nesting in,the very heart of the 
crowded, noisy city; the winter wren shy, retiring, seeking 
the depths of the loneliest forests, and rarely, if eyer, nesting 
elsewhere, Moreover, their nests and eggs differ quite as 
widely. The eggs of the winter wren, despite Mr, Smith’s 
assertion to the contrary, are sometimes pure white, and un- 
spotted like those of the short-billed marsh wren, whileT 
haye yet to see a specimen which by any possibility could be 
mistaken for the egg of a house wren. 

The case of Wilson’s blackeap warbler is not important, 
and Myr, Smith is probably right in thinking that the ma- 
jority of the individuals seen in Maine are migrants, bound 
to or from breeding grounds further to the north or cast. 
Nevertheless, he has overlooked a positive record of the 
breeding of the species in Maine, made on the excellent 
arihonity of Mr. G. F. Batchelder (Bull. N. O. C., Vol. VIL., 

. 110). 
i Recrdine the eggs of the goldfinch the crilic frankly 
admits that he did not notice the author's correction in the 
summary. The force of this correction is somewhat 
weakened, however, by the peculiar adyantages which tbe 
author is known to have enjoyed in respect to Vhese after- 
thoughts. 

So much for Mr. Smith’s direct defense, which, by the 
way, is remarkably well managed, considering the straits in 
which he was placed. Nevertheless it must be evident to all 
who are familiar with the points at issue, thal his explana- 
tions, in most cases, are ¢ilher skillful e¢vasions or more or 
legs full admissions of the errors with which he was charged, 
Indeed, no other inference seems possible unless we sssume 
that our author does not understand the use of the English 
language; that, for instance, by o7 a tree he means im if; 
that by the simple word tree he would imply a sapling, a 
bush, or a shrub; that the words similar and dissimilar are, 
in his mind, synonymous. Such an ussumption is so unlikely, 
however, in view of Mr. Smitl’s undeniable proficiency as a 
writer, that his critic prefers to retain first impressions, viz., 
that the author of the '‘Birds of Maine” undertook a task for 
which he was incompetent, and—failed. Orto be more ex 
plicit, and at the same time just, that he has produced a list 
which, while neither creditable nor reliable as 4 whole, con- 
tains some very interesting and yaluable matter, especially 
on water hirds. 

The contents of Mr. Smith's second letter can be summed 
up in afew words, Tn an article ou the whitesyinged gull 
be deseribes a peculiar gull similar to one in Mr. Merrill's 
collection which was recently announced as a specimen of 
Larus glaucescens, After detyiling its characteristics at some 
length he next assumes (wholly without argument) that ip 
represents a mere phase of ZL. leveepierus, and on thestrength 
of this assumption proceeds to attack my reputalion as a 
general ornithologist because I had referred a third example 
of the same form to Larws glieucescens, Ln short, our author, 
finding himself charged with blundéring, scizes what seems 
to him a favorable opportunity for retorting in kind, and in 
a curiously adroit manner, impales the critic on his own 
lance. . 

Such, briefly, is the external aspect of the case; it has 
another side, Mr. Smith mentions incidentally that he sent 
his gull to Mr. Brewster for examination. He might have 
added that I compared if with an extensive series from the 
Smithsonian Institution, as well as with Mr. Welrh's 
and Mr. Merrill’s specimens; that 1 submitted the more 
important results of this study to him in confidence; 
that he consented to my publishing any notes that I 
chose relating to his specimen; and finally, that I have 
prepared an extended paper on the subject for pub- 
lication in the Octeber number of the Bulletin of the 
Nuttall Ornithological Club (the Jast proofs of this paper are 
before me as I write), Just what this paper contains I need 
not now explain, ‘The point is that Mr, Smith ucted upon a 
knowledge of its existence and a partial knowledge of its 
contents when he framed his article on the while-winged 
gull, In so far as my reputation as an ornithologist has been 
assailed I care little. My reputation stands hefore the world 
for whatever it may be worth, and in the present instance I 
would go no further in ifs defense than to deprecate judg- 
ment in the matter of this gull until after my paper appears. 
Nor do I care for the sarcasm with which Mr. Smith’s letter 
abounds. Sarcasm, like fireworks and other brilliant effects, 
may flash and sparkle to the momentary gratification of an 
audience, but its results are seldom lasting, and it is much 
more likely to burn the fingers of him who uses it than to 
injure the object against which it is directed, I do care very 
much, however, for the breach of confidence above referred 
to, for it is an act of which I did not deem its author capa- 
ble. WiitramM Brewster. 
Camariper, Mass., Oct. 5, 1838, 

EXPERIENCE WITH SNAKES. 

| ace permit me to tender my acknowledgments to 
Miss @atherine C. Hopley, for the information she has 

so kindly and socourteously afforded on the subject of yeno- 
mous suikes. Miss Hopley states thut the class known as: 
“spreading adders,” ‘spread heads,” or “puffing vipers,’ 
are harmless. There is a widely prevailing popular belief in 
this country that such snakes are very poisonous. They are 
certainly very pugnucious, and if my memory is not faulty, 
Thave found yenom fangs in their mouths. One of the 
noticeable characteristics of these snakes is, that when dis-_ 
turbed they emit a hissing sound like an old goose defending 
her nest or young. I had supposed that the whole snak 
tribe was divided into two broad classes, the constrictors 
andthe yenomousones. These, which Miss Hopley deserib 
would appear to belong toa third class. ) 

Jn shooting partridges (Bob Whites) a few daya ago c 

came upon a snake, one of the bird-catching variety, W ich 
was almest white, I suppose it had recently shed its 
thougli it had not the pale blue, opaque eyes which 

eryed in them in that condition. 
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Tuasi summer, durine the overflow, I was traveling in a 
ekift with the United States mail, a railroad conductor and 
hwo negro oarsmen, about eight feet above the track of the 
V8. &P. Railway. One of the vegrous (they have yery 
sharp eyes) called the conductor's attention to a snake up in 
‘a eypress tree. The conductor had a small .22-caliber rifle, 
which he carried along for the destruction of snakes, 1 was 
unable to see the snake until he fired, when 1 saw a water- 
moccasin four or five feet Jong drop from a point about 
seventy-five feet high, on the hody of the cypress. He fell 
some distance and canght on a limh, where we left him 
squirming, cut nearly in two by the bullet, It was a very 
good shot, and the snake was higher up the tree than I had 
ever seen one before, and he liad scarcely 2 linth to assist him 
jn climbing. 

In my wanderings I lave trod upon tro rattlesnakes, 
stepped over one, and have been in close proximity to qnite 
4 number of them, yet I never had one olfer to strike me 
except after being teased, I conclude that the expenditure 
of venom is exlaustive to the snake, and he is reluctant to 
make the effort unless excited, OUACHITA, 
Monann, La, ‘ 
|The impression that the spreading adder (Zéferadon) is 

venomous is very general, but is apparently without any 
foundation in fact. The appearance of the snake would 
account in a measure for the dread in which if is generally 
held. ] 

Reopyy ARRIVALS AT Tai PHILADELPHIA ZooLoGicaAL GARDEN.— 
Received by mirchase—One wild cat (Lyne ypufys), one Macaque 
monkey (Macacus cynomolgus), one male chamois (Rupicapra tragus), 
one fishhawk (Pandion heliaézius), tour yellow-throated parrakeets 
(Brotogerys tout), two Huropean robins (Hrithacus rubecula), two 
blackeap warblers (Sylvia arfricapilla), and one banded rattlesnake 
Crotalus harridts), Received by AEp nial ee ots woodchuck 
Arctamys monax), two raccoons (Procyon totor), oné opossum 
(Didelphys virginiana), one female gray lagothrix (Lagothrix him- 
boldté), one Carolina dove (Zentiida comabilis), one bald eagle (Hali- 
dius lencoreplhalus), one golden eagle anaes chrysctos), two great 
horned owls (Rubo virginianus), two Kittiwake gulls (Larus tridac- 
iylis), one common hbittern (Botawrns minor), four water furtles 
(Cinusternum pennsylvanicun), one vopperhead (Ancistrodon con- 
tortrix], one land tortoise (Cistido cluwsa), three horned lizards 
(Phrymosoma cornuta), one black snake (Bascanion constrictor), and 
four alligators (Alligator Le er EE Bormin the garden—One 
male zebu (Box indies), and four water moccasins (Ancistrodon 
piscivorus). 

Game Bag and Gun. 
To insure eprom attention, comnumications should be ad- 

dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not ta 
individuals, in whose ubsence from the office matters of im- 
portance are able to delay. 

OPEN SEASONS, 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug, 16, has 
been published in conyenient pamphlet form,and will be sent to any 

address, postpaid,on receipt of 10 cents. 

PROFESSIONAL MEN AND GAME, 

Fititoy Forest and Streany} 
_ It would. usually seem that whatever opinions we may 
have entertained of a man’s acts while he lived and breathed 
among us, and was able fo defend himself, that after he had 
“gone to that bourne from whence no traveler has ever re- 
turned,” the least we can do is maintain a respectful silence 
in deference to the solemnity of the occasion and its cireum- 
stances. 

"The sad occurrence in the wilds of Northern Maine which 
called forth the letter of '‘Olibo” in your last issue would 
haye gone into oblivion without any public comment on my 
part, if he had nof chosen to open the subject himself, and 
had not invited the discussion of this topic. He says, in re- 
ferring to the late casualty in Maine, “T am able to say onthe 
best authority—that of the gentleman who was with him 
when the accident occurred—that he was standing on the 
shore of the lake, and was in the act of putting his gun into 
the boat.” And yet his pun was loaded with heavy buck 
shot while he was on a fishing excursion. Why was this? I 
will answer this query myself, ‘The gentleman who was 
~ith him’ told several reliable persons at Mt, Kineo and 
trecnville, who related the same to the writer, that only a few 
moments before the accident occurred they (Messrs. Smythe 
and Plielps) had been firing at a caribou and failed to kill. Be- 
Sides this, an efficient State detective had previously been on 
the trail of this same party, knew their whereabouts, under- 
stood their intentions and was aware of their every moye- 
ment, and he avers that such was the fact. It is useless to 
deny thaf they were openly and notoriously making an 
attempt to violate the game laws. of Maine, , 

But: “Oliho” prepares himself for proof of their guilt by 
denouncing the law. There is an old maxim which says: 
“Those who do not preserve the law of the land, thence justly 
incur the ineffaceable hrand of infamy.” 

The man who “prefers” to he classed with the ‘ayw- 
breakers” rather than the “law-mekers’ and law-abiding 
citizens, arrays himself upon the’side of the lawless, espouses 
the cause of poaching, liuw-breaking and yiolence, whether 
the law is right or wrong, 

But upon the question of the merits of the game laws of 
Maine, “Oliho” is entirely in error. He claims that they fail 
to “secure the approbation of one of the best, and in general, 
most law-whiding portions of the community.” No state- 
ment could possibly haye been written that would have heen 
further from the truth than this one. 
_ Tlie refers to “professional men” or to the “‘sportsmen” 
in general who yisit Maine during the season for fishing and 
shooting, I deny that assertion most emphatically. 

For many years past I have resided in this portion of 
Maine, near the region which was the scene of this fatal and 
Jamentable accident, and where thousands annually congre- 
gate during the summer months to enjoy the charms and 
attractions of these northern forests, lakes, ponds and 
streams, and during the time I haye comein contact, become 
associated with and formed the acquaintance of many of 
these people who are denominated “sportsmen,” and who rep- 
resent the professions and yarious other ayocations of life. 
They come from almost every Northern State, but more 
especially from New England and the Middle States. They 
ire, as & mule, gentlemen, and law-abiding, respectable 
citizens, - 
_ From what knowledge I have of them, which is hased 
upon u Close observation for ten years past, I helieye that 
not five per cent. of their number are violators of or are in 
sympathy with any infractions of the Maine game and fish 
Jaws. On the other hand, they are usudlly among the most 
ardent gnd enthusiastic: supporters of the idea of protection 

our fish find game, and their influence with the guides, 

their intercourse with our own citizens of Maine during 
their summer visits here, have had much to do with creating 
the wholesome public sentiment that now prevails in favor 
af these laws throughont the entire length and breadth of 
fhe State. 

Instead of these laws failing’ to secure the approval of 
this class, they have ever been their truest and most staunch 
and reliable friends, and in more than one instance these 
“professional men” from other States haye inspired or orig- 
inated the acts which ave now the very laws so despised by 
*Olibo.” 

“Olibo” further says, in support of his denunciation of 
the game laws, ‘‘All they [the tourists] ask is * * * ihe 
privilege of taking enough fish and game to eke out such 
supplies as they can conveniently take into camp.” The 
midnight assassin and the “gentleman” who robs hanks 
could with as much reason make the same argument anil 
appeal for their ‘‘rights.” When the lone squatter upon the 
shores of Moosehead and Chesuncook lakes and the hardy 
pioneer at the outposts of civilization require game during 
the prohibited season for the purpose of satisfying the 
hunger of himself and his wan family, there might be, 
viewing his cause from a purely humane standpoint, some 
plea in justification of the warden who refrains from enfore- 
ing the extreme rigors of the law upon him when he exer- 
cises the ‘privilege of taking enough fish and game” to his 
méager and dreary cabin to prevent starvation But for the 
professional—whether he he clothed in clerical robes, re- 
eciving a munificent salary, and living on the ‘‘fat of the 
land,” or whether he be the luxuriant lawyer, endowed with 
arich clientaze—to claim this favor has not the meril of 
good sense, 

The man who cau afford to travel fthree or five hundred 
miles by rail, put up at first-class summer hotels, and employ 
guides in his tours, is able to supply himself with all the 
necessaries and luxuries of camp life without killing deer, 
moose, caribou, or game birds in close time. 
Ido not say that the poor man should haye the right to 

yiolate the Jaw, but I do claim that if either of these classes 
are to be condemned, it ‘is in every sense more proper, fit- 
ting and christian-like that it be him rather than those repre- 
resented by ‘‘Oliho.” 

As I have never been a member of the Legislature of Maine, 
T do not take any special umbrage at his gentlemanly ideas in 
regard to the Maine law “‘makers.” Generally speaking, 
they have been those who were amply able to defend them- 
selves. But they have been ‘‘gentlemen” who haye had con- 
victions that the fish and game of our State belong to the 
public, and not to a privileged class or a favored fow, 
whether they be men from the classic walks of professional 
life, owning Government securities, and living in palatial 
tesidents, or the hackwoodsman of the forests owning a 
hundred acres of land and liying in a log house, and they 
have enacted laws which protect and preserve this game for 
the whole public, and their laws are now being sustained by 
the most intélligent and influential of Maine’s citizens, as 
well as by nearly all of those from the cities and towns of 
other Siates, who favor us with their presence during the 
summer mouths. J. F. Spragup, 
Monson, Maine, Oct. 1, 1883, 

Exditey Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of September 27 are two communications 

relating to Maine, both interesting to me, the first from its 
sympathy and good will, the second for the want of the 
same. Let us look at same protection as it is, and ste who 
protect the game and how itis accomplished. We must, all 
admit that large game can last but a few years at best, and 
if not protected its extinction is near at hand. I haye 
watched for over forty years its steady and rapid decrease, 
and the effects of different agencies which have caused this 
destruction, and at some future time will speak of them, I 
do believe that with judicious laws properly enforced much 
can be done to restock our depleted forests; yet how best to 
do this is the question. Our Legislature passed laws, they 
were amended when found imperfect, and now wo have 
them, not satisfactory to all, but we do hope by their en- 
forcement to save our game, and when we find they need 
changing we shall yery properly submit the question to our 
Legislature, 

tis the duty of our good citizens to obey and aid in the 
enforcement of laws, especially when they originated by the 
wish and will of the majority of the people, which is true of 
our game laws, Our game laws were intended to benefit 
al], and when our Legislature enacted them all sportsmen 
and protectionists were invited to assemble in Augusta for 
consultation. We are satisfied that our Legislature acted 
wisely and advisedly, and that proper enforcement of our 
present Jaws will result in great good to our State. A law 
may he good, yet not enforced because of want of proper 
moral sentiment. We see it in the enforcement of the Maine 
liquor Jaw; one town punishes its rumsellers, another does 
not, for the reason that the first has amoral] power, the second 
none, yet no one will say the law is not good in ifs intent, 
or that the enforcement of same would not be a benefit to all. 

Public sentiment is with game protection, and is daily 
gaining in strength, Market hunters and middlemen are 
Toud in their denunciations, but their number is small when 
compared with the supporters of the law. I have lived all 
my life in Maine, and for the greater part of the time in one 
of the best regionsfor game; and I thoroughly know the ‘‘law- 
breakers,” “Olibo” is correct, ‘breakers of the law.” That 
means here skedaddler, bounty jumper, smuggler, whisky 
seller, fire-bug, thief and poacher. I believe all our resident 
poachers can be classed as possessing one, if not all, of the 
qualifications of the above law-breakers, The game protec- 
tor proper is the resident who aids the officers of the law. 
Telaim to belong to that number. It is enough to contend 
with our own depraved citizens without having tonrists come 
in with their money and bad whisky to encourage our ‘‘law- 
breakers.” We pay money and.work for the protection of 
game, and claim we haye a right to speak when our visitors 
from other States come in to steal what we have produced. 
JL amnuot severe, for just read: 

“T frankly confess, that as the laws now stand, I much 
prefer to be classed among the breakers than among the 
mikers of them, Laws which fail to secure the approbation 
of the best, and in general, most law-abiding portions of the 
community, may be safely set dawn as practically obsolete 
from the day of their enactment. The class of men to which 
T have the honor to belong nre gentlemen, many of them are 
accomplished sportsmen; none of them are trout-hogs, or 
guu-hogs. All they ask is what everybody else enjoys, or 
may enjoy, viz., the privilege of taking enough fishand game 
to eke out such supplies as they can conveniently take into 
camp. They could safely be trusted to kill no more game 
than is necessary, and their number ig not so Jarge that 

they would make any serious inroad on the supply of game, 
Surely alaw might be framed which would permit them, on 
presentation of proper papers tothe game commissioners of 
uny State, and perhaps on payment of a fee, large or small, 
to take what they need. But it is scarcely reasonable to sup- 
pose, whatever others may fhink, thal professional men, 
whose duties are such, that if they go into the woods «at all 
ihey must go during the close season, and nany fo whom a 
trip £0 the woods is literally a new lease of hfe, will respect 
a series of statutes enacted by the average State Legislature, 
the majority of whom, to judge them by their work, do nof 
know the difference hetween trout and tomecod. or caribou 
and coon.” 

Is this the position of honorable men? Can it be that we, 
inhabitanis of Maine, are not capable of self-preservation, or 
have we no idea of right and wrong? Has this very select, 
honorable and high-toned jody of gentlemen to which 
“Olibo” belongs a right to demand and expect of a State 
special privileges not allowed to its own citizens, in order 
that they may kill the mother deer with her tiny fawn by 
her side, or the hen grouse yet hovering over her young, ‘‘to 
eke out such supplies as they can conveniently take into 
camp?” Ts it, not open season for fish. and are not our Com- 
missioners doing their best to keep up and restock our waters 
with game fish? Can man change the laws of nature? Does 
not the game fish of Maine afford sufficient pleasure for the 
reasonable tourist, added to our beautilul forest scenery? 
Must this very select body of gentlemen have the privilege 
of destroying sick and immature animals not yet game, be- 
cause they chance to grace a professor's chair and their yaca- 
tions do not correspond with the laws of nature? Must all 
law be set aside to suit the desire of a few tourists to destroy 
animal life? Isamana sportsman that will take such 4 
position? Is it right to allow a man to break a Jaw because 
he occupies an exalted position in society? Who does not 
sce the impracticability of such a position? Does not this 
course of *‘Olibo’s” show most astonishing self-esteem, sel 
fishness and disregard for the feelings of others? Let us be 
reasonable, 

For one I will say, ‘‘Equal rights to all.” 
MaAcutas, Oct. 1, 1883. 

Orp Tua. 

A SPRING DAY ON THE PRAIRIE, 

WAS living near the Platte river, in the beautiful State 
of Nebraska, This river, with its tributaries, is the 

natural feeding ground for the myriads of geese and ducks 
that migrate yearly from North and South, The geese seem 
specially to like the sandbars of the river, and every falland 
spring the sportsmen from Omaha, Lincoln and Nebraska. 
City, shoot large numbers, Oue day not long ago, I saw 
over two hundred geese in a pile in the streets of Lincoln. 
Imay he mistaken as to the exact number, and if so, Burr 
H. Polk, one of your most interesting correspondents, can 
correct me, 
Ducks are found in the small streams and ponds at points 

from ten to twenty miles from the river, and afford 4 great 
deal of sport. I think they are not protected at allin Ne- 
braska, but they most assuredly should be, as often teal are 
shot in May, They nest quite frequently, hut would remain 
in larger numbers if protected. 

In the school where I was teachine—for I was a school- 
master, and my business according to the usual saying, was 
teaching the young idea the use of firearms—was a very 
bright hoy, Bert, who was an enthusiastic sportsman. He 
and I soon became fast friends, for I, too, am an ‘‘enthusi- 
ast.” Hyver since the age of twelve, I haye owned some kind 
of a gun, and like O’Gorman’s green bottle, ‘must haye one 
in the house for its company.” 

One day in April I told Bert that on Saturday, should it 
be pleasant, we would spend at least a part of the day in- 
duck shooting. He was to furnish the lunch and I the horse 
and buggy, and as is usual in making such plans, we agreed 
fo get an early start. I think the hour named was seven. 
Saturday dawned cool and clear, with a spanking wind from 
the N.W. Really it was decidedly stiff, and had it not 
been a hunting excursion on which we were bent I should 
have'giyen it up. Alas for my plans! Idid not wake to a 
certain knowledge of ibis world until§ A. M. Either the 
school duties of the week had been too much for me or I 
had been out late the evening before; at any rate it was ten 
o'clock before we were fairly started. We had an open 
buggy just right for shooting excursions and an old nar, 
trusty and true. According to report she had spent the 
greater part of her late years in hunting, and was just the 
outfit we wished. I noticed that Bert’s lunch basket was 
rather large, and from the many excuses made by his mother 
concluded that we had a fine “spread.” 
Twas much disturbed by the uncertain and mysterious 

appearance of a sporting ordnance, called the ‘Zulu,’ which 
constituted Bert’s weapon. This gun isa kind of a club- 
footed affair, that perhaps is known to some of the readers 
of the Forest anp Stream. I never saw%one before, nor 
have I seen one since. They may he fine guns, as a class, 
but this was not. Its record was poor indeed. Was 
“knocked out’ at the second round, and consigned to 4 rest- 
ing place under the seat—Bert declaring that he ‘‘preferred 
rather to drive than to shoot.” But more of this anon. 
We were hardly outside of the city limits, when I saw a 

bunch of teal flying head to the wind, and apparently about 
to cross the road near us. It did not take me long to slip my 
12-gauge Baker from its case and hunt up a couple of shells. 
The birds lit in a small mud hole near us, and by creeping 
and crawling a short distance, I got two shotsat them, Re- 
sult one bird. ‘‘First blood!” yelled Bert. ‘‘First blood,” 
echoed I. We now put the old nag to her best paces, in our 
anxiety to get to the shoooting grounds, Tt was nearly noon 
when we reached our destination, We both took our suns 
from the buggy, put a few shells in our pockets, and started 
along the banks of Salt Creek. (Notice, this is not the 
fabled stream, up which disappointed candidates are sup- 
posed to journey, but it has an actual existence.) We saw 
plenty of ducks flying from point to point, and soon had 
two teal and a widgeon added to our bag. Bert made a 
pot-shot at seven teal, which were silting on  mudbank 
Just across the creek and failed to get a,feather. He looked 
decidedly blank, but from the far-reaching shot Toles 1 
noticed in the bank, I think the fault was in the gun. 
On taking a yote of thedelegates we decided that it was 

dinner time and the conyention adjourned to the south side 
of a straw stack, Here we were out of the wind and in the 
sun. 1 found that our lunch was a very elaborate one. 
After dinner we drove along the banks of @ Jithle branch,” 
as they say in Georgia, thinking that the ducks would seek 
rotection from the wind in the small ponds. Sure enough. 
very widening of this little stream contained ducks L think, 

for at my first shot they got upin numbers, Here T hagged 
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three mallard, a widgeon and wood-duek, In one place T 
saw a “happy family.” There were mallard, spoonbills, 
widgeon, wood-duck and green and bluc-winged teal, all 

- crowded together, That I got but tyo I confess with suit- 
able modesty, Bert had # nice shot as they swung around 
near the carriage, though he failed to get a bird. This broke 
his heart, and with a few suitable remarks he put the ‘Zul? 
away under the bugey seat. 
A little further on 1 got an old merganser of the red- 

breasted family, He was the Jumbo oi the flock I think. 
Whoopee! 1 yelled as T held him up to view. *‘‘Bert, see 
what 1 fine canyas-hack I have shot!"’ We took it all in, 
and told me what a fine table bird they were. I gave the 
bird to him saying, “that I knew his father would relish it,” 
Tafterward Jearncd that the son's gratitwde was the only 
appreciation of my kindness expressed by the family. 
We started homeward with an even dozen ducks, not 

including our ‘‘vanvas-back,” We had enough for Bert, 
and also to supply my friends at the boarding-honse with a 
gume dinner on the following Sunday, : 

I wish every reader of the Forrsr anp SrReaM, especi- 
ally those shut up in shops jnd offives, could get out for an 
airing as I often did. I was in Florida and Georgia last 
winter, and for the tirst time fully appreciated the value of 
good health. The hotels were full of men broken down by 
the close confinement in offices and shops. So I can say to 
all my brother sportsmen, “‘get out with your gun as often 
as possible.” Bnt I did not intend to write an article on 
hygiene. QuIz. 

WHISTLING WINGS. 

BY PAUL PASTNOR, 

*] ATURE has a eamut of pleasant sounds for all her lovers. 
The rustling of the corn and the trees is dear to the 

summer loiterer; the poct loves to hear the musicof cascades, 
and the waves rippling on the beach, and the thousand tiny 
noises of wood and fields; the lover is fond of wind in the 
pines, and the sad yoice of the night-hird high in air, for his 
happiness reacts upon his thoughts, and there is a luxury to 
him in contemplating abstractly mournful thinss, and even 
the man who goes to nature merely for restr, and loves her 
for her restfulness, finds pleasure in the drowsy choirs of 
meadow and pond. 

But above all others, the sportsman rejoices in the sounds 
of nature. He is familiar with them all, and loves them all. 
He is, if we may so expressit, the true natural cosmopolitan, 
His heart is open to all the influences and pleasures which 
spring from commuuion with the great nature-spirit. Tis 
out-door life introduces him to all the different phases of na- 
ture, In certain moods, le can bea poet, and hear the tiny 
yoices which the actual poct alone is able to reproduce, 
Again, he may be a loiterer, or a lover, charmed with the 
music of the nestling grain, or filled with melancholy glad- 
ness at the soughing of the pines, 

But there are certain sounds in nature which are to the 
Sportsman as 4 sportsman distinctively pleasurable. Among 
these, none is so characteristic of the enjoyment he derives 
in his rambles by woodland, field and stream as the sound of 
whistling wings. As the art of shooting on the wing is by 
far the finest, the most difficult. the most ramantie and 
picturesque of all the sportsman’s accomplishments, so its 
attendant circumstances are most enjoyably impressed upon 
his mind. Here is a distinct department of literature and of 
art devoted entirely to the attractivencss of field sports; and 
while all the char of the vealily cannot be reproduced, yet 
the pleasant experience is so vividly suggested as to amount 
almost to reality. The romance of shootiag onthe wing is 
chiefly ihe subject of these pictures of pen and pencil; and 
what pleasure a line painting or engraving or description of 
some familiar experience of the sort gives to every true 
sportsman! The represeniation may be beautiful in itself, 
and so of pleasure to others, but to the sportsman it has a 
beauty and a charm apart from its mere technical merits. 
Lt calls up the vivid and ever dear reality, and proyides him 
with a means of endless enjoyment when the actual experi- 
ence, which gives it its charm, is no longer possible. 

I love to look at a tinely-pictured sporting scene, and live 
over My own experiences of whistling wings, and darmg 
shots and floating feuthers. I haye in mind now a friend’s 
noble water-coloring, which represents a grouse shooting 
scene, The dogs seem alive as they stand in quivering re- 
pose, with every sense concentrated on the brace of flushing 
birds, How plainly 1 can heay the music of those rapid 
wings. One of the noble }irds will soon be beating his death 
throes on the Jeafy ground, for his failen head and drooping 
legs show that the line of smoke leaping from the sports- 
man’s gun is not in vain, I shall neyer cease to wonder 
whether that canvas-coated friend of mine svized his splen- 
did opportunity and amude 2 ‘‘donble.” If so, he is worthy 
of the artist's skill and worthy the admiration of every true 
sportsman. 

It is noticeable that nearly every game bird gives warning 
in some way when il rises from the ground or the water. 
Nearly all produce that thrilling sound, caused by the rapid 
beating of the wiigs, which is so closely associated in the 
sportsman’s mind with the delights of the field, The rest, 
like the snipe and the plover, utter a quick, startled ery, or 
i series of cries. The plover, which is a far-tiyer, keeps up 
its plaintive note at interyals until if alights again, thus 
giving the sportsman opportunity to sce and prepare for it 
iis it comes skimming along the wide reaches of open beach. 
Few sportsmen, | think, realize, how much of their pleasure 
and sucecss in the field depends upon the sense of hearing. 
They realize it in part sometimes when a heayy wind is 
blowing, and the grouse, or the woodeock, or the duck gets 
upon the wing before they hear the warning whistle of the 
wings. 

Oflen in shooting grouse on & windy hillside oyer a spaniel 
T have been surprised to see a bird just disappearing around 
some obstacle in the distance, It had risen somewhat behind 
me, and the wind in the trees had drowned the sound of its 
wings. The nse of setters and pointers in upland shooting 
of course obviates this difficulty, bnt in water shooting 
among the reeds, and in aj] shooting oyer a spaniel, the 
sportsman must rely yery much upon his own sense of hear- 
ing. Even when setters and pointers are used the sports- 
man could ill afford to lose the delightful thrill of whistling 
wings when fhe bird is fushed, Itis a part of that intense 
excitement and pleasure uttending the pursuit of game birds. 

The height of the shooting season is no\y approaching, 
and the law-abiding sportsman may enjoy to his heart's con- 
tent the sports of field and flood. October and November 
are months sacred to the lover of gun and dog. Their very 
atmosphere is a perceptible incitement to Held sports. Octo- 
ber without its dun-colored sportsman crossing the golden 
stubble, «md the clear ying of the breech-loader from the 

cover, would lose its chief romance, that which distinctively 
helongs toit in poetry and in art. Jict us then, as genuine 
sportsmen, employ these beautiful days in our well-loved 
reereation, enjoying it to the utmost, with gratitude for the 
privilege, for we know not what the morrow. ny bring 
forth, It is a glorious, an innocent, a healthful and manly 
recreation, and in pursuing if with the proper spirit we do 
no wrong to our fellows and no sin in the sight of God; for 
I believe thal. the Creator, among all His other good silts, 
has given us the birds with ‘whistling wings.” " 

TRAJECTORIES OF SPORTING RIFES. 
Egitor Forest and Streaie: 

Tsend you the results of such trajectory experiments us I 
haye beeu ablé to make. Through lack of time I have been 
unable to cover all the ground that seems desirable, but the 
experiments that I did make were made very carefully, and 
the results may be relied on. 

No attempt was made to obtain a very flat trajectory, but 
to compare the trajectories of different bullets of the same 
veer the gun, powder charge, etc,, heing the same for 
each, 
By referring to the sketch it will be seen that I was rather 

unfortunate in the selection of a firing ground, as the target 
was twenty-four feet higher than the gun; but it was [ob- 
son’s choice. This would make the trajectory two inches 
higher (theoretically) than fora level range, but as it would 
operate about equally on all bullets, it was not considered of 
g#reat inportance. 

The breech-loading gun used was a Sharps sporting rifle, 
82 lbs., 26in. round barrel, 40-caliber, chambered for 14in. 
shell; Joad, 57grs. Hazard F. G, powder, one thin wad on 
powder and bullet inserted gin. in shell, 

‘The muzzle-loader was a fine imported gun, loaned hy 2a 
friend, and was loaded under his direction and with anmu- 
nition furnished by him, The gun weighed 94% lbs., had 
30in, round barrel and was 40-caliber; powder, G8zrs.; 
bullet, conical, 268grs, 

The weather conditions were fayorable. Wind, 7 o'clock, 
3 to+ miles per hour; barometer, 29.5; thermometer, 70°. 
Cloudy and dainp. The following sketch shows the details 
of the range; 

+.B (—Path described by bullet, 
l—Muzzle of gum, 
O—Pornt struck by bullet on target 204yds. from 4, 
#8—Point struck by bullet on screen l¢yds froma, 
P P—Height of bullet (at 104yds. from 4) above stvuight line joining 

Aand@, A, 24ft. below C (approx). 

Mean Extreme 

No. value of ve aoe Description of Bullet. 

Jnehes. Inches, 

1 11,85 1A lisgrs,, lat point, 1 groove, 1-24 tin, 
2 11.43 1.10 ivbers,, Hat point, 2 grooves, 1-25 tin, 
3 12.05 0), 94 238¢rs., conical point, 2 grooves, 1-19 tin. 
4 12.45 0.80 28¥ers.. flat point, 8 grooves, 1-26 tin. 
a 12.78 O81 295grs , round p’t. 2 grooves, not known. 
6 12,16 0,63 81Gers., very Hat p't, 4erooves. Mt 
7 4.00 OSL Si0grs., flat point, patched, 1-19 tin, 

MT. 22/62 | a7 268grs,, conical p’t, smooth, not known. 

Tn the second column of the table the yalue of B D 
given is the mean of all the shots fired, usually ten, 

The third column is the difference between the least and 
ereatest values of B D, and may fairly be taken to repre- 
seut the steadiness of flight in each case, Thus for the 
370grs. patched bullet, the flattest trajectory was 13.88in., 
and the lightest was 14.19in. 

The deductions to be drawn from these results are; 
First—That the lightest bullet will not give the fattest 

trajectory or the steadiest flight, even in very still weather, 
while it is very defective in penetration, 

Second—Steadier fight and greater aceuracy may always 
be expected from a heavy bullet than from a light one, be- 
cause unavoidable slight variations in the quantity, quality 
and amount of compression of the powder have less effect 
on the greater mass, Also a slight variation in the weight 
of the bullet itself will be a smaller percentage ina heavy bul- 
let than in alight one. The heavy bullet will be deflected 
less by the wind or by striking intervening obstacles such as 
twigs, etc. 

Third—It will be seen that the breech-loader beat the muz- 
zle-loader both lor flatness and trajectory and steadiness of 
flight. 
it is not claimed that the muzzle-loader was loaded to the 

best advantage. But it was loaded by a man Who had shot 
it for years and “‘wouldn’t trade it for a whole raft of breech- 
loaders.” ITtis alsocertain that the best results were not 
obtained from the breech-loader. 

Attention is called to the good performance of bullet No. 
6. Why it should give a flatter trajectory than some of the 
lighter bullets lam at a loss to determine. I venture the 
opinion that with 70grs. of powder, its performance would 
be hard to beat. 

It will be seen that further experiments are desirable, 
especially with 180grs. and 220er. bullets. Also that the 
amount of penetration of each bullet in white pine or some 
other uniform substance should be determined, 

Im conclusion I will remark that | have had to go eighteen 
miles to obtain a suitable range, It is to be hoped thal some 
of our country friends, who ¢an sioot almost from their 
door steps, will pursue this subject. I will caution them, 
however, that great care is necessary in the location of the 
points A, D and C, otherwise the results obtained will be 
of no value. JAMES DOANE. 

SEPT, 20, 1883, 

Editor Forest and stream: 
In your issue of Sept. 13, “Muzzle ys. Breech,” by Mr, B. 

A, Leopuld, I notice he wishes Major Merrill and myself to 
give him the trajectory of our rifles at 200 yards. In doing 
so, | thought it a convenient time to test both muzzle and 
breech on the same range, at the same time, and under the 
same contlitions, My first trial was made on a day very 
favorable for fine shooting, it being nearly a dead culm, and 
not a very bright sun. The second trial was made when the 
wind blew gently from the 3 o'clock quarter, and the third 
trial when it blew a sale from the 8 o'clock quarter. 

. [Oc 11, 1883. 

I tried my .38-culiber Winchester, using cartridges pat up 
by the Winchester Arms Gompany, 40ers, powder and 
180grs. lead. Set the screen at 110yds. It made a trajectory 
of 13in. My muzzleloader was charged with 40grs. powder 
from the Winchester cartridge, and 18ers. lead. It gaye a 
trajectory of 18in. Then i charged the muzzle-loader with 
50ers, powder, when it reduced the trajectory down to 17in. 
The length of each gun is 24-inch barrels, Heft of breech- 
londer 841bs, Weight of muzzleloader 941bs., carrying 7a 
round balls to the pound. Both guns tested without wip- 
ing, On the third day’s trial, the breech-loader put its bulls 
close to the six-inch bullseye, when the muzzlelouder wonld 
hiss a target lyvo feet square. 

This kind of work doés not seem to harmonize with the 
theories advanced by Major Merrill in April 26 number, 
wherein he says, ‘‘These essential qualities are superlatively 
combined in the old Kentucky muzzle-loading rifle of 1776.” 

Will some one who has one of these old rifles, four feet 
length of barrel, cut on a lead of one turn to five feet, with 
grooves a sixteenth of animch deep, charge the same with 
40grs, powder and 180grs. lead, and give usa test of its 
powers on a 200-yard range? My idea is that the trajectory 
at 110 yards would be too great even to hit an elephant, and 
power so feeble that the ball would fail to penetrate a hard- 
wood board, 

Tt may be claimed that 40grs. powder is not sufticient 
for such a test, But it is just as fair for one gun as the 
other. Of course these guns cansot use a conical ball, 
and even if they could, not one bunter in fifty would ever 
think of using them, The idea of any hunterarmed with 
suoh 9 weapon trying to compete with one furnished with 
i good “Inagazine breech-loader, would be like some farmer 
undertaking, with a wooden mond hoard, to compete with his 
neighbor in a plowing match at some county fair, using 
one of our latest pattern of steel plows. The fact is, 
nobody would use either of the above articles, eyen though 
they were capable of doing fair work, But if any one 
thinks it worth while, then giye us a fair test of both 
under similar conditions, and my word for it, some one 
will learn some facts worth “more than a volume of idle 
guess worl,” Cap Loor, 
Frewszure, N, ¥., Get. 8, 1883. 

THE BUCK OF THE CYPRESS SWAMP. 

A® these clear, frosty mornings and the pleasant fall-like 
£4 weather send the blood coursing through the veins, 
bringing to the sportsman visions of pleasure gone or to 
come, my mind reverts lo a scene in a Southern State. 
A dry slough hed with scattering clumps of hoary old 

cypress trees, and heavy switch cane bordering the low 
banks, hiding from the view the forest outside of the slough 
all but the tops of the grand old’ cow oaks on the higher 
ground. It was a lovely winter morning, fhe sun just be- 
ginning to show through the many-colored leaves, and the 
green cane bending beneath the weight of a light fall of 
snow that had fallen the night before, I pushed throuch the 
cane and slid down the bank, never stopping until I ran 
plump against # cypress in the center of a little pool of 
water; but as my Jegs were encased in a pair of rubber hip 
boots, [waded out dry shod. Brushing the snow off my 
shoulders, and examining the locks of my gun to make cer- 
tain they were dry, L stood still For several minutes listening 
to see if my abrupt descent had alarmed any deer, bear or 
other fuur-footed game that I was in search of. With the 
exception Of a slight noise made by a rabbit scurrying down 
the slough everything was quiet. The ground wis new to 
me; but this particular slough was a noted place for deer. 
At first I hardly Knew whether to hunt up or down the 
slough, but decided after consulting my pocket compass to 
go down, as I had never hunted that part of the bottom, 

IT made my way carefully, halting at every noise, stopping 
to examine every track and note its direction. The tracks 
were there in plenty, of wolves, wildcats, panther, raccoun, 
mink and deer. Climbing over fallen trees, stooping and 
crawling nnder vines and through thickets, [ went on for a 
mile, to a point where the slough widened out and was com- 
paratively free from obstructions. A faint sound came to 
my cars and brought metoahalt. It died away before 1 
could make out what it was. Advancing a few yards 
further I stood my gun against airee, and dipping some 
water in the rim of wy hat from a clear pool al my feet 
refreshed myself with a cool drink of snow water. | had 
just shaken the water from my hat when I caught the sound 
again, near euaugh this time to distinguish. If was either a 
pack of wolves or of dogs in full cry. As there was no camp 
but mine nearer than ten miles and we had no dogs, it was 
altogether likely that the ery was that of wolves; that they 
were atter deer and were coming my way. If the pursned 
were an old buck he was sive to ron the slough, ‘The posi- 
tion I oceupied was about the center of the slough, which at 
that place was about forty yards widu, 

Standing with my back to a cypress tree, I had an almost 
uninterrupted yiew for a distance of perhaps a half mile, 
About six rods below where I stood lay a fallen tree, reach- 
ing nearly across the bed of the slough. The deer path that 
[ had been following made 4 detour around the roots of this 
tree. The yells of the famishing pack would die away and 
then break out again with redoubled force, Something 
crossed my line of sight in the distance, then another object 
darted across. Tad they crossed? No, they turned, and 
rounding # point of cane headed directly forme, A thump- 
ing big buck and a large doe following close behind him, 
Just now the ery of the wolves almost ceased, and seemeil to 
come no nearer. The two deer seltled down to a steady lope, 
lexping now and then high over some obstacle, occasionally 
stopping, and looking back for their pursuers, their tongues 
lolled out, and their sleek sides heaving from the effects of 
their long run. a 

On they came, plunging along, until just as they rounded 
the tree top, behind which I stood, the buck suddenly 
caught sight of me. Instantly planting his fore feet in the 
ground and fairly plowing up the mud and snow in his sud- 
den attempt to sheck himself, he threw up his beautiful 
head—my finger was on the trigger. A man thinks quick 
if he has his wits about him under such circumstances It 
was no use to send my charge of No.8 buckshot into that 
broad breast, the throat and head was the most available 
mark, and, holding on lus black muzzle, I pressed the trigger 
of my right barrel. Down he went with the report, on his 
side, full length, Then, amid the smoke, two white flags 
whisked oyer that log, high in the air. I sent a stern-chaser 
from my left barrel. I saw him falter, then halt, and turn 
staggering into the cane. ‘Thedoemade a magnificent fying 
leap over his back and 1 could heur her crashing through the 
vines and cane for some distance, 1 could not help throw- 
ing up my hat and giving a shout, for right well did I know 

- 
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that there would be fresh meat in our camp that night, and 
from such & buek asa man only chances to get ashol af in 
alifetine. Upon examination where he fell, and taking the 
trail, which was plain to be seen twenty yards ahead, I fol- 
lowed as rapidly iis the nature of the ground would admit, 
for alter leaving the slough the cane and greenbriers were 
matled together, so that il was with the utmost difficully that 
T forced my way; but I did not have far to go before I came 
of fo him in a little opening. He staggered to his fect when 
he saw me, blood came from his throat in a purple stream, 
hiseyes were green and glassy. My ardor was dampened by 
a feeling of regret thal Thad slain such @ magnificent crea- 
ture. But the hunter in mé soon overmastered that feeling, 
and I quickly and mercifully put him out of his misery. At 
the report of my gun I heard the doe bound away; she had 
been standing nof more than sixty yards from me, awaiting 
und perhaps woudering why her lord did not follow her. 

The next thing to be dove was to hang the game out of 
reach of wild hogs and varmints. Then when I came to 
dra him to the open ground of the slough I realized what a 
deer he was. Tt was with difficulty that I could drag him 
by resting every few yards. Reaching a large log with an 

_ immense clay root, | worked for some time before I got him 
placed ou the roots out of reach of hogs. 1 will not tell you 
now how I went to cimp for help, carrying the heart. and 
liver; nor how two of us did not hang him until we had cut 
lim up; nor iow around a rousing camp-ire of hickory logs 
that night there was spun many a yarn of big deer. They 
all acknowledged that my buck was as large as they had 
ever seen, tionel old 3. insisted that he had once killed a 
deer in Dlingis that wis as large. My buck had shed his 
antlers, so the only means we had of judging of his age was 
his teeth and hoofs; judging from them he was an old 
actiler, Buck Sor. 
Jaogson County, Il. 

“HARD LUCK.” 
WANT to ask you anu honest. question, Did you ever go 
hunting and have “hard luck"? I know this to be a 

direct and pointed question, but do not hesitate to answer it 
honestly, for misery hkes company; and haying been a yic- 
tim myself with 1 friend we want your sympathy: Wecan- 
nol expect any from those fortunate ones who always bring 
s0 much vame to hag and send us such glowing accounts of 
their success. 

Hivht o'clock found me at my friend’s door. Carefully 
lacing onr guns in the bottom of the wagon, and his faith- 
ul pointer Dash upon the blunkets, we started. It was de- 

cided we would jirst driye out to where we had been told 
there had been tliree or four dozen pigeons seen and a few 
killed, After a ride of eight miles, we reached the gronnds. 
lt certainly looked promising, being a large oeld of buck 
whicat surrounded by timber. Our hopes were raised; and 
after hitehing our term and feeding, we made a survey 
of the territory; but not s bird was to be seen, Nothing 
discouraged, knowing it to bea bad time of day, we con- 
cealed ourselyes and waited, We waited until patience 
ceased to bea yirtue. Then, not haying seen anything re- 
sembling & pigeon, we concluded to strike for some of the 
ca wood, hoping to find them, but no birds were 
ound, 
Coming back Henry said: ““I want to take in that birch 

cover on our right there: may be a bird there,” and he and 
his doz were soon out of sight. I wandered back toward 
our starting point; upon reaching the field of buckwheat I 
discovered one bird near the center but out of range: but the 
bird’s quick eye discovered me at aboul the same moment, 
and away it went oul of ranze. Iwas left in doubt when it 
ot up whetherif was a pigeon or a dove, and felt a strong 
esire to bag the specimen in order to satisfy myself. Mark- 

ing its course, which led to some pine timber, I followed 
on, and making a circuit, was pratified to come out at the 
desired point, and witliin shooting distance of where I saw 
the game enter the wond. But nowhere could it be seen, I 
resolyed to move carefully forward, In doing sol accidentally 
stepped upon a small dry twig, which broke. <A whir of 
wings immediately followed, and four or five birds were on 
the wing. Siglting my gun, which has always been (rue to 
mu, | pulled the trigrer. No report followed. It Wasa 
miss-fire, Well, you yourself may have ‘‘been there.” There 
wis still one loiterer, and driwing upon it with my remain- 
ing barrel, 1 was fortunate enough to bring it down. i 
proved a dove. This was enough. It satisfied me that we 
had yone upon a fruitless hunt; and secing Henry upon the 
opposite side of the field, 1 heekoned him to come in, and we 
started for our train. Now here was hard luck; the best 
part of our time had been spent, and we had nothine satis- 
factory toshow for it. How many sportsmen have been 
deluded likewise? 

Seating ourselyes in our wagon, we drove to a small cover 
on the river bank, where partridges love to congregate. 
Upon reaching it, I suggested to Henry that he should take 
his dog and enter at the upper end and I would drive to the 
lower end and hitch the team, and then work back until we 
met; so now you find us located really where four hard luck 
began, Leaying the team 1 commenced to worl batk care- 
fully upon the outer edge, not caring to get into the brush 
unlil we should meet, I seon heard Henry’s signal and his 
low-spoken caution to be on my guard. Whir, whir, went 
a partridge out of the thick brakes into still thicker alders 
without giving cither a sight. By the sound we judged she 
had nef one far, and we concluded that she liad Jit in some 
tree, as they are very apt to do at this season of the year; so 
calling Dash to heel we separated, aud began working back 
in the direction she had taken, We coyered the ground 
carefully, and when we lad gone a considerable distance, 
and thought she had not flown so far, we came together. 
Just ahend of ns was a large white oak tree toward which 
we were making, when onf like a flash of light went that 
hird not over twenty feei from our heads, but covering her- 
sell so effectively (hot nuither of us could get a shot. We 
took hey course, and followed on. As the cover grew nar- 
rower, I took the outside, while Henry and Dash worked it 
up. Soon Henty’s low “Be on your gnard” told me that 
Dash liad done his duty, A rustle—a shot—an exclamation 
of chagrin from Henry—a momentary glimpse of that bird 
through the leaves, followed by a parting salute from your 
lumble servyant—and she is outof sight. She made fora 
cover at least 150 rods distant, 10 reach which she had to 
cross an open field. ; 
You have heardof councils of war being held; we had one, 

and decided that we ynust secnre that particular bird at all 
hnzards, Across that opcn field to the cover we went. After 
tt long starch she got up wild and started back to where she 
had just. come from. As she ros+ among the pines J fired, 
She kept tight on. Henry couldn't stand it any longer and 
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said, “What did you shoot at that bird for? You stood 
aboul a& food a chance of Witting her as of being struck by 
lightuing.” I replied, ‘‘l thought it best to give her my 
compliments. that she might learn JT desired a closer ac- 
quaintance with her,"’ 
Then back again fo where we had just left. Henry took 

the center and I coyered the outer edge. his time it was 
no easy matter to find ber hiding place, Dash did his work 
nohly and she lay to bis point carefully. Henry crept 
forward, and, taking position, ordered Dash to hie on; 
with great reluctance the doo did so. Up went the bird; 
bang went Henry’s gun. I caught. a elimpse of the grouse 
disappearing over the hill, 1 called out to Henry, ‘Did you 
gel hery” [is reply was not ull audible to me, although I 
heard him saying to himself, ‘‘How in blazes did | miss that 
shot?’ Henry is a good shot; 1 haye seen him kill two part- 
ridges out of three that rose at nearly the same time and flew 
in opposite directions. ‘Where did she go?’ he asked. 
"Just oyer yonder, probably down by that rsil fence,” “It 
don’t seem tome as if slie went there,” he said. ‘What 
should make her go there, out on the edge?" *‘Probably to 
hide.” ‘*Weill, I shouldnt have believed it if you had not 
told meso.” ‘Come on,” [ answered, '‘we shall soon see,”’ 

Calling Dash to heel (poor fellow, he had never been used 
to such kind of work), we soon reached the ground. Send- 
ing the doz in he soon madegame. Wenry says, ‘Now, T 
will work the dog and you shoot the bird.” “No,” I an- 
swered, “you shoot the bird and L will work the dog.” But 
no, he insisted that I must do the shooting. ‘Well, hold 
ou,” T replied, “if I must do if, let me get into position.” I 
lad started to do so, having just gol into some tall scrub 
yellow pines, and was parting the branches to get through 
to the opening, when I heard the bird rise and caught a 
sJimpse of her right over my head in the pines, Of course, 
I gave at her a parting shot, but that wasall IT got. I asked 
Henry why he didn’t shoot. No matter about his reply in 
this letter, 
‘It’s hard luck we are having,” I yentured tosay, “What's 

to be done now, shallwe go after that bird again?” ‘Of 
course we shall.” So into the brakes and alders we went. 
Soon we started her again, but this time did not see her. 
Henry called tome to come quick, The brakes and brush 
were so thick I found it very difficult to make my way, as 
I was compelled to creep and push through the best I could. 
1 had nearly reached the edge, and was bending over parting 
the brush with oue hand while I held my gun in the other, 
conpratulating myself on getting nearly through, when out 
from under my yery feet went a partridge. 1 tried a snap 
shet, but she wassiufe. If you have ever had this “luck,” 
youl can appreciate my feelings better than I can describe 
them; if you haye not, it would dono good to iry, I went 
on to where Henry wished me to take position, assuring me 
he could send a bird right out on tome. The bird did not 
come worth a cent, Insteud of coming my way she headed 
for a large maple tree, into which she went. I saw the mo- 
tion of the leaves but could not ses the bird. I decided to 
try a chance shot, It wasa failure. She went out from the 
opposite side and safely covered her retreat, 

It was now getting late and the sun was just sinking be- 
hind the hills, We had nothing to show for our afternoon’s 
work. It was the first time we had )ieen compelled to go 
home without game. But fortune often favors ihe persist- 
ent ones, The fickle goddess was at last kind tous, As 
Henry was coming out of the lower end of the cover, he 
started and bageed a fine bird. 
We had ridden some distance, recounting the mishaps 

of the day, and had decided to send our bird to a friend's 
sick daughter, Henry remarked that he thought the bird 
a very heayy and fat one. I said J would like to see it. He 
reached down to get it, but was so long trying to find it 
that I asked ‘“What’s the matter?’ Ile said he did not 
know where that bird had gone to, but it was not there. I 
innocently remarked that perhaps he had not been feeding 
his dog as well as he should haye done lately, and perliaps 
the animal had ielped himself, I do wish you could have 
scen Henry as he looked over the back of our wagon seat 
and discovered all that was left of that partridge, that rem- 
nant was the tail feathers sticking out of that doo’s mouth, 
We will draw a veil over the scene, for Henry is one of my 
dearest friends. 

Perhaps 1 will some time write an account of a day’s sport 
where we did not have so much ‘‘hard luck.” Don, 
Octoher 1, 1883. 

SEALING IN ALASKA. 

QT. GEORGE and 8t. Paul are two of the Aleutiun islands 
kK.) in the Northern Pacific, The latter island is about 
eighteen miles long, the former not far from one-third of 
that size. Two kinds of seals frequent these islands, the 
fur sex] and the hair seal, which bas no fur, The former of 
course is the one killed for its skin, About the Ist of June 
seals commence to come ashore, or ‘‘haul,’”’ as it is termed, 
for purposes of breeding, On or near the 1st of August the 
seals begin to shed their coats, and continue in stages of loss 
and growth for some three months, 

The Alaska Company captures about a hundred thousand 
seals every year, twenty thousand on the island of St. George 
and the remainder on other islands, chiefly on St. Paul, 

Bachelor seals two, three and four years old are chosen 
for-the fur trade, These bachelors ‘“‘haul” by themselves, 
80 that there is no difficulty in selecting the proper victims. 
This separation of the young males is caused by the fact 
that the older and stronger bulls drive their weaker brothers 
from the general herd, and al the age of six years or there- 
abouts the bachelors find themselves strong enough to join 
the bands of cows and bulls. 

Old bulls attain a weight of six or seven hundred pounds, 
but, aside from the necessity: of sparing breeders, the fur of 
old animals is apt to be rough and ‘‘maney,” Bachelors, on 
the contrary, haye fine, even fur, They average in weight 
u hundred and fifty pounds, and their skins when stripped 
are some four feet long by three and a half feet wide. 

The sealing season, begmning on the first of June, lasts 
six weeks, a little more or less;'so that, to get the full harvest 
of a huudred thousand skins, over two thousand bachelors a 
day must be killed, 

The Aleuts, natives of the islands, are employed for the 
capture of the animals, These Aleuts are very different 
from the Indians on the main Jand. The whites in the em- 
ploy of the Alaska Company say thatthey are of Japatiese 
descent, as they linve preat similarity im stature, skin and 
countenance with that race. Also the westernmos: Aleutian 
islands ure vot far from Japan, and it would not have been 
hard for the Japanese to cross over. It does not ap- 
pear that the language of these Aleuts has much, if ay, 
resemblance to Japanese, 

From seventy-five to one hundred men do all the work of 
staling, so that the ayerage number of seals for a man’s day’s 
labor mounts high. A seal’s hide, like a beayer’s, sticks 
very clost to the body, but, the men become so skillful in 
skinning, that they are said to be able to skin 4 seul in a 
minute, First, however, as in other hunting, you must 
catch your fame. 
A herd of bachelors is found which has ‘‘hauled’’ sepa- 

rately. Then the hunters get between the herd and the sea, walk 
up and knock down the victims with clubs, The club-stroke 
stuns the seal, and, before he has recovered consciousness, 
the execution is finished by 4 knife-thrust. Those in the 
band whovare too old or two young, or whose skins are dis- 
fizured, as, for instance, by being bitten in fighting, are 
driven tothe water. The skinsof the dead are taken off and 
salted at once. The men carry long knives, kept always 
sharp by frequent whelting onsa stone, hung at the belt, 
They cut around the two arm flippers and the tail flippers, 
so as to leave them attached to the body. They also cut 
around the head at the ears, The skin is then taken off by 
long, slashing strokes, often extending the whole length of 
the body, and the round earcass is rolled over as the work 
progresses. 

The fur seal, like the beaver, has, in addition to the thick, 
soft coat, a crop of long, coarse hair growing through the 
fur. This long hair gives the seal a gray color, The fur 
below, when not dyed, is of a gray-brown color, about the 
shade of a door-mat somewhat the worse for wear, but a 
little more glossy. 

The skins of the Alaska Company are shipped to San 
Francisco and thence to Hurope, where they are tanned, 
lose their coarse hair and are colored for the market. The 
skins of such hair seals as are taken by the Indians are 
shipped to Europe also, where the hide is split and prepared 
for use in the uppers of shoes and the like. 

Seal flesh is eaten by the Aleuts, blubber and all. The 
whites take off the blubber and there remains a meat similar 
to porpoise flesh, yery dark red and very coarse, but not un- 
palatable. H, G. Duos. 

THE WILD BULLS OF CUBA. 

Pees the Jast insurrectional disturbance, the planters 
and cattle raisers left their homes and fled for pro- 

tection to the cities and fortifications, far from the vicinity of 
the much-dreaded guerrillas. Their stock and cattle was 
lel't to take care of itself, being slaughtered freely by either 
Spanish or Cuban troops. But in spite of all they multi- 
plied extensively, and when the bellicose parties came to an 
understanding and established peace throughout the island, 
the farmers and hacendados returned to their demolished 
and pillaged homes, building new dwellings and gathering 
the remnants of their goods and chattels. . Then they found 
it difficult to establish claims to the cattle which ran wild 
and were not marked, whose ownership could not be easily 
traced owing to the difficulty of collecting all the scattered 
herds and establishing claims which might involve suits, etc, 
After trying several times unsuccesslully, they agreed to 
have the right among themselves to have once in a while a 
general hunt, dividing the game equally after allowing the 
first choice to the slayers as due them for their skill and 
good luck 

The day being appointed fora grand battue, the hunters 
are at hand with the dawn. They are dressed in their odd 
and scanty costumes, a pair of wide trousers and a linen 
blouse shirt, which light airy apparel is suitable for the tor- 
rid climate, This very light composite shirt is very louse 
and buttons in front as a sack coat, but generally is left half 
unbuttoned to the more easily get at the fleas, which, judg- 
ing by the energetic and wrathful motions the wearers of 
the light shirts go through sixty times in a_ minute, must be 
on hand in aggressive legions. Itis said that fleas do not 
bite twice in the same spol, but to a very large person this is 
small consolation, taking into account the length and breadth 
of his body, which surely offers plenty of room for new bites 
before exhausting the ground, ‘There is another insect in- 
festing the body, the Pulex penctrans, which though not so 
numerous, is just as bothersome and more dangerous, as 
there haye heen many cases of lock-jaw caused by the slight 
wound produced when extracting it, The natives of the 
island do not know what comfort is. Their placidity of dis- 
position is badly spoiled by the innumerable plagues of 
filthy parasites which cause the ill habit of using ungentle- 
manly language, Who can stand the countless myriads of - 
mosquitoes, fleas, chigoes, flying roaches, scorpions, big- 
haired spiders, lizards, and otiter pests unnamable and in- 
numerable, from January to December, and keep his temper? 

The hunters, riding their spirited horses and armed with 
their ‘‘inseparable”’ machetes, and a diversity of large and 
small arms, ancient and modern, frolick and shout, speculat- 
ing on the chances of the chasse. The horses, nervous and 
restless, catching the excitement, offer the riders a good 
chance to show off their horsemanship. Then wonderful 
feats are witnessed, all trying their best to show their skill. 
Runaing at full speed and picking up hats, dollars, and even 
smaller objects, is their fayorite trick. The majority of 
these men are “‘peones’”’ or cowboys. They are not as 
guarrelsome and wild as the cowboys of the West, but they 
Can match the latter in skill with the lasso and on horse 
back, but they are very poor shots with the rifle, for the 
Spanish Government strictly forbids any civilian to own a 
rifle without a special permit, to obtain which is not a very 
easy matter. Skill with such a weapon is not encouraged by 
the ever suspicious government, 

After the hunting party had been organized and started for 
the game at the place agreed upon, the dogs are let loose 
after the wild bigs, which break cover, started by the bark- 
ing, shouting and beating of bushes. When pursued very 
close they invariably stand at bay against a tree to protect 
their rear from the attacks of the dogs, and facing their 
assailants, they will charge witha ferocious rush. I inclose 
a-drawing showing the exact size of tusk pulled out of a 
boar’s jaw. This brute came very neardestroying life when 
slam. The boar being at bay, one of the sportsmen dis- 
mounted, and armed with pistol and machete came forward 
to give him “his quietus, when the entaged animal, with 
bristling back, scintillating eyes and frothy jaws, charged 
upon the adyancing hunter, who in his hurry to fel oul of 
his way tripped and fell, the brute at the same Lime going 
between his legs, ripping open one of his boots and causing 
an ugly wound in the calf of the leg. Before more mischief 
could be done another hunter came to the rescue, severing 
the bour’s head with a powerful and well-dealt machete 
stroke. 

The bull hunting is even more dangerous, as the rider 
may be thrown or the horse may stumble and be overtaken 
by theé#vo. Thiskind ot shooting is done by men thoroughly 
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conversant with the ground and of great nerve and good 
riders, having their horses trained to come to them when 
called and nol to keep yery fai from them while hunting on 
foot. Almost all them shooting being with chotguus, esco- 
petix, they have to approach quite close to the bull to do 
execution. In approaching this fame care should he taken 
to haye some trees near al hand to dodge in case the first 
shot should not prove efficient, as the bull will charge imme- 
diately io the spot where he saw the puff of smoke, Tt is 
prudent to change places as quick as «shot is fired, being 
careful not to let the enraged fore see you Wefore lie reaches 
the spot where he expects to deal with his assailant. These 
tactics are kept up until the fame is overpowered and lies 
down for goad, as sometimes a bull will fall, only to rise 
again more enraged and more full of mischief than ever. 
For this kind of shooting nothing is hetter than a reliable 
magazine rifle, a brace of heayy revolyers and the ever neces- 
sary machete, 
Much more might be written on this subject, but I will 

leave it for the present, fearing to encroach Loo much upon 
your space. J, M. G& 
POUGHKEEPSIE, Oct, 4, 1883. 

A HUNT IN THE PLATTE VALLEY. 

pase portion of the North Platte Yulley which lies be- 
taveen the Medicine Bow Range and the Continental 

Divide is famous throughout the West as one of the best 
hunfing grounds in the country, The rugged, pine-clad 
lighlands, encircled by “down timber,” afford a compara- 
tively snfe refreat for such game animals as instinctively mi- 
erate in the spring from the lowlands and adjacent foothills 
tothe mountains. Bears, elk, and black-tailed deer abound 
in the mountains. Sprna¢ grouse sud blue grouse breed in 
the highlands, to migrate with their almost full-grown yonne 
to ithe foothills in early fell, there to fatten on berries. In 
the valley antelope graze in herds, Plocks of sage hens, the 
largest of the grouse family, and, in my opinion, the hest 
flavored bird in America, are very numerous on the sage- 
Wrush-clad plains, On all the streams flowing from the moun- 
tains to the Platte River, willow grouse liye and thrive, 

Thad hunted in this yalley last year and the year before 
last. The recollection of the sport haunted me throughout 
the past summer. J resolved to hunt in the preserve, to 
spend a week among the game animals and birds that live on 
the gray phiins and rocky hills, where springs of cold water, 
gushing from granite rocks, tempt antelope to quench their 
thirst. 

The trailfrom my mountain liome to the Platte Valley 
leads down to Donglay Greck for ten miles, winding around 
precipitous bluffs, where the narrow trail is high above the 
foaming water, and boldly crossing high, racky points that 
jut into the stream, Then if leaves the valley and leads into 
the down timher. For four miles it winds among the trunks 
of fallen trees. There is nota blaze or a broken twig on 
any of the young pines that compose the dense thicket cover- 
ing the fallen timber to guide the traveller, The trees he 
in a jackstraw-like tangle. The rains that fall frequently in 
the lower hills wash away all tracks made by horses, The 
{rail is a blind one, and is purposely kept Wlind by the few 
men who know it, 1: would be considered sacrilezions to 
blaze the ronte, After I had resolved to hunt in the upper 
North Platte Valley, this trail arose before me spectre-like, 
and disturbed my slumbers as a nightmare of a gigantic 
serpent ghding sinuously through a tangle of fallen trees and 
pine thickets. The knowledge that many men, boastful of 
the pussession of woodcraft, had tried to follow the trail, 
and none had sueceeded, but had wandered miserably in the 
adjacent hills, and had been tantalized by seeing the Conti- 
nental Divide and the Platte Valley without being able to 
wet their horses through the down timber, disturbed my 
waking hours. I had been oyer the trail once, ridmg through 
a blinding snowstorm from the Platte tomy mountain home. 
My comrade on that trip was a hunter, trapper, and gold 
miner. He was no longer in the highlands, having crossed 
the Great Divide last spring. ‘The horse 1 rode on that trip 
was a celebrated mountain animal, famous for the length of 
her head, the bump of locality on which, if there is any truth 
in phrenology, should have been as large as a goose egg, 1 
had used the mare, a mild-cyed, high-strung, intelligent 
creat re, more or less fortwo years. lt mattered not where 
T had carelessly taken her, She, if I did not stupidly seek 
to control her actions, would follow fhe trail back to my 
home, | believed this mare would remember the upper trail 
to the Platle. Isent for her. She came trotting into camp 
behind the stage. When I untied the white beauty, she 
followed me to the kifchen door and daintily ate bread out 
of my hand. Then turning, she walked to my stable and 
called for admission. 

The next morning we started, At first the mare wasa 
little undecided as to the course I intended totake; but when 
I guided her to the upper Plate trail and had followed it to a 
point below which no other trail crosses, she tossed her head 
and confidently strode onward. She would turn and nibble 
my leg gently. us much as to say, “Going to the Platte after 
antelope and grouse, ch? We'll haye a time, and we'll make 
Jim, the stupid pack horge, carry the meat.” Then she 
would prance with delight, and blow long columns of sweet- 
scented breath into the frosty air, She never hesitated atthe 
fords of the creek, but confidently crossed. When we 
arrived at the point to leave the vailey and enter into the 
down timber I gave ler her head. She turned, and when 
we reached the first trail-obstrneting log she stopped and 
Joaked at me, as much as to say, “You are too heavy for me 
to jump with. Get olf and walk.” 1 obeyed her unspoken 
command. After throwing the stirtups across the saddle I 
told her to go ahead, She plunged into the thicket, with the 
pack borse behind her, and began jumping the logs, I did 
not thinls it possille for a horse to remember a trail it had 
passed over bul once, and thenthrough a furious snowstorm. 
{had graye doubts as to the outcome of my experiment. 
But the mare remembered the trail, After traveling two 
miles she stopped at a bear trap made of logs and looked at 
me. Iremembered the ap. It was the work of a minister 
of the Gospel, who sought to improve his financial condition 
by capturing bears aliye and shipping them for sale to Hast- 
ern markets, The scheme was not successful, there never 
haying been men enough in the Medicine Bow Range, who 
knew the trail, to lift the heavy log-cabinike pen, the min- 
ister fondly thought to be a trap, sufficiently high to admit 
of a bear walking under, ‘This trap was the first landmark 
Lreeognized. Crossing erceks, climbing divides, descending 
Jone slopes, the shite mare daintily picked her way. Tn an 

“hour and a half we stood onthe crest of a bare hill that 
slopes down to the Platte. T was a marvellous performance. 

‘As we entered (he vailey, down which the trail leads to 
the river, the mare was » couple of hundved yards ahead of 

me. 

each other and from the does, 

tion of the mountain scenery. u 
gray valley and the animal life, I sat on the rock and thought- 
lessly allowed my dog, that had tired of idleness, to range in 
the sage brush, A covey of sage hens whirled past, flushed 

bluff to bluff. 
large game birds rose singly or in pairs. The shooting was 
exceedingly rapid, Of that covey none escaped. 
light of the dog was childlike. 

As she turned a point she suddenly stopped, threw her 
ears forward and stood motionless, apparently looking in- 
tently at something in the yalley below her. Walking up to 
her I looked over the point. In the yalley below, standing 
in the edge of 2 clump of willows, were two large black- 
tailed bucks. My Marion rifle came to my shoulder, and 
the largest, buck Ihave ever seen fell dead as the whip-like 
report of the rifle broke the silence of the solitude, The re- 
maining buck stood stupidly looking around to see wherethe 
shot came from, Then, as 1 walked around the point and 
yelled at him, he sprang into the willow thicket and disap- 
peared, I dressed the buck and hung him in a pine tree. 
We crossed the Platte at the upper ford, Tate my lunch 
while the horses fed on the rich grass, Around me were 
high, rocky hills, scantily covered with stunted pines. Down 
the river was a rocky, pine-clad cation, through which the 
riverroarcd. Beyond me were long slopes coyered with sage 
brush, among which a few antelope were standing, 
My setter bitch Queen, that had been « year in the forests, 

and had evidently come to the conclusion that there was to 
he no more upland shooting in her life, was frantic with joy 
to be once moreintheopen. She vigorously heat the ground, 
and broke all the rules that control the behavior of well- 
conducted setters, by iushing and chasing grouse, siving 
tongue the while, Jack rabbitsshe joyfully pursued. I let 
her haye. her fling. I camped in a thicket of quaking as- 
pen, and unpacked and ungaddled my horses and picketed 
them. Then putting my shotgun together I called Queen 
to me and talked to Iver, telling ler that shehad had her fling 
and that now business was to commence, I emphasized my 
remarks about the folly of an old dog chasing jack rabbits 
by a few cuts with a switch. She yelped her approval of 
what I said, and promised, as plainly as a dog vould, to he- 
have herself, 
Walking over the sage-brush-coyered diyide, I saw many 

antelope standing in the brush looking anxiously at us, as 
though they had never before seen aman and a dog.. They 
were very tame. Does, with fawns at their sides, gazed with 
open-eyed astonishment at us. One doe that had three fayns, 
the first I haye ever seen with so many, came quite close to 
me, Isat ona rock, with my dog at my feet, and watched 
her. She would slowly advance ten or twelye feet, then 
stand and stamp, sheep like, with one fore foot, and the 
three little antelope would funnily stamp in imitation. This 
doe, I suspect, had a motherly heart, and had adopted an 
orphan whose mother liqd been kilied by some thoughtless 
hunter, They slowly approached me until within twenty 
yards, I could plainly see the sides of the dog heave with 
excitement as she stood looking at me, Slowly my hand 
went fo my hat, and then. with a spring, I jumped to my 
feet and threw the hat at the four. Their curiosity was fully 
satisfied. They fled through the sage brush, and as long as 
I could follow them with my eyes they were running rapidly, 

I saw but few bucks. They were alone, the running sea- 
son not haying commenced, standing widely separated from 

Some of the bucks stood on 
the crests of rocky ridges, apparently absorbed in admira- 

Thoroughly enjoying the 

as the dow ranged down the wind. With hanging head and 
pendant tail she abjectly erawled forth from the brush and 
lay whining at my fect, protesting, doglike, against the 
whipping she kiew she ought to receive. 
her soft ear and forgave her. 
down, I went to the spot and the sport began. 

I gently pulled 
Having marked the birds 

The rapid 
reports of the heavily charged gun resounded from rocky 

The antelope fled in wild disorder. The 

The de- 
When she gathered the dead 

birds ina pile at my fect she looked at me with adoration 
plainly expressed on her handsome face. In shooting sage 
hens it is necessary to draw the birds as soon as possible, 
they are left undrawn for an hour the taste of the sage on 
which they live penetrates their white flesh and renders it 
unfit for food, Putting the birds into « sack and erecting a 
signal over them, I went into an adjacent ravine, Birds in 
flocks, in sixes, in pairs, and singles arose before me. There 
was no need of a dog to findthem, They were everywhere. 
The dog quivered with excitement. My gun was empty 
when a large co¢k arose behind and flew past me, Hastily 
[thrust my hand into my cartridge bag, intending to load 
and kill him before he was ont of range: Much to my as- 
tonishment the bas was empty. Tt contained fifty cartridges 
when Lleft camp. I had bagged forty-one birds, and those 
I missed, I am happy to say, L missed cleanly. There were 
no brokenlegeed birds to fly into the sage brush and die a 
painful death. Making tavo piles of my birds, I returned tor 
the pack horse and packed them into camp, 
When 1 lived in Kansas my life was made miserable by a 

jack rabbit that lived in one of my stubble flelds, This 
fiendish creature lured me to poverty by presenting his 
phantom form before me when J was hunting. Better shots 
than this creature offered me were never seen, and | always 
missed ihem. J became convinced that if was the spectre 
rabbit of fhe Gypsum Valley. Finally I became afraid of 
him, and frequently declined twenty-yard shots. That 
depraved creature would jump up before me and apparently 
enjoy my shooting at him six or eight times in walking 
through half a mile of stubble. T could distinguish him from 
other rabbits that were an easy prey, by the sinister expres- 
sion of his face, Yes, that rabbit was undoubtedly the devil. 
Tused to dream of him. TI honestly helieve he powerfully 
influenced my departure from the land of sunflowers, Im- 
agine my horror when I sww the twin brother of that Kansas 
rabbit hop oul of the sage brush by my camp, The accursed 
creature had the same sinister expression as his brother had. 
Lrasped my jun, and as 1 threw it to my shoulder I said to 
my dog: ‘Queen, you shall haye roasted jack rabbit for sup- 
per,” I pulled the trigger. The rabbit gaily hopped off. 
discharged the other barrel. He continued to hop. In an- 
enish dropped the gun, and in terror-stricken tones 6x- 
claimed. ‘It is, it is the spectre rabbit!” Promptly the dog 
droye the rabbit into the sage brush, and I was restored to 
cheerfulness. 
The next morning I awoke early, There was a heavy 

frost on the prass, My blankets were white. As I turned, 
preparatory to a cat nap, I saw that the white mare was 
intensely interested in something she saw. Looking in the 
same direction I saw a large buck antelope standing motion- 
less in the edge of the sage brush behind me. His breath 
formed a tiny cloud of vapor as if arose above him, I drew 
my rifle from beneath the blankets‘and tried to coyer him, 
The gray light was too dim; so I waited patiently. Again 
and again I tried to cover him, but the pray light and the 

grand race that brought him to death. 

better, 

gray sage brush confused my vision, Finally, as I once again 
(drew the rific down on him, the black pinhead of the globe 
sight was fairly distinct on his forehead, and I pulled the 
trigger. Je fell in a heap. 
My proposed week's sport was at end, I had a sackful of 

sage hens, an entelope, anda deer, I conld use no more. I 
packed my horse, saddled my mare, forded the river and 
began the uscent of the bare monntain to where my deer was 
hanging, There I ate breakfast, the brisket of a fat, huck 
roasted before a fire of resinous jogs. As 1 sat smoking uu 
after-breakfast pipe, the sun arose behind me, and the desolate 
looking gray of the valley became tinged with pink. 
Regrettully | mounted. J turned in my saddle, and hade the 
valley of the North Platte a last farewell. Sadly I rode into 
the forest, feeling that. my play time had passed,— Man 
Wilhesan, in the Sum. 

THE RACE OF THE BULL ELK. 

| (a 1868 the terminus of the freight and passenger traffic 
on the then unfinished Union Pacific Railroad was at 

Bryan, in Wyoming Territory. The track west of that point 
was nsed only for construction material, and was nneyen, 
half ballasted, and unfit for running trains at a high rate of 
speed, Bryan Station was about two and one-half miles 
west of the ‘‘second crossing of the North Platte River.” 
South of the station buildings, al, a distance of about one 
thousand yards, was a range of low. horseshoe-shaped hills, 
with the webs of the shoe foward the west. One afternoon 
as A construction train, consisting of empty flat cars, was 
running toward Bryan, ihe engineer discovered a band of 
clk just ahead and near the track, ‘He let on all the steam 
lie dared and gaye chase, and it proved an exciting one; for 
the elk kept the line of the track and the fifteen or twenly 
men that made up the passenger list of the train, being armed 
to a man with rifles or revolyers, opened a fusilade with big 
uns and small pops, The band of elk, numbering thirty- 
three, and led by a fine old bull, kept their lead and were not 
injured by the shooters during the chase of about two miles, 
until the town was reached, when thirty-two of the elk that 
were behind swerved to the south and went into the park 
formed by the horseshoe hills. The big bull kept his course, 
running just south of the railroad warehouse and in sight of 
the whole town. 

The Indians had run off a lot of Mormon cattle only a 
few days before from just across the river, where they were 
wailing until the arrival of a trainlond of the faithful 
would bring their seryices in demand to haul the emigrants 
to Salt Lake, and at the firing from the incoming train the 
town turned ouf, expecting there was another raid upon the 
bull train of the saints, but the sizht of the elk caused more 
of a flurry, and horses that were saddled und bridled in the 
streets were hastily mounted, and their riders started in pur- 
suit. Then followed the most exciting chase that ever I wit- 
nessed. The bull was tired, the horses fresh, but he ran 
game.and to his death before he reached the river. Two 
men divided thé honor of his capture, and he was grallocked 
and boxed, that his magnificent antlers might not be broken, 
and sent to St. Lowis, where I presume he was duly 
admired for his grent size, but there was nothing to tell of his 

AN, CG. 
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PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

a eT my last communication we have had new fights of 
}.) rail birds and some fair tides, which made the shooting 

Tt required some fortitude, however, to brave the 
driying storm which took place during these better tides; 
but many undertook it and good bags were made. One of 
our mutual friends slipped np Raccoon Creek, N. J., with 
his pusher, and worked out the ground which lies above the 
turnpike bridge at Swedesboro during one day of this week. 
We had great suceess, finding rail in abundance, and a grown 
brood of summer ducks, some teal and a brace or two of 
English snipe. The marsh was too high to get all over it, 
but rail did not appear to have been disturbed there at a)! 
this season; and the ducks were easily paddled on. Being 
alone he had things as he wanted them, and returned with as 
good a showing as had been made for some time, One can 
very offen have the hest of sport by going 1o these unfre- 
quented places, and it generally repays the extra trouble taken 
fo reach them. 

The war continues on the English sparrow in our county. 
It has been suggested by one of our morning papers that the 
little bird be put on our game list, and adyocates the open 
season to be from Dee. 31 to Jan. 1. 

Teal are showing themselves in numbers now in our river, 
hut steamboat trafic is so continuous through the day the 
fowl are kept moving, and it isonly in the early morning 
that one can get a shot from some secluded point near the 
feeding srounds. This little duck frequents’ the creeks run- 
ning into the river more than the main stream, and greater 
suecess van be had by seeking them in such places, Some 
Enplish snipe are being found on our meadows, bat the 
grounds are in yery poor condition on account of the dry 
season, and the birds shot and killed sré found in the spring 
yneadows and on the marshes which are affected by the tides. 

As we draw near to the quail shooting season reports come 
in from all parts of Delaware and Maryland of the number 
of birds that were bred this year, and expectation is high of 
laying the best season for some years. In some parts of © 
Pennsylvania, I hear, the quail did not do so well, but as a 
Tule good accounts are heard from most of the eastern 
counties, Several broods were hatched this summer within 
the limits of Fairmount Park, or, I should say, the new park, 
but these birds are sate, and will make excellent training 
material for dogs, as those that were found last year were 
used, guns, of course, not being allowed. A running 
covey of quail made its way into the outskirts of Darby dur- 
ing the week, but were not disturbed as far as 1 can learn. 

The Schyieber boys haye been killing a number of bull- 
heads, yellow-legs and pugs nae near Dennisville, N. J., 
this week. The birds are on their way South and will have 
all passed through before your next issue. 
being killed on the Darby Creek meadows. 
Ocroner 6, 1883, 

English snipe are 
Homo. 

BurFFALOES FoR THE Scorrran Hrannanps3.—The Mon- 
treal Witness of Oct, 4 says: The steamship Erl King, 
which sails to-morrow morning for London, has on 
board a pair of buffaloes intended for breeding in Scot- 
land, hey are fine three year olds, with good coats of 
hair, and thongh not yet full grown, are henvier than cows. 
They were bought by the Marquis of Lorne from the buffalo 
ranch connected with the provincial penitentiary at Stony 
Mountain, Manitoba. 

—————E—<< 
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THe Lars Epwarp Sras.ek of Sandy Spring, Md., long 
a yalued contributor to the Forms? AND STREAM, was at the 
time of his death nearly eighty-nine years of age. He was 
in point of service the oldest post-master in the United 
States, haying been appointed in 1830, and serving continu- 
ously until his death, a period of fifty-three years, Aso 
sportsman and fisherman, says the Baltimore Sun, he was 
extensively known throughout Maryland and the adjacent 
States, and was a frequent contributor to the sporting press 
upon firearms practice, angling, ete. He made valuable 
ae ieee in the present styles of breech-londing rifies 
and shotguns, among them the “magazine”? attachment, 
which enabled the sportsmen (using the Spencer and Martini 
rifles) to hold from six to fourteen charges in reserve for 
any emergency. He hunted extensively (preyious to the past 
five years) through West Virginia, Maryland and Penusyl- 
yania, being frequently accompanied by his friends, Francis 
P, Blair, Sr., Gen. M. C. Meigs, and other well-known lovers 
of the sports of the forest and stream, Some ten years 
since he visited California and intervening States, and en- 
joyed rare sport among the buffalo and antelope of the foot- 

~ hills and plains of Colorado and Kansas, using his Roper re- 
peating rifle, with telescopic sights (for long-range shooting) 
and the explosive hard-point balls, both inventions of his 
own, He killed three buffalo the first day out, at a range of 
3a0Lto 400 yards while in Kansas, The instinct for sport 
was developed by the state of his health, which required him 
to lead an out-of-door life as much as possible, He took a 
great interest in fishculture as well as angling. He wrote a 
good deal on fishculture, and was equally an adept with the 
rod and line and the pen and graver. During the adminis- 
tration of Mr. Chapman as Mayor of Baltimore he introduced 
the black bass into Lake Roland. He was a member of the 
religious Society of Friends, of which his ancestry have been 
members since 1680. During the British invasion of Alex- 
andria in 1814 he was conscripted for service in the District 
militia, but being a Friend could not conscientiously serve 
or pay the fine, he was committed to jail for three weeks, 
until President Madison, through Mrs. Madison, a life-lone 
friend of Mr. Staller’s mother, heard of it and immediately 
ordered his release. He died in the house in which he was 
born, 

Amanreun PuotoerApiny,—Of late I have become very 
much interested as an amateur in photography, Having 
seen the working of a small machine made by one of your 
advertisers, T must say that eyen a din, by 5in. camera 
that costs but ten dollars, produces some very fine pictures. 
Looking the affair over I concluded to make one myself, and 
now Lhaye a yery complete outfit that weighs, including 
tripod and four dry plates, four and one-half pounds; size of 
camera 6 by 6 by 6 inches, From a trip to the North Woods 
J brought home some fine views, and now think more of the 
little machine than ever. How many times when in camp 
it has been said, Now if we only had a picture of our tem- 
porary home, with the old camp-fire and the surrounding 
comforts, as well as of our comrades with their swollen eyes 
and ears, many is the laugh we could haye in looking them 
over in after years. I have found it almost impossible dur- 
ing my few years’ experience to get: the same party together 
more than once. The boys say, Next summer we must havea 
picture of those little punkies, for what is camp without the 
punkies? And then there is that beautiful fall of water, and 
that large boulder on the left, where we cast over the stream 
and take a fine trout, and lead him down through to the hole 
below where we work him until he gives up and shows us 
his glistening sides. Views of all these we can bring home 
and review them during the cold winter nights, as we gather 
around the camp-fire at home. My machine is so compact 
and complete, that I canstrap it on to my back when going 
up the stream, and as we reach an old familiar spot I can rig 
up and pull it with a thread, standing at any distance away, 
thereby including myself in the group. I don’t know as 
this will interest the old heads of the craft, but I dave say 
even they would give up considerable to haye an illustrated 
remembrance of their old companions; and I advise all who. 
wish to retain your pleasures of the woods, not to neglect, 
the next time you go there, to buy or make a machine and 
take it with you, if will pay you for all your trouble, Would 
it not be well for amateurs to start an exchange of views, 
thereby gaining new ideas of different parts of the country, 
together with reports of the same? Let us hear from some of 
the other amateurs on the subject.—C. M. H. 

New Memrnis Guy Cxius.—Twenty-one gentlemen in 
Shelby county, Tenn., have leased for ten years the famous 
Beaver Dam Lake (in part), three miles east of Austin, Tunica 
county, Miss. Plans for a club house haye been accepted, 
and boats for shooting and fishing ordered. Initiation fee 
is $50, assessment is $20. Membership limited and full. 
Should any vacancy occur it requires unanimous yote to 
elect. Three months’ delinquency is cause for erasure of * 
name, and all rights and properties of members revert to the 
club, Following are officers and charter members of Beaver 
Dam Ducking Club: Dr. Robt. W. Mitchell, President: 
Mr. W. B. Mallory, Vice-President; W. A, Wheatley, See- 
retary and Treasurer; M. L. Selden and Capt. L, B. McFar- 
Jand and above, Executive Committee; Mr. James Phelan, 
Mr, Julius A. Taylor, Judge 8. P. Walker, Mr. D. H. Pos- 
ton, Dr, D. D. Saunders, R. D. Jordan, Dr. G. W. Overall, 
Geo. Mitchell, Mr, A. C, Treadwell, W. L. Clapp, Capt. T. 
5, Davant, T, T. Edmondson, Mr, Chas, P, Stewart, W. 'T. 
Bowdre, Ool, Wm. If. Carroll, Wm. M, Sneed. Honorary 
Members, Mujor Jno. D. Ussery, Capt. Sam T. Cames, 
Lieut, John Kerr, Dr. Richard Owen. 

Quart tx TENNESEE.—Dyersburg, Ten,, Oct. 1.—Part- 
ridges (quail) are more numerous in this section than they 
haye been for years, They sometimes come to town and are 
seen in the gardens, in the churchyards, in the cemetery and 
even in the courtyard, and there are, probably, a dozen 
coveys in the corporate limits. Look out the car window 
and you see them fly from the truck, the meadow, the corn: 
field, the cotton field, and the sorglum field, and, in fact, 
on every hand. This is partly accounted for from the fact 
that the deadly rifle has cleaned out the hawk, as well as the 
deer and turkeys,—T. VY. W, 

MippiErown, Conn., Oct. 3.—Game is unusually plenty 
in this vicinity this fall, and there should be good shootiny, 
and prohably will he on quail, The only trouble with par- 
tridge is the continual snaring going cn in some seetions. It 
is a shame that it cannof be stopped. Birds are sold in this 
market through the whole season that do not bear a mark of 
shot.—W, H. G. 

Aw Evnorric Gux.—Oue of the mot interesting novelties 
at the Vienna International exhibition is an electric gun. 
The powder is fired by means of a piece of platinum in the 
cartridge, and the electric current necessary for heating the 
platinum is obtained from a little accumulator, which must 
be worn in a belf specially devised for the purpose. Besides 
the accumulator and the belt, a glove anda shoulder-strap 
are necessary; the glove is worn on the left hand, and is 
counected with one pole of the accumulator, the strap with 
the other, All this would, i, must be confessed, be a rather 
formidable addition toa soldier's accoutrements, and one is 
hardly surprised to hear that the inventors doa not expect 
their patent lo be immediately adopted in all the Buropean 
armies. Meanwhile they point out that the electric gun 
affords several advantages besides the charm of noyelty, 
which ought to commend it tothe sporisman. In the first 
place, if is said to be very economical; and what new appli- 
cation of electricity is ever said to be anything else—at first? 
There is no great saving on the gun or the cartridges, but 
then only a quarter of the ordinary @harge of powder is 
necessary. Moreover, the gun is economical of time and 
trouble. The cartridges serve many times over, and there is 
none of the bother of taking off the old caps. But the 
crowning merit which is claimed for the electric gun is that 
it is warranted neyer to ‘‘Ikick.”’ If this warranty be really 
true, the application of electricity to sport ought not to be 
long delayed.—Pall Mall Gazette. 

Cuinyron, Mass., Oct, 6.—The field day of the Clinton 
Sportsmen’s Club has been fixed for Thursday, Oct. 18, with 
a fame supper Friday evening, The captains, Messrs Har- 
riman and Goss, were selected by a committee, and the sides 
designated as follows: A.B. Harriman, P. J. Lewis, C. L. 
8. Hammond, U. A. Burditt, A. G. Larkin, J. B. Frost, 
Robert Orr, Chas. Frazer, M. CG, Wealey, C. T. Cunningham, 
W. J. Goulter, D, A, Rogers, G. W. Truell, F. W. Cole, 
Geo, Gibbs, J. D, Hayes, Henry Shedd, C. F. Tufts, C. M. 
Dinsmore, ©, W, Field, Jr., D. H. Hayter, E, G. Stevens, 
G. M. Livermore, Bayard Thayer, F. G. Jerauld, W. I. 
Leighton, Jr. G. Walton Goss, John McQuaid, I. J, 
Brown, A. N. Smith, BE. ©. Osgood, Horace A. Thissell, 
Geo. P. French, John EB, Thayer, Geo. C. Fairbanks, Samp- 
son Jenkins, Horace H. Lowe, Abijah Brown, F, E, Carr, 
A. A. Perham, W, H. Gibbs, B, K. Gallup, F. E. Bailey, C. 
E. Shaw, George L. Avery, A. R. Stevenson, Myron Brewer, 
G. A, Brown, G. 8. Gibson, W, H. Hlword, George A, 
Sampson. 

GAME ty Texss.—Galveston, Oct. 3,—The weather has 
turned yery warm again, and the ducks that arrived during 
the cool speil have disappeared, seemingly to seek ‘‘zreener 
fields and pastures new.” There is a storm above us moving 
this way that is very likely to terminate in what we call a 
norther. If it does game of all kinds will be quite abun- 
dant, particularly ducks, such as teal, pintails, bluebills and 
widgeon, Canyas-backs, redheads and mallards will hardly 
arrive before November, Within the last few days I have 
noticed quite a number of live quail inmarket. The abom- 
inable practice of trapping them in nets and shipping them 
to points where they command a good price is carried on to 
a yreat extent by unscrupulous persons. This method is so 
universally known that a description is unnecessary. The 
net when once set does terrible execution, very few if any of 
a covey escaping. Lain afraid it will be many years before 
these poor little fellows receive proper protection, They 
seem to have very few friends in this State.—Nrmo, 

WakRENTON, Va., Oct. 8.—A week hence the season for 
quail, grouse and wild turkey opens here, and, as game is 
unusually plenty, I hope soon to send you a practical proof 
thereot. The sport now most in vogue here is fox hunting, 
there being three meets in this vicinity, with a fine pack of 
hounds and many bold riders, seyeral of the gentler sex al- 
ways participating. Charles: Payne, the banker, Major 
Holman. J, Maddox, and others, lead in the sport. with as 
fine horses as there are in any section, Talisman, the favor- 
ite hunter ridden by Major Holman, is probably as good in 
a steeplechase as any horse in America. I hope soon to give 
you a detailed account of one of these spirited contests tor 
the red brush, which wili enable your readers to know what 
old Fauquier county is doing in the way of sport,—Nep 
BUNTLINE. 

Loursraya GAame,—Monroe, La., Sept. 28.—A few days 
ago a party of six went to Lafourche swamp, twelve miles 
from Monroe, and brought back one hundred and thirty- 
three squirrels, of the black and red varieties, Two of the 
party killed ninety-six between them, ‘hey were killed 
during one afternoon and the following morning. Partridges 
(Bob Whites) are very abundant in the hills west of here, but 
the clearings are generally small, the thick woods greatly 
preponderaling, so it is difficult to make a large bag, Deer 
are also abundant, but the prolonged dry weather is very un- 
fayorable to “driving” with hounds, the usual method of 
hunting deer in this vicinity. The ‘‘bull bat” (goat sucker) 
is affording some good sport, as he lingers on his journey 
southward, <A lively fusilade is kept up toward sundown in 
the suburbs of the town on these birds,—Ovacurra. 

SnoormGg Grocxnps WantEp.—E. A. F. (New York) 
wants to know where he shall go for squirrel shooting, and 
will be grateful for directions to a good locality. I, P. 
(Somerset county, Pa.) wants to goto the best place in 
West Virginia for deer, bears, panthers, ete. Would prefer 2 
county where a generous bounty is paid for the destruction 
of ‘‘varmints.’’ F. W. B. (Philadelphia, Pa.) wishes location 
for three or four days’ shooting, rabbits and quail, or syuir- 
rels, within 74 miles of Philadelphia, He would prefer to 
hire a doz on the grounds. 

Vermont GRovusk.—Byrattleboro, Vt., Oct. 1,—Partridges 
(ruffed grouse) are more plenty in this vicinity than for 
many years past; but the gray squirrels which were very 
thick lust year, ave as scarce this as the partridges used to 
be.—B. anv I, 

Moxrvrreat, Oct. 3.—Last wetk there was a big flight of 
English snipe at the Highgate Marshes, and the writer got 
his full quota of them, Few ducks there and tyo guns to 
every duck. Weather wet and raw here.—STAnsTEAp, 

Sir Boyle Roche’s flight of BURLOrY in the Irish House of 
Commons—*I smell a rat, [see him floating in the air; but I 
will nip him in the bud”—has been nearly apErosolies by an 
English legislator declaiming against the game laws. ‘‘What,” 
said he, ‘could be more iniquitous than that tenants should 
not only be obliged to keep the rabbits for their landlords, but 
even to preserye their eggs? 

Sea and River SMishing. 

ANGLING RESORTS.—We shali be glad to huve for publi- 
cation notes of good fishing localities. Will not our eorre- 
spondents favor us with notes of desirable points for angling 
excursions? 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portanee cre liable to delay. 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 16, bas 

been published in convenient pamphlet form, and will he sent to any 

address, postpaid, on receipt of 10 cents. 

REELFOOT LAKE. 

JF you want fine black bass fishing this fall come here to 
the Reelfoot Lake, Reelfoot bayou, and other smaller 

Jakes made by the great earthquake of 1811. Uncle Joe 
Mitchell, aged ninety-four years, and who lived then where 
the lake now is, has just died. He was a great fisherman, 
and in his last days would wade in the water (o his waist to 
throw the shining minnow to a favorite log or stump. It 
was very interesting to hear lim talk of the time that he 
settled in this country, when 4 child, and of the scenes and 
incidents that occurred when the great upheaval of the earth 
and waters occurred, This upheaval was followed by a 
sinking of the land that made a Jake five to seven miles wide 
and thirty miles long, besides numerous smaller ones, all 
teeming with fish. 

John Tarrant, one day last week, caught eighty black 
bass and white perch from 2 to 62 pounds; he caught nine 
under one log that layin deep water in Reelfoot bayou. 
Fishing parties are made up every day to go to these places, 
from twelve to twenty-five miles from here. The writer. in 
company of the Rev, J. E. Evans, D.D., caught a fine string 
of white perch, Dlack and striped bass in Forked Deer River, 
at this place, last Friday. Two ot the perch weighed 3 
pounds each, though J once saw one caught here that 
weighed 44 pounds by Dr. W. A. Fowlkes, and one 44 by 
J. W. Wilson. Who can beat them? TL. W: 
DyrrssureG, Tenn., Oct, 1. 

THE ANGLING TOURNAMENT. 

HE Committee of Arrangements met at Mr, Blackford’s, 
Fulton Market, on ‘tuesday, Oct. 9, and arranged the 

prize list as follows: 
ULASS A—AMATEDR. 

1. Gold medal, given by the mémbers of the South Side 

Sportsmun’s Club of Long Island, value,:..-...-.-. veseeee $30.00 
2, One Leouard split-bamboo fly-rod, given by William Mills & 

Son,.7 Warren street, New York, .-.,-,...-2- 24 -~ swe eee 
3. One compensating black bass reel, *“‘The Imbrie,”* N 

given by Abbey & Imbrie, 48 Maidem lane, New York. ..., 

30.00 

1.00 

4, One year’s subscription to Forust anpD STRRAM......----..-- 2.00 

BV USS ge ee aS cS ent Stem nae ele sfio aul gs om = 3 oe ae #,00 

6. Copy of the American edition of Dame Juliana Berner’s 
Book,“‘Fysshe and Fysshinge,” edited by G,W.VanSiclen, 1.50) 

CLASS B—AMATEUR. 

1. Gold medal, given by the members of the Sonth Side 

Sportsman’s Club of Long Island...) -..2) .- 20) ee ev eee ce BRO 

2, One split-bambou fiy-rod given by B, ¥, Nichols, 154 Milk 
BiTcetyeSOSuOMe wasp esen. pies ne estore Mss 2s Be ail -pke 20,00) 

8. One ily book, “The Endicott,” given hy Abbey & Imbrie, 
48 Maiden Lane, New York,,.... .. ---2:+--2-2,sseereee oe BU 

4, Subscription to Forest anp Sriram for ony year... - , Lou 

PEAY oS ae A ae : _ 8.00 

OLASS C—AMATEUR, 
1. Gold medal, given by the members of the South Side Sports- 

man’s Glubof Long Island... 2.0.2... 2ceee eevee ee seer ee eee ee $20.00 
2, One split-bamboo fy-rod, given by B. F, Nichols, 153 Milk 

Btrcoabp WOStOMY eecapa tea litcsok Meee ee seeaebaon REDE ee eee e 20.00 
8. One patent net-ring, handle and uet, given by William Mills 

& Son, 7 Warren street, New York 22.2... 0 -ec cece eee eee G00 
4, Subscription to Pormsy anp Stream for one year. ...... « 400 

Gh AIDE RE)» ee ees ooo serbed mrbod eee. oe oo 3,10 

ULASS D—EXPERT, OPEN TO ALE, 
1, Gold medal, given by members of the South Side Sports- 

man's Club, ot Long Island, value. ----.__.--._---....--- —.. BR0.00 

2, Cash given by the National Rod and Reel Association........ 10.00 

3. One year’s subscription to FOREST AND STRHAM..,-,..)---..- . 400 

EWES A =e 1e ns eetey eee eaes sy Ot oe dee ee nas teen (joer ade 3.00 

CLASS H—EXPERT, OPEN 'TO ALL, 

1, Cash given by the National Rod and Reel Association, .......$20.00 

2, Cash given by Mr.B, R. Wilbur, Forest aAnp StRem office...,,, 10.110 

8, Cash given by the National Rod and Reel Association. . 5.0 

4, One year’s subscription to ForEs? amp SrneAM 4.00 
RDEV ELELUGH wi diele Ste erie se eee eke 3,0) 

6. Return of entry fee.......... 
SALMON, CLASS [.—AMATEURS. 

(Open only to those who have fished for salmon, Subjectto Rule 2.) 

4. One split-bamboo salmon rod, 1&ft., given hy Conroy & 
Bissett, 65 Fulton street, New York,.......... Per Nat fo 5 

2, Cash given by the National Rod and Reel 

3. Cash given by the National Rod and Reel Association..._.,. 4 00 

4. One year’s subscription to Formst AND STREAM,..-.... ..... 4 00 
BP WL es ok ee ne ees eae ae a Re Pe ee SR 3 00 

SALMON, CLASS IT.—HXPERT. 
1. Gold medal, given by the National Rud and Reel Association. $25 00 

2, Cash given by the National Rod and Reel Association. ....... 10 00 
8. Cash given by the National Rod anfl Reel Association....... 4 00 

4, One year's subscription to FoREst arp StReAM.....-..._ |... 400 
PROVE S58 Soc 6 458 65 Fi be ee eS Rese eR Ate Se ens eo 4 00 

HEAVY BASS CASTING. 
1, Gold medal, given by the Nutional Rod aud Reel Associa- 

Ve Pea ees es re ery) PPE eae cy #45 00 

3. One year’s subscription to FoREs’ AND STREAM... ...... 400 

SATO BET 5 bat ne ene Goeth urn Epes aot 3 00 

LIGH'T BASS CASTING. 
1. One septangular split-bambon bass rod, given by E. vom 

Hofe, Fulton street, New Work.....,,-.---------s++---:++: $25 00 

2. Cash given Wy Mr, Martin G. Brown, 4 Park place, New 

York ~53-_PScagey ies? in Bos Te Wu 

§, One year’s subscription to Pores? AND STREAM.,,,.. -...... 400 

4, Value ..,,.-.,-. 3 00 

The tournament will take place on the waters of Harlem 
Mere, where it was held last year. Directions for reaching 
the lake will be found elsewhere in our columns, The plat- 
form for casting will ve one fool above the water, 

At the last mecting of (he committee, Mr, R. Yan Vleck 
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Was appointed to superintend the erection of the platform 
and to perfect all arrangements on the prounds. The rules 
governing the special classes will be found in our issue of 
September 27. 

After the tournament of the first day, the annual mecting 
will be held at the Metropolitan Hotel, where officers for the 
ea year will be elected, and a subscription dinner will 
ollow. 

After supper we cut some large logs and put them on the | that again, and Twould not do it for all the deer in jhe 
fire, and then sot out our pipes and mate our plans for the | Adirondacks. We ght in about 8 A, M., and Paul showed 
Taorow. About nine we wrapped ourselves in the blankets | me to my room, where I soon modressed and was just soin 
and slept well, Next day we vepaired the camp and in fhe | to set into bed when I thought of winding my wwateh. 
afternoon planted the buoys and fished, Fved caught a fine | lighted the candle and was thunderstruck to find 1 was uot 
lake trout snd I caught the first brook trout. An early sup- | inthe roum with Fred but with a strange couple, 1 srabhed 
per was served ont, and it, was decided to floal for deer that | my things and made for the doorin a hurry bub ran into 4 
night on the inlet hetween the Seyenth and Bighth lakes. | chair in my haste and knocked it down, waking up the old 
Everything being ready, we started, Fred paddling and T] man. Tran out in the hall and tricd to find a reom to hide 
sitting inthe bow of the boat under the ‘jack,’’ my never | 10, but was not quick enough. The old man liad me by the 
having shot a deer gave me the right of having the first | neck and was choking me while trying to explain how it 
chance forone, Fred and Lyman acted yery nicely about it, | happened. I finally broke loose, and he did not know 
and insisted on my taking that important position for 4 | Whether to believe ib was a mistake or not, and half thought 
beginner, This kind of hunting is very exciting. You are | that he had captured a burglar. Fred's room was at Tost 
seated directly under the ‘‘jack,” and cannot move or change found snd in the morning the proper explanations were 
your position withoul making 4 great deal of noist, Having | made. 
only about ten inches space fo sit in, in the course of ten 
minutes you will find all the members of your body going 
lo sleep, and it will scem you will have to change your 
position, and to dogghis you will work yery slowly, and just 
us you think you Are ready to move your body fron: one 
side to the other, or change your fect without avy noise, 
you will be surprised at the hubbub you are making, and 
you will hear from the persou paddling, ‘Tf you can’t sit 
still we had better go home, for you have scared every deer 
in aliundred yards of us,” This ‘floating for deer” is the 
hardest and mest exciting work I eyer did, Jf you do any- 
thing at all at it you will have to make # statue of yourself, 
and let the nusquitocs and pnukies bite you to their hearts’ 
content, for it is impossible to brush them off without 
making some noise. The atmosphere in the Adirondacks 14 
solemnly still, and you will be surprised to find you can hear 
the least sound a great distance. We hada good “Sack,” 
and I could see ahead of us for fifty yards. The point of 
floating for deer with a light is this: Deer generally feed at 
night on the lily-pads. Having a strong light they sce it off 
a considerable distance, and having a8 great Curiosity as 
women, they will know what itis, and will prick up their 
ears und watch it approach them. ‘They will stand until 
you get within thirty or forty feet of them, providing you 
make no noise. It would seem that you would always get 
your (eer if you should shoot at one, but yon try it and see 
how easy it isto miss. All the time you are approaching 
your deer you are swing at a fast rate of speed, and the 
motion of the boat will cause you always to shoot over the 
dees head two or three feet. The person paddling has to 
keep the bow of the boat directly on the deer, for if it should 
see the shape of the boat or éven your shadow, it would 
leave you before you could raise your gun to your shoulder, 
By keeping the light directly on it of course if cannot see 
only darkness beyond, 

After taking my position in the boat and promising not to 
make any noise, [ began to tremble, although 1 tried hard 
to resist it, and thought that T was making an ass of myself 
by shaking as if inanaguefit. Byery bird that flew from the 
shore was magnified into a deer, and the gun would go up. 
Tf a froze jumped into the lake a quickening pulse would 
magnify it into the tread of a buck. This feeling 1 lave 
never mastered, and to-day it amuses the guides, 
We were very unfortunate in floating, and Pred and J, 

after Lyman Ieit us, floated five or six times, le always 
giving me the shot. The trouble was thal, we were too 
late for the floating season, As soon as they begin run- 
ning dogs the deer stldom come in the lakes to feed, bnt 
lowwanted to shoof a deer badly, so after tiring Fred out 
paddling me atound, I entered into an agreement with 
Panl Crego to paddle me up toa deer, if he gave me a shot 
at it I wus to give him $5, if he did not he was to réceive 
nothing. We went twice withont seeing anything, and he 
said it was no use to ga any more us the deer did not now 
feed on lily-pads, so [ thought I had to give up the idea of 
shooting my dter in that manner; buf Paul wanted the 
45 quite badly and one might before I came away told me to 
come to Sam Dunakin’s cabin, and we would go from there and 
see what we could do, At the appointed hour 1 was ready 
and we started out. The night was yery cold and in a short 
time I was so cold that 1 could hardly stand it. 1 suffered 
about an hour before I said anything, und then proposed to 
eo back. He had his eye on the $10, for [had increased 
him $5, and would not go back and im a short time a heavy 
fog came up and we could not see ten feet ahead ofus, 1 
was tired snd cold and told Paul he should have $5 if he 
would go back, but he said the fog would go away and to- 
night we would surely get a deer. He then said wwe had 
better xo on shore and siretch our limbs fora short time; I 
consented and we went on shore, ‘The fog instead of going 
away came on thicker, and when we had again got into our 
boat we could not see our hand before us. I wanted now to 
go home worse than ever, but Paul did not want to;ina 
short time I began to feel yery sleepy “and was very much 
afraid I was going to drop off, so I pinched myself, counted, 
and did everything i could do to keep awake, but it was no 
use ,and in 4 short time 1 was sound asleep. 1 must have 
slept two lours, at least, and all this time Paul thought 1 
was watching. 

T was afraid at first he knew I had been asleep, and when 
I found out he had no idea 1 had Leen "'snoozing” I felt bet- 
ter, tor | would not have had him know it) for considerable. 
The fog was us thick as ever und | asked him if he knew 
where we were; he said he did not, and thoughtwe had been 
going around ina circle for about an honr. Tf here began to 
get afraid and thought if we should run on a floating chunk 
our chances of getting fo shore would be very slim. Before 
I got asleep we were on the Third Lake and I thought we 
were still there, and was very much surprised to hear him 
gay ‘‘I think we were foolisli to come in the First Lake.” I 
had no idea we were there, but concluded to keep still and 
not confess, and he rowed around for about ten minutes and 
suid: ‘‘I cannot tell where we are; if I could only find Dog 
Tsland I could take a course and row straight home.” Just 
ten we came {fo the island, which was very fortunate, and I 
thought he could not find the way back and wanted to stay 

MY FIRST ADIRONDACK TRIP. 

A BOYHOOD REMINISCENCE, 

(Gontinued. ) 

‘HE next morning we started early for our camp on 
Seventh Lake, we three having hired a bout of Ed, 

Arnold, then proprietor of the Forge House, red taking 
upon himself the responsibility of guiding a party to the 
Providence Camp on the Fourth Lake. The guides at the 
hotel clustered around us, thinking, of course, we were going 
to hire some of them, but we shoved our boat off with 
“Good-bye, boys, come upand see us and stay a day or two.” 
Fred knew our route perfectly. Welhad seventcen miles to 
row before reaching our camp, and took it very slowly, so as 
to see all the fine points on our route. 
From Arnold’s we had one and one-half miles to go on the 

Moose River before coming to the First Lake. This lake is 
two miles long and one mile wide, and is a pretty little sheet 
of water, At the head of it and at the foot of the Second 
Lake is situated the Stickney cabin, the property of Mr. 
Stickney, of St, Louis, He is a fine, old gentleman, and has 
made it a point to be at his mountain home every summer 
for the past twenty-five years. As soon as he arrives he al- 
ways puts out his fag on the highest peak of the Bald Moun- 
tains to let his friends and the guides know he has arrived. 
The first thing Fred said, looking in that direction, was, 
“Boys, Stickney is here, Isce his flag.” We stopped and 
gave them the latest news, which was gladly received, 
Stickney always hires three or four of the best guides of the 
Brown tract for the whole season, and never wants for fish 
or vension. Ilis cabin is large and furnished up very nicely. 
The cabin is situated between the lakes on high ground and 
is always free rom mosquitoes and punkies, and there is al- 
ways a delighful breeze blowing. Wemadeita point to call 
at the cabin when passing, and were always well received by 
him or his family. 
The Second Lake is about the size of the{First, but has much 

finer shores and the scenery is finer, The Third Lake is a 
little beauty, being about a mile long and a mile wide. At 
the head of it is situated the Buel or Grant cabin; no one 
being there we did not tarry long, only taking a short look 
af it. From the Third tothe Fourth Lake there is an inlet 
of one-half mile in length, The water is very clear and you 
can see both lake trout and brook trout swimming throngh 
it, and if « person has the melination to fish it, he can catch 
tront very easily, as there is no brush to bother him. 

At the foot of the Fourth Lake we left the other party. 
We bid them good-bye, and with well wishes for their suc- 
cess, we left them and soon came to the Snyder cabin, but 
did not stop, as we were in a hurry to get to the cabin of 
Sam Dunakin and provision up. We were foriunate enough 
to find Sam at home, and after getting our dinner, supplies 
and another boat, we again started for the Seventh. Tt was 
now getting quite late, but Lyman pulled a strong oar, and 
we soon psssed the cabins of ‘Jack’ Sheppard and Law- 
rence, and the camps of Geo. Ballard and the old Herkimer. 
We stopped at the cabin of Mr, Pratt, of Brooklyn, fora 
drink of water, and there met young Pratt and friends; they 
had ‘‘Paul” and “Dick” Crego for guides, and finer men and 
better zuides cannot be found in the Adirondacks than Paul 
and hisson. Before we left they presented us with a large 
picce of venison, which was pvladly accepted. The Fourth 
flake is the largest of the Fulton Chain, being six miles long 
and about two miles wide; it is a beautiful sheet of water, 
and the scenery is grand, Bald Mountain showing at its best 
from this lake, the shores are sloping and covered with ever- 
greens, making it look like a gentleman’s private grounds on 
the Hudson, ‘The cabins on this lake are all owned hy 
weulthy gentlemen who ocenpy them for two or tliree weeks 
during the summer. From the Fourth Lake to the Fifth we 
went through another inlet of a mile, The Fifth Lake is not 
larger thai a common sized mill pond, but yery pretly 
neyerthelss. Here we had our first ‘‘carry” or portage} we 
had all our supplies, luggage and boats to carry over. We 
concluded to leave Aruold’s boat here and send it 
hack at the first opportunity; this saved us one trip over, 
but we all had to double the carry. ‘This one is three- 
quarters of a mile long, and considered hy the guides to be 
the roughest cne in the Brown Tract. We came into the 
Sixth Lake through a short inlet from the carry, but asa 
lake it amounts to nothing except as a feeding place for 
deer. It is not much larger than the Fifth Lake, and is com- 
pletely filled wp with lilies, which are good tood for deer, 
Going up another inlet of a mile and a half we came into 
the Seventh, Thescene on the lake was loyely; the sun was 
just going down, and it lefta purple hue over the moun- 
tains; there was uot a ripple on the lake, or a living thing 
moving. The stillness was awful, and we all felt solemn, 
and did not break the silence for nearly ten minutes, when 
Lyman said: ‘‘Boys, 1 have been almost over the entire 
Adirondack region, but haye neyer seen anything that can 
compare with this.” The Seventh Lake, our home for four 
wecks, is nearly two miles long, and is considered by all to 
be the queen of the Fulton Chain. In the center of itis a 
large island, but it is uever camped on because it has no 
spring, otherwise it is a loyely spet. 

It was nearly dark when we got all our things up to our 
camp and a fire started. The camp was situated near the 
foot of the lake on a hill forty of fifty feet higher than the 
water; it commanded a view of the whole Jake and was 
generally free from mosquitoes and punkies. The camp 
was built bya Mr. Merriman, of Philadelphia, about ten \ i l 1 

years ago, is built of strong logs on three sides, leaving it | there all night, but he said now he could go divectly to 

open in front; it Slopes from the top down to within three “‘Sam’s,” and after ane a short-distance outin the lake he 

feet of the ground, has room for six to sleep in, besides a | took his course and rowed, I thought, directly for the Forge 

large space for dining tables and provisions; the top of it is House. I tried tomake him believe he was foing wrong, 

covered by hemlock bark. It is a remarkably pleasant | but he informed me that Twould know more about the 

camp and fixed up inside very nicely for puns, fish- | woods if I had been there twenly years, as helad, | wasso 

ing rods, etc. We soon had our supper prepared, and ‘‘ate | positive he was going wiong that £ bet him two dojlars, but 

like braye men, long and well;” it consisted of bread and | he did not want to bet. I insisted onif so, he did, I wanted 

butter, pickles, coffee made by Lyman, and yenison cooked | yery much to take the conceit out of him, but instead of da- 

by Fred, 1 being the ‘‘baby” and having had no experience | Ing that I lost my two dollars, for he went straight for the 

in the art of cooking, they would not Ict metry. Lin-| camp and never made a miss. How he could do it will 

sisted, but they said they were too hungry to have me fuss | always remain a mystery to me, for it was impossible to see 
over the fire, and likely spoil everything | tried to cook, | six inches from you. I was very much afraid we would yun 

Pheix ubjection was well founded, for later when I did try | in something and tried iny best to get him to go ashore, but 

to cook 1 did as they said 1 would, he rowed his best. 1 never care to go trough a night like 

[TO BE CONTINUED. | 

IN THE BERKSHIRE HILLS. 

HIS summer I spent my yacation among the Berkshire 
hills, in Western Massachusetts. No more délivhttul 

spot can be found among our New England and Middle 
States than these southern Berkshire hills. While the scensry 
lacks the rugged #randeur of the White Mountains, it pos- 
sesses many and varied charms, which fully compensate for 
the loss. Pure air, delightful drives und views, varied points 
of Interest, good living combined with moderate prices, has 
justly drawn an ever-increasing crowd to this locality. 

Fair trout fishing can be found in the streams in the town- 
ships of New Marlboro, Sandisfield and Monterey, The 
streams are all accessible. Of course the lishing is much 
better in the spring than when T was there in August. Then 
forty trout toa day’s fishing would be a fair average, To 
August the streams were low and fine, and the weather cold 
und even frosty, so we made an average of aboul twenty 
fish. On some of the streams the fly can be used with good 
success; on others the streams are so overgrown as to mike 
bait fishing a necessity. Some spots are Overgrown so much 
that no fishing at all is possible, which on the whole is 
rather fortunate, as it helps preserve te str¢ams, ‘The fish 
rarely run over a pound in weicht, and from thut size down, 
more being taken about seven lo nine inches long than any 
other size. 

I regret to say that the fishing in one stream, whicli used 
to be very fair, [found this summer to be very poor, and 
afterward learned us 4 reason, that man in one of the yil- 
lages, haying started a trout pond, set. ali the boys around to 
catching trout for him, which catching I know wasnotlone 
in. 8 legitimate manner, At last accounts he had some 5,000 
trout mm his pond, all of which had been taken from two 
small streams near by, The majority came from 4 stream 
which is certainly of over 2 mile and # balf in total length, 
and with an average width of eighteen inches. I only tell 
{his to show the amazing fertility of these small streams and 
whit fishing might be in these Wastern States if it only had 
u fair chance. 

There are also # number of small lakes within » few miles 
of one another, in which fair bass fishing can be found. I 
did not haye much luck myself, owmg to various causes. 
Of pickerel there are a great plenty, and Leanght many good 
strings. The fish are of all sizes, from five pounds down. 
They are mostly caught by skittering, thouxh some sood 
strings have been caught by still-fishing with live haat. Luke 
Buel, near Great Barrington, is leased by the State, fishies 
being allowed only from July to November, and a permit he- 
ing necessary, which, however, can be obtained by any one 
from the two men who let hoats, 

The bass fishing in this lake is quitegood. One gentle- 
Man caught this summer in two days’ fishing 75 pounds, his 
largest fish weighing 62 pounds. 

Good hotels al moderate prices can be found at Great Bar- 
rington, Sheflield or Canaan, from which any point cam be 
reached by teams, though it would be better for the sports- 
man to go to the mountain villages of New Murlhoro or Mill 
River, where he will also find good sccommodationa at #1 
per day. "The Housatonic Railroad pubhshes a yery good 
guide of the region, and an excellent map of tle country can 
be obtained by writing to the Berkshire Life Insurance Gom- 
pany, at Pittsfield, Mass. Any further information can be 
obtained of Mr. J. N. Tuttle, New Marlboro, Mass., wlio 
keeps an excellent summer hotel. PERCEY ATs 

THE TARPON AGAIN. 

Editor Fovest and Streai: 
Linclose a fish story that I can youth for, a4 Mr, Williims 

is an acquaintance of min and formerly resided in Syracuse. 
—ONONDAGA, 

The Tully Zimex publishes a letter from My, Cone Wil- 
liams, who went from Syracuse to Jacksonville, Fla, lwo 
years ago, describing the exciting Capture of a gamy dinizen 
of the briny deep. ‘The editor of the Times gives the dimen- 
sions of the fish scale mentioned as three and one-fourth by 
two and one-half inches. ‘The letter reads; 
You will find inclosed a fish scale taken from a tarpon 

that it was my good fortune to capture not long since. 1 
say [eaptuved, but had not my oarsmyn, Sani, been an 
experienced fisherman, possibly and probably L should sot 
be writing of caphanilg the fish, but my obituary would have 
appeared mstead. . 

‘The tarpon, or Jew fish as it is sometimes called. is one of 
the gamy fellows, none more so in faci, on the Plorida 
coast, ‘They resemble the bassin shape, having mercury 
colored black, drawn silver sides, and Wurnished steel under 
side, They are a beautiful fish, and when rushing and dart- 
ing through the water they remind one of chain Jightniug. 
To “land” sucha fish requirésexpérience, présence of mind, 
steady nerves and @ strong muscle, 
We started down the St. Johns River from Pilot Town 

ut break of day, and twenty minutes of steady pulling 
brought us to the jetties, just inside of which is considered 
good fishing ground, and our guceess proved the correchness 
of the assertion. The tide was setting in—greab while- 
capped waves were chasing each otherand breaking on the 
bar not more than half a mile below, while the swell apt 
our little boat constantly dancing, I thought low kecnly 
Tully fishermen—Crofoot, Smith, Vail, Wooster, rol, 
Strail, and many others—with whom] have fished on Tully 
lakes, would enjoy the rare sport, and Lheartaly wished one 
or all of them out there with me on fhe broad Atlantic, 

There is to mes grandeur and sublimity in the uncedsing 
and ever changing motion of ‘‘old ocean’s waves.” Their 
sullen roar as they sweep on with irresistible dnd majestic 
force fills the mind with solemn forebodiugs uf that day 
when the heavens shall roll together as 4 scroll und the 

——~™ 
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fountains of the great deep be broken up, and time shall 
cease, 

On this occasion, however, I had other business than ro- 
manciogon “what the wild waves say.” We baited onriooks 
with mullet, and casting them inlo the sea, We settled our- 
selvts for the anticipated bite. We fished with shark hooks 
anda line, small clothes line size, haying severul fect of 
small chain at the hook to prevent the tarpon sawing off the 
line with his sharp fins and scales at the side of the jaw. In 
afew minutes, perhaps halfan hour, I hooked the fish 
from whose side this scale came, You will huve no donbts 
of a bite when a tarpon takes your hook. I (houghta whale 
had swallowed my bait and was dragging us ont to sea, My 
fish broke water fifty yards away, and Sam shouted **You've 
got him, Doctor: a right smart Jew, Preckon!” Then the 
fun began. Just imagine a fish as strong as a yearling bull, 
with the speed of a deer, and as active in the water as a two- 
pound pickerel, having your boat in tow and making for the 
open sea at railroad speed, three miles from shore, the waves 
tossing their foamy caps in our faces as (he hoat rushes sea- 
ward, impelled by the monster that seems to possess the power 
of a locomotive. 
Twas as much frightened at first as Tim Smith was when 

the horse chased him across Crooked Lake, but seeing the 
coolness of my oarsman, my senses came to me and 1 was 
able to follow hisinstructions, Satn’s presence of mind and 
experience were invaluable, as without his prompt action the 
boat would haye swamped or we might haye been dragged 
to sea or been compelled to cut the fish adrift. After half 
au hour’s playing about in the trough of the sea by the 
enraged monster. during which time we caine yery near 
swamping, we finally ‘‘winded” Mr, Tarpon and brought him 
ilongside, thrust # spear through his neck and reached shore 
with our prize. 

T have had many exciting experiences while fishing, but 
this one was the most eae exciting of them all, and the 
next time I go tarpon fishing J shall stay at home. 

The fish measured six feet nine inches long, and four and 
u half inches between the eyes, aud weighed 185 pounds, 

BIG BASS. 

A ST. JOHNS N. B., correspondent reports: ‘'On 
L the first day of last August 1 killed a black bass in 
Brome Lake which weighed 74 pounds, dead weight; it was 
21% inches in length and Vinches in breadth. I send the out- 
lines drawn on birch bark.” The Montreal (azefle notices 
the catch of bass to which we briefly referred in our last 
issue, Itsays: ‘‘An extraordinary catch of black bass was 
effected at Brome Lake, at Knowlton, on Monday last, by 
Mr. M. Cochenthuler, ot this city, and Mr. W. Wilson, of 
the Lake View House. The entire catch weighed something 
over 100 pounds, and every fish in itturns the scales at from 
54 to 64 pounds. Mr, Cochenthaler is going to send the 
heayies! fish to the Forusr anp StreAM, New York, which, 
he anticipates, will take the prize of $50 offered by that 
paper for specimens of genuine black bass over § pounds in 
weight.” The Gasetfe is mistaken about the alleged prize; 
we never offered one, From Millersburg, Pa., October 2, 
comes this report of another large bass: ‘Mr. Thomas B. 
Carpenter, of Clark’s Ferry, caught a black bass yesterday 
which measured 24 jnches in length, 16 inches in girth, and 
weished 8} pounds, actual weight and measure. The fish 
was taken es the Susquehanna River, at the Clark’s Ferry 
dam.”—C. X. 

Since the aboye was in type, we have received a copy of 
the Montreal Gazette, which describes the capture of the large 
bass by Mr. W. LL. Marler, at Brome Lake: 

‘Wednesday last was a gala day for those who were for- 
tunate enough to enjoy the opportunity of fishing on Brome 
Take at Knowlton, . The day opened clear, hut 
toward noon the sky clouded, and hid the sun, and it bid 
fair to bea good time for angling. Accordingly, a party of 
three composed of W. UL. Marler, Esq., manager Mer 
chants’ Bank, St, Johns, P. Q., Col. F. G. Noyes, of Nashua, 
N. H., and Mr. Fred H. Baker, proprietor of the Lake View 
House, Knowlton, P.Q. Mr. Marler alone in one boat, and 
Col. Noyes and Mr. Baker in another, started about eleven 
o'clock for the black bags grounds, Mr. Marler was the first 
to open the day’s sport by landing a pretty pound and a 
half bass, following his success by three others of about the 
same size. Then Mr, Baker surprised the party (the other 
two had taken a boat and gone on a little trolling trip across 
the bass ground, and were some eighty or one hundred yards 
away, leaying Mr. B, stilltishing with minnows) by giving a 
regular Bast Indian war whoop. The party stopped rowing 
and looking around to see Mr. Baker jumping from one en: 
of the boat to the other, as we imagine a man might were a 
dozen of rattlesnakes in the boat and all after hin, he now 
and again, between the whoops, would wave one hand for 
aninstant and here frantically catch the rod, Messrs, Marler 
und Noyes were not long in solving the mystery of these 
wild sounds and gyrations, in one breath they said: ‘He has 
4 big fish on one of the short rods, a short line and no reel, 
and we have the landing net,’ and they were not long in pul- 
ling up to him, when Col. Noyes skillfully slipped the net 
under the finest bass up to that time taken thisseason, which. 
upon being hooked upon the scales tipped them at eyen 
64 pounds. Mr. Baker had a short but determined fight, 
and was extremely fortunate in keeping his pame 
until the arrival of the net, but it was evident, 
when landed, that the fellow wus very thoroughly 
hooked, and could not get away, even from the cumbersome 
rig; the sport was then about evenly divided for about half 
an hour, when Col, Noyes got Stake on his eight-ouncegreen- 
heart rod, with which he was casting a ‘Silver Doctor” and 
“White Miller” fly. The Colonel is a thorough sportsman, 
has landed many a fine salmon, and, of course, had no diffi- 
culty in killing his game, which he did im the remarkably 
short space of twenty-two minutes, and when weighed took 
the lead of the previous one by a quarter of a pound, being 
6% pounds. This the party thought was glory enough for 
one day, but Mr. Marler said he disliked to act as a back- 
ground to a chromo of this kind, and proposed moving to 
another ground a few yards sway, and in a very short lime 
he struck and landed the ‘fmonarch” fish of the day and 
stason. Mr, Marler was using alight English fly-rod, and 
secured his fish in an easy, true, Sportsmanlike manner, in 
about twenty-five minutes, which, when placed on the scales, 
called forth exclamations of joy and astonishment, upon 
showing the figures ‘74,’ thus making a catch of thirty- 
eight or forty pounds of black bass, three of which weighed 
202 ponnds, Besides this another party of three on the pike 
grounds came in showing 56 pounds of pike. Take these 
hwo parties, together with the several olhers which were out, 

but not interviewed, Brome Luke yielded a beautiful lot of 
fish for the season, Our friends hope to report more anon. 

‘Mr. Marler owns the picturesque little Hagle Island, 
about one-half mile from the landing, and hes a log cabin 
with ull the conveniences for camping out and enjoying a 
few weeks’ fishing, which he with his friends do tach bass 
season, Mr. Marler, and his friend and fellow-fisher, Mr, 
Benaud, drove to Coon’s Pond, about six miles from Krowl- 
ton, Tuesday afternoon, and secured thirty of the speckled 
beauties, trout, all very fine and of good size,” 

ST. LOUIS SIFTINGS. 

7S Bremen Fishing Club, at its last meeting, resolved 
to pive a series of brilliant entertainments during the 

winter months. The first will be giveu in October, and all 
except one will be complimentary. The membership is com- 
posed of some of the best business men of North St. Louis. 

H. B, Louderman exhibited on ‘Chane the 28th ult., the 
shell of & monstrous lobster, caught by his son, Master Wm. 
M. Loudermun, off the capes of Delaware recently. The 
fish was not only vast in size and weight, which was thirty 
pounds when caught, but was evidently of venerable age, 
for his shell was pretty neurly as thick as sole-leether, and 
bad attached to it numeérous barnacles, large and small, and 
other small shellfish. 
The picnic at Fredericktown, Sept. 20, under the manage- 

ment of the Gun Club, was not largely attended. There were 
twelve members of the De Soto Club present, and a few visi- 
tors from other places. ‘The shotgun offered as a premium 
for the best rifle shot was won by John Oest, of that place, 
and the rifle offered as premium for the best shotgun shot 
was won by Mr, Hammond, of De Soto, The ball in the 
evening was a very pleasant affair. 

Croppie and bass fishing is at its height at Creve Coeur 
Lake, within eighteen miles of this city, and large strings 
are being taken each day. The following are some of the 
strings taken in the past two days: Mr. Wolf, of 2,907 Chou- 
teau ayenue, caught sixty-three croppie; Mr. R. Ballison, 
2,8864 Clark avenue, caught sixty-five large croppie and bass 
in three hours; Mr, Kurtin, (rode office, fifty-three croppie. 

Dr. R. Morris Swander and Col. W. P. Paulding started 
on 4 fishing excursion about 7 o'clock Saturday inorning, 
Sept. 29, to Oreye Coeur Lake, and returned abont 3 
o'clock in the evening. The doctor suys that the wind and 
everything were against them, bnt for all that they caught 
238 fish, all but three of which were croppies, some of them 
weighing two pounds. They had a skiff, and each man used 
three poles and a hang-line, The fish were distributed 
among friends. Sor bait ouly minnows find one half-pint 
flask were used. 

Dr. Joseph Dayball and son have just returned from 4 
day's fishing at St. Paul Station, on the Meramec River, the 
eatch consisted of four fair-sized jack salmon, two bass and 
achannel cat, The Doctor is noted for making a truthful 
report, never exaggerating, let the string be ever so small. 

Camp. BELL. 
§0, Lovis, Mo,, Oct. 4, 

A Quser Fisu.—New York, Oct. 2.—1I have just: re- 
turned from a couple of days’ fishing clown to the Olympic 
Boat Club at Bay Shore, Long Island. We started out early 
yesterday morning, aud remained nearly all day. We had 
yery good luck, 4s the sea bass bit very prompt and sharp. 
Sea bass and porgies were the order of the day, when one 
of the eT pulled and tugged as if a hammerhead 
had hold of hisline, and after considerable pulling and tuz- 
ging he landed a yery strange fish, 
oblige by lettting me know what it was if you can do so 
by description. Tt was a flat fish, and somewhat resembled 
our American breum, with a few exceptions; it was inthe 
neighborhood of ten inches from the belly to the back; it 
was about onéand one-half to two inches from one pectoral 
fin through to the other; it had only a second dorsal fin, the 
first dorsal being replaced as it were with a fin that hadtwo 
very thick and hard horns that he seemed to be able to put 
in tind out (as a cat’s claw) at will; it would fitin a groove 
in his back the same way as one would Close a knife, and 
when he had it in, it was invisible, and looked as if he liad no 
fin at all in the place of the first dorsal; he had no gills, 
that is, such as common fish haye; he seemed to breathe 
through a small hole the size of a small bass scale; a mouth 
resembling a sheepshead, and smal! straight teeth running 
back as far as the base of these horns; he had a tail re- 
sembling a bream, and no stales, his skin resembling that 
of acommou shark, being like about sand paper; it was of a 
dull gray color, and had bright blue spots about the size of a 
pea on all itstfins; its horns were a dull brown color, and 
it was about a foot and a half long. One of the gentile- 
men said he thought it was a Southern pompano, but 
others said it differed from that fish. I would he exceed- 
insly obliged to you if you could give me the name and 
species of this, to me curious fish —Osrommo. [The fish 
isone of tha “file fishes’ (Budistes), Dut its species is not 
clearly indicated. | 

T wish you would 

Gonprn Fise-Hoors.—Clifton Springs, Oct, §.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream: Speaking of gold fish-hooks, my friend, 
Col. W. H. Young, of Columbus, Ohio, and late United 
States Consul to Germany, has just shown me one which he 
picked up a few months ago on the banks of the Talembi 
River, U. 8. of Colombia, 8. A. Jt is one inch and a 
quarter in length, and one-fourth of an inch across the bend, 
which, by the way, is rezular sneck bend pattern, There is 
no trace of a barb, and both point and end of shank are 
equally sharp, the latter tapering off like the old-fashioned 

irby. The ‘‘wire,” instead of being round, is nearly four 
square along the whole length from tip to point. The 
marks of the hammer are sul plainly visible upon it, Col, 
Young tells me that these gold hooks are quite common 
along the Talembi, a goodly portion of the gold which is 
procured from the sands of the river being made up of 
them.—H. P. U. 

Fuy-visaiy¢ For FRocs.—This isa New Jersey amusc- 
ment. The Newark (N. J.) Call reports: ‘A veracious 
angler of this city, while bass fishing in the Passaic one day 
last week, espied a large frog on the bank. He dangled a 
crayfish in front of itand the crustacean was immediately 
engulfed, A struggle ensued and the frog finally came into 
the boat, where be was dispatched and dissected. In his 
stomach was found a crayfish three inches long, seven yarie- 
gated caterpillars and & large fresh-water mussel, the outer 
shell of which was partly digested away, exposing the pearly 
freen inner shell, ith this overloaded stomach he could 
not resist ihe tempting bait offered,” | 

A Bie Haut.—D. C, MeCoy, Adolph Miller, Mat Shelcop 
and a number of others went outto the Mauvais Terre last 
night to seine fish. The evening was five and the prospects 
good. Me. held the shore brail, while Sheleop took the 
outside. Dolpl waded aheid to clear the brush away and 
to attract the fish. He stumbled and fell, withonf being 
seen by the others, and was dragged along, puiting and 
blowiug, sometimes above and sometimes bencath the water. 
When the seine was brought np on the bank Dolph was 
lauded with a pile of fish, “Ti’s a whale,” shouted McCoy 
and grabbed Dolph by the heels to keep him trom getting 
in the water, while Shelcop jumped across his stomach. At 
this Dolph raised a howl. ‘It’s a sturgeon,” said Mat, 
“Knock him in the head,” and Sam Fernandu, catching up 
a dogfish, two feet lon, gave the supposed sturgeon a terri- 
ble blow across the face with if, This was too much for 
even the good nature of the Boss of the Bonlevard, and 
throwing off his tormentors he arose and laid about him 
with feet, hands and tish, doing at. the sumi¢ time some tall 
swearing in Buglish, Germanand French, Te scahtered the 
erowd and roost of the fish, only about a bushel! of the latter 
remaining, The entive party is engaged this morning in 
picking out the fish fins from their fush and scraping the 
mud off of their clothes.— Western Exchange. 

ishculture, | 
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MISSOURT.—St, Lonis, Oct. 2.—The Missouri Fish Commis- 
sion haye just issued the following circular: St. Louis, Mo., 
Oct. 1, 1585. Deak Str—The shipment of young carp will 
commence about the 1lsjof November, and continue as the 
weather permits, The supply is abundant, not only for pri- 
vate ponds, but clubs and individuals are urged to apply for 
tarp for stocking lakes and streams throughout the State. 
Such applicants must also pay for cans and express charges, 
as the Commission hasno funds tor transportation expenses. 
New applicants can address Phil, Kopplin, Jr., Forest Park, 
St. Louis, or BH. Cottrell, St. Joseph, Mo. The fish are fur- 
nished free, but cost of can and express charges must be paid 
for, CG. 0. D, Due notice will be given each applicant before 
shipment. —L G, W, StenpmMAn, Chairman. 

CARP ON STATEN ISLAND.—The Richmond county (N. 
VY.) erald says: “Mr. Abe Winant, of Rossville, one day 
this week, caught # carp weighing fiye pounds in the pond of 
Mr. Kennard. Thee lish were put in the pond some three 
ears ago, about an inch Jong. Mi. Winant says he has no 
oubt that thereis carp in the pond that will weigh eight 
pounds. ‘The bait he used was a crust of bread.” This is kill- 
ing the carp which is expected to proruce the golden oya too 
soon, At least another year should be allowed these tish before 
capture in order that they may leave progeny in numbers 
sufficient to stock the waters. Probably they spawned last 
spring, but as it will he two to three years before the young 
crop will spawn there will be a gap in the crops if the adults 
are taken too soon. 
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CARP IN MARYLAND.—A few curp, not over twenty- 
five, were placed in a pond just outside of Rockville, M¢., 
about a year anda halfago, Thepond was made merely for 
the cutting of ice and no attention was paid to the tish. Harly 
this month the pond was cleaned preparatory to the ice-cut- 
ting this winter, and some fish eighteen inches long and weigh- 
ing three pounds were taken and they were identified as the 
German carp. The pond is not over four feet deep and covers 
about one third of an acre,—R. 

THE WONDERFUL GOPHER. 

OUR. business nen sat in a Third avenue car on their way 
down town yesterday, Looking pp from his newspaper 

one of them said: 
“Here's an item that says gopher boles make horseback 

riding dangerowis on the plains. Now, I'd like te know what a 
gopher isanyway,” looking around inquiringly. 

“A svopheris a striped squirrel,” said a tall manin a tone of 
quiet assurance. 

“You're mistaken, sir,” said his neighbor, 
land turtle, that burrows.” 

“T shall have to differ from you, gentlemen,” interposed the 
fourth man. “A gopher is neither a striped squirrel nora tur- 
turtle. lt is a kind of rat.” 
A man on the opposite seat, who had listened to the conver- 

sation with evident interest, said: 
“Excuse me, gentlemen; but you are all mistaken. A gopher 

isa snake, T've killed lots of em, and I know what ’'m talking 
about,” 

*Are you williny to back up your opinion?’ asked the 
gopher-squirrel man, taking a roll of bills from his pocket. 

‘Certainly, sir. Here's 5) that says a 2opler is a snake.” 
The money was put into the hands of the gentleman who 

started ‘the discussion. He accepted it under protest, sayin 
he was positve that a gopher was a gray burrowing squirre 
He had often seen them, A heated discussion followed, in 
which the words gopher, snake, squirrel, rat, and turtle 
figured prominently. The money in the stakeholder’s hand 
soon amounted to $25. Itwas agreed that Webster should 
settle the dispute. The gentlemen alighted from the car, went 
into a hotel, and a copy of the ‘‘Unabridged” was procured. 
“Gol-gop-p-p-gopher—here itis,” said the stakeholder, ashe 

rau his finger down the page: 
“Gopher—An animal of several different species, The name 

Was originally given by French settlers t0 many burrowing 
animals from their houey-combing the earth. In Canada an 
Illinois the name was given to a gray burrowing squirrel; west 
of the Mississippi and in Wisconsin to a striped squirrel, In 
Miscouri, a common species is a pouched rat of a reddishfor 
chestnut brown color, with broad, mole-like fore feet. In 
Georgia a snake is called by the same name, and im Plorida a 
turtle.” 
As the stakeholder refunded the money, he said: ‘'Gentile- 

mnen, it appears thatwe are allright aud all wrong, But we 
have, at least, learned something.—Sun, 

“A gopheris a 

Roxgury, N. ¥., Aug. 10, 1883. 
Dear Sirk—Yours of the 2d has but jush reached me. The 

bluebird olten builds m the cavity ot an old woodpecker’s 
nest, so does the chickadee, so does the nuthatch. The house- 
wren will sometimes fit up an old oriole’s nest. The English 
sparrow will appropriate an old swallow’s nest. I can think 
of no others justnow. Truly yours, JOHN BURROUGHS. 
Mr. R. K,. Munxitrricn, 

TO MIGUEL DB CERVANTES-SAAVEDRA, 

A bluebird lives in yonder tree, 
And likewise does a chickadeée, 
In two woodpecker nests—rent free! 

There, where the weeping-willaw weeps, 
A dainty house-wren sweetly cheaps— 
From an old oriole*’s nest he peeps. 

T see the English sparrow tilt 
Unon the limb with sun hezilt— 
His nest an olden swallow built. 

So it was one of your old Jests, 
Eh, Mig. Cervantes, that attests. 
“There are no birds ip last year’s nests?" 

Kk, K, Musxrrrrion, 
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The Kennel, 

To insire prompl altentiwn conmatiiedtions should be ad- 
dressed to the Porest and Stream Publishing Oo,, and not to 
indinidudls, in whose absence from the office matters of tm- 
portance are liable to delay, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
Jan, 2.3, 4,1884.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench Show, Meri- 

den, Conn, Joshua Shute, Seeretary, Meriden. Conn, 
April —, 1884.—The Cleveland Bench Show Association’s Second 

Bench Show. Charles Lincoln, Superintendent. C.M. Munhall, Sec- 
retary, Cleyéland, Ohio, 

FIELD TRIALS, 

November 14, 18838.—Eastern Field Trials Club, Fifth Annual Trials, 
at Hich Point, N. C, Entries for the Derby close July 1; for the 
Members’ Stake, Noy. 17; for the All-Aged Stake, Novy, 1. W. A. 
Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Long Island, N. ¥. ’ 
November 20, 18843,—Robin’s Island Club's Second Annual Wield 

Trials at Robin's Island, L, 1,, for members only. Entries close 
Sept. 1. <A. T, Plummer, Secretary. 
November 20, 1883.—Pacifie Coast Field Trials Clob, First Annual 

Trials near Sacramento, Cal. J, M. Holtz, Secretary, Sacramento. Cal, 
December 3, 1883.—National American Kenne] Club, Fifth Annual 

pels, at Grand Junction, Tenn. D. lryson, Secretary, Memphis, 
Tenn, 
December 3.—Gilroy Rod and Gun Club's Third Annual Field Trials 

ut Gilroy, Cal., for dogs owned in California, Arizona, Oregon and 
Nevada. Untries close Deo. 2. TH. Leavesley, Secretary, Gilroy, Cal. 
December 10,—New Orleans Gun Club's Southern States’ Field 

Trials at Canton, Miss, Entries close Dec. 9. J. K, Renaud, Seere- 
tary, New Orleans, La. 

THE PHILADELPHIA KENNEL CLUB. 

 ligsae Philadelphia. Kennel Club held its annual meeting 
Oct. 1, at 715 Walnut street, President Samuel G. Dixon in 

the chair, The committee appointed to revise the constitu- 
tion and by-laws submitted their report, which was adopted 
after some slight changes. In the order of business, the elec- 
tion for officers to serve for the followimg year took place, 
with the result as below: 
President, Samuel G. Dixon. 
Secretary and Treasurer, P, C. De Saucue. 
Corresponding Secretary, W. H, Ashburner. 
Executive Committee—John C, Johnson, L. H. Twaddell, 

M. D.; Wm. H. Child, L. Shuster, Jr.; George Esheric, E, 8, 
Dixon, Win, Sanderson, H. K, Bispham. 
A committee was appointed to look for a room for the sole 

use of the club, as their desire is to have comfortable quarters 
inthe near future, where they will be pleased to see their friends 
whomay desire to visitthem. The club is now in active position 
to carry out the object for which it was originally organized, 
and the Rrcapes are that before long arrangements will be 
made for a bench show here. c 

W. H. AsHsurRNeER, Cor. Secretary. 
OCTOBER 2. 

ROBINS ISLAND FIELD TRIALS. 

Following are the entries for the Second Annual Field Trials 
of the Robims Island Cluh, to be run at Robins Island commenc- 
ing Novy, 20. 

ALL-AGED STAKE, 
Montacure.—W. B. Kendall, black and tan setter dog, Syrs, 

(Gypsum—Fan). 
ELLE.—W, B. Kendall, orange and white setter bitch, 5yrs. , 

pedigree not piven. 
Sr, Etuo If.—W, B. Kendall, black, white and tan setter 

dog, 3yrs. (champion St. Ehno— Prairie Rose.) 
Frep.—A. T. Plummer, black and tan setter dog, 4yrs., pedi- 

zree not given. bs 
Moxrn.—A. T, Plummer, black white and tan setter dog, 3yrs. 

(champion St. Elmo—Prairie Rose). ‘ 
Tom.—A, T. Plummer, black, white and tan setter dog, 2yrs. 

(Chancellor—Fan). 
Don.—W. B. Dickerman, liver and white pointer dog, 4yrs., 

pedigree not given, 
* Cawro.,—L. A, Bullard, black and tan setter dog, age and 
pedigree not given. — 

Sorpio,—L. H. Bullard, black setter dog, age and pedigree 
hot given. a x 
BEerRKLEY,—N, D. Putnam, red Irish setter dog, 2igyrs. (Chief 

— 4) 

Dougias.—F. EB. Taylor, black, white and tan setter dog, 
2yrs. (Chancellor—Fan). ; , 

BricutTon.—s. B, Duryea, black and tan setter dog, 4yrs. 
(Gypsum—May). j 
Pan.—W. L, Pomeroy, black and tan setter bitch, fyrs. 

(Dick—Daisy), ; : 
Nor Namep.—John B, McCue, pointer dog, age and pedigree 

not given. ; 
Nor Namep.—John B, McCue, setier dog, age and pedigree 

not given. ; 
Bon,—H. D, Polhemus, black setter dog, jyrs., pedigree nob 

piven. 
Fanniz.—H, D, Polhemus, English setter bitch, 2yrs., pedi- 

gree not given. . 
~ $a, Ives.—L. Waterbury, liver and white setter dog, Syrs. 
(champion St. Hlmo—Maida). 
PripdE.—L. Waterbury, black and tansetter dog, tyrs., pedi- 

gree not given. : . , 
Nor NAmMEeD.—L, Waterbury, pointer dog, age and pedigree 

not yiven, ‘ 
Nor Namup.—L, Waterbury, imported blue belton setter 

dog, age and pedigree not given. . 
Nor Namep.—hl. Waterbury, imported black and white set- 

ier bitch, age and pedigree not given, 
Romro,—Alden $. Swan, black and tan setter dog, 5yr1s. 

(Gypsum—Daisy.) iy 
Docror.—W. H. Force, black setter dog, 3yrs, (Sid—Fan). 
Surn.—W. H. Force, black, white and tan setter dog, eyrs. 

(Doctor—Belle), a i 
Marpa.—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, black, white and tan setter 

bitch, Syvs, (Dick—Clio.) ; 
Prixce Hau.—Dr. 8, Fleet Speir, orange and white setter 

dog, Syrs, (champion St. Elmo—Maida), 
ONANOELLOR.—Dr. 6. Fleet Speir, black. white and tan set- 

ter dog, dyrs. (champion St. Elmo—Maida,) 
Sr, Eumo [Il,—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, blue belton gether dog, 

dyrs. (champion St. Elimo—Diana). ‘ 
“LApy Bate.—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, blue belton setter bitch, 

8yrs. (Emperor Fred—Wanda). 
GENERAL AntHuR.—Dr, 8. Fleet Speir, blue belton setter 

dog, 2yrs, (Emperor Fred—Wanda). 
BRACE STAKES. 

MonvraGur ano BeLte.—W. B. Kendall, 
FRED AnD Fanx.—A. T, Plummer, 
Canto anp Matr.—L. H, Bullard. 
Don AND Buz.—W. B, Dickerman, 
DouGLAS AND MaTe.—F. B, Taylor. 
BERKLEY AND MAtTu.—N. D. Putnam 
Bor AND Matr.—H. D. Polhemus, 
Sr. [yms AwD Pripe,—L. Waterbury. 
Romeo anp Doctor,—Alden 8. Swan, 
Sete any MAvE,—W. H. Force. \ 
Maipa AND Prince Hau.—Dr. §, Fleet Speir. 
Gey, ARTHUK AND Lapy BarH.—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir. 
CHANCELLOK AND Count DAy.—Dr, 8. Meet Speir. 
Count Jack And S81, Euwo IL.—Dr; §, Fleet Speir. 

ROBINS ISLAND DERBY. 
Yom,—A. T. Plummer, black, white and tan setter dog 

(Chancellor—Fan), 

Bouz,—W. 8. Dickerman, black, white and tan setter dug 
(Chancellor—Pan)_ 
Nor Namwep.—H, D, Polhemus, black, white and tan setter 

dog (St. Elio TY.—Countess Louise). 
Nor Namep,—l, Waterbury, pointer dop, pedigree not 

given. 
ena: H, Force, black, white and tansetter dog (Doctor 

—Lid. 
Nov Namep,—W, H. Force, pointer biteh, pedigree not 

given, 
Nor Namep,—Alden 8. Swan, black, white and tan setter 

dog (St. Elmo TV.—Countess Louise). 
Aby BatH,—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, blue belton setter bitch 

(Eovperor Fred—Wanda). j 
Count JAcK.—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, black and tan setter dog 

(Chancellor—Fan), : 
GENERAL ARTHUR,—Dr, 5, Fleet Speir, blue belton setter 

dog (Emperor Fred—W anda). 
Count DAw,—Dr. 8, Fleet Speir, black, white and tan setter 

dog (Chancelor—Fan). 
BLADE 0’ GRAss,—L. H, Bullard, orange and white setter 

dog (champion St. Elmo—Countess Louise), 
Count Trmpsst.—tL, H. Ballard, blue belton setter dog, age 

and pedigree not given, : 
Mr. H. D. Polhemus, Judge Calyin E, Pratt, and Dr, 5. W. 

Bridges have been appointed judges, * 

THE LONDON DOG SHOW. 

HE third dog show of the London Bench Show Associa- 
4A tion was held at London, Ont., last week. There were 
285 entries, nearly all of which were present. Many noted 
dogs from the States as well as Canada were exhibited, and 
the quality of the animals was fully up tothe average of our 
best shows. The exhibition was held in the old skating rink 
in one corner of the grounds of the Western Fair, which held 
its annual meeting at the same time. The building is well 
adapted for the purpose, except that it was too far away from 
the venter of the city to secure the attendance that the show 
deserved. The association, however, we are pleased to learn, 
received enough to meet their expenses, and will have a little 
left over for next year. : 

The show was under the supervision of Mr. Chas, Lincoln, 
und if is perhaps needless to say that all of the arrangements 
Wis as nearly perfect as possib #®, Wehaye never attended a 
show where the attendants appeared to understand their 
duties more thoroughly, nor have we ever seen so many dogs 
together that were nearly so quiet. Great credit is due the 
efticientsecretary, Mr, Puddicombe, for hisindefatizable labors 
in promoting the interests of the show. The weather during 
the week was delightful, and the many visitors appeared to 
thoroughly enjoy the occasion. 

There was a little growling at some of the decisions of Mr. 
Munson, but upon the whole the judging was as satisfactory 
as could be reasonably expected. Mr. J. W. Munson, of St. 
Lonis, judged the setters and pointers, and Mr. Jas. Mortimer, 
of New York, the remaining classes. Some of the dogs were 
not in the best of coat and feather, but nearly all were shown 
in good condition, 

MASTIFES, 

The showing of mastilfs was not first-class, all of them lack- 
ing in character and quality, Princess, inthe bitch class, did 
not arrive until after the judging was over. Had she been on 
hand she would probably have received the prize, which was 
withheld, 

ST, BERNARDS, 
In the rough-coated class, first wentto Otho, a grand younz- 

ster, who will undoubtedly turn out a fine dog; heis only 13 
months old, and weighs over 150 pounds. Lady Abbess, the 
winner of second, shows age and is out of shape, She has been 
a capital bitch. Priam was not shown in this elass, but 
entered for the special for the best rough or smooth-coated 
dog or bitch, winning it easily. He was looking well, but not 
quite up to his best. Daphne first and Homo second in the) 
smooth-coated class, were both very good specimens, Homo 
carries his jail very badly, otherwise we thought him a shade 
the best. 

NEW FOUNDLANDS. 
There were three of the best Newfoundlands shown that we 

have eyer seen together. Pedro, who won first, is a wonder- 
ful good specimen of the breed, and were he properly groomed 
and brought into the ring at his best, it would take a very 
good one indeed to beat him. Bruno is also a capital dog, but 
not quite so large as Pedro. Nero has as good a head as either, 
but he is not quite straight in the back, and is a little off in 
leg. 

GREYHOUNDS. 
Spring was the only one to show up in the champion class, 

He shows age. In the open class Poacher was awarded first; 
he also shows age. He isa racing-looking dog with lots of 
quality. Both ot the others were fairly good specimens, 

ENGLISH SETTERS. 
The English setters were avery good Jot all through. In 

the champion dog class, Dick Laverack was the only one to 
put in an appearance. He was in better form than we ever 
saw him hefore, and well deserved his ribbon. Im the biteh 
class, Glenfilass was given the pride of place. She is a beauti- 
ful animal and was looking her best, but we did not think her 
quite good enough to win over Nellie May, who is a cap- 
ital bitch with lots of quality, and_no very weak points, 
while Glenfilass is a trifle sway-backed and alittle off in head, 
Belle’s Pride is very near these two, but she was all out of coat 
and feather, although in yery good condition otherwise. In 
the open dog class first went to Mingo, who is litter brother 
to Dido If. Heisa grand dog, with good head and body, and 
the best of legs and teet. His coat is also good, although he 
lacks in feather, He much resembles Dido in looks, but is a 
trifle less symmetrical than she. Mack B., who won second, 
will undoubtedly turn outa yery handsome animal when 
mature, Prince Phoebus, who was vhe, reserve, has but just 
arrived from England. He is quite a good dog, and was in 
yery fair condition. Pride, who was vhe., isa very well put 
together dog, and looks all over a worker, Baily, who was he., 
isa big dog, and gives promise of beatty when mature, Snipe, 
who received c., is also quite large, with plenty of bone, and 
about as good as Bailey. Guy, nnuoticed, is another big one 
that we liked. Dick B, also unnoticed, was soft, or he would 
robably have been noticed, as he is well-made, with a good 

Read and nice coat. Royal Sultan was absent, The bitches 
were a better average lot than the dogs, Liddersdale, who 
won first, is an old favorite of ours. She wasin beautiful con- 
dition, and although she has her faults, we thought her desery- 
ing the place. She has a capital head, back, loin, legs and 
feet, and a good coat. She has around chest, which detracts 
somewhat from her good looks. Grace B,, who was placed 
second, isa very pretty bitch, of good form, and will un- 
doubtedly show well when mature. Nellie, vhe. reserve, is 
also quite pretty: there was oot much to choose between her, 
Blanche, vhe,, and Countess Guelph, he. The latter has the 
best head of the three, Lucy Bee, c., is a bitch of good bone 
and substance, and looks like a worker. Luna March, unno- 
ticed, we thought deserving of at least the two letters, as she 
has a capital FERS with good legs andieet. Forest Ruby, 
Forest Dora, Genevieve and Genesee Belle, are all ahove the 
average, and had the honors been as lavishly hestowed as we 
sometimes see, they would undoubtedly haye received one or 
two letters each. The puppies were very good, with scarcely 
an interior one in the lot. Peéricles, first in the fos class, and 
Canadian Queen, winuer in the bitch class, will do to show 
again. 
= BLAOK AND TAN OR GORDON SETTERS. 
There were but two competitors in the champion dog class, 

and so nearly equal were they thatthe judge took some time 

to decide between them, both are grand dogs and about equal 
inmerit. There were no entries in the bitch class. In tle 
open Gor as Jim was properly placed first, he is much the 
best of the three shown. He has a i good head with well placed 
ears, good loin, legs and feet, ands fair Coat, He is rather 
light in chest, and « bit straight in stifle, He is also short of 
feather, Brau, who won second, we do not like, he has a sour 
looking head, and is too high on hislegs. He, also, lias a weal 
loin, and is as deat as a post: we ently. prederred Grant, vie. 
reserve, for the place, although he is of the English in- 
stead of the Gordon type, winning the special when judgéd 
by the Malvolm standard, He isa very good little dog, his 
chief fault is a rather weak loin; he wis notin very good con- 
dition, The bitches were not a ood lot, Bessie, the winner, 
is good in front, but weak in back and Join, and very short in 
feather, Bess, who won second, is weak in front, but has «4 
good back and loin, Mona IT, yhe. reserve, we thought 
about as good as these, Rose, vhe, is quite a nice little 
hitch, but not of the Gordon type: she was well shown. 
There was but one shown in the puppy classes, and lis not 
a good specimen, 

TRISH SETTERS. 
Glencho was the only one shown in the Vesa ey dog class. 

He was in elegant condition, and has improved since we last 
saw him. He is the best specimen of the red Irish dog that wa 
have seen, and, if in good form, wa shall expect to sea him 
hold his own next year against all comers. Trix had ai easy 
win in the bitch class. She was looking well, although not 
quite up to her form when at New York. Gipsy, ber onk 
competitor, is a very well made animal, but noi of the Trish 
type; in fact, she has no Irish blood in her veins, In the open 
dog class Hyperion was mich the best. Heis steadily im- 
proving and will make quite a good dog. Count, who won 
second, is a fair speciinen only. Redger, he., is a well-made 
animal, but not an Irish type. In the bitch class Faun. who 
won first, bids fair to turn out something extra; as we said of 
her at Chicago last June, “She will do to show again.” Nan- 
nie, who was placed second,is quite a nice bitch. Fan, the 
only other one shown, deseryed her yhe, ‘Chere was only one 
puppy shown; he was given second, which he did not deserve, 
as he is far from being a good specimen. 

POINTERS. 
The display of pointers was much better than we expected 

to see in view of the faulty classification. There was but one 
tlass for champions which inclided dogs and bitclies, both 
large and small, and there was no distinction 4s to size in the 
open classes, Rue und Rhona are preparing for the field trials, 
and were absent, as was Waust, which left only Don and King 
Bow to compete. Don, who won, is a very samy looking 
dog, and good all over, except that he is sadly out at elbows, 
and was shown rather low in flesh, King Bow was in better 
form than we ever saw him, and notwithstanding his faults, 
we thought him entitled to the place, King Vom, who won in 
the open dog class, is all oyer a pointer, with no serious faults 
except that he is much too fine for hard work. Jem, who won 
second, is quite a good dog, and looks a worker. Don, vhe. 
reserve, wealso liked. Young Wage, yhe., is a capital dog, 
he has 4 fair head, a grand back and loin, and good lezs; He 
is too wide in chest, and has beefy shoulders, and does not 
move as trea and easy as we like. Ranger, he. Snipe, c,, 
and Rowell and Chang, unnoticed, were all fair specimens 
with not much to choose between them, The bibches were all 
poor. Bow Queen was the best, she has a good hody bita 
weak head. Bessie, unnoticed, has a spit nose, aud we en- 
tirely agree with the judge that this deformity should not he 
encouraged. The puppies were very promising and well 
placed, except that Sport, he., although a very well put to- 
gether animal, hasa split nose, and should haye changed 
places with Wilkie, unnoticed. Seyen of the puppies were of 
one litter, and a very nice looking lot they were, Carrying off 
all the honors except the he. referred to. 

SPANIELS. 
There was but one entry in the Irish water spaniel classes, 

and as he was evidently out of place the prize was withheld. 
Retrieving spaniels were far from good so far as looks were 
concerned, although they may be good retrievers. In tha 
champion field spaniels, Bob, Jr., won, he is a grand dog but 
a bit coarse. His only conipetitor, Doctor, is his litter brother, 
he is also good bub lacks substance and might be better in 
muzzle. In the open class Toronto Beau won first over his son, 
King Beau, who was placed second, hoth are rattling good 
dogs, and if the youngster goes all right his sire will haye to 
be at his best or he may get left. Dolly, vyhe.,is quite a 
spaniel but in bad condition. Black Mack and Paddy, both 
he., are fair dogs of much the same quality, both lack Jom and 
substance, There was a grand showing of cockers, tle average 
quality we thought better than we often see. Frank, the ouly 
entry in the champion class, was not at his best, although in 
beautiful feather. There were only two in the ‘other than 
black or liver” class, both bitches, there was wot much to 
choose between them, both are quite good. Hlora, who wou 
first, is just a bit light in build and with a trifle too nmiuch 
wave in coat. Bonny Kate is a yery handsome animal, alittle 
short in head and with not quite enough ear, Im the *'hlack 
or liver” class Br, in, who won first, is one of the best that 
we have seen. Dixey, who was Pine second, is ouly a fair 
dog, with rather a short face and curly ears, he is alzo just a 
trifle undershot. Bobois only a puppy, he was uot in good 
condition but gives promise of turning outsomething fine whan 
mature; he was also shown in the puppy class, where he won 
second, The two winners in the bitch class are scarcely more 
than puppies; both Reape well, Woodstoel Flirt, who won 
first im ihe puppy class, is of rare good form althouzh in bad 
condition, 

FOXHOUNDS, 
The foxhounds were a workmanlike looking lot, although 

not up to the hench show standard, We thought them well 
placed. 

BEAGLES, 
The beagles were few in numbers bit, first-class in quality, 

with the exception of Actress in the bitch class, who is too 
large, although very well made. Shelooks all over a worker, 

FOX-TERRIERS. 
The tox-terrier classes were all good. We thought them as 

well placed as possible except that we should have given Nel- 
lie in the bitch class another letter, Banker, in the open dog 
class, was unfortunate in not arriving until after the judgine 
was over; he is a capital dog, a bit high in his legs, but good 
enough otherwise to haye been in the money. We were quite 
pleased with Lyra, who won first in the puppy class; she is 
yery promising. 

COLLIES. 
The collies, as a class, were not quite np to the bench show 

standard, Lorne, in the champion class, was all out of con- 
dition and should not haye been shown; he is a yery nice doz 
when at his best. Chieftain, who won first im the open dog 
class, is a yery good dog; his head and ears are firsb rate; he 
has a fair coat andisan elegant mover. Bute, who was sec- 
ond, has a #00d head and is fairly well formed, but has no 
under cout, Driver, vhe., isa yellow and white dog with not 
much pretentions to beauty. He is said to he one of the best 
of workers. There were several of his get present, all of 
nearly the same stamp, not much to look upon Mit a very 
handy and useful sort, 

AULLDOUS, 
Tippoo, who wou first, is the best all round that we have 

seen; he was not in good condition. Young Duke,. who was 
second, is also very good, and but a little behind Tippoo. 
We could not quite follow the judge in placing Judy, vhe., 
over Moses, he. The latter's good head should haye beaten 
the long face of Judy points enough to more than counter 
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balance his fatilty tail and lack of condition. Blister was 
absent. 

TERRIERS. 
In the boll-tervier class Lord Nelson, who was awarded first, 

is a big dog of much quality: he is yery well ee together, 
with veapital body, a first-class coat, and grand legs and feet; 
he has a very good eye, but might be a bit better in face. 
Mr, Fred Duckworth, of Bury, England, who exhibited him, 
sent ont Blister and Youn: Royal, winner of first at New 
York last year. Young Bill was all out of condition. Black 
and tans (over séven pounds) brought out tliree beauties. 
‘Teaser, who won first, was looking well; it will be hard to 
find his eyual, Bess, who was second, is a rare good one, and 
will come close to Teaser if she goes all right. Topsy, vhe.. is 
also yery good, and, judging from her scars, undoubtedly 
game. Dandy was the only good Dandie shown; he 
wis entered as tive years old, but we should not place 
hint at much more than & year; he is a good spewi- 
men, Jerry and Dart were the only Bedlingtons shown. 
Jerry was placed over Dart, the judge thus reversing 
his decision at Chicago. Dart is of the hest type, and has the 
best coat, Jerry bas a gamy appearance that is very taking, 
and this, with his wieked-looking jaw, undoubtedly carried 
him through. In the Skyes Unie, wrongly entered as Elgie, 
was the only good specimen. The hard-haired Scotch terriers 
were quite a good class, Tom Glen arrived too late for the 
judging, he is avery nice dog, and undoubtedly would have 
een noticed, Tn the silk or broken-haired lass, Sandy and 

Pepper, first and second, are gamy-looking animals of good 
form. Only three of the six entries inthe Irish terrier class faced 
the judge, all of them were good specimens and rightly placed. 
Norah, who was in the class, was only entered to compete for 
thu spacial prige HE which she won over 4 lar, @ class, the 
pick of the show. The Yorkshires were all good, Fritz, who 
wou first, is a Capital little dog of good color, but a little short 
of coat, Charlie we thought fully equal if not superior to 
Fritz, he is well formed and has a beautiful coat, but it is 
faded and he was properly placed second. 

PuGS, 

There was but oneshown in the champion class and one in 
the open classes; both were fair specimens. The puppies were 
abad lot, and the prize was withheld, The toys were all 
awarded vibbons, whieh they deserved. There was only one 
King Charles spaniel shown, quite a good one. The miscel- 
laneous class brought ont only two, the white English terrier 
Hornet I., and a harrier; both were worthy the prize they 
received. 

DEERHOUNDS, 

Lance, the ouly entryin the champion class, is under size, 
bul very wellformed, The same may be said of Lorna IL, 
winner of firstin the open class. Doll, who was giyen second, 
is of sued size and form, but owing to sickness is in wretched 
condition, : 

SPECIALS. 

Many of the specials followed the awards im the regular 
classes. In cases where there was competition the judgment 
was generally satislactory. Wecould not quite agree with 
fhe judge im placing Liddersdale over Glenfilass in the class 
for the best English bitch, nor Don over King Torn as the best 
Fontan. The showing for the kennel prizes was very fine. 
hhe contest for the prize for the hest kennel of English setters 
brought outi two strings of fine animals, with nob much to 
choose between them. The Glencho Kennel's exhibit of Irish 
setters was especially fine. Wedoubt if there is a kennelin 
the country that can make «a better showing. The pointer 
puppies shown by Mr, C. R. Smith were a nive even lot. Fol- 
lowing are 

THE AWARDS, 

Class 1, Mastiffs, Dogs.—ist, W, Mellis’s Jumbo, fawn, 4yrs., sire 
and dam imported by Lord Dufferin; 2d,W. Mellis’s Oscar, fawn,2yrs.. 
Barney—Juno. 

Class 2. Mastiffs, Bitehes.—Ist, withheld; 2d, W, Mellis‘s Rowdy, 
fawn, 2yrs.. Taurus—Boadicea, 
_ Class3, Rongh-coated St. Bernards. Dogs or Bitches.—ist, Fred W- 
Rothera’s Otho, orange, with white markings, 13mos., Rallo—Lad 
Abbess; 2d, Rred W. Rothera’s Lady Abbess, imported (H.K.C.8.B. 
10,048), orange, with white markings, S4gyrs. 

Olass 4. Smooth-coated St, Barnards, Dogs or Bitehes.—Ist, Fred 
W, Rothera’s Daphne, brindle, with white markings, 1jmos,. Rex— 
alas ea, Tsaac Weighell’s Homo, tawny and white, 10mos., Harrold 
~ WLal 

Olass 5, Newfouudlands. Dogs or Bitches.—ist, A. W. F. Gisanelli’s 
Pedro, black, 2l4yrs.; 2d, Roger Dart’s Bruno, black,2yrs, Very high 
com,, A. W, EF. Gianellfs Nero, black, Syrs, 

Class 6. Champion Greyhounds. Dogs or Bitches.—ist, J. EB, Daw- 
son's Spring, fawn, byrs., MeGrath—Fiirt, 

Class 7. Greyhounds,—Ist, L. Robbins’s Poacher, black, 5yrs., im- 
ported; 2d, M, J. Graham's Ringwood, fawn, 54yrs., imported Ring- 
wood—imported Nelly. Com...J. Edgar Buchanan’s Don, fawn, 2yrs, 
imias. 

Class 8. Champion English Setters, Dogs,—tst, H. Bailey Harrison's 
Dick Laverack, blue belton, tyrs., Thunder—Peeress. 

Class #. Champion English Setters, Bitehes—ist. T. G. Davey's 
_Glenfilass, black, white and tan, Syrs., Rob Roy—Doll. 

Class 10, English Setters, Dogs.—1st, W. B. Wells’s Mingo, black and 
white, 2yrs. iUmos.. Druid—Star; 2d, H. Bailey Harrison’s Mack B,, 
lemon belton, 17mos., Dick Luverack—Twilight. Very high com, re- 
serve, T. G, Dayey’s Prince Phoebus, black and white, imported. Very 
high com., W. F. Hyman’s Pride, lemon and white, 5yrs. Higheom., 
Hl. Bailey Harrison's Batley. blue belton, 17mo$., Dick Laverack— 
Conntess Adele. Coin,, N. Ormsby*s Snipe, lemon aud white, 19mos., 
Dick Laverack—Lou, 

Class 11, English Satters, Gitches—ist, I’, G. Barer Liddersdale, 
black, white and tan, 4yrs.. Douglass—Ailsa; 2d, H. Builey Harri- 
son's Grace B, bine belton, 16mos., London—Dawn. Very high com. 
Yeserye, D, O'Shea’s Nellie, lemon and white, 18mos., imported, 
Very high com,, Jolin H. Long’s Blanche, black, white and tan, 3yrs., 
Belton—Belmore. High com., A, C. Chadwick and J. Turnbull’s 
Guelph Countess, black, white and tan, 20mos., Paris 1l.—Lady Prin- 
Sy Gom., J. Kine’s Lucy Bee, black, white and tan, 18mos., Paris 

i—Ronmip. 
Class12, English Setter Puppies, Dogs—ist, H. Bailey Harrison’s 

Pericles, blue béltun, smios., Dick Laverack—Countless Adele: 2d, T. G, 
Davey's Pride of Canada, orange and white, limos.. Laya Rock—Lid- 
dorsdalo. Very high com. reserve, R. W. Boyle's Dashing Storm. 
black and white and Wue ticked, 10mus., Royal Sultan—Reign. Very 
high com., C, A. Stone's Forest Blue, blue belton, 434mos., Prince 
Royal—Forest Wy, High com., Joseph H. Marshall's Patch, black 
and white, §mos., Prince Royal—Nettie. Com..C. A. Stone's Forest 
Dan, black, white and tan, 446mos,, Prince Royal—Forest Fly, 

Class 14. Enelish Setter Puppies, Bitches—Ist, T. G. Davey’s Ca- 
nadian Queen. black, tan and white. limos., Lava Rock—Liddersdale; 
2d, Hl. Bailey Harrison's Gem, black and white, Jimos., Dick Laver- 
ack—Twilight. Very high com. reserve, J. Kine’s Ripple, black, 
white and tan, limos., Paris I.—Romo. Very high com.,, J. Kine’s 
Bpray, black, white anc tan, limos., Paris eer: High com., D. 
Skirving'’s Flora Lava Rock, black, white and ticked, 9mos., Lava 
Rock—Lady Beaconsfield, Com., A. G. Chisholm's Domina, black, 
white and tan, 9 mos., Prince Reyal—Nettie, 

Olass 14, Champion Black-tan or Gordon Setters—iat, J. 8. Niven’s 
Argus, black and tan, 4yrs., Blossom —Moll, 

Class 16. Bluck-tan or Gordon Setters, fare ec G. K. Atkinson's 
Jim, black and tan, 8yrs, Bob—Gyp; 20, F. WJ. Ball’s Brau, black 
and tan, 4yrs., Blossom—Charmer. Very high com. réserye, Edwin 
Tinsley’s Brent, black and tan, 20mos., Blossom—Moll. 

Cluss 16. Black-tan or Gordon Setters, Bitehes.—1st, John Puddi- 
combe's Bessie. black and tan, 1/ines,, Jook—Porest Bell; 2d, John 
Cozen’s Bess, black and tin, 17mos., Jock—Forest Bell, Very high 
com. reserve. ©, H, Wallace's Sona IL, black and tan, 4yrs. 4mos., 
Grouse—Moll. Very high com., Wm. Cathro’s Rose, black and tan, 
full pedigree. L 
Olass 17. Black-tan or Gordon Setter Puppies. Dogs.—tIst, V. FB. Cro- 

nyn‘s Moses, black and tan, 10mos., Hugho—Miller. 
Class 18. cbarapion Trish Setters, Dogs,—ist, Glencho Kennel’s 

Meneho, davk red, 24mos., champion Hlcho—ehampion Noreen, 
Class 10. Champion Ivish Settere—Bitches,Ist. Glencho Kennel’s 

Trix, dark red. 36yrs., champion Bleho—champion Fire Fly, 
Olass 20, Irish Setters, Dogs.—st, Glencho Kenuel’s Hyperion, 

dark rod, lfmos., champion Elcho—champiou Noreen; 2d, John 
Davi Durward's Comet, red, 18mos, High vom.. Jackson Stothers's 
Redger. red, 15mos. 
lass #1. Irish Setters, Bitches.—ist, Glencho Kennel’s Faun, dark 

ted, 1$n10s,. champion Hlcho—charopion Noreen; 2a, Thomas Sindd’s 
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Nannie, ved, ng Vea Bieho .—Dell, Very high com., Ponting & 
Goodenough’s Fan, red, 4yrs., Shot 1.-Lady Whitman, 

Class 22. Trish Setter Puppies, Dogs.—tist., withbeld: 2d, Ponting & 
Goodencugh’s Dufferin. red, 1imos., Shot 11.—Belle, 

Class 23, Trish Setter Puppies, Bitches.—No entries, 7 
Class 24, Champion Pointers, Dogs or Bitches.—ist. F.C, Draper's 

Don, liver and white, 8yrs.. Shot -Juno. ; 
Clauss 25, Pointers. Dogs.—tst, John E. Loug’s King Tom, liver and 

white, dyrs.: 2d, J. E, MeGloghion’s Jem, liver and white, 2yrs. Very 
high com. reserye, J. H, Phelan’s Don, liver and white, 4}¢yrs., Faust 
—Lady Carlisle. Very high com., J. Taylor's Young Wagg, liver and 
while, champion Wage Damside Belle. High com., fan Hall's 
Ranger, lemon and white, 2yrs., Revels Dash—Hall's Vic. Com,, 
William Steeds’s Snipe, lemon and white, 2yrs,. Ponto—Belle, 

Class 20. Pointer. , Bitches.—ist, Detroit Kennel Club’s Bow Queen, 
lemon and white, dyrs., champion Sleaford—Dawn; 2, W. H. Wells’s 
Low, liver and white. 2yrs. Com.. W. PF, Hyman’s Nell, liver and 
whita, Byrs. 

Olass 27. Pointer Puppies—tist, John Robert Galpin’s Beauty O., 
lemon and while, Smos,, Bob—Beanty; 2d, C. R. Smith's Jack, 5mos., 
Bob—Beanty. Very high com. reserve, O. R. Smith's Grouse II,, 
Smos., Bob—Beauty. Very high com., C. R, Smith's Tiger. 5mos., 
Bob—Beauty. High eom., T. Smith's Sport, liver and white, 10mos., 
Rex—Bessie. Com., C. R, Smith’s Snipe II,. Smos., Bob—Beauty, 

Olass 28. te Trish Water Spaniels.—No entries, 
Class 20, Trish Water Spaniels, Dogs.—Prize withheld. 
Class 80, Irish Water Spaniels, Bitehes,—No entries, 
Class 81. Retrieving Spaniels, other than Irish, Field or Cocker 

Spaniels.—ist. Col, John Macheth's Sailor, black, M4yrs., Zulu— 
Sweep; 2d, Jolin Baker's Jim, black, 2yrs. High com,, F, N. Har- 
yey’s Tim, liver, 5yrs.,, Barney—Plover. 

Class 82. Champion Field Spaniels, any wolor, oyer 28lbs,—ist, 
Marshall & Luckwell's Bob, Jv.,chestnut, 2yrs. Snios.. Boh I1I.—Black 

Class 33. Field Spaniels (open class), Dogs or Bitches, (Any color; 
over 28 lbs.j—1st, J. F. Kirk’s Toronto Beau, chestnut liver, 3yrs., 
champion Kaffir—champion Squaw; 2d. A, A. Francis's King Beau, 
liver. 12mos., Toronto Beau—Negress I]. Very high com,, Charles 
Short’s Dolly, black, 5yrs., Bobtail—Ladybird, High com,, R. J. Mc- 
Kice's Black Mack, black. 1smos.. Bob Jr.—Maud; D. O'Shea’s Paddy, 
black, Leyrs., Bob 111.—Black Bess. Com., Ff, N. Haryey’s Plory, 
black and tan, 18mos., full pedigree. 

Class 34, Champion Cocker Spaniels, Dogs or Bitches (any color, 
under 28lbs,)—Dr, J, 8, Niven's Frank. black, 26yrs., Frank—Nellie. 

Class 36. Cocker Spaniels, Doge (other than black or Jiver, under 
28lbs, ).—No entries, 

Olass 36. Cocker Spaniels, Bitches (other than black or liver under 
28lbs.).—1st, D, O'Shea's Flora, liver aud white, 2yrs., imported; 2c, 
J, e Kirk’s Bonny Kate, even marked, liver and white, 2ayrs.. Don— 
Lady. 

Class 37, Couker Spaniels, Dogs (black or liver, under 2slhs,).—Ist, 
J. F. Kirk’s Brahmin, black, 2léyrs., Easten’s Bob—Clew. imported ; 
2d, BH. L. Jeffrey's Dixey, black, 2yrs., Zolu—Sweep. Com., James 
Watson's Bobo, black, 1mos,, Obo—Rhea I, 

Class 88. Cocker Spaniels, Bitches (black orliver, under 28lhs.),—1st, 
Rk, J. MeKell’s Black Meg, black, 14mos., Doctor—Dolly; 2d, John 
David Durward’s Oxey, black, i2mos., Tippo—Beauty. 

OQlass 39, Field or Cocker Spaniel Puppies (any color, under izmos. 
old).—Ist, Andrew Laidlaw's Woodstock Hirt, black, 7i4mos,, Tippo— 
Toronto Jet; 24, James Watson's Bobo, black, 10mos,. Obo—Rhea i1. 
High com., W. £. Lamson’s Prince, black, 6mos., Ponto—Jessie. 
Com,, Edwin Tinsley’s Rayeness, black, mos., Raven—Busy: H. T. 
Donyille’s Ready, liver, 10mos., Czar—Fan, ‘ 

Olass 40, Foxhounds, Dogs.—ist, D. O’Shea’s Ringwood, black, white 
and tan, dleyrs., Forester—Lady; 2d, D. O'Shea’s Forester IL, black. 
white aud tan, 244yrs., Ringwood—Roxey. Very high com,, John 
Cozens's Range, black. white and fan, 2yrs,, Wander—Looner. High 
com., Thos, Martin's Riot, blael and tan, 5yrs.. Bellman—Hasty. 
lass 41, Foxhounds, Bitches.—ist, D, O’Shea’s Roxey IT., black, 

white and tan, 24¢yrs., Ringwood—Roxey; 2d, D. O'Shea's Gypsey, 
blick, white and tan, 26yrs., Rmgwood—Roxey. Very high com., 
Austin Andrew's Countess, black and tan, 19mos, . 

Class 42. Beagles, Dogs.—Ist, D. O’Shea’s Rattler, black, white and 
sic; 2d, D. O'Shea's Rover. black, white and 

Class 44. Champion Fox-Terriers, Dogs.—tst, R. Gibson's Fennel, 
white and tan, 2yrs., champion Spice—champion Bloom. i 

Class 45, Champion Fox-Terriers, Bitches.—Ist, R. Gibson's Ruby. 
white and tan, 4yrs., imported Viper—imported Judy. 
Class 44, Fox-Terriers, Dogs.—ist, John T. Cable’s Venator, Volo— 

Vehement; 2d, R. Gibson's Belvoir Jim. white. black and tan. lyr.. 
Spigot—Lily, Very high com,, D. O’Shea's Buffet, black, white and 
tan, M4yrs., Rattler—Judy. Com., §. A. Roberts’s Music, white, black 
and tan, 4yrs.. Rattler—Purity. ] a . 

Class 47. Fox-Terriers. Bitches,—ist, Richard Gibson's ‘Thistle, 
white, black and tan, 2yrs,. champion Rattler—champion Tipsey; 2d, 
DH. O'Shea’s Tip, black, white and tan, 3yrs., Nipper—ehampion Tip- 
sey. High com., John T, Cable's Nelly, white, black and tan, 2yrs. 
4mos,, Trap—Nettle, Com., John T. Cable’s Busy. white, black and 
tan, 2yrs. bmos., Rattler Lf.—Lilly. 4 

Class 48. Fox-Terriers, Puppies.—1st, Frank C, Wheeler's Lyra. 
white and black, and tan head, Ymos., Fennel—Fay. Very high com, 
reserve, Richard Gibson’s Grab, white aud (au, 7mos., Fennel—Ruby,. 

Class 49, Champion Collies, Dogs. —Priae withheld, 
OClass 50, Champion Collies, Bitches.—No entries. 
Class 51, Collies, Degs,—Ist, J. Taylor's Chieftain (K.C.S.8, 8,506), 

black and tan, Moss—Meg; 2d, Thomas Miles’s Bute, black and tan, 
4yrs., unknown, Very high ecom., C. Grevillée’s Driver, yellow and 
white. Yyrs., Driver—Juno, Com., MeEwen & Gibson's Glen, black 
and tan, 2yrs.. Sharp—Nell. ’ 7 

Olgss 52, Collies, Bitches.—ist, withheld: 2d, McEwen & Gibson's Peg. 
black and tan, 2yrs,, Tom—Gather. ’ 

Class 53. Collies. under 12mos. cld.—tst. R. Gibson's Lassie, black 
and tan, i1mos., Lindsay—Peggie. 

Olass b4, Bulldogs, Dogs or Bitches.—ist, John E. Thayer & Bro.’s 
Tippoo, brindle, $yrs., Gamester—Ida j2d. J, FP. Taylor's Young Duke, 
white, 2yrs.. Duke of Hamilton's Duke—Rush. Very high com., John 
BE, Thayer & Bro,'’s Judy, white, Syrs., Sir Anthony—Nettle. High 
com.. John E, Thayer & Bro.’s Mases. white, 2yrs.. Sir Beyis—Nancy 

ee, 
Class 55. Bull-Terriers, Dogs or Bitches.—ist, Fred Duckworth’s 

Lord Nelson, Young Royal—champion Pink; 24, Frank C, Wheeler's 
Young Bill, white, 6yrs. (E.K.0.8.B. 7,682). 

Glass 56, Black and Tau Terriers, Doga or Bitches (over Tibs,)—1st, 
James T. Heasley's Teaser, black and tan, 2hsyrs., Dazzler—Smiut; 2d, 
Johu F. Scholes’s Bess, black and tan, 1/mos., imported Nep—Topsy- 
Very high com,, John I, Scholes’s Topsy, black and tan, 5yrs,, cham- 
pion Dazzler—Stella. : 
@ass 57. Dandie Dinmont Terrivrs.—ist, T. Totid’s Dandy, gray, 

5yrs., Eckford—Panny, full pedigree, 
Qlass 58. Bedlington Terriers.Ist, Jolin FP. &choles’s Jlerny, liver, 

Syrs,, Wasp—imported Sting; 2d, John F. Scholes’s Dart, liver, Yyrs., 
Wasp—imported Sting 

Olass 59. Skye Terriers.—1st, Arthur 'l’. Ogilvey’s Ugie, blue, gray 
and black, 2yrs., imported; 2d, Jas. R. Gillean’s Flossy, bhie, 4yrs., 
Jack—Tab, 

Class 60. Hard-haired Scotch Terriers (no obher yariely admitted in 
this elass),—Ist, D. O'Shea’s Boxer, wheaten, lyr,. Major—Lady; 2d, 
Dan O*’Shea’s Major, wheaten, 2yrs., Tim—Lady. Very high com..!'rant 
Turrill’s Nell, brown, yrs. High com., Wm, Connor's Daisy, sandy, 
limos, 

Class 61, Silk or Broken-haired Terriers.—Ist, John F. Scholes's 
Sandy, blue tan, Syrs., Jack—Fan; 2d, John F. Scholes’s Pepper 
lhony sandy, 18mos., Sandy—Vick. Com,, M, FP, O°Mara’s Butty, dark 
blue, 2yrs., Shea's Mejor—Touch. 

Class 62. Trish Terriers.—ist, D. O’Shea’s Erin, red, lyr., Rach— 
Norah; 2d, Dr. J. 5, Niyen’s Tim, whesten, $mos,, Rock—Aileen. 
Very high com,, D. O’Shea’s Badger, wheaten, 2yrs., imported. ; 

Class 64. Yorkshire Terriers, Dogs or Bitches (blue and tan), 
—Ist, Benjamin Holdbrook’s Fritz, blue anid tan, 2d, Ben- 
jamin Holdbrook’s Charlie, blue andtan, Very high com.. John FP. 
Scholes’s Zulu, bloe and tan, 4yrs,,imported. Hirsh com, Benjamm 
Holdbrook’s Prince, blue and tan. Com., Robert G. Wilkie’s Pansy, 
hiue and tan, Syrs., imported From Seotland, " 

Olass 4. Champion Pugs, Dogs or Bitches.—1st. D. O’Shea’s Indy, 
stone, Syrs., imported, 
A ee 65, Pugs, Dogs.—ist, John F. Scholes’s Echo, fawn, 2yrs., 
imported, 

Class 66, Pugs, Bitehes.—No entries. 
Class 07. Pug Puppies.—Prize withheld. 
Olass 68, Tay Verriers, Dogs or Hitches (other than Yorkshire), 

nider 7bs.—ist, John FP. Scholes's Topsy, rough hair, sandy. yrs, 
imported: 2d, Harry Tierney’s Beauty, silver gray, 3yrs., imported, 
High com., H.Mathewsoms Jumbo, black and tan, bmos,, Dick—Vic; 
Jerry McDonald's Rosey. black and tan, dyrs. 8mos,. little Sam— 
Dursey: R. 8. Willie's Nettie, blue and tan, 4yrs., full pedigree, 
Com., Mrs, A.D. Stewart's Jumbo, blue und tan, 1imos,, champion 
po narp On Beauty: John F. Scheles's Fly, rough hair. sandy. 

ny ts. : : 
lass 69. King Charles, Bleubeun, aud Japanese Spaniels, Dogs or 

Ritches.—ist. James Grierson'’s Toby, black and tan, Syrs., Punch— 
Jean. 

Glass 70, Miscellaneous, or Voreign Class, Dogs or Bitches,—Equal Ist, 
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John F. Scholes’s Hornet I1., white. English terrier, iktos,, Horiet— 
Juliet; D. O'Shea's Wrank, English harrier, black, white and tan, 2yrs,. 
Tomboy—Gipsy- 

Class 71, Champion Deerlounds, Dos or Ritches:—Iist, John 4, 
eae & Bro,’s Lance. fawn, 4yrs,. Parker's Brau—Parker's Maida 

Olass 72. Deerliotnds,—tst. Jobo E, Thayer & Bro.s Lorua 0, dark 
brindle, 2yrs., Bruee—Lorna: 2d, D. O'She’s Doll, brindle, fyrs., im- 
ported, 

SPECIAL PRIZES, 
A-— Best miastiff, dog or bitch—W. Mellis’s Jumbo, 
B—Beszr St, Bernard, (log or bitch, rough or smooth-couted—lred 

W. Rothera’s Priam, 
C—Best greyhound. dog or bitech—L. Ribbins’s Poacher. 
D—Best Wnglish setter dog—H. Bailey Harrison's Dick Layerack. 
E—Best English setter bitch—T. G. Davey’s Liddersdale. 

@ F—Best English setter puppy, dog or bitch—T, G.Davey’s Canadian 
ueen, 
G—Best Gordon setter dog—Dr, J. 8. Niven’s Argus. 
H—Hest Gordon setter biteh—J_ Pauddivombe’s Bessie, 
TBest Gordon setter, dog or bitch (to be judged by the Maleolm 

standard)—Edwin Tinsley's Brant, 
J—Best Irish setter dog—Glencho Kennel's Glencho. 
K—Best Irish setter bitch—Glencho Kennel's Trix. 
L—Sest Irish setter dog puppy—Ponting & Goodenough’s Dufferin, 
M—Best Irish setter bitch—No entries, 
N—Best pointer dog—Col. F. C. Draper’s Don. 
O-—Best pointer bitch- Detroit Kennel Club's Queen Bow, 
P—Best pointer puppy, dog or bitch—J, R. Galpin’s Beauty II. 
Q—Best Irish water spaniel, dog or birch—No entries. 

Best field spaniel, dog or biteh—Marshall & Luckwell’s Bob, J1, 
S—Best cocker spaniel, dog or bitch—J, TV. Kirk's Brahmin. 
T—Best foxhound, dog or bitch—D. O)Shea’s Ringwood. 
U—Best beagle, dog or bitch—D. O'Shea's Rattler. 
V—Best fox-terrier that has not previously won first prize—J, T, 

Cable's Venator. 
W—Best pair fox-terrier punRic C, Wheeler’s Lyra and Greek, 
X—Best collie, dog or bitech—J, Taylor's Chieftain, 
Y¥—Best bull, dog or bitch—J, EB. Thayer & Brother's Tippoo, 
%—Best hull-terrier, dog or bitech—F, Duckworth’s Lord Nelson. 
AA—Best black and tan terrier, over 7lbs,, dog or bitch—James T. 

Heasley’s Teaser, 
BB—Best dandie dinmont, dog or bitch—T. ‘Todd's Dandy, 
CU—Best Bedlington terrier, dog or bitch—J, F_ Scholes’s Jerry. 
DD—Best Irish térrier, dog or bitech—D, O’Shea’s Erin, 

e er es Skye, silk or broken-haired, terrier—Dr. J, §. Niven's 
Norah, : 
FE—Best pug, dog or biteh—J, F. Stholes*s Echo, 
GG—Best kennel of English setters, not less than five—T. G, Davey, 

with Liddersdale, Qlenfilass, Prince Phisbus, Pride of Canada and 
Canadian Queen, 
HH—Hest kenuel of Irish setters, not less than five.—Glencho Ken- 

nels, with Glencho, Snap, Hyperion. Trix and Faun. 
IU—Besb kennel of pointers, not less than five—C. RK. Smith, with 

Shot II,, Jack, Tiger, Grouse I11.. Snipe IL and Wilkie, 
JJ—Best kennel of eocker spaniels, not less than five—No entries. 

The prize was offered for the best cocker, and won by J. ¥. Kirk's 
Brahmin, 
KK—Besl Huglish setter, dog or bitch, from United Stares—J. B. 

Long's Blanche. 
ieee English setter dog owned in London, TPG. Dayey's Prince 

Pheehus. 
MM—Best English setter, dog or bitch, under 20mos. old, owned in 

London—T, G. Davyey’s Canathan Queen. 
NN—Best English setter bitch, owned in London—T. G. Davey’s 

Liddersdale. 
00—Besi bull-terrier, 08 or bitch, owned in Middlesex eounty— 

F.C. Wheeler’s Young Bill, 
PP—Best Gordon setter, dog or bitch. owned in London—Dr. J. 4. 

Niven's Argus. 
i QQ—Best pomter, doy or bitch, owned in 
Snipe. 
RR—Best English setter puppy. the get of Prince Royal—C, A, 

Stone’s Forest Blue, 
SS—Best cocker spaniel. dog or bitch, owned by a member of the 

American Cocker Spaniel Club—J. PF. Kirk’s Brahmin, 
TT—Best matched brace of English setlers—H. Bailey Harrison's 

Grace B. and Genevieve. 
UU—B#est English setter, dog or biteh, in open classes—T, (+. Davey’s 

Liddeérsdale. 

London—W, Steeds's 

A CONCISE STATEMENT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Sound the halt on this dog business, Why, it will be a reg- 

war Kilkenny cat affair ere longif it goes on, All the com- 
batants haye been sent to grass sv often in such headlong 
style that it don’t seem possible tor them to survive much 
longer. Tt’s nothing but recrimination now. What's the use 
of it? They haye all had their say as to their ideus of perfec- 
tion in a dog, several times over, what good of more? “IT did 
and you didn’t” don’t improve the dog worth a cent. I haye 
read Taylor, and Niven, and Blivens, and Mason, and Kirk 
and Rice, and “Whack,” and—and ‘‘Podgers,” and “Podgers,” 
although the last mentioned isa neck ahead of the bunch. 
Welvome “Podgers,” always. He entertains, amuses, pleases, 
in whatever column he chooses to write. His “Fred's Re- 
trieyer” was capital. I had a touch of the blues when the 
FOREST AND STREAM haying that article came to hand, but 
after I had shaken my sides over the account of ‘‘Podgers’s,” 
Ee panne with that dog, the skies cleared again. 

ut speaking of dog pictures, did you ever see the engraving 
of Landseer’s, ‘The Setter’? That,in nmiy estimation, is a 
fearfully and wonderfully made dog. Yes! I know. it’s 
Landseer, And his setter may be a puré English or Mongolian 
or Hindostanee or composite. Nevertheless, as setters on a 
point go, nowadays he is auniquespecimen, Heisa pparently 
on # point, and is pointing another dog which he has in his 
mind’s eye, Horatio, by the neck with a never-let-go-hold, if 
we can judge by the bulldog jaw and expression of grip, His 
tail is aloft at an angle of forty-five, #nd hurls reckless defi- 
ance. Perhaps Mr. Taylor would callit a coffee-pot curye, 
and Mi, Rice a cimeter or sickle. 
Now, us to individual ideals of dogs, as the atorementioned 

gentlemen have aired theirs, suppose you give some of the 
rest of usa chance. | am not mmch of a dog man, but I sin- 
cerely believe I know a dog when I see ohe, and a bull from a 
toy terrier. Here's at you. 

All dog and no fleas. Tf this don't bar allargument in future 
as to what I said, then I'm no judge of conciseness. 5. 

DANBURY DOG SHOW. 

r | ee doe show ab Dunbury, Conn., was held in conjnuction 
. with the Danbury Agricultural Society’s Fair, and proyed 

to be quite a feature for the visitors, judging by the impene- 
trable crowd which lined the benches during our visit. No 
extra charge was made to see the dogs, and the building in which 
they were placed was right in the center of the attractions, 
We must say that Mr, Wriedman. the superintendent, deserves 
a preat deal of credit for his arrangements. The benching’ 
wus perfect, and the dogs well cared for, and with better 
notice of the show next year, and the piying of money prizes 
With an entrance fec, there is no reason why a three days’ 
show at Danbury should not be well supported, especially if 
the non-sporting classes are well catered for. A number of 
dogs were brought to the show without being regularly entered. 
They were judged with the others, but in one or two cases no 
one was able to giye any information respecting them. 
Among the exhibits was 4 very clever trick setter, Jersey Lily, 
owned by Mr. Dodds, of Brooklyn. Each breed was divided 
into sexes, and silver and bronze medals given as prizes, The 
judging was done by Messrs. R. Lehman and R. W. Dodd, of 
rooklyn, and C, H. Crosby, of Bridgeport, and the awards 

were as follows: 
MASTIFFS,—Vogs: 20, 8. B, Penny (Brutus), Very high ¢om,, Dr, 

Knox ( ). Bitehes! A. Jacobston (iJime 1.4.20 and yory high eot., 
A. Briedman (Juno I. and Jumbo).—Puppiess G. Zininetman took 
Jat both sexes with a litter, 

8T. BERNARDS,—Roves-Coarep—Very high com,, H. Jacobstou 
(Sultan ).—SmooTs-Voarep—ist and 2d, Cheqnasset Kennel (Eckhardt 
and Hirnst), 

gE OTE ESS -tsi, H. Jacebston (Leo); 2d, FW. Goddale 
(Prince), 

BY ‘PRRIEKS.—Ist, G. Mubrmign (Nellie); 2d. Dr, C, B, Gane 
U0), 
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YORKSHIRE THRRIER,—2d, G. M. Rundle (Hip). 
PUGS.—Dogs! ist, W. Seott (Ned), Ritehes; Ist, J. F, Bladen 

(Fannie), Puppies: Ist and 2d, each sex, W. Septt. 
COLLTES, ~ Dogs: Ist, C. T. Friedmann (Watch), Bifchess WF, W. 

Goodale (Pannie); 2d, no name, Purrres—Dogs; 1st, C. BH. Osborne 
(Zip), Bitehes: Ist, 8. Selleck (Tip); 2d, C. E. Osborne (Fanny). 

JRISH SETTERS.—ist, no name; 2d, G. B, Benjamin (Fritz), Very 
high com,, ©. H. White (Nell), 
GORDON SETTERS.—Dogs: 1st, G. W. Godfrey (Don), Bitches; 

1st, G. Mallory (Nellie), Very high com., Mr, Broughton (Jerry), 

ENGLISH SHTTHRS.—Dogs; Ist, H, Rotherford (Sport); 24, and 
very high com.) T, A. Bishop (Huclid and Gem); Bitches; R. Dodd 
(Jersey Lily), Very high cam., J, J. Crane (Vora), 
eR aa IEe, J, H, Thompson, Jv, (Write); 2d, J. MM. Bailey 
(Whit). 

GEAGLES.—?2d, H. Gray (Dot), 

SPANIBLS.—Dogs: ist. A. ©. Wilmerding (Black Prince); 2d, G. 
Roome (Tommy). Very high com., A. W, Benedict (Jerry); Bitches: 
ist, no name; 2d. A. C. Wilmeriling (Suwanees)—Puppies: Ist, A, C. 
Wilmerding (Suwanee), 

FOXHOUNDS.—Dogs; ist, H. De Yorest (Mvanlk). Biteles: 1st 
and 2d, H. A. De Forest (Fannie and Mannie I1.), 
BLACK AND TAN THRRIERS, —1st and 2d, 2. Lever (Vortigern and 

Reyeler). 

SILESIAN BLOCDEOUNDS.—J. M. Bailey (Nero). 
RUSSIAN TERRINKR.—1st, Denhury Neves (News), 

TRICK DOG.—ist, R. Dedd (Jersey Lily). 

JAPANESE SPANIELS,—2d, ne name. 

TOY THERRIERS.—2d, R. Milliken (Pederan). 

BAYARD, JR., the rough-coated St. Bernard owned by Mr. 
J, K. Emmet, ‘Fritz? the actor, died last week. Bayard, dJr., 
won second prize at New York, 1882, Emmet paid 52,500 for 
him. (The ad. was worth $2,300), the dog $200.) The was a 
large dog, standing 34 in. at the shoulder, was 714 ft. in length, 
and measured 13 in, from top of head to point of nose. To a 
Times reporter Mr, Emmet said that no money could haye 
bought the animal. He took the animal away from his owner 
and to the matinee at the Grand Opera House, where he was 
playing. “T took him to my dressing-room and said ‘lie down.’ 

fe Jay down in the corner, and I left my wite to make friends 
with him, I found her lying with her head on his neck when 
Treturned, He afterward seemed tio vegard her as his charge. 
and always took care of her when I was away. He would 
never leaye her side until [ came, end then he would resign 
his charge. One eyening she was suffering from neuralgia, 
and I found her crying in the dressing-room andthe dog whin- 
ing in sympathy at her side. I told him to lhe down. He went 
tosleep, and I got a carriage and sent her home. The dog 
awoke and began to hunt forher. He realized that he had 
neglected his charge. He rushed wildly about smelling every 
garment in search of her cloak, He ran on the stage and 
smelled every person. He rushed back to the dressing-room, 
and. putting his nose to the ground, began to follow her trail. 
He wountl his way among the scenery till he reached the stage 
door; and there he pounded with his reat: DEW and howled, 
I called George Wilton, my agent, and told him to take the 
dog home, When he returned he said the dog had taken him. 
Wheml reached the hotel [ found him running around her bed 
whining, but when he saw me he stopped and Jay down in his 
eorner, Onthe stage I never taught him anything. One 
night I said to him, ‘Vy didn’t you pring dot pundle! He 
came and put his paws on my shouldersand his nose by my 
ear asif whispering. Itook the point and said ‘Vat? He put 
his nose up again, and I said, ‘Oh, dot’s all right... The audi- 
ence thought it was immense. They did not know it was the 
dog’s ownidea, He actually understood the English language, 
and would do anything T told him.” Mr. Mmmet proposes to 
carve on the dog’s tomb the German words, *‘Treuer Hund, ich 
liebe dich—True dog, I love thee.” : 

SENSATION AS A SIRE.—New York, October 4+.—Wditor 
Horest and Stream: A perusal of the subjoined statement may 
cause some of your readers to doubt whether the judgment of 
one of your correspondents as to the selection of pointer dogs 
+o breed to is quite correct when he informs us in substance 
that he cannot conscientiously advise us to breed to Sensation. 
In compiling the statement I have confined myself tothe New 
York show and have taken only those dogs of which he was 
the sire. Tn 1875, 5 of his get were shown and 4 were noticed, 
taking: 1 first, 2 seconds, 1 vhe. In 1879, 17 were shown and 
14 noticed, taking the only champion prize competed for and 2 
firsts, 1 Second, 1 third, 3 vhe.’s, 3 he's., 3 ¢.’s. In 1880, 20 were 
shown and § noticed, taking the only champion prize they 
competed for, und 2 firsts, 1 second, 1 third, 1 he., 2 ¢.’s. In 
1881 15, were shown and 7 noticed, taking one of the 2 champion 
prizes they competed for, and 6 vhe.'s, 2 he,’s, 1c. In 1882, 15 
were show, taking one of 2 champion prizes they competed 
for, and 2 yhe.’s, 3 lie.’s, 1. In 1888, 17 competed and 5 were 
noticed, taking 2 firsts, 3seconds, 3 he,’s.—RoBEert C. CORNELL, 
Secretary W. Ic. C, 

ST, LOUIS, Mo,, Oct, 4—Mr, R. 8. MacDonald is, or rather 
wiis, the possessor of tyo fine ueeviourde, One day iast week 
one of the dogs was stolen, and although a thorough search 
was nade, no trace of it could be fonnd. Late Sunday night, 
Sept. 30,2 friend and neighhor called at Mr, MacDonald’s 
house and informed him that he had seen the stolen hound 
pertorming in the thrilling bandit drama now being: played at 
the People’s Theatre, Mr. MacDonald went to the theatre 
and immediately identified the hound as the lost one, The 
manazers of the combination claimed that they had had the 
animal in their possession for a long time, notwithstanding 
Mr. MacDonald brought the other hound and made the proof 
indisputable. The BhESORY, sued out a writ of replevin, but 
the theatrical folks refused to produce the hound, and gave 
bond before the Justice of the Peace. Mac is one of the lead- 
ing attorneys of the city, and a loyer of fine dogs. The much 
talked about and advertised “Fox Chase” came off on the 
29th and proved a grand fizzle-—CAMP. BELL, 

HSSEX COUNTY HUNT.—The meets for October are as 
follows: Saturday, Oct. 18, 3:30 P, M., residence John Burks, 
Esq., (“Woodlands”) Llewellyn Park; Wednesday, Oct. 17, + 
FP, M., Water Works, Hast Orange: Saturday, Oct. 20, 7:40 A, 
M., Glenridge (late Ridgewood) Station; Wednesday. Oct, 24, 
3:30 P. M., St, Cloud; Saturday, Oct. 27, 5:30 P, M., school 
house, Montclair; Wednesday, Oct, 31, 7:30 A. M., Watsessing. 
For the accommodation of parties coming out from the city, 
arrangements haye been made with the N. Y. and G. L. BR, K. 
(Orange branch), to proyide box cars for transporting hinting 
horsés en regular passenger trains on meet day. Parties will 
notify Mv. J. B. Hoffman, agent for railroad, No, 187 West 
street, N. ¥., and send horses to freight depot at Pavonia 
Ferry by the Chambers or Twenty-thirdsireet ferries. CHAS. 
A. Hecuscinn, Master. 

IMPORTED PUGS.—On the State Line steamer a week 
ago, a brace of yery nice pugs arrived for the Chequasset 
Kennel, Lancaster, Mass. They were imported through Mr. 
Wu, Graham, of N ewtownbreda, Belfast, Ireland, 

Hasn't the chance of a dog:—“Why don’t you feed that 
dog?! was asked of anold negro. “Why doan Ifeed him?” 
Ves, why don’t you feed him?’ ‘‘Why doan I feed myse’t? 
T’se us hungry as the dog is, an’ ‘sides dat he’s got de ‘vantage 
obme, He ken co out an’ pick up a piece ob ment an’ go "bout 
lis business, an’ de white folks doan say nuthin’, but ef T 
picks up suthin’ to eat, da wants terslap mein jail, sah. A 
nigger ain't gob de chance ob a dog, nohow.”—Arkansaw 
Traveller, 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICH TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes ara inserted in this column free of charge. To iusire 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each animal; 
1, Color, 6. Name aid vesidence of owher, 
2, Breed, buyer or seller. 
4, Sex. 7. Sire. with his sire and dam, 
4, Ape, or 8, Owner of sire, 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9, Dam, with her sire aud dam, 

of death. 10. Owner of dam. 
Allnames must be plainly written, Communication of one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's name. 
NAMES CLAIMED. 

te See instructions at head of this column. 
Brink. Mr. BR, D. Maund, Bainbridge, Ga,, for liver ani white 

pointer dog, whelped July 29, 1842, by Nip (Rush- Tina) obL Of Josie 
(Bow—Topsy). 

Vass. By Mr. A. K. Leon, 
dog, whelpsd July 29, 1Ss3, 
Topsy). : 

elle o Bainbridge. By Dr. M:N. Panlett, Bainbridge, Gu, for 
black and white English setter bitch, whelped June 4, i853 (Roy— 
Gretchen). : 

Glad Tidings. Index and Forester. By Mr. Wro, WW. Colcord, St. 
Joseph, Mo.. for a blue belton, a black, white antl tay, and a flack 
and white ticked, setter dogs. whelped July 10, 1883, by Giadstone ont 
of Countess Druid (Druid—Princess Draeo). 
Barnegut ond Waterloo. By Mr,Wm, H. Coleord. St. Joseph, Mo.. 

for dark liver Irish water spaniel dogs, whelped July 1, 188%, by Pat 
(Sinbad—Liffey) out of Polly Wog (Dan O’Connor—Irish Nell). 

Carrie H. By Mr. W.W, Titus, Bainbridge, ¢in., for blue belton 
English setter biteh, whelped Juned, 1883 (Roy—Gretehen), 
Pindee IT, dnd Gretchen , By My, L. F. Patterson, Bainbridee,tia,. 

for blue belton English setters, dog and biteh, whelped Jume 8, 1883 
(Roy—Gretchen), 
Black Dandy. By Mr, C. M. Hoffmnan, White River Jnnetion, Vt. 

for black, with white on breast, cocker spaniel doz, whelped June iv, 
18d, by Hornell Dandy (A,K.R. td) out of imported Blackie, 

Belle of Bedford. By Mr, L. 1, Brown, Liberty, Va., for lamon ani. 
white English setrer biteh, whelped June, 1883, by Dashing Royer 
(Dash If.—Norna) onf of Belle Duval (Gladstone—Frast). 
Dan Gladstone, Billy Gladstone and Bloelstone, Ey Messrs. P. H. 

& D, Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., for black, white and tan English setter 
dogs, whelped Aug. 21, 1883 (Gladstone—Sne), 

Ray, Sam JI. and Pete. By the Loeust Grove Kennel, Manton, R. 
1., for black and white setter dogs,whelped July 27, 1583, by their Sam 
(Green's Sam—Smint) out of Sot IL (Prate's Trinu—Earle’s Suuut), 
Black Ned qnd Nig. By the Locust Grove Kennel, Manton, R. 1, 

for black setter dogs, whelped July 27, 1884, by their Sam (Greens 
Sam—Smul) out of Smut 11. (Pratt’s Trim—Warle’s Smut), 
Frouk G,, Bruce, Nellie and Bessie. By Mr. Henry Hruee, Colum- 

bus, Ga., for lemon and white (dog, a liver and white dog, aml two 
liver and white pointer bitches, whelped June 6, 1485, by Joe (Sensa- 
tion—Flirt) cutoft Naney (Rush—Tina), 

BRED: 

(e— See instructions at head of this cofunmi. 
Tonu—Talisman, Mr. T. C. Faxon's (Boston, Mass.) imported callie 

bitch Tona to his imported Talisman, Sept. 6, 
Victoria—Dashing Lion. Mr. A, BE, Burche’s Enelish setter bitch 

Victoria (Warwick— Belle) to Mr. Geo. W, Ballantine’s Dashing Lion 
(Dash I,—Leda), Aug. 28. 
Lady Rough—Dashing Eien, Mr, Johu A. Worecll's Hogtish setter 

bitch Lady Rough (Rough—Lady Beaconsfield) to Dashing Lion (Mash 
Tl.—Leda), Sept, 23. a ; 
Maud Muller—Dashing Lion. Mr, GW. Bailantine’s (Washington- 

ville, 0.) English setter bitch Maud Miller (Rob Roy—Pocahontas) 
to his Dashing Lion (Dash 1J.—Leda), Sept. 12. 

Jessie Turner—Dashing Lion. Mr. G W. Ballantine's (Washing- 
tonyille, O.) English setter bitch Jessie Turner (Drnid—Ruby) wo his 
Dashing Lion (Dash 1J.—Leda), Sepit. 15, 

Queen Anna—Dashing Lion, Mr. G. W. Ballantine’s (Washiniou- 
yille, 0.) English setter bitch Queen Anna (Zanzibar—Lady Wein) to 
his Dashing Lion (Dash I.—Leda), Sept. 17. y 

Black Nellie—Black Sweep. Myr, G, W. Ballantine's (Washington- 
ville, O.)imported black pointer bitch Black Nellie to bis insported 
Black Sweep, Sept. 22. , ci 
Snowhull—Buy. The Millbrook Kennel's (New York) snisoth- 

coated St. Bernard bitch Snowball (A.K.R, 416) to their Bull (A.B, 
412), Sept, 26. . j 7 ‘ 

Ruby &.—Hicho. Dy. C. EB, Nishols's (Troy, N, ¥,) red Trish setter 
biteh Ruby S$. (Kory O’More—Norah OMore) to Dr. Wm. Jaryis’s 
champion Eleho, Out. 2. 

WHELPS. 

er See instructions at head of this column. 
Folly. Mr, A. Cilleller’s (Hudson, N. ¥.) liver and white tiekefi 

pointer bitch Folly (Sleaford’s Ruck—Whisper), Sept. 26, twelyé (five 
dogs), by his St. John (Suapshot—Belle), 
rE arkge Gleam, Mr. J. H. Phelan’s (Jersey City, N. J.) Paine bitel: 

Lady Gleam (A. E.R. 207), Sept. 26, eight(seven dogs), hy champion 
Kniekerbocker (A, K.R. 19), 

- SALES, 
te" See instructions wt head of thas colonia. 
Nellie C. Orange tawny, with white markings, smooth-caated St. 

Bernard bitch, by Rex out of Alma (A.K.R. 27), by the Millbrook Ken- 
nels, New York, to Mr. Geo, Van Skal, same place. 

Ernst, Orange tawny. with white markings, smooth-coated St. 
Bernard dog, by Rex out of Alma (A.K.R. 27), by the Millbrook Ken- 
néls, New York, to Mr, H. 4. Chittenden, same place, 
Nip—Josie whelps. Pointer dogs, whelped July 28, 1863, by Mb". L. 

F. Patterson. Bainbridge, (8., a liver and white to Mr. R, D, Maund, 
same place; a black and white to Mr. W. H. Hopkins, Thotaasville, 
Ga . and a black and white to Mr. A, K, Leon, Quincey, Fla. 
Countess Dash IT. English setter bitch (Dash 111.—Juno), by Mr, 

D. A, Goodwin, J1,, Newburyport, Mass., to Mr. W. R. Traver, Wash- 
ington, D, C. q 

Black Dandy. Black, with white on breast. cocker spaniel doy. 
whelped June 174 1882 (Hornell Dandy—Blackie). by Mr. ¥. &, Pitcher, 
Claremont. N. H., to Mr, C. M. Hoffman, White River Junetion, Vt. 

Belle of Bedford. Lemon and white English setter bitch, whelped 
June, 1483 (Dashing Royer—Belle Duval). by Mr, J. Hl. Adams, Liynch- 
burg, Va, to Mr. L. L. Brown, Liberty, Va. ; 

Don. Liver and white pointer dog. Bae old (Shot—Juna), by Col. 
F. C. Draper, Toronto, Ont., to Mr. J. FW. Scholes, same place. 
Black Topsy. Black greyhound bitch (imported Charcoal--(jueen 

Bess), by Major Loveioy, Bethel, Me, to Mr. George Plaisted, same 
lace, 

7 Leo Hi, Steel greyhound dog |Leo—funo), by Major Loyejoy. 
Bethel, Me,. to Mr. Albert Daily, Providence, R. 1. 7 

Dick. Black and tan dachshund dog (Fritz—Lena), by Major Love- 
joy, Bethel, Me., to Mr. Geo, Grane, Medford, Mass, " 

Spot. White bull-terrier dog, imported by Major Lovejoy, Bethel, 
Me., to Mi. W. H. Wiggins. Skowhegan, Me. 
Prue. Black and white pEnple dog (Ranter 1l —Gysey), by Major 

Lovejoy. Bethel, Me., to Mr. J. Q. Twicheil, Portland, Me. 
Lady Black, Blaek greyhound bitch (iurported Obarcoal—Queen 

Bess), by Major Lovejoy. Bethel, Me., to Mr, 0, 8. Wixom, Ithaus, 
N.Y. 

uiney, Fla, for black and white pointer 
vy Nip (Rush—Tiha) out of Josie (Boy— 

Kate Connolly. Red Irish setter dog (Ned Elcho—Bridgat O!More), 
by Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me., to Mr, M, A, Shea, Ellsworth, Me, _ 

Nick. White and tan beagle dog (Ranter 11,.—Gysey), by Major 
Lovejoy; Bethel, Me., to Mr. Harry A. Phlegar. York, Pa. _ 
Nigger Tom, Black greyhound dog (Charcoal—Queen Bess), by 

Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me., to Mr, Will Rich, same place. 
Mary Croakey, Red trish setter bitch (Ned Rleho—Bridget O'\More), 

by Major Loyejoy, Bethel, Mt,, to I. A, L. Brackett, Boston, Mass. 
San, Jr Lenion and white pointer dog (Sam—Countess Welly). 

by Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me., to Mr. A, E. Weston, Boston, Mass. 
Jacob Gu. Trish setter dog (Ned Eleho—Bridget 0’ More), by 

Major Lovejoy, Bethel. Me.. to Mr H. O, Opthrop, Cambriize, 
Mass. 

Black Ball, Black greyhound dog (imported Chareoal—Queen 
Bess), by Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me, to Mr, F. Hannlton, Portland, 

8. 
Will, Black and ton beagle dog ¢Ranter (.—Gysey), by Major 

Lovejoy, Bethel, Me,, to Mr, I’. A. Sinclair, Mottville, N.Y. 
Sam. Black and tan beagle dog (Ranter Il—Queen Bess), by Major 

Lovejoy. Bethel, Me., to Mr, Fred Hine, Portland, Me. : 
Pat. Red trish setter dog (Ned Elecho—Bridget O'More), by Major 

Lovejoy. Bethel, Me., to Mr, 1. M, Schofield, Hopedale, Muss. 
Lem, Red Irish setter dog (Ned Elecho—Bridget O’Move), by Major 

Lovejoy, Bethel, Me,, to Mr, W. HW. Wiggins, Skowhegan, Me. 
DEATHS. 

teem See instructions at lieud of this column, 
Rake—Siweazewhelos. English setters, seven bitches ind one dog, 

whelped June 25, 1883, owned by Mr, W. A. Coster, Flatbush, L. 1 

Mammoth, the celebrated cayein Kentucky, and the using of the 
largest Falcon pen made by Wsterbyovk. Ask your stationer for Mster- 
brook’s Mammoth Waleon Pens,—Adv. 

‘To stimulate your appetite bile Leslie's Bitters, Their Havor and 
aromatic odor is unexcelled.—Adp, 

Ztifle and Gray Shoating. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

WHEELING, W. Va, OW, 1. Noyi 
Sept. 20: i ’ ‘Shares 
Wim Oox... 

ave the scores made 

V es Wi 78 10 7 12 1 42 10 10—105 
Otto Janger oi 12 1 10 10 9 4 10-104 
Chas Ef Dwight. 9 12 11 40 10 40 71 10 10—108 
Rb Stewart =e ie ohabas 12010 10 10 71 MN 9 10 11-308 
John Robinson,...-... .....8 10 W di 40 10 9 10 40 12 U9 
John Moore. .--.....2-. 0. io 10 9 40 & 11 di 10 10 ip—99 

Second Match. 
Olio Janger __.-.-.,,,,.---.,141 11 10 do i2 10 WwW 9 42 11-106 
Chas B Dwight. .......-:-.. 42 10 10 12 8 1 Ww 10 1 1o—108 
RS Stewarts. ... waht wo 12 11 10 1 W 10 Lh 1104 
Win Cox. .-_- . 1 11 12 10 1 9 4 10-102 
John Moore. _- 43 9 § 1) i0 10 72 40 W 1—101 
John Robinson , . -? 9 10 11 10 BW WW D 10-96 
JF McCausley............10 10 & 10 8 9 Tt 10 10 4 

SD. LOUIS.—Thres members of the St. Louis Lone Range Rifle 
Team met at thei’ dange néar Creve Qceur Lake Sept, 29 and engaged 
in a rifle match at 500yds. for the St. John championship medal, with 
the following result: 
DH Gorse.-.,. 5555 5 6 56 5 6 5 5-74 
FW Rockwell, 65 % 655 5 5 f 5 674 
Capt W P Schasf 6554 45 6 5 5 5 6 5-74 

ST. PAUL, Sept. 29.—The long-range match for teams was fired on 
the Vort Snelling range yesterday, winding up the meeting of the 
Westorn Rifle Association. The weather was very cold, and the chill- 
ings piercing Wind which blew added not a little to (he discomfort of 
ull those present, The snow, however, céased at noon, and apart 
froin the temperature the conditions were exceedingly favorable for 
good shooting. The sky was cloudy, aud the fine gray light, which 
is the desire of the rifleman’s heart, prevailed during the day, As a 
result some very fine scores wore made by nearly all at some of the 
ranges, For the team match, three teams of six men each entered 
jhe list, one from the Chicago Rifle Glib, one from the Milwaukee 
Olub, and one from the Minneapolis Association. The distances were 
800, 100 and 1,000yds,, fifteen shots at each distance to every contust- 
ant. with two Sienting shots only at 800yds. The entrance tee was 
$6 per team, and for the first prize the association’s long-range badse 
was offered. Iifty percent ot the purse was given to the secoud 
team and 25 percent to the third, 
The Minneapolis team, which carried Off the honors, won «a récerd 

which. cousidering all the circumstances, has seldom been surpassed, 
Ti should however be said,in justice to the Milwaukee club, that 
soine of their best marksmen were unable to take part in the tourna- 
ment, ond their (tee were taken by recent acquisitions to the club, 
The Chicago club was also deficient, having only fourrepresentatives 
on fhe ground, so that they were compelled to hotrow one man fron 
euch of the other ciubs in order to fol fill the conditions of the match. 
Messrs. Friese of Milwaukee, and Hankinson of Minneapolis, kindly 
consented to shoot as substitutes with the Chicago team. Of the win- 
ning tea it ean be said that they Wou the mateh by hard work and 
perfect discipline. They all use the same rifie, and are kept well in 
hand by their captain, who eoaches the firing of each member, and 
watches eyery shot, ‘The long-range badge is of gold, valued at. $100, 
According to the conditions on which it was offered it must he wou 
three times by a team orclub before becoming their property. By 
their victory yesterday the Minuespolis club placed themselves on 
recordas the long-range champions, and it will require bnb another 
such scoreas thatof yesterday to enable them to retain the medal. 
Following are the seores in detail: 

Minneapolis. 
Skinner— 800,08 @ f 6 5 6 5 5 6 46 56 5 5-7. 

M06 65556 bb bh db 5 5 bh B75 
1u00..4 54 44838445 565 4 5 5 5 6-65-24 

Dexter— SW4 555 6 5 5 5b 6 OF 4 db Be 
Mi.» 6 dbf 45 66 $b f 5 FF 57 
100,505 58305 5 56 5 A F & 5 5-75 

Harnisoi— «AW od OG 4 Kt GOA OB A GO OA 6H 
..5 54 8 6 bh 6 4h bb 6 5 5TH 

1000,..5 6 5 3h 4856 445 6 5 4 5 HH-206 
Gibbs— SOW. 6 & 468-65 6 5 8 6 6 a 571 

M08 5654555 45564 5 5b FW 
(00.4 DB 4h 5 85 4h b 4 5 8 2-65 206 

Weels WO) a0 b 4  & 8b bh Sb art 
Sou 5684483 45 5445 5 5 5-65 

1000.46 5 8 45 5 5 5 fF 4 5 4 5 5H) —906 
Maudlin— BHO sens. ay pod or Oso tr iecos Benet 

W016 fo 5 > b bea fF G4es 5b 7 
1,000,,.5 £4 638 43 5 b FG 4 4 5 3 4—8—212 

MOR, - ase Pr Ene ce 4 A 
Milwaukee 

Drake— 64465554865 5 6 5 6 5-18 
5h 46 5444395 8 5 4 FW 
4.5 5 894 696 6 Bod 8 Fo dts 

Yale— 55545 564 44895 5 6 5-69 
445645 8 8 6 3 6 4 4 54 
68444446 6 4 56 4 5 8-63-16 

Johnstoa— b bo om 4 Oh ta fb bs 
4365 3546 4 5 4 5 5b 5—70 
245 8 39 5 5 fF FD & 4 8 Bi 5p = 208: 

Stanhope— 4540005 58 5 4 5 6 5a 
454 6 4 2 5°4 56 &- 48 °h 5-6 
$8364 04 65 84 4 8 4 § S 56-175 

Fielding— 65 56445 65 5 6 44 4 5s 
St Gets heb 5G a ee 
605 5%440 38 5 3 5 5 5—Gb—i81 

Thurstou— ba fa ae Se fo FBS hz 
255436 355553 5 4—t4 
800% 03285444 6 0 4-775 

Mofaly..-.-. -22222 45 poh igen oe F --+ 1140 
Chivazo. 

Tyrrel— 800.8 4 454565 246 GS ow 4 t FH 
? 900.4208 686 56 48 4 5 4 FH 4-60 

1.00,.5 45 46 35 005 5 5 6 5 5—b2—159 
Freemon— 800.,.5 55 38 04458344 45 4 62 

mi.4 38 08 65 55 445 45 6 G2 
100..4 56052348 083 0 0 6 0 B 3-38-68 

Friese — 800,..5 45 8555 55 5h 4 6 5 6p 
OW 0°R 21h bb fF 5 40 a 4 4 5 65 

100,..5 438 6 422385 5 3 5 5 3 559-166 
Bell W056 5 4h Ob $6 4 6 56S BT 

HO .5 38.5.8 & 6 £5 6 5 5 F 4 5 G—O8 
1,000.8 46 656 2 6 65 56 42 & 4 6 4 §—f4—208 

Ordway— 400.08 445 4505 4 f 8 6 4 fh Bh 
900,..8 465 4 0 4 8 & 4 BB 4 5 8 0-5) 

1000...6 4 5 6 8 05 5 3 6 4+ 6 6 6 5-17) 
Hankinson— 800..0 64 5 4465 5 6 d £55 5 6 SG 

oou...0 4 4 5 45 6 8h 4b bh 8 6 8-60 
1000...0 0 5 42283045 844 0 f 4 48-168 

TDA snl ncienieee aital <fetk antes teates ee Mor ood- dood ating 

CALIFORNIA THAM.—The following wwmed contestants for posi. 
tions n the Department of California team of the regular army, 
having made the highest suores at the recent practice shooting at the 
Lresitlo Range, eompose the team of twelve and reserve: 

Score. Per Gent. 
Pvt A J MeCall, 1. ist Cavalry: --: ces. eee sets ti) 314 
lst Seret, W Boughton, B, Ist Artillery...-..,..---..+5 
dst Beret F Bracken, M, ist Artillery... ..-:)..-:.-.4- 2H BB 86 
Corp J Sanders, B, kth Infantry............--- cr-----4 260 Bz. 
Seryt GF Nelson, A. ist Artillery............ adele Rad 80.68 
Pyt J Wilson. M, Ist Cayalry,,.--...----- ------ 251 79,68 
Pyi JH 'Thimson, G.8th Infantry. -.-.,.-)+-- 4 - 251 99.68 
Pyt EB Matteson, C, 1st Artillery... ....-...... P30 79.37 
Serzt HA Brede, A, 8th Tnfantry, ee AS 78.73 
Cor) 18 Oxilvie, C, shh Infantry, ,- + 24y F809 
Sevet GW Yeursley. A, Ist Artillery, . Pd WTAG 
Pyt T. Casey. 1, 8th Infantry... -.. -- 238 72.5. 
Prt D Geary, D, ist Artillery 74.02 

Oper tor rari 73.33 
Private J. A, MeCall, having made the Inghest score, is entitled to 

aprize, The official report of the shooting has the following: ~The 
Deparluent Commander compliments the contestants upon their 
skill in rifle practice, for he observes the scores made by them in this 
contest probably present a higher average than ever before made in 
a department competition. * 

TARGETS ON VHE FLY.—The California shooting team made 
poor shooting Jast Sunday, They complain that the heat of the sun 
caused a mirage that disturbed their aim. lf they complain of a bit: 
of nijrage such os they have down al the sew level, what wall they do 
up here at the Carson Range, situated inan aliali plain? On the best 
days the targets at pea sae Noe the Retin are eh a 
tionary for & moment, uren ey jump y 
eight eh ten feet and to right and left from four to siz feet, All that. 

Sevet W Wille, B, 8th Infavtry 

——————————————— 
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remains to bedone is to take them onthe wing. If the Californians 
have not had practice at a argo whieh is darting fubout: like a 
woodcock they will fare badly at the Carson Range.—Virginta City 
(Nev.) Hinterprise. 

BOSTON, Oct 6.—The attendance al Walnut Hill to-day was rather 
light, but some good shooting was done, Mr. Chauncey made a good 

_ reeord of 46 out of & possible 50 in his first score after an absence of 
{hree nonths from the range, and David Kirkwood, with a Hepburn 
inili ary rifle, reached 45, The wind blew from 9 to 10;30 o'clock, and 
was strongly felt. Following are the best scores: 

Creedmoor Pratice Match. 
F Chauncey. ....... 544554545546 EE Whitney (mil,),, bi 234445 —40) 
D Kirkwood (mil.). 554545545445 © B Edwards, .. ., 4445545440—39 
S Henry...... .. bodde5—4d A WY Hall (mil), -..8834444244-—85 
CA Hunt d34444944 —f1 FL Cook (mil.).-.-. 4204445444—35 
© Weston, . . ASdd4d 3444 AV) 

Creedmoor Prize Match, 
JP Bates,..,,..... 48444544548 GM Carrs....2...--+ Ad5db54444—43 
JA GOD... eee 444444555448 AB Gill, ,.-. -. ==. Bh44444ad— 48 

Decimal Match, 
OM Carr......0-:5 horas t f 56 6 8 4 9 $10 &—7I 
J H Farrell. teu al eif we .56 69 68 7 8 8 8 O66 
PANE Uo. ered tae ee ates SABES ince ie ie one 

celine 

§ Henry.__-.... 8 0 10 10 10 10 10—94 
D Kirkwood. v 0 10 10 10 10 10—94 
OB Wdwards i 0) 810 9 9-92 
(OTS auked bet 8 9 8 § 10-85 
ABHilL.... - 9 8 9 (81 

the meeting genevally was one of thé most successful ever held, The 
principal event of the day was the teain match, open to teams of fiye 
men from each newspaper offices, The conditions were; Distance, 
200yds; position, off-hand; 10 rounds pér man, The resultis shown 
in the score following: 

Globe Team, Advertiser Team, 
Chavles A Orr Keach... - o..-.--.,. 40 
age EOS) eer : 
Sam Merrill, .- 
Bd Stearns,.-. 

—187 
sy, 

R Carmichael, ....,,.34 
Post Team. Herald Team 

PE Rollins ._......,.-....,41 ‘, HA Newman... 
F D Brownell (mil.) F A Morse. - 
OB Dahforth......... .,..87 JR Mann....,... 
GUE Morar.) io: Ss yqsae aa! au W H Hathaway, 
TB Keenan... 0... seen es 85—180 Average score .,... 

Transcript Team. 
W VY Alexander : 
H 5 fisher... ... 
LM Hammond... : 
J D Whitcomb......, 
AVOTAPESCOTE.... 2 2c eee eee eee 

The members of the Massachusetts Militia Rifle Association met ou 
Oct, 6, Col. W. A, Bancroft presidmg. There were few present. and 
they decided uot to have aseparate shoot, but have teams enter for 
the trophy im the regular State shoot, scores made in that match to 
decide the winter. Thesamne officers were chosen as last year, with 
the exception of secretary and treasurer. Adjutant James P. Vrost, 
ot the Cayalry Battalion. was elected to succeed Major Woodward, 
who (leclined a re-election. 

MONTREAL.—At the Point St. Charles rifle ranges a! Montreal ou 
Wednesday, Oct. 3, a rifle match was shot between ten sailors of H. 
M, §. Consda and ten of the Montreal filth (Royal Scots) Fusiliers. 
The tars won with 810 points out of a possible 1,050 at 200, 400 and 
5U0yds. The volunteers made 78. 

CALIFORNIA.—Liett. Kohnle had remarkably good luck at the 
Zurieh and Lozano shooting festival, and worhily sustained the 
Honor of jhe slope. At Zurich he was made Seliiitzen Konig des 
Festes, and received nine Kel cartonen, eight lagesprdmien, oue 
special prize for cerfers, a Op for the first 10) bullseyes and two 
oll paintings. At Lugano he receiyed six certificates for best shoot- 
jug, wud this in the face of such men as Knecht, Hauri, Elmore, bew- 
Zinger and Pfenpinger. 

GARDANR, Mass., Vet. 2.—There was nota large shoot at the lash 
mect of the Gardner Rifle Club at Hackmatack Range, The Ameri- 
ean decimal target was used, Distance, 200dys., off hand, The fol- 
lowing are the best totals made ont of a possible 100: G. IT’. Ellsworth, 
1; C. A. Hind, 88; A. Mathews, 86; T. N. Dodge, 84: L. Lewis, 79; F. 
EB, Nieliols, 73; W. Amsden, 75; G. Melnery, 45, 

iv SHOOTS ASKHW.—How isit that my Sharps military rite, al 
2 s.. throws two fect to the right on a hot day. and on a cold day 
fires sutight? 1 thought it might be my own fault in holding her, 
but I eave her to another man to try, and she was just the same,in 
tacl,!am neyer sure of a score at 200yds. The barrel is slightly 
honey-combed at both ends,—a. J. R. 

CAMDEN, WN. J,, Oct. §.—To-day was ‘‘club-day” of the West Phila” 
delphia Rifle Club at Stockton Range. The principal contest was the 
600yds. shooting match, in which five crack marksmen participated, 
with the following result: William Chambers 47 out of a possible 50, 
Peter Woods 40, Dr, Shinnewell 88, L. Thomas 48, C, Smith Cham- 
bers and Shinnewell were allowed five pomts extra for using Sharps 
Military rifle. Ohamberstook first prize. His shooting, whivh was 
considered remarkably good, was in detailthus: 4585455 4 5 $47 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with chib scores wre particulaply ye- 
quesled ta write on one side of the paper onty. 

NEW JERSEY GUN CLUB. 

¢( UR annual shoot took place last Wednesday, Oct. 8, and proved in 
Be all particulars a success, The weather was exceptionally fine, a 
brisk westerly wind aiding the birds which, as a whole, werean extra- 
ordinaty good lol, This in a measure accounts for rather low scores, 
although I believe we shoot under the most difficull of all rules, viz,, 
5 traps, Orie barrel, gun below the elbow until the bird is on the wing, 
and allow no sighting. Our object being to make trap-shooting as 
near as possible to field shooting, The prizes consisted in purses and 
nseful articles pertaining to shooting, such as hunting suits, gun 
eases, cleaning implements, shells, powder, shot, etc., and were 
olfered by the Glib and its menibers, the contests being free. A 
bountiful supply of sandwiches, hot coffee and lemonade did much to 
please the inner man_ 

First Mateh, 
Dunlap, 25yds....-....01111-—4 Jachens, B2yds...._... 1107 7-4 
‘Hyer, 28yds... ...01111—4 Hetherington, 22yds..0 701 0-2 
Ward, 25yds.. 1111-4 J Hughes, 2yds...... 00101-2 
Wrkoit, 24ycds 001 0-2 Howell, M4yd8_......,.1011 1-4 
W fughes, Jr., 2tyds.10100—2 Pierecey, 22yds . o0411—-8 
MeLoan, yds... ...00100—-4 Jarvis, 22yds.. 11011-4 
W Hughes, Sr.. 25yds,1 1110—4 Mortimer, 267 0000 0-0 
Bedle, 28yds ...... ..1111 1-5 Heépsley. 22yus 0011-2 
Sedlore, 2ayds,,,,---. 10110—-8 Smith, Ziyds,. 101013 
Wilms, 25yilg..........10100—2 Phelan, #lyds,_.-.., .0000 0-0 
Black, 25yds...........10001-8 

Bedie won first. Ties of four, miss and oul: 
Dunlap......-.. Ske elie LITRES hice cry Peer wee ef Bead 
Hyer 2... te igi dense al) FLOW EU pw ose Segrns = fatateds 100 
Warne... - “1 papi ADVISE i: ie: aay 0 
Hughes. - Li 

Warne and Hughes divided first and second on fies of four, Dunlap 
and Jachens third. Ties of (hres, first and second prizes were divided 
by Piercey and Smith. ‘Ties of two won by Wihns, 

Sueond Match, 
Dunlip ------ Beis’: 0 1 1 0 0-2 Hetherington,....1 1 1 0 i-4 
Heyer 0 0 1 0 (1 Jachens,....., 1 104 1-4 
Vane 1 iia LO 1 1-8 

W Hughes, dr-....0 1 1 0 100 i-2 
eNei D yo 0 1 D=2 

Blooms de ad 1 id (4 
(tel ee 11041 001 0-2 

Mortimer 000 0 Od ded 
Sedore yet al 010 0-4 
Wilins 1. “belt Ibe ped (0) OD tee 
Bisek.,; 1 0 O 2 1-2 W Hughes....,..57 0 0 1 1-8 
Wykoir 1 Oo Ua 
eee and Bloomsbere divided first and seeond on ties oF five. Ties 

of four: . 
WHPNE A. niecitgnasces Lt 9 dd Betile-_. ee ey eee! eee 
Hecherington ,,. ....-.-1 1 I-38 Jachems.......-....2...0 0-t 
Hensley gio: ntobic. ames iD 2=—psdarvis: Syst ies ot p71 
Mrstand second divided by Warne, Hepsley aud Hetherington, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Ties of three, WeNeil and Black divided firstaniseeond. Tiss-of two 
Dunlap and Barclay. 

Third Match. 
Wilms)...,........1 0 1 1 1-4 Wm Hughes..,...l J 1 1 5 

al 1 4 7 1-5 Jachens,;..... ,0 00 112 
is 1 At 11071 1-38 

Bioomsherg . AE ay Pas 01102 
Mortimer _ ..0 1 0 0 B -1 00 1 0-2 

1 01 0 0-8 Barclay....,......0 1 0 1 08 
0 0 1 2 1-3) Hepsléy...toeti.ek 2 1 1 O-4 
wo) Lt Tt is Smith §-e.)4.0:4.20 a © tT es 
at 011 14 KEly.. 00 1 1 1-3 
10411 i—4 Qovert.___ 1s a 
141 2 1-5 W Hughes, Jr,.,,,.0 0 0 0 0O- 
i o1 0 (2 

UP Be Fae leo fa) Tee Re 1ii 3 
Ae a Sedore.,_,..-. .....0 0 1 0-0 

1 0-8 
Cc ed first and second. Ties of four divided. 

Ties of three—Howell first, Warne and Ely second, Ties of two--Won 
by Barclay. 

Fourth Match, (First p 
Beldyitt oe open coe 11111—5 Wyk 

OKs 2 -s4a) 22 -.11111—8 W Hughes. 
Piereey....... . 1 1110-4 W Aughes, Jr 
Howel L111 0—4 Collins. 
Bly, --, -11100—4 Phélan 
Wilms... 10100-2 He 
Cannon...- : L100 0—% Se 
Holcombe, ...0111 0-4 Hetherington 
Mills; -..... 1101 0-8 Covert 
Web Saee Se ) e 1101 0-3 

Tt grew so dark during the latter part of this shoot that the bird 
vould not be seen when the trap was pulled unless it was a white one. 
Tn consequence further shooting was deferred and ties divided. 
Jmrsey City, Oct. 6. KKyIck, 

WORCESTER RIFLE ASSOCIATION. 

y ORCESTER, Oct. 6.—The tournament of the Worcester Rifle As- 
sociation closed last night, after having three fair days. The 

first day was all that could be asked for, on the second and third the 
air was raw and the wind tricky at times, making it hard for the old 
experts fo “catch on tothe bull. Nothwithstanding the elements, 
some very high scores were made. Mr. A. C,. White. of this city, 
made the highest score ever made on the American decimal target, 
and his shots, counted on the Massachusett target, would be the high- 
est score on record, being 82.out of a possible 84. Mr. M. W. Bull did 
soine very fine shooting witha Ballard psp tase making asmany 
as five bulls out of six shots, with open sights, fixed ammunition, and 
Without cleaning. . 
This being the first meetwng ever held in Worcester, the association 

may well feel proud of its success In its initial attempt as regards 
ttendance and cash receipts. There certainly has not heen for years 

such a gathering of crack shots as haye been present at the tourna- 
ment. There were, ic fact, only two (Messrs. Richardson and Far- 
row) in New England who did not attend this meeting, 

The visiting riflemen complimented the system and promptness of 
all employes atthe range; also the polite attention shown them by the 
officers of the association, 
Worcester being so centrally located, it is hoped by many that these 

tournaments will become a regular thing, to be held semi-annually, 
There were no entries in the team match. 
The Creedmoor maich prizes are placed here in the order they were 

selected by the winners, Below are the scores of the prize winners: 
AMERICAN DECIMAL MATCH. 

‘Two hundred yards off-hand; rounds 7; possible 70; 18 cash prizes, 
amounting to $150. 

A C White, Worcester, Mass., Ist prize, 940. 
11010 81010 66 810 91010 9 8-64 1070101010 4 

A Mathews. Gardner, Mass., 2d prize. $25, 
7 4 910101010-64 10 9 010 9 710-64 10 9101010 8 

CA Hinds, Gardner, Mass., 3d prize, $15. 
010 71010 9 $-64 81010 910 5 944 9109 8 9 9 

W Charles, Boston, Mass., 4th prize, $10. 
9990 8 § 9-62 9 9 910 9 0 9-64 99 9 9 910 

EJ Crum, Saco, Me., 5th prize, $8 
7101010 6 1-63 9 7 910 9 910-68 10.8 9 8 » 910-03 —189 

GF Blisyorth, Garduer, Mass., 6th prize, $7. 
110 9 8 9 GA 710 910 8 §10-62 9 9 810 9 810-63 —iK7 

Moses Carter, Worcester, Mass., 7th prize, $4, 

9-68 —198 

fbi —104 

-03 —191 

§-Hd —160 

6. 

iy 

610 910 9 9 O94 9 88 98 9 O60 8 9 910 9 8 7-0 184 
0. M. Jewell, Lawrence, Mass., 8th prize, $5. 

910 81030 7 9-68 8&8 9 810 7 9 60 10 8 810 9 F 41 134 
G. N. Dodge, Gardner, Mass., 9th prize. $5, 

9499 79 Sot 10799 810 790 9 610 7 9 910-60 —15) 
C. A. Allen, Worcester, Mass., 10th prize, ho. 

§ 810 8-63 1089797 959 BT 87 91010 7 9 8-54 —176 
A. Williams, Worcester, Mass., 11th prize, ‘$6. 

99769 7 555 1010 910 6 9 948 910 9 7 4 8 7-58 —176 
Stedman Clark, Worcester, Mass., 12th prize, $5. 

70 810 7104 958 789859 955 810 7 9 6 D 756 —169 
AL Rodgers, Springfield, Mass., 13th prize, $3. 

88 F988 6 9-5F 998 97 9 7-58 7.9 6 T 8101057 —166 
ZO Talbot, Springfield, Mass., 14th prize. 33, 

085 9 8 550 5 710 7 49 648 9994 6 9 9-55 —103 
J N Morse, Jr, Worcester, Mass., 15th prize, $3. 

969105 6 S$5i 4776 2 9104 9478 9 9 3-48 —I44 
BSmith, Hillsboro Bridge, N. H., 16th prize, $3. 

671059 29 0438 09819 91046 5623 8 6 9 5-49 —198 
d N Frye, Boston, Mass., 17th prize, $1. 

693759 6 Ot Y4e96 7 HD 993 5 8 G 2-42 —187 
AL Rice, Worcester, Mass,, 18th prize, $1- 

1645 6284 3 910 910 3 448 5 8 9 910 7 O- 48-130 
OREHDMOOR MATCH. 

fwo hundred yards off-hand; rounds 7; possible 35; 13 prizes, 
trophies amounting to $154.50, the highest aggregate score to haye 
first Choice, the other prize winners to choose in order of their respec- 
tive scores: 

A C White, Worcester, Mass., ist prize, French Clock, 
6555 65434 55555 5 434 545 5.5 5 5-84 —102 

E J Crum, Saco, Me., 2d prize, Wesson Rifle. 
556 oa 54 5638 55 45 4 6 531 5°65 5 6 4 5 5-34 —i02 

W Charles, Boston, Mass,, 3d prize, Folding Chair. 
#54545 533 65555 5 £3 5 6 4 6 5 4 5-84 —101 

A Mathews, Gardner. Mass., 4th prize, Telescope. 
$45555 53 6555 5 5 434 55 6 4 4 5 5-83 —i01 
OM Jewell, Lawrence, Mass,, Sth prize, Medallion Mare Antony, 

66 45 5 5 534 555556 d-34 545 5 5 5 4-33 —101 
HG Bixby, Nashua, N. H.. th prize, Bronze Setter. 

455455 543 554555483 4564 4 5 5 5 5-34 —100 
G F Ellsworth, Gardner, Mass., 7th prize. bug Dog. 

£565 5 $18 538 65 4 5 5 5 53 65545 5 6 4-33 —100 
Moses Carter, Worcester, ge 8th price, Revolver, 

545544592 5415 65 5-34 495 95 ¢ f 5-33 — 99 
LN Dodge, Gardner, Mass. $th prize, Box Cigars. 

55456548 565545 5 435 55546 4 533 — 99 
C A Hinds, Gardner, Mass,, 10th prize. Pair Wool Blankets. 
545465 5 548 4555 45 583 5 5 5 6 4 4 5-338 — 99 

JN Frye. Boston. Mass., ilth prize, Silk Umbrella. 
545455 3533 44555 5 482 545 45 4 532 — 97 

4C Talbot, Sprpefelt Mass., 120h prize, Keg Powder. 
iy 645 5344 454555432 55444 4 HI — 5 5 

M W Bull, Springfield, Mass., 18th prize, Mill's Cartridge Belt. 
54545 4442 5654445 54 5544 5 4 5-a2 — 06 
Mr. Bull used a Ballard repeating ritle, with open sights, and fixed 

ammunition, without cleaning. 

AMMHRICAN DECIMAL REST MATOH, 4 
Two hundred vards, ap rest, rounds 7, possible 70, cash prizes 

amounting to $31.51, 
J N Frye, Boston, Mass., Ist prize, $10. 

1010 910101010-09 10 910101040 10-G9 101010 9 1010 10-69 —207 
Geo W Hadley, Chicopee Falls, Mass., 2d prize, $7.50. 

101010 910 10 40-6 1010101010 910-69 1070101010 9 10-69 —207 
Stedman Clark, Worcester. Mass.. 3d prize, f3, Y 

9 91010 910 9-66 910101010 910-08 9810 91010 9 1-67 —201 
Join Jay, Worcester. Mass,, dth prize. $3.50. 

9 9101010 9 $66 107010 91070 $68 10 51010 10 8-66 —200 
A.T), Sanborn, Salem, Mass., 5tli prize, $2.50. 

9 $1010 910 4-6 9 9 910 U $10-65 81010 91010 167 —196 
Moses Carter, Worcester, Mass., (ith prize, $1.50, 

9 6 710101010-928 10 9 D10101010-68 10 7 910 9 9 963 —108 
H ©. Wells, Worcester, Mass., 7th prize, #1. 

9979899 962 98 9 9 9 910-68 910 9 BSW 7 f-+i2 —187 
Z, C, Talbot, Springfield, Mass., &th Ae ae 5U cents. 

899 9 8 810-61 819 9 8 9 8 7-50 7 9 910 9 9-62 —182 
Mr, A. CG. White made the most bullscyes during the tournament, 

wibning the prize, 33, 

STUBBS ys, CARVER.—St. Louis, Mo., Oet 4.—Capt. E. BE. Stubbs 
of Gainesville, Avk., spent a day in the city, returning trom his 
Lustern trip, The writer found him at tle Temple Shooting Gallery 
anil learned from him the conditions of the mutch just arranged to 
be shot ab Louisville on Noy. 6 with Dr, Curver, The stakes are 

218 

$5,000-a side, the winner taking the Bats money also, ind the badge 
forthe championship of the world, The shoot will be af 100 live 
pigtons each, sprung from ground traps at: 80yds. rise with 12-hore 
EA ene tre tules, Capt. Stubbs’s last exhibition was given at 
ittsbureh at the exposition there, when he fred 400 shots at glass 

balls, half dollars and nickels, 240 of the shots being from horseback 
onfullroun, He missed only four shots out of 400 and but ope out of 
the 24) on horseback. Of 40 half doliars shot at but one was found. 
He brought down 880 out of 900 clay-pigeons in nine exhibitions of 100 
birds each—two of the scores heing perfect. He shot two matches 
with pistol upside Gown against a shotgun and won both. One of the 
most perfect specimens of guns ever seen isarepeating rifle yeighing 
less than fiye pounds presented Capt. Stubbs by the makers fur his 
six-year-old daughter.—Camp. Brut, 

Those who favor us with scores for publication are partlentarly 

requested to write on one side of the paper only. 

UTICA, Oct. 1.—The return match between the Utica and Lion 
Gun clubs was shot at Ilion on Sept 27. The following scores 
show the result. A match between Bllictt und Luther will take 
Place on the eleventh, for §100a side, 100 glass balls, new Card 
rotary trap. There no doubt will be a lirge number of sportsmen 
present, as both gentlemen are very good shots: 

Ttita. 
Balls. 

Elliott.... ...... seveeeree ALUITII— 9 
Booth.-... eeee) --+ye-,0110117101— 8 

Pigeons. 
1111411111—10—19 
1011111111— 9-417 

Bancroft... .... dnti— 4 1111111111—10—19 
Saulsbury -:.-....-254..,:: 11111111 1—10 1411111111—10—20 
Dexter, ..- - -L1LO00L1L0— 6 1114111000— 7-13 
Lalie,......... ...1011111100— 7 10111111 1i— 9-16 
Ralph_-.. AOL TI— & 11111011 11— 9-17 
Harris -.-.... .4. 1011011111— § 0110111110 — 7—15 
Devine..-.. ..0111111111— 9 01971901101— 7—16 

., 1111000011— 6 
flion. 

alls. 
-W11011110— 9 
Ai 11111—10 

1141114111—10—16—168 

Pigeons, 
TW10111111— 1s 
114.1111011— —19 

JOSIYN. ¢<.244+.. sea)... 111110101— § 1111111111—10—i8 
ul Reve gm 2s eR Rt oa A pode O 1010010011— 5 10001111 — 7—12 
Partis....... vee eee DOTITITIO— & OLL0I07 11 — 15 
Baker 01101111 11— 8 O10 I111— 8—16 
Steber .- L011011001— 6 1111131 111—10—16 
Steriing..... - ALALL001I— 8 11i01111— 9417 
(Goes oa 1101110011— 7 M11 110i0— 815 

~ 101 10001I— 1101010100 — 5—11--157 

Pigeous, Balls, 
Harris, 101114 1114111—-5 
Elliott 1111-4 11111—5 
Harris Oo 11-2 110-2 
Elliott 111-3 41.0—2 

At the second shoot were sixteen shooters. Owing lo as rong 
wind the shooting was not up to the standard. The two highest were: 

Balls. Pigeous. 
TATTS 0) Gate ede see Peish: Bie! s os 111115 010113 -—8 

1441-4 O11 4 14 —§ 
111-3 101-2 —5 
111-38 011-2-5 
0) O 2—1 it i1—8 —t 
1012 100-1 —3 

WORCESTHR, Mass.. Oct..-There was another contest to-day at 
the range of the Sportsmen's Club for the individual chanpionshi 
clay-pigeon badge, which has been held for some tinie by Mr. H.W. 
Fager, of Marlborough. The riyal was KH. 8. Ford, of Springfield, 
Among those present were H. W. Tinker, of Providence, KE, 8, Ford. 
B. Moses, B. I’. Houghton, L. H, Moyott, 5. H. Barret aid A. H- 
Smith, of Springtield. The rules of the Massachusetts State Associa- 
tion governed the shoot. The judges were B. Moses, of Springfield, 
Albert Houghton and WH. 8, Knowles of this city, The contest was by 
strings of 5 with a possible 50. The result was as follows: 

«ee e£21011110110110119190111111015 1011119111199. 145 
00991011101110094014111011101111101100111311111101—37 
of the day was oveupied with a lunch and shooting 

sweepstakes, 

PHILADELPHIA.—The shooting tournament under the auspices 
of the Globe Shot Cenipany was begun at Pastime Park on the after- 
noon of Oct, 8. The match for teams of five from any Pennsylvania 
shooting club had three entries. The conditions were: Five single 
vlay-pigeons, 18yds. rise, five screened traps, Ranelagh Club rules to 
govern; five Belcher paper-pigeons, i5yds, rise, Belcher rules to 
govern, and fiye English sparrows, ?lyds. rise, Rhode Island rules to 
goyern. The variety of targets made the mutch very interesting, 
The sparrows proved the most difficult to hit, and not one of the 
fifteen marksmen killed five picaiehte The scores are appended: 

Orion, 
OClay-Figeons.  Paper-Pigeons. 

I 0 1 1 1 
Sparrows. 

W Greenwood....0 ba He (a 

Sportsman’s, 
1 PT ok Es Weegee SS tant 

uO AE St okey! tiddod 
ft ls ooo 210 
fae ak itr ma! 0000 
1001 2-22 0 0 1 0 J=10 

Grand TOUT potscs oy caey a hess cab bs of: balce Ptah od ASE vat AG 
Quaker City. 

RW Welth....-.. el th aa gt i it 1h pL wi MDs he (a) 
W W Abbott.....0 1 1 0 0 1ood9 Orr rd Th s0 
WH Sterling....1 1 0 1 1 ME PP 10000 
A LRask.........1 0 1 1 0 ste il ale sige Deters 
DW Hallam. --:- oo00 7 043 1901 7 0-19 t 0 11 0-10 

(aR ELT COMO DARLCT |. Fete bicte ate leteicss oBslo elcleseSefclcl-+ _urelele stss ohictinenl meee 42 
‘The judges were Joseph MeKenna, R. E. Swan aud J. J. Buckley. 

CALIFORNIA NOTES.—The Colusa Shooting Club, an association 
counting many of the leading gun-men in the horthern portion of the 
State among its members, will hold its first annual tournament on 
Friday and Saturday, Oct, 1)and 20 at their grounds in Colusa, $500 
will be given in prizes as follows: Fist prize $120, second $100, third 
$75, fourth $50, filth $40. sixth $25, seventh $30, eighth $20, The 
match will be at twelve single birds. The entrance fee has heen placed 
at $15, entries to close with the secretary Thursday, Oct, 18, at 8 
P.M. The match will be governed by therules of the California State 
Sportsmen's Association, except that all the ties shall be shot off at 
single birds, 26yds. rise, and all subsequent ties atdiyds. Itisexpected 
that several of the leading shots of San Francisco will attend the 
tournament. 

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB.—The third annual reception of 
the Westminster Kennel Club will be held at Babylon, L. I,, on the 
ith and 17th inst. The matches to be shot are open to all members 
of the following clubs; Southside Sportsman's, Philadelphia, Long 
Braneh, Staten Island, Riverton, Orange. Rockaway, Somerset, 
Quecns County Huntand Meadow Brook Hunt, On the first day the 
snooling will be for “Anybody’s Cup." at 10 birds each. 30yds. rise, 
and the single and double cup, 6 single birds at bandivap rise and 3 
pairs at 25yds. vise. On thesecond day the Club Cup Will he shot for 
oy teams of four, each man toshotat20 birds, Entries for the Club 
Qup must be made on or before October is to Mr. G. de Forest Grant, 
Union Club, New York. The other events are post entries. 

GLASS BALLS AND CATTLE.—Clinton, RN. Y., Oct. 3,—Editor 
Porest aud Stream: Has there sver come to your notice any case of 
injury to horses or cattle from glass balls hroken in the pasture?— 
E.5. W. [No. wedo not recall such a case. | 

UNION GUN CLUB.—Spring Valley Range, N. ¥., Oct. 6.—Regular 
monthly shoot. The shooting was done in quite a heavy vain storm, 
Olay-pigeous, i8yds. rise. (C. B. Fisher, ziyds.). Judges. Geo. W. 
Hageman, W. R. Thompson. Retéree, H. D. Grindle: 
J A Dingman... -..,1111110011—8 WH Jersey_---.. --- 1111100121—8 
HDGrindle... ...... O01111111—8 James Miller....,.-. (11111100—8 
WH Thompson... ..0011001010—4 J EB Cliristopher . ONTO —F 
GW Hageman, ..... .0011011000—4 LR Brooks-_.:-.: - 0000001101—8. 
CB Pisher,.....- 11100111118 JL Haring. OOM 
JD Van Riper _._._,.1011101111—8 ~F Blackledge........, 0001011111—6 

Ties ont, Dingman, 011; Grindle, (11; Wisher, 111; Van Riper, 110: 
Jersey, 110; Miller, 10. 

BAST SYRACUSE, Oct. (.—The final glags ball shoot for the Prod 
Marshall badge took place to-day, Diek King was the victor, Out of 
the 30 bails he got 19. He lost the firstand made 19 straight, James 
Montgomery 17, and R, Knack 16, ‘This was theeighth shoot, Pranic 
Travis had wou the badge twice, James Montgomery twice, Knack 
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onee, and Dick King thres times. 

graved, This last shoot wis the most exciting of the whole series. 

ALGONQUIN GUN CLUL.—New York, Oct. 8, 1885.—The following 
scores were miads by members of the Algonquin Gun Clubin first and 
second matches for the Composition Ball Tarzet Companys medals, 
26 balls each man: Wirst matth—Sauer 15, Hauna 19, Lundie 20, 
Breivotrelle 13, Hill 18, Keller 14. Gassebeer’ 22, 
Schaick 18, Auld 17, Rad insky 17, Brenner 17. Lordly 18, Griswold 18. 
Second matcli—Cassebeer 81, Lundie 2), Hanna 20, Griswold 12, 

Lorilly 22, Van Schick 22. Berdan 17, Breuner 1, Sauer 23, Grifith y. ey 

—J. Hi: Mt. Li: 
“WATIONAL SPORTSMANS ASSOCIATION, '—Haditor Forest ond 

Straume; The following letter, addressed to us, is one amoung matiy, 
indorsing the above project,—L, ©, BP. Co, (Cineinnati. Oct. 6). 
Volumbia, 5, CL, Oek. 3.—Gentlenien; Your Favor of September 15 is 
before me, and should have been answered sooner but T have heen 
absent from hotie, and only returned 4 few days feo. If possible 1 
shall certainly attend your tournament In May with a team of five 
men and shall endeavor to gel op two teams from this part of the 
country. Lthiok your undertaking deserves suceess, and I do hope 
all sections of our country will be represented ; there is no movement, 
that T knew of. more calenlated to harmonize all sevtious of our 
country. than 4 gathering of the Sportsmen and your suggestion as 
to 8 ustional association is & goo one. I shall in all probability 
represent our clo at the meeting, and endeavor to brmp as many of 
my friends as will go.—'T. H. Greses, 

TORONTO.—A shooting mateh took place vnthe Garrison Com- 
mon, Toronto, on Oct, 3, between M. Ward and J, Townson, 21 
pigeons, for Sai a side, and resulted in the latter winning by a score 
of 19 to 18. 

Canoeing. 
eS, 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest und Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liahle to deley. 

THE ASSOCIATION CAMP. 

Ww" rint below a letter from a correspondent whois familiar with 
the Thousand Islands, giving some of the advantages of the 

place as a permanent home for the association. At the meeting of 
the executive committte on Saturday next, to important pomts 
mhust be settled finally; first, shall a permanent camp be retained, if 
so, the second question arises, where then shall it ba? Thera is adis- 
sition on the partof some to vary the meeting place every year, 

their argument being that, haying hut two or three weeks each year, 
they do not wish to spend them in the same place. This course, if 
followed, canuot but be detrimental to the growth of the association, 
All know (hat a comfortable camp cannot be made in one season, and 
also the discomforts for the first woek or two, of men justtrom busi- 
ness, who are thrown at once into the woods, with no preparations 
made for their comtort, and in this case. with their time too fully oc- 
enpied with racés, and association business, to allow them to clear up 
and put in order the camp ground. The association, of course, can- 
uot or should not expend a large sum every year in preparing forthe 
reception of cangeists, and as it will probably be a long time betore 
any body of individuals take the time and trouble to do the task 
freely, aS was done this season, the canoeists must either put up with 
such hap hazard arrangements as miaty be possible each year, or they 
must go ‘ton ihe road’* as an exhibition, (as is the case too frequently 
with oarsmen) posing themselves before rival hotels for the highest 
bid for sueh “‘attractions.** Such @ coursé as this would, in a yearor 
two, destroy entirely the present features of the meet, making it an 
accasion for races and not the free and hearty gatherfug under can- 
vas and around the camp-tre that il, now is, and leaying none of that 
spirit of “camaradie” now so plainly felt among phe canoeists of the 
A.C. A. 
The meeting must be more than an opportunity for # yearly frolic. 

it Should be a part of each man's life that he looks hoth backward 
and forward fo with increasing pleasure each year, and be will return 
to the place as summer after Summer passes with that feeling that 
comes Lo the city man whe revisits the farm where his boyhood was 
Spent, to the siudent returning year by year to his Alma Mater, as to 
something set apart from the monolony and worry of every-day life, 
a Short halting place, whencs one departs younger, stronger, and 
better. The esprit di corps thatis fostered by such a place is the 
most yallable agency the Association can command, but if, cannot 
exist unless in connection with one definite spot. AS an example of 
a similar camp, though on a much smaller scale, may be mentioned 
Camp Mavhattan, the home of the Alpha Delfa Phi fraternity, so 
well known to all visitors to Lake George. If then if be decided to 
maintain a permanent camp, the committee have still ta settle the 
location, Lake George ov elsewhere. Lake George is now practically 
the center of the canoeing interests of the Middle and Wastern States, 
from which come the majority cf members present af the meet. The 
only objection is the distances from that large portion of the Associ- 
ution beyend the St. Lawrence. 
Looking forward a few years, should the growth of the Association 

continue in its present ratio, we may hope fo see another large portion 
of the A.C, A. west of the Allezhanies, who, prevented by distance 
from joining our meet ina body, will haye aseparate camp of their 
own on the borders of the lakes or of some Western river, a camp at 
which some Eastern canoes will be sean every year, and from which 
visitors will come to us; with, still further inthe fubure, a Southern 
camp. ‘he task with which the commiltee is charged requires cave 
and vousideration before coming to a final decision, the selection is 
not for next year or the year after. but for many years, and while no 
one lovality should be favored above the others, the effort to adljust 
the camp to tuo great an area, must be equally aveided. 

Kditer Forest wad Streanet 
In the Canoeist tor September, Mir. Whitlock, of the New York C, 

(., has a timely letter in regard to the location of the next annual 
fanip of the American Canoe Association, and he inyites discussion 
on the subject by other menibers, 

T was glad to learn that he was so favorably impressed with the 
Thousand tslands, whither he eruised on his way home from Stony 
Lake. Haying spent my vacation this yeas io cruising among the 
Thousand Islands. I can fully indorse all he says regarding the ad- 
yantages tor canoe-sailing and camping to be found there. 
The exceptional facilities for reaching this locality from any direc- 

tion should also strongly recommend it to the association, Mrom 
Kingston. in Canada, and Cape Vineent, on the American shore, the 
islands extend down the river as far as the Canadian town of Brock- 
ville, oposite Morristown, on the New Yori side, and within these 
limits the river has a lrontage of about fifty miles, embracing several 
points of ralway termini, which have through conuections with all 
parts of the country. The New York canoeists can leave the Grand 
Central Depotin thal city hy nicht train, reaching Clayton early ihe 
following morning, without change. Those from the West haye the 
choice of rail or steamer to the same point. New Bngland members 
may go to Montreal ov Ogdensburg by sail. and take steamer thence 
diréct to the islands. The Ottawa and Peterborough members can 
cruise all the way tocamp in their canoes. or g0 by rail and steamer, 
as timé and circumstances may dictate. Such esse of access can 
hardly be claimed for any of the other places suggested forthe meet, 

Mr, Whitlock points out that the objection raised by some to the 
large summer hotels ig nothing but a*“bughbear,*! [know that in the 
vicinity of Gananoque, where there ig one of the prettiest zroups of 
islands on the riyer, the camper may, practically, be as remote trom 
civilization 4s if he were in an African jungle, This group is princi- 
pally the property of the Canadian Government, from whom leases 
are obtained by private parties. If the association thought weil of it 
no doubt some of our Ottawa friends could arrange for leasing a desir 
able island for the permanent use of the members of the A, C. A, So 
mote it be, 
Whal las been said about the current is another ‘“bugbear.’’ 1 

sailed from Alexandria Bay up stream to Thousand Island Park 
before a light breeze that burely ruftied the bosom of the river, 
Maeh might be said aboutthe beauty of the islands “in verdure 

elad,” the winding channels, landlocked bays, and sheltered nooks, 
where the water is clear and pure as crystal; but I will leaye that to 
some poetic Memher to do it justice, Sane N. 

Hikitor Forest und Strean: 
The proposition to establish & pevinanent ecump for the A, ©, A, 

should demand a yery careful consideration at the hands of those 
having it in charge. as such a move, if Consummated, will have an 
apprecivhle effect not alone upon the present status, bub the future 
well-being of the Association, a 
There are some yery Serious reasons Why such a step should not be 

taken; and as the members of our local club are opposed to the 
proposition, 1 haye yet to beara yalid argument in its favor, 

To make a permunent camp would be to st ip the candeish’s sum- 
iner holiday of the charm of novelty, snd after oue or, abthe furthest, 
two yisits he wold Jose interest and seek fresh waters. ‘To erect 

c u ‘The badge is a fine gold medal 
hing on two chains from a pin of very fine workmanship, flnely en- 
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permanent quarters—houses—tor him, perish the thought. Ha goes 
to camp not only to transact business and to meet his fellow enthu- 
Siasts, but to greet the greab outof doors; to be and liye for a tern 
iu the air. under a tent; fo zet damp and wet and cold if need be; to 
face the blasts, and Sing hosanuas to the winds and storms. The ten- 
dér hursling of the Orient may crave the luxury of a shingled roof, 
but we hardy blossoms of the Oceldent want air. 

Th this wide land of ours no central camp ground could be found, 
ad having fixed upon a spot, those on the border of the vast cirele 
might male the pilgrimage once, but notagain, Lake George, with 
all its transcendent loveliness, is wholly objectionable; it is not cen. 
tral; itis, in onrday and generation, inaccessible; it is treacherous 
waler for canoeing, and to the wearied denizen of the noisy town its 
over-civilization (a good term), its fashions and its crowds are not 
congenial, 
_ To permanontly lovate the camp would he to restrict menibership 
in the A, ©, A. fi the near residents, which would Invite a possible 
organization of ofher associations, and be generally subversive to 
healthy growth. 
_ Phe camp-fire of the Association should light up the jungles of the 
South; the radiance thercot should beam npon the boundless prairie 
and send its clouds of Joyous smoke curling through the primeyal 
forests of the West. On every hand nature has been most bountiful 
in creating ideal camping grounds, anid. cruising waters, with ample 
Spee for reguttas, are nunberless throughout ths South und the 
West, especially the latter. In this section Wwe might recommend 
Lake Chautauqua, where the Cleveland Club enjoyed ten days of un- 
alloyed pleasure last August) and sixty miles west the waters made 
historical by immortal Perry murnmr a veaseless welcome to the 
canoer; Put-in-Bay would be most charming ground for camp and 
cruise and rave. Michigan and Wisconsin are covered with a net~ 
work of streams, lakes and lakelets, all rich in the qualities that make 
canoe waters, 
A migratory camp revommends itsel! for these reasons: First, iu 

the novelty and newness; second, in arousing interest in the sport 
in localities where but little, if any, is felt, thus extending the Asso- 
ciation; third, in inspiring clubs in the immediate neighborhood of a 
Prospective camp torender the season pleasurable, and, lastly, be- 
eause all local jealousies will thus be sl and, what may fairly 
he regarded of importance, no Monasy need be expended inan attempb 
to create a yaa such as is in contemplation. Give usa “meet” in 
the West or South for ‘84. CuyanoGA, 
CLEVELAND, 0, 

A NEW FOLDING BOAT. 

A hee utility of « boat that can be folded up and packed in a small 
compiss is 80 évident that numerous attempts have been madeto 

devise one that shall combine a fairly good model for carrying power, 
Seaworthivess antl eusy propulsion, with strength and portability. 
Boats of this class aré usually built in one of two ways, with a frame- 
work of trausyerse ribs covered with canvas, all folding together in a 
fore and aft direction, or with the ribarunning fore and aft, somewhat 
in the form of the divisions of half an orange, all heing hinged together 
atthe ends and folding down flatforstowage. In the former plan it is 
impossible to secure the semblance of a boat, as the canvas naturally 
falls in between the ribs, the waterline being *‘scolloped’’ instead of 
a fair eurye, whilé the dead water spaces between Are a serious hin- 
drance lo speed, In boats of the other class the longitudinal ribs take 
very nearly the positions of the ‘dividing lines"’ of the boat, and are 
consequently nearly parallel with the course of the water around the 
boat, offering little or no resistance. The Berthou boats, constructed 
on this principle in Wngland, have been favorably known for some 
years. 

Dr, C, M. Douglas, the author of the interesting article on canyas 
canoes in WorgsT AND S?REaM of June 21, has lately patented a boat 
on the same principle as the Berthon boat. but lighter, cheaper aud 
more siinple in construction. The ribs runuing from how to 
stern, may be extended and secured in place in a short time, forming 
ashapely, stiff? and serviceable boat, or taay be quickly packed into a 
bundle fin. wide and the length of the boat. A strip of hard wond is 
secured outside of the canvas, alony each rib, protecting the canyas 
from wear in hauling ip. 
The boats will be manufactured by the Ontario Canoe Company, of 

Peterboro, whose specimens of wooden canoes at Stony Lake this 
year area sufficient gnarantes of the quality of the work. They will 
be built in three sizes, 9fb. by 8ft., 12ft. by 3ft., and 15ft. by 4ft, the 
second size weighing forty pounds ani carrying three persons of 
average weight. Oars, paddies or sails may be used, the oarlocks 
being attached to the inside of (he gunwale, As to durability, a very 
important point, Dr, Douglas claims that. in nine years of experience 
with canoes, and under the rough usage incident to hunting, cruising 
and exploring he has never had the canvastorn while navigating the 
oat, “These boats are especially valuable, owing to their compact 
form and light weight, to the sailers of small yachts, the flat pack’ 
age, but ft. long, is easily stowed mm the fangways or aven belaw. 

There ara many small spots of water visited by tourists where it 
syould be difficult to transport an ordinary boat, butwhere these 
boats may be easily and cheaply carried, and one would form a valu- 
able addition to the sommer outtitol hunters. explorers, artista, pho- 
tographers and all camipers. 

KNICKERBOCKER C. C.-ANNUAL REGATTA. 

QURROUNDED as ib is by waver, aud with nearly forty miles of 
2 water front, it is neyertheless true, that New York possesses but 
Zew desirable spots for a canoe Club house, that shall he, at the same 
time, on good Canoeing water and yet readily accessible from the 
centre of the city, The house of the Naw York C. C, on Staten 
Island being at too great a distance from the upper part of the city, a 
number of rentlemen residing there, on their return from the A, C. A, 
meetin 1850 decided to establish another club nearer home. The 
result of their efforts wasthe formation of the Knickerbocker C, C., 
which held its anpual regatta and anniversary dinner on Satiur- 
day last, The club, starting in 1880 with a membership of eight, now 
numbers about thirty members, and this year had the largest repre- 
sentation of any cance club at the meet. They oecupy & portion 
of the house of Columbia Y. C., at Kighty-sixth street, on the North 
River, where about 150 ladies and gentlemen assembled on Saturday 
to witness the races in aiale of the raw east wind and cold rain that 
“Old Prob,” had urtkindly dealt out to toe chib. The steamer Pioneer 
was in attendance. and followed the races with the guests of the club 
on board. The weather deterred many from entering, and all the 
greater credit is due to the few who persevered in the face of adyerse 
circumstances. and wlio endured a food deal of discomfort rather 
than disappoint the spectators, 
The first race, forthe larger canoes, Under pardle, was called at 

4:40 P. M,, the course being from adock half a mile above the club 
house to the latter, Entries comprised; Jennie, 14ft., W. S, Allen; 
Manche, 14ft., A. Loewenthal; Palisade, 14ft., H. 'T. Keyser. 
Jeunie was away first followed by Palisade. but soon took » good 

lead, leaving the others to » fight for second piace. The ebb tide 
fayored the paddlers, hut the wind and hoayy rain in their faces 
made the work anything bnt plexsant, Jennie continued to inerease 
her lead, winning easily by four lengths in 4m. 26s., with Manche 
second. The second race, forthe 27in, heats, brought ont three en- 
tries, the course being from tie club honse to the dock and return, 
distance one mile. The starters were; Cognago. J. L. Greenleat ; 
Haleyou, A. Loewenthal; Shatemuc, W. Dorutitzer, By this time the 
ebb fide and east wind had, hetween them, kicked up a littlesea which 
made livelier work tor the paddlers. Coquago took the ilrst) place with 
Shatenme second, turning the mark nearly 100yds. ahead. At the 
turn Slatemue held a lead of Your lengths over Haleyon, but lost it 
and more too bya very badiurn., Therace home was a procession, 
Coquago winning in 14m, 138., Huleyon second, 15m, 5s., and Shate- 
Tuc 16m, 9s. 

Races 8 and 4 were started together over the Same course as before, 
one mile, 

Class B—Argo, Arthur Brentano; Nettie, Prof, Fowler; Edith 
Adele. R. P. Martin, . 

Class A—Manche, W. Dormitzer; Nettie No. 4, W. Green; Coquago, 
J.L. Greenlear- 
Argo came out with two balance lugs of 45 and 20ft., contrasting 

finely in appearance with the little luteens and leg of mutton sails of 
the others, Edith Adele also hada balanee lug of bofl. with a trian- 
sulardaniy, Nettie carried two small lateens and a jib, Manche two 
sinall lee of mutton sails, Nettie No. 2 and Coquago each two lateens, 
Atthe time for starting a squall swept up the river, driving Argo 
under a le# for arect. while Kdith Adele changed her lug for # lex of 
mutton, the others flying around the river waiting. After some fur- 
ther delay a start was made, but in the meantime the wind had fallen 
flat, and Where was scarcely enough to drive the boats over the line. 
Manche erossed first, with Nettie second, Argo close hehind, Nettie 
No. fourth and Coquage lash, Edith Adele having broken her rudder 
and withdrawn. > 
The run wp took some time againsh wind afd tide, Manche tuming 

the mark first, with Nettie No.2 behind her, then Nettie No.1 and 
Argo, All set to work for short tacks inshore instead of standing off 
for witid and ebb tide further ont, Argo took the lead on every tack, 
but loshit again cach time through her slowness in tacking. 20 
finally wou i 26min. lsec., Nettie 26 min, d5see, In class A Nettie 
No, 2won ing} min. 20sec, The darkness and rain caused a post- 
pouement of the tandem race until Oct. 13. After the conclusion of 
the racea the genesis and members assembled in the club house, and 
whe following prizes were awarded; 
Race No, 1—First, lantern, presented by H, T. Keyser, wou by W, 

5, Allen. Second, double paddle, presented hy J. H, Rusht ysaseer at a] , Dresented hy Rushton, wou by 

Race No, 2—First, helt, knife and hatchet, presented by B.A, Hoff: 
man, wou by J. L. Greenleaf. Second, cigarette case, presented by 
W. Dormitzer, wou by A. Loswenthal, 
Race No. d—First, single paddis, presented by BH. A. Hoffman, Jr, 

wou by A. Brentanu, Sevond, “Practical Canoeing,’ presented hy A} 
Brentano, won by E, Fowler, 
peace ag eae fd SoETpaSs, panied by W.5. Allen, won by W. 

4 Bt BS st y . Jr. We ai ee aT p , Presented by KH, A, Hoffman, Jr., wou by 

he races were underthe management of Mr. B.A. Hallman, sec- 
retary of the club, with Messrs, JD. Butler and R.P. Martin.’ Mr. 
C. EB. Reed, ofthe New York Athletic Club, acted as timakeeper. At 
the dinner in the evening of Martinelli’s about twenty of the club were 
present besides several members of other clubs, 

“SWINGING *ROUND THE CIRCLE.” 

A CRUISE in rowhboats may hardly be considered under the head 
of canoeing, and the writer accordingly hesitates about deserib- 

ing the following, in which he took part before becoming « candeist 
himself or even baying seen a Modern rigged canoe, such as tus since 
afforded him many happy honrs, But having onee been assured hy 
the genial secretary of the A, C, A., that is was practically a canoe 
cruise after all, he will venture to give the loz of the ‘Minne Club,” 
ous two hundred mile cruise “around the virule,” from the City of 
Spindles (Lowell), via Merrimack River to Newburyport, rail to Ports- 
moth, Piscataqua and Cocheco Rivers to_ Dover, rail to Alton Bay, 
Lake Winnipesaukes to Centre Harbor, Weirs and Laconia, rail to 
Concord, and Merrimack river to starting point. The canoelet’s th- 
stinct will be observed when it is noted that the trip was mainly 
“down river’! and with the tides, In canoes the outside trip could 
have been made by sea between Newburyport and Portsmouth, as. 
has since been done, ‘Taken thus, the route is one of the most plaas- 
ant in New England, enibracing both fresh and sal water cruising on 
river, lake and ocean, 
The fleet consisted of two light lapstreak rowboats, the “Minneha- 

ha” and “Minneboho,"’ both without decks or sheer. (ne had a 
sliding seat, while both were fitted with outriggers, spoon ours, single 
paddies, boat hooks and home-made lee o’ mutton sails, Former 
Manned by Commodore and Purser, latter by Vice and Steward, 
Camp outfit was carried, together with considerable lugeaze—too 
muchin fact, Six o'clock on a bright July morning saw the boats 
packed, and the quartette ready for # start, To pass Pawtucket dam 
and the rapids below, ik was nenessary to go by canal completely 
across the city and throngh several locks. Incident uumber one 
came in the last lock, where one boat was nearly swamped by a cares 
less lock-keeper, the Commodore being drenched to the neck and the 
lugRage HRerouE Ey: soaked. Consoled by the old adage, “A had be- 
ginning,” ete, 
Hunt's Falls, a series of rapids bélow the city, were successfully 

run, and after this dame ten miles of still water to Lawrence. Then 
through the canal, around the falls, and on again with a clear course 
tothe sea, A fair wind here carried {he hoats to Mitchell's Malls, 
which were run without much excitement, and soon the city of Haver- 
hill hove in sight. Here a brief stop was made. Tides were uow to 
be considered. Night was approaching, but the voyage was con- 
tinued until after dark, when Camp “Good Luck” was located on & 
Fie bluff in West Newbury. just as the ia00n came up over the 

ill with a welcome erecting: The first day on wernise always rep- 
Sapa hard work, and on this occasion four tired oarsmen were soon 
asleep. 
Thanks to the Commodore's culinary skill a noble breakfast ush- 

ered in the second day, and the voyage was then resumed under sail, 
with a stiff vind which sent the boats along at good speed, ‘he 
riyer had now becomé a broad expanse of water, and fine seenéry 
Was encountered. Bagle Island, @ picnic resort, was rounded early 
in the forenoon, and then came the old city of Newhuryport and its 
shipping. Soon the boats were on hoard a freight car, and the party 
at liberty to look around the city, which proved to be literally ead, 
with poor accommodations, eatable and otherwise. 
Portsmouth was reached by rail late in the afternoon, the boats 

hunted up and launched on a small sheet of water adjoining the 
depot. In crossing this the Minnehaha was again nearly filled by bad 
rowing through rough water, the crew meanwhile thinking they had 
sprung aleak. On reaching the opposite side it was found that the 
boats were on a mill pond, with the tide gates closed and the water 
ien feet lower on the outside. Wait until morning was the verdict, 
so the mete was pass2d at a comfortable hotel, 
The following ay was Sunday, but a start was made at 6 o’ clock to 

catch the tide. Schools of mackerel enlivened tha trip across the 
harbor, and, leaving them behind, the Piseataqua River was entered 
Here the tide ran like a mill-race, and ing pleasant grove a mile aboye 
the city it was voted tea camp for the day. Camp “Refuge” soon had 
visitors, and lots’ of them, the “natives” turning out to see the boats, 
at whieh they marveled much. What they would say to a dainty 
canoe is yet to he solyed, Rough water, caused by opposing wind and 
tide, rendered navigation difficilt for even Jorge bouts, sO ib was use- 
less fo attempt a start untilthe tide turned, This it did at midnight, 
when camp was struck and a beautiful trip by moonlight followed, 
Rowing, by the way, was entirely unnecessary, a paddle only being 
used to puide the hoats while the fast flowing tide furnished motive 
ower, Two of the party at least have vivid recollections of viewing 
he moon, the comet, and the stars as they lay stretched at full 
length in their respective hoats. Off Doyer Point bridge, and the en- 
trance to Great Bay, more rough water was encountered, so the boats 
were beached and all hands turned in for anapon au adjuceut bluff, 
By so doing they lost the tide, and on resuining the journey found 
hard work im prospect, especially atter entering the Cocheeo River, 
This stream, by the way, is very crooked, and astory is told to the 
effect that a water snake once swimming down the river broke ite 
back in turning the cornérs! Through the narrows the tide rushes 
with great force, Dover was reached at last with barely time to catch 
the morning freight for the lake, but the transfer was quickly made 
and two hours later the boats were followed by their crews. 
Were you syeron Lake Winnipesaukee? Literally a fem with 4 

fine setting. Water clear as a dae hundreds of islands, varyin, 
in size from the bit of rock to the large tract acres in extent; and 
the most beautiful surroundings, consisting et fertile farms and 
noble monntains. With a New England commodore the A. G. A, is 
bound to meet in New England next year, aud Lake Winnipessukes 
is the proper place. Easy of access and abounding in most delighi- 
ful camp grounds. with hospitable inns and villazes BtOue its borders, 
itis admirably suited to the purpose. Better cousider it, Nickerson, 
and sound the vall, in which case the writer will heave a sigh if he is 
unable toattend. 

Well, the boats are waiting on the wharf at Allon Bay; but the 
weather is not propitious, Great black clouds hang overhead and 
discharge frequent showers, But we launch and row a short dis- 
fance up Merrymeeting Bay, where a camp is located at an early 
hour. The selection is a poor one, aod ah uncomfortable night is 
passed. Camp ‘Breezy,’ as itis appropriately dubbed, is left with- 
out regret on the tollowing merning. White-cap ed wayes ate 
already running even in the bay. Without decks and loaded as they 
are the boats will scarcely stand the rough water of the open lake 
so they are transferred to the steamer Mt, Washington, Space wi 
not permit a description of the delightful sail across the lake fron) 
Alton Bay via Wolfborevgh and Long Island to Center Harbor, 
Everywhere the lake is studded with islands of glistening green, and 
4 succession of new and picturesque views is deb at every ttitn, 
At Center Harbor, snugly settled at the toot of the mountains, the 
boats are again launched, and with the aid of a squally wind are 
worked along down the Meredith shore under reefed sails, 
The Purser has previously spent a couploof yueations along these 

shores, and soon points outa site for acamp, A more perfect spot 
ean hardly be found anywhere, aud the tetit is soou pitched on a 
rassy slope just back of a fine beach, intbedded in which is a huge 

og fora pier. Sheltering foliage backs up the whole and half «mile 
inland is & cosy farmbouse with supplies im abundance. ‘Two nights 
and a day are La pily spent here in camp “Satisfaction,” and even w 
terrific thunder shower fails to dampen either the campers or their 
ardor, thanks to a good tenf and its sheltered site. 
Smooth water fayors tlie pasanat across the open stratch to Weirs, 

and the five miles are quickly covered. This popular and growing 
stimmer resort is hurriedly inspected, and passing through a narrow 
rocky channel into Long Bay, 4 parting look is taken af the heautifil 
lake, now dotted with white caps. Frequent showers delay progress, 
but Tilton is reached And the bouts shipped by freight to Concord, 
rather than to bo hauled around the innumerable dams on the Winni- 
pessukees River. The crews take a roundabout trip, via stage, Across 
vounty toy Franklin, and thanee to the State capital, which is, by the 
way, &charming liltle city, Along, hard carry follows the arrival 
in Concord, but the boats are at lash fairly launched on the Merri- 
mack Riyer and homeward bound, camp “farewell” being located a 
mile below the city 4 4 

Friday morning the yoyage down river is commenced, the Teature 
of the day being a hard half-mile carry uround Giawin’s Falls, the 
worst on the river. The carry at Hooksett Dam is accomplished with 
less difficulty, aud nine miles of slack water brings the party to 
Amoskeag Dam, at Manchester, Here the aight is passed ata hotel. 
Below the eily the river is a series of rupids for several tiles and the 
Jast day of tlie cruise is fruittul of work, Reeid’s Falls are the lugt of 
any importance, Cromyyell’s Falls, three miles aboye Nashua being 
easy torun. Around all these falls, by thenfdy, are the nulas oF old 
locks used myny years ago, butlong Sinve sbandoned, A three-fou. 

: 
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salmon, dead and with a suspicious spear hole in its side, is exhibited 
by some fishermen just above the Nashua, River, and below this a. 
5 is made for supper. “A long pull, a strong pull and a pull 
altogether" is necessary to complete the remaining fifteen miles of 
Vhe journey, asitisnow evening, But familiar points are soon en- 
vountered. Woo lawn, a local picnic resort, is passed after dark; the 
Tyngshorough bridge, near which the river enters Massachusetts and 
hends e#ast,is passed at nine o'clock; North Chelmsford, with its 
glimmering lights, fs left behind, and at half past ten the boats are 
fafely housed in Lowell, while their crews trudge home, all com- 
Ictely satisfied with their nine days afloat, and one of them at least 
ully primed for acanoe the following season. He has it rh and 
although languishing in a boat house a theusand miles Irom its 
owner, the dainty craft is still a reminder of happy hours spent on 
dake and myer, while thanks to its twin companion, the camera, its 
“counterfeit presantment*’ is here to mors forcibly impress the 
reality. CLYTrIE, 

Cutoago, Sept, 3, 1883. 

TORONTO C. C,—On Satunday afternoon, September 29, the To- 
ronto (, C, had a handicap paddling race and 4 balling race. There 
Was a three-mile course for the paddling race, from near the K, ©. 
¥.C. city wharf to 4 buoy off the R, C. ¥. ©. Island club house, and 
back to the starting point. Following is the finish: 
F. M. Johnston, cauoe Matmie..............2...... ees 5 ee ee 1 
Dr. ©, M, Douglas, cancé Passenger Bird. Poveda td eet ee 2 
H,. Letehy bakefieldicatioe. 2. Nise ch dl li sihe di benee 3 

Messrs. Nicholson, Tyson and Karr also started, but did not aom- 
Bleta the course. Mr, Johnston's cance being longer and less heamy 
than the other, he allowed Dr. Douglass three minutés' time and Mr. 
Leigh six minutes. The first two used the double blade, and Mr. 
Leigh the single blade, After a hard paddle against a beam wind and 
sed, Johnston came it a winner by 2aseconds. The race was close 
aud interesting, and Dr, Douglass pressed Mr, Johnston keenly on the 
retur) course, The sailing race was for the first; class challenge cup, 
recently held hy Commodore Neilson, Four canoes started, and the 
contest resulted thus; 
Isabel, Robt. Tyson.... 
Boreas, Hugh Neilson, .. 
Sadie N,. Frank M. Nich 
Mabel K,, John I. Kerr, 

The course was about six miles; 5 
paddling race, twice out to Blockhonse Ba 
made a very pretty race on the run out hefore a brisk easterly breeze, 
The Boreas led as they approached the island turn, and the other 
three. were schdding along within a boat’s length of one another, the 
crews exchanging merry chaff, The canoes took different courses in 
beating back against the wind, Boreas wenteast on the port tack while 
Tsahel filled away to the northward, When the canoes néured each 
other at the home buoy, Isabel had a considerable lead, which she 
maintained to the end, thus winning the challenge cup for her skip- 
per, Mr, Tysou.—Toronto (lobe, 

CANOEING IN OHIO.—Three years ago, Captain H. S, Sprague 
audtwo catoe owners, began eruising on tha Licking Riyer, in the 
vicinity of Newark, Nowlne' Newark C. ©. fleet musters nine canoes 
with @ tine club house. They haye no burgee, ete,, but whenit comes 
to running a rapid or jumping a dum they are there, Captain Sprague 
and his wife, each paddling their own canoe, indulged in a three-day 
cruise recently.—CAMARADA, 

Eng. A. Guilbert, formerly of MeGregor, has removed to Dubuque, 
ae Those interested in the O. ©. C., will please note change in P, 

. i . 

4, C, A.—The general meeting of the executive committee of the 
American Canoe Association will be held af the Delayan House. in 
Albany, N. Y., on the afternoon and evening of Oct. 13, Tha most 
important business is the decision as to retaining the present place 
of meeting at Lake searge. Dr. Neidé has been in camp on Lorna 
island, but left on Supt, 27. 
MARINE GLUE.—Marine glue is not made or for sale in this country, 

put must be imported from England. It is made by Jeffery, Strat- 
ford, near London. One recée:pt for marine glue is, one part India rub- 
ber, twelve parts mineral naphtha or coal tar heated gently, and 
twenty parts shellac mixed in. A good marine glue would answer 
your purpose. 

Bachting. 

Toinsure prompt attention, camnvuinications should be ad- 
dressed ta the Forest und Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, ix whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portanee are liable to delaa. 

FIXTURES. 

Oct. 11—Bedouin-Gracie Matches. 
Oct, 18—Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C., Sandy Hook Match. 
Oct, 16—Keawanhaka Corinthian ¥. C., Outside Match. 

A YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION. 

From Forest and Stream, Tune }, 1879. 

iG pak necessity of some central association with delegated powers 
- from all the yacht clubs of standing in America has long been, 

to our mind, one of paramount consideration, if we would keep pace 
in yachting with the other sports of the conntry and with the rapid 

strides made of late in the thorough organization of racing under sail 
pon 4 hational basis abroad, To some the proposition to unify and 

codify the numerous conflicting interests of the various yacht clubs 

along the coast, and of substituting for the present harassing varie- 

ties one common code of laws to be obseryed by all clubs claiming 
rank from 4 national standpoint, may seem almost foo advanced for 

the stage of development us yet obtained by yacht racing in America. 

We think differently, however, and believe that the sooner efforts 

looking toward the formation ofa National Yacht Racing Associa- 

tion aré made, the hetter will it be for the durtherance of the highest 
aims and interests of the sport, and the quicker will it he rescued from 

the present stagnation, which certainly results from the fact that 

Yachting has grown beyond its period of infancy, and, haying thrown 
off its swaddling clothes, refuses to be coaxed into brilliant activity 
by the pap of the “mutual admiration” and “picnic’’ or ‘jolly times™ 

kind, which has hitherto sufficed to nourish its younger and feebler 
days and draw heterogencons entries enough to the line to make it 

barely possible to get rid of all the prizes, cups, pennants, and things 

offered. So racing has gone from bad to worse, until last year it cnl- 

minated in the fajlure of the sandbag affair—for we cannot consider 
sailing with shitting ballast as legitimate yacht racing—for which the 
sympathetic public of New York and neighhorlood subseribed a grand 
total of something less than $100! How different would not have 
been the result had the-sailing beer wider the auspices of a regularly 
orgnnized association, representing the interests of the entire eoun- 

try? Prizes worth sailing for would haye taken the place of the pal- 
teysnms which were handed, after longdelay, to the disappointed win- 

ners; sandbags would have been ruled ont, and crews limited within 
the bounds of reason. Spurs and canyas might then have been in 
Proportion to the boats raced, expenses reduced, and the event would 

have attracted the community as a whole, its issues would have gone 
on record and remained there for all time as evidenue of the winner's 

Reamauship and speed. As the race was sailed, however, the sequence 
made little or no difference to any one, and in a fortnight the whole 

affair was forgotten, and consigued to the oblivion of the part as not 
worth further consideration, 

We nead some central authority through which yaclitsmen, as a 
class, can be reached—an authority whose decisions and operations 

will be looked npon as the standard in all appertaining to the sport, 
It iz only by concerted action that the crying evils and shortcomings 
of the racing flest of to-day can he counteracted, oyercouié, and the 

maternal finally led into channels more worthy of public approval, 
and more to the dignity and fame of sailiagin America, The present 
family plan, the reckless distribution of cups, prizes and pennants to 
everything from first to last; the innumerable chanipionships and 

’ counter championships, vlass and club championships; the manifold 

methods of classifications, different for every port along the coast, 
different fon éyery elubin the same port; the odds and énds in the 

way of measurements; the looseness of keeping records, and the 
feneral inefficiency, limited influence of and rapid decline in the 

number of eniries; surely oll this is quite enough to convince any 

one that it is high time this aimless play were brought to an end and 

a. national system of some kind a(lopted for the purpose of vnifying, 

simplifying and promoting the intétests of yacht racing! What 

signifies it at present that some yacht, unknown to the world, rejoices 

in the champion pennant, won from some kind of a class, no one 
remembers when, how, or where? Canthere be any satisfaction in 

winning prizes and things that have no meaning, that are not recog- 
nized by any one outside of the half dozen interested local celebrities 

of Bungtawn, who back the Sallie Ann as the “fastest thing allowt?’ 

Let us have a Yacht Racing Association, representing all the clubs 
ofthe country. Adopt one rule of classification, time allowance, and 

one set of sailing regulations, Place ql clubs on one basis in these 

respects. Offer annual, semi-annual or quarterly Association matches, 

open to all yachts of the country enrolled in recognized yacht clubs, 

Let these matchés take place in stated ports, give stated prizes worth 

nition as a national pastime, Continued in the present inefficient, 

acterless, insipid, unsatisfactory, barren aud local in resuita and 

dwindling in entriesas now. Has not the time arrived when the 

close corporation system, the weakly and desultory efforts of indi- 
viduals, the fruitless rings of bantling cliques, the mere social aims 

of yacht racing should give way to something more thorough, move 

manly, sportsmanlike, and more dignified? 

Nothing short of the formation of a National Yacht Racing Asso- 
ciation will rouse the sport from its worn-out rut, and saye racing 

from falling to the low stage of mere sandbag professionalism, in 

which the overrigged and overmanned open boat usurps the place of 

the legitimate yacht until racing boats and sandbag suilors become 

a byword and a reproach to the best and true interests of the sport» 

The influence of sandhag racing is pernicious, and o national code of 

sailing rules alone can cope with this and similar evils. 

YACHTS WITHOUT KEELS. 

Editor Forest and Stream, , ; ; 
Tread with the greatest satisfaction the yachting news and experi- 

ences that your paper so ably gives each week, and study with equal 
interest the various types of boats that are outlined by way of illus- 
tration in your pages. I mmst confess to have heen greatly fascinated 
by the so-called “Fendeur,"’ as that form seemed to be almost a 
solution of the knotty problem of plenty of deck room and yet stabil: 
ity with speed under small sails. think some different form of keel 
would improye the sailing on the wind of this form, as it is not to be 
expected that she will not slide off somewhat when heeled in a good 
breeze. Lregret that no one has built one of these boats during the 
past season to develop what they are capable of, or if the ideaisa 
faulty one. Tanvdevoted to thé single-handed hoat of any type, and 
with the charm of the Pendeur upon me T conld not quite accept her 

Sharpre Cetier 

great dratt of water, or that of the now poplar extreme cutter. In 
trying to escape this drawback fora small ¢ratt, which the owner 
would become aware of if he tried to poke into many small harbors 
and attractive spots where quiet nig its, sporting, etc., would lead 
him, | haye thought of a form which J have never seen mentioned in 
any publication on models and yet which seems to offer the promise 
of doing away with both keel and centerboard allogether, with an 
apparent fain in other ways. No more draft of water than the 
owner shall decide as his limicof cabin head room, adaptable to either 
the sharpie or round-bottom types. ballast either out orinside, and 
will lay aground easily in tidal harbors. I invlose a rough sketch of 
proposed middle section. It really seems possible that we may do 
without the keel after all, D, PoweLu. 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C.—OCT. 6. 

HE resail of the annual fall) match, last Saturday, wound up the 
elub’s season with a gratifying success, The steamer Harlem 

went over the course with the regatta committes, Messrs. A. Lichten- 
hein, J. L. Wells and C. BE, Baker and many guests, a large portion 
being ladies, with a surprisingly accurate knowledge of the teehni- 
ealities of yacht racing. There were classes for cabin sloops oyer and 
under 28ft.; open jib and mainsails over and under 23ft,; cats over 
24tt., Wft., 16ft., and under 16ft. Course for smallest class, from club 
house, Port Morris, around Fort Schuyler buoy and retura; all others 
to round Gangway buoy. Allowance two miniites per Foot per twenty 
miles, Special prize to boat making fastest time, Wind ai shart was 
puffy and fickle from southeast, but laterin the race yeered to the 
Routh and came out with good sailing strength till the finish. Start 
was fiying, with five minutes to cross. All hancs had heen boxing 
about below the line close te the steamer, when the gun was given 
and with a rush the leaders got away in a bunch, some of them shav- 
ing the steamer so fine that their decks nassed under the guards. 

‘he cabin yachts went over uniler jibheaders, and all pinched high 
to look past the North Brother, the flood lifting them along when the 
wind failed. Sarah soon sent topsail on deck, as it would net sit, and 
Supervisor squared around for home with mainsail ripped, the sloop 
Ethel haying poked her bowsprit through in the serimmaze shortly 
after the start. Several fleets of coasters towing up hothered the 
racers and split them in two divisions, Ethel leading the leeward 
squadron past the Brothers Light and the cutter Petrel with Gracie 
and Nettie Thor high He to windward. The small cats brought up 
the rear, the little Clam Shell with Trowbridge as erew, playing the 
part of whippérin. Across Flushing Bay the fleet touk a lot of puffs, 
some being knocked down while others had scarce a breath at the 
samé6 moment. Fore time the wind was very variable in streaks, the 
eulter Petrel being knocked off and having to make a board to 
weather Throge’s Point, her classmates getling round without such 
misfortuné, The sloop Mystery failed to weather the Brother Light, 
and having made alate start gave up. The cats of the leeward fleet 
had to fling off abreast of Hunt’s Dock, 

Past Whitestone, all hands were on the wind, Indian file, the big 
Ethel in the lead and the two crack sandbaggers, Thorp and Gracie, 
singling each other out of the crowd, the Thorp, with young Prank 
Thorp at the stick, having the best of it by a dozen lengths. The 
round of Throgg’s Neck was made by the Thorp at 12:15. Gracie 
12:15;05, Ethel 12:16:25, Susie A. 12:21:03, Corinna 12:21:24, Rover 
12:21224, Lena 12:21:29, and Sarah 12:29:45, Tha smallest class drove 
home on a reach, trimming in gradually as the wind got more south- 
ings, The others eased sheet up the reach past Fort Schuyler and 
then squared away for the Gangway, the cabin yachts trying balloon 
jibtopsails, Petrel having only a working sail. Thorp and Gracie 

‘ged Long Island shore, and cutinsidethe Stepping Stones Light, 
followed by the smaller boats. The Basten built keel sloop Lena, 
with sheets free, was about holding her own with the cutler Petrel. 
The breeze picked up and Gracie drove by on Thorp’s weather, the 
fleet coming to the turn atthe Gangway buoy as under: 
Bthel..,. -..--.2-2..22.5...104 0 Gilt Edge........ 2.2... cutead 265 
te Paes) eps ee JS, ESE SUSE AREER a) ag 

(gtr SeRE bd tp otee Maggie ART 
Susie A 17k iaeh ie Au ..1 87 89 
etrelwom. bi5.4-2- usidora... 1 27 35 

Corinna K....,... Shicsetoee 1 OO Sea Robin.,,,............+- 1 29 45 
Lana...- Nettie -..., 190-55 
Minnie .. Coutant,... 0... sve ee eees 1 41 05, 
Mndine ye. eee uM peyert (EES SRE Soe a Ree 1 a1 58 
Lizzie R,....,.,. ee «---) 2h) Mayotta.._.-..-. tie eel db ds 
Sara..... SAINGH RSE! ced Pog gee cis «Ll 87 20 
BomTore sere se esis tes Rover . Sree oe 1 37 35 
Whimbrel 

sailing for, and then—not until then—will yacht racing receive recog- | 

Tagged sort of a way, racing will always remain as thoroughly char- | 

jibtopsail on the wind, then losing a mile of water trying to stow 
the kite and set her jib, the cutter Petvel putting im tracks for 
home all the while. As Sarah hauled round themark, the Bon Ton 
squeezed outon her weather, and later Splash and Musidora made 
the buoy on top of each other with a trifling foul as the result, 
Splash poing about at once on i tack. Sarah got in trouble with 
her jibtopsail and was u long time stowing it. The smartest round 
in the feat was made by the catboat Bon Ton by long odds. 
inched to weather David's Island, some of the smaller boats hitching 

into Cow Bay tor a higher position. Off City Island Susie A. sprung 
her mast and gave up. The sloops held their tack clear into the West- 
chester shore, then hove round for the Fort Schuyler buoy and after 

| again tacking to the west, could make the finish ona rap full without 
further incident. : 
The small boats flung out again abreast of City Island and came to 

Fort Schuyler booy ona series of short boards. Ethel bad spun out 
a long lead of the fleet, with Gracie and Thorp making yery close 
fighting clear home. Gracie edged up to windward off Whitestone, 
and getting stronger puffs across se al 3 Bay, managed to lead the 
Thorp up to the committee steamer, landing the prize by a margin of 
afew seconds. The cutter Petrel won from big Hthel on time allow- 
ance, but distanced a}l the keel and centerboard cabin yachts of her 
sizé by twenty minutes to half an hour, whith was not unexpecten, 
as there is nothing of Petrel’s size she cannot dispose of in any kind 
of weather. This cutter, in proper racing condition, is prohably 
without an equal in America, Sloop Ethel takes the prize for fastest 
time over the course, the winners in other classes heing shown in the 
following summary; 

FIRST CLABS—CAHIN SLOUPS OVER 2SFT, 
Start, Finish. Elapsed. Corrected 

Ape aedun ere) see Wi 1i 46 2 35 51 3 24 05 322 05 
3 1i 11 82 3 08 07 2 53 85 3 26 50 

1 Wel AS Ob RE ote ES OER ae 11 11 27 2 59 O6 a 47 39 3 20 (4 
RENEE ban Capea Aba ny 11 12 23 3 19 48 4 07 20 339 40 
Mystery,-.,..--..- 11 23 2 Gaye up. 

THIRD GLASS—CABIN SLOOPS UNDER 28RFT, 
Supervisor........,..,...11 10 49 Mainsail split. 
Tides ses oe) ae ee se lo 3 18 2 4413 4 03 23 
Whinibrel.....-......0.6 IL 18 35 3 26 17 412 42 409 07 
Rea Rohin......-...--...- 11 10 $209 31 4 18 38 4 10 35 

SECOND CLASS—OPEN RLOOPS OVER 23PT, 
Nettie Thorp... ....0...55 ii 12 28 2 41 38 529 00 3 28 45 
Guauie...., nd 1127 241 07 A 29 20 3 28 35 
Susie A.. . 11 12 34 446148 433 45 4 32 15 
Corinna K, Bee Hun AE 4 8 49 3 47 15 3 44 50 

FOURTH GLASS—OPEN SLOOPS UNDER 23ET. 
Minamier ss: ees (Weds. as 11 11 01 Not timed, 
Rover__. _-----,11 10 41 #14 16 4 03 36 4 02 07 
Splash... 11 11 16 3 40 21 4 29 05 427 17 
Musinora ._ 11 10 40 3 29 00 418 30 4 1d 52 
TIPE TR ee eee es: -- 34 11 11 «58 Not timed, 
Niipeiaes Sat) eee 11 41 88 3 27-08 415 30 40h 4? 
NStHTIB, 22; 29h lied clipe! di 11 82 8 44 24 4 82 52 4 22 dd 
VACGIE Se 2) ee 11 10 43 4 45 05 4 34 22 421 84 

FIFTH GhASS-CATS OVER 24 FEET, 
Lizzie R. .)ees95-11 15 2 3.00 25 3 44 of 3 44 56 
ANGGi Sh Srp octet tec 11 1h 18 8 87 52 421 44 4 0 21 

| Mayotta.- RE pat heya 8 49 05 4 32 01 4d 18 48 

| SIXTH CLAKS—GATS BETWEEN 20 AND 24 REET. 
| Gilt Edge... ... .......11 17 46 8 20 18 4 02 27 t 02 27 
| Emmie.,.......---.,-<,.-11 16 49 a 35 13 418 24 417 04 
| Mary E. Contant........ Hi 18 06 5 20 48 441 27 404 19 

BEVYANTH CLASS GATS BETWEEN 2) Ann 16 FEET. 
Videp ee 55 Sd Sn Seen Bt 11 19 18 A 28 57 4 07 39 4 07 34 
Bon Ton, - ya UU cr ith 320 48 4 (ye 44 & 60 bt 

KIGHTH ULASS—CATH ONDER 16 FEET. 
Hattie.......-. authe ttt te 11 16 42 2 03 00 2 46 17 2 45 O02 
Clam Shell __ ai 11 17 20 2 0% 45 2 50 16 2 46 23 

Jen TIVTey: FUCA ERE oe 11 18 40 2.07 00 2.50.20 2 48 29 
Winners in all but second class to be considered winners of Octoher 

champion pennants, 

LAUNCH OF THE CUTTER ILEEN. 

COMPLETE description with plans of this new cutter was puh- 
lished in our issues for July 26 and Aug.9. We need only re- 

eat the feneral dimensions af this time. Length over all 78ft., on 
oadline 65.5fb., beam 11.5ft., depth 11 Gft., dratt 11ft,, displacement 
80 tons, lead on keél 30.5 tong, inside 13,5 tong, mast, deck to lower 
cap 44.6ff., boom 55.6ft.. gafi 87.6ft,, hoist a8ft,, bowsprit outhoard 
24!'f., area three lower sails 4,438 sq.ft. 
The new cutter was launched from the yard of Henry Piepgrass, 

Greenpoint, last Thursday, in the presence of a company of invited 
guests. As she slid from the ways, Miss May Harvey, daughter of 
the designer, Mr, John Harvey. christenesl the cutter in the style of 
anadept, by breaking the orthodox bottle of “Ruinart’’ over the ves- 
sel’'s how. It was a ceremony Miss Harvey had been brought up to 
irom her youth in the Wivenhoe yard, from which many # clipper 
like Tleen has been sent to a brilliant career asa racer, or to the end 
of the world a8 & seagoing cruiser. When the new vessel had been 
moored, the guests were invited by the owner, Mr, Arthur Padelford, 
to the first lunch served on board. More ‘‘Ruinart,’ a most excel: 
lent champagne, by the way, which has hecome the recognized brand 
aboard all the cutters, contributed to the enjoyment of the occasion, 
and of course, cuttersin general formed the chief topic of conversa- 
tion, The Tleen was a living contraliction of the nonsensical reports 
current about such vessels, and a walk fore and afton deck and 
yee the cabins helow, will afford the reader the facts abont such 
craft, 
By reference to the plans in Formsar And Stream for Jnly 26, and 

subsequent numbers, a clear idea can be formed of the arrangements 
for stoware and convenience. As the figures indicate, Teen is a eut- 
ter of narrow beam, haying beén built up to the designer’s intentions 
of whal a good cruiser and fast yacht ought to be. Sheis, roundly 
speaking, a 5$4-hbeamn boat, and there are only a few yachts in exist- 
ence haying more extreme proportions. The first question which will 
occur is, “Can such a narrow boat sail?’ Judging by the results ob- 
tained in others of her kind the answer is, “Certainly.”’ Whether 
Ileen will come up to expectations in speed ornot depends altogether 
upon the excellence of her individual lines, ballasting, riz. ete. This 
much is assured: There is nothing in her type to prevent her being a 
very tast sailer and extremely Weatherly in all conditions of wind 
and water. The doings of the cutters here and those abroad have 
established beyond contradiction the possibility of ohtaining the 
highest rate of speed from narrow forms of large displacement, 
een therefore will be a success just to the extent that good design 
and judgment hus been engrafted upon the proportions selected. The 
proportions in themselves will not stand in the way in the least. 

It is hazardous tu offer a decided opinion upon 4 new boat about to 
be tried in the company of well-seasoned yachts worked up to their 
utmost. Races nowadays are flecided by_such small margins, that 
the hest trim, the most perfect condition. from a mechanical point. 
and the finest of management, hayé often as much and nyore to do 
with winning than the mere form of model, facts which th® general 
public are too apt to overlook in their haste to sum up for judgment. 
The recent victory of Oriya is a casein point, where a boat with appar- 
ently a hopeless task before her, thrashed the best sloop in existence 
quite easily, afler proper trim and an finderstanding of the cutter 
had been arrived at. . [tis of course possible that Ileen will perform 
wonders even when stiff, with wostretehed sails and a craw not 
shaken down to their berths. But if she does only passably well at 
the outset, her prospects of overcoming her class in aseason or wo 
are Of the brightest. That she will do more than passably well is a 
judgment we are not afraid to give in advance, and we trust this fall 
thay offer the opportunity of putting our pr@phesy to critical test, 

Asidé from the issue upon speed, Meeen is a most interesting sub- 
ject for study and analysis, 
_ She is perfectly uncapsizable by mere inspection of her build, She 
is pul together and fitted in a manner superior and stronger than 
anything ever set afloat before in America, F 

: With ordinary care she will last twenty years and at the end of that 
time be worth tifty per cent, her origina] ost, whereas a yacht builv 
like the general run of our sloaps is only fit for ten or fifteen years’ 

| light service, and if sold. would bring only a nominal figure Such 
material and workmanship as we see in lleen cost more in the first 
place than cheap work thrown together, but in the long run she will 
prove the most economical investment. 
As a sea boat, wet or dry, she will turn away from anything of her 

loadline lengih. and will go where she looks, when ahoal, beamy 
hoats founder around nearly helpless, She will be able to ontearry 
all other yachts aud will also excel in light winds. She will be safe 
when others are on the verge of disaster, She can beatoft alee 
shore When no other form can, She will steer with one hand at the 
helm when other types are viciously griping. She will be easy in her 
itehing, a splendid yessel to lie to or fo scud, She will lift clear of 

[he seas enough to prevent shipping much green water, and not so 
much as to work and strain through violent action, She will lift 
bodily. but piteh andscend enough to clear her decks at once of in- 
cumbering water which may have come aboard. She will stay with 
certainty where other types would be caught in irons or haye to be 
backed around at great risk. And she will doall this and develop her 
highest speed under a snug rig, with only 38fb. hoistto mainsail and a 
howsprit 24ft. outboard. This may all seem like speculation, as Neen 
remains to be tried. But experience in yachts of similar proportions 
and elements enables us to guarantee the performance of the new 
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cutter in the respects above-mentioned,” We hope in the future to 
chronicle actual f.cts conderning her behavior. 

So far, then, as performance enters into design, the een can safely 
he set down a8 the nearesi to perfection yet attained in yacht-build- 
ing practice, The reader will next naturally suggest that. “Grant- 
ing this, are (he accommodations of such vessels sufficiently attract. | 
iyé to the eruising yachtsman, and can reasonable provisions for 
owner, friends and crew be expected in a form of Meen's propor- 
tions?” To this our answer is not simply a positive *Yes,’ but we 
#0 much further, and insist thatthe accommodations on board the 
narrow cutter Deen are far in excess of those to be found in wide, 
shoal sloops of like loadline, and for incontestible reasons. 

'Thrée dimensions are necessary iu conshilute bulk, length, width 
and depth. Of these lengthis by far the most influential Length 
must be had for the planning of the greatest accommodations. Beam 
and depth are secondary, to be drawn upon as necessary to insure 
enough and no more im proportion to the length. More beam or 
depth to cahins than enough is simply size wasted unless it contrib- 
utes to the sailing qualities of the yacht. 
An excess of beam, beyond that required for deelr, or floor in cabin, 

does not coutribure to sailing qualities, und has to he metbyingreaséd 
Sail fea to oyarcome the wayée making of the additional size, and at 
the same time the weight or displacement of the boat must be re- 
duesd as we resort to beam, or the form could not be driven at & high 
rate. Hxperience damonstrates that great weight is permissible only 
in a correspondingly tine form helow water where speed is expeecteu. 
An excess of beam meaus, therefore, a loss of ealuatle displacement. 
an Increase of rig and a shoaler hold. This in turn demands an un- 
couth superstructure to supply head room below, which again limits 
the length of that head room to the length of the superstructure and | 
robs the deck of the room sought after m adding to the beam, Beam 
beyond the amount required for enough cabin floor, isa very wasteful 
disposition of bulk. Tis use is sim aly burning the candle at both 
ents. The more we add the more the eye may be deceived, bnt the 
léss really available room do we acquire. Ten fect beam with enough 
depth may alford more width for practical purposes than twenty feet 
accompanied by the shoal boily, cockpit and house as a consequence, 
Depth, on the other hand, is a yaluable acouisition, For one thing, 

it affords standing height clearfore and aft in the Tleen, from stem 
to posh, increasing of course the opportunities for accommodation. 
Tor another, an excess of depth beyond that required for the cabins, 
aids to size in a favorable way by augmenting the displacement, in- 
suriug better performance in light and heayy weather, and un- 
limited general stowage, with a much smallér increase to rig than if 
the bulk bad been disposed in beam. A flush deck takes the place of 
the house-encumbered sloop, and in the run euough depth is provided 
for an éxtra saloon, which is altogether impossible in even such large 
sloops as Gracie and Fanny, where a cockpit has to be resorted to 
instead. Inthe deepboat of narrow beam (she must be of narrow 
beam) there is plenty of head room from end te end, as in the Tleen, 
in the shoal, broad boat, the length of real accommodations is 
measured by the length of the house, and a low, close kennel in the 
eyes does duty asa forecastle for the crew, In Teen the length is 
about 60ft. Ina sloop of same loadline thé length will be but 35ft. at 
most. That is, by the nse of enough depth, the narrow racing cutter 
shows nearly double the length of reputable accommodations. Or, 
if we choose to leaye poor Jack in the forecastle out of all considera- 
tion, the cutter has greaterlength of accommodation by just the 
length of the sloop's cockpit. 
Asio beam, Uéen has enough. Any more would he more than 

enough, and we fail fo see the object in stretching after the useless, 
especially if you donot petin the end what you are after, except asa 
pleasing deception toa superficiai mind and eye, Giyen fhe siate- 
rooms and cabins of Teen on shore, and no architect would plan 
greater width to their length than we find in the cutter atioat, The 
main cabin is 11ft. long with 10ft width and 6ft, floor, The width is 
enough for the comfort of all the cabin can properly accomuno(late, 
Abaft this calin is the companion wilh owner's room, w,c,, and asteer- 
age berth, all ample For the purposes of retiring. dressing. ete., even | 
haying baths in the floor. Still further att is the ladies’ saloon, with 
two comforluble standing berths, and two more to drop, on the palace 
earplan, ‘he Hooris 5ft. wide, From fore end of main cabin, a door 
leads into 4 sfateroom with berth, table, etc., having a floor wide 
enourh for living purposes. Opposite to this room is the pantry, ice 
house, ate, The torecastle is 22ft, long, with standing room the 
whole length and floor nearly 6ft. at bulkhead, You might add a 
mile to the width of the Teen and nothing worth haying would be 
foined. She has enough beam, and enough is enough, and not too 
little. On deek, lhe room is surprising to one accustomed to the nar- 
row paugways and cramped quarters around the cockpit and house 
ofa sloop. In six different places can you cross from side to side 
aboard the Ileen without haying to tumble down a cellar or climb 
overa tenement. There is no cockpit. because none is needed in a 
boat of such easy motions and none syas wanted to mar her bealily, 
weaken her structure, and render her liable to hold water. If a cock- 
pit is desired, it can be added, by cutting down into the sail room aft, 
which is now much larger than wanted. The long, broad gangways 
each side the hatches, offer the best chances to tail on to gear, and 
greatly facilitate the setting and taking in of racing sails. 
And finally, how about light and yentilutiony Well, you may string 

up Edison lights as close as you can get them in a line overhead from 
Stem to post and start the bigzest dynamo whirring aud you could 
not make her cabins any lighter than they are, not unless you could 
make daylight lighter than day, They are too light and will have to 
he subdued to an agreeable shade by curtains and glass in variegated 
colors. The éen stands in refutation of the silly charge that the 
eabins of Guilers ave naturally dreary and dark. They are much 
lighter and brighter than those of the sloop. Seeing is believing, 

As for ventilation and the atmosphere (lown below, those around 
the Tleen‘s lable last Thursday would like to have seen a litile fire in 
the grate. Adraft can be madé to blow through the cabin with 
skylight raised and sidé ports open, enough to raise the hat off your 
head and send a shiver down your back, ‘The ventilation of Teen is 
ae erfect. it could not be improved upon in the shghtest. Not 
in the finest mansion on shore tan better light or purer air, a livelier 
draftand a lower thermometer be secured, and as for the equal in any 
sloop, it is nonsense to make any such claim. Again, seeing is 
believing. 

There is ohe more point in favor of Ileen's cabins, Largeside ports 
afford uot ouly air, butan excellent view of the harbor. The ports in 
the side of the sloop’s cabin afford no suel opportunity. Bulwarks 
or sky is all you Can see through the glass, and then you have to 
climb up on something to get éven that much satisfaction, : 
To sum up. 

accepted as a magnificent seaboat of great power, perfectly safe, 
under easy control, and affording accommodations for living much 
superior to those to be found ou board wide. shoal boats of the same 
loadline, Her draft is moderate and less than that of a centerboard 
sloop ouly halfin sailing condition, and always less than that ofa 
beamy keel boat, 

NARROW BEAM IN A HEAVY GALE, 

ONCERNING the Blanche, # 4}é-beam yawl, the London AYyeld has 
/ the following letter, 
Sir—My experience of the late gale on board my yawl, Blanuhe 

(26 tons), may be interesting to yachismen. We left Ostend on Satur- 
day, Sept. 1,at about 11 P. M., hound for Ramsgate, wind blowing 
fresh from $.W., barometer falling, Passed the Hinder Light in due 
course. “At dawn on Monday, wind blowing much harder, we 
shortened sail Lo three-reefed mainsail, reefed foresail and small jib. 
Directly afterward the gale caught us, and the tiller snapper of 
close to. the rudder-post. The water was now comme over us pretty 
freely, and shortly we were obliged to give up sailing, and hove the 
boat to under tlave-reefed mainsail and spitfire jib, under which she 
rode well. We bad expected to sight the North Poreland on Sunday 
morning, but conid not do so, and on examining the compass we 
found that it lad been dishrranged, and that we had been steering 
too much to leeward, This was disconcerting. We could sight 
neither land nor marks, and guessed we were about twenty miles 
eastward of the North Foreland. ‘The gale blew furiously all Sunday, 
hut 1 think it was at its worst on Sunduy night. The seas were 
tremendous and seemed as if they would overwhelm us, but the boat 
rode splendidly, and, with her lightheadsail, went over everything. 
Monday morning it was still blowing a gale, and we could not muster 
until about six o'clock in the evening, when we laid her up to the 
wind, steering due west, and, after about four hours’ sailing, made 
the buoy off Offord Ness, then ran up to Lowestoft, which wa made 
on Tnesday about 1 A.M, Damage was very erin considering what 
we had been throngh. Our dinghy, lashed on deck, had started a 
seam, 4 few sinall holes chafed in one cloth of mainsail, tiller broken 
iu two and the flag at topmast head blown torags, We could not gat 
it down, bein foul of the riggme. One word for our men, when we 
are hearing so much of negro sailors. Wor two days aud two nights 
the captain and first hand were ov deck without one morsel of food 
or gue grap of drink, and working hard most of the time, or we 
should not have come off so free of damage as we did, No mea could 
have beliaved better or worked harder to save the gear. It will be 
some time before my skipper Redgwell or self will forget the sum- 
mer gale of LBBB. A.C. McNise. 
Concerning the flyeand a quarter bexm yaw! Wendur, the Field 

publishes tha follkoving: “Ou Sunday this yaw! returned to her moor- 
ings in Castle Buy. Largs, after a most pleasant and siccessful spert- 
ing expedition to Obbé, in Garris. On the passage out calm, plea- 
sant weather was experienced until Oban wasreached. Leaving this 
port the weather became broken, and inthe lee.of Skye things were 
Made snug. Clearof theisland and outin the Minch, weather such 

If the speed of Leen is an open question, she can be ) 

| 2s the most experiénced on board had never seen excelled for bad- 
| ness was meh, Sail was still further shortened, and some idea of how 
splendidly the vessel behayed will he gathered from the fact that she 
turned to windward across the Minch and into calmer weather under 
tele but a spitiire jib aud trysail, at from six to séyen knots an 
our,” 

“THEREFORE.” 

se7N the first class there was much disproportion in sige, ut the 
| pee. fairness of a lime allowance based on length was 
shown by the fact that the smaller boat, altliough entirely opposite n 
type, was enabled to capture the prize by a small margin on time al- 
lowance.'— World. ; 
There is a total want of logic in the above quotation, The cutter 

Peirel won because fast enough to make the couse toside of her al- 
lowance from a larger boat, That neither indorses nor condemns 
the measurement in use, It shows that with the anjouul) of time al 
lowed, Petrel was able to win, répardiess of Lhe system upon which 
it was allowed, Wurthermore, as she was able to captive the prize 
by a smailinargin only,” if is an open question whether upon a just 
basis for measurement, she would not have heen able to capture the 
prize by a much larger margin, and that in close contests might 
make just the differenee between winning and defent, ltis a pity 
daily newspapers yenture ipon criticisms they are nob competent to 
offer, acd help to mislead the public. The Knickerbocker Y. @, bas 
thrown aside length measurement for yachts, and adopted the sail 
area. rie elsetyhere quoted, 

A NEW SAIL HOIST. 

PME Haggerty. Patent Sail Hoist, of which illustrations are here- 
. with given, is an arrangement Which supplied a reliable substi- 

tute for mast hoops in small boats. Most myentions hitherto offered 
to the public are crude mukeshifts ouly whieh giyé trouble by jam- 
ining When hoisting. or straizhten out and losing grip when an extra 
strain is brought upon them diagonally. The Haggerty invention is 
intended to overcome these failings, so as to be fully as reliable as 
hoops and at the same time hold the luff close to the mast in an ef 
fective and neat manner, It consists of a clutch running on friction 
rovers within yerti¢al ways on both sides of a jack or traveller 
Secured to the after side of the mast instead of only a tongue or lip 
catching in @ groove asm otherhoists, The friction rollers are Apr 
to Lhe traveling jaws for the gaff as well, doing away with all sticking 
or jamming in hoisting and lowering, a very Important point which 
yachismen will net be slow to appreciate. The Jack is secured by 
holting to the mast and is lined with brass in wake of the jaws on 

ne) 

large boats. No grease need be applied in this apparatus. The hoist 
will come down by the run of its own aeceord and the sail will stow 
snugly without a nest of hoops aboye the boom. Hoops have to be 
made large enough for the mast tear deck, and when hoisted leave a 
great deal of play to the Inff, butin Hageerty’s hoist the knock of the 
sail is kwpt snug to the jack, a considerable advantage in small boats, 
Hoops cannot be trusted to come down on the run as they cant and 
jam, but the sail hoist 1s to be depended upon in an emergency. The 
new hoist is made of brass, accurately fitted and highly finished and 
ean be recommended for boats of all lcinds up toabout forty-five feet. 
The jack is generally made of birch and got oul. by mauchive 1 insure 
even work. Ithas stood the test of practice and is received with 
fayor where trial has been given. Among many yachts fitted with 
this hoist we note the Fearless and Naiad, of Boston; Starling, of New 
Redford: half a dozen yachts of Fall River, and also refer to the ex- 
perience of A. C. Price, of Brooklyn; Capt, Manuhester, of Adams- 
ville, R. I.t and J. Hennessy. of Pawtucket, R. I. ‘The cuts will serve | 
to explain the rig in detail, The views are taken from one side of the 
jack and also end on, and the regular grip to be seized to the It! rope 
18 Shown separately. 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C. 

REPORT OF MEASUBEMBNE COMMITTER. 

ESOLVED, That the méasurement to be recommended he made 
up of length and sail area, j 

Resolved, That the length be made up of water line wilh 44 of ovyer- 
hang added thereto, 

Resolved, That in no case shall the net addition to actual water 
line length for overhang exceed 4 per cent. of water line length. 
Length over all to be measured from the pluinb of foreside of stem 

| al water line forward to aftermost part of stero. 
Resolved, That the rule recently adopted by the Seawanhaka Y. C., 

and the same time allowance table, be recommientied for useim Knick 
| erbocker Y. C.. for cabim yachts, Provided, however, that the per- 
pendiemlar for the calculation of sail area shall be taken, as with the 
eawanhaka Y. 0., to the height of topsail block, bul that in no case 

shall this height be reckoned at lessthan the sum of the lower mast 
from the upper side of boom (when at rest on the saddle) to eross- 
trees, with length of gaff added thereto. 
The Seawanhalca rule is as follows: » 
A perpendicular to he taken wlong the after-side of the maimmast 

from the under-side of the Pate topsail block or sheaye on topmast, 
to the upper-side of boom when resting on the saddle. or the lowest 
part of the goose neck. the distance of which pint, from the main 
deck or house deck. to be recorded by the measurer, together with 
the other points (ised in measurement. Bath 

A base line to be talcén, from the beehole or point of contact of the 
jibstay on bowsprit or fying jibstay on jibboom, in i straleht line to 
the end of the mam boom with one-quarter (Ig) of the length of the 
aif, measured trom the after-side of th@mast to the end, added 

fhe eto. q 
To obtain the area from these figures, multiply the base by the per- 

| pendicular. and diyide by (2) two. 
To the square rout of Sail area, add the length (as proyvitled for,) and 

divide by (2) two. 7 | 
The measurer, at the time of taking his measurenients, to affix a) 

distinctive mark at each point. ’ 
This measurement, to be taken when the yacht is afloat and in her 

ordinary trim, and with her crew (if aboard) amidship, 
Any change in these measurements to be reported by the owner to 

the measnrer, 
E, P. Mowron, } . 
Wee T. OnpERDONK, - Comittee. 
JoHN HysLop, ( 

CONFESSION 1S GOOD FOR THE SOUL. 

seyN the windward work the cotter Oriva did magnificently.” '— 
Herald, ~ 

pratt woe light airs, the cutter Oriva was better than the sloops?'— 
y OPEL, 

‘Wt was another illustration of ihe fact that this type of boat, as 
compared with the Centerboards, is fastarin light winds,“—Spirit of 
the Tintes. 
And yet we haveall ow contemporaries on record dal-fooked inst 

large displacements and double jits “for our summer weather” and 
“for our smooth waters.’ mare 

Tf they have at Jast learnt that cutters are fast in “our summer 
weather’ in spite of their previous braeular demonstrations fo the 
conbary, if is nol impossible they may yet learn to appreciate the 
utter equally as much in heavy wether. Tb ig only necessary to 

sive the cutter a, fair show, atid she will come out ahead on syery 
count, The Oriva’s victory has rammed something inta unwillin 
heads, and eutiers will be spoken of very gingerly in the future de 
with very great respect, Tn the meantime, syuppost a foreign vrachk 
were to challenge for the America Cup in *oursimmer weather,” 
Where would the enp be likely to 2o¥ 
We must build cutters if we are to keep jhe America Cup, We 

cannot keep the cup with slow, leawardly, cenverboard platforms of 
uncouth proportions, in which safety and accommodations are Sacri- 
ficed to speed, which is attained only in imagination. 

HARLEM Y. C.-OCT. 4. 

HE first mateh of this new clitb wis sailed Thursday last in tine 
- northwest wind. Classes for ¢abin yachts, open sloops over 
20ft. and eats over and under 1sft. Course [rom elub house. Fast 
121th street, around Stepping Stones lizhinonse and retuyu, twenty 
miles, Wourth class tu round Port Schnyler buoy instead, fifteen 
thiles. JATlowance 2 and 11g minutes per foot length. The fleet sent 
awsy included the following: 

PIRST GLASS. 
Owner. Length, 

Pesrlissnys fsf:i¢-eas8-- 08 ook: Jemes F. Lalor....... oe de OLDE 
Neniry W. Beeeher ........... ROSE se efi a 

x SECOND CLASS, 
Netti@Thorp......-. ..2-.. »..Uomh. J. W.Thorps... -:..2..0:. 24,10 
J. L, Barker... fice-Com, J. H, Golding, ...-.-..4,10 
Rover, ,..-... ait Wi He Rirpleoney tee BUS 
Musidora. 2... 2.222. _..J, Hutehinson. . -.. 81.06 
ATIIVIGH ES ah sve ee poet S wipes wees ere bLs SESE punk aes oh et ARE oes i  20s07 

THIRD OLASS, 
THOGLS Bose eee ...Woorlrul? & Conlow, 
Mayotte _G. RB, Rosenqiest,.. .. 

F. 4, pits ‘We 

SCORE, ae On, ao, eke SJ, ELS SHOUD ops. vee ene 
Little Dean, .... -C. Rea; da... “1 a 
Erunia Bi... --.4 4-5 -Mobler & Conklin, ..,,- 
Schinderhannes ...,, H, C. Phillips...,. 
Jacquetta...., cong . H.W. Thorbush .. 
Benzities. 0 .iiisa.) (Side yt Ge SbeimTiAM. Wo 0. Woe 

A-quartering wind took thsm through the Kills and clear up to 
Throge’s Neck at a hot pace, where the fourth class immed! und 
hanled on the wind forhothe, Up the reach from Fort Schuyler the 
wind was abearm and steadily fresheniug. The turn of the Steppiie 
Stones Was accomplished as follows: : 
Hh ae eras" ina Bre x Ti 69 dS WW. W, Beecher .....,.....12 05 SU 
Netlis Thorp...... Bec) 12 01 16 Musidora,, ..... --.12 06 00 
Mayottw,..-.. ee ees 1205 45 Rover ._.. -...18 (6 16 
Peerless... .-.--., 1202 10 Gussie V.. 12 08 82. 
Lotus... ELAS 12.02 55 AnhieB ..., <8 gp tS, 
J. L. Barker 

Tt was ull they could do to stand up to whole sail bound home and 
Touch begrine was in store for the open boats, the Peerless having to 
douse topsail, and Beecher going ly to windward nearing Whitestone. 
OI Old Werry Point, the fourth class was overhauled, the latter work- 
ing home through the Kills and the big ones rounding Ward's Island 
with the ¢bb in theirfayor. ‘The finish was made as uuder, tie win- 
ners being Beécher, Nettie Thorp, Wairy and Emma*B., unless dis- 
qualified tor not showing colors at the peak, in which case tie prize 
would go ta the Comedy, sailed by four young lads umder fitteen 
years of are. 

FIRST OLASE. 
Start. Finish, Elapsed, Covrected. 

PREUERE bhi. ca tied 4 10 4 00 Not timed, " 
H. W. Beecher ___.. 10 41 00 1 56 a8 8.15 38 J 14s 

SEGOND CLASS. : 
Nettie Therp ... ,.,,.,10 36 00 1 44 25 3-08.25 3 Ob 25 
J. L. Barker... ..c.--- -; 10 36 00 1 50 10 424 10 4 23°10 
21 a a + --;-- ll 86 00 1 59 30 3.25 3Y 818 if 
Musidora, 10 36 00 2 01 O08 3 25 03 218 28 
AT ee Se ae 10 38 00 Not timed. 

THIRD CLASS. 
ILobusyer-. Merce tes 10 42 00 } G5 oe 323 82 2 23.38 
Mayott, 10.32.00 1 58 f3 26 3 2465 
Fairy..... 10°32 00 1 49 20 317 20 4 tt 40 
Gussie V1.2. _--..,.. --.10-32.00 21229 3 40 29 A 81 ob 

FOURTH CLASS, 
MOMEAW.. oe eee eee W 25 00 1 88 16 308 16 408 16 
Lilithe Dean. 2.2.2. .- 10 25 00 1 bt 54 8 26 54 § 26 31 
epee Lae Ty, 118 02 2 58 02 2 52°08 
Schinderhannes ,..... 1 48 15 $23 45 3 21 15 
Jacquetta.... ... .-10 25.00 1 AY 33 3 32 33 # 27-45 
Benzing, -.....-..-- -. 10 23 00 Not timed. 

CRUISE OF THE FLOYD IN DELAWARE BAY. 

Editor Forest and Streant? 
The little Moyd is a conypromisa between extreme types, and he it 

remembered, only 15ft. long. This is her fifth trip in salt water since 
July, and on this occasion was handled by Mr. Thos. G. Tice, of Gam 
den, and Mv, Charles Anderson, fifteen-year old younystars, but full 
of vim and dash, and best of all, possessed of a man’s judement. and 
aupood man at that. The weather was exceedingly rough through- 
out the entire trip. In fact. a stormy week, supposed to be the equi- 
noctial gale. . 1 qnote from Forest Ano Stream; “The man, or hoy, 
or monkey, that capsizes one of these boats shoul be sent into the 
country to grub the balance of his life.’ "You can’t send us to grub), 
Cap.. We.are not experts, but we read Forest AND Stream, anil we 
eA ae to sail the little ship for all she 1s worth.” And they did. Off 
ombay Hook they fell in with a forty-foot yacht bound down, wind 

dead on end, and a heayy sea, The big one was diving howsprit 
under, while the little fellow under close reef and head well up, rode 
the seas like aduck. The boys aré not romancing,for T have been 
there myself, Ship's boats live atter the ship has gonedown, [yen- 
tialiy they had to come to anchor, The yacht. big as she was, 
plunged into the sea, and rising Beal brought sudden strain and jerk 
on the vhain, which shook heéerall over and tHireatened to take the 
stem out or pitch the mast over the bow, The fifteen-footer in the 
mean time, close by, was riding to a long hawser as gently as you 
would rock a baby to sleep. But the midge was drawing as much 
water as the leviathan, and this accounts for the milk fn the vocoanut, 
Somany funny incidents happened on the trip, all good and worth 

recording, that l must reserve them for another article. The brave 
boysreturned without even a rope yarn split or an accident of au. 
kind, I feel proud of them, as well as of the boat, and I tee! confi- 
dent 150. cruisers, like the Floyd. will take the place of coffins, called 
pueres Next season the Delaware River will he well represented 
in two-hand eruisers, The boys are baginnning to see the difverenus 
between a food, honest little boat and #& labh flat down, with ‘see 
saw’ ballast. Wight hundred pounds in the bottom of a 1ift. boat 
menns stubility, power, comfort, and when brought face to face with 
a head wind and sea, speed as wall, A loft, “tuckup” seldom ven- 
tures below Red Bank, and if the wind hauls northeast, the shore is 
strewn with disabled eraft, to gat home as best they may on 6 change 
of wind, while the little 15ft, cruiser goes about her business lke a 
big one. Again I wish to express my hearty approval of the grit and 
pce of two youngsters, novices in fact, who would not submit to 
eing sent into the “vountry to grub.” T have on my desk several 

letters from the lower Delisare, soliciting the lines of a two-hand 
eruiser, and other information relative to the same, He who veads 
Fores! AND StreAsr cannot fail to see the advantage of slicing off 
beam and putting itin depth, I am called a renegads, asnecess!nl 
designer of wile boats drifting off into “foreign fallacies.” Well, let 
me drift. Letme give credit to the two boys, who, m the face of a 
storm, and @ heavy one, put ina week in the lower bay, and returned 
despite all opposition of the elements, bronzed and fat, and as gond- 
looking und as good-natmred as fat. No more sandbagz tossing tor 
them, Yet that was the school they were brought upin, Neyer be- 
fore were they ten miles trom home m a favorite drowning machine, 
Next year the hoys propose to take in the coust and visit New York, 
returning home by tuside ronte. RG, Winns, 
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. 

THE SHARPIE’S DEFECTS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: has 
As Lhave written a good deal in favor of the sharpie, Jet me point 

out the defects I have found. First, deficiency in weatherly yoalities— 
that is, slow work to windward, This we all knew was a drawhack to 
flat-boltom boats, T imagine it is incurable and shows at its worst 4 
sulioouers. Remember, however, that three-quarters of all sailing is 
olf the wind, A worse faultis a want of steadiness in sheering. Olap- 
ham's sharpies yaw ubout so that there 1s no pleasure in handling 
them in ‘heavy weather, and as for steering small\ I never try it that 
am nofuervous. Although Tam as strong in Dry arme as Mosh men 
And use a large-sized wheel, she will sometimes run sway wills mc. 
He does not put any skag on the bottom und uses 6 bad style of rud- 
der, Ave these two thmgs iuevitable? Would not askag steady the 
vessel and yet not prevent Her staying readily? Mr. Pike, the owner 
of the Ellié, had a skag and ordinary vudder put on his sharpie. and 
finds her much improved. Mr. Clapham’s rudder is hung by the head 
alone without shoe or pintals, It binds terribly im the rudder port, 
catches grass, weeds and net lines, and I was a afraid of its fouling 
the tow Atneg in the canal that J bad to haye it specially protectod, 

OO ———— 
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Will Mr, Clapham give us his views on this matter, and the reasons 
for his selecting these two peculiarities of construction whieh have 
so Many chjections and apparently so few advantages? lL intend to 
Alter Weartséase in both particwars this winter unless he can give me 
good reasons to the eonirary. As an old sailor graphically expressed 
it, Hat-botrom boats without a skag “ach foolish.” Th would seem 
that a skage should help a vessel to come about and with the aid 
of a little heard. which of itself alone doés no goo, as T have fully 
proved, ought to steady her in going free. 

Rorert EB. Roosnver, 
|Mr. Roosevelt exverfences confirm all we have urged szainsl 

light dvaft and light displacement. j 

KEBELS BEFORE THE WIND. 

Rditor Forest and Streum: 
Twas clad to see the way you handled that ‘ancient mariner in 

your last issue. These old sulors who.crop up every now ani theo 
with 1h idea that they kmow all about ffi, beeanse they have heen 
ship captains, need to be “sat down upon” in your effective mayner 
Lbsve known wany of that class, and they have as lithle right to 
consider themselves authorities on naval construction as the brick- 
mason lias to Gall himself proficient as an architect, or the driver of 
an ommihus to lay down the law for carriage buiders, One thing 
Seems to have esesped you in the rush of Conyincing evidence you 
prodnoce desing the ancient mariner’s opin‘ons. The deep keel 
rucht is a wien ssferand more agreeibla boat when running in 4 
edvy sea than the shoal centerboard, The latter is given to wild 
yawing, und 7 well remember a fearful night spent on hoard such a 
yessel trying to keep her before the gale and sea, Alter hours of 
auxiety 2 heavy roller lifted her under the quarter and threw her 
clear round info the trough of the sa in a most critical position, with 
rudder-head twisted off, Butfor our pte ie unter the lee of a sancd- 
spit and letling go both anchors, itis dlonbiful whether the yacht or 
her erew would have survived. Next time I go to sea again for 
Pleasure if will he in a deep draft keel hoat. MR 
{We refered to the well-known danger of centerboard vessels off 

the wind, in the following words; ‘Does he know that a centerhoeard 
ig more liable to broach to or to he brought by the lee than a deep 
heeled sbraight-sided vessel, because she (rhe centerboard) is more 
tasily knocked off hy a comber?’ A sailor, who like the ancient 
Marner in question, is not aware Of this danger, is a very poor sailor 
indeei, and not the man to tackle Forms? ann §rream with much 
prospect of suceess,] 

LIGHT DRAFT IN ROUGH WEATHER. 

Hilitor Forest and Stream: 
Treturned a few days ago from a ten days? cruise in the lower Dela- 

ware, Basterly weather for eight dayé. The ron down broail thie 
Wihd was well enough, notwithstanding the storm. The heat home 
Was somermue else, three reefs hauled down, and at limes with the 
jib strapped securely to the bowspril to keep 1h from washing away, 
At the same lime the water was torown clear over the transom like 
rain, wetting the sail to the peak, Ou yacht was 4ft, long over all, 
27it. logdline, 12ft. bin, beam, Draft, forward sin, aft 2lin. With sft. 
befween her main sheet blocks and smooth water she is wouder- 
folly fast, but on the wind and the sea Heavy she thrashes a man’s 
inners almost into a jelly. Like all other shoal wide beats, she is N. 
G, in rough weather. RK, G. Wings. 
PHILADELPAIA, 

THE CAPRICE. 

Eeitoy Forest and Stream: 
The fgures you give in your lastissue indicate an excellent balance 

in hull and rig of this catboat, About three weeks ago I enjoyed a 
cruise in that boat in a steady, light, east wind. We had the sail full 
with wind abeam with the wheel fastened, and sailed over a mile 
wifhont tonehing her and not deviating much from our course, If 
the wind had been stronger she would hayeluffed, butit was just 
light enough to keep her steady. This is good proof of balance, 
We have here in Marblehead a well known little cutter, the Carmita. 
J have seen her owner work her under forestaysail only. She is a. 
good patibern of a safe, speedy, able family or racing bost, such as a 
geutleman with moderate means can enjoy, as it takes buta few 

_ Minutes to get imder way in her, and one man can easily handle her, 
MARBLEHEADER, 

THE CARMITA. 
Editon Forest aul Streanc! 
Referring to small jioats, I think your inquirer, ‘‘Paterfamilias,~” 

would do well to take a look at boats like the Carmita before maling 
up his mind whatto build. She will exactly fill the bill, althougo 
shedrawsdiétt, Tits could be moderated if required, though I think 
it always a pity to cut down a boat's draft. The more she has the 
better ror the boat, but of course if the water istoo shoal, there is 
nothing to do but make the best of it, The Carmits is a small cutter 
built by Keating, of Marblehead. Idoubtif you havein New York 
any shallow boat that can hold her in a light or heavy wind, and she 
is just the boat to back up your line of arguments with, Keating is 
4 Idan with his own ideas, and has made a hit in the Carmita, i 
Boston, SMALL Boar, 

THE BRITISH CRACKS. 

Editor Forest ond Strean: 
During a recent visit, to England [had the good fortune to sée all 

the cracks and raced on Tara, 40 tons, and Freda,20tons. Thelatter 
I liked particularly. Marjorie isfar the handsomest cutter in Wag 
land, but does not seem to be the best size for winning most prizes, 
as she was 100 big For the small ones, and too small for the hig ones, 
With improvements this winter she is likely to be tha fastest copter in 
British water. 

THE ERIE CANAL. 

Ertitor Forest and Stream; 
T notice that your paper, in answer to a correspondent who asks the 

dimensions of the largest yachts whith haye passed through the Brie 
Canal, gives the width of the eleop Atalanta as 22f6. This is an error. 
Her greatest width is 19ff. 2in. ie narrowest lock in the canal is 
17ft, 10m.,s0 that you will see it was a big squeeze to rel even 1{ft, 
2in. through, ORT TACK. 

WITH THE GREATEST OF PLEASURE. 
Editor Forest and Streants 
Ring the death knell of light displacement, and put him in the 

ground with proper honors. New Yorkur. 

WENONAH.—This cutter is ft, loadline. We challenge any per- 
son to produce a sloop of same length with anything like the practi- 
cal availuble accommodations below or on deck, antl will abide by 
the decision of a committee of unprejudiced persons. We further- 
more challenge any unprejudiced person, after an inspection of the 
Wenonah, to say that she is not extraordinarily roomy below ald on 
deck, and the most comfortable yacht of herloadline in America 
And we also challenge any unprejpdiced person to say that We- 
nonah’s saloon has not got all the width, and even more width. than 
is required for the purposes of comfort, and as much ot more than a 
root of similat length would be given by an architect ma luxuri- 
ously appointed house on shore. We challenge any competent judge 
to say thatthe proportions of Wenonuh’s saloon are not far more 
pleasing. home-ike and inviting, than the awkwardly shaped saloons 
of sloops entered irom the cockpit and sprawling out of ating at the 
forward bulkhead, We intend these remarks éspecially for the bene- 
fit of gentlemen aboutto build, Letthem look befora they leap. The 
stories cirenlited about the want of Accommodatious in eutters are 
not only without fommdation in fact but exactly their reverse is the 
wath, And if anybody is stillfoolish ehough to believe the insipid 
drivel retailed about ‘cntters bemg wet,” let him put Capt. Harlow 
under oath. There is nota drier, abler, and more comfortable sea- 
boatafloatin all Americn than the cutter Weoouah. No one need 
accept this, Weonly ask for investigation, That will settle every- 
thing to prea fast enough. With such a fine example of the 
couiser and racer before us. it seems like flying in the face of Proyi- 
dence and common sénse to indilge in the qnaukery of rattletraps 
and hermaphrodites any longer, 

ACCOMMODATIONS OF RACING CUTTHRS.—Considering that 
the new Teen has far more room, light ee aic below than Fanny or 
Gracie, ibis evident the writer of the following in Monday's Au cot 
dis information second-hand, for an inspechon of Teen woul con- 
vance him tothe coutrary: “Both Gracie and Fannie are swift, heau- 
titul, and almost faultless pail machines, on which oo expense has 
been spared to develop speed. They ave handsomely furnished helow 
with accommodations for large parties of guests, something unknown 
in the Bnelish racti& craty, which ere unit for anything but racing." 
HULL ¥.0.—A conmittee of five members, consisting of the com- 

modore, viee-commodore and three others, was appointed to confer 
with other elubson the subject of forming a national yachiimg asso- 
ciation for the purpose of establishing a uniform system of sailing 
regulations und cove of signals. 

KINGSTON ¥.C.—A new club has been organized, and thereby an 
other racing port secured to the yachts making the rounds on Lake 
Ontario. The officers are: Commodore, Dr. Curtis: Vice-Commo- 
dore, Major Fairtlough; Secretary, Alderman Oreegean; Treasurer, 
Mr, T- MeKay Roberson, Measurer, Mr, John Strange; Management 
Committee, Messrs. Clark Hamilton, Geo, Offord, J. G, King, (reo, 
Osborne. Geo. Power, A. Horn mud Jos, Fisher, 

DRAM LD—The centerboard sloop Aeolus, 40.106. loadline, draws aft. 
withoul board. The cutter Mhagel, 40ft. loadline, draws 7.06tt, with 
Keel When the sloop shows énough board to worl with even moder 
Ate sucress, her draft @xceeds thal of the entler, and the sloop 
Aeolus his no more depth than commonly given to able sloops of 
Tioitern construction, The hoist of Aeolus i=88léft., that of the cutter 
only 2686. 

PANNY-—GRACTR,—Thesé two large sloops sailed a match last 
Jaat Tuesday, 17 miles to windwardand return from Sandy Hook, in 
liglit pasterly wind, Gracie held the weather gauze for a time, but 
Fanny drove through her lee, turped Gin. ahead, aud romped home 
as she liked, beating Gracie some 23m. As race was not madein Sh, 
fi7e-sail was ordered, 
INCOMPATIGLE.—This was a fovorite terin a forlnightago. 1b is 

hot quite so fashionable anymore. The boot is on the other leg. 
Ses, cGuiters aré incompatible with our waters. They area tittle too 
‘Ast, p . 

NEW CUTTER. smith, of City Point. is to build a TOL. cutter for 
br. Bryant. He is putting upa shed to build the cutter under cover 
this winter, 

HURON.—This entter will winter af Dorchester. 
Tore lead on her keel. 

She is to have 

answers ta Correspondents. 
— 

Ee~ No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

J. A, L., Yorkville, S, C.—Use the best grades of black powder, 

w. M. B., Ohio.—Thenks for the ecard. We shall soon publish report. 

W, H..8,, Brooklyn.—See our Game Bag anil Gun columns in next 
issue. 

PLN. ., North Caroltina.—Mr. Tallnan's address is No. 6 Frnit 
Street. Worcester. Mass. 

H. W., New York.—We know nothing of the questions; if you will 
repeat them We will reply, 

G. A. R., Cleveland. O—The Ohio game taw, ag printed in our issue 
of Aug, 16, and reprinted in pamphiet form, is correct. 

SEVENAL CORRESPONDENTS. —Consult the *‘Vorgsr AND STREAM Listof 
Open Seasons for Kish and Game,” which we have published expressly 
for the dissemination of information about the game laws, 

R, M. W.. Taylor, Texas.—l have seenon exhibition in San Antonio 
what is called by the exhibitor a “moukey-food owl,’ would like to 
inow the technical name and origin of the bird. Aus. Perhaps the 
barn owl (Alico jlammienus), 

QOup SvurscRiser, Indian Territory.—Where can [ get a cork mat- 
tress? In this out of thé way country we cannot procure anything of 
the kind unless through your paper. Ans. Write to David Kahn- 
Weiler, 120 Center street, N. ¥. . 

&, &. M., Baltimore, Md.—tl, Wdmnilion Science is au Huglish pub- 
lication, probably published in London. 2 We cun supply Coues’s 
“Key” :uid “Check List.” 3. Por taxidermisis’ instruments apply to 
parties who advertise in pur coluimne, 

P, T. B., Montelair, N, J—Can you give any record of « Walter 
Baldwin, of Milinesota, I understand he is the champion wing-shot of 
that State, and has lived 97 Pigeons ont of 100, \whieh I believéto be 
untrue. Ans, We haye not Mr, Baldwin's record. 

A. Sy Port Plain, N, ¥Y.—l hayea gun called the ‘Voleanic,’’ made 
at New Hayen, Conn,, patented in 1854, Where can I get cartridges 
forih? Jf there arenone made, where can get them made? Ans. 
We ‘lo not know where you will procure cartridges. unless of some of 
the large dealers in such goods, 

&., Evie, Penn. —Is the black bass in the painting entitled, “Broke 
Away.’ by Gurdon Trumbull, intended to represent a large ora small 
mouth bass’ There isa copy OFiton page 877 of the Century Maga- 
zine tor July, Aos. Itis probably intended fora smallmouth, but 
is nob drawn in the realisti¢é manner that a naturalist employs, 
Art oa usually “spiritualize’ a fish so much that specific characters 
are lost, 

C. A R, Dover, N. H.—for instructions iu “partridge” (ruffed 
fronse) shooting see the back numbers of this paper, which contain 
inany pages devoted to thatsubject, Read the article on page 12 in our 
issue of Sept. 13, 1888. Books treating on this are: Bogardus’s ‘Field, 
Cover and ‘Trap Shooting; Chipmunk’s ** Wing Shooting:”’ Hallock's 
“Sportsman's Gazetteer.’ For prices, ete. see our advertising 
eolunans. 

ALE. P.. Newark, N. J.—The 30in, barrel may shoot better than the 
28in. one, hot the difference will be inconsiderable. The two guns, 
other things heing equal, will do practically the same execution, As 
there is 4 wide difference in the performance even of guns which are 
ag nearly similar as the manufacturer's art can make them, you may 
find by practical test in this particular thaf the 25in. gun will out- 
shoot the other. ” 

G. A. F., Warrentown, N-C,—1. Youshould use shell that in length 
fits the chamber of the gun; a short shell will not give such good 
work. You can best determime proper load for your gun by experi- 
menting for pattern and penetration, A light charge will prove more 
acrecable than 4 heavy one. and will do equally good execution, For 
quail shooting, 12-hore, 6-Ibs, gun, try ddrs. powder, loz, No. & shot 
and vary charge until you get it just right. 

J. W. T., N. B.. Conn 1. Can the helgramites be found in Northern 
Maine? 2, In how small and what kind of streams, ¢. e., muddy or 
rocky? 8, Whatis the best way to Gateh them? 4. What is the bes 
mouein wax or cement to use On thread to wind snells on hooks and 
repair rads? Ans, 1, Perhapsso, We cannot say; look under stones 
in rapid brooks. 2, Neverinimud. 3, Liftup stones in switt streams 
and have alanding net below to catch the larva. 4, Wind a snell 
wee shosmakers wax and use glue for rods, cover the latter with 
Shea. 

Amateur, Augusta, Ga,—Can you tell an amateur sportsman the 
right proportion of powder and shot to use in a 12-gaugce breech- 
loading pun? Some use drs. to 1 ounce; dladrs, to 144; Bladrs. to 114; 
ddrs, to 14j, and so on, Giye me the exact proportions. Ans. We 
cannof give you an-exact proportion with the assurance that it would 
he the very best load for any partiewlar gun, One load may be just 
right for one ful. hut not for another; thus while in 12-ganges it is 
eustomary to use, as you say, from 1 ounce to 134 or 134 ounce shot, 
jn one 12-gunge pun we have demonstrated that with a charge of only 
7% ounce shol, (2drs. powder) we can gel better execution than with 
any other charge. ‘try your gun ata target for pattern arid penetra- 
tion; yary the loads, and determine what is right. 

Braps, Hast Union, Minn.—Books on birds are: Baird, Brewer and 
Ridgway; ‘History of North American Birds” (3 Vols., including only 
the ‘Land Birtis,""so called), Washington, 1874. (A fourth volume 
devoted tu the-Water Birds” was to have completed this work, but 
the cost proving greater than was éxpected, it has never been issued. 
We haverndérstiod that efforts haye been made to print the fourth 
volume by private subscription, and trust they may be successful.) 
Cones: “Kay to North American Birds,” Naturalist’s Agency, Salem, 
Mass., 1872 (Indispensable tothe ornithologist or collector), Coues: 
“Birds of the Northwest, 1674, Washington, D. C., Government 
Printing Office, Cowes; “Birds of the Colorado Valley."* part 1,Wash- 
ington, 1878. Government Printing Office. Qooper: ‘-Ornichology of 
California.” edited by $, F. Baird, Vol.T., “Land Birds,” University 
Pitese, Cambridge, Mass., 1870. (Only o1c volume issued). Stearns: 
*“‘Wew England Bird Life,” 

Carts, Chicago, Dl—Where cat 1 get chart of Plorida coast? 
Ans. For your benefit we repeat from our issue of May 17, 1443: The 
U. 5. Coast Survey charts are the cheapest and best. ‘Thay are to be 
had of agents in all the larger seabort cities: Eggert’s, 74 Wall street, 
New York; 1. Thaxter & Son, No. 125 State streef, Boston; Wim. 
Senter & Co,, No, 54 Exchange place, Portland, Me.: Riggs Bros., No. 
221 Walnut street, Philadelphia, Pa., and uf dealers in nantical goods 
generally, The charts are of two classes—preliminary and finished, 
They differ only in amount, and not in degree of accuracy of the 
information giyen. Four different varieties of charts are published: 
Sailing charts on a scale of 1-1,200.0U0, five of which cover the Arlantic 
and six the Pacific oceans, with sub-charts on Jargér seales of the 
principal harbors; general charts of the coast, scales of 1-400,000 and 
1-200,000, giving the shore line and principal features, there being six- 
tea 1o the Athintie aud twelve to Pacific coasts; coast charts, scale 
of 1-50,000 (9-10in. to a Mantical mile), giving every natal and arti- 
ficial feature for several miles inland; and finally charts of Harbors, 
bays, rivers and sketehes of local dangers, on various seales, 

STALKING BUCKS BY SQUASH LIGHT. 

[Correspondence of the Evening Post.| 

AKE UTOWANA, Adirofidacks, Oct. 1.—'We'ra about 
half way,” said the guide, unloading himself of a canbe, 

a rifle, a patent-applied-for jacklight, consisting of a squash 
and seyeral other articles, and throwing himself mwpon the 
grass of the overgrown carry, ‘!And,” he continued, “T want 
to let up right here and tell ye about the last time I trod this 
‘ere old carry, Lord bless it!” he added, looking around anc 
nodding at the limbs and treesasif they knew him. “The 
old plate seems jest like hometo me. D'ye know sir,” he 
continued, ‘It’s great blessing for a man to he able to haye 
that quiet feeling of peace like steal over ye, and haive it nat?- 
ralto feel thankiul every time ye look at the trees and the 
hills? Now Pm a poor man; might say I ain't worth a dollar 
in the world, but I’m rich in appreciatin’ that T have got 
health, easy conscience, and the privilege of enjoying life. 

“—Dye ever have that kind 0’ bustin’ feelin’ when ye see some 
wonderful sight way off in the city, which I've only heard tell 
on?—nevyer was there. Well, I feel sont of so when I get out 
in the woods. Inshort, to come to the p'int, 'm one of the 
thankful kind. 
“Thad a chap onet, or leastwise he had me. I was guiding 

forhim, He was what they call an infidel, I reckon; didn't 
believe nuthing;, didn’t see anything in anything, Well, that 
poor cuss—and I'm not speaking figeeratively when Tsay poor, 
for he lived on his money—he talked to meall one night, 
argying how religion wasiall stuff. 

“This chap had the greatest lay-out you ever see, He had a 
gun that didn’t have no hammer, cost $400, so he said, and his 
rig was sartin fine—so fine he was afraid toset anywhere. 
Well, we miade a camp about here, and I had a rousing fre, 
and we sat around after taking a munch of suthing. Af last 
he gits up and says he'd take a walk about and look up a pan- 
ther, it being moonlight. Sol says, ‘Allright,’ knowing he 
was all right, as there wasn’t a panther within six miles that [ 
knowed on. Off he goes, the $400 shooter on his arm, Well,” 
and here the old gnide laughed loud and heartily, ‘“‘T was puff- 
ing wway, thinking ofmy gal and old woman up at Saranac, 
when Theard the awfillest yell ye ever heard, and suthing 
come rushing through the. brush, over logs, a-goin’ down, then 
up, and smothering inthe moss, At first I thought a buck 
had gone mad and was rushin’ down on us, but the next 
minute this ‘ere sportin’ chap come in head on and 
fell all of a heap. Scart! Well, if he hadn't been 
a tow-head, | daresay his hair’d been white. ‘What's 
after ye? says I. For a minute he couldn't say 
a word; thea he gasped out, ‘Ghosts!’ Well he swore he'd 
seen one ten foot high, and when he sapy it first it was waying 
back and forth, and it started after him, and he left, dropping 
gun, hat, and one moccasin, and reached camp as I said. t 
eouldn’t get him to pe back, sol started myself, and abont a 
thousand yards off IT kem to a clearin’, and I'm blessed if it 
wasn’t there, and kind o’skeery for a gree hand. It was 
a piller of light some six foot high, wayin’ about. dancing fhis 
way and that, and rising and falling. But I'd seen 'em before. 
Ghost? Sartin, the ghost of adead cow that had wandered 
into the wood, got stuck, and died, and the light was this ere 
rignus fatus, or whatever they call it, The next day we 
went over his trail and picked up his property, ‘and when L 
slowed irim the cow he was that took down you,da laughed.” 
And the old man slung his canoe on his showlder and we 
pushed on through the carry to the pond, just back of which 
we found the rest of the party in camp, a rousing fire, and a 
spread of spruce and fir limbs—a right royal couch, 
-“Got that jack patented. Amos?” asked a guide, as that 

person was fixing a candle within the squash that, hollowed 
out, showed comical eyes, nose, and mouth, 
‘You boys make fun o) this jack.” was the reply, ‘‘bwt it?s 

hothered more deer than any of yerftancy fandangles; and,” 
he added, as the Indicrous object was placedin the canoe on 
the lake, “I’m ready to test her.” 
Later the writer and Amos shoved off into the dark water. 

The silence was unbroken, the old guide’s puddling being so 
perfect that the paddle went into the Water and out with 
hardly a perceptible sound; the gentle ripples-as the canoe cut 
the water or the faint splash of an overturned lily-pad aloue 
reached the ear. Slowly the canoe skirted the dim shore, the 
jack-light casting its curious glare ahead, Suddenly came-a 
hiss from the paddler, and ahead, looming out of the darkness, 
appeared the ghostly form of an animal seemingly as large as 
an ox, The writer, wha had been initiated, escaped the 
feyer; a blinding flasn, followed bya cannonade of echoes that 
brought cries from the birds, a thundering splash, and a few 
strokes of the paddle brought us alongside of a dead buck, 
“Dead as a door-nail—right through the heart, just where 

you thought of,’ said Amos, in admiration; and the expert, 
who had aimed for the animal's head as an experiment in 
night shooting, wisely kept silent, and an hour later the buck 
was in camp—rigid testimony to the yirtues of the Amos 
patent squash light. 
“These ‘ere flash locomotive patent jacks is all right,” said 

Amos, “for poor shots what wants to paralyze a critter, and 
hold him down so you Ein git yer muzzle in his ear: but for 
long-distance shooting, give me my own fixin’. I jest want to 
hold the eritter’s notice till I kin make head from tail—it gives 
the animal a chance.” 

**Phis is an old feller,” said one of the men, pointing to the 
broken antlers; “he’s done some battling in his day, Lreckon. 
Tf I hed all the curious horns I've seen in thirty years it would 
be a show, and no mistake. Ye see, bucks are always fightin’, 
and sometimes they rush together; the horns snap im, and 
nothin’ can part ‘em; and so they stand till they die, anc years 
alter the heads is picked up,” 
“Tyas cuttin’ some timber once up back of Merwin’s,” ha 

continued, “and found a buck skull sticking into a big tree, 
the horns and part of the skull buriedintoit, Ireekoned that 
the buck had jammed into the tree and gotstuck and died, 
and the tree gradually growed over it and in time would have 
covered it. Down to the mill at Little Falls a man told me the 
Saw stopped once, and they found a horn completely buried 
in the wood. Several years ago old Ramsey, of St. Regis, 
spread a yarn that he see a buck with an animal cn its horns, 
and soon after some one else saw it, but couldn't near it. A 
year after, though, a buck was shot, and when they got him 
in on one of the horns was a wildcat skull, the horn stickin’ 
right square through the forehead of the cat, so't he must hey 
jammed right through its brains, Is’pose they got fpltin’ 
and the buek warmed the cat and couldn't pit clear, so carried 
her about on its horns fill she fell off all bnt the head—kind of 
a warnin’ to the rest, I reckon.” ; H. 

ALASKAN EXPLORATION.—San Francisco, Cal., Oct. .-- 
Lieut, Schywatka, of arctic fame, who, with his party, was 
picked up by Lieut. Ray at St. Michaels, speaking of his trip 
up the Yukon River, Alaska, says they started from Port Van- 
vouyer, Washington Territory. on Maly 21, bem detailed by 
Gen, Miles, commanding the Department of Columbia, to 
make an exploration of the yalley of the Yukon. He traveled 
2,800 miles overland, reaching the headwaters of the river, 
where they constructed a ratt of logs to navigate the stream 
to its touth. They procured a erew of six Indians and pro- 
ceeded down the gradually increasing stream within 25l) miles 
of Fort Chileat, when rapids were encountered, Down them 
the Indians refused to. 20, and attempted to foree the alt 
ashore. Scehwatka, in order to-stippress the mutiny, opened 
fire on the Indians, killing three, when the others sulnnitted, 
and the rapids were run, The voyage on the raft was 1,2) 
miles, From the mouth of the Yukon they proceeded to St. 
Michaels, where they boarded the Ley for this port. 

A box turtle was captured in Collinsville, Conn., a few days 
since bearing on the shell this mark: ‘D. Dyer, 1442.7 
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—THE MILD POWER CURES.— 

UMPHREYS’ 
OMEOPATHIC 

SPECIFICS. 
Tn use 30 years,—Each number the <pectal pre- 
scription of an eminent pliysician.—The only 
Simple, Safe and Sure Medicines for the pople 
LIS PRINCIPAL NOS, CURES, PRICE. 

. Feyers, Congestion, Inflamations,.... .26 
2. Worms, Worm Fever, Worm Colic,.. .25 
3. Crying Colic, or Teething of Infants ,25 

. Diarrhen of Children or Adults...... .25 

. Dysentary, Griping, Billious Co! 25 

. Cholera Morbus, Vomiting,.. 25 

. Coughs, Cold, Bronchitis,............. 25 
Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceuche,.... .25 
Hendaches, Sick Headaches, Vertigo .25 
Dyspepsia, Billious Stomach... 
Sump reread or Painful Periods 
Whites, too Profuse Feriods,.... 
Croup, Cough, Difficult Breathing,... ~ 
Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Eruptions, .25 
Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains,.. . .25 
Fever and Ague, Chill, Fever, Agues 
Piles, Blind or Bleedin 
Catarrh, acnte or chronic; Influenz 

. Whooping Congh, violent congh: 
. General Dehbility, Physical Weak: 
Kidney Disense 

- Nervous Debility,. 
Urinary Weakness 

- Disease of the Hear 

| | 
Vetting t 
eeRt ation, Rob-aedshed-<leiertmpal rally tee LP BOINESEI Tams! 

(144 pages), also Iilustrated Catalogue FREE. 
Add FAC-SIMILE OF No, 4. 

“THE IMBRIE” 

LACK BASS REEL, 
PATENT COMPENSATING ACTION, 

By which more than one-half the friction (necessary to all other reels) 

is obyiated, Multiplies twice and has adjustable click, 

WE MAKE FOUR SIZES 
NG sIEL LEE nb b nnd eee 200yds. 
NGS Wis SA notae tee et 150 yds. 

OF THIS REEL: 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a 
full line of our goods will not be filled at any price, 

5 

None Genuine without the name of 

“ABBEY & IMBRIE, N. Y.,” 
Stamped on Dise, 

SAS. EF. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Eine Fishing Tack le. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
180ft,, $1.50; 240ft., $1.75; BO0ft., $2.00; 450£t., $2.25; G00ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
25 cts. extra; nickel plated; 50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; S0yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts, extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks. 
Single gut. 12 cts, per doz,; double, 20 cts, per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz.; put up one-half dozen in a 
ackage. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. 1yd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 
wisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 ets, 

Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5. Trout and Black Bass 
Fly Rods, 10ft. long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. | 

Send stamp for Samples of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or stamp, 
catalogue. 

Established 20 years, Open Evenings, J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Pustian and Corduroy. 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THIS 
Is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 

has seyen pockets and game pockets. It is of strong 

material, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a 

successfu: day without losing a hair or feather. It can 

be worn over or under an ordinary coat, We will mail it 

to you for $2.00, Send breast measure. 

PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft,, $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

180ft., $1.50; 2404 $1.70; 300ft., $1.95; 450ft, $2.20; sOOft. $2.40; T50ft., $2.60; 900ft., $2.80. Nickel plaiting 
and Drags extra, Brass Click Reels, 25yds,. 60 cts.; 40yds,, 75 cts.; 60yds., 85 cts.; Byds., $1.00. Kiffe’s 
Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen. Sneck Bent and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. perdoz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 
20 cts. per doz. Single Gut Trout aud Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds. 10 cts,; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.: 4 length, 10 cts.; treble, 3 length, 10 ets.; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heavy 
4-ply, 4 length, 25 cts. Trout Flies, 50 ets, per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black 
Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 
to $15.50. Also a large assortment of Sporting Goods at proportionate prices. Samples of our goods 
sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money, postage stamps or money order. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 4 

HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N, Y. 

Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall. OPEN EVENINGS. 

ANGLING TALKS: 
BEING THE 

Winter Talks on Summer Pastimes 
Contributed to the FoREsT anp STREAM 

GHEORGEH DAWSON. 

CONTENTS: 

By 

About some Distinguished Anglers of our Time, 
About Salmon Fishing. 

Salmon and Sea Trout Haunts and Habits, 
A Memory, Several Relevant Topics, 

Reminiscences, Angling Mishaps, 
Odds and Ends. 

Simple Wise Men, 
About Bass, 

About Grayling, 

Extract from the Preface: 

“The “Talks? attracted wide attention at the time of their publication in the angling columns of the 

Forest AND STREAM, and were received with very cordial appreciation. It is thought that their collec- 

{ion into the present more permanent form will preye acceptable. These ‘Talks’ are brimful of manly, 

wholesome sentiment; there is ia them all not a particle of cant. Their sincerity and overflowing spirit 

at once win the reader, and he perforce shares the author’s enthusiasm. The e' ect is magical, like that 

of the mimic players in Xenophon’s Memorabilia; he who reads, if he be an angler. must go a-fishing; 

and if he be not, straightway then must he become one.”’ 

Limp Cloth, 78 Pages, sent postpaid on receipt of price, 50 Cents. 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 39 Park Row, N. ¥. 

Trout Flies, 60 cts, per doz. Black Bass | 

rs WN OO CH ’s 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers, Can be re- 
loaded as often as any of the thicker makes. Cost only about half as 
much. Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and closer, and 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside diameter is 
ney two gauges larger, Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 
sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged, 
The crimping tool also acts as a reducer, an advantage which will be ap- 
preciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed (without 
charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 
only, (2,000), and crimpers not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO,, 
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 

101 & 103 Duane Street, - New Work. 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass. Agent for New England States 

Register your dog in the “AMERICAN 

KENNEL REGISTER,” and train him 

according to the precepts laid down in 

Hammond's “Training vs. Breaking.”” The 

“Register” is published every month; and 

new editions of the “Training vs. Breaking” 

are issued from time to time to supply the 

demand, 

Danz’ New Pat. Decoy Duck 
This isa double folding decoy, consisting of two 

metal profiles precisely alike, hinged to either side of 
a flat wooden float. One of these acts asa keel to 

ae . ==, hold the decoy upright, but if it fee tipped over, as 
7 —S both sides are alike,no harm results. 
—_ I We also make to order the double decoy with differ- 

ent profiles on opposite sides of the float; say a mal- 
lard on one side and canvas back ontheother. Soyou 
have two dozen ducks for the price of one dozen. 
Sportsmen who have tried this pronounce it “The 

Decoy of the fubure.’’ Its excellence is so apparent, 
we now make no other styles, A large variety always 
on hand. includmg Mallard, Teal, Red Head, Canyas 
Back, Blue Bill, ete. 

PROFILE AND COMBINED GEESE ALWAYS IN STOCK, 
PRICE LIST, 

Ducks, either, style, with cord and anchor, complete. 2s. .:....5 pe-2-4y-eper doz., $12 00 
Geese, for stubble shooting...........-...++2eee ese ee ee os That sages We eee) 
Geese, combined for land or water shooting.....-...............0010 05 oe 24 00 

Fifteen per cent. disconnt where onr goods are not un sale. 

For Circulars and Terms to Dealers, address 

HORNE & DANZ, 
Sole Manufacturers. 

‘ 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

TRE Forrest AND STREAM is the recognized medium of entertain- 

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen, 

Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 

garded. No name will be published except with writer’s consent. 

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

months; to a club of three annua subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

Canadas. On sale by the American Wxchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

London, England. Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

find twelve months. Reading notices $1.00 per line. Hight words 

to the line, twelve lines to oneinch. Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

Transient advertisements must inyariably be accompanied by the 

money or they will not be inserted. 
Address all communications, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

Nos. 39 anp 40 Park Row. New York Crry. 
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OONTENTS. 
EDITORIAL. FISHCULTURE, : 
A Quail Club. Salt-Water Hatchery at Cold 

Spring Harbor. 
Tre KENNEL. 
Bench Shows. 
The Kennel Hospital, 
Louisyille Beneh Show. 
Kennel Management. 
Kennel Notes. 

RIFLE AND TRAP SHOOTING, 
Range and Gallery. 
Boston Fall Meeting. 

Good and Bad Marksmanship. 
A Load of Meat, 

THe SPORTSMAN TOURIST. 
The Office Fly's Mission. . 
Down in Bermuda. 
My First Velveteen. 
Among the Big Trees. 

Natorab History. 
An Amateur Animal Trainer. 
Otago Acclimatization Society. 
The Birds of Prospeet Park. The Trap. 

Game Bac anp Guy, Sparrow Trap Shooting. 
Open Season for Quail Shooting. | CANorrNG. 

That A, C. A. Camp. 
The Perfect Canoe. 
Winter Work. 

YACHTING. 
The Business of a National 
Yachting Association. 

Narrow Beam in a Heavy Gale. 
Wanted, an Exhibition. 
Fabrications Corrected, 
A Sample Critic. 
An “All-Round” Boat. 
A Terrible Indictment, 
The Late R. C. Y. C, Match, 
Thrashed in a Seaway. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Notes From Syracuse. 
Virginia Quail and Foxes. 
Gun, Dog and Canoe. 
Professional Men and Game, 
Silver Spring Woods. 
Maine Game. 
A Hint for State Associations, 
Winter Sport in Yucatan, 
Fun on Rich Mountain. 

Sra anp River FIsHine. 
Tidings from ‘the Kingfishers.” 
Reel Plates. 
Capture of the Tarpon, 
The Anglers’ Tournament. 
London Exhibition Awards, 

Withits compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 
of twenty-eight pages this jowrnal furnishes each week a larger 
amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 
kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contained in all other 
American publications put together. 

GOOD AND BAD MARKSMANSHIP. 

HW YORK hada capital short-range shooting match 
on Tuesday morning last. Two burglars met in a 

noted resort for the higher class of criminals, opened a fu- 

silade on each other, and in a few seconds the world in gen- 

eral, and this city in particular, was rid of two of its most 

dangerous citizens. It was rapidity firing of the finest sort, 
No ‘Are you ready? Fire. One, two, three,” formality; 

ho dispute about terms; no growling over adverse weather 
conditions, but simple marksmanship, and when the referee, 

represented by a police captain, looked over the field, he re- 
ported two dead birds, ‘There was one lost bird in the per- 

son of another burglar, who ought to have fallen, but did 

not. Still the shooting match onthe whole was a grand 
success, and we hope to see a series of such matches started 

as a weekly metropolitan festivity, kept up until that supply 
of targets gives out. 

A special feature of this event and one which compels our 

admiratiou was the nice discrimination shown by the marks- 
men, One of the birds dropped with a bullet through his 

ear, the other had a bullet through his heart. Could any- 

thing be neater or more exact? There was no mangling of 
the game; no infliction of unnecessary pain; no display of 

wild animus; no need of outside scouts, but the match was a 
perfect go-as-you-please, illustrated by experts of the first 
order. 

The day before, and in this same great city, with its mil- 
lion and & quarter bustling folks, there was another shooting 

‘match. A Texan steer, with horns haying a sweep of five 
feet, and a flank as broad as a church door, trotted away 

from a kerd and took a browsing period in one of the smaller 

-city parks. The ineyiluble smal] boy was there and irritated 
the stranger brute. In a trice he had cleared the area of its 
tramps, its nursemaids, and its paid guardians, With shut 
vates and a high iron fence the visitor from the Southwest 

was securely corraled. Then from safe points a half dozen 

policemen opened the batteries of their small armsupon him. 

Of course he was not hit, and the only strange part of this 
eyent is that no innocent passers-by, suffered. The bullock 
walked up to the fence and Jooked his would-be, but in- 

capable, slaughterers {full in the face. They seized the 
chance, fired, and failed to hit. He walked away, giving 

them a fine flank target. More rounds, more rash burning 

of powder, more failure; and so for an hour, until having 

wondered and wondered while a half hundred bullets 
whistled by him, be submitted to a yoking and was led 

away to the shambles. 
Perhaps some casuist, who can fathom the inscrutable, 

may be able to tell us why it is that burglars are permitted 
to shoot so well and policemen so poorly; why it is that two 

men in a dim dive may dance about, dodging and firing, and 

yet each pick out a vital spot in his antagonist, while adozen 

policemen who are required to carry weapons, and are paid 
by the public to be proficient in their use, cannot, under the 

sunlight-of mid-day, hit and bring down a peaceful bovine. 
It may be that there is a deep principle of right behind these 
two occurrences, but there seems to us something very much 

awry, when law-breakers are so skillful and law-detenders so 

helpless. Still, upon the whole, if we can only repeat these 

happenings until all the burglars are dead, we shall be satis- 

fied to see all the bulls live on. So we ery encore! encore! 

A QUAIL CLUB. 

FY HE burning question of the hour with afew thousands 

of individuals is, Where can I get some quail shooting? 

It is not always easy to find an answer. To refer an anxious 
inquirer to North Carolina is simple; but North Carolina 

contains seyeral thousands of square miles, and the game- 
seeker will be satisfied with nothing less than the name of 
town, hotel, individual land proprietor and the particular 

corner of the pea field where the birds will surely be found, 

He has no time to spend in looking for a good shooting 

ground; his vacation is too short for that. When shooting 

grounds are im such constant demand it is a wonder that 

more pains are not taken by both sportsmen and proprietors 

of farms to preserve the game supply on certain lands for 

the pleasure of the shooter and the emolument of the farmer. 

There is nothing to prevent a wide-awake man from making 
the quail] on his premises yield him a pecuniary return. In 

estimating his crops, it might be well worth the while to 

reckon in with others the quail harvest. The co-operation 

of farmer and sportsman for the advantage of each, would 

go far toward a solution of the knotty problem which yexes 

the would be quail shooter. 

The scheme of a quail supply protected by the farmer for 

the sportsman is a perfectly feasible one; indeed it has been 

to a limited extent put into actual practice in New Jersey, 
Connecticut and other States. The results haye been such 

as to warrant the adoption of the plan on a large scale. We 

suggest for the consideration of quail-ground seekers that 
they take measures to insure good shooting by securing the 

protection of tracts of land. There are certain sections of 
country which are natural quail grounds; for example in the 

State already named, North Carolina. A club of sportsmen, 
by joining in the expense of the undertaking, could, ata 
yery reasonable cost to each individual, secure the exclusive 
privilege of shooting over a number of adjoining farms. 

This privilege could be rented for a term of yearsat so much 
peracre, Then the proprietors of the farms should be en- 

couraged to take some active interest in the protection of the 
birds, to which end a payment should be made to them on 
whatever basis might be agreed upon; for instance, so much 

for every covey exhibited at some fixed time of inspection, 
something as the grouse are paid for on the moors of Scot- 
land. This would encourage each one of the proprietors of 

the reseryed land to make some provision for the birds’ food 

and shelter in cold weather, to kill off the yermin, hawks, 

cats, etc., and in gencral to conserve in eyery way possible 
the game supply. 

We are quite fully convinced of the wisdom of such 
effort on the part of shooting men. Suitable territories of 

game ground are easily to be found, and there would he no 
difficulty in securing members to fill such a club. 

There need be no great expense attached to such an enter- 

prise. A clubhouse could be built if the members so 
desired; or if not, board could be had at the village hotel or 

elsewhere. A well behaved club of gentlemen would be 
welcomed by the residents of the section, and the social 
features of such an established rendezvous would be most 
pleasant. : 

To be successful a elub of this character should be made 

up, in large part at least, of men who are previously known 

to each other, and the financial management ought to be 

intrusted to some one who will haye the confidence of the 

rest. With discretion in the selection of membersand mana- 

gers, the future harmony of the club will be preserved from 

the wreck that is so often made when strangers join in such 

enterprises. 

The money expended in the leasing and protection of game 

country will bring a more satisfactory return than the same 

sum putinto railroad tickets and hotel bills while on a wild 
goose chase, and a return via the city market. 

THE FLY-CASTING TOURNAMENT. 

i De visitors from abroad who attended the fly-casting 
tournament at Central Park yesterday and the day 

before, probably had their eyes opened a wee bit. It will be 
remembered that our friends over the water were inclined to 

discredit the accuracy of the reports of the previous tourna- 
ment. They thought that the cunning of American anglers 

was not quite equal to casting the artificial fly to the distance 
of eighty-two feet on the placid Harlem Mere. Last Tues- 
day Mr. H. W. Hawes cast, in the expert class, eighty-five 

feet. Other scores show a corresponding raising of the 
record. 

The weather was all that could be asked for—bright, sun- 

shiny days, the air cool and crisp, ‘There was an eddy of 

wind on Tuesday which caught the ends of the lines and 
veered them about, but it blew across the range, and not in 

the face of the casters. 
The attendance was larger than that of last year; several 

ladies graced the meet with their presence. The display of 

skill by amateurs and experts was well worth going to see, 
A meeting of the National Rod and Reel Association was 

held at the Metropolitan Hotel Tuesday evening. The sub- 

ject of reel-plates and reel-seats was discussed. A commit- 

tee, consisting of three members from each class of angling— 
trout, bass and salmon—were appointed to confer with the 
ree] manufacturers. 

The officers of the Association for the ensuing year are: 
Francis Endicott, President; Fred Mather, Secretary ; James 

L. Vallotton, Treasurer. 

The scores are given in our angling columns, 

Tue “Sarry Gamp.”—The little canoe made famous by 

*‘Nessmnk’s” cruise through the Adirondacks, has found a 
resting place. Mr. Rushton forwarded the boat last week, 

and she is now ‘‘laying up” in the Formsr anp STREAM 

office, where she is daily a subject of wonder and admiration, 

The ‘‘Sairy Gamp” is a very small craft; just how tiny and 

fragile is not to be fully appreciated without seeing her, 

Barring the peanut shell in which the three wise men of the 

nursery rhyme went to sea, ‘“‘Nessmuk’s” canoe is the 
lightest boat on record; certainly she is the lightest canoe 

ever constructed for practical service. She is built of cedar, 
measures 9 feet in length oyer aJl, 26 inches wide on top, 
12 inches high at the ends, 9 inches from top of gunwale to 
bottom of keel amidships. When new she weighed 104 
pounds, and after a season’s use 11 pounds. She is an ex- 

ample of what can be done with very light material and 

thoroughly good fastenings, The ‘‘Sairy Gamp” is now on 

exhibition; our readers are invited to call and inspect the 
craft. 

- 

Currprs.—It has already been conceded by all persons 

that cutters are faster than sloopsin light weather. Their 

performance in a sea, however, has been doubted in conse- 
quence of strangely erroneous impressions derived from the 

Newport races in August, when Bedouin snapped her boom 

and Wenonah found her mast too weak. What should have 
been attributed to accident only, has been eagerly distorted 

into a defeat of the cutter upon their merits. The race on 
Tuesday between the cutters Bedouin and the sloop Gracie 
has created a complete reversal of public opinion. Cutters 

are now conceded on all sides to be equally as much superior 
to sloops in strong winds and sea as in mild weather. 

A Sure Curn.—tlIf the game laws do not enforce them- 

selves, tmmker them up at the next meeting of the Legislature. 

If after that they fail to work automatically, tinker them 

again next year. 

THERE Is A VAsT Distroyction between a “‘sporting man” ; s 
and a sportsman, and between a “sporting” paper and a 

Sportsman’s paper. 

CORRESPONDENTS ARE RESPECTFULLY REQUESTED (0 
write on one side of the paper only. 
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A LOAD OF MEAT, 

§ a sim was just showing his face above the eastern 
horizon, and all the broad valley was flooded with yellow 

light. Behind cach little bunch of sage brush, even though 

it was only afew inches in height, lay a long shadow, while 
those of the larger bushes were broad and extended as if 
cast by great trees, Down on the prairie toward the Muddy, 
i band of antelope were feeding, undisturbed by the prox. 

imity of the ranch, from whose door they ‘were distant less 
than a rifle shot. The hens had descended from their perches, 

and were picking about the stable door, or squabbling with the 
blackbirds over an elk leg, lying on the grass near the corner of 

the house, from which the meat had all been cut. Down in 

the buck pen the rams stood by thebars, waiting for them to 
be let down, so that they might start for the hills, Tar off, 
on the mountain side, were a cluster of dark objects in ray-id 

motion—the horses—and behind them the herder, dash- 

ing from side to side on his fleet pony, and urging on the 

baud toward the corral, Soon the dvor of the house opened, 

and one after another, disheveled individuals appeared, went 

through their ablutions, and re-entered the house, The band 

of horses came thundering along over the prairie, and 

crowded into the corral. The bars were pul up, and the 

herder unsaddled and went in to ect his breakfast. 

Two of the boys bad heen ordered by the boss to go hunt- 

ing, for the ranch was out of meat. As soon as breakfast 

was over, Grizzly Jake and the Scout went down to the 

corral, and roping the Bell mare and Old Roaney, saddled up 
and started for the hills, Bellis a beautiful brown Ameri- 

can mare, swift as the wind and gentle asa dog, She delights 

in hunting above everything, You can leave her on a hill- 
side and go off and hunt for hours, and on your return she 

will be found quietly feeding just where you left her. If 

you ride suddenly on game and jump off to shoot, she 

watches the effect of your shot with the greatest interest, 

and she has been known to run away with her rider, and 

not stop until she had carried him into the very midst of a 

herd of fleeing elk. Although she takes such pleasures in 

the chase, she is not without certain feminine foibles. For 

example, if you have killed an antelope or a deer and ride 

her up to it, she will pretend to feel the greatest alarm, and 

will snort and curb her neck as if she had never smelled 

blood before. But if you pay no attention to this little affecta- 

tion, she goes to feeding, and when you have butchered and 

lead her up to the meat to liftit on her back, she pays no 
more attention to it than if it were a saddle. She will carry 
an clk into camp with the greatest ease, and she rarely goes 

hunting without returning with a load of meat. Roaney is, 

as hername implies, roan in color. She isan easy-riding 
mare, old enough to vote, and grave and dignified as becontes 

the mother of many colts. She, too, isa good hunting horse, 

steady and careful, and always willing to carry her load of 

meat. 
There is a trail up the mountain side behind the house, 

which is the shovtest way into the hills, but as the men had 

been chopping there for several days, it was thought better | 

to keep along the foot of the hills for four or five miles as, 
far as the point of the mountain, where another trail ascends 

by a pradual slope up to the rolling plateau two thousand 

feet above the vailey, from which rise again higher peaks of 
rough granite. So the men started off north, keeping pretty 
well away from the hills, so as to avoid the steep vidges 
which run down to the valley, and are strewn with great 

blocks of stone which in past ages have tumbled down 

{rom the cliffs above. As they crossed the upper end of the 

broad hay meadow which stretches up from the blue lake on 

whose surface rode great valts of ducks, half a dozen Wil- 

son’s snipe were startled from among the short grass by the 

heavy tread of the horses, and darted away, uttering, as they 

flew, their curious, sqiteaking ery of alarm. Up toward the 

head of the yalley the riders’ eyes caught the distant forms 

of fifteen or twenty antelopes which were there feeding on 
the tender grass. They are never shot af so close 

to the house, and so manifest no alirm at the approach 

of the horsemen, only walking up to the top of 
the bluff and scrutinizing them as they pass by. Down at 

the edges of each little valley which they crossed, broods of 

gage hens were encountered, and sometimes, if the horses 

walked into their very midst, two or three of them took to 

flight rather than wait to bestepped on, Usually, however, 

they merely stalked slowly to one side and paid no atten- 

tion whatever to men or hurses, They are generally ex- 
tremely tame and unsuspicious, and often a brood will walk 
along unconcernedly in front of a man who is shooting at 

them with rifle or pistol until half their number have fallen. 
The jack rabbits, foo, are very tame here, and hop off very 

delihevately if the horses disturb them, or sometimes scramble 

quickly to one side a few feet and then crouch flat on the 
ground, from which their gray backs can scarcely be dis- 

tinguished. They are extremely abundant in this valley, a 

fact which is, in part, accounted for by the almost entire 

absence of wolves, which prey very largely on rabbits. It 

will be observed throughout the West that where coyotes and 
gray wolves are few in number, jack rabbits and cotton-tails 

are abundant, und conversely, where rabbits are seldom seen 

wolves are numerous. 
Keeping along ihe foot of the mountain, and crossing the 

dozen little willow-fringed streams of clear water which flow 

down from the heights, the two hunters ascended the low 

ridge which runs out from the hills, and, turnmg into a nar- 

row ravine, look a game trail leading into the hills. Fresh 

tracks of elk and antelope indicated that many animals had | indications of the presence of game, and as each ridge was 4 

followed this same route within a day, and indeed, even as 

they rode alone, the men saw a number of antelope [ceding 

on the bald hills on either side of them. Higher wp in the 

mountain, however, they fell sure of finding the elk, which 

was the game they desired. The trail was an easy one, as 
game trails often are, and wound along the hillside, some- 

times dipping down to the bottom of the rayine ard folloyw- 
ing the dry stream hed, and at others, when the rocky walls 

drew too close together and the watercourse was too rocky to 
be easily traversed, rising and leading over broken ridges, 

whose sides and summits were rough with angular masses 
of granite or quartz or trachyte. Here and there at the bot- 

tom of the ravine are little groves of quaking aspens, The 

frosty nights of early autumn have painted their foliage 

golden and brown, and the silvery trunks of trees and sap- 
lings shine out white among the ripened leaves. Sometimes 
the dark green branches of pines and spruces rise among the 

paler deciduous trees in striking contrast with them. Little 

patches of mountain maple show their brilliant ved leaves 

along the brown hillside and serve to brigkten ile scene, In 
the quaking aspen groves the elk like to feed, and in these 
shady spots, 100, they lie at mid-day; for often there are 
springs and pools where th ey may quench their thirst ind in 
which the bulls wallow, emerging with their hides thor 

oughly besmeared with a thick coating of black mud, 
The sun was high in the heayens when the hunters reached 

alittle spring flowing from a grassy hillside, high among 

the mountains. The damp ground supported # thick growth 

of grass, and here the hunters halted and removing the 

saddles from their animals, turned them out to graze on the 

rank herbage. 
Tt is a question as to whether, in the Rocky Mountains, 

one can hunt more satisfactorily on foot or on horseback, 

Every experienced hunter knows well that game is more 

likely to be seen and to be successfully approached by a foot 

traveler, and that so far as the mere matter of securimg meat 

is concerned, a horse is a decided disadvantage. But there 
are other points to be considered. If game is scarce the 
extent of territory to be covered is a decidedly important 

factor in one’s hunting, and a horse becomes at once very 

useful, Then, too, after the animal has been secured it is 

almost impossible to transport it to camp without a horse, 

The hams of an antelope can, it is true, be carried easily 
enough, but when it comes to those of an elk, or even 

one of them, the complexion of affairsis changed Besides 

that, in these days of game scarcity, thoughtful men do not 

like to kill a deer or an elk-and carry away merely the bams. 

To say nothing of the violation of the laws which stich an 
act—in many of the States and Territories—would be, it 

is repugnant to the feelings of many men fo waste meat in 
this fashion, A sentiment against the unnecessary killing of 

game is rowing wp in the West, especially among stockmen, 

and those who are permanently settled in the country, These 

men are beginning to realize that while they can supply their 
ranches and camps with wild meat they are putting a certain 

amount of absolute cash in their pockets; that every time 
they bring in an elk, it sayes them a steer, and whenever an 

antelope or a deer is hung up they are adding a fat wether to 
the flock. Now, as afat steer is worth forty-five dollars, 

and a marketable sheep five dollars, it is evident that in a 
resion where vame is abundant it may save to the ranchman 

a considerable outlay for meat during the year, and on many 

of the stock farms of the West the shrewd owners realize 
this and so.do what they can to prevent the wanton slaughter 
of the game in their vicinity. It is, however, a difficult 
matter in a country so thinly peopled as isthe Far West, and 

where the meaus of communication are so slow as they are 

there, to do much to prevent this wanton and useless killing. 
Often the most that can be done is to request hunters not to 

shoot in the vicinity of the ranch. The stockman is always 

busy, and he can scarcely be expected to leave his work and 

attempt to arrest men who are killing game for their hides 

or for the mere excitement of the slaughter, Still there 

certainly is a sentiment, the growth of which may be noticed 

from year to year, in fayor of more active sleps in the way 

of protecting the game, and on the increase of this feeling 

depends the length of time which shall elapse before the elk, 

the deer and the antelope shall wholly disappear before the 

ever increasing herds of horses, cows and sheep. 
Jake and the Scout, while all this is being said, had un- 

saddled, and started off over the rolling prairie toward the 

timber-crowned ridge which formed the southern boundary 

of the open park im which the spring lies. Half a mile to 

the eastward the mountains fall off sharply to the valley 

from which they had come, and the ranch was not more than 

two miles and a half trom where they were, although to 

reach this point they had trayeled eight or ten. Crossing 

the ridge, they found themselves in a rough, broken country, 

almost on the edge of the hills, Deep, narrow rayines, riun- 

ning down toward the yalley at right angles to the course 

they were pursuing, were crossed, one after another, and 

everywhere were abundant “sign” of elk, Someof the tracks 

were old, dating buck to the spring, when the sround was 

soft, and the hoofs lad sunk deep into the mud; others had 

been made in the Intesummer, and had perhaps been exposed 

only to some slight drizzle of rain; in others, still more re- 

cent, the wind had stirred the dust so that the footprint 

looked dull, while many were bright and glistening, show- 

ing that the animal bad passed along only a short time be- 

fore, The experienced eyes of the hunters took in-all these, 

reached, a pause was made, and every portion of the rayine 

before them carefully looked over before they showed thern- 

selves above the hill. The great masses of red granite, and 

the scattering ¢cowth of pines, and quaking aspens, formed 

excellent’ cover, but one that required most careful inspec- 
tion at short intervals, Many of the ravines contained springs 

and tiny brooklets, which would prove attractive to the 

game. For some time nothing was seen, and no sound save 
the crunching of the feet upon the hard prayel was heard. 

Now and then a magpie ora met-hawk would fly from 
some tree toward which the men were walking, but without 

uttering their usual harsh cries. The Clarl’s crows, soabun- 
dant in these mountains, were neither seen nor heard. 

More than two miles had been traversed in this way, the 
men walking one behind the other, seldom speaking, and 

when they did so, in subdued tones. <A very fresh trail, 
mude by eight or ten elk, was just before them, and this trail 
was carefully followed. Sometimes the individuals of the 
land would scatter to feed here and there on the shoots of 
erass crowing smong the rocks, or to erop the lender twigs 

of the young aspens, but they did not. loiter much and it was 

apparent that the bull which had charge of the little com- 
jimmy was driving them along somewhat faster than a man 

would walk, The fracks showed pretty conclusively that 
they had been made within a few hours—since sunrise, in 

fact—and the hunters hoped to come up with the game while 

they were lying down at noon or soon after. This, of 
course, is the worst time of the day at which to approach a 

wild animal, for it has then nothing to do but to watch for 
the approach of its enemies. The hunters trusted, howeyer, 

to their eyes to enable them to locate their game hefore it saw 
them. In this confidence they were disappointed. They 

had descended into a valley somewhat wider than most 
of ihose that they had crossed, and were approaching the 
little watercourse which flowed down its midst. Along 
this stream bed grew a belt of tall pines only about thirty 

feet in width, and beyond these could be distinguished 4 
svowth of dead standing timber with young pines, but three 

or four feet in height, growing among if. As the hunters 

approached the belt of green timber a stick was heard to 
crack just beyond it, and at the same lime something was 

seen indistinctly to moye. An instant lateran elk showed 

itself to Grizzly, who was a little to the right of and behind 

his companion. Without a second’s delay his rifle was at 
bis shoulder and a moment later the report echoed among the 

rocks and through the trees, and the elk, its lungs piereed 

by the ball, hobbled painfully off a hundred yards and fell 

among some low junipers. Meanwhile the Scout had dashed 
through the belt of timber, avd saw among the dead trees 

beyond half a dozen more elk. The bull with a cow and a 
calf were directly iu front of hin running to the left, two 

more cows were a little further off and to the right, while 

still further in that direction were three or four other cows 
and yearlings. At the sound of Jake’s gun the startled ani- 
mals dashed here and there in wild confusion, and as they 
paused to look for the danger the Scout vaught the fore part 
of the bull’s shoulder through a narrow opening between two 
trees, The heavy rifle was pitched to the shoulder and the 
eye glancing along the barrel caught the tip of the white 
sight in the notch, and at the report of the gun the splendid 

bull fell as though smitten bya bolt of lightning. His 

superb head of homs had caused his death, But it was 
necessary that a cow should be killed, because at this season 
of the year the bulls are not good to eat, So slipping in 
another cartridge the Scout fired at a fat cow that was 
dashing along through the low brush® and oyer the down 
timber at a rate that would soon have carried her out of zun- 

shot. The ball told, and the cow, after going a short dis- 

tance, stopped with a broken shoulder, Grizzly Jake, the 
younger man of the two, would have continued to shoot at 

the remaining elk, but Scout called to him to cease firing, 
for already more meat had been killed than they could pack 
down from the hills at a single load. As they walked up 
toward where the crippled cow stood she started off across 
the open yalley, and it was evident that the shot which 
broke her shoulder liad not gone through the lungs. She 

had been running almost directly away when it was fired, 

and Scout, anxious to avoid shooting lier in the hams, had 

fired so far to the tight that the ball had merely fractured 
the right shoulder without touching lungs or heart. Ags she 

was crossing the open, therefore, and running diagonally 

from them, Scout fired another shot which pierced her 

lungs, and she fell prone on the ground. 

After the game had been bled, Jake started back for the 

horses, while to Scout remained the more laborious task of 

butchering and cutting up the elk and securing the head and 

antlersof the bull, This work occupied considerable time, and 

when it was over, the old man sal him down in the shade of 

a little pine, and drawing from his pocket his well-browned 

pipe perfumed the air with fragrant tobacco and awaited the 

return of his comrade. It was yery still, No breeze stiry 

the sprays of the pine and even the leaves of the aspens lig 

motionless. Thehot September sun looked fiercely dowu 

out of the cloudless sky and fhe warm air above the red 

eyanite rocks quivered and gave a dancing motion to objects 

seen through it, A little opening in the trees gave a view of 

the broad yalley where the ranch stood, a wide expanse of 
pray, and brown, and yellow, marked here and there with 
irregular lines of vivid green showing the course of the little 

brooks. ‘The lakes, as blue as the sky which they reflected 
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Jsy like gems in this sombre setting. Beyond were the 
white bluffs toward the Little Medicine; further to the 

south the briek red pomt of one of the Freeze-Ont Hills, and 
still further to the right the higher hills, unwooded ex- 

wept for an occasional black pine tree toward the summit. 
The air was fragrant with the oder of the aspens and was 
soft and smoky like an Tndian summer day, and Scout fell 
into a revery in whieh his mind went back to other distant 

days, Tou time when no railroad had brought civilization 
into these hills and when Nature was sole mistress here. 

When the valley below was dotted with the black bnifalo, 
When the rocks among whieh he was now resting were 

the feeding ground of the bighorn; when there were 

among these pines m hundred elk snd deer where 

now ove is found, ond when the red masters of 
tle soil made their canyps here, uncontaminated by 
the svhite man’s vices, and undisturbed by his un- 
controllable greed for their bunting gronnds. To days when 
le and one or two companions would make their semi-an- 

nual visits to old Port Laramie for ammutition and supplies, 

ind wonld spend the remainder of the year far in the moun- 
tains, bunting and setting their traps, leading a peaceful and 
contented life, wishing for nothing more than the rock-ribbed 

hills yielded them, ‘And now,” sadly thought the dreamer, 
"T have {0 chop logs, or drive team, or punch cows for $380 a 

month and hoard, Trmpern matantur, et nes mutamur én iis 

—so much of my Latin remember, Better to have been killed 

in sone Indian fight than to have fallen to this.” For Scout 
was one of few surviving relics of the days when the region 
west of Missouri was truly the Far West, a class of men who 

have almost disappeared, and yet who were, in their day, 
characteristic of this wild country, and were its only white 
Inhabitants. They have disappeared with the buffalo they 
nsed to hunt, and the Indians they used jo fight. On this 

broad continent there isno longer a place for them. 
But as the old man satin thesun and mourned over the 

days that are gone, he heard the footsteps of the horses, and 

saw them appear over the ridge. Then rising, the ropes 

were taken off the saddles, blankets rearranged and sinches 

drawn tight, and tlie meat of two ellk was quickly packed on 
the horses. Then with their rifles in their hands and lead- 
ing the horses, the two lunters took their way toward the 

ranch. Yo, 

Che Sportsman Courist. 

THE OFFICE FLY’S MISSION. 

ges office fly is the embodiment of evil. Heis very 
playful, making at every brother fiy that comes near, 

und ¢ver 4nd anon wsing as his base of operations one’s nose, 
eur, or the same baid spol on one’s cranium, Of course a 
ventlé wave of the hand shoos him off, just as effectively 
as the wild drive with the paper-covered check hook, and 
with just as much injury to the fly, although the check book 
he badly wrecked and the inkstand upset. One can sur 
round himself with sticky fly-paper, and grimly enjoy the 
entrapping of his foes, but even that satisfaction is slightly 
marred by the beheavior of the victims, as beside evident 
surprise, they act asthongh they had been taken an unfair 
advantige of, and haye a meak, submissive, injured air, and 
beat the long roll steadily will drum stick and wing, as if 
io buzz your crime and meannesss into your ears as long as 
life shall last. As they accumulate in numbers so that the 
accumulation is simply 4 black mass, you smother your con- 
scientious reminders, and secretly enjoy the deposition of 
the carcasses in the back door yard. You wonder where in 
the world they allecome from? Well, that livery stable heap 
near by accounts for the mostof them. Their usual breed- 
ing nest is in such, 

But, one cun get the most satisfaction out of the presence 
of the oltice fly, and civeumyent him best, by arranging with 
the clerk lo run the business and leaving on a vacation. The 
office fly’s mission is to bring this about, if he has any mis- 
sion. 

One’s serenity of temper can be regained, and his nerves 
quieted, by trending the vocky bed of a favorite trout stream, 
smoking the while the pipe of peace, We always adopt this 
course when we can, although the remedy is an old one, and 
the account of its working the old, old story. The greedy 
trout strike and rush about the stream, linldine one’s atten- 
tion close hound and fixed, to the exclusion of all other 
troubles. Byery sucecssful trouter knows how efficacious it is 
and how nothing save a flect and transitory thought of busi- 
uess comes to him, if if comes at all. Success in this par- 
ticular constitufes the larger part of the value of a yacation 
to some of 1s. Fishing, and more particularly trout fishing 
inrapid streams, does this work better than perhaps any 
other known sport or amusement. Travel, unless in wnusu- 
ally interesting places, doesnot fix one’s attention exclusively. 
Troutiny is a continuous effort, and if the effort mects with 
success, surely it is exclusive of other things; and if unsuc- 
vessful—well, how much harder do we not work, and dili- 
ently try after, a measure of success. 
By the way, I believe I have now arrived at the point of 

inquiry as to who that dreadful fellow is that is so much 
ennied about of late, the “trout hog?” 

Tf one has “‘enough” and should take ‘no more’—judged 
by the base standard of what his stomach can care for (as if 
i man went trouting for his stomach’s henefit}—what shall 
toake him ceasé when enjoyment is al the highcst, and throw 
oyer the rest of that blessed day that is exceptional in a long 
expurienee, and may not in long months after be met with 
again? Suppose you have your basket well filled. say full 
fo the brim; say. also, that you have striigs of the vietims on 
a willow bough, who says the interest pales in consequence. 
but vather that it dovs not ierease in intensity as yet an- 
other and another is added to the stringy Hurrah! ow 
they bite. Here at last have [ struck fishing. Here at last 
is one day not too warm, not too cold. not too bright, not 
too dark; water not too high, not too low—here at last is the 
realization of # fisherman's ambitious dream. How long 
have you struggled in search of it? And yet, my brother, 
as you emerge in the dim light of the yanishing day at the 
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place of rendezvous, laden down with the rich and precious 
spoil, you will find you lave ‘overdone’ it, and you must 
face the frown of the corrector-in-general—himself probably 
unsuceessful—and yea, verily, be dubbed a ‘trout hog,” 
Behind the back of this professed reformer of evil ways and 
ascerbate critic I shake hands with you, my brother fisher- 
man, in a congratulatory way, and wish for you yet other 
such red letter days hefore finally shaking off the fisherman's 
trappings. 

Docs our critic tell of better ways? 
fluence that can persuade a man to cease his catch on a 
mountain stream, possibly at mid-day, is an appreciation of 
and Jove for the things in nature generally. He must have 
cultivated tastes in that direction. Yet have I, a lover of 
bugs and birds, gone year after year down an alder-tringed 
stream, amid the songs of birds unfamiliar to me: »mid flut- 
tering izure butterflies that were not to be found at my home 
locality and were not shown in my insect collection, and yet 
paused not to capture or identify one. 1 hear in memory the 
year around a certain wild, perplexing jumble of song that 
floats over my tront stream, prolonged to an extent that no 
other bird can equal—not excepting flie bobolink—until one 
would think the warbler would drop breatiiless; and wonder 
vy ho the singer can be, and each time purpose ascertaining 
all about him on the next trip, and yet each time do I fail to 

Probably the only in- 

Jay aside my rod and basket to follow him through the woods 
to make the identification sure. A friend has hinted to me 
that this bird is the wood thrush, and that I cannot see him, 
follow where Iwill, yet do L purpose doing so, if my will 
continues good, upon the very next opportunity. 

The fact is, 1 am what every other true fishermanis, so far 
as my personal knowledge gous, a fisherman from early dawn 
to dewy eve, be the cateh poor or good, If the catch be 
good and J getan overplus, judged by some rule I know not 
what, I cannot induce myself to quit because thereof, I 
hope the professions of crifics are trne and not false, and 
that there be men who do say hold, enough! when catehing 
trout, and thereat quic and go home like models to their fel- 
lows; but would if not be well to challenge the record to get 
at the facts? Before it becomes quite the thing for you to 
“alla Tueky fellow a bad name, would it not be well to ex- 
amine whether or not there be a beam in thine own eye? 

I will only say further to the critic that is about to lay his 
lash over the successful fisherman, pause, and turn back to 
your own record and consult your own experience—if you 
haye sny—and think how many trips haye been yours at an 
expense of time and money that resulted in nothing, How 
many long, weary days you have fonghi among the tangled 
alders, in yexation of spirit, bruising your shins, fracturing 
the slender tips, losing the leaders, and overturning the bait 
box, and at night found yourself gameless, tired, hungry, 
disgatistied? Right herg in conclusion of the subject, comes 
a happy thought: perhaps if I can get consent to average up 
the record, the yery good with the indifferent and yery bad, 
I, even I, after this terrible confession, can claim titleto rank 
with the élect—those that don’t do very well, or take “‘buta 
few.” 

There is another way, however, than this grand day off 
trouting, to equalize the irritation of the office fly, and the 
bills and accounts that he so delights Lo audit by the affix of 
his little black seal, and is simply to go afield, afoot, every 
day about your home. Perhaps, though, you consider this 
simple and somewhat threadbare advice. Anyhow, don’t 
ride. Don’t fasten your affections on a horse. The fast 
horse is 4 balefulinfluence. The man that loves a fast horse 
and light rig loves not other things. 1 fear. He does not 
even know hy chance acquaintance the birds that sing by the 
roadside, the Insects that flit over the tield, or the Howers 
that bloom in the grass or swale. Past all these does he go 
in haste, grasping tightly the ribbons, eyes on the mark 
straight ahead; and although he travels fast and goes far, 
yet goes he nowhere; though he secs much that hurriedly 
goes past him, yet sees he nothing. "Tis hut the railway 
train in a lesser degree, which is itself but less in degreethan 
a streak of lightning. Healthy? There may be pure air and 
plenty of it for the blood, yet will the blood lie stagnant 
eyen to the “putting to sleep” of the Icgs and not flow to 
reach it, Intelectually stimulating? Tlardly, Theman of 
the horse will either cuss or discuss with the horse as  sub- 
ject, to the exclusion of other things, and will not acquire a 
varied knowledge. And the horseman is a most abject 
slaye. He rises carly in the morning that he may have his 
steed in shape for an early “‘spin” about some artificial, bar- 
ren, beaten track, He hastens home at noon that he may 
proyender it, and at night, as af morning (if he cares for his 
own), must he grovel in dirt and inhale foul air, miscalled 
healthy, that the animal may be in trim to enable him to 
squander the rest of that day begun with the horse, and 
ended with the horse, with afew hours’ fillingin in the way of 
business, Duplicate this day the year around, and what a 
record of sameness it produces, 
A friend of mine owns such a rig, or the rig owns him, 

and he entirely fails to see why ene should go about afoot, 
alone, along the roads, over the fields, tramp, tramp, tramp- 
ing. This man thinks there is a wide breach between him- 
self and a ‘darn fool;” sodoTI, for myself. I had one day 
spent some time along 2 small brook, observing the behavior 
of the nest-building pugnacious sticklebacks: the hunting 
habits of the Dytiseus laryie—one of which 1 saw capture and 
kill a minnow larger and heavier than himself—and study- 
ing the various smaller creatures by the aid of a glass; when 
along the road near by, in advance of a cloud of dust, came 
my friend with his clipped roadster. ‘Jim, won’l you have 
aride?” Now, Iwas in almost abstract worship at a favor- 
ite shrine, 1 hadfled from the town, from men, from horses, 
as readily as one would turn from the pestilence or other 
noxious thing. I ride? It was ahome thrust, and intended 
so to he, and this time was not one foracceptance, buta time 
for throwing down the gauntlet and leveling a shaft from a 
full strung bow. Yet waslsorely wounded myself. Should 
the traveler that has business to do, idolize the steam engine 
that carries him about? Does the naturalist at the seaside 
worship the craft that enables him to pass among the reefs 
while on his quest? Should one mistake the means for the 
end? Iremember reading that the great Thoreau was once 
overtaken by 4 neighboring farmer and asked, in all kind- 
ness, doubtless, wouid he havea ride? The poor fellow 
had never dreamed of such a road as Thoreau traveled, and 
doubtless his reques| was never therealter repeated. A horse 
isa conveyor, and has a yalue as such, fully appreciated by 
the writer when going across country a-fishing, but for that 
purpose one is as good as another. My friend above re- 
ferred to never cin go a-fishing. His outfit is too valuable 
for the trip over the rugged hills; and go without it, leaying 
his idol bebind, of course he cannot. 
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chimney swallow seenres the twigs forits simiple nest, by 
breaking them from the dead tree-fops while on the wing, T[ 
would net lave realized how the white clouds con form in 
fhe blue sky unter one'sobservation, and disappear again but 
alitile furtheron, I would net have seen a liltle stealthy 
swamp finch, without the ability to stand on one lee, hen 
like, and seratch with the other, overturn the leaves of the 
woods, by ingeniously and quickly jumpingfrom the erouid 
with both feet, grasping at the same instant the leaves to he 
removed, and sending flem high in the airin the rear, quite 
as effectually as a hen or partridge, and with a surprising 
umount of rustle and noise for so small a creature. 

Nor would I haye seen a weasel get his supper. One fine 
aiternoon, near cyening, J saw what appearcil to be two red 
squirrels having a chase up a tree. The chase was an carer 
one, however, ‘nd attracted my attention; and us they as- 
cended to the topmost limh and followed out toits extremity, 
T saw that my foremost was a poor chipmunk, and the other 
a weasel with a black tipped tail. 1 felt great apprehension 
and wonder as to what vould be the result at the limb's ex- 
tremity, not thinking but that the finale was there to come. 
But this was not so. With but slight hesitation, and with a 
sharp weak ery, the chipmunk sprang from the limb into the 
air, his legs wide extended, and fell a distance of some forty 
feet to the ground. Bravo! Isaw that he was appareutly 
unhurt, and that he made directly to another tree near by, 
and then turned to see if the weasel was to follow. No, not 
by the aerial route, but quick as possible, and without a 
moment's hesitation, he turned around and ran down the tree 
to the ground, By this time the chipmunk was hestled on a 
limb about halfway up the second tree, and provided the 
weasel had trouble to find him, I thought the outlook not so 
bad for the pursued, if he could stand such leaps, aod the 
other would not take them. But the weasel tollowed to the 
correct tree, notwithstanding there were numerous others 
about, as readily asa hound would follow a scented fox. 
The poor fellow realized his danger quickly, nnd with notes 
of alarm ran again to the topmost limb’s extremity, the pur 
suer close behind. Again was the leap taken. this time into 
a clump of bushes, but the flyer was again unhurt and made 
for a third tree not far off, which he uscended. There the 
first operations were gone through with, with the variation 
of a slip anda fall, in his eagerness, by the weasel from a 
height of about twenty feet. No time was lost in conse- 
quence of this mishap, as he had at once reascended, tireless 
as fate, and apparently bound up soul and body in his mur- 
derous pursuit. How eager is this chase for life, and this 
flight from death! What tragic interest centers in such a 
contest where there is but one ending if might but pets the 
right, or the opportunity. I watched with increasing inter- 
est the result of this search for a victim's blood; and as the 
scené shifted to a stone wall, in which the chipmunk hid and 
along which his weaselship searched and ecraned his long 
neck very like a snake, in and out among the stones, 
in a vain effort to find his-victim. 1 lad hopes that 
am escape from his pursuit might yet occur. It was 
not long, however, before a slight rustling could be 
heard among the leaves over the wall, which was significant 
although it was attended by no ery or other noise: and soon 
thereafter appeared the successful hunternpon the wall, bear- 
ing high by the nape of the neck his victim, which he carried 
in difficult leaps down the wall and over ihe erass to his 
hidden nest. a 

Such little incidents, which can be indetinilely recounted, 
serve to give interest to one’s study of nature, and these, with 
an intimate knowledge of other living things than a man 
and horse, are the results of an snti-horse, go-a-foot method, 
and are in their results a yery good corrective of the annoy- 
ance of that office business in which the very familiar fly 
loves fo take an active part. J, QUAY. 

DOWN IN BERMUDA. 

F one has not seen the little cluster of islands, almost “‘un- 
espied on the ocean's bosom,” it will be difficult to-com- 

prehend the gem-like beauty of the land, the wonderful 
clearness of the water, and the rare scenery of the sea at 
Bermuda. Everywhere, when the surface is unrufiled, one 
can see into the water to a depth of from fen to forty feet; 
and at times, for instance, when looking over the rail of your 
boat, you are scarcely conscious that there is anything more 
palpable than air between yourself and the coral formations 
Which are spread Out in such an infinite variety of shapes and 
colors on the floor of the ocean, And talk of Persian car- 
pels, Smyrna rugs, tessellated pavements. classic stuccoes, 
and rich mosaics; the elaborate work of the patient and per- 
sistent zoophytces down there surpasses them all, Not ouly 
is the bottom of the ocean decorated with coral tapestry, but 
in- the hills and valleys of the nether sea arereared strmetures 
of coral that exceed in beanty and grandeur many of the re- 
nowned temples that have been erected by man, Much of 
this may he seen with the unaided eye, and more with a 
single water-glass placed by the side of your boat, revenling 
a hitherto unknown world. 
You may see the fishes swim into the great doors of the 

submarine femples and disappear, as if they were gathering 
for the performance of some piscatorial rite and the display 
of pomp and ceremony. Many of the roofs of coral are sup- 
ported by great columns and pillars, among which the fishes 
move sedately, while the sunlight illumines the odd struc- 
tures, and adds brilliancy to the flashing of fins and scales. 

The islands are the top of a moutain in the sea; they are 
cavernous to a great extent, and the shores haye openings 
beneath the waves which penetrate far into the land, and 
into which the fishes go, probably for an afternoon nap or 
something, 
When you are wearied looking down into this wonderland, 

sil np and take in the beautiful little world that lies about 
you, Several times when i was fully equipped with lines 
and bait for struggles with sheepshead, porgies, bonitos, 
yellow-tails and others, I forgot everything and abandoned 
the whole programme in contemplating the beautiful scenery 
in the midst of which I was sailing, The richly tinted sur- 
face of the water, showing where the coral reefs are near and 
where again they are far down; ihe boltle-creen and pale- 
green tracings, marking the devious channels in which the 
boat may sail; the indescribable beauty of the numerous low 
islands, with their myriads of cedar irees, oleanders, palms 
and palmettoes, their many one-story snow-white houses anil 
ribbon-like roads, winding in and about from waiter to sum- 
mit, all excite surprise and admiration; and it is ittle wouder 
that one forgets aught else in heholding the picturesque elab- 
orations of land and water. 

There arc. perhaps, few lovelier places to sail and fish and 
have «a good, quiet time. The bays and channels and 

Had I been behind a horse the other day, instead of lying | stretches of water between the islands, thenooks and corners 
about on the grass, [would not have noticed how the natty |into which one may go exploring, the constantly changing 
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views of land and sea, the many novelties and peculiarities 
of island life, the really fine fishing, if angling without a rod 
and reel muy be so considered, make it one of the micst at- 
tractive places In the world, There are three hundred and 
sixty-five of these islands, all in an area not over twenty 
miles long, uor more than six miles wide. It is a beautiful 
half marine picture, a sunlit jewel of the ocean. 
Among the things attractive and interesting, revenled on 

closer examination—you can readily see where | am steering 
this—ire the fishes. Tuke, for example, the angel fish 
(Holaednihus eliaris), which is among the finny tribes what 
the bird of paradise is among birds. It is from twelve to 
eighteen inches in length, broad, like » bream, which if 
somewhat resembles, and has the most exquisite tints of 
blue and gold, and prettily defined stripes on its sides. Then 
there are two long delicate membranes, one above and one 
below the caudal fin, which float gracefully asthe fish moves 
with evident pride among its Kind. Others, as the ‘‘Slippery 
Dicks,” ‘‘Molly Millers,” ‘‘Cow Pilots,” ‘Squirrel Fish,” and 
Bermuda bluefish, have colors and decorations, and irides- 
cent hues, that equal the gorgeous tail of the peacock, and 
excel in beauty any gold orsilver fish I ever saw. 

On the road from Hamilton, the port of entry to St. 
Georges, the queer little old town at the eastern end of the 
islands, is a cavernous pond that hassubterranean communi- 
evlion with the sea. Init are kept a large number of groupers 
or hamlets (Hpinephelua striatus), a few angel fish, some 
green turtles, and other denizens of the deep. The groupers 
are from ten to forty pounds each in weight, and they come 
up with all the eagerness and clamor of a drove of hogs. In 
fact they like to be fed, and will come to the hand and take 
a piece of bread or cake with a decisive open and shut of the 
mouth that is rather startling to the nervous experimenter, 
And for reasons, as several persons who miscalculated the 
extent and suddenness of the forward motion of the fish, 
have left portions of their fingers as compensation for knowl- 
edge, us penalty for ignorance, It is a novel sight to see 
a lot of hig fish following a man about as domestic ani- 
mals do, eager for the food they are expecting, and still 
more to seu them leaping over each other to get the coveted 
morsels. 

In many places on the rugged overreaching rocks on the 
coralline sliores one can see fishes that go in vast schools 
that cloud the water, and move about with amazing regulur- 
ity, the outer lines of the mass undulating, sbortening and 
lengthening, breaking up and re-forming, contracting and 
expanding, as if the school was oue immense animal instead 
of millions guided by one impulse, or some iustinct that 
enables them all to move with uniformity and precision. It 
adds greatly to one’s interest to see a large fish dash into the 
mass, throwing if into the greatest disorder. This, however, 
soon subsides, and the throng comes togetber again, and 
pusheson to a place of greater safety. 

These small fry sre used for bait for black rockfish, red 
snappers and other large fishes by shore fishermen, and the 
way the fry was captured was to me a matter of interest, as 
Thad never seen it done with such skill. The fisherman, 
With his bell-shaped net in his right hand, the meshes hang- 
ing, sinkers down, a long, strong cord attached and properly 
coiled in his left, stands upon a projecting rock perhaps 
twenty or thirty feet whove the water, and with his eye on 
the mass helow, gives his net an casy but powerful toss, and 
away it goes, expanding in the air, and dropping on the de- 
sired spot. If sinks quickly, covering many of the small 
fishes, and then the Jong cord is pulled taut, by which the net 
is drawn together in the shape of a bay, in which the fry is 
brought to land.- The hest of these are put in buckets to be 
kept alive for use, and therest are thrown back whenever 
the gume is seen cruising about for something to eat; the 
casting of the net a few times having the effect to drive the 
fry away. As the snappers and rockfish weigh from twenty 
to fourty pounds each, you can imagine there is a good deal 
of a circus when one is caught and hauled up, 

Anioug the queer creatures is an eel called the speckled 
maray ((rymnothoraa moringa) 4 slitny twister that is per- 
fectly devilish in habit and impulse. He is frequently 
caught by fishermen who are angling for hamlets, snappers, 
rockfish, etc., and is always disliked. and pulled in with a 
view to prompt killing, if he is hauled into a boat, and 
there is any blunder in the effort to dispatch him, he imme- 
diately puts himself into the shape of a letter 5, and goes 
for his captors, hopping about like a kangaroo, and suap- 
ping like a wolf, Usually, however, as soon as & muaray 18 
found to be on, the line is passed through a scupper hole, 
and the eel is drawn close to that and pounded with a club, 
which is kupt handy for the purpose. Butif he gets into 
the hoat and has two seconds the start, the men have to 
climb the mast or gct ont. This happens to those who are 
not acquainted. 

A few rods of the solid stone wharf at Hamilton are set 
apart as a market for the fishermen, the men who go ont ten 
or fiffeen miles and make good catches with hand Jines dur- 
the day, getting hack late, and haying their fish displayed 
on the decks of their little boats next morning, cleaning, 
selling, and getting ready for another trip. 

The uniform price, whatever kind may be purchased, is 
four pence (eight cents) per pound, with the exception of 
smal] sharks, which are bought by the colored people, and 
for which they pay six pence apiece dressed. These sharks, 
when they are prepared for eating, an old colored woman 
told me, are first thoroughly boiled, then the while, rice-like 
meat is separated from skin and bones, and placed in acloth 
or towel and wrung until dry, when itis seasoned with 
“‘yarhs,” made into balls, and so placed on the table. It 
inust }e eoud meat, better than some the Ichthyophagis 
tackle now and then. It is eaten by people who know such 
angel food as fig-bananas, cherymoyas, Lisbon lemons, 
oranes fif for the gods, and cassara pies; and of course they 
woulcin’t eat shark unless they were really attractive to the 
inner being. 

The heads and tins of the fishes as they are cleaned, are 
tossed overboard, and are food for vast numbers of fry-min- 
nows, bream, perch and others, which can always be seen 
in the clear water gliding about, snatching morsels, and dart- 
ing off for undisturbed consummation, 

An account of 4 day’s fishing at Bermuda would probably 
bea matter of little interest, It is like sll sea fishing, and 
to one who has caught bass in the western lakes and rivers 
there is in lis mind no sea fishing which can be called ex- 
cellent sport. It will do, of course, to allay a desire that 
cunnol be gratified in the right way. But this standing on 
the slippery deck of a bobbing boat, or eyen sitting or stand- 
ing somewhat comfortably in the cockpif, using clams or 
pieces of fish for bait, hands slimy and wet with salt water, 
and now and then pulling something aboard by sheer mus- 
cular strength, may be ealled sport, but it isno more to be 
compared to catching bass in a Western river or salmon, 

trout in the Rockies, with rod and reel, than, well, than a 
modern ward politician to a Roman senator, 

The fish are nof as good on the table as those of more 
northern latitudes, the meat beiz coarse and withont flayor, 
excepting, perhaps, the sheepshead, porgies und some of the 
smaller fishes. ‘The best of the larger are the turbot, red 
snappers, gwellys and rockfish. JEROME BURNETT. 
Wasutineton, D.C. 

MY FIRST VELVETEEN. 

BY JOWN AP JOHN. 

7 IND reader, would you desire to hear what befel a 
young English Jad on his first entering the arena of a 

sportsman’s life, let me carry you back, in imagination at 
least, to “the days when [was young.” My revered father 
was an Admiral of the old school, who, haying retired for 
some years from the service, had quietly settled down in his 
native village on the borders of Wales, 10 enjoy that well 
merited nd pleasant repose which every defender of his 
country looks forward to, asthe great luxury of dechminy 
years. J was the youngest of three brothers, and owing to 
the eldest being far away on the Pacific wave in the capacity 
of midshipman on board H, M.8, Blazer, and the second 
being equally distant as far east as the heated plains of 
India, where his regiment was quartered, your humble ser- 
vant was left alone to share the pleasures of home life. 
Pleasures they were undcubtedly to me, although not un- 
mixed at times, with a certain amount of care, for the gal- 
Jant, Admiral was a. (rue disciplinurian, and never failed to 
enforce upon his houseliold the regulations of the quarter 
deck. ‘‘Blood and ‘oons,” he would exclaim at a time when 
his authority had been apparently disregarded, “If ’'d have 
had that fellow on hoard the Impregnable I'd have lashed 
him to the grating and given him a round dozen for his im- 
pudence,”” All this and more too, had its effect upon me, 
and I took precious good care to keep within the bounds of 
that liberty which I knew better than to pass, On one oe- 
casion, however, I ‘rose the old gentleman’s dander by taking 
upon myself to order (without permission) a bran new vel- 
renee shooting coat from the establishment of the village 
tailor, 

The establishment in question was nots large one, and 
consisted of a smull room at the entrance of an obscure alley 
in a bye strect, having a rather disproportionately broad 
door, painted green, and so constructed that in fine weather 
the upper half could be folded back, while the lower portion 
remained shut, a convenience much in use im those days 
when comtort was considered before appearance. Over this 
door in Roman text of white on an oblong black hoard was 
legibly painted the sign: 

i BE. LEWIS, TALLOR, 

On one side of the doorway was 4 small, square window, 
in which the aforesaid Lewis was wont to display any new 
piece of material he had acquirea from the emporium with 
which he dealt in the country town not far distant, 
Now, it so happened that »bout the middle of the month 

of Ausust of a certain year, when the summer's sun shone 
gloriously upon all animate life, and the blood of a young 
sportsinan like myself was at a high degree of temperature, 
raised to that point by the vision which floated on my im- 
agination of the glories to be participuted in on the coming 
first of September, I chanced to pass Lewis's shop, and there 
in that small window, glistening in that glorious sunshine 
was apiece of maroon velveteen, Uad the wand of the 
enchanter waved before my woudering eyes and pointed its 
charmed apex to the material in question, it could not haye 
fixed my starve more pertinaciously upon the object than it 
really was. Iwas conipletely spellbound, and st last when 
with exceeding difficulty Lraised my eyes, I thought I saw 
behind it those of its proprietor gleaming with satisfaction 
at the prospect of an order. Nor was he kept long in sus- 
ense. 

: Entering atthe verdant doorway Lwas met by the figure 
of Lewis on its immediate threshold, who with a face beam- 
ing with a tailor’s smile anticipated my wants by appropri- 
ately remarking that “it would make a splendid shooting- 
coat.” ‘Lam sure, Sir Thomas would lke to see you in it on 
the first, Mr. John.” ‘* Not so sure of that,” thought I, my 
mind reverting to the fact that the old gentleman dealt ont 
his ‘* bawhees” with a spariug hand. <A thought, however, 
came into my mind that the bill for the same would at all 
events not be sent in before Christmas, and | might possibly 
geta‘?tip” on my birthday, near at hand, and be able to 
settle for it myself. Certain it was, my measurement was 
made; the number of pockets and their dimensions decided. 
upon, particularly the two “hare pockets” in the flaps, 
which went clear from end to end, and were lined with 
linen tick for the severe service they were to be put to. 
Having settled to my satisfaction the number and size of 
the pockets, the second great feature rested in the buttons, 
for us these would show prominently in front from collar to 
waist, and would he the first object presented to the eye of 
an observer. I concluded to lave a set of the newly invented 
reli¢vo sporting buttons which Lewis said were ‘' just out” 
and ** extremely nobby.” Proceeding to a shelf, he took 
down a paper box, and on opening it brought out an oblong 
card covered with tissue paper, doubtless intended to guard 
from damage, in the shape of tarnish, the object beneath. 
“Phew! by George,” was the exclamation in which I in- 
dulged, «favorite one I may mention with the old Admiral, 
who yery naturally adhered to the loyal maxim of affirming 
by His Most Gracious Majesty, King George, under whose 
flac he had fonght with honor to himself and damage to the 
enemy. Those buttons were indeed, in my eyes, perfect 
works of art, and it was lone before I could satisfactorily 
decide upon the sélection of six large and four small from 
the lot to adorn the front and cuffs of the garment to be 
constructed, 1 may as well describe those buttons, for the 
subjects chosen for their adornment were forever indelibly 
fixed in my memory. No. 1 Lad a pointer'’s head on it; No. 
2, was a wootlcock just flushed; No, 3, 4 bare at full speed; 
No. 4, two eross guns; No. 5, a leash of partridges hanging 
from thelegs; No. 6, a spaniel putting upa snipe. The 
small sleeve buttons were likewise adoymed in miniature. 
At last all was arranged to my satisfaction and I departed 
from that shrine of St. Crispin with feelings akin to those of 
the sincerest devoter. 

To the best of my recollection, and should I be wrong in 
my calculations, the reader will probubly forgive when 1 
inform him that some forty shooting seasons have come and 
gone since then, Lewis took ten days to make that coat, a 
long and anxious period to me, but like all other troublesome 
delays it came fo an end, and to my intense delight, one 

evening when I came home after & walk of inspection 
through the neighboring turnip and potato fields with one 
trusty old setter, Gelert, [found in my bedroom 4 neat yet 
substantial brown paper parcel, thé string surrounding 
Which was ¢nt ina ity, and fhere, sure enough, lay the 
coat of all coats, resplendent in its every aspect. OF went 
my jacket—yes, jacket—for lads of fifteen or sixteen wore 
short jackets only reaching to the waist in fhose days, none 
of your modern fasbions were in vogue then, and the hoy 
Was not allowed to ape the man even inthe matter of clothes, 
Off went my jacket, and into the sleeves of the new garment 
went my arms; then into the very lowest depths and recesses. 
of every pocket went my hands, and after carefully button- 
ing it up with much difficulty, owing to the material being 
sti and the buttons bulky, L surveyed myself before the 
antique mirror which stood above the equally antique oak 
dressing table, with all the pride and satisfaction inherent in 
the lad of sixteen, } 
_ It was Saturday evening when it came home, and so fully 
impressed was 1 with the noble appearance of that velveteen, 
that [ had half made up my mind to make my début in it in 
the family pew on Sunday morning, but discretion hinted 
that possibly the old Admiral’s views might not coincide with 
mine, and | therefore, not without a trial of the feelings, 
gaye way, and donned the usnal blue jacket instead, It was, 
however, a source of much gratification to me to know that 
the Ist of September was only fonr days distant, and that 
then, at all events, 1 should be able to realize the full effect 
of its appearance, both upon myself and old William) the 
gardener, who was my gun-cleaner, marker and general fac- 
totum, and whose mind J was desirous of impressing will 
the grandeur of that beloyed garment. Jt came at last, that 
day of all days, the most cherished in the heart of every true 
English sportsman, and the gray dawn was scarcely breaking 
when a tap at my bedroom door from the knuckles of ol 
William roused mein an instant, and with a not over par- 
ticular toilet, I slipped my arms into those of the velveteen. 
How charming it felt, and as [ passed my hand over its 
smooth surface, a thiill of delight pervaded my frame like 
an electric shock. Down the old oak staircase and into the 
library went myself and the yelyeteen, and haying discussul 
a somewhat hasty breakfast proceeded to the kitchen, where 
Ifound my marker preparing for the fray by dipping his 
beak into a large mug of ale. Into the stable yard we pro- 
ceeded, where Dash and Gelert welcomed us with barks that 
made the buildings ring again, and seemed so taken with my 
velveteen, that all the “down charges” I could roar out failed 
to keep their muddy paws from stamping it with their marks 
of upproyal. 

The day by this time had fully broken and all objects were 
clearly perceptible, including, of course, my velveteen, 
which, although somewhat damaged in appearance by the 
pawing of the dogs, still shone with a lustre peculiar to its 
material, It soon caught the eyes of old William, ‘My 
eyes, Mr. John, that’s a stunner,” said he, and drawing near 
commeneed stroking and patting as if itor I had been a prize 
specimen of the venus Canis. ‘Well now, dearee me, lookee 
here, if them buttons don’t beat everything; &rcuse me, Mr. 
John,” he continued, taking hold of each ss he carefully 
viewed it in turn, ‘‘now aint they just as true as natu’, for 
sure. Oh! my, came from Lunuun, I spose, and cost a 
mighty lot, Pll warrant.” How lone the examination would 
have continued I know not, but it was hustily brought to a 
close by the donble repart of a distant gun. “By gum, Mr. 
John, we hud better be off, there’s the rector’s gun, and Ul 
be darned if he hain't got into that big covey in Dayies® 
stubble.” 
No need of further parleying; off we set, for let it be 

known that owing to the kindness of Lord P., our great 
land-owner, the rector of the purish and my brothers, when 
at home, were allowed the privilege of shooting over several 
hundred acres in the district immediately around, and one 
tried to outdo the other in the size of his bag on the first of 
September. ‘This year, owing to the absence of my brothers, 
T was left alone to represent my family, a fact which 1 may 
perhaps be allowed to plead in mitigation of the extrava- 
gance connected with the velveteen, but at all events | was 
determined to take the shine out of the rector’s cap by bag- 
fing more brace than he. We were equals in armament, 
both had doubles, muzzle-loaders, of course, and our re- 
spective crews consisted of one man each. Old William, 1 
Knew, was a tip top-hand at marking, far better than old 
Dick Richards, the parish clerk, who had for years carried 
the rector’s game bag and did all the marking ut the same 
time. 

‘Bang, bang,” off went the rector's gun again, a little to 
the eastward this time. “Consarn it,” I could hear William 
ery out, 3s he was making his way through a bramble brake 
to the right, ‘they've follered that covey into Rogers’ *ta- 
turs and they'll bag ’em all; Jet’s go for that fegey field dawn 
by Davies’s oates, and get atthem big ‘uns we seed tother 
day.” So -we went, and justas the dogs got to the thorn 
hedge this side of it, they began to draw. Cantiously | got 
over through a gap, and had just time to cock hoth my bar- 
rels, when ‘whir-r-r-t-r—bang, bang,” went my Westley 
Richards, and one fell flop on the ground. The dogs were 
still on the other side of the hedge standing ‘‘as stiff as 
pokers,” so said William, by which I knew all had not got up, 
so rapidly loading again, I was ready, and taking afew more 
steps expecting two or three to rise, to my utter astonish- 
ment up gota dozen at least in a bunch together and topped 
the hedge, I had barely time to fire my right barrel at ran- 
dom just as they disappeared, at the report of which I heard 
a terrible commotion on the other side, William giving yent 
to expressions | am not permitted to record, mingled with 
the rustle of wounded birds, and “drop him, Gelert—you 
Dash, consarn ye.’ I burst through the gap again, and 
there sure enough jas the old fellow wringing the necks of 
several birds he had just secured. The long and the short 
of it was that I haying ‘taken the brawn of “em,” had killed 
and wounded no less than seven fine plump puartridges. Wil- 
liam was in ecstacies of delight, Takme his hat off his bald 
head, and piving the locks he had left a pull, he cried out, 
“Dash my old wig, why, Mr. Jobn, it’s that coat that's done 
it, the rector ‘ll be nowheres in the count at this rate, hah! 
hah! hah! hah!” and the old fellow fairly held hissides with 
langhing, Iam ashamed to say that this unlooked for event 
did not cause me to regret such an unsportsmaniike method 
of making up a score, for in those days I was not yery par- 
ticular so long asthe bag was filled Suffice it to say, we 
traversed over a large tract of country that day, and by sun- 
dry judicious shots not only managed to fill the bag, but the 
hare pockets of the velveteen as well. We also managed to 
keep clear of the route which the rector took, but once or 
twice evidently profited by falling in with remnants of cer- 
tain coyeys which had escaped his marker’s eye, but which 
contributed to swell onr bag. 

- 
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Toward evening, as the sun was sinking low hehind Plm- 
limmon's lofty range and we were making our way to a cer- 
tain turnip field near home, which was the last pliuce we 
were going to beat, William, who war some distance ahead, 
called out, “Run, Mr. John, run, Dick Richards and the 
vector ure crossing old Sally Byaus’s meadow, and'll he down 
in the turmits afore us,” { hud a good deal further to go 
than my vival, but my legs were more supple than the rec- 
tor’s, und after goiny it double quick over two fields, in a 
jiffy I leaped the ditch on to the bank, surmounted by a 
quickset hedge, on the other side of which lay the turnips, 
and burst through just as the rector was coming through the 
other at the hotlon of the field. He hailed me as Joud as he 
could, “Hold on, hold on,” and, obserying how quick the 
old parson was footing it up the other side, keepirg his dogs 
close to heel, I knew something was up and awaited his ar- 
rival, As soon as he could get within speaking distance, he 
enlled out to say that no Jess than three coveys had been 
marked into the field and we had better heat it together. So 
our dogs commenced their work and soon made a point, Up 
sot a covey of ten; the rector bagged a brace, while 1 missed 
altogether, The old fellow was very patronizing, “You 
fired too high, John,” said he; *‘keep cool, Keep cool, never 
be too excited." Now, although the old man had christened 
me, and I had listened to his présy sermons eyer since I was 
hi# enough to go to clmrch, and had, therefore, some degree 
of reverencefor his remarks, yet. as I had for that day at 
least put off the boy’s jucket for the adult yelyeteen, Irather 
winced at his unasked-for advice, especially when given be- 
fore the old clerk and William, 

Waving reloaded and advanced to the middle of the field, 
the dogs pointed again, and up got three birds, right under 
the rector’s nose, He fired and missed, and as luck would 
have it the birds passed me, and I drew trigger, they were al- 
most touching each other, and when I fred down dropped the 
three. The rector muttered something, and on glancing over 
miy shoulder, 1 perceived William rubbing the side of his nose 
with his thumb and winking at the old clerk. Singular 
enough we beat the rest of that field without finding another 
lird, and_on coming to the end of it the rector proposed we 
should count bags. We did so, and found he had got nine 
brace partridge and a hare, while I mustered eleven hrace, 
tayo hares, a rabbit, and a land rail—much fo his chagrin as 
I could plainly sce, for he considered himself a crack shot 
and looked upon me as a mere boy. Soon after that Iseemed 
to have risen in bis estimation, for at his invitation I often 
went out with him. and almost always dined with him after- 
ward. and a good dinner he took care to have, for he was an 
old bachelor, and had 4 famous cook and housekeeper com- 
bined in one, well knewn to the epicures for miles around as 
“Old Molly.” 

Tired and hungry I arrived home, just at dusk, to find 
that the Adroiral had ordered dinner to suit my arrival, and 
Was waiting forme. On presenting myself in the library, 
and after inquiries as to what I had shot, his eyes at once 
settled on the velveteen, but the light being rather dim he 
proceeded to snuff the mould candles as they stood in their 
ancient silver candlesticks, and then rubbing his ‘‘specks,” 
made a careful survey, and then shook his head. The next 
diy he made no allusion to the coat, but I had some misgiv- 
ings that he had not forgotten it and would ferrct ont the 
mater, and then I should be in forit. On the evening of 
that same day we were seated together after dinner in the 
library. and I obseryed ibat he was particularly silent for 
a while, and then all of asudden he burst out—"Look at 
that bill, sir. Who gave you liberty to order that coat?” 
And then such ua storm of abuse succeeded and continued 
for such a time that ordimary lads would have succumbed to 
so fiery an ordeal; but it was not the first nor the heaviest 
by any means that had occurred in my youthful memory, so 
as usual on such oecasions | kept my month closed, and in 
about half an Nour by the old Gothic clock on the mantel- 
piece he had completely poured out his ‘‘wessel o' wrath,” 
as Sam Weller would have said, and dashing the bill on the 
table made for the door in such a fiuster that he nearly cap- 
sized himself and a small table in his progress. 

It was some weeks before he forgot the price of that cout, 
and relapsed into anything like his usual humor, but the day 
came at last through a piece of good luck. An old maiden 
aunt snd godmother besides, resident in London, haying 
written to ask what Il would like as a present on my birth- 
day, then nearly due, the happy thought struck me that I 
Wight square accounts with the old gentleman by making 
him 4 present, so Lwrote to my aged relative stating my 
desire, She was evidently quite overcome by my filial affec- 
tion, nnd wrote mein the most commendatory terms, land- 
ing what she termed my “‘singularly unselfish and praise- 
worthy idea,” and not only inclosed in her letter a Jovely 
mother of pearl tooth-pick and case elaborately chased in 
silver for the old Admiral, but a £5 note for myself, with 
her “‘hest wishes for happy returns” of toy natal day, wishes 
which certainly were heurtily reciprocated by myself, With 
a fifth of the sum I engaged onr village milliner to make a 
black sills velyet. seull cap with a gold tassel on the top, 

» which I knew my vencrable parent had expressed a desire to 
wear for the comfort of bis bald caput in winter. 
Having received the cap in due time, which certainly 

looked perfection, I chose an evening after dinner when the 
gallant old gentlemtn had imbibed a more than usual quan- 
tity of ‘‘’20 Port,” and appeared in the very best of humors. 
Approaching the subject by remarking upon the unusual 
severity of the weather, and the danger of elderly persons 
catching cold in their head by sitting in draughts, 1 can- 
tiously introduced the subject of liglit caps for the protection 
of that part of the person, whereupon the old gentleman de- 
clared that the next time he went to London he would cer- 
tainly get one. ‘Do you think this one would fit you, sir?” 
said I, handing it to him. He carefully looked it over and 
then drew it over his head, and I saw at a glance that L had 
fiven the right measure, that of the inside of his hat, and 
above all that I had hit the right nail on the lead, for he 
rose from his old army chair and was leaving the room. 
“Stop, sir,” said 1, *'l have cot something élse which ought 
(o ¢o with it,” and handed him the little pearl tooth-pick 
and case. 

“Name of fortune, what's this? 
moncy to pay for these things?” 

“Aunt Sally sent mea birthday present, too much to pay 
Lewis for my shooting cont, sol thought would get you 
something useful, sir.” The words were hardly out of my 
mouth when I saw the old sailor's eyes begin to moisten, and 

-his voice appeared to falter as he placed his hand on my 
shoulder and whispered more than spoke, *‘Good lad, God 
hless you.” 
Next morning when J got up and took up thie hair brush 

off my toilet table, underneath it lay Lewis's bill receipted, 
as well as another £5 note wrapped up in a half sheet of 

Where did you get the 

‘ 

note paper, whereon was written, ‘Forgive and forget, my 
lad.’ 
Many years have passed since that day; the old Admiral 

has long sank to his rest, but the recollvetion of that event 
still remains in memory as bright and lustrous as was when 
first I donned it, that rich, soft fabrie—''my first velveteen.” 

AMONG THE BIG TREES. 

(Resringes is the homeof the superlative adjective, 
/ and therefore no reader of Californian letters should 

allow himself to be surprised at descriptions and dimensions. 
In Mariposa county, howeyer, one loses all temptation to 
enlarge—for one encounters such marvels that they stay the 
ready tongue and pen. In Mariposa lies the wonderful 
Yo Semite Valley, and it also hoasts the Grove of Mammoth 
Trees, larger and more numerous than those of the Cala- 
veras Grove, It is a county rich in superb forest-clad 
mouutains, and is wilhal fertile in ils meadow lands. 

Clark’s, from which place I write, is one of the most heau- 
tiful spots in the county. It is now about twenty-six years 
since Mr. Galen Clark—traveling in these mountains on busi- 
ness connected with the building of a ditch for irrigating 
the lowlands—‘‘pitched his tent” im this charming meadow, 
set like a jewel in the very heart of these pine-clad heights. 
Although his business project failed, he did not return to 
his former life, but built himself a log cabin and settled 
down in what remained for many years hishome. An en- 
thusiastic sportsman, he spent many days wandering in the 
woods, his gun his only companion, and it was while on a 
etouse-shooting trip he stumbled upon the upper group of 
the famous big trees. ‘The first one he diseoyered he named 
in honor of the county. This tree is seventy-five feet in 
circumference and two hundred and sixty feet In height. 
It can be imagined that for the time the grouse were forgot- 
ten. Three months later the lower grove, wilh its marvel- 
lous Grizzly Giant, was discovered, and directed hy the Indi- 
ans, Mr. Clark followed a trail into Fresno, the adjoiming 
county, and there beheld the resno Grove. 

It is not my purpose to enter into any description of those 
forests, for the euide books hurl statistics enough at one, 
but, if nov that this Mariposa grove has become almost a 
thoroughfare, one is impressed and awed by the immensity 
of the trees. Fancy the sensations with which the discoverer 
and ardent lover of nature stood alone in the solemn still- 
ness of these mighty woods and contemplated the maryel- 
ous growth, the limbs themselves of the dimensions of ordin- 
ary forest trees, and the tops towering farinto the clouds, 
Tn his log cabin, seven miles away, Mr. Clark spent many 
months, alone with nature, enjoying. witha tree hunter’s zest, 
the unmolested woods. At length, as the wonder of the 
Yo Semite, twenty-six miles distant, became talked of, his 
cabin acquired a more public character, and became the 
resting place of the travelers en route to the yalley. It was 
primitive, and the firsi meals were served on three-legged 
stools, but the travelers of that day were content to be primi- 
tive. The valley was accessible only by trails over the foot- 
hills of the Sierras. In 1874 the hotel and property known 
as Clark's were purchased by the Washburn brothers who, 
being energelic men, at once began improving the place and 
its approaches. They built a fine broad stage road over the 
mountains to Mariposa, and a few years later a road to 
Madera, a station on the 8.P. R. R. distant about eight 
hours from San Francisco. The Madera route tothe Yo Semite 
has become well known, and is certainly most picturesque 
and beantiful. 

With the ignominy resting upon me of being a Californian 
ignorant of California's finest scenery, 1 joined a party who 
left San Francisco in July, with time unlimited for enjoying 
this region, We took the four o'clock boat to the Oakland 
Mole and then tcok our sleeper. The route runs for fifty 
miles or more along the bay shore and then turns inland. 
The scenery is pastoral and simple and the heat was most 
oppressive. At eight in the cyening we dined at Lathrop. 
We knew we were in the San Joaquin Valley by the heat 
and the mosquitoes. They are hold, daring mosqitoes, and 
some one who is reckless of his future says that in the early 
days they were sent in bunches to the market and sold as 
snipe, Wereached Madera at midnight, where the sleeper 
was shunted to a side track, One has the choice of remain- 
ing inthe car all night or taking rooms at the hotel, the for- 
mer by far the pleasanter arrangement. Atsix in the morn- 
ing a six-horse stage couch was in readiness for the mountyin 
drive. Waving with wisdom and ferethought secured the 
box seats, we were spared much of the dust which caused 
our companions inside to look like the natives of some tropic 
isle. The beginning of the drive, is very tiresome and we 
were glad, on reaching Coarse Gold Gulch, to know that 
the flat country lay behind us, The latter half of the sixty- 
seven mile drive lies through most snperb forests of 
fir, yellow and sugar pine, live and white oak, 
Such dense, shadowy forests, pungent with the sweet 
pine odors, The sugar pines are very tall and stately, 
One can easily distinguish them by their close-woven bark 
and by the peculiarity that their long slender cones hang al- 
Ways at the extremity of the branches, where they look like 
claws grasping at the air. The sugar is very white and 
sweet, and the wood acquires a high polish, The yellow 
pine is also most symmetrical, and the spines are larger 
than those of the sugar pines. The pine nuts are very yalu- 
able to the Indians, with whom- they form an important ar- 
ticle of diet. The firs have a deeper, darker foliage than the 
pine, and spread in graceful, fan-like branches. The young 
firs are called arbor vite. The ground beneath the trees is 
carpeted with pine needles. Along the border of the road 
there are great beds of the Mariposa tulip, and at a little dis- 
tance the bright tar weed looks like a velvety Jawn beneath 
the trees. The beauty of the forests is, however, marred by 
the recklessness of the sheep-herders, who set fire to the 
trees in order to have young grass tle next year for their 
flocks, There is, nevertheless, a certain picturesqueness 
about the charred stumps and fallen trunks, which, in the | 
twilight or in the deep and gloomy aisles of the forest, as- 
sume weird forms of birds aa men and impossible animals, 
and remind one of the enchanted forests of the fairy tales. 

The station, Clark’s—and, by the way, there 1s an effort 
being made to change the name to Wawona, in honor of the 
tree through which the stage passes—is reached at eight 
o clock, and it is a joy to find one’s self in this admirably 
kept and scrupulously clean hotel. The table and rooms 
are very excellent, and nothing has been spared to make the 
place comfortable and attractive. One feels rather over- 
come on finding himself in a room with softly tinted walls, 
a happy thought of the proprietor’s, for this white mountain 
light is very trying to the eyes. The station 1s 4,000 feet 
ahoye the sea, and the air dry and warm, so that to one who 
has been struggling for breath amid the fogs and raw winds 

of San Francisco, the change is inexpressibly delightful. 
To most travelers this is simply a resting-place for m might; 
but to us, after doing the valley, it became home for several 
weeks, It is intensely interesting to watch the tourists tay- 
eling on time, They arrive here tired with the drive, but 
with a noble and fixed resolution beautiful to behold, they 
rise at fiye the next morning. drive to the valley, spend one 
day there, return to the station looking immensely relieved, 
as if in the accomplishment of a holy purpose, go to the 
trees cheerfully, and on the following morning return to San 
Francisco. This mad expedition necessitates an absence 
from ‘‘the busy haunts of man” of seven days. The trip is, 
however, often made in fiye days, and the tourist imagines 
he has seen the Yo Semite, when tt takes at least several days 
to prasp the first idea of ifs colossal cliffs and domes. ‘lis 
trip leaves no lime for the enjoyment of life at Ue station. 
There are charming walks and trails through the woods, and 
two miles distant—an easy ride—the Chinnaoilny Malls. The 
proprietors are now projecting a lake in the woods, to ve 
stocked with trout, and on which a hoat or two will be kept 
for the use of the guests, . 
The South Fork of the Merced River runs within a hun- 

dred yards of the hotel, a clear, rapid, rocky stream, Tull of 
dark shady pools and sparkling riffs, and the abode of the 
most appreciative trout that ever rose toa fly. The Indians 
have spoiled the fishing for about 2 mile above and below the 
hotel, but when one passes the frequented portion of the 
river he is mast delightfully repaid, and has no need to call 
upon his imagination in recounting his success. Four miles 
and a half from the station bridge Alder Creek comes foam- 
ing and plunging down to the river, and half a mile further 
Big Creek enters from the opposite side. Below this point 
the trout are larger and more game than above, and haye 
been caught weighing from two to three pounds. Above 
these creeks the fish have never run larver than a pound and 
a quarter, and it is more common (o catch two or three to 
the pound. The brown hackle is the most. taking fly at all 
times. At twilight a gray fly, peacock body, or a white fly, 
red body, prove very killing. During this season the best 
fishing is done between five and eight in the morning andl 
the same hours in the evening. My chosen comrade 
walked up the river at half-past four one mornings, and 
retnrned with sixty-eight, ranging from eight to twelve 
inches in length, and the same evening caught forty-two. in 
about three hours’ fishing. 1 was less successful, und having 
left my fly book with him and walked alone a long distance 
down the river, [was unable to change my east for some 
time, when in about two hours’ fishing 1 caught twenty-two. 
W., who went in the morning four miles down the river, 
brought back thirty pounds of trout; he fished morning aud 
evening. With a light Leonard rod and a supply of the 
flies I have described, one is well equipped for fishing this 
delightful river. Rubber boots are of course a necessity. 1 
would advise also very light leaders, as the trout are clever 
little begzars and need to be beguiled, There are several 
deep pools not far from the hotel and the water is warm 
enough for a refreshing bath, 1 think any fisherman can 
picture to himself the delight of a clearriver running through 
pine woods, a creel full of glistening trout packed between 
the cool green ferns, and the ease and comfort ef a hath, 
when unobserved he can linger as long as he pleases and then 
lie out on. a smooth, warm rock to dry. A yery South Sea 
islander, sitting under his bread-fruit tree, could not he 
happier. 

Enrly in thesummer one can make a fine bag of wild doves, 
and indeed, for each month the sportsman finds some game 
to excite his ardor and enthusiasm. The ridges all about 
here are full of deer; grouse are plentiful, and the plumed 
partridve or mountuln quail is so abundant that it is monot- 
vaoous. For more exciting sport there are bear. The county, 
like all other counties in California, boasts a club-foot riz 
zly, whose mammoth tracks the stage drivers frequently dis- 
eoverin the road. The grizzlies are not very numerous 
here, but there are still numbers of cinnamon bear. A 
golden bear, which seldom weighs over one hundred and 
twenty-five pounds, isalsofound in the neighboring woods, 
and occasionally a grayish-white bear, A female with her 
cub haying passed the hotel one morning recently, we went 
out with Calvin, one of the pioneer hunters here, and sent 
out the dogs. Even the dogsleft us to track a deer or coyote 
over the ridge where it was impossible to follow. The com- 
monest mode here is to bait a place on a moonlight ight 
and then lie in wait for the bear, a yery unsportsmanlike 
proceeding to my mind. 

The place is fairly bristling with characters. Pike, the 
Yo Semite guide, is perhaps the most interesting. He is Pike 
because he came from that famous Missourian county. He 
is a fine stalwart inan of perhaps forty-five, aface singularly 
open, and, strange to say, not at all weather-besten. He 
counts his victims of the woods to an unmentionable num- 
ber, but he is generally conceded to he one of the most suc- 
cessful hunters of this region. He is a eclebrated person, and 
tourists to the valley usually seek him out at once. Te used 
to dress In the Davy Crockett style, and was ajoy to behold. 
He has guided all the celebrated people who have visited the 
valley, and is prevd of his fame. His voice is a busky 
whisper, though time was, he says, when he could “holler 
loud enough to be heard four miles.” I asked: “How did 
you lose your yoiec, Pike?” And he gravely answered: 
“Lying to tourists; why I can lie hard enough to blaze out 
a trail over any of these mountains.”” He was silent a mo- 
ment after this, then suddenly brought his fist down on the 
pommel of his saddleand surprised us by some of the choic- 
est oaths it has ever been my good fortune to listen to, and 
which, delivered in his half whisper, had a weird and hean- 
tiful charm. He is thoroughly honest and respectful, but 
will notallmy any nonsense. One of a party to the Nevada 
Falls this summer, an aggressive and self-conscious person, 
irritated Pike beyond measure by attempting to run lus horse 
over the rocky trail, and by assuming such dictatorial niun- 
ners that he was unendurable. Pike's soul af last revolted. 
and whipping out bis knife, he turned suddenly and cut off 
the end of the stranger’s beard, which proceeding effectually 
silenced him. A young woman with a foot large enough to 
have left the Carson footprints, also aronsed his ire by cal!- 
ing him constantly to arrange her stirrup. At last she said. 
“But it istoo small.’ ‘No,’ he calmly whispered, “your 
foot’s too d——d big.” 
We were photographed with Pike, as il is quite the correct 

thing, and his heart warming to us, he offered to bring his 
fiddle to the hotel and play for us in the evening. It was in- 
tensely interesting and intensely western that evening: We 
sat on the broad back porch of the hotel, overlooking the 
Merced, eyery tree on the bavk reflected in the water, and 
the mighty cliffs beyond Jooming vague and indistinct inthe 
moonlighf. Pike, braced against the railing, his face fullof 
earnest purpose, his fiddle grasped with desperate firmness, 
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and his feet Keeping time to the ‘Arkansas Traveler,” 
“Money Musk,” “Jordan’s a Mavd Road,” and at last, for 
my especial delvctation, “Dixie.” It is true the bridge was 
in backward, and that to give depth and tone to the tustru- 
nent, Pike had put three snake rattles in it; the how had 
not more than & dozen hairs, but there was a sincerity and 
intensity of purpose which was a certain compensation, One 
more story of Pike. He was ont on a bear hunt, and beeom- 
ing separated from the rest, suddenly found the bear at his 
heels, He ran and climbed the first tree he reached, the 
bear followed, Pike ran out on a limb, the bear ran ont on 
the same limb. By this time the other hunters were at the 
foot of the tree, and just in time to hear Pike wildly ex- 
claim, waying bis handsatthe frightened animal, “Go back! 
#0 back! you d d fool, if you don’t the limb'll break and 
Kill us both!’ 

Stephen Cuoningham, guardian of the Big Tree forest, is 
also a pionver in this county, having traded with the Indians 
herenbout thirty four yeurs ago. Tn spite of his wild life he 
has lost nothing of the courtesy of manner and refinement of 
linguage acquired in his youth. From him I learned the 
following levends, which he translated from the Indian 
fonzue, and which have been published, but in a garbled 
form; 

“On one occasion all the fire went out ip the world, and 
the animals held & convention to discuss the best means of 
one’ 17.ore gaining control of that necessary element. They 
found thaf there was a tame farin the Sierras, guarded by 
three wicked women, who, like the Grew, had but one eye, 
The chipmunk, being the smallest animal, was selected as 
being most likely to evade the eye, and he atcordingly was 
sent to steal Lhe fame. "This he succeeded in doing and yaye 
the burning tuft of grass to the squirrel, who gave it to the 
fox, he to the wolf, le to the coyote; then it passed upward 
to the California lion, each animal having distributed the fire 
on his way. At length, however, they reached the Merced 
River, and eneountered the difficulty of carrying the fire 
across. The besyers were called into requisition, leveled 
their dam, and forming in a line, received the burning Joe 
upon their tails, It rolled so constantly as they swam across 
the water, that it burned all the hair off their tails, since 
which time the naturalist finds that beavers haye no hair 
rowing upon that portion of their bodies. 

Another and yery poctic legend is of Tissaack, the Gad. 
dess of the Valley, who was supposed to dwell upon the 
South Dome in the Yo Semite. She is described as of won- 
drous and radiant beauty. From her dimpled shoulders 
srew cloudtike wings, over which fell her sunny hair, like 
go'den water falling oyer rotks; her little feet were like the 
snow tuits on the pines in winter, the instep arched like the 
spring of a bow. and her voice lad the swect, sad tone of 
the night bird in the woods. Tutockannulah (HlCapitan) 
dwelt at the other end of the valley. He was one of a race 
of ginots, and was endowed with the power of governing 
the crops and was treated Ivy the Indians with solemn rever- 
ence, a silence falling upon the yalley wheneyer he walked 
through the meadows. But an evil season came, the rye 
grass refused to grow, the pools fell dry, the fish died in the 
river, the “acorn trees” wilted, and the people, hemmed in 
in the yalley by hostile Indians, were threatened with star- 
yation, Tutoekannulah descended from his cliff and was 
inet by taunts and jeers. Discouraged and helpless, he lifted 
his arms toward Tissaack, appealing foraid. She flew down 
to his assistance as lightly as the snow falls in winter, 
and that night a frightful crash was heard; half of the South 
Dome fiew off in fragments, and through the chasm the 
waiters rushed down from Lake Tenaya, forming Mirror Lake. 
The fish found the cool waters, the lands were irrigated, 
and happiness reigned, Tutockannulah scems to have had 
« jualous disposition, and became so enraged against Hunta 
(watching eye) who dwelt upon what is now called the 
Washington Column, that he demanded assistance, captured 
Tissaack, anc secured her in his rocky home. She escaped 
him, however, and as he rushed forward to pursue her, he 
ras suddenly transformed to stone, and to this day may be 

seen upon the face of El Capitan, his mantle floating behind 
him, and his upraised hand pointing toward the setting sun, 
Cunningham lives in solitude among the mammoth trees, 

where he makes little ornaments of the wood and cones, to 
sell to tourists. He had an odd visitor the other day; a phleg- 
matic German who, hearing some one say of the Garfield 
tree “How is that for high?” and perceiving that it was a 
joke, called a friend aside and inquired with beaming coun- 
tenance, ‘How high you tink was dot tree?” , 

Mrs. Snow, who keeps the hotel at Nevada Falls, is a per- 
fect Widow Bedott. Through all the season she entertains 
the travelers each day with the same set of jokes, and her 
conversation certainly tends to amuse one doring the dinner 
hourin her hotel, There is a certain advantage in antici- 
paling what one is going to laugh at—there is never any 
shock about it, She will walk quietly past you and say, 
“Snow falls lightly.” She will tell you there are eleven feet 
of snow there, and explain that Mr, Snow is six und she is 
five feet, and she will tell you that all the vegetables are 
raised there—on mule back, and that no one need eyer come 
there to die as there is not enough ground to bury one in, 
aud she will quote hymns with a beautiful fervor and assure 
you fhat she las a better home than any this earth can offer, 
wilh 2 degree of certainty which cannot fail to inspire one 
with equal conticlence. 

Qalyin, the oldest hunter at the station, is a whole-souled 
and genial child of the woods, and so full of quaint expres- 
sions and ideas, thaf we have all interlarded our conversa- 
tion with phrases borrowed from his yocabulary. He is our 
chosen friend, and wandering through the forests or sitling 
arouud the camp-tire on one of the cold, starlit nights, that 
one finds so refreshing in these mountains, one could not ask 
2 More entertaining companion, indeed, we look back upon 
our stay here as having introduced us to so much in char- 
acter study, in super) scenery, in shooting and fishing, and 
in that delicious idleness that is unattainable in the hurry of 
city life or of a too crowded resort, that I rather wonder at 
my Leverosity in intraducing so charming a spot to general 
attention, We leave it with regret, and with the feeling 
thal we are parting with some cherished possession. Our 
funs und rods steal back into their cases and become once 
more inanimate, not to seem again endowed with a person- 
ality until the eall of the canvas-back is heard in the land, 
and the grilse come slowly hack into San Francisco Bay 
from their explorations in the Pacific. ’ 

With regard to trees, I passed part of my yonth in the 
ghade of Burnham Beeches, add have now the happiness of 
living amid my own “green retreats,” I am not surprised 
that the ancients Sse trees, Lakes and mountains, 
however glorious for a time, in time weary. Sylvan scenery 
never palls.—Letter from Lord Beaconsfield, 
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Bhatuyal History. 

AN AMATEUR ANIMAL TRAINER. 
Eilitor Forestund Stream: 

The following may We of intereat !o your rearers who all, 
or at least the greater part of them, have at some period of 
their lives been excited over the arrival of a circus, and haye 
gazed with delightful thrills at the man who entered the 
lions’ cage, Few know how these ‘‘kings of the desert” ure 
tamed and made to obey man. 

The experiences I am about to relate are not those of a 
professional tamer (for such a trade exists), but of an ama- 
teur, There are many amateurs in all professions, from the 
rival of the Swiss guide whoscales the Matterhorn unaided, 
to the bookbinder who <disdains professional help with his 
édition de luxe, but 1 think lam correctin saying that there 
exists but one who from love of the srt has made the taming 
of wild beasts his hobby. Although a young man he is quite 
appreciated by his professiona] brethren, Mr, T. 8. W. 
has been suecessful with some eight or ten lions, a leopard, 
and four wolves, all of which asimals he has more or Jess 
domesticated. 

Regular rules for training cannot be laid down; exch 
trainer has his own theories onthe subject and works accord- 
ingly, adapting them to the disposition of his pupil, Of 
course instant. obedience is the yery first and foremost, This 
cannot be brought about, as some fondly believe, by kind- 
ness and gentleness such as ladies practice with a fayorite 
horse. They would be utterly out of place in a lion’s cage, 
Modern tamers have yet to learn Daniel’s secret. The whip 
is the train’s cade merym—not an ordinary driving whip, 
but a short heavy weapon of lead and plaited leather, which 
is securely fastened to the wrist. In his whip, in the fas- 
cination of his steady gaze aud his nerve the trainer places 
his faith, 

There is little or no danger the first or second time of en- 
tering a new pupil’s cage; the animal is frightened and fre- 
quently tries to escape (of course I am speaking of lions born 
in captivity), but after these first visits the danger is there, 
depending more or less in degree on the impression the 
trainer may have caused. 

Training does not begin until the animal has attained his 
full growth, 7. ¢,, from ten montlis to one year, The lion 
will after this age increase in breadth and weight, but not in 
height, The cub loges its teeth at nine months, and diving 
this process the greatest risk of death is run. 

Ten minutes is the average lesson for the first week, after- 
ward increased to half an hourand more, After having been 
put through their exercises, each lion is given about two 
litres of warm milk, which has the effect of soothing and 
quieting their neryes. 

One of the most difficult tricks to teach animals is to jump 
through a burning hoop—the hoop being surrounded with 
cotton soaked in spirits of wine and ignited, The plan 
adopted is to rua a partition across the cage, the hoop form- 
ing the only openiug. The animals are then driyen with the 
whip, and, finding no other means of escape, are forced to 
pass through the flames, This is repeated several times a 
day until they become accustomed to it. 

Short words of command and short names are the best— 
“Cush” (lay down), ‘‘here,” ‘‘up,” and ‘‘over” are all that are 
necessary—Minka, Rex, Venns, Pluto, ete., ure favorite 
names. 

Mr. T, 8. W. has had several accidents, none of which, 
however, have been serious. On one occasion, while pre- 
paring to put his lions through the burning hoop, a drop of 
burning spirit fell on the back of the largest lioness. Mad- 
dened with pain she instantly sprang on him, knocking him 
against the end of the cage and striking her hind claws into 
his thigh, and passing oyer his head with the right paw, 
Fortunately Mr. W. still kept the whip in his hand, and 
aiming a blow with the heavy handle under her jaw, 
knocked her off, and with the yigorous use of fhe lash suec- 
ceeded in backing out of the cage. On another occasion, 
Mr. W. was mauled while taking the young of a lioness. 
Men with red hot iron bars were stationed outside the cage 
to keep the infuriated beast off, she nevertheless succeeded 
in giving him a severe scratching. 
Howeyer fascinating this subduing may be to the fair sex, 

I doubt the “dude” adopting it as a means of success. 
Whatever the precautions may be, tlere is always a certain 
‘amount of danger and risk. Aw Eve Wirsess, 
COPENHAGEN. 

OTAGO ACCLIMATIZATION SOCIETY. 

ee energetic efforts of this vigorous body to introduce 
into New Zealand useful mamonals, birds and fishes 

still continue, though with certain species they haye not been 
successful, From the report of Jast year we take the follow- 
ing notes in vegard to the birds and mammals; 

Black Game.—These valuable birds, of whieh four cocks 
and six hens were liberated in Clydevale by our manager in 
April, 1879, have not been seen at all during the past year, 
It is to be feared that they have died or been shot by poachers; 
at any rate no practical result hus come out of the experi- 
ment, This is a matter for regret, as we found it very diffi- 
culf to get permission to take the black-cock at all from pro- 
prietors’ lands in Scotland, and when we did se@t some eighty 
together, Mr. Bills, who was collecting them for us only got 
twenty on to the ship alive. They appear to be dificult to 
handle and rear in confinement. 

Pheasants and Partridges.—The pheasants and partridges 
alsc, we are sorry to report, have become very scarce. Al 
Waitahuna Tuapeka West, where five years ago the part- 
ridges were observed in coveys, and these Were many, there 
is not 2 bird almostnowto be seen, The same is true of 
West Taieri and other parts—while the pheasants have en- 
tirely dissappeared from most of their old havnis and are 
yery hard to be seen anywhere, unless ina few very rough 
and remote gorges. It is a very serious question for the 
Society how it is, not merely that our few black-cock haye 
dissappeared, but that the pheasants and partridges, which 
might be reckoned by hundreds at least all over the coast 
line of Otago, a few years ago, are becoming gradually exter- 
minated. Considering the marked success of the two latter 
game birds for years subsequently to their introduction to 
Otago, and that now ap odd one or two are only to be met 
with in remote mountain gorges or unfrequented places 
where no one shoots, the conclusion is forced on your 
Council that poaching must be the principal canse of this, 

Quail and Grouse.—The California quail are doing fairly 
well at Queenstown, Goodwood and a few other localities, 
Of mountain quail a second shipment of eighty came trom 
California in March, also ten pintail zrouse, Of the former 
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six died on the yoyage and seven after landing, although 
they were very fat; and of the latter one died on the voyage. 
The survivors were liberated at the foot of the Rock and 
Pillar Hlountains by Mr. Deans, but have not since been 
heard of. 
Minas.—The minas turned out at Goodwood tire oceasion- 

ally seen there. 
Blackbirds and Thrushes.—These birds continue to thrive, 

and the latter are getting much more numerous than they 
were, although there ave few of them compared to the black- 
birds, They appear to be more shy than they are athome. 
We have distributed twenty-two blackbirds and twelve 
fhruoshes during the year. 

Starlings.—The starlings continue to thrive, aud have 
spread themselves over many parts of the province. They 
seem {0 build in tall trees and in rocks and rocky gorges, such 
its that of the Sutton stream, They are known to kill vast: 
numbers of ¢aterpillars. One remarkable case of u plague of 
these insects on Conical Hills station may be mentioned, where 
the starlings came ten miles from their haunts aud cleared off 
the whole lotin a few days. We have distributed 315 of 
these birds during the yea, as particularized in the appen- 
dix to this report, 

Australian Ployer,—These birds, which were liberated on 
the Lauder station in Mareh, 1881, lave not been heard of 
during the past year. it is to be hoped, however, that they 
have not disappeared, as they were quite vigorous when 
turned ont. 

Other Insect Birds,—The Wellington Society got 32 of 
these useful little insect eaters, the hedge sparrows, from 1s 
during 1882. 
Shags.—The shags, which are perhaps the greatest enemy 

we know of to our trout, have been outlawed by us, and one 
shilling a head offered for them, Although we have had 
special trips made by Ranger Burt to kill them, and private 
individuals have shota number of them, yet, owing no doubt 
to their natural vigilance, we can only record 346 as huying 
heen destroyed duving the year, 
Deer.—The red, fallow and axis deer continue to hold 

their own, but we have nol. received much information lately 
nbout them. } 

Mares.—These sre now so numerous that they might 
safely be taken out of the game list, yet we deem it better 
at present to retain the license in force for killing them, 

THE BIRDS OF PROSPECT PARK. 

E AVING been, fora number of years past, a coustant 
observer of the various species of birds which frequent 

Prospect Park, and of their habits, I feel called upon to offer 
a word in their behalf. Few people who yisit our beautiful 
Park realize what a harbor it affords the birds. There they 
are tree from molestation and disturbance, for the “bogus” 
collector, who, in my opinion, is doing more harm to the 
feathered songsiers than all the lawks and red squirrels, 
cannot carry on his work of extermination, The snakes in 
the Park are very scarce and small, aud the hawks are not 
humerous there to do any great amountof harm. ‘lhe little 
réd rodent dovs not inhabit the Park, so that very few 
enemies are left to destroy the birds and theiy nests. The 
fun throughout the country is making sad hayoc among the 
Jnsessores or insectivorous birds, while in the hands of lawless 
boys aud men, who shoot them out of sheer cruelty. The 
birds are quick to see that in the Park they are under protec- 
tion, and consequentiy flock to it. from all quarters, and each 
suceceding year the number of individuals and species haye 
increased, The bountitulsupply of berries and the extensive 
lawns afford an ample supply of food. while 2 lixurious 
growth of trees answers all the requisites for nesting pur- 
poses. ‘The small ponds contain fish, which are preyed upon 
by the belted kingtishers and gulls, and the miniature snipe 
beds bordering on these sheets of water, are frequented by 
great numbers of the smaller variety of snipe. 1 haye pre- 
pared a list, giving the names of the birds which inhabit our 
Park, Aud am certain as to their identity: 

American robin, Herula migratoria. 
Wilson's thrush, Hylociehla fuscescens. 
Wood thrush, Liyjlociehla mustetina, 
Gray-checked thrush, Hylociehla alteta. 
Russet-backed thrush, Hylociehla ustuliota, 
Hermit thrush, Aylocichla wnclasce pallasé. 
Olive-backed thrush, //ylovichla ustulute swainsont. 
Mocking bird, Minis polyylottin. 
Cathird, Guleoscoptes carolinensis, 
Brown thrasher, Uerporhynchus rufus. 
Bluebird, Sialia statis, 
Blueray guateatcher, Polioptile cerules. 
Ruby-crowned kinglet, Aegudius calendulit, 
Golden-crowned kinglet, Regulus satrap. 
Black-crested titmouse, Lophophanes ulrocristutus, 
Slender-billed nuthateh, Sith carolinensis. 
Brown ereeper, Certhiu fumiliarix merwon, 
House wren, Vreglodytes aedon. 
Winter wren, Anerihuie troglodytes hyenalis. 
Black and white creeper, Mniotilta varia, 
Blue-winged yellow warbler, Heliminthophuga pis. 
Golden-winged warbler, Helminthopluga cha ysoptera. 
Blue yellow-back warbler, Parule americana. 
Summer yellow bird, Dendpeca westivd. 
Black-throated blue warbler, Dendrava ceruleseens. 
Chestnut-sided warbler, Dendracn penusyloanted, 
Biack-poll warbler, Dendrwen strinte 
Blackburnian warbler, Dendriern Mackhurndle. 
Golden-cheeked warbler, Dendraca chryxeparic, 
Pine-creeping warbler, Dendrica plans. 
Golden-crowned thrush, Sivrws wupieaplllun, 
Small-billed water thrush, Stvrys ners. 
Mourning warbler, Geothlypis philadelphivt. 
"Maryland yellow-throat, Geotllypix trivhas, 
Yellow-breasted chat, Jeferva virens. 
American redstart, Setephagi putioilli. 
Red-eyed vireo, Vireosyleta aldvacen. 
Warbling yireo, |ireosylpia yilva. 
Cedar waxwing, Ampelis cédrarnm, 
Barn swallow, /lirunida erythregastra. 
White-bellied swallow, Zuchyetneta biealar, 
Svarlet tanager, Pyrdnge wubrit, 
Purple finch, Curpodacus prurpurens. 
American goldfinch, Astrugulinus tristts. 

—Ditlark sparrow, Pasesreulua anthinus. 
White-crowned sparrow, Zoputrichiu leucophrys. 
White-throated sparrow, Zonvtrichia albicallis. 
Chipping sparrow, Spizella domestica. 
Black snowbird, -/uneo iyemulis, 
Field sparrow, Spizella pusilla, 
Song sparrow, Melospiza faschile. 
Chewink, Pijrilo erythrephthalius, 
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Cardinal prosheak, Cardinalix vinginiwnus. 
Indigo bunting, Passerina cyanea. 
Bobolink, Dolichanya oryzivorus. 
Cowbird, Molotiirus ater, 
Red and buff-shouldered blackbird, Agelaus phantevus. 
Meudow lark, Sturnella magna. 
Orchard oriole, Jeferus spurts, 
Baltimore oriole, Ieterws galbula, 
Purple grackle, Quisedlus purpureus. 
Common crow, Corvus frugivoris. 
Blue jay, Cyanocitte evistata, 
Kingbird; bee martin, 7yrannus carolinensts. 
Pheebe bird, Sayornis fuscia. 
Wood pewee, Contopus virens, 
Ruby-throated hummingbird, Zrochilus colubris. 
Whip-poor-will, Caprimulqus vociferus, 
Nighthawk, Chordeiles popetue. 
Red-headed woodpecker, Melanerpes erythrocephalus. 
Yellow-shafted flicker, Colaptes auratus. 
Yellow billed cuckoo, Coceyzus amerteanis. 
Black-billed cuckoo, Coceyzis erythrophihalmus. 
American barn owl, Alco fammeus americaniua. 
American long-eared owl, Asto americanus. 
Belted kingtisher, Ceryle aleyon. 
Marsh hawk, Otrews hudsonius, 
American bittern, Botaurus lentiginosus. 
Least sandpiper, Actodromas minutilla. 
Yellow-legs, Totiimus flavipes. 
White-vinged gull, Larus lencopterus. 
Tt will bu seen by the above that the Park is not so desti- 

tute of birds as some yisitors believe it to be, and as there 
are several other species unknown to myself which are not 
down in this list, it cam readily be seen that quite a large 
family of birds congregate in Prospect Park. 

W. B. Wyman. 
Brooruyny, N. Y. 

Hreroroscs.—Horse Cove, N. C., Oct. 8, 1883—Fiditor 
Forest aud Stream: 1 recently shot a very large owl, and 
while skinning him was annoyed by flies concealed in his 
feathers, darting out into iny face, They could bite “some,” 
and at the moment of striking, like a hornet. I inclose you 
one of the gentry, perhaps you may be able to identify him, 
By placing him under a microscope you can see his sword, 
sling, or whatever itis, Neither the owl nor the fly are 
common here, in fact one of the old hunters told me they 
were strangers to him. As the ow! had recently had a dis- 
agreement with a skunk, you can get some idea of his size. 
But, to come back to the starting point, what kind of a fly is 
it? Bauewrnnan, [The fly inelosed is one of the Hippo- 
boserdee, the family which includes the forest fliesand sheep 
ticks, and is very similar to, if not identical, with that known 
as the “partridge fly’—so common on quail and grouse. 
These thes are found commonly on hawks and owls; indeed, 
Dr, Packard has described one species under the name Hip- 
posbosen bubonis, which was taken from an owl. We have 
also found them on herons, Several genera of these animals 
are given as [ippobosed, Lipoptena and Ornithomyia. | 

Tur Opossum ox Lona IstAnp.—Miller’s Place, L. L., 
Sept. 17,—A few weeks ago, a young male opossum was 
caught near here. In your issue of Dec. 28, 1882, ‘*T. C.,” 
of Wading River, reports the capture of one at that place, and 
mentions an instance of the capture of one at Strang’s Neck, 
(Setauket) and asks where they came from. Several years 
ago a pair were brought here from Virginia, one of which 
was siven to me, and the other toafriend. After u short 
period of confinement they both escaped, and nothing more 
was heard of them until the following winter, when one of 
them was seen in the vicinity of a neighbor's hen roost. 
Can it be that those which haye been taken on the island 
during the past year, are the progeny of this pair?7—A. H. TH. 
[lt is quite possible that this may explain the occurence of 
the opossum on Long Island.] 

Tue Srreapmse AppEerR.—AHditor Forest and Stream: 
Concerning the spreading adder andits power to harm, I 
have a little testimony. If have killed scores at the South 
where they were yery numerous, and I think I examined 
every one for fangs, but never found any. There was one 
instance of a child bitten by a ‘spreader,’ in which the ef- 
fect was yery serious, the child not recovering fully for many 
days. As I remember it, the case did not oxhibit the fea- 
tures of virulent poison, but of that acting more slowly and 
milder, I thought at the time that possibly the smalJ teeth 
might have scratched the tender flesh sufficiently to seriously 
poison,—s. 

auswers to Correspondents. 

t= No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspoudeénta, 

DMR: W., Parnsworth,— Write to Pottinger Dorsey, Newmarket, Md_ 

C. B. H,, Attleboro, Mass,—Write ta Wm, Tallman, 5 Fruit st., 
Worcester. Mass. 

F.J., Steuben Conuty, N. Y.—We do not know to whom to refer you 
for Newfoundlands. 

A, 5. B., Harlingen, N. J.—Write to Mr. W. GC. Gulliver, 120 Brouwd- 
way, New York. he may possibly inform you. 

Ai, Y. T,—Your dog is seven-eighths Liewellin and one-eighth 
native and cannot be classed as a Liewellin. 

Squirnan, Falconer, N. ¥.—Can you give the address of parties 
who have liye black or gray squirrels for sale? Ans. Write to Chas, 
Reiche & Bro., Chatham st., New York. 

W. H, F., Wilkesbarre, Pa.—i. The dog you refer to is not of the 
same breed as yours, and the similarity of name will cause no confu- 
sion. 2, Write to the man who bred her for pedigree. 

. 

At an early hour on Monday morning as a clerk employed 
by the Quintard Bros., jewelers, at No, 316 Main street, wasin 
the back yard of their place of business, he suddenly noticeda 
large animal of some description crawling over a shed there. 
They chased it for some time abont the yards, when it finally 
took refuge in the cellar of the jewelry store of Welles & Zini- 
merman. The animal finally crawled up the side of the build- 
ing and got in between some floor timbers and the ceiling. In 
such haste was it to get away thai the head of the ‘coon was 
so tightly wedged in that it could not moye, One of its hind 
legs was hanging down, and to this the boy of Mr, Quintard 
tied a stout cord securely around, and then almost by main 
force Mr. Coon was dragged forth a captive. The aninial was 
very wild and iieiaar biting furiously at everything it came 
in contact with. Itwas a very visky piece of work in cap- 
turing it as they did, for ifit had got a good hold of one of 
them the beast would no doubt haye done some savage work. 
A box was svon procured, into whieh it was put, and darin 
the day hundreds of persons called at the store to take = look 
ati ifi—Fouyhherpste Eagle, Oct. 9. 

Game Bag and Gun. 

GAME RESORTS.—We are always glad to recewe for pub- 
lication such notes of desirable game resorts as may be of help 
to the readers of FOREST AND STREAM, Wall not our corre- 
spondents faror us with such advice? 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the affice matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 1, has 

been published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be sent 10 any 

addruss, pos!paid,on receipt of 10 cents. 

THE OPEN SEASON FOR QUAIL SHOOTING. 

ike is October morning, the golden, glorious prime 
Of the autumnal season, the sportsman’s royal time, 

And now the hoar-frost jewels, all glittering and white, 
Shine o'er the grassy meadows. and o’er the upland height, 

Aud far as eyé may wander, a filmy vapory veil 

Floats o'er the brimming river that windeth down the yale, 

T gaze o'er woods and orchards, resplendent with the hues 

With which the lavish autumn the drooping leaves suffuse, 

Where iyies and the woodbines and garlands of the vine 

Are reddened and embrown’d, with vermillion splendors shine. 

And where the oaten harvests and fields of wheat were spread, 
All bare the russet stubble is crisp beneath the tread, 

And yellow corn-stacks, like the tents of armies spread around, 

While in the busy granaries the beating flails resound. 

Now by the blue lake horders, and by the river’s edge. 

Where swing the cat-tail clusters, where leams the rustling sedge, 

Isee the black duck squadrons, the wood duck and the teal, 

T see the ambush‘d fowler, I hear his vyolleying peal, 

And as l skirt the thicket edge, or through the stubbles pass, 

Isee the beyies of the quail spring from the faded grass; 

In every weedy tussock, in every swale they hide; 

And as they sail o’er hedges, in winnowings far and wide, 

The sportsman’s heart exulteth with promise of the joy 
When first the ‘open season” his gun and dog eiploy. 

For not until November its earliest dawn shall bring, 
May shot be fired in coppices, where quail burst on the wing; 

For then from morn till evening the echoes shall repeat 

The gun's report in open field, or in the green retreat. 

Till then the speckled flocks may feed and fly at will, 

May range the sumptuous stubbles, may sweep o'er plain ani hill; 

When comes that day relentless, ah, then poor tlocks, beware! 

Swift be your flight or ye may leave your ‘little lives in air." 

GREENPORT, October. Issac MCLELLAN. 

VIRGINIA QUAIL AND FOXES. 

TYXHE season fur quail, ruffed grouse, and wild turkey 
A opened here to-day and every sportsman who could leave 
other business was early afoot to christen the day. Major 
Holman, James IK, Maddox and Mr, Brooks, the dis- 
tincuished artist, accompauied by Recorder Williamson and 
P. Y. B. Brooks, Esq.. took bee lines for the best preserves 
in the vicinity. 

Results good, as I learn this evening, for quail on toast 1s 
the supper luxury at the Warren Green to-night, and hence- 
forth we expect a frequency thereof. 

Alrendy sportsmen reading the Forrest anp Stream are 
writing here for special information regarding quail shooting 
and fox hunting. j 

The shooting is very good, but gentlemen must bring their 
own dogs, The fox hunters will greet and aid in mounting 
alt¢rwe sportsmen and bold riders who come to enjoy the 
sport that is held in greatest estimation here. No pot-hunters 
need come, but gentlemen, who act as such, will find to 
difficulty in getting at well protected game in this immediate 
vicinity. My quarters are at the Warren Green Hotel, and 
there is no hetter in the county, if indeed, there is any other 
that xpproaches it for solid comfort. 

I shall be too late this week to describe the last thrilling 
and exciting fox hunt, in which Miss Josie Scott, of Rich- 
mond, alittle, as well asa fearless and graceful rider, was 
in at the death and received the “brush” from the gallant 
cavalier who was first on the canine battle ground. 

This is a paradise for true sportsmen who ure able and 
willing to endure some fatigue. Deer hunting can be had 
a day's drive from here, while turkey, grouse and quail are 
plenty close by. Squirrels and pigeons are reported plenty. 
Before | write my next I shall be in the field myself, being 
hard at work now closing up a story for the New York, 
Weekly. Cou. E. Z. C. Jopson (‘Ned Buntline”). t 
Warrenton, Va, Oct. 15. 

NOTES FROM SYRACUSE, 
ie has now come time to think about getting our traps 

ready fora fallshoot. I am ready to go shooting, and 
really, having read so closely your correspondence in rela- 
tion fo good places, must confess I hardly know which to 
choose, But Iam going somewhere sure! We have fair 
shooting close by our own city, but it is natural to want to go 
away somewhere. 
Very many ducks can now (from this time out) be killed 

on our own Onondago Lake; more can be killed on Oncida 
Lake; plenty can be bagged on Otisco Lake;a few on Skane- 
ateles Lake, and larger numbers still on the Caynga marshes, 
Good shooting, | think, may be had further north on the 
small bays and marshes contiguous to Lake Ontario; notably 
Wood's Pond, about which I haye spoken in your columns 
in times gone by. The latter place and Otisco Lake are my 
favorites, I visited Mr. Wood a few weeks since and made 
a careful inspection of the marsh. 11 would do you good to 
take a look at this marsh this fall; you would see as fine a 
frowth of wild rice as your eyes often feast upon. At the 
time I was there very many ducks were scen, a result of 
liome nesting. They were of the classes black, mallard and 
wood duck. 

Little shooting has been done there this season as I am in- 
formed. A private letter from Mr. Wood just received 
status: *'Ducks are now coming in quite fairly, and all in- 
dications are favorable fur a good time this fall, The water 
is nearly two feet higher than for some years past, a very 
fayorahle omen. I think there will be no trouble in putting 
a boat down at most any point on the marsh this fall.” 

i shall visit this place in the course of a few days; I shall 

_ 

also put io about a week on Otisco Lake, of which I have 
also spoken before through your columns. I will report my 
"success in capturing game at these two points very soon 
There is much Jess shooting at Otisco Lake than at Wood's 
Pond, a consideration which might be taken into account by 
many. I sawa gentleman to-day who came from the St. 
Lawrence River; he reports ducks in unusually large flocks 
all along that great watercourse. A friend intorms me |hey 
have been quite plenty on Otisco Lake, and from personal 
knowledge [ know there are thousands of them row on 
Cayuga Lake and marshes. The same is truce of Oneida 
Lake, and, by the way, L think these pliices all yery good; 
certainly they are easy of access from-this city. 

There haye not been the usual number of woodcock shot 
here this season; they seem to have seatlered, and are said 
to be hard to find. I hope, however, to find some, ind think 
I shall, Partridges are reported quite plenty in the country 
about here, and parties who can shoot them can find good 
sport. I can find them, but cannot hag them to my sutis- 
faction. 

Now, one word about your paper. You will allow me to 
say its influence hereabouts has worked a marked result 
for good. Pot-hunting bas become almost a thing of the 
past. Very few men indeed hereabouts go shooting for tlie 
emoluments, Sport seems to be what the boys are after. 
Nearly all our shooting is done in season, and for sport only. 

I cannot close this letter without saying one more word in 
regard to trap-shooting of Jive birds. It has, through the in- 
fiuence of your paper, become at this place a practice nearly 
obsolete, for which L think the whole community owe you 
very much. Glass balls and clay-pigeons are fast’ becoming 
the rule among our trap-shooters. At the present time this 
sport 1s becoming decidedly popular. 8. E. BK. 
Syracuse, N, Y, 

GUN, DOG AND CANOE. 

VOREST AND STREAM hits some nails pretty square 
on the head in several articles L have noticed. Your 

editorial in No. Son “Trap and Field Shooting”’ is specially 
worthy of study by boys or beginners who hope to become 
good hunters by a course of practice at the trap on glass 
balls or clay-pigeons, Tt isn’t only the “nervous excitement” 
attendant upon springing a first bird from cover that rattles 
the tyro, but it is the awkward way birds have of starting alt 
most unexpected times from most wnexpected pluces that 
bothers, and no clay-pigeon or rotating trap will ever We in- 
vented that will instruct in these particulars. I’ve known 
plenty of proficients at the trap who couldn't baz a bird in 
the field, and plenty of old and good hunters who coildn't 
win a fourth prize in a glass ball tournament. ‘‘Mark West,” 
one of your contributors, if | remember right, shot at fifty 
plass balls when this sport was first introduced, without 
breaking one, yet he was an expert at killing pigeons froma 
trap, and an excellent field shot, Trap-sheoting will teach 
how to “hold on,” but tramping the woods and fields with 
only this knowledge will not fill a bag. 

“Nessmuk,” I see, has finished bis cruise i the Sainy 
Gamp. It’s too bad that you fellows owning that big sports- 
man’s journal can’t keep him eruising somewhere all the 
while, for his contributions ought to make many true sports 
men and canoeists of your readers. I say hurrah for the 
fisherman who catches one single trout on Big Slim, and can 
then reel up and quit, because he ‘‘wanted no more!” And 
hurrah for the hunter who takes asmuch pridein a dog of un- 
known ancestry that loves and knows his work, as in the 
canine of the ‘‘most fashionable blood,” that costs tive hun- 
dred dollars! And hip, hip, hurrah and a tiger for the 
canoeist who takes pleasure in cruising alone, who isn’t de- 
pendent on companions, whisky punch, and a hotel to sleep 
in at night for his enjoyment! “‘Nessmuk” is each and all 
of these, and I honor himfor it. I bave loved him ever since 
reading a few lines from his pen, which ran thig way: *‘1 
hope, also, to meet a lone canoeist occasionally in the Adir- 
ondacks, but Lam not sanguine. Cange clubs, boat houses, 
monthly meetings, oysters, whisky punch—thati how it 
will go—and the canoes will have a long rest.” 

So the sunfish must go, must he? Well, I am sorry. I 
wouldn’t weep at his eviction from trout waters, because he 
does **get away” with trout eggs and young; bul, pray, let 
him alone in muddy bottoms, for he is a gamy little fellow 
to strike, and ['d rather eat him than any mud-hottom fish 
that swims. Try him “planked.” He beats shad, and hus 
just the figure for “planking.” 

Ldon’t agree with ‘‘Podgers” on the bulldog question, 
except as to the ordinary run of miserable bull curs. But 
take a thoroughbred bulldog: whose education when » pup 
was well attended to, and I'll guarantee his owner will rejoice 
in the possession of # faithful protector and watch-dox. Of 
course, his sphere of usefulness is about limited to these, and 
‘“‘Podgers” shouldn’t expect to make a hunting dog of eyena 
bull-terrier like Pat. 

Glad to read ‘‘N.’s” healthy letter about Lunting in winter, 
T haye never enjoyed a camp-out more than one in the middle 
of winter in New York State. Put up two tents, one 
slightly larger than the other, one over another, filling the 
foot orso of intervening space with straw, hemlock boughs 
or corn husks, keep a fire going in alittle sheet-iron stove, 
whose pipe and collar will pack in the stove, have plenty of 
blankets, and you will be as comfortable as could be desired. 
Such a life is the only cure for incipient consumption I know 
of. 

“E. R.," in his Rochester letter, owns up to having ‘‘fired 
a shot at a fence.” Now, “E. R.,” that’s just why our 
friends, the farmers, are forbidding all shooting on their 
lands, because hunters wilfully bang away not only at the 
game, but alsoat fences, outbuildings, ete., which the poor 
farmer has to repair, Maybe a warranted disgust at a man 
who would riddle a fence with shot was the reason why the 
dog ran away ashe did, Think it over, ‘‘E, R.,” and see if 
you don’t agree with me, 
Tm glad ‘‘Don” isn't sshamed to recordin No. 11a bunting 

trip on which he had ‘hard luck.’ Iam one of those indi- 
viduals who never have any other kind of luck, according 
to what the term “luck” signities anion= most of your con- 
tributors, for I’m blessed if I don’t miss two-thirds of my 
shots right straight along, and I’ve been firing a shotgun 
ever since I could hold one to my shoulder. It’s odd, though, 
that when I’m hunting for meat, iustead of for sport, T 
scarcely miss a shot, but the minute there is enough for a 
stew in ny game bag I fall back into my old ‘hard luck,” 
dnd miss two out of every three, Well, I’ve enjoyed my 
day’s hunt just as much when I’ye had ill luck as when I 
haven't, and wouldn’t mind at all coming home empty- 
handed if those plaguey ‘‘I-told-you-so” fellows didn’t meet. 
me every time and guy me because I'd only brouglt in twa 
quail, just as though slaughtering God's winged creatures 
were all a man goes hunting for. 



228 FOREST AND STREAM. [Oor, 18, 1883. 

Tye been examining your adyertising columns closely of 
late, buf ?m going to viveit up uow. You see, 1 wanted a 
spaniel, and thought 1 could find one in Forrsr AnD 
Stream. Sollooked, Well, there were dogs enough to 
choose from, that was certain, Here were pups out of im- 
ported parents, dogs that had won first at heaven only knows 
how many bench shows, beantifully marked specimens of 
“the most fashionable blood,” dogs warranted to have #the 
proper texture and color of coat.” dogs with “authenticated 
pedigrees.” und such names as Emperor William, Psyche Il., 
Dushing Sovereign, ete., ete. When I got to these names, I 
gaye it up. IT pictured to myself how it wonld seem to be 
chasing a refractory dog through the fields calling; “Charge, 
Emperor William!” or ‘"To-ho, Dashing Sovereign!” or 
“Were, Sikey Second, Sikey Second!” And all this ‘im 
ported parents” sand “authenticated pedigree’ business! 
Wou't « dog, whose father was born in Jersey, seent a quail 
as far as one whose sire was a Johnny Bull? And as for 
pedigree, all T want to know about» pup’s ancestry is that 
his father and mother were hunters, and then I’m sure the 
pup will be. Willa spaniel of fashionable blood and ‘‘the 
proper color of coat,” “fetch” from land and water any 
better for these characteristics? And will a dog, puffed up 
with the vanity of a dozen bench show ribbons, est ordinary 
oat-inush when in along camp? Tam apliin, old-tashioned 
man, and if anybody has got a plain. old-fushioced doy he 
wants to sell, one that will hint, feteh, eat plain grab, and 
answer to a plain, old-fashioned name like Tom, Bill or Jim, 
he may find a purchaser in SENECA, 

(The editor can ineasure the above ad, as nonpareil, and 
charge me twenty-five vents per line for the same. [wouldn't 
beat a poor newspaper man out of eyen a five-line ad.) 

PROFESSIONAL MEN AND GAME. 
Hitter Lopest und Stream: 
Your correspondent ‘“Olibo,” in his lale article under the 

above caption, says of the tourists whom he thinks should 
he permitted to kill game, that ‘‘that class are gentlemen, 
and can be safely trusted to kill no more game than is neces- 
sary, aud this number is not so large as to raake any serious 
invoadson our game.” As ‘Olibo” hails from New Haven, 
I wil! giye a few facts as to how gentlemen from that city 
treat our game. Last fall a gentleman connected with the 
faculty of Yale College and a /riend of his, in one evening in 
September, shot down three moose all standing together. 
Within forty-cizht hours two other gentlemen shot three 
moose on the sume stream. Several of these moose had no 
horns, but one had a fairsized set. ‘The hides they either 
gave to the guides or turned them in foward their wages, 
The meut they left to rot. And these men were not pot- 
hunters, or poachers, or “trout or game hogs,’ but gentle- 
men? And thisis the way in which gentlemen are aécus- 
tomed to ‘‘cke out their scanty supplies,” Can any maa 
believe it was necessary to waste fully aton and a half of the 
best meat ever made? And yet ‘“Olibo” says such gentle- 
mén Gan be safely trusted, But after doing the mischief 
were they willing to have it known and pay their fine like 
men? No; they lett their pluvder and had their guides 
carry them more than seyenty miles miles to Kinco, and 
then leltfor home. They were clean-handed, there was no 
tuint of blood on them. But the guides were hired to go 
backand take the stuf down the east branch of the Penob- 
scot, $0 us to enter the settlements «after October 1, and then 
send the horns on to them. This is no faney sketch, as the 
writer suy and handled the hides and horns of these six 
moose, aud also of a caribou, all killed in close time by 
these men. Neither is i a solitary case, as a brother of this 
same professor and his companion the year before killed a 
moose and a caribou illegally, Neither can they say truth- 
fully that they gave the meat to the puides, and fhat they 
dried and syved it, as the writer saw ali the meat the guides 
brought home, less than fifty pounds of mouldy stuff, ubterly 
unfitto eat. If ‘‘Olibe” cares to dispute these statements, 
the writer can give names and places. 

“ Olibo “also says itis hardly reasonable to suppose * that 
professional men, whose duties are such, that if they go 
into the woods at all they must go during close time, and to 
many of whoin 2 trip into the woods is hterally a uew lease 
of life, will respect a series of statutes enacted hy the average 
State Legislature.” Docs “ Olibo” consider the example he 
is sulting when he proposes to violate State laws which do 
no‘ please Lim, on the ground that they are passed by *‘an 
ayerage* State Legislature? By whom are all State laws 
pussed? Ifa man can violate one which does not suit him, 
why muy not any other man break any other law which does 
not please him? if gentlemen set the example of law-break- 
ing, why should not what are termed the vicious classes 
break any law which interferes with their desires? ‘The 
tre way is, to obey all laws, until other laws are passed. 
*! Oliba” also proposes for a law to be *‘ framed ” which will 
permit his class, ‘on presentation of proper papers to the 
game commissioners of any State, and perhaps on payment 
of w fee, to take what they need, This is decidedly cool; 
{hat a certain class, either hy persuasion, or purchase, shall 
have liberty to break laws which others are expected to 
obey, The laws of the State of Maine are made for the 
vicliand poor alike, and we believe we have commissioners 
who will see them fairly enforced, till the people see fit to 
vhange them, and we do not intend for outside money to 
have the power to dictate as to what those laws shallbe. In 
the meantime ‘* Olibo,” and all other gentlemen who may 
wish ts hunt in our State, will be cordially received, and 
welcome to all the privileges which we natives enjoy—but 
if there are any to whom ‘‘a trip in the woods is literally a 
new lease of life, and who ¢annot take that tip without 
breaking our laws, and wasting our game, then | believe it 

is belter to let them die at home. 
There is a great outery by various ones about the poachers 

and pot-hunters whu kill nioose and caribou for their hides, 
The writer is 4s well situated as any one in Maine to know 
anout who kill the moose. It is certain that for the last five 
or six ycars fully three-fourths of all killed between Aug. 1 
and Oct, 1 have been killed by nonresidents, and fully halt 
by gentlemen who hire guides, The meat of these was 
wasted, After January the Tobique and Canada Indians 
and Ganadian Prench have killed some for their hides, as 
these gentlemen did in the fall. Residents also have killed 
a few, pot more in all thai were killed by gentlemen in the 
fall, and in about wll cases have saved the meat, either to 
sell to the lumbermen or for their families. in mo t of 
these cases those who have done this have been guides for 
these gentlemen who killed illegally in the fall. It is hard 
for them to gee why, if rich men from outside the State can 
Kill eure illegally to waste it, the poorer ones who are resi- 
denis cannot Killit and saye it. While T would inno man- 

’ 

Eee old spring, how well I remember it! 

ner justify them for killing illegally, to save both meat and 
hides, it would look to any fair-minded man asif the out- 
siders who kill to waste are really the “poachers.” The 
writer can show fiye cases where gentlemen from outside the 
State haye killed moose illegally to waste where they can 
show oue where residents haye done it. 
residents, as the meaf is of far more yalueé to the killers than 
the hides. 
are not above selling tle hides to the guides to help “eke 
out” the expenses of the trip, so that if they do not kill them 
for the hides they can only claim to kill for the mere sake of 
killing. 

It is not done by 

1 have also noliced that most of these gentlemen 

Tf zentlemen will not come here and demoralize our guides 
by setting them bad examples, we can stop all illegal killing 
in two years, Marne. 
Bancor, Me,, Ovt. 11, 1883. 

SILVER SPRING WOODS. 

i 1 How many 
times in bygonu days have I lifted the old wood cover 

with its rudely carved initials, and drunk from the battered 
pewter cup hanging there, what seemed to me the purest, 
sweetest walter in the world. Many a day lias passed by 
since Jast I dipped the cup into its crystal waters, but still do 
I remember just how good that water tasted, and the grand 
old pines and hemlocks bending lovingly over it seemed to 
me to impart such a taste as no other water eyer had. Often 
I wonder how tine hus dealt with it, if the old spring yet 
remains, if those great trees stall sigh above it in the breeze. 
Tt seems to me as I look buck upon my boyhood’s pleasures, 
upon the many days when I rambled through those woods, 
that never shall [ know again such’supreme delight as I then 
experienced, Now, every one almost has his fine hammer- 
less breechloader, his faithful setter, his fine horses; now 
every ‘‘gentleman” can boast of the many grouse he has 
stopped in mid-tir, and can tell just how that quail came 
down with wing outsprend, but none, I fancy, ever feel 
happier in their triamphs than I felt then, rambling through 
“Silyer Spring Woods,” with my single-barreled muyile- 
loader, whose ramrod would stick at just the wrong moment, 
while [ watched for some ‘‘gray’* to show himself. 

The city boy of to-day, I fancy, would deem it “‘poor 
fun” indeed to crawl out of hed at four o’¢lock of a cold 
autumn morning, to take his gun and a snatch of something 
for dinner in his game bag, and tramp off into the country 
wilh one true companion, squirrel shooting. 

Yet many were the days when [ did that, many the day 
when tramping home in the fast gathering dusk with perhaps 
only one squirrel in my bag, I could yet look back and say 
the day had been well spent. 

I think in those times when still-hunting squirrels was the 
height of our umbition, we learned to loye nature more, to 
feel more deeply the great soothing calm of her presence 
while we lay. scarcely daring to move, under some wide- 
spreading chestnut tree, than nowadays men who can leave 
their offices of an afternoon, take their fast roadsters and 
their setters, and drive off into the country after partridges 
or quail. 
To us the fringed gentians in the meadow were even a 

greater pleasure than a squirrel in the haz. Neyer was diy 
rivhtly begun till we had yisited the meadow and plucked a 
few to carry with us. True, they soon closed and faded, 
but: still they were a source of never-failing delight, 
How well do I see just how that meadow looked, and the 

low woods just beyond. There it was that I shot at the first 
wild rabbit that L ever saw. How nimbly he slipped under 
thaf old loz just in time to escape the charge of which the 
log got the full benefit. 

And just the other side the brook in those pine woods, I 
shot my first partridge. With what a whirhe whizzed up 
from the dry leaves across the old lane and inte the pines, 
How my heart thumped ag I stealthily stole over the pine 
needles. ‘I marked where he lit! Me isn’t flown!” Iu the 
light of after years’ experience, L wonder how I ever saw 
him, but see him I did, And uoble he loooked standing 
there on the limb, so still, so erect, with his head turned to 
one side, intently watching, How his raised black ruifs 
glistened as the sun struck them, glancing through the leaves, 
Old feliow, I never should have seen you had you been in 
the shade, but I saw you, you didn’t se¢ me, and that was 
your destruction! It wasn't sportsman-like, | know, to kill 
him there with no chance for his life, but we didn’t think of 
that in those days. With s shaking hand the old muzzle- 
loader was raised, a straining eye looked along the rusty 
parrel, a nerveless finger pressed the trigger, and he fell, 
Many a partridge have [ stopped in his burried fight, but 

never since have | felt the thrill which shot through meas TI 
held that handsome old cock lying warm and limp in my 
hand; and as J trudged toward town that night with him, 
with such exultant spirits as one rarely knows, What a 
pleasure it was to feel that game bag, heavier than usuul, 
thump against my side. And when I reached home and 
showed my prize, and they all crowded round the table 
where he Jay and stroked and admired him, I thought the 
cup of my happiness was fall. 
But let me not, in writing of my greater, forget my lesser 

friends. At noon we always turned back to the spring, no 
matter how far away, and there, wilh the murmur of the 
brooks and the soft sigh of the pmes overhead, we ate our 
lunch. And there, just as soonas we sat down, came the 
chickadees. What happy, rollicking little fellows they 
were! Heads up or heads down, it mattered not to them; 
they were about us everywhere with their merry chatter. 
They say chickadees do not sing, but Twant to hearno pret 
tier Woodland music than their soft liftle calls to each other, 
or their ringing pl@-bee. How carious they were, They 
would light within a foot ov two of us sometimes and cock 
their little heads first to one side then the other, and watch 
us with their little black eyes as if they would say: ‘'Stingy 
things! They won't give us any of their dinner,” But we 
always did leavethem some, though I fancy the bluejays 
eot as much of it as they did. ‘ 

The bluejays—how thick they were. Rare indeed was the 
time when one could enter the woods without hearing their 
harsh /tee-c, Kee-v, Kee-6, or their mellow, bell-toned whistle. 
When we found nothing else to shoot they were always At 
hand. And many was the bluejay that fell to my old smgle 
barrel, They never did us any good, of course, but we 
always fell a sort of spite against them, There was one fel- 
low that had a while patch on his wing, aud great was the 
rivalty between my companion and myself 4s to who should 
get him, But neither of ns ever did, for he seemed to know 
that he was in special demand, und fought yery sly of us. 
Yet we saw him often, and sometimes vot a lobe shot at 
him, but we never liad the satisfaction of knowing what that 
white patch was. Probably he was partially an albino, 

Sometimes with the chickadees came the nuthatches, hah- 
bing upand down the trees with their curious cries, and 
often, also, the creepers, uttering their fine little see. 

Pleasant indeed was it to sit leaning back on the mossy 
stones, after we hid eaten our lunch, and dream day-dreams 
(how few have come true!) till the growing coolness roused 
us, and We ouce more went down flirough the woods to 
some favorite spot, there to sitin silence watching for the 
squirrels. ‘i 
My companion snd I each had our chosen places, whieh 

the other never molested. Wow many afternoons have | sal 
in the corner of that old stone wall, just Where the bounda- 
ries of three towns met, with my gun across my Imees, 
watching silent and intent. Just asit was growing dark 
my companion and I sgain would meet, and hetake our- 
selves fo a clump of walnuts stunding alone in the middle of 
a pasture, and rare was the time when we did not succeed in 
getting at least one squirrel there, 

Then, with the darkness gathering fast about us, while 
the far-off lizhts of the distant town began to twinkle, and 
above ‘fone by one * * * hlossomed the lovely stars, 
the forget-me-nots of the angels," we silently turned our 
steps homeward. Tired were we, but our hearts were tull 
of the happiness which one feels in boyhood alone. 

Ah, happy days, wheu will you return? Now, when 
business cares and all the manifold duties of this burrying, 
bustling world crowd in, and we cannot again experience 
the pleasures of those years, how gaod itis to live over 
again in imagination those days of golden metmory| C. 

MAINE GAME. 

6 ice year we entered the wilderness bordering on Maine 
and Canada by the Canadian route. We left viviliza- 

tion at Agnes, an active little town on Lake Mewantic, and 
the end of our railroad travel. Here we met our hyo sides, 
Joseph and Moses Noil, brothers, and Wrench Canadians, of 
whom more than a passing word should We spoken. Faith- 
ful, hard working, anxious to please, thorough woodsmen 
and good paddlers, their tireless good nature under niusual 
difficulties, places them in the front raniy of that most faith-~ 
ful and honest fellowship—the independent enides. 
By paddle and portage we traveled muny miles over 

placid lakes and rapid streams, through bogs and over monn- 
tains, by trail and by compass, Gaining health and streneth 
with each inspiration of that glorious mountain air, killed 
deer, trout and ruffed grouse sufficient for our wants, (and 
no more) and returned refreshed, and more than satisfied 
with the capabilities of the coutitry. But to the shame of 
the country be it said, that everywhere we went, the same 
story is told of hundreds of deer slaughtered on the crust in 
the late spring, butchered with the ax, simply for iheir hides, 
their carcasses left to rot where they fell: of trout taken out 
of season on their spawning beds, by set hoes and snares, 
und of partridies shot on their nests, moose with their calves, 
and does with fawns by their sides, shot down ih the early 
summer. The game wardens must be cognizant of all this, 
but the work of destrnetion still goes bravely on. 

To our children, trout, moose, caribou and deer will be 
ouly a tradition if this thing is allowed to goon, Maine and 
Canada have both stringent game laws: their erforcement is 
all that is necessary to saye this glorious breathing-ground to 
the lover of nature and noble sport, It is nol the sportsman 
that depletes the game; no true man, dearly as he may love 
sport, would kill or destroy mevely to waste, It is the greed 
of the dollar that sends these crust-hunters and (rout pouch- 
ers to theit work of waste and butchery. Maine says to the 
sportsman Visitor, deer, moose or caribou thou shalt not kill 
till October 1; he, respecting the law, does not kill ov lun, 
but his ears are filled with stories of slaughter, lie is told of 
men who brag of their scores cf defenseless deer murdered 
on the crust, Maine annually drives the law-abiding sports- 
man and thousands of dollars out of hey borders by her law 
forbidding hunting till October 1 (before which time the 
business and professional men baye finished their summer 
yacation) to have her game slaughtered out of scusun by 
worse than pot-hunters, @ ¢., it does not even go to the pot, 
the men are afraid to sell the meat—the paltry pittance for 
the hides serves them, 
Why will not Maine see the wisdom of changing her open 

season for large vame to Sept. 1? The surroynding States 
and the Dominion all alloy huntiug on or before that date. 
And let her elose her tront season Bept. 15; the fish are full 
of eves by that time, and are on the spawning beds. 

Por those who know and love the old Pine Tree State, 
with her noble mountains, her trout-haunted lakes arte 
streams, and the pure, life-giving air of her grand old 
forests, itis hard to be forced by a senseluss Jaw to stele 
other fields for {hvir brief summier outing; while of those 
that. do go, ikis virtually offering a reward for dishonesty 
and deception, and makes of a fuide an informer and spy, 
taking his very manhood from him. Tow do you suppose 
the game wardens have been informed of deer killing by 
parties in sec]uded camps? It is asking too much of ayerige 
humanity, for the suide is human, anid likes to lay up his 
dollar for a rainy day. + 
Reform it, gentlemen of Maine. Give us a reasonable 

law, and let us See to it that the law is enforced and lived up 
to, A Naturve of Mase, 

The Maine Commissioners write to the Bangor WV Ai upd 
Couries: “In veply to the many inquiries daily reeetyud tor 
our construction of Chapter 185 of the Laws of 1883 relating 
to the killing, ete., of moose, caribom and deer, we have 
consulted competent counsel, who, after careful exaini nation 
have ndyised us in substance as follows—which opinion 
seems to us to be sound law, aud which will be adopted by 
us as the true construction of Chapter 185, Laws of 1878: 

© See. 1. No person shall kill, destroy, or havein possession, 
from the first day of October to the first day of January, in 
each year, more than one ravose, two caribou or three deer, 
under a penalty of one hundred dollars for eyery muose, end 
forty dollars for every caribou or deer killed, destroyect or 
in possession in excess of the said number. Any ‘person 
Living in possession more than the «foresaid number of 
muose, caribou or deer or the carcasses or parts thereof, shall 
be deemed to have killed or destroyed them in violation of 
the act." 

“Between the first day of January and the first day of 
October in Gach year, it is unlawful for any person to Nunt, 
kill or destroy any moose, deer or carihou. 

“Between the first duy ot Octoner and the first day of Jan- 
ujiry im each year, any person may kill, destroy, or Wave In 
possession, wot more than ond Moose, 1wo caribou, or Uh ee 
deer. The statute does nol read; “No person shall kill a one 
time, destroy or hive in possession af one tine wore than 
one mouse, ee,” Withench » construction it would be ditti- 
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cull to give a reason why such a statute should be enacted: 
‘The object of our game laws is to prevent the wholesale 
‘slivghter of the samein our State. A construction to the 
statute thaf any person may kill, destroy or have in posses- 
sion i many moose, caribou or deer as he can kill, destroy 
or obtain possession of by purchase or otherwise, provided 
he dyes not kill, destroy or have in possession more than one 
moose, two crribou or three deer at one time, would afford 
no aid to the protection of our game. The slaughter would 
begin October 1, and end thefirst of January following, each 
person careful nol to have more than one moose, two caribou 
or three deer in possession at one time,” 

liditor Forest and Stream: 
In ny letter of Aug. 18, I spoke of the good prospect. for 

shovting alont Tim and Seven ponds, Maine, when the open 
season Should begin, Toshow you and your myriad of readers 
i Was not misled by the indications, allow me to give an ex- 
tract from a letter just received from Tim Pond and written 
by Mr, Smith: “My son Edgar with Grant Fuller, staried 
from iny louse this morniug—Oct. 8—walked to Tim pond 
and back home to-night, They shot five partridges, four 
ducks and one big camhou, with the largest set of horns 1 
‘ever saw, with twelve prongs on each horn and all perfeet.” 

Really, this would be a vood place to be in these pleasant 
‘October days, and J should like to occupy one of those nice 
eabins, occasionally drop adeer or caribou, or may bea 
moose, feast on steaks and the golden, autumn-hued scenery, 
and be happy. Jeowe ty 
New Brirarw, Oct. 13, 

A HINT FOR STATE ASSOCIATIONS. 
“YT is a great pleasure to listen to an enthusiastic sportsman 

deseribe his latest successful hunt. Such pleasure was ac- 
corded your correspondent a few days since by Mr, J. P. Don- 
uidson of Detroit.who has just returned from a six weeks’ 
sojourn in the Yellowstone country. Mr. D, hunted princi- 
pally on the islandsin the Yellowstone River, some forty 
niles from Glendive. It seems that as fast as the lands on 
each side of the stream have been taken up as cattle ranges, 
deer, bear, and other large game have sought refuge upon 
these islinds, many of which are of good size, and abound- 
ing in excellent cover. Cinnamon bear, deer, chickens, 
scese and ducks are all abundant in the vicinity. In fact, 
from Mr. D.'s description, it is indeed a hunter's paradise, 
and now not so very far away. 
Tam very glad to noje that the Tron Clad Club of Meno- 

mine’, Mich., are prosecuting some of the lawless deer 
hunters in that region. The builders of a ten-mile brush 
fenee are in the hottest kind of water, and ere this, no doubt 
have been urrested throuch the efforts of the club named, 
It’s a pity that someof the Roscommon county residents who 
have been shining deer all summer cannot also be brought 
to justice. Ifthe Michigan Sportsmen’s Association could 
secure one or tivo convictions in Roscommon county, the 
effort would be telling. If open warfare wpon such sections 
is not deemed adyisable, then I suggest that a considerable 
sum of money be devoted to evangelizing them by means of 
Forms AND STREAM. Several hundred copies sent tezularly 
to hunters or vesidents of the worst regions would do more 
good than anything else I can think of. Get some of the 
most intelligent hunters and settlers to become regular read- 
érs of this paper, and soon their infiience for good would be 
mighty in their localities. Np doubt many Michigan readers 
of Formst Asp Srrmam do not, after reading, preserve the 
numbers, Buch subscribers would do a great desl for the 
cause if they regularly sent their papers tou some hunter or 
resident In the deer section, 
The writer for a while mailed his paper to « professional 

hunter, one who could hardly reud, not knowing whether 
it was appreciated or not, After seyeral months I ceased 
sending them for some reason, but that hunter to-day is a 
regular paying subscriber and an effective missionary in his 
way for the good cause of game preservation, Why, the 
paper is the only thing he reads, and not even an advertise- 
imént is missed, It is amusing to observe his airs of superi- 
ority over his companions, He demands to be, and is the 
acknowledged authority of his own region on suns and rifles, 
albeit many arms on which he passes judgment are unknown 
fo him, sauye from advertisements, 
The influence of sneh a periodical as Forest anp STREAM 

is nearly inconceivable, Will not the officers of our State 
Sportsmen’s Association consider this matter seriously? The 
writer will cheerfily subseribe with other Michigan sports- 
men to a fund for the purpose of sending Forms anp 
STEAM fora year or six monuthsto such points in our State 
as may be selected. DET, 
Devrrorr, Oct, 8. 

Derrorr, Oct. 14,—The officers of the Michigan State 
Sportsman's Association, at a recent meeting in Grand Rap- 
ids, abolished the office of game warden. It is hoped that 
the next Legislature will create such a State officer, dul 
invest him with all necessary authority, and appropriate suf 
ficient money to accomplish effectiye results. Mr. Higby, 
the late warden, or rather missionary of the associxtion, has 
with his limited ineans accomplished a deal of good, also 
has proved thut such an officer, recognized by the common- 
wealth, could do much toward preserving our game. Tt has 
cost the associution about $1,500 per annum to support the 
warden. the amount haying leen raised by subscription. 
Will not the olticers now consider the advisability of attempt- 
ing evangelization by meunsof Forms: AnD SpREAM as 
subyested in my last letter? *‘There’s millions in it.” 

Mr. George Ayery, just home from a weelt’s hunt,near Mun- 
isiny, Mich., tells ine that three dog-shooting deer Lunters in 
that neighborhood killed ten deer in one night last week, 
“shining” them all, Isn’t it aggravating 10 hear of such 
slaughter? 
Anent decr matters let me say that.a certain Detroit com- 

mission house, also oné in Port. Huron, Mich., illegally 
shipped out of the State last season immense quantities of 
venison. ‘The carcasses from Detroit were packed in dry- 
goods boxts and went at night by express, The express 
company (who ave liable as carriers) has heen cautioned this 
season, while the aforesaid commission house will be care- 
fully watehed, 7 
More bears are being killedin Michigan than for years; 

hence from the number seen old hunters predict an open 
winter, The weather this last week las not’ been favorable 
for duck shooting, only moderate bags having been made. 
The lirds have evidently heen waiting the arrival of L. B. 
Jewell, Esq., af Hartford, Conn,, who always manages to 
get here at jast the Tight time, Mr. J. arrived to-day and 
Hoes ab once 10 the Point Moullie Marsh. This marsh is a 
noted preserve, about au hour's railroad ride from Detroit. 

It, comprises seyeral (housand acres of wild rice, borders on 
Lake Erie, and is owned by ten gentlemen, who value their 
interests in it yery justly at high figures, In fact stock can- 
not be purchased. Duck shooting in earnest ought to com- 
mence in the next few days. Dpnra. 

Concerning the withdrawal of the Michigan same warden, 
the Grand Rapids Leader reports: For the past year or more 
a4 game warden has been maintained in this State, whose 
duties arc to act with and direct the efforts of the various 
local sportsmen’s clubs in enforcing the State game laws and 
preventing the wholesale slaughter of same, fishand animals 
in and out of season. The expenses of this warden in his 
travels about the conntry, and his salary of $3 per day, have 
been defrayed hy private subscription, raised mostly in De- 
troit and Grand Rapids, and by the Michigan Sportsmen’s 
Association, An effort was made last winter to secure the 
necessary legislation for the appoiniment of a State officer, 
whose duty it would be to enforce the State game laws, but 
it was nol, successful. Afew days ago a number of the di- 
rectors and officers of the State Association met at the office 
of President-Dr. E. 8. Holmes iu this city, with several of 
the loeal sportsmen’s elubs, to discuss fhe advisability of 
keeping the warden in the field any longer at an sn- 
nual expense of $1,000 or $1,500. While it was con- 
ceded at this meeting that a warden vyested with 
the proper authority would do an immense amount 
of good to the State by looking after the “game, 
and preventing its wholesale destruction, yet it was 
thought that as long as this warden was maintained hy 
private parties, the State would beslow to assume any further 
responsibilities than to pass the laws. ‘Therefore, it was 
decided to call in the warden and let the ruthless slaughter 
of deer, for their hides, go on. It is greatly to be regretted 
that such a course should have been deemed advisable, yet 
it is more than could be expected that any private association 
or persons should bear the expenses of maintaining an officer 
to enforce the State laws. Legislation is surely needed in 
the matter, and doubtless something will he done at the next 
session of the State Bolonsat Lansing. Tlie local sportsmen’s 
club has for the past three years offered a bounty of twenty- 
five cents per bird for hawks and owls, which play havoc 
among the farmers’ poultry and the game birds. in 1881, 
the first year the bounty was offered, ninely-cight hawks 
were brought in and paid for, the year following, twenty- 
one, and thus far this year thirty-three haye been cap- 
tured, During the three years forty-six owls have heen 
taken. The good work of slaughtering these destructive 
birds goes on, and the country boy who desires to make u 
quarter of a dollar can do so by bringing a hawk or owl to 
Dr. E. 8. Holmes’s office on Ottawa. street, and receiving the 
hounty. 

WINTER SPORT IN YUCATAN. 

AT this seasou of the year, when the duck family are 
£\% making their southerly migration, it may be of interest 
to many sportsmen to know where the birds go, With the 
widgeon, broadbill, sprigtail, spoonbill, blue-yinged teal the 
writer had the pleasure of a restinion dwing the winter 
mouths of 1882 and 1883, and can solve to a certain extent 
the question of their cold weather habitation. Business 
having called me to Yucatan last November, T had an oppor- 
tunity of both seeing and shooting a large number of the 
above named ducks. In Noyember and December the 
broadbills and blue-winged teal came along in immense 
numbers, and about the first of January the widgeon ar- 
rived.- All of these birds remained until the beginning of 
March, or somewhat later, and then gradually disappeared. 
The spring gunners knew well enough when they appeared 
at that season alter leaying Yucatan. 

In Yucatan, just back of the sea coast, extends an im- 
mense lagoon cast and west some two hundred and fifty 
miles. In the fall the water of the lagoon gradually rises 
and overflows the low country bordering it. This flowed 
land is covered with decayed stumps, not the lofty dead for- 
ests of our southern country, but mere stumps, not over a 
dozen feet in height snd by no means thickly grown. 
Among these old trees and in the shallow bogs of thé lagoon 
millions of ducks pass the winter. One first sees them in 
riding on the railroad between Progreso and Merida, the cars 
flushing large flocks. They appear to become used to the 
whistle and do not fly far, and often will not fly af all, 
merely swimminy off a short distance, I noticed that among 
the teal very few were of the green-winyved variety, and but 
a few redheads were to be seen. I went but a trifling dis- 
tance from Progreso and it may be that away from the 
towns the other kinds, canvas-backs, mallards, etc.. are to 
be found. The game birds of this country are by no means 
confined to ducks. English snipe are very numerous as are 
many yarieties of the bsy-birds. Back from the coast are 
found qnail, doves, wood pigeon, the famous ocellated tur- 
key, a big black pheasant with gold crest and many other 
birds more or less known to our northern gunners, The 
jaguar, tiger-cat and deer may be shot by him who makes a 
business of going for the big game. 

The climate is'comfortable, the tempevuture ranging from 
65° to 75. Asfor the cooking, any visitor must not expect 
too much, He who ean live on eggs, und good ones the 
are, rice, poultry and fish, which latter is always served cold, 
can get along, and he who is fond of oil will revel. 

The route to Yucatan is simple enough. Take steamship 
at New York, Alexandre line, on Thursday, arriving at 
Havanh Monday, leaving there on following day; and 
Thursday A. M. will see the tourist at Progreso, the only 
port of the State. From Progreso he takes the train for the 
pretty and picturesqne city of Merida, twenty-five miles 
inland, where he will find people dressed as in New York, 
and displaying all the qualities of a fairly cultured race. 

The sportsman will find kindred spirits in this city, in- 
cluding notably the lively Consul and. genial Dr. Gilkie, 
either of whom will furnish all the information he requires 
and start him off in good shape. Should he be fortunate to 
be there early in February during the Carnival, he will 
surely congratulate himself and havea eenuine ‘good time.” 

The celebrated ruins of Uxmal and many others can be 
teached sately in a day and a half, and the visitor can listen 
to the estimate of age ranging from 15,000 to.as many hun- 
dred years, and if the drum of his ear is not ruptured by 
the rival archeological students he can lay it to his extra 
good fortune and be grateful, 

Geese do not appear, although the feeding grounds look 
fayorable for them, The birds come readily to decoys which 
T usetl last season, and furnish excellent sport, Many ducks 
were lost, as the natives use mere ‘‘dugouis,” standing up 
anfl poling. permitting the cripples to get away too often. 
I was surprised at the general good condition of the birds, 

they being heayy, far more so than is the case in warm 
climates, according to my experience. ‘The cooking of them 
there is done in @ manner calculated to excite criticism, as 
some two or more hours isconsidered the thing, Should T 
return to Yucatan I will endeavor to write for the Forusy 
AND STREAM more about this strange region, 

FRED SINNER. 
Boston, Mass. 

FUN ON RICH MOUNTAIN. 
HE 238d of last April was a lovely day, warm and spring- 

like. My wife had left me for the day, and [ was 
keeping bachelor's hall and trying to enjoy myself by gar- 
dening. Noticing a loose picket, it occurred to me that a 
nail in time saves, well, lots of profanity and rock throwing 
when one keeps chickens aud a garden, sol proceeded to 
tack itin place. ‘“‘Biin, dim, bim,” said my hammer, when 
back from the mountsin came, not the echo, but '* Gobble- 
obble-obble!” **Great Seot! there's the ‘Big Gobbler,’ ” 

In considerably Icss thin a minute I had ‘Kill-Devil” aud 
my ‘‘yelper” and was making quick time seross the pasture. 
well knowing that that yoice would stir every gun in the 
Coye. An hour's hard climb put me in position above the 
turkey and behind an old log. The ground fell away gradu- 
ally in my front for fifty yards and then suddenly pitched 
off steep. Right there Lexpected my friend if le was still 
about, sol drewalow yelp. No answer. Tried it again, 
louder. Still no answer. Then full blast. ‘‘Ah, you hear 
that, you old Turk; now come on.” 

In a few minutes [ could hear the hum of his wings as he 
strutted. He was a cunning old rogue, however, and stood 
gobbling and strutting just out of sight. Ii any of the boys 
have been there they will know with what repressed energy 
I grasped “‘Till-Devil’s” stock, and how eagerly T watched 
for flat turkey to step over the ridge, He had been silent 
now for some ten minutes, and I was beginning to think he 
had discovered me, when the snapping of a twig drew my 
attention, and casting my eyes slightly to the Jeft, there 
stood indeed the *‘Big Gobbler” in all his pride. And truly 
royal he looked, as the sun glinted on his bronze feathers 
and added color to his big wattles, standing with his wings 
folded and tail half closed, his beard nearly touching the 
ground, and his keen eye, turning about from side to side, 
in search of the lady whose call he’d answered, 

1 could have sat and admired him for a lovg time, but an 
accidental move of my rifle barrel gaye him the hint, and 
like a flash he had “taken in the situation” and broken for 
the mountain edge. Quick work was necessary, and just ag 
he was running behind a chestnut I sent a.44 through his 
backbone. So fell the ‘‘Big Gobbler,” a turkey some of our 
best hunters got fooled on, aud which a sheer piece of luck 
gave to me, He turned the scale at 214 pounds, and was in 
prime condition generally, 

The following Sunday a circle of friends pronounced roast 
(wild) turkey the best of meat, and sitting around the chuer- 
ful evening fire with our pipes the “‘batile was fought o’er 
again.” SANG WILEAN, 

A Bear Up «A TREE,—The Belleville, Ont., Jntellivencer, 
gives this account; ‘‘ In the Sine scitlement in the Town- 
ship of Rawdon, as bears have heen repoited to have been 
seen, considerable excitement has been raised and local 
sportsmen are all anxious as to who will have the honor of 
bringing bruin to earth. A few nights sincea party of some 
six sporismen started out, ostensibly to shoot ’coons, but 
with an eye to the greater chance of killing a hear, so that 
the party were not surprised but were considerably excited 
when his bruinship was seen to climb a tree. As, however, 
the night was dark he could not be distinctly seen through 
the foliage, at least not distinctly enough to chance a shot. 
The party were possessed of patienceand determined to wait 
until morning at the foot of the tree, when with coming 
daylight the bear should be shot and the country feasted 
with bear meat. Soa fire was lit, and the neighbors for 
miles around were awakened and flocked to the scene, where 
a barrel of water had been provided to cleanse the stains of 
the morning’s bloody contlict. The night wore slowly 
away, as nights havea habit of doing, and around the camp- 
fire the little group clustered, each one claiming the honor 
of having been first to discover his bearship, which had 
been cleverly treed. As night drew to a close and as day- 
light began to break, the little band were all excitement ard 
each Lravely shouldered his gun and watched anxiously for 
an opportunity to fire the shot that would add bear meat and 
glory to the lucky hunter, when low among the branches 4 
dark object was seen, which, at the moment that a shot was 
about to be fired, mewed. Hach man looked at his neighbor 
with a ‘sold’ expression, and then and there registered a 
cast iron vow that no one of the party should tell that they 
had sat all night at the trunk of a tree watching a black cat. 
But in some way the story leaked out, and the little word 
‘mew,’ whispered in the ear of any of the party, is as good 
as a challenge for a battle.” 

PHILADELPHIA Nores.—The prospect for quail shooting 
around Millerstown, Pa., this season is excellent. Many 
coveys have been reared in that section and much buckwheat 
has heen raised. Turkeys have been numcrous there this 
year, and the sporismen of Millerstown carefully observe the 
ame laws and other rules established by themselves which 
orbids the running of either setters, pointers or hounds in 
the surrounding hills which they say scatters the turkeys out 
of the country, “‘Bird dogs” must be worked in the yalleys 
where the quail are. During the past week the continued 
east winds made good tides for rail shooting, but the birds 
appear to have left just before the late cool weather. Teal 
shooting has been very good during the week. Black ducks 
and sprigtails are coming to our river marshes, and some of 
our shooters have already gone below for them, In the bays 
from Barnegat to Atlantic City ducks begin 10 show them- 
selyes, and before many days a war will be opened upon 
them. We must haye a cool snap, however, before fow! will 
be plentiful, The late flight of black-breasted ployer, calica 
backs, and brown backs, so far behind the date of their ap- 
pearance lust autumn, has surprised many. <A great many 
birds were killed while they were passing through.—Homo. 

TEaL tN Mrssourt.—Sedalia, Mo., Oct, 12.—The blue- 
winged teal are here in numbers. I baye not seen them so 
numerous for years. I went out yesterday afternoon, and 
in one hour bagged sixteen and one water hen, with cleyen 
shots, Could have killed more, but asthis gave us two ducks 
apiece (except the baby, and he can’t eat ducks), I desisted. 
Ow outlool for quail shooting is not as promising a4 pre 
dictea earlier in the season. The birds are evidently migrat- 
ing, Our game laws ave well observed,—Orcipes, 

' 
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TENNESSER.—Sayannah, Oct, 10,—It has been some time 
since IT have sent any tidings to Forest AND STRwAM from 
(his part Gf the sporting territory. Tam glad to be able to 
say that the prospect forsport next season is unusually good, 
(Quail have increased to an unusual extent, and the bevies 
ave large and numerous, 1 was out for a few lours one 
afternoon last week and found three bevics in one field, not 
onefonrih of a mile from the town limits. I was not out 
for the purpose of shooting, but to sive a pointer puppy his 
first smell of Oriyn airyénianus. To my intense satisfaction, 
he pointed stqnnchly, and held his point until I flushed the 
birds, which rose at least twenty yards from where he es- 
tablished his point. Ile followed this performance up by 
finding and pointing asingle bird from the same bevy; 
showing no disposition to break in or chase, Pretty fair 
work for a pup whelped in March, is it not? The weather 
continues hot and dry, so we have uo ducks yet, except a 
few greeu-winged teal. There are several flocks of young 
tmrkeys near town, | was outa week or two ago; and my 
companion aul 1 bagged two turkeys and seyen squirrels, 
We could have shot dousle the number of squirrels, but 
heing after turkeys, let the squirrels go by. Tam anticipat- 
ing fine sport with the quailnext month. We have no game 
law in this section, but [ rarely ever shoot quail before 
November, as there is lilfle satisfaction in knocking oyer an 
immature bird,— Wit, 

Mopn'ratys Or Norte Caronina,—Baltimore, Oct. 1,— 
Klitor Korest and Stream: ‘Wells,’ in u recent article in 
the Forest anp S1rReam, descriptive of Western North 
Carolina, says: (1 quote entirely from memory) ‘‘For there 
av¢ in Novth Carolina ten mountain peaks higher than Mt. 
Washington in New Hampshire.” Judging from the tone 
ind general style af **Wells’s” letters, his knowledge of North 
Carolina and all that concerns the State is beyond question, 
still Tum inclined to accept Professor Kerr's (late State 
Geologist) stalument as oflicial He says: (‘Geology of North 
Carolina,” Vol. 1.) ‘"Theve are twenty-three peaks in North 
Carolina higher than Mt, Washington.” ‘The mountains in 
that State that reach a height of 6,000 feet can be counted by 
the scores, and the number of those of an elevation but a little 
juferior is so great, that but few of them are named, Read- 
ers of the Forest AND STREAM can get bui a limited idea of 
the grandeur of the scenery in Western North Carolina by 
reading letters on the subject. The scenery alone is worth a 
trip over the western exvension of the railroad from Morgan- 
ton.—N. P. [Wedid not understand that ‘*‘Wells” intended 
to make an exact statement. Tf he said ten when there are 
twenty-three, it only shows that he was, as usual, on the 
safe side. ] 

A. VETERAN Conyeciricur Traperr.—New Britain, 
Conn., Oct. 12, 1883.—KHiiter Forest and Strewm: From 
time to time there have appeared in the columns of your 
paper, from different parts of the country, various reasons 
for the decrease in the numbers of onr game birds. The fox, 
squitrel, hawk, crow and tick, haye each in turn been ac- 
cused of aiding in the destruction, and no doubt the accu- 
sation is just. But the inelosed slip which J cut from the 
Hartford Snes of the Sth, testifies to an enemy which in my 
mind is the most dangerous of all. The slip speaks for it- 
self, und is evidence that the law in regard to the snaring of 
binds is a dead lettcr. The item reads: “‘Mr, Burton Hoad- 
ley, of Forestville. is probably the oldest as well as the most 
successtul trapper in the State. He is now in his 84th year, 
but in the woods he can outwalk most men not half his age. 
Por a nuniber of years he was a trapper for the American 
Fur Company, He possesses the secret of a peculiar bait 
for foxes, which they are said to scent fora long distance. 
This morning he brought into Hartford forty partridges, 
which he lad snared since Saturday. He reports game as 
scarte this year, but thinks le can manage to get one liun- 
dred birds a week,”’—H. A. B. 

Mownor, La., Oct. 5—Thomas O’Kelly exhibited to 
mt 2 piece of deer’s hide, having nine buckshot holes in it, 
of which 1 inclose a fac-simile made by myself from the piece 
of hide. Heshot the deer near here in September, 1881, and 
thinks it was about twenty or twenty-five yards from him 
when he shot it, The gun used wasa light No, 12 Parker 
which only cost &65. Phat was cer{uinly a remarkable shot. 
The best score on squirrels | have ever heard of. was made 
afew daysago by Dr. Walter Bracey, of this place. He 
killed lifty-séven squirrels in fifty-nine shots, All but three 
were black and red squirrels, and many of themin tall 
vypress trees, He used a cheap gun, I have forgotten the 
maker.—Ovacorrs. [The nine buckshot are within a space 
atin, by 2310. 

ConnEecricur GAmMp.—Sharon, Conn., Oct, 8.—Can youtell 
me how to eateh *coons with stcel traps? They are very 
dlenty here, and no one has a ’coon dog to hunt them with. 
‘oxes ure very plenty, and the mnusie of the hounds can be 

Heard most every day. Squirrels and partridges are not very 
abuudant, though partridges are more numerous than last 
year. We have been bothered with a miserable pot-hunter, 
1uo lazy to work, who has roamed the woods over and set 
jiis snares by the hundreds, and sends the birds to New York 
hy the dozen, Tle has gone to that bourne from whence no 
pot-hunter returns, and werejoice in the belief that our noble 
bird may yet be found in goodly numbers.— Coon Sxry. 

Syrepe Migravion,—Apalachicola, Fla,, Oct. 5.—In your 
issue o! Supt. 20, “V.” mentions shooting an English snipe 
on the 7th of September and asks if it is not rather early for 
them, On the 12th of September, 1881, I killed seven En- 
giish snipe. On the 4th of September, 1882, three, and on the 
6th of September, 1888, three. All shot at this point, which is 
on the Gulf of Mexico. These birds of course were strag- 
glers, but one or two make their appearance here every seu 
son, between the ist and 15th of September. These birds 
ave the Wilson snipe, and are known here as English snipe, 
and squatters. SNIPE, 

DEER Anootine WanTeD.—A gentleman of our acquaint- 
ance is desivous of discovering just the spot where he can 
have some deer shooting in North or South Carolina, next 
December If any of our readers in those States can direct 
him to the desired point, we showd be glad to put them in 
communication with him. 

Avarminc Nirws rrom Monvana,—Mcagher County, 
Montana 'Ter., Oct. 5.—Miditor Forest und Siveam: Shall I 
haye my muzzleloading ¢un changed inty a breech-loader, 
or would if he cheaper to buy a No, 6 breech-loading gun, 
as I hear that they are oullawed in several places in the 
States?—Hon7pr, + 

[Oer. 18, 1883. 

An Artistic SHor.—The Sketch Club nearly lost 2 
valuable member, and Mr. George Grossman mourns the de- 
sttuction of a sketch in color, as the result of the ubiquitous 
small boy's recklessness The artist was seated near the 
water's edge taking memuranda for an especially pleasing 
sunlight and water effect. Suddenly 4 bullet from a .82 
caliber target rifle passed over Mr. Grossinan’s shoulder 
within two inches of his face, and crushing through the | 
sketch block founda permanent stopping place in a tree. 
The shot was fired by a youth whose aim was nearly as de- 
fective as the judgment of his parents who turned Nim louse 
with the engine of destruction, The hoy was enzaged in 
shooting alt a mark,—(Cleveland Sketch Book. 

Kansas QusAtt,—Delphos, Kan., Oct. 9.—Quail and 
chickens are more numerous in Kansas this year than they 
have been for many years, and the shooting after Oct. 3L 
will be excellent.—C, M. §, 

CoLoRADO.—Breckenridge, Summit County, October.— 
We have elk, deer, wild sheep, bear, antelope, sage hens, 
ee quail and trout, all in a radius of five miles. 

Sea and River Sishing. 

ANGLING RESORTS.— We shall be glad to have for publi- 
cation notes of good fishing localities. Will not our corre- 
spondents favor us with notes of desirable points for angling 
excursions? 

To insure prompt atlention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of At. 16, has 

heen published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 

address, postpaid, on receipt of 10 cents, 

TIDINGS FROM “THE KINGFISHERS.” 
Hditoy Kovest and Stpedin ¢ 

After reading ‘* Prairie Dog's" summer outing in Forus'y 
AND Srream, of Sept. 27, [am moved to make a few 
remarks about the trip of the “ Kingfishers” to Black 
Lake, Mich., the past summer, mainly to relieve his 
anxicty about that big maskalonge [ was after, and did not 
ect, and to call his attention to a very wide deviation from 
the truth thaf he made in hisstafement concerning the '* hot- 
tles of spring water” he did “of see in my boat while fishing 
for minnows near the mouth of little Black River. 

* Wide deviation ” is about as mild as it will bear, with- 
out too great a strain. 

But first abont the big muskalonge, 
I fished for that particular old patriarch for two days, 

with the same tackle | showed the gentleman from Detroit 
atthe “headworks,” (stem-winding raft, one of our boys 
called it), and with-the same kind of bait—an 18-inch pick- 
erel—that he saw me take off the headworks, but the fish 
refused to be lured to his downfall with such everyday bait 
and clumsy tackle, and after studying his case over care- 
fully, 1 concluded that he was smarter than I, and gave up 
the pursuit in disgust and with a heavy heart, for I was 
“consumed with yiolent yearnin’” to try conclusions with 
the monster, 

I console myself, however, wilh the thought that should 
we visit Black Lake next year, 1 may, somehow, coax the 
old fellow into a fight, in which case one or the other of us 
will come to grief, and I trust it will not be the writer, 

Now, the ‘well beloved spring water,” as he putsit. He 
says (I quote the substance) *‘l was loth to believe the party 
pointed outin the boat was ‘Kingtisher,’ for we had had 
him in view for the last two hours, and he had not been on 
shore once to look for some ‘cool spring to get a drink of 
ice cold water,’ but the mystery was explained soon after 
when we passed the boat which ‘Kingtisher was in, by our 
discovering several bottles, containing, no doubt, the well 
beloved ‘spring water,’” etc. Now, it may serve to ‘‘ugitate 
the fleas” a trifle on ‘Prairie Dog” when I assure him that 1 
do not, under any circumstances, use or fool ‘round any of 
the various and divers fluids that cheer, ind at the same time 
intoxicate, and it will perhaps increase the commotion among 
the fleas, and make the “‘wide deviation” more apparent 
when I say most positively that he and his two friends saw 
no bottles in our boat, for the naked truth is, there were none 
init. Mr. H. H, Muller, Assistant Postmaster of Cincinnati, 
O., (a man whose word is his bond) was my comrade in the 
boat that day, and he will vouch forthe truth of what I 
assert The inference is that the worthy brother had left 
his pocket flask at Long Lake that day, and his thoughts 
yan mostly on bottles. I regret the necessity of spoiling 
“P_ D.'s” little joke, and would not do so, only I don’t want 
the impression to go abroad among the brethren of the rod 
that J don’t practice what I preach—cold water in and out of 
camp, or that I would write anything for the widely read 
pages of Former AND SrReaM that | knew to be a “wide 
deviation.” He is no doubt correct ubout the one of our 
purty interviewed on the shore having a vial of wrath with 
him. The indications would be for an extremely cold day 
when he is caught out ‘‘a-fishin’” without one or more. 

The efforts of our friend to hunt up the *Kingtishers’” were 
praiseworthy, and had he made himself and his friend known 
that day on the “'stem-winder,” we would lave insisted on 
their going around the point to our camp and spending a 
few days with us, and I am quite certain we would have 
made it pleasant for them, “‘Old Knots” and **Eliler” Dick 
M.—the two he found lieing in the shade on shore—and 
“Deacon” R., would have taken him in hand, and if he were 
bibulously inclined, they would have bad him ‘‘jointlessly 
overwhelmed” inside of an hour, for they owned a controll- 
ing interest iu that line of our provisions, and they never 
let 4 husky-throated brother fo wway wheezing for want of 
something to moisten his thrapple. 
And I am inclined to believe he would have sone away 

from our camp better satistied with himself and us, tur we 
aie all, or any of us, ever realy to show a byother the good 
pluces where tofish, and teach him, if lacking, anyof the 
mysteries of the gentle art we may be versed in, While in 
the vein, I wili say—as “P. D.” seems to expect me to say 
something concerning his last yeur’s letter in Forusr anp 
SYREAM. giving Northern Michigan fits—that he need not 
haye feared to diseluse his identity what diy on the stem- 
winder, on account of it, for our boys will tell him that I 

am good-natured and harmless, even under the provocation 
of being blown “‘higher’n a kite’ by an overgrown fire- 
cracker, while in the midst of a pleasant “reminiscence” for 
their special edification; and besides, [looked on thit letter 
as the whining of some ‘‘fellah” whose feet hurt him, and 
whose skin was foo tender to stand the seratehing of the 
“bresh’” with which mostof the trout streams of that region 
ire infested, nol to mention the melodions ’skecter, a few 
swarms of Dluck flies, the persistent attentions of a quart or 
so Of the invisible punkie, anda few other minor comftoris 
ee Which a day's trouting up there is usually aqeompan- 
ied, 

All the growls ‘'P. D." can utter in a year will not rob 
Northern Michigan of a single charm for the lover of rod 
and gun. Its lovely lakes, streams and forests will still be 
just as lovely to the “‘contemplative angler’ who loyes the 
cool shade and whimpering stream; and if no more destruc 
tive agent than the writer of “Our Summer Outine” break 
the solitude of the trout streams of that region, then may ye 
spotted tront laugh in his sleeye, so to speak, and such old 
mossbacks as “Norman,” brother Turner, of Grand Rapids, 
the “Kinetishers” and a few score of better ones, perhaps, of 
the gentle cratt, throw up our hats and rejoice, for we may 
feel tolerably sure that the days of the trout sill be long in 
the Jand (ater), and the streams in uo danger of being 
depleted to any alarming extent of their finny treasures. 
And now a few words for the present about our trip to 

Black Lake. We intended to make our camp on its shores 
for a three weeks’ stay, but were very much disappointed in 
the bass fishing, and in consequence held out only ten days. 
During this time we took about fifteen or eighteen bass, not 
more, but they were all large ones, none under three pounds, 
and they were dead game to the lust gasp. What made this 
small catch the more sutisfactory, was the fact that they 
were all of the small-mouthed tribe, trim built and “‘sassy’’ 
looking as a school-girl with two feathers in her hat. 

We made up our minds that there were few bass in the 
lake, oy we were too early there in the season, and were con- 
firmed in the latter belief when told by a friend in Chehoy- 
gin on our return that we were too early for the best bass 
fishing in that Jake by at least two inonths, We started on 
the trip about the middle of July, He told us, and we have 
no reason to dishelieve him, that he had seen weighed smal!- 
mouthed bass taken from that lake that pulled the sewe at 
five, six, seven and a half, eight and a half and up to full 
nine pounds, and this in connection with other similar state- 
ments from two or three others made us feel rather out of 
humor with the results*of the Black Lake part of our trip, 
and we will, some of the party at least, wy it again next 
year later in the season. But it is a paradise fora pickerel 
fisher. We caught them carly in the morning and date in 
the evening and all day; big fellows and Jittle owes, all the 
way from two to twelye pounds, and more oyer six pounds 
than under, I believe we could have filled one of our boats 
with them any day during ourstay. We caught them until 
we were tired looking itt them; until our nostrils rebelled al 
the smell of the slimy, snaky-looking rascals, and we were 
elad to be rid of them by giving (hem to our neighbor Mev- 
rill, who cleaned and salted them down for winter wse- 

In a future letter lL may haye something to say aboul some 
monster maskalonge we saw in Black Luke, but LT have seri- 
ous misgivings abont if, lest I be accused of making a “wide 
deviatiow.” 

When we returned to Cheboygan, “Old Knots” and + Bilder 
Dick M." left for home; the *‘Editor” and our new member, 
Brother Muller, spent a few days ai Mackinac Island and 
Petoskey, and thence ome; while the other four, ‘Old Peli- 
can” (Unele Danny Sloan), the Deacon,” Ben R—w and the 
writer, went back to ow old catnp neat the tool of Central 
Lake, in Antrim county, where we spent two werks in solid 
comfort, taking during the lime some fine lass, the Peli- 
can getting the large one, asmall-mouth of exactly 6 pounds, 
We inveicled, also, out of Central Lake (this is only for the 
eye of Brother “Norman,” whom we met ut Maneelona as he 
wis leaving with his parity for their camp st the mouth of 
Spencer Creek) tive nuskalouee—two of 23 pounds euch, ane 
of 15 pounds, and two of 4 pounds each, the latter little fel- 
lows that hadn’t cut their eye teeth. 

I might tell you how the writer did not take any of the 
above-mentioned Ash, and about some of the original remarks 
Ben relieved himself of on taking his first maskalon#e—one 
of the 28-pounders—and a few yolleys of Lhe quamt txple- 
tives he fired aj the blick flies the day he and I went trout- 
ing up the Cedar, Rare and racy and biv-hearted old Ben; 
may he never run short of a match wherewith to fite his 
inseparable briar-root. And I could tell about some of the 
“nizen diffikilties” the ‘‘Deacon” and the writer got into and 
out of, during a tour days’ fiip we made inasmall boat tu 
Fountain Lake, the head ef the Intermediate Chain, and 
about eur different camps the past summer; but | will wait 
until the “stew is thoroughly done and the spirit moves me 
to craye the indulgence of the brethren and the readers of 
Fornsr ayo SrrwAM in a longer and I {rust a betten letter. 
Meantime, [am sincerely yours, IINGFISBER, 

REEL PLATES. 

Fiditor Hovest and Strewin: 
You struck at a great evil when you wrole pon the lack 

of uniformity in size of the recl plites and seats of rods and 
réels made by different manufacturers. There were few 
anglers, 1 imagine, who wert uot glad to see your article, 
for the very excellent reason that your experience has been 
theirs also. 

But the evil is even more far-reaching than your notice 
would lead us to suppose. Lel me illustrate: Some time 
ago I bouzbt of one of the lending housesor New York, a 
house that has a national celebrity, one of their best bass 
rods, and one of their highest grade multiplying reels, 1 
was lold at the time of purchase that the two would need a 
liltie adjusting, they were left with the dealers for that pur- 
pose, imagine my feelings when, upon examiuing my reel 
that nivht, 1 found that the veel plate had not ouly heen 
shortened, but had been filed upon ils upper surface at both 
ends in order to allow the rinws of the ree] seat on the vod 
to pass over them, Thus the heauly and finish of [he Ger 
nan silver veel plate was destroyed, and half my tuteresh in 
and eljoyment of what in all other respects was & most 
charming reel, was sone, j 
Rod and reel makers certainly owe it to their customers 

that these axticles of any particular louse, «it very least, 
should be so made as to fit without any adjustment by filing 
or otherwise. But they owe us more than this; it is due to 
their patvons, but for whom they would have no business, 
(hat a uniform standand should be adopted by all; it ts a ery- 
jog want. Please urwe his matter till itis accomplished, — 

4 - 
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CAPTURE OF THE TARPON. 
Eiliter Forest and Stream: 

Yours of Sept. 27 was received, by which I learn that you 
du hot believe in the possibility of capturing a tarpon with 
rod and reel, 

T do believe init, having good evidence that it has been 
done, think T have already stated in your paper, that Mr. 
8. Jones, of Philadelphia, some three or four years ago killed 
a tarpon with rod and reel in the Indian River Inlet, East 
Flovids, Iliad the statement from an angling friend, who 
had it from Mr, Jones himself. Morcover, t had the account 
from the boatman who attended Mr. Jones und assisted in 
the capture, This ian lives at New Smyrna, and his name 
is Jobn Weier. He stated that the fisu was about six feet 
long, and weighed, as Lremember, about 180 pounds, also thai 
the contest lasted two or more hours, So, if the offer pub- 
lished in the last issue of the Forest anp Stream is in- 
tended to be retroactive, the Philadelphia angler would have 
no difficulty in proving his case, and drawing the Boney 

Magrerra, Ga., Oct. 7, 

Litter Forest and Stream: 
Tf the subject is not threadbare, [ wish to add something 

more about the silvery acrobat—the tarpon. I am gratified 
to find thaf that accomplished fisherman, ‘5S, C. C.,” has 
come to my assistance. Ie has enjoyed many winters’ fish- 
ing on the eastern coast of Florida, and anything emanating 
from his pen must be reccived as authoritative. 

In discussing the capture of tarpon, one thiug requires 
explanation, and that is the difference in the size of these 
lish in different Jocalities. In Indian River and the streams 
emptying into the Gulf, tarpon breed apd therefore vary in 
size, and can be found at all seasons, As infantile specimens 
exist in these streams, it is possible to capture them with a’ 
salmon red, Inthe St. Johns River they put in an appear- 
-anee in May and leave in October, and it seems that none 
but mature fish visi this stream, leave in the autumn, and 
seek a winter home among the Keys in the southern portion 
of the State. T have seen hundreds, if not thousands, break 
water or jump in this river, and am confident that they all 
exceeded five, and 484 rule range from six to seven feet in 
leneth, und weigh from 120 to 200 pounds, On one ocea- 
sion a monster took my bait, aud in an instant he was in the 
air, and T am convineecd that he wis over eight feet long and 
weighed in the neighborhood of 300 pounds. The smallest 
that Ihave heard of being captused in this river weighed 68 
ind 83 pounds. The infantile 68-pounder effected his own 
capture. The river steamer Watcr Lily was passing St. 
Johos Bluff, and the captain was seated on a chair in the 
center of ihe forward deck with his back to the forward 
House The juvenile acrobat indulged in an aereal pertorm- 
auee, cleared the guards and landed in the captain’s lap. 

A boy aged fourteen was fishing for bass in the surf at 
Pelican Jsiand, and was captured hy the 88-pounder, The 
youngster thoughtfully lied the end of his strong cotton line 
around his waist. ‘Phe tarpon appropriated the bait, the 
line tightened, and the hoy was rapidly moving seaward 
when Dr. W. and two other gentlemen went to his assist- 
ance and landed the fish. Asan evidenee of the size of this 
fish in this river, ] néed but state that the four captured this 
season weigned 128, 145, 139 and 190 pounds, or an average 
of 1504 pounds. I opine that a salmon rod would be found 
foo withy and fragile for the capture of such fish. We will 
not assert that they cannot be captured hy a heavy bass rod 
and a Cuttyhunk line, but the angler would have to mind his 
P’s and Q’s. On several occasions I haye tried rod and reel, 
but thus far Thaye failed to secure a bite. Tt is an old say- 
ing that ‘Al is well that ends well,” and the absence of a 
hie may haye preserved intact my faney rod, reel and Cutty- 
hunk line. 

T fully agree with “S, C. C.” in his estimate of the game 
qualities of the “‘noblest Roman of them all’’—the tarpon, 
lf his opinion is doubted let some of the doubters visit this 
tity and examine the fingers of some of my friends who 
haye been so unfortunate as to hook these fish on 72-strand 
cotton lines, for some of them will carry to their graves the 
scars resulting from the friction of lines passing through 
their fingers with ightuing rapidity, 
My friend M., when trolling for channel bass at Sanibal 

Island, hooked and Janded a tarpon on a spinner, the fish 
weighing 8% pounds. Faneying that larger ones might he 
induced to take artificial bait, 1 had several large and stron 
ones made by L, 8. Hill & Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich., and 
on several Occasions tested the baits but failed to secure a 
bite. 

Since the preceding was written 1 haye received the 
VorEst aND STREAM, and on page 181 find a truly liberal 
offer made to the fisherman who will capture a tarpon with 
a vod and reel. The gentleman making the offer should have 
limited the capture to fish of not less than five or six fcet in 
lengil, I smi familiar with localities where small tarpon 
congrevate and where they can be captured with rod and 
recl, and the landing of a juvenile fish measuring two, three 
or four feet should not entitle the successful anys to re- 
evive the reward and the title of “high hook.” To encour- 
age the capture of this aqueous acrobat we would respect- 
fully sugeest that this liberal lover of piscatorial sport limit 
the size of the fish to be saptured to nothing Jess than six 
feel, that the trophy be a vod and reel, and that the offer be 
in open one for twelve months. By adopting this course 
the gentleman would encourage something worthy of the 
craft, many would enter the lists, and something worthy 
might result, 

5S. C, CO.” directs the attention of the lovers of the gentle 
art tothe capture of “the Jepper,” and refers to the side 
amusement of capturing small fry, At the mouth of the St. 
Jolins River, trom May until October, when tarpon are in 
season, fishermen would not Jack for sidu amusement. At 
Pilot Town aud the jetties, fishermen can be surfeited in 
landing small fish, such as sea trout from one to four pounds, 
cavallii and sheepshead from one-half to three pounds, reef 
bass from two to ten pounds, yellow tails, grunts and kine 
fish in quiuitity. If fishermen desire a change and a pisca- 
torial runipus, they can be neceommodated at almost any time 
in hooking u few lineal feet of shark. Tf they wish to 
descend [rom theit high estate and eapture ‘the much 
despised culties, they cau do so as fast as they can send their 
baits to the bottom, If they desire a sail on mother acean, 
and a) opportunity to catch sea bass and red snappers, they 
gan arrange for trips on pilot bouts. While fishing for 
tarpon it the shell opposite the old lighthouse at Mile Point, 
Shell Bank, or the back chanuel near Yellow Bluif, tie 
rodsier can hook channel bass ranging from 20 te 45 pounds. 
‘On several occasions 1 haye referred to my experience in 
vintners ee Mayport, and shall merely refer to that of 
another. u Sept. 16, my friend P, went fishing for tar 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

pon on the back channel about eleven miles below this city. 
Tn the aflerncon, during low water slack, he landed with a 
hand line five bass averaging 35 pounds. On the next after- 
noon, at the same stage of tide, he caught vight buss, averag- 
ing 38 pounds, On Tuesday last he rowed from Mayport to 
Mile Point and captured in ahout one hour eight bass, rang- 
from 30 to 45 pounds. While fishing for tarpon the indus- 
frious fisherman can amuse himself catching bass worthy of 
his attention. 

If any of your rodsters should be tempted to try tarpon 
fishing in this section during August, September, or Octo- 
her, eighty-four, the fishermen of this city would only be too 
happy to aid them with information and assistance. Salmon, 
and striped and black bass fishermen have a revelation be- 
fore them worthy of their notice, in the capture with a rod 
and reel of the “noblest Roman of them all’—the tarpon. 

Ar Fitesco. 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla., Oct. 6, 1883. 

THE ANGLERS’ TOURNAMENT. 

iC lee casting in the second annual tournament of the fy- 
casters was held at Central Park Tuesday and Wed- 

nesday. Oct, 16 ana 17. The weather conditions were favor- 
able, The judges in Class A were: Messrs. James Geddes 
and W. GC. Harris, B. G. Blackford, referee. Class B: 
Messrs. Rev. H. L. Ziegenfuss and O, W. Cross, G. 8. Hier, 
referee, Class C: Messrs. Dr. 8. Bradley and J. E. McAn- 
drew, Prof. A. M. Mayer, referee. 

Following are the scores: 

SINGLE-HANDED FLY-CASTING, 

No rod to exceed 11ft. bin, in length, any style of reel or line leader 

or casting line of single gut, of notless than 8ft, in length, to which 
three flies, one stretcher and two droppers, be attached. No allow 

ance of distance to be made for difference in length of rods. Each 

contestant to be allowed five minutes to east for distance and five 

minutes to cast for delicacy and accuracy, 

Crass A—AmATEUR—No LIMITATION AS TO WEIGHT OF Rops,—No one 
permitted to enter who has ever fished for a living, who has eyer 

been a guide or who has been engaged in either the manufacture or 

sale of fishing tackle, or who has ever taken a first prize in any tour- 

nament., Scale of points—Distance, actual cast; accuracy and deli- 

eacy, 25 each. 
Length Weight Dis- 

4 of Rod. of Rod. tance, Deli- Accu- 
Ft. In, Ozs, Ft, eacy, racy. ‘Total 

H. CG, ‘Thorne, Al 6 hg 80 16 20 115 
W. B. Hendri ll 6 10 7 Li 15 107 
GC. A, Rauch ll 6 Ble vil 20) 10 100 
C. G, Leyison ashe Wer 104g i 15 25 91 
Ed, Fgzert. 11 0 1014 70 10 10 90 
H. P. Weld... ID 1 9 tid 5 1B 85 

Length Weight  Dis- 
of Rod. of Rod. tance. Deli- Aecu- 

? Ft. In. Ozs. Ft. cacy, racy, ‘Total, 
W. i. Hendrix, ,.-.. li 0 9 iia) 22 21 121 
@. A. Rauch..,.... al 0 Shy 65 RS 19 109 
Thomas Prichard...10 U 46 73 18 14 105 
PR Welder 11 0 9 64 22 18 104 
Hd. Eggert...-..... li o 4 A216 13 18 I3le 
C.G, Levison,,,-..,11 0 9 59 18 11 48 

CLASS C—AM47TEUR. NO LIMITATION AS TO WEIGHT OF RODS. SCALE— 
DISTANCE ONLY TO COUNT, 

Length Weight Dis- 
of Rod, of Rod. tance. 
Ft. In. Ozs. Fr, In, 

Thomas Privhatd.......52. sccesstescuee li 0 _ 80 3 
Go AURanehi Phe ottayer-s2 ob. se nt ate Sous 11 6 10 70 0 
Ed Eggert Meee Fa eee win pec li Oo 1016 60 4 
GACT vray) Set a Cees bea ee ey -.-10 6 BG, 58 0 

CLASS D—EXPERT. OPEN TO ALL. RODS NOT TO EXCEED ELEVEN FERT 
IN LENGTH NOR FIVE OUNCES IN WEIGHT. 

Length Weight Dis- 
of Rod. of Rod. tance, Deli- Aceu- 
Ft, Tn. Ozs. Ft. cacy. racy. Total 

HW oHawes..9.--.-.-~- 10 4 dig 85 20 15 120 
R. C. Leonard.,....,..... 4h6 ve) 15 20 14 
Thomas J. Conroy. = 5 67 20 20) 107 
G. W. Prichard....,...... 5 67 22 16 104 
Harry Prichard .. 5 67 15 20. 102 
George S, Hier,... ...... 5 61 20 15 96 
George I. Varney..-. 10 0 434 63 10 0 7 

SALMON CASTING. 

Chass 1—AMareur, Judges: D. W. Cross, M. M. Backus; E.G. 

Blackford, referee. Open only to those who have fished for salmon; 

subject to Rule 2; scale asin Class A. 

1, Ira Wood.—Length of rod 18ft, 3in., weight2lbs. l4oz. Distance 

cast §8ft., delicacy 20, accuracy 16—1otal 134. 

2. Ed. Eggert—Length of rod 18ft., weight 2lbs. 12ozs. 

east §2ft., delicacy 16, avcuracy 5—total 103. 

Ciass 2—ExperT.—Judges: Wm, Young, M. B. Brown, J. C. Mc- 

Andrew. Open toall. Distance only to count. 

1, R. CG, Leonard,—Length of rod 18ft.. weight 2ibs. 120z. Distance 

cast 124ft. 

2 H, W, Hawes.—Length of rod 17ft., weight Ylbs. toz. Distance 
east 115ft. 

3. G. W. Prichard.—Length of rod 18ft., weight 2lbs. loz. Distance 

east D5ft, : 
4, F, J. Conroy.—Length of rod i$ft., weight 2lbs. 1loz. 

cast f4ft, Gin, 

5. M, Culhane.—Length of rod 17ft., weight 2lbs. 6oz. 

g3fb. 
6, J. Ramsb ottum.—Length of rod 18ft., weight 2lbs. loz. 

east Ofc. 

LONDON EXHIBITION AWARDS. 

ONDON, Oct. 16.—R, Edward Earll and William Y. 
Cox, United States delegates to the International 

Fisheries Exhibition, announce the following awards: The 
jury has awarded forty-eight gold, forty-seven silver and 
twenty-nine bronze medals, twenty-four diplomas and seyen 
special prizes to United States exhibitors. The United States 

ish Commission receives eighteen gold medals for various 
exhibits. Other gold medals are given to the United States 
National Museum, the United States Lighthouse Board and 
the United States Signal Service. Gold medals are also given 
as follows: To Professor G. Brown Goode, Assistant 
Director of the United States National Museum, Washington, 
und a Commissioner to the exhibition, for « work upon 
ichthyology. 

To Professor Alexander Agassiz, of the Museum of Com- 
parative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass., for publications relating 
to fishes and marine invertebrates, and plans of biological 
laboratory at Newport. 

To Professor David 8. Jordan, of Indiana University, 
Bloomington, for works on ichthyology? 

To Professor J, E. Hilgard, Superintendent of the United 
States Coast and Geodetic Survey, Washington, for ocean 
salinometer and optical densometer. 

To Commander Charles D. Sigsbee, United States Navy, 
for apparatus employed in deep-sea research in the work of 
the United States Const Survey. 

Distance 

Distance 

Distance cast 

Distance 
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To Potter & Wrightington, Boston, for brined mackerel 
To B.S. Snow & Co., for honeless codfish. 
To L. Pickert & Co., Boston, for compressed codiish, 
To William Mills & Son, New York cily, two medals for 

fishing rods. 
To Marshall McDonald, Washington, for salmon ladder. 
To the American Net Company, Boston, for nets. 
Tol. H. Bartlett & Son. New Bedford, Mass.. for a full- 

sized whaleboat, rigged for use. 
To Bliss & Co., New York, for an American chronom- 

eter, 
To H. D, Ostermoor & Son, New York, for » life-saving 

mattress. 
To the United States Beacon Light and Signal Company, 

Philadelphia, for a compressed gas beacon. 
To the Russia Cement Company, Gloucester, Mass., for i 

fish glue made from fish skins. 
To H, W. Mason for an explosive harpoon. 
To J. N. Beardsley’s Sons, New York, for salted codfish, 
To Charles Alden, Randolph, Mass., for codtish prepared 

by the Alden evaporating process. 
To Captain Eben Pierce, New Bedford, Mass., for a bomb- 

lance for killing whales. 
To Thomas A, Irying,Gloucester, Mass., fora rigged model 

of a three-masted fishing schooner. 
To the Old Colony Mills, Plyrconth, Mass., for canvas used 

on fishing vessels, 
To J. & H. Green, New York, for barometers, 

_ To William L. Bailie, Passed Assistant Engineer, United 
ea Navy, for seli-registering thermometer for deep-sea re. 
search. 

To A. W. Dodd & Uo., Gloucester, Mass., for cod liver 
emulsion, 

DEDAWARE River Fish Traps.—The Anglers’ Associn- 
tion of Eastern Pennsylvania is doing a sood work. and hus 
taken up arms against the gill nets and fish weirs that infest 
the Susquehanna and Delaware rivers. Ata meeting of the 
society last evening, October 13, it was stated by a member 
who had lately returned from a fishing excursion in Pike 
county, that he had discoyered thiee of those fish traps 
stretching across the river near Egypt Mills, Healso Isarned 
that between Port Jervis and Trenton there are af least three 
hundred weirs or fish dams, Thousands npon thousands of 
small bass and shad are destroyed by these weirs, aud only 
the larger fish are utilized by the builders, the small fry 
being fed to the pigs. The Anglers’ Association lately drew 
up a formal protest against such law-breakiny, and a com- 
munication was sent to the Fish Commissioners of the State. 
A letter from Mr. Hewit, of Holidaysburg, Pa., was read at 
the meeting, in which he said that although the Commission- 
ers recognize the violation of the law, they look to the local 
authorities to overcome it, Many weirs have been destroyed 
by the wardens of both the Susquehanaa and Juniata, and 
at least 300 of the obstructions torn down between Larris- 
burg and the Maryland line. It was decided by the Anglers’ 
Association to employ private detectives, and 2 petition will 
be made to the Legislature to pass a law making the owners 
of land liable to fine for all fish dams found withic the 
borders of their property, A company has been organized 
at Cape May, New Jersey, for the purpose of manufacturing 
oil from porpoises, and fertilizers from the refuse of the fish, 
A huge net is being made 300 or 400 fcet long, under pro- 
tection of a patent of one of the company, and active work 
will be begun in the spring, We hope the large net will be 
so constructed as not to damage the food fish, and that the 
dram and sheepshead will not be disturbed. —Homo. 

Editor Forest and Stream: During a recent trip along the 
Susquehanna, I saw one hundred fish baskets on that river 
from Columbia, in Peunsylyania, to the southern border in 
the same State. I desire respectfully to call the attention of 
the Fish Commissioners to this fact, and to urge some action 
upon their part. There was a time when black bass were 
very abundant in that river, bui during the past two seasons 
very few have been taken. The boatmen at the fishing 
grounds say very frankly that bass are not nearly so abund- 
ant as in past years, and they account in part for the scarcity 
by the presence of the baskets in the river. Nets of all kinds 
are freely and openly used both by residents and visiting 
fishermen. Iwas informed by a person of yeracity that one 
party of men who visited the river to fish, but who failed to 
get any by legitimate means, exploded dynamite on the 
water. Thus you see that your happy epithet, *‘Hog,” 
applies to a wider range of brutes than those who prey upon 
the fast disappearing trout,—M. 

PaiLApeLruia Norms. —The Rey. Wheaton Smith of 
angling fame has lately returned to Philadelphia from a three 
months’ tour in the Arctic regions north of Norway. His 
trip was made on account of health, While in Norway he 
had some little salmon fishing, but as his journey from bome 
was not for the purpose of angling, his time was devoted to 
sight-seeing and the collection of interesting specimens for 
his alresdy valuable cabinet of curiosities of natnral listory. 
The prevailing easterly winds are preyenting “ood fishing for 
croakers and weakfish on the near Atlantic coast. Boats 
cannot go outside on account of the roughness caused by 
the east wind, but whenever it has happened to be smooth 
the fish were found to bite well. Good fishing for both 
croakers and weakfish may be expected to continue for two 
weeks yet, but the wind must be right to allow the boats 
a chance to get on the grounds. The season ut Betterton 
for perch fishing is drawing to 4 close, and very few are 
going out.—Homo. 

Buack Bass my Connecricu’.—New Haven, Conn., Oct. 
9.—On Saturday last your correspondent and Ma. J. P. 
Terry, of Brooklyn, enjoyed a day of vod sporton Lake 
Saltonstall, four miles trom this city. The event of the duy 
was the capture of three black bass, weight 5 pounds 4 
ounces, 4 pounds 10 ounces, and 3 pounds. This. for this 
lake, is exceptional. One fully as lurge as the largest was 
lost after twenty minuies’ play for want of 4 lunding net, 
since not dreaming of stirring up such monsters here, we 
neglected to take one, Crickets invighteen feel of water did 
the business,—PERoyvat. ; 

Brack Bass For SrockinG Poxps.—During the past year 
we have received many inquiries for live bass from persons 
owning private ponds, We leye i all cuses answered that 
we did not know where they could be obtuined, No one 
seems to have a stock of them, although they have occasion- 
ally advertised afew. We now know where a small num- 
ber can be obtained, both large and small monthed, and will 
inform those interested, 
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Oswuco County, N, ¥.—The Salmon River Sporting Oluh, 
of Pulaski, gave their annual squirrel hunt and supper the 
first of the month. Messrs. Jolin Hohman and A, W, Dunn 
were chosen captains, with A. N. Beadle referee. Holman's 
idle Was victorious, scoring 865 points to Dunn's 745. A 
yery nice supper was served at ‘Hotel de June.” 

Aishculture, 

SALT-WATER HATCHERY AT COLD SPRING 
HARBOR. 

WN Weduesdiay, the 10th inst., the New York Fish Commis 
C sion, répresented by Commissioners Roosévelt, Biack- 
ford and Sherman, and arvompanied by Prof. H, J. Rice, of 
the Fulton Market Biological Laboratory,who has heen experi- 
menting iu oyster oultire, made a visit of inspection to the 
State hatchery at Colt Spring Harbor, L.L The oljject was 
partly to inspect the work done since January last, but mainly 
to view the grounds and plans for establishing a salt-water 
hatchery. They found the works in excellent condition, and 
after carefully going over the proposed plans for introducing 
salt water and scanning the estimates of expenditures for this 
object, ordered the work to be begum atonce. It is believed 
that this work will teud to popularize the Commission preutly, 
In this connection we cannot do better than to quote the fol- 
lowing from the Brooklyn Union: 

“The party was met ab Cold Spring by the Superintendent 
of the Hatchery. Mr, Pred Mather, and spent a very agreeable 
two hours or more looking over the decided improvements 
which have been made during the past year. The Commis- 
sioners were much pleased with the work thus far acecom- 
lished, and the way in which Mr. Mather is using the available 
unds and the quite limited facilities at his command in get- 

ting ready for an “increase of business.” They inspected quite 
carefully the yarious ponds, with their varieties of the salmon 
tribe, and were especially enthusiastic over a pond and pen 
where nine and one-half couple of beautiful American wood- 
duck were domesticating, They then proceeded to examine 
the grounds where it is proposed to build a salt-water pond 
for the purpose of supplying the hatchery with salt water, and 
thus enable the Superintendent to engage in that most practi- 
eal of all fish work, the propagation of our salt-water food 
fishes, The proposition is to build a pond of some consider- 
able size, which shall he so constructed that the tide, when ab 
ils greatest heisht, which represents a rise of about eight feet, 
shall fill it with fresh sea. water, which is at Cold Spring of a 
density of about 1.21, The gateswhich open to allow the 
water to pass in will then fall and retain the inclosed water, 
while the tide runs out, and by means of 4 pipe laid from the 
pond to the hatehwry the water can be forced by means of a 
hot-air engine either directly into the hatchery or into a re- 
serve heac-reservoir, from whence it can be drawn at pleasure 
for use in the yarious tanks or ponds. 
“The Commissioners then proceeded to the residence of Su- 

perintendent Mather, ;where an executive, although public, 
Session of Lhe Commission was held, The Cormiss‘on first 
discussed the general subject of the proposed pond, and 
listened to the reading of a detailed account tor same as 
developed by Commissioner Blackford and Superintendent 
Mather, the total expense not to exceed $1,100; and it was 
especially noted that Mr. Townsend Jones, who has already 
Placed the Commission under obligations to him by donating 
the building and a large tract of land free of charge for ten 
years for the use o! the Commission, proposes to continue his 
good will and interest in the work by supplying the stones tor 
the walls of the pond without expense to the Commission, 
The Commissioners voted to appropriate the required sum for 
thy pond and,its accessories, 
“A vesolution was passed that Commissioner Blackford he 

authorized to arrange with Professor Baird, of the United 
States Commission of Wish and Fisheries, a bagis of operations, 
if practicable, similur to that of last year, for continuing the 
hatchery at Cold Spring, whereby the expenses and products 
of same shall be shared by the United States and State Com- 
missions. 
“A brief discussion then took place in regard to the best plans 

for future work for the Commission. Commissioner Black- 
ford expressed it as his yery decided opinion that in case any 
restrictions of work were necessary on account of a lack of 
finds te carry out fully the desires of the Commission, such 
restrictions should be im the direction of trout culture rather 
than to curtail the work at Cold Spring, since trout, as com- 
pared with some of the salt-water fishes, are food for only a 
imited portion of the people of the State. Commissioner 
Roosevelt said that since the Legislature has especially de- 
manded that trout should be propagated he had done all he 
could in the direction of gratifying the desires of the members. 
Cowmiissioner Sherman yas in fayor of a very conservative 
distribution of trout, since the changes produced in the neizh- 
borhood of what were once fine trout streams, by the cut 
ting of the fimber and the clearing up of the land, would 
render it money thrown away to try to keep such streams 
stocked with this expensive, although delicious fish, ‘lhe 
views of the Commissioners harmonized upon this subject to 
the extent that they propose to give the Cold Spring Hatchery, 
now thatitis well under way (all thanks to Commissioner Black- 
ford for his labors in its behalf), a fair showing in the fishwork 
of the State, and there can hardly be a question but what it 
willbea gratifying success, judging from the work of the 
past initiatory year, and especially as ib is intended to take 
up next year the work of oyster propagation, which is of vast 
inrportance, sinve the oyster traflic is one of our most valuable 
and protitable industries.” 

The New York Jimes of Sunday last said: ‘The yisit re- 
cently made to Cold Spring, Long Island, by Messrs. R. B, 
Roosevelt, ©, G. Blackford, and U,S, Sherman, the Fish Com- 
thissioners of the State of New York, is likely to lead to im- 
portant results, The hatchery at Cold Spring has this decided 
advantage oyer all others in the country of beingin PaCS, 
to the. tinest spring water and to the salt water of the Sound. 
Without any great expense, within the limits of the grounds 
adjacent to the hatchery, fish which belong either to fresh or 
sali water can be grown. With the first, as the rearing of sal- 
mon, trout, shad, eee elc., the problem has heen already 
thoroughly solyed, With salt-water fish, the cod notably, such 
experiments as have been made at Gloneester are quite con- 
yincing that there is but little difficulty attending it. 
“As the trouble with cod culture only arises from the uncer- 

tainty of obtaming the eggs or the milt of theripefish, thishas 
been perfectly overcome by the fact that during the winter 
ripe cod are broughtinJarge quantities alive to Fulton Market. 
In anything like a favorable season millions ou millions of 
ees, more Dumerous than figures could express, are obtain- 
able, The process would be an exceedingly simple one as 
carried onf under Mr. B. G, Blackford’s supervision 
in 1881. The eggs were fertilized, then immediately 
shipped in hulk in jars to points along the coast, where 
they were put directly into the sea. At Cold Spring, with a 
sufficient supply of séa water, the expertment.could be carried 
further and curtain developments of the young fish be ob- 
served. Whetherit would better insure the safety of the cod 
of the future i! allowed te grow some months in confinement 
and then be placed in the pe sali water remains to be seen. 
Tn all these mattersof fishculture the necessity of a place 
where experiments can be carried oubis obvious, Such ten- 
tative efforts to increase our stock of fish are not) expensive, 
aiid under Mr, Fred Mather’s supervision, with a very little 
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outlay of money, practical resnits of the greatest importance 
are certainly obtainable. 
_ ‘In addition to fishcwlture an effort will be made ab Cold 
Spring to carry out Prot, Ryders newly discovered method of 
ostra culture, There is nothing difficult or complex about 
this, With Prof. H. J, Rice at the Fulton Market Biological 
Lihoratory to study the vonditions of the oysters, the ecgs 
and milt of these mollusks can be obtained and staal! oyster 
parks be established in the sali) marshes of the Sonnd contizu- 
ous to. Cold Sprig. New York city and the whole southern 
and southeastern part of the State consumes sufficient of the 
products of the water, whether derivable from the river or 
the sea, to insist on the right of haying a fish hatchery near 
enough to meet all demands, The plans then submitted by 
the Superintendent, Mr. F. Mather, forintroducing sait water 
into the Cold Spring Hatchery were approved of by the Com- 
missioners, and the work will begin at once, so as to be ii time 
for the spawning of codfish, which begins in December, 

BISHCULTUREH IN NEW ZBATANT).—The Seventeenth 
Annual Report of the Otago Acclimatisation Society tor 1882 
isathand. Two importations of troul exes frou England 
proved failures, No veturus from the Bueglish salmon planted 
in the Aparitoa haive been received, and it is a muoted question 
whether the temperature of the sea, even in Foveaux Straits, 
is too high for them, or if the high river temperatures are the 
cause of their non-kppearance. The California salmon haye 
not shown up in Otago rivers, although a few specimens are 
reported as captured in some of the Canterbury streams. The 
salon trout, Salmo trifla, is poached in Otago harbor, but 
has not been taken in the river, Tt is claimed that some 
salmon have spawned in salt water, where the ova died, aud 
thought possible that the sea trout haye done the same, If 
this is so, if would appear that the temperatures of the rivers 
are too high, as all these fish were imported. The Loch Leven 
trout eggs sent by Sir J. G, Maitland were all dead ou arrival. 
The “bronun trout,” 8. /ario, continues tolerably successful in 
some rivers, Which are visited by the migratory smelts and 
whitebait, hut itis thought that excessive angling and poach- 
ing prevents their increase. Mr, Deans collected 120,000 trout 
éges from various streams, and 28.850 fry were distributed 
from them, Mr. W.8. Pillans also distributed 25,000 from his 
private ponds. The temperature in the boxes ranged from 
thirty-nine to fifty-eight degrees Fahrenheit, 

THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITION.—professor G. 
Brown Goode, the American Comissionér, has returned 
from Loudon. In speaking of Commissioner Goode’s depar- 
ture, the London Morty Post suys: “Professor Brown Goode 
although young in years, is one of the most learned men ot 
the day, and his selection as American Coramissioner by the 
United States Government was a compliment which has been 
much appreciated, Ths gentleman carries with him to his 
country the best wishes of all who have had the honor of his 
acquaintance, or who haye heard his lectures. Hiswork on 
‘The Fisheries of the United States’ is one of the ablest contri- 
butions to the literature of the fisheries.” The London Reris- 
ter adds that, ‘as a means of instruction, the United States 
Court at the Exhibition is now generally admitted to be be- 
yond conrparison. This is largely owing to the scientific elassi- 
fication of the interesting exhibits acdoptad by Professor Goode, 
Mr, Baril, of the Executive Staff, and Mr, Vanzindt Cox, the 
secretary, will have the management of the United States De- 
partment until the close of the Exhibition.” 

FISHERIES OF HOLLAND,—The report of the Board of 
Fish Commissioners of Holland for 1882 tells us than the tiur- 
bot fishing began in April and promised well, but fell off lator 
in the season. The eatch of other species varied much, and 
on the whole the season was nota remarkable one, The sta- 
tistics show the total catch and the amount of fish, oysters 
and mussels exported to Belgium, Hngland, ete, Vhere is no 
mention of tisheultural operations, 

POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES, 

Heiress (as they swim toward the shore): Oh, dear! to think 
of my——beautitul banjo being lost? 1 could al—most ory 
Mr. Archibald Turner; Yes, but we'ye got the canoe, and 
that’s worth a sGod deal more just at present, There's anoth 
—er great advantage the canoe has over the banjo, the less 
you know about it the—the more you can get out of it. 

Travelers in the Alps, accordme toa Geleya telesram in 
the London 7imes, aré threatened by a new and novel danger. 
A few days since, as two fourists were making the asceul of 
the Hundstein, in the Catton Appenzell, they were attacked 
by an eagle, which, after circling round them, tried to swoop 
down first on oné and then the other, After defending 
themselves for some tiie with their alpenstocks, the tourists 
beat a hasty retreat. It is supposed that bho eavle’s nest was 
somewhere in the neighborhood. 

Clark Cable of Willowemoé is a hunter and a fisherman, 
The other day he was fishing inthe Delaware. He hooked a 
fine chub, but lost itin raising it from the water. Soon after 
ward a two-pound eel took the bait, but that slipped off. tao. 
Cable quit fishing in diseyst. On his way home hediseovered 
a large crane standing in the river watehing for a fish. Cable 
hurried home, got his gun, and went hatk to kill the crane. 
He gota fair sight abit at short range, fired, but missed it, 
The crane flew'slowly away, Cable said he guessed it wasn't 
his day for spurt, aid went home. The same night Cable 
placed a set line in the river, When he went to it next mori 
ing he saw a crane standing in the water directly over the line. 
lt raised to fiy but something pulled it back, Cable canght ii, 
Té had swallowed one of his hooks. Further investigation 
revealed the fact that the reason the crane had swallowed the 
hook was because there was & two-pound eel on it. ab the time, 
and the further fact that a one-pound chub had taken the hook 
before the eel had swallowed it. The chub had been caught 
on the bait. The eel had come along and gobbled the chih, 
Then the crane took im the eel, and Cable book them all in, 
He insists that the chub, the eel and the crane are the same 
ones he bad lost during the day. 

The Municipality of Paris bas decided to stamp with an 
indelible mark the collars of the dogs for which the dog-tax 
has been paid, AN dogs are, by law, under the obligation to 
wear a meétal collax This nieasure has been wdopled on 
account of the dog-tax being pais only on one-half the num- 
ber of dogs kept in the capital of France. An amusing story 
of how one old lady evadled the taxis told by a correspondent 
of the London Globe; Au old lady whom I constantly nieet in 
my morning walks is heart-broken, Though she is by no 
means 2 pleasant companion, our acquaintance has deepened 
into friendship, thanks to her ta Ser a yellow mougrel, 
whom [ befriended as Androvles befriended the lion. Having 
jnissed her for a week, T nade bold to eall, and found her si 
rounded by no fewer than thirty-four yellow vurs, the children 
and grandchildren of my patient. “TI perceive your astonish- 
ment, sir,” she said, holding one of the thirty-four tip in her 
arms; ‘this is your puwtégé, Of course you were wider the 
impression that had bit one dog, but that is because they 
were all yellow. Ishould not like the concierge to know; sha 
hates dogs; her hobby is cats, =o I take them owl in turns. 
Thanks to their preat family likeness, my: portitre still thinks 
there is but owe. What ani 1 jo do about this tax! Byen if a 
pay it the landlord will not let me stop. Ah, me! ah, me!” 

[Ocr, 18, 1888, 

Ghe Hennel, 

To wuisure prompl uttention communiuitlions should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest antl Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, i, whose absence from the office matlers af ia 
portane are able to delay, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
Jan, 2. 3, 4,1884.—Meriden Poultry Assomution Bench Show, Meri- 

den, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary, Meriden, Conn. ‘ 
April —, 1884.—The Oleveland Bench Show Assouviation’s Second 

Bench Show, Chacles Lincoln, Superivtendent, C.M, Miunthall, Sec- 
retary. Cleveland, Olvto, 

EIELD TRIALS, 
November 19, 1843.—Kastern Meld Trials Cinh, Fifth Annual Trials, 

at High Point, N. C. Wntries for the Derby close July 1; for the 
Members’ Stake, Nov. 17; for the All-Aged Stake, Nov. 1. W. A, 
Coster, Secretary, Mlathush, Long Island, N. ¥. 7 
November %), 1883.—Robin’s: Island Club’s Second Annual Field 

Trials at Robin's Island, L. J., for members only. Entries elose 
Sept. 1. A. 'T. Phommer. Secretary. 
Noyetber 20, 1883.—Pacifie Coast Field Trials Club, First Anynal 

Trials near Sacramento, Cal, J. M Holts, Secretary. Saci'amento, Cal. 
December 3, 1883,—National American Kenvel Club, Fifth Annual 

Paes at Grand Junction, Tem. D. Eryson, Secretary, Memphis, 
enim, 

December #.—Gilroy Rod and Gun Club's Third Amnnal Field Trials 
at Gilroy, Cal., for dogs owhed in California, Arizona, Oregon and 
Neyada. Entries close Dec. 2. BH. Leaveslay, Secretary, Gilroy, Cal. 
December 10,—New Orleans Gun Club's Southern States’ Field 

Trials aft Canton, Miss. Entries close Dec. 9. J. K. Renaud, Secre- 
tary, New Orleans, La. : 

LOUISVILLE BENCH SHOW. 

DHE Louisville bench show will be opened under the super- 
intendence of Mr. Chas. Lincoln, Tha show will he held 

on the Exposition grounds, which is daily attended by 
thousands of visitors, and there is therefore every reason 
to believe that the dogs sent to Louisville will receive 
nousnal attention. In addition to the prize list printed below, 
we understand that the citizens of Louisville will give a 
number of special prizes: 

Mastiff dogs, $20 nnd $10; vongh-coated St. Beriurds, same: 
smooth-coated, same, Newfoundlands, same; sroyhounds, $10 
and $5, English setbers, champion dogs, 825; bitches, same; 
open classes, $20 and $10; puppies, S7 and $3. Black and tan 
or Gordon setters, champion, $20, and open classes, $2() and $10: 
uppies, $7 and $3. Pointers, champion, $20, aud open, $20and 

$10; puppies, 47 and $4, Irish water spaniels, champion, $20. 
and open, 320. and $10). Field and cocker spaiiels, open, $20 
and 55; puppies, Si and $3. Woxhownds, open, 410 and $5. 
Beagles, open, $10 and $5. Fox-terriers, champion, 315, and 
open, S10 and puppies, #10. Collies, open, $20 and 35. Bull- 
dogs, bull-terriers, black and tan, Dandie Dinmont, Badling- 
ton, Skye, hard-haired Scotch, Irish, Toy, King Charles, Blen- 
heim, and Yorkshire lerriers, each $10.and $5, Pugs, champion, 
510, and open, 310 and 35, Miscellaneous jor foreign). three 
prizes, $5 each, 

THE KENNEL HOSPITAL, 

r ee enable our readers who are interested in dogs to detect 
disease, trace ont its cause, prevent its recurrence, or treat 

ib successtully, we commence this series of articles on canine 
pathology. Possibly amere statement of the symptoms and 
treatment of each disease micht be of most assistance to those 
content to follow a rule-of-thumb practice. To such persons 
we fear our notes may sometimes ete tedious, as we intend 
trying to explain the principles, while we give rules for the 
practice of canine medicine, Onr aim is not only to assist a 
man to treat his dog, Lut to understand whathe is doing; or if 
he does not treat it himself, to form a reasonable judgment 
eonucerning the treatment adopted by ofhers, 
We detine health (6 be that condition of the animal body in 

which the yarions orguns perform their proper functions and 
retain their natural form, [n this state motion and locomotion 
are performed; constant waste of tissue tikes place, and 
constant repair is requisite. The blood continually eirewlating 
through eyery part of the body supplies new material for the 
growth and reproduction of tissues at the same time that it 
removes the waste material. Thus it constantly changes, 
piving up its nutritive matters and becomes laden with effete 
products, The digestion of food supplies if with fresh mmiri- 
tive substances; the kidneys and skiu remove its impurities, 
while the lings carry on a double action, supplying. it with 
oxygen and removing from it carbenie acid. he food taken 
into the digestive organs is nob all passed into the blood, a 
large proportion is not ussimilable, and this has to he passed 
rezwarly through the bowels. Health, then, is only maintained 
by the continuous and harmonious action of a complex set of 
machinery, consisting of circulatory, respiratory, digestive, 
and excretory organs, with another set we have not yet re- 
ferred to--the nervous, which presides over all the others, 
regulating their actions, and self dependent upon each of them 
for its life and foree 

Disease is an alteration of the normal form or action of one 
ov more parts of the body. Alterations of form are termed 
structural diseases, and cannot occur in uny important organ 
without interfering with its function. When deranged action 
is mét with unaccompanied by structural change, we call it 
functional disease. An example of thisisseen in the ordinary 
cases of indigestion. When disease affects only a part of the 
body, it is called local; when it affects the whole, it is termed 
general. Local diseases nay arise from a number of different 
causes. (General diseases may be also due to dilferent causes, 
but chey depend immediately upon some change in the bloat, 
Blood may be wanting in the proper proportion of some of its 
coustituents. It may contain a deficiency or an excess of some 
of its component parts, and if may become abnormal from 
containing some element quite forvizn to its composition. 
Vegetable and mineral poisons produce their effects through 
absorption into the blood. The specific poisons which give rise 
to contagious diseases produce their action on the system 
through the blood, In whatever way alfected, the vital Muid 
s00n vives evidence of more or less disturbance of the whole 
body—of, in fact, a general disease. a 
There is in all animal bodies a natural resisting power 

against disease—an inherent tendency to the resumption of 
héalth. Deleterious mattersin the blood are varried of by 
the excretory organs, What appears tous abnormal—and 
really is so—is frequently the extra effort by which nature 
ets vid of some irritant, and restores a disordered system. 

None the Jess the process is abnormal, and must, he regarded 
assuch. By vomiting, a dey rids his stomach of indigestible 
matters; by purging, the intestines are relieved of irritating 
substances. These processes are both abnormal, although 
their end is beuetivi We require to understand them and 
utilize them, To treat disease properly we Must appreciate 
the signiticance of its signs, and know how to snide the pro- 
cesses of nate, Through the recorded experience of others, 
and by our ows observation, we are enabled to recognize cer- 
tain groups of symptoms, which we name and classify. We 
trace their causes, anticipate their terminations, and by 
properly selected remedial agents promote a retirn to health. 
‘The too-common practice of gnessing at the nature of a dis- 
pass, and then trying to combat it with medicines of unknown 
composition, isa practice not confined to dogs, though we 
fear these animals suffer more than others from the art which 
Voltaire defined as “pouring substatices of whieh we know 
nothing-into bodies of which we know still less.” 

GAUSES OF DISEASE, 
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which predispose to it. Three dogs e ed to the same di- 
rect sauatttes may all show different effects. Exposed, for 
jnstunce, to cold—one may be attacked with rheumatism, an- 
other with inflammation of lings, and the third may remain 
healthy. The same exciting cause was applied to each—one 
was strong enough to resist entively, but the other two had a 
predisposing condition within them, which gaye tise to rhen- 
matism in one, and determined an affection of the lungsin the 
other, Among the predisposing causes of disease are im- 
properteeding, iiproper housing, improper exercise, Improper 
wushing, prior disease, existing disease, hereditary teudency, 
These we shall consider seriatim. ‘ . 
Tinproper Feecing,—The dog is essentially a carnivorous 

animal, His being so is not merely a matter of hubit. Nature 
has endowed him with teeth, eyery one of which is formed 
for flesh-eating, The form of stomach and the comparative 
absence of large intestines also indicate thatthe dog was not 
intended to exist npon a vegetable diet. That he can do so is 
true, aud eyen that he may do so and remain healthy is true 
within limite. So long asa doy has plenty of exercise, he 
rants healthy upon nearly any kind of diet, Vogstable 
matters are by cooking so altered as to affect their digestibility, 
and by carealul selection they may doubtless be combined in 
such forin and qualities as WwW. be made into 4 useful food. 
Dog biscuits are now a wellestablished form of food, thei 
eeonoiny ald convenience being avery 2reat recommendation. 
Vor dogs freely exercised no single alamentary article is better, 
Por dogs doing hard work a fait proportion of flesh is neces- 
sary Lo sustain the muscular condition. Vor doys insufficiently 
exercised io single article of food can compare with Hesh. 
This, Lam aware, is not the popular notion, but I am firmly 
convineed of the correctness of my statement, Some of the 
finest coats I haye ever seen haye been ou aged dogs ted all 
their lives on meat. As arule, the worst cases of non-con- 
tagious skin disease are met with in dogs not allowed meat. 
‘The popular dread of feeding dogs on meat, or even allowing: 
them a fair proportion of it, is founded upon no scientific basis, 
nor npon any experimental facts. An excessive allowance of 
flash to house dogs certamly causes their skins to smell some- 
what unpleasantly, but the objection holds only against the 
excess, A diet of merely vegetable matter for insufticiently 
exurcised dogs is a prolific source of diseases of the skin. i is 
also, uless perhaps in some of the biscuits, very dispropor- 
tionate in its feeding coustifuents—containing an excess of fat- 
forming and a deticiency of flesh-forminy matters. If we wish 
to fatten 4 dow, such articles us maize, rice, and hread may be 
nsed~ hut if we want bard condition, or even continuous fead 
health, a fair proportion of Mesh is essential, 

Horsefiesh, sultlin Loudon streets as ‘cats’ meat,” is a good 
article of food. Wntortunately, some of the horses whose 
flesh is Used fre diseased, and some are saturated with drugs 
given to the horse during along and fatal Uiness. From these 
an other causes (lis igrsellesh occasionally canses diarriicea. 
From a healthy horse the flesh is not only unobjectionable, 
but safer than trom any other animal, as the horse is almost 
exempt trom the parasites which in another stage of develop- 
ment infest the dav. 

‘Tipe, sheep's heuds, paunch, or the entrails ol! rabbits and 
Jiuares, should never be given ray or partially cooked to a dor. 
They are usetitl articles of food when cooked, but are not un- 
commonly infested with a cystic parasite (bladder-worm), 
which inthe dog's intestine becomes a tape worm. The ap- 
pearance of these pavasites is thab of a small bladder, varying 
in sizé from 4 pes to « walnut, fixed on the surface of the 
matte brain and on the ontside of the other objects nen- 
oned, 
Liver is hnproperly Classed as a regular food. Itis a useful 

alterative of a mild aperient kind. Bones are desirable articles 
of food, especially when dogs are fed om flesh, They are rich 
in phosphates and other salne matters, which are sufiiviently 
supplied in most vegetable foods, They ave also useful tor 
their mechanical action onthe teeth, The long shant-bones 
of small animals and birds should be avoided, as they break 
into pointed splinters, which have been known to stick in the 
gullet, and eyen to perforate the stomach antl intestines. Tho 
bones of fishes are dangerqus from ihe risk of lodging in 
the throat and causing choking. 

Mill is a valuable additional article of food when the diet 
chiethy consists of vegetable matter. It is, perhaps, the worst 
when any irritation of stomach or bowels exists. 
Raw flesh is of wll alimentary substances the most easily di- 

gested by dogs. Ido not of course recommend it as a daily 
urtiele of food, but in disease—when great debility exists, dr 
when yomitiny is gasily produced—there is nothin so good. 
Adwt dogs should he fed once a day, and the eyenine is the 

hest time, as the quictness which is fayorable to divestion can 
he eujuyed. Young dogs and puppies must be fed more fre- 
ently. 

a ‘Tho quantity of food proper for a dog is indefinite, depend 
ing on his: size,age and work, The best criterion is the avi- 
tails condition; the food can be inereased or decreased in 
quantity as the dog loses or gains weight, Excessive feeding 
produces obesity or fatness, but its eyils seldom arise saye 
when in conjunction with want of exercise. In old dozs fat- 
hess is common, and vot untreyuently leads to disease of liver 
and heart, followed by dropsy. In -youny dogs fatness has a 
most objectionable action im causing the lees to bend under 
the exeessive weight of the body, but this condition also de- 
pends upon deiiciency of exercise, 

Bvercise—To obtaii and waititain the most desirable state 
of health in all animals, foad and work must be proportionate 
—light work, light feeding, and wice versa. Theeiiect of exer- 
cise on animalsis bo give fone and strength to the muscles and 
to promote tree action of the secretory and exeretory organs. 
Not merely ave the voluntary muscles—those concerned in 
motion and locomotion—aflectad by exercise, nt also the in- 
voluntary. 7. 2, those Fonte. partot the strmeture of nearly 
all the infernal organs, and which carry on the vital processes 
of the body. When the museles of the limbs are weak, then 
also ave the muscles of the heart, stomach, and intestmes want- 
ing in toné, and cireulation and digestion become impaired. 
Ove of the niost commnion causes of difficult or protracted labor 
in bitehes is the want of power in the uterus to expel its con- 
tents—a condition directly traceable to deficiency of exercise 
during the titne the biteh is pregnant. he womb is a hollow 

" muscular organ, and, like ofher muscles, must haye tone to 
act elliciently, 
When from too little exercise and too much food combined 

excessive fatmuss or obesity is induced, some care must be 
taken not to adopt too violent measures to reduce it. Such 
animals require exercise, but it must be slight at firsh and 
pradually increased. When deficiency both of food and exer- 
cise has produced debility in an animal, as much care must he 
taken mm carefully rezulatine the exercise as the feeding, 
Exereise carried to the pointot exhaustion is always injurious, 
and often followed by fits. Dogs which have been louse con- 
fined should not suddenly he taxed by being forced into Severe 
work. he 2 a horse is good exercise for a dog in sound 
health, ond way bed useful assistance in obtaining ldgh cou- 
dition, but it is positively erqel to force if; to any preab extent 
upon a weak or fat animal, or 6ven of one whose feet are not 
hardened by continuons daily exercise. Irrecnlar exercise 
should also be avoided, as the dog so treaved is never in a fit 
state for along run, and is usually much excited at tirst—a 
condition very lable to he followed by fits. When exercising 
dogs Which take to water, they shonld be aliowed their bath 
it the outset of the journey, while they are fresh, not at the 
end of it when they are tied and unable togeta good Neauction, 
<\ tired dog -with a wet coatis just in the condition whan he 
werives home to lie about and catch aserious cold. He showld 
sither be dried or housed with plenty of clean straw. Exercise 
Js Mmproper When deficient, when excessive, or when irrenlar, 
and ibis most hurtful when in conjunction with improper 

ry Zi : ' 
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Housing.—The matters to be avoided in the housing of dogs 
are damp, dirt and diaughts. Ranges of kennels have usually 
some care displayed in the svlection of their site, but the ken- 
nels of wateh-dogs might often be placed in a more protected 
spot, Shayings or straw make the best bed, and should be 
frequently chanzed, All kennels have a raised bed, but when 
dogs are kept in stables it is nsunlly considered sufficient to 
give them au armiql of stray on thé floor, The bricks are 
fenerally dainp, and the lowest sbrata of ait in the building is 
always thé coldest, An old door or a few boards between the 
bricks and the bed add little to the cost or trouble but @ reat 
dealto the comfort of the animal, House dogs sutfer most 
from the @ilects of violent changes of temporuture, being 
allowed tu lie im front of the tire during the day, and being 
offew consigned to a cold room ora passage at nights. Thus 
we tind rheumatism and. bronchitis quile as common in house 
dogs all (he year round as in those used for sporting purposes 
in winter. 
Itisavemarkabie fact that kennels seem to be most sue- 

cessful in breeding and rearing healthy dogs during the first 
few years of their existence, There may be many reasons for 
this; but one that is not sufiiciently noticed is the possibility 
of the site hecoming infected with the ova of parasites, Such 
kennels always show a heayy mortality amoug young pup- 
ies, and the victims on a. post-mortem exainination are found 
ouded with intestinal worms, The only way to effectually 
alter this is to change the site of the kennels. Asa preventive 
the eifect of salt freely distributed on the wround round about 
is Worhh « tial, Some of our dog breeders could contribute 
uselul information on this subject. 

Washing,—This operation when improperly performed 
gives rise to diseases of the skin and ears, andtochills or even 
respiratory atfections. When a dog is washed with warn 
wrter, he should berinsed off with cold and rubbed dry; a 
good reaction of the skin is thus induced, Instead of rubbing 
adog dry, he may dumediately atter his wash be taken for a 
Tun, and if the weather be fine will nearly dry himself. Soap 
for washing dogs should not be strongly alkaline, nor should 
soda, be allowed at ail, A strongalkah remoyts the natural 
vily secretion from the skin and hair, leaving the skin dry and 
invitable, and causing the hair to look dull and rusty, . Soft 
soap is open to two objections—it 1s usually strongly alkaline. 
and it is diticwt to wash out of the hair, The redness of 
skin displayed by many light-costed dors on the show bench 
is traceable only to the extra washing they Lave been sub- 
mitted to previous to exhibition. Most of the special and 
menicated soaps sold for dogs gave good, being nearly neutral 
and usually destructive to parusites. Those containig a dis- 

chant have the advantage of removing the strong doge 
‘sometimes attached to the skin. 

While on the subject of washing, I must refer to warm 
baths, which are often employed as remedial agents, With- 
out going so far as to say they are always injurious, [do assert 
that in hardly any disease are their advantages not far over 
balanced by their disadvantages. They are most depressing 
in their effects, leaving the doz limp and prostrate, The hairy 
coat cannot be properly dried without rubbing; and, in most 
cases, When a warm hath isemployed, rnbbing canses so much 
annoyance astoundo any good which might have been effected. 
To avoid rubbing, the dog may he wrapped up} vhis is equally 
injurious, being equivalent, in fact, to a continuation of the 
bath, and enervating to the last degree. D 

Previous Disease.—lt is very important to remember that a 
previous disease may predispose to another, Thisis due to 
some xiructual defect or wenlsness being left in the part, and 
suggests that we should always endeavor to effect a coniplete 
eure before allowing an animal to be again submitted to causes 
likely to excite the same disease, or, in other words, to cause a 
rolapse. Aifections of the eye leave that organ very prone to 
other attacks. Canker of the ear often returns after appar- 
ently being cured. Not only does one attack of disease pre- 
clispose to another of a similar nature, but also to attacks of 
quite anobher kind. Severe injuries to the limbs are apt to be 
followed by rheumatism in the part, Diseases of a debilitating 
niture predispose to many different kinds of disease. Dis- 
temper, for instance, is very liable to be followed hy affections 
of the nervous system, or by inflammations of vital organs. 
Care then should always be taken to anticipate the recur- 
vence of disease, and, if possible to avoid all causes capable of 
fenerating disease In a dog debilitated by a recent illness. 

Existing Disease predisposes to the production of others. 
By he most common cause of dropsy in dogs is enlarge- 
ment of the liver. The presence of wormsin the intestines 
ind the part they play in onsinating fits is another well- 
known example of one morbid state assisting in the production 
of another. : 

Hereditany Tendene.—We are unable to explain how it is 
that parents suffering from certain diseases beget offspring 
which, though born with no apparent disease, are very liable 
to heaome affected as their parents were, We recognize the 
fact, and its vale liesin this—that we should’avoid breeding 
froin animals so affected, In the canine race epileptic fits, and 
a form of skin disease termed eczuma, are undoubtedly here- 
ditary, One breed of setters is peculiarly liahle to fits, and 
certain lines of St, Bernards are seldom free from eczema. 
The origin of disease is influenced hy age, sex, and breed. 

Of the latter we need say little, Some breeds are naturally 
THore delicate than others, and thus possess less resisting power 
weainst disease. The bulldog is a breed upon which severe 
operations tuay be performed with every prospect of success, 
although in less robust animals a probably fatal result would 
ensue. Peculiarities of conformation in the ditferent breeds 
wiay Obviously affect the production of disease—the prominent 
eyeball of the pug rendering tf more thah usnally liable to 
injury, and the long pendulous ears of other breeds in- 
crausiuge their ehanees of misfortune. The influence of 
sex on the production of disease in dogs depends entirely upon 
the respective differences in the structural formation of the 
male and female, The influence of age is worth uoting. 
There is # widespread fallacy that an old doz cannot have 
distemper, The fact is, age has nothing to do with the advent 
of this disease. Old doga seldom haye it simply because they 
were affected when young, and one attack gives almost com- 
plete immunity from another, Certain diseases are more often 
seen in old than young dogs owing to the greater length of 
time injurious causes have beenin existence. Old dogs are 
liable to become tat, and ftlims diseases of heart, lungs, and 
liver are setup. ‘The teeth and eyes of old dogs begin to fail, 
their muscles lose tone, and digestion becomes less active. In 
very young dogs diseases specially due to the development of 
the hody at that time are seen, Notubly may we have delor- 
inity of the limbs, The hones ave not mature, containing less 
earthy matters they are sofl, and capable of gradualbending. 
This condition never arises in a dog after he has attained one 
year ofuce, Young animals of all kinds seem less capable of 
resisting the developmenk of parasites on them and in them 
then adults. The dog is no exception, and young puppies 
sulfer from worms to & great extent. Nervous atfections also 
are found to arise move frequently in young dops than in older 
ous, The natural activity aud muschievousness of puppies 
render them able to talis and injuries. One form of fracture 
affecting the elbow [have never seen in an aged dog. but it is 
comparatively common in puppies as the result of a fall.— 
Fellow of the Royal College of Veterinury Surgeons in Land 
cand Water, 

A YELLOW CUR WILL DO.—Malohe, N. Y., Oct. 11.— 
itor Forest and Stream: Will you please be kind enough te 
inform me by postal fle Wesh kind of a dog for partridges! I 
want ous that will bark whona partridge Mes up and tree him, 
Ihave your hook on doe jrainmg, bit itis not what I want, 
Do you now where [can got a dog pup? Please let me know 

1 by return mai.—L, C, 2, 

BENCH SHOWS. 

A* a loyer of dogs, I hope more interest will be talken in 
£ bench shows in this country than has been of late, the 
Jack of which is not all owing to owners, I find 4 great many 
owners of good dogs who will not send fhem to bench shows, 
and why? Some say there is no fainness in the judging, others 
that dogs are not safe and well cared for, and not a few com- 
plain of the expense and trouble attending transportation, 
while there are many who decline because no substantial 
prizes are piven, These objections should be overcome, and 
instead of a lack of dogs at bench shows, every first-class show 
should he filled to its utmost capacity. As to judging, there 
are enough honest, capable men, well known to the public, 
and managers of bench shows can and should secure men 
whose judging would not be questioned, Safety of dogs while 
being exhibited should have more attention. The subject of 
transportation should be looked into, and something done in 
theinterest of shippers. The majority of railroads will not 
allow dogs te travel in the cars, and when they are, though 
accompanied by keepers, an assessment is levied by the bag- 
fage masters, who look for their half dollar or more as per- 
quisite, and growl if it is not given; in fact, a refusal to pay 
means get outof the ears. This compels shippers to send by 
express, in which case the dogs must be boxed up. ‘This 1s 
very well for small dogs, whose owners cannot accompany 
them, but large dogsin careof owners or keepers should be 
allowed to travel free, or if a small mileage is charyed owners 
would not object; but we do not want to be left tothe ‘tender 
mercies” of the “baggage smasher,” All we want is the privi- 
lege of taking our dogs with us, either in the smoking or bag~ 
gage car, and we are willing to muzzle them if usked to. 
As Ihave raised these objections to dogs going to bench 

shows (not on my own account), the next matter to be con- 
sidered is the value of the prizes, and perhaps tt would be well 
if each class could haye a “special” prize, this would no doubt 
tend to make owners educate their dogs and bring ont their 
fine points, noti to bediscovered in a regular judging. Man- 
agers must make their shows attractive if they want a ‘‘full 
house,” and some day I hope to seea bench show made as at- 
tractive as any circusring has been, It is natural forman to 
loyé dogs, and when we meet with such people, they must be 
BnenpmBaeY and their pets protected, particularly at bench 
shows. 
My experienve as an exhibitor has heen quite satisfaciory, 

and among the most zealous managers is Mr, C. A, Andrew, 
of West Boxford, Mass., a gentleman who will give every care 
and attention to those who favor hint with an entry. Mr. 
Andrew will hold 4 first-class henelh show in Lowell, Mass,, 
early jn December, which must of a necessity be successtul. Let 
all owners of dogs, who desire to improve, and who are 
anxious to win a record for their dogs, apply early, and I can 
assure them that the result will be entirely satisfactory, 
whether you win a prize or not. Send your dogs, and then 
#0 yourself, and see what Massachusetts can do, both in the 
Way of fine-bred dogs, and management of bench shows. 

J. A, NICKERSON, 
Boston, Sept, 24, 1883. 

LENDING YOUR DOG.—Mr. FP. M. Gilbert, the well known 
Inimorist and editor of the Hvansyille, Ind., Argus. discourses 
in this wise of the gum and dog borrower; As this is the season 
of the year when the average friend comes to you and wants 
to borrow your gun or doy, we want to define our position as 
it wereand keep from hurting some good fellow’s feelings. 
Now we wouldn't lend our guns or dog to our dearly beloved 
friend, President Arthur, If Chet. came to us for either we 
should be compelled to say geutly but firmly, “Chet, old boy, 
we are willing to lend you money hut we can’t lend you a gun 
or dog, because, Chester, it’s directly ‘agin our priciples.’” 
Now there is a yast difference between lending a gun and 
lending a dollar, You lendamana dollarand he can knock 
around with itall he wants to and it don’t hurtit, He cant 
let it fall over a log oron a rail fence and dent inthe barrels, 
He can't get mudin the muzzle and allover the fancy work 
in the stock, and if he Jetsit He a week without cleaning it 
domt hut it. He cant takeit and try to force shells a size 
too large into the breech and then try to close it by main 
force and awkwardness. He can't try the locks forty times a 
day to see if they work well and to hear how loud they snap. 
and he can't get tired and lie down under a tvee and give the 
dollar to some granger who never saya breech-loader and 
let him go all over the farm with it, shooting at marks and 
woodpeckers, and getting shells fast inifand trying to dig 
them out with a barlow knife. No, you can’t do all these 
with a dollar, but you can witha nice breech-loader and that’s 
the difference. This is why we would rather lend the dollar, 
and this is why it is that when a good triend that we would 
like to oblige comes in, we always look him directly in the eye 
and tell hith that the cases he sees under the desk are empty 
and that both of our guns are over in Illinois. Wes, we tell 
him a good square lie and it don’t straiu our conscience a bit, 
tor we beheve a man gets forgiveness fora little thing like 
that. But when it comes to lending our dog, we just swear 
slap up and down that we wouldn't lend him to our grand- 
father und we don’t offer any excuses. Now, lots of people 
can't see why one man can’t work 2 dog as well as another. 
They don’t know much about dogs anyhowand think they 
work by machinery and go ont and point birds by a main- 
spring that connects with the tail, They snppose that this is 
why the tail stiffens when a dog points. Vhe averaze ama- 
teur gets his dog talk from books and says *“lo-ho,” “Doyn 
sir,” “Down charge,” Retrieve,” ‘'Hi sir,” ‘Bring to bag,” 
“To heel, sir,” ete., ete. If we ever forgot ourself and lent 
our dog to an amateur and he went through his lingo the dog 
would come in at night and try to say “Say, pard, that man 
you lentme to this morning ust haye been drinking, for he 
called me alot of worse names than ever you did when you 
licked me for being too fresh and running over two or three 
gangs early in the day.” And we wouldn’t blame the poor 
dog, We don't hold any long conversation with our dog; it 
takes his mind away from business. When we get into the 
field we say, ‘‘Yup” and wave ourhand inthe direction we 
want him to go. When he comes to 4 point if he seems to he 
nervous we say ‘fY-0-0,” just as we would to a nervous horse, 
and if by aceidentwe manage to kill a bird when the coyey 
rises, we sitoply say “‘dead” and that settles it, He gets the 
bird, brings it up to us, sits dowu, and ac the word “drop” lets 
it fall out of his mouth and hies off again to {resh fields and 
pastures new. Tf he runs over a hird we yell ‘Hey! you dam 
fool!” and he drops down and remembers that if he does it 
again he will get a corn stalk across his flank, And so we so, 
and the longer in the day he hunts the less we have to say to 
him, except to invariably pat his head and call hima “ood 
old snoozer” every time he briigsina bird, Now, in all fair- 
ness we ask, what would that poor dog know about ‘“Ty-ho,” 
“to heel,” “down ¢harge,” ancl the rest? Absolutely nothing, 
and his mind would pet so broken up that he would act 
worse than one of these quarterbred, long-headed,'liver-col- 
ored pups that can’t do anything but chew up birds after 
some other doe has pointed them, and some one other than 
his taster has shotthem. This last is the result of observa- 
tion. We never saw a mah with a pup like that, who could 
hit a barn, and generally the worse the pup dves the more the 
owner thinks of hin, till, by the time he is too old to go aut 
and cheywup birds and cantdo anything butlay around the 
house and how! all night, the {ond owner swears that both of 
his parents (the dog’s) were innported, and that the old dou 
just as he stands is worth one thousand dollarsin gold. Now, 
boys, doen't come tlown aud try to borvow from us or we 
shall he compelled to pull ont this paper, hand you a eizar, 
and tell you to sit down and read this artitle (The “handime 
a cigar” part isa wild iiight of fancy; the rest of this articlé 
is Ls-karat troth, based ob years of experiouce.) 
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TREATMENT TOR SNAKE BITE.—Aditor Forest. and 
Stream, I send you the following treatment for snake bites. 
{had a valuable spaniel bitten by a cotton-mouth moccasin in 
August, and the following treatment cured him. He was 
about a mile from home when bitten, and was quite sick when 
Teot him ome. First gave him about one pound leaf Jara. 
Two hours later gave him (in drench) cockle berries bruised, 
and then boiling water poured on the leaves. I let this stand 
about half an hour to cool. Next diay repeated the drench. 
Tn five days the bite, under the jaw. began to slough. Opened 
the place, and with a pail of pinchers pulled out a piece of 
flesh as large as iny finger, and about tour inches Jong. I then 
made the following solution: Equal ees erde carholie acic, 
water and alcohol, and with a small syringe washed out the 
sore twice a day for several days. The dogis now as well as 
eyer,—G. B, SHELpDoN (Alabama). 

ST. BERNARDS AT DANBURY.—The winners of first and 
second in smooth-coated St, Bernard class, at the Danbury 
show, were Eckhardt (A-K,R., 413) and Verone (A.K.R. 418), 
owned by the Milbrnok Kennels. " 

NEWFOUNDLANDS.There is a growing demand for 
Newfoundland dogs. If any one has dogs of this breed to sell, 
Base find a ready market by advertising them in this jour- 
nal. 

COLLIDS AT DANBURY,.—The prize collies Zip and 
Fanny, at the Danbury show, are the property of Mr, B. J. 
Hawley, Stepney, Conn. 

PEDIGREE WANTED.—Gan any of owr readers give the 
wedigree of the setter dog Bulf, winner of first prize at Water- 
town, N. Y., in 1875? 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS- 
Kennel noles ave Inserted in this column free of charge. To msure 

publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each wrinaly - 
‘L. Color. 
2. Breed. 
4. Sex, 
4, Age. or 

6. Name and residence of owner, 
_ buyer or seller, 

f, Sire, with his sive aud dani. 
3. Owner of sire, 

5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam, 
of death. 10. Owner of dam, 

Alluames must be plainly written, Communiuation on one side of 
paper only, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

$= > See instructions at head af this catenin, 
Belle. By Mr. George Smith, Milford, N.Y... for lewmon aid white 

RBngelish setter bilch, whelped March 81, 1883, hy Count Noser (Carlo. 
wilz—Princess Nellie) out of Xantippe (Lofty—VWanud Muller), 
Clinic Gladstone, Tey Mr. 0. M. Carter, St. Joseph, Mo., for black, 

white and tan Llewellin setter doz, whelped July 10, ibs, by cham- 
piin Gladstone out of Gonntess Druid. 

Lov. By Mr. Geo, H, Everall, New York, for liver and white 
aaa puppy, whelped May 11, 1883, by champion aust out of Ger 
trude, 

Bruwe By Mr, Jas, Lenox Banks, Jr., New York. for mastilf dog, 
whelped July 10, 1888, by champion Neyison (Gurth—Juno) out of 
Venus (Ajax—Ditto), 
Miyor of The Cedars. By Mr. Jas, Lenox Banks, Jr,, New York, for 

tastil Mow, whelped July 10, 1888, by champion Nevison (Gurth— 
June) oul of Venus (Ajax—Dido). 

WHELPS. 
=> See tustruetions at liead of this cohen. 

ess. My ®, Mask’s (Hickory Valley, Tenu.) black serer bitch 
Hess (Mask—Vic), Sept. 11, nine, by Mr. J, M. Avent's Leicester A. 
(Leieester—Netlie), 

Dady Glire. My. Jobn 8, MeTntosh’s (Pittsburgh, Pa.) champion 
tel Irish setter biteh Lady Clare (Hlcha —Rose), Sept. 22. 1888, ben 
(five dogs), hy his champion Rix. 

Flore, My. John S, Melntosh's (Pittsbureh, Pa.) champion red Irish 
setter bitel Flora (Fop—Lill L1.), Jan. 1, 1583, two (bitches), by cham- 
pion Bicho. 
Burke, Mx. John Daly's (Salmon Falls, N. A.) black cocker spaniel 

hiteh Darkie (Beau—Hleckie), Ovt. 9, 1883, eight (rhree dogs), by Obo 
TL. (Obo—Chilve il). 
Ponauw. Der, C, A, Packard's (Bath, Me.) blue belton English setter 

hiteh Donna. by Royal Blue (Gladstone—Nuzzey) oul of Dryad (Druid 
—Nilason), Oct, 12, 1883, six (three dogs), by champion Dash M1, 

: SALES. 

See mstructions at head of this column. 
jer—Mlake whelps, Wughsh setters, whelped May 1, 1883, by 

ier (Dash [1.—Opal) out of Make (Drnid—sSwaze), ly My. J. J. 
Seanian, Pall Rivir, Mass., a black, white and lan dog to Mr. D, Des- 
mond, same pli y black, white and ticked dog to Mr. J, Reynolds, 
same place; a black, white and ticked dog to Mr. T. BH. Smith, Provi- 
dene, R, lt ablack and white dogand bitch to Mr, LaWorest Wheeler, 
Rockland. Mgss., and a black and white ticked dog to Mr. J. H, Lee, 
Providence, R. T. oof 
‘ith. Blue belton English setter biteh,whelped Aug. 1, 1888 (Fairy 

Prince—Wlirt), hy Mr, A. S. Bishop, Pittsburgh, Pa,, to Mr. J. M. Hun- 
fer. same place. \ 

Chieflai.. Blavk and tan cullie dog (H-K.0,5.3. 8,506), ty Mor, J. 
Taylor, Rochdale, Ung., ta Mr. R. Welaven, Byron, Ont. F 

American Dan, Black, white and tau Enghsh setter dog, 24 years 
old (Lineoln—Daisy Dean), by Mr. Jos. H. Dew, Columbia, Tenn,, to 
Col, James M. Trezyant, Houston, Te: ‘ 

Blade o Grass, Ovange and white setter dog. whelped Oot. 12, 1882 
(Sf, Bimo TV:—Countess Louise), by Dr, 8. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, iN. 
Y., lo Mr, L. H. Bullard. X 

VWorlesta. Lemon belton Llewellin setter biteh, whelped April 4, 
1482 (Jester—Modjeska), by Mr. &. W. Jester, St. George, Del, to Mr 
A, M. Wright, New York. a 

Bertie. Pointer bitch, by Kab (champion Rush—champion Bowe) 
out of Belloua (champion Bow—Beulah), by Mr. W. W. Legare to Mi. 
J. G, Schuyler (Lehigh Kennels), ; 

Dashiiy Monarch—May whelp. A puppy, by champloo Dashing 
Monarch out of May (champion Lineoln—champion Daisy Dean), by 
Mr. W. T. Crossman, New Yori, to Mr. Geo, Jaryis, same plage. 

IMPORTATIONS. 
Le See instructions at head of this colon, ‘ 
Obo IIL Myr, G. W. Leavitt, Tr, Goston, Mass., has boughtiof Mr, 

James Farrow, Ipswich, Eng., the solid black cocker spaniel Obo IIL, 
by champion Obo (E.K.0.8.8. 10,452) out of Farrow’s Neilie, Nellie 
was dain of champion Miss Oho, The price paid was £234. 

DEATHS, 

f=" See instructions at head of this coluinn, 
Lucky Stone. Blne belton Haglish setter biteh, whel ped Mareh 17. 

1682 (Gladstone—Flossey), owned by Mr, R. M. Boyd, Racine, Wis.- 
Aug, 12, from inflammation of the bowels. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

(== No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

J, &. ¥., Werwiek, N. ¥,—Tonch the warts on your dog’s feat witht 
nitrate of silver lwice daily. 3 
Corresponpunt, Taylor, Tex.—It would be impossible to sty what 

caused the death of your dog without an examination. 

J. 41, Norwich, Ct.—i. Would not advise you to breed to a snushy 

dor as Lhe progeny are liable fo inkerif the fault, 2, Thereare many 
good dogs of the Edglish and Trish cross. 3. We do not know the 

addtess, 
¥, A. D, South Boston, Mass.—Your dog probably has eanker in the 

ear. Take of bromo chloralum and landammu equal parts and dilnte 
with six times (heir bulk of water. Fill the var und gently knead the 
base for a short time, repeat in fwenty-tour hours, 
a 

In Yazoo County, Miss., on the 9th instant, a party of 
hunters killed a deer that hada homan skull impaled on & 
rong of bis horn, supposed to be that ofa negro, The prong 
had eutered the cavity occupied in life by the oye, and had 
erown up around the bone, showing the skull had not been 
puton recently. There ave various conjectures as to how it 
20} there. bul the most prevalent opinion 15 that the anal 
was wounded and broughtto bay by the negro, and had killed 
the latter inthe conflict which ensned, the prong entering the 
eye and piereing the brain, The body ot the deer showed 
signs of other wounds. He was about as large as a bwo-year 
old cali,—lWemphis (Tenn,) Scimeter, 

to astrong wind and rapidly changing light. The Clearfield team 
will goto Pennville on ‘Thursday morning and shoct a return match 
with the team of that place, and go from there to Lutherscurs and 
shoot with the Lutherslirg team im the afternoon, 
EAST TENNESSEE.—The East Tennessee Rifle Association, haying 

headquarters at Knoxville, has been incorporated. Geo. W. Albers 
is president, M. L, Ross and A, H, Hebbard, vice-presidents, with W. 
B. Fenton as secretary and treasurer. The (reedwoor targets liaye 
been adopted, and the other diagrams will also be used. The scheme 
of the incorporators is the general encouragement of rifle practice in 
wey section, where the heed of jush stich an organization is greally 
Olt. 

WORCESTER, Mass,, Oct. 12.—The Worvester Light Infantry yes- 
terday and to-day had the Salem Cadets here as their guests. This 
morning they went to Pine Grove Range of the National Rifle Asso- 
ciation and had 4 friendly contest, The Creedmoor target was used. 
distance 200yds. off-hand, Ontof a possible 50 the following svores 
were mare: 

Light Infantry. 

Aifle and Gray Shoeting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

BOSTON FALL MEETING. 

(ye 11, ~The fall meeting of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, 
whieh is to last three days, began atthe Associalion’s range, 

Walnut Hill. today. As usnal with opening days, the attendance 
was tather slim. ree matehes were down for competition, two at 
2ilyds. on Creedmoor and Decimal targets and one at )00yds. with 
the carton count, Tie entries in the two short matches were numer- 
ous, aud, aided by favoring weather conditions, brilliant records 
were reached by several of the competitors. Ripley, of Nashua, and 
Hilsworth. of Gardner, made 85 out of a possible 35. The carton 
mateh had but one entry. Mr. D, Webster, who scored 48 points out Salem Cadet Team, 
of n possible 42. Ps Wilson.,.,,.85505838223—31 Hatch...__. 24484404 4 43 
Creedmoor Match,—Conditions: Open to all comers; distance, | Merrith.....234534444 4-87 Smith, 221220232226 

20yds,; position, standing; rifle, any within the rules; rounds, | Hubon.... 4384423343434 Rich... 184444442 5-28 
sevens, entries, unlimited; winmers of prizes to be decided by the | Spofford....48343844 434-8 Wagner...43843238444—a1 
aggrezate of the three best scores counted as one continuous score; | Ropes...... 038833333 43—28 Ireeman.,.342823842 8 A239 
aes CoE DE Mae making the highest aggregate scpre to haye first Williamson? 433334844 33 Bigelow...d38244 043 24—2) 
a the uther winners to choose in order of their respectivescores; | Steel,.....44384482844 85 Marvin,....243382238 48-30 
25 Prizes, — — 
G # Ellsworth .,..5 6 556 JP. Bates... 654555 4-38 233 207 eh Ae ake at ral m 
ee cia reas te : 2 : evetes a : 2) Z r: i = A NEW RIFLE.—We omitted in onr issue of Oct. 14, in speaking 
I Cram... BA 45K S TNnyes “Unb 6444-21 of the wonderful shooting of Capt. E. i. Stubbs ati St. Louis, to men- 
2a ‘butter 2 5 5 555454 \ TGvese “444454 530 tion thatit was done with the new Whitney-Kennedy repeating rifle 
D Kirkwood iF 4 55 455218 F Ghanvie a “ag dad 5 30 —und that the 5lbs. repeating rifle referred to by our correspondent 
WD EAB S4a5 54 583 rw ncn a Thea Ire Ala 430 as one of the most perfect tee of guns ever seen, was a W hit- 
JB Fellows “TR SBDS 433 ; AIT ae ney-Kennedy made by the Whitney Arms Co., of Ne w Haven, Ct. 

Pecimal mateh—Conditions, same as in Creedmoor match; 18 cash THAT ASKEW RIFLE.—Editor Forest and Stream: A, J. R., in 

prizes. your Range ind Gallery column, without doubt has a rifle the barrel 

Oct. 12.—The 5 + meeting called ont a fine attend- 
anee of rfilemen, and many spectators witnessed the contests. The 
early hours of {he morning brought rain, and it was feared that the 
unpleasant weather would seriously interfere with the day's sport, 
hut by 11 o’clovk the rain stopped and the shooting conditions 
proved Of the hest, What wind there was came from the northeast, 
and on thisrange a northeaster is noba hard wind to handle Most 
of the leading clubs of the State were represented, and the fight for 
firsi position between representatives of the home club and the rille- 
men from Gardner in the Creedmoor mateh was decidedly close, 
Charles of Boston heading the list at the close of the day's sport. 
The decimal mateh was also stubbornly contested. ‘* Duifer.” of 
Boston, and Ellsworth of Gardner, lieing for first posiiion ou the to 
tals, Boston, outranking in yalue, going to the top of the lish, There 
were but few entries in the 900-yard mateh, but the seore of D. Web- 
ster, 41 ont of # possible 42, was the best scoring made at this distance 
on this range for many a day. ‘The records of the day’s work stood: 

Creedmoor Match (200yds,) 

Correspondents who faror us with elub sdores ane particularly re- 
quested to write on one side of the puper ovity. 

SPARROW TRAP SHOOTING. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
There does not appear to be much énilinsiasm among sportsmen ar 

trap-shooters over the English sparrow as a tran bird and it fs gener- 
ally conceded that the clay-pigeon is preferable, Ibis said that the 
weekly sparrow shoots at Pastime Park will continue through the 
winter, or until the shooters tire of the sparrow asa trap tird. The 
charge which appears to do the Most execution m shooling these 
little birds from the trap is from # to 344 drams of powder tol to 14 
ounces of No. 12 shot,—Homo (Philadelphia). 

Boston, Oct. 9.—ditor Forest and Stream: | have shot sparrows 
very many times from the trap in public, and if “Homo,” or any 
other brother sportsman, will give them a large room to fiy in, diving 
captivity, they will be very much superior to clay-pigeous, and afford 

W Churles 5555555—-85 MR Jairy... ...645 55 4 5—33 | great sport, at the same time getting rid of @ nuisunce— Cocker. 
A “Ditfkex 555555 5-85 J A Frank 56546 5 4-33 Tht rules under whieli the birds were shot in the Philadelphia tour- 
A Mathews 555455 5-34 RB Davis..... ....45445 5 5-82) nament last week were as follows: 
EW Gram . 655456 4-34 CH Estebrook...4 655 4 5 4-22 1. Weight and bore of guns not restricted. 
N i 465455583 JP Batés.......4455444-31 2. The charge of shot shall not exceed one ounce by Dixon's mens- 

J A Marshall 646455 6—33 WD Parker,..... 444465 4-30] ure. Any shooter may be challenged for oyer-loading, and the um- 

EW Perking.....5455545-33 F Wallace,,...... 454644 4-30 | pire shall examine the load and give hisdecision, If the load be toa 

C BE Jamas..-.,: §5455 4 5—38 ange the shooter shall forfeit all rights in the mutch. 
c ) 3, Only one trap shall be used in ordinary matches unless ollerwise 

A ‘*Duffer™ 0 § 9 10 7 10 1-64) specified, 
G i EliswWorth,...-......... 10 10 7 1 8 10 if—64 4, The standard distance from the trap to theshootershall he 22yds. 

SAVIO ayes eee ee ete “9 9 8 9 9 10 4-63] In handicapping the distance shall be from 18 to 2ayds. 

TOW OS bors is Cera Stand HaRer 8 9 6 O 10 10 10-8 5. The boundary shall be d0yds.,a string being altached to the 

Diirk@os)s esr. te Fees 40° 8 % 8 8 iQ 10—61 | trap and carried toward the bird and judgment siven accordingly. 

WCIOUIUE, (oe2ssa we begs oe 9 9 8S R 8 F 10—fO 6. The shooter shall be called to the score by the wupire, and if nob 

PB ST. oe eee ‘0 & 7 10 10 9 Gad | there m two minutes the bird to be scored against hit, : 

AOE OLTILG MRR EE RAS Pe ee esc ee See ? 2 8 9 6 H T-58 ¥. The shooter's feet shall be behind Lhe score until after his gun is 

A) CATT ct ee SED Gams o ag gece edad once 510 Ww 1 6 «§ G—bh] discharged, f 

PF Wallace, ea ¢ 9 & 9 6 8 6-5 8. The gun must be clear below thearmpit until the bird is on the 

K Davis .@ 8 10 9 8 5 51] wing, and the shouter, when al thescoré, shall call to the pune PONG 
WA Rice... - ae Lala tt d 40 6 5-80] you ready?? To which the puller shail respond} “Ready,” At 

Oct. | .—The Full meeting, n end last night, and, all things | the word ‘Pull’ from the shooter the trap sball be immediately 

considercd, wos one of Lot moet suceessful the association ever held opened, 
On the opeuing day the aitendance was light but the shooving good, 9, Should the trap be sprung before the signal is given by the 

On Fridvy ihe day kept many way, but still the shooting conditions shooter itshall be optional with him to take the bird, but if he shoots 

were exe fHent, and tics) whe sere there did fairly. But on the last 
day the voniitio s were fin. the attendance being large and the 
shootiu= pucnotmenil, Sige ilva of shooting may be had when itis 
known that tof twenty dive pr zesin the Creedmoor match, with 
105 for 2 possi lu svove. a score of 14 failed to get a prize, Mr, Bixby, 
of Nashua, wa en fi-e s ore of 104 atthe Creedmoor target. About 2 
o'clock in theaftter.oo. be commence on the decimal target, and 
before 6 och c, he Jidanude 193, and led the party, besides making 
67 out of & pessille 72, t. & ui stsecore on record, There were present 
a large tumberod food 5 ots from neighboring clubs, among them 
being Mr. J L.Ni de. of Mauch ster, N. 1,5 W.D, Palmer, of Merri- 
mae, Mass.; \y. L. Gram, of Waketield; A. C, White, of New Haven; 
G, A, Hinds, A. G. Mathews, G, F. Bllsworth, of Gardner; L. W, Far- 
rar, of Wer-esteg; Lb. J. Crain, of Augusta, Me,, and many ethers, 
Mr. David Kirkwood, of toston, made a fine score of 38 out of 85 with 
one of sis new hammniecriess guns without cleaning. At the 90yds. 
range, Mr_U, « ebster won first prize with a score of 118 ont of a pos- 
sible 126; W. Howald won second, H. Tyler, third, and J. A. Kildare, 
fourth. Tue following ure the prize winners and the best scores for 
fhe meeting: 

it shall be seored for or against him, according 4) the resull.« 
10. The shooter may gather lis own birds or appoint one person to 

do so for him, using bands only, Any_bird not gathered in three 
minutes from thé time of shootihg shall be called “Lost Bird,” A 
bird once out of the bounds shall be scored “Lost: bird.” 4 

11, In csse a bird flies in such a direction that to shook at it might 
entail the risk of hitting a spectator, he may retrain from shooting-and 
be allowed another, Should the bird not fly atonces when the trap 
ig opened the shooter may call ‘No Bird.’ 

12. A bird shot on the ground is “No Bird,” Wutif ib escapes, after 
being shot at, it is a “Lost Bird © - 

18 Ifa shooter’s gun miss fire, through 4 bad cap, le shall be 
allowed another bird, but if itis the shooter's own fanlt, it shall bo 
scored “Lost Bird.” ‘ 

i4, If the shooter, when at the score, isin any way balled, either 
intentionally or accidentally, the umpire shall allow him another bird. 

15. Should a bird that has been fired ut be flying away, and a 
“scout” fires and brings down the hird within the boundary, ths 
umpire may, if satisfied that the bird would uot have fallen by the 
eun of the shooter, order it fo be scored a “Lost Bird;” or, if satisfied 
that the bird would have fallen, may orderit to be scored a ‘Dead Creedmoor Match, 

HG Bixby...-....: 34 35 di 1h 2 33 38— 98 | Bird;"* or, if in doubt on the subjec' , may order the shooter to shout 

GP Busworth ..... 834° 35—103 ‘ A 2 33 83— 98 | ab another bird. A ; 

HJ Cram 84 35—108 NW Arnold... 82 38 38— 95 16. All ties to be Ebppat pues day, Wf practicable to (io go, unless 

A Duifer.-.. 3 35-103 J PBates.... “82 83 B2— 7 | the prize orprizesaredivided, 5 

W Charles 5 81 34108 H Severance -38 33 3i— 97 i All ties to be shot at three birds in 2 match, but in sweepstakes, 

BR Foester,,......-84 3: 8.102 RDavis.,,..-- “32 32 388— 97 | miss and out. f 

AGEVVITItS pony -y = 4 at 31-102 W Gardner... 32 38 32— 97 1s, The trapper shall be approved or selecied by the umpire, and 

OM dewell.:.-.51.. 34—101 W D Paliner “33 383 31 97 | must not seleci/birds, but tue the first thar comes to hand. No bird 

MM Rvatity. -.--2-22: 24M) J Borden,,..---. B81 81 83— 95 | must be mutilated in apy way- 

A Mathews... 33-100 CH Hutebrouk,...31 82 32—95| 19 One barrel only shall be used. ; 
FW Perkins... 34 990 RB Reed. ,........ 008 31 32 8i_94-| 20. Any shooter may challenge a bird and if no shot marks are dis- 

JB iellows- 33 49 W Wisher...... 81 81 32— 94 | covered, it shall be scored “Lost Hird.” 4 

JIN EPtye..,. 338— 89 21, No entries lo be taken in sweepstakes after the first bird has 

Decimal Mutch. been trapped. 7 

UG Bixby... ..:...67 61 651938 A C White.-....... 61 Gist On the second day of the tournament the Ovions wer’ again sue 

WHR Foster, . ..--- 63 62 65—i190 W Charles “go Go 60—1890 | cessful Their second team shot with the Girard Association team, 

ADnffer,, ... .. 64 62 61187 EJ Cram... 59 62—iNG | the scores standing: : 
QOMJowell.. .....62 61 64-187 JB Fellows i G2—1T Orion Second, . nie 

GF Bllsworth,,....60 64 a epig A MADE ate e eee Pa biis eet rans ees aie cone. Spears 

) it 2 UO CO—lK2 NY rnold ti —17 J eee od 
QOuA Hinds 2: see GO bO—162 NW Arnold uO 5 3 a ee dees bey ee etal 4 tOOU Fel 

"ey ‘ : SAM hte pores ad. ae 11110 She Btn 04341 

WORCHESTER.—the rifle used by Mr, Bull, of Springfield, inthe | F McQu: o11010 11110 10014 

late tournament here was one vf the new Bullard repeating rifles | 7 Klenz. -10101-18 41111—10 7 

een 
B 1110 on Wal 10100 

CLEARFINLD, Pa,, Oct. 8 —The Luthersburg and Clearfield | W. path, -. = teen 1 

teams fet at the park this afternoon and shot a pleasant match oyer | GW Golcher,.-...--- O14 ~ 3 ; 3 1 x IH a i : : 

200yds. with the following result: A Munich -0000f 1 

Olearfielil. A Scthepp 09000 OV i é 10/00 \ 

Wed Harder <5 ¢ <b aria .) BIQit 812 7 9 11 11% T Smit ~.01001—-10 1f121-% 11110—5-3%0 

DR Follerton 0 6 5 9 91a 8 7 H—87 The first Orion team takes first prize with a score of 69, and the 

SI Snyder 9 9 6 8 9 G 10—86 second Orion comes next with af, Spartsniin's third, with45; Quaker 

i A Leary § 819 37 % 9-78 City fourth, with 42, and Girard fifth, with 3). 

Jas MCI Avemlin 0 7 7 Rb D-97 Ina $10 ara be match at paper pigeons, shot after the team 

Lsanrenne een 47697 8 9 OHM match, Frank Keinz took first money hy hibting five straight, avd 

AMRow.._._-- 45 5 8 6 7 8-70 Rusk, Beath, Goleherand Caryin divided second and third by each 

AM Walters 09 7 711 041-6) hitting eight out of nine. There are eleven fies in the peper-pigedn 

LH Ale A 2 5411 9 & 366 team iateh, which were shot off, as also the individual mapeh tora 

PABhIGy THOM. ccjace iy ee cron 59% 7 8 4 9=60-7ea) 100 meals ss onthe 10th with an excellent attendaned ‘The 

Average, 7 3-10, 
The contests closed on the 1b wi an excellent atten uc, 

ry Luthersbnre Tryon prize, a solid silver cup, for the best Brae in the team con- 

HL Luther wa 7 8 572 810 710m tests, was won by A. Taitt, of the Orion Club. The Belcher medal, 

ETC sae ook ee Lam Ta ed hae i Lilt * B40 9 80 for the best individual score at paper pigeons in team shooting, was 

D Miles. Peay tal 1 i 910 7 B 788 wou by G. Kolb, of the Sportsmau’s Club, who hit 17 straight, Frank 

A ME Ree hg at bn as ed 810 G9 qSd Kleinz missed his seventeenth, and the other nine who were lied with 

TD Sanihnahike coe Yo od Oat 7% 76 eolh and Kleimgin the team contests dropped Out asa miss was 

Bik 7d f1? Se 4 6 + made. . , ; 

- au OT ae oka 3 & a a s Ete William Greenwood, of the Orion Club, won Gilbert's fun tase Lor 

Win Kivk ab 5 8 8 7? STL ae Dest score at Sparrows, out-shooting Gregor, Taitt, Meyers aud 

i vt snuth, 

Feta C oY a 7 ‘ ore The individual contest for the Ligowsky Cliy-Pizeon Company's 

Ayergse 77 4-0, a 
Twints in ievor of Latherburg team, 14, An ’ 
Phe Lujhersburg team is equipped entirely with Winebester’ rifles, 

1 ull 82-Galiber exvepl two. The low syerage on Lobh sides was owing 

100 medal, ab 10 single clay-pizeons, 1Byds. rise (fiye screened traps), 
Pad iBenteies. It Tetame davie heforé the svores were Jinished, 30) 
the mateh was postponed for ont weels, 
OHIO ASSOCIATION, —First annus! session of Ohio ibe Sy 

NODS DOBLE eee a eee tate peet leo eetctead 10 6 W 40 9 10 §—Hg| of which was hammered a good deal in the straightening process 
GIF Ellsworth. --..- 0 9 9 10 7 7) 8 0G | while being bored. He will find, if he can keep it cool ou & hot day, 
MD witerias Patce, & “9 9 5 16 6 9 8—h6 | it will shoot as well as on a cold day, orif he shoots it fast enough to 

SG Sturgis - cos 9, Bo B10. % se. Bats heat the barrel on 4 cold day if will shoot just as much to one side as 

WebPHNCise icel: Banas ets “3 5 10 8 7 9 8-55] On any hotdayinsummer The only remedy 1 know of is to pub it 
FR Elton.. “5 8 10 9 8 10 4—54| away, and get another which may not be as bad.—A. B. b, , 
CB oe a Aas 8 3 1 7 8 & S854 oe 
Ret) GilGh ae nese see eee a elect oes 6) <6 6 9 9 §—53 
WB Bean 5 9 9 6 5 8 9-58 THE TRAP. 
¥ E Rieh,.. , 9 4 7 GD B D538 
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man’s Association will he lield af Cleveland, Oct. 25, 1885. Ail organ- 
ized clubs m Ohio are requested 10 send delegates for the purpose of 
thoroughly orgenizing the Ohie State Sportsman’s Association, and 
jo decide at what place (he tournament next year will be held, For 
further iformation address C. 7. Wheal, care T. A. Olosse, 164 and 
Ab Superior street, Cleveland, O, There will be # shoot at Rocky 
River Thursday, Oel, 25, 163, commencing at 1) A. M., sharp. 
Convention meets at Weddell Mouse purlors at 7 P, M. sharp. Pro- 
fromme of sioot: Kirsh Shoot—Purse S80, at 10 clay-pizeons, liyds, 
Tise, Viral prize, $40: second prize, $24; third prize, $16. Second 
Shoot—Pirse $80, at 10 glass balls, retary trap. isyds. rise, Wirst 
aie S41); second prize, $24; third prize, $16. Third Shoot—Puese 

a0, at 10 clay-pigeons. liyds. rise. First prize, $40; second prize, 
#t; third prize. SL5. Wntrance to each shoot $3; ties, exira, + cents 

eaen: pro rate hoth ways. 

Those who favor ns with secures for publication are portindtarty 

requested to write on one side of the paper only, 

LONG ISLAND SPORTSMEN'S ASSOCIATION, —Brooklyn, N. ¥.. 
Oot. W.—'The first annual shooting tournament ef (is association will 
take plave on Wednesday, October 24, at 8A. ML, on the grounds of 
the Vountain Gun Club, ab Kings Highway, on the line of Culver’s 
Convey Island Railroad. A bberal mimber of prizes have been do- 
nated Dy the elabs and members of the asso¢iation.—Hanry THorre, 
Heoretary. 

ALGONQUIN GUN CLUB. —New York, Qcv. 11.—The third contest 
for the Vomposition Ball Target Company's badgesresulted as follows: 
Sauer 16. Van Schaick 21, Lordly 22, Hilly. ounndie 20, Robertson 15, 
Rrenner 20, Loewer 14, Auld 18, Hanna Ip, Griswold 10, Sanders 8. 
Bach ember shot at 25 halls, lbyds. rise, excepting Messrs. Saner, 
Van Schaick aod Lordly, who were placed at 2lyds—J, H. M. L-. 
DETROTY, Mich, Oct, 14—Negotiations are pending for 4 pigeon 

Mateh (S200 a side) between Messrs. J, V. GD. Eldredge and Ed, H. Gill- 
man. Forfeit mouey is up, but all details are not yet arranged, They 
éspect to shoot at firty single and teu denblerises. We haye nol had 
“match in Detroitfor years. anda pleasant ripple of excitement is 
voticeabls at the prospect of tivo such fine spots coming together. 
The mateh ean harily fall through, as Ed. was the challenged party 
dud he is willing to shoot at uny time or kind of a race.—Drnra. 
WORCDSTOR, Mass., Och. 11.—The Worcester Sportsman's Club 

went on Waluut Hill to-day, where they met the Massachusetts Club, 
ant had a contest for the team championship glass ball badge. The 
resull was as follows: 

Worcester Club 
li W Bayer VOLTGO1111101211101100—-14 
M D Gilman - 1111117101 217110111—18 
GJ Ruge.... sLDOLOLLOVD OLLI 7T 017 115 
@B Holdens...,,,-.----211711111111111111111—20 
W5 Perry, ...., fo wepaeet 101111121110211110114 1-17-84 

; Massachusetts Club. 
OF Belehier,.......----..011701101110111101 69 1—14 
EW Low ..-. 11121171711713107701110001—16 
O RDicky... 141011072111111011411 0-15 
GH Winn...,..-.. 1074172111717 010110111 1-16 
CH DeRoebemont,.....01L171111111001111211 117-7 
In the shooting of sweapstalces resulied in & vietory for M, D, Gil- 

man of this city, and the prize, « handsome badge. was awarded. He 
broke 16 cousecutive balla. Worcester club now holds the team 
badges for glass balls as well us clay pigeons and the individual clay- 
pigeon badze, 
PALL RIVER, Mass,, Oct. 11.—The Fall River Gun Club held its 

tenth cup match to-day, anil was won by T.8. Hall for the second 
time after a yery close and exciting contest; 

alls. 
CASE Sit ee Seto Gee 1144) 1110111171 —14 
Ke-entry,, oe eee 1101111071111 —14 

Clay-Pigeons, Total, 
O11 111111—8 22 
10117111018 ba 

tC Braley -W01101111091101—12 1071010110—6 14 
Re-entry as. - 191011111 — 15 10101101117 22 
W ) Bradley. ADIT 101 —18, 00110 w 
Re-entry. — W111 10011111—18 10111111119 22 
JA Negus, . ~ AAT —1 1110001111 —7 21 
Re-entry... 2. , ALON —14 W100 Ww 
PAV IOKA: 2 ls 2 sh be ee (1001111111101 TMinwwo—7F 20 

T.5, H. 
, ee PROVIDENCE, Ocl, #.—Mateh at 14 clay-pizeons for gold 
eu ays 
B.S. Luther. .... ele OD Le ested rs 
FL, Tinglicy._. OC VDL Dee hr hoes 
J. Barney ... Pots Tea tf 0 owed —7 
Ji W. Miller, 2. “! TSO CE Od a OS Ti 
OLS. Rieley--.4, - VO1o01 004 M110 0 Ob 
BD Wettinkcie pectetveee Ue at de ed i teh Tod 

Tie: Luther, 2; Tinker, 4, ’ 
divich af 2) glass balls for silver badge: 

6. W,, Dither, 1007112701111011111111—45 
§. i. Smith, ANLOLOLITOTLI01 LIT) 114 
IO Barneys 2-- H010000103117110111 118 
dW. Miler, ... OUOTTPOLTLOONLTVOLN0T00—9 
£, W, Tinker 11147124 007111101 11 0-16 

VLVO00 £00 1970091171019 1101011 93. 
Hllio bh —LOOLI 1010 110810000001 00000 100101 1017. 01009 19 9001991199.1119101 

VAAL S10010111119191110700111 101111171185. a. M. J. 

Machting. 

Ta insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed lo the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., und not lo 
individuiuls, in whose absence from the office matters of iim- 
portance are Kable to delay. 

THE BUSINESS OF A NATIONAL YACHTING 
ASSOCIATION. 

[From Forest AnD STREAM, NEB. 26, 188U_| 

( | N the national cout of aris of Belgium is the legend, *Lounion 

fait laforee.” In all great enterprises, whether of a commer- 

Gial nature or otherwise, combined action has been found conducive 

to the best results, That w powerful and influential body should move 

more rapilly lo the goal of ripe deyclopment and complete success 

than the iselated and limited efforts of individuals stands to reason, 

“itis for promoting the common good that clubs are formed, in which 

the individual loses his identity iv a class, and similarly it will be for 

the beuefil of all that the chihs agam should combine in a general as- 

sociation of national range and strength, ia which the preponderance 
of local influences should be sunk witha view to the production of 
rand resplis beywnd the accomplishinent of clubs in their capacity 

as detached fodies. Almost all varielies of sports haye come to re- 

eopnize the force of these remiurks, and hayé banded together for the 

attamment of general prosperity and the welfare of those devoted to 

aspecialty. The time has now arrived for yachtsmen to follow suib 

and fake up the wake marked by the jockey clubs, baseball leagues, 

athletic organizntions and hoating fraternities. The growth of yacht- 

ingin Ameriva has, owing to the great extent of our coast, the dis- 

tance belween ports. and the different local influences at work, as a 

milter of course, been surrouniled and affected to aamore or less ex- 

teut hy a ereal yariety of customs and practices. It is desirable to 

linify, codify, purify These, and settle down to sound and rational 

principles of government. so thut in the funire the sport may more 
rapidly attain the promisme spread in popularity and healthy expan- 
sion upon permanent foundations which have of late years opened up 

to it. 
Lt is for this reason that Formsy ANp SuREAM was the first to adyo- 

cule the Institution of a central national combination of yacht clubs, 
And We are glad to gee that ou influence seems to have been sufil- 
cieutly powerful tobring about the convention wished for, and our 

' 
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rilianks are due to several minor contemporarics forthe ready manne 

in Which they have fallen into liue anid takin their cue fom these 
columns, We will now point out, in a gencraj wey. what direc- 
tious the National Yachting Association, soon to assulnble, can exert 

ils labors to the best advantage. Among the many subjects ib slonld 
lend its consideration to, wi deem the folowing (he must essential 

premising thatas liberal a course of deliverations ns consistent with 
beneficial and tangible eects will bridz about Lhe moot farreaching 

and deceprable results: 
1, The adoption of a strong constififtion anil by-laws, under whieh | 

the National Association is jp have life dui aul. 
2. The appointment! of a cominiit.¢ o° appeal, to whom questions at 

issue and disputes of local or club autuorijes and jidges can be re- 

ferred for final adjudication; inshouri, in Greetutive comanittee, with 

flefined duties nud jurisdetion, 
2, A uniform systern of Wlassifieation forthe vntire country. so (hat 

asingle and intelligible denomination pf clhucs way he ualiered to 

frown Manie to Texas, ; 
4. A role of measurement, the same for all yachts widiaut excep- 

tion. 
5. A common set of sailiuz rites, defining the rule of te road aid | 

the amenities of yacht to yacht, whether cruising or racing. 
fi. All matters relaling to ballast must be setthal iccordiog bo an 

aecepred plan. 
f. The limitation of erews to the humber necessary to hangdle pacing 

yachts, so as to do away with live ballast and excessive rigs. 

8, The definition of a Coriuthiaa snd a professional for obyious 
reasons. 

4, Time allowance adopted to various lengths of courses, 

10, Reees to be held by the Association. 
11. The publication of an “Annnal,” containing list of members, 

clubs participating, yachts and their details, regishtation of private 

colors, addresses, ofileers and other matter, 

12. Allowanee to different rigs in mixed rig races. 

18. Annual dues to give practical effect to the operations of the | 

Association. 
14, Pines and penalties to be administered, 

14. Club house and museum or repository of models, donations anid 

library. 

16. Distinguishing colors of the Association, their shape and size. 

17. A systematic course of lectures and entertainments conducive 
to the spread of a taste and knowledge of the science and art of the 
sport, which may he printed in the “Annual” for the benefit of those 
residing at #1 distance. 

is. Rules for compiling records of races to he observed by Secre- 

taries of clirbs belonging to the Association, 
19, Cruising with prizes for seamanship, as explained in Porrst 

AND STREAM, February 5, 
20. The general interchange of opinion and courtesy, the rights and 

civililies (o be extended to yaulits of ihe Association yisiling strange 
waters, and a yearly banquef when the treasury is full. 

21, Appli¢ation to Congress for the simplification of the Revene 

and Treasury regulations governing yachts, 

We suggest the appointment of one or riore committees to consider 

(he more important and pressing of these subjects, and the turning 

over fo a special committee of all that is left, with instructions to 

veport upon what additional legislation they deem desirable to incor- 

porate in the Association rules, besides devising the means to necom- 

plish what they recommend, This will ayoid confusion amd delay at 

the meeting, 
In conelusion. we remind the delegates to the first zenéral meeting, 

that inany conflicting Interests and ideas will bu represented, and 

that if will be the duty of each delegate to overlook to some extent 

personal preferences and Lobbies, so thai out of chaos order may 
come, Inthe endallare to be congratulated anid will benefit alike 

from united action, and even though some influence may unduly pre. 
ponderate at the outset through oversight or want of experience in 

common, everything is sure to find ifs proper level in time, and wliat 

cannot be accomplished to-day cun be finished or rectified to-morrow, 

NARROW BEAM IN A HEAVY GALE, 

Cee G the evidence against the silly charge that cubhers are 
poor sea-hoals, easily “overwhelmed,” we take from Lend cel 

Water the log of the cutter Toceh during the recent heavy gales in 
the German Ocean. The Verch is known as a fifteen-tonner, She is 
now 44£t. loadline, and fv. Win, heam at loadline, with adepth of bt. 
Sin., dud draft about the same. She is therefore 4in. narrower than 
the cutter Muriel, well-known to New York yachtsmen, wand 4ft longer, 
Being a five-beam boat, she is to be classed with the narrowest type 
in point of performance. That she cannot be excelled as a sea boat, 
and that she wasa yery long way off from being “overwhelmed.” 
eyen in the short, uasty, wallish seas of the German Ocean, the log 
is quite enough to prove, Having crossed the German Ocean twenty- 
eight times, in all sorts of craft, we can vouch for the steep seas as 
the hardest test asinall narrow bout could be put through. In the 
broad Atlantic, sueh a hoat would make even better weather of it. 
The only loss was the snapping of the bowsprit. The topmast was 
Whipped out naturally enough. Beyond this the eurtey suftercd no 
serious nushap. 

“Saturday, Sept. 1.—Got under way about 0: got over the Hood tide 
and made the buoy on the east end of Gunfieet about 9:30; arrived at 
the Long Sand Head Buoy about 11, and set course from there to 
Ostend, with a nice wholesail topsail; S.E. by BE. breeze; picked up 
the West Hender Lightship about 7:45, After leaving her about six 
tales thought if prudentto make se snug for night, as the wind 
seemed to increase. Took down topsail, shifted jib, shook down twa 
reefs in mainsail; wind increasing very much and sea running high: 
ship rolling very much, thought tt unsafe to send man aloft to unfid 
topmast, and the night being’so dark was in fearsome one might get 
washed overboard in letting go backstays and tophamper; suook 
down another reef; wind anil sea increasing so much that thoughtit 
adyisuble to lay vessel to, heading about S.8,W, After being hoye to 
for some time, put her on the port tack, as we could not tell how far 
off the land we were. Wind and seastill increasing and glass poing 
down, Atmidnightit blew a perfect gale, the little ship yoing ove) 
the seus Uke a little duck. All day Sunday vessel still hove to, with 
the weather increasing to a hurridane, with mountains of séas, and 
the spray so blinding that ib was impossible i kecp one’s eyes open. 
Apnight it wasa downright hurricane. Avuut 11 P.M, it blew the 
jib clean ont of the bolt rope (the foresail u.ving been stowed on 
Saturday night. It was & momentous instant, a3, of course, we 
thought the vessel would vome up in the win sau gather stern way 
and go down stern foremost; but, to our great surprise, she still kept 
off the wind, No time was lostin putlhing up a spil-fire jib, although 
the task was arduous and dungerous it te .xtreine. 
“Monday, Sept. 3.—Weather very littl bei. Avontil A. M. vessel 

put her bowsprit into a tremendous sea anu caniedihuway, Gob in 
the wreck as well as we could; sighted a fow verse 5, and tu se nuder 
bare poles; had no idea of position; weatler continued ahont the 
same until Monday night, when it slightly abatia, but witli no chance 
of sailing ship; about m dnight sighted a light sup with 4 white fash- 
ing heht, which skipper took for the Guil Lipi-t; after a time sighted 
another straight abead, which we took tur Nortu Worvland, and 
one at the stern—Cape ‘srisnez—but aswe Laduotl biede o ttle North 
Sand Head or the Hast Goodwin, an «8 brokeu cea vunuing yery 
nigh, feared we were on the Goodwin; our suriiise was wi oug. as Our 
position afterward proved we wele maby uuiws to ieewaru of the 
Goodwin: at great risk got weigh on the yacut auu bots 1p; jved her, 
and in doimz so carried away goose fiex round musi. BOO for- 
tunately holding on, after getting in longer amd iugurr suas hove 
Torch to again on port tack for the nigi.t. 
“Tnesday, Sept. 4.—Weather slizitly better, but with tremendous 

sea running, with no idea of positivn, DOL Wesi.e avy vessels until 
about 10 A. M. sighted un Ostend sticuk; Lasled them, they Emdly 
laid to; lammchéd our boat, and éverytLing washed uuecol Ler, exeept- 
ing one seull; boarded smack, and fuuod we w_re abou. (0 miles 
Nii. by 4. of Ostend. About 10:3) toupmash coriet away. aud the 
boom of mainsail gol adrifv; had to teef wWisinecil and Lurk if moto 
a trysail; stowed hoom und gotin wreekege af Lopiidst: sub our 
course for the land, and brought wp off Nieuport abuuhit i. M., all 
the crew so prostrated from want of re.t aud fatleue tugt it was with 
the utmost difficulty we could getthe sails down,” 

As for small English cutters, their ability is well attested by long 
eruises about the coast, little ten-tonners going to the Baltic, ifteeu- 
fonners cruising in the Bay of Hisca. nd even a four-lonner recently 

Ting a cruise to Norway cvast 
t tilar cutter is the Matgie, 

She is 24. 8ft. loadliue, tft. bea, 
4{t, draft. That is aboul 2ft. shorter than AD, Sclyler’s Yolaude, 
Seawanhaka Corinthian Y.C.. ana also 1ff, less beam, ‘The Lance ist 
four-beam entter, Conceraing her we find the following iu the Loudon 
Piola: 
“Owing to a continuance of strong westerly winds we Were nnable 

to praceed to sea for some days, during which time we were much 
chaifed, the mate of a large Kngush ship kindly offvring to take ns to 
Pngiand on the cabin table in a glass case. 
‘We have neen frequently told, both in England and Holland, that 

we were reckless in attempting this cruise mn # sinall boat; hut, kno w- 
ing as I did her splendid seagoing qualities, I venture to have a dif- 
ferent opivion, a8 on several former occasions I have hal every 
opportunity of testing berin heavy weathe , Once, at the heginnme 
HS the season (myseulfand fiend being the only ones aboard), I was 
caught out in a gale and hove-to for seven honrs off the Overs under 
a@luse-reefed mainsail and spilfire jib, afterward running back to 
Shoreham with a heavy breaking sea and vicious squalls from the S. 
W. She made splendid weather of it, taling no heavy water aboard. 
Another time she was off Beachy Head in a severe pale and heavy 
sea, and a coughing schooner foundered not far frombher, This speaks 
well for the Madgie’s quatilies as a good sea boat, and perhaps shows 
we Were not so fvolish as some haye thought us: indeed, it we hed 
Ween caught out in the gale of Sept. 1,1 should have had every con 
fidence in her riding it out in safety, 
“Linay add that one of friends and myself haye both been to sea For 

several years; and, therefore. being practical seamen, fully uniler- 
| stood the nature of the cruise we undertook,” Haro.p Hi. buTLEn. 
| Srravron. Godstone, Surrey, 

We think that in our issues for several weeks past we have printed 
quite enough to conyince the most skeptical that cublers, even of the 
narrowesl kind, are splendid seaboats, and that they will make good 
weather of it when a New York sloop would break up, drive on a lee 
shore, of rollover and over, In yiew of well-enown facts, and the 
continuous hard service oF entters about the Brilish coast, and in- 
numerable forrign cruises undertaken by such vessels, the atlempt to 
traduce the seagoing qualities of cutters is laughable, and shows to 
what straits the ald schoolis reduced when it has to resort, to fabri- 
eution bo bolster wp a lost cause. 

only for want of enough time. 
of four tons, formerly the Lance. 

FABRICATIONS CORRECTED. 

ERE are some choice bits eulled from & dozen stale notes in 
Saturday's Mvenvag Telegram- 

“Porty thousand dollars is asked for the cutter Wenonah.” This 
is correct within ten thousand dollars. 
“The new cutter Ileen, forty tans, will cost $35,000, abont $875 per 

ton. The most costly yacht of American type, the fine schooner 
Montauk. cost about $200 per ton.** 
We confess. (his, even from the source in question, knocked us fairly 

endways, Ileen cost for hull, spars and iron work $12.50; ford] tons 
of lead. $4,600; for sails, $1,000: for fittings, $1,000; for joiner work. 
63.500, Grand total, $22,500. Sheisforty tons only by the fictitious 
yacht racing rule of Great Britain. She measures in reality 8) tons 
varpenter'’s measurement, and cost $281 per ton. The Montauk is of 
206 tons by same measurement. and cost $225 perton, this evident a 
lilGearitiimetie would do the Telegram’s veporter no barn, But 
every one is well aware that as the size of & vessel increases, she can 
be built for much less per ton, for the simple reason that, bulic 
increases as the cube and the surrounding sides, deck and rig as the 
square, Couseqnently comparing the cost of a vessel three times as 

| lavee as another is stupid deception. 
And again, the Montank in fullis the cheapest kind of a spike and 

softsyood job, little better in construction than a lobster smack 
thrown together im the provinces, Leen is hard wood throughout, 
clench copper fastened, coppered, built with doyble skin, supplied 
with Lapthorn sails, and fitted with Atkey imported iron work, ali 
duty paid. Allof whieh ineréases the cost, as italso improves the 
quality, and all of whith has nothing whateyer to do with the type 
of the boat. It is merely the case of a Chatham street suil of clothes 
versus arig buiit bya Viftth ayenue draper using imported broad- 
cloth. Keeping thisin mind, it will be seen that Ileen, carrying the 
same ballast as Montauk, is really much the cheaper vessel of the 
two, to say nothing of her outlasting Montauk two years to the 
sthooner’s one. The reporter of the Telegram knows this as well as 
wedo, Is his memory tailing in old age oris he seeking to impose 
upon the credulous with his rubbish? From the same souree is 
the following: 

‘Mr. Archibald Rogers, owner of the cutter Bedonin, will Iuild 
immediately a large steam yacht for off-shore ervising, it is said, 
The Bedouin seems to lack capacity for service in these waters.” 

| Mr. Rogeis will do nothing of the sort. He is to have a high-specd 
steam launch trom the Herreshoffs as a tender to his villa. Moreoyer, 
suppose Mr. Rogers were going to have a seagoing steamer, what is 
that agaist his cutter? Mr, Rogers would see a notoriously warm 
place frozen solid before he would go to seain asloop. If the owner 
of the sloop Gracie buys a horse is that anything against his sloop? 
The logie of the Velegram’s reporter is that of senility. What does 
he mean by “lacking capacity for these waters?” Hmpty words 
deyoid of brains, we should say. Here is more from the same astute 
reasoner: ‘'*Yes, said an old yachtsman to a Telegram reporter 
this morning, ‘it is certainly the fact that the yachtsmen hereahout 
Who indorse the English type o£ model so fervently for service in our 
waters are very young in experience as well as years; and youth, as 
Rochefoucanld said, is the fever of reason,’ 

In the first place, no old yachtsman said anything of the kind. The 
reporter injulges in fiction. The charge of youthfulness is an allegza- 
tion few will object to. Certainly no one will accuse the heirloom of 
the Telegram of youthfulness, but rather with being a plagiarizine 
peirifaction whose antiquity is shown in his writings. But whence 
did he fileh Rochefoucanld and thatfeyer? It would be amusing to 

| hear the reporter wrestle with the name of ce célébre, Roachfowealt? 
Only two weeks ago we crucified the Telegram’s feeble scribe by 

quoting him at the head of the report of Oriva's victory. Heseeins 
to need correctionagain, He has sot itin the foregoing. 

Tf the tide in fayor of safe, able yachts isto be stemmed, it will 
have to be done by men of brains. Misrepresentatlion of such light 
caliber as the ‘'cleqram holds forth only raises a smile of compas- 
sion and is received byjus with devision. Our friendly ailyice to the 
reporter is to attend to his own business and let Forms? AND STREAM 
severely alone. Old age cannot twist to windward with the “fever 
of reason ”’ of the living generation, 

THRASHED IN A SFAWAY. 

HE Seawanhaka Corinthian Y, C. ocean rave last Tuesday, re- 
solved itself into a match between the cutter Bedouin and sloop 

Gracie, as the sloop Vixen could not meet Oriva, Owing to regrer- 
ablesickness in the owner's family. Wind blew hard from N- E. at out- 
set, and there was quite a jump of sea, Fiye mintites after the start 
the race was virtually over, as the enutter weathered on and out- 
footed the sloop just as she pleased. An honrafter starting the wind 
veered to Ww. N. B., and fell away. the sea fast becomiug smooth, 
Bedouin beat oul to the mark about twenty minutes ahead of te 
sloop, and held this clear in to the finish, winning with great ease 
from the smartest sloop of her class in America, A full reportim our 
next issue. The race settled the doubts ahout the powers of entters 
Inaseaway. They proved themselves as much superior to the sloaps 
az in ligt winds, and the keel was found more than the equal of the 
board in turning to windward, 

A TERRIBLE INDICTMENT, 
S647 RS, it is certainly the fact. that the yachtsmen herealoutr 

who indorse the English type of model so fervently for ser- 
vice in our waters are very young in years,”— Heirloom in Brentng 
Paper. 
This is very sad. Itis a voice from the coffin. [tis very imiqui- 

tous to be born young and tender. Any man of commen sense ought 
to know enough to be born old and tired. And yel these bland 
infants, so truly youthful and so white-souled in their innocence, have 
forced the introduction of the cutter, haye turned popular sentiment 
in favor of depth, displacement and double jibs, and likewise make 
the fossils of silurian antiquity stand round at their bidding. And the 
innocent infants ave hardened sinnérs enough to hope still to be youth- 
ful lone after the heirlooms o£ the past generation are mouldering ip 
their eraves. 

—- A SAMPLE CRITIC, 
6 *7 HEY [persons ubging the iniroduction of enters] are very youne 

in years and experience. '"—Dreninyg Telegram. 
The reporter guilty of the foregoing has in all lis life neyer stepped 

on hoard a cuther, never sailed one, never seen one at sen. He has 
heen found onthe wrone stde every time he put himself on record 
concerning cutters. This is 4 fair sample of the talentopposed to rhe 
introduction of safe yachts. Can we be expected to show aught but 
¢ontempt for proces seeking to impose upon the public with no 
greater capital of experienee than this fossilized hanger-on. who 
rings to beur no more experimental knowledge and less sense than 

wnewly-born baba, in spite of bis hoary heady Of what value or in- 
fluence ig the opinion of a man Who has had oo opportunity of ac- 
quaintiug himsell with anything whatever concerning cutters? 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 
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AN “ALL-ROUND” BOAT. 

ONTINUING the subject of safe boats of small dimensions suita- 
ble for family cruising and racing as well, we offer for consider- 

ation the lines and sail plan of the cutter Carmita, favorably known 
in Eastern waters as a fast and safe yacht, twenty feet loadline 
between rabbets. This cutter combines the sterling qualicy of safety 
with speed not surpassed by anything of her class in her own waters. 
She was modeled by J. H. Keating, of Marblehead, Mass., and 
launched last spring. Mr. Keating bad previously built the Lola, 
boat of larger displacement and draft than nsual and after careful 
study of her behavior concluded the innovations upon former prac- 
tice were in the right direction, and that the solution of the best 
design for yachting purposes was to be found in depth and displace- 
ment as held out in Forest AND STREAM. 
The Carmita was the result of his reflections, and Her success is 

good proof in favor of the reasoning pursued. The owner wasin a 
eon hurry to commission in the spring, and little attention was 
estowed upon racing trim and outfit for want of sufficient time. 

Ballast was hove into the yacht in any fashion, lead, iron and racks, 
the bulk of which was tossed in a heap uear the bulkhead built across 
atthe greatest depth of hold. Sails were hastily bent as they came 
from the loft, and little or no care given to’them during the season, 
In this rough and ready trim the cutter was sent on her first cruise, 
and throughout the summer nothing was touched or improved, All 
her races were sailed just in this condition. The cutter has taken 
the championship of her class in the Salem Bay Y. C., and made the 
best actual time in the great matches sailed off Beverly and Hull in 
August, meeting some of the fastest “skimmers’’ of the olden-time 
stripe. Of course ib may be that through sheer luck her best trim 
was struck at the outset, though the chances against such an assum p- 
tion are a hundred to one. With iron and rocks replaced by snugly 
stowed lead, and sails stretched to a first-class sit, and the best trim 
got by experiment, it is quite safe to insist that Carmita can be made 
to show to much better advantage next season, and we are glad to 
hear that there is a prospect of all this being donein time for the 
early battles next spring. 

So far from racing in the trim of a professional, she took the gun 
with all her extra gear, anchors, cables, and cruising paraphernalia 
on board, drawbacks to the best performance, the detrimental nature 
of which no racing man needs to betold. As far as safety is con- 
cerned, the cutter cannot capsize, haying 1,150lbs. iron on the keel 
and 1,500lbs. at good depth inside, and to prevent sink in case of 
collision or being stove, she carries 330 gallons of sealed aur tanks, 
stowed where most convenient. Her working has been found most 
satisfactory in all conditions of wmd and sea, As a flyer in light 
weather she has particnlarly distinguished herself. She is a living 
denial of the antiquated absurdity about the necessity of light weight 
and draft for speed in light winds, and also in her close-windedness 
and weatherly powers a refutation of the false witness borne against 
keels by men having no experience with properly designed boats of 
that class. 

As family cruising is more likely to be indulged in during mild sum- 
mer weather, especially in New York waters, we wish to enforce par- 
ticularly the advantage of large displacement for such purposes. 
Heayy boats are by farthe most satisfactory to those doing much 
“arifting,” and in a season of light winds passed aboard a big: dis- 
placement, the owner emancipates himself from much of that tedi- 
ous, eneryating disappointment which overtakes the unfortunates in 
boats of clam shell proportions. When it comes to real work, the 
Yarmita will “stay by you” in the very worst. Only a short time 

ago she put to sea with two hands all told, going out under three- 
reefed mainsail and reefed foresail, when the GREE lot boat Tarolin- 
ta ran for shelter under a rag of a mainsail and forestaysail. The 
cutter behaved splendidly im the heavy sea, fetching where she 
pointed in the face of a gale from. the northwest. She was knocked 
down again and again by the vicious squalls, but came up smilingly 
every time without begging in weather which would have 
drowned out and eapsized the flat-footed persuasion, let alone 
their fetching to windward, When koocked down, the 
cutter always held her way, and remained under control 
of the man at the helm. Seamen will know how to appreciate 
this characteristic, She handles tip top, steers without griping, and 
works without fail under any sail, She beat dead to windward under 
foresail only fora mile and a half off Marbiehead Pointin a stiff 
plow and never missed stays inthe short boards she made. People 
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on the Point who beheld this exhibition will vouch forall we have 
said. Carmita is quick in stays, almost too guick, for headsheets can 
hardly be worked, and she holds her way lke a ship. That is the 
kind of boat Forest AND STREAM recommends for the boy, the fam- 
uy, the racing sharp. and that is the kind of a boat the would-be 
critics of ForESY AND STREAM would like to see banished from our 
waters in favor of flat-bottom traps, having neither safety, ability, 
accommodations, or anything else the yachtsmen or naval architect 
finds oceasion to admire. ltisafight of common sense against the 
narrow experience of a generation with one leg in the grave, too an 
cient to adapt itself to a new order of things, and pigheaded enough 
to get itself pummelled in chancery through falling foul of Forest 
AND STREAM. 
The lines and details of Carmita are not produced as the only shape 

through which good results can be expected, but as an illustration 
of a type far in advance of the average small boat of shoal draft, flab 
floor and griping rig. In point of principle the Carmita can be cited 
as an excellent example. It is quite possible that her lines admit of 
a “refining” process, and that even variations in her proportions can 
be attempted without courting failure. Stem and counter might 
easily be made to assume any sweep indicated by taste or fancy. To 
what extent theinnovations in this cutter can in turn be innoyated 
upon may be left to the future to determine, It is enough for us at 
present to indorse Carmita as a bold stepin the right direction, and 
a boat no one will regret giving his preference in the search for an 
all-round performer, excelling m every requisite a rational person can 
demand, and at the same time economical in build and in keep. 

DETAILS OF CUTTER CARMITA. B. ¥. C. 
ASOD OVE Mel ban ai econ leita s ierinds stelomee er freee ie 24ft, Sin, 
Leugth on loadline....... : BOFt. Gin. 
Greatest beam moulded... ..,......22....02eees eee 7ft. Lin. 
Depth planksheer to rabbet on M, 2. atte #fr, 11in. 
(ir antest Guat in get stras ppl ceteieaan te oeeer es he sees aft. Tin. 
Tieapr freeboard. 2. asa Tidy ti sscas cee sp eee cess 1ft. Zin. 
Area, immersed M, 8. with keel. . 

. 101.20 sq, ft. "ATER IOBMUING ES ee ice eee eer 
Area longitudinal section, no rudder. . 57,848 sq. ft. 
Ratio of same to area of M.5,.-....-. 5.6 
Displacement, 2... 5 ietess + es 7, (20lbs 
Displaceneny per inch at loadline........ ... . 540lbs, 
Ballhstnisides teens eet tess ssbeas tence sae ceed 2,6501bs, 
Ballast Ons eel ic. oslo = «serene oe tae oe ... 1,150ibs. 
Ratio of ballast to displacement. . 48 per cent, 
M.S. from forward end of L, W. L..-.-.. . 1tt. bin. 
Center of lateral resistance from do A Det bh Re a 
Center of effort of sails from do.....,--.. ... Lift, 4in, 

Center of buoyancy from do,....--....-.-... ... 11ft. 6in, 
Sail area, three lower sails.........-.+---+- . -430ft, 
Ratio to square of Joadline,,...... . 102 per cent. 
Area of wetted surface, no rudder... .. 1748q. ft, 
Sail per sq. foot of welted surface, .. 247 sq. ft. 
Center of mast from end L. Wt L .. ft. 4in, 
Mast deck to hounds....... ..-.+-: _. 17ft. Gin. 
Maine boom over alt . . . 18ft. 
Gafiioyertall ese cps eee 16£t. 
Bowsprit outbo: Oft. 
Hoist of mainsail 15ft. . 
Foot of foresail.. 8ft. 
Foot of jib... --. 10ft. 6in. 
Airtight safety tanks. .....-- 4 53 cub. ft. 
Floating capacity of Same.........--.. . 3,0001bs, 

WANTED, AN EXHIBITION. ‘ 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
T have been a reader of your journal for many years, and through 

that I had the honor of receiving a medal at the exhibition of the 
Worshipful Company of Shi pwrights in London, in May, 1882, As you 
have taken thelead in yachting matters, I hope you will start the 
ball rolling in favor of an exhibition of models and nautical appliances 
in this country next year. I hope to be able to do something to gain 
laurels in my own country. I can make another model of that class 
you recommended me to keep at home, but lam a cutter man up to 
the handle for all that, Lewis TEMPLE. 
New Brprorp. , . 
[The idea of an exhibition is a good one, but the community inter- 

ested in uuutical affairs is so limited in America that no exhi- 
bition could meet expenses, and the collections in the country are 80 
few and poor that it would be very incomplete. The new era of yacht 
a ani building is not underway long enough to justify an exhibi- 
ion. 

THE LATE R. C. Y. C. MATCH. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
To preserve a correct record in your columns, let me ask you to 

publish the following: In the Royal Canadian Y. C, match, Sept. 8, 
second day, the reports state that the cutter Aileen won by 4m, only. 
This isan error, She beat the sloop Cygnet oyer 19m. actual time, 
and by 20!ém. corrected time. Had there been more turning to 
windward the difference would have been still greater, Wind being 

—— 



off chore there was not much sea, which was 4 point {n favor of Oyg- 
net. The Aileen should have eredit for the way she hear the sloop, 
and the statement that she won by oulyv dm, might be misleading. 
The cutter won by such u Jong distance that no corrected time was 
figured for publication. Evi Witness. 

‘onONTO, Oct. 13, 

CATAMARANS RACING,.—A match wag sailed last Friday hetween 
the catamarans Duplex, Messrs. Longstreet and Ovden, of Hoboken. 
and the Jessie, F, Hughes, of New York, Both are 40ft, long, built 
by Fearon, of Youkers. Course, from Hoboken around Robbins Reef 
4nd buoy 18 below the Narrows and home, Judges, Messrs, Roosevelt 
M. Schuyler, John M. Sawyer and W. H, Dilworth, aboard the tug- 
hout Ameriex. Stakes $asid¢e. Wind, light northsyeast: tide, last 
of ebb; weather, rainy. Down wind both catamarans sailed almost 
seem e even, but on the wind Jessie could not paint owing to large 
jib. Duplex made a board into the Kills, and weatherbowed the flood 
upon comme out again, allowme the Jessie#o lead across the finish 
Ab 4:45:32 corrected time, Duplex followiug at £:4648. 

MIST.—tThis Boston sloop has been sold by ex-Com, J. H. Pitman, 
Bunker Hill ¥. G., .o W. BE. Cummings, of Woburn, Muss. The Mist 

~ Is d2ft. over all, 28ft. Rin, loadline. 1111. beam and 5ft, draft. 

FENDEUR.—Several inquiries have been addressed fo vis recently 
cencerning this proposed boat, We hope soon to give the results of 
actual trial with a model 48in, Longe. : 

BHDOUIN-GRACTH.—The match hetween the cutter Redouin and 
sloop Gracie last Thursday failed for want of wind and Wwaspostponed 
to this week. 

Canoeing. 

THE PERFECT CANOE. 

T is now nearly six years siuce the announcement was made to 
canveisis thata “perteot canoe” had at last been designed anil 

built; am announcement that carried joy to all whe had used the wet 
and confined Rob Roys, the cranky Nautilus and the heavy aud in- 
convenient open Herald, Canoeists owe much to the first Shadow, 
she was a, better boat fhan any that preceded her, she save a new 
impetus to canoeing, hoth cruising and racing, as well as stimulating 
the inventive powers of canceists, bul that she was Tar from perfect 
{fs alearly proved by the fact that those very canoes that haye made 
the name of Shadow so well known have been so altered in the course 
of evolution that they haye undergoné to eliminate their bad quulities 
and to adapt them to the requirements of the candeing of to-day, that 
the very features that gave them their numerical excellence have al- 
most entirely disappeared. and to-day they would be hardly recag- | 
nized asShadows. It.is now admitted by canoeisis that the erm 
perfect, as at first applied to the Shadow, was incorrect, no one boat 
ean he the best for all purposes, but the word must be used relatively. 
the best, or if possible, perfect canoe for some specified use, and our 
present aim is to decide which variety of canoeing is best suited to 
the average American canveists, and what features are needed to 
make the best canoe for that work. 
Without doubt the canoe that, will curry easily @ man of average 

weight with his baggage, will sail welland can be paddled easily, with 
good eruising qualities, yet capable of being raced, in short the 
canoes included in class ILL, or Sailing and Paddling, of a gene- 
ral size of 14f1,x20in,, as the Shadow, Jersey Blue, Clyde, etc., are the 
most popular and the best adapted for general work, and it is with 
them that we are concerned af present. Standing between the 
smaller and less able Rob Roy. Stella Maris and siiiilar boats on the 
oné hand, and the heavy and complicated Pearl and Nautilus on the 
other, they possess the greatest average of desirable qualities, The 
best of them, however, are far from perfect, and our present aim is 
to sét canoeists to work to improve them. This work many are con- 
tent to leave to the builder, taking whatever he offers, but this can- 
not safely be done, as the best canoe is not always the quickest to 
sell, really valuahle qualities being passed over by the purchaser for 
some fancied sdyantage in appearance, while again the natural com- 
petition of business and the necessity of building a boat that can be 
soldat « profit, dictate to the builder on many points. The improve- 
ments must come from the entire body of canoeis s, the results of 
their experience and thoughl, and iftmust be left to the builder to in- 
corporate (hem suevessfully in one harmonious total, The canoeing 
season of 1883 is well over. hut little more work on the water ean be 
(lone, and then canoeing is ata standstill for five or six months. In 
this period of enforced idleness let ws go to work diligently to im- 
prove ourfavorite cratt, so that IhSd shall see a better canoe afloat 
than ever before, 

{tis not onr intention at present io suggest or condemn any par- 
ticular features of design, but to enumerate some of the principal 
Hoints. in order to call the attention of canoeists to them. and to 
ring out through the columns of Forest anp STREAM their *arious 

yiews, Later we will giye a design haying some new features, but 
first we want the ideas and opinions of eandeists themselves, ITirst, 
what requirements are desirable? The boat must carry one man, Bay 
oF 150 PRs, with stores, cooking and camp outfits. clothes, and if 
needed, a camera; she must be capable ofa steady speed of four miles 
an hourin a calm in still water, and of going to windward under 
cruising sails, while with larger sails and spars anda substitution of 
lead ballast in place of cruising stores. she van enter the elm and A, 
G. A, races with a fair prospect of success. The weight withour the 
movable parts should not exceed 100 pounds, She must have good 
seagoing qualities without too great a draft of water. snd must turn 
readily, both in staying and wider paddle, A rudder is absolutely 
necessary, and yet for rapids and such work the straight sternpost is 
an objection. Herrig must be large enough for speed, and yet easily 
handled, and if possible, stowed below, her weil must have hatches 
or aprons to keep all dry below, and mast of all, watertight compart- 
ments sufficient to float boat and crew must be provided. There must 
be ample sleeping room for the crew, covered by a tent, and the stow- 
age room must be so arranged that food, coat, oileoat. etc.. are 
readily aceessible when under way. When beached of aground the 
boal must remain upright, making it easy fo sleep aboard or to slow 
cargo, 

Passiti¢ from these pencral features and matters of detail, the first 
point is size, what leading Uimeusions shall we take? 
‘The average is, perhaps, 4ft, by 320i, and while greater lengrh 

gives increased speed. it alsyu adds to the weight, is less easily manvu- 
vered under padule and handled in transportation (a yery important 
question, as ohr boats mate long journeys by rail), while 14ft. gives 
ample space for sleeping and stowage, Of course for one only, Less 
than #0in.is too little for sailing, as our boat must be capable of he- 
ing raced when yequired, though, of course, a cruising hoal; more 
than #0in,, while adding (0 stiffness. demands mereased sails, with 
Jonyger spars to stow. aud wreater weight, and probably more displace- 
ment and ballast, and detracts from the ease of paddling. In draft 
of body we may take all we desire, as eight inches would not be too 
much, but if a deep keel is used besides, the draft might be inconye- 
nienti, at auy rate sufficient depth of boiy, say six toseven inches, is 
an adyentage in arough water boat, or in any canoe in astrong wind, 
as she will keep her course and her hess Way hefter. Freaboard is of 

| how shall it bé hung, and whatiear shall we us 

| jnches, 3 centerboard. keel, sideflaps, drop rudder, ballast bags 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

preater importance than ibis usally Considered to be, and we can | 
take ns much asis possible without interfering with the swing of the 
paddle, Sheer boils forward and aft must also be considered, eyough 
lo five & good uppesrance, and to keep the ends out of water without 
toomuce top Weight and windage. 
The shape of the midship section is most important, a fiat floor or 

dendsise, a dectded tianhie-home or shghthy Haring side, and last the 
shape of the hull, fine bow and full stern, or reyerse, The deck 
camber or arch, U considerable, gives niuch easier access below for 
storage. relieves the lecks sooner from water, and has no disadvau- 
jage except, as soime considet', on the score of looks. The posi- 
tion and shape of well ulso affects greatly the comfort of the 
canoeist. Shall the stem be of the conventional shape or nearly 
straight, the latter using every incl of length on water-line for a given 
length over all, and shall the stern be upright, raking or curyed? 
Shall the keel. or bottom, be straight or rockered up at the ends? 
What shall we depeud on to take the boat to windward.a keel or 
ecuterboard; the former, if deep enough, adding some inches to the 
draft, preventing the hoat standing upright when ashore and making 
her more diffieult to Handle. but leaving theroom inside unobstructed; 
tue latter, if solid, adding to vostand weight, and necessilating a dif- 
ferent plan of stowage, bul permilling a flat floor and probally supe- 
ror to windward toa Ievel, all things considered; or if of the folding 
type, liable to leak and get out of ordery Where shall the bulkheads 
hie placed, andishatl there be openings in the deck? What provision 
shall be made fo secure watertight compartments; wooden bulkheads, 
air bags, tin cans. large metal tanks (or what material), cork in bags? 
How shall the stowage voom be (livided below so as to earry eveny- 
thing to the best adyantage? What height above the bottom shall 
the Hoor be? How large « riidder is necessary, shallit “drop” aud 

? Is a deck tiller 
necessary, ate side Laps advisible, and shall the sailing be done trom 
the well or on deck: Tew shall the Well be covered, by hatches or an 
apron? 
The question of rig is also an important one. Where shall the masts 

be placed, and what arrangement for lowering the mainmast ts best, 
how large af deck shall the main ani mizzenmasts be, what sails 
shall we use, and how shall they be disposed of when not in use; by 
means of jointed spars allowing them to stow below, or shall they be 
curried ou devk? Laleen, stanaing or balance lug, which is best, both 
for cruising and racingy Is 4a rechng gear necessary,and how is ib 
hest vigved? How large a paddle should be used; length and breadth 
of blade? 

All canoeists who are really interested inthe sport can answer many 
of (he above questions in their minds as they read them. but let them 
think over all carefully and consider what they would prefer ina 
boat of their own. Such a boatas we haye rougoly indicated would 
be far superior fo the canoes now iu use. and the end in view is worth 
a little trouble on the part of canoe: We shall publish, shortly, a 
design for such a canoe, for their criticism, but first a discussion of 
some of the points mentioned above is desirable, and we will give 
space to communications from canoeists concerning them. 

WINTER WORK. 

W HILE there yet remain a few pleasant October days und perhaps 
4 week or two of Indian summer, the increasing chill of tine 

mornings and nights, and the uneertainty of the weather, have 
nearly ended the cruisingin these latitudes, and the clubs will soon 
close their houses for the winter, With many, canoeing ends just 
here, the sails and gear are tumbled into the canoe, and she is laid 
away, untilsome fine day in early spring tempts the canoeist to take 
her down, only to find mouldy sails.a dirty boat and everything in 
disorder. With other candeists again everything is different, the 
hoatis carefully stored, everything put and kept in order: varnish- 
ing done 1n goad time, and the first fair weather finds them afioat in 
good trim for the season; but even with these, canoeing is practi- 
cally dead for five or six months, 
in same fine day in the fallthe boat should be taken and thor- 

oughly washed, every possible particle of dirt, sand and crumbs 
being removed and the accessible parts scrubbed with soap and a | 
stiff brush, all being finally washed with fresh water acd wiped dry, 
The sails should be thoroughly dried in the sun, then rolled up and 
stored away in a dry place, td avoid mildew, and where no mice will | 
get lo them: or better yet, should be taken from the spars, washed, 
bleached and dried, before being folded and laid away, The lines 
should be neatly rolled up and each labeled, the brasswork cleaned 
from rust, and all the small filfings packed inside the canoe before 
sheis stowed away. Sometime during the winter the canoe should 
be rubbed down with fine sandpaper and carefully varnished with 
spat composition, allowing full time to dry hard before using, and 
early in the spring the sails may be bent and gear made ready for a 
warmday, ‘he best place to store a canoe is in some boathouse, 
barn or warehouse where she can be kept dry without exposing her 
to the furnace heat of a dwelling house, or the dampness of a cellar, 
If keptina hot place, a little water should be left in her for afew 
days before il is desired to use herio the spring, or the canocist may 
find himself afloat in his boat ina way that is far from pleasant. 

But many canoeists ate nol content with baying no better boat this 
yeur than last, and in all their cruising have kept in mind the im- | 
proyement of their boats, noting their weak points, and only waiting 
for the time to improve them, and this work givesa pleasant occupa- 
tion for their leisure hours in winter. Many of the canoes now in use 
ave capable of being greatly improved in details—the masts are im- 
properly stepped forthe sails now used, the mainmast tube being 
probably too far aft, too small and too weak in the step fora sail 
such as 1s now carried, tle compartments are anything but water- 
tight, the well can he altered to advantage, making it with a high, 
pointed and flaring coaming, the rudder hauging will always bear 
inspection, the steering pear is in most cases capable of improvement, 
the floor boards can he raised from the timbers to a height of two 

handled and marked with the boats name, and mumberless other 
details require consideration, 
The hoat should be kept in some place where warmth and light can 

be had of evenings, placed on trestles of a conyenient height, and 
decks removed as far us may be necessary. For watertight compart- 
ments ginc or copper tanks may be fitted, ar boxes ul thin board 
made to fit im the ends and then cayered with drilling or duck well 
painted until they are airtight. They must be strong enough to stand 
the pressure when submerged, The boat will, of course, float itself, 
Theu there are ballast, stoves and crew to provide for, Anallowance 
of sixty ponuds to every cubic foot of air space will insure satiety, or 
say stoves, ete.. if cruising, or ballast when racing, 150 pounds, and 
cresy 150 poundsin addilion, would require five feet to float them 
above water, anda much smaller amount to float bout, crew and cargo 
when immersed, varying. of course, with the proportion of metal 
ballast and stores, so that four Cubic feet of air would be absolutely 
safe for anything except the very largest canoes with iron bowrils, 
The nainmast tube, if altered at all, may be enlarged {o 2%gin. for a 
Siin. boat, talus easily u 2in. spar, the mizzeninast tube being prob- 
ably large enough, If itis dusived sometimes fo step the mizzen tor- 
ward, the mastis provided with a ring of Wood just aboye the deck, 
which will fit snugly in fhe large tube forward. the latter being almost 
always a little deeper. 
The question of adding a keel OY centerboard must be decided by 

each man tor himself, bul something is uecessary for raciig at least, 
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A deep vockered keel of wood is easily screwed on, and if a board is 
desired, there are several forms of folding boards, besides the usual 
sheet or plate iron one, If the canoeist is at all skillful in the use of 
tools, the arrangement of bulkheads, hatches, etc., can Usually be 
improved on to suit his special requirements, aud there are many 
small devices he can fit up himself, which will acd greatly to his 
comfort, With the sails there is usually great room for iniproye 
went, very few are fitted with proper reefing gear. such as has sev- 
eral cimes been illustrated in FoREsT AND StRHAM, and the footgear 
will give full scope to the canverst’s Inventive powers, 
Besides such improvements in his own boat, we bave sketcherl out 

elsewhere, work in o different line that will aid canoeing in gen- 
eral no less than ip will each man engaging in it, is a discussion of the 
#0od and bad qualities of our canoes, and an effort to design a better 
one, Byery club of five or six members should hold meetings. say 
once every tayo or three weeks through the season. for the discussion 
of the topics we have suggested, Ing ys. lateen, keel or centerboard, 
length and beam. stowage plans, compartments, cruising Ws. racing. 
large ys. small canoes, rules and measurement, and many kindred 
topics, Such mettings accomplish the triple objects of keeping up a 
friendly feeling as well as an interest in canoemp aruong the members 
of clubs of bringing in boating men and outsiders, and showing them 
what canoeing is, and of drawing the attention of canoeists to all 
those details, a knowledge of which is so necessary either to racing 
or cruising. 
Merein New York. canoeing is practically dead from October to 

May, or for half the year, with the exception of two dinners daring 
the winter, There are. nevertheless, a jurge number of canoeists, 
members of the two clubs, or unattawhed. who are deeply interested 
in the sport. Now, is it nol possible to obtain & room und meet once 
in three weeks for a chal over cances, a discussion of some knotty 
point, the inspection of a new sail or model, the introduction of new 
caudeists and beginners, and the promotion of a spirit of soviahility 
among canoeists generally. Tf this were done this winter, its inftu- 
ence would be seen next year in better designed, fitted und rived 
canoes, a better understanding of rules sand practical details. and 
most of all, in invreased membership in both of the clubs. Eesides 
all tis there is work to be done for the 4 ciation, lags to write up 
as fully us possible, new members to bring in, and all the details of 
Association government anil of eulargiug the scope of its work, to be 
disenssed. ready for earnest work at tlie meet of L4B4. 

THAT A, 

Editor Forest and Streant: 
Strikes me there are to sides to the question, and it isa toss up 

between them, For ont Isit onthe fence. A permanent camp for 
ali time has its recommendations in the way of siahility. and I do nor 
think any one could tre of visiting say Lake George once a year 
fora few days ina canoe. It would take a lifetime to exhaust the 
heauties, the walters, the ecenery, the country. ete,, about a perma- 
nent camp well chosen. Then again if the camp is to be shifted each 
year, that too would have its enticing romance in the traversing and 
exploring of new regions, and the intercourse with fresh people year 
after year, though the permanent features of a cainp might suffer, 
It ig a give and take, and either way it may be settled, the A, C, A, 
ought to flourish and expand to mammoth proportions. The A,C, A. 
first, all the rest afterward, that should be the motto animating 
the fraternity im any event, After all, should not the canoeist be 
encouraged to look to himself and his own resources, to his grub 
lockers and tent, rather than expect hotel accommodations, evun 
though only in the way of a log cabin and preparations for meals @ ler 
eorte? The sooner the canocist learns not only to hecome a “show 
Baddlen but a cruiser, animated with business-like earnest, the 
etter, Ltikeil. Hence, pitch your camp where you will. and in an 

hour or two, each mau for himself, ought to be ready with his supper 
and with quarters for the night or storm over his head. A lamp or 
stove, blauket and tent, and whereyer you may happen to be, you 
have your camp right with you and fear nof what may next be dealt 
out by nature. Wherever the meet may be fixed, hotels and shelter 
for those who prefer are certain to be accessible enough, and the man 
who cannot rough it a little for a Few days is a poor canoeist at best. 

Pinot. 

Cc. A, CAMP. 

ON THE MERRIMACK,—A writer in the Detroit Mree Press has 
the following allusions concerning canoving on the Merrimack River: 
“We went on over our last years course on the Merrimack. and in 
spite of some shaitered dreams concerning the merits of the canyas 
canoe, found the beautifulriver worthy of all our former adroiration. 
The Charles, extolled by loval @ mirers, is only a muddy, shallow, 
marshy, treacherous stream where it is navigable, Where not, by 
reason of mill dams every few miles, it is pretty enough, but tame, 
and always under suspicion—too well founded—of heipg a convenient 
sewer for neighboring towns. The Mysticisasink, The Neponset is 
a little better. The Connecticut is a noble stream, but fested with 
logs and rafts, and rapids and malaria. The Merrimact simply a 
glorious river—broad. yet sutiiciently rapid, framed in lovely wooded 
banks or lawn-like meadows, deep, clear and majestic. The wise 
canoeistdoes nut paddle on the Merrimack. He drifts with the tide, 
or if the wind is fayorable, as it always is to him whois wise evough 
to go with it, he hoists his white sail and is bore along anywhere, 
happy in the sense of motion without noise, speed with satety,” 
FOLDING GANOHS.— Editor Forest and Strenwm.s T notice the 

patenting by Dr. C. M. Douglas of a folding canoe or boat. The 
probiem of the handiest portable folding boatis not yet solved. We 
Wanh something as strictly portable as the Osgood, but with longitu- 
dinalribs. ‘Ihe Douglas and the Stranahan are very wall tor yachts 
where there is room for length, but how when a bugey or light 
wagon is concerned? Those who liye inland want a boat which they 
can put into a wagon. and not require a fender behind to carry the 
trail, Why could not a canvas boat with longitudimual ribs be made so 
that the sections of rihs would slide by each other, thus reducing 
Jength of bout one-half at least—perhaps more. Is it not feasibley 
For portability the Oszood can hardly be exvelled, butthe, “scalloped 
wuter-line’ militates against ity Can't the boat builders discover 
the necessary article?—S, 

A CRUISE ON ‘THE CONNECTICUT—The October mumber of 
Quiing contains a description of a cruise on the Connecticut River hy 
aohn Boyle O'Reilly, the well-known Boston journalist, Mr. O'Reilly 
is a canoeist of the MacGregor school, perhaps after all the pleasant- 
est form of canoeing, ibe lazy saunteling down some quiet river ina 
small canoe, paddling almost entirely. halting in shady spots, run- 
ning up quiet little brocks, camping; in the open au, with little or 
none of the excitement and adventure that makes sailing andl open- 
water cruising dear to so many Canoeists, but giving instead opportu- 
nilies for that quiet communion with nature, for reading, thought or 
eonversation with one’s companion, which is so restful after a year’s 
confinement in town and office, Mr. Os, eilly has evidently enjoyed 
his vacation thoroughly. and his story of if will no douhtset others 
to follow dis example. 

LeaTHer Kuer Dry, advertised in another column. is an indispens- 
able article in (he outfit of sportsmen at this season, It has more 
merits a5 4 waterproof dressing than anything we bave ever tested. 
Can be found at Henry C. Squires’s, this city —Adn. 

-——THE MILD POWER CURES.— 

UMPHREYS’ 
GMBOPATHIC 

SPECIFICS. 
Th Use 30 years,—KEach number the special pre- 
seription of an eminent physician.—The only a 
Simple, Safe and Sure Medicines for the p-ople , Zé 
LI8T MRINCIPAL NOS,  OURES, PRICE, 
4. Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,.... .2 
2. Worms, Worm Fever, Worm Colic... .25 
S. Crying Colic, or Teething of Infants ,25 
‘A. Diarrhen of Children or Adults....., .25 
5. Dysentary, Griping, Billious Colic,., .25 
&, Cholera Morbus, Yomiting,...... 3 
7. Coughs, Gold, Bronechitis,.,..,.-.-... .25 
8, Neuralgia, Toothache, Waceache,.... .25 

Headaches, Sick Headaches, Vertigo 
Dyspepsin. Bililous Stomach,.. .... A 
Sunprassod or Painful Periods,.... .25 

. Whites, too Profuse Periods,..,.., 25 
3_ Croup, Cough, Difficult Breathing... - 

. Balt Rheum. Erysipelas, Eruptions, .3 
. Rheumatiam, Rheumatic Patis,.. . .2 
. Fever and Ague, Chill, Never, Agues .5' 
Piles, Blind or Bleeding,..,-.... .. .5 

. Catarch. acute or chronic; Influenza 40 
}, Whooping Congh, violantcoughs,. 50 

24, General Pebility, Physical Weakness 30 ~ 

So 

He baa 

WY 
aS Aes 

Dkk tk bk ek bk 

gc eliney ners Bote ra gee et 
24. Nervous Dehility,......0.e00-ee--ee-- 2. 
30. Urinary Weakness, Welling the bed 50 
32, Disease of the Heart, Palpitation, 1-00 
Sold by druggists, orsent by the Case, ov sin- 

ele Vial, frea of chnrgey on receipt of price. 
Send for Dr,Anmophreys'Book on Disease c&c, 

ET a aE ans aha ) reys omeona “d= 
icine Co., 109 Fulton Street. New York, 

“Highest Quality” 

“Sneck Kendall,” ov “American Trout.” 

containing one-half dozen of Looks. 

Our goods can he obtained of any first-class dealer 

city let us know. 

Fish HooKs. 
Augiers uré so familiar with our name and Trade Mark and the yvality of our goods, tliat we have ho hesitation 

in calling them bo witness to the excellence of all looks made by us. 

egnal to any ever made, abont ive years ago we came to the eonelusion that anglers would weleoure 2 very Iigh 
grade of fish hooks—something far beyond what they had ever used: Consequently we perfected arrangements for 

the manufacture of what has become so widely aud favorably known as “Abbey & Inibrie's Highest Quality” fish 

hooks, All boxes containing these hooks have our trade mark and the words “Abbey & Inihrie’s Highest Qnulity,” 

MARK distinctly printed en the abel, Also the name of the hook, viz.: “Sproat,” “O'Shanghnessey, * ‘A uercdeen” “Carlisle,” 
\\ When “snelled” on silk worin gut or gimp the hooks are put up in packages 

: Bach one-half dozen is labeled. 

Though our houks liaye always heen fully 

anywhere. If there is no first-class dealer in your town om 

We fill no orders from anglers residing in cities where a dealer keeps our goods instock, If 

anglers will insist on seeing the label on the goods they purchase, they will protect themselves and ns from a growing and flagrant impusition. 

ABBEY &c INMBRIE, 
Manufacturers of every deseription of 

Eine E ishing Wackie, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, AND 33 & 35 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK. 

—_—— — 
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FOREST AND STREAM. [Ocr. 18, 1883. 

JAS. F. MARSTERS., 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Fine fishing Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Lrass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft,, $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
ISNEL., H1.50; Q4Uft., $1.75; BO0Ft., $2.00; 450ft,, $2.25; 6O0Lt., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
25 tls, extra; nickel plated; 60 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 ets.; 80yds., 75 cts.; bOyds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 0 cis, extra. Marsters celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown. O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks. 
Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.: treble, 30 cts. per doz.; put up one-half dozen in 4 
package. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds.. 1U cts.; 8yds., 15 cts. Double 
Pwisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.: treble twisted, 8length,i0 cts, Trout Flies, 60 cts. perdoz. Black Bass 

Flies, $1,00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00, Trout and Black Bass 
Ply Rods, 10ft long. $1,50 to 210.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
ue aes of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money orstamp., Send stamp for 
Catalog ne . 

Ustablished 20 years. Open Evenings. J. FP. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

Standard Works. 
HOREST AND STREAM BIRD NOTES. 

An Index and Summary of all the matter relating to ornithology contained in the first twelve 
volumes of the Fornsit anpD StREAM. 195 pages, paper. Price, postpaid. $1.50. 

SHOOTING, 
Its Appliances, Practice and Purpose, By JAmes Dauzren Dougan. Contains practical informa 

tion on guns and gunning, Its chapters treat of the Barrel, the Stock, Locks, Triggers, Recoil, Breech- 
Loaders, Rifles, Care of Guns, Ammunition, Loading, Dogs, Grouse, Woodcock, Black Game and 
Partridee Shooting. The chapter on ‘'The Purpose’ of Shooting is the hest defense of legitimate field 
sports ever published, Hlegantly printed on fine paper, 380 pages, cloth. Price, postpaid, $3.00. 

SHORE BIRDS. 
fiaunts and Tahits. I, Range and Migrations. It, A Morning Without the Birds. IV. Nomen- 

VY. Localities. VI. Blinds and Decoys. This is a reprint of papers from the Forest ann 
Pamphlet, 45 pages. Price, postpaid, 15 cents. 

PRACTICAL DOG TRAINING. 
Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hawmonp, Kennel Editor of Forrst anp Srreaw. Pronounced by 

those who have read the chapters, as published in this journal, to be the best work on the subject ever 
Written, 100 pages, cloth. Price. postpaid, $1.00 

Forest and Stream Publishina Co., 39 Park Row, N. Y. 

PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

1, 
clature. 
ATRRAR. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN H. KIFFER, 315 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Bet een Fulton Ferry and City Hall. OPIGN HVENINGS, 

Register your dog in the “AMERICAN 

KENNEL REGISTER,” and train him 

according to the precepts laid down in 

Hammond’s “Training vs. Breaking.”? The 

‘Register’? is published eyery month; and 

new editions of the “Training vs. Breaking” 

are issued from time to time to supply the 

demand, 

w Pat. Decoy Duck 
This isa double folding decoy. consisting of two 

metal profiles precisely alike, hinged to either side of 
a flat wooden float. One of these acts asa keel to 
hold the decoy upright, but if it gets tipped over, as 
both sidés are alike, no harm results, 
We also make to order the double decoy with differ- 

nt profiles on opposite sides of the float; say a mal- 
ard on one side and canvas back ontheother. Soyou 
have two dozen ducks for the price of one dozen, 
Sportsmen who haye tried this pronounce it ‘‘The 

Decoy of the future.*’ Its excellence is so apparent, 
we now make no other styles, A large variety always 
on hand, ineludig Mallard, Teal, Red Head, Canvas 
Back, Blue Bill, etc. 

PROFILE AND COMBINED GEESE ALWAYS IN STOCK, 

a 

s Danz Ne 

MTT TET 

ESS 

PRICE LIST. 

hiucks, either style, with cord and anehor, complete.....-......-....--- per doz., $12 00 
Geese, for stubble shooting,........--.-----...-2.2.2--- 8 EM SE 2 00 
Geese, combined forland or water shuoting._......,-..---)----....: =. Fre at 24 00 

Fifteen per c nt. discount where our goods are not on sale. 

For Circulars and Terms to Dealers, address 

HORNE & DANZ, 
ST. PAUL MINN. © Sole Manufacturers. 

Ea YW IT © CEA’ Ss 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

sizes larger than gauge of 

The ermping tool also 
I preciated by a 

only, (2,000), and crimpers 

SOLE 

experienced sportsmen, Sample shells will 
charge) to any sportsmen’s elub or dealer, and prices quoted to the trate: 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 

101 & 103 Duane Street, 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass. Agent for New England States 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced 
hase; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No. 2 primers. 
loaded as cften as any of the thicker makes. 
much. Weight less than paper shells, 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the fhin metal, inside diameter is 
nearly two gauges larger. Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 

Can be re- 
Cost only about half as 

They shoot stronger and closer. and 

shells. Or can be effectually crimped with toal (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged. 

acts as a reducer, an adyantaze wich will be an- 
be mailed (within 

not less than one tozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & COG,, 
AMERICAN AGENTS ~ 

New York, 

UPTHE 

be worn over ce under 

to you for $2.00. Send 

GROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Gordnroy, 

Tnequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THIS 
1s our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 
has seven pockets and game pockets, 

material, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a 

successftu day without losing a hair or feather. 

lt is of strong 

Tt can 

an ordinary coat. We will mail ib 

breast measure. 

SPORTSMENS TENTS. 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists and 
Photographers, also for Camp Meetings. Fang 
Tents for families made to order, Awnings of a 
kinds for Dwellings, Boats, ete ; also Yacht and 
Boat Sails. Flags and Banners of all kinds made 
to order. All work done in best manner and at 
very low figures. Send for illustrated circular. 
Address S. HEMMENWAY, 60 South st., Opp. 
Wall st. Ferry House. Factory, 39 South st., 
Cor. Old Slip, N. Y. City, 

ROLLER ano ICE 
SKATES. _(_) eG aS 

_CATALOGUE FREE- 
BARNEY & BERRY, 

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 

Harrison's Celebrated Fish Hook, 
Registered. 

FOR 

RUBBER COATS, 

\, SHOOTING SUITS, 

YACHTING SUITS, 

BARGE SUITS, 

ROWING SUITS, 

BICYCLE SUITS, 

BLACK CLOTH SUITS, 

BLACK WORSTED 
SUITS, 

BUSINESS SUITS, 

CARDIGAN JACKETS, 

KIDCOATS and VHSTS, 

GOOD UNDERWEAR, 
PERFEOT SHIRTS, or 

WOOLEN SHIRTS, 

Gall on or write to 

GEORGE C. HENNING, 
ONE PRICH CLOTHIE!, 

No. 410 SEVENTH STREET N. W., 
WASHINGTON, D. 0. 

FSTERBROU 

Leading Nos; 14, 048, 130, 333, 161. 
For Sale by all Stationers. 

THE ESTERBROOK STEEL PEN ©®., 

Works, Camden, N. J. 26 Jolin St., New York. 

STEEL 
PENS 

Whereas, It having come toour notice that some 
unprincipled house, to gain their own unworthy 
ends, and to attempt to damage our good name 
having spread reports to the effect that’ the manu- 
facturers of the above hooks are defunct, we now 
take this opportunity of informing the American 
and British public that such reports are utterly 
false. The same efficient staff of workpeople 1s 
employed as heretofore, and we challenge the 
world to produce a fish hook for excellence 
of temper, beauty and finish in any way to 
approach ours, which are to be obtained trom 
the most respectable wholesale houses in the trade. 

Signed, R. HARRISON, BARTLEET & CO., 
Sole manufacturers of Harrison's Celebrated Fish 
Hooks, Redditch, England. _ (December, 1882.) 
Manuiacturers also of Fishing Tackle of every 

description. Sewing and Sewing Machine Needles 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts Free 

| Full-Length COT, in this case, 
$10. LOUNGE, in this case, $8. 
Sold everywhere by the Trade. 

week in your own own, Terms ani $5 
oultit free. Address H. HaLtetT & Co, Port- 

iand, Maine, $66 

COCKTAILS 

And the Best of Stomach Bitters. 
i d th i it Lh $5 to $20 Seisce“astiess Sisto aC, 

ortland, Maine, 

HILL ON THE DOG. 
THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR 

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES. 

Price &2.00. 

For sale by the Forest and Stream Pub, Co, 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 
A WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN. 

‘Tunas, $44 Year. 10 Ors. 4 Copy. t 
Srx Monras, $2 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
Tue Forest AnD STRHAM is the recognized medium of entertain- 

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen, 

Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

respectfully invited, Anonymous communications will not be re- 

garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent. 

The Editors aré not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

months; to a club of three annua subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies For $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and’ Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

Canadas. On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

London, England. Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs, 

Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

and twelye months. Reading notices $1.00 per line. Eight words 

to the line, twelve lines to one inch, Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the 

money or they will not be inserted. 

Address all communications, 
Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

Nos. 3 anp 40 Park Row. New York Crry. 

CONTENTS. 
THE KENNEL, 
The St. John Dog Show. 
Sport in the Old Dominion, 
The Kennel Hospital. 
Tailless Braque of the Bourbon- 

E:IDrroRTaL. 
The Sorrows of Sportsmen: 
Quail Shooting. 

THE SPORTSMAN ‘'OURIST. 
A Story of the Old Hunter's 
Home. nais, 

Shooting in Sweden, | Kennel Notes. 
Hunting Reminiscences of Al-| RUFLE anD TRAP SHoorine. 

giers. Range and Gallery 
Naturau History. A Suceessful State ‘Shoot. 
The North American Ceryids. The Trap. 

Game BAG AND Gus. National Sportsman’s Assoc‘n. 
New York Game Protectors. CANOEING. 
A Trip on a Hunting Car. Reund Staten Island. 
Lake Koshkonong. American Canoe Association, 
Two Days. Improvements in Canoes. 
Side Hunts. YACHTING. 
weber eat Notes. Victory! 
Detroit Notes, Triumphal Fun. 
St. Louis Siftings. Makeno Mistake. 
Grouse in the West. 

| 
| 

| A Silly Report. 
SHA AnD River WIsHine. | 

| 
| 

Catching at Straws, 
Wake Up! 
The America Cup. 
The Reports, 
The Fruits of Vietory. 
Concerning Open Boats. 
Sharpies in the West. 

Rod and Reel Association, 
Netting in Greenwood Lake. 
The Anglers’ Tournament. 
Salmon Fishing in the Madeleine 
My First Adirondack Trip, 
Heoks on a Minnow Gang. 

FISHCULTURE, | Cruise of the Cricket. 
Conference of Fish Commis-| Concerning Sharpies. 

sioners. Shrinking Up. 
The Goldfish. The Beam of Cutters. 

The Bedouin and Gracie. 
What it Really Means. 
The Carmita Cutters, 
Underrigged. 
A Yachtsman on a Coaster, 

| ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

The Sunfish Again. 
THe KENNEL, 
Bench Shows and Judging, 
Shooting Ruffed Grouse over 

_ Cockers. 
Consistency. 

QUAIL SHOOTING. 

Sh eee is no other game bird upon this continent that is 
so widely distributed as the quail, nor none that is 

80 persistently sought by the hunter. In all the vast expanse 
of country inhabited by these birds, there is scarcely a lover 
of field sports, who practices shooting on the wing, but 

spends in theix pursuit a portion at least of the time devoted 
by him to pleasure, while many who.sdvwell in portions of 

the country not inhabited by them, annually make a pil- 

grimage to more favored climes where they can enjoy this 

fascinating sport. 

Notwithstanding the constant pursuit by this vast army 
of sportsmen, and the thinning of their ranks by the hurt- 

ling lead, our little! friends brayely hold their own, and un- 

legs the deep snows and chilling blasts of winter overpower 
them, each returning season finds their numbers undimin- 
ished, and our pleasant sport is sure. 

Until frosts have destroyed the vegetation there is more of 

hard work than sport in their pursuit. Even in localities 

where they are abundant itis very rare that, early in the 
Season, enough can be found to afford the most indefatigable 
hunter a fair amount of sport. This, in part, is owing to 

their wandering habits, which in late summer and early 

autumn appear to be in full force, leading them into open 

ground and the most unlikely looking places that can be 
found. Very fleet of foot are they, and us they scurry over 

the parched ground, keenest nose cannot trace their course, 
nor ripest judgment locate their hiding place, and it is gen- 
erally the case at this season of the year that a find is more 

the result of accident than a display of skill. 
When the foliage has disappeared from the trees and the 

grasses haye become brown, the birds seem, in a measure, 

to lose their Joye for long journeys, and may generally be 

found near their favorite feeding grounds, It is then that 
the hunter may enjoy to the full the pleasures of this de- 
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lightful sport. With buoyant footstep he beats the brown 

stubble and explores the secret nook upon the hillside. With 

long-drawn inspiration he breathes the pure, crisp air of the 

bright autumnal days, renewing the vigor of his frame and 
restoring the faculties of his mind with deep draughts from 
the well-spring of Nature, which proves for him a veritable 

‘fountain of youth." 
So much has been written regarding the habits of the quail 

and ihe manner in which to hunt them, that it would seem 

superfluous to offer any advice as to the method of their 

capture, but as many of our readers will make their début 
upon the stubbles the present season, we add a few words of 

instruction that we trust will not come amiss. It is very 

important that the new beginner should have a steady and 
reliable dog, one that has had ,considerable experience in 
bunting the same sought, Such a dog, if intelligently fol- 

lowed, will impart to the tyro much more of knowledge 

than he can ever learn from the most elaborate treatise 

upon the subject, Quail are early risers, and in pleas- 

ant weather, if the hunter follows their example, he 

will find them upon their feeding grounds, and 

his morning hours should Be spent upon the stubbles. 

Always enter the field from the leeward side, in order that 

your dog may have the benefit of thewind. When he makes 

his point do not be in a hurry, bul calmly and deliberately 

walk in front of him and flush the birds. Steady now, and 

do not lose your head, but take plenty of time to cover your 

bird and coolly pull the trigger and bring him down. Do 
hot attempt to use the second burrel until you can score a 

clean kill with the first and feel that you are master of the 
situation. Should the miss of the birds and the excitement: 

of the moment prove tov much for your nerves, you will find 

it to your advantage to draw the shot from a few 

of your shells and try the birds with blank cart- 

ridges until you can hold dead on every time. It 

is wonderful what a steadying influence that will have 

upon the most excitable nerves. As soon as you have de. 

livered your shot, carefully watch the bevy and do ot take 

your eyes from them until the last glimmer of their wings is 

lost to view, for one of the most important points to be ob- 

served in shooting is to correctly mark down your birds. 

Do not be in a hurry about following up your birds, particu- 
larly if they appear to be scattered, as by waiting a little the 
scent will have time to rise, thus giving your dog a much 

better chance to locate them. During the middle of the day 
the birds will generally be found along the fences and 
hedges, or in the brush or brier patches and the borders of 

woods adjoining their feeding grounds; toward night they 

again yisit the stubbles or patches of weeds for their supper. 
A light gun and light charges will afford as much more 

pleasure and be just as effective as a heavy Weapon or charges 

that cause an unpleasant recoil. A twelve gauge cylinder 

bore of about seven pounds weight, is as heavy a gun as we 

would advise for quail shooting. The proper load for such 
a gun is three drams of good powder with three-quarters of 

an ounce of No. 10 shot for the first barrel and a scant 
ounce of No. 8 for the second. We know of many shooters 
who use lighter guns of smaller bore with proportionately 

smaller charges, who are yery successful in bringing their 

birds to bag. 
Quail on foast is conceded by all to be a “dish to set before 

aking,” and by no one is the delicacy better relished than by 

the invalid just recovering from a protracted illness. Bear 

thisin mind when, with ruddy cheeks and bounding pulse, 

you return from your pleasant trip, laden with the spoils of 

the chase, and with the timely gift of a brace or two of the 

beautiful birds make glad the hearts of the suffering ones, 

and sweeter will be your dreams and keener your enjoyment 
when again you take a turn among the quail. 

AnxmaL Liurn ry THE Nrewspapprs,—The average ex- 

change editor is an incipient, half-ledged showman. His 

shears seize with the greatest avidity upon a six-legged 

rooster or a cat without any eyes. The “‘animal stories” 

column of the daily and weekly paper is generally a farrago 

of bosh, The more absurd the alleged doings of a horse or 
a monkey, s0 much the more surely is if published for the 

delectation of readers. Now the story is a cat feeding a 
goldfish, the next day a pickerel pining away with gricf at 

the death of its child mistress, and to-morrow it will bea dog 

with three tails and no bark. Eyen the local editor finds it 
difficult to record village happenings without now and then 

being betrayed into spinning fairy tales. The Canton, New 

York, sportsmen had a side-hunt for squirrels the other 
day, and the local paper gravely announced that one of the 

gunners had killed 604 squirrels, and another 425, 

THH SORROWS OF SPORTSMEN. 

RYEN so happy a man as is he who disports himself with 
rod and gun has his yexations and sorrows, as has the 

unhappier and less favored mortal whose pleasure lies in 

walks outside of quiet woods and afar from pleasant waters. 
Of the sportsman’s vexations may be mentioned many per- 

taining to things inanimate and animafe; as of the first, 

kinking lines, ill-working reels, non expleding caps and 
primers, sticking shells, un-sticking wads, and no end of 

such perverse belongings to the angler’s and gunner’s outfit, 

as well as those which come in his way, as twigs, logs, bogs, 
cold water under foot and pouring from over head, to 
switch, tangle, trip, bemire and soak him. Of animate 

things, how will all the insects of the air and earth combine 

to torture him, and how will the very objects of his pursuit 

forsake al] the laws and rules laid down by nature and cus- 

tom, and thwart his skillfulest endeavors to possess them. 

But all these are nothing to the vexation and sorrow 

wrought unto his soul by his brother man. ‘There are those 

counted honest in ordinary affairs of life who will poach in 

close times and rob their honester fellows of that which 
enriches not them and makes these others poor indeed—in 

the loss of time and satisfaction of reasonable desires. And 
there are also law-makers who put pig’s heads on their 

shoulders when they come to making laws for the protection 

of fish and game, though they bear the levelest of brains 

when matters of yaluation and taxation are concerned. 
And yet these aré yexations of the spirit which one happy 

day of sport may lift, as north wind and sunshine the tog 

from the landscape. But when he, who has not been by his 

fayorite stream since the year-ago summer when birds and 
fields welcomed him with song and holiduy attire, now finds 
the banks laid bare by the axe, and the stream turned away 
by some scientific agriculturist who hates willows and 
crooked waterways; when he, who has not visited copse 

and wood with dog and gun since last year’s leaves were 

gaudy or secre, goes out to-day to find the alders he had come 
to think his own only brush heaps and clusters of stubby 
stumps; his worshiped hemlocks and pines, his lithe birches 

and wide-spread beeches, and bee-inviting dogwoods, only 

saw logs and piles of cord wood lying in state among looped 
branches aud fluftly plumes of fire weed, his heart grows sick 

with a climbing sorrow that will not down. How suddenly 

has his goodly heritage passed from him. A ‘year ago he 

had more good of it than the one who held the deed of the 
land, though he got naught tangible therefrom but a haltf- 

filled creel or a few brace of birds. Yet how full was fed his 

starved spirit that so long had craved the blessed food that 

Nature gave to those who love her. 

The worst of it is, that if he prays, or curses, or weeps, 

he cannot change it. By-and-by oyer this waste may be 

heard tlic “‘lovely laughter of the wind-swept wheat” and 

the hum of bees, come here to gather sweets from clover, 

but never again will brood over it the solemn quiet of the 

old woods, nor grouse cleave the shadows of great trees, nor 

woodcock thrid the mazes of the brake, nor trout swim in 

the shade of the willows. This is the heaviest grief that 

comes to the man who uses rod and gun, or to him who 
hunts without a gun, Yet some good may come of it, for 

thereby he may learn to pity his red brother, who loved all 

these things and suffered greater loss in their passing from 
him. 

Corron AND Trouv.—The waterpower of New Hngland 
is dwindling, shrinking, lessening, evaporating, vanishing. 

One by one the streams are drying up, leaving in place of 
flowing waters a dismal bed of stones, a hard pathway of 
rocky desolation. The mill dams are going, too, The cot- 

ton market fluctuates with the rise and fall of the water in 

Massachusetts and Connecticut streams. The mill owners 

must have something more stable than water Steam is more 

stable than water. This is no paradox. The steam engine 
is supplanting the mill-race. The cotton manufacturers sec 

their way out of the ruin wrought by forest destruction, 

But what is the anglerto do? If the big streams go, it is 

certain that the little ones go first, Thesteam engine cannot 

help the trout and black bass fishing. Itis not ridiculous 
to talk of cotton mills and trout reels in the same connection. 

One is work and the other play? ‘‘The play of our elders,” 
said the wise St. Augustine, “they call business.” 

THERE Is A VAst Disrrycrion between a 
and a sportsman, and between a ‘“‘sporting” 

sportsman’s paper. 

“sporting man” 
paper and a 

CORRESPONDENTS ARE RESPECTFULLY REQUESTED 1o 
write on ons sidé of the paper only. 
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Che Sportsman Conrist. 

A STORY OF THE OLD HUNTER’S HOME. 

“The memory of joys that are past—both pleasant and mournful 
to the soul.""—Ossian. 

y HO wrote “Ossian?” Like Junius, I fear—stat nominis 
umbra. Dr. Johuson stoutly persisted, I believe, that 

the connection with it claimed by MePherson, was rather 
spurious, and a fierce controversy arose between the fainous 
dogmatist and the alleged translator, In his lampoon of 
Boswell, Wolcot alludes to the determined hostility of John- 
son, in these words, fitly characteristic of that personitica- 
tion of toadyism: 

“Thou jackal, leading lion Johnson forth, 

To eat MePherson in his native north; 
To frighten grave professors with his roar 

And shake the Hebrides from shore to shore.”* 

Tt does not matter, however, who was the author, as it does 
not matter whether Shakespeare wrote Shakespeare, or some 
blatant Congressman the eloquent speech with which he 
annually treats Buncombe. Somebody wrote the lines at the 
head of this article, and whoever he was, was possessed of 
rare gifts of expression. ‘‘The memory of joys that are 
past,” is “*both pleasant and mournful to the soul.” Rogers 
canonized the pleasures of memory in a charming piece of 
poetry. Weall ought to eanonize it—for it and hope are 
often all that are left to poor mortals with which to brighten 
existence. But I did not begin this arlicle with a view of 
indulging in any particular moral reflections, or showing to 
my readers that I have occasionally wandered into that 
garden where the roses of poetry bloom in jl their fragrant 
beauty. 1 began with the view of presenting tothe patrons of 
the Forrstr anp Srream an incident which has long hada 
place in the storehouse of my memory and to which I often 
recur with the feelings depicted in the words of Ossian which 
I have quoted. 

Tf, “‘in the course of human events,” that part performed 
by me in the drama of human life shall become important in 
the history of the nineteenth century, and some ambitious 
biographer shall desire to link his name with mine ahd thus 
give him a place in the temple of fame which he would not 
otherwise lave had, he will begin his personal history by 
telling his readers that I was “born of poor but respectable 
parentage,” the descendants, on the one side, of an English 
toot soldicr, and on the other of a cook, or washerwoman, or 
chambermaid, of the early settlers nt Jamestown, and that 
the place of my nativity was a commanding hill on the banks 
of a strenm in the upper part of the county in which I now 
live. In case he wishes to rival the habits of Boswell, that 
“pilot to a literary whale,” he will state that the dwelling 
in which my eyes first beheld the light of Meaven was situ- 
ated on the highway which, in that day, led from Rocking- 
ham te the now defunct town of Lawrenceville, in the county 
of Montgomery, while south of it, about two hundred and 
fifty yards, passed the public road between Carthage and 
Wadesboro, with a branch to Fayetteville, the then market 
town of the valley of the Pee Dee. If he shall so state lie will 
speak the facts, and for the present, at least, [will allow my 
imaginary biographer a little repose. 

Your readers must remember that in the middle counties 
of this State, through which the parallel 34° of north Jatitude 
runs, the winters are exceedingly mild, compared to what 
they are in New England or New York. It is rarely the 
case that the snow falls to a greater depth than five inches 
at any one time during the winter, or remains on the ground 
longer than. four or five days. Sleigh riding, which is a 
common pastime in the more rigorous Intitudes, where people 
are prepared for its full enjoyment(?), is entirely unknown, 
and as to taking a journey of fifty miles or more in that mode 
of conveyance, he would be regarded as a mere dreamer 
who should attempt it. Now, thereis no use in a disputation 
about tastes—de gustibus non est disputandum—but LI must be 
pardoned if I express a decided disinclination to expose 
myself, or my horse either, to the shiveriny cold when the 
thermometer stands about zero, or far below, in the hope of 
having pleasure. At such seasons I ever find far more enjoy- 
ment in sitting before a crackling fire of logs reading Scott, 
or Shakespeare, or Burns, listening tothe noisy glee of the 
brats, as they boisterously gambol about the room, loading 
shells for use on some pleasant sunny day, or talking to my 
friends Teceel, Mud, Duffrey or Dit about what we have 
done, or want to do, in the sporting field. Those who prefer 
braving the crusty snow and its blinding glare may do so if 
they choose. 

It happened, when I was a boy Jess than fifteen years of 
age, that there lived near my father’s resillence « physician 
whom at college his schoolfellows called Bug. He was raised 
on the lower Cape Fear, and took the degree of M. D, in the 
city of Philadelphia, where he had often heard the jingle of 
the sleigh-bells and seen the happy boys and girls in all che 
ecstacy of their fleet and smooth careering over the level 
strects, After his marriage with one of the loveliest daugh- 
ters of Cumberland, he located for a while at Fayetteville, 
and removed, in a year or two, to try his fortune as a coun- 
try doctor in the section of country to which 1 refer, 
Our disciple of Galen was said to be well read in his profes- 
sion and skilled in the treatment of diseases, according to the 
style of practice in that day, He wasafflicted witha complaint 
not unknown to his brethren—and I say it with profound re- 
spect—the use of many words of high-sounding character, 
and not contained in the yocabulary ef ordinary mortals. To 
speak the truth, though he had read many books relating to 
his arf, he had not acquired by his intercourse with mankind 
a very large share of what is usually called common sense. 

At an early hour one bright morning in the month of Janu- 
ary, While my father’s family were sitting in the piazza, 
which fronted south, looking at the “beautiful snow’ which 
had fallen the preceding morning, an Unusual jingle of bells 
saluted our efirs, ciusing us to wonder from what source it 
originated. But few seconds passed before we could see two 
horses, one in front of the other, pulling ata rapid pace 
something which, inthe distance, looked like an old-fashioned 
“ground sledge,” and in it could be plainly seen two or three 
persons, Nearer and nearer stil] they came up the lane, when 
the strange yebicle stopped in front of the garden gate, and 
the sonorous voice of the Doctor was heard, bidding the 
family a hearty good morning. My father invited the party 
to pet ont and take breakfast. After some little persuasion, 
the invitation was accepted, and in came the Doctor, his good 
wife, nurse and child, while Dave, the driver, nnhitched his 
steeds, fastened Went to the ‘‘vack,” and made himself com- 
fortable before the kitchen fire. After the usual greetings, 
my father inquired of the Doctor where he was gomg. 

"To Fayebteville, sir.” 

‘ ‘Tow Sea 

‘Why, in the sleigh, sir.” « 
“Do you think you will ever get thera? You must reco]- 

lect that the distance is over sixty miles, and besides you 
haye many creeks to cross, where there are no bridges.” 

“No difficulty at all, sir, the snow is tive inches deep all 
the way, and I can cross the streams on the ice.” 

“But, Doctor, how do you know that the snow is so deep? 
It does not follow that there is any at all in Cumberland, 
and as to the ice, I beg to assure you that thongh I haye 
often crossed the streams in much colder weather than we 
now have, I neyer knew them to be frozen over at all, much 
less bard enough to bear the weight of a horse.” 

“And do you think | will have difficulty, Mr. ——?” 
“Why, Doctor, I reward it as the most preposterons idea I 

ever heard of any man’s entertaining.” 
This word, “preposterous,” was one of the Doctor’s favor- 

ites, and, at that time, was by far the largest word which 
had been used in that section, To my youthful mind, the 
highest ambition I had was to Jearn enough to pour out such 
tremendous so-called vehicles of thought. The quotation of 
one of the Doctor's pet expressions rather dumbfounded him, 
and brought forth a gentle hint from the good wife—for a 
good woman, and a sensible one, she was then, and is now— 
that it was not safe to make the venture, and they would act 
wisely to take Mr. ’s suggestion, go home and get another 
mode of conyeyance. But the proud and headstrong dis- 
ciple of Galen, fwlly convinced that a man who had been to 
Philadelphia, knew far more of the weather characteristics 
than all the country justices of the peace on earth, was bent 
upon making the experience just to show the extent of his 
earthly knowledge. So, after partaking of a warm substan- 
tinl breakfast, which my mother knew well enough how to 
prepare, especially soon atter hog killing time, when the 
smokehouse was full of tenderloins and sausage meat, and 
spareribs, our visitors took their places in the rude sleigh, 
Dave cracked his whip, and the Doctor, elated with the 
prospect ahead, waved his hand in adien, until his tall form 
wis hidden by a descending hill, 

The probable catastrophe which was ahead of the Doctor 
in his new-fangled journey to Fayetteville was the subject of 
frequent couversation, not only among our own family, but 
others who had heard of the bold and unusual adventure. 
We had, at thet day, but a weekly mail, and though the 
Fuyetteville Obserter came in about a week after our hero 
and his family left us, the enterprise(?) of the age had not 
progressed so tar as to state in the local columns the arrival 
of parties in the town. More than a fortnight elapsed 
when, late in the afternoon, a vehicle with a pair of horses 
was seen rise the hill on the west side of Little River, turn at 
the crossroads and approach the house, Pretty soon the 
Doctor and his family got out, were kindly welcomed, and 
accepted an invitation to remain all night, though their home 
was only three miles off, After they were seated around the 
fire, my father inquired as to the success of the trip. The 
Doctor promptly replied: ‘‘Well, sir, it was relly one of the 
most preposterous undertakings aman of sense eyer tried, 
and I am astonished that l ever attempted it,” The madam 
then said, ‘‘ Well, Butler” (she did not callhim Doctor), “you 
had better let me tell it.” To this suggestion he somewhat 
reluctantly acceded, and she related that they got ou pretty 
well until the afternoon, when they reached a brisk little creck, 
somewhat swollen by the snow, which had begun to melt 
pretty rapidly. The Doctor assured her that though not frozen 
over as he had expected, it was not exceeding ten inches deep, 
and they could easily and safely venture to ford it. When 
they reached the run of the stream, however, the sleigh was 
flooded, and the baggage, which was placed in the ottom, 
became rather damp, She then inquired how he thought he 
could manage it at Quhiffie, a bold and deep stream in Cum- 
berland, on whose banks dwelt old Daniel Love, whose home 
T have heretofore described in these columns, and at which 
they expected to find that comfortable entertainmentfor which 
the place was wellknown. He replied that it was very shal- 
low, and no fear need be entertaied on that score, So pushing 
ahead through the slush—for the snow had lost some of its 
characteristics and had almost returned to water—in about 
an hour and a half they dragged up to its banks and dis- 
covered it was decidedly ‘‘full.” The madam called on the 
driver to halt, for she did not intend to hazard it. In vain 
did the Doctor chide her for her needless apprehensions. 
She vot out, and wilh nurse and child, courageously took the 
foot-loz. The brave Doctor bade the driver goahead, andl he 
would soon show his mistress how foolish she was. As the 
sleigh progressed, the Doctor, who sat upright with his arms 
folded, continued to throw out his chidings to his ‘‘better 
half,” until the cold tide caused him to eleyate his 
feet. Then the madam asked if he thought it was 
deeper, ‘To this her shivering spouse only told her that she 
was foolish and he had reached the bed of the stream, But 
he miscalculated. A few more feet and the entire sleigh 
was submerged, and the icy water had reached the arm-pits 
of the now almost frozen traveler, and the handboxes and 
sacks and bundles floated out on the waters, which Dave 
was obliged to wade in and recover as soon as the creek had 
been crossed. Happily for the dripping son of Galen, Love’s 
house was but afew hundred yards off, and the party were 
soon sitting around a blazing fire of pine knots, and old 
Ducle Daniel and Aunt Polly, his excellent wife, were hunt- 
ing some clothes with which to wrap the tall form of the 
sleich-riding Doctor. Pretty soon he was fully rigged out in 
Unele Daniel’s clothes—all his wardrobe and that of his wife 
were wetas Quhiffle water could make them—consisting of 
a jean hunting shirt and pantaloons of the same material. 
The old man was 5 feet 10 inches high, while the Doctor 
was 6 feet 2, with legs and arms protruding far beyond 
the limits of the clothes which he had donned, and made 
lim present any other appearance than # proper advertise- 
ment to a fashionable tailor, It took nearly all night, with 
the aid of an unusual supply of lightwood knots, to dry their 
apparel for the morrow's journey. Unele Daniel had suc- 
ceeded in bringing home a few minutes before the arrival of 
his humid guests a fine deer, from whose loins some de- 
licious steaks had heen cut, and these, with Aunt Polly’s 
other viands and her famous Laguayra coffee, restored 
warmlh and vigor to the frame of the Doctor, which had 
been sorely tried by the untisual path which he had taken, 
The snow was melting all night and next morning. 

Unele Daniel suggested that Butler had better take his cart, 
and perform in that way the balance of the journey, for he 
wassureé his “sledge” would wear out before he had proceeded 
as much as ten miles, But the Doctor, whose woeful ex- 
perience the.day before had taught but little, was determined 
to ‘fight if out on that line, if it took all winter.” He left, 
and before he had gotten ten miles, his vehicle was dragging 
overthe uncoyered sand, and soon was literally worn out, 
They had to walk aout three miles, and David was sent 

twenty miles to Fayetteville for a carriage, in which, in due 
time, the adventurers finally arrived at their destination, 
Alter her recital, during which the Doctor occasionally said 
she was somewhat coloring the matter, he declared that the 
trip could be safely made ina sleigh, and he was ambitiousto 
demonstrate if, 

The eccentric Doctor has been “‘gathered to his fathers,” 
and so have nearly all the persons who figured in the sleigh 
ride drama, But the places indicated, and the memory of 
the events narrated, still remain. The yenison steiks at 
Love’s are one of the ‘memories of the pust,” but the same 
wild, unsettled rezion is still there, and now and then some 
skillful hunter can yet disturb the solitudes by the report of 
his gun, and cheer his camp-fire with the product of his 
skill. WELLS. 
»Rockienan, N. C., October, 1B84. 

SHOOTING iN SWEDEN. 

i les shooting in Sweden is all preserved and protected. 
Tt is puaviel by Jaw and closely watched by game 

keepers. One may not shoulder hisgun, whistle to his dog, 
and hie afield to shoot whatever good luck may bring within 
fun shot, as is our custom in great, new America, And 
yet so great is the hospitality of the good people of Sweden, 
that if an American visiting the Seandinavian peninsula, 
only have proper letters of introduction, he will receive 
more inyitations to shoot over carefully guarded pre- 
serves than he can possibly accept, and will be absolutely 
overwhelmed with kindness wherever he visits, 
On the evening of September 23 of this year of prace, 

1883, my friend Judge Axel Carlson and I droye through 
the long allé, shaded by a double row of trees, entered the 
portal, rattled across the paved court yard, and drew up at 
the door of Wallen. 

Its owner, Theodor Gyllenskdld, one of the royal chani- 
berlainsof Sweden, received us, servants took our baggape 
and dogs, and led by Count Gyllenskild we passed threug 
along corridor, payed with large blocks of stone, to the 
guests’ chambers. 

Rare old furmture adorned the rooms, the beds were fes- 
tooned with masses of drapery, and curtains of tich lace were 
gathered at the windows, or rather at the openings whieli 
led to the windows, for the massive stone walls of Wallen 
are six feet thick, and into an embrasure six feet deep I 
walked, unbarred and threw open the heavy shutters.of solid 
oak, and ldoked out upon the lake which glittered in the 
moonlight, and whose wavelets kissed the castle walls below. 
Then came the sound of wooden shoes clattering over the 
stones of the court yard, and the watchman of the castle 
cried as he went his hourly round, ‘Vu ar kleckan tio slagen” 
—'‘Now has the clock struck ten.” , 
_Next morning we were afield at the comfortable hour of 

nine. 
The gamekeeper accompanied us with a little red Trish 

setter, Miss; our dogs—s large English setter, Don; and a 
fine-bred pointer, Beauty—quartered across the wide stubble 
fields which stretched sway on every hand, for the estate of 
Vallen comprises 25,000 acres, und over the whole of it we 

were at liberty to roam with dog and gun. 
We tramped for an hour without sign of game; then, in 

the middle of a black, newly-plowed fiell Beauty and Miss 
drew on step by step toward a point, when up jumped a 
great brown hare from under their noses, ‘his was too 
much for their training; away leaped the hare, and spite of 
whistles, yells and protests away galloped thedogs after him, 
At the end of the plowed ground the hare dowblés. Now he 
comes leaping back toward me, und as the giulloping proces- 
sion of hare, pointer and setter sweeps past, 1 take a quick 
sight, well ahead, and pull trigger. The hare turns a somer- 
sanlt and lies on his back, stone dead, riddled through with 
Russian No. 9 chilled shot, and within a second Beauty has 
him in her mouth and straining every muscle in neck, back 
and legs, the little silky pointer comes lugging himin, No 
easy tusk, for the great brown caplive weighs ten pounds 
full, and, though the little dog holds high her jaws, both head 
and legs of the hare drag heavily on the ground. 

Beauty tugged so hard, [ could see the cords of her neck 
so tensely strained, and she wagged her tail and was so proud 
of delivering this big booty into my hand that, although 1 
had my whip out all ready to give her the whipping she so 
richly deserved for chasing a hare, I had not the heart to 
strike her a blow, so contented myself with reproaching her 
in a yery doleful and stern tone of voice for her misdeed. 

Just beyond at the edge of a swampy, bushy tongue of 
land that jutted out into the field, a covey of twenty par- 
tridges rose wild from Beuuty’s point, Hew lo the foot of a 
wooded hill and lit just in front of my comrades. 

Leaving this covey tomy friends, 1 kept on, Ina few 
moments Beauty came to 4 point at a hedgerow. Up rose 
a covey of twelve, but with such a clattering and chatterin 
that I was quite disconcerted, fired wildly into the flock and 
missed both barrals, This covey flew back, and lit in the 
swampy tongue of land. This piece contained about three 
acres; underneath it was as swampy 4s a snipe bog, its sur- 
face was covered with a thick growth of heather, and young 
birches grew here and there, much asina New England 
woodcock cover. It was hard ground for partridge shoot- 
ing, but it had this one great advantage, in it the birds would 
lie like stones, 

lnto the cover I went, keeping Beauty well in hand, and 
hunting every foot of ground. The little dog settled down 
to her work, and eautiously quartered the ground within 
twenty yards of me. Pomt after point she made. Up 
bustled the partridges, singly or in couples, under my very 
feet. Sometimes 1 missed them, but sometimes 1 cut the 
plump little fellows down, killed clean in mid-air. All the 
while my companions were popping away on the wooded 
hillside, a few gun shots off, Now and again a bird they 
had missed would light in the swamp to my great gratifies- 
tion, while all my birds that got away flew straight to my 
friends, 

At the end of an hour I had waded through the bog. Six 
brown plump partridges layin my basket, a seventh lad 
fallen dead.in front of my companions, and had been picked 
up by them, Meanwhile they had bagged five partridges 
and a black cock, and we sat down to lunch with a pretty 
‘array of guime spread out on the grass before us. 

In the afternoon we separated. Twas unable to find the 
covey I was sent in search of, and secing the white wills of 
Wallen rising above the green trees, walked leisurely back to 
this hospitable home at 2 o'clock, My conipanions were 
more fortunate, They returned af 6, having found two 
coveys and bagged eight partridges during the afternoon. 
One hare, one black cock and twenty partridges—a very 
pretty bag they made hanging against the wall. . 
We were soon clad in iull dress, and sat down to a dinner 
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fit fora king. Some of the service was over two hundred 
years old 

The wrand old country seat of Wallen dates from the 
twelfth century, and is one of the most ancient of the lis- 
toric castles of Sweden, Count Gyllenskild is a member of 
the Upper House of the Swedish Parliament, and is one of 
the most liveral atid prudent of Swedish statesmen. Her 
Grace, the Countess Gyllenskéld, is 2 cousin of the Swedish 
Minister at Washington, Connt Leweuhsuft, and is a most 
Deantifnl and aceomplished hostess. 
The Count an'l Conntess, with their two little sunny-haired 

daughters, area beautiful illustration of pure family life 
among the Swedish nobility. Gathered together in their 
grand aucestral all, surrounded by mementoes of former 
centaries, and welcoming an American stranger with a quiet 
aud appreciative hospitality that made him at once feel al- 
most a member of their faintly cirele, they form # picture 
whose beauty [ can never forget, and whose memory shall 
ever cherish. MARSTRAND, 

HUNTING REMINISCENCES OF ALGIERS. 

EXTHACT FROM A SPORTING DIARY. 
HERE is no word dearer perhaps to man’s heart, which 
iiwakens sweeter recollections, which touches him more 

sympathetically, or which is more pleasing in its connec- 
Tious, than the word home, ‘Yt, alas} no such word is des- 
tined to enter the vovabulary of the trayeler. The charm of 
the word is to him uiknown, The meaningto bim is vague, 
unsitistactary, and yoid of worth. The traveler's home is 
everywhere; and, perhaps, be is the happiest man in the 
world for this very reason. JTiefeels no pain at parting with 
dis last home, nor dors he dream of any future one; and 
though he recalls with pleasure any remembrances of the one 
he is just leaving, the fuct that he is at home every- 
Where renders him content with his actual surroundings, 
aud prevents him from knowing that Lome-sick feeling’ 
which stirs the young hesrt of the school-boy when torn 
from the paternal lwuse, and makes it beat those painful 
throbs which are unknown to the stern-hearted traveler. As 
we finished this soliloquy the ship rolled fairly over on her 
beam’s end, We were on a Medilevanean steamer bound for 
Marseilles, and had been luxtriatiog in the tropical and de- 
lightiul climate of Northern Africa, entering into Arab Jite 
With ail the enthusiasm of which the young sportsman is 
eapuble when§ surrounded with his fayorite game, bagging 
fhe sume to his heart's content, and with no heavier burden 
ou Jus conscience than that of whiling away time among a 
striuge and odd people. With such inducements it was no 
wouder that we availed ourselves al the first opportunity to 
escape fron the confines of university walls, wooden benches 
and blackboards, and hasten to enjoy the exercise of our 
much loved sport. 

The sportsman has much difficulty to-day in procuring 
the papers or passports which enable him to carry arms 
in Algiers. This annoyance is due to the severity of the 
revel Government, which allows none but a yery flew 
natives of (he highest social position <o use arms of amy kind. 
This, however, ig a wise decision, for the Arabs, who are 
four limes as nuinerous is the Freneli, are of @ most tarbu- 
lent and discontented nature. There may be some cause for 
this in the tyrannical and often uujustitiable laws to which 
they must submit. Having finally, after mach delay and 
iouble, procnred a passport, duly registered. stamped, and 
scribbled over by some half dozen officious members of the 
mayoralty until the printed matter had been nigh rendered 
illegible, we proeceded to piocuré our necessary arms, ammu- 
nition, dogsand attendants, uot forgetting a special valise 
for the transport of the hulksome passport, which it is neces- 
sary for the sportsman to keep continually about his person, 
this avoiding the chunce of a speedy rail-+ravel to beadquar- 
ters, When all due preparations had been made, our hounds 
coupled, and our last breakfast in the city expeditiously dis- 
posed of, we boarded the train for Boumitfa. Here, by 
previous use of the telegraph, we had secured donkeys, 
alfendants, and an excellent guide and shot to accompany 
us into the interior, 

Whether in Afviea or Aimerica itis a wise precaution of 
the sportsman to carry with him a medicme chest, for acci- 
dents wiil occur, and how muny grevious harms may be 
avoided by a specific and speedy remedy. The true sports- 
min, though he may scorn the idea of using it himself, he 
eannot but remember that he has hounds and attendants 
perhaps which may require his attention, as they incur 
danger Tor the gratifying of his own pleasure. Thus we 
invariably, when ont on shooting trips, carry with us a snug 
little box, one of leather certainly answers the purpose, in 
which are one bottle of ammonia, one bottle camphor, one 
hottle arnica, lint, linen bandages, pluster for wounds, ete. 
On several occasions we have used them, by their means 
probably saving not only the lives of valuable hounds, but 
the:é of our guides, 

‘he aspect of the country is not one to impress the traveler 
as possessing much agricultural wealth. The vegetation, it 
is true, is rich and extensive, yet to the stranger who is ac- 
customed to the heayy and wild growths of northern forests, 
those of Algiers appear insignificant on account of the sparse 
and thin foliage of the palm tree, the open and large area of 
clean land, while the small and stunted growth of the ground 
brush, which coyer the hills, suggests a poor rather than a 
fryorable land for culture. 

The forests, however, are composed of cedars, pines, and 
pistachionut trees. Leaving the train we were met by our 
guide, who, af once hailing a four-wheeled open vehicle, or- 
dered the driver to make diligent haste to the inn, where, by 
mutual arrangement, if was decided that we should remain 
vutil the following moruing when, by aid of donkeys, we 
should continue onr journey to the shooting grounds, After 
alight tea, we settled oursclves to exchange ideas and sug- 
fest bew oues, outside the inn, under shelter of au awning 
to protect us from the heuvy dew, which invariably falls 
utter sunset. Unlike the beutiful northern skies, where, 
after the sun sets the Westeru horizon isiliuminated, thesky 
assumes a dark crimson color, which soon fades into a dull 
blue; night falls almost immediately. 

After a general questioning, in which we succeeded in 
eliciting much knowledge of the Arabs as a people, we 
bezeed our guide to relate to us the story of the tower stand- 
ing upoo the adjacent hill, and which as darkness fell we 
were losing from view. 

“The story,” began the guide ‘is a terrible one. and 
imiy show you the ungrateful, merciless and revengeful 
chevacter of the Arab. Some yeas previous to my fifteenth 
year the telegraph had not been established through the 
entire country. The few French settlers who, through mis- 
fortune or adventure, had been driven to seek a home in the 
newly acquired territory of the empire, had scattered them- 

jim : 

selves over a great part of the country. Troops hud been 
Stationed af different yillages and along the mountains, yet 
these were at considerable distances, and the only meaus of 
communication was by the high roads. To remain severed 
{vem all external intercourse many of the emigrants were 
sorely opposed to consent Lo, and the government, seeing the 
necessity of colonizing the country at all cost, at once pro- 
posed the erection of towers at equal distances one from 
another, elevated to a proper height, and from which by 
ineans of mirrors during the day and fires by night, signal- 
ing communication could be kept up between one military 
post and another, thus preventing a revolt to take place in 
the interior without enabling the authorities at Algiers to 
have direct snd immediate knowledge of the internal con- 
dition of affairs. Im each of these towers 4 man resided, 
venerally having his family with him. His duties were to 
keep a constant and scrutinizing watch upon the other 
towers night and day, to answer such signals as he should 
receive, and to transmit such without delay to the next, and 
at the same time to keep his tower and surroundings in a 
proper state of utility. These men were furnished with 
arms and ammunition and were supposed to conceal a suf- 
ficient amount of food to endure a siege in case of a sudden 
revolt or civil war, which threatened every year to break 
out. The towers were in themselves considered strong and 
well provided enough to resist such an attack until troops 
could be called for, by aid of their signals, to their ultimate 
assistance and rescue, 

‘“T was a young boy then, adventuresome, and I had come 
out with my uncle just one year before, in 1838. On the 
day of the occurrence which Lam about to relate to you, I 
had been shooting, as we propose doing in a day or so, 
Rumor had heen circulated that some hostilities had broken 
out among the Kabyles of the Atlas, but it was looked upon 
asa mere fabrication of some young imaginations, or the 
homely talk of some old dames, and not until the dread 
calamity broke down upon us were we prepared to fightand 
protect ourselves from slaughter. In that tower,” continued 
the guide, ‘was enacted a barbarism of the most infamous 
nature. Iwas returning home the same day well laden with 
‘feathers,’ Of a sudden, my eyes caughta lurid glare, which 
evidently had just sprung up before me, and which pro- 
ceeded from the village we passed through last night. There 
was something wrong—a conflagration. Quickening my 
pace I hurried on with the intention of volunteering my 
help; but I had not. run far hefore, by the noise behind 
me, I became aware that a troop of horsemen were 
saming rapidly upon me from the rear; one look 
at the rising whirl of dust disclosed to me a mounted 
band of Arabs. ‘The black dogs are at their work again. 
My expectations were quickly corroborated, for [had scarcely 
time to throw myself trom their passage benexth a friendly 
heap of rocks, when the infuriated and hostile band passed 
ine by like asimoon. Well, sir, if they had seen me I should 
not lave been here to tell the tale. There were foremost in 
the group men with whom I had hunted a few days prior, 
but by thieir wild gestures and menacing manner J under- 
stood that death and pillage would alone satisfy their rage. 
T hid until naught was left but a blinding cloud of dust, 
which, falling, covered everything with a-shower of white 
pulyerized sand, I felt timid coming from my hiding place, 
and felt the possibility of my being seen by the foe. IL 
started at once for the city where I was sure at least of find- 
ing protection; and knowing that few troops were stationed 
elsewhere, if was ny safest refuge. I hurried on, every now 
and then keeping a Sharp look in my rear to prevent myself 
being surprised, for in such a case 1 should haye had no 
chance for my life. I arrived at that hill from where, as you 
see, I distinctly saw the tower. 

“The tower was not deserted then as we see it now; a 
multitude of white figures moved around the base without 
iny seeming purpose, for none of them carried arms, except 
short knives. I could not, however, long ignore the mean- 
ing of tueir movements, for they had now gathered stick and 
bush and were applying these inflammable materials to the 
basement. They were going to set the place ina blaze. 
These preparations terminated, they seemed to hesitate as if 
undecided how they should act. I perceived that this re- 
sulted from the want of matches or Hint. In an instant 
after this lull in their manexyers, a volley of musketry 
opened upon them from the windows of the tower, At first 
from one side, then from another, from the top, then from 
lowest openings, and with a rapidity which, at the time, 
gave me reason to believe that the besieged were as n umer 
ous as the attacking party, There was a stir among the 
Arabs, for some retreated, others crowded themselves closely 
against the walls, but several already Jay bleeding 
or dying from their wounds. This assault from 
the walls demanded speedy retaliation, for the Arabs were 
fhus receiving the brust of the battle. The party, mad- 
dened to frenzy, rushed npon the door. The whole building 
shook with the violence of the shock, but the door resisted, 
and another deadly discharge came down upon the defense- 
less heads of the Arabs. They now threw huge stones upon 
the door, splintering the surface and scattering the bits of 
wood for yards around, yet the door would not yield. A 
yell from the opposite side announced some victory, and a 
few minutes afterward the door flew open. ‘The mass of 
maddened demons poured in. By the screams and firing in- 
side it was evident that the inmates were unwilling to sub- 
mit without haying first fought bravely for their lives, and 
for full ten or fifteen minutes screams and reports succeeded 
in quick succession. Of a sudden a death-like stillness fell. I 
knew the workhad been done. The murderers soon showed 
themselves, and regardless of the entreaties of their wounded 
companions, Jeft them to their fate and moved off in the 
direction of that pretty little village you passed through last 
nighi, 
An inexplicable and disagreeable curiosity (for I knew the 

inmates needed my help no longer) prompted me to examine 
the scene of bloodshed and to inspect the tower. Four 
bodies lay outstretched; two were those of negroes, the 
others those of two young Arabs. Though young by 
ihe expression of their faces, were in death hardened 
villains. J turned from the sight sick with horror, for, 
though I had often spilled blood, I never before had seen a 
human victim. But on entering the tower I was to witness 
only 4 scene more terrible. On the stair-landing on the first 
slury were lying the bodies of three Arabs dead, while two 
more were evidently dying from their wounds, This was 
notall. One step higher lay a woman, her hair matted in 
her blood, which yet ran warm from her wounds. Her 
teeth were buried in her lips, with the sign of one haying 
fought in desperation. In one hand she held two cartridges 
ready fur use, with the other she clasped a little girl of tender 
years to her breast. This poor child bore marks of preat 
violence. At their side a young lad had also fallen, his 

breast picrced with manystabs. It wasa ghastly assemblage 
of dead and as heartrending as one could sce. This, then, 
had been that braye garrison. It appeared so. Beyond these 
bodies Leould discover no others. Empty rifle curtridges were 
lying over the place, two broken Knives, and a saucepan 
haying probably contained boiling oil or water as_ 4 defense, 
T bad been a spectator of a horrible tragedy. Had I thought 
that my assistance would have been of any avail, [should have 
run to the help of the unlucky peuple, but it would only 
haye been adding one more body to the desth-roll. 

Thad done wisely. for now I could carry the news with- 
out delay to the city and obtain relief, perhaps timely suc- 
cor, for the other towers and villages. J secured the ser 
vices of a horse which that afternoon I had found ruoning 
alone, the master of which had probably been killed. 
Mounting this animal I rede for twelve hours without stop- 
ping. Night came on, I could not sleep; those white and 
blood-smeared faces haunted me all night, besides, the peril- 
ous state of my own situation drove sleep from my eyes and 
left me with aching head and tired frame to renew my jour- 
ney at daybreak. Tavoided the highways, turning ditectly 
across country. You may well imagine that when darkness 
fell azain I was right well tired out. This time I selected a 
hiding place within hearing distance of the road from Bli- 
dah to the city (by city we always meant Algiers), for | had 
lived on dates and water for two days, and besides hunger, 
IT knew that I could not hold out a couple of days more. 
By keeping near thé road 1 was certain that the French 
soldiers would be out scouring the land and that I might 
have the luck to fall in with some. I had not remained long 
in my concealment before, by the stamping of feet, ] knew 
that a band of nen were passing. ‘Sliding cautionsly from 
behind the stump I at once perceived by the bayonets 
that they were our troops. I hailed them, and taking 
my horse with me joined them, describing to them the story 
I have just related to you. I remained with them until we 
had subdued the entre country, and I served as courier on 
several occasions, having captured by chance a rare animal 
for speed and spirit. Not until the murdered folks were 
fully avenged did I return to my uncle, at Algiers, and glad 
he was to sve me, for he had thought me dead.” 

The fresh night air reminded me that our cigars had Jong 
since burnt themsclyes out and I proposed that the guide 
should resume the story another time. That time never came, 
for we were ever after busy at something else. The next 
morning, after a refreshing sleep, the guide called me to 
breakfast, after parlaking of which I prepared myseif for 
a day’s journey on donkey back. We soon left behind us 
the low stone houses of the village and began climbing grad- 
ually the high hills. By noon we had arrived on the Sebkhas. 
These plains, though destitute of culture. are teeming with 
game. The ground is not even but undulating, and when 
seen from a distance bears a resemblance to the bed of an ex- 
tinct voleano of great expunse. These deserts, one miay call 
them, cover miles of country and the only vegetation which 
is met with is a rough heather, in growth and foliage some- 
thing similar to the Scottish heath. Now and again during 
the passage over them the sportsman comes unexpectedly 
upon a beautiful oasis; ab other times these ure seen ata 
great distance off and he forgets the tedium of the ride at 
the prospects of a refreshing drink of limpid and coo! water 
and a handful of plump, juicy dates. They are often rich 
in palm trees and peopled with Arabs. Salt lakes relieve 
the otherwise dreary monotony of these wastes, yet these have 
little comfort for the traveler as their waters are not fit for 
drinking and only tantalize him should his mouth be parched 
and dry. Itis a wise precaution with the sportsman desiring 
much sport to keep his donkey or horse with him (the horse 
is useless seeing it is almost impossible to go off a walk over 
the rugged paths), then he can ran over a much greater 
stretch of land and probably duplicate his game bug in a day, 

When we reavhed the mountains the air became cool, 
almost cold, and in general on these table lands or plateaus 
situated between the first and second Atlas, the nights in 
winter are frosty, and « good fire is nol a luxury to be 
despised. I say luxury, for it is difficult on the plains to 
pick up enough dry wood to make a big American camp-fire 
like those enjoyed in the virgin forests of this ‘‘New World,” 
By noon we had reached a farm, where we proposed to 

take up our quarters for a day or so, profiting by the game 
in the yicinity, which was plentiful, Early the next morn- 
ing, before the sun had brightened the eastern horizon. we 
were upon our fect. Thirteen Arabs had the night before 
heen chartered, for we were to havea grand beat, and ex- 
pected a heavy bag by the evening. Taking with us a 
couple of pointers, i lunch bag, a couple of breech-loaders 
and one rifle, which a young Arab carried in the rear, we 
set out. Unlike shooting in America, where the thick under- 
brush and dense foliage often intercepts the sportsman’s view 
of his game, here on¢é enjoys an open country, and if he 
misses his game, the fault must be laid to the mecorrectness 
of his piece, or to his own stupidity and blunder, 

The guide proposed the line of march, distributing the Arabs 
on our right and lett, They had been ordered to walk some 
twenty yards apart, but in the same direction. We were to 
form the center, walking withia thirty yards of each other. 
The outside ‘‘drivers” were every now und then to advance 
upon the ‘center march” and thus encircle the game driven, 
the latter toward us, whue at the same time preventing any 
from escaping. They were to keep up the movement until 
the two extreme sides met, and the game was thus completely 
surrounded, None of the Arabs carried guns, but with their 
short sticks were equally well armed withus. They neyer 
missed a partridge on the wing, nor a hare when even twenty 
yards off, so sure was their aim and so dexterous thar throw 
with the boomerang. Before half the circle had been twice 
formed, 1 brought to bag twenty-two redlegged partridge, 
with my own piece. These differ very much from our 
grouse. The meat of the body is better if inything, but the 
legs are uneatable owing to the large amount of muscular ex- 
ercise they are put to by the bird in running along the yround 
The partridges are more prolific than the American grouse, 
though much more dillicult of approach. 

The quail were not so numerous, but the Arabs dispose of 
them so summarily that it was thought useless to waste our 
powder upon them. Im the winter these feathered migrants 
flock in immense numbers to the coasts of Africa and Malta 
from Europe, where they have sorged themselves to plump- 
ness On grain and berries. They are so laden with fut that, 
being unable to accomplish the entire journey by wing, they 
fall exhausted into the sea and are washed south by the pre- 
yailing winds and by aid of their batural means of progres- 
sion. Numbers fall yictims to the hungry sharks, while 
those which finally reach Jand are picked up by hand or 
mercilessly slanglitered with rocks by the nativesand brought 
to Vellita for sale. They are then in most excellent condi- 
tion for eating, The sandpipers and snipe gave us every 
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5 hour or so occasion for a lively discharge fiom our two 
guns. They werea “‘wilé-awake” game, rising with sreat 
rapidity and sailin® away, often going over our heads before 
We were ayare of their passage; twenty-four brace were 
hagued in six hours. This was doing splendidly, considering 
we were killing two or three only at each shot. 
The African hare is much similar to the European animal 

of similar name. They are swifler and ave more cunning i 
avoiding the hounds or the sportsman’s gun, perhaps. — It 
was « ernel sight to see some of these little animals after 
having both hind legs broken, run for a considerable distance 
before being overtaken by the hounds and killed. This 
arose from our bad shooting, We had momentarily forgot- 
ten St. Hubert’s rules, and instead of shooting at the head 
as we should have done when the hare is ‘‘runniny open” or 
away, we had aimed for the white feather, thus breaking 
fhe legs in an unsportsmantlike manner, 
Gy the sun our euide (for he carried no time-piece) re- 

marked that it was twelve o'clock, and that we would do 
well to rest and look into our lunch pouch. None of the 
party seemed in the least disinclined fo the offer, and saou 
we were all stretched upon the rocks eating: our rations, I 
Was surprised to remark the indifference of the aatives al the 
approach of 4 scorpion. They appeared in no way hostile 
tothem, and treated them as we should our house flies. 
These ugly insects vould crawl up within a few fect, rais- 
ing their iwils in the most defiant mggner when a. stick was 
presented to them, yet accepting the crumbs which I threw 
them with apparently marked satisfaction, carrying them to 
their holes in the rocks. The bite of the scorpion is not 
deadly, bul the poison seems to act much more powerfully 
upon some persons than in others; this is probably due in 
part to the state of the blood at the time of the puucture. The 
natives seem to think nothing of their stings, and employ an 
antidote of the most excellent kind, If bitten they immediately 
secure the insect which has done the harm, cut away the 
tail, in which is contained the sting and poisonous venom, 
crush the rest of the body between two stones, and apply to 
the wounded part, Inflammation cannot set in if the appli- 
sation has been done in time, and the annoyance of the bite 

is within an hour complelely dispelled. There is also an 
herb which is said to act as un antidote, but the one just de- 
scribed is generally vesorted to. ‘The most deadly and dan- 
gerous of scorpious are the black scorpions of Ceylon. These 
insects Are really dangerous. The scorpions of Staly, though 
they can inflict asevere puncture, are not a8 poisonous as 
those of Afviea. There we live killed them in our bedroom 
on retiring at night, and the impression such a liunt leaves 
with one is anything but an agreeable one to dream upon. 

Lunelieon disposed of, we started upon our tramp home, 
killing same on the way to our hearts’ enjoyment, The next 
morning, with donkeys saddled, we continued our inward 
journey, and put up again for the night, 

[TO BE CONTINUED. ] 

dlatuyal History. 

NORTH AMERICAN CERVIDE. 

HE following extracts are taken from a chapter on this 
subject by George Bird Grinnell, Ph. D., in the forth- 

coring book, *‘Sport with Gun and Rod;” 
Six unquestioned species of deer inhabit North America, 

These are the monse (Alee americona—Jard.), the barren 
ground caribou (Kungifer grenlandieus—Baird), the elk 
(Cervus canudensis—Erxleben), the mule deer (Caidens mac- 
potis (Say) Gray’, the bluck-tail deer (Ciriaeus columbinnus 
(Rich,) Gray), and the Virginia deer (Curiaens virgintanus 
(Bodd,) Gray). Beside these, there are several geographical 
Yaces or Varieties. the zoUlogical status of some of which is, 
however, doubtful, The woodland caribou is a distinct race of 
the Arctic reindeer, and ihe Californig form of the mule deer 
appears also to be a good variety. In the several supposed 
races of Cariacus virginianus, such 8s nilerurus, leueurils, 
meviownius wd couest, size appears to be the distinguishing 
yarictal characteristic. Jn the six speciesalready mentioned, 
we have every variety of size and form, from the gigintic 
moose, which is taller than the largest horse, down to the 
little dwarf deer of Arizona, which at the withers measures 
scarcely thirty-two inches in height. Not less is the differ- 
ence in grace and beauty of form between the various North 
Aimetican members of this family. On the one hand stands 
the Virginia deer, whose very name issymbolical of eluzance 
tind beauty of motion; on the ofber, the moose, huge, 
uogainly, and, in most of its movements, awkward. With 
a head more hideous than that of & mule, a neck so short 
that it cannot reach the ground, legs of immense length, and 
huge horns shaped like coal shovels, itis as fur as possible 
from being graceful or attractive, But regard it with the 
hunter's eye, as, when startled, it dashes along with swing- 
ing trot, crashing through the forest and making the dead 
sticks snap and fly in its impetuous Garcer, taking in its 
sitide without any apparent effort the great fallen logs that 
lie in its course, and ina moment disappearing shadow*like 
among fhe bare tree truiks In the distance, and it will be 
acknowledged that, if nota graceful, if is at least a grand 
animal, Most of the North American deer, however, are 
beautiful and graceful. 

Before speaking in detail of the yarious species of Cernida 
found in North América, it is desirable to explain just what 
a deer is. 
Roughly speaking. all hoofed animals are contained in 

the order Cngulate, The group is a very large one, 
its families being the horses, tapirs, rhinoceroses, hippopo- 
tami, hogs, cainels, musk-deer, deer, giraife, and the Aoviim, 
in which stand the cattle, sheep and antelopes. The order 
is divided into Perpissuductyla and Artiodactyla, or odd and 
even toed ungulates. The distinction between the living 
representatives of these two groups is well marked, and the 
diyision is a convenient one; but it is probable that the 
future discovery of fossil forms of ungulates will show that 
the artiodactylds and perrissodactyles grade into one another, 
80 that it will be impossible accurately to define the terms, 
Although these groups are loosely called odd-toed and cyen- 
toed ungulates, the fundamental difference Letween them 
does uot consist in the number of digits on the foot, but in 
the fact that in the perrissodactyles the development of the 
foot takes place in ihe line of the middle toe, which is nn- 
usually symmetrical in itself, whereas inthe artiodactyles 
the third and fourth digits share equally in this develop- 
ment, and together form a symmetrical pair. g 

To make this clear, it is perhups necessary to go a little 
further, and, by explaining the manner of progression of 
two of the more familiar forms of the order, to give an idea 
of tle construction of these two types of ungulate foot, The 

horse is & perrissoflactyle, having a single visible toe, which 
is symmetrical in itself. He walks upon the extremity of 
this toc, the hoof corresponding to the pail of the third or 
middle finger iv man, Comparing it with the human hand 
and arm, it will be seen that the fore leg of the horse, from 
the hoof to the fetlock joint, curresponds to the middle 
finger, and the portion between the fetlocl and what is 
usually termed the knee, to the middle metacarpal—the 
bone which lies between the knuckle of the third finger and 
the wrist. Following the leg up toward the body, it ap- 
pears that the “knee” of the horse is really its wrist; that 
the elbow is high up close to the body, while the hnmerus 
—the bone between the elbow and the shoulder—ies within 
the body, and out of sight. Inthe hind leg a similar se- 
quence will be found, The animal watks on fhe toe corres- 
ponding to the third digit in the haman foot, the hock is 
the ankle, while the true knee is close to the body. “The 
horse, therefore, supports Lis weight on the third “digit of 
each fool. His thumb and little finger, and the first and 
fifth digits of the foot, haye been wholly lost; but in the 
fore and hind foot the metacarpals and metatarsals of the 
second and fourth digits stil) persist in the form of the 
slender, sharp-pointed bones, called by horsemen side-bowes 
or splints, which lie hidden beneath the skin, close to the 
large ihird digit, metacarpal or metatarsal, 
Now the ox is an articdactyle. fis weight is supported 

on the tips of two toes, which represent the third and fourth 
digits of the human Jiand or foot, as the case may be, The 
first has been wholly lost, but the second and fifth are rep- 
resented by the two little supplementary hvoflets behind 
and above the main hoot's. The functional hoofs are sym- 
metrical in pairs, the third aud fourth digits being equally 
deyeloped, and laking an equal part in the constitution of 
the foot and in performing its work. The metacarpals and 
mictatarsals of the third and fourth digits are equally devel- 
oped, Dut are anchylosed together, so that they appear like 
2 sinvle bone, with, however, two distinct articular surfaces 
at their lower ends to support the phalanges of the digits. 
The Cemvida belong to the Artioiactyla, aud their feet are 
constructed upon the same plan as those of the ox. They 
are also ruminants, and belong in a sub-division of the 
Artiodactyla styled Pecora, to which belong the Camelopar- 
dide (girattes) and Bovide (cattle, sheep aud autclopes). 

All the Cervid@ have horns, and these alone are enoush to 
distinguish this family from any other, The liorns of the 
Bovida are permanent osseous outgrowths from the frontal 
bone of the skull, and are inclosedin a horny epidermic 
sheath, which is usually persistent, a siugle species—our 
proug-horn antelope—being the only exception to the rule. 
These bony outgrowths, which form the core of the horn, 
are nsually permeated by large air sinuses, and from this 
fact the group have heen called Caxicornia \hollow-horned). 
In the deer family, however, the horns are constructed on 
quite a different plan. They are still outgrowths of bone 

; from the frontals, but the outer epidermic sheath incloses 
them for a short time only, and as soon as their growth is 
completed, is shed. The perfect horn is now mere dead 
bone, It remains firmly attached to the skull for a few 
months, and then drops off, to he renewed again the follow- 
ing year. ‘These horns are, in fact, true bones, and in their 
constitution do not differ materially from the other bones of 
the body. 

Their method of growth is as fellows: From each pf the 
frontal bones there srises a short, stout, process growing 
outward and upward, forming whatis called the pedicel. 
This pedicel is covered with ordinary hairy skin, except 
upon the upper flat circular surface of its extremily, on 
which the horn of the preceding year was supported. 
Here the skin is naked and black, lu the spring, usually 
about May 1, the time yarying somewhat in different species, 
and eyen in different individuals of the same species, this flat 
surface becomes convex, gradually swells outward, becomes 
longer, ant: soon takes the shape of a short spike. At first it 
is straight and swollen and sluped somewhat like a cucum- 
ber. Itis now little more than a muss of coagulated blood 
inclosed in a sack of thin skin, whichis covered by a coat 
of tine brown hair called “velvet,” and during the first part 
of its growth there is but little trace of bony structure ap- 
parent in it, The horn is soft to the touch, and may be 
somewhat compressed in the hand or bent a little in any 
direction. Itishet und feverish, too, and the pulsation of 
the arteries which supply it with blood’ may be felt. It is 
also extremely sensitive and tender, aud the deer is extremely 
careful to avoid striking if against the trees or undergrowth 
near which he may pass, 
When the point is reached at which the first tine isto be 

put off, the extremity of that growing horn becomes some- 
what flattened from side to sidé and then divides, the tine at 
first being quite small, and increasing in length much more 
gradually than the beam. The same thing takes place with 
each of the succceding branches, so that the beam and all 
the tines attain their full Jength at the same time. During 
the whole period of their growth, the horns are abundantly 
supplied with blood-vessels, three distinct sets of arteries, 
according to Caton, passing up through and without the 
pedicel, The horns frow with yery great rapidity, usually 
attaining their full size im about tliree months. Huxley, in 
speaking of this marvelously rapid growth, refers to a pair 
of antlers, weizhing seventy-two pounds, which were pro- 
duced in ten weeks. As might be imagined, the production 
of such & muss of osseous tissue in so short 2 time is a severe 
drain upon the animal’s system, and in most species the 
males at this time become very thin and weak. During the 
arowth of the horn a circular notehed and jagged ridge 
Mikes its appearaice at the base of the horn just above the 
pedicel. This “burr” serves in a measure to protect the 
blood-vessels which pass along beneath the skin of the pedicel, 
and these take their way through if and between tts pro- 
jections, and thence along the channels in the surface of the 
horn beneath the periosteum—the membrane which increases 
the living bone, 
The horns reach their full size in August, and, from being 

at first very soft and afterward spongy, have at length be- 
come quite hard. They are, however, still covered with the 
“velvet,” aud beneath this the blootL continues to circulate, 
but now more slowly than at any time since the horn began 
toxzrow, The time at which the horn hecomes fit for use as 
aweapon of olfense or defense varies slightly in the differ- 
ent species of our deer, but is usually about September 1. 
The snimal’s head now appears to trouble him, and to be 
irritated like a healing wound, and he rubs his horns vio- 
lently in the bushes or against the branches and trunks of 
trees, ‘The tender ‘‘velvet’ is thus torn off and bangs in 
bleeding strips about his horns and head, but he continues to 
yvub for several days, until al Jength the antlers are quite free 
from skin, theirtips white and polished, and the inequali- 
fies about the burr filled with finely crushed fragments of 

bark. He is then ready for the rutting season, which imme- 
diately ensues. 
The horn is now dead, and at its connection with the skull 

—the extremity of the pedi¢el—absorption begins to take 
place, and in the course of four or five months the attach- 
ment to the frontal is so weakened that the horn drops off of 
its own weight. The end of the pedicel bleeds a littleat first, 
but almost at once heals over, and until the following spring 
is coyered with the black skin already mentioued, : 
Asa rule, these weapons are borne only by the male deer; 

but the female caribou always has small horns, and in very 
rare instances the female Virginia deer has been killed with 
a single spike, or a pair of straight, short, and scarcely 
branched horns, The horns of all our North American 
deer become fit for service in September, and they are shed 
at various times from December to March, 
From what has already been said, it will be seen that a 

deer is an artiodactyle ruminating ungulate, with solid, de- 
ciduous horns. 
The arrangement of the teeth in this family is as follows: 

Incisors, $; canines, }4, or wantine; molars, !&. Canines 
are satd to be always wanting in the female, but this is by no 
means true of all species, for they are usually present in the 
female of Cerpus canadensis, and I have also detected small 
ones Gecasionally in Curideus columibanus. 
The keenness of the deer's olfactories has become pro- 

yerbial, and the experienced Inunter, when starting out, al- 
ways first satisfies himself as to the direction of the wind; 
for 4 deer, when its nose has told il that a man is in the 
neighborhood, waits for no more detinite information on the 
subject, does not seek to learn just where he is, nor how far 
off, bnt makes the best of iis way from the spot. All deer 
are alike in posessing this keen power of scent and in the 
readiness with which they take to flight when warned by 
this sense, 
From the very nature of the case, the eyes are less to be 

relied on to warn the animal of danger, We are accustomed 
to hear men sy that the deer’s vision is defective, and even 
so good an authority as Judge Caton makes this statement in 
his excellent work on this group, There seems to be no 
suificient reason for supposing this to be the case. It is true 
that deer will pass close by a man sitting in the woods with- 
ouf seeing him, provided only he remains perfectly 
motionless, buf this does ‘not necessarily imply any 
imperfection of vision. Other mammals aud birds will 
do precisely the same thing. The deer would not 
walk up to a man standing or sitting in the middle of a 
meadow, and where there were no surrounding objects, A 
man, if motionless, inthe woods, when clothed in hunter's 
garb, very closely resembles 4 stump or a4 stick. The dver is 
not especially familiar with the himan form, and does not 
vecognize in it anything alarming, nor, since it is without 
Motion, does it distinguish it from any of the many other 
quiescent objects over which its eye passes, and which it has 
no especial reason for cluscly examinmg. Its experience has 
taught if that these quiescent objects are not dangerous, 
and it therefore pays no attention to them unless they 
are markedly different in appearance from those to which 
its eyeis accustomed. <A white tent or a red shirt will, 
however, at once catch adeer’s eye, because these are vousual 
objects. Anything that moyes is observed at once, and 
unless itis recognized as something commonly seen and not 
dangerous, is avoided. The deer has no friends; the hand 
of man and of the larger animils is against him; and the 
fact that an object moves, and henee has life, is tp Tae 
prima faeie evidence that it isan enemy, and so, on 1 
slishtest hint of danger, he takes fo his heels. Like other 
wild creatures, the deer seems to recognize danger only in 
life, and life only in motion. 

INTERIOR OF ALASKA.—Strange js il may seem there was 
but one kind of fish to be found in all these lakes or the 
rivers or erecks emptying therein. The mountaineer can 
hardly realize that 10 trout or salmon trout or the white lake 
fish of the extreme Northwestern coast was to be found in 
these waters, The grayling was the only fish caught by the 
party wp to this time, and the reputed elk and moose ox 
were nowhere to be seen. In fact this part of the country 
seemed deyoid of all animated life, except un occasional 
grouse or pheasant, He who has read Baron You Wrangell’s 
expedition of 1822-24 will remember the thrilling descriptions 
siven of huge elks being driven by natives into peus and 
there slaughtered ly the hundreds in the fall of the yeur to 
supply the natives with their winter food, The fisherman 
had in his mind’s eye conceived it to be a paradise, where 
mountain trout would swim ashore nud fasien themselves on 
his hook, and the dreaded worm, so often used for buit, 
would be dispensed with, The miner had believed it to be 1 
region abounding in precious metals and was loth to give up 
the host until he bad heard from the nnkoown region. But 
this party found none of the poetry depicted in the imagina- 
tion of the above classes. Government provender and plenty 
of manual labor was the regular routine of the day.—Herul 
Report of Likut. Sehwatha's Kapedition. 

AtBINO Sone SpaRrow.—Taunton, Mass., Oct. 22,— 
While out collecting on Thursday last, [saw a partially white 
sparrow in company with Other sparrows. After following 
a short distance 1 succeeded in shooting if, On examina- 
tion I found it to be asong sparrow. Its back, from the 
lower part of the neck down to the rump, also the breast 
down to the vent, white, There were several spots of white 
on the tail feathers, The otier parts were in the common 
plumage.—J, C. CAHoon. 

WHEN THE FROST IS ON THE PUNKIN. 

HEN the frost is on the punirin and the fodder’s in the shock 
And you hear the kyouck aud gobble of the struttin’ turkey 
couk, 

And the elackin’ of the guineys and the cluckin’ df the hens, 
And the rooster's ballylooyer as le tiptoes on the fence, 
0 it’s then the times a feller isa feelin’ at his best, 
With the risin’ sun to grect bim from a night of zracious rest, 
As he leaves the house bareheaded and goes ont ta feed the stock, 
When the frost is on the punkin and the fordder’s in the shock. 

They's somepin kind 6’ hearty like about the atmosphere 
When the heat o’ summer’s over and the coolin’ fall is here, 
Of course we miss the tlowers and the blossoms on the trees, 
And the mumble of the hummin' birds and huzzin’ of the bees; 
But the air's so appetizin’, and the laudscape saypoeh the haze 
Of a evisp and sunny morning of the early autumn days 
Ts a picture that no painter has thé colorin’ to mock— 
When the frost is on the punkio and the fodder’s in the shock. 

The husky, rusty rustle of the tossels of the corn. 
Ani the raspin’ of the tinigled leayes, as golden 4s the morn; 
The stubble in the Furries, kind o? lonesome Ike, but still 
A preachin’ seymons to us of the barns they growed to fills 
The straw stack in the meédder and the reaper in the shed; 
Nhe hosses in their stalls below, the cloyer overhead ; 
Q il sels my heart a clickin’. like the lickin’ of % lock, 
When the frost is ou the punkin and the foddér’s in the shock. 

—lidianapolis Journal, 
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Game Bag and Gun. 
GAME RESORTS,—We are always glad te receive for pub- 

lication such notes of desirable game resorts as may be af help 
to the readers of FOREST AND STREAM, Wiull not our corre- 
spondents favor us with such adwice? 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to tle Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of tm- 
portance are liable to delay. 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 16, has 

been published in conyentent pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 

address, postpaid,on receipt of 10 cents, 

NEW YORK GAME PROTECTORS. 

\ JE have many inquiries for the addresses of the State 
Game Protectors, and repeat the publication here: 

Kings, Queens, Suffolk, and Richmond Counties—Geo, A. Whitta- 

ker, Southampton. 
New York County—Joseph H, Goodwin, Jr., King’s Bridge, New 

York Gity. 
Westchester, Putnam. Dutchess, Columbia, Ulster, Greene, Rock- 

land and Orange—Matthew Kennedy, Hudson. 
Sullivan, Delaware, Schoharie and Otsego—Francisco Wood, Scho- 

harie- 
Albany, Sebenevtady, Saratoga, Rensselaer, Washington and War- 

Ten—Seymour GC, Armstrong, Weayertown, Warren county. 

Essex, Clinton and Franklin—Joln Liberty, Elizabethtown, Essex 

county. 
St, Lawrence and Jefferson—Albert M. Griffin, Fine, St. Lawrence, 

county. 

Fulton, Hamilton, Montgomery and Herk mer—Thomas Bradley, 

Rockwood, Fultcn econntv. 

Oneida, Lewis and Oswego—Nathan C, Fhelps, Remsen, Oneida 

eounty, 

Broome, Chenango, Cortland, Madison, Tioga and Onondaga— 

William H. Lindsley, Canastota, Madison county. 
Cayuga, Wayne. Ontario, Yates, Schuyler, Tompkins, Chemung 

and Seneca—Aaron M, Parish, Reading, Schuyler county, 

Monroe, Orleans, Livingston, Genesee. Steuben, Wyoming and Al- 

leghany—Geo. M. Schwartz, Rochester. 
Chautauqua. Cattaraugus, Erie and Niagara—Stephen A. Roberts, 

Buffalo, 

A TRIP ON A HUNTING CAR. 

N Saturday morning, Sept. 29, at 4 o’clock, a party of 
fifteen of us, including your correspondent, who is 

proud to be known as a Jerseyman, left Harrisburg, Pa., on 
the Pullman hunting car Dayy Crockett for the wilds of 
Minnesota and Dakota Territory on a two weeks’ hunt for 
chickens, geese, ducks, etc. Our car wasa model of its 
kind, being furnished with electric bells, sleeping apart- 
ments, diniug and observation rooms, kitchen, refrigerators, 
and in fact everything necessary to make our stay on it a 
pleasant one, A half dozen kennels for our dogs were also 
a part of the fixtures, The car was in charge of Robert 
Winfield, who with two assistants (including cook), all fur- 
nished by the Pullman Co., ‘‘were of the finest.” The 
larder was sumptuously furnished with lots of good things 
Bice the inner man, 

’e left Harrisburg amid the cheers and best wishes of a 
host of friends, arriving in Chicago on Sunday morning; 
leaving that city in the evening and arriying at St. Paul the 
following day. A hasty look of a few hours over that busy 
city and away we go avain, bound for Aslily, Minn., which 
we reach at 7 o’clock the next morning. [Here was to be 
our first stop for bunting. Upon ow arrival teams are 
quickly secured, our guns put on board, and the dogs re- 
leased from their kennels. Over the almost boundless 
prairics, covered with grain fields further than the eye can 
reach, xway we goa happy party of four, After a drive of 
ten miles along the shores of Pelican Lake our dogs are 
started and the hunting begins. For hours we hunt, but not 
achicken, Our party were beginning to think that chickens 
were i myth, when about thirty yards from us up jumps « 
buster, (When Tsay ‘‘buster” I mean a great big overgrown 
chicken.) Never shall I forget my feelings, never the aston- 
ishment I felt at sight of him. To me he looked the size of 
4 voose as he sailed away from us. Bang, bang, went our 
guns, but he never stopped. We had the fever badly, Fol- 
lowing him for nearly a mile we again flush him when the 
object of our hopes again alights, and as we once more sce 
him rise 1, with an unerring aim, pull trigger and down 
comes his majesty. Cheer atter cheer and yell upon yell do 
Lindulge in, The proudest man in America is hugging that 
hird to his cheek, is caressing his first chicken, and that man 
a Jerseyman. Talk about fun! Talk about happiness! No 
man knows what real, true, unalloyed fun and happiness 
are until he kills his first chicken. ‘The boys gather around 
me. lam the lion of the party, Proudly do I hand them 
the bird for their inspection. 

In a short time we find » bunch of seyen birds, and then 
the fun begins again, Bang, bang, go our guns, but we haye 
fot our hands in this time, and we bag six of the seyen, Off 
we go again and succeed in adding three move to our score, 
Arriving at our car, we find we are low boat, as far as 
the count is voncerncd—one team bringing in twenty-nine 
and the other twenty-four birds. The next day is almost a 
repetilion of the first, excepting that our team leads the score 
with forty-one chickens, tweaty-eight ducks,and several geese. 

On Friday morning we bid Ashly good-bye, and we are 
off for Valley City, Dakota Territory. Just before reaching 
Moorhead City, Minn., we were visited by a party of cow- 
boys, who, after helping themselves to our cigars. lemonade, 
etc., left us to the silence of our feelings. Poppy R. (Crock- 
ers) Was lughly indignant at their want of courtesy, while 
the well-known voice of Pat as lie roared, ‘“Mark Elcho, 
Tl lick you,” was the only sound that broke the silence until 
we reached Faro. 

Suturday morning we reached Valley Cily, Dakota, and 
found there two warm-hearted, genial sportsmen in Mr. David- 
son, of the Ditily Record, and Mr, Scott, a Jawyer of that 
place. With them we passed the time, shooting chickens, 
ducks and geese to our hearts’ content Loads of game were 
captured cach day, and when the time came {o say farewell, 
we did so feeling that truer friends or better sportsmen we 
had neyer met. May their cartridges never stick in their 
guns, por their aim be untrue, 
On Tuesday morning we started for Fargo, on our return 

home, stopping over a day, where we were kindly attended 
to by Col, Fred Cobham, Dep, U. 8. Marshal for Dakota. 

The thanks of our party are due Col. CG, for his untiring 
efforts in our behalf, ‘ 
Away againon Wednesday, stopping at Minneapolis, Mil- 

waukee and Chicago each a day, we arriye in Harrisburg 
on Sunday morning well pleased with our trip and with the 
friends we made. Surely Horace Greeley’s hcad was very 
level when he gave the advice, ‘Go West, youllg man, go 
West.” JERSEY. 

LAKE KOSHKONONG. 

Lake Kosnxonona, Wis., Sept. 29, 
W B, the undersigned property owuers and residents upon 

YY Lake Koshkonong, earnestly desire that the law re- 
lating to wild fowl shall be strictly enforced upon said land, 
and particularly that section of the law relating to the pur- 
suit of wildfowl in sneak-boats and similar devices, 

The waters of Lake Koshkonong are especially adapted 
by nature for the resort and nourishment of all kinds of wild- 
fowl, particularly canvas-back duck, and hitherto the lake 
has abounded with them, jn every variety, during thew mi- 
gratory season. and large numbers of some species haye al- 
ways remained to propagate. 

But the constant use of sneak-boats, and the many other 
illegitimate practices used for their pursuit and destruction 
by lawless parties, is rapidly causing the fowl to abandon 
the lake entirely in order to avoid extermination. 

Tt is self-evident that if these practices are not stopped, 
the ducks thus pursued will entirely cease their flight here, 
and the lake will lose one of its greatest attractions, and 
cease to be a source of pleasure or profit. 

For these reasons, and many others, we unite in asking 
the enforcement of the law aforesaid. 

Gro, W. Esrerry, 
President Black Hawk Club. 

G, E. Gornon, 
Managing Owner Koshkonong Place, 

Frep. W. Pcs, 8, 8. Preron, 
CLARENCE J. PEcK, DUANE START, 
H. H. SHurenpt, Loren EDWARDS, 
J. A. PARTRIDGE, Ika BInGHAmM, 
Q, P. Posey, L. A. WiNcnEstTEeR, 
FRraANE W. TRATT, Dan. STOCKING, 
OC, 8. JACKMAN, Danu. BuLpocn, 
C. BE. Jenks, Epp. Brinenam, 
G. E. Gorpon, Geo. W. Esrreruy, 

: And many others. 

NOTICE. 
LAKE Kosnxonone, Wis., Sept. 29, 1883. 

The undersigned, acting in behalf of all parties in interest, 
hereby call attention to the law of Wisconsin relating to the 
protection of wildfowl. 

Tt is our intention to cause the law to be rigidly enforced 
hereafter. All offenders will be prosecuted to the full extent 
of the law, and we have made ample arrangement for the 
detection of all such persons. We have taken the best legal 
opinion as to the validity of the law, and if there are any 
persons who honestly desire to be informed upon any points 
relating thereto, we will cheerfully inform them, but those 
who willfully defy the law will be dealt with vigorously. 
We invite all good and law-abiding citizens to send us pri- 
yately any information they may have as to such offenses 
committed or about to be committed. 
We pledge ourselves to bold all such as confidential com- 

munications, nol disclosing the name er identity of the in- 
formant, and, in addition, to pay all reasonable expenses 
attending the disclosure. Gro. W. Esrpryy, 

President Bluck Hawk Club. 
G. BE. Gorpon, 

Managing Owner Koshkonong Place. 
Gro, W. EsTERLyY, FERD. W. PECK, 
G. E. Gorpox, H. H, SaHurevp', 
L. A. HAarnts, J. A. PARTRIDGE, 
Tos. A. LoGan, QO. P. Posey, 
L. A. WINCHESTER, FRANK W. TRAtT, 
DANIEL BULLocK, CG. 8. JAcKMAN, 
ChARENCH J. PECK, C. E, Jenikuns, 

And many others. 

TWO DAYS. 

HAD been looking forward for nearly two weeks to the 
lime when my cousin George from a neighboring town 

would come down and take a hunt with me, And | expected 
ta have some food sport, and kill plenty of game, But we 
were badly disappointed as to the amount of game killed, 
although we had a splendid tramp. We went for sport more 
than amount of game. It was Saturday morning, Not 
until 10 o’clock did he put in an appearance, and we started 
for the woods a mile distant. These woods are noted for 
squirrels, but they had had their breakfast, and gone back to 
their holes. As Il was walking along, I saw one, but he was 
too quick and popped in his hole. As George was taking aim 
on one, he disappeared also; one second more would have 
sealed his fate. After working these woods through with- 
out success, we concluded that it was too late in the day for 
squirrels, and that we would go for partridges. 
We went over to the next woods and let out Dick, a cocker 

spaniel, good on anything from a mouse to an elephant, I 
was to walk up the creek, George on the ridge, and Dick on 
the opposite side in the little pines. Hardly had we entered 
the ravine, when an old cock partridge flew out, followed 
by Dick, but he did not fly far, and was soon lying in the 
bottom of my game pocket. He was a beauty. We con- 
tinued on through, but nothing in the game Jine crossed our 
path, so we coneluded to try another woods, but after walk- 
ing until noon without avy better luck, and a rain having 
set in, we thought best to start for home. George killed a 
red squirrel to show me how close his gun would shoot, as 
only the nose of the squirrel was sticking over the limb, This 
ended the first day, 

But the second day was different. Monday, at 5:30 A. M, 
found me ona keen trot for the woods. It was rather a 
chilly morning, with a north wind blowing, and I had de- 
cided to take the dog, as he would tree squirrels when I 
might pass on by them, and on a day like this it would be 
better with him than without. Hardly had I reached the 
woods when I heard Dick barking, and going up found a 
squirrel treed, shot him, and going on about ten rods further 
I found Dick barking up a tree. 1 could not see any squir- 
rels, but the tree had a squirrels’ nest in it, so I fired at the 
nest and out fumbled a gray squirrel. After walking through 
these woods I started out and called Dick, but be ran up on 
the ridge and barked again. I went up and added another 
squitrel to my pocket, and started for the opposite woods. 
Dick treed another as soon as I reached there, Und after wast- 

ine several shells I finally dropped him from the top of an 
old oak. 

T then sat down to eat my lunch on an old fallen-down 
free. While sitting there my eye caught sight of a gray squir- 
rel down in the woods. Isat stilland he crawled up toward 
me, and after getting within gunshot he started to climb a 
tree, Istood up to get a shot at him, and he heard me and 
jumped on the opposite side of the tree. Knowing he would 
run around, [ waited, and sure enough up about twenty fect 
high he stuck his head around to see what was the matter, 
Tt was like shooting at a silver dollar, and from where I stood 
made it a dificult shot. But I dropped him, and was more 
pleased with this shot than all the others. As it was nearly 
noon, 20d [ had only two shells of fine shot left, I started 
forhome, Going uptown at 30’clock I found Davis wanted 
to wo after quail, as the liw was off that day. We hunted 
oyer acres of buckwheat stubble, through hedzes and weeds, 
but we could not start any, But coming to a pond sur- 
rounded hy a cornfield we separated, Dayis going on one 
side, I on the other, and the dog in the reeds along the edge. 
When nearly at the end, Davis shouted over, ‘*There is a 
{ip-up just ahead of you,” I wondered what a tip-up could 
be doing there, but just then out flew the “tip-up” and started 
oyer the corn; I made a splendid shot, dropping him to the 
ground. Itproved to be an English snipe, and I now haye 
it stuffed, and it will help to fill up my case of birds. 

Wiz I, 

SIDE HUNTS. 
eS EE, Mass., Oct. 20.—So much has been said 

of late concerning the ‘‘trout hoz” and the slaughter 
of game, that Lalmost hesitate to send to the ForEsT AND 
StReAM a report of our annual festival, lest it should pro- 
voke adverse criticism. However we may be looked upon 
by the outside world, I am glad to be able to say that here at 
llome we are regarded as a pretty clean set of fellows, and in 
the after-dinner talk on last Thursday eyening, our invited 
euests—which included his Honor the Mayor and several of 
our most prominent cilizens—paid us some very flattering 
compliments. Several years. ago the report of our hunt and 
dinner, which appeared in this paper, was followed by an 
‘irticle from a.correspondent who took us to task most 
severely for holding these annual festivals. We have, how- 
eyer, continued to hold them, and shall in all probability do 
so in years to come, and shall always protest against being 
branded as guilty of unsportsmanlike conduct for so doing, 
fd? we believe we have, asa club, done as much to elevate 
the standard, and also as much in the way of game protec- 
tion as any club in the country. 
We hayein our club quite a number of gentlemen of 

wealth, culture and position who never shoot a gun, but are 
glad to be counted as members, snd cheerfully pay us their 
money to help us in our work; and the more active members 
are very happy to mect them once a year at the dinner, and 
atter the cloth is remoyed listen to their pleasant words of 
encouragement. We believe, too, that it is perfectly legiti- 
mate and proper for the members of the club to appoint a 
day in the open season and go out and kill fresh game for 
our dinner instead of buying that which is stale ftom the 
markets, 

At a meeting of the club Mr, G. J. Rugg and Mr. E. T. 
Smith were chosen captains, and they with Secretary Hart- 
well constituted the Committee of Arrangements for the 
hunt and dinner. After the sides were chosen it was gener- 
ally believed to be pretty evenly balanced, and the result 
showed that the prediction was correct, as there was not as 
great a difference in the scores of the two teams as there has 
been in years past, The hunt was held Tuesday, Oct. 16, 
and the day was all that could be desired. The men assem- 
bled at the Bay State House in the cvening, and the game 
was counted, those members who were too far away sending 
in their scores by telegraph. There were a large number of 
interested spectators, who came in to see the game and learn 
which was the winning side. At 9 o’clock, the hour for 
closing the count, the long table presented a beautiful sight. 
The yariety included partridges, quail, woodcock, ducks, 
pray squirrels, rabbits, and one fox. This list included 
everything that could be counted except snipé, of which 
there were none, After footing up the columns Secretary 
Hartwell announced that Mr, Smith’s side were the winners 
of the hunt. Both sides were happy, and the tired hunters 
went to their homes to anticipate the dinner, which was 
served Thursday evening, Oct. 18, at the Bay State House. 

The members and mvited guests assembled early in the 
spacious parlors, and enjoyed an hour together in a social 
way before marching to the dining hall. At 9 o’clock about 
ninety jolly men sat down to a most excellent dinner, of 
which the following is the 

MENU. 
Little Neck Clams. 

SOUP. 

Puree of Game, aux Quenelles. 
HORS D GUVEES. 

Galantine of Partridge, with Gelée. 
Celery Salad, 4 la Mayonaise. 

ROAST, 

Grouse, Larded, 4 la Demi Glace. 
Squirrel, Stuffed—Sauce Poivrade. 

Woodeock and Quail, ala Nimrod, 
ENTREES. 

Rabbit Pie i PEcosse. 
Civet of Squirrel, au Chasseur. 

Salmis of Partridge. 
VEGETABLES. 
DESSERT, 

English Plum Pudding—Brandy Sauce, 
Charlotle Pusse, Ices, Fruit, Assorted Cake, Tea and Coffee, 

At about 10:30 the tables were cleared and Hon, Chas. B. 
Pratt introduced the speakers of the eyening. 

His Houor Mayor Hildreth was first’ introduced, as one 
who would join in a hunt in December, if any one is braye 
enough to start 4 team on the other side. He spoke pleasantly 
of his acquaintance with the club, and of its success in the 
field, and commended the idea of an annual supper twice a 
year, 

Col. John D. Washburn was introduced to respond for 
the United States, he bearing so striking a resemblance to 
President Arthur. He indulged in some historical allusions 
to Noah, Nimrod and Columbus, as necessary predecessors 
to this supper. Nimrod was presented as a ‘‘poor boy” at 
the start, u réle in which other men have made more or less 
of suecess. His suecess with 2 bow gun, and in the boot 
business in Babylon, were detailed with no little humor, and 
to the great delight of the company. 

Join R. Thayer, Esq., was next introduced and spoke in 
complimentary terms of the club, of its friendships and good 
feeling, and added some facetious reminiscences of the field, 
He was quite earnest in udyocating the pursuit of game as 
most healthful of those confined to the busy life of the city, 

Gen. A. B. R, Sprague responded for the county. He 
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thought the county had been stilltiuuied 2 good many times 
by gentlemen present, who could describe the various covers 
better than he could, He spoke of some of those who are 
stopping with him, and of their confidence in the last speaker, 
which he believed was on account of his skill as asportsmun. 

Dr, Charles H, Davis was called to respond for female 
doctors ind made « witty response, covering not only bis 
topic but yarions others of interest to the company. 
Dr. J. Mareus Rice spoke pleasantly of the pleasures 

of the table, especially if seasoned with experiences in the 
field, 

Charles J, Reed, president of the Bonrd of Aldermen, added 
his tribute to the club, and to the pleasure of the party, in a 
brief speech. 

E. O. Parker, president of the Cominon Conuneil, told a 
story or two, and spoke of the desirability of Held sports 
usa means of health and pleasure, and of the service the 
club is doing in disseminating good ideas in this direction, 

Mr. M. VY, B. Jetierson was introduced as a prospective 
Senator. He complimented the club onits work ancl success, 
and paid especial tribute to ils trating as shown in the eapi- 
tal shooting of some of its older members, who, although 
close to eighty years old, can take their day out and bring 
in as good a bag as the best. 

Dr. W, H. Raymenton, president of the Natural History 
Society, gave some of his early experiences wilh a gun, 
and expressed his pleasure at his recent membership in the 
club. 

Mr, G. J. Rugs, the losing captain, said he objected to 
speaking at his own funeral, He gave some lucid reasons 
why his side failed; the principal reason wus the super- 
abundance of Smiths. He always had a prejudice against 
Powhattan’s daughter for saving the life of » Smith. If she 
had kept out of the way a lew minutes, he thought his side 
might have won in the shoot, 

Mr. E. 'T. Smith, the winning captain, said it Captain Rugy 
had shot 4s well in the brush as he had done this cyening, he 
might haya won, 
Rockwood Hoar, Esy., made a witty response for the 

younger members. He ailyocated the Persian rule, of teach- 
ing children te shoot, to ride and to speak the truth, and 
was confident that ile club was founded on the same wise 
rile, and their influence is all on the side of health and 
honor, 

Col. J. A. Titus, Henry E. Smith, 8. L. Davenport, J. 
Stewart Brown, Dr. H, Y. Simpson, W. G. strong, Alder- 
man Caleb Colvin, Geo. B. Witter, David M. Earle, B&s. 
Knowles, Charles $8. Barton, President L. G. While, A. W. 
Eager, of Marlborough and Moses H, Lowe were celled on, 
and by anecdote, witty remarks, or pleasant allusion, ydded 
fo the pleasures of the eycning until a late hour, when the 
gathering adjourned with « vote of thanks to Landlord 
Shepare for his provision and attention. 

Tinclose a communication addressed hy one of the guests 
io the Spy of this city. The writer says: ‘Thad the pleasure 
and profit last Thursday ¢yening of being present at the 
annual supper of the Worcester Sportsmen’s Club, and lis- 
tening to the post-prandial remarks of the various speulkers. 
iwas particularly impressed by the seusible yiew taken by 
several of our solid business men of the value of such an 
organization to our city in giving countenance to and 
encouraging field sports, The advantage to be derived from 
such recreation to the mental, moral aud physical man were 
enlarged upon, one of our leading lawyers stating it to he lis 
opinion that no school, church or other organization was 
doing more to make life worth living in adding to the healts 
and happiness of our citizens, than the Sportsnien’s Club, I 
was much pleased to hear our ‘‘hard-headed” business meu 
Speak in this manner, and that other's with harder heads 
should have a Ghance to hear such a gospel preached to them. 
It is time well employed which is spent in the ‘fresh fields 
and pastures new,’ It adds a new Jease to life to follow the 
fox ‘o’er hill and field, o’er flood and river,” One brings 
back much more than the contents of the game beg on such 
excursions in the renewed tone of mind and musele. The 
taste for outdoor sports ean be fostered in Many ways, and 
the boy or girl who has become interested in the lunting lor 
buttertlies or beetles, in following the bird to its nest in the 
woods, or finding the flowers in the fields, is cultivating a 
taste that willbe to them a source of pleasure and profil all 
their lives long. 

“Our local Natural History Society is doing more good 
than can be estimated or is appreciated in gelting the young 
people, and the old people, too, for that matter, to join in its 
field hunts and class excursions, As much benefit may be 
derived from the pursuit and capture of a potato bug as in 
the bagging of a partridge, It is not the dried specimens in 
the box of the collector, however valuable they may be, 
which is to us their chief yalue, but, as exponents of hours 
and days of healthful outdoor exercise, they mean more than 
cap be told for (he mental, moral and physical welfare of the 
worker. Yet it is within a week 1 haye heard one of our so- 
called ‘practical business men’ say, that he could see no 
yalue in teaching our boys and girls to ‘catch butterflies and 
pull flowers to pieces; that it did not help them any to get a 
living. Now this manis rich. He has what [ suppose he 
thinks and believes to be a ‘living,’ and a good one. 

‘His a splendid blood horse, and a liver, 
That it jars into torture to trot, 

His rowboats the gem of the river; 

Gout makes every knuckle a knot, 

He can buy boundless eredil. on Paris or Rome, 

But no palate for menu, no eye for a dome, 

“He has hardened his heart against nature, Te holds ho 
‘communion with her visible forms.’ Ue has sold his hirth- 
right, the power to sce the sermons in stones, listen to the 
tonvues in the (rees, read the book in the running brooks, 
and find good in everything, for amess of ‘business’ potage. 
He and his kindred ought to haye been at the annual supper 
of the Worcester Sportsmen’s Club and heard the true gospel 
of outdoor exercise preached with power four the saying of 
their bodies and their souls, Long may the followers of fhe 
genie Izaak Walton and the renowner Nimrod, the disciples 
of the rod and gun, exercise their high calling in ministering 
to 4 public feeling in Worcester which snall resultin thous- 
ands becoming acquainted with the saying influences which 
flows out to those worshipers who turn theit steps to the 
forest and stream.” BH, Srracun KNownes. 

Crinon, Mass., Oct. 19.—The Clinton Sportsmen's Club 
were oul yesterday on a bunt, which wis followed (his even- 
ing by @ supper at the Mote] Lancaster, in the town of Lan- 
caster, which adjoins this town, and where the captain of the 
losing sidu resides. The committee to judge the game counted 
al] but the hedgehoe and a redheaded woodpecker, The 
poiats were counted asfollows: Red squinrrely 6, gray squir- 

rels 15, bluejay 5, partridge 25, quail 15, ducks 25, wood- 
cock 25, crows 15, owl 15, gray rabbits 25, white rabbits 33, 
woodchuck 10, *coon 100, fox 50, muskrat 15, The score 
of cach side in detail, which follows, will show the work of 
the individusl members of the clul: 

‘ * GOSS S SIDE, 
G. Walton Goss (captain) and Edward C. Osgoad—8 gray squir- 

__ vels, 3 partridges, 3 red squirrels, 1 gray rabbit; total. ...... 
William H. Gibbs and George L. Avery—t partridges. 6 blue- 

Jays, ored squirrels, 1 hedgehog; fotal........--.0.... ....0. 
Waller P. Bowers—9 quail, 3red squirrels, 2 bluejays, 1 wood- 

GOGIESOLA TAIL Be Fi, OE me, seen el Ne alana eis DSU AB ae 
Horace A, Thissell and George P, French—9 red squirrels, 1 gray 

SMILE A aL OAM cs Wea his He hy atten patie guia lie Bh email e) 1 ae oie 
George 5. Gibson—6 red squirrels, 3 bluejays. 2 crows; total... 74 
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George C. Vairbanks—6 gray squirrels, 3 red squirrels, 5 blue- 
al . 130 

Chailes E, Shaw —2 bluejays; 10 
Frank E, Bailey, Asa N. Smith, William H. Elword and Horace 

i. Lowe—d46 partridges, 1*coon, | fox, 6 gray rabbits. 1 woad- 
cock, | gray squirrels, 1 woodchiick, 15 bluejays, 41 red squir- 
rels, 2ducks, 2 muskrats: 2 crows; total... :......:..- 2... 1.935 

Abijah aud Goruon \. Brown—4 gray squirrels, 4 bluejays, 5 red 
SUP WMIN Del ete prune ects Wercvietsdclema cree eel BE tectaeiiretccrns heii dele 15 

A.D, Pearliam—13 crows, 1 bluejay; total... . Sa 
Myron H. Brewer—t gray squirrels, 5red squirrels; total, -..., 8 
Frank E, Cart—1 owl, 2 ved squirrels, 4 woodeoek, 15 partridges; 

Benjamin K. Gallup—% partridges, 8 biuejays.2 crows, 1 gray 
squirrel, 19 red squirrels; total ..0...0.. fee ee eee eee eee 

Messrs, John McQuaid. Hérbert J, Brown, John H, Thayer. 
Smt Jenkins and George A. Sampson—No gume re- 
DOLVEN Pest ent panes San teceea cae Lstien PObecag) laters be sce 

Total for Capt. Goss’s side..--..-. 2:22), cesses 
HARRIMAN'S SIDE, 

Albert EB, Harriman (captain) P. J, Lewis. and Geo, H. Liyer- 
Tmuore—t coons, 1fox, 4 pariidges,2 woodeock, 1 duck, 2 blue- 
juys, 1 gray squirrel, 7 red squirrels; total... ----,.,,-----.., 

A. G, Larkin—4 partridges, 3 red squirrels; total,......,.... vee SA 
Junius D. Hayes—il red squirrels, 1 pray squirrel; total 
Oharles VY, Tufts and B, T, Cunuingham—é6 red squirrels, 1 gray 

aquirrel, 1 woodeock, 1 duck, L partridge, 5 muskrats, 2 quail; 
total -....,., BL Ree ee eee aoe SSB ee, 225 

George A, Gibbs—6 red squirrels, 2 bluejays; total................ 
George W. Truell, Charles Frazer, David A. Rogers, Dayid M. 

Hayter. Charles M. Dinsmore, Charles W, Field, Jr—tl0 
parwidges, 4 woo(leock, 10 quail, 11 gray rabbits. 7 gray 

teettea. 4025 

squirrels, 7 red squirrels, 4 bluejays, 2 crows; total.......... bh 
Bayard Thayer—3 woodcock, 3 quail, 1 ved squirrel; total.....,. 125 
Messrs. C.L. S. Hammond, Henry A. Buraitt, John RR. Frost, 

Robert Orr, Master C. Healey, Wm._J, Coulter, F. W. Cole, 
Henry Shedd, Hdward G. Stevent, Fred G. Jerould and W, 
H. Leightoh—No game reported), ....... 05s sec cece eee ey ieee 

Total for Capt. Harritiam’s gifle----., PRP sci: oe 1e.2-- 2,850 

WerstMINnsTerR, Mass., Oct, 18 —A few of the local sporis- 
men recently went into the woods for a squirrel: lunt, the 
sides were marshaled by Howe and Kelty, the defeated party 
paying for the suppers. The result of each min’s labor was 
us follows: 

HOWH'S SIDE. KELTY’S SIDE, 
H. Raymond....,............. 425. FrankA. Miller...........-..4 1100 
Bret) Healy: 7,25) he Osear Raymond... .. . 525 
G. Bumliont,, ...20. 2.28 Prank Kelty. .....-.-,,----5,-- 450. 
H.B Howe... James Kelty... .., . 450 
A. Robinson ........ 281 H. #, Nichols ...., 25 
James Ryan ..,....,,.,--...-. —— Fred Raymond._--..-,.--...47 — 

Oth) a a ee mie lvatt "ROVE. ce eietsec ee sed paras 2550 

From Canton, N. Y., comes a big story, told in the Plain 
Dealer of that tuwn, It deposes: “A squirrel hunt got up 
onanoyel plan took place last week on Wednesday, The 
captains were EH. D. Sackrider and 8. D. Bridge. Besides 
the captains thirty-six men entered into the scheme, twenty- 
tour of whom were hunters, and the othertwelve going in for 
the pacuniary part of the business and the supper. The plan 
was agreed upon at a meeting on Tnesday evening. Hach 
man of the company paid $1 into the treasury, and the 
twenty-tour hunters hied them early the next morning to the 
forests in search of game, there having been no choosing 
sides or division into companies, While they were out the 
twenty-four uames were shaken up together and the two 
captains drew oul each a name, alternately, until all were 
drawn, The twelve who did not hunt were then patred off 
in the samémanner. The result of this drawing was kept 
secret, When the hunters came in at night each one was 
taken separately into a room with the captains and an um- 
pire, and his came counted and recorded, and after all was 
counted the division was announced, nota man knowing un- 
til this moment to which company he belonged, o: who were 
his comrades in the company. Each man of the victorious 
company then had his dollar returned to him, together with 
a ticket for the supper. Captain Sackrider's party killed 
8,655 squirrels, and Captain Bridge’s 3,020. W. H. Rich 
bagged 625 and J. Hitchcock 640,” 

[Tne ready explanation of this yarn is that the figures 
viven are the respective aggregates of the units alowed each 
man foreach squirrel Icilled.] 

Mogrin, Ala.—The annual side hunt of the Gulf City 
Gan Club will be held Noyember 11 and12, Itis prescribed 
as the duty of each member of the club, both active and 
lionorary, to participate in the hunt. They will be divided 
into two teams of which captains will be H. P. Vass and G, 
W. Tunstall. The rules which will goyern the hunt are as 
follows: : 

Each captain will select bis own team, and the manner of 
selection to be agyecd upon by the captains. All active 
members of the club not participating in the hunt, shall be 
counted upon the losing side. The club shall furnish a 
inedal and present the same to the winning team, to be held 
by the member of that team scoring the greatest number of 
points, until ten days prior to the next annual bunt, when it 
shall be returned to the club. And also a medal for the 
member making the greatest number of points on either 
teanis, which shall also be returned to the club within ten 
days of the next annual hunt. That it be optional with the 
honorary members to participate in the hunt or pay the 
assessmeut, but honorary members who participate in the 
hunt will be required to pay their portion. The day’s hunt 
shall be from daylight until dark, The members may choose 
cither day for their hunt, but must nominate the day at the 
time they give their names to the secretary. That the count 
shall be us follows: 
Beate Sen t2stjaetesite ,.-- 1,000 Wild pigeon... _- DORAN COR} 
Walil@at. .--...-----., . 150 Snipe, Wilson... mabrSen ca 10 
Det Neate oh estes lo els oe BOM: TRIO VSI Stee tiie et e-be nite + )-C ana) 10 
Rabb » 412 Dove... --.--2sesepey seerane 5 
Squirrel, @ Robin ........ 5 =e 
Goose. : TOU Larke.- 2,-2.2. eee cen eevee 3 
Wurlesy.-- +2. 1+ 100 Raids, . -.- 22-4 yiee pete 2 
Hawk, chicken. 25 Poule d'eau, a 
Hawk, sparrow. 10 Kingrail..... 5 
Loy ha os Ae 25 Gallinule,,.. 6 
iWon coro ton ood _.. 100 Canyas-back..-- elt) 
{ When canght by dogs in Black mallard.......--.------+- 25 
(a sportsmanlike manner f Mallard... ., 
Woxes ae. tently eke . See 25 Gadwal 

j) When killed in any |. Pintail.-.., 
| other manner. J Widgeon.. , 

WiOGUCOCIE NS c. write b-=°s — s-s~ a rae head... .. 
Gurlew. 2... ooedia 4 al eG Sea lash 
Quail, ...... S16 All other dueks 

Jno, F, SUMMERSELL, Secretary. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES, 

UAIL shooting in Pennsylvania opened on the 15th of 
October. But tew birds, as far as 1 could learn, have 

thus far been killed, and yery few areinmarket. As we have 
had no frosts as yet, the cover is very dense and the leaves 
still hang on the branches of the trees, making it slmost 
impossible to see scattered birds after they have been slarted 
from the open. Quail seem to be plentiful this year. Front 
all parts of the State come reports of numerous coyeys. We 
nearly all of us think the open season for quai! shooting is 
too early in Pennsylvania, and that instead of Oct. 15 bang 
the day for warfare to begin, Noy. 1 would be more fittinc. 

Deer are yery plentiful in Cape May and Atlantic counties, 
N.J. Their protection for the past three or fonr years has 
had a good effect. One party veturned from a hunt wilh 
hounds list week with eight head, four of them being large 
bucks, Should any of the readers of the Pormsp snp 
StrREAM wish to try a New Jersey deer hunt, George Van 
note, of Barnegat, should be written to, for there is no more 
expert hunter i the State than he, andit is seldom he returns 
from the woods withont a good showing. 

It is said that the swamps near Manshawken, N. J., con- 
fain black bears. Some haye been seen crossing the railroad 
that intersects the swamp, They cannot he gotat, however, 
as the swamp covers a large extent of ground, and no dog 
can be found in the neighborhood that will follow bruin. and 
lis retreat is a good and safe one. : 

Some yery cute thieves haye been operating in our city 
among the owners of fine guns, and for a time their trade 
was carried on quite successfully. Theit mode of conduct: 
ing operations was to cal] al a residence during the day ani 
represent to the person who responded to their call that they 
had been sent by the owner to secure the gun for the purpose 
of repairing it. Twenty or thirty sportsmen were victimized, 
and among the number some very fine ups were obtained, 
The fellows at last fell into the hands of the authorilics and 
are now safely put~away, A number of the guns were 
recovered from pawnbrokers’ shops, and thus ended the raid 
of the “gun thieves.” Homo, 

DETROIT NOTES. 

UCI shooting during the past week has been Wut fair, 
although on the best marshes bags of from forty to fifty 

have heen made, <A steady storm from the north of north- 
west is needed to bring the birds in, On the marshes along 
Lake Erie the water is high—too high for good mallard 
shootinz—owing to prevailing easterly winds which back the 
water up from the like, making it too deep for mallards to 
feed on their accustomed haunts, and driving them back 
inland where a boat cannot be pushed. Messrs, Harvey 
Brown, of Cleveland, L. B. Jewel, of Hartford, W. C. Col- 
burn and W. 8. Hopkins, of Detroit, lave licen shooting 
this week af Point Moullie, It’s a treat to see the first named 
stop the ducks with lis noted Parker gun; a more mapnifi- 
cent shot back of a further killmg gun cannot be found, 
The proposed pigeon match between Messrs. Eldredge and 

Gillman will not come off. The former forfeited, evidently 
not caring to test the nerve of the “Terror of Michigan.” 

Sportsmen are flocking in nearly incredible numbers to 
Northern Michigan 1o enjoy the open season on deer. One 
hundred and twenty-five hunters from Indiana alone passed 
up the G. R. &T. R. R. one day last week, their dunnage 
filling three baggage cars. It is the same on the J. lL, & 5. 
R. R., every other passenger on northward bound t 
carrying a gun. To a person who has never witnessed swe 
a throng of hunters the sight is bewildering, Scores of 
gray-headed veterans in couples or threes with their little 
packs and weather-stained rifles; larger crowds of younger, 
noisier, fully equipped, but generally less successful sports- 
men; dozens of hounds; hundreds of red-shirted, boisterous 
lumbermen bound for the camps; all go to make up 4 
crowded passenger train peculiar to Northern Michigan 
railroads at this season of the year. 
Iam sorty to nete that quail were on the bill of fare al We 

banquet of the D, K. E. society lust evening, Sinely the 
proprietors of the Russell House, where the supper was 
served, are aware that the open season on quail does not 
begin until Noy. 1. Dra, 
Derroir, Mich., Oct, 20. 

ST. LOUIS SIFTINGS. 

A DISTINGUISHED party of sportsmen lett on the eve 
of the 14th via the Iron Mountam Railroad for “Camp 

Prather” on Black River, There was the jolly Conrad Fink, 
inspecting a roll of bedding, just arrived, to sve if lis nanie 
was on the tag. There was the tall and stately Col. Prather, 
the leader of the party, giving directions to the three colored 
seryants; Uncle Nevins, Barney and Henry. There was Capt, 
Ford, Commissary, inquiring as to absentees; Capt, Wm. ff, 
Scudder, happy in the thought of emancipation from the 
worriments of the ‘‘stolid seven,” Col. Ricky of Callaway, 
always genial and quick in repartee; Benj. Stickney, with 
smiling face and merry, twinkling eyes; “Jim” Tiernan, 
jovial and rolicking; ‘Sam’ McCormack, expatiating on 
croppie holes and rowing prowess; Henry Louderman, loaded 
with new jokes anda pocket full of printed ballads; Col, 
Boudinot, the gentle savage of Fayetteville, ready for a reci- 
tation or a rendition of “The Fine Old Arkansas Gentleman,” 
tozether with a new accession to the camp, a Mr. Macauley, 
a friend of Col, B.’s. There were éleven of them besides the 
‘‘hoys,” and amore pleased set of fishermen und hunters 
never set out ona journey, ‘‘Camp Prather’ is situated on 
Black River, near the Arkansas line. The purty debark at 
Poplar Bluff, and proceed down the river by boat, chartered 
for the purpose. A carload of camp equipage und provis- 
jons for four weeks accompanied the party, The river is 
gaid to be in fine condition, and with the cool weather which 
has made a timely appearance, splendid sport is anticipated. 
Thomas S. Carlier of Sturgeon, who has been down ut 

Corning, Ark., witha fishing party, passed through the city 
on the 19th on bis way home. He reporis the fishing only 
tolerably good, The river is low and in fine stage for ang- 
ling, but thy weather is too cool, The Jarge bass are feeding 
in the shallow water, and the water is so clear that they can 
see persons in boatsor on the banks and hence are hard to 
catch. The party, however, succeeded in catching t Jot of 
very fin¢croppicand a fey good bass. The hunting is good, 
old hunters reporting more deer in the woods than for four 
or five years, Snakes and mosquitoes are very numerous, 
and he advises parties who wish to fish. in Black River to wait 
afew weeks yet. ‘ : 

Sportsmen who have hunted aud fished in the Atnerican 
Bottom during the past twenty-five years in the vicinity of 
Canteen Creek and Big Lake, will regret to heay that old 
Nick Simon was shot on the morning of the 14th, For & 
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quarter of a century Simon’s place has afforded a hayen of 
rest for many a tired hunter and hungry fisherman, and he 
himself was known as one of the greatest duck shooters on 
the Bottom. Te used a big swivel gun, shooting over a 
pound of shot ata charge, slaying water fowl by the hun- 
dreds for St. Louis tables. Simon and his partner, John 
Martin, started out for game, Hach of them had a boat and 
gun of about te same dimensions, They started in different 
divections, but it appears both men heard a flock of ducks on 
the lake and worked their crafts up to the game. Tt was foo 
dark to see Wut a very short distance ahead. Martin looked 
forward, and, discovering a black object on the water about 
(lirty yards to the front, sighted his gun end fired. A ery 
of agony rent the morning air, and then Martin knew that he 
had shot Simon, for it was his boat that the deadly load was 
unintentional aimed at, The unfortunute man was com- 
pletely riddled with leaden pellets. One of his eyes was 
driven from its socket, and the sight of the other was ruined. 
Tis arms and upper part of his body were filled with lead, 
His recovery is duemed an impossibility. 

In the latter part of November, sportsmen predict, quail 
will bea plentiful species of ganie in Missouri and Lilinois, 

Cane, Bein. 

GROUSE IN THE WEST. 

HAY just returned from a shootimg and fishing trip in 
Minnesota and Dakota, also Maniloba and the Nerth- 

west territory. We found excellent shooting everywhere we 
tried for if. The shooting and fishing among the foothills 
and streams of the Rockies in the Northwest territory, com- 
bined with magnificent scenery, bracing clear air, and pure 
ice cold water, made it enjoyable almost beyond description, 
There we found sharp-tailed and ruffed grouse in abundance, 
the lutter being much. darker’in color and smaller in size 
than the Bastern bird. Suipe sud ducks were also there in 
such nutobers as to attord excellent sport. ‘Che trout fishing 
was all that the most exacting fisherman conld desire, in size 
and quantity. They were immense, and in quality excellent, 
The shooting and fishing territory is unlimited and unre- 
stricted, To the shooter and fisherman I know of no place 
affording such opportunities for enjoyment as among the 
rezions of the Rocky Mountains along the foothills in 
September or October, 

Hor grouse, dick, goose and suipe shooting alone it is 
necussary to go further west than Minnesota, Dakota, or 
Southern Manitoba. Three yaricties of grouse—pinnated, 
pigtail «nd ruffed—can he found in one day in either place; 
also an abundance of yveese, ducks and snipe. Pinniated 
grouse are fast advancing northwest with civilization. Three 
years a0 a pimnated grouse was uncommon in Kittson 
county, Minn., while this season we bagged nearly an equal 
number of them and of the sharptail in Manitoba, limiting 
our bay to forty grousu per day (there were two of us) the 
last week in September, and fine, strong, full-grown fellows 
they wore, requiring careful, good dogs and accurate shoot- 
ing to bring them to bag, particularly so in raw, stormy 
weather, when their wildness made their pursuit all the 
more difhialt and exciting. But what sportsman would not 
sugner bag thirty such birds at that season than double the 
number in August? I hope the day may speedily coina 
when no game bird may be shot on the American continent 
before October 1, with the open season at that date; and 
wise came laws observed, we can haye game m abutidance 
for all Lime to come, JouN DAVIDSON, 
Berne, Mithivan, 

ConnecricuT.—Hartford, Conn., Oct. 16.—The law be- 
ing off October 1 on quail, woodcock and partridges, the 
markets opened with the largest supply of partridges that 
lias been secn for years. There were tifty snared birds to 
one that was shot. The marketmen, in quoting prices, will 
say $L25 for grouse that are shot and 41,50 for birds that 
are soared, In my shooting this fall I have had the pieasnre 
of kicking up at least one hundred snares, Ancient 
history speaks of a game club in this city for the pro- 
tection of game. If at any time any trace of this club can 
Ve found T will give due notice. They can be classed with 
the mound builders. Woodcock shooting began in April, 
and has been kept up ever since, Aman who dresses game 
at one of the markets said he dressed three woodcocks in 
April, and two were females and ready to lay eves, The 
laws are sitiply violated, and partridge, quail and woodcock 
eould have been procured at more than one restaurant in 
this city during the entire sammer, Now the constant howl 
aboul woodvock being scarce; Low in the name of common 
sense Can we expect anything different, when the birds are 
shot all seasons of the year, It is my hobby to go shooting 
afew days each fall, and of course have fo go 50 or 100 
miles to get any decent shooting. If the laws were enforced 
a freat many business mén could indulge in an afternoon’s 
pleasure willin ten miles of this city.—Fnion Frick. 

MAssacnuserrs GAME Nores,—t huve tramped through 
the woods and fields nearly every day since the beginning of 
the present month, and enn safely say that rufied cronse and 
quuil are more numer@us than for many seasons past. One 
day last week I shot two grouse in a small swamp not more 
than a half mile from the center of the city. Started a flock 
of eight, but as it was in a briery thicket, only stopped two. 
The leayes are nearly olf now, and for the next few mouths 
there will be grand sport, While crossing an old rye field 
on the 6th, started a large covey of quail. ‘There were three 
broods together, one fully grown, one half grown, and the 
others were so small that some of them could not fly. They 
will not be large enough to shoot before the last of Novem- | 
ber. The quail are able to hold their own al this place, 
owing to the swamps and thick woods near their feeding 
grounds. Woodcock shooting here has been a failure. | 
have started only lwo this fall, and know of but, six killed, 
Gray squirrels dre quite scarce, but expect to find some later 
on. Rabbits are as plentiful as last season, and [ think 
more so. As soon as we have alight snow the music of the 
hounds will be heard as they follow the bonny rabbits 
through the woods aud valleys. Snipe and rail did not stop, 
owing to the dry weather which dried up the grounds.— 
CHEsfeR (Taunton, Mass., Oct. 2%). 

PewnsyLvANra.— Waynesburg, Oct. 15.—Hiliter Fbyvest 
und Stream: A flock of wild geese numbering some forty 
assed over here at 3:30 P. M. on Sunday eyening, October 
4. Their course was southeast while in sieht, sontee and 

quail ave plentiful in this section, Rabbits are more plenti- 
ful than for ae past, und the beegie would certainly he a 
valuable addition to any hunter’s outfit. Squirrels huve 
been scarce but are coming in now, und there is an ahynd- 
ance of mast for them,—RamBner, 

DANTELSONVIELE, Conn., Oct. 22.—Three gentlemen from 
Boston yisited this place last week, and judging by the big 
strie of woodcock, quail and ruffed grouse we saw at the 
depot on their departure, they must have found }irds very 
plenty; they reported forty on the string, we thought there 
were more, and concluded we had for once sivuck 9 trothtnl 
trio. In some other respects this seemed a peculiar party, 
their names, Morse, Morrill and Messenger, not only seem to 
blend t#gether peenliarly, but they were a right jolly party 
as well, and jheir three good dogs were as handsome as har~ 
monious, aid wwe inferred that if birds fof up before them, 
they must fiy right into the game bag like Duyy Crockvit’s 
‘coon. Ilere in our town we can dd the same old story. 
few yes ago birds were always plenty and few resident 
shooters, sud it was no difficult feat to bring home a sood 
bag of birds, but times lave changed, and now it is alten 
that we sce strange faces and dogs working our fields and 
swamps. We wish them ail success, and hope the birds will 
goround. * * [The ’coon came down for Capt. Seott, not 
for Davy Crockett]. 

Jows.—Onita, Oct, 17.—The pinrated grouse or prairie 
chicken season here is over, and well we might say for ever, 
as it is now spoken of us one of the ‘‘glories” of the past. A 
few good bass were made iu the early part of the season, hut 
owing to the small number of birds and the countless hunt- 
ers they didn’t last long. There are a fair number of quail, 
but quail here are not hunted until snow falls and then the 
pof-hunter tracks his game to some bush or coyert and fires 
into them all huddled together. A covey of quail never last 
long with such hunting, There are very few ducks here aii 
present, but we are in hopes they will be plenty as soon as a 
storm north of us drives them south. Mabbits are fat and 
plenty of them. Several parties from here haye gone north 
to Spirit Lake and thereabouts and possibly they will write 
to you of their trip,—C. B, 

Sretpoy Ciup.—Highgale, Vt., Oct, 18.—The sportsmen 
of Sheldon, Franklin county, Vt., have made a step in the 
right direction hy forming a Game and Fish Protective So- 
ciety, with Hon, C, P. Hogan as President, and 8. B. Thomas, 
Hsq., Secretary and Treasurer, wilh a good board of directors, 
This association will be known as the Sheldon Fish and 
Game Protection Society. Its objects are to protect what 
little fish and game still remains in that vicinity, and to 
restock their numerous streams and ponds with suitable fish, 
ete. With the class of men who are atthe head of this 
society if is sure to be a live one, and if in the power of man 
to do so will accomplish its ohjects. —STansTHAD. 

GRousE IN InLinors.—Lacon, Ill.—The ruffed crouse are 
very much more plentiful in this immediate vicinity this 
Autumn than at any time since their first appearance heva 
about twenty-five years ago, yet next year at this time they 
may have almost entirely disuppeared, though none may 
have been shot. Right now here they are having what is 
known us “crazy grouse times.” 7, ¢,. the coveys have sep- 
arated, aud individuals are liable to be found anywhere, even 
in town, I shot a fine one to-day. All other kinds of game 
are unusually searce here this fall, except, perhaps, rabbits. 
Ducks and other migratory birds may yet be plenty. A few 
teal and jack snipe have “shown up.”—ByYRNnp. 

Sr, Cnarr, Pa.—Officers of St. Clair Sportsmen's Club 
elected Oct. 16: President, 8. H. Lee; Vieu-President. W. 
H. Holmes; Secretary, 11. L. Daddow; Treasurer, C. 1. 
Hyans; Directors, George Farne and Samuel Hart.—H. L. 
Dapnow, Secretary. 

Winprewn at Goop Grounp, L. —Mr, William Lane 
writes from Good Ground, Long Island, that the shooting 
outlook is good. 

Slew Publications. 

& NOTABLE BOOKS 

NDER the title “Sport with Gun and Rod in American Wools anil 

Waters," the Century Co. announce for immediate publication 

a volume made up of the sporting papers that have appeared in 

Seribners and the Cenfury. The editoris Prof. Alfred M. Mayer, of 

Stevens Institute, who has added several original chapters, and there 

are also new papers by other writers, The whole makes a superb 

royal octavo yolume of nine hundred pages, contaminy fifty (lis- 

tinct chapters, It covers with great fullness the yery extended field 
indicated by the title page, and describes the pursuit of every variety 

of large and small game and fish, There are chapters, archzolog- 
ical, historical and practicai, on the implements of sport, instructions 

in taxidermy, essays on relevant out-of-door topics, and humor of 

the Charles Dudley Warner vein, 

We haye had the pleasure of looking over some of the proof-sneets. 

Their glory is in the illustrations, OF these there are several bun- 

dred. For the preparation of a work ot this character the Century 

Company possesses artistic resources and Facilities unsurpassed by any 

other publishing firmin America, and these haye heen lavished wilh- 

out stint, The resultisasumpiuous volume, of a magnificence in 

design and excellence beyond anything else ever produced in the 

literature of American field sports, It reminds us of the elaborate 

books found in English sporting libraries. The truthfnl delineation 

of wild life ig one of the mast (difficult tasks undertaken by the artist; 

(o draw animals and birds and fishes as they are, requires long und 

eareful study of them in their haunts, The Century artists lave 

succeeded admirably in their exacting tasks, and this is specially true 

inthose instanees where the writers have illustrated their own papers. 

With so many scores of credibable illustrations, iz wus, perbayr. 

inevitable that there should be an oceasionai slip—a drawing uateue 
to nature. or a scene suggestive of the millenium. The average 

sportsman is nothing if not critical; the reader of this bool, if he has 
been much in the field, will readily detect such blunders, as he may 

also recognize passages m some of the chapters where the writers 

were sorely hampered by their kid gloves. But, as a rule. the illus- 

trations are spirited and faithful representations of what may aciu- 

ally be seen in the forests and along ihe streams. As specimens of 

fine wood engraving the illustrations are beyond praise; in cxcel- 
lence of this class of work the Century has long maintained the 

lead, The costly paper and vareful press work combine to make the 

yolume a veritable triumph of the book-maker's act. 
From advance sheets, furnished to us by the courtesy of the pub- 

lishers, we plint elsewhere extracts from one of the chapters, ¢on- 

tributed by Mr. Geo, Bird Grinnell, the Natural History editor of this 

journal, A more extended review of the bunir will be give af 

another tine, 

*Sport with Gui and Rod mn American Woods end Waters. 
by Alfred M, Mayer, Professor at Steyens Institute. 
Century Co. 

f Edited 
ew York: The 
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ANGLING RESORTS,—We shall be glad to have for publi- 
eution notes af gaad fishing localities. Will not our corre- 
spondents fauor us with notes of desirable points for angling 
CNCUTSTONS 2 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug, 16, has 

heen published in convenient pamphlet form, and will he sent to any 
address, postpaid, on receipt of 10 cents. 

ROD AND REEL ASSOCIATION. 

O* Tuesday evening, Oct. 16, at the close of the first day 
of the tournament. a meeting of the Assoviation was 

held at the Metropolitan Hotel, New York, President Bndi- 
cott in the chair, The question of a standard size for reel- 
plates and seats came up, and after much argument it was 
found that the only differences of opinions consisted in the 
use of different names for what we and, we believe, inglers 
eenerally, tein a reel-plate, This is the long piece of metal 
which sits in the rod and is held there by the reel -bands, 
Some reel makers present called it # cross-bar, and it was a 
long time before if was discovered that the two names 
referred to one anil the same thing. Some of the members 
sw no necessity for action, a8. man could always fit his 
reel to his rod with 4 file. Mr, Mather said that he had 

‘iginated this question in Formsr anp STREAM because he 
had about a dozen vods and half that number of reels, and 
all from dilferent makers, What he wanted was to have 
each reel fit every rod. 
Mr. Vallotton thoneht that there should be two standards, 

one for for large reels, as s{riped bass and salmon, and 
another for trout and black bags. 

Ou motion the president appointed the following committee 
of bass, salmon and trout anglers to consider the matter and 
report at the next meeting: L. W. Winchester, H. P. Mce- 
Gowan, J, L. Vallotton, J. C. McAndrew, James Benkard 
und C. Yan Brunt. 

An election of officers for 1884 was held, and the following 
were chosen; President, Francis Bndicott; Secretary, Fred 
Mather; ‘Treasurer, James , Vallotton, If was decided to 
hold the next meeting on the second Tuesday in Noyember. 

NETTING IN GREENWOOD LAKE. 

Es beautiful luke, lying partly in New York and partly 
_ in New Jersey, bas its best fishing grounds in the former 

Stale. ‘The lalce is one of the best ones for black bass within 
a liuindred miles of the cily. ‘These fish are not indigenous 
to it but were planted there some years ago. To-day it is a 
ereat resort for people who wish a few days’ fishing within 
easy teach of New York city, and as a consequence the hotels 
uve well filled during the season. Netting has been carried 
on fo some extent for the purpose of getting fish for other 
waters, aud itis from this Jake that most of the bass which 
have been sent ubroad haye been taken. Last year Mr. Silk, 
fishenliurist to the Marquis of Exeter, employed the guides 
about the Jake to net him many fish, and it occasioned much 
illfeeling, This year he did the same thing, and the indig- 
nation is inte ed. Tlad the men taken the fish with hook 
and line, as allowed by law, nothing could be said, for a fish 
fairly captured is at the disposal of jis captor, ind there is no 
objection to saving its life for the purpose of propagation. 

It appears that Mr. Ailk was well informed on fhe subject 
of the law regulating the capture of black bass in the State, 
and get his wits to work fo get the fish nf once and so save 
his lime and expense, and hesucceeded. By ingeniously mis- 
representing und, itis alleged, falsifying, he succeeded in 
getting away will his cargo about the time that the authori- 
Lies were after him, and safely outside Sandy Hook, he could 
laugh at the law with several thousand bass in his tanks. So 
quietly had he proceeded, that he had nearly his full com- 
plement before the fishermen and people about the lake knew 
that some suides were netting the fish. When this was dis- 
covered, and the iow was threatened, Mr. Silk told them 
that he had permission from Mr. E. G. Blackford, Commis- 
sioner of Fisheries, to (ake the fish, The people, not know- 
ine that a Cominissioner had no such power, dropped the 
subject fora day or two, und contented themselves with 
erimbling at Mr. Blackford for giving permission to have 
the lake dragged, The matter was discussed, and some one 
who knew more of the law than the rest, told them that the 
Fish Commissioners had ne power to authorize the capture 
of fish with nets to slock waters outside the State, and 
Messrs: Hazen & Dezraw, proprietors of the Windermere 
Hotel, telegraphed Ma. Blackford as follows: 

Coorgr, N. J., Och, 12.—Mr, AG. Blackford, Mish Cuin- 
misstvner: ilayve you given permission to. any person to nef 
fish in Greenwood Lake to ship to Europe? ‘The same party 
who netted fsb here last fall for this purpose is here now to 
net 20,000 to fake to England. Please answer quick.— 
Hazen & DeGraw. 

Mr. Blackford immediately replicd that he had not given 
such « permission to anyone,but before his answer was re- 
ceived ab Greenwood Lake, the following letter was written 
from the luke on October 14: 

Mr. #. G. Blackford: Drar Sin—In explanation of the 
messuge sent you in reference to Mr, Silk taking bass from 
the lake, we would state that there is no game constable here 
who has authority Lo stop him, Having gone to great ex- 
pense fo stock the lake, we refer to you, as Fish Commissioner, 
fo ascertuin if there is no way lo prevent him from taking 
thelish, He is to leave here on Wednesday afternoon with 
several thousand fish, Are you not, as Wish Commissioner, 
in duty bound to prevent him from robbing our luke? If 
you cannot atterd to this, please notify us immediately how 
to stop liim from shipping the fish. ‘Velegraph reply, as we 
have only one mail a day,— Hazen & Decraw. 

Pentlipy the arrival of this letter and its answer, threats of 
breaking the fish cars and liberating the fish were made, and 
the railroad officials notified Ma, Ailk that the fish would not 
be carried, and in this extremity Mr. Silk hastened to New 
York to see My, Blackford, ‘Thon Hazen & Degraw re- 
ceived a second telesvam from Mr. Blackford again denying 
that he had given permission for the capture of the fish, and 
saying that he had teleervaphel to Mathew Kennedy, the 
waine protector residing at Hudson, to go it once to Green- 
wood Lake aud prevent avy violation of the law. Not until 
the 19th was the following dispateh received; 

fMupson, N, Y., Oct, 19.—H#, G, Blackford, Fish Commis- 
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sioner: When your dispatch arrived I was off on a trip 
through the interior of my district. 1 started at once on 
arrival here, but men and fish were in New York when [ ar- 
rived at Greenwood Lake. I waited for one of them to get 
back and then received information from him and others 
at the luke to the effect that you permitted him to take the 
fish. Tf this is not so answer at once and I will come down. 
—Marnew Kennepy, 

We haye these letters and telegrams from Mr, Blackford, 
whose indignation at being placed before the people about 
Greenwood Lake in the light of a violator of the Jaw, instead 
of an enforcer of it, was very strong. He said: ‘Mr, Silk 
has lied. This is the third time he has been over here for 
black bass, and he met with no opposition the first time, when 
le may haye taken them legally for all I know; at least be 
took them from the Delaware River, between New Jersey 
and Pennsylvania. The second time he went to Greenwood 
Lake, and although there was some opposition to his netting 
them, it was so quietly done and in such short jime, that this 
opposition amounted to nothing more than a little talk about 
the shores of the lake at the time, Since that, however, this 
talk has assumed a louder tone, and from 2 low murmuring 
protest has swelled into a burst of indignation, and since the 
last foray of Mr. Silk, with his ready lies to meet every 
emergency, it has become a torrent that will effectually pre- 
yent him from attempting to repeat it. Mr, Silk will never 
come to America again for fish of any kind. He will be 

_beanded throughout the land as aman with no respect for 
the laws of the country, and as one who will tell a falseliood 
to gain hisends. I do not kuow whether he is still in the 
employ of the Marquis of Exeter or not, ut if he is, the 
Marquis should know what his representative has done in 
America. When Mathew Kennedy comes down I will have 
something to say to him. Had [ known that he was absent 
I would haye ordered Mr, J. H, Godwin, the same protector 
of this district, to seize the fish upon the wharf.” 

This is not the last of this case, we have good reason to 
believe from the tone of Mr. Bluckford’s remarks, and we 
shali watch it with interest, If a stranger can go to Green- 
wood Lake, and, in defiance of the law and barely on his 
own word, net the waters there, then there is no protection sor 
fish in the State. Wedo not blame Mr, Silk as much as we 
do those who live on the lake and took his money for fish 
taken contrary to law. We do not know the names of these 
people and it would inake no difference if we did. Mr, Silk 
was not a resident of the country and came to accomplish an 
object. He knew the law but evaded it by telling a false- 
hood, and Jeft with what he came tor. The men who sold 
him the fish live near fhe lake, aud if they do not know the 
law concerning the taking of black bass with nets we hope 
that they will get a practical lesson before the courts. 

THE ANGLERS’ TOURNAMENT. 

N our last isswe we gave the scores in part of the classes, 
but, on account of the lateness of the hour, it was im- 

possible to give those of the bass casting and the expert long 
distance class. We now give the entire report. 

SINGLE-HANDED FLY-CASTING, 
No rod to exceed 11ft, tin, in length, any style of reel or Jine leader 

or casting line of single gut, of not less than 8ft.in Tength, to which 

three flies, one stretcher and two droppers, be attached. No allow- 

ance of distance lo be made for difference in length of rods, Bauh 

contestant to be allowed five minutes to cast for distance and five 

minutes lo cast for delicacy and accuracy. 

CLAss A—AmareuR—No LiMIPATION AS 'to WEIGHT OF Ronps.—No one 

permitted 16 enterwho has ever fished for a Jiving, who has ever 

been a guide or who has been engaged in either the manufacture or 

sale of fishing tackle, or who has ever taken a first prize in any tour- 

nament. Seale of points—Distance, actual cast; acenracy and deli- 

cacy, 25 pach. 

Tn this class Mr. Thorn made the longest cast and handled 
his line well in retrieving, but wus below the mark in deli- 
sacy and only good in accuracy. Myr, Hendrix came second 
in distance aud was about equal in other respects, Mr. Ranch 
exhibiled great delicacy and handled his line well, My, 
Levison appeared like one who could do much better if alone 
on the stream. He became nervous and did not cast as well 
toward the close of his time. Ail these men were casting in 
public for the first time. Mr. Eggert beat his record of last 
year thirteen feet and was » lie third in distance but fell off 
to fifth place in other points. He cast with the “‘water cast,” 
4. 6, wilhout retrieving his line, Mr. Weld seemed nervous 
ard evidently alarmed by the distances made by the others, 

SCORE GLASS A, 

Length Weight Dis- 
of Rod, of Rod, tance. Deli- Accu- 
Ft. Tn, O2s. Wt. cacy. vacy. Total 

H, (. Thorne......-., a ts) oy #0 5 Ru 115 
W. i, Hendiix...... 6 10 vied 15 15 107 
G. A, Rauch... BALLS, 5146 40 x0) 10 100 

Levison, 11 6 1014 51 16 RO OL 
Hd. Pagert-- 11 0 10s 70 10 10 a0 
H.P. Weld,,.. it 2 et) td 8 13 83 

CLASS B—AMATIOR. RODE NOT TO EXCEED NINE OUNCES 

IN WEIGHT, 

Here the winner in Class A was barred, all the others 
entered, and in addition, Mr, Thomas Prichard, son of the 
champion of last year, entered. Mr. Hendrix won, adding 
one foot to his score, and making an excellent record for 
delicacy and accuracy, Mr. Ruuch followed him as hefore, 
and although falling off in distance, he made the highest score 
in accuracy. Thomas Prichard came next with a 44-ounce 
vod, leading Rauch ia distance, put fell behind him in other 
points. Mr, Levison rose from six to fourth place, exchang- 
ing with Mr. Weld, while Mr. Eggert was aguin filth with a 
few more points to lis record. Some of the rods were 
longer aud weighed more than the- regulation for this class, 
but the contestants all declared themselves satisfied. 

SCORE, CLASS B, 

Length Weight Dis- 
ot Rod. of Rod, tance. Deli- Accu- 
Ft. In. Ozs. Ft. cacy. racy. Total 

W. EK. Hendrix...... li 6 i0 vis} 22 a1 izL 
C. A. Raueh...... _.11 6 4 65 25 19 109 
‘Nhomas Prichard,, 10 4G 7 18 14 105 
EL, PL Wald a ocelot vine 1 104 614 22 a 136 
ld. egert. ali Og 6214 18 8 ; 
CG. Ge Tovison”. . dl 0 101g 59 18 11 88 
CLASS C-AMATEUR, NO LIMITATION AS TO WEIGHT OF RODS. SCALE— 

DISTANCE ONLY TO COUNT, 
Dis- 

tance, 
Ip. Tn. 

Thomas Prichard...-........ .-- 80 38 
OA GREG wie. sees 70 0 
JO Oe ya ens Bed bee et Pe 60 4 
CO; AY Depa: of: sty rock os protoemebs teenies alee co 1 58 0 

CLASS D—EXPERT, OPEN TO ALL, RODS NOT TO EXCEED 

ELEVEN FEET IN LENGTH NOR FIVE OUNCES TN WEIGHT. 
This was the ciass of the day that was looked forward to 

with interest. Some of the champions of last year were on 
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the ground, and some new ones offered. The contest dif- | second. Mr, Hawes held his own with his last year’s cast 
fered from that of the light rod class of !ast year only in al-| and came in second. There was no wind. 
lowing a trifle more weight to the rods. Last year Mr, 
Hawes won with a 44-ounce rod, casting 82 feet, a distance 
then thought to exceed the capabilities of such a rod. This 
year he exceeded this by three feet, with a rod a minute frac- 
tion heavier; Mr, R, C. Leonard followed him with 79 feet, 
beating his last year’s cast six feet. The beauty of the cast- 
ing of these two men cannot be excelled, and wh€n they 
came to the stand all eyes were upon them, Their recovery 
is simply perfection; the line on the Jone back casi never 
{ouching the water, and often standing at an angle of 35°. 
Mr. T. J, Conroy surprised every one, forhe has not handled 
a rod many seasons, and it was 2 surprise to see him come in 
a good third, beating the two leaders in points for delicacy 
and accuracy. Another son of Harry Prichard’s entercd 
here and beat his father, who was in bad form and more 
nervous than usual. Harry is a most unreliable caster. 
While his 91 feet of last year heads the record still, his dif- 
fidence, self-consciousness, or whatever unneryes him, is so 
great that there is uo telling whetlier he is liable to come out 
ahead or at the foot. Mr. Hier, who won the amateur con- 
test at Coney Island in 1881, was also not up to the expecta- 
tions of his friends, and only beat Varney, who casttwo feet 
beyond liim, on points for d. and a. 

SCORE IN CLASS D—EXPERT, 

Length Weight Dis- 
of Rod. of Rod. tance, Deli- Accu- 
Ft. In Ozs. Ft. caey, racy, Total 

H.W. Hawes. -......,---+ 10 3 474, 85 20 15 120 
R. C. Leonard é 44% 79 15 20 lig 
Thomas J, Conroy. 5 67 20 20 107 
G. W. Prichard 5 67 ae 15 104 
Tiarry Prichard,,,, 6 67 1h 20 102 
George 8, Hier 0 a 61 20 15 96 
George I. Varney... 10 0 434 63 10 0 13 

SECOND DAY, OCT, 17. 

The weather coutinued fine, but contestants and audience 
were slow to assemble, and it was 11:30 instead of 10, before 
entries for the first contest were made and the judges were 
in the boat. Mr, Iva Wood had been a spectator the day 
before and felt rather disappointed to learn that as a former 
prize winner the amateur classes in single-handed fly-casting 
were not oper to him, He had read the rules us published 
in ForEsT AND STREAM a few weeks before and the clause 
having prize winners was not published until the programme 
Wiis circulated upon the grounds, But he never grumbled, 
and stayed all the first day helping -the amateurs with word 
and hand, as we have scen him help even his opponents in a 
match, aud his cheerful, honest face beamed with delight at 
a good cast from an amateur. He locked over the rules 
awain and discovered that he was eligible for the amateur 
salmon casting and entered. There were but few on the 
grounds who were eligible, for the rules required that a 
contestant should haye fished for salmon, and after Mr. 
Eagert had entered, and the manager called loudly and 
often for more entries, Ira Wood came and offered to with- 
draw if his name was keeping others out. His offer was not 
accepted, and we rejoiced to see him win in this class, al- 
though he was not in good physical trim, and did not come 
up to his previous record. His Scotch salmon reel, imported 
by his brother Reuben, bothered him and was a nuisance to 
others who used il, 
SCOR SALMON GASTING. CRASS 1—AMATEURS. SCALE AS IN CLASS A. 

Length Weight Dis- 
of Rod, of Rod, tance, Deli- Acen- 
Th In” Lbs. O2zs. Ft. cacy, racy. Total, 

Tha WOods, ee. 2 18 3 2 df gR 20 1h 184 
hd. Wegert.......-..18 0 2 a2 ts 16 5 1038 

SALMON CASTING, CLASS 2—ENPERT, 
Open to all, Distance only to counh. 

The winner beat the record of last year by eight fect, and 
Mr. Hawes tocd second place with a record of a foot Jess 
than last year. Ramsbottom also fell behind the record a 
foot. The score was: 

Length of Rod. Weightof Rod. Distance. 
Bt, Ln. Lbs. Ozs, Fe, 

KR, C. Leortard: 4.222 (sy oses ees 0 ® 12 124 
TFL PW ein eG ee oe ae & 0 2 6 115 
G.W. Prichard ......., eat () 2 1 05 
TDS. walls SHOEI wets Falelenets rete cela () 2p ah 9414 
BY Gulbans, «--.555----4+— 0 2 6 92 
J, Rarmsbotiom,,,.. u 2 ad $0) 

The names of the judges in all the foregoing classes were 
siyen last week, 

BASS CASTING, 
There were two classes in this style, onc known as heayy, 

with 24-ounce sinkers, the others light, with 14-ounce sink- 
ers, The winner, Mr. JA, Roosevelt, beat his record by 30 1-3 
points. Mr, W. Murray mode one tremendous vast which 
went over the top of the willow tree at the base of which the 
‘Jane’ terminated. Had it falium Within the lane there is 
no telling what his record would have been; it might have 
exceeded the famous cust of President Endicott at Coney 
Island, where the tape-line was worn out before the sinker 
was reached and the scorers died of old age before getting 
back to xeport. Mr. yom Hore added to his record, All 
rods were 7 ft. 6 in. 

SCORE, IEAVY BASS CASTING, 
Five casts allowed and the casts between the hnes, only, to beadded 

and divided by five. All others notto count. Judges: Hon, H.C. 

McGown, §. M. Blatehferd, J, L. Vallotton referee, 
dst 2d pie 4th 5th 

Cast. Cast Cast. Cast. Qast, Average. 
J. A. Roosevelt 6a 156 162 153 161 157 2-5 
EH. yom Hofe 0 0 110 85 75 5 
W, Murray...-....- 146 0 0 0 201-5 

Tn the light bass casting which followed, it was a surprise 
to see Mr. Hawes win with a black bass minuow-red of two 
pieces, and weighing eight ounces, against ordinary striped- 
bass rods of twenty Ounces up. Mr. Murray placed all bis 
casts, and it is remarkable that the only lost cast in the con- 
test was the third one of Mr. Conroy. 

SCORH.—LIGHT BASS CASTING, 
Judges: J, J. Bloomfield, Jacob Bausch, F. Endicott, referee, 

ist 2d 8d 4th bth 
Cast. Cast Cast. Cast. Cast. Average. 

H. W. Hawes.....- 107 102 93 07 105 1004-5 
W. Murray -....- 4 ot 115 115 88 100 2-3 
BH. vom Hofe..,,-- 92 60 40 65 iT 66 4-5 
Y.J. Conroy... ...100 88 OO 47 hy) §23-4 

0H CHAMPION SINGLE HANDED FLY-CASTING. 

The sun was not more than half an hour high when this 
Glass was called and the necessity of haste was apparent fo 
all, The judges ordered that instead of a time allowance 
each contestant should be allowed fifteen casts, Undoubt- 
edly this shortened the record but it was the only alternative, 
Harry Prichard did not enter and his last year’s record of 91 
feet still stands “lone line.” Mr. R, C. Leonard won with 
87 tect, three feet short of his record lust year, when he was 

SCORE CLASS E.—SINGLE HANDED RODS, 

Open to all, Distanee only to count, Jud J.C, re 
¥. Crosby, KF. Haieott, referee. sean tate ae 62 

Length Weight 
of rod, ofrod, Distance. 

R, C. Leonard__,___.- Ite cesta nd zi pea 12 87 
H. W. Hawes... ese iorek LEMS A) a5 
GeoLVBINGY A genes.) eros cee li 6 12 81 
G. W. Pricharil...... - beef: 32 Neen tl 0 Wh 7s 
CLO RTO sere iets) clan ciefetaisd tetelol 6 She 7 

Thos, Prichard i 0 101 7 
T. J. Gonroy....__.. bye Rati<g 1016 63 

‘The tournament wasa most successful one, and the records 
will be seen to be above the average of Jast year. The plat- 
form from which the casting was done was ight feet square, 
twenty feet from shore, and one fool above (fe water. No 
accident or ill-feeling marred the pleasure of the company, 
and the only regret was the illness of Mr, James Benkard, 
chairman of the committee of arrangements, which pre- 
vented his attendance. A social dinner at the Metropolitan 
Hotel followed the events of the first day, and a business 
me was held, the proceedings of which we give else- 
where. 

SALMON FISHING IN THE MADELEINE. 

ot [Se the courtesy of J, U. Gregory, Esq., Quebec, 
Canada, we have received the following score of 

salmon caught inthe Madeleine River, Gaspé, during the 
season of 1883: 

Tae 
: + a kal Bars | 

le (2alsalsq| eg je\es! 
|S \Sseslse|. ss (26°) Number of days 
& |SSiegieo) oe [ele fishing. — 

ls lseued| 2S Fee : 
Lg 4Er EPS 42 FE 
| zee 

— -| | =F _ 
| } 

Col, Willans. 26 | 792/84 [1044) 22 1| 10 | i7—Iune 21-July 11. 
G T. Bonner,| 61 |1332/30 |1144) 2183-100 2] 10 | 17—June 21-July 11. 
Jas. Gibb... 15 | 24933417 | 23445 |,,).,..) 10—June 29-July 11 

Total ...... ke, fesralg 1014 228412 3 30 

Montizambert and Sewell killed three salmon (averaging 
about 22 Ibs.) and a great inuny very large trout in five days’ 
fishing the first week in August, 

MY FIRST ADIRONDACK TRIP. 

A BOYHOOD REMINISQENCE. 

( Continued.) 

Oe time in camp passed pleasantly for a week, then 
Lyman got it into his head to leave us. He bad made 

arrangements to go to the Thousand Islands, and thought he 
needed all his timie to get there. One Sunday afternoon he 
said he musl go, and wanted us to take him to ‘'Kelloge’s”’ 
on Long Lake. He said he would pay our expenses while 
gone. and as it would be cheaper to him we consented, 
alihough we hated to have him go, We found out we could 
not persuade him fo stay longer, so ahout one o’clock we 
started, intending to stay over night al ‘‘Curey’s,” hetween 
the Raquette and Forked lakes. ‘The distance from our 
camp to Kelloge’s was thirty-eight miles, and we thonght 
by slaying all night at Carev’s we could mike Kelloge gy 
ten o'clock the next day. We had a carry of one mile he- 
tween the Seyenth and Eighth lakes, but haying only 
Lyman’s baggage and the boat we yot along nicely, The 
Hichth Lake is a beauty, being nearly as large as the 
Seventh. No one ever camps on this like, as it is too hard to 
re, 10, there being a carry of one mile [rom the Beventh to 
it, and one and one-fourth miles to the Brown Tract Tolet, 
on the other side. Besides, the Brown Tract Tnlet is very 
hard io go down, being so crooked and Jong, It is tour 
miles in length, and while going down or up it you could go 
¢ight miles on the lakes. We arrived on the Raquette, the 
largest of any of the lakes, haying a shore line of ninety-six 
miles; this lake has been described so much that I will not 
attempt to portray if. We passed Constable’s Point, 
Murray’s Isiand and Alyah Dunning's, and proceeded to- 
ward the ‘‘Forked.” We were in a hurry to get to Carey’s 
before dark and needed all our time. At last Pred said we 
had come to the carry that led to Carey’s House, but it had 
not the appearance of a carry, He said he knew il was the 
place; so we went up it a short way, but we all came to the 
conclusion it could not be the piace, and gol into our boat 
again and rowed up the lake; we hunted around for half an 
hour, but could not find any trace of a carry. Iappening 
to look down the lake we saw a boat coming toward us and 
started to meet it. On the way down we teased Fred a good 
deal about it, telling him «a man that had traveled across 
Arabian deserts should oeyer get lost on a small lake that he 
had crossed a dozen times. And as this appeared to worry 
him it was kept up. 

Tn 2 short time we came up to the boat, which contained 
two guides. We inquired about ‘“Carey’s,” and found that 
“old man” Carey had moved away and the old house was 
unoceupied, Fred was right in regard to the carry und was 
as pleased to think he was right as a little boy would be over 
anew toy. The only thing left for us ta do sas to go onto 
Kelloge’s that night; the distance was only fourteen miles, 
but it was now dark and we had four carrivs to cross before 
reaching Long Lake. We soon got oyer the carry of half a 
mile between the Raquette and Forked lakes. This carry 
is perfectly level and there isa good wide road runuing all 
the way between the lakes. We ran nearly all the way over 
and were soon going down the Forked at the rate of six miles 
an hour. The Forked Lake is a peculiar sheet of water, 
having a great many forks, or arms, running from all diree- 
tions init. The Raquette River, rising in the Raquette Lake, 
flows through the Forked, butisso rapid that few ever run in, 
it taking twice the time to do itas it does to carry over, After 
running four miles duwn the Forked we went about a quarter 
of a mile and came to the one and adall milecarry. This wasa 
hard one to get over and by the time we had arrived again 
at the Raqnette River it was dark. We now had to go down 
the river one mile before we came to Buttermilk Pails, or as 
Murray calls them, ‘‘Phantom Falls.” We had ta stay near 
the shore and’ keep a sharp lookouf so as not fo run over 
them, When we came to them we did not see *‘Murray’s 
phantom” beckoning us on. We were very much disap- 
pointed at this, for all of us expected to see it. The ideu of 
Murray and his guide, John Plunkett, nmming this fall 
is all foolishness; the falls are not so high, bub they break, 
and the water running down them is hardly sufficient for a. 
boat to run over. and if ane should be taken in it would be 
impossible for it not to upset. We soon-got across this carry, 

es 
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it being not over a quarter of a mile long. and had now 
another yow of half a mile down the river before coming to 
our last carry. It was so dark we knew we would have hard 
work to find it, and it proved ouly too true. We hunted 
over an hour for it and at last thought we had found it. _ 

Fred started off with the boat on bis back, but he had not 
pone over ten rods before he fell down, Now, it’s not pleas- 
ant to fall down with a boat on your back, The boats are 
carried hy haying a yoke put in the center of the boat, and 
this yoke fits around your neck, After getting it balanced 
on your shoulders the bout does not seem to be yery heavy, 
and you can carry a boat a great way in this manner without | 
its tiring you, but when you fall down, you find with that 
yoke choking you and cighty-five pounds of boat to raise, is 
not so pleasant. Fred looked like a hnge turtle when we 
struck a lightand found him, he was trying bis best to get 
up, but it was no so; after retting himon his feet we showed 
him the folly of going so fust, and he went slower, but soon 
fell down again; at last we found we hail lost the path, 
What to do we hardly knew, but did not care lo stay there | 
all night, so we all started off to gel some bark for lights, 
We found some bark and at lust gota lighi, Which way to 
fo now puzzled us, but we thought if best to follow the 
river, und did so for about an hour, but it was so rocky, and 
so many trees werelyiug in our way, we knew we could 
never get out in that manner, so started back for the trail, 
Atter roaming around we at last struck it about ten fret 
from where we first started in. We hail at the start taken 
an old path that led off in another direction, and which had 
not been traveled over perhaps for years. It was nearly 11 
o'clock when we got on Long Lake, and after 12 when we 
arrived at the villaze of Long Lake. We found no one 
awake at the hotel, and had to nearly knock the doors down 
to get ‘‘old man Kelloge’ up, tle old gent was not going to 
let us in when he did open the door, but Pred, being an old 
acquaintance, did not stand on ceremony but pushed the old 
man one side und weall walked in. Kelloge was glad to | 
sce Med, and we soon were ejtting a good square meal pre- 
pared by Mrs. K, We soon went to bed, and were quickly in 
the gentle arms of Morpheus, 

The next day we were too fired to start on the return, and 
so helped Lyman buy and rig his boat. Long Lake is six- 
teen miles in length, and las some of fhe finest scenery in 
the Adirondacks, Tt was formerly noted for its hunting 
and fishing, but at present it is good for neither. The place 
has about 100 inhabitants, that is, in the settlement and 
township. All that the men do is to guide and Wuild boats. 
The Long Lake boats are noted as being the best-built boats 
in the country, ‘The deer, of course, ave driven back in the 
wilderness, and the lake xbounds with pickerel. These hogs 
destroy all the trout, and the once noted Long Lake at the 
present day contuing none, I went fishing for pickerel one 
afternoon there, and in less than one hour had caught twenty- 
aix, weivhiny 504 pounds. I do net know how many hun- 
dred { micht have tuken if one large fish had not cut my 
line in two pieces, keeping for himself the spoon. These 
fish are literally hogs. I have seen them caught with flannel 
on a hook for bait, and have semen them frequenuly juinp up 
at pine chips when thrown at them aud try to bite them. 
Once when coming down Lake Champlain I had an apple 
that 1 could nov cat. T threw apiece out of the boat and was 
surprised to see a fish weizhing, I should judge, twenty-tive 
ounds, jumip for it. Lamused myself with that apple for 
fteen minutes, and nearly every time that I threw a piece in 

ad water one would jump for it and open his jaws like a 
og. After catching so many i naturally felt in a good | 

frame of mind, and Jugged them to the hotel, a distance of | 
half a mile from the Jake. I noticed that I did not get com- 
plimented much for doing so well, but thought it was the 
custom of the country not to compliment; but 1 confess I 
felt rather disappointed not to see any of my fish on the 
{able and very angry to find all of then laying in a heap 
back of the barn the next day. The Long Lake people will 
nol eat these fish only when they get starved out, which is 
every winter; then they live on them for two or three 
months, and naturally get sick of them, This accounts, as 
Kellowg says, for their being so smart in winter. 

The next day it rained and we did not start. As the rain 
continued for two more days, and we were paying our own 
bills now, we concluded to go, even if il rained harder than 
ever. So bidding Lyman good-bye, we lefton Thursday of 
‘five o'clock in the morning,” promising Kellogg to come 
and see him again before we left the woods. It rained hard 
now, and by the time we had got back on the “Forked” we 
were completely wet through, Ilavying a letter to deliver 
from a rentleman whom we met ut the hotel to a gentleman 
camping on the ‘‘Forked” at the “Rich Camps” we drew up 
there, justas the “Great Austrian Party” with eight guides 
were leaving. Their party consisted of three princes and au 
interpreter besides their guides. Whether they were verit- 
able princes or not this deponent does not know, bul judg- 
ing by their dress, style, and the money they had, I should 
think them to be all counts of Monte Christo. They were 
very friendly to us, and offered us the hospitalities of the 
camp. 

Mr. Buck, the gentleman we had the letter for, was out 
watching for deer, so we concluded to await his return; we 
were very lungry, and after looking around, found out his 
camp was well supplicd with victuals. We considered that 
if he was placed in similar circumstanees he would cook up 
a square meal, so we went atit, and in a short time was 
feasting off of his venison, trout, ete. We were taken com- 
letety by surprise, before we were half through, by Mr. 
uck coming out of the bushes saying, “Boys, you look as 

though you enjoy your dinner.” We both felt rather mean 
to be caught, but explained to him our reason for so doing, 
ind gaye him the letter. It happened that the gentleman 
who sent the letter to him mentioned us as being good 
whist players, that was enough, for Buck said that any man 
that could play a good game of whist he always liked to 
meet, und he considered that bis friend knew when he met 
a man that could play, Of course Fred and I felt very much 
complimented, and concluded, on the strength of it, to eat 
another course with Mr. Buck. After cating, our new-found | 
friend brought out first-class tobacco, and we had a4 social 
smoke and chat. He insisted that we should stay all night 
with him, and knowing we could not getinto betler quarters, 
we consented without much enireaty, 

Our host was in the woods with two"friends for a hunt, 
aud it was his first trip to the Adirondacks, He appeared 
fo be charmed with everything, and the second day in, as 
they were getting all in good order around the amp, one of 
his friends fot so homesick, that he went back, Mr. B. said 
he did not mind that so much, but in two days atterward 
his other friend, the gentleman whom we met, got sick (home- 
sick), and went to the hotel, and the letter we brought was | order, und ran to where our boats were. 

said he came there to have a good time, and thathuving both 
his friends leave him made him feel bad, but he would stick 
out his two weeks even if his guide left him. He was 
anxious to have us camp with him, and was sorry we woul 
not. The next morning we hated to leave him, but had to 
do it and attend to duties in our own camp, This Mr. Buck 
was unfortunate all the way through; lie was ‘gulled” at 
several places by the hotels, fuides, carringes. cic., ete., and 
he had only been there one week and it had cust him $100, 
We had only $80, and expected to stay in camp six weeks, 
but we knew how tomannage better than he, and were younger 
and could rough if better, 
We arrived back to our camp all right, and found every- 

thing in perfect order, nothing haying leen disturbed during 
our absence. While coming across the carry, between the 
Brown's Tract Inlet and the Eighth Lake, we saw seated inan 
old tent an old man, and at his feet was an old tin portable 
boat. I was surprised to see Fred drop his things and shake 
hands with the man, and call him “Colonel.” The man was 
about as dirty-looking a creature as I ever met; he was com- 
pletely covered over with tar to keep the mosquitoes and 
punkivs off of him, The Colonel wasa man of about 45 
years and talked Jike » gentleman, and [ wondered how a 
Man of bis sense could he so dirty. After # while, the Colonel 
intormed us he was going down the Raquette River as far 
as Potsdam to sce the country, He said he knew it was a big 
thing fo do, but he was going to do if now as long as he had 
started, but wished he had never undertaken tt, Said he, 
“One year ago to-(lay I was here, and had to go over this 
carry twice, Isat down and yowed this wasiny last time 
on a thing like this, bat by thunder, here T am hike a cussed 
fool, and have lo go over this abominable carry three times,” 

Our four weeks were spent iu camp very pleasantly. We 
caught quantities of speckled beauties and one lake trout, 
which I was fortunate fo catch, and it weighed 114 pounds 
and Jasted us fourdays, We could not do nearly as much 
fishing and bunting as we wished, on account of our venison 
and fish spoiling. Sometimes we would go out In tiie morn- 
ing and in an hour’s time catch enough fish lo last us three 
or four days, Not caring to waste such valuable fish, we 
would haye to stop fishing until we ate up all we had. Any 
one that would throw away either trout or venison ought to 
be shot, and if a guide should find 1t out he might wish he 
had stayed out of the mountains, However, it was really 
not much pleasure for me to catch brook trout. 1 have heen 
used to catch these little beauties by hard work, where [ had 
to work and fish all day to cateh fifteen or twenty; but there 
I haye gone and caught seyenteen without moving out of 
my tracks, and if is about us much sport to catch them there 
as it is to go and eateh red-tins in a mill pond. This is my 
opinion, bat perhaps there is no one that will agree with 
me, 
We inct numerous partics going and coming through the 

woods, 2 great many of them stopping with us over night. 
College studunts and graduates were in abundance, aud { 
heard no Jess than seven times Low they, before examina- 
tion, had dreamed they were going to have in geometry 
proposition 9 or 15, as the case might be. 11 impressed them 
so that they would take that proposition and learn il thor- 
oughly. Sure enough, when the examination came they had 
it! A gentleman by the name of Burrows was the Jast man 
that told me this wonderful thing, After he liad got through 
Tasked hin, while in the woods, if be had teld that to any 
othor graduate, Hesyid he had. Said I, “‘My friend, you 
did wrong to tell them that story, for six different men told 
me that, and they were the individuals that dreamed, ete,; 
and now 1 have come to the conclusion that ecilege students 
must haye peculiar drenms,” He had a gieat notion to get 
angry, but concluded not to, aswe both belonged fo the same 
colleze society. 

Tt is singular how men who appear to be gentlemen, and 
probably are so at home, will lie, drink and do other im- 
proper things when they get into tue woods. IT never knew 
before that so many people had such rich ancestors. ‘Lhir- 
teen was the number where this man’s grandmother, mother, 
or erandfather’s father had leff in England, France or Ger 
many immense fortunes, but they would witha sigh say, 
“Ts it not provoking, it’s all gone back to the crown.” On 
our way ‘out’ I must haye been taken fora “big man,” for 
T was ij Gollewe graduate, aud Had dreamed that proposition 
9, cte,, and had 2 great-gpandfather who left eight or ten 
millions in France which went back 10 the crown, J told 
these stories so much that I believe it now to he so. My *‘ob- 
ject” was in telling these to get even with Pred on his 
“Arabs,” but I soon faye it up, it was pot appreciated. Tt 
amused me yery much nt first to hear Fred tell our guests 
his stories about his travels, but after awhile L got 36 tired 
of: “You can imagine how hot it was, for if killed three 
camels and three Bedouin Arabs,” that I would make an ex- 
cuse and go away just as those stories commenced, T got so 
that I could tell five minutes before they were coming, and 
then I prepared myself. 

Tu our hunting we were unfortunate, although we hid 
three deer in camp, buf did not shoot any of them ourselves. 
We met a party camping on the Raqueiite, and they said be- 
fore they left the woods they were coming on the Fulton 
Chain for a day or two; we invited them (o come and sec us, 
and they said if they came they would call, About a week 
alter wemet them. One night we saw coming down the lake 
about dark, a boat with three in; we thought if was them 
and so prepared 2 good supper, and soon had it ready. In- 
stund of coming down they went on the island; we thought 
this yery strange, and just then heard 1 4un go off. We came 
to the conclusion they did not know where ow camp was 
situated, and had fired off a signal for us, so we fired off our 
sung, und presently we say them coming. We went down 
to meet them, snd were taken by surprise to find the ‘*Do- 
ywinie® had shot 4 doe. Happening to look over on the island 
he had seen it feeding, and his guide had paddled him up to 
it, and he shot it. This was our first deer in camp, and we 
were elad to get it, but [ was sorry T had not the shot, 

At table the “Dominic” said it was fuuny how luck would 
run; they had been camping forfour weeks, and had hunted 
a wreéal deal and had not seen a deer before they came on our 
lake and shot one froin under our noses. Their party con- 
sisted of the ‘Dominic’ and sonandMr B. They were from 
a certain city, and 1 wish they had neverleft if. We gave 
them our bunks, and alter chatting until quite late, we all 
went to sleep. In the morning we awoke and found their 
enide had breakfast all ready; T thought then how nice a 
lady of a house must feel, when off visiting, when she does 
not have to think what she is going to provide for the tuble. 
We were just finishing brealefast when thesuide said, ‘Hear 
that: hound; he is running a deer, and it sounds as though it 
was coming directly here.’ We all got our guns im short 

Their guide then 
an votreaty for Mr, Buck to go oul with bim home, Buck |spuke up, saying that the deer would run, he wus sure, in 

— <7 - 

the lake near where we were standing, but thought some of 
us ought to go up to the island. Fred called me one side and 
said, as they were our guests, we ought to let them stay and 
wesgoup, lagreed to do this, but it was like pulling away 
from home, country aud friends to leave them there to shoot 
the deer. Before we started they said, if the deer should 
come to them they would shoot it, but if it came up tous 
they would stay where they were and let me shoot it. The 
dog’ came nearer and nearer to them, and Fred said i, was no 
use rowing fast as they would certainly shoot it, but I told 
him it might possibly turn and come up lo us; so he rowed 
up aud we soon got near the island, but he thought by 
going to ‘Windmill Point’ opposite, we could command a 
better view of the lake. We had nearly got to the shore 
when thedog turned, and if seemed the deer would come to 
us, and as usual, 1 began to tremble. The dog came nearer 
and nearer, and then Fred says: ‘J see it! I see it on the 
other shore opposite,” Sure enough, i! came running along 
looking grand. It ran along the shore for about five seconds 
and then plunged in the luke. I wanted to start off imme- 
diately, but he said, ‘Not until it gets into the center of the 
lake, and then, ‘Billy,’ it cannot get away, and the deer’s 
yours,” It was the same as if I sat with ‘‘four kings.” 
We watched the deer closely, not taking our eyes off it for 

asecond, Tred says, “Look at your gun and see if it’s all 
tight, and we will go.” Wesoon got off and he said: “‘Do 
not take your eyes off of it and Iwill row you to it and tell 
you when to shoot.” We got within 500 yards of it, when 
happening to cast my eyes down the lake [I saw the other 
boat coming full speed for the deer at about the same dis- 
tance to itas we were, [soon notified Fred, and he said he 
wis afraid if thedeer should turn they would get il, and he 
had no more than said so when it did turn, The suide 
could rew nearly twice as fast as Fred, aud before we sot 
within 200 yards of it the “Dominie” had shot. Fred 
dropped his oars, and I did not pray. My ‘‘four kings” 
were not good, the ‘‘Dominie” had ‘four aces,” * * * * 
When we came up to them the ‘‘Dominie” said: ‘The 

deer is yours, all I want is the horns.” Did we thank him 
for being so generous? Not much! Apology afterapology he 
gave, but he might as well have talked to a stone astous. He 
thought he had done a incan thing, and we let him think so. 
We were all very solemn on our way back to camp, and 
after dressing the deer and giving him the horns, he said he 
thought he would go. No one objected, and they soon left 
us. The guide said it was not his fault, for he was employed 
by them, and the ‘‘Dominie” urged him all the time to go, 
We gaye that yuide our opinion cf him, and told him there 
was not a guide in the woods but what would hear about it; 
and they did, and it will be many days before that suide 
hears the last of it. We never expected to see or hear of the 
“Dominie” again, but was surprised one day on coming into 
camp to find a note from him inviting us to come and see 
him, and leaving us a bushel of potatoes, He had noticed 
we were out of potatoes when he left, and had thought we 
would be reconciled if we got them, We Janghed for a lone 
while over the potatoes, and pictured the “Dominic” as he 
lett them. We now had two décr and only us two to cat 
them. We did not dare to, or want to, throw any away, so 
we look one aud distributed it around to the olher camps on 
the Fourth Luke, and at the Forge House. 

[LO Bi CONTINUED. | 

HOOKS ON A MINNOW GANG. 

A KITTERING for pickerel, though it lacks the excite- 
ment of trout and bass fishing, and does not demand so 
much study and skill; is yet very fair sport where these are 
not. to be bad, It is much the most sportsmanlike method 
of taking the fish, particularly when snap-lackle is used and 
the fish struck as soon as he takes the bait. There are vari- 
ous flights and minnow gangs described in works on angling, 
and said by the dealers, adapted to this method of fishing, 
but 1 haye found one serious objection to them, and that is 
that the various hooks and triangles, as three hooks soldered 
back to back are called, are all fastened to the gimp by silk 
lachinws, which are shellacked. Now when the fish ren of 
fair size and aré striking well, their sharp teeth cul through 
the shellac aud soon reduce the silk lashing to a mass of 
riveliings. Pretty soon you strike a good tish; whish! and 
the gimp comes buck in your face and off fies Mr, Pickerel 
with a lot of Bait aud hooks stuck in his jaw, giving him 
food for reflection for some time. Now | have lost so many 
good fish in this way, and used up gangs so fast, that I have 
finally adopted a gang which is very simple, does not wear 
out, is easily made and worth all the complicated gangs in 
the world in ordisary pickerel fishing. It consists of simply 
one lip hook and two triangles. all eyed, and the eyes bent at 
an angle of about forty-tive degrees. The size of gimp is 
such Uhitt ib will just comfortably pass through the eyes. 
The hook and triangles are pluced in their proper position on 
the gimp and a kuot tied in it below them to keep them from 
slipping off. That is all. No lashings to wear out, and 
there is a freedom of movement about the triangles very con- 
venient in adjusting them ou a bait. A strip of pickerel 
helly can be used as well as a minnow and makes au equally 
attractive bait, Lappend a sketeh, PERCYVAL. 
Naw Haye, Conn, 

Tum WALKIDLAND THE PyeeE Nevs,—Mlitor Forest and 
Stream: What apity the law should allow the use of these 
nets in this beautiful stream. ‘The bass are supposed to be 
protected, bat they are fartrom it, There is not a person 
living on this stream who uses the fyke that was ever known 
to put back to the water the numberless black and Oswego 
bass that are taken in these fraps, and there is an instance 
of & person liying on this stream near Libertyville, who 
within the last month was seen lo scoop ot numbers of these 
choice fish from his fyke and feed them to his hops. It is a 
shame that this beaatiful stream should be poliuted with & 
fyke orany other net, but just so long as it is, it will be an 
excuse for such piratcs as mentioned above to plunder it for 
fhe benefit of his swine. It is unfortunate there is no pro- 
Leetive society along these waters, but since this occurrence it 
has been decided to make an example of this fellow so soon 
as a cise can be made aguinst him. Steps haye already been 
taken in that direction by a few friends of the rod who resort 
to this parlicular locality during the bass season,—R. N, P. 
(Our correspondent should communicate with the game 
protector for his district, Matthew Kennedy, Hudson, N.Y]. 

WAp A Brer.—The Hawthorn (Fla.) Grapiie says that 
while Mr. Posey was fishing in Lochloosa Lake the other 
duy an alligator took hold of bis Jeg and pinched him 
seyevely enough to make him lame fora time, The ‘gator 
was killed and measured twelve feet in length, 
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FOREST AND STREAM, [Oor, 25, 1883. 

Merits or THE RAtysow Trour.—Major Gustavus P. 
Merriam, native of Locust Grove, Lewis county, N. Y., writes 
from his prape vineyard home in Apex, California, Sept. 
26, 1888: “I see that your Eastern people are trying to in- 
troduce the Qalifornin trout into your Jakes und streams, 
Go slow! they are not to be compared in natural heauty with 
the speckled trout; not so good eating and not half so gamy 
on the hook, They bite stupid asa dace, Ihave caugat 
them from as long as your finger up to fourteen inches—a 
favo and 4 half pounder—and therefore speak as one with 
authority, Stick to your old trout; the best in the world. 
There is only one trout stream in Cerro Gordo county, and 
that is 25 miles from my home, Tt isim the loveliest cation 
possible to imagine, Walls 500 to 800 feet perpendicular, 
from which hang maiden hair ferns, blue bells and many 
other of nature’s divine gifts, The stream for a mile or 
more is 2 constant succession of ‘trout holes,’ over, around 
and under boulders. At the head of the cation is. a f00-foot 
perpendicular waterfall, and the entire caion isin perfect 
shade. As the water is cold, the air is always delight(ul and 
tefreshing, eyeh in our hottest days. This picture may 
scem ideal and fanciful, but it is a reality, and its mystic 
spell sinks into our hearts and softens our natures. Yet, 1 
would gladly exchange it all for the dearly loved and often 
remembered Adirondack streams and lakes. Again, I say, 
stick to your speckled trout.” — Uitea Lerald. 

Howosassa my Asues.—Jacksonville, Oct, 19—Wditer 
Fimost mad Stren: The house kepi by Mr, A. P. Jones has 
heen burned, and with it many of the orange trees near, 
Delightful homosassa—the ‘‘sportsman’s puradise’’—the 
charming spot which I first brought to the notice of lovers 
of the gentie art, isno more, Naught but ashes mark the 
spot where ‘Mother Jones” dispensed the good things of this 
world, Our good friend, Dr. Forbes, and hosts of other 
kindred spirits, will mourn the loss of their winter resort, 
amd will be lorced to seck pastures new.—AL Fresco, 

Fiyest Buack Bass SrREAM LN THE WorLD,—Cumber- 
Tand, Md., Oct. 21.—I see in your ‘‘Sea and River Fishing” 
you ask for information as to “where to go fishing.” The 
south branch of the Potomac River, in Hardy county, W. 
Va., near the towns of Moorefield and Petersburg, is the fin- 
est black bass stream in the world. This isa ‘‘big state- 
ment,” but nevertheless true. There is a good hotel in each 
place, reasonable charges, and are situated near the river. 
Any quantity of quail and deer around both Moorefield and 
Petersburz.—A. M, W. 

Buack Bass AT St. Cram FrLars.—Detroit, Mich., Oct. 
20 —This week A. C, McGraw, Esq,. who is over 70 years 
old, and another Detroit gentleman, in two days’ fishing at 
Johnson's Chantel, St. Clair Plats, caught oyer eighty black 
bass that would ayerage nearly three pounds each. Mr, 
MeGraw roughs it ina small cabin on his sailboat when ou 
such tr ips, —Dp LTA. 

A Bie Masearonan Ow A Troun Rop.—Detroit, Mich., 
Oct. 20.—Jcrome Croul, Esq., caught a beautiful mascalonge 
yesterday, it Jolinson’s Channel, taking lim with a 6-ounce 
trout rod. The fish measured three feet four inclics in 
length, and weighed fourteen pounds, and was brought to 
oat alter a fight of twenty minutes.—DELra, 

Hisheuliare. 

CONFERENCE OF FISH COMMISSIONERS. 

WV informal conference of Fish Commissioners from seyeral 
States bordering upon the Great Lakes was held in De- 

trait Oct. 17. The following were present: Philo Dunning 
President, and James Neyin Superintendent of the Wisconsin 
Fish Commission; Robert O. Sweeney, President of the Minne- 
sota Fish Commission; Charles W. Bond, Henry Douglass, 
superintendent and D. V. Howell of Ohio; J. F, Antisdel of 
Wisconsin; Frank Clark of the United States Fish Commis- 
sion; and Dy. J, C. Parker, A. J. Kellogg and J. H. Bissell of 
the Michigan Commission. The object was to consult in 
regard to uniform legislation to regulate the capture of fishin 
the Great Lakes by the States bordering upon them. The fol- 
lowing points were discussed; 

1, Seimes—lt was adopted thatwhere seines are used their 
use should be prohibited from 12 Sturday night to 12 Monday 
morning, aud that seine fishin under the ice should be probib- 
ited at all times, ; 

2. Trap and Pond Nets—There shall not he over vighty rods 
of lead and four evibs in a string from headlands, and no nets 
are tbo extend beyond a ling one mile owt from headland to 
headland, and no nets between any bayous in the lake to be 
set further out than nets set olf the headlands, 

3, GHll Nets—No nets shall be allowed to be placed on reefs or 
spawnine grounds. 

‘The following resoiutions were adopted: 
Resolved, That it is the seuse of the meeting that it is desir- 

able to prevent further depletion of food fishes of the Great 
Lakes and connecting waters and that a license be laid upon 
nets, which shall be devoted to the culture and propagation of 
fish which are to be returned +0 such waters, 

Resolved, That the standard for seine and gill nets shall be 
by the fathom. 

Resolved, ‘Chat traps and pound nets shall be licensed by the 
heart or evib, and by the fathom of lead above twenty-tive 
rods. 

Resolved, That each State should appoint a fish warden or 
vardenos, with assistants to look after the inspection of nets, 

and the enforcement of existing laws for fish protection. 
Resolve, That’ sttingent laws should be passed by each 

State prohibiting the use of explosives for the destruction of 

Resulced, That statistics be Gollected by allthe States bor- 
Geriny on the Great Lakes, as a necessary adjunct to the work 
of the different Commissioners, and we recommend that such 
States take the necessary measures to gather proper statistics 
in regard thereto. 

fi was vecommended by the Commissioners that the work 
of the different Commissions for the propagation of whitetish 
and tront be continued. Also the depeaitine. of offal and other 
deleterious matter upon spawning ground be prohibited, 1t 
was turther recommended that the Commissioners of the State 
bordering on the Great Lakes communicate with the fishermen 
in their different States, and consult with them as te the yari- 
ous mtters discussed at this meeting, and to get their views 
as definitely us they can in reference to these matters, and 
that the different States communicate the result of such inves- 
tization to each other, and also to get opinions as to the adyis- 
ability of holdine a meeting at some central point, for Fish 
Uomimissioners anid fishurmen to discuss these questions. 

Still another recommendation to the Coimmissioners in 
States bordering on the Great Lakes was that they urge upon 
their members of Congress and Senators to prevail upon the 
United States Fish Commission to send a United States 
steamer with a sufficient force of scientiic men to investigate 

the habits of lakefish, the methods of fishing and other matters 
connected therewith, 
The following resolution was adopted: 
Resolved, As the sense of the meeting that the yarious States 

enact laws regulating the size of fish ‘hat can be marketed. 
DELTA. 

Derrorr, Mich., Oct,, 20, 

THE GOLDFISH $ 

N R. MULERTT has published a neat octavo of 108 pages 
\ which not only treats of the culture of the goldfish and 

gives many interesting facts in its history but will also be of 
value to those who wish to breed the carp, a fish of similar 
structure and habits. Mr. Mulertt has devoted much atten- 
tion to the breeding of ornamental fish, and we know that he 
has imported several rare species which are too little known 
in America, The work mentioned contains many facts well 
known to scientists and fishculturists, but of which the general 
public are ignorant, among which are the yagaries of colorins 
in this fish which causes it to be sold as different species, suck 
as “‘silyer fish,” “pearl fish,” etc. 

Mr. Mulertt has given some space to those curious forms 
which we believe to haye been bred from deformities by the 
Chinese, called ‘telescope fish” on account of the projecting 
eyes; ‘'fringe-tail,” which is the famous “kingio” exhibited in 
the late New York Aquarium as the $5,000 fish; the “comet,” 
“fantail,” ete., which are both curious and beautiful, but as 
artificial as fancy pigeons and some pet dogs which would 
never survive without. man’s protecting care. The author 
does not think that the decrease of fishes in our rivers is due 
as much to the use of small4meshed nets as it is to an increased 
demand froma growing population, and quaintly says: “A 
bit of forest in which grow a few chestnut trees, was by the 
then few village boys said tu be full of chestnuts, but now, 
when the village has become a large tawn or city, the few 
chestnut trees are not looked upon with the same admiration, 
because, though in equally good condition, they do notfurnish 
chestnuts enough to go*reund,” 

There areinteresting chapters on the diseases of fish and their 
enemies. Among thelatter we notice that the author classes the 
frog and the muskrat. We have long suspected these animals, 
and have watched them, but have never found fish in their 
stomachs, and therefore have piven them the benefit of the 
doubt, While it is likely that both take an occasional fish, we 
haye never been able to prove 1b. 

*The Goldfish and its Systematic Culiure with a View to Profit: A 
practical treatise on the fish, its propagation, enemies, diseases, and 
care of the fish in captivity. Together with hints on the construction 
of ponds, etc. By Hugo Mulertt, propagator of ornamental fish and 
aquatic plants. Ilustrated with colored frontispiece and ninctecn 
woodcuts, drawn from nature. Cincinnati, 0., 1883. [Price $1.00]. 

: THE SUNFISH AGAIN. 

Editor Forest anid Siveam: 
During my absence, I find some of my friends have ‘‘heen 

after me.” Tam glad to see them, and will reply brietly 
to their exceptions, “‘R.” thinks my plan rather than Mr, 
Mather’s would soon make tish of all kindsa rarity. To this 
Isimply reply, that my plan has been ih use for some thou- 
sands of years with quite satisfactory results, and ‘fish of all 
kinds” are not to-day # rarity, though some of them are likely 
to become so tnder the operation of plans of quite another 

ind. 
“Rk. thinks my yiew of the case is based on sentiment ‘en- 

tirely.” Well, no, not entirely; but to some extent it is, and 
I should feel rather ashamed of myself if it were not. Waita 
moment, my ¢ood friend, and let us take a glance at tliis mat- 
ter of sentiment, which is brought in upon so many occasions 
to take the place of argument. It is through this much 
divided emotion or feeling, called sentiment, that we reccive 
many of the purest and sweetest joys of life, Take from fly- 
casting its sentiment, and what does the fly-caster become? 
Doubtless ‘*R.” has been ‘“‘a-fishing” many a time, and enjoyed 
it, but I do wonder if in all his life he ever went “a-~wooing” 
that he should thus talk about sentiment, Certainly there is 
sentiment about fishing, as all tue anglers will cheerfully ad- 
mit, but something besides sentiment was concerned in my 
protest against the indiscriminate destruction of the sunfish, 

“R.% and the comparatively few who think with him, say 
thatthe suntish is worthless and hasno yalue, I take issue 
with them on this point. I suppose their meaning to be, that 
the suntish has no value as food. Ibis used, however, by thon- 
sands as an article of food, and is about the only fish food that 
many families ever get. I make this statement of my personal 
knowledge. I know, too, that a great many esteem it highly 
as afood, andI am not ashamed to rank myself arnong the 
number. Besides, it is no uncommon sight, at times, upon the 
stands of our fish markets. Tt is not correct, therefore, tosay 
that this fish hasno value. It doubtless feeds more people 
than the trout, with which, remember, I am not so simple as 
to wompare it, 
“Ro thinks the country would be millions of dollars hetter 

off if there were no sunfish in its waters, while I, on the con- 
trary, think that the millions would be worse off for the bene- 
iit of the few. Pray, what is the better fish that it is proposed 
shall take the place of the sumfish? Not, | hope, the German 
carp, for most people would starye rather than eat ib. 
Ido not wish to take up your stake unnecessarily, but I 

would like to add a few words in reply to the charge that the 
sunfish destroys the eggs and young of other flsh, which is 
put in sucha way as to produce the impression that no other 
fish does it. All dish prey upon each other, but the sunfish and 
the black bass seem to multiply and get along very we!! to- 
gether in the Susquebanna, the Schuylkill, the Delaware, and 
Other rivers, and even in so small a piece of water as Kye Lake 
the black bass has contrived to multiply, notwithstanding the 

eat amount of fishing done in it, and the multitudes of sun- 
fish with which it abounds. In fishing for bass [am oi'ten an- 
noyed by sunfish, but that doesnot blind me to their nseful- 
ness. 
Lhave bred trout ina pond (several of them, for that mat- 

ter) inhabited by sunfish, and had all the trout I wanted with- 
out troubling myself about killing the suntish, A man who 
owns a pond, if he wishes to propagate a pai'ticilar breed of 
fish, may have the right to remove other fish from it; but Lam 
not willing to concede the wholesale destruction of what L 
must be permitted to esteem a yaluable fish. PETRA, 

Mamaroneck, N, Y- 

AMERICAN LAKE TROUT IN PRANCE.—Paris, Oct. 4, 
1883,.—Prof. Speacer I. Bwird? Dear Sm—You will Jearn, 
doubtless with pleasure, that the eggs of great lake trout that 
you have had the kindness to forward to our society have very 
successfully hatched, The try are the most lively that 1 have 
ever seen, They thrive marvelously well, and they are almost 
twice larger than the fry of common trout of the same age. 
Salmo namayeush seems to be a yery remarkable tish, cx- 
tremely hardy. It is certainly a precious species im allregards 
to acclimate in our fresh waters, and we are much indebted 
to you for having afforded to onr society the possibility of the 
experiment, Permit me to reiterate here all the thanksot the 
council, I remain, dear sir, respectfully yours, RAyERET 
WatrEL, Secretary. 

A wurious instance of the eggstruordinary affection dogs take 
for certain objects, is reluted to us concerning the well-known 
retriever Voltaire. He refused to let any one go near his ken- 
nel, and Mr. Phillips deciding to find out the cause, discovered 
when sitting on twelve oges in the box. These lad been Jaid 
reculurly by the hen, and as faithfully guarded by the dog.— 
Kennel Gazette, 

Che Zennel, 

Torsurée prompt cttention communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and vot to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office mutters of im 
portance are liable ta deley. 

FIXTURES. 

BYNCH SHOWS, 

October 30, 31 and November 1, 2.—Louisville Bench Shiw. Mntries 
close October #7, Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent. W,G, Caldawsy, 
Secretory, Lonisville, Ky, , 

Jan, 2.3, 4.1%H.—Meriden Poultry Assoemtien Genel Show. Meri 
den, Conn. Joshie Shute. Secretary, Meriden, Corn, 
April—, 1884.—The Cleveland Gench Show Associntiows Second 

Benah Show. Charles Liveoin, Superintendent, OC, M. Wunhall, Seo 
retary, Cleveland, Ohio. 

FIELD TRIALS. 
November 19, 1843.—Eastern Meld Trials Clah, Fifth Auntal Erials. 

ab Hich Point, N. C, Entries for the Derby close July 1, for the 
Members’ Siake, Nov. 17; for the All-Aged Stake, Nov. 1, W. A. 
Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Lone Tslaud) WN. ¥. 
November 20, 1883.—Rebin’s Island Clubs Séeond Annial Fialst 

Trials at Robin's Island, L. J., for members only, Entries close 
Sept. 1. A. ‘TL. Plummer, Secretary. 
Noyember 20, 1853.—Pacifie Coast Field fritls Club, First Annual 

Trials teary Sacrament), Cal. J, M. Holtz, Secretary, Sacramento, Cal, 
Devember 3, 1884.—Natonal American Kennel Ghib, Fitth Anmial 

Trials, at Grand Junction, Tenn, D, 
Tenn. i ¥ 
December 3.—Gilvoy Rod und Gun Club's Third Annnal Field Trials 

at Gilroy, Col., for dogs ownel in California, Arizona, Oregon snil 
Nevada. Wntrees close Dec, 2. BE. Leayestey, Seeretury, Gilroy, Cal. 
December 10,— y Orleans Gin Club's Sonthern States Field 

Trials at Canton, Miss. Entries close Dec. 9 
tary, New Orleans, La. 

Pryson, Seeretary, Memphis, 

J. K. Reusud, Seere- 

BENCH SHCWS AND JUDGING. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
Tt seems to me Col. Stuart Taylors remarks on dogs? tails 

have not received the attention they deserve from your nu- 
merous correspondents, so 1 undertake to supply the deti- 
ciency, in part at least, though fearful of not doing justica 
to the subject, 

Tn his earlier diatribes on the subject Col. Taylor professed 
to see great want of style. if not evidence of baci breeding, in 
all the pointers and setters at the New York show, particu- 
larly with reference to their tails. But itis only compara- 
tively recently that he has told us what hisrequirements in 
this respect are. We know now that he has a poor opinion of 
a dog unless his tail is at all tines as straight as a pun-barrel 
and “stiff and rigid.” Ipresurme he would ailow an oecusional 
wag from side to side, but no other deviation trom 4 straight 
horizontal line. The curye ol the scythe is disgusting to hin, 
though not to Stonehenge. 
Now, havine stated his views more briefly and simply ibun 

he is in the habit of expressing them, ij oecurs to me that | 
had better make no comment for fearof spoiling the otfech. 
But, at the tisk of doing so, and atthe further risk of being 
thouzht to trifle with the intelligence of your readers (ull of 
whom haye atleast 2 rudimentary Knowledge of the nabure 
and habits of duzs). I will say that the tail of the doe is 4 
somewhat Hexible member and carried differently at different 
times, according to the varying sensations of the animal Tf 
is not stiff and rizid unless it is very short. Asetter or pointer 
having a tail of the natural lenath tarely holdsit out straight 
behind him unless he is on a point. Almost every dog not 
thoroughly cowed when brought near to a strange dog, erects 
his tail as much as possible and curves it to the utmost, Tha 
Imowledge of this sumpie fact in iiatural history would haye 
explained to Col, Taylor much that he suw objectionable in 
the judging ring. : 

These simple truths would not gain inforceil my name 
were known to be Jarvis, Higgins, Speir or Ovgill, Neither 
should they lose any credit if it were known to be Smith or 
Brown. fo, for reasons satisfactory to myseh', 1 shall, wot- 
withstanding Col, ‘Vaylor’s objections, sn rnysels, 

PICKET. 

SHOOTING RUPFED GROUSE OVER COCKERS. 

Editor Povest ancl Stree: 
It was the lost of October, The leaves were all gone, aid 

the frosty morniugs and bright sunny days proyed too tempt- 
ing for & lover of the dog and gin to remainin-doors, Talking 
the stage for ©., T find the driver qnite talkative. MMe tellsme 
that partridzes ave quite scares, but if my dogs are goud treess, 
he presumes | cun vet a bird now and then, On my inforusin, 
hint that I use the dogs as fushers, he said; ‘Well, my fiend, 
you had better have stopped at (B,, yi) ushed the doves inthe 
straot. as 1 don’t believe you will inl any birds dyer your new- 
fashioned goukers; if you do, please let me knovy Ww whet you 
ro buck.” ‘The driver yery kindly carried ine out some theres 
miles from town, and gaye me an introddetion fo # tarmer. 
Mr. S., who cared for myself and Gugs in the best manucr pos- 
sible. 
My host told me that while picking apples he hae seon quite 

4 number of partridges, and presumed glab T woind tind them 
about the old orchard. Ele seemed quite interesterl im the dogs 
us he had never sven any just like them before, ‘bub he would 
like them betier if tanzht to tree thew birds. 
Morning finds me-ready to try and bag a Tew oi the gamest of 

game hinds, the ruffed grouse. The orchard is looked alter first 
and soon the nlc. doy Wan ts seen feathering: a 2entle “steady, 
Fan,” and she is working the bird as carefully us a.cat watches 
amouse. Soon the scent comes hot and strong and she fives 
tongue, “Charge! and np goes a bird and a clue of No, 10 
cuts him down. The dogs are then ordered to retrieves. tlic 
old daz bringing himim. As ihe young dog Rowdy is still ab 
heel, he is allowed to nose thu bind, and alter a few minutes 
will bring it quite meely os Lthrow tt fromme 
“Well, Fan, go on; and, as 1 expected, Rowdy isveady to 

work, Here is a pretty sight; the old dog is doing har pest to 
work up a bird, and et the same time knows that [ expect hor 
to keep on friendly terms with the young dos, but both dogs 
are feathering. “Charge! ‘The old dog drops atid the youn 
one stops but gives tongue, wiisn up go two birds. A might 
and left issent atterthem. The dogs are ordered to retrieve 
but find nothing, and Fen tells me as plain as dog can talis, 
‘Vou missed.” Bub there are more birds along that old brush 
fence or Lam mistaken. Steady: but the dogs are on thom 
and now the fun is all around us, as out of the hazel bushes 
the birds take wing. A tightand leit are rewarded by secing 
two birds coms down; dogs ordered to retrieve, and to my 
delight Rowdy. is bringing in his first bird. “Well done, 
Rowdy, you will do; goon.” Seme ore birds ave found ariel 
now and then one is bagged. On retiming from our first day's 
huut we find that seventeen is the number of birds taken. 
The next morning finds dogs asd mysult well tested and 

ready to work from sunrise to sunset, f set off in another d= 
yection, where I could Sud old ovchards, Twas congdent that 
the birds weve feeding in the orchards, for theve were no nuts. 
1 visited the orthards ond bagged a few birds iu the torenoon- 
Aiter junch I go to an India Wheat tleld, whitch is near Mayas 
wood. Here Tiindezood port, bat as nightis coming on, the 
dogs are ordered in, 
Tam again im luck, for here comes a tea. = ol 

ecmes rattle along, and tomy question replies, *!Well, yes, I 
fuess so; get iu and pati the dogs in. _ Boon hunting, b eness? 
arned if you hain’'t vot alotof partridges. Say, you, Tyow'rl 

you get se many? Must be youve sob sore darad good dogs, 
Bay, pul them in the wagon, they lode tired.” "to, | had 
rather have them ran, perhaps they wall flush a bird on this 
oldvoad. Js sour horse atvaid of agus” “No,sirree! Does 

The old farmer 

——— 
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he look as if a, o anything else would scare him? I don’t 
think he would run unless it was after a peck of oats or a load 
of hay” . 

“Took, the dogs are feathering and soon will flush the birds, 
and if you wil aire slow perhaps I can bag a bird or two, 
You are sure that your horse isnot afraid of a gun? Steady! 
Now look at that old dog how careful she goes.” Charge; 
and away goes a handsome covey and the gun sends a right 
and ielt after them, But what isthe trouble? The old horse 
is going like the wind, and I can just make ont, asI grasp 
the teins to try and stop this heap of bones, ‘‘What did you 
shootright out of my wagon for?" The old horse stops as he 
comes in contact with a pate, and both of us are glad to get 
upon terra fila ovece more. After looking his wagon over 
and seeing that nothing is broken, my friend’s next business 
Was to inspect his harness, which he found allright. ‘‘Well, 
Tl) be darned it you ain't the most careless feller Lever see’d! 
J wouder you did not shoot the horse.” Tinformed him that 
it was nothing (inusnal for me, as I shot any way, ouly give 
meachance, The dogs are retuming, each having a bird, and 
as nothing is broken, I think we had better try it again. 
“Not mueh; Ul be darned if you shall ride any further with 

~ me; you might shoot my horse next time, so good-bye,” and [ 
am lett to walk sonie tour miles just for “shooting right out of 
the wagon.” Night finds me at my stopping place, and as [ 
count my birds [ find eleven, making twenty-eight grouse in 
two days and T ani quite satisfied that my bag will convince 
the staze driver that a few birds can be killed with those new- 
fashioned dogs. 

‘the stage cones in sight at last, and if you ever saw a man 
look crestiallen it was that stage driver, when [ made known 
to lim the number of birds killed during my tywo days’ unt, 
“Well, L=wan! who'd a thought it; never knew s0 many birds 
killed in two days before: wonder what the boys would say 
if they knew it, by Joye! Don't want to giveme adog, do you?” 
Novi finds meat N. ‘‘How isit, Mr. W., have the boys killed 
allthe birds ou your farm?” “Wall, about all, I guess, but 
perhaps you may find one wp in that old lane yonder,” Away 
1 #0 as directed, and soon have the company of one of the 
boys, who stands six feet yo. He wants to see how the dogs 
work. Soon the grouse are found, and I bring down afquar- 
tering bird, The birds are worked down and soon we are 
aAmony then agam, quite anumber were missed; they flushed 
wild, having been bunted with curs in the early fall. Before 
returning [ bagged seven, making thirty-five the total count 
for the trip. In the morning T took the train for eine 

EAU, 
CrAReMoNT, New Hampshire. 

CONSISTENCY. 

Iditor Koresit and Streane: 

Allow me, through you impartial and valuable mednim, 
space to reply to one of the most astounding statements which 
iti has ever beeu my lot to read, In a Western paper, not 
long ago, I wrote that io dog haying a bad chest, bad loin 
and bad feet could stay and be fast; and for this | was taken 
to task by the editor of the paper in which my letter appeared, 
us follows? 
We haye never held Croxteth up as a model for the heneh; be has 

his (iulis; we beve ucver yet secu a dog which did not; but be fs one 
of tho Srandest dogs we haye ever seen in the field, and being a 
praciizal fleld sportsman, we confess to place field qualities ata very 
Much higner preinium than bench show prizes, We believe that 
bene slow form should conform to field form,and that bench shows 
and field Wwials should go Daidin hand, each the conservator of the 
othur, We prefer fo have a combination of show and field qualities 
ina (log: bubif weeknnot haye bub one we prefer field qualities, as 
tous 4 dof never looks so handsome as when ona point. Mr. Mason 
is alsa wrong iu asserling that Croxteth is not fast, and cannot last, 
GCrosteth has a yery easy lope aud covers a great deal of ground, and 
js 8 laster.— Eb, 

Th would be idle to reply to such a foot-note in the paper in 
which ib appeared, so conflicting is the evidence trom jhe 
samie source. But by your courtesy | hope to place before 
those of your readers who are endeavoring to procure bench 
slow and iieid qualities combined, a few facts, which may be 
ames of preventing them from being led away by what 
they read in certain papers. The old fancier believes just as 
touch of what he reads about dogs as he knows to be true and 
no more, but the beginner too frequently Sens that every 
kennel editor knows more about dogs than he does himself, 
which is very often, however, just the reverse. He swallows 
and inwardly digests the most tictitions matter, until he finds 
himself burdened with such a combination of conflicting state- 
Taents that he is unable to use any of them to advantage, 
when he tially ceases in his endeavors to procure a good lovk- 
ing dop of his own breeding, and gives the matter upin dis- 
Bust. 
The foot-note veforred to looks very plausible, and by the 

beginner is accepted as final. Iam wrong and somebody else 
is right, wud there the matter ends. Now let us see. I wrote 
astoliows: “No dog formed as Croxteth is can be fast; no 
dog with such a chest, Jom and feet can stay.” I know from 
practical experience that this isa true statement, and Iam 
supported tn it by one of the most sucvesstul field trial handlers 
in this conntry, who not ouly says that Croxteth is one of the 
slowest dogs he has ever seen placed, but that he has been 
fortunate in being put down onto birds, and therefore owes 
his $Uecess 1 & vreat Dieasuve to this fact, Be this as it may, 
ne doy with such structaral faults can stay and be fast. 
“We have never held Croxteth up as a model forthe bench.” 

This seurms rather funny to me, seeing that the very same 
paper of May 7, 183], coutains the following: ‘He (Croxteth) 
was placed third, behind twe dogs, either of which compare 
with hin about gs a cande fo a gashgut, From nose to stern 
Crozt.th is a thoroughbred, and to compare him with the 
winner, would be like drawing a comparison between a race 
horse and a cob. Croxteth’s head and neck are exceedingly 
goodtorabigdog, mary: Why can't a bigdog haveas good 
4 head and neck as u little one?) His shoulders, legs and quar- 
iets ale capital, and his fine tail, set on high, is indication of 
his good breeding.” The winner on this oevasion wis Rap, 
and the judge, who ‘mows the importance to a sporting dog 
of good chest, loin and fect, very properly discarded this oyer- 
rated specimen, 

Jn its issueof April 2), 1842, the same paper which “never” 
hel Croxteth up us a model for the bench, gave him “ninety- 
tive” points out of a possible 100 as a bench show dog, and 
grumbled because Lady Dufferin beat him tor the prize for the 
best pointer iy the show, and yet “we never held Croxteth up 
as amiidel forthe bench.” Thisis consistency, for which be- 
Bilners pay & long price 

“Mv. Mason isajso wrong in asserting that Croxteth is not 
fast and gamnot lash.’ he same paper which says I am 
Wroor, once mfonmed us (April 21), 1888, page 286), “Croxteth 
is detidely down in the middle of the back, andis a trifle slack 
in the loin.” Of course he is- the usual accessory to a shallow 
chest aud a sluclk loin is a weak back, which faults, added to 
that of “splay fect,” make a dog “not' a laster, and ‘‘not” 
fast. Ths pen which say's lam wrong proves me to be right, 
This is consistency with a vengeance. 
Now, dir, Nditor, a dog may haye bad head, ears, neck, 

coat, color and stern, and yet be a good field dog, for he may 
be good in the must essential points required for work. But 
no walter how good he may be in head, neck, etc., he is but a 
worthless specimen either for bench or field if deficient in 
shoulders, chest, loin, legs and feet, 

If CroxtietD is “nol” taulty in chest, loin and feet, how is it 
that “we never held him upas a model for the bench?” It 
beme understood that “we” painted him perfection in all 
other respects, What is the beginner to make of all this, and 
What reliance can he place on statements which do not origi- 
nate with anthority+ 
Tiave judged Croxteth eurefully for my own information, 

and I scored him sixty-eight points out of a possible hundred, 
and although a well-known authority says I gave him a little 
more than he is worth, I think him fairly entitled to sixty- 
eight points, CHARLES H, Mason, 
New Yorr. Ovt. 26. 

THE ST. JOHN DOG SHOW, 

Editor Forest and Stream: : 
The number of entries in the St, John dog show were 165, in 

the following classes: Collies, 24; bullerriers, 11; Skye 
terriers, 12; black and tan terriers, 4; Scotch terriers, 3; Irish 
terriers, 2; Yorkshire terriers, 8; pugs, 17; poodles, 1; mastiffs, 
6; rough-coated St. Bernards, 9; Newfoundlands, 10; deer- 
hounds, 4; pointers, 4; setters, da. water spaniels, 5; field 
spaniels, 11; cockers, 2; foxhounds, 5; fox-terriers, 8. Besides 
these were several litters of pups. Ido not know how many 
of the entries came to the exhibition, but certainly not more 
than half. Tinterviewed one of the judges, who flatly refused 
to furnish me with any information save the prize list, giving 
the very logical reason, ‘I don’t care to,” and I am indebted 
to one of the gentlemanly assistants of the secretary for access 
tothe entry book. The judges were alllocalmen, Messrs, 
L, G, Alton, of Rothesay, N. B., J. 8. MacLarew and Dr, D. 
BE. Berryman, of St, John, who doubtless did the best they 
could 
There was no distinction as fo sex, dogs and bitches com- 
eting in the same class. The prizes were $2 for first and $1 
‘or second. Below is a full list of awards; 

BULL-1 ERRIERS.—1s}, Alex, Blaine (dog); 2d, Mr. Patterson (dog), 
Poppres,—ist, W. Smith. 
SKYE TERRIERS.—ist and 2d, G. Saunderson (dog and bitch). 
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS,—1st, Samuel Chipman, Jr. (dog). 

ee TERRIERS.—Ist, Benj. Budge (dog). Porries.—ist, Dr. 
eed. 
IRISH TERRIERS,—ist, Lawrence Donovan (dog). 

YORKSHIR# TERRIBS.—ist, C. H, Bustin (dog); 2d, T, H, Vaughn 
(dog). Puprigs.—isi, Héyés MeBrine; 2d, Wilson tiros. 

PUGS.—ist, James Griffith (dog); 2d, Frank McGuire (biteh), Pur- 
Pins.—ist, Prank MeGuire (dog), 

POODLES,—ist, Mrs. Alborne (bitch). 

NEWFGUNDLANDS—ist, 0, W. Moore (dog); 2d, W. & Miller (dog), 
Puprres.—ist, 0, E. Reynolds (dog), 
DEBRHOUNDS,—t1st, J. A. 8. Berryman (bitch); 2d, A. M, Magee 

(bitch), Puppres.—ist, D. BE. Berryman (bitch), 

POINTERS.—ist, D. M.S. Smith (dog); 2d, J. GC. Johnstone (bitch), 

TRISH SETTERS, —ist. W, L, Sturder (dog); 2d, F. B. Ellis (bitch). 
Puppres—ist, A. 8. Halstead (dog): 2d, R. M. Gibson (dog). 

ENGLISH SETTERS.—ist, L. J. Almon (dog); 2d, Herbert Inman 
(dog), Poppres,—ist, Hdward Harrison (dog), 

GORDON SETTERS.—ist, Hugh Dinsmore (og). 
WATER SPANIELS.—ist, B, R. Patchell (dog), 

CLUMBER SPANIELS,—1st, Thomas MacAlpine (dog). 

FIELD SPANIELS.—Ist, Henry French (dog); 2d, Alex, MeCrea 
(dog). 
COCKER SPANTNLS.—ist, FE. MeGuire (bitch), Purrms.—ist, ¥. 

McGuire (dog). Com., F. McGuire (bitch and puppies); GC. D. Morrisy 
(dog). 

FOXHOUNDS.—ist, John Mayer (dog); 2d, Hugh Dinsmore (bitch). 
Purpies.—ist, Hugh Dinsmore (doz). 

FOX-TERRIERS.—1st, J. G. Jones (bitch); 2d, H. A. Price (bifch). 

COLLIES,.—Ist, J, Damery (dog); 2d, F, W. Kaye (dog), Puprizs,— 
dst, A, J Benn (bitch); 2d, G, Sanderson (dog). 

ROUGH-COATED ST, BERNARDS.—ist, L. A. Vaughn (dog); 2d, 
John Friel (bitch and puppies). Puppres.—ist, John Thompson (dog); 
8d, Henry White (dog). L, I, Fuower. 

SPORT iN THE OLD DOMINION. 

BY NED BUNTLINE, 

QTAnD with me, good reader, especially you who loveth a 
i) gallant horse and a staunch hound. And ye who hold in 
honor # bold cavalier, or in your holy heart’s purest desire, a 
brave and fair lady. 
On View Tree peak, the crest of the beautiful natiye moun- 

tain, I stood on a fair October mom. The rosy tints of the 
vising sun gilded the far off crests of the Blue Ridge, the 
breath of a northwest zephyr stirred the leayes above my head 
as through my glass [ scanned the plain below. 

Near the residence of C. H. F, Payne, master of the Warren- 
ton hounds, a noble pack, | saw gathered full thirty ladies 
and gentlemen, all eager for the sport about to open. 

In the foreground eighteen hounds coupled, ready for the 
start. In the rear, prancing horses, ridden by riders who 
well knew what was before them. 
Soon the column dashed up the Waterloo pike, a road once 

all too familiar to Grege and his cayalry, but better Enown 
by the chivralic hero of Horse, Stuart, who died too'early—for 
none better ever wore a plunie, 
Amie, till the Hurxtuall Bottom was reached—a right- 

wheel, and over a five-rail fence without a falter, every one 
of the party, save two, were seen. 
The two—I will not name them, for they were not of 

“ours” —waited for a little help, and when the fence was down 
they went through the gap. 
Now the dogs were uncoupled and soon seen ranging for a 

trail, Ten, twenty, thirty minutes here and there, then the 
best of the pack, old Hagle, pave tongue. And right wider 
the noses of horse and wounds up sprung the largest, swiftest 
fox of the season. 

In a second, as the shout *‘tally-ho” rose from the lips of 
Major Holman, eyery rider spurred for the front, the ladies 
abreast with the foremost. 
Now over open fields for a mile, then through tangled thick- 

ets, along rude rayines, uprotky heights, the race ran eutaeyy 
around the mountain. ow in sight, then hidden, often well 
up, but dropping off one by one, the club ran that fox for two 
hours—the musicof the hounds never ceasing, but growing 
fainter and fainter as the pace told on wind and muscle. 
Never better fox ran, or was better followed. In two hours 

near twenty miles of ground was covered, and then in a wood 
roadway, in plain sight of View Tree, the fox was necked by 
old Eagle with only two dogsin, to back him—one of them 
owned by Mr, Ashley who was in fourth at the death. 
The first to reach the scene was Jas. K, Maddox on Black 

Maria, next Major Holman on his pet mare, third Charley 
Payne the banker, fourth Mr. Ashley, fifth Miss Josie Scott 
of Richmond, a lovely lady, and most daring vider, sixth Mrs. 
Win, Spilman, equally daring. 
The names of the other ladies I did not learn—hope they 

will pardon omission. 
ts The “brush” was given to Miss Scott, and the honors felt 

yy all, 
[twas a noble and gallant ride, sofar the best of the season. 
May it be my happy lot te chronicle more. of the same kind, 

with no accident to cloud the beauty of the scene. 
Mr, Bartell made one of the boldest leaps of the day, a high 

stone wall and ditch among trees, which few riders would 
have attempted. I have not learned yet what company he 
insures his life in, but if he rides often as he did that day, the 
company can prepare to pay up. 
The weather here is now glorious. Clear und emsp, but no 

frost, no fogs, no chilling winds to reach the marrow. 
So mote it continue. 

NORTH CAROLINA DOGS.—Speaking of the projected 
trip ot the Kastern Wield Trials Club of the North with 100 
dogs to North Carolina in Noyember. the Wilmington Star 
Hebe ee) Says: ‘““Wecan name six North Carolinians, who 
can take their home-hred dogs, and beat any twelve of the 
Eastern Field Trials Chub.” 

THE KENNEL HOSPITAL. 

GAUSES OF DISHASE, —Continued, 

N the last article I reterred to those causes which predispose 
. dogs to disease, I shall now consider those causes which 

directly produce disease, and which may be powerful enough 
to act without any predisposition, but which act with greater 
certainly and effect when any of the conditions [ have noticed 
have rendered the animal less able to withstand their influ- 
ences, 
Mechanical Causes.—Little need be said of such obvious 

causes as blows, tears, cuts, ete. They produce direct injury 
tothe part. Not so clear are some of the injuries inflicted by 
the animalitself, which either alter or disghisé existing distase, 
Scratching may alter the appearance of a skin disoase, and 
licking may cuusé a simple wound to become much aggra- 
vated. Collars, chains, and clothing haye often an injurious 
effect, A dog tugring at his chain niay cause a sore throit. 
A loose collar in certain conditions of the skin produces abra- 
sions and loss of hair. 

Poisons.—These we need only mention, as they will he after 
ward considered in detail, One poison affecting dogs has been 
little noticed—that of anthrax, a diséase of cattle and sheep, 
which may contaminate water and food as well as be directly 
conveyed in the flesh of diseased animals. One or two yery 
sudden and fatal outbreaks in keunels of hounds are certainly 
traceable to this cause—cases in which violent symptoms of 
irritant poisoning have been observed, butin which a chemical 
analysis has shown no mineral poison, 

Heat and Cold.—Considered as exciting causes of disease, 
these are not. definite but comparative conditions. They are 
simply certain ranges of temperature much above or below 
the regular warmth of the air, An animal living in a regular 
temperature of Aldeg. would not be injuriously affected by a 
change to one of 45deg., but had it been used to one of 
VWder., then vw sudden fallto 45deg, would be yery likely to 
cause disease. It is the sudden transition from one ex- 
treme to another which is productive of mischief. Great 
extremes of heat orcold will, of course, cause direct injury 
toa part, Cold below freezing joint ora heat above 1htder, 
auseés direct injury to the part with which it domesin contact, 
but this is an uncommon event. What we wish to explain is, 
how an animal catches cold—how cold inay cause inflammma- 
tion of lungs ora common eatarrh, or, it may be, an inflam- 
tnation of liver or bowels. Minute blood-vessels are found in 
every part of the skin and inthe lining membrane of the 
nose, wind-pipe, and lungs. Like all other blood-vessels, 
they are influenced by changes of temperalture—heat expand- 
ing them and cold contracting them. Within certain limits this 
action may he quite healthy. The one condition is naturally 
followed by the other—reaction takes place—in other words, 
the contraction is followed by expansion, and vice verse. TE, 
however, these processes be too often and too rapidly repeated, 
or they are carried to great extremes, reaction fails and the 
circulation is interfered with, If, forinstance, the membranes 
of the nose are exposed to the warm temperature of a heated 
room, and then exposed to the cold air ont of doors, violent 
réaction takes place and a colin the headis theresnlt. Or 
again, if an animal takes violent exercise, causing preat actiy- 
ity in the lungs, and then be exposed iu a stationary condition 
to cold, the vessels of the skin are eontracted, the blood is 
driven into the internal organs and the lungs are unable to re- 
gain their normal state; inflammation of lungs is the result. 
if by cold acting upon the skin the blood be driven to the in- 
ternal organs, and some preédisposiny cause has weakened the 
liver or bowels—such as previous disease—we may expect 
those organs to suffer from irregularities in the circulation of 
blood through them, and to become inflamed. Cold is nol in- 
jurious so long as a steady reaction takes place. Heat, when 
excessive, sometimes causes direct disease, such as sun-stiroke; 
and it not wncommonly determines the advent of fits, 

Parasites are a common cause of disease in dogs, On the 
skin we lind lice, fleas and ticks, visible to the naked eye, By 
the aid of the microscope we detect smaller creatures, which 
cause different kinds of skin disease. All of these animal 
parasites increase by breeding on the animal, the next genera- 
tion being in all respects sinnlartother parents. In thatrare 
disease of dogs, ringworm, we find a vegetable parasite, a kind 
of fungus which grows in the skin and hair, causing disease. 
‘The internal parasites, the most important of which are the 
intestinal worm, present a remarkable peculiarity, Inasmuch 
as they cannot increase their numbers within the animal. 
Their oya, passing directly from one dog to another, are in- 
nocuous, and are destroyed. To complete their life history, 
and to again reach the form in which we find them in the dog, 
they nmiust pass into the body of a totally different kind of ani- 
mal, there to undergo a stage of development and growth in a 
form quite distinct froin that of the mature specimen, Our 
knowledge of these changes is very incomplete, but most im- 
portant, as no preventive measures can be effectual until we 
are able to follow the whole natural history of the parasite, 
Contagion,—This a most important cause of diseuse. Upon 

it depends the spread of rubies and distemper, two of the 
Toost important diseases affecting the dog, Contagious diseases 
are those capable of spreading from a diseased to a healthy 
animal, They may spread by direct: contact, or the poison 
which constitutes the contagion may be carried by ditferent 
objects from dog fo dog, Hven a healthy dog ay be the 
carrier of the poison and not itself be affected. A distinetion 
is sometimes made between infectious aud contagious diseases 
—contagious being supposed to require actual contact of dis- 
eased and healthy animals, while infections are credited with 
the ability to spread throuch the air. ‘There is really no differ- 
ence in the nature of the communication, the essential in both 
Gases being something capable of giving vise to a specitie dis- 
ease, That something is never a volatile or gaseous poison, 1 
may be so light as to be carried, as straws are carried, 
by the wind; but it is still a material, even though a 
very minute substance, What is the nature of this substance? 
Tt has beeu called a seed or a germ; it is certainly an 
organism. That it is an organism is shown by it! behaving 
just as seeds or germs do. It muy, like them, remain 
dormant for an indefinite time; it may be destroyed by heat, 
by decomposition, or by chemicals. Placed in favorable cir 
cumstances, it las the power of reprotiuction and of growth. 
The fayorable circumstances are, of course, admission to the 
blood of a healthy animal. Oncé in the blood the germ or or- 
ganism of a contagious disease further shows its analogy to a 
seed sown in the ground by-lying dormant for a time. [tf next 
géerminates or develops, setting up disturbance ta the blood, 
which gives rise toa definite train of syinptoms which we 
recognize as a specille disease, he virus of each definite dis- 
ease gives rise only to that special disease—the poison of dis- 
temper causes distemper, anid no other complaint; the poison 
of rabies produces rabies, and not any other form of disease. 
This isas certain ag that oats will produce a vrop of oats, or 
barley a crop ot barley. The latent or dovmant period of the 
contagious poison is that time which elapses between its ac- 
cess fo the blood and the first sign of disease caused by it in 
the animal, This period varies in different diseases, but is al- 
ways present. Itiscalled the period of menbation, ¢. 2., the 
time required by the germ to hatch. 

Itis generally possible to trace the method of infection in 
each case of contagious disease coming under our notice, but 
there are casesin which this cannot Be done; consequently 
some people ignore the wholé mass of facts which apply wil_- 
out doubt to 95 per cent, of cases, and imagine that hecause 5 
per cent. of cases cannot be traced through every stave, that 
they must differ in origin from the others, They 
fall back upon a theory that such cases are due to spon- 
taneous generation, and way possibly be due to fortuitous 
canses acting proniscuously upon the animal, it would be 
just_as logical to state that mushrooms, thistles, or nebtles 
ub times developed spontaneously without seed or gems, 
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and pive us, as a reason for the belief of the fact, that they were 
wnahle to trace any other cause or origin. There are hundreds 
of ways in which the seed or germs of thistles, nettles, and 
mushrooms may be carried unseen by man, and there are 
hundreds of ways in which the contagion of disease may be 
carried wpseen and notraced. The so-called causes (otherthan 
contazion) of distemper and rabies often exist, and no case of 
‘liseuse arises, and vice ners, not one of these causes can be 
detected and disease 

“ious diseases spread from centers—trom places’where 
sare collected together, such are large kennels and dog 

shows. They follow the lines of traffic, and may be traced 
trom one country to another, They spread irrespective of 
saison or lotality, and chmate has but littleinfluence on them, 
Save indirectly, by its limiting the moyements of animals. 
They affect animals irrespective of age, sex, or breed, but are 
usually limited to one species. The plague ot oxen seldom 
alfect horses; those of horses do not affect dogs; and those of 
min are usually confined to the human subject. Distemper is 
essentially a canine plague. Sore contagious diseases, how- 
evyor, are communicable to many different species; and rabies 
is one that may be suecesstully inoculated in most warm- 
blooded animals. 
We are sometimes asked—if a contagious disease must be 

always caused by a specific germ, how did the first case arise? 
We might retort by asking how the first nettle or mushroom 
arse? But the difficulty is not insurmountable. Insome con- 
tazious diseases we find a poison whichis capable of cultiva- 
tion outside the animal body, 7@.e., we can develop the specifle 
yirus in certain fluids, where ib grows and reproduces itself as 
it dves in the blocd ofan animal. Probably in nature there 
are circumstances in which germs or organisms (tall thein 
what youlike) grow and multiply, which are capable of doing 
the simeinan animal body. When they reach the body, 
their growth and reproduction canses disease, and that disease, 
of necessity, a contagious one. Thus it may be that there are 
niiny ferms now existing capable of causing new contagious 
diseases among menand animals, It may also be that the 
cerms of existing contagious diseases originally passed their 
life in ¢ircumstances other than the systems of animals,— 
Fellow af the Royal College af Veterinury Surgeons in Land 
und. Water, 

TAILLESS BRAQUE OF THE BOURBONNAIS., 

BPORTING dog much in vogue in ‘the Bourbonnais, and 
SX called Aruque sais guewe, has a very stumpy tail, and in 
some cases no tail atall, According to certain writers on 
natural history, thisis the result of a caprice of Nature, which 
has become hereditary. This dog is much sought after by sports- 
men on account of his docility, faithfulness and remarkable 
intelligence. He is tractuble and obedient, stands well by 
instinct, remains at heel or bunts a field at his master's wish, 
and passes through eyery obstacle, fearing no danger. The 
braque is square and thitk-set, has a short back, dee » chest, 
lexs strong and muscular, an extremely bright eye, neck strong 
and short, feet firm and well shaped; the color is white, with 
liver and yellow marks, 
One of the most characteristic points of this Bourbonnais 

dog, which makes him so valuable, not only to the sportsmen 
of the locality, but to many other parts of Hvance, is that he is 
easily trained to any sort of service which may be required of 
him, hearing without the least inconvenience the excessive 
heat of the open plain without losing the keenness of his 
scent, which is often sd fatal to dogs in excessive dry weather. 
These tailless dogs have, at eight months old, been trained to 
hut, stand and retrieve like an old dog, In winter he never 
hesitates to take to the water, however severe the weather. 
On the sea coast they have gone out adistance of 150 yards 
in all weathers after wounded ducks and geese. The qualities 
of this dog are remarkable, especially among hedges, thickets, 
Turaze gud thorns; he dees not appear to hesitate in the least, 
but will drive in the midst of all these obstructions should the 
scent come in that direction, 
The tailless braque of the Bourbonnais is on the decline as @ 

thoroughbred, They have been too much crossed of late, 
The original typ# is not easily met with. Their points are a 
thick-set head, large nose, with nostrils well developed, a 
thick stump-tail, very short, and witha lock of hair hanging 
to its extremity: haying the appearance of its having been 
broken off at, the birth of the dog, AN the young are born 
with a square-cut stump tail, which varies in size from two to 
four inches in a fnllprown dog. Somehaye no tail at all. The 
hair of his coat is short and rough, and hard to the toueh, Hus 
height varies frou 18 inches to 24 inches from the shoulder. 

There are, howeyer, certain defects which must not be 
omitted in this dog. In peneral his shape is found to be too 
heayy and too thick-sei; he does not please af first sight, his 
ears wre short and broken, and too much forward, the cliaps 
ave not pendent, enough, which are generally characteristic of 
apood scent. Putting aside these slight defects, if compared 
to the good qualities of the dog and the services he renders, 
we can warmly recommend to all ameteurs the ‘Braque of 
the Bourbonnais;” his excellent qualities make him one of the 
best French breeds.—La Basse Cour. 

COLLIES AT LONDON.—Etlitor Forest und Stream: I arn 
not given to “rushing into print,” but T trust you will pardon 
my making a few remarks upon the judging of collies in the 
late London show, and your reporter's remarks thereon, I 
haye notthe pleasure of Knowing Mr. Mortimer, the judge, 
and had my own dogs alone been concerned, I shonld have 
kept silent. My own dog Driver, which took first prize at 
Toronto, 1877; frst at London in the same year, and the 
special cup for the ‘best of both classes,” also vhe., at nine 
years old at Ottawa in March last, and was one of the three 
iakiug the special there, isa grand old dog, allhough your 
reporter describes him as ‘one of the best workers with no 
pretentions to beanty.” In the first place allow me to tell 
your reporter that he could not be a good worker if he had 
no pretentious to beauty, for in a collie ibis the very poimts 
for work that make their beauty, And your reporter is the 
first man I have ever heard of who thought him other than a 
handsome dog, and he is entitled to vhe. (which, to my mind, 
simply means that he should have had first prize if there 
were tot two other dogs better in the show). Why certainly 
Mr, Ovilyy's Jack is also entitled to he., for he will how score 
in points up to old Driver, if judzed by Stonehenge’s standard, 
although he would not do so if Driver was his age. Then, 
again, itis a toss-up which is the best, My, Campbell's Jeannie 
or tny Nell; but Jeannie would, at London, score more points, 
on account of being in better trim; and should have 
first; prize. Mr. Campbells Robin was fully entitled to 
& ‘place’ in elass 53, bub they were all sent out ot the 
Ting without being examined, and wliy? Simply on 
account of their color. The beau ideal conceiyed on 
this continent of a collie is the ladies’ pet black and tan, 
halt bred Gordon setter and collie, and I should iike Mr. Mor- 
timer and your reporter to take a trip over the Herring Pond 
and see for themselves thatia pure bred Highland and shep- 

herd’s collie is every color under the sun, but less offen black 
and tan than any other, and that.these yellow and white dogs 
which are so scare that your judges do not know them, are 
highly thought of and sought for, and that a collie’s coat 
should not bea great thick heayy twisted door mat sticking 
ont so as to make it impossible for him to work, but a moder 
ately thick serviceable coat, like Driver's, Jeannie’s, Jack’s, 
Robin's or Nell’s, or if still heayier. a good lose, leyel-lying 
coat like Lorne, belonging to Mr, Rothera, who was wrongfully 
withheld the prize in Class 49, Im judging collies the bulk of 
points should go to symmetry, shoulders, chest, hindquarters, 
ate., infact as I said before, “‘workimg poiits’’ Toy ports, 
such as color, ete,, are quite a minor consideration, instead of 
bemg put first, as they were by Mr. Mortimer, when he sent 
the dogs away without examining them on that account, The 
fact is, that on aceount of ignorance there is a prejudice 
against these yellow and white collies as there used to be 
against the “sables,” which are now so much sought for, and 
which are nothing more than a cross between the yellow 
strain and the black strain of collies. Personally I do not 
care, as my dogs are getting old, and I can sell all the pups [ 
can raise, and [only imported them to work and not to showy, 
but the collie is the most intelligent dog there is, and the most 
useful in this country, and itis a pity that they should be so 
ill-used as they !requently are, by epee a great big inongrel 
hear, Gordon setter, Newfoundland, put at their head as a 
collie, instead of a graceful little tough, wiry, strong-limbed 
dog, standing about twelve to fifteen inches, like Jeanme or 
Lorne.—C. GREVILLE Harsron. [If our correspondent will 
carefully read our report, he. will find that in writing of the 
beauty of the dog he mentions, we werespeaking from bench- 
show standpoint alone. The standard allows fifteen points 
for perfect cout, which should be “shaggy and very thick,” 
“the undergrowth being of a wooly nature.” Color counts ten. 
“A black and tau color withont much whiteis highly pre- 
fered.” While greatly admiring old Driyer and his get. we 
could not conscientiously, while comparing them with the 
standard, write otherwise than we did.] 

THE NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS.—Eiitor Forest und 
Stream: From present indications I think there will be 
more starters in the tritls at Grand Junction this year than 
we have ever had before, Birds are more plentiful in this end. 
of our State than they have been for ten years, and at Grand 
Juuction there will be three times as many as at our former 
trials. The coyer there is not as heavy as it was last year, 
which will enable the spectators to see all the work done by 
the dogs.—D, Bryson, Secretary N. A, KE, C, 

THE LOUISVILLE DOG SHOW.—We haye received a 
telegram stating that the number of entries for the Louisville 
bench show is already Jarge and that applications for blanks 
are pouring in from all parts of the States and Canada. The 
show promises to be much larger than was expected and 
without doubt will bea notable gathering of dogs and their 
friends. The exhibit of pointers and Hnglisn settess should be 
something very fine. 

“AMHRICAN KENNEL REGISTER."—Parties intending 
to register their dogs in the November number of the Aimeri- 
can Kennel Register should forward the entries at once. None 
can appear unless received as soon as the tirst day of the 
month, Subscriptions may commence ab any time, although 
it will prove more satisfactory te have a complete set from 
the beginning, and we can furnish the back nurobers to such 
subscribers, 

MAGGIE G.—The pointer bitch Maggie G., winner of the 
champion prize at Springheld, IL, is owned by My. Lewis 
Page, St, Louis, Mo., instead of Ma, Kaye, who had charge of 
ery 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To msure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of euch animal: 
1, Color, 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2, Breed, buyer or seller, 
3. Sex. 7, Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4, Age, or §. Owner of sire. 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death. 10, Owner of dam. 
Alluames must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and sizued with writer’s name. 
NAMES CLADMTED, 

ES= See instructions at heud of thts eoluin. F 
Riplon. By Mr, G. B, Raymond, Morristown, N, J... for white and 

orange English getter dog, whelped July, 168! (Roderick Dhu— 
Dimity TL). 

Duke of Argyll, By Mr. G. B. Raymond, Morristown, N. 1, for 
white aud orange English setter dog, whelped Sept. 28, 1858 (Keenan's 
Duke—Crool’'s Pear). ; 

Nivholus and dlite, By Mr, G. B. Raymond, Morristown, N..J_, for 
white and vrange Buglish setter dog and bitch, whelped Aug. 9, 1883, 
by his Bruce out of his Abbey, 
Port Wine. By Mr. J. 8. Brown, Montclair, N. J. for liver and 

while pointer dog, whelped September, 1880 (Spot—Taylor), 
Terry, Pwaddies and Wires. By Mrs, G, B. Raymond, Morristown, 

N. J., for blue tan Yorkshire terriers, one dog ani two bitches, Whelped 
June 38, 1883 (Polly—Daisy>). A 
Puw, Patch dnd Peter” By Mrs, G. B, Raymond, Morristown, N.T_, 

for black and while Euglish setter dogs, whelped Aug. 19, 1883 (Max 
Harkaway—Psy che), 

Owl wed Grace Harkaway. By Mrs. G. B. Rayoond. Momstown, 
N. «., for black, tan and white English setter dog and bituh, whelped 
Aug. 10, 1883 (Max Harkaway—Psyche). 
Brush. By Mr. G. B, Raymond, Morristown, N. J., for orange and 

white Kneglish setter dog, pEualoed Ang, 4, 1843 (RipLou—Juno), 
Ditisy Belton. By Mr. J, R. Heuricks, Pittsburgh. Pa, for blue 

helton Mnglish setter biteh, whelped Jan. 3, 1883, hy Belton TI outof 
Countess (Leicester—Pocahantas). 
Mount, By Mr. W. G, Smith, Templeville, Md., for red Tish set- 

ter dog, helped Jan, 14, 1883, by Graffon (Elcho—Rose) out of his 
Meges (Dan—Mand), ; 
Hailstone. By Mr, G. W. Miller, St, Joseph, Mo., for blue belton 

English setter dog, whelped July 10, 1888 (Gladstone—Countess 
Druid). 

By Mr. (reo. W, Leavitt, or Black Peart, i ., Boston, Mass., for hlack 
cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Aug, 25, 1883, by Obo TT, (AVK.R, 482) 
out of Crlue (ATER. 303). 4 

Chartoul and Black Gem, By Mr. Geo, H. Haseltine, Koston, 
Mass., for black cocker spaniel dog and bitch, 2 months old, by 
Brush 1f, out of Blackie 1. 

PRION OLATM. 
Aditor Forest and Slreanet ° 

Will Messrs. D, & P. H, Bryson, Memphis, please claini some other 
name for their black, white and tan dog (Gladstone—Sue), as Telaimed 
the name of Blackstone or my white, black and fan English setter 
pup (Roy —Grebelien) in your issue oF Juné 29, 18e2. 
Baryahkinge, Ga. | ZL, F. PArYERSON, 

BRED, 

(2F> See instruations at lived of this cohunn, 
TWoudstock Moltie—Bob, Jr, Messrs, Marsha}! & Luckowvell’s ( Wood- 

stock, Ont.) field spaniel biteh Woodstock Mollie (Toronto Beau— 
Judy) to their champion Sob, Ji. hi 
dArinida—Dule of Beaufort. Dr. R.T. Tuli's (Elkton, Mi.) Bnglish 

sotter biteh Armida (Leicester—Pocabontas) ta Mr, J- A, Goodgell’s 
Duike of Beaufort, Sept. 29, t - ; 
Kulydid—Dush UL Mr, F, E. Fisher's English setter bitch Katy- 

kid (Guy Mauneriag—Whirlwind) to Mr, A, M. Pucker's Dash 111, Oct. 
10, 
Ripple—Nep. Dr. PF, B. Greenongh’s (Boston, Mass.) Chesapeake 

Buy bitch Ripple (Rake—Rose) to Mr. J, H. Bradford's Nap, Oct, 17. 
Maggie G-spot. Mr. Lowis Page's (St.Lowis, Mo.) liver und white 

pointer bitch Maggie G, (Dash—Pegey) to Ar. Kuplerle’s Spot (Bow— 
Queen), Cet. 15, ' 1 “kl 
Myrtle—Brig, The Pleetfout Kennel's (Delhi, N.Y.) liver and white 

couker spaniel biteh Myrtle to their Brag, Aug. 24, J 7 
Bess—Bray, The Blsetywood Kennel’s (Delhi, N. Y.) liver and white 

cocker spanisl bitch Bess to their Brag, Sept. 9. 5 ff 
Bouwly—Col, Siybbs. The Pleetwood Kennel's (Dell, N. ¥.) ver 

and white cocker spaniel bitch Beauty to Mr, M. P. MeKoon's Col 
Stubbs, Hept. 10. 
Chipper—lrag. The Meetywood Kennel’s (Dethi, N-Y,) liver cocker 

spamel bileh Chipper to their Brag. Sept. 19. ° 
Cleapatra—Ciny. Dr. J. W. Alsop’s(Middletown, Ch.) mastiff bitch 

Cleopatra (A.K.R. 258) to Mr, W, Wade's Tiny. Oct. 20, 

_ WHELPS. 
=~ See instructions af head of this salami, 

Luly It, Mr. J. J, Seanlan’s (Fall River, Mass ) ved irish setter 
bitch Lulu TL, (Berkley—Lnulu), Oe. 16, wine (five dogs), by Mr. W. 1. 
Pierce’s Hencho (Hleho—Noreen). 

4 
Peisy. Mr G. . Raymond's Morristown, N. J.) blue Yorkshire 

terrier Daisy (Mouse—Pokey), June 3, three (one dog), by Mr. C.H. 
Raymond's Wolly (‘Tiny—Peathers). 
Psyche, Mi. G. B. Raymond's (Morristown, N.J,) English setter 

bitch Psyvle (Pontiac—Judith), Aug. 19, five (four dogs), by Max 
Aarkaway (Guy Mannering—Whitney’s Rosie). 

-lbbey. Mr, G. 8. Raymond’s (Morristown, N.J.) Wnylisisetter bitch 
Abbey (Young Laverack—Dido), Aug. , five (one dog), by his Bruce 
(Shipman's Joe—Morford’s Nelly), 
Jung. Mr, BR. V. Gravatt’s English setter bitch Juno, Ang. 4, three 
ie dogs), by Mr. G, B. Raymond’s Ripion (Kaderiek Dhu—Dimity 

~)+ 
Ehesbe, Mr, A, M, Tucker's (Charleston, Mass.) English setter bitch 

Rheebe (Rock—Dora), Oct. 18, seven (three dogs), by his Dash II. 

SALES, 
(> See instructions at head of thts column. 

King Dash, Liver and white English setler doe, whelped Juné 5, 
1878 (Belton—Floss), by Mr, J, P. Henricks, Pittsburgh, Pa.,to Dr. J, 
B.S. Holmes, Rome, Ga. , 
Kicho VTl Red Irish setter dog, whelped .uine, 1882 (champion 

Bleho—ehampion Noreen), by Messrs, Leavitt & Dwight, Boston, 
Mass., to Dr. Wn, Jarvis, Claremont, N. 4. 
Black Pearl Black cocker spaniel bilch. whelped Aug. 28, 1883, 

by Obo TI, (A-K.R, 482) out of Crifie (AK, 303), by Mr. Winchester 
Johnson, Boston. Mass.. to Mr, Gew, W. Leavitt, Jr. same place. 
Charcoal and Black Gem. lack cocker spaniels, dog and hitch, 

2 ingnths old (rush I1,—Blackie IL), by Mo. Geo. W, Leavitt, Jr, 
Boston, Mass., to Mr, Geo, W, Haseltine, same place. 
Dashing Moncreh—May ithelp. Bnglish setter dog puppy, by Mr. 

ww. iS Mitchell, Lynch’s Station, Vs., fo Mr. Geo. Jarvis, New 
ork. . 
Nip—Josié whelp, Tiyer and white pointer dog, whelped July 20, 

1883, by Nip(Rush—Tina) out of Josie (Bow—Lopsy), by Mr. 1. 1, Pit- 
terson, Bainbridge, Ga., to Mr, I’, A. Lamer, New York. 

Gipsy, White bull bitch, 444 years old (Young Gully—Rose), by 
Messrs, R. & W. Livingston, New York, ty Mr, Clarence Murphy, 
Salem, Mass. : 
Hey U. Brindle and white bulldog, 18 months old (AR. 1), by 

Messrs, R. & W. Livingston, New York, to Mr. H. 6. Ramirez, same 
place. 

PRESENTATIONS, 

BRE See tustructions at head of thts cohimn. 
Peter wud Grace Harkaumy. Black and white pent setter dog 

and black, tan and white biteh, whelped Ap. 19, 1283 (Vex Harkaway 
—Psyche), by Mrs. G. B. Raymond, Morristown, N-J., to Mr, €, i. 
Raymoud, New York. 

Owl, Black, tan and wile Duglish setter dog, whelped Aug. 19, 
1883 (Max Harkaway—Psyche), by Mrs. G. B, Raymond, Morristown, 
N.J., to Mr. Jas. Bryce, Maslison, N, J. 

Patch. White and black Wuglish setter dog, whelped Aug, 19, 1883 
Max Harkaway—Psyche), by Mrs. G. B. Keymoud, Morristown. N. 

J., to Mr. Daniel Lord, Jr, New York. 
Terry. Blue-tan Yorkshire terrier dog, whelpedt June 3, 1858 (Polly 

—Daisy), by Mrs. G, B, Rayuond, Morristown, N.J., to Miss Mevritt, 
sane place. - : 
Twaddles. Blue-tan Yorkshire terrier bitch, whelped June 3, 1883 

Wolly—Daisy), by Mrs. G. B. Raymund, Morristown. N.J., to Mr. 
obert Webh, same place, 

ry Bine-tan Yorkshire terrier bitch,whelpad Jiine 3, 1583 (Polly 
¥), by Mrs. G. 8, Rayavond, Morristown, N.J., to Mrs, Caswell, 

same place. 
DEATHS, 

C= See instructions ot head of this volun, 
Bruce, White ani orange Bnelish setter dog, whelpead January, 

1874 (Shipman'’s Joe—Morford's Nelly), owned by Mr. G. B. Raymond, 
Morristown, N, J., June 10. 

Thunderer. White bulldog (A.K.R. 2), awued by R. & W, Living- 
ston, New York, from epileptic fits, July, 
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Auswers to Correspondents. 

E=> No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

OHESTER will oblige by sanding his address to this offlue. 

C. E_ HL, Dover, N. 11.—Wrile lo N. Elinov’e, Granby, Conn, 

Lex.—The paper was published in Philadelphia some years ago. 

FP. N. 5., Sinclairyille,— The champion with rifle and shotemu is now 
Dr, Win, F, Carver, 

Ortys. —The quail season in this Sfalé will Gpeh November 1. 
For open seasons of all the States sée our List.’ 

J.S.D,, Bethlehem, Pa.—The dog you describe belongs to no vecog- 
nized breed. Would advise you to procures well-bred setler or 
spaniel, 

A.G,S,. Moutana,—¥You may have your mhigde-loader changed to 
a breech-loader by any one of the several gun dealers whose addresses 
will be found iu ouradyvertising columns, 

M, L. P, Wast Portland, Oregon.—Paper shells will give the betler 
resulf, Toad with two wads on powder and one on shot. Wor your 
own parlicular fun determine hest charge by experiment, 

Subsorisen, Pottsville, Pa. ~We know nothing of thegentlenian you 
mention, In plirchasing a dog take the same precautions that you 
sjyould in buying a horse or cow. aid you will probably be sate, 

Rk. F. H.—For information concerning the McDonald Tisloway, 
write to the MeDonald Fishway Company, Washington, D.C. Krom 
your letter we think (hat the fishwiy will suit the situation described, 

SHake.—A competent gunsmith will be abla to repmr the gun so 
that you uced not be annoyed by its shakiness, Nrom your descrip- 
tion we should uot infer that the safety of the weapon wasat all im- 
paired, 

G. B.—Please advise me what work on taxidermy is hest for an am- 
ateur? Ans, Manton's Taxidermy (price 50 cents), is a simple and 
practical manual. If yeu want something wore elaborate, try May- 
nard’s ‘‘Nutnralist’s Guide." 

H.R. B., Holton, Kas.—The besf ‘coon log that we ever saw was a 
eross between a foxhound and a bull-terrier. We have also seen 
good ones (hat were part fox hound and parbeur, We know of no 
breeder of beagles in your State. 

A, D. W., Lynu.—tThe only reliable book on bod and canoe build- 
ing is “Kemp's Mannal of Yacht and Boat sailme.'" The book van bs 
had by ordering of Formsr anp Strmdm, the privy being $10, [hb goes 
into the details of canoe buiiding, and has clear and definite metrac- 
tions for amateurs. 

Povanonras, Vil'ginia,—Please give me the names of some relinble 
pawnbrokers that Handle second-hand breechloading guns, also 
names of rezwiar dealers in breech-loading guns, Ans. We lmow 
nothing about pa;wnbrokers, Wornanies of leading gun dealers see 
our advertising pages, 

F. L. 8... Cambridge, Ma.—1, (Guinea fowls are not considered game 
birds in this country. They migh be so called if they were wild, In 
the West Indies they are called game and hunted as such, jush ds ave 
the wild boars: 2. Yes, all ‘game birds’* are, somewhere, protected, 
if you use the term ‘‘wame” in its restricbed sense, 

Back Bass. 1. I hayea pond half a mile long by one-quarter wide 
aud fifteen feet deep. The bottom is sand and gravel. tis Tull of 
unnuows and sunfish. Will this do for Wack bast, and if ko which 
kind? 2. A neighbor has a pond sfuiilar in all respects except thet 
the bottom is muddy and bas pond lilies, Wat is best fon v us? 3. 
Wheres canwe get black bass near New York Cit for stn:kiaj? Ans. 
1, Stock with simall-ruouth black bass if trout will not thrive in jl. 2. 
The large-mouth would be best for this, 8. Drop 4 liny to this oilice. 

Por press eo rinters delight in a plain, open hand. Estarbraok’s 
blunt na Aree pens are emcellent ton te purpose —Ade, 

- OO 2. ——————-_ 
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Rifle and Gray Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

SUCCESSFUL STATE SHOOT. 

woah dees FRAMINGHAM, Mass,, Oct. 18,—The annual rifle match of 
3 the militia of this Stave took place at the camp ground, South 
Framingham, to-day. Nearly 400 officers and men were on the ground, 
all aelive participant: m the team or imdividual matches. Members 
ofthe militia from Boston and yicinity arrived shortly before 10 
o'clock, and preparations for the matches were at once commenced, 
and at 10:20 the first shot was fired and the battle of the guns com- 
meneed. From that hour until 6:15, with the exception of a half-hour 
&t noon, the 11 targets were kept constantly in use. So many teams 
had been entered for the State match that it was necessary for many 
of them to take their turns, the choice of assignment being decided 
by drawing. From the opening of the match until its close, eyery- 
thing went along smoothly, something new fora State rile competi- 
tion. Maj. Roclowell, the executive officer, was particularly active 
in lovwking after the interests of the shooters, and to his foresig¢lit and 
experienced the success of (he largest attended rifie shoot ever held in 
Massachusetts was due, Beside the State prizes, the officers of the 
Ist Brigade and 1st Infantry offered special prizes lio the members of 
the emumands, while the valuable cup, known as the ‘\Providence 
Too! Company’s Cup,” was also up to those companies who cared to 
enter, This Jatter contest proved the closest match of the day, the 
Springfield company winningitona score of 260 points, followed 
closely by the peas City Guards, with a score of 249, The State 
championship, which for three years has been heli by the Roxbury 
company, Was taken fram them by the boys from Springfield. on a 
seore of 19), While the team and individual scores do not tally as 
Mich as Wish year, the grand average is mueh better, demo: strating 
thoroughly the value of the newsyetem of armory practice, especially 
the use of the new live-grain shell and round bullet. The day wasa 
fair oné for shuotiag, although some complaint was made of the 
wind, which blew from the southwest, at times ratherfresh. The 
ammunition eame in forthe usual abuse, and it was suggested tlat 

‘Co. A, 2d Infantry, 
Private Toney...,.  -- 37 
Corp Patterson.,.,..., --30 
Corp Cleveland... 38 
Private Deloria __-.__ 
Private Landry ...,..- 2 

Go, A, Ist Cadets (Boston). 
Private Sears : 
Corp Broadhead, 
Private Frost. __. 
Private Curtis .. 
Private Hodgkins, .... 

Go. D, 1st Carl 
Sergi Dole.... -. 
Private J B Par 
Corp C A Payar .. 

iam 

Sergt Whightman. $24 
Corp Avery 20.1). 22.2 --2. 20—150 
Co. I, ist Infantry (Kast Boston), 
Private Ovle......,.-..4. - a7 
Sergt Noll,...... 86 
Private Heener. .i<. 28 
Private Livingstone... ,-...24 
Seret Murphy..-..-.....-.- 23—148 

In the other matches the prize wi 
First Brigade Prize—First, Corp, A. ¥, Shepard. Co. D; second, Maj. 

§. D. Clark, 2d Infantry; third, Private A. M. Brown, Co. M, ith R 

Co. A, 8th Infantry, 
Corp Seammmon............34 
Sergt Adie .----....---s. al 
Corp Whittore,........... 17 
Private Smith. _.. .- phat} 
Priyate Rogers, ,. 8— 9) 
Ca. D, 9th Infantry (Charlestown). 
Corp Magitm......5---..--=2 
Corp Sullivan..... 
Corp Fitzzerald. __ 
Sergi Ramsey..... 
Private O'Brien 

Go, G, Ist Infantr 
Privare Clark .., 
Private Brennan 
Private Brooks,. 
Private Quinn... .- = p 
Private Breennan...,-.-... 0— 66 
Co, A. 1st Infantry (Jamaica Plain) 
Privata Kenney.....-......15 
Private Brazer.... 
Private Newman. 
Private Claflin... 
Private Green 
nners were; 

it *y (Taunton), 
ae) 

19 

epi- 
meént: fourth, Capt, E.R. Shumway, Co. A, 2a Infantry. 

First Regiment Prizes—Oo. A, C, A. Brazer; Co. B, W. B. Dayton: 
Co. GC, H. H. Hayes; Co. D.C. W. Hinman; Co. E. A. P. Pope; Co, PF, 
W, Warburton: Co. G, F. P, Clark; 
Tilton; Co. L, Henry Noll; Co. M,C 

Co. H, E. E, Whitney; Co, 1, EB, EB. 
. H, Macomber, 

next year members be allowed to use their Own ammunition if they 
so desire. The naines of the prize winnersin the different matches 
are appended, as well as the best svores: 

Officers’ Mateh 
Maj Rockwell, Ist Infantry ...-.....-.... -......9434445 56 4d—1 
Capt Howard, Co A, bbl Infantry,.,.,,.,.....-5 4444443 34—39 
Lieut Burrell, jst Cavalry... ..-.... » 644434483 5-88 

4383544344458 
38444543 4 day 

tages 5 Boer Beha a544 4 9—38 
Capt Haynes, Sth Infantry ... 2... 1. 1543341533 337 
Capt Carter, Go, G, Ist Infantry .. 1439544443 2-37 
Capt Clark, Co. 1, sth Infantry, .- 884438853 438-46 
Cant Grackett, Co T, 5th Infantry. AW4dS8 444 4,3 4—36 
Maj Clark, 2d Infantry... .. 4... 2Qa4dada da 3-46 
Capi MeKay, Co A. ist Tnfaniry A243 8444 3 3-35 
Col Bancroft, Sti lptantry..-...-- 84343535 3 536 
Lieut-Vol Hodges, 1st Intantry,, 32444 392 5 435 
Lient Col Hobbs, 2d Cadets .--_.--,, 28424843 24-85 
Capt Lathrop, ist, Brigade Staff .. -.......... 305433344 5-1 

_ Soldivrs’? Mateb, 
Pyt MW Buil. (lc. G., 2d Infantry.....-.,...... 4b445445 444 
Pvt Moffitt, Co GO, 2d Infantry 2. 4.5.2.4, .4 56444844 5 512 
Pyt lB Buli, Co G, 2d infantry eel it: co.) WAM 4 2 gh) 
Pyt Boardman, Co M, Sth Infantry .-. A834449544 4-40 
Seret Daniel, Co A, Gth Infantry... 644434454 3-0 
Pyt Kimball, Co G, 2d Infantry, 4548353454 40 
Pvi Fowle. Co G, 5th Infantry. ... 3434454444 39 
Prt Rabbeth, Ca D, ist Infantry, -.-.-.-- -_ 443443544 4-29 
Pvt Parker, Co D, Ist Cadets..... ....., . 4444343 4 5-89 
Corp Shepard, Go D, ist Infantiy ... 4345243854489 
Pyt Hinman, Co D, 155 Infantry, .---_, 443445244 5-39 
Seret Sinclair, Co B, atl Infantry... » Ah445 344 4 2-3! 
Corp Broadhead, Co A, Ist Cadets... 448433 444 438 
Pvt Wilson, Co A, 2d Cadets......... 4a e434 a4 4 d— 38 
Sergt Ladd, Go H, (ith Infantry...............-- 2754832844 4 5-85 
Pvi Townsend, Co Uy 2d Infantry. - --- 44444433 3 5—88 
Sergt Ogilvie, Oo A, tth Infantry, ........... ot 244) 4 403 4438 
Sergt Dole, Wo D, ist Cadets, ...-... 248844444538 

Team Match, 
Oo, G, 2d Infantry (Springfield), 

Private Bumsteud ...-. ....44 
Private MW Bull..,, \.-- 
Private J Kimball .......-.. 
Priyate F R Bull, .-. 
Private T H Wilson... 

Oo, M, 8th Infantry, 
Private Boardiman..,, --.-.45 
Private Daultou,...... 
Privaté Barrett. .2....2.), 
Privale Sargent....,.,.-. 
Private Severs. ...-....... j1—189 

Co, D, 1:1 Infuntry (Roxbury). 
Private Hininan ot 

Private Bennett, 7 
Corp White. -..-..-2.4-- RY 1B 

Co, T, 1st Infantry (Brockton), 
Tivate Winslow,... ve 
Private Tilton... .--...5, 
Private Wade... 
Private Packard, 
Private Tribou 

Private Wiushby --—- 
Private Lewis... .--. 
Private Muoney- 
Jorp Hill, ... My 

Co, C, 2d Infantry 
Private Momitl... cee. ye. 
Corp Wagner ....-.. \- Baie 
Private Townsend 
Corp Rich..,, Hye 
Sergt Hateh,-.--... .. +s 

Co. H. Oth Tnfantry-. 
Sérgt Lade, /-.-:-2 2228 av 
Private Baxter, ....,.. 
l'rivute Penbody~.-...-.. 
Private Berry... --.- 
Sergi Keenan, .-...-,---... 

Oo, A, 2d Cadets (Salem), 
Mus Hulban..-_---...-:- 2. ao 
Private Wilson. 4 ne 
Private Merritt. 

mls) 

Co. A, ath Infante, 
Priyate Dyér....--....... 
Private Waynes.___\..... 
Sergt Andrews. ...,.100: 
Private French ....,...-...33 
Corp Hardy .......,,... 21-168 
Co. Ay Uih Tnfantey (Wakefield), 
Private Chas Lindsay..... 3T 
Sergt Dayirl Ogilvie. 
Private W B Daniel 
Private Jahbu W Snr 
Private Geo BE While.,..... 27—160 

Qo, D, 2d Infantry. 
Private Barber,,,,.. .,.--.42 
Corp Snow.....- de 
Seret Whitaker _..81 
Seret-Train.-.....-- a) 
Sergt Garber —..--..-.. » 2H— 100 

Co, T. 8th Infantry. 
Private Lewis, ..-....---++ 35 
Private Waite -._..........38 
Priyate Hook,......, --. -32 
Sure Gore... <.si. 6s. seed 
Privale Foster...._--......25—158 

Co..G, 5th Infantry, 
Private Powle .., . 38 
Private Darmody..,, av 
Private Nichols ..,......--.d2 
Private D. Bm. Barnum. ...,.28 
Private BY Barhuni._,....20—156 

(o, BE, ist Tofantry (New Bedford), 
Private Wowland,.---..,,, 38 
Private Pope .... eh 
Private Paine. ..,_...-... 26 
Private Jennings, Jr. wad 
Private Dahill,,............ 24—148 
Oo. M. ist Infantry (Fall River). 

Private Macomber.,......, 33 
Sergt Hatheway..,.....,..32 
Bergl Hdgar. —_. 
Gorp Ford. .., 

Serge Sinclair. .........0055 3 
Private Sommerman.... , 36 
SereiClarke . x8 
Private Cove, oo... 2. 1. 26 
Sergt Sweet, .... 17—1438. 

Private Dincol. ... 1... 
Private Hewilt,...... 
Private Cornell ..... a 
Privalé Warburton. ....._.21-11 

Co. 0, Ist Cadets (Boston), 
Private Ponds 2. ick Sas 
Privale Skinner 2 
Private Hallet. 
Corp Dewey a 2 
SergtBouvée-.-.. - — . , , Vj—137 

_ Co, B, 1st Infantry (Boston). 
Private Venieys... ....-.-.8¢ 
Seret Bickford.-_,_..., ...#1 
Private Fishey se AD 
Private Hill... 225 
Private Robinson . 118 

Co. QO, ith Infantry, 
Sergt Farwell. 4+,,----..36 
Private Luffie ............4 a8 
Corp Benyou._. 3) 
See Hills Oey hak at 
Private Grant...2 cscs 12—184 

a Co, F, oth Infantry, 
Private Walker. _|.... 05.0 31, 
Private Mosher. . a0 
Private Cole 80 
Sergt Ballar 25 
Private Smart........- + 16—132 

Co. H, bth Thfantry. 
Private Ingram....... .,, 
Private Dleteher. 
Private Brown. 

Corp Durfee . 14—129 
io, D, Sth Infantry (Boston), 

Private Kelly.......... +. BH 
Private Lee... ee 
Sergl Buxton 2 
Private Pierce, . -- 18 
Private Lebrink ..........5 tt—127 

Go. C, 1st Infantry (Boston), 
Private Penn,..........-..5 43 
Corp Haven +2f 
Private Burp we 
Sergt Delue.... 20 
nivale Hayes, 2.20.22 tai7? W—1296 

Co, B, ist Infantry (Tauntean), 
Sergt Dod @..-0,.......... 82 
Private Dayton 80 
Private Fuler..,...- eS 
Private Underwood,.......25 
Private Peabody. 

Co. G, lth Infantry. 
Seret wong; eS ee, 
Seren Hdgerly_.-._---, _- 
rivate eee i 

Privite Bageley,.... 
Corp Stewarh .... 

Go. i, Sth Infantry. 
Corp Banons, .. . 
Private Garnett, 

= te eee 

Tp 
Private P: 

THE MISSOURI TEAM. — Leavenworth, Kan,, Oct, 18.— The 
weather for the completion ot the regular military rifle contest to- 
day was bright and clear, the atmosphere was moist. The wind was 
only from fout to six miles an hour, nof enough to interfere with the 
shooting at any time during the day. Missouri and Dakota had a 
warm contest. The former lost two members on the division team, 
gaining one overlast year, Otten being crowded off by King. Dakota 
gained one member of the division team, but allowed Missouri to get 
sixteen points ahead on the graud total, After the contest ended the 
division team was announced, and the medals, gold to the first four, 
and silver fo the remainder of the team, were presented personally 
hy Gen, Pope, ina neat speech, The division of the Missouri team 
announcer, with scores, is as Tollows: 
Lieut Merriam, Dept, Platte. 265 Corp Stevens, Platte...-......- 246 
Seret Delany, Dakota ..... .250 Sergt Phillips, Mo....... R45 
Gayl Rogers. Mo... . -+:.:.1, 948 Sergt Umphrey, Dak... R44 
Sergt Maj. Seymour, Mis3_--...243 Sergt King, Me --.---.._, 24h 
Sergt Bentley, Dak ai Serzt Birdsell, Texas.._. 
Lieut Partello, Dak. _-. _... 247 Sergt James, Texas...-....... 

Lieut, Merriam's score was never beaten on the range and never 
equaled but once, and then by Hughes at the department contestin 
September, 
The total of cach marksman for the {hres days is as follows; 

Departinent of tlie Mis i 
King, . R44 Philly RAS 
Rodgers, bts) 230 
Johnson ze Ral 242 
TVRCHLG REY Hoot ole fontaine rte 238 ress an 
[UPLATE rr cere 2 RA Rare a weed Conroyie.. ....-.--+ Ass 
Marrell ,)/..2- ss.) .-c-. -.. 24d) Hughes)... 2.) 1... 21725835 

Department cf Dakota. 
Bentley erat: esrb snoce-t ie oe 247 «Staples 
Partella. 2.2, .-222221+-- 247 ~«Ginder 
TOMURE YS os oe ne 235 " 
Woodburn ....-....... 217 C a. 
Farnham... ¢:--sirr pedi | Aides 287 
Delfi! 2 edb dedeatesinene: 250 Hodge 7 + ee R28—2,819 

Department of the Platte. 
Merriam, ....,-.-.--,-.-- » .--,265 Zackariasen +234 
Stay .. ear Delleny,.. .....-. 
Chaplin - 238 Weagroff. 
Martin . 237 Jordan. .. 
Bpeveng. serumret jdeshe 247 Deenan... 
Fromtidle,) ie), Losgee 2: ai pias 225 Robinson._....:,... 

Department of Texas, 
Griffith........ Betas shceudent ob eds 239 Davis... .... Poe ub eet 
Birdsell. .. —. 248 Welford.__._.-- e 
James. . 242. Boyle....,.. -). 
rater ees] anges - nF Bee Rosati, .)- 2230-08. 
JONCS...,-.-- -286 Coulbourn 
UTR 1d bes ee Se AR es ee 222 Osborne 

CLEARFIELD, Pa., Oct. 11.—The rifle team took an early start this 
mormng, and drove to Pennville to shoot areturn mateh with the team 
of that place. Jt was a beautiful day and the match was enjoyed by 
everybody. The score is as follows: 

Clearfield. 
ASI Gy: TH OTI || - fo el0sojnscheiale « verte es ofr 610 9 9 910 9 11 10 10—5 
TH Ate Gos ee: . 7 910 61012 9 710 8-88 
Jas MceLanghlin,...,.- - _10 8 8 9 9 8 9 S01 b—R5 
Sy ST wits) nee eer eye Bey ear 0111010 91110 ¥% 5 10—83 
KA Leavy,..- ey ee -% % 6°99 8 710 9-8 11-42 
J Mabaffey,.....-.- -- 1112 5 t G1 8 9 8 GSI 
PASIVES ERO Wu Ee vel ecto 8 9 8 7 01210 8 8 8—79 
andi Fo) b= ie ew 6810 6 $12 8 7 6 
DR Fullerton.. ----11 811 8 5 8 O10 9 0-7 
Jas Kerr-.--. 8 eo heer ee .. 810 d1110 0 7 4 4 361-601 

Pennville. 
EW Hepburi..-.., , 10 9 910 610 9 11 10 10—85 
J Looker. ._- 101210 5 6 7 51011 7-83 
$ Hepburn - 110 011 1 9 § G6 610-78 
J Farewell.....s00: 2 41010 S511 8 9 6 B—%8 
7D Hepburn....... ro § §$ 4.9 9 $10 8 G—Ta 
Geo Shaw *...,....-: 7 & BB 11 81110 0 9-7 
J Spencer... Rison! 0 96 7 5 4+ 710 6 10Gb 
G@ MuDonald_.,....... 2a beads te od 869 S10 0 YY 7 8 Tb—66 
J Gorrier..., .--. md wit Ub 5 Ob 510 & G—he 

Win Freeman, .,-- 4% (—45—710 
But eight men sh 

fiveu below! 
The totals are 

Ist. 2d, PowaL 
GVearfield, --.-- 1 see 21 eee eee een wenn eee G5 81 1,466 
PET Yipd Hey eter tp tase se aie tel ag ha Peo 58S T10 1,298 

Points in-favor of Clearfield 0 2221222. .2-:2222222-,,2 168 
The third match will be shot at the Park, but a day has not yet 

been decided upon. 
Ju the afternoon the Clearfield team drove to Luthersburg, a dis- 

tance of ten miles, and af4 o'clock shot the second mateh with the 
Luthersburg team, The score 15 as follows: 

Clearfield. 
Poe Tea VIOHSE peste ttt beets selet (te 10 $101010 7101010 5-93 
PD, SET AG Sip stwe ee ey ee ntant -f $1010 7 7101011 oe 
ERAUEBOVOW, vceckews=s- res 8 9 7 9 7 B12 11 12 6-89 
OH Harder sev .ud & Sts. 5 9 # 712 9 310 10 10—S4 
Ashley Thorn ,..----- ~6i 9 9 6 & 71010 8—be 
DR Fullerton... ..-- _ 8 ® & 81010 6 8 5 BSD 
AM Row, ..-.-...-. 9 GOR Gh Af T11 8-7 
J Mahaffey. -5 9 Ri? 0 610 8 7 UF 
JAS WeERrs 2s sins -§ 7709 5 £3 6 9-0 
Jas MoLaughlin....,,.....--.....- $563 9 67 0 3 7 bo—TB6 

Luthersburg. 
A Miles -,...10 92111 91011 ) B B—97 
D Miles. , +7 7111 91010 8 9 i2—% 
HL Unther. B10 81210 9 610 8 i—fe 
TL. Jimison ..- 412 6 $1010 9 6 712 71 
Wm Kirk... 1012 7 9 &S 8 710 10—8F 
LT MRS eee Begs ss - wreSi 2 S12 67 7 7 810-9 
SDonohue --. 0. -.-.---- eee 6 58 9 6 6 710 OTL 
M Miles...,...-..-, Se oe Ai 10 6 § 8.6 G 8 6 6 8-72 
H Seyler.... ata » 4 7 31010 7 & 5 9 10-1 
{iitie)! BOS eda geese OD OT BR — 6 —8BR. 
The total scores of the two matches are as follows: 

Ist 2 Totai. 
PGES ULES kw lly eae pea ale espe ye vedere up p o yig B22 1,596 
Gléarfield?.: .2.: ede torent eet Ge toh: e—nep7 ets sAlOe 756 1.54 

Points in fayor of Luthersburg-._- 47 
The result of the second match with eh is something of a 

disappointment, inasmuch as every mati on the Clearficld Team was 
ju the best of trim and had every reason to expect to increase the 
score made af Pennyille. The reason for the failure to do this is that 
the Luthersburg range is in the woods, overshadowed by trees a 
hundred feet high, and the aftermmoon was clondy. Coming from the 
open range af Pennyille to than in the woods at Luthersburg. withiul 
slWilicient practice, ib is thought lost jhe match to the Clearfield team, 
The third match of the contest is to be shot on the Luthersburg 

range, but it is impossible to fix @ time at present, 

MAGAZINE WEAPONS.—The European Government is paying 
special aibention to the question of mapazine arms, and many careful 
tests are low in progress, A recent letter trom that continent ex- 
plains that “The Versailles Commission intusted with the selection 
of 2 pattern for a repeating rifle, with which it is intended to provide 
the Freuch army, have not yet made their report, it haying been 

i - 

found that great care will be vequired in fixzmg upon an arm meeting 
all the requirements of modern warfare. It fs stated that the re- 
pe which lave up to the present time reached the German War 
inister on the pe dnn 3 mechanism as adapted to the Mauser rifie 

have been more favorable than was at first expected, and that some 
fusiliev regiments and Jager battalions will be armed with the new 
weapon. [tis anticipated that the defects im the design of the mag- 
azine, which have been brought fo light during the manenyers, can 
be remedied without adding to the weight or deducting from the 
efficiency of the apparstus. The German War Office has likewise 
made exhaustive experiments with the same repeater tried by the 
Freoch commission at Satory, and which is said to have been recom- 
wiended for adoption in the Mrench army. The arm does not. how- 
ever, appear to have fonnd favor in the eyes of German experts, as 
it has not been issued to any troops for trial during the maneuvers.” 

WORCESTER, Mass., Oct. 18.—At the meeting to-day at Pine Grove 
Range, of the Worcester Rifle Association, there were but few records 
made; the American decimal target was used, distance 200yds, off- 
hand. The totals were as follows: 
Stedman Clark... ...,60-. cc eeeya ns ve ? 9 9 510 6 910 9 9—B5 
Re-entry. .<-..51-- seeece-. 2-10 810 910 9 SiO 5 10—84 
§ Burton...... .9 (10 7 7 9 910 9 6-83 
Re-entry...... 9979790 9 6 f 6-80 
JN Nurse, 5 9 8 9 D2 ¥7. %% BBO 
AP WESTISH, pete td setieds, desis | -6 71025 79 9 ) 669 

NEW ORLEANS GALLERY WORK.—At the gallery of S. J. Clin- 
ton, No, 24 St, Charles street, there has been during the week some 
very good shooting, the scores of which ave as follows: 

Mateh Shoot—Messrs. DaPonta and Weiss and Capt. John Miller. 
Miller 82, DaPonta 105. Weiss 106, ‘lwelye shots: possible, 168. 
Individual Scores—Possible, 84. L, B. DaPonta, 83, 51: George 

Waterman, 43, 80: William Weiss, 82,51: Capt. Dennis, 79, $1. 
Dueling Pistols, 1) paces, at command—Possible, 20, William Weiss 

10, BH. Witte 16, Major V. 16. 

BRIDGEPORT, Conn,, Oct, 18.—The seventh fall meeting of the 
Bridgeport Rifle Club was opened at Readmoor yesterday, aud elosed 
this evening, The club was favored with almost perfec) weather on 
both days, save that to-day a brisk and puffy wind which blew across 
the range fromm the four o'clock quarier made the marksmen pay 
strict attention to their wind-gauges and rendered close holding a 
matter of great difficulty. Among the more prominent of the visit- 
ing marksmen were J. HW. Brown, cf the American team of '83; George 
FB, Hilsworth, of the Massachusetts Rifle Association; A.J. Howlett, 
C, EH. Overbaugh, W. Simpson and C. Edgar, of the New York Rifle 
Clib, and J. D. Marks and O. B, Hull, of the Collinsville Chib. 

‘Two matches were on the programme, the first at the Massachu- 
setts target, five Shots to the score, possible sixty. and the three best 
scores made during the meeting to be counted for a place in the prize 
list. The other match was atthe German twenty-five ring target, 
three shots to the score, entries unlimited, and the two best scores of 
{he meeting to count, In both matches rifles of any weight and any 
trigger-pull were allowed. While the scores in both contests were 
exceptionally high, the Massachusetts match proved to be one of the 
closest and most exciting ever held in this State, and the result was 
in doubt up to the very last shot fired on the second day. At the end 
of the first day Marks, of Collinsville, was leading in the Massachu- 
setts match with 56, 56,57—169 in the possible 180, with Sherman H. 
Hubbard, of this city, a close second. his score being 55, 54, 57—168, 
On the German target matters were just reversed, Mr, Hubbard hay- 
ing 66, 68—134, as against the 66, 67—133 of Mr. Marks. 
On the second day there was little change in the position of the 

contestants, Neither Marks nor Hubbard seemed to be able to raise 
their scores of Wednesday, and the best scores among the visitors 
was that of FPortyse, of Boston, whose best three barely tied Hub- 
bard’s total. The first sign of improvement was given by Marks who 
by industrious work managed to put in a 69 on the German target, 
which, with his 67 gave him 186, thus leading Hubbard by two points. 
A few moments before the closing hour Hubbard commenced hislast 
score. With him it was another 57 or both first prizes would go to 
Collinsville. His first effort resulted only in a 10 ont of a possible 12. 
The two following shots were both in the 12 ring, but the fourth shot. 
counted butiil, It was, therefore, apparent that bis last shot must 
lodge within the little 4in. circle or he would not win. As he 
stepped to the score the spectators crowded around to watch his final 
effort. The report of his gun was followed by & moment of uncer- 
tainty and then the pointers on tlie clock face moved slowly up to 12. 
He bad made another 57 and had won the match by oné point, 

Massachusetts Target—Possible 180. 
SH Hubbard, ..11 121011 12-56 1211121111-57 10121211 12-57—170 
J D Marks...... 11.12101211-56 1011111211-56 11 1211 11 12-57—169 
Geo Wortyse,......, 56 56 56—168 CO Edgar........ ... R 4h —144 
11 Brown.,,...-..55 54 56-165 Geo Name 48—l4i 
DE Marsh,........ 65 55 55—165 PM Beers 48—139 
AJ Howlett.... ...57 54 54-165 WH fFox..... 43—138 
OQ & Hull.,..- b4—164 ML Reynolds 42183, 
W H Beards 55162 AR Lacey 42—127 
EB Nothnagle. +. 54—161 Wim Liberum 46—119 
Wm Simpson.,,.,.. z 51152 J Kienzy..,,.......54 42 46-112 
Geo Quitmeyer....52 49 51—152 Louis Held......... 44 37 81—112 

Consolation Prize. 
Geo E Botsford,,..31 29 40—110 GeoP Rand......, 35 43 20-107 

German Target—Possible 150. 
JD Marks,... ., 67 9I—13b Geo Fortyse 1 61—125 
SH Hubbard.... 66 63-124 BRS Bassetf,...-,..< 2 f2—124 
Wim Lieberum.,, 64 43-127 Geo Quitmeyer,.....,G4 (0—124 

iad i A Rharey,.......-....59 64-123 

Following are the scores; 
654) 5 0 5 5 Gani Prince. ne. & 5 5h op 4 4 6 & 5 4-5 4—7i 

William P Sehaaf - be eae oe Bese eiea send) Gone heo— yey 
EH Grose.,.....- 665545 55 5 56 5 4 5 f& 53 
FWRoeckwell 00.05 6497535545554 5 4-70 
Wm de Cordova......4 5 5 5 5 56 5 4 5 6 4 56 5 4 549 
The shoot off of the tie between Messrs, Grose and Rockwell for 

the St. John medal, they having tied on a former oteasion in st oot- 
ing for the same prize, took place atthe close of the above shoot. 
Mr, Grose came off victorious in the contest by ascore of 78 to 71 at 
DO0yds. As soon as the victor was known he was immediately chal- 
lenged by olber inembers of the (tain to shoot a mateh with them for 
the medal on the 24th inst, at the same place, 
FRICTION OF BKULLETS.— Manchester, N. IL,—Hditor Forest and 

Stream; The query of Jus, Duane, in your last issue as to a reason 
for the good performance of bullet No, fin his experiments can be 
answered, 1 think, by investigating the factor of tviction of bulletin 
passing through the barrel. If Mr. Duane will try pushing a few 
different bullets through his rifle, with a wiping rod, he will find there 
is a difference of severul pounis in friction, and their relative friction 
might be altered or reyersed eyen, dependent upon their composition 
and liability to upset on ignition of the powder.—A, B. Donan, 

A CHALLENGH,—Hion, N, Y., Oct. 17, 1883.—Toe the Rijlenen of 
America: Asits members do not expect to engage in team shooting 
after the close of the present seasou, the Ilion Rifle Team hereby 
issues a’ friendly challenge to u picked team of four from among the 
yarious rifle organizations throughout the country, 10 shoot one, ora 
series of three long-range matehes, fitteen shots per man ateach of 
the three long distances, rules of tha National Rifie Association of 
Ameriva to govern. If three contests are held. each team to name 
one range for a match, the third to be mutually decided upon. Com- 
munications should be addressed to F, A. Anmsrrone, Secretary Dion 
Rifie Team 

ANOTHER FARROW VICTORY,.—The feeling recently expressed 
by one of the English team that a blunder had been committed in 
leaving Mr. Warvow off the team that recently went to England to 
represent’ America, is shared by a great many American readers and 
marksmen. In the recent fall meeting another flag was made ab Mr. 
Farrow, but this time he did not leave his opponents the least chance 
for a shuffiing decision against him. The Newport News in its issue 
of Octobor 20 gives this lutest bit of blundering meanness in the fol- 
lowing: Mr, W. Milton Farrow is evidently shooting too well to 
leuse the Rifle Association of New York; in the match for the Tif- 
fany Cup Mr. Warrow made 49 m a possible 60, the highest score, with 
a l-caliber military rifle. The donditions of the match were such 
that ‘any ville’ could be used, A protest was entertained by the 
exécutive committee which stated that Mr. Farrow cleanid out his 
rifle after each shot. The rule on this subject isas follows: Com- 
petitors may wipe ol clean thei rifles duriog eny competition, except 
hos® restricted to the use of military riflus, In vonipetitions at more 
than one distance, restricted to military rifles, cleaning will be per- 
mitted between distanves. The stupidity shown in applying their 
own rules is only equaled by their systemutie harassing of one of the 
Dest viflemen in the countty. The protest. under this rule, was, how- 
ever, disallowed and Mr. Farrow will doubtless get bis trophy. 

BOSTON, Oct, 20,.—The rain to-day mule things very disagreeable 
at Walnut Hill, yet Mr. D, Rirkwood niade some elegant scores in the 
rest match. He completed twoscores of 19 nach ont Gf & possible 
100, and in bis shooting made 48 conseuutive bullseyes. Mr. D, Web- 
ster. one of the loug-range men, and thea most attentiys shooter this 
eason, was on han¢l, notwithstanding he rain, and bravely faced 
the target at bO0yds., securing Lo scores oF Sh and Sh, respectively, 
out of a possible 60. On Wednesday next there will bea elass ball and 
clay-pigeen meeting, When sweeps will be shot to suit competitors, 
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THE TRAP. 

Currespondcnts who favor us ith chib scores are partionlurty re- 
queried to write on one side of the paper only. 

NATIONAL SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION. 

Beiter Rarest ccd Stren: 
The following oper letter will doubtiess answer many inquiries on 

the above topie: 
Covctynatr, Oct, 16, 1883. 

Rh. Valentine, Meq., North Monroevitle Gun Club, North Monyoevilie, 
Ohne 

Sip Th venly to your tayor of the 14lh inst., asking whether the 
pronosed National Sportsmen's Association to be formed at Chicago 
in May next would contina itself to “clay-pigeon” matbers alone. we 
answer most empiatieally Nol’ Said Association will combine the 
nsual functions of “State spartsmen’s ussoeialions” broadened upon 
anational busis, together with stich other duties as the assemblad 
spurlemen may seo fil (o assume, snch as the establishing and regu- 
ninting of aviual tournaments, prescribine fixed shooting rules 
which shall he adopted by all the clubs in the country, ete. 

Very respectfully yours truly. 
THE Ligowsky CLAy-Picran (lo, 

Per J. E. B. 

LEATHBERSTOCKING vs. NORTH WAYNE.—In September the 
North Wayne Gon Club, of Wolcott, N.Y, and the Leatherstocking 
Gim club, of Oswego, N. Y., metat Pair Haven fora friendly shoot, 
the Wayne county chib being the winners by 14 halls. The Leather- 
stoclings, for reasons which need not be here explained, were not 
Batictien with the result, and challenged tha Wayne county club to 
another -hoot, which caine off here to-day, when the tables were 
turned, us vill he sean by the score: 

North Wayne Gun Oluh. 
Ree WLIO — 1h 
Meek goee (1120110001101 1100113 
Mix. 11009 1911007910100 
Heimer. _-.07011111001171111711— 16 
§ Cosaedl.., (OLOWMITOLION LOL 
Whiting. , .00111710111991119103 415 
Burnett. W011 O01 
Cosa. 01110007121071701111—14 
Fowler —..00011111110101011110—14 
(iriswold, 701797000101i1111771—16 

148 145 
Osweero won by iA balls. The traps were sel on the elevation atthe 

northwest of the fort erounds, aud the scores, though very good, 
would no doubt have been better had if not baen for the strong and 
eold northeast wind, Messrs, A. Emerick, of Fulton, was referee; 
Dr. MeManns, of Oswego, and.Jobu Otis, of Wolcott, judges; W. H. 
Failing caller, and H. Tanner, scorer, all of whom acted to the satis- 
favtion of everyone. May wosoon haye another shoot.—Mc. (Oswego, 
N.Y... Oet. 15). 

KNOXVILLE Tenn., Oct. 12.—Seore made by the Knoxville Gun 
Olub, atits regular monthly shoot. for the Ligowsky medal: 15 clay, 
pigeons, al iyds. rise. from fourth noteh: 

Armstvone -... 1i11111010011—LE Jeniting......., 0001111111115 0010 
(@ Meabbard, ---111111110011117—18 Worsham. ..001100011111011— 9 

Leatherstocking Gun Club, 
Plank. ...,10071111300101101111—45 
att. —. -11091714171101111141—18 
Rich rds ny, 1011114111111110101 17 
Lyman, ..01119019910111117111—48 
Sharpe, ,-.11111111111101011110-17 
Ross... 119441091111091111117 48 
MeMur MLO0V111711111010701—14 
Wright -- 10111001110011191100—13 
Matrérson 11111110111011011011—16 
Maltby... 01111111111111111100—-17 

Me Gling, -....,00t1 1100011118) Eldridge —.., .1701100011717100— 9 
AR Hebbard..0010111111111—12 Sloeum..... .. 11101411 100000— 9 
Ftoss..,,-- --,,-191911101710130—12 Dow_.-.. 0914011 10001001— 8 
French .... 1111100. UN0I—11 Duntan.. _.111710000010C00— & 
Hiuwey -..-.. 100001T11101—31 Dean... 1.1... OLOGONGOOL1O010— 4 
Weootlbury ~.~, .101171101001161—10 

Those whe fovorus with scores for publindion are parteularly 

requested to write on one side of ta paper only, 

CARTERET GUN OLUB.—The buildings and property of the late 
New York Gun (lub ab Borgen Point, on the Central Railroad of New 
Jersey, huve been purchased by a few of the members of the late 
elub, who have orgunized a new gun and dog club, to be chartered as 
a, limited liahillty association. under the general Jawof the State of 
New Jersey, ‘The grounds at Bergen Point have been securedfor two 
years from September 1, with privileges of two years more, ata rea- 
sonuble rent. Philip Lumbreyer has been engaged as keeper of the 
grounds aod purveyor of birds. Woeilities for the care of members’ 
floes in the bes! manner will be furnished at reasonable rates, and 
this will he made a prominent feature of the new elub, ‘The initia 
tion fee will ba B25 (lo inelude the first year’s dues). and the yearly 
dues Si5. The oiicars antl cavermng committee will he gentlemen 
who will devote time and attention to the affairs of the elub. The 
frownda ure all Rerged Point, ou the Central Railtoad of New Jersey. 
Tisins lenve foot of Liberty street, New York, at 11:30 A. ML, 12:46, 2, 
20, By a Qs5and4P M, Return at 1:28. 2:07, 2:38, 2:28, 3:58, 4:28, 

Sand 640 P.M. The management of the eluh slates that 
Inid and conspicuous beltimge will be discouraged, and this objection- 
able featire will be wbsent from the meeting. Clay-pizeonsand trap 
will be provided for those who prefer to use them. 

EXPERIENCH WITH CLAY-PIGHONS,—Rutte, M. T., Get. 14,—Th 
the Inst letner of “Lost Bird’! in Forrest anp Stream of Oet, 14, he 
says: “But please bear in mind that the throw of the trap canses 
them to revolve rapidly, and the shotis very liable to glance off.” 
Now, is not this where the greatest fault Wes? If the trap can be im- 
proved and made to throw the birds direct from the trap without the 
reyolying motion, I think mueh of this tault-fin/ing would be obviated, 
Many of yonr conresnondents ave found no trouble in breaking the 
elays (on paper), while olers find them so hard. It is almost impos- 
sible to bring them to bar with the best of guns. It would puzzle one 
to know where the greatest fault lies—in the maker of the elay-pigeon, 
the wmateriol used. or Wie one who fails to get dead on. Our cinb 
Nas used them for over a year, and they have all appeared to be of 
mniforin swength and material, Butiwefound while using them in 
damp weather that better scores could be made, and all that was hit 
nt alloys scora] tothe gam. Bt as the weather grew warm and 
dry, taany were found on the around hard hit (out of bounds), which, 
of course, could nol be called by the seaver. Vaking all things into 
eonsideration, the clay-pigeou is the best (hing as a substitute yet io- 
vented for the live bird, and these not hard hit woult be a good 
stand-off for alive bied out of beunds, And the trap-shooter ean 
thank his steve Cor iying aaything so good to take the place of the 
once pereeuted pigeon, which ¢an wow sit on its porch and bless the 
namo of ligowsky,-—Pisrou Grip, 

OLATIUG, Kan-—The first shootof the Olathe Gua Olnb came oft 
Friday last, The stores are as follows. 10 composilion balls, 14yids, 
rise: 
Lamisnoy . --000LON— 4 TMbbard:...... 2... 110110110— 7 
Devenn .... PIE —10 Sytvis.- - OLIN 4 
Sralflt -__---- . 1101101111 -- 8 Hodes AMANO 4 
Upton... F Ono NN— 6 MeBride,. .. LON LL 6 
Kean ....... -...., 1600110010 4 G Hordgas 1011010110— 6 
Brevanson...........0001011111— 7 Worrel,.,......:-5 4. ML00011010— 

BACRAMBNTO, Cal. Oct. & —The Porester Gun Club shot for their 
mudeal ab Agricultural Park to-day, The birds were strong and good 
Hyers. ani the shooting was done in the face of a strong north wind 
as follows: é 
Younes, @6yds,,.. die A EB Ohapman,2tyd 111111111110—11 
Tadd, 4iyd .11bNivI— 8 Lf Gerber, 81yds..i0i*10 withdrew 

- Sehroth, 2ivds .. M*1nITi— 9 {J Gerber. 26yds,, SP 101011100— 6 
Bekhardl, 26yds. 0108011111 § Stevens, 2iyds....011011101101— & 
Millar, ty ...171110111111—11-Dase, I6yds...... FUE ii— 7 
The tie shoot? al. double birds belween Miller and Chapman re- 

sulted in the former being the winner of fhe medal. After tle Por- 
esters’ shoot Messrs. Hoppes and Parrott faced the trap for a 25-bird 
matoh for $40 a side at fiyds, rise. After the 224 round Mr. Elopper 
gave up the matoh, The Pacitic Club now came to the front with 
Seven members. The contest resulted as follows: 
Chas Flohr, 2byds.0011041"0th'— 5 R Flohr, 2lyds.. .101011111001— 8 
G Rontinnw. W6yds, 11111111911 9 G Chapman,2lyds.170010110100— 6 
Parler, 2lyds....,.120011i11111—10 Parrott, 2lyds...,1011111111=1—10 
Dubar, Blyds..., ..000W1001111— & ; 

In the snoot off at double birds, isyds. rise, Podler scored 4+and 
Parrott 6. Parrott won the gold medal and Routler the silver 
medal, 

*Tied out of bounds, 
LOCKPORT, N, Y,—Regular bi-weekly shoot of the Niagara County 

Sportsmen's Club, A number of out-of-town sportsmsn were present 
and participated inthe sport, but the delegation of Loak City Shoot- 
ers was meagre. Among the visitors were: Messrs, Rhodés. Ditmar 
and Green, of Rochegrer; Engene Smith, of LaSalle; H. C. Howard, 
of Niagara Pally, and Wm, Gombert, of Tonawanda. 

First Mateh—? clay-pigeous.—Dr. F. J, Moyer 6, Wm, Gombert 5, 
G. Hf. Moody 5, H, Smith, Ditroar 6, Rhodes 6, A, C. Howaril 5, Chas. 
Green 5,1. M, Moody 4, In shooting off ties, Messrs. Moyer, Ditmar 
and Riuodes divided first money; Masers, Gombert and Green divided 
second money, and E, M, Moody took third prize. 
Seeoml Mateh—10 composition balls.—Win. Gombent 3. Dr, Moyer 

k, G. TE, Moody 8, Bi, Smith 4, Ditmar 7, Rhodes 7, TH. C. Howard 10, 
Chas. Green 4, E. M. Moady 8 H.C. Howard tovk tirst prize, Bugene 
Binith second, My. Rhodes third, and Chas. Green fourth. a 
Third match—Vive double rises, clay-pigeon and one composition 

.| Tatterward learned was called @ standing Ing, 

ball.—Wm, Gombert 6, Dv. Moyer 4, 4. H, Moody 6, B.A. Smith 8, 
6, Charles Green 6, E. M. Moody 

BE. M. Moody won firs) prize, Eugene'Sinith, second. Mr. Rhodes, 

Ditmar 6. Rhodes 6, A. C. Howurd 
i, J. H. Jeune 7, A, Killiek 5, 

third, G. H. Moody, fourth. 
Fourth match—7 clay-pigeons._Wni, Gombert 5, Dr. Moyer 6, G 

TH, Moody 7, B. Smith 6; Ditmard, Rhodes7, H.0, Howard 4, Charles 
Green 6, EB. M. Moody f, J. HW. Jenne 5, H. Billick 5, 

In shooting off ties Messrs. Geo. H. Moady and Rhodes divided first 
Money, Chas. Green took second, and Merers. Killick and Smith, 
after a close contest, divided the third, i. Kaunror. Beeretary. 

Ganoeing. 
————s 

To imsure prompt attention, commaunrizations should be eae- 
dressed lo the Warest and Stream Publishing Co., cand nat to 
indimiduals, im whose absence rom the office matters of im- 
portance are liable lo deliy. 

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION. 

A MEETING of the Execntive Committee of the A. G@. A. was held 
in Albany on Saturday, October 13, to arrange matters con- 

ueched with the meet of 188i, There were presenh Commodore Nick 
evson, 5, C.C.; Viee-Commuorore Monroe, N.¥, C, C.: Rear-Gommo- 
dore Rogers, P_B.C.; Secretary Neidé, L. G. €, O.; R. J. Wilkin, K. 
C.C., W, B. Wackerhagen, M,C. C., of the executive committee, and 
Mr, Whitlock, N. Y. C.0.. of the regatta committee, Mr. Neilson, T. 
CO. C., being absent, Messrs. Hoffman and Brentano, of New York, 
Mr. Shadd, of Springtield, and several other canoeists were also in 
Albany, The yisitors were the puests of the Mohican ©, C.. of Al- 
hany. The tusetiug was held al the Delayan House, Commodore 
Nickerson presiding. The main question of thé location of the an- 
nual meet was discussed but not decided, but the committee recom- 
inended that the Association, at the next meet, settle on a permanent 
location for the camp, they not having the power to do so now. The 
distinction of senior and junior was aholished and a ecluss for 
“novices” substituted, the officers’ fiags were changed, the dimen- 
sions being increased to ly isin,, the design to be two crossed pad- 
(es with the letters A.C. A, in three of the corners and a star in 
each of the other two. While a number of the committee were in 
favor of Lake George, there was a strong feeling among some in 
favor of the Thousaud Islands, so the question was deferred for fur- 
ther consideration, After the meeting a dinner was given to the 
Visitors by the Mohican C. C., and on the following day they were 
shown over the city, some Of the party afterward going out/on the 
Hudson in the canoes of the elub. v 

IMPROVEMENTS IN CANOES. 

Editor Koresthand Streams 
Reading the article under Canosing on “The Perfect Canoe? in 

your issue of October 18, lam moved to send you a few facts in the 
history of a Shadow canoe owned by myself, and not unknown among 
canoeists in general, The beat was built the same winter as Mr. 
Aldews original Shadow, by the same builder, and was, I helieye, the 
third one in existence. 1 purposely purchased only the canbe and 
paddles. having found by jevious experience in a Nantilus that the 
eustomary rig forthess boats was snything bul satisfactory. In- 
stead of using a small daniiy, a medium mainsail rigged with a slid- 
ing guuter for reefing porposes, and a small (very small) jib, T at 
once puta good sized dandy aft, about twenty-five feet. and rigged 
abig jib forward, only using a foresail (or perhaps more properly 
ealled mainsall) when running free, thus having most of the lime a 
place amidship well out of the way of the sails, 

After carrying the extra hatches designed for completely closing 
up the cockpit, for a few days, and being very much annoyed by them 
as they were always in the way, and did not prove to be of nse for 
the sortof Work Ll was doing. they were cast aside, and instead of a 
litle half hatch forward, a long hatch was substituted with little 
rims of leather to lead the drip and spray where in oughtto go, Then 
rivalry with my brother's eraft led me ta put on more sail, cast aside 
the jib which was of little use running free, and put in its place what 

With this rig the 
sails did nol balance, and to intrease the sail area the hoom needed 
to be lengthened. and thevefore the mast stepped further forward. 
This was done wit!) good results, 
The low flooring was found to be very inconvenient when any water 

got on board, as if will either from a slight leak. paddle drip, spray, 
Piiin or wash, and therefore it was raised over an inch and a half and 
thus much widened. Paddling ina sea was a sure means of rumning 
the bow under and taking water over (he elliptical coaming. The 
coaming was, therefore, taken outand a higher one put in—running 
toa point on deck—high in front and Naring atan acute angle. This 
Was 3 most successful change, and is now bes generally adopted. 
Asmall sirup was next addéd to the keel, Itwas afterward increased 
£0 as to be fully an inch in depth and wWinnine the full length of the 
canoe. This hus now evolved itself into a rocker three inches a little 
forward of amidship, and running of to nothing ateachend, The 
sternpost has heen vounded, und together with » larcer and deeper 
udder than the oviginal, helps to ving the canoe round like a shot 
qrhen tacking. Substituting sudgeons on rudder ag well as on stern- 
post, and using a brass rod run through all fourinstead of pintles, 
also has proved to be an adyance in the mareh toward perfection, 
The number of changes made im sails, reefing arrangements, masta. 

mast tubes, steps, steering gears, position of cleats, cushions and 
seats, ruuning rigging, ete.. even tor one year, would be more than 
tedious to read and mposeible to write. 
The increased sail area has been possible, from the fact of the 

crew's having acquired the knack of sittingon deck. He found the 
coaming an unconifortable thing to siton the edge of. Ih was, there- 
fore, cut wway and the deck strengthened by an extra plece of deak- 
ing. A deck tiller also had to he added, as the rudder lines could not 
be reached when aitling outside, ada ring made fast lo the bottom 
board for the main shvet, leading it up to the hand, proved effective 
atid convenient. The faryard deck hatch has been serewed down 
tight and never used, 
And yet, with all these cluawes, additions and modifications, 1 am 

nob yet theroughly contentel that I have reached perfeation, and 
therefore propose some yery serious changes this winter, bun it 
would not be policy to give them away beforehand, you know, TE 
they prove to be in theright direction you may again, next year, 
hear from Dov, 

DOWN THE MISSISSIPPI. 

Kditor Forest and Stream: 
Inmy lastletter to you Tmentioned a prospeetive cruise down the 

Mississippi to New Orleans, When the scheme was in its first stages 
there were five men “red bot” for the trip, but when the time for 
starting approached, they dropped ont que by one until B. and your 
humble servant were the only ones Jeff. As B. batt sold his canon, 
aye resolved to build a sort of duck boat, which would carry both of 
us, and leave my ange lelind. We theretore set to work and builf 
a flat-bottomed doubleender. with considerable dead rise forward, 
and twisted to givé a fine bow, We decked ber over like a canoe and 
rigged her with iwo spritsails, sothatsbe is; to all intents and pur- 
poses, a canoe. Length over lis 15ff, and beam 46in. 
We got everything ready and started trom Chicago Sept. 17 by rail 

to Summit, 13 miles weet anil carmed abont a half a mile to the De- 
splaines River, We mate about 10 miles that afternoon anil camped 
for the night. Instead of sleeping in the boast, we carty a Clyde tent 
BG with w 2tt. wadl and blaft. ridge, which is about the landiest 
thing Lhaye 6ver seen, Iron pins, ete,, and it only takes a couple of 
Minutes to erect the whole tifing, Uhe next day we sailed ahout, 12 
miles, but finding that che wiler was yvething too shallow. we carried 
about 5U0yds, tothe Illinois Michigan canal, and let the boat down an 
iec chute. The canal banks slope down fll Weft,, so we were lucky to 
strike the elute, - 
We accepbed the ofer of a tow froma canal boast, and were towed 

about fifteen miles to Lockport, where a series of six locks com- 
mences, the last one being at Joliet, seven miles furtheron. We got 
a permit from the canal ponte, aut Lockport to lock throngh to 
Joliet free of charge, and reached the latter place at 1 o’clock in the 
morning. We then carried down into the espero which at Joliet 
is dammed Lo supply the canal. The river below the dams is “chock 
full of boulders, which lis just below the surface, and between them 
anda swift current We were au hour in crossing the stream, which 1s 
about 200 yards wide, allhough we had the aid of bright moonlight. 
We pitched camp ou some high land and slept like logs until 12 
o'clock, when we continued down the river, the boulders bothering 
us for the first mile, ‘ J 
We réached the Ulinois River, formed by the junction of the Des- 

plaines and Kankakee rivers, the next night. We had been toid all 
along that we would find pretty low water in the [linois, and we cer- 
tainly djd. For ihe first three miles there was scarcely a foot of 
water. and there were boulders witil yon couldu’b rest. Tb wos “Get 
outand push about all the time, Wo had no farther diffienlty until 
we reached Margeilies, which we did on the second day after, The 
river is dammed here, alsoat Henry and Copperas Oreek. We found 

a ini 

500 miles, and it took us just four weeks to make it- 

aground. 
Island the Dot drops her rudder outof the gudgeons dnd s hult is 
called atthe Tortenville pier to repair damiayes and take lunch of hard 
tack, apple-sauce, bread and beer, 
again tesume the journey: this time with sails stowed and spars 
lashed down on deck, as a very strong head wind is blowing ryshb 
(lown the Kalls: but the tide has turned and we have wstrong favor: 

that on account of the low water on one side of the river the apron 
of the dam was dry; so we determined (o draz the boat over and lat 
her slide down the apron, She “slid’' for all she was worth, and her 
Weight was so great (about 500ibs, loaded) that she got Away from us 
and started through the rapids on her own hook, but was brought 
up short on aledgy of rock about i00vds, down, We waded our to 
her and got her through the rapids all right, although we had to 
climb ont and pull her off the rocks about every minute, We camped 
here over Sunday, and on Monday started ont with another two-mile 
stretch of Jow water before us, 
We finally gof through, and started to row to Gllawa, which we 

reached in the afternoon, The river is quite rapid along here. and is 
filled with boulders which require a man's swiel attention. The 
scenery is very fine also, the river winding through a bed of solid 
rock. This and the boulders continue all the wiy to Lasalle (the 
head of nayigation), the bluffs near the latter town rising to a height 
of 100ft. in some places, We “whaled” away with the oars day after 
day, sometimes taking thirty miles and again only ten, buh always 
finding something to vary the monotony. The ducks were as thick 
as bees all the way down, but as we had brought no guns they had no 
charms for us, ‘The Ilinois is flanked on hoth sides from Hennepin 
tothe mouth with lakes or sloughs, which stretch out over the hot 
toms, and these are fairly alive with game, it being no uncommon 
thing for a man to get 100 ducks a day in the season, 
The fishing is also very fine, bass, pickerel and catfish being in the 

majority, with some salmon. Isaw some splendid black bass taken 
out below the Henry dam, Tt was too much bother to catch fish just 
for fun, as neither of us hankered after it for food, so we didn't fish, 
We had no trouble with either the Heury or Copperas Creek dams, 
letting the boat go down ths fish chnte m both cases. The locks ar 
these places are large enough to hold telve eanul boats ab oyca, and 
are owned by the Stats, which charges $200 for each lockage. We 
therefore preferred the chute, especially as there wus no trouble to 
speak of, ‘The fall at each dam is about eight feet, and the alates 
are built next the walls of the locks, so we just hitehed on nm line ta 
the bow, and let her £0 down, which she didin grand style, shipping 
no water at all. 
We expected, when we started, to set to Cairo in two weeks, but 

were greatly disappointed in the matter of wind. From the day we 
struck the Ulinois te the day we left it we didn't sail all bold fifty miles. 
‘The whole distance from Chicago to the mouth of the limuisisuhout 

We have rowed 
all together about 400 miles and that is just about calonlated to brenle 
amanup, We have had good luck with the wind silce striking the 
Mississippi which we did Sunday night, snd have made fifty miles in 
two half days. If the luck continues we will be in New Orleans in a 
month. Iguess when we get there we will have had all the “cruis- 
ing” we want. We art going through, however, or bust, The weather 
has been chilly of late, hut we expect it will grow warmer after wa 
pass the mouth of the Ohio. SPRAY, 

Iy Camp Frvz Mines betow St, Lovis, Mo., Oct. 16. 

ROUND STATEN ISLAND. 

have been told that all the islands near the mouth of the Hudson 
capable of being sailed around ina day (in good old Duteh tines) 

were to belong to New York. Staten Island, though in reality nearer 
to Jersey soil than to the main land of New York, for the rea-on that 
it was circumnavigated inaday, was ceded to New York, Whata 
Dutchman could domany years ago, we. of the canoe club, felt sure 
we could also do. 
AtiOA. M. we left the club house, having camped there over night. 

The house is on the extreme northern end of the island, the nearest 
point to the city. Weather, dubious: Strong abb tide. Sheht 
westevly wind, Three canoes sta ted with tandem crews in eneh, six 
men iu all. Dropping dowuthe Narrows with smull suils set we are 
hailed from the cotton docks by eanoaist O. K, (hobee, bound for the 
club house, With a “good luck" from him snd the assurance of a 
light burning for us on ourreéeturn, we drifton out through the Nar- 
rows into the lewer bay, Passing just wbove the forts, White Stay 
sleamer Celtic is sighted at anchor with the inspecting doctor on 
board going the rounds, and several tugs dlongsiile with friends af 
the distinguished passenzers aboard. We hail the steumer, the tugs, 
and in fact any aud every class of boat within hailing distance, lor 
we are in good spirits. haying had a yery substantial canip breslctast. 
Along the South Beach we lose the tide, buf make food time as the 
wind off shore has freshen. d and dropped a point or two astern. 
Dark clouds in the west and north threaten rain, but it does not 
come, ‘The sun soon comes out, the breeze freshens, anid we ri into 
the lee o£ a hotel pier to reef, From here to (reat Kills we fairly 
fiy, as the water is very smooth, off-shore wind, hardly noting the 
long ovean swell rolling under us, till wa get into shallow water 
From Great Kills on to the southern end of the island in the shallows 
off shore are quantilics of stakes poking up ont of the water marking 
tha oyster heds of vertain owners. These we ron between und nave 
to keep our weather eyes open to preyent tearing a sail or being 
brought up all standing, 
Just beyoud Prince’s Gay werun pasta great three-masted schoouer 

with all sails set and drawing—even to topsails—hard and fast. 
Running through the shallows around the end of the 

Time of landing 2:30. At 3:5 we 

ing flood under usin the Arthur Kills. The Prealc's crew is one able 
seumon snd one ‘prentice. Likewise the Will-o-the-Wisp. The 
Dots crew is ablebodied throughout, but the boat heing designed for 
but oue is low in the water and harderto paddle than either ov the 
others, which are sixteen-foot tandems, The Kills being nite wile 
here a heavy sea is encountered, vod the ray material raises blisters 
and is otherwise inconvenieuced., Five miles of ib brings os to Ttoss- 
ville, where the commodore bas ordered the leet to land, A rest is 
made on the Hoat just off the hotel, where on former occasions wo 
have beeu royally dined and cheered by the genial proprietor, ‘The 
haltis only long enough for us to stretch our lees, pet extra wraps 
out,as the sky looked black, light our signal Issups, and again get 
settled for the homestretch of fourteen milcs, F 

After geting well under way again we notice itisrapily gernving 
dark, though only half past five. by six the rain sets in, and darl- 
ness drops down so very positively, thal we can see nothing of ¢ap)- 
lain or canoes, and are only able to keep together by noting thre 
position of the lights. We keep close tothe Staten land shobe--a 
mneadow wilh long swamp grass growing slong the edeve—so as to 
ayoid running intothe mouth of the Rahway River and thug soiling 
far ont of our way. as one of the elub did ones when he attempied te 
row his canoe round the island instead of paddling it, and thus turo- 
ing bis back in the directiou ha was going, At the beril wi cross tie 
chantel and recross again where the channel turns ant shows #4 
straightaway reach to Elizabethport. The wind howling in ov faves 
wi the while, and the rain coming down in ¢neh torrents, thetin spite 
of wrap and rubbers we are one and all thoronghly suaked thromgh, a 
thunder squall coming up with frequent flashes of lightning further 
eutburrasses usin keeping the chaanel, hut the ligitof the city re- 
flected from the Iny-hanging clouds wives us our general direction, 
and by following thé bank closely we de nef eer off the true course 
Not a boat dowe pass. Af times we each of tis express © regret 
that the fleet did uot take a hitch from the tow that ran into the Wills 
as we were eating our lunch at Tottenville, Vain regret. 
The raw material is doing yery well, and a yery sinall dose of the 

“crater,” procured at Rossville, works wontlers. By 7:30 we are ony 
Hlizabethport, ind dismal does the town look. Mardly alight to be 
seen, and merely the dim outline of a dock or warehouse now and 
then to vary the sameness of Marshes we have baen passing Ikecp- 
ing the east bank all the time, we comé to grief by attempting to run 
through the yery narrow channel Jelt when bui tag the stone’ Wall 
breakwater that) ruins well outinte Newark Boy. The Will-o’-the- 
Wisp leads the way, and brings ip hard and fast on top of the wall— 
it being high tide—a few inches of water covering the great flat 
stones. Aftera good deal of couxiig, the cande is gol over without 
any damage to hull or movement of uray from their places. The 
channel being narrow here, the wind has no ohwiece to raise a sea, By 
careful feeling the passage isfound. Doband Freak also touch the 
wall, but back off and come safely through the opening. 
Tndian file is the order of the fleet, and by keeping a few fest off 

shore good progress is made till we begin to feel the sea from Newark 
Bay, and then trouble begins as we are on alee shore, The voursa is 
Jaitt for the narrow channel between Shooter's Island and the Staten 
Island shore. A pier runs fully balf way across tais strait from the 
Staten Island shore and we brig up all standing against it before we 
know where we are, By a vigorous reverse paddle; we do notstrile, 
and at once turn head to the wind and sea, going dirach for the 
island, and ru under the lee of o schooner for a momenc's pest, and 
to get out of the violant squall, rain and wind, that bursts onus all 
ofaundden, When the wind lets up a little the journay is resumed 
and a. more miserable set of beings it would be hard to find, soalet 
through, cold, and above all very tired ufter the long paddleand ox 
posure, but no complaints are heavd. When we reach thie Newark 
Buy Light, the ebb tide in our favor down the Kill von Iull, begins to 
be felt, and hope tuain asserts itself. 
The happy thought strikes us of (ro pits fon Stephens, at West 

Brighton, for dry Clothes, warmth and food, aud the sharpest land of 
a lookout is kept for his light. This fivally sighted and the rousing 
salute brings him to the door, through which We are invited to Gufer, 
and it don't take long for the fellows to get themselves and thojr 
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boats Wider cover. A fire is started iu the stove and coffee made, 
ees fried aud other erub eat Yeady. In the mean tine the property 
clo-et is being stormed and after a good rubbing down all round dry 
vigsare put on, A more comic looking urowd if would be hard to 
find, Theswelllooks ike a amp, The dude like a hod carrier. 
‘he editor reseynbles a poor relation, and others are decidedly com- 
mon in thei appearanes with coats too big for them and trousers too 
shart. But who vares forlooks" When the supper disappears every 
mie foes fora nook or corner in which to store himself till morning. 
Some on cots, some ou old soils, still others on the Moor with blanke 5 
rolled round them, all drop off to sleep at once, und gniet reigns, In 
the morning, the wet things not haying dried over night. we all leave 
our vanoes at the ranch and take stesmboat, dressed in the old duds, 
for New Briehton, and from there walk through the town to the ¢b 
house where our store clothe Most of us are late this blue Mon- 
day morning, Through the week the properties are returned to the 
proprietor of the ranch and the vanoes talren out of pawn for ihe 
Same, Yet we are ready to try it again, Dor. 

howsprit under ovcasionally until well clear of the land, Qriva went 
outin vomtpany uuder easy sail, buf Vixen did notshow up owing to 
serions iness in the family of her awner, The result of a tmateh be- 
tween that sloop and Griya would, under the eirewnstances, have 
heen a foregone vonélusion in favor ofthe cutter. Comrse was given 
to thé competitors 0.148. and with the wind moderating, Goll got 
fayay, Mr. Tams putting the Gracié oyer the line at 1040 and My. 
Rogers sending his graud vessel after ber ab 10:41:30, Gracie hit the 
first signal &0 ¢lose that those on board doubted for a moment 
whether they had really started and un untoward fuyry was the 
conseyiience, Onee they poled their heads into the sea and the jig 
was virtually wp, 
The wind, coming almost due east, had fallen so much that both 

yachts were under too short sail. Without her jib Gracie chopped 
off at every dive, and Bedouin shot up on her weather in such adimir- 
able style, that no doubts could be lett as to which type was the better 
in a rough-and-tumble bout. Tideer, the sloop ‘txeted foolish.’ Her 
jib was nest gor on, and two miles oul reef was shaken out and 
more sail nade, Gracie tearing a small hole oear the cringle in so 
doing. In the language of the Herald, which cannot be iumproved 
upon, Bedouin was uegotiating the seas far better than her antago- 
tist, and going bhivee feet to her one through the water.” The sea 
quickly toned down with the fall of the wind, anf forthe rest of the 
ay Whs not worth mentioning. ad Voth keptup asin the forenoon, 

it is doubtful if Gracie Gould have cot around the course at all, as She 
uissed stays in attempting to fling toe the northward seventeen 
minutes after startime, and was forved to follow the cutter on the 
port tack until 11:02, when. finding asmiooth, sie was got wround tor 
a bourd of a mile higher up, and oneée more pub about on the port 
tack, the cutter ail this time never alfermyg her course. Abt 11710 the 
last reef was shaken out and half an hour later topmasts were got on 
end, There was not a while cap visible, and only on the bar did 
Bedouin ship any water. which rau ont ibe lee scuppers, leaving the 
quarter deck dry and the erew comfortable under the weather rail, 

Gracie hove round to the uortoward again for a yery long board at 
12:06:00 and sheeted home working topsail a quarber of an hour 
sooner than the cutter, Be(lowin tacked a moment later and shitted 
for big jib. Tha wind wes now quite moderate, but the cutter pointed 
and footed on the sloop the whole hime, At 12:47:00 Bedouin came 
about for the mark which had been dropped from the steamer off 
Jones's Inlet, with Long Beach Hotel bearmg W.W. by N. 6 miles, and 
luoking very high, felehed iv without trouble, Gracie stauding on 
further to make gure and then bearing down with jibtopsail, <Ap- 
proaching the turn the cutter shifted for big topsail, und after ashort 
niteh up she was swept round fhe mark for a jibe in splendid shape, 
boom going over to port aud small jibtepsail being roused aloft soon 
after, Time 2:53:00, Gracie following at 8:10:00, the cutler having 
hurned away from the centerboard no less than 1m, 30s. As Civacl 
rounded, stops were broken on her huge balloon jibtopsail, which dtd 
yeoman service With the quartering wind, The entter tied spinnaker, 
nod after making a hack sail of it and wetting inte a déal of trouble, 
managed to make the foobof mh draw, braced too sharp to do any 
good. Nearing finish the sail was lianded, The matched closed as 

fe 

AN INVITATION—New York, Oct, 22.—Aditor Forest and Streant: 
Lhave jus) read what you suy about “Winter Work” for canoeists. 
in your last issue. and T most cmphaticully agree with the last para- 
graph. New York canveists should have some place where they ean 
meeteach other durue the wmter. Lama member of the §. Y. C. 
©., and shall be pleased to asl all Ganoeists to meat this writer at hot 
Madison avenue once every three Weeks or month. Iow would it do 
to inest the first Friday in each month? When Tsay all canoeists, I 
mean not only members of the K.0, 0, and N, ¥, GC. C., but also all 
mmattachee canoeists or members ef obher clubs, who either live in 
New Yorkor may chauee ta be im the city at the time of a meeting. 
Tf this is received favorably by canoeists, [shall expect ta see them 
at ihe house Wriday, November 2.—Drank A, Jonns. 

CANVAS CANOES.—A correspondent writes us as follows: “‘T 
hayeused with suec Upon my new canvas canoe first, a coat of 
five pints of boiled linsecd oil rubbed in well (weight 344)bs.) and then 
Ww cout of white Iead wod oopiled oil @lglhs.). This makes a hard, 
smiooth finish, wears well, and is absolutely watertight, while as light 
iu weight os any ot the palent compounds, 

PHRSONAL— Col. H. C, Rogers, of Peterhoro, Rear Com. A. 0. A. 
was in town lash week after the meeting at Albany, He was enter 
tained by the kt. oO. 

Pachting. 
Vo insure prompl attention, communications should be ad- 

tlressed to the Porest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matlers of im- 
portance are liable to dele. 

VICTORY! 
T is all over, 

‘the sloop has collapsed and the cotter has sweptthe seas, There 
is nothing to do but accept the inevitable, 
Hour fresat battles have been fought. Tie cutter has come out 

itiumphant in three, sompletely overwhelming the sloop, and the 
latter, poor victim, has been left with just enough breath in her bouly 
through an accidental win by a tite, to be sel up once more only to 
be bowled down in the final game next season. under: ; 
Like the noble knightot the P, R., Zovy in hue, peepers closed up, Start. Finish, lapsed. 

mug split alfiwart and smellier flattened, who staggers from his eor- | Bedonin......--......0+5.-.616 see ee ee 10 +1 30 1 19 25 6 37 5a 
ner. and clawing the airin growsy lunges, finds his brother slugger | Gracie... - _ 10 4000 5 37 00 6 57 00 

Corrected time not known exactly until Gracie is remeasured, bub 
the allowance from Bedouin is less than dm, Por two hours te sea 
was more suitable to the cutter than tothesloop, The remaining 
lime both wind and sea were like “our summur weather,” but that 
did not seem to help the sloop in any manner. 

SECOND MATCH—THURSDAY. oct. 18, 
The distinguishing feature of the socond trial between the Bedouin 

and Gracie was the fact, conceded on all sifles, that it was exactly 
sloop’s wind and weather, a fair, square test and a complete collapse 
for thesloop. The race was for a private prize of a cup, vaiue $1,000, 
and also for the Bennett Challenge Cup for sloops, held by the Gracie 
through default of Hildegard to defend when challenged, Hildegard 
having goue out OF coniiission early i the season, We quote from 
the Herald in substantiation: 

“+s more important race thun that of yesterday has not been sailed 
in America for many years, ‘he result of the coutest on Tuesday 
under Seawanhaka Club auspices, when Bedouin defeated Gracie in 
4 thrash of twenty miles to windward, opened the eyes of the yacht- 
ing world, und while the believers in the Gracie fype of American 
canterboards were badly staggered they still boldly proclaimed that, 
giveia fairchance, the sloop would show herself superior to the cut- 
ter. ‘Gracie wasnever buily for olfshore thrashing in the month of 
October, said many centerboard adyocutes; ‘but for sailing and 
racing on the Long Island Sound, Give her a chance and 
she won't be dig§grated.’ The chance crayed was given her 
her yesterday, and the result was a termble defeat. Wind and sea 
seemed to have been especially adapted to develop her best quali- 
ties; but in the beat dead to windward she was defeated eyeén worse 
than on Tuesday last, when sailed by an amateur, From first to last 
the race proved a genuine tést of the boats; and if the enther simply 
overwhelmed the other, thal is the misfortune of the sloop, and 
American Wesigners must come to the front and so modernize the 
centerboard thatin the future there cannot he such exlibitions made 
of them as was witnessed yesterday off shore,” 
The tug Luekenbach towed the puyir out to the Hook. Mr. J. R. 

Rusk, Mischief sloop, boarded Bedouin and Mr. A. C. Cary Smith the 
Gracie, to act as judges forthe opposite yachts, Mr, Robert Center 
represented the coumittee of the New York Y. C. ahoard the tug and 
issned the usual instructions, Course, 5, BH, by &. $6 &., twenty 
statute miles. Sea smooth, wind wodera'e, tide ebb. Skipper Prank 
Baker had the wheel and Captain Petrick took the helm. Gracie, 
under plain sail and jib header, gob over at 11;07;48, Bedouin follow- 
ing at 11:10:42, heiug handicapped 42sec, Both held starboard tack 
off shore for a little more than an hour in pretty close company, 
though the cutter was at her old trick of edging away slowly, At 
11:29 tbe sloop tacked down the beach, Bedouin following four 
minutes tater. A quarter before meridian Gracie tried jibtopsail and 
the eutter shifted fur big fore. ail, headveaching on her opponent. 
Passing Suotland lightship there was apparently 4m. hetween them, 
though relative weatherly position sould not benoled. With the 
Scotland tlose aboard (he cutter shifted for big topsail us the wind 
was lightening somewhat, At 12;07 Gracie cnnie about and stood off 
shore to the easnward, the cutter following round at 12:12, already 
well up ou the sloop’s weather, and again going Inshore at 12:56 
Gracie following suit at 12:65, Club topsail was sent aloft aboard 
the sloop and a big jibtopsail tied at the same time, Bedouin soaking 
out to windward and footing in the fashion only cutters can do, 
The committee steamer was stopped to time the racers as they few 

across. Bedouin weathered the tug at 1:29, the sloop passing to lee- 
ward ati:34, Hoth stood inshore. Gracie Jowering her jibropsail, 
and ativ5 they came ont to séa once more, the etter with a long 
lewl, and high up to windward, The mark was thrown overboard by 
tne tug, with the Woodlands bearing W- by N. Gracie tacked inshore 
for the last time at 2:45, the cuter now two miles dead to. windward, 
going round at 2:51, and quite able to fetch, she luffed around at 
32008. Then working spinnaker smarily nod shitting for No, 1.Lopsail, 
sie New away for the finish, going atasurprising rate in the light 
wind, Gracie came ont for the mark at 3:28, and rounded at 342113, 
nearly 82m. later than the cutter, which oughtio be enough to satisty 
éveu prime pork as to the windward qualities of cutters, ordinary 
eutters at that, in weather hitherto supposed to be the sloop's most 
econgeniat opportuiity, Redonin bad started 2m. 14s. astern of the 
Gracie. so she thrashed the latter in overwhelming fashion by 24m, 
7s, in about 17 nautical miles to windward. 
There seems to haye been a mistake in the public mind sbont ent- 

ters to windward, and a yery big mistake. The wind breezed up in 
puits, Gracie jibed over, and was about to shitt spinuaker to povt at 
4. when the wind flew southwest, aid the attempt was given up, Ib 
féll lilt again soon after, and continued ipregular up to the finish, 
Bedouin, however, hangiuy on to spinnaker half an hour longer than 
her opponent, ‘The finish was reached after dark, Gracie closing up 
Bringing fresh streaks of wind with her, and passing inside buoy 4 in 
place of crossing the line. Suwundry as under, tedouin winnibg the 
cup and the Bennet championship ¢émblem for ele 

Slart. Tinish, Hapsed. Corrected. 

run agaist bis fist, so too the sloop, in the eleventh hour of her dis- 
comfiture, much to her own astonishn.ent, turned up atthe finish a 
couple of minntes ahead by permission of the cutter. Fortunate this 
was for the sloop, atl for PoReSsT AND STREAM, Tor the agoly of death 
will now be drawn out longer, without which Othello’s occupation’s 
Hone. 

But ff trom those two minutes, a faint glimmer of consolation isto 
be discerned in this dark ui¢ht for the sloop, it will notin the least 
sifect the conclusions driven home to the hilt by three magnificent 
victories, folowing so closé upon one another, that their full import 
can scarcely be realided as yet, Like three sparkling gems to a com- 
mou litthe pebble, the e¥and scores of Oriva and smart Bedouin coum- 
pure to tle petty profit of the sloop, filched frozm history, sotospeak, 
tiiough necident, aud not earned wpon the merits of the bouts) Sean 
this record for its full meaning, 40m. 14m,,14am., on a tun against 
“m., by dint of a yery thin slice ot good fortune. Let those who have 
built upon sand, console themselves for all 2m. by accident are worth. 
Ti isin all conscience littls enough spread out over six months of 
dregry winter before hangman’s day for bean and light displace- 
ment. Unless there is some one to knock over, (here can be no fight, 
Unless there is a fight, there can be no yictim for the cutter. With 
this year's worl: all reasonable men are satisfied, and well may the 
pour sloop be gtanted a respite without any prudge, As thecat toys 
With 1liu mouse before the banquet, so may the sloop be permitted to 
tough at her own death-rattle before the band begins to play at the 
Toveral in spring. 
Whathave all these fall matches shown! There need be no fine 

spun theories in answer, for the facts are blunt and indisputable, 
The tanning Otiva gayethe Vixen crack, in a modérate topsail breeze. 
fromthe Hook to the turn and home, solyes the problem for a mild 
weather racer The Gutter was discovered to point, foot and run in 
& way which left the sloop a maiden lone and all forlorn, This we 
Suppose was a day in illustration of *‘our light Winds and smooth 
wuter,” and that kind of day went to the eredil: of the cutter with 
Sith a margin wu the turn to windward and on the run in to the goal, 
that further remarks are altogether superfiuous, 
The second match, a week ago Tuesday, the first of the Seawan- 

haka Corinthian otean races, started tu asteep sort of sea and stiffish 
wind. and wound up in smooth water and moderate breeze. Through 
the sea the cutter romped away and to weather just as she liked, the 
sloop not making anytoing which could even be dignified asa fight. 
And subsequently, alter the sea had become almost Smooth, and top- 
sails had been sweated chock up, the cutter kept up the fun by look- 
ing higher, and waltuing away to windward just as easily as through 
the jump onthe bar. Then running in she fully held ber own, and 
yuined a thitle with the wind coming over the quarter, 

Tn the third race last Thursday, the private mn itch between the Be- 
dovin and Gracie, the universal verdict is, thas the weather eould not 
have been manntactured to order any better forthe sloop, Lt was 
pur excellence, “our wind and weather.” Yet the cutter repeated her 
previous performance and thrashed the sloop to windward in a way 
which was perfectly elating, Running home, she agam held her own 
unifl near the finish, When Gracie brought tore wind with her and 
vlased (he gap some five minutes, 
Inthe fourth until last race on Saturday, the second Seawanhaka 
Corinthian ocean mateb, the cutter had the best of it, running out to 
the turn in vacillating 4irs and smooth sea, but towimdward could 
not lay up on account of a badly sitting mainsail Inspite of being 
kept of ata rap full, the sloop was only able to soak onta couple of 
Thinutes on the beat in. 

‘That is the history of the fall trials boiled down. It teaches us this 
legson, In light winds and smooth or roizh sea, the cutter is the 
fastest type in existence, In rough waterand light or strong winds, 
she likewise curries of the palm. In moderate winds and smooth or 
rough sea, she cun do as she pleases with the sloop;and finally, in 
sniooth water and stvong wind, when arene d of half apoint er more 
with 4 mainsail half spilt, she is scant three minutes worse than the 
sloop trom the lightship into the Hook on a dead beat. What shecan 
doin such wind and water when not handi¢apped with # sail slagh- 
ing about Uke ashirt on a clolhesline, may, if you so prefer, be left 
Ag am open question to be settled inthe tusuye, thongn we have no 
eompunction in assuriug the public, that barring extraneous mili 
ences, the cutter can dispose of the sloop as handily as slie bas done 
in all other kinds of weabher. 
And yet Gracie is the smartest we have been able to produce, and 

Bedouin 1s only a cruiser of clumsy proportions and unknown spued 
among her own breed, and underrigged even forstrong weather iolo 
hed bargain! 
De not all these fucts aunounée the vollapse of the sloop? 

FIRST MATOH—TUESDAY, ocr, 16. 

At an early hour the ing Millard left New York for Sandy Hook, 
from which the racers were to be sent onb to ses twenty miles to 
windward and return. The match was the first of the two arranged 
by the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y_ C,, with the conditions that 
wimeteurs should sheer. Prige to first class, over 55ft,, a cup, value 

2 

$200, and the second eliss under Saft. a cup, value $200. Meas- |} Bedouin-,,..---..--..).-- 17 10 00 6 26.18 12 @ 1498 

uretient by sail avéa, and Jength rule, Stare ‘Tying. ihe minutes | Gracie cise esses) 11 07 48 6 OF 11 7 2h 28 7 2 2a 

to erass. Sailing committee, Messrs, Louis P. Bayard, F. O, 
de Lave, W. L. Suydam, A. H. Stevens and +. N, White. Gracie and 
Bedoum were the only entries, hufas the chief interest in yachtiog 
nowadays lies in a vomparison between cubter and sloop, the two 
yaehts in question supplied all the material necessary for the occa- 
sion, Qriva, 5Uft, londiine, requested to enter at the first class limit 
and shoulder the difference, but as the owners of the Gracie were 
represented by Mr, Pred Tams, the latter could not fu their absence 

s 

THIRD MATCH—SATUBDAY ocr, 16, 
Por the dissemination of a truthful estimate of the sailing of cutters 

the third and final mateh between Bedouin ani) Gracie might better 
not have soiled. [t was an unfortuuate affair, the influence of which 
may, to a slight extent, delay the fina! conversion Of the masses to 
the néw dispensation inthe designing of yachts, Not that the result 
tan in any way affect the clear judginent of competent critics, hub 
the naked result is likely to be seized upon and the letter thereof used 
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to distort its spirit by unscrupulous partisatis or slovenly observers, 
The final collapse of beam and hght displacement for raving is « fore- 
fone conclusion and was so long ago. The breathing spell aitorded 
to those whose past record compels them to continue the issue 
in spite of their private convictions to the contrary, can only delay 
fhe ultimate accounting, but nothing more. Tn some vases the endi- 
ing of this race, so contrary to the merits of the two priueipal con- 
testing yachts, may even influence the bnilding of one or two mote 
large Sloops of the old fashioned order to the loss and chagrin of their 
projectors. So much the worse for them, ifatter a consideration of 
thig unprejudiced and dispassioned review of the day, oui words 
should fail to affect their Cecision. 

Oriva was entered far the same race in the anticipation of Iixht 
weather, As ib piped up lively for the bent home, and as Oriya stood 
inshore on @ loug Ramet after the young tiood along the baach and got 
left to leeward by the veering of the wind more to the northward 
lone before the close, she need not be lakeninto consideration. No 
person in his senses expects a 50-ft, yacht of any Kiud to tioke 4 
Taleh with another of 7Uft. in 4 breeze of working strength, much 
less in astiff blow. What Oriva did or did notdo, has nobtthe slightest 
bearing in the compurison of perforniance between cutter and sloop. 
That her owner’s hope to win from the big a: es in lipht wind was 
rational! enough no yachting man will question, anil Oriva was within 
ler time of the big couple when the northwester started up with con- 
siderable music and exploded her chanoes, 1s a mather of coulke, 
The question of the day was narrowed dow to the fight between the 
cutter Bedouin and the sloop Gracie, Down winil In light aits the 
eutter, as usual, had the best of it, though quartering work, with the 
wind often nearly abeam, was not supposed to ba the entter’s forte. 
but certainly the Gracie’s best pointof sailing. Thecntter ted around 
the lightship and got sheets an first forthe beat home, Iwas at 
once discovered that something was wrong with her mainsail, for not 
only did the leech flap violently, but the whole sail was incessantly 
shaken from knock to elne, and bigh pointing wn er such a serious 
(drawback altogether out of question, As longs she was alone in 
her glory, Mr. Rogers kept her a rap full to quiet bis mainsail, 
Gracie, of course, was pinched for al] she was worth, and with siils 
drawing as they neyeér did before, she edged wp on the cutter and 
threatened fo soak out across the other's bow. 
A few minutes after the turn the resulb became a foregone Couch 

sion. With the cutter failing to lie 1p by half a point ér more, she 
could not screw out in her customary fashion, and with her mainsail 
half spilt the wholé time she lost her lifein footing. A few long 
boards tock them in across the finish, Gracie managing, by dint of 
splendid handling and not wasting an inch of water, to land the prize 
by 2m. 25s, fat. That is the whole storyin a Tew words, Far be it 
from us to dispute the title of the sloop to the winnings, bub the puh- 
lie expects from us more than a statement of facts and looks to us 
for an analysis of the result, so that a fair gauge between the con- 
tastants can be gob.) 
We have no hesitation in saying that Gracie did not win the matoh 

through merits of her own, but through shortcomings in the handling 
of her competitor. No expert need be told that the failure to ie up 
within half a point will more than cover two minutes’ differenca at 
the close, and these who witnessed the race, and whose opinion one 
way or the other is worth having, will second our statements ag Lo 
the outrageous sit of Bedouin's mainsail and its direct responsibility 
for the untoward windup of the day. For thesake of accuracy a 
more detailed examination should be made. 
The distance home from lightship to Hook, as the crow fies, is six 

nantiesl miles. The yachts traveled over eight. Half a point off, the 
best course is equal to six degrees. The “sine” of six degrees Is 0.105 
of eight miles, equal to 0,840 of a mle. or say eight-tenths of a mile, 
This represents the extra distance the etter had to travelon account 
of her leeward tendencies that day. But the speed approaching the 
finish was 1014 nautical miles per hour. Hence the difference of 2m. 
25s, between an 

onfan eave in our waters, blaw high, blow low, on the wind or off the 
wid, 0 

with principles substantiat by 
We claim the right to 

sloop of her class we have been able to produee in America, it is Sul 
an open question how the cutter Bedouin would rate in & Company of 
her own style, and that there isa margin still left for speculating 
upon what the best among the whole tribe of large culters is able to 
do in comparison. 

Tt would be a preat pity should an accident devoid of feature, 2 
meré chip of gcod fortune, like Gracie’s victory, Garry weight with 
apy reasonable person. «ur sim is the furtherance of truth. We 
equld not afford to seek guything else if we would, for time rihis all 
things and a verdict against us would close up the shop with a slam, 
We wisli to keep open until the cutter has become an institution strony 
enough to resist the attucks of misrepresentation, Ignorance and 
prejudice. We ate well aware that mo warping of facts can bring 
about the eud we are after, aud our judgmeut aboye hos beea given 
With this clearly in mind, \ 
The match was the second of the fall races ordered by the Séawan- 

hake Corinthian Y_O., owoers or members to sleear, Comunitites anu 
guests were aboard the Cyclops steamer. Vhe morning was dullanit 
Overcast with Occasional rain, and up tad. there was so little pros- 
peck of making a race that the vommittee remained slougside the 
reakwater of the club house at Staten Island. About that time 

streaks of wind from northwest made their appearance, and the sky 
Eiving signs of a clear-up, 4 start for the Heole was ordered. The 
cutters Geconin and Oriva were taken in tow to one line aud sloop 
Gracie to another over the Cyvlops’s quartera. Steaming outit was 
noticed that the two cutters went through without fuss, while Gracie 
dreve a big wave off Gach bow, and the towline of the cutters never 
had more strain on it tian that of (he big sloop, though the combined 
displacement of Bedouin and Oriya amounted to 146 tons, anil that of 
the sloop only to shout. Nearing the Hook the yaolts were cust 
off and made sail, the wind being very light and in Haws from W.N.W. 
Course was fom buoy 5 around whistling buoy WA68. 344 miles, 
around Sandy Hook lightship $2165. 3% iniles, and return to the 
black van off fhe Hook, N.W. hy W.laW,. 7 miles; total, about 15 nan- 
tical miles, Mr, Wred Tams hud the wheel aboard the Gracie, Mr, 
Rogers steered bis big vessél. aud Mr, Lee, us usual, tooled his own 
little heanty. Oriya 1s S0ft. Joadline, but was entered at Hft., the 
lowest limit of the first class, The sloop set club lousail. and the 
other two big squareheads, 
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At the sitnal, Orlva was first over, with balloon jibtopsail and fore- 
Sil, pe others beme handicapped at th, 4lim,, the limitof the time to 
thst, Gricie aud Bedouin passed in close eampany, the cutter Gs. 
astern and sever lengths fo leeward. Gracie showed a big ballooner 
with jibs on the bowsprit, Bedouin with head sail sel, and small jib- 
topsail, Times: Oriva 1:46:40, Guacie 1:46:55, Bedouin 17100. Out 
to the whistler it was good deal ofa diift, varied with light stirs 
over the port qiatter. Bedouin ran out spinnaker braced well for- 
ward. the others following later. ‘The tide was strong ebb, The big 
ones ran by Oriva, and Bedouin went through QGracie’s lee, after set— 
ting balloon jibtopsall. Coming to wlistler spiunakers were taken 
in for a jibe over gud again run out tostarboard. Hedouin at 2:42:45, 
Gracie 2:54:00, and Oriva 2:35:00, ‘The sen was smooth, but there was 
ulight, long groundswell, just enough to give the yachts & slight 
motion. To the Lightship jibtopsails slowly dragged them aline in 
the same order. Gracie heing slow in taking adyantage of her spin- 
naker, Half way to the turn Bedouin sent down ballooner, and ran 
Up a working jibtopsail, spinnaker coming in later, Gracie quickly 
following suit. The mark was lofted around by Bedouin at 8119205, 
Gracie ab 3:20:15, and Oriva at 3:23:00, still well withm her time from 
the others, The wind suddenly picked up from northwest, as the 
yachts settled down for the beat home. The cutter gol rid of her jib- 
Lopsail ullogether, but Gracie ran upa working sail of Lair dimensions, 
which did good service in the windward work, though it would 
haye kept her trom pointing wih the cutter, but for the 
lulter’s mainsail, which wis in wretched shape. No sooner 
had they trimmed im, than Bedouin’s mainsail beesun flapping 
violently clear across, and to keep her full, sha was put 
broadoff, Tine work to windward was out of question, and Gracie 
without doing any particularly good poiiting, nevertheless soaked 
up slowly, and footed well by comparison with the cutter inher lame 
condition, They stood in to the Hizhlands a dishanee, when at 8h the 
éutter was flung round for luck, and Gracie being quite smart enough 
to stick to her opponent, quickly Followed her tactics, both lying tp 
duenorth, Oriva weut into the beach and fot left. as the wind 
shifted more to northward, The other couplé made a long haard 
north, and (tid not come around on starboard tack again util sure 
oF fetehing the finish. The weather looked dirty to windward, and 

in 2h. 10m, 

big topawls were shifted for working jib headers, and Gracie likewise 
stowed her jibtopsail. Bedouin had to be kept a good full on accormt 
of her wretched mainsail, aud as a matter of course Gracie slowly 
edved to windward, Tt was surprising, that under the circumstances 
Bedouin held herown so well, for though her mainsail was nearly 
spill the whole time she footed faster than the sloop. Flad her sail 
been properly set, there oan ba no doubt thatshe would easily haye 
outpointed Gracie, as she did in the preceding Yaces, and the only 
rational explanation of Gracie’s performance lies in the failure to 
sail Bedonio st her real worth, We could detect nothing out of the 
way in Gracie's sailing, except that she Was handled to perfection, and 
hereanyas satexceedingly well in comparison with the cutters nofor- 
tunatedisplay, Thetwo thing about for the finish a couple of miles ont, 
with the north wester increasing toa mild gale, Gracie had then nearly 
ahalf mile lead, Her topsail was clewed downas she began to burry 
aod hat lee gangway afloat. The eutter curried hers clear through 
with a high side out of water, being stiff as a steeple, and in the 
hardest of the blow heeling not a degree more Lban the sloop. Gracie 
had to be luffed through the squalls, and Bedouin, keeping at her 
work, closed the gap approaching the finish. ‘The line was crossed 
Without further incident, There was avery subdued kind of jubila- 
tion among the backers of the sloop at the unexpected escape by the 
skin of their teeth, but the competent half of the Setntoih all 
agreed phat the prize had gone to Gracie not on any merit of the boat, 
but owing to the bad sit of KBedouin's mainsail, and thata repetition 
of the race in like wind and sea would unquestionably end im a vie- 
tory for the eutter as marked as her suecess in the preceding 
instehes. Indeed, only upon this assumption can the races be recou- 
ciled fa oné another. Oriva, after standing clase inshore, found she 
had made nothing by the scheme, as (he veering of the wind two 
eins to northward left her dead to leeward, aud she had to do all 

but the funny reporter of the World needs to be told that the fastest 
veeselin the country of SUft. cannot make a mateh with even an or- 
dinary craft of 701. iu anything trom a working breeze up, and that 
Orive lost not for want of speed, but because too small for the ooca- 
sion. If she was beaten 38m, 40s. by the big Gracie, she was also 
beaten 30m. 15s, by the big entter Bedouin, so that amoug her own 
kind she had no betler show for wantef enoughtonnage. The charge 
that fhe owner overrated the entter coming from such & souree, 
will he reveived with a perfect rosrof délizht, Oriva’s 6wner is an 
axper't, who knows more about bis cu'ter in a twinkling than the 
World's reporter is likely to dis 
allegation that Oriya’s Speed was overrated is downright clownisli, 
She was entered upon the speculition of light weather, and that her 
owner's estimate of his chances was notat ull out of ble way, isatlested 
by the fart that. as long 
well within her time of the big ones, with every prospect of Scoopme 
the prize until afresh nortliwester knocked the bottom out of the 
speculation. The assertion thatthe Seawanhala Corinthian race, 
Sept. 29, was a mare drift, is wholly at variance with tinth. Out to 
Bandy Hook it was little else than adrift, At, that point Vixen bad 
Oriva close aboard, there being ouly « few lengths between them. A 
goo topsatl breeze from 6.5 1, then struckin. VFvom the Fook to 
the hehtship, a distahee of six nautical miles, lhe yachts beat out 
with the wind dead on eud, in jh, dim, From the Hook to the 
finish, a distance of mne nautical miles, Oliva fly before the wind 

The ayerage speed during these fifteen naltical 
niles being five nautical miles per bour, which was certainly very far 
from being a driftfor such a small yessel, Vixen was beaten by lfm. 
to windwird from the Hook, and about 40m. from the Hook 

That is what Oriva can do, The World, besides bein 
so very funny, is engaged in a phenomenal contest with truth, whic 
is wifurtunsate for its influence among yachting people. 
We loara from that paper further that: “Gracie easily shower her 

superiority io the cutter in the windward work and won as she 
pleased.”’ This is a distortion of the truth. Gracie did notshow any 

c 4 The Bedouin’s mainsail was wretchedly set ani 
spilt the wind continually from Enockto ¢lue. She had to be kept 
of half a point to keep her mafosail full. That was the reason why 
Gracie was able to soak out the small difference at the finish, But 
then a drowning person is nob over particular about the truth in seek- 
ing to cave himsels, 

_ Por the rest, the report of thisracein the World is aromance 50 
tar to leeward of the facts, that it will not weather on the influence 
of a truthful exposition in these columns. 

out andl home, 

such superiority. 

ae pretensions of the sloop as a racer haye fearfully shrunk. 
She was originally held upto admiration as a boat snitable to 

“our light winds and smjoth waters’ because of ber light displace- 
ment, only to have that claim knocker out of time with fh 
the cutters. She was then extolled as a fine sea boat. She was going 

Strong wind... 
Same aod sen. 

A YACHTSMAN ON A COASTER. 

[eoNVINTED PROM PAGE 166,] 
QuNDay, May 27, 18°%,—At one o'clock a light breeze coming up 
i from the §. E. we close-haulad our sheets and stood out into the 
offing on the port tack, Af this tine a large ocean Steamer came m 
from the ast, andtakmg.epiloh from a steam pilot-bort whieh was 
lying off the Cape, she contoued on into Newport News, probably Lor 
coal. Many ocean steamers now coal at that place. The steam pilot 
lidat then sighting a bark headed for her, and we shortly saw hit 
put a pilot on hoard, the bark continuing on her course without 
touching arope Bhe looked bemutitul with every stitch of canvas 
Swelling to thebreeze. Other steamers and sailers passed us bounil 
in, The breeze continued to strengthen but the seu remained smooth. 
At 2:30, being well off shore by that time, we started sheets and went 
scooting ip the coast, Set main and mizgen staySails. 
Itwas the beginning of the season for bliefishing, and as luck 

would have it for once the captain had some new tines and squirts, 
We tossed one of them overboard, paid out about sixty yas of the 
line and sat down on the taffrai with ie iiboard end in out hand, 
But the pond we weré on was rather a large one, nd Gur squid a very 
small atom comparatively, and we soon tired of waiting fors bite. 
So fasteuing a slender pine stick in the rail we lnoped the end of the 
line over it sud took our ease until some fellow should snap ib off and 
thns signal to us the invitation to haul Minin. Bunt hours passed 
without any choosiug thus to gratify us. 
At 4:10 we passed an Old Dominion steamer whieh loft New York at 

3P. M. yesterday, but there were now no sails to break the horizon 
to leeward, and after haying had so much company all the way so 
far, if impressed us foreibly of the loneliness of the wide ocean, 
At five, looking over the stern, on the southwestern horizon we be- 

held & rain storm, which appeared to be showerme torrents wpon 
some North Carolina county, while the sun was shining brightly over 
all the rest of the celestial hemisphere. But the air was growing 
cooler, and by 3:20 if was so cool that we found it more comfortable 
below. After supper, when we came on deck again. and wheu we 
were off Hog Island, we beheld a grand sight, a thunder squall risi 
inthe West, Heavy dark blue clonls were slowly mounting towar 
the zenith, and the shadow they cast on the deep water gave ib ihe 
appearance of a lake of molten lead On ft came, We had ror nad 
the Parker four miles astern, and we observed her taking in her light 
Sails, and soon after she wasshut out of sight by the thick sheets of 
falling rain, Though the breeze was dying out with us, our skipper 
followed the example of our comrade, and ordered the gatt topsail 
elewed up and everything made song. <A swell now rolled up from 
the southeast, and there being no wind to steady the vessel sherolled 
helplessly, her heavy booms jerking at their sheets with o forte that 
seemed suffic’ent to draw oul the holtshy whieh the travellers were 
fastened, and the empty sails flapped and cracked like giant coach- 
man's whips, We waited patiently, expecting every moment Boress 
would empty bis wrath upon us. Bnthe did uot. ig scattered 
drops of rain marked half-dolar spots on ou decks, but thatwas all, 
The storm passed across our wake and just touched us with the fringe, 
At 7:20, ab sunset, the lower edge of the cloud bank had risen about a 
foot above the hurizon in the west, as if te give the sun another look 
at us as he was about to disappear. At this moment a schooner 
passed slowly across his disk, outlmed in black upon a glowing, 
golden Vackground, presenting a picture of wonilerfy) beauty, 2 
fayorite theme of poets aiid painters, in living, Ghunging colors. 

Tt-was still black overhead, and grew blacker os the sun disap- 
peared. The calm and swell continued, and the lightning begau to 
dazzle and plunge us into deeper gloom alternately. At 8:40 two 
gliinmering balls of fire perched on ourmigzen mast tvuels, The ship's 
company watched them in silence, and seemed to feel that in the 
blackness around about there was the presence of some supernatural 
heing, At 9:30, the vessel was still rolling on theswellin o deacdeulm, 
the huge sails violently flapping, and the creaking of the spars, the 
rattling of the blocks and jerking of the sheets, mude morenoise than 
half a gale of wind, After a while it grew Monotonous, sO we trivd 

Overin a century, and the clumsy 

as the light wind lasted Oviva was 

SHRINKING UP. 

e advent of 

... The cutter. 
-The cutter. 
. The enter, 
.The sloop (presumptive, not proven), 
The cutter, ier Work oyér again, Summary as under. Gracie winning the enp, : i x to recover cheerful thoughts by reading down below, Wot the motion 

value $300. a. ier / ’ a here ce eS ec e of the vessel gaye us an uncomfortable feeling m the umbilical re- 
ste iat t Binieh. pen Sarees ‘Gtvaidawell ‘Whe cutter, gion, and prudence urged us to turn in, which we accoriingly did. 
BeqOua, ,, Fy 0yevges- tre = se> 46 ( 463 85 3 07 35 3 07 3a Tre ene! THe eather Monday, May 28.—During the night the jerking at the main and 
Graciers zn eahe) 146 00 451 10 30510 3 U3 40 Meacaweart MInHGlonLtes toizzen sheets ceased and as there was shill a swell, it told us there 
Oriya! 3) 21). 41 45 50 5 29 40 8 48 50 3 86 42 WBE eye yA Be cnier. mustalso be a breeze. We turned out at 0:15 and went on deck to 

take observations. There was a moderate breeze from the northwest. 
MAKE NO MISTAKE WAKE UP! the vessel heading N. by E. half B., and making about five knots. We 

\ / HILE the press and public proved to their own satisfaction that 
large displacement cutters eould not sail with our light boats 

in light winds. Fornsi axyp Stream persistently held to the voutrary 
wiew, 

Since that time the soundness of the judgment of Forest AnD 
SrrRHAM lias been cancerled, 

While the press and public prover to thelr own satisfaction, by in- 
ference from the Newport races m August. that the centerboard 
sloop was better than the cutter in a seaway, Pomesr AND SiREAM per- 
sistently beld Lo the contrary view, 

Sinte that tims the soundness of the judgment of VYorast Ann 
BrneaAn has received striking illustvation in the Bedouin's recent vic- 
tories over Gracie ih a seaway. 
We now go on record on the third aud last point atissue. We insist 

Viet after close observation and wholly unprejuilived consideration, 
the race las! Saturday in smooth water and strong wind demonstrated 
beyond cavil that the cutter Befloum is ten to fifteen minutes faster 
than the sloop Gracte over a forty-mile course under such conditions 
of wind and water, and that the so-called victory of the Graeic, smal 
enough as it was, cannot be accepted as a demonstration of anything 
in favor of the sloop, bul wus won simply aud only because the race 
was thrown away by the cutter. There is no chance of testing the 
sountiness of our posiGon on this last hope of the sloop to escape 
utter annihilation, as the winter is npon us and the issue must go 
over fill mext season, But we claim that in view of the past record 
of Fonesr ano Sraeam on the whole subject of cutters, we are en- 
litled to the confidence of the public in our judgment, at least until 
experimental proof is produced to the contrary, 
Ttisnatural enough thal persons blinded through prejudice will 

seelc to make the most capital out of the accidentul and trifling de- 
feat of the ¢utter last Saturday. Such persons are deceiving them- 
selyes. Asin the past, so in Uhepresent, we pit our own cool judgment 
and digested thoughts against the scream of individuals mtoxicated 
with the short respite granted them through accident. We will 
squarely meet the issue, wilh a record in advance in fayor of the 
cutter in smooth water and strong winds, with the same posilive con- 
victions which we haye carried through to sugecess regarding the 
cutter in light winds and inasea way, ‘The secidental victory of the 
Gracie by asmull margin, under exceptional circumstances, may in- 
(uence volatile minds and superficial reasoners to a committal in 
fnyar of the sloop, A race won because it was thrown away through 
the most potent blundering of an opponent, is uot a race fraught with 
weight enough to revarse the lessons taught upon numerous suuilar 
occasions, 
The race last Saturday was noi won by the sloop, It was lost by 

the cutter. 
Let the public make no mistake, 

New York sai 

patible now. 

A SILLY REPORT. 

F Puck fails to appear on Sundays, the owner of the Oriva need 
not be cheated out of hisfun, ‘There is nmlesque enough in the 

World, of Sunday, to last all the week. If those who know the owner 
of the Oriya and his swart cutter fail to get mirth enongh out of the 
World, it willnot be the fault of that paper. It is perfectly elating 
to Folliw the strsined effort to suck cheer trom the teaspoonfull of luck 
iloled out to the sloop in the eleventh hour, bubit is poor consolation 
on top of the round defeats of Vixen and Gracie in previous fair 
halties. Thereport of Saturday's race in the Worl is so utterly 
comical that an excuse is due to our readers for veference thereto. 
In defense of the reporter we ask for a lenient sentence os his desper 
ate plunge into the wildly Absurd is the gulp of a person coming up 
for the third and last (ime before drowning. Just listen to this; 

“As signal o victory for the sloop Grauie over the eutter Bedouin as 
was achieved by the latter over the sloop on Thursday last.” : 

Let us se4 What this Wraggadocio umounts to. ‘Thursday Bedouin 
beat Gracie by 18m. iis. taton the mevits of Lhe boats. Saturday, 
by accivent, Gracie beats Bedouin, over a seyenteen-milé course, 2m, 
25s. flat. Or for a forby-nile course Sm, afs,, which is less than one 
half the amount. How signulis that? To say nothing of Bedowuin's 
yietory of im, 1s, the Tuesday preceding, Fomebhow we figure a 
total Of 82m), 12s, in three trials against bm. 41s, forthesloop, We 
wili take that kind of signal viet in ours every tine, and the cutter 
is likely to Hourish upon such proportions, 
We quoted second passage trom the World: 
+Ayadded tiiumph was gained by the sloop ly the fact that she 

had on this occasion the cutter Oriva for un opponent us well as the 
Bedouin. and she beat the latier over a half hour in a seyenteen-mile 
race, The OVviva haying beeu so very succeseful in the Seawanhaka 
Carinthian races of the 2th of September, which, after all, was but a 
mere drift, her owner, ex-commodore Lee. overrated the sailing 
qualities of his boat, and believed that Le could cope with the two 
larger yachts with good prospects of suceess, The Oriva was entered 
at poft. of sailing length, that heing the smallest measurement per 
missible in the first class. Her real length is 5442tt,” ; 
We laurhed so heartily over this passage that iv interfered with the 

peace of the breakfast lable. The Oriva is 50ft. water line, mot d4ft, 
atin. as stated, and Gracie is between 6 and 70ft. loadtime. No one 

alliftis worth, 

cutter type, 

later, 

QLERES: contemporaries, behind the age, are prattling away about 
\ yachts for “our smoath waters and ight winds."’ They seem to 
live im the pust.and notin the present, This is a go-ahead country, 1b 
is not anchored in the mud of tradition. Yachtsmen are in conrt 
with a diyorce from the Sound, They have dropped the apron strings 
of youth, They are beconiing bold, bold sailor boys on the deep, 
blue sea. The principal matches are no longer sailed m sheltered 
waters, The season is being extended until the snow falls, and then 
followed up by 2 voyage to furtign shores. All prominent elubs in 

ovean courses, All prominent clubs in the Kast sail 
Yachts are venturng forth to sea in great fleets, 

Thea mesmerism of the muil puddle is fast losing ifs ascendeney. The 
adventures aud charms of the sea are too enticing to be resisted, 
The line is beecoming more nnd more marked between the yachtsmen 
true and trusty and the excursionist who dawdles on the water. The 
first set the fashion, the rest follow like geese. The first need sea- 
going yuebts and the last might as yell pole about ona rait. The 
soming yachtsman—aud he is already here—needs a safe boat, an 
able boat, a roomy boat, a shipshape boat, and above alla Hyer m a 
sea. Tie needs a cutter. He is going to haye a cutter. Whiab the 
rest wint is of no eonsequence, 

ocean COUr5ses, 

had made 105 miles since morning watch of Sunday, There was no 
land in sight, but we had fallen into eompiny again, There were 
two three-maslers in onr wale, one to leeward, distant about fifteen 
miles, one on our weather beam about the same distance, one steamer 
bearing N,N. W., another N. 1B. anda third §, EB, The sky was clear 
and the air cold and chilly on deck. Butattera hearty breakfast 
on mackerel, bacon and thio concomitants our lemperature seemed to 
vise, About 8 we daught our first blueiish, a fivepounder, and on 
hour later we came upon a school of whales. Sohool had noi taken 
in yet, we suppose, For they were frolicking about with no regard for 
order, They rolled lazily upon the water, blowing, if not in derision, 
at least with indifference, and so close that we could have harpooned 
‘them from our decks. They must be more sagacious than we think 
them, to distinguish a collier from a whaler by examination of ‘wet 
surface” only, I warrant they would nob thus have trifled with our 
feelings, had we been the other kind of uraft. At 10 our breeze had 
vanished again avd Jeft the waters like the proverbial mirror and our- 
selves to ine enue of acalm, At elght bells, Fenwicks Island light 
was sighted bearing N. N. W., distant about ten miles—our course N. 
E, by N.. with wind light from §, EK. At1;20 P. M., making about four 
knots, we had sunk the land again below the western horizon, and 
drepped the hwo schooners astern, out of sight. An hour later our 

THE AMERICA CUP, 

HE Cup is physically stillin our possession. Morally it is on ex- 
hibition in old London town. i 

Bedouin and Oriva are ordimary cruising cutters. Possibly quite 
slow cullers amoug a fleet of cutters. Their designer is ready to 
guarantee greuter speed on the lines of a regular racer, ‘The sloop 
fas been knoelked higher than a late by these crnisin 
the opportunities for selecting a fast yacht a hundred to one in favor 
of the sloop. And the 
a seasoned lot of racing sharps abroad, And our cutters ten to fifteen 
minutes slower than racing cracks like Samoena, Annasona, Marjorie, 
Freda, Verve, Cocker, or Chittywee, Figure up on the blackboard 
what all tts Gomes to. Fifteen aud five is twenty, and twenty and 
fifteen means way hull down on the horizon. If we do nub build 
cutters, an international mateh will wind up the day in disaster for 
the sloop, compared to which Bedouin's knock down of the Gravie 
will sink into insignificance. 

But we are going to build cutters. They have become very com- 

CATCHING AT STRAWS. 
NE by one the pinning is heing knocked from under, Cutters 
hayefor some time been conceded to be better than sloops in, 

light winds, They ar- now also conceded to be better in rough 
water, ‘Though beaten often enough in smooth water and strong 
winds, the race of Saturdiy last may supply a straw to the drowning 
school to clutch for a lime, But under they niust go. No mere 
straw cain save beam and light displacement, any more than a penny 
in the pocket can save a bankrupt from isalveney. The old school 
@utched at the straw of “our light winds and smooth water” and 
Went under the first time, Then the old schuol clutched at the straw 
of bhe Newport races and went under for the second time. Tf the old 
school comes up at all agaih, if will be prelty well choked and onhof 
wind. Let them clutel at Saturday's race for the very last straw for 

We expect to have ull the more fun out of the funeral. 

speed was reduced to about three knots, and if was a mystery how 
we moved at all, because the swell swung the heavy spars and causeel 
the sails to Hop back to windward the soft airs which obligingly 
offered their services. 
About three o'clock heavy sludows floated over us aud turned the 

water into ink. In our Wake thvee or four litthe birds, about the size 
of sparrows, appeared from nowhere thal we could see and kept us 
company with an ease of fight that seamed snrprising so far Irom 
any reosting place, But when they rested on the wives, as much at 
ease as auy sea bird, ] was laughed at for not knowing they were of 
Mother Cary's numerous family. The truth was that, though I had 
made several ocean yoyayes, | had never before fallen in with any, 
and impressions of their size had been taken from illustrations in 
hooks, and I thoughtthey were near about thatofthe fowl after which 
they were called, whereas they are not as large asa lark, But for all 
that they are the least insignificant of all Jack's friends at sea, To 
him they are sacred, A species of dolphin, called by the sailors “her- 
ring hog," swam around us in pairs, puffing as they came to the sur- 
face very like Jittle whales. Their round, black backs, with single 
dorsal fin, only Bpnearing: iboye the surtace, gave the resembhince of 
rolliig wheels, allexecapt a small ségment of which were hidden from 
view. 
At the beginning of the first dog watch we changed our course to 

dead before the wind, and winged out our inain and mizzen sails. But 
we were obliged to clap tuckles to the booms and guy them out to 
keep them there; and that accelerated our progress to about five or 
six knots. During this watch we caught.a fine bluefish, A nine- 
pounder, Which we tossed on to the deck in ihe waist to await the 
attention of the steward. Now, Mr. Mate had a pet monprel pup 
which was just going through the investigating peviod of life. He 
had probably some Yankee blood in him and seemed to realize that 
his future usefulness depended on his indusiry fu observation, Atter 
our attention had been drawn to the fish that remained to be caught, 
Master Pup trots gaily up to interview the stranger. A mement later, 
with a cry of pain, he briskly retraced his steps, aod, with his tail em- 
phatieally babween bis legs, ade the cireuit of lhe ship until le 
founda place where he could be entirely alone, leaving drops of 
Tiloon on the decks in his traak, After many assurances by his master 
that he had nof joined in the criel laughter of the rest at the sight of 

cutters, Aud 

ews of the cutcers five minutes slower than 

|G #il the Bedouin's races, the fact that she is enderrigged should 
nel belostsight of, The Bedouin is enormously stiff, and im the 

Strongest winds heels no more than the Gracie. She could nendily 
carry more sail. There is a great difference betwhen the snugly can- 
vunsed croser Bedouin aid a first-class racer, Our best sloop has 
succumbed to nuthing more than.an underrigged cruising entter, 1 
will be our loss if we deceive ourselves. We mush look facts squarely 
in the face. Our smartest racing crack has been overwhelmed by an 
ordinary oruiger, who would not rank high among racing cutters. 
Let us profit by cur defeat, and not gloss over the truth by estimating 
Bedoum far above her real position among racing yachls of the 

a bold canine being worsted by a halt-dead fish, he submitted to an 
examination. ‘he poor fellow had a deep gash in his tongue, which 
extended half way acrossit: Thus were Ins good intentions toward 
Mr. Bluefish misconstrued. 
At6 P, M. we were off the antranve to Delaware Bay. A large bark 

had just come mit and was laying an easterly course across the 
ocean, her sails all ser and close-hauled, and her form shghily 
careening woder the pressnre Of the wind. She looked beautiful as 
she sailed sway with her snow-white wings. Our allention was next 
directed to a brigantine, which had made her appearance on opr lee 
beam, with an innovation in the art of Tigping. She had «a double 
mainsail or sponker, one above theather. The gaff of the lower sail 
served a3 the boom on thé foot of the upper, which had also # loug 
gaff, Ib was some title before we could convince ourselves than th 
wus not an optical Mlusion; itseemed so improbable that a sailing 

UNDERRIGGED. 

THE FRUITS OF VICTORY. 

SHE air is Full of ritiers conceruing new cutlers. It is certam 
that. move will be built this winter than ever before. Already an 

order bas been given to awvell-knowns, builder for oregular clipper. 
a little longer aud 4 little nurrower than the Oriva,1o be buflt from 
designs by Watson, of Glasuow. The famous lithe Madge is also, we 
lieay. to be put in tommissiwn best season, Concerning cme 
shonld say that she is plinked with mahogany, and that recent in- 
spechinn bos shawn he’ to besound, contrary to previous reports. 
She is to be used for cruising only. A couple of narrow-hean schoon: 
ers are also under way, vf which more particulars will be given 

master would depart from the tradition of his ancestors. Right 
ahead, a nile or 80, Delaware pee boat No, 2 was cruising about 
under reefed maingail, which neither betokened bad weather passed 
or expected, but merely convenienve, case and comfort, and readt- 
ness for any kind of weather. She was standing im for the shore, 

esumably for a harbor for the night, Cap May lightship was now 
Aeacrarie W.N.W, At’ sighted upper Five Fathom Bank lightship 
and at 8:35 had it abeam, W.N.4AV, ‘fhe wind was freshening and 
our vessel making about seven knols, At?;10 sighted Absecom light, 
thirty-five miles N. B, of Gape May, on our pore baw, distance about 
ten nllvg, We were now booming along dead before a fresh §.5, W. 
wind, under which satisfactory state of affairs I turned mn. 
Tuesday, May 29.—Upon turning out on deck apa. M, our first 

question ‘concerned our whereabouts, We wee informed that we 
a 

—=— =x 
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had passed Barnegat at4A. M. The wind had freshened considerably 
during the night, Itwas a soutsou’ wester, and waslashing 1p white- 
capsin every direction, and rolling 1 somerespectably sized combers 
aller us, which threatened to come aboard upon the slightest further 
provocation. Seyerdl diminutive tugs were croising about, coquetting 
With towering ships for a job,of which the favoring winds beguiled 
them, At 7:5 we passed Ocean Grove, about ten miles off shore, and 
at $40 Long Braneh. Highlands in sight. A schooner on port beam 

_ bound down on the wind, with short eanyas, was laboring hard in the 
sea, Presently slic weakened to lowering her peak, and finally turned 
tail altogether and put back to port. 1 morning the air was quite 
chilly on deck matey had ithe Highlands abeam. when we suddenly 
Tan intoa belt of warm air. which we carried im with us past the 
Hook, We passed close by Sandy Hook lightship at 9:20 with wind 
constantly strengthening, the crests of the wives bley off into tine 
spray by iisforee. But o half hour moré took us inte the amiootl 
waters of the day in company with a dozen others, making 
ort from every direction, As owe passed up Awash 
Yhannel the sea vas breaking heavily on the Reme’ 

shoal, Made Quarantine at 108, where we were obliged tio 
lay to and wait Tor the convenience of the doctor to make his mspec- 
tion, This consisted in his rowing alemgside in a Whiteball boat and 
malong Gut « bill for his foe. whieh he gave the captain in exchange 
for one of a legal-tender quality. Togs importuned us all the way 
up as persistently as hack drivers ata steamboat. Janding, and at last 
we took one, which threaded a way for us Vhroigh the maze of ves- 
sels at auchor and cut us into a dock at Jersey City. 5 
Thus ended a most enjoyable cruise, which, though not yachting, 

was a substitute which is oftener within the reach of the yachtsman, 
in regard to time and expense, when the reul thing isnof.. Toone who 
has 4 taste for exploring new aud distant waters when his vacation 
comes around, such & yoyage gives much Mmformation which may be 
of valne some day, When le acquires wealth and leisure to sail in 
his own yaokt he will not have to depend on the judemenf of others 
ds to the advisability of oheosing his ernismg ground nor what to do 
when he gets there. J found Chesapeake bay abounding in attrac- 
tions, beautiful rivers and bandy harbors, singularly free from rocks 
and shoals, One might spend a month eruising without muking 
more than half the cirenit of its serrated shores. U. Crem. J. 

THE REPORTS. 

iE the main the reports of the cutter’s triumph appearing in the 
| daily papers are well written and fair in spirit, especially when it 

is remembered Low strongly the daily journals had previously com- 
titted themselves in favor of the sloop, Particularly commendable, 
from & technical point of view 4s well as in equity, are the reports of 
the Herald. No one can complain of any prejudicein those reports, 
norof want, of boldness aud decision. Moreover, the Heryld was 
astute engugh to contentitself with a statement of fact concerning the 
third race, aud did not aliowils head to be turned by the bit of luck 
which fell to the Geacle thronzh the blundering om board the cutter. 
In the language of the political contest, of tha day: The Herald is 
solid on the question, May we express the haope that our contempor- 
ary willhave the courage of its opmiousin tie future, so woll and 
fearlessly expressed in the present hour of triumph? 

THE BEDOUIN AND GRACIE. 

[From the Brookiyn Kagle.| 

TS performunces of the Scotch cutter Madge in her races with 
selected American sloons were of a characier to set the yachts- 

men of this country by the ears upon the subject of rig and model. 
The controversy hus raged ever since, the more conservative ama- 
tours adhering to beam as au element of power and stability, and the 
radicals insisting upon dratt. At one time the mania for euthers be- 
came so general that at least one club Was threntened with the cutter 
as its most characteristic model, The measurements and time allow- 
ances were all apparently designed to encourage entler building, and 
the result was the appearance of many of these rakish looking craft 
in the bay. During the past season the cutters have been developing 
speed, the Wenonah, Oriva and others showing the way to the sloops 
orcrowding winners soclose as to leave the issue in doubt, ‘This 
has led to the séries of races between the gréat representatives of the 
two classes, the invincible sloop Gracie and the powerful Bedouin. 
and the issue has justified the elaims of superior speed for the entter. 
‘The first day's race in open water was sailed in Half a gale of wind, 
and the viclory belonged to the Bedouin, a5 might have been ex- 
pected, Thwas essentially 4 cutters breeze, according to popular 
superstition. In the secohd race, however, the (iracie bad her breeze, 
light, intsteady. The Bedouin won again in such style us to leave 
nothing for discussion. 

WHAT IT REALLY MEANS, 

[From Bellevitle Irteligencer.| 

HE first race of the Seawanhaka Y. C, of New York took place on 
Tuesday. over a course of sixteen nautival miles to windward 

and retiot, outside of Sandy Hook, Jn the first class there were 
only two starters, the famous centerhoard sloop Gracie and the cut- 
ter Bedouin, of English ernising model, the latter's canyas fiye feet 
short «f her proper hoist for racing. At the start a gale was blowing 
and the yachts ¢ach carried reefs —the sloop two nnd the eutter one; 
and a heavy sea was rolling. Working ont to the windward mark, 
the cutter beat the sloop to that point 18:3), despite the fach that wind 
and sea moderated so much as to allow of reefs being shaken out and 
gi fftopsails carried. On the rin before the wind it was thought the 
Sloop would beat her opponeut, but the cuther rather more than held 
her own, despite her small mainsail, gaining an wdditional thirty-five 
seconde, thus heating one of the fastest sloop yachts in Amevita by 
19:6. The result of this race fully conlirms our previously expressed 
belief that the America’s dup is &t the merey of British yachtsmen 
whenever ihey choose to send for it, as one of their seasoned racing 
cutters would beat the Bedouin under full racing rig fifteen’ minutes 
aver such # course, or under her present ernising mig probably half 
anhour, In thesecond class the crack sloop Vixen dare not sail 
ayainsl. the cutter Oriva (also of Englisn model), which had recently 
beaten her disastrously in light weather. 
[As to Vixen, weshould add that serious sickness in the family 
ah prevented her sharing, Her chances, however, were absolutely 
nil, 

TRIUMPHAL FUN. 

BEDOUIN shot up to windward so surprisingly fast that some ex- 
claimed: Gracieis heaven already, ...Bedouin was negotiating 

Tue seas far better than her antagonist, and going three feet to ber 
ime... .[b is quéstionable ifa race was ever watched with more Inter- 
est than this contest... [It proved a great day for the cutter, and 
Gracie was « budly beaten boat,,..Culler men were intensely grati- 
fied at the performance of the Bedouin -__16 could not be denied that 
the Betoum was far more Weatherly than the centerboard...,The 
battle was lost as the cutter ouifooted the sloop_--.1t's all over but 
the shonting,—Herald. Overwhelming defeat of thesloop. ,,.Bedouin 
rapidly showed her long shim stern to the sloop,...Gracie, in at- 
tempting to tackin the sea, missed stays ... Bedouin bad been much 
outpointing whe sloop,—Tribune. The feet Bedouin.—Truth. The 
most exciling yachting event in New York waters, ,..The sea knocked 
Gracie off to leewarll ...Bedouin being a keel yacht of great draft, 
held her ew in the seaway and soon forged ahead and to windward 
ol her antagouist....In attemptiig to tack Gracie missed stays. __ 
Bedouin went like a vace orse. ..The race proves that 
a cutter will do better windward work a seaway 
than a centerboard sloop.—dJorvrndal, The meeting of the 
fastest representatives of the cuther and sloop classes caused con- 
siderable interest to be taken in the event ,-.The fast cutter Oriya 
followed ont._. Bedouin soon gained a commanding lead, ...Bedouin 
fajrly outsuiled her opponent and acted snlendidly through the heavy 
Swell,...The race was a gift to the cutter... She came along surpris- 
ingly fast. .Vhe cutter continued to leave Gracie hand over fist _.. 
Orossed an easy winner—Star, Bedouin invmeible,,,.Yachtsmen 
surprised,,. Amore important race hag not been sailed in America 
for Véears....The result of the contest mm a thrash twenty miles to 
wiudward opened the eyes of the yachting world ,, The believers in 
the Gracie type of American centerboards were badly staggered 
The chance for suiooth water craved by sloop men was given yester- 
day, and the result was a terrible defeat of the Gracie... Wind and 
sevseemed to have been especially adapted to develop the sloup’s 
best qualities, but she was defeated even worse tian the first day..., 
Front first to jast the Trace proved a genuine test of the boats._, ‘The 
cutter simply overwhelmed the other...American designers must 
come to the trout, so thatin the titure there cannot be such exhibi- 
tions made of fhem as witnessed lash Thursdap....- The 
great contest, ..Uhe cutter worked wonderfully to wind- 
ward, and not only outpointed the sloop, but outfooted 
her ....The cutter wogked up to windward surprisingly...., 
She walked by the sloop in the same manner that Jay-Kye-See would 
trot wurownd an ordinary roadster....-The cutter wag all the while 
making the gap between them wider and wider, Gracie was sure to 
be beaten worse with a professional at the tiller than with an 
amateur, as on Tutsday _..The cutlereame very fast in the light 
wind.. .'Bedouin crossed the line a grand winner.—Herald. The 
centerboard sloop beaten although the wind and weather were in her 
favor... A devidéd yietory for ithe cutter. ..Hverything wax ns fav- 

orabla for the sloop as it could be, and she was squarely outsailed,— 
‘orld Death knell of the American sloop...,Another triumph for 

the entter.-..There is wailing in the enp of thosewho pit their trust 
in centerboard sloops....Bedouin que eat ont te wiudward serass 
the Gracie’s bow... No sloop could point better than the Gracie, but 
she was uotuatch for the Bedouin,,,.She vot along with a rapidity 
that wasalarming to those who pin their faith im skimming dishes.— 
Tribune. Pay up and look cheerful____[t was Gracie*s weather if sie 
ayer was foing to lave her day.—Sun, She could not catch the fieet 
cutter, Vines. The smooth sea and moflerate wid were moch to 
fhe advantaze of the Gracie, and one of her friends exclaimed: If 
she don‘t win to-day itisn’b in her ever to doit aezainst the cutter .., 
Tudeed, no. more favorable combiuation of circumstances could have 
oceurred if it had beer in the power of the Gracie people to create & 
day and control the wmds.—Herald.. 

r 

THE CARMITA CUTTER. 

Editor Forest and Streams 
The “all round boat’ in issue for Oct, 18, fills the bill exactly. She 

don't pretty much, but then pretty isas preity does, What would 
be fhe probable cost complete in every respect? Rep BANE. 

[Cost depends in great measure upon giality, finish and furnishing. 
May vary from $300 to $400, Hull, spars, ironwork, sails and joiner 
work mivht he put together by good country builder for 5400-] 

THE BEAM OF CUTTERS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
T notice that the recent designs for small boats which you publish, 

although deeper and heayier than most sloops, have a erent deal of 
beam, How do you make this agree with your own preference for 
the regular English cutter? TyQuiren, 
{Beam éan be lett to take cart of itself As we learn to appreciate 

depth and weight at thei real worth, beam will adapt itself in the 
best proportion of its own accord. For that reuson it requires less 
looking after, Besides, a fort which cannot be taken by stovin is hest 
overcome by attacking through gradual approaches. There was a 
boy who tried to pull out a horse’s tail by yanking at the whole tail. 
art was anuther who pulled out hair by bai. e got the tail out 

rst, 

CONCERNING SHARPIES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Replying to Mr. Roosevelt's latest shar jie letter, T will say that his 

échoouer Heartsease is slow to windward, and thrashes in a head sea 
because he ani Seth Green thonght they knew more about sharpies 
than Glapham did, and meisted on my building one with too wide a 
bottom for the length. THe also insisted on having a schooner rig, 
despite my urgent protest, His Heartsease steers wild, sailing free, 
for the aboye named reasons. Lf his yacht were properly propor- 
tioned, and had she a well designed Roslyn yawl rig, she would be a 
fast boal to windward, sea or no sea, and She would steer steadily, 
with lifted sheets, whether he used the balance rudder, or the ordin- 
ary helm withaskag. I haye adopted the balance rudder because it 
is in every way superior tothe other kind, for this type of boat. Why 
one ruddér catchés grass when the same kind of rndders on other 
yachts do not, is a nul I cannot crack, 
Had J been told wheu building the sharpie that she was intended 

for cruising on the raging canal, T would have fixed up something to 
prevent her appropriating vagrant tow lines, 
Had it been intimated that she night some day saildown to Florida, 

and back in the winter, would have absolutely refused to build a 
wide yacht, which he plainly stated was not wanted for either speed 
or seagoing work, 
Awell built, namwow, properly rigged Nonpareil sharpie is a very 

finé sea boat. A wide, clumsy, sharpie schoouer is exactly what 1 
told Mr, Roosevelt she would be, namely, a tub fo windward. and, 1 
may add, a Nounder sailing free, 

Let me here say, once and for all, that while a small sharpie may 
proye suceessiul with four, or less, beams to Jength, sny sharpie 
exceeding Adft. over all should be narrower, proportionately, as her 
length Increases. The proper beam for a 60-f1. sharpie is 13befl., and 
on a length of 70it., herbeam should not exceed 14ft, for seagoing 
work. 

Mr, Roostvelt’s Heartease is now entirely ontof date, in both model 
and ee and the gentleman will acknowledge that Tsome time sinue 
virt y told him so. All the Nonpareil sharpies Y now build, unless 
a Gheap affair bé desired, have a clean, sharp deadrise aft, and ib Mr, 
Roosevelt will permit me to take his yacht in hand, leaving the alter- 
ation cf her shape end rig entirely to me, I can make eyen Heartsease 
heat better boats than coasters. 

Jn order to show Mr, Roosevelt, and all interested, that Lam ready 
ni anxions to prove that his rig and his beam are in fault. not my 
model. nor the balanee rudder, I will be glad to haye him sail his 
schooner sharpie Heartsease against my Roslyn yawl sharpie when- 
ever aud wherever he pleases. 

T do not ask or desivé him to give me any time allowance, alllough 
his yacht is O$ft. in length by 16ft. beam. while mine is 40ft. long, 
with less than 10ff. beam, I also invite any schooherin the country 
to join us in the race, on N. ¥. Y. (. time allowance. 
RosryN, L, T., Oet, 20, THOMAS CLAPHAD, 
{in justice to Mr. Clapham and buildersand designers in general, 

judgment upon their work should only be pronounced when all the 
facis and stipulations surrounding the building of a hoat are known. 
We do not wish to dccide upon the merits of the Heartsease case in 
particular, but know that often hlame for failure or shurteomings is 
atlributed to the builder or designer, when other persons ought to 
shoulder the responsibility. ] 

CONCERNING OPEN BOATS. 

Editor Forest wnd Stream: 

In your issue of the 4th instant you use this laneuaage in closing a 
comment on the New Jersey Y. C, match on the 27th ult: ‘Had there 
been any 4-ton or 5-ton cutters, or even some of the Boston keel sloops 
in the fray, there would have been asa squandering of New York's 
buttertly fancies.” 
With your leave [should like to say something about ‘New York's 

lutterfiy fancies.” 
1 have for several years made this class of boats a study, and since 

the cutter craze have studied the cutter carefully, particularly the 
small cutter. The conclusion reached by me is that blow high or 
blow low, in light or heavy weather, the small culteris very slow and 
stands no chance with the 28-foot open boat. 
A case in point (although the cutter is more than twice as large) is 

in the recent sweepstakes race for open 28-foot boats, sailed on the 
3d wt. Twas in the Lily lt. (Mr. Rogers, her owner, will pardon my 
using the name of his yacht, lam sure). the winter of said race, and 
notived the cutter Oriva, with her mainsail triced up from the boom, 
coining through the Narrows, On watching her closely I found that 
the Lily R. was both outpointing (soaking faster to windward, to use 
your ow plirase), aid oulfooting the Oriva, and this ina nor’wester | 
—a regular gals. thought at first IT was mistaken, and that they 
were nob sailing the Oriva, but found on closer examination that they 
had her boom haunted down nearly two blocks, und she seemed to be 
sailing on herside; she was lying atan angle of xt least 65 degrees, 
taking it from the windwaril side. I desire to call your attention to 
this instance in support of my arzument, Yourrepresentative prob- 
ably saw this, if he was on the steamboat, The time dl speak of was 
on the second turn up, between the Narrows aud Owl's Head, with the 
Lily R. to leeward of the Oriya 200yds, The Lily R, bad & doutle- 
reefed mainsailandstorm jib, The Oriva, I believe, was under main- 
sail and foresail. 
At the time that the Madge was sailing ber races in New York Bay 

Twas delegated by Mr, Abram Hermion. the owner of the Est lle, of 
the New Jersey Club, to see Mr. W. I. Bluicl, the Madge’s represen- 
talive. aud if possible get on a race over Lhe usual course, I saw Mr. 
Blateh in réferenee to such a race, bub be (Mr. Blateh) was very 
ayerse to sailing against an open boat, Loferiug to sail witu station- 
ary ballast, withouh restrictions asto nviber of men or Sails. T 
regret yery much that] did not succeed in arranging race, Mr, 
Blateh said that the time of the Madge was all taken up. and tbat 
after her race with the Wave she wasto go divest to Newport to sail 
her race with the Shudow, of Moston, and then probably would be 
laid up. The Estelle is a centerboard boat. 35. din. over all, dif, on 
water line, and 82ft. Sin. on keel, her extreme beam being left, Win, 
depth 3 ft. 10in., and drafe2tt. She was built by William Foree, at 
Keyport, N. J, Lhaye sailed in tha Sound from one end co the other 
in the Ustelle, but have uever seen a® buat that would look as high to 
windward and foot as fasl as she, A 
Wile cruising in the Lily R. in the Sound m Anguat, 1852, I came 

across several small cutters from three tons up, and in every instance 
the Lily R. outsuiled them, [have frequently suiled in boats of this - 
eliss, bothio the upper and lower bays, wilh cruising igs on, and 
have fallen in with cutters of various sizes in a wholesatl breeze, und 
never found any trouble in getting uway from them ona wind, O7F 
wind the cutlers seemed to do as well as we, getting away from us 
onve or tives, but as their light sails were brought into play, this was 
to be expected. I recall several other instances, dnd could hame the 
particular cutters if space permitted. 
The New Jersey Y.C. is a strictly Corinthian club, and has been 

| steadily growing since its organization. It is found that races which 
require racing rigs, professional crews, and the expenditure of a large 

| amouut of money, are playing out, as the recent sweepstakes race of 
| Sept. 8 showed. Outof atleast two score of yachts of the #8-foot 
| glass iu the harbor, only six were found at the starting line, and in 
| the second sweepstakes sailed September 19, only three started. A 
yacht can be entered in the New Jersey ¥. C. open regatta with a 
eruising rig; all she needs is to have her bottom scrubbed. A great 

| number of men are buying boats of this class on account of their 
small first cost and the trifling expense of keeping them. No hired 
man is required on board, and the owner can come down for an after- 
ngon's bail and ret hisown boat wnder way, and sailand crew her 
himself, if need be. It has been claimed by a contemporary that in 

|arepfing breeze not one of these bouts could goths course (with 
| fixdd ballast), but the récent race of the New Jersey Club on the 27th 
} ult. showed otherwisé. It showed thatin a smoky sou'wester they 
did it, and made good weather atthat, and made the course m about 
three hours and a4 half, all making it under four hours, over a@ course 
I believe to be fully 25 statute miles. 
Thave been outside Sandy Hookand Montauk Point frequently in 

jhis class of boats. and ouce rode a gale out in Long Island Sound in 
one at anchor, but have never yet found them unstaworthy, 
My reasons for this long letter are that your comment did injustice 

to epen boats, and fo a school in which several of our prominent 
yachtsmen owning large yachts took their first lesson. This, I hope, 
will be sufficient, reason for intruding tothe extent’ I havein your 
yaluable eolumus, Groner BE, GARTLAND. 

[Mr. Gartland no doubt states his experiences in good faith, lt is 
to be hoped his observations concerning the speed of cutters are 
thore accurate than his estimate of Oriva’s angle of heel, which is 
exaggerated three times. Mr, Gartland may or may not have out 
pointed and outsailed the Oriva, knocking about with tack triced up 
without the faintest idea of racing. Tb is immaterial, as since that 
day the Oriva has beaten to bits the crack sloop Vixen, which could 
suil around the Lily R. in cireles. As for the proposition to sail an 

| open boat with shifting live ballast against a decked sea-going yacht, 
if was au absurd proposition to make, Mr, Blaich very properly de- 
¢lined such an offer. Mr. Gartland is entirely wrong when he men- 
tions Oriya as twice the size of Lily R. She is about six times as 
large. Itis now too late in the season, or we could procure w mate: 
for Mr. Gartland to sail his open hoat with fixed ballast and one hand 
to five feet against a certain cutter, 28ft. loadline. That match would 
help Mr. Gartland to a true appreciation of 4 good cutter’s speed. 

| Since writing his communication, the collapse of our smartest sloops 
| in Competition with cutters will no doubt have furnished Mr. Gart- 
| Jand with much astonishment and food for thought. There is noth- 
ing in his letter to cause a change of opinion on our part. Nordo we 

| see that he has made a valid défense of fraps far more dangerous 
than the Sophia, Mystery, aud the host, of boats which drown people by 
the score every year, though ws are glad to know Mr. Gartland has 
so far been lucky enough fo come outright side wp with care. There 
is no reason known why small cutters should not perform relatively 
as wellas the largest, though if you try hard, it is quite possible to 
build a very slow entter, and if Mr, Gariland draws his conclusions 
from sailing in such company, his premises are sitiply unsound, if 
convenient to the views he wishes to entertain. The best aims of 

| yachting are certainly furthered by the fixed ballast rule of the New 
Jersey Y. (0, In the near fulure we expect to see able cabin boats 

| displace the open traps in direct consequence of that rule. The policy 
ofthe New Jersey Y.C. is the very policy we wish to see enforced, 
It will eleyate the mere boat-handlers into yachtsmen and traps 
juto yachts, Already the leayen is working as indicated, for we 
learn that several members of the club are anxious to dispose of 
their open boats, to replace them with small cabin boats, As for the 
seaworthiness of flat-floored light dratts, Mr, Gartland ts too palpably 
in error to call for contradiction. Mr. Gartland simply is not aware 
of what good sea-going qualities consist, ] 

CRUISE OF THE CRICKET. 

Exi/ior Forest and Stredm: 

This yacht, as you know, is not very large (#1ft. over all), but for 
completeness of outfit, comfort and staunchness cannot be 

| beaten, and though not a racing craft, she can give the centerboard 
sloops (and we hayé some fast oves) all they can take care of in 
fresh weather. 

| We were a party of four, the guests of our commouore, who owns 
the Cricket, and bound for Ogdensburg to witness the race between 
Hanlan and Ross. ‘ 
We jvent aboard Sunday evening and turned iu. At 5:30 A. M. 

Monday, we were under way with very light wind from §.8.W., and 
| foggy. At 10it cleared up and breeze freshened. Being dead aft, we 
set spinnaker to port, when we bowled along in fine style with over 
2,000 square feet of canyas or an which was an elegant sight, and 
a pretty good spread for a 31-footer. 
We passed Tibbit’s Light at 2 P. M. (46 miles), after which we took 

in spinnaker, jibed over and set it again on starboard side, passing on 
down the River St. Lawrence by Cape Vincent, Carlton Tslaad, Top 
Island, Round Island, Clayton, Hub Island, Thousand Islands Park, 

| aud many other places too numerous ta mention, saluting each as 
l we passed wth guns from our little breech-londer, arriving aud 
coming to anchor oif Alexandria Bay at 6 P. M., after a fine run of 
75 miles in twelve and a half hours. 
Jhe sail down the river was most enjoyable, as we were going 

| along ata clipping rate, and the numerous cottages on the islands, 
with flags fiymg and many small steam yachts putting around, made 

| things quite pay. In the evening the crew amused themselves at the 
| Thousand Islands House visiting friends. 

On Tuesday, having engage a pilot. we started ont at 10:15 A. M. 
with a very strong breeze from’$.5.W., and were followed by the yacht 

| Zeta, of Island Point. We sped on our way with all lower canyas at 
steamboat speed and passed by Brockville at 12:40 P. M.. arriving 
off Ogdensburg at1:60 P. M., after the finest run the writer ever en- 

| joyed; 36 miles in three hours and thirty-five minutes cannot very 
often be beaten by any boat, Shortly after the Zeta put in, we baving 
beaten her about five miles. 

The Cricket, m coming in was beautifully handled by the comand- 
tlore, and if was the subject of miuch remark by many of our friends, 
and other's who watched our arrival from the docks. 
We folind there the following yachts: Rhoda, Cant, Grace, of Os- 

wezo; Mabel, Capt. Stebbins, 0. Y. CO. of Clayton; Bessie, Capt, 
| Wolf, 8. C, ¥.C., also of Ulayton, and the following arrived during 
the evening: Daa. Capt, Hickie. of Kingston; Surprise. Capt. Porbes, 
B. @, Y. C., of Trenton; Condor. Capt, F. T. Lord, T. Y. C), of Ta - 
ronto, atid Kelpie, of Kingston, among the crews of which there was 
much visiting. ~ 
Wednesday morning was speut viewing the places of interest about 

Ogdensburg, and the afternoon in watching preparations made lo 
| see lhe race, About3 P. M. we were taken Out to the Course by the 
| tug Curlew, furnished for the purpose by the owner, but seeing it was 
too rough for rowing, we cast off for a sail. as did also the yachts 
Surprise and Condor. Of course we were uot long in getting together, 
when we had a little brush, of which the Surprise bad the best end. 
But our (urn soon came, as a little later we got together again and 
the Cricket went to the fore. 
At last, about 5:30, the race wasstarted, bub of thatT need not say 

| dnything excepl that as a race it was very disappointing, 
. ‘Thursday and Friday were pleasantly spant visiting and taking our 
Ogdensburg friends out sailing. They area right good lotaf people 
there, and it seemed as though each was trying to outdo his neieh- 
bor in making it pleasant for us, and we will not soon forget them, 
Saturday morning early we started up the riverin tow of the tug 

Curlew, together with the Rhoda, At Brockville we found the Sur- 
prise, Mabel and Kelpie, allof whom had left Ogdensburg Friday, 
but vould get no further, They were all taken in tow and we passed 
up, dropping the Mabel and Kelpie at Clayton. There were one or 

| two mishaps to vary the fun, but nothing more sérious than the loss 
| of the beat, and the wetting of some of the crew of the Surprise was 
the result. The bout got adrift aud was ground to matchwood in the 
Wheel of the steamer Passport, which happened to be following close 
asteru of the bow. 

| We cast off from the tng at 9:40 P. M, just outside of Vibbit’s Light, 
| and with wind and sea dead ahead started for Oswego, where we 
| arrived at? P.M. on Sunday afternoon. This brought to an end wn 
| unusually pleasant trip, and may we soon hayé another is the wish of 
All those on board, Mc. 

GRAYLING. ~This schooner is to have spars cut down all round, 
Even with about 32 tons iron, she has not been found safe enough for 
cruising. Wilh the striking contrast between the failure of beam, Hat 
floor and light displacement in the Grayling, and the splendid success 
of the Bedouin, built upon exactly opposite principles. it is quite safe 
tosay thatfor Wirge yachts ight displacement will lever again be 

| tried, Grayling is the last ventuyé in that direction, and For Ure good 
, of the future we are not sorry Lor at, 

A MIXTURE.—The new yaeht to be bullt hy Smith, of South 
| Boston. for Mr. Hryaut, will be Wft long, something like the Shadow, 
yout with less beani. She will havea lead keel with a board dropping 
through if, and douhle head «ail, 

NEW STHAMER,—Mr. Warvey is designing «& Y00-t0n steamer for 
New Yorkowners, She will be 1avft. loadline. built of iron, and 
schooner-rigged, 
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Ho P KEYS “MIiftT COLOR” LEADERS. 
OME A = 

VETEPECIFICS 
-JR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

HORSES,CATTLE, SHEEP, DOGS, HOGS, 
and POULTRY, 

TOR TWENTY YEARS Humphreys’ Homes- 
pathic Veterinary Specifics have been used by 
Parmers, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable and 
Turfinen, Horse Railroads, Manufacturers, 
Oona! Mine Companies, Tray’s Bip podroinas 
and Menngeries, and others handling stock, 
with perfect success. 
Humphreys’ Veterinary Manual, (99 pp.) 

sent free by mail on receipt of price. 50 cents. 
{2 Pamphlets sent free on application, 
HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO, 

109 Bulton Street, New Work. 

NERVOUS DEBILITY ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

Being consumers of nearly three-fourths of the total amount of silk worm gut imported in this country, and 

haying ir Murcia, Spain, increased our facilities for the manufacture of silk worm gut, we are enabled to secure a 

selection of material for our leaders beyond what even we haye eyer had. The leader being one of the most im- 
portant articles in an angler’s outfit, we have long given particular attention not only to the materia! of which it 

is composed, but also to the manner of making or tyingit. All of our leaders have a place every three feet, made 

quadruple by looping, so that the flies can be easily adjusted and will not wear the leader unnecessarily. All of 

our leaders are “Mist Colored.” Every envelope contains one dozen leaders; has our name and trade mark on it; 
states the length and quality of the leaders in it. 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods in stovk will 

not be filled at any price, : 

? ‘Vital Weakness and Pros- 
tration from overwork or 

indiscretion, qeadicalie Manufacturers of every description of 
and prompt A H cured by it 
Been in use 0 y a a a al Pes the most success: SPEGIFIG NO. Fine Fishing Wacklie, 
Tfulremedy known. Price $1 per yial, or5 vials and 

ceiptot price! tiumphrcey Harken: Meg Us Ww e, PVs eo. Med. Co, 
} “nitust, Catalogue tree) 109 Fulton SeuNsY° 48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE. AND 33 & 35 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK. 

JAS. F. MARSTERS, KYNOCE’s 
ae Coen Bireet, Beooklya. Patent Perfect” Brass Shells, 

Eine Fishins Tackle. Se ee 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft,, $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

180Ft., $1.50; 240ft., $1.75: S00ft., $2.00; 450ft., $2.25; 600ft., $2.50. Any of the aboye Reels with Drags, 
26 cts. extra; nickel plated; 60 cts. extra, Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 ets.; 60yds., $1.00: 
nickel plated, 50 cts, extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O’Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks. 
Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz,: treble, 80 cts. per doz.; put up one-half dozen in a 
etre Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds.. 10 cis.; 8yds., 15 cts. Double 
wisted Leaders, 5 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. Trout Flies, 60.cts, per doz, Black Bass 

Plies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9$ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00, Trout and Black Bass 
Fly Rods, 10€t. long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
Bemis of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or stamp, Send stamp for 
catalogue. 

Established 20 years, Open Evenings, J. FP. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

B. F. NICHOLS & Co.., 
BOSTON, MASS... 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODs 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK SIREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater tacilltiesfor manufacturing our good: 
Lo meet the increasing demand. We haye received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu 
seits Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods, Send for catalogue. 

PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with balanee handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

180Ft., $1.50; 2WOrt., $1.70; B00Ft., $1.95; 450£t. $2.20; GOOLt. $2.40; 750£t., $2.60; 900Ft,, $2.80. Nickel plaiting | 
and Drags extra. Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 60 cts.; 40yds., 75 cts,; 60yds., $5 cts.; 80yds., $1.00, Kiffe’s 
Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen. Sneek Bent and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz,; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 
20 cts. per doz, Single Gut Trout aud Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds. 10 ets.; 8yds., 15 cts. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 Jength, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heayy 
4-ply, 4 length, 25 cts. Trout Flies, 50 cts. per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black 
Bass Bait Rods, ft, long, $1.25 to $5.00, Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 
to $15.50, Also a large assortment of Sporting Goods at proportionate prices. Samples of our goods 
sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money, postage stamps or money order, 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Between Fulton Ferry and City Hal. OPEN EVENINGS. 

SOMETHING NEW. 
A .$2 Caliber Express Cartridge, suitable for target and sporting advantages. 

Accuracy, with flatness of trajectory and slight recoil, central fire, 35grs. powder, 150grs. 

lead, All .32 cal, C. F, rifles can be chambered for Farrow’s Express Cartridge. 
Send for sample of shell and price of rechambering to 

W. MILTON FARROW, Newport, R. I. 

WN. B.—The dollar sent for Farrow’s Book will never be regretted. 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers. Can be ré- 
loaded as cften as any of the thicker makes. Cost only about half as 
much. Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and cl ser, and 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside di meteris 
nearly two gauges larger. Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 
sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 
Ter seaaiee, in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged, 
The crimping tool also acts as a reducer, an adyantéze which will be ai)- 
preciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed (without 
charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 
only, (2,000), and crimpers not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., 
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS - 

101 & 103 Duane Street, - New York, 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass. Agent for New Eugland States 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Pustian and Corduroy, <= 

Unequalled in Conyenience, Style, or Workmanship. / 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THISk 
1s our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 

has seven pockets and game pockets. It is of strong 

material, dead grass color, and will bold the game of a 
successfui day without losing a hair or feather. It can 

be worn over or under an ordinary coat, We will mail it 

to you for $2.00. Send breast measure. 

Danz’ New Pat. Decoy Duck 
This isa double folding decoy, consisling of two 

metal profiles precisely alike, hinged to either side of 
a flat wooden float. One of these acts as a keel to 
hold the decoy upright, but if it gets tipped over, as 
both sides are alike, no harm results, 
We also make to order the double decoy with dilfer- 

ent profiles on opposite sides of the flout; say a mal- 
lard on one side and canvas back ontheother. Soyou 
haye two dozen ducks for the price of one dozen. 
Sportsmen who have tried this pronounce ii ‘The 

Decoy of the future.”’ Its excellence is so apparent, 
we now make no other styles, A large variety always 
on hand, ineluding Mallard, Teal, Red Head, Canvas 
Back, Blue Bill, ete. 

For Sale or Exchange.) Silk Worm Gut. 
F. LATASA, 35 Broadway, calls the attention of 

A é the trade and dealers in fishing tackle to his exten- 
Two fine hammerless guns, top snap action with | siye assortment of Valencia Silk ey des at all 

all late improvements; will exchange for medium aaa fas and from Extra Heavy 

hammer guns. For price list address PROFILE AND COMBINED GEESE ALWAYS IN STOCK. 

Also two very fine quality 12-bore, 30in., made wiytite een 

with Jas, Purdey's bowguard action, 7/glbs. weight, ae LA ay A SA Ducks, either style, with cord and anchor, complete,..............,.+--- per doz, $12 00 
Also two fite laminated steel breech-loaders, top 45 Broadway, New York, Geese, for stubble shooting....... Sy eet ee Eos a se he 32100 

shap action, with all late improyements, Sbore, Geese, combined for land or water shuoting.--.,.-..-..)-.-2.-...55 sss 24 (W 

45in. barrels, 16i4lbs. weight Harrison's Celebrated Fish Hook Fifteen per cont, discount where our goods wre not un sale. 
din. s, 16}6Ibs. i 

SB Registered, For Circulars and Terms to Dealers, address 
DONN BROS. & CO., . 

225 FULTON ST., PEORIA, IL. Mark. H O RN = & D A N Z, 

FACTORY, CANTON, ILL Whereas, It haying come to our notice that some => 

unprincipled house, a gain their own DEY, ST PAUL Mi | NN = 

ends, and to attemp amage our good name = . ~ 

DEMUTH BROTHERS. | favihe spread reports to the effect that the manu- Sole Manufacturers. A : 

Manufacturers of facturers of the above hooks are defunct, we now 

en take this opportunity of informing the American The New Composition Target Ball 

and British public that such reports are utterly d - ‘ 25 

false. The same efficient staff of workpeople is a Is rapidly taking the place of all other ball targets. New 

employed as heretofore, and we challenge the and Commodious Factory. New and Perfected Molds 

world to produce a fish hook for excellence Comp aera PC Se nhaeacorhae ince Lea nr es 

i t er . +a 

OF tee ee nin Been Poneto rods rom Mhousands of dollars worth of Gold Badges Donat tu 

the most respeetable wholesale houses in the trade. | Clubs by this Company, Send stamp ore nee 

se Signed, R. HARRISON, BARTLEET & CO., lars and Rules. CARDS’ ROTATING BALL Sora be 

Artificial Byes for Taxidermists and Manufacturers | Sole manufacturers of Harrison’s Celebrated Fish \ yet produced) and one abcess ie) Balle ot pasate a 

Alse i kinds of Glass Work done to order. Hooks, Redditch, England. (December, 1882.) ' #10. Balls #9 per map ueao Pa eae a by Conan 

Cata,ogue Free of Oharge by Mail, Manufacturers also of Fishing Tackle of eyery erally, and bysuie COMPOS ap 

849 WALEER S8T,, NEW YORK, ! description. Sewing and Sewing Machine Needles Lockport, N, ¥. 
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ANSWERS To CORRESPONDENTS, 

With its compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 
of twenty-eight pages this jowrnal furnishes eachaweek a larger 

amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 

kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contained tw all other 

American publications put together. 

WELL-MERITED PUNISHMENT. 

HE Executive Committee of the N. R. A. has had, dur- 

ing the past week, a very unpleasant duty to perform. 
Two marksmen haye been found guilty of gross irregularity 

in connéction with their work at Creedmoor and have been 

permanently disqualified from participation in the matches 

at that range. Sergeant B. Blue, of the Tenth Infantry, 

U, §. A., and Lieutenant B. A. Skinnell, Company H, 

Ninth Regiment, N. G. 8. N. Y., were each found guilty 
of an attempt to bribe a score keeper, and in that way 
secure cerfain prizes to which they were not entitled. The 
evidence seemed conclusive in each instance, and there was 
teally no other conclusion than the one reached by the com- 
mittee. 

Since the fall meeting rumors have been flying about that 
the records were not properly kept, and in consequence a 

doubt was cast Over the entire work of the many marksmen 
participating. There was nothing left to the managers ex- 
cept & searching investigation and the discovery of, at least, 

afew guilty ones. The verdicts reached show that there 
was a basis for the cloud of doubt, and will serve to show 

the riflemen from out of town who took part in recent con- 
fests at Creedmoor, that those in control will not be willing 

parties to any tampering with the scores. 

Ifthe records at this or any other range are worth any- 
thing at all, they must be kept with the utmost exactitude, 

and the most severe punishment is well merited by any one 
who seeks fo secure an adyantage over his fellows before 

the butts by bribery and corruption, There may be room for 

debate and honest difference of opinion touching the merits 
of various rifles, and whether this or that gun is to be placed 

in the military or any rifle class is a fair topic of discussion, 
but onee a shot is fired, the record of the value of that shot 

is a simple question of plain clerical work about which there 

can be no dispute, It is the first duty of the managers of a 
range, to see to it that correct systems of scoring are pro- 

vided, and that no crooked work be permitted to creep in. 
We have recently had occasion to note the fact that these 

practices of securing pencil scores in place of honestly made 

records had made their appearance in Great Britain, Wim- 

bledon had been invaded by the rascals, and on other ranges, 

too, the tricksters had been noted and turned off the.shooting 

erounds. The managers there af once saw that they must 

be above suspicion if they would retain the confidence of 

thé real marksmen, and great pains were taken in tracking 

down the wrong-doers. For such crime as that recently 

perpetrated at Creedmoor to have gone unpunished, would 

have seryed as the final blow to the already weakened N. 
R, A. There has been a plenty. of blundering and many 
ridiculous and contradictory decisions, but thus far the 
effort has been to make the record of the shooting at Creed- 

moor correspond with the facts. 

Lieut, Skinnell attempted the bribery with which he is 
charged in connection with the State Marksman’s prize, and 

so every Guardsman of the State has an interest in seeing to 

it that his rascality did not succeed, It would have been a 

direct blow at the entire system of rewards for expert marks- 
manship in this State, The State officials, in orderto give 

every chance to our city members of the Guard, have per- 

mitted the records made in certain of the Creedmoor matches 
to count for the State prizes. This concession permitted men 
to select their own time of shooting, and so avoid the visit to 

the range in uniform, and at certain dates set down in orders. 

In return for this kindness, and desire for Accommodation on 

the part of the military authorities, the culprit in this case 

seeks to bribe the poorly paid score keepers, and so in a quiet 

and surreptitious way secure a score which he felt his incom- 

peteney to win in open shooting with the other members of 

his command. 

The whole svstem of scoring is open to a sensible revision. 
In matches where there is a fixed time for opening and 

closing the firing, and where each of the contestants fires 

side by side with his antagonists, there is probably little 

room for any cheating, but in continuous matches, where the 

firing point is often deserted by all save the scorer and a 

single shooter, there is that privacy which opens the way 

and creates the temptation to fraud. So far as the National 

Guard of this city is concerned, we have before urged the 

policy of having a shooting master as a permanent official, 

with a range covering: the distances required in orders for 

scores of record, and then members inight go at any time, 

make their required scores if they were able, and if not, be 

sure of getting some valuable advice and instruction. Such 

they do not now receive, Armory practice, even in such 

fundamental matters as holding azifle and pulling of’, seems 

to be neglected to a large extent, and visits to the range turn 

out to be mere trials of luck in catching or missing a passing 

score. Many a man will testify that beyond a trifle of ex- 

perience, which was unutilized, he has returned from the 

range without a whit more information on the subject of 

accurate shooting, and with a day lost of business to regret. 

The suggestion naturally grows out of fhe recent occur- 

rences. While we regret to record the fact that punishment 

was needed by any shooter at Creedmoor, we are heartily 

glad that the black sheep have been singled out. 

THE ABOMINABLE HVIDENCE. 

ry HERE are times when one does not care to know the 

truth, times when it is positive pleasure to cherish a 

delusion until it seems so real that truth ig not only unwel- 

come, but is resented as a disagreeable intruder, Of course 

there are plenty of plain matter-of-fact people who will not 

accept this proposition, just as there are those who would 

reject any declaration whatever, But the sportsman, being 

a lover of the words »nd waters, is not a matter-of-fact per- 
son, in fact heis oftener given to matter-of-fancy, and not 

unfrequently loves to visit out of the way spots where he 
can imagine himself a discoverer of a bit of nature unknown 

fo any of his race. In his far away trips for fish or game, 

he often comes upon somé stream in which he is certain no 

angler has eyer wet his line, or upon a valley whose sides he 

is confident never echoed to the discharge of a gun before 

his own had broken the silence. This feeling gives him 2 
sense of proprietorship in the spot which, if not rudely dis- 

pelled by evidence of man’s previons presence, will be cher. 

ished for years after, 
This evidence takes different forms at limes. It may he 

the print of a recent foot that alarms yoll in your character 

of Crusoe, or the blackened log where a camp tire burned 

years before, and these, while they suggest the presence of 

man at some time more or less remote, do not always indi- 

cate the style and character of the person who has dared to 
intrude upon your solitude before it became your own. It 

migh{ haye been an Indian, and in that case it does not affect 

your peace of mind. Perhaps it was some adventurous 

white trapper, and if so you are but little more affected. 

But if instead of the recent footprint or the more ancient 
remains of a camp-fire, the abhorrent sardine box or the tin 

coyering of the pressed corned beef meets the eye, then the 

woeful doubt that perhaps a sportsman tourist has been be- 

fore you rises to disturb your dreams of being the Columbus 

of a miniature new world, Still, there-is a possibility that 
the sardine box or the tin wrapper of the cartilaginous beef 

may have been part of the stores of the sinewy trapper, who, 

intent only on getting his furs, neyer stopped to enjoy the 

beauties of your solitude, to fish in your streams, nor to shoot 

in the valley which you feel to be yours by right of dis- 

covery. The knowledge of this possibility will, after the 

first shock is oyer and you have recovered from if, soon as- 

sume the position of # wholesome fact and you will have no 
doubt of its truth. While it may thus appear that some 

other white man has heen before you, you are still the 

Columbus and he simply the Norseman, whose name is un- 

known. He may have secn the spot, but who washe? A. 

semi-mythical adventurer whose yery name ig unknown, 
while eyen your little brothers know yours! 

But, suppose that the proof of man’s previous presence in 

your new world should take the shape of a fomato-can seti 
upon a stump and riddled with bullet holes? Your heart 

sinks at the abominable evidence, Fellows of your own 
stripe have been there before you! They have had as little 

regard for your feelings as you had for those who might 
visit your lasi camp, where you left the same abominable 

eyidence for all to see. You think they might have had the 
decency to throw the thing away, if not to bury it, forgetful 

that you left your well-riddled tomato-can upon the stump 

near your last camp-fire, and even took pains to replace it 

after the final bullet from your repeating rifle had knocked 
it down, You think long upon this subject and resolve that 

if you do practice upon the insensible tomato can in the 

wilderness, you will see in future that the abominable evi- 

dence of your target practice in places presumed to be ‘‘un- 

trodden” will never be obtruded upon the vision of those 

who are so unfortunate as to be second on the field of your 
explorations. 

‘We have seen the trail from Kansas City to New Mexico, 
when it was the only way of travel between those points, so 

lined with sardine boxes that if the grass should ever grow 
over the wagon road it could be accurately located by them, 
We have seen the tin coverings of occasional dainties left by the 
frugal tvappers from Hudson’s Bay to Puget Sound, and have 

beheld a label from a can of peaches lying in the bottom of 

a small stream in Ontanagon which we thought was un- 

known to tourists, and may haye come from some Indian 

trading post; but the riddled tomato-can ostentatiously 
mounted upon a stump never allows any play of imagination 

as to who left it. It shows the presence of men with more 

ammunition than they care to take back. It proves the pres- 

ence of boliday tourists, and is, in fact, the abominable eyi- 

dence of target shooting in the sacred domain of solitude. 

PRESIDENT OR Eprror?—Mr. Dana, of the Sun, and 

other journalists, have been discussing whether it is better to 
be President of the United States or editorof apaper. They 
all agree that the editor is the bigger man of the two. The 
President has one advantage that we have not seen noted. 

He can go fishing. Aneditor can not. The goverrors of 

States make pilgrimages to Washington to present the 
Executive with costly fishing rods. Governor Proctor Knott, 

of Kentucky, whois a good deal of a sportsman himself, 
carried to President Arthur, the other day, a handsome rod, 
presented by some Kentucky gentlemen, to match the silver 

reel that the Louisville anglers gaye Mr. Arthur lastsummer, 

THERE Is A Vast Distiorion between a “sporting man” 

anda sportsman, and between 4 “‘sporting” paper and a 

sportsman’s paper. 

CORRESPONDENTS ARE RESPECTFULLY 
write on one aide af the paper only. 
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THE THOUSAND ISLANDS. 

AHE business of this great, democratic summer resort is 
now at high tide, Saturday nieht the Crossman House 

iurned away filty people, and ihe Thousand Islands House, a 
larger carayansary, had no xccommodations after taking the 
rooms of the help to make places for the guests. Every 
State in the Union and many countries of the world are rep- 
resentad. The tourist, awed by the majesty of the Falls of 
Niagara, gets that, impression mollified at a sight of the deep 
and rentle flow of the same great waters amid the Thousand 
Islands of the St. Lawrence. 

Théir natural beauty is well described by Isaac. Weld, a 
young Irishman, seut out by a Bourd of Emigration at Dub- 
lin to yiew the New World, in his journal published in Lon- 
don in 1799: 

“About eight o'clock the next and eighth morning of 
on? voyage, we entered the last lake before you come to that 
of Ontario, called the Lake of .a Thousand Isles, on account 
of the multiplicity of them which it contains. Many of 
these islands are scircely larger than a batteau, and none of 
them appeared to contain more than fifteen English acres 
each. They «are all covered with wood, even to the 
yery stnallest. The trees on these last are stunted in 
frowth, but the larger islands produce as fine timber as 
is to be found on the main shores of the Jake. Many 
of these islands are situated so closely together that it would 
he easy to throw a pebble from one to the other, Notwith- 
standing which circumstance the passage between them is 
perfectly safe and commodious for batteaux, and between 
some of them is water sufficient for a frigate, The water is 
uncommonly clear. The shores of all these islands under 
one notice are rocky; most of them rise yery boldly, and 
some of them exhibit perpendicular masses of rock twenty 
feet high, The scenery presented to view in sailing between 
these islauds is heawtifal m the highest degree. Sometimes 
after passing throngh a narrow strait you find yourself in a 
basin, land-locked ou every side, that appears to have no 
communication with the lake except by the passage throngh 
which you entered; you are looking about, perhaps, for an 
outlet to enuhle you to proceed, thinking at last to see some 
little channel which will just admit your battean, when an 
expinded sheet of water opens wpon you, whose boundary is 
the horizon alone; again in afew minutes you find yourself 
land-locked, and again a spacious passage as suddenly pre- 
sents itself; at other times, when in the middle of 6ne of 
these basins between « cluster of islands, a dozen different 
chanuels, like so many noble rivers, meet the eye perhaps 
equally unexpectedly, and on each side the islands appear 
regularly retiring till they sink from sight in the distance.” 

To-day cottages and hotels of all degrees of expensiyeness 
line the forty-mile route of the steamer Island Wanderer. 
Atuight their thousands of colored lights—red, blue, green 
and white —are refiected from her pathway like the phosphor- 
escence of tropical waters. This month a harvest moou vies 
suecessfully with these. Coming down the river from Clay- 
ton, Governor’s Island, the piscatorial retreat of ex-Governor 
Alvord, stems the flood with its high blulf ‘Old Salt” re- 
ligiously salutes the steamer with a caunon eyery vight of lis 
sojourn, Further down, Round Ishmd Park, retreat of 
the Methodists, whose doings are after the manner of the 
Chantauqna Literary Circle's, Westminster Park, a Preshyte- 
Tian retreat, aré stopping places of the steamer. In this dis- 
iuuce the island cottages of ‘‘Palace Car” Pullman, H. H. 
Warner, Sate Kidney and Liver Cure man, Judge Donahue, 
Judge Spencer, E, Anthony, of New York, and many others 
have been passed. Below, in view of the high piaazas of the 
hotels here, is Bonniceastle, owned by the family of the late 
Dy. Holland, a sroup denominated ‘airy Land,” property of 
the Haydyns of Columbus, Ohio, and Sport Island, belouging 
to the sons ef ihe late Judge Packer, of the Lehigh Valley 
Railroad, Sport Island is graded, lighted with gas, has a 
sea wall, extra cottages for servants and guests, billiard 
house, pavilions, boat houses, lawn tennis, etc. An iron 
bridge built at an expense of $5,000 connects it with a neigh- 
boring island, 

People here date the beginning of the present prosperity of 
the Islands only as far back as 1872. For many years hetore 
a few persons, some of them men of note, Goy. Seward, 
Martin and John Van Buren, Silas Wright, Frank Blair, 
Preston King und Gen. Dick Taylor, fished away their 
yacations here. In 1872 Grant visited Pullman on his 
island. It was an electioneering trip and attracted thousands 
of people, including many journalists, President Arthur's 
quiet fishing excursion to the Islands last September, gaye 
them additional notoriety. Charlevoix, Jesuit priest and 
historian of Canada in the early parti of the last century, 
states that the sovereignty of Grenadier Island, one of the 
largest, was sold by an Iroquois for four pots of brandy, Up 
to 1872 the Islands were held at $50 a piece. This year an 
island not half an acre in area, fayorably located, fetched 
$1,800, and prices are rising, if anyiling. 
The Islands were undoubtedly formed by a_ mighty labor 

of the earth which thrust to the surface the oldest time rocks 
known to the geologist. They have given » name jo asystem 
of the Archwan period—ithe Laurentian. Any one who hasan 
interest in the veritable bones of the earth can view them 
here, They are gneiss and granite and contain no trace of 
life. The striar of the glacial drift are here seen to as great 
adyantage as anywhere, The grooyeés are in many places a 
foot deep and many in length. The rocks. are painted in 
bright colors, red, yellow, brown and all the hematitic hues 
by the iron they contain. : 

This is a classic region The Bi. Lawrence has been a 
hiehway from east to west for many races of men. The 
canoes of the Troquois, the battesux of the French mission- 
aries, discoverers and yoyageurs, the boats of the English and 
Americans haye passed wp aud down amid the islands, Gan- 
anoque, the name. of an Indian village on the Oanada shore 
opposite Clayton, is Huron, faint landmark of the great 
fribe whose light the abler Five Nations put out. Jacques 
Cartier supplanted the Indian name of the St. Lawrence— 
Caroqui—with that of a Catholic saint—St, Lorenzo—whose 
day fell in August, on which he discovered the gulf in 1634, 
Champlain passed by on his journey of exploration to the 
Wiagara, Sieur de Ja Salle, whose name Packman has made 
romantic, journeyed up and down before he found the 
newer land of the Mississippi in 1680. Frontenac, the proud 
and ‘vigorous goyernot of Canada, made camps on 
Carlton Island. Charleyoix states im his history 
of the time that there were as many as five lun- 
dred of ‘the Mille Isles, as he culls them, We was 
right. "The commissioners who rau the Tine between British 
md United States possessions in accordance with the treaty 
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of Ghent reported that there were 1,696. No less a personage | which settle in the black ash trees alone’ the lake. Fifty 
than the author of ‘‘Les Aventures de Telemaque”—Fenelon 
—must hayé had bis poetic soul satisfied with this unique 
landscape. Wor many years he was a missionary priest of 
the Sulpitian order among the Indiansin the vicinity, Carl- 
ton Island is sometimes called Chimney Island, Three stone 
chimneys, remnant of seyen, which mark the sile of an old 
fort erected by the French in 1758, are still standing. 
Atrows, French weapons and English coins and buttons have 
been there picked up. ‘Che island was so named in honor of 
Sir Guy Carlion, first Hnglish governor of Candida, The 
first act of the war of 1812 is said to have there taken place. 
Arthur Hubbard, a revolutionary soldier, on hearing of the 
declaration, put out in a small boat with his son from the 
American shore and captured the fort, then held by the 
British It was garrisoned by a sergeant, two invalid men 
and 4 woman. Wilkinson’s expedition against Montreal was 
storm-stayed on Grenadier Island, and then went on to de- 
feat at Chrysler's Farms, near the Long Sault, 

In 1888, “Bill” Jolinson and a hand of hot-headed patriots, 
disguised as Indians, burned the Canadian steamer Sir Robt. 
Peel, at her wharf on Wells Island, in revenge for the affair 
of the Curolinec on the Niagara. Johrson was a refugee 
among the islands for years in consequence, THe was aided 
by his dauchter Kate, who, disguised as a boy, conveyed to 
him ina boat provisions and news. She was beautiful, and 
acquired fame as “the Queen of the Isles.” Johnson, arrested 
and escaping two or three times, was finally unmolested, and 
appointed keeper of the Rock Island light by President 
Pierce, Mis light shone on the spot where he burned the 
Peel. Oooper laid scenes of ‘‘The Pathfinder” among the 
islands. Chapler XTX, relates how the ‘‘Scud” found the 
station on one of them, Tom Moore, during his long jour- 
ney in Amerie in 1803 and 1804, yoyaged up the St. Law- 
rence, and is said jo haye written while in camp on Hart’s 
Tsland, opposite Alexandria Bay, his well-known Canadian 
boat song, beginning: 

“Waintly as folls the evening chimes." 

Doubtless the voyageurs sang for his inspiration their pen-; 
sive ai’, “A la claire Fontaine,” the rendition of which in 
honor of the Prince of Wales on his visit to America has 
made it national in Canada, 

The Thousand Islands are better known for the fishing to 
be had about them than anything else. Easy-going fisher- 
mnen have reported that their day for fishing has gone by. 
This isa mistake. The gamy black bass, the sluggish pick- 
cre] and the fierce muscalonge are us plentiful as ever. An 
independent, hard-working native handler of the rod like 
President Arthur for instance, knows that at the foot of that 
ripple, where the water eddies ack on to the sedge grass 
near the bank, the red hackle may be cast sucvessfully. Let 
one of the sleepy, keen-eyed, country-looking boatmen see 
that you understand your business, and mean it, and he will 
put you where the large and small-mouth black and worth- 
Jess rock bass will rise to your specious invitation. 

The air of the islands is remarkable for its dryness, A 
cottager makes the astonishing statement that the humidity 
of the atmosphere barely exceeds that of Denycr, and refers 
to meteorological reports to corroborate his statement. The 
lhealthtulness of the place is indisputable. The odor of the 
resinous trees is healing to consumptives. 

There is plenty of suggestion here forthe poet. Caleb 
Lyon, of Lyousdale, to fame unknoyyn, is the author of an 
appreciative poem on ‘The Thousand Islands.” Here is a 
Stanza: 

“The Thousand Isles, the Thousand Isles, 
Dimpled the waye around them smues; 

Kissed by a thousand red-lipped flowers; 

Gemmed by a thousand emerald bowers; 
A thousand birds their praises make 

By rocky glade and plumy brake; 

A thousand eedars’ fragrant shade 

Falls where the Indians’ children played, 

And faney’s dream my heart begniles, 

While singing thee, the Thousand Isles," te 

Mer, William A. Croffut has caught their spirit in the fol- 
lowing lines: 

The sky of summer shines serene 

And sapphire rivers flow between 

The thousand bosky shields of green. 

“My wandering soul is satisfied, 

At rest where blooming islands ride 

At auchor on the tranquil tide.” 

ALEXANDRIA BAY, Aug. 13, 1883, 

WAS IT UNSUCCESSFUL? 

Ts other morning at breakfast, 1 said to my wife and 
commandant; “The Forest Anp SrReAM wants people 

to write of their uusuccessful expeditions. and lam minded 
to give i some account of my last.” ‘“Thatis odd,” said 
she. ‘Wouldn't it be like the man in the nursery tale, who 
‘first went out and then went in again?’” ‘Not precisely,” 
said I, ‘‘{ iaven’t said much as yeti about that trip, but — 
well! Tnever bet, but I will bef you five dollars that I will 
wrile it up, and that they will publish the writings.” “Give 
me the five dollars,” said she, ‘'and T will see.” 

Tt was astil]) October afternoon, one day last week, thati 
I, feelin the need of a little exercise and change of scene, 
proceeded to stow the Kelpie with a small but well-assorted 
cargo, and to provision her for a short cruise npon the twper 
lakes of the Intermediate Chain. The old ninety-cight pound 
‘moodle” sat solemnly by. Poor old fellow, he knew he 
couldn't go, A solitary heron, winging his way northward, 
led the way, and stepping into the hoat, I followed him, but 
soon he “vanished far in the liftis blue wale,” and the Kel- 
pie migsed her guide. . 
Up the stream we glide, and soon reach Cedar Lake. This 

isa small sheet of water, nearly round, and is the eighth 
from the source of the chain of which Central Lake, seven 
miles Jong, is at the foot. (There are six more lakes below. 
but these do not form a part of, though communicating by 
river with, what is known as the Intermediate Chain.) The 
long strokes of the oars soon bring us to the ‘‘narrows,” and 
up through Hanly'’s Lake we pass, and leaye behind the clear- 
ings near the village. ; < Te 

Still and cloudy is the afternoon, the southerly wind just 
vippling the water and causing the ripened leaves of Iirch 
and maple to fleck its surface with their beanties. No frosts 
touched our forests or gardens along the lake until after the 
first of October, and the magnificent foliage is at the height 
of its autumn splendor, - 
On we go, over beds of moss and the waving masses of 

snakeweed, whose tuberous root is the ‘white potato” of the 
trapper and the Indian. Now we passa bed of wild oats 
from which arise in muffled thunder hundreds of blackbirds, 

| 
loaded shells and a ten-bore double barrel lie within reach of 
my hand; but for the birds, ‘‘Lharm not God’s creatures so 
tiny as they.” Forever cursed be the memories of the black- 
guard shooters who paddle the lakes and tramp the woods 
with no thought except to blaze at every furred or feathered 
creature they may see, or to brag at evening, over their grog 
and greasy cards, of the bushels of fishes they haye caught, 
T have seen numbers of such fellows, of an age which should 
have brought them better sense, who would have fired at 
those birds, ‘‘just to see how muy they could knock down.” 
_And now we reach the mouth of Sisson’s River. The 

silvery minnows sparkle through the eddies and whirls, and 
over the yellow sands. Here are bushels of clams, and the 
white shells which gleam inethe beds of moss amid the 
masses of fern along the banks, tell that the muskrats live 
here tou, Here, too, are dense swamps of ash and cedar, 
tangled with the wild vines of the grape, above which glows 
the scarlet fruit of tlie viburnum, ‘The pale purple of the 
milkweed was long since replaced by the brilliant cardinal, 
and this has been succeeded by berries, crimson, while and 
blue. The white pond lily and its yellow friend haye yan- 
ished, and the cat-tail and the cephalanthns, (hough they 
make brave showin point of numbers, can hardly distract 
the eye from its contemplation of the bright-hued birch above 
the deep, still pools where slumber giant buss or maskalonge. 
But hold, what have we here? Out of the forest cometii a 
boat; verily, it is of primitive construction; and who are ye, 
tall riders of the wave, that onward speed its course? Me- 
thinks I should know them; and lo, they ure of the tribe of 
Willson; their craft  dug-out, their lading Bartlett pears, 
ripe, Jarge and juicy. Fruits pass, courtesies are exchanged, 
and the Kelpie speeds her way. What saith the Vikingabalk 
of the mighty Frithiof? 
“Ifa merchant sails by, spare his ship, by the weak let a tribute for 

sallety be told; 

Thou art king on thy waves, be a slave to his gain, and thy steel ig as 

food as his gold." 

Out of the river and into Bemway's Lake. <A family of 
that name (or more correctly Bénojt) lives on its bunk. I 
look backward at the rustic bridge—a pretty “bit,” which I 
have often thought to sketch—and pull for the tall pine tree 
that stands, lone warder, on a point of land which juts into 
the lake, a fayorite haunt of Indiansin their day, as attested 
by the relics they have left. Good cainp ground this; a 
brook flows near, and on it is Benway’s mill, When I first 
saw his barn it was adorned with the shaggy hide of a huge 
brown bear, 

On through the Jake, and into a waste of reeds we pass, 
and stem the current which flows from Willson’s Lake, 
This Willson hath a mill, andl under it a spring, its waters 
mest superlatively good. I haye sometimes thought to emu- 
late the performance of Mme. Femmetie Van Blarcom, who, 
according to the yeracious chronicler, Washington Irving, 
removed the spring from her old homestead in Holland, and, 
having brought it to the banks of the’Hudson, set it down 
near Wolferi’s Roost, where it may still be seen, to edify the 
minds and quench the thirst of those who doubt the story, 
Willson was lost in the woods some years ago, and in search- 
ing for the trail discovered this mill site, lt was long before 
he could findit again, bul having done so he built a mill 
thereon, as he had planned when first he saw the spot. 

On and on, past the winding hills that ever open before 
us new vistus of woodland beauty, and we reach the mouth 
of another river near Bob White’s (‘not that’ Bob White, 
“but the other” Bob White), The muskrats silently swim- 
ming the channel, drop their freight of freshly gathered 
reeds and scuttle homeward. A mink, with bright black 
beady eyes, peers for an instant through the fringe of a 
tussock on the shore. The kingfisher, watching from a 
blasted cedar for his evening meal, drops into the water, 
misses his supper, and gives yent to an unusually sonorous 
rattle, evidently expressive of supreme disgust, 
Nigh against the evening sky a fishing eagle soars, a harm- 

less bird.” Twowere picked Up last spring (April) in Torch 
Lake, where they had wantonly been shot. I send you the 
dimensions of one of these in the ‘*pen-wriling” of the 
finder; ‘‘Spred of Winges 844 Inches From Peak to Tail 364 
Inches Wait 10 Lbs.” 

The next, known as ‘‘Bowers’s Lake,” takes its name from 
old Bauer, a German farmer who here setiled many years 
ago, and still occupies his little white cabin on the border of 
the lake. Hisneighbor, Gotham, dwells across and further 
down the shore, You can see his fruit {rees peering above 
the tops of the western hills. These menare all thrifty, and 
improve their condition from ycar to year. 

Steadily Ulows the white-ash breeze, and now and then, 
from loz or reed bed along the shore, the wild ducks rise 
with their sharp, shrill scream at the Kelpie gliding past. 
The sun has setend the clouds are darkening fast, as up 
between the river-bordering cedars we pull for St, Clair's 
Lake, A bat comes flapping by, and remembering Thalaba 
amid the ruins of Babylon, I fee) “the dangerous ground 
before me” with my oar. 

Out through the tailing river weeds and the broad pend- 
lily leaves, and up the dark, still lake. hounding a poit 9 
lizht appears high on the far hillside. It is at St. Clair’s 
house, (Some call him Sinkler. These transmoyrifications 
sometimes make one feel queerish,) So tar to the north- 
ward, but from the ‘‘ox bow” the trend is southerly, through 
Six-Mile, Scott’s and Hecho Jakes, with their counecting 
streams. There isa good camp ground on the point south 
of St. Clair’s. The Kelpie finds the landing in the dark, 
and the day’s journey is ended, 

1 step ashore, discharge cargo, light a fire, i 
brew tea, sup, light my pipe, and, standing on the hill- 
slope aboye, gaze southward over the vast, dim forests and 
the lonely Jake, and my thoughts leap forward to the com- 
ing days when this region of (he Intermediate shall be known. 
as the garden spot of the Northern land, 

Lonely is the lake indeed, but will ithe so long? Hyen 
now, on the south wind cometh the whir of wheels, which 
‘gpin the iron thread that weaves our web of towns.” Not 
without some feelings of regret do I look forward to the 
day when the steed of steam shall shrick along this beauti- 
ful yalley, rousing the surly bear and the timid deer with 
the clankiog of his iron harnuss, 
‘And now the moon, wading through dark masses of cloud, 

throws along the glimmering waters 4 faint and fitful ight. 
The mists are'gatbering fast, and spectral forms float by, 
their cloudy garments trailing on the waye. What were ye, 
‘hosts? 

: Wanmpumed warriors of the wilderness, or steel-clad knights - 
of France. who swept, sword-belted, through these shades, 
in the night of the long ago’ Yet not solong. Two lives 
would cover all, The ghostly arms arise, and clondy 
weapons waye. ‘Weak is thy shield of clouds, fechle that 

pitel tent, 

— iia 
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meteor, thy sword,” O, stateliest shade Spear or low, 
euirass or Coulelice, what matter now? for lo, the mists close 
in, and all are zone. ; 

Jn the night came the soothing “‘swish” of rain npon my 
tent, Remembering the prover), I “let it rain,” and slept 
until the morn. With morning caniea deluge. I had come 
for exerciso and ducks, both of which might be had on the 
Six Mile Lake, where the birds were said greatly to ahonad. 
T breakfasted, and after an hour or two spent in watching 
the indications of the sky, I stowed once move my “portable 
property,” now, by reason af tain, considerably inereased in 
weight, and seating mysell in my boat pulled steadily south- 
wird. Tu the Pirst River a vowlock gaye ont, and some de- 
luy was caused thereby until T conld manage to rig a substi- 
{inte 

The strong rain pattered on my Macintosh and plashed 
the waters into foain, It did its best. I haye seen it trying 
to do better, but it couldn't, Thus at length T reached my 
landing, made fast the Kelpie, shouldered arqueluse and 
walked up to the house, just as the clouds broke and the sun 
came dazzling thvough the bricht leaves of. the Virginia 
areepers, dnd Hamed upon the brazen collar of the “poodle” 
as he rose from his afternoon siesta heneath the vines, and 
cime forward to greet his master. 1 walked mM and set down 
my gun, Tt had net been discharged. : 

Qnevies; Was the Dreaking of the rowlock, with a half- 
day's pullin prospect, much of an amnoyance? “It wur,” 
Weren't you sorty about the ducks? I would have liked a 
couple of shots. 
Was the rain unpleasant? Well, I vould haye wished that 

the genius of the Ivkes had provided less liberally for my en- 
tertiinment, Weren't you denced uncomfortable? No, but 
Tcould easily have made myself so, Was the trip unsuc- 
cessh? ‘On the whole, lam not prepared to say that it was. 
Am I, therefore, a fool? What think you? KELPIE, 
Centran LAgn. Mich., Oct. 15, 

SHOOTING IN SWEDEN.—II. 

VV BEX Liwvoke on Wednesday, October 3, it was raining 
Jvard. Tf Had rained all night. It continued to rain 

all day. A driving, pouring rain, that kept us all indoors, 
Night ¢ame on but the pouring storm continued. The 
Nissa swelled to a turbid torrent, and the roar of the falls 
of Oscarstvém sounded deep and clear above the fury of the 
gale. Thursday morning dawned cold and gray through a 
dim blanket of fox, that enveloped everything outdoors, and 
chilled us by the fire within, 

But it did not rain, it did not blow, so ont into the fog I 
sallied with Joseph as guide, and an old setler Don at heel. 

Ina stubble ficld Don made game, but the covey had 
flown. We hinted the heathery hillside beyond, In a little 
swiile Don stopped from his gallop as suddenly as though he 
had run against § stone wall, and with head at richt angles 
with his lon body and white plumed tail, made a point that 
was a picture und # joy. Up whirred the covey. Bang! 
bang! Two partridges drop to each shot, I laugh outright, 
Such luck I had never seen, néver heared of, 

Joseph bags the fou birds, and we hunt the scattered 
covey among the low pines on the hilltop, where the part- 
ridges lad taken refuge. Mere, dodzing among the pines, I 
had some very pretty snap shooting aud bagged four more 
sinvle birds. > 

Ii was still early in the morning, Lowering ‘and threat- 
ening it looked, but onr blood was By We crossed the 
rouriug, Nissa hy 2 foot-bridge, and, following a little path 
winding among the heather, crossed the mountain range on 
the left bank of the river and descended into the broader 
valley of a tributary stream beyond, Tere the land lay in 
three distinct terraces. The level flats were cultivated, the 
stueps between covered with heather, bushes, and a scrub 
frowth of birch and pine. 

As we looked down upon the pretty valley, a bright spot 
of blue sky opened on us from the wesiern horizon like the 
mild blue eye of a northern goddess, and as we picked our 
way down the heathery mountain slope the whole gray 
blanket of cloud arid foe was rolled back oyer our heads, 
and a bright sun smiled from # clear blue sky. 

It was noon when we commenced to heat the bushy ter- 
race steeps. Suddenly, with an appalling clatter and jyhirr, 
ncoyey of some thirty partridges vise thirty yards ahead of 
Don’s point and disappear over the brow of the terrace. 
Tdrup one ot long range. Following up their flight oyerthe 
level Jand, there appears before us onthe high terrace brow 
beyond the inevitable small boy, who is equi-prevalent in 
Sweden and America, »ho appears at the sound of the gun, 
und who dogs the sportsman’s footsteps all day long, peermg 
out irom behind stone will or tree at every discharge. A 
most familiar spirif. especially when you miss—the sports- 
man of the future, “Get out of the way! Run! Run to the 
left there! We are going to shoot!" we ery, and away ran 
flie small hoy, And now for the first time in my experience 
was the small boy of use, for as he ran into the éerub birches 
he started up a black cock, that, springing from the high 
land, flew directly oyer our heads as we stood on the flat ter- 
race below, On he cume, high in air, black, clear cut, against 
the blue sky as a spring coot cutting past Bald Head on the 
coast of Maine. 
What 2 pretty slot it was! Leisurely raisins my gun, 

siving him just his own length’s allowauce, T pulled trigeer, 
own he slanted through the air, and struck thesoft heather, 

dead, My first black cock. T placed his tail with its out- 
ward-curving bluck feathers in my hat, 

After duly thanking and feting the small boy we gained 
the wpper terrace flut. Here, in the midst of a serah prove, 
was the covey. I dropped two, right and left, as they rose 
from Dou’s point. At the report, out sprang a hare and 
scuttled away to the right, but with the quickest possible 
manipulation of my breech-loader, 1 succeeded in cramming: 
in a fresh cartridge, and bowling over the hare before he had 
sprung out of gunshot, Well, this was good luck, indeed, A 
black cock, two partridges, and a hare in four successive shots. 
And now the big covey, which, of course, Was tyvo or three 

coveys that had joined forces, scattered over the moor and 
hillsides, and good sport they rave. Shooting them singly or 
in couples, over my good dos Don, eight more I added to 
our bag. Then, just wt sunset, ia wel strip of woods on 
hillside, up got « great woodcock, silent asa hawl. 1 fred 
i snap shot, the smoke filled the gir before me, but as L 
stepped out of the woods there stood Don on a point in the 
open field, smd walking np, there was the eock, A huge 
fellow to American eyes le was, with his long, pointed 
Wings and his 13-ounce weight. But give me our American 
wovdcock. Small they ave, itis true, yet nothing can equal 
the merry jingle, as of silver sleigh bells, with which our 
ruddy brown beunties soar aloft from the alder covers of New 
England ia ripe October. 

r 
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shoulder as he strode on hefore me. 
outside it was covered with game that dangled from every 
string and loop. One hare, one black cock, one woodeock 
and nineteen partridges was that day's bag. The best 
shooting I have had in Sweden. 

eral belief, few of them are poisonous or harmful. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

To the twilight Joseph and L wound over the mountain 
crest home, tired, dirty, healthy nud happy: 

The strap of Joseph’; game bag pressed deeply into his 
The bag was full, aud 

The partridge of Sweden is the partridge common to all 
Burope (Perdir cinera). My nineteen weighed exactly gix- 
teen pounds, or thirteen and one-half ounces each. One of 
them, an old cack, weighed a pound, which I think is 
about their maximum weight. 

I presume this shootiug must be much like our American 
quail shooting, but cannot speak from personal experience, 
for I haye never shot quail. 

In my reading, however, I haye seen it alleged that the 
quail has the power of retaining its scent fora half hour or 
so after it has alighted. Tf this he the case it differs with 
the European partridge, for the scent of anewly lit bird is as 
strong as ever. 

The black cock is the same as the black game of Scotland 
and the Alps, Mine was a young bird and Weighed two and 
ahalfpounds. The beantifully outward eurying tail feathers 
of this bird are much sought after as a hat ornament in the 
Tyrol, and certainly make a very pretty decoration in a 
Sportsman's hat. 

The hare was a young one, and weighed but six and a half 
pounds, The hare of Sweden (Lepus témidus Ginn.) is 
divided into two varieties, the mohare (Lepus conescens 
Nilss.), the hare of the plains and yalleys, and the fjellhare 
(Lepus borealis Nilss.), the hare of the northern Swedish 
mountains and fjelds, There is besides in the very south of 
Sweden the common European hare (Lepus eurapeux Pall,). 

The hare bagged by me was the mohare: the average 
weight of the full grown mohare is eight pounds. They 
rarely, if ever, exceed ten pounds. 
The European hare of Southern Sweden, however, some- 

fimes reaches thirteen pounds in weight, and probably in 
Germany, where he thriyes best, he even execeds this weight. 
My bag of to-day weighed twenty-five pounds and thirteen 
ounces, and so it is no wonder that the strap of the game bag 
cut into Joseph’s shoulder, MAReTRAND, 

Blatiyal History, 

NOTES ABOUT REPTILES, 

AND POPULAR DELUSIONS REGARDING THEM. 
By H.C. Yarvow, M.D. (Univ, Penn.) 

(Curator Department of Reptiles. National Museum, Washiugton,) 

4 ROM the earliest periods of time mankind has endowed 
reptiles, or rather serpents, with all sorts of remarkable 

and mystical attributes, peculiarities and characteristics; 
and this belief still prevails to a greater or less extent in our 
own day, which we might suppose to be one of great zoological 
enlightenment. Ask a man to give up the religion of his ances- 
tors, the fairy tales of lis childhood or #ny other pleasant theo- 
ries fixed in his mind for years, and he will do 80, provided you 
convince him that such are delusions; but ask him to believe 
that snakes no longer suck cows, or placing their tails in 
their months run, hoop-like in shape, with incredible velocity, 
after men and animals, and le will hoot at you for a scoffer, 
or, more courteously perhaps pass you by with a pitying and 
contemptuous smile. 

For years the writer of this article has been trying to do 
missionary work in this direction, endeavoring to convince 
his fellow men, women and children, that reptiles possess 
nothing of the supernatural, and that, contrary to the gen- 

Tt has 
been almost a hopeiess task, for there arc no fables or myths 
which seem to be so cherished as those pertaining to the 
animals of which we write. 

The theory that all serpents are poisonous is widespread 
and one of the hardest to eradicate, and as an illustration of 
ignorance in one who should have known better, the follow- 
ing fact is related: 
A short time since some serpents were loaned to a person 

haying quite a collection of animals which were exhibited to 
the public at stated periods. In order to ascertain if the 
reptiles were properly cared for, the coilection was visited, 
and, finding no water in the box where the serpents were 
kept, 1t was mildly suggested that some should be placed 
therein, “Ol, no,” said the showman, ‘Il eanuot do that, 
for I wish to handle them occasionally.” “But,” said the 
writer, “in what way will the viving of water interfere with 
your handling them?” ‘Tt will make them very poisonous, 
for you know all snakes are pvisonous, and if you give them | 
water they will become much moreso. I can handle rattle- 
snakes if they have been without water for some time, but 
not otherwise.” “I rather think you are mistaken,” was 
mildly suggested; Dut no, he hud handled snakes all his life 
and he knew what he was talking about, After much persua- 
sion he was induced to promise a suppiy of water to the un- 
fortunate reptiles. A snake, it is true, can go without water 
fora long périod of time, but no doubt great suffering is felt; 
and most of us who haye had occasion to unpack boxed u p 
reptiles from distant localities must have observed how 
eagerly they drink water if itis offered to them, Upon one 
occasion, when the writer was at Santa Barbara, Cal., le 
fastened up in an Indian olla a large California bullsnake 
(Pityaphis sayi bellona). The olla was boxed up and shipped 
as freight to Washington, D, C., and was in transit from 
August until February. At the expiration of this time the 
snake was still alive, although thin and very sluggish. Upon 
being removed from the olla he was placed in a box, and 
water offered him, and it was surprising to sce the eagerness 
with which he ran his head into the vessel, drinking until 
he had consumed nearly a cupful. Foed was supplied to 
him, but he would not eat, and after a few months died from 
inanition, ° 

The genus Heterodon (hog-nese snakes, puff adders, sand 
vipers, etc.), have long suffered under the undeserved stigma 
of being poisonous, although the most harmless and gentle of 
serpents. It is true that when first captured they expand the 
cervical ‘ibs, flatten the head and make a great hissing, but 
they very seldom bite; in fact J have frequently teased 
Hitcvoilons for the purpose of making them bite, Imt haye 
never suffered injury, noreyer been struck at by any mem- 
ber of this genus. Some years ago while in New Mexico, a 
very fine specimen of Heterofon nasieus was observed by the 
roadside, aud alighting from my mule I captured him, ran a 
pin, 45 1 supposed, through the medulla oblongata and placed 
the specimen in the pocket of my shooting coat, Some hours 
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after an Indian village was visited and a conference with the 
alcalde demanded. The old man stepped up to the side of 
the mule and held out his hand for a fretting, when, to my 
amazement, he started back with horror depicted on his 
countenance. exclaiming, “Una vibora, unavibora!” “Donde 
senor?” said J, ready to jump from my animal and seize the 
intruder, He pointed to my shoulder upon which was lying 
the head and part of the body of my Meterodon, who not 
having received the coup de grace as was expeeted, and 
finding the pocket not to his liking, had crawled out 
and was making his way upward. He was gently seized 
by the neck and a knife blade ended his existence. "The old 
alcalde was asked if he did not know that the suike in quies- 
tion was harmless, and he replied that the whole tribe con- 
sidered such snakes very poisonous, From this moment our 
party was treated with great respect, and myself with more 
than ordinary courtesy as a great snake con juror, Itwas nat 
only the Indians of this particular village who considered 
Hetevodons poisonous, for afterward at a number of different 
places it was found that the same opinion preyailed with re- 
gard to this genus. That this belief is widespread must be 
patent to any inquirer who will take the trouble to investi- 
gate the matter, and to find an individual who does believe 
the hog-nose snake innocuous, is the exception, not the rule. 
A few years since, while at Berkeley Springs, West Va,, 

inquiry was made as to the occurrence of serpents in that 
locality, and one of the oldest inhabitants was recommended 
as being possessed of the needed information. He was a 
chipper old gentleman, rejoicing in the cognomen of Cap- 
tain Jack, and had lived among the mountains all his life. 
The conversation commenced, ‘Well, Captain, bave you 
avy poisonous snakes up here?” ‘‘Plenty of them, sir: most 
of the snakes hertabouts appear to be poisonous, and harin- 
less ones are the exception.” ‘What kind of poisnnous 
snakes have you?” ‘Well, we haye the black rattler, the 
spotted rattler, the yellow rattler, the cotton-mouth mocca- 
sin, the water moccasin, the sand viper, the ereen snake, 
and a number of others, but of all, the black rattler is the 
most yenomous.” ‘‘Are you sure that you haye a Diack 
rattler in these mountains?” “Oh, yes; I’ve got a couple in 
a bottle at home, besides a water moccasin, a brown and a 
spotted rattler, and if you like I will go over and get them.” 
The offer was accepted, and the old gentleman in a short 
lime returned with his specimens. They were examined 
and all found fo be harmless species, the black rattler proy- 
ing to be the black variety of Heteredon, ana the others dif- 
ferently colored individuals of the same genus. The opinion 
was ventured that a mistake had been made, and the old 
man was requested to point ouf the rattles on his specimens. 
He was equal to the emergency, and declared that at certain 
seasons of the year rattlesnakes lost their rattles, und that 
il of his were in that condition, The mouths of the speci- 
Mens were opened and the absence of fangs pointed out, 
but eyen this fact was not sufficient to convince our friend 
that he had heen mistaken in his diagnosis. 

The saine day on ‘which the incidents related above 
had occurred, a gentleman came down from the mountain 
with a black Heterodon, and the villagers extolled his prowess 
in killing what they declared to be a very large black rattler, 
li is hardly necessary to add that this rattler had also cast 
its rattle. 

The question naturally arises, is there any good ground for 
the widespread belief regarding the Heteredon as 4 yenom- 
ous species? And we can unhesitatingly answer yes for the 
following reasons: All the species are short and thick like 
the poisonous kinds, haye the flat, broad head which they 
can render even flatter and broader when irritated; the dis- 
tance from the vent to the end of the tail is short, and the 
markings yery much resemble those of the confluent rattle- 
snake (Crotalus confluentus). In the upper jaw, if the teeth 
are carefully examined, will be found fangs or rather dis- 
similar teeth, which resemble somewhat the fangs of poison- 
ous serpents, and these have given origin to the word Hetero- 
don, ‘different teeth;” and have doubtless also helped in pro- 
ducing the popular theory that the animal is venomous. As 
before remarked, this theory is belieyed all over the United 
States, and the readers of daily, scientific and sportsmen’s 
papers may almost constantly see reference to the matter, 
It is only recently that a gentleman from Louisiana, writing 
in Forest snp Srewam of Oct. 11, corroborates my state- 
Ment, and says that he himself has always bélieyed Aeterodon 
poisonous. In fact he supposed that he had found the poi- 
son fangs; these were doubtless the dissimilar leeth. In 
a late issue of the Petersburg, Va , Index and Appeal may 
also be found the following statement, made by a most re- 
spectable physician, Dr. Willis Lewis, of Cashwell county, 
N. C.: ‘Just here I might stop, but there are two other 
snakes which are poisonous, but not so deadly; their bite is 
more like the sting of a wasp in effect, and not much to be 
feared. I mean the two adders.’ 1 shall speak of them as 
the same, the only difference being the color. One is jet 
black, the other spotted brown; they are never over two 
feet long aud never large; both make the same hissing 
sound and have the power of spreading their heads two or 
three times their natural width; they lay about the same 
number of eggs, eight or ten in number, leaving theni in 
some rat or mole hole to hatch by the beat of the sun, As 
soon as the adder discovers that it is seen, it throws itself 
into a coil for defense; if a light blow is given, it turns up- 
and bites itself, opens its mouth wide, turns over on its back 
and appears to be dead. At this time the fangs may be ex- 
amined with the fingers without danger. It will remain 
shamming death as Jong as you remain, but as soon as left 
alone it glides away. They live on toads, bugs and mice.” 

There can be no possible doubt as to Dr, Lewis's belief in 
this matter. 
Within thirty days 1 have had brought to me by an intelli- 

gent and cultivated gentleman 4 serpent which he declared 
was ont of the most venomous in his part of the country. He 
called it a copperhead; it proved to be a harmless Zedera- 
don platyrhinus, 
Au interesting series of notes upon these serpents appeared 

in the Seience News, a paper published a few years since in 
New York and Salem, Mass. 

In diagnosing Heterodon or any other appurently venom- 
ous species from the poisonous ones, it should not be for- 
gotten that with the exception of the elaps (the viper or har- 
lequin snake of the Southern States) all of the rattlers and 
moccasins haye a deep pit between the nostrils and eye. Ib 
is not, however, recommended that near-sighted persons 
should pick up all sorts of reptiles to look for this pit. 

Next tothe almost universal belief regarding Helerodan is 
a similar opinion about the water moceasin (Trepidenotus 
sipedon), and one of the old writers in a history of Virginia 
describes this serpent so that no doubt as to its identity can 
exist, and then gravely states that an Indian was severely 
bitten by one, but,by the application of proper remedies finally 
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recovered. ‘This suake, 4s is well kuown io naturalists, re- 
sembles the poisonous species, Ancistrodon piscovorus, and as 
both are found in and about watery places, it is neb surpris- 
ing that their properties should haye been confounded. In 
addition Tropidenotus is a yery pugnacious individual, and 
will bite fiercely if opportunity offers, especially if it has 
not been handled, in fact even then if roughly seized. Some 
time since I had occasion to remove a small sebaceous tumor 
irom below the angle cf the jaw of a fine female 7yropi- 
donetus belonging to the National Museum, and after the 
operation, as it had Josta good deal of blood and seemed 
very weak, I placed if in a small pond in the rotunda of the 
museum, <A few days after I desired to exhibit it to a friend 
and stooped to remoye it from the water when it struck 
fiercely at me, throwing its npper jaw back as the venomous 
serpenis are in the habit of doing, and at the third stroke 
if, succeeded in fixing its teeth in wny hand af the 
base of the thumb. The pain was trifling, and had it not 
been for the somewhat free bleeding I should hardly have 
known that I was injured. No evil consequences resulted, 
nor haye I ever experienced any from the bite of this snake, 
although bitten seyeral times. Popularly it 1s supposed 
that sérpents will not bite if in the water, but my experi- 
ence, as related, would secm to show that this tradition can- 
not be relied upon, The difference in the appearance of the 
head between the true moccasin and the so-called water 
moccasin is very marked, In the former the plane surface 
of the head may be said to roughly resemble a triangle, the 
snout represcnting the apex, the angle of the jaws the base, 
the neck is narrow behind. In this species the pit between 
the nostrils and the eyeis well marked. In the harmless 
species the head is hardly separated from the body by a con- 
stricted neck; it is rounded and the expanse of the angles of 
the jaws not so well marked, Si bas a vicious appearance, 
and when coiled up resembles very much # poisonous snake. 

While upon the subject of the venomous moceasin it may 
he worth while to briefiy describe its first cousin, the Ayicis- 
trolon econtertriz, or copperhead, a serpent much to be 
dreaded, for I believe itis quite as poisonous as the rattle- 
snake, if not more so. This species is short and stout, 
resembling somewhat J/eerodeon in coloration, the head is 
triangular, the neck constricted, the yen¢ near the tip of the 
tail, Ii has the pit im the head, and the nostrils are very 
distinct. Its color is a light copper yellow, with transverse 
darker angular blotches, which resemble somewhat a double 
Y. the points meeting jost over the center of the spinal 
column. Once seen and recognized, there is no danger of 
confounding it with harmless species. I baye recently had 
charge of a patient bitten on the finger bya very small 
copperhead, and notwithstanding the most careful treatment 
the man nearly lost his life. Tbis species is quite abundant 
on ‘the Potomac from Georgetown to the Great Falls, and it 
is curious that such should be the case, considering the great 
number of boatmen and fishermen visiting hoth sides of the 
river, 

One of the most curious myths 1n. regard to serpents 1s that 
of the hoop or horn snake, which is thus described by a 
recent writer: ‘The horned snake is the last of the poison- 
ous serpents, and is a greater curiosity. Instead of the lead 
if carries its weapon in its tail, which has a horny appear- 
auce, is shuped like a cock’s spur, and is from an inch to an 

_ inch and a halfin length, This tail has a cavity, inclosed 
in which is « sharp needletike sting growing from the ex- 
ireme point of the tail. The snake puts the end_ of the tail 
in the mouth, thus forming a hoop, and rolls forward until 
within striking distance, when it slips the tail from the 
mouth and strikes with cousiderable force tail foremost. 
The sting prodiices about the same effect as the sting of the 
udder, The horned snake is about three teet long when full 
frown, rather dark in color, and is also oyiparous. They 
are very scarce and seldom seen.” 1 am not surprised at the 
last statement made, as for years I have been trying to find 
au individual who has ever se¢n a hoap-snake, What is 
known as the liorn-snake in the West and Southwest is the 
Furaneia ubaewra, of which the boily and head are bluish 
black above, and which has sub-quadrate red spots ow the 
flanks. Its abdomen is rosy-red with transverse or alternat- 
ing bluish-black irregular spots. How or why it should have 
acquired the unenyiable reputation it possesses at present is 
unknown, for it is one of the most harmless and gentle of 
all snakes, That its tailends in a horny tip is true, but the 
bull snake of California (Pityophis sayi bellonc) has a similar 
horny tip, aud neither the one nor the other ever nse it for 
defensive or offensive purposes. 
Among my earl recollections of snake stories waa one 

told me in New Jersey by old Aunt Hester Laws, a colored 
female, who had lived in the pine barrens for many years: 
“Did ye never yere of de hoop-snake, honey? Well, den, 1 
will tell ve dere is sich tings, dough I nebher seed one, but 
Sairy Jane Olliver was gwize home one night jest a leetle 
after sundown, and jest as she got past de holler were de 
Hutton’s mill is, and commenced to go frew de pines, she 
seed sumfin runnin’ along de groun like a hoop, and she was 
kind of skeered, as dere was no one rollin dis yere hoop, and 
she waited a little while till it got nearer, and den she seed it 
war a biz hoop-snake, a vol!im jnd a rollin, its eyes snappin 
and a comin a nearcr tnd unearer, She puva yell and 
started for to run, snd de faster she run de faster de ole snake 
ron. She foun it was 4a gainiu on ler, and I tell ye, chile, 
she was mighty skeered. She didn’t know what to do, and 
every minuit expected fo feel de horn-snake stingin her, Sud- 
den like cum de idear to her to frow her shaw! roun one of 
dle trees,-and she picked out a good big pine tree, and as she 
run flinged de shawl which held fast to de bark; she ran on, 
and lookin behind her seed du ole hoop-snake strike de shaw] 
bitig and den fall down, She didn’t wait, but hurricd home, 
und when she ot dere she fell in a faint on de fur, and was 
sick all night. Next mornin she tole de ole man, her fader, 
about the snuke, an lic went down de road to find de tree 
Wich lis darter had tole himabout. After awhile he cum to 
it and saw de snake lyin dead at de fceot of de tree, and de 
tree dead too, with all de leayes brown and withered, and 
whar de snake struck de tree frew de shawl, dere was a hole 
hig enough to put yer fist m. Don’t yer tall about dere bein 
no hoop-snakes, honey; dere’s plenty of dem, and ye look out 
when ye £o blackberryin in de woods.” 

This tale I have heard repeated with slight yariations a 
dozen times in as many different States, but the origin [have 
never been able to trace; perlaps the old symbol of eternity 
seen in hicrovlypbic writings represented as a serpent with 
its tail in its mouth may haye had something to do with the 
superstition. That any snake could place its tail in its mouth 
and roll along in hoopdike shape is a manifest absurdity, 
especially if the anatomical peculiarities of the spinal yerte- 
bre are taken into consideration. A few months since a 
letter was received from a gentleman in one of the Southern 
States, in which the information was given that the writer 

possessed a very fine example of a horn-saake, and if the 
statement was not believed he would forward the reptile 10 
the National Museum, Without throwing discredit on the 
gentleman’s belief, a request was made that the specimen 
might be sent, which was promptly complied with, and the 
horn-snake, so called, found to be an unusually fine example 
of the glass snake (Opheosavrus ventralis), which. by the 
way, is not a snake at all but a lizard, and of which I shall 
have something 10 say later. The tail of this animal is some- 
what horny at the tip, Were it nota violation of confidence, 
I would fnrnish the contents of the letter in fullin order to 
show how thoroughly confident the writer as well as his 
neighbors were regarding the hoop-ike propensity of this 
specimen, For further particulars regarding the hoop-snake 
with an account of a conflict with one by Col. Tom Ochiltree, 
ot Texas, the reader is referred to the back files of the For- 
EST AND S'REAM. 

The jointed or glass snake (Opheosawrus ventralis), of which 
mention has been made, is also believed to be endowed with 
singular attributes, the principal one of which is that if 
struck by a stick or whip lash, it will break into a great 
number of pieces, and when the bystander’s back is turned- 
the pieces will all come together, forming a perfect snake, or 
else that cach piece becomes an individual snake, It is hardly 
necessary to say that nosuch thing could take place in nature, 
at least as far as reptiles are concerned, although itis said that 
such is the case in certain marine invertebrates, Ii a glass 
snake is struck a sharp blow posterior to the vent the tail 
will break off and the reptile goes its way, suffering appar- 
ently no inconvenience, and within a short period of time a 
sort of stumpy reproduction takes place, and this peculiarity 
is common to all lizards. In a specimen in which the tail 
wus purposely broken off, the wound healed, and in within 
three months’ time one and three-quarters of au inch of tail 
was reproduced. If, however, the animal is broken anterior 
to the vent, vital organs are involved, and the specimen dies. 
This you cannot make the negroes of the South believe, and 
many of the white folks are equally incredulous. In hand- 
ling these lizards it frequently happens that from muscular 
contraction alone the tail wil] separate from the body, and this 
is due to the fact that the muscles are arranged in short 
bunches, or fasciculi, which dovetail into each other, the 
fibres being extremely short and brittle. I can make no 
better comparison than to say that they Jook like the little 
juice vessels which we find on breaking open the segment of 
an orange. Although looking much like a snake the animal 
is a lizard, and if the skeleton be examimed, proof may be 
had in the presence of the rudimentary scapule and clavicles 
and the pelvic arch. 

j [ro BE CONCLUDED, | 

DOMESTICATING GAME BIRDS. 

~“TNDER date of Oct. 22, our Lockport, N. Y., corres- 
pondent, “J, L. D.,” writes: 

About a week ago a young man brought to me a ruffed 
grouse that had flown into a barn and alighted on the stairs, 
where it was captured. He had had it some days before he 
brought it to me, and said that it had not eaten anything, 
but he had given it nothing but crumbe of bread, The bird 
died the first night he brought it tome, On Friday last 
another was given to my son, a healthy young male bird, 
that flew into the house on High street occupied by Mr. R. 
Compton, and striking Mrs. Compton on the head, and then 
flew to the bedroom; and when the girl went to catch it 
flew buck into Mrs. C.’s hands. (Mrs. C. is about ninety 
years old.) They kept it some days ina chicken coop, and 
if ate and drank readily, aud doesso now. Jt is quite lively; 
we have it in a long shallow box with wire screen in front, 
and if seems quite contented when not disturbed. We are 
voing to try the experiment of taming a ruffed grouse, some- 
thing which { have always been told cannot be done. I 
do not believe that two more grouse can be found within 
two miles of the city in any direction, These two were 
taken inside the city limits within a week. Why is it they 
have such a propensity for flying into houses? I reported 
to you, three years ago, two grouse that flew into two houses 
six rods apart within a week’s time. 

The Natural History Society of Toronto, Canada, have 
been anxious fo add to the food and game birds of Ontario, 
and some time ago discussed the project of introducing the 
pintail rouse from Manitoba, where it is sometimes called 
prairie chicken. Last spring, reports the Toronto Mac, Mr, 
E, T. Seaton, of Carberry, Man., one of the vice presidents 
of the society, collected u large number of uggs of different 
specics of the prairie chicken, and had them batched out un- 
der an ordinary barnyard fowl, A splendid brood was 
brought out, and a couple of months ago Mr. Seaton had the 
satisfaction of haying about twenty-five chickens perfectly 
domesticated, as tame asthe common fowl, and feeding upon 
the same food, During the time Mr. Seaton was rearing the 
brood, Dr, White Was making arrangements for their intro- 
duction and propagation in Ontario. The idea was first to 
supply the province with the domestic Iird, and secondly, to 
turn off into the bush every few years 4 flock to return to 
their former wildness. Thus in ten or fifteen years we would 
have a first-class game bird, which could be hunted in the 
same manner as parlzidyes. 

The bird is very prolitic, and in the space of three or four 
years a brood will increase to a very great size. The pre- 
liminaries having been arranged, an attempt was made to 
send Mr. Seaton’s brood to Ontario, but the Manitoba goy- 
ernment prevented their export. Thetswners of the birds 
held that they were domesticated fowl, but Mr. Acton Bur- 
rows, Deputy Minister of Agriculture, decidad that they 
were game, and thus covered by the vame laws of Manitoba, 
und could not be exported. Representations were made to 
the Government that the exportation was not a commercial 
transaction, but had for its object the benefit of the country, 
but without success. Hon, James Young, Commissivner of 
Agriculture for Ontario, was appealed to to use his influence 
with the Manitoba government to induce them to allow the 
exportation of the fowl, but that gentleman did not see his 
way to do so, Thus the matter stands at present. No doubt 
some way will yet he found which will allow of the expor- 
tation of this valuable bird from Manitoba. Dr, White con- 
siders the course of the Manitoba government a very unjust 
one, He could not, he said, estimate the advantages of the 
projected scheme if carried out. 

Mr. Harry Miller has at his place, 451 Flatbush avenue, 
Brooklyn, a curiosity in the shape of ua tame quail which 
goes by the name of Fountain Gun Club Bob. Tame- 
ness in this case means more than generally thought for 
when speaking -of a ‘‘tame quail.” The majority of these 

so-called wonders are, perhaps, tame enough to be kept in a 
cage Without being frightened at the approach of a human 
being, but this bird will sit on any one’s hand, or alizht cu 
the table and allow its back to he stroked. Numbers of 
times has Mr, Miller and others taken him into the open air 
on their hands, but be has always refused to fly away. his 
bird was taken, when about a year old, from « lot of a dozen 
received by Mr. Miller, who says he’s coing to try his hand 
on a partridge now. ; 

_ Own Rapping ar roe Door.—On Wednesday evening 
Jast, while a number of gentlemen were in the shoe store of 
McDonald & Co., this city, a peculiar rapping was heard at 
the door. On looking for the canse, a small bird was found 
trying to gain entrance through the glassin the dour, Mr. 
Seifert captured it, and on examination it proved to be a 
pigeon owl. This is probably the first instance that one of 
this species has been captured in the city, and to my know! 
edge the second one of the kind taken in this vicinity. The 
first one was taken ubout five years ago, nnd I now have it 
range Screech owls-are quite plenty in and about the 
city. 
Passer domestions, 
fiying about the window pokiv# his inquisitive head into the 
cornices, probably in search of winter quarters. He is disap- 
pointed at finding the awnings gone. 
up the past two winters and were a cood protection for him, 
—J. L. Daytson (Lockport, Niagara county, N. Y., Oct. 26). 

Lsurmise they are in quest of that little nuisance, 
While L write one of the last named is 

They have been left 

SPAWNING OF THE AxoLoTL.—Last year Mr, £. G. 
Blackford received two specimens of the Mexican axolotl, 2 
salamander-like animal, which had been bred in France. 
They were albinos, as is often the case, and attracted iuch 
attention from visitors to Fulton Market. 
female laid many egys—perhaps.a hundred and tifty—and a 
few were hatclhierl. 
another batch, butit is too soon to say if these will produce 
young. 
Ryder, of the U. 8, Fish Commission, who will study their 

Last March the 

To the surprise of all she has just laid 

Some of the eggs have béen sent fo Prof. J, A. 

embryology if they prove to be fertile. Wedo not think it 
is generally known that this batrachian spawns twice a 

Camp Sire Hlickerings. 
——— or 

year. 

“That reminds me.” 

‘Ohee party of four were as jolly asetas ever camped 
together, There was Old B.. full of quaint humor 

and dry sayings; his son Hank, who had tramped and rid- 
den with us on many a well-planned excursion, a man to be 
depended upon under any circumstances; John H., an in- 
veterate deer unter and a good woodsman; Jastand least, 
myself. B. was armed with a muzzle-loading rifle that had 
seen much service, but whieh he declared would outshoot 
any breech-loader he ever saw, unless it was the repeating 
rifle that Hank carried; that he alwaysexcepted. Jolin was 
armed with a repeater, while I was attached to a shotgun, 2 
weakness that J still plead guilty of, 
Around the fire that night the events of the day were 

talked over and plans laid for the morrow. The day's hunt 
had been a success, for besides the large buck that I had 
brought to grief John had killed a tine doe, and B. had 
killed a yearling and wounded a spike-buck, which he de- 
clared he had shot full 250 yards. Tank had been unfortu- 
nate, not petting a shot all day; but from the way he wiped 
and oiled his rifle that night 1 could see that he was deter- 
mined to take the trail again early in the morning. 

B. was wiping his gun, *‘Dan‘l Boone,” listening and say- 
ing nothing, but I noticed 1 twinkle in the old man’s eye as 
he carefully laid “Dan?” in the buck-horn rack he had made 
for that much-loved arm. That twinkle I knew portended 
no good to the drawers of the long bow that he had been lis- 
tening to, Setlling himself carefully on a pile of wood at 
one corner of the fire-place, he mopped his bald head with 
his bandanna ind began: ‘“Talking about remarkable ad- 
ventures with deer, boys, 1 had one once aed not far from 
the place where we are now camped, About the year '66, 1 
came down into this country looking for cheap land and a 
place to locate. I had a very large, smooth-bored gun. Game 
was very plenty, Finding a treefull of fine peaches at Peach 
Orchard Bluff, as | passed them I pulled some of the finest 
to Junch on as Prede up the bottom. [had gone bul a short 
distance, when I jumped a deer from the top of a fallen tree. 
Dropping the pit of the peach that 1 was eating, [blazed away 
at him and-missed. He ran but a short distance and stopped. 
Slipping off my horse to reload, | diseoyered that 1 had 
lost every bullet lrom my pouch. Searching my coat 
pockets in hopes of finding a stray one, I found the peach 
pit. Ti had been caught by my pocket instead of falling to 
the ground. Anides struck me. Why not make it answer 
the purpose of a bullet? By trimming if a little with my 
knife I got it down the barrel, Remounting, I followed 
carefully in the direction taken by the deer, which had 
moved on while I was loading, and was rewarded by a 
glimpse of his flug. Following on, | came to un overcup 
elade. Leayiog my horse behind, 1 adyanced cautiously 
throngh the switch cane bordering the elade, and peered ont; 
and as I expected, there he stood, not over forty yards from 
me, and looking buck over lis shoulder, Aiming at his 
head, I let drive and down he went. Drawing my knife I 
started for him, but before I got within resch of him he wus 
ou his fect and doing some of the tallest running I ever saw 
done by # deer, Concluding that peach pits were not the 
thing to shoot deer with, Lretraced my steps, and boardins 
« boat that I found taking wood at the bluff, l engaged 
passage and went back to Ilinois.” Here the old man 
paused and sat staring solemnly into the fire, combing his loug 
beard with his fingers. ; 

“Well,” said Hank, ‘I don’t see anything remarkable in 
that story.” ; 

“Hold on, son, autil your pa gets through,” said phe old 
man, ‘You know I bovght Jand here, and three years 
after moved down, One day in fall L was hunting over the 
same ground. Deer were pretty scarce, the mast being a 
failure that year. I was making good use of my eyes, lunt- 
ing carefully, when 1] sawina clump of tar blanket on a 
mound the top of a fine peach tree loaded with fruit. Of 
course | made track for it, my mouth fairly watering in 
anticipation, but, to my asionishment, when I was within 
twenty yards of the mound, that tree raised np and ambled 
off at the rate of about amilea minute There was a large 
deer under if, the tree appearing 10 take the place of unter, 
T was too much surprised to shoot, but followed along after 
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him and piéked up all the peaches I wanted to eat, und then 
sitting down I figured but the cuuse, and it was plain as mud. 
You sve, 1 bad fred that peach seed into the head of the 
(leer; il had sprouted and grown, and bore fruil. On several 
oceasions afterward T saw tute deer und succeeded in gettin 
a bait of fruit, fot he wis too wary to give me a shot.” 

“See here, 1.,7 says John, “do you go out aud bathe your 
Tiead and Tie down; you need rest.” The old man accepted 
part of the advice and retired, and in less than ten minutes 
Was sleeping the sleep of the just, Book Sno, 
Vurcennus, 11 

Ti was in the winter of '82, and Jack and 1 were dowu in 
Louisiana shooting for the marker. Dueks, snipe anc 
partridges were plenty, but woodeock few and fav between, 
We made big bags of the former, often 4 hundred-birds to 
cach mun & day, but could only kill a few of the loogbills, 
here Were plenty of horings, but the cane brakes were thick 
and matted, and the birds hard to getat. As nsual, when 
woodeock are scarce, prices were high, six dollars a dozen, 
und we made up our minds t6 get the birds somehow and 
rake in the cash. 
A dirkey told Jack about fire shooting, Neither of used 

ever tried it, but we resolved to make the attempt, We got, 
a big pau filled full of pine knots, hired the darkey to carry 
it, and sturtect ont that evening. We went alone the cane 
Imalkes where it: was wood feeding ground. There were 
heaps of birds: they would squat on the grouvd as though 
dazed by the strange light, and when we got close to them 
vel up tind scoot at a great rate. We killed two or three 
dozen a night, but it seemed small, The birds were hard to 
stop. You could only see a few yards, and it was difficult 
to down them before they were outof sight in the deep dark- 
tess, ‘This would never do, and on thinking it over, I 
decided to go down to New Orleans, hire an electric light, 
and fry that, To cut a long story short, | won't bother you 
ahont the details and trouble of getting the light ont to onr 
hunting gvounds. Enough to say thal in four days I had it 
out at dusk ona wagon driown by a mule, with a man to 
worl: ih. 

Jack and I were in a hivh state of excitement. Weeach 
had 150 curtridges, loaded with 24 drams powder and 4 
ounce No, 9 shat, As long as I liye I never shall forget that 
first night, It was 8 o'clock when I gave our electrician the 
order to turnon the cutrent, In an instant it was as light 
us day for a hundred yards around. The cane brake was in- 
iundated with the intense sunburst. Woodcock came out by 
tens and twentics und went flying up and down. hither and 
Whither, through the white rays, for all the world like a lot of 
muignitied mosquitoes, The woodcock at first would fiy up 
lo the big elobe and dash ihemselyes against it like moths, 
then would fly back ten or twelve feet, and poising for a 
moment in the air, would again dash at the white globe. 
This was the time to fire, and bang, bang, would go our 
brecch-loaders. The two darkey hoys we had engaged to 
pick np birds fled at the tirst turning on of the light, crying 
“De fire witch! de fire witeh!’ Nor could we ever get one 
to #o hear us when lighted up for action, We hired two 
Areadian lads to pick up game, aid right well did they earn 
their money. The cane brake we hunted ran along a back 
water slough some two miles in length, Wewould hunt up 
one side and turn the end and come down on the other. The 
brake was a mile wide. Wevyould stop our wagon about 
every 200 yards and light up, The first few niehts birds 
would shoot out from the blackness in tens and twenties. 
Jack und I would stand at each forewheel with our back 

to the light, We coulda see the birds fly up from their feed- 
ine ground fifty yards away and come head on; and then, 
when they were about fifteen yards off, looking as big as 
barns in the super) artificial day, whang, whang went the 
‘uns, iimd down they would come, fit morsels for a king. 
The first night was our best shooting} we fired all our three 
hundred cartridges away ou one side only of the brake, and 
bagged and sent to market 210 birds, for which we received 
$170, nut bad for a nighi’s work, We hunted that cane- 
brake and two other such places in all, every good night for 
nerly two months, and bagwed 2,768 birds, which netted us 
$1,881.50. Deducting from this the expenses of electrician, 
$100, and the hire of the light, $300, express charges on 
birds (und we not only supplied New Orleans Dut St, Lonis 
and Chicago as well), and it is seen that we cleared on wood- 
Gock alone 1,000, We also made $500 from what ducks, 
shipe and partridges we sent in. 

Some of the native sportsmen found out what we were 
doing, and strangely enough did not like if at all. One 
night a rifle bullet came crashing through on electric light 
globe and our electrictan seemed a little weak in the knees 
afterward; but we braced him with a good drink of cognac 
amd @ ten dollar note. This is a free country, and why 
people should be so peculiar about a few birds I cannot 
understand. If would seem to me as though they ought to 
ditve admired our Yankee ingenuity and enterprise, and not 
instead Wave sent rifle balls about our ears. Tt’s inxpossilile 
for us to ¢o down again this year, but we had a delighttul 
time in *82, and Jack and T only wish we could vo this 
winter, At any rate we claim that this account is the first 
where woodcoek have been killed by the aid of the electric 
light by TrorouGH SPorTsMan, 
Tue Hus, Massachusetts, 

Thm Sea SeRPeyt.—aA dispatch from Panama was re- 
ceived on Thursday night to the effect that the sea serpent 
had changed his apparel and made a pubhe appearance off 
St Elmo one of the Pearl Islands just before the train caught 
up with him he threw himself headlone in front of the 
locomotive which with the entire train passed over his body 
several of the ribs measure forty-four inches long: Wy about 
twelve in vircumference a passport from Italy to New York 
was found in his pocket there was nothing on his person 
that woul assisi in his recognition he was truusterred to the 
See of Hyneux in 1854 and four years later came up promptly 
in the third round and sftersome good sparring clinched 
again aud while clinched somebody called the police are on 
ux (hy tien separated and the crowd dispersed in all 
directs a prominent Brooklyn politician having: his 
new plug hat destroyed in the stampede found on his 
return that bis name on the calendar of the college 
was marked wit! an asterisk as dend and he threat- 
ens to bring suit for damages awainst the institution 
several medicul colleges of the city are anxious to get the 
body asit took the combined strength of twelve men to 
Jower the body into the zraye it is hardly possible that the 
work required to get it oul again eould he accomplished by 
#t smaller number the police anthorities were notified and an 
investigation was made Dut in the ubsence of complaints 
whieh all (he party refused to make no action was taken, 

Game Bag and Gar. 

GAME RESORTS.—We are always glad to receive for pub- 
lication such nates of desirable game resorts as may be of help 
to the readers of FoREST AND Stream. Wall not owr corre- 
spondents favor us with such advice? 

Toinsure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dvessed to the Vorest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, im whose absence fram the office matters of im- 
portance ture liable to delay. 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed m our issue of Aug. 16, has 
been published in conyenent pamphist form, abd willbe sent to any 

fulivess, postpaid.on receipt of MU) cents. 

THE LIGHT OF OTHER DAYS, 

A DD one more to the list of those who dearly cherish the 
Li memory of the past, when game was plenfy and the 
thought that it would eyer become scarce was a seemingly 
prepostérous idex, Now that the country is alive with 
miserable pot-hunters and law-breakers, the ouce ‘*prepos- 
terous idea” assumes a different huc, and behold everywhere 
the mournful feature of the true sportsman, as his voice is 
raised in apptal for the protection of the rapidly diminishing 
game of the country. 
How well do I remember even my first partridge. In the 

muzzle-loading tinies Iwas considered a bright and supple 
lad. Iwas always tond of nature; and hunting and fishing 
were my chiefest delights, My first four shots with the gun 
will never be obliterated from my memory, While a chip- 
munk sat within two rods of me ona little stump, T received 
my directions for taking aim along the sights from the ex- 
perienced, though unnoted crack-shot, Clark M. Foote. IL 
cautiously proceeded to carry out these directions, lest, the 
saucy little chipmunk escape, and then I developed a new 
characteristic of my very excitable nature, namely, a terrific 
charge after my game, whatever it might be, as soon as] shot, 
at it. My second shot was one worthy of ils cause. It killed 
one of those wary enemies of the farmer, a crow, silting up 
in the top of a talltree, distanced about ten rods from where 
Lhad crept to. My third was but a repetition of the second, 
except that the crow allowed a closer observation of me he- 
fore he fell, 
My fourth! Oh my fourth! Here’s where the partridge 

comes in. In advance of Clark, with gun in hand, I was 
suddenly surrounded by a covey of partridges. Completely 
hewildered by the noise of their wings as they flew for cover, 
lwas unable to get inashot. All around the cover was 
alive wilh them, They craned their necks like snapping 
turtles, and the males strutted on the ground, J was para- 
lyzed, and more directions were needed, which Clark con- 
siderately gave me, and as he pointed to one fat cock, which 
had perched ov the line fenee (a line of brush and roots run- 
ning through the woods), [ raised my gun for an ‘‘arm’s 
length” shot. Fever? Well 1 should say so, And chills too, 
Twice I aimed at him, and twice I turned trying to smile to 
Clark, and ‘'T know I won’t hit him” issued out of my trem- 
bling month. At last I shot. I don’t know how I parted 
with the gan. Talkof the “Flying Dutchman,” the man 
does not live that could have bagged me as [ “‘lit onl for the 
game,” as Clark would afterward relate with desperaie 
efforts to proye that lis face was gashed from ear to ear. I 
clutched my floundering victim and bore him safely back. 
Whether the rest of the birds went all the way down South 
or not [ do not know. But subsequent efforts failed to un- 
earth any of the terrorized members of that covey. 

Clark laughed for nearly half au hour afterward. 
But he was pretty mad when he got upand found the 

hammer of his pet gu, lent tome, had been broken when 
the gun was dropped by me preparatory to my frantic rush, 

There was something exhilarating and stimulating in the 
cool air of the forests that completely overcame ime, and 
caused every nerve to be strained to the highest pitch, and 
every organ and muscle to be on the alert. 

T used to dislike hunting alone, after an adventure [ had 
with arabbit. On this partieular occasion I had first yen- 
tured off alone, being oaly nine years old at the time. Some- 
how, through all the underbrnsh and trees, my eye canzut 
sight of something that resembled a rabbit's cars. Again 
and again I looked, but i seemed impossible that I could 
see just a rabbit’s ears at such a distance through the woods, 
for if must have been thirty rods in the yery thickest part. 
Satisfied that I might at least try, I began to make my way 
toward him, Sostealthily did Lereep that not the Jeast 
noise was made till I arrived at a big tree that I had previ- 
ously marked putas near the place which I thought the 
rabbit was hiding in. <A little further and Trose. There 
he sai. Bang! Imagine my chagrin when he never 
moved. It must have scared him nearly to death, so 
suddenly did I rise within four rods of him nnd fire, 
For a moment Ll watched him. The spattered snow. be- 
neath the root on which he sat told the tale. A clean miss. 
Then I boldly marched toward him. Why, whiat's the mat- 
ter? He don’t moye. But I ‘arnt?’ afraid of a rabbit. 
Well, Lstood up within six feet of that poor rabbit and yet 
he did not move. Things changed. 1 was scared to death. 
Visions of fricnds and fairy tales swam around in circles 
ubuut me. A cold sweat passed over me. In desperation I 
commenced to whistle, as I had been told that rabbits were 
frightened that way sometimes, Still be stood. The cold 
sweat swapped places with # cold bath. I was thunder- 
struck, Everything I had eyer read was compared with my 
situation as fast Si could think, 1 remembered 2 hero who 
had once killed a ferrible dragon, in some well-known poetry 
which I have forgotten; and Fitz James's “Come one come 
all,” etce,, nerved me to vary the monotonous circumstances 
of being statuized by a rabbit. I was bracing to hurl the 
#un at him, when the memory of Clark’s last essay at my 
breaking the hammer, caused me to stay my heroic inten- 
tions, 

Rolling my eyes without moving the yest of my body 1 
saw u couple of sticks near at hand, T stooped to pick one 
up, when 4 gentle patter of hurrying feet and # streak of 
white as the rabbit disappeared, seemed to lift a heavy cloud 
from about me; I felt as if freed from a terrible confine- 
ment. I went home against time and I euess I must have 
beaten it, 

This was an actual experience that happened to me while 
a little boy in the town of Madrid, N. Y., near Canton, 
where I read in your last issue there has been a squirrel hunt 
lately. That must be 4 stnmming whopper about the wum- 
ber of squirrels killed, for they generally ullow twenty-five 
as a count for squirrels, and J don’t believe there are more 

4 

than twenty squirrels thal, can be seen in all the region round 
about Canton ina day’s hunt. And as for its being ‘a 
novel hunt,” I van easily prove that such hunts were numer 
ous during’ the autumn seasons yeurs ago. 
What docs all this harangue about law-brenking and 

slaughtermg game by the wholesale amount lo? The yio- 
lating of the Maine game laws is punishable. Wry does not 
your correspondent, ‘‘ Maine,” who claims to know violators 
of these laws, inform on these parties? The killing the 
ducks on Lake Koshkonone in Wisconsin, by means of 
sneak )ioats, Should also be stopped. PLAINTIFE. 
Brook, N.Y. 

OUT IN THE CHILLY DAWN. 

A] O imagination can picture the solitude of a Texas prairie. 
L There seoms to be a sult wail in the erass as it sways 
to and fro under the influence of the cold north wind, and 
when one severe blast. sneceeds another in quick rotation, 
the softness of (he tone leaves ind onc would suppose that a 
band of demons had taken its place, It was such a time 
that, as one of a party of duck hunters, I found myself at 
the edge of a lonely pond an hour or so before dawn, to set 
the morning’s flight, Lv was bitter cold, and the wind striking 
Iny wet legs sent a cold shiver all through me. The moan- 
ing of the wind lent melancholy reflections, and although 
my companions were not a mile irom me, I was to all intents 
and purposes alone with my thoughts. Not a sound could 
be heard except the wind and the occasional cry of geese 
overhead, It was indeed a time for reflections of both a sad 
and lively character: mine were both, but T shook them off 
as [ noticed a light streak in the east, and prepared for busi- 
ness. 

Ducks had already passed over in numbers. This I could 
tell by the constant whiz of wings. The light streak grew 
lighter and lighter, and after some time (it seemed an age to 
me) I began to distinguish things around me. Things that 
seemed in the gloom to he objects of the most grotesque na- 
ture, dwindled down to nothing but mere bunches of prairie 
grass, My attention is soon directed toan approaching flock 
of ducks—I didn’t care what kind—and goon after I pulled 
the first trigger of the morning, scoring a clean miss, rapidly 
followed by two more. Probably I was nervous; I don’t 
know. My following shot was pul into a flock of mallards 
with telling effect, three falling. A little bunch of teal next 
drew my fire, and I succeeded in wingimge one,” In my en: 
deavors te capture the skulking little rascal I lost a magnifi- 
cent shot at a flock of Canada geese, You may rest assured 
that I thought some strong language, particularly as I lost 
the teal. I soon made up for my misfortune, however, by 
getting two consecutive right and leftsat a flock of redheads, 
scoring three birds. ‘The flight didn't last as lone as [would 
have liked, but I had fifteen ducks when it ended, and was 
perfectly contented, The score for the party was thirty- 
eight ducks and a scattering of jack snipe. The only thing 
Thad to growl about was my ‘‘lost opportunity." Nuo. 
GaLveston, Tex, Ovt. 20, 

AMONG THE BLACK TAILS. 

NLY last week, as I was returning from San Antonio, 
Texas, to this place, I stopped at Murphysville for u 

short hunt. Securing a boon companion and borrowing a 
repeating rifle, L struck out for the mountains, a few miles 
distant. The country was beautiful to behold. Undulating 
yalleys, full of stock, lay before us, and beyond the rugged 
mountains rose in stately grandeur. We were both well 
mounted, and as the day was lovely, the air enol and bracing, 
we felt highly exhilarvated. Expectation rose in our minds 
aud our hearts throbbed with joy. 
We had not traveled more than two miles before I spied a 

band of antelopes, about a dozen in number, They were 
feeding in a yaliey, but one lordly buck had his eyes dead on 
us, Suddenly reining our horses to the left, we passed be- 
yond his sight behind a convenient knoll. Dismounting, we 
worked onr way stilt further to the left, and, getting a small 
eminence between us and our game, we easily approached 
to within two hundred and fifty yards. From this point I 
thonght it easy to bring one down. I took the first shot, 
fair, brondside and standing; but never a hair did I touch. 
Away bounded the terror-smitten band, and as they rushed 
up a hillside, going almost straight away, I let fly again at 
them, and immediately heard the dull thud that always an- 
nounces good work, Another shot is fired as quickly as 
possible, and the air wafts back to me the sound of a buller 
that struck home. I shoot no more, for enough has been 
done. My triend did not shoot. at all, but took his sport out 
in watching me. 

Getting our horses, we ride oyer to where we last saw the 
fleeing band, and as we near the place we see two fine fat 
kids lying about fifty yards apart, both stone dead. Hastily 
dressing these, we pack them on our horses and march on to 
the mountains, for { had told my wife that on my retin 
home l would bring a yeuison ham. I cannot tell a lie, if 1 
can ayoid it, and so I had to hunt on, 

Reaching the mountains, we hitched our horses and soou 
climbed to the top. Surveying the outlook we decided that 
a cation near by looked deensh, and thither we went. We 
found plenty of “sign,” plenty of acorns, und good caver. 
We said: “They are here,” and separated in order to cover 
more ground, and be more certain of starting cxme. I had 
not gone more than « hundred yards before [saw a« large 
buck rise up and look toward me, Ife was not more than 
sixty yards away, and in « few seconds my bullet had 
pierced his yilals, and he was tearing away at 4 killing speed, 
Immediately on firing it seemed that the woods were alive 
with deer, Seeing » very large doe—the larvest I ever saw, 
I think—stop on 4 small rise about a hundred yards off, 1 
drew on her and shot her through the breast. A few leaps 
and all was over with her, Looking across the cation, I saw 
i fawn ronning up a steep bluff, and I fired at it, striking 
just ahead of it, which seemed to utterly confound the lille 
thing, bringing it to a sudden halt. Another shot was 
quickly fired, and the little fellow tumbled. With this | 
stopped shooting, knowing that T had meat enough to do 
me and my neighbors a week. ‘The deer were all very fat; 
[ have neyer seen them fatter; and I do believe that the large 
doe was the most beautiful deer that ever my eyes rested on. 
In color a deep bluish-gray, hair as soft as velvet, muscles 
all standing ont in clear outline, eyes large and clear. She 
was a picture on which [ feasted for some minutes. It 
almost seemed a sacrileze to put the knife to her. But a 
hunter must not be too wsthetic. Turning from the poetry 
ot sport, I took up the prose. Son we had our meat hany- 
ine in conyenient trees to remain until next morning, when 
we hired 2 Méxican with a ¢onple of burros to bring it in. 
As we returned in eurly morning it waa ty good fortune 
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to #et a running shot al a fawn about fifty yards off, and did 
good work, tumbling him at the crack of the gun. I brought 
home a fine lot of antelope and deer meat, upon which wife 
and I propose to feast for days to come. It 1s certainly de- 
licious. When it is all gone I am going again and will 
report. Biack TAL, 

Ex Paso, Texas, Oct. 16, 1883, 

GAME IN THE ROCKIES. 

Hor Sunrpeur Sprryes, Colo., Oct. 21, 1883. 
Tititoy Forest and Stream: 
We are haying delightful antumn weather in this section 

of the Rocky Mountains. A great deal of game is now be- 
ing brought in, mostly deer, with a few antelope and an_oc- 
cusional sheep. Very few elk have yet been found until to- 
day | heard of one party who killed fifteen on the head of 
Willow Creek, about fifteen miles north of this place. There 
has been but very little snow as yet, and the elk are still 
feeding upon the high mountains. ‘The deer (elack-tail, or 
mule) are mostly killed on Gore Range and beyond, They 
are yery fat, and some ort them Jarge. I saw one the past, 
week that weighed, dressed and with head off and legs to 
the Knees, 224 pounds, another 196 pounds. One hunting 
party bronght in thirty-one, another forty, another thirty. 
A man told me to-day that he and two others averaged twelve 
deer per day, luunting about two hours. I do not think any 
meat is yet being wasted, but af the present rate of killing 
the gatne cannot last long in any gréat numbers, 
is worth here from four to five cents, and at the nearest towns 
and camps from six to seyen cents per pound, The large 
growing towns, mining camps, and railway building forces, 
make a ravenous demand for game, and everybody who can 
turns hunter for the time being. 

Rabbits of three different yarictics, that were formerly 
very plentiful, then became scarce for several years, and are 
now growing quite abundant again, are being killed by the 
wagou load. Save hens, ditto. Other grouse are less plenti- 
ful, and but few are killed. Trappers are fitting out for their 
winter work, We have still a good many beayer, mink, mar- 
ten, ete, W. N, B. 

DEER AND BUMBLEBEES. 

ORTY years ago deer were plenty in Plymouth Woods, 
and ashort drive on any woods road would discover 

their track. The frequent woods fires which raged more or 
less every year over some part of the extensive scrub oak 
burrens woukl show where deer could be found the next 
year grazing on the new checkerberry leaves, of which they 
are very fond. There were four of us with two good dogs; 
ind we started out from Wareham on the great South 
Meadew roud, und finding tracks, put on the dogs. Ina 
little while they jumped the deer. Then we took our stands; 
they three stretched out on the old Indian *‘Wish Rock” 
stand, one of the best deer crossings; and I said I would go 
on to the “dry tree” or faxing place. I, howeyer, stopped 
af the ‘‘dry tree” sland. Waiting a while 1 heard the dogs 
pass on away to the Herring Pond district. Just as 1 was 
going to cull tothe others, [ saw a fox skulking along some 
eighty yards off. I drew up my old king’s arm and blazed 
awuy; the fox bounded off and I scored a clean miss. 
The next thing was to hide away from the boys, who would 
swear I had shot at a deer and missed. The “‘dry tree” was 
an immense dead oak, which had been broken off some eight 
feet from the cround and was hollow about four feet down. 
I quickly coucluded to get down into the hollow where 
J could safely hide from the boys and listen to what they 
said, and when they had gone on I would come down and 
follow, or remain on the stand. I hastily climbed up and 
slid down into the hollow tree. It was just the nicest, 
cosiest plave; and just as L was langhing in my sleeve und 
congratulating myself on how nicely 1 would fool them and 
make them think I was on some other stand, buzz, buzz, 
whack, buzz, buzz. buzz, whack, whack, and I just got out 
of that hollow tree with all possible dispatch. Under the 
leaves und rubbish in that hollow tree wus one of the biggest 
bumblebees’ nests mall Plymouth Woods. The boys came 
up just as I was hal’ naked, examining the swelling bunches 
on my legs. I told them I had run on a yellow wasps’ nest, 
and 1n the excitement my gun had gone off accidentally. 
Then we hurried on after the dogs and got our deer—shot 
him in Herring Pond. All of us had a shot, anil in the good 
time I forgot all about my bumblebee stings. G. F. W. 
Porxam, Conn. 

A WHITE HARE DRIVE, 

WN Scotland the white hare is called the blue hare in sum- 
meron account of its change from the pure white, or 

white with brownish spots, of its coat in winter time, io a 
gray-blue color when the snow is off the hills. These hares 
are very humerous on the high bens or mountains of the 
Scottish Highlands. 

Late one fall l Was asked by the kind-hearted gentleman 
who vented the shooting of Remony, owned by the Earl of 
Breadalbane, to join a white hare drive. On a crispy, cold 
morning we ascended the hills rising from the borders of 
beautiful Loch Tay, eight guns in all, with the two kilted 
Highland gillies and about twenty-five drivers, boys with 
sticks and little flags, recruited from the village near by. 
We reached the heather-prown sheep pastures, high up on 
the hills. Now and then a fine old red cock grouse would 
rise away ahead of us, made wild by the shooting that had 
gone on since the 12th of August, but we let the grouse alone, 
we needed all our cartridges, and we kept rising higher and 
higher, 

A. consultation takes place between Mr. H. and the 
gillies, an they leave us, taking the drivers with them. A 
peculiarity of the white hare is that when frightened it 
always ruos up hill toward the summit of the mountain. 
We get al) close together, and clim!s up until we reach the 

top of the mountain, a mass of leather growth Interspersed 
with granite boulders, and we disperse along the crest at 
the top. Lsat down behind a little cairn, pluced my cartridge 
begin front of me, and waited, anxious to score well in my 
first hare drive. I looked down and in the yalley below. I 
could see the drivers walking in a concentric line toward 
the base of the mountwin. Then I began to hear their shouts, 
Iwas started by 2 bang, bang, on my right, bang on my 
left, und suddenly a big old jack rushes up the hill, straight 
toward me, A quiet aim, and down herolls. Now they 
begin to come, and the fusilade is heard everywhere. The 
big white hares rush on, Lam reloading as fast as I can, 
This lastsabout twenty or thirty minutes, and the drivers 
have nearly reached us, and the hares stop coming. Twenty- 
eight are picked up by the driyersaround my shooting 
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place, and about one hundred and fifty have fallen to the 
eight guns. 
Now lunch is had, and the old white pony who has 

climbed up with us is loaded or rather overloaded with the 
game, 

After lunch we try two other hills, and aboye three hundred 
white hares fall that day, no extraordinary number Lam told, 
but 4 fine day's fun for me. 

Every driver, the gillies and the pony are loaded. We 
reach a lower level, and the pony is harnessed to a peat cart 
left there for us. nearly a ton of bares is dumped into it, and 
the old cart winds down the peat road behind us. We reached 
the house after a long walk, donned onr dress suits after 
throwing off the shooting garments, and ended the day with 
a fine dinner, G. ¥. 8, 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

Ww ILD ducks of the different varictics are showing them- 
selves in the Susquehanna River, in the neighbor- 

hood of Harrisburg, and quite a tuimber are being shot, 
Parties who are returning from the State report that quail 
are more plentiful than for several yeurs, but say the foliage 
still remains on the trees and makes shooting both diffienlt 
and uncomfortable in the morning alter the dews. There 
have been but few frosts as yet, and many sporismen are 
postponing their trips until November. 
A yast number of our shooting men patronize the States of 

re Toke qasrylang and Delaware for their hunting grounds, because 
birds are generally more plentiful there; but this year it will 
pay to make trips to the central counties of Pennsylvania. 
Tt does not seem to be understood by many that have gone 
into the State that rabbits do not come in season by law 
quite so soon as the quail does, and numbers of cottcn-tails 
have been brought to the city in miserable condition, From 
the Lehigh Valiey I hear that ruffed grouse are very hard to 
find, while it is known that the breeding season has been a 
wood one, The fact is, the birds are still upon the mountain 
plains—if they can be called such—where there is yet 
quantities of feed, Only cool weather will cause them to 
come down to the foothills and rayines between them, where 
they are protected. 

he flats at Slaughter Neck and Prime Hook marshes, 
Delaware, are thronged with sprigtail and baldpate ducks, 
and Iam told that there has been during the past week good 
snipe shooting in the same neighborhood, A few miles from 
Milton, Delaware, on the marshes on both sides of Milton 
Creek, where the turnpike crosses, a flight of snipe has set- 
uled and are yet unmolested. This ground is out of the way 
and seldom visited, and will pay just now to work. The 
buttom is treacherous and very soft, and high hip boots are 
needed there. Milton can be reached from the railroad by 
stage, but the accommoddlions at this town are miserable, 
and prices high both for board and livery. Jam sure good 
shooting can be had in this section for quail also after Noy- 
ember 1, but as a rule the farmers are crusty, and need fee- 
ing. Deer are being killed in greater numbers in New Jer- 
sey this year than for many seasons. The Petersons, at 
Tuckahoc, have been yery successful since the season opened, 
but 1 think all does should be spared if an increase is wanted. 
It ig a difficult matter to sparethem, Lowever, after they haye 
been started and are run within gunshot of you. 

The Anglers’ Association of Haston, Pennsylvania, are 
making very strong efforts to break up the practice of weir 
and net setting in the upper waters of our rivers, and will 
surely succeed in their efforts if they continue the agitation 
of the question, and push still further the steps already taken, 

Homo, 

NOTES FROM MICHIGAN, 

N one of your recent issues ‘Old Dick” stated that he 
fears a vreenhorn in the woods more than he dovs wild 

beasts or anything else. What a multitude of nunters share 
“Old Dick's” fear—especially deer hunters, who spend but 
a few days each season in our northern woous. For a num- 
ber of years regularly, sad ‘accidents’ have occurred in 
Michigan from hunters shooting at unknown moving objects, 
many of these objects, alas, proving to be human beings, and 
often chums or of the same party as the excited culpable 
shooter. Many a happy camp has been changed into a 
mourning placé, aud a number of hunters have returned sadly 
to their homes, bearing nol the Zame they went to seek, but 
the corpse of & companion shot by some forever after un- 
happy greenhorn, who imagined that any rustling or moving 
object im the brush must be perforce a hear or deer. 

i regret to note the first sad occurrence of the kind in our 
State this season. Last Wednesday Dr. James 8. Fraser, of 
West Branch, was shot at dusk by Emory, Brownell, of the 
same place. Browuell heard a movement in the thicket, and 
although he could see nothing, deliberately fired in the direc- 
tion of the sound. Dr, Fraser received the bullet in his 
vroim. The wound is probably a fatal one. Brownell ‘‘sup- 
posed the noise was made by a bear ordeer,” Verbum sap. 
‘A neryous man hunting in Michigan these days, remember- 
ing the long series of awful catastrophies, hardly enjoys 
himself in the way stil-hunters are supposed to in their soli- 
tary chase of the deer. One eye on the lookout for their 
game, the other un the lookout for greenhorns, all the while 
dreading lest you hear the crack of some rifle aimed at your 
devoted head, Pieasant, isn’t it? 

Shooting around Detroit just now is excellent, Good bags 
of woodcock, snipe and ducks are reported. Quail, tou, are 
being shot in Jarge numbers, although the close season does 
not expire until November 1, Certaia pot-hunters usually 
begin this illegal shooting, whereupon numerous pretended 
sportsmen howl for a few days in wrath, then, reasoning 
that as “every one else is breaking the law we might as well 
haye some sport, too,”’ they also join the yast army of law- 
breakers. Notwithstanding these vexatious matters, quail 
shooting will be fine vext month, and Tam eagerly waiting 
for Noyember 1, having beeu invited by Mr_J. EH. Long to 
take a shoot over bis noted Nixie, said to be a most remark- 
able field dow. Pm, 

Mr. Harry Newberry is back from a week's cruise in his 
elegant hunting yacht around St. Clair Flats, having had 
fine shooting, especially at Johnson's Channel. He killed a 
oddly number of canvas-backs, mallards, teal and redheads, 

Tis buat is probably the best equipped hunting craft on the 
lakes, is replete wilh every possible convenience, and accom- 
modates comfortably eight to ten persons. : 

Mr, W, A. Butler, of Detroit, hus just purchased for use 
at the flats the fine hunting yacht Chispa, built « year or two 
since by O. K. Hopkins, Esy,, of St. Clair. The Chispa is 
fitted up with every conceivable comfort, and in her Messrs. 
Fred Butler, Dayidson, Parker and Jennings are now on # 
teu days’ shoot at Johnson’s Channel. g 
Duck shooting is at its height along Lake Erie, although 

not many mallards are bein 

[Noy. 1, i883. 

killed owing fo continued 
easterly winds. Messrs. Jewell and Brown bagged 180) red- 
heads and blnebills (mostly redheads) one day this weels. 

DeErRorT, Oct, 87. DELTA. 

Centra Lake, Mich., Oct. 19.—Deer ave plenty; all the 
hunters watching for the first snow. One came inty a 
clearing on Torch Lake, where 4 man was chopping, last 
evening. Having his rifle, hestopped it. The trappers ure set- 
ting their gins for fur. Ruffed grouse plentiful. Ducks 
coming in in good numbers. Without giving my opinion 
concerning running deer with hounds, it is best to say thatin 
these forests it often resultsin the death of the dogs, Knee. 

Elk Rapids, Mich., Oct. 25,—The seagulls were flying over 
Central Lake yesterday, which looks as though the “herrings” 
had come. Several deer have been killed in that ueighbor- 
hood within a few days. Bears seem pore numerous than 
usual this season. One of three which have heen “working” 
cornfields between Central and Torch lakes, lost part of its 
foot in a trap the other night. They have also done a good 
deal of damage to corn further norh, toward the head of 
Torch Lake. An extremely large one was sten ly one who 
knows 4 large bear, crossing the old stage route from Central 
Lake to the Cedar River, three days since. 
seen elsewhere, but have not known of sny deaths among 

I hear of others 

them. KELPIE, 

OUR ROCHESTER LETTER. 

Editar Forest anal Stream: 
1 was engaged this evening in an effort to recollect enough 

items of intereston which to frame a letter for your columus, 
and had given it up as a failure when I chanced to see 
“Seneca’s” explanation of the cause that made a dog im 
away from me, as detailed ina former letter. ‘*Seneca’’ is 
so complimentary to me asa sportsman that 1 cannot allow 
his criticism to pass unanswered, He writes like a man who 
knew enough about shooting to be above the felly (it he 
meant it seriously) of complaining that firing « charge of 
light shot at a fence would compel “the poor farmer” fo 
repairit. ‘Seneca’ was jesting, [hope, but lest he should 
grieve 100 deeply over the thought of the poor farmer’s lass 
on this particular fence, I will say that it is of that variety 
which a lamented President of these States passed some of 
his earlier days in constructing. Jt wus old enough to have 
been made by ‘‘Seneca’s” grandfather, and at that fateful 
moment of time immediately preceding the disappearance 
of the dog, I was a good forty yards from it; hence “'Sencea” 
will see that his sympathy was in this instance misplaced. 
I do nol usually crave for condolence, but if occurs to me 
that if “‘Seneca” had any bowels of compassion he would 
have been moved to rend his garments in sorrow at the 
thought of # brother of the gun who had worked hard all 
day and never saw a bird, Who would not shoot at a fence 
or even 4 stone wall or any other sensitive and easily dam- 
aged property ina town where a man could go through 
miles of woods and never gel a rise? : 

1f the farmers “‘forbid all shooting on their lands” in that 
town in consequence of my shot at ithe rail fence, I rather 
think sportsman can bear the Joss, especially if the rest of 
the ground is #8 harren of game as that part | beat over. 
“Seneca” must now see that although I lave “thought 1t 
over,” I do not agree with him, verily I have fired many 9 
shot ‘‘at a tence,” and other objects, aud if it were worth 
while to look up the record, it might be fonnd that the ob- 
jects were generally hit (in fence shooting particularly 1 take 
second place to no man and um prepared to wager untold 
sums, that I can wing as many matched board fences, sprung 
from ground traps, Hurlingham rules to govern, as bogar- 
dus or Carver or Capt. Grubb or ‘Seneca or any other per- 
son who handles ‘the modern breech-loader’’), 

In one of my letters I related the experience of '*W, J.B.” 
with a woodeock, He signalized himself in another way a 
few days since and has been envied by all gunners who 
appreciate « few hours’ good sport. The ex-treasurer of the 
State Association lives on his farm short distance from the 
city limits, and one day last week he and his son came out of 
the country and on a piece of boggy ground within the city 
boundary lines bagged sixteen snipe. The field where this 
noteworthy feat was performed has Jong been a favorite re- 
sort for snipe, and J suppose that as many birds bave been 
shot there as ever were brought down 6n any ground of 
equal size in the State. The sport there is varied occasion- 
ally by some lucky individual knocking over a horse or cow, 
and a county official tuld me to-day that he once, in shooting 
over this ground, knocked down a suipe with the right burrel, 
fired at a second bird, and with the spent shot hit u team of 
horses hard enough to make themrunaway, That is only 
one of the remurkable incidents that have taken place on this 
historic field; and even stranger ones might be related, for 
the place is so well and favorably known, that hosts of *‘the 
boys” go out while yet darkness covers the face of the earth 
and roost on surrounding fences until daylight breaks aud 
allows them to see and shoot. This morning two ardent 
young sportsmen, whose time is taken up with exacting 
lusiness, drove out to the locality while the electric lights 
were illuminating the field, and as a reward for their energy 
got a brace of ducks and three snipe. 

The duck shooting in Trondequoit Bay and the town of 
Greece is pretty fair, That Rochester man, whose gun suf- 
fered most at the burning of the Monroe County Club's tent 
during the Coney Island convention, brought up tweuty 
ducks and a varicty of smaller game from Braddock’s Bay 
last week after two days’ shooting. He has shot over several 
States, but says that he came on one field near the bay where: 
the “signs” of snipe were more abundant than he ever say 
before, but the birds had tiown. ; 

Secretary Hartman has been as busy us usual in shooting 
woodcock, and has brought several score to town during the 
last two weeks. d 
A yenerable friend, Michael O’Brien, in whose blood the 

sporting instiact is so strong that painful miirmities, con- 
tracted in the war for the Union, and seyenty winters, lave 
not chilled it, came to me with his eyes sparkling a few days 
ago and imparted the secret of where a fine bevy Ov 4;°- are 
sheltering, offering to lead me to the place to do the shooting 
while He looked on an interested spectator. I remiaded him 
that the season did not open Wntil the 1st prox., and you may 
hear from them later. It isa treat tohear O’Brien diseant on 
the attractions of the county Clare, Ireland, us he enjoyed 
them forty years ago, when le assures me he could put up a 
thousand snipe ina day, and gray plover came in myriads 
every Winter, while the streams were alive with lrout, and 

Yo keep game cocks, to hunt the fox, 
And drink in punch the Solway, 

were still customs religiously observed not only by “the man 

—— 
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from Galway,” but by a large majority of the sport-loving 
incn of the Pmerald Isle, He dwells with particular delight 
on his feat of killing twenty-two snipe with twenty-one shots, 
and althongh he has had good shouting in America his mem- 
ory lingers fondest on the days he passed with rod and gun 
amid the green fields of his native land. E. R. 
ROCHESTER, Och. 22. 

MOOSE, BEAR AND TROUT IN MAINE. 
LARGE moose was killed on the Magalloway, week be- 

& fore last. The head weut through this place last Mon- 
day—the antlers spreading four feet, The animal was said 
10 girt seven and one-half feet, standing twenty-two hands 
high, and weighing fourteen hundred’ pounds. The party 
who. killed this moose were Mr, Wm. B. Garfield and an- 
(ther man, of Waltham, Mass. J haye killed between filty 
and sixty moose in my diy, but have never seen one so large 
as the above. 

An old hunter of Somerset county, a friend of mine, 
writes me that laicly he was guiding a party of trout fisher- 
men ata certain pond in that county, and had just got sita- 
ated in a camp some fifteen rods from the pond, and went to 
the shore for a pail of water, and looking up the shore. gat 
the glimpse of a large black animal coming down the shore, 
aud just going behind an intervening point. He dropped 
his pail and made for the camp, and told his party there was 
bear or mnose coming toward the landing, and that the 
best shot among them had better run with the rifle und lay 
for him, They immediately decided that the guide should 
De the mah, ashe knew the place he saw him at, and was 
inoré used io the business; so crabbing his rifle, he was soon 
on the shore, and then another thing had to be considered, 
whether he shonld take the birch canoe and paddle silently 
up the shore under cover of the point, or conceal himself and 
awuil lis coming; the latfer he decided to do, and he did not 
haye to wait long, for almost immediately a large black 
moose came wading around the point in about afoot of water, 
heing then some twenty-five or thirty rods distant. 

After rounding the point, the moose stopped short and 
threw up his head with a snort, and turned half around pre- 
paratory to starting, having scented the hunter, but thatrife 
cracked just then, and a large piece of nice juicy venison fell 
into the water. ¥ 

Tneed nof make any comments about the feelings of that 
hungry crowd that night, low the marrow bones were 
roasted and the tenderest steaks prepared for that camp table, 
aud how after surfeiting themselves, many a distant triend 
enjoyed a good taste of the same noble game, sent by ex- 
press. 

Bears are abundant hereabout this fall My. Dexter Blod- 
get, of Berlin, has captured nine this season, and has had 
several mounted, which look very life-like. 

Beech nuts being very plentiful, the bears stick to the 
highlands, nutting, occasionally coming down into the back 
pastures for mutton. Many single specimens have been cap- 
tured by the farmers. 

Speaking of troui, Mr. C. P. Stevens, of Boston, caught, 
the Jast of September, twenty-lhree, on the Androscoggin 
River below Errol Dam, weighing nearly a pound each. 
This is more surprising, as the river below, and the lake 
above, are full of pickerel. J.G.R. 
Burien, Oct. 22. 

MANNERS IN THE FIELD. 

im Sportsmen while on 
ALWAYS be polite and unselfish, 
2. Never drink liquor to excess. 

their shooting expeditions shonld be temperate. 
3, Never nuder any circumstances allow the muzzle 

6f your gun to be pointed toward a person or yourself; no 
matter whether the gun is loaded of ualoaded. 
4, Always put your gun on hall-cock when getting over a 

fence or hedge, no matter how easy it is to climb or cross. 
5. When crossing fences be particular to do as little dam- 

age as possible, and if done repair it. 
6, Never walk ahead of your associate; keep abreast; and 

ii by acccident you should get separated from him and a bird 
gets up, Never shoot unless your associate is in sight, for 
What shall it profit a manif he gaina whole score of birds 
and shoot his friend? 

7. When the dog stands. never flush the bird and shoot 
alone, always call your companion and wait for lim to come 
up, and When the bird starts, if your companion is on your 
right, and the bird flies mote to the right than to the left, no 
matter how little, do not shoot until your companion has 
shot one barrel; if missed then the bird is common prey. If 
the bird flies to the Jeft, your partner should not shoot unless 
you have missed with the first barrel. If the bird flies 
directly in front of both of you it is allowable for both to 
shout, thoughif you are entertaining a friend with a day’s 
shooling, courtesy would suggest giving him the first shot. 

8. Never shoot through a hedge when your companion is 
se the other side, eyen though you bea long way ahead of 

UL 
9, Never shoot toward your companion no matter how far 

away le may be, 
10, Never speak to nor interfere with your friend's dog. 
11. Do not fondle and pet your dogs; treat them kindly, 

but with decision, and punish them when they require it. 
Do not over-fecd (hem when at work. One good meal at 
high? on the return home is all they require, 

12. Do not dress too fancy when in the field, There is 
such a thing as a “dude” shooter. 

13. When both-ef-you-shoot and the bird falls, never, 
under any circumstances, intimate that you killed it, If 
your dog retrieves, offer it your guest, and if you killed it, 
uiless he isa hog, he willsay so. If itis impossible to tell 
who killed it, let your sense of justice tell you what to do 
with it, but under no circumstances dispute over it. No 
true sportsman cries out as soon as heshoots, “I killed one.” 
He waits until the guns are loaded, and you are ready to 
start on. 

14. Never sell any birds you may kill, and when you give 
them away, give them to sportsmen and they will appreciate 
them. It is of no use giving them to people who never 
shoot, they do not appreciate them; it is like casting your 
pouarl before swine. Isent some quail to a gentleman in 
New York once; when a few days after he thanked me for 
them, he said they were very nice. His wife ate one ortwo 
of them, and gave her pet cat the rest; as for himself, he 
seldom ate game, Itis only sportsmen that can understand 
the trouble of killing game, and appreciate the compliment 
When they are presented with birds. 

15. These are some of the cardinal rules of the cratt. 
There are a great many little points of etiquette, however, 
to be observed in shootiug, loo numerous to write, and which 
custom alone wil] leach, One of these I desire to emphatic- 

I 

ally impress upon would-be sportsmen. Never lie about 
your exploits, iam sorry to say this rile is more observed 
in its breach than its observance. It issickening and insult- 
ing to one’s credulity to listen to would-be sportsmen, as they 
lie about the wonderful shots they haye made, and the large 
number of hirds they bave killed upon different occasions. 
Genuine sportsmen never do it. They never consider it a 
disgrace to miss a bird, or make a bad shot, or come home 
with no birds. They take this as a matter of course. 

One of the would-be sportsmen class told me once with the 
most serious face, and would have been insulted if I had not 
affected to believe it, that one day while shooting with a 
single-barreled gun, he saw five ducks sitting on a narrow 
point, two on one side and three on the other. After con- 
sidering a long time how to kill them ali at one shot, af last 
the idea strack him: he put his gun barrel in a post hole, 
bent it the shape of the point, bucked round and fired. The 
charge went round the point and killed all the ducks. 

GASCOIGNE, 
[The bent barrel story is venerable enough to deserve ac- 

ceptance. | 

A HOME-MADE SHOOTING BOAT. 

WOULD like to see such a canyas canoe put on the 
indirket as a correspondent speaks of in your last num- 

ber; the ribs running lengthwise and sliding together, so that 
the boat can be carried in a light wagon or buggy. Five 
years azo I made, from a hintin your paper, a canyas boat 
out of barrel-hoops and three hickory poles, and gave the 
canvas 4 few coats of paint. Total cost ahout $2.50. It has 
carried five men with their guns and three dogs; has been 
over on the Platte several times, and on the Missouri bottom 
lakes, besides making a great many trips on our river here, 
the Nishuabotna. It is in good shape yet, but is unhandy 
to carry. 
We have good ducking here, river, field and slough shoot- 

ing; bul my favorite plan is to take the canvas boat up stream 
about ten miles, which, on secount of the bends, will make 
forty miles of a float; and then with one man to steer her 
with a paddle, come around the bends and take the fowl as 
they raise from the willows and sand banks, 
My partner in business, who is not much of a shot, thonght 

he would like to try that way, as it lonked easy, and said if 
T would lend him the boat and gun and load his shells and 
let our engineer off to steer him down, be thought perhaps 
he would go, As lie was always willing to stay in the office 
and let me ont, I agreed to all lis requests except lending 
him the gun, and that was out of the question. So he hor- 
rowed a tine gun of a banker in townand started at 3 A. M. 
so as to be on the river by daylight. IL cautioned him to 
kneel on the bottom on some hay to do his shooting, but no, 
that would cramp his legs; so le took a small box to sit on. 
The next thing we saw of my partner and the engineer they 
were coming in afoot, rigged out in the old clothes of a farmer 
who weighs abont 250 pounds. They were minus cuns, 
auimunition and ducks. The next morning they collected 
all the long-handled rakes they could find and started north 
again, Well, the upshot or rather upset of the whole mat- 
ter was that the adventure cost him some ninety dollars, 
He has since manifested no desire to borrow another fron or 
to go ducking. 

If any of your readers want good fishing, cumping, shoot- 
ing, Clear water and shade next August or September, let 
them go to West Okoboji Lake in Northwest Iowa. I was 
in camp there with my family last fall and know whereof I 
speak. M. 
Hastinas, Ia. 

THAT VETERAN TRAPPER. 

Etiiior Hovest and Stream. 
I see by your issue of the 18th that the Sainy Gamp has 

been sent to your office, and is on exhibition there. Mash- 
allah! itis well. I hope athousand canoeisis will see and 
inspect her. Let them look her over carefully, Weigh her; 
“heft” by hand, and say if her keel, sidings, and stern show 
scars of honorable work. I never paddled any other canoe 
—and [ have paddled many—that came so near getting in on 
my affections as a living thing, as the little Sairy. 

Of course she ducked me, Ask Pliny Robins, of Little 
Tupper. Pliny. next to Paul Smith, is one of the grandest 
woodsmen I ever met, And it was a compliment that made 
my pulses throb, when he said; ‘‘I haye never seen a man 
go through these woods so light as you do—or care so little 
for aducking.” Braye, quiet, old forester! May your crip- 
pled foot get well without the threatened amputation, and 
may We meet once avain in the North Woods, as we met on 
the Raquette; you, in your blue Saranac boat; I, in the little 
canoe. Ifthe wind gets up you may take me aboard, as 
you did before. If your foot gives out, I will manage to 
scuitle along with you, till we get out. 
Now, | did not intend to write any such literary duffle 

as the above. 1 started in on the text of the ‘‘ Veteran Con- 
neclicut Trapper,” Burton Hoadley, to wit: whois 84 years 
old, who trapped for the American Fur Company, and has a 
“secret hait for foxes,” etc. And can ‘‘outwalk most men 
of half hisage.* ‘“Thinks he can get one hundred birds a 
week!” etc. Why, youscnile old depredator and law-breaker! 
You have borrowed fourteen years from the allotted life 
of man; and you are spending (he fae end of your time on 
earth in breaking the laws of your State, and slaughtering 
the noblest of our game birds for so much per head. And 
you bring them into Hartfort and sell them openly. And 
the city papers, and the local papers, only notice to praise 
and commend. And the game constables and law-keepers are 
silent. And only last week twenty respectable citizens of 
Connecticut were penned up in a filthy cowyard for picking 
up hickory nuts on Sunday! On Monday they were taken 
before a justice (?) and fined $3 each for Sabbath breaking, 
We are all too near our muscularancestor, ihe gorilla. But, 
it would seem that Connecticut rather has the pull, as to 
proximity to paternal ancestry; it remains for the law-abid- 
ing, blue-law State, to boast of the octogeuarian who has 
snared aud marketed forty grouse in one week; and *‘he re- 
ports game as scarce this year; but thinks he cannot manage 
to get one hundred birds a week.” 

Webster's Dictionary contains 40,000 words But I look 
in yain for the cuss words I would like to use to abuse such 
beasts. The only two-legged animals [ know that kill for the 
loye of slaughter are the gyrfaleon and man. And man is 
ihe only one that murders for market. In this respect, 
Maine and Counecticnt seem to be a. long wiy aliead, 

P. $.—I only wish that Paul Smith, Pliny Robins, Eph 
Steele, and Ki Stowell might hold a few of these fellows 
while I drove tenpenny nails jn the top of their jieads. But, 
we are powerless, . NESSMUK. 
WELLsBORO, Pa. 

cL— Oo 

Oup Guy Barrens.—People who have been paying fancy 
prices for guns with fancy names would be very much aston- 
ished, writes a Washington correspondent, to tind that those 
guns are made from old army rifles that ‘fit into’ the late 
war, saw years of service in the field, or have been knocked 
round some Western fort until they haye been pronounced 
worthless and sold for $i apiece. It is nevertheless a fact 
that gun manufacturers of this and other countries buy them 
in sreat numbers, and there is no other means to account for 
their course than to suppose they use the barrels for their 
ney guns, boring out the barrels, putting the twist marks 
and mounting them with handsome stocks and silver and 
gold trimmings. ‘‘We sella great many to gun manufac- 
turers of this country,” said an officer of the ordnance bureau, 
“anda great many go abroad for various purposes."  *-What 
pui'poses?” ‘‘Well, for the use of the armies of the countries 
which are not so far advanced in the arts of war as we, and 
for the use of the gunmakers of France and England, who 
are further advanced than we are in fhe art of making them 
over into first-class guns of the period.” ‘Is there much de- 
mand abroud among the army people for guns twenty-five 
years behind the times in their manner of loading aud firing?” 
“Some, though not so mrch as other people wish. I have in 
mind now a firm of Englishmen who bought something like 
100,000 guns of us years ago, with the idea of selling them 
at a nice profit to some of the countries that they thought a 
little behind in the arts of war. They haye offered them ou 
several occasions to some of the South American countries, 
but they still have them. Wecould sell flint lock muskets 
very readily if we had them, but of course we havn't any 
that date so far back.” ‘Flint locks?” “Yes.” ‘‘Who in 
the world would want flint locks in this age of progress in 
fighting as well as other appliances?” ‘*Thedemand for flint 
locks comes from Africa, The nalives want them. They 
have no percussion cap factories, but they have flints, and 
they prefer guns_ou which they can rely as long as their pow- 
der lasts.”"—Boston Herald. |Vhe above talk about the uses 
to which discarded gun barrels are put, is goiug abont 
through the press and may give a wrong impression. There 
is a trade in cheap guns, but they are sold as such and those 
who buy arms from respectable firms hearing the trade mark 
of responsible makers, may rely upon getting new arms true 
to name and thoroughly tested.] 

Ges. Marey’s Parry.—Gen. R. B. Marey, of West 
Orange, Dr. J. lL, Seward, of Orange, Gen. Anson G, 
McCook and Mr. Bishop, of New York, arrived at home 
from a six-weeks Western trip, Tuesday morning. The first 
three named left New York Monday evening, September 10, 
anil were followed a weck later by Mr, Bishop, a prominent 
and wealthy railroad director, to whose courtesy the party 
owe much of the pleasure of theirtrip. Proceeding viu 
Northern Pacific Railroad from its eastern terminus the party 
arrived at Fort Custer, Montana, on Saturday eveniny, 
September 15, and on Monday morning started with a pack 
train, saddle horses, camp equipage and guides for a three- 
weeks hunting excursion throuxh the Big Horn Mouniains 
and the Rosebud region of Southern Montana and Northern 
Wyoming. Their trip was a most successful and enjoyable 
one, and large and small hoof and feathered game suc- 
cumbed in large numbers to the anerring aim of Lhe gallant 
arty. Duting this excurtion Fort C. F. Smith, the scene 

of Custer’s last fight, and other Indian battle grounds and 
oints of interest were visited, and an insight into the wild 

life of the West was gained by the uninitiated of the party. 
Returning to Fort Custer, laden with game, pelts and pleas- 
ant experiences, the party again started for the Northern 
Pacific Railroad, thirty-four miles distant, and embarked in a 
private hotel cur for Portland, Oregen, the western terminus 
of the road; thence departing on the same car on Tuesday 
morning: of last week, and coming through to New York 
without delay in just one week. Dr. Seward has resumed 
his practice greatly benctited by his trip, concerning whicli 
he is quite entlusiastic.—AHast Urange UY.7.) Gusette, Oct, 25. 

EXPERIENCE ON THE NORTHERN Pacrerc Rovp.—Spring- 
field, Mass.. Oct. 11, 1883.—Hditer Forest and Stream A 
friend of mine who has been out West on a hunting tip 
complains bitterly of the way he and party were treated on 
the Northern Pacific Railroad. This is what he says: The 
Western ronds nearly all advertise for sportsmen to patronize 
their roads and offer many inducements to such. He was 
with a party of four on the Northern Pacific Railroad with 
their guns in the seat with them, quietly tuking in the 
scenery, etc., when they were ordered by the brakeman to 
deposit their guns in the baggaye car. At first they paid no 
aitention to his demands, but soon after the conductor and 
brakeman came in together and repeated the order, saying if 
they did not take them in themselves they should take 
them in for them, My friend says, ‘‘Do you give us checks 
for them or lock them up?” ‘‘No, sir, we don’t do anything 
of the kind. You are simply to place them in the baggage 
room aud when you want them you cap come for them.” 
But,” urged he, “‘suppoe JT put my gnu worth 5150 in 
there and Some oue deposits one worth $10 in the same place, 
and then comes ia at some station aud pointing to my gun 
says, ‘Tl take my gub,’ how are you to know which is 
which?” *‘Can’t help it; them’s the orders and we must en- 
force them.” Arguments were of no ust, The guns were 
placed in the baggage room and they took the chances. 
Now my friend thinks that if this is a sample of the accom- 
modation the railroad offers to sportsmen they bad better be 
informed somewhat on the subject.—r, Bours, Jr. 

Lovistina GAME GRrouxbs.—New Orleans, La,, Oct. 21. 
—After weeks of dry, hot weather, at last the welcome rain 
has falien, and the grass that a week ago was parched by the 
hot rays of the sun, is now fresh and green. The weather is 
much cooler, and the lover of rod and gun can go forth in 
search of sport aod not suffer trom the heat. Ducks are 
fast making theiv appearance in the bayous, lagoons and 
rice fields, and sume good bags have eeu made. Mallards, 
teal aud black ducks seem to be the first in, Snipe shooting 
can be said to be fairly opened, and sportsmen of the North 
who may wish to spend a month or so in Louisiana can 
depend on good sport. Our best snipe shooting grounds ure 
in the parishes of St. Laudry, Caleasieu and’ Plaquemines. 
At New Iberia, Vermillionyille, Opelousas, Washington and 
Welshe’s Station not only good snipe shooting, but also 
excellent sport can be had on quail. The secfion@is seem- 
ingly ‘udapted to the shooter and those who wish for a mild. 
quiet climate. aij trayel from New Orleans to any of the 
above places is cheap, and good hotels at reasonable prices 
ave open to sportsmen, Should any of my Northern frends 
come this way [shall take pleasure im directing them tu good 
grounds.—Moss. 

- 
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Tennussne GAs Notes.—Nashyille, Oct. 27,—Never 
hefore were quail so abundant is tbe reporl from every 
quarter, yet very few are coming to market, and these few 
are rather small and dear, The weather has been too warm 
up to date for amateur sportsmen fo go out, but ‘Old Proba- 
bilities” promises # cold snap in a few days, and then Clark 
Pritchett, Ben Allen, Joe Woodtolk, Burkhols and the Leg- 
lers will commence their winter shooting, The reports from 
Reelfoot Lake annonnee more game of all kinds in that wen- 
derful locality than ever known before. Several parties have 
been formed in Nashville to so down there so soon as winter 
Weather comes. ‘Possums and ‘coons are more plentiful 
(han usual. This Lcan youch for from my own observations. 
John Joplin, one of the best fellows in the State; brought 
me in two superb specimens of the *possum this morning. 
They were too fat to run, so “Old Jop” caught both with his 
famous hound Reform, Col. W. EH. Jolinson has sold his 
Davidson county farm and purchased one in Sumner, No 
more will the yoices of his marvelous pack of hounds be 
heard in this neighborhood, but the hunters of Sumner will 
havesuel ums as they never dreamed of before. Burt Bray 
received his new hammerless Daly gun the otherday. It is 
perfectly plain, though beautiful, The stock is made of a 
mhagnificent piece of Italian walnut, and serves as a fitting 
ornament to the siperior barrels. Burt will christen it at 
ViecHoot next month, Ardy Meaders, the great Tennes- 
sve shogter, is spoken of as tlie coming chief of our fire de- 
partment, If so the shooters all over the United States will 
have lost a dangerous antagonist and the company of one of 
nature’s noblemen.—]. D, H. 

PLucky SHoeormrs.—With plenty of spunk even a blind 
inan might learn to shoot. We have recorded the exploits 
of armless gunners and Jegless fox hunters, Here is a story 
from the other side, about a remarkable target shooter, who 
recently died im the canton of Geneva, Switzerland. Jean 
Trottel was born in 1831 without hands or feet. His short 
arms were pointed, and bis legs, such as they were, not being 
availible for walking, he was able to moye only hy twisting 
his body from side to side, His case ereatly interested the 
surgcons of the neighborhood, and local Barnums made the 
patents, well-todo peasants, many tempting offers to turn 
their child’s misfortune to account by exhibiting him about 
the country. But these offers were invariably declined, and 
When Jean was old enough he was sent to school. In writ- 
ing he held his pen at the bend of the elbow. As he grew 
older he took great interest in husbandry, became an active 
hay-maker, used the reins with dexterity, and was so good a 
shot that he often carried off the first prize at the village dirs, 
He enjoyed, loo, some reputution for sagacity. was consulted 
by his neighbors on matters of importance, and has left be- 
hind him a widow and four children amply proyided for. 
r 

A PLwasayy Persona, Menvion of Mr. 8, A. Tucker, 
the traveling man for the Parker gun, appedrs one weelt in 
the Sueramento, Cal., Bee. The uext week there is some- 
{hing of the same kind in the Chicago, Ill., Tivdwhe, The 
Si. Louis, Mo., Globe Demoerat follows suit, and then the 
New Orleans, La., Ziimes-Demoerat. The printer’s ink of 
this last note is lardly dry before the Bangor, Me., JW /dg- 
Courter is ont with # paragraph of like tenor, While the 
Forrst AND STREAM cxchange editor is puzzling his brain 
to determine whether this is all about the same man or half 
a. dozen (different men, 2 Gard comes in, on which is iascribed 
the name ‘S. A, Tucker,” He explains that he has been 
over every vailroad, turnpike and cowpath of North America, 
and can in proof show two or three million newspaper notices 
And sportsmen's club invitations and shooting match reports, 
and a whole carload of medals and sweepstakes, He is here 
to-day. to morrow he will be in Arizona, and the next day in 
Louisville, Ky., fo attend the Carver-Stubbs shoot. 

Ounro.—Clear Port.—There will be a good season in this 
neighborhood, Partridges or grouse are plenty a few miles 
south, in the hills. I was out the other day without dog; 
saw two; only shot one, as they were m quite a thicket. 
Quail are plenty. A covey lit in my yard the other Sunday, 
one flying into the open door of the room where my wife 
was lying sick, Irightening her almost as much as if it had 
been a bear, Squirrels plenty in the timber, [have madesey- 
eral very good bags. Wehave yery good fishing south of 
here, ia Clear Creek, «i branch of the Hocking River, and 
if the nets can be kept oul, fora few years it will be still 
better. Thearof a few wild turkeys in the Clear Creek 
hills in Hocking county, but they are so wild that it is 
almust impossible to bring them to bag.—J. T. 1. 

Care on Tim Wine.—George Steinmetz, who live in 
Norristown, was gunning for wild ducks along the Schuyl- 
kill one day last week, and when near the engine house, at 
which the water is pumped from the Schuylkill to the reser- 
yoir, (liscovered an immense fish feeding on minnows near 
the bunk. Hetook aim, fired, and a second later the car- 
cass of the aqueous monster was floating on the surface of 
the water. Lt was vaptured with little difficulty and proved 
io bea Germanearp, The fish measured 25inches in length, 
and weighed 72 pounds,— West Chester (Pa.) Local News, Oot, 
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Juxcrron oF BLue anpD G@uAND RrivyeRs.—Colorado, Oct. 
20.—Game has not been so plentiful this year, owing to 
wholesale slaughter by the market hunters, Elk ran last 
month, and it was easy for one man to load a wagon with 
their meat, The breods of mountaim grouse were very 
small, owing to the nests having been destroyed by rain. 
Blacktail run in December, when a great many will be sent 
to market, 1 fear we are all Killing the goose that lays the 
golden eg, and when the game is gone we will te it. We 
had a good season for trout.— Reon, 

A Winy Grouse, —Lake, Pa,—Theve are pheasants in 
this wountry, but they are not plenty, and one particular 
seamp of the kind bas ocvasioned me much tramping in my 
efforts to bag him, For four days in succession 1 have both 
heard and seen him just once, and then he gets into the 
hemlock and is safe. Last week 1 saw six yery handsome- 
looking black bass (small mouth) “which were taken in 
Uarvey’s Lake, on crawfish bait, They each weighed 4 
little over Lwo pounds.—F, G. 

Axnristrc.— Mr, H. B. Chubb, of Cleveland, O., is a taxi- 
dermist who does some excellent work i mounting: game 
and other birds, A pair of quail prepared by Mr. Chubb have 
hung’ in this office for the past two years and haye attracted 
much favorable attention »mong our visitors, 

A Duck SHoonter’s Prrm,—fSaco, Me., Oct 29.—1 send | 
this report, from the Biddeford Times, of the adyenture ! 
of Myr. Frank Cole of thistown:; ‘Monday he went down 
to the life-saving station at the Pool to enjoy a few days’ 
duck shooting. 
start to return for home again in his rowhoat. A fierce 
northwestern gale was blowing at the time, and @ lremen- 
dous heavy sea was swelling. His friends at the station were 
alarmed at. the prospect of his yenturing out in sucli weather, 
and tried to dissuade himTrom his purpose. Nothing daunted, 
however, he determined to carry out his intention, and get- 
ting into his boat rowed froin the shore. Capt. James Gold- 
thwaile, aware of Mr. Cole’s danger und alive to his duty, 
donned his rubber suit and started along the shore, following 
the progress of the boat to see how it fared, Before reaching 
Bast Point, which is nearly a half mile from the station, a 
breaker struck the boat and some water was taken 
in, but the rower got her headed again all right, 
and succeeded in getting around the point. Just 
as he had rounded, the wind and water were raging 
so that the boat was drawn ii: near the shore. Immediately 
after a large breaker came rolling in toward him and with 
great force the sea struck the boat, lifting the bow out of 
the water and knocking Cole fully ten feef away, He was 
dressed very heayily and this impeded bis motions to keep 
aboye water. He had on rubber boots. heavy undercloth- 
ing, two thick woolen shirts, vest with several sheils in the 
pocket, a revolver that weighed a pound anda half, and 
seventy-five cartridges in another pocket, an outside coat, 
and over all he wore an oil suit. But being an expert 
swimmer he struck out and finally managed to regain the 
boat; which had upset, and reaching in got hold of the cen- 
terboard box. Another heavy sea came dashing in at this 
moment and washed him away a few fect. He again swam 
and regained his hold on the boat, Capt. Goldthwaite was 
now on the shore watching him and had signalled to the sta- 
tion that something was wrong, He shouted to Cole to hold 
on to the boat and the latter now thinks he heard him and 
that this must have encouraged him. A few seconds after 
he had regained the boat for the second time a huge wave, 
the biggest that had yet struck bim, came and washed oyer 
him. For a skort time nothing could be seen on shore 
of either man or boat, Cole had seen the wave 
coming and taking a firm grip bad ducked his head and 
gone under, The wave just struck the top of his head, 
taking off his hat with the same force as if it had heen 
dealt & heavy blow with a club. A third wave took him 
ashore on the ledge and carried him out again. The fourth 
took him into water about breast high, and he let go his grip 
upon the boat and managed to get ashore. The next waye 
brought the boat near shore, and Cole, with Captain Gold- 
thwuite’s assistance, drew it up out of the water. A breech- 
loading shotgun yalued at $60 was lost overboard when the 
boat upset. Cole was taken to the life-saving station where 
he was rubbed down and provided with dry clothes. Capt. 
Goldthwaite and his men did all in their power to make him 
comfortable and are deserving of all credit. Mr. Cole has 
been accustomed to the water since a mere child, and is an 
adept at handling boats. ‘When I struck upon my back in 
the water after heing thrown our of my boat,’ said he to the 
Times veporter, ‘I thought that was the last of me. He 
has every reason to be thankful for his providential escape.” 
The gun lost by Cole was a Parker, loaded willi brass shells, 
and it was recovered Saturday, Oct. 27, after being in salt 
water three days. The shells were removed from the bar 
ruls, the gun taken apart and thoroughly cleaned and oiled. 
After the gim was put together the shells were placed in the 
barrels, and they fired as well as though they had never heen 
wet. The inside of the harrels ave in as ood condition as 
before, while the outside is but very little rust-euten. ‘The 
stock was so little swelled as to hardly be noticed, With the 
exception of the barrel being bright where the rust was 
sandpapered off the outside, the gun is as good as when lost, 

RA TETCS 

Tose OUTLAWED Goys—tIn veply to *‘Hunter’s” ques- 
tion in the Forms’ anp Srrwam of October 18, T would in- 
form lim that. T have an outlawed breech-louder that |will 
sell. It isa No. 2-bore; 40-inch barrels, weight 24 pounds, and 
will take a Montana buckwheat cake fora wad Will make 
the price very low, as the kind of game it was used for is 
cleaned out here, and the sooner it can be done shout his 
country the better, “‘Hunter” should not organize a game 
protective club till he gets this jewel for a while.—A VEr- 
BRAN KILLER. 

Waar Ils 4 Gornpr?—I suppose that was told as a good 
story in yours of the 11th, Well, perhaps it is, but the de- 
cision was not correct. Goodrich says: ‘The Camas rat is 
called gaupire by the French, henee gopher by the Ameri- 
cans, 2 term also applied to several other species. If derives 
ifs name for its fondness for the Quamash, or Camas plant 
(Scilla cseuleta).” This does not apply to turtles or snakes. 
Which do you go for, Goodsich or Webster?—B. 

SAn Donineo, West Indies.—There is scarcely any shoot- 
jug on the Island, except wild pigeons which are not now in 
season, At Monte Chiisto you may find ciyman, famingo 
and cranes, but no fresh weter or accommodations of any 
kind, ‘The scenery, however, is magnificent thronghout the 
Island,—Hoopha, 

Tun SYATH or ARKANSAS is fast becoming a resort for 
hunters and fishermen. In order to encourage this travel the 
St, Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railway announces 
that it will issue special tickets, at special rates, for hunting 
parties of three or more. No churge is made for dogs or 
fun, 

A Wrirn Crow.—Beacon Falls, Gonn,, Oct. 22, 1882.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: There is a white crow around 
here, Do you know of any one that would like it, and 
would give enough to pay for the trouble of hunting him? 
I will try and get it —Conrap F, Grusen, 

SurziivAn County, N. Y.—Mr. John Todd, of the Moun- 
tain Farm, Woodbonime, in Sullivan county, reports under 
date of Oct, 25: “Partridges are very plenty. man who 
took his dog out to train the other day brought in eight ruffed 
grouse, ~ 

New Jersey,—Messrs. BH, and 8. Edwards killed in the 
vicinity of Summit, N. J., October 18, twelve woodcock 
The birds were in fine condition, Summit is on the D. L 
& W. Railvoad, twenty-two miles trom New York. 

Wednesday morning he determined to’ 

Sea and River ishing. 

ANGLING RESORTS,—We shall be glad to have for publi- 
cation noles of good jishing localities, Will nol ovr corre 
spondents favor us with notes of desirable points for angling 
excursions? 

To insure prompt attention, cammuaucations should be ad 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and nob to 
individuals, tx whose absence from the office mutters of im- 
portance are liahle to delay. / 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our isstie of Aug. 1h, he 

been published in convenient pamphlet form, and will he sent to any 
address, postpaid, on reevipt of 10 cents. 

ONE TABLE TURNED. 

Eiditoy Forest and Streams 
Probably every one who “‘likes to go i-fishing” has repeat- 

edly heard the ancient story of the city chap who, decked 
out in a complete fishing suit, armed and equipped with an 
clegant and ornamental outfil, returns home witha ‘‘water 
haul,” while the barefoot, ragged country boy, urmed with 
the historical bean-pole aud cotton line, captures a good 
string, simply because he is acquainted with the habits of 
the fish. 

I had taken considerable stock in this antiquated romance 
at. One time; but I unloaded a very large share of il years 
ago, and a little circumstance which happened u few days 
ago strengthened my convictions of the propriety of unload: 
ing more, I was fishing in Grand River, near the village «af 
Lowell in this county, and had gone ashore to strawhten oul 
and rest up a trifle, when a short distance from the bank T 
espied as perfect a speciinen of the aboye-wentioned hoy 4s 
ever existed, with this exception: his hat was sound; his 
feet were bare, except two toes, which were enveloped in 
rays. Patchwork might convey some idea of his clothing, 
but would not answer fora description; his mail was large 
and fluttervd ebtrusively in the stiff breeze; on his shoulder 
he carried about ten feet of the buth end of what had once 
been an eighteen or twenty foot cane pole, aud attached to 
one end of this stub of a pole were about six feet of the his- 
toric cotton string, = 
Tasked him if he had any bait, and the only answer was 

ashy, reserved look. Thinking he did not tinderstand mo 
Tasked, ‘Got any minnows?” ‘No,’ 1 sugvested worms, 
and ashake of the head was the only response. “Wlies?” 
Another shake, ‘Hoppers?’ ‘All dead? ‘Well,” I re- 
marked, ‘how do you manage to catch these large fish eve? 
What kind of hait do you use?” The Jad tured on me with 
a curious, quiazicul sort of an expression. and asked, ‘Live 
heré?”’? ‘No.’ ‘Where do you liver” “Grand Rapids,” 
“Won't you tell if I show you?” Tassured him stontly I 
would not. Then in a hesitating, dowbting sort of « wiry he 
stepped to my side, threw back one side of his coat and dis- 
played a bran new Caledonia minnow -of the largest size; 
and as he held it upto my gaze every nerve In his whole 
structure was 48 taut as bis entire physical fovee could mule 
then. His bight eyes sparkled with joy, his clust expanded 
to the uttermost, limits of his apology for i vest, and smilus 
of joy und satisfaction danced over his free, as with ts hop 
and a skip he hastened to the waters edge. Lwatehed tim 
attach the glittering bait to Lie string, throw it into the 
river, stick the end Gf his pole into the bank, propping it ap 
and loading it down with a couple of stones, pull onl x raw 
turnip from his pocket, and sit down with joyous expect- 
ancy. 

Th about an hour afterward I rowed past the spot, und, 
judging from the surface indicutions, a change had come 
over the spirit of his dream, He sat in a limpy, lolling sort 
of a way; [here was a hungry, longing look on his healthy 
face, und as | glanced along the few feet of cotton string 
and saw plainly the shining bail lying mottonless in about 
tivo feet of water, I came to the voneluston that there would 
be one sadly disappointed boy in town that night, one aching 
heart and a yuid in one breast that no glittering Caledonia, 
minnow could cither allay or satisfy. W. 
Granp Rarips, Mich., Oct. 22. 

SUBTERRANEAN TROUT. 

Hiditoy Forest and Streann: 
A few days azo, while wandering along the railroad 

iruck about 4 mile west of this city, along with a friend, we 
discovered what we thought to he a wonderful freak of 
nature, This was a spring of cool, clear water, gushing out 
{rom the foot of a bill, and having a fall of about six feet 
in about cizhty vods to where if emptied into a small creek. 
The water flows from a cavity which extends into the hill 
alout ten feet, and large enough to admit the body ofa man. 
While straining our eyes, lying perfectly still, we were sur- 
prised (o see numberless little fishes swim out from the 
bowels of the earth, andupona slicht movement of the head. 
disappear in an instant into the hill. Affer « great (leal of 
trouble we secured a specimen, which proved to be a brook 
trout. 
Now the most curious part remains to be told Ae 

there are no creeks or bodivs of water wilhin eighty rods, 
this one being at least six feet lower than fhe spring, tt ts 
plain to sce that they cannot reach if, from below. A few 
days after the discovery, we again visited the spriog, and 
ufter wailing a long while, we were disuppoinicd in not 
secing our finny acquaintances, nor could we find theshadow 
of one ip the outlet. We wandered over to another sprmy 
about one mile due north, This spring was perfectly alive 
with the same kind of fish iis were seen in spring No. 1, 
After watching them avyhile, they also disappeared into the 
ground, and this explains the mystery asto bow they get 
into the first spring. , 
We both wsree that there is wm underground stream tlow- 

ing from one to the other, and the fish tiud means of egvess 
through this passage. A few years ago a large number of 
young trout were placed in this river, and nothimg has since 
been heard of them until this summer, when a few fine 
specimens were secured, they being caught out of the brooks 
tributary to the river. The water of the latter being too 
stagnant, they were supposed to haye died, but recent tlis- 
coyeries disclose the fact.that they hrye rin into the cool 
water of the smaller streams, and we may hope to have 
some rare sport cre long. 

This bus been a poor year for loyers of tha rod here, 
though at the beginning of the scasom we had every reason 
to hope for a successful one, But the heavy rains have 
washed into. the streams a largé¢ quantity of food, and the 

————— 
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mosh fempting hait and expert anglers have failed to entice 
them (0 bite as im former years. Large numbers of prairie 
chickens have been bagged; dicks ave scarce; squirrels 
abundant; muskril and mink ure increasing in wunbers, and 
Nondie, he who caught the laree bass while asleep, men- 
tioned! ja FoResSY AND S’YREAM some tine since, and myself 
ave going 10 lave some fun. WANDERER. 
OoLtamos, Wis_ 

TENNESSEE FISHING NOTES. 

VEN, IRA P. JONES, accompanied by two of his sons, 
¥® yeturned last Thursday from a ten days’ fishing expe- 

dition down on White Oak, The General reports haying 
id excellent sport, but nothing as it would have heen if the 
weather were coolerand the water not so clear, From what 
the General said to me of (he country, T should sugest it to 
any of your readers desiring the solitude and simplicity of 
forest, and frontier life, Only twelve miles from the railroad 
the people are as primitive as they were a ceutary ago, 
The streams shout there are filled with fine game fish, the 
diinkiug water is perfectly pure, and a finer climute and 
more beautiful scenery cannot be found in America, 

The Curnberland River is again coming into fayor with 
vur local anglers, and there are some who class it as one of 
the very best streamsiin the State. Up about Rock Castle, 
and along down to the mouth of Canny Fork, splendid jack 
are frequently caught, und channel cali (as game a fish as we 
have) are there in vast numbers. 

T revret to say that our fish laws are but little respected 
un: seldom enforced, consequently the cruel and outrageous 
mothods of catching fish are coustantly carried on, The 
Commissioners are not only powerless, but are apparently 
indifferent to the miutber. 3 

| understand that Professor Baird intends making: a large 
distribution of German carp in this Stale during the winter 
and spring, Lf what he sends ave not belier cared for than 
those already sent here, he might as well keep them, Capt, 
Wranke Green is the only person T know of who has cared for 
his vriginul stock, aud has succeeded in propagating them. 
Ti is a pity that such yaluable food fishes should not be raised 
here by millions. dv. DD. A. 
NASAYIGLe, Oct. 24. 

ANCIENT ANGLERS. 

Llitoy Fovest und Stream: 

Your ever welcome paper, with an interesting article by 
“Awahsoose’—iny fraternal greeting to him—réached me a 
few honrs after I had for the first time made # cureful read- 
jing of Gervase Markham’s ‘'Pleasures of Princes,’ When 
preparing the “Bibliotheca Piscatoria,” seyeral weeks were 
speut in unravelling the tangled threads of Markham’s 
numerous publications in which angling formed the theme 
of his ficile pen, 
sraphically, is in the Hands of many of your readers, but it 
must be confessed that ou one point 1 trusted implicitly to 
the statements ef my predecessors and—stumbled. The 
“Pleasures of Princes,” which was first issued in 1614 with 
“The Second Gook of fhe Mnglish Husbandman” (the edition 
in the lads of your contributor is a later one), was in 1616 
included in Markhuwm’s “Country Contentments,” beiie | 
(lere stated to he "Phe whole art of angling as il was written 
in & small treatise in rime, and now, for the letter under- 
standing of ihe reader, put into prose and adorned and 
enlarged.” "The small “treatise in rime” was the ‘‘Secrets 
of Angling,” ly J. Denays, published in 1613. Markhaim’s 
stutement ay tothe origin of his tract has been accepted 
without question by all writers and bibliographers (including 
the writer) diuiriie the 270 years that have elapsed since it 
was muide, The cancid admission of obligation has served 
ifs purpose wdimivably. Generations of critics and ‘‘cnrious 
inquirers” have been thrown off the scent. I. might have 
Neen suspected that a writer who laid his hands without 
seruple on the materials gathered by others, and possessed 
i an emMibent devree the happy art of digesting his facts 
and putting them in a tuking form before his readers, had 
more reuson for his candor than lay on the surface, Appar- 
ently this was wot suspected by those who have noticed 
“The Pleasures of Prinecs” dnring the present century. To 
Markham’s contemporaries, however, the reason must haye 
been well known, 
The truth appears to be this; Markham, who had written 

largely on all Kinds of country employments and occupa- 
lions, wanted w treatise onangling. Ie pathered such works 
as existed on the subject (the property of one ‘‘siationer” or 
another) aud drormenteal to apply their contents to his own 
purposes, not by simple copying, but (we mustin justice lo 
him admit) by taking the whole of their facts and present- 
ing them afvesh in his own way, The books before him 
were the yersious of the famous ‘‘Treatyse of Hysshynge,” 
first printed at Westminster in 1496 by Wynkyn de Worde, 
and afterward enlarwed and altered by various writers, 
among Whom Leonard Mascall and Willian Gryndall are 
alone known to us by name, With these he took the 
“Maison Rustique* of Charles Hstienne and fhe “Secrets of 
Angling,” by J.D, From these materials, supplemented no 
doubt hy some practical knowledge of the sport, for he was 
the son of i. conntry gentleman of god family, and skilled 
in ull Country pursuits, he speedily produced the yery excel- 
lent treatise which, with his usual skill at title-making, he 
dubbed ‘The Pleasures of Princes, or Good Men's Reere- 
ations.” No doubt he took a food deal from the “small treatise 
in Vime,” fhe general plan, many ideas, and, in some places, 
the very words of ihe writer of {his “soothing and gatistying 
vers¢,” but nine-tenths of the matter of the book came from 
the sources 1 haye indicated. Why, it muy be asked, did 
Markham estate iha} his obligations were contined to one 
book? Wor this reason probably: Because it was an obli- 
gation which searcely exisied—of which the publishers of 
the “Secrets of Anpling” had no ground of complaint; and 
beutuse it closed The movihs of the other publishers whose 
books had bee really “boiled down” by this gallant literary 
free lance, 

Many little mysteries were lid bare in the 'Bibliothecu 
Piscatoria,” and niy present occupation bids faiy to put the 
solution of mavy others in my hands. 1am editing a serius 
of reprints of fhe rarer and more yaluable angling books 
wnder the general title of “A Library of Old Fishing Books,” 
und Mr, Westwood is rendering my lis invaluable aid and 
assistance. The older version of the *“Tyeatyse of Fysshynge,” 
now first printed from a mantseript in the possession of the 
famous angling book eollector, Mr. Denison, will form 
No. 1 of thisseries. Several other versions as amended and 
enlarged hy Maseall, Gryndall and other's will follow, and all 

The result, fairly successful biblio- 

Thomas Sutehell. 

| arrested persons. 

where most of the copies that haye come down to us are 
carefully guarded. ‘The Pleasures of Princes” will be 
among these ‘‘old fishing books,” and the ‘Secrets of Ang- 
lng,” which hus already received favorable notice in your 
columns, I send you alist of (he tirsii instalment, and you 
van judge whether or no the “Library” is likely to prove of 
interest to “scholarly anglers.” The number of these gentle- 
men is very limited, | know, und I shall therefore see that 
my publisher prints but a yery limited niumber of copies 
(100 perhaps) of those books likely to be in least demand. 

; Tos, SATCHELL, 
Loxpon, England, Oct. 16. 

We vludly give place to the above, as we regard Mr, 
Satchell’s researches of great value to angling literature. 
Te has taken up the subject from pure love of i, and has 
done his work thoroughly. For the benefit of our readers 
on this side of the water we give the following list of the 
Library of Old Fishing Books, which have been or are to be 
reprinted, some of them ih yery limited numbers. ‘They are 
announced as: 

“Extremely rare and valuable books, carefully edited, well 
printed in quarto form on the best hand-made foolscap paper, 
in uniform Sosactl binding (half leather), with gilt top and 
rough edges,” 

1, An older form of the treatyse of fysshynge wyth an 
angie (ree 1450), now first printed from a manuscript in the 
collection of Mr, Denison, with preface and glossary by 

Price, 7s. 6d, (200 copies printed.) 
2, The treatyse of fysshynge wyth an angle, first printed 

by Wynkyn de Worde in 1496, with preface and glossary hy 
Thomas Satchell, Price, 7s. 6d. (200 copies printed.) 

3. The secrets of angling (1613), by J. [olin] D, [ennys], with 
introduction hy Thomas Westwood. Price. 7s. 6d. 

4, The pleasures of princes (1614), by Gervase Markham, 
with introduction hy Thomas Westwood, Price, 7s. 6d. 

5, Conrad Heresbach's “ Depiscatione compendium” (1570), 
witha translation by Miss Ellis aud introduction by Thomas 
Westwood. Price, 7s, 6d. 

6. A book of fishing with hook and line (1590), by L. [conard] 
M_[asecall]. 

7. A briefve treatis of fishing, with the art of angling (1596), 
hy W.[illiiam] G.[ryndall], 

8. Book xx of the Geoponika of Cassianus Bassus (e/a 
950), with a translation of the Greek and notes. 

9. The chronicle of the compleat angler of Izaak Walton, 
by Thomas Westwood, with notes and additions by Thomas 
Satchell, 

10. Citations from old English authors touching fishing and 
angling, collected hy T, Westwood and T. Satchell. 

11. A jewelfor gentrie (1614). 
12. Richard de Fourniyall’s “De, Vetulé”’ (1470), with 

Jean Lefevre’s translation. 

NETTING IN GREENWOOD LAKE. 

A CHANGE has come over the spirit of the dream of 
J%. Messrs. Hazen and Degraw, the proprietors of the 
Windermere Hotel, at Greenwood Lake. It will se remem- 
hered that they were the persons who, under date of Oct. 12, 
telegraphed, and on Oct, id wrote to Commissioner Black- 
ford of the outrage at Greenwood Lake. as quoted in our 
last issue. These gentlemen now profess entire ignorance 
of the matter as to who netted the fish, protest that they saw 
no fish which had been netted; in fact, seem determined 
that no information which may tend to convict Stephen 
Garrison, Warren Aldridge, or the two Ryersons, shall be 
furnished hy them. It is confidently believed at the Lake, 
that the prosecution of these yiolators of the law will be 
abandoned, or if pressed, that there will be a failure of sutfi- 
cient proof to convict them. The hotel men and guides have 
joined hands to throw every obstacle in the way of the pro- 
secution, so far a8 furnishing information is concerned, and 
one of the former is said to haye employed counsel for the 

One of the men engaged in the netting of 
the fish, and who was arrested and taken tn Goshen, was 
heard tu say “Well, they cannot prove we caurlit the fish.” 
My. Waterstone, of the Lake, who saw the barrels contain- 
ing the fish on the bdat, im transit for the railroad depot, says 
he does not know what was in the barrels. 

In the meantime there is an intention on the part of Com- 
niissioner Blackford, and # desire on the pari of the yarious 
associations aud individual anglers who visif, Greenwood 
Lake, that the case be pushed to the extent of the law. Ve 
leary that Mr. Harrison W. Nanny, of Goshen, has yolun- 
teered to fake charge of the case as counsel for the State 
Fish Commission, and we presume that any proof furnished 
him as to the netting, haying in possession, or shipping of 
the fish in question, will be used to insure the prompt pun- 
ishinent of the men engaged in this violation of the law, 
The defendants, among other things, claim that Mr. Silk 

had an interview with Commissioner Blackford after the 
latter lal been informed of jhe netting of the fish, and that 
there was no osjection made either asto the manner in which 
the fish had been taken, or to their being shipped to England, 
and that they mtend to prove this point on the trial. 
How far they will le allowed to dodge the question at 

issue remains to he seen, but in the mean time the hands of 
the State game protector and the counsel for the prosecution 
should be aided by furnishing them with evidence which 
may he in possession of any one who desires the law to be ob- 
seryed, 

As for the hotel men and guides, who are reticent in the 
matter, let them remember where their interests lie, und let 
every angler who visils the lake mark the men who fail to 
ail the officers of the law in protecting their favorite resort, 
by furnishing evidence of such violations of the same law as 
these guides are charged with. The counsel for the Com- 
mission wns obliged to adjourn the case to Nov. 9 for want 
of lestimony; although Messrs. Hazen and Degraw were 
both present they could furnish none, 

It is to be regretted that Messrs. Hazen and Degraw, as 
well ag My. Waterstone, steward of the club house of the 
Greenwood Lake Association, should, after starting the 
machinery of the law, be backward in giving the evidence 
necessary to convict the oifenders. The practice of netting 
the waters of this lake has been carried on for years in defi- 
ance of the law, and it appears as if the guides and hotel men 
on the lake were afraid to give testimony on the subject. If 
they imagine thaf the present prosecution is begun as a 
“scare,” they will find their mistake. We have conversed 
with Mr, Blackford on this subject, and he is firm in declar- 
ing that he will push the case as far as is in lis power. [He 
did his whole duty when he telegraphed Mathew Kennedy, 
State game protector, to zo to the lake and see that the Jaw 
wis not yiolated. The men about Greenwood Lake know, 

thése are books which cyen phe wealthiest and most ardent | or should know, that a Fish Commissioner hus no power to 
collectors ear of but never see, save in the great libraries uuthorize the netting of black bass to be sent out of the 

State. Therefore, all balk about Mr, Silk having such per 
mission is useless, It is equally useless to blame men on the 
ollier side of the water. Vhe ones who are guilty of yiolat- 
ing the Jaw are those who drew the nets and sold the fish, 
and for the sake of the example we hope that. they will be 
punished. The Jaw has been a dead letter there too long, 
but that is no reason that it should continue so. It is certain 
that if these men escape if will be through the suppression 
of testimony hy those who telegraphed Mr. Blackford and 
inyoked the aid of the law, and are now ferful that cither 
their neighbors will be punished and thus become enemies, 
or on account of former offenses of their own in the matter 

\ BOWIOOD REMENISCHNOR. 

( Continued.) 

Y invitation we stopped at Pratt's all night and hunted 
next day. We were inclined to stay another day and 

fish, and, as they urged it, we did stay, but were sorry for 
it when we got back to camp, for we found that nearly all 
the yenison left wus spoiled. We buried it in short order so 
that the guides would not find it out, As arranged, Pratl’s 
party came up for our hunt, and as J had been so untortn- 
nate they xave me the best position to stand; but as usual 
{he deer did not come where I was but went where Green 
was watching. Ile had shot a deer the week before, and 
that day had taken the poorest position so that the others 
could have the best show, but it van into him and he shot it. 
It’s all Juck hunting for- deer, and some men never shoot 
them although they come in the woods avery year. 

Fred and J, one day while looking at the map of the 
wilderness, concluded it would be a big thing to buy a boat 
und row home. We no sooner thought of it than we made 
up Our minds to doit. Our money was getting so low that 
we would have to use considerable shrewdness in purchas- 
ing, We lad now been four weeks in camp, and thougtit it 
would pay us better to go home in our own boat, for by do- 
ing so we eonld see more of the country. We only had $25 
each left, so we would have to buy our boat on “tick.”? We 
went at once down. to the Forge House and purchased our 
hoat of ‘Johnnie’ Van Valkenburgh, a guide and a good 
one, Ie told us we ueed not send the money until it was 
perfectly convenient, and offered to lend us some, We now 
went to work and caught some lake trout and smoked them, 
unc also jerked about fifteen pounds of venison. We had 
now plenty of provisions and a camp kit, and, with our $50, 
thought we could come home all right, but we had no ideu 
whut we were going through, 
Our first route was to strike the head waters of tle Hud- 

son and come down that, but we found ont that from Blue 
Mountain Lake to the Hudson we would have a carry of 
‘ight miles, and then the guides said it would be impossible 
(:\ go down the river as it was too low, and it would be folly 
to try it. So we gave it up, made up our minds to so down 
the Saranac River to Lake Champlain and then down the 
Champlain Canal to the Hudson, striking it at Troy. 

After we had concluded to go down the Saranac we began 
to make inquiries concerning it, and were very much put 
out to find that all the guides informed us that we could not 
go down that. They said the only time any one could go 
down if was in the spring of the year, and then only on rafts. 
This river is only navigable for floating logs, and they all 
said it was very dangerous work, and frequently the lumber- 
men got killed. They described it as being a very rapid 
and yough river and all of them said we had better ive it 
up for no boat had ever ever run all the way down. This 
only made us the more anxious fo go, ind the fact was we 
had to go, for we had now a boat on our hands and no way 
o£ getting it home except by going down the Hudson or the 
Saranac. We prepared everything for our siart Thursday, 
August 7, and were ready to leave, ou the morrow, but -thal, 
night “Johnnie” Van Valkenburgh brought a party of seven 
into our camp; they seemed to be nice fellows, and wanted 
us to stay with them a week. They had plenty of every- 
thing to make a camp life pass pleasantly, and the temptation 
lo stay was great. My chances of shooting a deer would be 
so vood that | was in favor of staying, but Fred said we bad 
made all our arrangements to go and we had better start, as 
we liad agreed to on the morrow. We got a good start the 
next morning, We hated to leaye the old Seventh and it 
never looked better to us than the time we were leaving it. 
Our route was direct to Kellogs’s on Long Lake, which we 
wanted to make the first day, and did it, arriving there about 
seven o'clock, Our journey the first day passed pleasantly 
although at one time we were threatened with a thunder 
storm, while on the Raquette River, below the Buttermilk 
Falls. The wind blew fearfully and we werein some danger 
of the trees falling on us as we could hear them fall off in 
the woods, and they made as much noise as a small carth- 
et The storm soon passed, however, and we felt re- 
lieved. 

Somelimes the wind storms are very dangerous, and as 
there is no place to go out of the way of the tees, it is yery 
unpleasant, ‘The great wind fall of 1849 was exceedingly de- 
structive, going over a space of 50 miles in length, by 2 or 3 
miles wide. To-day you can sce where it passed over thu 
Highth Lake, leaving a clear space of nearly a mile over the 
mountains on each side; the belt is now growing up with 
timber, and looks very peculiar, 
We found at Kelloge’s quite 1 good many parties We 

retired early, being quite tired. 
We did not get on our way until nearly 9 o’clock. We 

went down Long Lake with a head wind, and were 
not long in reaching the Raquette River. We pulled down 
the Raquette seven miles, and came tu ‘‘Mother Johnson’s 
carry.” or the Raquette Falls. Here we cooked our dinner, 
and Fred said something about ‘Bedouin Arabs,” but 1 
turned the subject before he got fairly started. We had 
about seventy-five pounds of lugyage, and_over the carries 
Wwe Pit cane felt sick. The boat was easy to carry com- 
pared to the Juggage, which consisted of our guns and rods, 
our army and rubber blankets, and the camp basket, filled 
with our camp kit and proyisions, Many times we both 
felt we could not zo a step further, but by perseverance and 
thinking we would have something to look back on in the 
future, we got through. Mother Johnson’s carry is one and 
a half miles long, and one of the hardest inthe woods. Sey- 
eral times we felt iike giving up our trip while going over 
this Garry, but had too much erjt to do it, Of course no 
one Can appreciate how hard it was; but let them imagine 
themselves, on a hot August day, going oyer one of those 
rough mountain paths, with two guns and two rods in one 
hand and four hesvy blankets in the other, a heavy pack 
basket on theiv back nearly cutting their shoulders through 
to the hone, and see if they think it cither easy or pleasant, 
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But we enjoyed it, and always looked back at night on what 
we had fone over, and were proud, The boat wus much 
easi¢r to carry than the luggage, but after going a short dis- 
tance it got rather heavy, and many a time I could not find 
asuitable tree tolean it against, and so would haye to lie 
down on my stomach with the boat on my back and take a 
rest. When I tried to get up I would have to exert all my 
strength to ger on my fect, If any person wishes fo show 
his streneth Twill giye him a chance to lift my boat, the 
Saranac, while lying under it, and I doubt if he gets on his 
feet in five trials. 
When we again got on the Raquette we had good rowing 

for eight miles, the scenery was elegant, and we rowed slowly 
and “took it allin.” We left the Raquette about ten miles 
this side of Tupper’s Lake, and went up the Stony Brook to 
the Stony Brook ponds, Why this stream should he called 
the Stony Brook is a mystery, for there’s not a stone within 
half a mile of it. Going through the ponds, three in number, 
We arrived at the carry this sideof the Upper Saranac. This 
tarry was 2 mile in Jength, and being very tired, we had our 
things carried over in a wagon, cost seventy-five cents, We 
soon walked over, and arrived at Corey’s at dark. Distance 
traveled that day thirty-eight miles, At the head of the first 
Stony Braok pond there is being built a hotel, by a guide hy 
the name of Farmer, backed by thefamous Mr. Murray. This 
hotel, when completed, ought to be always well filled, as the 
Ampersand Mountains are best seen from its site, and the 
fishing and hnnting in the vicinity are good. At Corey’s we 
mit several parties, and the house was full, so we had to take 
a2 room near the roof, The next day being Sunday, we con- 
cluded 10 vest, and passed the time very pleasantly talking, 
reading, etc. We made more inquiries concerning the Sara- 
nac River, and found it was all the other enide had said. 

The next morning we were off by six o'clock, and soon 
were at Bartlett's. We could not see much of the Upper 
Saranae on account of the fog. We passed through the beau- 
tiful Round Lake, and to me it is the prettiest lake in the 
Adirondacks, Through this lake we went into an inlet and 
soon came info the Lower Saranac. Westopped at all the 
pretty islands, and hada drink from “Jacob’s Wall.” We 
came to Martin's, at the hed of the lake, about 10 o’clock, 
Eyerything there was ina hubbub, Numerous parties were 
getting ready for a hunt, guides were running around after 
ihéir dogs, and everything was in confusion. 

Of course, looking as we did, we got snubbed several 
times in Our short stay there. We saw a great many ‘‘asses,”’ 
nail the way they put ou airswas killing; imagine a man 
foing in the mountains to fish and hunt wearing an eyeglass 
und having on white kids! We saw such men there, and 
they really tried to saub us; buf what did we eare? We had 
2 one and one-half mile carry to get on to the river, and con- 
cluded to have our things taken oyer for us. We procured 
a team of oxen gnd an ox-cart and put our boat and luggage 
on, We had to pass in front of the hotel, and all eyes were 
turned on us. We thought we might as well distinguish 
ourselves, sol told Fred we had betler both get onan ox 
and ride. He agreed, and to make the thing look as well as 
possible, we both pulled out our bowie-knives and com- 
menced to stick the oxen. They started off ou a run, and 
we had the cheers of the men and the kisses of the women 
sent after us, which made us feel better. We arrived at 
Blood’s all right, and soon had our boat on the Saranac 
Riyer. or the first eight or ten miles we had good waiter, 
and about three o'clock stopped in a quict little nook and 
had our dinner, The scenery alone the ronte was very 
wild, and looked grand. For the first three or four miles 
we would see every now and then a house, but it soon got 
so wild and rugzed that it was a long distance before we 
would see a ‘'clearing.” After getting our dinner and hay- 
ing a smoke, we spent five or ten mitutes in consulting our 
mup, and thought we must be near the Permit Rapids, and 
we had not gone half a mile before we came to rapids, but 
we went through them so nicely, that we had a good laugh 
to think the guides thought them so bad. We thoupht, of 
course, these were the Permit Rapids, and were completely 
taken by surprise to find ourselves coming around a curye, 
tight in the current, and going down stream at the rate of 
ten miles per hour, Fred tried to stop the boat, bul it was 
of no use, so we let her sail, and we did sail. We wonld 
watch ahead for rocks, and would go between them, some- 
times with only an inch to spare, We were both very much 
seared al first, but after going awhile we rather liked it. We 
had not gone over three miles before we came to a stand- 
still. The river spread out, and we were left without enough 
water to float the boat. We waded. Sometimes a slippery 
rock would let us down in water shoulder deep, and we fell 
several times. We lost an oar, and Fred started for it and 
fell, and while laughing at him I went down, He was in- 
dignant at being laughed atwhen in a strange land, wet, 
aud with only one oar, but we towed the boat on slowly, as 
things looked blue, After making about eleyen miles we 
saw our oar bobbing up and down in the middle of the river, 
fast on 4 rock, and we Gaptured it. 

At last we got through the Permit Rapids and hardly knew 
what totbink, We had no idea that we would have to go 
through anything like this, und now had togo on. The 
Rapids are five miles long and yery rough. After leaving 
them we had good water until we reached Franklin Falls, 
where we arrived at 5 o’clock very tired. Here there is a 
good hotel, and we were inclined to stay, but finding that 
the water was good for seven miles below, we thought per- 
haps we had better goon and stop at Union Falls over night. 
There was a carry of three-fourths of a mile to get around the 
falls, They are falls about twenty feet high, but not amount- 
ing to much, ‘lhe scenery was still fine, and we could see 
where we hud left Camel’s Hump, and could see Whiteface 
for miles. At first we were this side of it, and would wonder 
whether we would go to the right or left of it, Wesawa 
teat number of partridges between Franklin and Union 

Balls, but did not try to shoot any. 
[To BE CONTINUED. ] 

Yo Srop Poacwine in THe Sr, LAwrence,—Albany, 
N. Y., Oct. 27,—An association was formed here last even- 
ing which has for its object the prevention of netting con- 
trary to law inthe St. Lawrence River. It is called the 
Anglers’ Association of the St. Lawrence. The following 
officers were elected: President, John J. Flanagan, of Utica; 
First Vice-President, Daniel Pratt, Jr., of Syracuse; Second 
Vice-President, William Story, of Albany; Corresponding 
Secretary, W. W. Byington, of Albany; Recording Seere- 
tary, Col. Charles H. Ballou, of Utica; Treasurer, Gardiver 
M, Skinner, of Clayton. Executive Committee—John H, 
Quimby, of Albany; Myron P, Bush, of Buffalo; H, D. Dil- 
laye, of Syracuse; EB, P. Granger, of Rochester; Dr. J. W. 
Townsend, of Ozdensburg; T. Butterfield, Jv., of Utiga, and 
William Wrisbie, of New York city. 

Tue Susquemanna Fise Baskers.—Aditor Forest and 
Stream: Since writing my note concerning fish baskets in 
the Susquehanna, which note was published in your issue of 
October 18, I have made a number of inquiries about the 
matter. 1 um creditably informed that occasionally the 
sheriffs of the counties in which this infringement of the law 
is committed, do make raids along the river and destyoy the 
baskets. But, the sheriff has scarcely disappeared hefore the 
baskets are rebuilt, Now such being the case, aud it is 
patent to any one who will take the pains to go and see for 
himself, Lsubmit that it is not sufficient that the Fish Com- 
missioners “‘ldok to the local authorities to overcome” the 
evil, a8 Mr, Hunt says. They, ¢. ¢., the Fish Commissioners, 
must require the local authorities to discharge their duty. 
and I further submit that the mere destruction of the illegal 
baskets is not all that is required in the case. The fine which 
the law imposes in such cases must be levied and collected. 
Any measure short of this, will, in the future, as it has in the 
past, prove unavailing to stop this open, flagrant yiolation of 
law, which renders fruitless the efforts to stock the waters 
of the State with valuable food and game fish.—M. (Oct. 
27, 1883), 

Watrsontown, Pa., Oct. 29.—Hdttor Forest wnd Strean: 
Glad some one is making war on the fish baskets in the Sus- 
quehanna rivers. Here in the west branch, right under the 
eyes of the Lycoming County Sportsmen's Association, from 
Wilhamsport to Muney Dam, the river is in many places’ 
closed up from shore to shore, and yet this association winks 
at the destruction of thousands and thousands of black bass 
in these baskets, and they cail their society a game protec- 
tive association. Out wilh your colors, gentlemen, for you 
haye the law to remove the unlawful obstructions. Sun- 
bury has another association called a Sportsman Club, and 
yet the river at that place is lined with fish baskets and un- 
awful means of catching fish, At this place, Watsontown, 
we have caused the removal of all such fish dams. Yet we 
do not have any dress parades. We mean business, which 
all sportsmen’s clubs should do.—Jos. R. Horsen, 

Buack Bass Fisanyc,—This is practically the last month 
for black hass fishing in the latitude of New York. While 
the law allows them to be taken in December the weather 
usually forbids it. In November there is usually a week ov 
two of glorious weather which many of our anglers count 
on for the last trip of the season, A party from Greenwood 
Lake made a fair record last week in spite of the bad 
weather and the netting which has been done there. The 
catches at Lake Topateoug have been better this season than 
heretofore, and this looks as if the fish were increasing there, 
We expect to make our final cast for fhe season ahont 
Thanksgiving, weather permitting, 

CARP In TENNESSEE.—From the report of the Pish Com- 
missioners of ‘Tennessee, for 1881-82, we learn that in the 
first named year there were 8,769 carp distributed within the 
State. In 1882 the number was 4,085. The fish were all re- 
ceived from the U. 5. F. C., and one of the Commissiontrs 
expended about $200 out of his pocket to distribute the fish, 
there being no State appropriation. It is time that Tennessee 
woke up and did something toward distributing the fish 
given her, at least, for it is unfair lo ask commissioners to 
give both their time and money for the good of the State. 

Srray Trout,—AHditor Forest and Stream: While fishing 
a few months since for bass on the southern coast of Lake 
Ontario, I hooked and Janded from deep turbid water, a full 
grown speckled trout, bearing every characteristic of the best 
developed specimen of that tribe of finny beauties ever taken 
from the coolest spring brooks of any mountaim country. 
How would you explain its presence in that locality where 
no record of « similar catch had ever betore been made?—D, 
A. Courrer. [It is not wnusnal for trout to stray from the 
streams into the lake, or even into salt water, ] 

Taek Aneuine Tournament’.—New York, Oct. 29.— 
Kaditor Forest and Streai: 1 bey to call your uttention to an 
inaccuracy in your report of the anglers’ {ournament, Class 
D, in your issue of 25th inst. ‘The report states that J used 
a rod weighing five ounces. ‘The rod I used was one of my 
own make, and the one used by ‘Thomas Prichard, son of 
Harry, the champion, aud weighed but tour and one-half 
ounces. By correcting above error in your next issue you 
will oblige—Tuos. J. Conroy. 

LAKkn Memraremacoc,—A trout weighing 114 pounds, 
and caught in Lake Memphremagoy at a depth of 250 feet, 
excited some interest while on exhibition in Burlington, Vt, 
last week. 

Hisheulture, 

' CANADIAN FISHCULTURE A FAILURE. 

ro a year or two past some of the Canadian newspapers 
have contained vccasional articles, some of them of con- 

siderable length, claiming thatthe system of fishculture pir 
sued in Canada was extravagant and unproductive of results. 
We have refrained from commenting on these articles, or 
even alluding to them for fear of doing injury to fishenlture 
ina general way. It appears that itis not claimed that Ash- 
culture properly managed is not a useful or profitable thing.tor 
the Governinent to pursue, but that the Government’s lisheul- 
tural establishments haye not been properly managed. We 
do not know all the particulars of the management, but have 
heard enough to know that there is a strong opposition which 
is active and aggressive, but whether il has become a question 
of party politics or not we cannot say. 
Mr. W. F. Whitcher, so long and favorably known as Com- 

missioner of Fisheries, has been suspended by the Department 
of Marine and Fisheries, because, without consultation with 
the head of that department, he published a hostile criticism 
of the policy of that department and of the Government, Tiis 
was deemed an act of insubordination, yet in saying publicly 
that the Canadian Government’s fish breeding establishments 
have been failures, he said no more than the Government it- 
self said, for Sir Alexander Campbell, Minister of Justice, 
visiting British Celumbia as the representative of the Govern- 
ment, and speaking in this capacity ata De oe meeting, de- 
clared the system of tishculture pursued in Canada to be w 
failure, This, of course, made it an official declaration, and 
yet for repeating this statement, and no one who knows hin 
would doubt his belief in any statement he might make, Mr. 
Whitcher is suspended. We hope that this suspension is 
merely temporary, for we know him to be an upright, con- 
scientious man, aid one who has the interests of the fisheries 
at heart. Tt looks to us, at this distauce, like a bit of petty 
persecution to suspend an official for reiterating what 1s nol 

only a matter of general information, but which has been said 
by the Government itself, 
When Mr, Whitther says that the system pursued in 

Canada is a failure, we feel ponfectly justified in putting that 
head to this article; for his opportunites for knowing are 
equaled by none, aud he has nat said itin haste, We have 
formed an opinion partly from the reports of fshculimral 
operation, but more particularly from what we have gleaned 
from personal correspondence, tha Mr. Wiiteher has been 
hampered in his operations by thle department to which, 
according to Canadian forms, he is subjuct, and thatif he 
were free to act and to choose his subdrdinates he would he 
able to accomplish much (hat isnow mpossible, Read in the 
light of the Commissionez’s statement that the Canadian sys- 
tem is afailure, the mazhiloquent statements of the Auperin- 
tendent, in the reports and in foreign newspapers, undergo a. 
change. 
There is no reason whatever why Canadian fSsheulture 

should not be equal to that of any part of the world, Many 
rivers contain salinou for breeders and are swarming wit 
food for the fry. The lakes still contain the best of food fishes 
and there is no falling off in the minor life which sustains 
them. All that segms to be required is smoothness in the 
machinery of the Department of Marine and Fisheries and 
good, practical men under the Commissioner. 

THE LONDON FISHERIES EXHIBITION. 

HB list of American swards at the International Fisheries 
Hxhibition, in London, has just been cabled to this coun- 

try by Messrs. Earll and Cox of the Fish Commission. They 
say that the list is,in fle main, correct, but may he subject 
ty slight changes, Ina preyious issue we gaye a partial list 
of gold medals. Jt now appears that the United States re- 
céives 45 fold medals, 18 of which co to the Fish Commission, 
thostly on collective exhibits;47 silver medals, 20 bronze medals, 
24 diplomas, and 7 special prizes. This appears to be a good nuni- 
ber, but we haye at present no means of comparing it with the 
awards to other countries. Inreading down tie list we are pleased 
to note that our hard-working ichthyologists were given 
gold medals, but cannot heip being surprised to see the same 
given for a fully equipped whale boat,while fisheultural inven- 
tions, in which we really lead the world, are all ignored im the 
gold medal class, while afew are given interior prizes. ‘The 
ou fold medal in this line is taken by the McDonald fishway, 
and all other inventions are placed below an exibit of cod-liver 
emulsion, or a display of maniila cable! With this preface we 
give the following list: 

A—GULD MEDALS. 
United States Fish Commission, fer collective exhibit of 

primitive and modern fisbinz gear. 
United States Fish Commission, 

models, 
United States Fish Commission, for collective exhibit of fish. 
United States Fish Commission, for collective exhibit of fish, 

-whale and seal oils. 
United States Fish Comission, for best and most complete 

collection of fishcultural apparatus. 
United States Fish Commission, for general collection ot ap- 

paritus used in the preparation of fishery products. 
United States Fish Commission, for collection of rigged 

models of fishing vessels. 
United States Wish Commission, for tollection of builders’ 

medels for tishing vessels. 
United States Fish Commission, for collective exbibit of ap- 

paratus for deep-sea explorations. 
United States High Commission, for collective exhibit of 

casts and stuifed spécimens of seals, porpoise, fish-eating birds, 
eta. 
United States Fish Commission. for callective exhibit of 

artificial flies for salmon, trout, ete, 
United States Fish Conmiission, for collectiye exhibit ofr 

large photographs illustrative of the fisheries. 
United Siates Fish Commission, for genera] exhibit of publi- 

cations relating to the tishertes, : 
United States Fish Commission, for collective exhibit of 

for collection of boat 

casts. 
United States Fish Commission, for models and drawings of 

American purse seine. 
United States Fish Commission, for exhibit of whalebone. 
United States Fish Commission, for node! of menhaden oil 

and guano establishment. 
United States Fish Commission, for model of Tobaner estab- 

lishment, } 
United States National Museum, for collective exhibit of 

fishes. 
United States Signal Service, for most complete collection 

ot apparatus for weather prediction, i i 
United States Lighthouse Board, for models and drawings 

of lighthouses and apparatus relating to same, : 
Prof, G, Broyne Geode, Washington, for work on ichthy- 

ology. 
Ent, D. 8. Jordan, Bloomington, Lud,, tor work on ichthy- 

olazy 
Prof, Alexander Agassiz, Cambridge, for work on ichthy- 

ology. 
roe, J. B. Hilgard, Washington, for optical densimeter. 
Capt. G. Sigsbee, Unite States Navy, for deepsea sounding 

apparatus, 4 
otter & Wrightington, Boston, for mackerel in brine. 

B, F. Snow & Co., Boston, for boneless codfish. 
L. Pickert & Co., Boston, for compressed codtish. j 
William Mills & Son, New York city, for collective exiibit. 

of fishing rods, 
William Mills & Son, New York city, for Leonwrd trout rod. 
Marshall McDonald, Washington, for salmon ladder, _ 
American Net and Twine Company, Boston, for collection of 

. 

nets. 
I, H. Bartlett & Sons, New Bedford, for whaleboat, tully 

equipped for use. ! ; 
John Bliss & Co., New York city, tor chrouometer, : 
H. D. Ostermoor & Son, New York city, for life-saving 

mattress. , +. 
United States Beacon Light and Signal Company, Philadel- 

phia, for compressed gas heaton. ; 
Russia Ceniunt Company, Gloucester, for fish gle. 
H. W. Mason, New Beiliord, tor explosive harpoon. « 
J, W, Beardsley's Sous, Sew York city, for dry-sulted coatish. 
Charles Alden, Randolph, Mass., for evaporated and hone- 

less codfish. am 
Wbeu Pierce, New Bedford, for improyed gnn-lanee and hay- 
pon. 

s Junius A. Brand, Norwich, Comn,; for whale-gun and bormb- 
lance. 
Thomas A. Irving, Gloucester, for modal of three-masted 

schooner. M i 
Old Colony Mills, Plymouth, for vanyas used in tshing 

vessels. 
J. and H. Green, New York city, for barometers, thermome- 

ters, ett. 
W, L, Bailie, United Stutes Navy, for deep-sea thermometer 

case, é , , 4 
A.W. Dodd & Co., Gloucester, Mass., for cod-liver ersulsion 

B—SILVER MEDALS. 
United States Fish Commission, for exchibite of dredges, 
United States Fish Commission, for apparatus for the manu- 

facture of fishery products, ! , . 
United States Mish Commission, for sodel of car for the 

transportation of youny fish. ; 
Taeack Sbatoe els Commission, for collection of large photo- 

graphs illustrative of tishculture. af: 
Prof. G. Brown Goode, Washington, lor publications relat- 

ing to the fisheries. 

———— 
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Capt. 7. W. Collins, Gloucester, Mazs., for fog-horn. 
Capt J. W. Collins, Gloucester, Mass., for marine (lrag, 
Marshall McDonald, Washington, for universal hatching jar. 
Lieut. Z. L. Tanner, United States Navy, tor deep-sea sound- 

ing apparatus. 
neat W, &. Farlow, Cambridge, Mass., for collection of 
qosrine alge. 

Alaska Commercial Company, San Francisco, Cal., for col- 
jection of sealskins, 

Tiffany & Co., New York city, tor alligater goods, 
B. F. Nichols, Bostion, Mass., for general exhibit of trout and 

salmon rods, 
William Mitchell, New York city, for general exlibit_of 

tishiny rods. 
William Mills & Son, New York city. for Leonard salmon 

rods, 
#8. Ff. Nichols, Boston, Mass., for salmon rods, 
8. F. Nichols, Boston, Mass,. for trout rods, 
Higgins & Cifford Gloucester, Mass., lor surf lifeboat. 
John Bliss & Co.. New York city, for patent taffrail log. 
McMenamin & Co., Hanipton, Va., for general exhibit: of 

canned oysters aud crabs, ‘ 
Potter & Wrightington, Boston, Muss., for general exhibit 

of canned foods. 
Oregon Packing Compnuy, Portland, Oregon, for general 

exhibit of canned fish. ‘ 
J. G Mevler & Co,, Brookfield, Washington Temitory, for 

salmon in eens, 
Burnheas & Morrill, Portland, Me., for exhibin of fishery 

products in tins. 
H. & G. W. Lord, Boston, Muss., for cotton netting. 
Nickerson & Baxter, Boston, Mass., for collection of sea fish- 

hooks. 
J, ‘. Bonnell, Bath, Me., for manila cable. 
New Berto Cordage Company, New Bedford, Mass,, for 

manila rope, 
Woodbury Mills, Baltimore, Md., for canvas, 

. Hnesel Mills & Co., Piymouth, Mass., for samples of canvas 
or sails, 
Chiyesten Nelson, Gloucester, Mass., for preservatives for 

ropes and canvas, 
. W. Beardsley’s Sons, New Yorl: City, for shredded salt 

cod and smoked herring. 
Perkins and Shurtleff, Portland, Me., for convpressed cod- 

_L, Pickert & Co., Boston, Mass., ior boneless smoked her- 
Tipe. 
Albany Beef Packing Company, New York City, for canned 

sturgeon, ete. 
A. Booth, Baltimore and Chicago, for oysters in glass, oys- 

ters in tin, and canned salmon. 
8 Schniidt & Brother, New Yorlt City, for eels in jelly. 
Rosenstein Brothers, Ney Work City, for canned lobsters 

and general exhibit. 
Henry Selimann, Camden, Me.. for model of sardine can- 

nevy, 
A.W. Dodd & Co,, Gloucester, Mass.. for fish oils. 
The George VW. Miles Company, Milford, Conn., for men- 

hacen il, 
Gisucestor Tsinglass and Glue Company, Gloucester, Mass., 

for iish pluie. 
Wrank N. Clark. Northville, Mich., for hatching apparatus 

for adhesive fish egyzs. 
J. i, Wuiertou, New Tlayen, Comn., for model of squid and 

octopus. 
Dr T. H, Bean, Washington, for works on ichthyology. 
Marshall McDonald, Washtugton, for map showing shad 

fisheries. 
‘ C—BRONZE MEDALS. 

0. Chester, Noauk, Conu., for lebster boat and fishing 
Ketch, 

H, C. Chester, Noank, Conn,, for nechanical hatching box. 
James M. Simms, Gloucester, Mass., for rigging. 
M. F. Whitton & Co., Boston, for manila cabie, 
Bugnall & Loud, Boston, for snatch block. 
Couroy & Bissett, New York, for salmon rads, 
eat & Bissett, New York, for general exhiby; of fishing 

tackle, - 
Conroy & Bissett, New Yori, for trout rods. 
Mann & Co., Syracnse, for gic exhibit of fishing tackle, 
William Mitchell, New York, for salanol rods 
William Mitchell, Nww York, for trout rads. 
Wiuens & Whistler, Baltimore. for reels. 
Loomis, Plumb & Co., syracuse, for reels. 
James B. Clark, Connecticut, for rmdder. 
Frank Holmes, Chazrin Falls, for portable boat. 
Max Ams, New York, for general exhibit of prepared fish. 
Cutting Packing Company, San Vrancisco, for general ex- 

hibit of prepared fish. 
qeine & Uo., New-York, for general exhibit of prepared 

fish. 
W. E. Lewis & Brothers, Boston, for general exhibit of 

canned poods, 
Henty Mayo & Co,, Boston, for general exhibit of fishing 

rodiucts. 
Wolk & Rheesing, Edstport, for general exhibit of canned 

foods. 
° The George W. Miles Company, Milford, Conn., for tish 
guano. 

L, Pickert & Co,, Boston, for penoral exhibit of tishery pro- 
ducts. 
W.5. Robinson & Co., Connectiént, for fresh oyster con- 

Vveyalices. 
Marcellus G, Helton, Rochester, N. ¥., for hatching-box for 

salmionides. 
Mr. Brower, Northyille, Mich.. tor trough for semi-buoyant 

eggs. 
i M. Stillwell, Bangor, Me., tor aerating pump. 
Edward Potts, Philadelphia, for collection of sponges. 
MeKesson & Robbins, New York, for sponge exhibit. 

D—DIPLOMAS. 
United States Wish Commission, for mackerel and herring 

nets, 
United States Fish Commission, for refrigerator. 
©. H, Rasher, for Bsquimau kayack, 
H. & 8, Cook & Co.; Provincetown, for mode! of schooner. 
Bevwell, Day & Co., Buston, for rope. 
Lawrence Mills, for canvas. 

- Wilcox, Crittenden & Co., Middleton, for boat Gittings. 
Prof. J. BE, Hileard, Washington, for silinometer. 
Capt. C. Sigsbee, United States Navy, for parallel ruler. 
J. 8, Benedict, United States Navy, tor rake dredge, 
A. B, Shipley & Sons, Philadelphia, for general exhibit of 

fishing tackle. 
N, A Osgoor, Battle Creek, Mich., for portable boat. 
Max Ams, New York vity, for American cayiare. 
8. Schmidt & Brother, New York city, for smoked fish. 
Arthur H, Bailey & Co,, Bostcn, for general exhibit of pre- 

pared fish, 
Wintield 8S, Dunan, Baltimore, for nenhaden oil, 
B. H. Steinmetz & Co., Washington, for beayer skins, ete. 
H. J. Mabrenholz, New York City for alligator skins. 
MeKessou & Robbins, New York ctty, for collection of 

Florida sponges. 
Charles G. Atkins, Bucksport, Me., for veges und young of 

salmon. - 
Prank WN, Clark, Northville, Mich., for ova, ate. 
. B, Warll, Washington, for codfish eggs. 
Marshall McDonald, Washington, for eggs and fvy of trout, 
Livingston Stone, Charleston, N. H., tor eges and young 

fish, showing dovelopment of California salmon, 
' B-SPECIAL PRIZES. 

a Ff) Nichols, Boston, Mass,, £10 for collection of salmon 
Togs. 

— 

William Mills & Son, New York City, £5 for collection of 
splif cane rods. j f 
William Mills & Son, New York City, £10 for collection of 

trout lines. , 
United States Fish Commission, £10 for collection of dry 

salted fish. ; 
FN. Clark, Northville, Mich,, £5 for best coarse fish-hateh- 

ine eippar ats. > 
. Ghester, Noank, Conn., £4 for best apparatus for hateh- 

ing exes of deep-sea fishes, Sd 
J, H. Bartlett & Sons, New Bedford, Mass., £20 for model of 

boat for whale and seal fisheries, with apparatus for same. 

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN FISHERIES. 

if) Gig principal object for which the Fisheries Exhibition was 
inaugurated was to improye the condition of the fisher- 

inan, aud to place the produce of his industry within more 
éasy reach of the fish-eating community. No better scheme 
could kaye been devised for this purpose than that of Mr. 
Birkbeck, who has proposed that a New England fishing 
schooner should be chartered m the United States, and be sent 
to England for the purpose of giving a practical -example of 
the working of the purse-seine net; this proposition appears to 
he receiving the cordial SuEROry of most of those interested in 
our fishing industries, Such of our readers who saw thie ac- 
count which appeared in our last week’s issue of the method 
of operating this net, and the work performed by it, will per- 
ceive that 2 new and powerful apparatus for the capture of 
herring, mackerel, and other free-swimuing fishesis likely to 
be introduced to the English fishermen by the proposed expe- 
dition. It may be, of course, that the purse-seine will prove 
less effective in English waters than it has been tound to be in 
American, but this pomt can only be determined by actual ex- 
periment, and it would seem that no more appropriate way of 
spending a part of the surplus funds of the exhibition could be 
found than in gaining the necessary experience, We think, 
however, that it would be a pity to confine the expedition to 
thetrial of one mode of taking fish, there being several methods 
practiced in America and unknown in English waters, with 
Wiich it would bs well to experiment, The Americans hayea 
system of fishing with long lines which they call trawling. An 
English long-line smack will carry about 180 lines, euch forty 
fathoms long, and armed with as many as 4,680 hooks. These 
limes are shot and hauled from the smack herself. A New 
England schooner will carry four to six small boats called 
dories, each of which will be manned by two hands who will 
handle almost as much gear as a whole smack’s crew will with 
us. Again, there isa distinet fishing carried on in American 
waters to which we have no exact parallelin England. This 
is the halibut fishing which is pursued principally by the 
schooners of Gloucester, Mass., on the ocean banks of the 
northwestern division of the Atlantic. This fishing supplies a 
yery cousiderable item of the total fish food of New England, 
and it has been suggested that we might establish a like indus- 
iry in England, supposing American methods of capturing, 
cleaning and packing the fish were adopted. 
Altogether it would seem that there is much that we could 

profitably borrow. from our brother fishermen on the other 
side of the Atlantic, as no doubt there is much they could 
learn Trom us. 

The Americah fishermen have, however. a great advantage 
over their fellow craftsmen here. The United States Fish 
Commission was established by a resolution of Consress rather 
more than twelve years 220, when Professor Spencer F, Baird 
was appointed to the honorary post of the head of the Com- 
mission, Since that time the Commission has been steadily 
laboring in the interests of the fishermen and the fishing 
industry, and nothing of any degree of importance has arisen 
which has not been the subject of investigation. The Com- 
mission is composed of men of very different types. To quote 
Professor Goode, ‘Pure and applied science have labored 
together always in the service of the Fish Commission, their 
representatives working side by side.” Men eminent as 
zoologists have joined with those who have been all their 
lives practical fishermen in the investigation of subjects that 
haye arisen iu connection with the work to he done. This 
harmonious co-operation of practice and theory, would be 
possible only under the leadership of one possessing high ad- 
ministrative abilities and sreat personal influence; indeed, the 
large sums that are yoted yearly from the United States 
reyenus for the work of the Fish Commission could only be 
obtained by a man intrusted with the confidence of the people 
and fovernment of the country. 
With such a body as the Fish Commission to advise them, 

itis to be expected that the American fishermen—belongin 
as they do to a tation famed for its inventive skill—shoul 
briug the apparatus they use toa great degree of perfection. 
An opportunity now presents itself by which we may reap a 
great deal of the advantage that has followed from the labors 
of the United States Fish Commission. Jt may seam ungra- 
vious to discount beforehand the favors weare likely to receive 
from our friends, but Professor Baird and those who are asso- 
ciated with him have always shown themselyes so anxious to 
forward any scheme aiming at the improvement of fisheries, 
either within or beyond the confines of their own country, 
that we feel confident Mr, Birkbeck may reckon on a good deal 
of active support and adyice from those most competent to 
giveit. The avowed object of the Smithsonian Institution— 
of which Professor Baird is chief, and to which is affiliated 
the Fish Commission—is to labor *‘for the increase and diffu- 
sion of useful knowledge among men.” ‘That was the mes- 
sage of the founder of the Institution to the American people, 
and those who are best acquainted with the working of this 
sreat scientilic organization will most fully appreciate how 
literally the instructions have been carried ont,—London En- 
gineering. 

THE McDONALD FISHWAY COMPANY.—This com- 
pany, which was organized iz Washington less than two years 
ago, has just declared a dividend of seventy-five per cent. Tit 
lias had several large contracts, and the work done has proved 
so satisfactory that others are about to be undertaken, This 
dividend shows thatthe company is well organized, and is 
solid tinancially, a fact we are glad to learn. We have had 
many inquiries concerning it lately, and would refer inquirers 
to the secretary, My. 8. C. Brown, Box 585, Washington. D. C. 

AN ADIRONDACK HATCHERY.—The Bisby Club have 
built a hatchery on their fishing groundsin Oneida county, 
WN, ¥., and will operate it this winter. - It is proposed to hatch 
brook trout, lake trout, land-locked salmon and “‘frosttish,” 
The latter is one of the small Coregoni, and is a favorite in 
the woods. ‘wo McDonald fish jars were sent up to the club 
Jast week, and these will be used for frostfish. Gen, R. U, 
reaped of the New York fish Commission, is president of 
the club. 

An angler went to work by the side of a pond. He fished 
with a worm, and had not been at work five minutes before 
he hada bite, He caught an eel, bub found some difficulty in 
hauling it out. When he sueceeded, however, he found an- 
other eel hanging to its tail. The second eel had another at- 
tached to it, and a third eel hanled out a fourth, and so on. 
The angler, surprised and ciszusted, set out to walk home. 
At last he found his burden heavier than he could bear, and 
he laid down hisrod. Walking back, he found no fewer than 
150 eelsinaline. Curious to see how far the fishes would ex- 
tend, he walked bael and sat downin thesrass. Then he be- 
gan to haul away, and before he got the last he counted 6,000 
eels, Even then they cume in battalions to get hold of the tail 

| of that last fish, but missed it,—Lonidon (Hng.) humor, 

Ghe Ziennel, 

Towmsure prompt attention communreations should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream. Publishing Co., anid not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of iim- 
portance are liable to delay, 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 

October 30,31 and November |, 2.—Lonisville Beneh Show, Entries 
close October 27, Chas, Lincoln, Superintendent. W. G. Coldeway, 
Secretary, Louisville, Ky. 
Jan, 2.4, 4,188—Meriden Poultry Association Benel Show, Meri- 

den, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary, Meriden, Conn, 
April —, 1884,—The Qleveland Bench Show Association’s Second 

Bench Show, Charies Lincoln, Superintendent. C. WM. Muntall, Sec- 
retary, Cleveland, Ohio. 

YIELD TRIALS, 

November 19, 1883,—Bastern Wield Trials Club, Fifth Anunal Trials, 
at High Point, N. C. Entries for the Derby slose July 1; for the 
Members’ Stuke, Noy, 17; for the All-Aged Stale, Nov. 1. W. A. 
Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Long Island, N. Y, 
November 20, 1883.—Robin’s Island Club's Second Annual Field 

Trials at, Robin's Island, L. J,, for members only. Entries close 
Sept,i. A. T. Plummer, Secretary. 4 
Noyember 20, 1883.—Pacifie Coast Field Trials Club, First Annual 

Tripls near Sacramento, Cal. J, M Holtz, Secrelury, Sacramento, Cal. 
December 3, 1883.—National American Kennel Ulub, Fifth Annual 

pals, at Grand Junction, Tenn. D. Lryson, Secretary, Memphis, 
‘enn. 
December 3.—Gilroy Rod and Gun Club’s Third Annual Field Trials 

at Gilroy, Cal.. for dogs owned in California, Arizona, Oregon and 
Nevada, Entries close Dec, 2. KE. Leavesley, Secretary, Gilroy, Cal. 
December 10.—New Orleans Guu Club’s Southern States Field 

Trials at Canton, Miss. DEntries close Dec. 9. J. K. Renaud, Secre- 
tary, New Orleans, La. 

THE TEETH AND GUMS OF BOGS, 

A FREQUENT cause of suffering and constitutional dis- 
L turbanee, especially in pet dogs of the small breed, is an 
abnormal condition of the teeth and gums. The former ma; 
be decayed, coated with tartar, or loose—the latter congested, 
swollen and spongy. Not only do these conditions of the teeth 
and gums irritate and alnoy the subject, bunt also distress the 
fair owner, for both give rise more or less to an unpleasant 
state, which renders the animal rather an object of offense, 
through the fetor of his breath, than a creature to be ad- 
mired, nursed and petted. Yet the animal is more to be sym- 
pathized with than discarded, because the same agency is at 
work in producing these offensive conditions as in ourselves, 
with this difference, that we can avoid it, whereas the dog, 
who is dependent upon us for his foodand management, can't. 
So long as individuals will persist in disobeying nature's laws, 
and making the carnivorous stomach a receptacle for eonfec- 
tionery, the hundred and one tit-bits of the epicure, kitchen 
scraps, and other oddments, even so long will dogs have 
diseased teeth and gums, and foul breath. 

During my professional career, numerous cases where the 
latter conditions have existed have been brought under my 
notice. In some instances extraction hus been compulsory; 
in others, and by far the majority, the scaling instrument an 
dietary orders hayerendered removal unnecessary, and brought 
back a normal condition of gums and breath, Prevention is 
better than cure; therefore, cause and effect are to be duly 
considered in these as in every other case. If the tooth is loose 
and the gum spongy, owing to a deposit of tartar, removal of 
the latter is clearly indicated, If the breath is foul, owing 
to disordered digestive organs, a proper dietary course. with, 
in some instances medicine, will render it again sweet. Re- 
moval of the cause is, in fact, removal of the effect; whereas 
treatment of the latter. regardless of the former, can only end 
in disappointment. 

But not only do decayed, loose and tartared teeth and 
spongy gums arise from injudicious feeding and gastric de- 
rangement, but, haying arisen, they in their turn produce 
other diseases, and so the rotten stump, the loosened fang, the 
mass of tartar, and the bleeding gum, claim more than 4 pass- 
ing notice. Deeayed teeth have a heavy list of concomitants 
at their back. Painful swellings, abscesses and sinuses of the 
cheek, structural changes in the jaw bone, leading to tumor, 
laceration of the tongue, canker, constitutional irritation, in- 
digestion, and intestinal disease. In the dog it is always ad- 
visable to remove a decayed tooth, imless the gum he swollen 
and suppuration is established, when it is best to postpone the 
operation until the inflammatory action has subsided, in the 
meanwhile painting the gum oyer the fang of the diseased 
tooth with weak tincture of iodine will afford relief, and a 
little carbolie acid, on cotton wool, may be carefully applied 
to the decayed tooth, if hollow, from time totime. An ape- 
rient is also useful. Occasionally hemorrhage will follow ex- 
traction. In such a case a little cotton wool, steeped in 
tincture of myrrh, iron, or solution of alum, and pavked in the 
gum cavity, will have the desired effect of arresting it. Hx- 
ternal indications of toothache in the dog are—a dribbling of 
saliva from the mouth, the head held on one side, a reluctance 
to partake of food, especially solids, which are bitten in a 
tender, nervous nanner, with a good deal of slobbering, and 
the material is suddenly drapped from the mouth when it 
comes in direct contact with the diseased tooth, particularly 
if gnawing « bone. 

haye already alluded to the necessity of removing tartar 
from the teeth. Tartar isa deposit composed of salts of lime 
and organic matter, the latter rendering it so offensive, The 
accumulation, especially in aged dogs and pampered house 
pets, is often very considerable, Tartar through its irritation 
produces a congested, swollen and spongy condition of the 
gums: if allowed to remain the gums recede, the socket be- 
comes absorbed, the teeth loosen and decay, the breath is dis- 
ustingly fetid, and constitutional disease sooner or later fol- 
ows. Toremovye this tartar, a suitable instrument is required, 
and after the teeth haye been effectually scaled they should 
be well brushed with an antiseptic and astringent lotion, A 
repetition of tartar deposit may frequently be ayoided by 
allowing the animal jo have oceasionally large bones to gnaw. 
A bone, in fact, is a dog’s natural toothbrush. The food must 
be plain, not stimulating. An aperient, aided by a few doses 
of iron and quinine, will aid m restoring tone to the system. 
Canker of the mouth is a resuit of decayed and tartared 

teeth, andis both painiul and troublesome. The gums are 
congested, swollen and spongy, and bleed on the least pressure. 
Abscesses not unfrequently torm on the jaw, and discharge 
foetid pus; ulcerative granulations follow, and the animal is 
reduced from inability through pain to lap or masticate, to a 
mere skeleton, and considerable inflammatory fever is estab- 
lished, Ulceration of the gum also arises from gastric derange- 
ment. Rotten stumps, loose or overcrowded teeth, and tartar 
should be removed, also necrosed bone, ifitexists, Alterative 
medicine is advisable, animal food must be avoided, the dict 
consisting solely of soft, nutritious, and plain matters. The 
mouth with advantage may be gargled with ai antiseptic and 
astringent mixture. Hypertrophy of the gums is occasionally 
met with mm dogs; small dense tumors, resembling the gum in 
structive, arise from the periosteum of the alveoli. These 
Inay be removed by excision and caustic; but the operation 
should only be performed by an experienced canine surgeon, 
Vascular tutoors also sometimes form between the necx and 
the teeth, whieh are difficult to deal with on account cf the 
readily induced hemorrhage, and the liability to interfere with 
the tanzs of soundiveth, With care, however, treatment may 
be successful. 

Tu conclusion, I would urge upon canine fanciers to pay 
more regard to the mouths of their pets than is al present ex- 
ercised. ‘There is n0 reason why a dog’s teeth and breath 
should not continue in old age as good asin youth, Recently 
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| visited, in A distant town, asmadl pet aged fourteen years, and 
the scaling instrument revealed the teeth to be as sound and 
white as in puppyhood, and forthe sake of not desiring to tres- 
pass further on the valuable spaceof The Live Stock Journal, 1 
could furnish a lone list of similar cases. Unfoertimately very 
liitle appears to be known on the sulyject of canine dentistry, 
or of the synypathy that exists between the dental organs and 
various parts of the hody. Dogs, as do human beings, suffer 
from maladies which their owners seek the cause of—as 
observed by a writer on human dentistry—‘everywhere 
Tather than in the right place—viz., the mouth and the con- 
dition of the teeth.” The dental art isas much a medical and 
surgical science as any other subject of pathological bearing, 
snd [have fonad no fifficulty in having suitable instruments 
saade, or failurein their use.—Professor Woodroife Hill in 
Live Stock Journal, 

N. A. KENMEL CLUB MOTES. 

Eilitor Forest and Stree: 

Mr. J, J. Sneflenburg, of New Brighton, Pa., has been ex- 
pelled from the National American Kennel Club for entering 
pups in thei Derby in 1881 which were too old. The charges 
were entered by Mr, lL. Shuster, Jr, of Philadelphia, My, 
Snellenburg made no defense, therefore was expelled by the 
mnanimous vote of the executive committee. 
The petition of I. M. Aldrich, Manton, R. f., asking to haye 

his disabilites removed hus been rejected by the executive 
committee. 
From present indications the trials at Grand Jimetion this 

wear will be better thuu amy ever held im America, Birds are 
more plentiful and the cover about right. The stakes will all 
All well and the dogs be the very best. Tlorses can be enraged 
from Wim. West & Son, and rooms hy writing to the Stone- 
wall House, Grand Junction. Tenn. 

D. Brysox, Secretary N. A. K. Club. 
Mempris, Tenn., Oct. 26, 

THE LEONBERG DOG, 

Fdtter Forest and Stream: 

{ observe your correspondent, Mr, Rothera, harps on the old 
staing—the Leonberg dogis a ‘‘mongrel” and therefore worth- 
less, Now. I believe in the imiportance of purity of blood, but 
Talso believe that excellent results aye attained by judicious 
crossing of good breeds. I have not seen Vero Shany’s book to 
which your correspondent refers me, but, from experience, I 
enn testify that the Leonberg. the result of a crossing of the 
St. Bernard, Newfoundland and Pyraees, is a splendid am- 
mal 1 did not affirm that Marco is the largest bunt the 
“finest” specimen produced here. I referred to his beauty and 
noble appearance rather than to size, which isnot everything. 
The Leonherg often attains the height of 54 and even 36 inches 
at the shoulder, with proportionate weight. Were hea worth- 
Tess “mongrel,” how comesit thatthe Leonberg has carried 
off some of the highest prizes at the doy shows of Paris, Vien- 
na and London, 

In this place we ought to Enow a goal dog, and the Leon- 
heres are in such request that puppies sell for from thirty to 
feity dollars, eypépandinndis Trsgret to say, haye almost 
disappeared here, only a few good specimens of pure breed be- 
ingJeit, This has been caused by sheer neglect, and now the 
noble Newfoundiand threatens to become extinctin the cradle 
ofhbisrace, The Leonberg differs from the Newfoundland in 
one respect—he does not take to the water with avidity, but 
like the St, Bernard, he is thoroughly at home in snow and 
frost, Several specimens of the Leonberg haye gone from 
hereto the United States, and possibly some of! the owners 
micht favor your readers with an account of them, I know 
there is # fine Une in Bangor, and the Rey. Mr, Kelly, of Penn- 
sylvania, a few years ago, imported a pair direct from Ger- 
many, 

Is if not likely that the finest breeds ol dogs have been pro- 
euced orizinally, at least in part, by some fortunate crossings 
of blood, just as the best races of men—the English und 
Americans, for example? he Leonberg is the result of cross 
ing between the best bloods in the world—the aristocrats of 
dozhood. 

Wir. Rothera is so nukind as to call my favorite a “bully 
becanse he not oniy holds his own but occasionally ‘‘annexes” 
another dog's bone. Does he expect a dog to come up to the 
standard of Christian morality or even secular aitmiism? 
When I speak reproachfully to Marea and say, as [ sometimes 
do, ‘What did I see you after yesterday, you rastal? Chasing 
Mr. Brown's cat; a creat tellow like you terrifying a poor cat; 
@ mean, contemptible action, sir! 1 am told, too, that when 
Walking with your mistress yesterday you barked at a car- 
riage—a rude, nngentlemanly action, sir, unworthy of one 
in whose yeius runs the “bine blood’ of doghood. Fie, for 
shame!” If Mr. Rothera could only see how, under such re- 
proofs, Marco's countenance falls, and how he blushes, so fo 
speak, with his drooping tail, and slinks away with a broken- 
hearted look, he would admit that Marco “keeps a con- 
ferent possesses a moral nature, and should not be called a 
bully.’ 

I ease Mr, Editor, you did not publish Marco's likeness, I 
have no less than tiye applications for his photo, by last mail, 
all from the United States, This seems to indicate that many 
would Jike to see a picture of a good Leonherg, even though 
it does not show all bis points. Conld you not be induced to 
Teronsider your verdict? M, HARVEY, 

Sr. Joun’s. N. F., Oct. 18, 

BLACK AND BLACK AND TAN SPANIELS. 

P REVIOUS to the institution of dog shows the now tasniou- 
able breed of black spaniels was very little known, and IT 

ean find very little mention made of then anywhere asa dis- 
iinet breed or strain, I have seen, during many years’ experi- 
enue asa sportsman, a few specimens here and there, up and 
down the country; bus I canuoet call to mind any kennel of 
these dogs, nor do [ believe that prsyious to dog-show notori 
ety they were ever bredin anynumbers. ‘The only mention 1 
ean find of old date, is of Dlack spaniels iu Cornwall about fifty 
yearsago. Thirty years ago I had a black dog named Hard- 
wick, which | got from Cambridgeshire, and believe he came 
trom the kennels of the earl of that name; and a very good 
dog he sas. and of a stamp that Ilike; but he had not fashion- 
able long ears, and his coat, though good and workmanlike, was 
not as flat, shining, and siky asa racehorse, but of a good ser- 
viceable wear-and-tear sort. 
The Duke of Norfolk is said to have possessed a splendid 

breed of black and tan spaniels, and neyer traveled without 
tayo or three of then in his carriuge; and so chary was he of 
the blood, that he used to destroy every pup he did not require 
rov himself. It issaid that he used to feed his eagles with 
them; and when he was so engaged one day with a whole lit- 
ter, a gentleman, who Was not acquainted with this pride in 
the exclusiveness of race, tol him how much he should like 
to have one of them, the reply was characteristic of such a 
man, “Pray, sir, which of my estates should you hke to have 
asawell! Tis not unlikely that these spaniels were kept only 
as pets and not as working dogs, If is, however, possible that 
from this strain of the Duke’s the term Norfolk originated, and 
not from their being bred in that county; but, against this, 
there is the fact that the Norfolk spaniel has always been dle- 
scribed asa liver, or black and white ticked dog; but now 
that breed, if it ever existed in any purity, is lost; and a Nor- 
folk spaniel means anything, or nothing, as regards purity of 
blood, 
The only one of the breed said Lo he a Norfolk, wus one I 

had years ago; he was certainly a yery handsome dog, beauti- 
fully feathered, and ticked with liver all down his legs; he had 

beer. 

magniticent ears, and was a yery taking dog to the eye: he 
was described as a rare-nosed dog. and no day was too long 
,and no covert too thick forhim. Happening to haye.some 
| shooting in Wales at that time, with tremendously thick and 
large woods in which were a good many woodcocks, but not 
much else, [thought he would jusi answer my purpose to 
rouse the cocks and then get them marked down; so I bought 
him. He was a dashing ranger, an‘lno mistake, in the open, 
and vould beats field like a setter, and Ins pace would have 
done credit toa dashine Bondhn or a Drake, I took him with 
several others of a wild nature down to my shooting, and 
thought, now lam landed, and as soon as we haye beaten the 
woods with the wild dogs and marked down the birds we 
will take them up. and work the steady ones, I put this into 
practice, and what was the result? The woods, as Vhays said, 
were very thick, and the day was very hot; in about half an 
hour my lord was trotting along as near the outside as he 
could yet, and occasionally looking out through the wood 
fence, and shortly after came out shaking himself. He had 
had enough of it, and nothing conld induce him again to pene- 
trate the thick, lmight do that myself, | wasgoing to shoot 
him, but one of the beaters begged me to give him to him, 
which I gladly did, npan the condition that I never saw him 
again, which I never did; but I heard that he changed hands 
the same night at a considerable profit—iamely, a pot of, 

Se much for my experience of Norfolkspaniels, [have 
diverged sadly from my subject, and must now go back to 
blacks and black and tans. 

Before black spaniels were much thought of Mr, Burdett, 
who was one of the principal organizers of the Birmingham 
dog show, had a breed of very beantiful black and tan dogs 
of a rare stamp; they were short-legged, hail good silky coals, 
and were not too heavy iu the ear. T well recollect one of the 
breed being advertised by a chemist in Birmingham, which T 
went to see, he wanted along price for him, and said he was 
as perfect in the field, either as a working spaniel or as a 
retriever, as it was peu to make one. I bid him twenty- 
five cuineus for him, but he would not take it, and [left him, 
which I afterward much regretted, Shortly after the poor 
man was killed on the railway, and I went down and tried 
acain to buy the dog without success, but forget now the 
reason why | did not succeed, He was omeof the most hean- 
qin! animals I have ever seen, and I believe was as good as he 
jooked and was described. 

Mr. Jones, of Uscott’s Bob, was alout the first black dog 
which made his markat shows, and a yery beautiful dos he 
was. Mr. Bullock, of Bilston, then commenced to show, and I 
believe he got bis strain from Myr. Joues, whose advice was to 
stick to quality, which I believe he has always endeavored to 
do. Nodoubi many of my readers will remember his cele- 
brated Bob, a doz which [never much umired; he was too 
hizh on the leg and too short in the body, but these defects 
were hidden by his grand coat and feather, and lis ears were 
splendid, but he never save methe look of a working sort, 
and to my fancy and belief he was a cross from the water 
spaniel, Bullock's Nellie was of a different stamp, beimny long 
and low, with a heautifi head, and wondeservedly whenever 
shown. I have had ile pleasure of awarding her many prizes 
aainst some rattling good dogs of her own breed, Clumibers 
and Sussex: I don’t know that she was ever beaten, His 
Brice was 4 yery good dog and looked more like a workman 
than Bob. Whether Mr, Bullock's show dogs were ever shot to 
I do not Know for certain, but I believe they were kept 
entirely for show purposes. He also had a strain of yery 
handsome water spaniels, and I understand he crossed with 
this breed, which fad remarkably good heads, in order to 
get this, and the length and sizeof ear, as well as feather. 
T must do Mr, Bullock the justice to say that I have seen 
and shot to dogs of his strain, though not black ones, and 
yery good they were; one in particular I remember. a 
Jiver-colored, rather curly dog; when he was only sight 
months old, he worked like an old dog, and retrieved phea- 
saints in perfection, showing remarkable nose and intelligence. 
A gentleman whom I was shooting with, who cared little for 
dogs in general, though he was a first-rate shot, and neyur be- 
jore gaye a sovereign for one im his life, offered £10 for him, 
“Stonehenge” says black spaniels are as good in the field as 
they are cood looking; my @xperience is exactly the reverse. 
Amobe the numbers f have had and shot te, I can only recol- 
Jecha few that were a food, and only one which was 
really first-rate. That was Raven, a good af oe of covker, 
for 1 won a first with him at Alexandra Palace, the only time 
T showed him, aud subsequently sold him to Mr, E. N, South- 
well, of fox-terrier fame: but he was by no means a show dog, 
he was far teo good for that, being short-legged, compact, 
and with, though a roud-shaped and well-placed. not at all a 
large ear, Raven was an mn emnably good dog. a steady inde- 
fatigable worker and perfect as a retriever. Most of the black 
spaniels [haye had, and Il have had a good many, haye been 
tender, and ‘shut up” in wet, cold weather, were deticient in 
nose and sense, and had not the determined, busy, hurd-work- 
ing qualities required in a spaniel, conyincing me most unmis- 
takeably that they had been bred for show and not for work. 
Like begets like, andif dogs are confined to the show bench 
year after year, and generation aiter generation, the offspring 
Will assuredly be deficient in working qualities, and this 1s the 
reason. why [am anxious bo see field trials established for 
spaniels; for 1 am eonvinced that, if this is done, we should 
soon suceeed in producing good us well as handsome dogs, as 
has been the ease with sétters and pointers; but so long as it 
is neglected, breeders may he going on, for ought we know, 
producing a race of good-looking idiots. There isto reason 
whatever why a black spaniel should be deficient in working 
qualities any more thanadog of any other color, and the 
sooner we 2et these highly necessary quarities, combined with 
ability to win on the show hench, the better, I have no preju- 
dice whatever against black spaniels, on the contrary, [think 
them esceedingly handsome, attractive dogs, butas far as my 
experience goes there are few of them workmen, I havea 
good many lettersin my possession from different sportsmen 
confirming this. 
The late Dr. Boulton, of Beverley, bred and showed a good 

many spaniels of yery good stamp and quality; but I do not 
think they were ever shot to or-worked im the field, as I be- 
lieve the doctor was no sportsman, although a great enthusiast 
in breeding this description of dog, His Beayer was all over a 
sportsman’s dog in appearatice (although a little too lezey), 
and from Ins manner and that never-failing tell-tale action 
of the stern would have made avare dogif he had had the 
chance. 

Of late years, a fashion has come into voyue that spanicis, 
particularly black ones, than which nothing else will go down 
with the judges in an open class, must he pertectly fat-coated, 
and it is now carried, in my opinion, to a fault; inasmuch as 
the coat must not only be Hat, with which I agree, but th must 
be perfectly smooth, and there is not enough of it to protect 
them from wet and thorns. and the amount of plucking, curry- 
combing and dressing that they undergo beforethey are shown 
comes Very nearly, in my opimion, to faking. Itisun ugly 
word, but [use it adyisedly, as ilis nuda vertias. Tvecollect. 
at a north county show, cisqualifyiug an otherwise good dog 
ior being so plucked about the head us to be manifest to the 
inerest tyro, and I don’t think his owner ever quite forgave 
me, Ali breeders of field spaniels do tie best they can to hide 
this stain of the water spaniel cross—l mean the inft ov curli- 
ness on the forehead; but I _kmowithis cross to have been re- 
sorted tu by wore than one breeder in order to get that beau- 
tiful long head which the water spaniel possessed; and also to 
vet length of ear, which Ihave always protested eainst i 

This cross has been since tried to be bred out, 
now and then where it has ever been 

pesorted to. £ believe this fashion of perfectly flat, thin, 
and satin-like couts arose from a well-known judge 
adopting as his standard two black bitches, which 

held spaniels. 
but it will appear every 

wert shown by Mr. Boulton, Belle and Rhea; and 
very fine bitthes they were certainly, Belle being almost 
pertect, barring her head, which was too short, and the other 
showing wiimistakable King Charles in the prominence and» 
weeping of hereyes. Let it be as it may, they always won as 
4 matter of course, as they were considered to be the right 
sort, and breeders of show spaniels very naturally took the 
refrain. They were always exhibited in the finest of condi- 
tion, for which their kennelman, John Reed, isso conspicuons; 
henee the rage for flat coats. Now, I. as a sportsman of 
many yeats’ standing. and one who has shot to spaniels as 
much as most men—the most charming of all sports connected 
with the gun—im all kinds of weather, and in all sorts of 
coulcries, unhesitatingly give iInmy adhesion to the spaniel 
with plenty of coat, wavy if you like, They stand the wet 
and cold a ereat deal better: in fact, I have never yet seen a 
perfectly flat-coated one—that is to say, a flat, thin coat— 
worth lis salt, or as Mr. Wootton, of Mapperly, would say, 
his ‘cake and milk,” for real hard workin places where wood- 
cocks most delight to dwell, In such a country, and with 
strong coverts. it requires a spaniel to have plenty of cour- 
age, as well as a cood coat, to face the thick and tangled black- 
thorn briars and underwood in a long day's shooting. ‘The 
thin, flat-coated ones may be all yery well for an hour or two; 
but after that you may do the work yourself. I have had 
several come to my heel in that way;and no power on carth 
would induce them to begin again, When they did conde- 
scend to go into covert they went paddling along in the easi- 
est places, and did not bury themselves in the thick of it. 
They have no desire to find, or no determination to 
out their desives if they had them. They lack entirely the 
ardor to seek and the desire to find; and are a great deal more 
at home ata show bench with a gay cloth on them, or sitting 
on a hearth rug in front of a parlor fire, with a blue ribbon 
round their necks, placed there by a fond and indulgent 
thistress as symmbolical of their last win at a show. 

Dh. fh. Lloyd Price. of Bala, used to show « little black 
cocker called Nigger, who if not decidedly curly, was very 
wavy; and he was, I believu, a rattling good dog, or so good 
a sportsman would oot have kepi him w day, and he could and 
did win before the days of flat coats came into vogne, 

All sportsmen know that most spaniels zeti more or less 
eurly with age and work, and I haye seen and owned many 
first-rate dogs with decidedly curly coats that had not a strain 
of water spuitiel in them, their heads bemg as clean and free 
from tuft on the forehead as any exhibitor of black ones could 
desire. 
John Legere, the celebrated dog breaker, of Islay, breeds tor 

his own hard work a kind of dog between setter and water 
spaniel or retriever, as le says they do for either purpose, 
and he finds from their rough curly coats they are enabled to 
stand the wet and cold of that climate better than flat-coated 
ones, anid & man's opinion who is alhways at it is worth con- 
sideration, 

Tt is a great pity that so much attention is paid to a spaniel’s 
good looks and so little fo his working qualifies; this is 
naturally the result of shows, and unless we get field tials es- 
tablished, the passing which examination being made a siz 
qua non previously to withing on the bench, tt will surely 
continue, : “ 

Tn the Sportiny Magazine for October, 1841, is the following: 
“Going to the dogs—Baron Lenton has purchased the blac: 
and tan spaniel Byron for on2 hundred guineas. He is con- 
sidered the handsomest spaniel of the present day. 
Whether this was a black and tan King Charles or one of 

Mr. Burdett’s breed of black and tans there is nothing to show, 
but [ rather fancy it must have been a ‘'fancy dog” and nota 
porting one, . .¥ 
By the way, one tarely sees a black aud tan deg exhibited 

at this day; why. I know not. as it Is most certainly & very 
bandsome color, Somevyears ago I sent a leash of black and 
tan puppies about eizht months old to a Manchester show; 
they were as like as peas, a5 handsome and game as pheasants, 
bul they were not noticed. A celebrated sportsman, ‘Sixty 
One.” saw them in my kennel and was immensely strucle wit! 
¢hem and said he had never seen such a handsome trio in his 
life. Soon after coming from this show they got distemper 
and | lust them all. : : 

1 have never gone intw the dog showing business, for I do 
not believe it does very much <ood; in fact, I believe shows 
are now doing more harm than 2ood to sporting dogs in genu- 
ral. itis true [have shown a few times, and when [ have I 
have wenerally won; but [ never kept a dog purposely for 
show, and every dog, except one, that ! have ever shown, has 
been used for shooting, In my next article I shall refer to a 
few more black spaniels. I hope breeders of this beautiful 
variety will take my remarks in good part and endeavor to 
breed animals for Use and not merely to look at: but I fear I 
may us well address myself to last: year’s wind, for_the 
“almighty dollar” will mmlein this asin other matters. Fivld 
trials would enable the corn to be sifted trom the chaff, ancl 
without then we caunot hope to get really good field spaniels 
bred by men who make a business of poh 

Bullock’s Bob was by Young Bebb out of Flint, by Jones's 
Bob out of Nellie. Jones's Boh was by Burdett’s Bob, 
Whether this doz was black or black and tan, T don’t Know; 
but at all events it is certuin that Bullock's Bob ¢ame from a 
liver-colored strain on ove side, and Burdett's Bob, whatever 
his color, came from colored parents, as he was by Burdetit’s 
Frank out of Monsley’s liver and white bitch, This is, as far 
as I cau ascertain, the foundation of this strain of black 
spaniels, and itis quite clear that it was not entirely black 
from the beginning. Neither do L believe, as I have said be- 
fore, that atany time a pure black breed existed. The first 
to breed them, | believe, was Dr. Boulton. About the year 
1S70 these handsome black gentlemen had taken such a stand, 
and won so everywhere, thar it was found necessary to estab- 
lish separate classes for them, which was lone at all (he prin- 
cipal shows, and they have become fairly though not fully 
established as a distinct breed, which [ take to be the case 
when you can te a certainty breed to color and type. Noth- 
ing can be handsomer, or show more quality and breed, than 
many of these spaniels do, but we want something more; we 
want finer coustitution, more working Gualities in the tield, 
and the tilne will, I believe, come, if steps are taken in the 
right direction. 

Tn order to show that both Bob and Nellie (Bullock's) who 
was by Young Bebb out of Flirt, by Jones's Bob out of his 
Nellie, and sister to Bob, had water spaniel blood in them, it 
is only necessary to say that Mr, Bullock exhibited and wen 
in the water spaniel Classes ab Birmingham. Crystal Palace 
Manchester, and the gold medal at Paris with a liver colored 
dos named Rover, by Rob out of Nancy- : 

believe that Dr. Boulton had black spaniels many yeurs 
before they became general, and he was justly celebrated tor 
his breed, and 1 think that it must be granted hehad paid 
more attention to the pedigree of his spaniels than any man 
of hisday, irecollect petting a whelp from him somewhere 
about twenty years ago. Iv was black with very dark tan, 
and to my faiey showed a decided infusion of King Charles 
blood; but it died young in distemper, and therefore I never 
proved its value or otherwise. The pedigree, stated ab length, 
of Dr, Boulton'’s Regent, winner of first prize in the puppy 
class at Belle Vue, Manchester, in 1873, will be found im the 
Kennel Club Hand-book of 1874, and which, Lig) eames 
the longest pedigree of black spapivla deserves attention, 
Unless there was any water spaniel in Bullock's black and tan 
dog or Burdeétt’s Bob, this pedigree appears to be free from it, 
and is, theretore, valnable. 

when th 
really 
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able for American sporting, particularly for woodcock, of 
which they have a preat many. 
My. Freme, of Flint, exhibited « good short-lezzed spaniel 

in youre Bob, bit I think he was too heavy, and was always 
shown as big and fat, and about as likely to do a day’s work 
asaprizeox. This dog has, however, i think, had lis day, 
Mr. Freme has also shown a good many others, but there was 
a eee about the eyes of his dogs which'l do not admire, 

fy. A, H. Wasten, of Hull, has been a great breeder and ex- 
hibitor of black spimiels; his Brush, although a fine, handsome 
dos, had too much daylight under him. and a. great deal too 
mech ear for a sporting spaniel. At the Alexandra show of 
1641 he showed two remarkably nice stamped bitches (one of 
which won first prize), Beverley Bee and Beverley Bess, short- 
Jeeeer!, eood loins, plenty of length of neck, not too muchear. 
and rare merry working of their sterns. which were well set; 
these aye the inmost workmanlike black spaniels that I haye 
seen. =~ 

Mr. Schofield, of Morpeth, has a good sort of dog in Solus. 
T sw a review in one of the sporting papers a short time 
since to the effect that this dog was “pinched in skull, his ears 
set on too high, and not énough leather.” I find by a remark 
J jaade in my catalogue at the time I saw him that I thought 
his head and ear good, and I am ready to stick to my opinion. 

Zuin, bolongine to Mr. Keyle, is a fine, beautiful dog, but 
nob enough coat—it is that of a racehorse; he was bred by 
Ma. 1, Jatobs, of Wolborongh Mouse, Newton Abbet, who is, 
1 believe, making grest efforts to improve this breed of spani- 
Ms, and one retuwk T gave of bisa few days since contirms 
me in the opinion | expressed previously that the breed is not 
yet thoroughly established, for Mr. Jacobs says he gets in 
nearly every litter iyer-colored and other differently marked 
Whelps, His Sqnayw is a superb anitial, but bears too much of 
the stamp of the show bench about her to be my faney. Mr. 
Jacobs is in the land where the spaniel to shoot to should be 
appreciated and in requisition, aud if he does not breed them 
pto the mark for that purpose I don’t Know who should. 

Messrs, Gamon, of Chester, show a good many spaniels, bul: 
Ijon't know if they are anything more thi bench men. 

Mr, Farrow, of Ipswich, has for some years bred and shown 
hlaek cockers of a very good stamp, and to my fancy they look 
yore like workers than many others, 

Mr, H B. Spurgeon, of Northampton, has been long an ex- 
hihitor and breeder of spanieis of all breeds, and has shown 
Tany ood ones, but I don’t think shoots over them. 

Messrs, Parkinson, of Macclesficid, are also well-known ex- 
libitors, and stick afno paius to procure good ones for show 
pupuses, 
Thaye observed of late a great disposition to breed black 

spaniels of the form and heaviness of the Clumber, This, I 
think, is 4. mistake: the Cluraber spaniel is a dog sut generis, 
wnd. as tshallat a future tine attempt to show, is not the 
loz for general shooting, bub should be used in a team, and 
tien requires covert suited to his peguliar build and tempera- 
ment; Whereas the black spaniel is, or should come, under the 
denomination of a cocker, und should accordingly, to my 
belie, be bred up to this standard. 

Aiove attention should be paid to their legs and feet instead 
of their heads and coats, asin many of the specimeus exhibited 
the less are as creoked as rams’ horns, and are not calculated 
to stand hard wort. Itrust the bieeders and exhibitors of 
tis handsome spaniel will take the remarks [have made in 
good part, and pay @ little attention to useful as well as orna- 
pata! points.—4An Old Jidge of Spaniels, in Lond qnd 
yale, 

ROBINS ISLAND CLUB, 

W E publish below the running rules and instructions 
bv the judves of the Robims Island Cluk. Gentleruen 

we ran their dogs last year under these rules oxpress them- 
selves as well satisiied with their operation; 
Rong l, The management of meetings for the annual Mield 

‘Trials shell be intrusted to the Board of Directors of the Club, 
The judges shall be selected by the subscribers, subject to the 
approval or the Board of Directors, after the close of the en- 
tries, Eyery subscriber must name his dog at the time o, 
entry, describing color, markings, and giving the names of sire 
find dam, if known, and the age of the dog. 
Rune tl Dogs shall be drawn in braces by lot, and run in 

heats, the seorécf each dog being made ont by the judges 
uccording to the scale of points in Rule V. The firials shall be 
run in faye series of heats. In ease of a dog drawing a ‘*hye” 
in the firsh series of heats, the judgesshall provide asa ‘“substi- 
tute mite, adogz not entered in the stake, to run with the 
doe hiving the “bye.” When practicable, this ‘‘substituta 
ynave” shell be selected with the consent (or choice) of the sub- 
seribers. and before the drawing takes place. The dog having 
the “bye shall be judged by his score in the same manner as 
the other dogsin the stake, The four dogsmaking the highest 
scores shall be rin again ina second series of heats, inthe same 
order ac first drawn, The dog making the highest score in 
this second series of heats shali be awarded first prize; the 
second highest score shall be awarded second prize, and so on, 
Nothiny in this rule, however, shall be so construed as to lessen 
the lisevetionary power of the judwes, who may, if the cireum- 
staiices warrant it, select torunin the second series of heats 
a doz whose score has been inferior in the first series of heats 
but whose performance, in the opinion of the judges, showe 
great natural ability, his score being, reduced by some cause 
or whieh the dog was not responsible, such as being obliged 

fo rim in the heat of the day or on ground more nnfavorable 
(han his competitors, etc. 

Tt shail be oblizatory upon the judges to keep the scores of 
ful dogs runniug, and ta furnish a copy of the scores for the 
fise of the Club, to which the subscribers shall have saeccess. 
Nevertheless, the distribution of allawards shall be left entirely 
to the diseretion of the judges, subjech only to Rule VIL, 
regulating protests. The judges are expected to he governed 
hy the running rules as closely as the cireumstances will per 
mit, but they are not bond to give the prize to the dog wak- 
ing the lushest score unless in thei judgment he has proved 
himself the best deg in tie race. 
Shonld there be a tie in the first series of heats, the dogs 

making the tie shall be considered equal, andrun again to 
decideit. In the second series of heats the dogs making a tie 
maj divide the honors, or the judges may decide without 
rnnning again. 
Reielil, A withdrawal from a heat isa withdrawal from 

the stake. Wiadog be withdrawn from a heat after be has 
been called spon to start, the other dog in the heat withdrawn 
from shall be compelled to run agains! a dag not in the stake, 
the substitute mate as above pointed ont, No doy shall wine 
heat without running for it, exceptin the case ofa tie in the 
secoiul saries of eats, as mentioned in Rule I. The judges 
muy suspand the ruining for the beviefit of a deg which, hav- 
ing just rum in # heat in the first series of heats, is obliged to 
rin uext in the seecnd series of heats. 

@), 10, 
judges, attendants and re- 
permitted to accompany 

the handlers of dogs. Two persons will not be permitted to 
work one dog or 4 brace of dogs, unless it be agreed to by all 
the subscribers before the start. If from any cause the handler 
of a dog or brace of dogs is disabled to such an extent that he 
cannot shoot, the judges shall appoint 4 person to shoot for 
hin. The handlers of two dogsin a heat shal! go together as 
if 1b were a brace of dogs, so that the dogs shall be upon an 
equality as to ground, opportunities for pointing, etc. No spec- 
tator, except the owners of the dogs running, will be allowed 
nearer flan seventy-tive yards tothe rear, Noa person shall 
make any remark about the judges or the dogsin hearing of the 
judges. The privilege is eranted the handlers to ask the judges 
for information or explanation that has a direct bearing neon 
any point at issue; pending such question the dogs shall 
not be under fjudgment. Dogs afflicted with any contagious 
disease, or bitches in season, will not be permitted on the 
grounds. ‘ 
Posting fur, feather, or reptiles shall not be considered 

making a false point, .A dog making a false point and discoy- 
ering it to be such without any encouragement from his hand- 
ler shall not be penaiized. Ifis desired that all dows shall. if 
time permits, have at least two opportunities to show their 
behavior on birds. The judges are requested to exercise due 
care in making out the scores of the dogs running. 
The object sought in keeping the scores of the dogs running, 

is to furnish each subscriber with a record of his dog’s work 
done in the trials, a study of which it is believed will be wf 
benefit to owners, and enable them to improve their dogs in the 
points where they are found to be delicient, and it will be to 
some extent a guide to the members who breed their dogs, and 
enable them to select suitable mates, and it will also be a means 
of securing for future trials a constantly inmproying quality in 
the work of the dogs. 
Rove VIL—ResuLatie Prorests, The right of subscri- 

bers to protest is recognized by the Club, but ouly such protests 
shall be entertained as are based upon a breach of the running 
rules or matters of factin regard to errors of entry, or the 
introduction of fraud or injustice. 

All protests must be made onthe day on which the error 
ougurs, Protests shall come before the judges and one mem- 
wer fem. the Board of Directors, and their decision shall be 

nal, 
INSTRUCTIONS TO JUDGES. 

Poivine, The judges wiil allow only those dogs the maxi- 
mum that point all the birds possible forthem to point under 
existing circumstances; a dog to earn the maximum number 
of points under this head, must display a first-class nose, 
exhibit great judgment in finding and pointing his birds, and 
raake no flushes that dog with the above qualities would 
avoid in ordinary hunting, The dogs areto be hunted in all 
respects as in an ordinary day's shooting. Inexcusable or 
willful fushes will detract from a dog’s score under this head, 
butthe character of the flush must be always taken into 
account in estimating the penalty, if any. They shall always 
cousider the nature of the ground, the wind and the birds, and 
not penalize a dog for flushing a bird that it would be impos- 
sible to point. The penalty for flushing is to be graded by the 
character of the offense. The judges shall not require the 
handlers to work their dogs down wind, Judges are allowed 
the discretion of declaring a dog out of the heat if absent 
when called. * 
Pacs. The dogthat maintains the fastest gait throughout 

the heat except when in cover or on game, to receive the full 
number of points, his competiterto be graded by him, The 
score for pace need not be filled out or completed until all the 
dogs have run. 

Backing. The maximum only allowed such dogs as stand 
or drop promptly at sight of another dog pointing. But no 
dog shall be expected to back unless the dog pointing stands 
and is motionless. A dog shall not be said to refuse to back 
uniess hesees the doz pointing, To get creditfor a buck, the 
dog must stop at least ten yards (when practicable) in front of 
the handler, 
StyLe, The judge shall consider the dog’s srace in ranging 

and drawing, and attitudes in pointing and backing. 
SrauNncmyess. ‘The maximum allowed such dogs only as do 

not advance from their pcint when they are on game until they 
are ordered on, 
Rance. The maximum only allowed the dog that main- 

tains the most killing range throughout, viz.; wide or close, as 
necessity of the case may require. 
QuARTERING. The maximum only allowed such’ dogs as 

work at right angles with the handler, unless the nature of the 
zround renders such work impracticable. 
OBEDIENCE anD Disposition, The maximum only allowed 

toa dog that works promptly to the gun without noise or 
severity, and is obedient. prompt, cheerful and easily 
handled. 
Rerripvine. Torecieve the maximum under this head a 

dog sliall go promptly and cheerfully for the bird, and deliver 
it to the handler without mouthing or mutilation, 
FALSE PorntinG, ‘The judges shall give the dog ampie 

opportunity to distover whether or not he ison a true point, 
and the penalty shall range from | to 7 for his acts throughout 
the heat, . 
BrraginG In, Is when a dog, through imperfect breaking 

or fron excitement, leaves his position when the birds rise. 
whether the gun is fred or not, and startsto break shot or 
chase, but stops within a few feet of the point from which he 
started of his own accord or by command, 
BREAKING SHor, ITs when a dog runs in when a shot is fired 

or not, with the intention of getting the bird, and does not 
stop promptly at command, 

CHasinG. Is when a dog follows the birds, either when the 
gunis fired or not, to any extentto be beyond the control of 
the handler for the time being, 
Puppy STakes.—RvuLe£, Dogs born prior to March 1, of 

preceding year will not be eligible for the Puppy Stakes. 
There will be no points allowed for retrieving in this stake. 
Rules otherwise as above. 
BRACE Staxns. The rules governing the Brace Stakes shall 

be the same as those used in the All Aged Stakes, with the fol- 
lowing exeeptions: The maximum tor ranging shall be 10 
instead of G, the maxinmm for quartering shall he 10 instead 
ot 6; and the botal 108 instead of 100. The brace to earn the 
maximum for quartering must cross each-other systematically 
and work independent of each other, or one dog must quarter 
the ground on one side of the handler, while the other dog quar- 
ters the opposite side, the dogs meeting at or near the center. 
Each brace will be run separately instead of running in heats, 
and be judged by the scale of points as laid down and ex- 
lained. In case only one dog retrieves, the brace shall only 
© ontitled to half the number of points for retrieving. 

THE N. A, K. ©. STUD BOOK, —In reply to repeated in- 
niries already made and more expected, we state once forall 
hat we donot know, nor have we any means of knowing, 
when, if ever, the second volume of the National [not North] 
Amerivan Kennel Club Stud Book will be published. The 
mystery which enshrouds the missing book is denser than that 
which hides the lost books of the Talmud, This is greatly to 
be deplored, for had the volume appeared in its proper period 
ofthe Nineteenth Century, it would haye been of very great 
valne to the breeder and sportsman. 

THE EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.—We have not a full re 
ort of the entries for the All-Aged Stake of the Eastern Field 
vials Club, but shall probably be able to publish in next week, 

Up ta Monday last twenty-seven had been received, The list 
not include several that we have been assured would ver- 

tainly enter, and we should not be surprised if the number of 
entries exceeded forty, 

CURRENT DOG STORIES. 

Wii. 

Pat Dugan boards, lodges, bathes and doctors dogs for 32 
per week each, and sometimes hasas many as thirty of bis 
hands at onetime. Mr. Dugan has been in the husiness fit- 
teen years, Many strange things haye happened in his busi 
ness, The strangest was in Washington, nme years ago. A 
foreigner called on him one day. Mr, Dugan gives this 
account of what followed: “Do you board dogs?” sed he. “T 
do,” sed 1, ‘Well’ sed he, will you take a Siberian bloodhound 
for five months? “Twill,” sed I, *‘Well,” sed he, looking al 
me sharp, *‘this dog must have a cat every day. [agreed to 
do it for $5 a week, ‘Allright sed he, ‘I'ma Roosian lega- 
tions and am going West till fall.” He counted ont the board 
money for three months, left me his address and slid out. The 
next day the dog was brung around by a servant and I put 
him in & room in the back shed, and the eircus begun, At 
first it was a regis picnic. T bought cats from oys at ten 
cents apiece and coined money. That dog would bolt ’em, fur 
and all, After three weeks cats begun to go up, and Isoon 
had to pay twenty-five cents for good, fat cats. That worked 
fine for a couple of days, and then the Society for the Preven- 
tion of Cruelty to Animals comes down on me and puts a 
special cop to spot the shop, and I had tosnake what cats [ 
eould buy over the back yard fence. The boys dropped on my 
fix and cats viz a dollar apiece quick as a wink. That was 
more’n I could stand, so 1 just jumped the contract, sent the 
dog to the Roosian Minister's, and skipped the town.—Phila- 
delphia Times. . 

oa 
DANVILLE, VA., October 9.—Three men were shot and pro- 

bably fatally wounded in the lower part of Franklin county 
yesterday in a fight growing ont of a dispute over the pulling 
of a doz’s tail. Joseph P. Love, a fugitive from justice from 
West Virginia, has been living with his father-in-law near the 
scene of the tragedy for some time. Yesterday Love, his 
father, brother-in-law and brother, Charles Love, were in 
the woods hunting, Lovye’s father-in-law pulled the tail of 
one of the dogs belonging to his son-in-law. This was followed 
by denunciations from Love, who declared that no man of 
honor would pull a dog’s tail. A general fight ensued, in 
which Loye’s father-in-law, brother and brother-in-law were 
seriously and probably fatally wounded by him, He himself 
received a slight wound. The weapon used by Loye was 4 
Colt's nayy revolver. One of the other men was armed with 
a small pistol, The aifair creates great excitement in the 
neighborhoodin which it occurred, 

me 

At Gastein, during Prince Bismarcle's late visit. his famous 
dog Reichshond which nearly killed Prince Gortchak off at the 
Berlin Congress, attacked and killed the dog of a Gastein 
householder, Bismarck, who witnessed the scene, not only 
punished the dog severely, but after afew days called on the 
owner of the dead dog, apologized for the savagery of Reichs- 
hund, at the same time promising a new and better specimen 
in place of the slain hound. 

x, 
A small man and a large doz stopped a down town Fourth 

avenue car one night recently just below Twenty-seventh 
street. The man had a colorless face that wore a far-off and 
misty expression. The dog was a Newfoundland of stirpen- 
dous size. He, too, seemed absent-minded. He leaned his 
head dejectedly against the little man’s shoulder, and tozether 
they looked stolidly into euice, When the ear came to a full 
step the small man nudged the dog confidentially and the ani- 
mal bounded ponderously npon the car platform, At the same 
instant the conductor, the reporter and a dude bounced grace- 
fully off the other side, ‘the small man looked slightly bored, 
and leaned against the rail The dog gazed blankly into the 
car window. “*Well,” said the conductor, who wasina state 
of fluttering excitement, ‘‘didyouever? What is this—a Fawth 
aynoo cattle car? Well, [ ratherthink not, You'll please take 
that animal to the front platform, and be right quick about it, 
foo,” “Come, Davis,” said the small man, absently nudgin 
the dog again. When the driver who had been peering Arcane 
the edge of the car, saw the huge and muddy dog lope toward 
bim, he deftly unhooked his team and clattered down the 
track, Hestopped at asafe distance and looked back, “Soy,” 
he yelled, “you kin have the hull business. Hitch op yer bear 
am’ go on wid the kyar.” Then the small man looked straight 
into the eyes of his dog and said; ‘‘David, they've fired us off 
again.” They returned to the rear platform. ‘Say, this here 
business has been goin’ on long enough.” said the conductor 
from across the street. “Well, it don’t make any diifererence,” 
said the little man sadly, “Tm going to take David Davis to 
Brooklyn. Tye heen trying to get ona car for two hours. 
We've walked all the way from 155th street because they 
wouldn't let us ride, and David ain't well.” ‘I say, my deah 
sit, why don’t chew tie the ‘ound tothe rear of the-er-train, 
and wide yourself,” suggested the dude in a shrill falsetto. The 
little man brightened up, fished a piece of vope from his 
pocket, lured the doz from the platform, and tied him to the 
rail. The dog at onee lay down inthe mud, The ear started, 
and drageed him along nntil he scrambled to his feet. Then 
he trotted along nntil the car stopped, when he ran his head 
against the platform with abang. Thenhe lay down in the 
tiud again, “‘Twonder if that hurt him?” mused the man. 
‘His health hasn’t been yery good for the past eight years.” 
The car started wp again, dragged the dog about fifteen feet, 
and then stopped. The dog had scrambled up justin time to 
crash into the dashboard as before. He lay down in the mud 
forthe thirdtime, “I guess,” saidthe bttle man thoughtfully, 
“that this sort of thing isn’t good for him,’ Take him over 
to the elevated station,” suggested the conductor. ‘‘Ishowd 
think that would be a good plan,” said the little man srearily, 
“Tl try it." The dog rose clumsily and walked off trustfully 
bette the peaceful little man iz pursuit of the new schenie,— 
Sun. 

XII. 
One of the most valuable employes in the office of the Val- 

ley Railroad at Cleveland is a diminutive dog whose name of 
“Pug” likewise defines his breed. His perfect points leave no 
room for doubt that his blood is of the bluest and that his 
ancestors were familiar with palaces. But, however aristo- 
eratic his lineage, he takes a genuine pride in honést toil, and 
moreover has already doue much to vindicate his race from 
thecharge of stupidity. His chief duty is the carrying of bills, 
letters and dispatches from one office to another, If the 
recipient of any doenment delays to give him a receipt 
showing that it has been safely delivered he utters a loud com- 
plaint to which immediate attention must he paid. 

KENNEL NOTES, 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Kennel notes are inserted in this colunm free of charge. Te tysiure 

publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par 
ticulars of eavh animal: 
1, Color, 6. Name and résidence of owner, 
8. Breed. buyer or seller. 
3. Sex, 7. Sire, with his sire and dam, 
4. Age, or 4. Owner of sire, 
5. Date of birth, of breeding er 9. Bam, with her sire and dam. 

of death, 10, Owner of dam. 
Allnames must be pleinly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, und signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED, 
E=~ See instructions at head of this column. 
Judgeand Kitty. By Mr. A.C. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa., for white, 

black and tan beagles, dog and bitch, whelped Aue. 24, 1883, by Rat- 
tler TL. (Prince—Flora) out of Rena (Ringwood 1.—Spider), 
Fed Chief, Don i., Prairie Rose and Praivie Queen. By Mr. Win. 

Loettier, Preston, Minn,. for red Trish setters, two dogs and two bitches, 
by Rust’s Don out of Kesmid. 

———— — 



274 FOREST AND STREAM. 

Seoti. By Mr. GW. Penstemaker, Amboy, Ul., for liyer and white 
‘eked pointe, dog, whelped May 21, 1883, by champion King Bow 
(AK. R. YS) ot of Chess (ALK.R. 77). ' 
Moai, By Mr. 0. A, Hookey, Gifford, Pa,, for liver and white 

pene Bitch; whelped May 28, by champion King Bow outer Bell 
(AKT, 101), 

Dumtlie Rhue and Norah O' Niel, By Mr, Wm, J. Holt, Brooklyn, 
N.Y... for red, with white markings. Irish setter fog and bitch, 
whelped Aug, 25. 1883, by Barton's Mike oul, of Katy O’Niel (Richard's 
Mike—Norah Bliuie). 
Juntter dnd Dien. By Mr. Wm, J. Holt, Brooklyn, N.Y , for black 

and tan dachshund dog and bitch (Bachman-— Nellie), 
Zuba. By Mr. F.1, Harris, Deering, Me.. for ponuter bifeh puppy 

(Brayo—Zauetta). 
Prinee Lucio, By Mr, Wenry H, Kead, Newton Centre, Mass., for 

white and orange English setter doz, whelped July 6, 1883 (Laelo — 
Countess Lusea), 

Blondy. By Mrs. J. W. Rushforth. Yonkers, N. Y., for orange and 
wiile covkar spaniel dog, whelped Ang. 17, 1883 (Chauce—Flora), 

NAMES CHANGED. 

eS See dnshructions at lead of this column. 
Elcho VL, to Hieho, dr. Red Irish setter dog, whelped June, 182 

(champion Kleho—champion Noreen), owned by Dr, Wm, Jaryis, 
flaremont, N. H, 

BRED. 

(82> See waatructions at head of this column. 
Julise—Matel, Col, D. Pérrey’s pointer bitch Julie tu Mr, R. 0. Con- 

nell’s Mateh (A.1K.R, 810), Oct, 12. 
Rebetic—Weldmuan Wi. Mr.Wm, Loeftier's (Preston, Minn,)dachs- 

hund biteh Babette to his Waldmann 11, 
Music 17,—Ringwood. Mir. EB, 8, Hawks’s (Ashfield, Mass.) beagle 

hiteh Musie Il. (Plute—Vietress) to Mr, N, Elmore’s imported Ring- 
wood, Sept, 24. , 

Rote Queen—King Bow. The Detroit Kennel Club’s (Detroit, Wich.) 
pointer hitch Bow Queen (Sleaford—Dawn) to their champion King 
Bow (A, KR. 83), Sept, 14. f 

Dot—AKing Bow. The Detroit Kennel Club's (Detroit, Mich.) pointer 
bitch Dot (Ponto—Nell) to their champion King Bow, (et. 10. 
Ftnnie—Pineher. The Detroit Kennel Club’s (Detroit, Mich) 

fox-terrier bitch Faimie to Mr. George Henuric’s inmtporled Pineher, 
Sept, 25. 
Puby--Obo Ti, Dr, 5. 14. Greene's (New Market, §. H.) liver cocker 

spaniel bite Ruby (flusher—Wanny IL.) to Mr. J. 2. Willey’s Obo 
TLAATT, 482), Oct, 20. : i 
Beouty—Ralph. My. R, TD. Paweett’s (Bergen Point, N. J.) nglish 

seller biteh Beauty to Mr, 2, Lumbreyer’s Ralph (Snipe—lairy), 
WHELPS. 

ier See instructions at head of this column, 
Lassie, Tha Westminster Kennel Chib's pointer bitch Dassie 

(A.K.R, 208), Oot. 16, threé (two @oga), by their champion Sensation 
(AK. R217), 

Lou, Mr, Biliot Smith’s (New York) imported Gordon. setter 
hitch champion Lou, Oct, 27, six (four dogs), by Mr. Samuel G, Dixon's 
Pilot. 

Devonshire Less. Me, ©, M. Munhall’s (Cleveland, 0.) pomter bitch 
Devonshire Lass (Don—Lady), Sept, 19, seven (four dogs), by cham 
pion King Bow (A.K.R, 85). 

Zonetla, Mr. W.¥. Todd's (Portland, Me.) pointer bitch Zanetta. 
(fensation—Clyniont), Oct. V1, six (two dogs), by the Wastminster 
Kennel Glub’s Bang Bang. 

Hliyi. My. George Ayres's (Pawtucket, R. 1.) black and tan Gordon 
setter bitch Flirt (Cap—Gypsy), Oct, 21. ten (seven dogs), by Mr... F, 
Bartwell's Dinks (Natii—Bess). 

SALES. 

Re See tistructions at head of this colkimy. 
Tom O'Shanter. Red Trish setter dog, whelped Jan. 1, 1883 (A IR, 

156), by Mr. I. M. Dewey, New Hayen, Ct., to Mr. Wm. Horace Mann, 
Philadelphia, Pa, 
Prairie Rose. Red Trish setter bitch puppy (Don—Kesmid). by 

Mr, Win. Loefiler, Preston, Minn., ta Mr. Adam Frey, same pliice. 
Rel Chief, Red Ivish setter dog puppy (Don—Kesmid), by Mr, Wu. 

Loéfier, Preston, Minn., to Mr. P. 0. Holland, sanie plaue, 
Don TF, Red Irish setter dog puppy (Don—Kesniid), by Mr. Win. 

Loefiter, Preston, Minn, to Mr. M.C. Morgan, Mabel, Minn: 
King Bow—Chess whelps. Liver and white ticked pointers,whelped 

May 21, 1883, by King Bow (A.K.R..¢3) out of Chess (A.K.R. 77), by the 
Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich.. a dog and bitch to Mr. J. W. 
Lewis, Princeton, Ini., and a dog to Mr. Plinney Watson, Toledo, 0, 

King Bow—Bell iwhelp, Liver and white pointer biteh, whelped 
Muay 23,1853, by King Bow (A.K.R. 88) out of Bell (A.K.R. 161), by the 
Detroit Kennel Cinb, Detroit, Mich,, to Mr. O, H. Hookey, Gifford. 

A. 
Royal Sultan—Myrile whelp. White and lemon ticked Enplish set- 

ter clog, whelped May 13, 1883, by Royal Sultan (A.K,R. 119) out of 
Myrtle (A, 1s. R. 114), by the Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich,, to Mr, 
C, H. Sexton, Uniontown, Pa, 

Brievo—FZenieltoa whelp. Pointer bitch puppy, by Mr. W. F. Todd, 
Portland, Me,., to Mr, FV. F. Harris, Deering, Me. 

Pete, Ji.—Mazeppa whelp. Pointer dog puppy, by Ma. W. F. Todd, 
Portland, Me, to Mr, C. F. Jones, same place. 
Stormer—Rosey whelps. White, black and tan beagle deg and 

bitch, whelped June 29, 1883, by Mr. M, M. Spillissy, ray, N. ¥., to 
Myr, J. M. Byers, Greensturg, Pa. 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY, 

TRREGULAR SCORING.—The Executive Committee of the Na- 
tional Rifle Association met on the 0th ult. to investigate charges 
against Lieut, B. A. Skinnell, of Company HA. Ninth Regiment, who 
was accused of bribing scorers at Creedmoor during the competition 
for vhe State marksmanship medal. When the charges were read he 
declared every one to be faise. The Scorers whom he was secused 
of bribing testified against him. FE. H. Hinrichs, who scored at target 
No. 2 on the sWyds, range. said that Lieut, Skinnell came to him and 
asked if he could get him a rifle, and that he (the seorer) directed 
him to the custodian of arms forit, Then Skinnell asked him where 
he dined and gaye him fifty vents to buy his dinner with. Then tle 
Lieitenant said: “I can*tshoot very well and I want to get a score.” 
The witness adjusted the sight of the rifle, and Skinnell fired three 
shots, making three misses, and the witness gave him a score 
of #26, ‘The witness alleges that he at once reported the 
ease 10 the chief scorer and also informed Secretary Vose, Lieut, 
Skinnell emphatically denied the svorer’s story and said that he gave 
him the 50 cents for the nse of the musket, and thought his score of 
26 was ull right. O. Ff. Glover, the scorer at the 200yds, range, testi- 
fied that on the same day Skinnell came to his target and gaye him 
a) cents, The witmess asked what the money Was for, and Skinnell 
told bitn it was for his dinner, and went on to say that he couldn't 
shoot very well, but wished to qualify that day, and asked the wit- 
ness to give himascore. The witness gave him 19, although he did 
not shoot at all, and al once reported the matler to Mr. William M, 
Vose, who was In charge of the range that day. Skinnellalso denied 
this witness's story and said that he guve him the money so that he 
would let him practice in the afternoon, Williara M. Vose testified 
that Skinnell qe cuneeD the entry tickets to the ranges from him and 
puid hin & two-dlollar bill. The witness gaye him a one 
dollar bill in change and Skinnell asked for silver in place 
of the bill, After the scorers bad reported the bribes given them, the 
witnéss spoke to Skinnell about the matter and he replied that he did 
notintend to do any harm, The case was then closed, and Col. Rod- 
nuy CO. Ward offered a resolution that Skinnell be found guilty and 
be debarred from further competition at Creedmoor, The resolution 
Was idopted unacimosly, and Gen, Wingate reprimunded Skinnell 
very séverely. A resolution was also adopted that a certified copy 
of the evidence be forwarded to the commanding officer of the guilty 
man's regiment. The committee also acted upon the report of a 
committee appointed to investigate similar charges against Segt. 
Benjamin Blue, of Company Kk, Tenth Infantry. On motion of Mr, 
Seabury the sergeant was declared guilty, his marksmanship prizes 
were torfeited, and he was debarred from further competition at the 
Creedmoor range. A certified copy of the evidence against Blue 
val pevare? to the commandant of the Tenth Infantry, in De- 
troit, Mich. 

INDOOR PRACTICE.—Mr. James 8. Conlin is abour to enter on 
the twentieth Winter season of his business at his tile, pistol and 
record gallery, af the northwest corner of Thirby-fivst street und 
Broadway, This resort holds foremostrank among the indoor ranges 
of the country, if not of the world, Itis very complete in arrange- 
ment, and its extvnsive ouitit of firearms embraving all the “makes” 
of smull-bore rifles and pistols, The collection of reeords of both 
indoor and outdour shooting has no equal. The popularity of the 
gillery aimoug the shooting world isindicated by the patronage re- 
Geived Prom visiting marksmen, as well as by the growing support of 
those who live in the eity anil vicinity. A numberof new and oripi- 
ual shots for rifie and pisiol practice will be introduced this winter. 
An eléctrid bell is about perfected and the novelty will no doubt prove 
a great source of amusement, Lf will also be usefulto the beginner 

who aspires to proficiency in pisto] shooting, which has no equal for 
tempering the nerve and ivaining the eye, 
tions gratis to novices _ His long experience in coaching teams for 
rifle contests, especially fils him for fiviug such instruction. 
marksmen are met at dhe gallery, and the feats performed in 
instunces are very interesting. 
the knife edge and playing-cards, placed edgewise to the shooter, ent 
intwo, The #2-caliber pistol is generally used for this kind of wotl 
the distance being from ten to fifteen paces. Glance, mirror and 
other faucy rifle and pistol shots are also practiced. Gallery rifle 
tan Practice has attained sugh 4 high degves of proficiency, that 
perfection itself has almost heen reached, 

BOSTON. Ovt.2¥—To-day was an excellent day for shouting, and 
the attendance of riflemen at Walnut Hill was very satisfactory, ‘ihe 
little wind blowing came from the north, but there was so little of if 
that it was searvely noticed. The light also proved good, and fine 
records were made, The score: 

Creedmoor Practice Match, 
Karkwood..4455545555—4" A Stetson. 54445445 4 448 
CRichards.4 145556545 5-46 Robinson .454544544 4-48 
Vi Burleigh.4565444555—-15 RBBath, 35445554 44-438 
A Steele... 4454444464 44 OD Keeler.453845565 4 44—43 
Tis Splainedih4454454-495 GS Bates 453359554444 43 
C MNowurd..44454 44 45 5-43 

Mi Creedmoor Prize Match, 
RReed,:...5545445554—-46 CM Carter.45 444544 5 doa4 
JLawrence.b455445554—-46 AC Brooks45544555 8 4—4 
CBTower..8554644¢5 55-45 GRichards 45544444 4 5-42 
LPBales..4454445545—H AJ Keelur,.454445445 4-48 
CHoward 4444545554 4 @SBates, 455444445 4 49 
TA Cobb... 604444547 

D Kirkwood, ..,,.-..... #1010 10 10 10 10 10 9—96 
SGC ae a ene # 910 91010 9 10 16—45 

D Webster... . ff 6 6 5 6 6 6 6 G—5O 
WA Drake, 66 6 5 6 & 6 6 6—fe 
CoN Galtier 2.520, SO es 666 6 4 6 6 G + 6-57 

WORCESTIUR, Mass., Oct. 25.—There was not a large attendance 
at Pine Grove Range to-day of the members of the Worcesler Rifle 
Association, The American decimal target was used. The shooting 
was off-hand, distance 20)yds. Outofa possible 100 the Following 
tolals wers nado: 
TN reeman ...., Bop Se tse $9.9 7 9 7 10 9 10-81 
Stedman Clark . £99 100 4 7% 4-8 
A Willfams....,, - 1078 7 5 8B FS 279 
AD Riese... .. 0 8 8 69 68 18 O-F 

NEW YORK, Oct, 27—The Zettler Rifle Club held their tenth 
annual prize shout al Guttenberg, N. J., on Out. 20. Target of honor, 
open Lo members of the club only, three shots each member, on Ger- 
man ring target, possible 75: 1st prize, J. H. Brown; 2d, C. Judson; 
8d, C, Blumetberg; 4th, D. Miller; th, B. Zettler; 6th, A. Anderson: 
Tth, V. Stembach; &th, G. Joiner; ith, A, Holees; 10th, D. Culhane; 
1th, Want, Kline; 12th, F, Fritz; 18th, A. Lober; idth, M. Dorrler: 
15th. Frank Patterson; 16th, J. Levy; 171th, N, D, Ward; 18th. C. G, 
Zetiler; 19th, M. B. Mngel. f 
Rig target, open to all comers, three shots, German ring target, 

possible 75: Ist prize, C, G. Zettler; 2d, M. Dorrler; 8d, A. Lober; 4th, 
H, Oehl; 5th, C. Judson; 6th, B. Zettler; 7th, J, Blister; 8th, W. Kline; 
oth. G, Joiner; 10th, A, Anderson; 1ith, M. B. Wngel; 12th, D. Miller: 
1dth, Prank Patterson; ith. V, Steinbach 
Carton target, open to all comers, for the best Carton shot: ist 

prize, YW. H. Bosselman; 2d, M, Dorrler; 3d, C. Judson; 4th, H. Gehl; 
5th, H. Holges; 6th, G, Mass; 7th, C. G. Zettlerr 8th, F. Wilson; 9th, 
J, Blister; 10th, D. Miller; 11th, M. B. Engel: 12th, A, Steinbach. Par 
the most cartous: Ist, M. Dorrler; 2d, H, Oebl; dd, A. Lober.—N. D. 
Warn, 

OLD TIME SHOOTING.—The reports of recént fing shooting at the 
long rangé< make the stronger a comparison with some marksman- 
Ship of a century ago, according to some old Pennsylvania records, 
when Commissioner Young, on a tour of inspection among the tront- 
fer militiamen who were guarding and garrisoning the line of forts in 
Berks and Northampton counties against tle Indians, made some re- 
port of the men’s general skiilin shooting. Lehanon, June 21, 1755, 
he says: ‘T mustered the people and examined the certificates of on- 
listinent, after which T ordered the men to fire ata mark, and fifteén 
or twenty-eight hit within two feet of the center av a distance of 
eighty yards.’ The next day, at the “Fort above Alleminga,” he 
says: “Atsix o'clock A. M,.,!1 ordered the people to fire at a marl; 
not above four in twenty-five hit the tree ata distunce of eighty-five 
yards.” This is\rather amusing as a contrast; but these men had 
smooth-bore muskets, and probably poor ones at that, Ritles were 
just coming into use, Edward Suippen (father of Edward, the Chief 
Justice), Writing the same year from Lancaster, Penusylyania, to 
Governor Morris, and speaking of a recent severe skirmish with 
Indians near MeCord's fort, says: “The Indians make use of rifled 
f@uns for the most part, and there fs such a difference between this 
sort of guns and smooth-bored that if T tvere inan engagement with 
the savage I would rather stand my chance with one of the former 
sort, which might require a minute to clean, load and discharge, than 
to be possessed with a smooth-bored gun which 1 could discharge 
three times in the same space, for at 1obyds. distance, with the one L 
tan put 4 ball within a foot or six inches vf a mark, whereas with the 
other, I can seldom or ever hit the board of two feet witle and six 
feet long.” 

THE TRAP. 

LONG ISLAND TOURNAMENT, 

HB first of the series of annual tournaments inaugurated by Lhe 
Long Island Sportsmen's Association took place October 24 at 

Prospect Park Faw Grounds. These are ihe grounds used by the 
Fountain Gun Club and are within easy access of Brooklyn, Wed- 
nesday morning dawned cold and cheerless with threatening skies, 
but fortunately the rain held off and a goodly number of sportsmen 
gathered for the fun. The wind blew strong from the northeast, 
giving a great many of the birds (which were tame ones stipplied by 
Harry Miller) a good start, There were present representatives from 
the following clibs: Fountain Gun Club, Long Island Shooting Club 
Prospect Gun Olub, Garden City Gun Club, Conéy Island Rod an 
Gun (lub and the Glenmore Rod and Gun Club. The Inst named 
club were thoughtful enough te bring @ tent, which they erected on 
the grounds, also some supplies lor the inner man which, with gen- 
erous hospitality, they dispeused to all. ‘ 

First Mateh—Prizes in class A (5 birds), Ist, pair silver vases, value 
$45; 2d, panel partridges and cash, value $25, Class B (4 birds), Ist. 
field glass, value $35; 2d, 7un case and cash, value $20. Class 0 3 
birds), Ist, cartridge case and shooting coat, value $15; 2d, brass 
shetls and cartridge belt, value $6.50, Conditions, 5 b.rds, 6 plunge 
traps, 2lyds, 42.entries; 5 
Dr Wm Wynn, Fountain...,... 4 J Sehlieman, C I'd Rod & Gun.. 5 
J Langrake, L,I Shovting.......4 OH Adams, Glenmore...-....-. 8 
Theo Livington, Fountein....... 3 Dr JK Powell, Glenmore. 4 
EH Madison, Fountain .. .4 Jos Ochs, Glenmure....... 4 
H Hoerman, Fountain,.... . 3 GM Porbell, Henmore 4 
G W Post, Fountain, .., ,4 CH Smith, Washington... rel 
L'l Duryea, Fountain,.-----.... 5 John W Senior, Prospect a) 
Thos H Brush, Garden City..... ¢ Sam‘l Green, Prospect. _- 10 & 
WS Newton, Washmgton,..... 4+ RJ Henderson, Prospect, a4 
F Peldhus, Washington -- . 6 WE Trott, Prospect.... 3 
N B Cooke, Garden City 2 P Sutter, Glenmore......--.... 4 
H Hedeman, Washington. 3 Geo Jordan, Glenmore - yond 
}W Wingert, Fountain --. . 6 Abel Crook, Fountain... 5 
R Monsees, Washington... . 3 FE Morgan, Washington. 8 
J Evans, Washington .... -4 H Winans, Washington_. 1) 
J Bolling, Washington, ..-- .4 JG Van Wicklen, Glenmor ea 
W A Cherry, Fountain..,,....,, 4 Otto Sarony, Fountain......... bi] 
Theo Obrig, Wasbingion........2 DrOk Weed, Fountain 3 
H P Donnelly, GC 'd Rod & Gun. 1 CH Kraft, Prospect.-....,-,.., 8 
A Rocktellor, Washington...... 2 A R Lowden, Garden City,...., 4 
Wim Hughes, Fountain... ....., 4 H Van Staden, Fountam ,...-- 4 

Clauss A—Ties Of 5; 8 birds at 26yds, and the remainder at alyds.: 
TT Dy Gale Sale yale sof to ee eles CPR ELOLGORS NE a), Cite ote slal-lelcred B 0 
¥F Felubus...: . i HE Wanans) 12.2.3. 8. 2 
CW Wingert. ? JG Van Wickle Be ena 
J Sehheman.....,,.. vo Obfo Barony. wip. tsicenesee oreg te 
Jolin W Sebior..,......, ---...- 1 

J. Schlieman, first; C. W. Wingert, second. 

[Noy. 1, 1883. 

has 1 ] Dr. Wynn, iitst; 1. TW. Madison, second. 
Mr, Conlin gives mstruc- | — Class C.—Ties of 3: 

Theo Livingtom,-.....___ Ee Ceobty S24) eee ALD 
Expert Hoerman.....-- 0. @ FE Morean,. Tayrot 24 
many | H Hedeman__- fees 1) Deh Wael, Te 

Tacks are driven, bullets are split on | R Monsees .. -4 CH Kratt.- 3 
HE Adams, of L348 ei Seon nee 
W. E, Trott first. WH. Hoerman seeoud,. 
Second Match.—Prizes in class A(5 hirds), ist, easy chau and cash, 

value $45; 2d. “Wilson's Ormtholozy™ and eash, value $30, (lass BR 
(4 bivds), Ist, iirble clock, value $45: 2d, pun case, sporting paper 
and cash, value $20, Class C (8 birds), (gt, panel birds and cash 
value $10. Conditions & birds, 2iyds: 
N B Cooke, Garden City_-..., 2 Jos O¢lis, Glenmore__....,,.... x 

EM Madison, Fountain_...,-.-., & P Sutter, Prospect... oR 
Theo Livingston, Fountain . 4 Josish Howe, Fountain 1 
Dr Wynn, Fountain. -.......... § A Rockfeller, Washington a 
Geo W Past, Fountain... 0 WE Trott, Washington. 3 
LT Duryea, onnfan .5 Dred K Powell, Glenmore A 
CW Wingert, Pountai .8 Geo Jordan, Gleniwsore.. .  _& 
F feldhus, Washington... .5 JB Davenport, Fountam. — _..0 
Otto Sarony, Fountain .. ...... 8 H MeLaughlin, C1 Rod & Gun, 4 
HH Adams, Prospect... ...... 4 1D Boshnell, OL Rod & Gui... 4 
RK Monsees, Washington. ........ 4+ 7 Schiieman, CT Rod & Gin... 4 
J Bobting, Washington.....,... 5 WA Cherry, Fountaim, ____., a 
J Evans, Washington -_.... ,,, 5 WS Newton. Washington 2 ay 
Theo Obrig, Washington, ,,. .. 4 H Winans. Washington,....-... 2 
A Hoerman, Fountain,,....... 4 Thos Ti Brush, Garden ity. -.-- 4 
Ti Hedeman, Washington .,,-._- 4 G Spiegel, Prospéet.....  -.... 4 
i Rockfeller, Washington - 4 Jahn W Senior, Prospect,,...., 4 
J Langeake, LF I Shoorime....,... 3 hiJ Henderson, Prospect....... 3 
WP Donnelly, Ci Rod & Guu... § Abel Crook, Fountain. _.-.. 4 
Wim Hughes, Fouttain..,,.-.... 4 JG Van Wicklen, Glennore.... 5 
H Van Staden, Fountain. vo + Mil Kearney, Pountaitl..., 52. Pes) 
J Vreeland, Glenmore. ..-...-.., 4 GM Forbell, Glenmore .., _.. 

Class A.—In the shoot off of ties of 6, 5 in fame shook, 3 ab Sbyils. 
aud remitees atdlyds. L. HW. Madison Won first priae mad Dy, Wyn 
second, 

Olass 6.—Ties of 4, R. Monsees first, A, Moerman eevond, 
Class C —Ties of 3, G. M, Warbell first, G, Wingort seeond, 
The silver punch bowl for fhe clib making the best ben individual 

scores wis won by the Fountain (iin Club, J.J. Sebiieman of Qouay 
Tslaud Rod and Gun Cinb won the $25 eash prize for bess congdeutive 
score, The reports of shooting matches Show he Written on one 
side of the paper only, 

LOCKPORT, N._¥.—Scores of the Niagara Gounty Shooting Ulno 
Friday, Oct. 14, First match, seven clay-pigeons: 

1 1-5 Rhoides, —---.--, O1L111 1-6 
1111—() Hewaril.... -1107110-5 
0111-68 Green.,... 00417 1-5 
1001—4 HMoody.. 010704 4-4 
1111-6 
Rhotles divide first; Gomberf and Green 

¥ Moody wis third, — 
Becond mateh, ten vemposilion Walls, Card trap: 

Gombert...19010017000—8 RKhodes,.,., 10111001117 
Moyer. .--- 1110111110—8 Howard...f111711111—10 
Moody:,...2111112010—8 Green. 01071001 00—4 
Smith O011111217011—8 EMoody,, J LI0011111-8 
Dittmar... 110170F1110—7% . 
Howard wins first; Smith, second; Rhodes, third; (Green, four, 

5 pan 1 ball, 1 pigesn;: 
O0O011011I—G6 Howard... OL11T11tn1itb- 
10100001 4 Green... ALLTUTeLO01io-— 6 

O11T010L101—6 Moody, B.114911111 1110 
1111100211—H8 Jenne...,,, OOLOL11L11e 7 

i --1110i701100—8 Killick ,... O0TLT1IOLOTO—§& 
Rhodes... ... TUTOOT11IT1—% : ¢ 

EK. Moody Wins first, Smith sevond. Mhodes third, G i, Moody 
fourth, 
Fourth mateh, 7 clay-pigeous: . 

Gombert ~1017101—6 Howard.__- FL, P11) 0-4 
Moyer... .10141101-5 Green,, 101i1111-6 
Moody... lTtitiii— Moony, -0O0111212-6 
Smith ....... 110101—5 demna_----._ - 00711115 
Dittmar ..-.......- 10011 1-4 Willlek.......-.. 011 1101-8 
holes. 5. sas 1111iti1—7 1 
Rhodes and Moody divide first, Gveen wins second, Smith and Iail- 

lick divide third, Dittmarand Howard divide fourth, 
ORANGE OLUB SHOOT,—The opening shoot of the above club 

was held at Erb’s Sines Park. ab Newnrk, on Whe wih of October, 
The conditions declared that all matehbes. to he shot uider 0. CL 0. 
rules, with 734Ib, limit for gun, no limit for powder, and chilled shot 
allowed. Opénto all members of the Southside Spovtman’'s Club. 
Philadelphia, Riverton, Long Branch. Orange, Stalen Island, Rock: 
away, Queens County Hunt, Meadow Brook and the Westminster 
Kemmel Clubs. The meeting opened with the mutch for the Orange 
cup, Open ‘to members of above clubs, First prize, silver cup, yale 
S160; second prize, value $100; prize, value S%a. 10 birds, 80yds, rise, 
3 misses out; tiés, miss and out. Entrance, $10. Itwas won by Mr, 
Howard, of the Riverton Club, with 17 birtls straizht, Mr. Dando, of 
the same club, coming second with 16, and My. Coleman, of the West- 
minster Kennel Qlub, making third with 15 biris, 

Later in the day was shot fhe match for the double-bird cup, 4 pair 
at 2tyds. rise; ties one pair. Entrance, $10, iret prize, silyer cup, 
vilue $100, Mr. Handy, of the Riverton Chih, won with 5 pair 
straight and took the tie with one bird of the pair town, 
The featuié of the second day was the sliooling for the Orange 

Teamcup, Teams of Tour, each man to shoot at 20 Dis, Entrance 
$25, The scores stood: 

Orange Gun Club, 
Coleman, ........4. Sandtl 122811122: 1289212 212-20 
Kellogg... ...-.- L1iL2lolZx2208128122 1-18 
Francis,.... -.,---..-, -O1107 1128221121027 1—17 
Fa{nzihitteye sc GG ASE CdD Ae 222201102021 220022 22-15-10 

* Riverton Club, 
MLE ae tte LTVLVPZO0RT 2922101 2002815 
Rey Macall ZLAPL ALPE 1 1121411 ao f—0 
Howard... 4. OVITLOLIIZAII1L 2212284217 
Handy,......,-.::--;--01 208702031 112211 211 17-08 

Staten Island Club. 
CiaunGy =~. e- LTUonIARAIZLIIE200S 2171 S16 
Spee oy sean 10217282201 2322012 021 10-15 
VysGie. TYraAISVAITARV~Birtiii11—20 
Mint. ..cccccee eee PUUDTEDLIOU0 TS 19441179 1-0-1 

ninster Kennel Clu. 
Boughton. ...--- oP ON0N2ZORLP2oL1O02112 02-2 
Paulding, .--.....--. —- OL128Z11921 2771110118 A417 
ASSAD alee de clonane vole PorlRitzZo0 2131317 0D lh 
TES G hry oO a ee 2 BOBO L290 01 21022 2-15-40 

6, dead out of bounds; 2, second barrel. 

ALGONQUIN GUN CLUB,—New York, Oct, 20.—The fourth song 
test for the Composition Ball Carpal badges, resulted as follows: 
Qassebeer 22, Lordly 21. Hanna. $0, Hill £0, Saner 20, Limdie 18, Ber- 
dan 18, Lewer 17, Hrenner 17. Edey 10, McLean 12, Darling 3. Till 
(re-entry) 18, 25 balls were sho abby each member, Messys. Lordly 
and Lundie shot at 24 aml 2lyds. vise. the ofbers acts. Tite ties be- 
tween Messrs. Hill, Sauer and Hanna resylled in favor of Mr. Suner.— 
J.B. M. L. 
BALDWIN vs. SIGLER.—Montelair. N. J,, Oct. 29,—A_ pigeon 

match between Walter Baldwin, of Minnesoti. and Henry Sigler, of 
Montclair, was shot at Little Iralls, N. 1..Oet, 34; a etilt wind blew all 
day, making it more difficult for the shooters, ‘The mictalt was for 
S250 aside, 100 birds each, use of one barrel, #0yds. tse, The birds 
were a lively lot, snd made it interesting. [nwas quite dark when 
the shoot closed. Siglers birds were of a durk color, which caugedd 
most of his misses at the lust. Wilh suflicient light he would un- 
doubtedly have nade a betver seore; 2 

Sigler eens oe a a er 
11010101101011 1010 00011111117116010—73. 

: doe wvin—-1 11010 1010044114 101101 100000001L0110111101 11001 ONAN LALA 
4110110110101111101111041010101100011011—67.—P, ue G. The reports of 
shooting matches should be written on one sidé-af the paper only, 
THE NEWTON CENTRE, Mass., Gun Club, formed last spring, is 

rapidly growing in interest and numbers, ani is striving to make a 
gooi record laterin the season, Ata mecting held last Thursday, 2 
goodly uumber being present, the following score was inade with 
glass balls: Gilmore 15, Kidder 17, Steveus 14, Read 15, Noble 6, A. 
friendly contest is desired with some neighboring club, 
THE BOSTON COUNTRY CLUE.—The trapshoot: season at 

Clyde Park was inauguraved on thé afternoon of Oct.26 hy amateh 
between four members of the Country club, Che followiig seores 
were ade out of a possible YO; 

‘las Tus . George Mixter.......44 4 4 5-17 George Warren...-. 4 4 2 a- 12 
Ble St tt ncn Tri Base. co LE CLongfellow....4 3 5 3-15 HSHlovey 2.1 2 8 8-8 
J Langeake.... JK Powell... ee a On Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 29, the Autumn etip will be shot for, 

# H Madison...---.--- Jas Ochs. . * 
CARES OS nea il oe BG GM for . +4 
SDRC Esra tab erte tat raat ities CH Amith, .-. Serre 

HK J Henderson. .... 
F Sutter: SSeS 7 
A Ribowder. 6.9 2.2 2.)-.4.> 
HeVan Staden.:.. 15+... ,-+5.- 

WS Newton 

.; 8a hinds each, 
onday, Noy. 20, 

i 
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Ss. c. ¥. ©. MATCH, OCT. 16.-BEDOUIN WEATHERING GRACiE FIVE MINUTES AFTER START. 

Machting. 

Totisure pronypl attention, communications should be ad- 
dyessed’ tothe Forest ond Streany Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whosa absence from the office matters of int- 
portance are liable to delay. 

THE PRESENT ASPECT. 

OW that @ little time has passed since the fall trials between 
sloop and cutter, cool Jjudzmentbas probably regained its throne 

and is prepared [6 accept more readily the lessons of the raves. No 
doubt there ate a few Who will still seek to explain away the rude 
awakening from their dreams and fall back upon the exenses 
customary in defeats of the kind. Among our correspondence for a 
wel or two past we could select much the game lame and impotent 
attempts to hack out of the dilemma which found their way into 
int when, Maize first kneeked the bottom out of beam and light 
displacement in the smaller class of sloops. Bul no concern need be 
giyen to sublerfuges seeking an avasion of the inevitable, for excul- 
pation inanufactured to suif the oeension carries no weight with the 
veneral public, which, after all, has in its hand the decision of the 
Course to be taken, The acknowledgment of marked superiority on 
the part of the cutter in the great majority of conditions of wind and 
water, has reetutly been set forihin cold fype by pérsons hitherto 
most prajudived in their opposition, and the sume persons are ready 
to confess that the last mateh wou by the sloap Gracie fell to ber 
through ihe exceptionally bad sit of the Bedonin’s mainsail, and that 
the secre would probably not haye gone to the sloop but for that 
reason, The genéral verdict seems to he that if such results can be 
brought shoul by a eruising eutter of unknown reputation, pitted 
against the pride of our fleet of sloops, there is, of course, uot a ghost 
of a show for beam and light draft against a regnlar well-tried and 
wel-seusoned racing cutter, manned by a crew of experts from 
abroad. The question urises, what ought the next step to be? 

For one thing it is suggested we build a Sloop faster than the Gracie, 
somneh faster that there shall be no doubt about her beating the best 
cutter under the sun. This is much easier said than done. We have 
for a long time been trying to turn out faster boats of all kinds, but 
Gracie still heads the list as the most successful of the lot, Building 
a fast boat to order is contracting heavily agamst chances, and hence 
the iinprobability of acwomplishing the above named suggestion can- 
not be lost sight of if wise cotmsel is to prevail, To contract for a 
sloop twenly minutes speedier than Gracie is a job po one will throw 
out in eariest. much less agres to a forfeiture to bring a new _yenture 
up tosnch a high watermark, The abortive experiments with Poca- 
houtes, Grayling and others wemizht mention, to thrash their class at 
the option of their builders, are foreihlé arguments against the feasi- 
bility of any siieb plan vesting upon spontaneous flashing into a bril- 
Nant strike #quiyalent to accepting a havard greater than that of 
turning up double-sixes ab the first throw. In a, peneral way itis 
rational enough to suppose that if we keep on building sloops a 
vradnal improvement is bound to take place. But that puts us no 
further. for the same expectations can be indulged in with like r. ason 
conéerbing future cutters. and their overthrow by the sloop would be 
as far off as ever. On the whole, then, the proposition to build a new 
Gracie all at a jump some twenty minutes faster than onr present 
possession, seems only a chimerical conception purely speculative in 
character, and not at all sound in its derivation, 
The second scheme put forth for our salvation is to throw the old 

love overboard at once without ado, and accept tha new with avidity, 
seeking to profit by experiance already existing, and improve upou 
ideas which have been demonstrated preferable to former doctrines 
and nolions, This plan has the elament of certainty in its favor, for 
we have now been taught enough abont enbiers to know the feasibil- 
ity of pucedss in narrow forms of larze displacement, and that favor- 
Able results cun be expected hy most tilling refinements in shape, or 
planning upon existing representatives of the family of cntters. 

Bul there is adrawback te this project, enticing and likely as ib 
may appear. We naturally prefer to follow an original course, and 
dislilce to copy ollier nations, Tf it is at all possible we do nubtiniend 
to play second fiddle, but hope t6 lead the whole band. In deference 
to the American en ele pride, we would like to escape by some back 
door to cateh breath and renew the fleht after fresh and original 
ei aa a A powerful itn pulse las been given to experiment and 
hought in consequence, and & third method projected to provide 
tight anticipations should it cometo the ultimate issue for the 
America Cup text season, 

Phis third motien, extensively seconded in sanguine quarters, is to 
adopt the elehients ot the cutter, $0 digzuised in outward form, that 
on 4 pinch they misy be passed off as the real original Jacobs, other- 
wise American sloop. The plan resembles the ruse o£ the sly physi- 
cian, who mixes bis bitter prescription with honey, or administers it 
to tha unsuspecting sing generation in theshape ofaplum, Ibis 
sWallowe(l like a sweet morsel, but is sus to bring about an interoal 
Tevolution with a view toa final cure. Becaise the plnom slips down 
before yey jenown it, this third plan to cireumvent the victorious cut- 
tenis likely to enjoy o season of popularity, ond in preparing the 
public mind for the inevitable, will not be without its use to makme 
tit) fina] dose moe palatable, than if forced uport the unwilling at the 
Present with such shor notice, Ip is contemplated to novabine the 
acknowledzed advantages of the depth, displacement and rig of the 

cutter with sonie of the beam, mucli of the outline, and a little of the 
eenterboard of the sloop, under the impression that the joint ¢volu- 
tion would include what is best in both types. Thus the aversion to 
swallowing the cutter as she standsisto be met, and yet her good 
points are to be incorporated in the new notion. It is proposed to 
harrow from the vutter and aredit our own account, and greal are the 
expectations indulged. In short, the string fs to be toned to the cry 
of “‘compromise.”’ 

It would be rather rash to pronounce unhesitatmgly againsh any 
reisonablée experiment. This world is full of astonishing surprises, 
as sloop men well know, and we hesitate to condemn what other 
eninent chemists are prepared to recommend as just the tight mix- 
ture. Still we cannot deceiye ourselves, and we are not very san- 
guine that the eutter can be checked in her Gaveer by any process 
whith is only half-hearted. We look atitin this light, I the sloop 
is wrong. the cutter is right. How is it possible to concoct a go- 
between half wrong aud half right and expect her to beat what is 
all rizht? But, as to “compromises,” we will have more to say yery 
shortly, 

ABOUT CANVAS, 

ee following table las been compiled to set forth the grades, 
width, weizht and cost of cotton canvas of leading mills. Three 

grades of cotton duck gare generally distinguished by their finish, 
hard, soft and medium, ahd the weight indi¢ated by numbers as fol- 
lows, the width of the bolt being 22in,: 

Weight per Approx. Weight per Approx. 
yard, cost per yard, eost per 

Ounces. yda., cents. yd., cents, 
No, 0.. WwW a6 00—SCONo. 26 
No, 1 18 S44 = No, 25 
Na, 2 AT 32 «No, a4 
No. 3. ey 30 * No. 23 
No, 4. 16 3) No, 10 22 
No. 6. ld 27 | 

Light Kavens duck costs 11 cents per yard. and is suitable only for 
ballooners, boat sails, sail bags, covers, etc, Light duck also comes 
in wide bolts of 2844in., and is generally rated as Sox,, 100%. and 120z,, 
costing 12, 16 and 22 vents per yard. 

Drills used for ballooners, candé and boat Suils, are Maannfactured 
by the Champion Mills for about ifecents a yard, Special ‘yacht 
duck*' is woven to narrow widths of 14in, and i6in., the approximate 
cost per yard from No. 1 to No. 10 being given below: 

14in, 16in, idin, _i6in, 
Cénts, Cents. Cents. Cents. 

BD el arth) aes ae 21 24 
2A NOS tae 20 28 
25 No, A _ lft Ca 
26 No, 9. 18 21 
25 No. 10 17 20 

5 not made in 
“Abroath’ and 

“Scotia.* 
All canvas should be of long, sonnl staple tree from tow and evenly 

spun, Coblon sail twine, 5-fold and over, costs 28 cents per pound, and 
Sani 4-fold 3) cents. Plax twine,d-fold, is spun from #60 to 480 fath- 
oms to the pound, One pound will sew four bolts of eanyas or Lilyds, 
inlength. For heavy grades twine should be waxed with genuine 
heeswax, and for canvas from No.5 down with «a mixture of equal 
parts of beeswax and tallow with a little turpentine added, 

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C. 

PSs eG the only harbor above New York available for small 
yachts, and with headquarters above the intricate uavigalion of 

Hell Gate, the future of this club is assuredif the present enlighteuad 
policy be pursucd. The club has recently adopted the Seawanhaka 
rule of length and sail area for the measurement of cabin yachts, 80 
that the continually augmenting filet of cutters and small eri isers 
with reasonable rigs find (hé club congenial 10 their interests. Being 
essentially a Corinthian band, the owners of small cabin yachts are 
concentrating iu the Kills wbréast of Port Morris, The fleet of caban 
yachts is fast invreasing, keels are received with greater fayor than 
eyer before, and many useful little boats will lay down moorings for 
an early opening of the season next year. The anchorage is cou- 
vement of aecess by the elevated railroad to Harlein, and by the 
New Haven shore road from Harlem Bridge depot to the first station. 
The chief difficulty in the way of bealthy growth seems to be the 
fact that no suifable keel boats ave in the muerket, the demand for 
such bouts heing so much preater than the supply, thal still p ices 
are asked, in SOmé Casés Gs Much As the original cost for houts three 
or four years old. A bnilder who is sufficiently intelligent to depart 
from the old-time trap model, could no doubt find an excellent field 
for his business by ate ale himself in proximity to the club 
house, Repairs and jobbing could be counted upon to a considerable 
extent. Sandbags are all very nice for play, but those who want real 
service out of Small boats are leaving to chose a safe cabin yacht 
as fast as they acquire a taste for yachting proper, and learn to ap- 
Preciate sailing and hoat-ownomp as a sport, and nob tellely as a 

wacial form of a Sunday exenrsion, A builder who puts up half a 
ozen little vessels more or less similar to the Carmita, could count 

on selling them for cash before the ice is out of the river, and putting 
then up in a lot would Jeaye hin « £o0d wiargin of profit. The 
Knickerbocker Y. C. now has on its rolls 16 cabin yachts, from drt. 
down to 19ft,, 1Gopen jiband mainsail, and 24 cats, besides 1 cata- 

maran. The club was orgenized in June, 1874. and incorporated 
under the laws of the State of New Vorle io August, 1841. The club 
house is located at the foot of Hast 132d streat, Port Morris, N.Y. 
Oity. Meetings are heli the first Tuesday in each mouth Annual 
election of offiters. frst'luesday in Apvil, Initiation fee, len dollars, 
and annual dues twelve dollars. A janitor or boat ireeper lives on 
the premises, Commodore, Geo, RK. Tlobhy; Viee-Commadore, W.T, 
Onderdonk; Secretary, A. Varian, §t Nassau street, N, ¥.; Treasurer, 
W. Potter, Jr.; Measurer, BE. P. Mowtonu; Steward, J, H. Goldmp. 
Regatta Committee, A. Lichtenleim, J, L. Wells and ©, B. Baler, 

THE NEW SMYRNA Y. C. 

TNDER this title a new yacht club has been regularly organizes in 
New Smyrnu, Pla., with headqnarters on Indian River, Officers 

have heen elected as follows; Commodore, Terman Oelrichs, of New 
York; Vice-Commodore, Girard Stiyyesant, of New York; Rear Com- 
modore, Thomas Falls, of New York; Corresponiling Seeretary, A.J, 
Faulkner; Recording Secretary. 1, Seagrave Adams: Treasurer, 
Charles R. Dilzer: Measurer. J. FW. Hardy: Trustees, &. W. Samp, A, 
J, Faulknerand H. Seagraye Adanis, 

NO IFS OR ANDS, 

OR the second lime this week the eutler Bedouin bas defuated the 
sluop Gracie, anil the belicyers in the former build of yacht 

will be much elated by the result of the contests. The first race was 
in weather considered to be more favorable to the deep draft type, 
while yesterday it was more snited to the sloop pattern; but still toe 
result was the same. The defeats were decisive enough im both eases 
to admit of no ifs or ands, and yachtsinen will retire into winter quar- 
ters with plenty of food for thought as to what the boat of the future 
should be.—Hevrald Nditoriat. 

A WORD TO OUR COUSINS, 

F British yachtsmen throw away their chances itwill be their gwar 
fault. We arenot asleep in this country. Unless they send for 

the America Cup next season, they will find to their astonishment 
that we have learned all they can teach us about cutters, applied the 
lessons In practice and perhaps gone ahead of them at their own 
game. Many racing yachts will be built here this winter and they 
will have all! the latest kinks of cutter bigs, cutter displacements, oni- 
side Vedi tan and raciiy fittings. Some clippers will be laid down to 
lines an prectioaiane fram the most succeasful designers in Great 
Britain. To meet a yacht from abroad with a cutter on foreign limes 
and idéas throughout may be » virtual admission of our cousins’ 
present superiority in racing ¢raft, and if ff will not be miléen ofa 
triumph for American ideas to retain possession of the (ap through 
the instrumentality of a cutter, it will be none the less to Gur eredib 
to have adapted ourselves so quickly lo the new order of things. The 
more our cousins tarry, the more their chances dwindle away. There 
is no need tor further delay on their part. Marjorie is near ¢nowgh 
in size to challenge with excellent prospects of success. if a bether 
cutter three or four Teel shorter ig uot Jaunehed hy wext spring. 
Gracie is 70Ft, logdline and Marjorie T4fb. As Gracie isnot quite food 
enough for a common eruising cutter under shortrig like the Bedouin, 
a racing crack of Marjorie’s record ought to be able to dispose of onr 
best sloop with the utmost facility. Got unless our cousins Ning down 
the fauntlet pretty, soon, dutters will havé become s6 common in our 
waters that they will have to shoulder a much sreater task than 
meeting an example of old-fashioned beam aud light displacement, 
If our cousins do not challenge forthe Cup next season, fliey had 
better give up the idea allagether. 

A NEW CENTERBOARD CUTTER, 

NEW vessel has been commenced by W, B. Smith of Scuth Bos- 
Fe ton, to the order of Mr. Bryant, formerly of the Undine sloop, 
ln point of model she is to Have an O. G, frame similar to that of the 
sloop Shadi, but of less beam and greater depth in proportion. Mr. 
Bryaot is felting out the moulds himself, und the builder has Weenio 
the country after her frame. She will be utter rigged, ane builcand 
fastened in the best manner, similar to the entter Huron, the work- 
manship of that vessel having been so mueh aduiirelt. 

New Cutter. Leen, 
Length over all..........., . Wott. TREE. 
Length loadline _. fiebet. 65 5ft, 
Reaut extreme,...... 1Mft, 11, Git. 
Draft without board. oft. iit, 
Draft with hoard. ,.,.--..---.....--.., IK. 
Displacement... .- 66 tons, fl tens 
Centerboard long HEE. - 
Cenuterboard deep WEE. ~-— 
Lead on keel... 15 fons. 805 tons. 

Keel sided, bin, ; frame of oale, tn.; sided and moulded tin. wt keel 
and din. at head, ‘The chain plate timbers are in one length, and 
double thicknéss from kee) to pun wale, being 15ft, long by sin, siled, 
All timbers forward of there ave also in one length. Flours of wrought 
iron 3!¢x54in, with arms dit. long. While the new boat is something 
ofa compromise im type, she will be narrower than apy tloop, haying 
nearly 3.47 beawis to loadline. The weight on keelis greater tian 
e#yér put on a vessel of Aynierivan design. the draftis also greater than 
in any centerboard of her length, and we belieye even greater than 
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that of any American keel yacht of same loadline. Inrig there will 
also be a wide departure from thatof the sloop. In her chief ele- 
ments, Mr. Bryaut’s boatis a long stride in advance, and that she ap- 
ploaches even the most extreme type of cutter in the matter of draft 
tnd displacement, can be seen from the comparison with [ee in the 
fable above, If the new boat were tobe given a keel, she would draw 
about the same as thelleen Wich such pronounced depth and weight, 
the advent of the new boat among the rucing fleet will he an event 
full of interest and instruction. v 

WHY THE THIRD RACE WAS LOST. 

HE mainsail of the Bedouin was very badly set, the peak being 
Pulled up too high, and the sail in Consequenes not catchme the 

wiud as if should, and as yachtsmen put ib the Gracie began to eat her 
rival out of the wind.-Braoklyn Eagle. 
As Soon as the bouts got upon a wind it was noticed that the after 

fect UE the Bedouin’s mainsail was slack and did not set well— 
orld. 
The Bedouin. o0 the contrary, was poorly sailed and her mainsail, 

nnevenly shrunk by the damp weather, was sleck and showk the wind 
Olt in & manner tat retarded her progress immensely. Considering 
the mainer io which the mamesail of the Geaouin sat, ih is remarkable 
that she did so well. Tribune. 

It must he admitted, however, that the Bedouin’s mainsail set 
badly during the race, and it is open te doubt whether the Gracie 
sooe have beaten her hadshe been in perfect form.—Spirit uf the 

(Les, 

THE CARMITA. 

OE eee the cost of building a boat similar to the Carmita, 
/ istrated in our issuefor Oct 18, we have received the following 

infonnation for the benefit of numerous iuquirers; 
Hull, spars, riggme, blocks, gear, sails, anchor and cable, oars, irou 

ballast, all joimer work and regular fittings, including zine air tanks 
to insure floatability, for the sum of $500; or with lead ballast inside 
for $575, Th boat would be Suilt in substantial manner of oak and 
eypress. with galvanized fastenings snd galvanized iron work. 
White pine finish with hard wood washboard and cabinhatch. Sui's 
would be of Soz. duck with double-highted seams, cotton reef points and 
copper thimbles. Patent lignum vite blocks, standing rigging of 
wire. Mainsail, foresail, jib and topsail. Further information can 
be bad from the builder, J. H, Keating, of Marblehead. 

Editor Forest dad Stream: 
The lines and principal features of the Carmita pleased me yery 

wuch. f wanta smaller boat, about 16 or 17ff. long, which one person 
can lLandle easily, but built. on similar lines, I have an idea the Car- 
wita svonld be heavy for ore to handle, Her draftisa little too much 
to gel in and cut of the Shrewsbury River, ~Wonld a small boat sail 
equally wellin proportion to her size? SUREWSBURY. 

A Cannita 17ft. loadline would sail as Wellas the larger oviginal, 
ost suy S400. complete. Draft will be 3ft.) y 

HOW OTHERS SEE IT. 

[From the Belleville Tatelligencver,| 

jee most important match ever sailed in New York waters took 
place on Thursday lastebetween the cutter Bedouin and the 

ecnterboard sloop Gracie. These craft, which are nearly of a size, 
ict three days before, in a big sea and a food breeze, and the cutter, 
as we stated, won by alarge margin. The race in question was a 
mivate mateh for $1,000 and the Benoneth cup for sloops. which was 
held by the Gracie. Course sixteen nautical miles to windward and 
return, outside of Saudy Hook. Wind light enough to allow of bal- 
loon ga'Ttopsails being carried; sea smooth. In the windward work 
the cutter beat the sloop 24:5, huf on the home run the sloop gained 
11 minutes, she carrying 4 dying wind with her. The eutter tiually 
won by 18:18 actnal and 15:4 corrected time. This virtually disposes 
of the claims of American yaehfs to the championship. as the 
Bedontn, although built in New York, was modeled by the English 
naval architect, Jolin Harvey. and was sailed by an English skipper, 
She is not, as we have stated, of racing model: he: canvas is ft, 
short of its proper hoist, and she is at least ten to twenty minutes 
slower over the course that was smiled than a thoroughly seasoned 
British cutter of her own size, The New York Herald, which has 
been 4 inost prejudiced opponent of cutters, thro ¥s wp the sponge by 
saying that American builders must learn to buili faster sloops. We 
do not believe that it is possible for them to improve much on revent 
productions. b 

A third race was sailed hetween the same creft on Saturday. when 
the sloop wou by three minutes, corrected time, But one win out af 
three would not save the carefully guarded America’s cup. ‘The 
Bedouin’s victories, coupled with those of the Madge and Wenonah, 
show that. in large, medium and small single-stickers, the British 
hold the palm. 

THROWING UP THE SPONGE TO A HALF- 
RIGGED CRUISING CUTTER, 

A Noe 6 Octoher matches have demonstrated, with considerable clear- 
ness, that the cutter, in extremely light weather and smooth 

ater, in strong wind and heayy sea. and ina motlerate breeze and a 
eaway,is superiorin speed to the sloop,and all thatis apparent 
rom Jast Saturday’s race is, that im a fresh wholesail breeze and 
mooth water, the Gracie beat the Bedouin a trifle. It must be ad- 

initted, however, that the Bedouin’s mainsail set badly during the 
fee, aud itis open to doubt whether the Gracie eould have beaten 

lier had she been in perfect form. Clearly, then, the lesson of the 
Ontober matches is, Jhatwe need a faster centerboard sloop than the 
productions ofa generction ago, and the problem is: Can syeh be 
produced? We think that it can. and are quite certain that Mr. Cary 
Smith, Mr. Phillip Ellsworth, Mr. Townsend, or any one of a dozen 
other designers that might be mained, would readily guarantee a 
model for a centerbourt Boop: of the length of the Gracie and 
Bedouin, which would, under all conditions, outsail either.—Spirit of 
the Limes. ~ : 

{Al\hough eur contemporary makes no claims ta critical knowledge 
or special familiarity with the subject of yachting, we are glad to find 
even a lay journal gradually exhibiting intelligent appreciation of 
the fact that the days of the sloop are about numbereil, As for call- 
ing upon the talent from designers down to cobblers for a yacht 
faster.than Gracie inis one thing, producing that yachtis quite another. 
How about Grayling, Pocahontas and similar efforts? Our contem- 
porary is evidently not well posted if it supposes Gracie a production 
of a generation ago. The present Gracie was built ia 1876, and com- 
pletely refitted this season. She is the best all around sloop in our 
possession. Before therecent races the idea that Gracie was not up 
1a top noteh in every respect, and capable of sailing reund cutters 
“higeing lead," was velemently scouted. We are all the more 
pleased to find that twenty-four hours can see so complete a change 
of front, Ibargues wellfor the future. If the best sloop we have 
ever built in the large class suddeuly drops in our contémporary’s 
estimate from the pinnacle of perfection to the rank of a mud scow 
jn consequence of her staggering defeat by nothing more than a com- 
mon underriged cruising cutter. there is not much room left for a 
further drop upon the appearance in our waters of a regular racing 
cutter, a quarter or half an hour faster than the cruiser Bedouin 
liappens to be. Besides our contemporary ought not to ruin sloop 
property at one stroke. There are people anxious to sell their sloops 
aud build cutters. But our contemporary. in its haste to trim to the 
new breeze, is spoiling the markeltor models “of a generation ago,” 
Poor sloop, even your best frieuds seek to deny you io your mnisfor- 
Tune. This the way ofa wicked world to kick those who are dou, | 

THE LATE YACHTING CONTESTS. 

[Correspondence of the Bvening Post.) 

Sm—The Bedouin's victories prompt thefollowing comment upon 
the subject which they illustrate: 

Pirst—It is conceded that the cutter type is safe from capsize— 
there is uo record of any such disastar ever having occurred, aud it 
van be scientifically proved that itis impossible. As to the center- 
board type we have unfortunate testimony every summer, The Mo- 
hawkis still fresh fo mewory, and the Grayling, had she been off 
shore anywhere when she capsized this summer,would have drowned 
all hands. Another danger to which the sloop is exposed exists in 
the fact that it willnot always work. Tuesday's race iJustrates this 
fact, and the Herald reported an uttempt of Gracie to tack off the 
point of sandy Hook and missing stays, This is a very serious defect 
aud endaugers the lives of everyone on board; for ona lee shore the 
boat that will not tack will probably be wrecked. The reasons are 
plain, and consist primarily in the shape of the hull, being difficult 
to force to windward in a sea, and depending upon beam for stability. 
The second and more importaut consideration follows—lack of 
weight: which meaus lack of inomentum. Tuesday's race showed 
the sloop ai her worstio the first part of the course, and the Bedouin 
relatively at her best, for in the first half hour, while the breeze 
Jasted, she gained vearly the whole lead with which she turned the 
Windward mark. $ 
Thursday's race vave Bedouin a sill nore decided yictory. turning 

| the eutter is 

to windward and in weather and water admitted by all to be most 
favorable to Grucie—Loug Island Sound summer weather, in other 
words: and the lesson is valuable from the fact that it shows no 
necessity for huilding unsafe boats to navigate these relatively sate 
waters. Long Tsland Sound 1s responsible for onr American model 
and for many lives, for it first produced the catboat, which is the 
father in turn of Gracies, Mischiets and Fannys, unsafe anil uncom- 
fortable to any one with any sense of responsibility. So far as the 
inodel goes. the transition from catboatto our large sloop is only a 
question of size, 
The cutter rig is more shipshape and is the result of going to sea, 

Tt is needless tosay more, The sloop rig and model are the offspring 
of sheltered waters, and the expectation of producing something very 
fast. Had the result of the recent races demonstrated the fact that 
they were much superior in speed to the entter, it would have still 
been a question entitled to much thought as to which was best. safety 
or speed. But the trials between Oriva aud Vixen, Bedouin and 
Gracie, have proved the safe boat the faster also, Toa snilar’s eye 

so much handsomer—an important consideration—and 
with greater accommodations. In auswer to the only sensible ob- 
jection raised, the Gost of building, it may be said that if the gone 
were as well built us the cutters which haye been tarned ont here, the 
difference in cost would be trifling B.S. 

basia between first and second landings, 
S00x600ft. North side forms an L off stone ballasted crib work, and 

publisher of the “American Yacht List.” and 
competent. Yaehfs will be berthed for the winter at moderate 
charges. As a safe and handy place te moor and strip for the 

connect the Island by boats leaving for the city every twent 
Information can be bad from N 
Street. New York. 

couuting for difference 
and the exteptionally strons, lightand durable construction of the 
ney cutter Ileen, reference was made to the schooner Montauk, It 

Banta THE NEW BASIN.—Work is prokresaie (oa Open ae pal ia 
aten Island. Tt will be 

on the south side is a substantial wharf 500ft. long and 40f wide. 
The basin has a depth of 2ift. alentrance, and 16ft. af the bullchead. 
Itis well protected fron all winds and dviftice. Adjoining the basin 
is a plot of ground 1,100xG(l0ft., extending inland to the shore road 
along which the horse ears pass, by which any of the ferry landings 
can be quickly reached. This grotnd will be utilized for the stoware 
of boats, spars, ete, Buildings anda ship chandlery will be erected 
tor the accommodation of shipping, and carpenters are on the prem- 
ises, Coal and water are also ready ta be supplied. ‘The basin will 
bein charge of Neils Glsen, well known to the yachting public as the 

professioually Faily 

winter this new basin cannot be surpassed, It is contemplated ty 
tHinules, 

els Olsen, 20 East Twenty-seventh 

THE MONTAUK,.—Tu our issue For Get. 18, with the dea of ac- 
in cost between usual shipbuilding practice 

appears that a constraction has been put npon that reference whiell 
reflects upon the huilders, Messrs Cand R. Poillon. ina way which 
was Dever intended. A proper nuderstanding of our remarks would 
be only common justice to the builders, and to that end we desire to 
say that the Montank is as well built and stronger in fastenings thau 
any work of the class according to the standard of American prac- 
tice. As tothe merits of the best Hnglish and American methods 
we must he allowed our own opinion. Lf our preference is ™m favor 
of the English method, we are none ile less ready to attest the excel 
lent reputation of the Montank's builders. and thei fame for turning 
oul work equal and superioy to general usage, 

NATIONAL YACHTING ASSOCIATION,—The proposition to form 
a National Yachting Association, includise in ite membership the 
whole United States. is one which seems to meet with general favor 
by the yachting fraternity; the object is tosectre greater uniformity 
in signal codes, sailing rules, measurement, and sxliowances, and to 
haye enacted by Conpress laws and regulations which shall benefit 
yachting generally. The institution proposed is of the same uature 
as the English one which hes been several years in existenue, and lies 
proved of material benefit. “he Hull Y. C, will discuss the measure 
at their annual mesting on the 6th of October, and may tale some 
active measbres toward the formation of the assvcintion,—South 
Boston Bnautrer. 

_THE YAWL RIG,—The San Francisco Breeder and Sportsman says 
concerning the yawl: “That although a large number of vessels have 
been changed to yawls, we have yet to hear of any change the other 
way: thus Showing that every cae who has tried it has hecome satis- 
fied with the resulls, Undoubtedly itis the best rig for comfort, ease 
and quickness in working in close and narrow quarters, and as for 
heauty and style of appearance it is far ahead of any other rig in our 
waters, for the reason that it is distinctively yachtlike in appearance. 
The only argument that carries any weight againstit, is the lack of 
speed claimed hy its opponents, and this we desire to sea more fully 

SHARPIES 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
T have read in your last number for Oct. 11 the article sigued R. B. 

Roosevelt and headed “The Sharpie's Defects.” This not faw to stigma- 
lize the whole sharpie family because of the failure of one builder to 
realize his errorinjust two points, Mr Rooseveltis right in supposmg 
that a skeag will help his boat, but he will have to go much further, 
Iwill give a few reliable items in regard to sharpies, One boat 23ft 
in length and 7ft. beam, carrying foremast 34ft. long and mainmast 
S2ft., ballast about 400 pounds stone, more for trimming purposes 
than anything else, has made eight miles in forty minutes under fore- 
sail alone, wind fair, canvas twenty yards. Same Goat under close 
reefed fore and main, fifteen yards all told, sailed close hanled five 
miles in thirty minutes. Another boat on the same principle, 38ft. in 
length, with 1#4fb. bean, made seyen miles in thirty minutes, wind 
free. Same boat has sailed for her fishing ground with deck load of 
pound stakes overreaching Her fore and att, when fhe 100ft. steamer 
of a neighboring ground dared not put out. 
Going to windward in a sea is where the difference hetween these 

boats and their sisters is most marked, They haveproved fully equal. 
if not superior to the carvel built boat. 
Now, last but notleast, comes a steamer 72ft. in length and 16ft. 

beam, making more miles per hour than the same power in any 
carvel lull in this port. All these boats are built on a similar plan to 
Mr. Clapham's. with the exceptions above noted. but not specially 
with a view to speed, other requisites. claiming first place. They 
have been built within eight years, but the builder has known noth- 
ing of. Mp. Clapham or his claims until aboul one year since, through 
the columns of Forrsr anp Stream Tf Mr. Roosevelt wishes any 
information aceording to ony ideas, we Will cheerfully furnish it, 
as we thik we can help lim out. D, M. Hersory, Boatbuilder. 
ToLtepo, Ohio. 

IN THE WEST. 

and 
DID NOT WE TELL YOU SOQ? 

Editor Forest and. Stream: 
The late races between cutters and sloops have }een useful in clear- 

ing up # great many mooted Swe 
ft as been shown that the sloop, with the big rig and outfit for 

light weather, cannot utiliza if when there is any sea on_ 
‘Also, that the large displacement boat can £o dead before the wind 

just as fast as the ight draft can be driven, 
The angle of heel, when both boats are pressed with a strong wind 

to windward, does not yary much, only a slight difference in fayor of 
the sloop. In light winds the sloop cannot be heeled enough to make 
the sails draw, This was remarked upon from seeing the Gracte'’s 
erew to leeward, while ail those on Bedouin weretp to windward 
while beating to windward with light wind. . 

All these points are just the opposite Lo the erroneous popular ine 
pressions about cutters. ‘ 
We have been told that outside lead “kills’*a boat, and that depth 

means resistance. As far as can be séen, the more ballast outside, the 
better seams to be the new idea. What have the aposfles of beam 
got to say about these thing=% New Yorrmr. 

SHARPIES. 

Editor Forest and Stream! ; 
Tain afraid | gave the impression by my last letter thatT was dis- 

satistied with my sharpie Heartsease. Far otherwise, I doubt if Clap- 
ham ran build a boat to beat her, Certainly for the work she was 
built for, she has no superior, and excepf to windward is much faster 
than I bargsined for, Ldo notlike his yawl rig, nor his new stern, 
nor lis balance rudder, and if 1 can get Heartsease to stop yawing in 
heavy weather, she isjust what I want. Allthat is necessary to give 
her speed is moré sail. ny [dea is that model has very little to do with 
speed. Amount of sail settles that, and as Heartseasé can carry full 
sail through half a Bale, she only needs larger spars to wit prizes, if 
prizes are the one thing needful in yachting. 1 would not exchange 
Heartsease for any boat he has built since, and believe sne is as good 
& sea. boat as the style of build will admit, Schooners ove slow to 
windward, and the more freeboard the slower, butis it sure that 
yawls ure faster, for certainly they are not as convenient. I will put 
on wskag. and leave out half a ton of ballast, and try her one more 
season before I own up that any mistake was made by 

Roperr t. Roosever, 

AN OLD-TIME RACER. 

Feljtoy Forest and Stream, 
1 note the record of the races, twenly oles out and Lome, between 

the cracie and Bedouin. It is only another proof that ballast and 
depth will tell, but this question arises in my mind: October, 1H6, T 
was the judge on the part of the schooner yecht Coquette azainst the 
famous sloop Maria, in the race from Sandy Hook twenty-five miles 
to leeward and back in a strong breeze, The race was won in U:50 by 
the Coquette, u deep drafh schooner with tron ballast cust to het 
moulds, How much has her model been improved upon smee these 
days? ‘ BALLAST. | 
Bosvon, Oct. 17. 

[The cutter vepresents the principles upon which Coquette was 
built, carried out to a still greater extent, Bedouin has more depth, 
more ballast, more sail, less beam: hence we should say the modern 
cutter would be moré than a match for old-time boats like Qoquette. | 

NOTES ON THE RACES. / 

Editor Forest anid. Streanz 
‘As soon as the wind began to be uncertain, here and there a puff, 

the Gracie was nowhere. The beam made the boat slatand shook the 
wind out of the sails, and it destroyed the speed. The cutter rormped 
uway just as she liked, outrigged ns and ontsailed us, | 
Tie whole business has chianged with the ontside racing and long 

eruises we ure now tnaking the rule, The Gradie 1s a comfortable and 
good boat for inid-summer sailing in the Sound and smooth water. 
That ends her claims, 1 am perfectly satistied with the cutter’s speed 
and think the past two or three weeks constitute the best laid out 
tie yachtsmen have iadulged in this season, ABOARD THE SLuoP. 

THE VALUE OF WEIGHT. 

Bdito) FParest aud Stream; P 
The bic boat gets over the sea without the motion stopping her, as 

it does thé light one, As faras Wwe have gone the recent races are 
victories for the drawing board, and the end of thumb rule. light 
draft, beam, <tc, Ido notthink the Bedouin a perfect cutter, for 
she isa diver of pronounced ability. Iam now very anxious to see 
the new cutter tried, to see what she will do. : 
Tam flad to se¢ a few fucts commg out about sharpies. How they 

vo to windward T don’t see. OBSERVER. 

ONE WHO TRIED THE SLOOP. 
Editor Forest and Stream: . 

I heve seen the late races on boar one of the sloops, and can 
assure you that 1ie meanest beast with an old roll on, with wind 
light, isa big-rigged. wide sloop. The most squeaky. creaky, groan- 
ing, grunty Erne No sloop for me if you please. xy 

THE NAUTICAL MILE.—The knot, or nautical mile, is variously 
reckoned at from 6,078ft- to §.126ft. The British Admiralty standard 
is the Janyth of ene minute of longitude at the equator. or 6,0s6rr., 
1.1527 statute inch or 1.855 meters; the mean length of one minute of 
latitude, sometimes reckoned as a knot, is 6,076ft., 1.41 stature mile, 
or 1,852 meters, A marine league is three of these sea miles;—Lngi- 
Teer. 

state: 

chief, ten lieutenants, 150 sergeants, fifly co 
In aldition to these there are ten Captains an 
are regular army officers and are detailed for some spucial duly, 
from whith they are ligble to be recalled at any minute. 
are scattered all over the country at the different stations, of whieh 
there are abont SW), one-half of them being managed yoluntarily by 
amateur sayants. 
ib Washington, who receive and arrange the reports sentin three 
times a day from all the stations and who keep a record of all that 
concerns the bureau. 

was too light und flulky 
time for Gracie, §:01:21; Fanny, 7:56:28. 
ter, 7:53:03, 

sharpies in the navy { lary, 
be given temporary lead keels to 1nerease their stability in a sea, so 
as tp prevent their being “tripped.” 

vort Harbor, has recently been removed. 
by the lighthouse authorities. A petition will be farwarded tu Wash- 
ington to have the buoy replaced. 

the outdoor lite aod carping. 

Beaelically demonstrated before we will betieye it as bad as 

THE WEATHER PROPHETS.—The Signal Service Bureau has a 
orals and 300 privares. 
first lieutenants, who 

These mon 

Tneluded in the forcé are 150 clerks in the bureau 

YACHT FITTINGS. We have received from Henry Hughes & Son, 
49 Fenchurch street, London, their illustrated catalogue cf nautical 
instvmments audsupplies for yachts of all tonnages, The catalogue 
is profusely illustrated with cuts of binuacles, yacht clocks, barome- 
ters, Cabin lamps, side lights, fog horns, bells, rronwork ancl emblen\- 
atic jewelry. 

FANN Y-GRACIE,— These two sloops sailed a mate Oet. 25, tbwent: 
miles to leeward and return from Sandy Hook, for a purse of 51000, 
Fanny quickly took the lead and kept it, winning in weather which 

to make details worth recording. Actnal 
Corrected time for the lat- 

TO REMOVE PAINT OR PUTTY.—Take dibs. quicklime and 1b, 
pearlash, and slake in water, heating until the mixtureis about the 
suing Consistency as 
nod, after about twelve hours, the paint will be so softened as to be 
easily removable, either by washing with 2 cloth or by serapine 
gently, 

int. Apply to the putty or paint with « brush, 

SMALL CENTERBOARD RUAT—We hear that the cmall center 
board boat, 16x6tgx2ft., lustrated in oun issue for November 30, 
TS82, has turned Gut a good boat for watur Where draft must be 
limited. Bone works to perfection, auc would lie Gown Wil the wind 
blew over her in safety. 
termis. 

The owner speaks of her in the highvst 

CAPSIZED,—he light draft sloop yacht Telephone, of Buitulo, 
capsized twenty miles ont of port, “The owner and friends varrinwly 
escaped drowning through the fortunate presence of another bout 
Guns 4nd paraphernalia for hunting were all lost. 

SHARPIES.—The French government will 
for landing of troops and artillery, 

make use of large 
They will 

BUOY WANTED —The whistling buoy ou Southwest Ledge, Now- 
No reason has been given 

NEWARK Y, ©.—Second annual fall match is announced for Tucs- 
day. Novernber 6, over the Newark Bay course, 
OPEN BOATS.—We have received a letter fhom Mr, Gartland, too 

late for publication this week 

Canoeing. 

To insure prompt attention, conmunications should be ud- 
dressed to the Forest und Stream Publishing Co., and nol to 
individuals, in whose absenee fro the office matters af tn- 
portance wre. liable to deluy. 

LOCAL CANOE MEETS. 

W BILE the great event qf the canoeing year will of course be 
the mect of the Association attended by four or tive huondreit 

canodists, there is still ‘Yoom for the holding of smaller local weets 
earlier in The season, which would bring together neighboring clubs, 
promoting hoth good feeling and competition aniong thely members, 
and fiving 3 edule of days holiday to many who Have nop time tor 
the A, @. A.meet. Such meets, being attended by but a few vompar- 
atively, would be even more éijoyable in some bp he than the A. 0. 
A. camp. while the races would encourage ond strengthen ‘tae 
spirit of friendly rivalry that is nevessary if we are bo have 1 nil entries 
avthe annual meet, Why should not the canoeists of New York 
State hold a meet this coming spring. perliaps about the tasbot May? 
Some spot might be chesen #s central as possible, and a party, made 
up of those canovists who can Spare the ime, coing in advance, could 
locate the camp, and attend to the preliminary arrangements, Those 
whose time is limited couldrun up by boat or rail on a Piniday, go ite 
camp at once, and on Saturday a series of races could be held, Sunday 
being spentin canrp, and all returning Sunday night or eurly Monday 
morning. - 
Such a meet would doubtless be attended by canveists from New 

York, Albany, Rochester. Springfield, Hartford, Rondout aud Lake 
George, while we might perhaps see some of the racers from a greater 
distance. Those who could nob spre time to take their cauves 
would run up by rail with such camp traps as they required for a 
couple of days, There isroomall oyer the country for these loowl 
meets: near Boston, Stony Lake or some siivilar spoiit Canada, 
Lake Ghataqua for the Ohio men, and one further Wes! (iraw- 
ing together all the canoeists of the vicinity. hoth club Thaem~ 
bers and unattached, and bringing in new reeruits. Thite is ho 
danger of their interference with the annial meet, on the con 
trary they would contribute to the attenilance there, as cunoeists 
become more and moré used to themostfascinating par of canoeing, 

Going a step further, why should nob each club bave its yearly 



1 a 

-fesGyval, or two of them, one us early in the season as the weather 
will allow, at latest Decoration Day, when usually two days can 
be taken from business, # meehnge to celebrate the return of spring 
dud the relewse from the confiriement of winter; and another late in 
autumn, a fareyvell outing terminating ina proper manner the sea 
Son's pleasures hefore settling dowu to the dulness and conventional 
umngemenuts of winter. Itis ouly of Jats years that we Ameéricans 
haye hegun to realize the true yalue of such outing from even a buei- 
vess port of view, and to understand that a day now and then away 

, from business is time noblost, butspentito the best possible advantage. 
tvinging in tenfold returns in increased vigor, au appetite and ability 
for hard work again. aud a lengthening of one's days that cannot be 
estimated in dollars and cents, To preach this has been the principal 
wission of WoREst AND Stream, to put it in practite, atleastas far as 
Cindeiig goes, rests with the canoe clubs during tie coming winter, 

The idea that was uppermost in the minds of ibe originators of the 
(Catioe Association has been beautifully expressed by Emerson: ‘Tn 
the woous, too, a man casts off his years as a snake his slough. and 
ab what period sceyer of life 1s always a child. In the woods is per- 
petal youth. In these plantations of God decorun) and sanctity 
tei, & perennial festival is dressed, and the guest sees not how he 
Shoold tire of them ina thousaud years. In the wonds we return to 
reasdn and faith,’ TItwas expected at first toat the annual meet 
would be of this nature—a return to the free and natural life of the 

j y-vods. Where the “boiled shirt? was unknown and the -Picadilly* 
collar existed only asa faint memory, but practically it has hardly 
proved so, [ven though hell ina wilderness it becomes, from num- 
bers alone, a cormmunity, and there is of necessity more or uss arti- 
fleluhty. ‘The idea of fhe canoeist carrying all that his simple wants 
demanl and setthng down in any quiet nook, living by rod and gun, 
us pictured by some of our comespondents, is charming to all eanoe- 
tsts. but entively incompatible with the requirements of the annual 
ineet, The canovish who spends a few days there, though neither a 
“show paddler’ or a ‘ten  nursling of the Ovient,* will find his 
time so taken up with raciog, visiling. business meetings, ete.. that 
there is little left for real canip duties, and he is glad to avail honselt 
10 a certain extent of such comforts of civilization as may be at hand. 

To rise before the sun, provide a breakfast from wood or stream, 
lathe, cook breakfast, set the camp in order, and follow out that 
routine so pleasant io a small camp, is in~possible acd the bustie, 
hurry und excitement of alarze assemblage, apart from the time 
required for the races. No cne need avoid the meet, however, on this 
account, it has its pleasures, the meeting once a year of distant 
friends, the competition of thé raves, the nightly gathering about the 
great camp-fire, as enjoyable in their way asthe quieter delights of 
the smiall camp: but to realize these, the ideas mentioned aboye must 
be toa certain extent abandoned. Instead of a small sconting party, 
self-contained and independent, we haye an army to provide for, and 
must have some system, a place prepared in adyance, a definite 
source of Supplies, drinking water, sanitary arrangements, transport 
for a large number of boats and more or less baggage, that rob the 
ineet of its free and extemporeé character. When on the other hand 
We #0, asso many delight to, to esc pe from all conyentionality. and 
lo enjoy to the fullest extent fhe familiar intercourse Gf chosen 
friends aod the révivitying freedom of the woods, the waters and the 
sky, it must be at sich gatherings as we have at firstindicated, small 
enough to need no preat preparation, and all the better tor being 
Staple, exteinpere and quiet in character, 

SOME OF MY CANOES. 
TRE ROB ROY. 

‘TY was the custom of Captain John Macgregor on his canoe trips, to 
carry asnpply of tracts for distribution among the persons he 

wel, and if Mis elforts in this direvtion made half as many couverts 
to the calise of religion as his charming little hooks have made to the 
ciluse of healthy and manly outdoor exercise. he has double reason 
tobe proud, Tohimis due the credit of haying first made known, 
in @ maunel ar Once fascinating aud instructive, the details of a prac- 
teally new mode of traveling. aod a combmation of exercise and 
AMNUseMeNnt Adapted fo a larger class for whom no other sport is sa 
Well fitted. To the school boy it gives a boat that is reasonably safe. 
aud within his powers and purse.to young men it gives such sport 
and txercis¢ asisfar beyond the tribe of catboats and small sail- 
boats, at a mere fraction of the cost of anything aspiring to the name 
of yacht, and to older men antl those of sedentary pursuits, it gives a 
fori of outdoor work far surpassmg in interest the mouotony of the 
lighter rowboats, and free from the dangers of sudden strains and 
over-exertion. — 
The writer's first mtroduction fo the canoe, for a long time a speak- 

ing acqnaintance only, was through the paves of Harper's Magazine. 
ib which was published a cond nsation or Mr Macgreror's first book. 
“a Tnoltsand Miles in the Rob Roy (anoe,” in which the illustrations, 
the bits of description, and the whole subject treated of, were enough 
to giving an alarming attack of cauoce fever to any sniall boy, Some 
time later we became possessed of & stiil more mteresting book, “The 
Rob Roy_on the Baltic,” a later cruise by the same author, -'The title 
page of the book (a veprint of the Moglish edition by a Boston firm). 
Set fortit that if Gontained the “maps, plates and illustrations.” but a 
burried glance through it for the “Imes” of the boat disclosed the 
fact that the plates were not there, though referred to in tue lext. 
As 4snbsequéent search @hrough other copies has failed to reveal 
them, it is probable they were omitted ihrough the parsimony of the 
American poblishers. Without the plates or exact measurements 
the embryo canoeist and builder was atastandstill, and it was not 
ee several years later thaf we were in possession of the required 
dlata, : 

Having preyiously achieyed greatness by the construction of 
several bateaux, aud butchered much good wood to small purpose iu 
the construction of a round-bottomed giz, we resolved on a cande, 
but heing far from any boat shop where ideas might be had by watch- 
ing the work, and knowing nothmeg of boat building, were at loss for 
along time how te begin, The drawings presented little difficulty, 
the boat was carefully laid down, full sie, atid the moulds made. A 
raid on an apple orchard some time previous had provided a good -eup- 
ply of crooks and Imees, and at last we Were ready to begin, The 
tanor had been a mania with us for six months, every detail had 
been planned, altered, and finally settled on in advance, the rreat 
(ificulty being the manipulation of the material Finally the stocks 
Wer erected, the keel lanl, moulds set up, and allveady for planking. 
A+carehamuhg the wood yards of New York brought us finally to a 
hice min who knew all about woods, to whom we revealed our ignor- 
ance, and ip whom we trusted fo giye us what was best. The :vsult 
was that he sold us aboutten dollars worth of “Pacific cedar,” a 
beautiful white wood that worked well, and looked handsome when 
finished, but alas, o1 reer iees it ab once soaked up sv much water 
asto warp itoutof shape, ani on drying outa few months later 
split in numberless places. We afterward learned that we could 
have bought all the Jers y white cedar we needed. as good a wood us 
ean he had, for about three dollars. , 

; The planking was a matter of no small diffienity, but was finally 
accomplished and the boat timbered. though we could not keep her 
within an inch of her beam, whieh Should have been 2éin. but was 
ever 27, owing to the boat spreading when the moulds were removed. 
Much of this tendency to spread may be avoided by care m planking, 
but in any case, a good plan is to make the moulds 1¢ or 44in. too 
narrow, then allowing the boat to spread a little when timbered, Our 
eraft was, or wasto have been, of the regular Rob Roy model, 14ft, 
long. 26m. beam, and sisin, deep at gunwale and 11jin, at ends, high 
camber to the deck, au oblong well with parallel sides: we did not 
dare to try a bent elliptical comming, as the drawing showed. and had 
noteyen dreamed of the Hariny coaining, so superior to etthér, The 
decks were of black waluut, igin. thick, sawn by hand from an inch 
board 15in, wide. slitting it into two thicknesses and pianing if down, 
of course making avery heavy deck. Tae rig was that used by Mr, 
Macgregor, a lug of 1i square ft.; paddle, Tft., no joint, The weight 
of the bull, atter soaking a day or two, Was &7 pounds; paddle. 2 
pounds; sail, spars and backboard, 4 pounds; total. 93 pounds. We 
have since bnilt a boat of the same model, but handsomer aud 
stronger. that weighed but 45 pounds before launching, or complete, 
Sl peunds, The cost of this first boat for material. including the ex- 
pensive cedar. was only $16.42. : 

Finally all yas ready, painting and varnishisg tinighed, the eanoe 
Carried from the shop, the sail hoisted, the red burgee set (it looks 
down yet on our desk,somewhat the worse for the rain and sun of 
wany ernises), and the Janette was launched on the millpond that 
had Hoated the py efferts of her builder at naval architecture 
from the shingle with paper sail upward, aud for the first time we 
stepped cautiously uboard of acanoe, But few strokes of the paddle 
served to convince us that the little lake that had once seemed an 
oceau to us when we launched on first toy boat, and had gradually 
shrunk as we grew, Was tod small for the new eraft, diminutive as 
she jas. She impudently ran ber nose over the dam, and whirled 
back witha few quick strokes of the paddle, poled it in among the 
lily-pads heretofore sacred to the vatfisn and builfrogs, ran into every 
hole and corner neyer before penetrated by our clumsy scows. like a 
polnGelt rubbing its nose against its globe in a vain effort to go fur- 
her, and finished by a portage up fhe “brook” and into the next 
pond aboye, then down again, landing her crew at the starting point 
rarer and impatient for the time when he should first layuch ber ow 
blue water, 

book that front of the little tattered and water-stained note 
afurday, 4.—L ed 

Wind moderate from SE. Oi 
as our first log. is an enlry, “Si 6 
ond Med al 5y4aA, M 

tic boat. Arrived af Tottenville 10:15 A, M_ 
billoou ‘Buffalo’ couie Lo the ground about one-quarter | 

Took! one race, and Mr, W, Watney in 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Juneh and started on hee-line for Highlands, Passed steam 
invited uboard but declined, Pleasant paddling until off 
mouth, when wind rose and sea became pretty rough. The waves 

toda and 
‘ort Mon- 

wasied over forward deck and one in well, After three hours hard 
work against wind and tide reached Highlands, web and huugry, at 
GP. 2i, After repairs and supper pulled to Thonrpson’s and then to 
Seabright. Camped opposite 5. and slept well. Distance paddled, 
thirty miles agaiust wind and tide. So stands the log of our first 
day of canoeing, and the recollection of that and similar days, en- 
riched with many incidents besides those bneéfiy jotted down, is yery 
plessant yet; the hard work of the first, day, up until midnight of the 
previous day preparing for the start, turning out at4 A. M,, the two- 
mile journey by wagon. then the new sensation of being aficat in such 
a diminutive craft, the wonder and curiosity of people by the way 
(Canoes were more of a novelty then), the long, ard paddle across 
Raritan Bay, fiscally the tired créw giving out and falling asleep when 
well out toward Sandy Hook, but waking quickly with a wave right 
in the lap, then renewed paddling dead against the strong ebb out of 
the Shrewsbury, and a head wind: until atlast we reached the shelter 
of the hills for rest and supper. then, refreshed again, paddling 
slowly up in the calm of the summer night, finding a bed under the 
Tee of the canoe and among the reeds and grass that fringe the shores 
near Seabright, and ending our day of mingled work and pleasure 
with such sleep as only comes to thosé who live and labor in the open | 
air. | 
The other days had each its own enjoyment, sailing by daylight | 

| 
| 

and better yet under the full Angust moon, on Pleasure Bay. running 
inte quaint corners and shady nooks, lounging along the sea beach, 
long paddles in the early morning. Following this eruise was another 
and longer one to Philadelphia and back, arriving home on October | 
Mand laying up the ranoe on November 2. Since then we have 
salled and paddled many belter canoes, but eyen now itis a veal 
Pleasure to step into the liftle 2bin. boat foran afternoon's paddle, or | 
a moonlight tip, 
Perhaps in uo other boat is there the same sense of unity in crew 

and canoe, the individuality of the two are merged in a manner never 
feltin the larger boat, and seated in the low little craft the canoeist 
seems to travel over the water as Le walks the earth independent of 
any yehicle, she responds tothe least touch of the paddle, as the larger 
and heavier boat never can, and there is a centaur-like combination 
of man aud boat that has a charm of its own, not feltin a large canoe. 
For certain uses they have never been surpassed, for short trips 
where little baggage is carried, for paddling exercise, for cruising on 
small streams where much portage work is doue, and as second boat 
for those who own tivo. She is not suited for rough water, ever 
waye will wash over her from the bow to the well, as it will in all 
hoats of her elass. and her low freeboard makes her very wet in a 
eross sea. 
To meet the requirements of a longer cruise a larger boat was de- | 

signed in the following winter. and the Rob Roy passed to a younger 
brother, Thenextseasou she made several cruises aud returned 
safely from them only toend her days in a frog pond, a forgotten 
wreelc. ‘ JRRSEY BLUE. 

A CLUB DIRECTORY. 

Editoy Forest aud Stream: 
The subjoined information was compiled for personal reference; 

thinking it might be of interest to soine of your readers, I now offer 
it to you for publication, 

All the clubs named in the Canoe Directory—Canadian elubs ex- 
cepted—wwere written lo, Concerning the Detroit 0, C., Mr. Seymour 
Says: “The D. 0. C has folded its little hands and expired withouta 
Zurgle.” Mr, Van Dusen, of Rondout, writes: “Have no canoe or- 
ganization here. we canoe it on the go-as-you-please principle.” 
A careful reading will show that we have as signals 17 burgees. 2 

swallow-tailed pennants, 1 flag. 
Niné clubs have an exclusive device: ten use letters terminating in 

©. 0., one club using the fnitial of club name; three C. C. Cis: two 
I. C. C.s and two P.O. O.s, letters, color and shape being identical, 
Let us litve a wniform shape and size, doing away with the letters. 

SOME OF OUR CANOE CLUBS, 

Mem.—Olubs take ranig from date of organization, Unless described 
burgee measures 10x15in. Active members means canoe owners, 
*_ constitution and by-laws in print. 
A.C, A.—Organived Aug. 3, 1880. Signal. a pointed burgee, the 

field red with a longitudinal white stripe one-fifth the widto, bearing 
the letters A. C, Avinred. *, 
New York C.0.—i871. Signal, a pointed burgee. a white longilu- 

dinal stripe on a red ground;sailing device, red circle in peak of main- 
sail; 32 active members. ™. ; 

Cincinnati C C.—Mareh, 1879. Signal, a swallow-tailed pennaut. 
three white stars on a blue field; § active members. 
Hartford C. C.—January, 188!. Signal. a pomted burzee, dark blue 

field, with the letters H. ©. C. in yellow; 19 active membels. +. 
Knickerbocker C, @—Oct. 1, 1880. Signal, a pointed burgee, field 

red, its device a blue diamond in the center of the same, Sailing de- 
vice, a red lozenge sewn to upper part of mainsail; 22 active mem- 
ers, *. 
Cleveland C. C.—if80. Signal, rectangular in shape, fielli white, de- 

vice in red, monogram ©, C.C, pierced horizontally by a shaft: 10 
active members, a 
Minneapolis @. C.—March 3, 1881. Signal.a pointed burgee, half 

red (uppermost), and half white, *. 
Cambridge C. O.—Novy. 22, 1581. Signal. burgee, 4x18. blue field. 

With the letters C. CU. O. in white thereon; 13 active members. 
Crescent C. C.—Jan.1, 1882. Signal, a pointed burgeé, red center, 

blue edge, with the C. C. C. in black; 7 active members. 
Mohican C. C.—March, 1882. Sigual. a pointed burgee. dark blue 

field; device. turtle surrounded by eight stars. in gold. 
San Francisco C, C.—March 19, 1882, Signal, a pointed burgee 

10x18. alternate white and red stripes arranged diagcnally, two of 
white and one red. The first white and the red stripe to be each five 
juches wide, *, i 

Springfield C. C_—Mareh, 1882. Signal, a ported burgee. nayy blue 
field, device, a circle in white with a starin red thereon, the points 
of the star touching edge of circle; 19 active members. 

* Bayonne C, C —May 2, 1888. Signal, a pointed burgee, red field 
with white border; device, a white triangle; (i active members. 
Potonowok C O.—July, 1882. Signal, a pointed burgee 8x12, blne 

field with the letters P. C. C. in white; 4 active members, 
Lake George C. C.- Aug: 10, 1882, Signal. a pointed burgee, bine | 

field with the letters L, G. C. C. in white. 18active members, *, 
Yale ©. O,—Oet. 1982. Signal, a swallow-tailed pennant, blue field, — 

4 white bar from upper left to lower right corner, with the letters Y. 
O. 0, in red. 5 active members. 
lowa C. C,—Jan, 10, 1888, Signal, a pointed: burgee, 6x12, field red, 

with the letters 1.0, C, in white. 11 active members. *. 
Winooski C. 0.—Jan. 25, 1983. Signal,a pointed buree, red field, 

With the letter W, in white. 4 active members. 
Newark (, ©. —1883. “No burgee, no uniform, no nothiug,” this is 

a practical aud enthusiastic club of cruisers. § active members, 
rawadi O. C.—April 27,1883, Signal, a pointed burgee. blue field, 

with the letters I. CC; in white. 7 active members. 
Pittsburgh C. C,—May 5, 1883. Signal, a pointed burger. biue field, 

with the letters P. ©. C_in white. 11 active members. 
Dubuqne C. C —Ovt. 1, 1888. Signal, a pointed burgee, 4x14, hulf 

red (uppermost), half dark blue; device, a white diamond. 
CAMARADA, 

[The above letler ives information in rezard to some of the princi- 
pal canoe clubs in the United States, as well as Canada to hear from, 

crelaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to FukesT AND 
Sraeam a list of officérs, date of organization, number of active mem- 
bers and boats, club colors. and, if published, their constitution and 
by-laws. There should certainly be some umformity in size and 
sliaps, and of course aditterence in colorand device, in the flags of 
different clubs, Perhaps the best size and shape for a canoe is that 
already adopted by several clubs, a pointed burgee, 1l0x15in. Itisalso 
desirable that the initials of the clubs should be more distinctive: as 
hoted above, ther are already three C. C_Cs. In selecting new or | 
changing the old vames, flares and devices, both of clubs and canoes, | 
due regard should be paid to the rights of others, there being 
no excuse for the appropriation of @ name or flag belonging to an- | 
ether boat. This arises in some cases from ignorance, but it may be | 
avoided, as faras the name is concerned, by promptly registering 
@ach neme, as soon as selected, with Secretary Neidé, and if the clubs 
will make pnblic their colors, ete,, through Fores? ayp STREAM. there | 
will be less liability of their being adopted by others. The New York | 
C, C,some time since adopted as a distinguishing mark a red disc, | 
about Yin. in diamerer, in fle peak of the mainsail, and the Knicker- 
bocker C. C, have sinve adopted a red lozenge. Such devices serve to 
distingmsh the canoes of the two elubs at a considerable distance, be- 
sides which the dash of color on the white sail adds to the appear- 
ance, aud the idea is wortby of imitation by other clubs. The ques- 
tion of uniformity in club signals doesnot pertaim to the association, 
but cach club must decide for itself, and, while there is nothing | 
compulsory. it would be best for them to follow the custom of the 
majority as to size and Shape, meumwhile preserving some mdividu- 
ality in device and eolor.} | 

| sown upon the land or water? 

} ard accepted, but some makers vary their measures 

on May 5, fuchiding @ prize of £5, was also won by Mr, Tredwen, 
while the long paddling race at Teddington, prize £8, was won by Mr. 
Clande Sectt. Theannnal regatta at the same place on June 23 in- 
eluded ten races. A novice’s half mile paddling, prize £2, won by 
Clande Scott; a half mile pudding any canoes, £8, Mr A. Ord, Mae- 
Kenzie; a paddling and sailing race, £2, W. Watney; a mile paddling 
race in Rob Roys, £2, Claude Scott: @ double cahoe race, lady ahd 
Zentleman in each canoe, £10, FP. W. L, Farrar und Jady; a sailing 
race, £4, W. Watney; the challenge cup) (paddling) and #3, Mr a. 
Ord. Mavkenzie; a sailing race (running only) £1-lds., H. Church: a 
land and water chase for the captam’s colors, S Futeher, and a race 
for serateh fours, Messrs. Futcher, Leeds, Porter and Tredwen. The 
Winners select their owu prizes, which are paid for by the club. The 
autumn meeting end annual dinner will be held on November 27, 

THE A. C, A, CAMP.—Let us make the annual meeting of Lhe A, 
C. A, a home-gatherme of cauoeists. a place where wew friewdstips 
muy be cemented and old ties renewed. a place to be rendered 
hallowed and sacred in the mind of every canoeist, and around which 
shall cling the best memories of bis existence, To this end it is 
necessary to have a fixed place of ineeting, and Where is 4 more 
appropriate one than the cradle-ground of our organizatiou—Lake 
George. Its beauties areinexhaustible. Tf sreater variety is needed it 
can be had in cruising by different routes toand fromthe meet. Ouly 
in a permanent camp canthe greatest comfort oe assured, Some seaut 
the idea of making a comfortable camp, as bemg foreign to ourgeniid. 
No true canoeist crucifies himself unnecessarily simply beeanse he 
can.—ORANGE FRAZER. 

FLORIDA CRUISING GROUND.—Tarpon Springs, Fla,, Oct. i8- 
Beautiful weather for canoeing; fishing is excellent; ducks are just 
coming in. There are three canees owned here now, hope to see 
moresoon. Every facility for winter eruising, sal: or fresh water, 
inside or out. Avy and all canoevists will receive a hearyy Welcome 
from—Tarpron (Anclote P, 0.), 

CANOE MEETING.—A meeting of the canoeists of Naw York, both 
club members and unattached, will be held nt the residence of Mr. 
Frank Jones, 561 Madison avenue. on Fiiday, Nov, 2, at 8 P. M..:to 
inaugurate a series of meetings among canoeists during the coming 
winter. 

atnswers to Correspondents, 

E=~ No Notice Taken of Anonymuons Correspondents. 

8. E. P.. Salem, Mass.—Write to Mr. Freti W. Rothera, Siineoe, Ont. 

O.8. O., Little Genesee,—Se answer to J, St. L. The edition adver- 
tised is the revised. 

N.C. L,, Salam, Mass.—fhe Chihuahua or Mexican dog is quite 
small and ts only used as a pet 

. P.. Kempsville.—There is no agent in this country, we have 
written for price and willinform yon, 

G.D, C., Boston—Further particulars about MPendeur fi next issue. 
Length of 16ft. should be planked with $4in. pine. 

H, M,, Princeton, N. J.—1. We have no record of the whelps you 
mention, write to their breeder. 2. Show your gin to a gunsmith, 

C. B.H, Attleboro, Mass.—King Pepin was by Dashing Monaret 
and out of Petrel. He was full brotber ta J. H, Goodsell*s Plantage- 
net. 

G, H. W., Trenton, N. J.—Address Mr, Francis $. Kinney, New 
Brighton, Staten Island, N.Y, also Mr, Wm_ J, Turner, Cedur sti eet. 
Manayunk, Philadelphia, Pa. 

W.R, W., New York.— Plans of 
S000 as space Gan be spared. Can 
foreeastle if no coekpit. 

25ft. eutter will be publisho] as 
accommodate four and hand iy 

Awentca—The lemon and white English setter bitch America, was 
whelped in February, 1877. Sheis by Carv’s Duke (Pierce’s lvash— 
Nesbitt’s Belle) and out of Cowine’s Sybil (Leicester— Do'l), 

J. B.A,, Port Orange—Schooner Dauntless, 124,10ft. overall, 116.7ft. 
lIoadline, 25.7Ft, beam, 9.2ft. depth, 12,ff, draft with keel. Schooner 
Ainerica at present 108tt. over all. P6ft. water line, 22.8ft, beam, 11,6ft, 
draft with keel. 

8. McK., New York.— (Can you tell me if we are allowed to kill spar- 
rows in the city of New York? Ans. We believe that the birds are 
rotected because they come within the class Of *'msectivorous 
irds.” They ought not to be protected, 

SPORTSMAN, Cintcinnati, O.—Is a .3$-eal, rifie a saitible arm for 
deer and bear hunting, or would a heavier gun be preferable’ Ans, 
The .44-cal, has been preferred by old hunters. but the 38 is comme 
into favor. A .38 ball well planted will do the work, : 

W.&R., Belfast, Maine.—1. In what kind of soil should wild rice be 
planted? 2. Isit now, at the time t write, too late to plant it® 4. Is it 

i Ans. 1, Wild rice sometimes crows ou 
food land, sometimes on poor, again on neither, 2, This is a good 
timeto plantit. 3. Sowina foot ortwo of water. See article in our 
issne of last Sept. 27. 

R Mev., Pennsylvania.—T have a No. 12 breach-loader. full vhoked , 
3%in. barrel, Certain parties propose tocut barrels to 2Sin, and re_ 
choke thegun. Can this he done in any way except by boring ba r- 
rels to No. 10 gauge? If it ean be so done, would it he safe? Ans, 
The gun can be cut off and then re-choked without boriug the hairels 
to No. 10 gauge, and if properly done the arin will be safe, 

A, P., Lonisiana.—t wish to get myself a new breech-loader fin for 
shooting such #ame as quail, saipé. squirrels and ducks. Would a 
choke-bore be better than a cylinder-bore? What length of barrels, size 
of bore and weight, would be best? Ans, We should advise a12- rage 
%3in. or 30iu.. Tibs. Have one barrel cy inder bored for the quail and 
snjpe, and the other choked for ducks and squirrels; this is a corm- 
promise gun, best suited for all-round shooting, 

W. KE. M.. Pennsylvania —Are all powder and shot gauges alike in 
measure, or area they mede for breech and muzzle loading guns re- 
Bpeciiy lye 2. What is Frank Wilkeson’s profession or yocalion’ 3- 

hat. charge of powder and shot would you advise for a 16 bore muz- 
zle-loading shotgun for quail shooting? Ans. 1. Dixon's is thestand- 

. Itis unnecessary 
to say thatall measures should conform tothe standard. No ditfer- 
ence is made in tisasures for breech-loaders and those for muazzle- 
loaders. 2. Wedonotknow. 3, Use Qladr. cood powder, Sgoz. of No- 
9 or 10 shot. 

J. Sr. L., Baltimore County. Ma.—I will thank you to inform me 
whether a recent edition of ‘The Sportsman's Gazetteer and General 

| Guide," by Charles Hallock, has been published. and the date of the 
sanie. The lastune sreu by we bears )he date 1877. Ans. There 
have been several editions of the “Gazetteer,” the last oné, published 
in 1888, isclaimed by the publishers to haye been “revised, enlarged 
and brought down to date by the author,” but the revision is confined 
to the additiow of a few unimportant paragraphs where the eélectho- 
type plate would admit. The game direttoryis the same that was 
published in 1877. 

V.58,C,, Philadelphia. —tin usiug brass shells the wads over the 
shot jar loose, thereby causing the gun to recoil. although under other 
circnmstances the recoil. with the same charge, is hardly percep ti- 
ble. Tuse one 8-gauge Baldwin wad in a i0-gauge shell. taking care 
to seat it squarely in the shell. {n the field I carry my shellsin an 
Anson Mills woven belt, in which they fit aceurately, the breech of 
the shell being up. Is there any danger of the wad so starting us to 
cause danger to the pun or serious irregularity in the shooting? Ans, 
We can suggest uo remedy. Perhaps when your sliells become cor 
roded the trouble will cease. Try au Eley wad, We do uol think 
that any accident will be induced, but the Shooting with loose wads 
is of course impaired, 

Ee ——e 

MONTHLY LIST OF PATENTS. 

Inventions Relating to Sporting Interusts, Bearing 
Oct, 23, 1883, Reported expressly for this paper by Louls 

Bagger & Co,, Mechanical Experts and Solicitors 
of Patents, Washington, D. 0. 

285,030, Fishing Reel.—H. C. A. Kasschau, New York, N.Y, 
285,454, Shot Case.— L, M. Bede 1, Chetopa, Kans, 

For Date 

a ets 285,981. Folding Boat.—C. M. Douglass, Quebee, Canada, 
ROYAL ©. C.—We have received the anuual circular of the R. C. 

C. giving & resumé wf the races and business of the year, Vhe latest | 
Addition to the list of members was numbered 597, OF the races, two | 
soiling races at Hendon were won by Mr, E. B. Tredwen in the Pearl, | 
prizes £5 each, the sevond priges, £2, poing to Mr. F. F, Knowles io 

e other, The challenge cup race 
P - 

copy, oY scribbles an editorial, is a siguifican 

285,155, Rowlock.—J. Passeno, Washington, D, C. 

“These little things are great to little men,” abd the Esterlifook 
Steel Pon with which be writes his letters, posts his ledger, sets a 

‘saniple ddr. 
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UMPHREYS SECTION BAMBOO RODS. 
OMEOPAT TARY 
ETERIN MCS 

-JR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 
HORSES,CATTLE, SHEEP, DOGS, HOGS, 

and POULTRY, 
FOR TWENTY YEARS Hamphreys’ Homeo- 
athic Veterinary Specifics have been used by 
farmers, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable and 
Turfmen, Horse Railroads, Manufacturers, 
Coal Mine Companies, Trav’s Hivpodromea 
and Mennageries, and others handling stock, 
with perfect success. 
Humphreys’ Veterinary Mangal, ($5? pp.) 

5ent free by mail on receipt of price. 40 cents. 
t2- Pamphlets sent free on application. 
HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED,CO, 

109 Fulton Street, New York, 

NERVOUS DEBILITY HUMPHREY S’ Vital Weakness and Pros- 
«) tration from over-work or 

is radically 
SEE TMEOPATH cured by 1c 
Rite nose neeese: SPEGIFIG NO 
ulremedy known. Price $1 per vial, or5 vials and 

jarge vial of powder for $5, sent post-free on re- 
ceiptof price. Humphreys’ Homeo. Med. Co. 
f ‘Bluse, atalogue tree] 109 Fulton Ste NN. x: 

rod could be made. 

of that asked by other makers. 

Having been the pioneers in the manufacture and introduction af Section Bamboo Rods, we have always 
taken great pride in securing and perfecting every improvement in order to maintain our position as the makers of 

the very best rods. Knowing not only theoretically, but alsoby long experience, that a properly made round rod 

is the only absolutely perfect rod, we haye invariably refused, and still do refuse, to put our name on any but our 

“Best” round section rods. 
asked by any other makers, while the rods are widely known to be incomparably superior. While no hexagonal or 

any angular) rod can be perfect, we long believed that with proper work 1uanship and material a really good angular 
Being much easier and cheaper to make than round rods, we hoped to be able to offer to those 

anglers who can not afford to pay the price of our “Best” round rods, a hexagonal rod that would be good and 

serviceable at a moderate price. 
are now able to furnish a hexagonal rod that is really worth having, and at a price which isonly a trifle in advaiice 

Our prices for these round reds average only about 40 per cent, more than the prices 

We ere more than satisfied with the snecess which has attended our efforts, for we 

Orders received from anglers residing where the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at amy price, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Manufacturers of eyery description of 

Eine E ishing Wachie, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

JAS. FEF. MARSTEHRS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Eine Fishing Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine Anish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
180ft., $1.50; 240ft., $1.75; B00ft., $2.00; 450ft., $2.26; GOOF, $2.50, Any of the alfove Reels with Drags, 
25 cts. extra; nickel plated; 50 cts.extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts,; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks, 
Single gut. 12 cts, per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz.; Oa up one-half dozen in a 
Feats Single Gut Trout and Blaek Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 
wisted Leaders, 8 length, 5 ets.; treble twisted, 8 length, 10 cts. Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 

Flies, $1.00 per doz, Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, $ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Fly Rods, 10ft. long, $1.50 to $10,00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
See les of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money orstamp. Send stamp for 
catalogue. 
Established 20 years. Open Evenings, J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS... 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS 
REMOVED TO 153 MILE SIREET. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and greater tacilitiesfor manufacturing our good: 
to meet the increasing demand, We have received the highest award and silyer medal at the Massachu 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 

PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

1HOft., $1.50: B40, $1.70; BOOEt., $1.95; 450fb. $2.20; GOOF. $2.40; 750Ft,, $2.60; 900ft., $2.80. Nickel plaiting 
and Drags extra. Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 60 cts.; 40yds., 75 dts. ; 60yds., 85 cts.; 80yds., $1.00. Kiffe’s 
Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen. Sneek Bent and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 
30 cts. per doz. Single Gut Trout aud Black Bass Leaders, ya, 5 cts.; 2yds. 10 cts.; Byds., 15 cts. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heavy 
4-ply, 4 length, 25 cts. ‘Trout Flies, 50 ets. per doz.; Bluck Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black 
Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00.. Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 
to $15.50. Also a large assortment of Sporting Goods at proportionate prices. Samples of our goods 
sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money, postage stamps or money order. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall, OPEN EVENINGS. 

SOMETHING NEW. 
A .32 Caliber Express Cartridge, suitable for target and sporting advantages. 

Accuracy, with flatness of trajectory and slight recoil, central fire, 85ers. powder, 150grs. 

lead, All .32 cal. C, F. rifles can be chambered for Farrow’s Express Cartridge. 

Send for sample of shell and price of rechambering to 

W. MILTON FARROW, Newport, R. I, 

WN. B.—The dollar sent for Farrow’s Book will never be regretted. 

ANGLING TALKS: 
BEING THE 

Winter Talks on Summer Pastimes 
Contributed to the FoREST AND STREAM 

GHORGH DAWSON. 
CONTENTS: 

By 

Simple Wise Men, About some Distinguished Anglers of our Time, 
About Bass, About Salmon Fishing. 4 

About Grayling, Salmon and Sea Trout Haunts and Habits, 
Memory, Several Relevant Topics, 

Reminiscences, Angling Mishaps, 
Odds and Ends. 

Extract from the Preface: 

“The “Dalks’ attracted wide attention at the time of their publication in the sn Seer a paar ett of the 

Forest Anp StREAM, and were received with very cordial appreciation. It is thought that their collec- 

{jon into the present more permanent form will prove acceptable. These ‘Talks’ are brimful of manly, 

wholesome sentiment; there isin them all not a particle of cant. Their sincerity and overflowing spirit 

at once win the reader, and he perforce shares the author’s enthusiasm. The effect is magical, like that 

of the mimic players in Xenophon's Memorabilia: he who reads, if he be an angler, must go a-fishing; 

and if he be not, straightway then must he become one.” 

Limp Cloth, 78 Pages, sent postpaid on receipt of price, 50 Cents. 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 39 Park Row, N. Y. 

em 2S VOCE = 

Patent Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

These shells are made of extra fine thi pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers. Can be re- 
loaded as cften as any of the thicker makes. Cost only about half as 
much, Weight less than paper shells, rae shoot stronger and el ser, and 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal. inside di neteris 
nearly two gauges larger. Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 
Sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten ont to original shape when discharged. 
The crimping tool also acts as a reducer, an advantage which will be ap- 
preciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed (without 
chargé) to any sportsmen's club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only, For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, orsheils in case lots 
anly, (2,000), and crimpers not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO, 
SOLE AMERICAN AGEWTS 

101 & 103 Duane Street, - New York, 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass. Agent for New England States 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy. k 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. iz 

THISts 
is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 

has seven pockets and game pockets. It is of strong 

miaterial, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a 

suceessfui day without losing a hair or feather. It can 

be worn over or under an ordinary coat. We will mail it 

to you for $2.00, Send breast measure. 

Danz’ New Pat. Decoy Duck 
This isa double folding decoy. consisting of two 

metal profiles precisely alike, hinged to either side of 
a flat wooden float. One of these acts asa keel to 
hold the decoy upright, but if it gets lipped over, as 
both sides are alike, 10 harm results. 
We also muke to order the double decoy with differ- 

ent profiles on opposite sides of the float; say a mal- 
lard on one side and canvas back onthe other, Soyou 
have two dozen ducks for the price of one dozen. 
Sportsmen who have tried this pronounce iu ‘The 

Decoy of the future.” Its excellence is so apparent, 
we now make no other styles. A large variety always 
on hand, includmg Mallard, Teal, Red Head, Canyas 
Back, Blue Bill, ete. 

PROFILE AND COMBINED GEESE ALWAYS IN STOCK, 

PRICE LIST. - 

Ducks, either style, with cord and anchor, complete, ---..----...--.1+.. per doz,, 512 00 
Geese, for stubble shooting. .........-.--.--.sasse- eee ane 12 00 
Geese, combined for land or water shwoting..........-.. i Mi 24 00 

Fitteen per cent. discount where our goods are not un sale, 

For Circulars and Terms to Dealers, address 

HORNE & DANZ, 
ST. PAUL MINN. ~ 

The New Composition Target Ball 
Ts rapidly taking the place of all other ball targets. New 

. and Commodious Factory. New and Perfected Molds 
h® and Machinery, Capacity, Thirty-six Thousard Balls 

perday. Sendin your orders, No more vexatious delays 
AThousands of dollars worth of Gold Badges Donated tc 
¢ Shooting Clubs by this Company. Send stamp for Circu 
lars and Rules, CARDS’ ROTATING BALL TRAP (bes 
yet produced) and one thousand (1,000) Balls for #14. Trap 

Balls &9 per thousand. Balls for sale by dealers gen- 

Sole Manufacturers. 

#10. 
erally, and by the COMPOSITION TARGET BALL CO.,, 
Lockport, N. ¥- 
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| ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

With its compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 

of twenty-eight pages this journal. furnishes each week a larger 

amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 

kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contained in all other 
American publications put together. 

OUR CANDID ADVICE. 

Wwe are frequently in receipt of letters from young men, 
who want our advice about becoming market shooters. 

Here is an inquiry of this kind from Coos county, New 

Hampshire: 

Can you tell me of a good place where there would be any chance 
for a couple of young men to make anything hunting this winter, 

say good fair pay? I am not able to go into the woods for a good 

day’s work logging. I would like to try hunting, which I am pretty 
well posted in. having been in the woods from one to. two months for 

five falls, 

We usually seek to discourage such a correspondent from 
- carrying ont his intention of becoming a professional shooter, 

The killing of gamefor sale is poor business. It is not the 
life of elegant ease and indolence, so often painted by the 
fond faney of those unacquainted with the average market 
hunter's routine. A taste for shooting and skillin the pur- 

suit of game are not sufficient to insure success in this call- 
ing. One must also have a tough physical constitution, a 

capacity to endure fatigue and privation, and a stolid philos- 
ophy that will bear the brunt of inevitable hardship. 
Many young men who find pleasure as amateur sportsmen 

forget that shooting for sport and shooting for a living are 
two very different employments; one is play, the other work. 
The sportsman, who seeks pleasure first and game after- 
ward, is independent of the weather; he need not expose 

himself fo the elements when the blast is too chilling or the 

air too damp; he maf sit by the steve and wait for a more 

propitious time, But the market hunter must bolt his break- 
fast and be out on his post, rain or shine, hot or cold. If 

the birds do not fly, the sportsman may while away the time 
_ with a companion or in the interest of his surroundings; but 

_ the market hunter finds little comfort outside of bagging his 
game. The amateur may now and then'try a long and doubt- 
ful shot, but the gunner who shoots for what he can make 
Cannot waste ammunition by any such nonsense; it is pure 

—————— 
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business with him, and every shot must tell, The sportsman 

may return home happy even if he take back no feathers; 
but who can imagine a sordid market shooter with an empty 

game pocket anda smiling face? Then there are all the 

minor haps and mishaps of the craft, they add to the zestof 
tle amateur’s excursion, but to the professional shooter they 
are as knots in the cord wood to the small boy with a buck 
saw. When the sportsman misses a bird, he has at least the 

comfort of the reflection that he “‘almost got it,” and he can 
enlargé to his hearers at night on how difficult a shot it was; 
but when the unfortunate market shooter loses a bird, he 

loses with it the twenty-five cents or half-dollar it would 
have netted in the market, and when his gun mis-fires on a 

riking pot-shot the loss and mortification are not to be 

estimated save at current wholesale market rates. 
It is well that those who contemplate taking upon their 

shoulders the cast-off mantles of the market gunners should 

understand that the life is one of hardship. It is also ill- 
paid, There are professional gunners who make the thing 

pay, It is often the case that the part of the business that 

pays best is a direct violation of the law; the snarer and the 
crust-hunter, and the fellow who sends June woodcock and 

the chicken grouse to market, often have a fair 

margin of profits; but then, on the other hand, 

there is always the chance that their rascality 

may be detected and they themselves ‘‘jugged.” But 
such methods of work are, of course, not proper subjects of 

consideration here, for we take it for granted that those per- 

sons who seek our advice would not care to engage in apy 

branch of the market shooter’s work that would vonflict with 
their standing as good citizens of the State. 

Successful market hunting requires ability and pluck, 

which, if properly directed, would insure success in a more 

honorable pursuit. We advise all young men, who are about 

to enter this profession of arms, fo think better of it and 

learn a trade. 

THE OLD GUN. 

T is not to be denied that there is great satisfaction to the 

sportsman in being the owner of a fine new gun, The 

perfect result of the handicraft of a master of the art of gun- 

making; a piece so nicely balanced that if will almost take 

the line of flight of the swiftest flying bird of its own mere 
motion; all its parts so neatly fitted that a spider's web in- 

serted might cause a jam; its polished and gracefully turned 
stock the chosen bit of many a goodly tree; the variegated 

barrels almost as beautiful tolook upon in their regular irreg- 

ularity as a golden and purple barred sunset sky, or the 

shimmer of a rippled lake. It is a delight 10 the eye to look 
upon, to the hand to bold, a satisfaction to the soul to feel 

that one is the possessor of such a weapon, And yet, like 
other riches, and like love, it has its cares, anxieties and 

jealousies. One dislikes to be caught in the rain with such 
a gun in its untarnished beauty, or to take it out under 
threatening skies, or to breast baphazard blackberry briars 

with it in hand; to leave it at night uncleaned, though the 

day’s tramp has been a weary one, and all one’s muscles and 
bones ery out for rest. One’s richer neighbor may have a 

costlier gun, hence a pang of unchristian envy, and the 
breaking of a holy commandment, all for a stock and a bit 

of iron, 
Not these frets and worries and ungodly heart-burnings 

are felt by him whose only weaponly possession is an 

ancient muzzle-loader, the barrels whereof half way from 

breech to muzzle are worn bare of their first and only 

browning, with stock battered, scratched and bruised, locks 

rickety and inviting irrigation. The rains may fall upon it 
and brambles scratch it, and it be none the worse for looks or 

use, Its owner may hang it on its hooks at night, with barrels 

foul and dully blushing with a film of rust; and sup wilh 

slow comfort and then betake himself to dreamless sleep, un- 

troubled by thought of duty unperformed. 

Then what happy memories are awakened by the sight 
and touch of the old gun, with which one’s first woodcock 

and snipe, wild duck and grouse were brought down. The 
very alder brake, and bog, river bend, and russet and green 
bit of beech and hemlock woodland rises before him, each 
the scene of a first glorious triumph in autumns long ago. 

and each in apparition almost as real as then, though all are 

changed or passed away. This bruise of the stock and dent 
in the barrel were got in a tumble over a ledge when you 
were rushing for a runway, and you remember how your 

heart tumbled at the time, and it aches and burns yet with 
the fall it got, and the recollection of lost opportunity, 

But for use the old gun is as good as it was then—though 
its owner is not quite, perhaps—and as for looks, he has none 

the better of it, Maybe there were those who used it before 

: 

him, old hunters of the by-gone days when caplocks first 
camein and game was plenty; over whose tough old bones 

the grass has grown and withered, and the snow lain for 

many a year, an‘ who are now remembered more by the guns 

they carried than by their eraye-stones. For the sights their 

now faded eyes beheld, for a chance at the game their guns 

brought down, what would one not give? 'The old gun is a 

link that holds one to the past. Let us not despise it, though 

it is of a fashion of other days—though it is rusted and bat- 

tered and its maker’s name worn off and forgotten, it has 

that in if more enduring than iron, that which no new gun 

can haye, no matter how handsome or good. 

RANGE AND GALLERY MURDERS. 

EVERAL recent cases of desth in and about ranges and 

k galleries seem to call for special comment on the sub- 

ject. During the past week we read of the instant killing 

oftwomen. During the practice of the First Regiment of 

State Militia, near Chicago, Garret Huyck was shot while 

passing in front one of the targets, and in a New York 
gallery Charles Sams dropped dead with a .22-caliber bullet 

in his brain. In this city alone there have been, during as 

many years, 2 dozen cases of death from firearms in places 
where pistol and rifle practice was carried on. As far back 

as August 14, 1867, we recollect the killing of Mr. G. W. 

Jones in a gallery. At the Jones’ Wood gallery, on Septem- 

ber 27, 1871, Charles Baumann was killed. At a target 

shoot between 109th and 110th streets, on June 3, 1872, Fred 

Muiler fell a victim, James Fitzpatrick, on November 11, 

1872, during a parade of the Martin Reynolds Guard, was 
shot dead at Funk’s Park, and in the gallery at 82 Bowery, 
Philip Becker, a boy, was killed on December 23, 1877, and 

the jury in sitting on the case recommended that men instead 
of boys be alone employed in galleries. More recent cases 
have been noted from time to time in our columns and are 

yet fresh in the minds of our readers. 

Jt is nonsense to say that such accidents are unavoidable. 

They are entirely within the bounds of preventability, and 

where they occur some one should be held responsible. A 
slovenly conducted range or gallery where the attendant is 

expected to march in front of the target to examine the re- 

sults of shooting, or for any other purpose whatever, is noth- 

ing more than a death trap. There are methods of arranging 

targets and butts so that results may be known promptly and 
accurately, while the markers cannot expose themselves to 

danger. The most reckless marker at Creedmoor cannot get 
his foolish head out of the marking trap and so cannot do 

more than receive the splash from a bullet. He cannot get 
in the line of fire. Then with a few simple rules touching 

the sort of arms to be used and the manipulation of them it 

is easy to reduce the chances of accident to an immaterial 

minimum, That these are not mere theories and speculative 
statements is shown in the fact that Creedmoor, with a 

record of twelve years’ shooting and after millions of rounds 

have been fired, does not include a single instance of any 

fatality resulting from the use of arms. 

What has been done at one range may be done at another, 

and what is done at a broad, open-air shooting sround with a 

score of targets stretched along in a line may be done in an 

nelesed gallery where only a few rules, rigidly enforced, 

seeure ample protection to marksmen, attendants and spee_ 

tators, and any master of a shooting establishment who neg_ 

lects to take eyery precaution for the protection of life, in 
connection with his business, is so far guilty of a culpable 
negligence, and deserves punishment at onee, without any 
waiting until there is a victim to hold an inquest over. 
A sapient coroner's jury in a recent case finds that death 

was due to an “‘accident,” and then further displays its 
ignorance by recommending that hereafter in all galleries the 
use of ball cartridges be prohibited. People fall from win- 

dows, scores of them each year in this great city, but not 

even 4 coronor’s jury have yet recommended the walling up 
of these convenient apertures. With the present make of 

gallery rifle and pistol, and with the remarkable uniform- 
ity which has been reached in the making up of the small 
cartridges used, it is entirely possible to carry on practice with 
pleasure and profit, The uncertainty of such toys as air- 

guns does not come in to render all the shooting a mere 
matter of luck. Skill may be acquired and will win against 
inexperience and incompetency, and it is the height of foolish- 

ness to suppose that gallery practice is to cease, because a few 

deaths, caused not by the use, but by the abuse of the sys- 

tem, now and then occur, 

There is need of regulation and supervision, but not of 
suppression in the matter. The ayerage shooting gallery in 

a city seems to be a place of resort by half drunken royster- 

ers, to make tests of the comparative drunkenness of the vari- 
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ous members of the party. Whena victim of drink begins to 
seedouble, then there seems to come over him a senseless 

desire to exhibit himself before a target. However many 
bullseyes he may see, he rarely manages to hit one; but he is 

a dangerous man, and the place which permits and encour- 

ages such practice should be shut up by the strong arm of 
the law, just as any other threatening evil may be stamped 

out, 

THE DUCK SHOOTING. 

pees allquarters we are receiving most fayorabls ac- 

counts of the prospects for the duck shooting. First 
from Canada and the Great Lakes, and then from the north- 

ero portion of the Western States, we hear of large bags 

and good sport, and along the whole Atlantic coast prepar- 

ations are being made for the reception of the fowl. We 
have recently learned of the results of a trip made by two 
members of the Long Point Club in Canada, who have but 
just returned from their shooting excursion. One of these 

gentlemen was eleven days on the ground, and averaged 

fifty-one ducks per diem to his own gun, The other, 
during nine days, made an average of sixty-one ducks. 

The birds, which have already appeared there in such 

numbers will soon be scattered over the country, and as 
soon as the real cold weather sets in, will move south and 

concentrate on their winter feeding grounds. Here they 

will be in 4 measure protected, for, as we have before 

shown, these southern feeding grounds are rapidly passing 

into the hands of private clubs, which make most strenuous 

efforts to preserve the game from heing too greatly harrassed, 
well knowing that it isonly by this means that the yalue of 

their property can be maintained, 
Shooting property of this kind has a real value, and, asthe 

number of those who shoot, and who can ufford to spend 

money for pleasure of this kind increases, and as the birds 

become less numerous on the public shooting grounds, such 
property must appreciate. It is only a short time since a 
share of the Carroll Island Club sold for over $6,000, and the 

shares of other clubs of less note are eagerly sought for by 

those who delight to use the gun. It is impossible to 

ayoid the conclusion, that at no very distant day 
all the available ducking grounds within easy reach 
of any of the great centers of population will be taken up by 

associations and so strictly preserved that the fow] will learn 

that they will be in some degree safe when they resort to 

them. This state of things, while it may not be in all re- 
spects a pleasant prospect to contemplate, is wholly our own 

fault—a direct result of our own selfishness and greed in 

overshooting, and of our supineness in failing to enact proper 

game laws and to have them enforced, If the great problem 

of efficient game protection in the United {States is to be 
solyed in this way, as we_have predicted would be the case, 
it will be the fault of the sportsmen of America. 

Tue Prisoner's Puea.—When a prisoner is brought he- 
fore a judge and jury nowadays he tries to make it appear 

that he is only an innocent sportsman, temporarily embar- 

rassed by an unfortunate complication of suspicious circum- 
stances. In this city the other day two men, Allen and 
Moore, were brought on trial for burglary, “‘Lizzie Callahan, 
a chambermaid, testified that when she asked Allen and 

Moore what they were doing on the fence, Moore replied, 
‘Have you seen anything of a weasel around here?’ He said 

they were hunting a weasel.” The house-owner missed $876 

worth of goods after the weasel hunt. In Jersey City last 
week one ‘‘Babjo Pete” was on trial for highway robbery. 
The prisoner testified that he was in Hoboken waiting for a 
man with whom he was going fishing, and was arrested 
entirely by mistake. The jury did not accept his fishing 

story. 

Surinc GEESE is practiced to a considerable extent in 

some portions of Canada, and the attention of the officers of 

the law is respectfully called to the matter, At the moutk 

of the Restigouche River, near Campbellton, N, B.,-there 
are favorable feeding grounds for geese, and here, from time 

immemorial, the birds have gathered during their spring and 

fall migrations. At such times they are slaughtered in great 
quantities by persons who fit up a canoe or a skiff with the 

headlight of an engine, and seul! down on the flocks. The 
birds, bewildered by the brilliant light, permit the gunner 
to approach so close as to deliver his fire with telling effect. 
A stop should at once be put to this pernicious practice, and 

we trust that the proper officials will take the matter in hand 

ut once, 

SwARrep Breps were on sale in’ Washington Market, inthis 

City, last week; they can probably be bought there now. A 

gentleman of our acquaintance visited the market last week 
and seeing a barrel of ruffed grouse, bought a brace of the 

pirds, took them home, and picked them carefully. There 

was not a shot mark visible on either of them, but a ring 
around the neck showed that they had been snared. The 

barrel bore a label showing that it had come oyer the Long 

Tsland Railroad. 

Tern is 4 Vast Distrycrion between a “‘sporting man” 
anda sportsman, and between a “sporting” paper and a 

sportsman’s paper. 

CORRESPONDENTS ARE RESPECTFULLY REQUESTED (a 
ewrite on one side af the paper only. 
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ADIRONDACKS. 

HE wilt deer hunter takes the trail, 

Hark! hark! 

His trusty rifle will not fail 
Nor miss its mark. 

The hounds move swiftly thro* the bush, 

Look, look! 

A stag comes bounding with a rush 

And takes the broole, 

One dog he catches on his horn, 
Yelp, yelp! 

The hound is mangled, badly torn; 

Jump in and help. 

The stream he enters at a run, 

Splash, splash} 

A rifle glitters in the sun, 

See the quick flash. 

The leaden méssenger is sent, 

Whiz, whiz! 

Directly to the heart it went, 

The buck: is his. 

NOTES OF THE YELLOWSTONE TRIP. 

t [eee are a great many fabulous stories told of the fish- 
; ing in the Far West, and especially in the streams 
which flow through the Rocky Mountains. That trout are 
abundant in these waters is certainly true, but the renerally 
received stories about catching them by the hundred with 
pieces of red flannel or fat meat, and with no exertion on 
the part of the angler, are without a vestige of truth, The 
impression with many persons who haye heard the wonder- 
ful accounts, so often given by some imaginative anglers, of 
trout fishing in the West, is that nothing can aifect the 
yoracity of the fish, and that the sportsman can select a 
luxurious scat upon some mossy rock and drag them out 
until his appetite for slaughter is satiated. This is a great 
mistake, as any “‘tenderfoot” will discover upon his yentur- 
ing into the Rockies. 
Upon my late trip from Green River, on the Union Pacific, 

to Livingstone, on the Northern Pacific, I was disabused of 
much nonsense about the trout of the Rocky Mountains, and 
I haye concluded to give you my experience generally, for 
of course it would be impossible, within the limits of this 
communication, for me to go into the details of a journey of 
three hundred and fifty miles on horseback and lasting 
twenty-eight days. 

I have had considerable experience in trout fishing, in the 
mountains of Virginia and in Colorado, and went on this trip 
fully equipped for the sport. My flies, reel, and split bam- 
boo rods were, it seemed to me, faultless, and the President's 
array of tackle was enough to bewilder an entire fishing 
club. You can imagine our surprise, not to say consterna- 
tion, when at the first three camps we came in with only a 
dozen trout each, the largest not weighing over a pound; 
while the soldier: and teamsters, with their snake poles or 
sticks, and a piece of twine tied on the end, brought into 
camp large strings of fish, many of them weighing over two 
pounds. Not believing in the antiquated absurdity that the 
average country lad, witha hoop-pole and rusty hook, can 
vanquish the true angler with his six-ounce split bamboo, 
oiled line, and leader, supplemented by well-made flies, I 
determined to investigate the puzzling and mortilying results 
before mentioned. Jt did not require either time or patience 
to discover the cause of our defeat. 

At the next camping place, near Torrey’s Lake, in Wyom- 
ing, I quietly reconnvitred the banks of a mountain stream, 
where anumber of teamsters were fishing with tackle im- 
proyvised for the occasion, their only bait being grasshoppers, 
and when I saw the caution with which they crawled around 
the rocks and bushes, stealthily dropping their bait into the 
eddies made by the rapid current, and then yanking the 
wary trout out of the water without a second’s delay, the 
mystery was fully explained. From that time I approached 
the stream with the watchful tread of an Indian, taking ad- 
vantage of every means of concealment, and [am vlad to 
say that the struggle between fancy tackle, as it is derisively 
called, and the boop-pole, twine string system, went each 
day in our favor to the end, I mention this to emphasize the 
statement that caution, skill and work are as necessary to 
successful trout fishing in the Rocky Mountains as else- 
where, 
We found the best fishing in the Gros Ventre and Snake 

rivers, particularly in the latter. In one afternoon’s fishing 
of two hours the President and myself canght in the last 
named stream one hundred and ten pounds of trout, and 
among them a fish weighing three and a quarter pounds. 
Tt was of the white species, and the gamiest fish I huye cyer 
killed, There are two varieties of trout in the Rocky Moun- 
tain streams, the yellow and white trout. The former attain 
considerable size, generally weighing from one to two and a 
half pounds, but they are sluggish, and give up after a slight 
struggle, affording little sport. On the other hand, the white 
trout fights vigorously and viciously until exhausted, and is 
equal in strength and courage to any fish I have ever seen. 
T saw the President take three white trout at one cast, weigh- 
ing together seyen pounds, and it is hardly necessary to say 
that with a six-ounce rod it required both skill and patience 
to accomplish the feat. 

After entering the National Park wefound the fishing very 
good in the Yellowstone River, and small trout abundant in 
one of its tributaries, Black Tail Creek; but Snake Riyer is 
beyond question the finest trout stream within my knowledge. 
In the Yellowstone Lake the trout rise greedily and are of 
good size, but they are, without exception, filled with para- 
sites, and worthless for the table. 
My experience in the matter of flies was that the only flies 

worth carrying into the mountains are the brown and black 
hackle, and the professor. All others can be left behind for 
the benefit of those enthusiastic amateurs who are caught by 
colors and beauty. . . 
And now I come to the real object of this communication. 
After Jeaving Gen. Sheridan’s party at Livingstone, on 

the Northern Pacific Railroad, I went West to Helena, for the 
purpose of joining Mr. Magennis, the delegate from Montana, 
who was to be my companion in an official visit to examine 
into the condition of the Indjans in that Territory, 

Some four years ago, when trout fishing in the Rio Del 
Norte River, in Southern Colorado, I canght a trout weigh- 
ing four and a quarter pounds, and my exultation was con- 
siderably moderated by the statement of an Englishman at 

Cc. W. D, 

| the hotel that he had caught fish of the same species, the 
Saline fontinalizs, in Montana, weighing more than fifteen 
pounds. Although I had graye doubts, and received his 
story cum grune salis, | now wish to tender the amplest 
apology to the gentleman, whose name I cannot recall. J 
When at the Flat Head A rency, one hundred miles west 

of Helena, I saw numbers of trout identical in shape and 
color with brook trout, which weighed from eight to seyen- 
teen pounds, They are not salmon trout, for they are also 
taken in the same stream, the Jocko River, a tributary of the 
Columbia, and the flesh of the fish I am discussing is white, 
not yellow nor saffron. I saw two of these fish weighed, and 
one weighed seventeen, the other fourteen and a quarter 
pounds. The only difference I saw between them and the 
ordinary brook trout was in the mouth, which in the Jocko 
fish was thick and black, with «a protuberance in 
the upper lip which fitted info an indenture in 
the lower. In every other respect they are identical 
with the brook trout of the Snake and Gros Ventre rivers, 
They do not rise to the fly, nor often take bait of any sort, 
and Major Rouan, the Indian Agent, an enthusiastic fisher- 
man, told me he had never taken but one, a fish weighing 
eight pounds, The Indians ride down the river, a shallow 
stream, on their ponies, and gaff these fish with large hooks 
attached to poles several feet in length. What they are, and 
to what variety they belong, was the subject of frequent dis- 
cussion during my visit at the Agency, and I quote from a 
letter just received by me from Major R., and dated Oct. 5, 
the following: 

“Yesterday an Indian caught thirteen trout, the largest 
of which weighed fourteen and a half pounds, and the 
smallest six pounds and three-quarters. The weather is now 
cold enough to ship trout East, and if you so desire, [ will 
send a specimen of these fish to your address, and after an 
examination, and a discussion of their merits at the dinner 
table, 1 trust you will inform meif Iam in error in still 
clinging to the opinion that these overgrown Jocko fish are 
real and gennine trout.” 

Will some of your readers tell me to what species of trout 
these fish belong? G. G Vesr. 
Washrecton, Nov. 3.+ 

[The trout were not the Salmo fontinalis, Wut were prob- 
ably the Salme purpuratus. | 

HUNTING REMINISCENCES OF ALGIERS, 

EXTRACTS FROM A SPORTSMAN'S NOTE-BOOK, 
(Concluded from Page 244.) 

A\HE afternoon being very pleasant, we decided to make a 
beat, aud in consequence leaving our ‘‘mounts,” started 

on foot again with a couple of the Arab hounds. ‘These 
dogs, or more properly perhaps termed hounds, resemble 
somewhat a mixture of the Persian and Scottish greyhound, 
Though lower upon their legs, they possess great fleetness of 
foot, und are said to run down the gazelle. We left our 
pointer dogs, the guide thinking it likely we should meet 
with some larger game. For the first time we became aware 
that we were in the land of porcupines, for every few feet 
we would gather a number of their defensive weapons, 
placing them im our Arabs’ heads, who seemed much amused 
atthe joke. They were turned into 4 picturesque set of 
North American Indian chiefs, and in figure and physiog- 
nomy were strikingly symbolical of them, The poreupines 
were plentiful, and that night our hounds were much 
worried by these nocturnal marauders, and several times 
after returned to us with bleeding noses and lacerated 
wounds, which the guide bathed with an oil lie bad extracted 
from the same animal, The flesh of the porcupines is eaten 
and much relished by the natives. It does in reality taste 
much Jike ill-fed pork. 
Toward sunset, having filled our game hag and becoming 

tired of the walk, we seated ourselves to rest. We had not 
been long resting, when a peculiar sound caught our ears, 
proceeding from a bush near by. Our hounds had piven 
chase to some gume and hud not yet returned. We called 
the attention of our guide to the noise. ‘‘Walk carefully up 
and you may see something curious,” said he. We did so, 
and as we emerged from the underbrush we were spectators 
toa singular combat. The contestants were strange and 
new to us, and we watched with great interest. In the open 
space before us a huge snake was coiled up in an attitude of 
defense, evidently in an agony of terror, Its opponent 
seemed much less concerned, and by the agile movements 
with which it avoided the strikes of the serpent, was fully 
master of its attack. It was a beautiful ichneumon (Her- 
pestes ichneumon), the celebrated, much-cherished household 
pet of the Eryptians. It was a large specimen, and the sand 
snake was at Jenst two feet long. The ichneumon would 
every few moments make a rush and throw himself upou 
the snake, when a general struggle would follow, and dust 
would be raised so as to hide both combatants from view; 
they would then separate, and for an instant neither seemed 
disposed to attack, Again and again they rush upon 
each other, At cach rest the snake appeared to have 
received severe treatment from the hard and sharp claws of 
the ichneumon. The snake was evidently desirous of get- 
ting its body round the animal, when undoubtedly it would 
have gained the battle by crushing its adversary within its 
coils; but the ichneumon was too cleyer and wary for it, 
and by the heavy breathing of the snake it was clear which 
party was to win, Another close tussel and the snake rolled 
over and over, lashing the ground with its tail in a most 
threatening manner, but the death blow had been given, for 
the sharp teeth of the ichneumon had penetrated the neck 
and almost severed the head from the body. The yictor was 
evidently much pleased by the termination of the battle, and 
sprang about its victim like a kittenaround a ball of knitting 
twine, Standing upon its hinder legs it would playfully 
bite at the snake, shake it, let it drop again to the ground, 
run a few feet, return again, until the snake lay motionless 
and dead. Now is our chauce, thought we; but we had not 
before known the agility and quickness of foot characteristic 
of the ichneumon, and as we ran the animal, perceiving us, 
made a dash and was out of sight in the space it takes to pen 
the word, Weregretted not having used more caution to 
have obtained a pretty specimen. 
We continued our shooting round, returning at night to 

camp. Passing over a hill we noticed that the ground 
seemed trodden in a great measure as it by the feet of some 
hoofed animal, Asking the guide the reason, he informed 
us that the ground had thus been torn up by the wild boars, 
which he said were numerous through all this part of the 
country. He informed us also that they sometimes came to 
the cultivated openings and fed during the night upon the 
crops, doing at times much damage. Within a past few 
ears, however, he said their aitacks were becoming much 
ess frequent. They are a dreadful foe to meet in the open 
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plains when “onc is on foot. Though we heard them on sey- 
eral oceasious they would never allow us to approach them 
near enough to haye a view of the herds, their sentries 
alwiys viving the alarm to the troop. 

Tired with the use of the gun, and feeling isolated from 
the world, we proposed to indulge in a grandfeast. An old 
French soldier had joined our party, and proved of much 
-service, as well asa jovial companion at the table. Accord- 
jnely, one (lozen partridges were prepared, four hares, and 
many quail, coffee, good wine (white and red), which we 
had obiained in small vessels carried on mule back from the 
nearest village. Half a dozen boys were to play the flute 
during dinner, while a dozen Arab girls were to dance after 
ihe feast. The programme was complete; we had a few 
lemons, and with them and sugar an excellent claret was 
mixed for the evening. We had inyited the Arabs working 
in the vicinity 10 come in and have a cup of coffce, the 
“reatest boon which we could offer them. They will do 
almost anything for a handful of coffee beans. 

The hour of dinner came. The game was roasted to a 
turn, the dishes as tastefully decorated as on a royil table. 
The music, though not of a deafening roar, was beautifully 
harmonious aud characteristic. We had builtatable, chairs 
there were, and with oil lamps for light, we sat clown. The 
nyiled guests, or rather self-invited guests, sat upon the 
floor around the rudely built stone wails, never once dur- 
ing the eating taking their eyes from the delicious viands as 
they were passed, or the sparkling wine, which, as the even- 
ng passed, flowed in from the vaults of Diomedes, It was 
a pretty sight. We bad dressed the room, placing our guns 
and the Arabs’ spears in fanciful patterns along the walls, 
while around the chimney stood the playing boys, each one 
a picture for Raphael. These boys are extremely hand- 
some, and their eyes as well as those of the young girls 
(when not affected by disease) are really beautiful, and typi- 
cal of that ‘*eazelle eye” which northern belles sre so desir- 
ous of imitate. 
Many were the blood-curdiing lion tales circulated as the 

eyening advanced, until the dinner was considered ended, 
and the dancing girls were called in. They underwent this 
exercise with the general good grace which is so prevalent 
aimoug tle women of their class, and obtained from the com- 
pany loud and long applause, besides each a cup of coffee, 
which entirely satisfied them. Not contenting ourselves 
with this inspection of the fair creatures, we availed our- 
selyes of the absence of the male portion of a small village, 
to enter and sce them ‘‘nt home,” the old soldier having pre- 
yiously demanded of the women to chain the hounds which 
ihe men lewvye behind to protect them from the assault of the 
lion or leopard, and from intruders. The abject misery 
noticeable in these villages, or rather pig-pens, is deplorable; 
most of the inmates were suffering from ithe vilest blood dis- 
ease, or from sore eyes, occasioned by the constant filling of 
the eyes by sand, and the cutting of the eyelids by the same 
gency, which causes a distressing inflammation, which, if 
neglected, generally terminates in the loss of the eyes. 

Most of the women were employed at grinding corn, which 
they accomplish by means of a small, antique shaped grinder 
madé of two uneven circular pieces of stone. the top one 
reyolving upon the under one, and being made to turn by 
the hand. There they sit for hours. The young women 
offeu rebel against this arduous task, and it consequently 
devolyes greatly upon the aged and infirm matrons, and 
often the blind. After inspecting a dozen or more of the 
tents we returned to table, where games were played and 
tales told, By midnight the hairs of our heads were (per- 
haps iucorrectly speaking) standing upon ¢nd, as we fol- 
lowed some Arab through the adventures of the forest and 
encounters of leopard and lion. It was nigh daylight before 
fhe last tales had been told and we thought of rest. . 
The day following these joyous festivities we rose late. 

According to his usual good behavior our attendant was on 
hand, und we soon turned out ready ugain for the use of the 
gun, Aguin we mounted and again we traversed an unin- 
teresting waste. At noon we had arrived where we intended 
shooting, and haying an escort we proceeded with three 
Atmbs and onr party to scour the sands. We had been out 
an hour barging a few partridges and hares, and were walk- 
ing about thirty yards distant from one another, we some- 
thing iu advance of the rest of the party, when of a sudden 
We came upon a pack of jackals feeding upon the body of u 
gazelle, ‘The surprise was so sudden and unexpecied, and 
the coloring of the body of prostrate animal so like the col- 
oring of {he lion, that we exclaimed ‘* A lion!” The word was 
canght up like fire in stray and was echoed from one mouth 
in the other. The Arabs at the first sound of the word had 
sprung ferward and loosed their hounds which they had up 
till this withheld by cords of twisted camel’s hair. In an 
instant they were flying oyerthe plains and if not excelling 
at least keeping well up with their hounds; their lightness 
of fool was surprising. 

The 2uide had meantime joined me and seen my mistake. 
We feil sorry for having occasioned such unnecessary excite- 
ment and desired to recall the flying Arabs by calling, but 
the guide advised ns to let them follow the jackals, thinking 
they might by the aid of the hounds secure one, The flesh 
is eaten by the’natives and much liked, These diminutive 
wolves, though foul cowards when single or over-numbered 
by their foe, are dire enemies against hounds and even man 
when brought at bay, or hard pressed; and they fight with a 
savyagencss which shows them to he true representatives of 
the fierce species to which they belong. They use great 
-cunning, and aré, in fact, the African fox in tricks and 
stealth, “The pack we had started was evidently a small one, 
we counted nine before we lost them from sight. We ex- 
amined the carcass of the gazelle, it was that of a female, 
which evidently had, through sickness, wandered from the 
lierd snd fallen an easy prey to the hungry’ pack. It is 
seldom that a herd separates, nor when two bands 
meet do their members become mixed: parting 
again, each individual joius his respective party. In- 
deed, it is said that if a stranger forces himself upen a 
new herd he is soon worried by the bucks into an ignomin- 
ipus retreat. Their fleetness is astounding in proportion to 
the height and length of limb, and though the liou and leop- 
ard ure dread enemies, when notified in time the gazelles run 
easily from them, The watchfulness of the sentries when 
the herd is at rest, which invariably keep guard over it, often 
prevent the approach of these carnivorous beasts, when by 
atimely warning the herd is alarmed. The body already 
showed situs of decay, otherwise we should haye obtained a 
fine skin, In half an hour the Arabs returned, seemingly 
refreshed rather than fatigued by the precipitation of their 
tun; their hounds in reality looked more tired. They were 
whable to overtake the jackals which they had seen on start- 
ing, though their hearts had becn made to beat at the expec- 
tation of a lion hunt, which our call had suggested. We 
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begged their pardon for haying made such fools of them, to 
which they courteously replied, ‘‘ Your humble servants.” 

Our guide wished us to push on to the land of the lion and 
wild boar, which was within a day's walk, but having already 
satisfied, for the time at least, our sporting tastes, and haying 
nearly expended all our ammunition, we declined the proposal, 
reserving this greater treat for another season, Returning 
home that evening, we obseryed something to pass in front 
of us with great rapidity, and evidently im a succession of 
bonnds. This was no other than the gerboo, a beautiful 
little animal, about the size of the ordinary rat. The color 
of its fur is dun. The tail, which is long and pliant, serves 
it in balancing the ody when leaping throngh the air, and 
in aiding itin seccomplishing the wonderful acrobatic feats 
of locomotion, which excels the swiftest native hound. 
These diminutive kangaroos feed chiefly at night, though we 
mét them on several occasions afterward gamboling over the 
sands in midday, 
We mustered our game bags and counted ou trophies, 

Leaving out what we had eaten during the trip. it held thirty 
brace of partridve, sixteen race of snipe, twelve brace of 
sandpipers, six brace of hare, one crane, twoor three dozen 
birds of beautiful plumage, and four brace of woodcock. 
This was done with two guns in three days. We then 
cleaned the birds, and well rubbed the interiors with salt and 
pepper, neatly packed them away, and started home. Not 
content, we walk most of the way, shooting to right and left 
of the road as we came down the hills. In passing through 
our first camp we were accosted by the old guardian of the 
farm, who had interested us by his stories of adventures and 
peril during the Crimean and subsequent wars. He was of 
old inilitary stock, as imperative asa field-marshal, and as 
heartless @ master as the worst of slave-holders, buf an excel- 
lent man to mcet on a shooting expedition; and we cannot 
refrain from telling his last story told, It was 4 true one, 
which we afterward had occasion of verifying at Marseilles 
by becoming acquainted with the party in question, The 
hero, determined to test the amiable character of the 
African lion, had equipped himself and attendants for 
a lion hunt. According to our informer, after all 
due preparation the party had actually succeeded in tracing 
outa pair of wonderfully large and powerful beasts. For 
three days the chase was kept up without issue, until the 
cuide determined upon a happy stratagem (often resorted to, 
however, in lion hunting), ‘his consisted in building four 
ar five strong scaffolds in the trees, which were to be selected 
in a circular or triangular form, thus leaving au open space 
which could be plainly seen by the occupant of each scaf- 
fold; next was to procure the bait required to attract the 
beast, which was quickly done by the payment of a few 
francs to a donkey boy for ihe sale of am old mule, a beast 
for which the lion is said to haye a special fondness, On 
the night appointed for the massacre each rifleman crawled 
toto his allotted ‘‘watch,” where breathless he was to await 
until he perceived the lion. or, should the night be extremely 
dark, unl he heard the screams of the frightened mule, 
when at a signul all were to discharge their carbines into the 
blackness, and thus kill their prize. 
The nile was securely tied and the weary hours of night 

stole by. Toward midnight a stir was heard; the lion was 
near af hand; the time of expected triumph was drawing 
near. The noise grew louder. The scaifolds fairly shook the 
trees with the impatience of their charges, for what with the 
excitement .and the coldness of the night air, the watchful 
occupants were prepared fora great shiver. The mule was 
attacked, with scream after scream the poor brute was fal- 
ling under the tooth and nail of the hungry lions. The fir- 
ing signal was given, volley after volley was fired at the 
Jions pntil all was silenced, even the screams and roars of the 
dying game. The “young bloods’ wished to come down, 
but the more prudent huntsman refused such a dangerous 
undertaking until ‘daylight would reveal the real state of 
affairs,” for, said he, the lion wasa most formidable animal 
to encounter when wounded, and especially in total darkness. 

Contented with the prospect of securing the prize, the men 
of this brave party remained the rest of the night in wakeful- 
ness and in happy thoughts of the result of their night’s 
toil. Daylight dawned faint at first; eight straming eyes 
were directed upon the center of the field of slaughter, cach 
one desirous of giving the first joyful call of victory. Day- 
light broke. Something was wrong evidently. No joyous 
souuds were heard, no merrymaking rent the air. ‘The 
lion has gone!” Or had there been a lion there at all? It 
was a myst¢ry ooue of the party seemed much inclined to 
answer, Hach rifleman had done his work well, each had 
fired at the given signal three times in rapid succession, each 
had evidently hit the mark each time, for the body of the 
mule bore sufficient proof as to the correctness of the shots; 
it was riddled with just twelve rifle balls, the only one which 
missed a vilul part was a shot none of ihe aspirants would 
acknowledge, for it had severed the mule’s caudal appendage 
at the third joint from the truuk, The lion was nowhere; 
the eround was searched, no footprints could be found, “TL 
saw lim,” and “‘Y certainly saw the eyes, 1 aimed directly 
between them” and “S80 did 1.” It was evident that these 
last assertions were correct, for just two balls had struck the 
old mule between the eyes. It was no joke, at least for the 
parties concerned; besides a cool night’s roost, they had suf- 
fered from cramped legs, sleepless eyes, and hungry stomachs. 
The Africau lion is, indeed, » formiduble enemy to meet. 
Theirs, however, had proved itself unceremoniously polite. 

On our way down we noticed au excited gathering of 
natives, Inquiring of the guide the cause we were informed 
that an Arab had just. killed a tabid pig, and it appears that 
frequently there is rabies among the swine, our guide show- 
ing us an ugly scar upon his hand occasioned, he said, by 
the bite of ove of these animals. He had had a lucky 
escape, for besides the inflammation for a few days, he had 
suffered no other inconvenience, Before reaching our last 
station but one before attaining the saddle road the guide 
adyised us to look at the Roman ruins which had lately been 
unearthed. It isstrange that, though Algiers has since it was 
subjected to Roman rule, passed through so many hands, 
relics are still found yearly, and to prove to us the richness 
of the soil in antique wealth the guide proceeded to dig up 
in our presence coins of great age which we still carefully 
preserve. The ruin consisted of a bath or well of white 
marble coyered handsomely by a number of columns of the 
same material, beautifully cut and sermourted by elaborate 
capitals. Over the well ngainst the wall was a Latin inscrip- 
tion which the wear of years had rendered illegible. ‘The 
relic was i curious discoyery, and the unearthing river has 
probably disclosed greater wonders. 

The same evening we returned to the city laden with 
fame, much to the contentment of our friends, who undoubt- 
edly had felt jenlous of our good success, and of the pleasure 
they had missed by a refusal to accompany us, Py 
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NOTES ABOUT REPTILES, 

AND” POPULAR DELUSIONS REGARDING THEM. 
By E.G. Yarrow, M.D. (Cniv. Penn.) 

(Curater Department of Reptiles, National Museum, Washington.) 
(Conelided from Page 204). 

ya next serpent about which a curious superstition pre- 
vails is the coach-whip snake, and lying at full length 

in the road it seems to be worthy of its popularname. To 
naturalists it is known as Basconium flageliformia, The an- 
terior fourth of the body is of a dull brownish-black color, 
which sraduslly becomes lighter until near the posterior 
part, where it isof a yellowish-gray. This coloration, in 
connection with a peculiar arrangement of the scales, gives 
ita yery whip-like appearance, the dark part of the body 
being the handle, the lighter the Jash. This reptile in the 
South has long been a terror to the colored population, and 
many are the stories related of how drunken and belated 
neeroes have been found dead in the road whipped to death 
by the coach-whip snake. Some years ago I was told by a 
creole lady of Louisiana that she herself Knew of two cases 
in which servants on her uncle's plantation had lost their 
lives in this way. They had gone to visit a neighboring plan- 
tation and had overstayed their leave, and not returning the 
next day search had been made for them with [he tesult 
already stated, On each hody was wound the dead bodies 
of the snakes, and the whole surface of the skin was coy- 
ered with black and blue welts, as if a large cowhide had 
been used, Perhaps it would not be unfair to say that it 
was probable that this tradition was encouraged during 
ante-bellum days, as « wholesome corrective to the 
night-stvaying propensity of our African brother. This 
serpent is very sraceful, and I can imagine that if held, 
provoked, or irritated, it might inits efforts to escape switeh 
fiercely with its long tailand body, but as for its being able 
to seize a person and whip him to death, we must consicn to 
limbo the tradition, with many others of similar nature, 
From the somewhat fragile nature of the ligamentuons at- 
tachments of the spinal vertebrie of the animal, we can more 
readily imagine that the reptile would stand a better chance 
of breaking its own back than that of its opponent. 

Tolerably common are also certain superstitions about the 
poisonous attributes of lizards, and the ones which appear to 
be the most dreaded in the Sonth are the Wurenapsis tridur- 
tylus, the three-fingered siren; Siren lacertina, the mud eel; 
and Menopame fusewm, the Tennessee helbender. These are 
all known to the negroes and ignorant whites of the South as 
Congo snakes, snd are very much feared, They are short, 
black, repulsiye-looking reptiles, making their homes in the 
muddy marshes and rice fields, and will bite sharply if dis- 
turbed. They haye no poison fangs, and, so far as known, 
the saliva is nof poisonous. Even the beautiful little green 
lizurd, Atwlis préneipaiis; the blue-tailed skink, Mumeces 
Fuscidtus, and some others, are called scorpions and are much 
feared. While at Fort Macon, N. C., 4 few years since, 2 
man brought me a gourd partly filled with what he called 
senrpions, and warned me against touching them, as he said 
they were yery poisoucus. He was much horrified at secing 
me let them run ajl over my person; they were the harmless 
and pretty green lizards. An acconnt of this was published 
in the American Sportsman in 1873. 

in the Western and Southwestern States, among the Mexi- 
ean and hali-breed population, a curious idea exists with re- 
gard to the amblystomas or axoiotls, which is as follows: in 
Guse a cerfain young woman finds herself to be in a delicate 
condition previous to Certain religious rites, and her friends 
cannot find out the name of theotfender, she at ohce assey- 
erates, and her kinsfolk affect to believe, that she has in her 
daily walks stumbled or strode over 4 living uxolotl This 
is a very comfortable belief and must save an enormous 
amount of trouble in familics where virtue is at a slight dis- 
count. ’ 

Less than two years since I might baye alluded to the 
Mexican superstition regarding Heladerine suapectum, the 
Gila monster, aggl the behef as to the very poisonous nature 
of its bite, but since the experience of Dr, Shufeldi, who was 
bitten by one in my room in the National Museum, and suf- 
fered very severely, and the exhaustive experiments of Drs. 
Mitchell and Reichert with this animal, we must admit as a 
fact what was long considered a vulgar tradition. 

The belief is common in Maryland and Virginia that the 
milk snake, Ophibelis trivngulus, milks the cows; and I 
have no doubt that many a negro’s thirsty gullet has re- 
ceived a goodly share of the lacteal (uid, for the stealne of 
which this beautiful serpent has been held cuilty, 
A peculiar belicf exists in some of the States where rattle- 

snakes are numerous, that this dreaded reptile possesses a 
familiar serpent known as the rattlesnake’s pilot. which isa 
precursor of its approach, and that it acts asa sort of beater 
up of food for the more sluggish Crofelus. Some clitiny 
that in addition (6 its duties as a forager, it is sent ahead to 
warn individuals of the danger they run by remaining in the 
paths by which Mr. Crotalus proposes to promenade, I haye 
been unable to fix definitely the species to which the reptile 
belongs, but from descriptions given, I am led to helicve that 
in Pennsylvania it is the Coluber obsoletus, the mountain 
blacksnake; the Southern States Pityoohis melenoleticys, the 
pine or bull snake. . 

In South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, 
and Texas, are lo be found two species of North Americun 
vipers, viz., Hlaps fuloius, the harlequin or coral snake, and 
in Florida /lups distans, the Plorida harlequin or coral 
snake, aud these, contrary to very general belief, ar: quite 
poisonous. They resemble somewhut a serpent found in the 
sume States, which is however quite harmless; this is Cemua- 
phara eoctnea, the scarlet snake, and it is probably from the 
latter being tolerably common and not harmful, that mis- 
takes have been mare in the identity of the two species not 
being determined. That the harleqniu or coral snake is poi- 
sonous cannot be doubted, as a case of bite occurred at 
the National Museum last year, by which serious suifering 
and danger of life resulted, the description of which 
can be found in the Ajyerigan Naturalist, January, 
1883, page 26. It is a rather curious fact that 
the very serpent that inflicted the injury had been teased in 
the reptile room for some time in the vain endeavor to muke 
him bite small anima!s. In the article referred to, the nar 
tator, Mx, True, zives a letter from Dr. Kearney, of Texas, 
in which the latter gentleman states that the people of his 
neighborhood believe that the coral snake stings with his 
tail; as it is quite interesting, a part of it is here given: "The 
following case of a bite of coral snake, followed by death, 
oceurred near Corpus Christi, Tex,, during the last year of 
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the late unpleasantness, An infant child of Mr. Alexander 
Stringer was playing in the yard, and being attracted by the 
bright colors of 8 coral snake, grasped it nuar the middle. The 
screams of the child brought its parents to its relief, but: too 
late, the snake had done its work. The child lingered in 
greal agony until he following morning, and divd as above 
stated, The snake, as described to me, was about eighteen 
inches Jong, 9nd it is » matter of doubt with mewhether the 
bite of so small a snake would have proved fatal to an adult, 
The year following this unfortunate occurrence I became a 
resid¢nt of Corpus Christi, aud resided for several years 
within 100 yards of Mr, Stringer, and he, as also many of 
the cilizens, told me of the sufferings and death of that child, 
and I will here add that Stringer always contended that the 
snake did not bite the child, but inflicted the fatal wounds 
with the sting of its tail, and in this opinion he was not 
alone. About two years after this I was ona visit to my 
friend, Capt. R. King, the proprietor of a preat stovk ranche 
at Senta Gertvudes, forty miles from Corpus Christi, Walk- 
inf across the courtyard one evening in company with Mr. 
Holbein, the boolk-keeper, T saw in the grass a small coral 
snake about sixtcen or eizhteen inches. I commenced an- 
noying it with my cane to satisfy myself whether it had a 
sung or not; Holbein remarked, ‘Be very careful, that is the 
same Eind of snake that killed Stringer’s child.’ Holbein 
was living in Corpus Christi when the child died, 
IT pinned the snake to the ground with my cane, 
but could not induce Holbein to make a close 
examination, he was afraid of it. My eyesight was very 
defective. I called Mr. Greer, the superintendent of the 
ranch, who happuned to be passing at the time, and requested 
him to notice closely whether he could see a sting or not; he 
assured me he could see the sting very plainly whenever I 
pressed upon the snake sufficiently hard to cause it to strike 
With its tail. The motions of its tail indicated that it was 
used as a weapon of defense, whether it had a sting or not. 
T killed the snake, and cut off an inch or more of its tail, 
The following morning I examined it as closely as T could; I 
found the terminal tip was constituted of bone of extreme 
hardness, almost flinty, in dividing it I had to force the knife 
through with ahammer. I found in the center a dark sub- 
stance like a hog bristle attached only at its upper part, 
about one-half an inch from the apex of the tail, This 
limited examination gave me no satisfactory results, as my 
sight was defuctive and f had no magnifying glass to sid me, 
and notwithstanding Mr, Greer’s assertion that he had seen 
the sting, I came to the conclusion that the black thread-like 
matter 1 had noticed in the center of the bony case was prob- 
ably the caudal terminus of the spinal cord. Since then no 
opportunity has presented itself to me for further inyestiga- 
tion.” In a case related by Dr. Herff cf Texas, a gentleman 
had a coral snake as a plaything, and frequently put his 
fingers in its mouth to proye it innocuous; one day he forced 
his finger jn too far‘and in extricating it was bitten by the 
fang-like teeth; the result was that he nearly lost his life, 
This would seem to show that this reptile is not viciously in- 
clined, Mr. True, in closing up the article referred to, sums 
up 4s follows: That coral snake bites are of quite rare oc- 
currence seems due (1) to the lack of abundence of these 
serpents, especially about towns; (2) to their sluggish dispo- 
silion, and (3) as Dumeril has remarked, to the small size of 
the mouth, which prevents them from fastening upon any 
but a sharply curved surface. Elapsoid serpents ara not so 
little obnoxious in all countries as North America, They 
ure the scourge of lodia.” 
Numerous writers of the first half of the present century, 

and later qutliors as well, refer to the habits and character- 
istics of the North American and smaller South Americun 
coral snukes, The majority, while alluding to their close re- 
lations to the very venomous sections of the family Blapide, 
regard them as innocent members of the group, ‘The infor- 
miuition isviven regarding Hlwps that persons may be careful 
not to mistake the scarlet snake for the coral, 
Muny naturalists of the present day whose knowledge of 

ihe fossil forms leads them to believe that almost anything is 
possible in nature, no longer consider the sea serpent a myth, 
and I niyself unhesitatingly join the credulous band, and 
this requires some vourage, for, as Prof, Witson aptly re- 
marks, ** Notwithstanding the intercst which the discussions 
of the sea serpent question ineyitably evokes, there are com- 
paratively few persons to be found who regayd the question 
from other than a purely sceptical point of view. he in- 
telligence that the sca serpent las been seen ayain, is usually 
reckoned as equivalent to the statement that some grog-laden 
mariner jas been exhibiting that phenomenon known to 
physiologists as uncouscious cerebration, or that some ob- 
server hus been interpreting an unusual appearance in the 
sea by the light of the serpentine myth, Occasionally the 
subject affords an opportunity for the display of the any- 
inne but seentific use of the imagination of some feeble 
jokers who snecced in imposing upon the credulity of some 
editors and in seeing their absurd descriptions of fictitious 
animals in all the promiaence of large type, ‘To the many 
Teaders of Forusr anp Stream who have carefully fol- 
lowed the discussion in its columns about the sea serpent, 
and have weivhed the evidence collected by Prof. Baird, it 
would seem almost superfluous toallude to the matter, but my 
attention has recently been attracted to a little work called 
** Facts and Fictions of Zoology,” by Prof. Andrew Wilson, 
in which evidence seems to be carefully balanced and « con- 
closion arrived al. The instances he furnishes of the appear- 
anee of supposed sea serpents are numerous, aud afew will 
be giyeo here. Probably the first writer who alludes to the 
Sea serpent was Olaus Magnus, Archbishop of Upsala, whose 
reptile, according to his description, must have been 200 feet 
long, 20) feet thick; le had hair; his scales were sharp and 
his skin black, Why not? This writer lived many years 
avo, and if is more than likely, although he had never seen 
such an animal, tradition may haye handed down the story 
of some fossil reptile such as he deseribes. We know that 
in prehistoric times sharks roamed the ocean beds, which, 
judging from the size of their teeth, must haye been from 90 
lo 150 feet m Jength, and yet if we had not the indubitable 
proof of it, in the remains of such fishes, our stories would 
be Jaughed at. hut something has been seen at sea, and 
that tolerably often, must be admitted or else we must 
believe that many of our fellow men are deliberate falsifiers. 
Th is true that persons suffer under optical delusion, and that 
what may have been taken for a living animal, was the 
trunk of a tree, a Jong string of sea weed moving on the 
swell of the ocean; but these would not account for all the 
times the supposed sea serpent has been seen, Some years 
ago, While in the territory of Utah, a gentleman informed 
me that a person living near Utah Lake declared that he had 
seen a large water-snake, and begged him to accompany him 
to the order and see for himself. My informant willingly 
did so, and at first sight discovered what appeared to him to 

be a Jong, black serpent, about half amile from shore. This 
moved up and down with the gentle undulatery swell of the 
waves, and the head was seen to turn from side to side. An 
inspection witli a glass revealed tlie presence of an otter on 
the end of alog. This ia an example of how vasily persons 
may be deceived, even when they are not expecting to see 
any particular object. 

Without doubt one of the most cireumstantial accounts of 
the sea serpent having been seen was published in the London 
Times in 1848, and is mentioned in the little work by Prof. 
Wilson, already alluded to, This narrative is related by 
Capt. McQuhae, who commanded H. M. §. Diedalus. It 
states that when the ship was on her passage home from the 
East Indies, and when between the Cape of Good Hope and 
St. Helena, the cuplain and most of the officersand men 
sawan animal which, from_its form and shape, they as- 
sumed to he asea serpent, The captain made a report of 
the matter to the Admiralty, and gaye the exact habitat 
of the animal. Tt appeared August 6, 1848, at 5 P. M. 
The captain simply stated it to be an enormous serpent, 
with head and shoulders kept constantly ahont four feet 
above the surface, and according to estimate there must 
have been about sixty feet of the animal bencath the water. 
The animal passed the ship’s quarter so closely that the cap- 
tain states he conld have recognized the features of a friend 
at that distance. The color was described as a dark brown, 
with yellowish white aboye the throat.’ Tt had no fins ap- 
parently, but had a sort of mane, like a bunch of sea weed, 
on its back, One of the watch officers, Lieut, Drummond, 
states in his report that the animal had a back fin which 
was about, perhaps, twenty fect im rear of the head, 
This is evidently what the captain callaa mane. There can 
be no question that in this instance a marine monster of 
large size was certainly seen, and no oue of the ship's com- 
pany ever denied the facts as given. 

Still more circumstantial isan account given by the mas- 
ter and crew of the bark Pauline, who declared under oath 
that on July 8, 1875, when in Tat. 5° 18'S., lon. 35° W., 
they observed three sperm whales, and that one of them 
was gripped around the body with two turns of what ap- 
peared to be a huge serpent, The head and tail appeared to 
have a length beyond the coils of about thirty feet and 
its girth eight or nine feet. The serpent whirled its victim 
round and round for about fifteen minutes, and then suddenly 
dragged the whale to the bottom head first. Ou July 13, a 
similar monster was seen. Prof. R. A. Procter, publishes an 
account of a remarkable marine monster in the Avho, Jan, 
15, 1877, but this I think was evidently a gigantic octopod. 
1t was seen in the straits of Malacea. Prof. Wilson gives a 
number of other examples, and states that the monsters de- 
scribed and seen may have been either the lanze basking 
shark, Svlache maxima, ov a kindof Plesiosawrus, cuttle fishes, 
or the well-known ribbon-fish, Regaleeus baiketii, one of the 
latter being taken some years ago off the coast of Scotland 
measuring sixty feetin length. In closing the discussion, 
Prof. Wilson sums up as foliows: ‘Firstly—That many of 
the tales of sea serpents are amply verified, when judsed by 
the ordinary rules of evidence; this conclusion beiny espe- 
cially supported by the want of auy prime facie reason for 
prevarication, Secondly—That, laying aside appearances 
which can be proved to be deceptive and to be caused by in- 
animate objects or by the unusual attitudes of familiar ani- 
mals, there remains » body of evidence only to be explained 
on the liypothesis that cerlain gigantic marine animals, at 
present unfamiliar, or unknown to science, do certainly ex- 
ist; and Thirdly—That the existence of such animals is a 
fact perfectly consistent with scientific opinion and knowl- 
edge, and is most readily explained by recognizing the fact 
of the occasional development of gigantic members of groups 
of marine animals familiar to the naturalist.” 

With these final remarks upon sea serpents we may now 
dismiss for the present the subject of popular ideas about 
Teptiles, promising, if new matter acuumulates, le promptly 
furnish it to our readers, und in this the correspoudents of 
Forest AND STRBAM can ably aid, Let them (especially 
those living in the South) tind ont all they ean from the oldest 
inhabitants about reptiles, and the writer of this paper will 
gratefully acknowledge their gleanings if sent to him. 

DEEP-SEA FISHING FISHES. 

OX the last trip of the U, 8. Fish Commission steamer 
Albatross, among other remarkable types two species of 

the singular family of Ceratiids were obtained, which prove 
to be not only specifically but generically distinct from the 
previous known forms. The Cerutiids are related te the 
Anglers or Lophiids, but are far more entitled to that name 
than are the onos generally so called, and the Curatiines are 
the most so ofall, These last haye a real fishing rod, and 
three of the types have a notnble one. "The rod is represented 
by the first spine of ordmary fishes, which is situated on the 
back part of the head; it is long and borne aloft, and in the 
typical speciesrod and line are developed, The rod is rep- 
resented by the basal joint, and the line by the distal one; 
the rod is stiffened, bit the line quite flexible, and at its end 
there is a bait in the form of a bulb, which is generally more 
or less pyriform in outline. The fish doubtless lies on tbe 
ground, carrying the rod curyed over its head, and 
other fishes are attracted by the bulb, which may.be moved 
to and fro, When the incautious inquirer approaches near 
enough the angler rises upward and engulfs him in his ca- 
pacious maw. The mouth, be it observed, opens upward, 
and even toa slight extent backward, and is thus eminently 
adapted for its angling life. Both of the new species are of 
small size, and were obtained at great depths. One of them, 
which has been called Typlopsaras shufeldli, is nearly related 
to # fish obtained by the Challenger Expedition in the At- 
lantic Ocean, between the Canary and Cape Verde islands, 
from a depth of 2,400 fathoms. 

Typlepsaras.—Coraliines with an ¢longated trunk, recti- 
linear back, obsolete or no eyes, far exserted basal joint of 
the anterior spine and shortened terminal joint, a stall in- 
termediate anda pair of pedunculaled dorsel appendages 
some distance in advance of the dorsal fin, and rednced pec- 
toral fins with about 5 ov 6 rays. 

Typlopsuras shugeldti.—The first joint of the rod-like spine 
reaches to the axil of the dorsal fin, and the bulb to the base 
of the caudal fin, when the spine is bent backward; the bulb 
is pear-shaped and withoul any appendages; the dorsal has 4 
rays, the anal 4, the caudal 8 (the median, 4 of which are 
forked), and there are 4 or 4 pectoral rays, <A single speci- 
men was found. J haye dedicated the species to my esteemed 
friend, Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, U. 8. A., the well-known orni- 
thotomist. 

The name Typlopsdyds is a compound from the Greelk 
luphias (blind), and psaras (angler), meaning ‘*blind abgler” 

Oryptopsaras.—Ceratiines with shortened trunk, longitn- 

dinally convex back, small bat conspicuous eyes, concealed 
basal joint of the anterior spine and elongated terminal 
joint, a large intermediate glotmlar and a pair of sub- 
pedunculated lateral dorsal appendages near the front of the 
dorsal fin, and well-developed pectorals of about 15 rays. 

Oryptopsaras couetii.—The Wasal joint of the vod like 
spine Is almost entirely concealed and procumbent, and the 
distal joint; alone free, reaching backward to the dorsal 
tubercles; the bulb is pyriform and surmounted by a long 
whitish filament; the dorsal and anal have each 4 spines, 
the caudal 8 (the 4 mitidle dichotomous), and the pecto- 
tals cach about 14 vays. The species lias been named 
affer the eminent ornithologist, Dr, Bilioth Goues.. The 
namé is derived from the Greek eruptos (concealed), and 
psavas (fisherman), snd lias reference to the concealed 
“rod” or basal joint of the anterior spine or fishing appi- 
ruts. THEO, Grit. 

Tae Brack acer.—Adiler Horest and Stremns 1 rust 
say 4 word in regard to two communications whieh followed 
mine of July 26 on the black racer. J made no claim toa 
discovery, and identification consequently was unnecessary. 
But I did claim that in markings, chhracter and habits 
C. eunior was entitled toa pluce in netural history nob piven 
by natnralists, When I see reason io retract a single point 
advanced I shall be happy to do so. IT was indirectly ac- 
cused of stretching my Sfooter, a8 the racer “does tot 
reach that length,” and such wasthe titled diysily of the 
accuser I dared not say a word till Mr. Ridgeway, struck with 
the beauty of its composition, unwittinely came lo my re- 
lief. ‘Then, asin the case of Bunyan’s Pilgrim, my burden 
rolled down the hill, What the Forms, ANp STREAM now 
needs is explanation, If I stvetched my snake to reach 8 feet, 
by what process did Mr. Rideway bring listo il? I'd give 
& quarter fo know, asin these days of finnifé (a new term) 
stories, 1am bound if Teyer yet another he shall go two 
inches better than Mr, Ridgway, if nothing breaks, Per- 
haps ‘‘Besacommon,” several times repeated, would help 
stretch him as well asanything Liuow think of. One thing 
more. Ifany man doubts (please put my quotation marks 
in full-face caps after this), if any man doubts the truth of 
Woodman's absurd vagaries of “tradition,” 1 vive him the 
full benefit of his doubts, It is stupidity Idid not expect, and 
perhaps not sufficiently explained; I will be more careful in 
future, What Woodman did is historical fact, what he said 
is just what I have reported.—B_. Horsronn. 

More PARTRINGE Mystery,—ti spent a few months the 
past summer at my birthplace on the Counecticnt River, mic- 
way in the State of Vermout, My next dvor neizhbor, 
Jackman Wise, has lived a hunter and trapper on the same 
ground where in early life my own trap aud gun knew vot 
defeat, Rehearsing stories of crait und cunning among 
birds and animals, one day, he said, ‘There was ovething | 
could never see through or account for, 1 was out one day 
tramping through the woods and started an old partridge 
from hier nest at my feet; 1 marked the place and went back 
the next day to get the exes and set them nder my bantam 
hen. Iwent directly tothe spot, put could see no trace of bird, 
nest oreggs. Concluding at last that shu had removed or 
covered them up, I got down on my hands and knees and 
began feeling for them in the leyyes; uot a tyace coyld 1 dis- 
cover till my hand was laid ‘flat and square’ on the bird's 
back, when she flew off.” Now Lindorse this statement and 
incident with ihe same confidence I have in my own ex- 
perience already recorded in Forust AND Srream; and also, 
that there is both fascination and seclusion in animal life 
under certain conditions, bringing up at the same lime the 
question of equsl blindness on the part of the tard in her 
fancied sccurily. I ucknowledve 2 ‘‘spell” of blindness on 
myself, brokea by the winking of an eye; I believe the same 
rested on my friend Wise, and I believe the same rested oi 
both birds at that moment,—B, Honsronp. 

Ts-Naruran Wistory mn THE NErwsrpiPurs.—Glen's 
Falls, N. Y., Oct. 30.—Hdilor Forené and Stream: Tent 
the following slip from a recent issue of the Troy (N. Y.) 
Times a3 a faiv sample of the instruction one pets in natural 
history from the columns of the daily press: ‘* People who 
grumble about the discomfort cansud by flies and mosquitoes 
shonld look at the window of » Fulton street drug store and 
lean how much worse it might he. There are on exhibition 
in the window a tarantula, whose bite is more deadly than 
that of a rattlesnake, and a ¢entipede, whose bite is more 
dangerous than the tarantula’s, Beetles, horned toads and 
scorpions are also to be seen. The ‘Gila monster,’ 4 lizard 
about a foot loug, has a breath which is said to parnlyze the 
human tongue, even worse than whisky.” There seems to 
be no excuse for printing such stiff when there must be an 
ibundance of copy of a4 political nature, with a State elec- 
tion only a week away.—A. N.C 

A Hawk Taken by.—Poughkeepsie, N, Y.. Oct. #0.—On 
Sunday last as Messrs, Lattin and Moore, of Moore's Mills, 
were on their way to Poughkeepsie, their attention was 
attracted to quite a number of crows, who were holding a 
noisy jubilee over a hawk of unusual size perched upon a 
stake in the fenee, a short distance from the road. Of 
course the crow is a terror to the hawk, when both are on 
the wing, and the latter dared not leave ‘the stake, for the 
crows Were numerous, Yet he appeared very unsettled in 
his position, and the mystery was soon solyed, Tor while the 
gentlemen were looking at the show & fox slowly and sneak- 
ingly mounted the fence, and reaching up took the hawk 
from his resting place and bove him away, amid the anger 
of the crows, which seemed to We much inceused at the 
loss of their prize. 

Rev. Dr. Jonn G. Woon, who is usw lecturing on natu- 
ral history at the Lowell Institute, Boston, will soon Le 
heard in New York atthe Cooper Union. He illustrates bis 
lectures with crayon pictures, drawn ona blackboard with 
great skill and rapidity, He is now fitty-six years old, and 
for some years has received a pension trom the British Gov- 
ernment in recognition of his services to science. 

Recent ARRIVALS AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZooLoGgwaL GARDEN.— 
Received by purchise—Ons male Sayannah deer (Cerves savan- 
apun), one Brazilian tree porcupine (Syniheres prehensilis), elghe 
yellow baboous (Cynocephaiugs babouin), one sooly mangabey (Ver- 
covebuis fulljinosus), one rheeng macaque (Macaous eryihyoes), 
one comuon macaque (Macaens eynoniolgus), one red mankey (Cey- 
copitiecus muber), Wwo green monkeys (Vercapilliecus callityiohus), 
one torn snake (Coluter guttatus), aud one hog-nosei snake (Hele- 
rodon platyrhinos), Receiyed by presentaion—Oue black spider 
monkey (dleles ater), two opOssutns (Didelphiys virginiana), one 
reed bird (DONC ONEROUS URL two rig doves (Purtur risurius), 
five alligators (Alhyator ynissineippiensis) one horned toad (Phry- 
nosoma corniuta), one Mexican Wull snake Lityophia sayé meciouna), 
und five Henry's mud. turtles (Cinaslermim henridi) Born in the 
Garden—One male fallow deer (Cerms damc) ond one hybrid 
wallaby, : 

——————e= 



| Gane Bag and Guy. 

GAME RESORTS.—We are always glad to recewe for vag 
lication such notes af desirable game resorts as may be of help 
to the readers of Forest AnD STREAM. Woll not our earre- 
spondents favor us will such advice? 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Shredm Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the affice inatters of tm- 
portance are liable to dele. 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest o£ open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 1b, has 
been published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 

address, postpaid.on receipt of 10 cents. 

WE WENT DUCK HUNTING. 

BY DORKIN, 

7 ES, there were ten of us, Quite a party, and represen- 
tatives of various vocations: two lawyers, two bankers, 

one Clothier, one dentist, one hardware merchant, and toree 
men connected with different manufacturing enterprises. 
The objective point for the base of our operations was Stony 
Creek, Conn., and on a Wednesday evening the party boarded 
a train en route for the place. Our journey was delayed for 
an hour at Pine Meadow. waiting for a connecting train. 
The station was taken possession of, lights turned out, and 
things taken in hand generally. Venerable Major Loomis, 
the station master, was absent for supper. By the way, he 
hates tobacco smioke, and has A conspicuous notice posted 
over the ticket window probibiting smoking in the depot. 
One of the first things done ly the boys was to reverse this 
placard face to the wall, and then all lighted up cigars, 
cheroots and cigarettes of all grades, The atmosphere in 
that rooin was decidedly blue; perhaps the condition was the 
most cerulean when the Major opened the door and appeared 
on the scene. He did not shut the door, With a dignified 
sweep of his arma he brought his index finger on a line with 
the aforementioned notice, and said, **‘Do you see that 7” 
About that time he saw it, and noticed the reversal. For a 
second the old gentleman was staggered, but soon gained his 
equilibrium, remarking that when he was at the front in '62 
the hoys faced the music. After a considerable persyasion 
the Major was induced to bring out his old drum and beat a 
number of selections. His dvumming elicited loud applause, 
and when the train came we left the veteran in goad spirits. 

Our jaunt down the *Canal” road was not particularly 
eesti Anviying at New Haven we took a hasty lunch 
at tle station, scrambled on to a ear that was hot as Tophet 
and smelled of fresh varnish. As we neared our journey’s 
end the boys began to let out a trifie. Fred picked the 
dentists pocket of his spectacles and proceeded to assume 
the yocation of the owner. Several uususpecting chaps 
had their heals thrown back, jaws open and imaginary 
molars extracted. All of these antics much aroused a 
“feller and his sirl.” who were passengers on the train. 

“Stony Creek,” shouted the shore line elocutionist on the 
forward platform, and out bundled ten fellows encumbered 
with guns, bags and other tackle. About the only change 
in the plaice is a new depot, which is a decided improve- 
ment, We marched down to Frink’s hotel and there found 
the host looking natural, although he had dispensed with 
his gogeles and cnred his diseased optics ot the preyious 
year. Captain Page was there apparently as ready is ever 
to appear before the bar and gaze at Frink’s French litho- 
graph of the two dogs through a glass cylinder. After get- 
ting our weeds afire inquiries were inaugurated as to the 
prospects of success for the morrow among the ducks. We 
were consoled with the announcement thut we ought to have 
come a day sooner, and reports were given of what had 
been done by new hands and few guns. Fred asked if it 
would be possible for him to hear the ducks quatk shonld 
he step out of doors. As it was felting late some one sug- 
gested that we step to bed, since we intended to rise carly in 
the morning. 

About daylight we tackled Prink's fried oysters and other 
yiands with a decided relish. After break?est we repaired 
to the dock, and takiug three small boats, pulled to the outer 
islands. The partly divided into squads, some in the gut in 
boats, and others on either side. Guns were put together, 
ammunition unpacked, und things made ready. One of our 
legal brethren was somewhat disgusted when he discovered 
that he had got seyenty-tive loaded shells that: would not fit 
his gun, neither would any other shells brought by his party 
go into the gun, He cursed a little on general principles, 
and also specially for the dealer to whom he had sent his gun 
to have the shells fitted and loaded. 
The first duels that went through the gut received a salute 

from the whole line, but did not stop. The next one fared 
differently, for the clothier held his piece so that the duck 
was blown ashore with a hole in his head. Sport continued, 
with luck more or less yaried, by hits and misses. When 
steamers or other craft passed on the outside thousands of 
birds rose, bul unfortunately only atew found their way 
toward us. Our captain informed us that the wind was too 
strons for voc saccess. As the day wore on the party shifted 
about, and one of these shifts brought a lawyer and Jay into 
a small boat where suecess seemed to favor them, Indeed, 
they were quite busy picking up the birds dropped by them 
and their friends on the islands. They got too busy, and 
presently found themselyes nearly upset by a rock under 
water, and their boat filling rapidly, The advocate jumped. 
out on to the narrow rock, and Jay began to bail, but hedid 
not fet ahead very much, as the water came in faster than it 
was dipped ont. Things began to swim about the boat that 
were at all buoyant, but guns and shells did not float. 
The Captain, who had brought ont his sailboat, hastened 

10 the spot aust took in the wet fellows with their traps. Jay 
was loth to leaye the small boat. He said he wanted to lool 
out for his ammunition, as it was wet, This anxiety about 
ammubition rather roiled his companion, and in termnmis more 
forcible thun elegant, he told him to get out and save his 
life, as the water was twenty feet deep each side of the nar- 
row rock, and the boat stood at an inclination of forty-five 
degrees. After getting ashore and putting things to rights, 
the shooters resumed their place in the small boat in the mid- 
die of the ul, the wetting having net sufficiently dampened 
their ardor to make {hem retire, The legal light, who was 
so unfortunate as to huye a mistil with his shells, took a sail 
with the Captain, Tle wore a faucy derby hat, but that tile 
was doomed, for when the boat went about and the boom 
came over it collided with the aforesaid bat, and it was 
wafted far out into the brine. It is a well-established fact 

EOE 
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that a man who has Jost his hat is a ridiculous spectacle, and 
(his oceasion was no UXception to the general rule. The hat 
was retrieved after several tacks, and its owner, with a hand- 
kerchiel tied over his head, set ashore. 
About 3 o'clock all hands were of the opinion that dinner 

was the proper thing to discuss. Accordingly we took seats 
in Captain Page’s Billow and he soon landed us at Frink’s. 
Guns were cleaned and wiped; Jay and his wet companion 
toasted themselves and their garments before the fire, some 
recivilized themselyes by a change of toegery, while others 
dozed in the corner. Dinner was soon served, which was 
good and well puton. It goes without saying that our 
appetites were keen, and it is doubtful whether Frink reaped 
any profit on that mesl, Dinner over, un informal discus- 
sion was held ws to whether we should stay over night and 
try our luck again the following (ay, or fo home and come 
later. The latter view prevailing, we shook Landlord 
Frink’s hand and struck out for the railroad station. Per- 
haps it would be well to mention that we paid our bills 
before Jeaying, At the depot we encountered Captain Page, 
but so transformed that he was scarcely recognizable. He 
had put off his everyday garb and assumed a costume that 
madehim appear quile a dude. New Hayen was his des- 
lination, und he said he was going over to “see a man,” but 
we rather suspected he would call at the American Theater 
before returning. 
We made a fiying connection at New Haven with the 

“Canal” road and were oft for New Hartford. Seven of the 
patty took seats in a forward car, without tickets, The 
first slop out of New Haven is but a short distance and the 
conductor lias a lively time at the best to get the tickets 
taken up. On this oceasion he got nervous, got ont of 
change and completely lost his wind by the time he got 
through the car. Sitting down in a rear car he related to a 
brakeman how there were seven men without tickets in a 
car where they did not belong and what an exciting time he 
had generally, The plan for reaching home was to take a 
night freight train either at Pine Meadow or New Hartford. 
There being some doubt about the train stopping at New 
Hartford, the boys procured a lantern and prepared to make 
things ‘‘solid."” Everything worked well and all reached 
home in good shape ready to try it over when the oppor- 
tunity offers. 

TIED TO A PONY. 
N_ incident during last fall’s camp Nife of a certain 

£% Detroit deer-hunting party, which proved one of tle 
number to be a horseman of high degree, has just leaked out. 
Nothing was said about it in the published report of the trip. 

Tt seems that one of them, big-hearted, genial ‘'Ed.,” had 
purchesdd x pony a month or so before they left Detroit, 
knowing that it would save many a weary step, as well as 
prove useful for packing venisonto camp, Said pony had 
been shipped up ahead of the party, and was left at a small 
clearing or farm a few miles from the regular camp, On 
the journey up Ed. was full of that pony, talking up its 
merits in a knowing manner, and as it was his private prop- 
erty, he was the envy of the crowd, all being surprised to see 
him, with all his other accomplishments, bloom out as a 
perfect judge of Lorseflesh. 

After a day or two, when all things were nicely arranged, 
Ed. marshalled the clan one morning to go over to the farm, 
catch the pony, which was running loose, and lead it back 
to camp, In due time tlie boasted steed was found, proving 
fo bea little ten-cent fellow, remarkably Jean, as well as 
mild in appearance, but still to Ed.’s prejudical eye, a mag- 
nificent courstr, The pony was surrounded aiter consider- 
able strategy, much shouting, and many noisy commands to 
all on the part of his proud owner, Vinally if was driven 
into a barn, and 4 10pe, in lieu of a halter, was tied around 
the mustang’s neck, Ed. then foraged around fora bag of 
oats, which he succeeded in getting, to take back with them, 
the pony to carry the burden, 
Now, as all with experience know, it is exceedingly diffi- 

cult to fasten a full baz of oats to the bare back of « horse 
80 that it will not slip or turn. Ed., however, produced an 
amount of strong cord and directed the mode of tying, at 
length declaring that it was well accomplished, although 
every one clse there quietly whispered to each other that the 
hag would slip inside ten seconds. All having more or less 
to carry In their hands Ed., with masterly horsemanship, 
tied the pony’s halter or rope to his streng hunting belt, and 
the procession started, Ed. first, the poor little horse next, 
then four or five of the party, quietly expectant of a circus. 
None dared hint to the leader that anything could have 
been improyed upon. For threes steps all was well, but 
quickly the bag of oats began to slip, then it suddenly 
slid araund, hanging fast under the pony’s belly, whereupon 
the pony, with a snort of fear, leaped wildly upward, 
twitching surprised Ed. nearly off hisfeet. The air was full 
of flying pony, and flying, shouting Ed. The way that 
mustang tried to get away trom that bag of oats, and the 
way Ed. tried to get away from that mustang, 
was wonderful to behold, ‘The rope was strony, 
the helt was stronger, and the knot had slipped around to 
Ed.’s back. Talk about atin pail tied to a dog’s tail! why 
it is nothing to the way our genial friend (215 pound avoir- 
dupois) was snaked around by that energetic little scarecrow 
of a horse. The picture of that crazy beast, jumping, buck- 
ing, rearing, and of Ed,’s scared face looking backward oyer 
his shoulder between his flights, will not soon be forgotten 
by the convulsed spectators, It was the greatest ‘‘double 
act” of theage, The frantic calls for help and sulphurous 
ejaculations of the lively horseman, are also to be remem- 
bered, Finally, after our hero had been jerked all ever a 
ten acre lot, one of the parly contioed his laughter, ran to 
the rescue, and cut the Gordian knot. The way that un- 
hiuppy pair parted company was a caution. The pony lit 
out like a scared wolf for the open plains; Ed, for a high 
stump, which he clambered up in hottest haste and looked 
dround with asad, bewildered air, which gradually passed 
into asickly, ghastly smile when he beheld his companions 
rolling in convulsions on the ground. 

_His respect tor that poor little beast was most marked 
after the circus, For ten days the mustang was common 
property. Nearly all the purty rede it and pronounced it 
yery gentle, but Ed. continued to consider it a very vicious 
animal, After awhile, seeing that the pony cut upno special 
capers, our friend made some exeuse to stay in camp one 
morning. When he thought all but Francis, the cook, were 
far away, le ordered the cook to saddle the horse, Now the 
cook had just as muenh awe of the gentle little horse as had 
Ed., so that it required considerable persuasion on the part 
of the latter to get Francis to do hisbehests. The pony hay- 
ing been saddled, the following dialogue was overheard by 
the other members of the party who had quietly crept back 

to camp, suspecting something was scing on that it would 
not do to miss: 
Ed.—“Now Francis, take my rifle, vet up onthe pony, and 

shoot. J want to see how the pony acts,” 
Francois (in righteous indignauon and terror)}—'‘‘By gar, 

Monsieur Ed., 1 do no such ting; I ees cook, not what you 
call ‘em horse breaker. ~* 

Ed. (coaxingly}—‘‘Francois, the ponyis very gentle, I just 
want to sec if he finches when you fire, Come, there's 2 
good fellow, get up and I'll wive you a couple of collars.” 
Francois—I do no such ting, You not make me break 

my neck to iind out eet pony evs sate,” 
Ed.(furiously)—'* You confounded Frenchman, get up or I'll 

break you to pieces: Firemy rifle off the pony’s back ut once 
or Til scalp you,” 

Rd. here began to pecl his buckskin coat with terrible 
air. Poor Francois looked ahont for help, None was near, 
Another look at Ed. He tremilmely took the gun, climbed 
on to the pony’s back with the expression of a man going to 
the seaffold, locked his feet together under the pony’s belly, 
shut his eyes, pulled the trigger, and when be came to, wis 
joyfully surprised to find himself still safe in the saddle. 
The “vicious animal” stood like arock It’s not often Ed. 
is caught “‘tied to» pony,” DELTA. 
Derrorr, Nov. 2, 1883_ 

A VISIT TO OLD HUNTING GROUNDS. 

We are glad to know thnt the Sairy Gamp is safe and 
lnid onthe shelf, also that ‘‘Nessmnk" has failed 

in his foolish attempt to commit suicide by drowning. We 
count ‘Nessmuk’ among our unseen friends, |and would 
neyer have ceased to regret it, had such a calamity befallen 
him during his erratic wanderings through flood and field, 
Ladmire the man who can enjoy a solitary tramp through 
forests and streams without the aid of guides or comrads, a@ 
man who can paddle his own canoe, or take it up und walk 
ag occasion requires, Speaking of canoes reminds me of 
one that I owned in my younger days (named the Petit Jean), 
which I kept and used for many years. It was made out of 
a white pine tree, worked down very light andithin. I did 
not make it, but I hired a redskin to do it, fully believing 
that no white man could carye out so perfect a craft from 
the same material. I cannot compute the tonnage down to 
pounds and ounces, let it snfiice to say thal one frir-sized 
man and two large deer made a full cargo, or throwing out 
one deer and taking in my camp fixings, grub, rifle, tent, 
ete., made it shout the same. Itwas aswift runner, and the 
propelling powers were worked without steam or any alco- 
holic appliances. 1 thoroughly proved the sterling qualities 
of that little canoe on the upper waters of the Alleghany, 
where I trapped and hunted occasionally for several years. 

Lusually set my traps along the banks trom the canoe, 
and camped on shore nights. One catch which | remember 
while being out titteen days during the Jast half of Noyenu- 
ber, amounted to 8 otters, 42 minks, 38 muskrats, and 11 
‘coons. Besides this I incidentally killed one deer and 
several grouse, a portion of which was then and thereappro- 
priated for present use. Those late fall trips after furs were 
frequently attended with cold storms, but haying « small 
canvas tent and also a pretiy thorough carmping-out experi- 
ence, I suffered but slight inconvenience on that account, 

1 visited some of these lovalities above mentioned during 
the past summer. The charm that ever peryadesa primitive 
forest and stream had passed away, towns and villages had 
sprung up, old landmarks and water-marks were obliterated. 
Fur, fin, and feather were among the missing, and here rod 
and pun had become as useless aS a last year’s almanac, On 
one of my former tayorite hunting grounds stunds the city 
of Bradford, Pa., with its 11,000 inhabitants and the central 
point of several railroads. I mention these facts, not as 
cause for complaint, but because if seems a marvelous 
change, ANTLER, 

GranD View, Tenn., Oct. 30. 1883. 

PROFESSIONAL MEN AND GAME. 

Editon Forest aid Stream: 
It appears to me that you must be a maryel of charity to 

be able to refrain from puncturing the bladder of conceit 
that appeared in your issue of Sept. 27 over the signature of 
“Olibo,” or it is possible that the hopelessness of any altempt 
to make it more ridiculous than it already was was so appar- 
ent that all comment was abstained from in order that your 
readers might get the full benefit of this rare bit of egotism. 
Do they have much of that kind of stock in the Nutmeg 
State? If they do it is hardly surprising that we hear of a 
revival of the “blue laws” there. 

The editorial remarks in previous issues upon the fatal 
accident to Prof. Phelps while in quest of game during the 
close season, and which elicited this letter of ‘‘Olibo's,” were 
regarded by the sportsmen of this city as not only appro- 
priate bul right to the pomt. We are unuble to see how the 
unfortunate termination of the affair ean change the unlaw- 
ful character of the act, or why you should he assailed for 
noticing that violation simply because it was a professor and 
nol some ignorant squatter or lumberman whose life became 
the uccidental penalty of the violation. ‘‘Olibo” informs us 
that ‘‘zentlemen” of the class to which he *‘has the honor to 
belong” could be safely trusted to kill no more game than 
“is necessary,” and in the next paragraph informe us that 
he would break sych game laws aus now exist himself if he 
got a chance, or words to that eflect. And why, pray? 
Simply hecause they were not made expressly for his benetit 
and the class to which “he has the honor to belong;” simply 
because the clearheaded legislators of the State of Miine 
decline to permit him or any of his stripe to slaughter does 
and helpless fawns at any and all times, and at lhe same 
time debar all others from so doing. 

Whether “Olibo” considers himself and his friends as be- 
ing made of finer material than the rest of mankind, or 
regards it as an outrage that he was not called upon to dic- 
tate the game laws of Maine, does not appear quite plain. 
We have always been accustomed to regard professional men 
in this, as in other matters, as about like all other men, 
neither more nor less likely to do an honorable or dishonorable 
action, reasoning from the standpoint that men made the pro- 
fession and not the protessiop the men, and this letter of 
“Olibo” is hardly calculated to effect radical change in our 
views upon the subject. Permeated, as it is throughout, with 
the sentiments of a born poacher and pot-hunter, the horizon 
of its vision is naturally found af the point where cease the 
personal pleasure or profit of the writer and the class to 
which ‘the has the nonor to belong.” It does not seem to 
oceur to him that the objection he makes to the close season 
will apply equally as well to a score of other ayocations as 
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to his own, or that il is mucl easier to change the business 
relations of man than to alter the laws of nature, 

These are the views of most.of us upon this side, but 1 
presume that the sportsmen of Maine, after a careful perusal 
of this remarkable document will, if they discover the latent 
law-making sagacity se modestly hinted at, send for “Oli- 
bo” to remodel their game laws—all expenses prepaid— or at 
least when he makes a summer raid upon their game preserves 
do him the scant justice of showing him the haunts of their deer 
just before oras soon as possible alter the fawns are dropped, in 
order that his camp may neyer lack venison, ov its occupant 
an opportunity of slauwhtering the innocents, 

, Forkep Denn. 
Since writing the aboye I lave received and read the 

number containing the replics of J, BP. Sprague and “Old 
Tug" to *'Olibo,” letters that not only reveal in uomistak- 
able tones the spirit of the true sportsman, but also that they 
are amply qualified to fizht thejt own battles withouf any 
assistance from the outside. My only apology therefore for 
sending the above is to assure the Forms anp Streaw and 
all of those generous spirits who ave striving to preserve our 
game by enjoying it ina manner ealeulated to leave a little 
for those who cone afier us, that the views expressed by 
them in the abyye mentioned articles harmonize perfectly 
with our own, and that we extend to them the right hand of 
fellowship and hail them as brothers. Bing 0 
San Francesco, Oct. 28, 

ST. LOUIS SIFTINGS. 

4 eee hunting and fishing party, compnsed of J, W. Peck 
ington, N. L. Wiekwire, Thos. Karein, James MeClus- 

key, Diek MeChire, J. Fitavibbons, J. Clark, Hd, Matthews, 
Frank Mesker and two cooks, George and Jeff, who left the 
city a week ago last Saturday, Oct. 20, returned yesterday 
morning from their camp at the mouth of Peach Orchard 
Creek, Ark., where it empties into Black River, 220 miles 
down the von Mountain Railroacl, and seyen miles from a 
railroad station, The party was gone eight days, and would 
have stayed s week or ten days longer if it had not heen 
arowned out by the high water caused by the heavy vains, 
They had a jolly good time, found fish and gaine in abun- 
dance, snd brought home quite a supply of both, Before 
leaving arrangements were made with an ice firm in the city 
to scnd a supply of ice to them on requisition by tceleeraph, 
but when eulled upon the firm failed to respond, the result 
being that the ice firm luses several good customers, and 
the friends of the mémbers of the party missed receiving a 
nuinber of messes of fine, fresh bass, perch and croppie. 
Peckinglon says they toust have caught 2,000 pounds (or 
less) of splendid fish, a large portien of which went to waste 
for Jack of ice in which to pack them for shipment. The 
game consisied of squirrels. “coons, tuikey, mink and duck, 
geese not yet having reached that.point. The gentlemen 
were all highly delighted with their tip, and only regret 
that they were compelled to make theiv stay so brief. 

The first evening of their arrival down there, Peckingion, 
Kirein and Jet went out fishing ina small skiff and came 
hear being swamped when Peck caught Jumbo—that is a 
large catfish, which is apparently about the size of the whale 
that is reporied to have swallowed a guileless man named 
Jonah, w Jong number of years ago, Jumbo was still alive 
yesterday afternoon when the reporter saw him, but was 
vetting weak. If required the united strength of the three 
men to pull him into the boat. Besides Jumbo, there are 
stretched and dried ’coonskins and the head of an Arkansas 
hlack-tailed deer on exhibition at Peck’s place as trophies of 
the excursion. A laree number of beautiful bass, perch and 
croppie were brought home and distributed among friends, 
Tom Kirgin says they named their stopping place Camp 
Jumbo, and that itis a delightful spot, with plenty of game 
in and out of the water, 
Tom tells of on Arkansas faovily that lived on a clearing 

of ahout two acres some {liree or four niles from their camp. 
The old man rode in on ihe sorricst horse he ever saw, 
Jooked as if he hadn't anything lo eat for six weeks—horse 
and man both—and inquired (that is, the man did) if he 
coull do unything for the party. They engaged him to ride 
to the station every day to get the mail, although Peck says 
he knew he would be liable to proseention for ernelty to an- 
imials (on accowit of the horse, not the man), Some of the 
party visited the old man’s cabin and they reported they 
never saw such poverty in all their dives, and when thoy 
came to leave Kirgin and Peckingion cach gave him three 
suits of old clothes, taken along for achange in case of get- 
ting a wetting, and the party, haying liyed on game and fish, 
vave the family what provisions there were leit, consisting 
of five sides of bacon, two barrels of bread, a barrel of Hour, 
a burrel of corn meul, 2 couple of sacks of potatoes and a lot 
of coffee, sumar and salt, together with some pots, pans and 
cooking utensils. The old manand his wile were affected 
to tears. - 
Among the children was a bright-eyed boy “gomg on” 

eleven years of age who didn’t know his A, B, C’s—in fact 
had neyer heard of them, Mr. N, BE. Wickwire, who is a 
prominent building contractor, took «a great faney to the 
youngster, and having no children living, desired to adopt 
him. This wish was made known to the old man, and the 
advantage that would acerue lo the Jad duly set forth hy 
Wirgin and Peeckingion. The old man deliberated for some 
time and then, in that peculiar drawling tone of yoice, so 
common in Arkansas, sail: ‘N-o-o; Tt-hin-k I'll k-e-e-p 
h-itia in the w-o-o-d-s." 

The party intend making another trip down to the Black 
River. 
Tom Kirgin got spilled out of a canoe while out one day 

and his $150 breéch-loader went to the bottom, but he after- 
wird recovered it, 
Peckingion was awful tired when he arrived in the city, 

and retired about 2 o'clock in the afternoon. 
Little Joe Hughes, at Seventh and Pine, received a postal 

Oct, 26 from J. W. Peckington, who. with nine other gentle- 
men, went down to the month of Peach Orchard Creek on 
Black River, Ark,, on a hunting and fishing excursion a few 
days ago. Peck says: ‘We ure catching plenty of fish and 
game, Will send up a cargo of fish ns soon as we can gel 
ice, and be sure to distribute them among friends of whom I 
will send you alist. Lcaughithe largest bass of the party, 
‘so say they all,’ with Capt, Brooks's line. We will be back 
when we get home,” Peck says the Black River is a fisher- 
mun’s paradise, 
Gap. Ries and a party of St, Louis anglers will start out 

on an extended angling tour in a few days. ; 
Mr. F. Chandler, G. T. A. of the Missouri Pacific and 

Wabash, has issued a circular fo the Missouri Pacific agents 
at points in the Indian ‘Territory and to lron Mountain 
agents, asking for particulars as to the game and fish to be 
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found in the vicinity of each station, with questions as to 
express and post offices, local game laws, dealers in sporting 
goods, markets for game, ond hotel or other accommodations 
for hunters. The information contained in the replies re- 
ceived will he carefully compiled for the use of the Innters 
and fishermen who patronize these two roads, and will be 
scathered abroad as inducements for sportsmen t6 travel via 
the Missouri Pacific and Tron Mountain lines in seareh of 
game. 

The glass Hall shooting malches have closed for the season, 
The sportsmen are now doing their shooting at live same in 
the field. 

‘A great many ducks were captured last week by St. Louis 
sportsmen, The party visiting Black River had such good 
luck thai another party left for the same Jocality on the 30th, 

On October 22 a frightful accident happened to William 
Sheridan, a youth of seventeen years, residing at No. 1115 
Brooklyn street, this city. He started early in the morning 
for a hunt in the Illinois bottom with some friends, and was 
engaged in that sport, when his gun exploded. Tie was in 
the act of aiming at something at the time, and his arm was 
extended so thut his left, hand held the barre: of the gun 
about midway of its length, The explosion tore his hand 
completely off, and he was badly burned by the powder as 
well, His friends took charge of him, the wound was hand- 
aged and he ways brought home as svon ag possible, Dr. 
Bernays wis suinmoned and he dressed the wounded member. 
If the patient escapes lockjaw he will recover. 
A number of sportsmen in pursuit of ducks visited Hat 

Island, October 27. They bagged a sufficient number to 
make their trip highly interesting. 

The Excelsior Gun Ciub held a grand free-for-all sweep- 
stakes shoot at Rinkelyille October 28, in addition to a num- 
ber of other contests, in which only members participated. 
Special prizes were presented to the winners in the club con- 
tests, 

Wild geese were heard cackling one eyenine last week as 
they were tlying over the city toward the south. This he- 
tokens cold weather. Came Brin. 

A NOVEMBER IN CAMP. 

ae following journal was written in lead pencil on each 
date, after going into camp at night, the writer being 

often wet aud tired, and the thermometer sometimes below 
zero, The Forusr AND SeRwAM is in(lebied for the diary to 
the courtesy of Dr. Bernard Gilpin. The entries are as fol- 
Jows: 

Left Dighy, Nova Scotia, November 4, at one o'clock in 
the afternoo!; camped that night one and a half miles from 
Morgan’s Settlement (sixteen miles from Dighy). Old man 
Morgan and all his sons came to see us in the evening; had a 
game of cards and a chat. 

November 5.—Left at eight; got to Me-lnp-ske-vetehe 
(Rocky Lake) at three P. M.; pitched camp. 
6th.—Two Indians, brothers of my hunter, came this 

morning, gave me some beaver meat, and in retorm I gave 
them some bread; then they started for the settlement with 
two Indians | had hired to bring the grub so far. Busy now 
fixing canoe and packing up; left at twelve, noon, but found 
when we got to the lake fhat it was covered all over with 
ice, with the exception of some holes. (lee cents @ conoe dike 
glass). Camped; the boys went after mad-wis, 7. ¢., poreu- 
pine; stayed in camp and read, They saw a fox about fifty 
quae distant, could have shot it easily, so much for being 
aZy. : 
Sunday, 7th.—Very cold, wind northwest; broke up camp 

at seven, and after breaking the ice witha long pole for 
about sixty yards got into clear water; paddled down Rocky 
Lake (Me-lap-ske-getche) for about three miles, facing the 
wind—hard on the fingers and ears—then turned up South 
Branch to Cope-choose Falls; portaged two hundred yards; 
still going up tired into Guaw-we-getche-way-seboo for two 
miles. Atthe first portage Steven got dinner, and the Indian 
and went back two miles atter my sheath and knife the bold 
Steyen had lett. (That fellow would lose his ears if they 
were uot ticd to him), Wash, that is my little pup, put his 
foot and leg info a mug of hot tea just now, and made things 
lively for a time. 

Portage of three hundred yards, still going up, Passed a 
new beaver house and set my firs! trap; hope it will not be 
bad luck. Came into Guaw-we-geiche and camped, Just 
now J stopped the Indian and Steve from having « gume of 
cards. Said I, “Boys Twill put this down in the Journal.” 
Steve scratched his head, and said he was sure it was Mon- 
day; Indian said, ‘“‘“Maby old Devil will put it down too,” 

Noy. 8.—Left camp at nine o'clock, padding through 
Big Pine Lake (Guaw-we-getche), Jran the cana slap on a 
rock, jumped out and lifted her off, but it was anear squeak; 
water was nice and warm; saw fresh beaver signs, and anew 
house; paddled in Little Pine Lake (Gawave-ga-geench). At 
the bead Steve got dinner while Maitie (that’s my hunter) went 
to set up an otter trap. Steve shot a partridge while we 
weré sone for dinner, and | another one for breakfast. Set up 
seven traps; watched for beaver, but, though we could hear 
them plainly in the house, could not get a shot, Came back 
to camp very cold, Ice bothered us a little again to-day. 
9th.—Portage one mile to Dish Lake (Which-quod-laru- 

nitch); paddled past Smith’s Rock, so-called since January, 
1874, at which time Smith and I hunted there, and [ found 
him curled up beside the rock after dark to div, so he said, 
But brought him to all right when we vot to Gilpin’s Island 
(Mini-¢oo), about four hundred yards distant, my old camp- 
ing place. Whenvwe got there this time we found sonie 
molasses hid there since September last, which was very ac- 
ceptable, as cook brought rancid batter and we could not eat 
it, (Pork-fat and molasses goes high). Baked bread and 
started for Teag-niteh Lake, but at the portage saw fresh 
beaver sivus and house, so we thouzht we would try them 
to-night, ~ Did so, but no luck, beaver haye been frightened 
too much this fall; sefa trap and came to camp. Flash is 
preat fun in the evenings; beat Maltie four games of cards, 
Steve three. Good night. 
Wednesday, 10th,—Just after we left Gilpin’s Island saw 

some shell ducks, Made a big mistake this tip. thinking I 
would see lots of ducks; fudian soou explained, Jakes to 
full, no feed, gone to sult water. Portage of one mile to 
Teaz-nitch Lake, the biggest lake in the county, being six 
miles long, but narrow; if is the headwaters of Tusket 
River, Yarmouth county. As we paddled down saw a vath; 
began to suspect Bates, a celebrated hunter, had been here; 
Ikept on past Dead Man's Point, where one, Newall Meuse. 
an Indian, died. Indians still tell how three of them went 
trapping and hunting, and left this one to get wood and fix 
up camp; when they came back found he had taken a fit 
and heaten his head to pieces on the ground; how they went 
out and brought cleven buck for the body, Heavy snow 
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storm cameon, could not travel; it wasin Mareh and they 
did not bring snow-shoes, Out of prob, At last seven 
started, leaving four there; how the four suffered, and at 
last tried to get put; how they were found by the returning 
seyen, hungry, frost-bitten, and one poor fellow buried upin 
the snow. Had to he dug out, was insensible, but after some 
time they brought him around. ie first thing he usked for 
wis a chew of tobacco, Itisa fact. After he bad chewed 
awhile, said, '“Now bring along your bread.” [t is an old 
story now, but I cau youch for its tenth, as my present 
hunter was one of the party. : 

Got tu the foot of the lake, walked over a portage of tliree. 
quarters of a mile to the dead water; found certain sigue 
that Bates, or some one, had been her, so started buck for 
the oldcamp. Coming back TI got so cold had to ask the 
boys to go ashore, make a fire, and warm myself; would 
you believe it, after we made the fire the redskin went 
five or six yards from it and sat down, not one bit cold. 
I am not what you would call tender either. Got Dack 
to the old camp safely; yery glad, as we were® going 10 
have a storm, 
Thursday, 1ith.—Came on to rain aboul twelve; rolled 

myself in the rubber blanket; slept it oul. Hight o’elock 
—had breakfast, raiming still—Indians playing cards; I 
reading; no go out. Twelve o’clock—midday—The blokes 
are all asleep, except me, even Flash, It has stopped raining, 
think there will be a chance to set up some fraps this 
afternoon if it does not blow too hard. Camp life is a lazy 
one, nothing to do but smoke and read. My island is a 
beautiful place, tall hemlock, pine, and spruce trees all 
around, the water looking rough and wild through them. 
Three o’clock.—Cannot stay in any longer, know 1 will get 
wet through, but can’t help if. Fixed up three iraps aud 
set them about the lake. Wound the trap we sel the day he- 
fore gone, but it was too rough and windy io look it up; 
will hunt it up to-morrow. Got back tocamp soaking wet. 

Friday, 12th.—Started this morning to look after the 
beaver; awfully cold; looked for aboul two hours when [ 
gave him up. Made afire, WWeard a ery from the Indian— 
Ye-ye-yeighee; knew that he had found him; paddled oyer. 
It was a very large one, caught by the forelvot—imr first 
beayer. Cameto camp, where we are now skinning him, 
Intend starting out, as onr grubis most gone. Midday— 
Went to look after our other traps on Guaw-we-getche; vot 
a mink; it is the largest one [ ever saw; also, beaver or otter 
have lugged off one of our traps, They are too light; will 
fix them up after this. Louked tillit was time to get back 
to camp. Steve eat so much beaver meat at dinner that he 
has made himself sick. Babies learn by experience. indians 
are very superstitious. A little owl they called cope-cethe 
(saw-wil) came around the camp so-night and commenced to 
hoot, Indian said anybody that mocked! it would surely get 
burnt that night; he was in earnest, for 1 could not get hin 
to, nor would he let me. 

Saturday, 13th.—Breakfasted on beaver-tail; it “oes high. 
Busy packing up; intend moving ont to-day atter we have a 
hunt for our lost beaver. Haye hunted all over the lake, 
cannot find him; this has been an nolucky diy all through; 
forgot our traps this morning, forgot them again. At the 
last portage Maltie forgot his knife, and at dinner lime [ 
left mine there; had to paddle back just now. Glad it is 
night, Camped, and tumed in, 

Annday, 14th.—Left camp as soon as we could see. A 
long tramp to-day if Lyvant to see home fouteht, Shot a 
duck, afterward eigit partridges out of nine shots with 4 
rifle, taking the heads off each time. 

Steve took the bow paddle just now so as T eonhl rest tor 
awhile. Ran our cahos on a rock and took 4 pitee ont 
as big as both my hinds. It was s good thing we were 
near shore, as she would hiave filled in four minutes, 
Patched her upand started again. Gol down to Me-lay- 
se-getehe all right; cooked dinuur and started Tor home, 
twelve, noon. Got to Dighy half-past eighl. Dont know 
how many miles it is, but we did not stop fifteen minutes 
on the road; could not cat anything when I sof home, 
and was pretty laine next morning; intend folie back on 
Thursday next, 

Thursday, Noy. 18.—Lelt at eight o'clock, got to Mor- 
pan's at twelve, midday, where we met hunter and got din- 
ner. Left there at halfpast byelve. Brought a wateh with 
me this time. Gof toa lumber camp at six, where we were 
roughly but kindly received, 
19th.—Got away at cight; yory hard traveling aut vaindny: 

had to make afire and eat some bread ani molasses before 
we got to Me-lap-ske-getche, which we aid at Hirce o'clock. 
Lake frozen over, had to cut our way through; took us two 
hours; got to camp wet through and cold enough, 

2(th.—Left camp at nine o'clock: more jee; am getting 
tired Of it, hesides it is really dangerous, for if you huppened 
to upset you would not he abie to get to shore, "Turned up 
to Cope-seutche Falls; fixed up ioe; portaged over more 
ice; concluded it would be best to camp ph the folks. T wish 
it would either freeze up ov ruin, 

Sunday, ist.—Stayed in camp while the hoys wenb up 
Guaw-we gedgzesway Sepoo, lo see our traps and brine shem 
down here, as Lintend going up dhe other branch. Moit, 
my bir hound, is with me."good company, but will mim home 
the first chance. At half-pist two o'clock the boys returned 
with a beaver, Sailtalllakes frozen over, but nor strong 
enough to bear them. Shot a partridge in the afternoon. 
22d.—Broke up camp at nine o'clock; very cold; more 

ice; at the foot of a big rapid seb up four mink traps and 
one wild cat. My rig is three pair of stockings. vest, 
jumper, thick pilot cloth reefer, pants, mittens, and still 
cold. Soon after Jenying had to pole up the rapid for shout 
two miles; soon off came mittens, Peefer, jumper, ani at 
jast even my hat; it was warm work, and bevutifnlly ¢xcit- 
ing; olten just one misstroke would aye upset the canoe; 
pad@ing up still we came to Rushy Lake, tried to breats the 
ice, but it wis too thick; put tle canoe on wheels, %, ¢.. spruce 
boughs, and hauled her over with all our dunnage, Mr. 
Mott left us here; hope he will have a pleasant run hone, 
forty odd miles, Left the cunbe, walked over to Which- 
quod-larn-nitche; found ib all frozen over; tried very hard 
to get to my islind, bub at last ealled the buys back, as it wrs 
too dangerous; camped in sight of (he island, As the Yanker 
said when he came to town, he was down here and bound 
to put her through; Lam out here and intend to do so too. 
Very cold; not a hit colder in mid-winter, Those nove! 
writers wonld haye a hard time tonight. Lad dinner af 
six, the first we have eaten since breakfast. Had my pxr- 
tridge, did not leave much, 
Q8d.—At nine o'clock in the raorning went down to iy 

the ice, it was four inches aud a half thick, What do you 
think of that for 28d November? Indiaw said he never heard 
of avy one going on the large lake before one month Inter, in 
fact, not till after Xmas, Walked over to my island, found 
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everything all right; after breakfast hunter and I started to 
look at traps; found where one beaver had been iv and got 
nwry, leaving his two hind toes; touk them all up, as theice 
had put an end to trapping, except in running water (forgot 
to say we set two beaver traps yesterday). Set up two wild-cat 
iraps, and two mink traps. There is one luxury we can 
live here that some people would give a good deal for, that 
is iced Water, just as much as we want. Half-past three— 
Going to huve a storm: snow, I hope. This is not a bad 
yarn: An Tndian called Joe Peter stole an otter out of one 
Jim Salome’s traps; Jim never said anything about il. After 
some time old Peter died, leaving his son John quite a sum 
of money; also told -him to pay all his debts; by and by Mr. Jim 
Salomu comes to John, ‘John, I want you to lend me eleven 
fallons of porpoise vil to ill my casks, ain going to St. John to 
sell it; when Il come buck I will pay you.” John did so. Jin 
comes back, after selling his oil, says, ‘John, yon pay all 
your father’s debts?" ‘Oh, yes,” says John, ‘* Well, here 
is tive dollars for your oi], will keep the other six tor that 
offer your old man stole out of my trap about twenty years 
ago.” Johu was knocked. Dined at six, fashionable hours, 
Tt is snowing hard, if tt keeps on hurrah for a moose hunt, 
if itis fifty dollars fins. Maltie beat me four games of cards; 
at cleyen o'clock thougli. the snow was rather wet, put my 
head out of my blanket, found it raining quite hard, and 
about half wet through; reused up Steve, made him put the 
rubber blanket on the outside, which soon kept the water 
oui; now he ahd the Indian wanted to come over on my 
side, but [let them stay, as they would have let me get wet 
through before they would haye gone out and fixed it up if 
T lige not called them, 

$41h.— Rained all night; started to look for moose at nine 
o'clock; about one inch of water on the ice, and sv slippery 
that Maltie had to take off his moccasins and go it in his 
sloeking feet, Struck a moose yard, but lost hinvon account 
of nat haying any snow. Found Mnitie’s knife that he left 
hebind when we were out before; started for camp; hurt my 
ankli the Sunday we tool: the Jone walk, it has been bother- 
ing mu ever since; when we got to the lake found the ice 
very thin, just a8 much as a bargain if if held us, but we got 
home safely at two o'clock. I was completely done out; 
strange, as we haye not walked more than twelve miles at 
the furthest; went right to sleep as soon as 1 got a mug of 
tea. Vive minutes past cight o’clock—Maltie beat me but 
{hres games out of five; think it is about time to turn in; so 
long. 
35th.—Stopped in camp; boys went to set up and tend 

traps; Uhouglt it best, as my ankle is quite lame to-day; bad 
thing to get lame forty miles from home; cold to-day, little 
snow; lake safe again, Quarter to two o’clock—Maltie has 
just come in with a Splendid beaver which we caught in the 
traps we set up on Monday last; it is 4 beauty, the finest one 
et, 

ns Two flocks of wild geese went vyer the camp to-day; we 
have now four wild cat, ten mink, fwo beaver, and one other 
trap sut up; bad dinner. Maltie off to see two wild-cat 
traps; nothing in them; a moose bird sprung one and left 
his Jeg behind. Six more flocks of wild geese gone over to- 

. day, Skiuned the beuyver;it is the finest skin I ever saw; am 
roing ie-morrow, if I can walk, to lool: after the beaver that 
took our trap last week, and also have a little hunt. Malt 
past eight o’clock—Just as l was winding my watch Maltie 
said he had ‘‘one of those things ones.” “‘Yes, what became 
of it?” “Had him about a week, paid twenty-five dollars for 
him, step, went to man fises them, you fix this.” ‘Oh, 
yea’ “Came next day, watch done, he took little brush, 
like your brush, tooth, gave him rub, how much?” ‘One 
dollar und fifty cents.” ‘“*Went two days, took him back, 
rub him up agaiu, one dollar, went chopping, had him in 
pocket. chein and all, lifted big tree, took him out. found 
gresse] chain inside, all mixed up, ehbucked him so far as | 
could see, never bad one since, twenty-seven dollars and fifty 
ceils, too much money for Indian.” Beayer meat tastes 
very much like boiled mutton; hope we will get caribou be- 
fore I vo oltt, 

26th.—Good mornings: off for a hunt, don’t you wish me 
good lick? Struck fresh moose track about onc mile from 
camp, followed il up, getting fresher all the time, how I 
wish for wind, there is hardly wn air, and we make such a 
noise; fresher still, when Indian said, “There he goes,” 
heard him vun off, but could not get a shot; am very sorry, 
so near lhe camp. Went down Which quod lava-ze each, 
setting up traps over to Ad-wamp-que getche River, where L 
killed a partridge; started back, fired at & fox running but 
missed him, he was going at the rate of a hundred miles an 
hour; have now set up eighteen mink, two beaver, one otter, 
anil six wildcat traps, all we have, 
271h.—Commenced to rain abont eleven o’cloel; rained all 

night; po go ot to-day; about three inches of water on the 
lake; mending moccasins, telling yarns. smoking, aud so 
forth, Quarter past one o’clock—Have just dined, had pork 
and beans, beaver tail for dessert, not bad for the time of 

_ yer; will stop out until this day week, if our grub hangs 
out. Six o'clock—Getling colder; will be able to have a 
little run to-morrow; the only trouble is, have read al! my 
books, g¢\ tired playing ecards, Lake still frozen over, 
dow’t think it will break up till spring; ice water in abund- 
ance; lots of littl mice around after our flour. 

Sunday, Nov. 20.—I suppose we ought to stay in camp, 
buts we were in all day yester(lay, intend going over to 
Guaw-we-setche to lool after that beaver and trap; shat a 
purtridge going over; when we got there made a fire while 
the boys went looking for the beaver: came baci: after two 
hours’ hunt, could not find any signs of him, must have got 
into deep water andsunk, Got back fo camp at lalfpast 
three o'clock. Looks very much like snow, but expect it 
will turn to rain as usual. 

s0th.—A bout four inches of snow on the trees this morning; 
have paid ten shillings to seea yiew not half so beautiful, 
tall hemlock and pine trees fully sixty feet high, loaded 
down with snow, their green branches showing through 
them, it isu splendid sight; commenced te rain just after 
breaktast as we were getting ready to start for a hunt, so 
gave it up; saw fresh otter tracks yesterday, and a fresh boot 
truck, don’t Know who it belongs to, but expect a trap thief; 
he had better not steal any of mine, as T know him and where 
he belongs. Indians are awfully lazy; Maltie’s knee has 
been out through bis pants all last week, and after yester- 
day's walk his drawers came through too, plenty of needles 
and thread in cump, bat Would not fix them until the bare 
skin showed; remaricably lazy Teall it, but if T stopped long 
in woods would he just like him; yon are not exactly lazy, 
Huta sort of born tired feeling. Half-past twelve o’clock— 
Spent very pleasant morning; beat Maltie six eames, without 
his getting one, he vot disgusted, went over to his side of the 
camp, have just sent Steve down to lake to see if there isany 
snow left, as it is getting colder; stopped raining; lis report. 

would hardly believe it, but I feel happier here than in the 

pack of wolves on the boundless prairie on a dark night, I 

is poor, some chance yet fora caribou hunt, Maltie making 
moccisings; Steves ure worn through; pleasant walking on 
ice with one’s liare toes, but he is foo fired to mend them, 
Saw some robing to-day, il is very strange, as they ought to 
have been off in October; Indian says, “good sign.” Two 
o'clock—Have lunched; hailed so lard just now J could 
hardly see to read; wind around north; snowy; don’t you 
hope it will keep on. Seven o’clock—Had a jolly good din- 
ney; kept the Indians’ mouths and ears open all the afternoon 
reading dime novels, also druwing maps of the different 
lakes, which I gave then; busy now baking bread, packing 
up to make an early startin the morning; intend going to 
another camp about six miles off for two or three days. 

Dec. 1,—Called cook at five o'clock; got all ready to start, 
but found it so cold we could not, we might if it was life or 
death, but the Frost is flying so you could not see to hunt, 
and the other camp would be very cold, for lo-night we 
agreed 10 hold on for while; amused myself by drawing a 
map of our lake, Indian says, ‘‘very good, go any part of the 
Jake by that;” have got him making moccasins. Half-past 
one o’clock—t really think if is very little, if any, above 
zero to-day; water will freeze anywhere in cwmp, except on 
the fire. Maltie was nol very xood friends with another In- 
dian culled Jim Muise; they met one day, Jim snid, ‘‘Well, 
Maltie, you buy a cow?” “Yes.” ‘What you give for him?” 
“Tyyenty-tive dollars.” ‘What is his name?’ ‘Nellie’— 
that wus Jim’s wite’s name—he left; they are very quick 
with an answer, Am getting rather tired of staying in 
catnp, but it can’t last. Seven o’¢lock—Colder, but we have 
a roaring five on; have dined; table cleared all ready for a 
gumeé of cards, is soon as Maltie finishes an axe handle; you 

West, which naturally excites the enyy of the Eastern Nim- 
rod, there is ¢nother prominent feature of this country which 
cannot fail to be noticed and admired, and this is the bounti- 
ful hospitality and lavish generosity of fhe settlers. They 
despise the haughty conventionality and degrading supercili- 
ousness of the Eastern nabob, and they are to be lauded for it. 
Woe to him who dares to discriminate betwecn man and 
man. Butlet him accept “equality” as his motto, follow 
up the golden rule, and just as sare us there is difference 
between daylight and darkness, will he find that God never 
created a friend more sincere, more earnest or truer through- 
out than the Western settler. Those who have been here 
will say the same. Cnarves A. Ross, 
NwsRASKA (ry, Nebraska, 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 
W Friday last the season for box-shootiug at Havre de 
Grace, at tle mouth of the Susquehanna, began, More 

sportsmen participated than for mauy years on this opening 
day, judging from the number of shells that were ordere 
to be Inaded at the different shops in the cily. J was told 
by a prominent gunsmith who does the major part of the 
retail trade here, that le has sold more decoy ducks this 
October than for many seasons, and u great stiris being 
made for duck shooting, much more than he has ever 
noticed before. Ihave not heard of the result of the open- 
“ing day’s shooting at Havre de Grace, as many of the shoot- 
ers will spend a full week on the grounds and take in at 
least three of the shooting days, Friday, Monday and 
Wednesday. Atter 1st of January until the close of the 
season, March 1, four days a week for shooting are allowed, 
the shooting to be done between one hour before sunrise and 
one hour after sunset, Late in the season the fowl here be- 
come very wild, and little if any damage is done by the 
addition of the fourth day. Night-shooting haying been 
broken up last your by the capture of the big-guns, it is ex- 
pected that the sport will be more than ordinarily good 
this year. I hear that many redheads have appeared on the 
feeding grounds and that the canvas-backs, which thus far 
have not been plentiful, will soon arrive now that weare 
haying cool weather. At the different points on the Chesa- 
peake shooting has been going on since the 25th of October, 
but oo boxes have been used until Friday last. 

On the New Jersey coast a few brant are showing them- 
selves, and duck shooting has been going on with but poor 
success since the opening day in October, owing to scarcity 
of fowL 
On Thursday last the Delaware Railroad early morning 

irain, and alxo the one leaying Philadelphia the afternoon of 
the 31st, took Inmdreds of sportsmen and their aogs, who 
were to begin a campaign against the quail of the little 
State as soou as the law allowed. Birds are very plentiful 
in Delaware this year and I expect to hear of good bags. 
In our own State, from the wild turkey section I learn ihat 
turkeys ure numerons and a number have been killed. Near 
Mitfinbars, Pa,, bear and three cubs were killed in a corn 
field on Thursday of last week 1 ditl not hear the name of 
the lucky hunter. Itis most too carly in the season to give 
you much news from the shooting grounds. Almost every- 
body is off on a trip and I ean get no report until they re- 
turn. Homo, 

scttlements, Steye’s bare toes cauht it to-day; he is actually 
fixing his moccasins, first time I have seen him do anything 
but eul (that is, that he need not to) since we have been in | 
camp. 

Dec, 2.—Just as cold as ever, but Lintend going out; sent 
the Indian on one line of traps, Steve and I on another; zot 
hack at one o’clock with one ear frozen pretty badly. Maltie 
returned at four o'clock, brought a mink and weazel, suw a 
cow und calf moose, walked up to within thirty or forty 
yards, intending to scare them, but the old cow charged and 
treed him, Kept him up there without his hat for about fifteen 
Mhinultes, When she and calf quietly walked off; am going 
affer them to-morrow if it gets a little warmer. Six o'clock. 
—Sun set clear to-night; good sign; this will have to be my 
ist hunt, as we are getting short of everything. 

Dee. §.—lt is u beautiful morning; struck fresh track 
abvut a mile from camp, followed it up three hours, but had 
to give it up as it was very coldonthe barrens, and my Juck, 
as usual, put both feet in a hole up to my Knees, had to make 
a fire or I really think they would have frozen, Struck 
caribou lacks one day old, but left them and traveled on; 
struck thee fresh moose tracks, and after following them 
about three miles Maltie saul, “‘Very near now; it was 
splendid to sce him track them, ina few minutes he gave m= 
the sien; there stood the Jargest cow Leyersaw, dropped her 
the first shot; before | could get up the bull came ont in 
plain sight about forty yards distant, he seemed as if he 
would just us soon charge us aud go off, while he was mak- 
ing up his mind gave him two shots; there was a little bunch 
of young oaks between us, and both bullets struck them and 
glanced off, by that time he thought it was best to leave, 
which he didina hurry. Took up cow’s track, she had by 
that time got up and gone into aswamp, followed her up till 
it was time to go to camp, as we hal to get wood, Steve be- 
ing with us. Moose when wounded often travel several 
miles; intend starting after ber the first thing in the morning, 

Dec, 4.—Were three miles from camp by sunrise; intend 
voing out another way; found cow’s track, but though 
badly wounded got off before I could shoot. Saw two 
more, but did not fire, as we were in a hurry; nothing but 
one meal of beans left, and twenty miles to the nearest 
house. Saw two bear tracks, but dared not follow them. 
Got to Jou Clark’s at six o'clock, having traveled since seven 
o'clock this morning; all hands pretty tired, Left next 
morning, got here at three o’clock, All well. 

P. 5.—Those cold days the thermometer was five and 
three degrees below zero. Writtam Sawry Grier. 

SOME GUNS | HAVE OWNED. 

AY J YEN but a small boy I hada passion for firearms. 
When about eight years old my father sold his farm 

and bought that a of neighbor; in the house was an old 
musket, one of the Queen Anne style, 1 suppose. I used 
often tolook at andadmire that old gun, and soon knew 
how to adjust the flint, and did have solid enjoymont snap- 
ping it to see the flint fly. One day another boy same to 
see me, and we played soldier, hunter, butcher, and eyery- 
thing we could think off, snapping the gun at each: other 
until we were tired of. Finally my father concluded to 
clean the old gun and shoot some crows that were bother- 
ing him; and he took adouble charge of shot and powder 
out of the old thing. The powder was dry, and all it 
needed was a spark to make if as lively as any powder. 
This taught me 4 lesson never to point gun or pistol, 
whether loaded or not, at anything that I did not intend 
to kill, This gun was too long in the barrel to suit me, 
so [smuggled it into the hay-loft and cut about sixteeninches 
off the muzzle with an old file. Then it was just the 
thing. But enough of this, only that the gun would kill 
rabbits after I got big enough to handle it. 

In the year 1862, I think it was, my father bought a new 
rifle. It would run »bout 70 to the pound, To me that was 
the finest and best shooting gun of the age, Squirrels were 
plenty, and my father a good rifle shot; he would pick a 
squirrel out of the highest tree, and would almost always 
shoot them through the head. Sometimes he would let me 
try my hand at a mark or woodpecker, and I did so well 
that he soon let metake the gun out by myself; and although 
it was so heavy that I could not to saye my life hold it out 
off hand, I would. by holding it over logs, through the 
crotches of trees and over ruil fences, bring 1 nice bun¢hies 
of squirrels. This rifle shooting was too slow for me, 1 
wanted something that I could shoot on the wing with; and 
somehow I got hold of an old smooth-bore (yazer); and I 
recollect the first hawk that undertook to fly over me dropped 
as dead as a door-nail at the crack of that gun, I ean make 
no prettier shot now with my breech-loader than that one 
was, 

That gun, with all its good qualities, hud its day, and 
when I was about sixteen I bought my first double-barrel. 
The brand on the rib was tine English twist, Although it 
only cost me $15, it shot well and many were the braces of 
quail 1 brought te bag with it; in fact, 1 gave it such a repu- 
tation that, after using it five or six years, L sold it for $6 
more than it cost me when new. A friend had bought a 
Parker breech-loader, and I must huve one like it. It was 
twist barrels, 8 pounds weight, 3-inch drop, full choke in 
both barrels. 1 have killed birds with it after others had 
piven them up as bein£ too far. Once, at a shooting match, 
Tkilled a pigeon after seven or cight men had shot at and 
never touched a feather of it. The match proper was over, 
and there were afew birds left over, so the boys got in line 
and trapped these birds one at a time until they were all 
gone, 1 did not take my place in line, but stood back ef a 
tree behind the score. This bird was a tailer. After the 
boys had all shot T threw my gun up and killed the bird 
from where I stood. You ought to have heard them yell. 
Men said I killed birds the deadest of any man they ever 

WESTERN NOTES. 

Hditor Forest dnd Stream: 
This letter, although dated at Nebraska City, concerns 

Wyoming and vicinity. I came here to devote my time to 
pleasure with shotgun and rifle in the pursuit of the gamier 
species of game, buf I am now serving two ends—l am 
doing missionary work in the form of making converts to 
the game laws of the State, which are not observed exactly 
as they should he. I am now in the midst of a country 
which I love with all the ardor possible for one who, like 
myself, has long dreamed of the beauties of the wild West 
and its living treasures. 

I remember, a short time ago, a correspondent of your 
journal declared there was nothing musical in the howl of a 

differ with him yery materially in that respect. There may 
not be melody according to Mozart’s or Beethoven’s idea of 
what constitutes melody, but for myself I want nothing 
better—at least, for a while. Yesterday morning, while 
walking leisurely along about five miles from my humble 
little prairie home (unarmed), I met a large wolf, the only 
one [ haye seen in broaddaylight since I have been here, 
and when I sat down to watch it the poor brute seemed to 
fully comprehend the helplessness of its transeressor, and I 
Was permitted lo feast my eyes upon it for about ten full 
minutes before it finally took its departure. On Monday 
next I leaye, with a companion, to secure as many wolves as 
possible, and if successful in our undertaking will stuff them 
and express them to the ‘‘Sportmen’s Association of Western 
Pennsylvania.” 

The cold weather is begining to make its appearance very 
perceptibly, and in compliance with the dictates of nature, 
the ducks are coming in in swarms, and the geese are arriv- 
ing in large numbers, but are still fying very high. Cranes 
are likewise plentiful, and afford fine shooting. Prairie 
chickens, however, | am sorry to say, are sadly depleted; 
choke-bore double-barreled #uns, thorough wing-shots, and 
perfectly broken hunting dogs are three fatal foes to the ex- 
istence Of prairie chickens. Something must be done and 
that soon to protect this bird, charming as it is in more ways 
than one, or “the place which knew them once will know 
them no more foreyer.” Deer, and in fact the whole list of 
Western game are found on the Platte River a short distance} saw; it was the gun, not me, 
from this place, and it is without doubt the sportsman’s| While hunting prairie chickens in [linois once we were 
paradise of the West, uartering a flax stubble, four or five of us hunting in a line. 

Aside from the presence und abundance of gaie in the dust as we cume up to the fence an old cock Hushed wild 
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Out in the prairie. Before I could cover him he was away 
off and going like a locomotive let loose; but when my gun 
spoke he came down. Isentmy dog to retrieve him and 
whew she went on and on out into the prairie the boys 
said “What are you sending her out there for?” They had 
not seen the bird fall and did not believe there was a dead 
bird out there so far; but she found it and brought it to bag. 
One fellow said, **You may just shoot at them amile off and 
T won’t be surprised to see them fall.” 

Lhaye broken thirty-four consucutive balls over a Huber 
trap, which threw them in five directions from behind a 
screen. I conld fill pages about this gun and what it has 
done, but T sold it for about what I gave for it, and bought 
another, made by Nichois & Letever, nine pounds, thirty- 
inch barrel, No. 10, three-inch drop; hve used this gun five 

rears, and it is just as tisht ami close-fitting now as ever. I 
hreliove that men find fault with the shooling qualities of 
gums sometimes, when in reality it is the man behind the 
guu that should get the blame. MARK, 

Towa, 

ALTERATIONS 

Etter Forest and Stream : 
In your last issue I saw a note abont the alteration of 

cheap army muskets into shotguns. No man who has any 
taste would rejoice in such an arm; but there are very many 
fine guns that haye been altered from muzzle-loaders te 
breech-loaders, Ihave such a gun. Origmally the gun yas 
an 11-bore muzzlelouder. 1 wanted to have it changed to 
a brvech-loader, and as it was an odd size—so that 1 could 
not procure shells and wacls for it—I had it also re-bored to 
#i0-gange. It weighed originally 9 ponnds, and by ad- 
dition of breech-block weighed after alteration 94 ponnds. 
The gun gives perfect satisfaction; 1 have been unable to 
determine any chiinge in the shooting qualities since the 
alteration was made. The expense was $35, 

As many of your readers may huve muzzleloading guns 
which they would gludiy have altered to byreech-loaders if 
they were sure of the result, I sn@west that those shooters 
who haye had experiexce (good or bad)in (bis line detail the 
same for our benefit. My Name 1s Jonny. 

[We quite azree with the writer of the above note, and 
shall be glad if our frieuds will relate their success or failure 
in alteration of guns. ‘The experience need not be confined 
to the change from muzzle-loaders to breeth-loaders. Notes 
of actual experience with guns that have been re-choked, 
shortened in the barrels, ete. ] 

IN GUNS. 

GAME IN NEBRASKA. 

LE geese and ducks are acting funny this year. It looks 
as though they intendad giving this region ‘the go by.” 

Very few of either have made their appearance. Some flocks 
of geese have heey seen and heard in their flight southward, 
and they are reported as fairly pumerons at a few points 
on the Platte. None have been seen in this vicinity for over 
aweek, The party that killed so many last year about a 
hundred miles west of this city have been ready to go for 
several days, but they get no call from the farmer with 
whom they quartered before, Indeed, they heur from other 
sources that the seest haye not come in there, It is feared 
the greatamount of shocting af that pint last year has had 
the eifect to turn the geese to other lines, 

Twice this fall the ducks have appeared here in goodly 
numbers, but in both cases they were off and gone almost 
as quick as you could say ‘Jack Robinson.” Let me ilus- 
trate: On Thurstlay altcrnoon Mr. Webster and I visited 
uite @ number of the best ponds, and saw only five ducks. 
‘he next morning they loomed up everywhere. Mr. W. drove 

out in the afternoon with a wild horse, taking his wife with 
him, and bagged twenty-four. One duy later the birds had 
taken their departure, and in a long drive in quest of them I 
got ‘‘skunked” for the first time in Nebraska. Three of us 
were out yesterday and picked up only two, one a mallard, 
the other a bluewing. Where are they anyhow? Prairie 
chickens have ‘‘flocked,” and chicken shooting has practi- 
cally been over for twenty daysor more, Quail are unusu- 
ally abundant, but for the present the cover is too dense to 
allow satisfactory results in that direction. 

Burke H, Pou. 
Tancous, Nebraska, Oat. 27. 

KiuimcG 4 DEER witTH SHovets.—Mr, John 'l’. Daly, Jr,, 
writes us the particulars of the killing of a deer near Buzzard 
Roost, in Twigg county, ono day last week, under very 
singular circumstances, Mr, Daly is foreman of ““Gang No, 
3,” on the East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia Railroad, 
On Tuesday of last week Mr. Daly had his gang at work on 
the railroad. A party of hunters from about Jeffersonville 
were deer hunting the same day in what. is known as Tar- 
ver’s Swamp. The dogs started a deer, which left the 
swamp and took its course toward the railroad. Mr. Daly 
discovered the deer, und decided it was coming directly 
toward his sang. fe told the negroes to get back in the 
bushes, and told them to kill the deer with their shovels if 
it came near enough tothem. The dogs were at least a 
uarter of a mile away, The deer came right down the 
itch, and the first negro it came to struck at it with his 

shovel, breaking both of its hind legs. One of the hunt- 
ers Was near enough to hear the deer cry when it was 
caught by the railroad gang. He came up and claimed the 
deer according to the Jaws of hunting, as he stated. M1 
Daly gave up the gume after a promise that he and bis gang 
should haye a share, but up to last accounts the Jefferson- 
ville hunters had not divided,—Hawkinsville (Ga.) News. 

Neat Dow’s Bear Story,—The Hon. Neal Dow, who 
has been traveling im the wilds of Northwestern Maine, 
writes to the Portland Press; “It was night and bright 
moonlight; but tae moon was often obscured by clouds, It 
was in @ little opening in the thick forest, where the moun- 
light could reach the ground, L was startled by the creak- 
ing and breaking of brushes and branches, An immense 
tree without top was lying on the ground, I sat on it and 
waited, Presently I sawa huge black object slowly ap- 
proaching; it was a bear. 1 opened my knife and stuck it 
into the tree trunk and waited. The bear was within thirty 
jvet of me, and as lie Sat down on his haunches and snuffed 
the air for prey the moon was left uncovered by a cloud. 
Both barrels of my gun made one report. 1 seized my great 
knife and waited for the onset; but the huge beast did not 
moye, He continued to sit with head drooping to the ground. 
Hastilv reloading my gun I approached him and waited for 
the end. Presently be fell over on his side and breathed his 
last.” 

Matse Game Wanrpexs’ DiiemMa.—Game from Maine 
does appear in the Boston market, says the Herald of that city, 
notwithstandme the law and tie refusal of the transportation 
companies to forward it. A trunk full of partridges, for- 
warded from Maine as baggage, has been seen in the market, 
Also a flour barrel, marked ‘potatoes,’ showed partridges 
when opened, each bird nicely wrapped in paper. But a 
letter, just received, says thal ithe wardens are on the alert, 
and the seizure of packages of game at the railway stations 
and wharves is of almost daily ocvurrence. The railway 
officials and officers of steamboat companies are also render- 
ine aid to those determined to enforca the game laws. An 
amusing dilemma was dropped into by the game wardens 
themselves at 4 station on the upper Maine Central the other 
day. The superintendent of that road, as soon as the position 
of the new law was laid before him, issued orders to all his 
station agents not to receive game to be forwarded out of the 
State. The law does nof prohibit the forwarding of one 
moose, two caribou or three deer by any one person in a 
season, but the orders of Supt. Tucker were peremptory. No 
one of his station agents could possibly know how many deer 
a person had forwarded from another station, and the 
superintendent decided to take no risk, Besides, itis claimed 
that he is warmly in favor of enforcing the gamu laws. The 
game wardens had seized several carcasses of deer,"nd they 
desired to present them in court, at a station a number of 
miles further down the track, as tangible evidence against 
the poachers who had broken tne law. They presented the 
dee? at the Maine Central railway station to be forwarded, 
The agent would not receive them. The superintendent was 
telegraphed, but the order ¢ame back to obey former orders. 
A further explanation was telegraphed, but the superintendent 
replied that he was obeying the law from principle, and they 
could not go over the road. Hence the deer did not appear 
in court that day. Game wardens McLain of Mattawam- 
keag, and Dayis of Winn, in that State, lave lately returned 
from 2 successful hunt after deer shooters in the vicinity of 
Bavle Lake. On the woods road to Brandy Pond they met 
a party with several deer which had evidently been shot after 
being driven into the water hy dogs. They seized six deer, 
five of which were of unusual size. OF the deer taken, all 
but one bad been shot in the back of the head, showing con- 
clusively that they had been Killed while in the water. Some 
of the wounds went downward diagonally, indicatiny that 
the person shooting had stocd in a canoe and slot downward 
at near range. The parties from whom the deer were taken 
had hounds with them, but denied that they had nsed them 
in hunting deer. They made considerable loud talk, declar- 
ing that they would shoot before the deer should be taken 
from them, but they did not execute their threats upon the 
wardens, and the game was taken to Mattawamkeag. The 
poachers will have to appear in court, 

Ducks AND Nurs.—Butaw, Ala., Oct. 28.—/iiton Forest 
und Stream: Inoticed in your paper last wintir or this 
spring something about wild ducks being caught or taken 
by pot-hunters in quantities about Norfolk, Va. J have lost 
the paper, and now wrile to askif you canrefer me to any 
one with whom f van correspond, to ascertain fhe kind of 
nets and how used. From now until February ur March 
we haye in Greene county, Ala,, millions of du¢ks, an abun- 
dunce tor the true sportsman and pot-hunter, too, All mem- 
bers of our Sporting club are not expert shots, und can do 
better shooting at game in a net than they can on the wing. 
Partridges, squirrels and turkeys are more plentiful with us 
this season than usual, Some of our young Nimrods are 
haying afine time just about now.—Buacksronn, [The 
FOREST AND STREAM is published in the interest of sports- 
men, and we can conceive of nu possible reason why it 
should he expected to give aid to would-be duck netters, 
Our correspondent might be better engaged in encouraging 
wing shooting than in showing his friends how to scoop in 
the fowl, ] 

Quarn Snoormye iy tun Crry,—Lockport, N. Y., Nov. 2. 
—Yesterday Mr. George H. Moody, residing on Pine street, 
heard quail calling in a vacant lot in front of his residence, 
Taking his gun and going across the street, he found and put 
up a bevy of about a dozen and succeeded in bagging two of 
them. George is a good shot (as his score iv the club shoot- 
ing will show), and if there had heen but two instead of 
twelye birds the result would probably haye been the same, 
I have been throcgh the same lot not less than half « dozen 
times within the past month and have not scen or heard of 
any quail being seen in or near the city, and that this bevy 
should come in on the first day of the open season is a little 
queer, rank Conover and John Freer bagged wwenty quuil 
yesterday north of the city. In last issue, “Owl Rapping at 
the Door” the type made me say “‘pigeon owl;” it should 
haye read pigmy owl.—J. L. D. 

Tue Resu.t or One Penter.—lort Lyon, Col., Oct. 28.— 
I find that taxidermy enables me now and then to account 
for the results of a shot that puzzled me ut the time, A few 
days ago I shota Western red-tailed buzzard hawk (Buteo 
borealis o1lurus) measuring fifty-two inches in extent and 
weighing four and three-quarter pounds. I fired just as she 
had raised her wing to fly, and with no idea of killing, yet 
she dropped stone dead. As I did not believe such a large 
bird could be killed with No. 6 at the distance this was un- 
less hit in the eye, 1 could not understand it. Skinning 
showed that five shot had struck in the side and breast, but 
had penetrated a short distance only, and that a single peilet 
had entered a corner of the eye and gone into the brain, uot 
breaking the eye-ball and leaving no external imark.—T. 

Ten Years.—Gen. Langhorne Wister, of Germantown, 
afew days ago returned from a yisit to Minnesota, He siys 
that during a journey of hundreds of miles across the plains 
the only sign of life he saw were three antelope, where ten 
years ago large game was abundant, and during a day’s ride 
through # great forest in Minnesata he saw no giume, a few 
squirrels being the only indication of animal life, Since 
the introduction of repeating rifles large gume in the far 
West has been rapidly diminished, and the timeis apparently 
not far distant when it will be extinguished on the plains.— 
Germantown Telegraph. 

Anprno GRrouse.—Mason City, Ia.—On the 15th of August 
I went out for a half day’s shooting at prairie chickens, and 
while in the act of shooting my eighth bird I saw a pure 
white chicken fly up at one side, in company with six or 
eight others, which were allof the natural color. I followed 
it and flushed it a second time, and failed to get a shot.—C. 
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ANENT 4 “Fuickertye,"—Guymurd, November.— Editor 
Forest and Streaii: 1 am extremely sorry to see you lend 
your valuable columns in yours of the ist inst. to such a dis- 
raceiul and disgusting description, as given by ‘‘Thorough 
Sportsman” to your readers about his mean pot-lunling ¢x- 
perience, for “filthy Tuere’ at that, by murderins our noble 
woodcock by electrie light im Louisiana. Iam sorry there 
ire no laws in that State to preyent such slaughter. [tis a 
pity the rifle ball le writes about did not stop him forever 
from poaching. Tow ein game prosper with such fellows 
around’ It’s bad enough that such things linppen, but you 
certainly ought not to publish them to the disgust of all true 
sportsmen,—CroxtEra.—[Two ifs,—If our correspondent 
knew anything about a canebiake his complaint would not 
have been in behalf of the woodcock, but of the mule team, 
if game birds were as plenty as the folks who can give an 
editor points on what he ought and ought not to do, the 
shooting would be good all oyer this country.] 

Non-Resmen's by New Jensey.—New York, Noy. 2, 
1883.—Hditey Vorest and Stream: Lnoticed in the Erening 
Post of Oct, 31, the following insertion; ‘“The Game Asso- 
ciation of New Jersey this year will pay particular attention 
to the enforcement of the law against shooting by uon-resi- 
dents. In Bergen county non residents are waracd not to 
appear with dogand gun.” Although a resident of Bergen 
Oounty, I have a fellow feeling for sportsmen in general, and 
J heartily concur with the advice given outsiders by the Game 
Association of New Jersey not to appear with dog and sun, 
As the natives of said county have for the past two months, 
Sunday included, been shooting ay everything wearing 
feathers, would not a good example at home prove wore o 
a protection to our game thin warning our neighbors not to 
shoot upon our premises?7—G. W-_ D, 

A Brooxnyy Bear Bagaur.—Edward EH. Litchfield, the 
son of the millionaire president of the Brooklyn Improvement 
Company, isa mighty unter, Recently he hus been shoot- 
ing bears in the wild country of the Litile Medicine River, 
near Fort Fetlerman, ‘The Des Moines /iegister speaks of 
him as “bagging” thirteen heary on a twelve dys’ hunt this 
month—nine grizzlies and four black bears, three of them 
in one morning jaunt before breakfast. The bears are 
caught in steel traps weighted with logs that make a broad 
trail across the country and enable the hunter to come up 
wita and fight the wounded and enraged beasts. The sport 
which is said to be full of peril, bas nevertlicless become 
tame to Mr. Litchfield, who is represented os coycting next 
an encounter with panthers —7) hw ju, 

Mare Game Nores—Rangeley. Noy. 1.—Black and 
sheldrake ducks have heen very plenty this fall around our 
lakes, and large numbers have been shot. Partridges are 
very plenty, Two gentlemen, with Mr Henry Fuller, of 
Phillips, as gnide, Dagged in two days, pear Kennebago 
Lake, thirty-ihree partridges. Quite a number of hunters 
have gone back into the [forest around Seven Ponds ufter 
deer, caribou and moose, Deer are very plenty, and so are 
caribou. Moose are not so abundant as they have been; 
still there are some left yet, and the game law says you can 
kill them until Jan.1, The full thus far bas heen all the 
hunter could ask for, and the trappers huye improved j1,— 
KENNEBAGO, 

Lone Isnanp Witprown.—T wo years ago the Suffolk 
County Board of Supervisors passed a resolution prohibiting 
the shooting of wildfow! from buats or batteries in the waters 
of Northport Bay. A petition hes now leven sent to the 
Board asking that the resolution be annulled, The residents 
of the locality claim in defense of the resolution that inside 
guuning had frightened the birds so badly that they would 
not come in and feed. One hundred and seventeen residents 
signed the remonstrance against the repeal of the resolution 
and eighty-one the petilion for its repeal. 

Proxima Huntine Grovuxbs.—Zalaha, Sumpter County, 
Fla.—Many of the old bunting grounds of Movida have been 
broken up by the great number of settlers arriving continually. 
For large game, deer wud turkey, fishing for bass, ete., L 
would recommend the Peatlacha Creek, emptying into Lake 
Harris, Sumpter cauuty; it heads about forty miles south, in 
What is known as Green Swamp. Deer and turkeys, bears 
and some wildcats, wolves, tigers, elc., are found there, 
Shall be pleased to give further information.—E. R. Laws. 

Pent.ous Duck Ssoormeg,—Last week we recorded the 
experience of a Maine man who was nearly drowned while 
on a duck shoot. News of a sadder calamity comes from 
Erie, Pa., Noy. 2: Fred C. Kelsey, news agent, Giles Rus- 
sell and John W. Eyster, mail agents on the Philudelphiu 
und Erie Railway, and Oharles Brown, u well-to-do young 
man, were drowned in Eriv bay while duck hunting. Hyster 
wud Kelsey leave families, 

Sv, LAWRENCE AND JpErreRson WARDEN.—Aditer Morevt 
and Stew: Myr, Griffin was first appointed, but declined, 
and My, P. KR. Leonard, of Ogdensburg, N. Y., was 
appointed instead, und is now tle warden for St, Lawrence 
and Jefferson counties, and is doing splendid and ellicient 
work,—E, fF. B. 

THE Frist PLrichy or Grrse that passed over Boston 
this year were announced to the congregation of the West 
Church in a sermon preached Sunday, Sept. 28, by the Rev. 
Dr. Burtol, re, 

A Connecticut ‘Coon Tuen.—A party of four went out 
‘coon bunting at West Hartland, Conn., a few nizhts since, 
and killed eight ‘eoons in one tree.— Dorit, 

PunnsyLvantA DEER.—The Pennsylvania deer law pro- 
yides that the open season shall be from Oct. 1 to Dec. 16. 

The Virginia City (Nev.) Hnterprise gives a discription of a 
Piute feast; “A fayorite dish with them isa stew of duck, tish, 
ars Danae and pinenuts. Sometimes, when two or three 
families join in a feast, a camp-kettle holding a dozen gallons 
is placed on thefire, Into this are thrown promiscuously all 
that the men, women, and children have succeeded in gather- 
ing, Ducks, minnows by the score, ground squirrels entire— 
except that the hair had been singed ofi—wild vese berries, 
grassnuts, pinenuts, and the like all boil and bubbie together 
in a rich mess—meat, soup, and bread all in one.” 
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Sea andl River Hishing. 

ANGLING RESORTS. We shall be glad. to have for publi- 
ealion notes of good fishing localities. Will not our corre- 
spondents facor us with noles of desirable points for angling 
excursions? 

To insuré prompt. attention, ‘communications should be ad- 
tlressed to the Forest und Streany Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of in- 
portance are liable to delay. 

OPEN SEASONS. 

he digesl of open seasous, printed in our issue of Aug. 16, ha 
beon published in convenient pampklet form, and will be sent. to any 

uddress, postpaid, on receipt of 1) cents. 

POACHING IN PENNSYLVANIA. 

Me ae illegal capture of fish in the State of Pennsylvania 
has assumed such proportionsas to huye aroused public 

fecling to a wholesome pitch of indignation. The gill nets, 
fish baskets, weirs, et¢., that infest the Delaware, Juniata 
and Susquehaona rivers hive increased in numbers during 
the last year, and in some cases these obstructions extend 
untirely acroes the rivers. The Anglers’ Association of Hast- 
-rn Penusylyania has taken up this matter und begun a vig- 
crous crusade against the poachers, It is stated that three 
hundred of these so-called fish baskets can be found in the 
Delaware River between Trenton and Port Jervis. These 
are purmauent structures, made by driving piles in the river 
and Wy a system of lathe crates or “‘ baskets.” Every fish 
Uiat goes down siréam, big on little, is killed by being 
caught on fhis crate and kept out of water. 

After the equinoctial storms these structures are nearly 
submerged, and can only be removed with great difficulty. 
The larger fish are uppropriuted by these wholesale fisher- 
mun—hundreds of pounds at every hanl—while the small 
fry, including millions of young bass and shad that become 
caught in the woodwork, are scooped up by the shovelrul 
und fed to the hogs. Acting upon information derived from 
various sources, the Anglers’ Association recently drew up 
i formal protest againsh these abuses, and addressed a com- 
fuunicalién to the Fish Commissioners of the State. A 
letter was received from Benjamin L, Hewit, of Hollidays- 
burg, who has been most energetic in defending the fishing 
laws. Mr. Hewil says that the introduction of these engines 
of mischief is a plain violation of the law, yet the Commis- 
sioners look to the local authorities to suppress them. The 
wirdens on the Susquehanna and Juniata, Mr. Mewit wrote, 
hive destroyed between two hundred und three hundred 
basket dams between Harrisburg and the Maryland line. 
No idea can be had of the difficulty either in obtaining pro- 
tective legislation for the fishing interests or in securing 
thoroughly reliable men to undertake the job of destroying 
the dams. ‘The wardens have been fired upon repeatedly. 
A raid is to be organized at once on the Susqnehanna and 
Juniata rivers. 

TUNNY FISHING IN THE MEDITER- 
RANEAN. 

TEXTLE tunny is one of the great sea travelers. It wends its 
way not singly, but in legions upon legions, which scour 

theseas, forming pointed phalanxes which are here one day and 
far awity the next. The German Sea, the coasts of Guinea, 
those of the Antilles, the waters of Brazil, of Chile, and of 
China, are but a few of the places they frequent, In the 
Mediterranean they are as numerous now as in the days of 
Polyius, who first described them, 

The tunnies need warm waters in which to spawn. Num- 
bers stay during the winter in the eastern parts of the Medi- 
ferranean, Where they deposit their ,oya at depths ranging 
between 80 and 130 feet. ‘They leave the cast in May, be- 
eoine humerous near Sicily and Southern Italy, and return 
iu autumn slowly to reach their winter quarters once again, 

Pliny, in his book, asserts that Alexander’s feet met with 
huge numbers of fliem which prevented the advance of his 
ealleys, and which nothing could frighten away wotil they 
had passed by. 

They are of the mackerel family, like the biuetish, but are 
commonly three or four feet in jength, and often a five- 
footer is caught, A curious fact is the timidity of this large 
fish, He is easily caught, and when first engaged in the 
fatal meshes of the tunny net, hardly tries to regain lis 
freedom, They prefer rocky bottoms, a fact well showu by 
the following; The Spaniards had a long while a monopoly 
of the tunny fishing, and seven huge fisheries were scattered 
around the coasts neur Gibraltar. All this wealth was lost 
in one day; a fearful earthquake overthrew the town of Lis- 
bon, thousands of inhabitants met with death below its ruius, 
the earth seemed to quake all over Spain, huge masses of 
sand and gravel were torn away from the coast of Africa, 
and instead of the rocky deep bottoms previously existing, a 
shallower sandy level was formed, and the tunnies forever 
disappeared. They frequented the rocky coasts of Morocco, 
near Tetuan sand Silé, and the fisheries were transferred to 
Staly, Sicily and Sardinia, 

The vets used in the Mediterranean are bag-like in shape, 
hut huge in size. The Italians call them jvnnert, and begin 
in April to construct the enormous trap in which they are 
caught, The nets are weighted with large anchors and iron 
bars, The men place the whole thing im some deep, rocky 
channel, between two islands—as a rule the whole passage is 
carefully closed by the nets—then a small opening is left in 
the middle called the ‘‘door,” which leads into a first cham- 
ber. From this they are frightened into another passage 
which leads into another enormous pocket called caémerce di 
morte, literally the death chamber. A door, also of netting, 
is closed and the first one opens again, more fish arrive; they 
find their way inte the death chamber, the door of which 
igiin opens. When enough fish are caught, the whole 
thing is raised by a number of boats forming a circle, and 
the massacre begins, a8 they arespeared and thrown in the 
boats, 

Here Jct me give a little of my own experience. Ona 
splendid summer day, early in the morning, 1 left the shore 
in a little sailboat, lateen rigged, with two Italian boatmen. 
The sun had just risen, gorgeous with purple and scarlet 
rays from the bosou of the deep, scattering over the waturs 
arain of diamond and golden spark; the sky had already as- 
sumed that solt light blue, cloudless and heantiful, thatis pecu- 
liar to Ttalivn lieavens. The wayes rose about us, a little crest 
of foani crowning the shining emerald water. Rapidly we 
sailed on, the warm wind lifting us along further and fur- 
ther from the black roclky cliffs, and the white, bright, look- 
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ing village ut their foot. In an hour or so, we had neared a 
little clump of islands, and suddenly tacking around one of 
thwm, we saw the little fishing fleet. Strange-looking craft, 
to an American eye, but picturesque in the extreme. The 
brown-colored sails had been furled down, but the gorgeous 
colors of the hulis, all painted with different hues, made a 
wonderful scene against the black rocks, the green water, 
and the azure heaven, : 

Nearer we get to them, and songs are heard, slow, and in 
time with the moyements of the fishermen, who are slowly 
raising the huge bag. Wearejustintime. We get near one 
of the hoats, and I watch as deeply interested and anxious as 
when a “silver doctor” killud my first salmon, Faster and 
faster the net rises, and the men are congratulating them- 
selyes upon @ big haul. The death chamber is nearly at the 
surface, nud below the water is boiling. They have raised 
the death chamber gt last, and now we see the monsters roll- 
ing and tossing and striking the boats, which have formed 
anarrower circle around the bag. The net is still more 
raised, until only afoot or so of water is over the meshes, 
and hundreds of the big fishes are leaping wildly about in a 
vain endeayor to escape, but the circle gradually narrows 
around them, and the carnaye begins. 
Armed with long spears the fishermen strike the fish. 

Thirty or forty men are at work, the water boils and reddens, 
aud the hnve denizens of the deep are lifted into the boats; a 
scene of wild excitement, of shouting and of thumping of 
the half dead fish in the boats, The men yell, and langh, 
they shriek and swear, and still the work goes on, and the 
water has become purple in hue. A few big fish are dying 
in the net, and are taken out, and a scene of massacre is 
ended, which I shall never forget, but which made me feel 
sad that day when coming home, as 1 thought of the hun- 
dreds of noble fish, slain without a chance to escape. It 
seemed afterward to be murder, under that beautiful blue 
sky, which so high proclaimed peace to all, and good will 
toward men, G. V. 8. 
New York, 

CASTING AGAINST THE WIND. 

NDER the heading of ‘Some Wrinkles from Abroad,” 
Mr, R. B. Maiston thus writes in the London JYshdng 

Gazelle: 
“FP. R. C. 8." in his interesting notes on ‘Trout Fishing,” 

refers to the difiiculty 1 aye often alluded to in this paper 
of getting a line ont against the wind with a whippy rod. 
Mr. Reuben Wood spent an afternoon with me on purpose 
to show what a split-cane rod can do in his hands, and among 
other thinvs he taught me how to make a 6-cunce limber 
split-cane rod send a line right into the tecth of a strong 
breeze, We were casting from a punt (in the hope of getting 
oue of my black bass to rise), and 1 confess I was astonished 
to see how Mr. Wood could send the fly nearly twenty yards 
against the wind, ‘‘In casting against the wind, and I 
would just as soon cast with if as against it,” he said, “you 
must litt your line from the water so that it extends behind 
you at about an angle of 45°, and then bring your red down 
sharply right on to the water, and straight against the wind; 
this makes the line cut through it, and extend out straight 
on to the water. The secret is to keep the line well up be- 
hind, and then continue the forward impetus sharply until 
the top touches, or nearly touches, the water.” After watch- 
ing Mr. Wood some time I had a try, and found that by 
following his directions | soon got into, the way of making 
this most useful east, I question whether an ordinary hard- 
wood rod would stand the sharp stroke required, nor would 
along cast be possible with a light line, but in a breeze there 
is always a good ripple on the water, and light tackle is not 
so necessary. Ihave often, when fishing up-streim against 
a strong wind, found it almcst impossible, even with a stiff 
rod, to vet much Jime out, and even then the light fut cast 
often blows back oye! the veel line before touching the 
water, and I consider Mr, Wood's wrinkle a very good one. 

Tn the same paper “F. R. C. 8.” says: JI find that I have 
omitted to say anything on casting against wind. Fishing 
with the wind blowing down-stream is always more or less 
unsatisfactory. You whip off your fly, and you strain your 
rod. If the wind is not continual, advantage must be taken 
of the intervals between the gusts; but a stiff rod will often 
enable the angler to force his tly forward where a whippy 
one is absolutely powerless, When a wind is blowing straight 
across the stream from the opposite bank, if it is not tuo 
violunt, a fly may he gol out by what has been termed cut- 
ting the wind, The angler is, say, facmg up-stream, the 
water on his left, and rod in his ritht hand. Instead of 
waving his rod perpendicularly, as in the ordinary cast, he 
waves it horizontally, and by making the cast pretty vigor- 
ously the line can, after practice, ve successfully got out to 
its destination; but the young angler should see this done yy 
an expert, as it is rather a difficult matter to describe ver- 
bially. A strong wind is almost as bad when in the angler’s 
fayor us when dead against him—z, ¢., in dry fly-fishing it 
prevents the line being properly extended behind for the cast, 
and continually causes the whipping off of the fly. 
A few words in conclusion about stiff rods. 1 quite agree 

with « correspondent, ‘‘S. 8.“ in yours of Sept. 8, that the 
whippy rods are ‘more elegant,” but lean hardiy see how 
he makes them out “more éfficient’’ when every one will, I 
think, admit that in anything of 4 wind they are almost use- 
less. Of Course, any one accustomed to the limber rod will 
be more likely at first to lose fish when striking with the stiff 
rod or when playing them; but these slight difficulties, with 
a little practice, ave soon overcome. 1 think that when a 
person uses the sarcastic expression *‘punt pole” for the stiff 
rod, it simply shows thal the only stiff rods he has tried 
have been made stiff by increased thickness and consequent 
weight in the upper parl. These are what I have expressly 
warned my readers against when ] remarked that on no 
account should therod be top-heavy, Stiff rods can be 
made of the American glued cane, or of the cheaper solid 
cane, quite free from this defect; and in conclusion I can 
only sy that I think I have never shown my favorite rod to 
any augling friend but that he has expressed a wish to have 
one like il, especially when he has seen the long straight 
casts I could make with it to the other side of a wide bit of 
stream, 

In a foot note following this the edilor says: “There is a 
style of casting against the wind which was tuught us by 
Mr. Reuben Woad when over here. With a six-ounce 
“whippy” splt-cane rod we saw him time after time send 
his line straight into the teeth of the wind for eighteen or 
twenty yards,” This would seem to imply that casting 
against the wind is not well understood on the other side of 
the water. On many American lakes it is necessary to cast 
ueainst the wind in order to take trout from the ‘‘spring 
holes” where they lie in summer, and which cannot be ap- 

. 

proached from the shore, especially in the Adirondacks, 
where fishing is mostly done from boats. The practice is 
common here, aud an angler who cunnot handle his line 
aguinst the wind is not considered a gooil easter, 

- 

MY FIRST ADIRONDACK TRIP, 

\ BOYHOOD REMINISCENCE, 

(Concluded, ) 

We were much disappointed at the course of the river. 
We came to an old log-hut, and Fred called my attention to 
it by some remark und rowed on, and after going abont a 
mile we caine to another old hut looking exactly like the 
first. ZT asked Fred if he understood this; le said he did not, 
but would bet that it was the same old house. We get out 
of our boat, and sure enough it was. The river came to it 
at first, and then turned; after going a mile it came back 
about fifty yards below, so that we could have saved a mile 
if we had only known. It was dark when we arrived at 
Union Falls, and we were wet through and very tired, hay- 
ing come over fifty miles, We were told that we could iind 
a place to stay over night there or we would not have under- 
taken to come. You can imagine @ur surprise to find only 
two houses in the place, We stopped at the first one, and 
told them that we wanted to stay over night, but the man of 
the house said he would not keep uny one, ‘if was played 
out.” We asked him what he meant, and he told us it 
meant we could not stay; he told us that Mr. Duncan had a 
big house opposite, snd that he thought we could stay there, 
aud we went and saw Mr. Duncan. He said he did not 
know, but he thought it would be “inconvenient.” We 
told him we did not want him to go to any trouble, all we 
wanted was to get dry, and we would be satisfied with some 
bread and milk. He said his mother was not fecling well, 
and he thought it would be “inconvenient,” but he would go 
in and see, and goon came out saying it was “‘inconyenient,” 
I then got mad and told him a decent man would not turn a 
dog trom his door under such circumstances, and told him if 
he would let us come in and get dry we would go and sleep 
in the haw-mow, Aguin he went in the house to consult, 
but one of his hired men said it was no go, his mother and 
sisters would object, and he would not dare let usin if he 
wanted to. When the man again said it was “inconvenient” 
I felt like knocking him down, We coaxed and pleaded 
with him, told him we would give him his price for staying, 
but it was no use, At last he told us there was a mill about 
a quarter of a mile below kept by an old man. The man 
built it for a mill, put it in good order, but there was no 
grain within twenty-five miles of it. What Croft wanted to 
build a mill there for is » mystery, buf build it he did, and 
waited for twenty-live years for people to come and srow 
vrain so that the mill could run, They never came, and the 
mill is ‘idly waiting,” as il will continue for years to come. 
We bid Duncan good night, told him what we thought 

of him, and proceeded to the mill, where we found a party 
staying with Mr. Croft gathering hay. They had come 
twenty-five miles to gather it onshares, Hay in this region is 
rather scarce, Westated our case to Mr. Croft, told him 
our health was in dauger if we had to sleep out-doors, being 
so wet, and had not got half through when he told us to 
come in and welcome, and he would do his best for us. He 
was a “white man.” Wesoon were drying ourselves at his 
fire, and did justice to his supper. He lived in the mill, and 
amused himsclf by reading. When Fred talked of ‘Bedouin 
Arabs” he found a good listener in Oroft, and when speak- 
ing of the Egyptian pyramids Croft had the nerve to dispute 
him on their height, and soon proved that he was right by 
some of his books. Abont ten o'clock we retired in an onts- 
bin and siept well. The next morning we Ieft him $4 
which was more money than he had seen ina month, and 
our axe and my pipe, which were forgotten, and fell the 
need of often on our way out. 

About 7 next morning we started from Union Falls with- 
out shedding a tear at parting. We had a few rapids to run, 
but we got over them easily; but about four miles below we 
came io Beardsley’s rapids, and werun them at first all 
right, Fred did the rowing, or rather the steering, and let the 
stern of the boat down first so he could have more control of 
the oars. It was very exciting work. Sometimes we would 
vo at the rate of ten or fifteen miles an hour. and did not 
know how soon we were goingona tock. After going about 
three miles the river ahead of us ran ina straight line. It 
was grand to look at, but too awful to go over; the water 
would splash up three or four fect in some places. At the 
entrance of these rough rapids was what is called the 
“gorge,” or ‘‘shell-rock.”’ This gorge was not over fifteen 
feet wide, and the water boiled going through it; the rocks 
on each side were about forty feet high, making it a beauti- 
ful but awful spot. We got out of our boat and looked al it 
long and well, and concluded as we wanted to get buck home 
we would ‘‘take water,” but nof by going through that 
place. We consulted the map and found there was a road 
laid down about half a mile to the right, and thought it best 
to find this road and then carry our things down it until we 
could get on still water. We hunted for that road for two 
hours, and got so disgusted because we could not find it that 
we made up our minds to go through the gorge. Westarted 
back about fifty yards, let our boat in the currect, and in 
less time than 1 can write it, we were one mile dovn, and all 
right! We could not hear each oller speak, no matter how 
loud we talked; we shut our teeth, and I really think [ tried 
to remember, ‘‘“Now I Jay me down to sleep.” I was in the 
stern of the boat, and while we weve going over a rock about 
two fect below the surface the water would jump up in hy 
face and make me shiver, The boat was nearly halt full of 
water, und both were wet through when we got down. We 
came to the road where it crossed the river, and saw two 
men watching us approach, I asked one fora ‘‘chew," ha 
asked me where 1 came from, and where I was going, und 
said, after informing him; ‘‘Here, young man, you deseryu 
a plug,” and he gave it to me. 

Following the riyer into Tiff’s Pond, which isa mile and 
a half long, with poor scenery, and atter passing through it, 
came to such rough rapids that it was thought best to carry 
four miles and strike the horth branch of the Saranac. The 
water spread out and was so rocky that we knew the boat 
would break if we attempted to go down, not that we were 
afraid to shoot these rapids, but we thought “‘discretion the 
better part of valor,” so we put our things on our backs and 
started off. This four-mile carry seemed to be about ten 
miles, but of course being hot and tired, the miles seemed 
long. We stopped and cooked dinner when about halfway 
over, and never did dinner taste better. At last we arrived 
at the Forks, and put the boat in, and weresoon gliding down 
the river. ‘here-were more rapids, but not bad ones, and we 
soon arrived at the little town of Redford, and here shot 
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yer onr first dam, through the slip, the fall being about tive 
ct, More Yapids were found down to the High Falls of 

he Saranac, We did not think we were so close to the falls, 
aud came quite near getting into the current, and if we bad 
this would haye never been written, Here we had another 
carry of a mile. We-went ont of our way to look at the 
fills a half mile, and were well paid by so duwing, They are 
the finest J ever saw; they are at the highest fallabout eighty 
feet, and extend for a quarter of a mile with every now and 
thena break. We spent nearly one hour Jooking at fhem, 
and hated yery much to leave. The little town of Russia 
Was reached in short order, and then curried aronnd the 
dam. It was now nearly tive o’clock, and we debated 
whetier to stay over vight ornot, an(l finally concluded to 
push on,, On arriving at Saranac, we found a good hotel 
and staid over night, having come over forty miles. We 
mi, 2 gentleman here from Plitisburg and he gayeusa letter 
te the proprictor of Whetherill's. 'Phese little towne are 
noted for their iren ere and furnaces. They smell the ore 
here by throwing charcoal and the ove in the fire together, 
mid it comes ont good iron, We went through some furnaces 
and saw how it was done. 

We had a few more rapids for a mile or more, and then 
had good water for seyen miles until we reached Elsinore 
or Gougeville. Here we ran over another dam and rowed 
one rile further to Cadyville, arriving there about 12 M. 
We now found there were three falls und about fifteen miles 
more of rnpids to run before reaching Plattsturg, and wecon- 
sidered what the cost would be, allowine two days to get 
there, As this would cost $7, and the distance by rod was 
only ten miles, we hired a man to take our boaton his wagon 
for two dollars and we went in the bout, on whwels. 
We passed through a pretty countvy, catching a glimpse 

every now and thenot Lake Champlain and the Green 
Mountains. The Frenchman who drove the wagon was 
well informed, and we chatted pleasantly until we reached 
Pluttgburg, where going through the principal strect, we had 
a large crowd gazing at us. Weurast haye looked quite 
warlike and somewhat like 1 couple of Indians, being so 
tanned aud dirty. Westarted down the lake at 2:30, thus 
saving hotel expenses, and rowed down for four miles, and 
there dined in a beautiful nook under some rouks. The lake 
here is about ten miles wide and a very beautiful sheet of 
water. We passed Vaneour Island, the headquarters of 
free-lovers, but did not stop; also passed Port Kent, a place 
of considerable size. Tere the luke steamer Vermont 
passed us within a quarter of a mile, and it was doubtful 
how our boat was going to take the wash of steamers. She 
did not mind it at all, and ‘walked the waters like a thing 
of life.” It was now very hot, and we were tired, and did 
not know when we would strike a town to stay in over night, 
but we stuck to our oars like ‘‘Jittle men,” and continued 
rowiow uotilatter dark. Opposite Burlington, Vt., the lights 
from thé city showed up wellfrom the ceuter of the lake, 
and we had a great notion of going over there and staying 
all night, but Happening to look down the lake und seeing a 
light about fonr miles ahead, we rowed for that, and found 
it was a large farmhouse. Knocking at the duor, it was 
opened by a young lady who, as soon as slie saw us, jumped 
back with a shriek, and scampered into the house. We had 
nothing to do but to follow, and soon met the man of the 
house. When he first saw us he did not know whether to 
run or not, but we soon spoke up and told him not to be 
scared, nud asked if we could stay all night with him, He 
hesitated, and said there were so many tiamps #round that 
he did not know whether it was safe or not, We soon in- 
formed him we were not tramps, but hunters. 

He was told that if he did not let us stay we would have 
to sleep out-doors all night. He asked some questions, which 
were answered satisfactorily, and then he said that as we 
were armed so to the teeth we looked dangerous, The hint 
was taken, and we banded him our reyolvers, funs, and 
knives, and he felt better. We soon were eating a good 
supper and chatting with the lamily asifwe had known 
them all our lives, They had an organinthe house, and after 
supper we had some musi¢, Brown and family proved to 
be very nice people, and seemed to be pleased with us, at 
leasi we thought they were, and they invited us to tarry a 
day or two with them, but as usual Fred didn’t see it; 1 
should have been delighted to haye staid a mouth. Brown’s 
house was situated directly opposite Burlington, on Wills- 
boro Point, distance fifteen miles from B., but he has sail- 
boals, so he can go over to thé city in short order, When 
we left them they gave us melons, apples, and a pie, the 
latter was baked for, 1 won't tell who, by Miss Brown, but we 
both enjoyed it, 

The scunery here is grand, the Green Mountains in full 
yiew, and the Four Brothers (islands in the lake), sticking 
out their heads like frogs, can be scen for thirty miles, but 
they look like little specks on the horizon. We rowed until 
oué ocloek, and then had our dinner, resting one and a half 
hours, the day being very hot. We passed the wreek of the 
siuamer Champlain, and made for the Vermont shore, to 
eet out of the way of the Adirondack, We would [re- 
quently go from the New York tothe Vermont shore, cuiting 
oif all the bays, and liad pleasant weather while on the lake, 
and went through the center of it, The towns of Hssex and 
Port Henry were passed, and at Port Crown Point we hada 
great mind to stop, as it was dark, but the money pow was 
getting Jow and we had to make time, It was seven miles 
to Crown Point, and we did not arrive there until aftereight 
o'clock, going directly to Dunnison's Hotel with boat and 
baggage, and before supper had them locked np in an ice 
house. We had learned to loye the Saranac, so that we 
could not bear to have it out of our sight, and would never 
leave it where it could be stolen, 

Every one at the hotel became interested in our trip down 
the Saranac rapids, and we were quite “lions.” A heayy 
fox prevented our leaying Crown Point before eight next 
morning. The lake here gets narrow. We made Sarabus 
Point on the Vermont shore, und stopped at the Hotel and 
fot some provisions. Stopped at Fort 'Piconderaga, and 
took in all the points of the old fort, now m ruins, only part 
of one side standing. We thought of going up Lake George, 
bul our money was so low we dared not do if. From here 
down to Whitchall the lake is more Jike a small river than 2 
lake, yery narrow in some places, and the tugs frequently go 
ashore. While going through some of the narrows we 
barely escaped being run into by tags. ‘The lake looks as 
thouth if had been wide some day, but we judged the canal 
Nad drawn the water off, AU the large steamers nsed to run 
to Whitehall, but they cannot pow go down further than 
Fort Ti, We arrived at Whitehall just. before dark, but 
coucluded to go on to Comstock’s Landing. on the canal, 
seven miles. Whitehall is a pretty little town, and is the 
busiest place of its size 1 ever saw. We liad to carry sround 
three locks to gel into the canal, und the people cheered us 
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as we passed on, and appreciated our pluck, It soon got 
very dark, and we came yery pear getting our boat smashed 
several times between canal boats, Lid some of the hard- 
est rowing Lever did in order to get fo Comstock’s in vood 
season, : 

Next mornivg we passed through the towns of Fort Ann, 
Fort Miller and Fort Bdward. At the latter place we dined 
on the banks of the raging canal; the Mudson runs along 
here, and we were yery near getting into it, bul came to the 
conclusion we would heye enough of that after ayhile, and 
we xeally liked canal nayigalion. It was very hot in the 
afternoon, and we took it slowly, making Schuyleryille at 
night. About five miles this side of the place we heard there 
was to be a hoat race, free for all, and some good prizes 
were at stake. We thought we might as well luke this in, 
so we hurried up, but arrived just as the races were over. 
We looked the champion oyer, and offered to race him one 
and a half miles straight away for anything he waxted to. 
He did not dare accept our offer: so, after inquiring for a 
good hotel, we went to the Sclmylerville House. We had 
supper and felt better, and concluded to wall through the 
town, which is a pretty little place, and there dre 4 mumber 
of handsome residences. We had not walked fur before we 
had a crowd of small boys running atler us yelling ‘‘Look at 
the Indians!” [suppose we did Inok something like them, 
for we were fearfully tanned, and each had a large buck’s 
fail in his hat, and my hat especially was peculiar. It was 
originally a black felt hat, but I had it drawn out until it 
was about a foot long, and coming to a peak with that 
buck’s tail in it made it look tine. The boys bothered us so 
we went back to the hotel. 
The next morning we started out with the intention of 

going very slow. We passed through Bemus Heights, Still- 
Leer Mechanicsville, Waterford, and arrived at Troy just 
at dark. 

Our canal trip was pleasdnt, and we enjoyed it immensely, 
The canalers were civil and tieated us well. The Cham- 
plain Canal is sixty-six miles long. We passed under 131 
bridges and through twenty-one locks, It was a great deal 
of sport to go through the locks in our little boat. Water- 
ford is a pretty little place, and here is where the Mohawk 
empties into the Hudsen; also the Cohves branch of the Brie 
Canal connects here with the Champlain. After getling into 
the Hudson we soon rowed down tothe Troy dam, Here 
we let our boat over, and proceeded on down the river, look- 
ing out for a hotel. Tt began to get (lark, and we did not 
know what todo; could not get our boat out of the water, on 
account of the wharves, and rowed around for half an hour 
dnd at Jast founda boathouse, The owner put our boat away 
in a secure place, and at once inquired fora hotel, [He tole 
us where to find one. But I had now become rather timid; 
my coat and yest were lorn very badly, one of my boots was 
on the “ragged edge,” and as for pantaloons, why 1 had 
worn tivo pair entirely out, and was on Fred's last, and in the 
presence of any one I had to always keep my coat buttoned, 
no matter how hot it was. This mun whe kept the boat- 
house lived near, and we convince him it would be much 
better for us to stay with him, so that we could get an early 
start in the morning. He said there was no place for us to 
sleep. We told him we would sleep right on the floor in his 
kitchen. He said ‘Al righi;” so afler cating supper we got 
our blankets and slept on his kitchen floor all night. 1 sip- 
pose [ ought to say we slept well. I could say it, but as this 
history is all true it world mar il to tell a falsehood at the 
latter end, 

The man we stayed with treated us very nicely, and would 
not take a cent for the trouble, but #red left two dollars 
with bis boy, and said he felt better, Fred’s money was now 
ul] gone, and I had only three dellars left, and we had 182 
inilus to go, When we heard we could not go down the 
river on the Schuyler for ten cents as tar as New York, we 
did not know what todo, Weargued the point for a long 
time and made up our minds to still keep on in our own boat 
and go until we had no money left, and then wait for remit- 
tances. So we started down the grand old Hudson. Hvery 
one thought we were fools, and 1 think so myself to-day, 
Fred and I were both feelmg sick on this day, the first time 
since we hud left home. ‘The steamers bothered us some 
where the water was low, with their wash, but we got along 
remarkably well. Ido not intend to say 4 word about the 
Hudson River. Every one lag read of itor seen it, so will pass 
over our trip down in as few words as possible. At night, 
about fiye o'clock, we were lying down under some trees, 
tired out, when we saw coming down the river a peculiar 
looking boat, On coming nearer it looked to he a canal boat, 
and we soon saw it was one, only going by steam. It proved 
to be a Baxter canal boat. Fred said, Billy, what do you 
think of getting on her and going as faras Poughkeepsie and 
there get off for our letters?” (ye had written forietters here). 
Lagreed, and in less than five minutes we were on the City 
of Rochester: going at the rate of five miles an hour. These 
canal bouts are a big thing and ina few years no other boats 
will be used; we had on 7,000 bushels of srain, besides apples 
and stoves. The captain proved himself a gentleman, and 
we got along well with all hands. We inquired what time 
we would get in Poughkeepsie and were told at *‘five o'clock 
in the morning.” We chatted until about ten o’clock and 
then Fred told how he had “taken the wheel in the Mediter- 
ranean.” The pilot took the hint, and soon Freddy was 
sleering our craft, I was {celing sleepy, so told them | would 
get the blankets and go to sleep. The captain offered his 
cabin but we declined it, ahd I was soon dreaming of 
Fred's “Bedouin Arabs.” 

When | awoke the words that I heard were these: “‘You 
can imagine how hot it was, for if killed three camels and 
three ‘Bedouin Arabs.” There stood Fred, stil] at the wheel, 
relating his adventures among the ‘‘Bedonin Arabs" to the 
noble crew of our boat, IL soon fell asleep again, but won- 
dered in my dreams if I should ever travel in ‘Arabia,’ if 
T would always talk ‘‘Arabs.” We awoke in the morning at 
7:30, and thought we had not yet arrived ub Poughkeepsie, 
but were very much taken back to find that we were twenty 
miles below. The captain had forgotten tu awake us, and 
we had gone by about # o’clock, We felt badly about it, as 
we expected money alt that place, We had a great notion 
to row back, but thought we had had enough of it for one 
trip. We cooked our breakfast on board and dined on deck 
in fine style, and did not get off the boat until within twenty 
miles of New York, and then rowed in, Jt was between 6 
wud 7 o'clock when we arrived in New York harbor, and the 
ferryboats and tugs were around us on every side. We came 
near beim run dewn hy a boat, bul escaped with only a 
scare, We thought we had better get our boal out and go 
to Taylor’s Hotel and telegraph for money to come Lome on 
the morrow; bul here it was the same as al Troy. We 
could not gel our boat out of the water. 1 had only eighty 
cenls, and we were in a bad ¢onuition, Being tired, and 

both sick, we could not row home—twenty-two iiles—that 
night. Fred at last said, ‘‘Lei’s row down to Communi- 
paw,” where we could get our boat out and put il on lhe 
cars and go home. Under the circumstaeces we did it, ane 
arrived at home about 8 a’clock. 
A great many of our friends thouwht we ‘‘flonked" at the 

last, but Ido not believe that those same fellows would have 
had the srit to go through half whatwe did. We absolutely 
rowed over 600 miles, and had only one pair of oars, \fier ar 
riving at loime, Twas in such a condition that before they 
would let me eat, they made me lake a bath and change all 
my clothing. This [thought tough. So ended my summer 
irip, and I will venture to say no man has seen as much of 
the Adirondacks with as little money. 

Tae ANGLING TouRNAMENT.—Reading the account of the 
salmon-casting at the late tournament in New Yorl, ft was 
struck by the great length of the casts reached by the ox- 
perts, How is the measurement done, from the ree) 
or from the point of the rod? Francis Trancis, an 
English expert with both rod and pen, in his ‘Bock on Anp- 
ling,” thus writes of salmon-casting: ‘Thirty yards from 
the reel to the fy is good casting, and eyery yard beyond 
that very good casting. Tle longest cast I ever measured 
was within afoot of thirty-eight and a half yards from the 
reel (114 feet 6 inches), and that was cast by Sir }. Bykes, 
who was it tall and powerful man, who was fishing with # 
20-foot rod, which I couid hardly manage. The most I 
could ever manage was thirty-four and a balf yards from the 
ree]. Pati Hearns, of Ballina, has, I believe, cast forty-two 
yards (126 feet). I do not know whether it wus measured 
from the point or the reel, but as if was for a wager, and 
many gentlemen were looking on, the factis indisputable,” So 
that, according to Francis, all the experts at the New York 
tournament did good casting, and My, Leonard was only two 
fect behind the Irish champion.—S. C. ©. [All casters 
stood on a platform, one foot above the water, and a meas- 
uring line extended from the edge of this platform into the 
lake, Numbered buoys every five feet showed the length of 
cast, which was measured from the front edge of the plat- 
form, at which the caster could place his toe, but of course 
could not advance without falling off. Most other records 
are made by measuring the caster’s line, which will always 
fon more distance than a straight line stretched from his 
reel. 

PorPorse Fisnine at Care May.—The great porpoise 
net or trap of the Atlantic Oil and Fertilizing Company of 
Cape May City, was suecess!ully tried Oct, 21, resulting In 
the capture off Seven Mile Beach of twe porpoises, which 
have heretofore baffled all uttempts at capture. The scene 
at their taking was exciting, the porpoises making iremen- 
dous efiorts to free themselyes from the meshes of the net, 
The immense net or trap, the wings of which are 3,000 fvet 
Jong, was easily handled. A fine specimen of the female 
porpoise was shipped by the company to Philadelpbin, where 
it will be placed on exhibition, Altogether eight porpoises 
of yurious sizes were captured. I hear that the meshes of 
this large net are large ¢nongh to allow the escape of olher 
fish, and the damage it was expected ils use would cunse is 
overcome,—Homo. 

Poacnineé In THE CHEMoNG Rryer.—Lockwood, N. Y,, 
Noy. 3.—I notice in your last issue mention by Housel And 
others of fish baekets in the Susquehanna. This pleases mo, 
and it might be well to pay a little attention to tle Chemung 
River, near Athens, also, as am informed thal certitin par- ~ 
ties are doing quite a business at thal place. with sunken 
nets. Now I do not think it right to drain the streams of 
fish by the bushel with sunken nets, which are visited under 
cover of darkness at all seasons of ihe year, Letus wike 
them up a little by giving the yicinity, and if that will not 
do then vive the names of persons in the business,—J. WA 

= 

MicuiegAn.—Ceniral Lake., Oct. 29.—The telegraph operi- 
tor at this place last Saturday notificd Joe Minnie, of Mik Rup- 
ids, that herrimgs were beginning to appear in our river, 
thongh not as yet in large numbers, Joe wants to cateh a 
quantity, and sell them for winter fishing, Many of your 
readers know Joe well. By the bye, his real name is Elzéur 
Fortin. Call him what you like, and if you need 4 good 
guide, he is your man.—KELPIE. 

Minyows anp Nuwsparers,—An enterprising St. Louis 
patentee of a minnow bucket has adopted the noyel plau of 
sendinw a subscription, with each bucket sold, to some paper 

Lisheulture. 
—— 

THE LONDON AWARDS, 

if our last issue we gave the list: of awards Lo Americins at 
the International Fisheries Exhibition, at London, and ex- 

pressed surprise at those made in fisheulture on account of 
their being placed below some minor appliances for the mzging 
of fishing vessels, as manilla rope, etc. 4 

It seems that the awardsin fishing tackle are not satisfactory 
in England. The Iishing Guzette says: “The complete list of 
awards was published in a supplement to the London Guzetie 
of October 17, and they haye also been published by the xev- 
utive Committee. Wehaye elsewhere printed such of them 
as we haye room for this week, As a whole, we think they 
will give general satisfaction; but most certainly this will uot 
be the case as regards the fishing-tuckle exhibifs—a depart- 
ment of the Exhibition in which we may claim somie right to 
judge. Without expressing an opinion as to wheilier all (hose 
Who have received first-class awards are entitled to them or 
not, a glance at the list will show that sume old-ostubtished 
English firms who, in our opinion and in the opinion of all the 
best English fly-fishers living with whom we are acquamted, 
are amoug the best, if they are not the best, mukers in the 
world, haye been giveninferior awards. We confess also to # 
feeling somewhat akin to indignation at fuding that so niany 
of the highest awards have been giyen to Scotch houses, 
while some English firms who can, and do, make stperior 200d 
have only received diplomas or bronze medals. Wed notsiy 
this from any national prejudice, but froma long and practical 
experience of the goods themselves. The most scientitie fy— 
fishin in the world is that for tront in Hanipshive and other 
south of England waters, and the best fly-fishers in the world 
will be found in such clubs as the Honghton, the Hungerford, 
the Andover, and others of like nature. The rods, fies, ete., 
they use are made almost exclusively by firms who, it the 
jurors in this department are right, are uob evel second-rate 
jnakers. We have not the remotest notion as to whu these 
jurors are, but we venture to asserb that nine out of ven practi- 
cal English fly-fishers will agree with us that im not adteyw in- 
stances they have succeeded in putting the saddle on the 
wrong horse, ‘The righteous indignation of some of our best 
English firmsis not to be wondered at,” 

London Field says: ‘tAs the prize lish watends over 
seventy-seven pages, we can only now notice the awards so far 

- 
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as they concern the angler, Whatever may be the feeling in 
other departments as to the awards, there can be no mistaking 
the indignation which exists among many of the fishing tackle 
exhibitirs, Nor cau we deny that the London tackle makers 
have little reason to look upon the findings of the jury with 
satisfaction. tis pretty well admitted by practical men that 
some of our metropolitan firms are second to none in the 
world; but the erack salmon and trout anglers who have 
nourished that belief a pear to have been altogether in the 
wrong. The principal prizes have gone to north-country 
exhibitors. In section one—salmon rods and lines, ete.—Red- 
path & Co., Robert Ramsbottom, Millward & Sons, Anderson 
& Abbott, Malloch of Perth, and Little & Co., receive gold 
medals; while silver medals are given to F, T. Williains & Co., 
A. Carter & Sons, Thomas Aldred, Haady Bros., D. and W. H. 
Foster. Forrester & Sons, Charles Farlow & Co., Bartleet & 
Sons, T. Hemming & Sons, and George Cording; but these are 
for general exhibits. Gold medals have been given to Wright 
of Kelso for a general exhibit; to Malloch for his salmon reels, 
to G, Little & Co., for new reel attachment; to Porrest & 
Sons for salmon rods; while such firms as Farlow & Co., 
Ogden Smith, Carter & Sons, and Little & Sons, haye to put 
up with a silyer medal, In the trout-rod department similar 
results appear, the gold medal going to Hardy Bros., of 
Aluwick: a silyer medal to P. D. Malloch, a silver medal to 
Farlow & Co,, and one to Forrest & Sons. P, D. Malloch gets 
a gold medal for reels, and the firms of Anderson & Son, D 
Slater, and Little & Co, silver medals. In this class of goods 
Farlow & Co, are actually reduced to a bronze medal, and no 
higher honor has been given them for their collection of ilies. 
Here, again, the north countrymen carry eyery eae before 
them, Forrest & Sous, James Wright, and P. D. Malloch 
receiving gold medals; and Ogden Smith, W. J. Cummings, 
Hardy Bros., Michael Rogan, Miss Horne, and Anderson & Son 
silver medals. Other well-known aiid good makers have 
diplomas and bronze tokens.” 

ST. LOUIS, Oct, 29.—On Oct. 24 the Missouri Fish Commis- 
sion drained one of the ponds in Forest Park and found quite a 
number of fine, large carp, which were assorted. A tremen- 
dous number of smaller fish were also found, and these are at 
resent being distributed to parties desiring the fish for stock- 

ing purposes. The fish department of llinois is away behind 
that of Missouri, having to depend upon the United States 
Commission to supply all demands. The Missouri Commission 
finds itself fully capable of supplying all demands from their 
own stock without any assistance from outside commissions. 
Col. J. L. D. Morrison returned Oct. 27 from his farm at Mor- 
risonville, Christian county, on the Wabash road, sixty-eight 
miles from St. Louis, where he has a noble park and fishing 
pene Col. Morrison was met at the post-office corners, and 
ad this to say about his pond and fish breeding; The pond 

is a large reservoir, built by the Wabash company to supply 
them with water, and forms a beautiful little lake adapted 
to the propagation of fish. Col, Morrison has now in the pond 
about 10,000 fish, 4,000 of which are game fish, comprising black 
bass, croppie, wall-eyed pike, or jack salmon and goggle-eyed 
erch, and the balance of them are sunfish, silyer-sides, buf- 
aloes and Gertoan carp, which serve as food for the game 

fish. The pond covers six acres, has an average depth of 
twelve feet, and is well tixed for breeding fish, Mr. §, P. 
Bartlett, of Quincy, Ill., Fish Commissioner of that State, has 
recently visited Morrison’s pond, aud says that it is the best 
bass and croppie pond that he has seen in the State. The carp 
in the pond came from Dr, Steadman, Fish Commissioner of 
Missouri, they being given to Col. Morrison as a citizen of 
Missouri,—CaAmp. Brun. 

POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

Tn a number of the Newcastle Courant, toward the end of 
the last century, thera is a curious story of a tame fox which 
had beén brouzht up froma cub at the White Hart Inn at 
Bridgewater, where he had been trained to officiate as a turn- 
spit. Toe wild strain breaking out he one day escaped, got 
away to Sedgmoor, and made sad bhavoe among a flock of 
geese. A pack of hounds chancing to be oat, found him in 
covert, and the fox, breaking, led then a long and devious 
chase, but always making for the direction of his old home. 
He finally leaped the fence of his mistress’s garden, and, 
entering the kitchen, darted to the spit and began to perform 
his office quite unconcernedly, The cook with whom he was 
a great favorite, hid him with her petticouts, at the same time 
heating off the hounds. But this, we are told, ‘would have 
been unavailing if the hnuntsmen had not whipped them off, 
and, after a chase of nearly thirty miles, left this unlicensed 
poulterer to his domestic ocvupations.” 

“Speaking of strange attachments,” said a well-known 
Arkansas railroad conductor, reminds me, On one of the 
railroads centering at Little Rock there is a stretch of wood 
pastnre about a mile and a half long. One day while we were 
rushing through the woods a devr jumped up and ran alone 
close to the train until we reached the fence, when he turned 
and was soon lostto view. Next day, when the train came 
along again, the deer met us atthe fence and ran along in 
greav glee until we reached the other side of the woods, when 
e turned aside. My engineer became very much attached to 

him, and always blew the whistle just before entering the 
wood. ‘The old engine, too, seemed to have an affection for 
the animal, and would seem to chuckle when the deer was at 
its side. One day we were delayed by an accident to a freight 
train, and did not reach the woods until after nighifall. The 
engineer blew his whistle. A light flashed m the woods, and, 
sir, I hope never to tell the truth again if that deer wasn't 
there carrying a lantern on his horns. When-we passed he 
tossed the lantern aside. One of the boys told me that the 
lantern fell from a freight train, and that the deer took it up 
and kept it ona stump until our train came along.” “How do 
yon suppose the deer lighted the lantern?” asked one of the com- 
pany. “Itmay have been already lit, but if it wasn’t itis no 
lookout of mine, for I am only giving the facts as the 
occurred, leaving all speculation toyou. Some time after this 
we were rushing along, néaring the deer’s woods, when we 
saw the animal standing on the track waving aredilag. We 
penned and discovered that a large tree had blown across the 
track, Well, sir, when we chopped the log out that deer put 
his horns against it and helped us roll it away.” ‘Where do 
you suppose he got the red flag?’ asked an incredulous list- 
ener. “I wouldn't attempt to explain anything, Iam giving 
you the facts. and of course, you can do your figuring for con- 
clusions; but one of the boys said he took up an old white rag 
that he found on the ground and rubbed it on a bed of re 
clay.” “What became of this wonderful animal!” “Vhat’s 
what Im going to tell you. One day, about six months ago 
we arrived at the woods as usual, The deer met us, an 
leaped alongside of us. The engine, feeling pretty gay that 
morning anyhow, seemed to prance along the track. Just as 
we got about half way through the woods an immigrant 
Jooked out of the window, and yelling, ‘Look at that ar deer!’ 
snatched up « double-barreled gun and fired a load of buck- 
shot into the poor thing. We stopped and went over to where 
the deer lay on the green sward in the last agonies of death. 
He held out his tongue and shook hands with all the train- 
men, but when he saw the immigrant, whom we dragged to 
the spot, he frowned darkly, folded up his tongue and put it 
back into his mouth. The immigrant was a nervous (ellow, 
and was much excited. He bent over the deer as though 
to gt forgiveness, when the animal, brave and revengeful 
in death, raised up and brought him «crack across the head 
with his stieklike foreleg and laid himlow. The deer and im- 
migrant are buried near each other, and our engine, which has 
mere Babar the yee ones or leek wagedy, 
Ways tioans wher ib goes throug: 2 deer’s woods, "—Little 

fiock Gazette. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Che Ziennel, 

Toinsure prompt attentron communications shayild be acd- 
dressed tothe Wovest and Stream Publishing Co,, and not to 
individuals, in whose absence fram the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

FIXTURES. 

BYNCH SHOWS. 
December 19, 20 and 21. -New Orleans Bench Show. Entries close 

Dee. 10. Charles Lincoln, Superintendent. New Orleans, La, 
Jan, 2, 3, 41484, Meriden Poultry Association Bench Show, Meri- 

den, Gonn. Joshua Shute, Seeretary, Meviden, Conn. | 
Apvil —, 1884.—The Glevyelaud Bench Show Association's Second 

Beneh Show. Charles Lincoln, Superiutendent, ©: M, Munhall, See- 
retary. Gleveland, Ohio, 

FIELD TRIALS. 

November 14. 1844,—-Wastern Wield Trials Chab, Fifth Annual Trials, 
at Hich Point, N. CG, Wntries for the Derby close July 1; for the 
Members’ Stake, Nov. 17; for the All-Aged Stake, Nov. 1. W. A. 
Coster, Secretary, Tilatbush, Long Isiand, WN. 
Novernber 20, 1883.—Robin’s Island Clu’: 

Trials at Robins Tsland, L. 1., for members only. 
Sept.1, <A, 'f. Plummer, Seeretary- 
November 20, i883.—Pacific Coast. Field Trials Club, First Annual 

Trials near Sacraments, Cal. J. M Holiz, Secretary, Sacramento, Cal. 
December 3, 1843,—National American Kennel OCbib, Fifth Annual 

D, Eryson, Secretary, Memphis, 

second Annual Field 
Entries close 

Trials, at Grand Junction, Tenn, 
Tenn. 
December 8. —Gilroy Rod and Gun Glub'’s Third Annual Field Trials 

at Gilroy, Cal, for dogs owned in California, Avizona, Oregon and 
Nevadi. Entries clase Dec. 2. KE. Leavesléey, Secretary, Gilroy, Cal. 
December 10,—New Orleans Gun Clul’s Southern States Field 

Trims at Canton, Miss. Burries close Dec. §. J, K, Renaud, Secre- 
tary, New Orleans, La. 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

CPHL fifth annual ineeting of the Hastern Field Trials Club, 
fo beheld at High Point, N. C., commencing Noy. 19, will 

undoubtedly be the most important and interesting event of 
the kind whieh has yet been held. A glance at the entries for 
the AllLAsed and Derby Stakes, which we give below, gives 
assurance that the meeting will be a brilliant one, and that 
the quality of the work will be ofthe hest. There are forty- 
two entries in the All-Aped Stake, and probably more will yet 
be received, as the list as made out includes only those that 
came to hand on Friday There are twenty-one English set- 
ters, one Drish setter, and twenty pointers. Eighteen of the 
number have befme rin at field trials, and eleven of them 
have been placed, fiye of them being winners of tirst prizes. 
There is also lots of winning blood in the Derby entries, and 
from all that we can learn there will bea greater number of 
starters than we have yet seen in any similar event. The 
Members’ Stake also promises to fill well, and we can safely 
promise that those who are fortunate enough to see the pun- 
ning will be amply repaid for their time, 
The Mentbers’ Stake is first on the card with » piece of 

plate, value $100, to be known as the Eastern Field Trials Cup 
of 1883; also the Goodsell Cup, value $250. ‘The entry fee is 
$10, payable at the time of making the nomination, The stake 
closes on the eyening before running. ‘The second event is the 
Al-Aged Stake for setters and pointers, with 310 forfeit and 
$15 additional, to fill. The purse is $450, with $300 to first, 
$200 tosecond, and S150 te third. Also the following specials: 
A silver cup, value $11), to the best setter, presented by the 
Hillside Kennel; a silver cup, value $100, to the best pointer, 
presented by the Eastern Field Trials Club, and _a silver cup, 
value $50, to the best pointer, presented by Mr. John G, Heck- 
seher. The club also will present $l) fo the handler of the dog 
winning first prize, This event will commence the 21st or 20th. 
Following ave the entries: = 

ALL-AGED. STAKE. 
KNGLISH SETTERS. 

1, Sun.—P. W. & D, Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., black, white 
and tan bitch (Druid—Ruby). 

2, BuCKELLEW.—W. A, Coster, Matbush, L. L, orange and 
white dog (Drnid—Ruby). 
, Gath.—W. J. Crawtord, Memphis, Teun., blue and tan 

dor (Count Noble—Peep o' Day). 
4, Count RaPicr,—W. B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn., black and 

white dog (Drnid—Maenolia). 
6, CARR .J.—W. B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn., black and 

whire bitch (Count Noble—Peep o* Day). 
6, Quenn Anick.—Howard Hurtley, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, 

white and tan bitch ——. 
7, Daisy QuEEy.—Howard Hartley, Pittsburgh, Pa,, black, 

white and tan biteh (Rock—Plame). y 
8, Loxpon.—H. Bailey Harrison, London, Ont., blue beltion 

dog (Paris—Lill). 
{), PRINCESS WARWIoK.—Horked River Kennel, Forked River, 

N. J,, black, white and tan bitch (Warwick—Oliie). 
10. Frripa.—Forked River Kennels, Forked River, N. J, 

lemon and white bitch (Ranger 11.—Daisy), 
11. Pink B.—W, B. Mallory, Memphis, Tenn., black and 

white doy (Glacstone—Countess Key). 
12. Honns: Harry,—James V. Marshall, Lincolnton, N. C., 

black and white dog (Druid—Lmogene). 
13, LaDy May.—H, Pape, Hoboken, N, J., blue helton dap. 

(Lofty—Maud Muller). 
i4, GLapstonn, Jr.—t. 'T. Perkins, Brooklyu, N. Y., lemon 

and white dog (Gladstone—Frost). 
1a, Doctor Dunr.—W. A. Strother, Lynehburg, Va., blue 

belton dog (Gladstone—Frost). 
16. LApim Fayre.—Dr. §. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y., 

blue belton bitch (Emperor Fred—W anda). 
li. St. Eowo IV.—Dr. §. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y., 

black, white and tan dof (St. Ehago—Clio). 
8. Lrr.—J, M. Taylor, Lexington, Ky., black, white agd 

tan bitch (Gladstone—Jimo). 
19. Gus bonpnu.—®D. C. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich., black and 

white dow (Dashiny Bondhu—Noyel). 
20, San Roy.—H. H. Mattock, Riceville, Tenn,, lemon and 

white dog (Count Neble—Spark). 
21. FLAsSH.—J. Heron Crosman, New York, lemon and white 

dog (Lincoln—Daisy Dean), 
IRISH SHTTERS. 

22. Brock.—George 'T. Leach, New York, dog (Count Bosco 
—My Dutchess). 

POINTERS. 

#5. Crotsen.—Dr, Luke Corcoran, Springfield, Mass., liver 
aud white doz (Croxteth—Vinnie), 

24. Bano BanG,—Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon, L. 1, 
orangé and white deg (Price's Bang—Princess Kate). 

25. Scour.-—D. G. Hiliot, New Brighton, 8. L, N. Y., liver 
and white dog (Croxteth—Beile), 

20. Mancurrien I1.—H. W. Faweett, New Albany, Ind., 
liver and while bile (Pavst—Devonshire Lass). 
7, LatbA Rooxs,—G. J. Gould, New York, lemon and 

wiiite bith (Sensation—-Grace). 
28. Vision.—Francis K, Hitchcock, New York, liver and 

white biteh (Croxteth—Vinnie). 
20. WAsH R.—H. 6. Hamilton, New York, liver and white 

ticked doy (Don Royal—Parkex’s Tabby). 
30. CnoxtrTa.—Neversink Lodge Kennels, Guymard, N. Y., 

liver and white dog (Younes Bang—Macdona’s Jane). 
51. Lob SkproN.—Neyversiik Lodge Kennels, Guymard, N. 

Y., liver and white doz (Croxteth—Vinnie). 
32. TROUBLE.—Forked River Kennels, Forked River, N, J., 

liver dog (Strong's Pete—WNellie), 
. Trot—Forked River Kennels, Foriod Rivir, N. di, liver 

| dog: (Strong's Pete—Nellie). 
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34, Donner J.—Florked River Kennels, Forked River, N. J., 
liver and white flog (Dan—Psyche). 

85, Pripa.—lrank D, Lewis, Indianapolis, Ind,, liver and 
white bitch (Bow—Flight). ; 

46, Rusy.—J. H, Phelan, Jersey City, N. J. liver and white 
bitch (Woodrutt’s Dick—Fawn). 

37, Don Jvan.—Elliot Smith, New York, lemon and white 
dog (Sensation—Psyche IL.) 

Hs. RaB.—EHlliot Smith, New York, lemon and white dog 
(Rush—Romp). 

39, Rur.- Bayard Thayer, Lancaster, Mass., lemon and 
white bitch (Snapshot—Ruby). 

4), Ruona.—Bayard Thayer, Lancaster, Mass,, lemon and 
white bitch (Snapshot—Rose), \ 

41, Don.—R. T. Vandevort, Pittsburgh, Pa., liver and white 
dog (Price's Bang—Pep). 

#2, CuristMas Bint.—R, T. Vandevort, Pittsburgh, Pa,. 
lemon and white dog (Ready Money—Luck of Eden i 

Immediately upon the Gnish of the All-Aged Stake the 
Derby will be run. This stake is open to all sitters and point- 
ers whelped on and after Jan, 1, 188, with $5 forfeit and 510 
additional to fill. The purse is $500, with $250 to first, $150 to 
second and $100 to third; also, the following specials; A cup, 
value $100, to be known as the President’s cup, to the breeder 
of the winner of first prize, the breeder to be the owner of the 
dam ot the winner at time of breeding—preseuted by the 
President of the club; a silver cup, value $100, to the best 
pointer, presented by the Hillside Kennel; a silver cup to the 
est pointer sired by Sensation, presented by Mr. G. de Forest 

Grant. The club will also present $50 to the handler of the 
winner. Messrs, Luther Adams, Boston, Mass.. B. F. Wilson, 
Pittsburgh, Pa., and D. C. Bergundthal, Indianapolis, Tnd., 
will act as judges. Following are the entries for 

THE DERBY. 
SETTERS, 

1. Count Nep.—C. Antoine, Hoboken, N, J., black, white 
and tan English setter dog, March (Count Noble—Spark), 

2, Rusm LApsTonn.—J. M, Avent, Hickory Valley. Tenn_, 
black, white and tan English setter doz, July 18 (Gladstone— 
Donna J.). 

#. Countrss ©.—I, Yearsley, Jr., Coatesville, Pa., black, 
white and tan English setter bitch, March 24 (Dashing Lion— 
Armida). 

4, POARTER.—J, M. Avent, Hickory Valley,Tenn,, black and 
white English setter bitch, June 3 (Gladstone—Ress). 

5. Prince Hunter,—R. M. Brown, Amherst ©. H., Va.. 
black and white English setter doz, May 7, (Dashing Royer— 
Princess Rose). 

6. Brinstone.—W. A. Coster, Flatbush, L, I.. lemon and 
white English setter bitch, Dec, 22 (Gladstone—Swaze). 

7. Princess Bratrick.—R. C. Cornell, New York, orange 
ae white English setter bitch, March 24 (Thunder—Donner’s 
Bessie). 

$. Princess Henen.—J. Otto Donner, New York. lemon and 
white English setter bitch, March 25 (Tlomder—Bessie). 

9. Moonstony.—H. P. Dortch, Goldsboro, N. C.. black, 
white and tan English setter bitch, May 22 (Gladstons— 
Sivaze), r 

10. Dick CHast.—C, Fleming, Sewickley, Pa.. black and 
white English setter doz, September (Chise—Alice). 

11. DUKE Oicear ice een, Sewickley, Pa., roan English 
setter dog, September (Chase—Alice). 

12. Maup CHasyn.—C. Pleming, Sewickley, Pa., black and 
blue English setter bitch, § pen ieeL (Chase— Alice), 

13. PAuL Guapstone.—W. B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn., black- 
gov ie and tan Huglish setter dog, June 19 (Gladstone—Lavel, 
ette), 
14, Premrer.--Jas. H. Goodsell, New York, lemon belton 

Hnglish setter dog, July 3 (Racket—Petrel IIL). 
15. Mornnine.—Jas. H. Goodsell, New York, black, white 

and tan English setter bitch, July + (Racket—Petrel JIL). 
16, Roanoxn,—Jas. H. Goodsell, New York, black, white 

and tan English setter dog; July 5 (Racket—Petrel IIT), 
17. Farry Iil.—Jas. H, Goodsell, New York, lemon and 

white English setter bitch, June 27 (Prince—Fairy IL), 
18. Farry Lass.—Jas. H. Goodsell, New York, black and 

white English setter bitch, June 27 (Prince—Fairy I1.). 
19, Jussim GLapstTonrE.—H, E, Hamilton. New York, lemon 

and white English setter dog, May 22 (Gladstone—Swaze). 
2). Ditty H.—Howard Hartley, Pittsburgh, Pa., lemon and 

white English setter dog, sos (Royal Roek—Gaily). 
“1, THomas H.—Howard Hartley, Pittsburgh, Pa., black 

und white English setter dog, Sept. (Royal Rock —Gaily). 
22, BELLE H.—Howard Hartley, Pittsburgh, Pa., lemon and 

white English setter bitch (Royal Rock—Gaily). 
25, CoRRINE.—Geo, T, Leach, New York, red Jrish setter 

bitch, June (Peter—Countess). 
24. Dave.B. (entered as Cannon).—W. 5. Mallory, Miemphis, 

Tenn., black, white and tan English setter dog, July (Cole- 
man’s London—Belle of Hatchie), 

25, Trixie,—Thos. H. McCoy, Clinton, N, C., black and tan 
dog, June 24 (Frank—Fidget). 

26, San Roy.—H, H. Matlock, Riceville, Tenn., lemon and 
white English setter dog, March (Count Noble—Spark), 

27. BLUEBELL.—Ed. L. Mills, Washington, D, C,, blue belton 
English setter bitch, March 24 (Dashing Lion—Armida). 

28, PRINCE MESSENGER.—H. Pape, Hoboken, N.J,, black 
and white Mnglish setter dog, April 2 (Thunder—Loui). 

2. Proasus,—N. Rowe, Chicago, [l., black, white and tan 
Wuglish setter doz, June 1a (Pembroke—Peg Woftuzton), 

a0, Count Dan.—D, CU, Sanborn, Dowling, Mich., blue belton 
Huglish setter dog, August (Count Noble—Rosalind). 

31, Katie D.—D, C. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich., black, white 
and tan English setter bitch, May { ount Noble—Dashing 
Noyice). 

32, Van Horn,.—D. C. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich,, white and 
black English setter dog, May (Count Noble—Dashing Novice). 

33. BribG@urort.—Geo. C. Sterling, New York, black, white 
and tan Nnglish setter dog,——(Dashing Monarch—V annette), 

a4, ST. Fumo V,—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N, Y., black, 
white and tan Nnglish setter dog, Oat, 12 (St. Elmo TV.—Coun- 
tess Lowise). 

55. BLADE o' GRAssS.—Dr, 8, leet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y., 
orange and white English setter dog, Oct. 12 (86, Hlmo TV.— 
Countess Louise), 

36, CounTEss House.—J, H. Treséyant, Memphis, Tenn., 
black, white and tan English setter bitch, Angust (Gladstone 
—Juno). 

a7, Mamprn.—E, 8. Wanmaker, Elmwood, N, €., blue belton 
English setter bitch, February (Darkie- Rosy Morn). 

38. TARA,—George J. Gould, New York, red Irish setter dog, 
October (Spy—Rose). 

of. May DawNn.—Jess M. Whaite, Chester, 8. C., black and 
ie We English setter dog, Feb. 18 (Count Noble—May Laver- 
ack). 

40, Pripe or Drxte.—c. FE. Wallin, Montgomery, Ala., blue 
ms English setter dog, May 26 (Gladstone—Conntess 

ruid), 
41. Bop Wuite.—Louis C. Clark, New York, lemon belton 

English setter dag, April (Young Laverack—Lady May). 
#2, Friar Tuok.—Major G. R. Watkins, Brooklyn, N, Y., 
qa and white Hnghsh setter doy, June (mperor Fred— 
Took). 
43, Ste Kay.—Major G, R. Watkins, Brooklyn, N. Y., orange 

and white Koglish setter dov, June (Mmperor Yred—Crook), 
44 Lavy Bxip,.—Major G. R. Wiatkins, Brovklyn, N. Y., 
a and white Envlish setter bitch, June (Buiparor Fred— 
rook). 
68, Doyrr.—Wm. B. Wells, Chatham, Oni,, black, white 

and tan English setter dog, July + (Mark—Betsy). 

45. V- E. 8. Bradford, Springfield, M 5. Versa.—E. §. Bradtor ringfield, Mass., black and 
white ticked bitch, Juno 7. (Whitn puke varie), 
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4. VIRGINIA.—H. §. Bradford, Springfield, Mass., liver and 
white bitch, June 7 (Whitin's Duke—Vinnie). 

47. Weture,—J. Heron Crosman, New York, lemon and 
white bitch. February (Sensation—Lil), 

48, Stunner.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York, lemon 
and white dog, Aug. 22 (Sensation—Bellona). 

40. QRACEFUL,—Westminster Kennel Chih, New York, liver 
and white bitch. June 85 (Sensation—White's Grace), 

al. BANGor.—E, B, Downing, Wilmington, Del., liver and 
white dog, July 10 (Poyneer’s Bang—JJean). 

1, Hasiter—Arthur Duane, New York, liver and white 
do. apa (Croxteth—Lass). } 

62, Nup,—J, A. English, Mount Olive, N. C., lemon and 
white dog, July 25 (St. Valentine—Beulah), 

43. DrAke.—A. BH, Godeffroy, Guymard, WN. ¥., liver and 63 . H, 
white dow, Aug, 18 (Croxteth—lass}. 

St. Jivi.—A. E. Godelfroy, Guymard, N. Y., liver and white 
bitch, April 18 (Croxteth—lass). 

ao, Bryan,—F, R, Hitcheock, New York, tan and white 
dog, June 21 (Sensation—W hite’s Grace). 

40, Dasn.—C, Heath, Newark. N, J., lemon anf white dog, 
Feb. 16 (Sensation—till). 

57, Brenie.—C. Meath, Newark, N. J., lemon sand white 
biteh, Mab. 16 (Sensation—Lil). 

a8. Dox Qurxore.—y, C, Huntington, Memphis, Tenn., liver 
and white dog, Maveh 20 (Pat Cleoburne—Cockrill’s May)- 

a9, STARTLE,—Hlliot Smith, New York, lemon and white 
dog, Aug. 3 (Rab—Minnie). 

(0. Nep.—David Scott, Bridgeport, Ch, liver anu white dog, 
May, pedigree not received, 

61. Brau Svrrotk.—Dr. 8. Meet Sper, Brooklyn, N. ¥., 
liver and white dog, August (faim O'Shanter—Fannie). 

62, Rusa. JR.—Dr. S$. Plest Speir, Brookiyn, N. Y., lemon 
and white dog, Sept. 2! (Rush—Nan). 

3, LONDON Bay.—R. T. Vandeyurt, Pittsburgh, Pa., liver 
and white dog, April 3 (Don—Luck), 

(4. Luox’s Bany.—in. T. Vandevort, Piitsbtureh, Pa., liver 
and white bitch, Oct. 2 (Dou—lTaek). 

(4, PRIDE.—S. Worthineton, Glenora, Miss,, liver and white 
flog (Croxteth—Royal Fan). 

66. Ronio.—Lotis C. Clark, New York, liver and white dog, 
July 3 (Sensation—Mineola). 

67. Hventne Srar.—h. 8. Wabtnaker, Elinwooil, N. C., 
lemon and white pointer dog, agenot given (Robert B, Lee— 
Darlmness). 

LOUISVILLE BENCH SHOW. 

HEE first doz show held in Louisville during eight years 
came off onthe s0th and sist of Octoher. and Ist and 2d of 

this month. A more suitable place than the Exposition Build- 
jng could not be foundin the wmniverse fora gathering of our 
four-footed friends, and if} is only ta be regretted that Mr, 
Lincoln and bis staff were unable to be present until the day 
before the exhibition opened. Owing to his engagement with 
the National Horse Show committee recently held in New 
York, Mr. Lincoln was unable to devote much time te work 
ing up the show, and for this reason the entries were small, 
there being all told nob more than 130 dogs in the building. 
Col, Barber and Mr. Coldway were the gentlemen who first 
suggested that a show of dogs should be added to the splendid 
display of almost every article usetul and useless to be seen, 
and to these gentlemen we tender our thanks for tha courtesy 
and peneral desire to meet the wishes of all. Dir, Lincoln’s 
name is always a sutiicient suarantee of the best manage 
ment. The quality of the dogs exhibited, we regret to say. 
was not of a very high order, and the task forthe judges was 
# light one, Major J. M. Taylor, of Lexington, Ky., handled 
the setters and poimters, the other classes heing entrusted to 
Mr, James Mortimer, of New York city, and they got through 
thew work in a crediie manner, We heard litle grombling, 
and the awards were well received by the large atiendance 
in almost every instance, 

MASTIETS, 
Here there were four entries, and the class was a good one, 

Nevyison was shown in splendid condition and wassoon awarded 
the blue ribbon, He is a# trifle long from eye to nuse, and a 
little light in bone and weak in the pasterns. In size, shoul- 
ders, cout, color, back, loin and hindquarters he is remark- 
ably good. Tiny came second. He was all ont of condition, 
His faults ave that he is snipy in hear, has bad ears, is throaty, 
crooked in foreless and coarse in coat. He has capital bone 
and good feet. Huropa, highly commended, wae also owt of 
condition. She is of better type than her kennel companion, 
and when fully deyeloped will beat him. She has a fairly 
good mastilf head with the correct black markings; has plenty 
of length of body, and stands on good legs and feet. Her 
faults are tliat she is coarse in coat and tail, throaty, aud not 
so good in color as we would like to see her. She was en- 
titled to the vhe. card. Prince was outclassed. 

AT, BERNARDS. 

Tn the ronzh coated class, Cesar failed to put in an appear- 
ance, and as the balance were a bad lot premium honors were 
rightly withheld, as indeed, might also have been second 
wioney. Mr, Newhouse’s puppies are ali deficient in St. Ber- 
nard properties. His second prize winner is quite as much of 
the collie as St. Bernard type, having a nice foxy head, which 
is 2 disfigurement in the St. Bernard. Only one smooth-coated 
specimen was shown. and but for his ringtail he would be a 
fair dog. 

NEWFOUNDLANDS. 

Here Mayor of Bingley added anvther first to his long list of 
winnings. He was in good shape. His only faults are that 
his eyes show the haw and his tail would be improved by the 
addition of a couple of imchesinlength, Ponto, placed second, 
is nota good one. On tail, feet and chest he is white, has a 
curly coat.a plain head and bad hocks. Tony, he., snows 
quite as much retrieyer as Newfoundland character. 

GREYHOUNDS, 
Tn this class the winner was a big coarse dog, thick in skull, 

heavy in ear, loaded ati the shoulders, and very light in his 
quarters. He wasin good condition. Countess Fleet we have 
not seen before but Mr. Moore must get something better than 
she if he intends to win in good company. Bad stifles will not 
do in a greyhound of all dogs, and no dog possessing them can 
gallop. Gyp, too, is not a greyhound, being heavy in ear, 
course in head, loaded at the shoulders and bad in feet. We 
hope to see this speedy and graceful breed of dog improyed 
before long. It is vertainly worthy of greater attention than 
yet has been bestowed upon it. 

SETTERS. 
There Was no entry in the class for champion English dogs, 

andin the corresponding class for ladies Peep o' Day hadya 
wall over. Her faults are straight stifles, bad eyes, and an 
inclination to throatiness, besides which she was all out of 
eoat, In the open class for dogs, Maxwell, a white, black and 
tan. took the money; but we preferred Dashing Rake, placed 
second. The winner had a somewhat plain head, is throaty, 
lowe in tail, and straight in stifles. His legs und feet are 
vight, but he is harsh in coat, and has too much day- 
light wnder him, Dashing Rake's faults are bad eyes, 
ears placed too high, back a trifle hollow, tail too iong, 
and second thighs, wauting in power, He stands on good 
jegs and feet, hus a nice at coat and a better head than 
Maxwell. Sanstone wasin poor condition. His legs and feet 
are what we ijizke to see on a setter, but his plain head, 
short neck, and low-set but too highly-carried stern will 
prevent him irom gaining distinction on the bench. ‘The 
class was a poor one, and the one for bitches oven worse, 
We indorse. the decision which paye Fay first, but she is 
& Vely moderate specimen, plenty of bone, and a straight 
coat bemg her only good pomts, Lady Godiva is slack in the 

legs. 
type, and is not the eorrect thing at the present day. She is 
undershot, too, which is a serious fault. 

in Warren. 
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back, woolly, round in barrel; 
moves badly, 

oin, fair shoulders and quarters. There were no champion 
Trish setters on hand, though the prizes were liberal. In the 
open class for dogs, Guy was placed at the head of affairs, his 
200d condition pulling him through. He is a nicely colored 
‘dog, with a good flat coat, and was well shown. His worst 
fault is his head, which is far too heavy and Hat, Patwas all 
out of shape. He has a much better head than the winner, 
butis thick in neck, light in stifies, and carries his flas too 
high. The winning bitch has a nice head, aiso ears; good Hat 
coat, clean ueck and fairly good shoulders. Waults—Too light 
between the couplings, little weak in stifles, tail carried too 
high. Eitty was badly shown, and is faulty in stern and 
moves badly: good head, toat and color. Quly two irish pup- 
pies competed, and they call for no comments. 

POINTERS. 
In the champion class King Tom stood alons, and we ure 

much disappointed in him. He has by no means a good head; 
has a bad eye, wretched shoulders, short neck, 2nd is short at 
bone. His pasterns are weak and light, and his feet are none 
of the best. The open dog class was an improvement, Robin 
Adair, under the circumstances, being properly placed at the 
head of affairs, We say under the circumstances, for there 
was a much better dog in the class, only he was in such 
wretched condition that he had to take a back seat. The 
winner is a fair good dog, with a tidy body, good coat, well 
set on, and well-carried stern, Faults—Face a trifle plain, 
ears set om too high, a little throaty, light in bone, and weak 
in the pasterns, Rap came second, a decision we cannot 
agree with. He was in very bad condition, and is not nearly 
so good a dug as Trap, unnoticed, Tf one should be put back 
on account of comdibion,so should another, Rap is a fairly 
good-looking dog, with a niceish head and plenty of bone. 
His tail, too, is good, but his toin is bad and he is heavy at the 
shoulders. His eyes were not on yiew at all. Trap is a rare 
bred one, and as he is a much better luoking doz than Robin 
Adair. and in no worse condition, he was entitled to second 
place. He has a good pointer bead, capital shoulders and 
fairy quarters, with legs and feet which could not be much im- 
proved upon, The bitch class introduced ns to a really good 
bitch in Mr. Reed’s Bloom, She is a sweet specimen, liver 
and white ticked, with 2 fairly good head, nice shoulders, 
capital chest, back and loims, good stern, and perfect legs and 
feet. Sheis a little short in the neck and carries her tail a 
little too gaily at times, but there is little else wrong with her. 
We love to see & pointer, and Bloom is one. The balance of 
the class was had, and Major Taylor would not have been 
wrong had he withheld the red ribbon, and the commended 
cards us well, for that matter. 

SPANIELS. 
Benedict and Hornell Bonanzu represented the tield spaniels, 

Benedict winning with a good dealin hand. He stands on 
good legs and feet, and has plenty of length of body, also a. 
nice flat coat; he is, however, plain in the face, stands u trifle 
high, and carries his tailtoo gaily. Hornell Bonanza is faulty 
in head, eve and coat, andisnone toostraight in his legs, which 
ave much toolong. _ f 

Hornell Ruby won in the cocker class. Maults—Plain face, 
bad ears, light in bone and of ooreo.or. Bobo, placed second, 
will improve, Fanlts—Snipy, wanting in bone, white on chest, 
ears set on too high. This dog also won in the puppy class. 

FOXHOUNDS AND BEAGLES. 
We cannot recognize the entries in the foxhound class as 

foxhounds, and fear there must haye been a mistake some- 
where. Major T. scored firstin the beagle dog class very easily, 
Heisno crack, and was fortunate in meeting bad company, 
The winning bitch is a nice oie and was the best shown, she 
beats Major T. in shoulders, legs. feet, bone, back and hocks, 

FOX-TERRIERS. 

Fennel won in the champion dog class, and he is a nice little 
dog, He has good shoulders, capital legs and feet, and 4 good 
working jacket. Waults—lrifle heavy in head, thick in neck, 
light in hindquarters. This dog should get good stock, he is 

Ey a “terrier.” The winner in the corresponding bitch class is 
too large, wide in front, and light in bone. belvoir Jim was 
alone in the open dog class, He is not nearly so good a dog us 
Fennel. His good points ara his shoulders, legs and feet, in 
other respects he is wanting, and he stands far too high on the 

The winner in the bitch class rns to the drawing-room 

COLLIES. 

Robin Adair had only a yery moderate specimen to beat 
There is a good deal of character about Robin, 

and if he could only grow his top coat, exchange eyes, and had 
good hindlegs, he would be a very good dog, The stifies of 
the collie should be sickle-shaped. Inthe bitch class Lass o’ 
Gowrie was well beaten by Fanny, better both in head and 
coat. In the puppy class Mr. Terry wasin luck’s way, for 
Rob Roy, not noticed, was the best in the class. He beat the 
winner eyery where excepting in eats, and should have heen an 
easy first. 

BULLDOGS. 

Young Duke, a fair good doy, yas all alone, 
when the cracks are at home, 

BULL-THREIERS. 

Spring easily won first; good body, legs and feet, a clean 
made doz. Faulty in nose, head and tail. 

SKYE TERRIERS, 
Correctly placed. A fair prick-eared specimen won, followed 

by a drop-eared one, too soft in eoat. 

HARD-HAIRED TERRIERS. 

Tam Glen is a fair specimen of the Die Hard terrier; with 
more terrier character in head he would bea good one. The 
second prize winner was not hard-haired and therefore not 
entitled to mention, 

He will do 

PUGS. 

There was only one for competition, He hasa fair mask and 
a good tail und is of nice size, but the color is not the thing at 
all. 

TOYS. 

Only one competed, a black and tan, goodin coat, butiaulty 
in markings, color, head, ears and loin, 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Were 2 wretched lot, unworthy of notice. 
Following is a list of the 

AWARDS. 
Ulass1. Mastiffs, Dogs and Bitches.—tst,Chas, H. Masen's Nevison 

fawn, 4yrs., Gurth—Juno; 2d, Wm. Wade's Tiny, fawn, 22mos., im- 
vorted. High com., Wm. Wade's Europa, fawn, 13mos., Taurus I1,— 
inah IL Com., KL, Miller’s Prince, tawny, 3yvs., Prince—Duch- 

ess. 
Class 2. Rough-Coated St, Bernards,—tst, withheld; 2d and very 

high com., R. A, Newhouse's puppies, tawny, (}4mos,, Grand Duke— 
Lady Monk. High com., J. H. Martin's Will E, Mnglish, #yre, Sni0s,, 
Turco— . & 
Class. Smooth-Coated St, Bernards,—ist, E, B. Stuart's Bishop, 

orabee, white and tawny, 277s. 4mos., Rosseaui—Brunhilde, 
Class 4. Newfoundlands,—1st, Chas. H. Mason's Mayor of Bingley, 

Syre,, Sam—Fly; 2d, P. Ahearn’s Ponto, black and white, 3yrs., 5 
Ti h gom., T, G. Slaughter’s Tonys black, 1Imos., Carlo—Lucy. 
Glass 6. Greyhounds.—isi, Dr. K. P. Keller’s Dash, black, 2yrs: 2d, 

Geo. W. Morris’s Countess Fleet Tl., black, 3yrs., Prince—Countess 
Fleet. Com, C: J. Rosenham & Co.'s Gyp. gray, dyrs. 

Ulass 6. Champion English Setter Dogs.—No entries. . 
Class? Champion Eusiish SetterBifches—ist, D. Bryson's Peep 

o’ Day, white, black and tan, Sayrs,,Gladstone—Clip. _ 

has short ears, u bad stern, and 
Hen Only one English puppy was entered. and so 

faulty is it that the judge only awarded the red ribbon, But 
one Gordon setter was shown: a niceish bitch, head a little 
lain, ears set on too high, good coat, colar, legs and feet and 

Rosa, fray, yrs., imported. 

Class.o. English Seiters, Dogs.—Thos. L. Martin's Maxwell, blactr, 
white andtan, 4yrs,. Lulee—Rene: 2d, 0. T. Armstrong's Dashing 
Rake, white and blac. dyrs., Dash IT.—Norha. Very high com., 
Samuel M. Weir's Sendstone, white and lemon. Syrs,, Gladstone— 
Bertie Hoffman. High com,, T. schwartz. Jr*s Belton 1., white, 
8y's,. Belton—Dimple, Com,, #. Palmer O' Neil's Monte Christo, blac 
and white, 2l4yrs., Thunder—pess, 

Olass 9, English Setters, Bitches.—Ist, T. Sebwartz, Jr.'s Muy, black 
and White, Gyrs., Rob Roy—Juno; 2d, G. T. Armstroup’s Lady Goiiva, 
white and blavk, Syrs,, Paris—Peart, 

Class 10. Higlish Setter Puppies.—Ist, wititheld; 2d, T. Sebwartz, 
Jr,'s, Sprite, black, white and tan,iyr,, Bolton—Fuy. 

Class 11, Champion Elack-Tan or Gordon Fetters. Dogs or Bitches. 
—Iist, Geo. W. Moore's Jess, tyrs.. Doi—Paich, 

Olass 12 to 16. No entries, 
Class 17 Trish Setters, Dogs.—ist, N. 7, Barvis’s Guy, tyrs., Kicho— 

Flash; 2d, P. B. Reed's Pat, déyes., Butus—Kate. (oa,, C. G. Ed- 
ward's Box, 8yrs., Rab—Katrina, 
Olass 18. Irish Setters, Bitches\—ist. Thomas Sto(ld’s Nannie, 

8leyrs., Dleho TL.—Dell; ad, P. G. Reed's Kotty, davre.. Rufas—Kate. 
Class 19 Trish Setter Puppies.—ist, withheld; 2d, 5. &. Weiss's 
King Gelle,dmos. Normwood—Clara Belle. | 

(Olsss 20, Champion Poiuters, Dos or Bitcles.—1st, Jou E. Long's 
Bing Tom, liver and white, dyrs,, Gumbo - Pan, 

Class 21, Pointers, Dogs.—ist. 0. 8. Wright's Rohit Adair, liver and 
white. 1hmos., Paust—Madve: 2d, 8. 8, Reed’s Rap. liver and white 
ticked, 4yrs., Maust—Devonshire Lass, 
Class 22, Pointers, Bitches —1st, 8.8, Reed's Bloom, Jiverand white 

licked, yrs. dmos., Bow—Madge; 2d, Geo. W. Moore's Hens, lemon 
and white, 20mos., Rocket—Belle. Very higheom, Johny EH, Loig’s 
Relle, hver anil white, dyrs,, Shot—Rose, and W. 0. Goaillos!s annie 

Class 23. Pointer Puppies —1st, witheld; 2d, 7. HL Kratt’s Plight TT., 
liver and white, 10mos., Hindoo—Flght. : 

Class 24 wnd 25. No entries, , 
Class 26. Field Spaniels, any color, Bogs or Bitches—Ist, Chas. A. 

Mason's Benedict, black, Syrs., Bachelor—Negress: 20, Hornell 
Spaniel Club's Hornell Bonanza, biack, dJyrs.. Watermmark—Vellie, 

Class 37, Cocker Spaniels, any eolor, Dogs or Gitches.—Is!, Hornell 
Spaniel Club's Hornell Ruby, liver, 18mos., Goh TM1—Lady Bath, 

Class 28, Field or Cocker Spaniel Puppies (amy coigr).—lec, James 
Watson's Baha, black, 1iraos., Oba— t . 

Class 29, Foxhounds, Dogs.—tst, williheld; Yd, BR. N. Barhouts 
Tarleton, white, Syrs.. High com., (. Tf, Annsirong’s Drive, blac, 
white anid tan, 10mos., Bird—Song. < 

QOlass 30, Poxhounds, Bitches.—ist. R. W. Barbetirs Maud, white, 
Syrs.j 2d, C. T. Armstrong’s Music, white. black and tao, 10ros., 
Bird—Sonp. 

Class 31. Beagles, Dogs.—Ist, Mrs. Alice N. Taylor's Major 't., 
black, white and tan, 2léyrs,, Rattle-—lora; 24, Wm. P. Johnson's 
Cry, black, tan and while, (mos., Dyke—Lilie P. Very hiv com,, 
< GA hae ee Danee, blag wiite atid tan, timos,, Mddler— 
ryeckle, 
Class 31 A. Bench-Legged Beagles. Dogs.—ist aad 20, H, H. Hos- 

kius's puppy, white. black and tan, 7mos,, andl puppy, black snd tan, 
Gmos, 

Olass 32. Beagles, Bitcles. Ist. GC. T, Armstrong's Song, hiack, 
white and tan, Gmos., Fiddler—Freckle. 

Class 628A. Benehjegged Beagles, Bilehes,—ist. R, H, Hoskins s 
puppy, black and tan, bhros.: 2d, W. P. Johnenn's Laurh, black aud 
bine ticket, 6mos.. Baudit—Daisy, 

Oliss 33, Champion Fox-Terriers, Dogs,—Ist, R, Gibson's Peonel, 
white and tan, Zyrs,, Spiee—Bloon, 

Class a4. Champion lox-Tertiers, Bitches.—ist, Pred, W. Week's 
Gipp, while and fan, dyrs. dinos., | Envehy—Suss, 

Olass 33, Wox-Terri+rs, Dogs.—ist, i. Wilson's Belvoir Jini, White, 
leek and tan, lyr., Spigoh—Litly, 

Class 46. Fox-Terners, Birches,—is!, BR, Glbsta’s Ruby, white and 
tan, 4yrs., Viper—Judy: 2d, N, T. Harris's Viehor, white and fan, 
4¥rs., Joe—Lassy: Com,, Tliomas J. O'Nuals Judy, woitle, bluel pd 
tan, YWmos., Toney—Teeniv. 

Class #7. Fox-Terriers, Puppies.—Prizes willibel, 7 
Glass 38. Collies, Dogs.—tst, Thomas $1, Terry's Robin Adair, rev, 

Sable and white, 2yrs., Cliif—Tyné; 2d, G. L. Abrahams’ Warren, 
black and tan, 2yrs 

Class 3u. Collies, Bitehes.—1st, George L, Abraliams’ Vanuy, black 
and (ai, 2yrs., 24. Thomas BH. Deri ‘Lass 0" Gowrie, sable, tyes, 
Toss—Lassic, High com., James Watson's Klyaway, sable ond 
white, ayrs., Rex—Plora, and George BE, A. Greys Juno, black, white 
and tan, Warren— - 
lass 40. Gollies, Puppies,—ist, Thomas HH. Terry's Bellema, black, 

tanaud white, 1imos.. Marcus—Floine. 
Class 41. Bulldogs ,—isi, J. F. Taylor’s Young Duke, white, fyrs., 

imported. 
Class 42. Bull-Terriers. Dogs or Bitches.— Ist, George W. Moore's 

Spring, white, 2yrs.. Befton—Bess; 40, Williatn Patterson's Rover, 
white aud buit, 6yrs., Paddy—Nellia, 

Class 48 to 45, No entries. 2 
Glass 46. Skye Terriers.—ist and 20, John W. O'Cohnell’s Wallace, 

blue, 8yrs., and Don, blue, dyrs- ee 
Class 47, Hard-haired Scotch Terriers.—lst, John H, Navlo'’s Tam 

Glen, dark gray, 12mos., Wallace—Flova; 2d, Mis, August Markolf's 
High com., Joli Ti, Neylow’s Prince 

Charlie, silver, 2yrs, Com,, Mrs. August Markole’s Princes, uray, tyr, 
Bismarcle—Ship. 

Class 48. Trish Terriers. —No entries, Fr 
Qlass 49. Yorkshire Terriers.—tst, 2d ond very high com,, Scott 

Newhtan, Jrs Tody, silver gray and white, 2yrs., Dau—Beanty; 
Tiney, iron gray, Smos., Dan—Beauty, and Dude, silver, lyr., Dan— 
Beauty. : f 

Class 50, aan Pugs.—No entries, 
Class61, Pugs, Dogs,—Ist, Mes. Kk. L, Miller's Jumbo, pray and black, 

RyTs. 
“Claas 62. Pugs, Bitches —No entiies. P 
Class 38, Toy Terriers,—ist, Scots Newman's Nip, black and tan, 

3yrs. L 
“Class 4, King Charivs, Blenheiin and Japanese Spaniels—No en- 

ries. 
Chiss 45. Miseellaneous.—Equal Ist, Seoht Newmay’s Cap, Dalna— 

tian, 2yrs., J. H, Kraft’s Music, hartiey, black, white and tan, dleyrs., 
Lee—Ititty, and W. P, Preys Governor. SPECIAL 

COLLIES. 

Editor Fovest and Stream: aL 
Tt was with pleasure Lread Mr, Harston’s communication to 

your paper on the above subject, and it was very gratifying 
to find what a good opinion he held of iy own collie dog, 
Lorne. 

In following Mr. Harstou’s lead, and seuding you a few 
further remarEs on collies, J do so without wishing mm any way 
+o question the judging of collies at the Londen show. So far 
as my own doz was concemed, | was not much surprised that 
Mr. Mortimer withheld the champion prize. Indeed 1b was 
courting defeat to show Lorne in such coat snd condition, for 
though it 1s generally understood that allowance is made 
when a dog is shedding his coat, itis very diffieult for 1 judge 
to properly gauge this. unless he has had some previous 
acquaintance with the dog in question, which Mr. Mortimer, 
in the case of Lorne, had not. j 
But it ison the type of dog we should encourage that Iwish 

to say a few words, Anc without intending any disrespect 
to dogs like Marcus, and Chieftain, which, in some respects, 
areto be admired, [ most cordially agree with Mr. Harston 
that it is not dogs of their stamp we ought to try and breed. 
The collie is, or should be, essentially a worker—a dog capa- 
ble of covering a preat deal of ground very quickly and with 
the minimum of fatigue. ‘To this end, a well knit, tithe, sym- 
metrical body is necessary, while in order that he may be 
protected from the cold or mist ot hilly districts, the collie 
requires a Goat of a woolly texture, almost impervious to. 
rain, But becatse it is a necessity that he shouldbe wellciad, 
it does not follow, as Mr. Harston forcibly pnts it, that he 
should have *‘a great thick, twisted door mat sticking) out so 45 
to make it impossible for hins to work,” Such a coat as that 
worl by Chieftain or the late champion Marcus would bea pos- 
itive iIncumbrance. to its wearer, even in dry weather, and in 
wet would become so heavy with rain and nud as to exhaust 
the dog and render him untit for duhy; with such & coat be 
could only lie all day ina fog on a mountainside, forle would 
be too exhausted to climb it. Under such conditions the 
thicker the coat the better, no doubt, Dogs like Driver or 
Lorne, more actively built, and lighte: clad, are practically 
tireless, and would simply run ali such heavily coated dogs 

of apes Jor of the collie, opinion wil! always differ, and As to the color of the 1 i r, 
the rule laid down by Stonehenge “of black and. tan without 
tmuch white,” is, 30 far as Bagbne ss gnccsacts we)l vigh ex- 
ploded, As Mr. Harston says, sable has of late been the pop- 
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wlar color, though I myself still prefer blacks, tam and white, a 
combination hard to beat for effective beauty. But color 
should be the lust thing considered in this breed; style, sym- 
metry, coat and a fine, intelligent head should be the porols 
first looked to, The Mlustration given of Mr. Shivley’s Horn 
pipe in Vero Shww’'s work on the dog, is tommy mind the pic- 
tive of a truly active. graceful. goocl-coated collie, the only 
fat being the eye, which, instead of being small and oblique, 
is too prominent and staring—ossibly an artistic error. ‘That 
is the type of dog to which 1 haye always endeavored to lead, 
and shail continne to do, whether success on the sliow bench 
with such specimens be achieved or not. PS 
Dogs ike Mareus and Chieftain will be found useful tor im- 

proving the sparse, open coat of many collies, and to this end 
they may be encouraged, but beyond this I should be sorry to 
see them become popular. PRED, W, RoTunha. 
Simcoe, Unt. 

NEW ORLEANS DOG SHOW. 

T has been decided to give a grand bench show of dogs in 
New Orleans, La., immediately after the fisld trials, The 

show will commences on the 1th of December, thus affording 
an opportunity for owners of dogs running in the trials to 
take in the bench show and pay a visit to the Creseent City. 
Special prizes will be given to the winners in the field trials. 

‘As this is the first exhibition of the kind ever given in New 
Orleans, there is no doubt that it will prove a capital chance 
for the sale of dogs, 

The Exposition Hall which has been engaged for the show 
is well adapted for ble purpose, and everything will be done 
to make it 2 grand suceess. 
The railroad and express companies have all been written 

to asking for the usual facilities, and due notice will be given 
of the replies, 
Major ‘Taylor 

pointers. ) . 
Pniries close on the Wth of December, and prize lists can be 

obtained from. . 
Cranes Lincoy, Superintendent Bench Show. 

New Ones, La, 

has consented to ach as judge of setters and 

FIELD AND WATER SPANIELS, 

“Of Spanels first T mean Co speake, for they bepin the plea 
Who being once uncoupled, when they feel their collars free, 
In raysting wide about they munge with cheerful chappe to ground, 
To see where in the champion may sone lurking fowle be found 
Asport to-vew them stir their sterns in Lusatiny to and fro, 
And to behold how siature his pewer in Spanels sho. 
What memier omsicke cup yon crave, whal note hot half so go3d, 
A= when the Spanels orosse the ronne vt Feasants in the wood,” 

ae is my lavorite breed of dogs; whether to shoot to, or 
as companions, there is nothing in canine form [prefer to 

the spaniel, and he exhibits that affection and loye for bis 
master beyond all other breeds that makes him the general 
favorite heis, Great attention, since dog shows have beconie 
eneral, has been paid to breeding im; and certainly some 
very heatifnl specimens are how exhibited, and year by year 
the lmprovements in some respects is already gaining ground. 
Would that more attention were paid to the development of his 
qualities in the eld, and the points which qualify him for 
work, Many sportsmen have been prejudiced against field 
trials for pointers and setters, but forall that I think they are 
bound to admit that very great improvementhas taicen place 
in those breeds since their introduction, and I believe that 
Trivs properly organized and conducted for spaniels would 
have « like resolt in their ease; at all events, breeders would 
have something to look ty beyond beauty, which is all very 
well, but I woulda vreat dealrather have an ugly good dor 
than a handsome useless one, which, I very much fear, many 
ave. There is no sort of doubt that the introduction of the 
hatiue inte this country, and the consequent large head of 
ame which this system of shooting requires, las done more 

Lo bring the game laws into disrepute than anything else: but 
to fo into this subject would be rather ontside of my praject 
here. Imerely mention it en passant; tnt they haye also 
dowe more to cause the neglect in the breedmg of spaniels, in 
consequence of udinissibility of these dogsinto coverts swarm- 
ing with game, than anything besides. Spaniels of all breeds 
Have fallen gradually mut of use, as biped heaters are the only 
ones Which can bea made use of in coverts teenting with game 
of all Isinds, and sport—real sport of the good old-fashioned 
and genume kind, such as Nnglish sportsmen loved at one 
time—has become a thing of the past, ss far as covert shoot- 
ing is concerned; and, except in remote districts, and 
wild coverts, where itis found impossible or impracticable 
to Keep up alarge head of game, the avocation of the 
merry, busy, and e¢heery spaniel bus for many yeurs 
almost ceased. As a consequence yery few people, com- 
paratively, tronbled about tie breed,and they became mixed up 
and mongrelized to such an extent that very few pure strains 
of spaniels, even fifty years ag0, were in existence: and 
had it not been for the establishment of doz shows about 
twenty-five years ago, the different breeds would haye proba- 
bly died out altogether. Dog shows have done good in this 

- respect, and are all yery good as tar as they go; but we want 
something more. Dog exhibitors may be satistied, but the 
sportsman is not; he wants working qualities as well as 
beauty, with strength in a small conipass, high courage, nose, 
and steadiness. With this object in view I shall endeavor, as 
far as my huroble abilities will admit, to interest my brother 
sportsmen in endeayoling to arriye at this most desirable 
end. Ihave bred and shot to 45 many spaniels as most men, 
and there is nothing which gives me greater pleasure than to 
shoot over a team of well-broken, hard-working spaniels; and 
this is not in a country where rame is us plentiful as blackber- 
Ties, but where you have to work hard and shoot straight to 
male a moderate baz. The pleasure of shooting does not con- 
sist, for me at least, in slaughter. but in finding scattered and 
wild ganie; and in the knowledge where to Jook for it, and 
how to counteract the natural efforts of such game to avoid 
the shooter, a greater part of this pleasure is derived; and the 
greater varieny of game which f tothe gun in the course 
of the day, so much more isit enhanced, Happily, there are 
yel countries where this kind of sport may be indulged, and 
we still have the woodcock, the snipe, and the wild duck, 
which are as freo aud as untamed as eyer, and cannot he 
counted, fed. and preserved like barndoor fowls. } 

For this kind of shooting the spaniel is still indispensable; 
added to which there is no more pleasant kind of shooting 
than picking up a few pheasants in outlying spinneys an 
thick hedwerows, or heating thick turnips into which birds— 
of course, [ mean partridges—haye been driven, Most 
people think spaniels cannot be too slow and See Ido 
not agree with this. A spaniel cannot well be too quick, pro- 
vided he will hunt every inch of ground close to you, and is 
free from chase. 

In the Old Sporting Magezine, of December, 1515, are some 
sich pertinent observations from an anonymous writer on the 
breedi: and training of spanicis, in which the writer so 
thoroughly bears out my observations as to the neglect of this 
breed and to their scarcity, even at that date, in a pure state, 
that I venture to give the article in full: ‘This breed of dogs, 
from the superiority of pointers during the nrst sportin: 
months, and trom their having been found adequate to all 
pumecss (where the coyers ave light) throughout the season 

of late years been greatly neslected, insomnch that the 
well-bred spaniel is now rarely to be met with: as a proof of 
this, seldom do we see a whole litter of puppies like each 
other in marks and color, nor when grown up do they more 
resemble each other in shane, style or hunting, or last, not 
least, in strength and courage. Itis an old saying of dogs, as 
well ag horses, that a good dog cannot be of a bad res 
as ‘inter; a bad sort, Tt cannot be denisd that in 

a 

some, nay, ilimany instaaces,arrant curs have proyed excellent | from its master. 
hunters, and have in every respect answered the purposes of 
tlie spaniel; as breeders, however, they eunnobh be depended 
on. To some of their posterity they may transimit their good 
qualities, but, as {rom natural causes, they mush in time de- 
generate and get fond of vermin; morvover, as the appear- 
ance of them is such a discredit tothe sportsman, it were to 
be wished that the pure spaniel tyere substituted in their stead. 
Of the few real spaniels now among us. the supposed descend- 
ants of such as were formerly intvoduced when woodcocks 
were plentier in the western part of England, we may have 
three or four families: The yellow pied, with tine silky hair; 
the liver-colored, longlezeed, sharp-eared; also the liver 
spotted, round-eared, short-jointed, both peculiar to Doevon- 
shire, and the coal black, with tan legs and tan spots over the 
eyes, in Cormwall. These are all snpposed to be of a genuine 
breed, because, of these sorts respectively, those which haye 
been Well broken have turned ont invariably sood, because 
they have ever borne spots and marks as indication, of their 
family, and because, when broken, they have resembled each 
other as respectively in their liabits and ability. The rough 
breed of yarious colors, and the large, liver-spotted, with 
very long, shaggy ears, seems alniost extinct.” 

This last, I take it, was cross of the old BEnglish water 
spaniel; for that dog, as portrayed by Youatt, was alezsy 
doy, liver-colored, with a white ring round the neck, a white 
chest, and blaze up the face, and generally some white feet, 
with a yery eurly coat, rather rough and shagey; this old- 
fashioned breed of water spaniel was a very uselul sporting 
dog, possessed of greati intelligence and a good nose, but be 
Was apt to be rather hurd in the mouth. 
Many years ago these dogs were tommonly used for wild- 

fowl! shooting, but have been now displaced by the modern re- 
triever; ancl as there is nothing thatithe water spaniel did 
which the present breed of retrievers cannot do, and im better 
form, too, and as the old-fashioned water spaniel isnot adapied 
for ordinary spaniels’ work, I see very little use in trying to 
keep up or revive the brved, except that it scems a pity to let 
any old breed die out entirely, The old-fashioned water 
spaniel, from the viliness of his coat, could bear a good deal of 
cold and weft, but was not a particularly pleasant Indoor com- 
panion, as his coat had rather a strong smell. At most of our 
lurze shows there are classes for water spaniels, but the amni- 
Joals exhibited are rurely of that breed at all; they aremerely 
a variety of cross-bred field spaniels, with long ears and curly 
coats. Very handsome, fine dogs many of them are, with good 
heads and plenty of bone; but, as a rule, they are short-legged, 
which a waterspanie! should not be, From the very nature of 
his vocation, 4 water spaniel should be high on phe les, ‘The 
reason for this is obvious, yiz., that his length of leg saves hin 
the labor of swimming wheneyer he is cnabled—as we used to 
say as boys when we were bathing—“‘to bottomit.” ‘This in 
half-frozen water, Among rushes and reeds, and at the sides of 
ponds and rivers, is no little matter to take to consideration 
in a long, rough day’s work in severe weather. In the name 
of common sense, then, if prizes are to be given for water 
spaniels, lef thant be awarded fo the genuine breed, and not 
to nondescripts—animats composed of all breeds under the 
sun, and generally with a goud deal of the lish water spaniel 
in them, which if is easy enough to detect. 1 isin my opinion 
{hat this eross of the [trish water spaniel is where the close- 
ness of coatand iength of ear of the so-called water spaniel 
of modern days is derived frem, and not trom the real old 
English water spaniel. At a Birmingham show some few 
years ago, the first prize in the water spaniel class was awarded 
to an animal as rough asa hedge, who could hardly see out 
for hair. THe was evidently a cross of the Russian breed. I[t 
was said the judges awarded him the prize on account of his 
immense feet, as being characteristic of the water spaniel 
proper. He certainly had legs and feet like 4 polar bear, The 
Jast I had of the genuine breed was many years ago. He broke 
hisneck when a puppy from jumping out of a window after 
apiece of paper which I flung ont accidentally. He was a 
yery cleyer young doz, and I regretted his lossmuch. The 
last pure bred dog of this breed which I remember to haye 
seen was at 4 show at Ross some five or six years ago, He was 
a well-marked and good specimen, buf was not noticed, as no 
doubt the judges did not recognize the breed, Except in a 
few places ou the coast, where the old breed may still occa- 
sionally be found, this dog has altogether vanished. 

(Gf Trish water spaniels [ shall not haye yery much to say, 
as they are not in tauch favor with Englishmen as a sporting 
dog: but) laminelined to believe that a cross of this dog has 
been very much resorted to by breeders in most show spaniels 
to get the length of ear for which this breed is so remarkable, 
hence the bad blood which is mixed up in nearly ali our field 
spaniels of the present day. 

T helieye | had the very best Inish water spaniel T have ever 
seen; she was sent to me by the late Mr, Justin McCarthy, of 
Merrion syuarée, Dublin, She had all the points of the breed, 
as deseriled by him, in perfection, and was as remarkablefor 
her beauty as she was for her extreme cleverness as a com- 
panion. Shewould do all sorts of trieks in the house, and 
would go back miles for anything lett behind; but she was of 
little use as a sporting dog trom her extraordinary flighty 
temper, [had her ont flapper shooting on one occasion, She 
behayed very well for a time, worked hard, found and re- 
trieved her birds well; when all of 4 sudden she took it into 
her head to bolt, and away she went across country as hard as 
she could tear, taking her fences like a steeplechase horse. I 
went home and sent two men after her on horseback, but it 
was some time before they found her. She had her mad freak 
out, and came home as mild asalamb, The end of this fine 
bitch was that she died in whelping. Notwithstanding her 
curious wiys, she was a great favorite, and nothing T haye 
ever seen could haye beaten her on the bench, 

Trish water spaniels, as l have said, are very little used in 
England, for they are apt, as [ have shown, to be very hot- 
headed, and often hard-mouthed; but I think this arises very 
frequently from their being early allowed to contract bad 
habits. They are excellent water dogs, and when broken 
early and kept to work are first-rate for wildlow) shootinz, 
going into the water as smooth and noiselessly as an otter; 
they haye good noses, and are very entertaining and amusing 
companions; but as they are nut adapted for the work of 
ordinary spaniels on account of their length ofleg and ear, and 
as they can do nothing which most of our breeds of spaniels 
cannot do, and in a better way, very few sportsmen care to 
be bothered withthem. That they do make good retrievers 
oOatasionally is not to be denied, as I had one that was as good 
and good-looking as any man need desire; but, there is always 
a but or an if getting in our way, her ears and coat were 
terribly in the way, and I had to curtail them immensely, 
which entirly spoilt her appearance. She was in the teld 
everything that a retriever ought to be for partridze shooting, 
Juno was her nanie; 1 showed her at Islington and won first 
with her, and afterward sold her te a well-mown exhibitor 
sf the breed, and I belicye that ended her career as u sporting 
og. 
The Nortolk eppeiel as a breed, if it ever existed in any 

purity (whiel I have reason to dowbt), has long been lost, He 
hes been described as.a lange dog, liver and white, with heavy 
ears, I had always considered that the dog designated by the 
name of Norfolk spaniel was so called because he wus bred in 
that county; but it would seem from a high anthority, which 
Tshall quote, that he was not even liver and white, but black 
and tai, and that he got his name of Norfolk spaniel from 
having been bred by the Duke of Norfolk. 
Wouatt says of the Norfolk spaniel: *‘ Prom a cross with tha 

terrier a black and tan variety was procured, which was at 
one tims cultivated by a Duke of Norfolk, and thence called 
the Norfolk spaniel, Inis larger than the common springer, 
and stauncher and stouter. It often forms. strong in ividual 
attachment, aid is unheppy and pines away wheb separated 
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It is more iltempered than the common 
springer, and if not well broken i is often very obstinate,” 

en he says that “the cross of the terrier being got rid of, or 
nearly so, the Norfolk spaniel is often a beautiful antmal, and 
is much valued, although it is frequently considered a some- 
what sinpid animal.” Here, then, 1s evidence that there was 
another variety called” the Norfolk spaniel; but the breed 
called the Norfolk spaniel, of whatever color he may have 
been, has been lost, as was proved by the miserable failure of 
the attempt to form a class for them some few years since at 
one of our leading shows. Tihink, therefore, |] may at once 
disiniss him trom further consideration. 

Vhe remarks I have made in another article on the origin of 
the setter, which will shortly appear in Land end Water, will 
equally apply to the spaniel, and, therefore, I shall have little 
to say about it here; but I look upon both of them as typical 

h sporting dogs, and | also jopnk wpon either one or the 
other, or both, as being indigenous to this country, Whether 
the spaniel sprung from the setter, or vice versa, it is impos- 
sible to determine; but I shall, [ hope, prove that they have 
both existed as pure and separate breeds for over six hundred 
years. Ishall, inmy proposed article on setters, give my rea- 
sons for thinking that they have existed in this country for that 
time as setiersand as spaniels, and here I must leaye the 
question, 
[think the time has now arrived when the old classifica- 

tion of spaniels into springers, cokers, and large and small 
water spaniels, requires considerable attention. The three 
breeds, from careless breeding, and the comparatively little 
use mide of the spaniel since the introduction of the battue, 
and the rave for breeding large quantities of game, particularly 
pheasants, and the consequent shelving of the spaniel for biped 
beaters, that it is only in coverts wihtere game is scarce, in 
hedgerows, and last, though not least, in woodcoels shooting, 
where happily he ean hardly be done without, that the sports- 
jnan shoots munch game oyer the cheeriest of ali sporting dogs 
—the merry, busy, hard-working spanicl. 
The breeds of spaniels have been, Tsay, so mixed that even 

now, when for over twenty years preat attention and care 
has been bestowed upon the breeding of them, hardly any 
strain can be found where evidence of the water spaniel cross 
(Lavean the cross of the nish water spaniel), does not srop up, 
and that notin the coat ouly, but in that tell-tale spot, the 
forehead, and in the lenzth of car. Now, Ishouid not object 
to the water spantel of the old Mnglish breed as a sporting dog, 
because [think him a yery excellent, clever dog in his place; 
bub the beauty of a spaniel being considered by a great 
majorty of spaniel fanciers (I hate the word, but lmust use 
it), fo consist in length of ear, that point was and is looked to 
in breeding. to the sacrifice of many other more important 
oles in a sportsman’s point of view; hence the general use 
which has been made of the water spaniel cross with what 
Were once Lndwh 4s cockers and springers, Thereis no dis- 
tinction now hetween these two latter breeds; and I think it 
would be as well to class them under the head of large and 
stnall cockers, detthing the weight of the latter to be for dogs 
not more than2a 1bs,, and for hitches 221bs. ‘The eolor might he 
liver and white, lemon, or orange and white, black and white, 
or liver, black, or black and tan; butas in all prohahility 
blacks are so far established us x iweed they may ascwell be 
Ea out of this list. An, Old Jucige of Spaniels, in Land and 
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THE NATIGNAL FIELD TRIALS. 

F j Rees fifth annual field trials of tha National American 
Kennel Club will commence on Monday, Dee. 3, at Grand 

Junction, Tenn. From what wwe hear regarding the dogs that 
will run, and the abundance of birds, we are assured that the 
meeting will prove to be the best that the Association has yet 
held, ‘The first event upon the card is the Free-for-All Stake, 
open to all setters and pointers, The stake is $500, with 3250 
to first, 3150 to second and $1(to third. Entry, $40. Entries 
close Dec. 3, at § o’elock A, M, 

THE AMERICAN DERBY. 
Open to setters and pointers whelped on or alter Jan. 1. 

1882, for a stake of $500, of whielt $25) goes to first, £150 to 
second and 3100 to third. In additon to this the winner will 
receiye a hammerless enn, value $20), presented by the Pitts- 
burgh Fire Arms Co., and the best pointer $100 cash, presented 
Pea aces P. , Bryson, Edward Odell and 8, F. Stoddard. 
This stake closed March 1, with ninety-eight nominations. A 
full list will he found below—S forteit with S10 additional for 
those who start. 

CHAMPION STAKE. 

Open to winners of first in any free for all stake. ‘The prize 
in this stake is a first-quality Westley Richards hamtmerless 
gun, presented by J. Palmer O'Neil & Co, Entry, $25. En- 
tries, close at 8 o’clock P. M. on day of tinish of Free-for-All 
Stake, The judges are Capt. Patrick Henry, Dr. William 
beni and Capt, W. H, Key. Following is a full list of entries 
[Or The 

AMERICAN DERBY: 

ENGLISH SETTERS. 
|, CoUNTESS. Vic,—H. Bailey Harrison, Tilsonburg, Ont.. 

bitch, Jan, 8, Dick Laverack—Bell. 
2. Baxon.—VW. B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn,., black, white and 

tan dog, April 1), Count Noble—Bessie T, 
3. La BenLe.—W. B, Gates, Mevyphis, Tenn., blue belton 

biteh, April 19, Count Noble—Bessie 'T. 
4. LittLe, Caip.—W. B, Gates, Memphis, Tenn., black, white 

and tan bitch, April 19, Count Noble—Bessie T. ‘ 
4, Van Hornu.—D. C, Sanborn, Dowling, Mich,, blue belton 

doy, May 21, Count Noble—Dashing Novice. 
6. Jon Bownss.—D. C. Sanborn, Dowlng, Mich., blue bel- 

ton doz, May 21, Coumt Noble—Dashing Noyice. 
7. Karim D.—D., ©. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich., black, white 

and tan bitch, May 21, Connt Noble—Dashing Noyice. 
5. Noverty.—D. C, Sanhoru, Dowling, Mich., blue beltom 

hitch, May 21, Count Noile—Dashiny Novice, 
#, Wrap H.—J. Hayward, Jr., St. Joseph, Mo,, black and 

white dog, dune (|, Dash ITl,—Countess True. 
10, Lapy Pay,—J. Hayward, Jr., St. Joseph, Mo.. black and 

white biteh, Jue 6, Dash TIT,--Conntess True. 
Hi. Patt GLApsTonE.—Charles Tucker, Stanton, Tenn,, 

black, white aid tan dog, June 19, Gludstone—Layalette. 
12, Grace GLADsToNE.—Chas. Tucker, Stanton, Tenn, blue 

belton bitch, June 19, Gladstone—Lavaletite. 
13, Lrora.—Dr. G. G. Ware, Stanton, Tenn.. blue belton 

biteh, June 19, Gladstone—Layalette, 
14, Kine Hagry.—B. T. Price, Meniphis, Tenn., black. white 

and tan dog, July 18, Gladstune--Donaa J, 
15, QUEEN Bess,—b. P. Price, Memphis, Tenn,, black, white 

und tan bitch, July 18, Gladstone—Donna J, : 
16, SHov.—H. Sf. Short, Atoka, Tenn., black, white and tan 

dog, April, Prince Layerack—Native bitch. _ 
tj, Dox Nitrsoy.—W. F. Thurm, Lewisville, Ark., blue 

belton dog, Jan. 3, Druid—Nillson., 
I8, May Prinex.—J, R. Henricks, Pittsburgh, Pa., black and 

white bitch, Peb. 10, Connt Noblu—May Laverack. 
i), Count GeapsToye.—J, R, Henricks, Pittsburgh, Pa., 

black, white and tan dog, April 24, Gladstone—Countess. 
20, Counrass GLApstoNE.—J. R. Benricks, Pittsburgh, Pa., 

lemon and white bitch, April 24, Gladstone—Countess, 
21, PRep.—Benj, Machamer, Treyorton, Pa., black and 

white dog, Peb. 19, Thinder—Pegzy. 
22, SIG, Benj. Machumar, 'Treyorton,; Pa,, black snd white 

dog, Feb, 1, Thunder—Peggy. 
23. Kare §,—Benj. Machamer, Trevorten, Pa., Dlack and 

white bitch, Feu. 14, TO Cone 
#4. Cous?, Jn.—J. W. Orth, Pittsburgh, Pa., blue belton 

and tan dog, March, Count Noble—Spark, 
. 
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23, Jerr D.—J, E, Mask, Hickory Valley, Tenn., black and 
white dog, June 3, Gladstone—Ress. 

26, BRAVO.—E. 'W. Condon, Houma, Pa., black, white and 
tan dog, Gmos., Brussels—Jemmy Lind. 

27. Atick Date.—W, A. Buekingham, Norwich, Conn., 
orange and white hitch, Web. 5, Waters’s Grouse—Daisy Dale. 

“8. Rose Daur.—W. A. Buckingham, Norwich, Conn., 
orange and white bitch, Feb, 4, Waters'’s Gronse—Daisy Dale. 

29, NELLIE W.—M, P, Walter, Indianapolis, Ind), blue 
belton bitch, 7mos.. Rake—Minnetta. 

50, Lapy C.—B, M. Stephenson, La Grange, Tent,, black, 
white and tan bitch, Ty 11, Coleman's London—belle of 
Haitchie, 

31. PrGasus.—N. Rowe, Chicago, Hl., black, white and tan 
dog, June 15, Pembroke—Pez Woftington. 

de. Countess ELEanor,—C. Ik. Drane, Burnside, Ky., lemon 
and white bitch, March 2, Prince Lofty—Bonny Kate, 

33. Count Lorry.—, K. Drane, Burnside, Isy,, lemon and 
white dog, March 2, Prince Lofty—Bonny Kate. 

34. GLADSTONE’s Boy.—Dr. G, G. Ware, Stanton, Tenn,, 
black, white and ian dog, Jan. 10, Gladstone—Sne, 

3.. PRINCE GLAapstonz,—P. H. and D. Bryson, Memphis, 
black, white and tan dog, Jan. 10, Gladstone—Sue. ' 

36. Lorra Guapstoye.—P. BH. and D. Bryson, Menrphis, 
black, white and tan bitch, Jan, 10, Gladstone—Sue, 

87. Danis. Boone.—P, H. and D, Bryson, Memphis, black, 
white and tan dog, Jan. 10, Gladstone—Sue. 

38. Dave B, (entered as Cannon).—B, L, Mallory, Memphis, 
black, white and tan dog, July 11, 1882, Coleman’s Tendant: 
Belle of Hatchie. 

39, Dor GLAapstonE.—W, L. McDonald, Tipton, Tenn., blue 
belton bitch, July 22, 1882, Gladstone—Blaze. 

40, SHanow IL—S. Worthington, Glenora, Miss,, lemon and 
white bitch, May 15, 1862, Gladstone—Shadow. 

4], Newom IL—8. Worthington, Glenora, Miss., black and 
white bitch, April 9, Count Noble—Nellie. 

42. MatpEen,—E. 8. Wanmaker, Elmyood, N. C., blue belton 
bitch, Feb, 25, Darkie—Rosy Morn. 

43, Countess Houss.—J, H.Trezevant, Houston, Tex,, black, 
white and tan bitch, Aug. 10, Gladstone—Juno, 

44, LADY Nosie.—E,. Odell, New Orleans, La., black, white 
and tan bitch, April #, Count Noble—Nellie. 

45, Nuvi B,—E, Odell, New Orleans, La,, black and white 
bith, Feb. 6, Rake—Meg Merilies. 

46, PRincess TEcK.—Geo. C. March, Sycamore, Ol., black 
and white bitch, Druid—Princess Draco. 

47, Cou. Taunper.—G. A, Seaman, Marysyille, Kan., bine 
belton dog, Jan. 11, Thunder—Moll. 

48. Prom or Drxm.—cC, EB. Wallin, Montgomery. Ala., blue 
belton dog, May 26, Gladstone—Countess Druid, 

4y, Countess C.—I, Yearsly, Jr., Coatesville, Pa., black, 
white and tan bitch, March 34, Dashing Lion—Armida, 

50. SAN Rovy.—H, H. Matlock, Riceville, Tenn., lemon and 
white dog, March, Count Noble—Spark. 

41. DASHING Lixcoun.—A. G, Sloo, Vincennes, Ind., blue 
belton dog, July 22, Dashing Monarch—List. 

52, Count Nick,—A. G. Sloo, Vincennes, Ind., white and 
black dog, June 27, Count Wind’em—Novyel. 

43. Rusw GLADSTONE. —J, M. Avent, Hiekory Valley, Tenn., 
black, white and tan dog, July 18, Gladstone—Donna J. 

hd. Poarten.—J. M, Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn., black, 
and white dog, June 3, Gladstone—Ress. 

So, Beaury G.—L. F. Patterson, Bainbridge, Ga., black and 
tan bitch, Jan, 15, Coin—Beanty-. 

50, Gamperta.—l. 8. Carr, M. D., Gallatin, Tenn, black, 
white and tan dog, July 22, Gladstone—Blaze, 

57. Granp Bouncw.—E. §$. Carr, M, D., Gallatin, Tenn, 
black, white and tan bitch, July 22, Gladstone—Blaze-. 

AS. Lucky-Sroyp.—R, M, Boyd, Kacine, Wis., black, white 
and tan dog, March 12, Gladstone—Tlossy. _ 

59, Dan Royav.—J, W. Renfroe, Atlanta, Ga., black, white 
and tan dog, Jan, 22, Prince Royal—Vic. 

60, Proy.— Wai. Bowles, Jr., Memphis, Tenn,, black, white 
and tan bitch, April 29, Pride of South—Juno dr, 

61. No Name.—Wtn. Bowles, Jr., Memphis, Tenn., black, 
white and tan bitch, May 10, Gladstone—Juno. 

62, Jmn—Will Davidson, Niagara, Canada, black ticked 
doz, July, Beacon—Fly. 

68. FAunTLEss.—C, H, Raymond, New York, blue belton 
doz, June, Count Noser—Maple. 

ft. Mister H—C. H, Raymond, New York. orange and 
white dog, May. pedigree not given. 

65, BRanpy Poycn.—C. H, Raymond, New York, orange 
and white doz, April, Brandy—Lentonad +. , 

ih. Sam 1V.—Hdward Armstrong. Gnosmont, Hngland, 
liver and white dog, Jan. 7, Diamond—Shuit TL, 
67, Fani—Edward Armstrong, Guosmont, England, liver 
aud white bitch, Jan, 7, Diamond—Stnt IL. 

TRISH SETTERS, 
(8. Muce.—F. B. Law, Chicazo, IL, dog, Meb. 26, Eluho— 

Rose. 
60, Bippiz,—Sidney Law, Chicago, Il., biteh, Feb. 

Hicho—Rose. ; 
70, Brsste.—W. H. Knight, Chicago, Ul., bitch, Feb. 

Elcho—Rose. 
“1, Tara.—G. J. Gould, New Yurk, dog, jmos., Spy— 

Shipley’s bitch. 

2, 

26, 

POINTERS. — 
72. Prrmmrosp.—R, T. Vandevort, Pittsburgh, Pa., liver and 

white bitch, Oct. 2, Don—Luck. ‘ . 
73. Lucx’s Basy.—R; T. Vandevort, Pittsburgh, Pa., liver 

and white bitch, Oct. 2, Don—Luck. j hye 
74, Mason Croxteti.— L. J. Pettit, Milwaukee, Wis., liver 

and white dog, April 13, Croxteth—Lass. : 
74. Don QurxoTr.—l, Huntington, Memphis, Tenn., liver 

and white dog, March 20, Pat, Cleburn—Mag. ‘ 
76. Tony Faust.—C, B. Rhodes, Moberly, Mo., liver and 

white dog, July, Faust—Musette. ’ 
77. Svarrie.—Elliott Smith, New York, lemon and white 

dog, Aug. 30, Rab—Minnie. ; i ; 
78, PRipE.—S. Worthington, Glenora, Miss., liver and white 

dog, Croxteth—Royual Fan. : 
79. Rats Bow.—H. Odell, New Orleans, La,, liver and white 

dog, Aug. 16, Bow—Roxie. : ; 
80. LADY Bow.—B. Odell, New Orleans, La., liverand white 

bitch, Oct. 12, Bow—Tick, : 
81. Ste, Bow.—E, Odell, New Orleans, La,, lemon and white 

dog, Oct. 12, Bow—Tick, 
82. Srrinc Bow.—E. Odell, New Orleans, La., lemon and 

white dog, Oct. 12, Bow—Tick, 
83. Dex.—W. BE. Hughes, St. Louis. 

piteh, Feb. 20, Croxteth—Trinket, ; | 
84, Daisy.—W. E. Hughes, St, Lonis, Mo,, liver and white 

biteh, Feb. 20, Croxteth—Trinket. 
85, Lapy.—E. ©. Sterling, St. Louis, Mo., liver and white 

biteh, Feb. 20, Croxteth—Trinket. ‘ 
46. Lean,—B. C. Sterling, St, Louis, Mo., liver and white 

bitch, Feb. 20, Croxteth—Trinket. ' 
87, Buucu.—T’, W. Sterling, St. Louis, Mo., liver and white 

dog, Feb. 20, Croxteth—Trinket. : ’ P 
88, Katn.—T. W. Sterling, St. Louis, Mo., liver and white 

bitch, Feb, 20, Croxteth—Trinket. 
80. Don RoB.—W. H. Robinson, Wabasha, Minn,, liver and 

white dog, Oct, 20, Don—Gipsey. p 
90. Cunron.—M. Parker, Memphis, lemon and white dog, 

March 20), Bow—Belle of Memphis. 
91, LApy Bow.—M. Parker, Memphis, liver and white bitch, 

Mar¢h 20. Bow—Belle of Memphis. d 
92, ReGent,—®. Orgill, Brooklyn, N. Y., lemon and white 

dog, April 3, Rocket—Belle. ; 
a. usH, JR.—E. Orgill, Brooklyn, N. W., lemon and white 

dog, Sept. 22, Rush—Nan, 
4, Niuuin—J, Heron Crosman, New York, lemon and 

white bitch, Feb. 19, Sensation—Lill, 

Mo., liver and white 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
[Noy. 8 4883, 
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5. BANGor.—E, B, Downing, Wilmington, Del, liver and 
white dog, shuily 11, Beare dpe ed 

96, Nor Nasrep,—J. A. Kratt, New 
and white bitch, Texas Bow—Flieht. 
7. Kine Bayc,—W. B. Stafford, Brazil, Tenn,, lonion and 

white doy, July 11, Bung—dean, 
98, Drap.— Edward Armstrong, Gnosmont, England, liver 

and white bitch, Feb, 3, 1552, Bang If,—Jane. 

Albany, Tnd.. orange 

THE KENNEL HOSPITAL, 

IV. THE SYMPTOMS OF DISEASE, 
FIO detect disease requires us to appreciate the meaning of 

the signs or symptoms by which it is made evident. The 
owner of a dog, if he take more than a casnal interest in his 
companion, ought in many cases to be able to notice signs of 
some departure from health much earlier than would a pro- 
fessional man, strange to the animul, He should notice a 
change. although he might not correctly estimate its import, 
Adogin health has certain habits and manners, likes and 

dislikes, wants and requirements which are exhibited daily, if 
not hourly. Any change in these is not necessarily a sien of 
disease, but it méy be, and therefore should not be overlooked. 
By itself it may be of little moment, but considered in con- 
junction with some other sign, developed later, it may be of 
the yery greatest importance, Puppies have a natural ten- 
dency to tear things, and thei doing so is no sign of disease, 
Adult dogs developing a simnlar tendency is a change of habit 
suggestive of some departure from health; it may he merely 
a sigu of some gastric irritation, or it may be a premonitory 
symptom of dangerous illness, such as rabies, All animals 
when ill shun obseryation, and separate themselves from their 
fellows. A cow or asheep in a field, standing away from the 
rest of the herd or flock, is significant of something wrong; so 
also is a dog ina kennel that keeps itsel! separate from the 
others. A dog iu a house shuns observation by hiding in cor- 
ners or under articles of furniture; this or any other departure 
from his usual habits should he treated asa sign of some bodily 
ailment, 
The attitudes and moyements of dogs are also important 

signs of health or disease. The manner in which he stands, 
sits, or lies down, is sometimes absolutely indicative of certain 
diseases, and at all times of Importance in directing attention 
to his condition. A dog standing with the head raised and 
nose protruding is suggestive of some affection of the throat; 
while one which stands with bis buck arched is indicative of 
abdominal pain, Some dogs habitually lie on their stomachs, 
with forelegs extended ‘and head between them resting on the 
ground. Such a position is, however, always met with in pain- 
ful gonditions of the stomach; and when seen as a changed at- 
titude should be noted as a symptom of disease. The move- 
ments of dogs render evident #1] kinds of lameness, They are 
also significant of other departures from health. When a dog 
refuses to come down stairs, or does so with ditticulty, we 
suspect rheumatic affection of the nauscles of the shoulders. 
When he refuses to go up stairs, to jump on his bench ora 
chair, or when he does these things with difliculty, we suspect 
something wrong with the back or hind legs. 1t may berheu- 
matism, ib may be approaching paralysis, or merely some in- 
jury. 
A dog avoids all movements when his chest is sore from af- 

fections of the lung, when he is weak and exhausted, or when 
some febrile disease has attacked him. Erratic movements 
are suen i cases of blindness and disease of brain: defective 
movements in paralysis; convulsive movements in cases of 
poisoning, in fits due te teething, to worms, or to epilepsy. 
Abnormal movements of parts ave seen in cases of St. Vitus’s 
dance, affecting the head, the limbs, or even the whole body. 
Scratching is a movement indicative of irritation of the skin, 
and this may be due to numerous causes, Pawing or scratich- 
ing the ears is seen in disease of those orgatis, and toothache 
is €yidenced by pawing the mouth. Pawing the mouth is also 
seen in two very different conditions—one when a bone or 
other intruding substance has stick in the teeth, the other in 
case of rabies, when the thick viscid saliva hangs about the 
tongue and cheeks, causing the dog annoyances, Barking, 
howling, crying. and grouping are all at timessigns of dis- 
Sa though seldom more than indications of pain o discom- 
ort. 
Every material substance has certain physical properties by 

which it is made known to us through one or more of ‘the 
five gateways ol Enowledge’—the eyes, ears, nose, touch 
or taste. The animal body possesses as well certain 
definite proportions, and all the larger animals a bilateral 
symmetry. 7. e., each half of the body is of the same 
form as the other. Any deviation in form of one side of 
the body from the other should attract our attention, and will 
generally be found to constitute disease. Thus we detect the 
awelling of an injured limb, the presence of an abdorinal 
tumor, or the wasting of museles, Hach part of the body has 
a uatural form, position, size, color, density, odor, and tem- 
erature, alterations of which may be signs of disease. ‘The 
‘orm, position, and size of parts are altered in fractures and dis- 
locations of the limbs, in cases of dropsy. in wasting diseases, 
and many other conditions too obvious to need specifying, The 
color of parts is altered to excessive redness in inflammation, 
it is blanched in bloodless conditions, and it is stained other 
colors in some diseases—yellow, for instance, in certain stabes 
of the liver. Changes in color are not very noticeable on a 
skin covered with dark hair, but they are easily seen on the 
skin inside the arms and thighs. They are also clearly visible 
on the lining of the ears and on the membrane of the nose, 
lips, and eyelids. The alterations of density in parts are 
important syraptoms in enabling us to determine the contents 
of aly natural cavity or diseased swelling, whether the con- 
tents are air, water, or solid matters. he odor of the breath 
and skin are signs which can seldom escape notice, The breath 
may haye an offensive odor as the resuli of diseased tecth or 
of diseased stomach. The temperature of paris varies but 
little; that variation, however, is often sufficient to enable us 
to detect the seat of mischief. Increased temperature of a 
partis evidence of inflammatory changes, and accompanies 
sprains and other injuries. Decreased temperature is not often 
met with; it is dependent upon a want of cirenlation, and al- 
ways acuompanies death of the part from mortification. Dur- 
ing health, although the skin and extremities of an animal 
may vary afew degreesin temperature, the blood preseryes 
a wniform heat, which is practically the same throughout, or 
rather within the body, This standard temperature of the 
blood, as shown by a thermometer placed for afew minutes 
in any of the natural openings of the body, isof the greatest 
value as a sign of disease. The standard temperature of 
dogs is about 102 degrees, and any rise over oue degree 
is evidence of disease. ‘Fhe very earlivst stages of fever 
are actompanied by a rise of temperature. istemper 15 
afever, and we have thus in the thermometer a means of 
determining in the earliest stages whether the appearance of 
catarrhal symptoms is due to common cold or to the specific 
poison of distemper, Puy. on 

The yital functions of animals, such as digestion, respiration, 
circulation, ete., each give eyidence of their action by appre- 
ciable external signs. By changesin these we detect the ex 
istence of internal diseases; but it is only by practice, by a 
knowledge of the anatomy aud physiology of the animal, and 
by an understanding of the morbid changes accompanyi 
disease, that we are cnabled to decide what organ is affected, 
to what extent, and in what way. Some of the sigms are so 
often met with that it is necessary io say something of their 
significance, The general wants ot the system give rise to 
two sensatiions—huner and thirst—the gratification of which 
is a necessary and natural condition. These sensations mii, 
however, be so altered—so increased or decreased—as to be- 
come symptoms of disease, A voracious appetite is often de- 
pendent nob upon insuiliciency of food, but upon inability of 

the digestive organs to utilize what is eaten, as is seen iu cases 
of dogs suffering from intesfinal wortis. Loss of appetite 
accompanies nearly every disease of the digestive orgois aud 
most other disenses that cause pain or general disturbance, 
Loss of appetite ig in néarly every case & Pood thing for fhe 
aninal under the circumstances, as if he continued to eat, 
digestion would not take place, and furihes complications 
would result, Excessive thirst is usually a sifn of invitation 
of the stomach; butit may also existias sa aecoupaniient of 
some drain on the system, such asis caused by wulenb achon 
of the Kidneys or bowels. ¥ 
The circulatory system gives pliysital evidence of its action 

by the beating of the hearh, and by the flow of blood through 
the vessels which we feel wnder opr fingers when we take tha 
pulse, The best place to feel the pulse of » doe is av tite 
femoral artery, which runs down the insideof the tlieh, The 
pulse of a dog numbers from 80 to over 100 beats in a rmintite. 
ts frequency is nota symptom wpoi Which much reliance 

can he plated as was poiuted out long since by Blaine, Jis 
character, however (i.e., the fecl of the artery under the finger 
whether it is hard or soft. smallor thil), is of assisiance, as 
is also the frequency when compared with fhe aumber per 
minute previously noted, The pulse in health shonld beat 
regularly; in disease it sometimes shows lon’ pause ab every 
fourth or fifth beat, aud sometimes a variation in the rapidiby 
of the beats occurring many tithes it atminute, ‘he wction of 
the heart gives rise to sounds which are best heard on the left 
side just behind the elbow, ~ 
The respiratory system gives evidence of its action bya 

steady rhythmical movement of the flanks and sides during 
expiration and inspiration. As air enters dnd leaves the lungs 
certain sounds are caused which can be heard by applying the 
earto the chest. These sounds vary in disease, but the variation 
requires considerable technical skill to appreciate it, Anyone. 
however may notice the moyements of the chest and flank, 
Continuous increased respiratory movements ate seen in in- 
flammation on the lungs, but they are seen also ip many other 
conditions. Panting in dogs is readily induced hy pain or 
excitement, and 1s not so indicative of chest alfections as it is 
in larger animals. Asarule expiration and inspiration go on 
withontany very apparent sounds. When, however, anyirri- 
tation of air passages exists we haye sneezing and courhing 
setup. Sneezing is a symptom of irritation contined to the 
nose and head. Coughing is @ symptom of ipritation of the 
throat, when short and sharp; of the larger air passawes 
and-windpipe when more prolonged. as iu what ts called 
husk or hoosey coughs; but short, catchy, and subdued when 
caused by disease of the lungs. The digestive system giyus 
evidence of its action Wy the way in which food is taken into 
the system, and there deprived of its nutritive materials, 
while the indigestible portions are passed regularly throupic 
the bowels. Vomiting is evidence of some ivibation of stomach. 
not necessarily of disease. Continuous vomiting is indicative 
of disease, which may be due to some irritant in the stomach, 
to disease of the organ itself, ov even todisease or the intestines. 
Vomiting may be eaused by irritation of the throat, and it is 
no nncommon thing to hear of a doz coughing yutil he is sial. 
The action of the bowels may be excessive—diarrhasa; it may 
be defective—constipation. Want of action in the bowels may 
be due to mechanical obstruction by hardened excrement, or 
by foreign substances, such as bones, nails and ealenli, or ib 
may be due to want of nervous power. 

The excretory organs may become Cliseased, and then we have 
either increased or decreased flow of urin, The state of the 
organs is very apt to be overlooked, Their action is, however, 
most important, as somewhat similar symptoms are mdnueed 
by morbid conditions of very different parts, é.7., of the kid- 
ney, the bladder, aud the canals leading from them. 

Phere is just. one niore symptom of disease in dows TI must 
mention, i.e., dryness of the nose, The condition of the noseis 
as indicative of health or disease as is the tongue In the hontai 
subject. In all febrile diseases the nose becomes dry, and in 
nearly all serious disturbances of the digestive organs, 

‘The symptoms of disease I have mentioned are to every one 
signs, but they are indications only to those able to interpret 
them. Their recognition, however, is the trst step toward 
understanding them.—Fellow of Hoyal College of Vetemnary 
Surgeons, in Land and Witter, 

HORNELL SPANIEL CLUB.—Mr, J. Otis Wellows, pro- 
prietor of the Hornell Spaniel Clnb, has sold one-hall interest 
im his kennel to Mr. Geo. Leavitt, ., Boston, Mass. The 
price, we understand, was 32,000, Mr, Levitt has some fine 
spaniels, and the club will receive from England soon « dog 
by the celebrated Obo ont of Nellis, Tt is the intention of the 
club to keep up their reputation, and, if possible, to add to it. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Kennel notes are inserted in this Golumu free of charge. ‘Po iusure 

publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of euch animal: 
1, Color, 6. Name aod residence of owuer, 
2, Breed. buyer or seller, 
a. Sex. 7. Sire, with Lis sire aul dam. 
4 Age, or 8. Owner of sire. _ 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9, Damn. wilh her sire and dam. 

of death, 10, Owner of dain, 
Allnames must ba plainly written, Comiiinication on oné side of 

paper only, and signed with writers nama. 
j NAMES CLAIMED. 
re See instructions at herd of this column. 5 
Waverly. By Mr. C. 8, Osborne. Stepney. Ot., tor black ani fawn 

collie birch, whelpad Aug. 12, 1888. hy Lam (Tam O'Shanter—Magete} 
out of Sly (Laddie, Jr.—Nellie). ; 

Montrose. By My. C. B, Osborne, htepney, Cb, for black aud tan 
collie dog. whelped June 9, 1883, by Oseyr If, (Oscter=Fanny) ont ob 
Gypsie (Shep—Collie), ‘ : 

ady Gay, By Myr, J. W, Hopkinson, North Granby. Ct. fow white, 
Hlack aud tan ticked hesele bitch. whelped Ayirilil, 1483, by Ringwood 
(Ranter—Beauty) out of Bunnie (Ranger—Lucy), ; 

Flash. By Mr. Torvest W. Forbes, Westboro, Mass , for black and 
white coeker spaniel dog, whelped Agril 0, 7485, by snipe (Captain— 
Nellie) out of Alia (Krush 1,—Cute), : 
Lucretia. By Mr, Forrest W. Forhes, Westhore, Mass,. for liver, 

with white on breast, eocker spaniel biteh, wheiped May I, 18ea, by 
Snipe (Captain—Nellie) ont of Cute (Bam—Plora), 

Larris and Lennoe. Mr. Bred. W, Rorhera, Simeoe, Ont,, For 
black, (an aud white collie dogs, whelpead Sept. 16, 1453, by his Lorie 
out of his Lassie. 

Leila, Lorna, Lottie, Listt, Lone cond Lia. 1a Fonte a W. Roth 
era, Simcoe, Ont,, for black, tan ee While collie bitchus, whelpad 
Sept, 16, 1883, by his Lorne ont of iis Lassie. 
eT ilMeilL Joe teat Wallkit! Bob. By Mr, Archibnid Govdon, Middle- 
town, N.Y.. for liver and pe aH bhiwle and ton spauie) dogs, whelped 
uly 81, 1883 (Hornell Dandy—Vic). : “ 

Y Wreidtkeill itaute ctitel Willicall Blowche, By My. Arehibatd Gorden. 
Middletown, W. ¥., for blawk spaniel hitches, whelpel July3), 1468 

ornell Dandy—Vic}. _ _ 
bom % j WHELPS. 
8 See instructions at head of this cour d 
Rose. ‘The Westminster Kennel Glub’s iemon tid white pomter 

bituh Rose (A, KVR. pais Oct, 20, elybt (five dogs), by thor champion 
Sensation (A.K.R 217). 

Chien, Mr, Walter B. Peet*s (Pawtacket, R. 1.) Suyelish setter biteh 
Chica (Royal Blue—Donna), Oct, 8/, seven (five dows), by Mr. Bf 
Joblo’s Lock, i A “ 

Gay. The Rory O’More Kennels’s ved Trish setter bitch Gay, Mer, 13, 
twelve (ten dogs), by their chanypion Roly 0 Mare 

SALIS, 
2S See ineteweltona at head of this colunre. 
Mareo Mina ihelp, Leowberg doz, Wwhelped Aue. 23, Us83. by Mr, 

Jess M. Whaite, Chester. 8. te to Mr ewe M. tall, Towanda, 
Pa. : 
Pat O' Move. Red frish setterdog, 1 year old (Rory O'More—Noral 

o*More), by the Rory O'More Benuels, Albany, N.Y. to Mr. Ut 
Neill, San Franesco, Cal, y 
Pan and Virdinit. Red Irish setters, dog and bituh, 4 yeur old 
(Rory O’More—Novah O'Moré), by the Rory O'More Kennels, Albany, 
X.Y, to Mr. 5. M, Sanderson, New York, ; 

: <x  —“‘ ré‘C™t~;™; 



Tom O' More. Red Trish setter dog, 1 year SIE Gr were tien. 
‘O'More), hy the Rory O'More Kennels, Albany, N. Y,. to Mr, Julius 
Swith, San Wranciseo, Cal, . R 

ss Lely Maud, Ret Trish setter biteh, § months old (Rory O*More— 
| Gay). by the Rory O'More Kennels, Albany, N. Y.. to Prot. Samuel 
Wark, Willianistown, Mass, : 
Noid. Red Dish seller bitch puppy SPR Cae O' More), 

by the Rory O'More Kennels, Albany, N. ¥.. to Mr. Geo, C. Styles, 
Burlington. Vt. 

diez, MedTrish setter bitch puppy (Rory 0’ More—Quail 1M.), by the 
aor O'More Kennels. Albuny. N. Y., to Mr. R. 'T. Wilson, New 

Pork, 
Garnet. Red Irish setter bitch puppy Utory O'More—GQuail T1.), by 

put poy, O More Kennels, Albany. N. Y.. to Mr, W, T. Stay. Perth 
mhoy, S.J. 
Navel 17, Red trish setter biteh puppy. age and perigree not 

ziyen, by the Rory O’More Kennels, Albany. N. Y., to Mr. J. W, Wil- 
_ kinson, Vermont, Jl. 

Snupshot, Je Lemon ind while pointer dog, d years old 
—uby), by Mv. Winund Orgill, Brookiyn, N.¥., bo Mv. G. 

esata 

Phikuletpina, Da. 
Y, Jordan 

Wellkill Jon ct Wallet Bob. Liver and tan and black aud tan 
spabiel dogs, whelpud Jey 41, 1883 (Momell Dandy—Vie). by, Mr. 
Archibald Gordon, Middletown, N. ¥., to Mr, J. H. Talbot, Sionx 
City, 1a, 
Hornell Dandy—Vie whelps, Spaniel bitches, whelped July 31, 

i883, hy Mr. Archibald Gordon, Middletown, N, ¥Y., a liver aud tan to 
Mr, H.'S. Hanmett, R. 1, acd a black to the Pleetwood Cocker 
Spaniel Kennel, Doihi, N.Y. 

Rifle and Crap Shoating. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

BOSTON. Nov, 3.—There was a durge attendance of riffémen ab 
Walnut Hill two-day. who took advantage of the fine day and con- 

dition, atid added some good scores to theireredit. In the morning 
the wind, From lo"Gluck, was tricky end difficult fo contest, but in 
the afternoon if went down and the conditions were nearly perfect. 
Tne following are the best scores, 

Creadnuioor Practice Match, 
DP Burleigh,,..,.. 444553545 J Stewart® .. vee ess ADS 4d —40) 
JT Adams... - Ansdd—i6 Richard Wabyan.,,..445434444—40 
A Steele... _. 648455a4—4 DP B Farrell... ..-., 444845444540 
HA Sma dost WA Dunn---... 454434354440) 
HS Getts..., 14454—43 H Davison (mil) 844 98545453—A8 
O Richards ...., 344h4d—31 PL Tabbitt,... . ...4043418425—38 
FW Scott (mil), s4atond3—4 ‘ 

Creedmoor Prize Match. 
@ Warren __. Jie a6 ES Parker.......... Sidhddiadd dB 
JA Cobb -- ; S45—1h RS Winn ~ PAD 4 4d— 48 
W Garduer ..4555ddddd—_i4 Richards, ~. eEd4445—48 
UP Bates.::, Hand —3 WS  Adams,......, ...445464d444 —49 

| Decimal Maten, 
MeRecd, ......... te Se a Bee ae 7 8 710 50 8 8 Pf $81 
PERV cE CANN ee a nase he ete, 910 510 7 8 5 8 9 £75 
PEROT, aeby iie;s. -2pt-ce-~-c--;-- Se 8) 5 ha BL 70 

| Rest Mateh, 
HS Marnie —-.- setetespee ee 1010 91010 710 9 10 10—5 
(ARGUE a a PST) Se W 910101010 910 7 10—94 
WNisve —.. ., 610 9 8 § 9101010 9—f3 
JH Adams -.. - 9 # 9101010 91010 S—u8 
ALT Severance. ee paves 1010 # $10 810 § 9—p 

CLEARPTELD, Us.,, Oct, 26.—Lhe Penuville (Pa.) Rite Team visited 
this pace to-<diuy. ad shot (be third match with the Clearfield Team, 
The latter won by ai points, thus winning the contest by 255 points in 
the three malehes. Lhe weather was not layorable for slooting, as 
it was quite windy and as the sun shone brightly from under the 
tlouds by fits and starts, ‘The scare was as follows: 

Clearfield, 
Asiiéy Thorn,.....--... _._ 8117110 810 7 & 5 S—b6 
JW tlarder ., 4 G6 8 6 () 10-83 
SUADROW. 4,2. 441 7 11 11—84 
DR ¥Enilerion . 1010 8 8 0 10—e 
SP Snyter_.. -- ..- 7 812 610-81 
Jas MeLaughlin -..,,.- - .---- dt 0 6 11-81 
BA Dienvy--.- --..-- GF Yu W bis 
das Karr 7 & 6 910 pT 
AW Walte oun Ff #10 9 9 6—78—T22 

' Pennyille, 
ST Hepburn. ......-2225. -2-...)-1037 1010 7 PIR HF 4 

Beet. Hephurn 25.92. +22. 8: fit vw Gar 0 9 4-7 
G MeConall..... eee 8 7 OR 9 G1 8 & 7 
aGeLe ee ee e108 OOS abe LI 875 
(Geo SHAW, ...)- : - WU 49 8 78 8 4 4 8-71 

© Rafferty... ‘ & 2 80 F 5 br 
Ide MoDonald...-_..- 7607 £7 4 8p 
JP Varewell ..... 370 0 4 0 S—b0 
Win freeman, oo 4 9 7 0 50-635 

Sil, 3d. Total. 
> Clenrileld..,, 1.25.12: put 722 2,188 

Vennyills .--.. 710 635 1,433 

FPoiuts in favor Gf Gleartiell, 2... 2... eee eee keene 255 
si’, LOUIS, Oct. 29,—A rifle mute took place October 27. belween 

the Gassard Billes and the Mound City team, the former shooting at 
the Laclete aud the latter atthe Tenple gallery. The Gassard Riiles 
shob over a rane 75 feet iu Jengzih, at a one-inch bullseye, with Bal- 
lari! tiiies, possessing the vegulation pull of trigger. and the Mound 
Oily team shot under the sie conditions over a range 5b feet in 
length ata three-quarter-ineh bullseye. Wollowing are the scores: 

J Monnd City Chib. 
NS Aveher..:.., (.ye.c0dl 12 12 21 1 it 11 WW 12 1-14 
v RBrookes.....-..-.-12 12 17 12 f1 42 12 TN ii 11—114 
Martin Veorhoes .......77 72 12 12 T1 Ww Wl 10 11 412-114 
eA Rreeolt oe ai oR A ted ad A e918 

SMB Jones..:,--.,.0y---t UW 11 1 it mm 2 dt 10 12—-112—59% 
(vassard Rifles, 

Capt Gassard __.. 12 af 12 2 42 12 WW It 11 iW—1i7 
DA Wry... Tf WwW v 12 41 20 10 12 12 ai—10 
RA Suit. 9) Y I8 12 12 7 il ti 8 9-104 
Hd Haskell, -.... --.-— Ww 12 1 68 Ti Gt 12 10 10 10-166 
Geo Haslurther,..... .10 32 11 12 22 10 11 12 1 12—111—548 

Wace’ man was accorded ten shots with the privilege of making 120 
poms ot of #4 possible 124). Camp, Benn. 

WHEELING, W. Va.—Pollowing are the scores made October 20: 
iret Match. 

WT Dis toe aes ced 10 11 1012101012 910 12-106 
R5 Stewart. 40401012 117 9 § 12 11 11104 rs ee ee ee 

OMOMACSEC iin (ibe ny Godlee ees 912 911 111241 7 4 10—100 
John Moore, .-- e:2422.. 0520010 91140 91092 9 11—100 

second Mateh. : 
Olfo Jaeger... ees arate cea 1210 9 6 10 11 92 12 10 190—102 
Wm Cox, --.- St A ter 8 9 9 81111 11 10 12 11100 
HS Stewart, ...., 1111 8 910 7 2 910 10— O4 
Jolin Moore.. 2.1010 9 910 8 8 9 iv 10-93 
WS Brady... .& &8 4 711010 8 6 11— 7 
LB Martis.. 67 311 4 91010 8 87% 

Messrs, Martin and Brady uever before shot a rifle, anc with liltle 
practice promise to make good matksman—O. J. 

GARDNER, Mass.. Oct, 80.—Oniy seven shot for arecord at the last 
Meet all Hackmatack range, under the auspices of the Gardner Rifle 
Olub. The new Aneri¢an decimal target Was used. The distance, 
2 yards shooting, was off-hand. Gut of a possible 100 points the 
following totuls were mace: G.F. Ellsworth 0, I, 1B. Nichols 89, A. 
Mathews S* M. Atherton 57, W. Lewis 84, George Fordyse 83, G. 
Cameron 73, 

WORCESTER. Dives, Noy. 1.—Vhere was a nieeting to-day of a few 
of the members of the Woreester Rifle Association at Pine Grove 
Tonge. The American flecimul turvet was used; shooting, off-hand; 
ilistunve. 200 yards. Ont of a possible 1M) the following totals were: 
made; 
TAS GQ WHItTAS2) Ser terete aed IN 1 fo YF 540 G 9-87 
SCO yy. ta see Pw ot 8 7 40 10 & G—B8 
JN. Morse, Ji... .-- Degli eee Dee Tod: Ae 5,88 
A. Willistos - , P91 1 4 # 9 9 9 770 
aU, Rice... 0 9 G 6104 4 3 bt 

shotetais, A very large »mount of work was also done in Yepairing, 
| making spire parts, manyfseturing swords and sabres and miseella- 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
fee-Reece ind the Hotchitiss—will be forthcoming in time to be sent 
info the field early next spring. The trial oi these guns, represent- 
wg the systems of detachable and fixed magazines, will mosh as- 
suredly be a great yalue in determining on the most suittble magazine 
arm for the military service. <A sufficient) number of Springield 
shotguns has been completed, and the troops west of the Mississippi 
have been supplied with them, two po a compiny, wibh a supply of 
ammunition. "These guns have been most acceptable to the soldier 
jo the field, it is mot known that any other army in the world on 
frontier service is so well supplied with special means of acquiring 
sldll in the handling of arms while providing a variety of food by 
hunting. 

NEW BRITISH ARM.—A ney rifle is to be issued experimentally to 
fi small portion of the regular infantry o! the British Army, without 
delay, The breech action isthe Martini, with some slight improve- 
ments, but with the spiral spring, which has, it seems, proved satis- 
factory. notwithstanding all that has been said ugainst 11, The 
barrel has # bore of 40. that of the present Martini-Henry being 45. 
The new rifie has a wooden jacket over the lower part of the barrel 
to protect the soidier’s hands in quick filing, ‘The ordinary sights, 
which baye, by the way, no means of lateral adjustment, are ar- 
ranged for 1,500yds, But there ave auxiliary sizhts at the breech 
aud muzzle whieh extend to 2,000yds. A “quick loader’? may be 
attached to the lode. This is. in fact. a pouch containing ten cart- 
ridges. whieh the soldier can use much more rapitily than those 
which arein his pouch. The rifieis the same length as the present 
Martini-Heury. but owing to the extension of the wood over the 
breech, dnd the reduction cf the caliber, is slightly heavier, 
SHOOTING AT HARVARD.—Cambridge, Mass., Nov, 5.—Editor 

Forest aud Stream: The melosed slip from the Harvard Herald- 
Crimson vives the offlvers of the Harvard Shooting Club; just organ- 
ized. forthe purpose of enabling members or the university, interested 
in the rifle or shotgun, to keep in practice during the winter: “A call 
forall members of the university interested in the formation of a 
rife and shotgun club te meet in Holden chapel last evening was re- 
sponded to by about seventy-five men. Officers were elected as fol- 
lows: President, P'rye, ‘86; vice-president, Abbot, °86; secretary and 
treasurer, Austin. "Ri; directors, Prye, d+, Russel. $7, Billings, °85, 
Goodwin, $4; committee on matches, Sartelle, Slocumband Bradley; 
executive officers, Prye, 86, and Ayer, ‘87. Application for admission 
unin be mude to the secretary. Tt was voted to secure the use of the 
Walnii Hill range for this fall.’—Troxe, 

MASSACHUSETTS,—The Adjutaut-General of the State, in a re- 
port wpen recent work on the rifle range, commends Major H, T, 
Roekwell for theexcellent conduct of the recent State matches at 
South Wramingham, 

A board of officers is constituled fo consider the recommendations 
voutained in reports of commanding officers and the matter of rifle 
practice, what. if any, cianfes are necessary or advisable in the 
present militia law or regulations. 
The board will assemile at the State House on November 10, at 11 
ae A, M,, and will present its report on or before December 10, 
1883. 

‘Yo enable an exchange of the arms now in use with the militia for 
the Springfield tifle of improved pattern, brigade, battalion and com- 
any commanders will report abonce the exact number of rifles on 
hand and the condition of the same. 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents ithe favor us with club scores are particularly re- 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

CLAY-PIGEGN MEDALS. 

hese following ietter will explain the conditions under which the 
clay-pigeon medals for State championship team shootiug are 

awarded: 
Cincinnatt Iidependent Shooting Club: 
GHNTLEMEN—We desire herewith to offer you the elay-pigeon 

medal championship of Ohio, to be held by your club as trustee, to 
he subsequently shot for at the first State tournament to be hela in 
this State, as follows: 
Team-shooting, five to a team, 10 single clay-pigeons i18yds. rise, 5 

double clay-pigéons or birds 15yds, vise, use of single barrel only; 
otherwise Ranelagh Club rules fo govern, use of 5 traps screened, 
When won by any elub the same shall be subject to challenge by any 
other club in the State within 12 months’ date of winning same, in a 
mitch similar to above, time and place to be determined by the win- 
ving club. Should the winning team lose said medal to the chal- 
lenger, then the latter shall likewise be subject to challenge, but not 
after the lapse of the above twelve months. Any club holding said 
medal! at end of said twelye months shall keep same permanently 
Should the original winning club team lose the medaltoa challenger, 
we will subsequently present said club with our club championship 
medal, When your club surrenders the State medal we will donate 
you a club championship medal. In the meantime, we would be 
pleased to have you shoot for same under the conditions attached to 
the latter, anid which have been prescribsd and adopted by the Narra- 
gansett Gun Club of Providence, R. 1. and which you will find de- 
tailed inthe Poresr anp SrrREaAm of Aug. 2, 1883. Yours truly, 

Licowsky Cuay-Pienon Co., per J. 8. Bloom, President. 

In reference to the Chicago May tournament it is stated that the 
exact date for its opening will shortly be determined. In 5-trap 
matches only one mun steps to the secore—all the traps being loaded 
or set—the traps being all re-loaded after each shot: the teams being 
called suceessively to the score, the order being determined by lot; 
eich team remeining at the score untilit has finished, the members 
of the team being called to the score successively after firing once at 
Single (or double) bird. 

NEW JERSEY GUN CLUB.—Im your issue of Oct. 11, in publishing 
scores of our anual shoot, you very kindly added several “zoose 
eggs” where I omitted them. Shoot No. 4 was at 3 birds. Those 
that tied for first and second prizes shot off at two birds, therest were 
out, Your generosity in giving the balance, two extra missed birds, 
was not appreciated. Regular monthly shoot for a cup, becoming 
the property of the one winning if the most number of times in twelve 
competitions, Five ground traps; handicapped rises: two barrels, 
the use of the second! to count hulf bird: 
D Hyer, 22yds.....J 1111-5 Dr Bird, 26yds.4 1 14% W%—-3% 
H Warne, ¥byds....1 44 11 1-414 Wreoff, 25yds..46 14 16 1 “1-316 
GULWims,2tyds....1 4111-444 MeNeil, 2yds..°1°0°144 1—3t6 
Hetherington, 22yds1 101 l—4d Black. 25yds...0 Ow —t) 
Hyer won the cup. Warne and Wilms divided second. Hethering- 

ton third. Sweepstakes—25yds. rise; 3 birds; ties, miss and out: 
Warne.,_.....--.-. 11111117 Wilms..., -1111110-6 

111111—7 Wyeort a10 —2 
Tiiili% Oramer,...t-_,.... 101 —2 

; 11111-/7 Ties divided. 
Prize, a gold watch. Five birds: 
11W11n1—14 ~~ Warne,..,......-. 11110 —4d 

-.1711111111111—48 Hetherington. __..110w —2 
ve tee 1191111111111 418 MeNeil dihw — 2 

. N10 —7 Black,,. 110w —? 
veers ALLO —d4 Cramer Uw —0 

agreement and divided, Fourth shoot. Sweepstakes; two birds: 
Wilnis,.. Sy eae en eee 110-2 
Warnes one ee fee! ol ase Wena ns a. ceeded | J 
nea at ech b yl at WWircotetet: Secs sai TD —T. 

After shooting ons bird each—hirds having piyen out—ties divided. 
—KNICcK.- 

WORCESTER, Mass., Noy. 1.—There was a meeting to-day at the 
range of the Worcester Sportsman's Club, The principal event of 
the day was a match for the championship clay badze, which has 
heen held for sone time by H. W. Eager, of Marlborough, Among 
those present as guests were G. G. Tiddsbury, J. A. Cole, Thomas 
Andrews, Herbert Hutebimson, and John Carpenter, of Ashland; B. 
F, Johnson, A. Newton, and G. l. Cutting, of Maynard, The match 
was shot under the rules of the Massachusetts State Association. 
The baige was presented 1o the Massachusetts State Association by 
the Ligousky Clay-Pigeou Company. The first contest for it was at 
the last State toumament at Wellington, when,it was wou by Mr. 
Eager, It was then nnsuccessfully contested formby Cole of Ashland. 
De Rochemiont ef Newburyport, and Ford of Springfield. The con- 
test to-day resulied us follows: nN 

J, A, Negus of Fall River. i, W. Rager of Marlborough. 
iststring -.1i110117111~9 Iststing..1111110011—8 
b= ole ta LT i 10 ao 0001 01 OTIS 2 
ad * ed Sd ee o»11210111!1071—8 
4th * fr rorievii is ath ~-1111110011—8 
Sth * C..1 LL L010) 10—F hth =: APT1TL01011—8 

45 36 
PHILAVELPHIA.—On Thursday the following score was made by 

two members of the University of Pennsylyania Gun Club; glass 
balls; 1Syds, rise: 
GW faylor .—....110011117 1010 1101011071111100011911010000017110010—34 
L Fuelette VA10920002119007 11091019 0119119901011 1111107101110—43 

8ST. LOUIS, Oct, 29.—The anuual priz3 shoot of the Western Gun 
Olub was held Oct, 21, the conditions being twenty glass balls, each 
shooting at two consecutively. The score was as follows: 
Brank Kurka,.......---..+:- 11421111101111111111—19 
Jul Siemisolkie. ,_ el 2L011111111111111111—19 
Theo Siebenman..,. AVLTIVOTOLT1LI11111111—18 
Wim J Hassfurther _. ALLEL OVLTI1V111901101 1-18 
JP Schimpf..,,.. £ vet tY1741110111011111 1-18 
Robt Benecke ,,, ,-L0V01711111111111011—-18 
Peter Labadie,,, -- ellVi11T111101001101 11-48 
FE Miltenberger, .. 2213771722721 0101111101—-1% 
M YV Kacer.. ~121212710171171012111121017 
A Demuth.... 1 01129121011111171171111117 
Gustay Kraffs,..... eel ODT111211114011011111-% 
Geo © Hassfurther', 2107111700171 711111117 
Wm Bauer... .--.....-...-5- 110011712047 7211711011711—-16 
Jul J Hassfurther. .......011011011710111177111 1-16 
Theo Benecke..........-...,.111010101711110111011—%5 
ee TalaCla sured ttt: ete pelt OLLE21207707 00111411155 
Bernhd Klaus.:-..-.:..:,..: vOTTO0L11111100110491 1-4 
T A Siebenman, , | 210727001117 00T1110T 01 1-413 
J L Reinhardt.........--.... 101101101101117101010—-18 
Julius Doerner....,..-..--.- 0011110001111101101 118 

| Herman Heithaus... ..,...1011110101110001111 0-13 
Louis Friesleben....... OTbOOTT OTT LOTT Tivbiti-rw 
Louis Wagn>1.,,. ~V10001T11007T7T011111 01-28 
TW Carpenter.,...-....-... 0001711120011117700001T411 

After the ties were shot o!f, the prives were awarded in the order 
named, 

‘The free for all sweepstakes shoot of the Excelsior Gan Clab took 
placéon the 28th with the following resilt: 

Hirst sweepstakes—double birds: 
Shorr 2 J 111 0—5S Notting........ {010 1 4 
Weber 00211 1 Stivlte... 2.7 11 bi os 
Pohiman .....,. 060 0 0 0-0 
Money divided between Shoulte and Shorrand Weibor and Not- 

ting. 
Secoud sweepstakes: 

Weiber____.... ...1 0 1 4 1—3 Notling-....,,-...1 1 1 0 0-8 
Schaae, ¢--.51.---- 0 1 0 2 24 Pohlman..., -...1 0 U 0 1-8 
S05 Feds Ft et Se Oh 10da.1 0-3 
Shoot oft: 

SCHAaE 2 i eet —) Weiber. - 0 
Voight .. NOME ee el —v 
Schaaf w: st. money; Pohlman second money. 

Ed Vorght,... 
P A Nolting. .. 

-1012011171—s 
101 1010—F 

Theo Rick 
J Berg.... 

0001110000—8 
» 11011111118 

0 PShultey....--7,-2: OU01010110—4 JT Weiber. _.-.-. --...1101107111—8 
JN Wisher., .. LOO010001I—4 FF M Rathburn....,,. HLLO0UINO- 5 
Brutenburg ...,-..... 1111000010—5 John Shorr. eee THL0T01111—8 
HA Vhias....,,...,,,0101000010—3 Fred Pohlman -___, ..0110100010—4 
JW Fisher...,....., 01011000014 W Newman.,....-.,, OOOLOOUOUI—2 
Geo Schaaf........... 0110011110—6 
Berg wins gold medal; Voight wins silver medal; Noiting wins oue 

box wine; Schaal, one sack shol; AZ, Wisher, one turkey; Britenburg, 
one hex of shells; Newman, one box of cigais.—Camp. BELL. 

THE NIAGARA CLUBS.—The Niagara River Shooting Cli) has 
challenged the Niagara County Shooting Ciub to a team contest, the 
former at glass bails, the latter aj composition balls. Ten men on a 
side, 20 balls per man, Card rotary trap, 6yds. rise, for & purse of 
$100. ° Match will take place Nov, 15, on the grounds of the Niagara 
River Club at La Salle, N. Y. Two members of the Ball Co. have 

| challenged a team of two, one from each of the above clubs, 

Canoeing. 

THE MEET OF 1884. 

R. NELIDE and Mr. Whitlock. the committee appointed to visit the 
Thousand Islands, haye returned. and their report will soon be 

published. A site has been selected about four miles from Clayton. 
and a little further from Gananoque, just within the Amerian line, on 
the northeast end of Grindstone Island, There is a sandy beach on 
which the boats may be drawn up, with an elevated plateau near by, 
from which a fine view of the course may be obtained, while it offers 
adry and healthy site for a camp. The owner of the ground, Mr. 
John Delany, whose residence is situated at some little distance, offers 
the use of the ground, and also to buikl a landing for canoes and 
small steamers and to.supply firewood for the cost of carting. Fresh 
proyisions are easily obtainable, drinking water of course is at nand, 
and the site seems in every way a desirable one. 
The Regatta Committee have completed their report, and recom- 

mend the abolition of the distinction of senior and junior. The races 
are to be under the management of a clerk of the course, who shall 
have charge of the entries, a judge, starter and timekeeper; the classi: 
fication in use this year to remainin force, the limits of a cruising rig 
being 50ft, sail area for Class A and 7ift, for Class B. It is also pro- 
posed that the programme of races and the sailing rales be published 
together, as last year, and that the races be confined to two days, 
with one day between, members being at liberty to offer prizes for 
special contests, and the committee strongly advise that when a prize 
is once faicly won it be retained by the winner. regardless of any sub- 
sequent prizes. This is 2 most important point, as there is neither , 
right nor reason in depriving aman of the prize he has won after 4 
fair struggle, because he subsequently wins another, as was done at 
the last meet, and there is no precedent forsuch action in the rules of 
any manly sport. The programme comprises nine paddling and six 
spiling races, provision being made, as aboye, for extra races if de- 
sired, 

CRUISING INFORMATION. 

VIVEN the locality, you Want to know something of the character 
of the water you ave about to launch out on. You have decided 

on your general route and length of cruise, regulated. of course, by 
the amount of time at your dispusal and the desirable cruising 
groundsin easy traveling distance from your home. Answers to 
these questions must be got before you start. Is the water deep 
enough at the seasou of cruising to float the canoe all, or nearly all 
of the way? Are there any dangerous places—falls, rapids, dams, 
etu., to be met, and where? Can good food be got along the route or 
musl provision be made for several day= between bases of supplies? 
Is the region healthy? Can fresh waler be got readily and where? 
Can the canoe be got to the starting point chosen? Can it be easily 
shipped home from the terminus of the cruise? Many more 
questions that present themselves need answers before startmg, as a 
knowledge of these essentials before setting sail, obyiate much un- 
necessary trouble. delay and discomfort, Of course you know from 
the general character of the water whether the paddle or sail will be 
ioet in use, and prepare accordingly. An excellent way to get quite 
reliable information is to write to the postanasters of He towns along 
the way during the winter and make up from the replies a condensed 
guide for reference while journeymg trom day to day, This perhaps 
would not answer way off in the wilds, bub in most cases good results 
will be obtained from a few carefully written letters to Unele Sara's 
officials, never forgetting to inclose a stamped enyelope clearly ad- 
dressed to yourselffor the reply. 

Get as food a map as possible and mark on it the stopping places, 
bases of supplies, rapids, ete.,as far as po-sible from information 
collected, and then don't leave it at home when you go otf. Natives 
are more apt to give reliable information, and are much more ready 
with answers. if they feel the questioner knows something of what 
he is talking about, and is explicit in his request. 
The Secretary of the American Canoe Association is supposed to 

keep on filereports of all cruises made by members each year for 
reference in case others wish to go over the same water. How many. 
such reports have been sent in to him do you suppose? Asichim, If 
Se member lived up to this article of the constitution Dr. Neidé 
would have to move into a larger house than he now oceupies—when 
heisathome, It would also take no end of time to have the logs 
properly marked and filed where they could be gotat readily, and it 
would give the secretary too much work to attend to the corres: 
pondence such a system necessarily would involve. - 
A better and more convenien! way would be for the secretary to 

keep merely the name of the cGanveist who made a cruise over ter- 
tain waters. Any one wanting information could’ then get from the 
secretary the name of such a man who had gone over the route or 
parts of 1, laid out for his trip, The address could be found in the 
Association book, and no doubt by writing to the indiviilual ull points 
in doubt could be easily settled, for most of the A. (, A. members 
are always willing to impart information—who is not if he has any? 
—and give accoulrts of cruises to interested parties. 

It is always desirable to keep a log, no matter how brief, of a cruise, 
noting in it the points of interest for reference in case others wish to 
£0 over the same ground. The bicyelers are much ahead of the pad- 
dlers in this regard. Information us to roads can always be got by 
referring to the League of American Wheelmen's official organ, The 
Wheel, where the local officers’ names are published. A note to the 
editor or to the Seuretary of the Association, will result in the name 
of the regular League official in any town or locality, from whoin iu 
formation can be gon. 
aim some way 4 closer relationship should exist benyeen the m 
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who paddle. living apart, than does now. This could be accomplished 
hy correspondence and ocessional visits to those not too Tar olf. 
More hoints cha be vot in & five minite chat, than in a ream of 
seo yo 

Nine-tenths of the published cruises have been utterly useless to 
ahy one thinking of taking the same water. why! They area mixture 
of recollections, nurratives and facts about the weather, neither 
answering the questions oie would be likely fo ask who had chosen 
the same roule. nor particularly interesting to eyen the nyerare 
eanoeisc. In future reports, let us have stther good stories, relatng 
the adventures, mishaps, experiences and vanip lle of the trip, or 
else logs of value to fulure navigators on the explored waters. This 
is a Subject thal weeds looking into, and it will be referred to again 
from time ta time. 

and other subjects followed, The committee were empowered 16 
procure a meeting room, fix the date of first and following meetings, 
send out cirenlars to canoeisis, and make all neeesssry arrangements 
for the first meeting. At this meeting, tobe held about the middie 
of this month. a permanent ehainnan and secretary will be elected. 
The meeting adjourned at 11 P, M_, after passmz a Vote of thanks to 
Mr. Jones for his kin(] offer of his bouse as a meeting place, 
The Cirenlar will be sent out in 2 day Orso to Ganveists and boatng 

men generally, and all are invited to attend the taeetings. especially 
those who are not canoei*ts, hut who desire to know something of 
the sport. ‘Che questions it is proposer to discuss will hot be beneath 
the nofice even of yachismen. comprising, as they will, model. snils. 
handling, besides those of gear, fitings, camping and others of 
interést mainly to canoeists. If is to the canoeists of New York that 
the yachtsmen may lovk for some of the most yaluable @dditions to 
the ranks of Corinthians, as those who follow csnosing, do so lrom 
pure love of sport, most of them with aspirations towarl larger 
boats in time, and the training acquired in (he “Mosquito Plect” tends 
in every way to make sailor men of them, fovers of outdoor-work, 
Corfathians in the strictest sense. and almosh without exception, 
believers in ssfe, honest and wholesome heals. 
While the promoters thus far of this undertaking have been mem- 

bers of the two New York clubs, no one need stay away because 
le is not 4 member. as the clubs will not appear in the organization, 
it heing siraply a gathering of candeists, and above ay local feeling 
ovinterest, The discussions and meetings generally will be of an in- 
forma] nature. and one need be absent either because they are not 
eangeists, or are unacquainted with the members. The outlook thus 
far is promising for a series of pleasant aud profitable evenings 

WATERTIGHT COMPARTMENTS. 

Editor Forest and Stree: 
The question of airtight compartments is ong that has attracted 

much attention among canoeibts of late, but certainly no more than it 
warrants, seeing that on its satisfactory solution depends to a great 
extent the safety of hoatand crew The principal plan proposed is 
to use metal cases, either one in each end, fitted to the boat, oy a 
number of small oues such as tomato or powder cans soldered up, 
These ara heavy, they take up more room than can well be spardc, 
dnd. being slowed where they Gannot be readily examined, are liable 
to corrode, thus being worse tan useless, as damage to them would 
not be discovered wnotil loo late. The inost economical plan, so far 
is weight and space are voucerned, is that followed (in theory) for 
so long, of making the énds of the canoe waterliight, Would it not be through (he winter, and if properly carried out, something perma- 
possible for our builders, by a litthe More Gareful proportion and fil- |) nentmay result, not only of immediate benefil to canbeing, but that 
ting of parts to make them absolutely airtight. Tue surfaces of 
deadwood and laps must be of auyple size und carefully fitted, all 
joints carefully laid in Chick white lead and faspened completely while 
web, the bulkhead timbers fitted very closely, white-leaved and fast- 
ened at short intervals, with especial care around the purboards and 
munwales. and. as an adilipional precaution, before laying the deck a 
piece of mustin. well painted, stretched over the ridgepiece and tacked 
10 the cunwale, the deck alto being laid ia lead, Perhaps the point 
where leakage is Most apt to take place is at bow and stern Where the 
peunwales aud ridee pieces join the stem, and bere all joints must be 
very caretuliy fitted. Such work would add somewhat to the cost of 
“canoe as usvally built, but would remain watertight, the only dan- 
zer, in practice very slizht, being that of a hole in the skin or deck, 
Of Course, any openings in deel or bulkhead would be impossible, 

AMATEUR BUILDER, 

Shall @xerta wholesome and powerful mifuence on American yacht- 
ing in the near future, 

CLUB SIGNALS.—2dilor Forest antl Sireant: 1 trust that the 
secretaries Of the various cange elobs in the country will act on your 
suggestion in issue of 1st inst., andsend you a ent of their club signal, 
Thaye been frequently written to for description of such flags, bub 
45 the Springfield, Mass,, and Lake George clobsare the Only ones who 
have fled sent of their elub flags, [have had very little data from 
which tosuppty information, Each member of the A. U A. has been 
furnished with 2 blank on which to report canoes, with a blank fiagy 
and the request thatit be filled out wilh the private signal of the 
owner. Iam sorry to add that many of the members of the Associa- 
tionhaye disregarded this request, which has led to the duplication 
of names Of canoes anu signals in several instances.—CHas. A NED 
(Secretary A. GC. A.), 

LAKE GEORGE C. (, SIGNAL.—Tho Lake George C. C. have 
adopted for sailing sigual a fiye-pointed red star, to le displayed nt 
peak of mainsail, I notive in last week's Forest Anp Srrean that 
the burgee of the Pittsburgh C. C, is exactly simifur to the LG. C.C., 
with exception of the letlers. Our club was organized in the fall of 
1880, and it would seem as though they held a prior claim to those 
colors. Whatsay you?—Hawrere (Glens Falls, N. ¥., Nov. 5), 
TORONTO CANOECLUB.—The Toronto Canoe Club wound up the 

season by acruise sround the Island on Sauirday afternoon. The 
muster numbered seven—four canoes under sail and three under 
paddle, in charge of the Commodore and Vice-Cammodore respec- 
tively. The weather was delightful. A gentle, steady breeze blew 
from the southwest. The yacent Gypsy, with a party of ladies, and 
several sailboats were out, 

T, N, B,—There is no place in New York where large bamboos ean 
be had unless imported to order, but they may oevasionally be found 
on Chinn ships. where fihey are used Tor dunnage. 

iachting. 

HE IS ON A CRUISE. 

Kiditor Foreat and Stream; 
Having learned that your nautical editor will be absent this week on 

a ernise ft a cutter, I want to take advantage of the opportunity it 
affords ‘to make afew remurks.” I am greatly gratified to know 
that fhe nautical man is away, firstly, because if he was here I would 
ret no Show: secondly, lam taking a fiendish delight in the thyught 
or the punishment he is g<ettmz on board such s comfortless, wet, 
soppy thing as a cutter, and, moreover, the walér Is cold new: and 
although I saw him preparing himseli by a negotiation af the rubber 
clathing store. I know it won'l avail. There is uo escaping the con- 
stant douche of cutter sailing. He will return a wiser uni a wetter 
mun, bub won't acknowledgé it, On the contrary, I have no doubt, 
he will In his next article extol the delights of cutter sailing; will en- 
denver to make ont a most charting yarn of the eriise to be consish 
ent. Wewho know eutters will not be deceived, and as for those 
that dont know cutters, if they areso verdant a5 lo take it allin, why 
Jet them, Who cares? But jwhatl want to talkabout is the laterrials 
between the Gracie and Bedouin. 
There were three regattas, We will admit that two of the three 

were won by the eutter, and such a howl as was made oye it, What 
frantic, Gestatic capers were cut, What parozisms of delight were 
tnanitested. One would suppose that no such result had been antic 
pateil, and the fact that the cutter did win wasasurprise. Butt 
notice thatin the last race. When the Gracie beat the Gutter just as 
much ag the cutter had beaten her, there was no howling; on the con- 
trary, ingenuity was taxed to male excuses lor the cutter. Her sails 
set budly, the cook had the colic, everything was wrong. They gave 
every reason but the right one, i, @., blab the cutter did nor sail fast 
enough, 

I arene against this hilsome pratse of cutters and ridicule of every 
other model, and of the labored eficrt to magmity the one and depre- 
cate Lhe performance of the other. One swallow does not make a 
summer, Dor two, and two winnings qutof many defeats does not 
prove anything definite. What svas proven last fall in the threes days’ 
racing between cutters and centerboer ds? Just nothing, It wasa 
draw game, and the cutters failed to establish any superiority over 
the shallower model—and I assert that nothing has yet been proyen 
to justify allthis bosh about the superiority of the entter as a sea 
boat or speedy one. Tam disposed to be Lair and pive cutters all the 
oredit they deserve, and creditfor whatever gooil qualities they have 
—there are so lew, 1 can aftord to—they are easily enumerated, 
Fitstly, they are good sea, boats, if you_ prefer driving through # sen 
lopoing Overit. Secondly, they are safe so far as capsiaing goes, for 
the reason that nhey are sinply ‘Stee totuins,” carrying sufficient 
weight at great depth to form leverage sufficient to prevent their 
going uver—but they will lay flat dowilon the water on their sides— 
in fact thatis their normal condition when there is a breeze, and the 
anvle of the decks ersinently fits the sailor or owner to scaling steep 
roots. It involves the necessity of cultivatmg the toe und finger 
pails to en ble one to hang on. You mustlay fat on your belly or 
hack with a. clutch on the windward ralland your feebin the water 
on the lee side. A separate and distinct race of beings will hare 
to be invented for cubters amphibious men with cluws to hang on 

THE CHART LOCKER. 

V JE publisit this week a letter from an old canoeist ou the collection 
of information concerning canoeable whters, (md would call the 

ather tion of candeists, dot only to the importance of the subject in 
general, but also to the remarks ea lhe character of the information 
required. Most of the lugs published are neither interesting to the 
easual reader, nov of value to abyone going Gyer the same route, and 
eanoeists in writisg should endexvoer to sive either an entertaining 
aecount of their cruise or simply Lo state the main peculiarities of 
the wateras plainly and concisely as possible. Under the heading 
of “The Chart Locker” we shall endeayer im the future to give just 
such information regarding American waiters, publishing at the same 
time Tnquiries froyn canoeisis concerning siitferent localities. aud suco 
notes iy uuswer to them as ve shall reeeive, and also such general In- 
formaiion as may be sent by exnceists, The lubor of writing up one's 
own locality is but slight, and is move than paid for by corresponding 
information concerning many other localities. 
Besides the above, itis 4 gvest helpin cruising to know the location 

of canoeists by the way, who would be willie to give information 
either by letter. or personaily to visiting catioeists. 

A’l who are willing to do this are reqnesied to send their address to 
FOREST AND STREAM office, where 2 record will be kept of thenr. 
Canoeists mapping out ériises, on applying tu Forest axp Sragam, 

will be furnished with the address of other cunoeists along the route, 
from whom, by correspondence, more definite and detailed informa- 
tion can be obtaiszed than is possible with any printed yuide, Such a 
publication as (he “Canoe Pilot" suggested in the prospectus of the 
Amerivan Canoe Association, even if carried out, would soon be out 
or date, owing to the constint changes snd ailditious required, but a. 
living puide, such as the coluoms of Forest Anp Siiram, fresh every 
week, and noting at onee boul discoveries and vevisions, will, if prop- 
erly supported by canoeists, be of The greatest value to them. 

WATERPROOFING FABRICS. 
WRMERLY some preparation of India rubber or gutts percha was 
geuerally employed for rewdering textile fabrics waterproof, but 

since that time many other and cheaper materials have been pressed 
Into this setyice, Some of the processes arv (hus deseribed im the 
Palyteclnisehes Notizblatt, No. 12. Pt 

Dujardin’s process inakes use of alum snd sugar of lead, It is 
applicable to cordage and fabrics as well as to Wood, leather and 
aper. Ietakes of pulyerized potash alum and crushed acetate of 

Tend, eue) 20 parts, bicarbonate of potassium and Glauber’s sali, 
vach 12 parts, and pours over this mixture 3,000 parts of seft water, 
all by weight. Healso dissolyes separately in an equal quantity of 
water 9 parts of olemesosp, and then mixes both solutions. The 
articles ave left in this selution until thoroughly sutmrated, allowed 
to drain, dried, brushed. and finally pressed. 

Por linen. leather, and wood he also adds margarine, 6 parts, and 
for cotton or paper some gelatine, 3 parts, audresin, 6 parts. Im- 
preguation wilh this preparation, it is claimed, does not injure the 
éolors. Alum and sugar of lead alone, oralum and caoutchouc, can 
be used for the sume purpose. 
To waterproof linen, the Pharmaceutische Zeitung recommends a 

solution of sulphate of aiwiiina In ten times ils weight of water, and 
a s0ap bath of the following composition: One part of light colored 
resin and one partof crystallized soda isalsoda) and boiled in ten 
parts of water until dissolved. ‘The resin soap is precipitated with 
half part of table salt. and is subsequently dissolved along with one 
part of white curd spapin thirty parts of hot water. Iv should be 
put in wooden tubs for use. On made up articles the two solutions 
cao be applied with a brush and then rinsed off. 
According to Stemousé, paraffine is excellent for waterproofing 

hempen hose and obher things. The article to be treated is tightly 
stretched und heated over a hot plate Of iron, and then rubbed as 
evenly 28 possible with apiece of parafiine, Ibis then pressed with a 
hot iron or belyeen rollers, =e that it will penetrate ib thoronghly. 
Tnstead of using a piece of paraffine, the pajaffine may be cast ina 
vylidder with a wooden core (like & printer's Folier), asd the goods 
drawn over it, pressing them down sufficiently. Or the parafiine can 
be rubbed on cold and then a hotivronpassed yer it. Paper can be 
saturated with mele] paratine on a warm plate of iron, the goods 
wrapper init, and the whole pressed between hot iron plates or me- 
tallic rolls. Where long pieces of foods are to be treated, the process 
¢an be made continuous by passing the shill over obe or more warm 
rollers that are kept covered with parafline by running in # bath of 
melted paraiiive. The excess of paratiine ispemoved by & scraper, & 
brush or hot rollers, 4 A 
When paratiine is employed in solution, the goods mish be previ 

ou-ly welland Wloroughly dried. or the moisture will prevent the 
solution from penetrating within the goods and repel it—Soeientific 
American. 

with 
While all this is going On on deck, there is a delightlul state of 

things helow. Eyerythinug clattering to leeward, and to be ina wind 
ward berth is to perform the tying trapeze act, The sitylights must 
he battened down, thé eompanion way clostd, every breath af 
fresh alk excluded. She must be corked up tight, or the water wil 
pour down, There is no shelter on deck, no lee of sny kind, buf all 
wet, clear #reen seas over everything and everybody. She cantrise 
toit by virtue of her went of buoyancy and creat weight, She tun- 
nels avery wave. An English crew must he imported to sail the 
things, one reason heing presumably, that no American sailor cau be 
induced ta eo abourd of them, ‘They cost fifty per dent. more to 
Til than the ordinary type of yacht: they lave not obe elementor 
comfort, hut are merely racing machines, and the claim ot superior 
speed is not yet proven to the satisfactiou of a single unprejudiced 
yochtsinan, aud when it comes to beauty—Great Scott! can any- 
thing ugher be imagined? There is an attempt to make the 
verdant aspiring-to-be yachisman belive that a cutter is the 
proper thing to build. ‘Theve are people that will build them simply 
beeause it is the proper cuper to copy anything English. Must 
be the proper thing ya know. Let Enplishmen buvd culters if ihey 
like, Thelt waters probally detnand cratt of thatsort, but ours do 
net. Their cutters are pronably bettr adapted to their waters than 
ours, and vice versa, bub to ottempt to prove that we know nothing 
about boats, modelR, aod what is best suited to our waters, is sneer 
ylonsense. We are not such ignoramuses a5 all that, 7 believe there 
is no sater, faster. better or mere comforcable cratt atloat iy any part 
of the world than such yacliisas the Montauk, Intrepid, Fortuna, 
Dreadnaught, Madeline, Uanntiess, ete,. cic. Show me the yaehtthat 
ean lead w they cannot follow. They are doubtless oyer-sparved 

WINTER CAMP-FIRES, 

CTING ou Lhe suggestion in a late number of Fores? anp STREAu, 
JA s meeting of canotrists was held on Friday evening last at the 
resiaence of Mr, Frank Jones, No. 561 Madison avenue, to organize a 
sefies of meetings through the winter, ‘There were present Messrs. 
Jon-s, Hoffman, Whitlock, Schuyler, King, Coudert, Brentano, 
Stephens, Wilkin, Bacon and Clarke. Mr. Wilkin was elected chair- 
mun and Mr. Stephens, secretary. On motion of Mr, Jones a com- 
mittee was appomied consisting of Messrs. Hoffman, Brentano and 
Whitlock, to draw up & seheme of organization end a callte the 
canoeists OF New York and vicinity. The committee withdrew, and 
during their absence the question vf a Suitable naine was discussed, 
that of “Winter Cump-lires," suggested by Mir. Stephens, being | 
finally adopted. Og their return they sutmitted the following 
resolutions: r ; 

Whereas, An informal meeting of cauoeists haying been held at 
hil Madison ayenue, and A 

Wherens. To having been decided to hold periodical meetings of a 
social nature during the winter for the disenssion of all questions 
perlainng to canoving, F A OP ec 
Resolved, that these meetings be known as **Winter Camp-Fires. 
Resolved. that a permanent chairman be elected to preside at the 

meetings, aod thac a secretary anda treasurer be elected to keep 
records anil collect dues, ' , ; 

Resolved, That at each meeting a pre-arranged subject will be dis 
cussed, 
Resolved, That the meetines be bell at Intervals of about fwenty 

days, the dates to be fixed in advance for the seuson by the com- 
mittee. If is alse recommended that dues, 2lihe race of fifty cents 
per member for fhe season, be imposed to cover the necessary ex- 
penses, 
The report of the committee was read and accepted, aiter which 

an informal discussion of a meeting place, outline of proposed work, 
a local meet next spring, the camp of 188tat the Thousand Islands, 

and when they can't go no yuchrever buill will venture. 
But about taese cutter yictories. Why was there so little howling 

about them at Lhe Newport Goelet cap mee? There azain ipologies 
aud excuses were madefor them. None were ever made for the 
craft they beat, when they did Happen to beat them, ‘The perform- 
anees of the cutters al. Newport were simply disgraceful, Tnoey were 
beaten by everything, and badly heaten, 
not an apology for 

that pat, 

Mf. Vin., a boatmuch smaller than the Liiy 
same mitn, beat the cutter Pemel 18mim.and 8s. actual time, anil 
with an allowance of two minutes to the foot. beat the Petre) 24orin. 
fl 44s, corrected time, 

if capsized. Allot them are fitted with air taults. 
cupsize one of them in New York Bay, or anywhere else for that mat- 
ter, you conld easily right her, beil 
ness gsif nothing hud happened. And if you were careful. there 
would be noneed of your getting the soles of your hoofs wet. 

traps, 
boats were built te sail in the rivers, buys and sound during the sum- 

for heayy outside work, but give them sea-going sticks, and where 

Phe accident to one was 
e others, but that defeat wos patched up and 

’ 

smoothed Over, and the same again in this last case where the entter’ 
was beaten. I claim fair play, and protest against this attenyph to 
influence the jury by ridieuie of heam and fulsome praise of the 
8nd narrow, eXageerating the performance of ithe cuter and depre- 
cating the centerboard. Fair play, say 1, and a fair representation 
of facts. Wun is fim, but tlus isn’t) Let every eralt stant on its own 
botlom. Cniters, though, hayig noue must Isuppose be bolstered 
np, ‘The disposition of the cutter to lie down has seemingly incw- 
ented a bad habit in their supporters. But 1 for one don’t believe 
that the millennium is at hand, and T do not see any immediat prob- 
ability of the old-time craft helng swept away hy The eculler boom 
although the boom of @ citteris liahle to sweep almost anything. 1 
thik there are some foolish, callow youths with a penchant for any- 
thing English whe may be persuaded to build curters. Phere are 
always people making foolish use of theiy money. All right, lev 
them; uobedy objects. Better perlaps spend it that way than it 
dissipation. “Chere's not half the fun init though, as they will evau- 
lually learn, Better opera and Delmonico, chauipagzne and oysters, 
than cutters, 1 say. 
My proposition is this, and it is fair, to give cutters credit fur wll che 

merits they possess (and that isno crear concession or strain of een- 
erosity). If they beat ow’ boats, all right, we will give poem due 
credit, and if We leat them we want the tact honestisy admitted and 
not have ifjaid to some absurd omission or commission, If a boat 
yors into & race with bad sails she deserves nO sympithy or apol- 
ogies, Serves her right to get ber ten when there is a remedy; but it 
is child’s play to whine over a, defestive gaff. or bad-setting sail, 1 
would have beaten the other eratt, ete., except tor that, like the doe 
husiness. ‘There is no law against a man’s building a evtter if he 
likes. asit has not yet been adduced as an evidence of insanity; bur 
when any man having so nearly Iost his wits does build one we dunt 
want to hear all this howl about it and an effort maile to make the 
world at large belieye (hat the millenmim is at hand and thet there 
neyer will ba any more boats bnilt that are not eytters, nab the puli- 
lic hus woke up at Just to their merits. end henceforth centerboards, 
shallow boats aud boats of all kinds will be converted into fire wood. 
Give us a resi on this sort of talk, we ave surfeited, 
Now hurry up and get this in before your drowned-out, pickled, 

saturated, and, if the truth were known, disgusted nautical man re- 
turns from his eubter cruise, for the views berein expressed are some- 
what at variance with those of the Forest snp STREAM, but when there 
are two sides Co @ question give ‘tother fellow a chance. 
of the yarns old Grizzly Bear Adams always told of his experience 
in besr hunting, and when on ore occasion he told a big one an 
ndiniring, opeu-moutied listener, turning to his friend. asked what he 
thought of that, His skeptical friend merely remarked. ~fhats all 
very well for his side. now I would like to Lear the bear's version.? 
I'm) the bear in this cuse. 

Reminds me 

PODGERS, 

CONCERNING OPEN BOATS. 

Eilitor Forest and Stream: 
As you haye seen fit lo notice editorially my letter published 1) 

your issne of the 24th ult., | have taken the liberty of replying to It. 
as I do not fully agree with all you say. 
As to Vixen’s sailing around the Lily R. in circles, to use similar 

language to that of yours, “she might or she might not.’ The infer- 
ence being that the 
let me say again, she might or she might not. 
relative speed of the Oriva or Vixen, but only remind you that it was 
an extremely light day and the Oriva beat the large sloop Gracie, 
which you will admit the Vriva eannot do in a breeze of wind. Then 
again you ust remember thal it was a Cortothian race und the re- 
spective boats had to be satled by amateurs, und the Oviva was sailed 
by her owner, Com. Lee, one of the smartest amateurs jn this country. 

riva could sail around the Lily R. twice as fast, 
Twill not discuss the 

As to sailing againss Madge with shifting live ballast being absnrd, 
Teannot recall the number of crew the Madge usually carried, bu if 
that were all that prevented the match we could easily haye arranged 

In any event the Estelle would nop carry more than 
twelve, a sufficient number being required to handle light soils, A 
Eevay seen would have been conceded in order to make (he vesired 
mateh, ‘ 

As to tie Oriva’s being six times as large as tlie Lily R,, thatis a 
question you wonld do well to carefully consiler. The following 
Uimensions of both bouts may he of interest: 
in.<9ft., with ft. Yin. draft; and Lily R,. 
aft. tiu. with 2ft. drag. 

Oviva, SUft.21iTt. & 
Rit. Sinaiitt. ins 

Tonnage. new messirement, 25,50 and 9.5. 
The above measurements ard taken from Mr. Olseu’s Yacht List. ] 

Pie like ta have xt demonstrated how the Oriys Gan be six times a= 
large, 
Asto matching a cutter 25ft, londline against the Lily R., let me 

eéll your attention toa revent race in which a yaebt about that size 
(28ft. loadline) figured, Trefertothe cutter Petrel. The misten 1 
speak of was that of the Knickerbocker Yacht Olub, sailed on the tt 
ist. 

Tn that race, an open hoat, the Nettie Thorp, her loadline beings 
R., put: Inile by the 

As to making a valid defense of traps, 1 do not consider either the 
Sophia or Mystery to he in point, both being cabin boats, to the best 
Got my recoliection, 
craft, with « sail on even a scoWw. the chatices are that he will either 
injure himself or the bout, 

Of courseif you put a landsman.on board any 

‘There is notan open boat In the New Jersey Y.C, that would sink 
Ir youwere to 

er out, and yo about your busi- 

1 cannot reeall an instance us I write of one person beme either lost 
or drowned froman open boast, As to their being trans, I would be 
happy at any time totake your writer outin one, and demonstrate (o 
hi their superiority over the small entter, 

As to my falling in with slow cutters, T cannot recollect one cutter 
that was not a well-known Toat whieh I fell in with. Tecan recall a 
lithe Incident that happened during the fall the Madge was here. 1 
was in the Meteor, of the New Jersey Club, one afternoon, when the 
Mudge was met off the Battery under all plain sail, including working 
bopsnis and had the extreme pleasure of sailing around her in the 

etecn. 
recollect of the Madge either being at anchor or lymg too. 

This was (lone in a nice little breeze of win, and Ido nok 

As regards members of the New Jersey Clnb buying larger houts. 
I believe it is the aim of every owner to get a larger boat, but Tdoubt 
very much whether he would enjoy himself during the summer 
months in a eabin boast, as much as be would m one of your to-called 

As for the sesworthiness of tat floored, light-dratts, bese 

mar months, and for that purpose are eminently titted, Over the 
New Jersey Club course from the ist of June lo the ist ot September, 
a sloop of the Oriva’s or Vixen's dimensious does not float that can 
give them a time allowance of Dwo minute: tothe foot, I think sich 
a sloop would find it a hard matterto beatthem even, Of course, as 
to knowinganything abou! sea-gomeg qualities, ] should have to ge. 
fer Wo the superior knowledge of your writer. Gro, E. GARTLAND. 
Hopoxen, Och, 20, 1883. 
(By Mr, Gartland's figures Griva is, ronndly apeakiog, twice as long 

fund three times ae deep as Lily R. if he wl ee one mateh-bex in 
rear of another and wile them three deep he will have six maten-boxes,, 
On the assumption that Lily k. and Oriva are fined away fpom the 
solid surrounding their dimengious to the same oxtent, the Lity R. 
will be one-sixth the bulic of the Oriya. We cannot follow Mr Gart- 
Jand in his reasoning between Petrel and the Thorp. The Tather 
sailed with shifting ballastand some twelve hands as ehifting live 
welght, The eutter sailed with usual fixed ballast aud four hands, 
Where is no anslogy under such civcumstances Whe Petrel was, ft 
and ready Lo fo anywhere for any lesgth of time. The Thorp is the 
merest machine and it would be preposterous to hold up sneli w 
skeleton as a bona fide yachtin any réspeet. She could, with a grear 
deal of watelifnlness and considerable luck outlive & eruise down the 
Sound no doubt, but the numerous erew could not be got together fur 
such a purpose, much less could they be berthed or provided fon, 
und still Jess would they care to repeat the experiment as arepylay 
thine. Ballastshifters ave racing contrivances viving in retuyn for 
the largest outiny of mouey the cast service as Loats available for 
yachting purposes, Sail hove boats with fixed | alltst. normal crews 
onl rigs in proportion to what the boats can carry with resonable 
dezree of safety and the deep cutter will be fount! more than amanel 
in licht or heavy weather, just a5 Bedouin hus been found more thoy 
food enough forthe Gracie. Only under such restrictions can the 
open boat beat all considered in the Tight of a yacht. Tf Di, Gart- 
land will consull back Hles he will ud thal people are drovued out 
of these open bouts by the score every year, and the number wait! 
yun up in fhe hundreds but for the fact that rescucis generally near 
af hand Of course open hoats fitted with air Canis ere fur 
safer than those without, Eyerybody is a “‘landsman” once ing 
while. Probably Mr, Gartlend van recollect making unixpocted 
blunders, Itis not claimed that an open hoat cannot fo Gown the 
bay a Single time without capsizing. but eapsizing is intmimedtthe 
mioment an untoward Combination of affairs takes pee ‘This may 
not happen for yeurs, bat the possibility is always there, and if mney 
occur to-day as wellas ten years henge, aid Ho one Weods i drown 
more then once in bis lifetime. Yachts are nine limes outo? ten im 
the hands of people who are ess “landsm 

absolute safety, For experts 

more or men," and the first 
quality 2 boat commendable fo the general public should possess is — 

this may not be as important, but wa 



“would like to know where the expetts are tho ean bet on themselves 
‘on every occasion: They do nol exist, They make some of the 
sworst blunders on record. Asa yacht the sandbag boat can receive 
7io consideration whatever. Col her tig down to reason, sty ballast 
below the floor so a8 to eruise with » friend or two, supply air tanks 

enough to float the bodiwhen filled, and a yast improvement has 
been made, Butsnch a sostis oof fast. andis perfectly helpless m4 
rough water, and hoataud crew are liable to more or less serious 
_ consequances in case of ppsetling in spite Of hey not sinking, to say 
nothing of the disheartening farce a swamped boat represents to the 
Dautical mind. But why insist upon an open boat? Through a cabin 
over the forward half of the covkpit, bave the latter sho#l on the 
“blind’* primciple nearly, from considerations of comfort as much as 
for safety and stowage, drop the garboanis and draw m faring 
eam ensugzn toseeure working ability in choppy water, add to the 
displacement for Speed ia light summer weather, abolish the baggy jib 
‘by sulitting tto double head sail, and then you haye at upsinkable, 
safe, and abie boat, very economical and serviceable in every respect, 
andas much of an improvement ppon the customary fixed - ballast 
open boat as the latler is upon the Overtigged and useiess sandbag 
earricsiure. If you simply wish to occasionally “take a sail,’ andl 
Care nothing for the cruising feature of the sport, an open boat may 
answer, hut even then she should be perfectly sate and able, with 
normal crew, TE yon expect nothing from the boat in critical vimes, 
and ash for no rédl service for an outlay of money, anything at all 
is good enough, and even # simdbag chromo will fill the bill. 
TW is barely possible thy Meteor sailed rountt the Madge when the 
wily Dinean was towing thirky fathoms of chain throug the mud to 
encourage lis expected victims, But even if a boat like Meteor 
eould sail all roumd the Madge one day, the latter would turn the 
tables on the other three days ont of four, though comparison be- 
tween two widely differing styles of bosts, built for different purposes, 
has no logival object. A catamaran will sail round the Meteor in 
certain weather easily enough, aud, on Mr. Gartland’s reasoning, he 
should scout the idea of a Meteor or Lily R, iu consequence. bunt he 
does nothing of the kind, because a better average for all purposes is 
Struck in the open sloop than in the catamaren, however much the 
daiter may excel upon speciai occasions, And the same reason guides 
us in our Ne brea A for 277. cutters ov cruisers in place af « bare 
shell, inefficient end imperfect for all but a very limited sphere of 
adaptubility, | 

& SHARPIE CHALLENGE, 

Editor Forestand Stream: : 
Mr. . B. Roosevelt's letter published in your paper of date Noy, 1, 

admits distinctly that his schooner sharpie, which Tbuill, is very near 
perfection, and that her only faults are 4 lack of speed to windward, 
and unsteadiness of steering ia heavy Weather. 

lf remains, therefore, but for me to remind him and the readers of 
Forest AND STREAMthaod thesetwo failings, which I regurd us serious 
ones, ara the direct result of his refassl to let me model and rig his 
boat ina proper manner, J have for years persistently expernnented 
with this type of yacht. f j 5 
To the course of these experiments. nearly all the kinds of rigs in 

wse haye been carefully tested. Thercsult of my trials is thatl have 
adopted the Reslyn yawl as being the safest, handiest and speediest, 

Mr, Roosevelt has sailed owe sharpie schooner Tor two seasons, and 
even with this badwig as a handictap againet his boat, only discovered 
that she had any faults after she had been beaten. according to the 
papers, bwo miles in ten on a turn to windward. with one of my shar- 
pies rigged asa Roslyn yaw. P 
Comment would seem to he wnnecessary, but Mr, Roosevelt persists 

in saying through your columas. that he *donbts if Clapham can 
build a bon! to beat his schooner Heartsease,”’ that “Heartsease is as 
Food asta boat as the style of build will admit,” and questions 
whether yawis are raster than schooners. 
Now, consilering the fact that the publishing of Mr, Roosevelt's 

crude ress is calculated to cast a doubton my professional kucwl- 
edge. [think it but just that he should give me the opportunity to 
publicly show whetier he or { be in the right. 

T therefore again invite him to sail his big schooner against my 
little Roslyn yawlin a windward and leeward race, and would sug- 
gest that the next spring regatta of the N.Y. Y. ©. will be a good op- 
portunity’ for the test, and at the same time show up the sailing quali- 
ues of the Nonpareil sharpie as compared with other yachts, 

THOMAS CLAPHAM, 
Roszyn, L, 1., N. ¥., Nov, 5, 1884. 

BOTTOM FACTS ABOUT THE SHARPIE. 

Editoy Forest and Stream: 
Every nww and then there isa disenssion about sharpies in your 

eolumus, but! do not find many records of long epuises and real worl 
with that Glass of boat, As quite a purmber of persons are proposing 
to build them for Florida travel, I thought it might not be out of 
place to relate a hte of my experience with a sharpie in Florida 
waters. 
Six years apo Tstarted with a box, commonly called # sha 

cruise along the Gulf coast, and probanly haye 
fime since on beard of her. She is 82ft, over all; Té. din, beam, with 
nsall urea of 460 sq. ft. Hersails are of the tegular leg-of-muttén 
form, The foresaiis a lug, with sheets leading aft to the quarters. 
The mainsail has boom and foot stops. She has a large centerboard 
and balance rudder, On a wind she is 4 fair sailer. keeping alonz 
with other boats more by close pointing than by fastreachmg. With 
sheets lifted she is fast, as wouid be expected from her form, 
When her sails ere perfectly timmed, she steers easily. on or off 

the wind, werks tike a top, can be laid-to under foresail alone, and 
will make fair time to windward under both sails close reefed or 
elose-reefed foresail alone, Yo windward she will stand moderate 
driving, and running off will carry her cloth until Isyger boats have 
to shorten theirs. Gne woulll say that a boat with these qualities 
and of cheap rig and build ought to be worthy of praise. But let me 
tell you that to attain them T have had to make many alterations and 
experiments, and to p ee quite as much in sailing her, as 4 pro- 
fessional tight-rope walker docs, She has never capsized with me, 
but J claim all the merit myself! , 
Phe greater part of uy cruising hss been in 50-mile stretches in 

tlie sounds and larger bays, but have made a few long bluesrater 
trips. Among these have made (rips of three montis, going 400 miles 
from home. wish about 30) miles of it outside. Theboat hasbeen tne 
Jength of the State three times, Besides being in hard blows, that ave 
jncideat to such voyages, have been in hwo hurricanes ia large bays 
of s or Jamiles wide and 24 miles long. In all th's cruising there was 
Hot much fault to be found sclong as the weather was fine, but in bad 
weather | was always disgusted. 

Tn case of sickness on board, shoriness of supplies, or when one 
wants to catch the only mail for 4 weelc or more, & boat that will not 
fo to windward ina trying time is likely to be pupopular with live 
cruisers. Even if itis maderate enough to work (o windward, the 
FPOn Ee. aud sloshing about, together with the general mess inside 
the boat and the prolouged vigilance necessary to keep the whole 
affair right side up. is digusling und wearing. Parties making ex- 
tended cruises are very apt to be caughtat sea in serapes that they 
have 50 relish For. Therefore, [believe ia having a boa that ean be 
depended on any where, 
One of the first junips in my de¢p-water cruises isa 65-mile run out- 

side. with no harbors belween poilts and shoal bars to cross at elther 
end. Generally I wait for a favorable chance, and have no trouble in 
making the run. The last time I made it in 9 hours, with fresh breeze 
abeam from the land. But ones got becelmed about half way, at 8 
P, M., and the wind soon began to blow hard directly ahead and the 
sea to raise wonderfully fast. As we knewit would be breaking all 
oyer the barastern of us, we decided to tough it ont awhile and then 

rple, to 
spent one-third of the 

in shoal, smooth water and run 
do as well as anything, and is 

T have been ia position to see several 
aud arrangement tried Uthoro: 

one after (lapham’s mod, 
ny 
mig, 

| alla 

eto., with the balance mdder, which is certainly better than one with 
skag. My future cruising will be done iu a deep boat, Ihave learned 
The channels and by ways, and prefer to carry 4 snvall tender, which 
T have needed fn many places with a sharpie. and sail big ship style, 
rather than to pole over fats one day and the next be boxing about 
in rough water, every minute in danger of spilling provisions, cloth- 
ing and everything & few hundred mules from home, This summer 1 
left the lines ofa yawlin the hands of a, New Englend builder. She | 
75 24ft, over all, 7ft. beam, 4ff, draft, and has excellent aceommoda- 
tions below. She will be safe, fast, handy to work, and will make & 
snug home, I think thata boatlike the Gannet, whose lines you 
gave some time ago, would be 2 pood one for Florida travel. 
Prysacona, Oct. 29. Squip. 
{We can add nothing to the foregoing letter. Tt eovers the whole 

ease exactly. aud the prolonged practical test of the sharpie by 
Squid” coincides in every particular with our own experiences, it 
is & plain and wnprejudiced statement of the facts and substantiates 
hat hasall along been well known to us and (o naval architects in 

general, that light displacement end light draft are at loggerheads 
With speed to windward, efficienty in 2 sea and safety. The conclu- 
sions and advice of “Squid” aré sound to the core. Nearer home the 
same lessons have been taught im the fefeatof the sloop Gracie by 
the cutter Bedonin Weight aud draft are the most sterling attri- 
butes 4 food sea boat of reliable saillag qualities can have. Without 
them you van only #ppreach the best performance just fu proportion 
as you make usé Of those two fundamental essentials of good design. 
To plan. n good sea boat of close-winded character withoul weight 
and draft is the chimera of yisioiary enthusiasts axd nol the out- 
come of Wel-balgnced thought aud properly-applied experience, | 

SOME USEFUL FIGURES, 

NE eubie foot of sea water Weighs 64,111bs.; or, for practical cal 
culations. G4lbs. It takes 43 cubic fb. of sea water to weigh along 

ton of 2.240Ibs., or 3144 cubic fh. to weigh a short ton of 2.000Ihbs, A 
erest deal of confusion is created through the use cf long and short 
tons indiscriminately. Ii England the lone ton is nsed altosether. 
Tn America the long ton is used In figuring displacement, and among 
acht builders the short ton in speaking of baliast, Until uniformity 
ecomes the custom the existenceof two standards should always 

be keptin mind, Lake yachtsinen shoulif! know thus the weight of 
sea water and fresh water compare as 1,027 to 1, sea water being 
héavier by 27 thousandths, or say by oue-thirty-seventh. One cubic 
fuot of fresh water weighs 62.41bs, and it tskes nearly 3 cubic ft. to 
take one long ton. For the sake of simpheity 35 cuhie It, of salt 
water and 36 of fresh water to the long ton are used in displacement 
calculations of yachts. A boat, therefore, designed to displace 36 
tons at sea, if transported into fresh water would, at the same line of | 

To keep her at her intended hoa * 
liné one ton of ballask would therefore haye te be removed, And pev | 
flontution, displace only 365 tons, 

contra, # boat designed to displace 3d tons in fresh water, if trans: 
ported to the sea wonld hayé to have one additional ton of buliast 
added ty keep ber dowu to the same loadline. 

Orif the ballzstis to 66 defi uotcuched, and itis desired to know 
bow much a boat Will sink. or by what her draft will he increased if 
transported from salt inté fresh water, the proceeding is this: The 
displacement in fresh water will be one-thirty-7ytih greater in bulk | 
fifan that in salt, She willsink until one thurty-fitth of her cali water 
displacement has been displaced additionally. Divide therefore the 
salt water displacement by thirty-five and reduce the quotient to 
enubic inches by first multiplying by 35, the number of cubic feet of | 
salt water to the ton. and that again by 1,725, the number of enbie 
inches in a cubic foot. This product represents the additional num- 
ber of cnbic inches which the given weffht will displace in fresh 
water, Next find the area of the loadline plane, anid divide into the 
firstfotnd producer. The quotient will be the additional number of 
nec | the boat will sink, or her additional drattia fresh water. Ex- 
amps: 

Displacement at sea=25 tons. 
One-thirty-fifth—1 ton. 

This 1 ton of salb water displacement$=3) cubic feet=60,480 enbie 
inches, represents the additional bulk of fresh waterto be displaced 
to bring vis weighh up to thatof the smaller displacement w. en at 
sea. Say the loadline plane measures 3i0sq. fl.=42,200sq. ius,, then 

43,200 ) G0 As0=1,4tns, 
Because 1.4)¢48,200=60.489 cubic inches to be provided for. The 

draftin fresh water would be one inch and four-teoths greater than 
at sea. ? 
On the other hand we may désire to know how mucha yesset will 

vise when trai sported fram fresh into sulf water. The operation is 
sunilar, but reyersed, Remembering the compurative weight of fresh 
and salt water, it follows that & yessel will at sea displace one-fhirty- 
sirth less bull than in the lakes. 
Example, sume boat returning to sea: 

Displacement in fresh water=25 tons, 
One-thirty-sixth—0,972 tou, 

This 0.972 ton of fresh water displacement=—ss en.f.=60.408eu.ins, 
represents the surplus displacement at the fresh water |oadliine, 
which 1s pot rid et upon entering sali water by the vessels rising 
bodily until thesmaller bulk cf heavy sea yater displaced shall equal 
in weight the larger body of lighter water displaced by the vessel 
when on thelakes. The area of loadline we have assumer og 43,20)- 
sq.in., then i P 

43,200 ) 10,480—1.4in. 
Which will be the deereéase in the vessel's dvafh, the same us the in- 
crease previously found. 

For fresh water the following fignres ave at limes useful: 
1 cubic inch=,Ustih, 
igalion=10lbs,=.16eu.1r. 
1 enbic Foof=6.24gals. or say tly. 
1 ewt, of water=—1 Seu, ff.=11,2zals, 
] ton fresh water=35, cu.ft. =22igals, 

Or the same for sea water: 
1 dubie meh=.0e7ib, 
1 gallon=10.271bs, =, Iieu.ft, 
1 eubie toot=0.24eals. : 
1 ewt. of sea water=1.76en.ft.=10.Meuls. 
Lton sea water=25a.tt, =219eals, 

ON THE MODELING OF YACHTS. 

Adstor Forest and Stream: 
In looking over the columns of your paper I often see articles tyrit- 

ten under the above heading, and kindred subjects pertaining to the 
use and construction of water craft, Now, as tois is a subject whivh I 
have been interested in for many years, I would like to make a few 
remarks in that direetion for the interest. 8nd perhaps, for the bene- 
fit of some of the readers of your valuable paper. By way of intro- 
duction T would state that I was born about sixiy years ago, in the 
little town of Medford, Massachusetts, lying upon the Mystic River 
in the old Goy. Craddock mansiou, upon Ship street. at {he point so 
called. This antiquated structure was built im the scxteenth century, 
Tt has thick bri¢k walls with fons port holes in front. We are told 
it was used as a fortin répellng the Indians and other marauding 
forees which invested our shore at that time. This locality atthe 
point yas selected many years ago by several of the ship builders of 
Medford and Duxbury anii other shores of Massachusetts Bay for 
ship building purposes, my father being one of the number employed 
in this then enterprisics business. Prom the rising of the sun until 
its sinking hehind thé western Inils mightbe heard {he chirrup of the 
broad axe, the ring of the maul, and the harsh seund cf the whip- 
saw. The little son of the brawuy sunburnt siip carpenter could be 
seen sitting upon one end of astick of timber with his basket by his 

the other end, with lis young mind absorbed by the scenes before 
him, He looks upon the great sticks of timber and then upon the big 
ship. Hereis where he receives his first lesson in naval architecture. 
When he leaves the ship-yard with his basket of chips upon cue arm, 
he has soit pine block of wood upon the other. The following even- 
ing he may be soliciting his fathews assistance in Iayine ont 2 little 
vessel, We next meet him upon the bank of the river with his pants 
rolled up, pacing upon and dewn, watching the movements of his 
little erate os she sails along the shore, Occasionally he jwades in to 
catch her, to change her direction, or to see which way she goes best. 
As we follow the Jittle mechanic in after years, we next discover him 
busily engaged with his tools wonder the instruction of the best Ameri- 
ean skill. and shill later as a bout and yaehh builder, the principal or 
“boss,” a Very worthy and intuitive oid gentleman, always ready to 
elye any inforination required, and the benefit of his experience and 
observation. 

Often our father took vs into the woods with him in the selection of 
the best trees to be cut up mio bont stock. frequently giyiug us a 
lectuve in the deep forest upon the different properties of the wood 
and the different iocalities where we might expect to find the kind of 
timber songht after. Our ambition was to learn and know how te ex- 
cel in our calling. To bea good mechanic in those days was qnite 
anacquisilion. There was no wood working machinery then In our 
business. We were taughtto pick up our tools right end foremost 
and to keep them inorder. After we learned to Go the work well we 
next would seek to accomplish the most. Thedemand for boats heing 
large. we would often turn outs hundred boats a year of different 
sizes and models, presenting tous a good opportuuity to test their 
sailing qualities, manner of Copstruction, and the material used. In 
those days boating was principally enjoyed by the builders who were 
also familiar with whutis called an “ordinary seaman’s” duty, They 

all acquired a knowledge how to hand, reef, steer, knot and splice a 
rope, Butat the present day itis quite different. You will find now 

side awaiting the fall of the chips made bythe axe of the-Rewer at | 

oS 

| among the boating fraternity allthe different trades, professions and 
eallings represented. Que and ali can te!l you just how a boat should 
he built, After they haye made a few trips down the harbor without 
meeting with any very serious accideut they become quite saity. They 
are great boat fanciers; they are full of theory. The clerk at his 
desk can ascertain the strength cf a piece of white oak of a givensize 
by ficures, not knowing whether i srew in the swainp or in the swale 
or on fhe upland. Ifyou should take him into the woods he could 
not tella white oak fromm a chestnur tree. The lawyer will tell you 
where to hang your centernosrd, The printer will tell you where lo 
Bae yourmast. The doctor will tell you the reason why your boat 
will not sail faster. The stoek speculator resolves to haye a yacht 
huilt and superintend and dictaté the construction Iimself, ‘This is 

| the principal reasou why you see so many boats ailvertised for sale 
They are Mr, Lunkhead’s productions, and so it goes on. 
The young yachtsman of the present day looks upon the English 

eutter, eight ffet wide, fifty feet long, and drawing ten feet of water_ 
a5 Gnewidea, but thatidea was conceived by the boating boy= fifty 
years ago, when they loaded the edge of a pine barre! head with lead 
to make it stand wp and carry sail,and soifgoeson, The veleran 
builder of fiftv years is called an old fogy, Heis expected to take a 
back Seat. There isa great deal of talk about wind jammiers, and 

| ekinwming dishes, and flats. and sharpies, and other kinds of boating 
Slang, by the knowing ones. But to the experienced thereis a happy 
medium, There is no necessity of sending abroad and paying agreat 
price io get the design of a yacht, with the expectation of getting 
something superior, Lf you lock about a little you can soon find what 
you desire. Now, as to sailing qualities, the wind and the weter wre 

| the same elements that théy were in the beginning of creation, enil 
the men who lived a hundred years ago Jaid down aud established 
certain principles for us to work from, which are not yet superan- 
nuated, The water is 2 dense. rolling, powerful body, and should be 
approached by a form that presents as little resistance to it as possi- 
bie, and which at the same time is capable of carrying & large amount 
of spars and sail. Jt should he so modeled as to have a great deal vf 
bnoyancy and resistance, to keep the desired position and trim, If 
you sail by the wind you must use as much of your draft of Water as 
possible, to intke a good course to windward, This can only be ae- 
complished by having reseryed buoyancy, and enourh resistynce 
equal to the power applied. This secures comfort and safety as well 
epee ‘ MEDFORD, 

[Tbe foresoing letter comes to us from an old Massachuset!s ship- 
builder witht a life long experience. So far be has only touched upon 
the subject matter, but we are promised further instalments, which 
are sure to be read with interest, as the reflecticns of a flotirishing 
age in woodeu sl) phuilding, the memories of which are fading fastin 
the onward rush of time.] 

OPINION OF AN EXPERT. 

Editor Forest aid Strean: 
T hetieve the yachting community fully appreciate your Criticisms 

and judgment on yachts and yachting, If they do not express it 
openly, they tacitly acknowledve by their actions mu building so many 
entters thet they heartily agree with you, Your explanation of the 

race which the Redouin lost by having the outhaul too taut and the 
peak too slack, was very satisfactory to any yachtsman who knows 
anything about the practice or theary of scttisza sail, Judging by 
the success of cutters in the races here sand im New York waters, 
there is no room for doubt as to their future in America. M. 
Boston. Oct, 29. 

CAPSIZING—Curretey was given some time age to the very fuot- 
ish statement that cuthers capsized just as eaily as flat boats. and 
there was no difference bebween Grayling and Pedonin in that ve- 
spect. Hf any ene stil] entertains such au opinion let him examine the 
ondon Wield for Oct. 28, which contains the curve of stability for 

| the five ton cutter Olga of racing fame, That boat coes not reach 
her niazimum stability until inclined to 4 degrees, which meas an 
angle greater than when on herheam ends. But the boat also retains 
stability clear round to 150 degrees. She has a tendency to right when 
keel out and must pomting for the earths center. The yacht could 
not be tumed to any Snele throughout a circle. but whatshe would 
still hare a tendency to return tothe plumb, Such a thing as *'fali- 
ing over” aud laying on herbilge and tilling, is an impossibility. Olga 
is the longest, narrowest and heaviest im herclass, and also the smart- 
«stand ablest inrough water. Shes 33ft. Jondline, 5.72rf, beam, and 
6.25ft. draft, with 6.4 tons of lead on her keel, Her lower sail area Is 
985 square feet, or 2.76ft. per square foot of wetsuriace. Sheisvery 
stiff, and although so smaliand of nearly six beams to loadline, she 
seems to Imock about the Irish Sea with impunity, Ger career is a 
mostremarkable sve. She was designed “stientifically’ by Mr, W, 
i. Paton, a studeut ofthe Naval College at Woolwich, appeared iu 
May last, wasrun dows and sunk in Jnly, raised and repaired and 
worl up her first year early in September, with nineteen starts, fil 
teow first prizes and tiiree secoud prizes, winning $720, or one-third 
her cost. 
BUPLALO Y. C.—Yachting for this season is about all over. hearly 

all the feet haying been laid up tor winter, Schoener Alarm will 
winter at Point Abino, Canada side. The Alarm and Arrow are 
the two fastest and most seaworthy among the small yachts oF 
Buifalo, Sloop Send, 30 tons, is the Jargest and hest-fitted vessel 
hailing from that port, having taken second prize in the Cleveland 
open matebh this summer. Inis probable that Buffalo yachting will 
take a fresh lease of Ife next year. Things have been very uull for 
some time, but the example of the Canadians and clubs nt American 
ports will exert a strone influence upon the people of Buffalo to 
figure as prominentty as they ought to in the lake fixtures. 

HELL GATE LIGHT.—Work on the electric tower on Hallet’s 
Point is being pushed forward rapidly. The foundation is completed 
and the iron work is arriving trom the contractors. - The foundation 
for each of the Tour colunmsis eight fect square, arranged in a rec. 
tangle forty by sixty feet. In appesraiice, the tower will be like the 
structure on Coney Island. Total height, 250ff.. with alight of 5,000 
candle poweratthe top, Cost, about 320.000. 

SURF.—Whilé many baveluid by for the winter, this sturdy little 
eightton cutter has been déing extensive cruising every week. Her 
owners are Corinthisos of the kin] who are not frightened high and 
dry whe first cool or breezy day, but propose to enjoy fall cruisine 
till snow has to be shuyeled from the decks. t 

MADGHE.—Recent boring and close Sxamination has shown this 
famous little “eye-opener” to be in aperfectly sound condition This 
news will be welcome to all, asthe little eraft which first knocked 
over the fetish of beam and light displacement, deserves a better fate 
than to <o to ruin. 

LEILA.—This Little model citer, 18f¢, loadline, 22ft, over all, UEC. 
beam and 4ft. draft, has been sold to Lake Charapluin. 

answers toa Warrespanients. 
———— = 

E> No Notice Taken of Auonymous Torrespurdents, 

Axtr Bow will oblige by sending address to this office, 

We Washing te O.—You fail to state what breed the dog 
is, and we-cannol identity her, 

H. B., Columbus, Ga.—lue bellon is a term used to desevibe the 
color of & dog that is white and ticked with black spots, 

J.L, %., New York.—Can you tell me what kind of skooting there 
isin the Hackensack meatlows about the latter part of Noyeniber+ 
Ans. Ducks, 

FE. R. B,, New York.—Yon will probably find the game desired on 
séme of the Jersey grounds reached by the Erie road. or try Orunre 
county, N. Y- . * 

Novirs, St, John.—1. “The Management and Diseases of the Dog,” 
by Prof, Hill, price 32, and “Training vs. Breaking,” price $1: we can 
furnish them. 2. We wonld advise you to purchase a weli-hred collic, 

W. #. M,, Cincinnati.—As we have often remarked, “eternal vigilance 
isthe price of (reedom from fleas.’ There are a bumberol remedies 
that will rid yonr dog of the pests, butithe trouble is they wou't stay 
ayay. wd in orderto keep him five from them he must be attndet! 
to often. If you will, iu addition to cleaning them from him, thor- 
oughly wash his kennel in astrong solution of carbolic acid, and make 
his bed of shavings and chanet ip offen, repeating the cleausing, you 
will soon be rid of tiem. i 

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT. 

Fisuinc Wirh THe Fry.—The delay in issuing my new book on 
angling is caused by there teing defects in tite first lot of paper man- 
ufactnred for it. A new supply bas been maids, aud T contidently 
expact the work will be tenur for delivery in &tew days—C. F. 
Olvts, Manchertes, Vt.—are. 

EVERY sportsman knews the advaniage of having a good, well- 
made pair of hunting boots, and noone should be without them, John 
D. Bethel, 124 Ulumbers streer, N. ¥., whose adverhsemenut appears 
in ovr column, Manafactures Just such an article; ulso gus Cases, 
leggins and namerous other leather goods. Our readers should pive 

' him g ¢all,—aAde. 
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7 UM PH R EYS BRAIDED FISHING LINES. 
R 
MAR * : 7 

MIFICS sein es | Hs Treen GUAT LEE DISAGREE The great superiority of a properly braided line over a twisted or laid line, has increased the demand for 

Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs & Poultry. 
For Twenty Years Humphreys’ Veterinary 

Specifics have been used by Farmers, Stock- 
breeders, Horse R.B.,Prayel’g Hippodromes 
Menageries and others with perfect success, 

LIST OF SPECIFICS, 
ARs panes! evens and wrul Ape ys 

‘ever, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera Se. 
B.B. Cures Founder, Spavin. Stlimess, aaa, TRADE 

-C, Cures Distemper, Nasal Discharges oe, E = a F, 
D.D. Cures Bots or Griubs, Worms, - - - 75c. Zz a = 5 fly lines on cards, which bear only our trade mark and the name of the Empire City Braid Co., whese agents we are. 

rd ta =A = 

braided lines enormously, This demand has induced a number of manufacturers, entirely unacquainted with tbe 

requirements of anglers, to pnt on the market a quantity of perfectly worthless goods. Many of these lines ure 

undersized and short of marked length; nearly all of them are made of poor material aud on old-fashioned 

machines. Anglers will please take notice that all of our best braided lines—cotton, linen, raw silk, boiled silk, oiled 

MARK silk, enwimel, and polished waterproof tapers—are labeled wrth our full firm name and trade mark, except the enamel 

RES cuTes Cours Heaves, Pneumonia, 5c. 
.F. Cures 6 > or r. 4 i y mo oy j fy “ > yasidi 7 ities 7 ic j i j eee He OF STORER: Bellyache, — Spee Ay Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods in stock will 

hot be filled at any price. 

Veterinary Case (black walnut) with Vet- 
erinary Manual, (330 pp.), 10 bottles of Ae = =) BG Sy ek rT RA : =} Medicine, and Medieator, - - < - - 85,00 is 9 

t2~These Veterinary Cases are sent free to an 1 ate address on receipt of the price, or any order te Manufacturers of every description of 
Veterinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or more. 

Humphrey's Veterinary Manual (330 pp.)sent = =] a 
free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. oe "ire Etshins Tackie. 

"Pamphlets sent free on application. 

single tricity toy i ye NA haa Ag 48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 
1 ork. 

JAS. F. MARSTERS, | mYWOCH’sS 
Berea Rr Patent Perfect” Brass Shells, MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

MANUFACTURED BY 
Eine Fishing Wachkie. 

KYNOCH & C00., Birmingham, Eng, First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America, 
on. 

Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
1BOEt., $1.50; 240ft,, $1.75; BO0t., $2.00; 450Lt., $2.25; 600Lt., $2.50, Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
25 cts. exira; nickel plated; 50 cts, extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yids., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; bOyds., 1,00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdecen, Sneak Bent, and alJ other hooks. 
Single gut, 12 cts, per doz.; double, 20 ets. per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz ; put up one-half dozen in a 
ackage. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts,; 2yds., 10 cts.; 8yds., 15 cts. Double 
wisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 

Flies, $1.00 per doz, Trout and Black Bass Eait Rods, 9ft. long, $1,25 to $5.06. Trout and Black Bass 
Fly Rods, 10ft long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
Samples of hooks, leaders, ete., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or stamp. Send stamp for 
catalogue. 
Established 20 years. Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. | 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers, Can be re 
loaded as often as any of the thicker makes. Cost only about half aa 
much. Weight less than paper shells, pubs shoot stronger and cl ser, and 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside di meter is 
nearly two gauges larger. Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 
sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged, 
The crimping tool also acts as a reducer, an eta which will be ap- 
preciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed (without 
charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 
only, (2,000), and crimpers not less than one dozen, by 

Open Seasons Sm HERMANN BOKER & 00, 

‘“HOREST AND STREAM” 
LIST OF 

or : wT SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 

I 0 kK FE ISH AN D GAM E. 101 & 103 Duane Street, - New York, 

SE Ml : WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass, Agent for New Englands a 

Revised to September, 1883, by the Editor ef 

“Porest and Stream.” Published by the 

Forest and Stream Pub. Co,, 839 Park 

Row, New York, Price 10 Cents 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Pustian and Corduroy, 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THIS 
1s our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 

has seven pockets and game pockets, It is of strong 

material, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a 

successfun day without losing a hair or feather. lt can 

be worn over or under an ordinary coat. We will mail it 

to you for $2.00. Send breast measure. 

Danz’ New Pat. Decoy Duck 
This isa double folding decoy. consisting of two 

metal profiles precisely alike, hinged to either side of 
a flat wooden float, One of these acts asa keel to 
hold the decoy upright, but if it gets tipped over, as 

= both sides are alike, no harm resnuits. 
—= We also make to order the double decoy with diifer- 

ent profiles on opposite sides of the float; say a mal- 
lard on one side and canvas back ontheother. Soyou 
have two dozen ducks for the price of one dozen. 
Sportsmen who have tried this pronounce ix ‘The 

Decoy of the future.” Its excellence is so apparent, 
we now make no other styles. A large variewy always 
on hand, including Mallard, Teal, Red Head, Canvas 
Back, Blue Bill, ete. 

PROFILE AND COMBINED GEESE ALWAYS IN STOCK. 

PRICE LIST. 

PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with balance “handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

1ROPE., $1.50; 240Fb., $1.70; BUFt., $1.95; 450Ft. $2.20; GOOLE, $2.40; T50ft., $2.60; H00ft., $2.80, Nickel plaiting 

and Drags extra. Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 60 cts,; 40yds., 75 cts. ; 60yds,, 85 cts.; S0yds., $1.00. Kitfe’s 

Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 

Aberdeen, Sneck Bent and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz,; double, 20 cts, per doz,; treble, 

40 ets. per doz. Single Gut Trout aud Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 5 cts.: 2yds. 10 ets.; 8yds., 15 ets. Double 

Twisted Leaders. 3 length, 6 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heavy 

4-ply, 4 length, 25 cts. Trout Whes, 50 cts. per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black 

Bass Bait Rods, §ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00, Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 

to $15.50, Alsoalarge assortment of Sporting Goods at proportionate prices. Samples of our goods 

sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money, postage stamps or money order. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. ¥. 

Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall. OPEN EVENINGS. 

ANGLING TALKS: 
BEING THE 

Winter Talks on Summer Pastimes 
Contributed to the Formrst AND STREAM Ducks, either style, with cord and anchor, complete -per doz., $12 00 

Geese, for she eae Asante kag tae tt sf Ke aed ste ue i 

= =4 = - Geese, combined for land or water shvoting............. - 2h pie fees ee 4 0 

By GHOR r +H) Dp AWS O IN . Fifteen per cent. discount where our goods are not on sale. 

oes For Gireulars and ‘Terms to Dealers, address 

Simple Wise Men, About some Distinguished Anglers of our Time, ) 

About Bass, About Saloion Fishing, me . 

About Grayling, Salmon and Sea Trout Haunts and Habits, fj O RN E. & ‘D) A NZ = 

A Memory, Several Relevant Topics, 
9 

Reminiscences, Angling Mishaps, 
Odds and Ends. 

& 

eee Sole Manufacturers. ST. PAUL MINN. 

Extract from the Preface: 

“The ‘Talks’ atlracted wide attention at the time of their publication in the angling columns of the The New Composition Target Ball 

Forest AND STRUAM, and jyere received with very cordial appreciation, It is thought that their collec- : Is rapidly taking the place of all other ball targets. New 

lion into the present more permanent form will prove acceptable. ‘These ‘Talks’ are brimful of manly, é % aud Commodious Factory. New and Perfected Molds 

wholesome seutiment: there isin them all not a particle of cant. Their sincerity and overflowing spirit ; aud Machinery. Capacity, Thirty-six Thousapd Balls 

at once win the reader, and he perforce shares the author's enthusiasm. The effect is magical, ke that 7 Fe ft 28 A per day. Send in your orders. No more vexatious delays. 

of the mimic players in Kenophon’s Memorabilia: he who reads, if he be an angler, must go a-tishing; : ‘Thousauds of dollars worth of Gold Badges Donated to 

and if he be nut, straightway then must he become one.”* 
Shooting Clubs by this Company. Send stamp for Circu- 

lars and Rules. CARDS’ ROTATING BALL TRAP (best 
yet produced) and one thousand (1,000) Balls for 14. Trap 

Limp Cloth, 18 Pages, sent nosipaid on receipt of firice, 50 Cents. Ne “ #10. Balls $9 per thousand. Valls for sale by dealers gen- 

erally, and by the COMPOSITION TARGET BALL CO., 

Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 39 Park Kow, N. Y. P Lockport, N. Y. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 
Tse Forrmst AND Stream is the recognized medium of entertain- 

tment, instruction and information between American sportsmen 

Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are devoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 

garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent. 

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

months; to a club of three annua subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

Canadas. On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

London, England. Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

and twelve months. Reading notices $1.00 per line. Light words 

to the line, twelye lines to one inch. Advertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the 
money or they will not be inserted. 

Address all communications, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

Nos, 39 anp 40 Park Row. New Yorr Crry, 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Withits compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 
of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each week a larger 

amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 

kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contained in all other 
American publications put together. 

CONGRESS AND THE LARGE GAME. 

URING the coming winter legislation of interest to 
sportsmen may be looked for at Washington. The 

interests of the Yellowstone National Park will, we are con- 

findent, be cared for by Senator G. G. Vest, whose fidelity to 
the trusts committed to him by the public has been already 

proved. The act protecting this beautiful region, which 

during the past summer has been visited by many of our 
readers, will, if its provisions are enforced, do much for the 

wild creatures who make their homes among its rocky fast- 
nesses, and while perhaps not in all respects perfect, will 

serve for the present, We look forward to atime, however, 

when the public feeling shall be so strong on this subject 
that a law haying a far wider scope shall be enacted in be- 

half of the National Park. ; 
There is another phase of the Park question which will 

probably be discussed this winter, This is the project of 
enlarging ifs boundaries. We have given reasons, based 
upon an intimate Knowledge of the country, and confirmed 
by the opinions of others equally well informed, why this 
should be done, and done without delay, and we have no 

doubt that these reasons will commend themselves to those 
Senators and Congressmen who may give themselves the 
trouble to look into the question a little. 

Of course there will be others who will obstinately oppose 
any measure for thé protection of this National pleasure 

ground, who will through sheer stupidity and inability to 

comprehend the higher needs of the people, urge, as dida 
certain distinguished (sic) Senator last year, that the appro- 
priations for the Park shall be cut off, and the region thrown 
open to settlers. Against such dull ignorance it 1s in vain 
to do battle; such men cannot bé convinced, We may, how- 
ever, Teasonably hope that a majority of the Federal Legis- 

“we 
_—— _—— = 

lature will be intelligent enough to realize that the increase 
in the Park’s area is a matter of importance, and one that 

demands prompt action. 
The large game of our Territories is diminishing each year 

with greater rapidity—a necessary result, perhaps, of the set- 

tling up of the country, That it must be exterminated is a 

conclusion which is inevitable, though something might be 
done to retard the work of destruction which is now going 

on, if Congress would only take hold of the matter in earnest. 

There can be no doubt of the right of the Government to 

legislate for the protection of wild game in regions where itis 

the owner of the soil. On the ground of the public policy and 

rationeé soli (because it is the possessor of the land) it has this 

right—a double authority. It is a right, moreover, which it 

has already assumed, and one which other governments have 

also exercised in the past. It is true that in regard to some 
species of our wild game, such legislation would come too 

late to be effective, but there are other species now rapidly 

diminishing in numbers, whose tenure of existence might be 
lengthened by a wise general law for the protection of game. 

Such a law might be passed for all the Territories. 
The buffalo are practically exterminated, and it is too late 

to hope to saye them; but the elk, the antelope and the mule 

deer remain, and in some localities are still sufficiently 

abundant to tempt the cupidity of the skin hunter, The 

opening of railroads in every direction throughout the West 
mates it now an easy matter for the merest tyro to reach a 

good hunting ground, and men from the East and from 

England run out West, have a week or two in the moun- 
tains, and return, counting their clk, antelope and deer by 

dozens or scores. Besides what they kill, the number that 

they wound and that go off with broken legs or balls through 

the body, too far back to be at once fatal, is very great. 

Less than three months ago we had occasion to remain for 
some days in the mountains, near an English hunting party, 

and we found almost every day in riding through the hills 
carcasses of dead elk. From some of the bulls the heads 

with antlers had been removed, but the cows were usually 

untouched by the butcher’s knife—were not even bled. 
They had been shot down wantonly, and for no purpose. 

The game laws of the Territories as they stand at present 
ure inoperative. There seems to be behind them no strong 

public sentiment calling for their enforcement. A Federal 

law, backed by the power and resources of the Federal 

Government, would change all this. Naturally, the intro- 

duction of such «a bill would be greeted by a howl from 
demagogues and politicians for ‘‘economy.” These Solons 
would recommend a penny-wise pound-foolish course of 

hoarding up money, when the Nation’s treasuries are over- 

flowing with the revenues, for which it is unable to find a 

use. The press of to-day is greatly exercised because the 

Treasury is obliged to pay off the National debt faster than 

seems wise, and the bonds deposited by the national banks 

to secure circulation are being called in The expenditure 

of a few hundreds.of thousands of dollars to enforce the 
game laws on the Government lands in the West would be 
an act of wisdom which past experience does not encourage 

us to hope for. 

Ii we feel strongly on this subject it is because we have 
seen with our own eyes how great is the change which has 

taken place within the past fifteen years, We have seen 

how rapidly the western country is settling up, how rapidly 
the game is being destroyed even in most fayorable localities; 

and from the past we can judge of the future. Years ago, 
before the horrible slaughter began, which resulted in the |. 

extinction of the bison over almost the whole West, we 

advocated the protection of this species, and since then we 

have not ceased to call for similar measures in behalf of 

our other game. 

This subject is one which interests the people at large far 

more deeply than is supposed by the average Congressman, 
who seems too often to be rather pachydermatons on any 

subject where dollars or political preferment are not con- 

cerned 

“AmERIcAN KENNEL REGISTER.”—The November num- 
berofthe American Kennel Register contains the pedigrees of 

no less than ninety-four dogs of allbreeds. Ithas also a com- 
plete set of the show awards at London, Louisville, and the 

various agricultural fairs, together with aspecial report of the 

London show. It is announced that the first volume will close 
with the December issue so as to make each volume a yearly 

one, Owners will see how desirable itisto get in as many 
entries as possible before the close of the present yolume, in 

order to get the benefit of haying their dogs included in the 
index. They will oblige by sending their entries in as 
speedily as possible 

WOODCOCK NOTES. 

AST Saturday the weather was mild and muggy, with 
— occasional showers of rain, a capital day to go shooting. 

Sunday was almost the same, but was a little brighter. That 
night the weather cleared, and the woodcock, we venture to 

say, Started for the South. Monday was clear and cold with 
frost, and during the morning snow squalls and a piercing 

wind, The woodecock shooting, which during October and 

the first ten days of November, was unusually good in New 

York and New England, may now be considered over for 

this season, though a few old stragglers may perhaps be meti 

with fora month yet. During the fall we have heard of 
some very good bags of these birds, one of the most notable 
of which was made by two Massachusetts sportsmen, who 
secured forty-two in one day. Those who go into the brush 

from this time until the season closes must content them- 

selyes with killing the ruffed grouse and the quail, and these, 
if we are not mistaken, will be found more abundant this 

year than for many seasons past. 

On Tuesday last, Nov. 13, a woodcock was discovered on 

the roof of a building in Duane street, in this city. It was 
seen from an office window, and for some time stood in one 

place without moving, being apparently cold. The tail of 
Monday’s storm was still passing over the city. The gen_ 
tleman who discovered if at lengih sent a porter on to the 

roof to try to catch it, but the bird declined to become a cap- 

tive and flew off. We have more than once seen these birds 

in the uptown streets during the summer and in September, 

and have been told by a gentleman that years ago he used 

occasionally to shoot them on the old Houston street grave- 

yard. 

Rep-Lerrer DAays.—They come in October and Noyem- 
ber. The sportsman who finds game abundant knows noth- 

ing of the ‘‘melancholy days” sung by the poets, Now and 

then a field tramp ends in disappointment and a touch of 
disgust, but there is compensation in reading of the happier 

experiences of others; that is one reason why the accounts 

contributed to the Formst AND STRHAM are so acceptable to 

its thousands of readers. We have heard from the sports- 

men who had hard luck, and from the veterans who praise 

the times of their youth to decry the present state of things; 

now it is in order to know of the ReD-LETTER DAYS, 

when the birds were flushed in the corn, the wild duck’s 

flight cut short, and the deer hung up before the tent: _ Tell 
us of the time when you had ‘‘good luck.” 

HARVARD has a rifle and gun club. Princeton has some- 

thing of the kind, and so has the University of Penusylyania. 

Why can we not see a series of inter-collegiate rifle, or clay= 

pigeon matches? When students graduate, they put away 
base ball (unless they join the professionals), boating, foot: 

ball, and other like amusements; but the collegian who 

learng to use the gun or rifle has acquired something that will 

last through his lifetime. The recreation of shooting is one 
that will not interfere with the dignity of any station in 
life, 

Lisut. Frep’k ScnHwatTkKa has promised us a series of 

papers relating to his recent explorations m Alaska, We 

also have on hand for immediate publication a yaluable 

series of chapters descriptive of “Life Among the Blackfeet,” 
They are by one of our old contributors, ‘‘Ap-pe-kun-ny.” 

BeAst, BrrD AND FisH have seasons which nature has set 

apart for their vacation; men theirs, which are not fixed by 

any unalterable law. Which should be most respected? 

SnHootme ar A Marx is sometimes profitable. One Con: 

necticut marksman, who has attended eight shooting matches 
this season, shows $200 as the profit. 

THERE Is A Vast Distraction between a ‘‘sporting man” 
and a sportsman, and between a ‘‘sportihg” paper and a 

sportsman’s paper. 

THE OwL QUARRELED with the hawk because he took 
in the daytime what the ow] would have taken in the night. 

Tr Every Sportsman would be a game protector, game 

would be well protected, 

CORRESPONDENTS ARE RESPECTFULLY REQUESTED 1 
write on one side of the paper only, 
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FOREST AND STREAM, 

NO MEASUREMENT JUGGLERY THIS TIME, 

HE New York Y. ©, at the beginning of the season 
unanimously adopted sail area and length for the com- 

petitive measurement of yachts. The rule was formulated 
by a committee of experts. The committee included Mr, A. 
Cary Smith, a yacht designer with greater experience and a 
wider range of weneral knowledge than any American in the 
profession, Tt also included Mr. J. Frederick Tams, an ex- 

pert yachtsman, thoroughly conversant with all that apper- 

tains to the sport in every bearing, and yice-president of one 

of the largest shipbuilding establishments in America, It 
also included Mr. C. Smith Lee, equally as expert and 

familiar with yachting affairs at home and abroad, It also 

included Messrs. Anson Phelps Stokes and Chas. Warren 
Lippitt, yacht owners and practical yacht sailers. This 

committee, after full aud thorough inyestigation, with a full 
knowledge of the design of modern cutters and a full know!- 

edve of the probability of a challenge from abroad for the 

Amuriea Cup, decided to recommend a rule which should 

show no prejudice to any type and which should permit 
the equitable classing of British and American yachts in the 

eyent of an international contest next season, This rule the 
New York Y. C. unanimously ratified after mature con- 
sideration, with a full knowledge of its workings in every 
respect, with a full knowledge of the design of modern 
cutters, and with a full knowledge of the probability of a 
challenge for the America Cup under that rule. 

The recent fall races haye brought about. the conviction 

that the America Cup will be lost next season and that this 
emblem of precedence in yachting is to be transferred again 

to British shores through the instrumentality of a cutter. 
If under this impression any attempt is set on foot to alter 

i Measurement rule adopted wilh a full presentiment of the 

tesponsibilities it entailed, that movement will be such bare- 

faced chicanery and sharp practice that, with the public, we 
will not hesitate to pronounce such an attempt as infamous. 

We do not for a moment suppose or even hint in the re- 

motest manner that the New York Yacht Club as a body is 

capible of stooping so low as to seek the retention of the 

Cup by foul means if unable to hold that trophy under rules 

of its own deliberate creation. But recently some promi- 
nent members of the club have appeared in print with the 

suggestion that dabbling and cooking the rule be again 

undertaken, with a view of outclassing the cutter and preju- 

dicing her chancesin advance by jugglery which would he 
met with « storm of indignation at home as well as abroad. 

Tf such a proposition has been made by the persons in ques- 

tion through oversight of its real portent and consequences, 
we trust they will see fil to counteract in the future the sus- 

Picions of contemplated foul play they have unwittingly 

raised in their anxicty for the safety of the Cup, If their 
proposition has heen made in earnest, in full recognition of 

all it implies, we pronounce their endeavors the most out- 
rageous perfidy and shameless attenypt at sharp practice 

ever sought to be perpetrated in the annals of sporting lis- 

tory. 
Owing to the one-sided prejudice incorporated in the 

conditions of the challenge, the America Cup is even now in 

bad repute. If foreign yachismen have the courage to 

shoulder the handicap these conditions impose, the proba- 

bility of a challenge hangs only by a slender thread, 
Tf, in addition, the foreign yachtsman discovers grounds 

for suspicion that the Cup is to he held af all hazards, even 
to the artificial garbling of a measurement rule deliberately 
adopted after long research, and definitely accepted by the 
New York Y. GC, as equitable in the event of an internafional 

challenge, the possibility of a trial between the two types is 

awept away forever at a stroke, and the possession of tne 

Cup, so far from remaining a proud symbol of supremacy, 

will degenerate into a token of reproach, evidence of the 

cowardice and unsportsmanlike character of the club which 

meets every advance for fair competition by the most reck- 
less and impudent subterfuge, disgraceful to all having any 

connection with the custody of the Oup. 
History in the past unfortunately supplies to forcign 

yachtsmen grounds for well-founded suspicion that the 
America Cup is to be retained by measurement concoctions, 

should its tenure seem doubtful in a fight fair to both parties. 
Upon the New York Y.C. devolves the duty of pronounc- 

ing in it official capacity against the outrageous propositions 

recently advanced by some of its members, 
jt is true that no person in his individual capacity can 

legally compromise a club of which he js but one member, 
but it is equally certain that when a prominent yacht owner 

openly declares in the public press, ‘that it is more than 

probable that a change will be made in the present rule,” 

that the club is morally compromised to the extent of the in- 

fluence that person carries, 
No British yachtsman will be fool enough to take his 

chances upon an ayowed intention to juggle him out of the 
fruits of his visit by measurement contortions, devised with 

swindling intent in the eleventh hour. 
As six months preparatory notice is required by the con- 

ditions, we submit that, if the New York Y. C. is not desir- 

ous of shirking an international match, its intentions on the 

measurement question be ollicially reaffirmed to prevent that 

suspicion of foul play, however groundless it may in reality 
be, which the recent expressions in print of seme of the 
club’s members ute certain to arouse in foreign sporting 

circles, 
What the New York Y. CG, may choose to do after the ex- 

. 
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pected international match, is foreign to the object of this | a fearful dérix of ropes bathing both in and out of the yacht 
writing, Having accepted a rule, almost identical with the 

rules generally prevailing throughout the country, and in 

full consciousness of all the rule carries with it, an effort to 
escape a just accounting, induced by fear of defeat, would 

be such barefaced sharp practice that there is not even the 

ghost of a probability that the New York Y, ©. can be in- 

duced to tamper with its present measurement rule, however 
much single persons may compromise the club's fair name 

by unauthorized announcements of impending bad faith, 

For the sake of promptly setting suspicions abroad at rest, 
it is the plain duty of the New York Y. ©, to take official 
cognizance of the expressions of some of ils leading mem- 
bers which threaten to end all prospects of an international 

match and to sacrifice the good fame of American yachts- 
men asa whole through the hasty recklessness of their im- 

plications. 

Che Sportsman Gauvrist. 

OCTOBER. 

OTORER’S here! Let us away, 
” While autumn colors, bright and gay, 

Adorn the woodlands fair! 

With dog and gun we'll range afar, 
Leave all our troubles where they are, 

And seek relief from care, 

On sunby slopé, where matted yine 
Among the birches loves to twine 

And wander o’er the ground, 

The woodcock hides with folded wing, 

And springing upward Joud doth ring 

His startling, whistling sound. 

And, where more sheltered groves appear, 

OF chestnut, oak and maple, near 

Some quiet, sunny vale, 

The wary grouse, of pinion strong, 

Disturbed, aifrighted, darts along. 

As swift as summer gale, 

Or, where again sweet briars grow, 

And fields the yellow stubble show 
That bore the golden grain, 

Bob White resorts, his mellow note 

Resounding from his mottled throat, 

A clear and sweet refrain. 

And, yet once more, where meadews bare, 

With pool and streamlet here and there 
Diversified, lie brown, 

The dainty snipe in zig-zag flight, 

When hunted, hastes away from sight, 
And, distant, settles down. 

‘Mid scenes like these the sportsman's days 
Shall pass in pleasure, while he pays 

His yows at Nature's shrine. 
The ripened glory of the year, 

October, queen of months, is here! 
Oh, queen, our heart's are thine! 

OcToBER, 1883. C. T.D, 

OUR FIRST AND LAST CRUISE. 

WELYE months ago fourof us, ignorant enough to 
think that we knew all about sailing, went for a 

cruise. A 6-ton, sloop rig, open cockpit ‘‘Spunkin seed” had 
fallen to our lot, and we determined to take adyantage of its 
being Saturday to try her. Business kept us at our offices 
till 4 o'clock P. M., and then down to the wharf we went 
Everything was soon in readiness. The moorings were cast 
off, also our coats, slippers and socks, Our captain knew 
the most, or rather the less little, about navigation and sea- 
manship, for any phonographer could write on his thumb 
nail all that he knew on the subject. The breeze was fair, 
but only in direction, not in force, for there was none; by 
this I mean if there had been any it would have been called 
afair wind. I have, however, rightly named it, for it was 
indeed ‘‘fair” for such a crew. ‘The mainsheet is hauled all- 
aboard, as is usual, I believe, with such men, who not see- 
ing the canvas belly out, do their best tomeake it. The 
yacht is found to be unmanageable at once, and her nose 
points back to her moorings. In our dilemma some kindly- 
disposed sailors on the neighboring craft seeing with their 
keen eyes that either they must lend a hand or receive a 
“dig in the ribs” with our boom end, or perchance a fouling 
in their chain plates, prefer the former course, and with a 
most dexterous whirl of a heaving line—which, by the way, 
our second mate (all were officers) endeayored to catch with 
his nose—took a turn round that said officer’s leg, but before 
he went overboard our two senior officials had him secure, 
also the line. A few minutes’ towing was indulged in, and 
the yacht passed, from schooner to barge till clear of the 
shipping, in pertect safety, 

Quite enjoyable were the quiet laziness, the tobacco and the 
yarns that evening. No wind to disturb one’s anxiety, The 
jibes of the main boom were frequent, but quite harmiess. 
The steering, although a sine qua nen, was also a sinecure 
office for many reasons—such as the absence of wind, of any 
sailing orders, or any conypass; the yacht, however, endeay- 
ored to make up for the lack of the latter instrument by 
turning round and round, as if on a pivot, and desirous of 
acquainting us with the different points of the compass. 
The darkness which crept on apace, did not disconcert, but 
rather brightened us up, for it brought to our view the light 
at Point Abino and mace us anxious to reach it, the exploit 
forever to stamp us as greatseamen. Then our noble craft, 
as if tired of baulking so long, made up her mind to go, and 
soon we reached Point Abino, having been some seyen hours 
out from Buffalo, Here we put in a night, in company with 
some brother yachtsmen from our city, and in order not to 
oversleep ourselves we refused to go to bed, 

On Sunday morning began our voyage home, No thought 
of caution pervaded our minds, for haying voyaged there so 
safely, why not in safety return, and I thinkk had not a sucl- 
den squall buried us half under water we would haye been 
of that opinion still, But now real work commences, now 
common sense and true bravery comes to the fore, and 1 
have no doubt it did, but I either did not take the trouble to 
zee or I haye forgotten. I do know, however, there was a 
general scramble, an awful shaking of canvas, and some 
convulsive spluttering. I have « vivid recollection of seeing 

to his-strength, however, for 

and our noble captain pulling and hauling at their executives 
which seemed to me to be the most obstinate cordaze that 
was eyer belayed on a pin. Something must haye given wa 

: : I suddenly felt myself envel- 
oped in what felt like a mammoth dish cloth, and on bur 
rowing my way out I missed the sail aloft. 
We were now set to work bailing, and during this oceu- 

pation explanations were exchanged, and each of us had his 
tale to tell, On counting the missing, we found one coat 
thee stockings and five boots, the remainder of our victuals 
and sundry small articles hnd been washed overboard. The 
sea, which had previously been playing up and down our 
bows like a kitten, had now, in so short a time, grown like 
alion, which came leaping and tearing at our stern, trying 
to keep pace with the wind, and both doing their level best. 
The squall was but a herald of the gale. From which quar- 
ter we knew not, neither did we trouble to find out, suppos- 
ing it was from the same direction as-before, and being 
ignorant of the fact that the yacht had run right up into the 
wind, and thus had not only sayed us from capsizing en- 
tirely, but made us lose our bearings, All canvas was stowed 
as neatly as our knowledge and circumistances allowed; ropes, 
however, being left to themselves, as we could find no end 
to any of them, and if we could, it would haye occupied a 
colony of Davenport brothers some time to haye disentangled 
them; 10,000 fish worms in a can never could perform more 
intricate and acrobatish problems than these wet ropes did, 
Never mind, we felt happier, because the boat went steadier, 
yet the seas as they followed looked just as if they wanted to 
come in to us. Now and then a big fellow would rise up 
like a giant with his mouth open, and his white teeth just 
going to take a bite out of our counter, and then thinking 
better of it, would tumble and roll under and around us, then 
carry us onits back with lightning speed, and in leaving give 
us a shove that seemed to send us ustern. Bravely did 
our skipper hold his tiller amidships, and right before the 
increasing gale we went, but no welcome Buffalo spires, nor 
elevators, could we see ahead. This puzzled us. All day we 
scudded along, ouly showing « tiny portion of our peak; Lake 
Erie looked like the Atlantic, and when Moin relted to take 
those many involuntary dips, | was astonished to find the 
water was not brackish. Afternoon came, so did hunger. 
Eyening came, so did sleepiness, but the stern command to 
ery ‘‘watch” every five minutes, kept us employed, All 
this got very monotonous till a big, strong, heavy, wet wave 
came climbing over the stern, and seemingly was not. con- 
tent then, bntit must needs swell round and round, like a 
frightened dog looking for a hole to escape, either through 
the lockers or down the centerboard box, More bailing kept 
out the sleep, whicl this yisitor expelled. : 

I don’t like to say how many hours there were in thenight 
that followed; if ] said there were 330 I shouldn’t be he- 
lieved, but yet [fancy this number must be short of the 
mark; at any rate, we had plenty of timeto think over every- 
thing done, left undone, thought of doing, wished we had 
and wished we had not done, sins of commission and omis- 
sion, relatives, friends and employers, obituary notices, epi- 
taphs, coroner’s inquesis and many other eogitations, extend- 
ing over a space of four times twenty-five years. 
Amid the awful gloom that 11 o’clock on a stormy Septem- 

ber night brings generally we spied a licht dead ahead. Oh| 
I have seen several lights in my day, but none like this one. 
Edison could not hold one of his candles toit. Its glare lit w 
our homes, and photographed our people's anxious and wel- 
come countenances. Its glare was a prophet, telling us how 
soon we should be with them. Its glare was a telescope, 
through which we could discern a safe harbor. Its glare 
told fibs, for it fulfilled nothing of the kind. We bore 
down on it and found it represented a huge, heavy propeller 
trying to hold its own against the tempest, and w parently 
qnite disinterested about us. We shouted, Take us 
aboard!” (How quickly the unlearned will show their igno- 
rance when the opportunity arrives.) We heard, indis- 
tinctly, a reply containing the words, ‘‘dark”—"sea on”— 
but as we were just passed, more distinctly and a kindlier 
voice saying, ‘‘Steer 8. W. by §., and make for ——;' here 
the speaker’s voice was lost in the howl of a larger zephyr 
than common, and increased distance, It might have been 
a great pity, but since we neither had 4 compass, nor could 
we read it if we lad, it was not. Our advisers might just as 
well haye asked us to swim ashore, or to go home and to 
bed for all the good it was to us; 80, as we seudded along 
we waxed wrathy at the steamer’s inhumanity for not chas- 
ing and capturing us, bul then after a while we concluded 
that perhaps, since we carried no light, the steamer had 
never seen us at all, and that being the case how was this 
feat to be performed, We did think that we saw an attempt 
made hy her to come round and thus show her will, and we 
were more content. 
What a noise the wind can make when it likes. The gal- 

lery-gods of a variety theater could not equal it, even if the 
curtain failed to rise half an hour after time. It was per- 
haps a food thing, too, for although very sleepy, I will defy 
any one to take a nap in it. ’ 

At 6 o’clock it began to get a little lighter, and we could 
make one another out, and what was still better, the dark 
outlines of land. Our hopes revived. Land is dear to the 
greenliorn sailor, whether a lee shore or not, if does not 
matter, We were fast nearing some land and we should be 
safe. Weneyer dreamt of ‘‘bars,” ‘‘breakers,” or ‘‘1nder- 
tow,” yet, strange to say, we were told ofterward that we 
must have crossed a ‘‘bar’ with only two feet of water on it, 
which bears N. by W. for two miles from Long Point, but 
I suppose a big sea carried us over, and on we went heading 
directly for Ryerson Island, a promontory of Long Point. 
Had we touched that bar nothing could haye saved us. With 
a steady hand our captain steered bow on to the beach, and 
with two or three spasmodic jerks the yacht stuck fast, the 
chasing waves piled in and we piled out, and as if shod with 
ten-leagued boots, strode ashore. The yacht swamped, but 
being of light draft, had been carried well up on to the beach, 
far aboye ordinary high water mark, which fact alone enabled 
us to escape the strong undertow. 

One would imagine that with our safe landing on terra 
firma our troubles or at least our dangers were ended, but 
not so; they were but in their infancy, I must confess, 
however, that as we turned on the beach to gaze upon our 
late ark, partly submerged as she was, there was plenty of 
room for sentiment in us, poor empty things, having eaten 
nothing since six the morning before, and then only a hasty 
mouthfal, just {wenty-four hours back, and having had no 
sleep since we turned out of our beds in Buffalo the Batur- 
day previous, now forty-eight hours behind. Although 
sentimentalism was entertained it was not long nursed, for 
we were on an unknown shore. We thought this must be 
.ither the State of New York or Pennsylvania, and were 
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just as confident of it as if there was uo other land in exist- 
ence; but we thought it a very wild, woody part, and as we 
walked along we beheld tie wanrpers and divers other 
reptiles which came out to meet and inspect us, Naked 
fuet, thongh, if 1 don’t forget, are not just the things for 
wo walkinw touc through that country. We journeyed up 
the shore for a mile and came to a marsh, We turned 

and traveled across for half a mile and came to a marsh. 
We walked down a inile and a balf and were stopped by a 
mirsh.. Then we concluded that we were on an ishind, 
There was no dwelling, no human being, A cowbell told 
a tale of animal life, and the crow of a rooster a volume on 
feathery animation, How they ever got there, and when 
they siould ever get away, would have beena grand theme 
for consideration had we been less busy with our thoughts. 
Wowever, quiet moments of subsequent consideration have 
brought ine to the convlusion {hat it was either a case of 
animal transportation for life, or that they, like ourselves, 
hod been the eruel sport of the waves and wind, which 
lulter opinion seemed the most feasible, since one of the 
prisoners gave the sanie name as Wm, Defoe did in his 
famous history, only he left out the Robinson. 
We looked ibroud and saw marsh everywhere, but one of 

ns (discovered, quietly nestling umong the reeds, a root, 
which seemed to indicate the existence of a house beneath 
it, only 4 inile or so distant. A chorus of joy at once broke 
loose In the words, ''Thon art so near, snd yet so far." A 
family cousultation resolved itsclf into a family compact, 
and ended in trying the solidity of the bog, for foot if we 
must, and the whole interval between us and the coveted 
dwelling was filled with mud. We ventured. One tuft of 
floating hoe would sink deeper and deeper, as one foot tried 
its buoyish patience while we were using the other as a blind 
Man would his stick, to punch and feel the next one, and 
hefore we had come to any satisfactory conclusion concern- 
ing it we would be compelled to spring at it because our 
other leg was getting down somewhere in the neighborhood 
of Australia, and we were anxious to call it back. Many 
times we discovered a brother so low down in the world that 
no part of him was visible lut his head and shoulders. Then 
2 peneral rally would bein order, one getting as close as he 
da-4 snother seize his ummentionables by way of encourage- 
ment and aid, another would do the same by him, and go on. 
We arrived within hailing Wistance of the dwelling at 

dark, and hud consequently een neatly eight hours wading 
and floundering in the Worst marsh I know of, It is a provi- 
dential thing that strength gave out as it did, for had we 
attempted to ford what appeared to bea small stream, which 
Wis now the only obstacle between us and shelter, we 
should have been drowned twice over. This “small 
stream” is o hundred yards wide and without a hot- 
jom, At least on this side of one hundred feet. We rested 
4nd hollowed, and although for want of strength we did not 
make much noise, yeb we madenp in quality what was lack- 
ing in quantity. Nevertheless, itdid its duty, and we re- 
joiced to hearin echo a clear ringing human voice, urging 
us “‘stay where you are and I'll come to you.” A few mo- 
ments brought in view a great, tall, moving object, greatly 
resembling a floating wind-nill, which on closer observation 
turned out to bea man flinging a long pole up and down, and 
(hereby propelling whatappeared to be a plank, but a still 
loser look and an inquiry, brought to light the fact that 
this life-savibg apparatus was a skiff. 
We wert yery willing to trust ourselves to anything at 

such a time, hut really 18 we shoved off from the shore, I 
expiicuced the mast nmusual nerye twitching, no matter 
how tightly I erat'.ed either side of this skiff, 1 found my 
body determined to squirm snd twitch, and my head jerked 
convulsively from side to side, as I involuntarily used it for 
a balancing pole. I couldn’, have beon acting any worse had 
1 been squatting on a galvanic battery, Then that Jone pad- 
ie just over my head looked very dangerous, as it swung to 
and fro, as if threatening to come down whack on my head, 
in that inopportune season, when I was entirely unable to 
resial embracing the skiff with all my remaining eneryy, and 
consequently not at liberty to defend myself, I think a 
bridge over that river would be better. Iwas amazed, how- 
ever, at the agility, prowess, and scientific equilibrium of 
that man, who coulil absolutely stand and work like an en- 
gine in that thing, when I could not with any degree of com- 
fort or safety sifin it. Prof. Ethardo, who astonished the 
world by standing on & ball and rolling himself upand down 
a Datrow spiral plank, deserves very little more credit than 
do these punters, if they ave all gifted with nerves of the same 
elasticity as mine. I was as glad to be across that river as a 
schooley is to haye his whipping over and wounds healed,’ 

Kindly did the good keeper and his wife treats, soft were 
the heds provided. soundly did we sleep, after partaking of 
2 bile or two to eat, and a cup of warm tea to drink. 
We found thut we had been washed ashore on the eastern 

side of Ryersou Island, which runs in a northerly direction 
from Long Point, and is the only land in connection with it, 
yet separate from it, all the remaining adjuncts are those 
murshes, so celebrated in sporting history for wild ducks. The 
house of our refuge was the club house at the company’s 
“coltages” and our host the chief keeper. The distance we 
waded wasumilennda hulf. Our troubles are not alliold yet, 
We were wounded, our legs and Leet were cut, lucerated with 
marsh grass. Balaklava heroes had no Worse sabre cuts, and 
survive it, then we had, in a like portion of their body, 
for a sabre to make such wounds would break the 
bone. Our little sabres cut quietly but honestly. We 
were anxious about one of the party in particular, who was 
much tore seyerely handled (or legred) than the others. 

After along, heavy, but truly satisfuctory sleep, we awoke 
to realize whut hunger is, Weeat. Hardly had we time to 
pay Our respects fo the outside morning, than we were sur- 
ronndad by & mob; such a queer looking, dressed, and be- 
haying set of men one seldom meets, except we should 
happenin a locality exempt from tailors, hatters, barbers, 
water, combs and brushes. Where did they come from? 
There they were, evidently waiting for our appearance, like 
the striped-hick Colorado gents in spring, roosting on the 
newly plauted potato ills, anxious but expectant. The fact 
is, they had seen our yacht, as yultures scent the carcass; 
had made full calculations as to her yalue, possibility of 
floating her, efe,, and so appreached us with expressions of 
desire to take the job. They were certainly a most accom 
modating set of beings ihey would buy, or they would 
raise, or they would superintend the work, in short, any- 
thing for a quict life; but where the hitch came was in the 
consideration for doing so. For instance, the price their 
thinificent, hearts were willing to bestow in the purchase 
Ws just about what hersignal halliards cost; and the con- 
tract to be signed for the raising of her was a few dollars 
more tlien What was paid into the builder's hands as he 
piaced her in lull commission on her first regatta day; aud as 
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to superinterding the job, it would hardly pay any oneto sub- 
tract this amount from the former, for little would remain. 
A conclusion I came to was that we might as well have 

given ourselyes up to the lake sharks us take fhe marsh ex- 
ercise of yesterday, and then fall into the still more ayari- 
cious looking maws of the lund-nousters. We agreed at 
length to bribe a friend—the price being the only remaining 
‘irlicle of value left in our possession, a magnificent meer- 
Schaum pipe and case, which had clung to our captain’s 
bosom with the tenacity of a much valued keepsake. We 
fonnd the (lesived ally, picking him: ont by bis looks, which 
by the bye were greatly enhanced when he got that beautiful 
pipe in that sweet mouth. I should like you to scv his 
photograph, He proved a real man, a regular confidence 
one, who soon showed us a very much more simple mode of 
procedure. All we had to do was to send to a neighboring 
port, at acost of only some $20, there to engaze a tug at a 
cost of only some $100 a day. and let her come over, and 
after waiting a few days, unable to work out of respect to the 
heayy sea, not out of respect to our pocket, hitch on and 
then yank the yacht all to pieces. We weighed that man 
just in time, and even with the increased gravity of the pipe 
he was found wanting. 

Our captain thereupon borrowed a small yacht from the 
kéeper and set sail across the bay to the main land, to see 
there what could be done. and also to telegraph home our 
safety and situation, As he was crossing with a companion 
asmall schooner yacht spoke him, with every good inten. 
tion of being of service to us, as it afterward proved, but 
our executive was wary, and tefused an answer, The 
schooner, howeyer, persisted, and requested leaye io help us 
in our dilemma by either getting our yacht raised or hy 
taking her off our hands in purchase and sending us home; 
then by way of furthering his petition introduced himself 
as a clergyman, ‘What!’ exclaimed our watchful, sus- 
pecting captain to his companion, “are they all wreckers 
and land sharks in this country? Ishould have hoped that 

‘the black-cloth gentry, at least, would bave been free from it.” 
This gentleman, however, succeeded in persuading a ship- 

builder, who was busy finishing 2 steam barge for liunching, 
and preparing for the fall trade, to leave his work, take his 
men over a distance of fourteen miles, work hard iu water 
during the best part of two days, and spend the night on the 
beach to raise the yacht, hanl her out, refasten some plank, 
re-caulk the seams and charge only $14 for so doing. Heart- 
ily do we thank this noble man for his kindness, 
We had to separate, Three of us went home by train. 

Our skipper was surprised and pleased to come across a But- 
falo chum, both of a medical and nautical turn, who had 
been commissioned to hunt our party up, and render assist- 
ance, 80 these two determined to brave the deep again und sail 
home, Since they were wrecked on the voyage there might be 
much more to tell, of an interesting nature. but their pride 
perhaps keeps them from heing as outspoken as L have been; 
or, as they are more of a “‘salt” than L, they think nothing of 
it, If they enjoyed if, all right! “Chacun « son goit.” 
Port Rowan, Ont. VERAX. 

INCIDENT OF MEXICAN TRAVEL, AN 

WV E were going to Alamos, a fine old typical Spanish 
' town in Southeastern Sonora, However, the incident 

here related took place before we gotthere, so I shall give no 
details of Alamos, 

There were two ways of going; ove by sailing vessel, 
Which went at long irregular intervals, plying between Guay- 
mas and Ajiavampo, and after a trip of extreme dirt. hard- 
ship and tedium, left the traveler to find his way on mule 
back from the latter port to Alumos, The other, to hire a 
wagon and leaye the Sonora Railroad at Ortiz, when by driy- 
ing for about a week you could make the journey comfortably, 
We went by wagons, One four-mule wagon carrying two 

engineers, General Karl, myself, the driver, and a little boy 
to throw stones at the leaders. Another wagon with two 
animals carried the extra baggage, This last vehicle was re- 
markable both for team and diiyer. The team consisted of 
a mule twice the size of a mouse, and the wellaneaning but 
feeble remains of a horse. The first glance would make you 
believe that the concern would neyer go a mile, but you 
would be reckoning without your driver. This person was 
a Russian Finn. He spoke no language intellizibly, but 
several fluently, and, trained in a rough school, he was able, 
by using bis whip, to galyanize the most weak and tired 
beast into temporary life. 
We drove for several days through the flat barren low- 

lands, gauging our stretches by the chances of water and 
corn stalks for the mules. The road was pretty good, thanks 
to benevolent nature, for no work except that of driving 
over it was ever put on it; and the warm, clear nights would 
have made it necessary to sleep out of doors even if we had 
had a house at our disposal, so we got on well, 

Our route took us through Buena Vista, a town on the 
Yaqui River just at the end of the Ynqui country. 
And here a curious fact is to be noted that deserves a 

diression, 
The Yaqui River is the largest stream in Souora, the only 

one in fact, except perhaps the Mayo, which reaches the Gulf 
of California in spite of the maps to the contrary: the other 
rivers all evaporating or sinking on the way. In dry times 
the Yaqui carries perhaps as much water as the Mohawk at 
Utica, and when swelled by rain, the Yaqui and Mayo spread 
so tar over their plains as sometimes to quite juin together. 
This low ground near the mouths of the Yaqui and Mayo 
rivers forms an extensive, indeed the only exteasiye farmin 
district in Sonora; and it will give one an idea of the Mext- 
tan people and government to know that a band of ignorant, 
undisciplined Indians rule this part of the country, and 
permit no interference by the whites, or rather the yellows. 
Now and then they let 2 white man buy a farm umid them, 
but they take both farm and money and turn the intruder 
out at any moment they think fit, As a great coucession 
they let the mail-rider pass through their country, but other 
people cannoi do so unless they contribute their firearms to 
the chiet’s collection, or have exceptional luck, 

To return to our journey. Nuthing of note had taken 
place until we reached the Mayo River, except the determin- 
ation to embody a description of the trip in verse, which had 
been foiled atter the production of these eizht lines: 

“The sailing buzzard’s ragged wings aslant, 
Mount moveless through the hot and stagnant air: 

The mourning doves coo ont their wailing chant, 
* From the low bushes leaps the startled hare; 
Through the thorn-coarded cactus’ massive stems 

‘the cardinal bird flashes his feathery fame. 
And sureeching parroquets, those winged gems 
Of emerald, quarral oar their noisy game,” 

Butnow we were getting into a mining region, and the hills 
began to swell into more bold and rugged forms. 
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Our two enginsers with the four-mule wagon stopped to 
examine some mines, and General Barl anc I kept on our 
journey in the wagon with the Russian Finn. 

Tt was getting toward night, and as we had dviyen all day 
fasting, the General grumbled greatly. Te was chiefly con- 
cerned with the cruelty of the driver, and made loud solilo- 
quies on that subject, which were even insulting to the Finn 
however, Il took 4 more philosophie view and checked him, 
for, if the beasts should die, they would rest from toil, while, 
if they were not whipped, neither we nor they stood any 
chauce for meat or drink. 

For a few moments the General’s attention was distracted 
by a singular ridge on our right. The name I was told was 
Guichicahui, but that gives but a faint ootion of 1t3 character. 
Only a picture could truly reproduce that remarkable moun- 
tain, but it will not be far wrong to imagine a family of 
leaning towers of Pisa, greatly ddlormed, and frozen stiff on 
am occasion of drunken riot, 

The General carried 1 portable camera and would gladly 
have photographed the spot, but to tell the truth, his pictures 
developed so much blur and so litle outline, that I did not 
ercourage the idea, 

Soon alter this Agua Caliente came in sight. Ayua caliente 
means hot spring (more literally “hot water’), and with the 
singular poyerty of nomenclature Whieh prevails among 
rude people, is applied to numberless places, This spring, 
however, had marked beauties, 
A pond, covering some twenty acres, was fed hy different 

supplies which boiled up, in some places very hot and in 
some quite cool, while the hottest spring of all rising separ 
ately was carried in pipes over a tine orchard full of orange, 
lemon and other tropical fruit trees, while a lordly grove 
of date palms, the lurgest I huve ever seen, rose majestic 
and graceful around the adobe house where the wagon 
drew up. 

The young man who owned the house came forward with 
the graceful hospitality inborn in the good Mexican to bid 
ns welcome. No doubt he would have spread us a feast 
could he have done so, but knowing the poverty and abstem- 
iousness of the people 1 was not surprised to find his pro- 
visions limited to four fresh eggs. 
Now the General, a man of extensive experience, insisted 

that hard-boiled eggs were easier of digestion than any other 
dish; but as he also was a loud-spoken believer in the spon- 
taneous generation theory of certain wild crops, I stuck to 
my ld custom of haying my eggs soft. 
80 I told my host that [ wanted my share of the dinner 

cooked soft or Adajdos, which he politely corrected to the 
more idiomatic bios or tepid. However, he understood 
that they were to be hoiled Iut two minutes, so T considered 
the matter settled. 
Tsaw the flash of a mafeh in a rear building and settled 

down to wail. 
My host returned after a time and I reminded him of the 

required tepidness of my eggs, which he assured me should 
he eared for, and meanwhile he conversed affably with us. 

After a preat while of waiting, I asked for my dinner 
With increased energy, aud at Jast it came, 

I cracked the shells and the eggs rolled out as lard asa 
Scotehman’s head. I calied the Jandlord’s attention to the 
state of the eves, which he sympathetically regretted but 
could not account for. Suddenly an idea seemed to strike 
hiin, “rood gracious!” he eried, ‘T have it; the water must 
have been foo hot.” iW. G. Duroc. 

“OLD JOE CALL.” 

AST February the Forgsr anp STREAMasked for some 
information about “Old Joe Call.” Me lived and died 

In this Lown. Jity, Essex county, N. Y,, and one of his sons, 
Mr. Joseph E. Call, resides here now. ‘Joe Call, the modern 
Hercules,”died at the age ot fifty-two years. The Keeseville 
FHeyvaddd of 1836 gives the following interesting reminiscences 
of him; ; 

“The life of the late Joseph Qall was rife with incidents, 
and although not to our purpose to play the part of biogra- 
pher, yet we have thought it not unprofitable to give some of 
his experience, in which was displayed the great and almost 
incredible strength with which he was gifted. 

“Of his varly childhood we know but little, yet one inci- 
dent, however, has been related, that displays that peculiar 
trait of Lmmor for which he was so remarkable. It seems 
that upon 2 certain oceasion, Joe, indignant at being publicly 
whipped in school, no sooner made his appearance upon the 
floor than, seizing upon the ‘knight of the bireh,’as ‘Uncle 
Toby did on the fly,’ incontinently flung him neck and 
heels ont of the windew, amid the uproarious shouts of his 
companions. 

“As he grew older, his natural joviality of disposition led 
him to frequent whimsical displays of his physical superior- 
ity. At one time he would lift » barrel of cider to his lips, 
and after satisfying his own thirst from the bunghole, he 
would offer to pass it around to his companions. Atanother 
time he would silently steal behind a teamster’s wagon, seize 
hold of the wheel, and suddenly bringing the team toa hall, 
would quietly remark, ‘A breathing spell to your nags, 
neighbor.’ 

“At one period of his life when 4 teamster himself he 
often found his immense strength of ereat service, for 
whenever his team would get ‘set’ in a mud-hole he would 
get under the wagon and with his broad shoulders beneath 
the load he would raise load and wagon until his team 
could drag if out. 

“A celebrated wrestler from Albany haying heard of Joe's 
reputation, made him a yisit for the express purpose, as he 
declaved, ‘of giving him a touch of the fancy.’ Joe, with 
his usual modesty, disclaimed knowledge of the exercise, but 
upon the stranger pressing him to ‘take hold,’ he finally con- 
sented, Accordingly they grappled; the stranger throwing 
himself intu the most scientific position, while Joe, pre- 
tending utter ignorance of all rule, assumed the most care- 
less and exposed attitudes. They bad scarcely got fair hold 
when the stranger, placing his foot on Joe's toe, attempted 
wilh a sudden jerk to throw him with what is termed the 
‘toe lock.’ But Joe, anticipating his movement, quivtly per- 
mhitted him lo assume the necessary position, aad then as he 
stood balancing himself on Joe's foot, Jove yruvely vaised 
him tto the air and danced him about as a mother would 
her child. 

“Qn one occasion Joe happened to spend a night at St, 
Johns, and as he sit in the office of the hotel where he 
stopped, the conversation tured upou wrestling. Joe, he 
ing a stranger to all, took no part in the conversation. At 
length one mun, after relyting s-veral wonderful feats he 
had accomplished, boldly asserted that he had thrown Joe 
Call! Joe, as micht readily be supposed, was not a little 
surprised at this assertion from an entire stranger, and in 
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thal spirit of fun which always prompted him exclaimed: 
‘Why ! you would swallow a common man. 1 should like 
{o take hold of you myself if you would promise not to hurt 
me,’ The braggadocio instantly accepted, and they lool 
hold, Joe, with scarcely an effort, raised him from the 
floor and, holding him at arm's length, said : ‘There, now, 
wrestle!" The astonished wresvler could only ery : ‘Who— 
who—the devil ave you 2?” * The man you threw—Joe Call, 
at your service, sir’ 

** But the most remarkable feat which Joe ever performed 
was on the occasion of an incidental wrestling match which 
uccurréed between himself and another individual during the 
late war (1812) at Plattsburgh. It seems that in the British 
camp was i celebrated nglish bully, whose massive strength 
and great skill both as a pugilist and wrestler made him the 
terror and the champion of the army, Joe lappening fo 
be in the English camp oue day on some errand or other, it 
yas soon noised about, and some of the officers, by chance 

setting wind of it and knowing of his great stlength, de- 
lermined io bring about a match between this Yankee Her- 
cules and their own bully, Accordingly, haying heen 
brought together, it was proposed to Joe that they should 
have a ‘set to; but Joe, who was anything but quarrelsome, 
and whose natural nobility of character placed him jlto- 
vether above anything of the kind, peremptorily refused the 
mutch, asserting at the same time that he presumed the Eny- 
lishman would throw him with the greatest ease, as he pro- 
fessed no skill whatever, To this the bully sneeringly re- 
plied that he could not only throw him but any other d—d 
Yankee they would bring on, This fling at the Yankees 
neitled Joe at once, for although conscious of his own 
sirength, he cared little what taunts might be applied to his 
Wu person, yet wheu his nation came to be the object of 
such remarks his blood holed at onee, and he determined, 
night or wrong, to show the sneering bully that Yankee 
prowess Was not to be lightly esteemed. Yielding to his 
patriotic feelings he immediately announced his willingness 
und they ‘took hold.” The first trial was at what is termed 
‘arms’ length,’ and Joe soon found that his antagonist was 
no ‘curpet knight,’ to be handled in the gingerly manner 
with which il lad been his wont io treat his ‘opponents of 
the ring.’ At the first onset Joe was brought to his knee. 
Immediately springing up he confessed himself fairly ‘floored,’ 
tod then requested that they should take a trial at. ‘back 
hold,’ To this the bully assented. We have often heard 
Jov say that previous to this time he never could discover 
uuy difference in the strength of men, but that now he felt 
he must exert all of his power. Seizing hold of his antag- 
onist he bowed himself with all his strength and sqneczed 
the vain boaster to his breast, The Englishman gave one 
shriek, his arms loosed their hold, his whole frame quivered, 
wud when Joe released him from bis grasp the bully fell, 
with his eyes protruding and blood gushing from his nos- 
jriis, dead at his feet.” C. Mey. Ty 
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datuyal History. 

A VALUABLE FOSSIL. 

qe announcement in the press of the discovery by Mr. 
. LL. Stejneger of a coiplete skeleton of RhyGna stellert 

will be of great interest to naturalists. This remarkable ani- 
inal which, in 1741, was abundant on the shores of Behring 
Island and twenty-seven years later was exterminated, be- 
longs to the order Strenva, and is thus closely allied to the 
manatee of Plorida and Sonth America. The dugong is 
smother living member of this cronp, which is found in Aus- 
iralin and India, In tertiary time a sirenian (Jielitherwin) in- 
linbited the shores of Western Enrope. 
The sivenians live in the mouths of rivers, feeding on 

orasses, seaweeds and aquatic plants. Sometimes they as- 
cond the rivers far above tiiie-water, They are sluggish ani- 
tials, without any means of defense, and are easily killed, 
Quly the fore limbs are developed, and even these are not 
divided, haying no visible fingers, but resembling the flippers 
of awhile. 

Rhytine is remarkable from the fact that it is without 
jveth, Instead, it bad a bard lorny palatine plate, which 
worked against dinother one covering the syinphysis of the 
lower jay. 

The following account of the securing of this valuable 
specimen for the United States National Musenm is taken 
substantially from the San Francisco Afi: 

“A rare and valhable specimen was brought down from 
Bebring’s Island by the Alaska Fur Company's sleamer St. 
Paul, which arrived on Svmday last from the North This 
was nO less than the skeleton of the arctic sea cow fonnd on 
Behring’s Island by Dy. Leonard Stejneger, a member of 
svientifie societie; both in this country and Europe, who was 
sent to the island in the interest of science by the Smith- 
soninn institution, The doctor was hampered in his re- 
searches ly the jealousy of the Russian officials, who are act- 
ing in the intevest of the Russian Imperial Academy, which 
is also eagerly searching for 4. specimen of the sea cow, buf 
in spite of their interference he succeeded m carrying away 
a skeleton, whichis of the greatest possible interest. This 
peculiar animal, which is now supposed fo be extinet, once 
made ils home on the island, Whether it has ever lived any- 
where else is a question, The fossil beds of Hurope contain 
bones of sea cows, but none which could have belonged to 
whimals like this, In the Indian Ocean there ave also séa 
rows, bul they are rare, and they are not ke the Behring’s 
Islund extinet species. The sea cows of the Indian Ocean 
hive teeth, bul those at Behring’s Island lad none; only 
Iwo rough bone plates in the mouth with which to 
grind up ihe sen weed on which they lived, when, 
resting their arms on the shallow sca hottom, they 
browsed in droves or flocks along the shore. Whalers kifled 
The sea cows, atid Natives used their boues to make runners 
for their dog-drawn sledges. The only account given of 
(hem by an observer is that of the scientist Steller, who was 
oue of Behring’s second, expedition, which was wrecked on 
this island and wintered there in 1741. The specimen 
hrought here on the St. Paul is perfect, with the exception 
of the end of the tail and the wrist bones. Tn addition there 
is 2 collection of seyenfeen sea cows’ skulls, all ina good 
state of preservation, The animals, when alive, must haye 
teen from twenty-eight to thirty feet long, with a head about 
two feet long, Its arms, of whieh ihere were two on the 
seallike portion of the body, had no hands. They were 
simply bluntends, which were carried on (he back when the 
cows swai, and let down to support if as it fed, The mouth 
was small and unarmed with teeth; the eyes were small; the 

ears merely smadl orifices in the head, without any sign of 
an external ear; the tail and fins were like those of a whale. 
They were not prolific, the offspring being limited to one 
per year to each female, and they were therefore easily ex- 
terminated. 

“Dr, Stejneger said he was forced to use considerable di- 
plomacy in dealing with tle natives, for had he at once told 
them that he would pay more than the Russians would, 
there would have been an order prohibiting the natives from 
selling any of the bones, as there has since been. All that 
he could do was to say that he would giye as much as the 
Russian officials, and, making himself passubly well under- 
stood, the natives worked for him. They did not go to work 
to hunt for bones exclusively, but as they walked along the 
beach they took their sticks and felt for skeletons. No other 
fovernment has ever sent any one ap there expressly for such 
2 bunt, but the Russians are much interested, and possess 
several skeletons. He wlso established a signal station on 
Gebring’s Island. Dr. Stejneger, who is nof, apparently, 
over thirty-eight years of age, congraiulates himself upon 
the satisfactory results of his expedition, and stated that the 
skeleton which he brought with lim was worth almost its 
weight in gold,” 

THE BIRDS. OF PROSPECT PARK. 

Eilitay’ Forest anil Stream: 

Jn the issne of this paper for October 18, 1888, Mr, W. B, 
Wyman ‘‘ prepared a list, giving the names of the birds 
which inhabit” Prospect Park. The list is without any an- 
notations whatever, and mentions eighty-one species, twen- 
ty-one more than the number givell ov Mr, George Hughes 
Coues, in his ‘List of Birds Observed in the Naval Hospital 
Grounds, in Brooklyn City,” (Bull. Nutt. Orn, Club, Vol. 
1V., p. 31.) 

On glancing af the list Lwas surprised to see Lylocichla 
ustulate (russet-backed or Oregon thrush) ennulerated 
among the 7idide. In 1874 (North American Birds, Vol. 
I., p. 16) Dr, Brewer gave the habitat of this species as 
the ‘‘Pacitic Provinces of the United States” and southward. 
And, continuing, says. ‘‘So far as we are aware, this thrush 
bas a yery limited distribution, being mainly restricted to 
the Pacific coast region, from California to Alaska, in the 
breeding season, though migrating southward in winter to 
Guatemala.’ And since then further observations haye not 
greatly extended this habitat. To find this west coast form 
here in the east would be very interesting, and if Mr. Wy- 
man really has an authentic record of its occurrence in 
Prospect Park, ornithologists would be extremely obliged to 
him if he will publish the data relating to it, at least some- 
thing more than the mere mention of its name. 

Perusing the list further, I was nota little astonished at 
finding the nameé Lophophanes «atrocristatus (black-tufted or 
Texas titmouse). Hitherto this species has nol been record- 
ed from anywhere in this region, its habitat being the ‘‘Val- 
ley of the Rio Grande, south into Mexico, San Antonio, 
Texas, Vera Cruz.” (North American Birds, Vol, 1., p. 90). 
lL can only say here, as 1 said above, if the recurd can be au- 
thenticated, our eastern ayifauna will haye received an im- 
portant addition, But as our common chickadee (Prrus rt- 
rcapilins) is not given, I presume that the latter bird ig re- 
ferred to. 

Tn the next species Mr. Wyman has doubtless confused 
the English name of a western variety with that of its east- 
ern representative, “‘white-beilied nuthatch” (Site earolinen- 
sis Gmel.), reading for ‘‘slender-billed nuthatch” (S. rdralinen- 
sis aculeate [Cass.] Allen). Again, the name Certhia famili- 
aris mexicana (\) is atlixed to ‘brown creeper,” but 1 cannot 
imagine how this southwestern variety could in this locality 
be confounded with our own, @. fianilianis rufa, (Barty.) 
Ridgway. 
Among the remaining names of interest are Mimus poly- 

glitus, Cardinalis virginianus, Alucoflimmeus americani, and 
Layus leteoplerus, One specimen of the mocking bird 
was observed m the Hospital Grounds, but was not se- 
eured; so other authentic records for the vicinity of 
Brooklyn will not come amiss. Although the cardinal red- 
bird is rather an abundant resident in Central Park, it is not 
piyen in Mr. Coues’s list, and consequently the occurrence on 
Long Island is worthy of note. The barn owl is every where 
rare in this region, and (as Steps azv [Linn.] Bp. isnot men- 
tioned) I !cav the so-called ‘4. jlimimeus americana” is naught 
but our little screech owl. The white-winged gull is a boreal 
bird, whose distribution, as given by Dr, Cones, is “Arctic 
America; §. coastwise in winter to the Middle States” (“Key 
to Nevth American Birds,” p. 311). Of course a record here 
would be u good note, and | can only regret that a few lines 
were nol added, explaining the cause for the appearance of 
this name in the list. 
Had annotations of these Prospect Park birds been given 

in full, the list could, no doubt, have been classed asa 
faunal paper of much interest and value. But (although Mr, 
Wyman is ‘‘certain as 10 their identity”) as it remains, I fear 
some crrors have crept in, and not until full data are given 
can the list be deemed of any importance, 

Lous A. ZEREGA. 
WNrew Youk Cry. 

[We may state what we have, since publishing the notes on 
the *‘Birds of Prospect Park,” received contributions throw- 
ing doubt on the knowledge of their author, and a glance at 
the list confirms, as Mr. Zereya observes, these doubts. Itis 
perhaps proper to say that the list was published during the 
absence of the natural history editor of this journal, | 

HOW TO PREPARE BIRD SKINS. 

JOR the benetit of several inquirers we reprint the follow- 
ing directions from our issue of Dee. 1, 1881: 

A Texas correspondent writes: *‘Can you direct, me how 
to remoye and preserve the skins of birds so that they may 
be mounted by a taxidermist?’ We can certainly give 
directions which will enable our correspondent. if he has 
putience and perseverance, to make skins which a taxidermist 
can mount, but we venture to-say that lis first essays at ski 
making will not be satisfactory. To unpracticed fingers a 
bird skin is a very delicate thing to handle, but use willsoon 
give the requisite dexterity. Our method of making skine is 
as follows: 

Fill the bird’s throat with cotton, and plug nostrils and 
any large shot holes with the same. Place the specimen on 
its back on adable with the tail toward you. Break both 
wings close to the hody, Separate feathers along the median 
line of lower breast and belly, and make an incision from 
the posterior extremity of the sternum to a little beyond the 
yeut, taking care not to cut throuwh the walls of the nbdo- 
men, Push the skin aside and vaise it on one side until the! J 

knee joint is visibic, using the handle of your knife and you 
fingers, and avoid cutting as much as possible, Do the Sane 
on the othersidé Cut off the legs at the knee, skin dowu 
carefully as near to the tail as possible, and then divide 
the vertebra, taking great care not to cuf through the 
skin. Stand the bird on the point of its breast, and 
push the skin down eyenly, and usino the knife litle 
or not at all. Cunt off wings af break, and continue to ~ 
work the skin down nntil it has passed over the head, wnd 
is thus turned inside ont. Pullout the delicate car mem- 
brane with the finger nails and cut that behind the eye. 
taking Gare not to injure the eyelid. Remove the eyes, tik- 
tiny care not to puncture them; and having eut, off the lead, 
cul dway the tongue and all the flesh from the skull, Break 
away the hase of skull and remove rain, Cut away the 
broken end of the humerus, and the flesh lying between the 
radius and ulna, leosening with the thumb nail the quill 
feathers from {he latter. Skin legs down to tibio-tarsal 
joint, andremoye the flesh. Powder the inside of the skin 
everywhere with white arseni¢. Use plenty. Pluce « pellet 
ot cotton large enougi) to fill it in each orbit, and with large 
birds wrap « little cotton around the legs. Turn the skin 
right side ont again, and draw out legs and wings into their 
proper position. Giye the skin a few shakings, and the 
feathers will fall into their proper places. Take a lone wad 
of cotton about as thick as the bird’s neck and carefully in- 
troduce it into the neck, making sure that il passes into the 
brain cavity. See thatthe neck is short and thick rather 
than long and slender. Tutroduce another little bit of cattou 
into the throat from below, to give that the requisite fnil- 
ness, Fill the body with cotton until if is ahout the size of 
the bird in life. Do not get it too larve. Close the openine 
in the belly by two or three stitehes, or by a pin or two. 
Open the eyelids and pull the skin sbout the head up or 
down, as may be necessary to give the head and neck a nat- 
ural appearance. 
To tix the wings in position is the most difficult part of the 

whole process. They must be placed close fo the sides of 
the body. as the bird holds them when alive, and to get therm 
in just the right position will take considerabie practice, The 
wing must be pulled upward and backward, that is, lowird! 
the head and back of the bird, and the scipnlar fest ~ 4 
brought forward over it. It should When be bent and plum © 
close to the side, the feathers Of the bieast covering Us 
border. Tf its position is right there will be fo Seathels 
standing on end near it; if wrong, the feathers will point 
half a dozen ways. It must he made right, or as nearly so 
as possible; for as it is left so it will dry, and then, after tie 
other wing has been arranged, and any stray feathers that are 
out of place have leen lifted into their proper position, the 
specimen should be placed on its back in # half eylinder of 
paper, pasteboard or tin, in such a way that its hack will he 
properly rounded, ind lett to dry. Before leaving it, how- 
ever, the feet shonld he crossed and tied together, the Will 
prevented from opening hy a pin ors thread ran through one 
nostril and the throatand tied, A libel giving age, sex, lo 
eality, date of capture, collector's name, and any other items 
of interest, should be tied to the feet. Some collectors place 
the birds to dry in paper cones, others put a wide haud of 
paper about the shoulders, and others still nierely support the 
shoulders and wings by wad2 of cotton, A little attention 
paid to the skin while drying will pay for the trouble atiand- 
ing it. 

IMpoRtTATION OF GAMn DBinps.—Boston, Nov. 11.—Mr 
Leonard, of Boston, lias this week sent an order to Eartanct 
for fifty brace of English pheasants, and an orler to the 
West for 500 live quail, Mr, Leonard some few years ago 
let Jeose five brace of English plieasants but he never heard 
of them afterward; about u year avo he came across a venth> 
man Who had shot the last one. But this lol he will try on u 
different plan, ZTdoubt if there is u sportsman or gaine 
society in New Englund that his done as much as he lye 
toward increasing the game of the State of Massachnsetts. 4 
have known him to start in his teain and bring out rye 
bushels of mixed gre, and distribule i for the birds; aarl 
build brash houses for the quail for shelter so that they would 
not get caught under the snow. li was ti amusing sight 
one day list winter in Wis house to seé a dozen or more live 
quail walking around, fed his dogs!ying among them, neither 
the dogs or the quail paying any sttenton to each other,— J, 

Wirar as Crvenizatiox?7— The town of Vinten is in- 
fested with rats, They live in ‘uildings, tinder the ede 
walks and everywhere A henevolentlyanelined mink Weing 
apprised of the fact came hotdliy into town and commenced 
ridding us of the rodents) Te had tt entered wpon his 
work when aman saw him and called gs tot of does anda 
big crowd, With yells and curses, while the poor little 
animal sent up the most piteous cries to heaven for help, 
they worried and crushed its life out and threw ils carcass 
info the gutter. They then went home teeling apparently 
that they had had rare sport in the acecomplishnient of a 
good work, In that crowd of men und dogs there was no 
protest and not one word of sympathy for the paor little 
luckless friend of the town, Wht is civilizatiou2?—IK. (Vin- 
ton, La). por. 

Lancs Burn SxAne.—Vinlon, Lowa,—Dr, Meredith, 
while ou a visit to 4 patient a mile anda hall northwest uf 
town a few weeks ago, say ahead of hit im the road a dog 
runing around some pbject aud barking violently. As he 
drew new, the dog left aud went on after a tenm in the die- 
tance. What was his horror to see before him in the middle 
of the road a serpent as laree around as thesleeve of his over: 
cout, coiled up, with its head wilh flashing eyes and tongue 
protruding, moying around snd around at the top of thecoil, 
As it did not leave, and he was without arms, he tried torun 
his horses Over it, Bui the horses becume frightened, and 
sprang lo one side, while the snake sprang for the horses 
with a blowing and Hissing sonnd that could have heen heard 
atagsrest distince —K, 

A Swark's Nusv.—Vinton, lowa.—Mr. Goodwin, while 
digging potutoesa few weeks ago just outof town, ploughed 
oul @ nest full of eges. 'Phey were about the size of a guinen 
hen’s egg, with a tough, leathery skin for a covering. Each 
one contained a snake nine inches in lenvth, supposed to be 
of the bull snake variety.—K. 

A Buack Squrrru..—Loukport, N. ¥., Noy. 1/,—My», 
Henry Weber, an expert taxidermist of this town, bought 
the other day in market a squirrel which Was entirely black 
with the exception of a part of its tail, which was red,— 

. . . 

- 
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Gime Bag and Gun. 
————— 

GAME RESORTS.—We are always glad to recewe for pub- 
lication such notes of desirable game resoyts as may be of help 
to the readers of FOREST AND STREAM. TWull not our corre- 
spondents favor vs with such udwvice? 

Vo jusure prompt atlention, communications should be ad- 
dressed tu the Forest and Stream Publishing Co,, anid not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to dela. 

OPEN SEASONS. 
The divest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 16, has 

been published in convement pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 

address, postpaid.on receipt of 10 cents, 

HOW HE SHOT THEM. 

TOOK my gun aud started for the woods. Wheu I got 
there [heard a dos barking, and going up to him I 

found he had @ squirrel up in the tree: T shot it and then 
wenton, As] was climbing over a wall up went 4 part- 
ridge. [ shot, Init I saw the partridge fly a long way and I 
had not hil it. T went on a little further when I heard the 
dog yelp, and a partridge flew past me. I fired, but scored 
upother miss, for 1 never touched it. I began to think T 
could not shoot flying, Going along I heard the gust, qiit, 
guét of another pariridge and up she went, and taking great 
care I fired and saw the feathers leave the bird. As 1 was 
a up the bird T heard the dog barking, and found he 
ad another pray squirrel, which I shol. Cuming out to a 
farm house [ saw 4 hoy; the dog went up to him. The boy 
said itwas his dop, 1 told him | got the squirrels with him; 
he said that Zip was a shimner for squirrels. J showed him 
my game, when he said lie had got some game !hat morning: 
in his snares. and going into bis woodshed brought out two 
partridges and a rabbit. He wanted to sell them tome, 1 
told him he would tell of it if he did, und the folks would 
aay I bought my game, *‘No,” said he, “honor bright;’ 
he would never tell, and would sell the partridges and rabbit 
for fifty cents. 1 paid lor them, and with my good string of 
game shurted down the road home, 

On passing up through the town, ny bunch of game 
created a little interest. * By gracious, hain’t the old fellow 
got a xood bunch of um,” said one. ‘‘Ah, le is a splendid 
shot,” said another. Passing a coruer where stood some 
live or six men, they stopped me to look at the game and 
ask questions, *‘Why, by jingoes, W., where did you get 
them?’ “QO,” [ said, “just over the hill. T then turned 
and asked Mr. N_ how his little girl was, he said she was 
very feeble, had been sick so lone. I slid my hand down 
and with my thumb and finzer broke the wing of one of the 
snared partridges slyly, so it would hane down and look as 
if it had been shot, IT then handed it to him, and told him 
it was for his little girl. “‘Bless you, W., you lave a heart 
as ligas an ox.’ | told him he would not find many shotin 
it, for 1 was careful not to shoot my game to pieces. As I 
started on I heard them say I was a splendid shot, didn’t 
believe any of the young felicrs could hold a candle to me on 
the shoot: *‘Why, just look » there, if IT should travel the 
woods a week I shouldn't see so much vame,” said one. “O, 
he just knows; [ye seen him have lots of game, in years gone 
ny.” 
{ went home and the girls were soon picking the partridges, 

and the boys helping me skin the rabbit and squirrels. In 
the afternoon it was noised about town that old man W. had 
heen out only an hour, and shot the finest Wunch of same 
seen in town in a long time, snd our weekly paper bad an 
item about it, x i, W. 
Putnam, Conn, 

STILL-HUNTING. 

O be a successful still-honter aman should be an adept 
with a rifle, Tam not such au adept, consequently am 

hola yery successful deer stalker, But there isa peculiar 
fascination in the sport whether the hunt is snecessful or not. 
When you are alone in the woods the denizens of the forest 
venture to furm a close acquaintance with -you, sometimes 
out of sheer curiosity, at oiler times through ignorance of the 
risk they rum from approaching so near to their enemy, 
man. Ihave sat quietly al the root of a tree, and bad a 
squi'rel come down the trunk, spring onto my shoulder and 
thea on to the ground, scurry off to another tree, and after 
ensconcing himself at a safe height, sit and bark at me for 
a half hour, And I wasamused for almosi an hour by the 
aunties Of a gray squirrel and a redheaded woodpicker, The 
bird had put away a supply of acorns in the dead top of an 
oak tree, and was industriously engaged in drilling another 
receptacle in an adjacent tree, when the squirrel attempted 
to fiscend the oak, Redhead was watchine him, however, 
and before he had giined the first limb flew at him with 
shrill cries. Bunny stood Lis ground manfully for a minute 
or two, but he was no match for the wings and horny bill of 
the bird, and finally was obliged to retreat to the ground. 
Redhead went back to his work again, and the bunny tool 
a position On 4 log where lic sui and scolded; and dared the 
bird to come down there and try that game. The wood- 
pecker hammered away on bis hollow limb, every now and 
then edging around he would take a look at the squirrel and 
hurl defiance at him in woodpecker language, that it wus 
cuay for the observer to interpret, Pretty soon the squirrel 
ventured up the tree igain, keepimg on the opposite side of 
the trunk; he pained the limb where the covered treasure 
was hidden, but as soon ashe made his appeurance on the 
limb the plucky litle bird was on him. and droye him 
around ind around the limb, making the air resound with 
his discordant cries, which soon hronght another wood- 
pecker to thie rescne; and between them they made it hot for 
the robber, J¢ managed finally (o fleh an acorn from one 
of the holes, with which he seampered off pursued by both 
birds for some distance: then they returned fo inspect their 
hoard, They tried hole after hole, aud utter each examina- 
tion they would sound a joyful note of congratulation, until 
Ubey came fo the hole from which the squirrel had filched 
the scorn. Then with erics of rage they sought him out, 
and there was the sound of a conflict, I could hear plainly 
the tnaledictions of the woodpeckers and the squirrel erying 
ruse quit, And then my attention was drawn fo something 
e se. 
While absorbed with this by-play [ had almost foryotien 

what Twas there for, and two deer had almost walked by 
without 4 shot. The hindmost one turned her head and saw 
me just as 1 covered the shoulder of the foremost. “Old 
‘sweet lips” spoke, und u doe yielded up her life. Springing 
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to my feet I gave the other ont a shot as she topped a mound 
about sixty yards away. She walked into a thicket on the 
mound, I reloaded and started after her, expecting to find 
her within eighty yards. An examination showed a few 
drops of blood on the leaves of bushes, but the ground hay- 
ing been burnt over by u forest fire a short fime previously, 
showed nosign. A shout brought Hank to me, and we 
proceeded to hang the dead deer out of reach of wild hogs, 
and then mide an unsuccessful search for the wounded doe, 
Although I knew she was lying not far off, we were obliged 
to desist from the search to get our vevisen to camp, ne 
little job, as it was near four miles, and a deeris not the 
éasiest thing in this world to carry, A day or two after- 
ward some hog hitnters found my deer not over 140: yards 
from where I shot her, 

Ah, those were haleyon (lays; | saf im one place and 
counted fifty-seven deer pass in sight of me, und probably 
half of these within casy rifle shot, bur not quite close 
enough for my shotgun; and on my way to camp thal night 
T came cross a hunter who had just killed three out of one 
herd of seyeu, Shooting: witha Sharps breech-loader, he 
showed me where he stood and where he killed the first one. 
That was 4 standing shot about seventy-five yards, the others 
were running. It was quick work to load « gun twice and 
kill two running deer before they could get ont of sight in 
heavy timber, but some of those old deer hunters handle 
even i. clumsy army gun yery quickly, and J fear as they 
get to using the improved sporting rifles, that the time is nol 
far distant when to kill 2 deer in the States will be a rare 
thing: Boek Simor. 
VERGENNES, [linois, 

DUCKS ON THE SUSQUEHANNA. 
JUDGE GILDERSLEEYVE, of New York, wus stretched 

ont ina siuk boat on the Susquehanna flats last Friday. 
Byery time he bobbed wp in a sifting posture and raised his 
gunaduek fell. Sometimes one shot would bring down 
several, The judge isa leading member of the American 
Rifle Team. He is fond of duck shooting, and always comes 
to Maryland in November to take part in the first day’s sport 
on the Susquehanna. 

The opening day was not so disastrous to the ducks as it 
was last year. About 5,000 were killed then. This season 
the aggregate was somewhere between 2,000 and 3,000. Al- 
though the birds were plentiful, the weather was too cold 
and clear and windy for fine sport. A clouded sky and a 
ood breeze, not inclined to be fitful and boisterous, are 
needed to cnjoy duck shooting at its hest. 

Gunners were getting off at Hayre de Grace all day Thurs- 
day. There was hardly a train from Baltimore, New York, 
Philadelphia and Washington that did not have a sportsman 
aboard. Most of them were diessed in corduroys, knit 
jackets, caps and boots. Some of the outfits were so stylish 
that it would probably never occur to the awed and admiring 
spectator that the owner of all this sporting splendor would 
most likely bang away from morning till mght without hit- 
ting a duck. And it’s a mighty poor shot who can’t exhibit 
at least a pairor ducks. In the evening a crowd gathered 
round a bright fire in the sitting-room at genial Frank Boyd's 
hotel and listened to each other’s experiences in past seasons, 
The reason they did not assemblein the barroom was because 
the sale of liquoris probibitedin Harford county. But when 
the gunners put their hands in their jacket pockets the recol- 
lection of this law made them smile. Frequent smiling led 
to hearty conviviality, Each new comer was cheerily wel- 
comed and then questioned on the probability of the weather 
for the morrow. There was a wide diversity of opinion, 
Three or four thought the wind would stop* blowing, and 
that a calm would set in; but the majority said it would be 
squally. The younger sportsmen evidently preferred a calm 
fo a stiff blow, and their comfort was not increased when an 
old Wavre de Grace gunner said he remembered i “frisky 
nor wester Of nine or ten years ago winch capsized several 
boats and played the devil generally.” The old fellow spoke 
again, justas he was leaving. He said: “Ducks was ducks 
in them days, gentlemen, They was never scarce then, but 
since these fancy sports have been a comin’ here the birds has 
got skeared.” He slammed the doov as he went out, A 
young man from Philadelphia said to a companion: *‘I did 
Ao, know my flask was empty when ] handed it to that old 
ellow.” 
At 9 o'clock Col. Boyd informed tresh arrivals that all his 

rooms were taken, but that accommodations could be had at 
a few of the private residences. Only the tyros went to 
bed. The others got aboard their scows and stayed up all 
night playing poker, 
No boat is allowed to cross the line of the flats before 3 

o'clock in the morning. The object of this is to prevent the 
birds from being disturbed while feeding. ‘The penalty for 
a violation of this provision of the law is $25. Higliteen 
boats violated it Friday. They did it deliberately, paying 
the fine, so.as to get a sood berth and be in readiness at the 
break of day. After crossing the Iie they selected positions 
and marked them with lights attached to poles. This done, 
they waited until 4 o’clock, und then put oat their sink- 
boats. and decoys. At the first approach of daylizht the 
shooling bevun, and never ceased until dark. 

As a general thing, the boatsare owned by Havre de Grave 
gunners. These gunners formerly made a living by icilling 
ducks for the city murkets, but so many sportsmen have 
flocked to Hayre de Guvace in recent years that professional 
shooting is rapidly becomine a thing of the past, hecause 
more money cain be mede by hiring the boats to the amateurs. 
A scow, with sink-hout, decoys, battean and! crew will feich 
from $50 to $100 a day, The scows are rigged with sails 
and fitted up with cabin and sleepin and cooling upart- 
ments. The batteaux are used to bring in the drifting game, 
When a party hires a scow they divide the expense and take 
turns in the sink-boat. The seow is anchored a quarter of a 
mile to windward, From three to five hundred decoys ac- 
company a sink. 

The sneak boats are cheaper. ‘They are ordinary hbat- 
teanx, painted white, and curisined from bow to midship 
with canvas about a foot and a half high. The decoys for 
asneak-boat are far enough off to keep the ducks from no- 
ticing the boat. When the birds alight among the decoys 
tle sneak is seulled forward until very close fo the decays. 
Then the gunner rises above the canvas curtain and blazes 
into them. in sneak-boats as well as in sink-boxce the gun- 
ner has two double-barreled puns. Some of the sink-Doxes 
are double. 

Besides the hired craft a number of sloops and yachts 
were ou the Hats. They aré owned by New Yorkers and 
Philadelphians. The queen of the squadron was the Sus- 
gachunna. She belongs to Mr, Richard R. Haines, of New 
York, and cost $6,000, His cabin is finished entirely in! 

mahogany. Standing beds, a bathroom snd other accom- 
modations are includel in her list of comforts. Mr. John 
Watmough, of Philudelphia, was out in the Carric, a trim 
little yacht. Her namesake, owned by the same gentleman, 
blew up in the Baltimore harbor two or three years azo and 
killed four men, Judge Gildersleeve and a party of friends 
made the yacht Widgeon their headquarters. Myr, Louis 
Gilliams, of Philadelphia, was on the Twilight; Mr. Charles 
Osmond, of New York, on the Reckless; Messrs, Hancock 
and Roberts, of Philadelphia, on the Jno. L. Willams, and 
Mr. Joseph Stickney, of Philadelphia,-on the steam yacht 
Mignon. The Mignon was the largest yacht on the fats, 
The Susquehanna, Carrie and Twilieht were built by Mr. R. 
A. Magowan, of Hayre de Grace, 1t was the first time the 
Susquehanna and Carrie had been out. 

The yachts stay ali Havre de Grace and are manned by a 
crew kepf in regular wages the year round, 
Though professional shooting is not so large a business se 

it was, there is one old gunner who still holds his own, Wm, 
Dobson is his name, He has the reputation of being the 
best duck shot in the United States. He was born and raised 
in Havre de Grace, and is said to have berun gunning when 
he was so young that he had to carry something along to snp- 
port his gun while taking aim, He has lived on the water 
for forty odd years, gunning in season and spending the rest 
of the time making decoys. He knows the habits of ducks, 
can imitate their whistles, and can always bunch them by 
motions of his arms or feet peculiar to himself. Not ouly 
townfolk, but also strangers say that he is a phenomenal 
shot, His largest day’s work was between four and five 
himdred ducks. His partner is John Leithiser, who is wlso 
a good shot. Mr. Mauldin, of Port Deposit, was with them 
the first day. Dobson and his partner gun entirely for 
market. They either ship direct, or else sell to Mr. J, T 
Friese or Mr. J.T. Moore, the Hayre de Grace dealers. New 
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington and Boston 
markets are supplied daily. Shipments are sometimes made 
to Hurope. The first day’s prices af Havre de Grace to 
dealers or anybody else were as follows: Canvas-backs, $1, fl) 
a pair; redheads, $1 to $1.25; blackheads, 40 to 50 cents, 
Canyas-backs were rather scarce. All the ducks are fat. 
The gunning days until January 1 are Mondays, Wedues- 
days and Fridays. Afterward Saturday is included.— 
Baltimore Sun, Nov, 9. 
HAVRE DE GRACE, Md., Nov. &. 

Newly every night train arriving at the Broad street sta- 
tion from the Susquehanna region, says the Philadelphia 
Times, Nov. 11, brings its quota of sportsmen laden with 
luscious game. Ttis the height of the ducking season, and 
prominent members of all the leading clubs, as well as many 
gathers, have been away with their guns and dogs engaging 
in the sport. The weather has not been favorable, as Tew 
ducks are accessible while ii isso mild and placid, but never 
theless there huve been some instances of rare good luck, 

Maxwell's Point, which is ane of the best duck-shooting 
grounds in the country, is part of a tract of ten thousand 
acres which was formerly the country seat of Gen. Cadwal 
ader, of Philadelphia, It was superbly fitted wp, involving: 
an expenditure of between $200,000 and $300,000. Every 
thing is now somewhat dismantled; the conservatories are 
almost wrecks, but parts of the magnificent old house are 
habitable and very comfortable. The shooting ground, 
which is about three miles from (he bay, was for a time 
rented to a club, but now itis used by three Philadelphia 
gentlemen*fond of the sport—Mr. Hartman Kuhn, Mr. 
Thomas MeKean and Mr. John Brown, son of Alexander 
Brown, the banker, who control the privileges. Mr. Kulu 
is a keen sportsmen, a splendid shot, and possessed of vreat 
endurance. These gentlemen, with their friend, Mr. George 
D. Krumbhaar, one of the most successful duck shooters in 
Pennsylyania, have been there during the past week iind- 
been fortunate in having some fine bar shooting. ‘They have 
mosily shof from « blind; covered with reeds, and with 
retriever dogs of excellent training, who go out after the 
wounded ducks only, with great intelligence passing the 
dead ones by. 

Opposite this place is Grace's Quarter, owned by Mx. Wil- 
mot Johnson, who. with Mrs, Johnson, entertains erect 
numbers of ladies and gentlemen from Philadelphia, New 
York and Baltimore. In the same Gunpowder resion, a lit- 
tle beyond, is a ducking shore, controlled by three other 
Philadelphians, Mr, Henry Lewis, Mr. E. W. Clark and Mh. 
E. C. Knight, anda little below u famous place known as 
‘‘Benfies,” near the juncture of the Gunpowder and Salt 
peter rivers. Down the river is Carroll's Island, and further 
up is Marshy Point, helonging to Mr. George Brown, the 
banker, of Baltimore, and his. brother-in-law, Mr. Graham. 
On the Susquehanna some excellent shooting has been done 
by Mr. H. G. Watmough, Mr. Howell Bickley and Mr. D. 
C. Wharton Smith. 

This Susquehanna shooting, especially that on ihe flats, is 
very different to the Gunpowder region, where they usually 
shoot from shore, Everything is regulated by law, and 
there are regular ‘duck police.” Eyery sloop or boat has to 
pay a license of $20, and shooting is only allowed three days 
in the week—Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. All is 
astir on the sloops or scows about three o’clock in the morn. 
ing, and if there is no wind they tow or pole the vessel into 
the shallow ground, each trying to get a good position and 
as far away trom eyery other vessel as possible. The sink- 
boxes ure then put ont long distances from the vessel and 
hidden as much as possible in the wild celery, upon which 
the ducks come ta feed and which gives the canvas-backs 
their delicious flavor. Sometimes as many as three or four 
hundred decoys are placed about a single sink-box. There 
are some boxes which hold two sportsmen, but usuilly they 
only hold one, each of the party taking tum foy an hour, 
Cases have happened already this season Where parties have 
fitted up vessels, provided themselyes with provisions, guns, 
ammunition, etc,, paid the necessary license, laicl out hun 
dreds of decoys, poled and towed their vessel all around, 
laid ont for hours wet and cold in the dawning day, and 
then when a few ducks came down they banged away, 
missed them, and went home with frightful colds, and kept 
them from business for a week, and made doctor's bill and 
bottles of medicine a necessary wind-up to the performance 
Ducks haye been scaree this season, and mich of the spoil 
brought home by amateur sportsmen has een secured for a 
consitleration from the professional duckers ‘‘to the manner 
born,” who make that their business, It Las grown to be an 
adage that with most amateurs ‘ib requires the vreenbaclk to 
bring the canyas-back.” The three great profussioual dead 
shots of the Susquehanna region are Bill Dobson, Perry 
Barnes and James McCullough, of Port Deposit, 

A party of Philadelphians, among them Hamilton Disston 
and ex-Sheriff Wright, baye been ou the Northeast River 
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during the past week in the yacht Mischief, at their club 
house, near Charlestown, Md., famous as haying been 
thought of as the capital of the United States before Wash- 
ington was selected. They did not have much Juck, Mr. 
Joseph L. McDaniel has invited several parties during the 
week to his father's place, “Shady Beach,” on the North- 
east River. His friends, Dr, Hendry, Mr. Robert J. Paryin 
and Mr. John C. Savery, haye been out with him on ) num- 
ber of occasions and did good execution. Mr. Meredith 
Bailey, sur, Harry Ellison and Mr. John Ellison, with sey- 
rel friends, who have fitted up a sow in a very complete 
manner, haye been away the most of the week and started 
again yesterday. Among other Philadelphians who have 
been atter ducks during “the past week, meeting with more 
or less success, have been Al Helmbold, Dr. D. Karsner, ET 
Gemriz, Louis T: Brooke, William Wood, of Coushohocken; 
Tiobert Thudium, Joseph Wright and J. F. Betz, the brewer, 
Sport and shooting of every description is now at its height, 
and a party of gentlemen started last night for an extensive 
punt in the wilds of Svuutlwestern Missouri after deer, tur- 
keys and prarie chickens. It includes Col. Burzillia R idg- 
way, of Philadelphia; John Taylor, of Trenton, with his two 
sous, and Mr. Roebling, one of the builders of the Brooklyn 
oridve. They expect to be pone two weeks. 

MICHIGAN GAME. 

“eg quail shooting about Detroit this season is glorious. 
Nice bags are made daily close to our city. In fact, 

wert il, legal “to shoot inside the city limits many a Bob 
White would have there met. his fate, for numbers of stray 
birds have been seen in dcor yards, while several bevies are 
now right in the heart of Detroit. Isaw a dozen quail yes- 
terday in a lumber yard uot half a mile from the city hall. 
Last Monday Messrs. fva Paine and William McSweeny 
bagged a couple of dozen a few miles out on the Gratiot 
road. T hey pnt up five bevies inside three hours, but were 
rather unfortunate, as the birds mostly took to the woods, 
The quail ure well grown, and stem to be stronger than I 
have ever seen them before. 
A pleasant trip can be had by taking the cars to Highland 

Station (forty miles from Detroit), where ruffed grouse, 
quailand black squirrels abound. One can leave Detroit 
early in the morning, and return ab night with a capital bag, 
Oue gun killed thirty black squirrels there the other day, be- 
sides a few quail. 

Northern Michigan is overrun with deer hunters—more so 
than eyer before. Why, near Jeromeyille, in a space not 
five miles square, there area dozen camps containing sixty 
hunters. Think of it, sixty slill-bunters! And the poor 
chaps are having « grim time of it; for cach one of the sixty 
while hunting continually fears that some one of the other 
fifty-nine may by mistake shoot him for # deer, Sometimes, 
where cattle abound, deer ave hunted by men on horseback, 
who now und then ring a cow-he ‘Hl to delude the game. How 
would it do to send five dozen cow-bells up to that unhappy 
sixty? They might serve a double purpose and save some 
lives, as well as delude the deer, if each hunter tied one 
around his neck and kept it ringing, But the deer—sur- 
rounded by sixty cow-bells! Al! whither could they fly? 
Perbaps the fear of being shot makes “shining” so Fashion- 

able in the region refer red to. It is said some Pennsyly ania 
market hunters (you know it’s illegal to ship venison out of 
our State) have shot by means of headlights at might, and 
shipped away from the vicinity of Jeromeville nearly one 
hundred deer this season. The carcasses were cut up and 
packed in barrels. Will not some reader of ForBst anp 
SiibAM in that section look into this report and at least 
notify the transportation company what they are carrying? 

Anent deer matters, 2 party consisting of Judge Speed, EF. 
A. Baker, Ira Paine and &. H. Gillman of Detroit, Col, Mar- 
rison of Lock Hay. en, Pa,, and M. 8. Colbura of Manchester, 
Vt. left Detroit last Wednesday night for ‘Camp De Kurtz,” 
sume forty or fifty miles back in the woods from Alpena. 
wo of the usual party covld not go this year on account of 
home affairs. But there was another in last year’s camp, 
whose presence now will be sadly missed. Dear, lovable, 
Unele Joe. Tt was his first experience of cainp life in the 
woouls, 
found him! How we loved him!’ A few weeks after camp 
was broken the telegram came from Cleveland that death had 
claimed onr dear friend, Never was there such a genial, 
fatherly camp companion! And how he enjoyed those few 
weeks among the pines! 
Puck shooting is atits height. More camvas-backs and 

mallards have been killed on the Monroe preserves than for 
years, Several shooters have 
day lor several weeks. 
are 

pleasure, 
killed in lavge nombers. 
lards) last Monday on that preserve. 

The Mt. Clemens Fishing and Shooting Club of Mt. 
Clemens, Mich., has just been or eanized with twenty mem- 
bers. 
course, will be preserved, 
Devrorr, Mich., Nov. 10, 

On the Point Mouillie marsh, mallards are being 

Deura. 

Yo-duy is rainy, and too nasty to ‘take it im” outdoors, 

eace I will get anil I put them back into their yards. 
Bevan of them ina ten by ten room makes it smell aitoether 
too doggy; and the pups haven't jet finished their romp. 
Wow four of the older ones have “‘spooned” i in on the office 
lounge, and I guess we will be all right, 

Quail shooting i is 4 complete failure around here this fall. 
The birds seemed to winter well, but 1 think the wet spring 
ind summer must have played sad havoc with the nesting 
and young birds. At any rite, there are none to be found. 
T went out Noy. 1 to my old grounds, where I had left fifty 
or sixty seed birds last year, and did not find a bird. 1 shot 
three partridges and came home. 
place w 
in a cornfield, 
myself the balance of the day for doin it. 
all the stubbles, 
turned my attention to partridges; got up ten birds, and 
bagged seven of them. One was 4 very peculiar specimen; 
it was a cock bird aud weighed about a quarter of a pound 
more than the largest other one 1 had; the plumage was 
much lighter than usual, and strangest of all, the ruift was 
4 deep Chestnut color; I neyer have seen one ‘Tike it before. 

T noticed the same peculiarity about color and size in the 

ruiled grouse Ishot in Montaua this fall, and that Jobo 

What a generous, joyous, labor-sharing comrade we 

averaged over fifty ducks per 
It is to be hoped that such shooters 

market hunters, not gentlemen sportsmen shooting for 

‘Two guns killed 140 (mostly mal- 

The elub has secured some fine marshes, which, of 

I 
bave just hid my dogs out for a run; and as they come back 
wet through, | have ‘et them into ihe office for a nap before 
the fire; but Lac beginning to think thatit will be very little 

Next day started for a 
here | was sure [ would find birds, and got up three 

{ killed one of them, and was ashamed of 
After hunting 

aud being convinced ‘ib was of no use, I 

Davidson wrote about. John had a glorious time; 
ef enny man kin,” you know. 

Our snipe shooting has been a failure this year. On grounds 
where I usually get several hundred birds durimg the season, 
this year | rot “but sixty or seventy; and though the weather 
is yet mild and warin, they seem all to haye gone South, 
We had excellent September and October woodcock shoot | 
ing. I think it was largely due to the entire absence of sum- 
mer shootin, Our season dovs not open until Ausust 1, and 
in that month none were tu be found, owing fo the wet 
weather making « wider range ot feeding g grounds. Rufted 
grouse are quite plentiful, bays of fiften to twenty birds being | b 
quite frequent. 
The slaughter of deer still goes bravely on, I think there 

are more hunters from outside the State shooting in Michi- 
gan this season than ever bufore. I get letters every day full 
of compliints of violations; and I inclose the following, which 
friend Roney reecived and mailed to me. It thoroughly 
shows the disposition of individuals where violations of the 
Jaw are known to want some one else to do the hard work 
and make the complaint. These folks maxe metired, If 
people only had more “sand,” and would go for the miser- 
able secamps who pirate our game out of season, we would 
haye game for years to come; + but they Jack grit and are too 
lazy. Here is the letter: 

Sr. Ienace, Mich.. Sept. 18, 1883, 
H. B. Roney, Esq. 
Dear Sin—We desire ta ¢all your attention and your State Associa- 

tion to the utterly regardless attention Lo the game laws of the State 
andin particulur to the slaughter of deer, By market Hunters. Nou 
bys is paid by the abeve hunters in rezard to season or wanner 
of ing, 
A mun by the name of “An@rews™ of Mackinac City hasa party 

( am informed) of at present, of thirteen hunters whom Bre killin (at 
present) by shining on lake between Jeromville and Mavistique their 
Teun is out to camp every day. Another party of Fren¢hmen from 
Ay Train are in same line of business on same lake, In month of 
February {last Winter) Perry Bres had on band at camp once 250 deer 
priucipal part killed after the close of season. 
This man I am informed has been Trapping ‘Trout’ in season and 

out. In the Viemity of Seney_cue party has 160 Traps out tor bear 
aud deer. We have in the W. P. Splendid cover for deer and will haye 
for some years to come if the same can be protected, which I hope 
and Trust will receive tle Association's immediate attention 

Yours Respectfully 

{L wrote this man, that if their local sportsmen had not interest 
enough to organize a game protection club and prosecute violators of 
the vame laws, they could hardly expect the State Association to do 
itfor them, and that we had no money to hire a game warden.— 
Roney. | 

i agree with ‘‘Delta” that it would be a good thing to fur- 
nish these heathens with sound sportsmen’s papers, such as 
the Fornst anp Stream, of course, and I could pick out a 
goodly number of individuals who would afford abundant 
opportunity for missionary labor, Our State press is doing 
fair work in keeping before the eyesof the public the urgency 
of haying a means to enlorce the game laws, and sportsmen 
can find no better remedy at present for the neglect of the 
last Legislature than by furnishing articles to their local 
papers ‘that will keep the people posted of what is going on 
in the way of butchering game. 

The Saginaw Hunting Club's car, City of Saginaw, left 
for the Houghton Lake region this morning will a party of 
six Or seven for a week’s deer hunt. ‘This is its second trip 
since the return from the Yellowstone, MmrRSHON. 
East Saginaw. Novy. 9, 

DEER NOTES. 

{IRST a story from Texas: Mr. John Warren is the oldest 
/ settler in Hockley, and is probably one of the most 
successful deer hunters in the State. A few days ago le 
met with success unprecedented throughout all his hunting 
expericace, Through that strategic maneuvering known 
only to the experienced trapper, ‘Vir. Warren came within 
rific shob of an unsuspecting buck browsing upon the prairie, 
and fired upon him. About 150 yards further on was another 
deer feeding around as unconcerned as his companion. At 
the crack of the huntsman’s trusty rifle, both deer started off 
at full speed, ronning directly toward each other. In clos- 
ing the distance between them, and about midway, the two 
deer collided with terrible force, one of them springing 
about twenty fect into the air, and both falling to the ground 
dead—killed by the collision, On examining the bodies, 
Mr. Warren found that he had but slightly wounded the 
buck at which he had shot, and that the death of each had 
been caused by the force with which the animals had come 
together, 

Mr. N. EB. White of Sacramento, Cal., reporis in the Bee 
of that city that since, in the lower foothills, the market 
hunters huve become scarcé and the Indians bave disap- 
peared almost entirely, deer bave increased im numbers. 
When the Folsom Sportsmen's Club was oul for a two day’s 
encampinent near Latrobe last week, seyeral deer were seen 
by members of the party within a few hundred yards of the 
railroad, and one fine buck was kitted within five minutes’ 
walk of the railroad station where the party had their cump. 
The belief is that the deer do not simply “come down” and 
sojourn there durin the winter, but that they breed there 
and remain in the greasewootl and chaparal thickets the year 
round, There have been no fires of late years in that vicin- 
ity, hence the forests have become heavy and afford excellent 
protection for the deer. If the present foyorable conditions 
are maintained for afew years longer, it will be an easy 
matter for uu experienced deer hunter to get off a railroad 
(rain and bag his game before the rumble of the cars cease 
to ring in his eurs. We trust the farmers in these foothills 
will continue to protect the deer by killing only as many ss 
they can use for food, and restricting shooiingi in their woods 
to a respectable limit, 

Once upon a line a Michigan man who was hauled up 
for shooting deer ont of season got off on the plea that he 
had shot in self-defense; he was afraid the deer would bite 
him. That is a joke; but there is nothing funny about 2 
liand-to-hoof tussle with a wounded buck, as a Sullivan 
eons N. Y., deer driver found out to his cost the other 
day. C. 8, Starr ind ©, 8. Thornton, of Monticello, and 
D. §. Avery, of Wurtsboro, started for Black Lake, in the 
town of Betliel, on a deer hunt. They sceured the services 
ofa noted driver named Andrew Couch to assist them in 
their sport. The first day. out the hounds started one deer, 
but they each touk a circuitous route and the party failed in 
getting a shot, Tuesday afternoon Couch took the dogs into 
a piece of scrub oaks ata place called Big Hill, and in & 
short time their loud barking demonetrated the fact that 
game of some kind was started, Couch was on the alert, 
and presently saw a large buck coming toward him. Wish: 
ing to turn il, in order fo give the party who employed him 

a shot at it, he discharged one barrel of his gun in the direc- 

tion in which it was coming. The dcer, instead of turning 

around, came straight for Couch, when he took deliberate 
aim, discharged the second barrel of his gun, and the deer 

tet; ab thar elnb | Davidson wiole mDOuE | ennchd d plortonetnmen © onal er neraeeueene kin | dropped to the ground, as he supposed, dead. Running to 
it to cnt its throat, the animal sprang up and commenced a 
furious onslaught on Couch, He defended himself as best 
he could with his empty gun. He struck at it with all his 
might, and succeeded in breaking the stock of the shooting 
iron. The deer had bim under his feet a couple of times, 
but a well-directed blow on the head with the barrels of the 
un fractured the animal's skull, and he was secured, 

Couch, half dead through fright and his numerous bruises, 
succeeded in making the party he wis with heavy him. They 
dragged the carcass a mile to where their wagon was, and 
brought it safe to Smith Schoownnaker’s, The deer was 
large. one, and weighed 210 pounds. Uouch’s Clothes were 
torn into ‘shreds, his body bruised and cut, his gun broken, 
bnt he has the prond consciousness of having killed the big- 
gest buck in the town of Bethel for years. 

Compare Crouch’s spunk with the exploit of three Capay, 
Cal., gunners. The Woodland Deiavcerat reportit: ‘They 
were well provided with guns, ammunition and antidotes for 
snike bites, and expected to be gone several days. About 
twelve miles from Capay they fell in with a sheepherder and 
concluded to camp at his place all uight, They treated him 
to several doses of the snake bite medicine, and this so 
pieased him that he informed them that on driving his sheep 
into the corral that evening he had noticed among the heid « 
deer that walked on three legs, haying evidenly been 
wounded by some hunters, As the deer was safe for the 
night, the hunters went to bed, but rose abont daylight and 
surrounded the corral. There, sure etongh, was the deer, and 
after cight or ten shots had been tired by each of the mm- 
rods, the animal was at length hit and captured. WWighly 
elated over their success, they immediately packed the deer 
on their pack-horse and started for home. Upou. their ar 
tiyal their friends were surprised at them returning so soon 
and with such good results of their luol, and they hive 
tuereby acquired the reputation of bemg skillful hunters. 
The names of these gentlemen who performed the diffienlt 
feat of killing a deer atter it was corraled are Milsap, Durenn 
and Fisher, but we woulda’t haye it made mutt ic for the 
world, as they are all subseribers to the Democrat, and friends 
of ours.” 

Boston markets do not contain so much venison as they 
formerly did at this season of the year, before the present 
Maine system went into effect. 

ST. LOUIS SIFTINGS. 

X-LIBUT.-GOV. NORMAN J. COLMAN put on his 
ludia rubber boots Noy. 1, and started on a deer hunt 

in the woods west of Ilermann, Gasconade county, He was 
joined by the following gentlemen from Montgomery City, 
‘Mo.: Hon. J, Hf. Talbot, George Wright, Robert Woudruit, 
Capt. Wm. Heckman, Geo. Pegram, Henry Olark and Capt. 
Davis. The party will go twenty-five miles west of Mer 
Thunn, on the Gasconade, where the deer gre said to be 1 
reat numbers. 

Frank BYera postmaster of Hot Sulphur Springs, Middle 
Park, Col., has presented Mr, HW. W. Warfield, superintend- 
ent of the rhilway mail service at St. Louis, With a mag-~ 
nificent head and antlers ofan elk, The animal from which 
they were taken was killed by Mr, Byers, whoisa crack rifle 
shot. 

The Pair Association was the recipient Nov, 3, of a tame 
crow named “Grip,” the donation of Mr, James Harding, 
railroad commissioner of the State. Mr. Harding describes 
his sableness as being very playful, but of so mischievous a 
nature that his banishment from Mr. Harding’s houseboid 
became an imperative necessity. ‘The rules distinguishing 
meum et tuum were unknown to “Grip. 
November 3 Messrs. J. W. Pe ekinpion: W. L. Witkwire, 

Thomas Kirgin, Capt, James McCluskey, Richard McClure 
J. Fitzgibbons, J. Clark, Bd. Matthews and B. Mesker, the 
gentlemen who recently made up atishing and hunting patty 
to the month of Peach Orchard Creek on Black River, in 
Arkansas, held 4 mecting al the Victoma Happy Club par- 
lors, 4l the northeast corner of Seventh and Fine strects, to 
talk Over the proposition of purchasing 160 acres of land and 
building a club and boat house for future use. Three more 
miumbers will be permitted to join the organization, which 
is to be called the Jambo Club, and the camp, which is to 
be called Camp Jumbo, is ten miles Jrom Peach Orchard 
Oreek. Another meeting will be held Nevember 11 at the 
same place, to perfect the organization and subseribe the 
amount necessary toy the purchase. Of the 160 acres there 
are now forty acres under cultivation in cotton, canebrakes 
en as nearly all of the residue, The land can he hought 
for $800, after which it will be necessory to erect a boat 
house and # club house, or both combined, There is now a 
log cabin, an Arkansas traveller and his family and a yoke 
of oxen on the premises, all of which so in with the pur- 
chase 
A Sail attended meeting of the Dardenve Gun Club was 

held in parlor 17 of the Lindell November 6, at which no 
special business was trimgeacted beyond the election of one 
or two officers to fill vacancies, 

The reports vf St. Louis sporlsmen wlio visited the fayor- 
ite hunting resorts of Arkausas, Milinois and Missouri, inui- 
cale that all species of game in season were found in ‘abun- 
dance in those three Brates. Neatly all the teal duck have 
winged their way to their southem wintering haunts, but 
the mallards are so plentiful that the man who! goes gunning 
then) must indeed he a poor sportsman if he returus empty - 
handed. 

The menager of 4 sportsmen’s depot in this city, when 
asked whether many hunting parties were organizing, sii : 
“Yes; there are more Wuuters in the field (his fll than 
there have been for many years; and strange to say they are 
all meeting with remar kuble success. “T° here are about fif- 
teen gun Giubs j in this cily, containing an average member 

ship of lwenty persons. Ji is not pulling it too strong tu 

say that Unrve-fourths of the able-bodied members of eaca of 
these are now putting in much of their leisure time in kill- 
ing ducks. When wet take into consideration the dumber of 
men wiio make it A business to shiughter game every fall for 
amusement it is indeed a wonder that ducks, quail, ete., ap- 
pear to De almost as plentiful as eyer. Every year the mat 
kets are overstocked with rabbits and ducks, the supply be- 
ing se large that this species of game almost beconies a drug 
on the market, During the present week several partics, 
each containing ten or twelve members, visited Black River, 
where they shol ducks by ihe wagon load. The hunting 
grounds of the Dardenue and Cuvier Gun Jelubs will be 
traversed by a large number of nimrods and the game found 
lurking there will have little chance to escape. In the im- 
mediate vicinity of St. Louis there are many ducks, and the 
supply is constantly being increased by fresh arrivals from 
northern latitudes. The shooting lust week wus very good 

——— tt 
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ut Long Lake, Cbhonteau Slough, Hat Island, Smith’s Lake 
find throughout the American bottom in Illinois, but it will 
be much better during the nexiiten days. I am glad to see 
that the more thoughtful sportsmen of the country are favor- 
ing a proposition “to have the soason for shooting prairie 
chickens open at» later date inthe future. Hunters should 
not be allowed to shoot prairie chickeus earlier than Sept. 1. 
and every State should pass Jaws prohibiting them from 
slaughtering them before that time, Those who have 
Watched game from year to year are rapidly coming to the 
conclusion that privirie chickens in the course of another 
decade will have almost become extinct unless they ave pro- 
tected by law from the early attacks of reckless hunters, As 
the laws of the different. States now stand hunters are al- 
lowed to kill these hirds before they are searcely able to fly, 
(Quail shooting very soon will be excellent, but that species 
ot game, until 2 number of hard frosts have leveled the 
shigh weeds to the ground, wili be hard to get at. The 
broods, owine to high water last spring, will be smaller than 
usuidl, yet the supply will be amply sufiicient to tempt bun- 
ters to lreak up their happy families." 

Those restless disciples of Izaak Walton who were bighly 
disousted because dismal rains during the greater part of 
September prevented them from embarking on their usual 
wutinnnal aigling excursions, took advantage of the beautiful 
weather that prevailed during the first three days cf the 
present month, and are now willing to testify that November 
is the most glorious month of the year. Since last Thursday 
morning all atmospheric conditions caleulated to tempt the 
fisherman to his favorite fishing haunts certainly existed, 
Fully two-thirds of the able-bodied anglers of St. Louis 
whipped the bosoms of the lakesin the vicinity of St. Louis, 
wud they did not do it in vain either. Splenlid strings of 
bass and croppice were lugged in from Long Lake, Chouteau 
Slonph und Torseshoe Lake. Almost all those who went to 
Black River returned will the malaria and large quantities 
of fish. One or two gentlemen who visilied the river were so 
badly ‘‘done up” by the ‘fairy of malaria’ that they lost two 
guns, 2 large quantity of quinine and all their fishing tackle. 
They were the ouly persons, however, who failed to capture 
respectable strings of fish. Camp-BELL. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

T7\HPRE are a great many quail in market at this writing 
far from being full grown, I did not notice this until 

after Nov. 1, when the Delaware law allowed shootin, This 
morning I saw a large bunch just reccived on whose thronis 
the distinguishing male and female markings conld not be 
told, These I learned were Delaware State birds. The lard 
winter of ‘81 entirely exterminated the quail of Bucks 
county, Pennsylvania, and this season the cifecta of their 
killing off can be noticed. Complaints come from that part 
of the State that quailare very scarce, I was never more 
struck with the change in habits of the quail than I have been 
this season. All the coveys I have found were feeding in the 
stubbles yery close to the fences, None were put op five 
yards from the fences and were always quite near to thick 
cover. In old times we very often found the caoveys so far 
from cover that the birds settled once in the field, and al- 
Jowed a second shot before taking to the woods. Do not 
other sportsmen notice this change in the past five years? 

The furore for wearing game birds in ladies’ hats is rag- 
ing fiercely here. Not content with ornamenting with the 
wing, tail and head of the gallinaccous tribe. all varieties 
Of shore birds are used and seem to be preferred. I have 
noticed many fully stuffed curlews, millcis and yellow-legs, 
audit would seem thatif this fashion continues, another 
huge “‘nailin the coffins” of onr shore birds will be the re- 
sult, They are growing scarce enough without the new 
fashion aiding in their extinction, About an equal number 
of canvas-backs and redhead ducks are being killed at Havre 
de Grace ind the shooting has been only fair during the 
week, Murky weather interfered with the laying out of the 
boxes, 

I was told by one of a party just returned irom Tuckahoe, 
N. J., where they were quail shooting, that birds in that 
section are scarce. While absent, they indulged ina deer 
hunt, and to show the great uncertainty of New Jersey 
descr driving, three bucks were started during the day and 
yuu directly past the party without being visible except- 
ing by one gentleman who each time was too far off to shoot 
with any certainty. It is conceded by all New Jersey hunters 
that deer were never so plentiful for twenty years. This 
shows the value of protection for one season, It would be 
wise, | think, to have every altcrmate year a close one. 
Duck shooting on our river is poor just now, but down 

the bay wildfowl are plentiful, and when feeding in the 
marshes make great sport. When it is too rough in the bay 
for the comfort of the fowl, they invariably make for the 
marshes and ponds toward afternoon. At these times a 
blind and decoy at one ot the ponds is in order, 

Good snipe shooting on the Delaware neck marshes is re- 
ported by returning quail shooters, Homo, 

BEFORE BREAKFAST. 

I TURNED out at five this morning, made a rousing fire, 
hud & cup of black coffee, and before it was fairly light, 

was heading for my favorite thicket with the single-barreled 
semi-hammerless breech-loader. I wanted to see if any 
grouse were left, and I wanted to try if 1 had lost my old 
knack of snap shooting from the hip. Sooner than I thought, 
at the foot of the hill, in a clump of thorns, an old cock 
grouse developed himself, and hurtled away for the thicket 
on fop of the hill, I think the gun went oif out of pure cus- 
sedness, of its own notion; certamly I don’t know that I 
pulled the trigger. All the same, the old fellow dropped to 
the report, and lying squarely on his back, gave me his muf- 
lied roll until his breath failed. I pocketed him and went 
on, A steep climb, and an hour spent in a briery thicket, 
yesulted in starting nothing, not so much 4s a chipmunk. At 
the far side of the thicket, however, there was 4 patch of 
thorns, and here three grouse got up and tried to go by to 
the thicket; one dropped dead a3 a stone, and as two were 
enough, [did not follow the others, but made tracks for 
home and breakfast. It was the first and only time I have 
been out with the gun this fall. NESSMUE, 
NoyeMBer 11 

Onto.—Washingtonyille, Nov, 6.—Quail ave yery plenty 
in this locality, but 1 never say them so wild at this time of 
the year. Itis hard to get a good bag, They will not scat- 
ter, and we hardly ever get more than the second rise. [ 
liaye seen them act im this way in December, when il was 
cold weather, but never betore at this time of the year when 
the weather was fine ag it now is,—G. W. B. 

Sepvetive Ivems.—Aditer Forest and Strvam: 1 send 
you the following fur the benefit of the brotherhood, and 
also because it is, L think too sood to keep. A week or so 
avo I saw in @ newspaper an item which had been going the 
rgunds, to the effect that quail were so numerous around the 
village of C. that they came into the dooryards. Resolving 
to follow it up, I wrote taa resident of C., inclosing the 
item, with the request that he would tell me whether il was 
the truth, or an exagyveration, cr sinyply 4’ newspaper lie. 
Here is his reply entire; *'C., Oct. 40, 1883.—Dear Sir—In 
reply to yours of the 28th, will say quail are certainly not 
numerous anywhere in (hig vicinity. One sportsman says 
there are probably three or four bevies within a radius of 
three miles, Another says, ‘three hunters to one bird,’ etc. 
Two or three weeks ago a sniall bevy was seen in the garden 
of & villager, 10d mention of the circumstance was made in 
the presence ot 4 person who thought it of sufficient interest 
tosend to a Newark newspaper, from which the clipping 
doubtless found its origin. As our village is but nive miles 
from Newark sind eighteen from New York, and is easily 
reached hy all who have any hankering that way, it can be 
readily seen that game has buf a small chance to multiply or 
even to accumulate fat. Very respectfully yours, ——.” 
This I fancy is about what these items amount to which 
appear now and then in print. If the truth were known, 
just such silly statements would be found to be at the bot- 
tom of them, circulated either by some imaginative enthu- 
siast or wily tavern keeper.—J. L. K. (Perth Amboy, N. J.). 

I 

TENNESSEE Novres.—Game is being brought in in great 
quantities at present, Sulgbacher received a large consign- 
ment of ducks and geese from Reelfoot Lake, and quail, 
squirrels, rabbits and opossums are unusually abundant. 
The weather has, up to date, been too warm for taking 
ylolent excreise, hence but few of our Jocal sportsmen have 
been out. Hooper Phillips (the Mayou), J. N. Brooks, and 
a large party of triends leave for Reeifoot Lake on Monday 
next. Hermann Buckholz and his crowd will go to the same 
place in shout two weeks. Jim Palmer will content himself 
with sbooling nearer the city. A.{L. Landis and Mr. Cooper 
enjoy their hohdays up in Wilson county, where birds are 
abundant and sportsmen scarce. Frank Legler is one of the 
rising nimrods of this city, and though he seldom extends 
his trips far from home, he always brings back game. I 
learn that birds are plentiful around Grand Junction, and 
that the dogs being prepared for the races there in December 
are rapidly assuming first-class form, There wil] be no rep- 
resentative from Nashville. thoug) we haye a number of re- 
markably well-bred and trained dogs here. Hermann Buck- 
holz has three, Clark Pritchett two, Major Burr three or four, 
Jim Martin one, Wm. Cheatham two or more, and so on. I 
might £o,on enumerating until a large number would be made 
up. When the eold weather comes all these gentlemen will 
take to the field, and ‘'Bol White” will be the sufferer.—,J. 
D, H. (Nashville, Noy. 11). 

Kansas Larner GAME.—Cimmaron, Ford County, Kan., 
Nov. 3,—Duck and soose shooting lave been almost a fail- 
ure this year. When it was quite dry, and we could have 
bad a good chance at them inthe Arkansas, there were no 
ducks; now it is wet, and eyery water hole on level prairie 
is full cf water and ducks. but we can't get near them.. 
There are a good many antelope, but at present they, like 
the ducks, stick to level prairie, water at the rainwater pools 
and do not frequent the sand hills or rough ground. 
been out twice, killed five in three days. The second time 
three in five days. There are a few buffalo in the White 
Woman basin, seventy miles northwest and west of there, 
mostly old bulls. About three lundred have been seen. I 
expect to go after them about December1. ‘There are a few 
reported near the head of South Beaver, 120 miles south by 
west of here. I think this is about the last winter that we 
can hunt butialo in Kansas. Iam short of companions. It 
imy one wants to hunt antelope, Kill a few and see a good 
many, camp out in cool locations and perhaps get it shot at a 
buffalo, come on. Tt will not cost over $1.50 a day for horse 
hire and grub per man, and I will warrant to a party of ren- 
tlemen a good time. This is not to inake moncy, but a state- 
ment of the actual facts of the case.—W. J. D. 

T have 

Rurrep Groves Harrentyes,—Lockport, N, Y., Nov, 
10.—Mr. Thomas Warwick. living south of the city, brought 
in a live ruficd grouse a few days since, which he said had 
alighted on his arm the evening before while he was carrying 
a lantern. Not knowing whatit wus he took it to Mr, 
Stokes Patterson, who told him it was a purtridge, and for 
the information the captor made Mr. Patterson a present of 
it. Having had some experience in trying te tame grouse, 
without succeeding in getting them to eat, Mr. Patterson 
concluded he would begin with this one by wringing its 
neck and eating it. The captive grouse I reported to you a, 
few weeks since is doing finely, eating readily from the 
hand anything offered it. 1 was out after grouse on Hlec- 
tion duy, but did not find a bird, although f wasin one of 
the best coyers for grouse in this section. I think of adopt- 
ing Diogenes’ plan and hunting with a lantern,—J, L. D. 

AprroxpAck DEER.—Number Four, Noy. 9.—The open 
season for hounding deer this year has been unprecedentedly 
destructive. About one hundred hounds hive been employed 
and at least three lmndred deer haye been killed in the Beaver 
River waters alone. It is estimated by those competent to 
judge, that 3,000 deer have been killed in the Adirondacks 
by the use of dogs during the open season just closed, The 
small towns near the wilderness are glutted with venison, 
rendered worthless by the chase. How long our northern 
wilderness will stand this drain without extermination 
of the game is a problem, which, if is hoped, our next 
Legislature will try to solve, aud to amend the game law in 
relation to deer before it is too late, One or two more years 
with two and a half months open season for hounding will 
pretty effectually exterminate the deer in this State, Musser, 

Micuican.—Central Lake, Mich., Nov. 6.—The ‘‘her- 
rings” have been here, though not in strong force. They 
were seen by several persons about Oct. 25, and were, as 
usual, attended by gulls, The last of the gulls was fying 
about the bridge at the head of the lake on the morning o 
Noy. 2. He left, think, the same day. The bears have it 
preity much their own way as yet, though oue yearling was 
trapped last week. In my article, "Was it Unsuccessful,” 
puivished in your paper of Nov. 1, the word “be,” in the sec- 
ond line of the quotation from Frithioi’s Saga, should have 
read ‘‘he,” which gives the lines 2 different valye.—KEeLPm. 

Mooss MmAscrements.—Washington, D. C., Nov. 6.—I 
saw in your last paper an account of the killing of a moose 
“said to have stood twenty-two hands high,” ete. The form 
of expression used would seem to indicate that the dimen- 
sious were estimated only. I killed a moose on Monday, 
October 22 last Which stood 6 ft. 6 in, at the shoulders, 
measured 7 ft. 7 in. around the body and 7ft. 4 in, from 
the top of the skull between the horns to the root of 
what should be the tail. The horns were not large, spread- 
ing only 3 ft. 2in,, but yery even and handsome, with nine 
points on a beam. Ishot this moose twice with a 20 in. 
-44 cal, Winchester, *78 model, at 210 yards standing and 
220 running (distances accurately measured), and he fell 
stone dead in less than twenty yards from where he started. 
The first shot, about a foot back of the shoulder, broke n rib 
whiere it went in and Jodged tinder the skin on the opposite 
side. ‘The second, near the same place, went clear through; 
one was as fatal as the other. I mention this because some 
eople seem to think the ’73 model too light for large game, 

independent of whether the game is dangerous or not. I 
was still-bunting, with no snow, no wind, and leaves very 
dry and noisy.—C. Chay. 

Hoxtine Wirnour A Guy.—Worcester. Mass., Nov. 12. 
—One morning in September last my attention was attracted 
to a strange bird, which was running along the platform of 
the Boston & Albany freight depot. On pursuing it, it flew 
across the street, lighting on the ground, 1 followed it up, 
however, and when it took wing again I got sufficiently near 
to strike it with my hand and brongltit down. It proved 
to be a very fine specimen of the Virginia rail (2uldus vir 
ginianus). I have had it mounted by Mr. E. H. Forbush, 
taxidermist, of this city, and the life-like, running position 
in which he has set it up, and being the first one of the 
species that I have seen here, makes it a valuable addition to 
the other game birds that have a place in my diuing-room. 
The bird was, to all appearances, uninjured before 1 killed 
it, and the only reason 1 can assign for its not flymg off, is 
that finding itself out of its natural locality, and being of a 
timid nature, became bewildered. P. §.—Had it been a 
crow, muskrat or bluejay. I should have presented if to the 
Sportsman’s Club of Clinton, Mass., to be served up at the 
game supper. which came off Oct. 19, the day following that 
of their fall hunt.— Caw. 

ALTERATION OF Guns.—iditer Forest and Stream: Seeing 
you wish the experience of those who have changed the size 
of bores or length of gun barrels, I would say that I once 
owned a Moore gun, 12-bore, 34-inch barrels. 1 could not 
handle it quick enough to suit me, and cut it off four inches, 
Tt shot stronger but not quite so close. My experience is 
that a 30-inch barrel is the best length for all purposes, and 
a slight choke for strong shooting. I think a full choke gives 
too much friction to the shot and takes off force,—J. H. A, 
(Lockwood, N. Y.). 

ARKANSAS Game GrounDps.—Charleston, Ill, Noy. 9, 
1883.—On the 5th inst. Harry Stoddert returned home from 
Greene County, Ark., with 4 fine two-vear old doe, He and 
five others had been hunting for four days. Mr. Stoddert 
reports squirrels and ducks very numerous, turkeys and deer 
in fair numbers, a few bears and fish by the thousands. The 
other boys says that Mr. Stoddert was afraid to get a hun- 
dred yards trom camp for fear the guerillas would catch 
him, and he was so very homesick he would not stay until 
the rest of the boys came home,—Fox SquirREL, 

Verarta, Warrenton, Nov. 13.—We have had a snecus- 
sion of rains, northwest gales and bad weather for two 
weeks bac, and game reports are poor. To-day Hen, J. V. 
B. Brooks killed three wild turkeys, of which I have had oc- 
ular and alimentary proof. On the Shenandoah, twenty 
miles west, bass fishing is fine. Maj. Downman, by letter, 
reports 146]bs. in one catch, minnow bait. In foxes three 
grays and one red to the Warrenton Club; C. E. FP. Payne 
and Johnny De Lancey in at the death,—E. Z. C. J, 

ILuntiyg Rirnes.—El Paso, Texas, Oct. 24.—Ailitey Foy- 
eat and Stream: Allow me to say through your columns that 
T only speak the sentiment of many riflemen when I say that 
if any manufacturer will put on the market a 40-90 repeater, 
on the style of the Winchester. Martin or Bullard, he will 
“strike oil,” “C.D.” referred to this in a recent letter. I 
hope he will write more on the subject. Believe me, many 
hunters are longing for such a gun, and I among them,— 
Gro. W. Barnus. 

GrovsE ys. Conn.—Morning Sun, O., Noy. 9,—Shot four 
pinnated grouse this afternoon, fine big plump fellows; wish 
I could give you a cuuple. Ducks are coming in from the 
north and sportsmen are prepared to make it warm for them 
here. Ivwillsend you a short article on pistol shooting, or 
rather rabbit shocting with the pistol. My hunting trips 
will have to be short this fallasT have about 1,000 bushels 
of aan to get out aud crib or haul to market iu this month. 
—MARE. 

Texas.—Indianola, Calhoun County, Nov. 6.—Beautiful 
weather and game yery fairly plenty, and easily accessibie 
at short distances. It would delight some of your Bastern 
sportsmen to see so many jacksnipe get up at once (so many 
that he would not know which to shoot at) and to walk out 
of the marsh a few steps off and flush a bevy of quail, with 
ducks in plenty overhead. The weather still continues 
warm, not bracing enough for a tramp though.—G. A. 

Tue Woopcoor Mystery So.vep.—Boston, Novy. 13.— 
The mystery as to where woodeock go when moulting is at 
last solved. ‘‘Old Wheeler” says he has *'got if down fine.” 
When he was out with his dog during the moulting season, 
the dog came to a point at a woodchuck’s hole, and out got 
three woodeock. This settles it—C. T, DuncKuEr. 

MaAssacuUserts.—Salem, Noy. 12,—A Salem party starts 
for Waterboro, Me., this A. M., to try their luck on foxes. 
About here matters are quiet. Some quail haye been shot, 
also a few snipe and woodcock, but as a whole itis very quiet 
this season, Somecoot shooting at Squam, but the shore 
birds rather ‘‘went back on us.” ; 

Tuer Bocenr tae Gane.—Flint, Mich., Nov. 8—We 
have had aside hunt here, ten men on each side. The con- 
testants hought all the game they could find, and so the 
hunt was declared a draw. Quail shooting is very fair, 
thera gre seyeral flocks on the boyders of the town,—J_N.D, 
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Sea and River SMishing. 
+ 

ANGLING RESORTS.—We shall be glad to have for publi- 
cation noles of good fishing localities. Will not our ¢orre- 
sponcdenta favor us with notes of desirable points for angling excursions? 

To inswre. prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed. to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., ancd not to 
indiiduals, in iwhose absenee trom the affice woatters of tin- 
portance are liable ty ilelay. 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open veasous, printed in Our jesue of Ane. LU. has 

heen published in vonvenient pamphlet fown, and will be sent to any 

address, postpaid, an receipt of 10 cents. 

“THE SAUMON." 

TUNE: “THE ANGELS WHISPER," 

( W Tweedside a-staudin’ 

— With long rods our hands in, 

in great hopes oO! Jandin’ asawmon were we} 

I took up my station, 

With much exaltation, 

While Morton fell a-fishing farther down upon the fea, 

Across the stream flowin 

My line I fell a-throwin’, 

A sou wester blowin’ right into my ée, 

Tjumped when me hook on 

I felt something pookin’, 

But upon farther lookin’ it proved to be a tres, 

Devp, deep the stream in 

Tsay his sides a gleamin’, 

The king o' the sanmon, sae pleasantly lay ha, 

T thought he was sleepin’, 
But upon farther peepin’ 

1 saw hy his feeth he was laughin’ at me. 

The flask frae my poekut 
T poured itito the socket, 

For T was provokit unto the last degree; 

And to my way 0° thinkin’, 
There's nathing for't but drinkin’ 

When a saumon lies winkin’ and Jauchin at me. 

There's a bend in the Tweed ere 

Tt mingles with the Teuder, 

Perchance you may see theve a wide, ver-spreading tree; 
Thére’s a part o° the river 

That I'll revisit never, 

‘Twas there that the scaly buffer lay lauchin at me, 

— Fram “Songsaf the Hdinturgh Angling Clubs 

MEGANTIC TO MOOSEHEAD, 

A FTHER ten days’ fishing and hunting al Spider Lake and 
Hathan Bog, we left Lake Megantic, in the Provinea 

of Quebee, on the 4th September lust, for Moosehead Lake. 
Our partly consisted of Ed. Bihimore, of Montreal; W. F. 
James. Geo, 1. Morkill and F. H, Thomas, of Sherbrooke: 
5. D. Ball, of Spider Lake as general factatum, and the 
writer, Through the kindness of Mr. Win. Smith, Rouad- 
master Of the International Railway, und jack Kinkead. the 
engineer, we gota lift on the engine of the coustruction 
train tu the end of the track, about five miles, while Donald 
Melyei’s double team followed with our canvues (Lwo bireli 
and a Stranalian canyas) ad other traps. By keeping the 
line of railway we reached Gordon's camp, ten miles from 
Megantic, at uoon, but our team did not arrive until nearly 
snuseb, and Was so used up that we cousidered it prudent to 
remain here for the night, and syere most hospitably treated 
by Mr. Clark Gordon, one of the railway contractors, a 
whole-souled fellow and an enthusiastic sportsman. His 
fishing stories are “taken on the spot,” and are not fish 
stories by a long chalk. Some of the ponds in the yicinily 
of the Gordon camps were probably never fished before 
Clark fished them; and they are so little known that to sone 
of them names have nof yet been assigned. Last winter a 
catch of forty ur itty pounds of trout through the ice was 
an ordinury atternvon’s work. A same of euchre and a 
stewed duck supper, prepared by I. D, Fraser, the affable 
clerk of Mr. Gordon, finished up the evening, and a shake- 
down was prepared in the store for the night, while McLeod 
ant! Ball luxuriated in the hay mow. 

The next morning, after an early breakfast, ye were dean 
under way, and by following the railway dump aud tote 
road, managed to reach Gordon’s Maine camp, about eleven 
miles further, carly ithe evening, Here we were enter- 
tained by James A, Gordon, auother of the contractors, and 
his sou Willie. The old gentleman would sooner fish than 
sat any time, and we haye had good times together at Bromp- 
ton Lake und on the Magog River. Very few can handle a 
rod us well ashe can, and his day’s fishing always figures 
up well on the count. Another early morning sturt, and we 
pass the camp of Janies A. Gordon, Jr., about 9 o'clock, This 
is the last camp on the line of railway, and Mrs. Gordonand 
her daughter seemed delighted to meet us, as they so scldom 
sué any ole except the railway hands. Here we first struck 
Moose River, and on we went over logs and boulders, stopping 
to chop a tree or two which had fallen across our path, and 
after a while crossed the river at the first hay farm near the 
mouth of Bog Brook. Bull had hunted and trapped on this 
brook, and considers it unequalled for fish and game. At 
noon we stopped at the second hay farm below the Lowell 
Falls, and here our teamster left us. Wevemained here over 
night, amusing ourselyes in ‘Hshing near the camp, until we 
had a two days’ supply of trout on hand, the largest fish 
weishing 22 pounds, 

On Saturday we launched our canoes, and by dint of 
wading and dragging managed fo make some ten miles dur- 
ing the day. We had too much to do to think of fishing, 
and besides we had an abundant supply on hand. The 
banks of the river were thickly tracked by the footprints of 
moose, caribou and deer, with occasional bear tracks. The 
day was showery, and we were glad to camp that night on a 
high bank close to the river. We were wet from head to 
foot, but too tired to change our clothes, ind a good hed of 
spruce boughs prevented us from taking cold, in fact we 
found it '‘a bed for coughs and colds consoling.” Ample 
justice was done to a couple of frying pans full of trout, and 
a double allowance of tea, strong enough to float a harrow 
tooth. Nothing in the woods allays fatigue as a pannikin of 
strong tea. When camping in Australia il formed a part of 
every meal, and was considered as indispensable as bread. 

On Sunday we struck deeper water, and found Tess diffi- 

culty m gettiug along, We passed the third hay farm, 
where we feloniously appropristed about a half bushel of 
potatoes from a patch which we found growing there, We 
trust the owner will accept this open confession in payment, 
and hereby tender hin carte Manche to raid our potato patch 
When in similar straitened circumstances. 
met two young Bostonians, who with a guide from Moost 
River villate were op ona fishing trip, and who returned 
the next day, passing our camp while we were. busy repair 
iny canoes. Although we had very little swift water the 
sunken eranite boulders made navigation extremely danger 
ous to our birehes. In many places these boulders towered 
twelve or fifteen feet aboye the water, the tops of some ot 
the highest haymg been blasted away te facilitate lumber 
uriving. 
Monday noon we reached Holeb Falls, some six miles be- 

low our last camp, which we passed by two portages, the 
longest about half a mil. This portage is strewed with im- 
mense granite boulders, evidently dropped during the glacial 
period, and if is as Ball said, the ‘‘coarsest gravel he ever 
saw." ‘The first carry is over an island, at the foot of which 
the left branch of the river comes in at right angles over a 
nearly perpendicular falls of some sixty to eighty feet, These 
falls are a magnificent sight; on one side of them a buttress 
of logs has been built to keep lumber from lodging. The 
guide whom we afterward engaged at Moose River Village 
told us a blood-curdling story of how he got jammed there 
in cutting away a jam of logs before his mates could swing 
him up by the rope to which he was fastened. He was for 
several weeks incapacitated from work, The falls on the 
other branch of the river are not so abrupt, but no boat can 
run them at uny pitel of water and live. Where the river 
unites at the foot of the largest falls the spot is one of the 
best places on the river for trout, although not so Jarge as in 
other places. Weatterward passed the Spencer rips, a short 
fall round which we caried, but which can be run in a 
canoe in high water. At the Attean rips, which are passed 
by two short carries, there is excellent trout fishing, particu- 
larly in the large basin at the foot of the lower falls, This 
nivht we camped on a tote road on the left bank of the river, 
where we shot several partridges, which we fried next morn- 
ing for breakfast. While breakfast was being prepared, 
Mr, James walked a short distance up the tote road and 
eamne back with a large set of caribou antlers, which with 
the skeleton of a caribou, he had run across. Afterward, 
in walking down the road, he noticed a caribou coming to- 
ward him. His gun was only charged for partridge, but he 
stepped behind w tree, drew bis reyolyer, and when the 
animal hud vot within about twenty yards of him he fired 
and cut a large lock of hair out of his mane. If it hadu’t 
been close season in Maine he thinks he could have made 4 
vloser shot. 

About 3 o'clock Tuesday we reached Attean Pond, This 
is aloyely sheet of water, some six miles in length, dotted 
With islands and inlets, most of which are covered with 
small pine. The boulders appear to be mostly sandstone, 
and by the action of the waves buyé been made to assume the 
must fantastic shapes, We find that we haye gof around a 
mountain which has been in sight for three days, and which. 
like Saddlebuck Mountain, has been always ahead of us, At- 
tean Pond is thé place where the loon and blue heron most 
do congregate. A paddle nearly around the pond satistied us 
that we had gone about eight miles to reach the outlet when 
half that distance would have sufficed, had we known where 
(o Jook forit. After entering the pond, keep Lo the nght, in- 
stead of woine through it. After a paddle of about a mile 
from the outlet we reached the farm of Pat McKenney at 
dusk, and remained there for the night. An excellent sup- 
per was prepared for us, and for the first time in a week we 
hud the satisfaction of sleeping without our clothes. My. 
McKenney is one of nature’s noblemen. He is a native of the 
North of Lveland, but has lived on this farm for the past 
nineteen years. He hasa market at his door for all he can 
raise, The Jiambermen pay good prices in cash, His farm 
comprises 200 acres of excellent land, and is situated a short 
distance above the inlet of Wood Pond, a sheet of water 
about thrive miles from inlet to outlet, or four miles in ils 
freatest length. Nobody should go within ten miles of Pat's 
without making it a point to stay at least one night under his 
roof, and if the tourist be made of the right stuff, he will be 
treaied with the utmost kindness and something besides. 
Just think of the charge—meals, 20 cents; beds, 10 cents 
each! Our breakfast consisted principally of “chicken 
fixins,” done upina style to tempt an epicure, while the 
potatoes had an open countenance that would extract 4 srin 
from the huneriest Irishman. Pat is of a very communicat- 
ing turn, and possesses x fund of pleasant anecdotes. Tf 
his daughter was only as talkative as she is handsome we 
should have liked it better. 

On Wednesday morning we paddled through Wood Pond 
and down the outlet halt » mile to Moose River Village. The 
cultivated farms, with the tields of ripe golden gram, were 
beautiful from the pond, and the mountains in the back- 
ground formed the framework of a very attractive picture. 
Some large (roul were seen rising near the outlet. Moose 
River Village contains some thirty or forty neat cottages, and 
is situated on the stage road between the forks of the Ken- 
nebec and St. Joseph, on the Quebec Centrail’ Railway, A 
daily stage runs between these places, the viver being spanned 
hy a covered bridge. Here we saw our Boston friends, who 
had arrived just before us and were leaving by the stage. 
We engaged their guide, Abner C, Moore, to accompany us 
to Little Brassua Lake, anil dropped down the river a few 
rods, where we stopped for dinnér. We never had a guide 
who gave us so much satisfaction as did Moore; a more 
courteous and obliging man doesn't exist, while in preparing 
a comfortable camp he cannot be beaten, His charges are 
#2 per day, with canoe, which carries three men and baggage, 
His address is Moose Riyer Village, Me., and this is a good 
point from which to start on a fishing trip either up or down 
the river. Jt can be reached by two days’ staging from the 
Quebec Central Railway at an expense of about $4. 

From the village to Loug Pond are six miles of nearly dead 
walter, ‘The banks of the river are beautifully wooded, and 
each styetch of water presents a perfect panorama ot loyeli- 
ness. Long Pond is nine miles long, and we camped on 
Wednesday night about two miles down on the right-hand 
side, at a favorite trout spawning bed, ‘The inlet is lined 
with stakes and booms for some distance to prevent. lumber 
from floating away from Lhe riyer at high water, and tied up 
to the shore are several rafts or headworks, with shanties, in 
which the men liye. ‘lwo fine-looking farms occupy the 
northern shore of the pond, where the men were busy har- 
vesting. 

Thursday we paddled through the pond and camped, 
about the middle of the afternoon, a few reds below the out- 
Jet, af the remains of a dam which had been erected to facill- 

Below here wi ; 

tate lumber driving, and bad washed out. Here we eaught 
some twenty-five pounds of trout, the Jargest weizhing two 
and one-quarter pounds, These trout were without excep- 
tion the finest we ever ale, the flesh being us red, flaky and 
curdy as any salmon, Two or three islands near the outlet 
form the foreground of a charming picture looking wp the 
pond. Our camp ground here was the pretties! and most 
confortable of any we had on the trip, From Long Pond 
to Little Brassua is a long four miles, and the worst part of 
the river. There are on the way several nasty falls where 
we had to lef the eanoes down with ropes. At one pitch of 

| whout four feet ther is excellent fishing, This part of the 
river is ornamented with several wing dams partially divert 
ing the current to keep lumber from, lodging, and there is a 
sxood lumber camp on the leff, bank with stoves and bunks 
complete. A fine tote road follows this side of the river. 
To go from Long Pond to Little Brassua took us well into 
the afternoon. A hnt is builtat the head of Little Brassua 
which until recently was occupied by one Jones, a whisky 
smuggler, who is accused of lifting over $1,000 from a party 
of lumbermen,and who lately ‘it out,” leaving his small crop, 
some flour, salt beef and dried apples for chance comers to 
help themselves, We appropriated a pound or two of dried 
apples. Here we parted with our guide Moore and started 
down the lake and river, reaching Big Brassua, two miles 
further, at sunset. From the inlet to the outlet of Brassua 
is four miles, and it was pitch dark when we camped at the 
latter place. The lake is about seven miles long by about 
two miles in width, and in going tothe outlet it is necessary 
to keep well to the right. Shoal waterruns out nearly half 
amile, Any one unacquainted with this lake would imagine 
that the outlet was on the extreme left or north end of it. 
As we had no time to collect boughs or fuel we passed an 
uncomfortable night. / 

The next moming, Saturday, 15th, we made an early 
start, three of us taking the canoes, while the other threr 
took the lake road on the left bank of the river. In passing 
the first two rips at the outlet of the lake, we caught some 
splendid tront, and could have enjoyed excellent sport if we 
had not been eager fo push ahead, The weather looked 
threatening, and we were anxious lo cross Moosehead before 
the wind should be too high, At two successive casts, as 
fhe canoe swung in the eddies, I caught two trout; one 
weighing 2} and the other 1% pounds. From the lake to 
Gertrude Island is rough water, but we ran all but two short 
pitches without leaving the canoes. From Gertimde Island 
to Moosehead is still, smooth water, and we reached the 
booras and sighted the Mt, Kineo House at 11 A. M, Two 
or three farms have been started on the right bank of the 
river, and the land, though rough, seems good, To the Mt. 
Kineo House, the distance from the river is two miles, und © 
we reached there at noon, 80 much has been written about 
Moosehead scenery that we could do nothing but ‘repeat 
what others haye said, it is lovely, Mt. Kinco, which towers 
up like a wall some 800 feet and forms a magnificent back- 
ground to the hotel and adjacent Wuildings, reminded 
meof the background which Table Mountain gives to Cape 
Town, in South Atrica. The old hotel was burnt last year 
but a new one is in course of construction, which will 
accommodate about 500 suests. At the time of ofr visit, 
there was only accommodation for about 80, and they were 
all there, Many pitched their own tents, getting their meals 
and supplies from the hotel and store. Ma. Dennan, theman- 
ager, Was very attentive and obliging, andthe manager of 
the store is also very accommodating, his prices we reason- 
able, and it gives us pleasure to acknowledge his kindness to 
our party, We were all ina very dilapidated plight, aud 
after geiting the wherewithal to keep the pol boiling, sve 
crossed the bay to the next point, pitched our tent, had din- 
ner, and then lay by for repairs, After a thorough change 
of clothing we started buck to the howise. Two of theyounzer 
members of our party had expended considerable tingg “in 
littivating themselves so as to be presentable 10 the Tady 
uests, und it was too bad that just as they had got fairly 

atioat their canoe took a notion to come the seh kyak 
game, und they reached shore swimmingly, However, they 
were plucky enough to start a rousing fire, and in the course 
of an hour had dried up evough to join ws at the house. A 
number of guides are on hand and ready to accompany par- 
ties, and all appear to be quiet, attentive men, It perhaps 
isn’t wise to particularize, but among those we: saw, our 
own choice would be J. H. Quilty or Fred Smart, both have 
splendid canoes, and considering that they weren’t paid for 
doing so, showed us a great deal of kindness and attention, 
Parties who don't want to put on style can get a good sub- 
slantia] meal at the guides’ boarding house for forty cents. 
Some of the guides, partiqularly the Indian ones, have their 
own shanties, They make the best birch canoes we have 
seen (carryiny three and baggage), at.a cosl of about $30. 

Sunday we spent in strolling around and ou Monday morn- 
ing Messrs. James, Morkill and myself took the steamer for 
Greenville, leaving the other three to veturn by Moose River, 
Our trip had taken eleven and a half days; they made the 
return trip in seyen days, taking udvantaze of several carries, 
especially the one to Holeb Pond hy which some twenty 
miles aré saved. Oif the oullet of the lake we picked up a 
gentleman who had been fishing there with good success. 
He showed us four trout caught in the Kennebec before seyen 
o'clock tha morning, all weighing oyer three pounds each, 
We saw one caught near Mt, Kineo House which weighed 
five and a quarter pounds—as pretty « speckled trout as ond 
could wish to see and shaped exactly Hike a salmon. The 
sfeamer passes Birch Island, containing one or lwo acres, 
a great resort for picnic parties und a perfect gem im the 
setting of the lake, From Greenyille we staged to Blanchard, 
twelve miles, fare one doltar including baggage, Our Stran- 
ahan boat frame seemed to be a curiosity and our statement 
that it was a patent hen coop was satisfactory to some of 
the inquirers, From Blanchard we took the Bangor and 
Piscataquis Railway to Bangor where we arrived about sevin 
P. M., putting up at the Bangor House, where we found 
excellent accommodation and comfortable quarters. Mr. 
James had business with the G, T, R, ticket agent here, and 
while waiting his return from supper amused himself by 
promenading in front of the office. Imagine his disgust 
when # policeman told him ‘the had better move on, 
ashe had been hanging round that comer long enough. 
Mr. James prides himself on Lis neat and tidy appearance 
qwhen at home, and concludes that Bangor policemen se not 
gifted with very keen perceptions when they couldn't see 
the gentleman sticking out of his old fishing suit; but the 
fact is that he looked very much like a river driver on active 
service, Next morning he was taken down again, when he 
picked up his hohuailed boots at the bedroom door and found 
"45(\ cls.” chalked on the soles. We left Bangor at 8 A. M., 
the cars being crowded with excursionists to the State Pair 
at Lewiston. Mr, James was the fortunate possessor of 4 
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double seat, one-half of which he politely surrendered toa 
very pretty young lady, but just as he had got his mouth 
fixed for conversution she saw a vacdut seat on the other side 
of the car and My, James wes left alone in his glory. He 
swears that next time he takes the Moose River trip he will 
havea change of clothes sent by express to the Mi. Kineo 
House. ; 
At2P. M. we reuched Yarmouth Junctibn, just in time 

to catch the G, TR. train, and at miduight arrived at Sher- 
brooke. Since our return Mr. EB, ©. Hale hus made a trip to 
Boe Brook, where he shot two caribou. Next year the rail- 
way will be opened to the head of Moose River, when we 
hope to tale the same trip, and have more time to devote to 
trout fishing. Wefeel that no part of Northern Maine can 
afford better sport, D, THOMAS, 
SHERBROOKE, Quebec, Nov. 8, 1S84_ 

THE NATIONAL ROD AND REEL ASSO- 
CIATION: 

A MEETING of the Association was held at Mr, Black- 
ford’s, Fulton Market, New York. an Tuesday, Nov. 

13, at3P. M. ‘The seeretary announced that the receipts of 
the tournament from memberships, entry fees, gift from the 
Southside Sportsmen's Club, sales of programmes and adver- 
tising, were $269,350, The expenses for medals, badges, 
prizes, carpenter work, hoats, ete., were $220.04 leaving a 
remainder in his lvods of $49.26, He was of the opinion 
thut this, with what the treasurer now held, would make a _ 
fair showing al the end of fhe first year of the existence of 
the Nssociation, i 
The commiltice xppointed to investigate the desirability of 

adopling a standard size for veelqylates reported progress. 
Mr. Yallotton, of this committec, had written the following 
letter and mailed it to twenty-two manufacturers of rods 
und reels : 

New Yous, Nov. 6, 1883. 
Deak Sir—As one of the commitcee appointed by the National Rod 

aid Reel Association to report for their consideration anid adoption 
a Standard for reel-plates aud reel-seata, I respectfully request you 
{0 firyor me with auy suggestions touching the same, and 1 trust the 
committee nay rély ou your co-operation. 
The object of the Association is lo secure a uniformity in the manu- 

facture of reel-plates. and ayoid the unpleasantness to the angler of 
haying to se the file ip order to fita strange reel to his rod. 
The committee would like your yiews as to the proper diameter of 

acirele whose are will he the exact size for rods for salmon and 
stripes bass, also for black bass and trout, the length of the reel- 
Plate. and also the proper size of the arc. Very Respecttully. 

" Jamas L. VALLoTron, 

Suyen had responded so far, and all expressed sympathy 
with the object, and a desire to conform to the standard if 
one was adopted. The recommendations of five who offered 
them were; Trout and black bass reel-plates; length of reel- 
plate, 24, 24, 24, 28, 24; width of reel plate, 94. 
fg; Ciumeter of circle, 2, 44, 2, +4, 12. Only two gaye thick- 
Hess of plate, one suggested a thickness of 3',at the ends and 
|, in the middle, and the other “the thickness of No. 14 sheet 
metal.” In salmon and striped bass reel-plates the following 
were sigvested; langth, 8}, 34, 34; width, |}, 4, $4; diame- 
lor, t inch, 1445, 1 inch; thickness, 4 at ends, and 4!; in 
middle, “No, 11 or 12 metal American standard.” The 
matter was referred back to the committee. 

g LY 
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NETTING IN GREENWOOD LAKE. 

ot baer frial of the four inen who netted the black bass in 
Greenwood Like for Mr. Silk to take to England. took 

place al Goshen, N. Y., before Justice Wyker. The case re- 
sulted im the dischirge of the prisoners, because of a lack of 
proof that they had netted the fish, or, infact, that Mr, Silk 
had taken any fish from the lake. The trial was a farce 
throughout, ‘The men who lad telegraphed Mr. Bluckford 
that bass were being netted, knew nothing when called to 
lustily, Hight or nine witnesses were sworn, all residents of 
Greunuwood Lake or vicinity, but the difference between 
what they knew before the arrest of the men and what they 
finn it convenient not fo know when called to the 
sliund by the prosecution, was remarkable. Messrs. Hazen 
and Degraw, who were among the first 10 complain, knew 
nothing, and other witnesses knew less. Not one had seen 
nets Wandlud, nor knew of aby Wick bass beimg sent away 
from the lake! 

The only wituess who had seen a black bass taken i w 
nel Was a Mrs. Garrison, who had rowed a boat in which 
(ne of the prisoners had been fishing “for bait’ with a 
mosquito net for severaldays. She saw one black bass taken, 
“only a little one, as big as one’s finger.” No doubt she 
would have told more but for the looks and shakes of the 
head which she wis admonished with by the prisoners and | 
their friends, and which were not stopped by the court. 
Mathew Kennedy, the game protector who niade the ar- 

rest, went on the stand and began to give his testimony, and 
when he came to the point wiiere he related the admissions 
of the prisoners that they hac taken 1,900 black bass in nets, 
and shipped them to New York in nine barrels, lis evidence | 
wis ¢xcluded because the parties were under arrest at the 
time! The judge remarked that the affair was more like an 
investigation than a trial, and while Commissioner Blackford 
had done all he could in the matter, there was really no evi- 
dence to conyict the prisoners, Mr. H, W. Nanny, the vol- 
uuteer counsel for the prosechtion, could do nothing in the 
face of the dense ignorance assumed by the witnesses, 

‘There is no doubt whatever that some person has com- 
mitted perjury in his zeal to free these men who haye clearly 
violated the law. In our opmion, it would be well for the 
Greenwood Lake Association to supplement this trial with 
au investigation to determine how far their steward, Mr, 
Waterstone, wasin league with Mr. Silk and the men who 
used the nets. We think that this Association should jake 
Measires Lo prevent a repetition of this outrage if they cire 
to keep the lake free from nets and to make it a resort for 
anglers. | 

There is i Mistaken notion concerning the duties of the 
Fish Commissioners in the State of New York, They are 
not obliged to prosecute offenders against the laws. Their 
duties are mainly in propagating fish, and they have never, 
until this year, had anything to do with same and fish pro- 
tection. Last winter a law was passed directing that the 
State game snd fish protectors should report to the Fish Com- 
missioners and be directed hy them. As the telegrams from 
the lake, which complained of the netting, were all directed 
to Mr. Blackford, as Fish Covimissioner, he took the inatter 
in hand and ordered Mr. Kennedy to uttend to it, and even 
went up to the trial in person and tried to pet the full pen- 
alty of the law entorced, This, iowever, is not the business 
of 4 Commissioner. 
No doubt this trial will lave a good effect on some of the 

residents ahout the lake, and will make them more careful 
in future. We are sorry that there was no conviction on ac- 
count of a sympathy of some of the witnesses with the 
prisoners, which made them most conveniently iguorant. 

NerrinG oy tae ChemunG.—Athens, Pa., Noy, 12.—L 
notice in your last issue that ‘SJ. H, A.’ speaks of Athens as 
a place where parties carry on the business of netting fish in 
the Chemung River. Athens is atthe janction of the Che- 
mung and Susquehanna rivers, but most of the netting has 
been doné in the Susquehanna, I am glad that he has 
spoken, but he is too late. Last spring different parties be- 
gin to draw seines. They did it at night, and it was not 
penerally known until one Sunday morning, when in broad 
daylight, and within sound of the church bells, a party came 
down the Susquehanna River in a boat and drew a seine sey- 
eral times in sight of a number of persons standing on the 
bank. This excited our fishermen and citizens, the Fish Club 
wus reorganized, and they decided to puta stop to tha 
poaching. The river was tlien full of fyke nets, but the 
hiost of them were taken oul by the owners, <A reward of 
$25 was offered to any one who would give the proper in- 
formation to the authorities which would lead to the con- 
yiction of offenders; but no one would inform or prosecute, 
Another party residing in town were drawing séines all the 
time, and the club decided toarrest the principal ones There 
were five witnesses, allof whom swore falsely. and not one 
of them knew what a seine was when questioned, so the bold 
fishermen were set free. This really puta stop to ileal 
fishing here, and tlie party is now broken up.—W. K. P. 

TEXNHSSEE Fisu Noves,—Nashville, Novy. 11.—I was 
shown a beautiful fishing rod the other day which was made 
by Mo. Ben Allen, of this city, for his father (a noted angler). 
The rod is made in part of bamboo, the butt beimg con- 
structed of alternate strips of Lickory und cherry, and the 
tip of lancewood. The ferrules at the joints, line guides and 
swivel at the tip ave exquisitely finished, and with the ex- 
ceedingly neat wrappers between the joints, gives the whole 
a very workmanlike finish. The most invenious feature of 
this handsome rod is in tle butt: this lias been hollowed out 
80 as to serve as a case for the more fragile middle and tip 
pieces. Gen, Ira P. Jones and Capt. James T. Bell went 
down to Turnbull Creek in Chatham county yesterday to 
have a day’s angling, The steam is partly preserved, and 
consequently has a great many fine fish Im it. There have 
been unusually few fishing parties out this fall, though from 
persons living contiguous to the best fishing streams, I learn 
that fish in abundance have been taken, If is astonishing 
the quantity of fish that is consumed in this market; Andy 
Meaders and John Hook sell them by the car-loads, and still 
the supply is not sufficient to meet the demund.—J. D. H. 

Frorma.-—Guf Hammock, Levy County—bL write 
from the Gulf Uammock House. The Jarge-mouthed 
black bass run to a wood size bere, bul haye Dot within 
wy knowledge been caught with a rod and line over 
92 pounds, Now spearing muy not be a yery sports 
manlike way of securing fish, but is occasiunally resorted to 
liere when the fish will not bite und some are wanted for 
supply. <A few days ago I speared with 4 sie’ a black bass 
weighing over 114 pounds, which I think is something re- 
markable for # small river. The fishing is good, though the 
lowness of water and dry season makes navivation somewhat 
difficult. Our colored hunter Albert brought in two bucks 
to his own gun yesierday.—P. ©. L. 

Bass Wums.—The plate of standard flies for black ass 
which has been so long in preparation by Mr. W. Holberton, 
As 4 companion to his ‘Standard Trout Flies," has been pub- 
lished, Jt is upon fine bristol board, and is not only a thing 
of beauty, but also of preat yalue. The flies, forty in »um- 
ber, are of full size, and surround a picture of a black bass, 
They ure lithographed hy Endicott & Co., and are then col- 
ored by hand by Mr. Holberfon himself. The work is 
finer than anything we have ever seen in this linc, and the 
plate one that deserves to be framed in every club house and 
gentleman’s library, 

PrinapenrmiA Nores.—The Anglers’ Association of 
Eustern Pennsylyania met Noy. 16. The most prominent 
question before the mecting was the discussion ds to the giy- 
ing of 2 tish dinner by the society, No decision was arrived 
at, the mutter being referred to a committee with power to 
act. An election was held for officers, the same board being 
unanimously chosen by the society.—Homo, 

A Orvuen Instmncatron.—The New York Herald says that 
accordiug to BorEsy AND SyReAM Senator Vest evitlently 
believes no one's fish stories but his own, 

Lishculture. 

THE LONDON AWARDS. 

i regard to the high value placed on rigging, fishing pro- 
ducts, etc., as compared with fishenlture and its appliances, 

by the jury at the late International Fisheries Exhibition im 
London, to which we alluded when publishing the list of 
American awards, a valued correspondent says; 

“J share your disappointment that our fishculturists did not 
recelye more attention in the way of awards at London, 
though I am not at all sureped atit, sincethe English are not 
nearly so much interested in fishculture, nor, indeed, so well 
informed on it, as the Germans were, English fishculture, as 
you well know, with the exception of the establishment of Sir 
James Maitland, is conducted on a yery small seale indeed. 
Their only fishery officer. Prof. Huxley, has no duties what- 
ever in connection with fishculture. In fact, there is no Goy- 
ernmental fishculture in the country, 

‘Tn consequence of the very greatinterest which the English 
take in angling, fishing, boats, and such matters as life-saving, 
their attention was concentrated more particularly on those 
subjects, In the exhibition at Berlin, in 1880, the importance 
of the fisheultural collection was rather exaggerated, when 
the scope of the exhibition is taken into consideration, In 
London, on the other hand, fishculture was quite 4s mueh m- 
derrated,” 

This, in our Opinion, is a fair criticism oo the awards and 
puts the case fairly, By the time that England has another 
such exhibition we trust that she will have thrown oft the 
lethargy that has enshrouded fishculture in her borders and be- 
guu w system of replenishing the waters that has hoth Goy- 
érmmental recognition and substantial backing. Why she has 
delayed this so long we are at a loss to know, and why Par- 
liament pays no heed to the few earnest men who are pressing 

the question, as far as may lie in their power, seems still 
stranger, a8 many of the Continental powers are doing some- 
thing in thisline, Certainly few nations are such consumers 
of fish as Great Britain, We imagine that in England fsheul- 
ture is looked upon as merely a recreation for men of means, 
instead of a mather of producing food for the people. 

HATCHING CODFISH, 

HE following will be found to contain, an account of the 
success of the codfish hatching experiments by the U.S. 

Fish Commission, at Gloucester, Mass,, during the winter of 
1878-79. In October last Prof, Baird requested Mr. Ralph &. 
Tarr, of the Commission, to inquire into the results, which he 
thus gives to FoREST anD STREAM: 
During the winter of 1878 and 15879, experiments were for 

the first time made, at Gloucester, upon the hatching of cod 
(Gadus morrhua) by artificial means. Many difficulties had 
to be overcome, and innumerable minov points taken into 
account. The eves flouted. ‘Then too, the hatchery was sitin- 
ated in the harbor, where filth of all kinds is thrown. On 
either side of the wharf upon which the building was situated, 
fish Were cut openand their entrails and heads thrown in tothe 
dock and left to decay, while at other points in the harbor, 
every kind of refuse was thrown. After many trials the dilfi- 
culty caused by the floating of the eggs was partially gotiten 
over. Buf the serious objection, and the one which could 
never be overcome at Gloucester, that of impure water, suc- 
eeeded in driving the Commission to another point. This 
lace Hnally and permanently fixed upon is Wood's Holl, 
ass., where, in the course of two or three years, cod hateh- 

ing will be extensively carried on. The advantages which the 
latter place possesses over the former are many and import- 
ant. At Glouvester, the severe northeast winds bring in 
quantities of sea weed and fine mud, and after one of 
these storms, the water is in a muddy condition for seyeral 
days, At Wood's Holl the bottom is sandy and the particles 
stirred up by the winds are so large that they can be easily 
filtered, which was not the case at Gloucester, In Wood's 
Holl the currents are very strong, thus furnishing a constant 
supply of fresh water, while the tides are but two feet, which 
is anadyantuge, At Gloucester, although the tides are eleven 
teet, thus carrying a constant supply of water to and fro, still 
an opposite effect is produced from that desired, The pure 
water is carried past the docks, picking up decaying matter as 
if comes, and the same when it returns, thus producing a con- 
stant flow of impure water past tle hatching establishment. 

Another great difficulty is the extreme severity of the cli- 
mate, for the harbor frequently freezes over, and at such 
times the car containing the live fish had to be sunk to the 
bottom. This difficulty will not be encountered at the per- 
manent station. The one great advantage which Gloucester 
possesses oyer nearly every other place, is that the fish from 
which to take the spawn can be so easily secured. Notwith- 
standing these many disadvantages, one million and a4 half 
young cod were successfully hatched and placed aliye in the 
clearer water's of Gloucester harbor, Tt was not fully ex- 
ected that many adult fish would be the result of this trial, 
or eyen in the waters in which they were placed impurities of 

all kinds exist. 
For oyer a year reports have been prevalent that cod, ap- 

parently not differing from the deep-sea species, are found in 
treat abundance in Gloucester harbor. Thinking that these 
might be the fish put into the water by the Commission in 
1871), Prof. Baird caused inquiries to be instituted, with the 
intention of finding out definitely some of the facts concerning 
the reported abundance. ‘These investigations have estab- 
lished without a doubt that great numbers of codof the 
species Gadus morrhua are at present living there, while, ex- 
cepting in a single instance, at no other point along the coast 
is such the case. Men who for fifteen years have been en- 
gaped in fishing in the outer harbor at Gloucester, report that 
never before the winter of 1882 have they caught the “silyer 
gray cod” (G. morrhua), except in a few eases, and then only 
one or two ata time. 
A fisherman says that early last spring his catch of cod 

amounted to 100 pounds in a single day, the individuals 
weighing four or five pounds each. A specimen taken at this 
time, and at present in the National Museum, measures four- 
teen inches in length. Not only are they foundin the clearer 
waters of the onter harbor, but even in the docks of the 
inner harbor are they ey taken by boys fishing for 
flounders. This is very remarkable, that fishes whose parents 
have been accustomed to the clear, cold water of the bottom, 
should be found in shallow, warm and dirty docks; and from 
this and the fact that they are not equally abundant at other 
points along the coast, we may safely argue that other than a 
natural course of events has caused this school of fish to seek 
a home in the place under consideration. Now, if this is the 
ease, the first and most natural thought will be that these are 
the result of the experiments of 1879, Facts tend to confirm 
this conclusion, for they are just the size that those hatched 
by the Commision would be at this time, and further- 
more, younger ones are seen; and at least three generations 
can be distinguished, all probably descendants of the original 
one and one-half million, 
The only other place from which cod are reported is Mt. 

Desert. A school, from which fifteen barrels were taken and 
brought into Gloucester, having been found in shallow water 
there. These cod measured fourteen inchés on the average, 
and were all G. morrhua, These are probably an offshoot of 
the Gloucester fish. : 
Another great benefit caused by the Fish Commission while 

at Gloucester was the effect produced by its advice in regard 
tothe peculiar bbe ai of codfish on hot summer days. 
Many fish attacked by this ‘reddening’ were entirely de- 
stroyed und inuch money annually lost. Iti proyed upon in- 
vestigation to be an alga, which is quite abundant in marshy 
places, and in hot weather develops at arapid rate. Intro- 
uced into the fish houses by one means or another, it had 

adapted itself to the surroundings to such an extent that, dur- 
ing the very warmest days of the summer. the walls of the 
sheds and the buttsin which the fish were kept actually be- 
came decidedly red. It also went upon the vessels, and caused 
destruction even there. Prof. Farlow, who was appombed to 
study it, found that it flourished especially. in fish cured by 
Cadiz salt, while those prepared with Trepani salt were almost, 
entirely free from it. He found it even in the salt itself, but 
to aw much less extentin the Trepani. He therefore urged the 
substitution of the latter in every case in preference to Cadiz 
salt, which was most generally in use, on account of its cheap- 
ness. Those who haye accepted his advice say that not a sin- 
gle case of “reddening” has occurred for two summers, and 
that a great deal more money has been saved by this means 
than was required to pay the difference between the prices of 
the two kinds of salt. 

FISHCULTURE AND AGRICULTURE.—I have often seen 
articles in FOREST AND STREAM regarding the destruction of 
fish by the poisioning of streams by dye stuffs and other chem- 
icals trom different factories, and have noticed the different 
recommendations forthe suppression of this pollution. To 
look for a remedy in that direction seams wrong, Although 
the fishing interest is of some importanee, it does not out- 
weigh that of manufacturing or similar interests: It appears 
to me that the only means of securing fish for the future is b 
cultivating them with some systém, The water has to be 
farmed after the fashion forests arein Hurope. Allow me as 
a practical fisheultrist to refer to the folowing extracts 
from my book onthe cultivation of the goldfish; *‘The con- 
sumption of food fish of course increases with the increase of 
population, while on the other hand, for reasons given, the 
supply is rapidly decreasing in quantity and qualify, Besides 
the rivers and creeks are now beroming the sew4ts into which 
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washings and dirt of the nation are poured and the gradual 
destruction of our fish is consequently takine place rieht under 
our eyes. In the author's opinion. the decrease of our fish 
isnotso much due tothe use of smull mesh seines as many 
pretend, as it is to the jucreased demand forfish as food. The 
destitiction caused by a few eareless fishermen is more than 
counterbalanced by turtle-hunters and snake-killme boys, the 
one makiig iba business, the other engaging in it for sport, 
who between them catch and kill a multitude of these vora- 
cious enemies of the fish, which in the water all the time man- 
age to destroy untold numbers of iish, * * * A qnece of 
land of given size supplies in plenty vegetables for one family, 
but if the family increases in wumbers, and additions have to 
be made to the house at the expense of the piece of land, it can 
no longer furnish the original quantity of food. New land 
then is added to the field, or, if that 1s impossivle, that re- 
maining is forced to increased preduction by the use of man- 
ures. Now, then, why not apply to pisciculture the rules 
guiding agriculture when yiewed in this light? The fish-con- 
suning family has inordinately increased, its dwelling is en- 
Javged at the expense of the fish-produeing rivers, which are 
now made toserve other purposes. New additions are neces- 
sary and poss ble by the proper use of water courses that are 
now going to waste.” Assoon as the fish become personul 
property they will be respected and protected, not before. 
This, too, seems to be the idea of the U. &. Fishery Cornmis- 
sien. But of course tisheuliure, ike anything else, has to be 
learned, and wh cannot yet expect te see results by our far- 
mers that could be compared with theit success in prowing 
corn or othercrops. [i is an entirely new feld to therm, and 
as full of disappomtments at first as farming to the skillful 
mechanic, who, tired of city life, exchanges his trade for that 
of the farmer, believing it an easier way toaccumulate wealth, 
—Hueo Muierrr (Cincinnati, O., Noy. 10.) 

AN AMERICAN FISHING SCHOONER FOR ENGLAND, 
—The financial success of the late International Fisheries Bx 
hibition at London has been so great that quite a respectable 
sun of money remuins in the hands of the committee, It has 
been proposed by Mr, Birbeck, chairman of the working com- 
mittee, that a portion of this surplus shall be expended in the 
building of a model American fishing schooner at Gloucester, 
Mass,, according to plans proposed by Capt. J, W, Collins, of 
(he U, 8. Fish Commission. The schooner is to be fitted with 
purse-nets, boats, etc., and manned by Gloucestar fishermen, 
who will goto Hngland with her, and instruct the iishermen 
there in the use of purse-nets. This is ope practical outerowth 
of the exhibition, and will no duubt repay the cost of the ex- 
periment a thousand fold, for this mode of fishing in open 
waters brings the greatest results with the least labor. ‘he 
English papers have been very complimentary in regard to the 
efficiency of the varions members of the 0. 8. FP. U., and par- 
ticularly of that practical fisherman, Capt. Collins, and his 
knowledge of deep-sea fishine. One of them says: “Such is 
the man our practical cousins acrus= the Atlantic haye put on 
a publie commission, his sole recommendation being that he is 
thoroughly titted for his post. In Kmeland we should have 
given the post to a rovernnent cle“k or ex-private secretary 
who bad established a ¢iaimi unon some Minister, a trouble- 
some member of Parliament, or, perhaps, ‘a younger son,’ 

PHILADELPHLA NOTES.—Our Philadelphia reservoirs, it is 
swid, are full of blaé: hass, No fishing, however, is allowed, as 
it is argued that the fish kaep the water pure, Fish Commis- 
sioners Hewitt and Miller, a sub-comimittee appointed to select 
a site for a fish hatebery house, were at Harrisburg Nov, §, 
and went to Lebanon the following morninz, to inspect 
the Gloringer Spring. On their return they went to Cold 
Springs, Lebanon county, aud made an examination. What 
is wanted is plenty of water, elevation and temperature. The 
Cold Springs site was satisfactory, butitis feared a sufficient 
nantity of water cannot he obtained, The coninitter go to 

Shantz Spring, Allentown, to-day. Tivo thousand dollars has 
been set apart for a purchase, hutitis thought a site can be 
secured tor little or nothing. Pike fishing is at its height now 
in the New Jersey ponds of which there are many on the line 
of the Camden & Atlantic Railroad.—Hono, 

DISTRIBUTION OF CARP,—One of the cars of the U. 8, 
Fish Commission landed at Jersey City, on Friday last, 16,000 
roung carp from the ponds at Washington. Of this lot Mr. 
lackrord received the allotments to eighty applicants in New 

York and New Jersey, with 3,00) more for later comers. The 
remainder went tothe New HEugland States, but owing to some 
low bridges on the Hastern railroads the car could uot so 
further. Col. McDonald came on with the ear and says that 
the year has heen avery fayorable one at the national earp 
ponds. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

THE “tri Tilerckeatye is published fortnightly, at $3.00a year, by 
Wm. Whitlock, 140 Nassun street, New York, 

“frisg meno more reports” unless written by one of those marve 
of aise and comfort, one of Esterbrook’s Pens.—4dv. 

A VaLvAsien AnticLe.—-Leauther Keep Dry—Arvertised fu another 
eolumn under the head of “No Rubbers Needed,” meets a want lounge 
fele by those who disiike to wear rubbers, as it softens and mukes the 
leather of boots and shoes perfectly waterproof. adding very much 
to their wearing tapacity, also admitting a brilliant polish over it 
with blacking. [t van be found at Henry C. Squires, in this e.ty.—Adu. 

The Ohio & Mississippi Railway is the shortest and quickest ronte 
bebyeen St. Louis and Cinginnan and between St. Louis and Lonis- 
ville, and the best road between Louisville aud Cinemnati. Palace 
slocping coaches and solid trains ara run between all three cities. 
Through palace coaches are also being run by this road between St, 
Louis, Washington, Dattimore, Philadelphia and New York, and be 
tveen Cincinnati and New Orleans. Sportsmen desiring to ivansport 
their dogs over this road may ret an order to have them passed free 
by writing to WeB, Shattuc, General Passenger Agent, Cincinnati, 0, 
Kennels always teatiy, so that there isno chance for losing a dog or 
having him hurt by baggage.—Adv. 

Mr. Harry Comstock, of this village, expects to start for China on 
Mouday, to be absent several months and possibly several years, 
Some three months ago Mr, Gomistock went to Akron} O,, having 
fortned a business connection with a firm there, but he did not re- 
Inain there, being offered by the Remington Arm Manufactuting Co., 
of Ithaca, a position as agent to sell their arms in thut country, 
China and France are at war, and the harvest of arms manufactul- 
ing companies is during the conflict of vations, and the Remingtons 
having once employed Mr. Comstock in Japan and China, have row 
naturally secured his services for a second tryp there, Soon after 
the war he engagerl as agent for the Remington Manufacturing Co., 
and in 1872 was Sent to Japan, Arriving in thal country, Mr, Com- 
stock at once proceeded juto the interior, accompanied by a Japanese 
seuyant slightly acqnainted with the English language, Te vemained 
in Japan for three years, yisiting all ihe important cities and 
towns, forming business relations with the principal merchants of 
the Const Ty coming into frequent and pleasant contact with 
ovyernmment officials and resident Americans, gaining & thorough 
tnowledge of the country, its institutions and language, and wiuning 
the confidence and respect of all with whom he was associated, 
When the subject of a Japanese contribution to the Centennial Bx- 
position was agitated, Mr. Comstock, his eminent fituess for the 
position being conceded, was solicited to accumpany the commission 
usageotfor the poverument of Japan, Since Mr. Comste¢k’s return 
home from Akron, he has been making preparations for lis tip and 
sojourn in that far of country, He weit on Monday to Washington 
lo'\complete his arrangements, and on Monday next he will start, 
going ta Sun Mranciscoa by rail, and there taking a steamer to China, 
During his absence, Mr, Catn+tocl will not only renew many old 
acquaintances, nnd revisit indny places in the flowery kingdom as 
well try lo sell arms and ammunition enough ta slaughter half the 
people of the globe, but will also furnish the Pefriot wi h a series of 
letters for publication that will not only be mberesting, bat Full of 
instruction. We bender him our best wishes for his success, 4 plers- 
wnutjourney aud sate return. —Multon (WV, ¥.) Patriat, Now, 9 

Ghe Zennel. 

To wisure prompt uttention communications should be ad- 
dressed tothe Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not ta 
individuuls, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

FIXTURES. 

BUNCH SHOWS. 
December 1), 29 ani 21.—New Orleans Bench Show. Entries close 

Dee. 10. Charles Lincoln, Superintendent. Néw Orleans, La. 
Jon. 2,3, 4,18#4,—Meriden Poultry Association Bench Show, Meri- 

den, Conn, Joshua Stute, Seoretary, Meriden, Conn. 
April —, 1884.—Tha Cleveland Bench Show Assoviation’s Sacond 

Beneh Show. Charles Lincoln, Superiatendent. (, M. Miuhall, See 
retary, Cleveland, Ohio. 

FIELD TRIALS, 

November 19, 1843,—Mastern Meld Trials Club, Fifth Annual Trials. 
at High Point, N. C. Entries for the Derby close July 1; for the 
Members’ Stake. Noy, 17; for the All-Aged Stake, Noy. 1. W. A. 
Coster, Secretary, Flatbush, Long Island, N. ¥. 
November 20, }883.—Hobin's Tsland Club's Skcond Annual Field 

Trials at Robin’s Island, L. 1, for menibers only. Entries close 
Sept. i, A, T. Plummer, Seeretary. 
November 20, 1883.—Pacific Coust Field Trials Club, Firat Anznal 

Trials near sacramento, Cal, J.M Holtz, Secretary, Sacramento, Cal. 
December 3, 1853.—Nationa! American Kennel Uluh, Fifth Annual 
ne at Grand Junction, Tenn, D, Eryson, Secretary, Memphis, 
‘enn. 
December 3,—Gilvoy Rod and Gun Clib’s Third Annual Field Trials 

at Gilroy, Cal., for dogs owned in California, Arizona, Oregon and 
Nevada. Entr‘es close Dec. 2. E. Leayesley, Secretary, Gilroy, Cal. 
December 10.—New Orleans Gun Clnb’s Southern States Meld 

Trials at Canton, Miss. Tutries eloge Dev. 9. J. K. Renaud, Secre- 
tary, New Orleans, La. 

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

Q': advices from High Point, N. C., where the trials are 
bo be run next weel, are very fayorable as regards the 

prospect for an interesting meeting. Among the sixty-nine 
entiies in the Derby and the fifty-three in the All-Aged there 
eannot fail to bea number of dogs s0 good as to make the 
races in each eyent very close and exciting. It will be ob- 
served that eight first-prize winners are to compete for the 
honors, and there will no doubt be a nutber of “dark horses,” 
who will make the champions look to their laurels. Many of 
the handlers and their dogs were on the ground last week, 
and by the end of this they will probably all be there, The 
weather at High Pointhas been yery hot and dry, butis is 
hoped that before the runnmeg takes place sone rain will have 
moistened the ground. The foliace is still thick, there having 
heen but one light frost. 

THE DERBY. 
The following additional entries for the Eastern Mield Trials 

Derby was overlooked at the tine of the publication of the 
others, owing to its being made upon the same blank with one 
of the others: 

60, Frank H.—Howard Hartley, Pittsburgh, Pa., lemon 
and white English setter dog, September (Royal Rock—Gaily). 

ALL-AGED STAKE, 

Hleyen more entries for the All-Ave Stake of the Baste 
Field Trials Chib have been received since the list published 
last week, making fifty-three in all. Below we give a com- 
plete list: 

ENGLISH SETTELS. 

1. Suz,—P. H. & D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., black, white 
and tan bitch (Drnid—Ruby). 

2. BUCKELLEW.—W. A. Coster, Flatbush, L. I,, orange and 
white dog (Druicd—Ruby). 

3, Gata.—W, J. Crawford, Memphis, Tenn., blue and tan 
dog (Count Noble—Peep 0’ Day). 

Count Rapmr.—W. 8B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn., black and 
white dog (Driid—Magnolia). 

4. CaRRIE J.—W. B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn., black and 
whice bitch (Count Noble—Peep 0’ Day). 

6, @veun ALice,—Howard Hartley, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, 
white and tan bitch —. 

7, Daisy QvsrEnN.—Howard Hartley, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, 
white and tan bitch (Rock—Plame). 

8. Lonpon.—H, Bailey Harrison, London, Ont., blue belton 
dog (Paris—Lill), 

9, Princrss WaRrwick.—Forked River Kennel, Forked River, 
W, d., black, white and tan bitch (Warwick—Oliie). 

10, Fenma.—Forked River Kennels, Forked River, N. J,, 
lemon and white bitch (Ranger 11.—Daisy), 

i. Pisx B.—W. B. Mallory, Memphis, Tenn., black and 
white dog (Gladstone—Countess Key). 

12. Hovest Harry.—James V. Marshall, Lincolnton, N, C., 
black and white dog (Druid—Imogene). 

13. LADY May.—H. Pape, Hoboken, N, J., blue belton bitch, 
(Lofty—Maud Muller). 

14, Guanpstone, JIn.—L T. Perkins, Brooklyn, N. Y., lemon 
and white dog (Gladstone—rost), 

15, Doctor Durr.—W. A. Strother, Lynchburg, Va., bluis 
belton dog (Gladstone—Frost). 

16, Laprm Fayre,—Dr. 8. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y¥., 
blue belton bitch (Emperor Fred—Wanda), 

17, St. Eumo 1V.—Dr. 8. Elect &pei, Brooklyn, N. Y,, 
black, white and tan dog (St. Elme—Cho). 

18. Lir.—J. M. Taylor, Lexington, Ky,, black, white und 
tan bitch (Gladstone—Juno). 

19. Gus BonpHU.—D, C. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich., black and 
white dog (Dashing Bondhu—Noyel), 

20, Saw Roy.—H. H. Mattock, Niceville, Tenn., lemon and 
white dog (Count Noble—Spark). 

21, FLasH.—J. Heron Crosman, New York, lemon and white 
dog (Lincoln—Daisy Dean). 

22. SMuT Il.—Bayard Thayer, Lancaster, Mass., black 
biteh (Pratt's ‘Trim—Earl’s Smut). 

23, GROUSE Datge.—Wm. A, Buckingham, Norwich, Conn., 
orange and white dog (Water's Grouse—Daisy Dale). 

24, Forpman.—C. Fred Crawford, Pawtucket, R. 1, black, 
white and tan dog (Dashing Mona|ch—Fuairy IT.) 

25. Rock.—Fred EH, Lewis, Tarrytown, N. Y., orange and 
white dog (Water’s Grouse—French’s , 

26. Vicror.—J, M, Ayent, Hickory Village, Tenn., orange 
belton dog (Gladstone—Frost). 

27. Maipen.—B. 8. Wanmaker, Elmwood, N.C, blue belton 
biteh (Darkie—Rosy Morn). 

25, Prinée Au.—Moorfield Kennel, Elmwood, N, C,, lemon 
and white dog (Leicester--Dodge’s Rose). 

29, Lavra May,—Moorlield Kennel, Elmwood, N. C., lemon 
and white bitch (Paris—Fearl). 

IRISH SETTHRS. 
30. Brock,—George 'T. Leach, New York, dog (Count Bosvo 

—Iy Dutchess). 
31. Annineton.—C. Fred Crawford, Pawtucket, R. [., dog 

(Dan—Ruby). 

bf ’ 

POINTERS. 7 
32, CruisnR.—Dr. Luke Corcoran, Springtleld, Mass., liver 

and white doz (Croxteth—Vinuie), 
33. Bang BanG.—Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon, L. L, 

orange and whife dog (Price’s Bang—Princess Kate). f 
#4. Scour,—D. G. Elliot, New Brighton, 8. L, N. Y., liver 

and white dog (Croxteth—Beile). ‘ 
35. MarGuprive I.—H, W. Fawcett, New Albany, Ind,, 

liver and white bitch (Faust—Devonshire Lass). 
50, LaLLA Rooxku.—G, J. Gould, New York, lemon and 

white bitch (Sensation—Grace), 

37. Viston,—Francis R. Hitchcock, New York, liver and 
white hitch (Croxteth—Vinnie). 
48. Wash R.—H. F. Hamilton, New York, liver and white 

ticked dog (Don Royal—Parker’s Tabby). 
39. Croxrpra,—Nevyersink Lodge Kennels, Guymard, N, Y., 

liver and white dog (Young Bang—Macdona’s Jane). 
40. Lorp Serton,—Neversink Lodge Kennels, Guymuard, N. 

Y., liver and white dog (Croxteth—Vinnie). 
41, TrovRLE.—lorked River Kennels, Forked River, Ni J., 

liver doe (Strong’s Pete—WNelliy}. 
42, Trot—Porked Riyer Kennels, Forked River, N. J., liver 

dog (Strong’s Pete—WNeliiey. 
48. Donner J.—Iorked River Kennels, Morked River, N, J, 

liver and white dog (Dan—Psyche), 
44. Prmpa,—Frank D, Lewis, Indianapolis, Ind., Ever and 

white biteh (Boyw—Flight). 
45, Rosy.—J. HW. Phelan, Jersey City, N. J, liver and white 

hiteh (Wood: ufs Dick—awn), 
46, Down Joan,—Elhot Smith, New Yok, lemon ancl white 

dog (Sensation—Psyche TL.) 
47, Risp.—Elliot Smith, New York, lemon and white dog 

(Rush—Romp), 
45, Roe.- Bayard Thayer, Lancaster, 

white bitch (Snapshot—Ruby), 
49, Ruons.—Bayard Thayer, Daneaster, Mass,, lemon and 

white hitch (Snapshot—Rose). 
50. Don,—R. T. Vandevort, Pittsburgh, Pa., liver and white 

dog (Price’s Bang—Peg). 
bl, CHRISTMAS Brnn.—R. T, Vanudeyort, Pittsbureh, 

lemon and white dog (Ready Money—Luel: of Eden Hall) ; 
52, Lapy Romp [—Moortield Kennels, EImwood, §. 0. 

liver and whate bitch (Prince—Romp 11) 
53, Pripe,—C, Fred Crawford, Pawtucket, R. L, liver and 

white dog (Croxteth—Royal Fan). 

Mass., lemon and 

Pa,. 

Gentlemen from this vicinity who wish to attend the meet- 
ing of the Waster Wield Trials Club at High Point, which 
commences next Monday, should take the train which leayes 
the foot of Cortlandt street at 3:20 P. M.. via Washing- 
ton, reaching High Point the next morning at 10:3). The fare 
is 510.40, In stating last week that five of the entries tor the 
All-Aged Stakes of the Eastern Field Trials Club were win- 
ners of tirst prizes, we included only winners in all-agad 
stakes, There arealco two Derby winners which, with another 
among those added to the list, make eizht in all that have won 
first prize. 

AMERICAN ENGLISH BEAGLE CLUB, 

‘pas correspondence recently published in thess colons on 
the subject of a beagle club has awakened zreat interest 

among the breeders of this pretty and usetul breed. This in- 
terest has now taken shape and it is hoped and believed that 
the circular which we print below will call ont respouses from 
aul who are interested in the beagle, Tho following is the cir- 
ear; . 

AMERICAN ENGLISH REAGLE CLUB, 
NoyEaper, 183; 

DEAR Sir—The interes! awakened by the admirers of the besgit in 
their gorrespundenge to forrsT anp Srream, calling forthe formation 
of a beagle club, to promote the terest in and place om lone er 
lected friend where he will have proper recognition, has mad if 1e- 
cessary that some action should be talken, To further the Object a 
meeting was held to organize such a club aud you ure asked to co. 
operate with us by becoming &@ menther, as it is disirons that ull 
breeders and owners identify thamselyes with the chib, so as io give 
ib that success whieh it deserves. 
Yhe main object will be the adoption of 4 standard, hy having 1 

committee appoimtee te draft one, whieh will be of great benetit aud 
guidance to all interested in our “merty little hound,’ and by whith 
our dows will then be properly judged at booeb chowe and the many 
mictukes tvoided whieh have oeeurred in the past by improper judg- 
ing; we can then receive the attention due us by sur bench cliow 
Tonnagers by having them award toure prizes aad More classes tu the 
buagle. 
We hope you will join usin the good vork by sending your name 

and addvess Wo the seeretary atau early date. 
Wery respectinily yours, 

W. H, ASHBURNER, Presitient, pro fen., 
A, C. KrvnGer, Secretary, Re tem., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Wrightsville, Pa. 

The secretary, pro tam, witites as follows: ; 
A copy of the above circular has been sent bo every breeder 

and owner of beagles, whose name and address we com ob- 
tain, All breeders and owners, and all those interested in the 
English beagle, who hayes not received a copy of the civeular, 
and are desirous ol! beeoinine a member of the Aqervican En- 
#lish Beagle Clib are respectfully requested to send their full 
name and address to the secretary as early as possib.e, 

A. C, Kruncer, Secretary, pro tem. 

LAND AND WATER SPANIELS, 

5 ie is an exceedingly pleasant thing to swim quietly with the 
stream, and if you do so it is as easy to Doat along asa dead 

fishin a flood; bnttry to go against it, and you will find if 
turned into a mighty torrent, against which it is mostditenty 
to make any way. I have for years adyocated the breeding of 
spaniels for sporting purposes with much shorter cars than 
has been so long the fashion, and have met with Lhe opposition 
naturally to be expected. [recollect many years avo, when 
dog shows had not arrived at such a business as they have 
how become, at a meeting at the Crystal Palace lor the pur- 
pose of settling the points of different dogs, having a hot arsu- 
ment about spaniels' ears, Mr. Lort, among others, was 
strongly in favor of the prevaihny style, but he wt length guve 
in; and it was eventually decided that a spaniel for benuty 
showid have a moderate length of ear. A friend of inine, who 
at one time had the best breed cf spaniels | have ever seen for 
work, and the best country to shoot to fhem in that I have 
ever known—alas! I say had, for he has given wp spaniels for 
sone time, and I fear the strain is almost, if not quite, extinet 
—in writing to me some time since, asked me if L recollected 
this meeting. He says: ‘lt was in 18021 recollect hammering 
away atthe question. Isee aineetingis to be held to determing 
the points of spaniels; I think you and I could tell them some- 
thing about what a spaniel ought to be,” Perkaps we could, 
but I dure say we should be told that we would not slo for the 
fancy. Ihave examined all the old engrayings and pictnres 
of spaniels that 1 can find, and am perfectly conyimeed {hat 
the old style of spamiels used by our ancestors Tor shootimg on 
land was not a long-eared dog, Georre Morland was particu- 
larly fond of painting spaniels, and Spar, all his dogs are 
more like a light, active kind of climber, On this question of 
length of ear, a well-known breeder of show spaniels said to 
me one day, when Wwe were arguing on this poit, as usual 
when we met, and I was, of course, vondemming the length 
and size of the show dogs’ ears, said: “‘It would he easy io 
take a pair of scissors and chp them when you are going to 
shvot.” ‘Well)’I answered, ‘‘so it would; but L would as 
soon shoot to a couple of clarity boys, or to one or two of 
those extraordinary animals one sees about London so con- 
stantly uow—I mean black Peoates said to be Russian, and 
which came into fashion, I believe, through the Prince of 
Wales haying one. I dare say thay may be clever enough in 
their way, that is, in doing all sorts of tricks; Lut trimmed, as 
they are considered necessary to be, they always pub tue in 
mind of those old-fashioned sort of things one comes across i 
out of the way quaint old farmhouse gardens, where the box 
and oiber bushes are cut into quaint forms supposed to repre- 
sent birds and beasts; and for sporting purposes [ should fancy 
these curious lookiug animals would be ofus much use, phous 
some time ago @ cross of this doz with the retrisyer was ad- 
yocated. “ 
" Since the old classification of the different breeds of spanicls 
has been so altered und mixed up, 1 think 1 may leave ont 
further consideration of water spaniels as & breed, and class 

———x&x=— 
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miels for shooting piulrposes under the heads of clumbers, 
Stee and black land spaniels, including’ cockers large and 
Sraall. Novy, this last, small eockers, although now become 
very scares, indeéd almost lost, is Tor sporting purposes per- 
haps fhe most wseful breed we have. He has been so utterly 
neglected, and alinost entirely immoved at dog shows, that an 
effort should now be made, in fact, I believe is being made, by 
Qoeshoyw sten, and should, if useful poitts are allowed to in- 
fhienée the decision of the jidges, be encourazed by all true 
lovers of the spaniel as a shooting dog, tu indnce breeders to 
cultivate this charmang and useful Httle animal. 
The cockermay be of any dolor, blac, black and tam, lemon, 

or ovimge and white, or liver and white: a yery favorite color 
oF ming i¢ black and white and tan, the legs well Hecked, and 
the Mack and white so mixed that it forms a sort of blne like 
4 beliun-eray setter, and with tan marks over the eyes. Tis 
Weight may he fvom about 25 to 27 or 28 lbs. for dogs, and a 
little less for hitches, though mmch emaller animals are very 
effective, anda weil bred and strongly built they can stand a 
deal of work, The cocker should not have long ears, but a 
well-formed lobe-shaped ear, hanging close to the head, which 
shouid be Jong, lean, and smooth, with a long neck,to enable 
hi. te getand keep his nose constantly on the poled (a point 
very often overlooked injndging spaniels), good width of chest, 
fond broad, well-arched loms, strong legsand good feet, a good 
thick vont to keep out the wet abd tum thorns; and ij there 
he a wavein ititis not a yery ereat objection, In my opinion; 
but for choies let it be ag flat as you can get it, provided 
there he plenty of it. No thin-coated spaniel can stand wet or 
cold. A covker, however smooth-coated, will often get wavy 
ant even curly with me and hard work; hot he must have no 
suspicion of tnt on the loreheal, hig stern must be level with 
his back, with a tendency to haus down at the point,and he 
Tanst not have the power of raising it above that; and when in 
work it must be carvied low, and in perpetual motion with the 
hinder part of the hedy, aud by its working the sportsman 
can tell when his dog is on game and how close to it, and very 
frequently the kind of game. The cocker should give tongue 
slightly when close to his same, but very little:a noisy spanie| 
is us bad as the babbling hound, and an intolerable nuisance. 
One of the very best dogs Teyer shot to of this breed was a 
black and white dos named Dash, bred hy Lord Forrester, of 
Willey Park, Shropshive; be had tan marks on his cheeks and 
over his eyes; mid was an exceedingly handsome snd intel- 
ligent dog. Now, his coat was decidedly wavy and thick, but 
no day was tou long, too wet, er too cold tor him; and he had 
the rare quality in a spaniel of taking not the slightest notice 
of tur when we were cock-shooting, Pheasants he would of 
course Lunt, hut hares and rabbits might be as thick as peas, 
no notice whatever would Dash tuke of them, and he invari- 
ably tonnad more cocks than all the other dags pul together 
that formed ony team, 1 shot to him for many yearsina very 
thivk and heavy conntry, until at list from his determination 
in forcings himself through the underwood he hecame eom- 
pletely blind, and even then we had to shut him np when we 
were going’ ont or he would so with us; on one or two occas- 
ions Tie sot out aud followed on our trail until he caine ap to 
us; sven then, blind as he was, and worn ont with age and 
hard work, he would find # cock; but it was so painful to See 
him falling inte brakes and dinzles and over fences that we 
were compelled to have hit slot against his owner's orders; 
burt when lie found outit was actually done he was very glad, 
though he could not tind it in his heart to actually consent to 
it. 1Lsaw tle poor old tellow wipe the tears from his eyes as 
he turned his back from us to bide the weakness, and I hon- 
red Linn for thosw tears; they were as manly and as honor- 
able as the scars and (he medals which the soldier wears wpon 
his breast after a hard-fought battle. The old dog was buried 
ander an old hollow bush, in a covert not tar from the house; 
from under which bollaw bash he had put owt many a coels; 
and Lord Byron's well-ltiown epitaph was inscribed on'astone 
and put over hini;— 

To murk @ friend's remaing these stones arise; 
Lnever knew bul one, aod hare he lies, e 

Poor old Dash! he was a trieeo@ker, and one who deserved 
the hame. On elting on the foot of a cock, he always waited 
before putting him up, if you were not near; and, althonzh a 
toutu doz ou other game, always fave a warning note which 
Wartnmistakable. T have often heard his owner exclaim on 
heating tt: “A cock for 4 thousand! for Dash never tells a lie, 
and never speaks noless itis! Thad s brace of whelps got by 
iuinyand foshow how strong was the loye of the scent of the 
lone-billed bird in this breed, I will relate an anecdote of one 
of them, One dey I was shooting a small covert. looking for 
Wondeock, when Thad this brace of puppies with me; they 
were then abot seven months old; one of them, who was very 
much like the old dos, found something in some thick bushes, 
Sun did not know how to ret it out. After some time T kicked 
the hysh, aud out popped a rabbit, which [ killed; but the 
littls dog Gid not-go after it, although he saw it, but kept run- 
ming round the biish, which was very thick on the outside, 
but was rather hallow within, I said to my man, “There must 
he another rabbit; get a stick and poke it out.” Heé did so, 
When out Gamé a woodeock, which I killed, and which the 
Puppy ab ones retrieved, and mighty proud he was of it; and 
Uist is whab I taney shows the breeding to have been good, 
These puppies Were bred from a bitch | gotfrom Mr. Heneage, 
of Compton. Bassett, Colne. who had at that time a first-rate 
strain of woeleess-—small, stron, compact, liver-and-white dogs, 
with tan over the eyes; but, from circumstances, the breed has 
not been keptap, Mr, Purcell Llewellyn had a rare breed of 
vockurs at Treswynt{ bit, I believe, a short time since he got 
rid of them, They were black and white, or black, white and 
fat. of cranes and white—oecasionally the kind of belton- 
gray 1 haye before spoken of—very strong dogs, and rare 
workers. Lhaidly know where to point to any one now pos- 
sessile a pond strain of this valuable dog. They exist, but not 
amine dos-shoy men and fanciers, They must be looked for 
amoug sportsmen who still value and shoot to this excellent 
freed, Classes have been made at Birmingham and the other 
Jeading shows for spaniels under certain weights in order to 
five the little ones a Ghance, but nothing has a gost of one ex- 
cept a weedy, flit, silky-coated black beauty which would be 
of about as much use out shooting as an Italian greyhound, 
The couler spaniel beed not be such a long, low doz as many 

people imavine; shot in the leg all land spaniels should be 
certainly, but wot of that sort of etter or ferret build so much 
sought atter, What is wanted is mote colnpactness, streneth 
of Join, and whut is of more consequence than all, determina- 
tion te go mto and work strong covert in all weathers. [ a 
spaniel w.ll vot face vorse he is ha doz tor me, and J should 
hike to kuow how many of the show spaniels of this day would 
look atit, A cocker should not be a fast dog, but he cannot 
he too quieks he showld have that sort uf merry, quick, wrig- 
gling wetion which makes him hung all round a tuft, or bush, 
or even d turnip, working always the toot scent, trying every 
inch of sronnd, wlways hard af work, bat never goime far 
alevad, Shooting to spaniels requires beating the ground very 
caretully, aud the difference in the bag af the end of the day 
will be very great when you are shooting to well-broken dogs 
who thoroughly work their ground, or to those jealous fast 
heabarts that are continually driving ahead and shirking the 
thick places, A woodeock often lies very close, and until he 
is alvsblutely pushed owt by tle spaniel, and, as is not untre- 
quenbly the case, 74 the most impenetrable place he can find 
ina ceyert, thourh he takes care to have room to move about 
and 8 clear pluve lu make his escape. Now this is the sort of 
tlog [want io see encouraged, and if prizes are given ab our 
leading shows for this breed, the doss having: previously been 
trivd in the field (as.at Southhill at the commencement of field 
trinis with setters), or field trials are established for spaniels 
Woshallsoou e6¢ the right article come to the front, and no 
before; at least, such is my opinion and that of any, others. 
ff sportsmen and gentleinen really interested in the breed of 
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spaniels to shoot to, and not as u mere fancy dog, or as a 
means of making money, would take the matter up, weshould 
have yery soon a breed of dogs of which sportsmen might he 
proud. he men who bréed und show spaniels are yery fey 
of them sportsmen, and care no more for the veal good quali- 
ties of the dos, and yalue them for nothing more thanas a 
means of lining their pockets, than they do for iny old shoes. 
T was talking to a gentleman not long ago, when he was tell- 
ing me his father had just bought a dog from a well-lnown 
exhibitor, when the subject of his shooting was mentioned. 

“Does he shoot?” said 1; “I did not know he was a xports- 
man.” = 

“Well, he isn’t exactly, he replied; ‘he shoots, but he never 
kills artything;” and this is the stamp of man who now gener- 
ally possesses the show spaniel of the day. 

nd this is also the case, 0 believe, witli a. good many exbib- 
itors ot sporting dogs. They are—many of them—men of 
money; they take out # certificate to iil game, they hire o 
shooting, aid haye a keeper, and so on, but they are hobsports- 
men for all that, and know nothing about sport in reality; and 
many of them know as much about the use of the gun and dow 
asa toad does of a side pocket, They have meyer been bred 
to it, and stieék to it all their lives through thick and thin, in 
heat and cold, wind and rain, trost und snow. if they are 
sportsmen at all, they are feathered oues, and shoot in fine 
weather, and nol like old Colonel Hawker, who said: Put a 
eun in wy hand, and [ll wake the weather suitil’—dn Old 
Judge af Spaniels in Land and Waler. 

CURRENT DOG STORIES. 

xi, 
Modesty among wimuteur artists on the other side of the 

Channel seems to be an unknown quality, They ay idently: 
have a very high appreciation of their personal merits, an 
are not in the ieast chary of cracking themselves up fort et 
itravers. ‘On! yes, 1 have quite 4 talent for animal paint- 
ing,” said Young Modesty,” toa paroy of ladies and gentle- 
men admirers. “My sreatest hit was painting bulldogs, but 
Thad to give up painting them—it was such a bore to haye 
to keep the liye dogs from springing on mine and tearing them 
to pieces.” “Somewhat iny ease,” said “Old Eninptions.” “T 
once was a great hand at painting bulldogs, but I had to pive 
lip painting them—it wis too much trouble to keep the dogs 
from springing wut of my pictures and tearing the living ones 
to pieces.”—Live Stosk Journal. 

XIv. 

A few weeks ago a family removed from Charlestown, W. 
Va., to Roanoke. They broughtwith them a /dog, to which 
all, but especially the children, were much attached, He was 
a cross between the shepherd and the Hsquimaux. At Gish’s, 
three miles irom Roanoke, the gentlemun sot off the ears, fol- 
lowed by hisdog. Asthe train started he resumed his seat 
in the cars, but the dog was left in jhe dapot. On reachine 
Roanoke the dog was missed, an inquiry sent back to Gish’s; 
but it seems that the dor after missing his master, wandered 
about the place wnotil a tram passed eastward, which he 
entered, but was kieked off by fhe conductor at Bonsack’s, six 
miles from Roanoke. Though diligent mquiry was made this 
was the last heard from the lost pet. The tamily obtamed 
rooms above the ding) store in Roanoke, and lust Friday night 
about bedtime--two weeks after the dog disappeared—a 
whining and scratching was heard at the top of the steps, and 
a little girl, to whom the dog had been a faithful and loying 
companion. exciaimed: ‘Mamma, that sounds just like 
Rover!” The door was opened, and there stood Rover—his 
lossy coal all soiled—seeming wellnich famished and yery 
eae yet, with wagging tail and glistening eye and joyous 
bark, telling his SS in again méeting the loved ones,— 
Richinond Dispatch, 

Suv. 
The question “Can animals reason?’ has often been asserted 

in the affirmative, as often denied, and is yet unsettled. 
There seems to he little doubt, however, that the most intel- 
ligent animals do possess some reasoning powers, and not a few 
remarkable incidents haye been related of the sagacity of some 
of the domestic anitnals, A well known gentleman of this city 
‘gives the following account of the cunningstrategy of a puppy 
to obtain a good dinner at the expense of a party of cats. The 
cats consisted of a mother with a family of four sturdy kits, 
all possessing to an unusual degree of fierceness an intense 
antipathy for the canine race. ‘The cats are regularly given a 
substantial ieal of meat and other appetizing yiands, to 
which, it is needless to say, puppyis not an invited guest. 
Any approaches on his part were warned off with savaze 
growls and a liberal display of claws—so for a time the poor 
dog looked on and enjoyed a sort of Barmicidal feast. But, 
when the other day the eats had a finer dinner than custom- 
ary, puppy carefully considered the matter and determined 
to make a bold move and secure his share of the coveted 
victuals. Accordingly he approached to a safe distance and 
then executed, with great rapidity, a flank movement upon 
the enemy, and backing suddenly in among the surprised cats, 
seized a portion 0. the meat and, as only his rear end was pre- 
sented to the foe, made off with the spoils without serious 
damage. Twice pup repeated the operation, and, although 
the somewhat demoralized cats made a yigorous attack upon 
him, his stratezy saved him. Thus he secured a good meal by 
his ingenuity, and the cats no longer object to his company 
during meal hours.—Los Angeles Herald, 

XVI. 

One day last week our reporter overheard a colored man, 
W. Cook, who lives some five miles below Blakely, telling a 
merchant in this place that he had the best dog in the State. 
He said it was worth fifteen bales of low middling cotton, In 
proot of this he asserted that the dog had tread 356 ’coons this 
fall, all of which were captured by Bill, the dog not lying in a 
single instance, ill sayshe has carried home 179 fox-squirrels 
asaremembrance of bis industrious hound, Fourteen deers’ 
horns adorn Bill's residences, all on aecount of the sagacity 
of his unerrine purp. Twenty-three wild turkeys hava 
gobbled their last time, all because Bill’s faithful lonv-eared 
animal discovered their feeding place. One hundred and ninety- 
three "possums haye been carved for Bill’s Sunday dinners 
owing to their inability to hide from this wonderful dog, Cat 
squirrels innamerableattest to his yalue as a trailer. Nineteen 
catamounts haye made their last raids upon the farmyard, 
thus atteSting to his remarkable lighting qualities.—Harly 
County (Gia.) Neis, 

XVI. 
Stories true and false about dogs 4f super-canine wisdom 

are by no means lacking, but a true one which takes the lead 
in this class remains to be published, The tale 1s that of a dog 
belonging to a man named Thompson, who runs a rifie target 
at the races, ‘Che dog was shown to a news reporter on a Circle 
train last night, and his story was told by his owner and 
vouched for by the Circle Railway employes. The dog is fifteen 
months old, is part Newfoundland and part shepherd dog, 
His youthful wisdom attracted to him many friends, and when 
his life was threatened last summer 2 Allies ac aig was taken 
up and his license paid, Hewas a vagrant dogat the time, 
with headquarters at Rocky Hulfsmith’s, but became at'ached 
to Thompson, who had been mainly instrumental in taking up 
the subscription. Hereformed, as it were, and took up his res- 
idence at the house of Thompson. Thonrpson ran the target- 
shouting at Jewell Park, The dog used to accompany him to 
the park mornings from the city on the Circle train. The dog 
quickly learned, however, that he could make the trip alone, 
and being still of 4 rather wandering nature, he would some 
times return to Thompson's house atter the latter had gone to 
the park. He would go down to the Curtis street depot of the 
Circls road and wait for atrain, This he would take with as 
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much unconcern as though he had paid his fare, and *yould 
ride to the park, where he would engazeina search tor his 
muster. If unsiccessful he would returm and take another 
train for the city. This he had dove at least fifty times dun 
the summer. On the Circle train he has come to be looked 
pon as one of the working foree. and is allowed free passace. 
He is a sober, quiet, thoughtful looking dor, and as he leans 
out on the step to take a look ahead to see that all is clear, 
he seems weighted with responsibility. The conductor of the 
train is authority for the statement that on one oceasion, 
when the train was approaching a drove of cattle, the doe 
became greatly excited, barked loudly, snd standime on his 
hind legs, placed his paws upon the brake as though trying to 
apply it.—Denver News. 

XVI, 

We learn that when tle Rev. Wo. Wood, now pastor of Front 
street Metaodist Church in this city, was traveling the Mast 
Rowan cireuit in 182, one of his stop pine places at Gold Hall 
was with Mr. M, I, Holnaes, now of Salisbury, Mr, Holmes 
had alittle long-haired, shagey, stump-tailed, light, seal-browi 
Spanish terrier dog, named ‘Prince Albert,” The door of tha 
church in-which Mr, Wood preached wasiu plain view from 
theft ont porch 6f Mr. Holmes’s House, Prince Albert had dug 
out a hole under the fence beside the gate which atforded him 
easy egress and ingress, He slept on a rug in the front porch 
of the dwelling, frou where he could see directly into the 
church coor whenever ib was opened. Whenever the dom was 
opened on Sunday morning for service, that dog would walle 
dehberately over to the church alone, taking bis place on the 
1g in the pulpit prepared for the minister to stand upon, and 
there quietly remain until the benediction was pronounced, 
when he would gravely and seriously return home, paying no 
manner of atteution to anybody or anything, passing through 
his hole heside the gate, and lying down in his accustomed 
place on the porch, Some years thereafter, after the 
close of the war, we chink, Mr. Hoblnes purchased 
Judge Caldwells former residence in fialisbury, situ- 
ated near the extreme northwestern portion of the town, 
remoying his family there, an important member of whicl 
was Prince Albert. Wo learn that Mr. Wood was informed 
by the family that after Prince Albert reached his new home, 
on his own motion entirely, he visited all the churches in 
order, there being four or five, we think: but that after mak- 
ing the round he selected the Methodist church as his choice, 
being a regulat and constant attendant thereafter as lone as 
he lived, occupying the same relative position in the pulpit 
that he did at Gold’ Hill, where be first fommed the habit of 
church-going, A singular incident occurred while he was at- 
tending church in Salisbury. Rey. C. H. Plyler was pastor, 
and the now sainted Dr. William Closs was presiding elder. 
It was the occasion of a quarterly meeting. Dr. Closs was to 
dothe presching. Prince Albert had assembled with the con- 
gregation, and was occipying his accistomed place. Who- 
ever has seen Dr. Closs will remember that he was a man of 
remarkable appearance and singular yoice. When the Doctor 
began announcing his frst bymin Prince Albert tuned his 
head and looked the Doctor full and earnestly in the face tor 
awhile, when he got up from his place quietly left the chureh 
and returned home. ‘ines Albert has heen dead now several 
years, His mistress had him nicely und tenderly buried, 
plazting a Ermer at the head of his grave. Mos. Holmes 
calls that the Prince Albert grape in memory of hermuch 
loved pet.—Walnungton (N. C.) News, 

NEW ORLEANS DOG SHOW.—The dates for the New 
Orleans show have been changed to Dee, 14, 19, 20 and 21. Mor, 
Chas. Lincoln, the superintendent, has gone to New Orleans. 
His address is P. O. Box 2457, and his office No, 24 Charles 
street, The indications are that the show will he a good one. 
The preminms are: $10 and $5 for mastitts, rongh-coated St. 
Bernards, smooth-coated St, Bernards, Newfoundlands and 
greyhounds. English setters, champion dogs, $29; bitclies, 
320; dogs, $20 and $10; bitches same; puppies, $7 and 35. 
Black and tan or Gordon setters, champions, $20; dogs, $20 
and $10; bitehes same; puppies, $7 and $3: Irish setters, cham- 
pion dogs, $20; bitches, $20: does, S20 and S10; bitehes same; 
puppies, 37 and $3; pointers, champious, #20; dogs, $20 and 
$10; bitches same; puppies, 87 and #3; special prize, $20 to 
best setter or pointer placed in field trial this year: Irish water 
spaniels, field spaniels, cocker spaniels, $10 and $5 each; cocker 
spaniel puppies, $7 and $3. Foxhound dogs, 310 and 53; 
bitches same. Fox-terrier champion dogs, $10: bitches same; 
dogs, $10 and $5; bitches same; puppies, S10; collies, dogs, $15 
and $5; bitches same; puppies, S$). Bulldogs. bull-terriers, 
black and tan terriers, Danie Dinmonts, Bedlinetons, Skyes, 
toy, hard-haired Scoteh, Irish and Yorkshire, $1!) and 35 each. 
Pugs, champions, $310; dogs, 31) and 4; bitchessame. King 
Charles. Blenheim and Japanese spaniels, French poodles, 
bassset hounds aud miscellaneous, each $10 and #5. 

DOGS ON RAILROADS.—#rooklyn, Nov. 1. Bdiloy Forest 
and Stream: Cant you do something regarding what I «on- 
sider an imposition practiced on the Brooklyn and Long Island 
sportsmen? If we wish to take a dog with us, webave to pay fixed 
rates from tiventy-five cents wnward for carrying each way, 
in many cases the fee charged being more than the fare charged 
for the person, The worst part of it is that the railroad really 
carries the dogs for nothing, as 1 am informed by their bag- 
gagemen, and “‘you must pay the haggaceman, brakeman. or 
whoever takes the dog,” as] was infoi'med, and il ‘“rhoever 
takes the dog” allows him to escape, | suppose the radroud 
thus%ivoids any responsibility. And asthe average brakemaai, 
baggageman, or whoever takes the dog appreciates bis own 
Jack of finaucial responsibility, owners of yaluable hunting 
dogs putronizing: this railroad, can judgethe aimount of care 
bestowed on their property. On most of the Western railroads 
the same not only carry hunting dogs free when accompanied 
by owners, but also positively forbid the baggagernen adeept- 
ing any fee.—Monawk Bmar. 

TINY’S PHDIGRED.—Pittsburgh, Noy, 5.—Editer Honest 
and Stream: T have just received the catalogue of the Lonis- 
ville show, and tomy surprise, Ifind that my mastiff Tiny is 
cotered as ‘full pedigree.” ‘This is strictly correct, only, un- 
fortunately, I do not know what the pedigree is, Like Sain 
Weller, if I could see through « flight of stairs, and a deal 
door, I would be able to see it, bub just now it is darkness to 
me, My valued friend, Mr, Wiliam Graham, of! Belfast, from 
whom I purchased the doz, isin hopes of getting it for me, 
and could easily get lis choice of halt a dozen selected ones, 
but he is a shade particular in wanting one that lias the (rifline: 
element of truth. For this strange departure from the ordin— 
ary practice in such mutters, I trust his old country simplicity 
may prove his excuse. Ineed not say thal 1 did not put the 
“full pedigree” in, nor do Llmow who did, When I get'Tiny’s 
pedigree Twill communicate it to -you.—W, Wane. 

PHILADELPHIA KENNEL CLUB.—We are in receipt of 
the constitution and by-laws of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, 
The officers are: President, Samuel G, Dixon; Corresponding 
Secretary, W. H, Ashburner; Recording Secretary and Treas- 
nrer, P. C. DeSanque; Executive Conanittee, John C. John 
son, Dr. L. H. Twaddell, William H. Child, William Sander- 
sou, L, Shuster, Jr., Hdwin 8. Dixon, Ed. K, Bispham, Georue 
Esherick, 

BEAGLE PURCHASE.—Mr. J, A. Stovell, of Philadelphia, 
las purchased the entire kennel of Gen, Rowett’s hengiles, ten 
in nuuber, 
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ROBINS ISLAND, Noy. 8.—The Robins Island Chib will 
have plenty of birds for the field trials which are to come off 
on the 20th inst, The club has near fifty dogs at present, and 
some very good ones among them, and there will be sone 
lively times here among the birds.—D. B. Hiywaw. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTIGE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Keonel nofes are inserted in this column freé of thurge, To msure 
publication af notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
tiewlars of each animal: 
1. Color, 6, Name and resicdenue of owner, 
2. Breed, buyer or seller, 
3. Sex. 7. Sire. with his sire aud dam, 
4. Age, or §. Owner of sire, 
5. Date of birth, of breeding or 9. Dam, with her sire and dani, 

of death. 10, Owner of dam, 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

22> See instructions at head of this colunut, 
Marthe Waushingfou, By Mr. BE, Harris Pierce, Malden, Mass., for 

lemon and white English setter bitch, hy Bertram out of Fly. 
Juin C. By Mr. W, A, Strother, Lynchburg, Va., for black and 

White dog puppy. by Dashing Monarch out of Vannette. 
Fiyawapy. By Mr. . M, Brown, Jr... Lynchburg, Va., for black, 

white and tan bitch puppy. by Dashing Monarch out of List. 
Claret. By F. L. Morrell, New York, for red Irish setter dog, 

whelped July 25, 1883, by Dan out of Moy. 

BRED. 

T= See instructions at lead of this volun, 
Juno—Judge. Messrs. Pierpout Bros. (Waterbury, Ct.) mastift 

biteh Juno (AACR, 452) to Dr. J. W. Alsop's Judge (AK, R. 339), 
Out. ti. 

Rite Crorteth—Baronet, Me, Geo, S,Tucker's (Peterborough, N.H.) 
pointer bitch Rita Croxteth (A.K.R. 168) te his Baronet (A,K,R. 264), 
Von. 21. 

Lilti—Sensationu. Ma. Horace R, Kelly’s pointer bitch Lill (Seusa- 
lion—Grace) to champion Sensation (A.K-R, 217), Oct, 10, 
Nally—Buckeilew, Mr. A.W. Winslow's English setter bitch Sally 

Seer B se) to Mr, W. A. Coster’s Buekellew (A.K.R. 30), 
Aug. 27. 

Black Bess—Prank, Dy. J.8. Niyen’s (London, Ont,) covker spaniel 
Black Bess (A... 516) to his Frank (A.K.R, 251), Sepb. 19. 
Jsle—Robin Adair, Mr. T. CU, Faxon’s (Boston, Ma-s.) imported col- 

liv bitch Isle ta Mr, Thos. N. Terry's champion Rohin Adair, Oet, 4. 
Duchess of Conuuught—Dulke. Mr, Chas, H. Morgan‘s (Worcester, 

Mass.)imparted mastiff bitch Duchess of Connaught (Colonel—Al- 
bani) to Duke (Romeo—Juliet), Oct, 27. 

dutero—Agrippa. Messrs, Shaw & Bates’s (Clinton, Mass.) fawn 
miastif® bitch Antea (A.K.R. 200) to their Agrippa (A.K.R. 449), 
Oct, 10, 
Reno—Ayrippu., Messrs, Shaw & Bates's (Clinton. Mass.) apricot 

fawn mastift {itteh Kena (A.K.R. 262) fo their Agrippa (A.K,R, 449), 
Nov. 11, 

WHELPS. 

ES See instructions at head of this column, 
Boru. Myr, Martin Dennis’s (Newark, N. .1,) collie biteh Dora 

(A, KR. 4), Sept. 13, six (two dogs), by his Brack (A.K-R, 3). 
Cecilia D. Mr. T. IW. Ryan's (New York) English setter bitch 

(ecilia D, (A.K.R. 31), Sept. 30, nine (four dogs), by his Count Dan 
(A.K.R. 82); all ble belton. 

Reve, Dr. J, 5. Niven’s (Loudon, Ont.) cocker spaniel bitch Bene 
(A.K.R, 515, Aug. 22, three (one dog), by his Prank (A.K.R. 251), 

Nellie. Dr. J. 8. Niven’s (London, Ont.) cocker spaniel bitch Nellie 
(A.B.R, 522), Sept. 11, ten (five dogs), by his Frank (A.K R, 251). 

Aileen, Dr, J. 8, Niveo’s (London, Ont.) Irish terrier bitch Aileen 
Jack—Maltie}), Sept. 20, four (two dogs), by his Rock (A.K.R, 580), 
Thhite Lily. Mr. S.B. Dilley’s (Rosendale, Wis.) pointer bitch White 

Lily (Dime—Qneen). Noy. 3. nine, by champion Ranger, 

SALES. 
— See instructions af head of this colwn. 
Gem, Cocker spaniel bituh (Suipe—Fexther), by Mr. Geo. 8. 

Tneker, Peterhorough. N. H., to Mr. G. L, V. Tyler, West Newton, 
Muss. 

Lady Isabel, Lemon and white pointer bitch (A.K.R. 461), by Mr. 
eo. H, Nixon, Leesburgh, Va., to Mr. Geo, 5. Tucker, Peterborough, 
Nae 

Rol) Roy I Collie dog, by Tweed (A.K.R. 435) ovt_of Fly (A.K.R. 
R81). by Long & Campbell, St. Louis, Mo,, to Mr. Geo. M. Forster, 
Spokane Falls, W. T. 
Novrod. Red trish setter dog, whelped March 20, 1889 (Rlcho— 

Lorna), by Dr. Wm. Jarvis, Claremont, N. H., to Dr. J. Frank Perry, 
Roston, Muss. q 
Roniverd UW, St Bernard dog (A.1CR. 474). by the Chequasset Ken- 

nels, Lancaster. Mass,, to Rey, Chas, F, Kelly, Towanda, Pa. _ 
Fluhti. St. Bernard bitch (2 .K,R. 476), by the Chequasset Kennels, 

Tuncuster, Mass., to the Millbrook Kennels, New York. _ 
Fyane Bonivard, St, Bernard dog (A.K.R. 478), by the Chequasset 

Kenuels, Lancaster. Mass.. to Mr, C/G, Hawk, Abilene, Kan. _ 
Preud, St. Bernard bilch (A.1¢.R, 479), by the Chequasset Kennels, 

Lancaster, Mass,, to Mr. Theo. Gugert. Philadelphia, Pa, 
Karl Boniverd. St. Bernard doy (A.K.R, 481), by the Chequasset 

Kenuels, Lancaster, Mass,. to Mr. Wm. 'T. Whitman, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Edelman. St. Bernard dog(A.K.R, 490), by the Chequasset Kennels, 

Danvaster, Mass.. to Mr. Alfred Werder, Red Fork, Ark, 
Eqmout, St, Bernard dog (4,K.R, 491), by the Chequasset Kennels, 

Lanvaster, Mass., to Mrs. Henry Trowbridge. New Haven, Ct, A 
Qher, Coeker spaniel dow.whelped Aug. 28, 1883, by Obo II, (A,K.R, 

482) out of Orifice (A.K.R, 308), by Mr. Winchester Johnson, Boston, 
Mass.. to Mr. Geo, R. Cummings, South Acksworth, Muss. . 

Rluck Carrie. Black cocker spaniel bitch. whelped Ang, 28, 1883. 
by Obo TH. (A.K.R. 432), out of Critie (A,.K-R. 308), by Mr. Winchester 
Johnson, Boston, Mass., to Mr. Geo, RK, Cummings, South Ackworth, 
Mass, 

Oboe 11. Critic help, Cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Aug, 28, 1884, 
by Mr. Winchester Jolnson, Boston, Mass, to Mr. W. ©. Partridge, 
same place. , q * 

Folly, Blue belton English setter bitch puppy (Fairy Prince—Flirt), 
hy Mr. A. &. Bishop. Pittsburgh, Pa,, to Mr, Johu Grevyelding, New- 
town, L. I, 

Josie, Black pointer biteh (Bow—Topsy), by Mr, L. F. Patterson, 
Bainbridge, Ga., to Mr, A. Sander, Dayton, 0. 

PRESENTATIONS. 

Ee See instruptions at head of this volenin. 4 
Sir Garnet (Gladstone—Frost). By Mr. J, C. Higgins to Mr, R.M. 

Brown, Jr,, Lynchburg, Va, A 
John C. Black and white dog puppy, by Dashing Monarch out of 

Vannette, by Mr. John C. Higgins to Mr, W. A. Strother, Lynchburg, 
Va. 

Plyairay. Black, white and tan bitch puppy. by Dashing Monarch 
out of List, by Mr. John C. Higgins to Ma RK, M. Brown, Jr., Lynch- 
hure, Va. ’ 

DEATHS. 
(=> See fistructivons at head of this column. 
Gretchen I. Liver-colored pomter bitch (Roy—Gretchen), owned 

by Mr. L. F. Patterson, Bainbridge, Ga., from distemper. 
Vorah (More. Red Trish setter bitch, 4 years 9 months oid (winner 

of ist. New York. 1880, and ist, Cleveland, 1882) (Berkley—Tilley), 
owned by the Rory O’More Kennel, Albany, N. Y., Aug. 17. 

Sir Anthony. Touported mastiff dog (A,K.R, 202), owned by Messrs. 
Shuw & Bates, Clinton, Mass., fromintiammation of the s inal word. 
Wed. Red and white Irish setter dog, whelped Web. 2, 1876 (Bung— 

Shot), owned by Mr. F. W. Coe, Jamaica, L, L., Nov. §, from pnen- 
T™monia, 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT, 

E= No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

W. 4H. L.—Apply hot fomentations across the loins, first giving a 
hit bath. Give twice a day half a grain of opium and five grains 
ferrisulph. Feed lightly on nourishing food, and give harley water, 
water with #um arabic, or milk and isinglass lo drink, Please re- 
port again as to the result of this treatment. 

HypropHonia.—Recent experiments made by the physiolo- 
sist, Paul Bert, go to show that hydrophobia is not caused by 
the canine saliva, but by the phlegm contained in the bron- 
chial tubes, which may or may not enter the wound together 
with the saliva. This explains why the bite ofa rabid dog is 
not necessarily fatal. By filtering the foam which forms at 
the mouth of the doy it has been possible to separate the saliva 
from the phlegm, The matter, injected into an animal organ- 
ism, infallibly produces hydrophobia; while the former does 
not, It causes, however, severe sub-cutaneous suppuration, 
which generally proyes fatal to the animal. his effect M. 
Pasteur explains hy the presence of taicroscopic organisms in 
the saliva, 

Rifle and Crap Shooting. 

FRICTION OF BULLETS. 

Editor Forest and Stream! 

In 4 recent issue of your paper Mr, A, B, Dodge suggests that less 
frivtion may have caused bullet No, 6 of my trajectory experiments 
to give a fatter curye than some of the lighter ones. 

As an engineer this was one of the first explanations that occurred 
to me, but on reflection T thinkit is hardly satisfactory, 
_ What occurs inside the barrel of a rifle at the moment of discharge 
is more 4 matter of conjecture than of absolute knowledge, But we 
can fairly assume that the resisting forces are: the inertia of the 
bullet, its friction along the barrel, and the atmospheric resistance, 
The inertia increases with the weight. 
The friction developed hy the passage of a bullet through a clean 

rifle barrel is dependent on: 
1, The amount of upset given the bullet. 
2. The length of the cylindrical! portion upset. 
4. The lubricant used, 
The amount of upset increases with the initial pressure (which is 

greater for a heavy bullet than fora light one) and decreases with 
the hardness of the bullet, 
: ae length of the bearing surface increases with the weight of the 
bullet. 
The amount of atmospheric resistance is influenced by the shape 

of the bullet. 
Thus it will be seen that bullet No. 6, being heayier. of about 

the same hardness (1-20 tin) and longer than No. 4, for instance, should 
develop considerably more inertia*and friction. The lubricant was 
the same for each. Bullet No. 4 also conformed more closely to the 
sone of least atmospheric resistance as determined by Prof. Bash- 
orth. 
Therefore, if resistances alone are to be considered, bullet No, 4 

should give a Hatter trajectory than No. 6. 
But the increased weight and upset which cause prejudicial resist- 

ances also have advantages that perhaps more than counterbalance 
them. The initial pressure is higher, the combustion is more perfect, 
und the escape of gas more effectually prevented, and the greater the 
weight the less the atmospheric resistance. I think the true solution 
of the problem is to bs found in one of these last causes. 

Indeed, T believe that some of your correspondents have given un- 
due weight to this subject of friction, as where not abnormally devel- 
oped the causes which produce it probably produce advantageous 
forees in a far higher ratio. JAMES DUANE. 

Nov. 10, 1883. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

EXVELLENT MILITARY SHOOTING.—Hartford, Ct., Nov. &— 
The record of the First Regiment, C. N. G., as shown at the close of 
this season's targe practice, is very creditable. Says thé Courant: 
“The splendid results of the season’s work are deserving of more 
than a limited notice when it is considered how important this branch 
of the service is to the military service of the State, A military or— 
ganization with gaudy uniforms, marehing with perfect alignments 
and steady step, is applauded as the perfection of military discipline, 
and so far as it goes it is well deserved, but one of the vital aualifica’ 
tions ofa soldier is his ability to use his rifle with effect. This can 
only be accomplished by systematic and persistent practice with the 
majority of recruits, The present system of target practice in the 
Connecticut National Guard requires that every man shall begin to 
shootat 100yds. distance; if he succeeds in making 13 points out of a 
possible 25, he 1s promoted to the next class. whichis 200yds ; there 
are the same conditions to the second class, which is 320 and 400yds. 
All men who can make 50 per cent, of a possible score at the latter 
range arethen in the first class and canshoot for the marksmian’s 
hadge, The distances are 200 and 500yds,, and five shots are allowed 
ateach range. Two trials only can be made, and if a guardsman 
succeeds in inaking a 50 per cent. score he is a marksman and entitled 
to Wear the State badge. If he wakes an 80 per cent. score, or better, 
he receives a silver bar or badge with the word * harpshooter? in- 
scribed thereon, Each yeara man must demonstrate his ability to 
shoot by going back into the second class and advancing as 
before. So. it ‘will be seen that our citizen soldiers are 
put through a practical course of training in fhe use 
of a weapon which is too often carried by men who 
haven’t the slightest knowledge of its use. The value of this 
course of discipline cannot be overrated. Since target practice was 
first established for the C. N, G. the First regiment has led the entire 
brigade in the number of marksmen. In1879 the entire brigade had 
567 marksmen, of which the Wirst had 306. In 1880 the brigade had 
46, of which the First regiment, with ten companies, had 316, In 
1881, out of 887 in the entire brigade, the regiment, with eight com- 
panies, had 267, In 1882 the total] was 3834, of which the Virst regi- 
ment had 160. Itis generally known, of course, that there are four 
regiments and a battalion of thres companies; besides a hattery of 
artillery in the brigade. It will beeasy to estimate thatthe First 
regiment has ayeraged as many marksmen as the entire rest of the 
brigade, and can appropriately be called the “shooting regiment,” 
Tn 1480, when the regiment qualified 816 marksmen, there were two 
more ph hy in the regiment and over two hundred nore men on 
the rolls thau at the presenttime, We give helow the figures of each 
company, and itis safe to conclude thatbno other regiment in the 
country can equal it: 

Marks- Sharp- 
men. shooters. Total, 

Field and staff,... -....---.--.---.- 5 9 li 
CompanytaA ........-..- 2 52 
Company B E 7 42 
Company D.. 1 15 
Company 1 3 30 
Company F 18 60 
Company G... - 3 16 
Company H.. it dd 
ROBART. | Sees ome sldcsle date wiele in aisnabelc 19 ts 

258 78 386. 
Uempany K qualified every member of the company and Company 

F all but one. 

BOSTON, Noy. 10.—Walnut Hill Range was visited to-day by a large 
delegation of riemen, and all the matches open to competition tilled 
well. The weather conditions were of the best, a gentle wind blowing 
across the line of fire from the west or 9 o'clock poimt allday, The 
scores nade are added: 

Creedraoor Practice Mateh. 
CA Hunt,..45555454355-47 TSimpson- 454584554 : 
B Burleigh 54445454454 Channeey,.3444444555 42 
B Ernst 4445544554444 JHall.....5445444345 
Canter 55444454444 EFAndrews 444345543 5-1 
Gleasou....4354455545-4 SKimball, 444444445 4-41 
SC Crosby 4544444455—-438 JSampson4d5 444444444] 
EB Barlow...645544444 4—44 

Oreedmoor Prize Match, 
G@ Warren..5445555445-46 JACobb...43444445 4 5—43 
JP Bates...d6445454455-45 § ECates 4545445444 48 
W Goodwind 64445554445 CSJenkins4 4544444 4 4-42 
OF Taylor.5444445 44 5—44 

Decimal Target Match. 
JON Pry@..:.2 css scey wreeeeeer erase aes 9 6 7 6 81010 6 8B T—T8 
FE Phillips - cs eS er reat) Wiehe eer 
GS Sawyer, - (221: 9°68 b 7 7 OD B99 B72 
Gel TOS Loner een ier das ae AL oe 9947 8 8 5 9 3 3—68 

est Match, 
GW Warreu,....,-..,,----------------10 10 10 810 9 10 10 10 10—% 

Combina py ait 
HS Sarris........-------+ 5 5 5 5-48 
' B Felton... , 2 45 4 6 i415 
Fadil fel alco ee SSSR gone Scere Sait 5 4 5 5 3-45 

WORCESTER, Mass., Nov. 4,—The attendance to-day of the mem- 
bers of the Worcester Rifle Association at their regular weekly meet 
at Pine Grove Range was not large. The new American decimal tar- 
get, distance 200 yards, shooting off-hand. The following scores were 
mage out of a possible 100: 
Joh NW Morsejdt_ 2... seee a. = se in) 810 8 &§ 56 9 ¥ 9 9 10—K5 
Re-entry ,....-.. Poe ue tear 9°89 6 8 9 7 210-7 
Moses Carter 9 710 7 910 810 4-83 
Re-entry. ---. 7101010 6 T 710 3—78 
Re-entry. -. 7 6 6 8 $1010 8 8-75 
A Williams ___ §10 6 9 5 8 & 9 10-80 
Re-entry..-.., 98993 9 9 5 1-5 
Re entry =... 6 f 1010 6 B10 Gf 9 
Nolin: Nawnon 22pm 2: eect rtar- = 885 8 9 9 5 510-74 

GARDNER, Mass,, Nov. 6.—To-day being the State election, quite & 
delegation of the Gardner Rifle Club went out to Hackinatack Range 
und faved the butts, The American decimal! target was used, distance 
200 yards, shooting off-hand. Out of a possible 110 the following totals 
were nade! A, Mathews 91, G. F, Hllsworih 8, J. N, Dodge 87, F. E. 

Ehsan) 86,5. B. Hildreth 8. W, Lewis 4, G..R. Pratt 8. G. C, Gond- 
279, 
At the last regular meetatthe range with the same targel. the 

totals were as follows: G. FP, Elsworth 94, re-entry 80, A. Mathews M1, 
re-entry $7,-W_ Lewis 5§, re-entry 85. F. EB, Nichols 84, W. C. Loveland 
81. GC. Goodale 81, W. Amsden &0, 

ALBANY, N. ¥.—The tenth and final competition in the Third Di- 
vision Champion match was shof Nov. 5, at Rensselearwyek range. 
pe veh was good, weather cold and strong wind. The following is 
he Score: 

200yds, AO0yds. Total. 
Ghas A Gaus :- 2... 2. ee 5 421 ee: 423 44 

ai coe O45 B19 a546 5-24 43 
44344—19 445 5 3—21 tu 
41545 321 2338 2—16 ay 

wernt 4334418 2404414 32 
erect. J.T. Miles, of the Tenth battalion, he 

having won three times, once more than any other competitor. —AL 
BANY: 

VIRGINTA.—Wurrenton, Noy. 13.—The shooting of Warrenton 
Ritles on Nov. 2, 1883, for medal presented by Col. KE, Z%, CG. Judson 
to best shot. The following is the scole made by each man, maxi- 
mum 9; Ist, M. White 514, 2d, N. 8, Cologne 5, dd. C, W. White 334, 
4th, John Pierce 3, sth, 8. McLaren and A. Brodie 2, lth, C, Chilton. 
R. Knight and R. Menefee 2%. 7th, 8 Stipp and C. Timerick 2, 8th, ¥. 
Downman and H. Shepperd 126, Sth, C. W. Martin 144, 16th, G, 1. 
Maddux 1, 11th, H. Hutton 54, 2th, Wm. Follin 14, 18th, Homer, 
Payne, Coons and Minter made nothing. The tance shol was 
20yds.. the day very windy; a W. W. gale and extremely coll. 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particularly re- 
quested ta write on one side of the paper only. 

THE LOUISVILLE TOURNAMENT. 

QUISVILLE, Nov, 6.—The special meeting of the Louisyille 
Sportsmen's Association was successfully inaugurated (this morn- 

ing at the Churchill Downs Race Course. The attendance of sports- 
men was large, anda fair crowd of interested spectators occupier 
the grand stand, Jt had heen expected that Dr. Caryer would shoot 
an exhibition match with Col. John Barbour, but for some reason 
the Doctor failed to pitin an appearance, His paper rival, Uaptam 
Stubbs, whose backer failed him at the last moment, was present, 
The othersportsmen from a distance were: Wi. Williamson, Mu- 
Henry, Ky.; J. P. O'Neil, Pittsburgh; Dr. Henry, Jacksonville, Tl; 
L. E. Tarlton, Georgetown, Ky.: M. BE. Tabor, Plain View, Minu.: 
Chas. Griffith. Russellville, Ky.; W. Van Antwerp, Mt. Sterling; J. 
P. Lane, Lebanon, Ky.; Walker Williams, Clarkville, Tenn. ; Gwyune 
Price, St. Louis, Mo.: Henry Miller, Chicago, Ill.: HK. F. Stubbs. 
Gainsville, Ark,; W. I’. Carver, Haven, Conn,; W. G, Merrill, 
Tennessee: U. B. Wright, Mooleyville, Ky.; Kichard Church, Frank- 
fort, Ky.; R. M. Wharton, Russellville. 
A delegation from Chicago are expected for to-morrow. Berry 

and Hutchings, of the Lonisville Sportsmen's Association, however, 
held up the reputation of the honie wlub. 
There were plenty of fast and strong birds, and jhe shooting Was 

Spirited The EDO in the morning, however, was uot up to the 
mark, the poor scores heing partially accounted for by the contrari- 
ness of the birds, and but. fewof them vould be made to fly out of 
the ground traps. They were finally abandoned and the plunge 
traps substituted, a marked improvement being made. Four matches 
were shot, and the day’s sport wound up with a private match be- 
tween Col, J. M. Barbour and Mr, Milleat ten double birds, which the 
former won by a score of eight to seven. The following are the 
scores made: 

First Match. 
Class Shooting—Five singies, 2yds. rise; entranue, $5; ant entries! 

0 Dr. Henry 12% 1% 1 0-4 Rodgers! 10.1.0 L 1-3 
Jolinson,...-. 1 110 8 OGriffith..,...... Qid th i—# 

i121 0-3 Walker--:-.. 2:1 1 7 b 1h 
1 0 { 1 0-8 Williamson 0 1 0 0 2 

MIASAPOS yes osm, 1011 14 Merrill ........... 01 10 1-3 

First Tie—Third money: three singles, 2bycls, rise; — 
Johnson. wrreeesl 1 1-8 Roadgers.: --1 1 D2 
Manors ese dda iiiets 0 1 0-1 Griffith, 221 1 to 
| BEA Te ee psu Ayah te O 1 O—1 Merrill....,...........-  t 0-1 
Johnson and Griffith divided third money. 

Second Match. — . 
Cluss shooting—Five single birds, 25yds, rise; entrance $5, Sixteen 

entries, 
Tabor. 0 1-48 Walker.,., ..-:.-- 71710 1-4 
Laue, . O W—2® Berry...) setsee 1 T Lt td 
Hazard _- 1 1—4 Willianison..,.... 1710 1-4 
O'Neil... 1 1—4 Wight...........-. 10. 2 i Lad 
Miller. 1 1—5 Henry Bie ae lee a 
Rodgers. 1 1—45 John R tot 0 0 3 
Tarlton. . 1 i—4 Church 1ai41 4 
Jobuson, 1 1 1—5 White.. Oo 117 1-4 

First mone ed by Miller, Rodge mand Henry. 
First Tie—Second money: three single birds, 25yds. rise. 

Hasatdyey . aie. Sal IS yilliamson........--.... 1 1-3 
ONeit i i anes oar Wight, ....--.-..-.--....0 0 w—0 
Tarlton . Chivch. ory sis 8: i ig bf 8 
Walker -- White) -22 0). eh Uw) 
Berry... ..5---+ 

Third Match. 

Ground Traps—Six singles, d0yds. rise: entrance, $6.50, Fifteen 
entries. 
Henry... .-.5++ 11121411 5 Berry...,. tA de TL te 6 
O'Neil ..t 101 0 1-4 Walker Oe 7 dt ta 
Rodgers.,.....1 1 1 1 1 1—6 Hazard - aly eae 
Tarlton}; ..---- 0 1 4 4 1-4 Williamson,....1 1 1 1 1 IL-6 
Tabor 32.4.2. 0 1 1 1 0 1-4 Johnson.......1 1 0 0 Ow—2 
Lane:. si -..2 65 0 0 172 1 1s eee 
White - #20 “200! 1io0n 1 O48 
Miller...... -..+- 0 Tt Apts 2, 

Fiest Tie—First meney; 8 singles, d0yds. rise. 
Rodgers..-- 2.22. pe sses 1 1 1—3 Wliamson, ,:.:...,,,.-0 w —0 

ot APs: (GHG YoU ieee - 8) wee ee dO 
1 i—3 

i—3 Hazard 1 tw1 
1-3 

Rodgers.-..... --.. --.6 1 1—2 Berry ses 5:as_ehnccinet toi bs 
Berry won first mouey. Dr, Henry won secend monty, 
First Tie—Third money. 

O Neil). 0---+ 1 Ped obits) See 6 
Tarlton . i cas wld Mele 
Tabor. ao. 3 

peecond Tie_thina mone econd Tie—Third money. 
owell rata od moh all of 4—1 Millers... --:.— :#:-_- ty 
NOUS ec beoe cee eee OP gS Walkers je Te 

Miller won third money. 
“4 Fourth Match. r 

Cluss Shooting—Plunge traps, six singles. J4yds. rise; entrance. 
$6.50; fifteen eutries. : 
Noll. 000014 Fh Shaan fins 
Rodgers. -. Ort T wuz QD wo f.c-8 
Williamson It 24 1) 1 1 0 0 c—4 
Henry...... 0. ast aaaole a Ma ot ODS 
Walker Leo) or aioageiry eee hd fas 
Church 1.0. @ 14 Barbour,,,.-.-.0 1 1 1 1 f4 
White . - 411 1 ts Johnson,.....,1 0 1 1 2 loa 
TRH OFat a ecet. yells ied Lalit 

Miller and Tabor diyided first money. 
First Tie—Second money: three singles, Siyds. 

Rodgers....... Teo TE eon gereos n= aac RS Ss | 
Williamson 0 w —O Berry. w = 
Walker ” ei Johnson,.-,. 1 0-2 

sond Tie—Second monty. 
ey ae Ps ites A raat Whité....,--:-- ::-0-)..d 0 wel 

™ hind Tie— Second Money € Money. 
Rodgers sa 7.0" 0 w—O0l Walkerc:,..,--.--- 0 101-4 
Walker wou second money. : 
First Tie—Third money: three singles, siyds. 

11 1-3 Barbour... -. onappaU Lb. Ie 
ie AG et 
money. 

——E——=<x i — 
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remarkable in the score Biades but if was a decided improvement on 
the previons day. 

Seana the first regular shoot there Was a_match between Col. 
A.W, Holman, of Louisville, and J. Palmer O'Neil, of Pittsburgh, 10 
single at 26yds. rise, 5 pai at iSyds. Result—Single birds: Holman, 8; 
O'Neil, 7, Double birds; Holman, §; O'Neil, 5. The following were 

7 
RS etES Birst Mateh, 

sing! ds, ; 
a 10 01 1-38 Henry... jr ay a 
Oeil 0641104 JnoR.... 0010 8 
Miller... oi 11 0 ts Church.. Lid i 
Johnson. 6 2 fi 11 15 Walker.. iY de it 
Tabor wurde t 0 od to Hagardtii: ji, 1 8 t 1-5 
Holman....-..0 & 1 1 1 1-5 
Ties—For first money: ; 

Hevty ceieyireves wyeesk © 122 Chureh-.-.,...--—-.01 TD OR 
’ wil O79 1-2 

money, } 
WIGMIE Ny ge cot ceo y ao ee , J—d, Ghurdls 2:72) Eesses nt 

ah. 

Henry won first money. 
First Match—Ties for second money. | 

Miller ,......- 11 Johnson.,,...... teveraeal 1 0-8 
Tabor. wl 1 1-d Hazard-.-.... - 1 0 1-2 
Holman ..-..-.--- eh ot 

Miller and Tabor divided; third money was won by O'Neil without 
# tie. 

Second Matel. 
Wight single; 26yds: i 

Havard...1 1 111 1 1 1-8 Johnson... !} 1 1 1 7 1 07 
Waleed wie le ta £ Jt) Henky 2 OD dd Dd 0-7 
John R...1 ¥ 1 14°14 i 1—8 Chureh...2 1 1 0 1 1 «1 0-4 
Tabor. ..0 1 J 1 0 1 1 1—6 Miller... 1 2 1 0 f 1 IT 
White. ..11101 7 f 1-7 O'Nei....0 101071 1-46 
Rodgers..1 2 1 111 1 1-8 

First money divided between Hazard. John R, and Rogers, 
Second Mate -Ties for second money: 

Weoalkér: si fei. ho. et et ROS MTL eg ee ee ll aka 
Johnsen ¢ Sp gde git. bm LOUT <0 ls see oe gel, Uo ie 
MSNPCe Jere upc ose a OF Lat 
Second Tie—Second money, 

Wilkety..))........-6.0)D 1-8 Johnson... .---.,-«1 | 1-2 
Third Tie—Sevond money: 

Walker. -).ys:..:4 0 1 1-2 Johnson.__ oR ST atess! 
Johnson won second: Tabor and Church divided third money. 

Third Mateh, 
2byds: Ten single; 

JownR. ...00010171011—5 Miller OO T0117 0NO- 4 
Hazard,,....0111101111—8 Barbow--37T1110)111-9 

T1270141411-$ Johnson... 10117011 011-—7 
¥11170111—9 Cbhureh 1121111 1—10 
1T1111010—-8 Henry T111i011—8 
101111100—6 White._.... 11117011-7 

10011021117 
fstimoney. 

Third Match—Ties for second money: 
TDSDOI ei i och oletr btencl 1 1 1—8 Walker.__-..__.-.._,...- LJ (3 
Pes Wid tt 1 eS OSE EL got ERA ts (aire ee as ee 1, OF ie 
Secoml Tie—Second money: 

TRDOPOa oy oe wel. s Eay, vine, D3) Walker acres —--+-0-dae be ae 
Third Tie—Second money; 

Tabor ss ::3- pime ats ies. 1—} “Walker... ;:-:- .--.---- ete Us 
Tabor, second money. 
Third Mateh—Third money! Divider! between Hazard, O'Neil 

Henry, 
Fourth Mateh. 

Six singles. moves, rise. 
Hazan ---.),--1 1 a 1s White:.:.,,.-) t 0 4 7 P+ 
Slocum... 0... W 0 1—-t John R -.......0 0 0 a a) 
Nil . 1 15 Tabor .. C0, eet FY ae 
Church. 1 1=6 Walker. Dot Ud Oo 1-5 
Gordon... 1 1—5 Barbour tod 2 As 
Henry 1 0—4 Rogers. = 1 O07 a3 
MiDErS eee k 0 1-5 Reeves.....--..1 0 1 1 0 0-8 

First nioney divided between Chureh and Hazard. 
Fourth Match—Ties for secont! money: 

OPEL ty es cel -eeeb eo De Deak yes Sey ed 028 
Gordon,...., ww O 1—f Barhour......0..00.0.. 0 7 Is 
OW iMer es: aace ss ed sca. 
Second Tie—Sevond money: 
ONGil.... 2... ne edt LY 1-3 Walker......... 0 1 1-2 
BADOOUT |i eats oop weed Mer = hls 
O'Neil won second money. 
Kouth Mateh-—Tie for third money: 

Wihites “i jecyeser:-23sdok 2 ation: - py = ne scesgetel O38 
Feary... .. 2... == mine ahr vlele 0 1 12 
Second Tie—Third money; 

White —_, cub dl = Dabor,. 0. 
Hettye.. yy. 1 1 1-4 
Henry won a 

Fitth Mateh. 
Pour singles, Slyds, rise. 

Walker ........ .-..1 2 1 1—4 Cburch.. 1-170 Den 
O'Neil, ....,,----- .9 1 1 t3 Hazard poled J te 
AFIS vite ed et peer. 00 Tee Een rvi.s ces bp ances 22a f— 
Rodgers ....- bivacce Le Die P= 23> Waa 2 Fr ge amelie 11 i 0-3 
Jolm BR... 2... -- v1 0 T 0-8 

First Tie—First motiey. 
WALCEE yn, e.- SE a7 i Nat Harari. oD aL 
1eFSih ey hinge Neue goes 0 0 Tl 
Second Tie—First money. 

Walker’. .:..- ae es ah) 0, IW Hazards. cise eet OW OL 
ISH, oe ee nese Le Tel 
Walker won first money. 
Secoud money divided between White and O'Neil , 
First Tie -Third money. 

Chuceh,- 1 0 1-2 Miller.. 7 01 
Rodgers.....:+- .2 0 1 Juhbn R. O ed 
Chureb won t. oney. 
Noy, 8.—The shooting tournament proceeded to-day tu the presenue 

of a fair crowd of spectators an(l many sportsmen. It was the last 
regular day. but Managers Griffith and Barbour have decided. at the 
solicitation of the visiting sportsmen. to continue the tournament for 
adayortwo. The shoot, so far, has been a complete success. The 
visitors, particularly, have expressed themselves as being more than 
pleased with the mannerin which the shoot has been conducted, The 
eepunds of the Jockey Club will be opened to the Publics it haying 

in decided to charge no admission fee. There will beseveral spe- 
cial matches shot in addition to the regular programme. The follow- 
ing is the result of to-day’s shooting: 

First Match. 
Hive single; 2hy! 

Church 0 1-4 John R,,... 
Tabor i 1—4 Miller... Me 
Barbour ) O—2 Blwhide,-.. .,.. 
Hazard 115 4 
Hazard und Tabor (livided first money. 
Nie for second money : ’ 
SVC as ee od ok IG eae bae. 11 1Lé 

Miller won second money. 4 
Second Match. 

Ten single; 26yds. 
Chureh..... 11101111)1—% Tabor,,...1111110111—9 
Hazard, 1011110111—8 Durrett .--- as Ee is i Go LESS f) 
John R,.,,.1110011011—7 Miller..,... 1110101000—5 
Durrett won first money; Tabor and Church divided second money; 

Bayard won third money. i 
Third Match. 

Hicht sipgle, 26yds . 
wane ue to 1)0010-8 Chureh,,,.-. 111014117 
John R. 00101 1—4 Durrett Le Dated 7 

ard.. 11101 1-7 
Church and Hazzard divide first money; John R. won second 

money. 
Fourth Match, 

Miss and out, 3Lyds. 
LECT Es eto MY hUreld f2sds 2s ees 2  e 
Miller 4 ca2-2 yc sit Ytens meee 
Won hy Hawzurd. 

Witth Mateh. 
Four singles, 2tyds, 

Hazzard ..,.-._....1 0 1 0—2 Elebide. -......-...0 00 i 
111 1-3 Miller-....,..,...,,..0 1 0 1-2 

Pas crete 10 1-2 GChureh -..,..........0 1 1 1-3 
Church and Barbour divided firsi money; Miller, Hazzard and 

1d oi LR 
1a 0 1 1-3 
12 1 0 1-3 

(2 eo een) ee! 1.3 Barbour, .......,...--.0@ 1 0-1 
Ellehbide.....---....-2204 Wed 28) Bobi ee ee et 
Hagard and Hlchide divide first monsy. 

oe 

é 

= eee eer eS SES SS a a ee ee Eee ee Oe Eee EEE ee a ES SESS SES 

Tirst tie for second mpaney 
Ohureh..... Set 1—2 Miller... 5 -1 1028 
Second tie for second money. 
Church 22... 2. eset 1 Miller, Asie — evssieet. go “Ie 
Third tie for second money, 

Chuteh, 2. 25 1 1 1-8 Miller, -.--- esas & 01 
Church won second money. 

Seyenth Match. 
Four singles, 26yds. 

Biehide,,-.......--- 1 1 1 1—4 Miller..........-.45-. 10 1 [4 
Qhureh......-........l 0 1 1—8 John R.-...,--::-:- O11 1a 
Connor. — .-... Bae’ io. i1-é 

Elchide won first mouey; others divided second money. 
Noy. 9.—The first extra day of the shooting tournament drew an- 

other large crowd of sportsmen and a fair attendance of outsiders. 
The sport was exciting, but the ground was damp and very disagree- 
able. In the first regular mateh at 20 hirds, 3lyds,, Miller, of Chivago, 
won first money and John R. second, The second regular match at 
fout single birds, 21yds., plunge trap, for a pea} of 311.40, was divided 
between Burhour, Elchide and John R. In the afternoon seyeral 
matches for amateurs were shot and many of the birds escaped, 

Those who favor us with seores for publication ave partiouarly 

requested to irite on one side af the paper only. 

by J. B. Valentine, W. G. Cran- 
The following is the swore: 

11111111111111011101—18 
O272717171210711111011101 1-17 
0171277202111101111111-17 

-11011111111110100100-44 
OB Potter, liyds.... ....01111100101111011110—14 
FO Wehoskey, l5yds.....,- 0141111100100101111011 
B F George. t5yds .01111100101001110011—2 
L Bennett, l5yds 1001010011yW 
A match for the Ligowsky State badge took place Oct, 25,0n the 

grounds of the Narragansett Gun Club, between G. W. Cary and G. J. 
Crandall, Mr. Cary being the challenged party, and resulting in Mr. 
Cary still retaining the medal, by a score of 46, to Mr, Crandall’s 36 
out of a possible 50. Terms of match—50 clay-birds, 15yds, 4th notch, 
5 traps, screened. 

The Watchemoket Gun Club shoot on Tuesday was well attended, 
but the high wind again prevented the best results. Wor the gold 
badge greatest number out of fifteen clay-pigeons broken. The fol- 
lowing was the score: 
EW Tinker....111111100111010—11 Isaiah Barney. ,011110011011011—10 
JE Bourne .-,.111070101011100— 9 EE Tingley..,000000111011101— 7 
IS Luther..... 110190011101010— 8 § ESmith...._,110010111100101— 9 
Geo Barney-...111101110011000— 9 W Herbert.....101111111010001 11 
There being a tie hetween Messrs. Herbert and Tinker five more 

shots were taken by them, Mr. Tinker breaking five in succession, 
Herhert withdrew after firing once and missing, and the badge was 
awarded to Mr) Tinker for the sécond time in succession. For the 
silver badge, gréatest number of glass balls broken unt of twenty. 
The following were the scores; 
RY a 2s ee ee eee 1114471 0121111111111—19 
J E Brown... ~9010T001101101111110 2 
£5 Luther. 2107711107111 0111111117% 
Geo Barney... 1111110010011101101 113 
Isaiah Barney. V11117101010101101101—1% 
S E Smith, -..::-. ~100111110001001 drawn, 
W Herbert .., -- --11111011111011110100—%5 
W Grandall......... -. .-.: Ob11111111101 1 drawo 

Mr. Tinker took the badge for the third time in succession, and it 
now becomes his property. A cup will be substifuted for this badge. 

FALL RIVER. Mass., Noy. &.—The Bleyenth Cup Match was won 
to-day by T. §. Ball, for the third successive time. As the score now 
=tanis W. J. Braley has won it four times, J. A, Negus four, and T, 
§. Hall three times, and the pne winning if five times becomes the 
owner, The following are the scores: 

Balls. Clay-pigeons, ['l. 
HO Briley, fs:2ifsectss +2: 119111111101111—15 000100010—2—17 

.(01011111011111—11 
. 10110111 11011—-11 
--111111011111111—14 
-199111111111110—18 

Re-entries, 
-114001011101111—11 
111111111110111—14 

0111010011 —G—17 
1101101110—7—18 
#100011011—5—19 
10111111—8—21 

(110110111—7—18 
1011011110—--7—21 

W J Braley. -..., 
OMe Wud a. yes. as. aeae 
FA Nerus. 9.2. i---- 1. 
ADS Shel ew tered rele 

W Braley. 22: —:::s010-3- 
Negus 
Hall 110111111131111—14 0111710w, 

Tie on 21 Balls. Clay-pigeons.T’). 
Tall... See . 11-3 111—s—6 
DVCEUS hah sericb ea yee 2 - ,---1M—1 W. 

T. 8. H. 

ALGONQUIN GUN GLUB.—New York, Nov. +.—Fifth contest for 
Composition Ball Company's badges, 25 balls ta each man? 
Lordly, 27yds.. 17° MeLean, 1Syd - 
Cassebeer, 21yds 14 Brenner. ify 
Sauer, 2lyds.-.i1.--. 5 19 Griswold, 1Syds. 
Hill, 1Syds.., 14 Berdan, l8yds. . 
Lundie. 18yds.-. 83 Loewer, ityds..... 18 

Ties for second badge between Sauer and Brenner resulted in favor 
of the latter.—.. Hi. ML TL. 

CUYAHOGA COUNTY.-—Cleveland, 0.. Nov. ¥,—Mr. John Ballau 
tyne has presented a gold badge tothe gun clubs of Cuyahoga chunty, 
to be contested for by any member in Rood standing of said clubs, 
under the following conditions: 1, Itshall be known as the Ballantyne 
badge. 2. To be contested for the tirst time, on November 15, 1683, at 
1 o’Glock P. M., sharp, and then on the third ‘Thursday in each month, 
on the grounds of the Cleveland Gum Olub, 3. Hach match shall be 
at 20 glass balls, 18yds. rise, Card rules to govern, and 20 clay-pigeons, 
l5yds. rise, Ligowsky Clay-Pigeon Co. rules to govern. 4. The winner 
of the badge shall givé a responsible security that he will produce 
said badge in good order at the next regular shoot, until he has won 
it three times, when it shall become his property. 5. The entrance 
fee shall be the price of the balls and clay-pigeons only. fi. All en- 
tries closed after the ninth round, 

CARTERET GUN CLUB.—This club, which has grounds at Bergen 
Point, N. J., will shoot weekly for the eclubcup. Conditio: s; 7 birds; 
handicap rise: ties, ifany, to be decided “miss and out.’ Club rules: 
entrance $1,00: the money to be used in founding a prize fund. 
Shooting for this rezwar Saturday event will commence on arrival 
of the 3 P. M, train from New York. The cup, valued at $100, will he 
presented tothe member having won it the greatest number of times 
up to June 1, i8k4. Notless than three contestants, or no match. 
An “optional sweepstakes” will be combmed with the above, for 
those who desire to enter, Trains leave foot of Liberty street. New 
York, af 10, 10:30, 11:30 A. M; 12:45, 2, 2:30, 3, 3:30, 4:45, 4 and 4715 
P.M. Return at 12:18, 1:23, 2:07, 2:33, 3:28, 3:58, 4:28, 4:89, 4718, 5:40, 
6:38 P,M. Mr. Alfred DeCordova has kindly presented a silver eup 
for competition by the members of the.club. Tt will be shot for Sat- 
urday. 17th inst., on the arrival of the 2 P. M. train from New York. 
Conditions: 10 birds; handicap rise; ties, if any, to be shot off at 
three birds; club rules. 

TH CLAY-PIGEON TOURNAMENT,—We understand that Mr. EB, 
St, John, General Passenger Agent of the Chicago & Rock Island 
Railroud, has assured the managers of the Chicago Clay-Pigeon 
Tournament, tobe held in May, taat reduced. transportation rates 
will be made for those who attend the meeting. The Liguwsky Com- 
pany traps have been reduced ‘n price, being now furnished practi- 
caliy at cost, See advertisement elsewhere. 

ALBANY. N. Y,—The aunual competition of the Albany Gun Club 
took place on the 10th inst. A large number enye yed the sport. Three 
hundred birds were used, Biraps, 10 birds each. Mr. Andrew Ryan 
wou the prize with 10 straight, Gitier 9, Crocks 8, Fasoldt 7, € 
prize was a gold medal, New York State rules governed the match. 
Mr. H. Derby acted as reteree.—ALBANY, 

Sir Henry Brand presided yesterday (Oct, 20) at_a large 
gathering of Sussex sportsmen, af Glynde Place, on the occa- 
sion of the first meet of the Southdown foxhounds, when a gold 
watch, silver teaseryice, and £824 in money were presented to 
Mr. George Champion, who for twenty-six seasons has been 
chief huntsman of the Southdown pack, and who has been 
recently appointed in a similar capacity to the new pack 
formed by the Duke of Richmond and Gordon ab Goodwood. 
Mr. Streatfeild, last year’s master, made the presentation. 
Mr. Champion, in reply, mentioned that Es the past 
twenty-six seasons he had hunted 2,393 days, killed 2,003 foxes, 
run to ground 1,424, and had forty blank days—Nf. James's 
Gazette, 

, Canoeing. 

To insure prompt attention, comnmunwations should be ad- 
dressed tothe Forest and Stream Publishing Co,, and not ta 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

FIXTURES. 

Winter Camp-fires._Nov, 22, 6 P.M., 907 Broadway, New York, 
Subject: Choice of a Canoe. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest ann 
Srreax their addresses, with name, membership, signals, ete., of 
their clubs, and also rotices in adyance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same, Canoéists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to*forward to Foresr AND STREAM their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. 

AMATEUR CANOE BUILDING. 

i answer toa general demand among canoeists, FoREsT AND STREAM 

has now in preparation and will publish during the winter a.series 
of articles on canoes construction, giving such instructions as may be 

most useful to amateurs and those unacquainted with boat building. 
These articles will embrace a short chapler on canoes in general, 

selection of model, dimensions, designing the canoes, makiug and 

working from the model, laying down and making the molds, the 

tools used, and the aetual work of building, rigging and fitting out. 

They will be fully illustrated. We haye no doubt that they will sup- 

ply a want long felt by the many who enjoy not only sailing but 

‘tinkering’ at a boat, as the subject has as yet been but little noticed 
in the literature of yachting and boating. 

THE A. ©. A. CAMP. 

CORRESPONDENT who is well posted in eanoeing. writes to 
Fortst AND STREAM in regard to the future camp of the A.C.A. 

as follows, and his yiews are worthy of note as expressing a growing 
eonyiction in the minds of many who have watched the growth of the 
Association froin its formation: ‘The Association will some time be 
bruken up into sections, say the New York and Middle States, the 
New England, the Canadian, the Southern, and perhaps two Western 
divisions. each of which will have their annua! regatta or meet before 
or aiter the grand A.C.A. encampment, which will permit any or all 
concerned to attend the A.C,A, as before. The Association is gaining 
fast, and covering a> it does so much territory, it will be diffienli to 
getall toattend. Western men cannot come East every year. Cana- 
dians Sonth, or New Englanders We-t, consequently those sections 
of country far away will organize their own meets, and on the other 
hand, if the A.C.A. camp is taken one year North, the next South, 
then West. and back again East, it will keep its hold on the entire 
land,’ Ivis, of eourse, apparent that weare not ready for sucha 
division yet, but the local meets in yarious localities will in time 
coy ealice into seyeral large divisions of the Association, each in turn 
taking the honor of furnishing the Commodore and meeting place for 
site year, while those unable to go so far will altend their local meets 
only, : 

THE CHART LOCKER. 

[From our issue vf Nov. 8.] 

\ E publish this week a letter fromian old canoviston the collection 
of information concerning canoeable waters, and would call 

the attention of canoeists, not only to the importauce of the subject 
in general, but also to the remarks o1) the character of the inferma- 
tion required. Most of the Jogs published are neither interesting to 
the casual reader, nor of value to any one going over the sume route, 
and canoeists in writing should endeayor to give either an enter{ain- 
ing account of their cruise or simply to state the main peculiarities 
of the water as plainly and concisely as possible. Under the heading 
of “The Chart Locker’? we shall endeavor in the future to give just 
such information regarding American waters. publishing at the same 
time inquiries from canoeists concerning different localities, and 
such notes in answer to them as we shall receive, and also such gen 
éral information as may be sent by canoeists. The labor of writing 
up one’s own locality is hut slight, and is more than paid for by cor- 
responding information concerning many other localities. 

Besides the aboye, it is a great help in cruising to know the location 
of canoeists by the way. who would be willing to give information 
either by letter or personally to visiting canoeists, 

All who are willing to do this are requested to send their address to 
FOREST AND STREAM Office, where a record will he kept of them. 
Canoeists mapping out cruises, on applying to Forest AND STREAM. 

till be furnished with the address of other canoeists along the route, 
from whom, by correspondence, more definite and detailed informa- 
tion can he obtamed than is possible with any printed enide. Such a 
publication as the ‘Canoe Pilot” suggested in the prospectus of the 
American Canoe Association, even if carried out, would soon be out, 
of date, owing to the constant changes and additions reqmred, but a 
living guide, such as the columns of Forrest anp Stream, fresh every 
week, and noting af once both discoveries and revisions, will, if prap- 
erly supported hy canoeists, be of the greaiest value to them. 

HOW | WON A CANOE RACE, 

QO UR elub had five members who were specially fond of sailin 
races. After we had practiced together, and carefully studie 

up each other's **poitts’ and mishaps, each got to be so expert and 
the canoes so evenly matched that frequently in a race of two miles 
the boats would pass and repass each other many timeés, and come in 
at the finish only a few seconds apart. As soon as one of us got a 
uew wrinkle in the set or arrangement of sails or knack in handling, 
the others at once caught the idéa and worked on it. Rarely was 
more than one race won by any single dodge. 
Oue of the fellows learned to sit on deck to windward afte~ much 

hard work, many upsets, and by sticking to it til) he had the balance. 
He practiced when alone, and none of the rest of ns knew anything 
about it til an important race came off. He then appeared with a 
new and larger sail than any one dared to carry before. By sitting 
on the windward side of the deck and carrying fifty pounds of shot 
ballast in bags on the floor of the cockpit to steady the craft, he 
won easily, Before another regatta day though we had the same 
trick and new sails, and Mr, Inventor was a sorry third in the race, 
The annual race was to come off, for which the best prize of the 

year was offered. Each one of us was working hard, and doing an 
unusual amount of thinking to hit-upon some new dodge that would 
give his canoe more “go.” 
The course decided on was 4 triangular one—from the club-house 

float across the channel about a mile, rounding a buoy, thence an- 
other mile up the bay and nround buoy No.2, and from there one 
mile home. On the day of the race the wind was blowing directly 
~ the bay. The t:de at the start was just beginning to rum out. 
There was a good full-sail breeze. 

In thinking it all over before starting as to just what should do, 
decided that the best chance of winning was by making good time 
between the two buoys, where we would have a tree wind but a 
strong tide to buck against, and thus it would be the longest leg of the 
triangle, in point of time, to sail oyer. Todo this, it occurred te m+ 
that if Lcould put on a little extra sail the canoe would carry it, as | 
would get all my weight down low, the canoe not being keeled ovo: 
as she is when sailing on the wind. Without saying a word in any 
on: I went about it, meanwhile watching the others get their boats 
ready to see what they were up to and if any of them fook an extra 
sail below deck. Not one of them did, so I felt easy in my mind, We 
all got off well together and spun along gaily, with a strong beam 
wind across channel for the first turn. A pretty sight it yas too—the 
canoes, with two white wings each, skimming out acrossthe bay in a 
flock together. 
Though | got off first and kept the lead for a time, tivo of the canoes 
assed ine before the buoy was reached, which we wereto jibe round, 
e were all yery close together and turned in a regular provession_ 

As soon as we rounded the sheets were eased off and the canoes 
headed dead before the wind for buoy No. 2. I watched the two fel- 
lows ahead as they rounded the bioy and got settled after the jibe, 
and ueither of them put on more sail. The moment I got well clear of 
the budy Lunfoldid a large umbrella | had concealed below deck, 
jointed the double paddle, and, running one blade under the ribs of 
the umbrella, hoisted it well out on the port side, the mainsail being 
to starboard, with the stick pointing directly in the eye of the wind. 
Holding the paddle in one hand. its-end resting ou the floor of the 
canoe, and the mainsheet in the other and steering with my feet, 1 
soon ran wip to the leaders and passed them, much to their disgust. 
A general snout went up! “Put down the umbrella,” *Dones the 

spinaker." Take in areef.’ ete. Butl kept on, the umbrella cateh- 



7 FOREST AND STREAM. [Nov. 15, 1883, 
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tng so much of the breeze it was hard work holding It in fon. THE MEETING OF THE A, C. A, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.—A | and i zg heel | I So mit 8 It ow ul : r i Park, — when it co 
sees ik Spek Bate distance betyyeen the buoys—it being month has elapsed since the meeting of the Wxecutlve Committe. of | heellng of cuteEslaiiciee pele eat ele Be [aia) on ater 
ay San aE [saa id o—the peti fell io a very gentle breeze. the American Canoe Association was held at Albany, and yet no | familiarity with ench vessels this bel, in anti Srithh ae tei oth- 
arenas z i ites e es tad. Spy ee yor See pies ve pes uh meee mete has tae er 15 sere to ae ers urged against utters, rapidly assumes 2 ridiculous aspect: A 
Wands, so a3 tof to. Go cl of the sail, did excellent ser- | made of several officers of the Association we learn that dn injune-| As dishes will slide frac Shelving at res 1 
v ore Mi n ] Mink aba the second buoy the nm'-reila Was token if and | tion of seerécy wis imposed on all present, which of course prevents slide no worse if the Ruel woke ah Med CRAG aE raat ones 
pens ene pe Sania te Cone ant te is SUD eete heen an Bt pepe ole the vial nad tm pbese Hh exas gae The spunilent’s proper regari! for the sately of hhé panty inyelvyes no 
ide strulent home, 2 et _ thre p “ers OF the Association ara electe Vy the members os then rep- | other precautions aboard a ¢ “invari > ade L 
: puta ing re 1 oy a as more than doubled when T got to the float at | resentatives, and every member has a right to know what was pe sailing vessels of any inert gs Raa San een i een 
ite ‘mish, for T hed been coming tua Jast Ibe with the tide, while the | There can be no object, in an organization of this kind, in keeping | counterpart of the leeward one by simply turing u va six-inel sbi ‘ake 
0 hens Were Working againetit. They all admitted it was a fair beat, | the proceedings secret, ad even if there were ibis doubtful whether | or rail to the berth. ‘Total cost of such a Tov. te bout half: d I 
ag each one felt a little sore that he bad not thought of it too. The the officers haye aright todo so, Let us have all our actions open | lar, and no flying trapexe actreqmrad ihe ata ga vials inl 
ae race we had brought out five new spinakers: tliat time I did not | and above board for the future, and for the present iis due to the But ‘the skylights must be hattened dowh. the companion wa 
vith, 2 a \ Sra BEE. five hnodred members nt the Association thata complete nud de- closed, atid every breath of fresh air exeluded,”? As there cu ter hate 

tailed report of the meeting be made public at once. pans to be a drier vessel than the sloop, the necessity of closing all 

PRRSONAL.—Col, Chas. L. Norton, N, ¥, 6, G., will shortly return | 2beMures is reached atalater stage than in the beutmy yessel. Our 
ve pee cams resume his active connection with the club. Dr, E. pase nats ay iiitigahn te oe ae Pn al oe ie 
i Bul Rinks parmodurs pie (08 O. has fae ku gst rll de no sloop of like size could haye made A fool to rend vaing *aky lights 
Sateey IRE an Avuneaor eae: salah a Lo fl Be flo Me ere a" t an Were Dot eyen effectually closed, and the cabin compunion was left 

Impulse to Susouine, Stas even doer nines reat tng aber te | Wige Pe, ue unt txpertinus moth nme ol pipet gee icre.at this season. Mr. Bishop has hig new housu nt Lake George | Vartan need nor bo donc an Aalse assneaptions, A clilter’s con 
ieuplycowpleted and will tart oon on Tun ore ta Reston, New | Pamen need mo Asem fowl ong atin tne sloop is ev uh 
Nee meibede wo ace imuabrelbes Dae eer a eats SA aaa ands ue Beata Tf You wish protection on the deck of a cutter a splendid 
a good start with the ‘Fo’castle Chat, and sincerely hope you way be eacan be-found inden the waather tall, tie invebeeaimidelipsaltar v n pUsaviatrnce f ¥ hg tym pacy we te pot Wahlen z : the best opportunities to brace, 4nd ranners and iow boom some- 
peri isa capital idea and wall deyelop 400d | thing to clutch in a tumbling sea, when the sarrow, roundabeut, 

uphilland downhill gateway of a beamy sloop mates passage fora 
and aff a danverous uodertaking, inless you go into the Alpine busi- 
ness and shin olott oyer the “house” from the oethermost depths of 
4 cockpit, and then there ia always a lair chance left of being jumped 
of your faeti liken ball hit with a bat, We have sailed in entters. 
We haya sailed in sloops. Dor comforh we will ciuouse the cutter 
every time, Our correspondent and many of thu ready-made erities 
in a hurry to condemn Have never set foot anourd enters and know 
absolutely nothing about them, resting thelr case pon everlasting: 
repetition of stock lhels upol which they go oni) come to suil every 
oceasion. Gut though the circulation of rubthish diwmetrically op- 
posed to the truth may postpone the building of sutters in timid 
quarters for 4 while, the fast growing popularicy of such vessels aan- 
not be stemmed by ay oumiber of persons with no better tool to 
Wield than baseless Jefsmoation. 
We remember well the time when one poor. lone cuther wos all 

there was to the firstsprotung of the seed. Wutnow! how tliors haye 
changed, how the feet his rapidly developed, and in face of this oF 
What avail have the Grades or the clonic defamers been? Of what 
avail are they likely to be in tha future 
Our correspondent has no very clear idea of the object of import- 

ing English crews. They are imported in order that, in Wis own lan- 
guage, cutters may “have 8 fair show,” And Americiin) sending a 
Aloop abroad would be very slow to put her in the hands of an Wng- 
lish crew trained aboard vessels of dierent qualities anil rig. No 
man of sense would cliim that sloon would bave justice done her 
in the hands of strauyers to the type, und for the same veason ex- 
actly some cutters here have shipped skippers and crews from the 
country where the proper material is to be lad. The notion that 
Americans can neverlean to sail cutters and foreign crews ere an ex- 
pensive necessity is a alap in the face to the intelligence or American 
feamen which our correspondent can septle with our native sicippurs 
as best he may, When he thinks American sailors dare vot ship in a 
eutter for fear, he bas anotber fight of like kind on his hand, and 
again exhibits a want of farniiariiy with facts, as plenty of cutters 
ore and always haye been sailed with Atnericans at the helm and 
American hands (as Americans run) shipped before the mast. The 
notion that the merit lies iu the Hoglish drews aniwlnot in the cutters 
they sail ig slipshod reasoning. No crew can fet more out ot a vessel 
than Mar is in the vessel, Ani upon the vessel everything dependsin 
the end, 

Says our esteemed orjtiv; “She curinot rise to ittby virtue of her 
want of buoyaucy and great weight.” Purely 0 fiction of the brain, 
and totally at yarianee with the truth, is cur answer. Speaking 
roundly, if the cutter bas half tke beam of osloop, abe bas double 
the freeboard and ample reserve bueyaney to rise like u duck to an 
mmeoming sea, Hoough evidence of the excellent seagoing qualities 
of cutters has been produced in our columns for Sept, 27, Out. 11 and 
Get 18, to satisly a porcupine. Again, our correspondent speaks too 
hastily npon errodeous assumption, und persists 1h closing aves and 
eurs tow vast array of facts we have been to the crouble of collecting 
for the mstruction of persous Incking trutivnl information, 
Equally at faultis his statement that cutters cost fitly per cent- 

more than boals of {he fattoored tribe. They do nothing af the sort. 
The cost of a structure depends upon the amouwit of material and 
labor involved in her production. On both heads there is no greut 
difference one way oF the other in quter and sloop of enyal length 
and gradein quality. Lead ballastas an item seainst the cutter bas 
practically disappeared siuce wa ballast our sloops \ith tee same 
metal und smee we havé learnt bo value large displacement even in a 
yacht of great beam. Wewillvoniract for u cutter 42ft. long, ouk 
frame, oak parboards, sheer plank and plank sheer, cule ral, cedar, 
eypress oF pine plank, copper-fastened throughout, and through 
fastened at that, built i: the mostsubstantial mianner fae superior to 
the ordinary run of sloops, with while pine eat finieh, Raloun, wflar 
cabin. w. G., lockers, pantey ond forecastle, velvet plush cushions, 
ally, six tons lead ballast outside, mahogany skylights aud deele 
ttings, brass trimmings, full cutter vig, with iret slifling jibs and 

two topsuils, boat, 120-pound anchor, and su tos, of chat, 7o-pound 
anchor and inanilla warp, the whole hoat complete in every respect 
ready to provision for a cruise, for $3.0). If our correspondent Cain 
build asimilar sloop for bulf the money or for a less sum we would 
like to know where. ‘The cost of cutters is another silly bughear. 
When they do cost more, it is owing to superior quitlity in build, 
furnishing and firtings and notto anything inhevently attacking to 
tha type of the boar. ¥ 
As for Montauk, Intrepid. Fortuna, Dreadnaught, Madéiecine anil 

Dauntless. the only fast boats among ie lob are Montauk, Mortuna, 
and possibly the Madeleine, fi smooth water. and they are fasp only 
aslong as let alone, Shoulda modern Miruoda appear, abe would 
twist away from any Of them, and their reputations world eollapse 
as suddenly as that of the Gravie, Tho less suid about Dauntless and 
Dreadnaught the better, Neither of themis a mutch for an Engbsh 
schooner, except with lifted sheets, and matcher wre wou mm tlie wind- 
ward potthe business, The Dauntless was badly beaten i phe 
Nice International last year by English yachts, Our schooners may 
have been good enough for antiquated Enylish tile, but there is a 
great gulf between the age of the Cambrias and Livonias, and the 
Thudern flyer built upon cutter principles like Miranda and her sisters, 
which no critic can afford to overlovk. 
Converning the reeeut races and the New York Y.C, watch at New- 

port, the ground has been 50 fully covered in our previous issues thal 
Wwe must refer our correspondent to wir files in. unswer to the queries 
be puts in connection with those events. 

Must we remiud him that his sailies about “imsunfly,’* “callow 
youths," etc., harmless wit though they be, do nob constitute argu- 
iment or carry conviction, and can be hurled at the heads of any 
persons quite ag easily, and with just as lilile eect? 

Did the alsgations against cutters set forth in our correspondent's 
latter rest on trutivas their fouudation, we would be the last to coun- 
tenance cutters for any purpose. As his Indictment consists of a 
number of charges emanating from a lively imagination, givmig 
currency in exaggerated form to vulzar prejudices amd misconcep- 
tions which are voutradicted Hatly hy direct personal experience of 
our own, we have undertaken in the aboye cure review te place facts 
against fiction, so the reador may draw bis awn vonclusions. 

“THE PERFECT CANOE.” 
Fatitoy Poyest and Streanie 
By your pevmission I would like a word with your canoeing read- 

ers of tho subject of the panfest canoe, In your issue of October 18 
last, afler a very careful and fair consideration of the problem, you 
mivise & boat ef Met. hy diiuc as undonbtadly the best. After vonsid- 
evable practi¢al cxpérience Tis an imadryidual, am not convinced 
yhat the reasons tivyanced bear oti thea conclusion, or rather, that 
rhe objections advanced against other sizes are entitled to the weight 
aivon them, ‘That length gives speed is perhaps more true of small 
hoats than of large ones. I therefore prefer a longer boal. You 
Glaim thatit ands to the weight, Undoubtedly this is so, butit ex- 

are weighed the difference, instead of umounting to anything, is 
hitieant, as see the following (sake) weights: Dot, 14.4ft.x 
, wood Ieeel. 364, Wihs, Freak, 16!t.x80i0.; Atwood metal board, 

This would give about {lve pounds increase to each foot of 
2h, Whichany sailor would willingly stand if any advantage is 

Siowntorit. Theseweights are no single exceptions, but fair exam- 
pis of u number inmy possession, bul uot worth tang your space 
yell, 
Your next charge that @ larger boat cannot be so easily maneuy- 

ered under paddleis not my observation. Freak, 16tt.. isa wonderfuliy 
edsy paddler on aveount of ber length. She turns easily as any boat 
with armdder will, and if in building bowand stem are a trifle ent up 
wader water, would not fall behind any of the current typesin ease 
Of kandling. The weakest argument, to my mind, is the next—that a 
loug boat vuniot be transported easily, will not go ina freight car, 
op wugon.ele. No i-foot bout will go inside a wagon. The boat 
must Alyays be slung in someavay, and this to my knowledge ts ag 
eu-y bo do with any size up to 18rb. The baggage car objection has 
alco no welgit a3 Mr. NeidG@ and afviend, eruising in an 18ft.x3sin. 
epau canoe, had no diticulty in shipping in the ordinary baggage 
Cat “-e 

Within that length aod the Assuciation limits any eruiser or racer 
naj) suit his tastes. For our rongh waters ift. is too short to 
earpy tiie sall we use in racing, The short hoats wre apt to stop in a 
ouop sen, and aréaiways lett by the longer ones avun or reach, Th 
per! rpante of faa id¢-foot Dotis no criterion, as her success fs due 
rather to her owner's remarkable skill antl perfeul equipment. In 
turning no great dilference lasappeared bat ween the two sizes. 
My ides of a bot for open waters where tide and sea are met ig 

15ft. by dlain., rather deep, easy sutranee, considerable sheer for- 
werd, with arched deck. heayy centerboard, currying about 150sq. ft, 
ot sail in two batten Ligs. 
Sieh a beat ought to be fap in any weather and casy wider 

quuldie, Her weight of Lnll need net exesed 100lbs, soaked, and 
winter aruisine tig she need carry ne ballast but her besird. For New 
York Bay she would be the perfect conoe—a good all-round boat: 
poor for rapids and yery arrow rivers. For such useg I should 
ete letter ant smaller type of boat, Wa. WHITLOOK. 
Noy, 1). 1883, 

BURGHES.—Piltshiveh, Nav. 12.—Kditer Forest wad Stream: Tn 
your pomber for Sth inst. amose the canoe items I notice & claim by 
“Hawkeye” that the burgee of the Pittsourgh Canoe Clibis an ia- 
fridgemont won that of toe Lake George Canoe Clnb, stating thatthe 
latter clu) has the prior ¢laim, having béen organized in the fall of 
if80, ‘Yhe “elnb directory, tron which he quotes in Fores, ann 
Arn&am of Ist inst, states thatthe Lake George Club was organized 
umes) 10, 1838, and chet thisis not a misprintis proved by the posi- 
tien of the club's nave in the colin, However, we must admit that 
i! "Lawkeye” iso member oftuc L. G. C, 0. he oughtto know more 
about the date of organization than “Gam cada,” whol believeisa 
Western mau Now, setting aside the anestion whether (he Jetters 
1, CC. do not give sufficient distinction from the letters LG. C. C., 
7 would lite to ask “Hawkeye” why heselected the tiltsburgh ©, G. 
for his attack, when the Cambridgs C.C., the Potonowok GC. 0. and 
the Inrawadi @. C., sll bave pointed bhis burgess with white latters? 
Also lwouldsugrest thatatu distance too great todistinguish whether 
there were three or dour letters on the burgee, it would also be inipos- 
sible to Tall whether the letters were white or yellow, hence the Hart- 
fowl C. C., organized Jan., 1880, with pointed blue burgee, and letters 
fi. (. Olin yellow, would have the sameright against the L. G, C, GC. 
that they claim azainst ns,x—KATRINA. 
THE WINTER CAMP-FIRE.—The first of the series of evéning 

meelings will be held at007 Brontlway (Joyeu’s Musical Bureau), at 
4P.1,\, on Thursday, November 22. [tis proposed at these mectings 
to dliseuss, in the most informal manner, subjects of common fater- 
eet, such ag “Choice of a Canoe,’ “Riz,” “Modal,” ‘“Steering-gears,”” 
“Interior Fittings,’ “Orvis ng,’ “Racing,”’ anid other topics. The 
cominittae’s cirenlar of Invitation says: “It is hoped that before 
joug aepllection of models and & canoeing library may grow trom 
phis beginning, anid you are requested to bring allsuch of your friends 
us may be either already Interested in this or similar aquatic pleas- 
nas, and to iaduees any to attend who may be curions to learn what 
eanoeing is, and to inquire into the attraction which it exercises over 
iia devotees.” The other dates named are: Friday, Dec. 14, Satur- 
day, Jun. f, Wonday, Jan. 28, Tuesday, Feb. 1-, Wednesday, March, 
8, Thuraday, April4, Friday, April 26. The subject solectort for the 
meetin of Nov. 22, the “Choice of a Canoe,’ is ous that is of interest 
hoth to old canoeists and beginners, and a diseussion of its various 
sides Uaunot but be instructive. A chairman will be elésted at the 
frat mecting during the season, and also a secreetary and treasurer, 
Afullreport of the meeting will appear in Foresr AND STREAM, The 
chalrmau of the committee is Mr. BE, A, Hoffman, Jr,, 426 West 
Tuyenty-taui street. 

BHLECTROMOTORS POR CANOES.—The question of driving ca- 
jines by means of elecricity is attracting some attention amon, 
cnavnists. in view of the recent improvenients li electro motors. 
snead of 16 miles per hour is promised, to cost but 10 cents per hour. 
The muchinery, including battery, motor and wheel will weizh 100Ihs,, 
jhe cost beiug about $70. 1f this can be done, the electric canoe may 
he considered a success, but this promise seems far alead of any 
actnal performance tins far, One of the latest experiments abroad 
ayvus made in Scotland with a boal 21ft, over all. 4ft, din, beam, 12in. 
dvatt, with thres or four persons on board. The power was derived 
from two battery bees 8b. long, Sin, wide and 12in. high, also used 
as vents, These require to he recharged after four hours of continu- 
ous usd, one battery driving the bout at three-quarter speed while 
the otheris hemg recharged, The result of several trials on the 
Clyde gave « speed of a little over five miles per hour, with 600 revo- 
lutions of the motor, which is conpled direct to the shaft, With the 
batteries churged, the weight of boat complete is about 450lbs.  Sim- 
ilar boats ure vow built of various sizes, those 15ft. long making 4 
niles per hour, and Lhoge of B0fl. but 7 miles. If these figures repre- 
colt anything pear the best results yet attained, the salland paddle 
will not be wbandoned next season. 

NHW YORE CANOE CLUB.—The oat has been removed for the 
winter andthe house practically closed, but the Dot. Lark, Freak, 
Sarve and Jersey Blas, have moved up the Kills and are still in com- 
mission, Psyche will depart soon for Plori-a, her owner also, taking 
Will him a, sneak box, tle Alligator, which will fly the A. G. A. and WN. 
¥.@, U, colérs. Surge will lay up after Thanksgiving for repairs and 
alielations, ait tanks, Jarger sails, ete. Dot willundergzo considerable 
alteration in fittings and will have some improvements in rig. Freak 
Will have anew deck with tore arch, some changes in well, sails and 
jmior (eras, and various changes are in contemplation with the 
other bouts, Several neweraftare talked of, and as the question of 
the cornlog canoe is one in whieh many of the club takea lively inter- 
ect, and which is coustantly under discussion, the new craft, if built, 
wul doubtless be departures from the older models. 
THE GROWL OF CANORING.—That canoe sailing, apart from 

vatiog, is becoming deservedly popular, may be inferred trom the 
Hulnber of (hese evalt which have been brilt during the last few 
years, wnt the fact that very few are for sale; and it is not surpris- 
ime (hatthis shouldbe so when we remember the varied use bo 
whieh these efatt can be pul; namely, pleasure sailing, mateh 
sailing, puddliog, cruisiug ou eloiost any waters, camping and slesp- 
ing. fishing, shooting, el., and workiny alone or in squadvou, Their 
cost is cumpavatively small, and their keep" writing. Their hand- 
ling in a race is by no means inere “boatmanship,” and it would take 
o cracls yaoitsnian all lis time to keep a canoe bottom downward, 
angel her best Spee out wien first atlenipting to suil a sailing 
oHnoe ia chib mateh.—London Field, 

A GHRGISE TO TIE SOUTHWARD.—W.-H. Eekiman, A. C. A., and 
several of the members of the Cleveland (Ohio) Gangs Club are about 1 

tO sturt on a cauos cruise t7 New Orleans via Columbus, Ghio, the | heel more than thé sloop, and much to their advantage us fast and 

Sciate, Ohio and Mississippi riyers, They intend to camp ey route close winded vess#la, with little or no appresiable inconyenience to 

fd depend on their own exertions entiraly,—C, A, N, ‘ thuse on board. Instrong breezes they heel no more than the sloop, 

KNICKERBOCKER C. C.—At the last meeting of the K. C, GC, itwas 
decided to thangé the titles of the officers to commander and lieu 
Seen Bodes, instead of the usual commodore ond vice-com- 
modore, 

dachting. 

To inswre prompt attention, communications showd be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co,, and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from ihe office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay, 

FIGHTING WINDMILLS. 

N esteemed correspondent Kindly summed Up his case agsinst 
cutters lastweek, conjuring up in his vivid imagination a fear- 

ful state of affairs at the very moment we were conlentedly whifting 
prime Durliatn ina briar bowl and pacing the handsome quarterdeek 
of a nobby little cutter, at peace with all the world and admiring the 
wonderfully easy motion and ‘dryness’ of the good little ship lifting 
along under whole sail in a brisk northwester, Had our correspond- 
ent been present upon the occasion he would surely never have put 
his foot in if as badly as he has managed to do for lack of the friendly 
advice we should have proffered, 
The first thing required to sound argument is an accurate state- 

ment of facts, We will not be uncharitable enough to insinuate that 
our correspondent and critic of last week has never been undemvay 
in » vutter and has never seén them in 4 sea, but rest content with the 
remark that yawing so wide of the facts ig calculated to producssuch 
fin Impression, and it will be our ain to puss the true course to him 
to Kteer by in the future. 

Sifting Lhe wheal from the pleasant chaff in the letter published list 
week, we ask for uo better chance to reinte the base calumnies eiren- 
lated against cutters than the said letter affords, Tt encompasses the 
usnal siock charges brought against such boats by pérsona totall 
unfamiliar with the real characteristics and pecnilarities of vessels 
which hive of late performed so contrary to all preconceived dicta in 
drageing their great displacements, ketls and outside weights across 
the finish, with the oll-fashioned sloop a badly beaten victim, 
The charge that people Opepet to our views “get no show,"’ is an 

nngvacious thrust not at all warranted by our course in the past. We 
have never refused to give space to any shade of bellef, faith, opin- 
ion, hobby or flight of fancy, and we have published much material 
from tha opposition” we did not think worthy the prominence and 
recognition bestowed by giving it space iu a journal of technical 
standard, The privilege of these columns has beenthrown wide open 
to ail comers to forestull the very charge ko loosely flung at an upof- 
fending head. Tf those not in accord with our views ani methods 
fail to make a, respectable showing, it is due to the inherent weakness 
of their cause, or to apathy for which we are not te be held responai- 
ble. 
The pith of the letter in question Includes a variety of charges 

which & best tukim up seriatin, for the sake of furthering a truthful 
estimate of tie qualities of a type of yacht which récent.events have 
Ceniasie aed such a dangerous rival to the sloop for the public's 
affection. 
To the “fiendish delight” of our correspondent in the notion of the 

disvomforts and wetting a cruise in a cutter involves, he is cartainly 
welcome, for no suifering attaches to a flight of the imagingtion, 
As a fact, we found the cutter exceedingly comfortable and dry, and 
hngely enjoyed as fine a bit of cruising asithas been our lot to share, 
Our correspondent, prompted by the pickings of his couscience, Is 
induced to discount in advance an “artiele extolling the delights of 
eutber cruising,” and wellhe may, for it is a habit of Pormsr aAnp 
Srrvam to blurt out the blunt trnth and to laugh to scorn that bar- 
barous prejudice which seeks to traduce a good vessel on account of 
her national origin, A roving career hus Jifted us whoye the petty- 
minded herd whose ringe of mental life is bounded by a Chinese wall 
aliont the political limits of a country of which they are st hest but 
accidents, A cruise which was bliss from first to lust will certainly 
be extolled to the full extent the facts admit, and should the experi- 
ences recorded not jibe happily with the bias of our critic, he need 
not read the log after he has got through, 
Continning we quote: ‘One would suppose that the fact that the 

eutter did win wis a surprise.” Ttcertainly was, for we are ready to 
admit that we hardly dared expect such an overwhelming defeat of 
the fastest American sloop by a haphasaeyt, underrigged, cruising 
cutter, whose speed, gauged by regular racing yachts of the same 
type. would neyer attract attention. That a comparatively slow 
cutter could demolish our smartest sloop in sloop’s weather, took us 
aback almostas much as it did the old school who were worsted. 
Hence the abandonment of all hope for the international match next 
season, und our conyiction that the America cup is lost to us beyond 
peradventure. 5 4 
When our correspondent thinks that the fall races proved "just 

nothing,” he ranges himself on the side of the Bourbons, who, os 
history tells us, never learnt anything. Since he has uo inclination 
toaccept our version of the races, we recommend him to study the 
numerous quotations supplied feom other journals, which will afford 
him the drift of public opinion. If he prefers to crawl in a shell, or 
stick his head in the sand, the day of ppshatins will nat thereby be 
postponed, and when the Cup has leftfor foreign shores, light may 
strike where at presentall seems so very dark in that unsophisticated 
faith born of ‘patriotism.’ 

Concermneg the third race, our correspondent is equally a much in 
error, Herik altributes the resultto the reason “that the cutter 
did not sail fast enough.” We saw the race, our correspondent dic 
not. Thatis.a difference. The cutter did sail fast enough, and faster 
than the sloop in the last trial of this 5 year, but she could not look as 
high as is her wont on account of 4 slattiny mainsail, No one cares 
arap who took the prize. We are all trying to get the true gauge of 
the yachts, Tf the “cook has the colic,” and gets ina sniwl with the 
jib sheets, and the yacht misses stays and loses arace she had well in 
and up to the instant of the catastrophy to the cook, then itis per- 

fectly proper and only common sense to lay the blame on the “cook 
with the eolic” and not upon the yacht, as Gur correspondent argues 
with bad logic, i ‘4 
The next point made is this; Firstly, cutters are good seaboats if 

you prefer ariving through 4 sea to driving over it.” This is some- 
thing of an admission at all events, and pleasing proof that; our eric 
is acquiring a partial familiarity with facts, Bub the ecuiters do not 
happen to go through the seas. They rise and mde, while the 5100 
falls and smushes, and While the eutter is perfectly dry to windwar 
and throws no spray, the sloop has her lee gangwuy atloat and 
drenches every square Inch of herself from stem to stern, The cutter 
is never really a wet boat unless in weather the sloop caunot fae at 
all, und even undar the very worst of Goniitions the enbleris Hot 50 
wet as to interfere with shipboard life on thatscors. Our corres- 
pondent draws upon his imavination for his premises. We state per- 
sonalexperiences. Henee this difference. 
The admussion that “cutters cannot capsize ‘4s another lesson ac- 

cepted after long and strenuous elforts to beliaye to the ak 
Wemust congratulate our correspondent upon the rapidity wr 
which he is coming fo hardpan. As for the naw race of beings with 
claws to hang on, we wust belong £6 that tribe in common with thon- 
sands of others, including infants and their arses, and maidens 
sweet and tender, who may be met with knocking about the British 
toast and in the Mediterranean all months inthe year. The facts 
about the heeling of cutters are these: In moderuylé winds they do 

THE AMERICA CUP, 

BY all means, we must meet our impending doom Inusloop. Re- 
taining the Cup with a cutter on English lines With English ittings 

and an Koghsh erew would be aeknow lading the collapse of Armerican 
notions before the race is started, We must meet the crath from 
abroad with an uncouth, besmy platform with bie, bazey jib, broom- 
stick spiked up aloft, great host and topheavy spars, natrow-headed 
sail, overhanging boom, barndoor stern, aud tose ballast, which, to 
jibe with patrioue tradition, sbowd be composed of cobble stones, 
brick, shingle and the sort, We must meet the base Briton with a 
venterboard light draft of high bilge and faring frame, wilh a Swede 
or Teuton at ihe woerl, a Chinamin for cook, an fhillian for steward 
and a pick-up erey from Wie great South Bay, Barnegat and Bay- 
oune's muddy shores, We must face ourdoouria w truly loyal aod 
truly representative crate and wwke thie thrasmiug wich awaits ts like 
mien, as the last straw on the camel's back—ind then give it up as & 
bad job and build cutters to win back the lost (ophy. Wemust have 
no cutters on foreign ideasm the great hiteruational battle, and we 
mngsl hayeuo cutter ideasin oursloops, Theaissus must be bravely 
met. The narrow beam, heavy displacement with Cutter ele Frou 
abroad must be met wud conquered by am orlliodox sloop qui not by 
any half breed invoyation, butis sound patriotism to he last dius 
aud patriots we nuust be, no Mhalter what fe BORDEyTenEES No Were 
multiplication table van standin (he way, Te we all bave held that 
two tines two males five, pone but renegades woul\l suggest return 
to common school arishimetic. 
Muster 6 Gracis,a Panny, 2 whatnot. ova dugout, soy thing but a 

cutter, and cutter people jill ask ne better Show, Thun when the 
truly loyal conception of some country earpenter has bean twisted 
out ot Her wind and rup bull dow by the foreign satuple of nayal 
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atchitecture, the coast will be clear and with the vagaries and pre- | June 30. Marblehead._E.¥,C. Open Matches. Schooners, first class, 
judices of the day swept into oblivion in a single week, « new era will 
awn with the Mitter, the safe, able, dry, commodions and fest yacht 

of modern times, msuch ascendency that the issue will be settled 
for all time to come, 

d:eet the foreigner with a sloop, aud the sloopiest kind of a sloop at 
that. It will be such # picnic for the cutter! 

LIST OF RACES SAILED 1883. 

ABBREVIATIONS OF NAMES OF CLUBS. 

A.— Atlantic. N J.—New Jersay- 
B,—Beverly. New.—_ Newbury pert. 
B.Q.—Bay of Quinte, Ooe.—Oconomowoe. 
Bo.— Boston. Os —O=weeo, 
Bay, —Enyome. P.—Portlana, 
B.H,—Bunker Hill. Penn.—Penusylvania. 
Q.A.—Cape Ann. Py,—Payont. 
C_P.—City Point. Proy.—Provincetown,. 
Chi.—Chicago. Q.—Quincy. ; 
Cley.—Cleveland. ).0.—Qiiaker City, 
D.—Dorchester, uin,—Quinapowitt, 
E.— Eastern, Rar.—Raritun, 
E,R.—sst River. B.C.—Hoyal Canadian. 
A.—Hull. R.NS.—loyal Nova Scotia. 
Hy,—Haver hill. 5. Seawanbaka. 
H.R.—Rudson River. 8.B.—South Boston, 
J.—Jeitries. §.Bay.—Salem Bay. 
J.C,—lersey City. Sun.— Sunnyside, 
K.—Knickerhocker. Sonth,—Southwark, 
L—Lynn, ‘Tor.—Torouto. 
Larch.— Larchmont. 'Nol— Toledo, 
Mou.—Montreal. T.R.—Toms River, 
WN, ¥.—New York, W.—Williamsvurzh, 
N.B.—New Bedford. W.L.—West Lynn. 
N..—New Haven. WV —Waehingion Village, 
W.O.—Walk over. 

April 5, South Boston.—C.P.M.9’. Regatta. First class, 3 starters: 
Daphne 1, Spert2. Second class, 2stariers: Clyde 1. 

May 27. Quinoy.—Q.¥.C. Regutia, First class; Queen Mab w. o, 
Second class. 7 starters: Thisbe 1, Niobe 2. ‘urd class: 
Dandelion w. 0. 

30, South Boston.—8,.B.Y,C. Open Regatta, First class cep- 
terboards,% starters: Siren 5.B.Y.C.1, Nimbus Bo. Y.C. 
2. Keels,4 starters; Lillie 5.B.Y.C.1, Viking H.Y,0. 2. 
Second ¢lass cénterboards, 7 starters; Queen Mab H.Y,C, 
1, Allie H.Y.C. 2. Keels, 7 starters: Gem H.Y,C 1, Sun- 
beam Bo.¥.C.2. Tuird elass centerbourds, 18 starters: 
Hornet B-Y.C, 1, Kismet H.Y.C. 2, Thishe H.Y.C. 3, Fourth 
class, 4 starters: Fhrt §.B.¥.0. 1, Rocket Q.Y.C. 2, Sylvan 
O,P_M.F.3. Third class keels, dstarters: Fea less $.B-Y.C, 
1, Vesper W.L.Y.C. 2. 

30. Port Morria.—K.Y.C. open regatta, First class, 7 starters: 
Ethel l. Second elass, 6 starters; Graciel. Third clags, 
4starters: Musidoral. Pourth elass, 2 starters: Lizzie R, 
1, Vifth ciass: Thetis1, Sixth class, 5 starters: Kex 1- 
Seventh class, 2 starters; not timed. 

30, Perth Amboy.—Rar ¥,C.—Corinthian mateh, 8 starters: 
Nautilus 1. f 

dime 3. Newark.—NewarkY.C. races. Class A, cabin sloops, 4 

oe 

co 

g, 

i, 

i. 

ar. 

21, 

A. 

29. 
30, 

» New 

7. New Haven.—YaleY.C. Regatta, 

. Larchmont.—Lareli. ¥.C, 

. Portland.—P.Y.C.. Challenge Cup 

. Hoboken, N. 

. Jersey City,—J,0_¥Y,C. Regatta, Cabin boats, 

. New York,—Eelipsey.C. Reratta. 

» Port Morris —Match: Nettie Tho 

starters: Vixen 1. 
Rambler. Class @, 4 starters: 
starters: Bernard Goodwin 1. 

Philadelphia.Penn. Y.G, Rezatfa: Leeds 1. 
York.—H.R.Y-C. Regatta. Class A, cabin sloops, 3 

starters: Lillie1. Open sloops, Class B, 2 starters: Parole 
1. Class C,4 starters; GB. Deane 1. Class D,2 starters: 
B, Goodwin 1, 

Open sloops, class B, 4 siarters; 
Shadow 1.’ Glass D, 2 

First class: Vivienne 1, 
hird class: Hyac 1, 

First Pennant match. Sloops, 
second class, 2 starters: Wavel. Third class, 2 starters; 
Gleam 1, Qther classes; No entries. 

Greenport.—B.R.Y.C. Regatta. Cabin sloops, Class A, 2 
starters: Favorita 1. Cluss B,5starters: Louise 1. Open 
sloops, Class C. 7 starters: Mistake1. Class D, 4 starters: 
H. H, Holmes,1. Cats, Class E, 3 starters: None made 
course. 

Camden, N. J.—Q.0,Y.C, Regatta. Cabin sloops, first cluss, 
2starters: Minerval. Second] class, 6 starters: Florigar 
1. Vim 2, Julia 3. Third class, 4 starters; Lillie 1, M. §, 
Thomas 3, Ariel 3. Open boats, fourth class, 7 starters: 
Pierson 1, T. J. Pratt 2, M. O'Donnell 3. Fifth class, 6 
starters; J Gallagher 1, J. Dongherty 2. 

Quiney.—Q.¥.C. First Championship Matches. Second 
aaa starters: Niobel. Third class, 4 starters: Dande- 
ion 1. . 

Second class: Ripple 1. 

. Perth Amboy—Rar.Y,C. Rave, 3starters: Valcon 1, 
Weketield—Quin.¥.C,, 6starters: Foam 1 

Races, Sehooners, 2 
starters: Bonita ld. Second class sloops, 2 starters: Vim 1. 

. Larchmont,—Lareb.Y.C. Pennant Races. Fourth elass; 
Ohemauuw.o. Fifth class, 4 starters: Adal, 

Chester, Pa—Open Regatta, First class; No entries. 
Second class: Flomger 1, Vim 2, Clara D. 3, allof Q. C. 
¥.0. Of other classes, no report. 

Newburyport.—New.YiC.: J.S. Poyeu, Jr., 1. 
J,—N.J.¥.C, Regatta. Class A, 2 starters: 

Class B, 6 starters; Lily R.1. Class C, 3 start- 
Class D, 2 starters: Kitty S 1. 

Estelle 1, 
ers: Growler 1. 

. Nihant—D,¥.C, Open Races, Virst class, 3 starters: Mag- 
rie ,¥,C. 1, Hesper ,Y.C.2. Second class. 7 starters: 
adow BY.C. 1, Nimbnas Bo.¥.0, 2. sags L.Y¥.C. 3. 

‘Third class, 14 starters: Sea Bird B.Y.U. 1, Rebi® Bo. Y.c, 
2, Maid H.Y.C. 3. 

New Yor .—A,Y.C. Regatta. Schooners, class A, 4 starters: 
Atalanta TI. Class B, 2 starters: Haze 1. Sloop, cl-ss C, 
“starters: Mischief 1, Class D, 7 starters: Fanita 1, Class 
Ii, 2 starters: Crocodile 1, Class F,3 starters: Daisy 1. 
Class G, 3 starters; Gleam 1. Class H, 2 starters: Pilot 1. 

New Haven.—N.H.¥.C. Kaces. Class 6, 4 starters: Wild 
Duek 1, Flora 2. Class D, § starters: Stranger 1, Vixen 2. 

i lass A; Linda 
w.o, Class B: Elsie May w.o. Class C,4 starters: Mig- 
non 1. Olass D: Loon w, o. Open Sloops, Class Ey, 4 
starters: May 1. Class F, é starters: Naiad 1. Cats, Class 
G, 3 starters; Rosie H, 1, Class H, 2 starters; Fay 1. Class 
I, 2 starters: Edna 1. 
alam.—S.BayY.U. Races, First class sloops: Nirvana 1, 

Tulip1. No race in other classes. 
New York. —N.Y.¥,C. Rezatta. Scthooners, 7 starters: Cru- 

sader 1. Sloops, first class, f starters: Wenonah 1. Second 
vlass, 4 starters; Vixen 1. 

Hull.—H.¥.C. Second class centerboards, 2starters: Shadow 
1. Keels: Altaire w. o. Schooner class; Vanitas w, o, Third 
class ceaterbourds, 2starters: Sea Bird 1. Fourth elass: 
Queen Mabw,o, Firth class. 7 starters: Joker 1. Sixth 
class: linndelion w. 0. Other classes did nor fill, 

East Bosten.—J.C. Wirst Pennant Race, 2 starters: Lizzie 1, 
Lyou,—hL.¥.C, Regatta. First class, 3 starters: Magic 1, 

Daisy 2. Third class, 4 starters; Jennie L. 1, Ruth 2. Third 
elass, 4 starters: Crest 1, Mabel 2. 

Toronto.—Tor,¥.C. Match, 7 tons ‘snd under, 5 starters: 
Meteor 1, Mischief 2, Midge 3, Mystery 4. 

New York —8.¥.C. Corinthian Matehes. Fourth class, 4 
Other classes, 11 starters: No raca starters: Gleam 1. 

tna, 
Philadelphia.—South, ¥.C, Regatta, Double enders, first 

class, 4 starters: Bright1. Second class, 3 starters: Laura 
1, Tnekups, third class, 4 starters: Boyle1, Fourth class, 
S starters: Nobre 1, 

New Orlewis.—SonthernY.C. Challenge Cup Matches; 
First class, Silence s:arred nd capsized. Second class, 2 
starters: May 1, 

f Cabin beats, class A, 6 
starters: Undine 1, CQlass B, 2starrers: Eclipsel. Open 
sloops, class (C: Snoozer, W.o. Olass D, 4-starters: Susie 
A. 1. Pear £: Mary Gibson w.o. Cats, class FP, 8 start- 
ers: Jessie 1, 

- Qiiuey.—Q-Y.C, Second Champions! ip Race. Second class, 
{ starters: Joker1, Third class, 3 starters: Dandelion 1, 

beats Gracie, both i. ¥.C. 
Greenpoint,—W.¥.U, Regatta, Cabin hoats, class A, 5 

starters; Lizzic V. 1, Class B: Bulldozer, woo. Oper 
boats, class C, 4+ starters: S. S. Free 1. 

aces rarest N.J,—T,BR.Y.C. Regatta, 14 starters: Rival 1, 
ple x, 

Port Morris.—K.Y.C. First Pennant Race, Cabin bosts, 
first class, 2 starters; Mystery 1. 0 en sloops. second cluss, 
8 starters: Lizzie R. 1. Cats, third class, 2 starters: Mary 
B®. Contanti. Sixth class, 5 starters: Rex 1. 

New York,—A.¥.C, Race for Class KH Pennant: Crocodile 
- beats Wave, 
Jersey City.—Match: May bests A. Forsyth, both J.C. ¥.C, 

July 

Aug. 

8 starters: Fortuna B.¥.C. 1, Alice Bo.¥.C. 2. Second 
class. 3 starters: Latona E.Y.C. 1, Sylph E.¥Y.C. 2. Sloops 
and cutters, first class, 5 starters: Wenonah E.¥.0, 1. 
Maggie BY.C.2. Second class, 5 starters; Shadow B£.Y.C.1, 
Lapwing E.¥.C, 2. P i 

30. Esst Boston.—J.C. Second Championship Race: Lizzie!. 
30. Oconomowoe.—Oc.Y.C. Race, 9 starters: Tweedledee lL. See- 

ond class: Spee 
2. Milwaukee.—Chi. Y.C. Race, 2 starters: Cora 1. 
4. Proyincetown.—Proy.¥.C. Race, First class, 2? starters: Lily 

1. Second class, 6 starters: Undine 1. 
4. Jersey City —OceanicY.C. Class A,3 starters: Emma W,1, 

Class B, 2 starters: A. J. Martin 1. 
4 Bayonne, N. J.—Bay.¥.U. Class A: Bud 1. Olass B: Oca- 

lawha 1, 
4. Wakefield. Quin. ¥.0.. 4 starters: Phaniom 1, Frank 2, 

White Cloud 3- 
4, Gloucester.—G,A,Y,, Race, Wirst class: Kittiwake 1, Fati- 

nitza 2. Second class: Druid 1, Nancy D. 2. Third class: 
Onyi [, Tub 2. 

4, Boston,—City Regatta: Furst class, 3 starters: Siren S.B,Y.0.1. 
Second class centerhoards, 6 starters; Magic L.Y.C. 1, 
Nimbus Bo.Y.C. 2. Keels, 9 starters: Vayu Bo,¥.C. 1, 
Lillie 8.B.Y.C 2. Schooners, 4 starters: Vanitas H.Y.0. 1, 
Bessie B.Y.C 2. Third class centerboards, 16 starters: 
Queen Mab H.Y.C. 1, Sea Bird H.Y.C 2, Lizzie J.C. 3.0.5. 
VPoyen. Jr. New. ¥.C.4. Keels, 9 starters: Banneret, Wash- 
ington Villagel, Nydia S.BVY.C, 2, Raven J.C, 3, Judith 
J.Q, 4, Fourth class centerboards, 23 starters: Ibis HY. 
CG. t, Niobe D.Y,C. 2, Flora Lee §.B.¥.0. 3, Fancy H.Y. 
C. 4, Jessie Q,Y.C. 5. Keéels, 13 starters: Nonpariel W.V. 
¥.C. 1, Charlotte H.Y.C, 2, Vesper W.L.Y.C, 3, Meteor D. 
Y.C. and Hard Times, East Boston, tie for 4 and 5. 

4 Larchmont.—Larch.¥.C. Class C, 2 starters: Fanny. First 
cluss, 2 starters; Fanita 1. Second class, 4 sturiers: 
Sehemeri, Third class, 3 starters: Amazon 1. Fourth 
class: Chemaun w. o. Fifth class, 6 starters: Orienta 1, 
Sixth clasy: Meteor w..0. Seventh class: Coquette w. o. 

4. Onset, Mass.—Open Regatta, First class, 12 starters; Sirius, 
Wareham 1, Tantrum B.Y.C. 2, Matiie, Marion 3. Second 
class, 7 starters: Eleanor B.Y.C. 1, Dolly B.Y.C. 2, Comola,, 
Monument Beach 2. 

4, Savannah, Ga,—Say,Y.C. Regatta, 10 starters: May 1, 
4, Perth Amboy, N. J.—Rar.¥.C. Open Regatta, First class, 3 

starters: Nettie 1. Second class, 4 starters: Our Own 1. 
4, Haverhill.—Hyv.¥,U. Regatta: Spray, Effie, Emma S., Ripple, 

_ and Yer Uncle win, 
4. Oleveland, O.—Clev.Y.A. Race. First class, 2 starters: Cygnet 

1, Ives?. Second class, 12 starters: Fanchon 1. Scud 2, 
Alett 3, Lulu 4, Charm 5. 

7. Hast Boston.—J.C. Third Champion Race, 2 starters; Judith 1, 
7, Marblehead.—B.Y.C. Seyenty-third Race, First Champion- 

ship. First class, 3 starters: Eugenia 1 and pennant. 
Second class, 4 starters; Hoiden 1 and pennant, Peri 2. 
Third class, 4 starters: Dandelion 1 and pennant, Joseph- 
ine 2. 

7. Hull,—H.Y.C. Regatta. First class, no entries. Second 
elass centerboards, 2 starters: Magic 1. Keels, 2 start- 
ers: Transit 1. Third class, no entries, Fourth class. 6 
starters: Queen Mab 1 and first Corinthian prize, Amy 2 
and second Corinthian prize, Gisela 3. th class, 4 
starters: Corsair 1 and first Corinthian prise, Myrtle 2 and 
second Corinthian prize, Wildfire 3. Sixth class, 3 start- 
ers: Samaria 1 and first Corinthian prize, Zip2and second 
Cormthian prize. = 

7, Winthrop, Mass.—Sun.¥.C. Regatta. First class, 6 starters: 
Halloween 1, Sea Mew 2, Second class, 5 starters: Ela 1, 
Glyde2. 

8. Tovento,—R,C,Y.C. Second class won hy Gipsy. First class 
made no race. 

10, Jersey City.—J.C.¥.C, Cathoat Race, 3 starters: Annie 1. 
10, New York.—A.Y.C. Pennant Race. Class F, 3 starters: 

Romeyn 1. 
12, Dorchester.—D.¥.C. Second Championship Race, Second 

class, 9 starters: Niobe 1, taking champiouship. Third 
class, 3 starters: Dandelion 1, taking championship, 

12, New Bedford.—N_B.Y.C. Third class sloops, 5 startors: 
Metric 1, Pointer 2. 

14, Salem —8.BayY.C. Second Championship Race, ‘Third 
class, 4 starters: Comus 1, taking championship. Other 
clusses made norace. 

14, Hast Boston.—J.U. Fourth Championship Race. 
Judith 1. 

14, Larehmont.—Lareh. Y.C. 
starters: Gleam 1. 

14, Halifax.—R.N.S,Y.S. Race, First class, 8 starters: Kestrel 
1. Second class, 2 starters: Mentor 1. 

21, Perth Amboy.—Rar.Y.C. Race. 3starters: Lorni Doone 1. 
21, Hull.—H.Y.C, Race. First and third vlasses, no entries. 

Second class keels: Transit w. o.; centerboards, 2 starters: 
Magic 1. Fourth class, 8 starters; Queen Mab 1, Ibis 2, 
Niove 8. For Corinthian prizes, Niobe 1, Gisela 2. Fifth 
class, 6 starters: Wildfire 1 and. first Corinthian prize, 
Sheerwater 2 and second Corinthian prize, Spray 3, Sixth 
class. 3 starters: Zip 1, Samaria 2. 

2 starters; 

Third Class Pennant Race, 2 

21. East Boston.—J.C, Fifth Championship, 2 starters; Judith | 
1, taking championship, Lizzie 2. 

21, Larchmont.—Larch.¥.C. Pennant Race. Classes 4 and 5, 8 
starters: Orienta 1, 

21, Marblehead.—B.Y.C. Seventy-fourth Race. 
stakes for second class, 4 starters: Hornet 1, 

23, Belleville.—B Q.¥.C. Commodore's Cup, 2starters: Gracie 1. 
25, Port Morris,—K.Y.C. Regatta. Cabin sloops, first class, 2 

starters, and open sloops, second class, 1 sturter; no race 
made, Third lass: Musidora w. o. Cats, fourth class, 2 
starters; Lizzie R.1, Wifth class, 2 starters: M. EH. Con- 
tantl. Sixth class, 3 starters: Vaddie 1. Seventh class, 
2 starters: Foam 1. 

26. Dorchester.--D.Y.C, First Race for Barnard Cup. Second 
a aan ag tal! 1. Thirdclass: Noral. Mosquito class: 

aif 1. 
26, Great South Bay.—Match: Hesperus beats Heartsease. 
26. Montgomery.—Isle of Hope Y.C.: Lingo 1, Meta 2, 
28. Toronto.—Tor.Y.C. Seyen-ton class, 7 starters: Mischief 1, 

Curlew 2, Mystery 3. 
24. Monument h.—B.Y.C.Seventy-fifth Race. First Special 

Mateh. Bloons; 2 starters: Nomad 1. Cats. 6 starters: 
Muittie 1, Iris 2. 

31. Mouument Beach.—B,Y,C. Seventy-sixth Race. 
Special Match. Third class: 3 starters, Dolly 1. 

—, Monument Beach.—Firft Pennant Race, First class, 4 start- 
ers; Tantrum B ¥.C.1. Second class, 5 starters: Dolly 
B.Y.C, 1. 

®. Portlatid.—P.¥.C. Open Regatta, 11 starters. Second class: 
Casco 1. Vixen 2, Vim 3, Third class: Constance 1. 

2. New Bedford.—N,B.Y,C, Bace. Second class, 4 starters: 
Peri 1, Pointer 2. 

8. Belleville.—Open Hace. 4 starters: Tolanthe i, Laura 2, 
Gracie 3. All B.Q.¥.C. 

4, Halifax.—R.N,S.Y.5. Race, 2 starters: Kestrel 1. 
4. Chicago.—Chi ¥_C. Open Regatta. First class, four starters: 

Cora Chi.¥.C. 1. Second class, 2starters; Ariel Chi,¥.C, 
1. Third class, 3starbers; Peri Chi-Y.C.1. Fourth class, 
2 starters: O. K, Chi, Y.C. 1, 

4. Toronto.—Tor,Y.C, Second class, 6 starters: Mischief 1. 
4. Nahant.—B.¥.0. Seventy-seventh Race, Second Champion- 

ship. Wirst class, 4 starters: Beetle 1 and pennant, Coun- 
tess 2. Second class, 4 starters: Mosquito 1 and pennant, 
Spider, 2. Third class: Josephine w. 0. 

4. Hull.—H,Y.C. Virst Championship Race. First and third 
classes, no entries, Second class centerboards, 2 starters: 
Nimbus 1. Keels, 2 starters: Gem 1. Fourth class, 7 
starters: Queen Mab1. Fifth class, 5starters: Myrtle 1. 
Sixth class, 2 starters; Dandelion 1. 

4. Winthrop.—Open Race. First class, 6 starters: D, Crockett 
Sun, ¥_C,1, Halloween Sun.¥.C. 2. Second class, 3 starters: 
Spurt SunY.c, 1, Samaria D.¥.C. 2. 

4. OL a a -O. Race, 6 starters: Tweedledee 1, Twee- 
edum 2, 

§, Newport,—N.Y.¥ 0, Goelet Cup Race. Schooners, 9 starters: 
Montauk 1. Sloops, @ starters: Gracie 1. 

ti, Newport,—Match; Vixen 8.¥.C, beats Maggie E.¥.0. 
6. Chicago.—Chi.y.C. Open Regatta. Schooners, 3 starters: 

Idler Chicy.c. 1. 
8, Chicugo—Chi.Y.C. Fisher Cup Rate; Atalanta B.Q-Y.C_ 

beats Cora Chi. Y.C. 
9. Dorchester.—Second Race for Barnard Cups; No race made 

exeept in Mosquito class, 4 starters: Mascot C.P.M.F. 1 
10. Quincy.—Q.Y.C. First class, Queen Mub 1, Folly 2. Sec- 

ond ¢lass,7 starters: Wildfire 1, Amy? T class, 2 
starters: Samaria 1. : 

10, Marblehead.—N.Y.Y.C. Race, open to E.¥.0. Sechooners, 
first class, 4starters; Halcyon E.andN.Y. 1. Second class,5 
starters: Clio N.Y. and E,1. First class sloops, 4starters: 
Peer: N.¥. and E.1. Second class, 8 starters: Vixen, 

First sweep- 

Second 

Aug. 

Sept. 
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11. Por pcuaylle— March Whisper 8.¥.C., beats Parcle H.R 
U 

11, Perth Amboy.—Rar.Y.C. Falcon, first class and La Fan- 
tasie, second class, win. 

11. Halifax.—K.N.S.¥. 4 tm Sweepstakes, 6 starters: 
qnita 1, Mentor 2, Velenar 3. 

1). Hull —H ¥.(@, Race Second class centerboaris, 2 starters: 
Nimbus 1, Fourth class. starters: Niohe |, Gisela 2, 
Amy 3, Joker w. o. for Corinthian prize. Fifth class, 6 
starters: Gsmeti and first Corinthian prize, Wildfire 2 
and second (orinthian prize, Spray 3. Sixth class, 4 sfavi- 
ers: Dandelion 1 and first_Corinthian priae, Samaria 2 and 
second Corinthian prize, Dido 3. Other classes, no entries. 

. Boston,.—B.H.Y.C Regarta. First class, 6 starters: Graci+ 
1. Seeond class, 5 starters: Romp 1. Third class, b starters, 
Arrow 1, a \ 

. New York—Sweepstakes, 4 starters: B. Goodwin, HRY C. 
1, All open shifting ballast boats. 

. Provincetown,—frov.¥ C.Open Rezatia, First elass, 3 start~ 
ers; Lily Prov. ¥.0. 1, Marco Polo 2, Second lass. § sfare 
ers: Madeap Prov-¥.C. 1, Lone Star Proy,¥.C, 2 
olass, dstarters: Dexter 1, Wm, A, Durham 2 

Mari 

16. Portland,—P.¥.C. Second class. 5 starters: Vixen 1, 
16. Flushing.—Match: Adele beats Hour. 
16, Montrea!.—Mon.¥.C, Iona, first class, and Iris, secosd class, 

win. 
16. New bedford.—N,B.Y.C, Third class. 5 starters: Metric Ll. 
Wi. Jersey slarters: City JI. ¥.0. Challenge Cup Race, 2 

Knight Meant 1. 
. Salem.—s. Bay Y.(. Third Championship. Wirst class: 

yana w.o. Second class B.C., 3 starters: Comus |. 
ond wlass keels, Carmita 1, Third class: Tulid w. o. 
take championship prizes, A 7 

. Marblehead.— B.Y C. Seventy-eighth Race, Firsi Open 
Match, Wirst class, 3 starters: Wenonah §, ¥(. 1, Seeontl 
class, 3 starters: Vixen 8.¥.C. 1, Nirvana E.¥Y.C.2. Third 
vlass centerboards, 7 starters: Shadow B.Y.C. 1, Nunbus 
Bo, ¥,€, 2, Clytie E.Y.C. 3. Keels, 8starters: Hera BOY.C, 
1, Mona B.Y.0, 2, #gir J.C. 3, Rourth class centerboards, 
starters: Eva B.¥.0.1, Frolie Bo. Y.C 2, Mattie B.C 3, 
Keels, 12 starters: Beetle B.¥.C. 1, Gem H.¥.C. 2, Tyansit 
H.Y.C. 3, Thialfi B.Y.C. 4. shooner class, § starters: 
Bessie B.Y¥.C. 1,Cyda Bo. Y C.2. Fifth class centerbourds. 
22 sturters: Sirius, Monument Beach, 1, Sea Bird H.¥.C, 2, 
Venus C.A.¥.C. 3, Queen Mab H.Y.C. 4. Keels, 13 starters; 
Banneret, Washington Village, 1, Ruth 8.Bay¥_C, 2, Kathie 
H.Y.C. 3. Sixth class centerbourds, 44 starters: Amy Q. 
Y.C.1, Niobe D Y.C. 2. Hoiden B.Y.C. 3, Viva § BY. 4, 
Hornet B.Y.C.5, Keels, 14 starters: Vesper W.L.Y.C, 1, 
Carmita B.Y.C. 2, Mona. Marblehead, 3, Caprice B_Y.C. 4, 
Fearless 8.B.Y.C. 5. Seventh class, 3) starters: Dandelion 
B.Y.C. 1, Samaria T).Y.C. 2, Pert New.¥.0. 3. Nancy D. 
C.A.Y.C. 4, Frolic W.L.¥.C. 5. Siimmary: 235 entries; 
173 starters; 146 completed the course. The largest vace 
ou record. 

. Larehmont.—Larch.¥.@. Fifth class Pennant Race, 5 stirt- 
ers: Hornet J, 

. Toronto.—Tor.Y.C, Challenge Cup Match, éstarters; Mis- 
ehief 1, winning the eup. 

. Oconomowoc Y C.—First class, 5 starters: 
ond class, 2 starters: Pearl1. 

. Mattapoisutt—Open Race. Hirst class, 2 starters: Hesper; 
E.Y,C, 1. Seeond class; Tsabel N.B.Y.C., w.o, Third 
class, starters; Alliel, Pointer N.6.Y.C.2. Wiithvlass. 
starters; Tantrum B.Y.C.1, Luey, Osterville, 2. Fourth 
(lass, 4starters: Almira, Osteryille. 1; Myrtle, Memament 
Beach, 2. Sixth class,& starters: Gem B.Y.C. 1, Invlex, 
Fair Haven, 2. Second Race for Monument Beach Pe 
Lantssailed at same time. First class, 2 starters: Iris 
Y.C.1, Second elass, 2 starters: Dolly B.Y-C. 1. 

Jersey Cily.—lv-Y.C, Op#n Regatta. Class A. 3 starters: 
Favorita 1, Olass B,4 starters: Alicé1. Class Cine 
w. 0. Class D, 2 starters: Ed. O'Brien 1. 
starters: H. H,Holmes1. Class F, 1) stariers: 
1. Catamaran class; Cclumbia w, o, 

. Newark.—NewurkY.C. Open Regatta. 
elass, 4 starters: Gray Hagle 1, Opens} 
{ starters: Falcon Rar. Y.G.1. ‘Third ¢ 

Nir 
Sec- 
All 

Arline L See 

20. 

Hoctioo 

Lydia 1, Cats, fourth cl.ss, 8 starte 
20. Sonth Boston —Mnatch: Hera B.Y.C. * 3 
2), Nahant.—Mateh: Hera B.Y.C. beats Lilie S BLY.0_ 
21. New. York.—Match: Rosie H. heats Aunie Forsyth for 

J.C.¥_C Challenge Cup, 
21, St, Jolms, N, B.—Maten: A. Lawson beats Naiad. 
21. Toledo.—Tol.Y.C. First class; No entries. Second class 

1) starters: Fanchon 1, Oheron 2, Charorh®, Lois 4, Third 
class. starters; Petrel 1, Ada 2, Minnie 3. 

+o . The Glades, Mass.—B.Y.C, Seventy-ninth 
Third Class Championship of 1882: Dand 

2, Echo Bay, Lb. 1,—Sdécond class: Gold Dust. Port W le 
1. Third class, 7 starters: Jewell Lurch. ¥-C. 1, First class, 
no entries, 

. Quincy,—Q.Y.C. Race. 
5 starters: Niobe 1. 

Port Morris.—K Y,C. Regatta, Cabin sloops, first class, 2 
starters; Peerless 1. Second class open sloops: Gracie 1. 
Third class, 3 starters; Musidora l. Fourth class cats, 2 
starters: Lizzie R.1. Fifth class, 4 starters; M. E. Cox- 
tantl. Sixth class, 3 starters: Bon fon 1. Seventh class, 
2starters: Foam 1. 

. Dorchester,—Barnard Cup Race. First class. 3 starters: 
Queen Mab takes cup. Second class, 4 starters: Scamp 1. 

pee reer Susy Match; Shadow B.Y.C. beats Wave 

First class: Erin w. o. Second clase, 

. Nantasket, Mass.—6 starters: No Name 1. Cajolie 2. 
. Larchmont.—Match: Hornet beats Zoe. both Larch.¥ C. 
. Halifax.—R.N,8.Y.S. 4-ton Sweepstakes, 6 starters! Mentor 

1, Velenar 2, Mariquita 3. 
- Monument Beach—B.Y.C, Eightieth Race. Second open 

match. Sloops, first lass: Kismet N.B.Y_C. w.o. Second 
class, 4 starters; Thorn, Bristol 1, Glimpse B,Y,0, 2. Cats, 
first class, 20 starters: Lucy, Osterville 1. Les Pocas- 
set2, Faunus, Mon,Beach 8. Second class, arters: 
Hoyden, Bird Island 1, Phosie, Onset 2,Clar, B, B.Y.C. 3, 

. bass Christian, La.—Open Regatta. First class, ji) anil 
mainsails, 2 starters: Lady Emma, Southera ¥.C.1. Sec- 
ond class, 3 starters: Pluck and Lueck, Southern Y.C, 1, 
No race made in other classes, 

M . Keels, 
Hera B.¥.U. 1, Lillie $.B.Y.C. 2, Viking E.Y¥.C, 3 
Nimbus Bo. ¥.C. 2, 

Second 
elass suhooners 3 starters: Vanitas H.¥.C.1. Third class 
centerboards, 12 starters: Queen Mab H.Y.C. 1, Sea Bint 
H.Y.C. 2, Amy H.Y.C. 3, Venus G.A.Y U4, Keels, 10 
starters; Transit H.Y.C. 1, Gem B.Y.C, 2. Kitty A.¥ ¢. 4, 
Judith J.C. 4, Fourth class centerboards, 13 starte 
H.Y.C. 1, Niobe D.Y.C. 2, Fancy H.Y.C. 3, 5 
S.B.Y.C. 4, Myrtle H,Y,C.5, Keels, 6 statter: 
W.Y.Y.C, 1, Charlotte H.¥.C. 2, Delle J.C. 3, 4 i 

’ 16 starters: Flora Lee $.B.Y.C.1,Scamp D,Y.C.2, Spidec 
B.Y.C. 3, Dandelion B.Y.C 4. Sunimary: 124 entries. 7) 
starters, 75 completed course. 

. Monument Beach.~Match: Violet beats Ma'tie, both B.Y.C_ 

. Monument Beach.—Match: Mattie beuts Violet, both BY, Cc. 
» Rockport, Mass.—4 starters: Albion 1. 

28, Oswezo.—Os, Y,C.Open Race.d stariers: Katie Gray Os. ¥,0.1. 
. Belleville, Ont.—E.Q.Y.0. First class, 8 starters; Gygnet 1, 

Garfield 2. Secoud eluss, 3 starters: Tolanthe 1, Gracie 2, 
Pass Christian, La.—Postponed Opel Regatta. Cabin class, 

2 starters: La Belle1, Open hoat class, 2 starters: Fannie 
G.1, Catamaran class, 2siarlers: Nip and ‘Tuck 1. Cats, 
S starters; Ida 1. 

. New Bedford,—N.6 ¥.¢. 
Kismet 1. 

. Stapleton,—5.Y.C. First and third classes. no entrivs. Sec- 
ond class, open boats, 2 starters; Cruiser 1. Pourth class 

_ cats, 2 starters: Trtanti, Canoes, 4 starters: Elsie 1. 
. Old Orebard, Mass.—Schooners: Bo.ita P.¥.C. 1. Sloops, 

first class, Vixen P,Y.0.1. Second wlass: AmpbhiLvite 1. 
1. Halifaxs.—R.N,S.Y.8, Race, First class, 6 starters: Meuter 

1, Phantom 2, Second class: Lily 1, Velenar 2 
1. Boston.—Bo.¥.0,  Virst eluss, i starters: Shadow 1. 

elass, 3 starters: Frolic 1. 
1. Hull.—H.Y.C, Second Championship Race. First class, ng 

entries. Second class cénterhoards, Mabel w, o. Keels: 
Transit w. o. Third class centerboards; Sea Lird w. o. 
Keels. no entries. Fourth class, 5 starters: Queen Mab 1, 
winning championship. Iiéth class, 6 starters: Corsair 1. 
Sixth olass, 2 starters: Dundelion 1, winnie champion 
ship. 

Gtoucester: Mass.—G.A.Y.C. Open Regatta. First class, 8 
starters; Kittiwake C.A-Y.C_], Venus C.A.¥_C. 2, Judith 
1.0. 8, Second class, 14 starters; Rassucus C.A ¥.C. 1, 
Sunbeam 2, Helen D.¥.C. 3 Fourth class, 2 starters: 
Marcbioness 1, Tit C_A.Y.0. 2, 

Second class sloops, 4 starters 

Secon!) 

= 
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Sap’. 4. New York.—Open Boal Sweepstakes, § starters: Lily R. 1, 
3, Great Neck, L, 1.—Cathoat Race, 3 starters: Lirline 1, 
3 CN i iin Race, First class, ! starters: Atalanta 

. Coburg,—Open Race, 4 starters: Emina Tor,¥.0, 1. 
. West Lynn.—W,L,¥.C. Open Regatta. Wirst_ class, 8 start- 

ers: D, Crockett Sun. ¥,0. 1, Jennie L, HuY.@. 2. Second 
61ass centerboards, 9 starters: Mabel H, W.L.¥.C. 1, Twi- 
light W,LY.C. 2, Spider B:Y.C, 3. Keels, 3 starters: 
Delle J.C, 1, Vesper W.,¥.U. 2, Charlotte H.Y¥.C. 3, 
Third class. 11 starterat Vlora Lee, §.B-Y.C.1, Crescent 
W.L.Y.C. 2, Tf WiL.¥.C. 3, 

&. Provincetown —Proy.¥.C. Regulta, + starters: Lily 1. 
i. Dorehester,—D.Y.C. Second Ci: ss Third Barnard Cup Race. 

Astal'ters: Scamp wink 
| Quiney.-@.¥.0. Race. Seeomi class, 6 starters: Niohe 1. 

‘Third class, 4 starters: Flora Lee i. 
7, Toronte.—R.CLY.C. First class. 2 starters: Aileen 1, 
+, Toronto. -R.C.¥.0, Open Kace. First class, 4 starters: 

Aileen 1. Second class: Emma Tor-¥.0. w. 0, Third 
Glass = starters: Misvhie! Tor. ¥.C. 1. 

. Hull HVY.C, Third Championship, First ¢lass, no entries. 
Second class centerboards, 2 starters: Nimbus wins cham- 
nunship, Keels: Lillie i, Third elass centerhoards: Sea 
ird w. 0, winning championship, Fifth class, 7 starters; 

Oorsair wins championship. 
Monument Beach —B.¥Y.C, Highty-tirstRace. Open Catboat 
Sweepstakes. First class, 7 starters; Abbie A., Marion 1, 
Mattie B.Y.0.2. Second class, 6 starters: Romp, Pocasret 
1. Tantrum B.Y.C. 2. Third class, 4 starters: Sprite, Ware- 
hat 1, Qlara B. BLY.C, 2, 

Ulevelund, O.—Cley,Y,Ass. Regatta. fi 
_ Ida2, Rover 3, Daisy 4, 
Siwampscoth,_b.¥.C. Highty-second Race. Third Cham- 

plonship. postponed from Sth, Wirs) class, 4 starterss 
Countess I aiid pennant, Bessie2, Second class. 4 start- 
ers; Spider land pennant, Peri 2. Third class: Psyche 
Ww. oh Special tlass, 4 starters; Countess 1, 

‘Yovento, —Tor.¥.C. Open Race, First class. 4 starters; 
Verye Tor, ¥.C. 1, Oygnet Tor. ¥.0. 2, Couette, Hamilton 
3. Seeonit class, & starters; Emma Tor.¥.C. 1, Iolanthe 
BVO. 2. Third class, 4 starters; Ina Tor ¥_C. 1, Tris 
Yor. YC. 2, Biona Tory. 3. 

. Youkers—Vesper¥Y.A, Tithy first class, Mary S. second 
@lass, Annie M. third class win, 

> he —Mateh: Brothers, H.R.Y.C., beats B. Goodwin, 

11, Yorento.—Yfor.¥.C. Regatta, First class, 2 starters: Verve 
ir Seen class, 2 starters: Emm#l. Third class, 3 start- 
ers; bis 1. 

1). Camden, N,.J,—Sweepstatkes, dstarlers: Richmond Q.0.Y,C.1. 
2. South Roston,—Mateh: Bertha §,B.¥.C., beats Susie. 
2. South Boston,—C.P.M.F, Race, First class, Lizzie w. 0. 

Second class, Wzeria i. 
. Hull—Orerzon House Cathoat Race. 

Fancy 2. Thishe 3, 
Matltapoisett.—Open Regatta, 

~tst 

i starters: Lilias 1, 

yu, 

i, 

1] starters: Amy 1, 

First vlass, 2 starters: Hesper 
B.Y.C'. 1. Sevond class, 4 starters: Ourlew N.B.Y.C. 1, 
Glimpse B.Y.0. 2.. Third elags, 4 starters; Abbie A. 
Marion, 1: Myrtle. Monument Beach, 2, Fourth class, 4 
starters: Tantrom B.Y.C.1; Faunus, Monument Beach, 
2% Fifth class, 5 starters: Gem BLY.C. 1, Ripple, B-Y.C. 2. 
Sail off for First Class Monument Beach Pennant at same 
time was won by Tantrum, 

iS, Nahant,—B.Y.C. Bighty-third Race, Champion Pennant Sail 
Of. First class. Countess w. 0. Second lass, 3 starters, 
Hoiden 1. Third class, 3 starters: Dandelion 1. 

. Halifax, R.NS.Y\S. Race, fi starters: Petrel 1, Mentor 2. 14 
17. Islip. L, 1.—Match: Marian heats Sadie, 
19. New York.—Open Boat Sweepstakes, 3 starters; Susie $8. 1. 
21. Dorchester. D.Y.C. Second Class Catboat Race, 4 starters: 

Scamp 1. 
+1. Holl. —H.Y.C. Championship Sail Of. Third class, keels, 3 

starters: Lillie 1. 
aN Be Sere Brothers beats B. Goodwin, both H.R. 

Jersey City.—J.0.¥.0. Race for Challenge Cup, 3 starters: 
Knight Templar 1. 

vi, Habokeu,—N,).¥.C. Postponed Open Race, Catamaraus, ¢ 
starters: Duplex 1, Open sloops, Class B, 5 starters: Lily 
R. 1. Cluss QO, U starters: Thorn 1, 

. Belleyille,—4 starters; Iolanthe 1, 
_ New York.—S.¥.0. Postponed Corinthian Matehes. Schoon- 

ers made no race in time, First class sloops. 2 starters: 
Gracie. Second class, 2 starters: Orival. Third class, 
2 starters: Crocodile 1. 

, Yonkers.—VesperY.Asso, 
class: Brother 1, Third class: 

First class madenorace, Second 
Gracie 1, Fourth class: 

Daisy 1. 
New York.—HarlemyY.0. First class, 2 starters: H, W. 

Beecher 1. Second class, § starters: Nettie Thorp 1. 
Third class, 4 starters: Fairy 1. Fourth class, 6 starters: 
Emme B, 1. 

ti, Port Mormis.—k.¥.C. Open Race, First class. 5 starters: 
Petrel 8.Y.C,1. Second class, 4 starters; Lenad, Third 
elass, tour starters: Gracie 1. Fourth class, § starters: 
Rover ld, Fitth Glass, 8 starters: Lizzie R.1, Sixth elass, 
3 starters: Gilt Edve 1, Seventh class, 2 starters, Bon 
Toni, Wiehth class, 3 starters: Hattie 1, 

« Hoboken.—Mateh; Jessie beats Duplex. 
. Yonkers.—Vespery.A., 3 starters: Daisy 1, 

;, Samy Hook.—8.¥_C. Ocean Race: Belouin beats Ciicie. 
_ Saucy Hook. Océan Mateb and Bennett Cup Race; Bedouin 

heats Gracie, , 
#0. gout) Hook —4.¥.C, Ocean Race: Gracia beats Bedouin 

sid Oviva, 
. salidy Hook,—Ocean Match; Fanny beats Gracie, 

SEEING !S BELIEVING. 

Ano Herald publishes the following: 
“A prominent yachtsman of New York recently returned from 

an extended anise in European waters, The gentleman said that he 
had been aware of the great uuniber of yachts owned in Great Britain, 
unidiwas prepared to see mony bouts taking part in the races, yet he 
Was astonished ti tind such large fleets at the yachting cetters. So 
far as his observations extended all the yachts had large crews, es- 
eciaiiy when tacing.and they were all well handled. He was at 
fowes during ‘yachting week,’ and was an interested spectator of 

the several eyents that took place there during thay period, The 
American schooners Norseman and Danntless, since returned to New 
York, and the schooner Enchantress. once owned at this port, were 
present. The large cutters of England were regarded by the entle- 
mum as splendid hoats. and, while they possesseu great speed, their 
weatherly qualities were of the highest order, though of their com- 
forts hé cowd not say so much, All the races were started as an- 
Lomcel, some of them in almosta gale. Postponements on acconnt 
ut severe weather were not ¢ntertained. 
“The manner of starting yachts in England interésted the New 

York gentleman, He considers the one gun plan admirable in every 
respect pnd feels that it night he imitated in this country with good 
results. He is snve it would soon become popular, although there 
‘might be some objections raised to the plan because of the limited 
room given yachts m the United States to cross a line. He saw nine 
Gutters in ons class respond-to the signal at Cowes, und is certain 
there were not thre+ seconds between them in getting over the mark. 
The picture they presented was exceedingly pretty. and it reminded 
Him of o Standing start given to a large field of thoroughbred horses. 
Of Gourse there was muuch skill and seamanship required to avoid 
Beuing in euoh othe's way, but everything was done in a manner 
to call forth lond praise from those unavcustomed to the sight. 
“Tall the races tlius starteel there was such suceess aud such good 

order that the Sew York yaehfsman would like to see the plan 
ddophed by the clubs of thia country, butif the reasons advanced by 
them rearing its impracticability are sound the opinion is still re- 
ligiously heid Whatall mateh races should be started withone gun. 
Under its workinvs there should be no mistakes and no handicaps. 
Sailing musters ave requved to be alert, and beally the skill displayed 
at the begiuning of 4 race provokes as much favorable comment as 
the nauttea! pichure presented or the speed shown by the boats. The 
time will come. it waa thought, when such starts will be wniyersally 
diopted by the lirge Glubs of the United States, 

“This a Mare reat fo ue old yachtsman to observe the pride that an 
English cutter cvew take intvying to make their boat a winner. 
Rach man seems to werkas ifitdevolyed upon him personally to 
bring his yauht back home the yictor, There are no laggards, or, at 
leas!, ne failod to observe any. wy li 

“The Heat of auxiliary steam yachts seen i English waters de- 
served munch artention, Asa class they are large and handsome yes- 
sels, finely builn, luxuriously Atted and very comfortable. There are 
& great muy of these grand vessels to be met with, and their owners 
4ve repreaveumitive members of the great yachting fraternity, Long 
ernises with them are ihe rile and not the exeaption, and they are 
singularly well adapted for this service, } 
‘Indbematier oft some enterprising yachtsmen sending a cutter 
cross the Atlantic with a view of winning back the America Cup, 
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the New York gentlemen considered 1) probable that such an étfort 
may be made next season. Heis of the opinion that cutters have al- 
ready beeo built with this purpose in view, bit those interested in 
the project have not as yet been satisfied that they are fully prepared 
to nyake the attempt, and so haye hesitated. When they ate realy 
a challenze will be receivad for the old trophy.” 

THE COST OF CUTTERS. 

ae eost of Tleen, 64ft. loadline, las been publicly stated as 
_ $83,000, We will contract for a dupli cate of the Leen for 927.000. 

The vost of the Oriva, 50ft. loadline, was $700 less than the cust of 
the sloop Regina. 47ft,, sails excluded. The Vindex, a heaniy com- 
promise, cost in the neighborhood of $29,000, althiongh only pbfr. load- 
ine. These are facts, and can be verified by bills in existence, The 
total repairs to the Oriva, singe she has been in voramission. salled 
hard for three years, have amounted to two new bobstay-blocks, Ten 
years hence the Oriva will sell fora large percentage of first cost, 
when a cheap sloop would be worthless firewood. 

HOW THE TELEPHONE CAPSIZED. 

Editor Forest and Stream! 
T noticed an account of the cupsizing of the Telephone in your paper 

of last week. As there were some omissions, T will give 4 short aec- 
eount of the mishap. The Telephone was stolen from heve October 
10, and Tstarted 10 bring her back tye days later, T hired a mau to 
accompany me, but he deserted, and so 1 started aloue. The boat 
haying beén beiting on te shore from Wednesday until Thursday she 
was leakitg badly and the persons Who had taken her had thrown ontall 
the ballastexceph about one hnodred pounds, and there was volhing 1 
could ballast her with when T started, and a putty northeast wind to 
beat) back against, The Telephone was a good hoat fora centerhourd, 
heing rather deeper than mosh boais around here, beme 1HEb.2in- 
loadiine, Tit) beam and 20in. draft, while the Arrow. 35ft., und the 
Alarm 30f,, cach draw bunt iin. The Teleplioné also hard an iron 
board, Thaye frequently soiled her alone. Several times as far ag 
Vomt Abing, 12 miles, Once under reefs. 7 should not have cared 
about being alone had the boat been free from water and properly 
ballasted. When about 16 miles from Butfalo, while engaged in bal- 
ing, Lwas struck by a heavy puff. and had only time to ¢ateh my gun 
which I had with me when shelled and wentover. Tthiok, had she 
had a smaller cockpit ahe would not have capsized. | was about three- 
quarters of a milé from shore at the time, and conld have reached it 
by swimming, but fortinately was saved the trouble by teing picked 
up by a fisherman. Om OF THE OWNERS. 
Borraro, Noy, 4. 

THE PAST SEASON IN CANADIAN WATERS, 

Editor Forest and Stream! 
The most active and successful racing season which yachtsmen in 

this part of Canada have ever enjoyed is now fairly closed, all the 
local craft, except two, haying doffed theircanvas and have prepared 
tor winter quarters. 

Viyé races were sailed durmg the past season over the Buy of Quinte 
Clib course, four of which were under the wuspices of the B.Q.¥.C.. 
and all of these contests were remarkable for the strall number of en- 
tries and the excellent quality of the competitors. Wirst cume the 
Moira Hose Company's race for a cup glyéen by them, which was won 
by the cutter Sylvia, beating the sloop Gracie, the only other econ- 
téestant, ina gale of wind. Commodore Clarke's enp was sailed for 
next, in light weather, by the Gracie and Tolanthe, the latter sailing 
her maiden race, Gracie won by 2m, 488, on & fluke, Wollowine this 
eame the regular summer regatta. when another gale put the yachts 
to 4 eriti¢al test. The competitors were the Iolauthe, Gracie and 
Sylvia, of the local fleet, and the Laura, of Kingston, Iolanthe won 
as she liked, beating Laura 13m. 5s. The Gracie, which had sprung 
a leak, finished 7m. 35s. astern of the Kingston craft, TWourth on the 
list was the annual regatta, in which the sloops Norah, of Belleville. 
Cygnet, of Cobourg, and Gen. Garfield, of Kingston, were the entries 
for the first class Once more rude Boreas howled & northeast gale. 
Norah would have won. but two accidents cost her the race, first 
place going te Cypmet, and Garfield managed to gain seeond by ds. 
on time allowanee from the disabled big one. Lolanthe wou in second 
elass, beating Gracie and Victoria, of Kingston. 
A handicap race for a cup, presented to the B.Q.Y.C, by Messrs, 

Barber & Leslie, finishéd the season in Belleville waters, Another 
strong breeze prevailed, Iolanthe won, o\yime to the conrse heing 
shorter than it should have heen, Norah tinisheda lone way io ad- 
yance, but was beaten on time, The small ones, Minnie A. and [.X,L., 
had no chance whatever on such a blustering day, This record is 
one of which our home club has reason to be proud, only one other 
club in Canada, the R.N.§.Y.8., of Halifax, haying starled so many 
races, Another year we hope our Oswego friends wil so arrange 
their dale as toform a circuit with the Uanadian porls, fixing their 
annui! regatta for about August 16, Then the newly organized club 
at Kingston could follow, say Ang. 20, Belleville four days later, Co- 
bourg about Sept, 2, the Royal Canadian Y.0., of Toronto, Sept. 7 and 
8, and the Toronto Y.C. a day or twa later. Thur there would be a 
circuit which the yachts would find it eonyenfent to makein regular 
suceession, Further, there ought to bea uniform rule of mneasure- 
ment to foverh all these raves, and J suggest the sail invasurement, 
whieh the Toronto Y.C, areabont to adopt, as the best and fairest for 
the differing types of craft which would thus be drawn together, In 
addition, 1 would ap urge that the shifting ballast be done 
away With altogether. This ought to be all the move easily accom- 
plished, as it 1s tolerated only by the R.G.Y.C. Could nota eonfer- 
ence Of representatives of the elubs interested’ he held during the 
winter, or early next spring, by delegates or through correspondence? 
The matter is important to warrant the holding of such a meeting. 

Besides being successful at home, the Belleville yachtsmen won the 
highest honors abroad, The Atalanta , defeated by tinaccountable 
stupidity in hér first essay at Chicago for the Wisher Cup, the em- 
blem of the champiouship among sloops on the lakes, had a very 
easy wit in a second trial, and the Wophy is now in the custody of 
the B, Q. Y. G., who will he ready next season to actept a challenge 
fram any lake yacht which is eligible to compete for the trophy. At 
@ohourg the Atalanta beat the finest fleet of yachts which was ever 
assembled on fresh water by miles, and lolanthe, which beat Emma 
of Toronto badly in a galé on the first day, when the race failed 
through the carrying awey of a huoy, was only defeated by the 
slacking of her forestay on the second day. At Toronto again, in a 
lieht breeze, she was handicapped 4m., and finished but 30s, astern 
of the Emma, thus failioge to gain the prize, although winning the 
honors of the day, The Toronto Yacht C)ub acted very handsomely 
in giving her second prize, to which she had no strict claim, there 
being but two starters, ‘The cutters Aileen and Verye covered then- 
selyes with glory in the R. ©. Y. C. and T, Y. C, races, in which their 
qualities as wind-jammers showed to pebrection, 
Having closed the local chronicles, let me say a few wordsas to the 

rubbish in the columns of the New York World aud one of your loval 
turf contemporaries, . 
The scribe of those papers must afford his few readers a great deal 

of fun. His opinions, or rather his silly lucubrations, vary from weelc 
to week as they happen |o be momentarily affected by facts accom- 
plished before his éyes, and he is continually contradicting himself 
so flatly, often in the same paragraph. that his unprincipled course 
is laughable, He firmly held that light displacement and great beam 
were necessary to produce speed, Now he whimpers objections 
against the faimess of matching Gracie against Bedonin because of 
the latter's grenter displacement, Thi is consisteney with # yen- 
eance. ~ 

P He formerly held that the single jib was more weatherly than the 
double head sail of the cutter. This pet Gracie, which, in 1881, he 
held te be # more distinctively American sloop than was the Mischier, 
because of the former's Hatter bottom and smaller Aisee gnats anh, 
races nowadays under double head sail, and he now is only too anx- 
ious to credit the cutter rig with the recent victories of the Bedouin. 
He declares that Badonin is fast because she ih wide, comparatively 

speaking, because, us he says, sh has a “bottom for to sail on,” 
us he shows his dense ignorance of yachting history, as the nar- 

row English cutters, such ss Samcena, Vanduara, Eryeina, Annasona, 
etc., have beaten thei wider sisters with so Tiuch ase that the wide 
boats, even sich famous ol time tyers as Arrow, haye not the ghost 
of a chance with the narrower mo els of tha day. Tn fact, itis diffi- 
cull vo bring them together, even by means of the most liberal handi- 

capping. i Ais f 
his same wrong-headed and stupidly prejudiced person of the 

“old salt” tribe, whose chimsy efferts you have properly character- 
ized as false pretenses, continually boasts of his fairness and of his 
desire that what he terms the best type of boal should be adopted hy 
the yachtsmen of Améenca, Let mé eive your readers an e¢ample of 
his Style of fain play. In the latestof his lucubrations hes wakes of 
the British cutter Maggie as having been hopelessly distanued by the 
Vixen in the Marblehead race, as having refused to turn the outer 
mark, and of coming back like a whi dop with its tail between 
its legs. This statement is a deliberate falsehood, according tu lus 
own sedount of the race, for he stated at the time that “I think that 
had not the Maggie encountered bad luck she would have scored a 
victory over the Vixen, but she made one tack too much and logt the 
wind,” Qontrast this Statement of Aug. 44 with that of Oct. 27 and 
you will at once perceiye how truthfal, honest and judicially fuir 
this pseudo “authority” erent is. 

T would adyise the self-stultifying pretender Iti question to aban- 
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dou his contradictions, to recogniza facts us they vecar, ty read up 
a little on the subject which he claims ta understand and to discuss 
asaspecialty, By such means ha may save himself in the future of 
being shown up as he has. been, Finally let. him remember that he 
cannot stop the cutters trom winning victories by arousing patriotic 
prejudices against them. The American yachtsman, I juke it, wants 
the fastest anrd inost comfortable craft he can get. If he can reach 
the greatest speed and comfort and absolute safely as well in the 
cutter as if has been proyed he ean, theu he will adopt her, no matter 
what her national origin inay be, 
As an enthusiashe yachtswan who dislies untimth, as one who 

helieves the apa Can hest be promoted by telling the trath, and wlio 
wishes not only fo render you what ald he ean in uprooting prejudice 
and ignorance, but thereby to show that he uppreciates your earnest, 
able and persistent efforts to that eud, Task for the admission of my 
remarks in your columns, Port Tack 
HeDLeyiInte, Oot, 40. 

[We are indebted to mur correspondent for his Intentions, ‘Thete ie 
no doubt he expresses the general sentiment of the public. We are 
umply ble to take care of contemporarics appealing to prejudice in- 
stead of principle, and conlwadicting themselves every the they 
venture to go on record. If we overlook the greater part ot Meir 
equivocal and empty volubility, itis because they exert ne influence 
4nd ave seen by very few people, Onur space is too valuable fo shoot 
at game which is nob worth fhe powder, though accasionally we have 
to teach charlatans (heir proper place, It is a disugreeahle dirty, but 
moiperalive for the furtherance of truth, | r 

STILL KOOMING,—The continued excitement about cutters and 
the trembling im the ranks for tear the America Cup may take & 
flight abroad next year, wiust be the canse of profound satonishment 
and pees mimeo ho onr esteemed contemporaries who thought 
they hiv killed the vutter furore list summer, Columns ypon col- 
ums are filles in all the newspapers about cutters pro and von, and 
never before was the boom swinging along ata livelier rate thao at 
the present day, There is much whistling to keep up courage in 
peusee through thi woods, and poultice upon onftioe is applied ta 
cFepup the waning sprit of the dying corpse of team and hght (lis- 
placement, wll of which is exceedingly funny and equally as gratify- 
ing to FOREST AND Sipaeam, which contemplates the coming disaster 
with the calm serenity born of the Imowledge of being on the wit- 
oing side in the allabsorbing issue. To us this wild pawing of the air 
in sheer desperation after a sloop half an honr faster than Gracie is 
downright grotesque in its farfetched theorizing and sublime faith in 
the impossible, and we enjoy to the full the agonies of the iacurables, 
They will subside all of a sudden when the enp and yachtng suprem- 
acy Once more ieturn for safe keeping beyond the big pond which 
ppais us from our bold, bad cousins, who are laughing them- 
selves hoarse at the predicament we are in, We feel wecannot keep 
the Cup with a sloop, and yet we feel fhap national pride must send 
us to the sacrifice in nothing buba sloop of old fashion in form and 
radically faulty in her conception. So let it be by all means, The 
ereater the climax the quicker the cure. When the Cup is gone all 
hands will know all about it, tell us they inew it all along, always 
said so, and shonld Horns’ anp Stream veuture to counsel modera- 
tion in narrow heam the finger of scarn will be pointed and we will 
be dubbed old-fashioned and behind the age. 

LUMINOUS PAINT.—We take the following from the London 
Field; Three weeks ago Messrs, Ihlee and Horne, of 81 Alderman- 
bury, E. C.,sentusa modelof the N. BE. Tongue Buoy painted tu 
stripes with Balmain's himinous paint, The modelis one foot high, 
with « dismeter of eight inches. It is painted alternately, trom 
base to head, with four while and four black stripes. Three of ihe 
white stripes are coated with the luminous paint, and one with ordi- 
nary white paint. The evenings lately bave been too bright te vest 
the luminous qualities of the paint, but on Wednesday night we had 
a good opportunity at 8 o'clock,as the sky was overenst, with & 
drizzly rain, and there was no moon; in short, the night was as dart 
asconld te. We placed the model ina long path between two 
hedges, six feet apart, and overshadowed hy fir trees. Under these 
fayorable conditions, at twenty yards the Shape and size of the buoy 
was clearly distinguishable. This was the distamte given by Messrs, 
Thlee and Horne at which the object could be distinguished. We 
next gradually increased the distance until sixty yards were reached; 
the buoy even thea appeared as s lominots object of undefinable 
shape, Atseventy yards we had it swung about, and it-was still dis- 
tinguishable. We left the buoy for three hours, and at the end of 
Lhat time it still showed as 8 luminous object in the path, sixty yards 
distant, Messrs. Ihlee und Horne state thal) large bioys—we pre- 
sume eight feet or ten feet high—are distinguishable at 300 yards; 
and this we can readily believe. At any vate, buoys such as the one 
sent us would be of greatuse for moorings. The ordinary while 
paint stripe, we may Say, was Indistinguishable at tyelye yards. 

NOT AT ALL VEXED,—Accoriing to the Herald, the eutter-sloop 
races were instituted to "make & thorough test of the types in order 
to settle, if practicable, in some degree, this vexed question, which 
as been & source of annoying agitation for two or three years.” The 
agitation in favor of mechanical principlés to replace crude vourtry 
conveptions, 1s nob. and never has been o vexatious or annoying ques- 
tion, but ay apitation im favor of safety and ability ia yachn model- 
ing for the henefit of the public. It hag been vexatious only to those 
persons who suugzht to make capital ap the expense of truth, or who 
obtruded their iznorance too forcibly. To such parsons the question 
has been # vexatious one, because their unprincipled course or waul 
vf knowledge were not allowed lo be palmed off upon the public, 
thanks to the intervention of Fonnsy Asp Srresw, It has also been 
vexatious to those who persist in ignoring the lessens of fucts and 
find themselves slowly but steadily coming out at the small end of 
the horn. The qnestion is sweetly sonttilling to us because wo sie 
fast coming out at the big eud of the horn, and the pubhe is begin- 
ning to think si) Too, 
WEIGHT POR LIGHT ATRS—Coutrary tothe dogmas of the old 

school, weightis betlerin light airs than gta displacempnt. We 
quote from the Herald: “The Bedouin passed the Gragie ou the way 
trom the Whistler to the lightship. This feat was memorable, the 
Bedouin, being a iceel boat with nearly twiee the displacenient and 
draft of water,and about the same area of bail) but pass the cen- 
terboard she did, and was first around the lightship,” This was in the 
light airs which inaugurated the second match of the Seawanhaka 
Corinthian Y. GC. Oct. 20, That is tosay the 103 toas displacement of 
the cutter Bedouin were driven through the water with greater ease 
than the 60 tons displacement of the sloop Gracie, anil fhat with like 
sai] areas, demonstrating that resistance is 16 be ganged by form and 
not by weight, and that depth of body is less a hindrance to passage 
than breadth of body. That much seeuis to have been learnt at lash 
all round. 
NARROW BEAM CRUISERS.—Lhe well-knowa racing 40-tonne, 

Silver Siar, has been bonght toracruiser, She will he given the 
awlrig, Silver Star is unextremely narrow vessel, sis heams bo 
oadline length, being 69.49c11.5, with $ft Sin, depth of hold, and ft, 
draft. She was built by Inman, of Lymizeion, Hug., tu 1482, The 
More experience our consis across the Atlantic gather m narrow 
hea yessels, the better they seem fo like them ts cruisers, ou at- 
count of thelr ability and speed im all conditions of sea and wind, 
Silver Star is 4ft. longer than the [leen, recently latinched at Green- 
point, and about the same heat. As a ritcer she was mollerstely suc 
cessful when tried by the high standard of the Britis forties, (Wom- 
pared to our sloops her speed would cliallenge adniration, 

ATALANTA,—Mr. Gould's steamer hus been flocked by the 
Grantps of Philadelphia for alterations, a5 her speed did nop come wp. 
to expectations. Atalanta certamly plowed np @ bow weve ever 
when only under half speed. As usual, too much attention hes baen 
aid to easy section lines and too little to the waterliney. She is to 

have 15ft. Gin, added to her iniddle body to provide additional dis- 
placement and lift her out of the water It is an expensive expert 
ment, 4nd might nave been obyigted by securing @ proper desigu in 
the first place from persons familige with such work, bi her altered 
shape. Atalanta willbe 228It. in. waterline, 2fft, din, beam anc ft 
depth of hold. T.engeth over allwill be 246f¢. 

MORE DEPTH AND LESS BEAM,.—Slone, of Sun braneisco, ts 
building « new yasy), to be Much barrower and deeper thin the eustons 
on the Bauifle ‘oaxt, ‘The model is by Hall, one of the Hal) Brothers, 
slupbuilders, of Port Townsend, There is atendency in San Fran- 
tisco to chop of the sterns of large boats and sail them with # square 
transom like 2 jib and matosail open bout, Over all measurement for 
the sake of getting at mean length is the cange of the impending 
abortions, fh would be well if San Francisco forestalled this sacrifice 
of utility and beauty to a Faulty measurement rule, by falling nto 
line with the prin¢ipal Eastern clubs and adopting waterline und 
sail aren, 
NICE INTERNADIONAL.—We have feesived the circular of the 

coumittee aunouncing the usual intercational matches ap Nice tor 
April 15,16 and 17. Classes Top schoouers, prize S800; enlters and 
yawls over 40 fous, piney $800; same, 15 to 80 tons, prize $500; same, 
& to 1h tons, prize $400; sume, under > tons, prize $200, Serb matches 
for yachts of any tonnage on second and third days for prizes of fad. 
Medals tothe winners with the purses, Special match for steam 
yachts, prizes $1,200, $400 and $200, Wntries to be made to the Comite 
des Régates, Nice, before April 1, 
NEW LIGHT DRAFT —Mr, Dimon is having a wide, shoal slo 

of the old fashion built by Mumm, of South 3nocklyo, Do be sift 
jong, with 14ft. beam and ft, Sin, depth, Usual slooprigandtittings, 
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THN MARIORIE,—The yacht most talked about during the year 
wus the Wavjorie, designed by G. L. Watson for Mr. Coates, who took 
the Madge to America in 188i. Tt was no secret that Mr. Coates in- 
tended a challenge the New York ¥, C. for the cup wou by the 
America if the Marjorie turned out an wumistakable flyer. Soa far as 
looks zo, she was at once described as the most beauthful cutter ever 
floated, and something the eye liked to rest upon after gazing upon 
the hideous Samcena and Tara. She reminded one very much of the 
heautiful vessels Michael Ratsey ned to turn ont af Cowes, and the 
keenest critic could not find fault in her appearance, She has clove 
fipon filly tons of lead on her keel and a large sail area for a cutter of 
sixty-eight tons: her lead, in fact, on the keel equals that which the 
Sameena has, and, judged by that condition alone, fhe Marjorie 
ought to expenence no difticnity in disposing of the ninety-tonner. 
and this she did on several occasions in true breezes, no matter whai 
the strength, but in the “light winds and yariable’ days the clever- 
tess and resourees Of O'Neii always Ianded fhe prize on board the 
Sameend, The general conclusion emong English yachtsmen was that 
Marjorie’s merits, whether in the matter of appearance or sailing 
qualities, was fav away of x different stanrp from those of the ama- 
teur school, commendable as the efforts of some of the latter were, and. 
that Maijorie was quite fit to challenge for the eup won bythe yacht 
America in 1851, or for any other cup,—Lendon letter in Brening 
Velegraut. = 

ANOTHER KEEKL.—Mr. Simon Rosenfeld, of Boston, is to have a 
deep dralt iceel schooner built by Harrington, of Bath, Maine. She 
will be SLPt, Yin, over all, A7ft, fin, water line, 147, 2in. beam, und 7ft, 
draft, with solid nine tons of Jead outside. ‘The stuff and notsense 
written against outside weight has no longerany force among Hastern — 
yachtsnien, and with one or hve experimental compromise yentures, 
the centerboard is a thing of the pastin Hastern waters. But whata 
fine chance Mr. Rosenfeld bas of trying the yawl rig on his contem- 
Plated eraft, It would add much to her speed and weatherlinvess, the | 
mainmast would be out, of the cabin, anu nothing lostin the way of 
handmess or economy in costof sparring and of subsequent keep. 

GIVE ALL A SHOW.—Mr. Clapham, under the impressivun that 2 
sharpie is really a fast boat to windward, better than Sloop or cutter, 
writes to the Herald that we must meet the foreign visitor next year 
with ohe of those peculiar subatitntes. Ti is to be hoped some one 
will act wnon the suggestion. Give all hands a show. the cutter can 
stand it. Sloops, sharpies, bandboxes, svows and the like. The more 
vietims the merrier and the liveliér will he the awakening to common | 
eensein the end, According to Mr. Clapham the entter is * an un 
scientific conception and a humbug,” 

sloop beY Mr. Clapham seems to have lost sight of this aspect. 

NEW COMPROMISH.—The yaw] Ganet, whose lines and rig were 
published in Forrest anp SrreamM for Jan. 11, 1888, Has giyen so much 
satisfaction that a new boat of the same style has been ordered from 
Wallin & Gormen, South Brooklyn, for a gentleman living on the 
Sound. She isto be 24y6ft. overall, 20ft, keel, 8{t. Sin, beam extreme 
and 4ff, depth with 22001bs. iron outside. 

ILEEN.— This new cutter was given 4 trial spin in light to moder- 
ate winds lust week. Bottom was foul and sailsnew., The yacht 
footed ina manner which surprised even experts, The Ileen im- 
pressed those on board as beyond qguestiona yery fast yacht. Her 
career will be watched with eagerness next season. 

LAYING UP.—Directions for laying up and the proper care of 
yachts in winter can be found in Fores, AND SrreAM, Nov 11, 1881. 
Jaying up may be considered the rotting period in a yacht's life, and 
tog much care cannot be taken with vessels in ordinary to prevent 
rapid deterioration, 

TRITON, My, Duryea has sold his schooner to Mr, H. BE. Dodge, 
formerly of the Christine sloop, Triton is a Herreshoff model, 61ft. 
waterline, 18ft, beam, 7ft, held and 6ft. draft without board. Mr, 
Duryea has become owner of the schooner Republic. 

OSWEGO Y. (.—Officers forthe year: Commodore, John Y. Mott; 
Viee-Commodore, William B. Phelps; Captain, Allen Ames; Secre- 
tary, Willitm E, Lee: Treasurer, Jas. D. Henderson; Measurer, Albert 
Fitzgerald. 

RANGER.—This schooner has been almost entirely rebuilt al South 
Brooklyn and will soon sail for Southern waters, her owner going 
overland to meet the schooner in New Orleans, which will be her hail- 
ing port for the winter, 

THE THIRD RACH,—Concerning the third race, Oct. 20, between 
Bedouth and Gracie, the Hrrald, of Nov, 6, acknowledges that “this 
race was mainly won by ood handling and good judgment,” 

ANOTHER CUTTER.—Dr. C G. Weld of the Hera sloop, is to have 
a crack forty-ton cutter built in Boston im time for next season, 

DAUNTLESS.—Mr. Colt’s schooner is now at New London stripped 
for an 6verhanl, preparatory to another European cruise. 

SEA CRUISING.—Schooner Intrepid is fittine out at South Brook 
lyn for a winter’s cruise to the West Indies, 

MEASUREMENT. —Something relating thereto will be found on the 
editorial pages. 

Answers ta Correspondents, 

Ee No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspuntents, 

WaATERPROOSING recipes were piven in our last issue, page 246. 

1, A. M., Syracuse.—The open season in New York for ruffed grouse 
is Sept. 1 to Jun. 1; fer quail, Noy. 1 to Jan. 1. * 

_J.R.N., New York.—For pigeon breeding consult Wright's “Prac- 
lival Pigeou Keeper.” price $1.50. We can furnish it. 

W. KR. 'T., Washington. —The person from whom you gol Bell should 
be able to furnish you with more definite particulars. 

ParkiinbeR.—For North American ghlogy 
book on the subject, puldished by the 
Price $5, 

fF. M. P., New York,—ls there a cure for St. Vitus's dance in dogs. 
{f so will yon please publish? Ans, The disease is usually revarded 
4s Incurable 

NW. A,. St. Albans, Vt.—The hawk you killed is the black fore of 

consult Mr. Brewer's 
mithsonian lustitution. 

Tf such a miserable concoction | 
cap tan our smartest sloop what kind of an arrangement must the | 

| instructions given in our Natural 

| 

48 Maiden Jane, New York. &. We do not: Imow. but think that you 
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used for allsmall canoes. We have not tried the steering gear men- 
ee but it appears to be praciteable and to possess some valuable 
vatures, 

CospITIon oF THE Brraps.—Will correspondents give reports of the 
condition of the birds they kill? How do they compare in plumpuess 
and weight with the birds of the average season? 

W. H. ., Middlebury, O.—A very fine rabbit dog has good nose, is 
quick in finding game, bulino fast, runs over the track. Is there any 
wiy to male him go slower? Ans, Give him plenty of work alone. 

Jack.—1, Would a Clumber spaniel be tsefulin ruffed grouse shoot- 
ing in thick weeds? 2. Can pure-bred. Clombers be bought for a 
moderate price in the States? 3. Do Clumbers hunt mute Aus. 1 
and 3, No, because they hunt mute. 2. No; we only know of one 
very moderate hitch in the States. 

R, B. C., Elizaherh, N. J.—No ane has live crows for sale regularly. 
if you wish a mumber hire some one who lives ma favored country 
where crows congrégate to build a big trap and bait it with beef en- 
trails. or something of that kind. The Jersey City Heights Gun Clb 
inay give you some help, they have had crow shoots. 

@., Forti Smith, Aek.—1. Do quail quench their thirst with dew? 2. 
Do they visit creeks or other places where water isto he had tosatisfy 
jheir thirst? 3, Ahout how far will they travel to find water to allay 
thei wants for itY 4. Can quail subsish without water? Aus. |. 
Sometimes, 2. Yes. 3. They are nsually found not very far from 
water. 4d. No, 

(, A. St. Pauls School. Concord.—Dry bird skius should be packed 
in « woodel box» se closely that they will not shake about, and yet 
not so much so us fo lose their shape. The heavier skins should not 
be allowed to press on thesmaller ones. Vacant spaces should be 
filled up with cotton or wads of paper. To prepare the skins follow 

istory columns. 

©, K., Boston, Mass.—l. Willa cocker spaniel with natural length 
of tuii stand an equal chanee to win at a bench shew with one whose 
tail has been docked? %. Ts 15lbs, too light weight for a cocker ac- 
cording to bench show roles? Anus. It is customary to cnt the tails of 
spaniels, aud if other points were cqual the judge would undoubtedly 
favor the dog with the docked tail. 2. Yes. The standard of the 
American Cocker Spaniel Club says from 18 to 28lbs. 

F, R. H., Collinsville—1. Are not the snipe in this country called 
“Wilson's” snipe? 2. Which bas the longest bill, woodcock or snipe? 
I killed a woodcock here thie 2d of this month; the bill measured three 
inches, #, Which breed of dog has tne keenest scent under equal cir- 
eclwmstances, foxhound or setter? Ans. 1. The common 'English’’ 
or “jack snipe” of the fresh meadows is properly called the Wilson's 
snipe (Gallinago media wilseni), 2 The woodcock’s isusually a little 
the longer, but there is a great difference in the le; gth of bill in dif- 
ferent individuals of this species. 3. Impossible to say: probably 
there is no great difference between the two. 

Woonocock, Dorchester, Mass,—A dog points a woodcock, the bird 
is flushed and shot dead: the dog is ordered to fetch, but fails to 
find, running directly over and stepping upon the bird twice. Was 
the dog’s nose to blame or was it for lack of scent thrown off by the 
bird? The dog was working up wind. and in fact ran round and over 
the bird from all points of the Compass. Ans. We have occasionally 
noticed the same thing in the case of dogs which we knew had ex- 
cellent noses, and are unable to offer any satisfactory explanation of 
the failure to scent the bird. Wehnave seen it occur with woodcock 
and snipe, aud more rarely with quail. but never with grouse. Pos- 
sibly the mannerin which the bird lies may haye some bearing on 
the ease, We should not be disposed to regard the dog’s nose as 
peor merely from this. 

8. B. H., Wheeling. W. Va.—What are the comparative merits of 
the split-bamboo and bethabara fishing rods, and what is the latter 
wood and where does it grow? Ans. The difference lies mainly inthe 
action; some prefer the bamboo and others the bethabara. A bam- 
boo rod is usually stiffer than a wooden rod, because it cannot be 
made limber without destroying the action in the second joint. We 
refer the split-bamboo to most wooden rods, but this is a matter of 

individual taste. We like the single action of a rod of moderate 
stiffness, becanse seh a rod will cast a line further and with greater 
accuracy. and it résponds to the slightest motion of the hand. 
Wooden rods can be made with the required stiffness by increasing 
the diameter and consequently the weight, Bethabara is a wood that 
bears some resemblance to greenheart. It is moderately heavy. and 
is said to be an Afriean or South American wood. 

i, f.1., West Troy, N. Y.—1. Has Holberton published his plate 
of bitss Hits yen. if so, where can it be bought, and price? 2. Where 
can T get a catalogue and prices of lathes and tools for turning fish 
rois? 3. Where Gani get Le Page’s Russian cement, and pricey +4. 
Whe are the principal dealers in lancewood, greenheart and red 
cedat, iside from the regulitfishing-tackle houses? 5. Who are the 
principal dealevsin bird skins for fly-makers*use, such as redibis, 
peacoel, golden pheasant, ete.? Ans, 1, Yes; address W. Holberton, 

¢an find ont from any Jarge tool house or hardware store. 3. Atmost 
druggists, ov address rhe Russian Cement Company, Gloucester, 
Mass. Tt comes in small and large bottles. from 25 centsup, 4. We 
know of none, if we wanted the woods we would apply to some large 
fishing-tackle house. 5, There are none, Write to J. Wallace. 16 N. 
William street, New York; or, J. G. Bell, 335 Broadway, | 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF GAME PRESERVING. 

W ITH November comes the sportsman’s season, for on the 
Ist the laws permit the shooting of gameand fowl in 

all States in this country. But there is a great difference in 
the way in which the privilege is exercised by the sportsman 
or by the pot-hunter, and an equivalent difference in the re- 
gions which are respectively the paradise of either, As to 
sport, there can be no greater difference than is found in the 
regions most accessible from this city—Eastern New Jersey 
and the west end of Long Island. The reason for this is that 
one section is preserved and the other is not. 
Nothing can more clearly illustrate the two systems—pre- 

serying and non-preserving—than the twe sections named, 
It has been a popular cry to denounce those who reserve to 
themselyes localities whereat they can at convenient seasons 
enjoy the sports incidental to outdoor life. [tb is charming to 

| listen to the theory of free institutions, free shooting and free 
angling, and a land where those heterogeneous agarics of 

Archibutes lagopus sanctijoliannis, the rough-leggzed hawk, not an civilization, Tom, Dick and Harry, can roam loose with un- 
especially rare hird, | licensed guns, But, nevertheless, all this also means promis- 
R.H, P.. New York —The cauoe mentioned is very small for a crew  CUOUS trespassing, indiscriminate and illegal shooting and 

of 160tbs.. and for nearly all purposes a decked canoe is ta be pre- | ishing—also no quail, partridges, rabbits or fish. 
ferred. A 7ft, paddle would be large enough, though Sift. is generally As the matter stands to-day, the man who wants game on 

| Whole stream to fish, 

| were killed a century ago. 

his table must either pay something directly or indirectly to 
shoot it, or he must take his purse and go to the markets, On 
Long Island, near this city, there is an abundance of troutand 
birds, because the principle of protection has been governed 
by good cornman sense, In the section referred to in New Jer- 
sey, on the other hand, where the go-as-you-please theory has 
been in vogue. field sports are at such a low ebb as to hardly 
deserve the name: and this is the more to be wondered at 
when itis known that there is no section in this country bet- 
ter adapted by nature ase preat nursery for fowl and fish 
than that which has been ruthlessly laid barren, 

if every large farm of from two to tive hundred acres were 
preserved the outside community would be better off Tb is 
impossible to keep all the wild birds planted within boundary 
lines. Quail, grouse, rabbits and the like cannot be controlled 
by line fences, but will scatter over the country for miles 
around. From the lay of the land no one man can controlone 

The more fishes aud birds the wealthy 
owner sees fit to distwibute in his waters and on his land, the: 
better picking there will be forthe public along the edges. 
Tnstead of opposing and harrassing the man whois generous 
enough to stock a section, the whole countryside would do well 
to hail the era whichis just dawning on us as a permanent, 
benefit in the inoculation of new blood, which in more ways 
than one will result to the common good of the community.— 
New Yorks Herald, 

Cun it be true, as some of the Middlesex county newspapers 
assert, that two wolves have just been killed in Essex? {fv has 
generally been believed that the last wolves in Connecticut 

y In point of fact. the supposed last 
one killed in this State wasshot in January, 1844, in Hartland 

| Woods, where it had fled from the Massachusetts side ot the 
line in its effort to escape a party of hunters. It was brought 
to this city and exhibited here as a curiosity, for, as we he- 
lieved, there had not heen another wolf in Connecticut far 
30 or 40 years before that time. Yet here comes an item of 
State news to the effect that two wolves were killed in Essex 
Swamp by different men last week—one, killed in Centrebrook 
District, that weighed 50 pounds. a true gray or “timber,” 
wolf, and the other doubtless was like him, That is not a 
region where, if anywhere in Connecticut, we would look for 
such a thing. It seems as improbable as the panther that was 
prowling about the Massachusetts and Rhode Island border a 
year ago only abouta dozen miles north of Providence, Wolves 
are “mighty searce varmints,” now, in New Eneland, and 
least of all would they be looked for in Connecticut. Can 
these two specimens have escaped from some menagerie— 
Hartford Times, Nov. 8. 

Masters of vessels arriving at this port report that in passing 
near the Jersey coast they observed a number of wild geese, 
ducks, gulls, and other birds in a helpless condition, being on 
able to fly or help themselves, It is supposed that the fowl 
were hampered by a sediment of coal tar which 1s supposed to 
have come from the wrecked German ship Meta, which tau 
ashore near Bayhead N. J. Water fowl dipping in the sea 
after fish were covered by the tar, as large quantities of 1 has 
spread on the surface of the ocean inthe vicinity ofthe wreck, 
Since the recent storm, driven by hunger and tnable to fly, 
whole tiocks of ducks have sought theshore, where they are 
easily canght.—-Philadelphia Record. 

That insatiable Nimrod, Mr. Winaus, has slaughtered 1i} 
stags in the vast combind forests which he rents from Lord 
Loyat, The Chisholm, Sir A. Matheson, and other proprietors. 
being an-averape of seven for each day’s shooting. Mr, 
Winans’s preserye extends to nearly 250,000 acres, and his ren! 
is about £17,000 a year. If one estimates fairly for extra ex 
enses, it would appear that each beast which he ys costs 
Bat at least £130, Last season he killed 186 stags.— London 
ruth. 

The other day a Montgomery county farmer was taking aim 
at a hawk perched on a tree near his chicken-coop, when his 
little son cried out, “Don’t take aim, pa; let it go off by acci- 
dent.” “Whyso, fommy?” **’Cause I read in the paper that 
when a gun goes off by accident, it always kills something," 
The angry father immediately discharged his gun and the 
hawk uninjured sailed away.—Germantown Telegravh. 

Yor every fight between men and bulls or between dogs and 
bulls, or between bears and doys, or between bulls and ain 
other animals, two hundred and fifty dollars for each perfor 
mance per year. For every cockpit, when kept for profit, or 
upon which any money or thine of value is paid or bet, twelve 
dollars.—Oolorada City, Ter., Taw List. 

Staten Island was bought of the Indians, in li), for tu 
fathoms of wampun, thirty ‘‘match boots,” eight coats, thirty 
shirts, thirty kettles, twenty guns, a firkin of powder, sixty 
barrels of lead, thirty axes, thirty horns, and fifty knives. 
Manhattan Island fetched only $24. ‘ 

THe ManHarra Cigars are the special pride of the Ameritan New= 
Company, who are the agents for their sale in the United states and 
abroad, The coyer of the box has an enticing view of thy island of 
Manhattan asitappeared some years ago. when forests were not 
supplanted by brownstone fronts nor streams converted into payed 
Streets. The cigars are deservedly popular. 

N. W. Avess & Son, advertising avenis, Philadelpiis, Pa.. puitisu 
4 Very Comprehensive "American Newspaper Anguyl,”’ eiving names 
and statistics of all the daily. weekly and monthly publications of 
the United States and Ganada- 4 

UMPHREYS 
VETEBIN ICS 

FOR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 
Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs & Poultry, 
For Twenty Years Humphreys’ Veterinary 

Poe cidcuare ie ae by Barmera, ES 
ta, Horse B.R,, Travel’ Hi omes 

enageries and others with Perreotauccess, : 
List OF SPECIFICS. 

A.A, Cures Fevers and Inflammation, Mill 
Heyer, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera, 75 

B8.B. Cures Founder, Spavin, Stiffness, 7 
©_C, Cures Distemper, Nasal Discharges, 
&.D. Cures Bots or Grubs, Worms,- - + 7 

FB. Cures Colle oc Gives, Beliyace” .E. 2s Colic or Gripes, Be) 
GG Provents Abortion, 2 = = 2 = 2 = 

«HH. Cures all Urinary Di 
|.f. Cures RS iseases, Mange, &c. 
J.J. Cures all Diseases of Digestion 
Veterinory Case (black walnut) with Vet- 
rae OAL G0 Ep), 10 bottles 2s. ine 

eine, and Medicator, - + = - - iu 
Medicator,’ “2+ 35 | 

ese Veterinary Cases are sent free to ane | 
on receipt of the price, or any order for 

Yelérinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or more, 

Humphrey's Veterinary Manual (30 pp.)sent 
free by matlon receipt of price, 50 cents, vis 
é2-Pamphilets sent free on application. 
HOUMPUREYS HO ‘A'THIC M Ao} 

105 Fite Bren New ED “ 

——————— 

COLORED BY 

MAIL 

center, 

SENT BY 

Brook Trout, all colored by hand, 

HAND BY WAKEMAN 

Size 2Ox24 inches, containing 40 named varieties of Black Bass and 
Flies, with au engraving cf « Black Bass (also colored by Land) iu tle 

ON 

Standard American Black Bass and Lake Flies, 
HOLBERTON. 

Lake 

RECEIPT PRICE. OF 

Standard MWrout E*lies. 
A companion to the above, containing 65 named fiies and an engraying ui u 

3 BU 
SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF PRICE. 

A BEEY & i 
Mauufacturers of 

Eine Fishing 

MERRIE, 

"Fak ie, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, AND 83 & 35 LIBERTY STREET NEW YORE 
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JAS. FE. MARSTERS, ra YIWOCEH’s : 

+ ple iSite teats taimeatuket ae Patent Perfect” Brass Shells, 
Eine Fishing Tackie. > MAN US Re DOREU- EY 

First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

Brass Multiplymg Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
180ft., $1.50: 240fE., $1.75; 200ft., 2.00; 450ft.. $2.95; GOOFt., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
25 ets, extra; nickel plated; 50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds.. 50 cts,; s0yds., 75 cts,; G0yds., $1,00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra, Marster’s celebrated) Hooks snelled on gut, limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Beni, and all other hooks. 
Single gut. 12 cts, per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.: tre le, 80 cts. per doz ; put up one-half dozen in a 
packaze, Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds.. 10 cis.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 
Pwisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; ti eble twirted, 3length.10 cts, Trout Flies, 60 ets. per doz. Black Bass 

Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, Sift. long, $1.25 ta $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Ply Rods, 10ft long. $1,50 to 310,00, Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
rede dns of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or stamp. Send stamp for 
catalogue. 
Fstablished 20 years, Open Evenings, J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

el These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No. 2 primers. Can be re 
loaded as citen as any of the thicker makes, Cost only about half as 
much, Weight less than paper shells, They shoot stronger and cl ser, and 
admit of a heavier charge, as owimg to the thin metal. mside di meteris 
nearly two gauges larger. Load same as any brass shells, using wads say tavo 
sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged, 
The crimpin ff tool also acts as a reducer, an advantage which will be ap- 
preciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed (witheut 
charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 
only, (2,000), and emmpers not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO,,. 
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 

101 & 103 Duane Street, - New York. 

Register your dog in the “AMERICAN 

KENNEL REGISTER,’ and train him 

according to the precepts laid down in 

Hammond's “Training vs. Breaking.” The 

‘Register’? is published every month; and WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass. Agent for New England States 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAS, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy. i 

Unegnalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THIS 
Js our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 punces, 

bas seven pockets and game pockets. It is of strong 

niaterial, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a 

successfur day without losing a hair or feather, th can 

be worn oyer or under an ordinary coat, We will mail if 

to you for $2.00, Send breast measure. 

Danz New Pat. Decoy Duck 
This isa double folding decoy. consisting of two 

metal profiles precisely alike, hinged to either side of 
a flat wooden fiost. One of these acts as.a keel to 
hold the decoy upright, but if it gets Upped over, as 
both sides are alike, no harm results. 
We also make to order the double decoy with difer- 

ent profiles on opposite sides of the fioat; say a mal- 
ard on one side andcanyas back onthe other. Sorou 
have two dozen ducks for the price of one dozen, 
Sportstien who have tried this pronounce ic *‘The 

Decoy of the future,”’ Tts excellence is so apparent, 
we now make no other styles. A large variety always 
on hand, including Mallard, Teal, Red Head, Canyas 
Back, Blue Bill, ete. 

PROFILE AND COMBINED GEESE ALWAYS IN STOCK. 

PRICE LIST. 

t 

new editions of the “Training vs. Breaking”’ 

are issued from time to time to supply the 

demand. 

PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish. 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

1SUft,, BL.50; 20rt., $1.70; Bult, H1.95; 450ft. $2.20; GOGH. $2.40; T50Et., $2.60; 900tt. , $2.80. Nickel plaiting 
and Drags extra. Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 60 cts.; 4uyds., 75 cts.; 60yds., 95 cts, ; Suyds., $1.00. Kiife’s 
Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen. Sneek Bent and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. perdoz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 
20 cts. per doz. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders, iyd., 5 cts.; 2yds, 10 cts.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 

Twisted Leaders, 8 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 1octs.; extra heavy 

4-ply, 4 length, 25 cts. Irout Flies, 50 cts. per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black 
Bass Bait Hods, $ft. Jong, $1.25 to $5.60, Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 
to S1 . Also alarge assortment of Sporting Goods at proportionate prices, Samples of our goods 
sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money, postage stamps or inoney order, 

SEND FOR PRICE List. 

HERMANN H. KIFFPSH, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. ¥. 

Between Fulton Ferry and City Hal, OPEN EVENINGS. 

ANGLING TALKS: 
m. 

=e 

BEING THE Pucks, either style, with cord and anchor, complete,,.............-++-. per doz., $12 00 
Geese, for stubble shooting. .--....-.-...-...2.seeee2es ee Pett: 12 00 
Geese, conibined for land or water shwoting............. s..-..s1.+2 es ie? 24 00 

Winter Talks on Summer Pastimes 
Contributed to the Forrst AND STREAM 

By GHORGEH DAWSON. 
CONTENTS: 

Simple Wise Men, About some Distinguished Anglers of our Time, 

About Bass, About Salmon Fishing. ' 

About Grayling’, Salmon and Sea Trout Haunts and Habits, 
A Memory, Several Relevant Topics, 

Reminiscences, Angling Mishaps, 
Odds and Ends, 

Fifteen per cent. discount where our goods are not un sale, 

For Circulars and Terms to Dealers, address 

HORNE & DANZ, 
Sole Manufacturers. ST. PAUL MINE. © 

DAVENPORT’S 

REVOLVING CLAY PIGEON TRA! 
WITH THE 

Glass Ball Attachment. 

BHST FOR WING PRACTICH. 

Extract from the Preface: 

“The “Lalks' attracted wide attention at the time of their publication in the ames columns of the 

TForrsr AND Stream, and were received with very cordial appreciation. It is thought that their collec- 

tion into the present more permanent form will prove acceptable, These ‘Talks’ are brimful of manly, 

wholesome sentiment; there is inthem all not a particle of cant, Their sincerity and overfiowing spirit 

at once win the reader, and he perforce shares the author's enthusiasm. The eifect is magical, like that 

of the mimic players in Xenophon’s Memorabilia; he who reads, if he be an angler, must go a-fishing; 

and if he be not, straightway then must he become one.”’ 

Limp Cloth, 78 Pages, sent postpaid on receipt of price, 50 Cents. 
Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 39 Park Row, N. Y. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO... 
BOSTON, MASS.. 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS. 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK SIREET. 

We are obhged to haye more room in our facvory and greater tacilitiesfor manufacturing our goods 

Lo meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu- 

setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior geods, Send for catalogue. 

a 

Bargains that should be in every Sportsman’s Hands. 
A FEW COPIES OF THE SECOND EDITION OF 

6é == 2> 

wWwinTmGe SsHroo Trin G 
Leit, and will be seld for 50 cents each. 

Methods for cleaning and loading the modern breech-loader; practical hints upon wing shooting; 

directions for hunting snipes, woodvocks, ruffed grouse and quails. — 

ilustrated: Bound in cloth, sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price, 50 cents; formerly sold for $1.00. 

: T, G. DAVEY, Publisher, London, Ont. 

Single or Double, Revolving or Stationary, 

any desired direction (except at shooter). 

These traps are all metal, every part one size; they 
are interchangeable, and are warranted to work per- 
fect. Send for cireulars and card of rules. 

A. F. MARTINS, Manufacturer, 

DAVENPORT, N. Y. 

TRAINING vs. BREAKING. 

Practical Dog Training: or Training vs. Breaking, 

By Ss. T. HAMMOND, 
(Kennel Editor Forest AND STREAM.) 

THIRD EDITION NOW READY. 

A complete guide for the amateur dog-trainer. System endorsed by the practical success 

of hundreds who have adopted it. Sent postpaid on reseipt of $L.00. 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 

—————— 



FOREST AND STREAM. 
A WEEKLY JOURNAL OF THE ROD AND GUN. 

‘TERMS, $44 Year. 10 Crs, A Cory, | 
Stix Monrus, $2, ) 

NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 22, 1888. { son, 80 & 40 Pane Row, New Your. 

CORRHSPONDENCE. 
Tue Forest anp Stream is the recognized medium of entertain- 

_ ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen. 

Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are aevoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re- 

garded. No name will be published except with wfiter's consent. 

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

months; +o aclub of three annua subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16, Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the United States and 

Canadas, On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

London, England. ‘Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

‘Samson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Fleet street, London, 

Address all communications, 
Forest and Stream Publishing Co, 

New Yore City. 

point. 

State, while the courts of Mississippi discard entirely the 
idea that because a river is useful as a means of transporta- 

tion, itis therefore nayigabie in the common law sense of 
being public. The Chancellor of New York used the words 

“hoatable” and ‘‘navigable” synonymously, and thus applies 
them to the waters of the Hudson and Mohawl rivers, and 
an associate justice stated that ‘‘the rivers in England above 
tide, in point-of fact are not navigable except for small craft; 
reasons, therefore, exist in that island for the common law 

rule, which have no existence in this country. It is con- 
trary to fact fo assert that our immense fresh-water rivers 

are not navigable, and it is matter of just exaltation, as well 
as benefit to the country, that in the United States we have 
rivers which above tide are navigable to 4 greater extent 

Nos, 30 anp 40 Park Row. 

CONTENTS. than would be the circumnavigation of the United King- 

T!DYTORTAL. FasHCULTURE. doms-of Great Britain and Ireland, It is therefore prepos- 

ya Waters and Shore Toe ee terous to contend that the limited doctrines of the common 
‘Ta SPORTSMAN TOURIST. Eastern Field Trials. law are applicable to the Mississippi, Ohio, Susquehannah, 

Fall o’ the Year. After the Fox in Texas Forests. Niagara and St. Lawrence. If applicable, the owners of 

land on these streams have a right to go to the center of the 

rivers, and Grand Island in the Niagara, with 18,000 acres, 

would belong to the owners of the shore.” 
An eminent author has collected and examined the multi- 

tude of decisions of the various States with fhis result: 

* Though it would be impossible to reconcile the rulings 

of the various courts in this country upon the question, 

From Alamos to Sententrion, 
Reminiscences of Colorado. 

Natural HIsTory. 
An Amateur Taxidermist, 
Notes about Reptiles. 
Rearing Pheasants. 
Work of the Fish Commission, 
Deer—Larks—Trout, 

Game Baa anp Guy. 
The First Turn with the Grouse. 
Longevity of Sportsmen. 
The Old Settlers. 

One Red Letter Day. 
New Orleans Dog Show. 
Kennel Notes. 

RIFLE AND TRAP SHOOTING, 
Range and Gallery. 
The Trap. 
Clay-Pigeon Tournament, 
G@lay-Pigeon Tournament Rules. 

CANOEING. 
The Log Book, 
Canoeing in the Northwest, 
The Chart Locker, 

Canvas-back and “Bob White.” The Galley Fire. ‘ f A = 
Need of National Legislation. Canoe Signals. What is a navigable stream? it may be useful to give the 
Duck Shooting by Steam Power. | YAcHTING. . result of some of these, inorder to see in what respect they 

differ. It seems to be conceded by all, that streams in which 

the tide ebbs and flows are what are known to the common 
law as navigable; and further, as will be stated hereafter, 

land bounding upon such streams extends only to the line 

of the high-water mark. But some of the courts regard the 
large rivers in this country above tide-water as navigable, 

and carry the line of land bounding upon them to low- 
water mark. The subject is very ably and learnedly 

discussed by the courts of Mississippi, who make 

what seem to be. the true and proper distinction 

between public and navigable streams. They show that it 

does not depend upon the capacity for navigation by boats 
or other craft, but is borrowed from the law of nations. By 

this, tidal waters are public highways for all nations, and 

therefore the State can only own or exercise control over 

them; whereas intra-territorial streams are subject to State 
jurisdiction as to being navigated; and it is competent for 

the State to grant the soil under these rivers, subject to a 
public use of the waters for purposes of tfaveling, and carry- 

ing on trade. In that way the ownership of the soil may be 
in the riparian proprietors, subject to the easement on the 

part of the public of passing in boats, rafts, etc., upon its 

waters, Thecourts examine critically the decisions of the 

various courts, and come to the conclusion, that whoever 

owns lands bounding upon such sfreams owns the soil to the 

filum aque [middle of the stream], subject to the right of 
navigating its-waters by the public. The large rivers in 
Pennsylvania are held to be navigable, and the bed of the 
stream belongs to the State. If land is bounded by such 
rivers, the line is that of low-water mark; but it is subject to 
the right in the public to pass over the space between high 
and low water marks, in boats and for fishing. 
Islands in such rivers belong to the State. Low water 

means ordinary low water; so that if, at very low water 
there is no flow between the bank and the supposed island, 
it would not make it a part of the mainland if at the ordi- 

nary state of the stream the water flows between it and the 
bank, The same rule applies in Indiana in respect to the 

Ohio River, In Illinois the Ohio is a nayigable river and 
public highway, but persons using it as such have no right 
to land on or to make use of the shore above the line of low 
water. The owner of the land hetween high and low water 

may erect and maintain a wharf thereon and charge any- 
one for using it. The ownership of the bed of the stream 
tothe jilum aque seems to be conceded to the riparian owner, 
but subject to the use of the river as a highway by the 
public. In Kentucky, the riparian owner of lands bounded 
by the Ohio owns to the thread of the stream, subject to its 

being used as a highway. In Michigan, if the bed of the 
stream belongs, as in case of navigable streams, to the State, 
riparian owners may not extend wharves in front of their 
lands; otherwise, though the stream be a public way, they 
may erect such wharves, if they do not thereby unreason- 

ably impede the passage of water-borne craft. 

Our Detroit Letter. 
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| ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

NAVIGABLE WATERS AND 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Can private rights for hunting and fishing purposes extend over 

public and navigable waters? 
The best locations and grounds along the Atlantic seaboard and the 

Breat lake shores, for shooting wildfowl, are rapidly becoming pri- 
vate property. Now what authority have these owners of points and 

shore lines to prevent a hunter from shooting from a boat—a yacht— 

whereyer the boat or yacht will float? Does the Goyernment ever 
permit navigable waters fer any purpose to become private property? 

And what is the legal definition of navigable waters? 
A short time since an attempt was made by private parties to ac- 

uire title from the Government of the valuable sporting grounds in 

and around St, Clair lake and river, The scheme was unmasked 
and defeated by prompt action of some of the best sportsmen of 

Michigan. I discussion with a friend, I claimed that no title could 
be acquired from the Government that would bar one from shooting 

or fishing from a boat, provided the sportsman did notland, Was I 

right? 5 ¥ 

In considering the questions raised by our correspondent 
it is of the first importance to determine the ownership of 
lands under water, By the principles of international law, 
which is another name for the usage of nations, the territory 
of a State extends not only to all its ports, bays and such 

parts of the sea as are inclosed by its headlands, but also to 

the distance of a marine league from all its shores. Within 

these limits the property of the State is absolute. It has 

been suggested by high authority that the United States 
would be justified in attaching even a greater portion of the 

seu to its coasts. 
According to the English common law of riparian rights, 

which, though not fully adopted in the United States, has 

guided most of our litigation, the State holds the land under 
all of its tide-waters, that is the sea, arms of the sea, and 

rivers where the tide ebbs and flows. Landowners along 

“ these waters own to the high-water mark, while the shore, 
which is the space between high-water mark and low-water 
mark, isthe property of the State. Along rivers above the 
flow of the tide and upon the hanks of streams and ponds, 

riparian owners own to the jilwm ague, or middle of the 

water, and if one person owns land on both sides of the water 
the entire river bed is his, The public, however, have a 

right to nayigate and take fish fromall public or tide-waters, 
including the taking of shell-+fish fromthe shore. Even in 

those waters without flow of the tide, if they are useful for 
transporting boats and rafts, the public has an easement as 
in a highway of a right of passing to and fro. 

Ti isnot easy to define navigable waters. The common 
law applied the word navigable to tide waters only, terming 

“all others unnayigable. Our courts have never entirely ac- 

SHORE RIGHTS. 

cepted the flow of the tide as a criterion of navigability. The 

decisions of the different States are not in harmony on this 

The large rivers of Pennsylvania are regarded as 

navigable, and the ownership of the river bed is in the 

tion between navigable and public streams, and the owner- 
ship of the soil under them by the riparian proprieters. In 

Wisconsin the courts hold Rock River a navigable stream, 
and excepted, as such, from the mill laws, but they evidently 
do not give it the incidents of a navigable as distinguished 
from a public stream, inasmuch as they hold that the owner- 

ship of the soil under any of her rivers is not affected by its 

being declared navigable. 
Tn this distinction, as to the rights of riparian owners, 

between a public and a navigable stream, the courts of 

Alabama, Ohio and Maine coincide, while those of Maine 

hold that one is liable to indictment who stops the 
navigation of one of these public streams. Whereas 

Davies, J., in a very elaborate opinion, maintains that 

the Mohawk is a navigable stream, like aJl the large rivers 

in New York; that the State owns the bed of these, that 

land bounding upon them extends only to the line of low 
water, and that islands formed in the stream belong to the 
State. The courts of Pennsylyania adopt the same rule in 

respect to the Monongahela River and other large rivers in 
the State, the bed of the river to the low-water mark belong- 
ing to the State. They trace this doctrine to the Roman law 

which gives the bed of all perennial streams to the pufllic, 

ignoring the English common law on the subject. The law 
of Pennsylvania, in making the low-water mark of such 

streams the boundary of the riparian owners, is adopted in 

North Carolina and Tennessee.” 
The right of Parliament in England and of the State Legis- 

latures in this country, where unrestricted by constitutional 
restraints, to abridge the public rights in waters below low- 
water mark in favor of individuals or corporations, is estab- 

lished beyond possibility of dispute. The same is true of 
land between high-water mark and low-water mark wherever 

the shore is, as by the common law it is, the property of the 

State. In the exercise of its power to regulate fisheries in 
its public waters, the State may exclude its own citizens and 

citizens of other States from taking fish there. 
lt has been held in Maryland that the State may grant 

the exclusive right of planting oysters in public waters. A 

private right to dig shell-fish along the shore has been re- 

commended in England and Connecticut. An English de- 
cision is to the effect that while the right to take seaweed be- 

low low-water mark belongs to the public, it may be acquired 

by an individual through prescription or by a grant. New 

York decisions haye conceded that a person may have an ex- 

clusiye right of fishing even in arms of the sea and other 
tide-waters. The courts and Legislature of Pennsylvania 

have acknowledged an exclusive right of fishing in riparian 
proprietors on the banks of the Delaware River down to low 

water, as 4 private easement existing by grant or prescrip- 

tion. Massachusetts holds the right of fishing in all its rivers 

subject to legislative control. So the Maine Legislature is 
free to appropriate and regulate fisheries in tide-waters, 

which would be otherwise public. 
Chancellor Kent states that the shore below ordinary high- 

water mark may become, by grant or prescription, private 

property. It has been repeatedly held both in England and 
this country that there is a property in living game uure- 

claimed arising 7atione soli, or from the ownership of the 

soil, and that that property consists of at least the exclusiye 

right of the landowner to take the game which comes upon his 
land while it is there. As the land under public waters be- 

Jongs to the State it would seem to follow that this property 

in game therein is vested in the State as an incident 

to its ownership, and the State could, therefore, 

make private grants of the right to take such game. 

The State has the additional right, as one of its police 
powers, to regulate the taking of game throughout its terri- 

tory, on private as well as public lands and waters. It may 
exclude all killing of game, or restrict it to certain periods 

of the year. Familiar examples of private and exclusive 

grants of this kind are those to the Hudson’s Bay Company, 
and of the Alaska seal fisheries. As the right of landowners 

adjoining public waters to take game or fish does not extend 

beyond the boundaries of their land, unless specially ex- 
tended by grantor prescription, their mghts in game as 
against the public, will generally be found to be co-exten- 

sive with their proprietorship in the soil. 

Cuear Guns AGain.—Through inadvertence and tem- 

porary lack of supervision an advertisement was permitted 
to appear in our last issue which, under ordinary circum- 

stances, would not have been admitted to this journal. We 

may also explain that the cunningly worded footnote at- 

tached to the advertisement in question was a part of the 

electrotype block, and should not be taken in any sense as 

The courts in New Brunswick recognize the above distinc- | our indorsement of the gun, 
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FALL O? THE YEAR. 

BY W, H. PIERCE. 

PXHE white birch is yellow, 

The apples are mellow, 

* Yhe corn is ripe in the ear; 
The partridge is drumming, 

The woodcocks are coming— 

Because ‘tis the fall o’ the year, 

The crickets are calling, 

The alder leaf's falling. 

Tn the fields the stubble is seve; 

Boh White keeps near cover, 
His wanderings quite over— 

Because *tis the fall o° the year, 

The sportgman’s heart claddens, 

His cheeks the frost reddens, 

He's off in the mom, bright and clear, 

With his gun and his setter, 

And no care to fetter— 

Because “tis the fall 0’ the year. 

All care and all trouble 
Left behind for the stubble, 

His fleet-footed companion quite near; 
Through woods, fields and swamps 

He delightedly tramps— 

Because “tis the fall o’ the year, 

FROM ALAMOS TQ SENTENTRION. 

i figs town of Alamos isthe chief place of the most south- 
easterly district of Sonora, 

After a week's drive through desolation we at last came 
near the ridgy mountain, which fora couple of days had 
seryed as a landmark. A few milesto the right lay the 
Promontorio mine, worked by an English company, and the 
Minas Nuevas, in the hands of an American corporation. 
We Pagged by .some extensive mescal fields, and were told a 
story almost fabulous about their owner. 

It appears that an energetic foreigner, German or French, 
had some $700 capital, and patience enough to wait seven or 
eight years for returns, He started the plantation on the 
outskirts of the town, and is proving his wisdom by receiv- 
ing, after a lapse of fifteen years, some $15,000 or $20,000 of 
annual income from his distillery, At alleyents, tie natives 
will point out the distillery and the great mun’s house, and if 
they make any mistakes it surely is not your fault. 
iat aS you cross the welcome stream that waters Alamos, 

you sec the grove which gives the city itsname. To he sure, 
the trees are not ‘‘éims,” but the Mexican substitutes cotton- 
woods, but they are very fine samples of their race. Grouped 
in the shade lie pack-trains of mules and asses, with their 
loads and apparejos ranged in orderly lines, while the pack- 
ers lounge with their cigarettes near the great masonry 
water troughs; pr gather around some friend who has cap- 
tured a4 watermelon and share the feast. The gray of the 
stones, the green of the trees, the clear intense heat, the 
gurgle of the water, and the swarthy, graceful loungers, 
with their resting beasts, make a scene that one might think 
copied from a page of Cervantes, 
Down the stveam there are fields and orchards near the 

banks, where ditches can be taken for irrigating, and you see 
the fronds of the bananas flagging out as the wind sweeps 
over, and the heayy yerdure of the orange trees, Then when 
you get into the town you find the same air of a classic 
model, Though the place is comparatively young for Mexico 
(less than a century old), and though it has one of the most 
important mints in the country, yet the primitive fashions 
have not yet begun to decay, nor has the fever for improve- 
ment and propress marred the scene with horse railroads and 
other unsightly conveniences, The cathedral, imposing by 
its mass, though not fine otherwise, guards one side of the 
plaza. The fountain in the middle is, strangely enough, 
continually flowing, and all the people get their water supply 
(heuce. Indians with great red water jars on their heads or 
shoulders, and pigmy soldiers, half clad, with sandalled 
feet aud with a barrel slung on a pole between each pair of 
staggering warriors, distribute the supply to the houses, 
while a few send round donkeys with canvas or leather sacks, 
which hold water wonderfully well. 
Then in the daytime, under the areades which cover the 

sidewalks in front of the low houses, are piles of native 
wares, bread stands, leaps of sweet toasted mescal and 
pyramids of corn, with a few miserable plums, to show how 
completely they can failwhen in competition with Yankee 
products, 

Toward dusk you will sce Indian women squatting all 
along the street with baskets by them, and perhaps a pine 
torch or a little fire to give light. For some time 1 did: not 
know what the women were about, but found at last that 
they sold tamales, Now tumales are sometimes very good. 
They consist of mince meat, or chicken; or beans, or toma- 
toes; in fact, whatever meat you will, wrapped round with 
corm husks and a little tallow. Wheu the wrapping is 
finished the bundle is about the size and shape of a small 
Vienna roll, and a number of these are spitted on a stick and 
yousted. Foreigners buy them two for a medio (that is half 
a “bit"), Natives get four for the same money, but two will 
he found quite filling. Ihave always seen sheep or cow fat 
used in these dainties, but perhaps this comes from the fact 
thal the native pigs are all lean. , 

Swine are numerous in Sonora. They are of the breed 
called |iy Americans ‘‘wind-splitters,” built very like 4 shad 
ou legs and speedy; with Jong sharp snouts. Some philoso- 
phers hold that pigs are unfairly censured for dirt which 
only comes from being put up ina sty with swill. ‘There 
may be a difference in pigs, but as far as the Mexican beasts 
are concerned the argument is proven bad. Your hog in 
Sonora is as free as air. He has the country to roam over 
and can get lots of cleanliness and small nutrition, but he is 
very dirty, It is a wonder wherein that arid region he finds 
moisture ecough to make so much filth stick to his hide, but 
he succeeds in that and as if proud of the accomplishment, 
comes around you and stays, as familiar as your shoe, Ire- 
member on oné occasion we were giving onr mules a feed of 
barley, and there happened to be a number of sows with 
youny litters near by. Iwas guarding our animals when ihe 
pigs charged in mass for the grain, and, skilfully as they 
dodged, the air fora few moments was dotted with a shower 
of kicked piglings who, almost as fast as they lit, advanced 
again to the combat, 

There are two principal hotels in Alamos, formerly kept 

by brothers Don Hypation and Don Espiridion—splendid 
naines which perhaps seryed to spur their owners on to rise 
from the post of cook boys on a San Francisco boat to that of 
hotel-owners further south. Don Hypation had been gathered 
to his fathers, but his fiercelooking, good-natured, slattern 
widow kept his house and entertained his customers, if it be 
entertainment {9 smoke very large cigars and neglect the 
house—but there were delicious bread stands in the arcade, 
and haye I not just been telling of the supply of tamales? 
One needed nothing but the airy room, the canyas stretcher 
that served as a bed, and a few missiles to keep the dogs and 
cats out to he quife happy. 

Across the street rose the quiet cathedral and, if the jang- 
ling chimes had but been silent, life would dream itself away 
in that, forgotten province as well as in the sleepiest of lotus 
islands. 

But “sweet do nothing” does not of itself make reports on 
mines, so 1 consulted Don Jorge Le Brun, the cultivated and 
courteous chief of the mint, about getting means of transport, 
And here I will give another illustrating digression. The 
mints in Mexico used to be managed by the government, but 
i. was rumored that the officials stole, Certainly the business 
did not pay, so a contract system was introduced, and now 
certain foreign contractors not only pay for the privilege of 
coining, but haye amassed in many cases, private foriunes 
besides. As a consequence, many of the mint officials, acting 
for the contractors, will be found to be gentlemen of great 
knowledge and capacity. To these qualities Sefior Le Brun 
ndded a courtesy of his own. He told me of aman who 
could let me have mules and a moze, that is a boy to manage 
them, and following his directions, 1 wassoon in treaty with 
Mariano Espinosa for the means of travel, The mules had 
an unfortunate habit of getting away from Mariano’s custody, 
80 it took several days to gather them together and put on a 
missing shoe, then after two days more, allowed for the na- 
tional custom of not keeping appvintments, we were in trim 
to start. 
Another national custom is that your driver and the hirer 

of mules want their pay in advance, but this habit I honored 
by its breach; only 1 was forced by common humanity, and 
indeed, my man would not start otherwise, to leave enough 
money to support the driver’s family in my absence, And 
now with a pack mule and two saddle mules, all born tired 
and kept starved, we set out for the Sierra. The pack mule 
had easy work. A case of cheap claret and a bag of bread 
filled the provision list, and few blankets were needed in the 
clear summer nights. Within three days we had reached 
the Muerte Riyer at Vaca. For some time back T had 
noticed a little change in the houses. In all other parts of 
the State the walls are built of large sun-dried adobe bricks, 
and the nearly flat roof is made of cactus poles covered with 
dirt, hut here most of the roofs haye a sharp pitch, and are 
thatched with the leaves of the royal palm, a tree, to my 
eye, much less beautiful than its cousin, the date palm, but 
compensating perhaps ly greater usefulness, The river, 
which has various names, taken from the various towns and 
districts it passes through, was quite high when we reached 
it, The rains always start in the mountains first, and while 
the lowlands are parching at the ends of the long summer 
drought, a rise in the streams tells of the coming floods, 
On the river bank at Vaca lay an old rusty boiler, a monu- 

tment of American enterprise. Early in the sixties a com- 
pany had been formed to work some distant mines, and na- 
chinery had been sent in from California, but none of it reached 
its destination. Certain pronwnetados, as they called the 
reyolutionists, intent’on bettering the constitution, had seized 
the trains and taken the malleable iron to hammer into ma- 
chetes, the national sword, while the articles that were not 
easy te use or small enough to carry away, had been left to 
cuide future travelers on their way. It is astonishing what 
large weights can be moved with a pack-train, I haye been 
told, and can well believe, that by fastening poles between 
two beasts, one behind the other, masses of seven Inndred 
pounds weight can be slowly got along, but some bulky 
pieces that [haye seen in the mountains haye completely 
puzzled me, unless indeed they were, in some ingenious way, 
carried along.on the shoulders of a multitude of men. 

At Jast we got safely over the Fuerte, and found eurselyes 
at the ranch of an American who, like the man already 
spoken of at Alamos, owed a large fortune fo the distillation 
of meseal. Very hospitable was Mr, Lanphar, and it was 
hard to part, not so much from the flesh pots, ns from the 
great rarity of a kitehef garden and bathsin his fine hot 
springs. But the necessities of summer journeying forced 
us to start while it was yet night, that we night get to water 
and shelter at the Descanso ranch before the great heat of 
mid-day. ; 

And here I think it fair to warn you that, although the 
whole of this nartative is written straight along like harm- 
less prose, there is a quantity of blank verse coming soon, in- 
spired by the happy tille, ‘(Descanso,” or the “ranch of rest.” 
So they had named the place where once in the hot month 
of cloudless June we stopped for nooning, When the creep- 
ing light showed its faint streak over the eastern hills we 
Tose and saddled. League on league we sped through trails 
hung close with tangled thorny boughs, crushing down fra- 
grant weeds and desert: flowers, before the sun rose. Then 
with tardy toil wrged the hot mules panting along the road, 
till in a valley, almost at our feet, we saw the clustering 
hokses and the green nlfalfa fields that marked a streamlet’s 
course, With kindly courtesy the master came to bid us 
welcome. ‘‘Throw yoursaddles off and rest with me until the 
afternoon,” said he; and soon the tired beasts were ted. 
The tired men, stretched upon palm-leaf mats, waited the 
summons to the table spread by hospitable hands with 
homely fare, We dined and after Jaid us down to smoke, 

| while in our ears the women’s soft, dull tones crooned like 
a lullaby, and graceful shapes hung with free drapery went 
liding by, blending with the fair dreams that soon came on. 

Then, fresh with rest, we waked to start again. Southward 
and eastwurd lie the thirsty plains, their verdure browned 
by the long shriyelling drought. In the blue distance heaves 
in billowy swells the central range, watching in soulless 
calm the parching Jowlands, treasuring the damps blown 
from each ocean to her cloudy peaks; then, when the fiery 
summer’s angry heat frees the imprisoned waters from their 
bonds, hurling to Jeft and right her garnered storms; and in 
the hills above the sultry flats, before the path climbs up the 
rugged heights, nestles contentedly the ranch of rest, f 

he darkness was closing down fast as we half rode, half 
slid down the steep descent that rises on one side of the few 
Indian huts which claim the name of La Guasa, ‘Near 
the river we could see the twinkle of a fire now and then, 
and we steered for the welcome light. Indians, though 
harmless, are usually ill-supplied with luxuries, and 80 I Rent 
Mariano ahead to find ont if there were a Mexican living in 
the hamlet. Te showed me the house of a man “of reason,” 

Jas the members of the superior race call themselves, and 
there we stopped. Our host was almost wealthy compared 
to his neighbors, for, as the corn was not yet harvested, the 
Indians were living on the wild fruit known as pitayus with- 
out other food, while in our house beans were rife. I was 
also able to get a kind of mattrass to sleep on they cull a 
twpexti, This consists of a lot of poles, cactus or wild cane, 
lashed together with rawhide so as to roll up like a blind, 
only lengthwise; and at night the bundleis spread out, the 
ends propped up, and the result is a springy bed whose 
roughness disappears entirely if one is only tired enough. 

The next morning we secured the services of our host asa 
guide, and at daybreak forded the river, here called the 
Chinipas, but the sume stream we had before crossed, and set 
out to climb the ridge. 

Our guide tueked his machete under his arm, apparently. 
rather for mariial looks than bloody uses, and led the way, 

In front of us rose a hil! that seemed from a distance like 
the steep, square finished wall of the great plateau through 
which the stream beds are hollowed out. 

This climb of the cuesta de La Guasa is perhaps three or 
four thousand feet from the ford to the highest point of the 
crest, and the trail reaches ihe top in about seven miles, so 
that the average grade is not very steep; but there are places 
in the road where it seems as if the front mule were almost 
treading on the head of the next in line, You start from 
the tropic growth of the valley, mestal and palm and eactus, 
pais through oak and hard wood growth and, at the top, 
find yourself among groves of spindling breezy pines. 
Then turning around you see far below the milky thread 

of the winding river, walled asfar as vision reaches by the 
same square mountain forms; on the vight the rolling, pine- 
tufted top of the table land; and again, beyond, the dark, . 
yawning break that marks the canon of the tributary Sen- 
tentrion. 

The only game we saw was one wild turkey. There are 
deer of two kinds, which the natives call respectively bura 
(not burro, with two 7's, which means jackass) and enado, 
Thave seen quite large antlers of the dio, bul the tame 

Specimens of the animal met ground the ranches look like a 
rather dwarfed blacktail, and the renado is smaller even than 
our whitetail Virginian deer—not much bigger than a com- 
mon sheep—it has, however, a longer tail than any other 
species I ever met. 

Of wild animals, you hear about the lion and the tiger. 
The first seems to be like the Rocky Mountain lion or puma; 
but the tiger is an animal without immediate kindred in the 
United States. A liye Mexican tiger I never saw, but a skin 
was shown tome at the town of San Marcil and I was as- 
sured that the beast had been killed in the neighborhood, 
The skin without the tail was three or four feet long, yellow 
with transverse stripes of bluck, very like a small Indian 
tiger skin. 
By traveling hard with but a short siesta we reached the 

edge of the plateau that dominated the valley of the Senten- 
trion about four o'clock; then pitching down fhe sharp de- 
scent we managed to get under the sheller of the single tum- 
ble-down adobe house that vraced the mine, just as night was 
falling and, with the night, the first rain storm of the wet 
Season, 

For a week or so I was engaged in examining the mines, 
Of course the way in which this is done isa mystery of the 
trade, not to be told to any one outside the circle of experts, 
The glories, however, of this particular piece of property 

had, until recently, been a matter of history. Within 4 few 
days’ march lie the Palmarejo, whose ower (always called 
Dofia Justina, so I can’t give her last name) is said to have 
forty thousand dollars a month coined at Alamos, and the 
Urapa, which is credited with an output of fifteen thousand 
dollars a month, but the silver age of the Sententrion dates 
fifty years back, Down on the narrow flats where the 
river brawls stormily through the gorge, are Jong lines of 
masonry acqueducts, water power ore-crushers, orange 
orchards, vuined buildings, and all the marks of former 
prosperity. 

At that time one Almada was the sultan of this isolated 
principality, and you are shown the pool where he need to 
sitin the afternoons and amuse himself by watching the 
members of his harem diye for the silver be threw in the 
water, while his private band, probably amateurs, lulled bis 
listening ear with their best efforts. 

Aftera few days spentin work, we were sitting in the 
door of the house about four o'clock in the afternoon, wheo 
Jesiis, an old Mexican who had seen somewhere near sixty- 
fiye summers, came up and delivered Ietters, demanding my 
presence elsewhere. Jestis had started that morning frum 
the Descanso ranch and come over the same trail we had re- 
cently traveled, making over twenty-three Mexican leagués 
on foot before four o’clockin the day. Now a Mexican 
league is five thousand yaras, and a vara is some thirty-three 
inches, so that the league is but two miles and two-thirds or 
thereahouts, but, all deductions made, his performance seemed 
to me wonderful, and yet the old fellow was yery modest 
about it. We asked him how far he could go in a day. 
“Ah,” said he, “barely twenty leagues, Iam old, you know, 
and going up hill tires me out.” 
We started back with Jestis for a companion. 1 made my 

first advance into his good grace by giving him a box of 
sardines, then when we came to a store I bought hin 9 ¢a- 
tencia, and finally cemented the alllance with a dollar, so 
that I now feel that I have at least one friend in Mexico, 
The cotencia asks for aword of explanation. Picces of 

cotton or linen are woyen like a large dish cloth, or say a 
wide towel. These are folded diagonally, so as to make a 
triangular surface, and wrapped around the waist, the point 
hanging down behind or on one thigh, Small articles are 
often ‘carried wrapped in the folds of the cotencin as a Yankee 
would carry them in his hat, The most singular thing con- 
nected with this queer garment, is the idta many of the 
working people have that it is necessary to the costume, 
You will meet a peon with no shirt, only a hat, rawhide san- 
dals, short white cotton drayers, and a cotencia, und if you 
ask lim why he carries the latter, he will tell you thot it is 
not decent to go without. - 
When [ again reached Alamos my hostess took her cigar 

out of her mouth and welcomed me loudly; but to get outte 
the railroad again promised to be tke hardest task that had 
yet fallen to my lot. , 

The heat was very great, not seldom 120° in the shade, 
and 140° in the sun at 2or 3 o'clock in the day. There hud 
been a recent highway, or rather byway, robbery on the 
trail, and while the rains that would soon make the country 
nearly impassable were fastcoming on, every traveler except 
myself seemed to wish to put off the start till the last mo- 
ment. 

his Finally my old guide Mariano was persuaded to bring 
mules np for another venture, and we left town in the warm 

————«— 
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fo.d of the setting sun. Half a mile out two foot passen- 
fers, attractcd, if seems, by my martial air, came up to me 
and, saying they were alraid to travel alone, usked for the 
support of my society on the journey. They were going to 
Guaymas, nearly three hundred miles, to get work, and 
seemed to think no more of going so far afoot than | would 
of a day’s railroad ride, 
They were each clad in the cotton shirt and drawers, straw 

hat and rawhide sandals of the coustry, and each carried a 
light blanket, done up in very small compass, for their eitire 
luggage, Day after day they kept on with us, often ahead 
of the mules and tacing with cach other from pure overplus 
of vitality, and, if it had not heen for the stains on their 
cotton clothes I should never laye known that they had 
“turned 4 hair’ on the march. One little incident happened 
ou the way out, ata place called the Bonuncila, A settle- 
ment of stockmen had once lived there, and the long water 
troughs of masonry, us well as several ruined houses and a 
well witl) the only water supply for leagues around attest. the 
former importance of the place. * 

AS we came up a slarved dog, forgotten or left purposely 
by some other party, hung around, fearing to come near, and 
yet eager for relicf. Mariano thought he might be an Indian 
dog, and starting on this subject, he told us how the Apaches 
had, by constant raids, at last broken up this thriving settle- 
Ment; nay once he himself, coming from San Marcial, had 
found a large number of these desperate fellows on the 
ground who, however, vanished speedily when he came in 
sight. ‘‘Were you aloue?" asked one of our comrades. ‘“Noa, 
Twas guide for five Americans,’ was the answer. ‘‘Ah! 
the Indians did wisely to leave!” said the faithful believer in 
Yaukee prowess, 
Marino's manners had in « quiet way been gaining in in- 

solence during the whole trip, and I was not sorry when we 
at last came in sight of the station where we should part 
company. As 4 final effort he decided to ask me about 
twice what I had agreed to pay tor his services. 

This demand was rejected and he, scorning the offered 
Wages, went off ostensibly to look up some officer of justice. 
reaily to work upon my timid disposition. The train was due 
ina couplé of hours. The first half of that time was con- 
sumed in eating a food dinner and tying my packages into 
convenient form, Then just as the cigarette slage had come, 
Mariano arrived. I kept on enjoying my tobacco and 
ignoring any acquaintance with my late parker, while he 
grew momentarily more fnxious and more dejected in 
Appearance, 

At last witl) a humility that was almost pitiful he begged 
te to pay him fhe amount 7 should deem just, and so, 
cheered by this crowning triumph of tle Saxon blood, I 
boarded the cars in a happy mood and was borne northward 
away from the dreamy indolence of southern races and 
southern climes, H. G. Duos. 

> REMINISCENCES OF COLORADO. 

eaves ten years siree or more—more, if anything—l spent 
kK the greater part of a year in the silver mining regions of 
Colorado. Four hopeful indtyiduals, including your most 
ohedient, owned 3 hole in the ground, known as lode, lead, 
shaft or silver mine. We had low-grade ore in plenty, and 
were goin to strike it rich to-morrow. Our cabin was 
néarly 12,000 feet above sea leyel, affording a magniticent 
view of the plains, seventy-five miles away eastward, and of 
glorious sunrises to those who wert out of bed in time to see 
ihem; sod to the westward the snow-crowned range, sen- 
tineled by majestic Gray’s Peak, 14,500 feet high. In front 
of the cabin the mountain pitched away to the valley nearly 
3,000 feet below. In the rear it rose nearly a thousand feet, 
and from ils crest views of surpassing beauty and grandeur 
were enjoyed. It was from this latter point that one of our 
partners had one day pointed out to me the locality of the 
Chicago lakes, twenty miles away, across intervening forest, 
porge aud strenm, and [ made up my mind that some day I 
would make the trip. 
Why named Chicago I cannot say. ‘This country is very 

windy, especially on the mountains, but I don't know as the 
mountains near the lakes are more windy than other lecali- 
ties; if they were, the name would be more appropriate. 
There is no eternal fitness of things in thus naming this 
Jovely pair of lakes, A. much more beautiful and euphonious 
name could have heen selected, hut Chicago they are dubbed 
and so must be called, These lakes are objective pomts for 
tourists to that region, who have an eye for the beautiful and 
grand in nature and who have time to indulge their love for 
such seenes, yet not a great umount of time need be con- 
sumed, two days being sufficient for the trip from the nearest 
town, fifteen or fwenty miles distant, and nearly, if not 
quite. 18,000 feet above sea level. There was at that time no 
wagon roud to them from the town, the only comfortable 
mode of trayel being by horseback along the trail over the 
mountain that-rosc precipitously from the very streets of the 
village, or city as it was called; thence eastward down 
through a beautiful grassy meadow or park, that gives rise 
in ice-cold springs in its upper or western end to a crystal 
clear stream, called Cascade Creek, that dances and murmurs 
along us it Hows through the meadow, in and ont among the 
somber pines which line it for some distance before it Tages 
its identity in @hicago Creek, three and a half niiles from its 
(Cascade’s) source. P 

At the junction of these strvaums was then being erected a 
sawmill and boarding house, the avant couriers for the re- 
duction works for the treatment of silver ores, the discovery 
of which in considerable quantities at that time had opened 
a new district that promised rich yields. 

At this place the trail turiis directly south, keeping along 
the bank of leaping, foaming Chicago Creek to the lakes, up 
through deep, dark gorges, with lowering mountains on 
either hand, wooded and rocky. Squirrels, small and gray, 
chatter in preat numbers nuafraid, rouse run across the 
trail, or whirr away from its side, while bruin and mountuin 
sheep, and mule deer are nol infrequently met with, Monn- 
fain lions, too, though not plenty, are sometimes seen, harm- 
less unless rendered desperate by hunger. Their tracks after 
asnowfall show that they are around. T haye médasured 
tracks in a list snow five inches across, A view of their 
immense limbs and muscles, long, sharp claws, and gleam- 
ing ivories, impresses oné strongly with the idea that immun- 
ity from being converted into small unrecognizable pieces 
of humanity may be found where the lion roareth not, more 
surely than where he is, : 
f2-e Fourth of July was to be observed as a general holi- 

day by our quartette, and three of the members were to 
bpend it in fown, as we did every Sunday, but I concluded 
thatat would bea good opportunity to make my intended 
visit to the lakes, going across the country in preference to 
following the trail, as thereby T might see more game, and 

put my foot, as all tourists wish to do, where foot of man 
never before trod. I slept alone the night of the third, the 
boys having gone to town, and early next morning rose, 
cooked my simple breakfast, put a conple of biseuit and a 
piece of bacon in my pocket, buckled a Colt’s nayy around 
me, took a rifle pistol, for I had no gun, and started on my 
tramp of somewhere from thirty to forty miles, intending to 
go and come in one day. Ascendiug the peak in the rear of 
the eabin, which overlooked the greater part of my route, I 
took out my compass and mapped my course, for between 
me and the lakes Jay gorges dark and deep, from which I 
could not see my starting nor objective point. 

It was a most charming morning. The sun just fairly in- 
augurated a-new day, and from his course wbove, the faraway 
plains plainly visible in the clear morning air, though more 
than seventy miles away, with the silver thread of the Platte 
glistening in its devious course, touched with bis slant beams 
the snow-covered peaks, awakening rosy blushes, making the 
srand old summits inexpressibly beautiful, Scarce a breath 
of air stirred the grass or branches, The squirrels from the 
forest that spread away near by, gamboled and chattered, in- 
tevsely occupied with something important, while birds 
nade matin music with tuneful throats, among them the 
familiar and companionable bluebird; and the woodpecker 
beat his resounding and solitary reveille. Westward Gray's 
Peak was majestically above all his lordly brothers. Three 
thonsand feet, below me, deep down in morning shadow, & 
brawling creek foamed and tumbled, the sound of its turbu- 
lance rising muffled through the silent space. Southwest, 
also, far below me, the dark green, cool waters of a beautiful 
lake restéd placidly, shut in by towering mountains, West- 
ward a noble mountain loomed up grandly, guarding at its 
base the yet silent and slumbering village, thaf for hours yet 
would lie in shadow, Southeast, a seore of miles away, 
Bummit Lake, a beautiful em sct in the wooded fastness of 
the dverlasting hills, dark and cool, awaited the lichting of its 
depths by the Day God, and to the right, far above the tim- 
ber line, ragged and bare, rose the beetling cliffs which over- 
look Chicago lakes and told me that ‘time was precious, that 
J had no beaten road to follow, no level turnpike to trayel, 
no traileyen, but that Nature’s wilds, traekless and rough, 
lay before me. So | entered the wood and began the descent 
into the deep gorge that lay between me and the next rise or 
mountain. I could haye followed a ridge around and seem- 
ingly have saved the descent and subsequent climb, but it 
would have doubled the disfance. Near the point from 
which I started the trees were stunted and ragged, the fierce 
winds at that great height having twisted and battered them 
until no branches grew on the windward side. and the grain 
of the wood, instead of running vertically, as in well-traimed 
trees, ran almost square round the trunk, These trees, scat- 
tered here and there, remind one forcibly of worn out orch- 
ards of gnarled and knotty apple trees. 
As I descended, the trees, no longer torn and harassed by 

the raging unimpeded winds of the summit, rose straight, 
tall and graceful, such as would have made a shipbuilder’s 
eyes water. Trees not more than six inches in diameter at 
the butt, stood straight as arrows sixty feet, while others 
larger rose proportionally higher and as straight. Down, 
down, and still downward I went. Now across a “bench” 
and then downward again over jagged rocks and fallen acres 
of timber, blown, prostrate by hurricanes, torn up by the 
roots by whirlwinds and waterspouts; now under a vast 
canopy of evergreen, over a carpet of pine needles ag soft as 
the softest Wilton, and again through miles of burned timber, 
dead, erect and white, divested of bark and worn smooth in 
the storms of years, while beneath the long grass and beauti- 
ful flowers of every hue grew in luxuriant abundance, afford- 
ing ample grazing for deer and elk, whos tracks I frequently 
suw, though the fleet-footed beauties were not visible, Grouse, 
squirrels and rabbits I often saw, and once I came across 
bear signs, though his brown, cinnamon or mayhap trizzly 
nlujesty was away on business, so he missed my call. I 
might not haye relished meeting him, however, for some- 
times the bear hunts the hunter, and then ——. At length I 
reached the lowest point of my trip, and found surrounded 
by mountains on three sides a lovely litle sheet of water 
nestling among the spurs. Long grass fringed the mirror. 
Bank swallows were circling and twittering, “'tip-up” suipe 
flew crying us | approsched, and I conld shut my eyes and 
imagine myself on the banks of some lake or stream afar 
eastward, lL saw no living thing in the waterexcept leeches, 
which wriggled their sliny way along the bottom, prototypes 
of their two-legged relations. 

Thence my way lay in the ascent nearly the whole dis- 
tance, Conies barked at me from rocky ledges, disappear- 
ing, as] approached, with a yelp, headlong intu crevices, as 
if with danger to their skulls, but coming up again like 
Mark Twain’s frog, ‘flat-footed and all right.” In one open 
glade far up the mountain I found the skull and part of the 
skeleton of a mountain bison. How many years since he 
roamed fhis wilderness? How came he to his death? Did 
he meet an untimely end in combat with another of his race? 
Did wolves hunt him to his death, and snarling, howling, 
fighting, tear him? Did mountain lions bear him down? 
Did that king of brutes, the grizzly, overcome him in spite 
of game defense with formidable horns? Or did some 
wane Ute hunter rob him of his life with whizzing 
arrow? Such questions took shape as I gazed at the rem- 
nant of frontal bone and spreading horns, fast crumbling to 
dust, and taking a huge molar ss a souvenir I kept my way. 

I neared at last the timber line, and as I stood in the 
edge of and admiring this midsummer day, « huge snow- 
bank, sending out at its foot a stream of pure, cold water, 
a couple of mountain sheep, which had winded or seen me 
from the yast meadow where they were feeding, came fly- 
ing down and disappeared swiftly in the wood. I made a 
quick detour in hopes of gefting a shot, buf [ mivht as well 
haye chased lightning. What marvelous tales haye been 
told of the acrobatic performances of these flect-footed ani- 
mals; how they are accustomed just for their own divertise- 
ment, you know, to jump immense distances from the top 
of some lofty crag, strike on their broad horns, turn two or 
three double somersaults, and a foot spring or two, making 
a grand salaam to the admiring ewes, and trotting around 
nimbly to show that they are in condition to do it again if 
eucored. J should like to be there when these performances 
take place, and thereby have mutton cheap, 

Traversing the mountain meadow that stretched away 
upwurd a mile or more from the timber line to the cliff that 
affords # magnificent outlook north, south, east and weat, 
with scarce an obstacle to the vision, 1 looked down on the 
heautiful sheets of water I had come so far tosee, Seemingly 
but a stone's throw beneath me the upper and smaller lake 
lay dark and still, Unt [ found on descending the almost 
perpendicular side of the mountain that it was fully a thous- 
und feet beneath the spot where T had first gazed upon it, 

This sheet. of water, not indeed a large Jake, only a pool, of 
a couple of hundred yards by fifty or seventy-five, yet resting 
there unruffed, dark and beantifully clear, mirroring the 
rocky wall (hat rose sheera couple of thousand feet from its 
very edge, threatening to topple from its lofty height and 
make a magnificent ruin of the lovely scene, this little lake 
is a thing of beanty to be enthusiastically admired. Water 
from springs and melting snows supplies the lake, the surplus 
flowing from the eastern end and rushing down the steep 
declivity, some of the way beneath huge rocksand sometimes 
foaming and sparkling on the surface, until if empties into 
the lower and larger lake a thousand feet below. 

1 climbed down by the side of the stream, clambering over 
rocks, swinging by bushes, picking my way between huge 
fragments of the mountain fallen from their aerial perch, 
until I stood in a little grove of stunted pines near the bor- 
der of the lake, Here hunger nipped me, and as it was now 
half an hour after noon, 1 sat down on alog and launched. 
Seven hours and more L had put in in good honest walking 
in the midst of the Rocky Mountains without a path, and | 
wasarapid walker then. ‘Twenty miles at least | had come. 

That was a grand and beautiful scene before and around 
me, The Jake lies in a vast amphitheater of mountain 
wall, open on one side, and but partly there, tu allow an 

tlet to the water. The eastern wall rises almost perpen- 
lcularly, thousands of feet of solid wall with scarcely a 

break from base to summit; bare rock, chipped as with Titan 
hammers, without, as Il remember it, a bush or tree to its 
crest, One seldom realizes solidity as here, 

On the south a stream of water, reminding one of Tenny- 
son's ‘‘yail of thinnest lawn,” comes down from the heights 
above through glistening snowbanks that reach almost to the 
lake. What wonder its waters were icy. On the southwest 
rose the rocky rim of the great basin afar in the air, its bee- 
tling cap clear cut against the blue dome, while on the west 
and northwest the walls rose only a little less loftily. A 
short distance from the lake on the lower uorthwest slope ot 
this vast dish, a grove of stunted, ragged, gnarled, wind- 
battered pines cling to the rocks, strugeling for existence, 
but barely holding their own. The waters of the lower lake 
are very deep, as are also those of the upper, but the lower 
is the greater attraction, in that it is much larger, being a 
third by a sixth of a mile in extent, and abounding in 
speckled trout, which sometimes take the Hy readily. I 
took a line and fly from my pocket, hunted up a pole and 
made a few casts, but without avail. Only one fine fellow 
rose, but as he neared the surface his appetite left as mine 
came al sight of his comely proportions, but to no purpose. 
T regretted his decision, but could but admire his sagacity 
and grace as he turned tail, and with wavy motion settled 
ont of sight. Then [ coneluded that trout were not in season 
and put up my rig. 

Near where I sat was a hunter’s or tourist's camp, 4 lean- 
to of saplings and bark. A smouldering fire and grazing 
pony near by told of recent occupancy, but the occupant 
was away. The familiar odors of camp were abroad, and I 
should have been glad to join somebody in a, pot of coffee, 
but was content, perforce, with gazing ona heap of old 
coffee grounds near the shanty. 

After resting awhile and enjoying the worderful picture, 
J found, by consulting my watch, that if I reached home 
that night I should have to be paddling along; 1 turned my 
feet instheir recent tracks, and after a toilsome climb réached 
the rocky rim from whence I had first beheld Chicago lakes. 
With a last look at the limpid pools far beneath me, and at 
the wonderful evidences of the throes of nature, I struck the 
“route step,” only to be stopped soon by a severe hail 
and rainstorm, to escape which [ walked under the over- 
hanging edge of a huge rock as big as a small house. The 
storm over, [ set out again, andin a very few minutes was 
thoroughly soaked to the waist in the long grass of that 
mountain meadow. 

I returned by a different route, keeping along a vast 
“bench” on the mountain side, hoping to be able to keep it 
the whole distance home, and so ayoid wearisome climbing, 
but I found the inevitable gorge, and the descensus avernt 
was not fucikts by a long way, no more so than the ascent on 
the other side, but once upon the ‘‘bench” on the opposite 
mountain [ keptit all the way. About five o'clock cramp 
seized mny legs, and 1 was compelled to stop. I tock off my 
shoes and stockings, wrung the water out, and chafed my 
legs until able to proceed. Atseyen o'clock I unlocked the 
door of the cabin, threw a fine fat grouse on the table, my- 
self on the bunk, and thanked my lucky stars I was not on 
the distant mountain side with nothing to eat and cramp in 
my legs. rth ere er el? TT 5. 

Earuy Freup Literarcre.—Hiitor Forest und Stream: 
Ina work just published by the Century Company, entitled 
“Sport with Gun and Rod in American Woods and Waters,” 
I have, in @ note in the article ‘‘Canyas-Back and Terrapin,” 
quoted the book of J. 8. Skinner, “‘The Dog and the Sports- 
man,” Phila, 1845, and haye stated that “this is the first 
book publishedin this country on the dog, game and the 
gun.” Iwas led to this statement by a similar onein the 
preface of the author, who says: ‘‘The work here offered 
contains, it is belieyed, the first separate and regular treatise 
which has been published in this country on the kindred 
subjects, the Dog, Game, and the Gun.” After the article 
“Canyas Back and Terrapin” was in print, I came in pus- 
session of a yet earlier publication, entitled ‘‘The American 
Shooter’s Manual, comprising such. plain and simple Rules 
as are necessary to introduce the inexperienced Into a full 
knowledge of all that relates to the Dog, and the correct use 
of the Gun; also a description of the Game of this Country, 
by a gentleman of Philadelphia county, Phila., 1827.’ The 
work, it is said, was written hy Dr. Kester, of Philadelphia, 
and contains much interesting matter, and is so well worthy 
the perusal of sportsmen of our day, that extracts from it 
could be cast into a readable article for Fonasr arp Sirrmam, 
Tt opens with the following paragraph: ‘The art of shoot- 
ing flying has not been practiced in this conntry, excepting 
by atew individuals, for more than forty years, and in Bag- 
lund for not much more than double that length of time.’— 
ALFRED M. Mayer. 

Hon, JAMES GEpDES.—Sportsmen in the State of New 
York may be glad to know that Hon. James Geddes, of 
Syracuse, has heen re-elected tothe Assembly. Weis widely 
knewn as a genial sportsman and an ardent friead of came 
protection, and it was 4 matter of surprise to us that he was 
not, placed on the Commitlee on Gume Laws last winter. In 
consultations of this committee Mr. Geddes was frequently 
sent for and his advice sought, He should have been a 
member of if, and we hope that sportsmen may have the 
advantage of his presence in the committee this coming 
legislative season. 



BQ4 FOREST AND STREAM. 

alatuyal History. 

AN AMATEUR TAXIDERMIST. 

Editoy Forest and Streom: 
During: 4 recent visit to Quehun, [had the pleasure of eall- 

ing upon your talented correspondent, J. U. Gregory, Esq., 
Agent of the Marine and Fishery Department of the Dominion 
of Canada, a man whose modesty is only exceeiled by his 
wonderful skill in that most difficult branch of taxidermy, 
the preservation of the skins of fishes, T was shown a speci- 
men of his art (for it is an art to do what Mr. Grezory does) 
a Salmo namayensh, taken through the ice last winter in Lake 
Metis, which weighed, some days after he was taken, 36 
pounds, and measured 47 inches in length. 

Mr. Gregory lad prepared and set up the skin in so skill- 
ful 1 manner, that it looked like life itself, haying lost none 
of its brillianey, und by a process known only to himself 
had preserved all the freshness of color of a fish just from 
the water. It is the only specimen I have ever seen in which 
the skin was uot more or less shriveled snd discolored, It 
lid passed through the heat of summer withont amy per- 
ceptible change, i 
To Mr. Gregory (although only an amateur) the Dominion 

is indebted for a very large number of the specimens ot yulu® 
shown at the great International Fishery Exhibition, held 
in London last summer, and which contributed so largely to 
the success of the Canadian exhibit, 
The collection contained eighty-one specimens of Mr. 

Gregory’s skill, including almost every variety of fishes 
found in Canadian waters, varying in size from a sea Gucum- 
ber of one-half pound to a white whale or porpoise of 2,000 
pounds, Among the specimens of Salmo sularwas one taken 
in the Moisic. which weighed 47 pounds, and one from the 
Cascapedia of 42 pounds. 

Mr, Giegory’s private collection is becoming very valuabli, 
including also birds as well as fishes, Being an ardent 
sportsman, lie doubtless derives a doubleenjoyment from his 
love of taxidermy and the study of natural history. 

[i is to We hoped that some of our own tuxidermists may 
he induced to give more time and study to the preservation 
and settmg up of skins of fishes of our own waters, There 
is vertainly q demand for such work (well done), and would, 
no doubt, pay for time and shudy in that direction. 

WALTER M, BRACKET. 
Bostoyx, Nov, 19, 

NOTES ABOUT REPTILES, 

Kiitow Fovest and Stren: 
linclose a communication just receiyed from Dr. J. R. 

Mathers, of West Virginia, which secms of so much interest 
that you will, | ani sure, be anxious to publish it, Lam glad 
to filid that my statements in your issues ot Noy. 1 and 8 are 
corroborated by so intelligent a gentleman as 1 know Dr, 
Mathers to be; aud 1am also much pleased to know that we 
have an observer of reptilian habits in such an excellent lo- 
cality fur study, I have answered the doctor's query as to 
ralllesnakes pevishing when confined ina box by stating that 
[ consider it largely ue to the want of exercise, food and 
witer, as if is almost impossible to make them eat or drink 
under such eiréumétances; at least ut the National Museum 
nearly ill our rattlesnakes perish for the reasons given? 

H, G. Yarrow, Cur, Rept. Nat. Ms. 
NatronaL Muswom, Washington, Noy. 10. 

[TNOLOSURE. | 
H. Gt Yarrow, M. D.: 

Desr Srrn—Haviog read with much interest your commu- 
nications in Forest AND Svream, entitled “Notes About 
Reptiles," and your request asking for further facts on the 
subject, I make bold to send you a few observations of my 
own. The belict in the venomous properties of the “blow- 
ing viper” is universil in this State, as itisin Virginia. 
This reptile is rare in this section. I must confess that 1 
shared in the belief of ils poisonous qualities until a few 
yeurs ago, when haying secured a fine specimen; I carefully 
ilisseeted it, but finding neither fangs nor poison glands, 1 
concluded if was litrinless, 

The delusion in regard to the hoopsnake is a prevalent 
one. 1 have never yel met any person who had seer it, ex- 
ceptone or two chrovie liars, who could not be believed on 
oath. 

I find the belief in the fascinating or ‘‘charming” powers 
of suakes yery general, ‘his power is attributed to nearly 
all kinds of serpents, but more particularly to the rattle- 
spake and black snake. I have heard men of undoubted 
veracity declare thut they have witnessed the ‘‘charming” of 
birds, squirrels and other animals, so while I am disposed to 
(hink that paralyzing effects may have been witnessed, 1 am 
of the Opinion that it was simply the effects of fear, and that 
the “‘charmins” powers tire “uot proyen.” 

In the mountains of this section rattlesnakes abound, and 
all the superstitions of the people in regard to them are in 
full force, There is one crrorin regard to them that may 
lead to serious results to persons unfamiliar with the habits 
of these unamiable reptiles, It is very generally believed 
thal suake pever bites until it has sounded a warning with 
its rattles. This is.a mistake; when the serpent is lying in 
wait heis still and silent, atid the first notice the yictini 
reveives is the deadly stroke, followed immediately by the 
loud, and appareutly, exulting rattle, This has been my 
experience in several cases of bites, both inthe human race 
and in aniMals, If the serpent is resting in calm enjoyment 
after 2 full meal it dows nol want to be disturbed, accord- 
ingly the rattle is sounded when the disturber is at a con- 
sidersble distance. Of course, if approached near enough it 
will now bile, even while londly sounding its rattle. A 
knowledge of this fact may save some inexperienced person 
from the very scrious consequences of a poisonous bite, For 
the bile of a rattlesnake is no joke, although not often fatal 
lo an adult. Lam tempted to give you a short account of a 
fatal bite of avery large rattlesnske. About thirty years 
ago, @ mun living about ten miles from this place, losta 
youn horse, it having strayed. After several days’ search 
the horse was found by the owner in the woods several miles 
from his howe. ‘The horse was caught and u halter placed 
on its head, and the owner proceeded to lead it home, 
as the colt bad never Deen ridden. The man arrived 
within two miles of his home, when passing through 
some low but thick bushes a very large rattlesnake struck 
at him and inflicted a bite on the front of the man’s thigh. 
The intense depression that immediately ensued prevented 

the yictim from destroying the reptile, He was also unable 

to lead his horse any further, so tying it securely to x tree 

he, with great difficulty, made his way home. Arriving 

Nor. 38, 4855 

there he related his mishap, describing the place where he 
had fastened his liorse. Several of lis neighbors proceeded 
to the spot and found the horse without any difficulty, and 
near by found the rattlesnake, and of so monstrous a size 
that they first hesitated fo attack it. Rallying their cour- 
age, however, a few vigorous blows despatched it. A care- 
ful measurement showed the monster to be eleven feet two 
inches in length and of proy:ortionate thickness. — The bit- 
ten man died the day after receiving the Wile. This story I 
consider to be well authenticated, as three men of good re- 
pute for truth have at different times told it to me, two of 
the men having been present at the dispatching of the snake, 
and also prezest when the victim died. 
Another fallacy prevailing is that the number of rattles 

indicate the age of the rattlesnake. As a general thing a 
young and vigorous snake will lave more rattles than an 
old one, thouzh they are not as large. The largest number 
J have ever seen was eleven on a small snake. A large old 
one killedat thesame time had but five, The factis the 
reptiles are continually losing their rattles. 

{will close this communication by asking a question: 
Why do rattlesnakes, when confined in a box with a glass 
lid and exposed to the sun, die? I haye seen this happen 
eee times, which is, I think, enough to show it to bea 
act. 
Tf the foregoing will be of any interest or use to youl 

will be much gratified, and will be pleased to furnish you 
any information on the subject in my power. 

J. R. Maruers, M. D. 
Buoxsannox, Upshur Co,. W. Va,, Noy. 12, 1883, 

% 

REARING PHEASANTS. 

W HY is it that the amateurs and sportsmen of the 
United States have paid so little attention to the 

breeding of pheasants? In England, France, Germany, Bel- 
gium and Holland this most interesting branch of aviculture 
is followed by such a number of breeders, and with so great 
a rivalry. that importers and dealers haye no difficulty in 
obtaining prices for speeies not previously introduced which 
would appear fabulous to one unacquainted with the busi- 
ness. But if is net the intention of the writer to call the at- 
tention of the readers of Fokmst AND STkEAM to what are 
actually termed *‘fancy varicties,” but to give his experience 
in rearing some of the cheaper ones, which can be done with 
so little trouble and expense, Take, for-instance, the silver, 
gold, common or Japanese for a beginning—a single pair 
will suffice—and after gaining some experience, if one 
chooses to fly at higher game, he can easily answer croakers 
as Dr. Coues did his cynical visitor, Perisoreus, '‘“Wallum suz 
nego.” 

Suppose ah intending breeder has procured a pair of silver 
pheasants (Buplocamus nycthemerus), which I would recom- 
mend as being lardier, und cousequently more easily reared 
than any of the family, The first thing to be done will be 
the construction of a proper inclosure, which should be 
some sixteen or eighteen feet square, and about seyen feet in 
heizht. This will be aniple for a pair or two of birds, It 
should be Jogated on a sloping, well-drained piece of turf, 
facing the south or southeast, and built of pickets or wire 
netting. The back or north side should be of solid boards, 
to break off the cold winds, as pheasants will generally roost 
in the open air, in preference to going into shelter houses. 
Any of the species which L haye mentioned do not require 
as much protection during the winter, 9s eur common barn- 
yard fowls, Advantage can be frequently taken of the side 
or angle of a building, to form one or two sides of the in- 
closure, thereby saving expense and getting shelter at the 
same time. Across the back of the inclosure, build an open- 
fronted shed, about three feet high, and of the same depth, 
10 serve as @ retreat for the birds during wet, stormy weather. 
Inder this should be placed the food and water. Nail up a 

few rough, round perches near the top; scatter about a small 
quantity of fine gravel and a piece or two of plaster, and the 
inclosure will be ready for océupaney. The birds should be 
placed in their quarters some little time before the breeding 
season Commences, so as to become accustomed to their sur- 
roundings, and should the spring be a favorable one the 
first ess will be laid during the latter portion of March, 
Lean a few boards or mats against the back of the inclosure, 
with a little loose hay bebind them to serve as nesting places. 
Some hens will drop their eggs at random, while others will 
use the nests prepared for them. In either caso take away 
the eggs as fast as laid, keep them in a dry, cool place, and 
when eight or ten are secured pluce them, if possible, under 
a bautam hen for hatuhing; if not, a common dunghill will 
answer. I prefer the conimon bantams, as they generally 
make wood mothers, and being smaller then the dunghills, 
are nol so apt to injure the chicks by treading on them, 
Some of the pheasant hens make most excellent mothers, and 
if they show any signs of wishing to hatch allow them to do 
so, but always place the first clutch under the foster mother, 
and allow the true one to hatch the second. The period of 
incubation of the silver pheasant is from twenty-three to 
twenty-five days, and the chicks should not be disturbed 
until twenty-four hours after hatching. By this time they 
will be able to run about and seek for their food, which 
should be a simple custard, made by beating an egg with a 
tablespoonful of milk, and cooked by a gentle heat, This 
should be mixed with a small quantity of finely grated, 
boiled, Jean beet’ or beef's heart, und given fresh twice a day, 
Place it in some shaded place so that the sun’s rays cannot 
yeach it, Water should be given twice or thrice per day, 
and served in a shallow saucer. Should the amateur be within 
reach of a bird store, procure a small quantity of what are 
commonly known as ant’s eggs, seatter a few of them in 
grass in front of the mother’s coop and watch how earn- 
estly the chicks will hunt them up. [ ant’s eggs cannot 
be obtained, catch a few grasshoppers and mince them 
finely, asa substitute. Of conrse these directions are given 
under the supposition that one is not. roubled by that im- 
ported little thieving pest, the English sparrow. if it has 
located in your neighborhood, you will be forced to coyer 
the young pheasants’ runs with fine wire or twine netting, or 
the piratical brutes will ‘wax and grow fat,” whilethe poor 
chicks will starve. I can speak feelingly ou this subject, as 
they are the veritable bées noires of my existence, and Ib 
keeps me constantly on the watch, to reduce their plunder- 
ing toa minimum. J fence them out by making runs of 
hoards, eighteen inches wide, sel on edge, and covered by 
frames, on which is stretche! fine wire netling; these should 
be moved once or twice a weel, in order to keep the chicks 
clean and give them fresh foraging ground. When the 
chicks ure some ten days old, give them 4 little canary seed, 
mixed with some finely minced white clover, lettuce, or any 

tender green food. Pheasants, old or young, should always 
haye an abundant supply of green food. Spinach or cabbage 

will do in the winter, when nothing else can be obtained. As 
the birds increase in age, the transition will be easy from 
cunary seed to wheat screenings and buckwheat. which, 
mixed with a little cracked Indian corn, forms the staple 
food of the adult birds, The young birds should not be al- 
lowed to range before the sun has dried the dew from off the 
vrass, and if the amateur is forced to rearin runs, a cloth 
thrown over them at nightfall will be a great. help, as the 
chicks can then be turned out the first thing in the morning, 
instead of being cooped up in a close, stifling hutch with the 
mother. 

Thus far I have never been troubled by «ny special dis 
case among my young birds, but as they are sumetimes 
affected by what is commonly known as the “gapes,”’ a dis- 
ease caused by the presence of entozoa in the windpipe, the 
following directions, given by Mr, W. B. Tesetmeier, wil! 
show how it should be treated: 

“With regard to the treatment of this disease, the plan of 
giving remedies externally to remove the worms is objection- 
able, as the medicine has to be absorbed, pass into the blood, 
and act powerfully upon tlic body of the bird before its pur- 
pose can be accomplished; its direct application to the worms 
is therefore preferable. ‘This may be accomplished by strip- 
ping the vane from a smuill quill feather, except half an inch 
at itsextremity; this should be dipped ia spirits of turpentine, 
and, the chick being securely held by an assistant, the 
tongue may be drawn forward by catching ihe barbs at its 
base in a Jock of colton wool, and then pulling it forward 
80 as to expose the small opening of the windpipe, down 
which the feather is to be passed sufficiently far to come in 
contact with the worms, and then turned round between the 
thumb and fisger, The turpentine at once kills the psra- 
sites, aud its application excites a fit of coughing, during 
which they are expelled. This mode of application requires 
some manual dexterity, and at times the irritation pinyes 
fatal, Olive oil in the place of turpentine is sometimes 
employed. Removing the worms bya feather is tronble- 
some, and the operation is not always successful. Pumiga- 
tion with tobacco smoke 1s rarely of much ayail. The 
administration of turpentine or eamplor is attended with 
danger to the chickens, and opening the windpipe and ex- 
tracting the worms while the bird is under the influence of 
chloroform requires surgical skill. Knowing the extremely 
active influence of carbolic acid on the lower forms of ani- 
mal life, I determined to try the effect of the inhalation of 
its vapor in the cases of gapes that came under my notice. 
I have operated several times on chickens and turkeys that 
were snifcring severely from gapes, being almost choked by 
the worms. Each bird was placed iu a small deal box, the 
open top being covered with a cloth. I then tock a carbolic 
acid fumigator, consisting of a small metal saucer, heated by 
a spirit lamp: On the saucer I placed about a dozen drops 
of carbolic acid, lit the lamp, and put the apparatus in the 
interior of the box, Dense while fumes goon filled the box, 
and, being of necessity respired by the bird, came wt once in 
contact with the worms. ‘The operation was continucd in 
every case until the birds were in danger of suffocation. 
They soon, however, recovered on exposure to the sit, and 
on the day following the treatment were running about per- 
fectly free from any symptoms of disense. No special ap- 
paratns is required, as any arrangement which will serve to 
volatilize a few drops of the acid will answer. The vapor 
of carbolic acid may be used by putting a hol brick in a 
box and pouring a few drops of the acid upon it, or it may 
be yolatilized by putting three oy four drops in a spoon, hold- 
ing the Jattey’ over the flame of a lamp and placing the head 
of the bird in the cloud of rising vajior. TL haye liad a good 
deal of experience with birds afflicted with gapes, bul have 
never found any treatment at all approuch in efficacy that of 
fumigation with cerbolic acid yapor, ‘The worms, after re- 
moval, ought to be burnt, and the dead bodies of any chick- 
ens, young partridges, or other birds infested by these para- 
sites should be treated in the same manner if we wish to 
avoid the spread of the disease.” 

1) will sometimes happen that the chicks will be hatched 
out during weather which may be too-inclement to put them 
out of doors, in that case they can be kept for a few days in 
an old packing case. placed indoors, but be careful to place 
an inth or two of dry sand or sawdust in the bottom of the 
hox to prevent the toes from becoming distorted or out of 
shape, 

Ketone: breeders would not wish to be at the extra ex- 
pense of covering all their inclosures, the young birds can 
be pinioned to prevent flying. The practice most In tise is 
to amputate the wing, at what iscommonly called the pinion 
joint, with a pair of sharp scissors. I do not fancy it, being 
both a painful and dangerous operation, as quite a number 
of the birds will not survive the shock, There is another 
mode which is almost painless and self-acting, Catch the 
chicks when some four or five weeks old, and tightly tie a 
amall India rubber band just at the pinion point, and in a 
few weeks the amputation will be complete; and the cica- 
trix can scarcely be found. Every bird whiclr I reared dur- 
ing the past season was treated in this manner without 2 
single loss, whereas, by the old way, much to my regret, I 
generally munaged te commit unintential = mur- 
der, ‘Always. treat your birds kindly. Whenever 
you approach their inclosure do so as gently 
as possible, making some simple sound, so that 
your wards may know who is coming. When their con- 
fidepce is once gained, it is wonderful what can be done with 
them. I have hen birds, which, while incubating, will 

allow themselves to be zently lifted off, and replaced ou the 
nest without showing the slightest displeasure or fright. 
The following occurrence, which happened during my wan- 

devings in Java, will serve to illustrate what can he done by 
gentle treatment. 1 was silting on the veranda of fhe house 
of the headman of the village, where I was to spend the 
night, awaiting the arrival of my laggard coolics whom J 
hud outwalked, and trying to make friends with my host's 
little son, when the bearers made their appearance, Placing 

the bamboo caves in a row in front of us, they salaamed and 
withdrew, leaving the feeding and watering to myself. 1 
immediately set to work, pressed the little fellow into my 

service as water carrier, and as a reward for his labor, I 

carefully lifted the palm leaf coverings from the fronts, and 

allowed him u peep at their contents. The last cage cou- 

tained some freshly caught, wild bantams, and very naturally, 

when the cover was raised they foundered. The child 

instantly started back, ran to his father, and whispered 

something to him. The old man sniiled and said. ** My boy 

says you do not treat your birds kindly, or they would not 
become frightened, and he wishes lo show you how his Fyre 
act with him,” Of course |immediately expressed a desire to 
see him handle his pets, and at his father’s bidding he slowly 

walked off a few steps, and stooping down alongside a hen, 
he gently ran both hands underneath her and drew out two 

or 
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chickens, which he brought and placed on my knee. Atter 
Thad admived them and complimented him, he replaced 
them underneath the mother, without the slightest show of 
displeasure on her part. “Walking a few steps further, he 
stooped, picked up something from under the shadow of a 
clump of caladiums, and 4 few moments after I was dumb- 
founded by realizing that [ held in my hands, without the 
slightest attempt on her part fo escape, a magnificent living, 
male forked-tailed jungle fowl (Gallus ouriuz). No one but 
an ornithological crank can imagine my feelings, I could 
haye hugged my little friend with delight, but staid, impas- 
sive Malay deportment forbade uny such wild behavior, and 
Thad to content myself with again thanking him, and drayy- 
ing a mental comparison, in which, T am atraid, the Ameri- 
can imp did not show up in very advantageous colors, 

This is but one of the many illustrations which I have used 
in my pheasant sermons to my Keeper, who has them in 
charge, and I am happy to say that he has harkened untomy 
continual admonitions, To-day I saw him standing in the 
inclosure, cooing and chirruping, and literally knee deep in 
young pheasants. Frank J, THompson, 
ZooLoaioaL GARDEN, CINCINNATI. 

bird-songs in that latitude and altitude, and I had never 
noticed if before. 

In October L was much interested in the actions of a 
school of trout. In one channel of Grand River, where it 1s 
divided by an island, there were a great. number of sawlogs 
that had been cut in May and June, and run down the riyer 
in July and August. They were being drawn upon daily 
for the supply of a sawmill, and many of the logs were con- 
stantly being disturbed. When the supply became consid- 
erably reduced it was noticed that great numbers of trout 
had gathered under the logs, and there they would remain. 
I supposed at first that they were attracted by flies, and other 
winged insects, but at length the weather became too cold 
for such, and yet the trout staid. The log pond was reduced 
toasmall area right at the mill. The noise of steam and 
clatter of machinery was deafening, yel as cach log was 
drawn from tie water a number of trout would shoot out, 
circle around and dart back under the remaining logs. The 
Jast of them were on the skids beside the carriage when, by 
chance, I pulled off a piece of hanging bark and discovered 
between the bark and the wood myriads of minute white 
worms from an eighth to a fourth of an inch in leogth and 
a sixth or eighth as much in diameter. Then I concluded 
that I had discovered why the trout came there and staid, 
and when I left the place the trout were still waiting in the 
shallow water and forming ice for more sawlogs and— 
worms. ava 

WORK OF THE FISH COMMISSION. 

HE United States Fish Commission steamer Albatross, 
A after a lone cruise of over a month, has just returned to 
Washington, bringing a fine lot of deep-sea animals, the 
result of her dredging operations during this time. The 
greater part of the trip was spent in searching after the 
mackerel, bul the results obtained in (his direction were of 
no real value. She cruised off the coast of Massachusetts, 
following the mackerel ficet at times, thus gathering infor- 
mation. On account of the strong prevailing easterly winds 
during the first part of thetrip, she was driven into Province- 
town, and later into Gloucester Harbor. Dredgings and 
soundings were made off Cape Hatteras, in from 30 to 1,100 
fathoms. Owing to necessary repairs, it is probable that she 
will not make another trip before the first of January. The 
Evening Telegrwm announces that Professor Baird has made 
arrangements with the Life Saving Service to report the 
stranding of marine animals Hesaid: “A numberof speci- 
mens have been already received, including some of much 
interest on account of their rarity. The animals reported 
thus far have been cetaceans and fishes, but it is probable 
that as time passes we shall obtain specimens, not only of 
yertebrate animals, but of the invertebrates as well, No 
such arrangement éxisis in any other country, 

“Tts importance to the advancement of the knowledge of 
the larger marine vertebrates cannot be overrated,” continued 
Professor Baird. ‘‘Hitherto zoologists huve been forced to 
content themselves with exainination of specimens of which 
the stranding his been reported indirectly through the news- 
papers or otherwise. In the majority of such cases the 
rapid progress of decomposition has made it impossible to 
preserve more than the skeleton, and soit has come about 
that the external appearance of many large species is quite 
uuknown. By the present admirable arrangement, however, 
and the extension of our railroads, a specialist can be de- 
spatched to almost any point on the eastern coast in time to 
observe in u fresh state any stranded animal which may have 
been reported,” 

Professor Baird furnished your correspondent with the 
following list of specimens already veceived, a number of 
which, if will be observed, come from New Jersey: 

Dolphin (Zursiops subridens, Fire Island, N. Y.; pigmy 
sperm whale (Aeyia yoodet), Spring Lake, N. J.; dolphin 
(Tursiops subridens), Turkey Gut, near Cape May. N, J; 
bottle-nose whale (Ziphdue cavirostris), Barnegat, N. J.; shark 
(Preudotriacis microton), Amagansett, N, Y.; “star gazer” 
(Astroxcopus sp.), Life Saving Biation 6, N, C.; ‘lump fish” 
(Cycloplerus timpus), Point Judith, R. 1; “flute mouth” 
(Fistularia serrata), Point Judith, R. 1.; ‘angel fish” (Poma- 
canthus avevatus) Barnegat, N. J. 

Tue Linnwan Soctety.—The first meeting this fall of the 
Linnean Society of New York met last Saturday (17th inst.) 
at the rooms of the American Geographical Society, 11 West 
Twenty-ninth street. The meeting was called to order at 
8 P. M., the president, Mr, Bicknell, occupying the chair. 
Besides the members some out of town naturalists were 
present, among them Captain Chas, Bendire, U. 8. A., and 
Mr. J. H. Sage, of Portland, Conn. The paper announced 
for the evening was 4 continuation of Dr. C. H. Merriam’s 
work on the vertebrates of the Adirondack region, a portion 
of which has already been published in the ‘‘Transactions of 
the Society.” Dr. Merriam read most interesting papers on 
Scalops aqueticus and on the gray squirrel (Sevwurus curo- 
Uinensis). An animated discussion followed, in which a 
number of those present took part, Dr. Merriam also ex- 
hibited the drawing of a new-born Lyne canadensis, sent to 
him by Mr. Montagne Chamberlain, and called attention to 
the peculiar pattern of coloration of the specimen, The 
markings took the form of longitudinal stripes of dark 
brown upova pale ground, andgthe speaker drew the con- 
clusion from their pattern that the group to which the 
dynxes belong sprang from a form of Fulide which bad the 
markings of the oculot (7s purdulis) no trace of which now 
exists in the adult animal, A short paper was read hy Mr. 
Edwards, describing 4 new species of moth, and Mr, Sage 
exlibited an albinistic specimen of the short-eared owl 
(Asia acciptrinusy. Albinism is extremely rare, we believe, 
in the family Sérigide, and this specimen which was not pure 
white, butrather bleached or faded to a pale fawn color, is 
of unusual interest. It was after 11 P. M. when the meet- 
ing adjourned, 

Lara Neste or Barn Own.—Capt. Chas. Bendire 
called our attention last week to a clutch of four live young 
barn owls (Aluco flammeus umericunus) reeeived hy Wallace, 
of William street, this city. The birds were taken in the 
vicinity of Bordentown, New Jersey, and were, at the time 
of their receipt in this city, Noy. 12, not more than three 
weeks old. his is unusually late for the nesting of these 
birds, which are not very common in this latitude. One of 
the parent birds has since been received. 

WHAT THIS WORLD WOULD BE WITHOUT THE 
"FOREST AND STREAM.” 

[From the New York Sui.] 

6 ) f HAD a dream which was not alla dream|"’ 
A great State was 4 desert, and the land 

Lay bare and lifeless under sun and storm, 

veeless und shelterless. Spring came, and went, 

And came, but brought no joy; but in its stead 

The desolation of the ravening floods 
That leaped like wolyes and wildcats from the hills 

And spread destruction over fruitful farms, 

Deyouring as they went the works of man, 
And sweeping southward nature’s kindiy soll 

To choke the watercourses, worse than waste. 

DEER—LARKS—TROUT. 

Dexver, Colo,, Noy. 11, 1883, 
Hiitor Forest and Stream: 
Since writing you a few weeks ago and giving the weight 

of two large blacktail deer (196 and 226 pounds, dressed), 
another was brought into Hot Sulphur Springs that weighed 
249 nounds. Jt Was dressed, the head off and the legs to 
the knees, and had been killed several duys before, giving 
time for considerable shrinkage in the dry air of thut region. 
In 1872, while with the Hayden Geological Survey in the 
Elk Mountains, Western Colorado, the hunter one evening 
killed three deer a short distance from camp; thut is, he 
reported killing three, but found and dressed only two. 
The next morning 1 went with the men and mules sent to 
bring in the meat, We estimated the weight of the animals 
at 275 pounds each. As I now remember, the heads and feet 
had not been reinoved. These weights probably represent the 
maximum growth of the animal, and when so heavy they 
are exceedingly fat, with great masses of kidney tallow, and 
the saddle covered with clear fat three-quarters of an inch 
thick Augustis eatly for such a condition, and it is proba- 
bly unusual, but in October and November it is very com- 
mon, 

Some of these large bucks have remarkable horns. 
Among a lot of heads brought in last fall were several that 
had from tweuty up to thirty-three points upon each pair of 
antlers and I have heard of a set killed the present fall that 
has forty-seven points, and Sharps rifie just reaches from 
point to point at the last division, This head was to he 
brought to the Springs and I expect to sec it. 
Recent reports from the hunting groundsin Northevestern 

Colorado indicate that the hurvest is over for this year. Par- 
ties with teams who went after loads of meat in the latter 
half of October, haye in some instances been gone from 
three to four weeks and have as yet only parts of Joads. 

As itis the province of Forest AND STREAM to teach 
natnral history and supply « medium of exchange for 
opinions and the results of observations (by which I have 
learned much and been greatly interested), I take the liberty 
of referring to several other facts that may not, in them- 
selves, appear to be of much importance. In the latter half 
of September, when sharp, white frosts were common every 
morning in the mount#in meadow valleys, 1 noticed larks 
singing the same cheerful songs they singin spring. Up to 
the end of October another bird, and, I judge, a very, small 
one und quite numerous, trilled forth its cheerful song every 
morning from the sage-brush or willows, or among the 
cedars on the mountain side. 1 was unable ever to see one 
that Leould with certainty identify with the song, but the! 
music was none the less grateful, It seemed to me late for 

The forest trees that In the olden time— 
The people's glory and the poet's pride— 

Tempered the air and guarded well the earth, 
And under spreading boughs for ages kept 

Great reservoirs ta hold the snow and rain, 

From which the moisture through theteeming year 

Flowed equably but freely—all were gone, 

Their priceless boles exchanged for petty cash, 

The cash had melted, aud had left no sign; 

The logger and the lumberman were dead; 
‘The axe had rusted out for lack of use; 
But all the endless eyil they had done 
Was manifest upon the desert waste. 

Dead springs no longer sparkled in the sun; 

Lost and forgotten brooks no longer laughed: 

Deserted mills mourned all their moveless wheels; 

The snow no longer covered as with wool 

Mountain and plain, but buried starving flocks 

In Arctic drifts; in rivers and canals 

The vessels rotted idly on the mud 

Until the spring floods buried all their bones. 

Great cities that had thriven wondrously, 

Before the source of thrift was swept away, 

Faded and perished, as a plant will die 

With water banished from it roots and leaves; 

And men sat starving in the treeless waste, 

Beside their fruitless farms and empty marts, 

And wondered at the ways of Providence! 

ENOUGH TO IMPRESS ANY MAN.—Oniversity Club, New York 

City, Noy. 16.—Hditor Forest and Stream: I desive to bear testimony 
to the extraordinary qualities of the Forest AND Stew us an aciyer- 

tising medium. A few weeks ago I decided to sell out all my guns, 

among them a Greener hammerléss I had made for me to order in 

London, for which I asked $150. Ibhad inquiries from all quarters, 
including Florida, Texas, Manitoba, Oregon, Maine and Canada, and 

vould have sold it several times over. I was greatly impressed by 

this discovery of the immense territory covered by your reuders.—H. 

————— 

I 

Game Bag and Guy. 

GAME RESORTS.—We are always glad to receive for pub- 
lication such notes of desirable game resorts as may be of help 
to the readers of FoREST AND STREAM. Wal not our corre- 
spondents favor us with such advice? 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not ta 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 16, has 

been published in conyenient pumphilet form, and will be sent to any 

address, postpajd,on receipt of 10 cents. 

THE FIRST TURN WITH ‘THE GROUSE. 

INS Sara snugly amid the wooded hills and limestone 
rocks of Clifton, with the blue waters of the Kenne- 

beccasis rolling at my feet, and the cloud of coal smoke hang- 
ing like a pall over the city of St. John, fifteen miles away 
to the southwest; [reach out my hand to greet Fores? AND 
Srream—the second old acquaintance I have met since be- 
ing transplanted to this part of the country, The Kennebec- 
casis is the left tributary of the St. John, nearest its mouth, 
and the name means ‘little Kennebec.” It was doubtless 
named by the real aboriginal aborigine, but the why and 
wherefore must be left to the shadowy realms of conjecture. 
On its banks are builf many of the vessels that hail from St. 
John, and also many of the yachts that navigate the inland 
waters of New Brunswick. It’s Gracie was represented by 
the Gussie, a big centerboard sloop yacht, splendidly built 
and equipped, and said to have been once well-known in 
New York waters, whence she was bought by Mr. Fowler. 
It has also been the scene of a ‘““Mohawk disaster,” a sloop, 
the name of which I have forgotten, haying capsized and 
drowned four men, 

Since my advent in this place I have had two tramps in 
the woods. On the first, accompanied by D. P. Wetmore, 
Esq., Inspector of Schools, the most enthusiastic sportsman 
Lhave met in this section, I killed a weasel, flushed a wood- 
cock and witnessed a regular chickadee picnic; but saw no 
grouse. We trayeled through some of the grandest woods 1 
ever saw, and were amply repaid fer our labor by the 
scenery and the prodigious appetites we worked up. On 
second thought, lam inclined to believe that the Inspector 
had the hardest of the bargain; for, besides working to de- 
velop the :ppetites, he was obliged to furnish the wherewithal] 
to appease them. After we had made a vigorous flank attack 
ou the eatables, we retired to Mr. W.'s office to do some 
writing. While thus engaged, «school trustee from a neigh- 
boring district. dropped in to sce if the Inspector could fur- 
nish him with a teacher. Mr. Wetmore remarked that he 
supposed a ‘‘city teacher” was what he wanted, as his dis- 
trict had rather affected that style for some time past “No, 
sir,” was the reply, ‘“‘we want no more city teachers, The 
Jast one we had was a very fine young lady; but she cared 
for nothing but shooting and fishing. She was in the woods 
with a rod or gun most of the time.” I dropped my pen ex- 
citedly, and asked, “Has that young lady gone away?” 
“Yes, she left the day before yesterday.” My hoprs dropped 
to about thirty-two degrees below zero. I had drifted around 
the world without allowing my surplus affections to twine 
permanently around any of the “female persuasion,” as Ar- 
temus Ward said, and now felt that I hat! missed my fate by 
about a day and a half. But when, later in the conversa- 
tion, he said she was to be married about Christmas, a feel- 
inet thanksgiving crept gently over me, 

ut I set out to tell you of my first hunt in the season of 
*88. On the morning of the 24th of October I arose about 
an hour before the sun, haying passed an almost sleepless 
night, There was not a cloud in the sky, and Jack Frost 
had frescoed, or calsomined, the landscape with a covering 
of glittering crystals. Accustomed, during the previous 
four weeks, to move smid scenes of sickness and suffering, 
compelled to stand calmly by and see those whose triendship 
I most valued pass away into death, it is little wonder that 
for me the landscape had few charms, and that the bracing 
air chilled my blood rather than hastened its circulation. 
Mechanically I unfastened the little gray mare and led her 
out to the brook to give her water. Her steel clad hoof 
struck a stone on the cdge of the stream, and at the sharp 
ring an English snipe arose almost from under my feet, and 
flying a little way down the brook, dropped behind a small 
bunch of alders. His appearance recalled mgmories of other 
days, and I suppose I ought to have been grateful to him, 
but gratitude took the shape it usually assumesin this degen- 
erate age, and after breakfast I picked up the gun and half a 
dozen cartridges, determined to have one round with him 
anyway. He flushed at the very spot I marked him down, 
and I took a snap shot as he dashed under the bridge, mis- 
sing, a8 a matter of course. A boy marked him down about 
a hundred yards up the stream, and I went above him and 
worked down. 

Presently he went into the air without ever a ‘“scuipe.” 
Ashe twisted between the tops of two branches of alders, 
heelplate touched shoulder, and finger pressed trigger. When 
the smoke cleared, there was no snipe to be seen. For fully 
five minutes I searched, and at last found that he had 
dropped into the brook, and drifted down about twenty feet. 

he memory of that shot haunted me all day. There were 
no more snipé to be hunted, so in the afternoon I determined 
to have a grouse hunt. I sought out my brother and said: 
“Pred, is your gun home?” “No. I ient it this morning, 
why do youask?” ‘‘I thought [ would like your company 
on 4 partridge hunt this afternoon, we may not have another 
opportunity very soon.” ‘''Too bad that the gun is away, 
but I wili take the big revolver and go out,with you all the 
same, The revolver referred to is a .33-culibre with an eight- 
inch barrel, and my brother can kill a red squirrel with it at 
twenty-five feet distance twice out of every three shots. On 
this expedition he cut feathers out of a bluejay and killed 
two squirrels. Firing at a third chickaree, the bullet hit a 
small tir bet\yeen him and the squirrel, and a splinter from 
the tree striking the squirrel on the head, knocked him from 
the limb on which he sat. He was the most thoroughly 
pag hiened animal lever saw. I believe he thought he was 
killed. 
With onr little cocker, Frank, we beat over all the ground 

where grouse were wont to assemble, and drew blank. 
asked Fred if there were any beech-nuts this year, and being 
told that they were plentiful, headed for the nearest beech 
ridge. Arriving on the edge, a fiock of crows flew over, and 
I fired at one -very impudent fellow, but failed to stop him, 
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Asa sort of tenor accompuniment to the report came the 
bark of the little cocker, and a srouse rose and flew out of 
that lively. J slipped inva cartridge in time to salute the 
next one as leroseup. Then & cartridge stuck'going into 
the gun, and Fred cut a stick ind punched it ont. Again 
we cast off Frank, and— 

Partridge to vipht of us, 

Partridge to left of us, 
Partridge behind us 
Rose by the hundred; 

Dow to the grvound there fell 

Many an empty shell, 
While from fin uim'd not well, 

Loud echoes thindered, 

That is clumsy, | know, but its chief merit is ils naked, 
blistering: truth—all but “rose by the hundred’—for the 
truth is, they only rose by ones and twos. But when a per- 
Son cssays poesy, or parody, and uses language-more or less 
hyperboucal, we are xccustomed to excuse it under the name 
of ‘‘poetic license." + 

“But hold ou,” says an old veteran in the back seat, “how 
many of these birds did you get?” “‘Qnly three.” ‘Now 
tell the truth, how many of them did you shoot sitting?” 
“We pretty much sbways, that is, occasionally, shoot ’em 
flying when .” =|There, that will de, I'l bet a dollar 
and fifteen cents, you killed them all on the ground or in 
trees.” ‘Well, il we did, we gave them tothe sick.” “No 
difference, you should have banged away at them, and 
trusted in Providence to provide for the sick.” Ronaparte 
is credited with tke profane saying, that ‘Providence is 
with fhe side having the heaviest artillery,’”’ and the great 
Puritan Captain is said to haye udyised his men to “trust in 
Providence and keep your powder dry.” While I “‘go back 
on” Napoleou most emphatically, Lindorse the gist of ‘good 
old Oliver's” remarks. It is useless to trust in Providence if 
we wilfully neglect to do our part. Now my part would be 
to get anew gun, and if the artillery were a little heavier 
than my present ordnance all the better, Thouh the fire 
arm I am using ‘‘excels all others for close hard shooting,” 1 
am not happy. Aman can't do good shooting with 4 gun 
between the breech and barrel of which » common envelope 
can be inserted. Don’t think I am lying about the envelope 
cither, for | have just picked up the one in which I intend 
to send this communication, and slipping it in without open- 
ing the breech, | have driven the plunger through it. The 
skeptic will tind it in the waste basket of Forms? AND 
STREAM and fet some practice in hunting at the same time, 
But to return to my story. 

On our way home we flushed a woodcock, and marked 
him down in a strip of alders, which we worked carefiilly 
and repeatedly, with 4 good dog, but failed to find our game. 
Then we took our way slowly liome. Ang tbat day's shoot- 
ing did me good. It drew my mind away from the scenes 
upon which it was too liable to dwell morbidly, to those that 
were enacted years ago on the same ground I passed oyer 
that day— for after all old things are the best.” It half be- 
guiled me of my cares;” but I cannot say “‘it soothed me 
into smiles,” bibulous, or otherwise. And so ends a yery 
minute, ind strictly truthful aecount of my first bunt this 
year, if you don’t believe me ‘ask John” or rather Fred. 

L. I, Frown. 

LONGEVITY OF SPORTSMEN. 

{OME references haye been lately made in the public press 
} to the above subject, and tou Mr, Horatio Ross haying 
shot his stag on several birthdays after completing his 80th 
year, It has heen a custom of mine, perhaps through carly 
education in very different branches of knowledge, to note 
the effects of genuine field sports upon their followers. Ac- 
cepling the undeniable fact that genuine sportsmen are, in 
all my experience, peculiarly humane to interior animals (it 
is your ignorant citizen, und, above all, your citizeness, who 
drives a horse to death), nothing las appeared to me more 
certain, during observation extending now to exactly half a 
century, being since T first entered on business in 1883, than 
that this humanity, by some reflex influence, operates bene- 
ficially upon themselves. It may be that they come to acquire 
sorae peculiar knowledge of hygienic laws as applied to man- 
kind, who until recently were supposed to be superior tu 
them. Hence our black plagues, our jail fevers. and our 
still Gxisting epidemics. W hatsoeyer is the cause, the longe- 
vity of sportsmen—l mean those who have come within my 
ow scope—shooters and anglers, is most remarkable, It is 
not wlone that they live, but that they preserve their faculties 
until nearly the closing scene. Not with them the veteran 
lags superfinous on the stage. 
The most indefatigable angler 1 eyer knew, and aiso the 

most expert, watthe famous Capt. Murray, who successfully 
wielded his rod on the river Eschaig until bis nintieth year. 
The swift-running streams of the north are supposed, not 
Without reason, to clarity the air over their banks, and so 
tend to the great longevity of Scottish anglers. In my own 
experience comes an angler who, to un extent certainly not 
to be praised, seems to haye afforded a living proof of what 
Siz James Paget has lately advanced—that our sporting: pro- 
clivities are the hereditary results of the habits and means 
of subsistence of our teniote ancestors, This 1 have long 
promulgated in my more lasting works on shooting and 
kiudved sports. The friend to whom I refer had inherited 
to a remarkable degree, and therefore carried his love of 
field sports to what may be termed a culpable extreme. As 
Edie Ochiltree, in “The Antiquary,”’ would not give up 
his Sauntering life among the bonnie Scotch hills and dales 
lor permanent comfort, so my friend sacrificed the great 
commercial success within his casy grasp fur the love of the 
chase in every form. So his physical powers became appar- 
ently incapable of fatigue or injury, At seventy years of 
ige he had an accident, attended by such extraordinary 
hodily injuries that if J were to describe them medical men 
would denounce me for untruth, At seventy-three years he 
was himself again, and he followed the foxhounds as betore, 
on foot, until nigh 100 years of age, dying not long ago at 
exactly the age of 100 years and two months. This was not 
a man living in 4 pure, bracing district, He lived in Glas- 
gow, @ cily nof Jooked upon as peculiarly salubrious, and 
his OXcursions were around the neighborhvod, never extend- 
ing less than twenty miles a day, except on Sundays. If I 
were to revord Ins convivialism I should bring down a 
swarm of hornets on my head. Ii was as extreme as his 
primitive love of the chase. His case is pure muscle and 
physical power versus modern intellectualism, T pretend to 
norecision; I only record, 

Mr. Horatio Ross's case is ah exceptional one. Among 
my numerous friends I may select one, a “merchant prince,” 
the sepior and actiye partner of oné of the greatest British 

firms, whose operations ramify into eyery portion of the 
globe. Ican vouch for the fact that one of their recent | 
operations was on sucha scale as must, through precedent, 
affect most benctically the food supply of Great Britain from 
our own colonies, amounting to, in one transaction alone, a 
yery appreciable percentage of the imports of wheat from 
the United States for a whole year. This revered friend, a 
main of muscular deyelopment, slight in form and graceful 
in motion, conducting a vast business, finds his recuperation 
in shooting. Wearing on to his 90th year, for a number of 
seasons past he has made it a practice, shooting over dogs 
in the old othodox manner and without any assistance, to 
killas many brace of grouse to his own gun on each suc- 
ceeding 12th of August as he has numbered years of lite. I 
pretend to no deductions, or at least to promulgate them. 
Such facts may be worthy of consideration by more learned 
men thin, yours most respecttully—J. D. Dougall, in Lan- 
don. Times, ? 

THE OLD SETTLERS. 

\ PAMPHLET has been published by Mr. H, C. Sede- 
£ wick, of Dansville, N. Y., giving some very enter- 
taining reminiscences of the early days of that town. We 
are told that one of the early settlers, Mr. MeCuy, and his 
neighbors purchased meat from the Indians at a stipulated 
price, the rate of exchange hemg fixed by Mrs. McCoy, 
which was—two pumpkins, six turnips, or two quarts of 
corn meal, for a hind quarter of yenison, This was satisfac- 
tory, and, as Mr. McCurdy says, was a legal tender through- 
out the valley, True, it nrust cost more time and trouble to 
Kill a deer at some times than at others, but it also cost more 
to grow pumpkins and turnips some years than it did others, 
which balanced if exactly; if sometimes a smaller denomi- 
hation of currency was required, who does not perceive that 
a pumpkin could be cut into parts, or a turnip sliced into 
small pieces for eyery purpose of chanze. Rattlesnakes were 
so plenty that we killed from four to six daily. These 
snakes and whip-poor-wills flourish in the same soil and 
timber alike, und. Mr, M. thinks that they will not be found 
on souls unfriendly to wheat; his brother haying purchased 
a farm in Burns sold it for the above reason. 

The yalley about Dansville had been a favorite abode of 
the Indians, They were entirely friendly, coming here to 
hunt and taking great nunibers of deer which at that period 
were abundant here. 

Dansville’s first watch and clock repairer, Robert Teas- 
dale, was a great fox hunter. The citizens often heard the 
inspiring bugle blast of his famous hound Music while 
running deer or foxes on his #vn account all oyer the length 
and breadth of the ‘Monuting,” making the forest ring with 
echoes loud and clear, mellow as a French horn, again lower 
like a Hute, finally dying away in the distance to noth- 
ing. A queer whim of this dog was that he would neyer 
cross a certain bound on the north, even though the game 
was only a few rods-over the line. 

Forty years ago, says Mr. Sedgwick, Mill Creek was a 
large, clear and rapid stream, averaging a depth of 24 to 3 
feet, abounding in speckled trout. Often have I seen Mr. 
Opp standing on the bridg¢ near his (now Readshaw’s) mill 
catching his basket full of the beauties in a short time; an- 
other good trout hole was at the dam of the lower Bradley 
paper mill, Speaking of Opp’s mill reminds me that it was 
a convenient place for us barefooted cowboys late in the fall, 
on our route to and from the pastures near the Pinnacle, to 
drop in and warm our aching toes and fingers by the office 
fire in the mill while we listened to the amazing stories of the 
frequenters there, 

All good citizens will agree with iné that there was much 
more real hearty enjoyment in the old-fashioned winters than 
Wwe experience in these modern ones, and 1 «lon’t wish any- 
body to dispute it. Winter, old style winter, was regular 
and reliable in its visits, and once set in, a long runofsleigh- 
ingcould be relied upon, and sleigh makers wore happy faces 
because they had no ‘‘old stock’ to carry over; all the 
sleighs, cutlers and puugs came out and with musical jing- 
ling bells coursed merrily o’er the snow. ‘Thiee months win- 
ter was satisfactory to wll, and everybody had a sleigh ride, 
even the old maids as well as the younger ones. Hunters 
passed through on their way to the bunting grounds in Alle- 
gany and Pennsylvania, and loads of yenison were to be 
seen on ourstreets, and townspeople banquetted on venison, 
bear steak, pussy hare and partridges. Deer were abundant 
throughout Western New York, and were yearly to be seen 
in the suburbs of Dansville. 1 give four instances of my own 
observing: first, of seeing one cutting across Esq. Hammond's 
farm; of another one dushing up the north side of the ceme- 
tery, clearing a high rail fence half way up the declivity 
with ease, not checking his gait in the least; another one 
crossed the road at the south line of the cemetery, about ten 
reds from us “cow driver boys,” as much surprised as we 
were, then dashed off into the woods; also when a boy stay- 
ing with grandina at the farmhonse a little this side of the 
Pinnacle, a large buck walked into the yard and looked leis- 
urely in the window, as if wishing for a better acquaint- 
ance, There was a deer runway this side the Pinnacielead- 
ing toa “lick” in the ntighborhood. To wind up the deer 
topic, right here on Main street one day, as Hiram Kuhn was 
standing in Hsq, Day’s back yard, adeer pursued by hounds 
came running up to him for protection, Kuhn caught and 
held him while the pursuing hunters cruelly killed the poor 
creature. 

Solomon Fenstermacher arrived here from Allentown, 
Pa., in 1805, and he, together with Ins brother Isaac, built 
a large share of the earliest frame dwellings in Dansville, ve- 
sides being employed by Col. Rochester to erect buildings in 
the embryo city of Rochester. He also built for himeelf and 
tenants the only three-story building in the county at that 
date, which was nicknamed “‘Solomon’s Temple,” and on ac- 
count of its spacious dimensions was considered a ‘‘wonder” 
in those days. ‘Uncle Solly,” as we called him, was a 
genial man, enjoying a joke with a pleasant laugh that wasa 
Iuxury to hear, and was no inconsiderable sportsman among 
the other “crack shets” of the day with his old Kentucky 
rifle. Many is the time I have seen him retgrning home 
from the hunt Joaded down with partridges, wild pigeons, 
rabbits, etc,, which were abundant is all this region, and be- 
sides did mot require one to tramp any great distance to find 
them. Sitting by his comfortable log fire on winter evyen- 
ings, I delighted to hear him relate stories of carly times and 
early settlers, one of which | remember well cnough to re 
produce here. ; 
A large pack of wolves were in the habit of sweeping 

around the southeast arm of Mount Teasdale on te what is 
now the Conrad Welch farm, where there was # distillery 
near the present farmhouse. ‘‘Unele Solly” anc Jake 
Baumberger, desirous of a little brush with the wolves, 

armed themselves and went tlicre one night to lie in wait for 
the ‘‘varmints."” Late in the night they beard them coming, 
as ustial making a great trampling racket. Gaumberger 
could exactly imitate a wolf how], which he put into practice 
and was immedittely answered by the prowlers, who mis- 
took it tor one oftheir own species. This he repeated at 
three intervals, the wolyes constantly coming ncéarey; how- 
ever on the fonrth howl by Jake they became suspicions and 
suddenly retreated oyer the bill, not venturing into that 
locality again, fur their suspicions once aroused. they were 
too shrewd to be drawn into a death trap. And Jet me bore 
remark that the wolf is just as cunning as the fox or 4 little 
moré 80. The ohjcet was accomplished in scaring the wolves 
away from the neighborhood, which was in fhe direct route 
to where some domestic stock were railpenned in, a little 
further down toward the village, Itis in keeping with this 
narraiion to mention that a worthy uld settler once told me 
that in the yery earliest days of the settlement an Indian 
was killed by wolves near what is the Mountain Dew Brew- 
ry: 
All dwellers in Dansville thirty-five to fifty years azo will 

remember *‘Hover Bob,” as R. G. Day was called. When 
“pigeon time” came he would successfuly share them when 
nll others failed entirely, or got. but a trifling few, He was 
bothered by hawks at times who came round in prey upon 
the pigeons, and once when one of them swooped down and 
took his ‘stool pigeon” he captured him; then, tying to the 
pést & hollow elderwood tube, filled with powder, and atiach 
ing to it # ourning fuse, he let him soar away again, shortly 
enjoying the sweet revenge of sceing Mr. Hawk explode in 
the air, THis fiddle was as dear to him as an only sou would 
be; he could play only one tune—and that to perfection, from 
years’ practice. He was addicted to the enstomary liquor 
habits of those early days, but I take pleasure in saying that 
he reformed, and when I suw him a few years since he was 
not ‘Bob Day” nor ‘Hoyer Bob” any more, but a well- 
dressed gentleman, 

CANVAS-BACK AND “BOB WHITE.” 

ae dneking season on our waters commenced Nov. 2, 
and our sportsmen have had a week of unalloyed 

pleasure and sport, not only on the many small tributaries 
of the Chesapeake Bay, but on the “Flats” of the Susque- 
hanna, this being the principal “sporting groumd” of our 
principal clubs. 

I could not forego the sport of omr_ first day’s shooting, 
and together with W. EB, Buckbee, E, M. Mitchell, F. M. 
Denny, W. H. Linthicum, BE. L. Coulson and W. N. Num- 
sen, alt members of the Baltimore Ducking Club, took the 
cars ou the evening of the 1st inst., and were then first on 
the “Flats.” There were eight or ten steam yachts of clubs 
from New York, Philadelphia and other cities, and about 
thirty sporting yachts from “My Maryland.” The day 
opened with a fierce northwest wind, and proved anything 
but an agreeable one for shooting, yet there were from 3,500 
to 4,000 ducks secured. This is the lowest number killed on 
these flats, first day’s shooting, in a number of yeurs, and 
yet zt was considered good for the weather tll had to contend 
with. 
The largest number was secured by the Ballimore Duck- 

ing Club, which counted -at the close of the day’s sport 160 
canvas-backs, redheads and bay blackheads, with a number 
of baldpates, all of which were in most excellent condition, 
The condition of the ducks arises from the fact that our 
Jaws prescribe q month’s respite after they firsi come to us 
from their Northern retreat. All in wl, the yacht Telen, 
of the Baltimore Ducking Club, had a very Jively and happy 
day of it, notwithstanding the severe blow from the north- 
west she had to encounter. 

The guns used by the sportsmen were 10-bore Scott, Iol- 
lis, and other English as well us American makers. Our 
club used the W. W, Greener 10 and $-bore hammerless new 
patent locks, which we found in every wily superior in the 
hands of our best shots. This days’ shooting was the first 
time the 8-bore Greener hammerless gun was ever nsed by 
us, or any one else on these flats. This gun was imported by 
W. fl. Linthicum, of the Baltimore Ducking Club, expe 
cially for “‘royal blood” shooting on the Susquehanna, Tt is 
full choke, and weighs 154 pounds, carrying a charge of 7 
drams powder, and 202, No, 4 shot, and when wielded in 
the hands of Mr. Frank M, Denny, known as one of the best 
overhead shots in the United Stites, itis no wonder that the 
club to which he gives credit, came off victorious against all 
competitors. The members composing thiselub are all first 
class shots, and so recognized, even by the most envious of 
our competitors. 

Canyas-backs (‘‘royal bloods”), since the cold waye 
struck this rezion, haye made their appearance in almost 
(seemingly) endless numbers, and the prospect is a good one 
for the shooting season. There are no “big-gunners” abroad 
on our waters now, and the wildfowl ure not mercilessly 
slaughtered by merciless men by this means. Since the laws 
were invoked to capture and punish them, aid which was 
done by the legitimate sportsmen, the wiléfow] haye been less 
shy, and good shooting is had on all of the shores along the 
bay. Night shooting with these swivels heretofore has 
done more to destroy and drive away the wildfow! than any- 
thing eise, and it will not be permitted in Maryland waters 
again, as 4 sharp lookout is kept after those who wish to 
break the laws, and if they make their appearance, it will 
be with a considerable price for their detection, gapiure and 
punishment, A. 
Come and see us and have a geod day’s shooting in Janu- 

ary or February, and Iwill let you try tay W. W. Grecner 
patent self-ejector hammerless gun, and tt you do not bring 
down eyery ‘royal blood”-coming within fifty yurds, we 
will have to class you in ‘*C.” Ihave used it for one year, 
and with such success, yebnot only in its mechanical workiup, 
but in ils shooting, that even the trial of it by the editor of 
the Forest aND STREAM woul! uo doubt be more than o 
successful showing in his fayor. Come along, then, and we 
will cause you to be amply repaid for your trip. ‘he law 
prescribes the days for shooting, und hence we expect to 
have good shooting all the season through, us the days of 
respite given the wildfow] will keep them undisturbed on 
thei feeding grounds, More anon, Roran Buioop, 
Bautrmore, Mi., Nov, 17- 

P, §.—1I send you this clipping from the Baltimore 471. 
Tt was written by a nian who hus been there: te: 

Chill November, and the partridge shooting season is in 
its zenith! Hager sportsmen, with dog and gun, are on 
eyer'y outgoing train, and huge bunches of the plumb little 
perdrix: haug in front of every provision store, November is 
the month for shooting. and Virginia or North Curolina are 
the hunting grounds that rank aboye all others, Just at 
this time it may be safely estimated that fiye thousand sports- 

———— 
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men trom the Novtl are seattered over Virginia and the 
eastern shore of Maryland hunting partrrdges and pheasants, 

In November the true sportsman knows that the partridge, 
ur, to call him by his proper name, the Ortyx virginianus, is 
‘it his best asa game bird. Not now is he one of yourfeeble 
fledgling, fluttering before you on a few pin feathers, with 
i, plaintive “peep-peep,” but with a whir like a buzz-saw he 
is up under your dog’s nose aud away, skimming like a 
brown streak over the tops of the stunted undergzrowth— 
gone in an instant. A quick eye, a steady hand, a good gun 
and plenty of practice you must have if you would stop 
“Bob White’ now. No mustard-seed shot, either. Call 
after him loudly with 34 drs. of powder and i} ozs. of No. 7 
shot if you would have him listen to you, 

Virginia wbout the present time is the place to go and find 
him at home with his family that has grown up around him 
during the summer and fall till their breasts puff with fat- 
ness under a wealth of speckled plumage, and their sleck 
brown wings van carry them far out of the reach of the tyro 
before he can cack his gun, The best places to go partridge 
shooting just now lie in the State above mentioned. Along 
the Rappahannock River is a veritable paradise. The Shen- 
naniosh Valley is full of game, and the wooded districts 
along the Bull Run Mountains are promising tracts for sports- 
men, Weatern North Carolina ig to be reached by the 
Virginia Midland Railroud, and the Eastern Shore shooting 
is not to be sneezed at by any means. ¢ 

Ti will cosf a sportsman about $20 to go into Virginia for 
a week’s shooting. He wants about 400 shells, at 90 cents a 
hundred; then he wanis five pounds of good 40-cent powder 
anda bag of No, 7 shot, <A trifle over $8, therefore, com- 
pletes his outfit, barring: all such luxuries as pocket flasks, 
The rest will be spent in car fare and the bed, bacon and 
cabbage he gets at the farmhouse, <A dog, ef course, or a 
pair of them if possible, he must have. Let him look for a 
paper of spilt needles in a haystack if he pleases, but he 
cannot £0 mito a stubble and expect to kick Bob White up 
with the foe of his hoot. And now on the night before the 
sally forth on the first day’s hunt the honest farmer tells you 
that on such and such a day he ‘‘skairt up a mess 9’ them 
quailses in the old ticld acrost the crik.” He also recollects 
“a-hearin’ ‘em whistle in the stubble-field down thar.” Get- 
ting your points from the farmer in a general sort of a way, 
you trust to your knowledge sf ortyxian habit und the noses 
of the old red dog and the Layerack pup that are then howl- 
ing in concert with a bench-legged *ecoon dog at their im- 
promptu kennels. 

Tf (he next morning is a clear and still one, with » dew or 
a frost glistening over the dead ragweed and burdock, get up 
early, Feed your dog the first thing on corn pone and milk. 
Meat temporarily injures the acuteness of their scent, so do 
nol indulge them. Fortify yourself with some good warm 
grub and sally orth, The atv is crisp and cool, and a bright 
sun is dancing over the half-denuded branches of the ouks, 
Skylarks in flocks whirl up in front of your dogs as they 
lupe over the trodden cornstalks. The field lark, with its 
mellow note, also has not forsaken the country, and the prim 
little blue bird shivers out a querulous note from the top of a 
fence stuke, OfF in the distance on every side wells up 
musically the eattle calls of the negroes on the fodder 
wasons, and the responsive lowing of the stecrs shows the 
morning {ved is welcome. Down a little branch through 
the stubble field you go, your dogs quartering back and 
forth from the old overgrown fence on the Jett to the little 
fringe of simnted blackjacke. whose stubborn leaves have \e- 
fused to fall off. 

Suddenly the old dog draws up in his long gallop. He 
makes a round with his nose to the ground and his tail 
fairly describing circles with excitement, There! He 
crouches! His tail grows rigid, and his head, dropped a 
little below the shoulders, poiuts to the birds. The puppy, 
not old enough to back stand, bounds up until the scent 
strikes him, and he, too, is converted into # statue, a little 
awry as to his body and unsteady as to his legs, but staunch 
all the same, Now, if you have trained your dogs to flush, 
bid them “‘hie on.” If you hayen’t as is probably the case. 
walk up gradually and warily, everything in readiness. 
You pass by the dogs, who move a little uneasily. You 
kick a small patch of briers, when whir-r-1+r+—all around 
you—this way and that—whiz! bang! balloo! ‘There, 
steady. Good doy. Bring it here. Put down.” You 
were, as usual, startled by the covey, and you missed your 
first bird at ten yards as clean as a whistle. The second 
hird, off to the left, you plumped your number sevens into 
ut the right distance. Bite his neck and end his agony. 
A full-grown cock it is, with the white clearly marked 
along the side of his herd. Your dog has only gently 
mouthed it, Slip itinto the pocket of your shooting coat, 
and starl aller his ‘bretheren and sisterey,”' who are 
seattered along the fence and in the blackjack thicket. 
Now you want good dogs, They must be careful and 

keen of nose, One birdisup from under that old pile of 
brush, You eut him down and your dog, who springs un- 
bidden to “fetch” it, flushes another, A snap shot knocks 
a handfni of feathers from his back and wing, but he keeps 
ou, «nd is lost in the woods beyond, After awhile you hunt, 
over in that direction and your dog stands. You may then 
pick up a dead bird. It is your ‘‘crippler,” The next 
covey you flush scatters into a stiff swamp, grown up with 
long green brambles, chicken-grape vines and blackberry 
bushes. This is the time your shooting comes in. Snap 
shots every time. Quick they must be, almost fo banging 

away at the whir of wings. A really goed partridge shot 
kills Gight out of ten birdsin this kind of a place every time. 
‘So you go through the forenoon, finding all the birds out on 
the hillsides feeding, away from their roosting plaecs, As 
you come ous of the edge of & moist gYove or skirt alone 4 
drain grown up with bushes a woodcock jumps up. No 
“July cock” now. No flickering flight and impotent twit- 
for. He, too, is in his prime; strong, robust and rosy- 
breasted, You cut his wings as he skirts overthe top of a 
pin-ouk, and when your dog finds him and brings him to you 
he turns out to be fat and heayy. 

But, sh! You halt at noon hy a spring that trickles out of 
some rock, anil draw forth those sandwiches of ‘'salt-rising” 
bread and ““‘home-cuahed” bacon, Unserewing the top of 
your pocket-pistol you shoot these slightly, aud with an 
appetite bred by the sport, and whetted by the perfect con- 
tentment with which you survey your two dozen birds, you 
Tall to tossing a fragment now dnd then to the dignified “doy 
‘nd the more importunate puppy that gaze wistfully at you, 
A iwisted cigurette ov a whitl from that black pipe, and you 
are Off azain, A wind has sprung up, and you know that 
the birds are to be found on the sheltered side of declivities 
or under the lee of accommodating stone fences. You find 
if harder shooting now. A bird going with the wind is like 
8 flash of lightning, and one rising against the wind twists 

argund the trees aud through the bushes, so that he is 4 very 
erratic mark. 
A dozen more in the afternoon completes your bag, and if 

you cave to knock over the ‘ole hyar” that your doz bounces 
out of a brier patch in front of you, take him along. If you 
aspire to be English and ‘‘swell,” you will say when you get 
back that the “sport was faiah; dozen and arf Brace, or so, 
don’t you know.” The chances are, howeyer, that you are 
yery considerably elated with your success, even though it 
is moderate, und after seeing your game put away in a cool 
place you go over your day's sport, muke all your good shots 
again, andrelate all of your mishaps to the farmer over some 
smoking corn bread and fried bacon at the supper table. 
After all, there is no sport that compares with partridge 
shooting to the true hunter. Even to aman who kills only 
one bird out of five the sensation is the same. Rail, plover, 
prairie chickens, grouse, and even ducks fail fo afford the 
sport in connection with their death that little “Bob White” 
does. Humanitarians call it cruel sport, and perhaps it is, 
but there are few men who would nof indulge in it if they 
could, 

NEED OF NATIONAL LEGISLATION. 

Editor Forest und Stream: 
The article which appears on the initial page of the last 

issue of your excellent journal is one that justly merits the 
attention and applause of all right-thinking people, whether 
in the ranks of sportsmen or not. 

It needs not the gift of prophets to discern that a few 
yeurs more of reckless slaughter like thut of the last two de- 
eades must result in the absolute extermination of many of 
the noblest forms of native animal life in this country. But 
deploring or bewailing the ruinous depletion already wrought 
is less to the purpose-than seeking and applying the remedy 
before it shall be forever too Jate, and fhis fact makes such 
efforts as yours eminently valuable. 

The proposition to reach the matter by national legislation 
seems the best if not the only practicable method of salya- 
tion for what is yet left of the large game of the Yellow- 
stone region. which manifestly will soon be the only favor- 
able ground for the purpose in question, 

li is gratifying to know that we have at least one advo- 
cate in the person of the Senator you name, and if we could 
enlist the sympathy of more like him it would be An achieve- 
ment for which posterity woulq infinitely bless us, 

It is true many causes aré operating, and will continue to 
operate, disastrously to the preservation of game, which are 
broad and inevitable from the nature of things, as the rapid 
settling of all available portions of former wild sections, 
railroad extension, improvement in firearms, etc; but the 
cardinal difficulty to be met is undeubtedly the intemperate 
and indiscriminate destruction of game animals at all times 
aud in all conditions. 

The invasion of our choicest:shooting grounds by unseru- 
pulous foreigners is also an evil that should receive prompt 
and effectual treatment atour hands. Many of these fellows 
seem to imagine that once on the plains or in the mountains 
they are free of all restraint and not amenabie to any law, 
moral or civil. 

It is to be hoped that you will receive a measure of encour- 
agemtnt in keeping with the merit of all your efforts im the 
interest of true sportsmen, and succeed in further promoting 
all that tends to make the skillful and prudent use of the 
eun one Of the mantliest of manly recreations. 

W. D. Zomerman. 
NoruIs'town, Pa, 

DUCK SHOOTING BY STEAM POWER. 

pe perusal of an account of a day’s duck shooting in the 
last number of the Forest anp SrreAm suggests a 

contribution in that line, the result of » days “‘outinu’’ on 
the waters adjacent to this city. We were invited, three of 
us, to go out after black ducksin a steam launch. Never 
having had any experience in duck shooting in this cocntry, 
all my shooting having been done on the Pacific coast, I was 
yerdant as tothe style of thing hereabouts and did not Know 
where or how we were going. However, according to 
appointment, we met at the foot of Twenty-third sfreet of a 
lowery threatening morning, about the first of this mouth, 
when I found that ourlaunch was a magnificent steam yacht, 
awaiting us with steam up ready to start, and we were soon 
Aleaming out past Throge’s Neelc into the Sound. 

We ran about an hour and when abreast of Greenwich the 
captain reported ducks on the weather bow. Immediately 
guns were brought on deck, ammunition placed handily, and 
the steamer headed forthem. We had on board as cabin 
boy, an excitable young Frenchman, who seeing the quota 
of preparation, immediately dropping his dishes produced a 
No. 16 shotgun and proceeded to take a hand in the fray on 
his own account. While waiting for the boat to come within 
range, and when about five hundred yards distant Louis, in 
a high state of excitement, blazed away, regardless of uny- 
thing or anybody in vange. His shot struck the water about 
ten feet from the bont, but the report, although not cqual to 
that of any ordinary pop eun, frightened away the game. 
Louis being properly and duly ‘‘cussed” and sat upon, retired 
to the kitchea in disgust and disgrace. 

Soon another flock was reported on the port bow, und 
again we headed for them. The fowl were wild and the 
shots long enongh to stram any gun. Finally, after a fusi- 
lade of two hours, a cripple was reported, and around and 
around we went after that poor duck, We chased him miles, 
bat finally, with a dozen more setthnog shots and a scoop net, 
the game was brought on deck. Ilooked at the duck curi- 
onsly and wonderingly, making a mental calculation how 
many pounds of lead he would pan out if smelted. 1 said, 
“Ts this what you calla black duck?” THe looked to me 
wonderfully like an old coot, at least that is what we call 
them in Oalifornia, and if any one ever conceived the idea 
of shootiug them you conld load a boat with them in an 
hour; in fact, the Bay of San Franciseo is so covered with 
them that they scarcely get out of the way of the ferryboats, 
and as for cating them, not even a Frenchman, who is sup- 
posed to eat anything, ever does that. 
We had on board a gun sent down by the owner of the 
acht, u long, heavy No. 4 caliber, and cartridges that 
ooked more formidable than those for a Gatling gun. Some 
one proposed, inasmuch as the birds were wild, that we 
should try the long-range No. 4 on them, I[t was brought 
out, but no one seemed anxions to start in on it. Finally 
one of the party volunteered to try it, and did soon the 
next duck he saw. It was like the report of a 6-paunder. 
The yenturesome youth staggered back and turued a little 
pale, but declared it did not kick anything to speak of, and 
so induced the next fellow to try it. ie smothered his 
agony, and finally all were induced to try that gun, and con- 

sequently there were three fellows next day with shoulders 
black and blue; and Jamearms? Well, I should say so. 

Tater in the afternoon another bird was reported down, 
anc it took nbonf half a ton of coal and twenty or thitty 
shots to secure him. By this time if began to be darkish, and 
we steered for home, Ayrivine at our dock too Jate for din- 
ner ashore, we concluded to dine, sleep aboard and resume 
operations again next day. We lida glorious dinner, and 
after a delicious smoke dozed off to sleep and slept the sleep 
of the sportsman. 
The next morning after breakfast we started ont again, 

this time with recruited ranks, the owner coming on hoard 
with a party of friends. We steamed ont into the Sound, 
but it was blowing fresh, and the motion was too much for 
the party generally, two or three only of us beiny unaffected, 
The steamer was headed back and down through the Kills 
and so around through the inside hayigation of the Jersey 
shore, but not a duck did we see, too much petroleum down 
that way for x fowl spelled with a ‘‘w,” although foul 
enough venerally. 

We returned to the dock and landed. The two carcasses 
of the defunct coots were lying in state on the forward 
bitts,”’ and Louis, the French boy, was made happy by the 
donation thereof, 

I have shot ducks in Texas, California and the West; been 
out a great many times during the last twenfy years, but I 
never went forth to slaughter before in a $30,000 steam 
yacht, with French cooks, and on a diet of peté de fate gras 
and Cliquot. 
the two days’ shooting, and herewith give it to you: 

Wages of steamer’s crew twO UAYS......--cs seen pers eee $50 
Four ton; of coal__-..-.. pee te 25 
Ons case champagne, 
One box Cigars... .... 
Cook’s department. ..., 
Three hundred rounds of ammunition... : e 
Carriages to and from dock 

Here we have a grand total of $185 as the expense of the 
two days’ shooting, divided by results, two old coots, giving 
the cost of same #s $92.50 each, the highest probably on 
record. I donot pretend fo be familiar with the mode and 
manner of duck shooting in this part of the country, this be- 
ing my first experience. All 1 can say is, that it seems fo be 
rather an expensive pastime, and [ don’t think the ordinary 
state of tinances will enable me fo return the civility in this 
style, for which am truly sorry, for the thing was done up 
tight royally, our bost' being a prince of a fellow, but if he 
eyer strikes the Pacific Coast we will veturn the favor to the 
best of our ability. We won't promise him quite so much in 
the way of luxuries, but we will try to ‘‘see” those two coots 
and go him a few canyas-backs and mallards better, 

PoDGERS. 
Niw Yor, Noy. 19. 

OUR DETROIT LETTER. 

Wane sitting in our office yesterday I noticed an elderly 
man come into the store and make some inquiries 

about garments often worn by sportsmen. [Me was about 
three score years of age, of spare, but sinewy frame; his 
hair and small beard were well silvered with gray; the ex- 
pression of his sharply cul features was kind and benevolent, 
but decided and firm withal, while his clear gray eyes pro- 
claimed him. to be a man whom it would be safe fo ‘tie to.” 
That man is a.decr hunter sure, I said to myself, and a good 
rifle shot asavell. And so if, proved, or, rather, he told me 
that he had just returned from the north and was en route 
for his home at Painesville, O,, and that he had, with a few 
others, been still-hunting at Black Lake, backof Cheboygan. 
As to being a goo shot with the rifle, he did not say; how- 
eyer, without knowing, Tl youch for his skill, His quiet 
syords betrayed a keen love for deer hunting. [is prefer- 
ence was a still-hunt, but he recoynized the rights of others 
to use hounds, if allowed by law; and if the deer were shot 
on the runways with rifles, he said it was surely a sports- 
manlike way of hunting, : 

(should liked to have had a party of Chicago sportsmen, 
who were camped near our friend at Black Lake, hear his 
few words in reference to their manunor of hunting. Hesaid; 
“A party of gentlemen from Chicago were camped near us. 
They were supplicd with wines; beer, servants, anda perfect 
arsenal of weapons. They hired three hunters to take dogs 
out and drive the deer to the lake, while these Chicago ‘hun- 
ters kept watch upon the beach, where two light boats were 
in readiness. As soun us 4 deer took to water, then these 
Chicago gentlemen were rowed out by servants to shoot the 
game, By the way, isn’t it illegal in your State to kili deer 
in the water? These gentlemen were waxing fat from good 
living and luck of work. It’s a pity they could not experi- 
ence the solid satisfaction of packing a buck, lalledwna still- 
hunt, several miles to camp, with no paid hunters nor ser- 
yunts to assist.” I should liketohaye a hunt with the Paines- 
ville gentleman, Should this meet his eye, will he please 
mark me down and come and see me when he next visits 
this city. 

Does any one want good quail shooting? Call, then, on 
0. G. Jewett, of Howell, Mich He is well known as a 
man of veracity as well as a splendid shot. He telephoned 
in to-day on a matter of business, I asked how the quail 
shooting was out there. “Lots of quails,” he replied; “two 
thousand to the quarter acre all around here, but Messrs. 
Long and Field, from Detroit, were ont Saturday and only 
got forty, it was too windy. Good bye.” 
Duck shooting on the marshes is about finished. The 

severe storms préyailing during the past week have caused 
very low water in the Iiake Erie murshes, while the cold 
snap las frozen it solid. Should we haye soon some mild 
weather with high water there may he some more good 
shooting, but otherwise we must look to the rivers and air 
holes, On the whole, duck shooting this season has been 
excellent, 

Not much field shooting has Ween done the past week on 
account of eontinued storms. There ought to be some fine 
bags made on thé first pleasant day Deira. 
Deraorr, Mich,, Noy. 17, 

He Wants to Sun 4 Bowanza.—Valcour, N. $., Nov. 
1),—Lditey Forest aiul Stren: Please inform your readers 
we have here, at ihe mouth of Ausable River, one of the best 
duck aud vonse grounds on the Jake and not much shooting: 
iadone. [ Lave hud for the last tive nights a flock of 200 or 
more wild gecse within twenty-tive yards of my blind, and 
ducks innumerable. Twill give a good shet the best sliow 
for the season, for pay. | have been the past three weeks 
working up the tiock by live decoys and feeding them, and 
allow no bunters to molest,—D, R, Byram. 

Just for curiosity I fizured up the expense of: 
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A Kansas Smpe-Hoyv.—The third annual side-hunt of 
the Winfield. Kan,, Sportsmen’s Club was held Noy, 1. The 
fame counted as follows: Antelope 1,000, beaver 200, hit- 
tern 30, crow 25, crane 100, curlew 10, deer 1,000, wild duck 
10, eagle 500, wild goose 100, hawk 100, heron 50, loon 100, 
mink 300, muskrat 50, mud-hen 10, otter 500, opossum 50), 
ow1100, plover 25, panther 1,000, prairie chicken 65, pelican 
100, prairie dog 40, quail 20, raccoon 50, jack rabbit 100, 
small rabbit 65, snipe 20, ground squirrel 10, fox squirrel 40, 
gray squirrel 50, black squirrel 100, prairie squirrel 20, 
skunk 50, swan 400, wild turkey 300, woodcock 100, wolf 
1,000, wildcat 500, The following is the full score of Vance's 
side: Jus. Vance, captain; 2 chickens, 22 quail, 9 rabbits, 
2 hawks, 1 owl, 1 crow, 1 fox squirrel. Total 1520. F. 
Clark; 11 quail, 3 ducks, 3 rabbits, 2hawks, 47 crows—1,- 
910. J.S. Hunt; 23 rabbits, 3 hawks, 2 quail—t,835, IK. 
McClung; 14 rabbits, 2 quail, 2 ducks, 1 awl—1,1380. J. 
Cochran 16 quail, 23 rabbits, 1 squirrel-—1,855. W. P. Beau- 
mont; 12 ducks, 2 opossums, 3 hawks, 2 rabbits—1,010. FP. 
Lockwood;1 jackrabbit, lvabbit, 5 quail, 1 chicken, 1 duck— 
870. A.T. Spotswood; 7 quail, 1 rabbit—205. Geo. Ordway ;8 
squirrels, 1 hawk, 1 rabbit, 2 quail—52), A. 5. Davis; 14 
rabbits, 10 quail, 1 crow—1,135. Total score of Vance's 
side, ten men hunting—11,495, On the other side the score 
was as follows: Jas. McLain, captain; 1 duck, 18 rabbits, 
1 crow, 1 hawk, 11 quail—1,230. J. N. Harter; 4 hawks, 
1 mud-hen, 16 ducks, 2 crows, 1 snipe—1,120. OC. C. Black; 
7 rabbits, 4 squirrels, 5 quail—715. G, W. Prater; 1 jack 
rabbit, 8 rabbits, 1 skunk, 10 quail, 1 hawk—970. F. Whit- 
ing; 12 rabbits, 3 squirrels, 1 crane, 1 hawk, 3 quail—1,245. 
E, Meech; 1 mink, 1 skunk, 1 jack rabbit, 31 rabbits, 3 
nawks, 21 quail, 1 duck, 3 chickens—3,420, E. 8. Torrence, 
13 rabbits, 1 quail—865. Wilson Poster; 1 chicken, 1 duck, 
29 crows, 1 muskrat, 7 quail, 1 hawk, 4 rabbits—1,385. 
Total score of McLain’s side, eight men hunting—10,945. 
This result gave the victory to Capt. Vance’s side. Hazra 
Meech won the gold medal, and A. T. Spotswood was the 
“happy recipient” of the tin medal for the lowest score. The 
total amount of game killed by both sides sums up as fol- 
Jows: 179 small rabbits, 3 jack rabbits, 135 quail, 21 hawks, 
81 crows, 1 mink, 2skunks, 37 ducks, 1 mud-hen, 1 snipe, 
1 muskrat, 2 opossums, 17 squirrels, 1 crane, 7 prairie chick 
ens and 2 owls. 1t will be seen, says the Winfield Telegram, 
that the club is a benefit to the farmers in putting rabbits, 
hawks, ete., out of the way. The count on quail is pur- 
posely put down to 20, and rabbits up to 65, as an induce- 
ment for the members to hunt rabbits in preference. Those 
members of the club who are farmers, as a general thing 
hunted on their own land, or in the vicinity; but the rest 
were under obligations to various farmers for the privilege 
of hunting on their farms, and we are requested to take this 
method of returning the thanks of one and all of the mem- 
bers for the varivus courtesies extended to them, The an- 
nual supper was had at the Brettun on Saturday evening. 
A challenge was made by Capt. McLain, and accepted by 
Capt. Vance, to hunt the same side over again, for the oys- 
ters. The next hunt to take place Thursday, the 22d of 
{his month, upon Lhe same terms as the annual bunt, except 

that parties must bring in all game instead of only heads. 

SHootine Grounps For BostonrAns.—Boston, Mass.— 
Sonth Plymouth, or Manomet, is situated eight miles south 
from the old town of Plymouth, reached by the 0.C.R.R., 
from Boston yie Abington, or Duxbury. For those who 
like sea fow] shooting I do not think that a better or cheaper 
place can be found along our coast. The shooting begins 
about the middle or end of September and lasts along into 
November, according to the severity of the weather, Very 
fair quail and partridge shooting can be had there also. 
Parties goiny for the latter should take dogs along with them 
as itis afarming country and few dogs that are good for 
anything can be obtained. Good accommodations can be 
found at Mr. Clark-Holmes's, who lives on the point, and 
who keeps a number of boats for gunners’ use; or at the 
Manomet House, kept by Mr, W. ©. Arms. Persons who do 
not like to get up before daylight to go off to secure their 
berths for shooting can have them secured and go when 
they please. Plymouth is the terminus of the Old Colony 
R. R,, and parties going down in the forenoon or first train 
in the afternoon can find a conveyance for the place any 
day, or by writing to either of the above gentleman. A 
carriage will be found waiting at the depot. Further par- 
tienlars-regarding board or railroad time, or fare, from Bos- 
fon, caz be bad by addressing the above gentlemen, I bope 
that this may not be too late to be of benefit to some of your 
readers. 

Inurnors.—Shawnertown, Noy. 11.—The Rod and Gun 
@lub of Shawneetown, Ill., went into camp at Big Opening, 
on Monday morning last, for a week’s sport. Hon. R. W. 
Townshend, M. M. Pool, Col. Wash. Calicott, John Winston, 
Major Blucford Wilson and Ed. Reordon constituted the 
vanguard, Hd. Eberwein being in charge of the quarter- 
master’s department and commissariat, other members and 
ucsts will take occasion to drop into camp during the week. 
he appearance of the wagon train indicated that all the 

comforts and pleasures of camp life were to be enjoyed, and 
the cool, crisp utmosphere gives promise of goou shooting. 
The duck shooting in the Ohio Valley is just commencing, 
Quail are very plentiful, and the sportsmen are enjoying the 
beautiful fall weather and bringing in some very nice bags. 
Dr. Fais and Al Lowe take the lead. Woodcock through 
this section are scarce, and once in awhile a pheasant is seen. 
Wild turkey are to be found in considerable numbers in the 
bottoms, while a deer can yet be found at no great distance 
from town.—T. 

CenTRAu Lage, Mich., Nov, 12.—First tracking snow to- 
day; bunters out in foree. A number of deer haye been 
killed within a few miles of this place this season. Fur 
hunters reasonably successful, mostly with muskrats, how- 
ever. Joe Minnie didn't get any ‘‘herrings,”’ They were 
few in number. Ido not look for a second visit from them 
this season, though last year they appeared a little later than 
this, If they come I will let you know. Ducks plenty but 
wild—keep the open water. Eighteen inches of snow at 
Charlevoix, eight inches at Central Lake, and Round Lake 
freezing up. ‘The Queen makes her last trip on Torch Lake 
to-morrow.—KELPIE, 

Sanpusky Bay.—Cleveland, O., Nov. 9.—Our shooting 
seuson at Weaver's Point willsoon be over, The canyas- 
back, redhead and mallard shooting has been most remark- 
ably good, In one day Judge E. B. Sadler, with only nly 
punter, Billy Pierson, to gather up the dead and wounded, 
killed one hundred and four ducks, ninety-five of which 
wore grand old cunvas-backs —X, 

_ Payine THE Fippter.—Havre de Grace, Noy. 18.—Dur- 
ing the past week Justice Adams made the disposition of the 
first batch of cases for violation of the ducking laws. The 
arrests were all made the first day or two of the season, and 
all the parties were charged with breaking that part, of the 
law which prohibits shooting of ducks on gunning days 
before three o’clock in the morning. Juno, Barto] and Jno. 
Poplar, both of this place, were acquitted, there being no 
evidence to identify them as the offenders. ‘The case of 
Chas. B. Moore and George Chamberlain, also of Hayre de 
Grace, are to be tried, the first on Tuesday next, and the 
other on Saturday, George R. Caryer, of this place, after 
his case had been several times postponed, was fined $25 and 
costs yesterday by Justice Adams, who tries all offenders 
against the ducking laws. LL. A. Skinner, of Talbot county. 
was fined $25 and costs at thesametime. Madison Mitchell, 
of Baltimore, was found guilty, but appealed to court. 
Tenry J, Poplar, having business in the South, gave hail 
for his appearance Jan. 31. 

PENNSYLYANIA,—Meadville, Noy. 8.—Friday last was a 
great day for duck hunting at Conneaut Lake. A large num- 
ber of local sportsmen were on hand besides many hunters 
from different places in this yicinity. Long before sunrise 
the sound of the shotgun was heard, and the cannonading 
was kept up throughout the greater portion of the day. One 
party from here comprised the following gentlemen, all well- 
known sportsmen; T, A. Delamater, O, E, Richmond, Y. 
M, Delamater and Frank Shryock. They banged away to 
excellent effect, slaughtering 214 ducks during the day. Dr. 
Elliott and party 83, and Mr, Portcr and party 75. Over 500 
of the birds were brought to Meadville on the 7 o’clock train 
Jast evening, and careful estimates place the number of ducks 
killed at the lake yesterday as one thousand, At one time 28 
boats were on the lake. 

PLUNDER FROM ARKANSAS.—OCharleston, Ill, Noy. 16.— 
‘Yesterday five of our citizens, Capt. William A. Jeffries, 
James Skidmore, Jonathan Lee, Richard Curd and Joel 
Hutchason, returned home from Green county, Ark,, where 
they had been since the 30th ult. hunting. They brought 
home seyen deer—the turkeys, squirrels and ducks were too 
numerous to mention. They reported quail and pheasants 
(rufted grouse) scarce. Capt. Jeffries killed four deer and 
Richard Curd two. They are sportsmen hard to beat.—Fox 
SquiRren. 

A Woopcock ty Bosrox,—Boston, Mass., Noy. 15.—I 
picked up a large woodcock at the corner of Dartmouth and 
Boylston streets on Tuesday. We haye been having very 
heavy winds, and it was evidently blown against the telegraph 
wires and killed. A gentleman told me that he found a 
pancolper a few weeks ago, killed in the same way.— 

Moscow, Ohio, Noy. 17.—The hunting season has just 
fairly opened here, but the farmers object to hunting on their 
places, caused by their stock being injured by some careless 
ones. Quail are plentiful and rabbits too numerous to men- 
tion, Some hunters from Cincinnati made large bags here 
last week.—G. G, J. 

Bioomine Groye Park.—Messrs, Fayette $, Giles, P. M. 
Wilson and John Avery returned from Blooming Grove 
Park, Pike county, Pa., on Monday, 19thinst. They,brought 
down two bucks and one doe, killed on the Park lands. 
Weights, 170 pounds, 125 pounds and 120 pounds, dressed. 

Ay 

ConngcricurT,—Canaan, Noy. 14.—Local hunnters report 
game quite plenty this fall, Go to Hotchkissville for foxes, 

Syow Gmesr.—aA large flock of snow geese is reported from 
Delaware Bay, below Bombay Hook. 

Camp Sire Hlicherings. 

“That reminds me.” 

HB story in ‘“Camp-Fire Flickerings” of Nov. 1 reminds 
me of 4 severe case of ‘‘buck ague.”” Five years ago a 

friend and myself put up at a farmlouse on the banks of 
the classic Jeems. While awaiting breakfast we took a 
stroll through a bottom field, where | expected nothing but 
quail. What was my surprise to see a large turkey, my first, 
about sixty yards distant. Ibad a muzzle-loader with No. 8 
shot for quail; but shoot I must, and down dropped the 
turkey. I got oyer the fence, and when about half way up 
he jumped, and was ont of sight before L1ecovered from my 
surprise. After breakfast I carefully loaded one barrel with 
buckshot to be held inreserve. We had some good sport on 
squirrels, and concluded to cross fhe river and hunt the bot- 
tom ou the other side, It was Thanksgiving day and very 
cold, but we took off our boots, rolled up our pants, and 
started over. When midway of the stream, which was one 
hundred and fifty yards wide, I looked ahead, and on top of 
the hank saw a very large deer, and coming down the bank 
a half-grown fawn, .We stopped to wateh; the young one 
discovered us just as its nose touched the water. After a 
moment’s deliberation it turned tail and both disappeared, 
Not until then did it enter my head that I hada gun and 
one barrel Joaded with buck shot. But Idonot think I could 
be cuught so again. R. 
SPRINGFIELD, Missouri. 

The night birds are usually not alarmed by the ‘‘flicker- 
ings” of our camp-fire, but the effulgence of that electric light 
which not long ago flashed out in this column has had a most 
remarkable effect. The bats haye squeaked and the owls 
hooted. One dazzled critic, who appears to have swallowed 
the story, electric jack, mule, electrician and all, has uttered 
from his perch amid the withered branches of a demi-sporting 
publication, a most doleful whoop. Meanwhile, ‘Thorough 
Sportsman” is snickering in his sleeye at the gullibility of 
mankind in general and some sportsmen in particular. 

Two sportsmen fire at the same bird which falls heavily, 
having received both charges. Tom to Jack: ‘That bird 
came down much heavier than he ought, seeing that a 
pair-a-shoot brought him.” 
An instance of taking 

into a flock of teal head on to the shooter. 
Boston, Mass. 

things as they come—Both barrels 
ReEIGNOLDS. 

Zlew Publications. 

“SPORT WITH GUN AND ROD.” 

ho GPoRT with Gun and Rod” is by far the most beautiful book of 
its kind that we haye ever seen, 

As has already been remarked in a pLevious notice it cousists in the 
main of the yarious articles on shooting and fishing which have within 

the past few years appeared in the Century Magazine, but, to make 

it more nearly complete, a number of other chapters haye heen 

added to these, and now appear for the first time, It is edited by 
Professor Alfred M. Mayer, who has also contributed a number of 

articles containing a great deal of valuable materis), which, to many 

of the readers of the book, will be éntirely new. The volume is pro- 

fusely Wlustrated, and by the best artistic talentof America. Tisnine 

hundred pages treat more or less fully of almost all the principal 

game mammals, birds, and fishes of this continent, and in most 

instances the articles ara from the pens of men who are thoroughly 
familiar with their subjects. Occasionally, it is true, we see unmis- 

takable evidence that the tyro has tried his hand at hunting, and then 

has nalyely given the public the henefit of bis experience, but as a 

whole the work is as well don¢ asis possible in a hook of this kind. 
The volume is not, nor does it tlaim to he, an encyclopedia of Ameri- 

can field sports, butit is aseries of charming papers upon the sub- 

ject, most of which are well written, and so far as they £0, truthful 
and accurate pictures of one phase or another of out-door life. 

Nearly all the names in the list of authors are familiar to our readers, 

who have at one time or another enjoyed in these columns contribu- 
tions from the same pens. 

The book is divided into four departments, which have to do re- 

spectively with Large Game, Wish, Heathered Game and Out of Doors. 

Tn the tirst of these are Chapters of: “The Prehistoric Hunter,” by 

Alfred M. Mayer; “The Black Bear,’ by Charles C. Ward; ‘Bear 

Hunting in the South,’ by James Gordon; “Pox Hunting in New 

England,” by Rowland E, Robinson; “A Buffalo Huntin Northern 

Mexico,” by Lew Wallace; “The North American Cervidw,” by 

George Bird Grinnell; **Moose Hunting,’ by Charles 0. Ward; ‘Moose 

Hunting in Canada,” by the Earl of Dunraven; Caribou Hunting," 

by Charles C, Ward: ‘Deer Hunting on the Au Sable,” by W. Mackay 
Lattan; “Hunting the Mule Deer in Colorado,”' by J. Harrison Mills; 

*The Wild Sheep of the Sierras,’ by John Muir; “The Antelope,” by 

George Bird Grinnell. and “A Musk Ox Hunt," by Frederic 
Schwatka. Under the title Fish aré “The Prehistoric Fish Hook,” by 
Barnet Phillips; “Trout Fishing in the Rangeley Lakes,” by Edward 

Seymour; “Black Bass Fishing,” by James A. Henshall; “In the 

Haunts of Bream and Bass" (poem), by Matirice Thompson; ‘Salmon 
Fishing,” by A. G. Wilkinson; “Striped Bass,” by Francis Endicott; 

“Porpoise Shooting,” by Charles C. Ward; *'The Michigan Grayling,” 

by Thaddeus Norris: ‘Sea Trout Wishing,’ by A. R. Macdonough; 

‘The Haleyon in Canada,’ by John Burroughs; ‘‘Among the Thous- 

and Islands," by Howard Pyle; “The Split-Bamhoo Red," by William 

Mitehell and Lawrence D. Alexander; *“On the Invention of the Reel,"" 

by Alfred M. Mayer, and ‘‘Relation between the Weight and Length of 

Brook Treut,”’ by Wm, Hodgson Ellis. Under the head of Feathered 
Game are chapters on Some American Sporting Dogs,' by William 

M. Tileston: *'North American Grouse,"’ by Charles 5, Whitehead; 

“Bob White, the Game Bird of America,” by Alfred M. Mayer; ‘The 
American Woodcouk,” by Gkorge Bird Grinnell; “Snips Shooting,’ 

by George Bird Grinnell; ‘Field Sports in Minnesota,” by Charles A. 

Zimmerman: ‘Canvas Back and Terrapin,’ by W. Mackay Laffan; 

“A Day With the Rails,” by Alfred M. Mayer; “Wild Turkey Shoot- 
ing." by James Gordon (this paper is not meutioned in the table of 

contents); “The Shotgun," by Alfred M, Mayer. The concluding de- 

partment of the book contains 4 number of miscellaneois sketches 
on out of door topics, They are: ‘Camps and Trumps about Ktaadn,™ 

by Arbor Ilex; “How T Killed a Rear,’ by Charles Dudley Warner; 
“A Tight with a Trout,” by Charles Dudley Warner; **How to Mount 

a Bird,” by Frederic A. Lucas; ‘‘Bow Shooting,” by Maurice Thomp- 
son, and The Blow Gun,’* by Alfred M. Mayer. 

This enumeration of chapters will serve to indicate how wide is the 
range of subjects which the book vovers. 

Tt must be understood that “Sport with Gun and Rod” will be sub- 

jected to sharp criticism. Its readers will be men who are experts, 
Every sportsman has some game cr fish in the pursuit of which he is 
particularly suveessful, and on whose habits he isan anthority, and 

readers of this class will not fai] to see ovcasional errors of | one kind 
and another in the book. There ars yery many who would wish that 
such a volume should contain full accounts of fhe habits of all our 

forms of game and fish, because the more intimate one’s knowledge 
of the habits of the object of his pursuit, the greater the probability 

of his suczess. To haye produced such a work as this, however, 
would hayes been to invreaseits size beyond all bounds, and would 
have made it so costly as to be out of the reavh of very many people 
of moderate means. At the same time ib must be acknowledged that 
some of the sketches are now altogether too short to be satisfactory. 

The first point on which tic book is likely to be criticized isits arrange 
ment. Thesubjects succeed each other in 4 miunner which is bighly 
unnatural, and has nothing to recommend it, If it hai not been for the 
division of the work under sub-headings, a judlitious mingling of the 

sketches. an entire absence of order or alrangement, woulll have 

been well enough, and perhaps even to be expected; but when an ar- 

rangement was attempted, itshould haye been made for s0me reason, 
and should have had some features to commend ifself to the judg- 
ment, A naiural order would haye been Larze Gume, Feathered 

Game, Fish, Aids to Sport, including dog, gun, rod, reel, ish-look, 
blow-zun, ete., or this order might have been teyersed. But even the 

arrangement here adopted fs not carried out, for we find in the depart- 
ment devoted to Fish, a chapter on *Porpoise S)iooting,’’ which is 
thus strangely misplaced. It is scarcely necessary to say that the 
porpoise is not a fish, but a mammal, ard, while it can searcely ba 

called game, the article devoted to its capture. if it was to find a place 

in the book, should have been the last chapter or that portion of the 

yolume devoted to large game. 
Ag might be imagined from what we hays already said, the merit 

and style of the articles varies greatly. There are some Full of in- 
formation of a practical kind, others which abound in pleasantly- 

told incidents of travel, hunting and fisuing, while one or two are 

mere narrations cf personal adventure, in which sport is seardely 

touched on, Those by Prof. Mayer, Col, Gordon, Mr, Ward and Mr, 
Robinson deserve very igh praise, but there are otiers scarcely Jess 
excellent and attractive. Almost all the chapters bear evidence of 

being written by ineh who are pot only fully competent to treat the 
subject of \hich they write, but are fullof enthusiasm for it, There 
is a tender grace about ‘Fox Hunting in. New Huglana” that is most 

charming. The sketch is eloquent of winter woods, and as we plod 
along over the hills by the writer's side we hear the rustle of the 

dead leaves, the creaking of the dry branches, the crisp breaking of 
the frozen snow under foot. The keen air plays upon our cheeks, 

and we see the forest with its winter Inhabitants busy in the frosty 
air of a January morniug, and hear, far off ou the hills, the mellow 
baying of the grand old bound who looks oub from one of the pages 

of the book, 
But when Db. Lattan tells us that on the Au Sable the deer do not 

turn aside from # fire ou & runway, and recommends the bulking 

——— hl 
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one, because it gives Geuypation, amusement apd warmth wo the 

Hunter, we do not feel particularly in sympathy with him, and we 

ruther wonder what kind of deer they have up in Michigan, 
Mr. Phillips's article on ‘The Primitive Fish-Hook,” is charmingly 

written, and conveys much information as to the eyolution of the 

fish-hook, Mr, Endicott’s statement that large bass generally travel 
in threes, is an idea that we do notremember to have heard before. 

In writing of the “sea trout’ Mr. Macdonough at first evades the 

question of their identity with the brook trout, buf afterward treats 
them as a distinct species. a view still held by many anglers, but 

denied by the best anthorities. 
Tt will be a matter of regret to most readers that the exigencies of 

{he manufac’ ure of this work have rendered it nevessary to makethe 

chapters devoted to certain species of game very short, and to wholly 
omit any extended notice of one of our largest and most characteris- 

tic fameanimals. To the wild turkey but five pages are given, and 

to the woodeeck and snipe butten each, while nothing is said cf the 
Amercian elk excepting where it is briefly mentioned in the chapter 

on the North American Cervidce. 
Typographical errors ave few in number, thouch we see the brook 

trout spoken of as “S. fondanalis.” One curious and striking 

blunder we have observed in the book, an error which it is charitable 
to suppose is typographical, butitshould be corrected in the subse- 

q ent editions, which will n6 doubt be called for, In the chapter on 

North American Grouse, the ptarmigan are spoken of as belonging 
io the genus ‘+Lagopus, or hair-foot,”” The error 1s misleading, be- 

cause, in fact, the feet of these Arctic or Alpine grouse are hairy or 

furry; but the derivation of the genéric name is, of course, from 

Aue Vas: a hare (i, e, a rodent mammal of the family "Leporide), and 

wons, 4 foots having a foot like a hare, 
The engravings, which are sonumerous, are most of them quite 

heyond praise, Yet the eye of the sportsman and naturatist will 

here aud there detect slight lapses from fidelity to nature which would 

not have Ween made had the artist himself been altogether familiar 

Wilh the anima) which he was drawing. The picture of the black bear 

and eiibs on page 57. is from all points of view most beautiful. We 

tan reully see down fnato the fur, and almost faney that we can de- 

feeh the movement of the heirs in the passing breeze. But itis also 

tobe observed that this black bear has the long front claws of the 

grizzly bear, although in the same chapter the feet of Ursus amevi- 

enue are correctly figured, The sketch on page 125 was clearly 

drawn by one who had never run buffalo, The rider is bearing with 

all his weight on a severe curb bit, and has thrown his horse back on 

his haunehes. While it may be true that this is a correct representa- 

tion of the way in which General Wallace, who knew nothing of this 
method af capturing the game, killed his buffalo, it still conveysan 

entirely false impyvession of how buffalo are run. So in the draw- 
ings of some of the birds there are errors, though they are unimport- 

ant: thefeeiin the young Wilson's snipe are out of proportion and 

wrongly drawn, (ie hind toes being too large and too high up; they 

are conventional feet in fact. Mrs, Boh White was evidently drawn 
from « stuffed specimen, in which some of the feathers were slightly 

wutof place, All these are small matters, it is true, and would not 

be noticed by one out of ten readers, but the book is so superb, that 
we recret the existence of even the slightest faults. In all the vol- 

mie we have observed but one lifeless engraving, that on page 81. 
We reget to see the picture of the ‘Meet at Newport,’ in this 

work, For huntibg as practiced atthat charming resort is entitled 

fo no recognition among sportsmen. We yield to no one in our love 

of riding. and our admiration for a firm seat in the saddle, and are 

quite prepared to admit. that in the chase of the anise seed bag or the 

ved herring across country, much of horsemanship may he acquired, 

But the turning oué of a crippled or hampered fox forth hounds to 

tear at the close of the day’s “hunt,” is a revolting bit of cruelty, 
Among theillustrations which mus* conmand unqualified adiniration 
aie the superb proof engravings on Japanese paper, of which there 

areeleven. These aremaryellously beautiful in design and execution, 

and the subjects are most happily chosen. There are also twenty- 

seyen full page engravings, and a yast number of lesser ones, all of 

them of preatbeauly. Most of the illustrations of Mr. Mills’s chapter 
on bunting the Mile Deer in Colorado were drawn and engraved by 

the author, and are extrethely strong and full of character The 
ownber and beauty of its engravings commend “Sport with Guu and 

Rod" to all clases of readers, aud it will have a wide popularity even 
mony those who are totally unfamiliar with the scenes and pursuits 

of which it traéats. We regard its appearance as one Of the most 
healthful signs of the times, for it shows that legitimate field sports 
haye assumed a prominence which has forced one of our most suc- 
cessful magazines not only to accord to them space in its pages, but 

to go further and prepare at great cost this magnificent volume, 
In all that foes to make up the book we see evidences of care and 

of taste. The paper and press work are very beautiful, and the de- 

siyns of the binding, whether in the cloth or leather, are strikingly 

banudsome. 
Published aid sold by subscription only by the Century Company, 

New York. 

A BOOK ON FOX HUNTING. 

“The Crean: of Leicestershire’ will commend itself to fox hunters. 
It consists of a series of lettars by Capt, Pennell-Elmhirst to the 
London Field, and covers pretty thoroughly the hunting in Leicester- 

shire for eleven seasons. Itis capitally written, full of incident, and 
gives mosh interesting descriptions of some of the most celebrated 
runs in this celebrated county. The writer enters upon h’s task full 

of enthusiasm for the sport which he pursues, and he has, therefore, 

sueccetied In making a book which all those who love thé chase 

will read with interest. The book is also in a measure biogranhical, 
and some space is devoted to the life and character of Ldrd Ross- 
more and of Whyte Melville, whose name isso well known and who 

was for so long the most prominent figure among English fox 

hiniters. 

The volume is handsomely gotten up and is illustrated with eight 

full page colored pictures and many woodcuts, New York: George 

Routledge & Sons. 

Books Recetvep.—We have receiyed from Messrs. Doyle & Whittle, 
Toston, Mass..'‘Newfoundland, lis History. Present Condition, and 
its Prospeetsin the Future.’ By Joseph Hatton [London] and the 
Rey. M, Harvey [St. Johus, N Bi; We also have from Messrs, James 
R. Osgood & Go., Boston, “Woods and Lakesof Maine, A Trip from 
Moosehead Lake to New Brunswick in a Birch-bark Canoe,"* to which 
are added some Indian placenames and their meanings, now first 
published, By Lucius l.. Hubbard. A more extended notice or each 
of tuese books will be given in a subsequent number. 

TO AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS. 
E have taken, with amateur outfit, two views from the windows 

of the Fores? anp Stream office, and we shall be glad to ex- | 

change one oY both of them for amatenrs’ photographs of camp 
gseenes and other pictures made by the sportsman touri-t, The views 

arefxtin. No. 1is an instantaneous picture. Tf shows the north 
side of the Post-office, Mail street, a strip of the Vity Hall Park, and 
a varnish sign over on Broadway. There is also a pie Wagon deliver- 
ing pies to the stand on the Post-office corner, with a fat pedestrian 
in close proximity. No.2 shows the front of the old City Hall, with 
the root of the new County Court House, other public buildings, the 
top OF Stewart's old wholesale store, and u sliea of the Americiun 
News Co,’s building in Chambers street. 

a - 

Sea and River SHishing. 

ANGLING RESORTS.—We shall be glad ie have for publi- 
cation noles of good fishing locclities. Will not aur corre- 
spondents favor us with notes of desirable points for angling 
excursions? 

Toinsure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 1, has 

been published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 

address, postpaid, on receipt of 10 cents. 

AMONG THE IOWA LAKES. 

Me is proper enough perhaps that the charming letters and 
interesting sketches of hunting and fishing that find their 

way into Forest anp STrwAm relate the experiences of 
skilled sportsmen, for to them more than to any others are 
its pages devoted, yet many of its readers, and the writer 
among that number, are not skilled in the use of either rod 
or gun, 

If is not from want of inclination that we are unskilled, 
but from lack of opportunity, and itis sometimes disappoint- 
ing to find so little suited to the moderate opportunities we 
enjoy, 

There is sport, however, for us unfortunates, and to en- 
courage others who loye the sport of the field and stream, I 
will relate some of my experience, only prefacing it by say- 
ing that every move perhaps will show anignorant disregard 
of the requirements of the expert. 

Last summer, and a few days after the opening of the fish- 
ing season, the spirit moyed me strongly to take a vacation, 
as I had for months been closely confined to the office, and 
rest had become a necessify, so] combined my needs with 
my love for angling, and one pleasant Monday morning 
boarded the train for Spirit Lake intent upon a week's sport, 
Shall I tell you of what my outfit consisted?—don’t langh, 
my scientific brother—a heavy blanket, a pair of rubber boots, 
rubber coat and hat, a knife and fork, six fish-hooks of vari- 
ous sizes, two light five-cent lines and two heavier ones, and 
some lead for sinkers. Meagre—yes, but wait. I arrived at 
the town of Spirit Lake at 10 o’clock P. M., in a drenchin 
rain that bad accompanied me since 4 o’clock, and tirec 
and somewhat discouraged, sought my hotel bed. 
Tuesday morning dawned cold und wet, a dismal mist 

lhung like 4 pall oyer the lake north of town, enough to give 
one the blues indeed. Iexpected to meet brother J. W.— 
who, by the way, isa rising and enthusiastic naturalist— 
who wis camped somewhete in the vicinity, but a glance at 
roads and weather made me skeptical of his ability to do so. 

Towsird noon a west wind arose, and soon the gloomy 
clouds were rolled away. J. W. drove into town with his 
one-horse shay, and in short order we were out of fown and 
headed for the north end of the lake. Our road lay along the 
west shore, and a lovely drive it ws over the sandy track 
that the rain had beaten hard, and an exhilarating experience 
to me after mouths of confinement ina dingy office. The air 
was cool and bracing, and so pure that the branches of trees 
six miles away across the lake could be plainly seen with the 
unaided eye. 

The floating clonds, fleeing from the wind, were reflected 
in the clear waves, whieh seemed racing with their aerial 
consins in the highest lee, prairie, grove, water, clouds an¢d 
sky making « scene of beauty that would delight the eye of 
an artist. 

J. W.’s cainp wis beyond this lake a couple of miles, on 
the cast shore of Loon Lake, and in the edge of Minnesota, 
tén miles from the town, and when camp was reached I 
was hungry enough to partake of my dinner in camp with i 
relish. 
Too tired to do anything else, 1 lay down on a grassy 

Wank by the lake and enjoyed the exquisite luxury of doing 
nothing but watch the waves that came chasing each other 
across the lake to my very feet, snd dreaming of the days, 
not so long ago, when the Sioux was owner of these lakes, 
sroves and prairies, and fought stubbornly to keep them, for 
this is historic ground, and here the scene of a cruel Indian 
massacre, fron which but one or two broken families of the 
white settlers escaped to tell the story. 

The lake is named from a colony of cormorants thal Lave 
from time immemorial made their home on an island in its 
bosom, and which the settlers supposed were loons. 
Toward evening 1 aroused from my pleasant day dream- 

ing, and prepared for the morrow’s fishing. What prepara- 
tions could ] make, do you ask? I will tell: With a Jinen 
threac I knotted hooks on tu my lines in the old-tashioned 
wuy that learned when a little barefooted boy and fished 
the meadow brook for minnows. I pounded out sinkers by 
hammering picces of lead on the wagon tire, cul. the slimmest 
ash pole I could find, -an? with a mosquito bar net, J. W. 
and [took from a little brush-covered inlet to the lake a 
hundred or more minnows, ind put them where they would 
keep alive. That was all the preparation we could make, 
and then we ate our suppers, rolled up in our blankets, and 
slept the sleep of the— tired, 
We were up wt 4:30 the next morning, and soon had 

breakfast over and were off to our fishing grounds and ready 
for the sport at 5:30. The place selected was where the 
waters of a smaller lake emptied into Loon Lake, through a 
clear rapid stream sore ten fret wide. We would wade out 
into the lake as far as a pair of hip-bools would permit, and 
as we only had one pair between us, but one 2ould fish at a 
time. J. W. took the first cast to show me where to go, and 
liow it was clone, he haying fished there before, and in a 
couple of minutes came back to the shere leading through 
the water a fine three-pound pike, and turned the boots over 
to me, and out I went. I waited a moment, felt a sharp bite, 
gave 8 little quick jerk to fasten the hook, and pulled it up— 
bare; went ashore, baited again, and went through the per 
formance again with the same result, butaftera few failures 
T got down to business with less hurry about my motions, 
and had the pleasure of leading in a nice five-pound pickerel, 
my first fish from the lakes. With that I got the knack of 
it, so to speak, and lost. but few fish afterward. One of us 
fished until tired, and the other would take boots and tackle, 
keeping it up until 10:30, when we quit tired anv happy. 
We had fifty odd fish (all pike and pickerel) and waen we 

had puted them up on to land by the rope they were strung 
on, | essayed to lift them and could not do it. There must 
have been fully two hundred pounds of them, Murder? Oh, 
no! We went back to camp, cooked a fine mess for dinner, 
and then distributed the rest among the farmers of the neigh 

borhicod, Alout 4 o'clock we went back and caught twenty- 
five or thirty mote jist as nice ones, and traded them to a 
fish-hungry family for bread and butter, reserving what we 
cared to use in our camp. 
Thus ended my first day’s fishing among the lakes, and I 

feel thatit was a successful one, Of the others, i have 
neither time now, or space, ta relate, nor some other unscien- 
tific sporting experiences, to whieh my mind reverts as 
bright spots in a life devoted to wrestling with the bread and 
butter problem, a contest that keeps many a mun from being 
an expert sportsman. Wa 5. EF; 
Harpin County, lowa. 

SALMON FISHING ON LOCH TAY. 

I URING a yoyage through Scotland, the writer could 
not resist the temptation of a day's fishing on Loch Tay: 

a friend had long before engaged a boat for a few days, and 
had asked meto go with him once. The sport was so good, 
the sceuery so fine, the hospitality of Highland friends s9 
great, that [ think the Fores anD Srream’s readers would 
hke to hear about them, 

The railway brought us to Aberfeldy, and at onee I thought 
of the poet ploughman, the sweet singer of the ‘Birks of 
Aberfeldy A. pretty village, with the river Tay wending 
its way through it, with hills above, covered with pastures 
and with fields, which in summer are covered with crops 
belonging to the numerous ‘‘crofters'’ whose little granite 
houses dot the hills as far as one cansee, Far away on the 
other side of the river, a steep hill could be seen, covered 
with dark trees, und beyond the great grouse Moors are 
stretching, above whith Schichallion aud other lofty peaks 
can be seen, way off, raising their proud heads up to the 
clouds, 

The Kenmore coach is in waiting, we climb up io the 
top with other pussengers, and four good horses start at a, 
lively pace through the streets of Aberfeldy. 

We passed through the main street of ihe little town, and 
shortly after were onthe roid. Pine trees are planted on 
each side, on our Jéft the ground rises, to reach at last the 
moors, where the peculiar ery of the gralise is heard every- 
where in summer; on our right, the Tay is rapidly fowing, 
the queen of salmon rivers, on a shallow bed, with deep pools 
here and there; now and then a rabbit crosses the road in 
front of us, and disappearsin the bracken. Below us the 
little water-ousels were scen, occasionally in rapid flight from 
one stone to another, or suddenly stopping short, and plung- 
ing below the swift waters, bunting for their prey, Far to 
the right we could see the castle of Sir Robert, Menzies among 
the stately wees. As we go on we see a fine flock of mallards 
resting securely on a little gravelly island in the middle of 
the river, while the pretty moor-hens were slowly swimming 
about. The coach is going fast, and as we trotted along, the 
genial driver was explaining aud showing to us the points of 
interest, He showed us where Lord Breadalbane’s property 
began, to extend for more than a hundred miles to the sea, 
We reached a spot where the road began to rise, a wall bides 
the river from our view, but we go on, and by and by the 
coach stopped a moment, and over the wall, down in the 
yalley bencath, we-could see Taymouth Castle, the seat of 
the Breadalbanes. Everywhere around it were beautiful zreen 
lawns, and further away, numerous herds of pretty fallow 
deer were browsing, tame us possible, among the trees, 
We passed the picturesque honse of the new garmekeeper, 

und soon we were voing down ihe hill again; a turn, and be- 
low us we could ace the rippling waters of Loch Tay. ex- 
tending sixteen miles away, strrounded ly forests and hills, 
the haunt of the red deer, the roe deer, the capercailzie, the 
vronse, black game, and others innemerahle, 

~ § cheerliud little toot from the driver's horn, and we aré 
supived in the middle of Kenmore Village. We drove right 
in front of the hotel, and began at cuce admiring everything 
about it, The piazza, formed of rough trees, with flowers 
and ereepers Hround it, was further decorated with the heads 
of many a fine stag und roe deer, 2 
We entered the parlor, and the first thing we saw were a 

dozen fine salmon, killed during the day, beautiful silvery 
fish, ranging from ten to thirtypounds. They were stretched 
side by side, and tormed a sight for u king t6 look at and 
rejoice. 

After u nice dinner we took # walk around, and I yery 
much fear the editor of Forms anp Srrmam would be loth 
to give me room if 1 described all the beauties of the place, 
We went through the park to the water's edge, and could 

see much of the scenery described by Sir Walter Scott —the 
lofty hills, the little island, wit the old monustery ia rilins, 
fhe gorgeous sunset over the walters. Wereturned to the 
hotel, and, after lizhting our pipes and hearing fish stories 
all the eveniig, we went to hed, hopeful for good sport next 
tlay. 

{ was still dreaming over large fish when soine ont knocked 
at the door; the sun was ubont to rise, and we had to be off 
early. Hastily we got ready, and after we had had break- 
fast we got on the dog cart that was to take us to the boat 
landing, where the bouts are kept for those sportsmen who 
pay for the fishing at the hotel. 

Soon we arrived there, ind our boatmen greet us with 4 
good morning, the big 18-(ect rods are put together, and 
after a great deal of totally incomprehensilile Gaelic talk 
between the boatmen we start off, my friend und I in one 
boat, with two men to pull us about, for itis going to be a 
hard day’s rowing, with and against the wind, for you do 
not cast for salmon on the lake, and it is trolling that we 
have to do. I put on my strong double gut a large blue and 
black phantom minnow, and my friend tried o red and 
yellow. 

The wind was blowing cold over the like as we skirted 
the shores and trolled over and over acait certain well known 
spots, but nothing seemed to find the phantoms attractive, 
and for hours we kept on rowing about. We did not feel 
dull, however, for the rowers could give us jwuch interest- 
ing information about the fishing and the shooting, Swd- 
denly my friend cries out, “Stop! Stop! Buck her up. 
Thunder! lye got asnag, or a rock, or something on.” And 
the boatmen keep on rowiag slowly, and quietly grinning. 
The oldest one remarks, ‘Ye mecht a kent better, ion; 
that’s a fish ye’ve got, on." For years my friend and 1 had 
fished, hut we felt as excited as little hoysas the ne kept 
running out of the reel, Suddenly it stopped, wd Tom, niy 
friend, reels upas fast as he can; ihen the line becomes 
tight again, and the lia fish rises to the surface about forty 
yardsaway. Thad reeled up my line from the first, “Keep 
her tight if he jumps,” swys the boatman, und suddenly a 
big leap two or three feet ont ol the water, and the salmon 
is trying to break the line, but Tom has become an old fish- 
erman again, and gives him tit fox tat. 

Now, the big fish begins to sulle down on the hottom, w 
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slight rap on the rod and away he goes again, describing 
circles around the boat, until at last he is fired out, and is 
quickly gaffed as he is gently brought near the boat. We 
admired him as he lay in the boat, and Tom, who had pretty 
Well lost his senses, said: “I suppose he weizhs about torty- 
fiye pounds, eh?” Another grin from the old tisherman who 
remarks casually, “‘Well, 1 think he must be about thirty,” 
Tom's pride is lowered by about fifteen pounds, but he is 
still much elated. As we went on that day, three more fine 
fish were caught there by your humble servant, and. late, as 
we returned to the dock, ended one of the many fine days’ 
sport which the writer has been enabled to enjoy through 
the kindness and hospitality of so many Scottish friends, who 
always shall he kindly remembered by a grateful and enthu- 
siastic private in the army of American sportsmen, 
New Yor. EUG ep 

REEL PLATES AND SEATS, 

HAVE noticed of late several articles in the Fonrsr 
AND STREAM Upon this subject, commenting upon the 

difficulties encountered in fitting reels of different makers 
to one rod, und suggesting as a reme(ly, that o standard size 
and shape for plite and seat be adopted by the different 
manufacturers throughout the country. It seems to methere 
are serious Objections to this plan, ove of which is that for 
eigu-mude reels would not he likely to conform to our 
standard. But Ido not propose, at this time, to discuss the 
feasibility of carrying out the proposed suggestions, but 
merely to say that an improvement in reel fastenings, which 
had been under consideration long before this discussion 
commenced, has now been perfected and will soon be on the 
market, which will render the udoption of standard sizes 
unnecessary, This fastening, while perfectly simple and 
inexpensive, is of such a character, that it will receive and 
hold any size of plate, without alteration cither of plate or 
seat. G. L, B, 
PortLAND, Me., Nov. 19. 
[We do not think that our correspondent has given very 

good reasons for objecting to a standard for reel plates and 
seats, But few foreizn-made reels are used in America, and 
if any are made in future for Lhe American market they will 
haye to conform to the standard which will be adopted by 
American makers, The National Rod and Recl Association 
has beeun « good work in this matter, and has received let- 
ters from most of the large manufacturers in this country 
promising to conform to any standard that may be adopted. 
This will compel smaller makers to follow avit, Besides, 
we think the adoption of a standard here will be followed 
by similar movement in Envland, where the annoyance of 
different sizes of plates and seats must be as great as here, 
Concerning improyed reel fastenings, all that can be said is 
that several have heen invented and placed on the market, 
but still anglers stick to the sliding ring, and while we have 
seen fastenings which seemed superior to the old style, we 
know of none which has been generally adopted or which 
promises to become so. If the reel-plate fits the seat and the 
sliding ring is properly made, the reel is firmly held and 
easily removed. ‘The Association will soon adopt u stind- 
ard which will give the length, breadth, thickness and cury- 
ature. It will then have a number of plates made in ‘steel 
to forward, at cost, to manufacturers who will preserve 
them as the standard, and in future moat reel-plates will be 
made affer the pattern, Asso many of the laree makers 
have signified their intention to adupt the standard, those 
who do noi choose to do so will find that they are not up to 
the times, after their customers hegin to complain. ] 

TROUTING IN THE ROCKIES, 

( NE beautiful morning last August 1 was sitting in iny 
oftice thinking, ‘What a day to cast the dainty fly.” 

My thoughts were interrupted by a yoice saying, “Want to 
go fishing?” The voice emanated from my triend Finlay- 
son, an old-time Rocky Mountain trapper, hunter and In- 
dian fighter, and the prince of gnod fellows, more vom- 
monly known in this region by the enphonious name of 
“Oregon Bill.” Replying to his question I remarked, ‘In 
faith I do; let us vo to that lovely stream the Ozbolla” (pro- 
nounced 5a-yoy-ah). Accordingly, next morning our light 
buckhoard was packed with our tent and grub, and by 5 
o’vlock we were off for our sixty-mile drive. We reached 
our destination and pitched our tent at the junction of those 
two peerless trout streams, the Czbolla und Powder Horn. 
Tt was about 7 otlock when we reached camp, and while 
Bill was fixing up the tent, ete., I put together my four and 
one-half ounce rod and went to cutch some trout for supper, 
the stream being only fifty feet from camp, In half an 
hour I had twenty-five, mostly small fry, which are, in my 
opinion, the best eating. Thesmall fry are while-meated, 
but the larger kind have the colored meat of the salmon, 
and are yery beautiful, but not as good eating. We soon 
had the trout cooked and deyoured, and after smoking our 
pipes went to sleep. : 

ext morning, bright and early, we started out, Bill go- 
ing up and I down the stream. At noon returning to camp 
we counted our catch, which was: Finlayson 80, averaging 
4b. to2+]bs, My catch was smaller, being only 50, the 
heaviest weighing 241bs, These were immetiintely cleaned, 
salled and packed te fake home, as when salted they will 
keep all winter, and are very good. Our afternoon and 
eyening’s catch was: Finlayson 110, vour humble servant 99, 
These were also salted, and we agreed to start for home in 
the morning, 
While fishing in the afternoon, to try an experiment, [put 

on as a stretcher a very large and gaudy salmon fly, and the 
first cast took a beautiful fellow weighing 24 Ibs,, and subse- 
quently caught all my large fish with that fly; the smaller 
fry being contented with my other flies, a small grizzly king 
snda yellow dun. Packing up our fish, next morning we 
started homeward, It had began to pour rain, and I was 
driving along, with head down, trying to keep from being 
souked through, when Bill remarked “‘Stop!” T raised my 
head and saw by the roadside, not fifty yards off, a band of 
about twenty-five antelope. My lammerless was lying in 
the bottom ot the buggy done up in a waterproof case, and 
could not be reached very easily. Bill, however, had his re- 
peter between his knees, and was soon out of the wagon, but 
hy that time the antelope were off a considerable distance, 
and thourh shooting several times, they were too far otf to 
be lit save by a chanee lucky shot. However, { was bound 
to get one of those antelope if if took me all summer, so 
Jeaviny Bill with the horses, 1 took his rifle and started off, 
After walking about. two tpiles through the gage-brush and 
coming to the top of a little rise, T saw two antelope feeding 
not fifty yards from my position, Throwing myself on the 
ground | took careful aim and fired, What did I hear? 

Alas! nothing but the click of the Lammer falling on a poor 
cartridge! The antelope heard it also, and before the ‘shake 
of a buck’s tail” were off 500 yards. They seemed to travel 
far faster than that celebrated strealc of greased lightning. 
Tf that rifle could have only known all the pet names 1 
Javished on it, it would have blushed with pleasure. Well, 
there was nothing to do now put to return. As TI was sadly 
weniing my way back a Hock of sage hens rose in front of 
me, 80 J thought 1 would try that cartridge again. This 
time, of course, it went off, and, moreover, T bagged my bird 
and went on to the wagon, returning Bill his gun, with 
mhany complimentary remarks, Late that eyening we arrived 
home, feeling very much better for our little trip, but alas! 
without the antelope. SPOR’. 
Cresrrp Burre, Colorado, Noy, 14. 

PENNSYLVANIA Assocrarron.—The recent election for 
officers for the ensuing year resulte’l as follows: President, 
A. M. Spangler; Vice-Presidents, W. J. Sellers, Edwin Ha- 
gert, G. T. Stokes; Secretary, W. G. Herzesheimer; Corres- 
ponding Secretary, J. P, Colling; Treasurer, R. M. Hartley; 
Executive Committee, F. W. Brown, H. ©, Ford, J, Gilline- 
ham, C. W, Walton, M, A. Shipley, John Walker, W. H. 
Ashburner, J. A. Boyd, M. J. Titlow. 

Hishculture, 

THE COLUMBIA DAM FISHWAY, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The people of Pennsylyania seem to he fully alive to the 

necessity of adopting effectual means for the restoration of 
the important shad fisheries which existed on the Susquehanna. 
River and its tributaries for some 200 miles above tide water 
before the canal dam obstructions were placed in the river. 
The Legislature has heretofore made liberal appropriations 

for the purpose of beginning the work of restoration, the 
expenditure of the appropriation, however, being made con- 
tingent, 
In pursuance of the requirements of the act the State Com- 

missioners constructed a tishway at that point. This consists 
simply of an opening in the dam forty feet wide at its upper end 
and 125 feet wide at the lower end, the inclination of the foor 
of this opening or sluice way being, I believe, about one foot in 
thirty-four. The plan does not propose, nor does it accomplish 
any material retardation of the water, the velority of which 
atthe lower end is the same as a body would acquire in falling 
treely under the action of grayity through 4 distance in feet 
equal to the difference in water level above and below the 
dam, This distunce in the case of the Columbia dam is, I 
believe, about six feet. The theoretical yelocity may he de- 
duced from the formula— 

v= F2c¢h=8 6 approximately,—19 feet per second (approx. ) 

Tn ordinary states of the riyer the velocity, therefore, of the 
water at the low end of this sluice way will be fulty thirteen 
miles per hour. 

Itis possible, therefore, indee it is probable, that vigorous 
shad may beable to enter this current and ascend it, tn full 
stages of the river the velocity would, of course, be less. It 
is probable, therefore, that under favorable conditions, oves- 
sionally occurring, quite a number of shad may be enabled to 
réach the waters above the dam through this lishway, 
What I desire PSReOuRY. to direct attention to is the fact 

that the velocity of the water through this sluice probably 
represents the maximum which the fish can successfully 
encounter, A similar construction on a dam twelve feet hig 
would give 4 velocity at the lower end of the sluice way of 
upward of twenty-two miles per hour; a eurrent which it 
would be impracticable for the most vigorous species to oyer- 
éome. It is evident, therefore, that even if the fishway in the 
Columbia dam proves fairly successful the same method of 
construction cannot be had recourse to in the higher dams 
that occur above this point on the main river andits branches, 
For these other methods would have to be had recourse to. 
The experimental fishway, therefore, at Columbia can 

hardly throw any light upon the additional constructions 
necessary for the dams higher up this stream, — 

MARsHALL MacDonAup, 
Waruineton, D. C., Sept. 15. 

THE IOWA COMMISSION. 

Ww. hwvye the fifth biennial report of the Fish Commission 
otiowa. It has been the custom of Commissioner Shaw 

to take the desirable species of fish from the small ponds along 
the Misisdpps each fall, and stock other waters with them. 
A season of h water prevented this in 1882. and therefore 
the fish perished in the holes during the heat insummer. At 
the new hatchery at Spirit Lake, experiments were begun with 
native fishes, such as wall-eyed pike, bass, perch, pickerel and 
buttalo. The former were bred in sufficient numbers to prove 
that they can be increased to a great extént, and the buffalo 
were raised and kept until in the fall, Arrangements were 
made with Mr, James Nevin, of the Wisconsin Commission, 
and 2,500,000 oe ‘s of the wall-eyed pike were obtained, but a 
storm delayed 16 shipment of the eggs for thirteen days, and 
the most of them were lost. Those taken directly to Milwau- 
kee by Mr. Nevin were saved. Mr. Shaw prefers the large 
species, or ‘American wall-eye,” asit is there called, to the 
small Canadian specics, which is the one now found in the 
Northwestern Iowa lakes. The latter only grow to two or 
three pounds, while the former are sometimes found to weigh 
sixteen pounds, ormore. Both species inhabit the Mississippi 
River. e 
The culture of brook trout has proved more successfwl than 

that of any other fish which the Commission have cultivated. 
As there are but few good trout streams in Iowa, and they 
are comparatively sinall, the effects of planting can be mora 
readily observed than when rivers are stocked with other fish. 
Many of the brooks stocked never had trout in them before, 
and, therefore, all fish in them are the direct results of the 
planting. Many land-locked salmon bugs were received from 
the U. 5. F. C,, and were hatched and distributed from fhe 
hatchery at Anamosa, The cold lakes of Iowa should prove a 
goog home for this fish. Rainbow trout and lake trout Have 
also recetyed much attention, A few specimens of shad 
planted by the U.S, Commission, some years ago, have been 
taken in the lower portions of the Des Momes River, and it is 
thought that the Mississippi will, in time, proye to be a shad 
river, 
The entire work of hatching whitefish has been done at 

Spirit Lake in water faken directly from the lake. A new 
bulkhead, some new hatching boxes, and a number of im- 
proved hatching jarsand hatching cans have been placed ip 
tho building. At Anamosa six new carp ponds haye been 
made, as the water from the trout ponds was tuo cold to bring 
the carp to the point of spawning. The report givessome ex- 
cellent points on the carp, to which we will reler again. 

In the report of Mr. Mosher, assistant commissioner, he says 
that in the year 1582, at the hatchery at Spivit Lake under 
his charge, only 500,000 fish of all kinds, principally lake trout 
and whitefish, were timned out. In the winter of 1882-3 the 
number was nearly two million, Hesays thatthe buffalo-fish 
Can be hatched in Countless numbers with little trouble, and 
while not good for the table, they will prove valuable as a 
food supply for better species, 

° 
DEATH OF O, M, CHASH.—Petoskey, Mich, Nov. 12.— 

Yesterday about noon the wind changed round into the west, 
and by the middlé of the afternoon a violent gale was blow 
ing 4 tremendous sea into the bay. In the forenoon, O. M, 
Chase, superintendent of the State fisheries, accompanied by 
C. H, Brawnoll, his assistant, and George M. Armstrong, fore- 
than of the Petoskey Hatchery, went over to Harbor Springs 
to give some final directions about the shipment of spawn, 
They chartered a Mackinaw fish boat, manned by Moses Det- 
wiler, hissons, George and Charles, and nephew, George, all 
experienced and brave seamen, At 3:30 P, M. the party left 
the harbor on the other side in spite of carnest remonstrances 
agaiust the perilous passage, hen about half way across 
the hoat was seen to capsize. Although it seemed impossible 
for « boat to livein such a sea, the volunteer craw made a 

| desperate attempt to rescue two of the party, who could ba 
plainly seen from the shore, clinging to the boat, but they 
were inable to reach them on account of the blinding snow- 
storm and heavy sea, and were hardly able to get hack them- 
selves, About o'clock the Detwiler boat, with one of its 
sides crushed in, was driven on the beach at Bay View, but 
not one of the bodjes hud yet come to land) The probabili- 
ties are none of the bodies will be recovered immediately, as 
they sunk in deep water with a heayy undercurrent making 
outinto thelake. At 1 o'clock this morning, the new city 
dock, Bell’s dock, Rose’s dock, and the Bay View dock were 
swept out, The pound and gill-nets in the bay were de- 
stroyed. The logs to individual and public proporty is yer 
large. Mr. Chase was very popular with our people, and his 
loss to the State cannot easily he made pood. [We have long 
known Mr. Chase, and haye hatehed shad with him onthe 
Potomac, the Hudson, and the Connecticut rivers. He was a 
hard-working and enthusiastic fishculturist, and the inventor 
of the Chase hatching jar, He had been engaged in fishculture 
since about 1872, and was employed by the N, Y. Fish Com- 
mission for several years, until he received a call to take 
charge of the work at Detroit. He was about forty years of 
age, and leaves a wife and several children, This unhappy 
incident recalls the fate of Marcellus Holton and party when 
attempting to get eggs of the lake tronton Lake Erie some 
years ago.) 

WYOMING,—Laramie, Noy. 10.—If any one had any doubts 
about the success of our experiments at fishculture in this 
country, a lot of trout brought in this week from the Little 
Laramie River by Mr. Dole-would be apt to dispel that illu- 
sion. ‘Three years ago Mr. B. Tyinson, of this city, stocked 
that stream with a lot of brook trout fry, Since then little 
was heard or thought about them. This week Mr. ivinson re- 
ceived a dozen fine trout from there weighing an average of a 
pound each, dressed. They were beauties, too; the regular 
old-fashioned, down East, pink-spotted fellows we used to see 
in our boyhood days, From the reports received from that 
stream it is believed it is so well stocked that all its three 
branches and their smaller tributaries will hereatter furnish 
splendid sport and lots of fish. 

PROF. MALMGREN VERSUS FISHCULTURE.—A bout 
a year ago a certain Russian Professor publislied a long tirade 
against tishcwlture in Finland. Thereisno evidence whatever 
that the Professor had any knowledge of the subject, but he 
has had his screed published in Germany, and our German 
friends have become unduly excited over it. They have ad- 
dressed a en fishenlturists in Aamerica, asking for tacts 
to overthrow Prot. Malmeren, and the facts were furnished. 
Although the learned Professor was toutéd, horse, foot and. 
dragoons, the Germans are still harassing his retreat. Ina 
late number of the Deutsche Fischerei Zeitung. Herr von det 
Wengen is still throwing hot shot after him, but is wasting 
much good ammunition. He is shootiue at a dead duck, 

MICHIGAN.—Detroit, Noy. 15.—The season has beén avery 
short one, and the several lake hatcheries may find them- 
selves scant of their expected crop of eggs. Many tish were 
found to haye spawned much sooner than is nsual,—DEvra. 

NEW MEXICO.—Jorge F. Gaumer, de Santa Fe, la sido 
nombré como comigionado de pescado por este Territorio,— 
Los Lunas (N. M.) Vindicator. 

POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

Two Lewiston young nien passed 4 day recently at Sabbatis 
Pond, and didu’t get home until morning. They intended to 
fish, but came near making bait of themselves. They an- 
chored in the middle of Sabbatis Pond at about noon, The 
wind was ruffling the pond and freshening every moment. 
The boat was a flat-bottomed craft that bobbed so persistently 
that if evidently alarmed the fish, for the couple caught none. 
A flirt of water over the how was followed by a white cap, 
and things began to be alarming. The young men’s spirits 
were good, One of the two thought he was equal to the task 
of navigating the craft intoland. Both allowed that it was 
out of the question to deso. The sail was «a leg-ofmutton 
affair, such as those with which small boys sail Hat-bottomed 
cratton fresh-water ponds the world over. They make a boat 
more uncertain than a kicking mule behind, and as unsteady 
asa pairof roller skates. The wind causht the sail and she 
went down on the starhoard tack, “Struck a mag!” yelled 
the captain, The boat came up standing and whirled around 
into the wind with flapping sail, The other sailor was bailing 
out the boat. History records that the two Lewiston fisher- 
men tacked, wore ship, sailed on and against the wind in vain 
from 2 o'clock till 3:30. ‘They were in “'a circle of snags,” the 
captain said. Winally ho bethonght himself of anidea, He 
looked over the stern at the yeasty waters. “The anchor!” 
shouted he. Thay had been tacking for two hours the length 
of the rope around a 100-pound stone. The breeze was blow- 
ing a miniature hurricane, In making a landing on the south 
shore the boat made leeway enough to land them half a mile 
from the place of their embarkation. Mishaps never come 
singly. The captain was running full tilt upen the shore. 
The pace was alarming. He relinquished the helm ta zo for- 
ward totend off. The boat struck a shore line before it 
struck dryland, The captain was tished out with a pole. 
They had a walk of 4 mile and a drive of ten. It was mid- 
night before the couple were at home in Lewiston. The fish 
in Sabbatis Pond were noue the less populous tor their visit, 
—Lewiston (Me.) Jowrnal. 

“In the early days of this century, when white settlers in 
Florida were few and far between, when every man took his 
trusty rifle with him to the fie‘d and carried if with hi mwhen 
he ploughed, the weapon becatos a part of his lite, much- 
dearer to him than the wife who eooked his bacon or the 
children who called him ‘Pap’ and stole his tobaceo for sur- 
reptitious chewing. Only the other day, during his weekly 
trading atthe country store, | met a keen eyed yeteran of 
seyenty-four who in years agone had lost a wife and two 
children at the hands of the savages. Old as he is, Hhis man is 
erect and hearty, and can outwork and outwalk many «4 man 
of half hisage, He was miles away fron hishome when tews 
reashed him that his farm had been raided Wy a roying band 
of Indians, his house and outhuildiggs bWned to the ground 
and his wife and two children killed and scalped, to make the 
ruin all complete, Instead of wringing his hands and bursting 
into tears, as one of weaker tonld might. have dove, he 
exclaimed in passionate words: ‘Yes, and EL beat thay gob my 
new gun, too.’ "-—Fia:, , 

—————&x=— - 
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Taiwan. 

MR. BAYARD THAYER'S LEMON AND WHITE POINTER BITCH “RUE.” 

Winner of Members’ Stakes, E. F. 1'., November 20, 1883. 

The Kennel. 

Totnsure prompt attention communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishiny Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
nortance are liable to delay. 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 
December 19, 20 and 21.—New Orleans Bench Show. Entries close 

Dec. 10. Charles Lincoln, Superintendent. New Orleans, La 
Jan, 2, 3, 4,1884.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench Show, Meri- 

den, Conn. Joshua Shute, Secretary, Meriden, Conn. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

December 3, 1883.—National American Kennel Club, Fifth Annual 
reas, at Grand Junction, Tenn. D, Eryson, Secretary, Memphis, 
‘ent. 4 
December 3.—Gilroy Rod and Gun Club's Third Annual Field Trials 

at Gilroy, Cal., for dogs owned in California, Arizona, Oregon and 
Nevada, Entres close Dec. 2. W. Leavesley, Secretary, Gilroy, Cal. 
December 10.—New Orleans Gun Club’s Southern’ States’ Field 

Trials at Canton, Miss. Entries close Dec. 9. J. K. Renaud, Secre- 
tary, New Orleans, La. 

THE EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

Hicu Point, N. C., Noy. 19. 
Tee fifth annual field trials of the Hastern Field Trials 

Club commence this mornimg. The weather is delight- 
ful, although the residents complain of the cold, but toa 
Northern man it seems all that one could desire, There was 
a slight shower last eyening, but not enough to do much good. 
We need at least a day of rain to make the ground ‘all that it 
should be to show off the dogs to best advantage. 
High Point is very pleasantly situated in the midst of a roll- 

ing country that is well wooded and watered. It is nearly in 
the center of the State, on the line of the Piedmont Air Line 
Railroad, sixty-three miles south of Danville, Va., and ninety- 
five miles west of Raleigh. It is located on the highest point 
in this seetion, being oné-thousand feet above the sea. There 
are about two thousand inhabitants, and the village is improv- 
ing each year. 
were here before, and the town has quite a thrifty appearance. 
There are two large hotels that are well patronize by both 
the invalid and the sportsman. , 

Birds are more plenty this year than they have been for 
some time, fully three times as many as were here last year 
are reported by the resident sportsmen, and the trials will un- 
doubtedly be run through much more rapidly, notwithstand- 
ing the greatly increased number of entries. Nearly all of 
the dogs are here, and, judging from their appearance, there 
will be one of the grandest exhibitions of field work that the 
world has eyer seen. The long-continued drought has made 
it very bad for the dogs, many of them having hecome foot- 
sore on the hard ground. The scent in the middle of the day 
has been very poor, and there isa general complaint among 
the handlers that the work has not been so satisfactory as 
they could wish. : 
Ata meeting of the club on the evening of the 18th the re- 

striction as to running the dogs within eight miles of High 
Point was removed, and all ground upon the north side of the 
railroad was thrown oven for the handlers to work their dogs 
upon. This was an arrangement that was greatly needed, as 
it saves much yaluable time and the expense of procuring 
teams. The annual dinner of the club, given in honor of the 
gentlemen residing in this vicinity, came off on Saturday even- 
ing, and was a most enjoyable aifair, The Visiting spyrtsmen 
were warmly welcom d by the gentlemen present, who freely 
watered. the sporting privileges of their lands to all. There has 
een a 

farms that could not be shot over then are now free to the 
visitors. Quice a number of gentlemen have been here the 
past week enjoying excellent sport. 
The entries for the Members’ Stake and the order of running 

are as follows: ; , : 
BUCKELLEW.—W. A. Coster, Flatbush, L. 1, orange and 

white English setter dog Deia Hun, 
agams 

Don Ji UAN.—Elliot Smith, New York, lemon and white 
pointer_dog (Sensation—Psyche II.). 

ee 

Many new buildings have been built since we | 

great change in this respect since last year, and many | 

CoRINNE,—Geo. T. Leach, New York, red Irish setter bitch 
(Peter—Countess), 

against 
FLasa.—J, Heron Crosman, New York, orangeand white 

English setter bitch (Lincola—Daisy Dean). 

RaB.—Elliot Smith, New York, lemon and white pointer 
dog (Rush—Romp), 

against 
GERTRUDE.—J. W. Orth, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, white and 

tan English setter bitch (Gladstone—Nellie). 

Rur.—Bayard Thayer, Lancaster, Mass., lemon and 
white pointer bitch (Snapshot—Ruby), 

against 
Brock.—George 'T. Leach, New York, red Irish setter dog 

(Count Bosco—My Dutchess). 

MONDAY'S RUNNING. ' 

Hieu Port, N. C., Nov. 19, 1883, 
The fifth annual meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club 

opened here to-day with the running of the Members’ Stakes. 
During the whoie day the weather has been very warm, and 
it has been impossible for the dogs to do themselves full jus- 
tice. The work, therefore, has not been first-class, although 
some of it has been very good, Birds are very plenty, and 
there has been no trouble about finding them. 
The heats for the Members’ Stakes were run outside the 

club grounds, and the result at the close of the day completed 
this contest, except as to the deciding heat, which will be run 
to-morrow. 

FIRST SERIES. 
In the first heat Mr, Coster’s Buckellew beat Mr. Elliott 

Smith’s Don Juan. 
Mr. Leach’s Corinne beat Mr. Crosman’s Flash. 
Mr, Orth’s Gertrude heat Mr. Leach’s Rab, 
Mr. Thayer’s Rue beat Mr, Leach’s Brock. 

SECOND SERIES. 
In the second series, Buckellew beat Corinne and Rue beat 

Gertrude. 
This ended the running for the day, leaving the concluding 

heat between Buckellew and Rue to be ran in the morning. 

SECOND DAY, 

[Special to Forest and Streant.| 

Hie Port, N. C., Nov. 20.—The weather this morning was 
beautify, but it soon clouded up, and at half past ten began. 
raining. There have been occasional showers through the 
day. Thishas very materially changed the condition of the 
grounds, and iti is now more fayorable for the running. 
A large number of spectators were on hand to see the finish 

of the Buckellew—Rue contest for honors in the Members’ 
Stake. Both dogs did excellent work; they were down one 
hour and twenty minutes, when Rue was declared the winner. 

ALL-AGED STAKES. 

ane results of the drawing for the All-Aged Stakes are as 
follows: 
Gus Bonpuu.—D. C. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich., black and 

white setter dog (Dashing Bondhu—Novel), 
against 

Carrie J.—W. B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn., black and white 
setter bitch (Count Noble—Peep o” Day), 

LorbD Serron,—Neversink Lodge Kennels, Guymard, N. Y., 
liver and white pointer dog (Croxteth—Vinnie), 

against 
Don.—R. T. Vandeyort, Pittsburgh, Pa., liver and white 

pointer dog (Price’s Bang—Peg). 

St. Euso TV.—Dr. §. Fleet_Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y., black, 
white and tan setter dog (St. Elmo—Cho), 

against 
Smut If.—Bayard Thayer, Lancaster, Mass,, black setter 

bitch (Pratt’s Trim—Earl’s Smut), 

Fuipa.—Frank D. Lewis, Indianapolis, Ind,, liver and white 
pointer bitch (Bow—Flight). 

against 
Jersey City, N. J., liver and white 
Diok—Fawn). 

Rupy,—J. H. Phelan, 
pointer bitch (Woodrufi’s 

. 

LApIE FayrRE.—Dr, 8, Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y¥., blue 
belton setter bitch (Emperor Fred—Wanda), 

against 
Lonpon.—H. Bailey Harrison, London, Out.. blue belton set- 

ter dog (Paris—Lill). 

RuE.—Bayard Thayer, Lancaster, Mass., lemon and white 
pointer bitch (Snapshot—Ruby), 

against 
CroxtTEeTH.—Neversink Lodge Kennels, Guymard, N. Y.,liver 

and white pointer dog (Young Bang—Macdona’s Jane). 

Grouse DaLeE.—Wm, A. Buckingham, Norwich, Conn., 
orange and white setter dog (Water's Grouse—Daisy Dale), 

against 
Gatu,—W. J. Crawford, Memphis, Tenn., blue and tan set- 

ter dog (Count Noble—Peep o’ Day). 

Vision.—Francis R. Hitchcock, New York, liver and white 
pointer bitch (Croxteth—Vinnie), 

against 
MARGUERITH IJ.—H. W. Fawcett, New Albany, Ind., liver 

and white pointer bitch (Faust—Deyonshire Lass). t 

Sur.—P. H. & D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., black, white 
and tan setter bitch (Druid—Ruby), 

against 
Doctor Durr.—W. A. Strother, Lynchburg, Va., blue bel- 

ton setter dog (Gladstone—Frost). | 

Don Juan,—Elliot Smith, New York, lemon and white 
pointer dog (Sensation—Psyche IL.), ; 

against 
Bane Banc.—Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon, L. L., 

orange and white pointer dog (Price’s Bang—Princess Kate). 

GLapstone, JR.—I. T. Perkins, Brooklyn, N. Y., lemon and 
white setter dog (Gladstone—Frost}, 

against 
Maien.—E. 8. Wanmaker, Elmwood, N.C., blue belton 

setter bitch (Darkie—Rosy Morn). 

Scout.—D. G. Elliot, New Brighton, S. I., N. Y., liver and 
white pointer dog (Croxteth—Beile), 

against 
Trim.—Forked River Kennels, Forked River, N. J., liver 

pointer dog (Strong’s Pete—Nellie). 

Prince Au.—Moorfield Kennel, Elmwood, N. C., lemon and 
white setter dog (Leicester-—-Dodge’s Rose), 

against 
Rock.—Fred E. Lewis, Tarrytown, N. Y., orange and white 

setter dog (Water’s Grouse—F'rench’s ——}, 

Latta Rooru.—G. J. Gould, New York, lemon and white 
pointer bitch (Sensation—Grace), 

: agaist 
CHRISTMAS BILL.—R. T, Vandevort, Pittsburgh, Pa., lemon 

and white pointer dog (Ready Money—Luck of Eden Hall) 

Victror.—J, M, Avent, Hickory Village, Tenn., orange. bel- 
ton setter dog (Gladstone—Frost), 

against 
Pink B.—W. B. Mallory, Se Tenn., black and white 

setter dog (Gladstone—Countess Key). 

RasB.—Elliot Smith, New York, lemon and white pointer dog 
(Rush—Romp), 

against 

Donner J.—Forked River Kennels, Forked River, N. J 
liver and white pointer dog (Dan—Psyche), 

PRINCESS WaRWICK,—Forked River Kennel, Forked River, 
N. J., black, white and tan setter bitch (W; arwick—Ollie), 

against 
Lit,—J. M. Taylor, Lexington, Ky., black, white aud tan 

setter bitch (Gladstone—Juno}. 

Lapy Romp Ii,—Moorfield Kennels, Elmwood, N, C.,'liver 
and white pointer bitch tet paatcegy Ts TI,), 

agains’ 
Pripy,—C. Fred Crawford, Pawtucket, R. I,, liver and 

white pointer dog (Croxteth—Royal Fan). i 
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FoREMAN.—C, Pred Cranford, Pawtucket, R. 1., black, 
White and tan setter doz (Dashins Monarch—¥airy IL), 

against 
Luna May.—Moorfield Kennel, Elmwood, N. ©., lemon 

and white setter bitch (Paris—Pearl). 

Honest Harry.—James V. Marshall, Lincolnton, N. C., 
black and white setter dog (Druid—Imogene), 

against 

San Roy.—H. H, Mattock, Riceville, Tenn., lemonand, 
white setter dog (Count Noble—Spark). 

LApy MaAy,—H. Pape, Hoboken, N. J., blue belton setter 
hitch, (Lofty—Maud Muller), a bye, 

Croisrr.—Dr. Luke Corcoran, Springfleld, Mass., liver 
and white pointer dog (Croxteth—Vinnie), a bye. 

GUS BONDHU AND CARRIE J. 
The All-Aged Stakes opened with the Gus Bondhu—Carrie 

J. match, Both were in good condition and did excellent 
work, They gave us a ‘send off” worthy of the occasion. 
They were eyenly matched, and the race was 4 close.one, but 
Carrie J. finally showed herself the winner, 

LORD 'SEFTON—DON. 
The pointers were drawn to run together, but alternately 

with the setters. The next brace was Lord Sefton and Van- 
deyort’sDon, Sefton was jealous and did not show at his 
hest; Don was in fine feather and did some grand work, and 
won, 

ST. ELMG IV.—SMUT I. 
St. Elmo TV. and Smut Tl. were the next brace, Smut was 

handled by a stranger; she refused to work and was with- 
drayn, and the heat was awarded to St. Elmo. 

FLIDA AND RUBY, 

Flida and Ruby were then dalled. Ruby pointed, Flida re- 
fused to back, and flushed the bird, and Ruby won. 

LADY FAYRE AND LONDON, 

Both did some stylish work. Lady refused to retrieve, and 
London won. 

RUE AND CROXTETH. 
The brace ran a while without doing much. Rain came on, 

and they were ordered up. to finish the heat in the morning. 
The jdeing is satisfactory, and all present appear to be 

pleased with the trials. 

NEW ORLEANS DOG SHOW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

Just arrived here to-day and find that the prospects for a 
successful show are yery good. The sportsmen around here, 
(and they are numerous) are very anxious to seea food show, 
and they extend a cordial welcome to all owners of dogs, who 
may visit the Crescent City. As the show follows so closely 
after the Southern States Field Trials, inis to be hoped that 
the owners of the runners in the field trials will enter their 
dogs at the bench show, as special prizes will be given to such 
O23. 
The Exposition Hall chosen for the show is admirably 

suited for an exhibition of the kind, being well lighted, roomy 
and with plenty of ventilation. 
A number of replies haye been received from railroad and 

express companies, all agreeing to give free transportation to 
cores A full list of these companies will be announced next 
week. 
Se ae can be no doubt that good dogs will meet with a ready 
Sale. 

The entries close on Dec. 10, all particulars can he obtained 
by addressing me P. O. Box 2437, New Orleans, 

CHAS, Linconn, Supt. 
New Orumans, La, Nov, 17, 1883. 

AFTER THE FOX IN TEXAS FORESTS. 

LTHOUGH the noble bison has disappeared before the 
adyanece of the railroads and civilization, except in a 

few rare cases in the extreme northwestern part of the State, 
yet bears, wolves, and smaller animals are still to be found in 

‘ent numbers. I was scarcely a week in Texas before I was 
invited to participate in a fox hunt, These hunts occur 
weekly and sometimes nightly, according tothe season, for 
after the crops are laid by, the farmers are engaged until 
harvest in the varied amusements afforded by the chase. 
Those hunts are almost inyariably at night. 

There were on this occasion seven horsemen and a pack of 
nine hounds. Startiug early in the evening we arrived ati the 
hunting grounds four miles from town. The country is heavily 
wooded river bottom, almost devoid of underbrush, rising into 
high rolling prairie land, broken in places by patches of tim- 
ber, We proceeded up the bottom about a mile, the dogs giv- 
ing frequent short impatient barks as they sernted the trail of 
gome animal, but too well trained to hunt other than the game 
sought. 
The baying became more frequent as we proceeded, and the 

veteran hunter. Mack Lewis, under whose protection I was, 
gaye it as his opinion that they had struck it cold. and called 
a halt to give the dogstimeto work it up. Thetrail gradual, 
became warmer as we waited, but as old Bruce, the patriarc 
leader of the pack, had been silent heretofore, we knew that 
the game had not been jumpedas yet. Bruce's voice would 
be asnre signal when the fox was found. We did not haye 
long to wait before a long deep bay, distinguished from all the 
others, resounded through the forest, In an instant all was 
in actiyemovement. ‘She's off,” cried Mack, “that’s old Bruce, 
come on boys!” We dashed after the hounds, they were going 
like the wind. It takes a practiced rider to keep his seat in 
the saddle and dash with full speed through the woods. I 
soon found that I could not kee pace with my flying com- 
panions, and involuntarily checked the speed of my horse, and 
enileayored to guide him through the moonlit spots. But act- 
ing on the adyice of a companion I gaye the animal free rein, 
and devoted my attention to warding off the overhanging 
limbs, and I found this much the best plan, for the horse, left to 
himself, soon overtook the others, and passed all but the 
leader. The chase continued up the bottom for nearly a mile, 
the deep chorus of baying borne past us on the wind, sonnd- 
ing as the sweetest kind of music to the ears of the hunter. 
Surdenly the sounds cease, and we pull up our panting steeds 
to listen. Have they lost him; no, Again the grand chorus 
swells out upon the night air, and the puck take a course 
nearly at right angle to that previously pursued. 

“Hal! boys,” cried Mack, ‘the is at his old tricks now.” 
“Yes lie is going for the higher country, so here's after 

nn 

We put spurs to our horses, and dash straight for the up- 
Jands, lutending to take another course which would bring us 
near the dogs. The fox suddenly takes another dodge, and 
returns again tothe bottom. He passed between us and the 
dogs within fifty paces. We cross, and endeayor to close in 
behind the dogs, but find our course obstructed by a deep 
ravine or branch. down the opposite banks of which the chase 
has gone. Unable to cross it, we follow down again into the 
bottom. Once more the fox doubles up the bottom, taking 
the same course first eprs ied) and as we are too far behind to 
hope to overtake the hounds, we stop, and place ourselves in 
ag easy positions as possible, to enjoy the music, well knowing 
that Sir Reynard will soon double again. One who has been 
in a like hunt can tell how exciting it was to the party of tired 

horsenien reclining in various attitudes, gazing at the bright 
moonlit heavens, the sounds of the pack swelling out on the 
still night air, now loud and clear, as the chase apyroaches, 
now faint and distant as it recedes, seeminy to rise an | fall 
with the valleys and hills over which the vace continnoe;. At 
last the fox has grown weary of dodging, or he is too hotly 
pressed, tor leaving that part of the bottom where he has been 
dodging for the past hour, he came dushins toward us, fol 
lowed by the whole pack in full chorus, passin? w thin a pistol 
shot of ourresting place. We leap into the saddle, and dash 
after the hounds at full speed. 
For another mile the race continues, when suddenly it 

Shands still, while the baying grows louder and fircer, 
“Hurrah, boys! treed, treed,” cries Mack. In an instant 
every one is striving to be the first on the ground;and in a tew 
moments we are all collected under a large post oak, in whieu 
Sir Reynard has taken refuge, The excited honads are leap- 
ing and baying around the tree in a manner to imply thei 
delight at treeing the old rascal. In a few minutes the fox is 
dislodged, but, objecting to being made into doy meat, he 
takes a flying leap out of the tree which carries him clear of 
the dogs, and ayay once more he dashes for liberty. The 
chase is'short, He is “nabbed” within a hundred yards. He 
fights gamely, but their numbers are too many for him, and 
he is forced to succumb. It is a full-grown oll Scamp, and no 
doubt many a partridge and rabbit has fallen to supply his 
dainty appetite. He has given the dogs a long chase, and, al- 
though they are game enough for another, we conclude to 
He home, enlivening the joumey with tales ot hunters and 
nuts. 
In some instances tyyo or three foxes are caurht in a nicht, 

but such occasions are rare. Tt is more frequently the case 
that none aretaken. The fox often gives the dogs the’slijy or 
outwinds them. [tis impossible here to follow the dogs, as is 
done in the East, for the country is nearly all heavily wooded 
and the fox has too much chance to dodge. Sometimes,when 
hunting with young dogs, a deer will be started, but an ex- 
perienced hunter can tell the differenee from the nianner im 
which the animal runs. A wolf or panther when started 
soon bay; the former generally eseaping by his superior speed 
and wind. The fox being the natural enemy of the paitridze 
and rabbit and other small game, its destruction is a matter 
of general satisfaction to all, J.B, SHEA. 
WALKER County, Texas, 

ONE RED LETTER DAY. 

Editor Forest und Stream: 
Every admirer of the Irish setter has heard of Bleho 

and Glencho, And since the blood of the former flows in the 
veins of so many of the bench show winners of to-day, while 
the latter is rapidly attaining a most exalted rank amonz 
the dogs of America. I am persuaded that many of the 
readers of your always entertaining paper will be interested 
in a brief account of what some of the progeny of these famous 
animals have heen doing in the field. 

Rensselaer county is not noted for its excellent bird shoot- 
ing, and, as far as | am aware, never before haye the columus 
of Forest AND Stream contained the slightest hint that 
woodcock and partridge were to be found within the county 
bounds, Now and then, however, birds are killed here, and 4 
few weeks ago I accepted an ipyitation from Mr. Albert A. 
Sampson, of this city, to drive ont with him and “at least soe 
the dogs work, and possibly piel up a bird or two.” The 
dogs at Nora (Elcho—Vire Fly), now six years old, and WKii- 
dare, at that time a pup of just eight months, out of Nora by 
@encho. Myr. 8. broké Nora himself, and has hunted with 
her several sonsons: the pup had Leenin the woods with the 
old dog once or twice bifoure, and had sten one or two wood- 
vock killed, excepting which no attention whatever had becn 
given to his trainings. ; 
After a drive of an hour and a half from my friend’s home, 

just beyond the city limits, we turned aside from the main 
yoad, an’ winding along a little lane, finally tied our horse to 
a tree standing on the very edye of a promising looking swale, 
which latter was shaped like a section of an oranze pel 
about ten rods long by three across in the widest part. &. 
started in with the'does, while I took the ontside. Searcely 
had we moved off before Nora pointed, and up jumped u 
woodcock, which §, missed. Almost immediately the bitch 
pointed again; this bird was Islled. and directly after retriey- 
ing Nora hastened to overtake the pup, when both made a 
most rigid point, and 8. scored another. Ail these particulars 
were called out to me by my friend, the bushes being go thick 
and the foliaxe so heayy that, from my Pontes on the out- 
side nothing could be seen, A little later he warned me that 
Nora was again pointing, this time in my direction, and 
directly a large cock bird got up with a sereum, swung out 
over my heud, and, taking a course due east, never chansvd 
his flight or even taitered when [ sent the contents of both 
barrels after him. I watched him well away in the distance 
(no doubt he is still flying, although he must have nearly com- 
pleted the cireuit: of the globe by this time; porhaps IT may 
find him in his old haunts next week), and then castine a 1e- 
proachful look at my gun, stooped to pat Nova, muttering 
something about a ‘‘wounded bird,” while my friend cou she 
dubiously. These are the smgle occasions on which I am at 
all ready to admit that “hunting isn’t what it is cracked up tu 
be!” 
Finding no more birds, we moved on to anotherplace a 

large piece of ground, part swamp, part cow-pasture, the 
whole sovered by a growth of “scrub” trees and bushes. A 
Jittle brook trickled along the eastern side, and here we 
started in, working toward the west. Nora made a pomt 
almost before we crossed the stream, bub the bird was war 
and manazed to geb away before we could post ourselves. 
marked it down, however, and Nora quickly found it again, 
when 8. broke its wing with a long quartering shot to the 
left, Here the mrp made his first count—linding the wounded 
bird, and guarding without injuring it, until we reached the 
spot, 
PStarting in again, we were working our way t rough the 
thick brush with some difliculty, when both cozs declared 
fame, and after some cautious maneuvering, finally cane to 
a most beautiful point, facing each other on either side of a 
furze bush, We heardthe pechliar cry the pariridze makes 
when frightened, und amoment later had the chazrin of hearing 
three prouse crashing through the thick bushes to the left. 
The dogs now worked side by side, and soon made another 
oint, when I shot my fist woodeock, a second bird I shot 

just afterward—Nora retrieving trom a swamp, And amo- 
ment later the fine old bitch made one of the most beawtifal 
oints leversaw. She was crossing alittle knoll. and when 
alf way down, stopped asif she had been shot, while master 
pup, who had been following close behind, mstantly fell into 
ine, so that his mother's extended tail almost touched his 

nose. There they stood like statues, the beautiful mother 
with her left foot up. the poe of her nose in the suine plane 
with the tip of her tail, while the pup, baile as stanach, but 
quivering with excitement, held up Mis lett hind foot—which 
happening to be the last one lifted from the ground when he 
stopped, he had evidently forzotten to put down again. 
We stood for several minutes atlmiring this picture--so 

inexpressibly beautiful to the eye of a true sportsman—and 
which would in itself have well repaid moa for coming, had 
we not killed wsinwle bird. %. finally started the bird, and I 
killed it. Both dogs dashed ahead at the word “dead bird,” 
Nora first reaching the spot where it fell; but to her most 
evident surprise and the intense amusement of &. and myself, 
the pup seized the bird while it was in her mouth, and alter 
tugging a moment, pulled it away, and bore it ini triumpl! 
After that he insisted upou carrying every bird that was 
shot; for when the old dog found them first, he invariably 
took them away (although he would never bite or injure 

them)—ths Rentié mother apparently yielding withowt a mur 
mu to him, although nothine woull persusde ler tu give u 
a bird to my mam other than her master. On one occasion 
coaxed and coaxed her to give me a bird which Thad killed, 
but sh would do nothing bat wag her tail, and with listening 
car aul eloquent aye, stahd ready to spring at the first sight 
orsoun lof him to whom she owes allegiance. And when I 
at len th approached and reached forth to take the woodcock 
from her mouth, she sprang to one side, and dashed through 
the th ici brush in search of her mastur, to whom she delivered 
hor prize with every manifestation of delight, 
Wishing to devote his entire attention to the pup betlore 

sta tine, Mr. 8, had slipped a little bell on Nora’s collar, and 
after a sinzle wave of the hand on entering the brush, he paid 
no more ttention to his doz, unless, perhaps, to utter a cau- 
tionary “soho,” when he saw her approgehing fame. As lone 
aswecoud hear the tinkling of the little bell, we knew that 
nothing was ahead, but whenever the sound ceased, no time 
was to be lost in procveding to the spot, where we invariably 
found a point, Once, while watching the graceful moveinents 
of the pup, we became somberested, that all thoughts of Nora 
assad from sur minds, and when atleneth it appeared that 
ave's bird had flown, no sign or sound of the bitch betrayed 

her wheresbouts, After a long hunt we found her, just beyond 
the tenes, as rigid as animaye, her delicate nose leveled at a 
clump of prass, not eight feet away, from which a woodcock 
s00n got up with a friehtened whistle. 

Twill not trespass upon your valuable coluunis to speak any 
furthar of the details of our trip, My objectin writing was to 
tell your readers something of the qualities of these dogs, 
rather than to attempt adescription of ahunt. We returmed 
froto our tevo days and a haif triy) with seventeen woodcock. 
and two partridzes, tive of these having been killed by two 
other gentlemen who joined us one day, During thetime we 
were away, Nova pointed at leaso thirty birds, and never 
flushed asingle one. If bidden (and when the pup allowed), 
she naver failed to retrieve, und behayed generally insuch a 
wayasto justity a remark that some one recently made to. 
the effect toat no better dog on woodecock can he found. 
Astor Dae, [ think he may he considered phenomenal, 

With no t aining, or breaking, after one single experience in 
the woods, he tukes to his work as naturally as does a duck to 
water, One day he saw a dead woodcoek, which his mother 
had brourhtin, He smelled of it curiously, and after turning 
it over and over with his nose, he looked up at his master and 
Wazge(l his tail vigorously, as if to say, ‘I know him now and 
will never forget him.” Not half an hour later, while his 
muster was reloading after a supposed miss in the thick brush, 
out trotted Mr. Dare wilh a fat woodcoek m his mouth, the 
very jitsh thing he had ever retrieved. When he enters 4 
wood or swale his motions ure 4s cautious as those of an Indian 
hunter, and his deep, rich coat, his magnificent head, large, 
dark eye and the graceful proportions of his body give every 
promise of his being as wreat a success upon the bench as ex- 
perience has shown him to be in the field. Two of his little 
companions have gone to Minnesota, whence come the most 
flattertiy accounts of their progress in the field. Another, 
owned in this county, without a particle of previous training, 
retrieved the first ywoodeock he ever saw, and, although not 
yet so easy of control as Dure, bids fair to be ao fine field dog; 
while still another—a biteh—behaved wonderfully well for so 
vounr ao animal on Saturday lust, when we killed seyeral 
avtridpvs over Nora, who, on that occasion, demonstrated 
er abi ity te work equally as well on grouse os on woodcock. 
Mr Sazopson is exceedingly fond und proud of his pup Dare, 

and, as very ons must adnut, in view of the premises, justly 
so. But ‘ov astaunch, reliuble dog on woodcock or grouse; 
fer an unexceptionable retriever; and, far more, for a gentle, 
ovine ¢ mpanion, as ready to respond to the slightest praise 
as tow ep- yes, actually weep ata single tone of reproof or 
unkindness—give me Nora, the best Irish setter that ever 
gliddene! a sportsman’s heart, or wou the passionate adora- 
tion of the little ones at home. Picture a medium-sized animal 
of 4 dark mahogany color, with slim, straight nose, well 
formed head, the skull perhaps a trifle too broad across the 
top to meet the present standard, denotiig unusual intellectu- 
ality ‘those who love animals will permit theuse of theterm), 
well set ears hung low without a particle of “curl,” well 
shaped legs and tail, generously feathered, and the biggtst, 
brighfest. handsomest dark eye that ever spoke in the head at 
u doz—this is Nora, as she Jooks, Read what is above written 
—that is Nory in the field. Then ask the children if you van 
take hér away—that is Nora. at home. Wouldn't you like to 
own her? SEYMOUR VAN SANTVOORD. 
Troy, N. ¥., Nov. ‘ 

THE GROUSE DALE—LIT MATCH.—High Point, N. C,, 
Noy. |9.—Zuitor Forest. and Stream: We have agreed upon 
Mr. B. F. Stoddard, of Dayton, O., as the referes in the match 
between Mr. William A’ Buckingham’s Grouse Dale and 
Major J. M. Taylor’s Lit. The match will be run at Grand 
Junetion, Teun,, on Jan. 17,18 and 19, 1884,--D, C. SANnORN, 
D, C, BERGUNDTHAL. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTION TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To lustre 
Sublication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of adeh mnuimaly 
1, Color. 
2, Breed. 

6. Name and residence of owner, 
buyer or seller. 

3. Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam. 
1, A, 9, or §, Owner of sire, . 
. Date of bi th, o- breeding ov §. Dam, with her sire and dam, 

of death, 10, Owner of dam. 
AY nimes must be plainly written, Communication on one side of 
ape ony, and signed with writer's name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

| See tasiructions af head of this colunvic. 
ain Ranger. By Mv. Wy, D. Towner, Nyack, N. Y., for black, 

write ani tan dog pup, by Count Noble out of Gertrude, 
Queen of the Hudson, By Mr, H. D. Towner, Nyack, N. ¥., for 

blick and while ticked bitch pup. by Dashing Monarch out of Lisp. 
May. by Mr, G. B.Wentworth. Plymouth, Mass., for black anid jan 

Gordon setter biteh, 4 months old, by Bob S, out of Lowe's Downer. 
Sir Kenneth. By Mr, H, W. Huntington, Beocerea NLY., for black 

“vevyhound dog, whelped Mareh 14, 1 83. by Doub eshot out of Doro- 

vee BRED, 
TS” See instructions at head oF this column, — 
Diuge—Kulph. Mr, J. Chreston's (Bayonne, WN. J.)lemon and white 

bitea Diage to Mr, P, Lumbreyer’s (Belgen Point, N-J,) Ralph (Snipe 
--Fanhy). . ' 
Welln Raph Mr, W) E. Bassett’s (Jeraey City, N. J.) lemon and 

white s-ther biteh Nellie (St, Elmo—imported Lonilie) to Mr. P. Lum- 
breyers (Sergen Point, N. J. Ralph (Shipe—Fanny), Nov, 6, 

Ritu Chovteti—Baronct. Mr. Geo, 8. Tucker's (Peterborou h, N-H.) 
liver and syhite poluter biteh Rite Croxteth (A. R. 169) to his Baro- 

KR, 34), Oct, 21. net (AE ), 0 WHEELS. 

See inatructions ct hecedl of this ealunes, 
eat Mr. Grear’s CSenR naire; Pa.) bitch Beuea, Oct, 16, sight 
ne doz), by Mr... Lewis's Rover. 

AO athe Mr. H.W.. Huntington’s (Brooklyn, N. Y.) black gray- 
hound Witch Dorothes (A.K.R. 72), Sept. 17, seven (five dogs), by bis 
Dowblesbo. (ALR. 73). 

SALES, 
=> See nustractions ot head af this colnn, mr 
Fisnirek. Black and white setter pup, whelped July, 1883 (Zanzi- 

ber Queen Elgin), by Mr. El. B. Vondersniith, Lancaster, Pa., to Mv 
J. i, Starr. Jr., Caden, N. J. ; 

Gin, ‘ocker spaniel bitch (Suine—Feuther), by. Mr. Geo, 4, 
Tucker, Puterbovough, N. H., to Me. GL. ¥. Tyler, West Newtou, 
Mass. 
Lady Isabel, Lemon and white pdinter biteh CLTGR. 461), by Mi. 

Geo. nck, Peterborough, N. E., to Mv.G,W. Leavitt, Jr, Boston, 
Mass 
Tempast—Furt whelp, Black, white and ton dog-whelped April 29. 

18 1p Pomipest (Pontino--F ainy II.) Out of PN (Kock—Starlght), 

———— Sr 
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by Mr. A.J. Ward, Boston, Mass., to Mr. ©. O Pettit. Galveston, 
Texas, 

Nie a whelp, Black, white and tan hiteh, whelped June 
20, 1884, by Lelaps (heicestev—Doll) out of Daisy (Dash 1—Star- 
light), by Mr, A, J. Ward, Boston, Mass,, 10 Mr, C. C. Pettit, Galyes- 
ton, Texas. ra 

Jock. Ree dog (Ringwood 11.—Spider), by Mr, Andrew Laidlaw, 
Woodstock, Ont,, to Capt. Cox, Paris, Ont. 

Pigeon. Beagle bitch (Rinewood I1.— Fan TT.), hy Mo. Andrew Laiud- 
law, Woodstock, Ont., ta Capt. Cox, Paris, Ont, 

Joker. Beagle dog, whelped Sept. 21, 1883 (Jock—Piznon), by Mr. 
Andrew Laidlaw, Woodstock, Onr., to Capt. Cox, Paris, Ont. i 

Nellie. Bengle bite puppy (Jock—Pigeon), by Mr, Andrew Laid- 
laiy, Woodstock, Ont., to Mr. J. Spracklin, same place, 
Jock—Piyeon help, Beagle hitch puppy, by Mr. Andrew Laidlaw, 

Woodstock, Ont., to Mr. J. W. Kelly. same place. 
Knickerbocker—Lady Gleam whelps, Pointer dogs, by Mr, J. He 

Phelan, Jersey Clty, N.J., one liver and white to Mr, T. H. Dwyer, 
New York, one orange and white to Mr, Geo. MeNeil, Jersey City, N. 
J,, one lemon aud white to Mr, Geo. Tu, Wilms, same place, A 
Knickerbocke)—Lady Gleam whetp. Lemon and white pointer bitch 

puppy, by Mr. J, W. Phelin, Jersey City, Nv... to Mr, T, H. Dwyer, 
New York, : ; 

Snipe. Liver and white pointer dog (Banflell‘s Snipe—Ruby), by 
= ee H. Phelan, Jersey Oily, N.J., to Mr. W, 8, Lambert, New 

ork, 
Following is a list of the beagles purchasid of Gen. R. Rowett, 

peritaerule, T,, by James A. Stowell, 27th Ward, West Philadelphia, 

eee Gap: Blue ticked dog, bred by Sir A. Ashburnham, Surrey, 
nelind. 
eee Blue ticked dog. bred by Sir A, Ashburnham, Surrey, 
upland. . 

ACS aH Blue ticked dog, bred by Sir A, Ashburnham, Surrey, 
ngland, 

i 3 fea Blue ticked bitch, bred by Sir A, Ashburnham, Surrey, 
and, : 

(The above-named were imported by Captuin Assheton, of Fauquier 
ppnays Va., of whom they were afternvaril purchased by Gen. 

wets), 
Tre Bloe. Blue ticked, 18 mouths old (Brittou—Blne, Belle), 
Blue Light. Blue ticked biich, 18 mouths old (Britton—Blue Belle), 
mee Black, white and fan, months old (Bine Cap—Blue 

Blue Daisy. Blie ticked biteh, 9 monte old (Blue Cap—Blue 
Belle). 
Heide Violet, Blue ticked bitch, ) months old (Blue Cap—Blue 

6), 
Elue Coat, Blue ticked dog, § months old (Blie Cap—Music). 

PRESENTATIONS. 
B~ See instructions at head of this column, 
Rover. Beagle dow puppy (Jock—Pizeon), by Mi. Andrew Laidlaw, 

Wormistock, Ont., to Mr. J. G, Short, same place. 

Hifle and Crap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

UREEDMOOR, Nov. 14.—To-day, out of the very worst of the sea- 
son from a shooting point, the contest forihe gold marksman badge 
for 18A4 Wasshot. This was partic.pated in inoly by the winners in 
the several monthly conipetitions, and seven militia men had won 
the privilege: of these, Messrs, Munson and Robertson failed to ap- 

r, and butfiye menfired. The recom! is exceptionally fine, aad 
Gen. Robbins, who generously offered the prize, ought to feel satis 
fied with the result. The score made with Kemiagton State model 
rifles stood: 

Diyus, alliyds, 

TL Price, 7th Regts.....0. 6 Vere e ere po eae ty 

RT Lockinood,TibrRegt,.. jBAE CM GRR AS CA 
W Underwood, Jr., 7th Regt. 144 4 4 fa ae Pana a 

A B Yan Heusen, 12th Regt. 43 $ E = : = ; . SOR ees 

BOSTON, Nov,i7.—At Walnut Hill to-day there was a fair atten- 
dance and some good shooting was dene. The day was 4 delightful 
one for out-of-door sports, but not at all conducive to good shooting. 
The wind was quite strong, blowing fromto 10 o'vlock, and the 
shooters found some difficulty in holding steady. The light, too, was 
not good and the bwiseye seemed to dance badly; A number of the 
Boston Press Rifle Association were present, as were also a niuher 
of the Arlington Club, and « friendly matchaas madeup. Both 
teams shot well, but the pencil pushers were too many for their op~ 
ponents, and beat them bya score of 206 to200, Mr, Charles did 
some élegant work in the combination match, making, with a military 
rifle, 47 at ds,,and 55 out of 60 at 500yds, The 55 was a score of 
10 bulls, which, all ungs considered, was very fine. In the Creed- 
moor prize match, Mv. Dayis ard Mr. Rogers each made a fine 47. 
The foliowing are the best scores, 

Oreedmoor Practice mee i 
2 GASGordan 27.5 25 bees eee tthe 65545 4 4 +16 

GB Wdwards........... 5... 645 45 6 & 4 445 
W Charles (mili... ......- 6445 4 4 6 5 444 
C AHunp, 1 4455445 4 4-49 
GV AISI Capers ert on i, 544545 4 4 4-2 
JR Carmichael... ..... 44544844 5 4-41 
L Herbert (mil).......- tad 4444 4 4 3-39 
CG Wheelock... ; 6440 4 4 4 6 4-33 
W Kirkwood.... 44434 38 4 4 4-37 
SPURT) se tee eee tee cenit td 4843 26 4 4-37 

Creedmoor Prize Matet. 
R Davis 64656 45 5 5 4 547 
AD Rogers _- 656465 54 6 4-47 
J h4465 44 5 444 
C 46565445444 4-44 
J 44445645 5 4-48 
oO 44445 5 4 5 4-48 

G 966 6 5 9 510-77 
J. 6? 6 9 5 9 6-70 
W Gardner. 4 £6510 5 ¥ 6-70 

W Charles (mily,.-... 645 5 & 5—47 

W Charles (mil),.... 6 3 6 8 6 & 5-55 
§ M Goodnow (mul) Hy) 64 6 4h 6 4 4-49 
A Smalley (mil).......,.--..-.--... 652 54466 7 +47 

Press Rifle ‘eam. 
HA Newman.,,..... ---,-050 44454 45 5 4-4 
FE Rolinss.j4ct- teers: sy woo 4 6 44454 4 5 4-48 
M A George. ..:-...--, thy wo B44 538 4 4 4 GF 5-42 
NS cAELULYIY) sects aisle! iole slew een pare tte Bae’ 563853644 4 4 4-41 
WH Hathaway... cee ies eel ones 334d 444 4 3 8—385—200 

Arlington Chib ‘Team. 
GW Pierce,.... ‘ 466445 44 4 4-48 
W Merrill. - ow ¢4 44585 4 4 4-41 
AW Davis. ..-....:-:-1-2:. 6455 8 5 44 4 4-41 
Wi, Lloyd..........--.....-- 4 $6 @ 444656 5 8 4-39 
BAS Weel TIO TT os et teleosts olc}cte B8R44834 4 4 5 446-200 

BALDWINSVILLE, N, ¥., Nov. &.—This village has given support 
to a live rifie club during the past season, and some good results have 
been shown. The range is on the farm of Mr. K, C, Munro, justnorth 
of the villuge, Weekly practice has been kept up unless prevented 
by infavorable weuther. The rifles used are of Hie Remington manu 
facture. The target is of vou, conforming it allrespucts to the stan- 
dard Creedmoor target. Having vompleted its néw ‘firing shed,” 
the club to+lay held its lastyegzular shoot of the season. On that 
occasion two of Fulton's best shots, Mr. W. J. Watson and Mr. W, P. 
Hillick, were 
without rest. 
thirty-five. 

First Match. 

present. The distance was 2Kihyds., position standing 
The scores made ure with seven shots out uf a possible 

Second Match, Third Match. 
Gates: .. ice. ripen if ALES; Sash gel ures MMOLTIB cel esse ine 

Watson, ,..... . . . 82 Watson,. 
Fowl-r. =. 81 Suydam... 
Morris. ___ vee ne Gates... 

Fillick... Young. - ad) Beeston 
yenen: i eee See ae Bt ite Fat 2 2 
Egeleston..... ous uy dam, , Fuck PEUUES spa gee tre bor ihe 
Young....-...:-....28 Eggleston,........ .R6 
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 11- To-day was the annual meeting uf the 

Occidental Wing-Shooting Club. When the club was 0 eae it 
aélected shooting grounds ov the San Bruno Road, nedr Blankens 
Six-Mile House, [lis a beautiful site and excellently adapted to the 
use of the sportsmen. Ics comparative inaccessibility is in the tayor 
of the grounds for none but those who take a sportsman's interest 

ee 

In field contests are likely te attend. To-day, however, pot-lunters 
Stood shoulder to shoulder all the way round the bouudary line, and 
the poor bird which escaped theiy murderous fire richly deserved a 
future life of peace in & well-provided dovecote. Moreas a matter of 
form than as 4 contest, « handicap single-bird match was arranged; 
12 birds, B0yds. boundary, The following was the score: 
Watsh26y dest. yds) ele ie etn) eee Leelee tee) edie t——1U) 
Fiticke, Sr, 26yds............6.00- te ed eee ET 
fincke, Irrdyds yd Oi Det ad 1 oy I 
Blanken, Myds,.. .... -.,---...,.1100110101 0 1—7 
Williams, 24yfs............+.: 1110021212211 «2 110 
Richardson, 22yds ...- .,-- ple ete eee Oe ats Ta) 
‘Todd, 24yds__.. ot ow 101110 *P it 
Rojas, 2tyds ..__ ee 2 ON eds ete 9 
Schwerin, 24yds, reeds POP Oe ea eg 
Burnett, 2lyds.... vl OvVO01000001 08 
Ford, 21yiis....- 0100010006001 0-8 
Gambs, 21yds.........--0:0.- eens O10112121172011 OH 8 
There were no very young or swift birds, Some good shots were 

made and some very poor ones. There was, bowever, some excel- 
lent retrieving. In this respect Walsh seemed to have therest of 
the shooters at a great disadvantage, A match at double birds was 
next shof, resulting §s zollowe: 
TR il Res ee 01-3 B Brown,........-....--. Wy di—4 
Schwerin... -...4,,----11. W0e@ VJ Rojas ..u.-.-.... ~i1 ii—4¢ 
Richardson .,..... -:.... 1 11-4 WW) Gamibs’.t - + i, --=.2=.-- OY OL-=1 
PFuneke, Br. .,.-... 17 00-2 ; 
At the conclusion of the shoot the club partook of n lunch, and an 

hour was spent in comparison of notes for the stason, and a general 
talk over prospective winter sports. 
CALIPORNIA.—The reports of the annual target practice In August 

have ablast been published, The First Regiment had the highest 
percentage by compauies, 32 per cent., and the Third the lowest, 22 
per cent. The First Artillery had the highest actual pereentage, 58 
recent, and the Second Artillery the lowest, 88 per cent. The 
ghest company percentage was Company O, First Regiment, 58 per 

cent., and the lowest Company A, First Artillery, but as the members 
of this company were on duty at Stockton, Company KE, of the Sec- 
ond Artillery, should be credited with the lowest company percent- 
age, 11 per cent. Company C, of the First Artillery, Nevada City, 
had the highest actual percentage, 66 per cent. The lowest actual 
percentage was the Cadet Company, of the Second Artillery, 20 per 
cent,. and the next lowest, Company G, 27 per cent,, and Company 
, 28 per cént., O£ the saine regiment. Out of the 1,527 men present 
and shooting, 63, ord per vent,, missed the target, half of whom are 
members of the Second Artillery, which paraded the largest number 
of men to 4 company, averaging over 45, Company A turning ont 66 
men, the highest number, 12 of whom missed the target. Fourteen 
companies had an actual percentage of 5) and over, 

NEWARK, N, J., Novy, 16.—The rifle tonrnament of the associated 
clubs of this city commences on Monday evening, 19th inst., at the 
range of the Frelinghuysen Association, 189 Market street. The clubs 
shooting this season are the Frelinghuysen, Essex, Warr.n, Celluloid, 
Doniestic andiPlymouth. The question as to prizes has undoubtedly 
been settled with satisfaction to all intereseted. The rifles used will 
be the same as in the last tournament (Ballard rifle 22-valiber), 
Shooting on the Winchester target (distance Taft.) ten shots per man, 
Time for club shooting not to exceed two and one-half hours. Sav 
eral new clubs have been formed since last season, but the sssocia- 
hon deem in inexpedient co allow them to enter, owing to theiy short 
practice, and their chances being smalt regarding prizes, four only 
being offered by the association, Saveral of the above elubs have 
Opened their ranges in order to allow outsiders inindividual shooting 
on the Zettler ring target. Prizes in money being offered —N. 

ALL STYLES TO SUIT,—A Bowery shooting gallery drunimer 
eries, ‘Here you are, gents, three shots for ten cents, and every time 
you hit the nigger’s eye yougeta cigar!" Anup-town sign proclaims 
“Rifle Shooting for Drinks." There are other galleries so high-toned 
that the shooters wear dress-suits. A McKinney, Texas, gallery pro- 
prietor provides pool, turkey and chicken shooting, at ull hours, and 
aniounces: “I will also give exhibitions in shooting with rifie and 
pistol, ringing the bell every time on 14-in. bullseye. Shooting with 
gun upside down, shooting the ashes from a eigar held in the mouth 
of an assistant, and many other difficult shots.” 

THE TRAP. 

CLAY-PIGEON TOURNAMENT. 

Eilitor Forest and Stream: 
The Jersey Gity Heizhts Gun Club has been appointed to hold two 

heautitul gold and silyer medals as trustee, presented by the 
Ligowsky 0) ay-Pigeou Company, through Mr. Justus von Lengerke, 
of yon Lengerke & Detmold. One medal represents the ¢hampion- 
ship of the State of New Jersey, and the other one represeuts the 
¢hampionship of New York Harhor, which includes the States of New 
York, New Jersey and Connecticut. Thesame are tobe shot for by 
teams of five men from any organized elub of the State of New Jer- 
sey, or the States of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut respect- 
ively. and the first shoot for these medals will take plake on our elub 
grounds at Marion, N..J., which is the first station on the Pennsyl- 
yania Railrosd, on Christmas day, the 25th of December, 1883. An all 
day’s tournament will be held on this day, open to all members of or- 
ganized cluhs of the three aboye mentioned States, 
The rules governing these championship shoots are as follows: 
These medals shall be shot for by teams of five from organized 

elubs, Each man shall shoot at ten ae clay-pigeons and five 
doubles, Single rises at lSyds.,and doubles at l5yds. Use of two 
barrels for singles, but a second barrel break to count and score only 
te bird. Shot limited to 1}4oz,, and guns to 10lbs. 10-bore, Gun to be 
held below the elbow until the shooter calls ‘pull.’ All shooting to be 
from five traps, screened, and placed five yards apart, excepting for 
doubles, when two stationary traps five yards apart will be used. 
Bach shooter to shoot afi five clay-pigeons before he leaves the score. 
or in doubles at five double rises. ‘The winning club to hold the medal 
for one month, but thereafter the sameéis subject ro challenge from 
any club of the State. or three Sates eg eek Wigs one year. The 
holders always to decide date and place. Any club holding the medal 
at the end of ons year shall keep the sameé permanently, The chal- 
lenging party always to pay for clay-pigeous for both parties. 

Tt has been decided to add a sweepstake purse for the opening 
shoot, $1 per team foreach medal, to be divided in three moneys — 
50 per cent., 30 per cert. and 2) per cent. Money stakes, if any, for 
future challenge shoots to be agreed upon by the interested clubs. 
The programme for Christmas day is as follows; Shooting to com- 

mence af 10 o'clock A, M. sharp. All sweepstakes are classified from 
tive screened traps, 5yds, apart; doubles trom two stationary traps. 
All ties on straight-away birds. 

No, 1. Sweepstake, $1.00 entrance, five clay-pigeons, 
only, Purses divided 30, 30 and 20 per cent. 

© 2. Sweepstake, $2.00 entrance, five clay-pigeons, both barrels, 
second barrel half bird; 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent, 

No. a Bweepstake, $2.00 entrance, five double rises; 40, 30, 20 and 10 
er cent. : 

Y Wo. 4, New Jersey champion medal shoot. | 
No. 5, New York Harbor champion medal shoot. 
No. 6. Sweepstake, $2.00 entrance, téen single clay-pigeons, both 

barrels. second barrel half bird, Purses divided, 39, 25, 20,15 and 5 
per cent, 

All clubs are cordially invited to ba present. A. H. Herivace, 
Secretary J, C. Heights Gun Club, 

one barrel 

Editor Forest wed Streany: 
Following are extracts from a letter written by the secretary of tbe 

Exeter, N. H., Sportsmen's Clnb, accompanying the entrance of the 
club to the Jist of those which will compete in the Chicago tourna- 
ment. Weshould be glad to haye your readers express their prefer- 
ence upon |he subject discussed: 

“T suppose we are now entitled to make suggestions concerning 
said tournament, We perceiye you are yery willing to meet the 
ideas of sportsmen in this matter, by the fe a aa with which you 
“aocepted the amendments proposed by Mr. Eager, of the Worcester 
(Mass.) Club, perhaps a little too quick, for I think that one of his 
changes will hardly gain the approval of the mujority of those wha 
will desiré to join in the contest. I refer to the change from the 
fourth to the third notch of phe trap. I haye no deubt Mr. Eager’s 
object was to make this tournament a test of marksmanship rather 
than 4 test of guns and I think | ¢an Suggest 4 compromise which will 
accomplish that object made better than his proposed change and 
will better suit marksmen generally aud Mr. Eager in particular (for 
T know hit well to be one of the best in the field and at rhe traps) and 
think he will be the last man to lower the standard of skill. 
“My proposition is tis, that rhe traps be changed back to the fourth 

noteh bub that the distance he reduced to 1ayds. rise. Our club does 
not object to the I8yds. rise huf we are willine to compromise as We 
do decidedly object to lowering the speed. We do not know what 
this tourth notch was made for ifitis not tw be used at the highest 
tribuual in the country which J presume this tournanient will be, 
Respectfully yours, J. Wimi1aus. for Pxeter Sportsmen's Club.” 
Tue following special contest, arranged as indivated, will doubtless 

prove of interest lo yaur many readers: 7 } 
Third day's pd of the tourngment will be as follows: 
Interna. ional Championship Match, 10 A. M. ta 2 P. M, Match 

Wo, 7,—Th¢ Professional Sweepstake, open to all, including the 

“professionals” who aré barred from the other matches, such 
as Dr, W. F. Caryer, Capt. Bogardus, Capt. EB, EB. Stubbs, 
Gwynue Price. Entrance $10, 5 traps, 6 single “birds” (c. p.), 
Zlyds rise, 4th noteh; 2 double “birds,” lfyds. rise, 76 per cent. 
of the gate money for the day with uw fuarantee hereby given 
by the Ligowsky Olay-Pigeon Co., that the same shall not be less than 
8450 will be added tothe entrance purses to be divided into three 
prizes—50. 30 and 20 percent, Ligowsky Ciay-bicronx Co. 
Cincinnati, O, 

CLAY-PIGEON TOURNAMENT RULES. 

TPHE objects which have been kept in yiewin flaming the following 
vules are, firstly to assimilate clay-pigeon shooting as closely 98 

possible to the conditions of game shooting in the field; and secondly. 
to mnéeb the requirements of match and sweepstakes shooting in 
which money prizes or bets are involved. i 

it will be seeu that many of the ordinary rules for shuvting af fhe 
live pigeon are applicable also to clay-pigeon shooting, and in this 

| attempt at codification the rules of Aurhngham, the Gun Club, the 
Cercle des Petineurs, Cercle du Bois de la Cambre, the International 
Gun and Polo Club, as well as Capt. Bogardus’s extra rules for clay- 
pigeéu shooting, as carried out in America, have been carefully 
collated and selected fram, with such additional rules and variations 
as experience indicates to be desirable, Several of the latter are 
Ft eae applicable to trap shooting at the live bird, and w il be 
‘ound to provide for contingencies uot contemplated in any of the 

are nevertheless of codes of rules already referred to, but whic 
frequent occurrenee in actual shooting, . 

Finally an attempt has been made to vodify and systematize the 
arrangement of the articles, so as to render them conveniently avail 
able for reference—a desideratum which cannot be considered the 
strong point of any of the sets of rules already m éxistence, owing 
to the “piecemeal” process by which the parent rules haye gradually 
grown to their present dimensions, younger clubs having agaim 
copied from the elder. In the annexed code the clay-pigeon is 
throughout called for the sake of brevity the “hird,"’ - 

Rule 1. Judging.—There shall be two judges and a referee; the 
original devision of the judge can be appealed to the referee. There 
shall be no appeal from the referee's decision, If, however, the 
referee does not see the shot, or, from aoy ofber cause, is in doubt as 
to what his decision should be, he shall consult the two judges, or if 
there be none present, sch other competent persons as he uiay 
select, not heing less than two inunmber, and having no pecuniary 
or other interest of any kind whatsoever in the reteree’s decisions, 
either in regard to bets, stakes, or shooting score. This proviso 
applids equally to judges, 
Having taken advice in the manner described, the referee shall 

deliver his judgment, which shall be final, and, for tie purposes of 
such judgment, no bird shall be retrieved, .«,, bronght back for ex- 
futination stibseqnent to the shot, under any cirenmstances, erther 
before or after the referee's decision. 
[Note.—This rule is essential to proper judging in clay-pigeon 

shooting, and works thoroughly well ii practice. The objection 
which the editor bas occasionally heard made to it—that a bird may 
be “¢hipped," cr perhaps penetrated by a single shot, without beng 

| scored *dead” under Rule 3, is really a strong argument in its favor, 
| as itis evident that live birds so shot would in all probability be only 
feathered, or slightly wounded, and would not fall in bounds if in 
matelt shooting, ot within fair retrieving distance if in the fleld, If 
the rule has a further result of discouraging careless and slovenly 
shooting, and obliges shooters to give their birds the middle of the 
eharee, so as bo kill fpemin a clean and workmanlike manner that 
Will be an additional advantage. | 
Rule2. Remarks on the Shot.—Ne persons, others thaa those re- 

ferred to in the last rule, shall make any rémark which may intiuence 
the judgment of the referee while the shot is under decision, 

“DEAD, “1.087, AND “NO BIRDS,” 
Rule 3. “Dead” Birds.—A bird to be scored “lead” shall be broken 

in the air: that is, 4 clearly perceptible piece must be knocked ont of 
it before it reaches the ground, 
Ride 4. “Lost' Birds,--A bird shall be scored ‘ost’ if not broken 

| in the air, as per Rules (and if it 1s not a **no bird” under other rules.) 
Shoiting at a bird after it has touched the ground does not in any way 
affect the scoring, which is determ ned under the preceding rule by 
the result of the shot while the bird was in the air; but if, through 
his own fault, the shooter does not five at any bird untilit has touched 
fue ground, it shall be scored “lost.” 
Rules. “No Birds,*—The coup shall be annulled, and the shooter 

allowed another bird under either of the following contingencies; 
A. If tivo or more birds are sprung instead of one, and the shooter 

does not fire (hut if he fires the bird Shall be scored). 
B. 1f the shooter stands nearer than his proper distance, and males 

a shot which would otherwise have been stored ‘‘dead” (but if he 
stands nearer than his proper distance, and misses, the bird shall be 
scored lost), 

G. If the shooter's gun, being properly loaded and cocked, does not 
£0 off at all from any cause whatever, ¢xeepting through the fault of 
the shooter [vide also Rule 29, ‘‘miss fires"). 

D. If the shooter carries his gun to his shoulder before saying 
“pull? and makes a shot which would ovherwise haye been scored 
“ulead.” 

Th. Tf the bird is sprung before. or at any noticeable interval after 
the shooter calls “pull,’ and he does nob fire at it [but if he fires the 
bird shall be scored]. 

Ff. Tf the bird does notily 15yds. from its trap, and the shooterdoes 
not fire [but if he fires the bird shall be scored]. 

G. If in the judgment of the referee the shooter is haulked by acei- 
dent or otherwise. 

H. 1f both barrels go off at onceand the bird is killed [butif missed 
the bird shall be scored “lost|, See also Rule 29, “miss fires,” and 
‘iss fires’’ in double rises, Rule 33. 

his order, shall audibly announce the result—‘dead bird,” “lost bird" 
or ‘no bird,” as the case may be, 

Rule 7. Traps and Screens.—There shall be 5 traps set in a senii- 
circle, at a distance of 8 yards apart, and bidilen from the shooter by 
screens: the traps may be paltially sunk in the ground or fixed ona 
level with the ground. The screen shall ba bigh enough to hide the 
traps and no more. 
Rule & Caution to Puller.- When thé shooter is at the mark and 

prepared to fire he shall call, Are you ready?" and, the Pniler re- 
plymug * Yes" he shall call, “Pull.” | Vide also Rule 5, ‘No birds"). 

ule 9. Carrying the Gun to the Shoulder.—The gun shall not be 
carried to the shoulder uptil the shooter has given the word ‘‘Pull.”’ 
Before and at the momentof saying “Pull, the butt of the gun must 
be clearly visible below the arm-pit; otherwise, tle referee may score 
the shot ‘No bird,” if stis a kill, but if itis missed it shall be scored 
“ost, y 
Rule 10. Accidental Delays._Im sweepstakes and matehes the 

Shooter shall présent himself at the mark within two minutes from 
the last shot, unless in case of accident, or other absolutely unayoid- 
able delay, when the referee shall decide what time is to be allowed, 

Rule if. Number of Birds and Misses.—Unless otherwise specially 
arranged, all sweepstakes, whether for pools or prizes, shall be de- 
vided at an unlimited number of birds—one miss ont. 

Rule 12. Late Eutries.—A, Noshooter shall enter for pools or prizes 
shot under Rule 11 aiter the second round has begun. If previously 
on the route and not shooting when called in his proper turn, or uot 
fiving his nameéto the s.orer for entry, he shall not be allowed to 
enter afterward. 

B. But any shooter ah ea at the and of any round of pools or 
sweepstakes, shot under Rules 13 and 14, by accepting the reswts of 
all the rounds previously shot, and being credited with a number of 
Tiisses equal to those of the worst score made. 

C, Any shooter entering, after thee or more preyions pools or 
sweepstakes, with five shuoters or more, have been decided, shall he 
handivapped back one yard further than his regular handicap. 
Rule 13. Special Number of Birds.—When it is specially decided ta 

shoot at a fixed number of birds, the nutber of ioisses that shall 
exclude shali be at thesame time fixed; and when uny shooter has 
cuce retired, by reason of such number of misses, he shall not 
re-enter (excep in case of every shooter in the same round missing), 
eyen if subsequently all the other shonters should likewise, The 
shooters who are left in longest shall continue and “shuot it oun for 
the prize oF prizes. 

ote,—This rule obviates frequent inconvenience, and the post- 
ponement of unfinished events It cannot be said to he otherwise 
than faivin principle, as it only operates to definitely exclude a 
shooter who, out of the same number of shots, misses oftener than 
his compétitors, At the point. therefore, of his final retivement trom 
the match, he has been actually beaten by those who have not missed 
as many times as he has; and whether in a subsequent round—that 

| is, haying shot at a greater number of birds—they do or do not miss, 
the principle remains the same. To pnt it in another form: A 
shooter missing 2 out of 4, shoots worseethan one who only misses 2 
out of 6; whereas, the present rule pute them on a posable equality, 
and offen greatly to the detriment of the chance of the shooters who 
pare mada the hestseores. A moumient’s consicleration will show this 
0 be so. 
Rule 14, When special conditions ave xed under the last rule, if 

Shall also be decided up to the end of what round eniries may be 
made; but no shooter shal! be allowed to enter who was on the pround 
when, or before, Lie first round was iinished, and wo did non then 
enter, except under Rule 12. 

HANDICAPPING AND PENALTIES FOR WINNING AND DIVIDING, 
Rule 15. The permanent handicap of the club is from 10 to 2yds, 

Ruje 6, Scoring.—After each shot the referee, or scorer acting by ~- 
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Rule 10. New members, whose shooting is unkmown, shall be handi- 
SED R for the first time at 17yds, 

tule 17, The temporary handicap of the vlub is from 10 to 27vde.: 
thatis to say, thaf although no shooteris to be handicapped at the 
beginning of the day at a greater distance than 20yds., he may, by 
Winning and cia stakes, be pot back as far as {7yds.; after 
Which, in the event of his still meas to win, the other shooters 
sball all ‘go in” the same distance that he would haye “gone back” 
if he had not been at the maxima distante. : 

Rule 18. Penalties for Winning or Dividing.—When there are less 
than five shooters. those winning or dividing shall not go back. When 
there are five shooters or upward, wilners and dividers shall go back 
according to the f.llowing scale: 

Winners. Diyiders. 
Five shooters and upward 1yd, 6ya. 
Ten shooters and upward -- 2yds. iyd, 
Twenty shooters and upward ayds. iéyde 
And s0 on by one additional yard for every additional ten shooters, 
subseribing to the pool, 

[Note.—The principle of penalizing winners according te the peeu- 
niary value of their winnings would appear to be untenable theoretl- 
ically, and in practice must, of course, be impossible to regulate by 
eneral rules, except in cases where the minimum stake is habitually 

thesame The correct principle seems to be that a winner should be 
handicapped according to the superiovity of skill he has shown, and 
which skill can be approximately gathered only from the number of 
competitors he has defeated,] 
Rule 18. Second and Third Prizes.—Winners of second, or third 

prizes shall be temporarily handicapped back actording to the num- 
ber of shooters they have defeated, such number being divided by 
tive, thre, and four respeetively, and the penalty being calculated 
on the result according to thetable given for winners in Rule 18. 

STAKES AND ADDED MONEY.~-HOW TO BD DIVIDED, 

Rule &). Unless otherwise stated stukes aud added money shall be 
divitted into three prizes, viz: 50, 30, anp 20 per cént. 

LOADING AND CHARGERS, - 

Rule 21, Powder and Shot,—One ounee and a quarter of shot ly 
weight. and four drams and 4 half by measure (shaken down), of any 
kind of powder, shall be the maximum charge, No, 5 shot is the 
maximum sizé allowed. 
Rile 22. Wire Cartridges and Concentrators are, on the ground of 

safety. strictly prohibited; also the admixture of dust, grease, ofl, or 
any other substance with the shot. 
Rule 23, Challenging the Gun.—The gum of any shooter at the firing 

mark may be challenged by any other shooter, when the cartridges 
shall he at once examined by thereferee. The referee ex officio may 
also'at any time, when the shooter is at the mark, require him to 
allow his cartridges to be examined, If the shooter's cartridges are 
charged in excess of the limits laid down in Rule 24, or with larger- 
sized shot, he shall be disqualified, and shall forfeit his stake. 

HORES OF GUNS AND ALLOWANCES. 

Rule 24. The inaximum bore of gun allowed, except in private 
matches with special conditions, shallbe Nos. 10and 12. Shooters 
using smaller bores may go in at the rate of half a yard for everysize 
Nore d6Ss than 12 down to 16, below which no further allowance shall 

2 made. 
Rule 25. Muzzle loaders, on the ground of safety, and for the general 

conyenience of the shooters, are prohibited. 

MISS-FIRES, 
Rule 26, The gun being inallvespects properly loaded and cockeil, 

the penalties, ete., for milgs-fires shall be as follows: 
A. Both Barrels.—If both barrels miss-fire the shooter may clailn 

another shot, as per Rule 5, 
B. First Barrel,—If ihe gun misses fire with ihe first barrel, and the 

shooter fires the second and kills, the shot shall be scored ‘‘dead;” 
but if he fires the second and misses, it shall be scored *‘lost;” and if 
he does not fire the second it shall he “uo bird." 

(. Second Barre!.—If the gun misses fire with the second barrel the 
shooter shall be al'owed another bird, using the second barrel only. 
In this case the first barrel shall be loaded withuut shot, but with a 
full charge of powder (of the same kind as that used in the cartridge 
that missed tire). and which blank charge must be fired after the bird 
is on the wing, und the gun has been properly carried to the shoulder 
in the direction of the bird before the second barrel loaded with shot 
can be used. If then the shooter Irills with the second barrel the 
bird shall be scored, 

(See also rules for double rise shooting). 
[Note.—These details may appear cumbersome, but they are each 

atid all really necessary inorder to prevent unfair advantage being 
taken of this rule]. 

DOUBLE-RISE SHOOTING. 

Rule 27.—Whiat is a Double Rise.—Unless at leash two birds ure in 
the fir at the same time itis not a “double rise,” and if the shooter 
fires and kills, or fires and misses, whether he fires one barrel only or 
edits ap whether atone bird only or at two, the rise shall be scared 
“no birds. 
[Note.—The shooter who has prepured himself for a double rise is 

naturally haulked if only one bird is sprung, or if one is spruug first 
and the other so long after that both birds are notin the air at the 
sime time, and it he misses either or both he is fuirly entitied to have 
them stored ‘no birds.’’] 

Rule 31, If more than two birds are sprung, the shooter may take 
the rise or not, as he pleases, but if he fires the rise shall be scored, 

Rule 28, Short Pight.—If either bird talls within J5yds. of its trap 
without, being “killed,” the rise shall, at the shooter's option, be shot 
overagain:; butif such bird is duly “killed” in the airit shall be 
seqred dead, and the ober bird ‘‘dead™ or “lost,” as the case may he, 
provided always and in either case that the shooter may at his option 
claim a fresh rise. - 
Rule 29. Miss-Fires at Double Rises.—Lf the gun is properly loaded 

and cocked and the miss-fire, whether with the first or second barrel, 
or with both barrels, is caused by no fault of the shooter, the rise 
may be scored ‘no birds,”' irrespective of sills or misses, unless the 
shooter elects to abide by the result. If, however, both birds are 
“illed** with one barrel in the air they shall be scored *‘dead birds." 

PAYING FOR BIRDS. 

Rule 30. The price of the birds shall be deducted from the amount 
of each separate pool or sweepstakes, unless otherwise specially 
agreed beforehand, 

BETS, 

Rule 31, The committee will not recognizé bets or decidé any mat- 
ters apising out. of en, ~ 

FINES. 
Rule 82. A fine of two dollars, to be added to the pool, shall be 

rigidly exacted for any of the following acts of negligence: 
A, Pointing # gun at any one under any circumstances. 
B. Firing off a gun, except when the shooter has been called to 

shoot and is at the mark. $ fi 
Q. Closing a gun, with cartridges m before arriving at the mark, 

or when io the act of closing it pointing tt toward the shooters or 
Spectators, A 

D. Quitting the mark without extracting a loaded eens unfired. 
ie Haying a loaded gun anywhere on the ground except when at 

the mark, 

PROVIDENCE, R L., Nov. 15.—The Narragansett Gun Club held the 
fivst Of a series of Competitions for an plssint gold badge, to day, on 
their grounds on Broad strect, The badge is to be shot for weekly, 
ond thé member who is fortunate enough to win it five conseculive 
times May keep it as his own property, The five members making 
ths bizhest averages in the contests for this badge prévious to May, 
18S, will comprise the team Lo represent the club at the Chicago In- 
ternational Tournament, Terms of shoot—Clay pigeons, 10 singles 
and 6 parr doubles; singles, 18yds anil doubles 16yds. rise; sprung 
from five brags, 4th notch, The following is the score: 

Singles, Doubles. 
RYO UR ISI 5 esol A il !elele-o]eSalelr in sie iiets aie ofser 1111711111 011000111014 
JB Valentine - eee OLLOTT1001 1011101110—14 
WYRE Linnea ten tmy stite <== a ee ee 111010111 10DLO0LI11— 14 
(O02 007717 ee ees Bein eeee re 0101101111 1011100111—14 
CeBayWe! )- ile tess cay DAI 111010101113 
GJ Crandalt.......,..- ».<- 0110000011 1110011010—10 
HW Vinker.....-.-. ---,12110)1110 010001 1000—LO 
C8 Brown.,-,-- - é .. 1011110001 110001010 —10 
© BPotter....-. eee HOLIOOLUOG 000071 L010— 7 
GW, Usry wins tie.—W. H. 8, 
LIGHT GUNS,—A few years ago the majority of guns used in tour- 

nament shooting were very heavy, 10. gauge guns, while the charges 
used in them were so large and caused so much recoil that the 
shooter who could stand up under them for a week's shooting hail to 
be aman of more than ordinary physique, The ayerage shooter fol. 
lows? io the footsteps of Capl, Bogzardus, the Kleinmans, the late 
Hon. 'T. J. Sonth, all of whoin were tine shots, as well as men Of pow- 
erful frames, and who used 10 and i1-peund guns. Many seemed to 
think thatif they could only shoot as bravy & gun as eR. Bogardus 
they cdinld be equally successful in theirscores. They did not take 
Inté Consideration the imporlant fact thut the weight of the gun 
should bear some proporiion to tha size of the person using if, All 
this is vow changing, and it is now an accepted fact that lighter guns, 
capable of easy manipulation on rapidly-fiying birds, and Uehter 
roportionate charges, ure equally successtnl with, the old-time 
eivy weapon, As an illustration of this, take the shooting of the 
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S&nound, 10-zauge hammerless gun used by Mr. Henry Miller, of 
Ohicngo. The charge used by this gentleman was 34 drams of best 
powder, with best wadding, and 144 ounce of shot, ‘This gun was so 
successful. the first day’s shoot, winning two firsts and one third 
money, that quite a number of gentlemen laid aside their own guns 
and used Mr. Miller's, and were equally successful with it, [am not 
of those whetbelieve that a 20-bore can kill as many birds as a 10-bore 
£un, placing hoth weapons in the hands of a 240-pound man; bul I do 
believe that the sportsman who is of light or medium physique can 
idl more game with a gun proportioned to his weight than he can 
with a gun so heavy that he eannot properly manipulate it.—Col, J. 
M, Barbour in, Louisville Courier-Journal. 

NIAGARA ys. NIAGARA,—Nov. 16, 1883 —As the result of consider- 
able sparring between members of the Niagara River Shooting Cinb, 
of La Salle, and the Niagara County Shooting Club, of Lackport, 
relative to proficiency at the trap, a team of ten men from #ach club 
crossed swords yesterday on the grounds of the farmer club at La 
Salle, a pleasanf village five miles from Niagara Falls. The mateli 
was ahot from a Card revolving trap, sh ced rise, the Lockport men 
shooting at the composition ball which they ¢laim is the easiest ball 
in the world to break, and the La Salla men using the glass ball. A 
large part of the match was shot during & blinding snow squall and 
high wind, 2% balls per man: 

Niagara River Club, 
EH Smnth._-,..,-...-. 11121114211704111111217 1-19 
Geo Barker ,, 311111771110011100011—15 
HC Howard., 0171171720101 0101111—15 
E B® Philpot,,... -10171011110101101101112-i4 
J HdJewett........-..... 111711110111111011111—18 
CM Young...........-. 0021411211712 9121012121—18 
W_f Green. Ath ate 111110101117111101 0 0—i5 
T Jennings AL0204211171010111111116 
C$ Rice... O0011701111111101111-15 
Geo Margetts..........000100101700100011101—8—i53 

Niagara County Club. 
BM Moody............. 1171203141221111111111 0—18 
FJ Moyer.... -072011101110161111110-14 
GH Moody ...__. O241110209111110001271—15 
C Ward... 1207101101011000011 1-12 
H Killick. , 122111111101010100111—17 
A Elliot... .2...:-- =117110000110101001110—11 
Geo Weaver,._... -T01110110000111T00000—9 
Gio Jenny.... 111001000010111700111-11 
} EB Pease... 100201010101113141100—12 
Geo Mann,,....-..-...,. 911100001017 0010001 O— B12 

HARveyY. 

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.—Philadelphia, Pu,, Nov. 10.— 
Mr. Clarence W. Taylor and Mr, Leonard Winletter shot a match atid 
glass balls, 18yds,, on the grounds of the University of Pennsylvania 
Gun Club for the championship snd a gold medal, <A cold, raw day 
made the scores low. r. Taylor. the winner, handled a 734-lb. Fox 
gun, while Mr, Fiuletter used an &4-lhb, Colt: 
He ee 17.1011.11009 1019910199119111111 10011 

—lS. 

Finletter— 111011110111 100 10000000 11149190141111110109191911111 001111 
Old 111—51.—P nny. 

SICK.—t Louisville, the other day, Capt. Stubbs'’s backer, in the 
newspaper Carver-Stubbs rifle mateh, was so sick that he could not 
put his ZOE, up. Carvers friends claim that uf he had deferred 
his illness until after the mateh it would have been muchmorasayere, 

Canoeing. 

To insure prompt atiention, communications should be ad- 
dressed. to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose ubsence from the office matters of im 
portance are liable to delay. 

FIXTURES. 

Winter Camp-fire,—Noy. 22, 8 P. M., 907 Broadway, New York. 
Subject: Choice of a Canoe. 

Dee 14, New York. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Foresr ayp 
STREAM their addvesses, with uname, menrberghip, signals, #te,. of 
their clubs, an‘l also notices in xdvance of meetings and races, and 
reports of ihe same, Canoeists and all interested in canoemg are 
requested to forward to Forrest anp Srream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps and information coucerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. 

CANOE SIGNALS. 

ROM the 'Chib Directory" compiled by “Camaraida” andpublished 
in Forest anp Stream of Noy. 1, it appears thatthere isa lack of 

system in the sizes aud also of originality in the designs of canoe 
club signals. A number have signals nearly identicalin color and 
device, and this has given rise to at least one dispute, This is doubt- 
less because some of them have béen chosen in ignorance thal the 
same device was already in use. A nuniber of the clubs have con- 
tented themselves with simple letters on a plain field, mostly of blue, 
and these ata little distance cannot be distinguished from each other. 
To prevent further confusion, Forest anp StkEAM will hereafher pub- 
lish each week the signal of one of the clubs, and to aid ug to to this, 
secretaries are requested to send sketches of their signals, showing 
colors, as s00n as possible. Tn all cases where there is a close resem- 
blance between signals, the clubs will do well to change them before 
lacing them on record, abandoning the commonplace idea of mera 
etters and substituting some combination of colors that will he both 
original and distinctive, and ut the same time, it would be well for 
the few whose flags ave not of the sizé and shape of the majority (a 
ointed burgee 10x15ins.) to make thaf change, The idea first adopted 
yy the New York ©.C., of a device in the peak of the mainsail, has 

been followed by other clubs, the Knickerbocker ©.0. having « dia- 
mond, and the Lake George 4 five-polnted star, and similar devices 
will no doubt be adopted by ofber clubs, In selecting them, it should 
be remembered that differences of color ace not visible af any dis- 
tance, and to be really distinctive, there must be somesharply defined 
geometrical figuré, such as a square, crescentor triangle, A member 
ofthe A, @. A. is uow making a list in colors of all the private signals 
And writes to Forest and Stream {0 regard to collecting canoeists’ 
sketches of their private signals, giving also the colors 

CANOEING IN THE NORTHWEST. 

HE Rey. Richard Young, of Manitoba, has been fying the burgee 
of the Toronto ©. C.on Lake Winnipeg. His missionary labors 

compel him to travel over a large extent of territory in Manitoba, and 
ag that province is well watered, he thought it well to be provided 
with a eratt suitable for the work. Somes correspondence with Mr. 
DB. B, Tredwen, of the Royal C.C., London, resulted finally in his 
jlacing the willing duty of looking after the building of a Pearl in the 
bands of Mr. Robert Tyson, of Toronto. Mr. Tyson, after consulting 
with Commodore Neilson, decided ou having u duplicate of the 
Boreas built, but to be fitted up inside like the Isabel, Mr. Tyson’s 
own craft, Barly this spring Lue Ripple, fully equipped, with every- 
thing necessary Lor traveling and camping, was shipped to Winnipeg, 
where she arrived m due course. ‘ 
The Ripple’s dimension are; Length, 14tt,; haam, eit. Sin.; depth 

at crown of deck, ift.4in, Her coukpit was covered with the Tred- 
wen hatch, Sails, a 74£t, balance lug with three reefs, two workable 
by lines to cockpit, and asmalllateen of 10ft. area. She was sent 
out with a canoe tent designed by Mr. Tyson, Centerboard fs of 34 
boiler plate, weighing 45 pounds, The work of building was well done 
by RB. Jenkins, foreman tor Mr. John Clendinying. Herewith 1s an 
account of Mr. Young’s fir.t missionary cruise in her: : 

LanspownE Mission, __ | 
Fort Alexander, Winnipeg River, 

Dear Mr. Tyson: ‘ August 18, 1888, 
You and other members of the T. (. C. will be interested to hear 

thitt the colors nave been flown successfully on Lake Winnipeg. T 
write from a mission station about seventy miles from the Red River. 
Tatarted on Monday evening, the 1dth, from St. Andrews, and pad- 
dled about five miles down stream, tied up under the bank, and 
rigged up my vane tent (I ind wt a great convenienve when travel- 
ing) spent a comfortable nicht, and woke about 6 A. M. to find a pail- 
ing breeze. Arun ot about eight miles brought ine to the house af 
Arehdeacon Cowlay, where I recoiyad a hearty welcome and a good 
breakfast. _, 7 
Starting about, 140 A. M, (he wornmg's breeze stiifened up, and 

With & couple of reefs in my mainsail, 1 had a splendid ron to the 
mouth of the river, rather more than fifte;n miles past the Mmdian 
Reserve of St, Peters, where the church Missionary Society has a 
very flourishing mission, and through the delta of the river, which 
formas a vast marsh, subject at times to be flooded by the lake water 
undér the influence of strong northerly winds. A narrow sand bar 
covered with low gurub, afforded good cumpme ground, and here the 

LNoy. 22, 1883. 

cook sevved up dinner to an hungry crew. The dimer hour was 
enlivened by yisits Of the crew of the steamer Marquette, engared in 
dredging Operations, and who took a lively interestin the Ripple and 

Th eas Blowing pretty stiffly as I left the mouth of the river, and 
when about a hundred yards from shore, the Ripple allat once got an 
awkward fit on, and gelting her head into the wind, refused, whether 
nnder the gentle influence of the rudder, or by the stronger measures 
inaugurated by the half paddle lying handy on deck, to come out of 
it, Fora moment the crew was pugzled, and then the captain became 
aware that the centerboard and the sand bar were in contact, Sail is 
lowered and the board hauled up, but matters soon get worse; we bad 
missed the channel and were on the sand banks, There was nothing 
for it but to off moccasins and socks, and wade out some twenty 
yards further before the water deepened enough even for the Ripple; 
in fact for some distance from the mouth of the river one hag to keep 
from a mile to half a mile off shore, so shallowis that énd of the 
lake, This difficulty oyer, and giving the shore a wide berth, T had 
asplendid run of about fifteen miles, reaching good caniping ground 
just as the sun dipped below the horizon, 
Thunder and a little rain during the night did not materially disturb 

the rest of the crew. Up about, 5 A. M., and determined to ma. 
Point da Grand Marais, where there are houses, for breakfast, No 
wind and a slight fog at starting, and then a breess which freshened 
up quickly into a half gale, just giving tune to throw the Ripple up 
into the wind und take in @ conple of reefs, and then came our first 
experience of steering in pretty rough water, Ruuning fast before 
the wind, with heavy rollers coming up under the counter, it required 
a watchful toe on larboard and starboard pegs to keep the ship on 
her course. Grand Marais was, however, soon reathed, and the 
Ripple was riding quietly in smooth water m @ beautiful natural hay- 
bor, almost encircled by a high sand andl grayel hank, To my disap- 
pointment the houses were all shut up, and the ship cook's services 
Were once more in requisition to serve up breakfast, Started again 
about 10 A. M.; but, alas! the wind #ied duwn while crossing a wide 
traverse, and the crew had a hot time of it until a tiny cove was 
reached, 
Anuarow shinglé beach, with scattered boulders of granite en- 

¢ircled with a high bank covered with birch, maple and spruce offer- 
ing « grateful shade, a fire was soon lit and culinary operasions were 
agreeably diversitied by « delightful bath, Refreshed, the yoyago 
was continued, and under the steady application of the paddle Big- 
stone Point, with its huge granite boulders, was passed: 
The ship’s course, from running almost due north, would from this 

point trend from east ta south, Anortherly breeze happily at this 
point sprang up, and captain and crew settled down to enjoy a pleas- 
ant evening sail across the bay. You can picture to yourself a lovely 
Angust afternoon, alight haze softening the view, ani lending a 
beauty to the distant woods and promontovies, Tomy left lay the 
beautiful “Elk* Island floating ina summer sea, across my front 
stretched the bold and heavily wooded point, terminating in what fa 
called the "french Portage’ (the s:rait having been at one time so 
shallow that it could be crossed on foot), to my tighta fine bay, run- 
ning two or three miles in an easterly direction, A lovely little buy 
of white sand, offered good campmg ground,and the neighborhood 
Of Indians ona hay a little to the east, relieved the otherwise loneli- 
ness Of the place. Tes was enjoved, and then a quiet ramble under a 
bright moon, along the firm sands, and the crew tourned in bent on 
Sleep. Unfortuustely, at the point of this happy consummation. the 
watec which hud neteven lappéd upon the shore, began ifs miisic, 
and strengtheningeeyery minute, mingled by force ofa guilty con- 
science a disturbing elementinthe slumbers of the crew. The stern 
post was only a few Mehes from the water, things were lying about; 
should it be Kermwatin, ¢ ¢,. north wind, getting up, Captain and crew 
knew that things would soon be uncomfortably afloat. There was 
hothing for it but to torn oul, hanl the shipafew feet higher, and 
gather things together, A reconnoitering party of the enemy were 
oub in force, it gaye them the desived opportunity, and when captain 
am! crew turned in again, the hum and te of the mosquitoes kept 
toings lively for a time, 
The wind strengthened during the night, and a very respectable sea 

was breaking among the rocks and the sandvarin the morning. A 
leisurely breskfust was eaten and careful preparations made for a 
start, and with a Rood rolling sea we were soon ruuning through the 
French Portage, When almost through, and the waves at their rough- 
est, the captain and evew got alesson, In letting out the sheet of the 
dandy if was uot properly belayed, and a disagreable reminder in the 
shape of a rap on the head from the boom made the ship's company 
aware of the fact, Themamsail was av once lowered and an attempt 
Thade to throw the dandy back, rendere(l more difficull from the rall- 
ing, and next moment we were aware that we bail lost the sheet.of 
the mainsail, whieh quietly defied us from the pusition of a large and 
awkward bowsprit. As we Were being drifted on to & sandbur, no 
time was to be lost; the dandy was thrown off the mast, aod a ymgor- 
ons use of the half paddle once more put the main shvefin our pos- 
session and quelled the mutiny. A few minutes more and the tHurried 
prey were resting under the lee of the point, thankful that all was 
well, 

Our course was from thls point due sonth, with a run of about thiv- 
teen miles down 4 deep bay to the mouth ef the Winnipee River, A 
little lunch refreshed the inner man. and with & good, still breeze on 
ot quarter that sent the water splashing oo Our decks, first with 
two ree!s ont, and then with all guil set, we made a prosperous run, 
As we @nteren the river the braezé draw w littl more to the north, 
faid, tlie anxieties of the sea voyage over, we glided up the lake-like 
reaches of the beautiful river to the Hudson's Bay Uompany’s fort, 
where we received 4 kind and most hospitable weluome, 
Resuming our journey and enjoying @ bath, anda snooze ona 

rocky isle, by tue way, we reached the mission of Lansdowne and 
were s00n comfortably housed with our mative pastor, the Rev, PL 
Bruce, grateful to a kind and watchful Providence for journeying 
mercies. : 
The Tudians are greatly amused and interested in the canoe, and 

Jaugh when, pointing at their canoes, I say ‘Indian cance; and then 
nf mine, say “Haglish canoe.” They soon had a name for her, “Neb- 
me” —sturgeon. 
August 28,—My return journey was successfully accomplished last 

week, When in the neighborhood of Mlk Island, while erossing a 
traverse with north wind, it freshened up, and we had a very lively 
half hour in a heavy side sea that tested the seagoing capacities of 
the Ripple. Shé carried her crew safe ond dry inte # sheltered bay, 
and asa blew a gale from the northwestwe Welle storm-staid overs 
day. The compuny of other travelers who sheltered in the sume har- 
bor raheved the solide. 
Atter struggling up the lower reaches of the Red River with a 

heavy heal wind. it was an agreeable relief to get a touch of keewatin, 
which curried mo up rapidly, and Tlanded safe and well on Saturday 
morning in tinie tor my Sunday iuties. RIPPLE, 

THE GALLEY FIRE. 

4 Dae question of camp cookery isons that is of the greatest im- 
portance to 411 the reader's of Porusr AND Sr“Apt, but most of 

all to tne canoeiat and bis older brother, the Corinthian sailar, The 
hunter and ungier depend either on botels, farmhouses, or guides, 
the larger camping parties have 4 cook, the woodsman and profes: 
sional hunters dre accustomed to plain cooltery and possess a rough 
and ready knowledge, the result OF experience, and “John (Dutt) 
reélgns supremd on board the yacht: but the cunoeist, as a rule, is ~ 
not only entirely ighorant.of all pértaining to eooking, but being uc- 
eustomed toa more or less elaborate bill of fare, for a season or 
lwo at least is a prey to dyspepsin mud in constant danger from ill- 
cooked and seleated food. From ignorance of what 10 carry the 
eunoeist falls back On canned goods—neyer healthy as 4 steady diet— 
Branswick soup (from which, O sliadeés of Prot, Blot, deliver us) and 
epea. ¥ 
aie Instance is known of a canosist, nol far from New York. whose 
sole provision for a cruise, whether of a duy or week, was an imple 
supply of bread and eges, Kurly in the morning er late at night, in 
camp or duriie an hour's halt, the frying-pan was over the fire, and 
the canoeist in question over the frying-pao. His omelets were fam- 
ous, his serumbled eyes the pride of the club, bis fuied eggs a marvel 
of arf, the poached onesdehvious. The effect, however, on thé con- 
sumur of these viands sadn became visible, in form he approached 
daily that of his favorite article of diet, while the skin bedame hard 
and smooth, wid threatened soon to cut him off in the bloom of 
youth. The matter became serious, achon was promptly taken by 
Lhe club; eggs were prohibited more than once a day, bis attention 
was direeted to thedelicate chop, the satistying sausage and the se- 
ductive Hogjack, aud with good results. the cure soon being perfect. 
The mis of thut first campfire, who has forgotten it? Tired, 

hungry. perhaps cold and wel, tha smoke everywhars, the éoffes pot 
melted down, the can of soup upsetin the fire, ie fiendish conduat of 
frying-pan and kettle, the final surrender of the exhaustell victim. 
sliding off to sleep with a piece of hurdtack in one hand aud 4 lice of 
canned beef in the other, only to dreamt of mothey's hot biscuts, juicy 
stealcs, leep pias and steaminy coffee, ind waking In the morning te 
a repetition of the evening's performance. 
Few young men, uoforfunately. learn anything about cooking at 

home, and do not realize the value Of such knowledge until it ts 
Fureed upon them by such in experience 45 described Shove, Dring 
the coming winter d small portion of the tine piveu to canoe m 
summer Gould be profitably devoted to # Ullle practive over the 
“galley re,’ or thé litchen range athome, Frying, baking, making 
coitee, stews, plain biscuit, tie peab and speedy preparation of apis 
and healthy *square meal,’ can easily be Yearned ; get your siste fo 

OU ——< 



4 4 . : 
teach ¥ orskome other fellow's sister), jot down such receipts as 
“prov Hea in a note book. and sand them to Forust aNp STREAM, 4 
ehig toon “Galley Fire.” Many of our readers can tell of little 
ports that are of the greatest value to beginners, how to make w 
wood-tire, what utensils to carry where space and weight is limited, 
what stove or lump is best for canoe use, what fo carry on 4 ernise, 
how best to earry the stores (@ member of the C.C.C. had a very goorl 
“sees clesh ob the “Sl meer, let him speak out now), hints om 
cleanliness in Handling food aud washing dishes, how to make good 
ener (our secretary fas arepulation for his coffee), and many other 
items that will suggest themselyés, All are welcome fo our fire. 
the tnnter, the angler. the woodsman. the yachisman, there is a place 
for each, and when the lid (5 off the kettle, and all ave seated round, 
ii shall be their faultand not ours uf the fare does not suit, 

THE LOG BOOK. 

I.—A URUISE DOWN THE NASHUA RIVER. 

MBAREED at South Lancaster, Mass., on July 3, Camped that 
A night four miles from Beymer villas sou on the following day 

paddledse within four miles of Nashua. A thunder storm came up 
about GP, M., and it was one continnotis flash and roartrom that time 
nit taiinight. with the rain falling in torrents. We had our tents 
seeurel bo fhe boats by ropes lashed around the coaming of the cock- 
pits, and when the rope was wet it shrunk and pulled the coaming 
away from the deck and Jetthe water run in in streams, which did 
not add to our comfort in any great degree. Ido not know what any 
experienced canoevists would have done tinder the same circumstances, 
but we simply lay od took it. The ext moruire one of us was 
taken decerele il, aud, not feeling like Sa Ae cruise alone, we 
loaded the canoes aboard the train and left for home, where we had 
to hear no end of chafing about the length of our eruiss, We were 
much pleased with our trip while it lasted, and are bound to ty it 
over again next year if nothing prevents, We had only three short 
varries to make on the way ty Nashua, C: 

THE CHART LOCKER. 

1,—BOSTON, MASS, TO MT, DESHRT, ME. 

HE only chart used was that of the U.S. CoastSurvey, “Isle au 
Haut fo Gape Cod,” scale 1-400,000. This is minute enouzh for 

the canoeist’s purpose, Coursémade in July, 1883. There isa strong 
tidal enrrent through the cut between Pt. Shirley and Deer Island, 
Boston Bay, but a canoe can make its way throngs easily by keeping 
close to the Pt. Shirley shore. There isa good cut from Gloucester 
Harbor, just west of the city, into Annisquan Riyer, always passable 
except within an hour and a half of low tide, 
Aninside passage can be taken through the Essex Harbor waters 

and by the old Timber Canal to Fox Creek, which enipties into 
Ipswich Riyer. Theentrance of the canalis hard tofind, It is about 
one mile west of the north end of Hog Island, Starting from the 
latter point, you pass first, dlargé grove on the right or north shore, 
second, 2 knoll, third, a double-monthed creek, fourth, a creek which 
bends off sbortly tothe west. and next and last is the ereek from 
which the eanal, which as simply 4 large ditch, is dus. Do not try 
to go through yery near fhe time of low tide, Plomb Island Sound is 
good, only keep to the right, There is one blind alley on the eash 
side, but thatisa short one. Thereis always a temptation to stray 
off to the westward. Itis believed a canoe can io inside all the way 
to Hamplon Harbor, but the writers bave never tried if further than to 
Newburyport. 
The liaven at the Tsles of Shoals, between Star und Appledore 

Islands, was searched for a beach or piece of shore suitable fr haul- 
jng the canoesup to camp, but without suceess, The canoes remained 
safe atthe steamboat float all night, while the captains put up ali the 
hotel, 
Sandy Cove, at the extremity of the polut just ey of Keunebeck- 

18 & yery good camping plage. By the side of a farm road lead- 
ing directly in from the west end of the beach, will be found a lite 
spring among the pines, ‘ 

Ab Portland the canoes were left over night on the floatat the house 
of the rowing club, about one milé above the breakwater light, right 
on the city water frout. The members present kindly urged us to 
put the canoes in the house. but nothing was disturbed about them 
except that a flask of twenty-year-old cutvant wine disappeared, 
The desperation of some individual under the prohibition of the 
Maine law is supposed to have bean the cause of the thet. 
There 1s an excellent camping place on Jewell’s Island, Casco Buy, 

ona sort of lagoon at the nortlieast corner of the island, At low 
lide the level of the lagoon is above that af the sea outside, so that 
ingress and egress isfiol so easy below a Certain state of the tide. 
We had to run a little rapid to ret out at hall tide, 
There is & deep cove called “the harbor’ on the west side of the 

island, and at its head a farmhouse. In would pay the canoeist in 
this region to make a poiut of camping one night on Jewel's Island 
if be could seé Mt, Washington by sunset, us ib was seen on this 
ernise from the path leading from the lagoon around to the house, 
On the west aide? of Pemaquid Point, just avove a little group of 

houses, is a good camping place. 'The only objection is that the shore 
is rather rough below high water mark, ‘There is a Ralnspring in the 
begeb just aboye high waser mark, plenty of sprave wood about, 
and the people in the vicinity are yery kindand honest. This would 
be a good place to lay in cooked snpphes, as ihe ladies, at least in the 
first house to thé southward of the camp, understand the art. while 
atsome other points along the west, bread and Johnhy-eake caoked 
for us were food only as compact ballash, There isu eat haven on 
the east side of Pemaqnid Point, a deep cove with the village of 
New Harbor and post-ofice at its head. f 
“The Nubble” east of Bass Harbor Head Light, Mt, Desert, is pas- 

sakle for 4 canoe. atleast four hours from high tide. <A roller will 
take a boat across sometimes when it wouldn't float over very well 
otherwise, é 4 r 
The wind was southerly every day during the trip, sometimes fresh, 

sometimes very light. Tt would spring up generally early in the fore- 
noon and incréase antil toward sundown. 
Nothing need be said about tle seenery aud healthfulness of the 

Mame coast. The typical “Mame const” begins with Casco Bay. 
The canoes were brought back to Boston by the B. & B.S, 8, Ca,'s 

line, changing boats ati Rovkland, An excessive charge of $4.00 was 
made on each canoe Lrom Southwest Harbor. The passenger fare is 
$4.50. The canoes had taken little room and caused but little trouble. 
Canoeists are warned against trusting to a sense of fair dealing on the 
partof this company. 

C. Merpry (canoe Cheemaun, Salem, Mass.), 
A. 3. Fini (canoe Windtlower, Washington. D. C.). 

Il.—CONNECTICUT RIVER. 

How far up can acanoeist startin July? How many dams are 
there to portage round? Are logs usually troublesome at this season! 
Cau the fifteen Mile Falls be tun by an experienced ganoeisty How 
ean the upper Conmmeeticut be best reached by rail? What game is 
found on the upper Connecticut! Are there any good maps of the 
river, aud where can they be had? 

TL—PASSAIG AND HAURENSACK RIVERS, 
How far up either of these rivers can a cance drawing five or six 

Inches of water ascend? Where can the upper portious of these rivers 
be best reached by vail from New York? What dams and obstacles 
fre tet within the descenty Is the water much below the average 
height durme the summer months? 

Thanks are dua to L, A, C. of Flushing, L. 1,, and W. A. H, of Law- 
benee, Mass., for offers of information, 

KNICEEREOOKER ©. C.—filitor Forest and Stream: The reg- 
ular meeting was held at club room, 907 Broadway, Noy. &, Commodore 
Loswenthaliu the chair, Messrs. Loewenthal, Hotfman, Leo, Graham, 
Murtin, Greenloat, VanZandt, Keyser. Brentano, Fowler, Wilkin, Gott- 
heil_ and Sullivan present, The committee appointed to confer as to 
the feasibility of moving from present quarters aud building a new baot 
house, présented # long though valuable report on the best place for 
a canoe-house on Manhattan Lsland, The foot of 72d street, N. R.,was 
recounpended, but on account of the present sitehaving more ground 
and being tuch more ee it Was decided to keep the present sit- 
nation, and to build & house as large again asthe present one. The 
house will be completed by spring and the elvb intend that this shall 
be the finest and most complete canoe Club house inthe United States, 
Mr. W. Sutclilf was elected a member of the club. Mr. C. 8. H. Bu- 
chanan, now in New Orleans, was elected a corresponding member of 
the chib. The committee on nominations of officers for next year is 
composed of Messrs. Keyser, Martin, Willtin, Brentano and Loeweur 
thal, On motion Article IIL, of the Constitution was amended ta read 
a8 fuilows: ‘Tue officers of this club shall consist of a commander, 
houtenant commander, secretary, treasurer and an executive com- 
mittee composed of the above offivers and cne active member of the 
club not loiding either of thaaboye ofjces. There was considerable 
informal discussion as Lo the advisability of having a “‘ladies' camp” 
atthe next A.C A, meest, The feeling of the members twas 
strongly in fever of having it, and the secretary wasinsiructed to wribe 

the officers (A. C. cei eaes eae George, janitor at the Knickerbocker 
Canoe Club house, will be there until Dec. 1, and the club hope no 
canoeish wall pass the house without etopping and at least registering, 
The janitor is there all the year except the months of December, 
January find February, and itis hoped all canoeists will bear this in 
mind,—CoguertE. 

JN. ¥. ©. @.—Those who have housed their canoes under the delu- 
sion that the season has closed, haye missed some of the pleasantest 
paddles of the year. On Saturday night the Dot, Preak and Lark 
were down the Kills by mooulight. returning at 11 P, M.. and one day 
this week the Dot, Freak, Lark, Surge, Psyche, Mosquito and Minx 
were out nearly allday. The Psyche and Surge are uow laid up for 
repairs, 

A.C. A. DUES.—The following circular is printed for the benefit of 
members who may not have received it: Office of the Secretary and 
Treasurer of the American Canoe Association, Schuyleérville, N. Y., 
Oot. —, 1483.—Dear Sir: Your annual due of $1 to the American 
Lange Agsociahon, for the year ending August 3, 1884, is now payable, 
Please give post-office address in full. and tle change in name of 
canoe. ifany, Respectfully yours, CHas, A. Neip&, Treasurer A.U.A, 

_BURGEES.—Glen’s Falls, N. ¥., Nov, 17,—Edifor Forest anid 
Stream: 1 have read ‘Katrina's’ defense of the Pittsburgh Canoe 
Club's burgee with interest. In niy reference to their borgee I 
quoted the club directory given in Forzst anp STREAM of Ist inst. 
rather hastily, as seen below. Last summer, while cruising down the 
St. Lawrence River, I met a canoe tying the Pittsburgh colors, to the 
owner of which was mentioned the similarity of the L. G. C. C. and 
FP, C. ©, flags. This gentleman immediately acknowledged our elaim 
to that particular design and expressed his intention of provuring a 
change in the P, C. C, burgee, “that there was no reason for one club 
adopting the same thing as another,” ete. When you published the 
elnb directory of “‘Camarada* I hastily glanced at the heading to 
866 what points it contained, and then, being in haste, jumped to the 
Pittsburgh Club to see if a change had heen made in their colors. 
‘The hasty scanning af the article and my personal knowledge of the 
P, GC, GC. flag was the sole cause of my selecting them for an“altack.” 
My olnission to read the entire article was the reason I did nat call 
the Cambridge, Irrawadi and Potonowok Canoe Clubs to account. 
T admit that every organization can adopt any design they choose, 
buta club should exhaust every known device before hey were com- 
pelled. or desired, to adopt anything already in use. In regard to 
the date of organization ef the Lake George Ganoe Club would say 
that it was organized in the latter part of 1880 (exact date has escaped 
my memory), and has been known to those who attended A. C. A. 
meets for the last three years. Where Camarada” procured his in- 
formation | do not know, but do know he was erroneously informed. 
—HAWKEYE. 

achting. 

To insure prompt atlention; communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Siream Publishing Co,, and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

THE EAT SoS Ss Sie i tole ele ASSOCIA- 

ARLY in October, the Hull Y. C., appomted a committee of five 
to take action in regard to the formation ofa National Yachting 

Association. THis committee comprises Dr. John #ryant, sloop 
Shadow; Mr. David Hal) Rice, yaw! White Cap; Mr, Louis M. Clark, 
Vice Commodore C, A. Perkins, and Commodore W. F. Weld, schooner 
Gitana, who occupies the chair, Ata meeting last week the Secretary 
was instructed to issue to all clubs in the United States aud Canada 
an inyitation to join in a call tor a conyention. Should the answers 
he favorable, a call will be issued signed by all the clubs intending to 
participate. But should the answers show & want of interest in the 
proposition, the matter will be dropped, 

THE CUTTER IN AMERICA, 

a eae eutter rig and English type of model is heing gradually intro- 
duced in América; in fact, it may be said that yachts are in a 

transition state on the other side of the Atlantic, The most strenuous 
opposition has been made tu the miroduction of thé English model, 
which was derided from every possible point of view, here is now, 
however, evidence that the merits of the cutter rig as against the 
sloop rig, and the advantages of the deep, if narrow, body oyer the 
broad and shallow, are generally conceded. In faet, throughont the 
controversy there were signs of admission that the deep body was 
better for sea work, and in turn everyone was ready to admit that, 
for any given length of hull, the sloop had, or gue to have, an 
advantage in moderate breezes, The relative merits of the two types 
have just been put to the test in America by a match in a breeze, 
between the centerbourd sloop Gracie and the cutter Bedeuin, 
After this display lhe only objection now urged against the cutter 

is What there are several harbors on the American cosst which she 
eould not enter on account of her great draft of water. We 
might muké exactly the same objection on this side, only our yacht 
owners get over the difficulty by not desiring to euter such harbors. 
There is pot much doubt, now the Americans have once taken to 

the Buglich model and rig, th 800n equal or excel our yachts: 
and as they will have to prodiiee them te comply with a sail area and 
length rule, there will he i ment for them te construct hideous 
eraft, a5 fat-sided as a Cal ut, aud almost as shapeless as some 
of the English modern yach! 

Tf any one is anxious to ssession of wie “America Cup,” 
they should tuke time by the férelock, and send oyer a really good 
cutter like May, Annasona or Marjorie at once; if we wait another 
year or two 2 Yankee cutter will be as bad to beatas a Yankee 
schooner was some years ago.—London Field. 

[No doubt there is a misprint 1 the foregoing. It should read 
“there will be 0 inducement for them to construct hideous craft.” 
As the Field truly says, if our cousins donot callfor that Cup next 
season, they had better stay away. We are learning w& Jittle about 
cutters, and especially that they are just as much faster than the 
sloop in ‘moderate breezes’ asin a blow. In fae, length for leneth, 
the cutter carries off the palmvin everythigg from a calm up to a 
high gale. 

MEASUREMENT QUACKS AND THE N.Y. Y. CG, 

g° far as wé have been able to ascertain the sentiment of the New 
\) York Y. (,, there is little or no prospect of a change in the pres- 
ent measurement rule while under the fire of an impending challenge 
from abroad. The only change possible would be a modification 
looking toward plain ‘‘Joadline length,” which would not disturb the 
allowances under the present sail area and length rule te any great 
degree, The variations effected by accepting loadjine measurement 
would also be ws likely to show in favor of one type as of another, 
and there is no reason Why one kind of vessel should not indulge in 
extravagant sparring as well as any other kind, if such a provision is 
(lemonstrated of apy value, Ifa forcign cutter reasona thy rigged is 
satisiiud to tackle one of our oversparred machines, it is the lookout 
of the cutter and not our concern. The sail areas of our boats are 
within the reach of foreign yachtsmen, and they know just what to 
expect In fairweather traps accustomed to shirk everything but 
balmy maidsummer drifting. hat ° 
A positive refisal on the part of the New York Y, (. to alter their 
resent rule, adopted with the avowed purpose of classing upon a 

fair basis wll*types of yachts, would be the most creditable conrse for 
the club to puisue and the most likely measure to insure confidence 
abroad that nothing but the strictest fair ply is contemplated by the 
custodians of the Ameriva Cup, A modification or simplification to 
“loadline length,” though not as heineons in its prejudice as more 
radi¢al alterations, wonld still unsettle vonfidence in (he foreign 
mind, for strangers would reason, with justice, that conviellons or 
Pena h es are much Jess an object with the New York Y.©, than arti- 
ce and machinationseeeking to cheat a yisitor out of his chances 

and to retain the Cup through questionable strategem, in default of 
sufficient merit and speed in our yachts. 
We do not say that such an impression would befounded upon good 

prounds, but thatany change in the present rule of the New vt orl: 
Y. O, would certainly have a tendency to produse such an impression 
with the natural consequence of keeping expected visitors at home 
foréver after, and the complete loss in vaste of the America Cup in 
sporting circles, 
As for the nunserous wild propositions emanating from unauthor- 

ized quarters, we prefer to overlook: them for fhe present, as the New 
York Y.C. vanuot be taken to task tor the blatant declamation of 
demapogues. We beljeve even the meanestdutelligence in the New 
York Y.0, can easily enough detect the inequity of handicapping a 
cutter by Jength and displacement. A tax imposed upon boat por- 
tion vf the bulk from which the eutter derives her power, and at the 
same time an ormissionto tax thesloop for her above water Ink, 
Which is in turn her main source of power, is such a silly preposition 
that no person is likely to entertain what, after all, only springs from 
a disordered brain. . 
The yacht clubs abroad who look te us for an interpretation of cur- 

reut apinion, can accept the assurance that up to this date x change 

in the rule of the New York Y.C. has not even beau mooted, and al 
talk of impending bad faith is only the idje chatter of irresponsible 
people, whose senseless implication of the club's fair name we haye 
So0ugut to strangle before harm has been done. 

Lest ignoranet of sporting equity or flighty consideration might in- 
duces some persons in the hurry of their businéss affairs to throw their 
influence in favor of & move amounting to sharp practice, we have 
set forth the true light in which any change of rules aiminy ab ch 
ecumyenting the cutter, will be received by all who are watching de- 
velopménts, 

A CLOWN ON HIMSELF, 

fe must be admitted, however, that the Bedouin'’s mainsail set 
bailly during the race (Oct, 20), and ftis open to doubt whether 

the Gracie could haye beaten her had she been in perfect form, 
World Reporter, Oct. 27. 

In the euse of the Gravis and Bedouin there is no doubt, the race of 
Oct. 20 having settled the question of the Gracie’s supremacy beyond 
all controversy. It was more than demonstrated that in a fresh 
wholesail breeze and moderately smooth water, the Gracie could win 
as she liked. — World Reporter Nov. 10 and 17. 

THE FIRST AMERICAN AUXILIARY. 

HE model and general specification for a fine vessel of the 
a AR class, have been got out for Commodore W. F. 

Weld, H. ¥.C. This new yachtis to be 15S£t. over all, 142ff. water 
line, 27it. Sin. beam, i4ft. depth of bold, and will draw about 
16ft. She will be of lurger displacement than any schooner yacht 
in America, and is to be rigged either as a barkentine or as a 
three masted CS a schooner. Steam power will be auxiliary, 
and the yacht intended for round the Horn cruising. Mr. Weld 
will examine the English steam yachts to be met with in the 
Mediterranean, during his cruise abroad inthe Gitana, and settle upon 
further details upon his return in early spring. 

SHARPIES ON THE LAKES. 

Editor Forest und Streams 
Have just returned from the South, snd go to Detroit to-day to lay 

up the White Wings. Am much Interested in the sharpie contest 
now going on in your voluinns, “Squid" says, ‘We have no records 
of exrended cruises in sharpies,” How does that tally with the 
reports of Hon, Robert Ruosevelt and Commoilore Douglass's trip to 
Florida last winter’ By the way,T am ata loss to understand what 
Mr. Roosevelt is driving at, A short time sive he was all sharpie, 
and now one hardly knows whether he is sharpie or non-sharpie, or 
whether itis only non-Clapham, Lam only a beginner in yauiting, 
and so shall not atteniptto set myself up as authority on any ques- 
tion connected therewith, IT pinned my faith to the sharpie and put 
up My money, not on 4 “box” of 80fc. like “Sqnid.'’ but on a full- 
grown sharpie 60ff. over all in length and 15ft. beam, and believe 1 
have the best built and fitted sharpie ever put in commission, So 
far haye no reason to regret my choice. Went with my family and 
party of friends—sixteen, including crew—ou a four weeks’ eruise up 
the Jakes, and had a goodtime, A party of my friends took the boat 
and made a crime to the same quarter, and during both cruises we 
met a full allowance of bad weather. We always stayed out as long 
as any of the large working vessels, and up to date have never found 
uny weather bad enough to take any Water on board. My time hus 
been so fully occupied I have not tested my sharpie as fully as I ex- 
pected to this season, but hopé next year to make up for josh time, 
and as fast as 1 arrive at any conclusions will give your readers the 
benefit of them. Write WINGS, 

BepForD, Ohio. 

EXPERIENCES ABOARD THE BEDOUIN, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Your nautical man has made short work of ‘Podgers.” It is luuky 

for the “nautical man” that he was not out on one of those capsising, 
Spray-tossing sloops, built to give their crew a shower bath after a 
hot day when the breeze comes up and a little sea gets on, as a 
shower bath is not a very pleasant thing in this cold weather. wonder 
if *Podgers’’ has ever sailed in one of those '*comfortléss, wet, soppy 
things” that he designates a cutter. Saouldn’t think he had by the 
way be talks about them. Again, I would like him to explain; how 
he makes the Gracie beat the Bedouin, in the last race, jnst as much 
asthe cutter beat her in the first two races, when, in tne last race, 
Gracie barely saved her bacon as it was, ana if there had been two 
miles further to go when the wind freshened there might have been 
a different story totell. © nq 
The wr ter of this was fortunate enough to be on board the Bedoniu 

in the first ra e with the Gracie last mouth in the heaviest sea and 
wind, He begs leave to say that he di not ‘lay tiat on his belly” or 
“take a clutch on the windward rail," and that his feet were not wep 
from being in the water on the leeward side. as “Podgers”* might lead 
a “verdant’to suppose that they must have been, The writer dues 
not claim to be an “amphibious man,” and his neyer cultivated either 
“toe or finger nails’ to hang on with, and yet le did not tumble off 
the eutter’s deck. Strange, wasitnot? At the same time the writer 
Was rather sorry to see such a disgraceful exhibition made of our 
crack sloop, a boat he had been brought up to believe was imyincible 
by anything except a White Star-steamer or a Cunarder, by a cruis- 
ing cutter. . NotTHine Like EXPERIENCE. 

[Lo the foregoing we may add that m the worst of the sea, on the 
Sandy Hook bar, the Bedouin was perfectly dry, barring a tew harm- 
less buckets full ssipped cyer the lee bow, which speedily ran out of 
the lee scuppers, and that she threw not adrop of spray. The Gracie, 
on the contrury, was drenched with spray fo.@and aft. Kyeryone 
who has had experience in cutters is prepared to concede that they 
are “drier” boats than sloops at all times. 

» THOSE YARNS ABOUT OPEN BOATS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: , 
The charming freshness of an article in your paper about Madge, 

open boats, le aaa dd me to tell you a story. 
A former friend, who is now dead, owned an open boat 28ft. long. 

built by a celebrated man of thattime. One day, wken sailing near 
‘Torogeg’s Point, when his boat had the small rig on, and tweive or 
fifteen solid soldiers from Dayid’s Island-sitting up to windwari, they 
met the Vindex, then, as now, called the “pot,” “old tank,” ete. The 
Viodex was double reefed with torestaysaul set, comfortiatly jofeing 
to the eastward, unmindful of allracing. The open boat loaded with 
mien, hauled up under the lee bow of the Vindex and passed out to 
windward in triumph. 
The facts in the Case were related with great glee, and the verdict 

was that the pot couldn’t go worth a vent, and that she had been 
beaten by an open boat, ete, Some time after my triend had a yacht 
built by (he same min about 45ft.ondeck. She was a good boat and 
went well. When the annual club eruise cameé off the new boat went 
along and met the “pot" off Newport somewhere to his chagrin. For 
forgetting what his conclusions had been in the open boat, he ree 
marked to me, "That old Vindex goes very fast, don’t she?" 
The old pot had gone by the new boat, I learned afterward, wil 

such ease that there wasastonishment. It makesa great difference 
where you meet a boat apparently. 
Many years ago when the Jersey City ¥. C. was in full blast, a man 

caine to the basin where the boats were kept, and between the inter- 
yals of “bug juice,” bragged about tue speed of his boat. And not 
only talked, but oftered to put up a large amount to show that he 
meant what he said. One may who owned a very small and beamy 
boat, Mx7iv., think, that rejoiced in the nickname Bedbug, was 
equal lo the occasion. Coling upto the bar, he pur down a large 
rol of bills, brown paper covered with one dollar bills, and told the 
man with the strange boat, “I will sail you for $1,000, put up a part 
of thé money nuw, and I will name the race."’ The other man wanted 
to know where the rac would be, but the answer was, “Put up the 
money, and I will tell you. The wager fell through, and a bystander 
questioned the champion as to what boat he would name, avd where 
the race was lohe, “ft would have named the Bedbug, and sailed 
the race in the basin.’ The basin was about 100ft. wide and vO0ft 
deep, Yon see history repeats itself. Consrant READER, 
{the reference to the foregoing cock and bull stories recalls the 

impression of Mr, Geo, E. Gartlund, that the gandbugeer Lily R, beat 
the cutter Oriva during the sandbag sweepstake’s race, which was 
won by Lily R.,.on Sept. 16. We have recently come into possession 
of the facts. The story to which Mr. Gartland pave currency through 
our columns, is froundless. 45 We had supposed, and a fair sample of 
the flignty reasoning upon which so many prejudices against the out- 
ter are founded. The Oriya had no thought of racing, wis 
under easy canyas, bound in, and found herself’ amobg the 
fleet of sandbag racers coming up the Narrows. It was sug- 
gested to put her off to allow the machines to pass clear to 
windward, ‘The helm was put up and sheets left untouched, 
the Oriva paying round aEeeey with boom almost amidships. 
The Lily then passed to windward, the coew waving hands 
in recognition of the consideration shown aboard the eutter. From 
this wate originated the yarn that Lily R, bad outpointed and out- 
footed the Oriya, We regret that to avoid a charge of partiality, we 
flud curselves obliged to occasionally publish i}l-considered contribu. 
fons, It, ia the long run, fallacies are certain ta be exposed, they are 
apt to mislead some people fora time, and is a waste of valuable 
Space which we beernudge wo the perpetuation of groundless defaina- 
tion of the cutter]. 
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Sunbeam Tucker ... Serie mca SOlse ena] Joe: 15.01 ue || ED ah Beecher & Seaman.,..... Sloop | 26.00 lima | Z 1 ' 
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Tantrum , .| James M. Codman... —_| 21.11 7 |B | et ee Wild Duck,. ., Alexander Lutz....-..... | N.Y? Sloop | 39.00| 1 | thet || 2 < 
Thetis W. Fulton, Jr-..-.......- | 20.08 4 [oF |S he Wildfire . . H. A, Keith,,-- Q. ¥. Gi.., Cat 17.03 | 10 1 nl a! 
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SPLITTING HAIRS. 

Extitor Forest and Stream: 
When you pay Ckiphum the compliment of quoting what he says, 

please do him the justice to quote him correctly, Hesiated in the 
Herald that the cutter is ‘an unscientific conception and a humbug 
so far as pleasant and speedy cruising along such coast: 4s Lul's is 
sorldenned.!t She is just that; nothing more. nothing lese, and every 
green schoolboy knows exactly why.if he has thought aleut the 
matter at all. 
Whether or no a good Nonpareil sharpie can sail to windward as 

fast as a cutter of same tonnage is something concerning which For- 
EST AND STREAM knows SLIDE, and is ikely to know nothing until il 
can imbue some cutter man with the necessary pluck to uvcept the 
Nonpareil sharpie’s often published offer to test the matte: iv u race 
at sea. THOMAS CLAPHAM. 

[The onus of proving sharpies to be aught but what they have 
always shown themselves to be rests with Mr, Clapham and not with 
the public, So far Mr. Clapham has studiously avoided appr anng 
in any race with a sharpie, although the opporiuniiiés huye been 
numerous enough, Under the circumstances we see nu point to Mr. 
Clapham's so-called challenge. We note that Mr, Claphui confesses 
at last the speed of cutters, and is anxious to limit his di p rage- 
ment to such boats as eruisers. This is one sfep ahead. Uiill Mr. 
Clapham proves the sailing aud seagoing qualities of sharpi-s in a 
more effective way than by declamation. we shall hold cy our own 
experience that light boats of any kind are of no accou:t. to wind- 
ward or in a sea, and least of all a boat which is shoul and nurrow 
with flat bottom. | 

YACHTING AT DETROIT. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
We haye had a more successful season here than has been known 

for some-years past. and though we are still without a regularly 
organized club, yachtmg has received a boom which Wwe all hope will 
soon lead to the reorganization of the old Detroit Yacht Club or to 
the formation of a new one. We have here some twency ya:aty of 
various classes and haye had some very spirited and close races. The 
schooner lyes is the only first class yacht and has not partic pili d in 
fuy of the races, being far too large to enable anything clsc to eo a- 
pete with her with any show of success except under spce.al cireuin- 
stances peculiarly unfavorable to her. She holds the championusiip 
flag and declmes to entertain any challenge from a second lacs yaci.t 
forit, Several parties, however, are talking about building yachts of 
her measurenient during the winter and there is a strong p/ob bi ity 
that she will next season be called upon in a way that. she cannot 
honorably decline to proye her worthiness to longer fly it at tie 
main, 
‘be owners of the small cutter built last winter found that they had 

made 4 mistake in the spar, and that they couldnt put on her the 
amount of canvas which her displacement demandedand her statility 
fully warranted, Consequeutly She was not entered in any of tile 
races, though, as in - ome of them pretty heavy weather aud head -eas 
were encountered, she would undoubtedly have given a good ccoupt 
of herself, poorly as she was rigged, They expect to remedy the 
defects next year and give her a fair test. 
Heretofore the Mabel, a _30-foot schooner, has won all the second 

class races, but this year her fortune was not so good, She had to 
encounter two new mesatliat the Jennie J., owned by C. H. June, and 
the Annie 8,, owned by George H Seripps, The former was de-i_ned 
and built as a compromise between the sloop and the cuttor, b iag 
less beamy than the former, and drawing less water than the lutier. 
‘She carried two tous of boiler punchings for ballast. The Anme S.is 
the regular beamy sloop, though having a tolerably high side. nie 
carries no ballast. After seyeral sweepstake rates, in wich the 
honors and profits were somewhatevenly distributed, though owng 
to light winds, the results were not altogether satisfactory nor con- 
elusive as ta the merits of the boats, 8. H. Ives offered a handsome 
cup to be competed for by second clars yachts, subject t 30 days’ 
epelianae and to become the permanent prop-rty of any yaviit win- 
ning it three times in succession. Our present course is pirtly i+ th 
river and partly in thew_ake St. Clair, the smallest of the cieat ¢ ain 
of lakes, and is called about1s miles, though itis nearer 20. Tn the 
first race there were 15 starters. The wind was a topsail brevze oj er 
the quarter pone up, and coming hack the most weatherly boats 
could barely lay their course with everything flat aft, while some had 
to make one or two short stretches to keep off the American shore, | 
The Mabel won easily, beating the Annie S, some four minutes, with 
the Jeome J. a poor third. 
The Annie 3. immediately challenged, and Mr. Ives decided that 

any other boats which chose could join in the challenge and be ac- 
commodated at the same time, Seven joined, and on the day set 
sailed the race with a stiff breeze nearly dead ahead, and blowing 
across the lake, kicking up nite asea. Though so heavily ballasted 
the Jennie J. reefed, as did also the Adele, the others carrying all lower 
canvas. In the smooth water of the river and beating up agamst the 
current there was but little difference between the Mabel, Annie §., 
Jennie J. and Adele: but as soon as the rough water of the lake was 
reached the Annie 8, rapidly dropped her company. The Adele soon 
rot enough and started for home, but the other two kept on, the 
abe] about a quarter of a mile ahead, until the Annie 8., two miles 

to windward, turned the lightship and started on the homerun, The 
others, discouraged, turned when they met her, and all started for 
home ina bunch. The AnnieS, being the only one to go around the 
stake. In this race the Adelaide was dismasted and the Annie 8, 
carried away a shroud and a hackstay. 

The contests for the cup will be continued next year, and there is 
a generous rivalry as to who shall become its permanent possessor, 

Bowing. 
—_, 

= 

ANETO.—There is no truth in the report that Mr. Eaton willchange 
his yawl toa sloop. On the contrary. Mr. Faton’s experience has 
been strougly in favor of retaining the yawl rig. It is proposed, how- 
ever, fo Lest the boat's speed with the sloops in the Corinthian races 
next year, and as no allowance is made for rig, Aneto will be given a 
rucing mainsail to put her on equality with the other boats in the 
matches. Forcruising the yaw! rig willbe again bent. 

ILEEN.—This new cutter has been under way a number of times 
and given show of great speed, Best performance was in gale in 
company with new pilot boat Barrett, lately lannched from Poilion’s 
yard. The cutter beat the pilot boat like breakiug sticks, and carried 
Sail through a. snow squall when the pilot boat had to lower away 
fores:il. Skipper Lew Townes speaks highly of Ileen’s perform- 
anes. 

SEA QRUISING,—The schooner Gitana, Commodore W, F. Weld, 
Thal Y ., wlll sul for Azores and Mediterranean about December 3, 
to return home in April, Schooner Fortuna. Mr. Henry S. Hovyéy. 
lof for tue Mediteranean last Tuesday. 

TPEREONAL.—Vice-Commodore Wm. Letts Oliver, yaw! Emerald. 
San Fiancis-o Y ., bus been in this city for a few days and devoted 
som ab. niion to the examination of our Eastern yachts, 

GANE DL —This jittle yawl will he changed to asloop, She has shown 
suci excellent speed, (hat for afternoon sailing m midsummer her 
OWner 1s UL=I0US to give her a faster rig. 

HULL Y¥. C.—A committee has been instructed to report on code of 
Signais. wijith Coue, if possible, is to conform to others in use by 
prouinent clubs, 

RACHS SATLED LAST SEASON.—In Q. Y, C. race, August 10, there 
Bets turee sturters in first class, the mateh being won by Queen 

ab. 

MEASUREMENT.—The 
Water ting lengti. judging 

general sentiment inthe Hast is in favor ot 
y correspondence received. 

ekuswers to Correspandents. 

t2— No Notice Taken of Auonymonus Correspondents. 

ay wt P, HW, Florida —Write to H. B. Bailey, 62 South street, New 
ork, 

_W. H, 0., Bridgeport, Ci.—See Forrest anp Stream of Oct. 25 and 
Noy. §, 1863, for waterproofing receipts. 

J, A. B New York.—The Climax gun leaner will answer your pur 
Pose adnuraily. Follow theinstructions whieh accompaay it. 

G. 0.—Cuthoats have been built with lead on keels and iron boards 
Whiu:h have proved successful. Other experiments of the kind are 
suid to have failed. Should prefer iron keel aud ordinary board. You 
can lighten up the boat a little by resorting to outside weicht. or else 
i. crease rig. An iron board is heavy to work, and wnen lioused ear- 
ries weight up. The experiment is, however, worth making if rig is 

a in proportion, as iron board would add much to the boat's 
ability. 

H. W. V., Schenectady.—Within accessible distance from your city 
you will find quail, ruffed grouse, hares and wildfow!. For localities 
inquire of local sportsmen and the gunsmiths. 

Woop Duck.—Could you tell me where I can procure young wood 
Cn I intend trying the experiment of raising young wild ducks 
with tame ones. Ans Wrile to Fred Mather, Cold Spring Harbor, 
Suffolk county, N. Y. 

I, A. G., West Dedham, Mass,—Please inform me wherel can get 
some carp? Ans. Write Mr. E.G. Blackford, Fulton Market, New 
York, and inclose twenty-five cents to pay for pail, and he will send 
you fifteen or twenty fish from the U. 8. Fish Commission. 

G, F.W.. Connecticut,—Can you give me the address of some place 
where I cansend furs and haye them made into a hat for a lady? 
Ans. We should think that if the furs are cured your local milliner 
could make the hat. Otherwise send to C G, Gunther's Sons, Fifth 
avenue, New York. 

G.L,. North Tarrytown, N.Y,—1. Can you give me some information 
regarding the oyster laws in the State of New York? There are a 
number of oystermen from Long Island and other places drédging for 
oysters in less than twenty-five feet of water in the Hudson River, 
and the fishermen hereabouts have made complaints about them, as 
the oystermen destroy the nets and set-lines of the fishermen while 
dredging. I have tried to stop them from dredging, but the oyster- 
men claim that, in accordance with a decision of the Supreme Court. 
they have aright to dredge. %. Please giveme the name and address 
of the game protector for New York city and vicinity, as appointed 
by the Governor of the State of New York. Ans. 1. We have nota 
copy of the oyster laws of the State of New York, but would advise 
our correspondent to consult any lawyer in his vicinity. There have 
been many laws for protecting oysters in the waters around Long 
Island and Staten Island, but the only ones which we can refer fo in 
other parts of the State are: Laws of 1866, chap. 753, amended by 
laws of 1872, chap. 483; laws of 1878, chap. 402, amended by laws of 
1879, chap, 87. 2. The address of the game protector is Joseph H. 
Godwin, r., Kingsbridge, New York city. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

A steel pen, like a race horse, should have good usage, bearing 
equally on each nib and the penholder pointing to the shoulder, 
With an occasional rest, in conjunction with every instrument made 
of steel, an Esterbrook Pen will accomplish wonders.—Adv. 

The Ohio & Mississippi Railway is the shortest and quickest route 
between St. Louis and Cincinnati and between St. Louis and Louis- 
ville, and the best road between Louisville and Cincinnati. Palace 
sleeping coaches and solid trains are run between all three cities, 
Through palace coaches are also being run by this road between St. 
Louis, Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York, and be- 
tween Cincinnati and New Orleans. Sportsmen desiring to transport 
their dogs over this road may get an order to have them passed free 
by writing to W, %, Shattuc, General Passenger Agent, Ciucinnati, O. 
Kennels always ready, so that there is no chance for losing a dog or 
having him hurt by baggage,— Adv. 

“Don't Hotter Untin You Are Our or THE Woops.’’—Sometimes 
well people have but little sympathy for the sick. Not long ago we 
heard a gentleman “chaffing” a friend who was using Humphrey's 
Homeopathic specific for indigestion, It was not a month before 
this worthy was using the same remedy, and praising it, too. for its 
pe wer over this troublesome complaint. He fuither affirms that 
umphrey's Homeopathic Specifics Nos. 1 and 7, for coughs and 

colds, Cannot be excelled. Itallaysthe neryous, tickling sensation 
in the throat produced by a hard, distressing cough, relie iene at the 
sume time the hoarseness and severe pain in the breast_ at which his 
friends had become alarmed lest an attack of pueumonia was setting 
in, At thi- juncture he commenced with Specifies Nos. 1 and 7, tak- 
ing six pellets every few hours. The cough soon became milder; 
hoarseness passed off; strength and appetite improved and in a 
week he was completely cured, having used no other medicine. Sinea 
then he bas learned that Specifics 7 and1 haye promptly, effectually 
and mexpensively cured thousands of similar throat and ling difiicul- 
ties, and no longer wonders at his friend's unqualified praise of No. 10 
Specific. He speaks fromi experience now, and with suppressed 
amusement remarks, “It is never well to holler until you are out of 
the woods, you know.” 

—THE MILD POWER CURES.— 

UMPHREYS’ 

g 

a) 

OMEORATHIC 

SPECIFICS. 
Tn use $0 years.—Bach number the cpecial pre- 
seription of an eminent plysiclan.—The only 
Simple, Sofeand Sure Med ines forthe people 
LIBT PRINCIPAL NOB. | CURES, PRICE. 
1. Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,.... .25 
2. Worms, Worm Fever, Worm Collc,,. 25 
3. Crying Colic, or Teething of Infants ,25 
4. Diarrhen of Children or Adults... .29 
5. Deieniar , Griping, Billious Colic,.. .25 
6. Cholern Morbus, Vomiting,...... 25 
7. Coughs, Cold, Bronchitis,... 25 
8. Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceach = 225 
§. Hendaches, Sick Headaches, Vertiga .25 
16. Dyspepsia, Dililous Stomach... .... 25 
il. Suppresica or Painful Periods,.... .25 
12. Whites, too Profuse Periods,,...,. 25 
1t. Croup, Cough, Difficult Breathing,... 2% 
14. Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Eruptions, .25 
15. Rheumatism, Rheumatic Paing,.. . .25 
16. Fever and Ague, Chill, Fever, Agues .50 
17. Piles, Blind or Bleeding...... .. 50 
1%. Uatarrh, acute or chronic; Influenza 50 
2°. Whooping Cough, violentcoughs... .f0 
24. General Debility, Physical Weakiess.50 
27. Kidney Disease... ......3:6.s 4-6... 50 
25. Neryous DPebility,.... Saavisvests needs SOONO. 
30. Urinary Wenkness, Wetting the bed 50 
32. Disensé of the Heart, Palpication, 00 
Sold by druggists. or sent by the Case, ov sin- 

gle Vial, free of charge, on receipt of price, 
Send for Dr. Humphreys’ Book on Disease &c 
(st pages), also Lilusiruted Catalogue FREE, 

dress, Humnhreys' Homeapathic Med- 
icine Co,, 109 Fulton Street, New York, 

a 

No. 0202 

CUMPENSATING REED, 
Patent January 17, 1882. 

QUADRUPLE MULTIPLYING. 

Nos. 0204 0206 O207_ es 
Capacity 40 60 80 { Yards of Teer Size Bass 

This is not the “coming quadruple reel,"! but the reel already 
come. The only quadruple reel made on scientific principles. ir 
is the smoothest and most Reet rnoning reel in the world. With 
ordinary care it will last a lifetime. The simplicity of its constrac 
tion makes it hard to get out of order and easy to repair. 

Orders receiyed from persons residing in cities in which d-alers 
keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Manufacturers of 

Every Description of Fine Fish:ng Tackie. 
NEW YORK CITY. 
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JAS. KF. MARSTERS, BE YVWwocxHtH’s | 

SER Oar Stree he a Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 

Fine F'ishins Tackle. = Ue 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

Brass calarreNate S Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 7&ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
1SOFt., $1.50; Q40Ft., $1.75; BO0ft., $2.00; 450fb.. $2.25; 600Lt., $2.50. Any of the aboye Reels with Drags, 
25 cts, extra; nickel plated; 50 cts, extra, Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; B0yds., 75 cts,; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks. 
Single gut. 12 cts, per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.: treble, 30 cts. per doz ; put up one-half dozen in a 
ackage., Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. 1yd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 
wisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cte.; treble twisted, 3 length, i0 cts, Trout Flies, 60 cts, per doz. Black Bass 

Flies, $1.00 per doz, Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, §ft. long, #1.25 to $5.00, Trout and Black Bass 
Fly Rods, 10ft long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
Sse les of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money or stamp. Send stamp for 
catalogue. 
Established 20 years, Open Evenings. Je F, MARSTERS, 65 Court St., Brooklyn. 

aE 
These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced 

base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No. 2 primers. Can be re 
loaded as cften as ay of the thicker makes. Cost only about half as 
much, Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and cl ser, and 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal. inside di neter is 
nearly two gauges larger. Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 
sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged. 
The crimping tool also acts as a reducer, an advantage which will be ap- 
preciated by all experienced sportsmen, Sample shells will be mailed (without 
charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 
only, (2,000), and crimpers not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO,, 
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 

101 & 1038 Duane Street, - New York. 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass. Agent for New England States 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duok, Irish Pustian and Corduroy, 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THISts 
ls eur Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 

has seven pockets and game pockets. It is of strong 

material, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a 

successfui day without losing a hair or feather. It can 

be worn over or under an ordinary ¢oat. We will mail it 

to you for $2.00, Send breast measure. 

Danz’ New Pat. Decoy Duck 
This isa double folding decoy, consisting of two 

metal profiles precisely alike, hinged to either side of 
a flat wooden float. One of these acts as a keel to 
hold the decoy upright, but if it gets tipped over, as 
both sides are alike, no harm results. 
We also make to order the double decoy with differ- 

ent profiles on opposite sides of the float; say a mal- 
lard on one side andcanvas back ontheother. Soyou 
haye two dozen ducks for the price of one dozen. 
Sportsmen who have tried this pronounce iv“‘The 

Decoy of the future.’’ Its excellence is so apparent, 
we now make no other st ples. A large variety always 
on hand; including Mallard, Teal, Red Head, Canvas 
Back, Blue Bill, ete. 

Register your dog in the “AMERICAN 

KENNEL REGISTER,” and train him 

according to the precepts laid down in 

Hammond’s “Training vs. Breaking.” The 

“Register” is published every month; and 

new editions of the ‘‘Training vs. Breaking”’’ 

are issued trom time to time to supply the 

demand. 

PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
__ Brass Mulijplying Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

180ft., $1.50; Zautt., $1.70; 800ft., $1.95; 450Ft. $2.20; GO00ft. $2.40; T50Ft., $2.60; 900¢t., $2.80. Nickel plaiting 

and Drags extra. Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 60 cts.; 40yds., 75 cts. ; G0yds., 85 cts.; 80yds., $1.00. Kitfe’s 

Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 

Aberdeen, Sneek Bent and all other hooks, Single gut, 12 cts, per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 

30 cts. per doz. Single Gut Trout aud Blagk Bass Leaders, lyd.,5 cts.: 2yds, 10 ets.; 8yds., 15 cts. Double 

Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 cts.; treble. 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heavy 
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Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 

to $15.50. Alsoalarge assortment of Sporting-Goods at proportignate prices. Samples of our goods 

sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money. postage stamps or money order, 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall. OPEN EVENINGS. 

PROFILE AND COMBINED GEESE ALWAYS IN STOCK. ANGLING TALKS: 2 ee 
BEING THE Ducks, either style, with cord and anchor, complete, ....... RS ah) Ran per doz., $12 00 

Geese, for stubble Shooting. ... 2.2.0 1. eee e eset te eces : Pet «S20 

. 7 Geese, combined for land or water shvoting............. SU eet Diya! Beatie 

V V inter I alks on Summer Pastimes Fitteen per cent, discount where our goods are not on sale. 

Contributed to the Forest aND STREAM For Circulars and Terms to Dealers, address : 

CONTENTS: 
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Simple Wise Men, About some Distinguished Anglers of our Time, 
= 

About Bass, About Salmon Fishing. By ‘ “ey 
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Memory, Several Relevant Topics, 
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WITH THE 
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Odds and Ends. 
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TavTiINTNG SHoo TIM G ( 
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irecti i S r ffed use and quails. r « . 00, 

ve i Gl la anit oa Se igiennts on ripe of pric
e, 59 cents; formerly sold for $1.00, of hundreds who have adopted it. Sent postpaid on receipt of #1 00, ‘ 4 

|, G. DAVEY, Publisher, London, Ont. Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 
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Withitts compact type and i its permanently enlarged form 
of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each week a larger 

amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 

kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contained in all other 
American publications put together. 

MARKSMANSHIP MARVELS. 

OA aa seems just now to bea wave of exaggeration 

passing over the shooting world. and the papers gen- 
erally are striving to outdo each other in telling tales of won- 
derful accomplishments with small arms. Pistols seem to 
have the callin this fashion of fable, and the little “pops” 
are credited with all manner of records, often so far beyond 
their real capability, as to be unworthy of a moment's cre- 

dence. From the West comes a tale of a boy hunter who 
uses but a wee pocket pistol, yet gocs abroad bringing down 

everything and anything in the form of game or varmint. 
Bear or beetle seem to fall alike before his six-grain bullets. 
He merely picks out a channel to the center of life, finds a 
way of cutting the heart in two, or secures a short passage 
to the hrain seat and then lets fly and the beast falls. The 
story tellers are not particular about distances, a few hun- 

dred yards more or less are of no consequence, and we are 

not quite sure but that some of the shooting is done at dead 

of night with the moon hidden beneath clouds. 

The old yarns from the Indianstory books are bad enough, 
where Long Tom and muzzle-loading» shooting sticks were 
made to send silver bullets with mathematical precision to 

the hearts of heartless savage abductors of beautiful frontier 
maidens, but this latter day drift is still more ridiculous in 
its disregard of physical limitations, 
The latesi form of the craze is to turn the taste for this 

shooting silliness to advantage in theatrical advertising. One 
famous diva is made to spend the night after returning from 
her stage work in shooting cats from the back fences of the 
hotel where she may be stopping. Another uses up an en- 
tire pack of cards, sparing the court ecards, but picking off 
the other 220 spots in regular order. These same notoriety- 
seeking professionals have wonderful ‘scapes, in which a 
pretty little ivory-handled, gold-plated, elegantly-chased, 

magnificently-mounted, fit-in your-watch-pocket mitrailleuse 
is made to send a horde of ruffians away ina stampede. It 
would not do to have one killed, because then doubting re- 

porters would ask irreverently: ‘‘Where is the stiff?” No, 
the- artistic prevaricator and claqueur gives only such a 
story as will not afford the least chance for the probing pen 

of contradiction. The maxim of the advertising agentsecems 
to be that anything other than good acting, will make the 
fortune of his charge, and so he seizes the demand for shoot- 
ing fables, and works it, in its own vernacular ‘‘for all it is 

worth.” 

Out from the West comes now with a yearly regularity 

some phenomenal shot, over whose shooting at ranges of a 

few feet the spectators in their ignorance and the writers 

on space rates exhaust all the adjectives of our richly en- 

dowed language. We expect they will keep on springing 
up to issue challenges, haye a wordy war, succumh to the 
seduction of Eastern fire-water, and make way for others 

of their sort. Protest seems useless, and we can only make 

up our minds to bear the pest until the popular fancy turns. 
The fact is, that shooting wellis an accomplishment worth 

possessing, and therefore worth earning. It can be secured 

only by hard work, and with any make of weapon there is a 

limit of accuracy which cannot be surpassed. A pistol with 
a barrel buf an inch or two long. is nothing more thana 
dangerous toy, as likely to harm as help. 

YACHT RACING LN 1883. 

epee season recéntly brought to a close has been a most 
prosperous one throughout, and wound up with events 

which will haye great weight in the choice of model for new 
hoats projected to meet a chailenge from abroad for the 

famous old piece of silverware won by the America some 

thirty yearsago. The season has also been marked by a 
fresh departure on the part of ForEsT AND. SrreaM in 

securing full reports of the chief racing eyents in Eastern 
and Western waters as well as at home, an enterprise to 

which no other publication has shown itself equal. This 
year has also heen the first to find any journal sufficiently 
strong to close its columns to the extended notice of shifting 
hallast vaces, thereby discouraging an imitation upon the 

sport which in its evil influences is to be charged to 4 great 
extent with the perpetuation of faulty conceptions and that 

carricaturing of naval architecture which has enabled an 

ordinary cruising cutter to overwhelm a representative light 
displacement vessel hitherto supposed to he invincible. 

The total number of races sailed, as exhibited in the list 

published in our issue for Noy. 15, foots up 195, including 

one subsequent addition, To this should be added 25 races 
among small eraft of local renown only, of which details 

were too meagre to incorporate in the body of the list, making 

altogether 220 matches sailed in six months. Of these no 

less than 63 are to be credited to the month of August, July 

following next in number with 40, June occupying third 

position with 39, and September showing exactly the same 
activity. 

Geographically the racing waters may be divided as East- 

ern, including all to the east from New Bedford; Metropoli- 
tan, including the Sound and regions tributary to New York; 

Central, the Delaware and Chesapeake; Southern, everything 

south of Cape Henry; Western and Northern, the great 
chain of fresh-water lakes with the St. Lawrence and Hali- 
fax, and last, the Pacific coast, to cover al) that transpired 

in waters accessisle from the Pacific Ocean. The activity 
jn these districts is shown in the following summary; 

AO ETT agi ie). one seme she poe te Bast ES back 83 races, 

67 races, 

Gentraliyes 5-4 wire tote ee su ee ore. curbs saxe ties _. SPACES, 

BOUUM GCIs as tlle ile cbs ol fa tans ielt oirtes icletelace sie ciciese set 5 races, 
Western and Northern....... R ...84¢7aces, 

PHI C RRP I eee tlio inks ose o- ai einer ene tee — races. 

The East therefore still maintains its lead as the most 

active racing center in American waters, and the lakes, and 

the Dominion of Canada in general, put in a very respecta- 

ble showing, destined to expand rapidly, as yachting has 
only just. taken firm root on the American shores of the fresh- 

water seas. Only in New York waters is shifting ballast 
still a half-hearted custom among small boats, Elsewhere 

its pernicious and misleading tendencies have been recog- 

nized, and with isolated exceptions, all matches are now or- 

dered with fixed ballast. 
In the Hastthe Beverly Y. C. leads off with 15 races, 

the Hull Y. C. has 10 to its name, the Dorchester Y. C. 7, 

and the Quincy Y, C, started six times. In the Metropolitan 
district the Larchmont Y; C. sailed 7 matches, all other clubs 
only two or three straggling throughout the season. On the 

Lakes, the Toronto Y, C. carries off the palm with 6 matches 

while the Halifax squadron sailed the same number. To 

the East and to the Beverly Y. C. belongs the credit of 
haying brought to the line the largest racing fleet ever assem- 

bled in Americaorany other country, The match of Aug. 13 
saw 238 boats entered, of which 173 started. Only a week 

later the Hull Y. C. followed up with 124 entrie: and 79 

starters, all of them fixed ballast boats. The largest number 

of starters in any one race in New York waters was collected 

for the fall match of the Knickerbocker Y. C., the fleet 

reaching 32, an extraordinary number for this vicinity, 

Many of these were, however, only shifting ballast con- 

trivances, which can hardly be classed as yachts proper, 

Next week we will consider the table of winnings. 

ROBERT WALLE’S DEER SHOOTING. 

le the year of grace 1756, and of the reign of King 
George If. the fwenty-ninth, in Brumfield parish of the 

‘British colony of Virginia, one Robert Walle, a laborer, 
thinking to make the pot boil, went out into the woods to 

sit for deer. His aim was good, his flint-lock true. The 

bullet sped to the mark. Robert Walle brought down his 

game. But it was not a deer. 

The record of the shot was written out in the beautiful 
copper-plate writing of the court clerks of the day, and filed 

away among the papers of the Court of Culpeper county. 

There it remained. George Il. died and George IIT. sue- 
ceeded to the throne. The ink had not yet paled before the 
colony of Virginia joined with her sisters fo throw off the 
British rule Through the strife and turmoil of the seven 

years’ war the story of Robert Walle’s shot was preserved 

intact, The paper grew yellow with a hundred years. Vir- 

ginia was again the theatre of war, A Massachusetts volun- 
teer picked up the musty court record and took it to his New 

England home. The years went by. The men of Massa- 
chusetts and of Virginia forgot that they had fought as 
enemies, and joined each other to celebrate in Virginia the 

victories of the colonies. Again the years went by. To-day, 

while the bunting on Broadway is stil! flying in commemo- 

ration of another Reyclutionary event, we copy the old Cul- 

peper colovial court record, and give tothe readers of FoRESY 

AND STREAM the story of Robert Walle’s deer shooting: 

Ata court held for the County of Culpeper, on Friday the 4th Day 

of June 1756, on the Examination of Francis Walle, charged with the 

Felonious Slaying one George Roberts. 

PRESENT: 
Francis Slaughter, William Green, 

James Pendleton, Daniel Brown & 

William Williams Gent. 

Francis Walle late of the Parish of Brumfield in this County Laborer 

being led to the Bariu the custody of the sheriff, charged with the 

Felonious Slaying one George Roberts late of the Parish & County 
aforesaid and being Demanded whether he was Guilty or not Guilty 

confessed he was Guilty, though it was an Involuntary Act, for that 

he accidently shot the said George Roberts, as he was sitting for Deer 

believing him to be one, and as no one was Privy thereto, he went 

Immediately & Informed the Wather of the said Deceased what had 

happened, and helped him Home with the Dead body, whereupon 
John Roberts, Father of the said George Roberts, who was killed be- 

ing sworn & Examined as Witness for our Lord the King against the 

said Prisoner, Declared he believed the Prisoners Confession to be 

true, and no other Witness appearing against him Ib is therefore the 

opinion of the Court that the said Francis Walle is Guilty of Chance 
Medley and that he ought to be tryed for the said Fact on the sixth 

Dey of the next General Court and on his Prayeris admitted to Bail, 

How the trial ended we have no means of determining; 

but as Robert Walle had proved himself to be such a good 

shot with his flint-lock at the ‘“‘man target,” it is not at all 

improbable that his services were enlisted in the campzigns 
of the Revolution. 

BOOKS. 

HE readers of the Forrst AND SrREAM are widely scat- 
tered over the face of North America and other por- 

tions of this terrestrial ball, and a very considerable 
proportion of them are fortunate enough to reside in the 

country, often at a distance from large centers of population 
and where bookstores, or at all eyents, bookstores with 

large stocks to select from, are not casily accessible. And 

yet, almost all who take the Forrsr AND STREAM are read- 
ers of books, and desire to keep up with the current litera- 
ture of the day. Realizing this,.as well as the difficulties of 
those at a distance who may wish to purchase books of any 
kind, we have made arrangements to furnish any books pub- 
lished on receipt. of the publishers’ price, to those who may 

send to usforthem. We will also subseribe for our custom- 

ers to aby magazines, We have long published a list of 
books interesting to sportsmen, which we would forward on 
these terms, and have now, in response to earnest and re- 

peated solicitations, determined to broaden our field as above 
stated, Irom this date, therefore, any magazine or book 

published will be forwarded on receipt of the publishers’ price, 
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OUT OF LUCK, 

THE Miner had only been a few days at the ranch. He 
had stopped there for a brief visit on his way from an 

examination of some mines down in Dakota, and his profes- 

sional duties would soon call him away again to make other 

subterranean explorations, This was to be a bit of a rest, 
liowever. For a little while he was to lay aside his usual 
occupation of penetrating deeply into the bowels of the 
earth, and subjecting to scientific scrutiny such portions 

of these viscera ag he could lay bare. Tere there would he 
n0 opportunity for him to open prospect holes, or shovel dirt, 

or sink shalts, or drive tunnels. Here there were no mines 

and no prospects, So for the present, pick and pan, and 

sledge and drill were standing idle against the house, and 
their owner went hunting up in the mountains, or lounged 

about in the warm sunshine, or took part in the different 

labors of the yanch, 
It was 4 pretty busy time and all hands were at work, 

Some of the men were chopping in the timber, and building 

uwslide down the face of the mountain behind the house. 

Additional barns and corrals were being put up. A few 
loads of hay were still waiting to be hauled to the stacks, 

and all the work and saddle horses were to be shod. Still, 

with so many mouths to be filled, it was necessary to send 
into the hills every two or three days for meat, and this labor 
usually fell to the Miner and the Scout. The Miner was an 

old mountain man. He had sunk his pick in many a silyer- 
bearing hill in the Rocky Mountains, and his pan had tasted 

the waters of almost every stream from the Platte to the 
Gulf of California, The gold of the Black Hills, the silver 

of Colorado and the copper of Arizona had cach had some 
story to tell him, and he had wandered through the ancient 

Spanish workings of the historic mines of Old Mexico. 
Now it so chanced that the Miner, though he had traveled 

so long in this western country, had never happened to 
stumble ona mountain sheep within fair rifle range. Once or 

twice, to be sure, he had fired at one of these animals, at five 

or six hundred yards distance, but, of course, without results. 
Plz, and blacktail and whitetail deer without number, he 

had killed, and he had been lucky enough to drive the lead 

into the flank of a huge old grizzly, as the bear was industri- 

ously occupied in endeavoring to dig ont a woodchuck from 
among the rocks on a steep mountain side, and had seen the 

wicked fury of the monster as le turned and bit the wound. 

But he had never killeda bighorn. Of course, therefore, bighorn 
scemed to him of all game the most desirable. Whether or no. 

he would have an opportunity to capture one now, seemed 

doubtful. In the hills near the ranch there were few or no 
mountain sheep, but about twenty-five miles to the north- 

ward was alone mountain, where they were abundant, It 

was a rongh pile of yellowish sandstone, rising perhaps two 

thousand feet above the plain, and dotted here and there 

with dark pitch pines, which were visible as tiny black spots 

against the light colored rock as far as the mountain could 

be seen, Its sides were steep and rugged and ils crest rose 

sharply toa knife edge, A horse could not yet about on it 
at all, a man had to scramble up or down, half the time upon 

lis hands and knees, but if was just such a place as the 

sheep delight in, its difficulties of ascent presenting no 

obstacles to them. 
One eyening as they all sat together in the “living room” 

of the ranch, the Miner's desire to kill a sheep was men- 

tioned, and the Boss on hearing of it, told Scout that he had 

better take a pack horse next day, and go with the Miner 

over to this mountain for a hunt. They could go there and 

back, he said, in two days and so could make the trip and 
have one day tohunt, and be back at the ranch before the 

time fixed upon for starting for the railroad. The plan 
seemed a good one, and preparations for the start were made 

at once. 
Early next morning Bell and Bill were saddled, and on 

Jill, the vellow mare, was sinched the pack saddle. The 
Miner was an old packer, and with his invincible ‘‘diamond 

hitch,” had conquered many a Mexican jack, and so the 

task of putting the pack on Jill—who had never before car- 
ried oné—was intrusted to his greater experience, The side 

packs were carefully prepared, weighted and slung in place, 

and the sling rope tied; then the remainder of the pack, con- 

sisting only of three or four pairs of blankets, was piled on; 

a small tent fly—in case of « snow storm—thrown over all; 

the Jash rope adjusted, and the cast—so mysterions to every 

man who is not a packer—made. Then as each part of the 

rope fell in its proper place, followed the tightening beneath, 
andat the corners. There were the usual remonstrative 

groans from the horse, as the sinch drew tighter, the cus- 

tomary calls and grunts from the men, 48 with one foot 

braced against the pack or the animal’s quarter, they surged 

pack upon the rope; the swinging of the load after all had 

been made fast, and the sighting from before and_behind to 

see that it was properly adjusted and hung evenly, and 

finally the satisfied remark, ‘1 guess that will ride,” which 
announced that the packing of the beast was completed. 

The hunters when they started off were not in all respects 

satisfactorily equipped. A day or two before, an accident 

had disturbed the sights on the Miner's rifle, and he had not 

since been able to get them back into their old place so that 

he could do satisfactory shooting, The Scout was in trouble 

too. His horse had rolled with his saddle and had sprung 

the tree so that it could uot be used. He was therefore 

obliged to take a light saddle which hhad been used by the 

sheep herder, who had almost spurred the sinch in two, In 

order to provide the Miner with a satisfactory gun, if was 

determined to stop on their way at oné of the sheep camps 

in the hills, and get from the herder the rifle belonging to 

the Boss, which had been left there a week or two hefore, 

All their preparations liad pof taken long and the sun was 
not very high in the heayens when the little train moved out 

from the ranch. An attempt to let the yellow mare follow 

resulted only in disappointment and vexation of spirit, She 

was not aecustomed to traveling in single file, and thongh 
the Miner rode hehind her twirling the end of a lariat 

in order to encourag® her if she grew weary beneath her 
load, she often manifested a disposition to turn aside and to 

lie down and roll upon the prairie, The names with which 
she was pelted at eacli demonstration of this kind were hard 

enough to keep her going for a quarter of a mile; but 

this sort of thing required too much yocal effort on the 
part of her drivers to be altogether agreeable to them, and 
presently her lariat was arranged ahout her head as a 

jaquime, or halter, and the other end was passed to the 

Scout, who rode on again, dragging the beast behind him, 

while the Miner followed close at her heels, As she kept 

pulling back and turning from one side to the other, the strain 
on the rope was nearly continuous, and presently the Scout 
passed it under his leg, and about the horn of his saddle, and 

then she followed better, and the leader's arm rested. 

So they rode quietly along, the Mincr sending long streams 
of smoke from his nostrils as he whiffed at his cigarette, and 

the Scout taking comfort in his old black pipe. The never 

ceasing wind whistled over the prairie, carrying in ifs cool 

freshness some hint of the approaching winter, and bearing, 

too, the pungent odor of the sage, with now and then a breath 
of the fragrance which it had stolen from the pine forests 

through whose damp recesses it had just been hurrying. Onthe 
slopes of the mountains just above them were a few white dots 
that marked a band of feeding antelopes, and down over the 
lakes large flocks of ducks were swinging about, sometimes 

clustering together like a black cloud and then strctching 

out ina long hazy line, like a fading smoke wreath becoming 

more and more faint. Among the sage brush on the prairie 

the white-winged blackbirds—black no longer, but now in 
their autumnal dress, brown birds—were feeding, uneasy and 
restless as, except in the breeding seascn, they always are, and 
in the dust of the road the shore larks, yellow-throated and 
with black eravats, ran along before the horses or rose with 

asweet mellow twitter almost from beneath their feet. 
Over the distant hills the late autumn had thrown her 

haze, so that {hem slopes were veiled in mist, and only the 

far-off outlines seen, shadowy and indistinct. 
For the most part the travelers were silent, since in the 

fresh wind conversation, at the distance which separated 
them, was impossible, except by shouting. They rode along, 
sometimes crossing pleasant grassy valleys, through which 

flowed little sparkling streams, and where the moist earth 

supported a thick sod, or again traversing narrow hogbacks, 

where nothing grew but sage brush and greasewood and 

cactus, until they rounded the point of the mountain, and 

reached the divide betweeu the Muddy and Sage Creek. 

The yellow mare had been going along very quietly and 
well. So much so indeed that she had been quite forgotten, 

but now she called attention to herself in an impressive 

manner. The Scout suddenly heard behind him a sound of 

pounding on the earth, and turning in the saddle, saw that 

Jill was bucking ‘‘like a bay steer in the corn,” and that the 
saddle had slipped back till it was over her lois and was 
still retrograding, Tvidently the pack must go. Forgetting 
his weakened sinch, the Scout whirled his mare, intending 
to throw the pack horse, but a sudden side moyement on the 
part of the latter brought the lariat sharply across Bell's 
heels, and forthwith the latter joined in the dance. Bill, 

who was not far behind, caught the spirit of the other two 

horses, aud he too began to pitch. The Miner stuck to him 

like wax, but Scout was less fortunate. As soon as the 

sharp strain was brought on the rope which joimed the 

two mares, Scout’s sinach broke and his saddle was 

‘‘snaked” off his horse. He accompanied it. Then 

there were fiye animated figures to be seen on the hare 

prairie—a man riding a bucking horse, another man stand- 

ing on his head and one shoulder, with a saddle clasped 

between his thighs, a brown mare running off and a yellow 

one standing still and gazing with malicious satisfaction at 

the ruin she*had wrought, Describing graceful parabolas 

through the air, or just fallen upon the ground, were the 

goods and chattels of the hunters; the Scout's gun, three or 

four pairs of blankets, a hatchet, a rubber sheet, the side 

packs, a tin kettle, and all the various impedimenta of a 

camp—a pitiful wreck. 

Even as he stood there on his head, the humor of the situ- 

ation struck the old man, and he could not help chuckling 

inwardly at the amusement that some of the boys would 

have felt could they haye beheld the scene that had 

been enacted. In a few seconds he was on his feet, and 

walked to where his riflc lay, picked it up and assured him- 

self that its sights had not sustained any injury, then started 

off to catch his mare, which had stopped bucking, and was 

now walking away abont fifty yards from him. 

The Miner’s horse was now quieted, and he came riding 

back with a serious face to inquire as to tie injuries which 

his companion might have sustained. Bell was easily caught, 

and the scattered company being again assembled, the 

amount of the damage done was reckoned up, It was dis- 

covered that beyond a few bruises to the dismounted horse- 

. 

man and the breakage of his saddle pear, absolutely nothing 

was lost. or injured. Tn short time the broken sinch was 

neatly repaired with some buckskin strings, the pack once 

more placed on Jill, and before long the little cavalcade was 

once more qnietly moving along oyer the prairie, A couple 

of miles more brought them to the valley of Sage Creek, up 

which they turned and soon reached the shepherd’s cabin, 

It was a little after noon, and the white valley from which 
every blade of grass had been worn away by the daily pas- 
sage oyer it of the sheep, was baking in the hot sun. The 
shepherd was of course out with his flock, and jin all prob- 
ability the rifle which they had come to get was at that 

moment slung to his saddle. The band would not come m 
until nearly sundown—too late to start off again for the gray 
mountain, which looked as faroff now as it had when they 
started that morning from the ranch, The desired gun could 
not be found in the cabin, so Scont told fhe Miner that if he 

would wait there with the pack, he himself would ride off 
over the hills and see if the sheep could be found and the 

rifle secured. , 
Tt might be imagined that it wonld be au easy matter to 

take up thetrail of a band of 2,500 sheep. and follow it 

wherever it might lead, And so it would he where the band 
had passed but once, or at a considerable intervals of time; 

but here was a yalley along which the animals passed 
at least twice each day, and so left an inextricable con- 

fnsion of tracks. It was, therefore, more 2 matter of good 

luck than of skill that the Scont, as he rode along, picked 
out what appeared to be the most recent trail, and followed 
it up over the hills, until after riding perhaps two miles, he 

heard the tinkle of the sheep bells, and soon saw on the 

neighboring slope the gray moving dots that he recognized 
as the feeding animals. Among them sat the shepherd, as 

usual, deep in a novel. and near him his pony grazing, while 
at his feet was curled the black and tan collie, without whose 
services his task would have been so much tore laborious, 
Riding up to him the Scout dismounted and filled his pipe 

and then the news was asked for and given by both. The 
doings at the ranch and thedirections of the Boss were de- 
tailed, and the condition of the sheep inquired into, The 

herder said that quite a number of the sheep had the scab, 
and ,he urged on Scout the importance of haying the 
whole bunch dipped as soon as possible, and the latter 
felt that he ought to return at once to the ranch and 
report to the Boss. On reaching the cabin, there- 
fore, it was decided that he should ride back as speedily 
as possible to the ranch and report the condition of the 
sheep, while the Miner should go with him par! way, and 
hunt a little among the timber, and then return to the cabin, 

Scout, if he had time, was to return that night, and if not, 
then the next day at the earliest hour practicable, It was 

now the middle of the afternoon, and time to be moying. 

They therefore unpacked the yellow mare and picketed her 
out, and then mounting, rode acress Ue yalley and up 

into the hills. Scarcely had they gone half » mile when 
they saw appear on the crest of a sparsely timbered ridge 
the forms of half a dozen elk. They were moving along at 

a brisk walk, and soon disappeared in the forest. The Miner 

secured bis horse to a fallen tree and started after them on 
foot, while his companion, as scon as they were well out of 

sight, pushed on for the ranch. When he reached it the sun 
had set, and it was too late to get back to the cabin before 

dark. 
It was but just gray dawn next morning, however, when 

he was in the saddle and slowly climbing the mountain side 
on his way back. When he came within sight of the cabin 

he was puzzled. It was after 8 o’clock, but the bars were 

up, and the sheep still within the corral, No smoke rose 
from the chimney of the little building, yet at that hour of 
the day it could scarcely be that the shupherd was still in 
bed. He noticed, too, that of the three horses which should 

have been theré, only the yellow mare was to be seen. When 

he reached the cabin he found it empty. There were two 
beds, on one of which he recoynized the Miner’s blankets, 

but these had been long deserted. He placed Ins hand on 
the stove. It wasalmost cold, The Scont was thoroughly 
puzvled as io what had taken place. While he was 
cooking his breakfast, he indulged in speculations as 

to what had taken the two men away from the camp. 
The most plausible explanation seemed to be that the’ 
Miner had killed an elk the previous evening, and that 

the two had gone to bring it in. This, however, was unsat- 

isfactory, for it did not seem probable that the shepherd 

would have gone off for this purpose, when he should have 

been away with his sheep an hour or two earlier, Stepping’ 

outside the door of the cabin the Scout took another long 

look up and down the valley, and while he was doing so, saw 

the Miner appear on foot out of the creek bed, scarcely half 

a mile from where he stood, Really the puzzle was becom- 

ing more and more intricate. Why should the Miner be 

walking? In a few moments the two met at the door of the 

cabin, exchanged salutations, stepped inside and sat down. 

The Miner bore a very grave countenance, and Scout waited 
for him to speak, He said: : 

“Scout, I am atraid that I have lost wy horse. Tt hap- 

penedin this way. I was coming back last night from the 

hills and rode down the second creek abovehere just at dusk. 

By the time I reached the main stream it was nearly dark. 

I started to cross the valley in an open, level place, and was 
riding quietly along when suddenly the horse went down half 

up his body in a mud hole. He floundered two or three 
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times, but could not free himself, so I jumped out of the 

‘saddle to the bank, Even then he could not get out. but lay 

there sinking in the mire. I tried to pull down a stick to put 

under him, but conld find none that would give way, so T 

turned and ran down here for anax, When I got back which 

was in about twenty minutes, there was no horse to he scen. 

At daylight this morning we went back there, snd found 

where he had come out. We have been looking for him 

vyer since, and the herder is still out, but we can't find any 

trace of him.” 
Are you sufe he is not therein the mud?” asked the 

Seout. 
“Quite sure, for [ have sounded it, and about three feet 

below the surface it is hard, rocky hottom,” was the reply. 
“The horse is allright then,” said Scout. “‘He will go 

back to the ranch; but how about the Bosses gun?” 

“That was shing across thesaddle. and was left there when 

1 went for the ax.” 

“Tt is probably still on the saddle, then; and if the old 
horse goes back on the prairie it will be safe, but if he goes 

across the mountains and through the thick timber, it will 

probably be torn off, and most likely lost. The best thing 
to do, I think, will be for me to ride the hills between here 

and the ranch, so as to catch the old fellow, or find his trail 

if heis still in this neighborhood. He may possibly have 
fed about all night, and be only just now starting for home, 

iknow that he did not go back by the Sage Greek trail, if 
he had, Ishould have seen his tracks.” 

At this moment the herdercame riding up to the cabin, and 

reported that his quest had been unsuccessful, He had seen 

no tracks that were made by the Jost’ horse. The messages 

sent him by the Boss were delivered, and he took down the 

bars of the corral and Jet out his eager flock, which at once 

started for the hills. The Miner and the Scout then went 
down to the creek bed to view the scene of last night's catas- 

trophe. At the point where the little tributary entered the 
main creek the rocky walls of the valley were forty or fifty 

yards apart, and the intervening space was a smooth level 

meadow. Above and below this the quaking aspens grew 

thickly, but here it was grassy and without timber, save for 
an occasional clump of willows. At the lower edge ef the 
meadow was what looked like an ancient breastwork—here 
and there broken down by water—two feet or more above 

the general level of the ground. In fact now that there was 
daylight to look the ground over in, it was plain enough that 
it was a beaver meadow. 

Any ome who has traveled much in the mountains knows 

what traps for man and beast beaver meadows are. The 
method of their formation is something like this: The 

beavers, finding a suitable place, build their dam, and by it 
the water is hacked up over a considerable area, and the 

ground becomes thoroughly sonked. The spriag freshets 

bring down each year from the streams above great quantities 

of mnd, chiefly decayed vegetable matter, and this sinks in the 
comparatively quiet wulers of the pond, After the lapse of 
years the pond thus becomes too shallow ta be used by the 
beavers, which then move off and build another dam some- 

where else on the stream. The old dam no longer receives 
attention. It rots, becomes leaky, and at length the water 

breaks through it, the pond is drained, and the water returns 

fo its former channel. For a year or two the old pond bed 

is coyered with a rank growth of weeds and water-loving 

plants, but as the moisture gradually leaves the soil, the 

common grasses take the place of these, and the beaver 

meadow looks like any other portion of the vailey, There 

are almost always soft spots in it, however, bog holes and 
narrow ditches, into which man and horse are likely to fall, 

and it is frequently a matter of the nimost difficulty to get a 
horse out of one of these places without injury. 

The spot into which old Bill had walked was one of these 

bog holes, It was full of soft black mud, on which grew 
enough grecn grass to condeal its real nature until you 

were quite close to it. In the daytime no one of experience 
would haye attempted to pass over it. At night any one 

might: kaye done so. There in the mire could be seen 
the spot where Bill had been, and from it leading to the op- 
posite bank, a distance of but eight or ten feet, were the 

marks where his hoofs had sunk deeply into the soft soil as 
he had floundered out. The tracks led down the creek for 
a few yards, and then turned into it asain, and it eould be 

seen where he had diypnk and then crossed over to the other 

side. There the trail was lost. — 
The two men then started up into the hills to sce if they 

could find any trace of the missing avimal. To both of them 
the loss of the rifle seemed a much more serious matter than 
that of the horse. If the latter was alive it was a moral cer- 
tainty that he would soover or later turn up at the ranch, 
but it was not at all sure that he would have cun, or saddle, 
or bridle on him when he appeared. Besides, even if he did 
not return, money could buy another horse well enough, and 

the loss would not be # serious one, but money could not re- 
place the old rifle, so battered and brnised by rough usage, 

and yet so unvaryingly effective in its owner’s hands, When 
one has carried a gun for years, has killed with it many 

hundreds of head of same, and has had sometimes to 

rely on-it for his life, it becomes to him something more 
than so much wood and iron. It is a dear friend, to which 
he is as much attached us if it werea living, sentient creature. 

So, although it seemed likely that the horse had returned to the 
ranch by the prairie, oyer which he would probably carry the 

fun ih safety, it was possible that he might have done so 

through the timber. where he would have been almost sure to 

stripit off; and therefore the two partnerstraveled all day over 
the hills searching for the trail, About 3 o'clock they met by 
appointment at the cabin, neither having seen any traces of 

fhe horse. The Miner had seen three elk and the Scout 
three deer, two of them jnst as he was returning to the cabin, 

and within rifle-shot of the door, 
Tt was new determined that the latter should return to the 

ranch by the prairie, see whether Bill had come in, and 

return in the morning with a horse for the Miner, when they 

would continue the search. Half a mile down the valley 

the Scout came upon the tracks of a horse made within 

twenty-four hours, und going in the same direction he was 

following, A careful examination of them convinced him 

that they were those of the lost beast, and when three hours 
later he rode up to the ranch he was not much surprised at 

seeing old Billin front of the house, quietly munching the 

grass. The first person seen announced that the horse, with 

gun and all his accoutrements in good order, had been 

brought to the house by a cowboy that afternoon. He had 

come to the cow camp the night before about twelve, and 

had been detained there. When during the day the drive 
passed the ranch, Bill manifested a disposition to turn toward 

home, and one of the men brought him to the house to see 

if he belonged there. 
The next morning about 9 o'clock the Miner saw appear 

over the biuffs near the sheep camp two mounted men and a 

led horse, and when they stopped at the cabin a broad smile 

of relief and satisfaction overspread his countenance as he 

recognized old Bill and the long rifle. The time to he de- 

yoted to sheep hunting had all been wasted in horse hunt 
ing, and they had nothing to do but to pack up and return 

to the ranch. When they rode up to the door, Grizzly 
Jake, who was at work at the carpenter's bench, sang out to 

the Boss: “‘Here come the sheep hunters. Onto’ luck, 

boys, ain't ye?” Yo, 

Che Sportsman Conrist, 

LIFE AMONG THE BLACKFEET. 

BY J. WILLARD SCHULTZ. 
ROM where rise the transparent, rushing streams, which 
form the headwaters of that mighty northern river, the 

Saskatchewan, south to the Yellowstone; from the foothills 
of the Rocky Mountains between these two rivers, east to 
about the 104th meridian of longitude, west from Greenwich, 
was once the home of the Blackfeet. Here, as nowhere 
else in our whole country, has nature piled up great moun- 
tains and spread out vast prairies with a more than layish 
hand, All along the western border of this region, the 
Rockies lift their snow-capped peaks above the clouds. In 
the northwestern part are the Porcupine Hills. Southeast of 
these the three lonely buttes of the Sweet Grass Hills stand 
surrounded by a vast expanse of prairie. Further to the 
southeast, and running parallel with the Missouri, are the 
Bear’s Paw and Little Rocky Mountains, South of the Mis- 
souri, between it and the Yellowstone, is a vast cluster of 
ranges, the Highwood, Belt, Judith, Moccasin and Snowy 
Mountains. Between these mountain ranges, and between 
the river valleys stretches everywhere the great prairie. 
Not the briliantly flowered prairie of the south, nor the 
green marshy plains of the far north. Except for a few 
short weeks in early spring, the short, sparse bunch grass is 
sere and yellow, The ashy gray of the sage brush but adds 
to the general sombreness of the landscape. Perhaps in the 
distance » range or two of mountains may loom up with 
startling distinctness, although a hundred niles away, or 
they may appear enveloped in a blue misty haze, the ‘‘gather- 
ing of the ghosts.” The seemingly dreary prairie is not 
without its beauty. Everywhere it is cut and seamed with 
great deep ravines, whose perpendicular walls are crowned 
with fantastic columns and figures of sandstone, carved by 
the storms and winds of ages. Here and there, on some 
high bleak ridge, a few scattering pines may be seen; short, 
stunted trees with huge gnarled limbs and great black roots |. 
which twine around rocks and creep into fissures, seeking a 
secure footholtl against the fierce blasts of winter. 

Not so very long ago these prairies were graced with 
countless herds of buffalo and antelope; along the wooded 
valleys of the stream, and on the pine-covered slopes of the 
mountains, were once numberless bands of elk, deer, sheep 
and bears. Some of the game is yet to be found. Bands of 
the ancient inhabitants are yet to be seen—small remnants 
of a once mighty nation. till camping where their fore- 
fathers were wont to pitch their lodges, some of them pre- 
serve their native dignity and hold to their ancestral 
customs as sacredly as ever; others are demoralized, dis- 
couraged and indifferent. On the prairie, but partly con- 
cealed by the thin grass, lie the bleached skeletons of the 
buffalo. Im the trees by the river, securely fastened ou their 
acrial sepulchres, lie the motionless forms of the many dead, 
whose ghosts are happy in another land. The broad, deep 
trails, where thousands were wont to pass on their annual 
hunts, are now grass-grown and nearly obliterated by the 
leveling hand of time. To those who were accustomed to 
see the prairie covered with living forms, the smoke of a 
thousand ludges curling upward in the still, clear air, the 
change is marvellous which a few short years have wrought. 
There are those of us, idle dreamers, who would that it 
might be otherwise. But it may not be. The weaker 
organism: must give way te the stronger, the lower to the 
higher intellect. Before the bullets and far deadlier fire- 
water of the whites, these simple men have been swept away 
like leaves before a wind. ‘But they were only Indians,” 
say some, True; yet they were human beings, they loved 
their wild, free life as well as we Jove our life; they had 
pleasures ancl sorrows as well as we. 

It is not the purpose of this paper to give a history of the 
Blackfeet since the discovery of their country by the whites. 
It is enough to say that like most all other Indians they have 
bitterly opposed the march of civilization and have been 
defeated, and that the **Piegans,’ one of the tribes of the 
Blackfeet, yet remaining on United States territory, are 
in a5 destitute a condition as is possible for a people to be, 

According to tradition, the first white men the Blackfeet 

ever saw were a detachment of the Hudson’s Bay Company, 
which established 1 trading post on the Saskatchewan at 
the close of the last century. In the journal of Louis and 
Clarke's expedition, the narrator mentions meeting the Black- 
feet when the expedition were on this side of the main 
range, Blackfoot tradition, however, makes no mention of 
thisfact, and the writer is inclined to believe that some other 
tribe must have heen mistaken for Blackfeet. Surely such 
an important event as the first visits of white men to their 
country would have been included iu their traditions, and in 
their unwritten history Mr. Jos. Kipp has the honor of being 
the first white man they ever saw south of the Saskatche- 
wan, he haying come up the Missouri to the mouth of the 
Marias River with an expedition of the American Fur Com- 
pany’s men in 1832. 

At the time the American Fur Company established its 
post at the mouth of the Marias, the Blackfoot nation was in 
its prime. At that time it is said to haye numbered some 
2,900 lodges, or 25,000 people. It was the largest and most 
powerful body of Indians in the Northwest. Together with 
ifs allies, the Sarcees and Gros Ventres, some twenty hostile 
tribes were without difficulty kept beyond the boundaries of 
its vast hunting ground, 

The Blackfoot nation consists of three tribes, the Black- 
feet, Bloods and Piegans. Each tribe consists ot a number 
of ‘‘gentes,” a “gens” being a body of consanguineal kin- 
dred inthe male line. Below is a complete list of the gentes 
of each tribe. The writer has taken great pains to trans- 
lafe the names so as to retain the meaning as closely as pos- 
sible. Any one familiar with an Indian language will under- 
stand how difficult this is to accomplish. 

Tribe Siks-h-k:ii—Black foot, from Stks--nits, black, and 
ih-kih-tehit, foot. 

GENTES; 

Pih-ksi-nah'-mahayike—Rotten bows. 

Mo-tah'-t0s-iks—Many medicines. 
Siks-in'-6-kdks—Black elks, 

E-ni-ti-pahk -s-ytkhs—Dogs naked. 
Ah-kit'-stun-iks— Much manure. 

T'-yo-ma-ké-kainiks—S)iders, 
St-yeks—Liars, 

['-stk-stiik 2k8—Biters. 
Pis'-ti-hitn-iks. 

Sin-ih-sis' -ts6-yike—Early-finished eating. 

Ap -pe-ki-yiks—Skunks, 
Th -8i-xdk-aei-ah! -wat-dp-tke—Meat-eaters. 

Tribe “Bloods,” Av-nah. 
uncertain, 
chiefs. 

The meaning of this word is 
Perhaps it was originally Ah'-At-nah—many 

GENTES; 

Stks-in'-0-kaks—Black elks 
T-yo-mo-ke-kain-iks— Sliders, 
Ah-kird'-nis-tsests—Many lodge-poles. 
Ah-piit-o-si-ki-nah—Behind direction ‘‘Bloods."’ 

Ts-tse’ Ki-noi— Woods “Bloods,” 

Tn-ihk'-s0-yis-stam-iks—Long-tail lodge-pole. 

Netit -xkiks—One fighters, 

Pis-ksis-st7 ~yeks. 
Siks-ah -pin-iks—Black blood. 

A-hik:-siim-tin-iks, 
E- sis -0-kas-tm-thks—Hair shirts. 
Al-ki'-po-kaks—Many children. 

Sak-si-nah -mah-yike—Short bows. 

Ap'-pe-ki-yikes—Skunks. 
Ak-o'-tash-tks—Many horses. 

Tribe ‘‘Piegans.” Pr-Kin-i—spotted tan, that is, a robe 
which has hard spots on it after being tanned. 

GENTES; 

B-riik's-iks—Small, 

Ap'-pe-ki-yiks—Skunks. 
Ka-mé-tiks —Buffalo manure, 

EB -pok&miks—F at roasters. 
Ah’ -pi-tip-tks—Blood-people, 
Ne-tiie-yiks— One eaters. 

Kit imaks—? Laugh. 

Sik-fi-si-pum-ike—Black moceasin soles. 

Sin-ik-sis -ts0-y/tis—Early-tinished cating, 

Me-wh-iwah'-pat-seéks—Seldom lonesome. 

Mé-foin'-7ks—All chiefs. 

E-nuk-st'-kah-ke-pud-2ks. 

Isk-sin' 7-1 fip-iks—W orm people, 

Meé-oh -kin-7-yéks—Biz tops. 

Sik'-6 pok-st-miks—Black fat roasters, 
Mo-ktim'-iks—Mad campers. 

Neé-tot -si-tsis-stiim-iks—Bulls come close. 

Sik'-0h-kéat-sim-ike—Black smoke-holes, 

Mé-tah '-tos-tks—Many medicines, 

Né'-tak-iis-Lit-si-p ip-iks—One will their hearts, 

Ah-ki-yé'-ko-k'n-iks—Many loose women, 

Tt will be readily seen from the translations of the alove, 
that each gens takes its name from some peculiarity or habit 
it is supposed to possess, Thus, the Blackfoot gens ‘Slid- 
ers” was so named on account of the great love the people 
had for sliding down the banks into the ice on bnffalo ribs, 
“Behind direction” is the name for the north. The gens 
“Behind direction” Bloods was socalled beeause it was 
greatly attached to an extreme northern portion of the great 
hunting grounds. The gens ‘“Kiit'1im-iks—? Laugh,” was 
so called because its members were seldom seen to laugh, 
“Kiut-1” is the sound which asks a direct question and may 
be represented in our. language by the words do, did, is, are, 
and was, when used in asking direct questions. The Piegan 
gens ‘“Blood-people,” received its name on account of its 
members’ abnormal appetite for cooked blood. The name of 
the gens “Small” is perhaps the only onewhich gives no clue 
to its meaning. Long ago, says tradition, this gens was out 
on a hunting expedition, and, meeting a camp of mountain 
Indians, traded buffalo robes for robes of different mountain 
animals. Upon returning to camp the other Pievans were 
surprised to see them wearing énch small robes, and eyer 
since they have been called! ‘‘Small.” 

Tt will be noticed that exch tribe has 4 few gentes which 
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are common to one or both of the other tribes. This is 
caused by persons leaving their own tribe to live with an- 
other one, but instead of uniting with some gens of the 
adopted tribe, they haye preserved the name of their an- 
cestral gens for themselves and iheir descendants, It is not 
probable that the names of the gentes are very ancient. The 
Blond gentes *‘Many horses’ and “‘Many children” are 
neither of them thirty years old. The Piegan gens ‘Stiff 
tops” is also a comparatively new name, Each gens is foy- 
erned hy 3 chief chosen by the ceremony of the ‘Medicine 
Lodge” which will be described in another place. However, 
it ean hardly be said that chiefs govern the gentes, Matters 
of importance relating to a gens only, are discussed by the 
leading men, and a decision rendered by the opinion of the 
majority. Matters of less consequence, such as the disputes 
about the ownership of a borse, a family quarrel, ora theft, 
are carried straight to the chief for his decision. Subjects 
of importance to the tribe are discussed in the centrally Jo- 
cated lodge of some chief or ‘‘medicine man,” and as in the 
gentile council, a decision is rendered by the majority. A 
tribal council is attended by all the chiefs, medicine men 
and married warriors of the tribe. A council is calied 
“they-all-talk,” a tribaland a gentile council house ‘‘in-the- 
niiddle-tall-to.cach-other-house.” 

The Blackfeet haye very few laws for the social and mili- 
tary government of the people. The law regarding: murder 
is, that the murderer must be killed by some of the male 
relatives of the murdered; if the murderer escapes, some one 
of his male relatives may be killed in his place, Tf a married 
man, who has no near relatives, dies, the widows may de- 
mand some warrior of his gens to avenge him, Thus, in the 
story of “Red Old Man,” which is as follows: ‘‘And some 
widows, whose husband had heen killed by the Crows, 
painted their faces black and came to the lodze of Red Old 
Man, saying, ‘Our liushand is dead, we have no one to 
avenge him,’ and the women cried, Now Red Old Man’s heart 
was good. Ie could not Wear to hear the women ¢rying, and 
he took his weapons and rushed out, saying, ‘Cry not. 
will avenge his death.” A woman guilly of adultery was 
punished for the first offense by cutting off the end of her 
nose; for the second offense she was killed, For lesser 
crimes there is no punishment saye the contempt and jeers of 
the camp, which are dreaded as much as the penalty of death. 
A coward, one who will not go on war expeditions, is made 
to wear the dress of a woman, and is not allowed to braid his 
hair. His relatives cast him off, and he leads 2 miserable 
life, begging from lodge to Jodge and sleeping with the dogs. 
As the members ofa eens are all relatives, however re- 

mote, men are prohibited from marrying within it, they 
must seek wiyes from some other gens. Polygamy is prac- 
ticed, All the younger sisters of a man’s wife are his poten- 
tial wives. If he does not choose tv marry them, he must 
be consulted regarding their disposal to other men. There is 
no marriage ceremony. A man having found a woman he 
thinks will suit him, sends one of his friends to her parents’ 
lodge, when, in a rotindabout way, he is praised for his 
valor, good heart, ete, 

After an interval of a few days the friend is again sent to 
make a formal demand for the woman. The parents of the 
woman then call a family council to discuss the advisability 
of letting the young man have her. Often a price is set—a 
number of horses, valuable finery, etc. If within his means, 
the young man pays it, whereupon the bride is escorted by 
some female friend to his lodge, where she immediately en- 
ters upon her duties as if she had always been accustomed to 
them, 

if aman die his widows may become the wives of his 
eldest brother. However, if he does not choose to marry 
them, they are at liberty te marry any one else, Ii aman 
wish to divorce his wife, he accomplishes il by taking, back 
the price he paid for her. The woman is then at liberty to 
marry again.~ The first woman aman marries is called his 
“‘sits-beside-him-wife;” she is invested with authority over 
all the other wives, and does liltle but direct the work of the 
other wives and atténd to her husband’s wants, Her place 
in the lodge is on the riylt side of her husband's seat. She 
enjoys the great privilege of being allowed—to a certain ex- 
tent—to participate in the conversation of the men, and 
often, at informal gatherings, take a whiff out of the pipe as 
it is being smoked around the circle. 

Female children are generally named by their mothers ot 
some female relative. Male children by their fathers or 
some male relatiye or friend. Female can always be distin- 
guished from male names by the terminations, thus: Ante- 
lope-woman, Sitting-up-in-the-air-woman,  Litile-ellk-teeth- 
woman, etc. Assoon as a young man has taken part in 
some brave deed he is allowed to choose a new name for 
himself hy whieh he may be known for the rest of his life. 
However, names are considered a man's personal property, 
as are his bows and arrows or his shield, and are often 
bought and sold, large prices sometimes being paid for them. 
Favorite men’s names sre White Shield, Bear Chief, Won- 
derful Sun, Running Wolf, Yellow Wolt, Wolfcoming-up- 
the-hill, Young Bull, Water Bull, etc. A very singular 
custom exists among the Blackfeet, that a man must not, 
under any circumsiances, meet or speak to his mother-in-law, 
and if this rule be broken, the mother-in-law may exact a 
heavy payment from the offender. The writer has been 
unsble to learn any special reason for this, Some say that 
the sun made the law, others that is improper for ” man to 
meet his mother-in-law for fear she might hear him say some- 
thing impolite. 

[TO BE CONTINUED. | 

A BIRD OF NO FEATHER. 

A FREQUENT contributor to the Fornst AND SDREAM 
<A relates a good story about his endeavors to be agreeable 
toa distinguished nobleman, who, some four years #0, 
visited that portion of America wlere our friend lives, and 
is there known as the Commodore. 

The nobleman in question, who, by the by, is very learned 
and a litterateur of high order, became interested in the fish 
and fishing im the neighborhood of an ancient city, Our 
friend having described in such glowing terms the beautiful 
lakes and the fine speckled trout inhabiting them, the nolle- 
man expressed a desire to pay them a visit. Our friend vol- 
unteered his services, boat, rods, flies and peneral outfit, aud 
mide arrangements to receive him with hisson, the Marquise, 
and two daughters, Ladies M. and BD, 

On the appointed day, a beautiful June afternoon, fie 
party drove out to a renowned lake abont twelve miles from 
the city, and were soon comfortably placed ip the fishing 
boat whipping the lake, which was as calm and smooth as a 
mirror, but not a trout would rise to corroborate our friend's 
description of their beauty. Morfifiecation and disappoint- 
ment were depicted on his broad countenance at their want 
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of success, und the host then took fhe forward part of the 
buat and put into play all the art years of practice had per- 
fected him in, but nota rise could he get. Turning around 
tosee how his guests were amusing themselves, he found 
them dissecting a wild flower picked up on the road, and 
comparing it with others of the same family they had known 
m Europe; the noblemau mentioning the scientific name 
asked if other members of the same family were to be found 
in America. This question was too much for our friend, 
who, keenly fetling his wait of knowledge of botany, had 
to declare his ignorance of the subject. A dead silence fol- 
lowed for some time till the nobleman, casting his eye upon 
the adjacent rocks , thenasked if he could tell him of what 
formation they weve. Another ayowal of ignorance ou the 
subject of geology liad to be offered by our friend, who felt 
that he was entirely the wrong man to entertain such scien- 
tific strangers, bul being bent on establishing a° Gaim to 
knowledge of some sort, turning to the Duke he told him 
thatin America few men devoted much time to scientific 
studies 
“Why is that?” said the nobleman, 
*‘Bucause,” answered our friend, “it don’t pay; in this 

country one requires all his learning and energies for money- 
imaking, and the scientific man has a poor chance in the race 
for wealth. Yet,” he added. ‘‘Your Grace must not form an 
estimate of our people’s knowledge of many refined studies 
by my ignorance of botany and geolozy. We all try to 
cultivate a taste forsome of the arts and sciences. Somie of 
us are musical; others sketch, paint, or do something which 
can be made useful as well as agreeable, As faras I am per- 
sonally concerned, being fond of shooting and fishing, I have 
acquired a familiarily with our birds and fishes, and my 
knowledge of ornithology, or piscieultnre, 1 shall he happy 
to place at your Grace’s disposal.” 

“Thanks,” answered the nobleman, ‘‘l am well acquainted 
with your American birds, and can tell the name of many of 
them by their song. For instance, the bird we now hear is 
the robin”—and so it was—which for the moment fully es- 
tablished the Duke's knowledge of that bird at Teast. A 
little further on another songster sttracted lis Grace’s atten- 
tion. Hesaid to our friend; 

“OF course you kuow that bird?” 
“Oh, yes;" he answered, ‘‘very well, indeed. They are 

very plentiful here about, and in fact everywhere.” 
“Lalso know him,” said his Grace. ‘That is the—the— 

the—well, I have got his name on the end of my tongue; 
how odd, | can’t pronounce it, What do you call that bird?” 
Now, thought our jolly friend, his eyes twinkling with 

satisfaction, the Duke is beautifully cornered by himself, 
and with a most respectful bow, he answered: “That bird, 
your Grace, is called an Irish nightingale, but it is really a 
bird of another feather, or rather no feather at all, it isa 
frog.” Here our friend looked at his distinguished guests to 
see the effect of his wit. He met a stolid stare of the most 
incredulous kind, aud the nobleman said he was mistaken, 
that the bird was well known by him, but its name for the 
moment forgotten, 

Our friend was too modest to dispute with a live Duke, 
and merely answered that the object in question was eur at 
hand, and ordered the man to paddle on, ‘The party soon 
came to a dead tree lying partly submerged; a small froe 
was Seen silting on the end of it, which pave one chirp and 
made one divein the lake. His Grace looked a little red in 
the face and said, “Tt does appear to be a frow after all.” 
With another bow, bat not quite so low as the first, our 
friend smilingly remarked that he was lappy that his Grace 
would not leave America with the poor impression he might 
have formed of some of its people’s scientific knowledge hy 
his own displuy of ignorance of botany and geology; and he 
now relates this story in evidence of his success on a very 
(rying occasion, to show thal he knew something of natural 
history, that inistakes vould occur even in the best families 
and with most learned people, 

Blatuyal History, 

LIFE AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA, 

LL connection with its inquiries into the food fisheries and 
fishes of the coast of America, the United States Fish 

Comission has carried on important scientific inyestiga- 
tious, Whiletrawls are being set, for the purpose of in- 
quiring into the abwndance of fishes in certain localities, and 
for finding new fishing grounds, with but little additional 
expense to the Commnission, extensive dredging operations 
are varried on, bringing up immaense numbers and kinds of 
animals never secu before by the human eye. Not only are 
these animals of importance for the purpose of showing the 
character of the food of bottom fishes, but they are also of im- 
mense scientific value, since many of them present curious 
types of structure not foundin smimalsinhabiting the shallow 
vaters, and often unknown, except from fossil types suppesd 

to be long since extiut, Lt is a curious fact that many groups 
of animals, afew years ayo thought to be represented only by 
fossil types, haye recently Leen found inhabiting the deep 
seas in places in great numbers, and it is reasonable to sup- 
pose that such groups as the Trilobites may sometimes he 
found upon the ocean bottum. The Crinoids, so widely dis- 
tributed and so numerous throughout the fossiliferous 
rocks, but, a short time ago, placed upon the extinct list. have 
been found very abundantly and in considerable variety in 
certain regions. Whereas, a few years ago it was asserted 
that there was not a single living truce Crinoid, we haye to- 
day no Jess than fifteen species embracing several genera, 
from the North Atlantic alone. When the whole ocean 
bottom is explored as thoroughly as certain regions of the 
North Atlantic, who can tell what curious forms may not 
be found? : 
About twenty-five years ago it was believed that no life 

existed or could exist below a few hundred fathoms; yet 
now, from off the coast of New Hngland alone, we have 
over a thousand species, and every year at least fifty new 
species are added. Nor is it curious that it should have been 
supposed thaf no life existed in the ocean depths, when we 
jake into account the great pressure, the cold and the almost’ 
absolute darkness, which exists there. The ayerage tem- 
perature is 86° Fahr. Of course the great prersure is ovyel- 
come by allowing #ases, having the same pressure as the 
surroundings water, fo permeate the body tissues, thus produc- 
ing an equal pressure in every direction. By photographic 
experiinents if has been proved that there is practically no 
light upon the bottom, the sensitive prepared paper coming 
up without any impression. Notwithstandmg this fact, 
most of the animals have well developed eyes, although some 
are totally blind. Itis the supposition, therefore, that the 

animals with eyes must depend upon phosphorescence for 
hight, and, forthermore, that phosphoresence must be very 
common and yery brilliant. Certain corals, and a few other 
animals, retain their phosphoresence even after being 
brought to the surface. Although animals are very abun- 
dant in these great depths, not a vestize of vegetable life 
has ever been found in any deep sea dvedgings. The reason 
for this is of course (hat surflizht is essential for the nourish- 
ment and growth of plants, which is notat ull the case with 
animals. 4 

The Bathybius of Wuxley, which was supposed to be the 
lowest forin of life, in fact the primary starting point of all 
life, hardly an animal, yet nol a vegetable, merely capable 
of motion and taking food, has heen proyed to be nothing 
but 2 precipitate of organic and inorganic matter, covering 
the hottom of the ocean throughout the world. Foraminifera, 
the lowest forms of life found upon the ocean bottom, allied 
to the Ayeba, so common in fresh water ponds and on damp 
Jeayes and pieces of bark, and, at the same time, to the 
animals composing the chalk deposit of Euglind, form u 
layer upon the bottom. that depth of which has never been 
ascertained, This foraminiferous deposit, commonly called 
Globergerina ooze, is composed of many species of animals, 
belonging to the lowest order of the animal kingdom (the 
Protozon), some of which may live upon the surface of the 
waler and drop to the bottom after death, bot the most, 
probably, living and dying upon the bottom. These animals, 
composed of only ong céll, secrete shells of carbonate of 
lime, microscopic in size, but when looked at through the 
miscroscope, presenting bewutiful colors and fantastic shapes. 
Some are us smooth and “lossy as the best elazed china ware, 
showing beautiful concentric rings of difierent hues, while 
others are rough and. lobed in a manner which defies 
description. Still others lave the most beautiful shade 
of pink, und some present in color a most delicate 
chocolate brown, We find them tubular, coiled, cross- 
shaped, spherical, oval, and in musses which look as 
though the animal started with a spherical form, and, wishing 
more room, pushed out a portion of the side into a hemis- 
pherical protuberance; and continued to do this whenever 
More room was needed, yotil a mags of lobes upon lobes is 
the result, Perhaps the most curious form is one which has 
the general shape of i Nautilus, tnd upon making a horizon- 
tal section it is found to be composed of chambers, too, 
Although these animals are usually not larger than the head 
of a pin, that symmetry exists which is always found in the 
living and the natural, but seldom in the secidental. 
Thatfineyitable and \neliangeable knw of symmetry exists 
even in these one-celled beings, the lowest form of tnimal 
life. In no ase do we find one of them having the irregular 
outline which is to he seen in grains of sand, Chipped off 
from Jarger rocks and worn into accidental shapes. Bome 
pre-established Iw causes these regular forms; in fact, 
causes them to produce like regulur forms, differmg in uo 
respect from their parents. 

In these Moraininifera connmunication wilh the outer world 
is obtained by means of holes in the shell, out of which the 
psendopods are projected. By means of these little feettike 
projections motion is obtained and food procured, But little 
is known of the life-history and habits of these animals, 
coming, as they co, from such deptns, and mot being 
adapted to life upon the surface. ‘the chalk cliffs of Hng- 
lund were formed hy similar animals, living in the cretaceous 
period, but probably inhabiting shallower waters than the 
living forms do af present. In jany places this muss of 
shells is mixed with thick blue mud, By placing the mud 
inatubof water and stirving the contents, then allowing 
the heavier portion to sink and pouring the lop water off, 
and vepeating this a few times, in almost perfectly pure de- 
posit of Fardmingere is formed in the bottom of the tub, 

Covering this mixtiuwe of mud and shells, usually in great 
abundance, offeu with extreme yariely of forms, sometimes 
lacking both variety and abundunce. but never entirely bar- 
ren of life, we find miny forms, representing nearly all the 
sroups of the aalnar kingdom, except the higher vertebrates 
and insects proper. Although the stony, maoy-polyped coral 
is not at all represented upon the bottom, still we find many 
forms of the (/eryentu or soft corals, as well us thé single 
polyp stony coral. he sofl, corals ave represented iu ex- 
treme variely wnd by remarkable and eurious forms. 2d- 
nan vexed, Ube bush coral, and Piragorgia crboret, the tree 
coral, both first found on this side of the Atlantic and pre. 
seoted to the Fish Cominission by the Gloucester fishermen 
and thissummer obtained by the Commission itself, ure re- 
markable for their great size and beautiful color, the 
former beige a yery delicate pink, the latter, © pink bor- 
deving upon the red. Specimens of the tree coral four 
feel in leneth, bear eviderice of being mere brancles. 
while we lave taken bases which, had they been pro- 
duced as in a hatural condition, would have undoubtedly 
been teu or fifteen feel high, and nearly that number of 
feet in width. The animas forming this colony produce 
in unison a rather tough bul spongy mass, branching aod 
vradually yrowing in blk. The polyps can contract and 
Withdraw into the mass of the siem. but are fixed perma- 
nently inone place. In the case of the bush corala hard 
silicigus central xis 18 secreted In each branch, and the 
polyps live in little umbels, attached by their base to the 
stem which they secrete. When the polyps are rubbed off a. 
bare stem is tefl, whieh could easily be mistaken for a petri- 
fied branch of a tres. In both eases the whole colony is 
attached to 4 rock. Upon the steniarge barnacles often 
two inches in diameter, resembling rock barnveles, except- 
ing size, frequently make their homes. 

In a few pluces rocks are fouod pou the floor of the occan, 
These are usually found only in plices where they might 
have been exrried by ice in comparatively recent finds, but 
in a few places we haye taken large couglomerationsof clay, 
containing fossils of animals at present inbabiliny these lo- 
calitios, thus proving that they must haye been formed in 
comparatively recent times. In places where rocks are 
fowid, such animals as must of necessity haye some aolid 
base to build upon, as spobees and the like, exis) in abund- 
ance. Bri in such soft boltoms as are mosh frequently met 
with, sponges are almost entirely unknown, : 

Here ave noticed the devices which vature is continually 
adopting, to udapt herself to circumstances, A free swiia- 
ming polyp just budded fiom a mother colony, being acei- 
dentallystransported trom stony prownds to a softer bottom, 
by force of instinct, at a certain period searches aronnd for 
some hard substance upon which to fix itself aiid start a Lew 
colony; but failing to find 9 substantial base, it is obliged to 
fix ilself upon the small dead stem of other groups of Gorgo- 
nians, It grows, bitin doing'sv will hecome top-heavy and 
tip over unless something is done, Buds from vhis have the 
same experience, and gradually, after many years, a mem- 
brane grows down at the same time thatthe colony grows 
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up, Tu the particular case iv mind, « circular membrane, 
hollow within, and open attire lower end, is produced down- 
ward as the Colony grows. After becoming an inch or more 
lowe, te open end closes, thus enveloping f mass of mud 
antl laying the shape of a bulb. This bulbtike hase is by 
far the most common mojle of fixation in these soft vegions, 

The Pennatelacer, or ser pens, beantiful clusters of bright 
red and purple polyps, upon a stright stem, the base of 
which is shehtly bulb-shaped, Wut tapering gradually to the 
end, receive their nanie from the fact that fhe polyps are all 
on one side; and on account of this, together with the pointed 
end, the resemblance to a quill penis pearly perfect. ‘The 
most peculiny and¥nteresting of this group of Radiates is that 
rather aberrent form of Pennatulids, the Uibellifera, so 
muned from their resemblance to an umbelliferous flower, 
In this case there is a stem, often fwo feet in length, fust- 
ened in the mud by meaus of av longated bulb, but bearing 
upon the other end & peculiar cluster of animals, which as 
they gracefully bend over, nave an almost perfect resemblance 
to certain umbelliferous flowers. The allied animals, the 
so-called sea anemones, are represented by many forms, often 
large and-always beautiful in color. 

Apizorntina, atorm which secretes a silicious sand-like 
stbstanee in the body walls, after the free swimming stage, 
itlaches ilself fo a shell inhabited by a hermit crab. In 
growing and dividing, quite a colony is formed, which grad- 
ually enyelops the whole shell excepting the entrance. The 
shull is liniulhy dissolved and the hermit transports fhe ane- 
mone throuvh the water from place to place. But the crab 
in returm 3s furnished with a comfortable transportable 
house, which grows af abonl thesame rate that the hermit 
grows. nd isthos an accommodating house. 

Startishes are represented in all varieties, from the five- 
apmed species to those with fifteen arms, and from the nearly 
pentagonal forms to those with a mere disk, with five narrow 
arms branching from it. Among the sea urchins, perhaps 
the oddest sre those forms which haye no lard shells, 
hut are soft. Besides these are some with very thin and 
delicate shells and others with many long and sharp spines, 

One vight at 11 o'clock the crowd of naturalists standing 
iround thi sieve, in the full glare of the electrie light, were 
‘uxiously waiting far the bar of the dredge to be untied, and 
the gonlents dropped into the sieve. At last the mass of 
mud and animal life came tumbling out, and conspicuous 
among the objects were peculiar white forms one fuot long, 
one-half foot wide and two inches thick. Every one was 
puzzled. One suggested that they might be Planarian 
worms, anoflier Ascitians, and one ventured to say Holothu- 
vians, Some were ef the opinion that they belonged toa 
group of animals iniermediate between two of the above 
classes, and of which these were the first specimens. After 
afew moments of suvh suggestions it was determined to 
make a dissection of one. Immediately upon revealing 
the internal organs the question was settled, for there, 
before the anxious crowd Iay the peculiar organs 
Which belong to Echinoderms, Upon arriving home and 
consulting books we found that several similar specius 
of Molothurians had been described from the Challenger 
Expedition. This, however, proved to be «a somewhat dif- 
ferent species and received the scientific name Bentlodites 
jigantea. But it was not destined to escape so easily, for 
the sailors applied yarious names, such as lump of pork, 
lon! ot bread, and animated boxing gloves. The creature 
was pure white, und although of the great size mentioned 
a)ove, still the vital organs were confined to a narrow por- 
tion Near the center, the rest being quite superfluous. Later 
in the eruise another peculinr Holothurian was dredged and 
was cliristened by sailors old boot. It bore quite a resem- 
blance to wn unblacked low shoz. The scientific name Buphiro- 
nites cornu, was given on account of the horn-like protu- 
Weranecs of flesh on the upper surface. 

Ti places shells are extremely abundant and are often 
found in considerable variety, It is, however, a peculiar 
fact that the deep-sea shells are usually nearly related tu 
shallow water and shore forms, while in other groups of 
unimals the case is quite the reverse, It is to be borne in 
mind, that the shells proper or Wollusew bear no resemblance 
to the shelly Foraminifera, the former being quite high in 
the animal scale, while the latter are the Jowesl group 
known, Our most beautiful deep-water shell Calliostoniu 
hindi, need in honor ot Prof, Baird, is one of the few 
deep-water animals which willlive after being brought up 
to the surface from 400 fathoms, and flourish after being 
Placed in the aquarium. 

Byuid and Oetopi are quite frequently taken, and are 
represented by many curious forms. 

Annelids, the group of worms proper, are not represented 
by many remarkable forms, being for the most part vather 
small, and often represented by similar forms in shallower 
water, further north, Itis a well known but curious fact 
that many animals, which are found in from 100 to 600 
fathoms south of New England, are often common species 
in the shallower waters, and even on the shores, on the 
northern coast of Hastern North America, And, further- 
more, the faunion the bojtom of the Mediterranean Sea, 
ind off the coast of Europe, is in many respects identical 
with the fauna of the bottom off our coast. Besides this, 
the fossil rocks of Taly contain many species which are at 
present living Upon the ocean bottom. But to return to the 
Annelids. The only really curious one is the species called 
Tiyilinecta wvtifer, which secretes a circular tube, open at 
both ends, which, in structure, resembles the quill of a bird’s 
fenther. In tact, if was actually made to serve the purpose 
ofapen. One of the party went so faras to clean out one 
and fit jtinto his pipe, ta be used as a stem, When last 
seen, he was pulling away through a worm’s tube taken from 
the bottom in 500 fathoms, 

Tn places slitimp are so abundant upon the bottom that 
bushels are brought up at each hanl. In such cases advan- 
tage is taken of the quantity, and the mess is treated to 
shrimp cooled in various ways. One species of shrimp was 
tuken in 2,800 fathoms, which measures a foot in length, 
and i& species similar to fle sand flea, nearly three inches 
lon#, Crabs aré found quite abundantly, By far the most 
interesting animals which have yet been taken are the Pyeno- 
wonids, orsea spiders. It is not yet determined just where 
in the animal kingdom to place them, for they have affinities 
to the crustaceans, spiders, and also to the group which in- 
cludes the grandtather long-legs. One specimen taken this 
summer measured, when slretehed out upon a table, over 
two feet from the end of one ley to the end of the one on 
the opposite side. But notwithstanding this immense length 
of legs, the body is bul an eighth of ap inchin breadth and an 
inch long. Infact, ifs body is so small that 4 branch of the 
stomach bas to be extended into each of the eight legs, in 
order to make it large enough to digest the food required for 
the support of the Jegs, for ibese aré about all that there are 

shore of Totham Inlet, 
river of considerable size, which the native said was one of 
the outlets of a larger river, 
southeasterly direetion for two days, he struck the main 
stream, which proves to be a river fully three-yuarters of 4 
mile in width, having nowhere less than two and a half 

ascended the river a 

stream but two miles further. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

to ihe animal. 
Simple prohoscis. : 

Deep-sea fish were represented by many new species, and 
some extraordinary forms. Onv, Gustrastomus bairdit, will 
probably form the basis of a new order, It has a remark- 
ably long mouth, oceupying a greif deal more than half the 
body, The skull is very primitive, and the whole animal is 
a curious case of extraordinary development. One fish 
was taken, in which all traces of eyes were apparently 
wanting. 

At the surface, tivo or three hundred miles from land, 
animal life is extremely abundant. Cuttlefish swim around 
and are chased by swordfish, sharks and dolphins. Mother 
Cary’s chickens fly about, often in great numbers, attracted 
by the refuse thrown overboard, which they hover over and, 
apparently, greedily devour. Notwilhstanding the amount 
of food thrown awey, still the stomachs of these birds are 
usually entirely empty. In the warm waters of the Gulf 
Stream, hy dragging a very fine net along the surface, mil- 
lions of minute animals can be obtained in a very short tie, 
Attached to pieces of timber and floating seaweed, the 
stalled, or goose. barnacle lives in great number. Good- 
sized crabs and shrimp also seek refuge among the seaweed. 
All these new and wonderful things have been discovered 
and studied by the Fish Commission, under the excellent 
management of Prof. Baird, in addition to, and without 1n- 
terfering with th® rezular works of exploring the fishing 
prounds and studyisg the movements of the food fishes of 
Eastern North America. R. §. Tarn. 

Foud is sucked in through a rather long. 

DISCOVERIES IN ALASKA. 

Or M. 8. HEALY, of the United States Revenue Ma- 
/ yine steamship Corwin, recently submitted to the 

Treasury Department an interesting report of discoveries 
made in Alaska during the past summer. He says: 

Being desirous of ascertaining the exact locality and ex- 
tent of a large river reported by the natives to debouch in 
Hotham Inlet, I availed myself of Ensign G@. M, Stoney’s 
(United States Navy) better knowledge of surveying and his 
desire to make such examination, with a view to ulterior ex- 
plorations should the result of the preliminary expedition 
warrant them, 

I placed the dinuy, with two men armed and equipped with 
ten days’ rations, under his command, and landed him at 
Hotham Inlet July 23, with instructions to report on board at 
the expiration of ten days. 

The result of his expedition, considering the limited means 
and time, is highly gratifying and well worth the attention of 
the Goyernment. He reports that, leaving the native village 
6n Hotham Inlet under the guidance of a native from the 
interior and well acquainted on the river, he made for the 
river marked on the chart. Arriving there, he found it to 
be small and yery shallow—not worth exploring, Thence 
he proceeded some twenty-three miles along the northeastern 

Here he struck the mouth of another 

Ascending this branch in a 

He 
stance of fifty miles from ils mouth, 

The banks generally were steep and thickly timbered with 

fathoms of water, Berpeniee at times fo seven fathoms, 
1 

birch, alder and spruce, some of the trees attaining a height 
of forty feet, with twelve inches diameter al the base. 
from the river banks the undergrowth formed an impassable 
jungle, particularly where the banks were low. The current | 
was strong, at the bends reaching the rate of two knots per 
hour. ‘The natives reported that the river held its depth of 
not less than two fathoms and its width of half a mile for not 
less than three limdred miles beyond where Mr. Stoney 
turned back. It was further stated by the natives that by 

Back 

making « small portage near the head of this river they conld 
yeach another stream flowing northward into the Polar Sea. 
Mr, Stoney, having gone as far as time permitted, retraced 
his steps to the mouth of the main stream, which, with two 
other branches, forms the delta on the north side of Hothan 
Inlet, » 

Eyery where the natiyes were kind, harmless and hospit- 
able, many of them cyidently having never scen a white man 
before. The heat was intense, veretation rank and the 
natives scantily clad. 

Captain Healy also says: 
Thus far on our cruise nothing has been seen to show that 

either liquor or breech-loading arms haye been landed on the 
American side by traders or others, while quite the reverse 
is the case on the Siberian shores, 

Captain Healey also submits a report by Lieutenant W. B. 
Reynolds, who hastily explored the large lagoon that lies 
back from the heach south of Cape Seppings. The lagoon 
las an ayerage width of about two miles, though the fats on 
the eastern side are exposed in many places at low tide.! 
Striking right across from the mouth of the lagoon, the ex- 
plorers found an entrance to,a sinall river up which they 
proceeded ubout five miles, when the current became so 
strony that they could not stem it without using the oars. 
Owing to their limited time they were unable to follow the 

Tracks of foxes and deer 
were found to be numerous, 

Lieutenant Reynolds concludes his report by saying that 
were it not for the shoal water at the entrance the lagoon 
would furnish an excellent harbor for small ships such as 
visit the Arctic, and recommends that the lagoon be named 
after the steamer Corwin, 

THE AprronpAck Forusts.—The Constitution Club of 
this city met last week, A committee appointed ata pre- 
vious meeting presented a report, By the act of incorpora- 
tion of the Adirondack Railroad, in 1863, the company was 
authorized to hold 1,000,000 acres of wilderness lands in 
addition to lands necessary for tilroad purposes, and to 
dispose of the products of the forests and iron and other ores. 
The company bas already come into possession of 500,000 
aves, and the forests are being gradually destroyed. The 
report called attention to the importance of forests to the 
water supply of the State and to the navigation of its rivers 
and canals, to its crops and climate. The discussion which 
followed the report took the form mainly of suggestions to 
the committee, which was continued with power to petition 
the Legislature to pass a general forestry law or such other 
measure as in its wisdom may be necessary to preserve the 
woodlands of the State. The club was unanimous in the 
conyiction that the State should exercise its power to pre- 
vent the destruction of the Adirondack forests by railroad 
companies or by individuals. 
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A Hou-Nosmp Sxyake.—Westiield, N, J., Nov. 3.—1 sead 
herewith a small specimen of a snake common to New Jer- 
sey and New York, that I know under (he name of “'flat- 
head adder,” and believe to beas poisonous as either the 
rattlesnake or moccasin, though I have never seen the snuke 
mentioned amywhere in ForEsT AND STREAM as being ven- 
omous. Some time since I caught one and placed a live 
toad in an ash ean with it and teased the snake until he it 
the toad. Twatched for some fime, but saw no indications 
of the bite taking effect. Some hours after 1 concluded to 
kill the snake, and found the toad still sitting in the same 
natural position in which I Jeff him, and therefore concluded 
that the snake was not poisonous. The toad, however, 
proved to be stone dead, and had never moved or even 
kicked after being bitten. Iam told that snakes of this 
species when tormented will flatten their bodies as well as 
heads, and finally bite themselves and dic. What is the 
proper name and classification of specimen sent you? I 
have rarely seen them over two feet long, aid I have never 
known them to moye an inch to get out of the way of man 
or doz. They hiss as loud as a goose when disturbed.— 
Joun J. Wri. [The snike is the common hog-nosed 
snake (Heterodon plityrhinos), also called flat-headed adder 
and pufling adder. It isa very common species, and from 
its appearance and actions is rather alarming to one not 
acquainted with it, It is not yenomous, however, though 
generally believed to be. See Dr. Yarrow’s * Notes on Rep- 
tiles,” recently published in these columuis. | 

Fryine AGarsr Burtpryes.—Cosumne, Cal,, Noy. 8.— 
A note jn a recent issue reminds me of an incident which 
happened to me some years ago, while living in Orange 
county, N. Y., near the New Jersey line, Iwas out after 
grouse wilh a friend. Above his house, at three or four Inn- 
dred yards distance, ran a high rocky ridge well covered 
with rhododendron, ulong which many a grouse had in the 
course of time fallen betore our guns. On this occasion a 
brace whizred up and one dropped to my shot. The other 
fot away unharmed, slanting down the hill at » tremendous 
rate, with wings almost Stationary as is their custom when 
nnder full headway down hill, only an occasional movement 
keeping them in the air. We could find nothing more of 
him and returned to the house, where we were astonished 
to find a fine cock hung up; and on inquiring, were told that 
the family had been startled by a tremendous blow on the 
house, and going out had found this bird lying on the steps 
with neck broken. At the same place on anoiher occasion, 
Tsaw a tlock of quails pursued by a hawk, three of whom 
flew against the barn and were killed, while | had the plea- 
sure of killing their enemy, Shooting here is fine, quail be- 
ing plenty and geese coming in by thousands. Haye just 
come back from a hunting trip in the Sierra Nevadas, dur- 
ing which the party brought thirty-five deer to camp,—W. 
L. W. 

Eyonmots Foss, SHARK Temta.—Monroe, Louisiana, 
Noy. 9, 1853,—There was recently found, in a gravel pit, 
on the line of the V. 8. & P. Ry., two stones, one about 
twice the sizé of the other, and each haying exactly the 
shape of a shark’s, or ‘‘gouyd seed,” tooth. The larger one 
measures thirty-four inches from extreme projection of base 
to point, besides several inches broken off from the point. 
It is nineteen inches across the base and seyen inches thick 
at the thickest part. There were uo other stones found in 
the pit except small gravel. These have been pronounced 
genuine fossil teeth by a scientific authority. The animal 
that owned and operated these toys must have been the one 
that swallowed Jonah, or a near relation of that one. One 
specimen is mow in the R.R. office. I inclose a rough out- 
line sketch of the larger cne.—Ovactira. [We have no 
knowledge of any fossil shark’s teeth haying been found 
that are at all comparable in size with those here reported. | 

“HOW TO COOK A *POSSUM.” 

iw a barber shop one day last week, while several gentlemen 
were waiting to be shaved, the conversation turned on 

good things to eat. After discussing various dishes, Joe Roney, 
who is considered a connoisseur, and who had taken an active 
part in the discussion, said: ‘‘Well, boys, you ean all talk 
about nice things to eat, but the best thing in the world I ever 
tasted was ‘possum, hedzedin with brown gravy and sweet 
potatoes, with sugar on them,” Ii struck us that Joe knew 
what he was talking about, and we determined to investigate 
the first, time we had an opportunity. Wesoon had thechance, 
Mr. Walt Furlow extended an invitation soon after to go out 
to his plantation and assist in a genuine old-fashioned ‘possum 
hunt, with an hour or two for squirrels thrown in, We sup- 
pose there is hardly a man in Southwest Georgia who has not 
experienced the glories of a ‘possum hunt, Itis not for their 
benefit, therefore that we write these lines. Possibly the 
ladies may not feel particularly interested in them, but we 
must beg the excuse that some one will, for we are full to over- 
flowing with the good of the hunt, and must tell some one. 
On every plantation there is one or more darkies who do the 
*possum and ‘¢oon-hunting; who can tell you to a hair's breath 
where to tind them. Mr. Furlow’s plantation is no exception. 
There is a negro there named Jim that knows all ahout it, and 
what he don’t know his dogs do, His dogs are his life and soul; 
he would rather you would steal his wife than his dogs, for 
he reasons that another wife he conld get, but another dog as 
good as Rock, Jack or Pup, never. Rock is his ‘boss dog,” 
and when his deep bay is heard you can lay your last dollar 
and wager it that ‘possum will be treed. The first nights ex- 
perience was a tame one; we got into a dry piece of woods 
and struck but one ‘possum track, but we got that possum. 
The next night we had everything in fine shape, and 

between $8 and) o’clock we started out. Down the road tothe 
woods we went, stopping long enough to get several handfuls 
of good lighter, and then into the forest we went. Scareely 
fifteen minutes had passed before a bark was heard, succeeded 
afew moments later by another and then another, <A trail 
had beenstruck, The yoices of the dogs grew more frequent, 
until] at length a long continuous bay from the leader an- 
nounced that the ‘possum was treed. A few moments’ walk 
brought us to them, but the scene around the tree bufles des- 
eription. With bark after bark the dogs circled around, now 
snifting, and trying invain fo climb the sapling. A few blows 
from the ax brought the tree down, and tle next moment the 
‘possum Was in the jaws of the dogs, forty feetaway. He had 
started to run as soon as the tree fell, but the dogs ran too 
quickly, As soon as they had a taste of him they were satis- 
fied. Ibis remarkable, but a possum dog will never eat a ‘pos- 
sum or the bones of one, The same scene was repeated twice 
more, yaried by long tramps through swamps, cotton and 
corn fields, The small hours of the morning had arrived when 
we went to bed, but we consoled ourselves with the thought of 
the feast we could have the next day, and such a feast it was! 
On a big dish in the center of the table, brown and fat, 

the *possum looked like it was good, but it was better than it 
looked. It was a meal fit for kings, but which anybody 
could haye for the trouble of the hunt, It wasthe first*possum 
we had ever ate, but if our legs hold out it will not be thelast, 

Joe Roney was right. There is nothing that will beat the 
*possum,—4A mericus (Ga.) Recorder, 
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Game Bag and Gun. 

GAME RESORTS.—We are always glad to reeeive for pub- 
lication such notes of desirable yame resorts as may be af help 
io the readers af Fornst AnD Stream. Well nol ow eorre- 
spondents favor us with such advice? 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed ta the Forest and Stream Publishing Co,, and not to 
individuals, in whose absence fram the affice matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay, 

OPEN SEASONS. 

‘The digest oF open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 16, has 
been published in conyenient pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 

address, postpaid.on receipt of 10 cents, 

CALIFORNIA “QUAIL.” 

T was during my short residence in Sacramento, Cal., 
some eight or ten years since, that I was initiated into 

wild pigeon shooting; 41d truly theve is a great charm in 
such aq trip alter the swifttlying, hard to kill birds, At the 
time refcrred to a considerable number of wild pigeous were 
roosting ina grove upon “the Grant,” a large sheep range 
just across the American River from Sacramento. Hach 
morning the pigcons flew away to feed upon acorns among 
the foothills of the Sierra Nevadas, returning toward even- 
ing to the roosting place, which was aboul ten miles 
distant from the town. ‘Taking advantage of windy days 
(pigeons fly high in still weather), fora week in suecession 
we lad royal sport, and moreover took but a few hours 
from business, ealcuJating to meet the birds on their return 
at sundown from their feeding grounds, One of a number 
o jaunts I well remember. It pwas one of the “red-letter” 
days. 

At lunch-time one bright, breezy day the usual four of us 
planned to leave town at 3 o'clock P. M,for the grove, 
Now, the writer al that time was a youngster, just twenty- 
one, fresh from New York city, and rather too apt to neg- 
lect business for sport of any kind. The opportunities for 
shooting were*so abundant that each temptation found the 
city-breed youth a willing sinner. My conscience, however. 
pricked me right along, for my partner, noble Herbert, stuck 
to work like a slaye (we were struggling hard to make our 
living expenses) while I was enjoying life in a way ihat no 
prince could improve upon. That day I hated rather more 
than nsual to tell Herbert Lwas going, but the thought of 
birds braced me up, my shells were all loaded, and so jnst 
before ¥ o'clock I said, ‘‘‘Herb,’ it is rather quiet, nothing 
is doing, suppose [ try the pigeons this afternoon!” ‘“‘Humph! 
Well! all right!” was the reply. Hach separate expression 
hitme hard, His look, too, was asermon. I knew he wus 
right, theré was work that ought to be dene. J was half 
persuaded to forego the pleasure, but just then G. drove up 
with his spanking teum of hays, aud the sight of my three 
conirades in the wagon chased sway all thoughts of business, 
So gathering up gun, shells, etc., [started for the door, but 
was stopped by Herbert’s singing out, ‘Say, Delta, try to 
fet some quail for Mattic,” (Mattie was his wife. Iless her 
kind heart.) ‘Those words of Herbert’s lifted the one cloud 
that might have spoiled my afternoon, for in speaking them 
he virtually requested meto go. Iwas happy; I promised 
fhe quail cheerfully. 

Now, Herbert and his wife were foud of quail upon prino- 
ciple. Neither knew that it was out of season for quail, nor 
did they that, for the sake of preserving my reputation for 
skill as well as making them feel that they were benefited 
by my shooting, thereby obtaining their sanction to it, all 
the messes of ‘'quail” that Lhad breught home, and which 
they had caten with appreciative appetites, were the fattest, 
finest kind of meadow larks, skillfully plucked and cooked 
by the Chinaman, who didn’t know a quail from a mud-hen. 
Mattie herself had first given me this idea by asking if some 
Jatks Thad shot were quail. Jestingly 1 had replied yes, 
thinking no more of it until they were seryed on the table. 
Herbert and Mattie, with whom I boarded, enjoyed the 
birds so much, as in duty bound, because they were ‘‘quail,” 
that I could not get up courage to correct the mistake, 

With a light heart | tossed my spaniel in behind and 
stepped into the high wagon wilh the easy riding “C” 
springs. G. spoke to his horses; they swung into a four- 
minute gait, and we soon Jeft the town behind. Shortly 
after crossing the American River we stopped a few minutes 
to shoot the *‘quail” for Mattie. It did not take long; five 
or six were enough. If more had heen taken back the gen: 
erous little lady might have shared them with some neigh- 
bor; then my “‘snap’’ would have been spoiled. See? 

That was a florious ride over the level plains, The horses 
were ect, clean-stepping fellows, good right along for ten 
miles an hour. We passed at intervals several deserted, 
weird-looking, solitary houses, that in days before the rail- 
roads had been rondside inns, or ‘dead falls,” as the Cali- 
fornianus call them. The houses were surrounded by tall 
trees, waving rhythmically in the breeze, and throwing fan- 
tastic, dancing shadows upon the ruinous buildings, Those 
lonely houses always impressed me strongly. They were 
mysterious and ghostly beyond my powers of description, 

Ere long we reached our grounds, unhooked the horses 
and ticd them securely a short distance from each other, 
Guns were then taken ouf and loaded, pockets and belts 
filled with shells, and we started to take our stands under 
trees, for Ue birds were alveady flying by. Ag I walled to 
my particular tree one of those big California hares jumped 
up right at my feet, startling me so that i, was hard to say 
which of us, the hare or [, was the most frightened. That 
hare looked as hiv as a buffalo. My gun was hurriedly 
pointed at random eastward (the hare was running easterly), 
the (rigger pulled—well, the are kept on apace, while my 
companions, who hud witnessed my masterly snapshot, 
offered me stimulants to revive me, and when I ‘'cime to” 
any shooter can imagine the chafling I received. 

The pigeons were now coming fast; the wind was blowing 
hard, and the birds came with it, going by with wonderful 
speed. We commenced our shooting, holding well ahead, 
wailing for the birds, until they had just passed our stands. 
They came in lareer or smaller flocks, continually whiazing 
by like bullets, 1b was load—shoot—load—shoolt—until the 
barrels were loo hot to handle, A splendid stop—followed 
by a cléan miss—a vratifying double—preceding perhaps two 
shots wasted in succession—such wus the excitement forover 
an hour, LTmissed and Jost more than I gathered, but our 
total conot was Jarge—considerably over one hundred, 

The time to return came, so we quickly opened the crops 
ofthe pieons in order to tale out the acoris, which would 
soon hiuive impregnated the flesh will a bitter taste, The 

sul Wis just sinking out of sight as we hooked up the restive becanse Tam confident that it would Wye such an imprave- 
horses, 
sandwiches quickly eaten, cigars lighted, and homeward we 
starfed, the eager horses footing along right merrily. 

As we bowled over the smooth road a Jaree hawk sailed 
overhead, seemingly far out of range. ‘Cigars for the 
crowd that you can’t kill him,” cried G. to me. “Done,” 
I hardily replied (wood powder was nol then used, nor were 
guns expected to kill at one hundred yards), so aiming as | 
sat al the slowly soaring hayyk, I fired, ‘‘You have Tost,” 
langhed G., for there was no movemeut of the oird to indi- 
cate that the shot had touched him, ‘‘Too far off,” was. the 
verdict, but just then there was a change. for the hawk flew 
slowly to « high tree, in the top of which he perched. ‘‘Do 
you give wp?” said G., but as he spoke a rustling in the tree- 
top was heard, and Jo! we saw the great bird falling heayily 
to the ground—dead, : 

The sun by this time was behind the distant monntains; 
the full moon beamed softly upon the quiet plains, Now 
and then a duck rushed by us overhead; ak some of them 
one of us shot as we rode, each report simply making our 
horses trof a trifle faster. A few we hit and bagged; more 
we missed, My little spaniel pleetully retrieved the killed. 

Shortly we reached my partner’s house, where I was left 
with gnn and ‘‘quails,” Neither ducks nor pigeons were 
wanted there. I had smothered them with coarse zame too 
often and knew the ‘‘quails” only would be welcome, 
Herbert was not at home, but his wife calléd out as I passed 
the parlor door, ‘Delta, did you shoot some quail for me?” 
‘Look at the beauties,” [replied, holding up those martyred 
larks in the dim light, “Dll take them to Ah Sam at once 
and have them plucked.” Such was my usual course. I 
sought the kitchen, found the Chinaman, threw down the 
birds, said ‘‘hurry, hurry,” tossed him a two-bit piece, and 
inside ten mizutes those darling “quails” looked too “sweet 
for anything.” 

‘The next morning they were scryed ut breakfast as of old. 
I now seem to. see pretty Mattie delicately picking those 
small bones, and hear her declaring that she believed it was 
all hosh about one’s not being able to ext a quail a day for 
thirty consecutive days. THerhert, soberly munching, would 
reply by calling attention to the samy flavor and declare 
the feat was impossible. The noble old boy was no sports- 
man—his life had been too steady 4 struggle. Aljihough we 
have not met for years, he is my dearest friend. Certain 
plain words of his at just the right lime changed my ideas 
of life; he showed me that it should not be a simple play- 
spell. God bless that generous, frank old partner of days 
fone by. DELTA, 

A PLEA FOR A 40-90 REPEATER. 

Bditoy Forest and Stream: 

I notice in your last issue a reference to a repeating riffle 
using the 40-90 ammunition, or rather it was in the form of 
a suggestion that companies engaged in the manufacture of 
repeating arms put upon the market 4 rifle of this pattern. 
Now as one having had considerable experience in large 

eame shooting and having not only thoroughly discussed 
but practically tested nearly all the sporting ritles now in 
reneral use, such as the various kinds of English Express, 
the Winchester, Martini, Ballard, Sharps, Remington and 
the like, aliow me to heartily indorse the above suggestion. 

T have discussed the merits of yarious rifles, calibers, ete, 
with many of the best (by which | mean the most practical 
successful) game shots in the West and elsewhere, and I have 
found, especially im the western portion of this country, 
that almost universal preference is accorded 1o the Sharps 
rifle, and that the majority were in favor of the 40-90 model, 

This they considered vhe most effective rifle made for game 
shooting, and where an objection was made on the score of 
the smallness of the caliber, their answer was that it would 
be found to be “quite latge enough to kill anything in this 
country,” and so itis. As they express it, the flight of the 
bullet out of the 40-90 Sharps is the ‘‘quickest” of any rifle 
used by them, meaning by this that the trajectory is the 
lowest, 
They claimed that the “curve” was not more than 4 to 6 

inches in 200 yards. ‘This, as far as I have been able to test 
it, is not-an exaggeration. ‘ 

Consequently the per cent&ge of hifs, as is readily seen, 
would be large. Besides, as opposed to the large majority 
of so-called “express' rifles, especially when using the hollow 
point bullet, it has that essential which they have not, 
namely, penetration, It alwayssends a bullet from ‘skin to 
skin,” and rarely does it find a resting place in the body of 
any game. 

in my humble opinion, 4 rifle such ss proposed would be 
infinitely superior to any large caliber “‘express” made. 

Ti has been demonstrated so often that it is now a recog- 
nized fact thut a 40-90 Sharps seldom fails to throw a bullet 
clean through the shoulders of an old bull buffalo, the heavi- 
est game on the continent. ‘ 
I would be superfluous for me to enumerate the manifold 

advantages for the purposes of same shooting of the repeat- 
ing rifle over those which carry a sivele cartridge; so, also, I 
will not attempt to deny that these advantages are generally 
recognized throughout the West, Witness the number of 
Winchester and other repeating rifles of more recent manu- 
facture now in use. 

But it is undeniably true that for a single shot, no re- 
peater has yet been made which is as effective as the 40-90 
Sharps. 

Despite, however, these manifold adyautages of the re- 
peating rifle, many of the best hunters I know still cling, 
with a pertinacity which furnishes powerful evidence of 
their confidence in it, to their old Sharps rifle. Now let the 
Winchester, whose arms I hold in great esteem, or some 
other good company—Colis, Ballard and the like—proceed 
at once to make tests with 4 view to manufacturing a repeat- 
ing rifle, using the 40-90 ammunition (/. ¢., 40-cal., 90 to 100 
ers. powder and 500 grs, lead, lubricated bullets, straight 
shell preferable). 

That such tests would be successful, and that such a rifle, 
when made, would become a prime favorite, I consider there 
cun not be doubt. 
Were this suggestion promipted by theory upon the sub- 

ject, it would not he made; but since from practi- 
cal, personal experience and observation, as well as 
from the opinions of non-theoretical game — shots 
(by which ig meant men who do not advance 
4 theory with veeards to the effect of rifies, bullets, etc., 
until they have stripped it of all probability or surmise, and 
reduced it toa fact by actually testing the same upon game) 
Jam made to feel Uist such an arm would be a vast im- 
provement upon aby sporting rifle now inusein this country. 
1 submit it for what it is worth. J am emboldened to de so 

All the guns except one were stowed away, a few ' ment as would be welcomed by all true lovers of the sport- 
ing rifle, who wish to kill cleanly and surely and to avoid, 
as fyras possible, crippling and unnecessarily mangling their 
ame. D 
PHILADELPHIA. Novy, 23, 1983, 

THAT OLD COAT. 
EAR coat of my boyhood, my memory still lingers 
midst thy buttons, many pockets, and fashionablé 

flaps; you sheltered me often trom winter's cold whistles, 
while hunting o’er mountains, the moorland and flats, 

Thirty-six years ago; can it be possibile that time slips past 
so silent, so sure, leaving behind it, along fhe path of life, a 
smile here, a tear there. We all cherish remititseences of 
by-gone days, when we, a8 boys, mew no care saye that of 
our gun, onr dog; and, perchance, our first hunting coat, a 
coat that was, and now is, the most pleasant garment we 
Wear: a coat that was neyer too heavy on a hot summer day, 
nor too light for a cold winter day; a cont whose pockets 
were so numerous thal it was equal to a yoyage of discovery 
to find them all, They were pockets that could only be 
known by name. There was the handkerchief pocket, left, 
in front, on the top story; the flask pocket, same side, second 
Bit the lunch pocket, sume side, first story; the whistle 
pocket, the cap pocket, the powder pocket, the wad pocket, 
the whip pocket, the cord pocket, the dog-biscuit pocket, 
the coupler pocket, and half a dozen more whose names and 
uses I never Knew. 

In imagination I can almost feel its weight, and in those 
ponderous pockets as they bulged out under their loads of 
eutables, drinkables, and traps and tricks so necessary to the 
sportsman when far from the habitation of man. When the 
coat was put on in the carly morning, heavy freighted as it 
was, yet it was as light as a feather; but, oh, what a relief it 
was to draw it off at evening and swing it up on the hook. 
That dear old garment, even now I can ulmost feel its 
downy softness and see its black, glossy, silken sheen. And 
those buttons; talk about buttons with "pointer's head” and 
‘crossed guns,” they were nowhere compared with the 
lovely hunting lodge in a romantic glen; a sportsman bring- 
ing Gown a duck; the huntsman and dogs beating a field; a 
buck crossing a glade, with other designs of equal interest, 
all in minature relief, bordered with « bright gold band. 
Oh, those buttons, how the farmers’s boys would look at 
and admire them; and then the pockets, ‘‘what is this one 
for?” then ‘‘what do you earry here?” ete., ete., all of which 
would be duly answered by the proud, haughty owner. 

“Did it fit?” queried Charley, who was sitting ut the op- 
posite side of the fire. 

*‘As a matter of course it did, or at least it ought to, for it 
teok 9 month to make it.” 

*Was it good material?” 
“TLshould think so, black velvet.” 
“Was it a new coat?’ 
“W-e-l-l, n-o; not exactly, but if was a beanty, and had 

sixteen pockets.” ; 
“Was it made by a tailor?’ 
**Y-e-s; that is, the fir { time it was made; you see il was 

a little too large for me, but if fit splendid,” 
“Come, Cape, no shuffling, old fellow, we must have the 

history of that coat, aud if yon don't, we will not wake you 
up, but go to the pond without you in the morning.” 

Such was the penalty attached to my refusal to give the 
history of “My First Velveteen,” and I dare not refuse. 

B., W. and myself were sittin® around a cheerful hickory 
fire at father Kempt'’s place, “Pleasant JJill," some twelve 
miles from this city, where we had met to haye a duvk hunt 
in the “goose pond” close by; and alter an hour’s lively shoot- 
ing among the ducks, thirteen of which—large fat mallards 
—were then dangling by their feet in the cool smokehouse, 
After supper we doffed our couts and boots, and were bask- 
ing our feet around the “ingle blazing finely... When 
eathering up my traps for the start | chucked into my poeket 
the last number of Foresr AND STREAM, Containing ‘John 
ap John's” article ‘“My First Velveteen,” which I had read 
aloud to the campers. After finishing it 1 fell into 1 lon 
brown study; my thoughts took wings and carried me back 
to my boyhood, I was on the moor, with old Waterloo in 
my arms, and arrayed in all my glory in ‘that old cont,” 
which three words were spoken loud, and I was rudely 
awakened from my pleasant reyery by Charley's qnestion 
“did it fit,” and there and then was forced to give ils history. 
Twas a boy then. The year previous f had come into pos- 
session of an old musket that had done good service on the 
field of Waterloo. This ancient arm I had converted into a 
fowling piece by cutting off both stock and barrel, and had 
learned to do some good shooting with it. 

One day early in the fall Major Gordon, and Mitchell, the 
keeper, came to our place to shoot partridges. They were 
both splendid wing-shots, had one pair of setters and a re- 
triever with them; both heing rigged out in fine shooting 
coats. After their arrival they weat into the house for re- 
freshments, leaving their guns standing by the hall door. 
When they returned | was examining the Major's gun, a fine 
one, but it was a little heavy and too long in the stock for 
me, The Major obserying meas he came out, suid: ‘Well, 
my son, can you shoot?” ‘Yes, sir,” “Have you got a 
un?” “Yes, sir?’ ‘‘Good; bring if out.” LI soon returned 

and placed Old Waterloo in his hands; and of all the as- 
tonishmment and laughter [ ever witnessed, their's excelled. 
They turned it oyer, upside down, end for end, tried the 
lock, snapped caps on it, placed it to their shoulders and 
sighted, then took another ha-ha-ha. Twas angry, offended, 
mortified at seeing my pet made so much sport of, and 
showed it by steppimg np to the Major and demanding my 
yun. Te saw 1 was hurt, and said, “Pardon me, my hey, 1 
did not mean to offend you; but your piece is so clumsy I 
T could not refrain, You say you cun shoot?” ‘Yes, sir.” 
“Then get your shooting jacket, and come along; you shall 
have one good day’s sport for this.” Then the tables were 
turned on me, and [was forced to tell I had no shooting 
coat. ‘Phat is unfortunate; every hunter must haye a 
shooting jacket.” This was a new revelation lo me, and L 
pondered over his last words for days and nights; bul how 
to get one was the rnb, No use asking my parents, as they 
contended, *‘I would shoot myself, I was ton young, must 
wait a few years,” ete. Iwas completely broken in purse, 
as it took all my pocket money purchasing caps, powder and 
shot: but a coat I must have before ile Major came back 
for a second hunt. I wus troubled and in distress, could not 
sleep or study my books for thinking about if. 
After 4 week's reflection I remembered that grandfather 

had several fine hunting outfits, so to grandmother I went 
and laid my woubles before her. She gnietly arose from 
her easy chair, beckoning me to follow. She entered the 
gun room, and there ou the hooks lung a dozen hunting 

- 
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coats. Feeling throush them slowly, she at length tool one 
down, shook it, and folded it up im a neat bundle, and with 
an injunction of secrecy hunded it tome. It was a new one 
that the old gentleman bad taken a dislike to, by reason of a 
thisfit or some othtr slight canse, and it had been left there 
foryears unworn. I burried home with my prize. Entering 
my room I unrolled it. Oh, whata beauty; glossy black, and 
the buttons surpassed any buttons I had ever seen; even far 
aliead of the Major’s. I cyen thought of how I would sur- 
prise him when he came back. I tried it on; my countenance 
fell. Grandfather weighed « hundred and eighty pounds, 
while poor me could haidly turn the scales at seventy-five: 
s0 you can guess how it fit me. Not to he ontdone, I cut off 
the sleeves, then took a strip one foot in width out of the 
back; this was done without éutting the collar, so you may 
know how it looked when I pinned it together to see how it 
would fit. Iwas beaten, at my row’s end; could see no way 
ont of my dilemma, and lay down on the bed and eried from 
pure yexation, and went fast asleep. 

The next morning my dear devoted sister picked up the 
fragments and at once took in the situation. ‘‘Poor boy, 
you shall have a hunting coat if I have to make it myself.” 
And make it she did: but ch, whata job, Week after week 
we two worked on that coat. We would cut and trim, me 
bezging all the time to save the pockets, she striving to spare 
as much of them as possible. Then the pieces would be 
stitched together and [ would try it on before the big glass 
in the parlor, when she would Jaugh at me, and 1 would 
peer over my shoulder to see the back. Improyements 
would be suggestect and puckers pinned down, Then the 
whole Sitaes be taken apart and more cutting and paring, 
Such a time with a coat mortal man neyer saw. So, after 
a month’s hard work and with a loss of half of the pockets 
it was declared a fit, and I was happy. The fact is, it fit 
pretty well, and looked splendid, considering it was rebuilt 
by tavo young persons who never saw such a garment apart 
before, 

“What became of it?’ Age, that is the rub, T wore it 
for twa seasons, And one day I had stolen off shooting 
against orders, so at night when I got home I took off my 
coat and hid it beneath a bush in the front yard, intending 
to take it to my rooh) when the old man went to bed. My 
yuu I took to the stable, When I went after my coat it was 
gone. Next inorning at breakfast the head of the house had 
a merry twinkle ip his eye, and asked pleasantly, “Ave you 
foing to the moor tu-day, my son?’ Then I knew who got 
my cowl. I never saw it again, Oarr Rock, 

A WEEK IN ISSAQUENA, 

ie was years ago. A party of seven left the Mississippi 
River steamer at Tallulah, in Issaquena county, Miss , 

und followed by a retinue of servants, proceeded to the resi- 
dence of Tom Maytield. Thence, the following day, we 
werc to gu on to the Good Intent plantation, where our great 
mansion house wus wuaitiag to receive us. 

Maytield’s house was crowded, Mills, Dr. Nicholson, North, 
Ike Cheney, Charley Balfour, and two or three others were 
there, as by agreement, to have a grand hunt; hounds were 
tied up on all sides, pandemonium seemed to reign. John 
Hadley, an old woodsman, was dispatched ta the creek for 
old Lize and his pack of bear doys. It was at once decided 
that our party and the assembled compimy should open the 
ehase, assoon assigns could be found, beat the forests, and 
make Good Intent our objective point. 

Shortly atter daylight the hunters mounted and were off 
to the rear of Mayfield’s farm, where bear and panther had 
been committing considerable depredations among the stock 
but a few days before. 

The country, as is the entire yalley of the Mississippi, 
was Hat, covered with a heavy growth of timber, anda 
heayicr undergrowth, interspersed right and left by bayous, 
sloughs and lakes, with a formidable stream (Stecle’s bayou) 
intervening between the river and Deer Creek. Tt was no 
joking matter therefore to follow the dogs, as no one of 
our pirty save the two natives kuew the landmarks, the 
dread of being lost stared each onein the face. This proved, 
however, a minor consideration when old ““Tarpley” opened 
on 4 trail, Lawyer, Perplex, Sindy, Phillis, Dick and Moses 
joining in the most delightful septette that had been listened 
loin ajong time; the younger hounds and the volunteer 
curs and halfbreds were likewise influenced, until the echo’s 
coming and “going throngh the still of the crispy, clear 
morning resounded in the wilderness, 1 melody which only 
a natural-born sportsman can appreciate, The scent was 
fresh, dogs and riders elated, and we went scampering at a 
rapid gait ‘after the game, excited and intoxicated almost 
with the prospects, Fancy added to the scene still more juy; 
here came sweet sounds of old Spot's war cry; Lige was on 
the road, and only a few moments were required for his pack 
of twenty couples to sugment the already majestic chorus. 

Never was such a run known, so large was the combined 
pack, that bruin had no time for strategy, but acted upon 
ley bail. At Newsom’s bayou, he managed to take water, 
and thus delude the dogs fora few moments, and might have 
done so entirely, had not one of Lige's dogs, Beppo, which 
he had attempted to leave ut home, strageled behind, and 
seeing the beast on the opposite side of the stream making 
away us fast as possible, opened on him a note or two, which 
the artists of the main pack recognized, and in less than 
twinkle had put them all on their mettle again, forcing him 
to take to a large gum trev, from which, as soon as we got 
up, J, H, D., heing honored with the shot, killed his game 
as dead as adoor nail. He was fully blooded in return, os a 
sonvenir of his first big game in America. 

Gere the dogs were treated to a feast of blood and the 
entrails of the bear, and afterwards coupled, as their run bad 
been # hard one, and we had yet fiye or six miles to do 
before renching ‘Good Intent." On reaching the house we 
found everything in readiness to malxe the whole party com- 
fortable—bath tubs, rough towels and a change of clothing 
absorbed at Ieast an hour, when we all sat down to a supper 
such as only a good housewife can prepare, Venison and 
bear steaks, broiled chi¢kens, hot rolls, stews, colfee, 
golden colored butter, and milk as rich as cream. Pipes of 
“killikinick” were then smoked, yarns and atlyentures re- 
lated in rapid succession, until checked by the introduction 
of an old-fashioned urn, smoking hot, a ewiskin of rare 
“Trish,” louf sugar, tumblers and lemons, Of this nectar 
each one took a long pull, and then to bed to dream of the 
past, and rest the weary bones for phe next day’s run. 

Bright and early the huntsmen's horns aroused the com- 
pany from a sound sleep, and soon after thay appeared (the 
Englishmen in full rig of boots and breeches), A simple 
breakfast with an ample amount ot hot coffee, was partaken 
of, and to horse was the order next en réyjle. Our mounts 
were better on this occasion, as Jim, John, Buck, and Bill 
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were led out, fresh us three year olds, ind as sleek as Derby 
winners, It was the intention of Lige to cross the creck 
just below the house, and lay on the dogs at the end of the 
lene, but in this he was frustrated by hearing several hounds, 
evidently running a hot trail, and coming toward us. Said 
he. 

“Mass Harry, dat's old Spot and Whiskey over dar, and | 
kno’s dey don’t sing dat way for nuffin, sol tink we better 
go ‘long down froo de field, and ef nuffin turns up, den we'll 
cross de bridge at de Kelso Place.” 
We had not gone more than a quarter of amile beyone the 

quarter houses before the pack with us began showing evi- 
denees of uneasiness, and ina very snort time afterwards 
proved they had cause for it, for at the cistern, Spot, Whis- 
key, Beppo, and Mayfield’s Lawyer crossed the stream, and 
heedless of our presence, went at lightning speed across the 
cornfield, in the direction of what was known as the burn; 
immediately what dogs were coupled were turned Joose, and 
then was presented the handsomest sight I ever beheld in the 
field. Fancy, reader, not less than fifty dogs on a fresh trail, 
running so close together that a tarpaulin would have 
covered them. Our horses were given their heads, and 
the fastest chase ever heard of in the swamp en- 
sued, Fortunately there was a gap in the fence 
through which we dashed, enabling us to keep within sight 
of the pack, which in time pushed the game so hard, that in 
less than five hundred yards from the clearing the dogs had 
brought them to bay. After searching some time among the 
foliage of a high oak we discovered two panthers, C. W. W. 
F. and Captain W. were allowed the first shot; the captain 
took deliberate aim and killed the smaller of the two, but C. 
W.. W. FE. was less fortunate, only severely wounding his, it 
coming down, half climbing and half tumbling, in ameng 
the dogs, Were began a most bloody fight, a number of the 
poor brutes were killed, and as many more badly cnt and 
scratched, Dr. Nicholson, however, yentured up close 
enough to deal a deadly bullet into the beast’s head, ending 
the fray, 

The pack was so badly used up by this encounter that we 
determined not to tax them any more that day, so we re- 
turned to the house, and after kenneling the dogs. impro- 
vised a deer drive for the afternoon. The overseer on the 
plantation being the lucky possessor of a couple of fair deer- 
hounds, he was called into requisition, and gaye a very pretty 
chase, which ended in my father’s bagging a doe of about 
ninety pounds weight when dressed. 

The two following days our foreign pnests amused theim- 
sclves shooting ducks and snipe, of which there were any 
quantity in the creek and along its banks. 

he dogs having somewhat recnperated, the week's hunt 
wis brought to 4 close by quite a lively day’s work, durmg 
which two bears and a catamount were killed; my father, 
who was 4 dead shot, killed one of the bears, Charley Fore 
the other, while the catamount fell to the gun of Ton May- 
field, 
To hunt in the swamps of Mississippi at the time of which 

I write, was the most exciting sport in the South, in fact, it 
required first-cljass dogs, the best of guns, men of endurance 
and courage, or otherwise it was attended with considerabte 
danger. On some other occasion, in connection with the 
Statement of requirements, ] will attempt to give a descrip- 
tion of being lost in this yast monotonous wilderness, and 
then the assertion as to the danger attending hunting there 
will be more appreciated. J. D. H, 

AMONG THE MAHOGANY CUTTERS. 

Ts mahogany cutter often completes his work for the 
day at an early hour soon after midday, and the more 

judustrious, who are also lovers of the sport, improve the 
remaining daylight in'exploring the dark forest for game, 
which is plentiful enough to insure a reasonable return for 
the labor. The cutter equips himself with his single-barrel 
gun, costing four or five dollars, loadsit with a double charge 
of powder, a good supply of oakum, a palm full of shot, 
covered by another wadding of oakum. ‘The whole is ham- 
mered down with solid blows of the ramrod. <A traveler in 
South America says these guns ucyer burst, supposed be- 
cause they are warranted not to, and no ofhier reason is 
known. 

Over his left shoulder the hunter puts a canyas bag, con- 
taining a bull's horn powder flask, a cahoun nut shell fanci- 
fully carved and opening like a box, containing percussion 
caps, a small canvas bag fastened with a string for shot, 5 
case of deer skin, which ros up, as a receptacle for flint 
and steel, pipe and tobacco, and a cocoanut shell for tinder 
for lighting the venerable solace of his tired moments, when 
pausing inthe chase. More than this, if the hunt is liable 
to be one of several hours, the collection may inclnde a flask 
of gin, a breakfast basin, a roasted plantain or two, a piece 
of dried beef, and a case knife. 
Thus prepared he wanders forth into the forest for deer, 

peccary, gibbonet, currason, qualm, armadillo, iguana, 
squirrel, monkey, or any of the many other species of ani- 
motils which abeund in the region. 

The Indians of the interfor have 4 Curious instrument, 
more common fifty years ago than now, which they use with 
the wourali poison to kill both large and small game, and 
which shows how easily the lack of firearms isovercome, and 
an elicctivesubstitute invented. It consists of 2 long blow- 
pipe and can be described as follows: A reed called ourah, 
some ten or eleven feet long, of a bright yellow color, smooth 
inside and out, without joiuts and hollow, is taken for the 
blowzun. There is no apparent taper, one end heing as 
large as the other. This is inclosed iv a species of palm, of 
a brown color, capable of polish, and with joints about six 
inches apart, The inside consists of a pulp, which is easily 
removed. The mouth end is tied with silk grass to prevent 
any splitting, and the other end secured with a seed of the 
acuero fruit, cut horizontally through the middle and a hole 
made in the end, through which the end of the blowgun ex- 
tends. The arrows are nine inches long, made from x hard 
and brittle palin, sharp at the point and sometimes burned at 
the opposite end to make them still harder than the natural 
wood. The arrow, tipped with poison, is placed in the end 
of the blowpipe. the hunter collects his breath for a puff, 
and the missile goes straight to the mark, a bird high up in 
the top of some tall tree two or three hundred feet away, 
The Indians are yery expert with the weapon, and seldom 
fail to bring down the bird when within u distance of three 
hundred feet. For larger auimais the bow and arrow are 
used. In both cases, however, death is the result of poison, 
and not from the wound, which in itself may be of « trivial 
nature, 

Vhe wourali poison, which is used, is made from the 
wourali vine, Indian pepper, the pounded fangs of the la- 
barri snake, bitter root, two plants which contain a glutinous 
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juice, and two ‘species of ants. When prepared it makes 4 
brownish paste. The preparation ts cousidered by the In- 
dians 4 work of danger, and is 4 matter of considerable form 
and ceremony.. The poison when introduced into the blood 
produces a stupor and death inashort time, The flesh of 
an animal killed by this poison is said to 1emain uninjured, 
and eating it is never followed by any bad results, The In- 
dians of warm climates have litile incentive to labor, except 
when impelled by hunger, and when the stomach commands 
him to work with his unique weapon and the wourali poison, 
he wanders in the forest and, with silent footsteps and sharp 
eye, soon brings down a supply of game sufficient to answer 
his needs for days, and enough to make the amateur spovts- 
man more than satisfied could he enjoy the same amount of 
good fortune. N. E.N., 
Frankiix, Mass, 

IN THE OHIO SOTTOMS. 

A QUAIL shoot among the Olio River bottoms and hills 
J& in the vicinity of the Queen City of the West, may 
not fail entirely of interest to youn host of sportsmen readers, 
Leaving courts and dusty law offices behind, in company 
with cousin Will, we boarded the evening steamer on the 
18th inst. for N. R., twenty-one miles east of this point, for 
a couple of days’ sport. The weather was winidly and very 
cold, but the wiser heads predicted milder weather to-mor- 
row, in which they were net mistaken. Home folks gave 
us 3, hearty welcome, and after father told us that he had 
finshed a fine covey of quail out of the warden the day 
before, we began to foe! the enthnsinsm that abways precedes 
a contemplated day’s shooting. 

‘’he next morning, with horse and wagon, by this time 
joined by Ned and Shot, two staunch and relinble setters, 
we drove three miles up the river to the wide Ohio bottoms, 
noi caring to disiurh our quail about tbe farm af home, 
Horse stabled and blanketed, a fence was cleared adjoining 
a cornfield fringed ly stubble, and the dogs hicd on to work. 
Back and forward they go over the field, when Ned sud- 
denly checked his speed, proceeding cautiously through 
some weeds nvar an old rai! fence and pointed. A large 
covey flushed wild at our approach, but not soon enough 10 
escape my fire, which brought one bird to bag. Away they 
go out over the road near by nnd up along a hillside, drop- 
ping among some stunted shrubs and thick blue guass. 

The spot being approached where they were marked down, 
Shot stood well with nose not more than three inches from 
the bird, and was backed finely by Ned. Bird fiushed and 
fell to the fire of cousin Will, At that moment a bird 
flushed wild and fellto my fire. A little further and both 
dogs point separate Dirds; fiye or six birds rise and two 
brought to bag; then they all rise suddenly und misses 
abound right and left. The ground being yery yough, we 
abandoned these birds and proceeded to another stubble, 
where a beautiful point was made by Ned. A double grati- 
fied me at this fire; and the birds fying out of reckoning 
were not followed. Ten coveys were our find that day, out 
of which twenty-four birds were bugged. On Mouday fol- 
lowing twenty-six birds fell to our fre over another lay of 
ground, out of seven coveys found, 

The quail shooting in certain localities in this reyion 
woulil be very fine, were if not for the rough sround and 
sometimes impenetrable cover, where birds scatter when 
flushed. Two weeks ago Monday, oyer beautiful erounds, 
out of eight ceveys I had the great pleasure of bringing to 
bag thirty-one quail out of forty-one shots, twice killing 
tao birds across each other's line of flight, I do not expect 
to do if sgain this season. If this be a mild winter, with 
our short close season, | predict for next fall the finest 
shooting ever known in this section, J. A. P. 
CnycrsnAtt, Ohio, Noy, 22. 

ANOTHER OLD BARN-DOOR. 

Bec from my Govy'’nor’s house seven rods is the barn, 
an ancient, weather-heaten structure, the door of whic 

is full of reminiscences and shot, and attests the ability of 
the shooters to hit, at least, a flock of barns. Let us go ont 
and lvok it over; perhaps we muy recull some, if not all, of 
the circumstances under which the bombardment occurred. 
Many of these shots were undoubtedly made with no other 

object than to empty the gun after returning home fiom a 
day’s shooting, Well, they don’! signify much, bul bring 
up the memory of tired legs and lame back, yea, and often 
an empty game bag. That was in the palmy days of the 
muzzleloader, when the featof knocking a higholder off 
from the top of 4 tall stub off-hand was something to be 
proud of. 

But here are other punctures, dim and indistinct, and 
nearly obliterated by the elements; whl are they? 

Those must be holes made many years ago, before I left 
the shelter of the paternal roof, during a pistol practice be- 
tween the Governor and myself. I then possessed a little 
sinvle shooting nondescript, with which 1 would enter the 
lists against the Governor's Smith & Wesson .22 short. Well, 
the Goyérnor was a pretty good shot, but somehow I gen- 
erally made the better sirmmg, When he would declare that 
“the cussed thing wouldn't shootstraight anyhow.” But not 
always would I come oif the victor, An exceptionyly fine 
lead of his would sometimes rattle me so that le won—but 
we will pass on, This is sometLing evideutly of u later date. 
judging from the freshness of the timber; here is 9 spatter of 
little bullets just in beyond the surface of the board, Yes, 
that was done with a Fiobert rifle that 1 brought home with 
me during my annual yacation, and if [remember aright, 
those marks neurest the center were made by my sister, 
Somehow or other she would find ihe bullseye oftener than 
the rest of ns; but of course we were too gentlemanly to beat 
her. 

Looking around on the other side of the door we sce 
splinters which indicate the passage of something larger 
than a .22 bal) through it, We can easily explain this. The 
Governor's .22 short had been growing all these years 
and had attained the dignily of a .82 long, with which he 
proposed to down my double-acting 8. & W., aud we determ- 
ined there and then to ¢ettle the differences of former years, 
so we plastered up a target and took a position distant ten 
rods, five shots each. 
You see those two, one shove the other, seven inches 

apart, and the other a trifle to the left and the other two 
were just outside the target. Those were mine. Now glance 
along to near the top of the door, there ran father’s bullet 
through; to the left, about four feet and two below, is an- 
other, that is No. 2. The others we looked for, Imt diligent 
and anxious search on the Governov’s part failed Lo disclose 
their whereabouts. I don’t claim very much credit for that 
victory for any weapon was superior in every respect to his, 

Here we are nearly to the end of our door, but! cannot 
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overlook the spot whereon J patterned my breech-londer; 
lool at the No, 8 pellets, are they not beautifully spread? 
Guess ‘twould puzzle Bob White to get through there with- 
oul sustaining serious injury, but if I remember rightly 
some oc them did get away not long sinve, but the brush was 
thick, you know, ond the sun shone glaringly in my eyes, or 
something of that kind—but | am digressing. 
Lets look the old door over again carefully, something 

miy hive escaped our observation, Nothing, [guess; hold 
on; alittle chip knocked from the edge of that Inot hole 
recalls the time when seyen years since I fired three shots at 
it from a revolver, and for some time surely thought I had 
missed the door, but upon a closer scrutiny, found they had 
gone through the magic cirele, and entered 4 stick of stove 
wood, piled against the door, There they were, a copper 
would cover the three. "Phat is all. The old door is a leaflet 
of the history of my life, to which I often turn with never 
failing interest and emotion, Upon ils battered surface is a 
record of some of my deeds; some I trust are reeorded above 
others, upon the hearts of humanity. Would not our deeds 
he better if they all could be seen ag plainly as those marks 
upos the old barn door? B. W. 5. 

Mepxputs, Mick,, Noy, 22. 

THE OLD SETTLERS AGAIN. 

Hditor Forest and Streain: 
Tinelose you the story of one of the early pioneers of 1816, 

velating to the first settlement on the ‘Western Reserve,” 
which isin the northeastern portion of the State of Ohio, 
horilering on the south shore of Lake Erie, The writer tells 
his story well, and Isend it to Fores? anp SvReAM, know- 
ing that it is worth recording. Dr. EB. Sterne, 
Onsvevann, Ohio. 

“The yariety was the common gray wolf (Curis oeatden- 
tuts), A wrigely gray on the back, a yellowish pray or dirty 
white below, 4 bushy tail fifteen tu twenty inches long, and 
such a wicked expression of countenance, no wonder that 
the invessant toiling of poverty to prevent starvation has 
created the proverb, ‘to keep the wolf from the door? 
These undesirable varnunts were numerous in the forests of 
those early days, and yet the sheep and lambs were com- 
paratively sufe to what they are now, The reason was not 
that they were less disposed to feed on mutton, but their 
assavilis were usually confined to the hours of darkness, and 
koowing the exposure of the flocks in the night season, it 
Was as remilar a part of the evening chores fo see that the 
sheep were all by count safely yarded as to milk the cows. 
Bul the worthless dogs of the present day may yisif a back 
pasture or any other, if lhe farmer should chance to be 
ubsent, at all ours of the day and make terrible slaughter 
sumong the innocents. ; 

‘Tn the autumn of 1686 we left our field of labor in Mon- 
roeville, Huron county, O., for a visit: fo the old hearthstone, 
and reaching Jefferson found that the united head of the 
family jracl started with their own conveyance—railroads 
were little known then—for a visit to the vicinity of Auburn, 
N.Y. Purebasing a colt we followed on and enjoyed the 
visit with them. When we returned, being somewhat weary 
of the saddle, we took passage on a steamboat up the lake to 
Ashtabula, and thus reached the farm some time before the 
rest Of the company, Father left.a flock of some forty fine 
sheep. ‘Lidings was brought by a neighbor soon after our 
arrival that the dugs had been umoug them and such a seene! 
Scattered nyerthe tield were the dead ov dying; only one, 
probably the first killed, had any marks of violence on the 
body. The others were just bitten in the neck and the life 
blood sucked out, With the assistance of a hrother we eom- 
menced dressing them, first finishing the work for those that 
were still breathing, and ere the sun went down one-half of 
the cherished flock were hanging in the barn, What # sight 
to vrect the owner when he returned the next day! This 
was 4 oreater loss than he had suffered in all the former 
years, by wolves, of which we started to write, and to which 
lef us return, 

“We cannot speak from personal Knowledge of wolves 
ever attacking man, though he have read of such conduct 
on their part even in Ohio, and seyere hunger no doubt 
might induce such action. Soon after the founding of our 
settlement two of the brothers, Michael and Daniel, united 
in building « saw mill, perhaps the first in that section. It 
was located on Mills Creek, near the west line of Jefferson, 
but in the township of Austinburg. AJl around was nn- 
broken forest, distant about half a mile from the homes of 
the owners. ‘The demand of customers and supply of water 
at certain seasons. required that the mill should clatter day 
and night, but neither could induce them to hoist the gate 
on the first day of the week, From personal experience 
we speak, that fwo persons were competent to this labor, 
though it sometimes required hard lifting. One came on 
duty 12 noon and kept things buzzing until 12 midnight, 
and was then relieved by the other, This on Saturday noon 
allowed one to depart for twenty-four honrs. The time to 
which we refer was in the ear'ly winter, when the ground 
was covered with a light snow. Uuele Michael was doingy 
the service which closed the weary week at the mill.« During 
the long hours of darkness which at that season of the year 
lie between sunset and sacred lime, he was aware that there 
was unusual disturbance around the mill-yard and even on 
the log-way. When the time, came, therefore, to leave the 
mill for a half mile walk home through the woods, he pre- 
pared, in addition to his lantern, which in those days were 
made of perforated tin and illumined with a tallow candle, 
a hand torch. Torches were a wonderful invention to 
lead a company of evening worshipers 10 the place of ser- 
vice, the attendants at husking bees or boys who went 
‘cooning. They were composed of shaggy bark from the 
hickory trees, and the material for them was always kept in 
stock for time of need. ‘With one duly lighted he sallied 
forth to find himself at once pursued by a pack of hungry 
wolves. ‘The fire of their eyes was distinctly visible as they 
came near to him, and the snarling and snapping of their 
teeth like an orchestra to quicken his steps, They eon- 
tinued their pursnit until he had entirely left the woods, but 
the glare of the fiery torch was an effectual preventive 
againsthis feelingas wellas hearing their teeth, A visit by 
the light of day showed that the surface of the entire mill- 
yard had been pawed up by them while he was still at work. 
‘Many a time in those boyhood days have we stood 

trembling while the other members of the family were filling 
the pails to overflowing with the rich milk treasured up by 
Pink, the first family cow that we remember, and her asso- 
ciates, as the day had passed quietly in the fields of sweet 
evass and clover, Butwhy tremble? In the not far distant 
woods, north and south, the wolves were joining in their 
sycning chorus preparatory tu their night marauding, and 
as their how] echoed responsively, the fact was an abiding. 

one that when the milking was done the cows were to be 
driyen to the pasture. When relieved of their burden of 
sweet milk they could be whipped up without damage, 
which we were always tunght should not bu done before 
milking. Reaching the eud of the race, down came fhe 
bars with a will, the drove hustled in, bars put up again, 
and the whip was applied to the road as though it might 
hasten the returning steps before the wolves should put in 
their appearance, demanding a supper from the boys’ legs. 

“A hunter by the name of Read, as famous in the wolf 
capture as was Uncle Squires in taking the deer; in his 
forest rambles one day discovered the hiding place of # litter 
of young ones, which he easily secured, and making his 
way to a farm house obtained his supper and « small basket 
in which to carry the pups, and returning fo the woods near 
the place of capture prepared for his night work to secure 
the mother also, He had not waited long before the cries of 
fhe young ones in response to pinched ears brought ler 
within the reach of his rifle, and added snother bounty to 
many won before. Speaking of hounty, as early as 1799 the 
Territorial Legislature passed a law offering a bounty of 
$1.25 for each wolf scalp killed in the State. The State 
Legislature in 1821 raised the bounty to $3, and also anthor- 
ized the commissioners of any county to pay $3 more, making 
$6. Iu Ashtabula county still another increase was secured 
by personal donations—as each taxpayer came to settle with 
the county treasurer he was solicited to add to the bounty 
money such an amouni as he was willing to give, and we are 
creditably informed that at one time it reached the liberal 
sum of $100 for each scalp. This policy had the desired 
effect and soon rid the county of these night marauders as an 
abiding place, and it was only as tramps that they were 
heard from. Had our wise Jegislators thus early been as 
auxicus to preserve our young men from the slaughter of the 
intoxicating cup as the sheep and lambs from the wolves how 
different would have been the history of our noble State to- 
day. 

“Having paid our respects to some of the more showy and 
important game, let us not oyerlook the lowly, Among quite 
a variety of these we will first introduce the porcupine, some- 
time erroneously called the hedgehog, High authority as- 
serts that ‘there is ho proper hedgehog in America.’ They 
possess a remarkable provision of nature for their protection 
in the spines or quills with which the body is armed. The 
animal is very clumsy, but an excellent, though slow climbur, 
and in the late winter and early spring was often found iu 
the tops of the forest elm and basswood trees, obfaining its 
food from the bark and buds of the tender twigs. It was not 
necessary to look up in hunting them as the ground under 
the tree would show their industry by the large number of 
twigs they had dropped. 

“Their method of defense was to keep their quills erect and 
a free use of their tail, which moves so quick that some have 
erroneously supposed they could shoot their quills, which 
they cannot do, but woe be to the foe, man or beast, that 
comes in contact with these points. They are loosely at- 
tached to the skin, barbed at the point, which is as sharp as 
acambric needle, so that they easily penetrate, retain their 
hold and tend continually to hecome more deeply inserted. 
Many an hour have we spent im pulling them out of the 
dog's mouth, amd ones took one fromthe top of the head 
which had worked np from the lips. Porenpines were often 
met with when we made nightly visits to the fields of grow- 
ing corn, with dogs, guns and torches, and if dog was foel- 
ish enough to altempt to taste of one it spoiled all the sport 
for that time. and if notimmediately removed, for many days 
to come, It is reconled that ‘dogs, wolves, the lynx, and 
Ihe cougar have been known Lo die from the inflammation 
produced Jy its quills,’ 

“There was one do@ in the township that knew how to 
manipulate them so as to take their life without coming in 
contact with their wenpons of defense. It was brought 
from the East by Rey. Joy Handy, and afterward hecame 
the property of Mr. Udell, who owned a farm north of the 
court houst. Soon after taking up his abode there, his mas- 
ter found porcupines lying dead in the cornfield, which 
awakened quite a curiosity to solve the mystery. He rather 
concluded that it was the work of the dog, and yet had 
never found any quills in his mouth. One day he heard a 
low bark from the dog in the growing coru ancl hastened to 
ascertain the cause. Approaching with care he did not at- 
tract the attention of the deg or his plaything, whith he 
discovered to be a porcupine. For some minutes the dog 
continued his motivns around his bristly pet, occasionally 
givin a low bark, until the animal had become familiar 
with liis presence and began to lower his points of defense, 
when the dog with a quick bound placed his nose under his 
prey, grappled it by the throat, and soon placed him feps di 
combat, after which he walked silently away. But the mys- 
tery was solyed and the value of the dog greatly increased 
in the estimation of his owner. The flesh of the porcupine 
is said to be palatable. Wedo not add our indorsement 
from experience, but can testify that their quills are highly 
prized by the Indians, who use them to ornament their 
mocrasins, belts, bags, baskets, ete., as others can testify 
who have seen them offering their handiwork for sale at 
the summer watering places, or ven in the city of Cleve- 
land,” 

TOOTING FOR DEER. 

A PARTY of deer hunters went forth from Central Lake 
the other day. They were inearnest, ‘‘Meant meat,” 

in fact, and as one of their number had two or three of the 
antlered monarchs ‘‘yarded out,” they fully expected that 
there would be blood ou the knife before night. The yan 
was led by Mike, who carried a tin horn. His mission was 
to take up the trail, when found, and toot at intervals, in 
order to terrify the deer, and make it run in the direction of 
one or more of the confederates, who were supposed to be 
posted al conyenient strategic points. They took their sta- 
tions accordingly, and the man with the “‘tooting we'pon” (as 
Pathfinder would have called it), trailed the woods, Jn time, 
he found a frack. He tooted, and followed on. The trail 
led him by many a devious way, through some of the worst 
country (for a lazy man) that has ever been manufactured, 
yet manfully he trailed, and still he footed on. Much did 
this looting eladden thehearts of the lonely ones who waited 
with ready rifles and more or Jess of patience at therumways, 
and more did it probably surprise the tootee, which, how- 
ever, all unknowing of the frightful designs of the tooting 
man, strayed onand jade nosign. The track of the tootee 
inthe snow, was as the track of an average deer—ils turns 
and windings were not unlike those which the hunter had 
been accustomed to see on like occasions, and it carclessly 
jumped over logs and the like, sometimes ight or ten feet 
ata bound. Thus stood matters, when at length the tooter, 

coming near a ridge, held his Spencer at « ready and 
footed. Then he ascended the ridge and tooted some 
more, when lo, upon the opposite ridge a shape ap: 
peared. It was the tootee. The hunter paused aghast, For 
one moment, words failed—he caught his hreath—dropped 
horn and rifle, and solemnly ejaculated: “Tt’s a sheep,” 
Deerless and sheepless came the lunters home, and mightily 
they supped, but in the silent watches of the night there 
came uw ram of elephantine size, which sat on Michael's 
stomach tooting horns; and straight the shadés of all the 
deer his hand had slain, and all the grisly muttons he bad 
chewed, came trampling o'er his chest, and looted too. 

' J. P. 8purnor, 
ELE Rarms, Mich, 

MINNESOTA DUCK SHOOTING. 

ag ee duck season has closed here, not by reason of the 
Jaw, but because there are no dicks, as the little Jakes 

have all coated over with ice. Spring opened so late here 
that not one-tenth the usual puoher of ducks pit in their 
appearance. The lakes in which wild tice is to be found 
all yielded un abundant crop, and we hoped for goar shoot- 
ing this fall, We baped in vain. There were » tewon the 
rice lakes but none elsewhere. 

On the first day of October 1 party of four, composed of 
Jacob Fisher, J. D. Jones, W. BH. Mack and your birahle 
servant, engaged a teamster and started for ¢ rice lake eich, 
miles east of Long Prairie where ducks svere reported 
plenty. We had one boat inthe wagon, and on the road 
picked up several ruffed grouse. When we reached ihe 
lake we found that four men had preeeded us aad bad wl 
the ducks driven off the lake, but were giving i to the blue 
mud-hens. We were all unaéquainted will) the lake and 
we pushed offabout 4 o’clock; Mv, Jones and myself, who 
have shot together for the past seven years, comprising one 
boat crew. Soon after getting secreted in the tall tive near 
the eastern shore the birds bezgun to come, but-we were ul 
in their track and only an occasional fuck or a single bird 
came near us. The first cigbt shots were clear misses and 
we began to think we had lost onr skill, Presently two 
wood ducks were seen approaching from the Horth and while 
cutting the air about forty yards froms vur hoatwere dropped 
in fine form. We had been shooting behind our gume, 

The booming of the guns at the other end of the lake fold 
us that our friends were not idle, and the thought thal they 
might show itp the largest bag at the camy in the evening 
made us exert ourselves more, bul in spite of our efforts we 
could not bring down mure than one bivd for every four 
shots. Our boat was cranky aud vaused us to miss a &reat 
many shots, and onee Mr. Jones came near Falling into fhe 
water—gun, cartridge box and all. Weshotas long as we 
eould see and returned to camp with only bvelve ducks, 
leaving about that number in the tall. rice, being «mabe to 
find them. The other boat returned with six, making 
erand tote! of eighteen birds for two hours’ shooling with 
four guns, 

The next morning we were in on places some time hefore 
if was light enough to shoot, but #t the first shot most of the 
wary mallards got up and Jeft the Jake. We remained tii) 
9 @clock and returned with twenty ducks, ov pariners 
coming in with two, 
The parties who had preceded ne, we andorstaid, went 

home without «© bird except the mud-hens, though they 
had tired something like 200 shots. ‘This was poor shooting, 
but we had a svod time nevertheless, and veturned to our 
various dnties feeling better for haying expended our am- 
Tounition and sloptin a tent. ‘The sportsmen who would 
sinile At our scaoly bag must remember Vint oearty all our 
chances were at birds beyond fifty yards, aid he who con 
stop 2 wood duck at sixty yards going at the highest speed 
Taust be x good shot, A. W. SHEETS. 

Lona Pramin, Minn., Novy, 20, 

ST. LOUIS SIFTINGS, 

N the interior of Missouri, thirty or forty miles beyond 
Rolla, there still remains a wildermess as wild and 

romantic in many respects as the favorite hnntiog grounds 
of the Indian in the far West. 
A party of St. Louis hunters embarked on a fourteen says’ 

hunt through this wilderness on the 12th. They delegated 
Mr. J, P. Schulte, of the Excelsior Gun Club to visit Rolla 
and make arrangements for haying their stores transported 
in wagons from Rolla to the edge of the wilderness, Having 
performed his duty in a highly creditable manner the advance 
agent of the party returned and reported he had hired five 
wagons and several teams for the journey. This informa- 
tion was so satisfactory to the party that they decided to 
devote the greater portion of their time to repairing their 
tents and placing their guns in order for effective work. The 
party are Messrs. J. P, Schulte, Fred Pohlman, (. Koehler, 
H. f¢ Thias, Louis Lucker, Theodore Rick, H, I. Schulte, 
Henry Bittner of Waterloo, and Mr. Pestole of Rolla. 

Last winter the members of the St. Louis Gun Club divided 
themseves into two teams and shot a match st quails in open 
field for a supper, They will probably repeat te sport this 
winter. 
November 10 Capt. Ries, W. R. Cottrill, Maj. Buchanan 

and Mr. Roe ealled their dogs, shouldered them gums and 
started to the-Union depot in high spirits, They were also 
‘“Jaree game hunters,” starling ona week’s hunt to the St, 
Francis River in Arkansas. Deer and bear are reported quite 
plentiful in that section, and, being good marksmen, they 
are likely to meet with great success before pee return to 
this city. They look enough ammunition with them to last 
a week, but unless the shooting is exceptionally good they 
wil! return before expiration of thattime. i 

A large party who desire to confine their attention to 
hunting small game Jeft on the 10th for the grounds of the 
Dardenne Gun Clu). Duck hunting, which has been good 
at the grounds of the Dardenne and Cuvier Gun clubs for 
nearly two weeks, is still sufficiently tempting to entice 
many St. Louis sporismen from thei family firesides and 
places of business. Sportsmen will not disturb quail to any 
great extent until a cold wave drives the ducks further 
south, 

Charley Boyd and Messrs. Gillespie, Mulcahey and Alex- 
ander spent a day in fishing and lunting at Horseshoe Luke, 
They caught eleven fish and bagged twélye quail and six 
ducks. ‘ 

Hunters iu great numbers are returming to the city from 
excursions into the interior on acconnt of the growing 
scarcity of ducks, which, they suid, had been driven south- 
ward by the cold waye, Qnail they reported as being quite 
plentiful. 

Mr. Thomas Annan and party have returbed from a fitleen 
days’ hunting and fishing excursion to QOurrent River, They 
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shot several deer and bagged a large quantity of smaller 
fame, including a number of wild turkeys. 

The Cottrill party, who went to the jungles of Arkansas 
November 10 in search of deer, have not yet been heardfrom. 
They will probably ship a dead deer to each of their friends 
betore the close of the week, and probably a bear or two also. 
They went to a bear country and not to a ‘‘bare” game 
country. 
Henry Nagel aud Mr. Susinsky engaged in a shooting 

match, November 17, at Carondelet, for a stake of $50. 
Each shot at tiffy wild pigeons, and Nagel won by killing a 
majority of thirteen. 

November 21 the Fair Association received a donation from 
W. W. KB. Wilson, of Calhoun, Mo,, in the shape of a white 
opossum. The animal is a splendid specimen, and was 
captured by George Rank and W. Roach. . 

Camp-BEu. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

“ Ree cold weather of last week brought to our ducking 
shores a fresh supply of fowl, The warm and murky 

spell which has followed and almost fotal absence of wind 
and presence of morning fog has made shooting bad. Brant 
are plentiful at Barnegat and Tuckerton bays. Large flocks 
could be seen during the calm days mentioned, quietly feed- 
ing on the drifting grass in the channel in the bay ‘which 
runs parallel to Long Beach, ‘These birds invariably de- 
coyed any traveling fowl that made their appearance, while 
the shooter in his sedge-covered boat at some island near by 
rarely waited for his motionless decoys to attract the attcn- 
tion of a gang of new coming birds. 

Mr. C. Howard Clark, Jr., of our city, has lately returned 
from Wyoming Territory where he has been enjoying great 
sport among the large aud small game of that region. I 
shall be able to give you some points of interest [rom this 
section of the country in a short time, 

Iilegal hounding for deer is being openly indulged in in 
the counties north of Williamsport, Pa. The Pine Creek, 
Jersey Shore & Buffalo Railroad has opened wp and made 
¢asy of access what was formerly an isolated section, and a 
wholesale -yidlation of the law with dogs is going on there 
this season and many deersare being killed. Fine grouse 
shooting can be now had on the line of this railroad, but the 
conntry is of the roughest description and comfortable sleep- 
ing quarters scarce, 

artivs who bave returned from Maryland and Delaware, 
report having ryu seross a flight of woodcock which haye 
come in from the nortli. These birds have doubtless started 
in advance of the late cold weather. 

During some winters in wlich there has been some sharp 
weather, I have known the woodeock to remain in mumbers 
throuwh the entire season, or at least until February, in the 
springy swamps on the line of the railroad running: to Berlin, 
Md.. where a yeung marketshooter having found them, 
kept his seeret, and shipped during the month of December, 
over a hundred Wirds to Philadelphia, from the section 
named. 

The once famons duck shooting point, owned, I )elieye, 
by Mr. Stokes, on the Sinnepuxent Bound, quite near Ocean 
City, is entirely ruined since the bridge was built that spans 
the sound, The club house and point wes within a stone’s 
throw of where the bridge now is, and consequently all the 
fowl] that are not entirely *‘shied off” by the draw, pass over 
at such great heights as to be entirely out of gunshot. 

The buildings on the beach at Ocean City, also add their 
effect in frighteniny the fowl, and last, but not least, the gill- 
net fishermen set tieir nets all over the sound when ice does 
hot prevent, and these generally occupy the very feeding 
grounds the ducks would select, As ashooting ground, ex- 
cepting for shore birds in summer, the Sinuepuxent Sound | 
may be said to be a thing of the past. Homo. 

Mornstna Stn, Iowa, Noy. 19,—I see you in your issue 
of Nov, 16 make me jump about 500 miles east, to Morning 
Sun, Ohio, The rapid transit did not hurt me much, as 1 
im still here safe and sound enough to walk seventeen 
miles, as I did one day last week on our return from our 
annual shooting trip to fhe Missouri bottom. I don’t believe 
fhere is a pinnated grouse within 100 miles of Morning Sun, 
Ohio, and a pack of them would bring out eyery gun in 
that section of country. Game is not at all plenty here, but 
we have vast quantities of it compared to Southern Ohio, 
and I love to give some of my friends there a “day ont” 
when they visit me here. Ducks and geese have almost 
“given us the go by,” as they are not as plenty as in former 
years, and old duck hunters “sigh for the years’ gone by,” 
and many were tbe yarns we heard, in our last camp, of the 
days when the hunters, not the ducks, were happy, With 
us ducks were so scare that four of us only bagged fifteen in 
our three days’ hunf. One morning the mercury went down 
to 8 and again to 7°, but if ducks had been flying thick I 
guess we could have stood the cold, The last prairie chick- 
ens we killed were large fine ones, three of them weighed 
lwo and one-quarter pounds each, and the cther two pounds 
scant. Ah! What nice ones they were. Quail are fairly 
plenty, enough to make good sport, I think, put I hope to 
apa more intelligently about them in the near future.— 
Mark. 

Warrenton, Va., Noy. 21, 1883.—A nipping frost, the 
first of the season, has improved the hunting here, Mr. 
Jas, K. Maddux killed nineteen (19) quail yesterday in nine- 
teen successive shots wilh my guu,a Colf' choke-bore, He 
missed his twentieth bird in a dense cedar grove. His shoot- 
ing was all done in athick sernbby cover. He is off to-day 
to kill some birds for your own editorial table, and I hope 
he will have his usual success. He is the best wing-shot I 
eyer hunted beside. In the field he will discount Carver or 
Bogardus. @uail, ruffed grouse and turkey are plentiful 
how, aud scarcely any pot-lunters around,—H, Z. U, J 

Ducks TOR Cuicxco SHoorers.—Chicapo, Noy. 19,— 
At Cedar Lake, Thd., thirty-eight miles trom Chicago, on the 
L. M. A. & C. Kh. &., there is excellent duck hunting about 
this time. Two friends of mine were out there last Priday 
and Saturday, and shot twenty-eight ducks. Twelve feil 
into the Jake, and it was so rough that they could not go 
after them, The fishing is also good. [-was out there and 
spent summer before last, and Thad all the fishing I cared 
about for a while. I went ont one morning aad cauzht 
ahout fifty fish between 4:30 and 6:30 o'clock,—E. K. 

Hartrorp, Conn., Noy. 19.—Coming down on that. early 
train this morning, as we erossed Warehouse Point bridge [ 
saw a large flock of wild geese going uorth.. They were 
ilying very hixh. Rather Jate, isn’t 11?—J. F. J, 

Aw ALABAMA Sipn-Hunv.—Nov. 21.—The third annual 
hunt of the Gulf City Gun Club commenced on the 18th and 
terminated on the evening of the 19th instant. Fifty-three 
of the members participated in the sport. The total score 
of Captain HB. P, Vass's team was 5,123, and that of Captain 
G. W. Tunstalls’s 3,194. Yass’s majority 2,929, Had it not 
heen that the weather was unpropitious for certain kinds of 
game, notably ducks and other water fowl, the ordinary 
Nimrod would have had nothing left wherewith to test his 
skill on the coming winter. By half past two o'clock yes- 
terday evening, the various reports of the results, together 
withthe game, had been brought in, and all the different 
yarieties counted and recorded, The following is a list of 
game killed: Deer 3, rabbits 5, squirrels 106, chicken hawks 
11, sparrow hawks 22, owls 5, woodcock 1, curlew 1, quail 
157, Wilson snipe 18, ployer 1, doves 159, rcbins 159, larks 
102, poules d’eaux 23, ducks—canvas-back 14, black mallards 
5, common mallards 21, gadwell 20, pintail 9, widgeon 8, red- 
heads 6, teal §, and other ducks 88; making a grand total of 
815. There were no incidents connected with the hunt 
other than those which usually happen on similar occassions. 
Although the game was not plentiful, all had a jolly good 
time, with no accidents of any description to mar the pleas- 
urable enjoyment of the sport. Mr, E. Carre, of Captain 
Tunstall’s team, won the medal for best score made; and Mr. 
Geo. Boltz, of Captain Vass’s team, wears the club medal for 
the ensuing year. Captain Vass’s team won the medal for 
best team scores. It will be remembered that Captain Vass’s 
team won the contest last year and the year before, the score 
last year being 3,114 in his favor against 2,439 for Mr, Tun- 
stall’s team, The gunning feats of the members of the two 
feams were duly celebrated last evening in the rooms of the 
Gun Club. <A longani varied bill of fare was presented, 
which was enjoyed to the utmost by those present. After 
the feast Judge Semmes, President of the Club, made the 
address of greeting, and offered a toast to the wining team. 
This was ably responded to by Captain Vass. The health of 
the defeated was also kindly remembered. Remarks were 
made by a great many members, and the occasion was a 
most cordial one in all respects. The proceedings were con- 
tinued until a late hour, and will long be remembered in the 
annals of Mobile sportsmen. 

Bextor, Wis., Noy, 17.—The chicken season closed some 
time ago, and although we have had fine sport, the bags of 
our sportsmen were much smaller than during most seasons. 
The quail prospects are quite bright. Wehaveagun and 
shooting club in town, which is in constant practice, and 
when their brigade enters the quail regions, ‘‘death and dis- 
aster” will naturally follow. Duck shooting has fallen into 
ijl-repute since the trying adventure which one of our gro- 
cers and a certain druggist had lately. Having informed all 
their friends and enemies that they were going out duck 
shooting, and proposed to show what science and skill could 
accomplish. About 10 o’clock in the evening they returned 
in a somewhat exhilarated condition, and walked through 
the main street of the town, carrying over their shoulders six 
mud-hens and three tame chickens. Since then no Beloiter 
has tried duck shooting. Landerdale Lake, a small body of 
water about fifteen miles from Beloit, is securing some noto- 
riety as a good field for sportsmen, A neat club house has 
been erected. The lake is lined by marshes and rice lands, 
and furnishes « first-class duck resort, It is rumored that the 
Olub House at Koshkonong Lake has changed hands, and 
that it will be much improved during the present season. 
The Beloit Hunting Club expect to celebrate Thanksgiving 
with a grand rabbit hunt, Sides will be chosen, and the side 
having the largest bag at a certain time, will have the privi- 
lege of eating an elegant spread at the other’s expense in the 
evening. Much fun is anticipated, and tame rabbits are in 
the greatest demand,—* *, 

New Or vpans, La., Noy. 17.—A party of four left last 
Wednesday for a hunt at Chef Menteur. The nextday they 
started out after the game which they hoped to bring back 
to the city. The weather was extremely cold, and although 
the party was in the best of spirits, the cold made them ap- 
pear yery blue. A heavy blow and occasional rain did not 
add to their comfort or improve the prospects for full bags 
to take back home. The prairie was full of water, caused 
by the strong east wind, therefore snipe hunting had to be 
abandoned. The scores made were: Proyisano 8 ducks, 
Patorno 9, Cook and Burkhardt 11. The party returned 
home Thursday night, well pleased with their hunt. Hun-, 
ters point to if as a noticeable fact that there haye been more 
mullards killed this year than ever before. In fact, very 
few ducks of any other species lave been seen at all, thus 
far. Yesterday evening Louis Cook, Rapho, Rich, Frost- 
cher and ©, Colein left for Chef Menteur on a deer hunt. 

DELAWARE SHootrne.—Brooklyn, N. Y., Nov. 24.—The 
Delaware law provides that a non-resident of the State, or 
“foreigner,” as he is called by the natives, must first take 
the precaution to provide himself with a certificate of the 
Association. The best shooting is found in the southern 
part of the State; wildfow! shooting at Rehoboth and down 
the coast line is unsurpassed, while’ quail and rabbits will 
be found in abundance about Georgetown or vicinity. Mr. 
Robt. A. Rosenbaum, at Rehoboth, is vice-president of the 
Delaware Game Protective Association, and is ready to aid 
in finding good sport.—HomrspPun. 

Urn Derr Kiiters.—The Sweetwater (Wyo.) Gazette 
reports: ‘The Utes are still at work destroying deer and elk 
for their hides, and occasionally picking up a few head of 
horses. Itis a burning shame. With all the show of mili- 
tary forts scattered throughont the country, our settlers are 
without protection,” 

San Pranersco, Cal., Nov. 12.—A party of hunters from 
the Austin and Butte Mountains went up to the sink of 
Humboldt last week and killed over a thousand ducks, 
geese and pelicans, They report Pyramid Lake ws alive 
with water fowl. 

TO AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH ERS. 

BH have taken, with amateur outfit, two views from the windows 

of the WorEstT awp StREAmM office, and we shall be glad to ex- 

ehangeé one or both of them for amateurs’ photographs of camp 

scenes and other pictures made by the sportsman touri-t, The views 

are fx8in. No. lis an instantaneous picture. It shows the north 
side of the Post-office, Mail street, a strip of the City Hall Park, and 

a yarnish sign over on Broadway, There is also a pie wagon deliver- 
inv pies fo the stand on the Post-office corner, with a fat pedestrian 
in clase proximity. No, 2 shows the front of the old City Hall, with 
the roof of. the new County Court House, other public buildings, the 
top of Stewart's old wholesale store, and a slice of the Americun 
News Oo.’s building in Chambers street. 

aoa and River Sishing. 

ANGLING RESORTS,.—We shall be glad to have for publi- 
cation notes of good fishing localities. Will not our corre- 
spondents favor us with notes of desirable points for angling 
CLCUPSIONS? 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance ave liable to delay. 

OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 16, has 

been published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 

address, postpaid, on receipt of 10 cents. 

DIRGE OF THE DEEP SEA TRAWL. 

4 NAUTICAL DITTY IN TEN STANZAS, 

F network, coarse and brown, 

Made up in (loucester town, 

A purse-like hag am I, and narrow; 

Bound fight to iron frame, 

Deep sea trawl is my name, 

And the bottom of the sea I ami to harraw. 

“Mid sailors’ smothered laugh, 

T mont toward the “gat,” 

And there bring up roundly with a jump; 
“Lower away!” cric¢s a voice, 
And ’mid the winche’s noise, 
1 fall into the seat wilh a plump, 

With eyes distended wide, 

They gaze from o'er the side, 

Tn eager and hushed expectancy, 

As slowly from their view, 

Through depths of ether biue, 
Tsink softly to the bottom of the sea, 

‘The engine’s mournful throb, 
And the piston’s tearless sob, 
Are sounds that all soon are lost to me, 

. For the frame to which I’m bound, 
Is jerked along the ground, 

Far down at the hottom of the sea, 

O’er rock of varied hue, 

Through mud of liquid glue, 
Tm twisted vith remorseless evergy; 

Through groves of coral fair, 

And shoals of fishes rare, 

I groan along the bottom of the sea. 

With such unwholesome foad, 

(Which is doubtless for my good) 

I feel my sides plethorically distend; 

And when my stomach’s full, 

With strong and steady pull, 

My upward journey toilfully I wend, 

Like some monster in disguise, 

I soar upward toward the skies, 

Through depths of pure cerulean blite; 

And the same expectant eyes, 

Wait to greet me as I rise, 

To their wondering and deeply anxious view. 

When high enough they think, 

Im dropped into a sink, 

And my waist encircling girdle is unbouvd; 

And sages. young andi old, 

My stomach to unfold, 

In scientific solicitude stand around, 

Then I'm washed off with a hose, 
My treasures to disclose, 

And my undigested load surveyed with care; 

And the sages’ eager eyes, ri 

Discern each unknown prize, 

That renders unto science things most rare. 

To plough and turn the soil, 
In unrequited toil, 

A slavish drudge ['m thus compelled to be; 
But my spirits will not lag, 

> For someé projecting snag 

Will kindly leave me—at the bottom of the sea. 

Srp) 4, 1883. J. 0. M. 

PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of Noy. 15, page 3(\'9, an article signed 

“‘Hlomy” says that the Anglers’ Association of Bastern Penn- 
sylvania met on Nov. 16, and that “‘the most prominent ques- 
tion before the meeting was the discussion as to the giving of 
a fish dinner by the society." ‘‘Homo” was not at the meet- 
ing, or possibly he would have come nearer the facts than he 
did to the dates, and it is not the first time that he has had to 
be set straight in reference to the Association’s work. ~ 

The Anglers’ Association was organized about one year 
ago, with the primary object set forth in the constitution: 
Article 1. The preservation. protection and increase of edi- 
ble fish in the waters of Pennsylvania; the enforcement of 
the laws concerning the same, and to increase the interest in 
angling, 

The Forgs't AND 8PREAM, Outside of its business venture, 
of course, has had somewhat similar objects, and its aid and 
encouragement, as well as that of all other honest newspa- 
pers, our Association asks and expects; but the inuendo is 
unfair and uncalled for, and we feel sure that the correspon- 
dent, and not the paper, is at fault. 
The Association hegan with a few, a very few earnest 

workers, and has increased until the roll now nnmbers more 
than 200 members, and in that number I am proud to be one, 
for many of them are among the solidest business men of the 
cily. The Association’s objects nave been kept steadily in 
view, although they cannot be fully accomplished at once. 
The reports of the officers, which were read (notin ‘‘Homo’s” 
presence), but which will be sent to you before being pub- 
lished, are, to say the least, encouraging. 
Not to recite them all, the Delaware has been cleared of 

fish dams from the northeast corner of the State to Easton, 
and over 100 destroyed onthe Susquehanna. Large num- 
bers 6f nets have beén confiscated, several streams lave been 
restocked, and illegal fishing in a number of places has been 
Seca . : 

e dinner of which ‘“Homo” speaks is not a dinner of 
re Association at all; it is a dinner of (he members. 
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The Association’s objects are set forth in their constitu- 

tion, but the work that we haye cut out for ourselves, as 
you know, is notan eusy one, and it is not strange that we 
gel hungry or that we desire to become more closely acquain- 
ted one with another, No better way has vyer been found 
for such a purpose than a good “feed,” but our ‘‘feed” is 
personal and not of the Association, J. G. 
PHILADELPAIA, Pa., Noy. 21. 

‘The writer of the above communication has misinterpre- 
ted the spirit of the note to which he takes exception; it was 
pot written nor printed as an invendo. His mistake ig, how- 
ever, quite purdonable, and the spirit displayed equally re- 
freshinge in these days of so many game and fish protective 
associations chiefly given to dining and wining. Wor the 
apirit displayed by the Anglers’ Association of BHastern 
Pennsylvania we have the highest respect, and we have 
noted with much satisfaction the encrectic way in which 
the seciety has set about the accomplishment of its self- 
intposed task, ] 

TROUTING ON THE BIGOSH, 

FIRST DAY. 

T will be useless to hunt for the Bigosh on the map, for 
that isnot the true name of the river, but only a pet 

numé bestowed uponit by a select party, and wsed to keep 
its exact location from the knowledge of certain friends who 
might peradyenture get wet feet and take cold if they went 
browsing around our favorite trouting grounds. This reason 
is still a valid one, and allhough some of our party haye pre- 
tended to divulge, ‘‘in striet confidence,” the real name and 
haunts of this famous stream there is good reason to believe 
that its waters still meander along in their accustomed chan- 
nel without, heing soiled by the wading boots, or disturbed 
by the boats of those who so strenuously sought to tind where 
so many large (rout were annually taken. 

I don’t mind telling you how the Bigosh came by ils pres- 
unt ame, because if you should stumble on it and come 
across good old ‘‘Unele Ben,” who has been our guide, phil- 
osopher and friend, he might casually speak of it as the 
Bigosh, but might be loth to give you the correct derivation 
of the name through modesty, he haying materially assisted 
al the christeniny. Now this was the wiy it came about: 
One of our party has boy called Jack, and to set the 
mutter of bis pitermity at rest, J don’t mind telling you 
further that when Jack goes to his father to haye a fish-hook 
cut out of his thumb, he does not come tome. Now, Jack 
is fond of fishing, and a couple of years ago, when he bad an 
invitation to spend his vacation with a country cousin, who 
mentioned ‘lots of trout’ among the attractions, he went. 
On his return, the stories le told, accompanied with vouch- 
ers in the shape of large trout, made his father feel sadly in 
need of 4 vacation also; but 48 it is written that it is not 
food for man to be alone, he inyiled the party now kuown 
as ‘‘we three,” and we went also. 

Allow me to introduce Uncle Ben; farmer, obese, jolly, 
tat 50, fond of fishing and owner of a small boat, The con- 
yentional ‘‘uide” is not known on the Bigosh because it has 
not been visited hy those whose demand creates the sapply, 
und Uncle Ben yolubteered his seryices und the use of his 
boat, partly from love of fishing, partly from a surplus flow 
of the lacteal fluid of human kindness, and partly from 
curiosity to ‘‘see you fellers ketch them ere big trout with 
them litttle whip stocks;’ Uncle Ben’s ‘‘pole” would never 
be mistaken for a-whip-stoclk, for, ashe said, and we believed 
him, ‘jest let one of them all-fired big trout git a good hold 
on the hoek and he’s got to come, by gosh!” This latter ex- 
pletive was a favorite one with him, aud usually appeared 
somewiliere in a sentence either as an introduction, an inter- 
polation, or a final exclamation, Tis constant use hart left 
its impression on his great wondering, honest face, so that a 
look of surprise from him left his open mouth in the shape 
of forming the words, and the laughing-wrinkle on his fat 
cheeks seemed always ready to pucker in readiness to assist 
at its utterance, 
“We three” never cluded Jack, who always accompanied 

Ug a8 an appendix, and a voluminous one at that, for he was 
only a boy, full of enthusiasm, curiosity and chat; therefore 
there were fiye persons in the little boat. Of course you 
will say that there were too many, and we will grant you 
this without argument, We had rigged our casts under the 
wondering serutiny of Uncle Ben, and the frequent repetition 
of his favorite word. After afew casts Jack took a small 
trout, and Uncle Ben, in his excitement, lost an oar as he 
yelled, “You got him! Lool out that ere switeh don't 
break! By gosh, 1 wouldn't believed it; but wait till one of 
them big ones bites on then feathers, and then, by gosh, 
look out!” ; 

Drifting down slowly we occasionally picked mp a small 
trout, but nothing which seemed to alarm Uncle Ben for the 
safety of “them ere whip-stocks;” he was already satisfied 
that a three or four-ounce trout could be captured with them, 
and waited, with more or less patience, to se¢ what he was 
pleased ta term ‘tan old Junker” hook on toa light rod. 
After passing the sandy point, where the big pines stand, 
we caimeé to a bend of the river where a deep pool was partly 
shaded by inclining hemlocks, and here the eld man became 
neryous in anticipation of broken rods, und an opportunity 
to display the staunchness of his trusty “pole.” 

“Right im there, chuck yer fly over there by that dead 
cedar limb if you want to get bold of a lunker,” shouted 
Unele Ben, ‘that’s where me and my boy took them five 
trout last year thal weixhed twenty-one pounds, plump, no 
ounces more nor less,” he continued. A few casts and one 
of ‘owe three” had a rise that indicated considerable avoirdu- 
pois on the part of the riser, and the yigorous singing of 
ihe reel confirmed the indications. A fight followed which 
did uot differ sufficiently from the regulation struggle with 
u four pounder to warrant a description of the details of 
how line was given and taken; how there was danger of 
entanglement with sunken cedar limbs and of sawing the 
line off under the boat. We all know how that is, and how 
hearts beat quicker and pulses throb as the chances of yie- 
tory vr defeat incline toward the angler or the troul. This 
has Deen written so often that I am as glad of a chance to 
skip it as you are that I have done so, Here I think I have 
in adyantage over the veader in having placed him under 
an obligation, and hope that the sparing of a threatened 
juiliction will be appreciated. 
You should haye seen Uncle Ben! Sometimes he stood 

erect inthe boat, his 190 Tbs, making it unsafe at any dis- 
tance above the gunwale, and again he sat down with a 
thump when admonished that an erect position was not the 
satesf one in a boat. His face was a study. Sometimes his 
white teeth gleumed with satisfaction, and anon his puckered 
lips hid them trom view. Once, when the trout leaped high, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

and he thought the moment of parting was near, he held his 
ibreath, expecting to see either rod or line suap, but when the 
lip was lowered and slack given until the fish wus fairly 
down again, and the strain gradually brought upon it once 
more, he drew along breath and lis lips fornied his pet 
‘phrase, though no sound came from them, He felt the re- 
lief which comes after passing a dangerous point, und he 
evidently had a higher opinion of fly-rods than before, and 
mentally confessed that he liad learned how to enjoy fishing 
more than eyer, and was inwardly calculating how many 
eres and how much butter it would require to have “one of 
them “ere rods” sent to him from New York, 

The fight was over, and the baltle was wou, A huge 
trout was coming in on its side, weak und exhausted, aud 

| when Uncle Ben saw its broad side gleaming in the play of 
sunlight through the cedars, # more moderate altack of his 
former excitement came on. Dropping his steering paddle 
and waying the landing-nét, which he had retained a firm 
stip on, he jumped up is readiness to land the victim. Alas! 
iis excitement made him forget his ponderosity, and in try- 
ing to correct a forward lurch by a backward one, lie seated 
himself overboard, The hoat, relieved of the strain, righted, 
and we saw Uncle Ben in the form of an inverted rainbow 
completely below the surface. He turned, rose, his head 
appeared above the water, sud blowing the fluid from his 
mouth with a force that sent if into the boat, he spluttered 
out, “By gosh!” 

Thus was the river named. At first we only called the 
pool where the big trout was taken, und where Unele Ben 
moistened his clothing from hat to boots, the Bigosh, but 
gradually we extended the name to the whole river, and it 
has become a household word, adopted eyen by Uncle Ben 
when speaking or wriliug tous, sndeach year we look tor- 
ward (0 a week of trouting on the Bigosh, Of course Jack 
laughed at seeing Uncle Ben make a hole in the water, no 
need to tell that. The trout? Oh, the splash gaye him 4 
scare and strength to break away. Fren MATHER, 

[To BE GONTINTED. | 

Penneyvivanra Fiex Nores.—For years back the tribu- 
iaries of Pine Creek, which is a goodly sized stream running 
into the Susquehanna two or three miles above Jersey Shore, 
Pennsylvania, haye been among the best trout waters of 
our State, owing to their being difficult of access, and many 
fine fish could be taken from their waters. Last season the 
new railroad, “Pine Creek, Jersey Shore and Buftalo,”’ 
which was connected with the Reading Railroad, opened up 
this inaccessible region, and took tourists by the score to 
the fishing grounds, and the consequence was that thous- 
ands upon thousands of trout, large and small alike, were 
brought ont. I listened to the lamentations of two gentle- 
men from Jersey Shore to-day, and they say the new rail- 
road will in another season ruin What was their only reliable 
grounds, judging from what they uoticed this spring and 
summer, They tell me black bass throng the Susquehanna 
at Jersey Shore, and that an astonishing number are taken 
eyery season ou layout lines, This summer it was discovered 
that the bass were wormy, und the report being circulated, 
no one could be induced to eat the fish. The consequence 
was the out-line fishermen ceased their work. Weirs and 
fish dams. [am told, are numerous m the same section, My 
informants state positively that they have scen the genuine 
salmon (not the wall-eyed pike that is sometimes called 
salmon in the Susquehanna) taken near Jersey Shore on the 
Susquehanna River, Cun this be so?”—Homo, 

LHisheulture, 

FISHWAYS IN THE OSWEGO RIVER. 

OME three years ago an appropriation was made by the 
\) Legislature to cover the necessary expense of building 
fishways in the Oswego River, over such dams as needed them, 
in the belief that this stream, once the favorite resort of the 
kingly salmon and still the home of that prince among fresh- 
water fish, the small-mouth black bass, wight again.offer such 
inducements to the finny tribes generally as to result in the 
recovery of its ancient fame, This pO RHAHON was to be 
expended by theSuperintendent of Public Works of the State, 
under direction of the Fish Commissioners, Because of some 
delay, unaccountable at the present, the time for which the 
appropriation was available lapsed, and the ways were nob 
uilt, 
A second appropriation passed the Legislature of 1852, but 

failed of the Governor's signature, and it was not until the 
resent summer that the money, the recommendation of the 
Jommission, and a willingness upon the part of the State 

officials to act, came in conjunction. This happy concabeng- 
tion of events, however, did take place during the past sum- 
mer, and we have our fishways. f 
On the 19th of Augustthe work begau. In thirty-one days 

from the time of the receipt of the first timber four ways 
were constructed andin working condition, These are placed 
as follows: One at the lower dam, a distance of « little more 
than one mile from the river's mouth; the second at the 
“high dam,” a mile above; a third at the Minetto dam, a mile 
and a half further up stream, and the fourth at the Battle 
Tsland dam about eight miles from the mouth. The first dam 
is 10 feet in height, the fishway 42! feet long and 6 feet 
broad; the second dum rises to 12 feet, and the way is 50 feet 
long by 6 broad; the third and fourth dims are each about 
& feet high, and the ways about #4 feet in length by 6 in 
breadth, 
The rule of the way is 3 feet of length to every 1 of height. 

The figures given show that this was in¢reased to 4 to 1, mak- 
ing the inchne much more gradual. 
The form of way is that, Se by the U. 8. Mishery Com- 

mission, known as the latest McDonald, being the invention 
of Col. MeDonald, of Virginia, and each was putin under the 
personal supervisiou of Dr, J, VY. Simmons, the superintendent 
appointed by Col. McDonald. Under his instrnctions and im- 
mediate supervision was P. M. Cunningham, Esq., the con- 
tractor, whose experience in other dock, pier and marine 
work had fitted him most excellently for this service, and 
whose local pride urged-him to make a success of the Oswego 
River waysif such a thing was possible. ap if 
With such assistants, then, the State authorities had but 

little doubt of the result of their work, and the rapid and 
thorough execution of the same was « foregone conclusion. 

Our ways are in, the first McDonald ways north of Mason 
and Dixon line, but for the sake of all gentle fishermen, we 
hope not the last, Each way is protected by “‘ice-breakers.’ 
heayy beams which deflect the floating ice, and each is so 
placed that the fish can easily find it, and so far as we have 
yet been able to judge, but one thing remains to be done to 
renderthese as perféct as fishways way be. I refer to the 
need of gates above to: ate the flow. of water. At alltimes 
there is enough, and_at certain seasons, esp ly in the 
spring, too much water, The way becomes flooded. Ta 
remedy this, simple gates could be constructed at the head of 
the chute and raised or lowered as occasion might demand. 

O_o 

~ [Noy, 29, 1888. 

Such gates could be placed in position at all four of the ways 
for $100 ta 3150. Ii would seem a pity to lose the full benefit 
of this work for the lack of soinexpensive 4n addition. Fi, 
Oswead, Nov., TH8d. 

SALMON BREEDING IN MAINH.—At the Penobscot 
Station the work of spawning’salmoén was closed Noy. 8. The 
stock of salmon impounded in June as breeders numbered 43. 
During the summer 133 of them died; 267 were taken out at 
the spawning season, 207 females, G0 males, an unusually large 
percentage of females. Of ages there were obtained 2,400,000, 
At Grand Lake Station 1,004 Schoodit salmon were taken be- 
tween Oct, SU and Nov. 20, Of females there were 710, bil of 
these proved uravid, and yielded 970,00" eggs, an average of 
1.461 eggs apiece, The weather has been innsually favorable 
to comtort, and doubtless in consequence of the warmth the 
fish matnred earlier than in ordinary seasons. ‘The ground has 
been covered withsnow since Nov, 13, the smaller lakes are 
entively covered with ics, and enough ice has formed in the 
narrower parts of Grand and Pocumpus lakes to infebrupt 
navigation.—C, G. A. 

| Che Hennel, 

Ta tusure prompt attention commumeations should te ad 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
indiaiduals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
nortance are liahle to delay. 

. 

FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS, 
December 10. 20 and 21,—New Orleans Bench Show. Mntries close 

Dee.10, Charles Lincoln, Superintendent, New Orléans, La. 
Jan. 208, 4, 1884.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench Show, Meri- 

den, Conn, Joshua Shute, Secretary, Meriden. Conn. 
April —, 1484—The Cleveland Beneh Show Association's Second 

Bench Show, Charles Lincoln, Superinteadent, C, M. Muniiall, Sec 
retary, Cleveland, Ohio. 

FIELD TRIALS. 

December 3, 1843,—National American Kenvel Glib, Pitti Aminal 
yea at Grand Junction, Tenu. D, rycen, Secretary, Memphis, 
enn, 
December 3.—Gilroy Red and Gun @lob’s Phind Annual Field Trials 

at Gilroy, Cal., for dogs owned in Calitornia, Arizona, Oregon and 
Nevada, Entrees close Dec, 2. HE, Leuvesloy, Secretary, Gilroy, Cal. 
December 10.—New Orleans (Gun Club's Southern States Field 

Trials at Canton, Miss. Wutries close Dec. 9, J. 6. Renand, Secre- 
tary, New Orleans, La, 

A NOVEMBER RUN. 

ls ee first of Noyember was one of those charming mornings 
that no lover of fle chase would let pass without proper 

velebration, Tt was calu, balmy and clear, with the smoke 
from the chimneys quietly bending to the north—the perter- 
tion of a fox-hunting morning. Ineyer let such an opportun- 
ity, go by without improvement. At early sunrise t was in 
my saddle and olf to the fields. Fourteen Byron hounds fol- 
lowed next. Four of them were thoroughly trained, and 
eight were FURIES four of them ouly eight months old, I 
haye scarcely entered the hunting ground, when Bett stonck 
a gray fox and all quickly joined in, the puppies with as much 
enthusiasm as the trained matrons, The trail beiny a warn 
one, the chase was carried on with great vim and the fox’s 
cover was avon reached. He made off quiethy, manifesting 
but litttle concern, and appearing more enchanted than fright- 
ened by the choir chanting in his rear. Half an hour's work, 
however, made it impossible to wideu the space between him- 
self and the pursuers. The necessity of repeated doubles was 
imperative now, aud well did he understand and repeat this 
maneuver, The scene of the race was well adapted to such 
tacties, but it was, at the same time, quite in favor of the 
hounds, It was a very large old field, well covered 
with pine tops of several hundred acres, with occasional 
patches of thick undergrowth of pines just sufficiently ex- 
tended to break a view by his pursuers, but nub thick enough 
to secure him a rest for even a second. Around and around in 
this vast old tield. repeated again and again, did this sturdy 
fox test the value of every trick the ingenuity of a tox ever 
invented. The eight Byron puppies could never be thrown off 
the track, covering it all the while with marked exactness, 
leaving the flanking to their seniors. Occasional sight dashes 
increased their eagerness up to the closing of the scene, ovcur- 
ring: just one honr from its Commencement, T. G, T. 
Gaston, N.C. 

DINKS. 

Ps} age suceeds to ape and reason to tradition, so the realities 
£ of the past become the myths of the present, While the 
history of Ulysses isrelegated to the domain of pure fiction, 
the story of his dog hero remains a fixed quantity. 

The fidelity of the dog, man’s constant friend, has been the 
theme of poets, historians and writers of every age: ner is by 
auy confusion of intellect thab 

“he poor filian, whose withtoved mite 

Sees Gad fu clouds und hears him in the wind :” 

thinks that 
“Transported to that beter sky, 
His faithiul dog shall bear him compary.” 

Dinks was 4 setter of ancient lineage, and would scarcely 
condescend to notice a cur of low degree, but wpon meeting 
such # one would trot by with nose and tail at an elevation 
and with evident disdain. 
Dinks became very oitich attached to me and when he had 

an attack of loneliness at home would start olf to pay mea 
visit at ny place of business,some three miles distant; but 
owing to his affectionate disposition he would often get picked 
up by thieves on such oceasions, and as I could not iiduce 
myself’ to chain him, TI resolved to tind hon another ‘kind 
master, Sol gave him to a friend in the country, remote, 
and where,dog thieves had no existence, Visiting my friend 
about eighteen nionths thereafter. 1 was surprised to find a 
complete recognition by Dinks, who immediately resumed jis 
old relation, Subsequently 7 gave the same gentleman a 
cocker spaniel pup, Vineear by name, Vinegar was a plucky 
little brute, and as soon us he arrived at doy’s estate, formed an 
alliance offensive and defensive with Pussy, another setber on 
the premises, Pussy, when aloue, was very mich afraid of 
Dinks, but Vinegar, though not halt his size, neyer hesitated 
to attack him whenever aud wherever it pleased him, and if - 
Pussy where on hand, poor Dinks had to stand fire from both 
front and rear. y , 

The Pussy and Vinegar combination was finally successful, 
and Dinks wasso completely subdued that he scarcely dare 
thrust his head from under the house, where he had taken 
refuge, evento get food. Affairs remained in this condition 
until a subsequent visit I made two yeurs after, Dinks again 
recognized me, followed me everywhere, and the day of mry 
arrival issueu a declaration of independence by giving Vine- 
var a good thrashing, though it afterward transpired he only 
awaited my departure to re-establish the former condition 
Dinks monopolized my entire time during my stay, sleeping 
at my door at night, and if Vitiegar came nuar him he woul 
look in my face to assure himself of beeper and give 4 growl 
at the cocker, who seemed fully to vealize the significance of 
the situation and march off slowly under evident mental 
rotest, - i 

i The day after I left Vinegar resumed bis usual authority. 
’ 

7 —E— — —=—=—<_— 
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drove Dinks te his lair, and continued to inspire him with | The dog was steady to wing, but soon went ona few steps 
fear, until finally Vinegar died, After Dinks had snflicient 
assuted himself that lis enemy had disappeared he returme 
to his former haunts us much inspirited as increasing age aud 
infirmities permitted, At the time of my third visit I was 
again veriembered, though eithteen months had elapsed; and 
the morning Istirted for home Lsupposed I hud eluded Dinks, 
us he was nowhere in sight, but in this | was mistaken. 
As Ldrove through « village [had to pass, [saw Dinks lei- 

surely drop himself in the road from over a tence directly in 
my path. He doubtless saw the carriage driving from the 
house, and knowin he would not be permittedto follow, made 
wshort tut through the woods, a thing he had never been 
known to do before, and met me as I have described. 

Securing him, L continued my journey, and 1 am told for a 
week aiterimy departure he acted usone hereftof reason, 
whineé inguivinely around the place, aud suddenly disap- 
peared, to seek mein the village where be had last seen me, 
and remained there until he was nearly starved before he 
would return liome, although entreated tu do so. 

Deerepitiude setting in, his master determined in merey to 
destroy bim, und for that purpose procured ten grains of mor- 
phine, rnixed if iu a pan of milk, shutting it with Dinks in the 
stable. When the doors were opened the milk had disappeared 
to the last drop, but Dinks was alive, and yet lives, in better 
health than for years, doubtlessin axpectation of another 
visit from his old triend and master. Gano, €, Henning. 
Wasyineros Gury, Nov. TRH, 

THE EASTERN FIELD TRIALS, 

HH tfth wonnal trials of the Hastern Field Trials Club 
commenced at Migh Point, N. C., 

yery favorable auspices, We gave last week o stiimmal'y of 
the rnnning wp to Tuesday night. On Tuesday it commenced 
Yaining af 10:50, the showers inerew#£ng in frequency uptil we 
were obliged fo suspend the rnnning at 20 and return, to 
town. Wednesday mormiugit still rained, and we did not 
Teaye the hotel pntil nearly 11:30, when a start was made. 

i 
when another got up, and then tli¢ rest followed, Don walked 
among them as they were getting up, bul stopped to order, 
The dogs were then worked over the ground for any that were 
left, and Don found one and pointed just asit rose, and was a 
trifle unsteady fo wing. The judges than ¢onsulted and the 
dogs were urdered up and the heat awarded'to Bnckellow. 
Down two honrs and twenty-two minutes, 

CORINNG AND MLASH 
were at onve put down, both dogs hadnot been batore handled 
by their owners, and were hot wnder good control. Corinne 
is rather a pretty red Irish bitch, with quite a turn of speed. 
She also did seme ood work, and will, 
make 4 good dow with proper haudling, Plash is an 

| orange and white of good size; she moves fairly well, but 
| carries her head rather low. She did not have much chance 
to show hev good qualities, although we were told that she 
works very well, ey were cast off where the last brace 
were taken up, and worked toward the scattered birds, but 
only two of them were found, and they got up before the 
handlers and judges. Wethen beat out some sedge and weetls, 
but found nothing until at the foot of a knoll Flash finshed a 
hare and gave him a good race up the hill. After about a 
hundred yards of prethy lively work the hare got enough of 
it and squatted, bnt Flash, whose blood was up, kept on, 
Just then Corinne came up, and before the hare had got his 
wind she routed him and raced him back, and as the lay of 

| the land was in her favor she got in some yery zood work and 
was fast overhauling him when Judze Wilson shied a shillalab 
at her and put a stop to the fun. Wethen crossed the road 
toafield of sedge where Corinue Hushed a beyy_ that she 
should have pointed, Working on after them both dogs made 

ou Monday last under very pretty points, Flash to a single and Corinne to another 
large bevy, which Leach flushed to order and let them have it 
with one barrel, and tora while there was quite a shower of 
birds and feathers, no less than seyen coming to griet, Corinne 
retrieved one very nicely, and alittle further ou she found 
another and brought that in good formalso. We then went 
in the pines, where Flash put up one, and u little further on | 

There was an pceasional very slizht shower, but upon tbe | Leach flushed one and killed it, Corinne then pointed a single 
Whole the afternoon was favorable, exceptthatthe birds were very prettily, but Crosman, who did not see her, flushed ib 
inchned to run and the worl: in consequence was not so good 
asit would have been ordinarily. Thursday was a capital 
day, except that i was too warm tor comfort, nevertheless 
g00d progress was mate, and some exceptionyiy fine work | 
was done, Driday itugain rained, and continued with slight 
intermission through the day, rendering ih necessary to post- 
poue the running, 
On Saturday the weather was fair. and if was very warm. 

Hxcellent progress Was Wade with the work, no less than 
twolve heats being finished. This is one more heat than was 
run on the bust day lastyear, The quality of the work notynite 
$0 good As We expected to see, although some of it was first 
class. The running for the Members’ Stake will be tonnd he- 
low. We published « cut of the winner last week. 
Judge Wilson was obliged to retin home andit was decided 

to finish ibe All-Aged Stake under the two remaining judges, 
and in order to expedite the running so that those that were | 
oie 
devi 
running that Monday morning while the All-Aged Stake was 
being finished, Messrs. J, 0, Donner and Hllict Smith were 
appointed to act mutil the finish of the All-Aged when Mr. 
Adams would join them, Mr. Bergundthal being obliged to 
return home. 

THE MEMBERS’ STAKE, 

The first event upou the card was the Members’ Stuke fora 
ye of plate, value S100. Dach gentleman ran his own dog. 

e had hoped to see at least a dozen or diore eilries, but sev- 
eral gentlemen who nuudoubtedly wonld have entered their 
dogs sould uot be present, and ouly eight putin an appear- 
anee, Pollowing are the entries and the order in which they 
were drawn to cin: 
Bucmnnew.—W. A. Coster. Mlatbush, L. 1, orange and 

white Buehish setter dog (Druid—Ruby), 
geist 

Dow Jban.—iliot Smith, New York, lemon and white 
pointer dog (Sensation—Psyche IT). 

‘to Grand Junction could get away in season, it was 

Cokinne,—Geo. T, Leach, New York, red Irish setter bitch 
(Peter—Countess), 

against ' 
FiAsh.—J, Heron Crosman, New York, orange and white 

Hneglish setter bitch (Lincoln—Daisy Dean). 

Rax.—Elliot Smith, New York, lemon and white pointer 
dog (Rush—Rowp), 

; ugqniist 
GsrrrupE.—J. W, Orth, Pittsburgh, Pa., black, white and 

tan Wnglish setter bitch (Gladstone—Nellie). . 

RKvt.—Bayard Thayer, Lancaster, Mass., lemon and 
white polnter biteh (Snapshot—Ruby), 

against 
Brock.—George I. Leach, New York, red Irish setter dog 

(Count Bosco—My Duciiess), 

BUOKNWLLEW AND DON JUAN. 

The tirst brace, Buckellew and Don Juan, were cast off on 4 
steep side hill at 9:50, Buckellew ran in the first heat of the 
Members’ Stake last year and was beaten by Pag. Don Juan 
was entered last year inthe All-Aved Stake, but was taken 
lame and did notrun, Both dogs move at an easy lope that 
eoyers a lot of 2round. 
stay, aud are capital dogs for a week's shooting. They were 
vast Of ina. patch of stubble which was ditawn blank, We 
then wrossed the gully and through sowe pines te a large and 
likely looking field of stubble, comm aud weed patches. Don 
was the first to find; he pointed very nicely to the scent of 
a bevy, but was not quite rigid, although he held his position, 
while Buck, who had struel the tril below him, roxded them 
outin goor style. Coster, to order, flushed a nice bevy and 
winged one, Buck dropped to wing. Dou halt dropped, but 
colnmenced drawing on and was drape to order, Buck fail- 
ing to find the bird which had run. They were worked into 
some weeds atter them, where both clallanjzed, but the birds 
got up wild before either conld establish a point. We then 
swung back into » patch of corn, wheré Don half pointed and 
then swung out, refusing to come tio call, and went straight to 
inother large bevy, which he pointed in grand style. Buck 
backing in equal good form. Smith, to order. finshed them 
and linlled one, Buck dropping to wing and Don to order, 
Don was sent in retrieve, but did not go fur enough and tailed 
to find, but when we moved on Buck picked up the bird and 
brought it nively, We then beat ont some likely looking 
plutes, where both dogs showed sign of game, but nothing 
was found, 
We then swuny round, where some of the birds were marked 

down, and Buck pointed a single in the dry leaves, but the 
hird flushed wild as the judges came up, and the dog got no 
credit tor 1, Taking 4 long turn up a hollow both dogs chal- 
lenged, but could make noghing of it; but as we came buck 
upon the other side the spectators put. up a beyy uear the 

ee. Following them w 
and a little further on Buck half pointed, but before he was 
rigid several birds gotup wild and then his bird flushed, Then 
Don male a stylish pomt, which was gracefully honored by 
Buck. Sinith flushed the bird to order, but did not shoot, 
This was a eeppeceaditehls piece of work, as it wasamong the 
dry leaves. We then took quite a turn, working baci: toward 
the town withont « find until we came to a Jerse open field, 
where Coster walked into a fine hevy. Following them u 
Busk pointed yery nicely a bird whith soon flushed i 

Although they ave not fast they can | 

two were flushed by Mr, Smith, — 

ed to appoint extra judges for the Derby, and commence | 

while forcing his way through a thicket. A little further on 
| Flash scored a fiush, and they were ordered ip and the heat 
awarded to Corinne. Down forty-two minutes, 

RAR AND GERTRUDE 

were al once put down among the scattered buds. Hab ran 
in the All-Aged Stake last yeur and showed sotme capital work, 
but was beaten by Croxteth. Gertrude ran a good race in the 

' National Derby of 1881, although she did not get a place. Last 
year at the uhicken trials she divided third; she has also won 
honors on the hench. They were cast off in the thick pines 

| among not very close lyiug birds, which was unfortunate for 
| Rab, who isafast aud wide ranger, and before he had got 
| settled he was beaten by Gerty, who is a very careful, level- 
| headed bitch, Kah started at speed and soon scored a flush, 
while Gerty madea beautiful point, which Rab at once hon- 

|ored in givand style. Phe bird was flushed to order by Orth 
and missed, Gerty dropping to shoot while Rub moved on a 
step ortwo. A little further on Rab put up one, and Gerty at 
one followed stut. Rab then swimg round when the last 
bird sot wp, and pointed, Gerty backing him nicely, when the 
rest_.of the bevy fiushed heyond them. Moving on Gerty half 
pointed a rabbit, and soou after she pinned a brace of birds, 
whieh Rab also pointed; Smith flushed them aud scored a 
niiss, both dogs remaining steady. They were then ordered 

jup and the heat was awarded to Gertrude, Down eleven 
minutes. 

RUE AND BROCK 

were pow culled for, but RuGaot being on hand we went to 
‘lunch, Atterlunch we rettimed to where the last heat was 
finished, and they were cast off in the open field. Rue has 
been in the papers often, aud is well known to our readers as 
a noted winter on the bench, She was purchased by her 
owner af the New York show last spring at the long price of 
$1,000. She was dead lame from an accidentto her toot while 
crossing a tence, and ran most of the time on three legs, She 
is quite speedy and stylish, a wide ranger, and has a good 
nosé. Broek won the Members’ Cup on Robins Island two 
yearsago. Healso ran in both the Members’ and All-Aged 
Stakes here last year, but was not placed, Rue was the first 
to find, but had not fairly established her point when two 
birds were flushed by her handler in going to her; he 
shot at one but missed it, Rue remaining steady. 
Both dogs then disappeared in the pines and were found point- 
ing close together, but the bird flushed before the judges came 
upy Rue then crossed a gully and made «stylish point, Brock 
was called up to back, but the bird flushed wild before he got 
there: this was very welldone by Rue, Working in a little 
further, we swung back and she soon had another pinned, 
Brock backing herin good style. She drew on a few steps 
and located her bird in first-class style. Thayer, to order, 
flushed and killed the bird, which Rue retrieved fairly well. 
Working on Rue again pointed yery prettily just as a bird 
rose in front of her, she held her point staunchly, and Thayer, 
to order, put up the bird and killed it, and Brock retrieved 
very well. A little further on one got up near Rue in the dry 
leaves. We then crossed the road where Rne made a hand- 
some point just a second before a bird flushed in front of her, 
The dogs were then ordered up ald the heat awarded to Rue, 
Down forty-four minutes. : 

This ended the first series with the following swmimary: 

First Series, 
Buckellew beat Don Juan. 
Corinne beat Flash. 
Gertrude beat Rah, 
Rue beat Brock. 

~ Second Series. 

BUCKELLEW AND CORINNE 
were cast off and worked through 4 patch of sedge to some 
woods, where we waited some time for permission to himt a 
good looking field. Obtaining leave they were again cust off 
and worked over the field nearly to the road, where Buck 
caught a little scent, and throwing up his head swung out for 
them and struck the trail, which he roaded out yery well in- 
deed, and established his point in fine style. Corinne 
came and backed him indifferently, anid was a trifle an- 
steady to wing, when Coster, to order, put up the bevy, 
killing one, uck dropped to shot and remained steady 
nutil ordered to retrieve, when Corinne went on and brought 
the bird, A portion of the bevy settled in some woods, where 
we followed them on fuot, Buck doing some very careful work 
in the dry leayes, but he could not get near enough to them 
to establish a point. two or three of them getting up ahead of 
him; he then scored a flush on oue that we thought he should 
have pointed. We then worked down a branch a short dis- 
tance, wher the spectators put up a bevy which went over a 
hill, except two on three which settled near us—oue of them 
being flushed by Corinne, Wethen worked toward the rest 
of them, and Buck jumped into a very gamy point. Coster, 
to order, flushed the birds, but did uot shvot. They wera 
then ordered up, and the heat was awarded tu Buck, Down, 
ping about twenty minutes’ wait, one hour and twenty 
minutes. 

GERTRUDE. AND RUE 

. | after two or three birds fiushed wild abead of Rue, 

were af once called and putdown onthesame ground, Mean- 
time several birds had got upall around us. Working down 
a pully, Gertrude ran into one down wind and flushed it, for 
which she was not to blame, Rue then swung into some 
yroods, where she located a singlein a very stylish manner. 
Thayer, to order, put up the bird, but did not es Geen 

e then 

doubtless, | 

beat through some sedge to the woods, and turned back to 
where the last birds settled, one of which Rue nuns in fine 
style, Gertrude backing in equal good form, The bird was 
flushed by Thayer to order, but uot shot at. We 
then turned back and beat ont the sedge to the 
road which we follewed east a short distance to a patch of 
sedze which we worked out tosome low pines, where Gerty 
challenged to the scent of a bevy and commenced roading them 
yery nicely, when Rue came up and gettine their course. 
swung out after them and located them, making a beautiful 
point. This was very well done, and they were ordered up, 
and Rue was awarded the heat. Down one hour and fourteen 
winutes, It was now nearly dark, and we sturted for town, 
It is but fair to Gerty to say that she appeared to be all off, 
and did uot run in het usual good form. This ended thesecond 
series, leaving only Buckellew and Rue to compete for the 
prize, Following is the summary: 

Secon Series. 
Buckellew beat Corinne. 
Rue beat Gertrude, 

Third Series. 

BUCKELLEW AND RUE. 
Tuesdwy morning we left the hotel a little before § o'clock 

and took an easterly course. The weather was delightful, 
giving promise of a splendid day for shooting. The dogs were 
put down at two minutes pasta short distance cast of the 
town in a piece of woods, and worked down a branch to an 
open field, which was drawn blank. We then went down the 
road through some woods where Rue challenged and roaded 
nicely a short distance, but soon gave it up. We then turned 
in to the farm of Mayor Snew, which is highly cultivated, and 
is just the place to find the birds, for they have plenty of feed 
and cover. 

Working through a large orchurd where a crop of millet had 
been raised both dogs vanged wide and well, Rue haying 4 
little the best of Buck in speed, she had partially recovered 
from her lameness and apparently realized that she must put 
her lamest as well as her best foot forward. Buck, however, 
was the first to find, making a capital point to a large bevy in 
some tall weeds. Rue struck the trail of the same beyy and 
yoaded it out very nicely, Jocating the birds in fine style, 
Coster, to order, put up the birds and killed a very neat right 
and left. Buck when sent to retrieve picked up lus bird and 
started with 1 in his mouth to get the other but turned to the 
whistle and delivered his bird in faultless style. Rue then 
equally well brought the other which was only winged, This 
was a very prethy piece of work. 
We then worked over the field to the edge ef some woods, 

where a fresh bevy flushed from a thicket and settled among 
the pines. Leaying our horses we followed thein across a 
gully. Rue struck them first and made a beautiful point 
which Buck instuntly honored. Thayer, to order, put up the 
birds, but did not shoot, We then worked over jhe ground to 
find if amy were left, but only two were found, one of them 
being fished by the judges, and the other getting up wild 
some distance ahead of Buck. We then went through the 
woods to a clover tield, which we crossed to a thicket, where 
both dogs struck scent, and moved on into the cover, where 
Buck pointed; Rue swung round toward him and also pointed 
a bird which flushed itself a second or twe after. Then at 
least twenty-five pot upall around us, both dogs remaining 
steady, One of the birds settled in the zrass, and Rue made 
a nice point to it just a second before it got up. Crossing a 
creek, we followed them to a thicket, where Rue winded 
them, and with her head high in the air, lovated them in 
capital style, Meantime Buck got in a very gamy 
point to the same bird, which flushed as we Came 
up. A few of them had run und Rue struck the trail 
and roaded them out very nicely. Buck, who was a little to 
one side, backed her, and as she moyed on, he drew a few 
steps and made a nice point toa very large bevy, which rose 
as We came up, and several scattered birds also got ip at the 
noise. We then swung into some pines, where Rue made a 
beautiful point, which Buck instantly honored in grand style. 
Judge Adams, shooting for Thayer, flushed the bird and 
scored a miss, both dogs remaining steady. [ue then moved 
ona liftle and again pointed, and two more were aa up. 
They were then ordered up and the heat was awarded to Rue, 
who wus declared the winner of the Members’ Cup. Down 
one hour and thirteen minutes. This was a capital heat, the 
work of both dogs being of a high order ot merit, Wollowing 
is a summary: 

First Series, 
Buckellew beat Don Juan, 
Corinne beat Flash. 
Gertrude heat Rab. 
Rue beat Brock. 

Second Series. 
Buekellew beat Corinne. 
Rue beat Gertrude. 

. 

Third Series. 
Rue beat Buckellew and wins the eup. 

ALL-AGED STAKE. 

GUS BONDHU AND CARRIE J, 

Immediately atter the tinish of -the Members’ Stake this 
brace was called to open the ball in the All-Aged Stake. Gus 
Bondhu came to the post in excellent condition, and ran a 
much better race than we expected to see, judging from bis 
Previous performances. He ran last year in the National 
Derby, aud was beaten by Carrie J. in his nrst heat,-by Pink 
B. for second place, and by Bess A. for third. He also ran in 
the Lonisiana Derby, and was beaten by Biddy in his first 
heat. Carrie J. also showed up in capital form. She was 

| entered in the Chicken Trials Derby last year, but did not 
start. <Atthe National Trials last December she divided third 
with American Dan in the All-Aged Stake, heating Gilderoy 
and Startle and was beaten by the winner, Sue, in the fhird 
series and by Peep o’ Day for second place. In the National 
Derby at the same meeting she beat Gus Bondhu, Pride of 
Memphis and Pink B, and won first. 
Gus Bondhu was handled by D. C. Sanborn, Dowling; Mich. 

and Carrie J. by H. M. Short, Middleton, Teun. é doys 
Were cast off in a large field of sedge and weeds; both moved 
yery well at a fair rate of speed, Gus in a gamy, business-like 
way, and Carrie with a graceful, easy stride, both equally 
leasing, both bothered a little with larks after going a short 
istance, but soon settled down to work, Beating down to a 

brook, or branch as it is culled here, we turned nerth to a 
fence and then swung back toward the spectators who weru 
upon the brow of a hill that commanded a full view of the 
field. We had gone but a short distance when Carrie dropped 
yery prettily and commenced roading but Short called her off, 
yery wrongly, as it afterward proved, and we worked up the 
hill, the dogs swinging rotnd a scattered bevy which got up 
by twos and threes as the handlers and judgescameup, Some 
of the birds went down the hill and the dogs were seutin their 
direction, but had gone but a short distance when Gus made a 
gamy point to a large bevy near the pluce where Carrie had 
been called off their trail. She honored the point in a stylish 
manner. Sanborn, to order, putting up the birds, winged one, 
which both dogs failed to find, 
_ Moving on Gus again pointed, and Carrie was called, but ran 
into a bird which got up and she dropped. Sanborn, to order, 
flushed the bird Gus was pointing and killed it and Gus re- 
trieved it fairly well, When ordered on Gussoon made another 
capital point, Carrie dropping as if shob as soon as she caught 
sight of hin. This was very pretty, but nothing was found, and 
Gus scored a false pomnt. We then swung down to the foot of 
the hill and turned back through some pines on a knoll when 
both dogs challenged, but were crowded of too fast, and two 
or three birds were flushed by the horses. Calling back the 
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dogs, Carrie sat down and Gus backed her, She appeared to 
be pointing, but Short fhonght she was not, and as she moyed 
on readily to order, we gaye her the benefit of the doubt.f ——" 
On a little further Carrie made a point which Gus backed. 

She then drew on, but the birds flushed before she had located 
them; both were steady to wing. Then at the head of a gully 
Carrie pointed a single and Gus, close alongside of her, got the 
scent andalso pointed. Short flushed the bird to order and 
missed if, This was very pretty. We thenswung round near 
to sume woodsand down to a branch, when Carri+ challenged 
while Gus swung reund helow him under the bank and 
pointed a brace of birds in fine style. Carrie went on, and as 
S000 as she saw him she also appeared to catch the scent, and 
half poitited and half backed very prettily. Sanborn, to order, 
put up the birds which were missed by Short. Meantime a 
heyy was seen running on the ground between the spectutors 
and judges, and the dogs were swung round, but not far 
enough to hit them. 
Gus then made a false point in some weeds, Carrie backing 

him in beautiful style. Making a cast lower down the hill, 
Carrie pinned the birds in fine style, Gus backing her nicely, 
Sanborn flushed them to order and killed one, which Carrie 
retrieved ingood form. Then down the run Carrie again 
pointed and Gus backed her, and the bird was finshed to 
order, Moying on a few steps both pointed at nearly the 
same instant a bird which was put up to order. (nis then 
came round where 4 bird had been marked down, and should 
have pointed it, but scored a fiush instead, A little further 
on Carrie put up a bird and dropped to wing. 
+ Gus soon after pointed, when the bird got up and Carrie close 
by his side, hacked him, Sanborn claimed the point for Gus, 
and Short agreed with him, and the false point was scored ac- 
eordingly, Carrie then pointed, and Gus backed her, but she 
soon moyed on, Gus then swung into the thicket and made a 
very good poiut to a single which Sanborn flushed to order. 
The judges consulted and awarded the heat to Carrie J. Down 
one hour and twenty-eight minutes. This was 4 rattling good 
heat, and greatly enjoyed by the large number of spectators 
present who had a fair yiew of nearly all the work. 

LORD SEFTON AND DON. 

Although it had commenced to rain, this brace were at once 
called. Lord Sefton, handled by Philip Thurtle. has im- 
panied in looks since last year, when he ran here inthe Derby, 
neating Elsa, but was beaten by Lalla Rookh in his next heat, 
He won the Heckscher cup for the dog showing the most nat- 
ural ability. Don, handled by his owner, R, T. Vandevort, 
is well knowu as the tirst pointer to win first at a field trial in 
this country. He won at the Chicken Trials last year, beating 
Prairie, Punch, Dashing Novice, Rock and Sue. He also ran 
at the National Trials in 1881, beating the uracks Grouse Dale 
and King Dash, and was beaten by Peep o’ Day and Maxwell. 
They were cast off in some sedge where the last heat was 

finished, and worked up the run to a thicket. where Don found 
and made a gamy point, close to the rock where last year 
London made his magnificent back to the point of Daisy 
Laverack. Sefton, called up to back, did s0, but became 
unsteady and drew up, and a bird flushed near hint, Two 
taoré were, fo order, put up in front of Don, who then readed 
very nicely, but lost it. 
Wethen worked down the branch, and two or three were 

flushed out of some high grass, the dogs having no chance to 
locate them. We then swung round up the hill, where Don 
made «grand point, which Sefton hacked in beautiful style 
with his head high in air. Don then rouded yery nicely and 
carefully down wind, and Sefton drew round in front of him 
and flushed the birds. They were then ordered up, and the 
heat was awarded to Don, Down fifteen tmnutes, This was 
a short heat, and we did not have much chanceto see the dogs 
move, but judging from what little we saw, both haye im- 
proved since last year. 

3ST. ELMO TV, AND SMUT IL. 

Tt was now raining fast, but the judges called for this brace, 
St. Elmo IV., handled by BE, H. Haight, has greatly improved 
inlooks since we last saw him, and makes quite a fine uppear- 
ance, Heran in the Chicken Trials Derby last year, and was 
beaten by American Dan, and through a misunderstanding 
was withdrawn, or he would have had a chance for third 
lace, He alsoran in the Eastern Derby last year, beating 
oy, and was beaten by Tick. Smmit I[., handled by Wim. 

Tallman, was entered in the Eastern All-Ared Stake last year, 
but did not start. When cast off Smut, who was entirely un- 
acquainted with her handler, could not be prevailed upon to 
hunt, except for her master, and she was withdrawn, and the 
heat was given to St. Elmo at the end of three minutes. 

FLIDA AND RUBY, 

This brace were at once called, Neither has before ap- 
peared in public. Flida was handled by Jess M. Whaite, 
and Ruby by Haight, They were cast off in a field of sedge. 
Both dogs started ata good gait, Flida taking the lead, and 
quartering her ground, and ranging in fine stvle. The sedge 
was drawn blank. 
They then moved on down the rayine and across the hill 

In some oat stubble, to a hillside of pines and sedge, where 
Ruby pointed the scattered bevy. Flida, being brought up 
refused to back, ran in and flushed the birds. They were 
then ordered up, and the heat awarded to Ruby, at 11:20, 
Down ten niinutes, 

LADY FAYRE AND LONDON 

were the next brace. Lady Fayre is quite 4 handsome ani- 
mal. She was entered inthe Derby last year, hut did not 
start. London made his first appearance in public at the 
Chicken Trials last year, where he was beaten by Count No- 
ble in his first heat in the All-Aged Stake. Atthe Kastern 
Trials, last November, he beat Daisy Layerack, Gladsome, 
Tom, Croxteth and Trinket, and won first. A few weeks 
later he ran in the All-Aged Stake of the Louisiana Trials, and 
was beaten by Coleman's London, and diyided second with 
Foreman, Lady Fayre was handied by Haight, and London 
by Tallman, In justice to Lady Fayre we should state that 
she has had but ten days of preparation for the trials. 
They were put down at 11:30 on the edge of the pines, where 

the last brace was taken up. Both dogs started off finely, 
London at a good steady gait, Lady Fayre ranging and quar- 
tering her ground finely, showing good style and speed, The 
pines and adjoining sedge were drawn blank, and the dogs 
were ordered over the fence into a piece of woods, where 
some birds had been inarked down. London haying gotten 
warmed up to his work leaped the fence, and, running rapidly 
through the woods, came to a magnificent point on tive or six 
birds that had settled in the leaves. 
Lady Fayre coming up dropped to astaunch back. The 

birds were flushed and ‘allman made a nice right and lelt, 
bothidogs dropping to shot; London, ordered on, retrieyed his 
bird handsomeiy, Lady Fayre was sent on to retrieve the 
other bird, but after a good deal of hunting failed to find it. 
They were then ordered on over a fence into the field of pines 
and sedge, where they were lirst put down, drawing it blank. 
then across a branch Ww the hill toa patch of weeds on the 
side of fhe hill, where Lady Fayre found and pointed a single 
bird, and was backed by London in handsome style. Thebird 
was flushed by Haight and killed by Tallman, both dogs drop- 
ping to shot. j ‘ 2 ' 
Lady Fayre, sent on found the bird aud refused to retrieve 

it. They were then ordered up and the heat awarded to Lon- 
don, Down twenty minutes. 

RUE AND CROXTETH. 

This brace was uow called, although ib was still raining, 
Rue, who, it will be remembered, had just won the Members’ 
Cup, was handled by her owner. Croxteth made his first 
appearance in the All-Aged Stake at the Eastern Field Trials 
on Rohins Island im 1880, where he beat Trim, and was heaten 

by Sensation in the second series of heats. In 1881 he ran in 
the All-Aged Stake ati the Eastern Trials, beating the pointers 
Bob, Baronet and Belle, and was beaten by Grouse Dale and 
withdrawh, He also ran in the Hastern All-Aged Stake last 
year, beating the pointers Monarch, Rab and Lalla Rookh, 
and wou the pointer cup. He was beaten by London in 
the fourth series of heats in the All-Aped Stake, and 
then beat Gladsome, and won second place. He was 
handled by Phillip Thurtle. Croxteth on the Satur- 
day previous had hurt or strained himself across the 
loins, and when we examined him on Sunday, he could 
scarcely walk, and his prospects for starting were anything 
but brilliant. He, howeyer, so far recoyered that his owner 
decided to run him. His appearance through the heat, 
although he would now and then get in a food Dit. of work, 
plainly showed that he was not himself. Rue was also off, 
and did not come near up to the form in which she ranin the 
Members’ Stake. 
They were put down in the edge of a patch of woods where 

the last brace were taken up, near a branch, Croxteth erossed 
the branch and flushed two birds in a scattering bunch of 
alders. and stopped to wing; they were then worked down 
the branch into an adjoining field which was drawn blank. If 
then commenced to rain yery hard, and they were ordered up 
at 12:20), After linch at the model farm, they were cast wif 
at 1:35 in a stubble field and worked down toward the branch 
where alarge bevy of birds flushed wild ahead of the dogs 
and handlers, and, dividing, about half of them went across 
the hill into a piece of pines to the left, The rest were marked 
down on the branch, Wethen moyed on and Rue pointed 
where the birds flushed. We then worked on down the branch, 
and Croxteth made a nice point in some sedge near the fence, 
on the left side of the branch, The bird was flushed to order, 
and shot at and missed, At the same time Rue had pointed 
abirdsome twenty yards to the right on the edge of the 
branch, which she flushed at the report of the gun. 
We then swung around across the branch to a piece of 

woods, where birds had heen marked down. Moving up alone 
the upper edge of the woods, Croxteth ran into and Aushed a 
large bevy ot birds, which were marked down at the lower 
end of the woods, on « hillside, andinto the meadow on the 
other side of the creek. We then swung around the lower 
edge of the woods to the hillside of stubble and weeds, when 
Croxteth flushed fwo birds in a patch of briars and brush. 
Rue, coming up, made a nice point in the same briars, and 
was nicely backed by Croxteth. Mr. Thayer, to order, went 
in, and both dogs roaded in after him, and another bird was 
flushed hy either the dogs or handlers, we could not tell which. 
We then moved on down the creek, when Croxteth pointed a 
single bird in the meadow, Rue backing indifferently. The 
bird was flushed to order and missed, Both dogs were steady 
toshot, We then crossed, and worked on up the meadow, 
both dogs doing some nice worE in quartering and ranging. 
Croxteth again pointed, but moyed on, having discovered his 
mistake, while Rue, who was some distance ahead, was being 
brought up to back. 
We then swung round the head of the meadow to a dense 

thicket of briars and bushes, where some birds had been 
marked down. The dogs and handlers went into the thicket, 
and almost at the same moment called a pot for both, The 
birds were flushed to order and missed, They were then 
worked up the thicket, where Croxteth flushed s single bird 
and dropped towing, Moving on cautiously up the fence, he 
again flushed a single bird; they were then worked dowu 
the edge of the woods in fall weeds fo the road, and then 
swing round to the left and worked through the weeds, when 
it commenced raining again, aud they were ordered up forthe 
day at 2:55, 
On Wednesday morning if was still raining, and continyed 

until nearly noon, whenit showed sipus of clearing, and we 
made # start, 

Just east-of the town the dogs were ordered down. Rue’s 
master had changed his hat for one of gay colors, and as soon. 
as she saw it she refused to recognize bim, and went hack to 
the hotel. She was soon brought back, however, and they 
were casti off, both showing evident sizns thal they were not 
all vight, Working down a ravine and then up a branch we 
swung buck to another rayine, where Croxteth pointed a hare 
in some cedars, Rue backing him. Croxteth then pointed in a 
diteh with his head just level with the ground, and com- 
menced drawiny along in the bottom of the ditch to birds 
that had evidently run along fhe edge. 
As Thurtie came up, astraggling bird got up which he killed, 

but Croxteth still drew on, and finally came out of the ditch, 
and roaded very nicely, Rue came up and also readed, get- 
ting ahead of him, and finding that the birds were running, 
she swung out for them, ani found them, but she was going 
at speed and flushed part of the beyy, both dogs dropping to 
wing, and then the rest of them got up close to where both 
had roaded. Croxteth was then sent to find the bird which 
Thurtie killed, and he retrieved itin good form, They were 
then ordered up and the heat was awarded to Croxteth. Down 
altogether ene hour and forty minutes. 

GROUSE DALE AND GATH 
were at once called for. Grouse Dale is well known to our 
readers. He made his debut at the initial meeting of the Hast- 
ern Field Trials at Robins Island in 1870, where he won first 
in the Puppy Stake, and first with Smut in the Brace Stake 
at the same meeting. The next year, he wasin the All-Aged 
Stake, and was beaten by Gladstone, in the first series of 
heats. In 1881, he won first in the Eastern All-Aged Stake 
in very hot company. He ran the same year in the National 
All-Aged Stake, and was beaten by Vandevort’s Don in the 
first series of heats. At the same meeting, he won third with 
Dashing Monarch in the Brace Stake. A few days later, at 
the Pennsylvania Trials, he divided second with Warwick 
in the All-Aged Stake, but as the stake was not run out 
this does not constitute a record. He was handled by Tall- 
man, 

Gath ran in the National Derby last year, beating Richard 
II, and was beaten by Pink B. in his second heat. He is of 
medium size and quite good looking, with great speed and a 
very easy way of going. He was handled by Short. They 
were put down a few minutes past 12, where the last brace 
were taken up. Grouse at once challenged when the first 
birds got up, Gath backing him in good style. They were 
then given a short spinup the branch, Grouse half pointing 
where the birds were flushed by Rue. They were scon swung 
back toward where some of the birds had been marked down, 
but it was raining slightly and the scent was apparently ee 
and the dogs were crowded too fast, and nothing was done 
except that Grouse challenged and half pointed tyo or threa 
times, Gath backing nicely. When the judges came up two 
or three birds were put up, just below where the dogs had 
been. We then worked down the run to the road, where we 
crossed the branch, 
Working east, Gath half pointed three or four birds that he 

should have held, but he went on, and as we came up they 
flushed within a few feet of the piace where he EIGER. We 
then moved on downthe branch a short distance, when Grouse 
made au elegant point, which Gath backed in magniticent 
style. When the judges came up, Grouse moved on and roaded 
the birds, which were evidently running fast, a lone disbance 
up 4 hollow in faultless style, Gath backing very nicely. W ben 
near the birds. Grouse Jost it a moment and drew a short dis- 
tance up the hillside, carefully feeling for then. Meantime 
Gath drew on np the hollow and struck the scent just as Grouse 
came round 4 little above him, and again took the trail close 
tothe birds, which fushed close ahead of hit, while he was 
yery carefu lly drawing on. 
Some of the spectators thought that Grouse should have lo- 

cated the birds and pointed them, but taking into considera- 
tion the fact that the birds were running over the wet leaves, 
and that the scent apparently was poor, with only the slight 

est indication of wind, and that not in his favor, we consid- 
ered the work very well done and wortiy creat praise. Wher 
the birds got up, ‘Taliman killed one, which struck the top rail 
of the tenes and remained there, Gronse retrieving it in fault- 
less style. We then went on, and Gath made a beautiful 
point, which Grouse backed in an elegant manner. Gath 
soon drew on, with Grouse also drawing behind him, but both 
passed by the bird, which flushed partly bebind them, 
Then in the woods Gath, while goine Jike a. chost, fell Hat 

to the scent of a large bevy, Grouse hacking as soon a= he 
saw him, Short, to order, put up the birds and missed them. 
Both dogs then went over a fence cut of sizht, and werefound 
pointing or backing, we could nottell which, but nothing was 
found. Wethen worked down tle hollow. and timed into a 
field of selge and weeds. Gathranging wider and faster than 
Grouse, although Grouse was doing good work, and vetting 
round to the likelytooking places fu a workwanlike manner. 
After beating out the fleld both dogs swung round to the 
lower corner near'a branch, when Gath, who had the good 
luck to be nearer the birds than Grouse, very gracefiily sat 
down on point to the scent of alarge bevy. % 

Short complaining of a Jame hand thai prevented him froin 
shooting, the judges ordered Tallman ty kill a bird; hut, as 
they were sure to fly over a wicked-looking patch of briers. 
Short stepped in and flushed them before Tallman could put 
in his shells. The judges then compared notes, aud the dows 
were ordered up and the heat was awarded ‘to Gaih. Down 
one hour and twenty-nine minutes. This heal was watched 
With absorbing interest, and we heard many regrets that it 
was not 1un under more favorable weather conditions, as with 
two dogs like these we would have been sire to ste a great 
deal of very fine work. i 

VISION AND MARGUERITE I, 

This bruce were at once called, Neiller has appeared in 
niblic before. Wiston is rather a pretty bitch, of small size, 

She is an easy mover, with afairamount of speed. She did 
not show up yer'y well in this heat, appearing to be afraid of 
the crowd, She was handled by Join White. Mareuerite 
II. is a medium-sized bitch, not quite so fast as Vision. She 
did not get down to her work in very good form, and also ap- 
pred to be confused by thé erowd. She was handled hy 

aite, 
They were put down where the last heat was finished, and 

ordered over the fence among some scattered pines, where 
Vision made a point under a pine, and Marguerite also pointed 
evidently the same trail as hoth soon commenced roading 
toward each other, and alternately pomting and reading, they 
passed the birds which wore flushad by the horses. We then 
took quite a turn, and gave them a chanes to immortalize 
themselves, but they failed to improve the opyortunitv, and 
atter nearly an hour, during which time neither did much 
good or bad, they were ordered upto zo down ugain, and 
fresh brace was started. 
Atthe conclusion of the heat between Honest Harry and 

San Roy, Thursday evening, they were again put down and 
worked in some weeds amoung scattered birds. Marguerite 
was the first to find, pointing a siigls bird, Vision backing her, 
The bird was flushed to order, but there wasno shell in the 
gun, and the words that followed failed to stup the bird, We 
then worked down a run where Vision pointed, but soon 
moyed on to locate her bird, which was seen to fly from a 
bush five ov six feet from the ground. Workiny down therun 
Vision swung into some woods, and made a stylish pomt, and 
then roaded out and located her bird yery nicely, White 
flushed the bird to order and missed it, The judges then 
threw a bird, which she retmeved uicely. They were then 
ordered up and the heat was awarded to Vision. Dewn one 
hour. 
We give below a complete snmmary of the ruuning in tha 

All-Aged Stake of the Eastern Field Trials up to Saturilay 
night: 

First, Series, 

SETTDRS. 

Carrie J. beat Gus Bondhu. 
St. Ehno V. beat Smut I1L—withdrawn, 
London beat Lady Fayre, 
Gath beat Gronse Dale. 
Sue beat Dr. Duer. 
Gladstone, Jr,, beat Maiden, 
Prince Aland Roek, decision reserved. 
Pink B. beat Victor. 
Princess Warwick beat Lit. 
Foreman beat Luna May, 
San Roy beat Honest Harry, 
Lady May. a bye. 

POINTERS. 

Don beat Lord Sefton. 
Ruby beat Flida. 
Croxteth beat Rue. 
Vision beat Marguerite IT. 
Bang Bang beat Don Juan. 
Scout beat Trim. 
Lalla Rookh beat Christmas Bill. 
Donner J. beat Rab. 
Lady Romp I. beat Pride. 
Ormeger, a bye, 

Second Series. 

SETTHRS. 

St, Limo 1V. beat Carrie J- 
Gath beat London. 
Sue beat Gladstone, Jr. 
Pink B. beat Princess Warwick. 
Foreman beat Lady May. 
San Roy. a bye, 

POINTERS, 
Don beat Ruby.© 
Vision beat Croxteth. 
Bang Bang beat Scout, 
Lalla Rookh beat Donner. 
Lady Romp beafi Cruiser. 

Third Series. 
SETTERS. 

Gath beat St. ElmoTV, 
Foreman beat Sue, 

POINTIORS, 

Don beat Vision. 

[Special te Forest and Streant.| 
Hica Port, N. C., Noy, 26.—The weather to-day was un- 

favorable uolil nearly noon, when we started out with the 
dogs. 
tn the All-Aged Stake ate Bans beat Lalla Rookh. Pink B. 

beat San Roy. Don beat Lady Romp. Gath beat Foreman, 
Fourth Series. , 

Don beat Bang Bang. Gath beat Pink B. Gath beat Don 
and won first prize and the setter cup; and Don won both 
pointer cups. 

In running for second place, Grouse Dale beat St, Elmo Ty, 
Pink B. beat London. ‘lhe heat between Grouse Dale and Pink 
B. was unfinished. ; 

Allof the rnmning was of a sugtrior order, The heats he- 
tween Bang Bang and Lalla Rookh, between Gath and Pink B, 
and between Gath and Don were especially fine. 

. THE DERBY DRAWING. A 

The Hustern Field Trials Derby has had a larger number 
of starters in proportion to the fhominations than has* before 
been seen in this country, no less Than twenty-one of the 
sixty-eight entries filling. Below are the starters and- the 
order in which they are drawn to run, ‘There are twelve 
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sétters and nine pointers, which were drawn in braces alter- 
nately, commencing with the setters, 

Maipren.—E. §, anmaker, Elmwood, N. C., blue balton 
English setter bitch, February we ae —Rosy_Morn)j, 

ayjainst 
May Dawy.—Jess M. Whaite, Chester, 8. C., black and 

nae English setter dog, Feb, 19 (Count Noble—May Laver- 
ack), ; 

Nep.—J, A, English, Mount Olive, N. C., lemon and white 
pointer dog, July 24 (St. Valentine—Beulah), 

against 
Jiur.—A. E, Godeffroy, Giuymard, N. ¥., liver and white 

pointer bitch, April 18 (Croxteth—tass). 

BLUEBELL.—Ed. L. Mills, Washington, D. C., blue belton 
English setter biteh, March 24. SS aie Liou—Armida}, 

gens 
San Roy.—H. H. Matlock, Riceville, Tenn., lemon and 

white English setter dog, March (Count Noble—Spark). 

PripE.—s. Worthington, Glenora, Miss., liver and white 
pointer dog (Croxteth—Royal Fan), 

cree nst: 
Dpake.—A,. E. Godeftroy, Guymurd, N. ¥., liver and 

white pointer dog, Ang. 13 (Croxteth—Lass). 

Ruse GoAnsronn,—J. M. Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenu., 
black and white English setter dog. July 18 (Gladstone—Donna 

iv against 
Kane D.—D. C: Sanborn, Dowling, Mich., black, white and 

tan English setter bitch, May (out Noble—Dashing Novice). 

Nuriie.—J. Heron Crosman, New York, lemon and white 
pointer bitch, February (Sensation—Lill), 

against 
Bancor.—E. B, Downing, Wilmington, Del., liver and white 

pointer deg, July 10 (Poyueer’s Bang—Jean). 

Countess (.—L Yearsley, Jr., Coatesville, Pa,, black, 
white and tan English setter bitch, March 24 (Dashing Lion— 
Armida), 

ajainst 
PRINCESS HELEN.—J. Otto Donner, New York, lemon and 

white Enclish setter bitch, March 28 (Thnunder—Bossie\. 

Bryawn.—F, BR. Hitchcovk, New York, tan and white 
dog. Jiine 21 (Sensation—W hite’s Grace). 

against 
Lonpon Ben,—R. 'T, Vandevyort, Pittshurgh, Pa., liver and 

white pointer dog, April 5 (Don—Luek). 

pointer 

St. Hiwo V.—Dr, 8. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. ¥., black, 
white and tan English setterdog, Oct. 12 (St. Elmo IV,—Coun- 
tess Louise), , 

against 
Pring or Dixie.—U, 1. Wallin, Montgomery, Ala., blue 

noree English setter dog, May 2 (Gladstone—Countess 
nid), 

STUNNER,—Westminster Kennel Club, New York, lemon 
and white pointer'dog, Aug. 22 (Sensation—Bellona), a bye. 

PoarTErR,—J. M, Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn., black and 
white English setter bitch, June 8 (Gladstone—Ress), 

against 
Bos WuitTrt.—Louis C. Clark. New York, lemon belton 

English setter dog, April (Youhe Layerack—Lady May). 

[Spemul te Povent dnd Stren, Nov. 26, | 

THE DERBY, 

Inthe Derby Maiden beat May Dawu, Ned beat Jit, San 
Rey beat Blue Belle, Druke beat Stunner and Katy D. beat 
Rush Gladstone. 
The running in the Derby was vemarkably good. If the 

weather is favorable the trials will finish on peednnactate The 
judging is the most satisfactory that we have ever seen. 

ISLAND FIELD TRIALS. 

Rosins Istanp, Noy. 20, 1885. 
Te mewibers of the Robin’s Island Club met at their club 

house. on Robins Island, on Monday evening, Nov, 19, to 
draw for the Field Vrials to be run on the 20th. The chub 
house was filled to pen wen als members and their guests. 
The enthusiasm of the members and the “attractions of the 
large open fireplace would haye made late hours the order of 
the day, but the Executive Committee insisted upon “early to 
bed and early to rise,” and they prevailed, Quite a change 
was made in the entry list, as by common consent the entries 
were opened and any change members wished to make in 
their entries was permitted, the closing the entries so long be- 
fore the trials being acknowledged to be a mistake, 
The prizes consisted in the All-Aged Stake of, first, a silver 

goblet; second, silver dog collar; third, a silver mounted dog 
whip; inthe Bracé Stakes, a silyer whistle; in the Derby, 
a silver allumette case. The chief contest was, of course, for 
the first prize in the All-Aged Stake, and several dogs were 
named as the certain winners, if they could be Hee ee their 
previous work, The following dogs were high up in the esti- 
ination of not only their owners, but the members generally: 
Mr. Plummer’s Moke, Mr, Waterbury’s St. Ives, Mr. Dicker- 
man's Don, a handsome liver and white pointer; Mr. Kendall’s 
Montague, Mr. Force’s Doctor, Mr. Taylors Douglas, one of 
the handsomest dogs on the Island; Dr. Speir’s Maida and 
Prince Hal. Mr. Pujnam’s Berkeley was not expected to come 
up to his last year’s score, as he had been suffering for some 
time back with rheumatism. but he surprised all the next day 
by running well enough to get into the second series of heats, 
among the winners. Judges Pratt, Bridges and Polhemus 
made quick and satisfactory work of the scores, and vy Tues- 
day night the All-Aged Stake and the Brace Stake were 
finished, The following were the winners: 

ALL-AGED STAKE. 
First, Dr. 8. Fleet Speir’s Maida, 
Second, L, Waterbury’s St. Ives. 
Third, W. B, Dickerman’s Don, 

BRACE STAKE. 

Mr. Waterbury’s St. Ives. 
Mr. Force's Doctor. 
These stakes finished the running for Tuesday, and the 

Derby was run on Wednesday morning, the winner being 
Dr. 8. Fleet Speir’s General Arthur. In the running of this 
stake, Mr, Bullard’s Blade o' Grass madea tie with Mr. Force's 
Bessie, a very pretty and promising pointer, They both did 
excellent work, Mr. A. 8, Swan had a surprise in the entry 
of Daisy in this stake, She is of the old Rodman-Dash stock, 
and was bred by Hon. C. E. Pratt. She isa beauty, and made 
it very hot for the winner. 
The trials were run under the Robins Island field trials rules, 

and as last year so they proved this, a great blessing in aidin 
the rapid finishing of the trials, The birds ure yery abundan: 
upon the Island, more so than ever before, Mr. Hinman 
almost excelled himself in the condition in which he brought 
outthe dogs, and his good wife did herself! much credit in 
keeping the house as “neat as wax,’ She is a thorough- 
going housekeeper, and equal to any emergency. 

The weather during the trials was all that could be desired, 
except on the morning of the start—Tuesday—when there was 
avery dense for cov: the island, making it difficult to see 
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forty yards ahead. Anxious to finish the trials, the dogs were | 
ordered down, and it was at once seen that the foe would | 
ore disastrous to the chances of Mr. Plummer’s Moke, & 
og of superior nose, speed and ranging qualities, And so it 

did, for Mr. Plummer and Moke were soon lost in the fog. 
Moke, haying found a bevy, pomted in an open field, The 
judges and spectators, comings up, fushed them and they set- 
tled in an adjoining woods, where Moke followed, entirely out 
of sight of the judges, Meanwhile Mr. Force’s Doctor was 
doing good work near at hand, and was scored well up, while 
Moke was credited with disobedience, for the same work 
which would haye scored him credit in anything but « fog. 
They were ordered mp, and Moke was as good as ont of the 
race. Hard lines, was it not? 
Another dog met his fate in an equally unfortunate manner. 

Mr, Swan’s entry. Romeo, ran with a dog whose rank condi- 
tion led him to make a donble chase soon after being put 
down, and they were both taken up at once, When the 
judges came to sum upthe scores made during the run, in 
order to select the four dogs makime the highest scores for 
competition in the second series of heats, it was found that 
Romeo had not had his score filled ont, and he was left out, it 
being “too late.” This was fortunate for the winners, for it is 
well known that Romeo can take care of himself in amy com- 
pany. Wesympathize with Mr. Swan, and wish him better 
“lick” anothertime, With these exceptions all things were 
harnionious, and the members and snests agreed that the 
Rohins Island Club's Field Triais of 1883 were a creat success. 

: BRizk. Patou, 

BOSTON FANCY DOG SHOW. | 

Editor Forest aud Stream: 

Have youheard about the Fancy Dog Show now being 
held here in Boston! 1 inclose herewith a catalogue for 
your perusal, there is no preminm list. This show advertises 
300 dogs, but 150 will fully cover the number, A great many 
people do not know the difference between a bench show and 
acdog show, but there is as much difference betyyeen them as 
there is between a horse trot and a circus. This show at Hor- 
ticultural Hall is entirely a speculative affair, the manage- 
ment has no interest in dogs, except to pocket the gate money 
received from the exhibition; there are no bench show miles 
governing this show, no classes, and no judging in accordance 
with any rules I have ever heard of, There ave some good 
dogs exhibited, also some poor ots, and it does not take 4 
very critical judge to find mongrels! Outside of the Beacon 
Kennel there are few good dogs; some of the ribboned pets are 
pretty and attractive, but there is little fo interest a breeder, 
1 am sorry to say Boston is rather behind the times in the mat- 
ter of bench shows, bat when the siens shall have come right 
we willtry to compete with our Western brothers: we have 
the dogs, all we want is a spirit of progress. 
first-class benth show will be held at untington Hall, Low- 
ell, Mass., Dec. 12, 13 and 14, which will be conducted in a 
Thanner hoth fair and honorable, the names of the judges 
guarantee this. 
The management of the show now being held here, in reply 

to an inquiry as to who would judge the dous, gave out that 
Dr. Geo. Walton had offered his services, This is about as 
near the truth as the show isnear whatit shouldbe, ITimow 
for a certainty,that Dr. Walton did not offer his services. 
More than this, he would not have served in such a place 
under any consideration. This gentleman isa thorough jude 
of dogs, and 4 man deeply interested in making dog shows 
what they should be. and when Boston shall be able to hold 
a #o0od show, the Doctor stands ready with his purse open to 
assist in every way the improvement and advancement of 
benchshows, When such men as these are traduced by iNegiti- 
inate dog shows, it is time hunest mien and honest shaws 
take matters in hand 

li the manayement of this fahey doz show would take a 
few lessous from superintendents Chas, Linco or @, A. 
Andrew, they would know better than to try to foist such a | 
show as the present on the public. JALMA, 
Boson, Mass,, Nov. 21 

“AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER.” 

P| HE entries for the December number of the American 
Kennel Register will close on the first day of the month, 

That issue will be the concludiny number of the first volume, 
4 new one beginning with the year. The entries already pub- 
lished in the first eight numbers of the Reyister give the pedi- 
grees of 530 dogs of the different breeds, with other particulars 
coxcerning them, To show the character of the record thus 
kept, we extract fromthe November Register the following 
entries in the English setter division: 

ENGLISH SETTERS. 

95. Beauty G., white, black and tan bitch, whelped J anuary, 
1882, Bréeder, Dr. F. ‘B. Greenough, 10 Charles Street. Boston, Mass. 
Owner, Mr, Leroy F. Patterson, Bainbridge, Ga, 
Sire—Coin, by Leicester (Llewellin’s Dan—Llewellin's Lill IL.) out 

of Rose, by Rob Roy out of Pickles. 
Dam—Greenongh’s beauty, by Copeland’s Shot out of Dr, Mason's 

Dora, by Dorr’s Don out of Greenough’s Molly. 

496. Belle of Bedford, lemon anid white bitch, whelped 
June, 1883. Breeder, Mr. J. H, Adams. Lynchburg, Va. Owner, Mr. 
L. L. Brown, Liberty. Bedford county, Va, 
Sire—Taylor’s imported Dashing Royer. 
Dain—Belle Duval, by champion Gladstone out of Strother’s 

by Lereester out of Victress, by Dash 11. aut of Moll IIT. 
Frost, 

49'7. Blaine, orange and white dog, whelped June 25, 1882. 
Breeder, H. W, Dirgin, ‘Bangor, Me. Owner. Mr: H. K, Thatcher, 
Bangor, Me, ; 
Stre—Hall'’s Dashing Dan, by Lofty (Prince—Leda) out of Maud 

Muller, by Rob Roy out of Pocahontas. 
Dan—Duregin's Ruby Taylor, by Whack (Adams’s Drake—Countess 

Ada) out of May Taylor, by General Eley’s Grouse IT, out of Sibel, by 
champion Lejeester out of Doll. 

498. Count Rapier, Wlite and black dog, Whelped Jiine 28. 
1881. Breeder, Mr. J.G, W. Dean, Hanover, Mich, Owner, Mr. W, B. 
Gates, Memphis, Tenn. 
Stre—Draid, by Llewellin’s frince (Dash I— Moll) out of Lilewellin’s 

Dora, by Duke out of Rhcebe, 
Dam—Magnolia, by chainpion Leicester (Dan—ZLill 17.) ont of San- 

boro’s Nellie. by Belton out of Dimple, 

499. Donna, blue belton bitch, whelped Dee. 16, 1880, Breeder 
not stated. Owner, Dr. Charles A, Packard. Bath, We. 
Stre—Royal Blue, by champion Gladstone out of Mersey, 
Dam—Dryad, by Druid out of Nilsson. 

500. Forest Dora, blue belton bitch, whelped March 13, 1882. 
Breeder and owner, Mr, C, A. Stone, London, Ont. 
Sire—Champion Diek Laverack, by champion» Thunder (Pride of 

the Border, A.K.R, 226—Fairy If.) out of Peeress. 
Dam—Forest Fly, by Adams's Drake (Prince—Dora) out of La- | 

throp's Luna, by Perry's Pete. . a 
Reeord—Frst, limos, class, Oftawa; high com, Chicago, 1883, 

501. Forrester, black and white dog, whelped Jul 10, 1583. 
Breeder and owner, Mr. W, H. Colcord, St. Joseph. Mo. z 
Sire—Champion Gladstone, by Llewellin’s Dan (Duke—Phosbe) out 

of champion Petrél, by Prince—Lill If, 
Pam-—Countess Drind, by Druid (Prince—Dora) out of Princess 

Draco, by Rob Roy out of Livy. 

502. Glad Tidings, blue beltou dog, whelped July 10, 1883. 
Breeder and owner, Mr- W. H. Uolcord, St. Joseph, Mo, 

Litter brother to Forrester (A.K_R. 501), 

503. Index, black, white and tan dog, whelped July 10, 1883. 
Ereeder and owner, Mr. W. H. Colcord, St. Jozeph, Mo. 

Litter brother to Forrester (AR, 501), 
504. Rajah, ovangeé Delton dog, whelped May 18, 1883 Breeder, 

Dr. RoR, Ek 
Mich, 

Tul, 

Stre—Dushing Monarch, b 

ton, Md. Owner, My, E, H. Ranney, Ealamazop, 

Liewellin's Dash IT, (Blue Prinee—Old 
Kate) out of Conntess Moll, by Dan out of Countess. 
Dam—Tull’s Armida. by chatnpion Leicester (Dan — Lill TL.) out of 

Pocahontas. br Rock out of Dora, 

The nearest 

505, Ruth, black, whire and tan bitch, whelped July 18, i883. 
Breeder, Mr. G. A. Stark, Glenullin, Morton county, Dakota. Owner, 
Mr, Thos, F. Connolly, Grant street, Flatbush, Kings county. N. Y. 
Sire—Bergundthal’s Rake (A. 212), by Llewellin's Dan (®, 1,386) out 

of Liewellin's Ruby (E. 1,354), by Statter’s Fred out of Stather’s 
Rhrebe. Dan, by Field's Duke out of Statter’s Rhcebe, 
Dam—Stark'’s Madam Liewellin, by Bergincdthal’s Rake (A. 212) 

out of Rocksie, hy Adams’s champion Rock (A, 232) out of Adams's 
Dora, (A. 346) 

The subseription price of the Register is one dollar per year. 

CURRENT DOG STORIES. 

XIX. 
The telephone has enabled a physician, several miles away, 

to detect whether a child had the croup. The child's mouth 
was held near to the mouth-piece of the instrument, and the 
physician heard its cough. But more singular than this js the 
following case of a dog recomnizing its masters yoice throuzir 
the telephone; 
Jack is a coach dog that found his master by telephone. In 

some way Jack got lost, aud fortunately was found by one of 
his master’s friends, who went to his office and asked by tele- 
phone if the man had lost his dog. 
“Yes; where is he? was the reply. 
“He ishere. Suppose you call him through the telephone.” 

The dog's ear was placed oyer the earpiece, and his master 
said, ‘Jack! Jack! how are you, Jack? 
Jack instantly recognized the voice, and began to yelp. He 

licked the telephone fondly, seeming to think that His master 
was inside the machine, 
At the other end of the line, the gentleman recognized the 

familiar barks, and shortly afterward he reached his friend's 
office to claim his property.—Sidney (Australia) Bye. 

aX. 

A Nosre REVENGE.—Robert Lows Stevenson, in the 
concluded part of his “Silverado Squatters” in the December 
Century, deseribes an eccentric poor white and his story of a, 
reyenge;: ‘A tnan, he told ns, who bore a grudge against him 
had poisoned his dog. ‘That was a low thing for a manto do. 
now, wasn’t it? It wasn't like a man that, nohow, But got 
even with hin—I poisoned his dog.’ 

XXI, 
“Many years ago,” says the lady who narrates the tale, ‘my 

husband had his portrait taken hy T, Phillips, Sr., R. A. and 
subsequently went to India, leaving the portrait in London to 
be finished and framed. When it was sent home, about two 
years alter it was taken, it was placed on the floor against the 
sofa, preparatory to beiug hung on the wall. We had then a 
very Fiore large black and tan setter, which was a great 
pet inthe house. As soon as the dog came into the room he 
recognized his master, though he had not seen him for two 
years, and went up to the picture and licked the face, When 
this anecdote was told to Phillips he said it was the highest 
compliment that had ever been paid to him,”"—Nature Stuwics. 

XXII. 

The London Spectator publishes, over what is no doubt a 
bona fide signature, a story which should serve asa warning 
fo reverend gentlemen possessing exceptional powers of de- 
nuneiation, A clergyman—and from the fact that this term 
rather than *‘minister” or “preacher” is used we infer that a 
churchman in full orders is referred to—a clergyman hada 
favorite and yery intelligent doz, who committed a, grievous 
fault one Sunday morning. His master, on returning from 
chureh, ‘did not beat hint, but took hold of him and talked to 
him most bitterly, most. severely. He talked on and on for a 
long time in the same serious and reproachful strain,” and the 
dog was so deeply bupressed with his awn total depravity 
that he refused all food, pined away and died in the course of 
aday ortwo, A dottble moral is suggested by this anecdote, 
whose first part of which should teach clergymen how dread- 

| ful may be the effect of severe and protracted denunciation 
on a sensitive and trusting teniperament, while the second 
should suggest to hearers that they ouglit not to take such 
talk too much to heart. The trouble with the poor doz was 
that he believed all that was said to him, and was so painfully 

| conscious of his inability to answer back that it broke his 
heart.—The Continent. 

XXL 
A chaste and noyel form of amusement was provided in 

Washington on Monday eyening when two colored boys wWele 
entered in aneating match against a boy and a dog. The 
stakes were five dollars andthe conditions were that each team 
was to eat as many loaves of bread as possible, topping off 
with two apple pies seasoned with red pepper and then to ran 
around the square; the sum of their achiévements deciding the 
contest. One of the darkies ate three and a half loaves of 
bread and the other four, and each pat himself outside of his 
pie in good time. The dog, whose name is Bulger, consumed 
Tour loaves of bread in excellent time and form, but utterly 
refused the pie; whereupon his partner, a boy named Sam, 
who had eaten five loaves of bread, devoured his own pie and 
Bulzer’s too, and won the race around the square by a head. 
Great praise and glory were at once awarded to Sam and 
Bulger, and the stakes to their backer.— Tribune. 

DOG TRAINER WANTED,—There is, of course, as much 
difference betwesn individual dogs as human beings. Some 
cam, perbaps, be successfully trained while under six months, 
and others cannot. Our own experience in this particular has 
been both satisfactory and disappointing. One favorite dog we 
commenced with when he was about threeor four months old, 
and we have had more real pleasure in shooting over him than 
oyer any other. Another we treated to the same early in- 

| struction, teaching him to first point all articles that he wasto 
retrieve. Before he was a year old he had so much point" in 
him that he would square off at nearly every bushin which he 
imagined might possibly be a quail, and it required hard work 
to get him out of the habit of false pointing, We are now 
satistied that there is no advantage in teaching young puppies 
to point, When they are old enough for field work they will, 
if of good stock and nose, develop the pointing instinct rapidly 
enough. The great trouble with the majority of sportsmen is 
that they haye neither the time not the tact for thoreughiy 
breaking their young dogs. And herein California there is not 
one professional breaker that we know of. We believe that it 
some Bastern dog-breaker would come here and settle about 
Sacramento he could get from fifteen to twenty or more young 
dogs to train eyery year, or as many as he could well handle. 
Hereafter field trials are certain to be a feature in California, 
and all owners of well-bred dogs will be more particular about 
their training.—Sacramento (Cal.) Bee. 

4. GENTLEMANLY SORT OF A FELLOW.—Editor Forest 
and Stream: Hon.J.V. P. Brooke,of Warrenton, Va.,hasasetter 
dog which possesses more sense and gond manners than many 
aman exhibits, Ii thé door of his master’s office is ajar he 
will push it open and after entering will invariably close the 
door, pushing it shut with his forefeet. If the door is closed 
and he wants to entér, he will knock with one foot until he 
attracts attention from inside, He often enters the hotel 
where I board, always closing the door after entering. There 
are two papers published in town and on publication day he 
goes forthe paper for his master and carries it to him anid 
then, returning to the office, gets a paper for Mr. Shephard. 
the butcher, who invariably rewards him with a piece of 
meat for bringing it. The editors have eeeich him or he 
would carry off all their papers tothe Butcher shop. Witz 
Hugh is a dog of rare intelligence and a good hinter in the 
field. Np UNTLINE, 

- 
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THE VOICE OF THE DOG.—Assertions haye been made 
that there are no two things in nature exactly alike. The 
uninitiated look at a flock: of sheey) and cam perceive no very 
particular difference between one member of the flock and 
another, but a savant among sheep will hardly find one in- 
vidual point agree with that of another, So it is with the 
leaves of a tree, there are no two that will exactly coincide in 
pattern, though to the inexpericiced botanist the similarity 
will appear perfect. There is a much greater difference in 
yoices! no two people speak alike, though there is a strong 
likeness of voices in families, and if peaDs live together, they 
get into very much the same tone of speaking. In dogs we 
fully believe the difference is far greater, as the close observer 
of the canine family must have observed that he has never 
heard two dogs bark alike. To a certain extent there is a dif- 
ference in certain breeds, but not to a great degree, exceptiny’ 
among the sorts used for the chase when actually hunting. 
In that case it will not be difficult to distinguish a bloodhound 
trom # foxhound, or a harrier form a beagle, but giving 
tongue is quite different from barkinp, and may be regarded as 
singing in comparison with speaking, The bark of a blood- 
homd and a foxhound may be of quite the same tone or char- 
acter, and a setter may bark like a pointer, or spaniel like a 
terricr, butin no two individuals of even the same breed will 
it precisely agree. There is a great deal in a dog’s voice, we 
fancy, to denote character. A short, gruff bark, is usually an 
indication of a surly teniper, particularly towards other dogs, 
but a deep, loud voice, that can be heard and distinguished 
at a considerable distance, 1s more ofteu the sign of a very 
fine character. We have noticed thatthe best dog in a kennel 
is the one that cun be heard at the greatest distance off among 
his Companions of a similar breed. A yoice that appeurs to 
conchide its periods with a sharp tenor ring, if either a hound, 
pointer, or seliier, isinvaribly a jealous one, and the same is 
remarkable in a fox-terrier when the period concludes in a 
sort of squeak. A short, quick snap indicates one that would 
1m over scent, or run into danger foolishly, and if it belongs 
to a collie he is just the one to bite either his friend or foe. 
There is no greater favlt to our mind than for a dog to have a 
hitch’s voice, as it indicates anon-stayer in a sporting dog, or 
one indifferent in pluck, and among the non-sporting or smaller 
sorts, a crafty sneaking character, the yery reverse from 
coupanionable. There are tones of great aifection m a dog's 
yoice; it seems to speak to you in all but words, and when you 
«an pick out one yoice from all the others a field or two from 
the kemel there is often a feeling that it belongs to something 
noble, that is giving expression to no uncharitable sentiment, 
but rather a ring of pleasure from a heart that knows no 
heaviness, and that feels for his friend or enemy, man, 4 
respect amounting to the deepest aftection.—Kennel Gazette. 

HYDROPHOBIA.—There is undoubtedly such a thing as 
hydrophobia; but the cases of ifure so few, that itis extremely 
nolikely that one will have a personal knowledge of it in a lite 
time. Why then livein constant dread of the improbable? 
Ttis much more probable that one will be hung.—G, C. H. 
(Washington, D. C.). 

THE GROUSE DALE—LIT MATCH will be run Dec, 17,18 
and 19, instead of in January, as reported lash week, 

Atifle and Crap Shoating. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

BRATTLEBORO, Vt., Nov, 20.—At the last weekly shoot of the 
Brattleboro Rifle Club, at Oak Grove Range, the following scores were 
made. 200yds., off hand, Massachusetts target: i 
AS Nichols, 4421170 91211 1111 9 dd 
Path... --..3 212 9111010 4 11 10 11 12-105 
Re-entry .. .-12 1212 911 9141 11 11 12-110 
Qobb...... -.11 10 10: 12 1010 10 9 9 11—102) 
Re-sutry -..-1111 11111041 912 9 12-107 
Lamb , ....11 810 91022111012 9—.0e 
Re-entry .,..12 10 1012 10 1) 31 1112 9—109 
Thormn.... :. 10 1071 1010 911 9— 98 
HOA ines aakee. Sods -.10101011 1111 611 9 9— 98 
Putnan.... --. Me elt a Si dd 8 6 
Seores mae Noy, 8; 

(antl en WB Rina sas ema sre anne 11 i111 11 11 1012 11 9 14108 
MeClure .. 8 91210 1044 11 11 19 11—105 
Read .. 21101011 9 10 11 11 10—104 
Cobb, . @ 11 10 1042 10 di 10 11 11—108 
Taft. . . § if 01011 911 10 9 11—100 
PA ees. So aes SRO Shc _,12 § 11 12 11 11 10 11:1) 11—109 
STO Kai hte SE PARRA AEBS SAREGAMA 11 21012 8 & BW Y fF 96 

NEWARK. W. J,, Nov. 24.—The Fall gallery tournament of the 
Assomated Rifle Clubs was begun on Monday evening last, and con- 
tioued throughout the week. Thescores thusfar made are as fol- 
lows: 
Ply month—B, Pollard, 45: J. L. Sommers, 43; J, B. McOuilum, 43; 

Gd. M ownsend, 41; (. H. Townsend, 45; H. Leiltic, di; P. L. Som- 
mers, 43; D. Kinney, 31; 1. Brower, 40. Total, 416, 

Domesti¢—Stroble, 42: MeGuinness, 40; Valentine, 4a; J, Dainty, 
43: J. Velsor, 41; J. Leitz, 46; W, Crocker, 43; B. Jeffery, 47; W. 
Wadaims, 40; Wm. McCommell, 42, Total, 427, 
Celluloid—M. Pruder, 44; W. B. Willgly, 48: W. Coe, 44; F. Brandt, 

S: H, Babbitt, 43: C. FB. Jackson, 45; W. Vreeland. 47, 8. Simmonds, 
A. Krhard, 42; W. Shipley, 45. Total, 44, 

47 Prelinghuysen—J. K, Walsh, 47; G, D. Wiezman, 47; G. Williams, 
45: R, Westerman, 45; W. McLeod, 46; E. O, Chase, 45; A. C. Neu- 
main. 45; G. Gimmer, 44; J. 8. Tobin, 47; 5, Shackelford. 42. Total. 
B 
The Hssex Rifle Association will gb to Paterson on Thanksgiving 

Day for their annual outdoor shoot. 

STONEHAM, Masss,, Nov. 24.—The first of a series of matches be- 
tween the Wohumn and the Stoneham eempanies of the militia took 
place here to-day, and resulted in a victory for the visitors by a score 
of 182 to 174, The following are the scorés at 200yds.: 

Jompany G, Fifth Regiment, Company H, Sixth Regiment. 
JL Fowles. ....5444451554—14 TiBaxter ie 2 81448 05443—39 
JT Darmody., 4444234544 —87 FO Perry....., 4393444343—35 
W F Fowle..... 234344435446 GW Laud,,.... 244144313234 
Bd Barnum, ., .4439303445—93 F Talbut ....<- 3393335443 — 34 
D & Barnuni, . .5344233434—382—182 W Peabody... .83432443383 32174 

BOSTON, Noy. 24 —There was a good attendance of shooters at 
Walnut Hill to-day, and the weather, so far as wind and light were 
wimeerned, was perfect, the flags hanging limp and motionléss, 
During the afternoon, however, « fog settled down upon the range, 
so that it was like shooting through a veil, and at times it was impos- 
sible fo see the bull. Thursday next the rauge will be epen all day 
for rife and shotgun shooting, The best scores to-day are as follows: 

Creedmoor Practice Match. 
5445554554—46 H A Lewis (mil)... .- 
554998 (545—45, 

t) Kinkwood ,,.. 
FP Chanovey (mil) 

554444454441 
L A Harrison (mil), . 445444435441 

“CO B Edwards... .. 64154545444 44 J, Herbert (mil), .-.-4844544844—a9 
CF Mills (mil)...... 548444555443 

Greedmoor Prize Match, 
cA Hunt-- .. 445552545547 J P Bates... 8455 1445545—44 
R Davis. . 459949455547 BPJames... . 445444554443 
JW Frye: - . 4515555545 47 F Chauncey (mil.), 59544445544 —48 
NE Johnson, ,:..., .5545554544—46 

Decimal Match. 
Up eT A es 58), sd so abe berg 10 £10 9 1 7 $8 10 10 G85 
GOW. Whitvomb........- ..-.. WwW 6 & ¢ 6 WW Ff 7 2 
NWI Jobmson ...,.).--s.0ees .% B 010 1 5 38 4 % 8-7 
W W (Graves, ..sa.ses-sesee tes Ge a te ce. Beet “Samat 
PIB Rice; 2), sady eiacd ea sts Uwe eee ye o> Weal “fh 6) — bo 
FECES es Re Ssh sh SP 6 99 5 7 & 10 Sees 
(ORIN ET SA ees iam ae stg Ae oR SB BU a Beis 
OB Wdwards.. “See poe ws 7 F 10 de 
RA Ricker.,.. awd 2% 6 4 FS 9 6 he 
PA White 121, .¢6..3.52-455 we 8 2 7 7 6 Gb 5 Bo 
JB Hawkes,....,-:-::.4 4 8 6 8 ¢ 10 B 3 1-55 

ST. LOWS. WO.—be Long Range Ritle Team failed to hold their 
usual weekly pracli¢e shoot at Creve Coaulr Lake, Noy, 10. As long as 
vold weather continues no shooting willbe done by the team at their 
open aitrange. hey will keep themselves in trim during the winter 
months by engaging 10 gallery practice, —CAmP-B&LL, = 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us mith lib svores tye partionlarly re- 
quested to write on dad side of the paper only. 

FALL RIVER, Mass., Nov. 22.—The twelfth contest forthe silver 
cup of the Wall Riyer Gun Club took plave to-day. und was won for 
the fifth and final time by W. 1, Bruley, and now becomes his prop- 
erty, Nach match was at 15 glass balls and 10 clay pigeons, 18yds. 
rise, balls trom Holden trap, and clay-pigeons thrown from fourth 
nore, The winning scores were ag follows: Bralay, 20 21 28 24 21; 
Negus, 22 22 24 23; Hall. 22 22 21, The total yumber broken by each 
out of a possible 200 were! Negus, 257; Hall. 248: Braley, 244, Negus 
tied the scare four times ani lost eyery linie, Braley tied fiye times 
and won four of them, and Hall three times and wen twice, 

Balls, Clay-pizeons. I'L. 
oes UOOLOLONOLOILO— 6 1010111010—6—11 
A001 148 TOLO0w. 

. 00 0020701111711 — 19 1161111010—7—17 
ITN AAA 1110310110—7—_15 

Wot Senge sue 
Cornell . 
Braley 
Negras 
Fees Se upe inbth rsd Obee 1111111011170 18 11110101 —8—21 

1 Re-entries. 
Braley 1111011411111 10—18 ML1OLM10—S—21 
Nerus 101100110117 10— Tu. 
Hallet yaks iss WITTIN 010 — 10, 

Tie on 21 Balls, Balls. Birds, 
Baal SY Bede side we oe e heel oot aaa Solel eee eee 1i—2 111—8—4 
Hs a vones. Stiee Obey hn ge, Semen eae Sat oF N1—3 010—-1—4 

OLEVELAND, Noy. 4.—The sixth contest for the shooting cham- 
pionsIup diamond and gold trophy of Cuyahoga county was held this 
afférnoon at the Oak Groye Housé grounds of the Cleveland Gun 
Cinb. A faircrowd of local sportsmen were present. Theday was 
fine and the shooting in keeping with it, the leading scures heing ex- 
ceptionally high. ‘The badge was first offered in March, 1852. by the 
shots Of Ihe county. and is put up fora contest every four months, 
The shootis oper to all embers in good standing of a clubim the 
county, and the conditions are $5 entrance, 60 glass balls fromi five 
Bogaridus traps, i8yds. rise. The fight for the possession of the tro- 
hy is usually one between the members of the Cleyeland and Kirt- 
and clubs, Today the Hast Side organization wou, as it has done in 
Your of the six contests for its possession, The work was clore and 
exciting. and at forty rounds everything looked as though ©. F, 
Wheal, of the Kirtlands, would be the wmner. Butin the last ten 
balls he missed twice, and R, E. Sheldon, of the Clevelands, shooting 
like n hero, won by one ball, with the fine score of 48 out of a possible 
50, The stores were as follows: : 
Ga Calhoun,,.... 040000900 190.005 1990.10.99 102199110099 110199111111—4 6 
Jobu Wight, ..... 004171111410110101 1011111111101 1111111101 100000114 —42 
( M Roof peo L000099001109 100079.109.111900011991100111101111111101 46 
DC Powers © EEY1011000001109911009 91101911909 1011111 911111111 43 
W Reynolds y eel 1108.00 11109 11.1019011011101110109 1010111011010111— 26 
GF Lewils__. 4009901919711,179111110110101101011011011101011111—41 
RE Shel VON9 00000191009 19009 1199000090091. 1111111 1111148 
GF Wheal ODN 1011400190100 100010.110.0091910.11914.11111111101 47° 
M PSilsby --. 22. 41111101101900110011111001110191101101111311101111— 39 
Messrs Sheldon and Wheal both used the Lefever hammerless 

gun, ‘The winnerset the badge since it has existed are as follows: 
Db. G. Powers, Glevelands; John Prechtel. Kirtlands: C. M, Roof, 
Kirtiands: J.J. Wightman, Clévelands; ©. A. Calhoun, Clevelands; 
R.E, Sheldon, Clevelands. The $45 entrance was divided, $22.50 
going to Valhoun, tte former winner of the badge, 60 per cent, of 
fhe balance, or $13.50 to Mr. C. F. Wheal, the second man in yester- 
day's concest, and the remaining 50 per cent., $9, was divided be- 
tween Messrs. Calhonn and Roof, the ties forthird place. Mr, Al 
Forbey was the best of referees, anu Messrs. Garfield and Gross acted 
us judges, Atthe close of the principal event a sweepstako at five 
clays, loyds. rise, ten entries, $2 entrance, wasshot. After a keen 
contest C, M. Roof won first money, J, M. Wight and Garfield divided 
second, and W. Reynolds secured third. 

Those who favor us with scores for publication wre particularly 

requested to write on one side of the paper anty, 

ALGONQUIN GUN CLUB, NEW YORK, Nov, 23, 1885.—Result. of 
sixth contest for Composition Ball Companys badge; Messrs, Lindie, 
Brenner and Loewer, 2lyds.; the rest 16yds, : 
Lundie, , .. 14 J, Auld... 
Brenner, , 19 Sauer... 
Loewer... . 16 Griswold 
Cassebeer, 23 Berdan.. 
Mil ye o-tsaee 24 Wendel... 
Tordlye dy oc SROM MGR Bays chee. aye 
Fae ea. beset eee pas »» RO 

‘fie for third badge vesulbed in favor of Mr. Hanna.—J. li. ML, 

CLAY-PIGEONS AND LIVE BIRDS.—Cincinnati, Nov, 22.—diter 
Forest and Stream: It having lately been reported to_us that a 
Louisville, Ky., sportsman used the following language, “I will never 
shoot a clay-pigeon because the company tried to suppress Itye bird 
trap shooting.” will you Kindly permit us again to refute this slander. 
We have uever done aught in the slightest degree to soppress or dis- 
countenance live-bird shooting. We can prove that we manufaeture 
more elay-pigeons in two weeks than there are live birds shot from 
the trap during the envire year, In other words, the total number of 
live birds shot from the trap do not aggregate four per e¢ent. of our 
annual production. Can any sane man look at these figures and 
still believe such ungrounded slanders? Respectfully, Tue LicowsKy 
ChLAy-Pienon Co, 

A TRAP-SHOOTER’'S TRICK.—He was a mild-mannered sort of 
ereature and told the boys of Decatur, Ill., that he was by profession 
a coal heayer on a locomotive. Still he didn’t believe that Carver 
knew anything aboul shooting. To have some sport with him the 
erack Shot of the place challenged him to shoot a 100-bird match for 
$250. The stranger accepted and left town, but turned up the night 
before the iiatel put up lis money, and the next day killed 99 out 
of 100 strong-flying pigeons at d0yds, rise, use.of ons barrel only, He 
shot a magnificent Westly Richards gun. His adversary sored 47. 
After itwas all over the Decatur sports discovered thap their “injun”’ 
Was noue other than Al, Davis, the crack trap-shooler. But his last 
score beats the recold,—Sacramento Bee, 

CLARKSVILLE, N, Y., Nov. 1.—Dive pigeon match between Mr. 
Wim. Hunt, of Sew York, and Mr, Chas. B. Fisher, of the Union Gun 
Club, of Spring Valley. N. ¥.; 25 hitds each, 25yds. rise: 
Chas. B, Fisher... 1111100277 1721717T1111114 1-28 
Wm. Hunt 10217211001 0700101111111100 1-7 
Judges, J. J. Lydecker and W, H. Jersey. Reteree, Col. W- 

Thompson. 

Auswers to Correspondents. 

(> No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondenta. 

Keueie.—Two men report haying shot ducks of extraordinary size, 
one wighed. 444 Jbs., anit was not fat—described as haying a green 
head aud very broad bill, The bird was dark in color, and with 
white tips to wmgs. Wliat, probably, wasit? Ans. We cannot tell 
irom your déseriplion what the bird was. 

}' 1. §.. Sinelairville, N. ¥.—While hunting yesterday, ifound in 
athorn-tree, a nest about the size of a football, On examining it, 
two mice jumped out, whica I was unable to capture. The nest was 
composed mostiy of prasses, and was lined with thistle-down. Can 
you tell me what the name of the mice are, and whetber they built 
the nest themselves, or was it originally some other animal’s} Ans. 
The mice were probably the common white-footed field mouse which 
is often known to build nésts similar to those you describe. 

Pony, Chatham, N, Y.—A pout here is partly owned by one Joe 
Smith; he owns part of the land that surrounds if, the remuinder Is 
owned by three other persons. There is « public highway within two 
or three’ feet of pond, Itis not entirely fenced. Contams pickerel, 
perch, bass and other fish. “Old Joe,’ as the boys call him, has 
notices posted around pond forbiding the taking of any fish. He 
claims that the pond is priyate, and when he catches any one fishing, 
he has his lawyer notify them thatif they do not come down wilh 
five dollars he will sue them, and they generally settle rather than 
gotoiaw. Can he do any more than sue us for trespass if caught on 
his part of the pond? Is the pond private, and what are damages for 
trespass? Ans, The man probably owns to the centre of the pond as 
far as his land runs aiong its border, but he has no rights beyond 
these, and of course can only sue for trespass. Damages for trespass 
are whatever the jury may choose to award, 

“The very pluk of pertection”—any one of the two hundred various 
styles of eae Inanufactured by the Esterbrook Steel’Pen Co.—Adv, 

1V.—DELAWARE AND RARITAN RIVERS, D. 

or the Delaware proper, if the water is quite low. 
open for Cochecton 
(Lambertville, N, ¥.) The other rapids are exciting, but nat over 
dangerous. 

Fires and Water, . 
Cooking 
Setting Table .. 
Washing Dishes = 
Sweeping and Dusting, Ripple—Red Rover 

Canoeing. 

To insure prompt atlention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose wbsence from the affice matters of im: 
portanee are linhle to delay. 

FIXTURES. 

Winter Camp-fire-—Dee 14, NewYork. Subjeut—*Oruising Ganges.” 

_, Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest ayn 
SrReAM their aildresses, with name, membership, signals, etc., of 
then: clubs. and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canceisis and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to VWorEst anp Stream their addresses, with 
lozs of cruises, maps aud information convening their local waters, 
drajvings or descriptions of boats and! fittings, and all items relating 
ta the sport. 

NEW YORK CANOE CLUB SIGNAL. 

i 

I 

THE CHART LOCKER. 

AND R. AND 
MORRIS CANAL. 

Roe ae to New Brunswick, Delaware and Raritan Canal; 
New Brunswick to Perth Amboy, Raritan River; Perth Amboy 

to Blizabethport, Staten Island Sound; Elizabethport to Newark, 
Newark Bay; Newark to Easton, Pennsylyania, Morris Canal; Baston 
fo Trentou., Delaware River, ( No portage on this route, Permit on 
Morris Canal earries you through locks and over inelines. Toll on 
D. and B, Canal, Trenton to New Brunswick, $1.80; toll on M rris 
Canal $1.80, For permit to pass through Morris Canal, write to sup- 
erintendent Morris Cinal, Phillipsburgh, New Jersey, Nopermib re- 
quired on D.and R. Canal. Pay atentrance locks, either at Borden- 
town ov New Brunswick. 
Cavution.—Do not attempt to ron the east hranvh of (he Delaware 

Keep a wary eye 
‘alls (below Cochéecton, N, ¥.). and Walls Palls 

THE GALLEY FIRE. 

ORDER TN CAMP, 

NHE ordinary rouline of camp duties if carried out +ystematically 
makes the Jabor of each member of the party light enongh, but 

without system the jyork falls heavily on a few, while abt and dis- 
order reign supreme, On order and cleanliness depend the comfort 
and contentment vf all concerned; but in many ¢amps these two 
requisites are almost unknown, We copy ihe following as a SUR REE 

ad tion in camp discipline, and hope it will induce others who have 
éxypetience in cAinping to make public the results of their observa- 
tions. 
the food to be prepared for tach meal, and also assigns each mau his 
work. 

This “general order” is posted early in the evening, and shows 

MARMALADE LODGE. 

General Order No, 45, 
MENT, 

Supper, -— = = = Seaver Bel ley 
Mutton Chops, broiled. 

Baked Potatoes, white aud sweet, 
Canned Corn. Bread. Butter, 

Coffer, Tea, 

Breakfast, - - - 

Sausdze, 
Rice and Bu¢kwheal Cakes. 

Stewed Apples. 
Butter, Syrup. Coffee, 

Dinner, - - - - Five Bells, 

Béefsteak, broiled, 
Boiled Pofatoes. white and sweet. 

Romioy: Bread. Butter. 
ivkles, Canned Duff, 

Supper. 
.., Jessica —Zephyr 

ane _..-- oo. Jersey Rlue—Fréeak 
..H, §.--C. A. 
,-..Dot—Psyche 

Bight Bells. 

Breakfust. 
ditto, 
ditho, 
ditto. 
ditto, 
ditto, 

Dinner. 
dilto, 
ditto. 
«litte, 
ditto, 
ditto, 

Special attention is called to Rule 15; i 
*All sails, burlaps, shavings, oilers, old rope, clothes, ballast bags, 

‘plocks of wood, lead pigs, ete., used for heddiny and pillows, must be 
removed from the floor and stowed in their places as soon as they are 
no longer needed.” 

LOG BOOK. 

IL—A TWO DAYS! CRUISE. 

N Saturday afternoon, June 8). 1283, four members of the Toronto 
Canoe Olnb started from the cit to cruise along the northwest 

shore of Lake Ontario fora couple of days. July Ist is our national 
holiday. as on that date some titteen Ree ago all the provinces were 
formed into one confederation, called the Dominion of Canada. 
As usual, quite a number of members promised to go, but only 

Messrs, Douglass, Kerr, Nicholson and Neilson turned up, ready for 
the start. Dr. Douglass 1s a paddler—as all those who were at Stony 
Lake this season Will admit—so he soon left the other Lhree —all lazy 
and fond of sailing—to heat up the mouth of the Humber Hiver, five 
or six wiles west of Toronto. Here the Boctor was found enjoying 4 
swiminthe lake. As the sun was gelling low. the squadron passed 
up the river, under the road and railway bridges. An inviting spot 
was soon found, tents were put up, and all hands started in to cook 
supper. All had spirit lamps, but only two of them—the commo- 
dore’s and the Doctor’s—wvuld worl: satisfactorily, and the Tatver 
would haye required 4 drug store to keepit supplied with spirit. Sup- 
per over, all gathered round the camp-fire, the smoky side being most 
sought for, as the “skeeters” began to pipe up. As the sun fell, a 
cool breeze from the northwest came up. aud the singing insects dis- 
appeared asif by magic. The Uoetor's preparations for sleepin 
were beautifully simple. Picking up his canvas craft, the *'Brownie. 
he carried if up the bank, depositing 1t upside down beneath a couple 
of pine trees, spreading One sail on the ground and one over the 
canoé, he was soon asleep. The others made up their comfortable 
bedsin the tents. 
The night was quite cool, and soon after 4A. M, the Comniodore 

was awakened by the sound of breaking -ticks and the crackling of a 
fire, which signified that the Doctor's ulster was not suflicient to keep 
him warn, aud that a pair of blankets would have added much to his 
comfort, The other sleepers soon turned out and breakfast was 
prepared, the Commodore's lamp again having to bear the burden 
ofanost of the cooking, 

After a ramble through High Park. tents were struck and canoes 
packed, and the fleet was soon outin theJake, As the head wind was 
still blowing, the skippers of the Sadie N., Mabel K. and the Boreis 
hoisted sails and started along the shore, maliog a short and ioug 
leg alternately. ‘The Doctor, however, took to the padiile, and the 
Boreas was soon out of sight around @ headland, About noon the 
wind freshened up, and when thé sailors sizhted Port Credit the roll- 
ers were quite large enough to make it interesting work forthe er 
traft, Just off the lighthouse thé Doctor was sighted, and the fleet 
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swep? between the piers in grand style and rode safely behind a very 
rickety breakwater. The harbor is yery small and is now anly used 
by a fleet of stone-hookers—emall seows. schooner-rigeed—employed 
in taking froin the recky ledges just of shore flat stouer, which ara 
tarried to Toronto for building purposes, Distances from Toronto, 14 
niles, 
A cold limch was enjoyed here. and then with masts down all 

started to probe ihe toysterics of the River Credit, Getting under 
the road bridge was quite & tight fit, but the appearance of the rail- 
way bridge was nppalling. twas being repaiyed. and planks were 
fastened in snch a way That it seemed impossible fo get through. By 
taking off hatehes, rudders, ete,, and standing on the deck at eertain 
low places, all managed to get through, and were soon paddling up 
the quiet beautiful viver, lined with beds of white antl yellow water 
lies on both sides. After a paddle of about vwo milas, the erent 
became quite swift, aud soon all were engaged in an attempt to ascend 
asmul] rapid, Messrs. Douglas and Kerr acconrplished it, and theo 
had a pleasant time running down again, as it was found that thiswas 
the Head of noviration, even yor eanoes. 
A seputing patty was now sen. out to try and lind a farmhouse and 

procuré milk, butter, and if possible, straw for beds, They soon re- 
tumed Jaden with all three, Vea over and beds made ready io the 
tents, al pavhered around (he damp-fire, wid the farmer joining us, a 
pledsant evening was spent. ‘lhe Doctor gave us bits of his adven- 
tures in India when in the ariny, but— modestwan as he is~ omitted 
talling vs that for some deed of yalor in one of these adventures. he 
wis presented by the Queen with the Vieloria Cross, an Lonor given 
only lo a few, dnd held in higher esteem by British subjects than any 
other decoration or medal, 5 

Ahour ten o'Cloel the Doctor retived nuder his casos, jhe others to 
their splendid stray couches in the tenp. 
Next ynorning was very wari, and a gusty wind blowing from the 

northwest, which promised us smooth waterand a good sail hone. 
Jireakfast over, the Doctor started for the railway station, intending 
to leaye his canoe there, goon to Hamilton by train, and return for 
his cratl to suil home in the eyening, The others packed up and 
started down the viver under dandy sails, Kerr, however, thought 
that was slow work, and his big Jateen was shun up, He had hardly 
seated himeell on deck when a sgall struck and @ jibe ensued, cavis- 
ing him to go through some very fine gyomuastics to get the Mabel Kk. 
on an even keelagain, Once safely through the hridves w stop was 
mHide, and sails were hoisted for what promised to baa hvyely run fo 
Toronto, Ones outside: the nerwester carried us along very fast, 
but a black cloud coming up with anpearance of a heavy shower, all 
hands went ashore and enjoyed a swim, as the rain did not come, 
Starting again, sonie More miles were eevered, when another had 
squalland An accident to the Mabel K's stwering gear, made all 
hands put into # iittle natural harbor at the mouth of the Rtobicoke 
River. While lying Were a small cathoat, the Curlew, of the Toronto 
Y. G., also came in, and the crews had a ramble in the fields, picking 
up wild strawberries, etc, ‘Lhe squall soon passed over again, with- 
out rain, and all started once’ more, The wind.soon drew ahead and 
felllight, Then it wasseen to he coming down on us from the senth- 
west, and in a few inomients all were tearing aloug with booms well 
to port. Steadily the wind got heavier and the sear larger, the on- 
shore wind bringing mall the rollers that had been kicked ip by the 
nor*wester, A consnitation was beld, aud after relieving Mr. Kerr of 
his large latesn, and replacing it with the Commodore's dandy, wl 
squared away beforeil again, A reef soon became necessary, anil 
af last wind and sea increased so much, all sail was taken in and 
under bare poles the three skipped along at a good pace. 
As We neared the city a large munbaer of skiffs were seen drawn up 

on the bank out of the sit, their occupants having had to beacu 
them. The wharfatthe far grounds offered a slight shelter, which 
was taken adyantage of forarest. Abont 5:30 another start was 
made, and after a fossmg in same yery large rollers. the hoary house 
wasresched, Dr, Doughis arrived while the canoes were being put 
EE Hie reported a rough trip, having had to do as we did, take in 
allsail, 
Thus ended our cruise, g)! well satisiied, indeed, proud of our eraft, 

which had safely weathered a blow that sent a good number of much 
larger crath huntiwe for shelter, Boras. 

THE WINTER CAMP-FIRE, 

“POUR PARLER CANOTAGSE,” 

ELH aboys expression, indicating 4 form of aquati¢ sports to which 
the French are mneh mire addicted than to the real work of oar 

or paddle, describes concisely the principal object of jhe meetings 
known 4s the ‘winter camp-fires,” the first of which was held iu 
New York on Thursday last, In answer to the myitationssent out by 
the committee, there were present thirty-one pentiemen, among 
them Messi's. Whitlock. Mouroe, Norton, Vaux, Stephens. Seluyler, 
Coole, Codert, and Qlapp of the New York (,..0.: Hoffman, Green- 
Jeaf, Wilkin, Bréntang, Van Zandt, Fowler und Bernheimer. Knicler- 
booker C, C.; OC. ¥. King and A. G, Crane, Clyde 0,0, (RW. Bailey. 
Fittsburgh ©. C,, and séveral members from rowing clubs. 

The méeting was called to order by Mr. Wilkin, the temporary chait- 
man) and the minites of the previous meeting read and accepted, 
after which Mr. C. L. Norton was nommated as permanent chairman 
for the season and elected by acclamation, Messrs, Stephens and 
Hoffman were nominated for tie office of seeretary and tredisurer, 
the former being elected. A letter was read from Dr. A. G, Gerster 
regretting his absence from the city and wishing all prosperity to 
the new undertaking. Mr, Norton, after a short speech explaining 
the aims and purposes of the meetings, called Mr, Wilkin to the 
chair, 1 order to take part in the evening discussion. 
Prof. Wowler of the K, GC, C., read a very interesting paper on ‘Phe 

Ohoice of a Canoe.” Starting with the question, “Why should I 
ehoose & Canoe; why is it better than a cathoat ora rowboat?” He 
took lirst the negative side, stating that the canoe was much slower. 
under sail or paddle than ither OF the others, that the canos was not 
udapied for open water or coast cruising but for general work. As 4 
practical comparison he traced the course of a.catboat, 2 cande, and 
a rowhoat, starting from a pot in the Lower Bay for a cruise up the 
Hudson, the catboat sailing along swiftly at first over the rough 
water, the canoe under sail some distance behind, dvy aud comfort- 
able, and the rowboat ata disadvantage in the short seas. Finally 
the river proper is reached, the wind (lies out and the tide was ebb. 
The catboat can only anchor and wait for wind, fhe canoe stows sail 
and makes fair time with the paddle. and the rowboat, coming to 
the front, easily passes both; this repassing continuing from day to 
day as wind and tide dictite, Pursuing thé subject further he com- 
pares the comfort of the canoeist, under his tent ab nicht, in his self- 
sontained boat, wilh the situation of those in the open cat ovrowboah, 
neither adapted to slielter or protect their crews? his final summing wp 
being in fayor of the canoe as a cruising boat. he speaker also 
deprecated the tithe of “Poor Mans Yacht,” so often applied to 
eandes, aud the building of heavily sparred and ballasted suiline 
Ganges, as well as the construction of canoes for different purposes, 
recommending, to 2 certain extent, the building of a medium type of 
cruising: canoe. 

After the conclusien of the reading a general disewssion followed. 
Mr, Stephens spoke of the speed of canoes, compared with the smaller 
sailing boats, elalming that the canoes were nearly, if ot quite as 
fast as many catboats of similar length, but of much greater bulk, 
also that the canoe was well fitted fora sailing boat, the canoes of 
New York Bay being all crulsing boats, but fitted with large sails, and 
lead forracing, and fully deserving the title of “pour man's yachts,” 
and recommended the building of a different canoe for each distinet 
variety of work. Following up the subject, Mr, Whitlock remarked 
that each man inust choose his boat apertaLy, for that locality where 
he will lise 1t most, which lovality will dictate the necessary Tequire- 
ments, und the cunoe tor New York waters mist be largely a sailing 
heat, The English candes that had been so successful under sail 
were blutt-bowed in order to carry the large and heayy mast and sail 
which must he stepped well forward, The success of the Pearl was 
due largely to the admirable handling of her desizner, Mr. 2, B, Tred. 
owen, and the quastion of the superiority of the _ Pearl model over the 
Nautilus was not definitely settied, lis own choice beng for an easier 
entrance than the Pearl. Mr, Norton stated that he had always pre- 
ferred & ses-goig canos ta the smaller ones, for the past yeur had 
used a 10x38) tandem canoe on a river, and woul! advise for warrow 
waters a Rob Roy or similar model, Mad used a Rice Lake for sev- 
eral seasons, and liked some of the points of the Canadian model, 
notably the cull, rather spoon-shaped botton, with no hollow water 
linés. put well rockered on the keel, 

tn reply Mr. stephens stated that the Canadian canoes were not, in 
their main features. especially good mipdels for modern cahoes, but 
tht the form of bottom waa worthy of inutation, The later Jersicy 
Bluse model has a very long, flat Hoor, some width on deck,with ayery 
fing entranes and run, the water lines being hollow. Several of these 
boats haye heen in use For the past three seasons, sailing with fuller- 
bowed models, and the general opinion is that theJersey Blue is 
diier, rising more quickly, and taking lo water on (leek, is essy m- 
ler pada. a5 fast iu stuooth water. and probably equal for all-around 
work to the others, but decidedly slower ander ‘sail in rough weber, 
ina later model, built this year, afler some discussion of ihe subject 
with Mr, Norton, the water lines ware kept full, the keel well noukered 
and fhe general form of boltom somewhat similar to the Canadian 
canoes, and the performance of the boat this season wnder ervising 
galls tudisate that sbe is ab least cui (oO the finer-lined tionts. Mr, 
Vaux renaeket thut the boats with the fuer lines threw a lares wave 
from tiy boyswhen sailing at full speed that wus not present in the 
esier bow: prdsxplviged bi sideas by a sketch, 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

A general discussion of the value of full and hollow lines followed. 
Mr. Kimp cited the Clyde canoes as having hollow Imes, aud also com- 
pared them with the Pearl. Referring to Mr, Fowler's remarks on 
canoes Dob being fitted for sea, work. he instanced a cruise of three 
Olyde canoes over the Irish sea, a distance of thirty miles from land 
to lind. He also advised canoeists to (lesien thoirown canoes instead 
of buying at random from A builder. as the occupation was in ilgelf 
Pleasant and instructive. Mr. Munroe advised thal canoes he selected, 
each fora specific purpose, and reccnmmended for work in rapids fhe 
open Canadian canve. in which one man is seatd in the bow and one 
tm the stern, and algo for river work a small canoe with little canvas, 

Mr. Willan took up the question, "Whatis a cance for.’ at some 
length, opposing the divisions of paddling, sailale paddling. ete, and 
advising the building of one medium type. in connection with which 
he recommended whe Bhadow. cond@uning both the Pearl and Rob 
Roy models. Mrv Vaux, referring tp the Racine vance, mentioned a 
ease where a lapsireak and Racine boat ernuising together, and their 
owners disagreeing, the latter being too umequalin size to fight, de- 
‘cided to sete the matier by each kicking his opponents boat. The 
owuer of the lapstreak drew back and let fy at the Racine boat with 
no effect, bub aller the other man had had his innings, the former 
was glad to beg a rife home im the Racine. 
Mr Stephens veplying to My, Wilkin, remarked that the Shadow 

canoe hau so chinged in the course cf improvement and under yari- 
ous huilders thal the points ouce claimed for itas advantayes had 
almost entirely disappeared, aud asserted that what was said in fayor 
of the Shadow would apply to any good canoe, 14x80, suggesting fur- 
ther some points of the idfal erising cande, length 11 to 15fl,, beam 
a0 , depth aliout ilin.. sbear forwaril Gin,, a flat floor, rocker to bot- 
tom, either a plateiron venterboard or keel of Sin,, straight sides, 
well rounded deck, bow nearly upright with foretoot rounded away, 
sternpost plumb, fisting coaming, bulkheads in either end, and air 
eases in midd)é of canoe belaw deck. Mr. Vaux spoke on the changes 
in the Shadow, the principal ones heme a pointed well, deeper keel, 
aud the rounding off of the sternport, A further discussion of meth- 
ods of building was started by Mr. Whitlock. who mentioned the new 
method of the Ontario Boat Vo. Mr. Greenleal asked concerning the 
strength and dirahility of alapstreak beat, Mr. Stephens spoke of 
the excellent construction of the Myerson Shadow, jostancing some 
of the older hoats, and Mr, Vaux spoke of the rough usuge the Bot 
had sustained, and her present condibion. 
The subject For the next meeting (Dec. 14) is “Cruising Canoes: 

Model, Rig and Fittings.” Mr. Stepliens will exhibit some models of 
the older canoes, and alsoa new model of a cruising canoe. Messes. 
Hoffman, Whitlock and Brentano were appointed a reception com- 
mittee for the next meeting, after which the meeting adjourned. 
Most of those present slayed for further conyersation, ‘he result of 
this meeting, whieh was only an experiment, has been most encour- 
aging, as all evin ed the greatest interest in the proceedings. The 
next meeting will no doubt be well atfended. A cordial invitation is 
extended to all who are interested in water sports, 

PERSONAL. M7, Chas. L. Norton has returned to New York and 
will sail again under the red and white stripes of the N. ¥. CG. 0, Mr. 
M, Von Rensselaer, Jr, N.Y. GO. C., has returned tu New York atter a 
summer's yachting in England, Mr, A. G. Crane, Clyde U. C., is alao 
in Naw York, Mr. Lucien Wulsin, Cin, C C..1s now i Europe, but 
is expected home about Christmas, We had a call 1 st week froin 
Mr, Reade W. Bailey. carnios Kattina. P. C. OC. Mr, Bailey came to 
New York to be present at tlie first cAmp-fire. He enjoys the honor 
of being one of the tallest men in the A, C,A. (Aft, Yin,), and is also 
one of kix menin the Piitsburgh ©, C, who are over 6fb. 

DOWN THE MISSISSIPPI.—Messrs, Keogh and Bughee, whose 
erhise down the Mississippi was described in Féntist anp Sraean of 
Oct, 25, were at Vicksburg on Noy.17. A fall account of their cruise 
is promised after ifs completion. 

Hachting. 

To insure pronyal attention, conmunieations should be ad- 
dressed tothe Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and net ta 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance ave liable to delay. 

MAY. 

W Picaun from goud soures that the crack forty-ton racér May is 
likely to challenge for the America Cup. This eutter was 

built in 18K1 at Greenock. by Roberi Steele & Co,, from desipns hy G. 
L, Watson. She is of composite build, having steel franies and oak 
plank, Olassed Aj for 20 years at Lloyds. Sails by Lapthorn and 
RatseyA. At present the property of N. B, Stewart, Esq. Length on 
logdline 64ft,, beam 12fb., depth of hold ‘itdin,, draft 10f¢.9in., dis- 
lacement 68 Lons.Jead keel 40 tons, lead inside 2 tons. mast, dack to 
omnis, 400t. Gin., mainboom 56ft, caff 26f1., howsprit; outboard Qft. 

topmnst fid to shouldér 38ft., area of lower sail 8,200sq.ff. May is 
about the best all round “forty in the racing feet, and is known as 
2 goer m light winds espesially. Shestarled 37 times lust season and 
won lf prizes. Like all of Watson's boats sheisa beauty to look at. 
She ig just the right leneth for phe work proposed, and should she be 
unable to wrest the world’s championship from our hest. yessel, it is 
prétty sate to say no ether cutier would stand any bettershow. Our 
British cousins are will enough to test the merits of their yachts. 
and it only remains with the New York ¥, C. to extend equitable 
conditions to bring About the internatial trial the public has'so long 
been awaiting, 

THE CABIN TABLE IN WINTER, 

y LSEWHERE will be found a reference fo the meetings arranged 
by canoeists to take place every threa weeks throughout winter, 

Why cannota similar plan be allopted by tle owners of Sinall yachts? 
The Interests of such boats are Sadly neglected in New York. There 
is no club ih which they find congeuial company. Wither the sand- 
bag carricatnre rules the counsels and policy of the organization, 
und the legitimate yacht is deemed an intruder, or elsc the club is 
given over body and suul to the dictation of the fortunate few eap- 
able of standimy the financial drain of big tonnaze, with display and 
racing notoriety uppermost in mind, In a broad way, yachts about 
New York may be divided in three great classes, Lowest in the scale 
is the eand-shifting open boat, a makeshift only. with little tnat is 
allied to real yachting, and nothing whicn appeals to the tastes of the 
erhiser and sailor. Next in point of size comes a fleet of small vahin 
yachts sailing with fixed ballast, and differing from their large and 
pretentious sisters mainly ii the matter of tonnage, and third may 
hé entinerated the big sloops and schooners. costing a fortune to 
build and a mint to run, whose doings figure most prominently in all 
the public prints and in club-room society, : 
The most deserving of these thréa elasses, from a sporting point of 

view, are those yachts whieh directly enlist plysical as well as men- 
tal exercise in their management aud keep: which call into being a 
vigorons, atiletic life and promote quick perception, study and fore- 
thoug Min many directions. Large vessels are their own advertise- 
ment. ‘bhey require no coaching, not even unity of action, Lo reeom- 
mend themselves For all they aré worth. The sandbagger appeals to 
the vontingent of lasdsmen inittical by choices 14 tbe amateur life of 
a sailor and sure to he snpported in pursuitof an innate spirit of 
rivalry which is, too great extent, an offspring of the human tailin 
to gamble, Between these two lots, the lexivimate eruiser of sma 
dimensions is dviven to the wall and erushed oufel sight, Yet the 
small cabin yacht, possessing all the mebits of a large vessel withaut 
the avcompanying expense, is, Or ought to he, the life and soul of the 
Sport. Otganization ani umted uction ave demanded to keep her 
special tield of utility before the public in such a prouiinent way that 
new recraits mity be githered and inoculated into the absorbing pur- 
suit of sailing as well as owuies a boat. until that time, at least.when, 
by were force of numbers, the advatitazes of small yachts shall com- 
pel the consideration from all sides to which they ure entitled heyvad 
all other styles and sizes. This a common thing io find 2 column de- 
vote! in some daily paper to the recounting of an iznounnious at- 
tempt at racing among sandhar traps, in which nearly all éntries 
capsize or come to grief, while the Same papeér disnmsses in a line or 
two the meeting of reeular bee mnikiog a matel of fur nore im 
portance were the issues only properly wnidersteod and false stand- 
ards aud perverted tasters kuodked over, 
The feet of sunull yachts 15 the barometer by whicn the popularity 

of the sportis to be ganged, The prosperity shold be uppermost 
with all who wish to promote the best interests of yachting Jb re- 
mains with those who have leaint to value the truth of these lines, 
to see That full Yecoguilion shall be bestowed upon the most commend- 
able division of the sporting nityy, and in oo way can that ve better 
aecomplished than by following the example set by the canoe men of 
the city, No devotee of the paddle sees merit i mere size, Qnite 
the contrary, “fhe most ont of the least” is his moitu., Mere tonnage 
has no more to do with the full realization of the charms of yachtin 
than meére bigness in a canoe, The most perfech yacht is what all 
should sin to possess, let her size be whatit may. Far better to fy 
yonr lag aboard a smart shaver ef 25ft,, than trom the rickety mast- 
head of a cheaply built, half fitted trap of donble the lenett, Ger- 
tainly canoeing 15 still in its infancy and suiling has attained a matura 
(evelopment already, Then why should there be any obstacle in the 
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way of calling together the owners of small yachts for purposes 
futmd so pees tae to the knights of the pacdle? The smallest yacht, 
but the best. the least first cost and expendituie for keep, thatis the 
keynete which would strike a sympathetic chord in the masses who 
now keep aloof because disappointed with the meagre inducements 
held forth by toe capsizing onen boat and falsely imbued with the 
notion that tonnage must be had at great cost ta reach their aspira- 
tions, Reéepular couveutions among the owners of small yachts wonld 
be found most agreeablé breaks in the wearisome months af winter, 
would invest a hitherto neglected class with dignity and influence, 
and be the means of spreading information and a taste for legitimate 
yachting which shall he within the reach of thousands to one who Gan 
afford even a forty-foot sloop. 

“THEREFORE.” 

Bb? RING the past summer it may be remembered thal Mr. Mimm 
4 hint for Mr. Dimon the sloop yacht Rival, an unusually deep 
boat of large displacement. The ané now building is of extremely 
light draft und of sYoall displacement, very different in type frem 
the Rival. It suems that after trying the deeper boat Mr, Dimon 
became satisfied of his preference for a lighter drafh vessel. As 
this gentleman has wndoubtedly had more hosts built for him than 
any Other yachtsman in the country his choice of the light dratt, 
shoal yacht, after trying the deeper boat, is a significant fact, 
especially as the genaral tendency just at present is toward lurger 
Msplacemenut vessels, —Herald. 

[Because Mr. Dimon builds a boat with large displacement and the 
hoat won't sail, as anyone could foresee while the Riyal wag svill in 
frame, ‘therefore” it is the fault of large displacement and not the 
fault of the model and poorly digested planning of the Rivalall through. 
Some people may build a hundred boats and mow less whan they get 
through than others who have not builh even one. If Mr, Dimon's 
experience leads up to nothing better than such « primitive ark as 
the Rival, his experience has not put him abeatl of the beginner, antl 
what bis choice may be cannot baye ihe slightest influenced. Mr. 
Dinion insisted that cutters could not sail, He bas been left high and 
firy by recent events. Why should the Herald invest the ernde 
cobblering of amateurs with misleading influence?) 

CAPITAL OUT OF A MISPRINT. 

QOMETHING mnst he allowed for the frantic efforts of our various 
\ Gontemporaries to make even a moderate showing mcamparison 
with Mores? ann StvERaw. When, however, for the sake of filling 
space a contemporary resorts to the publication of ribhish whieh is 
so thehty and disgusting in ils wild contradictions, far-fetehed in 
its dbsurd inferencés and as shallow in logic as itis deyoid of truth, 
we believe it time to call a halt upon the publication of mixtures 
which are @ slight tothe mtelligence of American yachtsmen. 
Last week we quoted # passage from the London Kield in which 

the following sentence occured; “AS they will have to praduce cut- 
ters bo comply with a sail area and length ruie, there will be induce- 
nent for ‘hem to construct hideous eraft as flat sided ag a canal boat, 
and almost as shapeless as some Of the English modern yachts are." 
Any person with the Jeast Intelligence could see at a glance thatthe 

foregoing sentence contained a misprint and thai it was mtended to 
draw a line of demarkation between the squeezing tendencies of the 
Y.-B. A. bes and lengthrule and the unfettered chances for designing 
round bodied boats permitted under the sail area rule wlich takes no 
accountotbeam. Any person in the least conversant with eyents is well 
aware that all Englisn raciig yachts have been built under the 
Y. R, A. rule. that the sail avea rule is only in the stages of a propo- 
sition and that no racing yachts have yeh been built under that mile. 
No one but a clumsy blundever or a dishonest person bent upon mis- 
representation could have overlooked tue very palpable misprint in 
the FY¥eld. Yet we find this week that one of our minor contemporaries 
gives vent to its ignorance or dishonesty in a cohimn of the most 
swultifying stew concerming measurement which has ever appeared 
in print, tiinmphsantly winding up with a reference to “the highest 
authority in Great Britain,” all on the strength of a misprit standing 
outin erass relief even tu the most hurrmed reader and lightest 
thinker. 
The same incapable source tells a handful of readers that the sail 

area and length rule has been universally rejected in Great Britain, 
a statement which 1s either intentional falsehood or else the outcome 
of dense Ignorance, which ought never to be permitted in a sporting 
journal of good standing. The gail area rule was proposed aiter the 
eommencement o£ the season as.a compromise with a view to rating 
snugly rigged cruisers with the heavily sparred madern yachts with 
lead on their keels, in phe hops of inducing more bumerolls entries in 
the matches. But the British fleet of racers, having been built under 
the Y.R.A. rule, and the Y.R.A. being all-powerful in racing circles, 
what more natural than that the owners of modern yachts should re 
fuse |o handicap themsélyés for the benefit of old time tubs, and con- 
cludé to retain the beam and length rule under which their yachts 
had been produced? The conteniporary im question congratulates 
itself upon the impression that “the highest authority” in Great 
Britian has withdiawn support trom the proposed sail area and length 
role. Such isnot at all the case, Mr, Dixon Kemp still considers that 
tule the most perfect from a scientific point of view, and the most 
ayoilable in practice, and his inflaence will be thresyn in fayor of its 
genera] adoption in the Y.R,A, council. 
We are Further told by the quack in question that the sail area rule 

is “in fayer of the cutters.*’ A more grotesque display of ignorance 
and more thoroughly 1alse assumptions could not be crammed into 
the same space. itso Lappens that Bedouin, Ileen, Yolande, Wemo- 
nah, etc., will rate less on loadline length than with sail area mea- 
sured, and it so happens that owing to lofty topmaste the cutters, as 
arule, rate more Sail than the square of their loadline, There are 
exceptions to this among the cutters, but there are also such excep- 
tions amoogz the sloops. So far as sail area is concerned, ib will be 
found in general no harder on one type than upon, nother. and cuit- 
ters are as likely fo be benefitted hy simple length measurement as 
any other style ofboat. Any club makiig a change to length under 
the delusion that it will be a handicap upon cutters, will soon wale 
up te the fact that it has been biting off its own 1 tO spite others, 
As amass of misrepresentation and slipshod logic, the artiele en 
measurement which our contemporary publishes, is disgraceful to 
sporting journalism, apart from itsaunnus aud ulterior aims, Inthe 
name of American yachtsmen we protest that the shameless flaunt 
jog of such # burlesque upon common sense & trifling with the intel- 
ligence of the public. 
Honest difference ef opinion all reasonable people can put up with 

and argue in a spirif of friendly consideration. We caunot expect 
every one to accept our views, least of all those persons having only 
oue-sided experianee. We are always prepared to meet any Lonest 
convictions With liberality and alnde by the conclusions a niutual dis- 
cussion bring to the fore. But when @ conteniporary disgraces the 
American public by stooping to obvious trickery and debauches legiti- 
mate yachting literature by conntenuncing nauseahug charlatanry 
with no higher object than the filling of space, we enter a protest in 
the name of all yachfsmen againgt a course which would he positively 
disheartening and compel the retirement of intellizent people from 
the field of journulism, but for tlhe verdiet the pubhe hos rendered in 
is Sa ay to support & paper seeking popularity by disreputably false 
pretenses, 
When Forest Ann Streay firsbstirred up the meassorement ques: 

tion and awakened the clubs from their lethargy, onr pages were 
filled with a discussion which covered the subject in all its bearings, 
We set forth the equity of bull measurement, knowing well the pos- 
sibilities vidden in great displacement, But the asseaibled w ignom 
of amateur committees decided azainstus, In their little spirit they 
blindly assumed our agitation to he purely aamiove to faver cubters. 
Since that time yachtsmen have had cause to modify their notions, 
and now all are only too anxious to shift the Splendid vietories of 
edoum aud Oriva upon their great weight, and willingly woul! they 
return to bulk measurement. Had our disinterested counsel prée- 
vailed, there would beno paninin the camp, and the America Oup 
would beas safe to-day as eyer it was. 
Having of their own choice, after mature deliberation, rejected 

bulk measrement ind fallen hack upon length end sail with a ten- 
deney to get * simple length” upon the throne once more, bauksliding 
to weav bas been spurned would be a confession of incapacity so 
siiall and contemptible that for the good repute of the communiby 
we will male 1 our special business to held the nose of Jenrtli meas- 
urement close down Lo the grindstone, 
Length levit be. No one Gan be more satished with the tum affairs 

havetaken than those who are anxious to see real yuchta displace the 
flat-hottom shams. ‘ 

Length may be no fair standard according ta our Investigations, 
Gut wwe donot know everything, We may be unable to reeail asingle 
sun argument against the equity of measuring hy bulk. But ama- 
feur dabsters know much iors about such things than we. There- 
fore we bow to public opinion. Length let ithe. But—there shall be 
no. squealing! 

(From Fortsr AnD Srream, Ded, 7. '82,) 
Dditor Morest and Streans: 

AS your journal sets the eve to all others, the rest. acting only as 
ash barrels tor (he recept on of your leavings, permit ine 10 suegest 
(hat you continue your crusade in favor of bullcineasurement, Which 
SeGMs io the the only system Laprejudiced persons cap favor. * 7 # 
You liye dune s6 much to promote the hest interests of yachting 
that lhape you will not stop your slédge-hammer blows looking to 
the abolition of length rules, If you start the discussion afresh, we 
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all know the vest of (be journals will soon follow yourlead, as they 
have doue omallother issues you brought Into prominence. 
Nuw Yours, Nov, 28. AW ()BSERVER, 
{Whist! hush! Say nothing about lengilh measurement, If the 

boys will rush on to destruction with their eyes wide open, let theni 
heave ahead and rvepentat their leistire. We have worked hardep 
and more disinterestedly tlan any man living to bring about the 
adoption of a rule fair to every style of boat under the stm, and show- 
ing prejudice to none. Strange as it may seem, in their blindness, 
our evities have rashly accused us of seeking terims advantageous to 
the cuttur, though the rule we have fathered would exact from the 
mioléern representative a much ereater allowance than measurement 
by Jength, Our eonscience is clear, When, some fine day, sniling 
upon leueth, a eutter of donble fhe displacement—bnt, hush! It wil 
be none of oun funeral, Let tle boys swallow their own dose. “Bar- 
kis is willin’)”} 
Vrom this quotation it will be observed that we foresaw the trap 

into-whieh all hands were rushing, and gave warniug of what has 
since become an accomplished fact, When the Gop wings its {light 
for foreign shores there wil! be wailing and gnashing of teeth. “Oh, 
had we only followed the advice of Pormst AyD SvRaam|"’ But the 
die lias been cust. We must go to sacrifice on length and sail or on 
thnple length; it makes no difference, Prophets are without honor 
im their own country. Werxpecta deat earfor the present, but we 
bide cheerfully the day of reckoning aud the doom impending. 

One thing more. Mr, Dixon Kemp las been sojourning about 
Sonthamptoo waters all summer, and only the prominent articles in 
the /jeld are to be attr-buted to his pen. 

A WEEK ON GREAT SOUTH BAY. 

C W-. FF, and H, 0, D. concluded to spend their holiday on the 
/« borders of the Great South Bay. and to employ seamanship as 

the faevor of amusement. C, W. F, had mastered the art through 
the occasional perusal of a sporting journal, and by taking three 
trips across the bay with an old salt. A. 0, D., aman of quitk per- 
ceplive powers, depended chieily upon his natural aybitude tu sail a 
boat, The craft selected, as reported by H. 0. D., was-a bark of 
ttons, bul a eourection by the caplain makes her a 20-ft, boat, with 
the inthicate cat rig. 
The first day the captain undertook to get her nnder way with no 

assistanue hut that.of the crew. The orders to haul on the throat 
halliava were slightly misunderstoad by the crew, who suspected a 
reterenee to los necktie. Having been corrected in his inpression 
tid shown the proper rone, the captain's orders were obeyed anil the 
sail hoisted. But something seeming to hold, a ert effort put forth 
ly the erew caused something to give way. Thesail had been reefed, 
and the captain had little experience in reefs. One of the reef points 
was left Ged, consequently the stil was torn, the strain eoming all on 
wie point, The captain heartily blessed his to'gallant eyebrows, and 
sent for the prettiest girlin the boarding house fora needle. Fiod- 
ing that the lady Jaughed atthe idea of mending a sail with a fine 
selvilig needle, he artfully disguised big want of this part of a sailor's 
lmowledge by saying he had meant to ask for darning needle and 
eord, and with a gallant remark, on taking the lady's hand to help 
her ashore, that he had hardly expected her to sew the syil. but the 
playing of her heautifal hand and delicate fingers over the edarse 
eanvas had pleased bis imagination. The crew was too distant to 
hear the remark, but averred that in performing duty as lookout 
he saw the lady hoist her colors, or, in land lubbers language, 
blush. The captain seemed hove-to rather a long time, although 
anything but squalls would seem the cause, to qudee by the serenity 
of his countenanee and the smiles of thelass. Yes; there’s danger of 
that captain's being hove-to and perhaps moored up to that petticoat 
erattifhe don’t ‘keep her off a little more." 
The captain returned to his yessel. said the small hole in the sail 

might he darned, and gave orders to castoff atonce, The sail was 
hoisted till it wrinkled, yet did not seem to give room for the hoom, 
whereupon the captain remembered that he had seen some way of 
lifting that stick, and the aforementioned natural sagacity of the crew 
sided him in discovering the topping lift; and after deep consultation 
with his chief officer, assured Limself of its manner of use, The boat 
was cast off, bntthe captain finding it rapidly drifting to shore in- 
st6ad of curcering over the waters of the bay, a hasty examination by 
his eagle and inclusive eye, exposed the faet that the sheet was not 
free, and that the sight formality of shipping the filler had been 
overlooked, Ta less time than it takes to tell, the horrified crew ex- 
elaimed; ‘*We haye struck, we are aground,” “Oh pshaw!" says the 
captian, it's culy a sandy boltiom. We can pole her off, So let go the 
haliards.” The confusion into which the crew was thrown jvas cono- 
siderable, By ynistake he cas loose the topping lift, and te boom 
fall with « thud on the captain’s starboard bunion. ‘The energy and yet 
Scriptural form of expression of this officer still further alarmed the 
crew, who thought when their captain pot quoting Scripture things 
were very blue indeed, 

The sail being lowered, the captain and crew managed to pole her 
outto deep water. While making sail again she drifted back, but 
the experience of the captain here camé into play, und the best 
bower anchor was hove overboard, holding the boat till the sail was 
set, and this time we further saw that the tiller was shipped and the 
shvet free. The crew were ordered to weigh anchor, and the boat 
startad with ths triding oversight of paying off on the wrong tack, 
he captain sad it was easily remedied, and he knew how to jam the 
liller hard a lee, which he accordingly did, and brought her up in the 
wind. Sutas the boat had no way on, the captain's experieuve was 
further enlarged by her bringing up first and then gathering stern- 
Way. He then remembered hearing of sternoosrd, and that the 
usual motions of the tiller must be reversed. The gallant captain 
was the atject of some interest to the uncouth baymen loitering on 
Wie dock, The excitement into which his spirit had worked was 
soothed by the observation that the aforementioned young lady was 
1o0 far off to observe lus predicament, A lucky puif threw the boat's 
head aiff and she sped along, restoring the captain’s confidence in 
hinnself and giving the crew a chance to smoke, AIL was serene, the 
daptain minding the helm, the yawing heing the only evidence of 
want of practice, and his persistence in a violent see-sawing of the 
taller, 
The crew was just lighting a fresh weed when, in the capacity of 

lonlrout he announved ‘a stake southeast of the port bow,” the old 
skipper replied, “Lsee it; we shall clear it #asily;now watch how 
nively 1 will do it, just squeeze by on, the windward side, you know, 
without touching, Truly the captaim did do it, the bow passed and 
the stale ranged with the end of the boom, and as ib appeared a little 
elose the helmisman thought he would keep off a little more, and so 
put the tiller hard over. A sudden change came upon the scene. 
'The stale catches the topping lift, jabbing a hole through the clew of 
the sail, the boat Swings vound on her heel, the jaws of the boom are 
wrencled glesr off the mast ang the captain thinks of the devil und 
the Flying Dutchman as the boom jibes over but bravely gives the 
order, “let go everything,’ an order obeyed by the crew—ineluding 
even his uew haf. “The prompiness of the crew results in dropping 
the sail justas the boom swings clear and the sail spills over the side 
if ths eold water with the captain in a cold sweat, But the crew in- 
yeighs about lis hat aud though a dam does not scem «4 practical 
appliance na bay there is considerable reference to a structure of 
1halname, The crew wishes himself ashore, but the captam says he 
will never get there noless he gets the sail on the boat, The captain 
taking advantage of his knowledge of seamanship coolly be ie at the 
halin, The crew in consequence has to do the wet work of getting 
the boou aboard, and finally assures the captain he can let thab tiller 
thing alone as the boat is not going and common 
seuse Wis him there’s no use steering a boat that is not 
moying. The captain yields, assists the crew, gets his superfine 
silk conded lewn-fennis shirtsoaked with salh water. Their united 
strength is sufficient to get the boom shipped inits place agam. The 
crew was in bad humor, declared that be believed the captain did nob 
know much abouta boat, whereupon the captain affirmed dreadfully, 
guid hé did know, only had forgotten something, as he had not been 
to sanlately. Said hé had fread thatin steering the stern is pushed 
over by the action of the water agamst the rudder, and that the head 
Foes to starboard because the stern is foreed to port, and that in 
doming near to stakes or buoys itis better to drop to leeward when 
close-habled, unless quite sure of Ipassing, the crew meanwhile 
looking at his hat dancing in the distance. The captain expressed 
his sorrow and Said that in order to refresh his memory he would 
telegraph to the city fora copy of “Bowditch’s Navigator,” and a 
new batforthe wew. The boat was twaaded for the hat, and of 
douse sailed before the wind which, being rather fresh, male straight 
steering quite difficult. The crew was ordered forward to lay down 
all grab the hat as itcame alongside, Juct us it seemed in reach 
tlie boat gave a yaw and the hat was lefton the leeward side. The 
coptuin put the helm up inost promptly, forgetting everything bat 
the hat, and over went the boom with a terrific jibe. The crew had 
his suirt drawn out of his trousers, and thanked Heaven he was not 
so wide in the middle as some mén,or he would have been rolled 
overboard or srqushed as the boom droye over him, 
He readjusted his linen, looked at his watch, remarked they had 

better put for home as it was dinner time already. The hat was left 
fs the eaptuin did nob feel like mianeuyering for it without his Bow- 
(liteh aud the crew was quite indifferent to so small & matter. The 
wind died aa the shore was approached and there was ao caspality in 
landing. the cénterboard having been forgotten, and conveniently 
served Lo check our headway upon approaching shore, Captain and 
crew were soon in the dining-’oom of their boarding house. The land- 
lady lopked yery black ond the negro flunkeys, of course, much 

lar efforts. 

jibs. He thought it advisable to refer to his Bowditch. 

#rasped the sheet and frantically endeavored to check if, 
siidl he had really jihed agains: his hetter judgment. and would not 
jibe again in a hurry, 
in the village, and said that booms wera the worst things abont bouts 
—they should be improved out of existence. 
proached the sail was lowered and a good landing made by letting 

billowy voice. 

safety, and so made bold to ask the lady to sail with him next day, 
if she felt sufficient confidence in his skill. 
smilingly said she would trust the captain, 
the fair passenger was moreso, undin exuelient spirits, 
was busy forward, and, being a discerning man, continued to be busy 
forward. The captain placed the lady in a suitable position close 
alongside, to trim the boat, as he e 
a-beam, and as & strong puff heeled the boat, the fair lady involuntar- 
ily gragped the captain’sarin. He felt this as forcibly as did the ship the 

Tad 
sailors’ hearts and compasses and Joadstones true, and that there 
was one voyage where a. mate was required fora safe and pleas \nt 
passage. 
and artlessly replied, “Why not?’ 
life, and I Should like you for a mate." 
down, but, unlike so many written abont, did nob withdraw her hand 
which the gaptain had grasped in his, 
with me?’ She said it was a serious thing, and they had Imown seach 
other scarcely long enough, This answer though not definite was 
sufficient to make fhe eaptain look happy, when the erew sung out, 
“Falloa! you've got her hoye-to!" 

had seamed rather nervous with the helm, and did not think lady 
passengers improved the steering, Said he Sup rneeL the eaptain was 
waiting for ‘the tender’ that time she was 
thoneht all such remarks superfiuous. 
the twilight o£ a pleasant evening. A landing was effected at a beach 
house; a supper of clams, bread and coffee waseaten, H.O D,, the 
crew, had brought his 10-year-old sou along, and the boy enjoyed it 
immensely, Returning, the wind died ont, and as the sun set the 
Water became sinooth and glassy as a mirror, 
air, and the loveliness of the Scenery, with the unmatchable glow of 
gold aud rose, orange and crimson dispersed in fantastic masses of 
vapor. combined to make the beauty indescribable, 
painted the groyes ond glades green and gold, and the water a dupli- 
cate of the sky above, while the lazzy hang of the sail but added to 
the seuse of repose. 
au yeh and serial mountains reared in black and changing 
shades. 

on the little dock, it bevame u matter of much fuessing fi) fin 
wherea’ outs. 
fesling was diffuse 
lady saluted him with satisfaction at their return, as they began to 
think they were lost. 

and R,, all must go, 
captain could not remain any longer, so H. 0, D. made the passage 
home, and as it blew hard, put ina double reef, The crew took off 
shoes and stoekings in fear ofa capsize. They all hope to meetagain. 
H, O, D. has read severul works on navigation, aud Captain F. is soon 
to anchor in the harbor of Hymen, 

of a trial with a model 4 i a 
nomenul success. Soon after haying received and studied ber lines T 
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blacker, at the neéeessiby of washing dishes so nuch later than usual. 
But as blaciclooks ave not sufficiently expressive for darkeys. they 
took fo another form of feminine expression—wooden oaths. Bang 

D, and thump went the chairs like 
The tte gave them n half dollar to promote 

at & fearful Squall on tie bay had made 
them miss the accustomed hour. He telegraphed for a Bowditeh and 

Captain F said he 
sea breezes, and that there 

The crew 

went the doors like Pinafore'’s big 
afamily of small D's, T 
greater plety and explained 1 

ahat, After dinner another sail was proposed. 
had studied ip the nature of land an 
would be a good wind to come home on in the evening, 
preferred lo wait till the Bowditch came to hand, 
Next day that precious yolume arrived with express charges 

1 gto ive The craw inyeizled yyo land lut- 
bers into joming the ship's company. ‘lhe pleasures of sailing were 
vividly painted. Im thei iurry for dinner the day before. the cap- 
tain had wot considered a possible change of the wind during the 
night, so his boat bad drifted ashore owing to the length of the cable, 
and having neeleeted tostow the sail. it had blown adrift, and was 

amounting to seventy-five cents. 

drageing over the side, The new crew were told to vet oboard and 
handle the sail, while the captain afitended to the steering, 
These fresh assistants were cheertul till their shirts were deprived 

of allstarch, The Wont was gob tinder way. the sail befag piehur- 
esqhely varied in color, and a bystander said something about the 
erew being in the cups, which was of course promptly resented. ‘Tha 
wind blowing on shore it was a mistake to liave hoisted sail. The 
boat could wot bé so conveniently poled off till it was lowered, The 
captain inveighed against the naw hands, depied haying ordered the 
sail up and ordered it lowered at onee. The strangers thought they 
did not knew enoligh about managing a boat and proposed gcimg 
ashore, as it would taka them some timeto dress for dinner. The 
crew were very soon at ease however, and put in an aereeable frame 
of niind with the delightful motion, the Freshness of the breeze, and 
sparkling of the water, This is fine, they all said; cigars were lit aod 
merry tales were told, and the captain's skill for the nonce equalled 
all requirements, he breeze freshened, ani the pleasure of going 
fast tempted the captain so far down wind that bestmg back in ime 
for dinner was impossible, After consultation, it was found that 
neither officers nor eveyw wished to omit that most important cere- 
mony, 80.4 barbor was made, and aftera wall of two miles a hotel 
was discovered, and for fifty cetits a head Gwhy is it not pubso much 
4 stomamy) an excellent dinner provided, 
One of the crew, whoon land was always complaining of a weak 

stomach ond seldom bungry, disposed of soup, two veal eunets, four 
clam fritters, with Gorn, beans, beeis, squash, potatoes and bread, a 
glass of milk and topped off with huckleberry pie, a cup of coftee 
andacigar. The walk back to the boat was tenipered with the balm 
of smoke, blended with the fragrance of the pes, mutual congratn- 
lations On the unexpected excellence of the dinner, varied by severe 
misgivings on the part of the dyspeptic, who, in the laste of hunger, 
had eaten so much more than his want. 
The skipper guessed he could work it off getting out of the inlet 

Behe did, It was easy to come in, but in tatking out the boat got 
aground several times, and there was much poling and working of 
the centerboard, One of the craw performed an act of supereroga- 
tion in pushing an oar so desply into the mud that his efforts to pull 
ifout were unayailing, ‘The boat slipped trom under, and as neither 
the boat nor the pole could sustain him he gota bath for his musgeu- 

From the inlet to the dock the breeze was Fresh und aft, 
and as the landing was approached the captain found it eS te 

ening, the 
place in the book he gave the order to lower the peak. wine looking 
atthe peak a page blew over unnoticed by the captain, who con- 
tfmued reading what he supposed the same paragraph ‘Keep the 
heim bard up,” ran the directions, which he couscientiously followed. 
Over went the boom at a tremendous rate, knocking two of the crew 
into the cockpit, and sending jhe Bowditeh overboard as the captain 

We then 

The damaged crew hoped arnica could be got 

As the dock was ap- 

the centérboard drag through the sand. 
The captain hoped the crew had enjoyed themselves, and that a lit- 

tle danger but spiced the pleasure, The crew, rubbing theirshoulders, 
remarked it did seem dangerons, and the dyspeptic said he was sea- 
sick; but they liked it, and would go ugain to-morrow. In the evening 
the young lady sang nautital songs to please the captain, and he 
moored himself beside her and jibed oyer the music, joining in with 

The captain thought his experienes had been enough to insure 

She looked contiding, and 
The morning was lovely, 

The urew 

xplaimed. The wind was fresh and 

gentle touches of the helm,and he ventured to soothe the young 
‘stear. The captain seemed confused, said something about 

“May Ttell you?’ said he. She gazed intently at the anchor 
“That yoyasze is the voyage of 

The young lady looked 

“Say you will take this sail 

While stowing the sail afler landing, the crew told the captain he 

The next trip was inate tn 

The softness of the 

Nature had 

But lightand color soon gave place to darkness 

The shores soon meryed into darkuess, and as thera were 10 li its 
its 

‘Phe People ashore had not yet retired, and a pleasant 
over the captaio Xs the above mentioned young 

Everythiog has an énd; holidays were up; HH. Q. D., C, WagF., 5. 
The boat must be returned to her owner, The 

Forsan et hime olim memibisse Juyabit, SapBinus. 

THE FENDEUR MODEL. 

Bdtior Forest and Stream! 

Since fhe publication of the Fendeur’s lines in Forms? AND SPRHAM, 
Feb. 8, 1888, there seems to he a great interest in that particular 
type of model. judgving From criticisms and inquiriés in your paper, 

In No, 12, Oct, 18, 1883, mention is made of soon giving the results 
hin, long, and I predict the boah will be a ple- 

answered fn the affirmative the query. *'Is this the coming boaty” 
There haya heen some adverse eriticistus on Fendeur’s iodel, which 

are not correct, and to thesé I would like to devote some attention 
before you publish resulfé Of actual trial, As “R,C. H.") seems to be 
too modest to take up the cudgetio defense of his Wiighe and rare 
design, I hope it will not be deemed officious if I correct some false 
deductions made since Pendeur’s lines were first published, Lcon- 
geratulate "Ro C, HY upon designing so fine 4 model. In No. 4, 
Feb, 22, 1883. Mr, Clapham's exception, in regard to leeway in conse- 
quence of keel Conforming to cross section of bottom, is well taken, 
bul is easily remedied by adapting the isnal style of projecting keel. 

Tp the same number Cluphaim claims the Feodeur idea old as the 
hills; tried that type twenty years ago; found ler excellent. Why 
did he not fo abead and evolve a perfect model from so old and good 
a béginning 

Tn same number, ‘J, H."s" experience with Fendeur’s shape was 
not favorable; tried them in Liverpool Model Y. C, many years ago. 
wereslow, Here [ga positive statement made by actual trial, ao 
should be conclusive, but it is mot, as we have no means of Iknowing 
how near Fender's model the boatswere which he tried. 
In No, §. Marel 8, i883, “Rowan” says, “It is claimed for Fendeur 

this will prove to be the case if Fendeur’s lines are built from. 
thing is certain, the design is so original (although called ald as the 
hills, nothing new, tried it years ago, ete., etc,,) that no design pith- 
lished in Fores? AND Arkham has created as much interest ani dis- 
cussion, 
it notall competitors; atleast that is the judgment of 

on the yacht ‘ 
day the weather was all that could ve desired for thal kind of pleas- 
ure, bution leaving Long 
to almost. a hurridané. and although vesfs were tuken in the mainsail, 
they wete capsized when nearly opposite the Idlewild. Wortunately 
all hands succeeded in getting upon the bottom of the bout, and 
patiently awaited for assistance to come to them. Ther unfortunate 
position was discovered after about half an hour by Sam Morrow, at 
the Idlewild, and he put outin a vow oat to their rescue. 
suecesded in getting them off in 4 rather wet and chilly condition, 
Had the Panates occurred at a later hour the result might lave proven 
more disas 

of SEN 12 spread hayoe along tha aoast among flat bottoms an 
dratt. 
Sloop Annie Gertrude was capsized off James Point, Chesapeake Bay, 
and eight hauds were drowned. 
sized néar the same spot; crew saved by another vessel, 
G, A. Kirwin capsized; crew rescued by passing vessel. 
schooner capsized of Annapolis, crew still missing. 
schovuner swamped and sunk near Seven 
nets: Sloop Maggie, of Erie, Pa,, capsized on Lake Erie, all bands 
mst, 

Nanticoke River, four hands drowned. Crocodile, not Mr. Prague's 
sloop, eres and sank at the mouth of Annumesses River 
escaped, 
Crisfield, Md., crew all lost, 
ashore (lone the coast. As all these yussels were working boats with 
small rigs. and some of them more or less loaded with cargoes, the 
fate of heavily sparred yachts of light draft in similar weather is not 
diffigull to divine. Th is to We hoped that a lesson will be drawn trom 

- 

that she is superio?, having none of tha useless Fancy curves, surface 
decreased, eke, This claim for least wetted surface can hardly be 
Supp irted. Taleb Kendeur’s length on L.W.L, os 88.5f,, mean 
beam 5.5ft.. mean lrafh 4.5fC., and supposing Her io be wu perfect 
wedge, her bulk is S40en. ft, Leaving theends of this wedge ont of 
conrideration, the area ot the myo sides exposed to fiction of the 
watér 18 25dsq. ft. 
fad pe ius re aad ae sole is a ars a or pa pramee tte ee 

ngth of the two sides of this we is Sift, x4.0Tt., the mean diratt— 
256.5, instead of 253ft."* 5 pipe haat 
Resuming my quotation from “Rousn’s™ letter: “Now taking this 

same volume of #d0cn, fi., and shaking it into a half cylinder of the 
same length as rhe wede, we find that the aren, exposed by its sides 
(Omitting the ands as betore) is oily $225q, ft,, a difference of 40sq. ft. 
or nearly 12 per cent. ih favor of the round body, From these facts 
the conclusion is clear that convexity from loadliuy to Keel favors 
leashexposure of surface, and that itis the semicieular, not the Iri- 
angivar shape which we should endeayerto steure if we are aimiog 
at. small areas.” 
The above seems couclusive and would be if cortect. 

as [will now proceed to demonstrate. A half eylinder is required 
holt. long, o£ such diameter, that it shall contain #4 oubicfoet, 
Then the whole ¢ylinder will contain (80 cubis feet=to 93.45 eubic 
feet to the foot. 
As we cannot eet a cylinder containing just #4.85ft. to ihe foot, 

without going into fractions 160 much to be desirable, we will take a 
eylinder whose diameter is f,6f6.=tu 29.758 cubic feet to one foot of 
length of the Gylnder, Then, 24,5ft,, the whole length of the cylinder, 
83:755 Cubic feet in one foot=AT74108 cubie feet in the whole 
eylinder. And #77,109=838.55 enbic feet in the half eylinden, ‘the 
area of this one-half cylinder, on ils outside, is § 637ft, (one-half the 
circumference of the whole cylinder) to the foot»2h.oft.—246.16ft, 
area for the whole length, 
The area of the two sides of the wedge is 250,00ft, Area of the halt 

cylinder is 346 15ft,, which leaves 10.35ft. in favor of the evlindrie form 
and not 30ft. The percentage is 4.089 and not 12 per cent. 

T quote further from “Ronan’s" letter; 
“Coming now to rhe consideration of lateral resistence, the whole 

area of Fendeur’s midsiip section from keel to deck, is wuhout 47sq_ Ft, 
With a beam of &ff, atthe loadline, and a drart of 7.4tt., this area of 
ats ff, can be Ineloséd within a section which has 4 dead riseof 2b. 
to the garboard."’ (I protest against measuring dead rise by any stan- 
dard except by degrees from a horizontal line, When so measured 
Ally person con pet the exact rise designated, When given as aliove, 
who but “Rouan" knows the tise?) “anleasy shightly convex sweuptrom 
bars keel to deck. and a slight degree of tumble home above the 
L,W.L, Now, let these sections be given 20° of heel, sufficient to im- 
merse about two-thirds of Wendeur’s top side, and it will be found that 
Fendeur’s whole immersed side is (20 of thé resistance on a perpen- 
dicular pene of equal length, Now. turmming to tne other, if¢ sida is 
17, 0nd the whole length of the immersed side of this section is 
900i Multiplying the decimals (#29 and .717 by the quotients ob- 
tained by dividing 100 by 8.90 and 9.90 respectively, and Pendeur's 
lateral resistance may be expressed by the number 7,08, that of the 
other section by 7.24. This gave au advantage of 16 per cent. to the 
section chosen for comparison, which is very decided adyantage, 
considering the importance ot lateral resistance,” 

Certainly it would be if the above were correct. Allowing thet. the 
data by which the figures 7.08 apd 7.24 for lateral resistanue have 
heen obtained are correct, tha summing up is not, The difference 
between Penlenr’s 7.08 aud 7.24 of the cylindrical section is _.10, bub 
not ii per cent, by a long ways. Ibissimply 244 per cent. For, Sly 
per cent, of 7,24 is .16. 

In the same number of Norasranp Sornam “Laloo says, 'Wetideur 
pe is almost an exact copy of a boat built for racmg on Lake 
Windermere; was only fairly good; on comparing the lines they look 

But ibis not, 

Almost identical”? 
Here is another positive assertion and trial, Tyo yachts may look 

very much ahke, but one may be vastly superior Lo the other, Tfanuy 
One 

Tf ever built from the Fendenr will ahow her wake te most 
Da Capa, 

San Franxorsco, Noy. 7, 1883 

SHARPIE IN A SQUALL. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Since taking Forrsr ann Stxmas T have been much interested in 

shooting and bouting. [baye a sharpie 25ft, long. 7ft. fin, beam. She 
hag a sicag instead of balance rudder and a good, large centerboard. 
und carries 452'sq, ff. of canvas in mainsail and jib, 
sailer and will Jay close to the wind, 
how she works in & eyelone, 

Sheis a food 
The inclosed sketch will Say rgat 

Fenton, Mich. aes: 
[Prom Local Paper] 

Last Sunday a party of fiye men from this village engaged in suiling 
Minneola, on Long Lake, During the early port of the 

Branth after dinner the wind had incteased 

He iinally 

TOUS, 

WHOLESALE CAPSIZES AND DKOWNINGS—The pepsterie gale 
iglt 

Whole feets were capsized and scores of lives sacrificed. 

Schooner Seaman's Pride was cap- 
Schooner 
Another 

A fourth 
oll Lighthouse; orew also 

Schoouer James P, Richardson capsized in Kedges Straits, nav 

crew 
An unknowns schooner was found drifting bottamup helow 

Numerous bodies have been washer 

this wholésalé sacrifice of life, and that such o catastrophy may 
be averted in the yachting lleet by a timely change to depth and 
low weights. 
STAY ASHOR®E.--There is a fearful aversion im some quarters to & 

drop of salt water, People who shun water worse than old hens have 
no business afloat. Yachting isa manly sport, and it takes men to 
enjoy it. Old women frighvened atthe thought of a little dew onght 
to ship aboard an omnibus for the country. They ara constibition- 
ally Incompatible with a breezy day. All yachts ave relatively suutll 
yessels, ind all small vessels are more or less web in trying circ 
stances, Fireside tars should limit their veotures to yaro spinning in 
aclub room where there is no one Lo pick them up on a question of 
facts, The man who declines to accept the athletics and heulth-piv- 
ing exposure to the elements in their purity, which are the natural 
concomitants of the sport, is a counterfeit upon fhe sen-yoin, article. 
He is ready to sacrifice the best points of a boal to an tosatiable desire 
for “womfork, "as bis lazy temper conceives the nature of that word. 
Timorous feather-hed sharks have had too much influence in the past 
tor the good of Amenican ecune: Ttistime the sugar plums who 
melt at fhe thought of a little dusting were bathenad down under the 
hatches, so thab men may have spell ab the helm, and reseue the 
spor in America from the slough of effeminate luxury. 
ALL HANDS WELGOME— The meetings of the canoe fraternity in 

this city are open to allinterested im allled pursuits, ard no doubt 
many yachtsmen would find much that is instructive in the triendly 
exchange ol views and experiences of canoeists. Some of those 
misfuided enthusiasts who keep sailors’ hoaridng-houses rotting ut 
their moorings three months in summerin the belief they qre yacht- 
ing, would imbibe the first lesson in practical sport to whieh they are 
still strangers, in spite of then large expenditure of money. There 
isno such thing as an imitation brass-bound canoeist, The paddler 
haste do his own work, and the delights of a physical participation 
in the sport he follows might xwaken similar longings in some of our 
muke-believe yachismen, whose understanding of sport is often 
limited to a rivalry in expense without regard to worth, These meet- 
ings take place about every three weeks al 907 Broadway, at & P.M. 
Next meeting will ba Friday, Dee. 14. The Subjects to be discussed 
youplise matters relating to building, riz, model, steering, uings, 
cruising, racing and the hke, 
‘HUNT'S MAGAZINE."—The November nuimiber of this London 

publication contains the last half of the British schooner Softwing's 
log of w17,000 mile cruise in the Atlanhe, The Softwing is 76ft, load- 
line, 16.7f. beam, ani 10Mft. draft, aud ill be remembered as 8 
visitor in New York Harbor last fall 

—————— 
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TAERIR LOSS. OUR GAIN.—From corresponilence of the San Fran 
cisco Chronicle, we take the following of interest to New York: “By 
the way, Wivenhoe bas Istely Sustained 2 loss in the shape of Mr, 
Harvey, who. in the past turned out from his yard some of the fastest 
schooners dad cutters afloat, and who has now migrated, with plans, 
models and all tothe United States, there to pursue his ayocution, 
His friends shy lie put in such good work thatit couldn't be tiade to 
pity.” 
NEW SCHOONER Messrs. Burgess Bros. have in charge the con- 

struction of a deep centerboard schooner yacht from desigus of A. 
Gary Smith, for Hon, J. M, Porbe3, of Boston. This new yacht will 
We Colt. waterline, 19%, heam and Olt. draft without board. Hull 
Will be of vob, or of the composite plan, Messrs. Burgess have also 
ia band om order fora single-hand erniser of the modern type for 
well-known Goston yachtsmin. 

LLOYD'S RNGISPER.—We have received the second supplement 
to the Repister for 1883, contamive further details of yachts. changes 
in namie and ownership. Among the new subscribers to the Yaclt 
Byatt: wenorethe American Shipbuilding Company, of Philadel 
phia. 
THE LAKT YACHTS.—We have receiver some photos showing 

the lore sloops endion in the Chitage Intemational mateh, Meluding 
Gora, cutler Aileen. Atlanta of iuternatipoal fame, and Wasp. 

CHICAGO Y. G.—Is arranging @ series of winter fixtures, compris- 
ig an fennel diinerin Dewmnber au a course of lectures on suitable 
topies, Anita theeting and election takes plies Nov, 87, 

SOLU.—Selioioner Mist fas been sold to Mr. Sherburne, of Boston, 
by the Burgess Bros,, and the same firm bas sold the sloop Leda, 
Built hy Lawley & Son, to Mr. J, Murray Howe. 1 

NEW MOD#HL,—G, L. Watson, of Glasgow, hus shipped a hand- 
some model of i smart hventy-lon entler to Mr. J. RK. MePherson, of 
this city. 

ILEERS,—This cuts 
waters Tuesday. Nov 

- sailed for Hampton Roads and Sonthern 

KEEPING FEROCIOUS ANIMALS, 

FONDNESS for animals, and the almost invariable pos- 
JX session af them, oceasionally leads to a Iawsuit at the 
inglunee of a teighbor. whose person, property, or ofspring— 
we quote the table of precedence as given not many yeur's 20 
in a county court—have beeh ijured. To be fondled by a 
bear belonging to an amateur acclimatizator, kicked by 
another man’s horse, gored hy his bull, or bitten by his dog, 
are one and all taatters of the eravest importance: and every- 
one will at once ussent to the proposition that people should 
heyer allow any animal to be at large if they have the slight- 
est reason for believing the animal to be vicious or ‘nincertain.” 
Wor, om the other hand, should the passer-by be guilty of acts 
that expose him to needless danger. Most of us have friends 
wlio persist in patting every horse or cow they see ina field, 
or Who never ntiss the opportunity of making friends with a 
sbrange dow, 

Hor our present purpose, animals may be diyided into two 
classes, those jerce veture and mansuete notin, Lions, 
wolves, bears, and what are popularly known as wild beasts, 
are included in the list of ammuals fer natwre, and i aman 
keeps any of these he is liable for any injury they may do to 
person or property, vo matter how tame they may be. In the 
ease of “Besogzi t. Harris” (1 Foster & Finlason, 92) a man kept 
a. beat on his premises, which were frequented by excursionists. 
On one occasion the beu embraced « female excursionist 
with ungallant foree, On action brought, Mr, Justice Crow- 
dér told the jury that the defendant must be taken to have 
known that the bear was of a fierce nature, because it was 
common knowledee that such animals as lions and bears are 
of # savage nature. “Por thongh,” said the judge,” “snch 
natnre aay sleep for a time, this case shows that it may wake 
patany moment, A person keeping such an arimal is hound 
to keep it so that i shall do no damage, Tit be insufficiently 
kept, and so kept that a person passing is net suilici¢otly pavo- 
tected, the owner is hable. If the pluntiff, with knowledge 
thal the bear was there, put herself by a position te receive 
such mjury, she eonld not recover.” This is only common 
sense, aud nothing, said a learned judge, ik law that is uot 
COoDOD selse. 

Auimals mansuelin neluro are thuse popularly known as 
“domestic animals,” or those that man has trained to be sub- 
servient to him, and which are not possessed of the fierce 
nature of lions and tigers. Of such a kind are horses, dogs, 
cats, ete. With respect to injuries inflicted by any of these, 
the injured party must show the owner of the animal to have 
been awere of his propensity before he can be successful in an 
action for damages, A suienter is necessary, as the lawyers 
say. The difference, theretore, in the pisk of keeping the two 
classes of animals mentioned above 1s that the owner of ani- 
mals, ferce nature, is lable for all injury they may do, whether 
he knew that the animal was piven vo bite people or not; 
whereas, he is only lishle in the ease of animals jnansweice 
notwree if he can be shown to haye been aware of their vicious 
propensity. On this auestion it is worth while to refer to the 
instructive aud interesting case of *'Orr vs, Fleeming” (25 L.T, 
Kep. 0. 8. 78). It appeared that some sheep belonging to 
Major Orr had been hunted and worried to death by 
two dogs, oe of which was a foxhound puppy, be- 
louging to Captain Pleeming. The puppy was being 
wiulked hy a farmer, and, like most puppies in similar éir- 
cumstances, was allowed to roam about. Well, Major Orr 
brought an action for damages agaiust Capt. Fleeming and the 
farmer in the eounty court 6f Dumbartonshire, arid the sheriff 
substitute decided that Major Orr was entitled to damages. 
Thereupon Capt. Fleemimy appealed to the Court of Session; 
bot the case again wentagainsthim. By way ofshowing how 
much can be said on each side, the judements in the Court of 
Session and in the House of Lords—hefore which tribunal the 
case subsequently catme-—are interesting. This is the burden 
of what Lord Chief Justice Hope said in the Court of Sessions: 
“The dog was a1. untrained foxhound, andit was nobody's duty 
to lock him up at night, even if there was a place in which 
he conld be locked. He went hunting on his own account, 
and broke through the hedge of the field in which Major Orr’s 
sheep were; he injured them, and if these facts do not make 
Capt. Fleeming liable, I don't know what will” Lord Gock- 
burn took the same view, but dealt with other points in a-yery 
practical manner, He wondered at the outset) that any one 
eonld doubt Capt. Fleemings liability; butit will he best to 
give the reasons in his lordship’s own words: “Tt has been 
Vwged as a matter of common sense that tlhe owner's lnowledge 
of the yicious propensities of the dog is requisite to make him 
civilly responsible, and that he is not liable for the damage 
done by the animal. unless such knowledge be proved, ps 
lthiukthe argument absurd, The vicious tendency of the 
animal can never be knoyn till some mischief is done; so that 
the result of theargument would be thal every dog is entitled 
to have at least one worry, andevery builonethrust, without 
rendering its master responsible, «Tt may be that such is the 
Yaw of England, audit rather appears that they have in that 
country 46 unbounded toleration fora first offense. But in 
the law of Scotland it isno matter if the animal belonging to 
the defender and committing an injury have four legs or only 
two. Suppose wy coachman, a person in whose skill and care 
Thave, from long experience, wnhounded confidence, drives 
my carriage over a child, willit be any defense to me that he 
never didit before? , Tt is a natural tendency of such 
dogs (fexhounds) to run after sheep, It is only hy education 
aud training that they are brought wp to run after foxes only. 
In its untrained state, no dog of this kind would waste its en- 
ergies in running aiter afoxifitwota good sheep, for the 
plain reason that a sheep is easily caught, and is better 
worth watching, The tendancy to wory shéep is, 
therefore, a natural tendency im such dogs, aa for 
néglecting to guard against if the owner is responsible.” Inthe 
House of Lords, however, this judgment was unanimously re- 
versed, the Rees holding that blame can only attach to the 
owner of a dog, when, alter having ascertained that the ani- 

_ mal liss propensities not generally belonging to his race, ha 

=, 

turned without entering 

omits'to take proper precautions to protect the public against 
the ill consequences of those anomalous habits, As our Eng- 
lish law stands at present, tien, one’s dog may have at least 
one worry without the owner being cast in damages, and so 
far as can be seen, if aman has fifty dogs they may each of 
them have one worry with impunity, 

The next question is, when may the master be said to know 
that his dog has abnormal proclivities for making attacks 
upon people, In ‘Thomas ys, Morgan” (2 C. M, & R. 49), an 
otler by the owner of a dog tu pay a sum of money fo an in- 
jured person was slight evidence of the ownet’s knowledge of 
the dog being addicted to biting; butin an earlier ease the 
reverse was held hy Lord Ellenborough to be the law. 

Tt is impossible to lay down any general rule as to what con- 
stitutes notice to the owner of a dog that the dog is given to 
biting. Of course, if the owner is himself told, there is notice 
enough, but where an assistant or servant is the party to 
whom notice is given the case is not so clear, In “Gladman 
y. Jonson” (86 L. J. CG, P. 153), it appeared that Gladman was 
bitten by the defendant's dog in July 1866. At the trial, one 
of Gladiman’s witnesses wasa Mrs. Gibson, who deposed that 
in 182 this same dog had bitten her nephew. On the happen- 
ing of thatoccurrence, Mrs. Gibson went to Johnson's premises 
to make a complaint, Johnson was ont, but she saw his wife, 
who assisted in the busimess, and told her. It was steutly 
argued that the notice to the wille was Not notice to the hus- 
band as to the dog’s vicious propensities, and Lord Chief 
Justice Bovill was not prepaved to assent to the contention of 
the other side, that “notice to an ordinary servant, or even to 
a wife, would in all cases be sufliciont to tix the defendant in 
sich an action as this with Ebowledge of the dog's vicious 
propensities,” The court, however, ultimately came to the 
conclusion that the husband was affected by the notice tu the 
wife, because she actually carried on the business during her 
husband's absence, and that being so, she was taken to have 
authority to receive notice, and might further be assumed to 
havé cotuminicated it to her husband, So, too, in 'Apple- 
bee vs, Percy” (80 L, T, N. 8. 785), Lord Coleridge said that 
“Tt is admitted on all hands that mere notice to a servant 
won't do,” In this case, complaint of ferociousness of a dog 
belonging (o a publican was made in lis absence to two per- 
sons serving in the bar, and two judges out of three held that 
the master must be taken to have known that the doz was 
addicted to biting people, being of opinion that these persous 
being engaged in the business were just as much managers as 
the wife in the first-named case. Mr. Justice Brett ow 
Master of fhe Rolls) dissented, upon the ground that barmen 
are in no sense managers, and thata principal can only be 
affected by notice to such seryants as have substantial 
authority in the master’s absence. Were the rule otherwise, 
said the judge. if a merchant is to be affected by every mes- 
suge left with the office boy, everything and every dealing in 
connection with business tiansactions is uprooted, and it prac- 
tically strikes ont the soienter altogether in actions of this kind. 
by saying that the knowledge of the servant irrespective of 
his position and_ duties, is the knowledge of the master,” In 
the ease of “Baldwin vs. Casella” @6 L. T. N. §. 77), 
a spotted carriage dog did the injury complained of; 
butin that case the owner rarely saw the dog, which was 
kept #t the stable in the care of a coachman, and there was 
evidence that the coachman knew the ferocious disposition of 
the dog, and that he had on previous occasions bitten, or tried 
to bite, other people. Held, that the knowledge of the ser- 
vant was the knowledse of the master. In deciding, there- 
fore, what is notice 10 the master, regard must be had to the 
circumstances of each particular case; but the principle of 
the foregoing decisions is that the notice, if not given to the 
owner personally, must be given to some oue who may, in a 
sense, be considered his representative. Suppose a man were 
bitten by # retriever kept at the keeper’s lodge, the law 
would probably decline to say that the owner had notice if 
the complaint were made verbally to the owner’s laundry 
maid or gardener’s hoy; but if made to the keeper, or eyen 
the under-keeper, it would be different, because either of 
those functionaries wonld be considered as representing 
their master, so far as the dogs were concerned. 

It has been stated aboye that a dog may, under the existing 
law, have one worry; but that is not soas regards sheep and 
cattle, for if has been provided by 28 & 29 Viet. ¢, 60, that the 
owner of 1 dog is liable for all damage done by it to sheep or 
cattle, the latter term Including horses and mares. In other 
words the scienter. so necessary of proof when the human 
calf suffers from dog bite, need not be shown where the four- 
legged calf, sheep or horse isin the question. Then, by way 
of further protecting the public against dogs, the Dogs Act 
(84 & 35 Vict, e.56) provides that any poli¢eman may take 
possession of any dog that he has reason to suppose to be say- 
age or dangerous straying on the highway, and not under the 
control of any person,—London Pield, 

HUNTING IN MUSKOKA. 

(Vorrespondente of Taranto Globe. | 

ORT SYDNEY, Muskoka, Oct. 31,—While the stars were 
yet shining” brightly and halt an hour before the morn- 

ing sun had begin to streak the eastern sky, we were har- 
nessed and on the road for Cleay Water Lake, which is 
situated about four miles from this village, and a tramp of a 
mile or more through the woods has to be made before reach- 
ing it, The party consisted of four, fwo leading—or rather 
restraining—the houuds with chains, for they were whining 
their earerness for the chase. The air was sharp and frosty, 
last night's mud crackled under our feet on the road, and the 
little pools of water by the way were covered with ice a third 
of an inch in thickness, Wheu half the distance was traversed 
the hound leaders branched off into the woods to vive the dogs 
a start, while the other two, of which I was one. hastened on 
to the lake. My companion was famuiar with every deer 
runwayin the country about, and having lawuched the log 
canoe, he directed my attention to the points at which it was 
most probable the deer would emerge from the woods and 
take to the water, 

Clearwater Lake is an exceedingly pretty little body of 
water, triangular in shape, and presents probably a mile and 
“quarter of surface from its extreme angles, It takes its name 
from the fast that its water is purer and clearer than that of 
any of the other little lakes about. Situated in the midst of a 
heavy, though by no means detse hardwood forest, the foliage 
erows dow. to the shores which rise easily and gradually trom 
the water's edge. That morning the surface was like a grand 
mirror and reflected objects on the bank so intensely, that the 
reflection sepmed more clear to the eye than the object re- 
flected. We kindled a fire to Jubrieate dur somewhat stiffened 
fingers, and Jay down by ats side awaiting the yelping of the 
honnds. Nor had we long to wait, for before the sun had got 
a degree above the horizon, obe of them was heard on s hot 
scent, but a considerable distance away. He was giving an 
almost continuons stream ol tongue, and my companion, in a 
listening altitude, exclaimed, *ihere’s music for you!” My 
companion had been iit the country since boyhood, and is one 
of the most enthusiastic and successful huntersin the district. 
A true Muskokan—mild-mannered, hospitable to a fault, erect 
in form, muscular and agile as an athlete, and in company— 
particularly that of ladies—as shy and bashiul as a kid, 

“Hunting le loved, but Joying he jaughed to scorn." 

_ His ruddy and winy features bentin a listening attitude to 
the increasuig volume of tongue Irom the hound, his whole 
visuge aglow with eagerness for the sport, he was 4 very pic- 
ture of full and graceful manhood, The deer was leading tha 
hound a merry chase. He took a circiitous course, and at one 
timé appeared to be upou the yery margin of the lake, hut he 

ing the water, and gradually the yelping 
of the hound began to die away as he pursued tlie game in the 

direction of Mary Lake, upon the shores of which Port Sydney 
is built. This was the last webeard of the dog for several 
hours, and when we returned in the afternoon found that the 
deer, which tummed ont to be a large buck fawn, had been 
driven into Mary Lake, and there shot, 

Tt was not long, however, betore the other dog was heard 
- from, and almost before we were aware of his near approach, 
the deer was in the water, He entered at a point about three- 
quarters of a mile from the spot—at an angle of the lake— 
where we Were stationed, and made direct for the opposite 
shore, 4 distance perhaps of 350 yards. We were iu the big, 
lumbering, log canoe ina trice, and propelling it with all our 
might over a surface which had now become seriously ruffied 
by arising wind, With every stroke from u1y companion's 
paddle, assisted by my own in the bow, the distance between 
our canoe aud the game was lessened. But ovr work was cut 
out, for we had in such rough water to get at least within 150 
yards of the deer to insure anything like a safe shot. The deer 
did not notice our approach and Eeptits course straight ahead, 
50 that we gained ou it more Tae, than we had expected. 
We atlength got within probably 130 yards, when my com- 
panion ceased paddling, and calling on me also to stop, per- 
mitted the deer to swim in the remaining twenty-tive or thirty 
yards, and I eagerly awaited the shot as he rose out of the 
witter. I would myself have preferred getting a little closer, 
being unaccustomed to tire with arifle from a canoe which 
was dancing like acork in the rough, lumpy water, but my 
companion would rather haye let the deer escape than paddle 
up and kill it at close quarters. 

The deer by this time was aware of our presence, and made 
rapidly for the shore, Assoon as his feet touched bottom he 
made a bound ont, but a well-directed shot from my com- 
anion took him between the quartersin the back before I 
ad time to sight. This impeded his motion soruewhat, and a 

second shot from my Winchester pierced his neck, and he 
dropped between a couple of logs scarcely yet out of the water. 
When we paddled up he was quite dead, a prime two-year-old 
buck in the very pink of condition. We at once returned to 
our former position, and after dressing our game awaited the 
next entry. But that was enough for one day, and the other 
members of the party joining us about noon we returned 
home. On three successive days we were again at our post 
on one or other of the numerous little lakes in this region, and 
each day bagged a deer. They are quite plentiful, and the 
dogs had no difficulty in getting a fresh start in the morning. 
The Muskoka River drains Mary Lake, and there are many 

excellent deer runways along the riyer, but a stranger needs 
the guidance of some one who knows them, 
Atthis season of the year there is no successful legitimate 

method of capturing deer save by hunting with hounds in the 
lakes. Itis sometimes possible to get a flying shot ahead of 
the dogs on some well-lmown runway. This, however, is a 
very precarious and uncertain chance. But wheu the first 
snows fall the best and most sportsmanlike method of hunt- 
ing becomes practicable. When there is just snow enough to 
permit of the tracks being easily followed, and not sufficient 
to impede either hunter or game in their progress, the royal 
Sport begins. ‘Snugly but not heayily or clumsily clothed— 
for it is not cold in the woods where the wind is shut out, and 
the yigorous exercise of pursuit sends the blood tingling to 
évery extremity—a man has all the enjoyment he can hope for 
in hunting deer. The woods here are not dense: and with a 
good pair of moceasins aman can usually trayel rapidly and 
nviselessly enough to bag his game and get back again before 
nightfall, There is no difficulty in getting the game out when 
the snow ison the ground. By binding a stout rope around 
the head and forefeet, and turning the deer over on his back, 
he will slip along as easily as a hand sled. For fine, vigorous. 
manly sport, commend me to still-hunting in the early winter 
in Muskoka. 

Tn a former letter I spoke of the thinning out of the deer by 
iNegal slaughter both in winter and summer, but greatas this 
is, if must be many years before the deer becomes extinct in 
this country. Eyerywhere there is an abundance of food. 
Ground hemlock is one of the commonest of shrubs here, and 
besides this there are plenty of saplings growing wp every 
year, which furnish the most nutritive browsing. And then 
there are long, and in some cases almost inaccessible, tracts of 
rocky country in which the deer can find safe retreat. But 
notwithstanding all these natural advantages for the preser- 
vation of game, the residents should at the earliest moment 
take steps for the enforcement of the law against all breakers. 
Why could not this be done at onve? There are real sports- 
men enough in the country, if they were properly banded 
together in a society for the preservation of game, to promptly 
put an end to the unlawful and unholy slaughter that goes on 
every year’ 

POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

Tommy R. went out a gunning—hi, ho, fiddle de dee; 
And shotat a rabbit while it was running—nhi, do, fiddle de dee. 
But the rabbit kept running forall Tonimy’s gunning—and never 4 

bit stopped he; 
Oh, Tony felt sad, but the rabbit felt glad, and away f om Tommy 

‘d flee. 

Tommy said: “I'll leave o:f gunning—hi, ho, fiddle de dee; 
For all that I shot, they still kept on running—hi, ho, fiddle de dee," 
Very soon a YRS ruuniog away from his gunning, and never a hit 

stoppe e: 

He Seaman so glad, though his gunwas bad, that no one was 
killed—do you see? Sacramento Bre 

Cold weather undoubtedly adds zest to the pleasure of hunt~- 
ing, but a great deal depends on whether a breech or muzzle- 
loading gunisused. Cold fingers and percussion caps never 
did harmonize, and often fine opportunities are Jost while 
performing the difficult teat, of loading in the old way with 
tingers as rigid as the ramyrod,—Newarle Call, 

“Wes,” remarked Fitznoodle, “IT used to take my dog out 
when I started on a promenade; but I don’t do if now. It 
wasn’t pleasant, you know, to have people inquire which was 
Titznoodle and which was the dog.” Lfis the opinion of Fitz- 
noodle’s friends that it must have been fully as distasteful to 
the dog as it was to Fitznoodle,—Boston Transcript. 

The crews of these yachts are peculiar men. They are 
mestly Swedes, Danes and Norwegians, and noted for their 
soberness and steadiness. They are discharged at the end of 
the season, and usually go coasting or to the West Indies until 
the following spring, when they readily find berths again on 
the same or other yachts. Their pay is about $50 a month, 
and life before the mast on a yacht is not a very hard one, In 
addition to the $30 a month an occasional dollar is earned 
from the guests for rowing them ashore, aud in a match for 
money the owner generally gives a proportion to the crew iu 
case he wins, Jor instance, Mr. W. HK, Travers gave the $1,000 
he won in the Fanny-Gracie race to the officers and men of his 
yacht. There are also racing crews picked up along shore, 
hired only forthe race, These are generally paid $5 a day, 
and $10 if the yacht wins, with plenty of manavalins thrown 
io. The Cape or sailing masters of yachts are ulso notice- 
able men. ‘They must be skilled in their profession to no ordi- 
nary degree; careful, sober and trustworthy as regards fnan- 
cial matters, for the Captain pays all bills meurred as well as 
SUgEeStS Numerous Necessary expenses. Our yacht Captains 
are mostly Americans. Some haye risen from the forecastle, 
but most of them come from the oyster or fishing trade 
guod sthodls for American seamen. Some of them, like old 
Clock, young Clock, Hank Haff, Frank Baker, Neils Olsen, 
Wicks and others, haye been brought up on yachts. The 
suliooner Nokomis has a colored skipper. There are also two 
skippers of skilled talentimported from Europe to sail cwiters. 
The wages of a yacht Captain range from $1,000 to $1,200 
year, and of mates froui $00 to 37 a month. Many of the 
yacht Captains are kept all the year round, and in such cases 
they look after the yacht in the winter months,—Swn, 
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—THE MILD POWER CURES.— 

UMPHREYS’ 
OMEOPATHIC 

SPECIFICS. 
Tm use 30 years.—Each number the <pectal pre- 
scription of an eminent physicinn.—The only 
Simple. Ssfeand Sure Med ¢ines forthe pople 
LI8T PRINCIPAL NOs, CURES. PRICE. 
1. Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,.... .24 
2. Worms, Worm Fever, Worm Colic... .25 
3. Crying Colic, or Teething of Infants .25 
4. Dinrrhen of Children or Adults...... Bey 
5. Dysentary, Griping. Billlous Colle,., .25 
6. Cholera Morbus, Vomiting,.. 25 
7. Coughs, Cold, Bronchitis.... eee ab 
S. Neuralgia, Toothache, Kaceuc c 425 
9. Headaches, Sick Headaches, Ve o 25 
10. Dyspepsia, Biliious Stomach,.. .... .25 
It. Suppressed or Painful Periods,.... .25 
12. Whites, too Profuse Periods,...... 25 
1¢. Croup, Cough, Difficult Breathing,... .24 
14. Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Eruptions, .25 
15. Rheumatizm, Rheumatic Pains... . 25 
1%. Fever and Ague, Chill, Fever, Agues .50 
17. Piles, Blind or Bleeding......... . 50 
19. Catarrh, acute or chronic; Infinenza 50 
31). Whooping Cough, violent coughs... .50 
24. General Debility, Physical Weakness.50 
27. Kidney Diseqce.... se 
24. Nervous Debility,.............5...... mitt 
30. Urinary Wenkness, gs the bed .50 
32. Disense of the Heart, Palpi.ation. 1,00 
sold by druggists, or sent by the Case, 0-sin- 

ele Vial, free of charge, on receipt of price. 
Send for Dr. Humohreys’ Bonk on Disease &e. 
OG Peas, also I Instrated Catalngue FREE. 
Address, Ho mehreys’ Homeopattic Med- 

{cine Co,, 109 Fulton Street, New York, | 
FAC-SIMILE OF No, 4. 

“THE IMBRIE” 

BLACK BASS REEL, 
PATENT COMPENSATING AOTION, 

By which more than one-half the friction (necessary to all other reels) 

is obviated. Multiplies twice and has adjustable click. 

WE MAKE FOUR SIZES OF THIS REEL: 

NOM te cee a taken en i 2NFds, No. 3 0 DOs pyas sees eRe sg e Were luyds, 
ets oe ee eh ileas 0yds. NOVAD. Sra eta pee tees sOyds, 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a 
full line of our goods will not be filled at any price. 

None Genuine without the name of 

“ABBEY & IMBRIE, N. Y.,” 
Stamped on Disc. 

SAS. F. MARSTEHERS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Eine Fishing Wackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America, 

Brass Multiply mg Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1,00; 120ft., 51 25; 
180ft., $1.50; 240ft., $1.75; B00ft., $2.00; 450ft.. $2.25; 600ft., $2.50. Any of the aboye Reels with Drags, 
25 ets, extra; nickel plated; 50 cts, extra. Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 ets.; 30yds., 75 cts,; 6Oyds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 0 cts, extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aherdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks, 
Ps) ingle gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.: treble, 20 cts. per doz ; put up one-half dozen in a 
ackape. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders, “lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cis.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 
wisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 

Flies, $1.00 per doz. Tront and Black Pass Bait Rods, $ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00, Trout and Black Bass 
Fig Rods, 10ft long, $1.50 to $10.00, Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
Samples of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money orstamp, Send stamp for 
catalogne. 

Established 20 years, Open Evenings, J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn, 

Register your dog in the ‘*AMERICAN 

KENNEL REGISTER,” and train him 

according to the precepts laid down in 

Hammonda’s “Training vs. Breaking.’? The 

“Register” is published every month; and 

new editions of the “Training vs. Breaking” 

are issued from time to time to supply the : 

demand, 

? 

PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

SOft, $2.20; G00ft. G2.40; 750ft., $2.60; 9O0Ft., $2.80. Nickel plaiting 
5yds., i ets,; 40yds., 75 ets.; 60yds., 85 cts.; S0yds,, $1.00, Kitfe's 3 

Brass Multiplying 
180ft., $1.50; 240¢t,, $1.70; Sv0ft., $1.9 
and Drags extra, Brass Click Reels 
Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, | 
Aberdeen, Sueck Bent and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 ets. per doz.; double, 20 ets, per doz.: treble, 
30 ets. per doz. Single Gut Trout aud Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 6 cts.: 2yds. 10 ets.; Byds., 15 cts. Doubls 
Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 ets.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heavy | 
4-ply, 4 length, 25 cts. ‘Trout Flies, 50 cts. per doz,; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black 
Bass Bait Rods, $ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 
to $15.50. Also a large assortment of Sporting Goods at proportionate prices. Samples of our goods 
sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money. postage stamps or money order. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Between Fulton Ferry and City Hall. OPEN EVENINGS, 

Bargains that sh 
A FEW COPIES OF THE SECOND EDITION OF 

66 . 29 WririENTGe SHoo Tin G 
Lett, and will be sold for 50 cents each. 

Methods for cleaning and loading the modern breech-loader; practical hints upon wing shooting; 
directions for hunting snipes, woodcocks, ruffed grouse and quails, — 

Illustrated: Bound in cloth, sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price, 50 cents; formerly sold for $1.00, 

i 
T. G. DAVEY, Publisher, London, Ont. 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN, , 

—-MANUFAOTURERS OF— 

Pager Shot Shells, Bresch-Loading Cannon, &¢. 
Our Shells cannot be excelled by any in the country. Our 

Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the most complete yacht 
1 m in the world. | Cann: Wi SEND FOR PRICE MIST, 

auld be in every Sportsman's Hands. | 

KYNWOCH’s 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers. Can be re 
loaded as often as any of the thicker makes. Cost only about half as 
much, Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and cl sér, and 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside di meter is 
nearly two gauges larger. Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 
sizes larger than gange of shells, Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged. 
The crimping tool also acts as a reducer, an adyantaze which will be ap- 
preciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will he mailed (withant 
eharge) to any Sportsmen's club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only, For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 
only, (2,000), and crnmpers not Jess fhan one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO,, 
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 

101 & 108 Duane Street, - 

WILLIAM READ £ SONS, Beston, Mass, Agent for New England States 

New York. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Gorduroy, 

Unequalled in Conyenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THISi= 
ds our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounees, 

has seven pockets and game pockets. It is of strong 

material, dead grass color, avd will hold the game of a 

successfiu day without losing a hair or feather. It can 
be worn over or under an ordinary coat. We will mail it 

to you for $2.00. Send breast measure. 

DAVENPORT’S 

REVOLVING CLAY PIGEON TRAF 
WITH THE 

Glass Ball Attachment. 

BEST FOR WING PRACTICE. 

Single or Double, Revolving or Stationary, 

any desired direction (except at shooter). 

These traps are all metal, every psrt one size; they 
are interchangeable, and are warranted to work per- 
fect. Send for circnlars and card of rules, 

A. F. MARTINS, Manufacturer, 

DAVENPORT, N. Y. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS... 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK SIREET, 

We are obliged to haye more room in our factory and greater tacilitiesfor manufacturing cur goods 
to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silyer medal at the Massachu- 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods, Seni for catalogue, 
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With its compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 

of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each week a larger 

amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 

kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contained in ali other 

American publications put together. 

DON’T. 

LITTLE hook entitled “Don’t” has made a decided hit 

this season. It is found in all the bookstores; con- 

fronts you on the newstands, and greets you in the cars. 

The book tells its readers what not todo. ‘‘Don’t put your 
knife into your mouth,” it says; “‘Don’t spit tobacco juice 
upon the carpet,” and “Don’t” be guilty of a thousand or 

two other similar offenses against good breeding. All these 
‘‘Don’ts” are well enough. Perhaps it was worth while to 

print them. The offenses are venial; and the man who 

habitually spits tebacco juice on the carpet might contend 
that, after all, it is only a matter of taste, There are far 
more important injunctions. If we were to write a hook 
telling people what not to do, it would not relate to etiquette 
in the parlor, but to conduct in the ficld. The first chapter 

would be something like this: 

Don't point your gun at yourself. 
Don't point your gun at any one else. 
Don't carry your gun so its range includes all your hunting com- 

panions. 
Don't try to find out whether your gun is loaded by shutting one 

aye and Icoking down the barrel with the other. 

Don’t use your gun fora walking stick. 
Don’t throw your gun into a boat so the triggers will catch and de- 

posit the charge of shot in your stomach. 

Don’t use your gun for asledge-hammer, 

Don't carry you gun with the hammer down. 

Don’t be @ fool. 
Don’t you forget it unless you have serious intentions of leaving 

this mundane sphere. 

When we had written so much we would stop, This 
would be a tract instead of a book. So much the better; 

we should look about for some philanthropist, who wanted 

to save human lives, to distribute this tract by millions. 

These exhortations may have a familiar look to the reader. 
We have printed them before. They were copied into 
scores of newspapets and repeated all over the country, 
Perhaps they saved some lives. But, if we may judge 

from the newsp2per reports of shotgun casualties, scores of 

people never read them, or else they forgot all about it. 

Perhaps if our ‘‘Dont’s” were placarded in every depot and 

at every crossroads, and on every tree in the woods where 
game and gunners congregate, we should still hear of foolish 

individuals who persist in doing just what we implore them 

nat to do, 
A West Stockholm, N, Y., squirrel hunter leaned on his 

gun to rest, the muzzle pointing at his head. A Staten 

Island gunner pulled his gun through a hedge, muzzle tore- 
most, and aimed at his stomach. A Mount Joy, Pa., man 

did the same thing, a wire fence taking the place of the 

hedge. A Leaton, Mich., gunner, carrying his gun with 

muzzle toward him, jumped onalog. Another Pennsyl- 

yania man carried his gun through a cornfield, whileasmall 
boy followed behind and in full range. A Boston gunner 
did it with another smal] boy. A Commercial Point, Ml. 
youth returned from hunting, and brought his gun down 
with # bang on the floor, A Michigan gunner grasped the 

muzzle end of his gun to club the life out of a ’coon. 
While it is true that almost every shotgun casualty results 

from culpable carelessness, the pity of it is that to men, who 

are habitually most cautious and thoughtful in their use of 

field weapons, there sometimes comes a fatal mischance, 

against which precaution and care seem not to avail. 

YACHTS WINNINGS FOR 1883. 

IH list of winning yachts published exclusively in 

Forest anp Stream for Nov. 22, shows a total of 

881 boats, among whom the prizes of the season were 

divided. The total value of these prizes reaches about 

$4,500. The winners are to be assigned to the various 

districts in the following numbers: 

AWS tes yo on. jo ee ht Soba Shh SAAS Roos Ses 182 yachts. 

Metropolitan’... Sine ere esas cet etl wreg ted pent 115 yachts, 
Western and Canadian. . 57 yachts, 

Central 22s). cade 6 hobbies ce: Shiees 18 yachts. 

KIGULIETILS 5. pene eet aN Lelie ln hehe ge ere 9 yachts, 

BACHE vega k ee tose Be ne8 se oy Pa Oe aa — yachts. 

The total number of schooners winning prizes was 16; the 

number of sloops, cutters, and yawls 193; the number of 

catbouts 115; catamarans 3; luggers 1; sprits 1; and the 

rig of the rest not known. Among the winners we find the 
names of 18 cutters. Of this fleet there were 26 yachts over 

45f{t. length on loadline, 53 yachts were from 45ft. to 30ft., 

and 802 yachts under 80ft,, including a few whose length is 
not known but which probably will ali fall into the smallest 

class. From the foregoing it will be seen that the East 

captures the largest share of the glory with a long lead in 
the number of winners, and that schooners as sporting 

vessels constitute but a very small fraction, there being 

already more cutters in the list than yachts of the class which 
once were considered to be especially of our ‘‘national rig.” 

In point of size, large yachts likewise ‘make a very limited 
display, no doubt due to the cost of keeping big vessels as 

well as to their unwieldy character for short, near-by sailing. 

The largest number of races sailed by any one boat was 

16, this being credited to the Niobe, Mr. J. F. Brown, Dor- 

lion, Mr. G. F. Adams, Beverly Y.C., with 13 races, and 

then follow Dayid Crockett, Queen Mab and Spray with 14 
raceseach. Joker, of the Hull Y, C., was sent away 13 times: 

Amy and Kismet, 12 times; Lillie and Thishe, 11 times; the 

sloop Gracie, Messrs. Flint and Earle, N. Y. Y.C., 10 

times; the Myrtle, of the Hull Y. C., the Samaria. of the 

Dorchester Y.C., the Spider of the Beverly Y. C., and 

the Wildfire of the’ Quincy, each 10 times. With the ex- 

ception of the Gracie, these are all Bastern boats. 
The largest number of prizes was taken by Queen Mab, 

having won § firsts and 1 fourth; Dandelion the same; 

Niobe, 3 firsts, 4 seconds and 1 third. “The record of the 

sloop Shadow, Dr, John Bryant, Eastern Y. C., is the best 

in the list, with 7 firsts for 8 starts. 

Among the cutters we find the Aileen, of Toronto, finished 
8 times and won 2 firsts; Beetle, of Beverly, started 3 times 
and won 2 firsts; Carmita, of Beverly, started three times 
and won 1 first and 1 second; Maggie finished 4 times and 

won 2 firsts and 1 second; Mona started once and took sec- 

ond prize; Peri, of Chicago, started once and took first 
prize; Mr. Hyslop’s Petrel finished 4 times and took 2 firsts, 
Vayu, of Boston, got off in owe tnatch and captured first; 

Velenar, of Halifax, raced 3 times, taking 2 seconds and 1 

third; Verve, of Toronto, finished 3 times and won 2 firsts; 

Wenonah started 5 times and landed 4 firsts; Bedouin 

finished 4 times and won 2 firsts, and so on. From this it 

appears that, considering the heavy odds against cutters in 
the way of numbers, crews inexperienced in their handling 

chester Y. C. Second in number of starts comes the Dande-| 

and the blunders in buildiag which always accompany the 

introduction of new schemes and methods, the cutters have 

come in for the biggest half of the prizes in proportion to 
the number of times they were started, which is encourage- 

ment enough for the future outlook of yachts which recom- 

mend themselves so strongly in other respects. 

GALLERY EXTENSION, 

ys opening of a new shooting range in this city seems 
to cull for a renewal of the warning .which we have 

before given in respect to the management of these places. 

They are sources of mischief or places of imnocent enjoy- 

ment, precisely as they are mismanaged or well conducted. 

There is a continual menace of danger and this needs to be 

guarded against from the opening to the closing of the 
range. While a rifle remains exposed there is the risk that 

somebody may put a ball cartridge in it and then mischief 

of some sort or degree follow. 
There is one cardinal rule which if, carried out and lived 

up to, will prevent a large majority, if not all accidents that 

are so often heard of, and it is from the yiolation of this rule 
that all the mishaps we now recall havecome. The rule is, 

that the rifle shall never go beyond the reach of the atfend- 

ant. When thelador man in charge hands the shooter 
atifle or weapon of any sort, he should stand close beside the 

marksman, While it is raised to the shoulder and the muz- 

zle points targetward, there is no attempt at interference, 

but if the saooter turns to speak to a friend behind him, or 

any third party in any way comes to render assistance or 
intermeddle in any way, then the hand of the attendant is 
laid quietly and firmly upon the barrel of the rifle and it 

passes at once into his possession and control. There is no 

dispute, not a word need be spoken, and there is an avoidance 

even of any appearance of censorship over the actions of the 

shooter. 
To carry out this scheme of control it will be seen that the 

ordinary counter or barrier between the shooter and the 

attendant is insufficient. Both must be free to act provided 

they act properly, and free to check each other in case any 

dangerous pranks are even unwittingly indulged in. With 
such a care vigilantly carried out a shooting gallery may be 

as safe as any other resort, provided, of course, that it is in 

the first place constructed with proper care, and that the 

weapons are regularly inspected at short intervals of time. 
Places of shooting resort not thus fitted up and not thus 

conducted ought to be suppressed, and the police and Board 
of Health could conduct no better crusade than one against 

these miscellaneous death traps. 

Work cw THE Fre.p.—We give an unusual amount of 
space in this issue to kennel news. The report of the field 

trials in North Carolina is extended and detailed. The de- 
scription of the running will interest all practical field shoot- 

ers, One of the great charms of a day in the stubble is the 

working of the dogs. If your setter acquits himself well 
there is in that full compensation for a light bag; if he is 
wild, flushes, breaks to shot and conducts himself in gencral 

as a canine insane asylum ‘‘broke loose,” no bunch of plump 

birds will cover your disappointment. A field trial, then, is 

only, under another name, a shooting excursion; and a field 

trial report is an account of actual field work, in which 

prominence is given to the canine performers. 

DEcEMBER is [he last month for game shooting in most of 

the Northern States. This year, owing to the lack of snow, 

the huddled covies have not been petted on such a wholesale 

scale as in other years, With the coming of cold weather, 

many sportsmen, both anglers and shooters, are turning their 
facessouthward. One very pleasant phasc of a Northern 

man’s pleasure trip South is the cordiality with y, hich he is 
welcomed by the residents there. We hear this spoken of 

repeatedly by gentlemen upon their return, Perhaps the 
hint is unnecessary, but we suggest to the tourist going 

South that he will find letters of introduction desirable when- 

ever they can be taken. 

Our READERS will confer a favor by sending us the names 

of such of thei friends as are not now among the subscribers 

of the ForEst AND STREAM, but who would presumably be 

interested in the paper. 

THERE Is A VAST Distrncrron between a ‘‘sporting man” 

and a sportsman, and between a “‘sporting” paper and a 

sportsman’s paper. 

CORRESPONDENTS ARE RESPECTFULLY REQUESTED {@ 
write on one side of the paper only. 
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Che Sportsman Canvist, 

‘LIFE AMONG THE BLACKFEET. 

BY J. WILLARD SCHULTZ. 

SECOND PAPER. 
WN ancient times the Blackfeet used dogs to transport their 

households goodswhen moying camp, But the people 
were not then very migratory. Jn those days the dwellings 
were made of stones, sticks, mud and grass, Tradition, 
however, does not mention the size ar shape of them, With 
the advent of the horse (Blacktoof P6-n6-ktih'-me-ta, 7 ¢., 
elk dog) all this was changed Instead of building stationary 
dwellings the people made portable lodges of tanned buffalo 
cowskins; and, mounted on their strong ponies, roamed at 
will all over their vast domains. The first horses the Black- 
feet possessed were stolen from the South. It is said that 
“those who made stone arrow points saw not liorses.’’ So it 
must haye been at about the close of the last or the heginuins 
of the present century that they first possessed them, 

Beforcthedays of trading posts the Blackfeet made kettles 
of earth, cups and ladles of mountain-sheep and buffalo 
horns, bowls of wood, fleshers and tanning implements of 
flint and hone, and awls and needles of bone. (Knives were 
made of Aint, bows of mountain-sheep horn or wood, backed 
with sinew and sometimes with snake skin, Arrow and 
spear points were of flint, long, narrow and slightly barbed. 
The ancient, dress of the men consisted of a cowskin shirt, 
breech-clout, belt and lJeggins, and a toga of cowskin or a 
bulfalo robe. 

The women wore a skort-sleeyed gown of cowskin, short 
leggins of same kind of fur, and a cowskin or buffalo robe 
toga. 

Moceasins were made in winter of buffalo robe. In sum- 
mer of cowskin with parfleche* soles. Necklaces, braceleis 
and earrimgs were made of animals’ teeth and claws and 
birds’ claws. White, yellow and reddish carths were used 
for paint, 

The indiaus are represented as being a silent, sullen race, 
seldom speaking and never laughing or joking. 
true this may be of some tribes, it is certainly ‘not true in 
regard to the Blackfeet, 
are an interesting study. 
midst of them for a day und see how they live. 

smoke are rising from the smoke-holes of the lodges and 
ascending in thin columns in the still morning air, 

morning meal, Here, close by, is a large, plain lodge. 
us enter it, 

by the owner of the lodge with the salutation, * ‘Enter, 
friend; sit,’ and with a wave of his hand our host mations 

While he is preparing a pipe full of us to a seat on his left. 
tobacco, Ict us examine the iuterior of the lodge. The seats, 
or more properly lounges, are each about seven feet long. 
At either end of them are inclined frame works of willows, 
on which as also along the entire length are spread butfalo 
robes. Behind, brightly painted cowskins are hung to more 
effectually keep oul the cold air. 
the little triangular spaces, are piled yarious sacks of painted 
parfleche, which contain dried meat, dried berries, and dif- 

Our host’s seat is directly 
opposite the doorway; on his right are the seats of his wives; 

Sus- 
pended froma lodge-pole behind a long row of drying 

erent articles of general utility. 

on his left, where we are sitting, are the visitors’ seats, 

meat is a baby. 
its head is visible 

Lt.is swathed in a huge roll of furs and only 
Like most all Blackfoot babies it never 

eries, but restlessly rolls its great black eyes about as if 
sceking to understand what is going on abont it. For the 
first year of its life the baby is kept in this roll of cloth, 
incapable of moving either hands or feet. At the end of 
that time it will be released, a straight, well-formed child. 

While we are smoking the pipe, we hear the owner of an 
adjacent lodge shouting ot for a “feast,” that is, giying ont 
the invitations. He says:; 

Mék'-Ot-s@-p@-tiin ki-ttim-6k-d-wah Nit'-d-vyap-ah ki-ifim- 
Red Eagle you will eat Blind Medicine you 

6k-0-wah Ap'-pt-kun-ny ki-tfim-6k-6wah 
will eat White Spotted Robe you will eat 

and so forth through « long list of uames, and at the close 
adds: 
Ne-oks- kim  |d-toks-o-telifs-1-po-wai. 

Then you will smoke and they, 

He has mentioned our names 1n his shouted invitations, 80 
of course we must attend, As we enter the lodge we tind we 
are the first arrivals, but the other guests soon come in and 
take their places, according to their rank, near the host or 
near the doorway. ‘‘Medicine” mensitnext the host, Next 
to them come the chiefs, warriors and old men. The young 
ynmarried men are seldom invited io a feast. Before each 
guest is placed a plate of food, which is all hemayhave, If 
he does not eat it all, he may carry the remainder home with 
him. No food is set before the host, however; he does not 
eat in the presence of his guests. Every one eats slowly, and 
a geueral conversation is carried on. Sometimes the talk is 
about the success of a war party, or again one may tell of 
some funny incident, al which there is a general laugh. 
When all have finished eating, the great stone pipe is filled 
with 1 mixture of “larb”’ und tobacco, and handed to the 
guest on the extreme right, who lights it, after which it is 
smoked in turn to the extreme left and then handed back to 
the one who lighted it, and thus kept foing around the circle 
Until it is smoked out. After three pipefulls of tobacco have 
been suioked, the host ostentatiously knocks out the ashes 
and says, ‘‘Kyfl’’ whereupon the guests arise and file out of 
the lodge. All day this feasting is kept wp, and often far 
into the night. 

While the men thus while away the hours in feasting and 
sinoking, the women may be seen steadily at work, tanning 
robes or skins, drying meat or berries, or making moccasins. 
The children pass iheirtime in mimic warfare and danc- 
ing, or making mud images of men and animals. If in win- 
ter, they may be seen sliding or spinning tops on the ice, 
The tops are made of bulls’ horns, and are kept in motion 
by whipping with pliable thongs. These children muy be 
seen in the middle of {le winter, playing on the ice and snow 
without clothing or moccasins. It they become sick nature 
is their only physician, but nature’s work is hindered by the 
invessant drumming and singing which is kept up until the 
patient either dies or recovers. Only the yery strongest con- 
stitutions can successfully buffet the ills of Blackfoot child- 

"Rawhide, 

However 

The social customs of these people 
Let us imagine ourselyes in the 

It is just 
sunrise and the fires are being kindled; vast quantities of 

Every- 
where women may be seen carrying water und food for tlw 

Let 
1 As we push aside the curtain and enter with 

much difficulty through the small oyal hole, we are greeted 

Between the lounges, in 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

rat Ts not thisa good illustration of the survival of the | 
fillest? 

Gambling is a fayovite amusement, On pleasant days the 
nen have an oul-door game which is very popular. The 
smiull wooden wheel used i4 about four inches in diameter. 
Ti has five spokes, and on these are strung different sizes and 
colors of beads. At each end of a level space logs are placed 
aliout thirty feet apart, The wheei is rolled hack and forth 
between these logs by two players, who throw arrows at it. 
Whichever first succeeds in Ininging his arrow in contact 
with a certain spoke which has been agreed upon wins the 
game, 

The only other game the Blackfeet have is what we call 
“kill the button."” It is played by both sexes, When only 
Ine play, d large lodge is cleared, and au eqnal number of 
players take their places on each side of the lodge, In front 
of them are placed rails on which time to the gambling song 
is beaten with slicks Hach man bets with the one directly 
opposite him, ind the stakes are piled up in a heap on the 
ground. Some skillful player now 1akes two little bones, 
one white aud the other painted red, As the soug is begun 
he deftly tosses the bones from one hand to the other, imbs 
his palms together and finally holds out both hands for the 
one opposite to guess which contains the red bone. The 
winner then takes the bones, and thus the game is kept 
going, first one side losing then the other, and sometinies it 
is kept up for 4 night and day, The bets vary in value from 
a neckluce to two or three horses, This gambling song is 
the most weird {une the writer ever heard, At first it is a 
scarcely audible murmur, like the gentle songhing of an 
evening breeze, then if increases in volume and reaches a 
pitch unattainable by most voices, sinks quickly to a low 
hass sound, rises and falls like waves and finally dies away. 

But when the sun has gone down, and darkness spread her 
sable mantle over the land, then the Blackfoot camp may be 
said to have fairly waked up, Brieht fires are kindled in 
eyery lodge. The sound of drum, song, and laughter fills 
the air. ‘The Indian dogs, which have dozed on the sunny 
sides of the lodges during the day have also waked up. and 
mock their brethren in the darkness heyond wilh long drawn, 
melancholy howls, In one lodge may be seen a group of old 
meu, smoking the reat stone pipes, wd telling of the 
“deeds of other days.” In several lodges, professional story 
tellers are entertaining large audiences with tales of the past 
and stories of the adventures of the ancient men and animals, 
As the speakers become interested in the stories they are re- 
lating, they vise to their feet, and with wonderfully pertect 
gesticulation and yoice, imitate the moyemenis and speech 
ot the characters in their legends. Grouped about them sit 
the dusky listeners, never moving nor speaking except to 
laugh at some funny part of the story. So spellhound are 
they at the rhythmic yoice and moyement of thespeaker that 
the men forget to keep the pipe lit, and the women drop the 
half sewed moccasin from their motionless hands. 

There, in another lodge, a party of young men are going 
through a war dance preparatory to a raid on the horses of 
some neighboring tuibe. In another lodge a purty of men 
and women are having a social dance, Near the doorway 
sit the musicians, who beat time to the dauce sony on drums 
made of rawhide stretched over a hoop, On one side of 
the lodge stund the men, on the other the women. As the 
drumming begins all sing and dance. The “step” is a double 
bending of the knees, Occasionally a woman will dance 
over to one of the men, and defily throwing ber toga over 
both their heads, give him a hearty kiss, whereupon there is 
2 general burst of laughter, For this fayorthe men is ex- 
pected to make the woman a present of some little article of 
finery. Standing by the fire are huge bowls of food of 
which the dancers partake at intervals. Such was ithe life of 
the Blackfeet when the writer first knew them, With plenty 
of buffalo meat for food, and plenty of buffalo robes for 
clothing, no people were happicr than they, But now, sur- 
rounded by 4 strange race which is driving the game from 
their land and depriving them of their means of sustenance, 
what wouder that they are silent and sullen? 

[wo BE CONTINUED. | 

EGERIA PARK. 
FIRST PAPER, 

IMAGINE that few of your readers know much about 
such a place as Egeria Park, or have heard of the won- 

ders and the beauties of the Rabhit Ear, Gore and Flat-Top 
ranges of mountains surrounding this most attractive of all 
the Colorado parks. I call it attractive because its scenery 
is both charming and grand; and Lalso use the word in a 
sporting sense for the reason that within and immediately 
yjiou its borders game and fish are found in such abundance 
and yariety as 10 fairly startle and finally satiate the boldest 
and hungriest of sportsmen, Itbink its merits in this re: 
spect were first written about by Sir Geo. Gore, for whom 
the lovely range of mountains that encircles it on the south- 
west was named, and who raided this Rocky Mountain 
country on a grand hunting expedition with a retinue that 
old trappers say ‘looked like a circus and menagerie cara- 
yin,” in 1842, He calls it the gem of the mountains, and 
says he could find it in his heart to make a home there were 
the adyantages of civilization a little nearer. 

Since his day civilization has come, with all its blessings, 
to the surrounding Stale; and year by year immigration is 
changing the wilderness and utilizing its thousands of acres 
of luxuriant grasses for the nourishment of vast herds of 
horses, cattle and sheep, Last year a post-office was estab- 
lished in the Park, and sitiee the removal of the Ute In- 
(ians perhaps twenty ranchmen have settled within its limits. 
The tourist or hunter can now ride on the rail to within fifty 
miles of Bgeria, and can haye a roof over his lead and a 
“bunk” in some stockman’s cabin every night, if he desires, 
while making the trip from the present termimus of the rail- 
road to the west side of the Park; and it is probable that by 
this time next year the ‘‘antlered) monarchs of those plens” 
will some morning “start from their heathery couches” in 
such hasteas they never before manifested, on hearing that 
most devilish of all shrieks, the whistle of a locomotive. 
When that day comes it will take bul a year or two to rob 
this now delightful hunting ground of its glory, and make it 
first a pot-hunter's paradise and then a place that ‘‘used to 
he” famous for its herds of elk and deer; its bands of ante- 
lepe, and its waters ahve with trout and grayvling, unless the 
settlers who *‘stick their stakes” there be of the right stripe 
and take the trouble to enforce the laws for jhe preseryation 
of fish and same. With a litle help of nature it might be 
made a huge “preserve” for all time, and furnish reasouable 
sport for half the unters in America for a hundred years to 
come, 

But let me give my reader some ides of its extent, its loca- 
tion, principal features, and how to reach it. It is located 
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in Routt county, i its sontheast corner and directly east of, 
and adjoining. the northeast corner of the old Ute Indian 
Reservation, Its extent is thirty-five mil¢s nortly to santh, 
and about twenty-eight miles east and west: or, between the 
foothills of the Gore and Plat Top ranges, The streams 
that “head” in these mountajos und flew into the Bear and 
Grand, and through the Park, are almost numberleéss, and 
hot one that T have casta line info but isa zood trout streem. 
T cannot nime them all, ft the principal ones are Pass 
Creck, Fish, Black-Tail, Rovk, Roaring Fork (or Saryis), 
Crooked and Brush. 7 

Follow me in my first trip then (in 1872) and we will soon 
be there. Of course, at that time (he rail went no further 
in that direction than Denver; now youcan go hy steam 
{ao Empire via the Colorado Central, or to Dillon, in the yal- 
ley of the Blue, by the Denver and Senth Park extension, or 
Denver and Rio Grande, Jn the former ease you will have 
a wagon or horseback ride of seventy-two milés, and in the 
latter of nearly fifty miles, before you strike the Hastern 
foothills of the Gore where Pass Creek fallsinto the Muddy, 
and which we will make our starting point. The wagon 
road is pood from either of the towns I have named, and 
there need be no fears on the part of the sportsman of tak- 
ing a gvod load of everything necessary to make his sta 
comfortable, provided he has a fairly puod team. that will 
not “balk” ata ‘“‘sharp pitch,” ‘The pass is not over 9,000 
feet above sea level, and the grade of the road is very easy. 
From the Muddy to the first crossing of Pass Oreek—half 
way up the mountaim—is about eigh) miles, one and a half 
of which may be ent of if the party travels on horseback, 
by taking an Indian trail at ine first crossing oi the creek, 
When I first went over, we stopped for noon, and I aye 
always, in subsequent trips, aimed to do likewise, for hereis 
abundance of grass for vour horses; a splendid spring, flow- 
ing A.stream that would turn a mill wheel, breaks out of the 
hillside, at the very roots of an enormous pine, and the view 
of the Muddy yalley, thal further up the mountain is cut 
olf hy the dense pine forest, is here magnificent. 
Two or three bnodred yards up or down the creek from 

this point you will find succession of beaver dams, where 
fifteen minutes’ attention to your business will reward you 
with a cood string of trout. Dow t take any *‘faney rod” 
up there among the willow brush. Catch a handful of 
grasshoppers, erawlin to the edge af the rst dam you come 
to through « deer trail, cit a six or é¢ight Loot willow for 
your rod—less tim that length of line will do—drop 
“hopper” where you see the foam and bubbles under the 
dam, and if you don’t hook a half-pounder you deserve to 
go without your supper, I have canght sixteen pounds 
here under one dam in three-quarters of an honr, and it was 
not a good day cither, By going half a mile further up 
the creck fo where the aspen thickets and the pines come 
together you may jump a deer almost any summer day and 
haye venison for supper, bul we enerally leaye (hat part of 
(he business ull we make night camp on the wiher side. 

After inch we “hook wp” and a couple of miles steady 
up-hill pulling, brings us to the upner crossing of Pass 
OCreek—a beautiful] spot where once lived Albert Weber, 
half ranchman, half hunter and trapper. He had 4 nice, 
cozy, comfortable log house, with substantial stable and 
corral, forty or fifty fine cows; made butter in the summer, 
trapped and hunted in the winter and was “getting ahead” 
finely when (here is the old story, J could tell youof a hun- 
dred of my acquaintances) one day he went to the store at 
Hot Sulphur Springs for his winter ‘provisions. On his 
return he found of: his “improyements” a heap of smoking 
ashes. A band of Utes had come along: killed three of his 
cows for the hides, of which they mike bow-cuses nnd gun 
covers, confiscated such household goods as took their faney 
and then fired the buildings, I saw him afterward and laid 
his case before the Department, bul he never got a cent, 
The Indians wouldn't swear they did it, and in these eases a 
white man’s testimony isn’t worth a * cuss.” 
From Weber’s to the summit the srade is easy and the 

road good, passing through a pinc forest of perhaps fitty or 
sixty years’ growth, with now and then « pretty little park 
of a few acres luxuriant with wild oats, fox-tuil and blue- 
joint grasses, and bright with flowers from June yntil Octo- 
ber. hese little openings that are such beautiful fertures 
in the mountain landscapes of Colorado sare also favorile 
spots for those who still-hunt the deer and elk, for these 
animals, which generally lie hidden in the thickets during 
the summer days, seek the openings toward evening to 
graze, and the hurter who can command a view of one of 
these miniature méadows at sundown will almost surely get 
a shot before dark unless he has in approaching it given the 
game the ‘‘wind" or startled it hy a cough, a sneeze or a 
heayy footfall. 

Well, here we are at the summit, and we drive out of the 
shadow of the dark pines into the sunlight of Weho Park, an 
oblong opening on the crest. of the mountain three-quarters 
of a mile bya quarter, and in the very center clump of 
willows, with a spring, the head of Pass Creek. Stop here 
a moment, lift your voice so as to be heard distinctly a couple 
of hundred yards, and your words come back to you with 
the same distinctness with which they le{yyour lips. The 
Utes say it is “bad medicine,” and with all their traditional 
love for picturesque and convenient halting places no Indian 
camp-fire was ever lithere, Uiough this trail has been traveled 
by them for nearly fifty years that we know of. Within 200 
yards of the spring | have just mentioned we cross a tiny 
rivulet flowing the cther way, west; and now we are on the 
down grade, and two miles more of tolerably rough (rayel 
bring us to the western foot of the puss, on to the banks of 
jolly sparkling Black-Tail Cyeek. ‘Turning the horses’ heads 
to the right and splashing through a little brasch—without 
4 noume—we find ourselves in one of the mountain meadows, 
where we will make the night camp, although it is but 8 
o'clock P. M., for before nightfall we must have a deer, so 
if you will wait and imagine that it has taken a week forus 
to lariat our horses, pitch our tent, chain our shepherd dog 
to the frout pole, and with shouldered rilles start up the 
mountain, [ will tell you in my next letter of the deer we 
started, missed, crippled, killed; of theelk we heard, but saw 
not, and how | killed my tivst bear, YAMPAH. 
Denver, Col., November, 1553, 

ee 

Denr «at S#a,—Portland, Me., Noy. 29.—The British 
sehooner Howard came in yesterday with one of Toward 
Knowlton's deer on boards, which had heen picked up abont 
fiye miles out ut sea. The animal escaped from the garden 
on Peak’s Island last summer, and had not been seen since, 
probably haying kept in the woods at the lower end of the 
island. ‘This is the biggest feat of capturing deer in the 
water on record. The Adirondack lake deer killers are 
nowhere. 
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- Matnyal History. 
CHANGE OF NAME, 

Council of the American Ornithologists’ Union re- 
cently voted to establish a journal in the form of a 

serial publication, its publication to begin in January, 1834. 
Mr. F. A. Allen was chosen editor, and he is to be assisted by 
a staff of associate editors, who will be named by the Council, 
and under whose management the periodical will he pub- 
fished. The Nuttall Bulletin suys that “upon this action he- 
iuz known it became a question with fhe members of the 
Nutiall Ornithological Club whether the Nuttall Club should 
continue to publish an argon, which, under the new eonii- 
Jion® could only be a rival of that of the Union. The two 
organizations being virtually one in interest and purpose— 
the later being (o some extent the outgrowth of the earlier— 
and necessarily identical in membership in so far as can be 
the case where a greater includes a lesser, the Nuttall Olub, 
at a meeting held October 1, voted to discontinue its Bullitt. 
with the close of the present volume, and to offer to the 
American Ornitholowists’ Union its good will and snbserip- 
tiou list—to place the Bulletin in the hands of the Council of 
the Union with its (raditions and prestige, with the tacit un- 
derstanding that the new serinl of the (nion shall be osten- 
sibly a second series of the Wuttini! Bulletin.~ 

Cramus Deer Anvomrs.—A Grass Valley (California) 
paper says: ‘Dr. 1. W. Hays has in lis possession the an- 
tlers of 4 deer that was run down by dogs and caught and 
killed by two hoys, at Fleming's ranch a few daysago. ‘The 
sutlers ave in the usual form, but from the base of the right 
antler a single prong, about eight inches in length, grows 
downward alan angle of 60 degrees. Another prong grows 
at the base of this one and curves closely around it in the shape 
ofa hook. There is also another, aud independent hook, 
close by the other which is about two inches in length. 
There wus another prong rowing out of the base and on the 
outside of the same antler, which bent back over the long 
prong, with the point resting between the antlers on the top 
of the deer’s head, but unfortunately this was broken oft at 
the time the deer was captured. Deef hunters say that in 
(heir experience they liave neyer seen such a singular for- 
mation of the antlers.” 

Game Braps at 88a.—HAiliter Horest and Stream: We lett 
Havre, Oct. 29, at 7 A M., on the steamer Labrador. The 
night following, as we came down the Channel, but out of 
sight of land, some two dozen small land birds of various 
species came abourd the steamer; also, two fat plump rail, 
They were carvied ont to sea with us, and occasionally took 
lone flights away, but always returned. The second day 
the rail were so exhausted that they were caught in the hand 
alive, as were also most of the small birds. The rest perisbed 
in a storm we passed through on the third day ont. The 
migratory quail sometimes become exhausted in crossing the 
Meuiterranean sea, and seek refuge on the ships; but I haye 
neyér before in all my filieen ocean trips, seen so muny birds 
come aboard on leaving the coast of Burope,—Fayerre 8. 
GILES. 

Lane Gray Eague.—Shawnectown, I, Nov, 30.—Col. 
Wash, Gallicot of Waltonborough, last Wednesday shot a 
large pvay eagle with a Spencer rifle, making 1 clean center 
shot atabundred yards. The bird isamagnificent specimen, 
and Measured seyen feet five inches from tip to tip and 
three feet from beak to tail. The specimen wasskinned and 
stuffed by C. J. Lemen, of Shawneetown, according to 
directions given in the Forest AND STRHAM, In 4 recent 
issue. Its mate was shot the week before by Mr. Logan, 
neat! the same locality, What would be the cost of mount- 
aeRO] aspecimen?—X, [The cost would be about $15 
or $20. 

A Heavy Grouse.—Boston, Mass., Dee. 2.—Mr. John Q. 
Bicknell, of Exst Weymouth, Mass, who, by the way, is a 
crack shot and a thorough sportsman, recently shot a ruffed 
grouse that weighed two pounds after the feathers and wings 
had been taken off. Quail have been quite abundant in that 
locality this. season, the gentleman referred to having made 
a number of good bags.—J. 5. W. 

Tne BouEmMIAN WAxwine.—Agricultural College, Ames, 
Towa, Noy. 22.—The Bohemian waxwings have again ap- 
peared in cousiderable numbers. Thave seen several flocks 
that appear to be staying about here as though they had 
settled for the winter. Their last visit, to this part of the 
country wis in the winter of 1878-9, when they were quite 
avbandant.—F, B. 1. Bean. 

SwaLtow-Tamup Kire ry Matne.—An ornithological 
note of very unusual imterest has just been communicated to 
ns by Capt. Ohas. Bendire, He tells us that Mr, Manly 
Hardy of Portland, Maine, writes, that he has just had word 
of the capture of a swallow-tailed kite (Blanotdes forficatus) 
in the bull breast plumage, and that the specimen has been 
preserved for him. 

Gane Bag and Gun. 

PROTECTING GUNS FROM RUST. 
Returning recently from a two years’ trip abroad, | have 

heen interested in readine the back numbers ef Forms and 
Stream, and particularly the discussion carried on a year or 
two ago by sportsmen as to the best method of protecting 
gun barrels from rust spots. Before goin abroad I read up 
the various authorities on the subject, but as the “doctors 
disagreed,” [ vejeeted the rust preventers, mercurial oint- 
ment, shellac, and other things suggested, and chose a 
method I had never seen mentioned, to prevent my Webley 
hreech-loader and Shelton auxiliary rifle from rust during 
my absence, My gun had seen pretty hard service for two 
witters in Plorida, three and four years azo, and the barrels 
were Somewhat “freckled” when I putitaway. But I put 
corks in the breech end of the barrels, telted some pure tal- 
low and poured in, corked up the muzzle, smeared some 
( UlLow on the ontside, rolled the barrels up in half a dozen 
newspapers and packed away in an attic. After read- 
ng fhe discussion referred to, I proceeded with fear 
and tlonbt. to examine ny gun. ouring some warm 
waiter upon the barrels the long stems of tallow slipped 
out—I hope nobody will be “wicked” enough to suggest 
hat they might have been utilized for candles—and I found 
my gun looking rather better than it did when I put ihaway, 
and it seems to me as if some of the blemishes were either 

i 

tallow. 

cherished piece, 
jas been the apple of my eye; if is still so dear to my heart 

and thrills with magnetic sympathy. 
will start from fhe eye when I contrast the shiny appearance 
this Westley Richards presented to my admiring gaze some 
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macuified in my memory or have dwindled by time and tal- 
low. Ltook the precaution not to have the tallow too lot 
when I filled the barrels, so as to avoid any possible injnry 
tothe gun And hereafter, when 1 want to put my gun 
away for even to or three months, [ shall pnt ny, ee in 

M. H.R. 
EAs? Brisietp, Mass,, Nov, 21. 

MY OLD MUZZLE-LOADER. 

IN TWO PARTS—PARY 1. 

FP WD editorial in Forusr anp SrA of Noyember 8, 
1888, on the “Old Gun,” recalled so many pleasant 

memories connected with our old muzzleloader, that 1 can- 
not refrain from recording a few of them to the honor of the 

Yes, this ancient friend and companion 

that I mean to keep it as long as I live. 
The editor's remarks on that new breech-loader are echoed 

in my heart, but when be touches up so glibly those happy 
memories of the ancient muzzleloader, every fibre vibrates 

Yet the unbidden tear 

thirty-three years azo. Then she was 1 beauty—the stock so 
elegantly finished. with its drop of three and one-quarter 
inches, and burrels so nicely adjusted as to come to the eye 
with the most perfect balance, that I bad only to glance 
over them and follow the bird with the eyes; intuitively 
the gun kepl pace with the object; and when the forefinger 
pressed those delicate triggers there was a quick, angry &x- 

plosion, and a cloud of feathers rose. while the victim bit 
the dust as if an electrie shock had withered it into @ lump 
of lifeless flesh, 

Bettie, as I named her after my first love, never missed 
fire, never failed to kill in reasonable distances if held on the 
object. Her reasonable distances were most uncommon ones 
for other guns in early times. It was my usual custom to 
sive my friends the shot. [f they failed, then Bettie told her 
deadly tale, and there was meat, A hundred yards, and up 
to 143 yards fairly measured, L once made one of the hap- 
piest shots lever made, Tt happened in this wise, Just 
eighteen years ago I asked Gen, E. Kirby Smith for a fur- 
lonch to “0 hunting. He knew my passion for the chase, 
for he loyed it as dearly as I did. For three long years | 
had heen in service and not 1 moment had | had ax a fur- 
Jough, Tbe application was granted for fifteen days. My 
body servant was to drive a six-tule wagon with plenty of 
eatubles, and with two faithful soldier comrades I set out 
from Marshall, Tex,, to go to Moure’s Cross Roads in Bowie 
county, not far from the present town of Texarkana. My 
man Sandy rode by my side and carried my rifle aad my big 
Greener, while the faithful Bettie Richards, laid across the 
saddle, was ever ready to speak and bite. Oh! what a beauty 
she was then; weight, 7 pounds; barrels, 32 inches; bore, 14; 
made of the finest and most malleable wire steel I ever 
saw; not a scratch abont her; sleek, nice and fresh, as if she 
lad never been used, instead of haying seen twelve years of 
hard service, 

Deer were too numerous to talk about. One could find 
them anywhere, every mound covered with sumac bushes 
lind a small herd of them lying thereat some time of theday, 
Six days had we hunted, and thirty-nine fine fat deer had 
fallen to our shots and heen brought to camp by Sandy. The 
sixth day we planned a big hunt, inviting balf # dozen of the 
citizen hunters to join us. We were to forma V, and to 
breast on the west side of the road that leads from Sulphur 
Fork Ferry to the cross roads, and our calculations were 
made to bag no less than twenly deer that day. Our own 
ack of eleyen flect and untiring hounds had been larvely 
nereased by several neighborhood packs, The new dogs 
infused fresh animation in our jaded pack, and when a whole 
herd of deer bounded up shortly after we left camp, there 
was a war of music that would almost have raised a dead 
hunter from the grave. The deer separated, and every dog 
seemed to pursue his own deer. By agreement we were nol 
to break our V wntil we had passed over a certain place 
where it was fhought we would be most successful in ‘“‘jump- 
ing” and getting near, shots. 

The dovs dashed off in front of us, but in a short time 
three of them turned back and brought ahead of them one 
of those old horny heads that always love to play a trick on 
the hunter. He expected by returning in his track to find 
us gune, and he would be safe. He only made a slight mis- 
calculation, as many a mortal makes. The three hounds 
pursuing him belonged to me, and were headed by Countess, 
a yellow-tan, that was swift as a ghost, and vindictive as a 
bul-terrier. The buck passed inside the VY, receiving both 
barrels of the man on the right flank. Then he dashed down 
jn easy shooting distance, getting a double shot from each 
man untilhe came to the one in the fork. From him he 
ot two shots and a tremendous fright that droye him up the 
eft arm of the Y, getting double shots from each as he flew 
along in terror-stricken speed. The dogs became doubly 
animated, Countess opened every bound in full sight and 
nota hundred yards behind him, while a soul-eulivening 
yell came from each hunter after firing, and again as the 
dogs passed by him. There were eight of us, some one hun- 
dred and fifty yards apart, making it nearly half a mile 
across the flanks from the extreme points. IJ had stopped 
my mule, old “Gray Tom,” steady under fire, as if he were 
both blind and deaf, as soou as the first shot was heard, I 
was just besinning the ascent of a gently sloping ridge, with 
grass and brush not high enough to bide a deer, and ina 
food position for the run of a deer were it to descend, but 
rather too far for 2 shot were if to take the top of the ridie. 

Fourteen heavy guus in quick succession, with the shouts 
of the hunters and the fierce yelping of the hounds, had 
almost distracted Sandy, who was seated on his horse in easy 
distance to hand me the rifle should IT need it. IT must 
honestly confess that I, tuo, was powerfully excited; and 
who would not be under such circiimstances? The buck 
and dogs were kept from sight by a thicket of pine, and 
would not be seen nnless the deer should keep the top of the 
ridge or come down the descent, 

Old gray Tom had beeome inspired to the degree of raising 
his head from the grass, and with one ear thrown forward, 
the other back, be seemed to drink in the roar as if it did 
him good all over. Quickly I saw him turn his head to the 
top of the ridve. take a firmer stand on the ground, as if to 
brace himself Tor the coming shot, and then there was a 
climpse of something blue fying rather than running, 

“Take de rifle,” whispered Sandy. “Ye can’t tock him, 
Massa, with your little Bettie.” ‘‘No," said}. ‘Buttie will 
kill or wound so Countess will catch him, see if she doesn’t,” 
and I turned Tom so as to get a broadside shot. Never have 
I seen a deer making such speed befere, with head elevated, 

horns thrown back on his shoulders, body stretched to the 
utmost extent, he was going so fast and so low tothe ground, 
as to appear a deer of small size. ‘Hand me the rifle should 
I miss,” was whispered to Sandy. as I threw up Bettie with 
my one arm, carrying her full thirty feet forward of the 
terror-struck animal, and some six feet above. The right 
barrel cracked; instantaneously the buck sank to the ¢round, 
falling on his rirht side with a erash audible to ns that dis- 
tanec. By the time we could give one blast of triumph 
from our horn, Countess was fastened to his throat, None 
but a hunter can realize the joy I felt.as I said to Sandy, “‘L 
knew Bettie would not disgrace herself, and won't I crow 
over those other fellows.” 
My wonderful shot was seen by several others, and when 

the distance was actnally measured it proved to he 143 yards, 
T abyays shot pine buekshot—three chambers and three to 
chamber—using two Ely felt, wads over powder and a card- 
board wad over shot. I had a mould made to mould eigh- 
teen shot on each side, so that it was not troublesome to 
make my own shot. Then, too, I always believed nry 
moulded shot killed longer distances. The buck was strock 
with three shet, one breaking theneck, another passing through 
the Jungs and the third breaking the back above the hips. 

Several fine offers were made for Bettie, She was ‘‘Miss 
Bettie Richards’ at that time, and money could net buy 
her. She was ‘‘Madam Bettie” about fen years ago, but 
now she is ‘‘Old Bettie’—like her master, used up, good for 
nothing, unsight}y—but we will never part, old lady, too 
many bright memories cluster around you. Ay grandchild, 
a sturdy little boy, points to the great brass band that holds 
the shackling stock together, and says, ‘‘pretty, pretty,” and 
wants to handle it, but it is forbidden fruit. Precious in my 
sight is the old battered hulk, even more so than when I killed 
that buck, Lam getting on too fast. Three rousing blasts 
brought up every hunter, The fine shot was discussed, and 
each endeavored to excuse himself for missing. ‘‘Ah, gen 
tlemen,” said I, “there was but one thing thal prevented your 
killing him, you did not make allowance for his speed; you 
shot behind him. I thought of this and fired thirty feet 
ahead, with the resnlt you see, Neyer shoot af a deer or 
bird making uncommonly fast time with a hope of killing. 
Caleulate your distance from the object and its speed and 
then, with dne allowance, you will strike the game every 
shot.’ This was a deer of unusual size—a very old one, for 
his mouth was getting quite gray, while the body was vety 
blue. He had seven points on one horn and tive on the 
other, but the beams were unusually large. I did not joke 
my companions for their failure, but Sandy made up the 
silence on my part. He was decidedly overcome with joy, 
never failing to praise his masier, Five more deer we bagged 
that day, making: over forty-tive all told in one week’s hunt, 
Our two soldiers succeeded in killing thirty, which made 
the sum fotal of seventy-five fine deer. The skins and hams 
brought back to Marshall to our ordnance works attested the 
number bagged, 

Our citizen friends planned a bear hunt for the next week 
in the Red River )ottom, ahove its forks with (he Sulphur. 
We accepted their invitation, strack camp the next morn- 
ing, and that night camped near the plantation of a Dr. 
Booker, whose son joined ys the next day and remained 
while we were there. Bear were yery plentiful; we could not 
go out of sunshot of the camp without getiing a start, Bul 
they were so poor, and the cane so heavy and dense, our dogs 
could not bring oue to bag or to tree, One suckling cub was 
caught and killed by the dogs, the total result of a three days’ 
chase. We were satistied and struck camp, and I rolled back 
home before my furlough expired, and was there congraiu- 
lated on the birth ofa child during my absence. 

But | am digressins—oyerlooking the deeds and good 
qualities of old Bettie. Ah! me. I shall never forget the 
time how she saved me from the ferocious jars of an old she 
bear. I can see the brute now, as with mouth wide open, 
her huge red jaws foaming with white froth. the great ivory 
tusks glistening like stars, when she rushed upon me with. 
an appalling roar. No help was near, no way to escape in- 
stant death, except in a sure shot from Bettie. What if she 
wert to miss fire—death stared me in the face, Bettie was 
thrown to the shoulder, my eyes looked over the deadly bar- 
rels, the forefinger rested on the right trigger. One bound 
more was made, the head was elevated as if she thought of 
seizing me by the throat. She was within four feet when the 
finger lightened, there was a deadly explosion, for Bettie 
never failed to fire. That ball and buckshot cartridge crushed 
through the open mouth, striking and unjointing the neck 
bone. With terrible force she fell where | was standing, but 
Thad spriumg aside, and instantly Bettie’s left barrel roared, 
and that mouster’s brains bespattered the ground and I was 
saved, but my uervyous system was shocked, so that did not 
eet over it for some time, My pack of dogs had caught one 
of this bear’s cubs, andit was crying most piteously when she 
rushed up for its prtection. Have [ not good cause ta cher- 
ish that never-missing-fire gun, my dear old Bettie? 

Another good shot, and » wolf hunt looms up before me 
with a train of thoughts dove-tailed, and falling into line, 
80 soldier-like, that I cannot refrain from relating it, 

Several years after the late ‘“‘napleasantness,” | received a 
note from my brother-in-law, Robert N, Hunter of Dallas 
county, Arkansas, asking mé to £0 oyer and join him in a 
wolt hunt, as he had discovered the thicket where two old 
ones had reared their young, then about two-thirds ¢rown., 

This was enough. Old Tom, my gray mule, was saddled, 
Miss Bettie cleaned and oiled, and the pack of thirteen hounds 
all coupled in pairs, except Countess. She was tied and led 
for fear of her running oif before 1 could get to the place ap- 
pointed for us fo meet. 

“OQunning as a fox,” is the oll adage, but it applies as well 
to the wolf. Mr Hunter informed me that the two old she 
wolves had reared their young not half a mile from his house, 
that his flock of sheep pastured every day around them, 
were driyen at night into the field adjoining the thicket, and 
while constant depredations on flocks some distance trom his 
house were mude, yet he had not lost ushecp. Now, was 
not this 9 hear approach to reason?—it was more (han saga 
city —a wile equal to any that a fox plays, and partaking of 
humanreasoning, Wereonc of his sheep killed, these wolves 
knew it would lead to thei discovery, most certainly to their 
being driven away from that portion of the coautry, and 
very likely to their being killed. Furthermore, he stated he 
had never heard a wolt howlin his neighborhood, while if 
wis 4 nizhtly occurrence in other portions of the country, 
A fortuitous accident led him on foot into this dense, 
marsby thicket that morning before breakfast, and he had 
discoyered on a piece of iammock srouod the place where 
they bedded and the play grounds of their young ones. From 
the tracks freshly made in the oozy soil, he was of the 
opinion there were some dozen young and two old ones, 

Countess was the only strike dog for wolvesin our pack 
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We had no difficulty in getting the balance fo join her in 
running anything on which she opencd. The troubie would 
be to get her 10 the pluce where she would be most likely to 
strike a wolf track before meeting with a fox or wildcat. 
Though deer were abundant we had no fear of finding one 
so close the wolves. Our plan was for Mr. Hunter to lead 
her into the thicket where he found the playgrounds, and 
tlien encourage her to open on the fresh sign he had observed. 
The rest of us were to keep the balance of the dogs with us 
until we heard Conntess in full ery, aud then break for her, 
each man to follow on his owu “hook” and do his best in 
getting a shot. 

The young wolyes must have been playing on their 
grounds, and ran off at the approach of Hunter, for he had 
no sooner let Countess loose than she ran into the marsh, 
ind in a moment was in full ery. In five minutes the entire 
pack joined her. In addition to my thirteen, there were 
half a dozen more good hounds of bis young neighbors, 
whom he had inyited to the hunt, and who brought their 
dogs with them, For fifteen minutes there was an unbroken 
roar from this larye pack, and then a stop—a confused noise 
as of dogs fighting, and ina little while Hunter came out, 
dragging a young wolf, but nearly as large as any of our 
dogs. He mounted his horse, requested us to keep a_sharp 
lookout, and stated he would ride into the thicket and force 
them to leaye so that we could get shots as they should 
break for the hills. 

But a short time elapsed before the whole pack were under 
full ery, Several times they made the circuit of the thicket, 
then came the boom of a gun. The pack ceased opening, 
but it was for a moment, when all again gave mouth, divid- 
ing into three packs, A sun on the opposite side from where 
J was seated on Tom broke on my ears, and that pack, con- 
sisting of two-or three dogs, ceased their ery. JI kuew a 
wolf had been killed, and I supposed Mr. Hunter had killed 
one also. The bigger portion of the pack were making to 
my stand, but soon turned out of shouting distance, and 
risine a hill I saw two large black wolves scaling through 
the bushes, with Countess not far behind them. Hunter was 
viding like Jehu, keeping up wilh some of the rear dogs, 
and hollowing eyery jump of his horse. As they were bear- 
ing toward Cypress Creek, I knew at that late time of the 
evening I could do nothing, so I turned old gray Tom toward 
the house and slowly rode home. Before supper two more 
of the hunters came in, bringing with them two more young 
wolves. It was late when Mr. Huauter got back, and tied 
behind his saddle was a very large black she-wolf. He told 
tne, ‘After we lett the thicket this old she made divect for 
Cypress Oreck, not less than eight mileson thesir line. She 
tan the bottom for some time, but the dogs pushed her so 
tight she made for the old Hurricane on her way back to 
where she was started, when the dogs overhanled her on the 
high hills about four miles from home. She fought for her 
life. inflicting some ugly wounds on Conntess and crippling 
several others before I could get a chance to shoot her with- § 
out killing a dog.” 
We had secured fom in all—three young, and one old one. 

The night was spent, until long after the small hours, plan- 
ning how we should catch and kill the other, the next morn- 
ing. 
A heavy rain fell before daylight. It cast ~a damper over 

luoyant spirits, for we well knew the other old one would re- 
turn and take her young away from that partof thecountry, 
to hide in some dense thicket, and it was now extremely 
doubtful whether we could stumble on their trail after such 
a rain, 

The sun rose clear the next morning, but it was with no 
jubilant feelings we mounted and rode to the thicket, with 
little or no hope of striking a track. As we had anticipated, 
the dogs could not find a scent of one anywhere. From 
there we rode rapidly toevery spol we could jhink of as being 
a hiding place for the mother to take her young. About ten 
miles from there, near Mr. Easely's, Countess struck a very 
cold trail, which we followed for two hours. Not another 
dog would open on it, and we were uncertain whether it was 
a wolf ora tox. Becoming discouraged, our neighbors left 
for home. My. HWunter said he would follow Countess as 
long as she would open. J quit in disgust and rode for a 
noted crossing—a famous deer siand—hoping that ere long 
some kind of game would cross and give Miss Bettie a chance 
to put in her work. I must have heen there some half hour, 
until [ was wearied out. I had twisted and turned so many 
times in the saddle, that I was badly ehafed, and no doubt 
old gray Tom’s back was aching, 1 was actually nodding, 
when I was aroused by two big guns in quick succession on 
my right, followed by several ringing tally-hos, aud then 
the roar of the whole pack. In a moment I was in exact 
position, old gray Tom placed just so that I should have 
a broadside shot, and Miss Bettie laid before 
me across the saddle, both barrels cocked. Iwas realy to drop 
the bridie and shoot at the very mstant I should get a good 
opportunity. Very quickly. gray Tom’s one ear stood for- 
ward, the other flopped back, while his head indicuted that 
he had seen something. The dogs were rapidly coming nearer 
and nearer toward me, A minute more and I saw a small 
red-looking animal which I took to be a doe, and not far 
behind it, was another still smaller, which | thought was her 
fawn. It was apparent they would either come directly 
toward me or passin gunshot, Though I did not see the 
dovs, from the eager ery 1 knew they were running by 
sight. ‘Steady, Tom,” I whispered, “don't you move a 
foot or wink an eye. Steady, and we will have both, as sure 
as Miss Bettie barks. Heavens! that big prostrate pine has 
turned them, they will pass too far to kill, No, she is turn- 
ing nearer. It is along shot, my only chance, and’ here 1 
cut short my talk with Tom, Jerking up Miss Bettie from 
{be saddle J fired (it was my only hope) with a rising aim at 
the red thing that seemed to fly over the high grass, The 
smoke blew in my face, the report reverherated over those 
hills, and the animal disappeared. My next idea was te give 
the scrond barrel to thefawn, But no fawn came inwiew. 
Countess, whose color was that of a deer in the red state, 
followed by the whole pack, jumped the pine, perfectly 
maddened by my shot. My attention was so much iaken up 
with the running of the dogs that I proved too obtuse to 
notice the actions of old gray Tom, WHehad done everything 
in his power except talk, and had he possessed the faculty of 
speech, as did Balant’'s ass, no doubt he would have shouted, 
“Took out, look there! why don’t you shoot?” as the object 
at which I shot passed in thirty yards tomy left and I «id 
not see it, nor would I have believed i possible ind not the 
whole pack dashed past me, and then come to bay not 
one hundred yards behind me. 

On galloping to the spot, none put 1 hunter can imagine 
my intense joyand gratification to see the largest tawny 
wolf Teyer met in all my hunts and wanderings, He was 
lying with his feet under him, ready to spring if necessary; 

the blood was oozing from his Jeft side in several places; 
his tongue was Jolling out of his big wide mouth, while fire 
ind fury gleamed from his Hashing yellow eyes. Hvery 
hound was lying on the ground around him, afraid fo at- 
tack the ‘‘lion at bay,” The evening before, the fight with 
the she had taught them a bitter lesson, and they were profit- 
ing by it, Bearin mind it was near the middle of August 
and in the afternoon—as hota day as ever comes in that 
latitude. It was a picture worthy for some good artist. I 
sat afew minutes on old gray Tom, then dismounted and 
approached near enough to pub my gun over the heads of 
the dogs. Just as I did so the wolf gaye a sndden spring 
and bounded high over the dogs. I shot as he cleared them, 
but for fear of striking a doz I fired too high, making a 
beautiful miss. Before he got fifty yards Countess seized 
him, and by the time I reached them the flock had him 
stretched fall length. I jabbed a pine knot in his mouth 
for him to bite, and after the dogs had bitten him to their 
satisfaction I plunged my hunting knife throus#h his heart. 

Quickly My. Hunter joined me, and after resting I walked 
hack to measure ihe distance of my shot. It was 112 yards, 
yet my beautiful Miss Bettie, a 14-bore, had planted one 
chamber of three shof in that reat wolt's side, 

Before we got back to our horses the whole pack were in 
full cry. Most fortunately we had stumbled upon the hiding 
place of the remaining young wolves. Rarely ever have we 
had such sport as we had that afternoon. By the time the 
gun set we had causlit and killed seven young wolves, any 
one of which was nearly as large as any of out dogs. Taking 
their scalps, we left their bodies to the buzzards, and tying 
the old he one to my saddle, we returned home, getting in 
by bed time. ° 

I skinned this large wolf, had it tanned with the hair on, 
and used it forseyeral years ag a sleeping rug for my setter. 
On opening the wolf I found part of the leg of a sheep indi- 
gested. 

The next day was Sunday, We attended church several 
miles off in the neighborhood, and on ingniry learned that a 
sheep had been killed on Friday night not less than twelve 
niles ou the air Jine from where we jumped him, He had 
eaten a part of it, and had bitten off a leg and carried it to 
his young. Tosatisfy ourselves on this point, as we returned 
from church we rede by where we had caught some of the 
young ones, and on opening onefound the remains of a sheep 
in its stomach. 
The youny wolves had uot been carried oyer three miles 

from where they were reared, This old wolf could have 
caught a sheep that night at Mr, Hunter’s and saved his long 
trip, over twelve miles there and twelve back, making twen- 
ty-four miles, to get food fur his young. There was no 
instinct in this. Instinct would haye prompted him to 
supply his larder from the nearest sheepfold, 1 was reason, 
pure, nnadulterated reason, founded on the principles of 
self-preservation, The county court paid Mr, Hunter $60 
for those twelve scalps. Gro, D, ATEXANDER. 
Mpa, a. 

WILD MOSS CREEK. 

qi beautiful stream bearing the above title is located in 
Carroll county, Missouri, 210 miles west of St. Louis, 

on the Wabash Railroad, and is one of the finest fishing and 
ducking resorts in the State, 

It is a spring-fed stream from 200 to 350 feet wide, iwenty 
miles in length, with an average depth of ten feet; and emp- 
tius into the Wakenda River two miles west of Carrollton. 
The wild moss, from which it takes its name, grews from 
its bed to the surface. and is the home of a small insect 
which the fish eat. 

Meeting my old friend, the Hon. James F, Lawton, pro- 
prietor of the ‘Wild Moss Mills,” silmated on the above 
stream, he suggested that ] come up and have a shoot, an 
invitation which was quickly accepted, and the following 
Saturday evening found me aloard the train on my way to 
Carvollion, where I arrived the next morning, and was 
taken in charge by ‘Bili’ and driven to the house, where IL 
found brealctast awaiting me, after which J was shown over 
the grounds generally, so as to get the lay of the land pre- 
paratory to the sport that was to tule place next morning. 
After dinner, we took 4 ride in the Sarah, a beantiful steam 
launch, which he had built at a cost of over $600, and which 
he says is for the nse of his friends. 

On our return we sat down to a bountiful supper to which 
we did ample justice, after which cigars were passed around 
and during the consummation of which plans were laid fur a 
campaign agains the ducks on the morrow, When bed time 
arrived [was shown fo my room, 4 neat one-story cotfage 
some 20 feet from the family residence, consisting of one 
room about 16x16 feet and an alcove, in which rested a hed 
fit for a prince, and hid from view hy lace curtains extend- 
ing from the ceiling to the floor, an cleganteBrussels carpet on 
the floor and furniture to match, the sideboard yell stocked. 
T was told that was to he my room while there and to make 
mysell at home, which I at onve proceeded to do, Just think 
of it, where is there another man in this part of the country 
who builds a house and furnishes it in that style solely for 
the benefit of his friends? 

Tn the morning, long before daylight, after a hasty toilet, 
I was on ny way to the pasture, in the center of which is 
located a small lake which is a resort for ducks, and where | 
made my first bad hreak by scoring a clean miss, and at the 
same time searing all the ducks on the Jake, but after a few 
moments spent in securing a good position to command a. 
view of the lake, I had the satisfaction of getline a shot at 
a pair of mallards, one of which I brought to bag. After 
that it was hit and miss until the bell announced brealfast, 
at which time I had scored five clean hils. After breakfast 
T again touk up & position ot my former stand, where I had 
tolérably fair luck until near noon, when I took a stroll 
along the bank of the Wakendsa, where I got two more, 
making in all thirteen for the forenoon, In the afternoon 
steal was ¢ot up on the Sarah, and we started up the creek 
to shoot ducks from a steamboat (have any of the readers of 
PoOREST AND STREAM ever tried it?*), and suceeeded in get- 
ting cleyen in about two hours. 

The next morning was » repetition of the first, with the 
exception that 1 couple of fox-squirrels were added to the 
bast, also a fine specimen of duck-hawk, the head of which 
is now doing service ou the hat of Mrs, L. On the morning 
of the third day we took # drive about four miles to the Mis 
souri River bottom, whee there is a perfect paradise for 
ducks and geese, but not being able 1o secure a boat until 
too lute in the day, we did not have the good time we ex- 

"Yes. See Burr H. Polk's humorous account of “Duck Hunting in 
a Steam Launch” (Forrsr AND Stream, Muy §. 1881), and his brother 's 
rejoinder in the number for June 2 following. Also “Podgers’s 
truthful relation of “Duck Shooting by Steam Power," in issue of 
Noy. 22, 1883.—Ep, 

pected to, and from which we returned early to again try it 
with the Sarah on the creek. where we met with good 
SILGCERS. 
The four days spent at Dawwton's will always remain a 

green spol in my memory, for L. is a whole-souled, genial 
good fellow, and the prince of hosts, his ‘‘latch-string” is 
always on the outside, ns will be attested by any sportsman 
who has ever hunted along the Wakenda bottoms. 

To Mrs. L,, the atfahle hostess, isdue thanks for kind and 
courteous attention during my brief sojourn, and J trust that 
the day is not far distint when I will have the pleasure of 
renewing the acquaintances so pleasantly formed. 

Ovmp-Benn. 
St. Lours, Noy, 3). 

AMONG THE CAPE MAY SQUIRRELS. 

MIERE are times, election being over, when oue desires 
to get the taste of politics ont of his mouth, and there 

are seasons when fhe “‘grasshopper” of business hecomes 4 
burden; and itis at such periods of a sportsman's existence 
when deep-sea fishing fills the soul with joy, if the season is 
not over, The ‘eroaker’ had ceased to croak, the simple 
flounder had gone beyond the fishing banks, and the maeck- 
evel had sought fresh, saline fields and piscatorial pastures 
new. In my despair of a place for two days in which to re- 
cuperate my tired energies, 18 I longed for a shady spot in 
which I might review the pleasures of my youth. [ bethousdit 
myself of Col. J. L, Lansing, the most hospitable and reliable 
sportsman on Cape Island. I telephoned to the telegraph 
office, ‘‘Messenger wauted.” He came on wings. I wired 
thus: ‘‘Noy. 22, 1$83.—Col. Lansing: Will you shoot the 
gray squirrel with me Friday, starting at 6 A. M.?" The 
answer game in half an hour, ‘Col J. M.8.: Come in 
the first train and ‘all will be forgiven!—J. L, Lansing.” 

T started in the afternoon train for Cape May, and at 7 P. 
M, last Thursday | devoured a woodcock of toast and a 
broiled rock, which had been sporting in the briny deep al 
12 o'clock noon of the same day, and with a broiled beet- 
steak and abundant mushrooms, and a fragrant cup of 
coffee. L smoked the pipe of peace with Col, Lansing till 9 
P. M, and then begged off for bed, I opened wide the win- 
dow to let in the sweet breath of the sea, for 1 was tired, 
“my heart and I,” and T slept a long restful, dreamless 
sleep, At 5 o'clock I heard the stalwart step of Lansing as. 
he approached my door and rapped as if lo wuke the dead, 
He exclaimed, ‘“Wake! 5 A. M. and broiled squirre! and 
stewed rabbit, and the wagon is ready.” I dressed on the 
double-quick, and my appetite for breakfast would have 
done credit to Palstaif, the feeder and fighter of the men in 
buckram. 

Tt had been twenty years since I had peeled the bark 
around a gray squirrel’s head with my old breech-loader, in 
Floyd county, Ind., and 1 was euger for the fray. I took 
thirty shelis, thinking we might kill a dozen squirrels, albeit 
that wenial gentleman, Judge Miller, himself au arbiter ele- 
yontiarwm among the lovers of forest and siream and rod) 
and gun, had the yery morning I started doubted whether 
there were twelve gray squirrels in Cape May county, This 
nettled Lansing no little, for he is “king pin” among hunters. 
by the sounding sea and “‘high hook” when the fight is for 
black drum or channel bass. 
Looked out of the door, 5;45 A, M,, and there stood an 

open bugey with a little gray pony thereto attached, looking” 
like a Norway “rat.” But the gallant colonel -insisted that 
the “rat” was gamer than the “rat” Bill Travers (known to: 
fame) wanted Jim Fisk to buy, when Fisk’s rat terrier ran 
away from “ rat in the rat pit in New York, ‘‘Wadn’t you 
better buy the rat’? said the witty Travers. The gray pony 
made good time, considering thut he had “two heavy 
weights” behind him—220 ayoirdupois each. After we 
passed Cold Spring Cluarch, on the right wemet Foster with 
his squirrel dog. This gave new zest to our expedition. for 
if there was a squirrel between the board walk (Cape May) 
and upper township, I Enew that dog would scent lim ont. 
In the West, hunting squirrels with a dog was a novel thing 
in the days of my youth. The first two hours were blanks. 
The dog made no sign, and Lansing’s Gildersleeye setter did! 
not make a point. [began to despair. But the gallant 
colonel, turning to hunter Hoffman, a born squirrel liunter, 
who accidentally joined ow caravan 4s we neared his log 
cabin, downdeep in the Riley woods, said: ‘Suppose we try 
Maurice Cresse’s woods?” ‘That's the spot,” said hunter 
Tfoffman, and Foster cheerily chimed in. 

One liour’s beating through the low timber brought us 
around to the Maurice Crasse farm, near the sorghum factory. 
where Tom Scott's son las inyosted some of his surplus thou- 
sands in making sugar out of cane; and with successful re 
sult. 
We tied the gray rat to abending sapling. having taken him. 

out of the wagon, and unleashed Beauty, as hunter Foster 
called his dog. ‘‘Bute’’ did not wait an-instant, but skipped 
through the ‘‘cupple” and treed a squirrel hefore we could wet 
our shells into their places. Lansing led the yan, followed 
by the writer, Foster and Hoffman. Wen we reached the 
tree there was no sign of the frisky rodent. But | spied a 
fresh-looking nest at the top of a big oak, and let drive with 
my left barrel straight into the nest. The scared nnimal 
slipped out on my side of the tree, and before the cunning 
Lansing could bring gun toshoulder, the squirrel dropped to 
my right barrel, and Lansing fired in midair, But I reck- 
oned without my host when J thought I could beat this son 
of Rabelais, for once his eagle eye ‘lit’ on squirrel, that 
bushy tail had only to, come down like Capt. Scott's coon, 
for ifthe guo didn’t kill with the first barrel, the dog was 
sure to bag the bounding rodent before be could gather him- 
sclf up for arun, and the shooters practiced eye was equally 
fatal to the squirrel aS he jumped, Woster and Hoffman, 
with their old-time muzzle-loaders, looked with unbounded 
admiration and dazed astonishment at the brilliant shootin 
of Col. Lansing’s breech-loader. ‘They did not attempt to 
interfere with him. A light ram had commenced falling 
about noon, which made it a perfect day for squirrel hunt- 
ing. Before Juuch we had a baker’s dozen. I-was ready to 
«juit, 
: The stalwart Colonel expressed himself ready to halt for 
an assault on the lunch basket. We repaired to the phaeton, 
and while the ‘‘rat’ munehed his salt bay at lis cage, we 
deyoured sardines, hard-boiled eggs, oyster pie and cold 
turkey, Lansing insisted that nothing less than twenty-five 
squirrel scalps should adorn his belt that day. Iwas con- 
tent, Lunsing quoted Shakespeare thus: ‘When I ope my 
mouth Jet no squirrel dog bark.’’ But Bute sounded the 
alarm far off to the right, and we were soon gizing skyward 
for a squirrel. Just where the talltop of a slender sapling 
joined and overlapped the (runk of a great oak was a huge 
nest looking extremely ‘“‘squirrelly.” The tip of a gray ear 
confirmed my suspicions, and a big stick from Hoffman, the 

————— Cc 
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hunter, made the nest-hiders jump and run up the oak for 
dear life. 
Then the fusilade began, Lansing led off with both bar- 

rels, and left his game in the tree, only to be brought to bag 
by a right barrell, while Lansing, in full chase for number 
two, loaded as he ran for a distant sapling. His right bar- 
rel wounded the squirrel, which ran down the sapling, 1 
missing as he ran, and the squirrel disappeared up a hollow 
tree, only to be drawn out by the tail by the exeited Hoff- 
man, who guve the wounded animal a fing into space, and 
as he dropped Beauty welcomed him with open mouth fo a 
hospitable grave. 
And now the fun began, The Indiansummer rain helped 

Beauty in scenting the game, and the forty-acre tract of oak 
timber was alive with the nimble-footed quadrupeds. 

Lansing was in his slory, aud as the sun began to sef we 
hunted our way back to Hames’s Norway rat, only to find 
him enjoying his fodder. Counting the spoils of the chase, 
we numbered the slain and found ourselves the joyful pos- 
sessors of twenty-six squirrels. We will bring these ‘‘gray- 
backs” in sight of the judicial eye of Brother Miller. But 
Beauty opens her mouth down the woods again. Here is 
Wo. 27. Lansing proposes that we give our breech-loaders 
to Foster and Hoffman, for they had never ceased to wonder 
at the No. 10 shell going into our guns from the breech, and 
they guaranteed fo kill the last squirrel with four loads; 
and presently they returned beaming, and hearing their 
honors and the dead rodent Wetween them. This closed the 
case, They had killed a single squirrel between them, not 
heesuse they conldn’t kill more, bat because they desired the 
scalps to fall before our tomahawks, We gave them all our 
unused shells, with ample pay for a day’s work, for the 
powder and shot would do them a power of good. The gray 
Tat bounced us home over the quasi-turnpike with a speed 
within few minutes of 2:40, Lansing’s supper table (for 
he isa gourmet) grogned with saltavater eels, woodeock, 
terrapin @ /a diamond back. The pheasant imtended for my 
evening meal had disappeared in the hands of some light-tin- 
gered habitué of the Hotel de Lansing. JT wished it might bea 
case of “damage-feasanl”’ to the ‘‘conyeyer" of that pheasant. 
IT dreamed of squirrels and big trees in the Yosemite Val 
ley as full of big fox squirrels as President Arthur's West- 
ern streams were of trout. 1 walked refreshed with the sea 
air that came mto my window, like a giant refreshed with 
new wine. And when I go again to take my pleasure in the 
Cresse Woods the Forusr anp StrmAM shall hear thereof, 
Caspes, N.I., Nov. 27. James M. Scovet. 

MICHIGAN NOTES. 

Be your able criticism of “Sport with Rod and Gun,” you 
meution Mr. Latfan's claim that deer will not turn aside 

trom a fire on a runway, in rather a skeptical manner. 
Now, the fact is, in this section fires are often bnilf on run- 
ways, as 4 deer in front of the dogs does nat seem to care for 
such fives, Our Michigan deer may be very peculiar as you 
imply, but you must remember that as forest fires are com- 
mon in this State, perhaps our deer become accustomed to 
them. My own poor opinion, however, is that deer can 
hardly “think” of two things at once; with hounds after 
them, their whole thonghit is to escape from their pursuers. 
A fire is not uncommon in the woods, so the deer will run by 
it, or im fact nearly oyer it, as I haye seen them do more 
than once. Jt might be fair to add that where 1 haye seen 
such fires kindled they were either close to lakes or rivers, 
and perhaps a deer making for water would push op desper- 
ately by them rather than turn aside. A deer is a foolish 
innocent at best; it is hard to say what he will or will not do. 

The hunt of the Turtle Lake party (mentioned in one of 
my recent letters) was suddenly broken up by the death of 
Mr. George Gillman, at Detroit, this last week, Mr. BE, H. 
Gillman being summoned bome to attend the funeral of his 
late partuer and brother, The party liad excellent sport 
while they staid, killing fifteen or twenty decr. They re- 
port fhem not as numerous as last season. Strange, isn’t it, 
when we think of the thousands slain at all times of the 
eur? 

ch The only way to save the devoted animals is by preserving 
the shooting on an immense scale, If out millionaire pine 
jand owners were wise they would at once take energetic 
steps toward pres¢rvyation, There’s mouey in it, sure. 
believe in Jess than five years the best deer countries of our 
State will be preserved, in « crnde way perhaps, Wut still 
preserved, Attempts at preservation of large tracts could 
only result in good were they successful or not, for special 
attention would be directed to wanton slaughter or killing 
for hides alone.. If some of our sturdy lumbermen once 
fake it: into their heads that the thousands of deer slain in 
their forests are property of yalue, then heaven help the 
slayers. 
Henry Crane and George Abbott, Madison, Mich., were 

out after ‘coons a few nights since, After shooting one or 
two, they let their dog have the next ‘coon that came down, 
but the ’coon proving ton much for the dog, Mr. Abbott took 
his loaded pun by the muzzle, and with singular reckless- 
ness, clubbed the *coon with it. It is not to be wondered at 
that Mr, Abbott is dead. How any mau with any experi- 
ence could think of using a loaded shotgun us a club, I can- 
not conceive. Eyen if the gun was not loaded the chances 
would be that a blow would break the stock of the weapon. 

The interest in trap-shaooting is decidedly upon the in- 
créasé in Detroit. Ouc or two coteries of gentlemen are 
now haying their regular shoots at clay-pigeous and the in- 
fection is sure to spread. It’s just like boys’ games, you 
know—marbles for instance, We all remember each spring 
how of asudden every boy was devoted to that game—so 
mote if bewith the trap. 
At a recent meeting of the Luke St, Clair Fishing aud Shoot- 

ing Olub, if was unanimously voted to increase the salary of 
the popular steward, Mr. Dwight Whitney, and a considerable 
sum was also voted him as an immediate expression of the 
satisfaction at his season’s management. As there are two 
hundred members in the club, the action is 2 great compli- 
ment to popular Dwight Whitney. 

Forrest AnD StReAM, you know, wonders ‘‘what kind of 
deerwe haye upin Michigan.” Well, possibly, nay probably, 
Michigan deer are peculiar, Their Intest peculiarity has 
been discovered by our amiable friend Col. M., of Penn- 
sylvania, who has just accomplished his first deer Lunt in 

ichigan. Fresh from the Adirondacks, this season, where 
he killed three duer with two shots from his rifle, he gaily 
comes to this State and goes with the Detroit party to Turtle 
Lake camp, where he bagsa deer by simply culling off its 
tail with «rifle ball. It happened thus; The Colonel, not 
feeling just right one morning, concluded nof fo go out on 
the war path with the others, but remained at camp to doctor 
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himself out of a severe cold. By the way, that’s a most com- 
fortable camp that was built for the party referred to, this 
last summer; some of you trom Park Row must come out 
next seasdi and see for yourselves; the Windsor Hotel is 
nothing beside it. Well, the Colonel proceeded to doctor 
himself and was doing well, when he heard the hounds 
giving tongue not far away. Running to the doorhe saw a 
fine doe making its way uncertainly across the ice-covered 
lake, close to which the camp is located. He seized his re- 
peatiny rifle, ran to the edge of the ice, and began ‘*pump- 
ing lead” at her; she was a great distance off, bul the Oolonel 
is a splendid shot and at the seventh or eighth discharge 
down she went. The two dogs running her soon came up 
and held her while the Colonel, well satisfied with his long 
range shooting, ordered the darkey cook to go and bring her 
in. The davkey went and although the doe thrashed around 
considerably, upsetting bim two or three times on the glassy 
ice, he succeeded in cutting her throat and dragved her to 
the shore, There it was found that the deer’s tail had been 
cut off close to the ramp by one of the bullets and was hang- 
ing by a mere shyed, but nowhere else had « bullet touched 
that devoted animal, Iam inclined to admire the Colonel's 
economy and masterly shooting. Of course he claims that 
le did not wish the Dullet t6 spoil any meat. DELTA, 
Detroir, Mich., Dec, 1. 

A THANKSGIVING GROWL. 
(Fee eR DAY. anilas bright, mild and inviting 

as the ist of October. T had planned an extensive day's 
shooting for this occasion, but a fiendish cough has me in its 
clutches and keeps me prisoner, 
Owing to ill-health and bad weather, I haye had but few 

opportunities to shuot since the season began. Ihave been 
out three times with the following! result: First trip, out all 
day, resting from 12 M.to 3 P. M.; bag, 22 quail and 1 
dove. Second time, all day, 23 quail amd 1 hare. Third trip, 
ove affernoon from-2 P. M. until sundown, 9 quail, 2 hares 
and idoye. Total, quail 64, hares 38, doves 2. 

Quail are certainly more abundant this seagon than they 
liave been here for several years before. However, they in- 
variably feed near the thickets, into which they generally 
plunge a5 soon as flushed. These thickets are of the kind 
described in the clipping from the Baltimore Sw, published 

“Stiff swamp, grown up with 
lone green brambles, chicken grape-vines and blackberry 
bushes.” This is the place in which the correspondent says 
‘a really good purtridge shot kills eight out of ten birds 
eyery time.” Llagree with him, but only every time that he 
finds a bevy of ten huddled under the briers. A man who 
can kill eight out of ten birds every time in such cover as is 
here descrihed, would have no difficulty in killing ten out 
of eight in ordinary cover. 
Thave had over twenty years’ enjoyment and experience 

as a@ wing-shot, and in that time have made the acquaintance 
of many enthusiastic lovers of the fun—amateurs [ mean— 
I know no professionals, and [ hive never met but one indi- 
vidual who affirmed himself capable of such a feat as to 
always kill eighty per cent. of the gameshot at. This phe- 
nomenal shot proved to be a commercial man from Chicago, 
whom I met on a train on the M, K, and T. R, R., and who 
betrayed in the course of the conversation that he did not 
know a pointer from a setter, 

No, the place to make such scores is not in the tangled 
thicket or even on the open stubbles, but in the columns of 
a daily newspaper, and the arm necessary is merely a well- 
pointed Faber No, 2. 

I presume that I have expended too much bile on this 
topic, but then remember that J am chained to the house on 
the only perfect day for quail shooting I haye seen this sea- 
son, and is it nol enough to raise the bile after one has been 
forced to abandon a bevy of plump, well-fed, strong-flying 
birds heeause of their taking refuge in a thicket, to be 
sreeted hy the statement almost as soon as he opens his 
paper {hat in such a placea really good shot ought to kill 
eight out of ten? 
SAVANNAH. Tenn. 

MONTANA GAME NOTES. 

The Clark's Fork hunting party are back, and report game 

F 

WILL. 

plenty. There were six of them, Messrs. Hulme, Breuchaud, 
Webb, Rowley, Wilde and Watts. They have written an 
account for our Jocal papers from which | make some ex- 
tracts: ‘The second day we took up our line up Clarke’s 
Fork, crossing and recrossing the stream nine times. We 
made 30 miles and camped at the ninth crossing. We saw 
no ume other than chickens, and even at this early stage of 
hunt they had ceased to call attention so numerous were they. 
The third day we took up our journey with thetfirm intention 
of going to “Gray Bull,” the hunting gronud of the famous 
hear hunter, Col, Pickett. But when we reached Bennett 
creek it was decided by yote to go up this stream. This 
was a oreat mistake aswe afterward, when too late, found; 
out, for had we pursued the original prosramme as we had 
mapped ont before leaving Billings, at a distance not exceed- 
ing 60 miles from Bennett creek we would have found an 
abundance of elk, sheep and deer. This we ascertained from 
Count du Dove, who has a large horse ranch near the mouth 
of the Stinking Water, The count brought in eight or ten 
marnilicent heads of elk and sheep; also three monstrous 
grizzly bear skins, Going up Bennett creek we saw three or 
four large bands of autelope and several white-tail deer. 
but did not gvta shot. We followed up Bennett creek as far 
as practicable and went into camp, Tle first evening in this 
camp Chas. Watts brought (down the largest black-tail buck 
Tevyersiw. We hunted from this cump four days with no 
further success, which seemed unaccountable to us; but an 
old hunter, who enjoys the sobriquet of Red Jack, told us the 
elk and sheep had not come down from the main range, 
where we were, and that the deer, those in bands, had come 
down with the first storm and had gone over on the tributa- 
Yies of the Stinking Wuter and the foothills of the Pryor 
Mountains. We syould not hayeto go 100 yards from onr 
camp to kill more chickens than Ton: Mullen’s steed could 
carry. L have been iu States and Territories that boast of their 
fine chicken shooting, but nothing 1 eyer saw is any com- 
parison to the numbers we saw on Bennett and Rock creeks. 
Reaching the forks of Rock creek, all made camp and here 
we had our best hunting, each killing a deer and chickens 
by the dozens. Wecould have had far better success at this 
camp only forthe Indians who were camped in large numbers 
near us, probably 100 lodges,” 

Several other bunting excursions have heen successful, 
Louis fi. Borrie and Geo. W. Smiley of Billings, have re- 
turned fromthe Lake Basin, They brought in nine antelope 
and some smaller game, Messrs. Brown and Lotfer are hack 
from the Painted Robe, yell supplied with deer and antelope 

which are plenty there. .A hunter just in from the range re- 
ports a herd of buffalo numbering about 75,000 in the vicinity 
of the Belle Fourche, and also that about forty lodges of 
Gros Ventreg are hunting them, Wesides a large number of 
Milk River half breeds, A man brought five coyotes which 
he poisoned near Huntley. Judge Matheson punched their 
heads, or rather their ears, and issued the certificate for the 
bounty allowed by law. Missoula county Tanchmen are an- 
noyed by the bears, The Madixonian says: “*A large bear. 
and a cunning one, has been at work in the Sweethouse dis- 
trict, takine in the different breeds of hogs. Bruin has dis- 
tributed his calls very generously all over the neighborhood, 
and one night last week, when pursued, took a full grown sow 
clear through a fence and off into the mountains, getting 
away with his prize in first-class shape.” Cry NAMON. 
BretinGs, Montana, Nov. 24. 

GUN AND GAME IN TEXAS. 

UR shooting season, which at first seemed so bright, has 
heen very disappointing. We expected an immense 

flight of ducks, geese, snipe, etc., a8 soon as cold weather 
setin. No doubt we would have been gratified had the 
cold weather only set in, but, with the exception of one or 
two days, it has been as balmy us summer, 

At the beginning of the season eyery one predicted on early 
winter, All noticed that the bay birds made their appear- 
ance fully two weeks in advance of those of last year. The 
conclusion arrived at was that they had been driven south 
by stress of weather. Of course, then, if the weather grew 
severe so carly at the north ours would be corresponding. 
This idea took root, and grew to such an exient that predic- 
tions were made, as many imagined, upon a sure thing 
And now; well, disappointments have been many, and if any 
foretelling is indulged in next year it will be at variance 
with the foreteller’s idea; if he thinks an early season likely 
he will predict a late one, 
Ducks and geese have remained north of us, although T 

understand that in the rice fields of Louisiana they are 
unusually plentiful, and ure in perfect condition. 

In some of the middle counties of this State, mallards 
haye made their appearance in yery large unmbers, taking 
possession of the timber and growing deliciously fat upon 
acorns. 
A few canvas-backs have made their appearance af the 

head of Bast Bay, but are notin good condition. As a rnle 
our canyas-back shooting in Noyember and December can 
hardly be excelled. ~The birds then are large and fine, and 
are eagerly sought for by both sportsmen and pot-hunters, 
This year seems to be an exception, yery few ducks of any 
variety making their appearance im their usual haunts. L 
am in hopes of yet getting enough cold weather to bring the 
birds with us. 

Snipe. I am glad to report, are here in fair numbers, 
They, in absence of other game, haye received my uudi- 
yided attention, and I must confess, that although | have 
been very successful I have missed a great mauy more times 
than 1 haye hit, Nemo. 
GALVESTON, Texas, Noy, 26. 

The weather has been growing gradually cooler, and the 
Winter season is fairly upon us; already reports are coming 
in of good bags, We are all looking forward with eagerness 
for the advent of the first severe norther that will sweep 
over our sunny State, knowing it will be the harbinger of 
myriads of wildfowl fleeing southward in pursuit of more 
congenial feeding grounds. 

There is a large crop of mast in the river bottoms, and 
there will no doubt be some rare sport with the ducks and 
geese, We haye already had one or two slight northers, but 
the game has not as yet appeared in very vreat numbers. 1 
had a little rare fun afew days ago during the prevalence 
of aslight norther. Standing at my office window [ saw 
what I stpposed to be a brace of canvas-bucks fly pust very 
low. After a few circles they settled almost in the limits of 
the town; they were evidently lost or bewildered by the 
force of the wind. Procuring a small .32-caliber Remington 
rifle, the only weapon handy, I sallied forth m pursuit, and 
by taking to the woods on the edgw of the town I succeeded 
in vetting within 90 or 100 yards. I discovered the objert 
of my search much to my surprise to be two fine wild geese, 
and at the distance of 90 yards they bore an extreme resem- 
blunce to the tame ones as they stretched their long necks 
high in the air. 1 took careful aim and fired, but much to 
-my disgust scored a clean miss. The next time [ was more 
fortunate, and had the satisfaction of seeing the feathers fly. 
Both took to flight and went about 500 yards. By dint of 
considerable crawling and dodging 1 succeeded in approach- 
ing within 60 yards of my game, andgdiscovered them on 
the ground, one dead, I soon put the finis to the other one, 
and was in possession of a prize of which any sportsman 
might be proud, inasmuch as they were both in fine condi- 
tion and very large and heavy. 
Accompanied by two friends I took a trip into Milam 

county a few days ago for partridees. We took our dogs 
and gus in wagon, with ample provisions for a weeks 
camp-hunt. On the third mornimg we had an opportunity 
to enjoy a kind of sport that I warrant not many sporlsmen 
vast of the Mississippi ever behold—catching jack-rabbits 
with greyhounds on the prairies, A friend came into camp 
bringing three very fine hounds, und accepting his invitation, 
we proceeded to witness the only kind of sport in which the 
greyhound is useful in this country, its wondertul speed 
and endurance being the only thing capable of cixcumvent- 
ing that of the ‘“‘mule-eared rabbit,” as it is called in this 
country. ‘Those who are familiar with the habits of this 
little animal need not he told of its wonderful speed and 
activity, It is much larger than the common rabbit, and is 
noted for the extreme length of its limbs and ears, the latter 
in some cases reaching the extravrdinary length of five or 
sixinches. There was plenty of gameat the place we hunted, 
and it was an exciting scene to watch the flecing unimals 
pursued by the graceful greyhounds, The dogs ran in 
Indian file, and it resembled a veritable blue streak to see 
them stretching out in pursuit; the leader on overtaking the 
fleet-tooted rodent would suddenly seize it by the back, toss- 
ing it in the air, and as this required a very sudden stop, the 
velocity was generally too great for their equilibrium, and 
the hounds would turn a dozen somersaults in the endeavor 
to stop, each dog snapping at the unfortunate hare as if 
passed; and fora few minutes the scene would be rather 
vidiculons; there seemed to be an indiscriminate mixture of 
dog less and bodies on the greensward, with occasional 
glimpses of hare. 
Game laws, | regret to say, are little regarded in this State, 

but I hope the time will come when all sportsmen will 
recognize the great need of protection, and exforce such law 
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iS will canse the pot-hunter to retire from his ignominious 
Dusiness with disgust. Buffalo are reported as’ appearing in 
the northwest in considerable numbers, It is to be hoped 
(hat ‘they will he unmolested for a few seasons, when they 
may once more appear in their old-thme numbers. 

Deer are very plentifil, and will no doubt be so for some 
ye'rs to come, as there is little or ho market for them, and 
none are slinghtered except for actual use, Not long ago L 
siiw the unusnal sizht of no less than five deer feeding 1o- 
gelher wifhin a thousand yards of town limits. 

J, B. Suwa, 
WaAtkrR Copnty, ‘lex,, Nov, 27, 

THE CHOICE OF HUNTING RIFLES. 

Hiditoy Toreast and Stream: 

[ fear that ‘““D, M, B.'s” plea for a 40-90 repeater will not 
meet with # ready response from the manufacturers of te- 
peating arms, at least until some one inyents a new system 
on whieh to juild these yery attractive weapons, The 
present repeaters may be conveniently classified under two 
heads, namely the lever guns, ¢g,, Winchester, Marlin, etc., 
and the bolt guns, a”g., Lee, Hotelkiss, ete. The lever 
‘clions have never, we believe, been regarded us specially 
strong, #.é., capable of standing very heavy powder charges, 
In this respect they are not fora moment to be compared 
Will the Sharps action. The bolt guns are far stronger than 
the lever vuns, but they haye not become popular as sportinee 
weapons, and T doubt if they ever will, the projecting bolt 
lieing an eyesore, aud liable to catch against other objects. 
The repeater, therefore, for sporting use is the lever action, 
The hwiviest cartridge adapted to the Winchester measures 
about two anda half inches in length, while the 40-90-500 
demanded by your correspondent could not be made much 
shovler than four inches. This would require a correspond- 
ing lengtheving of the cartridge carrier and adjacent parts, 
and tend, I should think, to weaken the action to an exces- 
sive degree, I fully appreciate your correspondent’s desire 
for a flutler ivajectory than is at present attainaljle in the 
majority of American sporting yifles. The Enelish have 
tanght usa good deal about this, and I believe that their 
dlonble-barreled sporting rifles are, on the whole, more desir- 
uble weapons than any of .our own repeaters, Al the re- 
vent trial of rifles in London the winning .45-cal, (double 
barrel) yas loaded with 110 grains of powder and a bullet of 
291 grains. At 150 yards range the rise of the ball was less 
than tive inches, and the accuracy of the arm was all that 
eould be desired. Tf American manufacturers would study 
the lessons to be Jearned from English experience, and 
would sive us good double rifles, with flat trajectory com- 
bined with accoracy, we helicye that repeaters would retire 
from public favor. FREENTIORN. 
New Yorr. 

A Mosana Txerpeny,—Helena, Montana, Noy. 24, 
1883,.—Hnditoy Forest und Stream: Our markets this season 
have been supplied with moose, ell and deer, to say nothing 
of the geese, ducks and small game, and our Oregon fish. 
An unusual smount of game of all kinds has buen marketed 
here this season, and [| um pleased to say that I believe skin 
hunting will soon be a thing of the past. I was one of four 
who took a five days’ hunt in sight of home, and the result 
was ten deer, nineteen blue grouse anda nice Jot of trout. 
Since then, with my Baker gan and Horn & Lang’s evese de- 
coys, |have placed twenty-one geese to the credit of my 
game bag, Of all deceits 1 think these decoys are the must 
deceiving to the geese, Our old friend and fellow-sports- 
man, Blackhall, met with quite an adventure lately. May- 
ing shot 2 moose cow and her yearling: and summer calves, 
he put them awsy for safe keeping, as he thought, and re- 
turned home to yet assistance to bring them in, When he 
wet back for them with his companions they found to their 
sorrow that three cinnamon bears had taken squatter’s rights 
and destroyed all three moose. This brought about an ac- 
tion which resulted in three hears instead of three moose 
being hung up in our market, Tlunting is now over until 
water fow! return in the spring, und we will, therefore, haye 
to rely on the Formsy AND Srreax for our winter’s sport. 
There is 42 fwo-yeur old moose cow for sale Here as tame as 
can be, Who wants it?—Montana. 

AxorugR Sipe—Huny.—Toronto, Noy, 28.—A erand 
“squirrel hunt” took place in the neighboorhood of Szarboro’ 
Junction to-day. Sides were chosen from the north andsouth 
of Searboro’, under the leadership respectively of Messrs. A. 
Thomson and J. Simmons. Although the hunt was techni- 
cally terme! a *‘squirrel hunt,” it also included besides those 
rodents the shooling of other species of animals. Small 
birds (not insectivor@&s) counted 1 point; red squirrel, 5; 
black squirrel, 10; crow, 10; hawk, owl, partridge and mink, 
20 each; muskrat, 25; and skunk, 50. The day’s operations 
resulted ina victory for the south side by 579 points, The 
score shows that there is still a little game lett about Sear- 
horo’, or al least that there was before the hunt, Among 
(le bags were 7 partridees, 25 muskrats, 2 mink, 2 owls (one 
of them a monster), 6 hawks, 4 crows, and innumerable 
squirrels, the greater part of which werered. After the 
mitch the contestants enjoyed themselves at a well-served 
oyster Supper at tlhe Leslie House, Scarboro’ Junction. 

‘an Duck Nevrens.—New York, Dec, 3.—Hditor Forest 
and Steam: While examining some very handsome speci- 
mens of ducks yesterday im the market of M. Travis, of 
Burelay stzect, one of the clerks informed me that they 
vame trom City Point, Virginia, und were all netted. He 
did not remember the name of the man who netted them, 
but though) that it was Palmer, The clerk told me that 
several barrels were received ut a time from the duck 
catcher, and that the birds so caught were yery desirable 
on account of lack of shot holes. Each duck that J ex- 
wmined hadits neck broken, and not a shot mark could he 
found on any of them, I hope that the duck netter wall 
neyer have his neck broken, but if an accidental discharge 
of his gun shonld bring him to bag ina legitimate way, 
there would be rejoicing among fhe ducks,—Mark Wasr. 
[Thisis referred to Mr, Goodwin, the game protector for 
this distriet. | 

Tue Mancussrer Raccoon Ruemmesy.—Manchester, N, 
H., Dec. 1.—I have not had a chance to pull trigger this 
senson, but hear that the woodeock and ruffed grouse shoot- 
ing in this neighborhood has been unusually good. Gray 
squirrels have been correspondingly scarce, but the Man- 
Chester “Raccoon Regiment” haye been very successful, 
having captured fifty up toa fortnight ago.—Von W. 

—The season just closing has been a good one in this State 

the pust season. 
last year. 
shooting next, season will be all that a reasonable sportsman 
could desire. 
shooting season this fall is the wonderful increase of shoot- 
ers, SO reat indeed is the number of gunners beating over 
the fields, that farmers have generally become diseusted 
with the very sight of the rabbit-hunting fraternity, and in 

sary to see (he owner of the land and get permission. Many 
farmers have posted their lands this season whonever thought 

of shooting over well preserved land is esteemed very highly 

return for this privilege, and only such will be accorded the 
privilege, 
dealers and manufacturers must be reaping 
bids fair to continue for many seasons.—C. W. W 

Pa., Nov. 27.—Game birds ave not so plentiful this season as 
last, although in some localities they are numerous enough to 
afford a good day’s sport. 
wild turkeys have been killed by our sportsmen here. 
turkey shooting has been fair, and if it were not for the yio- 
lators of the law, who still persist in blinding, feeding and 
slaughtering the birds in this unsportsmanlike manner, they 
would be plentiful We also have pheasants, quail, part- 
ridges, ruffed grouse, squirrels and rabbits im sufficient 
quantities to afford a good day's sport at any time,—Swr 
TRIGGER, ; 

cation notes of good fishing loeatities. 
spondents favor us with notes of desirable points for angling 
CXOCUPSIONS 

tlressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
norlance are liable to delay. 

address, postpaid, on receipt of 10 cents. 

INCREASE OF INDIANA SHOOTERS. Fairland, Ind., Dec. 1.| Sections 7 and 8 of the by-laws provide that the president, 
and chairman of the executive committee shall have the 
power to offer such prize or prizes, of such yalue and kind 
as he may deem best, to members of the association for the 
most successful fishing, as they may prescribe; and that all 
members of the assoviation shall discourage the killing or 
retention of any black bags of less than one pound in weight; 
pike or pickerel of less than two pounds, and of muskallonge 
of less than six pounds, that may be caught in the river, 

In addition to the objects of the association, is is proposed 
to furpish badges of membership, to be worn by members, if 
they desire to do so, when they are visitors at the islands. 
Tt is believed that this will add much to the enjoyment of 
members while among theislands, hy making them readily 
acquainted with each other, 

Articles of incorporation have been prepared, the officers 
elected at the first meeting having been selected as the incor- 
porators; their names and addresses are: President, Jolin J. 
Plansgan, Utica, N. Y.; First Vice-President, Daniel Pratt, 
Jv., Syracuse; Second Vice-President, William Story, Al- 
bany; Corresponding Secretary, W. W. Byington, Albany: 
Recording Secretary, Charles H, Ballou, Utica; Treasurer, 
Gardiner M. Skinner, Clayton, Executive Committee: Jolm 
H, Quinby, Chairman, Albany: Myron P. Bush, Butfalo: 
H, D. Dillaye, Svracuse; E, D Olmsted, Rochester; Dr, J, 
H. Brownlow, Ogdensburg; Theo. Butterfield, Utica; Wil- 
liam Frisbie, New York, Advisory Counsel, Hon, Franklin 
M, Danaher, Atbany. 

The society and its members will he under the full pro- 
tection of the laws of the State of New Yorkinevery regard. 

W. W. Brryeton, Correspondiig Secretary, 
Ansany, N. ¥., Noy. 28. 

for qnail and rabbits. (Quail have increased wondertully in 
This I think is due to the absence of snow 

If we are spared a deep snow this winter, the 

But the most astonishing thing about the 

order to receive respectable treatment, it has become neces- 

of doing so before. Thisis as it should he, for the privilege 

by the thoughtful sportsman. He is willing to make some 

Judeing lrom what I see in the State, the gun 
4 harvest that 

Wiip Turkeys ty Paxnsypyanta.—Foltz, Franklin Co., 

Up to the present time seventeen 
Wild 

AFTER CONGER EELS AND DOGFISH. 

HE writer has always had a fondness for sea-fishing, 
but especially for fishing in the deep-seas, or around 

rocky coasts or foreign shores, as itis practiced by the hardy 
fishermen who make their living between the loll of storms, 
and who gather their daily bread from the ocean. Ti is 4 
great pleasure indeed to sail out far at sea in # staunc¢li 
smack, lo be away for several days, and to watch and help 
the men cast their big nets, and see the myriads of strange 
creatures brought to the surface, and to fill one’s lungs with 
the fresh, salt winds, as the smallboat rapidly makes head- 
way among lhe big waves. It is that fondness that has 
caused me to go oul with the herring men at Skye, the taunny 
fishers in Italy, the swordfish killers of Sicily, and so many 
others. 

I was one summer al Trouville, a fashionable watering 
place on the coast of France, a beautiful spot, with the 
Atlantic Ocean rolling at its feet, and the waters of the Eng 
lish Channel far away to the right. One day | was stroll- 
ing on the quay where the fishing smacks land at high tide, 
and where biskets aud barrels of fine fish ave brought ashore 
and fast sold ut auction, and I noticed especially a small 
black-hulled cutter from which large basketfuls of big couger 
ecls and dogfish were being brought ont, I at once thought 
that [ would enjoy a trip with this smack, and made up ny 
mind to. try and go. 1 spoke toone of the men, who in- 
formed me that he was the captain, about my wish. Well, 
he seemed a little surprised at first, and told me I would be 
very uncomfortable, and that their fare was poor, and finally 
he informed me that they would be two days ont, or more, 
and that the weather would be very rough, and Jast, but not 
least, he crowned his argument by saying, ‘‘Monsicur aura. 
Je mal de mer,” which meant that ‘Monsiew',” your humble 
servant, would be sea-sick. J answered by asking how much 
he would take me for, and now I perceived that he thought 
he would paralyze me by saying ten francs, roughly, two 
dollars. J accepted at once, to bis great surprise, ind asked 
when he would start, and 1 was informed that they were to 
sail at next full tide, otherwise at three o'clock next morning. 

T hurried home, told my folks | was going to he away, 
bought some tobacco of two kinds, yiz., some yery cheap 
to make friends xboard with, and some better for myself, 

Sea and River Hishing. 

ANGLING RESORTS.—We shall be glad to have for pubh- 
Will not our corre- 

Yo insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 

OPEN SEASONS. . 

The digest of open Seasons. printed in our issue of Aug. I}, has 

heen published in eonvertient pamphlet form, and will jie sent to any 

On the 26th of October last, there was organized in this 
city The Anglers’ Association of the St. Lawrence River, It 
is proposed to restore the fishing of the St. Lawrenee. All 
old visitors at the Thousand Islands know how very greatly 
the fishing has fallen off during the last few years. The 
reason for this falling off are well known, and are matters of 
fuct, LL has not been caused by angling, but by illegal net- 
fishing, 

In August of this year, a party of gentlemen organized an 
expedition and destroyed a quantity of nets at a point about 
midway betweeu Clayton and Cape Vincent, The river was 
found literally blocked up with trap-nets from the shore to 
the channel; the fish were, in fact, fenced out of the river 
bulow. For want of time it was possible to destroy but a 
portion of the nets. It is believed that in those destroyed 
there were secured more fish than are caught by angling 
from any watering’ place on the river during the entire sum- 
mer season, There can hardly be a doubt but that if all the 
nels had heen destroyed more fish would lave heen secured 
than are caught by hook and line in the entire river during 
aseason, The fish were of all kinds and sizes, They are 
captured in such large quantities that the owners | and I stepped on the plank between the wharf and the boat 
of the nets do not even take time to clean them | at about ten o'clock that evening, found two men on hoard, 
out, and Jarge numbers of rotten fish were in the | whogrected me with some French amounting to, “Well, 

well, so you are coming after all, are you? aud began trying 
to make me comfortable, After talking a short while I ley 
down on a little bunk coyered by an old sail, and after ve- 
moving a few splicing pins, onrlocks, ete., thal were beneath 
this luxuriant mattress, 1 went to sleep. d 

I woke up a few hours later, and after knocking my head 
on the beams managed to find the scuttle, which | lifted, 
and wentondeck, Swiftly the wind was cartying us along 
between the two jetties, and in the dark we could see the 
gas Jamps at their ends throwing a slim, uncertain light over 
the water. We passed the jetties, a cold wind was blowing, 
and the four men composing the whole crew were at work, 
trimming sails, steering, arranging the long lines on which 
the hundreds of hooks are fastened that serve to capture the 
conger cels and doglish. Ou our right we could see the 
powerful light emitted by the lighthouse on the high cliffs 
above Havre, Both the outyoing tide and the current from 
the River Seine, which reaches the sea hetween Havre and 
little town called Honfleur, near Trouville, were carrying 
us fast out to sea. The sky began to brighten # little over 
the east, and after awhile the sun appeared, and casting a 
lurid purple light over the phosphorescent walers, which 
seemed to fall buck a shower of diamonds every time thal 
our dipping bow struck a wave. We sailed on, taking a 
northerly direction for about twenty-five or thirty miles, 
still in sight of land, howeyer, and after awhile the captain 
took soundings, and bearing araund, we stopped, and the 
mizzen was brought down, then the jib, and finally the 
anchor was let go, and there we rodu oyer about twenty or 
thirty fathoms of water, 
The day before all the hooks had been baifed—no small 

job, as we had four lines, each with whont 150 or 300 
hooks, abont six or seven feel apart. ‘The small rowhoat 
we had been towing bebind was now brought into reqnisi. 
tion. I jumped in with two of the men and wanted to row 
in order lo warm up, so I took one oar, one of the men took 
another. The big baszel containing the line carefully coiled 
up was putin the stern, the cuptain altending to that. Onc 
end was made fast to the cutter, and away we vowed, thir 
captain letting out the line, until we were about 400 yards 
from the smack, when the end was reached; this was made 
fast to a good sized cork buoy, wilh a pole stuck in it, 
carrying a little white flag. The three remaining lines were 
also put out in the same way, avound the cutter, and we vol 
on board again, cooked breakfast and began smoking and 
telling stories. I forgot, I see, to mention whut they used as 
bait. This is worth knowing. A good piece of euttle-tish 
was used on each hook. Themen get their bait from the — 

——e<e— 

meshes of the nets. It is this fishing with tvap-nets, in plain 
violution of the jaw, which lias destroyed or severely injured 
the fishing of the river, aud to stop this and compel the en- 
forcement of the laws is the principal object of the associ- 
tion. 

Ti should he remembered that this was buta part of one 
day’s work. and at bul, one point on the river. Tt is well 
known that from early spring until Jnte fall there have been 
regularly, of late years, a perfect horde of nets in the river, 
They have been at the head of Linda's Island, all about 
Carleton Island, from there all the way Lo Cape Vincent, 
and upto the Light House. The whole upper river has 
been shut off from below as faras the migration of fish is 
eoncerned. Wherever the fish are likely to congregate, or 
to go, there they are met with nets, and will be until the 
sternest methods are taken to stop the illegal work, 

Some three years ago, Mr. Setli Green, said to a gentle- 
man that he could ‘‘make the fish so plenty inthe St, Law- 
rence river that they would block the wheels of the steam- 
ers;’ when asked how he would do it, he replied, ‘By 
destroying the nets.” 

It is intended to offer rewards for the destruction of the 
nets; to aid the game protector in enforcing the laws, fur- 
nishing and advancing money for the purpose when neces- 
sary; to secure the prosecution of parties who fish by illegal 
methods, whether by nets or by spearing on ihe spawning 
beds; to furnish meauus for restockiug the river with bass 
and other desirable fish to secure the co-operation of Cana- 
dian anglers, and to do such other things as will make the 
fishing what it easily can be made, With hearty co-opera- 
tion of lovers of the river the fishing can he restored, and 
can be made far better than it has ever been. 

The association needs members. Thousand Island tour- 
ists are joining the association in great numbers. The 
initiation fee and annual dues have been placed at 
the small sum of five dollars. Tt has heen arranged, 
however, that a life membership may be granted on the 
payment of one hundred dollars. The association needs 
funds during the first year more than it will al any other 
lime, It is earnestly requested that those who can aiford to 
do so, will make themselves life members. Application for 
membership should be made to the corresponding secretary. 

The officers of the association hnye been selected with 
reference to those who will do hard work; they are all active 
fishermen. ‘The association has come to stay. Members 
can rest assured thut everything will be done to carry out its 
object, and it will not be a very long time before the pleasures 
of a visit to the Thousand Islands will be doubled. 
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trawling smacks, who bring up barrels of them at each cast 
of the trawl, and the most ugly thing 1 have ever seen, | 
think, isa barrel of these shiny, slippery things, twisting 
their tentacles about like a bunch of angle worms, and many 
will, I doubt not, think L am bereft of all sense of truth, 
when I say tLat they are eaten by all the fishermen in the 
Mediterranean, though the Atlantic fishermen would neyer 
think of using them for anything but bait. 

After waiting a few hours the lines were pulled in and the 
fish taken off, hig, slippery conver cels, some as large around 
us a man’s leg or larger, and five or six feet long, and yvora- 
cious, shark-like dogfish, thumping their tails in the boat, 
after baying received and before being lifted into the boat a 
death blow from un iron spike, About 150 fish alogether 
werd taken, After a half a day spent in baiting, we had 
another haul, and the next morning we sailed home, all well 
satisied. JT think I had a great) deal of fun; perhaps 
you don’t, but then I like roughing if out at.sea. G, V5. 
New Yore 

A NEW BAIT FOR BLACK BASS. 

7 OR several years past anglers for black Tass in the Poto- 
mac River, in the vicinity of Washington, have noticed 

with solicitude the increasing scarcity of minnows and 
other small fish suitable for bait. The small fry become 
mere and more difficult to procure, and the small tributaries 
emptying into the river, once abounding with bait, have been 
newly exhausted, and in consequence the writer has fre- 
quently experienced much nnnoyance, inconvenience and 
loss ol sport 
A short time since, while sojourning with a friend, an en- 

thusiastic bass angler, who resides near the Potomac, about 
twenty-five miles distant from this city, the bait question was 
discussed. This gentleman, who is just recovering from a 
severe attack of the German carp feyer, has two small ponds 
containing ab present several thousand of these heretofore 
useless (to him), and in my himble opinion, niuch overrated 
fish—in this locality atleast where so many betiter varieties 
of fish suitable for the table are found. 

His original supply of carp—about twenty—have so mul- 
tiplied within the past few years that his ponds are dver- 
stocked, and the crowth of the fish is so slow in consequence 
that none, save the original specimens, lave attained a size 
snitable for table purposes, Wut they are just the size for 
bail. Why not utilize some of them for the capture of lhe 
noble bass? The idea was a capital one and was ut once acted 
upon, The result proved a grand success. A young carp 
about fourinches in length makes the best bait, for buss [ 
huve ever fried, and as alive bait has, I venture to assert, no 
superior. They are attractive in appearance, exceedingly 
lively in their motious and live longer on the hook than any 
other species herenbout. As an eyidence of their vitality I 
will state that [ have geen a carp which remained on a book 
for hulf a day, and had been mutilated badly, returned to 
the bait bucket, and when again utilized on the following 
duy was apparently as lively as ever. . 

Lest some fault-finding individual should declaim against 
this apparently useless waste of a valuable food fish, I will 
state that the gentleman referred to by me supplies large 
quantities of young carp to such of his neighbors as desire to 
stock ponds, yet still has a large surplus of fish which over- 
crowd his pends to such extent that their growth is retarded, 
and in my estimation he could utilize them no better than 
for bait for the nobler bass. At the end of a day’s fishing, 
he venerally consigns to the river sueh of the bait as have 
not leven used, thus stocking it with a new yaricty of fish, 
and is by this means solving the problem so frequently pre- 
sented: What will the bass do for food in afew years when 
the present supply of minnows, sunfish, etc., now nearly 
exhausted, is gone? G. A.B. 

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN TROUT. 

‘'T will be a difficult, matter to make the ayerage angler of 
Eastern America believe that there is any trout which 

can excel his own native one in any point which a trout is 
velebrated for. The ordinary brook trout of England is a 
fish with large scales and without the red abdomen of the 
American; more nearly like our rainbow trout of California, 
Our trout, belongs to the tribe of the salmon family known 
in Pnzland as charrs and in Germany as Salbling, and some 
years ago some authority on the other side pronounced the 
‘American trout “not a true trout, but only a charr.” Con- 
cerning the compatitive merits of Salvelinus fontinalis and 
Suliio favio as garoe and table fishes we are not prepared to 
speak. The following is frum a late number of the London 
Hishing Guezete: 
“We are strongly of the opinion that il is a great mistake 

to put the Salmo fontinalis into our English trout streams. 
1. lt is not suitable to our rivers. 2. It will not breed in 
them, 38. It is not sucha good fish as our English yiver or 
brook trout. It is a good many years now since this yery 
Devutiful fish was introduced into this country, and gentle- 
men have spent hundreds of pounds in attempting to stock 
their waters with it, but almost invariably after perhaps a 
few bave becn caught for a year or two, they have all dis- 
appeared; instead of increasing and replenishing the waters, 
they vanish entirely, The few that are taken are carefully 
returned to the water, after giving play which English tront 
of half their size would be ashamed of (we speak from ex- 
perience of them both on fly and minnow tackle). The only 
places where they have done well in this country, as far as 
we kuow, are in cold Scotch lochs, and the reason of this is, 
we think, to be found in the fact that they are nol trout at 
all, but are char, and char require conditions of liying dif- 
ferent from those required by trout. We know that fovlin- 
alis have been grown, and are grown to some pounds’ weight 
in this country 1m ponds, and at one time we hoped great 
things from them, but we are now convinced that while it is 
unquestionably a splendid American sporting and table fish, 
taking every lure that a trout will take, as an English fish it 
los¢s its sporting quality, and eventually gets lost itself when 
placed in an English tront stream, and left to take care of 
itself among English trout.” 
Many of our anglers felt indignant at our trou being 

called ‘only a charr,” but that itis a charr js true, and the 
question is now, Tn what respect is 4 “trout” superior to a 
“ehare’? Certainly the ‘American chart’ is handsomer 
than the brook trout of Europe, as its ¢rimson belly, at some 
seasons, makes. it particularly beautiful, and its fine, almost 
invisible, scales give a softness fo its skin that is not ap- 
proached by S. fiiréo, We have taken a few small trout in 
Burope, and have eaten them. As atable fisli we do not 
rvemember to haye noted auy difference, and the fish were 
too few and small to enable me to judge correctly of their 
sume qualities. 
We would like to have this question fairly discussed, with- 

evidence in a court of law. 

true facts elicited, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

out any national prejudice, and if the trout of Europe is 
really a better fish then ours we should not only know it, 
but import them, and give them a chance to sbow their 
superiority in our waters. Trout in the Thumes grow to 
great size, somelimes to twenty pounds weight, and as they 
live in large rivers they would no doubt be valuable for such 
streams as the Connecticut, the Hudson, the Delaware and 
other streams. A few eges of the fario were sent by the 
Deutsche Fischerei Verein to the Cold Spring Harbor hatch- 
ery of the New York Fish Commission, and from there some 
were sent to Caledonia, but the eges were not in good con- 
dition and but fey fish were obtuined from them, We will 
he pleased to hear from such of our readers as have had 
more experience on both sides of the water than we have, 
and get: their opinions on the merits of the two fish for har- 
diness and game qualities. 

MR. SILK AND THE BLACK BASS. 

Biltioy Forest and strectimn: 

From several letters which I have received from frieuds in 
the United States, I see that lam expected to say something 
about the above affair. 

Thave known Mr. Silk for some time, and in spite of the 
strong language used abont him by writers on your side of 
the water, | am conyinced that in getting the bass from 
Greenwood Lake he acted in a perfectly honest and straight: 
forward manner. Time will prove this; in fact, is doing so 
already, for I notice that all those who at first were loudest 
in accusing him, now refuse to moye in the matter or give 

All friends of Mr. Silk on this 
side the water, and he is widely known and respected, regret 
exceedingly that the matter was not taken into-court and the 

Mr. Silk states that he felt perfectly se- 
cure in Mr. Blackford’s permission to get the fish. Mr 
Blackford states that he never gaye Mr, Silk permission to 
net the fish. 1 cannot help thinking there must have heen 
some misunderstanding about the right to net and the right 
to fish with rod and line, but surely the guides who got the 
fish would be supposed to know if it was legal to net or not. 
Mr. Silk knew that fish had been netted in Jarge quantities 
and sold by the euides to Americans. He did not think. that 
because he could only employ some of the guides to get the 
fish, the-others in a jealous mood would cry out that he was 
stealing 11,000 black bass, when, as a matter of fact, he was 
only buying 2,100. The fish were bought and paid for 
by an Englishman, just as previously many thousands had 
been bought and paid for by Americans. 
Blackford stop Silk? Tle had plenty of time to do so, and 
had been warned, 
ing the fish were wanted for acclimatization in Engiand, and 

Why did not Mr 

My opinion is that Mr, Blackford, know- 

knowing that 2,000 small fry from a place like Greenwood 
Take could not injure the stock of bass in the United States 
or eyen in this lake, was kindly careful not to do what he 
might haye done, 7. ¢., stop the fish. He did not think the 
disappointed guides would set a story on foot to the effect 
that, with Mr. Blackford’s permission, Mr. Silk had got 
away with 11,000 fish. Mr. Silk went for 2,000 small fish, 
he told Mr. Blackford he wanted 2,000 small fish, and he 
paid for them. If he had employed guides to catch the fish 
with rod and line the loss to Greenwood Lake would have 
been appreciable, perhaps, because in that case the fish 
would have ranged from } to 14 pounds each, instead of he- 
ing fry of only two or three inches. In July last Mr. Silk 
wrote to the evides asking them to keep for him all the 
small fish they caught, and he was disappointed to find they 
had only kept 500 for him, and they then went to work with 
some bits of mosquito netting to get therestof the fish. Ma 
Silk heard that thousands of fish had been nelted and sold 
during the sammer. What could an Englishman know of a 
law which was not respected or observed by those for whose 
control it was made? 
Tam convinced thal American anglers will by this time 

be looking at this matter in its true light, and will absolye 
Mr. Silk of any desire to steul or unlawfully obtain their 
fish. Mr. Silk is the piscienlturist to the Marquis of Exeter, 
who has taken great interest in fishculture, and especially in 
the introduction of your fine game fish, the black bass. 1 
Haye also, for some years past, strongly advocated the intro- 
duction of this fish into such of our waters as are not suit- 
able for salmon or trout. The Marquis, myself and the 
other gentlemen who have joined to pay the expenses of 
getting the bass aver have not done so with tiny commercial 
or mercenary motives. My share of the bass Mr. Silk got 
over last year cost me £2() for thirty fish, or nearly $4 each 
fish. Ihave the pleasure of being acquainted with Prof. 
Goode, Mr. George 8. Pave, Mr. Reuben Wood and other 
American gentlemen who have been over here, and it is 
what they have told me and what I have read in Fornsr 
AND BrREAM, in Mr, Hallock’s hook, in Dr, Henshall’s book, 
and in other American publications, that has given me a 
strong belief in the black bass as an angler’s fish, There is 
considerable opposition to its introduction here, and it will 
take years to make if ‘at home” loany extent. My, Silk 
knows this, and [ ask you, sir, is it af all likely that he 
would deliberately spoil all chance of getting future 
supplies by acting as dishonestly as he is accused 
of having done? I candidly admit I think he was some- 
what injudicious in going to Greenwood at allthis time, as 
there was some complaint before when he went there for 
fish, but until I see proof to the contrary, I will continue to 
have that confidence in him which is, | kuow, shared by 
the Marquis of Exeter and many other English gentlemen 
interested in fisheulture. One writer, who admils the dam- 
age to the stock of black bags isinappreciable, calls upon Lord 
Exeter and myself by name, to return the bass ‘dead or 
alive,” Now, even if we admitted that Mr. Silk had un- 
fairly obtained them, | regret to Say we could not do this, 
for nearly half the fish died on the voyage and are now in 
the Atlantic in some shape or other—probably some other, 

However, to prove to American angiers that we sincerely 
reeret they should have even a sentimental grievance against 
us, if they will accept them, I will undertake to procure, 
say ten thousand eyed ova of our most celebrated trout and 
send them out as a present from those gentlemen who sent 
Mr. Silk out for the black bass; not in any way asa penalty, 
but purely as a present to prove that our regret at this 
unpleasant afair is sincere. 

R. B. Manrsvon, Editor Mishtny Grzelle. 
Nos. (2 and 13 Wevrer Dane, Londen, &. C. 

ae letter of Mr. Marston's presents the matter in the 
light im which it is viewed on the other side of the water, and 
our only regret is that the affair assumed {he shape of an 
international dispute, We can refer to our columns to prove 
that we have cast no reflections on the gentlemen who 

We look wished to obtain bass to take over tu thei waters. 
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upon the affairas bringing prominentiy before the public 
the practices of the Greenwood Lake guides in netting fish 
for any one who will buy them. Viewed in this light the 
row raised will te beneficial in checking the netting in 
future. We are aware that much intemperate language 
has heen indulged in, some of if silly as well, and aro also 
aware that the British lion neyer eyen lifted his eyebrows 
when called upon ‘to returuy fhose fish, dead or alive.” 
‘Phese are things to regret. There is much good feeling 
bétween the anglers of this country aud England and we 
wish that it had not assumed the shape it has. We have 
blamed the enides who, living on the lake, know the laws 
and violate them. We hoped to see them punished, and while 
their trial resulted in what was practically a verdict of not 
proven” it will po doubt have a good result in putting a 
stop to {heir using nets. My, Marston will see by our later 
reports, which have reached him ere this, that such a tial was 
held; also that the guides knew,or should know, that Mr. Black 
ford had no power to give them permission to nse nets, and, 
in fact, had actually nothing to do with the law or its en- 
forcement, until being dragged into it as a fish commyjssioner, 
to whom the game protectors report, he tool: steps to stop 
the shipment of the fish at the last’ minute, wher it became 
certain that nets had been used, If the fish had been legally 
captured with rod and line there could have been no objection 
to ten times the (uantity heing taken away alive, for 4 fish 
tlhns faken has forfeited its life to ils captor. The time was 
ripe for a coinplaint against netting in the lake. There had 
been murmuring loud and deep, and when Mr. Silk came 
the publicity given to his proposed shipment caused an oul- 
break of pentup wrath. It is true that netting has been 
done for Americans, but if has been kept comparatively 
still and has nof attracted much altention, On the whole. 
we think this case will result favorably to the fishing in the 
lake, which is the nearest good resort for black bass fishers 
from New York. The kind offer of trout ova which con- 
cludes Mr. Marston’s letter will, we think, be accepted in 
the spirit in which if is offered by the New York Fish Com- 
mission, In fact, this offer was kindly made by the Marquis 
of Exeter lo Mr. Mather, of the N. Y. hatchery at Cold 
Spring Harbor, last year, but floods on the rivers prevented 
(he gathering of the ezes, We would again repeat that we 
do not consider Mr. Silk as much to blame for buying netted 
bass as we do the natiyes who netted them. He was 4 
stranger to our ¢nustoms, and finding that if was customary 
(o net the fish for other people, relied on the guides to know 
if the law wasenforced or not. | 

Vu Roun of Conorapno.—Cataract Lake, Noy. 23.— 
Tu Forms; And Stream of Noy. 8, Senator G. G. Vest 
mikes a very great mistake in asserting that the 44-pound 
trout taken by him while fishing in the Rio Grande Del 
Norte, in Southern Colorado, was of the species known as 
Sale fontinalis, Wor asa matter of fact no such fish are 
native in that stream, but the common black spotted mount- 
ain troul, 4. eérgindlis, of Gerard, is fouud there, and the 
fish taken by (he Senator was undoubtedly of that species. 
Neither are there any brook trout in the waters of the Snake 
River orthe Gros Ventre, if by brook trout he means the 4, fon- 
tinulis of Mitchell. But the black spotted trout with reddish 
fins, and the black flecked trout with yellowish fins are both 
found there. The tirst named is widely known as mount- 
ain trout aud the last as the salmon tront, but they ate 
wholly unlike the salmon trout of the Great Lakes, the 4. 
confiis oF De Kay, or more properlt the 8, mi¢mayeush of 
Pennant. No person need come to the streams of the Recky 
Mountains expecting to catch the common brook trout of 
the East, nor of Virginia, for 9. fontnedtis is not found here, 
éxeept in such streams as have recently been stocked by the 
Fish Commission or |hrongh private enterprise; 1 can fully 
agree with the Senator in the matter of flies for mountain 
troul, although T would add the black gnat and the grizzly 
king to my orutfit.—Gorpon Lanp, 

Conriscarep Tackrie,—The New Brunswick, Me., Zele- 
graph, of Nov, 20, reports: *'The Maine game commissioners 
are waging an active war against poachers, Last week they 
and their wardens seized seyeral boxes of partridyges, con- 
taining 50 to 100 birds each, in Franklin, Piscataquis and 
Pexzohseot counties.’ They also seized a box of 120 trout. 
Tn the box with the trout, was atleast $100 worth of fine 
fishing tackle, consisting of reels. flies, Imes, ete. All this 
property the warden confiscated. The owner is a New York 
lawyer, and it prolably will take the profits of several clients 
to fix up the matter. Crooked and Songo rivers are full of 
salmon of very large size. But little poaching has been done. 
The river is well guarded by local wardens and detectives.” 
Our correspondent “Monatiquot” comments as follows: “J 
do not know who the unfortunate New York lawyer is, but 
fam glad that any man who goes to the Maine woods and 
lakes, and takes game and fish reeardless of the law, ismade 
to pay the penalty, and I hope the time will come, and that: 
soon, when the breach of the law will be the rare exeeption, 
instead of the common thing it now is, in that splendicl re- 
pion for fame and fish. Otherwise the glory will soon have 
departed, The Crooked and Songo rivers named in the 
clipping are streams which connect Lake Scbazo, Me., with 
lesser lakes on the north, It means therefore fhat the Sebago 
is again stocked,” 

New Tawesnire.—Commissioner Hodge is succeeding 
admirably in his charge of the State Hatchery at Plymouth, 
aud informed me « few days since that he expected to take 
250,000 trout eggs, for batching and distribution this coming 
acason. He igs doing a good work in looking after the 
poachers ou Lake Winnepesaukee, who are as usual spearing 
trout On the spawuing beds, and confirms the report of the 
creat abundance of trout in Newfound Lake, where the laws 
are respected, THe tells me thata few of the young “saibling” 
which Professor Baird sent to N. H., and the rest of whieh 
were placed in this Jake, were saved at the Latehery ponds 
for experiment, and are thriving finely. The extreme 
drought has been very traublesome, and the trout in Sunapee 
Lake found it alinost impossible to get up into the brooks 
at the spawning season, greatly interfering with the pro- 
posed project of the Commissioners, to obtain a large supply 
of eges from that lake—Vow W, 

Tub SUANDARD FOR Reec-Puates—The National Rod 
wud Reel Association met at the Biological Laboratory, 
Blackfortl’s, Fulton Market, on Tuesday last. The commit- 
tee appointed to recommend a standard size for yeel-plates 
for trout and salmon made their report and it was approved. 
A drawing accompanied the report and will be published in 
our neXt issue, 
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Hishcultnre, 
SUCCESS OF FISHCULTURE,. 

HY M. VON DEM BORNE, 
[Translated by Chiurtes G. Athkine from the Cfrouler af the German 

Pishery Union) 
if cannot be often enouvh repeated that not every kind of 

_ fish thriyesin every water, aid that we can expectsue- 
cess in fishculture only when we put the right fish inte the 
right water. If fish iry are to be planted in lakes or rivers, 
such places should he chosen for tle deposit of the fry as the 
Tish themselyes would select. Where failure iscomplained of, 
it, is commonly the case that) a species of fish has been planted 
in uncongenial waters, or if has been forgotten thatthe limited 
amount of fish food afforded in the water ean only sustain a 
correspondingly limited weight of fish. 
When they undertake to stock the Havel at Potsdam with 

one or two-year old salmon, bought anywhere, failureis to my 
mind certain. The Jake trout livyesin lakes and resorts to 
rapid brovks to spawn on stony ground, therefore I hold it to 
haye been wrong to plant the fry of this fish in lakes and carp 
ponds as®oon as they had absorbed the yolk-sack. The same 
is true of the brook trout introduced from North America, 
whose fry were planted in lakes, while they naturally inhabit 
stony brooks. Vain I consider the turning out of salmon fry 
at the mouths of the streams, and the planting of young Ger- 
man charr in brooks, for the former is at home in brooks, the 
latter in lakes. The graylingis not so widely distributed as 
the trout, and it is dificult to determine im case of a river not 
already inhabited by this fish, whether it is suitable for gray- 
ling or not, Insome instances the planting of grayling con- 
tinued for several years has been unsnccessiul, probably these 
waters are not adapted to the species. 
Where, however, the appropriate conditions of existence 

are afforded the fish, and there is no lack of sustenance, suc- 
eess is not wanting. The transplanting of our brook trout to 
Australia, of cur carp to America, of the California salmon 
and the brook sharr to Europe are facts thatadmit of no doubt. 

The successes of tishculture are, of course, more readily ob- 
servable when small bodies of water, brooks or Jakes, are 
stocked than in case of large riyer systems; they are easier 
recognized in the culture of hocal fishes than of the migratory 
kinds that run to the sea and spend most of their lives there. 

SUCCESS OF SALMON AND SEA TROUT CULTURE, 
The Rhine,—Von Winterstein reports from the Mosel district 

that the increase of salmon in the Prims is yearly more eyi- 
dent, Inthe Sauer the yield is extraordinarily abundant, as 
well as at the junction of the Sauer and Mosel, In the lower 
Mosel the salnion catch is satisfactory. Baron von Dicker, at 
Menden, says that there are a good many salmon in the Rubr 
as far as they could ascend in the long-coutinued low stage of 
the water over the almost impassable dams on the Ruhr (with 
a favorable stage of water they used to ascend as far as Hor- 
deeke), so that the Westphalian fisheulturists muy have the 
satisfaction of asserting that they have accomplished some- 
thing. At Werden, for instanee, salinon of all Sizes can be 
Sten Morning and evening continually leaping. It is an inter- 
esting circumstance that at Witten, in September, Mr. Carl 
Lolnnann took a five-and-a-half pound salmon in the Ruhr 
with an artificial iy, a red palmer twenty inillimetars long, 
At Hattingen many sulmon haye been taken—in the Schleuse, 
as the reporter says. We hope that the capture is not accom- 
plished in the same way as it used to hein the now abolished 
trap at Mithlheim, In the Main sulmon appear more plentiful 
than formerly (report from Hammelburg). The greater part 
of the Rhine salmon are caught in Holland, and the most of 
them come to the market of Kralings-yeer, Since 1870, when 
the fish-breeding establishment at Himingen came into Ger- 
man possession, & great number of salmon fry have been 
turned out in the Rhine Valley. The following table shows 
that since that time the salmon fishery has inproved, though, 
to be sure, it cannot be shown how much fishcultizre has con- 
tributed to it since the final result 
factors in part unknown. 
CONDENSED STATEMENT GF RECEIPTS OF SALMON AT KRALINGS-VEUR. 

_{Number of fish.) 

is the product of sundry 

Yoar Salmon, Year Salmon. Year Salmon 
1870 b 56,436 TH80 41,736 
1871. 42,293 1881 
1872 44,550 5 

isi 
Wid, ,..-... 77,080 I870,.-..... 38,014 
For the months of October, Noyember and December, 1885, 

itis assumed thatthe catch will average as in the thirteen 
years preceding. It will be seen that 1585 is the best year 
since 1570, even exceeding 1874. 

Krom the Ems district Von der Wengen reports that in July 
of this year, in the Werse at Miinster, the run of salmon was 
very good, The Weser, sccording to G. Seelig in Cassel, is 
now richer in salmon than formerly. ' 
The Elbe.—Professor A. Frie, of Prague, communicates the 

information that so many salmon were caught in the yalley 
of the Elbe, in Bohemia, that the price sank to one mark (24 
cents), and in June to half 4 mark per pound. Formerly it 
was more than double these figures. Between Leitmeritz and 
Kolin, according to the testimony of H. Podhorsky (fisher- 
man), more than 1,000 salmon have been caught this year, a 
number hitherto unheard of, The most of them weighed § or 
) pounds, Schoolsof young salmon were also observed in the 
Moldan anid Elbe, on their way to the sea. 
The Saale, though barred by dillicult dams, was visited by 

sulmon, and several were tuken in the Upper Saale. Count 
Rantzau, at Breitenburg, in Holstein, reports that in the Stér 
the salmon were more abundant than formerly. 

The Oder.—According to High Forester Ahlborn, of Schon- 
thal, the increase of salmon in the Kiiddow for the past four 
year's has been remarkable; especially have many more small 
and medium-sized salmon been observed. 

At Borkendorf many salmon were caught at the spawning 
time, but no eggs fecundated. More efficient supervision is 
desirable there. Aceording to a report of the Fishery Union 
for Bast and West Prussia, snaall salmon of the size of Swedish 
anchovies (Strémling) were observed in great numbers the 
past Summer inthe Drage, The fishermen of Driesen had, as 
{ am infommed by Justice Prietz himself, a pood Gatch of 
sulmon. ‘Chere were caught (id salmon, of 14 to 34 pounds’ 
weight, that brought 1 1-10 marks per pound, so that the fish- 
ermenveceived 1,400 marks for them, This autumn the net 
fishery is still better, At Driesen, up to the middle of Sep- 
tember, 148 fish of 16 to 35 pounds had been caught, and as 
the fishing season lasts till mid-October, the total catch must 
he reckoned at twice that number at least, In the Drage the 
cabch at Steinbusch is reported likewise good, and the fisher 
men of Usez, at the mouth of the Kiiddow, are said to have 
taken eight salmon in & single night. 
Mecklenburg Rivers.—Councillor Brussow traveled in the 

spring with an official of the land district of Doberan along a 
purl of the Baltic coast to inquire into the results of the plant- 
ing of salmon fry, and which he found to have been very con- 
siderable, Formerly in the district of Doberan on a stretch of 
coush two and a half miles long lived three sea fishermen, of 
whom two followed the fishery only as a secondary occupa- 
tion, and obtained but a scanty subsistence. Since 1580 the 
siliion fishery has become more important, and now in the 
same district there are eight fishermen subsisting exclusively 
and with comparatively ample earnings upon the sea fishery, 
The’ eateh consists mainly of salmon, sea trout and herring, 
with « few flatfish and cusk. The magistrate of Wismar 
reports that the salmon fishery has much improved, and that 
in consequence a certaim Captain Bade has established him- 
self inthe neighborhood of the city and engaged in the sea 
fishery oxclusively, At the mouth of the Warne many hun- 
dreds of salmon are now yearly caught. In consequence the 
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magistrate has petitioned Herr Brussow to have 30,000 to 
50,000 salmon eges hatched for him and the fry planted in the 
Warnow basin. On the whole coast of Mecklenburg the 
salmon fishing bas experienced a remarkable improvement. 
Tam sorry to say that umdersized salmon are also caught and 
secretly sold. 
Schleswig-Holstein.—Von Stemann, at Rendsburg, writes 

that the Rhine salmon was extinct in those waters, but that 
now it is canght more plentifully than the sea trout. In the 
fall of Jast year fine specimens were sold at 5!) pfennigs (12 
cents) per pound. Up to Oct. 5, in the Treene, between Ezge- 
beck and Turh, sixty-foursalmon were caught. ‘lo. get salmon 
Spawn several large inclosures were constructed to hold the 
fish until ripe. Since the fishermen catch plenty of sea trout, 
brook trout, and the hitherto unknown Rhine salmon, the re- 
pulse of the Fishery Union grows year by year. The salmon 
have now reached a weight of eight poundseach, In158i pine 
males of three to four and a half pounds were taken, and in 
1882 the first mature females of six and three-quarter pounds 
were caught, and 5,000 eggs fecundated. The Luhnau and 
Wehran haye gota very good stock of trout and sea trout, 
through the planting of fry. The results of fry-planting al- 
ways consist ininerease. Betyyeen Flensburg and Alsen-lang- 
ballig many salmon aud sea trout were taken this winter, 
which were in great deniand and brought the fishermen from 
140-100 to 170-100 marks per pound, Buta short time ago, in 
the neighborhood of Flensburg, at one haul fifty potnds of sea 
trout_were taken, which brought the fishertnen $0 marks. At 
Owschlag about 500 pounds of salmon and sea trout are eaught 
in the winter, The Hider, below Rendsburg, yields many 
Rhine salmon and sta trout weighing from three to seven 
pounds apiece. The catch of salmon and sea trout at the vil- 
lage of Brammer, which is yery considerable for so small a 
stream as the Jeyenau, gives striking proof of the increase of 
these fishes through the planting of fry, B. Elsner, fish-breeder 
at Alt-Muhlendorf, reports that since the founding of the fish- 
breeding establishment, from a comparatively small number 
of planted fry, noteworthy good results have followed. Of 
the fry of sea trout liberated in 188), according to the state- 
ment of fishermen, grea quantities (basketsful) of the size of 
roedinm herring were canght at Eckernfoerde in 1S82, in the 
basket nets that stand in the hay of Hckernfoerde. In the 
spring of 1582 sea trout fry were turned ont at Neustant, and 
now, as the fishermen ‘say, in the bay of Neustadt, small sea 
trout are taken atevery haulofthe seine. Since great success 
has been experienced in other parts of the province also, the 
fishermen, otherwise hard to conyinee, take a lively interest 
in the matter, 

The German Fischeret Zeitung, No. 24, reports ttom London, 
under date of August 1), that the salmon fishery in Seotland 
has been extraordinarily productive the past month, so that 
the price fell to sixpence per pound. he rigidly entorced 
close season of the salmon rivers, the prohibition of fixed in- 
struments of capture at the river mouths, se well as the pro- 
tection of the young salmon and the spawning places if con- 
uection with the vigorous employment of artificial salmon 
culture are generally regarded as the most important causes 
of the improvement in the salmon fishery. 
North America,.—In the report of the Commissioner of Fish- 

eries for 1879 (published in Washington in 1882), page 698, 
Livingston Stone makes the statemenb that since artificial 
fishenlture has been carried on in California, the saloion Naya 
increased immensely in the Sacramento, so nnich so that, 
although the canneries have increase: and the sea-lons and the 
fishermen also, the salmon have nevertheless made a steady 
gain in numbers, or in other words the fishery commission has, 
with the aid of artificial hatching, beaten the sea-lions, the 
canneries anil the fishermen combined, 

{TO BE CONTINTED.] 

THE FLAVOR OF CARP. 

HE United States Mish Commission has been gatherimy 
‘ evidence on the table qualities of the carp, and Mr. C, 
W. Siniley has collected it in the Bulletin of the Fish Com- 
mission, He has published ull the ahswers to inquiries, 
whether favorable or untayorable. The replies—two hundred 
and forty-two in number—come from twentiy-fonr States, and 
are simmed up as follows: 
1, Moderate praise, from fair to very good. ..-.-...-.....- 4) 
2, Unqualified praise and emphatic approval. ..... igfat Seacr ub 
3. Comparison with other fish, generally complimentary... 30 
4, Criticism as to softness and muddy taste. ..........,,., 19 
5, Indifferent and uneomplimentary reports aside from 

muddy taste and SOftMeSS. 0.0.0... e nee e eee weer en eee 10 
6. A few opinions in regard to bones, ... . We 
7. Favorable reports with hints on cookin, 31 
They were baked, hoiled and fried. The following rules are 

laid down: No fish should be eaten during or immediately 
after spawning; the muddy taste of any fish can be largely 
removed by keeping the fish alive in a tub of pure water, 
changing it daily for a week. In addition to the ordinary 
methods of cooking, such as those mentioned above, we give 
the folowing: 
The German method: When young, say two to three pounds, 

they will do to fry; but when they weigh ten to fifty pounds, 
they are generally stewed in water first, afterward in 4 gravy 
made of brown bread, a small portion of sugar or molasses is 
added, and then enough of brown beer put into make gravy 
sufficient to coyer the fish. (Leo Weltz, Wilmington, 0.) 

Boiled in beer: They were boiled in beer after the baxon 
fashion (not lager beer, but what is called common beer). 
They were delicious, (Hugo Mulertt, Clucinnati, 0.) 
Cooked in wine; [ haye eaten carpand findthem good, One 

specimen of five pounds was cooked as follows: Wirst boiled 
in wuite wine for 15 minutes, sud theu baked in an oven and 
served with a white wine sauce. [twas eaten by a number 
of epicures aid provounced a fine tablefish, (Bugene @. Black- 
ford, Fulton Market, New York.) ' ; 

Partly boiled aud partly baked: ‘Kit fora king.” Lalways 
instruct the cook to clean them nicely; then wrap the fish in 
a linen towel, haye a large kettle of boiling water, coil the fish 
neatly in the kettle, and boil 14 minutes, then turh off the 
witer, remove to a baking pan, without marrmg, and put in 
the oven, bake and then baste with butter gravy. A nice 
dressing could occupy the interior space around the sides. Tf 
properly done it makes a dish fit for « king, or a hungry fish- 
erman. (W. Van Antwerp, Mt. Sterling, Ry.) 

DISTRIBUTION OF CARP.—Although the facilities for the 
production of carp have been increased year by year, the 
supply is not yet aqual to the demand. The production of the 
Government ponds for the year can only be made to supply 
applications already filed in the office of the U.S, Fish Com- 
mission, by curtailing the number sent to each applicant. 
Applications reaching the office subsequent to Noy. 24, will 
haye to wait for the ensuing season. 

Something was evidently wrong in the batteries of the 
Mexican mill yesterday, says the Carson, Nev., Appeal, and 
the machiviery was stopped. In was discovered, much to the 
astonishment of Superintendent Williams, that mixed up wilh 
the Belcher orewasa conglomerate mass, which, on mspection, 
proyed to be brook tront. An investigation showed that the 
sereen leading into the mill-race had been broken, and, with 
the rise in the Carson river, the tront had swarmed in, The 
supply pipe, which furnishes water for the batteries and pans, 
was of sufficient size to allow the passage of small fish, and 
they were shot into the batteries and reduced to pulp. Mr, 
Williams also found over a hundred trout in the muill-race too 
large to 20 down bhe pipe. The trout are now very thick in 
the river, and’there is fine fishing in the vicinity of Empire. 
A wise sereen has heen placed over the mouth of the pipe, ana 
now the fish do not interfere with the batteries, 

“ 
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Che Ziennel, 

Tornsure prompt attention communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
nortdnce dre lidble to delay, 

FIXTURES. 
: BENCH SHOWS. 

December 11,29 and 21,—New Orleays Bene: Show. Entrles cloge 
Deo. 10, Charles Lincoln, Euperintemtanp; New Orleans, La, 

Jan, 2.3, 4,1#84.—Merden Poultry Assomation Bench Slow, Mei'- 
den, Coun. Joshia Shute, Secretary, Meriden, Cont. 
April—, 1844.—The Cleveland Bench Show Association's Second 

Bench Showy, Charles Lincoln, Superistendent. C. M, Munhall, Sec- 
retary, Cleveland, Ohio. ’ 

FIELD TRIALS 
December 10.—New Orleans Gun Club's Southern States Wield 

Trials at Canton, Miss. Entries close Dec. 9. J. K, Renaud, Seura- 
fary, New Orleans, La, 

V 7 4 eave last week the rnnning in the All-Aged Stake to 
the close of the heat between Visionand Marguerite IL 

Below will be found a full report of the remainder of this 
stake, with a full account of the running in the Derby, also 4 
ee summary of both events, We are greatly indebted 
to Mr. R, M, Broyyn, Jv, for yaluable assistance in ¢Oinpiling 
the reports, j 

THE EASTERN FIELD TRIALS. 

ALL-AGED STAKE, 

[Continned from page 354] 

SUE AND DR. BOER 
were the next brace. Ste ranin the All-Aped Stake at the 
Chicken trials last year, beating Countess, Druid, Bessie, 
Count Noble and Gertrude; was beaten by Vandeyort’s Don 
in the deciding heat for first place, and divided second with 
Dashing Novice. Inthe All-Aved Stake at the National trials 
last December, she beat Baden Baden, Carrie J. and Peap 0’ 
Day, and was placed first, She also ran in the All-Aged Stake 
of the Louisianna trials a week later, and won her first heat 
by the withdrawal of Joe Chambers. In her next heat she 
beat the pomter Clipper, and was then withdrawn; she was 
handled by Short. Dr, Duer has never appeared in public 
before, and was evidently off from sickness, or was bOtherétl 
by. the crowd, ashe did not do the work he shotild haye doiie, 

eisa black and white dog of good sige and appetirante; 
he was handled by Capt. MeMurdo, They were cast Ut af 
2:50 in a fleld of sedge and weeds, Sue took the lead, ranging 
and quartering her grouhd well at arapid gait in fine style. 
Dr, Duer moved at an easy gait, and quartered his ground 
nicely, but would not range far from his handler. This Held 
was drawn blank, and they were worked into an adjoining 
field of stubble and around the bill to the starting point. We 
then moyed down the fence in the sedge erass across the 
branch into a patch of weeds, where Sue pointed, and was 
backed by Dr. Duer in nice style. Short was ordered to flush 
but failed to find the bird. We then moved on into a field of 
sedge and pines which was drawn blank. They were then 
ordered up ats forlunch, They were cast off again at 3:45 
in a sedge field, where Sue poinfed. Just then Dr. Duer 
finshed «8 single hird and was dropped by Capt. MeMurdo. 
Short to order flushed and killed the bird 5 aegis by “Sue, 
which she retrieved very handsomely. ey wera then 
ordered up and the heat awarded to Sue, Down thirty-five 
minutes. 

DON JUAN AND BANG BANG. 
This brace was then called, Don Juan has neyer before ap- 

peared in public. He is of medium size and can do ood 
work, butis inclined to be jealous and did not show at his 
best, Bang Bangis of medium size and is quite a good look- 
ing dog. He was recently imported and has had but little 
work since his arrival, & won first in the puppy stalcés, and 
also won the champion pointer puppy cup at Shrewsbury 
(Bug,) in 1882, He won the pointer cup at the Blandford (Eng.) 
Trials the sameyear, and won third in the Puppy. stakes at, the 
St. Herbert (Belgiam) Trials, and firsh in the AlLAged Stake 
at the same meeting. Don Juan was handled by Luke 
White and Bang Bang by Capt, McMurdo. They were cast off 
in the sedge among some scattering scrub oaks. Don was the 
first fo find, pointing a bevy very nicely, Bang backing in 
ood style, White, to order, put up the birds, which he 
missed. Bang dropped to wing, but Don was a bit unsteady, 
but at once dropped to order, We then swung out in the 
open, where Bang showed up much the fastest, ranging und 
quartering nicely, He hus a very gamy way of going, and 
when thoroughly acquainted wilh the style of hunting that 
is required here, he will undoubtedly be w yery hard dog to 
beat. He appears to be stavnch and has 4 good nose, Mol- 
lowing up the birds, one flushed near the judges, aud soon 
after one got up near Don. We then swune around and Don 
challenged, but got too close and scored a flush, They were 
then sent into some woods, where Bang, while going at speed, 
made a stylish point, which Don backed a moment and then 
drew up, 4nd the bird flushed behind them. A little further 
on Bang again got a good point, which Don, who appeared to 
be jealous, refused to back, and drew on and scored a flush, 
Bang then poimted a hare, Don backing indifferently, Work- 
ing down the run and crossing a brook into some sedge, Bang 
made an elegant point, which Don backed a moment an 
then moved on, and the bird got np. They were then ordered 
up and the heat was awarded to Bang Bang, Down thirty- 
four minutes. This heat was watched with considerable 
interest, as many were anxious to see how Bang Bang would 
acyuit himself, Although the nature of the ground was not 
snited to him, he performed his work in a very creditable 
Tanuer, 

GLADSTONE JR. AND MAIDEN . 
were at once put down, Neither have before ever ron in 
public. Gladstone Jr, is a fine, slashing, gomg dog of much 
promise, but lacksin experience, Maiden is rather a pretty 
bitch of medium size, butis too young to compete with the 
flyers in an all-aged stake. Gladstone Jr. was handled by Capt. 
eMurdo, and Maiden by Wanamaker. They were cast off 

at H45 in the sedge and pines, where the last ‘brace had been 
taken np. We moyedup the hill, where Maiden pointed and was 
promptly backed by Gladstone in nice style, Wanainaker 
failed to put up the bird, and both dogs were sent on, when 
Gladstone scored a false point, backed by Maiden. Running 
on up bill, Maiden again scored afalse point, and was promot! 
bucked by Gladstone Jr. We then moved on across the hi 
into a ravine, where both dogs pointed birds. which were 
flushed but notshot at. We then went on up & pe through 
the sedge and pines, where Gladstone pointed, but discovered 
his error and moved on. We then swung around a house and 
dowu the fenes into 4 ravine of brush and sedge, where 
Maiden scored a false point, backed by Gladstone through the 
fence. It was how getting very late, and the birds were run- 
ning and whistling in an udjoibing field, into which the dogs 
were worked, Gladstone pointed and the birds flushed some 
distance ahead of him, Then working on across the field to 
the edge of the woods, both dogs did some nice work roading 
the rinning birds up the edge of the woods, when Gludstone 
pointed and was backed by Maiden; the birds were flushed, 
and dogs ordered up at 5:50, and the heat was awarded to 
Gladstone Jr. Down forty-five minutes. Tt was now dark 
and we started for town. Although alate start had heen 
made, we had done a satisfactory amount of work, having 
run through six heats with the ve haa of the finish of the 
one between Vision and Marguerite I. 

SCOUT AND TRIM . 
were the next brace, Scout was handled by Haight, and here 
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made his first bow to the public, He is rather above the 
medium size, and will make, with experience, quite a dog, 
Trim, handled by Predmore, is a liver dog of mediumsize. He 
ran in the All-Aged Stake of the Eastern Trials in 1880), and 
was beaten by Croxteth ina very good heat. They were put 
down at 7:45 on Thursday morning, in a large field. They 
started off alia good easy gait, Scout showing off best in style 
and speed. As weneared the fence Scout pointed and was 
nicely backed by Trim, Scout broke his point and roaded on 
when 4 bevy of birds flushed, and were shot at by Haight and 
a bird killed which Scout retrieved nicely. We then moved 
on through the field of sedge into the woods where the birds 
had been marked down, when Trim pointed a single bird, and 
was backed by Scout. The bird was flushed to order and 
missed, both dogs dropping to shot; moving on, Scout pointed 
where birds had been flushed, and was backed by Trim. We 
then worked on and Scout 4ushed two birds and dropped to 
wing; then swinging round inte some pines and out into a 
sedge field, which was drawn blank, both dogs roaded 
and pointed a good deal where some larks had flushed. After 
oing on some distance through old fields and finding no birds, 

the dogs were ordered up at$ o'clock and put down again at 
8:15 in a large field of sedge and sassafrasbushes. We worked 
on down aravine and up the hill. where Scout pointed, but 
discovering his error moved on, At this time a woodcock 
was fiushed and marked down, and the dogs were ordered up, 
and one of the judges made a wonderful shot, bagging the 
bird, a man and a mule. The dogs were then ordered on, and 
moved across the hill down a rayine to a branch, where Scout 
pointed and Trim backed. Scont roaded on to the edge of 
woods, where the birds were seen running through the leaves, 
flushing some distance ahead of him. 'They were then ordered 
up at $:25, and the heat was awarded to Scout. Down 
twenty-five minutes. 

PRINCE AL AND ROOK, 

Both dogs appeared in public for the first time. Prince Al 
is of medium size, with quite a turn of speed, Rock moves 
rather poorly, but neither showed the quality of work re- 
quired in this stake. After a long and tedioustramp of nearly 
two hours without a find, Prmee Al found, but van in and 
fiushed, and Rock soon after put up the vest of them, when 
the judges ordered them up and reserved their decision. 

LALLA ROOKH AND CHRISTMAS BILL, 

* Both of these dogs haye run before, Lalla Rookh running 
last year in the Eastern All-Aped, where she beat Lady Duf- 
ferin and was beaten by Croxteth, and divided third with 
Gladsome. At thesame meeting she ran inthe Derby, beat- 
ing Tsabella 1. and Lord Sefton, and was beaten by Darkness, 
and divided third with Byron, She was handled by Luke 
White. Christmas Bill ran in the All-Aged Stake in the 
Chicken Trials last year, but was unplaced. He was handled 
by Vandevoort. They were put down at 10:55 in tha sedge, 
and worked down a ravine where birds had been marked 
down. Lalla’Rookh moved off at a nice gait, quartermg her 
ground well Christmas Bill, although a good dog to shoot 
over, haying done some food work in the field, lias demon- 
strated on two occasions that he can’t stand a crowd, and in 
Uhis heat did very interior work. Working on down the 
rayine, Christmas Bill flushed a bird; we then went on over a 
fence, where Lalla Rookh pointed, but discoyered her mis- 
take, and moyed on. Passing on down the ravine Lalla 
Rookh challenged, but birds had flushed. She moved on 
around the hill into some stubble, where Christmas Bill false 
polite and was backed by Lalla. We then movedon down 
he branch, and up a hill to a field of stubble, where 
Lalla Rookh pointed staunchly and Bill backed, but no birds 
were found. Going on across the hill, both dogs challenged, 
but failed to secure a point. Working on down the branch, 
we then turned up another branch, and swung around the hill 
to a piece of woods, where Lalla Roekh pointed a bevy and 
was nicely backed by Christmas Bill. Whites, to order. 
flushed the birds and Iilled one, which Lalla Rookh retrieved 
nicely, They were then ordered up at 11:52, and the heat was 
ayarded to Lalla Rookh. Down one hour and thirty minutes. 

VICTOR AND PINK 8, 

These dogs haye both run at previous trials. Victor ran in 
the All-Aged Stake at the Louisiana trials last year. He 
scorad his first heat owing to the withdrawal of Gordon, and 
was beaten by Foreman in his next heat. Pink B. ran in the 
Derby at the chicken trials last year, beating Scott, American 
Dan and Gilderoy, and was beaten by Prince Noble in the 
deciding heat; and as Cavalier, his only competitor, was 
withdrawn he wonsecond place. At the National trials, a 
few months later, he run in the Derby and beat Countess 
Mollie, Gath and Bess A., and was beaten by Carrie J, in the 
deciding heat, He then beat Gus Bondhu and won second. 
He alsoran inthe Louisiana Derby, beating Don, Countess 
Magnet and Biddy, and won first. He was handled by Short 
and Victor hy Avent. ‘They weve east off at 11:06 in the edge 
of some woods, where the last brace had finished. Both dogs 
started off well, Pink B, quartering and ranging in grand 

style. They worked on wphill into some pines. where Pink 
B., when going like a bullet, tan into a bevy and flushed them, 
dropping to wing. They were then worked down a gully to 
a branch, where the birds had been marked down, when Vic- 
tor pointed and was nicely backed by Pink B. Avent failed 
to flush his bird. They then worked down the branch when 
Victor flushed a bird inthe brush. On a few yards further 
both dogs pointed at the same time, a bird each, in the alders. 
Running on down the branch Pink B. secured # nice point. 
Short, to order, flushed the bird and killed it. and Pink B. 
retrieved it. They were then ordered up at 11:25 und Pink b. 
awarded the heat. Down nineteen minutes, 

RAB AND DONNER, 

Of this brace Rab only has run before. He ran in the 
Eastern All-Aged Stake last year. beating Bravo, and was 
beaten by Croxteth. He also ran in the Members’ Stake at 

| this meeting. He was handled by Luke White. Donner is a 
eood-looking dog of good size, and with more experience will 
make a killing doz. He was handled vy Predmore. They 
were cast off on the branch, where the other brace was taken 
up, in a place where they could not show much speed, and 
worked on down the branch for some distance, when we 
crossed and swung round up the other side. Rab flushed a 
single bird and dropped to wing. Then moving on up the 
branch, Donner pointed a single bird handsomely in a thick 
bunch of briers and weeds and was nicely backed by Rab. To 
order, Predmore finshed and killed the bird, which was re- 
trieved by Donner. Both dogs dropped to shot. We then 
moved on up into a ravine, when a bird fiushed behind Rab 
which he should have pointed. We now swung round across 
the branch and méyed up the hill in the pines, Both dogs 
roaded for some distance, and Rab secured a point on a bevy 
ot running birds, and was backed by Donner. The birds 
were flushed and missed. We moved on out into the open 
field, when both dogs fiushed a single bird, Swinging round 
tothe right, Donner roaded a short distance and came to a 
beautiful point on a large bevy. Rab failed to back and was 
dropped by his handler. Predmore, to order, flushed and 
killed a bird, which was nicely retrieved by Donner, They 
were then ordered up and Donner ayarded the heat, Down 
forty minutes. 

PRINCESS WARWICK AND LIT, 

Neither of these have before appeared in public. Princess 
Warwickis a very good looking animal, of large size. She 
has quite a gift of speed, and ae RELe tio have a good nose, 
She is also very stylish, and with more experience and 
judicious handling, will be nt to run in almost any company. 
She was handled by Predmore. Lit is rather an ordinary 
looking animal, of small size. She is fairly fast and appears 
to have considerable hunting sense. She was handled by 
Short. They were cast off on the pine knoll, where the last 
heat was finished, and worked toward the bevy, which had 
settled near the head of arayine. Princess ran up to them, 
and flushed one, which flew up the hill, when she gave chase 
at a rate of speed that would soon haye caught up with it, 
but her handler whistled before she had gone more than fifty 
yards, and she turned back, This was a waste of energy, for 
the judges did not see her, and she got no credit for the per- 
formance. She came back, and going into the edge of the 
brush along the run, she pointed in heautiful style to some run- 
ning birds, which flushed as she drew on. She then went on 
a féw steps and inade a quick point to a single bird, which at 
once sot up, when she made a jump, but at ouce stopped. 
They were then sent up the hill, where Lit scored a flush. 
Princess then swung round to the edge of a pully, and madea 
capital point. which Lit refused to back, but went up to her 
aud half pointed, Predmore, to order, put up the bird, 
which he missed. They were then ordered up, and we went 
to lunch, which was close by. 

After lunch they were put down on the hillside in some 
sedge, and worked down tothe run. Both went very well; 
Princess the fastest, although Lit ranged the widest; when 
they reached the hottem Princess ran into a single bird, We 
then worked down the run, where Lit made a beautiful point, 
and Princess was called up to back, but as she was coming up 
in front of Lit, Predmore dropped her, and as she went down 
she saw Lit and backed her, Short was ordered to fiush but 
failed to find. Working on, Lit pointed a bevy at the edge of 
a hank in some scrub oaks, Princess came up underthe bank, 
and half pomted the same bird, which Short, to order, fushed 
and winged. We then went forone which had heen marked 
down, and Princess winded it, but was called away by her 
handler, and the bird was flushed by the horses. Following 
up the bevy into some woods, Lit pointed yery nicely; when 
Princess coming up, one flushed between her and Predmore. 
Just then Short, im going to Lit, walked up her bird which he 
winged and then the rest of them got up. Lit was unsteady, 
She was then ordered to retrieve, but failed to tind, and a bird 
was thrown for her, which she brought very well. We then 
crossed over to a branch, and beat out a likely looking piece 
of stubble, but nothing was found so we crossed to a run, 
where Short flushed a beyy, which settled in the edge of some 

woods close by. Princess got there first and struck an elegant 
attitude, and Lit was called up to back, but. Predmore did not 
hear the order and flushed the birds, one of which he killed, 
Princess retrieving it nicely. They were then ordered up and 
the heat was awarded to Princess Warwick. Down one hour 
and twenty-one minutes. 

LADY ROMP Il. AND PRIDE. 
This was the first time that either of this brace have ap- 

peared in a public trial. Lady Romp IL. isa very fair looking 
animal, of medium size, She moyes fairly well, but is not 
fast. She was handled by Hemion. Pride, handled by Tall- 
man, is of eood size, and with more experience he will, un- 
doubtedly, do very good work. 
They were cast off in the woods beyond the birds, and given 

a littlé spin and then worked back, when Pride ran up one, 
and a little further on made a capital point, which he held a 
long time, while Romp was brought up to back, which she 
refused to do at frst, but drew toward him, and stopped an 
instant and then drew ona little further and backed him, 
They then worked at the corner, when Pride struck the trail of 
armnning bird, but was not quite careful enough, and scored 
a flush, and as he turned he ran up anvther one. Romp now 
took « hand, and put up one, which she chased up the hill, but 
atonce came back to whistle. We then turned back, and 
crossing the creek, they were worked down in some tallgrass, 
where Romp made a very nice point to a bird which Hention 
to order put up and killed. Romp sent to retrieve failed to 
find it, Working on, Romp again pointed, close to the creek, 
Pride backing her nicely, Hemion flushed the bird to order 
and missed, when Romp broke shot, but at once dropped to 
order. She then crossed the creek, and got in another point, 
but nothing was fouud, A little further on she again pointed, 
and Pride backed to order. Hemion ordered to flush, put up 
the bird, which he missed. A bird wasthen thrown for Romp 
to retrieve, which she did very well. They were then ordered 
up, and the heat was awarded to Lady Romp Il. Down thirty- 
five minutes, 

FOREMAN AND LUNA MAY. 

These dogs have both run before, Foreman, who was then 
handled by Stafford, ran in.the Pennsylvania Derby at Grand 
Junction in 1551, where he made a creditable showing, but 
was unplaced, In the All-Aged Stake at the Chicken Trials 
last year he was beaten by Dashing Novince in his first heat. 
A few months later he ran in the All-Aged Stake at the Hast- 
ern Trials, beating Buckellew and was beaten by Brock. He 
also ran the same year in the All-Aged Stake at the Louisiana 
Trials, beating Blue Monarch, Count Noble and Flossy, and 
was beaten by Coleman’s London for first place and divided 
second with Harrison’s London. He was handled by Tallman. 
Luna May, handied by Wanamaker, ranin the All-Aged Stake 
at the Hastern Trials last year and was beaten by Maida in a 
yery good heat, 
They were put down where the last heat was finished and 

worked down the brook a short distance, when we crossed 
and took a turn in some woods, and then swung back to the 
brook and again crossed, when Foreman pointed a single bird, 
and Luna went in ahead and also pointed the same bird, 
When ordered to flush, both dogs moved on and Lima caught 
again a few yards on, and again pointed, and Wanamaker 
finshed it, Wethen beat outa stubble field, where Foreman 
ranged wide and well. We then went through a strip of 
woods to a large stubble, where a bevy was flushed by the 
horses. Following them into some pines, Foreman made a 
stylish point and then roaded out, and located yery nicely, 
a bird which llushed itself. He then moved on, and again 
pointed. Tallman, to order, put up the birds, but had no 
shells in his gun. Meantime Luna was pointing and drawing 
where the birds got up. Foreman soon had another point to 
a running bird, whith he roaded out and located, and Luna 
brought up to back, did so to order. ‘lallman then put up the 
bird and killed it, and Foreman retrieved it well. We then 
crossed 4 gully, where Luna madea point, but nothing was 
found. Wethen swung through the pines and came hack to 
the ereek, which we crossed, and beat through a cornfield to 
some weeds, where Tallman walked into a bevy which settled 
ina pine thicket, where Foreman pinned one in good style, 
Luna refusing to back him, Tallman, to order, put up the 
bird and Killed it, but if fell along way off. They were then 
ordered up, and the heat was awarded to Foreman. Down 
one hour and nine minutes. 

HONEST HARRY AND SAN ROY. 
This was the first appearance of this brace, Honest Harry 

isayery good-looking black dog rather ajoye the medium 
size. ehas considerable speed, and gets around ina gamy 
manner, and appears to havea good nose. He was handled 
by Whaite. San Roy is also a good-lookiny dog of large size, 
He is quite speedy, and has a wonderful nose. His way of 
going and the manner in which he locates his birds remilds us 
stronzly of his sire Count Noble. He was handled by Sanborn. 
They were castoffin the pines where the last heat was finished. 
San Roy took a few jumps, and very gracefully sat down on 
point tothe bird which Tallman had killed, Harry backing 
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him ju faultless style. Sanborn ordered to flush went on, whe 
San Roy picked up the bird and brought it in very nicely. 
Harry then made & capital point to a single bird, which Roy 
tan into and flushed, both dropping to wing. We_ then 
worked out into some stubble, when Harry ran into a 
arge bevy and scored a flush. We then swing into the pines, 
where Roy argpneg very prettily on point, and Harry backed 
him handsomely, Sanborn flushed the bird, but if went to- 
ward the judges, and he did not shoot. Roy thon drew on a 
few steps and again pointed a single, which Sanborn put up 
aml missed. Then the rest got up all aronndus. Harry then 
made a point, which Roy backed in sine style. Harry svon 
drew on, but dropped to order, aid Whaite put up a bird 
which he missed, Roy started off at speed, but stopped to 
order, and eatehing scent he pointed a bird, which tinshed as 
Whaite went toward him. Whaite also missed this bird, 
Harry then made a point tu a single, which Whaite flushed to 
order but did not shoot. Roy then pointed, but soon moved 
on and roaded out his bird in capital style, and located it 
nicely, Sanborn Hushing the bird to order. Mcantime Harry 
scored a flush, and they were ordered up and the heat was 
awarded to San Roy. Down Sftieen minutes. This was a 
short heat, but a rattling good one, both dogs showing off to 
great advantage. 
The setter Lady May and the pointer Cruiser each having a 

hye, this ended the series, with fhe following summary: 

Birst Series, 

SETTERS. 

Carrie J. beat Gus Bondhu. 
St. Elmo V. beat Smut T.—withdrawn. 
London beat Lady Fayre. 
Gath beat Grouse Dale. 
Sue beat Dr. Duer. 
Gadstone, Jr.. beat Maiden. 
Prince Al and Roek, decision reseryed 
Pink B, beat Viutor, 
Princess Warwick beat Lir. 
Toreman beat Lana May. 
San Roy beat Honest Harry. 
Lally May, a bye. 

POINTERS. 
Don beat Lord Sefton. 
Ruby beat Plida. 
Croxteth beat Rue, 
Vision beat Marguerite IT. 
Bang Bang beat Don Juan. 
Scout beat Trim, 
Lalla Rookh beat Christmas Bill. 
Donner beat Rab. 
Lady Romp I. beat Pride. 
Cruiser, a bys. 

Second Series, 

CARRIE J. AND ST, ELM(Q TY. 

This brace was the first of the second series. They were 
put down ona side hill in a narrow*strip of sedge between 
some woods and «a ran and worked up to the head of the run 
where Carrie J, challenged in some weeds, but could not quite 
make it oul. St. Elmo, who was going at speed, jumped the 
fence and taking a few strides up the hill caught the scent of 
probably the same bevy, which was running up into the 
woods. He pointed staunchly until we had crossed the fence, 
wien he drew on a short distance and again pointed in a very 
stylish manner, The birds had their heads up and flushed 
wiltl hefore the handlers got there, one of them went butia 
short distance, a little to the right, and as Carrie came up it 
fot up ahead of her. A little further on she made a yery 
graceful point to several birds which flushed wild as Short 
went toward her. St. then took a hand and ashe eameronnd at 
speed he dropped flat to several more which flushed themselves 
a second or two later, He then swung to the le#t and jumped 
jnte a yery gamy point to a bird which he held, while Carrie 
was brought round fo back. She honored the point in a yery 
stylish manner, aud Haight put up the bird and killed it, St. 
retrieving very well: when ordered on, St. with lightning 
speed went straight te some more birds, which he pinned in 
fine style. They were then ordered up, and the heat was 
awarded to St, Kimo LY, Down fifteen ininutes. This was a 
short heat, but a yery lively one, and one that will be long 
remembered by those who saw it, The dogs that can hold 
their own avainst Carrie J. among scattered birds in the 
leaves are yery scarce, and the brilliant vietory which the 
gallant son of a vallant sire wrested {rom the beautiful Queen 
of the South secures for him an honored place amonz the 
famous dogs of theday, It was now night and we started for 
town. 

. DON AND RUBY 
were cast Of at 5 o'clock on Saturday morningin a feld near 
Lown, and worked down ihe branch, both showing good speed 
and style, ranging and quartering their sround well. We 
crossed the meadow and swung over the hill to a ravine where 
au bevy of birds had been fount! on Thursday, The field was 
drawn blank. We thenswunr round the hill across a gully 
info the woods, and down the fence across a4 marsh through 
the fenve into an adjominy fielkl of short grass and briers, 
when Ruby made a beantiful point, which was backed by 
Don. ‘The handler was ordered to flush, but the birds were 
seen runuing on the ground and would not risé; to order, he 
shot at ther on the ground, but missed, and the bevy flushed 
and settled ahont one hundred yards away, on the sideo! a 
hill. Both dogs 
roading the birds, and going on for some distance they flushed 
wild, and were marked down in the woods: we then moyed 
onand Don made a beautiful point in the briers near the 
woods, and was backed by Ruby, The birds were evidently 
runniig and the dogs were ordered on when Ruby pointed 
and Don backed her, the bird was flushed. Moving on Ruby 
pointed, and Don backed; Haight was ordered to flush, but 
failed to get up the bird. Both dogsthen roaded on, alternately 
pointing and backing on the trail of the running birds down 
into a hollow, when several birds flushed near the fence at the 
edge of some woods, Don pointed where they had flown from, 
but moved on over the fenca into the woods; after gome some 
distance he pojnted and roaded on beautifully, and established 
his pointin handsome style; the birds were flushed to order, 
shot at and missed, They were then ordered up and the heat 
syas awarded to Don at 8:25, Down twenty-tive minutes. 

LONDON AND GATH, 
the next brace, were cast off at $:26in the woods. Both dogs 
wel off wi a rattling gait, quartering and ranging in beanti- 
ful style, Gath talking the lead in speed, which he kept up to 
the end of the heat. We moved on throngh the woods, which 
were drawn blank, We then swung ronnd the hill intoa field 
of sedee and pines down to a branch and up the hill to au open 
field, where Gath, xoing at a tremendous speed, challenged, 
but moved on, London also challenging. We then crossed a 
ravine and moved up the hillinto stubble, where Gath dropped 
on a beatttifnl point, and was backed by London in prand 
style, Short, to order, flushed and killed a bird, which Gath 
retrieved handsomely. Gath started to break shot, but 
dropped to command. London drepped to shot. Sent on into 
pines. both challenged, but moyed on, when Gath pointed a 
bird, which was flushed to order and missed, hoth dogs 
dropping to shot. London backed handsomely, Moying on 
throngh the pines, Gath flushed a single bird, and dropped to 
wing. Moving oneup fence, through a fleld of sedge, and 
along the edge of the woods, London pointed and was bucked 
by (sath, The bird was flushed to order and killed, and re- 
twieyed by London, both dogs steady to shot. Wethen maved 
on into the woods, when Gath dropped on a capital point, 
and was baeked by London. Then on in the woods Gath 
again stored @ heautitul point, and the bird was flushed to 

dropped toshot. Ordered on, Don commenced 

order, both dogs steady to wing. ‘They were then wrdered 
up, and the heat was awarded to Gath at 910, Down fortiy- 
four minutes. 

CROXTETH AND VISION. 
At 9:15 the next brace were cast off in the woods. Croxteth 

by his movements showed that le hud not recovered, and 
should not have been run. Vision took the lead and held it to 
the finish of thy heat. Moving in through the woods Vision 
pointed backed by Croxteth, the bird was flushed to order and 
killed. Vision broice shot and stopped toordear. Sent on both 
dogs pointed, the bird Mnshed infront of Vision and was sled, 
she retrieving it. Croxteth’s handler failed to flush # hird. 
Moying on, Vision pointed and Croxteth backed, but no 
bird was found. Moving onwe swung around a fence into an 
open field and back again into the woods, where both dogs 
pointed atthe same time, a large beyy was fushed, to order 
shot at and missed. Croxteth dropped to shot, Vision broke 
shot but stopped to order, Moving on in the woods hath dogs 
flushed asingle bird, and dropped towing. Sent on, Crox- 
teth flushed. We then moved on for some distance, when 
Vision nade a. nice point. the bird was flushed to order and 
killed, and retrieved by Vision, They were then ordered up. 
and the heat was awarded to Vision at 9:30, Down fifteen 
nunutes, 

GLADSTONE, JR., AND SUE 

were cast off im the woods, both dogs doing nice work, but 
Sue taking the lead in speed, Moying on in the woods sey- 
eral birds were finshed by the, handlers and marked down, 
We then swung round to the left, and Sue pointed and was 
backed by Glad. nicely, Short failed to flush the bird. They 
were then worked on, and Sue pointed a sinvle bird, and was 
backed by Glid.; the bird was flushed and missed. A bird 
was then thrown into the leayes by the judges and found and 
retrieved by Sue, Moying on Sue again pointed and Glad 
backed; the bird was shot af and missed, We then moyed 
on into the open field, and Glad, made a false point. They 
were then ordered up and heat awarded to Sue. Down 
eighteen minutes. 5 

BANG BANG AND SCOUT. 4 
Bang Bang and Scout were the next brace. They were put 

down in a field of sedze and pines. Moving on over fence 
into the stubble Scout went to the front and ranged well, 
Bang Bang doing nice work but keeping near his handler, 
The stubble was drawn blank. and we moyed on across a 
branch and up a ravine into a tield of sedge and pines, which 
was drawn blank; theii on down hill and across and up a 
branch, where Scout challenged and readed some distance 
but failed to locate birds, We then moved on into some 
woods, where Scout pointed and Bang"Bang failed to back; to 
order a large bevy was flushed and « bird was killed, which 
was retrieved by Scout. Moymeg on Bang Bang pointed a 
single bird ina brush heap, and was nicely hacked by Scout, the 
bird was flushed to order and winged, and found and indiser- 
ently retrieved by Bang Bang. Moving on Scout pointed and 
a bird flushed, We then moyed on down the branch, where 
Baug Bang scored a false point, We then swung round 
the woods and up the fence, where birds had been marked 
down, over the fence into the woods, and’across the hill into a 
rayine, which was drawn blank. We then moved over the 
hill, where Bang Bang pointedl a hare and was backed by 
Scout. Both dogs started to chuse, but stopped to order. A 
large bevy was flushed by spectators whore the dogs had just 
been worked. We then moved on to a branch, and beat up 
brauch to where the birds had been marked down. Scout 
pointed, Bang Bang backing, and the bird flushed. Moying on 
a few steps both dogs pointed at same time in a bunch of 
weeds and briers. The birds were flushed toe order, bot not 
shot at, We then swung round through the woods across a 
piece of sedge into woods again, where both dogs half pointed 
at brush heap, but moved on. We then worked inte an open 
field of sedge und pines, down a hill und across a braneh, up 
a hill and over a fence into woods, when Scout fushed a beyy 
and dropped to wing, Moving on, Bang Bang pointed in a 
brush heap and the bird was flushed. They were then ordered 
up and the heat was awarded to Bang Bang af 11:22. Down 
one hour aud twenty-nine minutes. 

PRINCESS WARWICK AND PINK B. 
were put down ina field of sedge. Both dogs went off ait a 
rattling gait, ranging and quartering well. They moved ou 
feress a gully, when Princess Warwickran into and flushed 
alarre bevy; this was a bad piece of work, for which ber 
handler punished her, We then moved on across a branch 
into a field of pines and sedgé, where the bevy had heen 
marked down. On top of the hill Princess pointed in nice 
style, handsomely backed by Pink B., the bird was Aushed to 
order, shot at and missed, both dogs dropping to order, May- 
ingon, Pink B. flushed asingle bird and dropped to wing, 
when several others got up; we then swing around the edge 
of the woods and into the woods, which were drawn blank; 
the dogs were then taken upand put down again in a large 
field near an orchard. We moved on over the hill to the head 
ofaravine, down the ravine toa patch of weeds, across a 
branch into a field of sedge, which was drawn blank; then w 
and across arayine, when Pink pointed in a large thicket of wild 
plum bushes, Princess backing indifferently to orden; the bevy 
was flushed to order and a bird killed by Short and retrieved 
by Pink B. Wethen moyed across a gully when tyo birds 
fiushed aud both dogs dropped to wing. We then swung 
around the hill and worked pwil to where the bevy had been 
marked, Pink B. pointed and Princess backed; both then 
rouded tor some distance when Short walked in and flushed 
five or six birds. Princess Warwick was working in the thik 
briers and brush and several birds fushed but it could not be 
s3en Whether she pointed or flushed them, Both dogs did 
some very bad work, Wethen worked on down the branch 
and crossed and worked up the brahch and swung around 
oyer the hill to 2 branch when a large bevy flushed, both dogs 
being out of sight, Moving on both scored a flush neur the edge 
of the branch. Moving on up the side of the fence, Pink B. 
pointed and Prinvess backed; we then crossed over the fence 
and worked up the ravine. Pink B. pomted and the bird 
flushed. Moving on Pink B, pointed again and Princess scored 
a flush, They were then ordered np and the heat awarded to 
Pink B, at 12:54. Down one hour and twenty-tonr niinutes. 
We then went to lunch at the model farm. 

LALLA ROOKH AND DONNER. 
Atter lunch this brace was cast off south of the house, near 

the branch, and worked along the edge of the woods an 
down to the bridge oyerthe creek, which we crossed and beat 
up 4 field of stubble and weeds, and then worked through 
some woods down to a branch, where Donner challenved and 
dropped on point to a bevy, two of which flushed as we canie 
up. Rookh then jomed lim, and both roaded the birds, with 
Rookh ahead. She got a little too close and pM them up, 
both dropping to wing. This was down wind. Following 
them up in some pines, Donner made a point, which Rookh 
backed, and the bird was flushed to order, A little lurther 
on Donner ran into a bird and several more got up, for which 
the handlers were to blame, as they crowded the dogs on too 
fast. Donner, moving, put up another, and Rookh then got 
ina very tice point to a brace whieh flushed as we came up, 
aking a fewsteps, she again pointed a single, which got up 
as the handler went to her, but she was determined to have & 
bird, and soon pointed another one, which White, to order, 
flushed and missed, The judges then threw a bird, which she 
retrieved yery nicely. ‘They were then ordered up and the 
heat was awarded to Lalla Rookh. Down fifty-five minutes. 

FOREMAN AND LADY MAY. 
We haye already inentioned Foreman. Lady May is # very 

handsome animal of good size, She moyes yery well, and 
with a little mora experience she will do very wood work. She 
wis handled by 7, T, Miller. They were.cash off in a stubble 

anh 

field, Lady May at oncegotin u good point near a thicket, 
Foreman backing her in good style. The bird flushed as we 
came = and Lady chased a short distance, but came back to 
order; she then crossed the branch and made an cleyant point 
which Foreman at once honored, but the bird had gone hetore 
she pointed, Foréman then pit up a bird as he was gals at 
speed, Wethenswung ont into more open ground where 
Forenian, near a fence, made a capital point with his lead 
high in the «air, ‘Tallman, fo order, put up the 
bird but did not shoot, A little further on Ludy van 
upa single and scored a tnsh, She then swung into some 
pines and made an elegant pomt to a brace Under 
the fence, Foreman ¢ame np and backed her nicely, 
anil Miller, to order, flushed the birds, both dogs remaining 
steady. We then turned back tothe plate where the first 
birds had been found, and Foreman while ati speed jumped 
into u point just a second before the bird gotp., A little fur 
ther on he again pointed and held his bird, while Lady was 
called up toe back, but she refused and went alongside and 
also pointed. Tallman flushed the bird and scored atniss. A 
bird was then thrown for him toe retrieve, which he did only 
fairly after some little trouble, which was owing to the bird 
having become cold, Wethen again swung into the pincs, 
where Foreman made an elegant point toa hird that was 
thought to be the one that Tallman had last shot at, but both 
deg and handler knew better, and Tallman walked m and 
put up seyeral, one of which he shot afi and missed yery ¢lev- 
erly. The dogs were then ordered up and the heat was 
awarded to Foreman. Down twenty-six minutes, 

LADY ROMP I. AND ORUISER, 
Lady Ronip we have already deseribed, Cruiser, who hada 

bye in the first series, is a fair looking dog of medinm size. He 
is suid to be aw good fielder, but like his sister Vision in her 
lirst heat, he appeared to be dazed by the crowd, and did not 
ret to work. He was handled by Luke White. They were 
put dewnons pine knoll and worked round into the open, 
where Ladymoved off fairly, but Cruiser did not appear to 
realize that he was hunting, anc merely jogged avound. Both 
challenged where the birds had been flushed, but soon moved 
on, They were then taken were the birds had settled and one 
was flushed near Cruiser and his handler, We then swung 
round on top of a knoll where Cruiser canght a little scent and 
drew on afew yards, but losing it, he made a cast in the 
wrong direction aud lost it entirely, Lady Romp soon after 
swung round just below the place aud dropped on point just 
as the bevy rose. We then worked down the run where Lady 
Romp ran into a bird, aud at the sanie instant whirled round 
and made a famy point which was handsomely backed b 
Cruiser, Hemiou to order fushed the bird and missed it. 
bird was then thrown which she retrieved very well aller 
some help from her handler. They were then ordered up, and 
the heat was ayarded to Lady Romp I. Down twenty-seven 
toinutes. 

This ended the second series with the following result; 

SRIDTERS. 
St. Elmo TV. beat Carrie J. 
Gath beat Loudon, 
Sue beat Gladstone, Jr. 
Pink B. beat Princess Warwick. 
Foreman beat Lady May, 
San Roy, a bye, : , 

POINTERS. 
Don beat Rathy. 
Vision beat Croxteth, 
Bang Bane beat Scout, 
Lalla Rookh beat. Donner, 
Lady Romp I, beat Cruiser. 

Third Series. 

ST. ELMO 1V. AND GATH. 
This was tle first brace of the third series. They ware put 

down where the last heat was finished, and worked back ayer 
the hill toward the bevy found by Lady Romp in the previous 
heat, When near the place where they Mushed Gath dropped 
as if shot toasingle bird which had remained. As St. Kimo 
was some distance away Short was ordered to Mush, which 
he did, and killed the bird, which was well retrieved by Gath. 
We then worked toward the pies where the birds hac set- 
tled. Both dogs when at the pines pointed very hearly to- 
gether at, what Short thought was a hare, but as St, Who 
jumped the fence he went a few yards straight to a bird, 
which led us to believe that the point under the fence was 
where the birds had alighted and run into the pmes, Gath 
came over the fence and at once backed him in ele- 

style. Haight, to order, put up the bird and 
scored a miss. oth dogs then close together stopped 
simultaneously toa bird which rot up almost at the same 
instant. Gath then dropped to the scent of running birds and 
St., who could not see him, went ahead a few steps and 
also pointed, und when they were ordered on this parfor- 
mance wus repeated, and as the handlers came wp, a bird was 
flushed near them, St. then pointed and drew ashort distance 
in grand style with Gath backing him, but the bird hal ru 
and Gath then took up the roading, and located the bird im first 
¢lass style, the bird getting upa second or two later. Gath 
wasthen awarded the heat, Down ten minutes. This heat, 
wasin the pines where there was no eoyer, and both dogs 
displayed rare good nose, pinning the birds while at fullspeed, 
indeed so quick and well was the work done, that one would 
scarcely realize the merit of the performance until he had 
taken time to think it over, It was remarkable that Gath 
beat St. Elmo in precisely the same munoner that the latter 
beat Gath’s sister, Carrie J. 

DON AND VISION. 
This brace was ab once put down inthe edge of the pmes, 

and both challenged where the birds had been and roaded in 
a very gamy manner. They were then beeen in the 
open and swung back into the pines. where Vision half pointed, 
but was called off by her handler; hut she was right, for when 
the spectators came along they put upa bird at the place. 
We then worked back into the open, where sorhe birds lad 
been marked down. Both dogs challenged. but could make 
nothing of it, but birds were flushed near them by the speatu- 
tors. Working on down to the corner Don made a very gamy 
point, which Vision at once backed in elegant style. sn moy— 
ing upto them the judges flushed two or three birds, and 
Vandeyart put up the one in front of Don and missed it, both 
dogs remaining steady. We then burned back to where Pore- 
mun and Lady May finished their heat, Don here made a. 
expital point to a running bird, which he roaded ont and loca- 
ted in first-vlass style, Vision backing him to order, Vande- 
vort flushed the bird, but did not shoot, both dogs dropping 
to wing. Don soon had another fast, Vision again backing to 
order, Vandevort put up the bird. which he killed, and Don 
retrieved itin good form, They were then ordered up and 
Den was awarded the heat. Down twenfy-six minutes. 

SUE ‘AND FOREMAN, 
The next brace in refular order was Sue ani Pink B., but 

as both were handled by Short, Foreman was ordered to mn 
against Sue, and Pink B. against Sau Roy, The dogs were 
pnt down on a pine Knoll, and worked down to a ereek 
through some high weeds, where one or two birds were tlushed 
hy the judges. We then went toward some pitte woods, 
Where Foreman made a capital point near the fence, Sue buck 
ing him nicely. ‘allman, to order, put up the bird and missed 
it. A little further on Sue ran up one near the tence. We 
then crossed the fence to the model farm and worked down to 
the creck, where Mr, Godeffroy, doubtless wishing to vary the 
monotony of the proveedings, and add a little spice to the 
affair, rode into a yellow jacket’s nest, aud as they were quick 
to respond, it is, perhaps, needless to add that the sucvess of 
the seHiome Was most pronounced, Atterthe wild stampeda 
which ensued bad been checked, and the wounded had re- 
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ceiyed the condolence of those who escaped, we beat out a 
large field of stubble an weeds, and then worked through the 
woods to a brook we crossed, and turned toward town, beating 
ut the sidehill of sedge; both dogs found separate hevies at 
nearly the same time. Foreman put up two of his birds and 
instantly pointed, and held the rest of the beyy until wecame 
up. When Tallman +0 order flushed them and killed one, which 
Greman retrieved nitely. Sue pointed her birds, which 

Short, to order, put wp and missed, We then followed the 
birds that Foreman found, and as we crossed the brook Fore- 
Tian wade a pointin the xrass, Sue backing him nicely; they 
soou moyed on, and Sue ran into one and scored a flush, while 
Foreman pointed a single, which flushed itself a second or two 
atter anid he dropped to wing; just then Sue went on and got 
a point, to which Short flushed and killed a bird; then in a 
gully on bare groiind Foreman made a quick point which Sue 
instantly honored, but the ground was bare and the bird al- 
most instantly got up. Foreman then swung round and 
pointed where a bird had been seen to Hush; he then went into 
a thicket and pointed, and then commenced roading some 
Tunning birds, and the judges ordered the dogs out of 
the thicket, and we turned back toward a stubble, where 
birds were heard calling, Sue struck them first but, unfor- 

_titnately, she scored 4 fhush, putting up two or three birds that 
were running to 4 large bevy that were in the edge of the 
stubble. She stopped as they rose, but, soon moyed a few 
ale and pointed, but nothing was fonnd. Foreman then 
took wp the running and pinned a bird in fine style, which 
flushed as we ¢ameup. Just then Sue ran info the bevy, 
which finshed us she stopped. They were then ordered up 
and the heat was awarded to Foreman at 5;20, Down fifty- 
three mimites. We had expected to see some grand work In 
this hewt, as we had previously seen both dogs perform in a 
most excellent manner, but both were evidently off. The ad- 
vantage in this respect was evidently with Foreman, although 
he was not nearly at his best. This closed the et peed the 
week. Itrained most of the time on Sunday, and Monday 
it was still coming down, but shortly after 10 o'clock it held 
up and the horses were ordered and astart was made at 10:30), 
and the next brace, 

BANG BANG AND LALLA ROOKH 

were put down ss east of the town, but the ground proying 
too soft for the horses, they were taken up, and we crossed to 
higher ground, where they were cast olf in an open field, 
Rookh went off at a rattling pace, while Bang started rather 
slowly; he soon fot a-goms, however, and beat out his 
ground in goodform. We took a long tramp and worked 
over considerable ground without a find. Finally both chal- 
lenged in some weeds, but Bang caught it first and made a 
point, which was instantly honored by Rookh, the bird flush- 
ing itself a second or two later. We then beat out a large 
field without result, except that both challenged occasion- 
ally what was evidently old scent. When on top of 
the hill Rookh swung into some pines and made a quick 
point to a bevy, Bang backing her in fine style. White, 
to order, went on, and six or eight birds got up, 
one of which he killed, Rookh retrieving it nicely. She 
then went back tn where they had flushed and again pointed, 
and Bang backed her. She soon drew on and Bang also drew 
up and pointed staunchly while Rookh roaded on, Capt. Mec- 
Murdo ordered Bang on but he would not budge and he 
stepped in front of him and flushed a brace of birds, and as 
they started, the bird that Rookh was roading also got up a 
fiw yards ubead of her, Bang then made a cust down to the 
edge of the pines and jumped into an elegant point, Rookh 
instantly backing him in beautiful style: Capt. McMurdo, 
when ordered to Mush, went ten yards beyond his dog and 
vaiuily tried to kick up the bird; he then came back to Bang 
and urged him on when he drew on a step or two and the 
bird got up within two feet of his nose, both dogs dropping tu 
wiug, A vun was then @red and a bird thrown which Bang 
retrieved fairly well, They were then ordered wp and the 
heat was awarded to Bang Bang. Down one hour and ten 
minutes. 
Just hefore the finish, the proprietor of the land upon which 

we Were, came out and informed us thah we were over the 
line and that no shooting was allowed on his grounds. After 
ashort parley he kindly consented to letus go on, but his 
better half cume out and in forcible English that all could 
nuderstand, repudiated the contract and sternly ordered us 
off. In vain our ambassador, who had never before been 
defeated, in dulcet tones plied his most persuasive eloquence; 
her heart was adamant and he was most signally defeated, 
and with drooping crest he abandoned the contest. We were 
about to return when one of the party with a strategy worthy 
a, Napoleon, flanked the old man, and showing him a big, 
bright silyer dollar, the victory was won and we pursued our 
courss in peace, : 

PINK B. AND SAN ROY, 
This brace was at once put down and worked toward a 

thicket, into which they disappeared and were soon after 
found, Pink pointing, although not quite still, and San Roy 
backing. When we came up both moved a step or two and 
Roy drew on down wind right into the bevy, which got up all 
around him. Following them down the run hoth dogs pointed 
aud then drew on the trail of fast running birds, several of 
them getting up as the handlers came along, A little further 
on Pink challenged and Roy drew ahead and _ pointed. 
Pink then moved toward him and also pointed. Short, 
te order, flushed a bird, which he killed, and Pink re- 
trieved it nicely. Roy then made another point, but soon 
ronded on and finally lost it, and made a wide cast, 
but not striking it he came back to the bank and again pointed, 
but soon moyed on, and both alternately pointed and roaded 
all over the meadow, but failed to locatethe birds. Pink then 
swine over a imoll andeanght it and made a nice point which 
Roy at onee backed. Pink then drew on, but_as the trail led 
into a thick brier patich, he was called back. They were then 
ordered up and the heat was awarded to Pink B. Down 
tiwyenty-three minutes, , 
This ended the third series. following is the summary: 

SETTERS. 
Gath beat §t. Elmo ly. 
Foreman beat Sue. 
Pink B, beat San Roy, 

POINTERS. 
Don beat Vision. 
Bang Bang beat Lalla Rookh. 
Lady Romp-I. a bye. 

Fourth Series. 

GATH AND FOREMAN 
were the next brace in order, but as Don and Lacy Romp IT. 
were at hand they were ordered down, an] after their heat 
was finished Gath and Foreman were cast off on a knoll, where 
sath at once dropped on a point and Foreman was called up 
to bace, As he came up he flushed another bird and droppe 
to wing. Short, to order, then put up the bird in front of 
Gath and hit it as bad as he nad before missed, knocking the 
bird full twenty feet, Gath retrieving the remains in good 
order. He then went a short distance and dropped as if shot 
to a bird just asecond before it rose. Foreman then pointed 
a single, which tushed as the handlers came up, (rath backing 
him nicely. Gath then ay aoe ecu there and made au ele- 
ant point to another bird, which Short, to order, Mushed but 

did not shoot at. They were then ordered up, and the heat 
was awarded to Gath. Down five minutes, This was the 
shortest heat uf the meeting, Gath getting in some remarkably 
sensational work in very quick time. 

bON AND LADY ROMP Lt, 
were next in order, but their heat was run before the previvus 
gue They were cast off in the large open field where Gath 
and Grouse Dale finished their heat. After working over con- 
siderable ground a large bevy were flushed by the judges and 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

marked dowh ona pine knoll, We turned back after them, 
and as we came near the fence Don pointed a single bir, that 
had dropped short, in # yery gamy manner, Romp ad a 
him fairly welle Vandeyort flushed the bird to drder ant 
killed it, when Romp broke shot and Seduehe it in. 
Hemion took it from her and threw it back, and 
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best of those beaten by the winner aud they were ordered to 
run to decide which should compete with Don for second 
place. Grouse and St. were vast off where the last heat was 
finished, and worked buck seross the road. Grouse was the 
first to find, making a handsome point which St. Blmo bucked 
very nicely, Grouse then roaded 4 short distance and located 

Don was ordered to retrieve it, which he did nicely, | themin finestyle, St. drew on and catching the scent also 
We then went over the fence into the pines where Romp 
made #1. paint which Don at onee acknowledged. Hemion, to 
order, put up the bird but did not shoot. Ronrp was a little 
unsteady to wing, but dropped to order. Don then ran into 
one and instantly stopped on point to two or three more 
which flushed as Vandeyort came up, A little further on Don 
again ported in stand style. Romp, who was uvar him, also 
pointed or backed, we could not see her well enough to deter- 
mine which. The bird was flushed to order, hut not shot at, 
They were then ordered up and the heat was awarded to 
Don, Down thirteen minutes. 
with the following result: 

Fourth Series. 

SETTERS. 

Gath beat Foreman, 
Pink B., a bye. 

POINTERS. 
Don beat Lady Romp IT. 
Bang Bang, a bye. i 

Fifth Sevies. 
GATH AND PINK B. 

were the next brace in regular order, but as Gath had just 
finished his heat with Foreman, Don and Bang Bang were 
ordered down. At the conclusion of the heat, Gath and Pink 
B, were called for, and at once cast off. Both dogs were 
handled by Short. This was unavoidable as they were the 
only two setters remaining in, They were put down near 
where Don and Bang Bany finished their heat and were giyen 
a little spin, when they were swung back to where the last 
bevy had been marked down. Both went at a slashing gait. 
Gath was the fastest, but Pink let out a link and-moved much 
better than he had done in his previous heats. Gath was the 
first to find them, dropping as if shot to aportion of the bevy. 
Pink at almost the same instant also pointed the same birds, 
which finshed wild as the handlers moved up. Pink then ran 
up a bird, while Gath swung round and pointed where the 
beyy had first flushed; he soon moved on and taking a few 
strides pointed one in grand style; Pink backing him» very 
handsomely. Short, to order, put up the bird, but did not 
shoot. They were again sent on when Pink whirled on 4 
beautiful point, which was gracefully backed by Gath. 
bird was flushed to order by Short, and missed; Pink then 
swung back and flushed a bird that he should haye pointed, 
Meantime Gath struck scent and half pointed, butsoon moved 
on, Pink then made rather an uncertain point, which Gath 
instantly hacked and Short, to order, put up the bird and a 
moment later-Pink had another one last, Gath backing him 
nicely, After Short, to order, had put up the bird, Gath 
Calne round and dropped very gua where the bird had 
got up, and Pink backed him. Je then followed the road 
through some oak woods to the ground where the Trials com- 
menced last year. Beatiig outsome sedge, we entered some 
pines where Pink half pointed, but soon moved on. Gath 
came around there a few seconds later and dropped on point, 
Pink moved toward him and was stopped to order, Gath then 
went.ou and nailed them in capitalstyle. Pink then ran into 
the birds, scoring a flush, They then went on a short distance, 
when Gath avain pointed, and as his handler came he com- 
menced roading, and was joined by Pink, who roaded a little 
too fast and the bird flushed before either had located it, 
They were then ordered up, and the heat was awarded to 
Gath, Down forty-five minutes. In estimating the amount 
of work done in this heat, which was nearly all run in thick 
scrub upon a bed of leaves or upon the bare pine needles, we 
tmoust accord to it the palm of excellence oyer any other per- 
formance we have previously witnessed at our Trials, Gath, 
in winning this heat, won the Hillside Kennel Cup. for the 
best sefiter in this stuke, 

DON AND BANG BANG. 
_ This brace was called for at the finish of the heat between 
Gath and Foreman, and cast off at 12:49in the sedge among 
some scatbering pines. Nothing was found here except that 
asingle bird was flushed by Capt. McMurdo, We then crossed 
through some woods to a large open field, where Don got in a 
nice point which Bang instantly honored. Vandevort, to 
order, put up the bird, which he missed, We then worked 
over the gronnd to the top of a hill where Don ran into a bird 
and scored a flush; he then pointed and Bang backed him. 
When the handler came up Don drew on astep or two and 
another one got up. We then worked over the ground to the 
model farm without a find, and the dogs were taken up for 
lunch, After lunch they were again cast off in a tield of sedge 
and weeds east of the house where Don pointed a single bird 
and Bang at once backed him. Vandevort, to order, flushed 
the bird which he missed, We then crossed the rn and beat 
up some pines and scrub oaks where Don made a capital 
point which Bang honored in fine style. As we came up the 
birds were seen running in front of the dogs and soon finshed 
themselves, both remaining steady. They were then ordered 
up and the heat was awarded to Don. Down altogether one 
hour, This gave Don both the cup of the Hastern Field ‘Trials 
Club and the Heckscher Cup for the best pointerin the All- 
Aged Stake. 

GATH AND DON. 
This brace was called immediately upon the finish of the 

heat between Gath and Pink B., to run the final heat to de- 
cide first prize. As soon as they got the word Don jumped 
into a grand point, which Gath at once very gracefully 
honored. WVandeyort, to order, ae up the bird, but did not 
shoot, Taking a few strides, 
Gath again backed, both dogs’ assuming very gamy looking 
attitudes, he bird was flushed, toordar, by Vandevort, who 
missed it, A little further on both, af nearly the same instant, 
pointed a winged bird. When again sent on, a bird got up 
near Gath, who dropped to wine, but soon went on and made 
a very quick point to another one, while Don, a second or two 
later, also pinned onein finestyle. Short, toorder, put up the 
bird in front of Gath, and missed it, Don meantime holding 
his bird until Vandeyort, to order, flushed it, and also missed, 
Don then challenged once or twice where birds had got up, 
and finally made a point, to which nothing was found, 
Meantime Gath, who was some distance away, got 
in a good point to a bird, which Short flushed to 
order, but did not shoot at. Gath then made an elegant point 
which Don honored in grand style, Short putting up the bird 
to order. It was now Don's turn, abd he soon had one fast 
and Gath backed him meely. Vande. ort to order fishing the 
bird which he missed. Gath then swung down to the edge of 
some brush and dropped to a bird which Short flushed to order 
and fired at. The bird by accident twisted into the line of fire 
and was killed, Gath retrieving it nicely, Don then made an 
elegant point to the trail of a’small bunch of birds and was 
yery gracefully backed by Gath, Don then drew a short dis- 
tange but in the wrong direction, while Gath was sent by 
Abort across a gully where he nailed them fast, Short fushing 
them to order, _ They were then ordered up, and the heat was 
awarded to Gath, and he was declared the winner of the first 
prize and the Hillside Kennel Cup. Down fifteen minutes. The 
workin this heat was yery near perfection, and fully equal if 
not superior to thatin the heat between Gath and Pink B, 

This ended the fourth series | 

The | 

on nailed another one, and | 

Indeed, so bewildering was the ature of the performance 
that we could scarcely realize that we were hot upon en-_ 
pean ground, and following the evolutions of supernatural 
ogs. 
, GROUSE DALE AND ST, ELMO Ly. 
The judges selected these two and London aud Pink b. asthe 

; 

‘bare and we did not think him to 

pointed, This was a yery pretty piece of work, Tallman, to 
order, flushed alatge bevy und Inlled one which Grouse re- 
trieved in faultless style. Following them up in some pines 
St. got in a good point which Grouse very gracefully honored. 
Haight, to order, pubip the bird which he missed. Gronse 
then pointed a single which Talhnan killed and Grouse re- 
trieyed. Grouse then swung ont near some birds and one got 
up a little wild and then several more rose, he then moved on 
a short distance and made an elegant point to a single, whicl 
Tallman, to order, flushed but did not shoot. Grouse then 
went on and a bird flushed near him when he took afew steps 
in that direction and made a gamy point to another one which 
flushed as Tallman went toward him. They were then ordered 
up und the heat was awarded to Grouse Dale, Down twelve 
minutes. 

LONDON AND PINK B. 
were at once put down in the pines. Pink got a point at once, 
London backing him in fine style. Short fushed the bird but 

| did not shoot. Both then swung outinto a patch of stubble 
where Pink made a capital point to a bevy, London backing 
very nicely, The birds flushed as we went foward them and. 
settled in the pines where Pink scored another point and Lon- 
don a flush, and soon after each got a flush. The dogs then 
swung out into some weeds and were lost, and when found 
a few minutes later Pink was pointing while London was 
standing close by but not quite rigid. Short, to order, flushed 
the birds, exceptone which ram away, and while the judges 
were consulting, Pink followed it and poimted, and as the bird 
again run, Short shotit. They were then ordered up and the 
heat was awarded to Pink B. Down twelve minutes. 

GROUSE DALE AND PINK B, 

were at ouce put down and worked back to the road, and then 
taken up to g0 down in the morning, and we started for town. 
On Tuesday morning we rode some three miles from town 
and the dogs were again put down, and a great deal of ground 
was worked over without result, except that Pink challenged 
some larks and a hare, and scored a false point. Finally Pink, 
who was beating out some sedge, pointed a bevy, which 
flushed wild. Following them up, Pink pointed near a fence. 
but nothing was found. He then went over the fence and 
flushed two or three in quick succession, but the ground was 

lame. Grouse then 
made a capital point to a brace which Tallman to order 
put up and missed, We then swung round to get the 
wind, but not finding them we turned up a hill and 
then crossed a run, where Grouse swung out near a fence and 
made a nice point, which Pink did not back but came up and 
also pointed. Both then roaded a short distance, when Grouse 
made a cast and swung round a little above where he first 
found it, and catching it again he went over the fence and 
wnade another cast, and again striking it he roaded a short 
distance to get the course and again swung out and, catching: 
the body scent with his head high in the air, he took two or 
three strides and jumped into a marnificent point to the bevy 
which Tallman, to order, flushed and killed one. Meantime 
Pink had been carefully roading out the trail, but did not get 
there intime. They were then ordered up and the heat was 
awarded to Grouse Dale. Down altogether filty minutes. 

DON AND GROUSE DALE 
were then ordered down at #:30 to run for second place, the 
judges stating that the loser of the heat would be declared the 
winner of the third place. Vandeyort and Tallman then 
agreed to divide the honors and money without running, and 
the judges so announced, Under the rules Don and Gronse 
Dale should have run off the tie, and the best of the dogs pre- 
viously heaten by the winner should haye competed with the 
losca for third place, but so far as the merit of- the dogs was 
concerned, the awards were perhaps as good as could be made, 
and the decision was heartily indorsed by all who were present, 
This finished the running for the All-Aged Stakes, 
Following is a complete 

SUMMARY. 
First Series. 

SETTERS, 
Carrie J. beat Gus Bondhu. 
St. Elmo IV, beat Smut II, (withdrawn). 
London beat Lady Fayre. 
Gath beat Grouse Dale. 
Sue beat Dr, Duer. 
Gladstone Jr. beat Maiden, 
Prince Al. and Rock (decision reserved. 
Pink B. beat Victor. 
Princess Warwick beat Lit. 
Foreman beat Luna May. 
San Roy beat Honest Harry. 
Lady May, a bye. 

‘ POINTERS 
Don beat Lord Sefton, 
Ruby beat Flida. 
Croxteth beat Rue. 
Vision beat Marguerite IT. 
Bang Bang beat Don Juan. 
Scout beat Trim. 
Lalla Rockh beat Christmas Bill. 
Donner beat Rab. 
Lady Romp IL. beac Pride, 
Cruiser, a bye. 

Second Series, 

SHUTTEHS. 

St. Elmo IY. beat Carrie J, 
Gath beat London. 
Sue beat Gladstone, Jr. 
Pink B. beat Princess Warwitk. 
Foreman beat Lady May. 
San Roy, a bye, 

Don beat Ruby. 
Vision beat: Croxteth. 
Bang Bang beat Scout. 
Lalla Rookh beat Donner. 
Lady Romp Il, beat Cruiser. 

Third Seri: 

POINTERS 

SETTERS. 
Gath beat St. Elmo TV. 
Foreman beat Sue. 
Pink B, beat San Roy, 

POINTERS. 
Don beat Vision. 
Bang Bang beat Lalla Rookh. 
Lady Romp If,, a bye. 

Powtth Series 

SETTERS. 
Gath beat Foreman. 
Pink I., a bye. 

POINTERS. 
Dou beat Lady Romp IL. 
Bang Bane, 4 bye. 

Pifth Series, 

7 SETTERS. 
Guth beat Pink Bb. 

POINTERS. 

Don beat Bang Bang and was decluieud the wiancr of the 
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Pointer Cup of the Eastern Field Trials Club, and also of the 
Heckscher Cup for the best pointer. 

FINAL TIE FOR EIRST PLACE, 
rath (setter) beat Don (pointer) and was declared the witmer 

of first prize and the Hillside Kennel Cup for the best setter, 

TTES FOR SECOND PLACE. 
First Series. 

(Grouse Dale heat St, Elmo TV. 
Pink B. beat London. 

Second Sevivs. 

Grouse Dale leat Pink B, 

FINAL TIE TOR SECOND BLACK, 
Don (pointer) and Grouse Dale (setter) divide second and 

third without running. 

THE DERBY. 

On Monday the 2tth, the rimning forthe Derby connmenced, 
There were twenty sbarters instead of twenty-one as was 
stated last week, which was owing to the withdrawal of 
Pride, Following are the stafters,and the order in which 
they were drawa to man: 

SETVERS. 

MatpEen.—H, 8. Wanthaker, Elmwood, N. €., blue belton 
Huelish seltur bitch, Webruary (Darkie—Rosy Morn), 

aint 
MAY Dawy.—Jess M. Whaite, Chester, S, C., black and 

white English setter dag, Feb, 19 (Count Noble—May Laver- 
wel). 

BLouree.i.—d. b, Mills, Washington, D. C., bhie belton 
Bnglish setter bitch, March “4 (Dashing Lion—Armida) ‘ 

chen crest 
San Roy —H. H, Matlock, Riceville, Tenn., lemon 

White English setter dog, March (Count Noble—Spark). 
and 

Rosa GLADSTONE.—J_ M. Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn., 
black and white Buplish setter dog, July 18 (Haéstune—Douna 
J.), 

, cegaadiest 
Katyn D.—D, C, Sanborn, Dowling, Mich., black, white and 

tan English setter bitch, May (| ‘ount Noble—Dashing Novice), 

Countess C.—I, Yearsley, Jr., Coatesville, Pa,, black, 
white and tan English setter bitch, March 24 (Dashing Lion— 
Armida). 

cages 
Princyss HetEn.—J. Otto Donner, New York, lemon and 

white English setter bitch, March 28 (Thunder—Bessie). 

Sr. Eewo V.—Dr. 5. Hleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y., black, 
white und tan English setter dog, Oct. 12 (St. Elmo 1V.—Coun- 
tess Louise), 

mcunnst 

PrRibe oF Drxik,.—U, BE. Wallin, Montgomery, Ala., blue 
belton Hnglish setter dog, May 2 (Gladstone—Countess 
Druid). 

PoanTeR,—-J, M, Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn., black and 
witite Hnelish setter bitch. Juanes (Gladstone—Iess), 

egainst 
Boe Watrm.—Louis 0, Clark, New York, lemon bolton 

English setter dog, April (Young Layerack—Lady May). 

POINTERS. 

Nep.—J. A. Hnvlish, Mount Olive, N, C., lemon and white 
puinter dog, July Yo (8b. Valentine—Beulah), 

cugeeinat 
Jrur.— A, E, Godefroy, Guymard, N, Y., liver and white 

pointer bitch, April 1 (Croxteth—Lass). 

STcuNNER.—Westminster Kennel Club, New York, lemon 
and white pointer dog, Aug, 22 (Seusation—Bellona), a bye: 

CL AARSE 
Drae,—A. BE. Godeftroy. Guymard. N. Y,, 

white pointer doz, Aug. 18 (Croxteth—Lass). 
liver and 

Newurm,—J. Heron Crosman, New York, lemon and white 
pointer biteh, February (Sensation—Lill), 

against 
BanGor,—H#. B. Downing, Wilmington, Del,. liver and white 

pointer dog, July 10 (Poyneer’s Bang—Jean), 

Bryray.—F-. BR. Hitchcock, New York, tan and white pointer 
dog, June 21 (Sensation—W hite’s Grace), 

aqiinst 
Lonpow Ben.—R. T, Vandeyurt, Pittsburgh, Pa., liver and 

white pointer dog, April 5 (Don—Luck), 

MAIDEN AND MAY DAWN. 

This was the first brace tornnin the Derby, Maiden was 
handled by Wamatnaker, and May Dawn by Whaite, They 
ware cast off ab 10;a0. Maidenisa nice little blue belton 
bitch of good style and speed, and quartered and ranyed well. 
She ran in the All-Azed Stake and was beaten by Gladstone, 
dr, May Dawnis a black and white dog of médium size, not 
so stylish or fast as Maiden, but will make a good dog. They 
were put down in a pasture field near town, and worked 
down # reyine and across the hillto a enlly, and on around 
the hill into a piece of woods, We then moved on across the 
road, and worked down the hill into a field of pines and sedze, 
where May Dawa pointed staunchly, Maiden being ordered 
np to baek, swung vound to the right and also poimted the 
bevy. May Dawn being on the hack trail, Wanamaker 
to order flushed and killed two birds, which were 
handsomely retrieved by Maiden. We then moved on 
Jown to the branch, where Maiden, catching the scent, 
oaded for some distance and finshed w single bird, which she 

should have pointed. We then swung around through the 
pines and back to the bianch again, then across through a 
pieve of woods and back to the branch again, where a bird 
was flushed by the luwndlers, Wetheo moved up the branch, 
whiere Maiden made a beautilul point toa single bird through 
the tence, May Dawn being brought up refused to back. The 
bird was killed by Wanamaker, May Dawn was ordered 
on, ani, after a good dealof hunting, found the bird and re- 
trievedit. Wethen worked on up the hill, through the pines 
and woods, out intoan open -tteid, whieh we worked through 
toa branch, We crossed into the woods, where a small bevy 
was flushed by the spectators and marked duwn. The dogs 
were then worked on down to where birds had settled, where 
May Day scored a fitlse point, Maiden refusing to back. 
Sent on down the hollow. Maiden pointed and was indiffer- 
ently backed by May Dawn, ‘lo order Wanamaker fushed 
the bird and irilledit. They were then ordered wp, and the heat 
was awarded to Maiden at 11:32. Down one hour and two 
minutes, 

NED AND JILT 

were the next brace, Ned handled by his owner, Mr. Buptish. 
anc Jilt by Thurtle. They were pub down at 11:55, Ned is a 
large lemon and white pointer, slow, and rather heavy in 
movement. He is evidently a good doy to shoot over. and 
knows how to pick up hishirds. Jiltisa liver and white bitch, 
very prettily shaped, and is easy and graceful in her move- 
ments, but neither of them have much speed or style, They 
were worked clown the hollow where the last brace were 
taken up, We then swung around into the woods,.and down 
4 hollow, where Ned flushed a small bevy. Moving on, Jilt 
pointed, but soon moved on, We then worked on down 
through the woods, when Ned drew to a pout, but discover- 
ine his error moved on aud soon afterward brought to his 
handler a dead bird which had been killed a day or two before, 

birds had been marked down in some bushes, where two 
hirds were flushed by the judges. Moving on up the fence, 
Jil flushed a bird and dropped to wing. We then crossed 
over the fenww and Ned pointed, backed by Jilt. English, to 
order. flushed and killed the bird, which was retrieved nicely 
by Ned: both dogs dropped to shot. Moying on Ned again 
pointed, and Jilt backed to order: the bird was flushed, and 
both dogs dropped to wing. Moving on over the hill to the 
branch, we turned into same woods up the hill, where both 
dogs fushed a bird, which Jill was roading when Ned came 
up. Wethen worked on oyerthe hill to a small ravine; Jilt 
drew ona poinh and Ned backed her handsomely. ‘hnrtle 
ilushed to order and killed the bird, which was retrieved by 
Jilt. both dogs dropping to shot. At this time, the dogs not 
being under judgment. Mr, English being very deaf did not 
hear them ordered up, Ned pointed nicely and did not get 
credit for it. We then swung around through the 
woods into a ravine where a bevy had been flushed, 
Crossing over the fence into an open field Ned flushed 
a single bird and stopped to wing. We then moved on down 
the branch, crossed over and swung back up the edge and 
down through the pines and sedge tothe branchagain. We 
then crossed over the road into a large body of pines where 
both dogs did some good work, alternately roading and 
Notes a bevy of running birds, which flushed wild ahead of 
them, Moying oh, both dogs secured a point on single birds, 
They were then taken mp ab 1:05 to be put down again after 
lunch. They were cast off again at 2:50in a field of pines and 
sedge, both dows doing faster and more stylish work than be 
fore lunch. We worked orer a hill for some distance, when 
Jiltcommenced roading, Ned catching the scent soon readed 
ahead of her, and with head erect and stiffened tail, drew on 
for some twenty yards and made a magnificent point backed 
nicely by Jilt, a large bevy was flushed, and the dogs ordered 
up and Ned awarded the heat at 2:55. Down two hours and 
five minutes, 

We then worked on through the woods to a place where] and was backed by Rush; a fine b 

. SAN ROY AND BLUEBELL 
were the next bruce. San Roy handled by Sanborn and 
Bluebell by her owner, Mr. Mills,’ They were immediately 
put down at 2:56. San Roy is e@ racy-looking large lemon 
belton dog, and won one heat in the All-Aged against Honest 
Harry and was beaten by Pink B. in his next heat. Bhiebell 
isa nice looking blue belton, of good style and speed, but is 
wild and unsteady, They were cast off in the pines and sedye 
aud worked on into an adjoining field, where both dogs com- 
menced to road birds, and San Roy located them and pointed 
in fine style, Belle backed indifferently to command and was 
yery unsteady, The birds were Hushed and shot at and 
missed, both dogs unsteady to shot, ley were then sent 
through the field, where both dogs pointed and backed each 
other where meadow larks had fown from. Moying on San 
Roy pointed, Bluebell backing nicely, but Sanborn failed to 
flush a bird, We then swung round by the house. when San 
Roy pointed and was backed by Bluebell: to order three or 
four birds were flushed and shct at and missed. We then. 
beat down tm the thicket, where the birds had been marked 
down, when Blnebell pointed but discovered her mistake and 
moved on. Wethen worked on into some pines near the fence, 
Where some birds were seen to settle, San Roy pointed and 
Bluebeli backed. Roy moved on and roaded for some distance 
but failed to locate bird. We then moved on over the fenee and 
through the field where two birds were flushed by handlers 
and both dogs dropped to command as the birds flew over 
their heads. Wethen moved on when Belle dropped on a hean- 
tiful point backed by San Roy, the bird flushed wild. We 
then swung round a hill teward the tence. when San Roy 
pointed and Bluebellbacked. Sanborn went forward to Hush, 
when Roy commenced to road and drew on followed by Blue- 
bell to the fence; ordered over, he took up the scent again and 
drew to a beautiful point on a single bird, which was flushed 
to order and missed. Roy dropped to shot and Bluebell very 
unsteady. ‘This was a beautiful piece of work for Roy and 
shows that, althouzh & little wild, he is a very promisiny: 
young dog, with an exceptionally fine nose. We then moved 
on up the branch, where Bluebell pointed nicely Yacked by 
San Roy, when the bird was flushed. Bluebell broke in and 
started to chase, but was stopped by her handler. They were 
then ordered up and the judges consulted, Ordered on again 
we worked down the branch where Bluebell dropped on a 
beautiful point backed by San Roy. The bird was shot at 
and missed, the judges then threw a bird into the grass and 
San Roy, to order, found and retrieved it, They were then 
ordered up at 5:20, and the heatwas awarded to San Roy. 
Down thirty-four minutes. 

STUNNER AND DRAKE 
wert the next brace, Stunner handled by Luke White, and 
Drake by Thurtle. They were put down at 3:45, Stunner is 
a small lemon and white ticked dog, of fine shape and speed, 
but too young {io compete with such a dog as Drake, who is 
a liver and white dog of fine size. He ranges and quarters 
his ground well and in fine style, but is not quite so fastas 
Stunner. They were cast off in a peach orchard,and both 
dogs drew to point, but moved on over the fence into a teld, 
which Stunner took in fine style, and ab a nice rate of speed, 
Drake roaded on up the fence and pointed; Stunner being 
called upto back, Drake moved on. We then worked on 
down info some sedge along a creek, ayhere both 
dogs commenced roading, and Drake soon came to 
a beautiful point backed by Stunner. Thurtle, to 
order, flushed a Jarge bevy and killed three, two 
falling dead, and one winged and falling over the fence. 
Drake was sent on over the fence by his handler and returned 
the wiuged bird, jumping the fenee with it without ruffling a 
feather, avery pretty piece of work. Stunnersent on retrieved 
one of the other birds yery indifferently, his handler having 
to showitto him, We then moved on down the branch, to 
where birds had been marked down, when Drake pointed and 
roaded to a flush, Stunner backing poorly. The bird was shot 
at and missed. We then went on through the thicket where 
Stunner scored a flush. Moving on, Drake pointed, but the 
bird flushed wild ahead of him; a tittle further on Stunner 
polnded. We then moyed on up the hill where Drake pointed 
yt discovering his error moved on. Both dogs then roaded on 
up the hill where Drake pointed and Stunner backed, the bird 
wis flushed and killed and retrieyed by Drake handsomely. 
They were then ordered up, and the heat was awarded to 
Drake at 8:65. This was a short but very exciting heat, Drake 
dying some excellent work. Down twenty minutes. 

KATY D. AND RUSH GLADSTONE 
were the next brace, Rush Gladstone handled by Avent, and 
Katy D, by Sanborn, They were put down at 4, Rush Qad- 
stone is a fine-sized, black, white and tan doz. He moves in 
good style and has speed, but is neither as stylish or as fast as 
his competitor Katy D., whois a gamy little black, white and 
tun biteh with a Very nice way of going. They were cash off 
in the open field where Drake had found his first bird, and soon 
heatit through, We then moy@d on acress the creek into a 
plece of shubble and weeds on the side of the hill, both dogs 
going at a rapid gaib; the stubble was drawn blank and we 
moved across the oreck into the woods where birds had heen 
marked, where both dogs pointed. The birds were flushed 
to order and shot aj and missed, both dozs ware 
steady to shot. We then worked on through the woods, 
where Eaty dropped ona beautiful point. Rush being called 
up to back came on at a rapid gait, and jumped over her he- 
fore he saw her, flushing the bird, We then moved on around 
a patch of wheat inte the pines and brush and across the hill, 
where Katy dropped on a hice point, Rush backing her The 
bird was flushed, aod shot at and missed. Moyimg on Katy 
scored another beaupiful point. We then moved on down the 
creek, beating a good deal of ground, to a branch and across 
to edge of a small patch of woods, where Katy pointed nicely 

| x was flushed to order 
and a bird Killed which Katy retrieved. They were then 
ordered up and the heat was awarded to Katy D. at 4:45, 
Down torty-fiye minutes, 

NELLIE AND BANGOR. 
This was the next brace in order, but Bangor was with- 

drawn and the heat was awarded to Nellie, Itwas now 
nearly dark and we started for the hotel, 

PRINCESS HELEN AND COUNTESS OC. 
On Tuesday morning both the Derby and All-Aged were 

continued on adjoining ground, in order that communication 
might be had with the handlers who had entries in both. In 
order to expedite the running, some of the heats were by 
consent Tun out of theirproper order, We give the running 
in its regular order without regard to the change, St. Elmo 
V. and Pride of Dixie were the first brace to run, finishing 
their leat afew minutes after the close of the All-Aged Stake. 
Mr, Adams then joined Messrs. Smith and Donner in judging. 
When the heat between Princess Helen and Countess C, was 
called, Mr. Donner retired, but again resumed his duties as 
judge after the heat between Poarter and.Princess Helen, was 
decided, Princess Helen and Countess C. were not run until 
after lunch. Helen is a handsome animal of medium size. 
She is quite fast and stylish, and bids fair to turn ont some- 
thing fine, She was handled by Luke White. Countess CG, 
handled by Avent, is also a pretty little bitch, with quite 
a turn of speed, They were cast off in a field, beside the road, 
where a beyy had been marked The birds had been 
seattered on broken ground, where Countess dropped yery 
prettily, the bird getting up ahead of her, Helen backing her 
in beautiful style, Both then challenged and drew on, and 
two or three birds got wp near Helen, but the ground was bad 
and she was not-yery much to blame. We then crossed the 
road and turned south down the creek, where Helen made 
& good point to a single bird in the tall grass, Countess back- 
ing her in fine style, White to order put up the bird and 
missed it. We followed on and Helen azain pointed it on the 
bank of the creek, White flushed the bird to order and again 
missed it. Turning to the right up arun we crossed into a 
cornfield, where both challenged, and Helen half pointed just 
behind 4 heyy, which flushed as we came up. Following them 
into some pce Countess flushed one, and a little further on 
she pointed one and was nicely backed by Helen. Avent to 
order put up the bird, which he missed. We then swung 
down to a run, where Helen winded a bird, but drew too 
close and flushed it. Countess then flushed one, and a few 
steps further she made « point to a single, Helen coming to- 
ward her down wind ran up one, when the bird in front of 
Countess also got up, Helen then crossed the run, when 
another flushed near her, Countess then got ina good point, 
and was nicely backed by Helen. Avent, to order, put ip the 
bird and Iilled it, Countess retrieving in pood form. We then 
swung round inthe pines toa small rin, and working up to 
the end a large beyy Hushed and scattered in the pines, where 
Countess ran up one and then made « nice point to one, which 
Avent, to order, Mushed andinissed, Helen then dropped on 
point to a single, which flushed a second later, and as she rose 
to her feet therest of the bevy got up. Countess then pointed 
but nothing was found, Helen then madea nice peint to w 
single, which White to order killed, and Helen was ordered to 
retrieve, but Countess got it first and broughtit to Avent, who 
threw it back and Helen retrieved it nicely. She then made 
a beantiful point, which Countess af once backed in good 
style. Helen drew on a few steps and got too close, and the 
birds got up; wethen beat back nearly a mile, where Countess, 
ina patch of stubble and weeds, winded a bevy and roaded 
into them and scored a flush. They were then ordered up, and 
the heat was awarded to Princess Helen, Down one hour and 
forty-four minutes. 

BRYAN AND LONDON BEN, 

This was the nest brace in regnlar, order, although they 
were 1mm just previous to the last heat described. Both are 
small dogs, Bryan, who was handled by John White, isa 
yery easy running dog with considerable style when on 
game. Ben moves rather heavy, but appears to have a good 
nose, and is also quite samy wien on pomt. He was handled 
by Vandeyort. They were put down néar a creek, and 
worked up 4 hill, where Bryan made s. nice point, and then 
drew on down wind to the bevy, which got up ahead of him. 
White killed one which Pryan retrieved well. Meanwhile 
Ben had got scent and was roading another beyy which 
fiushed when the gun was fired. Wethen crossed ‘the creek 
and sv back to where the first beyy had gone. 
Bryan struck them first and pointed and readed yery 
nicely. Ben then joined him and both alternately pointed 
and roaded the birds, which flushed themselves bayond them, 
both being rigid when the birds gotup. We then went for 
the second beyy, both dogs pointing af nearly the same in- 
stant what proved to be separate bevies. Ben held his birds 
staunchly, while Bryan roaded on, the birds getting up before 
he had Fairly located them. A little further on Bryan made 
anice point to a single which White to order flushed and 
tiissed, Ben then challenged and commenced roading, but 
got too close and fiushed a bird, and then the ae trot up 
close to him. Bryan meantime was not doing muel) better, 
as one or two birds got up near him. They were now ordered 
and the heat was awarded te Bryan. Down twenty-nine 
roinules, 

PRIDE OF DIXIE AND 81. BLMO V, 

This was the first race on Tuesday morning. Pride of Dixie 
handled by Avent and St. Elmo VY. by Haight. They were 
put down at 8:37, Pride is a medium-sized bine belton doz of 
moderate speed but very little style. St. Elmo V. is a black, 
white and tan dog of wood size but not stylish, nor lias he 
much speed, Neither dog did very creditable work, and the 
heat was & very poor one. They were cast off ina field of 
sedge which was drawn blank, ‘Turning up a rayine we 
swung around the hill, and crossing a branch moyed up a gully 
along the adge of some pines, where St. Elmo scored 4 false 
point poorly backed by Pride. We then beat on around the 
edge of the pines where St. Elmo pointed and Pride pass ein 
on his haunehes to back, A large heyy was finshed to order, 

dividing were marked downin opposite directions, We 
then swung vonnd and worked back over the fence to the 
gully, where birds had been marked down, Pride came to 4 
point, but it was so badly done, and he seemed so uncertain 
about it, that St Nimo got in front of him, and must have 
caught the scent before he backed, Avent to order flushed 
and missed. They then moyed on down the gully, then beat 
ou over the hill; where St. Elmo pointed several times on 
scent of lark, but soon moved on. We then swung around 
again and went on down the gully, where St. Elmo pointed. 
The birds were flushed to order, and a nice right and lett 
scored by Haight. Both dogs retrieved a bird w We then 
moved on fhrough the pines to the left, where St, Himo 
pointed, backed by Pride. Haight failed to Hush the bird. 
We moved on down to a branch, where Pride pointed nicely 
and was backed by St. Kimo. Moying on Pride stopped 4 
moment, when St, Elmo cams up, and both pointed a bird. 
They were then ordered up, and the heat was awarded to 
Pride of Dixie at 9:55. Down fifty-eight minutes, 

POARTER AND BOB WHITE. 
This was the last brace of the series, butit was the first one 

run aiter the AllL-Aged Stake. Poarter, who was handled by 
Avent, is an uglytlooking black brnte with nothing to recom- 
mend him but his speed and good nose. He ranges wide and 
appears to have hunting sense, hubis wholly lacking in style. 
Bob White is a very handsome animal of mediym size, He is 
not very fast, but moves fairly well and is quite stylish. He 
was handled by Luke White. They were cast off in 4 small 
field cfsedgs. Poarter swung roumd near some woods and 
half pointed, then moving on a few steps he againstopped and 
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stiffened out, Bob backing him very gracefully, Avent failed 
to find. and the poiif was scored as false. Poarter then 
furhed into somes pines and was lost. He was soon found 
pomting & single bird which Ayent flushed to order. We then 
eat up the creek to a road, and crossed the creel to a corn- 

fleld, when Bob challenged and made his point fo a large bevy 
Which flished as White came up. Pollowing them into some 
Pines both dogs pointed at nearly the sume time, Boh haying 
al instant the best of it. Bo soon drew on a few steps an 
again pointed, As we came up the birds flushed and both 
handlers shot, one. bird falling fo White. Bob was seut to 
retrieve but failedio find. A few pers further on Bob made 
a mite pore where some of the birds had got up, and was 
hacked ye better. We then beat: out to the upper edge where 
Bob, catching a little scent miade a short cast, and located his 
bird in capital style, White to order flushed the bird whieh he 
killed, Bob when sent to retrieve, winded birds and drew afew 
steps and made a good point, from which he was taken, he 
then retrieved the bird very nicely. He then went back but 
the bird had inn, and he swung for it but did not succeed in 
finding it. We then crossed the brook and beat out a stubble 
field and some tall weeds where Bob put up a hare and. gaye 
chase but soon came back, The spectators just then put up a 
bevy in the weeds which we followed, two or three of them 
settled near a creek where Bob made a nice point to one which 
White to order flushed and killed, but as it fell across the creek 
the dog was not sent for it, We then turned up the hill where 
Poarter gotin a capital point to a bird which Avent to order put 
ti) and killed, and Poarter retrieved it well. He then jumped 
4 fétice and oné flushed as he striick the ground. We then beat 
Gub considerable ground without a find and went to lunch. 
fier lunch they were again put down and worked toward 

a bévy that had been markéd down. Bob struck them first 
dnd niade a nice point but sodn drew on, but the bird flushed 
wild before he could locate it. Meantime Poarter had found 
the bevy which Avent, to order, fluslied Bob soon after 
scored a false point, which Poarter backed. Poarter then 
swung down the hill and got in a good point to a single which 
Avent, to order, flashed and killed, Poarter retrieving it well. 
They were then ordered up and the heat was ordered to 
Poarter. Down altogether one hour and fifty-four minutes. 

This ended the first series, with the following result: 
First Series, 

; SETTERS. 
Maiden beat May Dawn. 
San Ey, beat Blaebell. 
Katy UD. beat Rush Gladstone. 
Princess Helen beat Countess 0, 
Pride of Dixie beat St. Elmo VY, 
Portier beat Boh White. 

POINTHRS: 
Ned beat Jilt. 
Drake beat Stunner, 
Nellie beat Banzor (withdrawn). 
Bryan beat London Ben, 

Second Series. 

MAIDEN AND SAN ROY 
were the first brace of the second series. They were given a 
turnin the open and then worked back to the pines where 
birds had been marked; both challenged aud Roy came round 
neat Maiden sud flushed a bird when both half pointed and 
then several more got up. A little further on Roy pointed one 
which flushed as Sanborn came up. Roy then took a few 
strides and very gracefully sat down on pomt toanother which 
Sanborn, to order, put up aud missed. Roy soon had another 
point and a bird Hushed itself near hin but he held his point 
until we came up, when Sanborn, to order, flushed another 
bird and killed it. Meantime Maiden got in a good point to a 
bird which flushed as her handler went to her. They were 
then erdered np and the heat was awarded to San Roy. “Down 
eleyen minutes, This was a short heat but quite a Jively one. 
San Roy was under no control whatever, he was, however, 
enerally in the neighborhood of the birds and ran through his 
eat in a style that completely won fhe hearts of all who saw 

NED AND DRAKE 
were at once cast off in the run just below the finish of the 
last beat, Ned at once pointed a winged bird and retrieved it 
very nicely. We then beat out a thicket and turned into 
some woods, Working toward the road, we crossed into a 
field of sedge and pines, where Ned at the head of arun 
swung round and made a gamy point, which Drake backed 
handsomely, Ned soon moved on and roaded out a bevy 
down wind and located them in capital style. English. to 
order, flushed the birds which he missed. Following them 
into seme woods. Ned pinned one which Drake flushed as he 
came up down wind. Ned then ran into one and pointed as it 
rose, rake then pub np one and took a jumpor twoatter it, 
but stopped to order. We then beat out a fleld of sedge, where 
Drake made a gamy point toa single bid. Hesoon drew on 
and the bird fiushed before he had fairly located it. He then 
took a few steps and pointed. Ned backed amomeut and then 
went on aud flushed the bird, A _ little further on 
Ned pointed, bub very soon went on, Drake swung 
rovud then and also pointed and then commenced 
roading and was joined by Ned who roaded a little 
too fast and the bird got up just aheadof him. Thurtle 
killed the kird and Drake was sent to retrieve, but failed to 
find. Ned then challenged and commenced roading. Drake 
came up and also roaded, both doing some very pretty work, 
Ned got too near his bird and it flushed and soon another one 
ot up just ahead of him, Drake drew very carefully and 
ocated the bevy in capital style, but they flushed themselves 
before the handlers got there. They were then ordered wp 
amd the heat was awarded to Drake. Down one hour. 

KATY D, AND PRIDE OF DIXIE 
were at once pul down in the sedge and pines. Pride at once 
flushed one and then several more got up near the judzes, 
We then beat out some pines near the road, and asit was 
uearly dark they were ordered up to go down in the morning, 
Wednesday morning the weather was delightful, It was just 
cool enough for comfort, with a slight breezefrom the north- 
west. Weleftthe hotel at about half-past eight, and a few 
minutes later the dogs were cast off just east of the fown. 
Mr. Adams had been excused from serying any longer and 
the stake was finished under Messrs, Donner and Smith. We 
beat over considerable ground without a find. At 
last the spectators flushed a bevy which were 
followed inte some woods where Pride winded them a long 
distance and drew toward them with his head high in the air. 
Katy did not appear to strike it but went on and flushed one, 
when both dropped to wing. Katiy then made a nice point to 
pes of the bevy which Sanborn, to order, flushed and missed. 

ty soon had another one fast, but she drew on a step or 
two and it got pp. We then turned back to some woods, 
where both pointed a winged bird, which Katy retrieved;very 
nieely. Pride then pointed a single bird, Katy backing him 
in beautiful style. Pride drew on a few steps, and as he 
caught the body scent he jerked up his head and made an 
elegant point. Avent put up the bird and killed it, Pride re- 
trieving very well. Katy then pointed where a bird had been 
flushed, We then took a longs tramp without result except 
that) Pride rau inte two or three birds and sat down very 
gracefully as they got up. After more tramping we rode into 
a sinall bevy which went into some woods where we followed 
them, but nothing was done except by the judges. who 
flushed tivo or three of them which went back to the edge of 
the woods, where Katy found one and dropped very prettily 
on point; Sanborn, to order, flushed the bird, and they were 
then ordered up and the heat was awarded to Katy D. “Down 
two hours and tivo nijuntes. 

NELLIG AND BRYAN 
were then put down and worked quite a distance without a 
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find. Both moved yery slow, and it was getting tedions, when 
Nellie ran up a bevy which went on posted land. One of 
them settled at the corner, and Bryan pointed it just a half 
second before it flushed, They were then sent over the fence 
where one or two got up near Nellie. We then worked down 
to the model farm where Bryan, in some pines, made a nice 
point which Nellie backed; both commencedroading, Bryan 
swung the wrong way, while Nellie caught if and got ina 
capital point which Bryan hacked. * Haight, to order, flushed 
the birds and missed. Following them into thick pines, Nel- 
lie flushed one and Bryan got ina good point, We then rode 
into a large bevy which flushed and settled near the edge of | 
the woods, where Bryan made a point, but was alittle un- | 
steady and scored a flush. Two or three then got up near 
Nellie. She then pointed a bird which flushed as Haight 
walked toward her, One or two more then got up, and White 
killed one which Nellie, after some time, retrieved, but not 
very well, They were then ordered up and the heat was 
awarded to Nellie. Down one hour and tifty-two minutes. 
vie ee went to lunch, which was awaiting us at the house 
close by. 

PRINGESS HELEN AND POARTER. 

After lunch we drove a mile to new ground, and spent a 
long time without result. Winally Helen put upa birdina 
pine thicket while going at speed, and as she kept right on in 
the direction of the bird, it looked very much like a chase. 
She soon came back and ran right through the rest of the bevy 
and repeated the performance, when they were ordered up 
and the heat was awarded to Poarter. Down forty-eight 
minutes. This ended the second series. Following is the 
summary ; 

Second Series. 
SETTERS, 

San Roy beat Maiden, 
Katy D. beat Pride of Dixie. 
Poarter beat Princess Helen. 

POINTERS. 
Drake beat Ned, 
Nellie beat Bryan. 

Third Series, 

SAN RUY AND POARTER 
were the next brace in order. but while waiting for 
Poarter to get his wind, Drake and Nellie were run, and at 
fhe conclusion of this heat they were at once put down in the 
pines. Poarter ran one up at almost the first stride. Roy then 
pointed and roaded a short distance, but could not carry it. 
Ve then swung round the head of the min and beat up 

the’side lill, where Poarter scored another flush, Roy made 
a capital point soon after, Sanborn flushing the bird to order. 
Foarter then made a good point, and was handsomely backed 
by Roy, but nothing was found. We then beat up tothe 
road, where Roy, while going like a ghost, dropped as if shot 
oa large bevy, which ilushed as we came up. This wasa 
¢apital piece of work, Following, after them we failed to find 
them, and as it was dark they were ordered up to go down again 
inthe morning. Thursday morning ushered in another beau- 
tiful Gay. Leaying the hotel at 8:45, we rode about three miles 
to the farm of Mr. Holton, where the dogs were cast off, Roy 
soon challenred, and we rodeinto a large heyy which scat- 
tered in the briers and sedge, where Roy soon had one fast. 
Poarter came up and backed indifferently, anda second or two 
later the bird flushed itself. ‘They were then ordered up, and 
the heat was awarded to San Roy. Down altogether fifty- | 
four minutes. 

DRAKE AND NELLIB 

yan their heat the previous afternoon at the close of the heat 
between Poarter and Princess Helen, They were put down in 
a field of wheat, and worked along fhe edse. Drake ran up 
a bird going down wind and stopped to wing; he then went 
on and made a beautiful point, which Nellie backed yery 
handsomely. Thurtle. to order, flushed the bird, but did not 
shoot. Drake soon after challenged in a thicket and roaded a 
short distance. but lost it. and the bird was fiushed by the 
judges, We then returned to the Holton farm, when Drake 
made a stylish point at the edge of some pines; Nellie backing 
him nicely. Thurtle, to order, flushed and killed the bird, 
which Drake retrieved in good form. Following up the heyy, 
hoth dogs went out of sight, and were found on point; both 
handlers claimed the point, but we thought that it belonged 
to Drake, as when he moved she at_once went on. Drake 
went on and soou pointed again, and Nellie backed him; Thur- 
tle, to order, flushed and killed the bird, which Nellie re- 
trieyed. hey were then ordered up, and the heat awarded 
to Drake, who was declared the winner of the Hillside Kennel 
cup, for the best pointer in the Derby. 

This ended the the third series with the following result; 
Third Series. 

SETTERS. 
San Roy beat Poarter. 
Katy D, a bye. 

Drake beat Nellie. 
POINTERS, 

Fourth Series. 

KATY D, AND DRAKE 

were at once put down where the heat between San Roy and 
Poarter was finished. They were given a spin in the open and 
then swung back to the birds. Drake found them and pointed 
in some briers but soon moved a step or two, and the birds, 
which were down wind from him flushed. Working on inthe 
direction they went both challenged und one got up near 
Drake. He went on a shortdistance and then came hack, and 
another one got wp just as he pointed; he held his point, and 
Thurtle coming up walked up the bird which he killed and 
Drake retrieved if, A little further on Katy dropped 
on poini, but nothing was found, and soon after Drake alsu 
scored a false point. We then took quite atuim, but found 
nothing until we came toa small branch when Drake, who 
was on the peau side, jumped into a capital point, which 
Katy instantly honored. This was one of the prettiest pic- 
tures of the meeting, and was warmly praised by the specta- 
tors, who had a good yiew of the performance. Thurtle, to | 
order, flushed the birds and made a very neat right and lett, 
each dog retrieving a bird in excellent form. We then fol- 
lowed the birds. Drake found them, and as one gotup wild 
ahead of him, he nailed onsin good style, Katy backing him 
handsomely, Thurtle, to order, flushed the bird which he 
missed. They were then ordered up and the heat was awarded 
to Drake. Down fifty-one minutes, This ended the fourth 
series. Following is the summary: 

Fourth Series, 

Drake (pointer) beat Katy D. (setter). 
San Roy a bye. 

a Fryat Tit ror Prrst Prizn. 
SAN ROY AND DRAKE 

were put down at 10:25 to decide the final tie for first place, 
They were given a spin in the open and then swung back to 
the corner where the last heat was finished. As we neared 
the place both dogs were beating the sedge ati full speed when 
Roy suddenly sat down very praterally to a single bird, 
Drake had au passed nearthe place and as he has a well 
merited contidence in his nose he seemed to doubt the correct- 
ness of Roy’s very positive position, and only partially backed 
and was drawing toward him when his handler ordered him 
tostop. The point was well taken, however, and Sanborn, to 
order, flushed the bird which he grassed very neatly. Roy re- 
trieving it in good form, Sanborn, unable to keep step with 
Thurtle, at the suggestion of one of the judges, mounted a 
horse when Thurtle Scered a capifal point by joldngly accus- 
ing him of violating the rule, which says that the handlers 
shall walk together, We then turned down the hill to a run, 
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where Roy dropped as if shot to the scent of a portion of the 
bevy we were in search of. Drake backed him in grand style. 
Sanborn, who had dropped from the saddle nearly as sudden 
as Roy had tumbled to the birds, walked up and flushed 
them but did not shoot. Following them down the run Drake 
made a beautiful point, which was instantly honored by Roy 
in his best style. Thurtle, to order, put up the bird but did 
not shoot. We then beat over considerable ground without a 
find until we crossed over a hill to & branch, near which Drake 
dropped to a lamee bevy, Roy, who was near him, also dvop- 
ping to back. The birds flushed themselves a second or two 
later, both dogs remuining perfectly steady, This was very 
welidone. Wethen worked toward the birds, which had set- 
tled in a thicket along the branch where one got up near Roy, 
who stopped to wing, and as we cameup sevyerakmore flushed 
wild. Roy then crossed the branch and went up the hill and 
finished the heatin grand style, with a very gamy point to a 
brace of birds, which Sanborn, to order, flushed. They were 
then ordered up, and the heat was awarded to San Roy, who 
was declared the winuer of the first prize, Down thirty-three 
minutes, 

This wasa beautiful heat. Both dogs performed their work 
in a masterly manner, and covered themselyes with glory, 
Roy showed wp in this heat a phenomonal dog. He had 
steadied down und was under better control. As Sanborn 
well remarked, ‘this nose is full choke, both barrels.” Should 
nothing befall him we shall Jook for him in the front raaknext 
year. Drake was not badly beaten, and his owner may well 
feel proud of him. This ended the ruming for first place, and 

DRAKE AND POARTER 
were put down, after a rest of ten minutes, to contest for the 
honor of second place. They were cast off in afield of sedge, 
where Poarterran into a single bird and scored a flush, We 
then worked through some pines down to a run, where a bevy 
was flushed by the dogs or handlers, we could not determine 
which, as the thickefi was very deuse and we could not see 
them, WFollogving the birds up the hill to some pines, Poarter 
scored a false point, Which Drake refused to back, We then 
worked down to a branch, where Drake got in a good point, 
which Poarter instantly backed. Thurtle, to order, Hushed 
the birds, one of which he missed, but the second one he kitjed, 
Drake, when sent to retrieve, made a nice point to some birds 
that Thurtle, to order, put up, but this did not count, as Poar- 
ter was waiting for him to retrieve. We then swung hack 
into the pines, when one got up close Poarter. A little further 
on he pointed just 2 second before one got up, and a 
few steps further on he mude a good point to a 
single, which Avent to order put upand missed. Poarter 
soon nailed another one, whick got up just as he stopped, He 
soon hat another one fast, which Avent to order flushed. 
Drake then cot in a nice point, which Poarter backed to order. 
Thurtie killed the bird, which Drake retrieved nicely. We 
then turned down the run, when Poarter madea capital point 
to a large bevy, which Avent to order flushed and killed one, 
which fell near Drake and he retrieved it. Poarter then 
swung into the pines and pointed a single, which flushed as we 
cameup. Drake then ran wp one, while Poarter took a few 
strides and pinned one in fue style. Drake went round him 
and stopped to order. Avent to order flushed the bird, and 
thernnning was finished. They were then ordered up and 
the heat was awarded to Poartey, who was declared winner 
of second prize and Drake was declared winner of third. 
Following is a complete summary: 

First Series. 

SETTERS. 
Maiden beat May Dawn. 
San Roy beat Blue Bell, 
Eaty D, beat Rush Gladstone. 
Princess Helen beat Countess C. 
Pride of Dixie beat St, Elmo V. 
Poarter beat Bob White. 

POINTERS. 
Ned beat Jilt. 
Drake heat Stunner, _ 
Nellie beat Bangor (withdrawn), 
Bryan beat London Ben. 

Second Serfes. 

SETTERS. 

San Roy beat Maiden. 
Eaty D, beat Pride of Dixie. 
Poarter beat Princess Helen. 

| POTNTERS, 
Drake heat Ned. 
Nellis beat Bryan. 

Third Series, 

SETTERS. 
San Roy beat Poarter. 
Katy D., a bye, 

POINTERS, 

Drake beat Nellie, and won the Hillside Kennel cup for the 
best pointer. 

Fourth Series. 

Drake (pointer) heat Katy D. (setter). 
San Roy, a bye. 

FINAL TIE FoR FIRST PRIZE. 

San Roy (setter) beat Drake (pointer) and won first prize, 
also winning for his breeder, Mr. D. ©. Sanborn, the Presi- 
dent’s cup. 

PINAL TIE FOR SECOND PRIZE. 

Poarter (setter) beat Drake (poimter) and won second prize 
Drake winning third. 

PACIFIC COAST FIELD TRIALS. 

| Roce ait hed are the entries for the First Annual Field 
- ‘Trials of the Pacific Coast Field Trials’ Club, to be run 

at; Walitown Timbers, commencing Monday, Nov. 26. The 
judges will be Crittenden Robinson, Psq,, F. W. Dunn, Hsq,, 
and Judze John Gale, 

ATL-AGHD STAKE. 
Caru.—J_ Y. Ross, black, white and tau setter dog (Leices- 

ter—Dart). i 
Reeent.—Thos. Bennett, black, white and tan setter dog 

(Royal Duke—Gift) 
phere! TI.—Thos. Bennett, black and white setter bitch (Dan 

—Sybil). 
DasH.—J. G. Edwards, black, white and tan setter doz 

(Belton I1.—Belle), 
MacGrecor.—t. N, Aldrich, blaek, white and tan setter 

dog (Rob Roy—Queen Mab). 
Doer.—F. A. Taft, black and tan setter dog (Don—Lady) 

winner of 3d at Nebraska Field Trials, 1851. d 
BELLE,—H. H, Briggs, red setter bitch (native) winner of 

2d prize at Gilroy Trials, 1882. 
Newuim.—Henry Brown, black, white and tan setter bitch 

(Belton Il.—An Irish cetter bitch, red and white). 
Dipo.—C, N Post, red setter bitch (Ben—Jessie). 
Binuy.—Wm, Golcher, orange setter dog (native). 
BEAUTIFUL QUEEN.—J. M. Bassford, liver and white pointer 

hitch (Ditley’s Ranger—(Queen). ] 
Sport.—D. K. Corne, light red setter dog (native). 
Doy.—J. M. Bassford, Jv., black and white setter dog 

(native, English—tlyish). 
PUPPY STAKES, 

Bow, Jz.—G, 5, Cosby, liver and white pointer dog, whelped 
Aug, lo, 1552 (Ranger Boy—Josie Bow). 
Burte Bow.—It. A. Bassford, liver and white ticked pointer 

dog, whelped Aug. 15, 182 (Ranger Boy—Josie Bow). 
Deuss.—C. V. B. Kaeding, red setter dog, whelped July 14, 

1882 (Colzate’s Pat—Howe’s Gypsey), 
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; [Duc, 6, 1883, 

_ Buatrice.—H, C, Chipman, red setter bitch, whelped April 
9, 1882 (Shokoe—Clarke’s Nellie). 
Keno Bow.—J, M, Bassford, Sr., liver and-white pointer 

dog, whelped Ang. 15, 1882 (Ranger Boy—Josie Bow). 
BEAUTIFUL SNow.—G. W. Hillery, orange belton setter bitch, 

whelped March, 1883 (Dan—Sy il}, FRANCISCO, 
NOVEMBER 21. 

THE NEW ORLEANS DOG SHOW. 

(as show promises to be a very interesting one, judging 
from the large number of applications received and the 

numerous inquirers who daily visit the office. Sportsmen are 
pelt to give every one a grand welcome, 

The building where the show is to be held is simply perfect, 
the hall proper being the finest in Louisiana, well Jighted and 
ventilated. In the rear hall of the building daily exhibitions 
will be given of yard and field broken dogs for special prizes, 
which will be offered. Mr. James Mortimer of New York, will 
act as judge of spaniels, foxhounds, fox-terriers and all the 
non-sporting classes. 
There is no doubt that if this show is successful it will he 

the pioneer of yearly bench shows in this State. What the 
sportsmen and other fanciershere desire to see is the best rep- 
resentative dogs of their respective breeds, and Lam sure good 
dogs will find ready purchasers, A general desire is expressed 
to see the field trial winners here, and I can assure you they 
and their owners will receiye a warm and hearty reception, 

Special prizes are offered as follows: Sole leather gun 
case for best foxhound, silyer-headed cane for best pointer, 
silver cup for best setter or pointer placed in an 1885 field 
trial, silyer cup for best lrish setter dog puppy, Venetian silver 
[ace pin for best black and tan toyterrier owned by a New 
Orleans lady, silyer mounted hunting knife for best fox- 
hound owned in New Orleans, pearl-handled revolver for best 
English setter, silver medal for best bulldog or bitch, inkstand 
for pest pointer owned in New Orleans, 1 doz, decoy ducks for 
best beagle, 1 doz. decoy ducks for best sporting dog of auy 
strain owned in New Orleans, gold-headed cane fow best setter 
puppy owned in New Orleans, $20 cash for best dog or bitch 
with best 1883 field trial record, sporting paper subscriptions 
are also given, 

The following railway companies will carry dogs free to 
and from the show when aecompanied by their owners or 
caretakers: Missouri Pacific Railway Company, Wabash, St. 
Louis & Pacific, Chicago, Burlington & Quiney, Mobile & Ohio, 
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, Pennsylvania Company, 
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati & St. Louis, Chesapeake & Ohio, Vicks- 
urgh & Meridian Railway, and the Illinois .Central Railway 

Company have issued the following instructions to their bag- 
gage masters: “One or two dogs in charge of owner will be 
entitled to free transportation in baggage car. On each dog 
over and above that number, owned by or in care of one per- 
son, the following charge may be made: For any distance up 
to 1!) miles. 24 cents; 100 miles to 249 miles, 50 cents; 250 miles 
and over, 75 cents. Baggage masters will collect only to the 
end of their run,” The Adams, Southern and Pacific express 
companies have agreed to return dogs free. Entries will close 
Dee, 10), CuHas, Lincouy, Supt, 
NEw OrbLeaANs, La, 

THE NATIONAL FIELD “TRIALS. 

[|Speetal to Forest and Stream). 

GRAND JuNcTION, Tenn., Dec. 5.—The fifth annual meeting 
of the National American Kennel Club commenced to-day un- 
der favorable auspices. There are many noted dogs entered, 
and the work done to-day promises a very successful meeting. 
There is a good attendance and the weather is all that could 
be wished. There was a heavy frost last night and we have 
hada gentle breeze from the northwest, making an almost 
perfect hunting day. 

THE ALL-AGED STAKE 

closed at eight o'clock Jast night, with twenty-one entries, 
which were drawn to run as follows: Gus Bondhu against 
Clipper, San Roy against Grouse Dale, Coleman’s London 
against Nellie B.. Maud W. against Pmk B., Gath against Kin- 
nikinick, Major Croxteth against Sue, Don against Flossy, 
Victor against Foreman, Dogwhip, Jr., against Countess Rake, 
Harrison’s London against Phyllis II, Carrie J.abye, Hight 
heats were run to-day with the following result: 

First Series. 

Clipper beat Gus Bondhu, 
San Roy beat Grouse Dale. 
Nellie B. beat Coleman's London. 
Pink B. beat Mand W. 
Gath beat Kinnikinick. 
Sue beat Major Croxteth, 
Don beat Flossy. 
Foreman beat Victor. 
This closed the running for the day. 

[Special to Foresl and Strecan.) 

Granp Junction, Tenn,, Dec. 4—The weather to-day has 
been delightful, Birds are yery plenty, andthe running has 
heen very goo!. Many spectators are present who appear to 
be deeply interested in the running. Good progress was made 
to-day, the heats run being as follows: 

Countess Rake beat Dogwhip, Jr. 
Harrison’s London beat Phyllis Il. 
Carrie J., a bye. , ee: 

Second Series. 
Carrie J. beat Clipper. 
Nellie B. beat San Roy. 
Don beat Pink B. 
Gath beat Foreman, 
Sue beat Countess Rake. 
Harrison’s London, a bye. 

Third Series. > 
The heat between Harrison’s London and Uarrie J. was 

unfinished. 
The drawing for the Derby took place to-night at 8 o’¢lock, 

twenty-one of the entries filling, eighteen setters and three 
pointers. Following is the list and the order in which they 
were drawn to run: 
San Roy.—H, H. Matlock, Riceville, Tenn., lemon and 

white dog, March, Count Noble—Spark, 
against 

PAUL GLApsTonn.—Charles ‘Tucker, Stanton, Tenn., black, 
white and tan dog, June 19. Gladstone—Layalette. 

Netim B.—E, Odell, New Orleans, La., black and white 
bitch, Feb. 6, Rake—Meg Merilies, 

against 
Katiz D.—D. GC, Sanborn, Dowling, Mich., black, white 

and tan bitch, May 21, Count Noble—Dashing Novice. 

Frep H,—J. Hayward, Jr,, St. Joseph, Mo,, black aud 
white dog, June 6, Dash 111.—Countess True, 

; against 
Sxor.—H. M. Short, Atoka, Tenn., black, white and tan 

dog, April, Prince Laverack—Native hitch. 

Counr Lorry.—C. K. Drane, Burnside, Ky., lemon and 
white dog, March 2, Prince potty enny. Kate, 

agains : 
Rain Bow.—E, Udell, New Orleans, La., liyer and white 

dog, Aug. 16, Bow—Roxie. 

Masor Croxemrea.—L, J, Pettit, Milwaukee, Wis., liver aud 
while dog, April 18, Croxteth—Lass, 

aginst 
GuADSTONE’s Boy.—Dr. G. G. Ware, Stanton, Tenn. black, 

white and ian dog, Jan, 10, Gladstone—Sue, 

Grace GLADSToNE.—Chas, Tucker, Stanton, Tenn., blue 
helton bitch, June 19, Gladstone—-Lavalette, 

y cesT 
Countess C.—l. Yearsly, Jr., Coatesville, Pa,, black, white 

and tan bitch, March 24, Dashing Lion—Arimida. 

Princrss Teck.—Geo, C. March, Sycamore, Il., black and 
white bitch, Druid—Princess Draco, r 

against 
Don @urxoTe,—F, Huntington, Memphis. Tenn., liver and 

white dog, Mareh 20, Pat. Claburn—Mag. J 

Tenn,, black, Lapy O.—B. M, Peete La Grange, 
wy 11, Coleman’s London—belle of white and tan bitch, 

Hatehie, 
ceyainst 

Posrtnr,—J. M. Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn.. black and 
white dog, June 3, Gladstone—Ress. 

Leora.—Dr. G. G Ware, Stanton, Tenn., blue belton biteh, 
June 19, Gladstone—Lavalette, 

again 
Rusu GiLapsronn.—J, M, Avent, Hickory Valley, Tenn., 

black, white and tan dog, July 18, Gladstone—Donna JJ. ' 

Countess Houss,—J. H. Trezevant, Houston, Tex,. black, 
white and tan bite, Aug, 10, Gladstone—Juno. 

against 
CounTESSs GLADSTONE.—d. R, Henricks, Pittsburgh, Pa., 

lemon and white bitch, April 28, Gladstone—Countess, 

Brayo.—. W. Condon, Houma, Pa., black, white and tan 
dog, 6mos., Brussels—Jenny Lind, a bye. 

POINTERS AND SETTERS. 

HE dogs that ran at High Point were, asa whole, tar in 
advance of those which have been seen af any previous 

meeting, and some of the work done was fairly phenomenal. 

We think it doubtful if so many first-class animals have ever 

been brought together anywhere as were collected at High 

Point, The setters were, as a rule, far better than the pointers, 

Although there were among the latter many good dogs, yet 

the class was a fveak one by comparison with the setters, The 

system of running the pointers and setters separ- 

ately is strongly to be condemned, as being fair to 
neither class. They should be drawn indiscriminately, 
as has been usual until recently. lo say nothing of 

the fact that, as was the case this yesr, two dogs 

had, in the drawing, each a bye, which in itself is 

an absurdity, it is plain that where of two classes oneis weal 

and the other strong, the former will have the advantage. 

The weak class will go along all right, while dogs in the strong 

class will very likely be thrown ont which might defeat the 

best doy in the other class. The whole aim and object of field 

trials is to discover the best dog, and there should be no fear 

or favor shown in the manner in which we go to work to find 

out this. Ifthe setters cannot stand competition with the 

pointers, or the pointers are unable torun satistactorily against 

the setters, we want to know it, and the relative merits of 

each individual dope and of the two strains can be determined 

far more satisfactorily and surely, by the old method of draw- 
ing. The setters, at this last meeting, made a very strong 

élass, and Gath stands atits head, We believe him to be the 

very best setter in America to-day, and the work which he 
did during the convludme heat of the All-Aged Stake was 
marvelous. San Roy, who won the Derby, is one of the most 

promising young dogs that we have ever seen and may, with 

care and proper handling, equal his now famons half brother, 

The performances of these two sons of Count Noble, taken in 
connection with the winnings of bis get last year, stamp this 

dog as one of the best sives that the world has produced. 

THE LIT—GROUSE DALE MATCH,—Grand Jimetion, 
Tenn., Dec. 4.—Hditor Forest and Stream: The Lit—Grouse 
Dale match will commence Dec. 20.—D. C. SANBORN. 

The Ohio & Mississippi Railway is the shortest and quickest route 
between St. Louis and Cincinnati and between St. Louis and Louis- 
ville, aud the best road between Louisville and Cincinnati. Palace 
sleeping coaches and solid trains are run betiveen all three cities, 
Through palace coaches are also being run by this road between St. 
Louis, Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York, and be- 
tween Cincinnati and New Orleans. Sportsmen desiring to transport 
their dogs over this road may get an order lo have them passed free 
by writing to W. b. Shattuc, General Passenger Agent, Cincinnati, 0, 
Kennels always ready, so that there is no chance for losing a dog ov 
having him hurt by baggage. 

Answers te Correspondents. 
W. EB. B.. Worcester, Mass,—Florida has no paune law. 

BLacKs1oNeE.—There is a letter at this office for the correspondent 
who wrote under this name in the issue of Noy, 8. 

‘-Antr-Bow"’ is requested to send his address to this office. Letter 
directed to the address given before has been réturned “unclaimed.” 

A, S., Fort Plain. N, Y.—A correspondent writes that he can tell 
you wheré to find the cartridges for your gun, Send us your address. 

McL., Brattleboro, VL..-Please tell which of these two scores wins 
ina match: Freneh—i2 11 9 10 10 10 10 14 12 11-106; Smith—12 11 
10 11 10 10 941 10 12—100. Ans, Sinith, 

A.W. B., Troy, N. Y.—Have you any information that the corm 
erake (Crex pratensis), has ever been brought from Hurope and set 
free in the United States or Canada’ Ans, No. 

G. H. B.—Toneh the sore spots with oul of tar; the other portions 
rub thoroughly with soft soap, then apply sulphurous acid diluted 
with three parts of water, and let it dry un. Repeat im two days. 

Prorurw., Brooklyn, N. ¥—Will you please inform me the best 
way to fish for perch and pickerel in Sullivan county. N. Y., during 
the month of Juue; also the greatest weight attained by pickerel? 
Ans, For pereh use live minnows or worms; for pickers! use min- 
nows liye ordead. Let the live minnows swim and troll or skitter 
the dead ones. Gangs of hooks are used for pickerel. Frogs are 
also good bait. Tue pickerel of Southern New York seldom exceed 
four pounds; they ave a different species from the great lake pilre or 
Northern pickerel, : 

H. A. D., Philadelphia, —Can you tell me the scientific or technical 
name of the sea duck, shot in the Delaware River. thers known us 
the “stiffy.”’ lt is also called by some ‘steelhead,’ and I think on 
the Chesapeale is called the “griaisers’ It is a plump, rather small 
sea duck, dusky or brownish in plumage, with a bill broader at the 
end than at the base, somewhat similar to the shoyeler or broadbill; 
it has also about fourteen or sixteen stiff feathers for the tail, hence 
the name “stiffy..? I should also like to know the scientitic name of 
the with ov hel-diver? Ans. The stilfy is, no doubt, the ruddy duck 
(Brismatura rebide), This also called ‘stifftail,”” and on the coast of 
North Carolina “haoby,” The name ‘hell-diver” 1s applied to several 
species of hirds. Vhe Carolina grebe (Podylinibus podiceps), the 
horned prebe | Podiceps rornufus), snd tio or three spacies of small 
dueks, as Pucephilet dlbeola, ave so called_ 

—EEEE—————EEs 

Seven cardinal virtnes should be found ina pen. 1t oust. be elastic, 
well tempered, durable, even-pointed, easy writing. well shaped and 
neatly finished, Esterbrook's have rll these qualities in perfection 
—Adv, ; 

Rifle and Ci 

RANGE AND GALLERY. . 

‘ap Shacting. 

A NEW METROPOLITAN GALLERY. 

WW YORK has now probably the finest gallery for rifle shooting 
im the world. and on Saturday ¢yening Inst the opening of the 

range attracted a large gathering of advocates of off-hand shooting. 
The new place isin the upper part of the building at the eoroer of 
Forty-second street and Vanderbilh avenue, where for some time the 
business offices of the Lincoln National Bank were located. Thenew 
gallery isa spacious apartment some 40ft. x 100ft., with an abundant 
light and with a high ceilitig. Ata height of some seven of eight feet 
above the floor are four great tubes of sheet iron, each over two feet 
in diameter, and nearly 100ft. long, The firing point is a neally fitted 
up room, Where a carpeted floor and rich mahogany trimmings give 
the apartment a cozy appearance, [lis 4 small room. and purposely 
80, to avoid the throng which often gathers behind a shooter anu 
completely upset him by their noise anid racket, ¥ 
A special effort has been made to secure safety in the flight of the 

bullets, and for this purpose a small cylinder has been placed in the 
largeone. This supplementary cylinder is about a foot in diameter 
and five feet long. Jtis placed in the target end of the large cylin- 
(der, and at each end of it isa diaphragm having in it a small rectan- 
gular opening. This slit or opening is about the size of the target, 
and the target alone is yisille arane it. A bullet whieh does not 
pass through the 8x6 inch opening hits the side of the ¢ylinder, or is 
stopped by the face of the diaphragm and scores a miss. Every bul- 
let passing through the opening reaches the paper target and scores 
something. The targets are the small paper ones reduced for the 
range, shot over from the regular 200yds. target. 
The precautions for safety seem to he very complete. As the tar- 

get is drawn down for the replacing of the old by a new oe, au iron 
plate, worked by the same movement, slides over the shooting end of 
the tunnel, leaving only darkness for the shooter, and o shot fired 
down the tunnel would be stopped by the iron plate. As the new 
target slides wp into position, the iron plate passes from in front of 
the tunnel end and the range is ready for use again, There is no pos- 
sible chance for ally person to get Within therange of a flying bullet 
unless the grossest carelessness is mxercised. For the accommoda- 
tion of those wishing to see the shots as made upon the target, u 
broad plate of glass is placed a few feet back from the targets, and 
through this a hundred watchers may spot each shot as made, and 
this without any danger of being hit either by the bullets directly, or 
by any splash of lead, The two great nuisances in 4 gallery of Lhis 
sort are the smoxe and the noise, and no very effective measures 
seem to be taken to lessen these annoyances in this case. 
There is a conductor for the smoke near the shooting end of the 

gallery, but itlooks as though some more vigorotis nieans would be 
necessary to carry off the smoke after each shot, <A lining of felt or 
soyne such substance might lielp do away in part with the sharp re— 
port and echo which now follow each shot made, A telescope of 
some sort at each firing point is also a desideramm, and 5, telephone 
or speaking tube from the firing mark to the man in the butts is also 
needed, hese changes and improvements can readily be put in, 
and then the gallery will be not only the finest in its appointments. 
but the most serviceable as well, in the country, 

Th is said that the New York Rifle Olub will become the lessees of 
the gallery upon their removal from thei present quarters in Pourth 
avenue. so, they will find thumselves in possession of a capital 
establishment, and oné which may be made one of the most popular 
resorts in the city. 

SKILLFUL NEVADA MARKSMEN. 

OLD HILL, Nev.,.Noy. #1,—These scores below were made by 
members of those companies named, viz., A, B, C and I, Virse 

Regiment Neyada National Guard, fora gold medal, Which is con- 
tested for annually, the Winning company to hol(l it for one year, 
Bach company to shoot 30 per ventinn oF its membership, the mini- 
mum number allowed euch company by law being fifty-four men. 
The rifles mostly used are Sharps, Burchardt's patent, 70 graing of 
poryder and 440 vrains of lead. ’ 

The followIng is the score made by the different companies in the 
competition, the medal being won by Company B(Emmet Guard), 
of Virginia City, with a score of 86 5-) per cent. : 

Company B (fmmet Guard). 
AGE WED) ary ae 0 adeeb ete nt Galushs 

Burke... 
Cameron 
0? Brien.. Dunne. __ 44 
Blake ...... Brown, DL 
Rippingham 5 
Feeney... . 
Brown, OM. after 
BYCGSNENATLS Pees i 

Company A (National Guerid), 
StéWattho.- 8s rhtve yee 4d) KASEI rs. 6: sete | OS ers 
SPSS gee ee, =e SS : 
Morgan... 
Chatelain, 
Genesy, BJ 
Smucb, J P 
Gosse, HJ, Ven Aa eee rs 
Gosse, J., Cameren ... 
ETUC de ose s Saenz eyes een J 8) a. i.e. 

otal, 709, Average, 37 7-18. 78 7- percent, 

rsou Gudird). 
Sattel...., Laing... 
Crawford... 

Slocomb.. 
Bieknell ,, 

..40 Kennedy. 
4) C@héney.....-., 

. Average, 419-17. 83 147 per cent. 
Company C (Reno Guard), 

Stoddard... 22.042 Mi:Innis., » ---: 
Lin E cassie 22 RAR RRS Ras 
Topcon 4 = abs 94 5a 
Matthews. 
Hendley: ifs. - Fs: ge: 22 — 
Arivithine 225 fee sta ugeneee > lass Briliges,..,.. 
¥ Stoddard, sayeits eng Peck... 
PVVAUESINS mite cas eee or nl _.87 Alexander: 

Wis percent, Total, 13, Average, 345 16, ‘ 
Sace BrusHer. 

SARATOGA, N. Y., has a rifle club under the supervision of Capt. 
8. P, Wells. The range is on the old race course at Glen Mitchell. 
Saturday (Nov. 24) was nota yery favorable day for scoring high, the 
light was changeable. Last week the best score for 10 men was 
1,033. This weelkit is 1,048, an implovement, of a pointper mau. We 
append Saturday's score and the total score of the week: 

Baturauya Score. 
tea 41101 8 PP Wells..c6...0-...--5 ik 1 9 Ww 1107 

HL Wheeler ....... Tid 9 dist) 12—107 
F D Wheeler, Jv 10101012 11 9—108 
Th Dawis oi neapentes- eee eee Wi 41 17 10 12-108 
W FHowatd).5)-2-2009-;--2 40 10 11 14 18 10—105 
AGM MIe: ee sete rata, * 01442 & 12-704 
H Wellington. --- 221. .:-2scse¢-405, 17 81012 14 11 10 10—102 
AW Mitevall 3). --ieles, cc pepeendl 9 Ut f 941 10 10 12 10—101 
WBGage_........ 11210 10 910 Sa G—tUL 
Joel Hays,.-. ..---. 9)11142 40 8-100 
W Allerdice, ,----- Nit 7 li i 1— 

WH GL Wheeler.--....,,------ ----- --) 1210121291 10 10 11 14—108, 
§ P Wells, ---.-.. Tee a ed Sor M10 W041 12 12 11) 10 T2—tor 
FD Wheeler, Jr, --. .-, «5 1211 1 1 1010 1d 1 106 
SGI atone ane eee 4 - 8111210 W411 11 11-10 12408 
W F Howard,....-....-... 141 911 10 W 11 11 12: 10-105 
AG Hull, 11010 11071 11 12 8 it 04 
W BGage-:.: , 
H Wellington... 
A W Mitebsll .- 

140 9 8 10.1277 41 W702 
AO O41 9 9 41 10 10 12 10-401 
40 71210 01111 1210 S—i00 

12 T Radar 7 1111 11-4 
—— fw om ks 7 6 Re 

i A White..., HW 8 RH BTW T 8 6B 
Tra PD Roods ... 4 78 B88 #8 5 8 10— TH 

F. A. Whitedis the winner of the first 510 Hull prize, with handicap. 
The Club will shoot after this on Sapurdays wn 
the winter, 

ALBANY, N. Y.—The @fth and final competition in the Record 
oy. 22. The ligltwas 

Wednesdays dure 

Match was shoo at Rensselearwyck Range 



i 
Dre. 6, 1883, 

geo Gathe pee wee warm and scarcely any wind, The following is 

Win 1 Mitel. ....c-.-.,--..J0 12 12 8B 10 10 10 ai 11 12-106 
Olas Ht Gaps. occtssiceeee PD TL 12h F Al Te de) 10. 10—102 
LGewer. o..-....- 2 9 9 i 9 10 12 8 8 TH 96 
BA Spelman, Jt...-. 0. 1. 1 Sari 8 DW Be Ad. seg 
James B Schuyler 7 ea tL eh) 9 Fie! 6h oR Ti RR 
There were tive npetitions, the average of the hest four to win 

the four places, Fist place went to Charles H, Gaus, with 418 pomts; 

THANKSGIVING DAY SHOOTING. 

Gert ty was a general rally fo their respective ranges and shooting 
grounds by the marksmen to celebrate the holiday, and the ante- 

dinner work showed some fine scoring. In Massachusetts the shoot- 
iug Was very general, The unnual targetshoonof the Boston Light 
Infautry (Tigers), company Ic, Firsb Infantry, was held at Walnut 
Hill, 28 officers and men being present. A strong wind blowing toward 
(he firing points interfered considerably with the shootin., The re- 
sult was as follows: i : 
Seret Lb M Bickford 3423484—-28 Priv B WStrout ...4238143—20 
Corp Ol Sovith... 224484422 CorpWS Pepperell,4 32224 3—20 
Priy AL Robinson 244423 3-341 
There was an unusually lurve attendance of marksmen at the range 

of the Wakefield Association, including many trom the Press Assovia- 
tion, The wind during the forenoon interfered somewhat, but at 
noon the vondivions were all that Gould be desired. The following are 
some of the best scores: 
HSprague,.b6444445544-43 HW Allen.553544423 440 
AWBeechond 34454544443 WI, Coon 344544543 3-36 
Wd Davis oS ddd 46 444-4) THA Shoriy0d 445954 44-85 
DW Johns.65 3444454 3-40 A 
The Berdan Rille Corps held a “turkey shoot" at their 200yds. range, 

ast Milton, The followmg is the seore: D. B, Ernst, 40; G. A. 
Chureh, 38; J. Willianis, 87: C. N. Elmore, 37; N. Godfrey, a0. 
Comopanies D and 1, Bighth Regiment, of Lynu, held a union prize 

shootat the “Seldompootl Pasture,’ Lynn, quite a Jargé number of 
menibers Bar liADEUAe Selected teams of five Members trom 
each company shot for a large und handsomely framed steel 
engraving, the prize to become the property of the company repre- 
sented by the wining team, Coorpany I's team won the prize, secuy- 
ing 152 ports to 152 Tor the Compauy D team, : 
AL the Giby Guards’ prize tangct shoot at New Bedford Private Pope 

won the first prize, a picture aud the company medal for one year; 
seore, 87 oul. Of a& possible 60, ab 200vds. Sergt. Howland, won the 
second prizé, an #asy chair, score, 37. Private Barnum took the 
third prize, a ton of eval: score 8. Private Dale, fourth, score, 33. 
Private O. I. Paine, fifth; score, 32. ; 
The New Bedford Kitle Association shot for prizes to-day, 200yds., 

Massachusetis target, possible $4, Daniel D. Briggs seored 74. Fred- 
erivk A. Bradford 72, Carles A. Gray 71. ; 

At the shoot of the New Bedford Gun Club, ‘Billy’ Butts swept 
most of the matches, withing the club medal, four turkeys and a 
Roose: Yor the medal, 0 glass balls and 10 elay-pigeons, Butts 
roke 14. 
The members of the Claflin Guard. company C, 5th regiment, en- 

gaged in a prize shool at their range in Newtonville, at 200yds. Bol- 
lowing ave the leading scores made; 
Sere, Warwelley. 6 lec esflew me ee =~ Heiney trdeeth 444 4 8-19 
Private Liddell. _- foes a! a 4 4-18 
Gorn: Benrony as 20h tetas t a= ne SAW ists sl 417 
Private Latfie.. 3-17 
Private Chapman 3-17 
The Wakefield Sporting Glib held a ANZE, 

won by Messrs. L. W. Newhall andl White: third prize, by W. £ 
Rogers, vail the fourth prize by S, White. 

‘The sportsmen of West Dedham engaged in 4 vlass ball shoot. The 
seore folluws, at 20 birds each: 
Fred Soule._ Fi AEA PDs TOGTALEL CHE, varie fae! mi fol en » 15 
Burt french .. 8 JDETis, Vet 
HisW Bonney 1 8 OC Myers...... 4 
05 Ul Oi) Se theta .. 7 UG Bonney-..- 10 
GE Bonney.... ... ...........12 PF Armstrong......... é Sai 
The annual Thanksgiving target shoot of the Massachuselts Rifle 

Association was held ut the association's range, Walnut HI. There 
was a good attendance of sharpshooters of the association, and dur- 
ing the morning hours detacliments from the militia ied their hands 
at conjuring Wullseyes, The afternoon hours were devoted to a 
match between teams representing the Massachusetis Rifle Associa- 
tion and the Lawrence kifle Club. The match was a close one, re- 
sulting in & victory for the home elub by two points, 293 to 291. ‘The 
shooting conditions were excellent, both wind and light being all 
that could be desired, The scores made it the refular mateles, as 
well as {he detailed scores in the Lean match, are given below: 

Rest Match, 
eNliryes yi. oi 910 8 J 10 10 7 & & 88 
A A Holland a IOS Sart 9) SBh Zeer" Oe Beal 
WwW Farr....c3... Hate nae Cok SOO. 10" bere 

Decimal Mateh. 
ES TLGDES. oes. wet tsee ces dD eG. EOD “OB Re CAP <0 — 75 
TN Oreuti. 2. cece Pasi 4: tn 8 ot Ge de 7, B68 
H K Richardson. _,- -f 8 8 610 9 S & & 3-65 
BaPEn riage ores diate eR te OA = ae 

Creedmoor Practice Match. 
OM Jewell. ,....-.-: haso4hsb45—48 CB Hdwards.......- 4Ad4addd5i5d—sp 
§ 8 Bartlett..... 445459555—1 S N Decker.....-... 245444545442 
J Merrill_.....-. 545554448 TF D Bartlett,..... .4344544445—41 
W_ fisher : d545i—45 N W Baton.... .... 454534644440 
¥E Rollins... 544545554443 'T 'P Parker._...._..4855354344—41 
J Burleigi,,.....,..5445444544—43  W Kirkwood... ,. .4053304544—38 
P Sag tty {ip ks pe ees 4494455444 433 A Faulkner,........ 3433552444—35 

Creedmoor Prize Match. 
HS Hayins........-. 554455455947 [A Low, ... ...,,,,5444544545—44 

455555545 EB Burleigh 544454444543 
445155445545 § D Alden...,. 
554444445544 G W Whitcomb. 
454554444444 FD Bartlett........ 435454448440 TW Frost... 022! ; : 

ssovialtion Team. Lawrence Rifle Club Team. Massachusetts A 
JB Wellows..., 5455454555 47 AP Alden..... 545555544446 
JN Frye,, _Metd4-t5 ddd 13 DON Smith......4444544455—48 
H5 Harris...... 444445544442 W Fisher..._, ,.4445444455—43 
GW Ballard... 445044444449 OM Jewell... 9154434544443 
C H Hinman(m)4454-445—1() JW Frost. ...- 24344554439 
JA Brye....-.. 8345154543—40 WN W Dalbon(m),4033434445— 34297 
CARE Ort See, 2k 84544443443!) 293 

First event at five clay-pigeons, Two money prizes: 
Jones. . 10001-—2 Uanfork 
Pielding . 11111—5 Carson 
Noble... 10100-2 Wemyss 

Fielding first and Carson second, 
Seeond event at five clay-pigeons, Three monies. 

Jones,,... ee Wet ani — As arson: eae ein, ld ED. 0) Cel 
DiGi eon, ates 111715 Hanfoit. Deda One Oa 
NO Gee e-card Ld — Sy (Boyce 5 os eee de nena 01101-3 
ey ne and Noble divided first, Jones wou second and Beyd took 
third, 

DONEBistiyy.c-2- 30 21 101 15 Wemyss-—_....-1 00) 11 1-8 
Kielding...., woe ood 0101071 
Noble... -... pebese 0 (01) 1) 010020 155 
sate ee Lt 

ielding took first choice and Noble second, 
Ponrlh eventat? class balls. Two turkeys. 

Carson... -1101001—-4 Hapfort.. 
JONES, le tem see ed LOYLAd—§ Hoyd.,. 
WNoble,....-.. 17101 1%—6 Wemyss 
Fielding, -- .-..,.1 12001 0-4 
Jones and Noble divided first. Boyd and Wemyss divided secoud, 1 

Witth event, at 7 clay-pizeons. Two turkeys. 
Wieldiiz....,2-.., 4 
OYUs tit ee ee 
OWES: S1e5 vals. 
Vielding and Nabi 
Sixth event, at 7 

i=y = i= he a = i ot 

gfe eel! 
if 

1 = 
. ; 1 —§. Boyde... aveecov el 

Weniyss....:,... 1 
Mielding first and Noble seecond.—T, ©. F,. Sec. 
Gardner, Mass, Noy, 20.—To-day bette Ghanksgiving Day, but 

fewinen went to Hackmatack Range, ‘The principal particinayts 
in the shoot were Ellsworth aud Mathews. The American decimal 
target was used, off-hand, at 200yds. Ont of a possible total of 100, 
the following Uotals were made: 
GF Ellsworth./,..,.,.. ...-....1 A Mathews....., vo 89 
Re-Ontrysy. econ ee ve Gl Re-entry, . el CO 
BeOntty i 21-1 Re-entry... Sent) hy er tte, 
WC Loveland... ......,.c.0...78 Charles Sirumway ...... +--s.e7T 

FOREST AND STREAM. 875 

At the last regular meeting the following are the hest totals: 
G  Hilsworth,,...........,..-. «i OW Lewis... 2... 84 
GET ie yey tetee el enlcioley _..89 W CG Loveland. 76 
A Mathews --- - IS ae BA CUSHUIMWA:..- 6-5-5 sad: Pus 
SeAibtlreti yee. eine cent [aD IODRE: ok pec delrcuress wit 
WORCESTER, Mass., Nov, 29.—A few members of the Worcester 

Rifle Association went out to their range at Pine Grove today. The 
American decimal target was used, at 200yds, off-hand. Olit of a pos- 
sible 100 the followimg scores were made: 
AC White. .. 8 910 7 81010 910 7-83 
Moses Carter. 4 8 9 910 910 7 7 O-S4 
A Williams_-.. —-.. -- 9101010 6 & 910 5 9-82 
M Ferguson.. .. AAS T7978 9 7 9 77 
BB iiton eas oly oe ‘3 8 910 9 8 7 9 4 3 8-7 
L Cobb... aan .8 810 7 8 19 7 8 S8—b9 
BOS Rice. sssets sas woe 129 6 81010 7 4 10-67 
The Baltimore Sim makes merry over the doings of a few members 

of a crack Maryland regiment at a rifle range on ‘Thanksgiving Day. 
On that day it says: ‘Gompany G, Capt. Chas. D. Gaither, of the 
Vitth Maryland Regiment, visited the Relay House, B. & O, R. R., for 
target practice, Col. Stewart Brown and Capt, Hambleton, of Com- 
any B. accompanying them. On account of delay at the armory 
hey missed the §:15 train, and had to wait three hours at Camden 
Station. Upon reaching the Relay they went through a short drill, 
audalter warning from the captain “not to be afraid, the guns won't 
hurt you.” fired several volleys of blank cartridges, Having marched 
down the steep incline they stood at parade rest below the Relay 
Fonse, while tlie drimmer's and Captain Hambleton, who afterward 
acted as scorer, fixed the huge target in posifion. It was placed 
against a large willow tree on the Gpposile side of the river, 
After the cows and small boys had been driyen to a safe distance the 
firing began. Hach man had five shols. The marksmanship dis- 
played was very good, considering that the regiment bas no conve- 
nient place for practice, and that many of the men shot for the first 
time. Sergeant Wade, Corporal Knox, Privates Hardy and Roedick 
each made 18 points out of a possible 25. Private Trumbo made the 
bullseye at oné shot and nothing at another. Wirst Sergeant Mort, 
D. Taylor and Private P, J, Garmley each made 19 points. Tn shoot- 
ing olf the tie they tied three more times, but at the towrth trial Pn- 
vate Gormley wou, He was awarded the gold medal and Sergeant 
Taylor the silver one. The leather medal honor lay between Private 
Hayward and Corporal Waterman, but as Hayward had at least hit 
the hoard, the medal was awarded Corporal 8, H. Waterman, who 
had been practicing with biank cartridges under the viaduct. ‘The 
company then stacked arms and filed into the dining-room,*' 
The Hoosick Falls (N, Y.) Central Gun Olub went to Stillwater 

Thanksgiving Day, to shoot with the gun club of that place. 5 men 
each, 15 balls, Devenport trap: . 

Hoosick Falls Gun Club, ; Stillwaters, 
P Carney, .....113111117111111—15_ G B Whitman, .11111111110)101—412 
MeCormick..... 12111201117001—11_-VW © Arnold... ,.110111111111111—14 
Chas H Palmer.011100100011100— 7 
Seth Hopkins, ,.12111001010011— 9 
Hyde Grogs... 11111011171 001 1-12, 

5d 56 
My, Carney is as fine a shot as there is in Rensselaer, Washington or 

Albany counties, and at the (rap he always stands at the head. Tf 
any of the boys think hey: can compete for fun ur marbles let's hear 
from them they will find his address, Hoosiek Falls. 
The Brattleboro (Vt,) Rifle Club made the followmg scores Thanks- 

giving Day; weather conditions good: 

WS Pitney. . .,011010011100100— 7 
C Whitman ,, ,111110101017100—10 
J Shirber....--.11111111101 141-48 

Uobbige >. 35 ene ele eh De COPS IS TI Se Sod Gy 
aREHA see veeT te tots Meoas iW a2 9 10-di 11 12 10 jyv—109 
HLOWe wn) wir - see 10 10 11 Wf 12 01 T1 1 11-107 
Rrenahis: :28- seis ti; 1 9 1 W 10 10 41 12 131—106 
Smith, .f.2-. 2... Nt WwW 1110 30 9 41 10 12-106 
Grin Lips ieee cas. 9 140-12 W 12 9 if 10 12—106 
Taare <5 dk oxet cla 12 10 12 «10 W 11 WW 9 W—lO5 
Nichols, AL, ... ,, 2 10 § 10 10 12 10 1 10-104 
Brovkway.-.----. ..:.- 212. W 8 12710 a az 9 10: 110s 
Daly . ie . babe whl Uy Sie ee al BS Sees] 
Child 10 1 8 1 8 1 it 9 10-100 
Putnam #10 9 8 9 11 WW 10 10—96 
Bruce... Pie a eG tt di ad (8 og 
Luwton.. 23, <:.: 2°89 G6 8 Wt Ww 4 11 TI 
Edwards-.-_,-- Dee ere Geen 89 = Be 
Pentland,......, Lil Sate soe Rt Sek sng 
Barnes, .-- = Dieter Ge tle wo te Ome ea 
Cain... ots ag te ee wo) HH 9: ey 
SICH R eee ete seer lka ree ese A Fro as obey iV ot ape! 
Rockester.—I inclose you the score of shooting done Thanis- 

fiving day at «meeting of the Genésee Sportsmen's Cl iib in this city. 
The (lay Was pleaseut and the party enjoyed the occasion thoroughly. 
An incident of the shooting worthy of note is the fact that one of the 
mien used powder that was over twenty years old. It was fine Haz- 
ard, and did not show any sign of deterioration. The Crown wad 
was used with perfectly satisfactory results: 

Sweepstakes. 
_ Balls, Clay Pigeons, 

Green__.. 00111110110 — 7 11101110 —6 
Rhodes 1110011011711—10 O1LI11 14111 —10 
Hadley,... ae . OL011701100 — § 19111110 tf 
Evershed.-.-.. -.2111111113 =~ —10 
1yayeal See Saal OLLO10 

. . 1001110 0000101100 —3 
111001700 --5 110011 —4 
11111010 —t 11110111110 —10 

. O1L100111110— 9 UON001107 1001 — 
-1101910 —A 11111000 —5 

- 111010111. —7 
ATGtH.... -.--. 000 11100100 —4 

Titi sti. eae, Sere te OOOOOTTOL010 —4 
Qlub Prize Shoot. 

Richmond. .. ---cs.ceesase Wi — 8  47120119011111000111—15 
... 10111 ~—4 11110901119110171010—16 

. 1 —h 11111 —5 
491 —4d 1111001710 — iT 

T1011 —4 111111110 —9 
01010 —2 11010 

.. 01000 —2 iit E.R 
Brooklyn. Dee, 3—The vegular monthly shoot of tie Long 

Tsland Forester Cluh, for a Parker gim, was held on Thanksgiving 
Day, Nov. 29. at Dexter's Park. Cypress Hills Road, Jamaica. 
Seyenshirds each sprung from H and T gronnd taps, handicaps 

rise, antl gun below the elbow. 
Wim, Boyd.....--. 0100101—3 Jos. f. Sabin... 
Henry Thorpe .. 1001000—2 Chas. Clier.__. 
C.W, Fiel.,....001100w— = - 

.1101101-5 
+ 90710110—3 

Jos'R.Sabin..........4 1 
ft 1-2 Ohas Clier_...,-...,,, 
0 i 

1—3 
o—1 

m, Boyd. _- 
Henry Thorpe 
GW Fielf_...-. 

: THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores ave particularly re- 
quested to trite on vne site of the paper anly. 

BROWN’S DRIVING PARK.—Brighton Road, UL. I., Dec. 1.—Fitty 
members Wf the popular New York elubs gathered here to see the 
match between Mr, Allan Nicliols, of Brooklyn; Mr. frank Balfour, 
ot New York. and Mr. Harrald Vincent, of Philadelphia. Mr Nichols 
won the match with colors tying after the best shooting Long Island 
eyer was proud of at the hands ef “an amatenr, The victor made 
some astonishing long distance shots, which brought forth storms of 
bravos from the audience. 
Capt, Sitatton handled the ribbons; he has seen over 100 pigeon 

matches, and is still hard to heat with his Scott gun at 26yds. The 
captain said he had neyer witnessed such excellent shouting as hesaw 
here to-day. Jéwell Dunning, referee; Lloyd Hudson. scorer; birds 
furnished by Matt Lyons, whose fine dog Sherry retrieved them. 
Alter the match about thirty of the ‘jolly good fellows” drove to Del- 
monico’s, where. in a private room, they made morry, fought their 
battles over again, and toasted the “Seraph” again and again. 
Conditions of match: 50 birds each, handicap rise, s0yds. boundary; 

H. and T, traps; Oxford Gun (ub rules. Expenses of match to lowest 
Score: 

Nichols. s0yds,, killed 21 birds straight, the 22d fell dead out of 
hounds: missed Jd, 47th and 47th; killed 46 out of 50, 

Balfour, 20yds.. missed his 1st, fit, 13th, 29th, 41sh, 42 and 49th 
bird: killed 48 onboF 50. 
Vincent, 2byds., killed to 20th bird: missed 27th, 4ist, 42d, 43d and 

47th: killing 44 out of 50. 
‘The birds were very wild. and the wind very blustery, Mr. Nichols 

qwas complimented on his shooting by the “chanipion of the world,” 

TORONTO, Novy, 27 —This afternoon an exciting shoot'ng match 
took place at the Helington House, Youge street, Eglington. The 
weather was all that could be desired, and the interest evinced by 
spectators and contestants was keen. Mr. Geo. Rogers, of St. Oath- 
arines took the first prize, Mr. John Sezar second prize, and Messrs. 
Ripe and Tyng divided third and fourth prizes. The shooting was 
tvell contested. There was a good supply of splendid birds, 

PROVIDENCE, R. 1, Noy. 22.—in the regular shoot of the Narra- 
ganselt Guin Club held at their grounds to-day E, W. Tinker won the 
club badfe by breaking 16 clay-pigéons out of & possible 20, 10 singles 
from 6 traps and 5 pair; there were 9 entries im this malch, Then fol- 
lowed the Ligowsky State Badge Championship Mateh, in which @, 
W. Cary defeated J. B. Valentine by a score of 45 to 43 out of a pos- 
sible 50 elays sprung from 5 traps set at the fourth noteh, Mr. Cary 
has now held this badge in three successive contests.—W. IL. 3, 

Canoeing. 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed toa the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and nat to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of ini- 
portance wre liable to delay. 

FIXTURES. 

Winter Camp-fire.—Dec 14,4 P, M,, #07 Broadway, New York, Suh - 
jech: “Cruising Canoes,” Ee 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forms) anp 
SrrEAm their addresses, with name, membership, signals, ete., of 
their elubs, and also notices in advance of mneclings aod races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists anil all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward 10 Worms? AND STREAM their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport, 

KNICKERBOCKER CANOE CLUB SIGNAL, 

| ee ae CANOE CLUB, SreeniZed Oct. 1, 1880. Clu}. 
house, foot of Thirty-sixth street, North River, New York, 

Active members, twenty-one; corresponiling members, five; honor- 
ary Members, two canoes. twenty-one, Secretary, E. A. Holfman 
Jr,, 426 West Twenty-fifth street. New York, 

We give above the second of thesevies of signalsof American canoe 
clubs. The Knickerbocker C. C. fiag has a red field with a blue 
Square, the colors here being denoted by the conventional signs used 
in heraldry. The sailing deyice of this club isa ved lozenge in the 
peak of the mainsail. There are still several clubs who haye not yet 
sent in their signals; will they please hurry yp, 

THE CHART LOCKER. 

V.—PASSAIC AND HACKENSACK RIVERS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
can give your correspondent a little information in regard to the 

Passaic River for a canoe trip. The only obstacle to overcome is the 
dam at Dundee and the falls at Paterson and Little balls, These are 
all included in the distance from Patterson to Little Falls (about four 
tniles), and with these exceptions the route is clear sailing from New 
York for fifty or sixty miles. 

_ There are two ways to avoid these obstacles. First, by leaving the 
river at Dundee and hiring a wagon to take the canoe to West Pater- 
son and then taking the canal to Little Falls. 
The second and hetter way is to leave the river at Newark and take 

the canal which runs into and crosses the river at Newark and then 
on to Little Falls. 
About 500 feet above the falls at Little Falls the river runs close to 

the canal, and a carry of 200 feet lands you from the canal into the 
river again. 
The first way will cost the canoeist from $3 to $5 for a wagon, the 

second way will only cost him the price ot a permit on the canal, 
which, by the way, must not be forgotten, for there are four or five 
locks and two inclined planes between Newark and Paterson, anda 
permit is necessary, Procure it at Newark from Peter M. Melick. 
A good hotel can be found on the canal at Centreville and anoth 

on theriver at Singoc, The writer took this trip last summer and 
was well pleased, Both on the canal and river the scenery is very 
beantiful, and the canoeist who desires a shorf trip of three or fou 
days will be amply repaid by following the Passaic, 

Wa. H. Hitter, Canoe Essex, Newark, N, J. 

Thanks are due to Dr. C. A. Neidé and Dv. &, A, Guilbert for offers 
of information concerning the Upper Hudson, Champlain Canal, 
Lake Champlain, Erie Canal, Onondaga Lake to Lake Ontario via 
Seneca and Oswego rivers, Allegany River and thenee to the Gulf, 
Richelieu River, Kennebec and Dead rivers, Mississippi and tributaries, 

THE WINTER CAMP-FIRE. 

HOW TO CHOOSE A CANOE, 

Bake. trying to settle the question, *‘Which canoe shali 1 
choose?” the inquirer would do well to ask himself the question, 

‘Why should I choose a cance at ally* What special claims has a 
canoe to—say a small catboul.ora rowboat? As a means of water 
locomotionit will not compare favorably with the latter in speed. A 
canoe cannot be jis ey with the paddle, either single or double- 
bladed, as rapidly as an ordinary skiff can with oars. It is not pos- 
sible to throw the right weight into the stroke, or to utilize the 
strength of the lower limbs, as in rowing, To prevent the inetitable 
sheer of the bow alternately Lo port and starboard, one has to chooze 
the peculiar side motion of the Canadian voyageur, which 1s weari- 
some, wasteful of torce, and necessitates an unequal strain u pou the 
two halves of the body; or the constant use of the rudder, which only 
secures a straight course by antagonizing a large percentage of the 
power expended on each stroke. So marked is this inferiority that 1 
do not doubt lam giving the experience of every canoeist present in 
Saying that I have been unable, during a halt-mile trial of speed, to 
keep a smiall, light canvas canoe, modeled on excellent lines. and 
only weighing 40Tbs., abreast of a solidly-bullt pleasure boat, weigh- 
ing 300, and containing two ladies as ballast, besides the oarsman, 
Under eanyas, the canoe does not show to much greater advantage, 

Hers are not sailing lines. for comparatively great length makgs ber 
slow in stays and tacking nearly impossible, without the aid of the 
paddle. while ber slight beam Sed ahaiow draft of water causes 
her fo drift, and makes the carrying of much canvas a precarious ex- 
periment, inyolying gymnastic feats of balancing that would do 
honor to a Blondin, and even then often resulting in a disastrous 
“spill into the drink." Under the most favorable conditions she 
cannot be made to sailso fast, nor lieso closely to the wind as a 
eatboat, and the oyer-confident canoeist, who challenges conclusions 
with me will probably withdraw from the contest a ‘sadder but a 
wiser man.’ Eyen in portability she will not compare with the differ- 
ent varieties of collapsible boats in use, and not much cau be claimed 
fer her on the ground of economy in the first cost, if a first-class 
article is purchased from a reliable builder. 
_ Theu why prefer the canoe to the sailing boat or the row boat? 
Situply because, although imferior to either in its special point of 
excellence, she is vastly Superior to each in her general adaptability, 
Let us imagine the three starting together; let us say from Coney 

Island, to explore the Hudson and its tributaries, I exclude coast 
exploration, for the ange is not an open-ocean craft, and only claims 
to be at home on inland waters "A light breeze we will suppose 
isblowing. The cathoat draws easily ahead. holdsher course close to 
the wind, sweeps up ihe Narrows and New York Bay. and resehes 
Castle Garde an easy victor, 
The canoe alsospreads her white wings to the breeze, Although 

not quite so weatherly, she sails a fairly eyen course with but little 
drift, Her point of wind pressure is depressed by the division of 
her canvas into mainsail and dandy, and her captain, sitting beneath 
the water line, brings her center of gravity low, so that even with a 
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comparatively large area of sail she is stanch alid safe, Her exceed- 
ing lightness carries her over the crests of the rollers as buoyautas a 
cork, and if sometimes a bresking wave sends a rushof foum and 
spray over the tiny craft, it passes harmlessly alone her water ways 
or over her tightly-closed hatches without a drop penetrating below. 
The captain, with foot on steering yoke, the sheet of the mainsail 
lopse in his hand, every portion of her gear within reach, has her 
absolutely tinder control and guides her as a skillfnl horseman does 
his steed; dodges this wave, rushes at that, slauts adroitly over 
another, and darts along among the angry, white-capped monsters 
with the ease, erace and security of a pecrel, 
Long after the canoe has reached the mouth of the Hudson the 

rowboat comes struggling up. The intolerable labor of pulling her 
through heavy seas has compelled her captain to pul up his single 
closely-reefed sail; but she has dvifted far out of her course, has 
required many tacks and much recourse to the bailing tin and the 
oars; sheets and rudder have been hard to manage simultancously. 
Allawash with the water that has beaten aboard, her crew drenched, 
chilled, exhausted and depressed, she reaches the foot of the island, 
The wind falls and the ascent of the river has to be elected in 

ealms or light baffling winds. The cathoat is now helpless, She 
‘rifts up alittle as each tide serves: ¢an only hold her ground by 
anchoring, and slowly and painfully makes her way at intervals as 
the faint puffs come. Like Othello, “her occupation is zoue.’’ Boat 
and canoe are Wn at home under the new conditions, Both drop 
their canvas. The boatnian léivesa mast, boom und sail lying clumsily 
aross the thwarts, where they will be a nuisance all the rest of the 
vyoyae; the canoeist slows his in small compass snnely under hatches, 
and both proceed to start a spruce breeze of hheirown, ‘he oarstaan 
how passes his rival, bat wilh adverse current and heavy boat. the 
labor is severe, The oanoeist cannot move so rapidly, bul the effort 
of urging on his licht eraftis less exacting, Mvery morming the 
former draws ahead, but every evening the latter steadily comes up 
intimeforsupper. Inferior for a few miles, the canoeis a fair maton 
for the boatin thirty miles, and her jomate is less exhausted at the 
eo ofthe day's work. He has nok been able to make such speed 
temporarily, becanse he has not been able to throw such strength 
into each stroke: and, perhaps, jush for that reason, he has not taken 
80 mueh out of himself at the end of phe day. 

Both leave the river and the abodes of civilization and proceed to 
follow some tributary to its headwaters, The yast superiority of the 
canoe now becomes more and more apparent. Where the balks 
«lose in and the water shallows the oars have no roam Lo move, and 
the keel grates on the bottom, while the canoe ean float in Sin. of 
water, andin 4 passage scarcely wider than her beam. In some 
narrow bayou. the hoatis with difficulty turned. The canoe bacls 
out as Gasy as she entered. In threading the tortuous course of the 
Stream, the boaliman steers with difficulty, his head askew over his 
shoulier, The canoeist in natural position sees where he goes and 
THOVES O58 easily as along a straight lina. Two ducks are discovered 
asthey round a ctirye. Gefore the oarsman ¢an get one of them 
foenssed, can turn round and bring his artillery to bear, his ram= is 
outof sight. The canoeist has snatched up the ready gun and his 
query lies (fluttering in the streain. Jt rains; the boat is drenched as 
well as its owner smd contents, The cance. shielded by hatehes and 
aprons, is proof against the falling Misery. Ib is sight, The damp 
boatman lights a spulting fire with damp wood and damp matches, 
éals a damp supperand goes to sleep in his damp clolhes on the 
damp ground with a damp rain-mist covering him like a wet blanket, 
The eanoeist anchors his craft near shore, puts up his boat tent, 
lights his cooking and reading lamps, prepares and eats an excellent 
hotsupper, changes bis clothes for a soft, dry sleeping-suit, writes up 
his journal or reads as if in his parlor, and finally, making a com- 
fortable bed with enshions. sleeps the sleep of the just, lulled to 
sweetestdreams by the musical wash of the river asit ripples past his 
floating home. 

There is arapid fo berun, The canoe is in itselement and glides 
down over the swirling, foam-flecked, rock-encumbered incime as 
lightly and safely as a yellow birch leaf. The unmanageable boat is 
hurled hither and thither, and is likely either to reach the calm water 
at the foot, battered and hali-swamped, or to deposit its lord and 
master in the middle and come down bottom upward, 

A portage is to he made, The heavier craft must now turn back: it 
would require halfa dozen men fo carry it through thaf dense bush 
or up thatrocky pathway. The canoe, not weighing over 60 pounds, 
is easily Hfted and transported, Relaunched, she goes on her way 
rejoicing, threading the rivulet almost to its source; penetrating 
swamp and bayou and mountam lake to their most hidden recesses, 
her light bow ploughing walers no keel has furrowed for a score of 
years, the plash of her paddle breaking almost primeval silence and 
er master, entering behind the veil of Natiwe's temple. surprises the 

jealously guarded secrets of bird, fish, beast. flower aud insect in 
their holiest of holies. 

It may be seén from this hasty sketch of aninaginary voyage, that 
the superiority of the cange does not Jie in its either Sailing or pad- 
dling specially well, but in its doing each of them fairly, and dome 
mnany things besides. Tt is her wonderful alaptability and versatility 
that makes her preferable to everything that floats, particularly for 
inland and river work, Anideol canoe is a bimdle of compromises, 
yielding something of her paddling speed to be able to sail fairly, 
Sacrificing a portion of her sailing tines to secure reasonable liglit- 
ness and sharpuess, losing somewhatot her steadying weight and 
momentum for the sake of portability. and heing less portable be- 
cause she must he shrong and stiff. She must be among boats, whut 
a duekis among birds—not very swift_of Hight, nol véry rapid in 
Switaming, not specially feet or graceful asa eget but able to 
fill either character. So a canoe wust be equally at home with wings 
for the breezes and with paddles for the water; yet able to move on 
the legs of her master oyer dry land. This 1s her peculiar province; 
in if she is unequaled, but fo destroy her characteristic value by mak- 
ing one of her talents overshadow the others is, | think. an utter 
error, I entirely abject to the distinction between ‘paddling canoes” 
and “sailing canoes,’ and nearly as much to the awkward phrases, 
“sailable paddifag” and “paddlvable sailing canoes,’ Kyery canoe 
ought to bes siiling canoe; every canoe ought to be a paddling 
canoe, 

Te make a craft so long and weighty that she cannot be propelled 
easily and lightly, for the sale of making her a racing maciiine, is to 
transform her into a poor and inferior little yacht. To build her so 
sharply and lightly for the purposé of making hey a quick paddler, 
thal she cannot be sailed in a lively sea with a fair press of canvas, 
is to produce a wretchedly ineffective and abortive racing skiff. 
The custom of styling and considering the Ganoe “he poor man's 

yacht" may easily lead fo making if “the man's poor yacht.’ One 
juay as property eall a bieyele Lhe poor man'sexpress train” 
We do not select the canoe because ic Is specially Inexpensive. 

Many of us have found itnothing of the sort. Itis not a yacht at 
all The canoeist chooses his evalt because if is entirely different 

fromm anil superior to 5, yacht in allits distinctive features, 
Ti is Gué of the mischievous results of regattas that these distinct 

types have arisen ont of the habit of estimating the value of a canoe 
by its ability to win a paddling ora sailing race. The danger is that, 
8S in Engtand, bad types will be run te their extreme Innits; then, 
one being found decidedly inferior to the smail yacht and the other 
as interior to the skiff, canoeing will lose its hold woon us in both 
directions and fall into disrepute. 
The idéal canoe is one that does aiid cannot winsailing or paddling 

raves—it least against these exaggerated dislortfons—bup one that 
will not fall decidedly short in cither use. It isasa cruising eratt 
uot as a racing craft that the canoe is respechable and respected, and 
T strongly recommend the intenting purchaser to keép this in mind 
in inaking his selection. 

To apply this general principle must be a matter of individual 
judgment and experience, and no doubt, also, ie model should be, 
mm eoine devree determined by the use the canoe will be Boueraliy 
purto. One who expects to use bis craft chiefly for river work will 
naturally Gare less for sails, and will choosé a lighter build. The 
Jake or Salt water canoe maniac will prefer a heavier model with 
broader beam, capahlt of bearing more canvas. So a heavier man 
should gave a larger boat, A canveist suowid be measured for his 
caroe Hs for his overcoat. and it is a8 much an errorior & small man 
to match himself with a 1b, canoe, as with a2 number 10 pair of 
boots. However, [do not think any very great divergencies should 
occur even on these accounts, 
The best rule 1 can sugrest is, to select a canoe that you ean paddle 

with vomfort, and theumalke her as good a sailey as her build allows, 
But do nat unduly seevifice either of these qualities to the other, 
Itisnol by contesting with other hoats on thew peculiar ground, but 
by oultivating her all-around character that the most perfect type 
can be developed, <A i4 ff bowh appears to me the best genéral 
average, with some such beam as Eyerson’s Shadow. This, however, 
LT only offer as a sngyestion, subject to cerreetion, 

Questions of vig, fittings, ete,, will, 1 presume. form the subject of 
another meeting, and] donot touch tpon them here. The myuiry 
of this cyening rejutes chiety toinodel, and hare there is a very wide 
field for discvission nnd information, JF every gentleman will fayor 
us with Lis own personal experience as to the alvantages and fenlts 
of any he has prictieully studied, if will add larzely to our stock of 
knowledge, and make this and simitar muetiuge yaluable in the ex- 
treme. 
Material and style of constrivtion offer also a fertile field for in- 

vestigation, The question of lap-stveak yersus clinker-bullt, ribbon- 
carvels smooth skin and canvas, and of centerboard versus keel, T 
hope to hear yentiluted thoroughly by those whose experience is 
Tuller, if not longer. than my own. i 
My object bas simply been to’ snggest what appear to me the funda- 

tnental principles on which all these questions should be considergd, 
leaving their applications in detail to abler hands, 

| [We take pleasure i ed the above paper, read at the Jast 
Camp-Fire oy Prof, Edwin Fowler, of Columbian Institute, New 
York, as it bears eyidence of a careful study of the subject. We 
differ from Prof, Fowler on many points, which lack of space pre 
vents us from mentioning this week. His views are antirely from 
the standpoint of tha river cruiser, and we have no doubt would lie 
modified considerably by a cruise on more open waters. | 

righting power jnereasiug the more she was heeled. Showe pitching, but drove forward splitting the seas and carryme her fares 
steadily and stately, without losing headway like a beamy boat, 
and not stopping to climb cyer a sea or stash it down. [Her entrance was as clean 4s could be done with « knife. There was no Piling up of water in front to be pushed. Her delivery was as smooth asaduek pond. No dragging of hoiling water in her wake. The Water closed atter her in such a way as to leave nv other trace than finy tounded ripple right over the rudder. The Water at the bow curled right off immediately it was opened, reminding oue of a plow turning up the soil aud gently Preasins tt away. She wis twice tried in the same manner, aud for the same distance, sailing each time nore than amile, The model isa dugout tin, thick, and weighs with spars and sails 20l4 ths. She has 814 ths. of! load lat ite the keel ont- 
side and conforming to the outlines of the desizp: that is. showing no 
projection like a plank keel, She carried 22l¢ Ibs, ballastinside, mak ing total displacement 5014 bs, (L. W- L. is 42im.12in, freatest beam, and Yin. greatest draft.) Oct. 28 she was sailed arain, carrying full lower siils and galftopyami, the head of the topsail being Win. ahove 
the deck, She sailed very smoothly, scarcely puthing lee sonppers 
under, and presenting a truly handsome sight: Aftervnra Was tried 
for quickness in stays and proved very successful, 
simply heel to the other kand, so.slicht was the loss 
immediately held her course. without first coins wide. 
Iclaim the Fender type will produce a sloop wilh the center of 

bnoyancy above the center of gravity, and show great initial swahility, 
increasing in power flown to masthead in water. Tshall soon ascec- 
tain (he center of grayity of the model hy aetual tests and measure- 
ments and then send you her curve of stability to verify my claim as 
stated. In conclusion I will say plans and Specifications for the 
yacht are in preparation and she may be expected to make her flebut 
on New York bay about the latter part of April text. A, O, Hy 
The plans of the Fendeur were published in Vorrsy ap STREAM 

for Feb. 8, this year The object of her desien ys to combine, if 
possible, the advantages of weight, low center of fravity, fine ends 
and flush eek of the cutter witl: us much of the width across deck of 
the sloop as possibie ing structure which should be oheiwp in franiiog 
and easily planked up. Her draftis rather more than one-fifth the 
loading, or slightly greater than thabof the modem cutter. Magpie 
on 45ft. loadline, draws 8ft, Muriel, on 40ft., draws 7ft, bin. Surf, 
on36ft., draws Tft. din. The cabin floor of Feudeur sill be avout the 
same as in @ cutter, her berths and wing room rather jess and ler 
déck area greater, In respect to rig Wendeur lias in mainsail, jib and 
small topsail 110 percent. of the square of her lowiline, about one 
tenth greater than the racing riz of a culter. So fi as there are aby 
data she seems to heel fully as much as 4 ontier, but if finenpyizuble, 
this isa matter of no great moment and Miny be reduced should 
practice dictate a smaller rig. We aid the followiug Welails of the 
model experimented upon: 

THE GALLEY FIRE. 

INFORMATION WANTED, 

Ediior Darest aad Stream: 
T have just read your article on “The Galley Fire’ in your issne of 

eed ani think thatin this department you haye made a@ move in the 
Tight direetion, 

| have meade several cruises of from a week to ten days, with gen- 
erally a crew of two. and (he greatest fault 1 found was the amount 
of canned goods which invariably found their way Into the eanoe. 
Though Tani myself able to do yery little in the way Of cooking, I 
Was astonished to find how litfle,as a rule, my companions Imew. 
some of whom actually did not know how to inmake a cup of 
colfer. and as bo attempting to cook a niee tempting meal, would 
rather content ihemselyes with hard tack and canned #oods. I hope 
therefore that, as you suggest, some of our more experienced canoe- 
ists will come bo the front ‘and give us greenhorus a few hints and 
suggestions regardine provisions generally and cooking required for 
a short cruise, 
What kind of cooking kit is most complete, and whereedn it be got? 
What sort of box or ether arrangement fora canoe for holding 

provisions. anid if a box, how divided into compartments ? 
What provisions should a crew of two take for say a week's cruise? 
And whether a small cooking stove or an Open fire Is the bast, 
This, together with afew of the most us+ful receipts tor 

cooking, 
ing, 
We anticipate forming aglub here next season, ind the aboye in- 

formation will be eagerly looked for, Procror, ~ 
BranTrorD, Oubario. 

She appeared to 
of headway, and 

4 . plain 
would prove a great boon fo beginners in the art Of canoe- 

HOW TO MAKE COFFEE, 

Editor Forest and Streany: 
It is impossible to wake good cotfee oul of beans and chicory, 

mixed with black walnut sawdust. J'ye tried it, and failed. So have 
you, haven't yon? I thinlt most of us haye. Why did we fail? because 
We were nob careful in selecting the brand, in the first-place, and thén Length over alt. 2...) 06.52, petaeepeeces ete 8 inches, we carried if either in the paper in whieh the grocer put-it up, or ia Length water line ___ 1 mbes. loosely covered can and then we boiled it. These are some of the Greatest beam on deck . Inches, 
reasous why we were so often it a hurry to get the pipe lighted im- Beam on water line... ., inches, inediately after haying eaten our grub, We must do something to Greatest draft, ..... meches. 
drive that dead green peanut taste out of our mouths, Now. there is Least freeboard, - inches, 
no call for this state of affairs. Lay in your stock of coffee before Weight of model. __ 1146 Ibs, 
Sharting on your cruise. To two pounds of Mocha add one pound of Ballast inside, , , 1G Ibs. 
Jaya, Grinditfine. Keepinatight van. Have your water boiling, Ballaston keel___,_.- Ibs, 
not Simmermg, but & genuine cataract hubble, For a party of two, Spars, sails, fittings. a . Abe Ths. 
take two, orif itis fora dead to windward paddle, three tablespoon: Displacement... pee ae 5” Ibs. 
fulls of coffee, and on this pour about half a pintof the boilmg water, Mast, deck tonpper cap. 4? inches. 
cover tight and set by the tire (or on the edge of the stove) where it Masthead... --.......-. - 54g inches. 
will not boil but just mull, Leaye it there at least ten minutes and Topmast over all, Saat 27 so inches. 
then add not more than one and a half pints of hot water, let it stand Mainboon....., +35 inches, 
for a moment or two and it will he clear as amber. No, T don’b use a Gein eae 22 inches. 
coffee pot, it won't stow well, but a simple tin pail, holding about two Topsail yard,,-... ® inches, 
quarts. It often occurs that one does not want coffee at: every meal, Bowsprit outboard - 5b ilches, 
and then one can use the pail in which to make ‘‘canoeiat's st@w.”” IF Jib on foot,,.... 25g inches. 
you like my coffes Dll tell you how to make the ste v some day. 

ATIRORA, 

Pachting. 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ac- 
dressed. ta the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from. the office matlers af im- 
portance care liable to delay. 

YACHTS OF 

Editor Forest and Strewm; 
You have without doubt won many sloopmen over to eutters, und 

although the last gum is by no means fired, yet yours is the victory. 
J have never owned a enther and am, therefore, much interested in 
the Hiecustoy of merit het ween it and the sloop, io of whieh T have 
owned, 

In arecent Por#stT AND STREAM ‘\Podpers” rubs it into your nanti- 
cal editor while he is on aeruise, and draws a most nolascinating 
easy of his comiorts. Butif my evidence is worth anything, [may 
as well confess that the picture portrayed of Mx. Kunhardt's situa- 
tion would have been a very exact drawing of niany OF my cruises in 
sloops. It is on adverse octasions that one feels like being prepared 
for serious contingencies, because in fair weather almost aay thing. 
that sails will afford enjoyment, I have been huppy in a coal barre, 
but 1 much prefer a British chanel pilot boat in # heavy sou’wester 
in rough waters. ‘ 

But, although you may with justice be 4s bard as you like on sloops 
and “soup-plates,”’ [do think the compronuse showd not be entirely 
disallowed, My yacht is anchored for eight months in the year, in 
Sib, of water, with a sea oe BaF all the way from Buffalo, 100 miles 
off, in an easterly wind, and with nothingto check it bal sa broken bar 
twelve miles away. 

T live it a bay 12x10 miles, all open to the east, and its deepest part 
will not show more than 10ft. of water, while to anchor anywhere 
near reaching distance hy a dingey from shore, we must lie in five 
feet of water. There are oisgny wore on these lalees as badly off as 1 
am. 
The “compromise” should be duly considered on behalf? of those 

many young men who delight in the pastime of yaclittoge, but wha 
are greatly discouraged, becanse led to believe that shallow boats 
are dangerous, and yet have no harbors in which to moor deep drafts. 
My schooner, of 351, 1. w. 1. and Et. 10in. beam, has alae suhooner 

bottom with tin, keel and 7ft, board, craft 2ft. Hin.; carries besides 
fore and mainsails, a standing and ilying jib, and Balttopsails. I fre- 
quently sail her alone. Alie: cabin i8ft. long, fore cabin 10ft; bunks 
or four, besides room for extra hand orsoin foreeastic, 1 haye 
cruised this summer for three weeks in Lake Erie and Ontario, and 
was nota night out of her, The only discomforts any of up experi- 
enced was the want of head room, huving only 4ft. to stand upin. A 
better sea-uraft was never launched in the shape of a compromise. 
Now 1 do think with the grear influence of Forms? avo Srreaw that 

a haudsome and fairly Yast conypromise ean he recommended, at 
least for those who never get the chance of meeting your flyers oyer 
aracing course, They can take just us satisfactory nnd healthy en- 
joyment out of cruising, with fair comfort, speci ancl safety allied to 
a mediim @raft of water, ¢ 
Such designs as this have bcen mentioned by Fores ayp 

Stream, but) mere references to them are lurdly ws satisfactory as 
recommendations. VERAX. 
{Where the depth of water is limited (here is of course no choice, 

and light draft wimst be resorted to whether any one likes it or not. 
But as usually designed, our light draft yachts, from big schooners 
of 80ft. length, down to catboats of 16ft., sre misshapen traps, of such 
slow form, that great rigs and oversparmng must he resorted to 
where speed or good performance of any kind is cxpected. This 
qnite possible to build reasonably safe. fast and comfortable yachts 
of moderate draft, especially if we resorf to the centarboard. but ta 
bring about such ends the yacht must nob be a skimming dish with 
insufficient displacement, but low in the bilge withall the weight pos- 
sible. As a well-known designer expresses if, “give the boat guts 
below water and you can make her draw as lille as you please.” fp 
isagainst boats relying upon whoye water bull Lor their stability 
that our censure is directed. Such stability is of a most treacherous 
kind, It fails in trying circumstances of wioG and sea, just when 
you mogbnecd to rely upen stability for earryine pall a5 well as for 
safety. Tt failed in the Mohawk, Grayling. Sophia, Mystery and in- 
pumerable other cases. Putting faith altogether ov mainly im 
‘shoulder’ not backed iy weight is the chief sino of Amari- 
can yacht modelling, our vyesRels were sailed af al 
hard, and put to real service, 4s they all will he sooner or 
later when the sporf develops and eruising extends, disasters 
like those mained woull be of everyday ovenrrence, Only 
by shirking service does our fair-weather fleet escape an aceaunting, 
Tt is the infatuation for light displacement and “shoulder” whie' 
we condemn as a dangerous vagary of incompetent persons. As long 
as Jighv displacement was supposed a sie que yon to Ube attalment 
of speed, the construction of traps might. to some extent, haye been 
excused op the plea thal speed was a necessity at auy sacrifice. But 
recent events have so plainly demonstrated that ight weight con- 
tnbutes hothing whatever to speed, but that the highest perfomance 
1s to be sought in good form. coupled with displacement Jarze enough 
to secure safety. aud incidentally. also, the most liberal aceomumoda- 
tions. Hence no reason can be offered in justidieution of the further 
modeling of light displacement traps, aud bie sooner we work out of 
the olLrntthe better for all concerned, Light drafh and light ilis- 
Placementare notnesessarily corollary to one auother. Lt is quite 
ossible to combine good weight ou moderate drafts, particularly if 
he centerboard is broughtdn to help us out of the problem. When 

sailing is to be done in shoal water, we are p! fly prepared to we- 

LIMITED DRAFT. 

SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENTS WITH THE FEN- 
DEUR. 

Extitoy Foreat and Strean: | 
It, was my intention, when writing to you concerning the behavior, 

under safl, of the 4-ft, model of the FPendeur, ta haye replied to all 
the criticisms made upon the lines which were published im your 
issue for Feb. §,so as to make one jobof it. But [ notice in your 
issue tor Nov, 20, that ‘Da Capo” has taken some of the wind out of 
my Suils, und strires some of the precise points I expected to make, 
I greatly appreciate his kindness, and thank him for handling the 
figures of ‘‘Rouan,’’ because it saves me justso much detail in my 
reply, enabling me to make my note mueh less dry reading. Iwish 
tosay in relation to *‘Da Capo's~ remarks, that the model has 
proven Mr. Clapham’s objection couceroing leeway not in the 
least ‘‘welltaken.” Neither is it necessary to havea projecting keel 
on aboat or deeper draft, to enable herto holdon. [6 was beeanse 
Twas conyinced of this that I designed 9 cross section with “keel 
conforming” thereto, To be consistent, it naturally followed my 
departure from “useless faney curves,’ as a straight-sided project 
ing keel Increased wetted surface in an angular direction somewhat 
more thanif of a curved direction as compared with the straight 
lined section. And the above is my reply to “Ignoramus" published 
in Forest AND STREAM of March 8, 
There seems fo have been a peculiar misunderstanding about my 

remarks concerning least ‘wetted surface.’ I quote from my letter 
published Peb. 8: ‘Make your beam not excessive. place your ballast 
as low as you like, and make the body as straight as possible; reach 
beam at L. W. L. directly, and the only way to do so is by straight 
lines, straight timbers; the least curve or departure from fine, straight 
lines inereases the surface, and consequently skin Friction.’ Nuw, 
what could induee “Ronan” to go off into a, question of equal bulks?’ 
Everybody knows the figure of a circle meloses the most area, as 
eompired with other figures; but 4 disquisition on bulk is impertinent 
to my proposition. He ignores that the depth was to be a fixed 
point and beam atl. W. L, another. Itis obvious to all that a circu- 
lar or curved or zig 2zag-deseribed section which touches both of these 
points must of necessity prodiice a greater area of wetted surface 
than a straight one. “‘Rouan”™ made a sad mistake in his deduction 
of 16 per gent. coneerning lateral resistance. Suppose two articles 
had a*long price’ of $100 each, and one was sold at a diseount which 
made net value $7.08, and the other at a different discount making its 
néb valne $7.24, would he say the latter cost 16 percent, more than the 
former? 0,16 into 7,08 equals 2.26 per cent, more. Itis éasy to sub- 
stitute for “long price” *Rouan's” perpendicular of 10tt., and for 
Soost? his “advantage of lateral resistance”? 

I giye this homely illustration because 1 Know other readers were 
befogzed by his figures, Thelv minds became gummed to the “per- 
peudieular of 100...’ which, im point of fact, was not a part of the 
comparison, Again, **Roudn" coutradicts himself by his own figures. 
First he says the elaim of least wetted surfaceisnottrie. He figures 
Fendeur at 256.68q, ft. Then, when he talks of lateral resistance 
with both models beled to 20 degrees, he states his model would 
have greater length of wetted surface than Fendeur, His measures 
9 9-10ft, and mimes +10, To the Forest Anp Streamof Web. 24, “GQ. 
B®, N." says Fendeur design is not news “F. J, P."' a month later tlatly 
contradicted “GQ. 8, N.’s*’ statements, offered proof and called the 
(lesign a new type, different from anything in use, By the way, Mr, 
Hilitor, [don't racollect 'G, 1, N.* having sent you the details us you 
requosted. , 
And now, while thanking My, Claphsm for saying Veodeur would 

prove to be “what bas nob been yet produced, a handy. comfortable, 
and, at thesame time. speedy host,” 1 wish to say he is mistaken 
about her ‘gliding to leeward” on her straight side, His mistake lies 
in nob saying “she would glide beantifully bodily to windward,” 
For such is the fact, and if he seriously doubts it, f will make an up- 
pointment with him to see the modelde it, and force conviction by 
actual experiment. 
Asto the trials of the motel, On Oct, 21, when a northeast wind 

was blowing so lard that everything was reefed down tight and 
¢lose, large schooners in the lower bay carrying two rested mainsuil 
and one jib, nothing mere, T put the model in the water in Graves- 
end Bay, close fo Coney Island Pomt, carrying mainsail and jib, both 
reefed, with topmiast on end, and started her toward Bath in heavy, 
chopping water, which would rise in proportion to her seme six to 
eight feet high, he went off ataspeed varying with the power of 
the putts, which st times were heavy enough fo heel her to 40 degrees, 
Ab snth moments it was really wonderful to see her slide bodily to 
windward, and dig ahead ata speed that required the most lishy 
pulling on our oars to keep up with her, She jana little more than 
a half mile, cating right into the wind; then was pub wboub on the 
other tack, and delighted the onlookers yery much to see the clevar 
mauuer in which she hell up to windward and weathered a long row 
bf buoys and boals Lying directly in her course, She carried hevself 
ina very powerful manner, showing great initial stability and a 

knowledge the value of the board and the Teast draft dompatible with 
zood pertormance, Wut we protest that even under suen Minitation 
tis not at all imperative that safety aud accommodations he aban- 

doned in favor of likht displacement braps, lugking In all the ecsen- 
tials of good desigu and calling for big \ 
Hat dish bottoms. This is where we 

Tig= to Unive their . 
anffer in onr posilion, 

(Dro. 6,188 
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from the erude and ill-digested notions prevalent among 
most yacht builders and among the general run of newly 
fledged sailors. We have hitherto given most prominence to 
pronounced cutters in order to enforce sound logic and exact knowl- 
edge. With the possibility of attaming the highest speed on large 
displacement with ‘‘shoulder” reduced to second rank in importance 
once fully conceded, the time will come for applying the same prin- 
ciples to boats of moderate draft. But it is above all things necessary } 
that such a concession should first be forced from all sides, so that 

- ancient dogmas and quackery about light displacement shall not in- 
terfere with sound design in boats of any class suited to any special 
requirements. To bring about such an end, the present war in favor 
of cutters has been waged. The choice of type may be left to each 
individual as soon as he is in possession of a full understanding of 
the principlesinvolyed. But as long as buildersand amateurs blindly 
insist upon light displacement simply because they know nothing 
else, we have considered it our business to instruct them to the con- 
trary for their own benefit. That we have been on the right tack all 
along has now been proven to the satisfaction of eyery one open 
to reason and facts, It is not dikely that any intelligent student 
of events will so far stray from common sense as to build another 
yacht of light displacement, whatever his draft may be. The object 
of the modern school has been to compel attention to the other side 
of thestory. Every one had been inoculated with the very foolish 
and wholly unsupported notion that big displacement and speed were 
inimical and that only traps could be expected to sail. The exhibi- 
tion the heavy cutters have recently made of our most famous skim- 
mers is exactly in accord with what we have all along heen preaching. 
These victories, with the more than pehepie loss of the America Cup 
next season, will lift the new school into such ascendency, that the 
course of ForREsST AND STREAM will be fully understood, and its dis- 
interestedness valued in the light of the prolonged fight we have 
made single :-handed against overwhelming numbers and deep-rooted 
prejudices, much to our personal loss and suffering in many respects. 
We have labored to rescue American yacht building from the dry rot 
of ignorance and the poison of prejudice, so that Americans may be 
Saved in the future the disgraceful collapse which this season has 
witnessed in the conspicuous disaster to a new vessel, built to eclipse 
everything afloat, but which met the shallow conceptions of her origi- 
nators by ignominiously capsizing and sinking in a summer puff, and 
which in spite of her light displacement, reaches only mediocrity in 
point of speed. Sucha vast field as naval architecture applied to 
yachts for widely varying purposes, cannot be covered in all its bear- 
ings every time we write. If our attention has been engrossed with 
cutters of deep draft in the past, it has been with a view to creating 
asharply defined issue, the results of the trial to serve as our lever 
for prying the scales from the eyes of somnolent incompetence, so 
the community might benefit accordingly. In response to many in- 
uiries, we will during winter offer designs for moderate draft, which 

shall embody ‘cutter principles,’ and not be despicable traps because 
of their light draft]. 

A NEW SINGLEHANDER. 

Ww have had numerous inquiries asking for the publication of 
plans for a smal! all round boat of about 25ft. loadiine. Our 

intention to offer a design of our own has been forestalled by the re- 
ceipt of the plans for a new yacht to be built for Boston owners this 
winter, These plans are so commendable in their general aspect and 
so well considered in all details that we produce them as almost an 
exact counterpart of our own ideas. They were executed by Messrs. 
Burgess of the Eastern Yacht Agency, and are entirely original with 
them, being the outcome of their diversified experience and mature’ 
study of the whole subject. The yacht promises to bea good'sailer 
on all points, safe, able, roomy, dry and buoyant, and serves as an 
excellent example for an allround boat wherever there is five feet 
of water. This yacht is intended to be the longest one man can work 
with convenience as a yawl, and large enough to make a comfortable 
eraft for two when rigged as a cutter. Beam and displacement have 
therefore been kept moderate. One chief feature is the absence of 
any separate or plank keel, the outside iron ballast being widv across 
the top and so moulded as fo be part and parcel of the boat proper, 
which prevents the twisting or wrenching off of the keel upon 
grounding, 

Méneth-overcalls osc de dewe chee vad teases e+ 29Lt. 
Length on W. L . R4Et. 
Beam extreme eet ... OGft. 2in. 
SEAM OUMY ils, Nee ssc hnee seme ee cee ys Le se . bE. 
DT AtT Ween oe aes siteheosid RLU 
Leastitreeboard 0.) 0 od, ee oe 2ft. Bin. 
Displacement, 189 cubie feet...-...-....... ..5.4 tons, 
ALOT A] Wane: | ee SER RCL ares Sos 6,850 Ibs. 
Ratio of ballast to displacement.................. 0.55 
Area midship section................. 14.5 sq. ft, 
Area immersed longitudinal section, 93 sq. ft 
Area loadline 

Ratio longitudinal to midship section...... . 6. 
Ratio longitudinal section to loadline plane,..... 1.08 
Midship section from end L. W. L......... .. lft. 
Center of buoyancy from L. W. L.. -, 1B,12ft, 

* Center of lateral resistance from L. W. L. .. 13.44£6, 
Genter of effort from L. W. L......... 22. .tseess. 12.82f6, 
Center of effort forward of C.L.R . ... .. Tein, 
Aréa three lower sails. ....-..0,.-. 6.2... es ...669 sq. ft. 
Area per sq, ft. wet surface ............... 02.04. 3.26 sq. ft. 

We will soon publish sail plan and accommodations. 

RIVAL,—The stories concerning the Rival and her owner's recent 
Supposed conversion to light draft. which were published in a daily 
paper, turn out to be devoid of ali truth. The Rival is offered for 
sale, not because large displacement has been found a failure, but pe- 
cause she was alwaysintended to be sold after trial, having been put 
up to give mechanics occupation during the dull summer season. 
The light draft now building by John Mumm is for shooting on Great: 
South Bay. We learn that the Rival was found to work well, and 
that she is built in the thorough and conscientious manner for which 
John Mumm’s workis noted. As for the sweeping challenges and 
disparagement of cutters ascribed to her owner in the public prints, 
they are fictions. Large displacement in the Rival has not heen 
found afailure. Her weight and draft make her an able and safe 
boat, and if her speed is an open question, it is because no opportu- 
nity was taken to put her to a test, having come out in September, 
pe not being in condition before other boats of her class had been 

id up. . 

ILEEN.—The World of Monday informed its readers that this 
cutter had been caught in a gale off Hattergs, had returned for 
shelter, had sprung her mainmast and was going to lay up for winter, 
being compelled to abandon the idea of further cruising. There is 
not one grain of truth in the report of the World. It is a fiction of 
an unscrupulous reporter seeking to traduce cutters before the pub- 
lic by the circulation of such falsehoods. The truth is simply this: 
Tleen left for a short trial spin at sea before clearing with the roving 
commission for Hampton Roads, Bermuda, etc. et compass was 
found not quite true, and upon her return to port last Sunday the 
adjustment was made. She at once put to sea again for a protracted 
cruise. All hands are delighted with her behavior. The World takes 
good care not to correct the false impressions it spread, but that is 
to be expected from such an unreliable source, 

ROSIE.—This fiftle steamer has been sold togo to Florida. The 
Rosie was built by Jas. Cole of the Boston Fire Department. She is 
a neat little specimen 16ff, long, 3ft. beam, Frame is of bent oak, 
spaced th! ee inches, skin of 14in. pine, Boiler 14x22in. made of steel, 
contains 199 brass tubes. Cylinder 8x3. Weight of engine and boiler 
2001lbs. Serew two-bladed, 20in. diam., 40in. pitch. Makes 10 miles 
on one peck of soft coal. Carries three hands. 

DAISY.—Mr. M. Van Rensselaer, Jr., of this city, has purchased the 
handsome little Daisy, cutter, 7 tons, well known to Southampton 
waters. She will be shipped for this port next spring and will hea 
-ereditable addition to the growing fleel of cutters. Daisy was built 
last year by J, J. Pay & Co., of Southampton, Hngland, with sails by 
Ratseys & Lapthorn. She is 26ft waterline, 8.8ft. beam and 5.2ft, 
draft. Wil tiy Seawanhaka Corinthian burgee. 

SHA RPIES.—Mr. Clapham is busy with & number of models, Tyo 
for 82-f. boats have been sent to Nova Scotia and Vlorida, and two 
more models are togo to France. Another for a yawl of 33ft. is 
destined for Quebee. Mr. Clapham writes that he has neyer entered 
-arace with a sharpie, because all the boats so far built were intended 
for cruising only. The racing sharpie is still a thing of the future. 

MERMAID. —This steam yacht ran short of fuel on her recent pas- 
‘sage from Norfolk to Wilmington, N. C., and after burning up chairs, 
‘tables, stanchions, ete., fetched the Frymg Pan Shoals lightship and 
rcame to anchor, all hands boarding the light vessel. She was subse- 
‘quently towed into Smithville for a harbor, . 

LIST OF RACES.—Add one race, sailed Nov. 5, trom Harlem, by 
ithe Harlem Y. C. Wirst class, 3 starters, Lillie Dean 1. Second class, 
‘2 starters, Bezine 1, \e 
RIPPLE,—Mr. Chas, Cheseborough arrived in the side-vheel yacht 

qbeleey Baltimore last Wednesday, and was to remain a day o two 
ibefore. steaming South. : 

THE PAST SEASON.—A continuation of the summary of last 
Season will be found, as last week, upon the editorial apse! 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
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“THE FAIRY” MINNOW. 
Ih This is by far the best artificial minnow ever made, It 

i} isa great imprevement on the ‘‘Phantom,” which has 

long been considered the best of all minnows. When put 
-JR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

HORSES,CATTLE, SHEEP, DUGS, HOGS, 
and POULTRY, 

YOR TWENTY YEARS Humphreys’ Homeo- 
Pathic Veterinary Specifics have been used by 
Farmers, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable and 
furtmen, Horse Railroads, Manufacturers, — 
Con! Mine Companies, Trav’¢ Hippodromes 
and Menuageries, and others handling stock, 
With perfect success. 
Humphreys’ Veterinary Manual, (230 pp.) 

sé@nt free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 
t=" Pamphlets sent free on application. 

HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO, 
109 Fulton Street, New York. 

NERVOUS DEBILITY 
HUMPHREY ? Vital Weakness and Pros- 

tration from over-work or 
is radically indiscretion, EQ PA H 

and promptly cured by it, 
_ Been in use 20 years, 
—is the most success- 0. ' 
fulremedy known. Price $1 per vial, or5 vials and 
large vial of powder for $5, sent post-free on re~ | 
celpt of price. Humphreys’ Homeo. Med. Co. | Ulust, Catalogue tree,) 109 Fulton St.. N.Y. r 

FAIRY Ws 

The above minnow is No. 7, 

Nos. - - 
Inches Long 

Orders received from anglers residing where the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not he filled at any price. 

ABBEY & INMNBRIE, 

into the water it almost immediately becomes as soft as 

velvet and as tough as leather, besides having the exact 

appearance of a real minnow, even in the matter nf 

scales, Our Phantom has been imitated, and so, no 

doubt, will this be, Anglers will find onr name on every 

box containing one of these minnows, and our well- 

known trade mark on the card to which each minnow 
: is attached. 

The following are the various sizes we keep in stock. 
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Manufacturers of 

Eine EF ishing Wackie, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

JAS. FE. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street. Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Eine Fishins TVackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Brass Multiplymg Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, T5Et., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
ISOFt., $1.50; 24UFt., $1.75; B00£t., $2.00; 4a0ft., $2.95: 6O0FE. , $2.50, Any of the above Reels with Drags, 
so cts. extra; nickel plated; 50 cts. extra, Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 ets, extra. Marsters celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carl Chest wn, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks. 
Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts, per doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz.; put up one-half dozen in a 
package. Single Gut Tront and Black Bass Leaders. 1yd., 5 cts,; 2yds., 1U cts.; 3yds., 15 cts. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 leugth, 5 cts,; tieble twisted, 3 length, i0 cts. Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 
Plies,,$1.00 per doz. Jrout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1,25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Fly Rods, 10ft long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
ses les of hooks, leaders, etc,, sent by mail on receipt of price in money orstamp. Send stamp for 
catalogue. ’ 

Established 20 years. Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

Register your dog in the * AMERICAN 

KENNEL REGISTER,” and train him 

according to the precepts laid down in 

Hammond’s ‘*fraining vs. Breaking.’”? The 

“Register” is published every month; and 

new editions of the ‘‘Training vs. Breaking”’’ 

ure issued from time to time to supply the 

demand. 

PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE 
BEST GOODS. LOWEST PRICES. 

At KIFFE’S, 318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Brass Multiplying Reels with balance handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 

180ft., $1.50; 240Ft., $1.70; B00ft., $1.95; 450ft. $2.20; B00ft., $2.40: 750ft., $2.60; S00Tt., $2.80, Nickel plaiting 
and Drags extra. Brass Click Reels, 25yds., 60 cts.; 40yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., 85 cts.; Byds., $1.00, Kiffe’s 
Celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, Kinsey, 
Aberdeen. Sneek Bent and all other hooks. Single gut, 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; treble, 
30 cts. per doz. Single Gut Trout aud Black Bass Leaders, lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds. 10 cts.; 3yds,, 15 cfs. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; 4 length, 10 ets.; treble, 3 length, 10 cts.; 4 length, 15 cts.; extra heavy 
4-ply, 4 length, 265 cts. Trout Flies, 50 cts. per doz.; Black Bass Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black 
Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Two or three jointed Split Bamboo Rods, with extra tip, $12.50 
v $15.50, Also a large assortment of Sporting Goods at proportionate prices. Samples of our goods 

sent by mail or express on receipt of price in money. postage stamps or money order, 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

HERMANN H. KIFFE, 318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Between Fulton Ferry and City Hal. OPEN EVENINGS, 

Bargains that should be in every Sportsman's Hands. 
A FEW COPIES OF THE SECOND EDITION OF 

“wayTinTe Ssezoo Trin Ge” 
Left, and will be sold for 50 cents each. 

Methods for cleaning and loading the modern breech-loader; practical hints upon wing shooting; 
directions for hunting snipes, woodcocks, ruffed grouse and quails. : 

Ilustrated: Bound in cloth, sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price, 5) cents; formerly sold for $1.00. 

T. G. DAVEY, Publisher, London, Ont. 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

—MANUFACTURERS OF — 

Paper Shot Shells, Breeeh-Loading Cannon, &¢. 
Our Shells cannot be excelled by any in the country. Our ¥ 

Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the most complete yacht 
Cannon in the world, J 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST 

HUN 

il 
i 

: 

Es YUM OCH’ s 

Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

Patent 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers, Can be re 
loaded as often as any of the thicker makes. Cost only about half as 
much. Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and el ser, and 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, mside di meter is 
nearly two gauges larger. Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 
sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged. 
The crimping tool also acts 2s a reducer, an adyantage which will be an- 
preciated by all experienced sportsmen, Sample shells will be mailed (without 
charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or sheils in ease lots 
only, (2,000), and crimpers not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CQ, 
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 

101 & 103 Duane Street, - 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass. Agent for New England States 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. . 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Pustian and Corduroy, 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. ? 

THIS 
1s our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 

has seven pockets and game pockets. It is of strong 

material, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a 

successfu: day without losing a hair or feather. It can 

be worn over or under an ordinary coat. We will mail it 

to you for $2.00, Send breast measure. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS.. 

Manufacturers of 

New York, 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODs, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK SIREET. 

We are obliged to haye more room in our factory and greater tucilitiesfor manufacturing our goods 
to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachn- 
setis Charitable Mechanics’ Association Pair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 

First International Clay Pigeon Tournament 
— UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE 

LIGOWSKY CLAY PIGHON CO. 
A Five Day Programine, to be held at Chicago, Iilinois, May, 1384, 

PRINCIPAL CONTEST:—INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH. 

: CONDITIONS: 
Club team shooting (5t0 a team) third notch of trap, 10 and 12-bore guns allowed, 10 singla birds, 

18yds. rise; 5 double birds, liyds. rise; Ranelagh Club Rules to govern (excepting: use of single barrel 
only allowed), and such changes 48 Managers may determine to mest wishes of shooters. Five traps 
screened, dyds, apart. Special prize donated by the Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Company:—TYo the winning 
team, #750.00; to the best individual score, $750.00 Diamond Badge. Entrance fees, $25.1) 
perteam. Entrance fees and gate money, less cost o£ birds, grounds and advertising, to be distributed 
as Secoud, Third, Fourth and Fifth Team Prizes—40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Should there be less than 
fifty duly organized clubs entering this match, then clubs may enter as many teams of five as they may 
see fit. 

A series of *‘Sweepstakes”’ will be interspersed with and follow the preceding. 
Headquarters in Chieago at the Palmer House. Arrangements will be made for reduced railroad 

rates and hotel charges. r \ 
ClInbs should enter at once, by remitting $1,00 to the undersigned. Balance of entrance money pay 

able on the grounds at Chicago on first day of shoot to the General Manager and representative of the 
Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Compan , ; ¥ 

Copies of the rules can be obtained by a plying to the Ligowsky Clay Pigeon Company to whom 
communicatians on the subject should be addressed, - 

Further detailed list of matches, prizes, donors, etc., will be subsequently announced, together with 
exact date, gronnds, ete. (Signed.) 

THE LIGOWSKY CLAY PIGEON CO., 

August 1883. (P, O. Box 1,292). Office, No. 68 W. Third Street. Cincinnati, Ohio 

— 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

DOG STHALING. 

Cte and Dixie are gone, and two New York families 
- are deeply in grief and actively in search, The col- 

umms of one of the great dailies are also thrown open to aid 

in the finding of the little truants, but thus far there has 
been no suceess beyond the unearthing of any quantity of 
false clews to lead away from the main search. Topsy is a 
wee bit of a pug, while Dixie isa small black and tan dog. 

They are both choice specimens of their respective breeds, 

and they are also highly prized, far beyond their intrinsic 

worth, as household pets. Hundreds of dollars are offered 

for their return, yet they remain away, and serve as a text 

for much talk and comment on the subject of dog stealing, 

Enough is known of the circumstances surrounding the 
loss of cach of these dogs to point to the conclusion that 

there is a systematic plan for the capture of valuable dogs. 
The city is patrolled by an army of men and boys who are 

not aboye this petty crime, and in the aggregate their work 

amounts to a vast deal of loss and annoyance to a great 

many dog owners, Now and then some special case reaches 

the notice of the public and there is a mementfary discussion 
of the subject, perhaps a lull in the trade of dog stealing, 

and then it goes on as briskly as ever. It seems tombe the 
one form of crime which goes unpunished and generally 
without detection. The hundreds of advertisements appear- 
ing each month in the morning papers show the disposition 
of those bereft of their dogs to treat the thieyes leniently if 

their pets are only restored. There is a constant disposition 
to temporize with the rascals, and owners become partici- 

pants in vice by their readiness to compound the misde- 
meanor committed. It may be natural for those who are 
without their favorites to secure the smaller personal benefit, 

even though they encourage a greater general evil, but it 

would not be out of place if a society was organized for the 
special extermination of the pest of dog stealing, 

One curious phase of fhe recent cases is the part played 

5 VOL, XXI.—No. 20. 
| Nos. 89 & 40 Pank Row, New Yore, 

| by the private detective. He is not in much favor his at 

best. and many people claim to have good reason for looking 

upon him as more of a nuisance than a blessing. He now 

comes to the surface as a cleyer worker upon the sympathies 

of those deep in gricf over the loss of a pet. When Dixie’s 

return was sought for through the papers, the private detec- 
tive appeared with an introductory note, telling the owner 

that just such a black and tan was in the office of the detec- 

tive awaiting an owner. Of course a visit is made, and then 
the cute detector of crime is shrewd enough to frame a lie 

for the occasion. The dog spoken of in the note was claimed 

by its owner but an hour before, and he was very grateful 

for the services of the detective. Would not the present 

visitor secure his services? There isa trifling matter of a 

resistration fee, $10, and then reports will be made of pro- 

gress. Very soon will come a mysterious intimation that a 

clew has been discoyered. This, to be followed up, means a 

seemingly endless system of fees and expense bills, until the 

patience and the pocketbook of the victiin are one or both 

exhausted, 

Like every other form of lareency, dog stealing can only 

be carried on through a system of “fences” or receivers of 
stolen goods. Those who take dogs from the street do not 

keep them, but they are disposod of at the shops of faaciers, 

who in many casesare not particular in knowing or seeking 

to discover the history of the animal they are buying. A 
reputable dealer knows from whom he takes sny dog pur- 

chased. Ife does not get it at a ridiculously low figure, and 
then in confession of his guilt send it away to another city 
for disposal by a brother fence, or perhaps give it a few 

months’ rustication at a quiet surburban kennel until the 

noise of search for the missin® pet has quieted down. 

There is a continual procession of disconsolate searchers 

for lost dogs going from shop to shop over this city. The 
quest is a useless one, for an honest dealer would either not 

have the dog sought, or watching the advertisements, as all 

of them do, would have promptly returned it, While a dis- 
honest dealer, of course, denies all knowledge of the dog, 

though it may at the moment be whining piteously in the 

eellar beneath him, 
A few convictions for dog stealing would do an immense 

amount of good in clearing the city of this nuisance, and if 

the Westminster Kennel Club, for instance, could accom- 

plish something, it would earn the good will of a great num- 

ber of owners. 

TO SUBSCRIBERS, 

1UBSCRIPTIONS to the Forsst anp STREAM are pay- 
hk able in advance. The names of persons who do not 

promptly respond to the notice sent them on the expiration 

of their subscriptions, are dropped from our books. 

These statements seem called for by the fact that a number 

of letters from aggrieved readers have recently been received 

at this office complaining that they no longer receive their 

papers. In almost every instance these letters come from 

people who have failed to remit for the renewal of their sub- 

scription, 

Tt must be clearto every one that the business of a news- 

paper can be carried on only ina business way. If we were 

selling houses, or tables, or guns, or hoes, or pen handles, no 

one would expect to obtain these articles from us without 
rendering an equivalent, Why should he hope, or desire, to 
receive a paper on any other than the ordinary commercial 

basis? 
If our subscribers will promptly remit, on receiving their 

first notice that their subscriptions haye run out, they will 

save. us much trouble. 

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHS. 

Ww: haye received a number of photographs in exchange 

for the two views taken from our office windows, 

and find them very charming and suggestive pictures of 

camp life and pleasure travel. We repeat that we have taken, 

with amateur outfit, two views from the windows of the 

Forrest A®p STREAM office, and shall be glad to exchange 
one or both of them for amateurs’ photographs of camp 

scenes and other pictures made by the sportsman tourist. 

The views are 5x8 in. No, 1 is an instantaneous picture, It 

shows the north side of the Post Office, Mail street, astrip of 

the City Hall Park, anda varnish sign over on Broadway, 
There isalss a pie wagon delivering pies to the stand on the 

Post-office corner, with a fat pedestrian in close proximity, 
No. 2 shows the front of the old City Hall, with the roof of 
the new County Court House, other public buildings, the 

top of Stewart's old wholesale store, and a slice of the 

| American News Co,’s building in Chambers street. 

SAVE THE ADIRONDACKS. 
HIS is another age of the Vandals; not the barbarians of 

- old times who overthrew the cities, but ravagers of 2 

new type, who would destroy to the last vestige the grand 

forest preserves of the East and the West. Every reader of 

this journal is familiar with the scheme, prompted by un- 

conscionable greed, that recently threatened to lay waste to the 

National Park; and now the people of the State of New 
York are alarmed at the threatened destruction of the Adir- 

ondack forests. 
The lumber supply of this country is now so reduced that 

it will be profitable to cut down the trees on Adirondack 

lands and send the lumber to market. As the land is owned 

by private individuals, there is no way to stop the cutting of 

the trees, unless the State assumes control of the region by 

purchase. The reasons why the forests should be preserved 

are not sentimental, but very practical. If the Adirondacks 

are cleared the Hudson River will dry up; in fact, with the 

gradual cutting away of timber lands, it has been gradually 

drying up for years. This means that navigation will be in- 

terrupted; commerce will suffer; the city, the State, the 

nation, will be involved in such a calamity. The practical 

business men are taking up the subject. The New York 

Chamber of Commerce has prepared a memorial to the next 

Legislature asking for State interference. 

OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER. 

TPHE next issue, that of Dec. 20, will be the Christmas 

number of this journal. We have so many papers on 

hand for publication at that time that it will be quite out of the 

question to find room for allof them in a FoREst AND STREAM 
of the usual size. As announced elsewhere, we shall issue 

a four-paged supplement, and in addition to that there will 

be four more extra pages, making altogether a thirty-six 

paged paper. We shall not particularize the attractions of 
the number, The subjects will be varied, and somewhere in 
the thirty-six pages, we are quite confident, will be found a 

story or a note to the liking of each of the forty or fifty 

thousand persons who will scan the columns. 

CAMP-FIRE FLICKERINGS. 

a a gees our nextissue we will publish a four-paged sup- 
plement, into which will be gathered all the “Camp- 

Fire Flickerings” printed since the column was begun last 
year, and the particulars will be given of a “‘Camp-Fire Flick- 

ering” competition for 1884, This will be something in 
which every reader of the Foresr AND STREAM can take an 

active part. 7 

Deer tw BeLGIuM.—A paragraph now going the rounds 

of the papers says that ‘‘stag hunting is now the fayorite 

amusement in Belvium. Game of all kipds is so plentiful 
that it is necessary to destroy it. During the war of 1870 

numbers of the deer fled from Ardennes and took refuge in 

the Belgian frontiers at the St. Hubert side, where they 
multiplied enormously. Baron Hoogroses, a rich Belgian 
landed proprietor, is almost overrun with Canadian deer, 

which he imported into his domain some years since, and is 
now anxiously desirous of thinning his herds.” It would be 
interesting to learn on what this statement is based, and 
further, to what species the so-called Canadian deer belong; 

that is, whether they are the common Virginia deer (C. vér- 

ginianus) or the elk (@. canadensis). It is well known that 
large numbers of the last named species have been exported 

from this country for European deer forests, where in many 

cases they haye done well, and have proved valuable addi- 

tions to the native game. With the red deer of Europe they 

freely interbreed, and the greater size of the American clk 
makes the cross avery desirable one. We have heard of 

hybrids which exceeded in size the largest of the two 

parents. It is thought that these hybrids may prove fertile 
inter se, and it is, we believe, well established that they will 

breed with an animal of the pure stock of either parent. 
What a biting satire it would be on Amerisan laws and cus- 

toms, if fifty years hence the naturalist who might wish to 

study Cervus canadensis alive, should be obliged to visit 

Europe to find subjects for his investigations. And if we 

may judge the future by the past, this is what is likely to 

happen, The days of the elk—at least in public hunting 

grounds—are numbered. 

Tere 1s A Vasr Distincrion between a “‘sporting man” 

and a sportsman, and between a ‘‘sporting” paper and a 

sportsman’s paper. 

Tum MicHIGAN SPORTSMEN’R AssoctATIoN will hold its 

next annual meeting at Jackson, Jan. 9, and following days, 
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Che Sportsman Courist, 

AMONG THE MOOSE. 
“Shepherd, * * * But dinna tell me that you have lost your 

passion for Lhe art; for we never lose our passion for any pastime at 
wlieh we eontinue to excel," —Novles sAvbrosiona. 

[* the fall of 1874 my friend, Mr. L. J. Peck, then of 
Loekpvrl, N. Y., but now living in St. Clair, Mich., 

came down to my place to kill a bear. Having succeeded in 
this laudable undertaking, he asked me to pay him a visit 
and take a hunt with lim. This I have been unable to do 
until this year. as it seemed impossible for us both to get 
leisure at the same time, but early in the past summer we 
igveed to arrange our business so thal we could go offin the 
fall and look up & moose. 

After picking out a place for our hunt we wrote in Sep- 
tember and made all the necessary arrangements as to guides, 
tent, provisions and birch canoe, and fixed the night of 
Tuesday, Oct, 10, as the time when our Indians should meet 
16 at the railwey so as to start for the woods next morning. 
Tlett Washington Thursday, Oct. 4, at 9:50 P. M., and went 
by Baltimore, Harrisburg und Elmirato Buffalo. At Butfalo 
I got a ticket yia Port Huron and Ridgeway to 8t. Clair, but 
got off at Sarnia and fool the boat down the river, by which 
plan I got to St, Clair at 8:30 A M_; whereas, had I siuek 
to the cars 1 should not have reached there until noon. 

Saturday and Sunday passed so pleasantly that I would 
have liked very well to stretch the two days to weeks, bul 
we had ordered 4 variety of things, animate and inanimate, 
to he ready for us Tuesday night, and had no time to count- 
ermand the arrangements, even bad we agreedto, Then, 
too, we felt restless and hegan to sniff the air as though to 
catch a scenf of the spruce and balsam thickets, and our 
talk was niuch of runs, camps and moose. We left St. Clair 
Monday morning and arrived at the end of our railway jour- 
ney ubout 11:80 Tuesday night. Wednesday was a rainy 
dismal day. so we concluded to put off our start until next 
morning. This gave us time to arrange all our supplies and 
eump equipage, and let Langvin—commonly Aluck—one 
of our Indians, scher up, for he was too tight for any good 
Wednesday. 

Vhursday morning we started, with a two-horse wagon 
carrying all our traps, and in which Mr, Peck rode, while I 
and Joe Lavigne, our other Indian, walked. Aleck joined 
us about noon, 4nd about an hour after we reached a farm 
and depot of supplies belonging to the lumber firm whose 
timber limits covered our preposed hunting ground. There 
we dined and afterward pushed on some tive miles further, 
making twenty in wll, As this was as far as il was possible 
to take the Wagon we camped near ax small creek, pitched 
our tent, and passed « comfortable night. Friday morning 
we started the wagon back early and then traveled on afoot 
to ow intended camp ground, on the outlet of a small name- 
less poud, one of several lying near each other, all surrounded 
by more or less bog, and much frequented by moose in the 
warm weather. Notwithstanding the big loads which Joe and 
Aleck carried with their portage straps, or tump-ines as they 
ealled them, we had to leave some of our provisions to avait 
another trip, and these we hid away carefully where they 
would keep dry, After eating our diuncr and putting the 
camp in order, we took Joe and paddled up the nearest 
pond and through the inlet to asecond one, frightening a 
few ducks as we pussed, The Indians had killed an old 
cow moose on the upper pond about ten days before, and Joe 
showed us the place. ‘‘Right ilere, we kill a moose, me 
un’ Aleck. Big cow mouse.” 
“Where did you shoot from, Joe?” 
“When we come round that point, then we see the moose, 

an’ then we begin toshool,” 
“And where do you say the moose was?” 
“The moose was standin’ right therein the bog; an’ then 

when we begun to shoot we was all the time padlin’ along, 
and then we fire nine times, and then the moose fell down.” 

“Nine times! Why, gracious, Joe, the moose wasn't more 
than a hundred yards off when you first shot. What in the 
world made you shoot nine times?” 
“We shoot as long as be was standing up, an’ then, when 

we shoot nine times, then he fall down.” 
We found out, by questioning, that they killed this moose 

with a single breech-loailer, but of what make they did not 
know. At they could tell about it was, that “when we 
shoot then we put in another cartridge.” ‘With your 
hand?” ‘Yes.” They had hung the moose hide near our 
cimp, where also was the meat on a scaffold, smoked. 

Saturday morning we started out to look for moose, The 
leaves were somewhat damp and not yery noisy; still in the 
hardwood tiumber we could be heard much further than we 
could see. Westruck a hardwood ridge about half a mile 
from camp and followed its top looking for fresh tracks. 
We found one in about half on hour, and in a few minutes 
gota glimpse of the moose as il leff an opening a little to 
our right, but got no shot nor could we see what kind of one 
it was. As itranit scared out an old bull within a hundred and 
fifty yards of us, which went off with a bellow or two, 
Half an hour after, Aleck and I turned aside to look at a 
track we crossed und caught a similar glimpse of another 
moose, but got no shot, as it was standing at the brink of 
the sleep hillside, and one step took it clear out of sight, 
On our way home we stopped u few minutes to get the In- 
dian’s tent which was pitched on the side of the ridge on 
which we hunted, where they had killed an old cow and 
two calves on the same trip on which they killed the one 
before mentioned. They showed us where the moose 
stood and where they were when they opened fire. 
Joe shot first at about a hundred yards, and, without 
any idea as to where his shots went, kepton until he 
strick a small tree between themand the moose. Aleck 
then took thé gun and atter a while got the cow down, 
when of course the killing of the calves was only a matler 
of time. They fired twenty-nine shots before they got all 
three down, The hides were hung on poles and all the meat 
smoked, 

Sunday we spent quietly about camp. Monday we found 
the leaves dried so much that there was no chance to still- 
hunt with any reasonable likelihood of success, so we con- 
cluded to moye to another pond a half mile or so away, 
where we could camp in an old deserted lumber shanty and 
wait for a change in the weather. Tuesday T took Aleck 
find went ont to where we left our extra provisions and 
brought them into camp, On our way we sat down to rest 
ou the bank of a small pound, perhaps 500 or 600 yards 
across, As we sat idly gazing at the water I said; ‘Aleck, 
if I was in a canoe anchored in the middle of this pond. 1 | 
gould kill a moose anywhere on the bank,” 

“You think you hit him that far, ech? That's long way | an’ there was snow on the groiind, an’ they yas all startin’ 
veross that pond, Muybe then you don’t hit him at all.” 
“Why, it can’t be more than 250 or 300 yards to the shore, 

This little fun ought to kill one that far certainly.” 
“S'pose you try & shot,” sug@ested Aleck; “you shoot at ie ) Ze 

that white log stickin’ in the water up there.” 
“Why, that.is 4 good deal further than the middie of the 

pond,” [ replied, “it must he 350 yards.” 
“Well, you try him anyhow, Wenotlimt here any more 

and won't scare nofhin’,” 
I told him 1 would fire one shot for range, which would 

probably be short, as it was, and to noteh the second one. 
The second shot hit it. 
Aleck was amazed, 

I could do with onr guns, 4 28-inch ’76 model, and a 20-inch 
‘73 model Winchester, 

ling a gnn like one of ours for his own nse. 
Wednesday was, as the preceding days, clear and pleas- 

ant. 

off a tew miles to look at a Jake said to be full of trout, and 
of whieh wanted to take a sketch. asked Joe how far it 
was to the lake, 

“Oh! ‘hout fiye miles.” 
“What is the name of the lake? 
“We call if ‘Cochon Lake,’ ” 
“Pig Lake! That's a nice name for it, What sort of 

country is there around il? Avy hills, or is it flat and bogey 
like thispoud?” 

What do you call it?” 

“No bog. Mountains all ‘round the lake, Big moun- 
tains.” 

“ILm! Imnust go and see it if there are mountains about, 
” 

T may vet a good view. 
Thursday Aleck and I went to the lake in fhe morning, 

but by the time we got there the wind blew so that we only 
waited Jong enough to take one sketch, when we started back 
and got tocamp by noon. Joe’s ‘‘big mountains” turned 
out, when seen, to be nothing butlittle hills; still, they made 
broken outlines wgainst the sky, and framed the road quite 
picturesquely. As we found no one at the shanty, we con- 
cluded that Mr, P. and Joe had gone off to the hardwood 
ridge to sil about for 1 while, for Mr. Peck was too unwell 
to go far or long ata time. Just after we had finished our 
dinner they came in, Joe carrying a full puck, and Mr. P.’s 
buckskin suit, showing fresh blood st#ins. I supposed, as did 
Aleck, that Mr. Peck had killed u moose, but we said noth- 
ing, and afterea while the story came out, They had sat 
down on the hardwood ridge to look about, when Joe saw a 
deer move its ears, and calling Mr. P.’s attention to it, the 
latter at once shot it, smashing the shoulders, and they had 
brought the meat and hide to camp. The killing of thisdeer 
had a salutary effect allaround, What we were after wasa 
shot at a moose, and as we could clearly see that it was not 
much to the interest of these Indians to show us moose, or to 
disturb the game on this huntine ground of theirs, where 
they proposed to do their fall hunting, for $2 a day apiece, 
when one moose if killed by them would bring thena num- 
ber of dollars, we had told them we would take only the 
head and horns, and give them the meat and hides of any we 
might kill, Joe saw by. the effecé of the '76 model on the 
deer’s shoulders what a moose might expect, and Aleck had 
seen my *738 morlel shoot, so now they spent most of that 
evening in discussing the hest way to get a moose, using the 
barbarous patois common to their class, in that part of 
Canada. 

Mr. Peck, who is not as young as he was more years ago 
than | can remember, was far from well, and probably would 
have been contented to huye started home from where we 
were encamped had it not been for the dislike of going 
back without a shot, and after hunting only one day. Kill- 
ing the deer was a small matter to an old hunter, bat still it 
was 4n incident which broke the monotony of watching the 
wind and weather signs, and he felt rather encouraged. I 
got plenty of fresh meat, and, being well fed, fel equal to 
most anything in the way of a tramp. Ido not get low- 
spitited in camp, no matter what the weather or success. 
We took some part in fhe discussion as lo what we bad 

better do, and decided to starf the next morning and move 
our camp some miles to a creek, where there was a big bog, 
and where, as the country round about was burned for miles, 
and therefore open, so that we could see as far as we could 
be heard, we thought we could do better still-hunting during 
the dry weather when the leaves were so noisy, I had been 
telling Aleck and Joe that if they would show either of usa 
moose anywhere within a quarter of 1 mile we would kill it, 
and not let it go fifty yards. While we were waiting for a 
change of weather, ¢ach morning at breakfast and each 
evening as we sat and smoked, 1 would say, ‘Neyer mind, 
Joe, have patience; it is J who will kill the ‘big bueck,’” 
which was what he called an old bull. ‘Wait until we get 
to the burnt country. It is then that the glory will rest 
with me. 1 shall kill the old bull; seven feet high, Joseph!” 
“Maybe then when you shoot at hina then you don't hit 

dam one, eh!” exclaimed Aleck. ‘‘One time | was huntin’ 
out there an’ ] shoot atm’ ole bull, Big buck! Big horns! 
Great big moose! An’ I shoot a lot of times, an’ L couldn’t 
get him down, an’ then Thad no more balls, an’ I went up 
maybe as far as this shanty,” indicating its length by a 
gesture! 

“Why, you certainly ought to kill one that close, Aleck.” 
“What! You think I go any eloser with just a little 

hatchet? An’ the moose was standin’ there’—moving his 
Nand to show how he pawed—“‘an’ goin’ ‘Woe! Woo!’ an’ 
all his hair turned up. I tell youl don’t go any nearer to 
him, an’ 1 come away an’ left him there in the snow and 
went away off to a shanty and stayed all night. An’ in the 
mornin’ a whole lot of moose had been there, an’ the ole bu!) 
was gone an’ I never get him.” 

This seemed to amuse Jce, who evidently thoufht our re- 
marks about shooting, when measured by their standards, 
sounded Jike *‘blowing,” so he suddenly hegzan: 

“Once there was aman, Once there wasaman, An’— 
An’ he was goin’—An’ he was goin’ with a lot of men. An’ 
they was all goin’ into the bush; away up into the bush; 
Temiseamingue! Keepawa! away up into the bust. An’ 
they was #oing to stay in a shanty and cut logs in the bush 
all winter. An’ they was all goin’ along, An’ this man 
hada gun, an’ they was goin’ along, an’ this man he would 
all the time tell them to show him 2» moose; an’ he would 
say ‘they would show him a moose and then he would kill 
it;’ he would shoot the moose. So then they was goin’ along 
and they came to an old shanty, an’ they stayed all night in 
ihe shanty, an’ then in the mornin’ they was startin’ out, 

“T eouldn’t do that,* he exclaimed; 
“you kill: moose then when you shoot at him, sure,” Evi- 
dently he and Joe bad had doubts as to what Mr. Peck and 

The doubts, as far as he was con- 
cerned, were now removed, und he began to tall nhout wet- 

Mr, Peck and T took a hatchet and marked # line some 
nile Hoda balf east of camp to a hardwood ridge, where le 
thought he might go next day and loaf about, while I went 

out, an’ they was goin’ by a pond, an’ it was bog all along 
the pond, an’ they was «ll walkin’ aloug in the snow on this 
hog, So then they showed him the moose walkin’ out of the 
bush, Big moose] Old buck! Great big horns on him! 
Walkin’ out on the bom, ‘Three moose; five moose; whole 
lot of moose; all walkin’ ont on the boo in the snow, An’ 
then the man he took his gun an’ be went up by the moose, 
an’ they was all walkin’ along in the snow, an’ then he hezan 
shootin’ at the moose.” 
“How close did he get before he shot, Joe?’ Mr. P, asked. 
“Oh! forty yards: fifty yards, maybe. An‘ then he began 

shootin’ at the moose, an’ he shoot four times, six times, a 
lot of times, an’ the moose Was all the time walkin’ along in 
the snow. So then the moose was all gone, an’ they had all 
walked away, An’ then the man he laid down his gun an’ 
he took his butcher knife and he was going to cut the thyoat 
of the moose—he lad shot at the moose. So then he exme 
up where the moose was ull walkin’ along in the snow, and 
then there wasn’t any moose, an’ he clidn’t hit dam ove!" 

“That is a pretty good story, Joe," said [, smiling. “TI 
Imow one that begins almost the sameway. Listen: Once 
there was 2 man—imitating bis voice and manner—and he 
was going into the bush with another man tu get a sho! at a 
moose, and he had two Indians foing with him, too. And 
he was all the time asking about the country, and where the 
lakes were, and what they werelike. And thenif there were 
mountains around a lake, then lie would say he would go see 
the lake. So one day he asked about a lakeand it was called 
Cochou Lake, and he asked one of the Indians what Kind of 
banks the lake had, and he said, ‘Mountains! Bix moun- 
tains! Big high mountains! So then the man went to look 
at the lake, and he came to the lake and Jooked for the 
mountains, and then there weren't any monotains at all, only 
little bits of hills, So then he came buck and he told the 
Indian, ‘I did not understand you this morning. 1 thought 
you said “big mountains,” but-you must have said ‘pig moun- 
tains, 7" 

Aleck grinned at this. “Eb, Joe! What you think of 
that? Pig mountains! Show us the Cochon Mountuins, 
Joe! Big mountains! High mountains!” 
Asamatter of fact Ido not believe Joe had ever been to 

this Jake; all he knew about it lie had been told by Aleck, 
Chom Chay 

Wasnineton, D, O,, November, 1883. 

[TO BE CONCLUDED. | 

EGERIA PARK, 

SECOND PAPER. 

PEPORE. we start for the hilltops let me tell you how 1 
came to be making this trip; as itis one of a chain of 

interesting events which lead up to, «nd culminate in, one of 
the most, frightful massacres ever perpetrated by Indians; to 
the death of a gallant officer of the United States Army, the 
defeat of lis command, and to the fing! remoyal of the Ute 
Indians from their beloved haunts in the mountains of 
Colorado. 

Gen. Ed, McCook, then Governor of Colorado, had made 
arrangements with the Seven Tribes to meet in council at the 
Southern, or “Los Pinos” Agency to discuss the treaty, by 
which if was proposed the Utes should cede to the United 
States that part of their immense “reserve” since known as 
the ‘San Juan country,” Agents were sent out. to summon 
the different bands, and my own mission was to hunt up and 
bring in the band then known as the '‘Rovyers,” under the 
leadership of the notorious and since dveaded “Colorow.” 
My instructions were to bring the entire band, if possible, 
and if that could nof be done, then to induce ten of their 
“head men” to come to the erand council. I had with me 
an excellent. interpreter, Uriah, My. Curtis, and n frontiers 
min named Jefferson, or ‘Jeff Lee. Our outfit was a 
stout cow-pony for each man and two pack-horses well 
laden with ‘‘grub,” two pairs of blankets and a buffalo robe 
apiece, and a canvas wagon sheet, double size. Of course 
each had a good rifle—La Remington, 44-77, knife and re- 
volver; and I carried what I would recommend to all sports 
men in this region, a good held glass, 

At Hot Sulphur Springs, half way from Denver to the 
Park, we found **Pi-ah,” 4 sul-chief of the Rovers, and 
“Black John,” his half brother, who spoke good Wnelish— 
tor a Ute. Our ride was uneventful, beyond the killing of u 
pray old buck antelope at Muddy Creek, ill we struck the 
camp, Where my last letter left you, and which was to be 
the scene of my first real good hunt in the Rocky Monntains. 
Blacktail Creek forks just above where we had made camp; 
the east fork rising, as [ have said, buta few hundred feet 
west of the suurce of Pass Creek. The west fork rises some 
five miles further west, on the main ndge of the Gore, ynd in 
a country of alternate glades, strips of pine forest and quak- 
ing aspen thickets—one of the prettiest spots I ever saw for 
still-hunting. It was for this ground that John and [ 
“pointed,” leaving Jet! to go down stream and ‘‘ketech a 
handful of fish,” as he expressed it, whilethe other two 
went up the east fork, It is 1 good three-quarters of an 
hour’s climb to the top of the first ridge, through first deuse 
willows along the stream, then a thousand feet or so through 
standing: and over ‘‘down’’ pine; buf when the top is reached 
the going is easy, and the careful huuter may moye almosi, 
as silently over the pinetleaf carpeted ground or along one of 
the innumerable deer trails as a cat on a house carpet. Our 
ascent to the summit was quickly made, for the Indian 
seemed to know the ground, and T let him take the lead. 

On reaching (the crest he simply said: ‘*You stay here, 
me go dis way,” pointing to the west, whence the wind 
camé, and making a sweeping curve with his left hand, as 
much as to say, “LH surround the game and give it the 
‘wind;’ in running away from ime it will come your way, 
and you van shoot it.” J took in Nis mening and sat down 
on a granite boulder. Tt seemed as thongh [had hardly got 
seated when thamp! thump! I heard the jumps of a star 
ted deer, and, coming straight toward ime, with lead high 
up and one eye over his shoulder, Isiw a very large buck. 
He stopped “dead” within a hundred yards, turned his head 
back for a moment, looked all round, dropped his nose to 
the #round, and then, asif satisfied that he was not pursued, 
went to cropping the wild peas and deers’ tongue that grew 
abunduntly here. I waited till he was within sixty yands, 
and broadside, when, from a knee rest and with a most de. 
liberate aim at the region of his heart, [fred. When the 
trun cracked T think that buck jumped ten feet straight to- 
ward the tree tops, and before he struck the ground I delt 
for my knife, expecting that he would fall a bleeding ear- 
cass, and I would in the next fiffeeén minutes be on my way 
back to camp with his hind quarters on my back, Well, he 
didn't come down that way; be just lit square on his foot, 
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straightened himself out like a greyhound and was ont of 
sight hefore IT could pull a cartridge. T had missed him 
clear, IT have never found out to this day how [ cane to 
make such a had shot, but I suppose that some twig that L 
did not notice in wiming turned the bullet from its course. 
Following the buck's trail for 4 couple of hundred yards 
and finding no blood and no sign of a let up in the length 
of his jumps, but rather the contrary, L gaye him up and 
started along the ridge westward, stopping every hundred 
steps or so to listen and look about me, Fresh signs of deer 
were abundant, and 1 felt that I would not have tar fo go 
before getting a chance to redeen. myself, 

T had stopped to watch the antics of a black squirrel that 
was chattering and scrambling about in a little spince tree 
near by, when, a hundred and fifty yas ahead of me, I he- 
came aware of something having crossed a liftle vista in the 
pines. Looking sharply I saw the heads of two young bucks 
peering cut from Wehind the turned-up roots of # fallen pine. 
t was a Jong shot, but, with a rest against a twee-trunk, L 
was fortunate enough to “plug” the bigzest of the two 
through the head. The other made a few bounds and 
stopped, evidently watching the struggles uf his fallen com- 
panion. Standing with both his fore and hind quarters hid 
by trees, I knew it would be almost impossible to make a 
disabling shot, but I was stil] ‘‘hot” over my first failure, and 
(letermined to shoot st everything of the deer kind, I must 
have bit this fellow in the paunch, as I found little blood ou 
foing to where he stood, but J noticed two or three 
splotches” of masticated grass and leaves. He gavea sharp 
‘blat?’ as the bullet struck, and went down the mountain 
and out of sight, like a flash, It is almost a waste of Lime to 
follow 4 deer shot in this way, as there is something in the 
nature of such a wound that seems to keep them foing as 
Jong as life lasts, so 1 betook myself to the fallen one. Ten 
ininutes sufficed to disembowel it and cut off the hind 
quarters. Getling them on my back with thelegs projecting 
in front and with rifle laid across, I started toward the low- 
lands, satisfied at haying got fresh meal, and intending to 
strike the Park by going down Grindstone Creek, which is 
the first stream west of Blacktail (about two miles), to where 
it crosses the trail, and taking the latter back tocamp, I 
could have reached there in half the distance by taking a 
straight course, but did uot faney climbing over “down 
timber,” loaded as T was. 

I found the way down the crvek free from that sort of 
obstruction, and | was making good time along a well-used 
deer trail when, on coming to the apex of a little knoll, at a 
hend in the stream, I heard « sound as of a stone rolling and 
rattling down hill, I stopped, dropped my burden and 
evawling to the edge of the hill, looked up and down the 
eveck and ulong the opposite slope, but could see nothing. 
Still the sound contmued, and with such regelarity that T 
knew it could not be what J at first thought, namely, my 
crippled deer struggling up the hill and dislodging stones 
that rolled down and strmeck on the boulders in the ermelk 
wed. Lthink I must hayestrained my eyes for litteen min- 
utes trying to get wu peep at the cause of the disturbance, und 
every minute the sound was repeated three oy four times. 
Suddenly | heard a sneeze, another and «nother; such as I 
hud often heard my big dog give when diyging for wood- 
ehucks backin old “Shat-a-vee,” he would get something 
“ap his nose,” Then there was amoment’s silence, followed 
by a ersckling of the dry willows under the tread of some 
lange animal, and with a half-bound half-wallow np otit'of 
the creek bed camea black bear as big as a two-year old 
steer. 
My readers must not accuse me of exaggerating in making 

this last assertion, for our Colorado black bear is not the 
little fellow that can climb a iree and make a nest in a hol- 
low thereof; or that will run into a hollow log and defy the 
pursuing hounds until “massa” brings up the darkey with his 
ax, to chop him outand knock him on the head. No, sir! 
He is ordinarily as big as the cinnamon, standing full-grown, 
three feet at the shoulder, and weighing 600 to 800 pounds. 
The dozeu dogs that can make him hunt a hole @on’t live; 
and the foolhardy man that would tackle him with an ax 
would solye the mystery of the vreat hereafter in about thirty 
seconds. Well, this fellow looked a good deal bigyer than 
“our old caw,” und oh! how fat and sleek, as he sat and 
licked his chops aud looked about him with his wicked little 
pig-like eyes. I forgot for a moment that I had a gun aloug 
with me, and then f began to consider whether it would be 
“policy” to shoot at him. 1 thought how beautiful his glossy 
black hide would look, tanned with the claws on, and lying 
in front of my library fire; and again, how very uninyiting 
my own hide would look torn to ribbons by those same 
claws. 

Finully it occurred to me that these varmints don’t climh, 
ind secing a tree within ten feet of me that I could get up 
yery easily in case of necessily, I justlooked to see that m 
revolver was ul] right, and my mind was made up. While 
Was getline up my courage and planning my possible re- 
treat, Mr. Bear had concluded that he was hungry again, 
and thrned to resume the occupation, the sound of which 
had first attracted my attention, yiz., turning over the stones 
Along the ereek and lapping up the spiders, anta and stone- 
bugs (L don’t know the scientific name of the sling-jointed 
creatures always found under stones in damp places) that his 
pawing disturbed, As he turned to go down the bank again 
I fired, hardly knowing where t aimed; but as it proved, 
making a most excellent shot. Oh! then there was what my 
English friend would call 4 “devil of « row.” That bear just 
howled nnd roared louder than any four menagerie lions I 
ever heard, He rolled, bit at his flank, tore up the ground, 
tried to climb np the steep hank, and as often fell back. He 
shook the bloody foam from his snapping jaws, always 
keeping up that stvong cry of agony and rage that I shall 
never forget, till, exhansted, his brute life went ont with a 
final desparing howl. 

It was full ten minutes there and thereafter when I stood 
over his mighty carcass, having approached him by going 4 
few steps al a time from tree fo tree until near enough to see 
plainly that there was no sien of life, when I cannot tell you 
how hold and important | felt, nor how suddenly I realized 
What a jo) I should have to remove nis splendid hide and 
“pack” it to camp, As] was pulling my knife nnd steel, 
and woudering whether 1 could complete the task before 
dark, I heard, above me on the hill, and above the racket of 
the swift stream, the exclamation, ‘‘Moy-ick! Tig-o-win!” 
(Hello. Friend) and looking up I saw John coming on a trot. 
He had killed a big bull elk and while skinning it said he 
heard my two shots, and thinking J might have ryn ‘4 foul 
of" a grizzly, as he had seen “heap of sign,” he made haste 
to join me, only taking of the huge elle half the liver and a 
couple of strips of tenderloin, Our knives soon stripped 
black bruin and left ns carcass Lor the wolves and vultnres. 
John said he would weizh “bout sick hundert’ (600), My 

bullet bad struck him in the right.cump, high up and near | the sun came all the little birds, the good-for-nothing birds, 
the backhone, and soing forward passed through the point 
of the heart, lodging in the skin on his breast, ‘ 

Rolling up the hide, John took the “sling” from his gun, 
and buckling it around the bundle shouldered it without a 
word, and only waitin for me to do likewise with my sad- 
dle of venison, we struck for camp, where we found our 
compunions vetting supper, and wondering, as Miey said, 
‘what all that shooting was about.’ They had seen three 
or fonr deer, but got a shot at nothing but a lynx, whose 
hide—''Pi-ah’s” trophy—liy salted and roiled up near the 
camp-lire, Jeff had caughf some twenty-five small trout 
and lost several big ones, saying "the hooks were too little,” 
and he ‘just wisht he had some o° them catfish hooks he 
used to use in old Pike,” when they used to go ‘‘juggin,” 

After supper, a pipe, about the fire, made a pleasant clos- 
inf scene to our firet day in the wilderness, and about the 
hour that ‘city folks” are begining the passing of the 
evening, we five tired mortals were sleeping a sleep the 
AWeeiness aud soundness of which they Know nol. Next 
week [will give you a description of the scenery of the Park, 
the legend of the “Sphinx Rock” that guards its eastern 
entrance, a brief accountof the wonderful Steamboat Springs, 
and our luck smong the mountain sheep and bison in the 
Flat Top Range. YAMPAT. 
Denver, Colo,, Nov. 23. 

LIFE AMONG THE BLACKFEET. 

BY J, WILLARD SCHULTZ. 

THIRD PAPER. 

fi Wiese Blackfeet are pre-eminently a prairie people, The 
great cations and wooded slopes of their mountains are 

unknown to them, On the prairie, however, from the Dask- 
atchewan to the Yellowstoue, there 18 not 9 streamlet or 
slough by which they have nol pitched theirlodges. The 
rengon for this is that it has always been much easier fo kill 
buffalo than mountain animals, and as buffalo have aliyays 
been found near their camp, they have never been obliged to 
clamber over the mountains in search of food. Again, the 
mountains haye always been mbabited by hostile tribes, 
which, although no match for the Blackfeet on the prairie, 
could totally destroy them once they penetrated the timbered 
defiles of their mountain home. 

Im a former number of the Forest aNd Sires the writer 
has described the manner in which the Blackfeet used to 
catch buffalo,* Another ingenious method of hunting was 
the PYs-tsts-tse’-kay for catching eagles, Perhaps of all the 
articles used for personal adornment, ‘eagle feathers were the 
most highly prized. They were nol only used to decorate 
head-dresses, garments and shields, but they were held as a 
standard of value. A few lodges of people in need of eagle 
feathers would leave the main eamp and move up close to 
the foothills, where eagles are generally more numerous 
than out on the prairie. Having arriyed at a good locality, 
each man selected a little knoll or hill. and with a stone knite 
and such other rude implements as he possessed dug a pif in 
the top of it large enough for him to liein. Within arm’s 
length of the mouth of the pil he securely pegged a wolf skin 
fo the ground, which had previously been stuffed with grass 
to make it look as life-like as possible Then, cutting a slit 
in its side, he inserted a larwe piece of tough bull meat and 
daubed the hair about the slit with blood and liver. 

In the evening, when all had returned to camp, an eagle 
dance was held in which every one participated. Hagle 
songs were sung, whistles made of eagle wing-hones were 
blown, and the ‘‘medicinemen” prayed earnestly for success. 
The next morning the men arose before daylight, and 
smoked tio pipes to fhe sun, Then each one told his wives 
and all the women of his family uot to go out or look out of 
the lodge until he returned, and not to use an avwl or needle 
at any kind of work, for if they did the eagles wonld surely 
aeratch him, but to sing the eagle songs and pray for bis 
good suecess. 
” Then, without gating anything, each mau took a human 
akull and repaired to his pit. Depositing the skull in one end 
of it, he carefully covered the mouth oyer with slender wil- 
lows aud grass, and lying down, pillowed his head on the 
skull. and waited for the eagles tocome. With the rising of 

*We quote from Mr. Schultz's paper in the Fores? AND StReast of 
June 1, 182: 
Not so yery long agol Hep pened to be camped with a gens of the 

Pe-gun-ny, ataplace called Willows Round, situated some fifteen 
milés above here, on the Marias River, Early in the evening I saw 
old Po-kah-yab-yi, in whose lodge I was stopping, ascend a steep bluff 
not far off. and giving him time to reach the top, I followed, and was 
socn seated by his side. Directly opposite vs across the river were 
the remains of a pis-kan. or, as the white men out here call it, a ‘buf- 
falo pond.” Why so called I cannot say, the liveral translation of the 
word “pis-kan™ heing ‘‘falling-off place." “Now, my friend,’ said 
I, after I had regained my breath, ‘tell me all about that pis-kan. 
How did you make it; how many buffaio did you é¢atch in one day; 
and how many winters ago did you use it?” 
The old man’s story was as follows: 
"Tn those days we had no guns, but used to kill many buffalo with 

bows and arrows; and sometimes we wsed the pis-kan, When we 
made a pis-kon we first found 4 little open glade by the river where 
the prairie came down and ended inacut bank as high as a man. 
From this cut bank we built a stvong fence clear around the edge of 
the glade. Weused big trees to make the fence—logs and sticks, and 
anything that would help to keep the buffalo from breaking ut. 
Then we built two lines of stone piles far out on the prairie. two lines 
that ever diverged from each other, Then the pis-keu was built. 
The night before we intended to make a drive we always had a 

buffalo dance, All the people danced. The mediciné men all wore 
buffalo robes, and sung flie buffalo songs, Hyery one prayed to 
their seeret helpers for good luck. H#arly the next morning the 
people went ont and hid behind the stone piles on the prairie The 
medicine man who Wes EOmne: to call the buffalo put on a buffalo 
robe, hsir side out, and sifting down smoked one pipe to the Sun. 
‘Then he spoke to his wives and all the women of his lodge, saying, 
‘You muse not go outside until return. You must nut look out of 
the doorway or any hole. Take this sweet grass,’ giving it to his 
head wife, ‘and every little while burn a small part of itso that the 
Sun will be glad. rey that we will have good lock.’ Then he 
mounted a dark colored horse and rode out on the prairie. When he 
came near a band of buffalo he began to ridé quickly in circles and 
cried out to the buifalo, saying, ‘H-ne-uk{ E-ne-wh!' [meaning 
“Buifala}""| The buffalo was first a little seared; then they began 
to follow him slowly, and soon ranafter him as fast as they could. 
Then the medicize man rode into the shoot, and after the buffalo 
had elso run in he jumped ont to one side of the stone piles, and the 
herd passed by, The eae) behind kept rising up and shouting, 
woich marie them run all the faster. The buffaloin the head of the 
band were afraid of the stone piles, and kept'rizht onin the middle 
of che shoot; those in the rear were seared by the people contiqually 
vising behind them, and so pushed the leaders ahead. Wueu the 
band had got close to the edge of the pis-kan, all the people closed in 
on them, and with a great shout drove them over the cut; bank inta 
the inclosiire. Then with their bows aniarrows, the men killed all 
the buffalo; even the old bulls were killed. The fattest cows were 
theo marked for the chiefs and medicine men by placing sticks on 
the tails, and the rest were divided up among fhe people’ 
The above narrative is true in every respect. As late as 1865 the 

Pe-gui-ny used these pra Kans on the Upp=r Marias. Mr. Jos. Kipp, 
ihe well-kno vo Indian trader, tells me thatin 1xé1 he saw the Pe 
un-ny capture Over seyenty-flyve head of buffalo in this manner. 
menines three or four drives were made in one day. About 

seventy five buffalo were the average drive, though sometimes more 
than 2 hundred were taken. 

the crows, ravens and hawks, but with a long sharyp-pointed 
atick the watcher deftly poled them off the wolf skin, The 
ravens were most persistent in trying to perch on the 
skin, and every fime they were poked off would Inudly 
croak, Whenever an eagle was coming the watcher wonld 
know it, for all the little birds weuld fly away, and shortly 
im eagle would come down with a rush und light on the 
ground. Often it would sit on the ground forsy Jonge time 
runing its fathers and looking about. During this time 
the watcher was earnestly praying 1o the skull and to the 
sun to give him power to capture the eagle, and all the time 
his heart was beating so loudly that he thonght the bird 
would surely hear it, At last, when the eagle had parched 
on the wolf skin and was busily plucking at the tough bull 
meat, the watcher would cautiously stretch out his hands, 
and grasping the bird firmly by the feet, quickly bear it 
down into the cave, where he crushed in ifs breast with his 
knee. 

The deadfall was another contrivance the Blackfeet had 
for Catching animuls, especially wolves. It is possible, how- 
ever, that the early fur traders taught them how fo make It. 
The running niose was extensively used at the Pis-kans for 
catching wolves. Antelope were caught in # manner like 
that practised by some Africsn tribes: long lines of bushes 
were stuck up on the prairie like the initial letter >, the 
lines joinmg on some sharp knoll or bill, where a large pit 
liad been dug and covered over with light poles and grass; 
& min was concealed behind every bush; a few men then 
droye a band of antelope into the mouth of the >, and from 
there they were quickly scared on iuto the pit, after which 
they were killed and the meat distributed among the hunters. 

Meat was the principal diet of the Blackfeet, They either 
ate it fresh by boiling or roasting it, or they dried it and 
tnade it into pemmicaun, which consists of finely-pounced 
dry meat, grease and berries, Every summer yast qintities 
of berries were dried and preserved for winter use. Black- 
foot delicacies were pemmican, dried tongue and back fat, 
marrow guts and ‘boss ribs,” but perhaps the greatest of all 
delicacies was an unborn buffalo calf, 

In ancient times the Blackfeet cullivated but one plant, 
the tobaced. This plant is not indigenous to tle Northwest, 
but it.is easy fo conceive how the Blackfect came to possess 
it. The tribes were not always at war with each other; 
treaties were often made which remained unbroken for 
years, and during these years of peace a lively intertribal 
commerce was carried on, Thus in time the tobacco plant 
was carried from tribe to tribe westward to the land of the 
Blackfeet, and perhaps even across the Rockies to the tribes 
on the Pacific Slope. 

The writer was told not long ago by-an old Cree Indian 
that his people used to make yearly journeys from the north 
Saskatcheway to the Yellowstone to exchange their furs 
with southern tribes for paint. A good illustration of In- 
dian commerce. 

=———- 

ON THE TRACK OF THE APACHES. 

N the autumn of 1882 my business led me fo make a visit 
to quite a noted mining district in the Sierra Madre. 

Though, as I say, the place was noted, yet it was hard to get 
to, und few persons would undergo the trouble and expense 
of such a journey without some important object; so the 
reputation of this widely spoken of but litfle known land 
had swelled beyond its desert, An explosive old German 
gentleman, whom I[ will call Dr. Schmidt, was my com- 
pauion, and to drive our wagon and do menial service we 
had a ozo named Juan, 
Now most zoe commence their service in a cheerful 

frame of mind, knowing that in the seryice of foreigners 
they get better pay and more food than at other times; then, 
as the unusual strain of continuous labor begins to tellupon 
them, they lose their merry air, at last becoming as surly as 
porcupiues, when it becqames necessary to treat them with 
decisive authority, : 

Juan, however, was different from other woz. He be- 
gan the trip in the most profound and speechless sulks, and 
maintained 2 consistent demeanor throughout. Fortunately 
the choleric doctor was well fitted to manage this kind of 4 
servant. 

Starting from Hermosillo, with its tropic gardens, its 
orange-planted plaza, its imitation of French hotels, and 
that crude attempt ati material progress which is aroused in 
a lazy race by the arrival of a railroad lime, we droye our 
wagon as farasatown called Soyopa. This in itself was 
no slight feat. The road, ill-defined at the best, had just 
uudergone the washing of the rainy season. The rank herb- 
age ihat springs up after the rains had often quite blotted 
out the old wheel tracks, and the gullies among the hills had 
been carved and sloped so much by the running water that 
travel was dangerons. 

The Docter said he knew the way, and was always ready 
with his orders in cases of doubt. He did not, indésd, relish 
argument in this matter of geography, and it was only after 
we had Jost ourselves yery completely several times that I 
plucked up courage, now and then, to intervene for the say- 
ing of life or some other worthy purpose. 

In one place we had reached a hill, very steep, composed 
of crumbling rotten granite, and about a hundred yards long. 
The horses could get no foothold, the brake did not work, 
and to drive down was certain ruin, yet the Doctor proposed 
that Juan should take that course, and the stupid Mexican 
was about to fall a sacrifice. 
My persuasion and command (for this proposed feat would 

have destroyed not Juan only, but the wagon «as well) in- 
duced my companions to alter the plan. 
The horses were unohitched and led down. Then the 

Doctor and I tied the hind wheels with ropes to lock them, 
and held back on other ropes that we fastened to the wagon. 

Juan took the end of the tongue, which he could both use 
for guiding and as a brake, by pressing it in the ground. 

The device answered yery well at first, and the procession 
started with the slow majesty of a triumphal car. Soon the 
speed increased; the ropes all broke; the Doctor anLT sat 
violently down on the hillside, and Juan wisely dodged, 
while the wagon went, almost at one bound, to the bottom, 
and was stopped by the tongue running into the ground, 

Strangely enouch, nothing but the ropes was broken, and 
we were only detained by having to dig four fect of tongue 
out of the soft earth with a hatchet for our tool, Our last 
day's drive was up the bed of a stream, af times half a mile 
through the water hemmed in by rocky banks, at times 
among the boulders on the margin, and at times haying the 
food luck to strike a bit of # cut-off over a little peninsula. 
We were well pleased to call fifteen miles a day's travel and 
to get to Soyopa late in the afternoon, 

here aré a good many maps of Northwestern Mexico (I 
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have owned, I think, four clabovate ones by different 
authors), Wut none of them, so far as T know, have ary value 
except for the lowlands. These well-known districts are 
usually put down with accuracy enough to guide a tray- 
eler, but the mountain vegions have been worked in at 
random, } 

Rivers on the maps aye names unknown in the country 
and vn in impossible directions, while the actual streams 
are often left ont, and the towns appear to have been dis- 
tributed from a pepper box. The map makers, when 1 
want of a better guide, haye usually followed the blunders 
of their predecessors in this field, so their agreement is no 
sign of their being right. 

Soyopa, in fact, is situated on the Yaqui River, at least 
Within # quart of i mile of the river, but the maps put it 
in a wholly different place. 
A creck flows along one side of the town and opposite lie 

the eeling buildings of a large mining hacienda, com- 
plising «dl the shops, mills and machinery to reduce the ores 
brought from some mines across the river. 
We had an introduetion to the superintendent of the haci- 

enda, and enjoyed bis hospitality, while we made arrange- 
ments to coulinue our journey with a pack train. . 

While we were staying at Soyopa, a wagon drove up one 
eveniige amid a rapid fimng of rifles, It proved to be two 
experts coming to look at {he Soyopa mines. It may be that 
professional jealousy made me take an unfair view of these 
gentlemen. However, I stood a good chance of learning their 
veal characters if there is any value in the adage thal “there 
is iruth in wine,” heeause they were steadily drunk. ‘The 
contents of their wagon when unpacked showed a little bed- 
ding, one ham, and ‘‘an intolerable deal of sack,” and other 
liquors. 
We left Soyopa and crossed the river by ferrying, carrying 

our goods in a Jarge scow, and holding the heads of the 
horses to the sides of the boat, and on the second day reached 
Bacanora, but not wholly without adventure, 

The road lay up & steep cafion and then over a rolling 
mesa toa camping place. We began to go up the winding 
path that led to the mesa 8 little after dark, when we heard 
dismal hootings that seemed to me to be the song of agereech 
owL The Doctor thought it was clearly the call of 2 band 
of predatory Indians, imitating the cry of that bird, to de- 
ceiyetravelers, while Juan held that if was a pure Apache 
nole with no bird about it. 

Our discordant pariy halted, retreated, and made whisp- 
ered proposals to send out scouts to spy the land, till a 
countryman came up on wv jackass and told us with scorn ‘twas 
bul a lWevlote, 

There is another kind of owl they call lchuzw. Ilave 
seen a fechuza of great size. He looked indeed as he stood 
outlined against the sky, fully three feet high, but that isnot 
given as a measured dimension. Zvcolvtes, however, are little 
fellows like the sereech owls of the United States, 

Racanora has two claims to notice, one relating to the 
warlike past, the other to the commercial present. Some 
twenty years ago (although J will not guarantee the exact 
date) a family named Gindara had for along time held, in 
the person of some of its members, the position of governor 
of Sonora. The place was Jooked upon as theirs by prescrip- 
tiveright, and even if Mexican elections were not ulways 
farcical, probably a contented people would have kept a 
reasonably gvod governor, But there was stationed ata 
frontier ontpost a federal commandant named Pesqueira 
with afew soldiers, who objected to the aristocratic tenden- 
cies of the government, Toa modern observer, the temper 
of the great hody of Mexicans seems the most peaceful pos- 
sible. In spite of occasional displays of rhetoric by excit- 
able young men, and the fine writing of official journals, it 
is clear from the way in which men avoid militia duty, and 
shun possible meetings with brigands and Indians, that “war 
fever” is nota prevailing ill. 

But in the time of Gandara the temper of the people was 
very different. Not a man in the State but sided warmly 
with one of the opposing parties. Almost every town was 
the scene of armed conflict. There were unnumbered bloody 
private brawls, and even the women washing clothes at the 
water-diteh would leave their tasks to fight fiercely on be- 
half of their political favorite. One of the last skirmishes 
lost by the Gandarefos was af Bacanora. Tere fell the 
governors brother, and his trunkless head was long dis- 
played in savage triumph on the mud-built tower of the old 
church, ‘ 

Nowadays the Yenown of the town depends on the excel- 
lence of its mescal. Much better liquor, to my taste, is made 
near Alamas, bat the drinking public, when careful about 
the quality of ils spirits, asks either for Bacanora or Tequila 
and, perhaps, vets what it asks for, 

We had a chicken lvied at Bacanora, which cost us twen- 
ty-ive cents, and while we were digestine him, quite a 
number of old aquaintances came up to the porch to talk to 
the Doctor, who was well known here. Most of the visitors, 
knowing the Doctor's weakness, brought lumps of rock, 
sumples of mines owned by the yisitors, but even those with- 
oul samples seemed well provided with mines. 

To have a mine, in the view of a poor Mexican, does not 
seem 10 imply exclusive ownership, or even leeal title, 
Hither the alleged owner has seen some quartz outcrop, or 
his relative or triend has picked up seme mineral, or he has 
hear! the value of some old workings talked “albout, and, 
Wilh no intention of deceiving, he tells you that he has a 
mine of sreat value, and the sunny texture of the southern 
temperament dovs not at all understand why this kind of 
stal¢ment does not appeal to the colder northern nature, 
We crossed a considerable stream on leaving Bacanorya Jate 

in the afternoon, with intention of making a long nirht drive 
and going into Saguaripa forbreakfast, A tine moou Iyzhted 
us On Our Way, Which lay across one of the many spurs of the 
main range, the Sierra Madre proper commencing beyond 
Saeuaripa, 

The trail was very open for most of the distance, running 
along the crests of the ridges, but we came to a spot 
called the Calera, where we seemed likely to have serious 
frouble. 

{fancy from the name, for one could not tell much about 
rovks in the dark, that the formation was limestone, ‘The 
travel of years ad worn a gutter in the stone, and the wash- 
ing of pebbles and boulders down this narrow course during 
the rain had eroded a deep trough, just asin bydraulie min- 
ing, the tailings washed from the bank cut through the 
rim-rock a channel which guides the graye! to the riffes be- 
low. ; 
Now a pack looks yery broad to one unused io such sights, 

lui if you come to measure, you fipd that the load does not 
jut out far from the animal’s side, and thal the space re- 
quired for such burdens to squeeze through is very small. 
At the Velera, Lowever, even the small space wanted was 
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not siven, and, narrowly escaping the loss of our luggage, 
we backed out, and sidled down the hill as best we could. 
_ And then the sun rose over the majestic Mountains front- 
ing us, and we forgot onr griefs, 

So deep an impression did this picture make on me, that T 
) framed it in verse, as follows: 

The sun as yet below the horizon’s rim, 

Sends oul broad branching shafts of yellow haze 
Banding the eastern sky. The advancing rays 
Blush on one lofty cliff. Above us swim 

Bright clondlets, glittering like a golilen fleece. 

The perfumed weeds, fresh with the dews of night, 
Throw their strong incense out to gveet the light, 

And grazing cattle dot the scene of peace. 

Tn frent, the mountain mother’s mighty chain 

Rises, a tumult of vast waves of rock 

Its infant ranges ridge the fringing lain, 

Guarding the parent peaks with walls {hal mock 

The wrath of elements; the ceaseless strain 

Of time’s decay, and earthquake’s erumbling shoek, 

Travel, long suspended by theannual floods, was juststart- 
ing afresh when we lef Saguaripa. In many places there 
was no track at all left, but, as we had for seyeral days a 
eee to guide us, if needed all the Doctor’s ingenuity to lose 
the way. 

If seems strange that in a country so lone settled as this, 
and with such i mnuamber of villages, there should be no roads, 
and that even the paths which do the duty of roads should 
be so often invisible or impassable. From Soyopa eastward 
wigons are unitnown, and yet the occupation of the Span- 
iards probably dates back two, perhaps nearly three, centuries. 

If is only fair to the Spaniard, however, to say that the 
condition of the country, us resards arts and industries, has 
become worse since the independence of Mexico, and it may 
be that the greater energy of the old masters of the soil would 
have made notable additions to the material welfare of the 
country if they had not been driven gut by their oppressed 
inferiors. 

At 9 small town named Arivyeche, there was an instance of 
modern progress which rather shocked me, 
Don Arisieo is the king of that village, as far as owning 

all the property and being the creditor of all the inhabitants 
can make a king; and in his cool house and shady gardens 
we took our dinnex and our svesia. He told us a story about 
the rnined church on the plaza, giving us the names of all 
the actors, and with an accent of truth so impressive that 
it was not until 1 undertook to retail the story to a friend of 
mine that 1 found it wasan old stock tale that Don Aristeo 
had, with intentional guile, translated perhaps from the 
New York Timex, or some other dispenser of good literature. 

Tt appears that the Ariveche church was destroyed during 
the Mexican war for independence. Among the altractions 
of the church was a large gilded wooden statue of Christ. 
The wood was 4 valuable foreign timber, and the handiwork 
was so good as to show that European artists must have done 
it, 
No doubt this bulky and precious image must haye been 

carried hundreds of miles on the shoulders of men and 
placed there by the old Jesuits to stimulate the religion of 
their Indian proselytes. 
When, in the storm of revolution, the church was plundered, 

this image was carried away by Dotia Clara, a pious lady, 
put in her best room, and guarded with jealous care to avait 
the rebuilding of its proper shrine. 
When peace returned the priests wandered back to again 

gather their seattered flocks. 
One old father had rather an extensive circuit, but used to 

come every week to Ariveche, and at cach visit would put 
the children through their catechism, 
Chancing one day ona little fellow who was new to the 

service, he asked him. 
“My son, do you know who made you?” 
“Yes, father, God made me.” 
“Do you know where God is?” 
“Yes, my father,” 
“Where is he, son?” 
“We is in the parlor of Dona Clara,” 
The system of peonage, which was practically slavery for 

debt, has been long abolished in Mexico, but it took a great 
while for the ignorant people to fin out this fact, and not 
only the name peor, but deep traces of this institution are 
still left, espevially in parts of fhe country away from the 
main lines of travel. 
Asan instance of this, [was told that a pack train of 

Tndians had gone through Ariveche shurily before us. Some 
enterprising contractor had found it cheaper to use men 
than mules, and with a good deal of laughter, and some little 
indignation, my informiunt told me how the food was served 
out to the carriers, how their harnesses were put on, their 
galled spots dressed, and the treatment usually given Lo 
mules followed out in handling these human animals, who, 
gentler than other brutes, did not even ballk when oyer- 
loaded. 

Theoretically if seems, thee packers get wages of some 
three or four dollars a month, but by a system of credit 
wisely used, they are cotitinually left with a balance 
against them, which they must pay for in work. 

Rumors of yaiding Indians were coming thicker as we 
went on. We were fortunate in finding a large afajo, or 
mule train, just before we crossed the mesa of Guisamopa, 
and we joined forces with these travelers for greater safety. 

The mesa of Guisamopa is an extensive aud fertile table 
land, and after passing this you plunge into a gorge called 
the ‘‘Pilares,” from the great columns of rock that fence it 
in, 

These two places are famousfor Apache murders, The 
slope that leads down to the Pilares had two stone piles with 
crosses on them, fresher than the other similar mounds. 
which marked the spots where the latest yictims lay, and 
every now and then the frightened natives came with tales, 
for the most part unlounded, of fresh ontrages, 

Our party, however, bristled with arms and overflowed 
with military spirit, therefore we passed undisturbed on our 
way to Santa Rosa, Oere we met another reminder of In- 
dian fight; a Mexican with a bullet in the hip, which he had 
got on the occasion of the attack on the Carrizal. The old 
fellow was yery thin and so weak that he could not rise from 
his bed, but, as his wound was honorably gained im an 
attempt to retaliate on the Apaches, he likerl to tell over the 
details of the massacre. Ps 

Nothing could be less like a fight, A number of girls had 
gone to bathe, and, startled by the arrival of a raiding party, 
ran back to fleir house. 

A. cowardly old woman within barred the door from fear, 
ut did not save herself, for the Apaches scized (he girls and 
then broke in the door and got the old woman, Then they 

handed over the yictims to their squaws, who beat them to 
death with stones. 

Thirteen Mexican women were thus slaughtered in pure 
Wantonness, and the one man who took his sun and started 
out to take revenge was shot tmd left where be fell. 

Our next stop, and indeed our chief point of mining in- 
terest, was the little town of Santa Ana, This gathering of 
huts consists almost entirely of dcscendants and heirs of the 
original owners of the Santa Ana ranch. A. large srant, 
chiefly valuable for the irrivating: facilities given by numer- 
ous springs that flow from 4 plot of ground perhaps five 
‘icres in extent and form 4 large stream of water, was in the 
first place made to six persons. Seventy-two claimants of 
shares still live on the ground and quarrel over the distribu- 
tion of the water, while many others, weary of the fruitless 
strife, have wandered off and could only be found hy some 
person who should want to buy the place. In that case all 
who had claims and some who had not would probably be 
found asking large sums for their interests wd refusing to 
compromise. 

It is very hard to get a clear legal title to an old ranch for 
the reasons I haye here hinted at. The claimants are numer- 
ous ind scattered, and it is almost certain that amone them 
there will be obstinate, malicious people who play the part 
of obstacles, 

In spite of the intestine disagreements of the owners, in 
spite of the elevation of the country nestled upin the heart of 
the Sierra, Santa Ana produces plentiful and varied crops. 
Oranges of the best kind, limes, lemons, and a kind of fruit 
called fim which I had never seen before, but which T 
am told grows in Southern California under the name of 
sweet lime, 

Corn grew everywhere. Now and then patches of brush 
wonld be burnt off the mountain sides and corn raised on 
the clearing. This style of culture iscalled roza7, and the field 
so prepared isa vvze, The first year alter the fire quite a 
good crop comes up. ‘The second year a slender crop, and 
the third year there is hardly any yield at all, so they look up 
another hillside till mature shall supply a new growth of 
vegetation on the old ficld for a fresh burping, 
The reas around Santa Ana had een pretty well ravaged, 

as I was fold, by deer and javalies, hese last animals are 
the wild hogs or peccaries of the Scuthwest, Not only the 
hooks, but the people who should know, say that janalicx 
are dangerous brutes to meet. I have never been able to 
find one alive, and neyer heard a reliable account of any man 
being hurt by them. It may be that their nature has ebanged 
through Japse of time, and that like the Germans Tacitus 
tells of, ‘‘their fighting qualities in their first contests were 
greater than those of men, in their last, less than thoge of 
women,” 
A man offered me the lind quarter of a wild boar, which 

clearly came from a small animal, and would not weigh 
more than twelve pounds sat the outside. I did not buy il; 
however, because the flesh of the males is rank, both 1o smell 
and taste, or, as the Mexican beautifully phrased it, “has an 
arom,” 
here are yery many kinds of tees that have their seed in 

hean-like pods in this part of the country. I think botanists 
call such trees ‘*‘leouminous.*’ Besides the universal mas- 
quits, from. whose fruit a drink like chocolate is sometimes 
nuide, there are the a/garroba and the tepeguaje, whose light 
yellow green foliage neyer fades, bul showsits nO of bright- 
ness when the rest.of the forest is brown from drought. 
Perfumed weeds there are, too, in great numbers.  /istit- 

ial, or vermouth, anisillo, which has a taste like paregoric, 
only pleasanter, yery near the flavor of liquorice drops; and 
yerbe del venade, with a yery musky smell, 

As # great curiosity 1 was shown a sickly sprout carefully 
tended in a broken pot, and was told that it was verb buene, 
My mind at once turned to the advertisements of the ' bitters,” 
and [ thought 1 should now find the source of that life-giving 
medicine, 80 1 asked permission to pluck a sprig and taste it, 
Fancy my disappointment at finding our old familiar homely 
mint, 

Before starting homeward we paid a visil to the town and 
mine of La Trinidad, 

The mine was not being worked at that moment, but the 
courleous superintendent Look me through the Diss Pires 
claim and would have guided me through the Dios Aja and 
the Sento Eypinity if my time had sufficed—names that seem 
singular to English ears, but which ave used there with no 
sense of profanity and irreyerence, 

One dish which they gave us for dinner was new to me 
and tasted so well that I will sive a description of it, with 
fair warning that it is not a recipe. 

The juice of the sugar cane, squeezed out by rude rollers 
is usually not. refined, but boiled to a thiek dark brown 
liquid, run into molds and allowed to crystallize, These 
brown blocks of sugar, weighing usually from one-hall to 
(three-quarters of a pound each, wwe called panachux, Pana- 
éhas are boiled with milk till the right degree of consistency 
is reached, when the resulting syrup is set to cool and coag- 
mates Into something half way between a candy and 4 pud- 
ding, with the color of cinnamon and a slight taste of caramel, 
And now we turned again toward Hermosillo. The first 

part of the retreat was potable only for a point in natural 
history brought to my attention, We are told and have 
reason to believe that a mule, with many yices and follies 
allied to stubbornness, is free from that hot-leaded rashneéss 
which leads some horses into danger when excited, but my 
mule tried very hard to jump olf the trail down a steep placa 
into the guleh a hundred fect beneath, from sheer anger ab 
being spurred. She had another queer iriek, too. She would 
stand and be saddled as quietly as a saw-horse, bul always 
bucked when the trappings were taken off. This, howeyer, 
appeared to come from nervousness ahout being touched on 
the croup, a trait not uncommon in halttrained animals, 

As-we left the Indian conntry behind, we began to hear 
of wars and rumors of wars among the Mexicans. Federal 
detachments were being called introm the mountain posts 
and we traveled a race with one company for nearly a week. 
Sometimes they would be ahead, sometimes we, but finally 
they reached their destination first, 
he soldiers were little fellows for the most part und from 

other States, Iam told that when aman commits a crime 
which subjects him to more than four years imprisonment 
lie can be condemned to the army instead, he details of 
this statement may be wrong, but there is a genera) agrec- 
ment that many of the recruits of the federal army are con- 
viels. Of course, this gives 1 low tone to the service, but it 
cleatly does not hurt their marching qualities. Ten leazucs 
a day over mountain trails was the performancee of this de- 
tachinent (hat raced with us—bare-leeved, heayy-laden, san- 
dalied men, often shuffling along with awkward guit, bub 
covering a great deal of grannd with very little to eat. 
The pay of a soldier of the line is two bits anda half a 
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day, say 814 cents, and this sum musi supply him with food 
and other luxuries. . 
When the company camps the men separate into little 

squads of five or six members for mess purposes, and the 
members of ench mess contribute their mites to buy green 
corn, watermelons, or whatever the nearest ranch can afford, 
Lsaw several men trying fo make a strong drink out of 

vheltepinos, & lithe round wild pepper as large asa clanberry, 
These berries were put into a soila-water bottle, and the 
hottle, filled tp with water. was hung at the belt during the 
march, so that besides getting the heat of the sum if was well 
jogeled, The resulting liquor [ did not taste, 

The soldiers, when in camp, had a striking look, The 
fires shining on the dark, often savage, faces, the flnsh of the 
bright muskets, the strange clothes or want of clothes, and 
the free. careless postures made one think rather of a robber 
band tham a disciplined army, 

Under the Doctor’s encryelic but ill-directed euidance we 
wandered over 3 good deal of country that was not directly 
in our line of travel, and everywhere we went we found that 
the men at the different ranches were in hidiug in the woods, 
and had taken their horses and mules with them to avoid 
the press gangs and requisitions of the government, Only 
cf the towns had the ertmps been able to find any victims at 
all, 
Don Carlos Ortiz, the very unsatisfactory governor of the 

State, was Inyolved in difficulties with General Reyes, com- 
mandante of the federal troops in the district, Reyes thought 
Ortiz had better leave, and began concentrating his forces. 
Ortiz, counting upon the patriotism of his subjects, or the 
virtue of his impressment, tried to make head against hisfoe 
by a levy of State militia. But this ‘‘cheap defense of 
nations” refused, and neglected to serve the State. The few 
mén Ortiz could gather had none of the spirit of the fighters 
of Gandara and Pesqueira, and at last, deserted by all but an 
unreliable handful of troops, Ortiz, fearing the violeuce of a 
mob, laid his case tearfully before his rival, and borrowed 
money enough from him to get out of the country. 

So ended this mock reyohition, and commerce and indus- 
try, checked by the fear of war, restimed their lazy progress, 
The ranchmen strageled back to their lives of indoleut pov- 
erty, and yisiling foreigners went home in peace. 

H, G. Dunoe. 

Bhatuyal Historp. 

THE PURPLE FINCH AND HIS COUSINS. 

BY DR, BLLIOTD COUES. 
L—Carpodiuens Purpureus 

\ ARK CATEHSBY, the first edition of whose memorahle 
Aa work on natural history was published between 1781 
anti 1748, is the first person known to have described the 
beantital bird which forms the subject of the present 
sketch. ‘That zealous and successful naturalist gave it the 
name it has ever since borne, albeit one none too appropriate, 
for the ¢olor is far from being that combination of red and 
blue of which we think when we hear of the “purple robes 
of royalty,” being a rosy red obscured in places with brown, 
not with blue. Cateshy’s figure is very wrongly colored, 
though his description is unmistakable; and so far was this 
misapprehension of the tint carried by Brisson, that the lat- 
ter faithful writer speaks constantly of the ‘dark violet’ 
plumage, and actually names our rosy bird the ‘‘Bonvreuil 
violet de la Caroline (Pyrrhala. carolinensis rielacea). But 
there has neyer been any difticulty in identifying trom these 
accounts, upon which the inyeterate compiler, Gmelin, és- 
tablished his Aringilla purpured, the bird which will doubt- 
less continue to be called ‘purple’ to the end of the orni- 
theological chapter. 

There is but one other point in the early history of this 
bulliinch to which I wish to allude, in clearing wp the only 
dubious synonym with which the bird has, to my knowledge, 
suffered, For it seems that in 1785 Thomas Pennant re- 
described this already well-cstablished species, basing his ac- 
count upon 4 specimen in the Blackburnian Museum, said fo 
be from New York, He called it the ‘erimson-head finch,” 
and speaks of il in the following terms, more exact in fact 
eae those he enmploys to characterize his “purple finch’ 
itself: 

“hf. With & crimson head and breast; the first faintly 
matked wilh dusky spots; space behind each eye dusky; 
back, coverts of the wings, primaries, and tail black, edyed 
with crimson; belly white, tinged with red,” 

None can doubt what bird the accurate author intended 
by the description, especially as we are told that it inhabits 
New York, where if arrives in April, and is very frequent 
mong the red cedars. It is, in fact, a better description 
than that given either by Catesby or Brisson, the last of 
which is copied by Pennant; for those birds which the Hng- 
lish naturalist described from actual inspection of specimens 
are. as & rule, much more faithfully set forth than are those 
the accounts of which he borrowed from his predecessors. 
Pennunt’s notice happens not to haye been acted upon by 
Gmvlio; but Lathan, 1790, based upon ita certain Winyitla 
resed, B., wrongly considering it a yariety of a bird described 
by Pallas, from Lake Baikal, under the name of Fringilla 
roses, Deing apparently misled by Pennant’s suggestion that 
such might be the case.* 

1 think that still a third name may be found for our pretty 
bullfinch among these same early archives. For Lathatm de- 
seribed a certain Loawia hudsonicy in terms strongly suggestive 
of thesclf-same-bird in the humble garb of the female or 
young, We suys it is from [udson’s Bay, with short, stout 
pill like a bulltiuch’s, dark brown above, the feathers of the 
back and rump, ds well as secondaries apd rectrices edged 
with reddish, the wing coyerts with two bars of the same, the 
breast and tanks white with lengthwise dusky streuks, the 
middle of the belly and the crissam white, the tail forked, 
the length five inches, On the principle of exclusion, at any 
rate, itis difficult to surmise what else this can be meant for, 
though it is too uncertain a description to be referred with 
contitlence to the present species. r . 
As to the Frinyille cannabina, ov hempbird. of Bartram, 

which | left undetermined in my essay on the ornithology of 
that interesting writer, 1 find that Wilson, whose relations to 
Bartram were such that be would be likely to know, says 
positively that it is this species, und that Baird makes the 
Same quotation without hesitation, 

It-may often be thought by those of my patient readers 

*Pallas's bird is indeed closely velared, yet different; this fhe Canpo- 
dacus (Proprtsser) josens of “Gray’s Hand List.’ No, 722, said to be 
ee oupl 207 of “Gould's Birds ot Asia.” and on plates 19 and 20 
cof “Ronupurte & Schlegel’s Monograph of the Loxians.’ 

who do not sufficiently appreciate the need of this kind of 
Writing that I am in the habit of giyimg too much of my 
time, and of asking too much of theirs, to dry details hke 
these. But it is always desirable to identify and aceount for 
the species descrihed by the early writers, as a matter of 
orderly ornithological ‘housekeeping. Tf 1 am willing to 
underjake the drudgery of such menial seryice, let them look 
chatitably upon the street sweeper who thus enables them tor 
puss on dry-shod io more inviting places. Those long dis- 
mal lists of synonyms, the exhibition of which has more 
than once laid me open to a charge of pedantry, or a desire 
to display the extent to which I haye played book-worm— 
save the murk!—are intended fo be at once a guide to others 
in the labyrinth of nomenclature, 2 warning to keep off the 
premises, and a protest against the wanton making of books. 
They will have subseryed their highest and most useful pur- 
pose if they shall alleviate any one’s itch for writing by 
showing how much, and what, has already been written on 
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the same topic, and by narrowing the possibilities of desira- 
ble addition to the literature of the subject to those persons 
who have not only something new Lo say, but also something 
worth saying. For it is, or should be, a cardinal rule of 
authorship to let the pen alone until the entire lilerature of 
the subject under consideration has been examined and 
digested by the intending author. Lf the person who has 
faithfully done this still believes that there is anything left 
for him to say, or that he can say anything better than it has 
been said before, let him then proceed, even though, as will 
prohably be the case, he is mistaken in such belief, 

The only late synonym of the purple finch, to my kKnowl- 
edge, isthe Carpodueus ealifornicus of Baird, described in 
1858, and which the authors of the “History of North Ameri- 
can Birds” still distinguish as a separate race of this species, 
It may be that they are quite right in so doing, but Iscarcely 
feel the necessity of recognizing by name distinctions so slight 
ag those upon which ealifonnicus rests are acknowledged to 
be. In any event their life-history cannol be different 
enough to merit separate notice; and I shall not hesitate to 
lreat of both forms, if such tliey really be, as one, in all that 
remains for our further consideration. 
The purple finch is distributed at large oyer all those por- 

ftons of the United States where there is woodland, except- 
ing, perhaps, in the Southern Rocky Mountain region, where 
it Appears to be replaced by @. cassint, and throughout the 
temperate wooded portions of British America, It is a 
migratory bird, but | haye no record of its presence south of 
gur country, over the greater portion of which it may be 
found im winter, It was early observed by Nuttall and Towns- 
end to inhabit the Pacific slope, and the form separated by 
Baird has been shown to be a common bird of the country 
whence its specifie name is derived, and where it comes into 
competition with the race of Buriones, or house finches, in- 
habiling the same region, I haye myself traced the familiar 
and agrecable bird to the very border of the United States, 
in Dakota, where I found it in July on Turtle Mountain, so 
inhospitable during much of the year—at least until October 
—during which month I saw flocks of purple finches in the 
shrubbery of the Missouri River, at Fort Randall. Other 
naturalists, as Sir John Richardson and Captain Thomas 
Blakiston, haye extended the known range of the bird in 
that direction info the country of the Saskatchewan. 
The actual moyements of ihe brilliant songster within the 

broad area of its dispersion are less easily determined with 
precision. We know that it isa thoroughly migratory bird; 
yel the limits‘of its winter quarters so far oyerlap the boun- 
davies of its range during the breeding season that it may 
appear in some places to be stationary—or at any rate it is 
in some régions to be found during the whole year. It is 
hardy evough to endure without imconyenience the winters 
of our middle districts, and is occasionally seen during the* 
same season as far north as New England. The great, body 
of the birds, however, betake themselyes late in the fall to 
the Middle and Southern Siates, extending their leisurely 
antumual flights in many cases to the Gulf States, Thus it 
is one of the common winter birds of Pennsylyania, Mary- 
land and Virginia, as well asof localities furthersouth, On 
the opening bf the year following, the entire body of the 
birds pass northward, and, in the regions just mentioned, 
the species is eyen more abundant than during the settled 
staie of affairs in winter, Some linger through the summer 
in Pennsylvania, as attested both by Audubon and by later 
obsetyers, among whom Turnbull may be mentioned; and 
there is no question of their nesting, occasionally at least, in 
such latitudes. But the majority press on to New England 
and Canada, while others that have taken a route further 
west reach the borders of the United States in Wisconsin 
and Dakota, and even press beyond in some cases. 

Such state of the case a5 have sketched is Uhistrated if we 
consider some conyenient central locality, say, for example, 
the District of Columbia, where I became very well aequain- 
ied with the birds in my boyhood, There it is a common 
feature of the winter scene—like the snowbird, the thistle 
bird qnd oflier interesting Controstves—in flocks in the noble 
forests that skirt the city of doubtiul politics, and even oe- 
casioually in bunches in the market place, along with shore 
larks, pipits, and such small game brought in for sale by the 
farmer boys. 
throated and the Sayannah sparrows, early in October, about 
the time when the snowbirds begin to descend from the 
mountains west of us; and it remains in full force until the 
following May. During this month the swelling buds of 
numberless trees imyite to a dainty repast, and numbers dally 
by the wayside before making up their minds to be off; hut 
so many of the purplefinches are prompt to remember their 

It comes from the North with the white- 

engagements forthe coming summer, that they take their leave 
by the time when the yernation of the woodland is accom- 
plished, Tlence they inake with us no part of bird life shel- 
tered in foliage, but of scenes in whieh their trim forms axe 
displayed against » background of naked, rustling branches, 
and their melody is borne upon uncertain gusts of wind, 
before the anxious, thinly-clad forest has ceased to sigh. 
The yoice of the purple finch has always seemed to me one 
of the links of the year, binding the new to the latest traces 
of a vanishing order of events. Wor tho constant birds, that 
answered with encouragement the rustling of seemingly 
lifeless branches, burstinto song with the quickening of 
blossoms, and then away, ta return with the fall of the leaf 
whose birth they srceeted with acclamation, . 

Enter, at such time, any piece of high open woodland in 
the outskirts of Washington, orone of the cedar groves still 
preserved near the city, and you will be likely to tind a troop 
of purplefinches whose familiarity will permit you to watch 
their movements at your leisure. Very probably there 1s a 
flock of twenty or thirty, just alighted and seattered to feed 
on yonder maple trees, where they are too busily engaged 
in their operations on the buds to notice your approach. 
They haye seilled after a devious undulatory flight from 
some depth of the forest, very suddenly and in a compact 
heap, like so many cedar birds; and after looking about for 
afew moments during which they stood motionless and 
silent, have given some reassuring chirps, and separated with 
alacrity to their repast. Now when a purple finch does 
anythiug he does if witha will and decided purpose, and 
becomes entirely absorbed; so you may sce the whole 
number, apparently oblivious of cach other's presence as well 
as of your own, intent upon destroying as many buds as pos- 
sible within 8 given time, They cling to the ends of the 
branches where the burs are crowded mosi, creep or fuiter 
from one to another of the smallest twigs, stretch out in_vari- 
ous attitudes, and even hang downward for a few seconds for 
some specially coveted morsel, altogether demeaning. them, 
selves not unlike crossbills under similar circumstances. 
They are not quarrelsome birds, and the meal is likely to he 
decorous enough, but that they are quick-tempered and 
quite ready to stand up for their rights you probably salisty 
yourself before many minutes are gone; for if two of them 
happen to fancy the same bud, there is sure to be a spirited 
discussion on the instant. Up go two crests, a defensive al- 
litude is taken, some words pass, and the weaker of the lyo 
is quickly forced to fly. In any such gathering as this, you 
will obserye that the plain brown streaky birds bye far out- 
number the bright-colored leaders of the band; for half the 
flock consists of females, and there are among them also 4 
large proportion of young males; for the latter do not acquire 
their full plumage the first year. Scleet now the best dressed 
one of the lot, and fire; away go his more fortunate com- 
panions, frightencd out of their wits, while le falls a prize 
at your feet. If he be killed ontright, you will observe, as 
you smooth the plumage and flick off the blood stains hefore 
consigning the specimen that he has become to your game- 
bag, that the edges of the bill are coyered with the sofi, 
greenish substance of the buds upon which he was feeding, 
leaving no more doubt of the nature of his repast than if you 
examined the wellfilled gizzard. Should he fall with only 
a broken wing, you find what a spirited fellow the purple 
finch is; for he will raise his crest in defiance, and fight with 
the determination of despair against such hopeless odds— 
biting, scratching and erying out all at once—not a kingbird 
or 4 vireo would makea braver effort in self-defense. Had 
you refrained trom molesting this proud and handsome finch, 
doubtless a still more engaging exhibition of his accomplish- 
ments might lave been witnessed. For, his repast con- 
cluded, he would most probably have betaken himself to the 
topmost twig of the tree, where, with his form clearly out- 
lined against the blue sky,*bis throat swelling and his head 
thrown up. he would have delighted you with the earncsi- 
ness, the variety nnd the melody of his song. The most en- 
joyable purple finch concerts you are likely to attend will 
be those given just before sunset, in those delightful, quiet 
moments when nature seems to pause before she withdraws 
the last golden vays from an illumined Jandscape—when the 
slanting sunbeams light up a rosier tint on the breasts of the 
emulons birds, who vie with each other in the expression of 
their tenderest emotions. The sparrows are settling with 
contented chirping to their humble bed in the shrubbery at 
our feet; the cow-bells are tinkling from the homestead yon- 
der; there is just a shiver in the air as a damp breath from 
the brook below steals along the hillside, and the purple 
finches are still, 

As I have said, we have Andubon’s authority for the state- 
ment that these birds nestle at least as far south as Pennsyl- 
yania, and it should surprise no one to discover that the 
mountains furnish them wilh congenial homes still further 
remote from their accredited breeding range. He saw them 
in pairs in the great pine forest, where they were attending 
to their young, then not fully fledged, The statement is in- 
dorsed by other observers independeutly. Dr, Turnbull re- 
marks that a few remain ever'y summerin East Pennsylvania. 
Mr. Gentry’s experionce, however, is to the contrary, He 
never saw purple finchesin that State during the breeding 
season, though he does not deny that they may nest among 
the Wissahickon hills. A recent contributor to the iVuttad/ 
Butletin, Mv. R. F. Pearsall, notices one of the most south- 
erly breeding stations of which we have any record, haying 
observed a purple finch in full song and plumage, and appar- 
ently resident, at Bayside, Long Island, where he snbse- 
quently verified this indication by discoyering a pair. ‘‘Peel- 
ing sure that they must have nested there, after diligent 
search J discovered the nest, located as usual, some forty feet 
from the ground, near the top of a large spruce tree; it con- 
tained only two eggs, well advanced in meubation. This 
was June 15, and [am at a Joss to explain their late domes- 
tic arrangements, except with the surmise that their first nest 
was destroyed, or that they felt ont of their latitude, as in- 
deed their actions seemed to indicate, They remained in this 
vicinity but a short time, and, I think, did not attempt an- 
other nest. The construction of the nest, its situation, and 
the ergs, except in number, were almost identical with a set 
procured just previously at Grand Menan." 

It is, however, to New England that we must lurn if we 
would because fully acquainted with the domestic economy of 
these charming birds, ‘They breed in that part of the couu- 
try in abundance, and one of the leading local ornithologists, 
Dr. Brewer, has been very success{ulin following up the 
subject. Neither Wilson nor Andubon appear fo hive 
known aught of tle matter; and we doubtless owe to the 
Massachusetts ornithologisi just mentioned our first deserip- 
tion of the nest and exgs, contributed by Dr. Rrewer to 
Auduhbon's page, [tis there stated that My. Cabot was the 
first naturalist to discover them. In the account, however, 
the egus are stated to be “‘of a bright emerald green,” which 
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renders the matter open to suspicion; for the greenish ground 
color is now well known to be normally spotted. The writer 
in mention has, however, latterly furnished an acconnt based 
upon ample obseryations—one which, in defanlt of any 
yessonal experience of any one, I take pleasure in transerib- 
ng; 
“They nest generally in firs, spruees, er cedar trees, 

though occasionally on the upper lnanehes of a ingh apple 
tree. Their nests are usually placed wpen a branch, rather 
than interlaced between its forked twigs. I hive known 
them not more than five lect {vom the ground, and at other 
limes on the highest part of a» lofty fir tree. The nests aré, 
for the most part, somewhat flat and shallow structures, nol 
more than two and a half iueches in height, and abont three 
an(la half in breadth, The walls of the nest average tess 
than an inch, and the cavity corresponds to its genera) shape 
and form, ‘The framework of the nest is usually made of 
small denuded vegetable fibres, stems of grasses, strips of 
hari, and woody fragments, The upper rim of the nest is 
offen a curious mieriwining of dry herbaceous stems, the 
ends of which project above the nest itseif in the manner of 
alow pelisade. ‘Ihe inuer nest is made up of minute vere 
table fibres, closely interwoven. There is usually no other 
lining thun this. At other times the nests are largely mac 
up of small dark-colored rootlets of woody plints, lined 
with finer materials of the same, ovcasionally mingled with 
tie down of birds and the fur vfsmall enimals.” The eges 
are deseribed as varying in size fioin 0.81 to 0.92 of animelh 
14 length, by 0.60 to 0.70 in breadth, their color being « pale 
cmerald green, spotted with tar‘ brown, almost black, chiefly 
about the lareer end,* 

flow familiar with these acreéable birds the writer of the 
ubove paragraph has had the means of becoming’, muy be 
judved from the circumstiinee that no less than seveb pais 
resided one summer in his grounds at Hingham, Mass,, *tand 
two had nests in the game tree, one of which was st least 
sixty fect from the ground, om the very top or a tall fir. 
These several pairs, as a general thing, lived towether yery 
harmoniously, save only when one would approach too 
near Lhe favorite station of another; then the Jntter would 
begin to bristle up bis erest, and pive very evident hints that 
his presence was hot agrveable. The extreme southern end 
of the ridgepoele of the house Lad heen, for several summers, 
the fryorile post for the patriarch of the flock, from which 
ai morning and ut evening he made the neighborhood yoeal 
with his melody, fin his ahsenee any other of these birds 
yentured to occupy Is position, there was always sure to be 
i distufbance on his return, if it was not instantly vacated. 
These encounters were frequent and always very amusing. 
Diseretion nsnally took the place of yalor on the part of the 
infruder,”” 

| cannot deny that Lam inclined to give my birds the best 
possible characters, and put them, as it were, on their xood 
behavior when they sil to me for their pen portraits; und no 
one, I presume, Would desire or expect me to do otherwise. 
i is my hearty endenyvor to do them full justice. and if pos: 
sile to render them as attractive to others as they are to me 
in #yery one of their versatile aspects. Yet my treatment 
of the Enelish sparrow proves, I suppose, that 1 world be 
just before 1 permit wenerosity to color a picture beyond 
fidelity to nature, And in the present instance candor com- 
pels me to admit that the purple finch is notthe most cesir- 
ihle bird in every yespect. In spite of lis elexant appear- 
aice, his engaging address, his musical ability, and that 
spirit “of 4 gentleman of the old school.” which |e un- 
(oubtedly possesses, his fondness for fruit ‘i’ the bud’ 
inakes him scarcely less unwelcome at certain times and 
places. So long as he remains im the woods his operations 
are of little moment from an economic standpoint; but 
he habitually visits the orthard in spring, to feast upon 
the blossoms of the apple, pear, peach and cherry, at- 
tacking the fruit in embryo ‘with such cifect ihat the 
hopes of the bhorticnlturist are nol seldom strewn on the 
ground below, in eviderce of irretricvable mischie? aceom- 
plished, Such cepredations, however, are confined to a very 
limited period: purple finches are nol among the most abun- 
dant of birds; they Teed their young to some extent upoh in 
sects which may be injunons, so that it is doubtful whether, 
after all, they seriously diminish the reyenues of the uation. 
During most or the yeur these birds haye certainly no appre- 
ciable effect whatever upon the interests of husbandry, They 
feed largely upon juniper berries, upou those of 2am trues, 
will honeysuckle, and many similar small hard fruits; upon 
the seeds of tulip trees, huttonwoods, and others of the forest, 
as well as upon those of a lon® array of weeds and grasses, 
fo obtain which they often forage in fom shrubbery, or even 
upon the ground, In short, if we could accurately balance 
the whole ledger, purple finches would doubtless still be 
fount! worth having, even if not clearly entitled to the tithe 
they take from the orchard in spring. 
My history of this finch were incomplete did I not take 

notice of its ‘‘ways and means” of living in California, where 
it ucquires the name, if not the character, of a different bird. 
For ihis purpose the pages of the Nudtall Bulletin may be 
sought with confidence thal Mr. Brewster and Mr. W. A. 
Cooper have left us desiralle information. 

‘The first-named of these gentlemen describes with care 
two nests taken by Mr, C, A. Allen, wt Nicusio, in Marin 
county. One of thesc contained five eves on the 10th of 
May, 1876. Jf measured nearly five inches in diameter, by 
nearly three in depth, with a cavity of two by one and a 
half ivehes in the corresponding directions. If was built in 
a garden, in the fork of two limbs, about eight feet from the 
sround, and was firmly woven of fine weed stakes and coarse 
grasses, lined smoothly with some hemp-like fibrons material. 
The eves of this set seem to have been unusuuuily pale-colored, 
and quite like those of (, frontalts, being deserived as white, 
with a scarcely perceptible bluish shade, only marked with a 

* | have myselé examined various gets af purple tingh eggs, eon- 
tained in the vollection of the Natioual Museani Whe tye lot- seleeced 
for study contain, two uf Lhem bhree eggs apiece und three of thew 
two eges each, They show ihe range of variacion in ~iz+ und Shape 
Wilith one aeeusiomed 10 bendis ees expects to fluid Wiierever a 
siilivient uuinber is Gramineae, The longest and narrowest ve, 
Wuleh 73 alinpsl elipticwlio shape (. #., alike at both ends and greai- 
est dinmeter in tie mille) ineasares U2 U. 58; u short globular ane 
only 0. 76<0.00; a fairer specimen, of “uormal’? ovoid snaps, 0,804 
O00; avuther small oveidal one, 0.7. 58. The ground cuicr of tie 
whole tén of them 1s aboub ihe sonit—g pale, dull, binish green. iar 
tual of & bluebird’s eee: perhaps somewhat tailed trom an original 
tint, One of tuem 73 wlino-t tninweulate; another is doited und 
shghUy sevacched all over wilt very tine markings of brawn so dark 
us ho appear like black, The role of marking, however, is tine dot- 
jug aud seratcome of blackish brown Ob the larger hale ouly of the 
624, uni especially about tial end, around which tie pointsare cituer 
wreathed 01 else eathéred wi hou, special pattern, Specimens differ 
100 jo the istensity of the pigment, sonis naying the markings urll 
brown, while in most they ure quite blackish, ‘The laryest spots du 
nol exceed a pio’s head iu size.s These eggs are ull tvom New Bre 
dood Jocalities—Milltowno, Me., Mr. G. A, Beardman; Norway, wle., 
Mr, $, f. Siniiiry Massachusetts, Me. #’, W. utnam; Lynu, Mass. Mu. 
G. O. Welch, and Bast Windsor Lill, Conn., Cr. W. Wood 
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few dots and lines of dark brown or black, and measuring | 
6,73 in length by 0:55 in breadth, 

Tins account of Mr. Brewster's was so at variance with 
Mr. Cooper's experisnees that the latter soon sent to the 
Bulletin a wore extended notice of the same subject, fearing 
that Mr, Brewster's collector might have gotten hold of a 
nest of C. frontalis, though the parent birds sent with it 
were posilively “‘californievs.” Expressing his doubts on 
(his score, Mr. Cooper continnes; ‘About ten nests of this 
bird have come uxder my observation during the last ten 
years. Of each of these the frame work was loosely con- 
structed, a portion of each nest being formed of pieces of 
Screphularia nodosa, some of these being entirely of this 
plant. Ll lave never found a nest iv a fork, and they are 
usually placed at a considerable distance from the ground, 
Favorite situsdtions are the tups of tall willows, aldere, trees 
covered with climbing ivy and horizontal branches of reé- 
woods. The var. ealifornicusisas abundant around Santa 
Cruz as is the @, frontalis; but while the latter breeds in the 
wardens throughout the city the former retires to the wooded 
river botlouis, ov fo the hills back of the town.” 

I give an wbridgment of Mr, Conpei’s detailed notice of 
four nests and scts of ewgs: 1. May 30, 1875; nest with 5 
‘zos, incubation a few days adyanced. Nest 6 inches across, 
2.50 deep, cayity 2.50 across, 1.38 deep; frame work of fine 
dried tops of Serephuluria; Vining of fine vegetable fibres, 
sotL woolly substances and a few-hairs. Nest on top of a 
horizontal limb of an alder, 40 feet high. One ugg broken, 
the other four measuring 0.80x0,58, 0 80x0.55, 0.80x0.55, 0.77 
x0.54, Togs bluish green, marked with spots of brown and 
dull purple, chicHly around the largerend. 2. Same date, nest 
with 4, a few days incubated, from one of the topmost 
branches of an alder tree, 50 feet high. Frame work of fine 
slems, among them Serophulara; also a few pine roots; 
lining of wool and hair, Eggs 0,838x0 47, 0.81x0.56, 0.81x0.56, 
.80x0.54; ground color as before, but markings different, 
being dull brownish purplt, minnte and confluent, forming a 
ring around the end of two of the eves, and a large spot on 
the end of the other two, one o1 the latter being also speckled 
allvver. 3. May 3, 1876. nest with 4 fresh e@es, in a willow 
bush, 20 feet from the ground, Frame work entirely of 
Serophularia, inner nest of roats and bark, lining of fine 
hark and hair, Bess 0.75x0.55, 0.78x0.56, 0.72x0.56, 0.71x 
0.57; light emerald green spotied like those of set No. 1, the 
markings forming a more decided ring around the larger 
end; ground color, deeper than in either of the forezome 
seis, 4. May —, 1875, nest with 4 fresh eggs; from hori- 
zontal branch of an apple tree in an orchard, similar in 
structure to those already described. Exess, 0.80x0,59, 0.77x 
0.58, 0.77x0,56, 0.760.57; emerald green with finer mark- 
ings than those of Nos. 1 and 38, and darker, some being 
almust black; aperfeel wreath of spots around the larger 
end of each, and the whole surface of one spotted: these 
eges more pointed than any of the rest. 

The way that Mr, Cooper indicts the birds for thei oper- 
ations on budding fruits is positive: ‘‘l may here add that 
Carpodacus purpureus var. californicuxis the most destructive 
bird we haye, visiting our orchards and destroying young 
buds, blossoms, and fruit, Thave swepf ups basketfnl o 
cherry-blossoms from under one tree in a single day, the 
heart of the blossom heing the food songht.” I fear that the 
charge is only too well-founded, Among the enrious analo- 
gies of nature, there is one upon which I haye often specu- 
lated, when thinking of the way of feeding in which some of 
our most elegant and accomplished songsters indulge; for 
the most famous vocalists of the modern stage, hotl male and 
female, ure notorious for their voracious, indiscriminate and 
untimely eating habits, One of the most exquisite of these, 
from Northern Europe, is said to be peculiarly gross at 
the table; and [have heard it whispered in dramatic circles 
in Washington, that the proprietor of 4 hotel complained of 
having to *‘scrape up the carpets” after te midnight suppers 
in which « celebrated American cantatrice was wont to im- 
dulge with members of her opera troupe. 

Sruncrons Ox Dry LAnp,—Portland, Ore,, Nov. 24.— 
Editar Purest und Stren. In September last while superin- 
tending repairs to » dam ficross Pearcy’s Slough, a minor 
channel which connects the Willamette and Columbia rivecs 
at mediuin staves, but is bare at low water, [ observed a 
number of slides, such as would haye been made by drageing 
heavy, smooth, cylindrical bodies upthe bunks of the slough, 
which are five feel. high and very steep, and across the low 
level island berween the slough and the Columbia into the 
latter. The soil of the island and 1ts banks, consisting ef 
sandy loxm formed by the annual deposits of the summer 
fioods of the Columbia, with a scanty covering of grass and 
young willow sprouts from oné to three mehes high, was 
plainly marked with these slides, which seemed to haye 
been made by bodies from six to eighteen invhes in 
diameter, all leading in direct lines to, and terminating on 
the bank of the Columbia. At first I thought they 
were made by beayer or seals, which penetrate the 
sloughs along the Columbia during the summer run of 
salmon, but the large size of one of the slides showed that it 
could not haye heen made by either seal or beaver. I in- 
guired of the menu employed on the work, one of whom, a 
fisherman, said: ‘That is sturgeon trail, They get among 
the sloughs when the river is up, and when the water begins 
to Yall they strike 4 bee line for the river. Sometimes they 
die before they get there.” Acting on this suggestion, [ 
looked carefully among the young willows, near the bank of 
the Columbia, and found at the end of the largest slide, and 
within six fect of the bank, the carcas of a sturgeon nearly 
seven feet long, with its head pointing towurd theriver. Its 
strength, exhausted by crawling eighty feet overland, had 
failed when almost within reach of its native element.—R. 
A. HABERSHAM, 

RECENT AREKIVALS AT THE PHILADELPHIA Z90OLOGICAL GARDEN, — 
Received by Purtuass—Two row ese bits (Pierdopus medsus), one 
gray-breasted [bam ha Ae (Bolborhyichua nowackus), three male and 
thres feniale demvisella granes (4ntiropotides virgo), saventy-four 
Virginia quail (Orty.c virginianus), and one giris3s snake (Cyelophis 
mstivus) Reevived by presentahon—One Mexican, agonti ( Dasy- 
procta: menicuna), one prairie wolf (Canis bitrins), one canvas-backed 
duck (Fudiguia vellisueria) one ring dove (J urtur risorvius), one 
sereechowl (Scoys ast), one blue guose (Anser ceerilesceits), and 
nine Virgima quail (Ortys virgintzauvs). Bora in the Garden—One 
Mazame deer (Cervus campestris), 

“Don't,"—Father Daniel H+fert, of Savannah, Ga. clubbed 
a doy with the butt of his loaded gun. Valentine Spiggle- 
meyer, of Tyrone, Pa., used his Ifaded yun for a Walking 
slick, A Pennsylvania hunter neir Dingmian's Ferry saw 2 
bit of fur, shor utit, and pula eharge of shot through the 
hat and head of a amall boy. 

a 

[Drc, 14, 1883. 

Game Bag and Gam. 
.GAME RESORTS.—We are always glad to receiue for pub- 

“ication such notes of desirable game resorts as may be af help 
to the readers of FOREST AND STREAM. Well not our carre- 
spondents favor us with such advice? 

To insure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest and Shream Publishing Co., and not tu 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. , 

Fi OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. it, has 
been published in convement pamphlet form, and will be sent co any 
address, postpaid,on receipt of 10 cents. 

STORIES OF THE EARLY DAYS. 

1.—AN “AFTERNOON MAN'S” LUCK. 

WL reading some accounts of the early history of 
Dansville, N. Y., as chronicled in your issue of Nov. 

22, I was reminded of many incidents of pioneer life which 
occurred in the sparsely-settled country lying south and 
southwest of the abeve-mentioned town. 

The old road, or IT might say thoronghfare, from North- 
eastern Pennsylyania led through this section, thence to 
Rochester, N. Y,, from whieh place many early settlers im- 
migrated, some stopping in Allegany ccunty, N. Y., while 
others pushed on to localities in different places in the then 
isolated regions of Potter, Tiogs, McKean and Elk counties, 
Pa, Here was a paradise for hunters. In faet, hunting be- 
came 4 necessity; the suittering inhabitants could not snb- 
sist withont it, and during several years it was a source of 
some revenue. Buyers were on Land eyery winter who were 
ready to buy up venison at a rather low figure, as they had 
to run it through to Rochester by sleighs. Venison gen- 
erally kept frozen through the winter in that high latitude, 
and sleighing generally remained good until the middle of 
March, and se it was not unnsual to see deer that were killed 
in Noyember and December hauled into market, in the list 
of February or possibly in March. 

It has ever been a saying among hunters, that patience and 
perseverance found a sure road to success. I will mention 1 
circumstance in demonstration of that principle, Bill Akers 
Wis 1 man, slow of speech, slow of step, and one who might 
properly be styled an afternoon man. He, like his neigh- 
bors, depended on his success in hunting for winter’s meat, 
but while they had been laying in their supplies he had heen 
engaged in building a log stable to shelier a cow and a yoke 
of steers. In process of time the stable was finished, and onc 
Monday morning Bill made ready for a start, determined to 
hunt through the week, and also determined to procure meat 
enough during the week to last through the winter. 
poor, had a large family, and of late had been rather short 
of provisions, consequently he had nothing to carry for 
lunch bet a piece of corn bread. Monday night came, and 
with it back came Bill, tired and hungry and nothing killed. 
It was rather late in the season, the snow about eight imches 
deep, was a little crusty and a little noisy while traveling, 
Tuestlay’s hunt was a repetition of Monday's, so was 
Wednesday, and also Thursday, Idon't know that any one 
ever learned the particulars of that four days’ hunt, but cer- 
tain it was that the lunch was duplicated eyery morning, and 
that he came home weary and empty-handed every night. 

The result of the fifth day’s hunt was somewhat different. 
After traveling a short distance, Akers struck the tracks of 
three deer, which he followed oyer « citcnitous route for 
several miles, when he discovered two of them sland- 
ing broadside with their necks crossed, each one looking 
over the other’s shoulders. Nearly every deer hunter has at 
some time during his life seen deer standing in the same 
position. Bill took in the situatiou al once. There was no 
‘“‘huck fever” in hisinake np. He deliberately drew up, and 
hroke both necks at one slot. The third deer ran a small 
circle and came around in sight, about the time he had re- 
loaded, when he hauled up just as deliberately and shot it 
dead in its tracks. They were large deer, and it required 
some effort to hang them up out of the reach of wolves; and 
su the day was pretty far spent when he started direct for 
home. 

Having gone not more than oue-half mile, passing near the 
butt of a large hollow basswood which had broken off near 
the root, and in falling had lodged on some other timber, he 
saw a bear’s track, and us it was getting nearly dark, he sup- 
posed ati first the bear had been in and gone out again, Bur 
on closer inspection he found that it had come out and 
walked around a few rods and then gone back again, Tere 
wus adilemmma, but Akers was equal to the emergency, 1. 
required some two hours labor to barricade the entrance of 
bruin’s temporary retreat, or in other words, to plug up the 
end of that hollow basswood in such a manner as would in- 
sure the keeping of that bear until a more convenient! season. 
This he accomplished by inserting broken pieces of dry 
stubs, wedged in with small poles, which he cut with his 
hatchet, Once more he shouldered his rifle and started for 
home. 

Tt was late in the evening, bul a fll moon had risen, and 
he found no difficulty in Keeping a direct course. He had 
by this time become very tired, but made good time until he 
brought up against his own fence, which was adjoiuing the 
woods, and inclosed a small turnip patch which he had 
neglected to harvest before the snow fell, Over the fence he 
climbed and chucked himself down into the snow, leaning’ 
back against the fence, with his gun standing between his 
knees, and the muzzle leaning aginst the fence also. Bill 
was thoroughly exhausted, or as he said, was about used up, 
The night was bitter cold, the temperature down some- 
where about zero, but he said that he did not feel the cold 
very much while sitting fhere, only a sort of numbness 
which came over him, and he felt very sleepy wilhal; and it 
is very possible that he would then and there slept his lust 
slecp hud nof a providential occurrence aroused him from his 
stupor. } 

While sitting in the posture described he was sure that he 
heard steps of some animal wilking through the crusty 
snow, and also heard it leap the fence. This, of itselt, 
would perhaps huve quickened the pulse of any natural bred 
hunter. It seemed to raise him out of the dull lethargy in 
which he was fast sinking; his senses were sharpened and 
on the alert in # moment, He saw ab once 
that it. was a large buck, dnd us it walked 
out. from the shade of the wood to thie moot- 
shine, it began pawing through the snow, and fevding 
on the green turuip-tops, Being then xbout six rode distant, 

Bill was - 



-_- —— eel 

Dew, 18, 1883.) 

‘so intent was the deer on its feed, that it failed to notice 
Bill as he clumsily pulled down his gun, and yet more 
‘clumsily, with his benumbed fingers, pulled back the cock, 
ind being unable to raise the gun at off-hand, he partly 
rested il across his knees, drew a sight the best that he could, 
aud fired. The buck made a few jumps, leaped the fence 
and was gone, The next move that Bill made was to get on 
to his feet again, which he succeeded in doing after several 
trials; und as bucks and beurs were of no account with him 
just then, he staggered off toward his cabin, abouta hundred 
rods distant, where he arrived at midnight. 

The buck wus found dead and frozen the following morn- 
ng, 2 few rods from where it had jumped the fence, and 
two vr three neighbors volunteered their assistance in getting 
the bear, and also bringing in the deer. 
N.B.—Vhe early bird may have caught the worm, but 

here the late hunter killed the big buck, AN'TLER. 
Grann View, Tenn., Dec, 5. 

1,— DOWN IN A BEAR DEN, 

Thar Fricnd:* In answer to your somewhat unexpected 
* but truly welcome letter, I will now try to answer. * 

Two or three days before 1 left Florida we took the bee 
dree that I was hunting, and I shot 1 ‘gator and caught 4 
alive, and the doctor caught 8. I think it was after I last 
siw you that | went down ten miles below the inlel. Went 
through Nigwers’ Cut twice. Was ou top of the boilers on 
a wrecked ship: caught fish and oysters; trapped 10 opos- 
sums, 8 coons, 2 otters, 1 rat; and several buzzards got in by 
sy not taking up the traps in day time—that I hated. Lots 
snore | could tell you, but will omit further now. 

You ask for 2 bear stories that Lundertook to tell you. TfT 
mistuke not, when you were statting away, therefore, I did 
not have time to relate the particulars, and as I have killed 
so Many bear, panther, wolf, elk, buffalo and most all 
other kinds of game that you could mention, that I am not 
positive what the two bear stories were that [ undertook to 
relate to you, but will endeavor to relate the same two. 

T arm quite positive it was the first snows in the winter of 
“47. Two men by thenames of Montgomery and Hoover, 
tracked 1 hear as they supposed, into its den. Montgomery, 
not knowipg of any one except myself that, would be likely 
to go into the den, told me if I could get the bear I might 
have him, as they had given up trying to get him, It wasa 
ymount#inous country to travel over and from 6 to 8 miles 
travel, and I think I made 8 or 4 trips, probably, the first 
time to make an examination; the 2d time took a bear trap, 
hoping to catch him if he came out; 8d time, after giving 
him seyeral days to come out and get into trap. which was 
alla failure. ‘Then I made up my mind to go into the den, 
and what things it would he necessary to take alone to accom- 
plisk the job, which would be sledge or stone hammer, an 
inch rope 60ft. long, 2 home-made beeswax candles about 
14 in. in diameter and some 12in. long (guessing at it), 
some 10 to 12 men, team to haulall the things, axes to cut 
the way, plenty of dogs, &c«. When we arrived at the place, 
peparations were made to descend into the cave. The first 
or ontside hole was not large, After passing through the 
first entrance, room or opening, probably 10 to 15 feet across 
it, and only ahout two feet high, at the further end of this 
the opening turned to the right between two rocks, the 
entrance being so small thut a man could not get throuch, 
but the bears could squeeze through. I managed, with a 
stone hammer, to break off the rocks sufficient to enable me 
to get through, The crevice was about 2 feet wide or so, the 
bears could reach both sides. 
The rope being fastened outside and thrown down to the 

hoftom, 1 descended to the bottom some 4() feet, perpendicu- 
lar, according to the length of the rope. [took with me a 
short rifle thal my father-in-law fetched from Pennsylvania 
that carried 24 balls to the pound, and the two candles. I 
think it was before matches were in use (at least here), there- 
fore Ltook1 lighted candle, when I reached the bottom, 
and lit the other, then heating the lower endof one I stuck 
it fast on a rock, for fear that one might be put out and 
leave me in the dark, as such would be and was the case 
when I fired the gun; it put ouf the candle that I held in my 
hand, and I had to go back and light up, But lam getting 
whead of my story, and I must go back where Thad one 
wandle fastened on a rock, 

I commenced searching for the bear, as I thought there 
was but one. I followed the crevices running in different 
directions, until I had nearly given up all hopes of finding an 
hear, and returned to go out on the rope, when I Giscavared 
ander 4 projecting rock, through asmall hole, some part of 
a bear; and on further examination I discovered that the 
rocks that I had broken off before descending had fell down 
and nearly closed up the entrance where they had gone 
under, and they could not get out. 1 then leveled my rifle, 
holding the candle in my left hand, and fired. As I before 
stated I was left in total darkness, The bear thrashed and 
the rocks rattled. I then felt my way back to the other 
candle, lit wp and returned. To my great astonishment I 
heard a noise that reminded me of a dog lapping or drinking. 
On close examiination (and you can bet your bottom dollar 
cantious) I discovered a live bear drinking the blood from 
the dead one. When! put the oun and candle close to his 
head he sprung teward the light and belelied out a terrible 
woo like a frightened hog. s he jumped I fired, The big 
bull took him fair m the head and the powder scorched -the 
bair of his head. 1 then rolled away the rocks and dragged 
them to where I could fasten the rope to them one ata time, 
xnd gave the word, *‘Haul away!’ the listeners above pulled 
and | guided them up between the rocks, Thus ended the 
killing and hoisting them out. 

Now, in regard to tracking bears: They step exactly in 
each other's tracks; for instance, two or three traveling in 
sbow one would think there was only the track of one. 
Now, for a little fun while I think of it, as it is only 12 

o'clock P, M, When I went down not one offered to go 
with me, but was anxious to crawl in (for they could not 
stan‘ up) to where the crevice went straight down, conse- 
quently they were packed in close, all anxious to get where 
they could hear. Somes’ heads would be lapped over on 
others’ legs, so some time in the course of my exploring 
voyage I throwed down a flat rock onto ether rocks to make 
all the noise I could, and at the same time hullowed at the 
top of my voice, “Look out, the bear is coming!” (so he 
was, after, dead); they all stampeded and serambled to get 
oul, and as 1 was listening I heard one yell, *‘Keep your 
oe potmetal boots out of my face,” so I called that the 
rive. 
Now, Mr. F., I have gimed to give you the truth of this 

*This story was told ina letter written by an old hunter to a gentle- 
man in Indiana. who has Kindly forwarded it to the Fores? np 
SPREAM for publication, We print It with very jittle alteration, 
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adventure, or what you choose 16 head it. It is lengthy and 
in bad shape, 80 I dare noi trouble you with any more nntil 
T hear the result of this, and for an apology will give you 
my éxample as it justcomes to mind. Suppose you needed 
100 feet cf cord and sent for it, and whea it came it was all 
in snarls, tangles and knots, soif you get what you need you 
would have to take fhe kinks and knots out to get your 100) 
feet, So, in case you get any good out of this you must 
sift it and correct it in-varions ways. Being thankful that 
you remembered me, and wishing to he remembered to Mrs, 

., and hoping to hear from you soun, T am truly yours, 

THE GROUSE OF STEUBEN COUNTY. 

HAVE retired permanently from grouse shooting, srand- 
ést of American shooting. | had hada vayue feeling 

that I wasnot quite up to the old mark, A little stiff about 
the joinis about climbing the hills, in fact, not as sood as I 
was twenty years ugo in the exertion of pursuing this chief 
of game birds in his native wilds, My grouse days are over, 
and this suspicion has now became a conviction. Tt is very 
sad to have to deliberately own up, but six hours in the 
dels of Steuben county settled the question forever, A few 
days ago the 8:30 P. M. train on the Erie road found your 
correspondent and Counsellor Geo. H. Barron, of Jersey City, 
en youle for Corning, Steuben county, N, Y. Thenee we 
were to take wagon over to Caton Center, some eight miles, 
where the Counsellor had friends, and word had come that 
the ‘‘pavtridges were awful thick.” We started with two 
dogs; Ben, the Counsellor’s pointer, 4 son of Sensation, and 
one of the finest specimens that ever stood a bird—but more 
of him anon—the other, a Laverty setter, that is, I suppose it 
was, as it was from ex-Sheriff Laverty's celebrated Nell; 
wouldn't that make it a Laverty? 
We hunted up the conductor of the train, and told him 

when he had finished up his train and had a little lcisure 
we would like to talk with him, (Wem—We generally do 
this when the man looks talk.) We were cosily settled when 
hecame. How invariably do we sporfsmeéen on our travels 
form pleasant acquaintances, Wefound that the conductor, 
Mr. W. D. Hall, was # shooter. He lives at Port Jervis, 
has two dogs, and takes great pride in their deeds, loves 
shooting, and isa yery popular employe of the railroad. 

The next morning we woke up at Corning, a pleasant 
farming Piste A fine, driving snow lad fallen nearly 
all nicht. ¢ got out of the cars, the wind was blowing 
trom the northwest, at kWout forty miles an hour, Chris- 
tupher~C,! how cold, it cnt us clean through. Noholy 
fo meetus. Our telegram had failed. We starred for 
a hotel. Fortune smiled upon us and sent us to the 
Dickerson House, kept by the Fuller hoya. They 
know how to keep a hotel, in fact, three hotels, 
for they conduct another one, the St, James, in the village, 
and 9 third at Keuka Lake, From the livery stable we pro- 
cured a spanking team of mares (so spanking that we were 
afpaindof being run away with), and piling in, mea, dogs, euns 
and traps, were off for the mountains. After a fearfully 
cold ride, we reached the residence of Mr, George Brown, 
upon \yhose invitation we had taken the trip, and who, with 
his kind wite, gave us a warm welcume. Whiata difference 
(and why is it?) between country and city receptions. There 
is a, cordiality, a geniality about country air and surround- 
ings, or a make-yourself-at-home and can’t do-enouzh-for- 
you atmosphere, which the cold browu-stone front seems to 
chill and kill out. 

It was too cold and too late to 20 far in the afternoon, 
We contented ourselves with a trip to a marsh some half 
mile away, and a few hares amply paid us. In the evening 
we visited the country store, where the statesen aad the 
citizens do congregate and talk over and settle the destiny of 
the burg and of thenation. Here we made the acquaintance 
of Mr. J. W. Schutt, the grouse shooter of the region rennd 
about. He informed us that there were » good many birds, 
but thet we would find it hard shooting- And we did, but 
we were enthusiastic, Haying engaged Mr. Schutt's services 
with his team for the morrow, we werein bed in wood sea- 
son, dreamin of the big bags, etc., etc. (To teli the solid 
truth, we did not dream any such thing, but it is the correct 
thing to say we did.) 
We were off about 8 o'clock, acold crisp morving, The 

wind has gone down. A walk of two miles brought us to a 
deep defile, dark and gloomy, the road running half way 
distant from top of broaded hill to ravine below, heavily 
timbered on both sides, hemlock, pines and smal! hardwood. 

“We will hitch the team here,” said Schutt, “‘go up the 
pasture to the upper side, and work down. We shall find 
some birds sunning themselves along the upper edge." We 
had just struck in on the far corner. Look at Ben. He is 
winding something; see that tail go, how those eyes bulge, 
He draws first one side then the other; he hardly gets the 
true direction, but tainted air is in his nostrils, Look ont! 
Confound that setter jumping harum scarnm like that. 
Whor! Whirr! Whirr! Crack, bang, bang. A yood 
shot, Councellor, 1 don’t know fhat I got mine, I 
had to take a snap through the leayes. Yes, I hear 
him in the leaves. There, Ben ‘has him, how 
tenderly he holds him and with what pride he brings 
him. ‘Good dog, here.” But no, not to me; he takes it to 
his master, as he (lid all the birds we killed that day. With 
What pleasure we hefted them, a cock and a hen, nearly two 
pounds apiece; good birds. “Which way did they po, 
Schutt?’ “Two pitched down the ravine, one went straight 
ahead, but we will find more in the other corner. Keep 
that setter in, she is as high-sirung as a young colt, she will 
do better by and by.” As we progressed I noticed that 
Schutt was continually gaziny into the trees. At last, he 
exclaimed, ‘‘There is one, shoot it!” *‘Where?” ‘On that 
limb in that pine.” Sure enough, with feathers as smooth 
as if greased down to its compact little Wody, erect and suiff 
as a stick, and looking for all the world like a dead limb, 
sat a hen partridge, Sehult says, ‘‘Bhoot.” Counsellor re- 
plies, “No, we caw kill it like men, as it Hies.” Now I be- 
lieve it is “legitimate” (in sporting parlance) to kill a xrouse 
under almost any circumstance. but we opine that few even 
of the old and best shots can bring down a wrouse us it leaves 
atree. Barron says, ‘Don’t you see it is all open from the 
limb beyond ; the bird can’t get away. Ready, start her off. 
Schutt.” Like a flash the bird was around the body of that 
pine and half way down the mountain side before either of 
us could get our gun to our shoulders. ‘‘I told you so.” 
We started down the side over logs, stumps, ledges and 

briers, across the road, and then we found them again in 
goodly numbers. Back they came up the mouniain side. 
A good shot here, a miserable miss there. Then to the team, 
and another patch of woods, I was getting somewhat 
“played,” eyen so early jn the day. It was cold when we 

started, and | had put on my shooting pants coat over 
my others, an] with the pockets more or less {uil of cart 
ridges, and these heavy birds, [felt 1 must soon call peceayi. 
We reached lower ground, where the roud ran throug a 
swampy place. Sehntt directs ‘You stay in the road, I will 
go below, and if any get up they will pitch across snd up 
hill,” That suited me exactly; Lam first-rate on a wait when 
Tam played out. Tt was not long before we heard his spaniel 
give tongue, and then a whirr, whirr. In the distance | saw 
a noble bird cutting the air through the trees in my direction, 
Wwhen—how fast he came—I threw my gun at least three feet 
ahead of hin, thinking to cut him dead, but I was too cager, 
ny entire charge ewtered the trunk of a big birch, I gave 
him the other barrel as he crossed the road, but this time 
probably shot behind. As the bird turned and swept into 
the brush on the lillside, the Counsellor’s gum eracked, aud 
the dull thud on the ground in the brush told the tale. ‘You 
wiped my eye fairly thaf tine, and Town up.” Be it known 
that the Counsellor has but one arm, hayine lost his right 
when quite young. IJtis marvellous with what dexterity he 
can load and unload his breech-loader, and with what quick- 
ness an(] accuracy he can shoot. Some of the best shots that 
day were made by the one-aymed shooter, and the praise is 
due him. 

Soon Schott joined us and started up the side hill, Whew! 
what traveling, I began to lag. Then we heard Sclratt ory, 
“Look out!” and then came whirs. One pitched down 
behind Barron, one fell an easy shot to me, coming hend on. 
All was still fora moment, und then two reports; Schutt, 
joined us, bringing two fine birds, Pretty good; but you 
rascal, you shot those two out of atree. A quizzical ex- 
pression on Sechutt’s fare was the only answer. Well, who 
can blame? Shoot a grouse abyhow. He will heat you 
every time if he ean. And it is too hard work this climbing 
mountains amid snow and ice. I for one can’t stand it; L 
throw up the sponge: my grouse days are over. IT wouldn't 
climb that mountain again, wilh all those Jedwes and logs, 
and stumps and Driers and ice, for all the grouse in Steuben 
county. There! But Barron scemed as fresh as ever; he 
had made some splendid shots, and his doe had proved him- 
self a goou ‘one. So on we went to another bie patch of 
woods, (AU the good grouse places seem to be the worst 
located and the meanest to get at.) Schutt said the birds 
would fy out across a vacant Jot on the other side to another 
piece of timber bey al, Mr. Schutt seemed to know where 
every bird lived and just which way it would fly. He proved 
invaluable to us; a good shot, an intelligent companion, anc 
i first-rate fellow. Without him we surely would not Lave 
hageed as many birlsnor had as good atime. T went along 
the road aronnd the woorls, toiled up the posture fo the 
vacnnt lot, gave a whoop that I wasrealy, and waited, Soon 
[ heard the sound of fight, the donble shot, “Good dos,” 
cic.) then out came a noble specimen ‘mounting exulting 
on his triumphant wing.” He came almost directly toward 
me with the speed of the wind; but] was cool. TI waited 
until he got by and then cut him down handsomely, just as 
another, which I did nof see, swept by to my right and 
escaped, That was my last grouse shot. I was throneh, 

We crossed over to the next woods, when Schutt avoticed 
that one of the Counsellor’s birds was gone. My game 
pockets were fnil. tor itiloes notiake mauy two-pmind grouse 
{o fill up, but Barron wore a belt upon which he fastened 
his birds on hooks, Te must have caught his bird on some 
brush or root back in the other piece of woods, some quarter 
ofamile. Vhe head still hung» the hook with the other 
birds. Ifere Ben and the Counsellor showed the sagacions 
dog the head, and away went the splendid fellow across 
those open lots to the other woods, In a few minutes he ap- 
peared with the hird, dog and master hoth proud of the 
achievement, : 

There were other incidents of interest of the day I might 
mention, bit my story is already too long, how a fox, aeross 
the yalley in full view, pursued by a hourd, deliherately 
jumped upon a fence, and with great difficulty kept the top 
some thirty rods, and then made a big side jump and off for 
the woods, It's an old story, but reynard carries the same 
tricks in Stenben county. 

Friduy night we reached home. Ai 7 A. M, the next day, 
we were at Jersey City, at 8 were home, Jersey eights; 
at 10:30 on duty for ‘‘Unele Sam.” 4 _ 
We were well pleased with our trip to Stenben county, but 

we can’t stand many of them, JACOBSTAFP, 

TR 

We add here this well written paper on ruffed grouse 
shooting from the Baltimore Sun: 

There is a chapter in our domestic fielu sport that has been 
very little sung by Nimrod’s bards. The chapter might be a 
long and interesting one. Tf is on the subject of the ruffed 
grouse, more familiarly known asthe pheasant. He is the 
most perfect bird on the Hastern slope. haughty in carriave, 
brilliant in plumage, lightning in flight and highly edible 
when well trussed and adorned and servedon tfe table, The 
pheasant is king of the Tetraonids family in America, not 
eyen excepting the pinnated grouse and prairie chicken, or 
the monster sage hen of the West. Let the sportsman who 
has heen shooting pigeons froma plunge trap and glass balls 
from a spring, go into the wooded districts where Mr. Pheas- 
antabides and flush him. The chatices ave thatit will take the 
tyre a day to evolve any shape whatever out of the indis- 
criminating rush of wings that gets1p out of the thicket. 
When the pheasant vets up he is to the wninitiated a sert of 
cross between a pneumatic fan anda streak of lightning. 
With a great whirr+r+ he is gone, a 

Pheasant shooting, therefore, like the humble hickory 
nut, is not cracked np to be much. A mediocre shot finds 
litle amusement or profit in ifs pursuit, for after he has 
missed his cighteenth consecutive bird, seratches his face 
and hands up with briers, tumbled over boulders and climbed 
exasperating cliffs, he is fain to repose upon a log and say 
“fie upon the pheasaut!’ Itis like chamois hunting, But 
there are men who are hardy mountain climbers, and who 
can shoot, that delight in pheasant shooting, and follow iu 
to the exclusion of every other fullsport, — 

The ruffed grouse is about as big as a spring chicken, but 
when cooked and served on the table it uppears to be nearly 
all breast, so large are ils pectorals. Its plumage is gay, 
with brown and black bars, and the ruff of velvety black 
feathers on the sides of itsneck makes it peculiary hand- 
some, The wings are large and rounded, and with them, by 
inflating the body, the male bird makes 2 dru;mming sound 
that can he heard 4 good distance, The cock pheasant woos 
his ihete with this drumming, aud strutson a log yery much 
like a pretly little turkey cock, The habitgof the bird are 
somuwhat singular. It 1s rare that more than three of them 
are found together aud oftenest they are found singly. They 
love to trave) hexten paths of their own muking through the 
mouuntiindns regions aud just af this season of the year they 
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feed on partridge berries and chicken grapes until their flesh 
is unsurpassed in ““gaminess” and richness of flayor. 

There ave two ways of hunting the ruffed grouse. The 
first is real sport and is practiced by those who hunt for 
excitement and reereation, The second is « pot-hunting 
inethod in which there is no sport. except the pleasure of 
killing the birds, 

Ie who would get a day's sport oul of pheasant shooting 
Will #o vither to Western Maryland or fo the mountain dis- 
lricts of Virginia, Hither the North or South mountain, 
near Hagerstown, orthe Bull Run andthe Blue Ridge m0un- 
tains in Virginia, afford fine fields. Virginia is of course the 
best, us itis not so thickly populated and the grouse shuns 
civilization, The Bull Run mountains about Thoroughfare 
Gap, in Prince William county, is about the iddal place to 
#0, There are places citherat Broad Run, Gainesville, or 
Thoroughfare, where the sportsman can put up. Carry ahun- 
dred shells and enough powder and No. 6 shot to load them 
with, With an ordinary gun 34 drams of powder to an 
ounes anda quarter of shot is about the right loud, Start 
out on your hunt early in the morning, and if you have un 
old setter, yery staunch and very careful after single birds, 
take lim along with you. The mountain is your place, Not 
necessarily u rocky cliff with pines, but a ridge where there 
are plenty of whortleberry ushes and laurel. Strike along 
the backbones of the ridges and in the accidental trails 
throngh the bushes, When you get wellinto the mountain 
your dog will soon show decided symptoms of drawing on 
game, He will carry his tail low. and ereep and snuff 
iround carefully. If you are as watchful as your doe and 
step long without Vnnecessary noise, you may walk right 
upon your bird. He willbe lying low under a tuft of un- 
dergrowth watching you. Your dog will root him out, and 
he will rise at ten yards in front of you. He never sives the 
dog a chance to stand him unless the weather is very warm 
and murky, If the air is clear and cool he will be up and 
ihway before you can say Jack Robinson. Now, you must 
be # quick snap shotif you would stop him. ‘The under 
growth is thick, the pine saplings are numerons, and the 
ground is uneven, When the pheasant is once started he 
will goin a direct line, bat that line is very hard to eateh, 
With a whirr anda buzz that is almost inexpressible, he 
rises from the bushes. Possibly two or three of them may 
getup. Then your neryes are severely tried. A quick, cool 
shot, however, can offen cut the raffs from his kingship's 
neck and make him fall witha tremendous thump and 
flutter: 

A hunter who bags Len or a dozen pheasants in a day may 
consider himself very successful. In the Blue Ridge moun- 
tains & good shot has been known to bag twenty in a single 
day's tamp, The labor entuiled, however, is tremendous, 

Another way te kill the pleasant, however, is when the 
snow is on the ground and they go into the srape-bushes to 
eat chicket-prapes, When the snow is deep the birds cannot 
find cnough hips or jartridge berries, and cf course they 
must go to the grape-vines that are trellised up the trees, 
The pot hnster who finds a good bush ‘‘stocks” it every day. 
Tf there ure any pheasants feeding in it he takes up his posi- 
tion secure from their sight, and picks off the bird that is 
Jowest down in the bush. The others will be startled, but 
will not fly. He may then kill them all from the lowest up 
tothe topmost, This is, however, quite as uninteresting 
sport as shooting corn-fed turkeys froma blind. Pheasants 
are served in restaurants for $1.25 apiece, Hunting them 
for the market is, therefore, lucrative. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

J T is estimated that fifty deer have been killed in Atlantic 
county, N. J., during’ the season ending Dec, 1, 1883. 

Several black bears haye been seen in the same county, and 
last month a female with two cubs were seen crossing a road 
near Mity’s Landing, which is only about fifty miles from 
Philadelphiu. Jessie Reeves, a hunter of Port Blizabeth, 
Oumberland county, N. J., killed an albino decr a fort- 
night since, which makes the second one shot in this vicinity 
this year. 

Anapplication will be made to the New Jersey Legisluture 
at ifs next session for the organization of “The Parmers and 
Citizens’ Game Protective Society of Atlantic County,” to 
act independently of the West Jersey Game Protective Asso- 
ciation, It is hecoming a great shame that even the non- 
udible sea and shore birds along our coast are killed in such 
great quantities, The prevailing rage for stuffed birds for 
hatolmamentation has placed a value on everything that 
flies. J8specially are the gulls and terns prosecuted, Last 
summer two taxidermists settled themselyes at Long Beach, 
N, J,., one at the Barnegat Inlet end, and the other at the 
Beach Haven point, and were kept busy the whole summer 
and upartot the aututon skinning and mounting birds. 
Fifteen cents apiece was given for terns, ten cents for strand 
snipe, in fact, everything was bought. Several market 
giunners made ‘‘good wages” Lhe whole season, and found it 
more profitable to giyeup tlicir boats and altend fo ihe new 
business, I learned from reliable sources that one shooter 
shipped to New York fifty dollurs’ worth of terns in one 
wetk, The consequence was, that long before the seuson 
wus over the gulls and terns, which ordinarily could be 
easily approached, became yery shy, aid seldom came near 
the beach. Eyen fhe nesting places of the hirds on the 
islinds in the bay were sought out, aud the half feathered 
young were secured and sold. Eyerything that could fly 
had a yalue. It is a satisfaction to know this rage will have 
its ron, aud that our sea birds will be allowed to live in 
peace, They are a great ornament to seaside watering 
places if nothing else. 

Many of our sportsmen have been postponing their quail 
shooting trips until thismonth. The weather setting in cool 
and seasonable has had the effect of starting a number off, 
Dneks lave not been as plentiful as it was expected they 

would be at Havre de Grace, and box-shooting has been poor 
lately. There has been some fair point shooting, but the 
lays have been few even when the wind suited. We have 
soine marsh ducks down the Delaware River, and the fowl 
have heen useing on the Slaughter Neck and Prime Hook 
marshvs on the Delaware State side of the bay. At night 
the ponds in these marshes have lately been visited by wild 
geese. We have not had so many deer in our murkets for 
yeas, and westcrn mallards and prairie chickens shipped in 
refrigerating cars are numerous and cheap, 

1 am told by Capt, A. H. Clay, who has just returned 
from Potter county, Pa. that ruffed grouse are setting very 
scarce in his section of the country. He attributes it to 
there having been so many frozen under the snow where 
they frequeutly ‘*burrow” for shelter, and a crust forming 
on the surface confines them, There has been no beech 

mast in his region this year, and wild pigeons did not show 
themselves, 

Quail have been plentiful in New Jersey this fall, but 
warm weather thus far has been against suceéssful hunting, 

The West Jersey Game Protective Society is now having 
a great deal of trouble, arly in the fall at a regular meet- 
ing of the association, held at Gloucester City, N. J., after a 
stubborn fight, Postmaster Chis, H, Bernard, of that place, 
was elected secretary, but has refused to give » bond for 
$2,000 because he claimed that his predecessors had not done 
so. The former secretary, Judge R. T. Miller, consequently 
refused to deliver over to Mr, Bernard the books of the 
society, and the latter then threatened to procure them 
through the aid of the courts. President T. W. Walker and 
Secretary Miller haye now resigned. 1t is claimed by some 
that the last monthly meeting was not properly advertised, 
and that a number of members have received certificates for 
the purpose of sustaining the original organizers, The re- 
port mentioned above, that Senator Gardner will at the 
next session of the Legislature introduce a bill to incorpor- 
ate an Atlantic County Association so as to prevent the 
West Jersey Society from exercising any further control 
over that section, will make the trouble more complicated, 
Tn closing I learn that a stormy meeting of the West Jersey 
organization was held at Camden last night. After much 
dehate, it was finally decided to put off the election for sec- 
retary until the next annual meeting, and Mr. Bernard was 
asked to serve until that time, Mr. B., still refusing to give 
bond. Mr, Wm, Risley was elected a director from Atlan- 
tio county, and Mr, Larry Peterson from Cape May county. 
The trouble is nof endad ‘yet, Homo. 
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Der, 7%, 

GUNPOWDER NECK, 
HAT portion of Harford county, Maryland, embraced 

i between the Gunpowder and Bush rivers, nearthe head- 
waters of Chesapeake Bay, and forming 4 peninsula, with an 
area of about eighteen thousand acres, is perhaps not ex- 
celled, if equalled, by any other section of country of no 
greater dimensions, in the abundance and variety of the 
Tuxurics abounding here on land and water, Two-thirds of 
its outline is bounded by water, the shores of which are 
intersected or indented by numercus creeks, coves, esluaries 
and lagoons, each of which furnish numerous varieties of 
marine plants svitable to the different Species of waterfowl 
which annually migrate bither to feed. The soil contiguous 
to the margins of these waters is exceedingly fertile; this, in 
connection with the humid atmosphere, the natural concemi- 
tant of an oozy soil, bears annually amass of vegetation 
truly astonishiug, and nearly equal in magnitude to the pro- 
ducts of a trepical swamp. The excessive productiyeness 
of this paradise for game, furnishes indubitable evidence 
that nature provides and preserves a corect balunce in ani- 
mute, as well 2s inanimate matter, 

I will not risk a statement with the view of approximating 
to the number of waterfowl we often see in one flock or bed 
on their feeding grounds. If I did, those who never wit- 
nessed it would promounee it incredible. The different 
Species are almost innumerable. All, from the magniticent 
san down to the diminutive teal, and the dilicate bluewing, 
find an abundance of feed suited to their different natures. 
Here the patrician among the waterfow], the stately canvas- 
back, obtains the wild celery, which impurts to the flesh of 
the fowl that peculiar flavor which tickles the palate of the 
epicure, In fet, this is the favorite feeding zround of all 
the different families, tribes and clans of waterfowl. Here 
they revel in luxury and grow fat. 

Then the sportsman’s booming gun 
Is heard along the sandy shore, 

From early dajyn till set of sin 

Tn one incessant, echoing roar. 

This being the favorite feeding cround of the gatne, it 
necessarily follows that it is the favorite resort of the sports- 
man, numbers of whom come froma distance as far north 
as Boston. Many ducking clubs have been orwanized under 
Yayious names, one of the most notable of which isthe St. 
Domingo Ducking Club; it is located on the Gunpowder 
River a short distance helow Maguolia, and is composed of 
gentlemen from Baltimore and New York. All the members 
are professional or business men, with ample means to 
sustain the most elaborate style they may desire in the en- 
joyment of their recreation. They haye erected a commo- 
dious mansion al a suitable distance from their gunning 
points, and equipped if with al] the modern conveniences 
necessary for social enjoyment during leisure time. The 
nightly meetings, al which they discuss the incidents and 
circumstanees in connection with the sport and trophies 
won, aré exceedingly pleasant, and constitute. an important 
factor in the enjoyment of the gunning season, 
They also entertain their friends (ladivs and sentlemen) af 

various times during the season with elaborate (inne parties 
gotten up in vecherehé style. In addition to the house ser- 
yants they employ three or four men to assist in handline 
the decoys and building blinds. The club also keeps six or 
eight of the purest bred Chesapeake Bay retrievers, onc of 
which a short time ago followed a wounded canvas-back 
three miles and finally captured it. shele prc employe, 
John Sweeting, is one of the two best duck shois un the 
waters of the Chesapeake; Edward Lynch, the superintend- 
ent of another celvhrated ducking poiut, is the other, Messrs. 
Sweeting and Lynch have studied the nature and habits ot 
the wildfowl to such an extent that they are considered reli- 
able authorities on the birds and also on the weather, which 
they predict by the movements which instinct gives the 
fowl, We who live in this section prefer their judgment to 
that of ‘Old Prob.” Some of the gentlemen who compose 
this club, though they only come down occasionally, are 
remarkably tine shots, Messrs. Wells and Stewart particu- 
larly. If either of these gentlemen are in the blind the fowl 
(hut approaches within a circle of seventy yards leaves hope 
behind. [believe Mr. Wells is the oldest member and presi- 
dent of the elub, and in the exercise of his prerogative in 
the enforcement of the rules he ig an “ccomplished martinel. 
Among the specified rules we find that gunning on Sunday 
is prohibited, no sink boxes nor tubs are used, and all game 
must be shot _on the wing unless itis wounded. They also 
keep a record of the different species and number of fowl 
killed eack day, with the date and name of member who 
kill them. In short they enjoy the sport, and social assem- 
blies in connection therewith, in a style commensurate with 
their means, yet perfectly exempt from objectionable prac- 
tices which sometimes prevail in other clubs. 
Maxvell's Point Club is located below St, Domingo and 

neay the mouth of the Gunpowder, and is composed entirely 
of a few wealthy gentlemen from Philadelphia, Maxwell's 

Jovated on the ba 
near the mouth of 
seen here almost any day during the season, either feeding 
aloug the margin or breasting gracefully the billows of the 
Chesapeake, with their snowy plumage wlistening in the sun, 

which 

Point is said to be the finest ducking point in the State, par- 
ticularly for bar or overhead shooting. One of the gentle- 
men belonging to this chib is nearly eighty years old, and 
has become si much infatuated with the sport tht he 
migrates as regularly as the fowl; and, notwithstanding lis 
great age, is a danverons competitor for any of the crack 
shots. Occasionally some young man hos the lemerity to 
enter the lists with him, but the old man invariably trims his 
feuthers, and retains his laurels: 

With crouching form, and upturned eye 
The old man marks, in rapid Hight, 

The canyas-back—doomed to die 
Before his keen, querring sight. 

The favorite feeding ground of the swan and geese is 
shore in the yicinity of Lezoe’s Point, 

ush River. Hundreds of swan may be 

This point was purchased a short time ago by John 8, 
Gittings, Tsq,, a wealthy banker of Baltimore, who is, al- 
though « young man,one of the ablest financiers in Maryland, 
He frequently visits it in company with his friends to enjoy 
the vare sport, 

{ might continue ud imfinitum, in describing the various 
productions, natural and trausient, furnished by this prolific 
country, but find it would occupy too much space, therefore 
Twill speedily close with a slight introduction of another 
style of luxuries, equally as abundant as the wildfow!), the 
departure of which about the Jast of March is the signal of 
theadyent of the fish in the waters of Gunpowder and Bush 
rivers, which literally swarm with rock, perch and pike; in 
fnet, there ave as many different species of fish below as there 
had been fowl on thesurface of the water. The natural fer- 
lilily and productiveness of the lund is equally as remarkable 
as that of the waters surrounding it; a description of which 
may be condensed in the single but comprehensive word— 
cornucopia. Tvuros, 
Macnoua, MG. 

THE CHOICE OF HUNTING RIFLES. 
Kditen Forest und Streain: 
Your correspondent, “‘Greenhorn,” who is evidently much 

better posted than he would have appear from Tis selection 
of a signature, has raised the objection to « 40-90 repeater 
which I, of course, had expucted. 

IT regret that I cannot in all points agree with him, His 
objection, though very reasonable, is not conclnsiye, He 
takes if for granted that the breech work, being elongated. 
would necessarily he too weak to stind the heayy vharge 
40-90-00. 
Tam willing to confess that my object has been to raise 

this discussion in order that this question miglit he settled 
by test. 
ca looking over Wiuchester’s catalogue we find that 
their rifles are subjected to tests wherein much heavier 
charges are used. and I see no reason why, if found to be 
necessary, the machinery could not be made stronger. IT 
freely admit that I have the same fear that by reason of the 
“carrier block and adjacent parts” being lengthened to an 
extent necessury to accommodate the four-inch cartridge of 
the 40-90, the breech work or machinery in the line of fire 
will not, as at present constructed, be strong enough; but 1 
im not willing to take this a5 an accepted fact intil it is 
rove. 

A ii it be found from experiment that such a repeating rifle 
(lever action) can be made and be as safe as the best repeat- 
ers row in use, [am confident that it would he the most 
effective and consequently the most popular of all sporting 
rifles. For not only would we haye therein a repeating 
rifle with a trajectory as flat almost as any express rifle, but 
also we would have, whichis far more important (judging 
from experience with a 40-90 Sharps), a rifle which would do 
the necessary amount of execution when the bullet arrives 
at its destination. This isin striking contrast to and an 
inestimable advantage over, for the purpose of game shooting, 
the majority of English express rifles, at least over those 

have tried, 
Far be it from me to attenpt to raise the old discussion as 

to the relative merits of the express as compared with other 
rifles. ‘The most of us haye pretty well made np our minds one 
way or the other upon that subject, some insisting that the 
express, with its light and usually hollow-pointed bullet, is 
the most deadly; others like myself claiming with equal 
yellemence that a heavy, solid bullet is preferable, being one 
which will not fly into » dozen pieces almost as soon as if 
strikes the game, and which will always reach and penetrate 
the “hollow” from whatever point it be fired, 7, ¢., no matter 
what the position of the game may be, 
Par parenthese, Tay as well say that lam a convert 

from the other side, being at one time a strong adherent of 
tle express rifle and hollow pointed bullet theory, From 4 
large number of experiments (sometimes with a blank .22- 
cal, cartridge inserted in the end of the bullet, thus making 
it explosive, generally, however, without this), such as firing 
into soft woods, old logs, bourds, clay banks, etc., and into 
such living bodies as rabbits, cats, and a few small deer, J 
was made to believe that a .50-cal, express was the most 
deadly rifle made. Bs 
Many were the arguments I would adduce in its fayor, 

and learnedly (?) would I discourse about the “terrific 
shock” imparted owing to the velocity of the bullet, and the 
‘“errible wound” inflicted owing to the spreading or ex- 
panding of the same, and the consequent flow of blood and 
deransement of the vitals. All thisund more did I advance 
in favor of the express principle. 

But alas, like many of our cherished illusions, all this was 
rudely dispelled when, several yeurs ago, I came to test the 
same upon the larger game of the Rockies. 

Tt is rather mortifying to shoot an old bull elk in the 
“yellow patch” on the rump (ordinarily a dead shot) and 
have youn bull fly into six or eight pieces in the ham before 

’ 
even it reached the bones, doing, therefore, very litile dam- 
age, and then afterward see Ihe same elk “broken down” 
by a bullet froma “73 model Winchester, the ball having 
penetrated near the same place, ‘ Ih ) 
a bull ell behind the shoulder a little too high at thirty 
paces with a 13h, double express, .16-bore, 155 grains 
powder, 14 oz. hollow pointed bullet, and althongh it stag- 
gered him, to fiid upon examination that the bullet, flattened 
until it resembled a saucer as much as anything, had fallen 
down into the hollow of the body, having done no more exe- 
cution than to slightly blacken one Intig which it penetrated 
an inch or two. y 
been expended upon flattening the bullet, breaking n ril and 

Or to shoot, as [have done, 

e- whole-force of (hat heayy charge had 

——_—<<_——- 
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jearing a tremendous hole in the side, haying inflicted by no 
means a necessarily fatal wound. 

This ellc was killed by a 60-grain Winchester in the hands of 
a friend, the bullet entering his breast, and was found lodged 
against the skin on the rump. On its course, however, it 
had encountered no bones. 

In justice, however, tothe heavy express, I will add that 
if did yond execution with a solid ball, but notwithstanding 
the advantages claimed for if, I thereafter on that trip shot 
a 60-erain Winchester, which [ had also taken with me, with 
excellent results, 
The recoil furnished another very powerful objection to 

this 16-bore rifle. I could multiply instances where I have 
seen the two kinds of xifles practically tested, and always, 
other things being equal, the express rifles using the hollow 
pointed bullets were worsted ina contest upon game with 
any good rifle using more than 40 grs, powder aud 250 lead, 

I have been told, however, that a .40 or .45 cal. express 
with a very small hole in the bullet has been found to be 
very effectiye. I have never tested them, and until Ido 
and possibly afterward; 1 will continue to prefer the solid 
hall with a goodly charge of powder hehind it, 

T take exception to that part of *‘Greenhorn’s” communi- 
cation wherein he giyes preference to English rifles, notably 
the express. 

True, they seem to be able lo get that yery desirable thing, 
somewhat flatter trajectory; than is generally found in our 
ritles, but beyond that Ido not see that they possess any ad- 
yaniuge overa number of good American rifles, ; 

T consider that there are made just as good, if not a trifle 
better, rifles on this side of the Atlantic, and I certainly fail 
10 sue any reason why this should not he. 

I too am somewhat averse to being kicked as if by a 
mule, which generally has been my experience when shooting 
light double or single barreled English express rifles, which 
use tremendous charges, 

“Greenborn” seems (o think also that a good double ex- 
press rifle, “with flat trajectory combined with accuracy,” 
would hecome very popular for sporting purposes, and that 
Pie them the repeating rifle would retire from public 
ayvor, 
This 1 can scarcely agree to. My only answer, of course, 

is individual preference based upon personal expericnee, and 
if is needless for me tosay, from what I haye alveady written, 
that this is unreservedly given to the repeater. 

Not only does one get more sport from the actual shooting, 
and fewer heartaches (not to mention less expense ef pro- 
fanity) from losing a shot by reason of not having a cart- 
ridge ready, the sticking of a shell, etc, but he is much more 
apf to get his fame in the end than with « rifle which uses 
only a single cartridge, 

As for the double express, I would hot give one of the old 
Shurps rifles, 40 or .45-cal,, for a dozen of them, 

If “‘Greenhorp” has seen, as I have frequently, magnificent 
and costly English and other rifles of foreign manufacture 
idly resling in their cases or against the walls of some of the 
vamches in the West, while their owners 4ré out on a hunt 
with some rifle of American manufacture, bought since they 
had taken up their residence in that country, he knows that 
Lam nol entirely alone in my opinion, D. M, B. 
PHILADELPHIA. 

Bailey Movest and Strewine 
Tn your issue of jast week T note an able plea for the man- 

ufacture of a 40-90 repeating rifle. The manifold merits of 
the proposed arm, and its advantages over any weapon now 
in existence, are so clearly and forcibly stated as to render 
any indorsement of the writer's views a work of superero- 
gation, It is a matter of regret thal the writer did not 
youchsafe to his plea the added weight of his name, for but 
few of your many Philadelphia readers can fail to recognize 
in “D, M, B.” a gentleman whose high reputation as a prac- 
tical and thourhtful sportsman, coupled with an extended 
experience in killing’ the big game of the West, entitles his 
opinions on matters like the one in hand to the most serious 
consideration, 

demand forthe manufacture of the proposed 40-90. My 
own experience leads me to firmly believe that it cannot fail 
to prove a most valuable addition to 4 sportsman’s “‘armory.” 
I have found the greatest difficulty in obtaining 2 weapon 
which will do its work cleanly, and without unnecessary 
mutilation. Given anarm the projectile force of whose 
cartridge is so tremendous in proportion to the actual weight 
of its, ball, and its ulility for thorough and satisfactory work 
seems too apparent to need argument. J affirm withont fear 
of contradiction that any one who has hunted for the large 
same of this country, and who has ever thought about the 
matter at all, will bear me out in this statement. What is 
said by ‘D, M. B.” as to the general feeling of those who 
fain their sustenance by the use of the rifle in the West, 
that a 40-90 repeater would bean arm immeasurably superior 
to anything now made, is a proposition which meets, with 
my warmest approval. Anditis to be borne in-mind that 
these are the men whose opinions must perforce carry the 
greatest weight, Ttis not with them a qhestion of thegry, 
but rather one of practical experience. 

I donot wish to occupy your valuable space. In my 
enthusiasm I have said more than T had intended, J can 
ouly reiterate that [shall hail with delight the day wheu 
some enterprising manufacturer sees fit tos place upon the 
market a 40-90 repeating rifie (Winchester eee 

. hy, 
PaHInADELPHIA, Dec, 6, 1883. 

INTERNATIONAL SNEAK TxHreves.—London. Ont., Dec. 
4,—Hditer Forest and Strewn: During October last some 
fifteen “‘same butchers’ fram the United States accom- 
panied with about torty dogs, crossed oyer from there into 
the woods behind Kingston, in Ontario, for the purpose of 
deer slaughter. They ran down and desiroyed a large 
number of deer of all sizes from fawns upward, On their 
return from the “slaughter” they took back with them over 
sixty deer, evading the custom officers by sneaking across 
the River St, Lawrence at some point wellout of the way of 
the officers. These wretches, not being able to take with 
them all the deer they murdered, left 4 great many havg- 
ing to trees in the woods, and the farmers tound gixtuen or 
twenty dead deer ina state of decomposition where these 
atrocious brutes left them torot. Is if possible thatin this 
enlightened age there exists in one of the Wastern States of 
the Pie United States of America, that great and enlight- 
ened nation, fifteen brutes who will and destroy so much 
ae that they are obliged to Jeaye it to rot on the ground? 
cho answers ‘’tissad, buttrue.” The farmers in thut sec- 

tion will make it hot for such “hogs” next season,—Com, 

TENNESSEE NOTES. 
UALL in great abundance are at present offered for sale 

sg, upon our market, and T regret to say that many of 
them sold by dealers are the victims of nets, traps and snures, 
Messrs, Sulzbacher & Brothers had a lot of live birds on 
exhibition at their store » few days ago, It is a pity that the 
spirit of vandslism should exist in the present age of culture 
and commercial progress. Squirrels and rabbits by the 
hundreds are being sold from five to fifteen cents each, As 
yct there have been but few ducks sent to town from Reel- 
foot Lake, though there are a good many hunters down 
there. 

T haye not yet seen aryild turkey or a deer, though dur- 
ing thesummer monthsT understood the woods to be filled 
with the young of both. 

Of “possums flere is an abundance, and the ‘darkey” 
is happy. I wasamused at *Tumphey Jones's” account of 
a game supper given on Thanksgiving evening by one of the 
éhite of our colored society, he said; 

“Eft dar was a paradise on earth, Mrs. N’s, house was de 
spot. For after dé ladies and gemman  gethered 
to the size of twenty couples, de broad dores oy 
de kitchen was flung open, and den, oh Lord! whata view 
dar was. Forty plates anda baked ‘possum, and a dish 
oy ‘taters and a pone ov corn bread fo cach. We was soon 
seated and down to bizness. “Bout de time de collopcious 
game was a vanishin’ fore dem masterly performers, Mr. N. 
said in de mos’ harmonious tones: ‘Doan’ be in de leastwise 
onéasy, fur dem cole ‘possums is juss behind dese hot ones, 
and Lspex every guess at my board to dodere dooty,’ Bet- 
ter believe dese comfurtin’ words had due effex, and suah 
nuff ina few minits dere was nuflin but bones, whar but a 
short time before was “possums.” 

“Well, but,” said I, “how many did you alleat?” _ 
‘“Aty dat T kno’s oy at table, den when wewassettin’ in de 

parlor, Jinks Mullens and dat hateful ole nigwah dey calls 
John de Baptiss, got to ‘sputin’ ‘bout which was de bess, 
cole or hot*possum, aud de landlady ordered up some ov 
boff to settle de row, an’ as near as Lcan get at it, darjwas 
bout, haff de company retired backto dining hall and com- 
meuced eatin’ agi, so I ’spose in all dem forty niggahs 
must ‘er ‘stroyed leas’ one hundred ov de critters." 
Humphrey is a reliable old man, and I think he was not 

misrepresenting the facts, though the consumption of ‘pos- 
sums om that occasion was larger than I ever heard of before. 

J; Di By 
NASHVILLE, Dec, 4. 

Toe West JeRSsEY Socrery.—Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 12. 
—Hiditor Forest and Stream: Ynclosed herewith please find 
avreport of the auditors to the officcrs and members of the 
West Jersey Game and Protective Society, which, as a 
member of suid society, [should like fo have published. 
There is among sportsmen here animpression that there has 
been cither gross mismanagement of its offairs, or a neglect 
on the part of its officers to perform their duty. I feel as- 
sured that if the managers or others who are acquaimted with 
the affairs of this society would, through your columns, 
throw some light upon its work during the past year, it 
would assist in correcting any wrong impressions or aid in 
putting the society in the hands of proper officials —W. H, 
CG. The report states that the receipts and expenditures 
have been as follows: Receipts —From E. Anschutz, new 
certificates $735, and renewal of certificates $744—$1,479; 
from Richard T, Miller, new certificates $75, and renewals 
$42—$117; from W. W. Abbott, new certificates $75, and re- 
newals $14—889: from Joseph Jakob, new certificates $60, 
and renewals $44—$104; from T. L. Golcher, new certiti- 
cates $60, and renewals $40—$100. ‘Total receipts, $1,895. 
Expenditures.—Rent of room, $2; treasurer’s salary, $50; 
secretary's salary, $200; officers’ badge, $1.65; postage, 
books, etc,, $81; attorney's fee—Peaster vs. Welsh, $20; 
veturned to William Carson, $50; stamps, etc., for prosecut- 
ing committee, $10; birds purchased, $30.52; putting out 
birds, #20; expressage, $1.50; meeting notices, $28; certii- 
cate books, $65; cash returned to officer $2; extra police 

I cannot refrain, however, from joining in the erowing| “uty, $811.77; police, $688.12; total expenditures, $1,456.56. | 
Recapitulation.—Receipts, $1,889.00; cash in hands of | 

Ko> 
treasurer at lust report, $599.58; total, $2,424.88; expenses, 
$1,456.56; balance, $968.82. The committee are: William 
F, Lodge, James Galfney, William H. Mattson. 

Lone Coprry Hama Camp, Fla., Dec. 3,—We are en- 
camped on the bank of the Withlacooche River, four miles 
from the coast. Quuil, wild doves, squirrels, rabbits, ‘coons 
and turkeys are quite numerousaround here, and a mile from 
this camp are several salt marshes, which are alive with ducks 
teal, yellowlegs, killdee plover, and mamy kinds of herons. 
The river here contains mullets, bass, garlish, sheepheads 
and alligators. i shot two ‘gators one day last week, one 
of which measured about six feet, and the otherthree. The 
smallest one I only stunned, and when I reached camp with 
him he came to, and was the most savage reptile 1 ever saw. 
He chased my brother around the camp, and when | tried to 
quiet him down with an oar [found myself minus the end 
by an inch. Went out one day fora hunt and suw four 
deer, they were to far off for our shotguns, but we had fun 
with the quail. We intend to start down the coast in a few 
days, a8 we want to goas faras Cape Sable, We find the 
Gulf const, so far as stated by Dr, Henshall in back numbers 
of Formar AnD STREAM, to be the finest cruising ground we 
ever saw for small boats —CumsrEr. 

Wuar Iv ts Comrie 1o.—Bristol, Pa., Dec, 7.—On the 
first day of November a friend and I took a trip on the 
Bourd Brook Railroad to a small station called Skillman, 
There is not much game there except rabbits, but as we were 
after rabbits we had a good time. We killed nineteen and 
were home again to supper. The farmers object to gunners 
from the towns, and I tind it is because many make it a 
business—shoot for market, There is a growing desire to 
exclude all such gunners, for they will come and gui and 
sun until everything is killed off. Unless the practice ef 
sunning for market is not stopped soon rabbits and game of 
all kinds will soon be extinet about here.—M. T. M, 

Avrnmns, Pa., Nov. 26.—A party of our fenuine hunters 
consisting of Wim. Segar, John Brink, E, C, Spalding, Wm. 
Snyder, Perry Griffith, Bly Murray of this place, and Charles 
Murray of Wilkesbarre, scented game off in Potter county, | 
and started for that region Oct. 29. They hunted along the 
east branch of the Sinnemahoning, having for their head- 
quarters the camp of J. 8. Hull, of whom they speak in the 
very highest terms. They vefurned on Wednesday last, hay- 
ing killed five bears and nine deer. Our artist, McCollum, 
took a picture of the hunters and their game.—W. K, P. 

Tae Douek Nevrrs,—New York, Dec. 10.—2ditor For- 
est wil Streain! *Mark West" in your lastissue, in referring 
to the netled ducks that ‘Travis’ was receiving from City 
Point, Va., gives the name of Palmer. All rightas far us 
it goes, but Palmer is not a netter, he buys and 
forwards to Travis. You will recollect that In a 
communictian about a year ago, I referred to this sraw- 
ing evil of trapping ducks on the James, The evil 
still exists and is if auything on the increase, and Ma, 
Goodwin, to whom [ see you refer, will have his hands full 
if he undertakes to stop it. There are or were last week 
about thirty traps in full blast in Tar Bay, and the ‘‘darks” 
who own the majority of them are camped on shore im full 
view, as they are obliged to look out for thieves who cannot 
resist the temptation of helping themselyes. If some- 
thins decisive could be done at once, if would be a erest 
blessing to the sportsmen of thaf section, as it is already 
showing its ruinous effects in the yearly diminishing num- 
bers of wildfowl on their old feeding grounds,—WiLMor, 

CrentTRAL LAKs, Mich,, Noy. 30), 1883.—To-day winds up 
the deer season here, A good many were shot in this viein- 

lity, considering their scarcity. Geo, C. Garber, who lives 
on the shore of Torch Lake, shot fiye week before last, amd 
three in one afternoon, He has also shot one bear (ina 
trap). The snow, which left usa sbort time ogo, is again 

| descending pretty plentifully. Mike Welsh, an old hunter, 
says that several hears are going into winters quarters near 
the foot of this lake, and he expects to set one or more, 
Several sportsmen went partridge hunting yesterday (Thanks- 
giving), but I judge that their luck was not any too food, a8 
three of them got back with nothing buta red squirrel slung 
over one of their rifles. Ihad better luck. Stayed at home 
and got one turkey—stuffed and baked.—WAnWATAYS5R, 

GAME my CoLorADo.—Denvyer, Colo., Nov. 28.—Our mar- 
kets have beea rather over supplied with game duriug the 
last two months, ell, deer, antelope, rabbits, squirrels, 
geese, ducks, turkeys, grouse (three or more varieties) and 
quail, Squirrels, turkeys, prairie chicken, and quail come 
from neighboring States tothe eastward, The others are 
killed in this State. Waterfowl have been very plentiful 
this fall, and continued pleasant weather and open water 
have made if a long season for them, An occasional buffalo, 
bear and mountainsheep is seen in the stalls, but they are 

| becoming rare. A small band of buffalo was reported near 
| Kansas Pacilic Railway, aliundred miles or so eastof here, 
three or four weeks ago, and some of our local sportsmen got 
a few of them.—B, 

NeerasckA Norres.—Butler County, Nov. 24.—Chiekens 
ave plenty, and I never saw eo many quail. I went our yes- 
terday afternoon and Wagged six chickens and two jacks. 
Was out this forenoon and cighf fine birds tumbled to the 
crack of my Parker,—C, B. 8. 

Gant Dirtmak.—We are adyised of the recent death of 
Mr. Carl Dittmar, He suffered from a complication of dis- 
eases, and died at Berlin, Germany, after a protracted ill- 
ness. 

glew Publications. 

“WOODS AND LAKES OF MAINE.” 

WV R. LUCIUS L. HUBBARD has given to the public in this volume 
avery delightful sketch of lifein the Maine forests. It is-awril- 

ten with move than the care usuatiy bestowed on books of this char- 
acter. and the information given with regard to Indian place names 
and their origin will commend it to many readers outside of the 
special class for whom it was written. The author is well known as 
the compiler of an excellent ‘Guide to Moosehead Lake and North- 
erm Maine,” and as having written a number of very cogent papers 
on the question of game protection in that State. ‘‘Woods and Lakes 
of Mame*’is an account of a trip ina birch canoe from Sloosahead 
Lake to New Branswick. It is pleasantly written, and the ausior is 
manifestly observant and takes note of what goes onin the woods 
and on the water, The habits of the wild animals, fhe notes of the 
birds, and the ways of the fishes are all recorded, and so pleasantly 
and easily that we enter at once into the feelings of him who has set 
them down. Heis in thorough sympathy with the scenes through 
which he passes, and so with the reader. All the incidents of camp 
life, cheerfulend dismal, are told with a fidelity which recalls to 
each one who has passed through similar experiences something 
that once happened to himself: and the talk of his Indian guides— 
always pregnantif one has good men—furnishes many an interest- 
ing page. The list of Indian names of places contained in the appen- 
dix has a real value, and the legendary traditions are extremely in- 
teresting, as all the folk tales of the North American aborigines must 
be; and we are glad to see thatno attempt has been made to elab- 
ae these, but that they are given by Mr. Hubbard as related to 
im, 
The volume isfully and very beautifully illustrated, and the en- 

@rayings are remarkably true to nature. ‘There are yery few slips in 
the book, and those which exist are unimportant; but we notice that 
the statement is made (p. 157) that “the female caribou sometimes 
has short horns,” a remark which is decidedly misleading, for as a 
bray of fact it is quite unusual to find the female caribou without 
jorms, 
“Woods and Lakes of Maine” is beautifully printed aud is a hand- 

some and usefttl book. 

“PISHING WITH THE FLY."* 

Tv MS volume, which has long been announced, is before us. Tt is 
mainly a collection of pleasant and instructive sketches, which 

have appeared in onr own columns, and in other places, and are how 
collected in a neat and tasty form, although no hint is given as to 
which are original nor where the selections are from, except the 
article from “Game Wish of the North,’ by R, B. Roosevelt. The 
plates of trout, lake, and bass flies are lithographed in colors and are 
most beautifully done, but we cannot admire the frontispiece even 
though drawn by the distinguished artist Vedder, here are pages 
of numerous short quotations from angling writers throughout the 
book, usually appropriate to the article following. 

Mr. Charles Hallock writes pleasantly, as he always does, of fishing 
for salmon, without going into details, and is followed by our late 
contributor, George Dawson, who gives his own rules Tor casting. 
Our facile correspondent, “Piseco,” is not only interesting but full of 
information about thesalmon and troutof Alaska and confirms the 
shitément that neither of them will rise tothe tly, We are pleased to 
see that Witz James Fitch gives thé sea troufits proper place in nature 
and doesnot consider it, as most anglers do, a fish distinet from 

| the brook trout, Wor years our best informed naturalists have stated 
the Facet that the fishes are identieal, hut so persistent is error thet i 
has been well said that it goes round the world while truth 1s pulling 
ou its boots, 
Several of the articles give more or less minute directions for cast- 

ing the fly, and there is perhaps too much of this, bul the best for 
the beginner are those of Mr, Orvis who goes into all the details, Our 
old friends “‘Nessmuk,** A. N. Cheney. and ‘‘Al Freseo,”’ have pleas- 
ant articles, and altogether the book is enjoyable reading. Just why 
the selected articles were chosen from the mass of excellent ones 
which have been written during the past ten yearsis only known to 
the compilers. The limits of the book debarred aj] the good 
things, but they might have made better selections in several in- 
stances, The paperandtype are good and the book isa pleasant 
addition to the angler’s library. 

‘+Fishing with the Fly, Sketches by jovers of the art, with ilustra- 
tions of standard flies. Collected by Chas, F, Orvis and A, Nelson 
Gheney. Manchester, Vermont, 0. I. Orvis, 1883. 
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Sea and River SHishing. 

OPEN SEASONS, 

The digest of open seasons, printed in our issue of Aug. 16, has 
been published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 
adfiress, postpaid, on receipt of 10 cents, 

TROUTING ON THE BIGOSH. 
SECOND DAY. 

T looked like rain in the morning, and along consulta- 
tion was held on the subject of the weather, and the 

chance& of getting caught in a storm, The Colonel, a re- 
tired army officer and the father of our youthful friend Jack, 
had twinges in his Gettysburg leg, as ie always called the 
wounded one, and feared that a wetting might give his 
enemy—the rheumatism—a chance tointrench himself where 
he had thrown out a skirmish line, and so he decided to re- 
main near the house where he could retreat in good order in 
case of need. The Doctor had discovered a new fly on the 
water, and being a firm believer in a close imitation of nature, 
thought he would sit by the window and make some imita- 
tions of them. ‘‘T tell you,” said he, ‘‘if I have this fly it 
will be the most killing one on the stream, and will make up 
for lost time when I go again, 

“Nonsense,” replied the Colonel: “the less a fly looks like 
anything in nature, the more killing it is. Color is what 
you want, shape is of no account. Flies attract trout by 
their colors, and if ihey are the right size, they may be of 
any shape. Go on in the boat, a little sprinkle does you no 
harm and the fish will rise at almost any bright fly this dark 
day. What is your opinion, Mr, M?” ‘ 

“What you say accords with my own views, but many 
good anglers think differently, and there is no harm in hav- 
ing flies made toa form as well as to color. If the Doctor 
prefers to stay in to make some new flies, there appears to he 
no good reason to object. As for myself, the threatened 
storm may come or not, I will try it alone, as Uncle Ben is 
going to iill.” 
Jack had been an attentive listener, and now broke in 

with a request to go alto, His father objected feebly, but 
fave in to the argument that Jack had no rheumatic lee and 
besides the waterproofs were going also. When the boat was 
fairly under way, Jack opened with: “I wanted to go with 
you alone because you promised to show me how to cast a 
fly. Father never has time to bother with me, and says it 
will all come natural in time. IT waut it to come naturalnow 
so that I can show the boys about here how it can be done. 
All our fishing last summer was done with bait and bean- 
poles, and the first fly I ever cast was thrown yesterday, and 
you saw bow little there was of it.” 

“But you took a couple of small trout.” 
“Yes, but | can’t get out over twenty feet of line und it 

slaps down on the water likea pancake. Say, what did father 
mean last. night when he «sked the Colonel and you if you 
would take Paul’s advice?” 

“1 don’t know, Jack; I don’t remember it.” 
“O, 10, your memory is short on one end. I heard the 

Colotel say, ‘Don’t care if Ldo,’.and you all went in and 
locked the door; you n¢edn’t take too much trouble.on my 
account, What’s that 0. er there?” 

“Something has risen in the water, probably atrout, ‘T 
and sce if you can make him rise again, Wait till the boat 
gets a little pcarer, You splash your flies too much on the 
water; don’t cast at the spot, but above it. Cast as though 
you wanted the flies to strike in the airten feet over the 
place where you want them to fall, and then let them settle 
down. That's good, for a short cast; give your line more 
time helind you und don’t use so mucu strength; let the 
spring of the rod throw the flies. Now reel off more line and 
sturt it slowly from the watei, and as it is about to leave it 
give it a quicker motion and a spring backward and stop the 
rod when 11 is about perpendicular. Very good; only give 
it more time on the back cast and the flies will not be 
whipped off, as the stretcher was on this last cast.” 

“I think [ cast thirty feet!’ 
“Allof thirty, but if you will practice, with the rules 

given, for half an hour, I will guarantee that you will cast 
twice that distance. Bear in miud that you must start the 
line slowly, stop it at the perpeudicular, and give it fime to 
straighten out behind by allowing as much time for fhis as it 
took to go forward. Count the time, and make the hack 
cast up in the air and not in the water behind you. The 
stopping of the rod-at the right angle does this. There! you 
had a rise; try it again,” 

“T've got him! No, he’s gone,” 
“The fish took the fly, but had it sideways in his mouth, 

and when he closed on it found that it was not what he 
thought it. If you had struck when you saw the swirl you 
might have hooked him. Always strike from the reel by 
leaving the line free from pressure of the fingers, and then 
you don’t strike toohard. Reel up, the storm is coming 
and we must get the boat on shore and turn it up fur a 
shelter.” 

The rain-drops begun to patter on the water and by the 
time we had the boat turned up against a logand were safely 
slowed away under it in the waterproofs, the music of the 
shower 6n the bottom of the boat was worth listening to. 
Hirst it came in a regular pit-a-pat, a kind of rhythm sugges- 
tive of the old time, ‘‘Hssence of Old Virginia,” then 
quickencd into a corn-husking jig, in which a trained ear 
could distinguish the light touch of the thin sole on the 
sanded floor as it ‘weeded corn,” and “‘kivered taters;” 
increased to a rattling clog, hurried on until a fuli drum 
corps was beating ‘‘triple bob majors,” and finally settled 
down into the long roll. 

All this took more time than it was required to tell it, and 
while the two under the boat each used one ear to catch the 
varying intensity of the storm, they had areserve doing duty 
in conyersaticn, Here it might be well to warn all enemiés 
that the jokes on ears doing duty as fans, flyscarers and 
blankets, have been long in the service and refuse to doduty 
on account of the Jaw which exempts all those over forty- 
five years of age from conscription. 

Jack said; ‘The rain comes harder and harder, do you 
thinkit will last long?’ 

lanswered: ‘‘Ask me an easy one, Jack; for instance, 
who will be the next President, or if the approaching comet 
will knock the world out in one round, then I can tell yow 
truly that I don’t know and don’t care, but on the question 
of the storm I can only say that I don know but do care, 
for it is a problem that concerns our immediate welfare.” 

Baid Jack; ‘You won't give me away to the old man if 
I light a cigarette while it rains, will you?” 

“Jack, don’t get slangy, ‘give me away’ is a lew form of 
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expression in use among the policemen and the men whom | 
they hunt, Who do you mean by the ‘old man” if you refer 
to your father, I would remind you that he is uy friend, and 
you must speak of him more respectfully. I shall insist on 
haying pure air under this boat, and shall object to cigar- 
ettes, In fact, | object to that vile compound of paper and 
old cigar stumps in all places, A reasonably fair cigar is 
not unpleasant to most people, if not smoked <o close to the 
wet end to be disagreeable, and a pipe isa legitimate mode 
of burning tobacco, but the cigarette is a nuisance on all 
occasions. Stop to look imto a shop window on the street, 
and the odor of burning paper rises in your nose, and you 
look down and find an eight-year-old boy on the end of one 
of the vile things. Bah! the offense is rank and smells to 
Heaven. Now, Jack, if you will smoke in defiance of your 
father’s orders, get a pipe or a cigar, but do not injure your 
health with those opium soaked things that are called cigar- 
eties. Pull the waterproof up to the side of the boat more, 
80 that the water will run under it. ‘Che rain is coming 
heavier, and may pour itself out soon, It 1t stops by noon 
you ean practice casting for an hour or two, and later in the 
afternoon there will be flies on the water, aud the trout will 
Tise.’ 

“Does rain have any effect on fish?” 
“Tt seems to have, After a rain they usually feed better; 

perhaps there is a little wash of mud and some worms into 
the river; perhaps the rain water raises the temperature of 
the stream slightly and so hatches out flics that otherwise 
would have remained in their pupa cases until another day. 
It has puf a slight edge on my appetite already. Pass ‘the 
creel,” 

Tt was two hours past noon when the rain stopped, and 
we crawled from under the boat and launched it. Jack 
tried to cast for practice arain and soon was «ble to vet out 
fifty feet of line. 
it is not necessary at present, but sim to deliver the flies 
lightly. Cast as though the flies were to rest on that white 
cloud above the distant tree tops and let them fall from there 
by their own weight, never mind the water, they will find 
it, Many good casters lay the line out on the water and the 
flies go on to strike list, but this mode is easy and can be 
done after you get the knack.of bringing the flies down 
first, or at the time when the line straightens and falls. You 
will read of casts ma e where the flies ‘hung a moment sus- 
pended in the air and then settled on tue surface, lightly as 
a thistle-down,’ but that isa bit of povtic faney that is never 
realized, 

After an hour's practice the pupil became quite proticient 
and we moved down to the pools and he took a aozen fair 
trout before sundown, I only taking three, just to illustrate 
to him some precepts that can better be shown than told, 

Returning to the house we found our friends waiting to 
see the result of the day’s catch, and Uncle Ben, who had 
returned from the mill, most anxious of any. When he 
saw the creels empticd of fifteen good fish, and was told 
that Jack iook four-fifths of them with the fly, a smile 
broadened his face and his fayorite exclamation came out 
with lengthened emphasis. FreD MATHER. 

[vo BE CONTINUED. | 

Wuar Fisues Har.—The New York Association for the 
Protection of Game held a meeting Tuesday evening. The 
association has been incorporated. Gov, Cleveland was 
elected an honorary member. -A committee of three was 
appointed to confer with the committee selected by the 
Chamber of Commerce for. the preservation of the Adiron- 
dack forests. Prof. H. J. Rice, of the Fulton Market Bio- 
logical Labratory, was the guest of the evening. Prof. 
Rice was called on to talk about his work, and said that all 
fish are cannibals, in the sense that they eat each other, and 
their own eggs or young. I"or the past year he bas been in- 
vestigating the internai economy of fishes in order to learn 
what their food is and also to determine their breeding sea- 
sons. -He had examined over 6,000 fishes, and had found 
that the cod and the bluefish are the most omnivorous. 
Young striped bass feed mainly upon crustaceans, and the 
older ones on alewives and menhadep. In the stomachs of 
cod a little of everything that is in the water was found, 
stones, sticks and food of all kinds; from one codfish a piece 
of wood seyen inches long and an inch and a half square 
was taken. New York city needs a type collection of 
fishes, where students may compare specimens. The pro- 
fessor thought that fish do not eat much in spawning time, 

Tue Herrings of CenTRAL LAke.—Central Lake, Mich., 
Nov. 22.—Joe Minnie came here a week ago to-day, and 
began catching “herrings” a day or two later with a dip-net, 
He equld not tell me when they first appeared, He fished 
night and day, and left this week with a barrel or more of 
the fish. I think that in all, between two and three barrels 
have been caught, They are taken in Jarge dipmets made 
from mosquito bars, 

“Now,” said I, ‘‘don’t try to cast further, | 

THE “STANDARD” REEL-PLATES. 

| A T the mecting of the National Rod and Reel Association 
| £%&. held at the biological laboratory, Fulton Market, New 
| York, President Endicott in the chair, the only business 
| transacted was the adoption of a standard for reel-plutes 
| which would, if accepted by the large manufacturers, re- 
Jieve anglers from the necessity of having to file and fita 
new reel to their different rods. The Association has held 
that cnly two sizes are necessary, one for light reels used for 
trout and black bass, and the other for heavy reels used for 
salmon and striped buss. As if to show the necessity for 

)such standard, one rod manufacturer sent to the Associntion 
five rod-butts each with a reel-seat of different size. The 
committee appointed to investigate this matter repurted as 
follows: 

“The committee appointed by the National’ Rod and Reel 
Association to report for their adoption a standard for reel- 
plates and reel-seats, respectfully report; 

*\ letter was sent to all the noted rod and reel makers 
throughout the country, asking their views and requesting 
their codperation. Almost all of them responded tc the 
circular, and some sent sizes of reel-plates and seats, one 
large manufacturer sending five different sizes, and all sig- 
nified their willingness to conforin to the standard adopted 
by the Association. 

“Your cummittee would recommend the following us the 
proper sizes for trout and black-bass reel-plates: Length, 
2h4in,; width, }in.; diameter of circle, ¢in.; thickness at the 
ends, y#= in: j 2 

“For salmon aud striped bass; Length, 84 in, ; width, #in.; 
diameter of circle, 1 in.; thickness at the ends, 74> in.” 

(Signed) 
L. W. Wixcuestur, President Restigouche Club. 
JamMus L. VAuLorron, President Pasque Island Club. 
©, Vas Brunt, Willowemoc Club. 
H, P. McGown, Cuttyhnnk Club. 
JAMES BENKARD, President South Side Club. 
J.C. McAnprew, Restigouche Club. 

Mr. Walliam Mitchell moved the adoption of the standard 
as recommended, and Mr. Leyison secouded the motion. 

My. Thomas Conroy moved to amend the standard by 
making the diameter of the circle larger, and that the diame- 
ters of the quarter and half dollars be adopted for the two 
sizes * 
dudge McGown said that as there are*iwo sizes to be 

adopted, and Mr. Conroy’s amendment covers both, he would 
say that he was a striped bass angler, and was unfamiliar 
with trout reels, but others on the commitive were. The 
commitiee had spent much time in examining reel-plates, 
and found that there was but little difference between those 
made for salmon and those for striped buss, They had 
averaged the sizes and had considered Mr, Conroy's proposi- 
tion, which he had before made in writing, and thought the 
diameter of a half dollar foo Jarge. "They had also thought 
it unnecessary to give any recommendation for the thickness 
of the plate in the middle, merely giying the thickness at 
the euds where it affects the fitting of the reel in the seat. 

Mr, Mitchell remarked that a half dollar wis larger than 
any rod made, and a reel-plate which was a segment of such 
a circle would work loose. If the plate is the sezment of 2 
circle which is smaller than the red, it will bear upon its 
edges and remain firm; a reel-plate which fits a seat of small 
diarheter will fit any rod. 
The question was called for and the amendment was lost, 

The original motion of adopting the report of the committec, 
was then put and was carried unanimuusly. Judge McGown 
moved that the committee be directed to address circulars to 
manufacturers of fishing tackle, and that the eutshe printed 
on it, also that extra copies of the plates be furnished to those 
wishing them, Carried, and the meeting adjourned. 

Srripep Bass my CAnrrorntA.—The Grover anil Vanner, 
speaking of the bass imported into the waters of California 
a few years ago, and which were placed in the bay near 
Martinez, says thata fish of this variety was takeu in the 
Bay of Monterey recently, which weighed about seventeen 
pounds and was about three feet in length. The largust 
caught on this coast previously weighing about four pounds. 
The fish was a female and full of spawn. indicating that 
those waters are favorable to the propagation of this fieh, 
which is extremely palatable, makinga very desirable auyui- 
sition, : 

Ane ters AskocraTIon oF HasteERN PENNSYLYANIA,— 
This association held its annual dinner at Lauber's restau. 
rant, Philadelphia, om the evening of the 6th, and about 
sixty members were present. The dinner was composed of 
fish entirely, and was finely served. After dinner many 
speeches were made. Mr. John Gillingham. the chairman, 
said that during the year the association had been the means 
of stocking seven streams; had destroyed 100 nets, bringing 
as many ‘‘fish poachers” to justice, and had entered into an, 
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asreement to take fish from the various reserveirs supplying 
Philadelphia with water and deposit them in the streams in 
the suburbs Among those present were A. M. Spangler. 
Prof. Moses True Brown, of Boston, and Dr. Joseph H. 
Schenck, U. §. N,; James B. Salter, of the Sheriff's office; 
Dr. W. W. McClure, Frederick Brown and Thomas M. 
Dixon. The association numbers eighty members, and is a 
live working organization, 

Sishculture. 

BREEDING HABITS OF CATFISH. 

ROF, J. A. RYDER has been breeding one species of cattish, 
Amiwrus albidus, in an aquarium and thus records their 

habits. A pair were placed in 4 glass tank and one morning 
he saw a mass of ova about eight inches long, four inches wide, 
and from one-half to three-fourths of an inch thick, at the 
bottom of the aquarium. One of the parents hovered over the 
eges, fanning them with its fins. ‘his fish was proved by 
dissection afterward to be the male. The young hatched m 
from six to eight days afterward, the female taking ao notice 
of either eggs or young. 
A measurement, of the eggs showed that each was about a 

sixth of an inch in diameter after it had become distended 
with water (as is the case always with eggs laid in water), and 
the mass contained about 2,000 eggs. Their surfaces were ad- 
herent, but were not enveloped with gelatinous material, so 
that, lying loosely like a pile of shot, they were conveniently 
placed for aeration by the efforts of the male. An experiment 
was tried with eggs taken from the mass, but proved that the 
virculation obtained by the fanning of the male was necessary, 
as all eggs so removed died, while those left in his eare hatched. 
On the fifteenth day after the eggs were laid the young were 
able to feed, and were found to relish greatly pieces of liver 
that were thrown to them. This they would tug at in a way 
that proved their possession of teeth, The parent fishes would 
frequently take into their mouth pieces of the liver thrown 
to their young, and in so doing would also apparently swallow 
bhe voung fish hanging to then, hut it was observed that, 
though the liver was eaten, the young fish werealways rejected 
nninjured, showing that by some delicacy of touch the parents 
recognized the presence of their offspring previous to swallow- 
jng the morsel. -The barbels-appear very adel in life, the pair 
which proceeds from the angles of the mouth commence to 
bud on the third day of development, and the two pairs of 
chin barbels on the fifth. Qn the fourteenth day the rays of 
the fins were already formed, and the young had fairly passed 
through the larval state, and were quite similar to the adults, 
the more as already the upper part of the body had acquired 
its color. As soon as they commenced to feed they began to 
disperse through the aquarium, and the male abated his habit 
fanning them With his fins. 
he Philadelphia Record in commenting on this says: ‘‘Itis 

nuw in order for fishermen, amateurs and others to tell the 
newspapers that they knew all this before, but did not suppose 
it was not generally known,” ‘Thereby showing its knowledge 
of one of the weaknesses of human nature, and of fisheultural 
human nature in particular. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

BEAGLE, Buffalo, N. ¥.—Why is it there are so few beagles for sale, 
or advertised in your papery I know ofat least five gentlemen in 
this city who would buy beagles if they could be found, and at rea- 
sonable prices, to be used only for hunting rabbits. Ans. You evi- 
dently fail to read the adyertising columns, or you would not ask 
sucha question. Our last issue contained several advertisements of 
beagles for sale, and we presume the advertisers could supply fifty 
gentlemen as well as five. 
Burrane.—lor yaw! rig in square stern boat, use iron tiller, rae 

open in middle, the mizzen-mast passing down through the elliptical 
opening, having the major axis athwartship or simply elbow the 
tiller in wake of the must. 
Cruiser. —for building a yawl on the lines published, refer you to 

Burgess Brog,, 13 Exchange place, Boston. or to any of theadvertisers 
n Our paper. i : 

Che Zennel. 

Tornsure prompt attention communications should be ad- 
dressed lo the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office matters of im- 
vortance are liable to delay. 

FIXTURES, 

BENCH SHOWS. 
December 19, 20 and 21.—New Orleans Benth Show. Entries close 

Dec. 10, Charles Kincoln, Superintendent, New Orleans. La. 
Jan. 2.3, 4,1854.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench Show, Meri- 

den,Conn, Joshua Shute. Secretary, Meriden, Conn. _ 
April —, 1884.—The Cleveland Bench Show Association’s Second 

Bench Show. Charles Lincoln, Superiatendent, C. M. Munhall, Sec- 
retary, Cleveland, Ohio. 

THE EDINBURGH DOG SHOW. 

TPOHE Scottish Kennel Club held their third show of sporting 
and non-sporting dogs in the Waverley Market, Edin- 

boro’, on the lth, 7th, 8th and 9th of Noyember. The total 
entry being 565, making a very good exhibition in one of the 
best buildings for the purpose in England, The attendance 
was pretty good and the weather favorable. The Rev. W. J. 
Mellor judged St. Bernards, mastiffs, Newfoundlands, bull- 
dogs, bull-terriers. Irish terriers, toy terriers, toy spaniels, 
Italian greyhounds, pugs, any variety classes and non-sporting 
puppies: Co]. Cowan judging sporting class and fox-terriers; 
anmure Gordon, Hsq., and David Sword, Esq., judging col- 

lies; A, Dodds, Esq., Bedlingtons; I. A. Mather, Esq., dandies: 
and Wm. MeLeod, Esq., Skyes, black and tan, smooth-haired 
variate and Scotch terriers, Their awards gaye general satis- 
action. 
The well-known Cadwallader won in St, Bernard dogs, and 

second place was taken by a very nice young dog we haye 
neyer seen out before, his litter brother being equal third, 
In St. Bernard bitches, which wasa very good class, we were 
very favorably impressed with the first prize bitch. She is 
very large, stands well on her feet, and moves well. She is 
also a very Well marked bitch, he faults being rather harrow 
across the head, and no dew claws. The second prize, Queen, 
was by many considered the best, and we quite agree with 
them, although she is much smaller. Sheis a remarkably good 
one in every other respect, and is sure to stand first on the list 
before long. St. Bernard puppies were an indifferent lot. The 
first prize mastiff is a very promising young deg, and suc- 
ceeded in beating the well-known Crown Princess. We could 
not agree with this decision, as although the dog was a very 
good specimen, he can not hold as good a position against 
mastiff dogs as Crown Princess can in bitches,- But it oaly 
goes to prove that in the danas varieties a good dog can beat a 
good bitch in classes where they are competing against each 
other. 
Newfoundlands were a good class, but we fancied the second 

prize dog as best, bsing much better in feet and legs, and more 
strong and active altogether, and in good condition. 
Deerhounds, with the exception of the first and second prize 

dogs, were, taken as a class, only moderate, Mr. Joplin’s Chief- 
tain winning, but closely pressed by Lord Arthur Lionel Cecil’s 
Bruce, who was deficient in size, but better in color, and in 
hard and better condition than the winner. 
, q gpeiounie had only three entries, they were a moderate 
ot. 
Greyhounds—the three winners were all good ones, the first 

a very handsome black and white dog. 
Retrievers were a small class, and contained nothing extra 

in quality. 
Pointers, first and second, went to Mr, Shorthose with a pair 

or liver aud white; first in bitches also went to the same gen- 
eman. 
Black and tan setters contained some dogs of very good 

quality the winners were allgood, with grand color and coats. 
bitches we liked the third prize bitch best, but she was 

rather out of form. She was good in style, with a good head, 
good color and coat, while the secund prize was rather dine in 
face, short of coat, no feather, and rather hollow behind the 
shoulders, : 

In English setters Royal IV. scored another win, and w 
noticed Mr. Garland showed three young ones by him out of 
one litter, which sot third, he, and c. 
Clumber spaniels were a very good class, but not the equal 

in quality we see at some of the Kennel Club shows. Black 
spaniels were a very good class, with that grand dog, Solus - 
at the head. We see he oas changed hands and is in the sam e 
kennel with Zulu. Second prize went to President. Wesaw 
him for the fir+t time and were very favorably impressed wit 
him, but do not think that he will soon be fit to compete wit 
such dogs as Solus or Zulu. The third prize, Kidnapper, is 
good spaniel also, but too leggy. Werather thought Beverley 
Blacke, unnoticed, ought to have been before Kidnapper. 
Shamrock II., yliic.. was a fair Irish water spaniel, rather 
leggy, and he carried his tail too hich. 
Champion sheep dogs were a good class, first going t 

Chance, and we prophesy Chance will never again win in such 
company. Taking the collies altogether, they were avery fine 
collection, but we could not agree with the awards in any of 
the classes. 

Fox-terriers. First went to Raby Tyrant, who was looking: 
as well as we ever saw him. Mr. Raper also won in the open 
dog class with a very nice one and well marked, but a trifle 
high on his legs, He won also in the bitches with a very good 
wire-haired one. 

Bulldogs were only # moderate collection, the first prize dog 
standing clear away from the rest. 
The bull-terriers were poor. Irish terriers were a good 

class, the first and second much the best. 
Scotch terriers contained some very good specimens, the 

majority of which were too large in ears. Capt. W. W. Makie 
showed two very nice dogs, getting first and second, and we 
consider them well worthy of the position, being much better 
in head and quarters than any of the others. Their coats 
were hard and dense. 

Black and tan terriers. Mr, Royle walked away in both 
classes. Nothing came near his exhibits. There was a yery 
good class of white English terriers, but we fancied the vhe. 
Juno best of the lot, and the second prize, Mistress Prue, about 
the worst, having a butterfiy nose, short face, thick skull, 
and a thick, cobby, bull-terrier-made one. Skye terriers were 
a good class, in which the well-known Heather could not get 
more than vhe. Bedlington and Dandie Dinmont terriers 
were strong classes and competition keen. In toys Mr. 
prt ee won two equal first with a pair of yery nice York- 
shires. 

In spaniels, first went toa very nice little King Charles 
spaniel; second and third, went to King Charles, but they 
were indifferent specimens. 
The Italian greyhounds were good, and we thought Mr, 

Bruce’s Bankside Fiower and Bankside Beauty muchthe best. 
In pugs, Lovat, the first prize, was a long way ahead of the 

rest. 
In sporting puppies, first went to a very good black spaniel, 

but from his age we think he will be much too large. In non- 
sporting, first went toa very promising young bulldog with 
arather coarse tail. In a class for a litter of puppies, first 
went to 4 pen of three very promising young eaiiies ty Tramp 
II, The show was held under the Scottish Kennel Clubrules. 
We think the Engiish exhibitors have to be very particular 
in reading prize lists and rules of every show, as scarcely two 
shows follow each other which adapt the same rules. Follow- 
ing is a list of the awards: 

ST. BERNARDS. —Dogs; Ist and special, H. C, Joplin (Cadwallader); 
2d, W, Miller (unaamed) Kyual 3d, James Low (Turk) and Mrs. W. 
Mackay (Musgrave), Bitches: ist, Chas. B. Droyer (Millicent); 2d, 
Thos. Everett (The Queen): 3d, H. ©. Joplin (Chinalefte), Puppies: 
Ist, H. Gray (Alp of Summerside): 2d, Geo. Sowersby (Shreckhorn); 
3d. Miss Nellie Taylor (Thike). 
MASTIFFS,—ist, Alex. Morrison, Ji (Hampteu); 2d, Joseph Royle 

(Crown Princess); 3d, Rev. Edward Sykes (Zeno). 

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—Ist, R. W. Ford (Leo V.); 2d, W. C. King 
(King Bruce}; 8d, Thos, Smellie (Leo), 
DEERHOUNDS.—Ist and special. H. C. Joplin (Chieftain); 2d, Lord 

Arthur L. Cecil (Bruce); 3d, br, John Haddon (Roy). 
BLOODHOUNDS.—ist and special, Mrs. 5, W. Mackay (Murdock); 

2d, B, C. Knowles (Oscar I1.), * 

GREYHOUNDS.—ist, Mrs. R. Clark (Casselo); 2d, H. C. Joplin 
(County Member); 30, Georye Raper (Royalist), 

RETRIEVERS—SmooTse oR WaAyy-Coarep,—ist and cup, V. Kiteh- 
Ingmac (Boston); 31, Owen Lileoek (Ruth); 31, William Telfer (Gora), 
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Curly-Coarep—ist, Robert ee (Black Pearl); 2d, Walter 
Ervine (Coral); 3d, T, C. Jackson (Master Triie). 

POINTERS,— Dogs; 1st and cup, John Shorthose (Qnick Shot); 2d 
and Usher Cup, John Shorthose (Don Pedro); 3d, J. J. Pollock 
(Brage), itches: 1st, John Shorthose (Lady Brecon); 9d, J, J, Pol- 
lock (Forest Lilly). 
SETTERS.—BLACK anb TAN—Dogs: ist and eup and 2d, Jas, Dry- 

brough (Wallace and Druid); 3d, Robert Chapmian (Charlie). Bitrles: 
ist, J, Henderson (Dinah); 24d, Thomas Addison (Mona III.): 3d, 
Robert Chapman (Kale [V.), Any OTaER Varrery—tist and rpecial. 
John Sherthese (Royal [V.); 3d, Henry Dundas (Belle of the Isie): 3d, 
Thoinas Garland (Young Rock TI.), 
SPANTELS.—Sussex ano Clumppr—ist, J, J. Pollock (Caistor); 2d, 

Joath Etchells (Blossom); 8d, ©, Walling (Duke O.), Any OTHER VA- 
RInty—ist, Joseph Royle (Solus): 2d, Joseph K, Kaye (President); 3d, 
VY. Kitchingman (Kidnapper). 
SHERPDOGS—Caampion.—ist, Robert Haig (Chance).— OPEN CLASS 

—ist, J, D. Richardson (Tyne): 2dand 3d, Robert Haig (Lady, Lonsilale 
and Hira); 4th, Alex R. Hay (Lady Bella).—Taat Have Never Won 
THres First Prizes—Dogs: 1st, Dr. W. A. CG. James (Highland Chief); 
Sd ani 3d. Robert Chapman (Bob and Tramp II.); medal, George 
Raper Royal Rover). Bitches: Ist and cup, Dr. W. A. G. James 

) Marigold): 24, Robert Chapman (Sable Plume);8d, Wm. Cowe (Nel); 
‘medal, Wm. D, Inman (Whin Blossom), Puppies: ist, C. D, Nairn 
» Chance I.); 2d, Dr. W. A. G. James (Tosea IL); 41, John Coalston 
((Tamnah). 
FOX-TERRIERS.—Cnampion CrAss,—ist, George Kaper (Raby 

Tyrant). Opsn Ciass—Dogs: ist. George Raper (Raby Pickle); 2d 
and special, Wm. Young (Seamp): 3d, Andrew Turnbull (Lot), 
Biches; ist, George Raper (Rock Rose); 21, Frank Muirhead (Mig- 
nonette); 3d, R. Murray (Gyp). 

BULLDOGS.—ist. George Ruper (Byron IT,); 2d, Wm, Miller (Tip- 
ton Slasher}, 

BULL-TERRIERS.—Ist, Alex. Pairman (Galliard); 
Smyth (Billy IT.); 3d, Wm. Ralley (Stirling). 

TRISH TERRIERS.—1st, George R. Krell (Pagan IL) 2d, Wim, 
Graham (Garryford);3d, J, D. Lumsden (Gripper). 

SCOTCH TERRIERS.—Doysi Ist and medal and 2d, W. W. Mackes 
(Dunara and Dnnolly); 2d, Ludlow & Blomfield (Rambler). Bitches; 
Ist, John D, McCall (Janet): 2d, Ludlow & Blomfield (Bitters); 3d, 
Lord Arthur Cecil (Buish Dhu). 

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS—Over 14v8s.—lst, Joseph Royle 
(Burke); 2d, Samuel Cameron (Bruce); 3d, 4. & R. B. Tronghear 
(Prince Arthur)—Unper 14L8s.—ist, Joseph Royle (Fairy Queen), 

SMOOTH-HAIRED TERRIERS—OtHER TRAN BLAOK AND TAN.—Iist 
and 3d, W. Ballantyne (Diamond and Juliet); 2d, F. J. B, Douglass 
(Mistress Prue). 

SKYE TERRIBRS.—Prick-Esrup— Dogs; ist and special, Robert 
H, Obristie (Sir Garnet); 2d, James Kidd (Young Rob); 3. Helen 
Anne Stewart (Crab). Bitches: Ist, Alex. Todd (Lothian Queen); 2a, 
Wrederick Tupper pera 8d. Johu 1. KisheriTyny'. Dror- 
Barep—ist, Miss C. G. Barelay (Pickle); 2d, John Steele (Bob); 3d, 
Samuel Cameron (Hector). 

DANDIE DINMONT.—CHamption—Dogs: Ist, A Steele (Linnet), 
Open Cuass—Dags; ist_and special, W. A. F. B. Coupland (Border 
Prince); 2d, John Coupland (Cromwell): 5d, A. 5S. Brewster (Turpin), 
Bitohes; Ist, Major Howarth Ashton (Duchess I); 2d and3d, Charles 
Cook (Jenny and Ginger IT.) 

BEDLINGIONS.—Dogs: ist and special, Henry Wustace Jatnes 
(Stonehouse Bob); 2d, D. Ross (Olausman); 3d, A. Floleroft (Projec- 
file), Bitches! ist, H. Burnet Watson (Daffodil); 2d, G. A. Koch 
(Ode); 8d, John Cornforth (Topsy II.). 

TOY TERRIERS—UnvbERr 7ies.—Equal Ist, Mrs, Troughhear (Lan- 
cashire Star and Conqueror); 2d, Joseph K, Kave (Sybil). 

KING CHARLES OR BLENHEJM SPANIELS.—Ist and special, 
Miss Maggie A. Gilchrist (Jero); 2d, Robert Brand (Tasso). 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—ist, Mrs. Mary Troughear (Little Gem); 
2d, Wim. Bruce (Bankside Beauty). ' 

PUGS.—1st and special, J, H. Howe (Loyat); 2d, Wm. Street (‘Toby), 

MISCELLANEOUS CLASS.—Ovygr 30Lps—ist, A, Steele (Rufus); 
2d and 3d, Peter Munio (Wallace and Bruce).—Unprer 30Lps—ist, 
Joseph K. Kaye (Scoff); 2d and 3d, Mrs. Mary Troughear (Fairy Queen 
and Lancashire Lad). 

_PUPPIES.—Sportinc—ist, J. Bichells (Thyra); 2d, Robert H, 
(Christie (Muileag Bheag); dd, Robert Chapman (Charlie).—Nox- 
Srorrinc—tst, George Raper (Rayon d*Or); 2d, Wm, Lauder (Ramper); 
3d, William Blackwood (Seamp),—Lirrers—ist, Robert Chapman 
(Collies); 2d, Colin D, Nairn (Collies), 

2d. Wm. J 

Six hundred and sixty-eight. 

NEW ORLEANS BENCH SHOW. 

Editor Forest and Stream. 
Ihave just returned from the field trials held at Grand 

Junction, where | went to secure some entries or our coming 
show, and am glad to say, met with success. Mr. Bryson has 
promised to send the grand Gladstone, Mr, Sanborn (the sage 
of Michigan) will send Gus Bondhu, Mr, Tallinan will, if pos- 
sible, send London and Foreman, anda great many more were 
promised, but owing to the Southern States Field Trials. held 
at Canton, immediately following the National Trials, they 
expressed their desire tohaye a little more time given them 
in which to make their entries, soit has been decided to ex- 
tend the time for taking entri#s up tothe 14th inst, This will 
give all ample time to enter their dogs. Major Taylor, the 
appointed judge of setters and pointers, addressed a letter to 
Mr, D. Bryson, secretary of the Kennel Club, saying that he 
would allow for want of coat and feather in all dogs that have 
been hunted this season, so that owners need not fear for their 
dogs being out of condition, 

In order that exhibitors from a distance may have the op- 
portunity of returning home in time for the Christimas holi- 
days, they will be allowed to take their dogs away on the 
evening of the third day of the show. 

All telegraph entries should be addressed to me care of 
Cardona & Cook's gun store. Cas. LINCOLN, Supt. 

Six hundred and sixty-eight, 

AN INVALUABLE RECORD. 

N the December numberof the American Kennel Register 
is this very gratifying report of the success of that publi- 

cation. 
“As announced last month, the first volume of the Ameni- 

can Kennel Register closes with this number in order to 
start. each succeeding yolume withthe year. We cannot let 
this number pass from our hands, however, without return- 
ing our sincere thanks for the cordial reception accorded to 
our efforts to supply dog owners and breeders witha stud 
book, True, the Register is a ‘private speculation,’as gravely 
charged against it—Disraeli was once accused of being younz— 
but we prefer being private mm the sense that we give our pa- 
trons a register number for their quarters, and get ont our 
monthly budget within hailof the fifth day. Six hundred and 
sixty-eight entries in nine months is suflicient proof, to us at 
least, that the Register will become, before another year is 
over, the recognized stud book of the country. It was not 
established in the spirit of opposition to the ‘American Ken- 
nel Club's Stud Book,’ but because of the inability of the alub 
to publish their second volume, and of the persons to whom 
they subsequently delegated the power to perform their 
contract, that we stepped im to fill the yacaney. That second 
yolume should haye appeared three years ago, and it has heen 
‘in the press’ so long, it will have all the life squeezed out 
of it before it emergés, and be but a musty record of the past. 
Our support has been entirely voluntary, both im the reg- 
istration of dogs and subscriptions, and the yohmteers have 
plaved sufficient money inthe treasury to pay the expenses, 
and with that we aresatisfied. It is apparent from the use 
made of the register numbers in the way of advertising dogs 
for sale and in making entries at exhibitions that its useful- 
ness is becoming more and more apparent, hence we antici- 
pate a greatly increased subscription list before tha end of 
iss, The surplus revenue will be devoted to enlargement 
and further improyements, and those of our present sub- 
scribers who yan to see the Register blossom into a twenty- 

four page monthly can best attain that end by endeavoring 
fo_add to our list of subscribers. 
The iegister might haye further explained that while its 

publication is a matter of private enterprise, it was not nnder- 
faken asa “speculation” for the purpose of making money, 
The pecuniary returms—eyen with the success already as- 
sured—can neyer amount to enough to pay for the trouble of 
publication. Indeed,when the Register was first talked of it was 
thought that the enterprise might prove a constant source of 
expense, but the Forest and Stream Publishing Company as- 
sumed the task because it naturally fell to them to doso. They 
do not expect to ‘‘make anything out of it” directly in cash, 
but they do expect that this first successful kennel register 
ever publishedin America, will add something to the prestige 
of the FoREST AND STREAM, 

Six hundred and sixty-aicht, 

PACIFIC COAST FIELD TRIALS. 

HE entries for these trials were given in our last issue, 
We publish below a summary, and will give in our next 

issue a detailed account of the running, 
ALL-AGED StTaxes.—Ivirst Series.—Beantiful Queen beat 

Sybil IL; Dido beat Dash; Dorr beat Belle; Don was a bye. 
Second Series.—Beautiful Queen beat Dido; Dorr beat Don. 
Find! Tie for First Prize.—Dorr beat Beautiful Queen and 

won first prize. 
Irina! Tie for Second Prize,— Beautiful Queen beat Belle and 

won second prize, 
Tie for Third Prize.—First Series—Dido beat Sybil IT. Final 

Tie for Third Prize.—Belle beat Dido and won third prize. 
Toe DERBY.—First Series.—Beatrice beat Bow, Jr.; Butte 

Bow beat Beautiful Snow; Duke was a bye. 
Second Series,—Beatrice beat Duke; Butte Bow was a bye. 
Final Tie for First Prize.—Butte Bow beat Beatrice and 

won first prize, Beatrice won second prize, and Bow, Jr. won 
third prize. 

Six hundred and sixty-eight* 

THE NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS. 

“WING to some unexplained delay, our report of the field 
‘G trials at Grand Junction has not come to hand, and we 
must ask the indulgence of our readers until next week. We 
give below a complete summary of the running in both the 
All-Aged and Derby, with « cut of the winner in the All-Aged 
Stake. The meeting was the most successful one that the 
elub has ever held, There were a large number of spectators 
present, and the work of the dogs was of very superior quél- 
ity. Sue appears to haye reecoyered from her indisposition 
since she ran at High Point, coming out in rare good form and 
running through her heats in first-class style, beating among 
others Vandevort’s Don and the incomparable Gath. She also 
divided with Gath, the other entry, in Champion Stake, The 
judging was yery satisfactory except that considerable fault 
was found with the throwing out of some of the dogs in fhe 
Derby after the running of the first series of heats, Under 
the rules the judges have the power to order up any dog that 
has not sufficient merit, in their opinion, to win a place, and 
we fail to see that the grumblers haye any just cause of com- 
plaint, There was but one pointer in the All-Aged Stake and 
three in the Derby, the latter dividing the special prize for 
the best pointer. Hollowing is the summary: 

ALL-AGED STAKE, 

Following are the entries in the All-Aged Stake and the 
order in which they were run; F 
Gcs Bonpuu.—D, C. Sanborn, Dowling, Mich., black and 

white English setter doz (Dashing Bondhu—Noyel). 
against 

Crrerr,—Tucker & Wasp, black and white English setter 
dog (Gladstone—Frost), 

San Roy.—H. H, Mattock, Riceville, Tenn,, lemon and white 
English setter doz (Count Noble—Spark), 

against 
Grouse Datm,—Wm. A. Buckingham, Norwich, Conn.,, 

orange and white English setter dog (Walter's Grouse—Daisy 
—Dale). 

Lonpon.—W. H, Coleman, black, white and tan English 
setter dog (Gladstone—Clip), 

against 
Nevo B.—Edward Odell, New Orleans, La, black aud 

white English setter bitch (Rake—Meg Merrillies). 

Pink B.—W. 5B. Mallory, Memphis, Tenn., black and white 
Bnelish setter dog Se Ee trata Key), 

ayainst 
Maup W.—Dr. Geo. G. Ware, Stanton, Tenn., blue belton 

English setter bitch (Gladstone—Juno). 

Kannikrntcs.—Geo. Knowles, Jr., Milwaukee, Wis., black, 
black, white and tan English setter dog (Reed's Druid-—Bessie 
Lee), 

against ’ 
Gara.—W. G. Crawford, Memphis, Tenn., blue and tan En- 

lish setiter dog (Count Noble—Peep o’ Day). 

Suzn.—P, H. & D. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn., black, white 
and tan setter bitch (Druid—Ruby), 

against 
Masor Croxrera.—h. J, Pettit, Milwaukee, Wis., liver and 

white pointer dog (Croxteth—Seitner’s Lass), 

Fiossy.—J, K. Renaud, New Orleans, La., black and white 
English setter bitch (Rake—Daisy), 

agaist. 
Doy.—R. T. Vandevort, Pittsburgh, Pa., liver and white 

pointer dog (Price’s Bang—Feg). 

ForremAn.—C. Fred. Crawford, Pawtucket, R, I., black, 
white and tan Englishsetter doz a Monarch—Fairy I1.), 

against 
Victor,—J. M, Avent, Hickory Village, Tenn., orange belton 

English setter dog (Gladstone— ‘rost). 

Wir, Jr—Dr. J. B, Alexander, Henderson, Ky., black, 
white and tan English setter dog (W hip—Maggie R.), 

against . 

Countess Raie.—Edward Odell, New Orleans, La., black, 
white and tan Hnplish setter bitch (Rake—Phyllis). 

Paruuis I1,—M. D. Walter, Indianapolis, nd., black, white 
and tan Wnglish setter bitch (Rake—Phyllis), 

against 
Lonpon.—H. Bailey Harrison, London, Ont., blue belton 

English setter dog (Paris—Lill). 

Carri J.—W. B. Gates, Memphis, Tenn., black and white 
setter bitch (Count Noble—Peep o' Day), a bye. 

SUMMARY. 

First Series. 

Clipper beat Gus Bondhu, 
San Roy beat Grouse Dale. 
Nellie B. beat Coleman's London. 
Pink B, beat Maud W. 
Gath beat Einnikinick. 
Sue beat Major Croxteth, 
Don beat Flossy, 

Foreman beat Victor. 
Countess Rake beat Whip, Jr. 
Harrison’s London beat Phyllis If. 
Carrie J., a bye. 

Second Series. 
Oarrie J. beat Clipper. 
Nellie B. beat San Roy. 
Don beat Pink B. 
Gath beat Foreman. 
Sue beat Countess Rake. 
Harrison's London, a bye. 

Third Series, 
Harrison’s London beat Carrie J. 
Gath beat Nellie B. 
Sue beat Don. 

Gath beat London. 
Sue, a bye. 

Fourth Series, 

FINAL TIE FOR FIRST PRIZE, 
Sue beat Gath and won first; prize. 

FINAL TIE FOR SECOND PRIZE, 
Gath beat Don and won second prize. 

FINAL TIE FOR THIRD PRIZE. 
Foremun beat Don and won third prize, 

THE DERBY, 

Tn the suminary of the starters last week, owing to a mis- 
take, we gaye Dr. Ware’s Leona the place belonging to Mr, O, 
K, Drane’s Lady Elinora, lemon and white English setter bitch, 
March 2 (Prince Lofty—Bonny Kate). After the first series 
of heats the judges ordered up for the second series only such 
dogs as, in their opinion, stood a chance to win, Yollowing is 
a summary of the result: A 

First Series, 
San Roy beat Paul Gladstone, 
Katy D. beat Nellie B, 

: Shot beat Fred H. 
Rain Bow beat Connt Lofty, - 
Gladstone’s Boy beat Major Croxteth. 
Countess C, beat Grace Gladstone, 
Princess Teck beat Don Quixote. 
Poarter beat Lady C. 
Rush Gladstone beat linora, 
Countess House and Countess Gladstone (decision reserved). 
Bravo, a bye. ' 

Second Series. 
San Roy beat Bravo, 
Katy D. beat Countess C. 
Poarter beat Gladstone’s Boy. 
Rush Gladstone, a hye, 

Third Series. 
Rush Gladstone beat San Roy. 
Poarter heat Katy D, 

FINAL TIE FOR FIRST PRIZE, 
Rush Gladstone beat Poarter, and won first prize. 

FINAL TIE FOR SECOND PRIZE. 
San Roy beat Poarter and won second prize, 

FINAL ITH FOR THIRD PRIZE. 
Paul Gladstone beat Poarter and won third prize. 

Six hundred and sixty-eight. 

THE SOUTHERN STATES FIELD TRIALS. 
[Speefal to Forest und Stream.) - 

lige: Southern States Field Trials, held under the auspices 
of the New Orleans Gun Clib, commenced here yesterday. 

The weather was all that could be wished, and the running 
has been good. There are a large number of the members of 
the club present, as well as many spectators. The grounds 
over which the trials are run could hardly be improved upon 
for the purpose. They are nearly level, with no woods or 
thickets in which the birds can escape. The Members’ Stake 
closed with eight entries, which were drawn and run as fol- 
lows: Mr, Humphrey’s lemon and white native pointer dog 
Tyler, against Mr, BH. W. Condon’s English sétter see Dick 
Condon; Mr, John Scannel’s red Irish setter bitch Biddy, 
against Mr. W, H, Coleman’s Bnglish setter dog London; Mr. 
J. K. Renaad’s English setter bitch Flossy, against Mr: John 
Scunnel’s, name not given; Mr, H, C, Cordona’s lemon and 
white pointer Lehde, against Mr. E. W. Vondon’s Bravo. 

Tn the first series of heats, Tyler beat Dick Condon; London 
beat) Biddy, (withdrawn); Lehde beat Bravo. (withdrawn); 
Flossy beat Scannel’s entry, (not present), In the second 
series, Tyler beat Lehde, and in the final tie, Coleman’s Lon- 
don beat Tyler and won the cup, 
There were eight entriesin the Derby, which were drawn 

and run as follows: Im the first series, Poarter beat Jack: 
Rush Gladstone beat Dover; Pride of Dixie beat Trish Don, 
and Countess C. beat the remaining entry (withdrawn). In 
the second series, Countess C, heat Poarter, and Rush Glad- 
stone beat Pride of Dixie. In the final tie, Countess C, beat 
Rush Gladstone and won first prize. Rush Gladstone then 
beat Poarter and won second prize, and Poarter and Pride of 
Dixie divided third prize. 
The All-Aged Stake brought out nineteen entries, which 

were drawn and run as follows: Harrison's London beat 
Carrie J, Thayer's Rue was drawn against Mingo, but as she 
had not arrived, the running of this brace was postponed until 
to-morrow. Sue beat Taylor; Foreman beat lossy; Countess 
C. beat Dick Condon; Gath beat Gronse Dale; Pink B, beat 
Pride; Rush Gladstone heat Ceunt Rapier; Coleman's London 
beat Dover; Jack a bye (withdrawn), This ended the running 
forthe day. Birds are plenty, and much of the work has 
been of a high order of merit. 

Six hundred and sixty-eight. 

AMERICAN ENGLISH BEAGLE CLUB. 

Editor Forestund Stream: J 
The first essential to the success of the club isharmony. We 

must each be willing to do our part to further the success and 
not ullow ourselves to be governed by petty prejudices to pro- 
mote our own selfish ends. Second, to give the beagle its 
proper place we must have a standard. I think the only suc- 
cessful way bo accoraplish this is for us to profit hy the experi- 
ence of epnets: and avoid their mistakes. Look at our friends, 
the breeders of the Gordon setter and cocker spaniel. The 
former's admirers have three stundards to accommodate three 
kennels, the latiter haye several for the same purpose to con- 
form to such and such particular kennels. This is wrong. To 
give the owner of such dogs satisfaction on judging, the dog 
must be judged by the standard adopted to suit that kennel. 
Tf beagle admirers want standards to accomnmodate certain ken- 
nels or packs, it can be done without the formation of a club 
simply by each adopting his own. Butifthey wanta standard 
in America for the advancement of the breed and that alone, 
it cannot be done without the help of all by aclub, The way 
therefore to ayoid seyeral standards is to let the club appoint 
a committee of compebentzentlem 2n from among its members, 
those who know shai, a beagle should be and are free from 
prejudices of any kind, who will give the standard thoughtful 
consideration, do their duty in Bere it apd for the benefit 
of the breed and not for any particular kennel, breeder, or 
owner. Such gentlemen I know ean he selected. To show 
the value of united effort in forming a high standard, take the 
fox-terrier, Breeders and owners are united and have such a 

i 
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typical dog for a standard, that now there are some almost 
perfect, [f the standard adopted by the beagle eltth will he 
such a typical one that ourdogs art far from it, lef us go to 
work Ring breed up to it, Let our aim he high and ae near 
perfection as possible. There are already too many poor 
specimens representing the breed and few good ones. in 
accepting a standard we will haye to accept some points on 
owhich we may “ot now agree, but unless that is done with a 
willingness on our part, it cannot be a success, 

W. H, ASHBURNER. 
[At the solicitation of those who are interested in the forma- 

tion of the beagle cluh, the Forres? anD STREAM has consented 
toach as teller of the yote tor officers, ete, Why would not 
ae papa Beagle Club be batter than American English Beagle 
Chibi] . 

Bix hundred and sixty-eight. 

THE ENGLISH BEAGLE. 

A ers beagle does exist, for a fine specimen of his species 
lies af ny feet, and one kennel that I wot of is notable 

for its purity of strain and pedigree, One may look at the 
lists of Wench shows, however, and fail to find, in some in- 
stances, nore than 4 single brace of beagies entered. Setters 
and pointers are “to the fore” in long and gallant array, bat 
the historic and graceful “little hound” seems to be thrust far 
away in the dim and doubtful perspective. J am not ‘at 
odds” with any breed of dogs, for IT love them all, but I do 
love a hound better than any sporting dog, and the true 
héeagie is, par excellence, worthy of love and admiration, 
“Byery one to his taste,” of course. and having thus freely ex- 
pressed my own on the subject I will briefly supplement it by 
a word ol exhortation to owners and breeders of the beagle 
to improve every opportunity to make a good showing at 
every available and wellemanaged bench show and bring their 
protere to the notice of those who love to see the useful com- 
bined with the beautiful in dogs, "Tis to be hoped that the 
newly-formed ‘Beagle Chih” will do much to make this hound 
better known and appreciated in this country, and as a lover 
and owner of the beagle 1 will do ali in my power toward 
this end, and every member of the elub ought to be willing to 
lodge the same, Let us haye a true standard and be loyal to 

jiin every way, and it may not be Quixotic or premature for 
me to suggest that when the club is strong enough to warrant 
the experiment it may institute an exhibition of hounds, in- 
cluding fox and basset, but preference being given to the 
beagle. Such an exhibition would be unique and interesting. 
At any rate, Isay, “hail” to the elub, and ‘hie on” to the 
“hound of the musical tongue.” oO, Wi. 

Six limered sud sixty-eight, 

MUSICAL DOGS. 

{A'TS have long been honorably distinguished among four 
/ footed creatures for their musical capabilities and pyopensi- 

fics,and although itis noteveryhody whotinds pleasure in being 
awalened in the small hours by the performance of a set piece 
for a half dozen of voices on the neighbor's roof or in the next 
doov back garden, and those who fail to be charmed by the 
concert wre as likely as not to be the same Lanai who would 
listen with a tortured soul to the “Walkiiren Ritt” of Wagner, 
So far cats, as the Americams would say, have ‘taken a front 
seat” in the world of animal music, but their pre-eminence, it 
scenis, is now being contested by the dog. 
A concert of dogs is being performed im London, under the 

tital of *‘Canins,” the Date Ceti ty taking part in it being 
seated in a row ina long hox haying keys on the outer board 
communicating with wires, each of which touches an animal’s 
head, When the performer touches the ivory the contact 
warns the dog, and ‘a whine, a yell, a bark, or a bass growl 
is the response.” The harmony is said tobe defective, but the 
Jaborious training has given the strange orchestra a moderately 
tuneful facility. We have not had the pleasure (?) to assist at 
one of these performances, but haying heard the Javanese 
Gamelan we fancy we can take a pretty accurate measure of 
its musical qualities. The latter performance was greatly 
praised by the London dailies, and gave many a critic a fine 
opportunity of expounding his knowledge of ancient Javanese 
art as i was, in the exigencies of his profession, and hastily 
picked up in Great Russel Street, Bloomsbury; but “Canina,” 
having no special traditions, or archwological past, may not 
enjoy the same artistic or scientific treatment; but as 4, result 
of “Jaborious training” it is worthy of as much an#lysis as was 
hestowed on the dusky minstrels of the Westminster Aquarium. 
That the “harmony is defective” may or may not be true, as 
the fortunate listeners to the extraordinary concert may be 
differently afiected by the volume of sound that reaches their 
Bars, 

Sir Walter Scott said it *‘took hint a long time to acquire the 
power of selecting and distinguishing a melody; but sub- 
sequently few things delighted him or affected him more than 
a simple tune sung with feeling.” The “Canina,” as an or- 
chestra, surely fulfills the latter condition, and it might not 
have been impossible that Sir Walter Seott himselt should 
laye been stronsly moved hy the wonderful performance. lt 
is certain to be simpler than & seen@ or an arid, and as it is 
produced under the impulse or an electric battery, it is likely 
to be full of feeling. A Capoul or a Faure may not require 
such a stimulus, but who can tell how many concert goers 
would have been saved from disappointment and anindylgence 
in unseemly language, if a good Volta machine had been kept 
handy when Sims Reeves had to sing? 
Bui this is, of course, beside the question. What would 

greatly interest us would be a knowledge of the particular 
qnethod under which our canine artists haye been trained, A 
dog naturnauly opens his mouth well when he delivers his voice; 
but this is not, we believe, an absolute safeguard against the 
production of “head notes.” The “Attack” is, no doubt, as 
precise as the performer on the ivories and the faultless work- 
ing of the connected battery can make it; but if is for the 
siuue Cause that assures us such precision that we should feel 
disposed to distrust the smoothness of the “shu.” In this, how- 
ever, Ve may be wrong, and, it we are not, we have yet some 
compensation in the reflection that, “good slur” or ‘no shar? at 
all, there ean be very little “tremolo.” 
The conditions under which the singing is executed are much 

too brisk to permit of small personal vanities, and the band ts 
not likely to ba kept waiting while an individual artist in- 
dulges in a prolonged “shake.” Indeed, as the performers 
have probably reason to be aixions to get through their work 
uickly, a businesslike expedition to get out his notes must 

characterize each number ofthe troup. Leaying these matters 
aside, Canina seems to snagest another explanation of the 
loatling and contemptin which the dogs are held by the Arabs. 
“La musique et la danse,’ says Niebuhr, “‘passent pour in- 
fdécents chez les Arabes.” Musie and dancing! Are the Arab 
dogs also singers? and was Théophile Gautier’s dog Galore, who 
died of cerebral fever, brought up in practicing the newly- 
introduced schottische, a mere imitator of an art, the pursuit 
of which has for a thousand years cost his Hastern brother so 
mich ill-isage’—Live Stock Jowrnal. 

Six hundred and sixty-eight. 

THE WILHDRAWAL OF MAIDEN.—Elmwood, N. C., 
Dee, 10,—Baitoy Foresl and Streams: Will you do me the jus- 
tice to state in the next issue of your journal that I drew miy 
setter bitch Maiden, in the E, F. T. C. Derby, as soon as San 
Roy was aqvurded the heat over her; and that the Sey 
of Said club was officially notified of the fact, also the report. 
ers of the sporting press.—H. 8, WANMAKER, 

-. 

a 

YORKSHIRE TERRIER LOST.—I received from Montreal 
aw very tice Yorkshire terrier, and I regret to say that it 
managed to wel out of the house at an early hour this (Tuesday) 
morning. Though its absence was af once detected, it had 
disappeared entirely, and should any of your readers have 
seen if, of come across it, I should feel obliged if they would 
communicate with me. His name is Jerry, and his description 
is as follows: Body color a pure steel blue, uo black or silver, 
fan on lege rather light, ears natural and carried erect, weight 
about 5lbs. Jerry’s coat is of good quabty,fairlength on body, 
and extra Jong on legs. Tail short and nicely carricd, color 
darker than the body ecat, Has a good mouth of teeth,—Jas. 
Watson, 429 West Forty-third street, New York. 

Six hundred and sixty-eight. 

THE BOSTON FANCY DOG SHOW.—We have received 
a number of communications from Boston and vicinity im re- 
lation to the Boston ancy Dog Show which was heid in Bos- 
ton last month, The letter of ‘Jalma” in our issue of Nov. 2, 
ives onaside of the question, while upon the other itis claimed 
that the advertised programme of the show was carried out 
in good faith. ‘The trouble appears to be that those who lind 
fault with the management expected that the show would he 
conducted in the same manner that has been observed at our 
regular shows. It must bea borne in mind however, that the 
exhibition was a purely speculative one, and as it beak to 
have heen faizly well conducted, we fail to see that those who 
entered thei dogs have just cause for complaint. 

Six hundred and sixty-eight. 

OBO tll.—The steamship Greece, which arrived in New 
York recently after a tempestuous voyage, brought over Mr. 
Geo. W. Leavitits recently purchased spaniel pup Obo IIT., by 
Farrow’s Oho, The pup, now six months old, had, like the 
vessel, experienced a very rough time of it and the butcher 
said he at one time feared if would not pull through, As # 
consequence Obo IIT. yas in no condition to criticise, We can 
swxy this, however, that he is a nice size and will be well under 
the standard weight. He has good loin and plenty of coat 
and so far as we could forni au opinion, we think he will turn 
out a valuable acquisition to the breed of eockers, and well 
worth the large price Mr, Leavitt gave for him. 

Six hundred and sixty-eight. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICH TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Kennel notes are inserted in this volumn free of charge. To insure 

publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVES the following par- 
ticulars of each animal; 
1. Color. 
2. Breed. 
3. Sex, 

6, Name and residence of owner, 
buyer or seller. 

7. Sire, with his sire wud dam, 
4. Ape, or §, Owner of sire. 
fh. Date of bi th, of breeding or 9, Dam, with her sire and dam, 

ef death. 10. Ovner of dam. 
Allnames must be plainly written, Communicition on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's name, 
NAMES GLAIMED, 

eer See instructions at head of this colin. 
Granny Wilson, By Mr. W. A, Coster, Flatbush, L, 1., for black 

and white Bnelish setter bitch, whelped Ang. 12, 1883, by Connt Noble 
out of Gertrude (Leicester—Nellic). 

Ted Liewellin. By Mr. Walter B. Peet, New York, for blue belton 
pple setter dog, whelped Feb, 18, 1882, by Druid (Prince—Dora) out 
of Gessie (Dash 1T,—Modjesica), 
Blanche Lewis. By Mr. Walter B. Peet, New York, for orange and 

white English setter bitch,whelped May 10, 1881, by Young Lark (Lark 
—Belle) out of Alice Lewis (Con—Jessie). 

Whale, By Mr. J. 8. Hodges, Beeville, Tex., for white, black and 
tan beagle dog, whelpad July 22, 1883, by King (Victor—Lucy) out of 
Chase (Ringwood—Winnie). 

Daisy, By Mr. J. 8S. Hodges, Beeville, Tex., for white, black and 
tan beagle bitch. whelped Aug, 11, 1883, by Flute (Rattler—True) out 
of Queen (Victor—Lucy). 

Byooks. By Dr. G. A. Seaman, Marysville, Kaun., for lemon belton 
English setter dog, whelped May 1, 1883, by Colonel Thunder (Thun- 
der—Moll) out of Princess Belle (Pilkington'’s Rufus—Dodge's Rose). 
Lockwood, Spriny Lock, Lock IL, Lock Jan, Sam Lock, Lady Lack 

and Countess Loch. By Mr. Walter B, Peck, Pawtucket, R. I., for 
black, white and tan setters, five dogs and two bitches, whelped —, 
— Mae ice. 

lor, whelpe 

Murtha Washington, By Mr, J. Harris Pierce, Maldeu, Mass,, for 
lemon and white Knglish setler bitch, whelped Web, 22, 1883, by Mr, 
W. A. Rea’s Bertram out of Mr, A, P, Kitehing’s My, 

Wire. By Mr. H. Drain, Baltimore. Md., for red Irish setter bitch 
puppy (Rory O'More—Norah O'More), 
Dashwood, Donald Donzel, By Dr. C, A, Packard, Bath, Mé., for 

white, with black ears, Hoglish setter dogs, whelped Och. i2, 1884, by 
Dash If. out of Donna. 
Daphne and Dainty, By Dr. C. A. Packard, Bath, Me., for white, 

with one black ear, and whiteowith black head, English setter bitches, 
whelped Oct, 12, 1853 (Dash TIJ.—Doanuna). 
Rose Gleam, By Mr, Henry B. Dwyer. New York, for lemon and 

white pointer bitch, hey coe Sept, 26, 1883. by Knickerbocker (A.K.R. 
19) ont of Lady Glewm (A.K.R. 207). 
Doncaster, By Mr. Henry B. Dwyer, New York, for liver und white 

pointer dog, whelped Sept. 26, 1885, by Knickerbocker (A,K.R. 19) out 
of Ludy Gleam (A.KR. 207). 

Miitk. By My. F. B. Tirrell, Weymouth, Mass., for Jrish water 
spaniel bitch, whelped May 8, 1884, by Pat (Sinbad—Liffey) out of Tide 
(Dan O° Conor—trish Nell). 
Join G. By Dr. W. A. Strother, Lynchburg, Va., for black and 

white English setter dog puppy (Dashing Monarch—Vannette), 
Miyaway. By Mr. R. M. brown, Jr., Amherst Court House, Va., for 

black. white and tan English setter bitch puppy (Dashing Monarch — 

. Ll. Morrel, New York, for red Irish setter 
1683, by Dan (Dash—Kate) out of May (Berkley 

List). 
Flossie, By Mr. Nelson V. Ketchum, Savannah, Ga., for liver,with 

white on breast, cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Sept. 14, 1888, by Dan 
(Ned—Rena) out of Glossy (Wildaix—Bird). 
Burke, By Mr. E, B. Convers, Englewood, N.J., for red trish setter 

tiog, Smos. old (champion Eleho—Noreen), 
“Mirt hk. By Mr. John Thomas, Brooklyn, N. Y.. for red Irish setter 

bitch, imos, old (champion Rory O’More—Quail IT1,), 
_ Boston wud Viclory. By the Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich.. 
for black, white and tan English setter dog and bitch, whelped June 
&, by Count Rupier (A.K_R, 498) out of Reign (A.K.R, 178). 
Dora Thorn. By Mr. Frank Brady, Detroit, Mich.. for black and 

pele asked English setter bitch, whelped June 25, 1888 (Count Rapier 
—Reign). a 
Count eno. By Mv. R. 8, Bostwick, Jackson, Mich., for blac and 
re ape English setter dog, whelped June 25, 1883 (Count Rapier 
—Reign): 4 
Dash Horton, Dan Horton and Ike Horton. By Mr. Geo. E. Browne, 

Dedham, Mass., for Gordon setter dog, whelped July 29, 18843 (Glen LI, 
—Nellie Horton). 

Comef. By Mr,. Dayid Cushion, Claremont, N. H., for liver cocker 
spaniel dog, whelped Aug. 23, 1887 (Rowdy—Fanny). 
Moy. By Mr. Geo. B, Wentworth, Plymouth, Mass,, for black and 

tan Gordon setter bitch, 4mos. old, by Bob 8. (Bailey's Tom—Lucia) 
out of Donna (Scott—Daisy). 
Count Ranger. By Mr. H. D. Towner. Nyack, N. Y.. for black, 

white and tan English setter dog, whelped Aug. 12, by Count Noble 
out of Gertrude (Leicester—Nellie). 

Queen of the Hudson. By Mr. H, D. Towner, Nyack, N. Y,, for 
Le ‘a white licked Englsh setter bitch puppy (Dashing Monarch 
—Lisi). 
Nora P. By Mr. G. McCorkle, Newton, N. @., for black and white 

English setter bitch, ee Aug. 24, 1883 (Honest Harry—Vio). 
Sable, Sambe, Darkie 1. and Jet W. By Mr, John Daly, Salmon 

Falls, N. H., for black spaniels, two dogs and two bitches, whelped 
Oct. 9, 1883, by Obo IT. (A.K_R. 43%) out of Darkie (A,K.R, 250), 
Rusty. By Mi. F, W. Wheaton, Wilkesbarre, Pa,, for white, fawn 

and black beagle dog, whelped Oct, 1, 1883, by Restless (Sport—Reerly) 
out of Sheila ( port—Reedy). 
Rounce, Ray, Cony and Bunnie I, By Mr. F. W. Wheaton, Witkes- 

barre, Pa., for white, black and tan eels one dog and three 
bitches, whelped Qet. 15, 1883, by Roxwood ( erode aaa out of 
Reedy (Lee—Clondy). 

i ‘ AMES CHANGED. 
Ke See instructions at head of thia column. 
Rufus to Bob White. Lemon and white pointer dog, whelped June 

29, 1883 (Snipe—Rita Croxteth), owned by Mr. Geo, L. V.. Tyler, West 
Newton, Mass, F t a 

Newton to.Somerset. Liver and white pointer doz, Wwhelped uae 

29, 1883 (Snipe—Rita Croxteth), owned by Mr. Geo, L, WUT yet. West! 
Newton, Mass, ; . 
Nizey Il. to Lexington, English setter dog, whelped ——, owned 

by the Detroit Kennel Clnb, Detroit, Mich. 
BRED. 

tS> See instructions at head of this column. 
Flora—Doctor. Ma, W. J, Biekerton’s (Brooklyn, N, ¥,) red Trish’ 

setter bitch Flora (Rufus—Belle) to Mr. A. Miller’s Doctor, Noy, 23. 
Princess Beélle—Colonel Thunder. Dr, G. A. Svaman’s (Masyville. 

Kan.) orange and while Muglish setter biteh Princess Belle (billing 
ton’s Rufus—Dodge’s Rose) to his Colonel Titimiler (Thunde? —Moll),» 
Nov. 3. bow. é 

Diichess of Connaught—Duke, Mr, Chas, H. Morgan's (Worcestér, 
Mass.) mastiff bitch Duchess of Connaught (Colonel—Albani) to Witte 
Ce ha) Oct. 27. ’ ni 
Tilley—Tom Mr, O. H, Webber’s (North Somerville, Mass.) set- 

ter bitch Tilley (Captain—Fashion, Jr.) to Mr. G. A. Coleman's Tom 
Il, (Bailey's Tom—Plora), Nov. 25. : e 
Daisy—Ralph. My. George Christian's (Bayonne, N. J.) setter 

bitch Daisy to Mr. Philip Lumbreyer's Ralph (Snipe—Fanny), 
Nov. 14 Vo. . 
Nellie—Ralph. Mr. W. E. Bassett's Jersey City, N. J.) English 

seliter bitch Nellie to Mr. Philip Lumbreyer’s Ralph (Sntpe—Fanny), 
Nov. 5. A 
” Rita, Croxteth—Baronet. Mr. Geo, 8. Tucker's (Peterboro’, N. H.) 
pointer bitch Rita Croxteth (A.K.R. 109) to his Baronet (A E.R, 264), 
Oct. 21, 
Buropa—Hero WZ, Mr. W. Wade's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) imparted mias- 

tiff pa Europa (A KR, 14) to Mr. J, W. Burgess’s Hero 1, (A. K.R_- 
545), Dee, 4. 
Dariness—Cotonrel Stubbs, Mr, W.8. Thomas's (Birminghem , Ot) 

cocker spaniel bitch Darkness (A.E.R. 63) to Colonel Stibha (A.KLR. 
302), Noy. 10, : 

WHELPS. 

ES See instructions at head of this column. 
Spurk, Mr. D, G. Sanborn's (Dowling, Mich) English setter Inteh 
Ls (Carlowitz—Magnel), Noy. 16, five (three dogs), by ls Count 
Noble, 
Ruby S. Dr. CG. BK. Nichol's (Troy, N.Y.) red Trish setter biteh 

Ruby S, (A-K.R, 512), Dee. 2, three (one dog), by champion Blciiw 
(A.K.R. 25). i 
Music Tf. Myr. E. 8. Hawks’ (Ashfield, Mass.) beagle bite Music’ 

Til. (Flute—Victor), Noy. 20, eight (three dogs), by Mr. N, Wlmore's! 
imported Ringwood, , 

ashing Belle. Mr. B. W. Jester’s (St. George's, Del.) Esplish 
setter bilch Dashing Belle (Dashing Monarch—Blue Belle}, Oct. 28.4 
Beven (vedogs); by Mr. Jas. H. Goodsell's Princes (Pride of the Bor- 
der—Petr'el). 

Doe. Mr. Max Wenzel’s (Hoboken. N. J,) rad Irish setter bitch Doe’ 
(Buck—Floss), twelve (eight dogs), by his Chief (A.K.R. 231)- 
Becca. Mr. Great's (Cannonsburg, Pa.) foxhound bitch Becca, 

Oct, 1f, eight (one dog), by Lewis’s Rover. AJl black, white and 
tan. 

Clover. Messrs. J. C, & A. R. Sharp’s (Taunton, Mass.) liver and 
white pointer hitch Clover (A.K.R. 162), five dogs, by their Sefton 
A-K.R. 169), 
Cremorne, Messrs. J. C. & A. R, Sharp's (Taunton. Mass.) lemon 

and white pointer bitch Cremorne (A.K.R. 164), eight (five dogs), by 
their Sefton (A.K.R, 169), : nips 
Fanny Fern, Mr. Henry ays (Angusta, Ga.) red Trish setter 

biteh Panny Fern (Dan—Maud). ‘Nov. 10, six (four dogs), by Harry 5. 
(A.K.R, 223), ee 2 \ 
Bow Queen. The Detroit, Kennel Club's (Detroit, Mich.) pointer 

bituh Bow Pos Hi (A.E BR, 588), Noy. 14, seven, by their champion King 
Bow (A.K.R, 83). Ky : _ 
Fanny. Mr. H. 8. Gilbert's (Millershurg, Pa.) beagle bitch Fanny 

(Lord Derby—Dutehess), Noy. 14, five, by iniported Rattler, — : 
inna, Mr. Geo. Schofield's (Toronto, Can.) cocker spaniel bitch 

shee Nov. “4, six (one dog), by chainpion Hornell Dandy. All 
black. 
Myrtle. Messrs. W. U. & F, Ashburner’s (Philadelphia, Pa.) beagle 

bitch Myrtle (A,K.R, 387), Nov, 26, five, by Mr. N. Elmore’s imported, 
Ringwood, pc 

Bush, Messrs W.H. & F. Ashburner’s (Philadelphia, Pa.) beagle 
bitch Bush (A.K R. 139), Nov, 28, five, by Mr, N. Elmore‘s importer 
Ringwood. 

SALES. 

ES See instructions at head of this column, 
Lockwood. Black, white and tan setter dog,wheiped (Lock— 

Chita), by Mr. Walter B, Peck, Pawtuuket, R. 1. to Mr. Geo, fi, Fales, 
OCeniral Falls, R, T. 
oped Lock. Black, white and tan setter dog, wheiped Lock 
-Chiea), by Mr. Walter B, Peck, Pawtucket, R. 1, to Mr. ©. B, W. 

Bennett, Central Falls, R.L 
Loch Jan. Black, white and tan setter doz, whelped (Lock— 

Qhica), by Mr. Walter B. Peck, Pawtucket, i. L, to Mr. Thos, Lee, 
Central Falls, R, 1 
Lock Tf. Black, white and tan setter dog, whelped (Lock— 

Chica), by Mx, Walter B. Peck, Pawtucket, R. T., to Mr. Jas. H. Welsh, 
Central Valls, R, I. 

Josie, Black pointer biteh (Bow—Topsy), by Jf. L. IP. Patterson, 
Bainbridge, Ga.. to Mr, Ado'tph Sander, Dayton, O. i 
Romaine. Red Irish setter biteh, whelped Jan. 14, 1651 (Eluho- 

Rose), by Mr. Ged. T. Wells, Boston, Mass., to Dr, J. Frank Perry 
same place, 
Mink, Trish water spaniel bitch, whelped May #, 1884 (Pat—Tide), 

by Mr, @. B, Rodes, Moberly, Mo., to Mr. Ff. B, Tirreli, Weymouth, 
| Mass. 

Reclor, Lemon and white 
—Rita Croxteth), by Mr. G. 
FE, W. Vorbes, Westboro, Mass. 
Bub Whife. Lemon and white pointer dog, whelped June 20, 1883 

(Snipe—Rita Croxteth), by Mr, Geo. L. V. Tyler, West Newton, Mass... 
to Mr, Clarence Warren, Waltham, Mass. 

Dougald, Red Trish setter dog (A.K.R, 55), by Mr. J. KR. Housel. 
Watsonton, Pa., to Mr, Frank P, Dillay, Philadelphia, Pa, 

Mollie Bawy. Read Trish setter bitch, whelped Aur. 22, 1883. hy 
Glencho out of Colleen Bawn (A.K.R, 07), by Mr.Chas., Squire.Troy, 
N.Y., to Mr. Edward Stanley, same place. 
Shaghrawn. Red Irish setter dog. whelped Aug. 22, 1883, by Glen- 

tho out of Colleen Bawn (A.K.R, 507), by Mr, Chas, R. Squire, Troy; 
N. Y¥., to Mv. F. HE. Draper, Lansingburg, N.Y, 
Dish Horton wind Dow Horton, Gordon setter dogs, whelped July 

20, 1853 (Glen If.—Nellie Horton), by Mr, Geo. E. Browne. Dedham, 
Mass., to Mr. OC, H. Leonard, Brocton, Mass, 
lke Horton. Gordon setter dog, whelped July 29, 1883 (Glen 11,— 

Nellie Horton), by Mr, Geo. E. Browne, Dedham, Mass., to Mr, Daniel 
Haley, same place. 
Rush—Jujio eas Lemon and white pointer dogs, dmos, old, by 

Mr, Edmund Orgill, Brooklyn, N. Y¥.. one to Mr, Geo. Heller, Wash- 
ington, D. C., and one to Mr. A, Diaz Miranda, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Rowdy— Funny whelps, Liver cocker spaniels, whelped Aug, 23, 

1883, by the Riverside Caan epael Kennel, a dog to Mr, H. lL. Jes- 
sell, Waterbury, Ct,;a doz to Mr. Dayid Cushion, Claremont, N, H,; a 
bitch to Mr. 0. C, Badlam, Boston, Mass., and a bitch to Mr, G, A. 
Weaver, Newport, R. I. 
Lady Isabel, Lemon and white pointer bitch (A.E.R. 461), by Mr. 

He S. Tucker, Peterboro’, N. H., to Mr. Geo. W. Leavitt, Jr., Boston, 
ASS, 
Gem, Cocker spaniel bitch, by Snipe (Romeo—Juliet) out of im- 

ported Feather, by Mr. Geo. 8. Tucker, Peterboro’, N, H., to Mr. Geo. 
L. V_ Tyler, West Newton, Mass. 
Sdrah, Black and tan beagle bitch (Ranter Il.—Gysy), by Mujor 

Lovejoy. Bethel. Me.. to Mr, BE, W. Dutton, West Paris, Me, 
Blackberry- Black greyhound dog (Ghar Cae ee heen Bess), by 

Major Lovejoy, Bethel. Me,, to Mr. Harry Johnson, West Paris, Me. 
Dash. Cocker spaniel dog, by Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me,, to Mr, 

©. D, Robie, Lake Village, N, H, . 
Midnight, Black greyhound bitch (Charcoal—Queen Bess), by 

Mujor Lovejoy, Bethel, Me., to Mr, Albert Dailey, Providence, R, I, 
Singo. Imported bull-terrier dog, by Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me.. 

to Mr. Jas. Wilson, Albany, Me. 
Black Bagle, Black greyhound dog. by Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me,. 

to Messrs, Castle & Stern, Methuen, Mass. 
Jet W, Black spaniel biteh, whelped Out. 9, 1883, by Obo [1.(A.K.R, 

a2) out of Darkie (A.K.R. 250), by My, John Daly, Salmon Falls, N. H., 
to Mr..d. P. Willey. same place. 

Darkie I, Black spaniel bitch, whelped Oct. 9, 1884, by Oho IT, 
(A, KR, 432) out of Darkie (A.K.R, 250), hy John Daily, Salmon Falls, 
WN. H., to Mr. Joseph Hill, samé place. 

Twitight. Bla greyhound bitch (Chareoal—Queen Bess), by 
Major Lovejoy, Bethel, Me.. to Mr. Albert Dailey, Providence, R. I. 
Beauchief. Collie dog, whelped April 25, 1883 (Gyp—Buttereup), by 

Miss Ida F, Warren, Leicester, Mass,, to Mr, Arthur Kelley, Lawrence, 

pone dog, Whelped June 29, 1883 (Snipe 
_V. Tyler, West Newton, Mass., to Mr. 

ass, 
Wagner. Collie dog, whelped Sept, 24. 1883 (Gyp— Buttercup), by 

Ut da F. Warren, Leicester, Mass., to Miss Ruth Wl. Hatch, sane 
place, 

Miter, English terrier dog, whelped Sept. 7, 1883 (Daniy—Fanny), 
by Mr, H, A. Merrill, Worcester, Mass., to Miss Ida F. Warren, Lei- 
cester, Mass, 

Wallace. Red Irish setter dog. whelped June 5, 1883 (Ruby—Kit) 
? 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

by Mr..7. H. Grimes, West Somerville, Mass., to Miss Ida, F, Warren, 
Leicester, Mass. 
Aondet. Mastiff dog, whelped Sept. 22, 1883 (Turk—Druidess), by 
a Al. Waits, Boston. Mass., to Miss Ida ¥, Warren, Leicester, 
Mass, 
Nixey—Princess Louise whelp. Black and whiteWoglish setter bitch, 

whelped Jue 4, 1883, by the Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich., to 
Messrse Vaides & Houston, Uniontown, Ala, 

RPoyel Sultan. Blue beltou English setter log (A.K.R. 119), by the 
Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich., to Mr. Hugh Hill, New York. 
Taylor. Blue belton English setter dog, whelped Mareh 5, 1888 

(Nizey—Prineess Louise), by the Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich. 
jo Mr. Geo. Gardner, Henrietta, Tex. 
Lorne—Lassie ivheips, Black, tan and white collies, whelped Sept. 

ld. 1883, by Mr. Fred, W. Rothera. Simcoe, Ont., a dog to Mr, C, Van 
W. Fish, Gleveland, O.; a bitch to Mr. R. F. Maher, Coneville, Ta., and 
a biteh to. Mr, Doolitte, New Haven, Ut. 

Count Rupier—Reign whelps, Mnglish setters, whelped June 25. 
1883, by the Detroit Kennel Club, Detroit, Mich,, 2 black, white anc 
tan dog to Mr, 5.8. Hodges, Pontiav, Mich.; a black and while ticked 
flog to Dr. R, C, Brabham, Wllenton. 8, C.; a black anil white ticked 
dog to Mr. R. 5. Bostwick, Jackson, Mich., and a black, white and tan 
bitch to Messrs. Vaiden & Houston, Uniontown, Ala, 

PRESENTATIONS, 
ES See instructions af head of this cola. 
Sam Lock. Black, white and tan setter dog, whelped (Lock 

— Chica), by Mr, Walter B. Peck, Pawtucket, R. 1, to Mr, Charles P. 
Moier, Central Falls, R, I 
Lady Lock. Black, white and tun setter bitch, whelped (Loek 

—Chica), by Mr, Walter B. Peck. Pawtuckel, R. 1, to Mr. Thos. Giat- 
feny, Barrowsyille, Mass, 

Sir Garnett. English setter dog, whelped May 29, 1882 (Gladstone 
—Frost), by Mr. J. C. Higgins, Delaware City, Del., to Mr. R. M. 
Brown, Jr., Amherst Court House, Va. 
John C. Black and white English setter dog puppy (Dashing Mon- 

arch—Vannette), by Mr. J. C. Higgins, Delaware City, Del.. to Dr. W, 
A. Strother, Lynchburg, Va, 
_ Flywway. Black, white and tan English setter bitch puppy (Dash- 
ing Monirch—List), hy Mr. John 0. Higgins, Delaware Cily, DeL, to 
Mr. R. M, Brown, Jr., Amherst Court House, Va. 

Bir (larnett, ites setter dog, whelped May 29, 1882 (Gladstone 
—Frost), by Mr. R. M. Brown. Jr., Amherst Court House, Va., to Mr. 
A. Holtun, High Point, N.C. 

Lennox. Black, tan and white collie dog, whelped Sept. 14, 1883 
i rn ra by Mr. Fred. W. Rothera to Mr. C. , Howitt,Guelph, 

nt, 
King Bow—Devonshire Lass whelp. Liverand white ticked pointer 

dog, whelped Sept. 19, 1888, by the Detroit Kennel Olub, Detroit, 
Mich, to Judge Walter Swykart, Hamtramack, Mich. 

EXCHANGED. 

Re see fustructions at head of this coluni. 
Ruby O' More—Bess. Major Lovejoy, Bethel Me.. Was exchanged 

with Mr. J. L, Thayer the red Trish setter bitch Ruby _O’More (Ned 
Elcho—Bridget O'More) for the retriever spaimiel bitch Bess. 

DEATHS. 

SE" dee instructions wt lead of this column. 
Buttercup. Red Irish setter bitch, 44yrs, old, oyvned by Mr, Walter 

B. Peet, New York, Ang. 27, in parurition, 
Kelle. Red Irish setter bitch, 12yrs. old, owned by Mr. W. J. Bick- 

arten, Brooklyn, N. Y., Novy. 26, from disease of the heart. _ 
Gretehéen I, Blue belton Euvglish setter bitch puppy (Roy—Giet- 

chen, owned by Mr. L. F, Patterson, Bainbridge, Ga,., from dis- 
emper, 
Nip--Jusie whelp, Liver pointer bitch, owned by Mr, Li, , Patter- 

sou, Bainbridge. Ga., from distemper, 
Rudy, Whice, Wack and tan beagle bitch, whelped April 11, 1883 

(champion Lee—Cloudy). owned by Mr F. W, Wheaton, Wilkesharre, 
Pa , Oct. 17, trom blood poisoning. 

Six hundred and sixty-eight. 

The Obica & biel Railway 1s the shortest and quickest route 
hetween St, Louis aud Cincinnati and between St. Louis and Lonis- 
ville, and the best road brtween Louisville and Cincinnati. Palace 
sleeping coaches and solid trains are run between all three cities. 
Through paluce coaches are also being run by this ruad between St. 
Louis, Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia anu) New York, and he- 
tween Cricinnali and New Orleans. Sp irtsoien desiving to transport 
their dogs over this road may get an ordvr to huve them passed free 
by writing te W, B, Shattue, General Passenger Agent, Cincinnati, 0. 
Kennels always ieady, so that there is no chance for losing a dog or 
having him hurt by burrare. 

Rifle and Grap Shooting. 

INTERCOLLEGIATE RIFLES. 

Aiditoy Foresé and Strean? 
In the editorial columns of your Noy. 18issue, after referring to the 

fact that Harvard. Prinece'on, and the Uuiversity of Penusylvania 
have rifle aud gun clubs, you say, “Why can ve not sea a series of in- 
tercollegiate rifle and clay-pigeon matches? | 

I heartily jadorse your suggestion with this proviso: That college 
rraduates be allowed to beecom+ members of the college rifle or un 
club nearest them, and have equal privileges with undergraduates in 
the use of ranges, grounds. etc., and have the right to join inter- 
vollegiate and other matches, by subscribing to the rules and paying 
their proper share of all assessments, ? t 
Ry joining graduates with undergraduates in this matter, the pecu- 

niury strength of the Association would be, I think, greatly Increased. 
The Intercollegiate Association might haye annual matches during 

revutta week, at New London, and to that end the authorties of that 
vity might assist in procuring proper grounds, in the erection of long 
anil short range targets, to be used far that purpose, Orthe Associa- 
tion might sesure the use of the Creedmoor range for a fall meeting 
in September and October, 
For one, | would be glad to contribute my full share toward a *‘con- 

summation” so “devoutly to be wished,” ; 
The tact is we are ton apt, m this perpetual-motion country of ours, 

to put away allincentives 19 outdoor sports and recreation the mo- 
ment We turn our backs ou the college walls. In England how com- 
mon itis lo see men of middle age. and these of éven more advanced 
years, eagerly keeping up the sports oY youth—cricket, tenuis, boat- 
ing. shootmg, etc, What a great gain to the physital vigor of our 
race, if we would Inore closely imitate their example in this respect, 

IT spéak earnestly in this matter because I know so well from my 
own experience how great is the benefit to be derived from rifle prac- 
lice, especially long-range shooting, It takes one into the open air, 
expanils the lungs, clears eye and brain, steels the nerves and, more 
and betrer than all, absorbs the mind completely in its work of con- 
(uering the elements—the winds, light am shade, air-density, attrac- 
tion of gravitation, moisture and dryness, heat and cold—and drives 
out for the time’ all thought and care of business, . 
‘This is the great merit of long-range shooting,” said Gen, 

(now a U. & Senator) to Professor (both returning from an 
afternoon's enjoyment of the range), ‘Well, Professor, for this 
afternoon I didn’t know that (mentioning his business) was 
within a thonsand miles of here !* P ? 
Of course I um aware that very mauy persons prefer using the rifle 

off-hand at short range. There are others who prefer the shotgun to 
the ritle at all times, I will not quarre) with the advocates of either 
practice. They are hoth doing themselyes and the public a preat 
service in fostering a healthful and gentlemanly outfoor amusement, 
which no intemperata man or debauchee can ever follow with suc- 
WASS, x pipe 

While Iam on the subject, [wish to protest agaiostthe interdiction 
of “non-cleaning matches” in long-range work, The English and 
vertain imitative Americans seem to have suddenly ciseovered that 
cleaning ritles between shots isn't “practical!” 
Ttseems to me lo have another meaning. The English and other 

foraign teams (all made up of Engbsh subjects) introduced this style 
of shooting in America, and shot match atter mate with our Amer- 
ican representatives, in every case cleaning between shots (whether 
using muzzle or breechtouders), and were beaten every time, except 
in one Canadian match. Suddenly they disuover that von-cleanitig 
between shots is thé only “practical method. It reminds me of the 
fable of the’fox that lost bis tal im a trap, who thereupon tried to 
make the other foxes believe that the cropped tail wasa new fashion, 
much to bé desired and emulated. Hee fabula docet, ete, 
The fact is, that the great fmprovementin rifles, military as well 

as sporting, and the present knowledge of all the elements that go to 
make tip the most accurate long-range work, are largely due 10 the 
use of a clean harrel im long-range shooting. While I wholly 
approve of the present endeavor to attain greater perfection in the 
nse of military rifles at loug ranges, Without cleaning between shots, 
{ do protest aptinst Americans being so easily taken in by tne ‘bob 
tailed fox" dodge, as to exclude from our own ranges the style of 
shooting in which we excel, Indeed, the “practical” aspect of the 

Sere need not, if seems to me, haye anything to do with the 
matter, 
Long-range shooting on the American plan (cleaning between 

shots) has been practiced in this country since 1874, until it had 
besome almost a national *‘sport,” Tt was pracliced from New 
Orleans to Boston, and from New York westward to Chicago, Mil- 
waukee, Minneapolis, Fort Snelling, Denver and San Franciseo. 
There is OE particularly ‘‘practical" about cricket, butit is 

considered, nevertheless, an exceedingly pleasant and munly out- 
door sport. 
Long-range shooting with clean barrel is much more “practical” 

than éricket, In faet, as Lsaid before, it has led the way to scientific 
rifle making and rifle shooling, Itis, in addition, one of the most en- 
joyable and efficacious outdoor recreations that, business men could 
make use of if they would only stick to il), as an American sport, and 
not beso silly as to be shamed out of if by imitating the Hnglsh ou 
the “hob-tailed fox” plan. Why not foster it on our ranges same as 
in the past, making matches and offering prizes that will awaken the 
old enthusiasm! Our epuntry is “bhig.’’ If the English cannot be im- 
fuced to come over, we can make matches among ourselves. Judg- 
ing by the splendid work done by Western men in their fall matches 
tliis year, they can select 2 team of six or eight men that would put 
any Bastern men to their “trumps,” if they did not carry off the 
prize. 
Asalast shotI say,"Don't give up!” Will Worust anp STREAM 

use its powerful influence to secure this end; also, to seenre an “In- 
tercollegiate Shooting Association” that will include ‘‘graduates.”’ 
NOVEMBER 23. Kerra. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

SARATOGA RIFLE CLUS.—Saratoga Springs, Dec, 1.—200-yard 
match on Massachusetts target. Wind, variable; light, strong. 
TO GR he Ae a age Soe A211 12:12 10 1 9:10 12 10—109 
SEE VEL. ch atte pbaee semi rt des . 1210121341 § 8 11 11 10-106 
Aan be hell eS aa, Seperate Ea 42 911101210 9 11—Ti4 
PD Wheeler. . --1010 12 91111 910 9 10—101 
Ei Davia) rsh tjacprivrent sree me ith 9111 F 9 9-101 
H Wellington. t2..y0.'.:5 11 8 9 911 12 9 12 10 10—100 
WB Gaze... 12 911 710101011 11 §—100 
W_H Gibbs. -J1 610 8 7 YIZ11 12 8—B4 
TODALOO Ss ple dere te ett teniet es . 7 812 6 711 11 1040 10— 92 
BAW DGS ort os es oe cee tae S§i#@ 738 5 9 9 fF 7% 
Saturday, Dee. &.—Light wind axd bad light, 

PoP VWiheelar, flieirsgaterbss thei peters 12/10 12.11 41 10 11 11 11 12-411 
HE Wheeler... -. 4 101112121112 1071 9 i2—110 
5 P Wells. > 121211 9 12 10 10 11 11 10—108 
AG Hull... ---12 12 0 11 A401 11 9 11—107 
W Allerdicé.-.6......0.- 8, ...12 11-8 1112 11 11 4 10 10-104 
BUD aAS, SN ee of i140 911 9 9 f 44 11—101 
W B Gag 1011 8B 9 7 12 10 11 11 11—100 
H Welling 01110 7 9 911 9 11 11— 97 
J Hays.s....1., 7 91111010 912 8 9— 96 
F A White,,.... - 241 6 4 7 B P11 9 10 10— 90 

BOSTON, Dec, 4.—The régular meet of the Massachusetts Rifle 
Association was held at Walnut Hill to-day. The conditions for shoot- 
ing were very good, a gentle breeze blowing from the rear toward 
the firing points interfering but little with the flight of the bullets. 
The scores ave appended: 

Creedmoor Practica Match, 
D Kirkwood..._..... 905513544547 J E Darmooily.-.. 458444545442 
F Dwight ... 554495554546 H Cushing........., 4541453 144—41 
S G Sturgis . 4544554449 CB Edwards... .... 4544445448 --41 
® Burleigh, , _-4454545451—44 W PF Wowle (mil)_.. 5441344444—33 
JL Fowles (mo . 444444544—42 W Kirkwood .. 815248145438 
EJames -. 4445445444 42 HA Lewis (mil)... 34458434443 
CH Davis...... yo... 445454444442 

Creedmoor Prize Match. 
E Burleigh......... 454445455444 BA Boyntoli,....., Sd44dddda—_j2 
E James .......... 556844944544 CA Savile. ..... 44ashado4a—42 
AB aArcher..,, -....3454435545—74 WB Conant _... d44444=444—41 

Decimal Match. 
ET Richardson,,......,.:-:...5:-5...5 610 9 8 Y BT VY 8 B77 
EUR Harriss S95 sce pi eke sa ee +6 50055 5 § OW Be 
IP Bates.. jas <a -610 9 9 6 8 9 9 8 10—th 
JR AL ey eee Ae . ¢ 9 6 510 8 7 8 6 468 
BeAntivews's jsf) on ye Scie oa a OBE BS ie ee B58 

Decimal Match (Rest). 
TONEY ES Geehsite af noses: is nen ber 9 7 810101010 8 9 1W—f5 
IS Harris pert eer .10 91010 9 91010 8 9-4 
GR Gates 0 a -5 wet ete ne ae is a8 84 1910 81010 8101010 B—fd 

State it Get 6 6101010 910 9 7-bB D. Kirkwood, 
Tie Rardonecda ee ee eee 9 91010 $W 9 9 0 8-O1 
BG Stursis, ee deve oe 810102010 910 8 9 7-08 
HAG Pousti k- i 9 8 7 9 B B10 810 10-27 
WORCESTER, Mass., Dec, .—The Worcaster Rifle Association had 

their regular meeting a1 Pine Groye Range to-day. Tne American 
decimal target was used, 2Juris he following scores were 
made ina possible 100; 
TAY GWT eh dent eerie esate 9 19 § 10 10 9 W 9 8 
RR erith ea eee oe Pes ot ddcet 7 © 810 10 $10 910 78D 
Re Ein yan ctecleag irr peer en see $1010 8 9 FT 8 10 9 48) 
A Williams.... ... -7 $1010 9 8 8 8 4 B84 
SOMES isis ores 2 8 6b & 9 H 11 9-838 
Moses Carter _- 2.) 8 9 1 §$ 4 9 2 5-80 
H O French,.., 28 0968 9 & 410 0 9 10-77 
AUS RICE Le Sein teat peri a 6 994 9 9 6 & Y BT 
JN Morse, Jr Seu Ou ae nd SP STi e 5 0-75, 
GARDNER, Mass,. Dec. 6.—At the last meet of members of the 

Gardner Rifle Club af Hackmatack Range, membérs were present 
and made records as follows out of a possible 10). The American 
decimal target was used, 200yds. off-hand: 
GF GUsworth,,........ -....+-- BO) Wilewiss-(|.:.-2.f---2 3022827, 264 
Reteintrye--. 2,277. cee. . 89 WO Loveland....,.....,.....-., 76 
A Mathews.... _....86 C Shumway.. clone hc ve! 
Sb Hildreth ..... .. 8 IN Dodge---. va 

ST. LOUIS, Dee. 3.—The fortnightly contest between the Mound 
City and the Gussard rifle teams took place Dec. 1, and resulted in a 
victory for the former, Thé Gassard shot at the Laclede Gallery on 
a 75-foot range and one-inch bullseye, using a Ballard rifle with a 
globe sight. The Mound City team shot atthe Temple Gallery on 
a 55-foot range. under the same conditions, Each contestant was al- 
lowed ten shots, and the possible score was 120. The following is the 
score of the iwo teams: 

Mound City. 
W © MecNut......-...--- zg 12 12 412 d2 12 12 U1 i iii? 
RR Brooks 3 122221 1 WR WwW WB 1 11-116 
RA Russell 211s GW ll Bi OT 21165 
MB Jones..... 12 41 12 11 Wd 12 1 D1 12 11—115 
SS ATE Gisges chsh sacks 12°12 2 42 2 10 12 11 41—114—557 

Gassard Team. 
Geb Husfurther, - ..-.11 10 11 12 11 12 12 12 12 11—i14 
J W Reis. ‘i 11 12 12 W 12 2 I 1 12-110 
Capt § Gassard. . Bil 1 WN IW 2 W@W 1W—-116 
WR Cottrell, ..., 1 1212 21 Wi 11 12 11 11 12—114 
J HScott...., tates nt i248 Tl 10 af 12 41 1 10 12 11—111—S71 

Camp BELL. 

HALIFAX, N. &., Dee. 6.—The annual meeting of the Provincial 
Riile Assneiation was held iu the Field Battery Orderly Room, Prince 
street, thisevening. The attendance was oct so largeas usnal. The 
twentieth annual report of the Council, with that of the Treasurer, 
was presented and adopted. Thereports show an increased member- 
ship. with a number now of 138, ‘Fhe death of Gen. Sir Fenwick 
Williams, who for so many years assisted the Association by the an- 
nual donation of a valuable prize, was recorded with deep regret. 
The Council procured the cup presented by the merchants of Hali- 

fax last year. and also a medal to replace the challenge medal finally 
won last year. The advantage of military markers wasspoken of and 
thanks tendered to Lord Russell and others for allowing the same, 
The general result of the shooting shows steady improvement. A 
change is being made in the target system at the Bedford Ranges, 
and at the néxt annual competition there will be sixteen canvas 
targets ready for use, similar to those used at Otlawa, and the Coun- 
cil believes a great saving of time will thorebe he eftected. For the 
past year the expeuses amounted to $2,764.16. the receipts to $2,708.40, 
including a balance of $262.50 on hand from last year. leaving a bal- 
ance on hand Dec. 1, 1884, of $4.24, : 

Gen, Laurie aud Messrs, John F, Stairs, M. P,. and D. B. Wood- 
worth, M, P,., were elected members of the Council of the Dominion 
Rille Association from this Association, : 
The following council were elected for the ensuing year; Col. 

Bremner, Col. Maukintosh, Lieut. H. J, Harris, Gen. Laurie, Col. 
Mackinlay, Gapts. Weston, Barnhill, Craine, J. EB. Gurren and Garri- 
son, Col, Mowbray, Maj. Egan, Surgeon Trensman, Col. McPherson 
aud Capt. Bishop, 
A STREP SCORE.—Portland, Me., Dec. §.—Editor Forest and 

Stream: The fallowing account of 4 remarkable score, made with a 
rifle, off-hand, hy a respectable professional gentleman, cf this city, 
and 4 frietd who was with him, was given to me by the gentleman 
himself, Therifie used is a muzzle-loader, of abouts or lbs. weight. 
The distanee measured off was 180yds.; bullseye on target, 2in, After 
the siglits (glohe and peep) were adjusted, the gentleman fired eight 
shots, putting eight bullets into the bullseye, He then d the 
rifle over to lis friend, who, with the same number of shots, produced 

the same result, making together a seordé of sixtestt tunsecutiye- 
bullseyes. Thaye never heard of any approach to this in rifle skoot- 
ing, and.) think it will be hard to beat, Is this an argument in fayor 
of mugzle-loaders? Ido not think that it could have leen accom— 
plished with any other kind of arm =—(i, L. B. 

NEWARK, W. J.—The second match of the N. R. A. will cummenee 
on Friday evening, 14th inst. Clubs will shoot m the following order: 
Celluloid, Essex, Domestic, Warren, Plymouth, Frelinghuysen, The 
clubs will also furnish referees and scorers, as follows; Celluloid 
referee for Frelinghuysen, scorer for Hysex: Wssex referee for Celly- 
loid, scorer for Domestic; Domestie referee for Tssex, scorer for 
Warren; Warreu referee for Dome-tic, scorer for Plymouth; Ply- 
mouth referee for Warren, scorer for Frelinghuysen; Frelinghuysen 
referee for Plymouth, scorer for Celluloid. 
The seores in the last tourmament were: Plymouth 417, Proling- 

huysen 458, Celluloid 448, Warren 4182, Domestic 427. 
Newark and Jersey City police went to the butts on Tuesday after 

noon, Dec. 4, at the Frelinghuysen range. The teanis consisted af 
ten men each, the Jersey City marksmen being selected from three 
originul teauis on the forse in that city. Theresnlt was largely mu 
favor of Newark, the score standing: Newark, 18; Jersey City, 83. 
A return mat¢h will be shor. 

BRINTON, Dee, +.—A inatch was shot benyeen ee t,, 
Fifth Regiment, and Company A, Fourteenth Regiment of Brooklyn. 
The teams consisted of sixmen each, distanve 200yds. and S00yds,, 
with militaryrifles. The rest of the match was a vierory for the 
New Yorkers by a suore 418 to 365. At 2i0yds. the score wast Com- 
pany A, 229; Company G, 216; at 50yds., Company A, 189; Company 
G, 179%. This probable that a seeond math will be slol between the 
teams of the two commands. 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who aror ts with ebuh scores are particularly re 
quested fo ierife on one side of the pauper only. 

IRA PAINE.—Detroit, Mich.—On Dee, 4 My. fra Paine gave s pri- 
yate exhibition of his inimitable feats with the rifle, pistol and shot- 
gun, toa party of Detroit gentlemen. Mr. Paine, fresh from his deer 
hunt in Northern Michigan, was in fine form, and the afternoon was 
4 most enjoyable oné to the spectators, The celebrated marksman 
left Detroit on the §th inst. bound for Europe, where his success in 
his particular lime has been vhenomenal. During the afternoon 4, 
couple of races were shot by teams chosen on the grounds, which 
was just across the river. 7 append the seorés, First match, Live 
pigeons, 25yds. rive, use of both barrels allowed. sual bowmndaries; 

E. H. Gillman’s Side, Tra Pame’s Side, 
EH Gallman -..1 1 1 1 1%—85 Ira Paine... 1 0 1 1 14 
E Gillman......1 7 1 1 —a% PA Baker -1 4 4*.0 1-3 
Wri MeSweeny.1 1 1 1,1 —S JJ Jardine, 1 i 1 i—4 
FW Eddy... 1 1 0 140 —3 Blackmer 204 4 7 1 1-1 

—-- 7 th 
*Killed with second barrel, 
Glass ball shoot, 2lyds. 

E. H. Gillmin*s Side. Iva Painue's Side, 
EH Gillraan...... 111121 i—5 Ira Paine. Dotede 1 J. 
E Gillman .......- 0 0 0 0 1-1 FA Boker 00 0 0 to 
Wan MeSweeny...0 1 1 1 i—4 JJardine., 1 0 1 0 1-3 
BW Eddy. i... Ii 0 1 0-4 Blackmer...:-/:1 1 0 1 1-4 

14 14 
Itis but fair to add that several of the shooters hat never befwre 

shot at glass halls. 
Mr. E. Gillman, whose name oppenrs in the above score, is better 

kuown to reauers of Sportsmen's papers In this country, as well ag 
Hugland and Ireland, by his nom do plume of “Charry Brandy.’ The 
octusion was his délwf at the trap in Detrolt, so his shooting was 
Watched withinterest. He shotio excelleni form, killing ail lis pirds 
cleanly, ‘“Cuerry Branily” fs certainly wade of vhé right stuff, and 
is a thorough sportaman, An inciJjent of the afternoon was worth 
seeing. The trop was not far from the river, which, in fac, ene 
crvached upon oue side of the boundury lines. A havil bit bird went 
down inside the imazinary Hnes, uehting, however, upon & login whe 
river, about twenty feet from land, Upon the bird hing challenged. 
“Oherry Brandy” starud 10 retrieve tt, but quickly seeing 1 aould 
not be gatvered wituout a swim, with oo talk whatever oummenced 
peeling olf his clothes, and would have plunged into the iey water 
nad not the challengers offered ww allow tue bird as dead. As the 
niiteh wasa friendly one fur bluad Loh money, “Sherry Krandy's” 
gris was certainly remarkable.—Devra, 

LYWN, Mass., Dee. 7.—The Lyno Central Shooting Club held its 
third shuot for the silver cup to-day, A linge purty of shouters 
were present, The cup is to be shot for weekly, and the oue making 
tue highest score out of a possible 2U at clay-pigeons is th ba the win- 
ner. It will become the property of the one who wins it three times, 
The scores wre as follows: Noy. 23, B, Barry, 19; Nov, 30, MW. WW. 
Webster, 17; Dee. 7, T. G. Strater, 17. The contest is open to all 
comers without entrance fee, 
eu elay pizeon sweeps were shot, with sixteen vampetitors, as 

follows: 
Virst Event—T. G, Strater, first; Webster anil Sampson, sscond; 

Frost and H, Strater, (hird, 
Secon( Event—Barnard and T. G. Strater, first; Prost and Samiyp- 

son, second; George and Sawyer, thine. 
Tuird Bvent—Frost and Barnard, tire; Sarmnpson, sevond; George, 

third. 
Fourth Event—Hateh, firat: Webster, T. Strater aud fl. Sater, 

second: Sawyer and Guove, third. ; 
Fifth tivent—Geerce and 1, G. Strater, frst; Webster and Barnard, 

second; Nichols and Sampson, third. é 
Sixth Event—Prost, firsi; George and H. Stiater, secolid; Sawyer 

and T. G. Strater, third. 
Seventh Event—Nichols and T, Strater. first; flateh and H. Straten 

second; Sawyer, third. 
Rei heed ee and T. G, Strater, first; Hatch, second; Suw- 
er, third, 

x ‘inth Event—George. first; Barnard and Frost, secon; Gove and 
Barry, third, 
Tenth Kvent—Frost and George, firsh; Sampson, second; Gove und 

T. H. Strater, third. 
The next shoot will be held Dec, 14. 

BOSTON, Dee. 5,—The glass ball and clay-pigeon miatches bel at 
Walnut Hill to-day called together u good field of shooters, and sey- 
eral close and exciting events were tontested, fhe résuit in each of 
which is appended: : : 

First event (five clay birds)—Parker, Schaefer, Hart auc Kddy (li- 
vided first, Barnard, Bean and Jaulnson second, Lewis third, De 
Rochemont and Gove fourth. 7 x 
Second event (five elass balls}—Sampson and Schaefer divided first, 

Hodzdon, Cutting and Newton second, De Rochemont and Lewis 
third, Brackett and Johnson fourth. 
Third @yent(seven clay birds)—Parker, Barnard aod Williams di 

vided first. Field, Schaefer and Sampson second, Cutting ita, Dea 
Rochemont and Adams fourth, x 
Fourth event (seven zlass balls}—Nivhols first, Field, Schaefer and 

De Rochemont divided second, Johnson sand Sampson tart, Citing 
aud Sawyer fourth, ! 

Fifth event (seven clay birds)—Schaefer, Barnard and Chase divided 
first, Field and Brackett second, Bean and Baw yerthnd, Johnson ane 
Cutting fourth. 
Sixth event (three pairs double balls)—Curtis, Bean an De Nowhe- 

mont divided first, Jolmson and Schnefer second, Warren and Miele 
third, Nichols aid Sampson fourth. ran . 
Seventh event (five glass balls)—Field, Sampson anil Williais di- 

vided first, Sampsou and Williams secon, Nighols and French third, 
Lewis and Chase fourth. 7 ' 
Ninth event (five glass balls)—Fiel! Hirst, Williains atid Schaefur 

second, Curtis and Sawyer third, Johnson aud Lewis fourth, 

ST. CLATR, Pa., Dec. 6—First monthly contest held here Nov, 29. 
First shoot was at live pigeons, 2 traps, 2lyds. rise, ihyds. boundary: 
Long 5, Farae 5. Hart 0; total 10, Sprouts 7, Evans 3, Daddow 1: 
total 11. Contest for club's silver medal, clay piceons, 2 screened 
Ligowsky traps, 7yds. apart, third notch, (yds, rise; _ , 
Evans.---}...11171010100—6 Farne ..... 001700011 lea 
Long_....-- 01001001014 Sproats,,.. JO11006100-%8 
Daddow.....0100011001—4 Hari... .0000070000—-1 

Mir. Evans holds the Medal until next contest, Dec. 25. Contests 
aré to be beld monthly, and medal finally becomes the property of 
jhe member who first wins it for the third line, 

ALGONQULN GUN CLUB.—New York, Dev. 7.—Result of saventh 
contest for Composition Ball Conipany’s badges, Messrs, (sasebear 
Hilland Huona at 2hyds., the rast pimhase 
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Ties resulted a6 follows; Casseboer first, Hill second, and 
third.—J, Hy 0. 1. 
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NIERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT,—Louisville, Ky., Nov. 
wt E Blog President Ligows&, ey Pigeon Co., Cincinnati: 
Yours of 23d. inst. to hand and in reply, will say you are at, liberty ta 
use viy name in connection with your May tournament at CHtenaer 
in any way you think to its interest. I will be glad to help you make 
ibasaccess, Weexpectto follow your tournament with the most 
important eventin the way of live bird shooting eyer given in this 
© ountry: particulars of which will soon appear. There sliould he no 
e ondict between clay and live bird shooting, and I am now satisfied 

ou aye no disposition to fight the latter; though at one time 1 was 
Let to believe you were, Yours truly. Joun M. Barsour, Pres, Louis- 
ville Sportsmen's Association. 

Hachting. 

Te insure prompt uttention, communications should be ud- 
dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whoze absence from the office matters of tm- 
portance are liable fo delay, 

A SLANDERER REBUKED. 

PPL World of Monday, Dec, 3, publishes a column of diatribe on 

yachting. To the article imelf I willnot rafter. The direct charge is 

muaie distinctly and repeatedly in the World that a public “advocate” 

bas been hired and is paid tor “writing up” entters. As Tam the 
only “advocate” of cutters before the public, and the only person 

engaged in publicly wriung in their favor, these charges refer to me 
in person, aud to me they will be attributed by the readers of the 

World, 
lstamp the charge made in the World as a malicious slander, pro- 

ceeding from contemptible motives, I hayeneyer received one cent 

nor any réward whatsoever, directly or indirectly, to influence a 

single line, or word, or sketch, from my pen, 

I have, to avoid even the shadow of any insinuation, refused the 

personal acquaintance and discouraged all advances of a friendly 
nature from gentlemen of my own belief and yiews. Ihave labored 

untiingly. wholly disinterestediy, moved by no other purpose than 

thai of the honesty of my convictions, Imay be all wrong in the 
stand IT have taken, but one thing shall not happen: The honesty of 

my Work aul the integrity of my character shall not be assailed. 

fask the World to put its slander in a formspecific enough to make 

if amenable to the laws of the country, Tcannotpreventthe World's 

sneaking insinuations, carefully guarded to elude responsibility. and 

yet direct and sufficiently plain to drive to the quick the poisoned 

arrows of malice and yilificatiou. But the World shall either be 

specific enough to he held accountable. or else, in its failure to accept 
the issue. Jt shali be convicted of aiding and abetting a common liar, 

C. P. Kuysagnr, 

CRUISE OF THE ILEEN. 

PPAIS entter, with Mr, Arthur Pacelford on hoard, arrived of the 

Delaware Breakwater af 4 A.M. Wednesday, Dec. 5. She left 

the ancho age of Stapleton. 5, f..o0n Monday, Dec. 3, at 2 P. M., in 

very light sirs from N.W.. which lasted uatil evening when it came 
out S.B, anil yeered to 8.5,W. yery fresh. kicking up a nasty sea in 

yery snorttime. The cutter put in at the Breakwater Wednesday, 
4A, M.. and laid there until Thursday, 9 A. M., when it was blowing 
nicely from N.E. Toward evening it grew very light, and during the 

hight there was scarcely any wind. The cutter anchored in Norfolk 

harbor on Friday, Dec, 7. at 2 P. M., after a most charming run down 
from Henlopen. <A gentleman on hoard writes that the cutter did all 

andmore than could beasked of any yacht of her size, and that 

everybody is pleased with her performance in a way no words can 

express. The owner made a visit to Baltimore on business mabters, 
but has since rejoined the vessel with some friends, and proposed to 

Sailac once forthe Sonth coast and the West Indies. During the 

heavy weather the main trysailwas found a most convenient gail, 
the hig hoom of the regular mainsail being stowed. The same lefter 

winds up wif the following; “We all trust, after our experiences in 

the lieen, that you will continue your efforts in hehalf of the only 
heat to go to sea in, win races with, and be comfortable in,” 

SHARPIES. 

HAVE been intending to give 4 fuller account of the true qualities 
of sharpies aS they have come out in my experience, but [ haye 

heen so occupied in getting outa new edition of my sporting works 
that 1 have not had the time till now. As to the proportions of 
FHeartsease ] would premise that I built her forcomfort not forspeed; 
if was only when she seemed to develop unexpected speed that the 
dliseossiou of her merits and demerits has drifted in that direction, 
Imade her one foot wider and two feet shorter than her builder 
approved, She is 58x15ft. instead of being 60x14. as he wished. For 
this improvement in her model lam willing to take all the ereditif 
he wishes, No boat can be comfortable which is less than 15f't, beam, 
to give room to sit in an arm chairat table. We do not sit on the 
herths all day long till they are as bard as boards, but they are en- 
tirely under the deck, and so pleasant that when Mr. Seth Green is 
with me he utterly declines to stay at nfy house so long as there is 
anything to eat on board the Heartsease. 

SPEED, 

[dont mean any reflection on the cutters wlien I say that it is the 
inunure boat which is the terror to slow-going pleasure craft, When 
the purveyor of fertilizers passes lo windward the sensitive yacht 
owner, with a party of ladies on board, wishes that he had chosen 
some other style of navalarchitecture. Well, [ found not only that 
1 was safe from the manure sloop, but that Heartsease could pass all 
the working vessels, even fo windward, which was her worst point of 
sailmg. As for the brush with the Hesperus. of which a good deal 
more has heen said than was necessavy, it was like most impromptu 
races, far from conclusive. Understanding that Mr, Masury wished 
to test the two types of rig, we ran over to Hosperus as soon as we 
sm her, and, rounding up in her wake, kept after her, jammed close 
on the wind, Heartsease held her in speed, but, as 1 have said, 
dropped slowly to leeward. Then we kept off alittle, thinking she 
would follow and try the boats at all points, and not supposing that 
we Were running for any particular place. At the same time I had 
the further impression we wonld gain as much by our extra speed as 
we lost, even to windward. We were soona mile ahead of her, but 
considerably to leeward. We then made one or tivo stretches, but 
seeing that Hesperus was bound to Fire Island, and as we had to re- 
turn to Sayville, we put about, I freely admit that the yawl beat the 
schooner on that course. which isthe latter’s worst BP of sailing, 
aud in that breeze, bul: that she is the faster boat I do not consider 
at all settled. Two sl ops passed us both, and I afterward caught 
the faster of these in a good breeze, a point or so off the wind, and 
passed her 50 fast that the party on board gazed at me with surprise 
depicted in theirfaces, As to thrashing in a sea to windward, she 
doe= nothing of the kind, but she might if there was very heavy 
weather, Nothing which we ever have in the South Bay troubles her 
iu the least. She was in commission and Iwas aboard of her nearly 
every day for eighteen months after she was built, and she 
required 10 repairs, We ucver met any storm which caused the 
least feeling of uneasiness, the only serious danger we enconntered 
in our entire South -rm trip being from geiting aground in spite of the 
lite water she drew, I dou’t believe snarpies will win races so long 
as Liv length measurement continués and the course is to windward 
anil back. 

SAFETY. 

Tnever was tripped by a sea and 1donot wish tobe. There are 
enongh other things to trip a mau up in this life without the ocean 
fakin# a band in, but] know that suca accidents happen, and proba- 
bly a sharpie is peculiarly liable te them. ‘The sea could geta rani 
hol by catehiug under the sharp efige of the bilge, but [ have heeled 
her down till the water came up to the ¢alyin deck and did not dis- 
cover the least feeling of tenderness, so thatin my opinion an ordin- 
ary capsize could only be wrought about by a very sudden and sev_re 
squall or great cureléssness, If caught in a gale at sea and unable to” 
claw off the lee shore I thinis [ could beach her, but then again I would 
prefer to run for harbor betore the gale got uuder readway, and 
deart-ease would run « Jong distance before slie came to grief. There 
willalweys be people drowned, provided our coast remains as it is, 
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and I doubt if there is any one going to improve it much, Indeed, I 
would as lief be m Heartsease on the ocean in a gale as in a cutter of 
twice her size as she would live longer I think, and get out of the 
trouble sooner, I know, but then sa liberal am I that I would rather 
let any one else be there in my place on such an oveasion. If Hearts- 
ease fills she will float, and there is a good deal of comfort in that; a 
raft is better than nothing by a large majoritr, 

IMPROVEMENTS, 
The Roslyn yawl rig does not seem to melo present advantages 

enough to justify its existence. So great is the strain on the gaff that ; 
the.iron straps eat into the wood quickly, besides the simpler planis 
to hayea pole mast and leg-of-mutton sail, ora small gaff with a 
little more hoist. Ihaye worked the Heartsease alone by myself for 
a Week, but the mainsail of the Hesperus cannot be got up without a 
winch; so with the Nonpareil arrangement under the forefoot, that is 
a false bottom; something better certainly ought to be invented than 
a plan which prevetts eaulking without pulling your koat’s bottom to 
piéeces. Why cannot the forefoot have the planks cut either half or 
wholly in two, and thus brought to the necessary wedge shape? As 
to the balance rudder, its only excuse for being is dire necessity, if 
that exists. No one seems to be able to tell me whether there is any 
such necessity. and I shall have to find out for myself. So it eomes 
down to where I started, Heartsease was not built for speed, but if 
any one wants a comfortable, safe, good, able vessel for shoal work 
he will get more in the sharpie build than in any other way I know. 
Astseem to haye spoken rather against Mr. Clapham’s inventions, 
let me say that I believe he will build the strongest sharpie that ean 
be built and do honest work. Heartsease hasnever wrung or twisted in 
the least, and the stateroom doors will open aud shutjust as well when 
she is heeled away down as when she is om an even keel: and if he 
keeps on trying hemay get the exact improvement which is wanted, 
but which does not seem yet to have been obtained. In reference to 
the “bug-eyes”’ of the Chesapeake I neyer could find out anything 
more about them, although Il wrote tothe manto whomI was re- 
ferred, In cruising it is very probable that a sharpie wonld make as 
good time as any yacht of her size, and as for accommodations. a 
sixty-foot boat will give you two staterooms and four berths in the 
cabin, besides the forecastle for crew and cooking. 

Rozert B. Roosryeur. 

ILEEN A GRAND SEA BOAT. 

E have collected such evidence as could be got, bearing upon 
the performance of Ileen. That we are notinyestingthe false- 

hoods to which currency has been giyen With any undue importance 
appears from the following letter we have received froma gentleman 
deeply interested in the question: 4 

“T've been in to see you about six times to congratulate yeu on the 
great success of the Heen. The trip South busted up, boat unseaworthy, 
unmanageable and a dead failure every way. Her owners are afraid 
to-go to sea in her again,” 

be gentleman quoted is sincereenough. His ‘facts’* were picked 
up gossiping in the New York Y. C. rooms and on ‘‘the street. 

Ye have no personal reference to him when we indict the state- 
ments in the foregoing quotation as lies each and every one of them, 
Lies without the faintest trace of truth as their foundation. 
The'Ileen was neyer within three hundred miles of Hatteras. She 

was engaged in cruising off and on outside the Hook to test her gear 
and shake things down before clearing for a southerly voyage. During 
those tests she struck intothe ugly weather and sea, the disastrous 
effects of which filled the columns of the daily papers at the time. 
We now ofter evidence of how the Ileen performed from sources 
which certainly cannot be accused of partiality for cutters. Capt. 
pawie Towns, well known to New York sailing circles, writes as 
under: 
“We have tried the Neen for the lastfourdaysin pretty bad weather 

about fifty miles §.E.of Sandy Hook, and she worked to my entire 
satisfaction. She is a perfect daisy; she will do anything but talk. 
She is as dry and easy as an old shoe and all the pilots who saw the 
lieen in company with their boats at sea, aré perfectly in love with 
her, and so much'so that when building again. they propose fo have a 
boat like her!" c 
The Ieen retuned from the experimental trials, adjusted compass 

and after waiting till Monday P. M, to enable Mr. Padelford’s 
brother to join, the Ileen put to sea beund on a cruise to Bermuda 
and the West Indies, Mr. Arthur Padelford, the owner, cannot find 
words of praie enough forthe behavior of this vessel. He is as 
peplia of the Ileenas a dog with two tafls. He willstick to his ship 
hroughout. Upon Meen’s return, it is propopsed to sail ker across to 
England and tackle the crowd of forties in the liveliest bouts and 
grandest yachting mat hes the world ever sees. Not, heweyer, until 
she has given the flat-fooled tribe a twist in home waters. With 
these disposed of, bigger game is to be hunted, 
We are promised the log of the Ileen as her cruise proceeds, 

THE COMING PILOT BOAT. 

4 ate superb seagoing qualities of the new cutter Ileen are the talk 
among the pilots along the Staten Island shore. ‘Why. sir, she 

was as dry as a bone, and going along stiff and comfortable,wren we 
were plunging aboutand scarcely could keep the schooner to her 
eourse, And the way that cutter worked upto the windward in a 
heavy sea, why, sir, westared at her in amazement.’ The Ileeu has 
become the pilot's ideal of a powerful, dry and weatherly sea boat. 
and so much is her speed to windward admired, that in the competi- 
tion tor the fastest boat suitable for their needs, some pilots are 
seriously contemplating the building of a cutter. Mark our words, 
Famous as our pilot schooners may be, the day is not far distant 
When a cutter will be off our coast with a big black number in her 
main ailasa welcome signal to the fresh instalments of aldermen, 
policemen, ae’ yoters pouring in upon these shores. 

i 

THE NEW SINGLEHANDER. 

Wwe produce in this issue the sail plan forthe singlehand yaw!, 
whose lines appeared in last week’s issue. The rig is a large one, 

but owing to the extreme bandiness of the yawl, a liberal area was 
supplied to enable the boat to work well as a eat with jib and mizzen 
stowed or under those two sails only, without casting adrift the main- 
sail, or upon lowering the latter to a squall, We should add that the 
displacement, 5.4 tons, is given in long tons of 2.240 pounds, and that 
the accommodations and deck plan will be published next week. 
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SHAMELESS FALSEHOODS BRANDED. 

HE New York World of Dee. 3 published the following: 
. “The new cutter yacht IMeeem, owned by Mr. Frederic Padel- 
ford, of Philadelphia, put into the Stapleton ‘basin yesterday some- 
what the worse for boisterous weather at sea. Mr. Padeltord in- 
tended spending a season in Southern waters, but a very heavy gale 
off Cape Hatteras taxéd the mainmast too much, and caused the re- 
turn of the yacht to this harbor, where it is thought she will remain 
ail winter.” 
_ There is no truth in the foregoing. The Neen never was anywhere 
in the vicinity of Hatteras. She did not strike ina very heavy gale. 
She did not return from stress of weather, She did’ not tax her 
mainmast, She was none the worse for her trip. Mr. Padelford has 
not given up his contemplated cruising. The Ileen will not remain 
here all winter. The onlysemblance of truth in the World's para- 
graph is the bare annotmcement of Neen’s return to port, and npon 
this the unscrupulous reporter hangs a long tale, to the detriment of 
lleen’s performance at'sea, utilizing the occasion to get in an insidu- 
ous Hing at the expense of his honesty, But even this blundering 
swindle was surpassed: by a comic miscarriage in the Herald three 
days later, when the following bit of news was paradea with dignity 
as real information: ‘ 
“The cutter Neen, $,Y.C., Mr. Arthur Padelford, is lying off Staple- 

ton, 8.1. She returned to port on Monday, and it is said that her 
owner has abandoned his intended Southern trip.” 
This was announced in the Herald of Thursday last, just three 

days after the Ileen had left Stapleton and put to sea again wpor 
adjusting her compass. While the Herald led the public to think 
Hleen lay off the Island a sort of helpless hulk, with all idea of zoing 
to sea in the cutter abandoned,she was actually merrily cavorting 
down the coast hundreds of miles away! x 
The hidden anitous and the absurdity of the World's falsifications 

were easily enough detected, and the blunder of the Herald was 
equally as patent. No one buta lunatic would think of steering a 
brand new vessel of any kind slam bang into wintry gales without 
giving her a preliminary test at sea, and allowing the crew to shake 
down in their berths. Fair weather tars, newspaper reporters and 
the gossips hanging about the club rooms might know no better, but 
a trained English skipper, or a skipper of any nationality. is not the 
green ass the World would imply, ‘The very stupidity of the reports 
con. erning [leen ought to have branded them as: canards at the out- 
set, But in the anxiety to trump up some kind of a ease against the 
cutter, sense was unseated from its throne, and prejudice gave wild 
scope to lurid imaginations, until falsehood heaped upon falsehood 
piled up a mountain of desperate and definite charges against The 
ileen, enough to sink such yachts wut of sight ever after, but for the 
exposure of those shameless libels and untruths for just what they 
are worth through these columns, i 
The facts coucerning Teen are these: She left harbor for a few 

days’ trial at sea preparatory to undertaking 4 crui:e of some length 
to Hampton Roads and Bermuda, She returned from her trial spin 
Sunday, Dec, 2, and adjusted her compass, After taking in some 
fresh provisions she got ler anchor and put to sea again, bound for 
Hampton Roads on a roying commission. Her owner sailed m his 
yacht, is highly pleased with her performance, and the crew speak 
well of the vessel in every respect. in the nasty weather she rai 
into her behavior was agmirable; she proved eusy, dry and a power- 
ful boat to windward. Itisueyera joke to poke out into winter Hales 
in asmall vessel of 65ft, loadline, buf the safety and comifoit of 
Heep in the most trying wind and sea gives no one on board any 
concern after the experience youchsafed during the prelininary 
trial. lt was always intended to return to port before taking: Hnal 
leave, and the appearance of the Ileen’s pretty white sides in the 
harbor was seized upon by the newspaper vultures in their vagerness 
to store oue against a thoroughiy good yessel, and to blacken her 
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reputation as an offering te the vulgar prejudices they fawn upon 
and fitiingly represent. 4 . 
The ue and ery was speedily taken up hy libel mongers in the 

elubs and in Wallstreet, magnified and supplemented an circulated 
with an Industry born of i¢neble intent, or of Sheer desperation. To 
the paragraph in the World, as the first source, and to the gullible 
slauderers in the clubs, the baseless defamation of the Tleen’s per- 
formance at sea is directly attached. The scandalous misrepressn- 
tations concerning Ilken which haye been spread like wildfire, are 
totally devoid of truth, wee 4 
The Ileen represents no startling innovations at all, though she 

may to the minds of newspaper reporters and to club room hulks. 
The waole Veet of racing yachts, triea to their utmost, making forced 
passages about the Brilish shores, and a host of cruising yachts are 
of the same, or vary nearly the same proportions as Meen. There 
are even yachts of still narrower beam, and the man who would say 
Jullanar is a failure and unmanageable in a sea or a wet boat, 
announces Limsel! an ass. Clipper ships and seagoing vessels of 
many kinds are of Juss beam than Teen and with a vargo in the hold, 
displace more in proportion and have less reserve buoyancy than 
the cutter, Where then is the sense of all thisinaane drivel written 
against cutters snd thetwaddie bandiedabout by flighty greenhorns 
in the club rooms, who refiise to give the matter a sitgle thought, 
but greedily chew from mouth to mouth the bungling dishanesty of 
a newspaper repurter, taking good care to see the slanders grow as 
they are passed along to the next, 

A TALE OF THE SEA WITH A MORAL TAIL. 

eee in the spring the reading public of not only Buffalo, but 
af the world at large, was thrilled with an account of the adven- 

turous voyage from San Francisco to Australia of Bernard Gilboy, of 
this city, his privations, suiferings and hair-breadth escapes from 
fleaph. 
This was Hot his first venture on the waves, he haying made a yoy- 

age from British Columbia to the Sandwith Tslands, a distance of 
2.300 miles, in 1A79, alone ina small sailboat, m a0 days, without ra- 
markable incident or accident, ries 
Arrived in San Franeigeo, he at once contracted for iis ideal of a 

bort fora protracted battle with the waves and winds hetween the 
olden Gate aud Australia. The name selected for the little craft 
thaf is to live in history was the Pacific, and she is thus deseribed; 
Length, 18lc. over all; beam, Oft.; depth, Wt. Gin., with 4 watertight 
partition about fft, from the after end of the boat; keel din, (measur- 
ug 184 ten), and decked over, having two hatches. Where the masts 
ship there are water-tight boxes, so that they can be nushipped af 
any time, so no water Could get into the boat, The after compart- 
woent is about Of. long. with a hatch in the center. On each side are 
Joekers fitted; in one a wateh, nine knives, anchor and sea drag, with 
about 40 fathoms of 144in. rope; some spare Marline amber-ine, and 
qwetiine-smike; navigation books, sheet chart of the South Pacific; an 
American flag; clothing necessary for the yoyaze; two pounds of 
lard; one pair of 12-ft- oars, and_an umbrella, ‘ 
This little clipper was equipped and provisioned as follows for Gil- 

boy's yoyage: Fourteen 10-gallon casks, filled with water; 165 pounds 
of bread, in 15-pound tin caus (air tight); two dozen roast beet in eh 
pound cuns; two dozen roast salmon, im l-pound cans, two dozen 
i-pound cans of boneless pigs-feet; two dozen cans of peaches; two 
dozen cans of milk: one box containing 25 pounds of cube sugar; 
oné gross of matches, packed in a half dozen glass jars: one half 
gallon of alcohol, ina drnuggist's glass jar; fonr cans of nut oil—2hs 
gallons in a can: o-fallon can of kerosene oil; three pounds of coffee 
and two pounds of tea, in fiye tin cans; oueé bar of Castile soap; three 
pounds of nails; one wooden pump; 12 feet of hajfimeh bose, for a 
Syphon to fill the kegs, or geb water out of them; one grains, ham- 
gner and hatehet; paper, copper tacks; kerosene of] stove; alcohol 
fecket stove; two lamps; oué pound of paratline candles; two ¢om- 
‘passes, barometer and sextant; patent taitrail log; double-barreled 
‘sholgim, powderand shot, revolver and cartridges, and other articles 
that’ caretul study of the situation anggested, i 

On Friday, August 18, 1652, the Pacific, thus rigged and provisioned, 
set sail afi oon trom the pier at San Francisco. 

‘the Paciic behaved admirably in the early days of the voyage, 
but Gilboy was promptly confronted with the problem, ‘‘How ata I 
fosleep?’ He madeasea diag of canvas, about four feet by six 

(feet, fastened te a yard or round pole, eight feet Jong. Then there 
Were four lioes about four fathoms long, two fasteued to the yard, 
‘Che other two fastened to the lower corners of the canvas—the two 
Yastened to the canvas being a little the shortest, A line was made 
fast to the end of the four ropes, about four fathoms long, When he 
hove (o he threw the drag overboard, on the weather side of the boat. 
hauled down the jib, lowered the foresail, and fastened the mainsail 
and rudder amidship. Then, as the boatdrifted to leeward, the drag 
would keep her bow to the sea, and keep her heading to windward, 
50 that, in a heavy sea, she would lay hove to quite comfortably. _ 
Without any event of moment or danger he kept on his course with 

closeregard to latitude and longitude until Friday. Oct. 6, when a 
eieerful companion in the shape of a shark, at least 12ft. long, and 
iiaying jaws in proportion, joined his flagship, and for several hours 
attempicd to cultivate an mlimate acquaintance, As the monster 
douldu’t be conveniently killed it was tired oul, and the Pacific Pur- 
suet! its peaceful and lonely course without interruption save by fiy: 
jing fish and seafaring birds, landing on her sails or her master’s heat 
wuitil Priday, Nov. 17, when it met toe barkentine Tropicyance, bound 
Yor San Francisco. in longivude 149.02 west, Compliments were ex- 
~bauzen and the first message sent by Mr, Gilboy to his family after 

\ sdeparture, which reached Buftalo via Sab Francisco Christmas 
hin “Ail was well when the Pacific and the ‘Tropicvance arted com- 
day. <4 little Joss than four Weeks later, Wednesday, Dec, 14, Gil- 
pany, b. -g gparh were in the throes of disaster. A heavy sea broke 
boy and hb. “ye yuder, He shifted the helmso as to hold the boat 
right under). “s sys no use, as she turned, almost instantly, bottom 
agalustit, but. » peekward into the water, and underneath, He 
up, throwing him qa side and crawled upon the bottom. Thesea 
came up on the wea, Eq the surface, and securing a hold on this 
drag. fortunately, floa. “iy oat, but ouly to sce it tum bottom.side 
he succeeded in righting » “sap her upright, ewt the shrouds or rigging 
nponce more, Winaly hep  % plages—when cyer she went, again. 
whieh held the masts in the “Qhting her, as she was full of water, 
This fame he had no trouble in T_ nary unshipped both masts, cut- 
and when he got her deck up he g. “ap in theit places; after hegot 

ting everything that tended to hold We wi vcciépe, also everything 
them unshipped he made them fast to te “yy overbourd an the weather 
that lay loose around the deci, threw it itera anc give a better 
side so as to Form 4 arse. a keep her heat aten’= high measured 18% 

ance ret Lhe water out 2 ULLCr= ti “| - 
Suns. the main hateh being on and it being wate? Inhh, thus keeping 

7 ter from getting in. , Cy, / + 

vonnen fromblus mulliplied; his compass was BONE. DU Sails ain 

sear iy gh nea coupe oe uprowieed Ives, ad 
a the Pacific leaked notwithsls = . aS t 
Secukes made to take the place of the one cared away was only an 

x y the emergency, ‘ Faas ; 

crag aa wen eh Mey 4 esata 
found starvation mure dreaded than win Mee ag penite as 

the face, He at once began to hushand bis suppl SR alto: 

seltto the minimum of rations that would keep y Nar a 

‘ther. For days and weeks be now Itved on aleguol ancy: is 

Ce ie eect mite of SOE sly or ied ene. Ae a 

Hetween aver the waste of water a TAS the Paclfic’s wp 

withont 4 prospect of relief, and on January 3, 155: se Seat a ne 
tan taventoric tr pounds of beet, one quart of alcoho! ant bon 

De This stock was apeTiehy wone ney fy 
rae Ped we 

ppeari snday, January 29, despair fy CPUS 
Appearing, and ou Monday, SROUBLY. So ae ereags Treen sath 

Lhe laat hope of the Jone marine? who 1ae saried yay, dha Sen 

francise 21 yst. Lb was, however. the clond before the burs 

of cashing, ue Mr, Gilboy says, tor like w dream ip the afternoou of 

this day a vessel appeared to hi, and toward evening, after many 
fears that he would sot be able to approach Dear enone ito on ach 

attention, after firing his revolver vainly aud, running ue "3 HE 

when hope was about to depart forever he Raw her tack, w is) a 

isfied him she had sven his boat and knew he was saved, As ti pa 

went down on the far west Pacific that night he eljmbed, eae 2 1 

than alive. from bis own eraft to the decle of the stranger. t . ves: 

st] was the schooner Alfred Vittery, Captain Boor, trom the $o on 

group, Where she had been ob & voyage recruiting dae fag ee or 

Tabor work on plantations. She was bound for Maybor ough, Pa 

laud, Australia. ‘Ihe captain told Gilboy bis latitide was er ARRON i, 

longiliide 164.46 east. Beaming northeash by north, ghetance Jot miles 

from Sandy Cape. Our hero hod then been 162 days oub from ea 

Wrancisco; California. The isiance from San Francisco to peut y 

Cape is about 7,000 miles, So the Pacrtic onist have sailed somet ing 

‘over that amount. ‘Lhe distance the Pacific's log register ed to ne 
“time it was lost was abou 6,500 roles, When picked np be was 1,500 

amilesifrom Australia, Gilbuy gompleted his yoyage to Australia om 

the Vittery. ! . Aes 

: sreeoing we condense Erom the Buffalo Zueniny Telegraph. 

ae ae tib sted becauKe the example of Gilboy is worth imitat ne. 

"The community is no bettar elf for euch desperate under takdosr, 

avhich seen to lack sense and Objective point, Whe reader need as 

ibe cautioned against such an exploit, As 10 ond of An waite tot bs 

community is likely to follow suit. But for all that Galhoy 8 experi- 

wuces ave interesting in the information furnished as to bis manner 

iof proceedings Biv provisions jaid in anil the trials and tribulations 

io which he found himself exposed. The moval to lis harum-scarun 

voyage is obvious. Foy one thing ib demonstrates in 8 eenera Way, 

that small bouts can accomplish almost anything at s¢2 an 4 ut 

sige is noban adjunet to safety, as 100 often supposed. For another, 

it once More emphasizes the imperative necessity of proper planning 
in any boat intended for general work asa Rees Gites A along 
famously until he sailed into a heayy sea and his hoat. was iconti 
nettally capsized and rolled overseveral times in succession. The 
chances of Gilboy's surviving his perilous predicament were one in a 
thousand. Hestrack thalone chance. The next nine hundred and 
ninety-nine times he would drown beforehe knew what had happened, 
Had his little cockle shell been Wuilt in accord with Welk kuawt 
mechanical lays she would have had depth and low weights enough 
fo make a capsize an impossibility, and Gilbuy, so far from meeting 
with distress, might have finished his yoyage clear into an Australian 
port with no more danger than involved in a horse-car ride 
thr ough the city, To those yachtsmen intent upon enjoying 
cruising along the coast in open waters, Gilboy’s adventures 
carry a lesson they cannot gfford to overlook. Cruising 
of the mest extended kind can he undertaken in the smallest 
boat with mpunity,sotarasthe size of the bont is concerned, always 
providing the boat is so built as to avoid the only critical position 
Gilboy was obliged to face for the Want of familiarity with “cutter 
principles” and the mistaken notion that safety in a small boat lies 
in extreme buoyancy with the object of lifting over the seas whale- 
bont fashion, 2 peculiarity not necessary in a decked boat and which 
contributes directly to the more imminent perils of upsetting under 
sail, or being “tripped” hy a comber, Gilnoy's yenture enforces 
afresh the pith of many a lecture in these columns, Those who 0 
oruising in ight draft boats of light Se t, take their livas in 
their hands every time bad weather is encountered. We cannot, 
for that reason, conscientiously recommend any style of boat for 
yachting purposes which is so radically wanting in the first elements 
of safety as to hold forth the probability of 4 desperate situation 
like that which Gilhoy pulled through by dintof such extrvaodinary 
good fortune as to stamp him the luckiest man alive at this day. As 
opportune to these remarks we point to the dasizn published this weels, 
That combines the best characteristics of aseagoing boat with abso- 
lute safety, without whieh any boat for cruising must be eonsidered 
lacking in the prime essential of well schemed planning. With such 
aboat, the bold Gilboy might go yoyaging the world round all his 
natural life, exposed only to such dangers as accompany navigation 
In any event, but free from superadded jeopardy due to inherent 
faults ofthe boat herself, | 

WHY CUTTERS ARE SAFE. 

i hier is less (langer of anarrow boat being “overwhelmed” by o 
sea than 4 broad boat, fer these reasons: 

First—A sea tumbling over the bows of a narrow boat finds o 
Taininum of deck forward to lodge upon, and the consequent weight 
of 9 superim osed wave against which the boat has to struggie in 
rising is less than it) a broad hoat, whidh has to shake clear of a 
larger yolume. 
Secoud—The (rifling sheer of narrow boats, and the greater angle 

of heel at which they sail, render the lodgement of a material 
amount of water on board an impossibility, A sea boarding a eutter 
slips off in an instant, without éven an effort on the part of the vessel, 
and a flush deck permitting the sea to clear out is one of the vital 
advantages of a cutter in regard to safety, 
Third—The greater readiness with which a narrow boatrises aud 

falls to a.sea Causes her to gyrate through a greater angle than a 
broad boat waich retains more nearly a horizontal position, dimin- 
ishing in proportion the chances for quickly clearing her decks of 
water, chances still further curtailed through the sheer to the euds 
required in broad vessels on adcountof scant freeboard amidships, 
Fourth—a following sea will lift a broad boat by the haunches and 

depress her nose. as the fine bow offers little opposition. Im sucha 
predicament the boatis momentarily liable to be swung round broad - 
side to the sea, or to “broach to," as it is called, her light drart, 
round side and fat foor presenting little resistance, the danger be- 
ing agevayaled by heing pivoted on 4 venterboard in the middle, A 
narrow boat, being virtually a double-ender, With no haunches or 
bulky quarters. but having great draft, drag and a flat side, resists 
being thrown round into the trough of the sea, and is a much safer 
vessel ryoning before thé sea or with ip on the quarter. The shoal 
boat yaws' and control oyer her js lost by the helmsman, while the 
wall-sided, deep draft preserves a steadier course aod has plenty of 
rudder immersed to meet a threatening sheer. ‘fhe dryest boat, the 
sufest boat as well as the easiest. is the narrowest cutter yet floated. 
This is contrary to popular impression, byt actual trial with the nar- 
rowest cutters bears outthe foregoing, The trial of the Deen is one 
case in poiut, 

WHY CUTTERS ARE DRY, 

T is a popniar delusion thas narrow boats are wel and dive 
through the seas. The opposite is the truth, and for three rea- 

sons: 

Virst—A narrow boat has high freeboard, and the spare bulk to be 
drawn upon for buoyancy is there as much asina broader boat with 
eurrespondingly Jess freeboard, 
Second—a narrow boat has sharp ends and no shoulder. It requires 

less effoit to lift a hoab whose after enil is easily depressed than to. 
lift 4 broad boat with faring bilge, full stern lines and apoplectic 
arbers. 

3 The readiness with which « boat will lift to 1sea is yot to he meas- 
uved by the amountof beum er bulk above water, but by the pro-+ 
portion such amounts bear to the work to be done or to the opposition 
the boat offers to being lifted, Hence it may happen that the narrowest 
and heaviest boat in existenée will rise quibker and with greater 
tettainty ro a sea than a boat of great width and less weight, 
Third—in yacht sailmp, a narrow boat will uot dip her lee rail as 

soon ds 4 wide boat sailing ab a smaller anglé of heel, A autter sills 
with a Gry gangway to leeward ling alter a wide boat's goaugwey is 
afloat, because of her great freeboard, and also because the radius 
of the aredeseribed by the lee rail in heeling is shortest in the nap- 
rowest boat. Itis a common thing;in New York matches to see the 
sloop Gracie rail and gangway under, wmle the cutter Bedouin 
shows # high side to leeward, and eventhe cutter Oriva, w much 
smaller vessel than the Gracie, goes along with plank sheer out, in 
spite of ber greater inclination through feeling the strength of the 
wind more than the larger hoats, 

INTERNATIONAL. 

PPYRULY yachting is internationalin allits hearings, San Mranciseo, 
London, Kiel dnd Berlin, thousands of miles apart, they al meet 

upon commen ground im Worms’ AND SirueaM. Not only ara our 
daily papers at home and stindry lesser contemporaries engaged in 
composing columns upon columns about culters for and against, but 
the French and German press have become tovolved in the general 
discussion, and the great battle of cutter vs, sloop has become inter- 
national through the wide reaching intuence of Woresr AnD STREAM, 
And our esteemed contemporaries at home, bless their little intellects, 
they thought they had “killed the cutter furore” over and overagain| 
Le Voent, of Paris, prints paves relating the discomfiture of {iravie 
by the eruiser Bedouin, and does us the honor to reproduce our 
sketches in connection with the memorable deteat of lignt displace- 
ment. The Wasser Sport. of Berlin, fallsinto line ond fittingly re- 
pbukes some of our would-be rivals in language which cannot be mis- 
taken, The Berlin jonrnal likewise drawstpon the high art of our 
columus in a complimentary way. We publish this week a welcome 
letter from the Superintending naval architect of the great voyern- 
megb shipbuildmg works locate at Kiel. And so the ball rolls on, 
andthe salellites conninue ty faithfully revolve about Voresr ayp 
STREAM as their one central sun! 

THE BATTLE ON THE BALTIC, 

ijor Forest and Stream: f 
a oe interesting journal of world-wide circulation is abudied here 
with mueh enthusiasm, and we wateh with the nfmost interest the 
developments in favor of the cutter going on in America. In-your 
jesue ot Sept. 27. you are not quite nightin the report from the inter 

national races at Kiel. The Germans won as many prizes ;as the 
Norwegians. and the Jattee would haye aad little chanog had not the 
German flyers lost iuasts and riggmp, hecanse they did not like to 
reef in a breeze of twenty-six Imots velocity with heavy squalls. 
The flvedamaged yachts were: Welle, 30 tons. Y.R.A, (new rue); 
Nixe, 17 tons, built ths year in Wngland; Lolly, 10 tons; Anna, 16 
tons, 6.9 beams ta length. with Wu tons lead on keel; also the mew 
Norwegian cutter Aljocea, designed by Dixon Kemp. She lost ber 
mast, The 7-ton Olymt,a Norwegiun donble-tnder, sailing in the 
firatclags, had easy play and won itgajust Anna, who continuad the 
race without shrouds aud bowswit. and started ten iniputes too Tate, 
The Norwegian won only by a tew seconds oy time allowance, We 
are anxious fhut the doings ctour Geritian yachts should be corysedy 
‘anderstoou in & paper like yours, which has s\ving itself jnto thy first 
Tank ancl has an International jutwence, ‘The 6-bon Norwerian yacht 

of four beams, aud sailing in second tlass, perforined excellently with 
her four tons iron keel, and heal squarely the whole fleet of conte 
board sloops 1 the heavy weather and squalis, lying down on ber side 

s but darrying of through al. » 
> ek aeel a auice new boat, Page Jn spring this fom Bhe was 

Juunched some weeks before The rezuifa took place; anil was not in 
till. In running to the mark, ten mites bufore vhe wind, she 

eet ap all yachts, except tha nit V7 toner und thu di-toaner, 
although ten minutes lute ay start. In roundiug the mapk buoy the 

* 

7 

§ tarboard shrouds broke, and to save the mast the boat bad to be 
et to every puff during the long thrash ty windward. A mili 
tefore the winning post the bowsprit shronds puted. aud the enuter 
completed the eourse with foresail and mainsail, comine iv Poor 
nimites ahead of the winner. Dolly, a sister boat to the Anni, built 
a year before, Won 1p every yace she sailed. In thisregatfs, however, 
she parted shrouds shortly before starting, although they were one 
and one-half inches im civcumfereuce, So yotisee the racitiz was no 
child's play. the Lolly aud Anna are considered two very snecessful 
boats. so 1 will add the dimension of these entters, Levethon lond- 
line 41ff., beam extreme 7.s0t., draft 8eft,, ballsst insile 2 tons Jead, 
and on keel 10 tons lead, These bons are splendid seabonts, sud 
une testimony in support of your position, These hoats are the 
first deep dratts of modern desizns in Géarmany. and were built te 
prove their principles azaingt the center : = Forabist-ert hile rs pottha hen Weigh Satan terboord slocps here, whith are 

. SAnriow, 
Rmx, Germany, Naval Avehilect. Inipsrial Gevman Navy. 

A MOUNTAIN OUT OF A MOLE HILi. 
Editor Porcat end Stream: 

lf Lthought any statement of facts mililating against a Theory af 
Ours or An argument that did not strengthen your opinions, would) 

be likely to ranch the game ayes thal read your eminently just and 
imminently stullifying comments on my correspondence will your 
journal, T might he vain enough ro expect this communication might 
nol be crowded ont by “more practicsl njaterial’ and sundry set 
forms of speech best known to yourself. Ins commeut on a letrer, 
Yarns About G en Boats,”* whose atithor, by the by, must hive 

Studied wisdour like Diogenes, in “a tub,? a tank’? or !a pot.” you 
make use of my name in a. characteristic and tnywarranrable manner, 
After refusing to give me a hearing despite the assurance that wal 
Iwrote T saw, not tnud by hearsay, with an idea of justice, arbitrary 
enough to exvitethe envy of the Czar, you Graz my name into a 
comment 45 sensible as it is discriminating and just, on Constant 
Reader's” letter and, with the yerdaney of a man accustomed to 
credit any and everything that pleases him regardless of its proh- 
ability or truth, pertorce of “Constant Reader's’ petty arguments, 
you dub wy positive proofs groundless, flighty reasonings. ‘Con- 
stant Reader’ writes; ‘A former friend, now dead, (alas! dead men 
tell no tales), owned an open boat,” ete, ete 

This ig equivalent to Mr, Noah, now dead, of Noah's ark, van his 
ark against (he O'Hooligan ari, for it used to be asserted the O'Hoo- 
ligans sailed an ark of their own, being too proud to he ander a apm- 
ei aU ote Any one,and My. O'Hopligan posilively asserts his ark beat 
Oah's, which was stranded at Ararat. I don see why O'Hoolizan’s 

story is nobas credible as “Constant Reuder's.” Cneis as yagde as 
the other, if that beaimerit, and both are indefinite enough to recom- 
mend thelr Insertion as arguments, videlicet, opinions in favor Of fille 
cuttar, to the editor of a certain sporfsman's paper. Ths gentleman 
is probably the only man outside of 4 blind asy linn whe prefers hear- 
say to ocular prom, which ina court of lawis ‘confirmation stronz 
as proots of haly writ.’ ; 
- Most: people beliaved the famous Mrs. Hurvis had perished when 
Sairy Gamp died, It would. appear, though, tliat lady is sill in her 
vino from the aocount furnished Forest any STrRAM of the ‘sani 
bag sweepstakes race." 

Ta the history of Ananiag and Saphira nothing’ Has Bll Perkins 
taken to reporting yachting matters? 
In the mouths of mahy yachtsmen, verily, truth is stra: 

fletion, Behold aststement of facis concerming the rush between 
the Oriva and the Lily R,, te every item of which IT am willing ito 
make attidavit, The Oriva was sofar to windward of Lily R., alle 
neyer could have covered hernp. When we went by her, we were 
fully 300 yards to the leeward, As to keeping off with slieets fast, 
she did nothing of the kind. as shelay as close and pointed as bigh 
4s possible, in fact she lay within about a point as claseas the Lily 
R, The Oriva might have heen bound im at that time, but she was io 
plain view throurhout the whole race, and accompanied them aroun, 
or tried to, on both turns. Besides the writer, fourteeu others saw 
all this, One word about the alleged waying of hands avoard the 
Lily R. Yourinformant his a fertile imagination, yesides, ta, he 
must be sentimental to invent this waving of bands to the girl, he 
would haye Us believe, he lefk behind him. Don't believe itpMr- 
Biditor! TE there was any waving of hinds it must haye heen the 
merinaids who, in obedience tow stroke of Jersey lighting. leteolt the 
ancient occupation of combing thefmlocks to Hirt with ihe Handsome 
crew ol the Oriva. 
Admitting the Oriva was paid broad off with sheets fast. It would 

go to prove that Lwas rightin my first letter, and did not oxagger— 
ate thiee times wheh Tsald her angle of hes) was sixty-five degcers. 
Do.yousuppose it was possible to keep her broad off ina gale of 
wind with lower sails set, and have her remain worisht or even ab an 
angle of 4h degrees? Vo a person who does not know the first prim- 
ciples of boat sailing this will do to tell, Geonce E. GarTnann. 
Honorny, Nov. 4, 1883. E 
[We first published Mr, Gartland's side of the story, Wethen pub- 

lished the version of gentlemen on board the Oriva, A third letter 
from Mr. Gartlaind was dechned becénseit contained unly arepetition 
of former communications, and having given both sides, the subject 
was properly closed, We now cut ont more valuable material to 
make room for a fourth teller from Mr. Gartland as a matter of 
satisfaction to that gentleman, and to show how wrong his «estbuae 
of our nmiotives, Tflour correspondent will draw a mast and deckline 
at G5 degrees, he will sea the utter absurdity of his assertion as to 
Oviva's angle of heel. We certainly do believe the stubements made 
by ventlewien on board the Oriva, and have no reason to give Mr. 
Gartland the cull for precise observation when he conyicts himself 
with a declaration concerning Oriya’s heeling whichis wild. When 
Oriva was put off in the galé and shéets uot checked, a gaitleman on 
board remarked; “Well, you could not do that with Cy Lobia but a 
cutter.’ We lave tle names of the Witnesses referred to, They are 
men well known inthe community as experts. There is uo issiie 
Whutever between a saudbag boatand a vegular yavht anyway. A 
further discussion of our correspondent’s letter would he profitless. 
We decline to give up our colurons to such plirposeless and loose 
Fenerulities, becuse no end one way or the other ys furthered, aud 
not for the trifling insinuations alleged by Mr. Gartland.} 

tr than 

DAUNTLESS.—During the matches around the Isle of Wight for 
the Queen's Cup, in August, the schooner Dauntless gut under way to 
race around with the fleet. By the time thé Needles Passage was 
reached Dauntless hud enough, with the racing fleet jAaying her 
hand over fisl, She put back to Cowes, and jokes are still craoked 
among the watermen about those classic shores at the expense of the 
schooner which was going to but didnt, Dauntless is now bond 
abroad again, but will keep out of the way of racers, She contd uo 
more turn to windward with the modern Gritish feet than ily. All 
hands used to give her a wide berth, she had aquired the réputation 
of unhandiness aud a fondness for getling athwart hawse, which was 
not liked much among the smart ones in Solent waters, Lheschoonsr 
Norseman wus much tancied abroad for We perfect thin) in which she 
was kept. In speed she could not. mateh the big British vessels, aud 
was thought too fine and hollow ia the bow. but none of te foreien 

hts vonld take down Norseman’s yanily in point of discipline ane 
ep) 
GRAND TRANSFORMATION SCEN®.—First bita the cake all 

Yound the edge to find out where Me bigs plum lies, Arbow, erst a 
sloop in her pristine glory js, like many others, slowly eyolyag Het 
self into a cutter, First im rig, néxt m stem and overhang. 1 is 
proposed to muke her look just lilte a cutter’, though she way lack 
all the good points of w cutter. During winter she is to receive 4 
nobby fantail and be otherwise remodeled ta keep pace with the 
times, More dapth aod keel are likely to come ineood ime The 
typical American sloup is steadily dissppearing trim our waters, 
whieh is a very good thing for Americao yachting, ~ 

CHICAGO Y. U.—Tiyo new yachts are building for members of thie 
club, ene is a sloop of 4afh, keel, the othéra cutter 48ft. keel, The 
annual election. Noy. 27, resulted as folluws; H, P. Griswold re- 
elected commodore; A.J. Fisher re-elected vice-commodore; E. W, 
Seger elected rear commodore; P. W. 5. Brawley re-elected twreas- 
urer; W. D. Payne elected recording secretary; A. P, Seymour 
elected corresponding secretary; £, B. N, Banter re-elected meus- 
urer, and Joa Rutt re-elected tunekeeper. Mr. R. 6, Marten, former 
rorresponding secretary, was obliged to decling amotaer teria for lade 
ef Sufficient taue, the business of the club havyiag grown greatly of 
Jate. 
THE PUNNY SIDE. —A weutleman just returned from «visit to 

Mogland, upon hearing the slanders abroad about Teen, could scarce 
fi i wards: to express his astonishment and ingignationsy the cireula~ 
tion of slich gross untruths, and ab che gnllibility of the pueple who 
ewallow what aprincipled and wholly mexperenced seribblers hold 
forth in (he daily papers. “I have seen a fleet of racing 40-tomners of 
thé same proportions as Dean racing m a atift gale in British waters, 
qurying (opsails all through in weather which lione of our sloops 
would dare to face, much less make aminch to windward, 

OCHAN CRUISING—Schoouer Fortuna, HS. Hovey, of Boston, 
mie Spends re 1, from pioulenet fbr He ies ce aoe aoe 
eyrancan. Sir Thomas Brassey’s duxiliary enim sivived gry 
Nassau the ‘luy Eolonins Schuoner Gitatia, Com, W. FP. Welty Hull 
Y_ (., left Koston Tuesday. Nov. 4, for the Mediterranean and Atri- 
can coast, Capt, Sherlock js in command, Schooner Diwmtless is 
preparing fora similar cruise, Schooner Novseman is now jo Hoplish 
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vamp-gronud being situated on the west shore of Newburgh Bay, 
manny points of great interest ave within an hour's pack 
vaiip is very easy Of access—yet too, it isretired. The Dutehess and 
Columbia R. R., terminating at Fishiall, will bring the Eastern men 
almost to the spot. ‘The Erie and N, Y-. Ventral R, R, also come very 
near the camp and tap the north and west countries. The river boats 
can bring the New Yorkand Albany men to Newburgh, quickly and 
cheaply. 

ILEEN.—The magnificent performance of Ileen, and her owner's 
delight in the-secquisition the grandest sea boat in Americhn 
waters, are now matters of public possession. The World h and 
Herald, which eagerly ublished derogatory paragraphs by giving 
free play to a reporter's blundering and shameless falsifications. take 
goudicare not to advise their readers of the truth which has since 
come to the surface. But neither the World nor the Herald, nor any 
one else. can circumvent facts, as long as FoREST AND STREAM is alive 
to nail falsehoods in plain English. 
THE NEW BOSTON YACHT.—The 70ft, yacht Smith has in hand 

at South Boston has many meritorious features, She has been Fiven 
depth enough to drop lier center of gravity @sin. below center of 
buoyanvy, obtained by twenty short tons of outside lead. She has 19 
&8q, tt, immersed area per ton of displacement, Water lines are waye 
curves, and the mid fore and aft section line isa parabola. Rig will 
be forestaysail and jib set flymg on its lufi. Thestick of timber from 
pick the main keel was cul measured 26in, square by 50ft. in 
ength, 

NEW YACHT CLUB.—The Americus Y, CG. has been organized in 
Washington, D. C. The imeorporators are: CG, G. Godfrey, Kd. 
Buekly. Albert T, Lakeman, 8. G. Kingsley. Wash. Nailor, 0, A. Jones, 
Frank Wilson and F, H, Finley, 

Wanoeing. 

Toainsure prompt attention, communications should be ad- 
dressed to the Forest antl Stream Publishing Co., and not to 
individuals, in whose absence from the office metters of im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

FIXTURES, 

Winter Camp-fire—Dec, 14,4 P. M., No, 32 East Fourteenth street, 
New York, Subject: “Cruising Canoes.” 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forus? Anp 
Stream their addresses, wirh name, membership, siguals, elc., of 
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same, Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
Tequested to forward to Foresr anv Stream their addresses, with 
logs of ernises, maps and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all ivems relating 
to the sport, 7 

TORONTO C, C. 

RGANIZED Tee, 14. 1880. Signal, a pointed bureze, red field, 
with narrow white border, bearing the letters T, C, C, diminish- 

ing in size from stall to pa 
Present membership, fourteen—and five honorary members—nine- 

teen in all, Number of canoes, eleven, three of which are kept 

(re 

C ( Al oss 
| I it

e 

away from Toronto, Officers: Hugh Neilson, Commodore; BE. Leigh, 
Vice-Commodore; Robert Tyson. Secretary; Jolin Hague, Treasurer; 
ie Nicholson, Librarian. These five form the H=ecutiye Com: 
mittee. 

Noy. 30, 1883. 
. 

CRUISERS AND THE AMERICAN CANOE AS- 
SOCIATION. 

HB letter of ‘“Aliizator™ published below, expresses the views of 
alarge number who are devoted to cruising, but who are de- 

barred, owing to the model of their boats, from recognition by the 
Association. Atthe time of the revision of the constitution in 1851, 
an effort was made to base the qualifications for admittance not on 
the dimensions and model of a man’s boat, buf on the object for 
which he followed the sport, the aim of the Association heing. as set 
forth in Art. 2 ofthe proposed constitution, “to unite all amateur 
Saiiors who cruise in small craft for purposes of pleasure, health or 
exploration.” On account of the objections raisea by a lew canoeists, 
this definition was changed for the present one. ’ 

Its Wording, while keeping out the undesirable racing element 
that has lowered rowing, and whose influence is more or leas felt 
whenever small yachts are raced, would have admitted a large num- 
ber to the Association who, being all cruisers, would bave been a 
great aid to it, while many,no doubt, would sooner or later have 
adopted the canoe for their purposes, Neidé, Bishop, Tyson, besides 
many well known in the A. C. A. are all reformed boatmen, follow- 
ers of the sneal:-box. the skiif, the small sailing boat, who have seen 
the error of their ways;and who will question the value of such men’ 
That they will bring eatboats, scows, catamarans, steam launches, 
etc., into the Association to the extinction of canoes is absurd; on 
the contrary, they are a bulwarkagainst that bugbear of some “prac- 
tical” vanoeists. racing, as all their tastes lie in another direction. 
They have nothing in common with yacht or rowing clubs; they have 
no union or organization of their own, but their yarious craft are 
found on all waters, doing the very work that the Association has set 
ont to de, Why should they not do it under the striped burgee? 

THE A. Cc, 

Ruditor Forest wad Stream; 
The Glens Falls, N. ¥.. Morning Star says; “‘After all the fuss and 

the purchase of islands in Lake George by the American Canoe Asso- 
ciation there seems to be a disposition on the part of a portion of the 
managers to havenext summer's mecting at Lake Memphremagog. 
The meeting of the club is an attractive feature, one that draws 
Tany to Lake George, and if is to be regretted that the management 
do not continue their coming to this point.” 
The Star is mistaken, The Ameriesn Canoe Association is not an 

incornorated body, and therefore does not, and never did, own islauds 
in Lake George, or elsewhere. At the organization of the Association 
Mr. F, G. Crosby. of Croshyside, very generously placed a portion of 
his hotellawn at the disposal of the canoeists. fora free campground 
for that meet, During the following winter Messts. Bishop, of Lake 
George, and Longworth and Wulsin, of Cincinnati, purchased from 
the Judge Edmonds estate, the group of islands kmownas the “Three 
Sisters’"and set apart the largest one, Lorna, as a freé camp ground 
aor cate pak of the A, GC, A. untila more suitable one could be 
fa) < 

Iv was never intended by the organizers of this Association that 
all its meets should be held on Lake George, in fact it was distiuetly 
understood that they were to be held at different points, and that the 
first change would be Canadaward. 

Cus. A, Nerpé; Secretary A, 0, A. 

A. MEET. 

LOCAL MEETS. 

Ppse ioecal meet business comes ona pace. The ever-enthusiastic 
secretary of the A.C. A, puis himself on record as being a pro- 

moter, and his pen is flying for its benefit. Result: Mr, Smith, of 
Newburgh, a member of the A, C.A. has interested himself to the 
extent of looking up all the poinws along the river im his neighbor- 
hood suitable fora camping ground. Three points have been spotted, 
one in Fishkill, one north of Newburgh, the last, and by far the most 
suitable, about two and a half miles south of the steamboat dock at 
Newburgh, and just across the creek north of Cornwall At this 
point the West Share Railroad runs behind a high hill back from the 
river, the eastern slope of whieh drops right down to the water’s 
edge. About twenty feet above high-tide mark is « plateau, tije site 
of nn old revolutionary earthwork, There is a disused road from 
the river shore op toiiof easy grade, The leyel spot is of ample 
space for the pitching of a number of tents, with spare room tor 
those men who prefer to sleep in their canoes. Drift wood is plenty. 
A landing stuge could be easily and cheaply built, A few rods above 
the foot of t) ey a ‘sandy beach where canoes could be 
drawn out. Wenn there is a spring of clear cold water for the camp- 

The river there is perfect for either paddling or sailing races—the 

pullonthem. Thereis yery little doubt of the canoeists having the 
use of the 

New York, New Haven, Jersey, Staten Island, Rochester, Syracuse, 
Seluylerville and some of the river towns haye shown 4 willingness 
to send delegates. 

some Friday night—have the races Saturday—scrub matches all of 
them—spend a quiet Sunday in camp and return home Monday. 

CRUISERS AND THE CANOE ASSOCIATION. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

boats other than eanoes which are deyoved solely to cruising pur- 
prectt Town such a boat commonly known as a sneak-box, but which 

are open to all canceists. They are too small to be entered upon the 

take them in and thus incorporate intoitself a powerful element that 

hear throug! 

Editioy Forest and Stream: 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

die, and the 

The ground chosen is a healthy spot. Supplies are easy to procure. 
Mr. Smith is now “buzzing” the owners and reports having astrong 

round offered them. 
Uartford, Springfield, Albany, Glens Falis, Lake George, Rondout, 

How will Decoration Day do—is ittoo far off? Orgo into camp 

Naw YorrE. 

Ts there noroom im the American Cauoe Association for small 

eall payexeellence, a “cruiser,” and I haye several friends who 
own similar boats, These men are expert sailors and enthusiasts 
updén al! matters pertaining to oufdoca hfe In woods or on water. 
They devote rare time to cruismg and camping. and would, itseems 
fo me, form valuable acquisitions to the ranks of the A. C, A. ‘ 

Several of their boats are in reality no larger than canoes, but their 
unfortunate shape bars them from admission to those ranks which 

lists of any of the existing yacht clubs, and not eligiblé to member- 
ship in the rowing clubs, Indeed, for this large and constantly in- 
creasing elass of small boat cruisers. there seems to be no place open 
among the established clubs or associations, ‘ - 

Musi they form an organization of their own, or will the A. C. A. 

is now in dancer of being diverted into other channels? 
Isthe A, CA. an association of hoats of a peculiar model, or of 

meéen of kindred tastes? 
Por my own part, I would rather fly at the masthead of my 

“oruiser’’ the red. wlnte and red burgee of the A. 0, A.. than that of 
any existing organization of similur character, and I should like to 

rh you! colimims the opinions of A.C. A, men upon this 
subject, Do they want us or hiust we seek admittance aera? 

LLIGATOR. 

THE CHART LOCKER, 

I, CONNECTICUT RIVER, 

One of your correspondents inquires, in your issue of the 22d ult., 
How far up Connectieub River a canveist can start in July?” with 
several other questions, part of which I can answer. 
The best place 16 starb will ke West Stewartstown, N. H., or Ca- 

naan, Vt, on the oppnsile side of the river, just below the dams at 
that point, as the river Whoye there is usually very low by July, and 
this place is very easily mceessible, , 
‘To get there from New York, in the quickest time, take the New 

London boat, ais P. M., from New York, then by the New London 
Northern Ratna South Vernon, Vt.; then change to the train on 
the Connecticut River Railroad, which leaves Springfield, Mass., at 
8:30 A. M.; stop half an hour for dinner at White River Junction, 
keep on by same train to Wells’ River; then change cars to the Bas- 
ton, Concord & Montreal Railroad, and follow up the Ammonoosen 
to Wing Road, where the train for the White Mountains turns off to 
the right, but keep on with the mail train to Groveton Jinetion, in 
Northniiberland, whieh is feached about? P. M.; then change cars 
ae te Grand Trunk Railroad, reaching North Stratford, N. H,, 
at 7: . M, 

It would be well to spend the night here at the Willard House, and 
make arrangements for transportation for the canots the next day 
twenty miles further hy pecos to West Stewartstown, or the canoe- 
ist can start from North Stratford, but the scenery of the upper 
twenty miles should not be fost. 
Tdo not know binch about the *‘Fifteen-Mile Falls,’ but think they 

are passable by canoe. It is my impression that Mr. Jolin Bayle 
O'Reilly, cf Boston, and one or two other gentlemen have made tle 
trip the past Sumner, 
There will be a carry af “Olcott's Falls,’ at Hanover, where there 

hag heen a dam built the past year, and another at Bellow's Falls, Vt., 
and one at Turner's Falis, Mass. 

Possibly some one who has made the trip may see the question and 
answer if, 

The lugs will have got well down toward White River by July. bit 
may be troublesome below that point. 
There is no game to be had in New Hampshire in July, without vio- 

lating the laws. and not much to be found along the Connecticut 
River at any time, as the whole country is well under cultivation, 
Possibly a shot at.a stray duck might be gob without law breaking, 
Ido uot think there are any maps of theriver to be had. I haye 

neyer seen one; but would like to get one myself. A yery good 
pocket’ map of New Hampshire can he had by application to EA- 
son U. Hastman, Concord, N, H. Vor W. 

THE WINTER CAMP-FIRE. 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
Tam slowly reaching that point in convalescence which permits of 

one cigar daily, and am reading up back numbers of Forest anp 
STREAM, and the issue of Noy, 14 lies open before me, Tsee that 
“Hawkeye” and “Katrina” are atiton the burgee question. That I 
hoped to provoke a discussion was the one reason for sending you 
my article on clubs, burgees, atc, Regarding the L. G. C. C.. l would 
say, or quote from Purser McDonald's letter of Sept. 24; ‘'Dbe L. G, 
C. C. was organized and a constitution adopted Ang, 10, 1852, The 
elub bad been in existence for some time previous,” and if “Katrina"™ 
will pause to think, he will remember of reading of the LG. C.C, a 
year or more before the date of organization, 

I agree with *‘Katrina™ that “Hawkeye’s” point is illy defended, 
but how can ‘Katrina’ explain, in view of dates, Potonowock ©, C., 
July, 1852, and Pittsburgh, May 5, 1883, the general charge he makes 
against all clubs using initials? I believe the Pittsburgh chaps will 

ield the question of priority of claim of the Iowa canoeists to the 
.O, C. and blue burgec. 
1 think the snggestion made by “Katrina,”’ thut distance not only 

renders letters indistinet but might lead to confusion as to colors, is 
very well taken, 
And it would be a neat and graceful thing for the Pittsburg C.C. to 

awopt a pointed burges that may have some peculiar combination of 
colors and device, that will save them from future attacks of “Hawk- 
eyes” in the Kast. 
You don’t know how much Tl regret my forced absence from the 

eamp-tires, but countme in and send along the bill, if any there be, 
T would suggest that you engage the services of a stenographer, that 
all discussions may be preserved: such information, if given to the 
craft at large, would be of incalculable benefit. 
Any canocist contemplating cruising on the Mississippi or its tribu- 

taries, North, can draw on “Camarada” forall theinformation hemay 
possess, I will be only too glad to supply it. 

Tsee that the K.C.C, have been changing the titles of their officers, 
and adopted the same asnow used by the Order of Cruising Cauoceists, 
i wouder if Hoffman is not responsible for the chunge? 

Tn conclusion, Jet us have acenference by mail of commodores, 
¢aptains and commanders, and see if we cannot come to some definite 
‘derstanding in regard to burgees. Eve. A. Goinzert, M, D. 
Dusvges, Ta... Nov, 25, 

Editor Forest and Strean: 
After reading your reports of the first “Winter Camp-fire,” I can 

heartily congratulate the Forrest anp Srraeaw for having first sup- 
ested these interesting meetings, and the canosists of New York tor 
king up the idea so promptly, and carrying ib out sa euergetically. 

The interesting account of the meeting given in VorEsY AND STREAM 
fuwikens a feeling of envy in all of us canceist=s who are prevented by 
distance from joining you lucky ones; but we hope to reapsome bene 
fit from the reports in your columns of each meeting. 
Why should not al! of our canoe clubs have their camp-fires, notso 

large as yours, butno less pleasant. Ti cach club, no matter how 
small, will only meet regularly, each man making ita point to be 
resent every evening, and taking an active part, Lf any difficulty 
e found at the start, 1 wonld suggest that a meeting of the club be 

called, at some member's house, if the club house is not comfortable 
in Winter, and as a Start, that the report of the New York Camp-tire, 
in Forest anp STREAM, Noy, 29, be read aloud, after which discussion 
and conversation will follow naturally. There will be no constitu- 
tion and by-laws needed, no dues, oo necessity for a knowledge of 
Cushing's Manual, or for the timid man tw maké a speech. and this 
plan ean be carried out easily by the youngest cauoeists, Other 
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897 
meetings will follow éaelly enough. and will ievease in interest as the 
members become more accustomed to speaiing and mora conyersaut 
with the subjects of discussiow. Now, which elub will be first tastart 
a little camp-fire ofits own for the cold weather? WavyeLer. 

BUILDING NOTES. 

THE PERFECT CANOK. 

HE two following letters from Ganoeists who hare tried thoroughly 
me the Pearl model continu’ the discussion on the subject of the 
perfect canoe, suggested in Fores? Anp STREAM Of Oct, 18, 1883. 
As there stated thé term was restricted to cancesfor one specified 
purpose, viz,. general cruising. Wor the purpose suggested by our 
correspondents, open water cruising and mateh sailing, a boat of 
the Pearl type 184X314 is to be preferred (tor match sailing in narrow 
waters 14°43 would probably be better), fitted with a heavy’ center- 
board and balance lng sails. The inerease in size noted by “Boress*? 
is un(loubtedly an advance, as itis obtained not so much by an in- 
crease of length and beam, as by changesin model; that oor, ample 
freeboard, well-arched deck, increased width of deck, all of which 
add to the seaworthy qualities of the canoe, as well as to space for 
erew and stores, The sail area mentioned by Mr. Whitlock in Porest 
AND StREAM, Noy. 15, is thal carried on New York Bay in summer 
racing, and would be reduced for cruising. Weare glad to see Mr 
Tysou place himself on reviora as a conyert to the balance lug. 
Bditor Forest ond Stream: 
Lhave been much interested in the discussion in your columus 

about the perfect canoe, bull only read the Nov,15 issue to-day, 
containing Mr. Whitlock’s remarks. If not too late 1 would like to 
add my opinion to his, that 15x4146 is the *perfect canoe? for open 
water cruising; or, if the paddle nly totended to he used in calms, 
i4ft. by 83m. makes a splendid sailer, Llike the feeling of comfort 
and solidity given by a heayy centerboard. By the way. that Tead- 
loaded centerboard, illustrated in Forest anp Straws of May 4. 1882, 
has been used by me eyer since, and I would uotlike to he fithout 
it. Ttis a successful experiment among, alas, some failures, though 
not the only successful one. . " 
Why does Mr, Whitlock quote such an extreme racing area of sail 

os 1}0 square feet when heis talking of actuisiny canoe? Halt of 
that area is all that a large canoe can carry with any safety, exclud- 
ing perhaps a spinnaker, One hundred feetin mainsail and twenty 
feet in mizzenis a very large racing rig,and involves a high main- 
mast—nearly fifteen feet above deck—an entirely undesirable thing 
for cruising, I think that the balance lug is ermphatically the sail for 
ail but the smallest canoe. Rost, T¥son, 

Etitor Forest and Strean: 
‘The perfect canoe does not exist, and never cau exist, until men all ° 

oruise on the same waters, are all the same weight and size, and all 
of One opinion, Where is the perfect yacht? Where is the perfect 
rowhoat? Your columns weekly show the opinious of yachting men 
as to the first—and théy are far enough apart—and the second has, 1 
suppose, been considered too absurd to be discussed. Why. even, 
single-scull shells, boats intended solely for speed, are not all made: 
alike, and rightly so. Hanlen, with his beautitul siroke—as regular: 
sud even as the piston rod of a large engineé—ean use a very differem: 
style of shell from otheroarsmen, and it must always beso, Your 
may have two, three, or even four types of canoes, generally consid} 
ered and admitted to be the best for the different work required trem, 
each; but even then, aman building to any of these types would de 
part from them to suit himself and his circumstances. 

In canoeing in America, 1 am only certain of one thine. viz, that 
canoes are slowly being built larger. Ident mean to say that this 
will continue, but Iam satisfied that for ordinary use, craft, such as 
the Ellard, and eyen the Pearl, or smaller copies of it, will become, 
popular. My first ventnre was ina Racine Rob Roy, I shuddernow 
when I think of the risk ran in carrying sail on thabcraft, My next 
was 4 Raciné Shadow, a great improvement no,doubt, very dry, and, 
if properly sailed, very fash, but still L was not satisfied. 
At last Itried a Pearl, and 1 am satisfied, after two seasons’ use, thal 

for our waters and ol afternoon sails sheis the craft forme. Al) 
the sailing members of our club are steadily progressing in the same 
direction, and conversation with many members of the A.G,A,, at 
Stony Lake this year, confirmed my views on this point. Boreas. 

A Peterboro’® correspondent writes; The canoe makers here have 
turned out two completely decked canoes in the American style of 
decking and fitting up. the hull being onthe usual*tcadar rib” prin- 
cipie adopted by the company, They are beauties. One is 14ft, 3in. 
in length by 26in. beam; the other 14ft. 9in. by 27in. beam. Theyare 
heavier than a small open canoe of the same build, but still very 
light. They haye water-tight safety compartménts fore anil aft, a 
roomy baggage compartment, andanamplecocipit. They are fitted 
with two latteen sails each, with brass mast-tubes, silver-plated tube 
plates, pniley, etc., rudder and foot stearing fear, and carry about 
two inches of keel, I have tried One of therm under sail snd double- 
bladed paddle, and find it paddle very fastand sail well. The hatches 
are made to cover the cockpib when notin use. Thecoming canoe is, 
I think. a halfdecked one, which has just been mimned out, The bow 
and stern decking is about 3i6ff. at each end. and down each sideisa 
surip ov decking about 2 or3in, wide with 4 coaming inside, leaving 
the eanoe still to «I intents and purposes open, and capable of hald-+ 
ing threé persons at least. Under each end deck will be a large 
water-Light safety compuriment, made of painted canvas drawn over 
a leat framework of wood and very tight, while under the side deck- 
ing a further safety compariment could be intro(luced, rendering rhe 
tapoe practically nosinkable, aud keeping if uprighh even if nlled 
with water, The oné already builtis 15ft, tin, long by 29in. beam, It 
is very light, For very rough water a canyas decking might be put 
on at short notice.—Torunto Globe. 

CANOBING IN FLORIDA.—The Psyehe is at Mr, Stephens’s shop 
at West Brighton, Staten Island, for repairs, preparatory to her third 
winter in Wlorida, Alongside of her is a new ber to be used by Mr. 
Munroe for exploring the water courses of Worida, a sieak box 14ft. 
long, Sie will be fitted up for cruising, and will carry one or two 
balance lugs. Near her isa handsome eanoe of the Jersey Blue 
model, 14ft. long, for Mr. H. L, Willoughby, of the A. GC, A., alsa des- 
tined tor Florida this winter, She will carry balance lugs of 44 
and 20ft. 

AW ANCIENT CANOE.—Aceording to Nahire avery ancient eanor 
has been inearthed near Pulborough, Sussex, England, lt was evi~ 
dently made before the knowledge of metal, as there is nod a sien of 
building or planking. but the boat was apparently hollowed ous froma 
asingle massive oak trunk by the stone ax or fire, It was buried 
nine feet deep undera variety of strata, and while the prow lay 
partly beneath the River Arun and is rather dilapidated. the stern 
was embéddeéd under the river bank, antl is comparatively intact. 

PERSONAL.—Mr. Chas, Farnham (‘Allegro’) wasin New Yarhk 
this week, after a summerin Canada, and we had the great pleasyre 
of an evening’s chat with him beside our five, Mr, Farnham is g qnost « 
enthusiastic canoeist, and has given much thought and Tabor to the 
improvement of his canoe, and his views are yaluable as coming from, 
one whe is really a *‘practical ¢ruiser.~ 

CAMP-FIRE—New York, Dec. 11.—Zadifor Forest and Streams: 
As there happens to be some error about the rooms atthe old place, 
No, $10 Broudway, will you please notify those who wish lo attend 
the next winter ¢amp-fire, Dec, 15, that it will be heid at No. 23 Kast 
Fourteenth street, room No. 16.—ArTaor Brenvano. 

NfW CLUES —A canoe club is talked of at Fulton. N. ¥..on the 
Oswego River, twelve miles from its mouth, giving access to Lake 
Ontario and the inland lakes, Onondaga, Seneca and Cayuga. A 
eluly will probably be formed fa Syracuse, N. Y., this winter and 
another alt Brantford, Ont, 

SENECA LAKE, N. Y.—Must be a paradise for canosist=. 
neyer freezes over, A memberof the A. C. A. living on ifs shores, 
writes that he has taken a tripin his canoe every mont. sinee pur- 
chasing her in 1881. 

LATEST FROM SCHUYLERVILLE,—Everything frozen up here 
now, and we give canoeing the g¢o-by for skating, Hope to my an 
ice boat in a day or two,—C. A, N, i 

THE WINTER CAMP-FIRE.—The next vamp-fire will be held on 
Friday, Dec. 14, at 8 P. M., xt 907 Broadway. The siibject of diseus- 
sion will be “Ornising Canges,” 

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT. 
Anauthority has stated that theve ismotin the whole of the phar 

macopeia 8) sovereign a remedy as hard work. If iis is with the 
pen Jetin be with Esterbrook’s “Easy Writer,”"—Adr. 

LeatHer Kmeps Diry.—Advertis21 in anoth= column (nder the 
head of “No Rubbers Needed" is haviog a large sule en its rmucrits 
some of which are these: It has no odor; ip never becomes yancid: 
it retains it moisture; it is a jet black, and boots Gyn be polistua{ 
with blacking much better and quicker where ih has hegmased: it is 
watranted not to, injure any leather from the lieaviest kip to the 
finest kid. Heury C. Squires has if for sale in this city. —Adu, 
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«JR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

Ic 

manufacture of it for our own account. 

other manufacturers. 

Spanish Silk Worm Gut. 
THE GREAT REDUCTION in the quality of this article, and the increasing admixture of rough str ands, has forced us to go into the 

Our establishment in Murcia, Spain, where all the hi it is cat :. 
extensive and perfect factory of this article in the world, The grades named Helo. will run at Het Se a ee ta Mee rnd 25 per cent. better than those of any 

HORSES,CATTLE, SHEEP, DOGS, HOGS, 
and POULTRY, Per Thousand 

Cortts cee ih aenes ens dye ed tah ae Ae Ln 

Regular Ortinary............-.-+,<+- Trav’s Hippodromes 
ding stock, 

Padron 

Regular Superior, 114a12 in 

Padron 2d ‘* 
HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED.CO. 

109 Fulton street, New York, 
46 

Per Thonsand, Per Thousand. 

Padron Ist Superior, 114412 in..... . $7 50 | Regular Superior, 16 inches.....,...512 00 

Marana 2d + Ee uence 12 00 | Padron2d * iie A tsh Spears 15 00 

Marana lst ‘ 11ali¢ in...3.: 20 00 Padron Ist ** 15; ee ss 15 00 

Imperial if th Sarees 40 00 Marana Ist ‘ BP wa BG ee ce te) iy) 

NERVOUS DEBILITY 
HUMPHREYS” Scat oteminess ane rres: 
Indiscretion, is: radically 
and Somes HOMEOPATHI cured by li 

“is tie moxe wceesst OPEGIFIG NO, 28, —is the most success- 
Tulremedy known. Price $1 per vial, or 5 vials and 
darge vial of powder for $5, nent post-free on re- 
ceiptof price, Humphreys’ Homeo. Med. Co, 

ust, Catalogue free] 102 Fulton &t..N.¥. 

fayA full assortment of medinm and fine drawn gut from 7 to 13 inches long at market rates. =] 

English manufacturers please take notice that we can supply them from New York, Redditch or Murcia. We keep constantly on hand 

a full supply of the short and cheap sorts, such as are generally used in England. Prices on application. 

Orders received from yersons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not be filled at any price, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

SAS. FE. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

E“ine BF"ishinese Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

__ Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
180ft,, $1.50; 240ft., $1.75; B00Ft., $2.00; 450Ft., $2.25; G00Et., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 

35 cts. extra; nickel plated; 50 cts, extra, Brags Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel plate |, 50 cts. extra. Marster's celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks. 
Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz,; treble, 30 cts. per doz ; put up one-half dozen in a 
ackage. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. lyd.,5 cts.; 2yds.. 10 cts.: 8yds., 15 cts, Double 
Cwisted Leaders, 3 leugth, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 8 length.10 cts. Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz, Black Bass 

Flies. $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Bly Rods, 10ft long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
ee ples of hooks, leaders, etc., sent hy mail on receipt of price in money orstamp. Send stamp for 
catalogue, 
Established 20 years. Open Evenings, J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

DAVENPORT’S 

RRVOLVING CLAY PIGEON TRAP. 
This Trap gives as many different angles of flight 

(except toward shooter) of birds as 
any five-trap system. 

The price is reduced to $10.00, 
he Jouble bird attachment works as well as the single, 

Can throw the bird any distance apart desired. 

THE TRAPS ARE WARRANTED. 

Upon triai if not found as represeuted or satisfactory can 
be returned at my expense. 
Send for card of rales and cireulars to 

A. F. MARTINS, Manufacturer, 

DAVENPORT, N. Y. 

Bargains that should be in every Sportsman's Hands. 
A FEW COPIES OF THE SECOND EDITION OF 

““AIiING SHoo Tin G” 
Left, and will be sold for 50 cents each. 

Methods for cleaning and loading the modern breech-loader; practical! hints upon wing shooting; 

Tilustrated; Bound in cloth, sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price, 50 cents; formerly 

TY. G. DAVEY, Publisher, London, Ont. 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
—MANUFACTURERS OF— 

Our Shelis cannot be excelled by any in the country, Our 
Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the most complete yacht 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST 

with which anyone 

full information for Dake sehatevernbs 

use of the "New photography may 

Cameras and Outfits $10 and upward, on sale at Book-Sellers and Opticians 
everywhere. Send for Catalogue to THE ROCHESTER OPTICAL CO,° 

tT 
COMPOSITION TARGET BALL. 

NEW COMPOSITION FOR 13884. 

Sample barrel of the New Ball and a handsome silver 
badge sent to any address for $3.00. Send us your old ball 

new and perfect trap (Card’s latest), which we guarantee 
will please you. 

COMPOSITION TARGET BALL CO., Lockport, N. Y. 

lh at ae . . 

NOW READY, -The Finest Cigarette, 

Sweet, Delicate and Mild, 

This Cigarette is made from the finest and most costly leaf from that region of Virginia particularly 
manufacture of Tobacco enables 

us to secure the most snitable kinds and thus present this superior article, with the full assurance THaT 
17S EQUAL HAS NEVZR BEFORE BEEN OFFERED. A higher grade Cigarette cannot be produced. 

(directions for hunting snipes, woodcecks, ruffed grouse and quails. sid tor $1.00; 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 

Paper Shot Shells, Breseh-Loading Cannow, &c. 

Cannon in the world. 

Send 25 cents for 
having no knowl- 

ONLY 2oc. 
Model CAMERA! make good pictures 

A most acceptable Holiday Gift. Box F,. ROCHESTER, N, ¥. 

Ball as light as glass, therefore the flight is the same. 

trap, charges prepaid, and $6.50, we will then send you a 

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS. 

Twelve First Prize Medalg, -- Wolve First rrize Medals CLOTH OF GOLD,” (STRAIGHT MESH.) 

adapted for growing tobacco for Cigarettes. Otir long experience in the 

Peerless Tobacco Works. WH. S. KIMBALL & CO. 
« 

rE YW IW © CH’ ss 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOGH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

These shells are made of extra fine thm pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers, Can he re 
loaded as cften as ao of the thicker makes, Cost only about half as 
much. Weight less than paper shells. THOS, shoot stronger and el ser, and 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, insidedi meter is 
nearly two gauges larger, Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 

ai sizes larger than gauge of shells, Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged. 
The Sep tool also acts as a reducer, an RaveuleTS which will be ap- 
preciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed (without 
charge) to any sportsmen's club,or dealer, and prices quoted to the tride 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 
only, (2,000), and crimpers not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO, 
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 

101 & 103 Duane Street, New York. 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass, Agent for New England Suites 

SGos. 
The “AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER” 

closes its first volume (nine numbers) with 

668 entries. 

gree, performances, breeder, owner, ctc. 

Each entry gives dog’s pedi- 

The 

“Register” is published every month; and 

new editions of Hammond’s “Training vs. 

Breaking” are issued from time to time to 

supply the demand. Price of each, one dollar. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
‘VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duok, Irish Fustian and Corduroy. 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THIS 
is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 

has seven pockets and game pockets, It is of strong 

material, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a 

successfiu day without losing a hair or feather. It can 

be worn over or under an ordinary cogt. We will mail it 

to you for $2.00. Send breast measure, 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS... 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODs, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK S/’REET, 

We are obkged to have more room in our factory and greater tucilitiesfor manufacturing our good. 
to meet the increasing demand. We have received the highest award and silyer medal at the Massachu- 
setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our supe: goods. Send for catalogue, 
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| 3 
| ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

With its compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 
of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each week a larger 
amount of jirst-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 

kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contained in all other 
American publications put together, 

A VOTE ON THE FLICKERINGS. 

6 a | REPEAT it,” said the visitor, “that is the best of 
the lot.” 

“And IT say again,” returned the editor, “that any one of 
these three is a better story.” 

The visitor and the editor were looking over the ForEstT 

AND STREAM’s Camp-Fire Flickerings, which the editor had 

collected into a scrap book, and the two had fallen into a 
warm dispute over the merits of some of the stories. 

“Tl betchyer,” said the visitor. 

“No, we won't bet on it; that is no way to determine the 

’ excellence of a literary production; besides, who would 
decide it for us?” 

“TLeaye it to any ten men you’ve a mind to,” replied the 
visitor, ‘‘Let each one pick out a story, and if they don’t all 
choose this one—” 

“No two of them would select the same one,” interrupted 
the editor, “each man would pick out a different story, then 

we would have a dozen, and be six times worse off than we 

are now. No, ten men would decide nothing. What do 

you say fo ten hundred, or ten or twenty thousand?” 

“Whew!” said the visitor, ‘How would you do it?” 
“In the Forest AnD Stream, of course. Come in to- 

morrow, and I'll tell you what we'll do.” The visitor went 
out with a parting shot, ‘That's the best one anyhow;” and 

the printer’s boy just then coming in for copy, the editor gaye 
him the whole serap book of ‘‘Flickerings” and sent word 
around to the printer to lave it in type for December 20. 

On the following day the visitor came in and took the 
editor out to lunch, and there the man of the pen explained 
his ‘‘scheme,” as he dubbed it. This was nothing Jess than to 

refer the entire lot of ‘‘Flickerings” to the readers of the 
Fores AXD BTRwAM and ask an opinion respecting them, 

The visitor was pleased with the plan. Both he and the 

editor confessed that what they might think of the stories 
amounted to little after all, but what the readers in general 

thought of them amounted to a great deal; to find this out, 
as the visitor expressed it, “‘would be grand,” 

Accordingly, the Fornst AND STREAM contains to day, 

in a special supplement, the entire series of Oamp-Fire 

Flickerings from the beginning of the column in July, 1882. 

The ninety-six stories are given in the order in which they 
were printed, and each one is numbered. Of these ninety- 
six stories every reader is asked to select the ten which he 
thinks the best; to write down the numbers of these ten, one 

below the other, in their order of merit, putting the best 
first, the next best second, etc., and then to send the list to 

the ForEst AND STREAM, Hach list should he signed with 

the name and post-office address of the voter. It is requested 

sent on postal cards; if in envelopes they 
should be written on slips of paper the size of a postal card. 

To send in this list of ten stories is all that the reader is 
asked to do. : 

There is no entrance fee. All who wish to do so are cor- 
dially invited to put in a yote, The balloting is not limited 

to subscribers, nor to those who buy the paper—the privilege 
is extended to the neighbors who borrow; the friend to 
whom it is sent after the subscriber has read it; yes, even to 
the postmaster who keeps it over Sunday and puts it into the 
.subscriber’s box Monday morning (and who is hereby warned 
to desist from this trick, for we haye his name, and by and by 

the time will be ripe for ciyil service reform in that village); 

in short, this is an opportunity for those to yote who never 
voted before, and may neyer haye a chance to yote again; 
without respect to age, sex or previous condition of non- 
sportsmanship. 

Two sets of seven prizes each will be awarded, one to the 

writers of the winning stories. the other to the yoters who 
send in the best lists. The method of determining the win- 
ners in each class will be as follows: 

BTORY PRIZES, 

When a ballot is recetyed each story named on it will be 
credited with a certain number of units, determined by its 
position in the list. The story named first will be given the 

highest number, 10; the next one 9, the third 8, and so on 

to the tenth or last, which will receive 1. Then each of 

these credits will be transferred to the accounts of the re- 
spective stories, and the story receiving the greatest agere- 
gate of credits will be adjudged the winning story, and to 
its author will be given the first prize, The story receiving 
the next highest aggregate will take the second prize, and so 

with the others until the total credit of each of the stories 

has been ascertained, and the seven prizes for stories 
awarded. 

VOTERS’ LIST PRIZES. 

Opposite each story, in every list, will be written the total 

number of credits that have been awarded to that story by all 
the voters. The credits of all the stories on each list will 

then be added together, and the list showing the highest ag- 
gregate will be adjudged the winning list, and to the yoter 
who sends it will be awarded the first prize, Tlie list show- 

ing the next highest aggregate will take the second prize, and 
so on until the seven prizes have been awarded. 

As already stated, the voter is requested to simply put in 
a list of the ten stories he or she may select as the best. 

The prizes for the writers and the prizes for the voters will 

be the same. They will be for each class as follows: 

FIRST PRIZE. 

A copy of the book ‘Sport with Gun and Rod,"’in embossed leather 

binding, or any other book or books of same value ($15), at option of 
winners. 

SECOND PRIZE. 
“Sport with Gun and Rod,” cloth binding, or any other book of 

same value ($10), at option of winners. 

THIRD PRIZE. 

Norris’s “American Angler's Book’ (price $5.50), or Stonehenge’s 

“Dog of the British Islands” ($7.50), or Coues*s “Key to North American 
Birds” ($7), or any other book or books of same value, at option of 

winners. 
FOURTH PRIZE, e 

The Forust AND STREAM for one year. 

FIFTH PRIZE, 
The Fores? anD STREAM for six months. 

SIXTH PRIZE. 
‘Training vs. Breaking,’ by S, 1. Hammond (which, by the way, 

contains some ecaupital stories). 

SEVENTH PRIZE. 
“Anpling Talks,” by Geo, Dawson, 

In case of a tie the prize will be diyided. No person will be awarded 
more than one prize, If lwo prizes are yoted to thesame individual 

he will be given the highest of them, and the other will pass to the 
next man on the list, 

It will be seen that the prizes aggregate in value $80; 
The writers’ prizes will be given hy the Forest and 

Stream Publishing Company; the voters’ prizes by the 
editor. 

Ballots should be sent in as soon as is practicable. To 

give distant readers an opportunity to vote, lists will be 
received up to February 1, and.as the editor of the American 
Kennel Register so often says, ‘none can he received later,” 

The polls are open. 

A WORD IN SEASON, 

Hee our greeting—not on an illuminated card, 

as the fashion is nowadays, but in our own way 
—eight extra pages, brimful of memories and suggestions 

of forest and stream. Weextendto every reader the com- 
pliments of this glad season, and wish a Merry Christmas 

to eyerybody—to him who takes the fleeting pleasures 

as they fly, and to him who pots them on the ground. 

THE YELLOWSTONE PARK. 

RESOLUTION, introduced at Washington by Senator 
Vest, seems likely to bring to light some interesting 

facts in regard to the management of the National Park. 

The trip made last September by the President, Senator 

Vest and other gentlemen to this region, is already, as we 

predicted last summer would be the case, resulting in action 
for the proper preservation of the Park. Senator Vest, dur- 

ing his trip, did not travel with closed eyes and ears, and his 
visit gave him some information as to the methods of the 

Superintendent, which led him to make further inquiries into 
this person’s care of the reservation. It appears that Secre- 
tary Teller has also had reason to believe that the Superin- 

tendent’s duties were not being satisfactorily performed, and 
a Special Agent was dispatched to the Park to investigate 

the matter. From the report of the Agent it appears that 

the assistant superintendents are a curious lot. It is 

stated that they are. for the most part, Eastern 

men, wholly unacquainted with life in the mountains, 

and so, perfectly useless as protectors of the Park. They 

appear to have spent their time loafing about the resorts of 
travelers and collecting and selling specimens of geyserite, 
fossil wood and other minerals, which are especially forbid- 

den by the regulations of the Park to be collected or sold. 
It is said also that they permitted hunting and allowed game 
to be killed in direct opposition to the Secretary’s order. -On 
the whole, if the report is at all to be trusted, the assistant 

superintendents have proved themselves wholly incompetent 

and generally worthless. If all this is true, what shall be 

suid of the Superintendent, who appointed and continued in 
office such men. 

As long ago as last March we referred to this subject, and 
warned the Superintendent of the Park that his actionin the 

appointment of his assistants would be closely watched. 

Writing of the law protecting this pleasure ground we said: 

By this law the responsibility for the care of the Park is placed 
where it belongs, that is with the Interior Department and its ser- 
yants. The public will look with interest on the action of Superin- 

tendent Conger, who has now been furnished with money and means 

to patrol the Park, If be does nis full duty, the work of destruction 

which for ten years past has been going on in this beautiful region 

will be checked, trespassers and butchers will be promptly dealt with 
and punished, and the game, soon recognizing that if has here a 

safe abiding place, will increase and multiply. If the superin- 

tendent is careless and slothful, if he appoints as his assist- 
ants a lot of Eastern men who know nothing of the 

mountains and the habits of game, the old style slaughter 

willbe kept up. We have every reason to think that the Superin- 

tendent will do his duty by the Park. He has already shown a deap 

interest in it, and this‘interest will no doubt increase rather than flag, 

We warn him against falling into the mistake of appointing for his 
game keepers and police incompetent men. Let him make his selec- 
tion of these officers from among the mountain men of Montana, 

whom he can easily find. From among them he canselect good men, 

who will be honest, reliable, faithful and fearless in the performance 

of their duty. If the care of the forests, the game and the natural 

wonders of the Park be placed in such hands, we have no fears for 

their future. 

Any failure to act up to the provisions of the law will readily be 
learned of in a region such as this will soon be, and the assistants 

who fail to do their duty must speedily be removed and make way 
for better men, The responsibility of the Park thus resting on one 

pair of shoulders, it is certain that it will be well caredfor, and the 

country looks to Mr. Conger to see how its Park is to he looked after, 
The poeple’s temper has been somewhat aroused by the monstrous 

attempt to take from them their rights, and they will look sharply 

after this reservation for the future. 

If in the face of this warning the Superintendent has been 

guilty of permitting the acts with which his assistants are 

charged, it is clear that he is by no means the man for the 

place which he holds, and his pro.npt dismissal is certain, 
The Special Agent who made the report alluded to, recon) - 
mends the removal of Mr. Conger, and vnless some satisfac 
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tory reply is made to the charges the Superintendent ‘must 
go.” 

Tt is a well-known fact that #ame was served on the tables 

of certain hotels in the Park last summer, and it is difficult 

1o believe that the Superintendent could have been ignorant 

of this fact. Ifthe did not know of it, he could searcely have 

been attending to his duties or else must be himself incom- 

petent; while if he was aware of it, he should have taken 

prompt measures to stop the hunters, and to bring the of- 

fenders to justice. Moreover, all such violators of the law 

should have been promptly reported to his superiors. 
It isencouraging to see that Senator Vest’s zeal fur the pro- 

tection of the Park is as unflagging as ever, and we trust 

that the time is not distant when all the measures which he 

has so ably advocated for its proper care will have the cordial 

support of Congress, 

SAVE THE ADIRONDACKS. 

ART of the Adirondack territory is State land; the rest 
- is private property. The most of the land is valued 

only for its timber. <Aiter the timber has been cut off, in 
many instances, the owners refuse to pay taxes’ on their 

property, and the land reverts to the State, 

Now the forests of these Adirondack Mountains are worth 

vastly more to the people of this State than they are to the 

lumber dealers. This tree-sheltered region is a great natural 

reservoir, where the rainfall is collected and stored for the 

supply of the streams and rivers and canals of the State. 

The lumbermen, whoown a great part of the Adirondack 

wilderness, propose to cut off the trees and convert them 

into boards. This means that the Hudson River and the 
other streams which flow from the Adirondack water-shed 

must dwindle away to insignificant rivulets, for it has been 

amply demonstrated in the history of other countries, and 
other parts of our own country, that if the natural forest 

reservoirs ale destroyed, the water supply will cease. ‘The 

people of New York State cannot afford to shut their eyes to 

this fact. The Legislature at Albany this winter will be 

called upon to take some action respecting the Adirondacks. 

Years ago, in the columns of this journal, we urged that 

the State should assume control of the whole Adirondack 

region, The press has taken up the subject in earnest, the 
business men of New York recognize the gravity of the 

danzer that threatens if the forests are destroyed, ‘The 

Chamber of Commerce has prepared a memorial on the sub- 

ject, which will be presented to the next Legislature. i is 

proposed to obtain as many signatures to this petition 

as possible. It has been sent to us for a very 

practical purpose, and we print il here for that 

purpose. Itis hoped that every reader of the Forest AND 
StREAM in this State will clip out this memorial, and haying 
affixed it to a sheet of paper, secure as many signatures to it 

as possible. Then return to us and we will hand them to the 

committee, 
Now, let every man who wants to see the Adirondack 

forests preserved do somethin® to help secure their protec- 

tion. 

To the Honorable the Legisluture of lhe State of New York, tn Senate 

and Assenbly convened: 

May it please your Honorable Body: 
The Chamber of Commerve of the State of New York is alarmed al 

the dangers ~which threaten the water supply of the riyersin the 

northern part of the State through the destruction of the forests which 

protect their sources. 

The Chainber believes that the preservation of these forests is ne- 

cessary to maintain an abundant and constant flow of water in the 

Hudson, the Mohawk. and other important streams; and that their 

destruction will seriously injure tbe internal commerce of the State, 

As long as this forest region remains in the possession of private in_ 

diyiduals, its protection from fire and lumbering operations will be 

impossible. Believing, then, that this matter is one of very great im- 

portance, and that the necessity exists for immediate legislative ac- 

tion, we humbly pray your Honorable Body to adopt such measures 

as will enable the State to acquire the whole territory popularlydcnown 

as the Adirondack Wil !erness, and hold it foreveras a forest preserve, 

And your memorialists will ever pray. 

SUMMER AND WINTER RIFLE PRACTICE. 

HE cold weather has practically brought to a finish the 

outdoor sport of the ritieman, and with the coming of 

Thanksgiviny Day there was a general clearing up of all 
matches anu « putting away of rifles for theseason. Here and 

there are ranges where there is much off-hand work. Winter 

houses at the firing points may assist in rendering the range 

such a pleasant resort that the popping of the rifles may be 

kept up all the year round. In such cases the shooters get a 
very different set of elevations from what they were accus- 
tomed to use during the hot days of summer, and there is just 

asmuch enjoyment in firing through un atmosphere with a 

temperature of 20° as there is in haying one of 70", 
The seagon for outdoor shooting in this latitude, however, 

las really finished. It has been a profitable one, and some 

capital scores have been shown on many ranges, and upon 
the whole it may fairly be said that the art of rifle shooting 
is in a flourishing condition. There is no great boom on the 
subject, and in the mind of the public the defeat in England 
has placeil the riflemen rather under a shadow, bul the art 
generally has been well patronized, and we are ahead of the 
point reached a year ago. Our National Guard is better ac- 
quainted with its arms and in a more fit condition to do ser- 

vice for the State if called upon. Many interesting matches 
have been fought by our civilian marksmen, and while we 

occasionally are called upon to chronicle some pretty tall 
shooting in the way of figures on paper, yel there is reason 

to think that some very accurate hitting has been done. 

Especially is this the case with organizations where shooting 
isa part of the special work for which the body meets. 

ter very profitably in learning, not merely in theory, but as 

proficiency in the drill room. 

there has heen previous neglect and that the man is out of 
his place on the range, wasting his own time and squander- 

ing the public money because of the incompetency or neglect 

of the members of the several city regiments at the close of 

the winter’s drill 

that a test will be made so see how far the instructions haye 

to Creedmoor with profit to themselyes and the State, then 

let them go. 

at least extravagantif not positively hurtful in that it imposes 
tasks upon the men for the performance of which they have 

nol been previously properly qualified. 

A year or $0 ago it was not an casy matter to get a hayman 

to go out with one for a day’s sport on Sunday; but now 

very few obstacles sland in the way, and Sunday shooting 

hcecomes one of the leading attractions of some places along 

shoot. 

wild, and, with their method of staying far out in the open 

sportsman, is “is bad as no’ shooting at all. 

Che Sportsman CGonrist, 

DOWN THE YUKON ON A RAFT. 

BY LIEUT, FRED’K SCHWATKA, U. 5. ARMY. 

Part !I.—Introductory. 

f aie story which followsisasmall painting of the au- 
thor’s recent expedition in the far-off territory of Alas- 

ka, The picture is tinged with the hues of hunting adven- 
ture, but unless time and musquitoes are considered leviti- 
mate killings, our score, as will be seen, was rather small, 

The party, seyen in number, left Portland, Oregon, in the 
latter part of May, 1883, on one of the regular monthly line 
of steamers that ply between this port and those in the south- 
western part of Alaska, Stopping at Astoria, near the month 
of the Columbia, a large salmon cannery was yisited, and as 
our vessel was loading material from it for another in Alas- 
ka, we were kindly received and ‘‘showed around.” ‘The 
salmon are caught mostly by gill nets (the size of the meshes 
regulated by State law), stretched across bars, bottoms and 
shoals that experience has shown to be the best, and these 
nets areexamined mornings and evenings. The salmon, once 
worth from two to five cents apiece at the canneries, now 
bring ten and fifteen times the latter amount without 1 cor- 
responding increase in the value of the canned fish in the 
English markets (for these maris consume the greater share 
ot the dozen million cans annually produced on this riyer 
Bone). This shows what immense profits were formerly 
made. 
When the boats have brought the salmon to the canneries 

and the two interested parties checked off the number, they 
pass into the great barn of a building, and are placed under 
a morgue-like hydraulic apparatus to keep them cool until 
cleaned by Chinamen. Then they pass to the cutting ma- 
chine, This isa series of knives that at one revolution 
divide the fish into a dozen sections, one of which may he 
eaten by European royalty, another by the gentle American 
backwoodsman, and another—especially if there be any fault 
in its canning process—may be used to supply our great and 
numerous army. Chinamen hustle these sub-salmon into two- 
pound cans, with a certain amount of salt, and they then go 
through a boiling and steaming process. It requires a couple 
of sober men and a half a dozen well regulated clocks to do 
this part of the business properly. The cans are then headed 
and solder themselves as they roll down to the place where 
they are tested and labeled with a modest American label, 
that gives an exact portrait of the particular fish in that can. 
Two dozen (48 lbs.) cans in a box make a ‘*case,” the unit of 
commerce and market reports. More than half a million 
cases were shipped last year from the Columbia alone. The 
cannery men are mostly Chinese, the fishermen largely from 
the Mediterranean, a jolly lot of drink-destroyers that would 
pawn ten yards of blue ribbon for four fingers of ‘Cayuse 
claret” (to use the Oregon vernacular), rather than for a bed 
oy a supper. 

T can remember nearly thirty years ago when the Chinook 
Indians fished these waters with spears and canoes, a night 
scene with the lighted torches in the hows forming a beau- 
tiful sight. To the utilitarian, however, whose comprchen- 
sive sizht does not extend beyond the circumference of # 
dollar, the present pictures are much the prettier in their 
gold frames. These salmon, while running up a river to 
spawn, will not rise to u fly nor even descend to a bait, and 
a story was once current in these parts that many years ago 
when this fertile country was in dispute, parties were sent 
out by the respective governments to sce if it was really 
worth anything more than spitting on their hands and shak- 
ing their fists at each other. Sir Anonymous Somebody, K. 
GC. B., on the part of Great Britain, visited it and investi- 
gated it thoroughly with a hook and line—haying heard of 
the famous salmon of these regions—and hecause they would 
not bite as they did in the Shannon, he is said to have re- 
ported that it wasn’t worth an obstruction placed across a 
river to raise its waters. Lewis and Clarke represented onr 
government, | believe, and as they were here only two years 
and a half, and therefore had no time to spare fishing, in 
order to read the instructions prepared for them at the seat 
of government, the salmon question did not enter into our 
consideration; and Oregon is to-day a prospective star of the 
first magnitude in the constellation of the American Union. 
It is not strictly correct that these running salmon will not 
bite or rise to a fly. Where they meet 4 serious obstruction 
to their spawning migration, as a perpendicular falltoo high 
for them to leap, they will nof turn back to seek a better 
channel but persist in their attempts to ascend until the late- 
ness of the season drives them back to sca. At these places 
salmon fishing with a rod and line is wot wholly unprofitable, 
aud during the last year or two several fishermen caught 
these speckled athletes at the Willamette Falls on the main 
tributary of the Columbia. So persistent were they in their 
leapings at this cataract, and so numerous, that boats 
anchored out below the falls have been known to catch them 
in varying quantities, according to the size of the craft and 
the person that told the story. I 

Leaving Astoria behind we plunged out into the broad 
Pacific, and most of the passenger row took advantage of 
this time to get the rest that had been denied them in the 
hurry of the preparation for the yoyage, At least we had 
their word for it as explanations for absence from meals. 

Rounding Cape Flattery, a few hours was spent in Necah 

Ray, lightering a few tons of freight ashorein Indian canoes, 

while the weary passengers came crawling from their rooms, 

pale with refreshment. The yoyage through the Strait of 

Juan de Fea, if the day be clear, is very picturesque, On 
the north is the high rolling pine-coyered hill-land of Van- 
couyer’s Island, with here and there a pretty open praine 

showing 2 white hamlet or two, and on our own country’s 

side is a duplication of the shore, backed by the snow-covered 
peaks of the Olympian range. Mi, Olympus, the highest of 

the group, has never been ascended by white men, 1 under- 

stand, and its impenetrable girdle of dense timber makes it 

an undertaking of no small magnitude to even reach its foot. 

The Indians are said to avoid the mountains, with religious 

determination believing they are the abode of spooks, demons, 

ghosts and hobgoblins in general. Ahead, Mt. Baker of the 

Cascade range, 15,000 fect high, breaks in on the scene, 
We arrived at Victoria in the forenoon of the Queen’s 

birthday, and every one of the bristling poles was flaunting 

bunting from its peak, und below every one was making hil- 

arity the duty of the day. ‘Not a pilot was to be had for all 

the induceménts that could be given, all of them joining in 

the general joy, although the Victoria (such was our ves- 

sel’s name) was blowing her whistle hoarse for three or Tour 

hours to bring them out and pilot us in, Well along into the 

afternoon a small boat put out haying on board a pilot so 

With the winter there does not come a season of neglect. 

Shooting clubs and military companies may spend the win- 

an art, something of rifle shooting. Wehayé always been 
of opinion that the full benefit of this quiet, inexpensive 
armory drill has never been gained by our National Guards- 
men, and every season’s exhibits by certain of the regiments 

betore the butts have only served to convince us of the 
correctness of our yiews, There is double wrong doue if 

aman is ordered out to an open air range for ball practice 

before he has earned the right to that sort of instruction by 

The holding of the rifle in off-hand shooting is a matter 
which may and ought to be attended to indoors, and a 
clumsy manipulation of the piece is yery good proof that 

of some superior officer, 
Ii, would not be a bad idea to have 2 careful examination 

season, With special 1¢ference to these 

points. Let a careful system of armory drill be arranged by 

the Rifle Inspector General, and then Jet it be understood 

been followed. If it is seen that the men are fit to take a trip 

But the present system of haphazard orders is 

SUNDAY SHOOTING. 

if ig a yery discouraging sign to sce the perfect disregard 
shown the law intended to prevent Sunday shooting, 

our coast, Where there is very little to sce and much less to 

‘Beyond the prohibition of law, there are other strong 

reasons which should prevent this thing. Birds that are shot 

at. every day of the week (Sunday included) will become 

water, where they can ciosely observe the approach of the 
It is dike killing 

the goose that lays the golden egg, for sporting hotel pro- 

prictors and gunners to encourage Sunday shooting, and 

thus rob themselves; for let 4 person yisit a particular local- 

ity and fail to shoot or hardly see any birds, no more money 

of such a one will be spent there. New grounds will be 

looked up, and only such places will be visited where game 
abounds, offering the sportsman a chance for a shot, 

Birds that are allowed one day of the week to rest and 
feed will become sufficiently tame to be drawn to the stools, 

If kept constantly on the wing, they willleaye for a more 

hospitable neighborhood. Many complaints are made by 

professional gunners of the scarcity of game, and especially 

the small birds, which in years past haye flown in cloud- 

like flights over the coast of Long Island. 
How could onc expect anything different when seven days 

of each week are given up to the indiscriminate slughter of 
young and old—sparing neither the setting meadow hen, the 

lonely sandpiper, nor eyen the little grass bird—but with 

interminable shooting from early spring, throughout the 

summer, midsummer and autumn, it is not strange thal 
the birds should be so scarce. The true sportsman should 

denounce this business most emphatically, and even if not 

led by conscientious scruples as to trespassing upon the 

seventh day, his desire to respect the Lord and protect the 

game should be enough. 
In these days of fisheulture, protective game laws, game 

preseryes, etc., if would seem as if indeed « backward moye- 

ment had set in, and all adyantages derived from these would 

bemore than counterbalanced by the nest-destroyers of the 

North, improved breech-loaders and Sunday shooting. 
There are other considerations which should affect the man 

who wishes to do what is right, and give others the same op- 

portunity. To those who regard not the restrictions of Sun- 
day, we would say, that what you may see fit to inflict upon 

yourself you have no right to bring upon others, To take 

adguntage of half-starved birds—when the very stillness of 
the day would suggest their protection—is almost as bad as 

robbing a hen roost. The grounds that would be covered 

with birds if left undisturbed will soon become a vacant 

waste. "Che bayman who [or six days of the week has nut 

seen the break of day from his own cottage door, will find 

that he cannotdeny nature this seventh day of rest with ini- 

punity, The seyenth day was intended to recruit the over- 

taxed muscles and denied rest of the week, and nature will 

have it or something must give way. 

The Sunday law should be strictly enforced, and no one 

should be more diligent about its enforcement than those 

who depend upon these sports for a living, 

——————— =< 
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lunch during the time) and promised to be on hand to help 
me along at $9 per help. 

These Chilkats once owned slaves in large numbers, and L 
am not quite sure that the practice has beeu whiolly abolished 
yet, despite the belief of many that it is, and certain amend- 
ments to our constitution. However, many of the unneces- 
sary ernelties and barbarities of the tstitution that they 
formerly practiced have disappeared, they knowing our op- 
position to the system, and willing’ to forego these for the 
more palpable bencfits of work and labors conducted suh rosa, 
Mr. Spuhn told me that these Indians used to celebrate im- 
portant events by killing slaves in the most horrible manners; 
tying them in sacks and stamping them to death while sing- 
ing a death chant, tying them toa huge boulder at low water- 
mark and then singing and dancing on the bank as the tide 
came in and drowned the poor wretch; and other methods 
too horrible and disgusting to relate. Missionary effort has 
done much to abate this, and industries sprinving up in their 
midst and oyershadowine their actions and conduct while 
giving them healthy labor at fair compensation, will throttle 
it even to details. 

On the eyening of the 6th of June, twenty Chilkoot In- 
dians from Chilkoot Inlet, an arm of Lynn Channel, parallel 
to Chilkat Inlet, and both joining about ten or fifteen miles 
from their villages, cume over and informed me that they 
were ready to go with meas packers, These, with my forty 
or fifty Chilkats, made me feel safe in designating the mor- 
row as the time to start, 

to see 80 much husiness going on, there being four or fiye 
fair-sized backwoods stores. The principal display was of 
dog-skin rugs covering the floors, the animals not yet dead. 
Wrangell is the principal depot for miners for the Cassiar 
mines on the Stickeen River, which comes in near here. 
Stickeen Indian curiosities were quite numerous, and sone 
of them Were elaborate, especially their war knives, which 
looked formiduble enough to kill an clephant, although I 
doubt if they haye eyer been used in anything more thrilling 
than slicing salmon, One splendid piece of savage work- 
Manship was 4 carved ladle from the horns of a mountain 
goat, for which the possessor had been offered $60, and this 
cup showed in its wholesale ¢apacity for fluids that the 
mouth of the Stickeen Indian and Stickeen River must be 
nearly the same size, 

In order ta reach Sitka, the “inland passage’ must be 
abandoned, or the roule be very roundabout; and no sooner 
had we reached the swells of the broud Pacific than the pas- 
sengers commenced seeking rest, Sitka has been synonymous 
with Alaska to the greater majority of the people of the 
United States solonz, and so many haye described this one 
point so often, that any person who has traveled a few lun- 
Gred miles in Alaska, proper can afford to dvop it as written 
to death, Killisnoo is another steamboat port in Alaska, 
and here is a large codfish drying and packing establishment 
tliat is owned by the Northwest Trading Company, most or 
their capital being invested in cod, salmon and whale fish- 
eries, instead of fur-trading, which has been overdone until 
furs are getting searce. This policy of fisheries, it is reason- 
ably supposed, will give a ncedecl rest fo the fur interest by 
withdrawing the Indian hunters as employes in the canneries, 
etc, Such has been the result ina number of frontier mining 
ilistricts, where the move energetic Indians found lucrative 
employment in yarions capacities, and when the mines had 
“played ont,” fo use a miner's phrase, Whe fur-bearing ani- 
mals were found to have increased considerably. 

At Killisnoo I siw many Indians with their faces black- 
ened with tar and piteh. Tn a very few cases this is 4 part 
of the fashion for mourning for dead relatives, but in a 
ereater majority of the cases it is simply lo protect the face 
from violent sunburn, and the eyes fvom the dazzling reflec- 
tions while fishing on the water. It dogs not increase their 
leauty in the least, especially when it is about half peeled 
off, but as they hayen’t much beauty tomar, if should hardly 
be counted against them. 

On the 2d of June we arrived at Pyramid Harbor, in the 
Ohilkat Inlet, this being the point where I should disembark 
for my contemplated inland trip to the head of the Yukon, 
using Indians as packers for my effects across the 40 or 50 
mile portage that intervened. There are two canneries in 
this inlet, and the salmon “‘run” was expected to commence 
eyery day. J unloaded iny effects at the cannery of the 
Northwest Trading Company on the west side, and for 
many kind efforts in procuring Indians for my irip, [ am in- 
debted to its superintendent, Mi, Spubn, who placed me un- 
der many other obligations as well, Indians could be had in 
profusion at a dollar a day, or a dollar and « half with a 
canoe if ] wanted it, I wanted them fora month or so, and 
some few were hired, but lo cross the mountain poriage io 
the lake ou the head of the great Yukon they had charged 
$8 and $10 cach, and did not care to lower their prices, for 
so rich a» man as Uncle Sam. In yain did Mr. Spuhu argue 
that it was a wholesale transaction that would require 60 or 
7U of them, that L was twin brother of the Great Father, that 
another twin bother was to be made governor of Alaska, 
and so forth, and so on, They remained inexorable, and 
right here | will say in advance that I had more respect for 
them for it after I too had traveled the trail and saw the ter- 
rible thoroughfare that would have tempted a mule to com- 
mit suicide. 

Chilkat is particulanly rugged and capped with glaciers, 
with a few open places on the steep, heavily timbered moun- 
tain sides, In these open spots bears are frequently secu 
picking berries and grubbing for roots, Th was no wnusual 
occurrence for a number of us, armed with telescopes and 
field lasses, to sit down on the cordwood piles or lounze 
tround on anything that would give us resting room, and 
watch the movements of bruin, It was u sort of bear ear 
den on a grand scale. These “bare” spots were 2,000 to 
2,500 feet above the sea leyel, and, while we no doubt looked 
like a hive of ants to bruin himsclf, his movements could be 
watched closely with the help of a fine glass. The usual 
time for these displays was during the clear, quiet evenings, 
when, it seems, his bearshipis most prone to feed. One 
evening an Indian, stimulated no doubt by the large number 
of spectators that he would have for in audience, de- 
termined to kill brum with all the necesssary dis: 
play incidental to a true flicatrieal performance, and 
with an oll smooth-bore musket started up the side of the 
hill. He was gone nearly an hour, the hear having prom- 
enaded backward gnd forward in his limited space during 
all this time, when the Indian was seen on 4 little break not 
far from bruin, crawling directly for him, A true, genuine 
bear hunt, with the spectafors occupying private boxes, dress 
circle and pit (or rather, salmon boxes, cordwood and the 
pround), was a genuine novelty, and I think a good score of 
glasses followed the Indian and the bear in all their move- 
ments. The Indian got within thirty or forty yards of the 
bear, as we estimated from our standpoint, and when it 
looked to all as if both were in full sight of each other, tlie 
Indian snddenly halted, stretehed his neck up in the air, 
turned around and ran backward in the bush, and we never 
suw him again until the next morning, when he reporicd 
that he had seen nothing of the bear, After the Indian dis- 
appeared the bear, a good-sized specimen of the black variety, 
‘nosed around” for a while and then suddenly vacated, hav- 
ing evidently gotten “‘wind” of his antagonist. The whole 
thing seemed to be a grand furce, in which no fault could 
be found, at least, with the scenery and settings. 

Onthe fourth of the month, some fishermen in the inlet 
brought ina sting ray that measured five feet six inches in 
length by four feet four inches in width, They told me it 
was nothing unusual to catch these fellows in these waters, 

Here, too, I found the Indians blackening their faces until 
they looked like a lot of darkey minstrels, to keep the sun 
from blistering their faces, and I could not help but think 
that the prospects for a blonde white man were not very en- 
couraging. 

Indians were very hard to procure in sufficient numbers to 
transport my party across the portagein oue body, reyniring 
some fifty to sixty, as one of the principal chiefs had died 
atthe head ofthe inlet and all of the tribe wanted to attend 
his obsequies when he would be burnt ona funeral pyre, I 
was sent an invitation to be present as 2 means of delaying 
me, but as the ceremonies threatened to We a week long I 
declined ayvith thanks, and when they sawI was obdurate 
many decided to forego their pleasure (for it is one grand -free 

well acquainted with the Victoria bars that he had evidently 
been aie to find all of them that day. There was no time 
for temperance lectures, however, and the Qaptain under- 
standing the chainel well (with the pilot on lhe bridge to 
save insurance) the vessel's head was swung around, and the 
two Victorias approached each cther. Despite the fact that, 
acordinjr to our pilot, the buoys were all displaced, and even 
the granite channel! itself had changed during the last few 
hours, we managed fo get to u dock. 

Victoria, almost a dead city of 5,000 or 6,000 inhabitants 
since the Fraser River and adjacent mines have died out, is 
how,reviving under the prospects of the Canadian Pacitic 
Railway. It has the finest drives of any city on the Pacific 
coast, aud is tivalled by but few on the Atlantic slope. Back in 
tlie adjacent country the hunting has been good for many 
years, and even now, bear, deer and other large game are to 
be found in readily accessible districts. Theve was no time 
for bunting. however, and our next journey was to Port 
Townsend, the custom-house port of Puget Sound, where we 
cleared, and were soon on our way for Alaska in dead earnest. 
From Olympia, at the head of Puget Sound, to Chilkat in 

Alaska Territory, a distance of over 1,000 miles of coastline, 
the most fragile river steamer could run, so well is the 
passage protected by outlying islands, It 1s known as the 
“inland passage” to Alaska, and is really more like steaming 
on & large river, with openings here and there to the great 
ocean, than any open water vavigation, Inmany places the 
channel is not more than 300 to 400 yards wide, and at one 
place in the passage separating Vancouvers Tsland from the 
mainland it is proposed to bridge the water, to allow the 
Canadian Pacific Railway to haye its western terminus in 
Victoria, the metropolis of British Columbia. These inland 
passages are picturesque beyond description, and although 
somewhat monotonous in thei constantly recurring scenes of 
fle same character, however grand, there is no donbt that 
when the Pacific coast becomes more thickly settled they 
will he great traveling resorts, Meir exemption from sea-siclk- 
hess being one of the stron est recommendations to the tourist 
of the average stomach. 

The shores of these salt-water rivers are precipitous and 
vugged, and coyered to the snow limit with dense forests of 
spruce and pine, Here and there avalanches from their tops 
have hewn great winrows though this timber from the yery 
clouds to the water's edge, and the lighter yreen toliage of 
these places forms a strange ond beautiful contrast with the 
sombre colors of the older trees, From the lakes high up 
on the lilis of snow come down many « pretly cascade ind 
waterfall, that gives a pleasant relief to the everlasting 
green of the mountain sides, As one reaches further north, 
these snowbanks on the top grade off into glaciers, and in 
miuny places the ice accumulations sre so great that {le re- 
sulting glaciers reach far down to the water line, giving off 
diminutive icebergs that often reach above the ocean steamer’s 
deck, and add another novelty to the tourist of temperate 
climes, whose ice knowledge has been confined to skating 
ponds and mint juleps. lt is almost impossible to plod 
through this thicket of timber, not only on account of its 
thickness but also {he marshy, boggy morass ihat it covers 
even on the sides of the steepest hills. Once on the top, how- 
ever, an occasional opening is found, where ouly the mossy 
bog has to be taken into account in walking, und here oneis 
likely to find deer, bear or mountain goats, if there be any 
in the country. Sawing hickory cord wood at fifty cents a 
cord and investing the proceeds in venison isa much less 
laborious method of procuring deer meat than to hunt it in 
the mountains of Alaska and British Columbia, Winged 
game is not scarce, but for wood birds as grouse, quail and 
soon we have said enoughin describing their country. 
Ducks and geese are much easier to get in the numerous pas- 
sages, and are sufficiently abundant to tempt sportsmen, or 
ifthe tourist he a sportsman, to break the monotony of his 
trip. 

On the 29th of May the Vietoria crossed Dixon Entrance, 
the dividing channel between British Columbia and Alas- 
kan waters, and we felf that our lalors had really com- 
menced. That same forenoon we entered Bocadé Quadra 
Tnlet in order to leave freight for the Cape Fox Salmon Can- 
hery, aminfant industry of that year. This place was pic- 
turesquely situated in one of the many thousand picturesque 
arms of the sea putting into Alaska from the Pacifie Ocean, 
all of which are merely cauals or fjords cut through steep 
lofty mountains and clothed with dark green verdure of the 
Alaskan spruce and cedar Clear to their tops, not unlike the 
{jords of Norway as depicted. Mr. Ward, of Portland, 
regon, was the superintendent, and had some forty or filty 

Tsimpsean, Capé Fox and Tougas Indians about him, En- 
gaging him in conversation T found that game was very 
plentiful in his locality, consisting mostly of mountain 
sheep, blacktailed deer and brown and black bear, despite 
the fact that the extremely rug*ed and mountainous char- 
acter of the country, with its dense, compact growth of 
timber would make it, at first sight, appear otherwise in 
eyery sense. Nota great many days before we arrived he 
and a hired Indian af the cannery had taken their suns, his 
being a double-barreled shotgun loaded with buck or ball, 
and the Indian's an old Hudson Bay musket, and had clam- 
bered up the narrow valley of the little creek that here flows 
into the inlet from the mountain snows yet visible in great 
banks on their tops, and during the day had seen eight black 
beurs, securing three with eyen their imperfect weapons for 
such game, his particular valley and its adjacent hills he 
said was alive with this sort of same, and now that he had 
a fine rifle he hoped to be able to do good exceution. 

There is another sort of bear in this general vicinity called 
the brown bear, nearly as large and very closely resembling 
the grizzly, A curious fact is that the brown and black 
bears never inhabit tle same valleys or mountains, so the 
Indians here say, although these yicinities of each may be 
mingled in a general locality like the black and white squares 
in 4 checkerboard, but each staying in his own color. The 
particular valleys and other special localities held by the 
brown bears are sacred spots to the Indians, who know all of 
them with unerring accuracy, and they cannot be induced to 
visit or huntin them under any circumstances. They say 
{ley are unusually savage, and while the Indians have the 
reputation of heing brave when brayery is needed, they are 
nol very prone to display it simply Yor that purpose, aud 
accordinly, the brown bear with nothing but his robe as a 
reward, is not much of an inducement for them to seck. 
They call them in their own language ‘‘the crazy bear,” 
from his ungovernable ferocity, I afterward found this dread 
of the brown bear to be co-extensive with the Alaskan Ter- 
oa wherever Indians could be found, — fy —+ 

‘tangell was reached on the 30th, and it is the seediest. 
looking town in the whole territory of the United ‘States, 
Such it seemed to be from the steamer, and whenI visited 
the rickety mass of broken-down buildings Isyas surprised 

AMONG THE MOOSE. 

IN TWO PARTS—PART I. 

Norti—James, you are a good shot? 

Shepherd—1 seldom miss & haystack, or a barn-door, standing at 

twenty yards; but war they to talc wings to themselves and flee away, 

TI should be shy 0’ takin on ony big bet that 1 should bring them 

down—especially wi’ a single barrel,—Noetes Ambrosian. 

NOTHER story Joe told had an sir of respectable an- 
vi tiqnity abont it, but as he told it was quite amusing: 
“Once there was a man, an’ he lived in the bush, an’ he had 
a farm in the bush, am’ one day he went toa town to get a 
file. So then he got a file to file his saw, an’ he gave a half 
adollar for the file, a file about so lovg, an’ then he was 
goin’ home, an' he was goin’ to ride home on his horse 
through the hush, an’ he tied the file on his saddle, So then 
he rode along, and after a while he looked for his tile, an’ it 
was gone, an’ le didn't have no file, an’ he had lost his file. 
So then he turned back an’ rode along an’ he was ail the 
time lookin’ for his file, an’ after a while he found it in the 
roud. So then he said, ‘Pll carry the file in my hands so 1 
won't lose it any more.’ An’ then he rode along an’ he was 
carryin’ his fileso he won't lose it agam. So then he came 
to where it was green bush, an’ there was a partridge sittin’ 
by the road on a log. An’ then he thonght he would get the 
partridge, so he threw his file at the partridge, an” then 
the partridge few away. An’ then he went to Took at the 
logan’ wet his file, au’ his file was goue, an’ he couldn't find 
his file, an’ then he didn’t carry his file in his hand no more 
s0 he won't lose it,” 
Wednesday afternoon | had gone with the Indians to the 

ponds, near which we first cumped to gel some traps they 
had sect which they wished to take along whenwe moved 
camp to the burnt country. As we came back, we saw on 
the bog near the head of the pond by our shanty, 
the tracks of a very large moose which had walked by there 
the night before within 350 yards of the camp. I pointed 
out the place, which was in plain sight from the beach in 
front of the camp, to Vor. Peck, and he told the Indians that 
if they would put a moose there, he or I could kill it before 
it could get to the timber. Friday morning we were ready 
to start for our new camping ground im gvod time, with 
heavy loads, but before we left, Aleck got at Mr. Peck to 
shoot his gun at something so he couldl see how aniich to he- 
lieve about what was to him long ranye. fle was snon satis- 
fied after seeing a number of shots at 300 to 600 yards, and 
we tramped ont to where we had first come by wagon, but 
eased the trip some by using the bireh to cross a couple of 
ponds instead of walking around them, After eating a 
luneh, we took a new direction andl reached an unoccupied 
log camp near a beautiful pond surrounded by bold hills 
where we passed the night. Our journey from this to our 
intended hunting ground was without any particular inci- 
dent—we passed an occupied camp of loggers, where we had 
a lunch of heans and carried with us some fresh bread and 
donghnuts. On the big bog we had several miles of good 
paddling in the birch, stopping only to.cut out a couple of 
trees, and a tramp of a couple of miles after leaving the 
canoe brought us to an-old and long disused lumber shanty, 
where we nade ourselyes as comfortable as we could, intend- 
ing to begin hunting Monday, 
My companion, fo whose kindness and companionship in 

camp 1 was indebted for two-thirds of the pleasure of my 
trip, hud not been very well before we started from St. 
Claire, and had canght a bad cold just after we got into the 
woods. Sunday night was even colder than the two or three 
before it, ice half an inch thick freezing in the tins in the 
shanty, and Monday morning I saw that he looked and felt 
unwell. After breakfast he said he did not feel able to hunt 
any, and to avoid the risk of getting worse he would go out 
to the railroad, taking Joe with him, and suggested that L 
should carry out the object of the expedition by hunting 
Monday and Tuesday, and should then come out, join him 
Wednesday night, and we would start home Thursday 
morning. After some argument—tor I did not like to see 
him go off alone—I apreed to this, and by 9 o’clock he and 
Joe lit “one. This was so long after breakfast that Aleck 
could not start ont, of course, until he had eaten something 
and drank a quart or two of tea, then we started on our 
hunt, Lin my shirt sleeves, with only my gun to carry, 
Aleck bringing some provisions and an axé. The leayes 
were very noisy and the day altogether a bad one for still- 
hunting. 

At noon we halted, gotin a hollow, where we would be 
out of sight, sound and wind, and dined. We had seen 
fresh tracks of an old bull and two smaller moose in the twa 
or three miles we had traveled, but. had not very much idea 
that we shonld see any of the animals themselves. The 
afternoon was even worse than the morning. There was a 
dull, leaden, cloudy sky overhead, and not a breath of air 
stirring, not a leaf moved; it was so still that_the traditional 
pin svould have needed to drop but a little way to be heard. 

The only chance lay in seeing a moose before it saw us, 
and as the country was all burned, so that we could see a 
mile sometimes, there was a possibility of our doing this. 
We went as.quietly as we could, and. very slowly, stopping 
eyery few. paces fo look .and.listen, About half-past 4 we 
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came in sight of our shanty, some third of a mile away, bub 
did not, for that, relax our vigilance, hut started over the 
last small rise between us and camp as carefully as though 
We were ten miles from home, and expecting to see a moose 
every minute, Our patience and care were rewarded, As 
we came to the brow of the little bluff overlooking the 
shanty, then only $50 yards away, 1 saw below us a mys- 
terions something, which, in the then rather uncertain light, 
was so bear the color of the brush in which it stood, that it 
looked exactly like a big brownish bush, with a wisp of dry 
grass on cither side of it. 

“Don’t that look like an old bull moose standing there 
looking right at us?’ I whispered to Aleck. He slowly 
nodded assent, and at that moment the wisps of grass moved; 
they were the horns of a moose—of the “big buck” whose 
death I had been prattling to Joe about for a week past. I 
jerked off my mitten with my teeth, and as the moosé turned 
roadside, clapped the gun tomy shoulder and fired, in- 

stantly pumping in another cartridge. Two steps to the 
right took him out of sight behind a clump of green spruce 
and balsam, but a moment after he appeared again, having 
turned back, going from right to left, when I gave him a 
second shot, and just as he entered a thicket of brush fireda 
third, which had little chance to reach him on account of 
the mass of stuff intervening. Hardly had he got out of 
sight when down he pitched with a crash. “He's down! 
Now you pot the big bull, eh!” cried Aleck, his dark eyes 
wild with excitement. ‘‘I hit him the first shot,” 1 replied, 
“he wouldn’t have gone fifty yards if I had fired no more.” 

Aleck looked over the ground, ‘‘That’s along shot. I 
couldn't do that. You kill him more’ntwo hundred yards 
off,” he exelaimed. 

“‘T don’t think it is that far,” I said, ‘‘itmay be a hundred 
and fifty;” but when we had gone about half way to the 
moose, | looked back and said we had already come a hun- 
dred yards, Afterward I measured the distance, and found 
the first shot two hundred and ten yards, one foot; the second 
two hundred and twenty yards. When we reached our moose 
and examined him, he turned out to be just what I wanted, 
a big bull, while the horns were not too unwieldy to hang 
up, spreading only three feet two inches, but were heavy, 
yety even, and handsome, 

“You don’t get “em any bigger than that,” Alex said after 
looking him over; ‘‘You hunt along while to see another 
one so big.” I measured him as he lay and found his height 
at the shoulders 6’ 6"; girth of body, 7’ 7’; length from hase 
of horns to rump, 7' 4". On opening the moose to clean it, I 
found the first shot had broken a rib on the right side as it 
went in, and had lodged under the skin on the opposite side; 
the second had entered the left side, gone clean through and 
out near the entrance of the first. The aorta was cut and 
the animal fell dead without a kick. We could not have 
devised a betler ending to our day’s hunt, for our game lay 
within a hundred and fifty yards of camp, to which we 
presently repaired to cook, eat, smoke and sleep, careless as 
fo what the weather might be next day. 

In the morning we turned out early, breakfasted and 
packed up our things, leaving some in the shanty, as Aleck 
had the head and horns to carry. I had the head unjointed 
from the neck, and as much flesh cut from the back of it as 
we could get at, but it made a good load; then put a tent 
and blanket under it to make it soft to Aleck’s back, for 
when I weighed it next day at the railroad station it weighed 
784 pounds, 
We got out to civilization that evening and my friend Mr, 

P. was delighted to find that I had obtained a shot. Could 
he have kept well he might haye had one too, which would 
have completely fontaded off our trip, As if was, we could 
say much more truthfully than was often said in the army, 
“The objects of the expedition having been accomplished, 
the whole command returned safely to camp,” and so left for 
home the next (Wednesday) morning, Oct. 24. | took a short 
cut by Albany und New York, and reached Washington at 
§ A, M,, Friday, the 26th. 

And now let me say a word about hunting. TI lave some- 
times been laughed at by friends whom I happened to have 
in the woods with me for insisting so strenuously upon 
silence; upon doing things quietly, not only while actually 
out hunting, but in and about camp. invariably shut 
down on the whistling, singing and hallooing creature, if I 
stumble across oue, andif J could build a shanty and keep 
up a fire without the stroke of an axe, it would please me. 
I say that in a wild country one wants to be as quiet as its 
denizens to get all the chances, Due regard being had tothe 
handiness of wood and water, I like to put my camp where 
it will least disturb the game, but while this may not put il 
in the most likely spot for seeing game, the site is just as wild 
as any other part of the woods, and if I keep quite I may see 
any of the yarious beasts or birds that belong to the region. 
1 deiiember well camping on the Ord Stillwater of the 

North River in the Adirondacks, with Mitch. Sabattis in 
1859. We got to camp about 5 P. M., and although we 
went several times toa little run, which emptied into the 
river some thirty or forty yards from our fire, to get water, 
wash, etc,, yet we were so quiet, that when it got dark 
enough and we started out to float, intending to cross the 
river, there was an old buck standing at the mouth of this 
run where he could not belp but see our fire light, although 
I think it would have puzzled him to hear us. After we had 
done laughing at the sudden way he went off when we were 
not expecting anything, we crossed the river, I killed a buck 
not over 300 yards from camp, and we were back at our fire 
in less than half an hour. 
On another occasion, half a dozen years ago, I went with a, 

companion to “Rock Camp” to lie out and Jook for bears, 
Tt was after dark when we got near it, buf instead of going 
noisily and carelessly we went so quietly that our little 
shepherd dog routed out a panther from our bed when we 
were not twenty steps off. I was camping last year with 
some friends in the same region and we killed a deer within 
forty yards of camp. IfIand my Indian had relaxed our 
vigilance and stopped hunting when we eame in sight of our 
shanty, we should haye got no moose that day. 

To the beginner who wishes to become a still-hunter I 
would say therefore, be a st//J hunter; make no more noise 
in the woods or about your camp, than the deer or moose do 
aboul their haunts; getin the habit of doing everything 
quietly and you will never regret it. Ido nof like to hear 
two or three fellows singing or laughing and ‘‘going on” 
when I am half a mile from camp, or perhaps twice that far 
across apond, but I do like to feel, as Istep across the threshold 
of my shanty, that the day's huntis not quite over un- 
til I have turned and taken a last look around, to see thatan 
old buck is not standing on the opposite hiilside, watehing 
me, 

If I were advising one who wished to killa deer hut did 
not kuow what sort of a hunter he ought to he 1svould say: 

“Do not hound. Do not carry a cannon into the woods | window. “I do hope Gruff is loose summers ‘round the ny 
when an ordinary rifle will do.” A yery little experience 
will show the reason for the first prohibition; the second is 
given because it is much better todepend on one’s shooting 
than on the gun. There is just as much sense in suiting the 
gun to the game asin suiting the rod to the fish. I don’t 
want a gun that will kill a deer if it shoots anywhere within 
ten feet of it, all that I care foris one that will kill it at 
any ordinary range if I hit it in the right place. 

CG. CLAY. 
WasHinaton, D. C. 

THE WILD BULL OF BIG TIMBER. 

A Christmas Yarn. 

BY SENEOGA. 

AY AS there ever a township so poverty-stricken, so utter- 
ly worthless and good-for-nothing as that of Meadow- 

marsh? For the sake of the human family [ hope not. Its 
marshes and bogs, partially submerged each spring by the 
Tiver, would grow no crops but the bright green grasses and 
the tall cat-tails; its river was too small for commerce and too 
sluggish for water-power mills; its Big Timber swampfwas 
as inaccessible for lumbering purposes as if it had been in 
Patagonia, on account of the treacherous bogs, and as far as 
trade was concerned, bless you, there wasn’t any money to 
purchase with. How, then, did the Meadowmarshers em- 
ploy themselyes? 

Well, for one thing, they fiddled. 
From Big Lick to Bancabasha, all along the river, at every 

festive occasion, from a husking-bee to a real shake-down, 
the entertainment was considered incomplete unless a ‘‘Med- 
dermasher” und his home-mnde fiddle composed the orches- 
tra, The women even were performers, aud the first play- 
thing put into the hands of the young was a violin. 

For another thing, they fished. 
Some aver that fiddling and poverty go hand in hand, 

Others declare that fishing and penury are twins. But when 
both fishing and fiddling ure combined in the same person, 
wotul, indeed, must be his indigence, if these authorities 
are to be credited. And I am bound to say that the Meadow- 
marshers were a liying proof of the soundness of the doc- 
trine. 

Besides these occupations they cut flag from the marshes 
in autumn, which, when dried and bundled, was floated 
down the river to Nazareth and suld for making baskets and 
chair bottoms; and occasionally they hunted, but only when 
they needed meat or fur, and in this latter pursuit the women 
were as valiant, if not as skillful, as the men. You might 
meet in the Big Timber the father of a family, tall, gaunt, 
his sunken cheeks and yellow skin telling of perpetual ague, 
his long, matted hair surmounted by a greasy ‘coon-skin cap, 
his body encased in a hickory shirt and tattered homespun 
that was always too brief in the arms and legs, and his feet 
shod with heavy cowhide boots; and in a minute’s walk you 
would perhaps encounter his better half, also tall and gaunt, 
with the same sign of ague, the samé long, matted hair, the 
same greasy ‘coon-skin headgear, the same tattered and brief 
homespun, the same cowhide boots, and mayhap the same 
hickory under-garment, Each would certainly be possessed 
of a formidable ‘‘smooth-bore” of astonishing caliber, and 
each would surely be puffing smoke through the elder stem 
of a corncoh pipe. 
Now to our yarn. 
The snow was drifted in huge, odd-shaped masses on the 

Meadowmarsh Hats, and lay on a level in the Big Timber, 
where it was protected from the wind. The river presented 
a plain surface of ice, with only occasional drifts of snow 
and frequent protruding fyke-poles to break its monotony, 
It was the day before Christmas, the sun shone warm, and 
old Joel Doubleday, as he ploughed through the drifts to- 
ward his shanty, removed his ‘coon-skin cap, wiped his per- 
spiring brow with it, and remarked that he considered the 
state of the weather a “plum good sugarin’ thaw, only too 
airly in the season.” Reaching his own bark-thatched log 
shanty, Joel kicked the suow from his boots, pushed open 
the door, stooped low and entered, A single ray of light 
that struggled through the one pane of glass that served as 
a window revealed the sole room of the domicile in its indi- 
gent nakedness; the stone fire-place, so awkwardly con- 
structed that it seemed in imminent danger of toppling over, 
the rongh, square table, the two or three flag-bottomed 
chairs, the ancient bedstead, and the home-made alfair dig- 
nified by the name of ‘‘lounge,” and in remarkable contrast 
to the general poyerty of the equipment, in the brightest 
corner, With shining, varnished case and glittering keys, a 
meélodeon, A woman, thin, angular, with deep, sunken 
eyes and lowering brows, lifted a blazing bough from the 
fire to light her cob pipe as her lord entered. 

“Where's Tilly?” asked Joel, peering about the room. 
“She’n’ Brother Simplesweet is gone to borry Minervy 

Jones's sam book.” 
“Ts thet chicken-liyered, funeraltaced missionary here 

agin?” 
e ‘Parson Simplesweet is here, Joel Doubleday, an’ what's 

more, he’s goin’ to stop over Christmas,” answered his wife 
severely. ; 
An’ what is Parson Simplesweet a-goin’ to put into his 

dear delicut stommik, Rebecky?” 
“Elijah was fed by ravens,” said the wife. 
“But there ain'f, no ravens in this ‘ere deestrict, Rebecky; 

an’ a man that sot still a-waitin’ for rayens to feed him here- 
abouts wouldn't look yery chipper at the eend of the fust 
week, The p'int is just here: we've et the last tater, the 
‘lasses has gi’n out, the corn nn’ grease is all gone, an’ all ’s 
left is some cold samp to feed fonr on Christmas day. We 
might as well make up our minds to go to the county house, 
Ts’pose ye know that to-day a week there’s got to be five 
dollars paid on that ‘ere music trap,” pointing to the melo- 
deon, “an’ where them gaid fiye dollars is comin’ from Lord 
only knows. Rebecky, that "tarnal piece of foolishness has 
ben ourrnination, Why couldn’t Tilly be satisfied with a 
fiddle, like the rest of the gals, instead of wantin’ that pesky 
box, that won’t play nothin’ but sam-tunes, anyway? Here 
we be with nothin’ to eat, an’ thet thing has cost enough to 
feed us on beef-meat a year. Kin weentamelodeon? No, 
‘An' when we can't pay the five dollars on it next week, Bei, 
it goes, an’ all we've paid up on it, too. As fer thet snivel- 
lin’ parson, I shell open his eyes to our suckumstances, an’ 
tell him plum straight thet his room is more agreeable than 
his company.” ; 
‘Yow ll do nothin’ of the kind, Joel Doubleday,” inter- 

rupted Rebecca. ‘Brother Simplesweet shell be told that 
our supplies is gi’n out, but I shell welcome him to sheer 
with us what little we hey,” i ; 

‘Here comes the varmint,"” said Joel,-turning from the 

shanty.” : 
“Thed to turn the soap kittle ever onto the dog, when 

Brother Simplesweet come,” said Rebecca, laying her pipe 
aside. “Tf Thadn’t, T believe he would have et up the parson.” 

“Fle, he, he!” chuckled Joel. ‘thet purp’s a wiseun. Pa- 
layer can’t come it oyer him.” 

“Good evening, Brother Doubleday,” said a meek-looking 
man of about thirty, dressed entirely in black, who just then 
pushed open the door and entered, ‘‘I hope that your bodily 
health is good?” 

“Tol'able, parson,” growled Jocl. 
“Oh, pa,” cried a very freckled, but buxom young woman 

who accompanied the parson, “‘we seen the wild bull.” 
Instantly the old man turned to his daughter, his little 

gray ¢yes dancing with excitement, Then striving to appear 
calm, he said, in an indifferent tone of voice, Yes, did ch? 
An’ how do ye know it was the bull, Tilly?” 

‘CQanse it was coal black all over, pa, an’ only had one 
horn, that was shaped exactly like a letter 8. It stood in 
the snow right on the edge of the Big Timber, an’ looked at 
us. An’ then it give a snort like, an’ took to the Timber with 
its tail sticken’ up.” 

“Oh, Joel,” said his wife, ‘‘won'l yé try onst more to kill 
that critter? Think how we need hat money, An’ think 
of the meat, an’ the hide* an’——’ 

“'Rebecky,” interrupted the old man, ‘‘ye don’t know what 
ye say. Sence the day when Square Bristow’s boy was found 
ored to death in the Timber, an’ the Square offered twenty 
ollars to the man thet’d fetch him the crooked horn of thet 

bull, every man in Meddermash has tried to kill the eritter, 
Tye drawed on him fime an’ agin at five rod, an’ fired right 
betwixt his eyes. An’ there he has stood an’ laughed at me— 
yes, by gosh, laughed at ne to my face, snevrin’ like, Re- 
becky, I'ye quit. That critter ain’ no cattle; he’s the deyil,” 

“Oh, pa! remonstrated Tilly, “how kin you?” 
‘And the devil was cast into the lake of fire and brim- 

stone, where the beast and the false prophet ure,” said the 
parson, lifting his eyes and clasping his hands, 

‘An’ it’s my opinion,” remarked Joel, ‘‘thet this ‘gre is the 
identikle beast mentioned in Scripter, fer he’s sarlinly so 
fae ter fire an’ brimstun thet he don’t mind powder and 
ea i 

“Wal, Joel, ye’re so sot in yer maind thet there’s no use o° 
arguyin’ with ye,” said his wife, “so light the candle; and 
you, Brother Simplesweet, draw up a cheer, We haint 
nothin’ but cold samp ter eat, an’ thet’s the truth; but f 
s’pose there’s some ‘dl be glad to hey even thet, so we orter be 
thankful.” 

‘Verily, Sister Doubleday, 1 would I were able to offer 
you the material aid that my heart desires; but 1 can at least 
send up the prayers of my very soul in your behalf,” re- 
sponded the parson. 

The simple meal dispatched, and the actual indizence of 
the family made fully known to the parson, this good man 
endeavored by eyery argumeut to induce Joel to attempt 
once more the capture of the bull, even offering to accom- 
pany him in the hunt, but the harder the parson plead, the 
stronger was Joel’s negative, till, out of all patience, the 
former said; - 

“T, then, will strive to slay this beast to-morrow. Un- 
snited to my calling as is the bearing of arme, to relieve the 
distress of two Christian women thereby is no sin, lam sure,” 

‘All right, parson,” said Joel, ‘‘there’s three gunk a-hang- 
in’ on the pegs—mine and Becky's am’ Tilly's. Ye kin take 
yer pick, an’ I hope yell fetch yer hide back on yer bones.” 

“Very well, my good but perverse friend. And now those 
who wish to will unite with me in a tinal prayer for heavenly 
aid before retiring will prepare. We will first sing a hymn.” 

At this Joel muttered something about '*chores to do,” lit 
his pipe and stepped out in the air, Were he sniffed the 
breeze, looked at the stars and sky, und then lifted the huge 
iron kettle that confined the dog, ‘'Gruff,’’ said he, os an 
attenuated, nondescript cur crawled forth, “Gruff, it strikes 
me thet it’s a-goin’ ter freeze harder'n a brick house to-night. 
An’ ef if does, Gruff, there’) be 8 crust in the mornin’ thet IL 
hold up you gn’ me, but it wou't hold wp no wild bull, D'ye 
git my drift, Gruff, eh?” f 

The cur wagged his tail, rubbed up agninst Joel's leg, and 
uttered alow whine. ‘An’ Gruif,” resumed Joc, “EE we 
don’t git Mounsheer Bull, an’ ye see any two-legged yar- 
mint in store clo’esan’ wearin’ u funeral face trarpsin’ 
through the Timber, ye jest tree thet said varmint, will ye?" 

To this Gruff answered by a joyful bark, and jumped np 
in the air in evident glee. 
When Joel re-entered the shanty a blanket was hung 

across the room, dividing it in half, On the one side the two 
women preparing to retire, and on the other the purson sat 
on the lounge examining, in an awkward manner, one of the 
guns. After directing the hely man to turnin on the lounge 
Joel rolled himself in a blanket on the floor before the fire, 
and was almost immediately snoring a bags solo. 

The first streak of dawn had not appeared when Joel rose 
carefully to his feet without waking the parson, settled his 
‘coon skin cap firmly on his head, pulled the strap about his 
waist tighter, reached his long-harreled *'smooth-bore” from 
its pegs, and quietly stole out of the shanty, The frost 
seemed to bite and contract his nostrils as he breathed the 
morning air. He tried the crust with his heels, and found tt 
would bear his weight. ‘‘Here, Grnif!’” he called in a Jow 
tone, and the great skeleton of a cur crept from beneath the 
shanty and followed at his heels, Like two dim ghosts the 
two sped oyer the level meadow toward the black mass of 
forest. The crust was firm, and the distance wus covered 
quickly. ‘No use lookin’ fer tracks, Gruff,” said the old 
man, “‘lt’s snowed right smart sence Tilly seen the critter; 
but (he varmint won’t go fur away from the open as Jong as 
there ain’t no fodder bare in the Timber, so you keep yer 
eye pulled, purp, an’ we'llrun agin him afore the sun's an 
hour high.” 

Tt was yet dark in the dense forest, but Joel knew the 
Timber well and the cur scoured the brush like # trained 
hunter as they moyed along near the outskirts. Eyery bush 
and uprooted stump loomed up in the darkness like a giyan- 
lic bull, but Joel knew the old dog would give tongue as 
soon ag the beast was sighted, and held his gun in readiness 
for instant use, while he devoted all his energy to avoid trip- 
ping over the trailing vines and thick underbrush, On, on 
they went, the surroundings becoming more distinct as the 
sun appeared, but still G was silent. ‘Oaw! can! caw! 
hoarsely cried some frightened crows disturbed from their 
roost in a tall tamarack. ‘Dod rot their pictures!” muttered 
the old man, “that’s bad luck,to begin on, Here purp! 
we've sarlin come a mile, and the critter must be deeper in 
the Timber. We'll break furder inter this wilderness an’ 
take a back track.” : 
Back again over « deeper belt of forest they went to the 

oO 
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starting point, and then beyond toward the river, beating 
carefully every rod of the ground, Then, still deeper into 
the brush they planged, and further in each direction, but 
still allin yain, nota twig cracked except from Jvel’s own 
feet, and not a noise met (heir cars save the distant ‘caw! 
caw!” wf the disturbed crows, The sun was now well up 
in the heavens, the dog hunted with a dejected air und the 
qualms of hunger made the old man wince. 

‘Here, Grofit” he cried, “there must be wind enough on 
the ‘Hog's Back’ to lay bare the fodder; an’ though it’s a 
smart ways off, we'll try it,” and he plunged off in @ new 
direction toward this only piece of high ground in the swamp, 
Tt was fully half an hour before they reached it, and con- 
sidering this as a last hope, Joel exerted the utmost care, The 
“Hope's Back” was cleared on all sides but one, and on this 
latter slope the timber was left standing to the yery summil, 
Carefully guarding his priming from the snow that was 
jostled from the underbrush, Joel crept slowly up the 
wooded slope, reached the summit and peered through the 
bushes. ‘The bull was not there! Then the old man sank 
down on alog, and, I blush ta say, swore. The dog looked 
solemnly at his master for a moment, then slunk away with 
his tail between his legs, and quietly guawed an old stump, 
Suddenly a piercing vell, as of some one in agony, rang 
through tbe silent forest, 

Joel leaped to his feet. There was a crash in the brush 
directly opposite, and a figure in black, hatless, the long hair 
standing up straight, and the long arms waving wildly, 
legped over a fallen log, and came tearing up the slope at a 
pace that only the longest legs and the most abject terror 
cowd inspire. A broad grin distorted Joel's face, Then 
cime a loud erash, and out of the forest, directly behind the 
parson, rushed the Wild Bull of Big Timber! At the same 
moment Gruit leaped out into the clearing, and the bull, dis- 
tracted from his pursuit for a moment, stopped to inspect 
the new comer. ‘The purson caught sight of the dog, and 
stopped too. Between his old enemy and the new, he gave 
hitaself up for lost. He hesitated, however, and turning at 
right angles to his former course, parson, dog antl bull tore 
down the hill at breakneck speed. Joel could contain him- 
self no Jonger, Dropping his gun, he ultered a stentorian 
guffaw, slapped his thighs, and jumped off the ground in 
glee. ‘Grab him, purp! grab lim!” he eried. ‘‘A dollar to 
a doughnut onthe bull! Hooray!” 

The infuriated bull was gaining on the poor parson, and 
was making such bounds as would soon cover the distance 
between them! “Save me! suve me!” shrieked the flying 
man, as lie fell headlong in the snow. At the same instant 
there wis the sharp report of a gun, the bull plunged for- 
ward on bis knees, rolled over, made one effort to rise, and 
fell buck, dead. And out of the timber ran Tilly, the barrel 
of her gun stillemoking. The parson had fainted. 

Our yarn is ended, ‘The Christmas dinner at the Double- 
day shanty was such a feast as its walls had never before 
witnessed, and the courses were chiefly of beef. The hounty 
offered by ’Siuive Bristow was promptly paid. The last in- 
stalment on the melodeon was met, aud there was still some- 
thing left to keep the demijoln full, The parson was very 
sratetul to Tilly for her tiniely interference in his behalf, and 
itis whispered that his gratitude is father to a tenderer sen- 
timent, | hope Jocl’s untipathy to bis future sonindtaw will 
be dissipated, bul—this in the strictest confidence—I have 
my doubts, 

LIFE AMONG THE BLACKFEET, 
BY J. WILLARD SCHULTZ. 

FOURTH PAPER. 

HE Blackfeet divide the year into two seasons, winter, 
sté-ye, meaning ‘‘closed,” and summer, ni-pds, mean- 

ing “open.” These scasous are subdivided into months, a 
month being the length of a moon—about twenty-eight days. 
Different pliases of the moon are terined: 
New moon—An'-niik-nitim, or “in sight.” 
Half moon—Stulk-tst kya-nilk nium, or “‘half in sight,” 
Full moon—Ksis-tos-Im, or ‘‘round.” 
Last quurter—E-ne’, or ‘‘dead.”’ 
Different seasons of the year are termed; Spring—‘“‘grass 

starts up;” early summe:—'make lodges;” midsummer— 
“berries ripe;' autumn—‘‘leaves drop;” early wiuter— 
“water freezes ;”’ midwinter—*‘yery cold.” ‘The people have 
no idea how many months constitute a year. One old fellow 
told the wriler that winter has seven months and summer 
nine. It is customary to note the duration of any important 
event by counting the days with sticks, 
The ¢ardinal points of the compass are named: North— 

Ap-piit’-ds-Ghts, ‘behind direction; South—Am-skiip'dlits, 
“ahead direction; Hast—Pe-nip'dbts, “low direction,” and 
West—Ab-mtt-ohis, ‘up direction.” Intermediate points 
such as Southwest, Northeast, etc., are not recognized, 
Speaking of the wind, it is said to be going ta a certain 
diréetion, nof coming from. 

The class names for avimals are exceedingly interesting. 
Three great classes are recognized: Wirst, Spitthts’-ah-pek- 
stks, or “‘aboye animals,” jzeludiag everything which flies; 
second, S6-ohts'uh-pek-séks, or ‘beyond animals,” including 
all strictly Jand animals; third, Kse-dhts-yh-ptk-seks, or 
“under animals,’ including fishes, lizards, crabs, ‘‘polly- 
wors,” turtlés and the beaver and otter. 
Animals are named from some peculiarity of hahil, motion, 

color or shape which they possess and some from the sound 
which they make. Antelope and decr are collectively named 
Ah-wa-kas, meaning “‘runners.” Distinctively, the antelope 
is called “prairie runner,” the white-tail deer “swaymg 
tail,” avid the black-tail ‘‘hlack-tail.” The beaver is called 
“the tree biler” and the otter “wind hair,” its fur being used 
to wind around scalp locks. Buffalo are termed e-ne’ih, 
whieh is very nearly the same as e-ne’ the word for death. 
Ducks gencrally are called ‘red feet.” The owl is named 
“all ears,” the bull bat “fighter.” The chicadee (Parus atri- 
capillvs)is called n®-pi-anfilct, for does it not always keep 
sayibg ne -po-miik-i! ov-po-mikt! “Summer is coming! 
summer is comioy.” There is nota single quadruped to be 
found in the country for which the Black ect have not a 
name, But many of the birds, especially the migratory ones, 
are not nimed other than to be called ‘little animals.” 

All birds and qnadrupeds are supposed to have languages 
as wellas men. Of all the above animals, the geese are said 
to be most intellixent. ‘They haye chiefs who go ahead and 
watch out for good camping grounds, where is plenty of 
food, and wheve no enemies are to be found," Of all quad- 
rupeds, the beaver is considered the most intelligent. He 
works in the sommer and in the winter he has a warm hole, 
plenty of food, und does nothing but eat, dance, sing und 
sleep. 

"thie Blackteot profusely decorated parflesche sacks, robes, 

— 
i i - : : 

skins, etc., with brightly painted dseigns. Figures haying 
shat'p angles are the most common, Many note the history 
of their brave deeds in pictographs on large cowskins. Bat- 
tles, war expeditions, the number of scalps taken, are repre- 
sented, and the whole is interspersed with pictures of the 
different “medicine” animals the person has seen and killed. 
When the Blackfeet make a picture of a mammal, bird or 
reptile, they generally draw aline from the mouth to the 
center of the body and then make a triangular figure to rep- 
resent the heart. In the February number of the Popular 
Science Monthly is an article on a prehistoric cemetry, Fig. 
20 representing part of the drawing of an animal, has the 
line extending from the mouth backward. Unfortunately 
the piece of rock on which the animal is drawn, has been 
broken; were it complete, the triangular figure at the end of | 
the line would undoubtedly be seen. According to some illus- 
trations by Mr. Frank Cushing, in the February Ceniury, the 
Zunis of New Mexico also represent the hearts of animals in 
their pietographe; thus it willbe seen that the Blackfeet, the 
Zunis, and a tribe which was extinct several hundred years 
ago,had 2 common method of picturing animals. 

The Blackfeet have a great many different songs, They 
are, howeyér, songs without words, save one drinking song 
aboul the old man. The writer has endeavored to sing these 
songs and to repeat them on the violin, but has wholly failed. 
nee has he ever met a white man who could repeat one of 
them, 
The musical scale of the Blackfeet is quite different from 

ours, ouly a few of the bass sounds can be produced on the 
plano, the higher ones notatall. As the songs are nearly all 
m4 a, sacred nature, they will be particularized in another 
place. 

CAMP FLOTSAM. 
VI.—WHAT Luck? 

7: ees: on the lake, a whispering among the pines 
above the white tents, a shimmer of golden heat on 

the brown hillside and over the dozen lonely graves on its 
crest, 2 woodcock running across the path which Jeads to the 
boat, a brindle dog winking contentedly, with an eye cast 
now upon her sleeping mistress in the hammock and then 
upon the Jord of the sylyan manor sitting before the tent, 
whose open folds display the well-ordered folding cots, an 
array of rods, reels, clothing and all the other paraphernalia of 
the angler, thése make up the background of a picture whose 
memory, as Sidney said of the old song of Percy and Douglas, 
moves the heart ‘‘more than with a trumpet.” In the fore- 
ground the smoke from the remnants of last night's camp-fire 
ascends in feeble wreaths, an incense to the great god of nature, 
bearing the adoration of his children whom no church-going 
bell has summoned here to worship in the wilderness on this 
Sunday morning, No hymns break the mountain silence. 
no roll of organ, no creed yenerable with its centuries, no 
litany with its mournful, prayerful cadences suggest the 
pomp and pride of life, yet above aud around an Absolve 
Te, a Te Deum, a chorus of alleluias, murmured by no 
human priesthood, chanted by no human voices, breathe and 
swell upon the pine-laden air, a mightier absolution and song 
of adoration than that which in a thousand sanctuaries, 
beyond the line of mountains there below, is making glad 
the hearts of other worshippers: The challenging ‘'too- 
whoo” of the owl, which all night long has sounded across 
the lake, is stilled, the guard has been relieved, and now, 
from his sentry-box on the point of rocks above the top- 
most branch of a dead pine, a great bald eagle keeps his 
watch and ward, Behind and beyond stand, with steady 
gaze, olher sentinels, to whom no relief ever comes, the 
frowning, beetling cliffs and crags, whom nothing of storm 
or whirlwind moyes from their posts. Across the blue sea 
of the sky, with their shadowy counterparts coursing along 
the green mountain sides below, float the white cloudlets, 
ships of myth and song, the fleets of Alkinots, ever bearing 
the toil-worn Odysseus to his bride of the dawn; pursuing 
their daily journey, with never a sail nor oar, without rud- 
der or pilot, over these heights and over all the meadows and 
cornfields of the earth. Along the stretch of yellow sand 
the wavelets are playing, loitermg away their happy youth, 
teluctant to join ‘‘their mother, the sea,” to sing with ber 
the refrain of the time when she should give up her dead, 
In front opens an amphitheatre, walled by perpendicular 
tock, along the base of which lie mighty forms, gigantic 
torsos; here stretched in repose, there piled in heaps, ag 
though in some wild, Titantic conflict on the cliffs above, 
the final charge, driven on by thunderbolts, had swept hither 
the rebels to the gods, or, as if that pinnacle were 

—"'The steep 

Tarpeian, fittest goal of Treason’s race, 

The promontory whence the traitor’s leap 
Cured all ambition.” 

While the sunlight ¢lints through the foliage and the 
breeze rustles the leaves overhead, dreams and fancies come 
and g@, until, like the prince under the sorcerer's spell, we 
scarce Know the shadow from the substance. Ghosts of 
flowers, of foliage, of shadows that were, murmurs of 
breezes und raindrops that haye died, songs that have 
ceased, but which will ring on forever—who would not be 
a barbarian for a month with these? 

The dream fades, the spell weakens, civilization lays anew 
its burden at our feet. Our ears, so lately deaf to all human 
calls, begin to drink in the world’s sony of labor and our 
hands stretch out, almost inyoluntarily, to find that which 
they may do, but ere we put our hand again to the plow, we 
furn to gather what we may, and perchance in places where 
we have not strewn, 
From the tide of the summer days comes the query, pro- 

pounded sphinxike, not from the portal of the city whose 
generations are to wail the stroke of the pestilance, not to 
one whose answer isto bring woe upon his house and his 
Hineage to an end in blood, but a call ringing in the dawn 
across the waters of the mountain lake, coming from thelips 
of earnest anglers, the old, old query, “What luck?” It has 
come to us through the mists of the morning, in the glare of 
the noon-day sun and amid the mountain shadows at even- 

}ing, the greeting which, even in a stranger’s voice, is the 
open sesame to the treasures of the angler’s heart. It has 
been the hail of the youth dangling his line from the rock; 
of uncouth beings, in dugouts, engaged in beating the water 
as though it were a threshing floor; of the swell, twirling 
his Leonard; and of oily-looking individuals, whose string 
of two, three and four pounders set one reflecting whether, 
after all, their day has been one of luck alone. The same 
breezes have ed the water, the same casts have been 
es the same bait secured by each, but not the same re- 
8 ult. 

| What luck? None, brothers, none, we gather not grapes 

at 

from thorns por figs from thistles, nor dees the cast of a dice 
or the toss of a copper make our fortunes. Success to the 
angler comes not thus, Luck may be result attained by a 
net or cartridge, but by the devotee of the rod, neyer. The 
answer of the angler, ‘I have had four strikes and I have 
four fish in my basket” is the true solution. 
What luck? Ask the youth upon the rock there, whose 

enthusiasm has already seven place to listlessness; inquire of 
the threshers in yonder dugout, who will leave as they came, 
empty-handed; ask the broud hat over there, the graceful 
curve and spring of whose Mitchell tells us that even now 
he is playing a three-pounder, to what extent luck is respon- 
sible for their ill success, 
However it may happen, luck has come to be the measure 

of the angler’s success, so let us not quarrel over words, for 
the good old term means much more to him than what goes 
into his creel, For it is not that alone which accompanies 
him as he trudges homeward with his well-filled basket, nor 
that which only comes with the flush of victory as the lordly 
victim is brought to gaff. but that which is.ever upon him, 
by mountain stream as he hears the rush of waters among 
tle rocks, by silent pools beneath dense coverts and along 
flashing brooks with the orchestra of the meadows beating 
a ceaseless measure, though not a break respends to his casts. 
Truly has one of our brothers written, ‘‘It is not all of fish- 
ing to fish;? he might well have added, it is not all of Juck 
to be lucky. Who has not gone home happy from his day’s 
fishing without a scale? Who can ever forget the hours 
passed in floating down the broad stream, now lingering to 
cast off the edge of a golden sandbar, now pausing at the 
foot of the “‘riffles,’ then anchoring abreast of the big 
rock, now pulling up beneath the overhanging branches of 
the old oak, where we spread our lunch, the quiet noonday 
nap, inhaling the breath of the meadows laden with the odor 
of lilies, the dreamy splendor of the afternoon sunshiue— 
who has not had days with these which stand out in memory 
from al] the rest as though, beside them, those others were 
nothing? What luck? Perhaps there was an involuntary 
wince as we answered the too material inquiry of the 
lounger by the door of the tayern by the roadside; perhaps 
we cast about for an excuse in reply to the home greeting, 
but was our day out one to be set down among the wasted? 

Then there was that glorious day on the Binnexil, when 
borne down to our ears, from the gray barns along the hiJl- 
side, came ‘‘the dull thunder of alternate flails,’”’ as luckless 
without a bite, we sat and watched the tide of restless hu- 
Manity come and go over the old, long, quaint, covered 
bridge to and from the older, quainter city beyond, 
and listened to the tale how, on a mid-winter night, 
two hundred years ago, amid the glare of the flames, 
kindled by sayage hands, the tomahawk did its work, how 
Adrian Vrooman beat back the foe with slaughter from his 
door and left # name to live through all these years. The 
old heroic story roused the bronzed Rector in the bow of the 
boat and brought tales of deeds done on other fields, of 
Arthur, of Roland, the Cid, of Roncevallesand Tours, of the 
struggles between the world’s civilization and her barbarism, 
Ere we lifted the anchor the sun was low in the west; from 
the square windows in the ancient gables of the city came a 
fiery glare, which reflected across the water, suggested the 
“midnight burning red” of her long ago when her pride went 
down in blood, and, 28 our keel grated on the sand and we 
disembarked with empty baskets, we answered the query of 
the boatman with ‘‘never better.” 
We all remember, too, that other day, so long looked for- 

ward to with eager anticipation, which was to be a day of 
days, in our calendar, a day which came at last when every 
sign was right, when the gray dawn saw us far on our way 
to the trysting place; where, through the sultry hours, upon 
Water as quiet 4s a mirror, we cast and_ baited in yain, until, 
tired, we drew our boat upon shore and, throwing ourselves 
about our Junch-baskets, we entered upon the feast of the 
fods. To one the crags and peaks brought back memories 
of his own Auld Scotia, and forth came tales of casting on 
the Tweed, intermingled with folk-lore and legends which 
outrivaled Tam O'Shanter, Our typical Yankee, not to be 
outdone, rehearsed his boyhood tales of Salem and of one 
whom a great, great erandsire condemned to death because 
she cast no shadow; then the young Professor breasted the 
tide of superstition with a disquisition on tradition in his- 
tory; from history we passed to letters; from the king 
maker who, with his sword, made the red rose ‘‘redder than 
itself, and York’s white rose as red as Lancaster s,” through 
4 century and a half—the grandest of all the years, years of 
Plantagenet and Tudor, of Ariosto, Titian and Michael 
Angelo, the age of Spenser, of Raphael and Tasso, of 
Bacon, Kepler and Copernicus—down to that mightier king 
maker who one day sent forth his monarchs ‘‘crowned with 
jeweled diadems and another day with wild wisps of straw,” 
made throneless, homeless, not by a lost Barnet but by that 
crowning woe which was “sharper than a serpent’s tooth.” 
From tragedy we drifted to song, and under the spell of the 
Professor’s mellow yoice more than one floated away into 
slumber, with the droning in his ears— 

“No more, lo more 

The worldly shore 

Upbraids me with its loud uproar! 
With dreamful eyes 

My spirit lies 

Under the walls of paradise! 

Late in the night we rolled into town; the streets were 
silent and deserted save a little group in front of the post- 
office, from one of whom came a discordant cry of ‘“What 
luck?” The reply of the Professor was lost in the rattling 
of the wheels, but we had more than we knew. 

So, in that camp of ours, planted here to-day, there to- 
morrow, by lakeside in the solitude of the forest and by 
lonely tarn upon far off hills, our luck has not been that 
alone which comes with the merry ring of the reel or the 
electric spring of the rod. As we gather the flotsam which 
is ever floating about that peripatetic canvas and cull the 
treasures from the drift, we find not only the victims of fly 
and line, but those other riches which are always to be found 
under the open face of the sky, and in the silence of the 
forest, and that greater luck which is never denied to those 
who are fishers of men. For into our net which is ever 
drifting in cove and inlet, on bar, on island, channel and by 
the camp-fire, wherever the straggling waifs of humanity 
resort, baye come specimens, rare in their oddity, and end- 
less in their vagaries, a group of motley characters who have 
“strutted their brief hour on the stage” and made their exit 
with the summer days. Hxperts there were, too, and pbil- 
osophers in their own fields. Here was an authority on 
camping who had never pitched a tent; here one on trout 
and bass who neyer angles for anything but bullheads; 
another was a fishculturist—in theory—who had eyolyed the 
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same from his massive brain without the aid of books er ex- 
perience, 

“These cre bass,” said he, “spawn in deep water, way 
down in the spring holes, 50 to 100 feet deep; they spawn 
twice a year, early in the spring and again in September, 
Yes, they was putin here, There ain’t many as knows how 
to'stock a pond with “em; theyll put ‘em in at the dam and 
then the fish will allasrun to that end to get out; if they're 
yutin at other end they'll all run that way and stay in, 
Yow ll allus find the best fishin’ in the end where they was 

put in; they allus run in pairs, if you ketch one and throw 
tight out in the same spot you're putty sure to git his mate,” 
How long before the eggs hatch? “Oh, ten days to two 
Weeks, depens on the season, if the season is back’ard like 
if takes longer. Do Lever tish fur*’em? No, skas'ly ever; I 
finerally git out with the boys fura day or so after hayin’, 
though. Yas, I hire my boat out if anybody wants er. 

“A year or so.ago, a kindy old chap who was runnin’ some 
fishin’ paper or other in York, he sed, hailed me one day as I 
was fishin’ over by the stumps yonder, sed he couldn't git a 
boat and wanted meto take bim out. 1 hadn’t any bait, 
only afew womsin a can, an’ w'en he got in I seed he didn’t 
haye any neither. Wile I was wunderin’ wat he was goin’ 
to do he tuk out some smallish hooks-like, putty well kivered 
over wilh feathers an’ put two or three on his line an’ axed 
me to keep alone a matter of two or three rods from shore, 
un’ then he began to sling out his hooks putty much as you 
evack a long lish mule-gad, [jest laffed; I didu’t say nuth- 
in’ tho but kep’ a pullin’ with that fool a standin’ in the how. 
Well, we went roun’ and roun’ two or three times, but nary 
thing did he git. I mileatold him how t’would be, fish 
ain't fools, but I didn’t let on, Once he gin a start like and 
hollered to me to pull for deep water. Lpulled ’er out a lectle 
uad looked over my shoulder, thinkin’ mebbe I wus a gettin’ 
too furin shore, an’ hless my soul if he wusn’t jesta pullin’ 
with his pole dubbled up an’ the wheel on it a buzzin’. In 
a minit or so it cum straight agin’ an’ he sed he’d got off; le 
acted as if he thought he had a bite, but he wus only fast: to 
f. root or sumthin’, that’s my opinion; you see nobody that 
knew anything would fish tliat way. 

“T kindei hinted like that mebbe 1d better go ashore an’ 
git some bait, hut he “lowed he never fished that way. I 
Iuffed to myself agin, an kep’ on pullin’. Well, of course. 
he didn’t gif nothin’, he couldn't that way. Jest afore we 
went ashore I begun to pump him like, an’ axed him if he’d 
fished much this year. I reckon, by his tell, he hadu’t done 
nothin’ else all summer; he went on to tell as how he’d 
lished in some of the big waters up north where the President 
Was 8 fishin’, an’ how he’d tuk fifty or up’ardsa day. I 
8’pose the critter thouglit he was a foolin’ me, but he wasu't. 
but I didn't let on. That was the beater of all the ways of 
ketehin fish ] ever seed tried,” 
What luck? Fitty days with studies like this. Fifty 

days of freedom from thought, from care and from work, 
fifty nights of rest und peace, drinking in the wine of the 
mountain, and lulled to sleep by voices that are never stilled. 
Twice the moon has fulled and waned, twice her slender 
horn has lung low in the west; storms haye gathered and 
deluged our camp around, the lightning has seaihed the 
mountain side, Dut within the canvas all was comfort. 
Morning bas bronghtits hours of gracd sport with the small- 
mouth bass aud the tamer pickerel; evening has come with 
the welcome camp-fire and clicer, so has run the round of 
days and nights that ever seemed the sume as one, 

Waoatluck? Theanswer comes from tired faces lighted 
with a new life, from health regained, from thought fresh- 
ened, sylvan days, whose memories will come up again and 
again to thrill the heart and gladden the soul, when the 
Christmas tide is upon the earih, and the blaze of the yule 
log flashes @ response oyer whitened fields to the ghost of the 
fire which died on the old camp ground on the mountain 
with the summer days. WAWAYANDA. 

THE RUINED HOMESTEAD. 
Sunk are thy bowers in shapeless ruin all, 
Ao (i the long grass o’vrtops the mould'ring wall, 

And, trembling, shrinking from the spoiler's hand, 

Far, faraway thy children leave the land. 

—Goldsntith's “Deserted Villitge.”’ 

HERE are many spots, now waste and desolate in the 
county of Goochland, Virginia, which forcibly bring 

to mind ‘The Deseriud Village.” Numerous places remote 
from cultivated fields are concealed by dense forests of old 
field pines, ‘‘where still many a garden flower grows wild,” 
which in former days wert smiling homesteads, whose occu- 
pants were not unknown totame, Thus, upon a barrén hill 
overlookibg a broad and Weaultiful valley of the James, a 
dense copse of underbrush and a bunch of negiected Jilies 
miurk the spot where Hdward Bates, a cabinet officer during 
the administration of Mr, Lincolu, was born and reared. 
Toward the end of a lovely day in the latter part of 

November, a party of sportsmen, among whom was the 
wiiter, emerged from a dark body of pines, through which 
they had for miles been turkey hunting, and came into the 
“Three-chop road,” a noted highway leading from Rich- 
mond westward to the mountains. The spot is about forty- 
fiye miles west of Richmond, and it appeared lonely in the 
extreme. The country around is barren and unproductive, 
and inhabited by a sparse population of whites and negrovs, 
But in bygone days, before railroads were built, this road 
was the vreat highway from the rich valley of Virginia to 
the metropolis of the State, and in those times, at this season 
of the year, i, was continually thronged with long wagon 
trains and great droves of eattle, sheep and hogs; and the 
taverns located within 1 few miles of each other, not only 
enabled their owners to Uo a flourishing business, but afforded 
to the neighboring farmers a ready mart for all their produce 
at remunerative prices, and at their doors, As a natural 
consequence, in those days the population of this locality 
was more aituent and more intelligent and refined than now., 

The huntsmen dismounted to rest a while on the decaying 
truuk of a fallen tree and gazed around, Wo dwelling or 
open field was visible. The point is on the highest cleyation 
in the county, and westward through a clearing the iaint 
blue tops of fhe mountains were just visible, Dark bodies 
of pines bound in the vision in every other direction. A 
tangled mass of thorns and briars growing over a heap of 
old rubbish, a few decaying oaks and aspens struggling amid 
the rank growth of pincs alone served to mark the spot, 
where a dwelling formerly stood, The place is still known 
in the neighborhood as ‘‘Payne’s Ordinary,” and but few 
even of the dwellers around are ayare that it was the birth- 
place of one of the most acgomplished and attractive ladies 
whose graces have adorned tle mansion of the Presidents of 
the United States. Here, in colonial times, was born aud 
reared Dolly Payne, who, in the year 1794, became the wife 

ot James Madison, and who, ‘‘for the space of forty-two 
years, and until the close of lis eventful life, was the faith- 
ful and tender companion of his bosom, the partner of his 
joys and sorrows, and the ormament as well as helpmect of 
his household.” Endowed by nature with a sweet temper 
and graceful and attractive person, she was sifted with an 
“unvarying fact 4nd good sense which fitted her to play the 
part that devolved upon her in the elevated fortunes of ler 
husband.” 

As is well known Miss Payne had previously, al an early 
age, heen married to Mr, Todd, of Philadelphia, who soon 
after died. Her marriage with Mr. Madison took place in 
Prederick at the residence of Mr, Stephoe Washington, who 
had previously married a sister of Dolly Payne, who was 
likewise born and raised at *‘Payne’s Ornary.”” Rives, in his 
life of Madison (from which work the ahove quotations are 
mace), publishes the letter of My. Madison to Myr, Monroe, 
then Minister to France, informing him of lis muitiage, ip 
which he says: ‘'Present my respects to Mrs. Monroe and to 
Hliza, and tell them J shall be able on their return to present 
them with a new acquainlance, who 1s prepared by my 
representations to receive them with all the affections they 
require, and who, I flatter myself, will be entitled to theirs.” 

This amiable lady survived her husband, dying at Wush- 
ington July 12, 1849, at the aye of cighty-two, A well- 
written article on Mr, Madisow in a recent issue of the 
Washington /ost erroneously states that Mrs. Madison was a 
native of North Carolina, which is incorrect, as has been 
shown. The ‘Old North State’ has had and stiil has too 
many lovely and accomplished daughters to create any desire 
on her part to claim the amiable and gifted Dolly Payne. 

Vhere are others who have won for themselves honor and 
distinction, whose ancestry is traced back to the former in- 
habitants of “Payne's Ordinary,” but whose sphere of action 
has been far from its ‘wlades forlorn.” Among these have 
been soldier and statesmen, living and dead; one of the 
former was-a distinguished weneral in the Confederate service; 
and of the latter, flaitering: mention may be made of the Jate 
Col. M. M. Payne, au officer of the United States Army, 
seriously wounded at the battle of Resaca dela Palma, and 
for his courage and gallantry in the war witli Mexico pre- 
sented with a sword by the Legislature of his native State, 
And so, when the lengthening shadows warned us to de- 

part, it was with regret that we turned away from the lonely 
and deserted, but hallowed spot, which had been the cradle 
of so much ef genius, worth and loveliness, M. 
NortHsine, Va, 

DOWN IN “ARKANSAW.” 

AC was my fortune to have been west of the ‘Father of 
Waters” (not the Wile, thus called in Rasselas) during 

more than half of the month of November. | was led there 
hy the hope that thousands of ducks, driven by the rigors of 
amore northern climate, would seek that region for more 
hospitable feeding grounds, Usually after the first cold 
weather these delightful game und table birds are found in 
large numbers in all the lakes and pouds on the lower Mis- 
sissippi and the streams which enter it, south of the parallel 
of 35° north latitude, Before much shooting fakes place 
the ducks are comparatively gentle, and the sportsman can 
easily approach withiu convenient range and gel in both 
barrels of his gun. After they have been subjected to the 
delights of the jew de jote for a few days they hecome watch- 
ful, and are less casy to kill. These peculiarities were known 
to my friend Teceel and myself, and as cold weather in that 
climate generally sets in about the Ist of November, we 
made our arrangements to be at Little Rock on the 29th of 
October, ready to give the ducks a cordial welcome on their 
first arrival, So we left home on the 22d of October, fully 
prepared with guns and loaded shells. Our route took us 
by way of Chattanooga and Nashyille, striking the railway 
from Memphis to Louisville at McKenzie, Eighteen miles 
northeast of that place live some of our kinspeople, and to 
them we made it conyenient to pay 4 brief visit. After 
stopping a day or two we took the train for Memphis, and 
thence went to Ilernando, Miss., to see some friends resid- 
ing near that place. We reached Hernando on Friday 
night, and were met at the station by our kinsman, Dr. W., 
who soon had us within his hospitable walls, showing us all 
the kindness which he and his “better half” could exhibit, 
Under bis roof we were ‘tat home,” and let no means pass 
to convince them that we understood how to attest our 
knowledge of the fact, 

Next day it was raining slowly, and this, with the previous 
sprinklings, made the alluvial soil of that section somewhat 
slippery, About noon, however, there was w cessation, and 
the Doctor proposed that we should try the birds. He is 
not the owner of ados, but bis brother-in-law, Don D., who 
lives quite near him, had two, which he fell sure he could 
fet. Arrangement haying been made, we started for the 
fields, about 3 o’clock, baying been able to get bot one of the 
does—the other having had busioess in some other locality. 
We found but few birds, until about an hour betore sun- 
down, when sé¢veral fine coyeys were slated. It was too 
late, however, for much success, and we returned to the 
house with seventeen in our pockels. J£ we could have re- 
mained there for three or four days we could have killed 
quite a large number, It is a beautiful bird country, and 
we were told that Bob White was numerous. But ducks 
were ahead of us, We could find Bo!) W. at home, and 
waterfowl were the object of our aspirations. At an early 
hour next morning we bade our friends adieu, and got on 
the train for Memphis. Here we spent a wet Sunday, and at 
6 P.M, left for Little Rock, at which place we arrived al, 
midnight, stopping at the Cupital Hotel, a genteel house, 
kept on what is called the European plan. Next day my 
brother caime up from his plantation, but as he had the mis- 
fortune to be on the Grand Jury for the term of the court 
then in session, we could not get off from the city until the 
following afternoon, We learned from him that the ex- 
pected flight of ducks had not come—there having been no 
frost—but that we would probably geta few. Well, during 
our stay the ducks preferred a.cooler climate, At allevents, 
they failed to make their usual visit. Still, we got more 
than we could eat, and sent a few to some of our friends in 
Litile Rock. Whal we got were mainly mallards, and they 
were in excellent order, These we killed chiefly in the 

plenty of birds, and possibly a few prairie chi 
ducks, while in the timber bordering them tt vt 
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abundant. Soa camp hunt wasaranged, On Monday, the 
5th of November, our calvacade started, Wehada wagon 
and a pair of mules, for our tent and other conyeniences, the 
driver to act as cook. Besides this vehicle there were two 
spring wagons witli 9, pair of horses to each, in one of which 
were Col. Lee Thompson, Teceel and your correspondent, 
and in the other Calyin-Pemberton, George Merrick and Rory, 
ot Arkansaw. The toad across the bottom to Bayon Meto 
was simply abominable, bul at midday we had made the 
juny. and took our lunch upon its banks, using its execra- 
ble ater to wash down the contents of the baskets, Hiteh- 
Ingup Again, we were soon in the rolling prairie, The 
vehicle which carried your correspondent left the read and 
turned in «southeastern direction for the camping place, in 
agrove of small blackjacks, near what is a small running 
stream after a heayy fall of rain, and about vine miles from 
Lonoke, the shire town of the county of that name. The 
camp equipage went along with us. The other party kept 
on the road to the (own, with the yiew of making a purchase 
of a few articles which had not been provided. 

After getting to the camping grounds, and giving full 
directions to the seryants, I took my Tolley 16-bore hammer- 
luss and went to the bed of the occasional stream, which 
was less than 4 hundred yards off, and in five minutes I had 
five pigeons und two squirrels. Then with two very poor 
dogs, Teceel, Thompson und I went on the skirts of the 
timber to see if we could get a few quail to add to the com- 
forts of the breakfast table. We started two coveys, which 
songht the shelter of the timber, and with such dogs, got 
beyond ourreach. Only six rewarded on efforts. and we 
returned to camp. The other party had amived, and on 
their way had suceecded in getting four pinnated srause, 
The sight of these birds sect Tecee] upside down—fer he was 
almost crazy to try bis choke-bored Colt on that ame, hay- 
ing never in his life had that pleasure, After 4 comfortable 
meal, the usual chat, and o few pipes on the part of some of 
the sportsmen, we took ourselyes to our pallets, made more 
ak by some hey taken from a deserted stack not 
far off. 

The hunt of the next diy, not being up to our expeata- 
tions, we determined at noon to “pull up stakes” and move 
our quurters to the Le Grue, 4 lagoon, cilled a creek, which 
diyidés the Grand Prairie, about twenty miles south of 
Carlisle, a little town on the Memphis & Little Rock Rail- 
roud, At this place we were assured thal we could get all 
the sport we wanted, After having traveled cast abont two 
miles we were informed that we could not cross the bayou 
which separates the two prairies which [have named, inas- 
much us the bridge was unsafe, and this information led us 
to retrace our steps and go by the way of Carlisle, which 
would jnerease the distance to be traveled by more than 
seven miles. But there was no help for it, and night over- 
took us long before we reached the promised lund. We saw 
a few grouse on the way, and Teceel got two “had chances," 
neither of which was successful. By the “‘moon’s pale 
light” we put up our tent on the still waters of Le Grue. 
The next day we tried the prairics, but saw no grouse, We 

got a few birds and plenty vf squirrels, together with three 
or four mallards which came to the stream (7) for 4 roostin 
place. The day following, however, Rory, Calyin an 
George M, got three or four prouse, und next morning at 
breakfast we had coffee, bread, squirrel, Rob White, duck 
and broiled grouse. The meal was a good one, and heartily 
enjoyed. Calvin’s horse had slipped the haltcr during the 
night and sought his ‘'master’s ¢rib’? on the banks of the 
Arkansas. This foreed him to go ib quest of the missing 
animal, which he thouglt was in the neighborhood, and 
henee was not with us that day, He returned, liowever, at 
night without any tidings of the truant, andreported that he 
had information that there were numbers of #rouse on the 
prairie not far from where we had hunted it. Some of our 
party had found a small pack of these birds, and succeeded 
in bagging three or four of them, Teceel being onc of the 
fortunates, 
We decided that night to pack up and wend our way 

toward home. It was deemed prudent to divide our forces, 
so that Calvin might continue lis search for his horse by 
the way of Carlisle. Accordingly, Rory of Ark,, Lee T,, 
George M. and myself got in one wagon and started sonth- 
ward, intending to cross the bayou at the dilapidated bridge 
which we had failed to hazard several days before, and meet 
the others at tie place which had been denominated Camp 
Lawson, the locality of our firs! ¢ncampment. We had not 
gone very far from Le Grue before we saw several grouse fly 
from near the roadside, and marking where they settled in 
the grass, we approached, They were quite wild, but we 
managed to get three of them, one of which fell before a 
charge of my liummerless louded with three drams of cun- 
powder and an ounce of No 6 shot, Svon afterward we 
discovered three others, and making pursuit, Rory, of Ark,, 
ot in both barrels of bis Tolley 12-bore full-choke, and 

Rowited two birds, These, with 4 few Boh Whites, con- 
stituted the spolia opima ofthe day; and just before night 
we reached the blazing camp-lires, having met the other 
party a few iniles below, soon after we crossed the bayou, 

A-solund sleep was disturbed varly next morning by the 
thick patteriag of rain drops on the tent, and after we got 
up, the gloomy sky clearly betokened that no hunting could 
be done, and that we would be wise if we turned our faces 
homeward, and sought a more secure shelter from the im- 
pending storm than canvas could afford. And orders now 
for packing up were proinptly given, As soon as possible 
after breakfast we were seated in the wagon, and conrage- 
ously met the pelting storm, which continuously poured 
down during the whole of our ride of twenty miles, When 
we reached our homes, we were thoroughly souked, and 
many of our shells were rather humid for immediate use. 
Indeed, some of mine were rendered useless, a5 quite a num- 
ber of fizzling pops at ducks and birds most disgustingly at- 
tested. 

Three days thereafter, Teceul, who was in despair of the 
arrival of the ducks, recollected that business at home de- 
manded his attention, and he bade adicn to Arkansas, Al- 
though mine was equally pressing, and I lad overstaid my 
‘ime, 1 concluded to forego the pleasures of listening at the 
hum of wheels and spindles, the thumps of looms and the 
rour of the waterfall for two days more, trusting that when 
T met him 1 could regale him with Jurge and truthful stories 
of the number of mallards which I had tied to the saddle. 
But, alas, these tales were never told. The train of Friday 
night found nic in the sleeper on the railroad, gomg to Mem- 
phis, minus two dollars for the privilege of the luxurious 
ride, and a demand for a half cent per mile for all travel in 
that coach beyond the point indicated. This I regarded as 
an unusual extortion, and declined to Contribute to what I 
believed was the private purse of the conductor, 7 

Thre days thereatter, faving completed a short visit to 

a 
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friends, IT was at McKenzie on my return home, and te- 
mained oyer one day at the request of Ed. Russell, who 
keeps a nice hotel there, to see how “his dog Trim” could 
find birds und hv and I could shoot them, Trim did well; 
Russell shot his 16-bore Parker well, and [ my 16-boie pass- 
ably well, Several equibs of damp shells disgusted me and 
yveduced my score, and at the end of the afternoon's sport he 
liad seventeen Bol) Whites and 1 only nine and a hiwk. He 
is a good shot (can beat. me, I think), but justice demands 
that I say he had, owing to his more agile limbs, several 
more chances than I did. Besides, he is a prinecly fellow 
antl knows how to be hospitable, 

Thus the tour ended. The next train to Nashyille bore 
me away toa point nearer the rising sum, The following 
morning the smoke of Chattanvowa was sven; ut midday 
Atlanta was in eight: at + A, M. Charlotte was reached, and 
that day “the wit bit ingle, blinkin’ bonnily,” greeted me 
in @ spat where, in law af least, “Lam mouurch of aul) I 
survey.” 

T hope before many days to fiud time to send you a per- 
sonal communication, in which the peculiarities of my 
friend Mud will be delineated. He is a gentleman, a man of 
high moral characteristics, and a lehever in the doctrine 
that ‘a little nonsense now and then is relished by the best 
of men.” In the goodness of his heart—for uothing else 
than “the milk of Iuman kindness” moves him—he often 
gives his friends ample opportunity to ‘reiish” his weak- 
Desses, his eccentricities and his follies. WELLS. 

A BIT OF HOME LIFE. 
he tive of you) bachelor sportsmen, who haye ample time, 

means, ind all thut, so you can enjoy the open seasons 
fully as they come about, shooting often and ut your will, 

- can perhaps scarcely appreciate such pleasure as 1 have had 
during the lust few hours; I have simply buen getting my 
traps together for an early start to-morrow after birds; it’s to 
be my first shoot this sedson. We are only going lo drive a 
few miles out from the city, to a locality we know of haunted 
by a beyy or tivo of quail, but my anticipations are bright; 
our dogs are good Ones, and my proposed companion is a 
noted shot who always ‘‘isin luck.” Directly after dinner 
was finished this eyening, I hied myself to the attic, whichis 
in part relegated to my use, whither a certain curly-headed 
little rogue of a three-year-old girl followed, neither waiting 
or caring for an invitation. That bright little piece of 
lhumanity has an irresistible way of making herself free with 
meé or anything belonging tome. Chide her I cannot—for 
is she not her father’s fast friend? - 

As she came climbiug up the stairs, she shonted out “What 
dre you doing, papa?” 

‘“‘Toading shells,” I replied, Although the witch had not 
the remotest idea what was meant, hayitg never seen the in- 
teresting process, her reply was quick as thought, ‘‘l’ll help 
you, papa.”’ Well she did—in an enthusiastic manner— 
between us, we loaded fifty shells; 1 hope they will shoot 
well. I swept the powder up carefully, but the considerable 
quantities of number nine shot we spilled over the floor are 
still there. She thought the shot were funny litile things, 
and hoped that Santa Claus would put some in her stocking. 
Her delight when discovering, when she stepped on a num- 
ber of the spilled pellets, that her feet would sboot out 
fron: under her as the pellets rolled, was intense. Of course 
she got w fall or two, but she is full of pluck and not given 
to tears excepton specialoceasions. Ttcame near one of those 
occasions upon the appearance of the nurse to take her to 
bed; it was very hard for her to lJeaye all the newly dis- 
covered joys; however, the brave little lady kissed me good- 
night and was soon asleep. 

Is nn apology needed for writing of such little children for 
such a paper as the Forest anp Stream? No!I think not. 
Did you ever know a typical sportsman who did not love 
the little ones? I should not wish to “tie to” a professed 
sportsman, who disliked them. I will wager, if you will 
select the que among your friends who comes nearest to 
your idea of what a sportsmen should be, that you will find 
he hasa pood-sized corner in his generous heart for the 
children, Among the pleasantest remembrances that I shall 
have of a genial sport-loving friend of mine, with whom 1 
have made seytral hunting trips, aré pictures in memory’s 
gallery, of a big man sitting with little children on his knees, 
to whom he was unknown an hour before; and again the 
same large-hearted old boy picking the banjo, and singing 
some jolly songs to the unspeakable delight of an wudience 
composed of several little girls and boys, away up in the 
pines of Michigan, : DELTA, 

Drrnoir, Mich., Dec. 12. 

aatuyal History. 

THE WHOOPING CRANE, 

HE whooping crane is, to say the least, a fantastic fowl. 
When marching about on te7)'a firma he appears awk- 

ward to the last degree, Judging from the length of his 
stilt-like legs, one would suppose he was made to run rather 
than fly; but in spite of his clipper build and stridiug abili- 
ties, he is only a moderate pacer. His manner of taking flight 
is peculiar. Spreading his wings and stooping down, he 
apparently runs up an inclined plane of air until his feet no 
longer touch the earth, then stretching them ont behind him, 
he floats away as gracefully as a racing yacht before a steady 
breeze. 

Tn fine, calm weather Le delights to mount up, in great 
undulating spirals, to the height of a mile or so, and take a 
quiet float, while he whoops at his neighbors in the adjoining 
counties. After airing himself to his heart’s content, he 
descends, sometimes spirally as he arose, ut other times with 
greal plubges and wild, seckless dives, until within about 
fifty feet of the earth when he hangs himself upon the air 
with his long, spindling legs down, gently settles and alights, 

During the summer months he subsists chicfly on frogs, 
worms, snails, and roots of various kinds, but during his 
migrations in the spring and autumn, he develops a decided 
fondness for corn and the tender blades of winter wheat. At 
this time he becomes an objuct of hate to the farmer by res 
lieving his broad acres of sundry bushels of these cereals; 
thus assisting the clements in keeping this would-be Croesus 
down to his proper level. 

The open prairies and large wheat ficlds of the Western 
States are the favorile resting places and feeding grounds of 
this species during their migrations north in the spring and 
south inthe autumn. In the spring they are rigged out in 
bran new wedding snits, und then is the time to secure speci- 

mens for the taxidermist, 
corn 4 few weoks, their flesh is quite toothsome and they 
are considered desirable game, 

three-center. 

great excitement and sometimes blows. 

neck and smilin 
his cheek and a 

Swinip. 3 
tomless mire, I was unable to haul it off, so the cranes levied 

Tn the autumn, after feeding on 

The hunter who hes not slain his dozen cranes is regarded 
by the native Nimrods asa yery cheup affair, a common 

No matter what kind of animal or fowl he 
may have doné to death previously, he is not entitled to 
blow the horn of an éxpert untillie wears on his belt the 
scalps of a round dozen cranes, 

In the cool, hazy days of October, they come down from 
the north in flocks of all sizes. Let one flock alight upon ab 
Open prairie, or broad wheat ficld and more will soon fol- 
low, until u congregation of one to five hundred are gathered, 
Then there is fun in the air. Caucuses are held resulting in 

Old jokers swup 
lies, and their shouts and whoops wake the echoes for miles. 
The ‘*heely” crowd hilariously dance the latest. crane fan- 
dango, with variations ad infinitum, and do their utuiost to 
out-whoop the old jokers. 

Judging from the noise they make, and their apparent in- | 
difference to their surrourdings, un embryo Nimrod might 
suppose he could, by exercising a little caution, a aprowuch 
near enough to do some fatal work umong them. Let hin 
try it! No matter how much fun is going on, or how great 
the noise, keen-eyed, watchful wary senlinels are ever 
on the alert to give instant warnity of approaching danger, 
A single car-r-roo from one of these sentry will silence the 
whole flock iv an instant, and hundreds of eyes, keen us 
those of an eagle, are scanning every object near and fur. 
If satisfied it was false alarm, the revelry begins again, bul | 
the number of sentitiels is more than doubled, and it, is an 
uttey impossibility for thehunter to get near enough for a 
shot, unless he can keep himself entirely concealed trom 
view, 

I have sometimes endeayored to approach a small flock, 
under coyer of a knoll, but one of the sentries would be 
morally certain to elevate his head high enough to see me. 
A warning car-r-roo, » few Jong strides, and the flock quietly 
Sails uway. 

The flesh of a young crane is good. It is juicy. tender, 
has u fine gamy Havor, and is, in my opinion, far superior to 
most venison. The flesh of an old bird is similar to old hoot 
sole, and about as palatable. If, however, the breast alone 
is used, well cooked, treated with pepper, salt. and onions, 
and served with hot corn bread, butter and coffee, no hungry 
hunter will turn up his nose at it. Ihave been hungry 
enough to hold the thigh of an old crane over a fire until 
cooked, then gnaw the meat off and think it was equal to the 
finest beefsteak | ever tasted. 

Cranes generally build their nests in the open swamps, 
They are made of grass, rushes and roots, stuck together 
with mud, and stand abont six inches above the surface of 
the water. Two eggs are laid, and the female does the 
greater part of the hatching. She spends about half an hour 
each day swallowing frogs, worms, etc., during which time 
the male obligingly takes her place on the nest, 

Soon after the chicks are hatched they leaye the nest and 
follow their parents over the swamps and prairies in quest of 
food. They muy occasionally be seen at a distance, but let 
a person approach and they vanish like the ‘‘little joker.” 
1 once suecéeded in eaiching two on the open ground. They 
ure covered with a dingy yellow down, and look like great 
overstown chickens. 
Though the crane is 4 very shy bird, and carefully avoids 

all suspicious objects, huis not a coward by any means, as 
aby person will soon discover if he wounds one and brings it 
to bay. Rather than come to close quarters with one, I pre: 
fer to reload and give it another shot. 

I once broke the wing of a yery large one, and sent a green 
Dutchman to bring it ih alive it possible. It was upon an 
open wheat field, and us the man approached it assumed a 
defiant attitude and eleared its decks for action, The fel- 
low came to a halt about ten feet from it, and stood there 
shaking his fist and swearing at it. I called to him to bring 
it along, and he dashed in, A cloud of dust arose, and there 
appeared to be considerable difficulty in the midst of it, but 
presently Tony appeared holding the crane by the legs and 

triumphantly, Three deep scratches on 
ole in the back of his hand testified to the 

crane’s prowess, 
‘At another time I crippled one of the large white species by 

breaking a wing. As it was marching off rather rapidly, I 
sent a little rat-terrier to bring it to bay. No sooner did the 
dog come up with it than it turned about, and quick as light 
ning, drove its long sharp billclean through him, killing him 
on the spot. 

One of the best, methods of capturing them is with a steel 
trap. ‘The trap is set on the highest part of the wheatfield, 
securely fastened to a stake, entirely covered with fine mel- 
low earth, and shelled corn seattered plentifully about. 
When one is caught it should be attended to at once or it may 
twist its toe off and escape. 

One day I told a small boy to take a stick and drive a large 
flock of cranes off the wheatfield, and if there was one in 
the trap to killit About half an houratterward he returned 
blubbering like a good fellow. ‘What's the matter?” I 
asked, “Tha-th-that crane bur-hurt me!” ‘How did he 
hurt you?” ‘‘He pi-picked me.”’ Upon examination I found 
the craue had ‘picked’ him seyerely on the arm, After 
haying ijt bound up he told me how it happened. Said he: 
“When I got there, he was sittin’ on the trap, au” lookin’ 
tame like; so T walked right up, an’ just as was going to hit 
him, he come at me quicker’n lightnin’, an’ hit me ‘n»wful 
whack on the arm with his picker, an’ on the head with his 
wings, an’ knocked me down.” ‘What did you do then?” 
Tasked, ‘I got out o’ that mighty quick an’ then threw my 
club at him an’ hit him ip the stummick, an’ you oughter 
heard him hiss! He just tizzed,an his eyes looked like 
sparks of red fire!” 

On going to the trap, I found the captive was 4 very large 
male bird, and 4 formidable antagonist for even a man to 
attack, 

Oranes have such a great fondness for cori fhat they some- 
times seem to forget their customary wuriness in their desire 
to obtain it. That which has been cut and put in the shock 
seems to suit their taste the best, und a flock of them will 
destroy as much of it as a drove of hogs. 

One season I hud about a dozen shocks in a field near a 
The winter rains having madethe ground a bot- 

upon it. One day T took my little single barrel gun and 
went down to the shocks. I was leaning against one of them 
trying to invent some plan by which I could keep the cranes 
away, when I was suddenly startled by 4 loud rustling on 
the opposite side of the shock. I stepped quickly around, 
and a crane bounded fully fifleen feet into the air. I fired 
on the instant and shot both his legs off short, He wabbled 

about considerably, but managed to keep up until he passed 
out of sight. 

After resorting to all the plans I could think of to save 
those shocks, wilhout success, it occurred to me that J might 
try 1 new trick, 80 going down before daybreak one moru- 
ing, I concealed myself inside one of the shocks, then 
stripped the husks from a large car, still leaying it attached 

! to the stalk, nnd placed it where Icould easily cover it with 
my hand, 

Soon alter daybreak a large flock came to the shocks for 
breakfast, Thrée or four of them—one a whopper—espied 
the ear I bad husked and displayed so temptingly, and they 
went for it. My hand was close by it, and in an instant 1 
had the whopper by the neck. Then was there a great 
tumult! The erane was game, and he apparently knew how 
to do battle, Had Estayed inside the shock and worked on 
his neck, all would have went well with me; but in an un- 
fortunate moment I came out and kicked him in the breast. 
The ground being miry, I got my legs tangled and went down 
on my back, and the crane boarded me. I yanked, and 
jerked, and yelled. The crane seemed to We all legs and 
Wings, every one of which hit me like a piledriver thirty 
times asecond. Isoon cried “sufficient,” and let zo. He 
staggered off afew steps, shook his head a few times, looked 
about in a bewildered manner, then spread his wings and 
quietly sailed away, and I went home and applied arnica to 
my bruises, PICKET, 
MORRISONVILLE, II. 

A DECEMBER TRAMP. 

iG is a bright, glorious day in December—all nature seems 
in repose—nota cloud is to be seen overhead. Such 

days ave sometimes saddening when we look ahead and 
know what is in store for us. The fierce cutting blasts of 
old winter will soon be on hand. Our city friends have long 
since left us for the pleasures and comforts of the town, I 
stand contemplating and thinking of the rambles and pleas- 
ant excursions of the past season, 
Why should there not be pleasure in such a day as the 

present? and, although Lam alone, I determine to try it. 
Grasping my breccb-loader call I to Ponto—nv, I'll not 

‘have him, I'll go alone So sneaked out the back way, 
dodging behind haystacks and barns, and succeed in getting 
away without poor Ponto seeing me. 

In passing a heap of old brush, just back of the barn, I 
hear the loud, quick note of some bird. Istop and listen; 
once apain, and there right before me hopped out a wee lit- 
tle brown bird, with the smallest tail bird ever had, which 
it throws up s0 cuuningly, and don'til scold loud! How 
saucy! Who ever would think such a noise could come out 
of such a wee thing. How it jumpsin and out of the brush 
leap. Now it’s gone; no, there it is again, It is the winter 
wren, one of our very small birds, only seen with us in early 
winter. lt is much smaller than other wrens. 

After passing over grain stubbles and pasture fields, I reach 
an open wood lot. Those active little friends, the snow 
birds, haye accompanied me so far, flirting their pretty 
white tails and twittering low and musical. They seem to 
be happy hirds, and only appear with us after the leaves 
have fallen, and return north to their breeding haunts in 
early spring. Presently I hear another sound and now I see 
with the snow birds their winter companions, the tree spar- 
row, with its rufous head, and white bars on its wings, and 
which comes to us from the north some time after its com- 
panion, With the flock I notice one or two sparrows, with 
pure white throats, brown and black striped plumage and 
yellow and white stripes over the eyes. It is the white- 
throated sparrow, with us spring and autumn, and one of the 
handsomest of our sparrows. What is that loud noise of 
leaves rustling? I go on tip-loeand under a thicket, see 
quite a large bird, jumping and scratching the leayes behind 
it, and picking up some hardy worm—what a beautiful 
rufous red rump it has, and its breast looks somewhat like 
that of a thrush; a twig snaps under my feet, and my pretty 
scratching bird flies from me glistening in the sunlight, I 
recognize it as the fox-colored sparrow. 

I now hear a distant cawinog of crows, and, while walking 
through the open, I see far up overhead for or five of our 
black friends attacking a hawk, How they dive at him, 
uttering their hourse cry. Now the hawk comes down- 
ward, followed by all his pursuers, and as he sails by I see 
that it is the red-shouldered hawk, a cousin german to the 
red-tailed hawk, but somewhat smaller, He presently alights 
on a tall hickory, and the noisy crows soon leave him in his 
dignity, 

sta on, looking upward and about. Hark! What 
hammering is that I hear? 1t comes from that dead tree 
ahead, Ah! Isee. Is it possible such a litule bird can make 
such a racket? It is looking for insects. He is yayly dressed 
in black aud white, and has a brilliant red cap on his head, 
and so soft that his name is the downy woodpecker. On the 
same tree I see, peeping round from the other side, a bird 
much larger, but wi the same gay cap and marked with 
the same plumage, aud as often as I walk around to haye a 
view of him, around he goes about the trunk of the tree, 
With a loud cry he flies off in a wayy manner to the wood 
beyond, and T see it-is the downy’s big brother, the hairy 
woodpecker. 

T now come to a steep side hill facing the sunny south, 
and there Lsit on a fallen tree and dream of past scenes; a 
little rivulet is rippling by my side and a witch-hazel bush is 
still in bloom close by; four or five little birds with black 
caps, leaden backs, and reddish breasts are flitting from twig 
to Lwig, beads up and tails up, in all kinds of positions— 
regular little acrobuts—all the time calling out their own 
names, ‘“chickadee.” Every one loves them, and in warm, 
sunny places, in open wood lots, you will see them all winter, 

But [ hear a different song, so very low and sweet, it can- 
not be our little chicks, who are now all about me; so close 
are they, that I could touch them with my hand, not at all 
timid, There again I hear that sweet, gentle note, and there 
I see a little fellow much smaller than the chickadees, with 
an olive shade of plumage anda bright red crown, and so 
active, here, there and all over. He is generally with the 
chickadees, und is one of our smallest birds, and is called the 
tuby-crowned kinglet. Hyery thing is suddenly still, and 
my littlé friends are motionless. ‘The cause is soon told, as 
I recognize the beautiful little spurrow hawk darting among 
the bushes after his prey. I seize my gun, instinctively put 
my hand in my pocket for a cartridge, when I make the dis- 
covery that I have none with me. Useless weapon! but my 
motions are sufficient to protect my little pets, as 1 see their 
unsuccessful enemy sailing away in the distance. 
What u noise the bluejays keep up!—still they have a 

dreamy kind of a bell note these sunny days, and what a 
beautiful bird they are, with their splendid blue and white 
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plumage, and their lordly qest —and how they courtesey 
and (nce while witering their harsh ery. Harsh near by, 
bnt dreamy and pleasing at a little distance. I now come to 
a piece of heavy timber; the ferns are still zrecn and beanti- 
fil, amd how handsome are the mosses and lichens on the 
tmnks. How perfectly still everything seems, the summer 
leaves lay thick on the ground, dampand moist. On a dis- 
lanl treetop T distinguish a yellow-hellied woodpecker, 
nol avery Common bird in our neighborhood. It is one of 
our handsomest woodpeckers, las a brilliant scurlet throat 
aud crown, yellowish breast, and blnck and white back and 
shoulders, [1 is very noisy in the breeding season, 

Whal distwat pulsations is that T heary Ali! itis two 
years sinev | haye heard you before! The drumming of the 
ruffed e1ouse, a sound delightful to the sportsman’s var, and 
strangy mul mysterious to others, Lstop and listen again, it 
is repeated, you cinnot tell where it comes from, whether 
near by ov afar off. [wander on, thinking and dreaming, 
until startled by a whirr of wings close by my side, and L 
see Mr. Grouse making fora thicket ahead. 1 bring up my 
\reech-loader in position for a snap shot, Wut remembering 
ijwinnocent condition, continue on sadly until T meet a pair 
of iithatches in (heir quaker costume, running up and down 
aun ol! onk, What saucy little fellows they are, looking at 
you with theiv heads down! What pleasing recollections 
they *eenll of childhood—the little sap-sucker as we called 
them. low often in midwinter, when the ground was 
covert with snow, have we listened to their puenliar calle 
low come to auother open spot beyond the timber, cedar 

jrecs with Ine berries being thickly scattered about, and 
feeding herve and there L notice a small flock of waxwings 
(cedar birds), What can be more beautiful than one of these 
birds i full plumage—how soft and blended are the colors, 
wilh the tips of the tailand wings finished with searlet— 
with & band of bright yellow ou the tail, and a black velvet 
banc about the head, and what a tine erest. It has no song, 
hut simply a twittering whistle. Just after leaving the wood- 
land [ notice some small birds flying about on the bushes, 
keeping together more than birds generally do, I soon see 
their heads glistening with crimson, and know them ina 
moment to be the redpoll Jimnet, and as usual, I see the gold- 
finch with them—not in his splendid swnmer plemage of 
yellow and black, but in more sombre gray with white- 
banded wings, Cheerful little fellows, they have the same 
note as in suminer, and wenerally sing as they fly. 

As L approached nearer habitations I hear our sweet blue- 
bind, the American bird, dressed in our national colors, red, 
white and blue; and what beauty is that flashing red in the 
sunlight of about the same size? Itix feeding on the seeds 
ot some tall weed, I creep up softly, and there [find a male 
of the purple finch in full plumage—-‘crimson tinel”’ would 
hive been a better nume. 
Tam homeward bound scross the meadows, and the short 

day is coming to a close. Abead of me, skimming over the 
field, is u large hawk of a bluish slate color, whitish under- 
neath. [Hr sails quite close, darts on the ground and imme- 
diately raises with a mouse in kis claws. It is the marsh 
hawk, One of the few birds of prey that: breed on the ground. 
There voes a meadow lark oyer the meadows. How bright 
is his golden breast and black crescent. Now and then one 
or two will remain with us all winter, but most of our sum- 
iner birds migrate. Up starts a single Bob White from a 
Ihineh of wild grass, and with a whirr of wings drops in the 
bushes beyond, Poor bird. have all your companions been 
sluughtered? Take care of yourself’ until the New Year, 
when your season of rest is at hand. 

T hear a loud clear note high up on that ash in the fence 
row—clear and bell-toned—there it is again. 1 stand per- 
fectly quiet. It is again repeated near. [walk carefully to 
the fence, and there up in that slender oak, I sce a small 
leaden-colored bird with a very prominent pointed crest, 
There, he sings aguin—how clear und loud. It is a tufted 
lilmouse—rnot 2 common bird with us, but a few remain ail 
Winter , and in the spring their beautiful clear whistle is 
heard for along time. Lt is of ihe same fanvily as the ehiek- 
udee, buf very dissimilar. 

Tt has now become dusky; one of our old familiar friends, 
{lie song sparrow, starts up with a chirp from the fence coruer 
to welcome me home, wud just before I reach the house I 
can distingnish in the vloaming a little moltled owl silently 
flying past. I put up my gun, sit up to the fire, and think of 
the beautiful world we live in. OLp TuRKEY, 
Lona Hina, N. J. 

NOTES BY A LION TRAINER. 

Filitor Korest and Stream; 
In your issue of Oct. 18, I saw an account, signed “Eye 

Witness,” of the way in which I have tamed un trained 
lions, tigers, etc. The account is interesting enough; but 
fails in detail, and really gives no accurate information as to 
low the training is accomplished, Not every man can suc- 
ceed in this work, for it not only requires a quick eye and 
steady nerve, but also a peculiar sympathy with avimals, 
which is inborn and not to be acquired. I began us a boy 
in teaching tricks to sinall animals, then tried my hand upon 
a bear which, as a cub of six mouths, was procured in Can- 
uda, and succeeded yery well. “Wack” was the wonder and 
delight of the neighberhood, 
My firsi experience in lion training was in Hamburg, Ger- 

many, where | became intimate with a professional man, 
owner of a ‘‘Handels Menagerie,” where all the animals are 
for sale, He had » group of five lions and a bengal tiger 
which he was training fora circus. The animals were all 
young, varying from eleven to eighteen months. Yielding 
one day to my urgent entreatics, but with the warning to 
keep close to him, he let me enter the cage with him, and 
from that hour dates my personal experience with the ‘king 
of the forest.” After ray first trial, | went in several times 
with Mr. H., and began to understund the urt, and when, 
soon after, he was called away to Berlin on business, | un- 
dertonok to keep the beasts in working order for him, and 
brought them on well, Since then Ihave put together two 
#roups, one of six lions and a leopardess, and the uther con- 
sisting of four lions, one tiger, and one jaguar, 

It is less dangerous to train lions bredin freedom than 
those bred in menagerics or zoological gardens. This may 
zeem at first very improbable, but when one remembers that 
the animal in his wild state is utterly unacquainted with 
man, whereas his captive brother from his birth has heen 
stared at, teased und tormented by him, one can well under- 
stand how ‘‘familarity” has bred “‘contempt” in this case as 
well asin many others, Lions born in captivity learn their 
tricks more easily, as they are more accustomed to their 
cage and to being looked at, and their aflenuion is not so 
easily diverted from the trainer. “7 

The cave in which one tames lions is from fourteen to 

sixteen feet lone, nine aml a half to 10 fect in width and 
eigh! to ten fect in height. Ul is a mistake to have the cage 
too large, as if sensibly increases the danger vo the trainer. 
The great danger and the one most to be avoided is letting 
the aniruals got a chance t6 spring at you, ani to prevent 
this, one must kecp as close to them as possilile. 
being so near, the trainer is often clawed, that is, hit al 
with the paw, but this makes only a flesh wound, whereas, 
if the lions have recom to make their spring, the man receives 
their weight as well as the blow, which heing nearly always 
directed at (he head, is eenerally fatal, 

There is yery little truth in the popular idea that the 
human eye bas reat power over lions, [Tt certainly makes 
him uncomfortable to he looked at steadily, and he will turn 
away his head, Wut this is only for the reason that his eyes 
being further apart than vurs, the concentrated effort atsight 
makes him squint, whieh, as we all know, is strained and 
unnaturil. sTow is it possible for a trainer fo keep his eyes 
upon six to eight animals al oneey If we depended only 
upon the power of our eye we should soon make food for 
the lions, a chance they would not be slow to ayail them- 
selves of, No, the whip is the train@’s chief reliance; and 
it cunnot be used too freely. Itis made of plaited leather, 
without lash, and is from two to two and a half feet long I 
have tried the effect of elecffcity npon animals as a means 
of training, carrying a small battery in my poeket and run- 
ning the wire down through the middle of the whip so that 
when the whip touched one of them he reéeived a shock: 
Inf this did not sneceed, it excites them so much and they 
are so afraid of it that they cannot steady down to their 
work, 

Betore entering the cage T wenerally throw in a few batids- 
ful of sawdust to prevent slipping. Jt is important to enter 
as quickly us possible and fo haye aman ready to open and 
shut the door, The most dimgerous part of the whole per- 
formance is in making one’s exif, which must he done yery | 
quickly, To prevent the ions trying to get out with you 
when they see the door open, they must first be driven to 
the far end of the cage, and this gives them the opporhanity 
to make a spring, a chance which they are not slow to im- 
prove, and many a life has been lost at this final moment, 
when to outside eyes all dangers have becn overcome. 

To make a successful exil, after driving the animals to 
the further corner of the cage, the trainer gradually backs 
toward the door, cracking his whip and keeping his eye 
fixed upon the animals. As he (ouches the door, the at- 
tendant, who is waiting outside quickly throws it up; in one 
backward step he has passed through, and it drops again, 
and only just in time to clear the adyancing foe who comes 
with wild spring to take his revenge. It is difficult to’ 
make the spectator belieye that in this, apparently the easi- 
est part of the entire performances, really lies the greatest 
danger of all. 

In performing a “group,” it is better to put the animals 
together while still young so that they may grow up together, 
The first trick taught is to jump over a hurdle at ihe word 
of command, then to spring through paper-cavered hoops, 
fire hoops (covered with cotton wool, soaked in spints and 
ignited), to lie down together, forming a couch, apon which 
the trainer stretches himself af full length, opening their 
mouths while le puis his head in, and other acts. Of these 
tricks those of the fire hoops ure the hardest to teach and in- 
yolve tle most (danger to the trainer, for if a drop of the 
burning fltid falls upon aa animal he is wild with pain and 
rage and turns upoo his tormentor. My thvec most. serious 
accidents have huppened in this way. 

Lions need very careful handling, aud it may also be of 
interest to some of your readers to know some of the details. 
The temperature in their huuses shoul! be always within 
14° to 17 Réanmur. Straw should he put in the cage at 
night and taken out again in Lhe morning, andl replaced by a 
few handfuls of sawdust. Great care must be taken to keep 
the cage clean and perfectly dry. It is better to feed the 
animals twice a day, giving them at cach meal about seven 
pounds of meat and bone, horse flesh is generally used tor 
the purpose, They should also get from (Lree to four quarts 
of lukewarm milk every diy. . 

Lions have generally tivo Tillers a year, and from two to 
five cubs in a litter. Two or three days before the cubs are 
born it is betler to pnt the lioness by herself, anc to close 
up the front of the cage with planks, or by simply covering 
it with a mg, so that she may be as little disturbed as possi- 
ble. The young lions will already. at six weeks, begin try- 
ing to chew at the meat given to the mother, and at two 
months can eat the softer parts of it,~ 

There is li(tle risk of death to the young lions until they 
have reached their ninth month, when they begin to shed 
their teeth, which is the most trying time for them, In 
soine cases the first teeth need to be removed, but by giving 
them hard bones at this time they generalty can bite them 
out by themselves. ‘They reach their full growth at about 
two years, although the mane of the male takes four to five 
years to come Lo perfection. 7.8. W. 

Noxious Ixsecrs.—Bulletin No. 3, issucd by the Division 
of Entomology of the U.S, Department of Agriculture, is 
at hand. The yery excelent work done by this Department 
under the charge of Prof. C. V. Riley, entomologist, has 
conmmended it to agriculturists throughout the Cuited States, 
and it cannot be doubted that the publication and dissemina- 
tion of papers like the present one is of the greatest henefit 
to the country at large. The first article in this number of 
the Bulletin treats of the adaptability of the atmy worm to 
diverse conditions, and of the damage done by this species 
to cranberry vines in New Jersey; the results of a series of 
experi ments with Pyrethimon (insect powder) on a number of 
different species show that while certain insects are speedily 
killed by the application of the drug, othe rs survive for eol- 
siderable periods of time, and others still are not in the 
slightest degree affected hy it. Dr. AVS Packard has a 
valuable article in the present number treating of certain 
insects which are injurious to fores! trees, and gives some 
interesting information in regard to the spruce bud worm, 
the rayages of whieh haye heen so severely felt in certain 
Inmbering districts. To the cotton worm two articles are 
devoted, one by Dr. E HH. Anderson on the Cotton Worm 

in South Texas, the other on Experimental Tests of Machin- 
ery designed for the Destruction of this Specics by Dr. W. 
8. Barnard. The observations of both these gentlemen were 
mainly devoted to the discovery of the cheapest and most. 
effective methed of destroying the worm. The article on 

the tree-borers of the family Cossid@ is an unfinished report 

of the late DroJames $, Bailey of Albany, 1n Dr. William 

McMurtrie’s Tests of Silk fibre from Coccons raised at the 

Department (of Agriculture) the interestin, faet is brougat 

out that the fibre taken from the lary fed exclusively on 

Of course, 
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osize oranze is somewhat finer and not less strone than 
that obtained From specimens fed wholly npon mulberry 
leaves. Three beautiful plites adorn the Bulletin: two of 
them being devoted to ticures of different species of Coss, 
and the third 10 photographs of the silk filve. 

HBIMERODON PLATRYRIINUS NIGER IN SOULIERN NEW 
York —On Oct. $, 1882, L was fishing for black bass with 
Mr, Geo. Ayles in Croton Lake, Westchester county, N. ¥, 
Some two miles north of Pine’s bridge, jwhere the like is 
about one hundred and fifty yards wide, we saw a snake 
switvning toward the east shore. At first I thought it was 
the common water snake (7'repidonetus), but its appearance 
Was somewhat strange, so werowed after, and succeeded iu 
entebing it with aid of owr landing net. Ttwas a lite 
specimen of the black variety of the flat-headed adder. The 
color was of a uniform black, resembling closely that of the 
black snake ( Hiesewuinm)—A. K. Frsuer, AL 1). (Sing Sine. 
New York.) ' 

LAnxKanor Novns,—The last signature of the Proceed- 
ings of the United States National Museum contains « paper 
entitled ‘Notes ou the Natural History of Labrador, hy W. 
A. Stearns, The notes consist of very slightly annotied 
lists of the innmmals, birds, lishes and plants of the freeton 
referred to, and ‘epresent the observations of 4 year’s resi 
dence and two summer trips along the coast. Of the mam- 
mals forty-four species and yaristies are noted, with brief 
comments 4s to theirabundance or scarcity. The polar bear 
ig given 4s ‘‘rare, occasionally seen on blocks of Hotline 
ice in the extreme northern portions.” Two reporicd in- 
stances of the capture of the walrus are #1ven, ‘The barren 
ground and woodland carthon are both conjectured to oeciir, 
thongh it is perhaps donbtful if the former does so, One 
hundred and eleven species of birds are reported, some of 
them, like the woodthrush, on what is apparently insuficient 
evidence. The nest of the kine cider duck is said to have 
been scen by an acquaintance of the author. 

Game Bag and Guy. 

THE “OLD CLUB, 

f kate last thine [ didi before sitting down at the desk was 
to lake my yun ont of its case for the first time this 

season, in order to oil it for the morrow’s sport. It's such a 
gun} You ought to see it! The mere sight of the ungainly 
thing would probably make a modern, sesthetic yu connois 
sienr yery seasick. I eallit a club; some of my friends duly 
itn blunderbuss. Ten years since, when new, it wis 4 sym- 
metrical, 10-cauge, 94-1. piece. with #2-in, barrels; it Shot 
well, better than any other gun it has been iy luck to own, 
Nine years ago Lonrsted it near the muzzle, necessitaling the 
cutling off of six inches, making the barrels twenty-six inches 
long. Some one advised me to have this done as! was about 
selling the apparently ruined arm, fora ten dollar note; the 
barrels were cut off and choked by an expert, and the w1- 
gainly, clumsy-looking, big-little, ill balanced weapon shots 
us hard, nay harder, than ever. I am and have been tshamedt 
of it for years; haye abused it always; haye ridiculed it, hut, 
notwithstanding, have allalong had a sneaking regard for 
the honest oll, never-failing, sawed off gun. Tt is as livht 
to-day usit was ten years since; there is not a harder shoot- 
ing piece in town, but I suppose the old friend will hive to 
go, for I had hold of a Harrington and Richardson hawinrr- 
less the other day that titted me perfectly. The old sun 
don't fit at all. Now could it fit anything with snch ashuape 
as itis? Stillit throws shot wickedly and has faithfuily 
served me. Tt was no fault of material or make that it burst, 
It was my own fawt primarily in allowing others to load 
shells for me, mainly, however, it was the fault of a certain 
gun concern who were extremely or rather culpably careless, 

Possibly my experience may benetit some young spaits- 
men, so allow me to give that important episode of the ‘old 
elil’s” history, Nine years ago this last fall an enthusiastic 
friend of mine induced another enthusiast and myself to 
joia him on a deer hunt, Neither of us had ever shot at a 
deer, but each was anxious to try if. Many were the ar- 
rangements we made; every suggestion, whether reasonable 
or not, was acted upon; librantes were ransacked and_all 
hooks pertaining to deer hunting deyoured with avidity, 
each of us kept memorandum books in our pockets mm omer 
to_add to the long list of articles we imagined would be 
needed, any partiCular thing we might chance to think of, 
After due deliberation, we decided to place our reliance upon 
shotguns rather than rifles, although the latter arms were also 
to be taken with us. The subject of amwunition was can- 
vassed thoroughly, thread-wound cartridges inquired for in 
town, also wire ones, but neither were to be ebtained, and 
onr disgust was great, as in our innocence we imagined that 
wiless our guns would carry from 150 to 200-yards we could 
kill no deer. Finally the gun dealer came to our relief, pro- 
posing to load onr shells with concentrators that he claimed 
would hold the buckshot together for a great distance, Lis 
plan was to fake the regular 10-gauge shell, load it with Whe 
powder, then place the bucksuot in a 13-gauge shell, ov 
rather part of one, and slip the section so filled with buck- 
shot inside the 10-gange, the idea being to shoot the 12 gauge 
section bodily out of the gun, expecting if to break or seatrer 
some distance off, ‘Vis style of loading looked 10 0s yr 
rect, so we sent our suns to the store and the shells were 
loaded to fit then, : 
When the time at length came for the start the ideal deer 

hunter would have Jaughed long in his silent fashion to see 
the amount of dumnage three energetic young fellows had 
gathered together fora ten days’ hunt. but how much more 
amused would he have been. when, haying secured a guide 
(he proved to be a nature’s nobleman), those three young frl- 
lows stepped out of the tavern in a certain Northern Michi- 
gan town equipped to go into the woods. Rifles, revolvers, 
guns, batchets, knives, were all fnlly displayed. As one of 
the spectators afterward told me he ‘‘actually tried to find a 
place on one of us where something else could have hung, 
but failed.” One of our party was very small instature, and 
as he stepped forth shadowed under an immense sombrero 
that he had got, no one knows where, with a heavy, large 
shirt worn outside his pants asa blouse and belted ughtly 
around, large top boots on his slender feet, au immense re- 
yolyer thrust in his belt, and hatebet and knife hanging from 
it, carrying his gun over his shoulder, with a sma Tifle 
slung across his back, the upplause wus great. One red- 
shirted giant lumberman inspected him closely, finally turn- 
ing to another with the remark as he pointed to ou friend, 
Tsay, Hank, what is that? Step on it and see if it’s alive, 
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After all, however, 
very kind, indeed, all 
our quest of sport in 

wherent our friend was indignant. 
every one we melon that trip was 
interesting themselves to help us in 
wvery way possible. 

Our guide had twoor three dogs with him, so the first 
morning atter reaching camp he left us on runways with the 
usual instructions. Within a few moments the hounds gave 
fongué, and in a few minutes more T heard a crashing and 
saw 2 magnificent buck coming my way on the keen jump, 
1 had heard of buck fever, but was not at all excited, so 1 
kept him covered with my gun as he came directly at me, 
feeling sure that he was mine. Wheu he was twenty yards 
tway L[ stepped quickly out from behind a tree; he saw me 
und turmed suddenly; as he turned T held for his shoulder 
and pniled. The lond report of my gun surprised me, but 
the sound of that deer still running surprised me much more. 
I stepped aside to get out of a dense cloud of smoke in order 
{o give the swift jumping deer the other barrel, but quickly 
coneluded not to, for a look along the line of my piece 
showed the right barrel, the one I had shot, to be bursted. 
For six inches from the muzzle it was. torn away from the 
vib, and was left at uearly a right angle to the other tube, 
On the side of the bursted barrel a large rent 
showed the place where the charge had escaped. No wonder 
the deer was stillrunning, the shot had passed nearly over my 
shoulder, or at all events not in the direction of the 
vame, I was ai first dumbfounded, and could not compre- 
hend what caused the disaster. My friends suggested dirt 
ormud inthe muzzle, but I was posiliye there had been 
none, Then 1 examined the shells and cut ene open and 
Chambered the 12-zauge filled with shot in the muzzle 
of the ofher barrel, [could not driyeit through. My gun 
was choked too much to allow it, and the ‘‘mystery” was 
solved. If was a lesson not to be forgotten, Too much 
eave cannot be used in shooting buckshot from a choked 
‘TL. 

3 Now it’s time to “‘turn in” as our nautical brothers say, 
but I do wish in Glosing that the ‘old club” was more syin- 
metrical, then I would keep it. It's my intention one of 
these days to have a neat cabinet made with glass sides and 
doors, to place in my library or dining room in which to 
keep my rifle, shotzun, fishing rods, ete. Such a case could 
be gotten up of handsome design, and it would with its con- 
tents be & unique article of furniture: the contents would 
he kept in excellent condition, and the top of the case or 
cabinet would serye as an appropriate place for mounted 
specimens of game birds or small animals, But bow out of 
place that old gun of mine would seem in such an aristocratic 
affair! Yes, friend Havens, I guess you can sell me that 
(welve-gauge hammerless. Dena. 

Derrort, Dee. 12. 

THE CHOICE OF HUNTING RIFLES. 

Eilitor Kovest aud dStrean: 

! have owned s good many rifles, but have never been 
sufficiently charmed with repeaters to inyest a dollar in them. 
i, however, own one repeater piven bya friend. This is a 
Winchester .82, and is a very bandsome and well-made little 
arm, and the one that 1 would seleet if it were a question of 
syuirvels or woodechucks, When it comes to very heavy 
charges however, I must confess toa certain fear of them, 
hoth on account of the action, and the possibility of explod- 
Inga carteidge in the magazine, Not long since the U, 8. 
Ordnance Department invited manufacturers of repeaters to 
send specimens of their work for cxamination and trial. 
Fourteen guns vere entered, of which twelve were bolt sung 
and two lever guns. ‘The seyeral guns were snhmitted to a 
buard for trial, and the report of that bourd has been 
published, Concerning one of the lever guns, the report 
reads as follows: e 

“After emptying the butt magazine, the front magazine 
could not he turned on, Jt was found that the tipstock had 
been displaced and driven forward by the recoil of the piece 
from the previous shots t) such an extent as fo bind and 
prevent the working of the cut-off, 

“The board decided that the inventor might correct this 
defeet of construction, when the test woul! be continued.” 

On the second trial: “At the fourteenth shot the gun 
hroke down,” A third trial having been granted, the report 
reads: ‘Ti was handled in the safety test by the inventor, 
in firing which, at the sixth shot, the receiver bursted, breal- 
ing the gun in two—the butt falling on the ground, the bar- 
rel being retained in the let{ hand of the operator.” 

Coneerning the other lever gun, the report reads: *‘On 
firing the forty-eighth shot, a cartridge explodedin the maga- 
vine.” This gun was re-entered and at the second trial again 
came lo prief. At the fifty-second shot, “after renewing the 
cartridges in the Magazine, the third cartridge from the 
chamber exploded in the magazine. Doubtless due to the 
cffects of the recoil on an Over-sensitive cartridge.” These 
uecidents all occurred when shooting the crdinary service 
charge, (.45-70-405). It is proper to state that neither of the 
puns referred to was a Winchester. This company did not 
enter one of the guns bearing their name, but instead a bolt, 
gun. ‘The bolt suns stood the various testsin «much more 
satisfactory manner. In almost all of them, however, the 
cartridges in the magazines showed evidences of the effects 
of the recoil, When we remember that in a shotgun the 
fiting of the first barrel often loosens the wad in the second, 
we musi not disregard the effect on the cartridges in the 
magazine of a repenter, especially when arranged in Indian 
file, as in the Winchester. If now the recoil is materially 
inereased, as it would be in *‘D. M. B's.” 40-90-4500, the 
danger of accident is likewise increased. It would certainly 
be interesting and instructive to haye a “wear ind Lear” 
trial hetween some of the lever repeaters that were not en- 
tered in the government trials. Will the Winchester, Ken- 
nedy, aud Ballard riflesenter? The trials should be confined 
to the rifles of the largest calibre, and be conducted under 
the supervision of competent persons, and much in the same 
manner as the Jate government trials, Let either of these 
makers construct also a 40-90-500 repeater, and sulyject it to 
ai similar trial, Ifit stands the racket, we will ull of us 
know more about the matter than any of us know now. 

Until such test is made, however, 1 shonld certainly pre- 
fer the loss of a head of game occasionally, to the chance of 
loss of my own. 

“T), M. B.” objects tothe recoil of the English express 
tifie. Ninety grains of powder would be a fair charge for a 
40-cal, express, witha bullet weighing about 250 grains, 
The recoil would be much less than thatof ‘D. M. B's.” own 
cartridge, owing to the lighter lead, slower twist, and shal- 
lower grooving of the English gun. The reason thatso many 
express rifles are rusting in the corners of Western cabins, is 
undoubtedly due to the fact that most of the express rifles 

EEE. 
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| 
brought fo this country have heen of too large eulibre. | 
There are indications of @ change in that respect on the other 
side of the pond, and Lam reliably informed that 2 .32 ex- 
press is becoming a favorite for English deer ees The 
16 and 12 bores of a few years ago are being replaced by .40 
and .45 cal. express, and the recoil of these weapons is by 
no means severe, being considerably Jess than the recoil of 
the ordinary military rifle. In a single or double rifle the re- 
coil is a secondary matter, as theye are a variety of devices 
for reducing it to a minimum. The purchaser can choose 
between the expensive Silver or the cheap Holton pad, either 
of which attached to the rifle will permit heavy charges to 
be shot without discomfort. 

“—D. M. B.” speaks of an express bullet with 4 very small 
hole. If he will send me his address through you, I will 
take pleasure in forwarding for his inspection a .45-cal. 
bullet, weighing 345 erains, the hole of which is much 
smaller than usually seen, ane which bullet is one of a lot 
that has been freely sampled on grizzlies and other large 
game, by your former correspondent “‘P.” This ball, with 
a hundred grains of powder behind it is, I believe, “‘P.’s” 
favorite projectile for such game, . 

“D, M. B.” objects to my giving preference to English 
express rifles, and thinks that American rifles arc just as 
good, if not a trifle better than the English, Comparing 
out rifles as a whole with the English, I think the facts war- 
rant the claim that, for short and long range, cleaning 
between shots, our rites are greatly superior to the others; 
that for both short and long range. shooting dirty, there is 
very little, if any difference; that in military rifles ours are 
superior, The Springtield (,45-70-405), has less recoil (10 foot- 
pounds) than the Martini-Henry (45-85-480), the recoil of 
which is 12.5 foot-pounds. The former is the moreaccurate, 
and has the flatter trajectory. In the matter of sporting 
rifles, however, for short rane, it certainly seems tome, that 
a double-burrel .45-110, with a hollow pointed bullet of 
mediutn weight (say 350 grains), would on the whole be more 
useful fhan any American single rifle, and probably safer 
than a repeater of equal power. GREENHORN. 

Editor Fovest and Stream: 

Much is being said just now abont ‘*high curves,” pene- 
tration, proper caliber, ete. In your last issue I noticea call 
for a 40-90 magazine, and frequently opinions as to the best 
rifle for large game. 

I belic-ve sportsmen are frequently exorcised by the ques 
tion, ‘‘What rifle shall I buy for deer shooting?” I for one 
have been. After years of experience with the rifle I feel 
that I can give some suggestions to the fraternity. 
As a general thing, ammunition for our sperting rifles is 

loaded with too much lead—over-leaded, There should not 
be a larger ratio than 1 to 5, or 1 to 3} between powder and 
lead. Many sportsmen use rifles chambered for the govern- 
ment ammunition, with a powder and lead proportion of 
ahout 1 to 6, which, no doubt, is ahont correct for the pur- 
pose intended—a long steady flight and ereat penetration. 

For hunting, the trajectory of this ammunition is entirely 
too high; I believe about 11 in, at 200 yds, High trajectory 
necessitates frequent adjustment of sights, and frequent 
chanve of sights brings very frequent misses, 
A ball of 300 grains is heavy cnough for deer, black bear, 

caribou and even elk, and by loading such a ball on 85 to 90 
grains pewder in the government shell, the trajectory is re- 
duced at least one-half und the penetration is still sufficient 
for all ordinary game, The recoil will not be as unpleasant 
as with the government load. 

The recoil of a 40-90 rifle with a 480 (o 500 erain ball to 
niost meh is unpleasant, and iu a magazine rifle, where 
quick shooting in various positions is necessary, would be a 
serions objection. Better {han the government shell is the 
45-75 bottled, Tt has greater capacity and being bottle- 
necked has another advantage in trajectory. 
Why do not more riflemen use rifles taking a bottled 

shell? I find them just as durable, and giving no more 
trouble from sticking than with the straight shell. For deer 
shooting I load these shells through a 24-inch tube with 90 
to 95 xrains powder and a very hard 300-grain naked Dall, 
and shoot them from the new Whitney Kennedy 45-75 maga- 
zine rifle, and get the very flattest trajectory to be obtained 
from a DiagaZzine rifle, Few sportsmen know that the Ken- 
nedy is now made in 45-75 and 50-90 sizes, and I am sure 
they cannot do better than give one a trial. For strength, 
simplicity, accuracy and workmanship they have no superior. 

Bie Tyary, 
ILLINOIS. 

Kititor Forest cau Stren: 
lu your last issue “Greenhorn” expresses x fear that the 

systems now applied to repeating rifles will not admit the 
use of a 40-90 cartridge. (The 40-90 Sharps and Remington 
special using 370-grain bullet is three and a half inches in 
length). “‘Greenhorn’s” fears are unfounded. I am in- 
formed from a reliable source that a repeater of this descrip- 
tion will be placed on the market in the cource of a month 
or two, Tt will not, however, use the regular 40-90 ammu- 
nition, but a special cartridge, with a bullet three times the 
weight of powder. I do not know whether a 370 or 500 
erain bullet can be used, but should think it could if loaded 
into the barrel. But why should a heayier one be used? 
The curve would be higher and the recoil heavier than with 
the hghter builet, The term “‘express’” would hardly apply 
to a 40-90-3500 cartridge. The 500-grain bullet might be best 
for the grizzly bear (grizzly bear hunters are rather scarce), 
but T think that 300 grains of lead in the right place is better 
than 900 grains somewhere else, and il is large enough for 
any game in the United States. The cartridge in this re- 
peater is backed by a breech action as strong as the Reming- 
ton. Sportsmen wishing a magazine rifie of this description 
‘au soon have their wishes gratified, Srraiour Stock, 
GENESEQ, N.Y, 

Auditor Forest and Stream: 
Tam decidedly in fayor of the repeater, but the, 4-eal, I 

don’ like, and the .44 with 40 ers, powder is not effective 
enough. I made a suggestion to the Winchester Arms Com- 
pany, and receiyed the following reply: “‘Replying to yours, 
would say that our model ‘76 gun could be readily adapted 
toa .44-cal. cartridge, but there would be no cartridge In 
market adapted to it, and we should have to make a special 
cartridge, which would be similar fo the model of *76, which 
would be .44—-cal, instead of 45.7 Placing the two ,44 and 
-45-cal, Winchester shells side by side, the 44 will look much 
the smaller. Then minke it the same length of the .45, and 
won't it come nearer the wants of sportsmen ahs pay His; 

HLS. we now haye? 
WASHINGTON. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

T HE decided change of weather we have bad within the 
past twenty-four hours will have the effect of improy- 

ing the duck shooting in our river und bay, and will donbt- 
less bring more fowl to the Havre de Grace and Gimpowder 
grounds if the cold does not become so intense as to entirely 
shut ont the feeding stounds. Your correspondent has heard 
twice this week of the presence in great numbers of the 
“white brant” (as the snow geese were called) below Bombay 
Hook. Can sny oue give positive information as to where 
this fowl sammers? I have formed an idea that they migrate 
to the Arctic portion of the Pavitie coast, although they are 
never seen in their Higlts, at least not as T have read. 

Mr. Krider of our city is haying many elegant specimens 
of birds sent to him weekly for mounting that haye flown 
against the lighthouse ot Atlantic City daring the night, 

The West Jersey Game Society seems to be in move and 
more trouble. After a series of troublesome meetings the office 
of secretary, as L wrote you in my last letter, was handed over 
to Postmaster Barnard of Gloucester, N. J., upon agreeing to 
file a bond for $2,000 to insure the safety of the money prass- 
ing through his hands. Since the secretary has agreed to 
enter this security, a dispute has arisen between him and 
Solicitor Joline of the society over the approving the bond. 
At the last meeting of the society a resolution was passed 
asking the solicitor to examine the bond and approve it if 
lie found it suitable, The secretary claims that the resolution 
only requires Mx, Joline to approve the wording of the bond 
and the hoard of directors the sureties mentioned in the doen- 
ment. 

Mr. Joline has certified to the correctness of the form of 
the bond, but that is all, Director Keugler of Philadelphia, 
who was given possession of the books in the early stages of 
the controversy, refuses to surrender the same to Seerelary 
Barnard until the latter has properly qualified by submitting 
the names of his hondsmen to be approved by the solicitor, 
Another meeting of the society has been called for the 20th 
inst., when it is hoped a satisfactory solution of the difficulty 
will be arrived at. It is said that it will le impossible to 
puss the bill spoken of toincorporate the Farmers’ and Sports- 
men’s Game:Protective Association of Atlantic county, N_J., 

| as under the new constitution of New Jersey it will be spe- 
cial legislation, and illegal. 

Feathered game, owing to the nearness of the close season, 
is hanging in our stores-and stalls in great profusion. Yen- 
isou was never more plentiful, and a great part of if comes 
from Our own State. Homo, 

ADIRONDACK DEER. 

Fiditor Forest and Stream: 
Returning home after a camp-oul of three weeks in the 

Beaver River country, | find three copies of your valuable 
paper on file for my perusal. Scanning their contents, 1 
note only one article by “‘Musset” relating to ihe game of 
that section. Astounding as his assertions may appear to 
the world outside, IT yenture the opinion that they are not 
overdrawn. Not only have tie hundreds of hounds worked 
faithfully for ihe two anda half months allotted to them, 
but still many parties pretending to so into the woods to 
still-hunt took their dogs along with them, The northern 
part.of Herkimer county around Crooked Lake and the 
Mosier Ponds have been so constantly scoured by dogs the 
past mouth that a still-hunter stood no show. In fact, 
scarcely anything could be struck but a fawo or small doe's 
frack fo follow. Parties coming out of the woods with 
loads of from ten to fifteen deer all through the month of 
November, claiming to be still hunters, with three-fourths 
of their game showing only a bullet hole in the back of the 
head, tells its own tale. This constant floating and hound- 
ing must and surely is destroying our game beyond redemp- 
tion. 

Parties coming in from Warren and MeKean counties, 
Pa., where but a few years since they found deer in paying 
quantities to hunt, all tell the samestory, that no deer are to 
be found. Not atrack by some could be seen by tramping 
all day, Around my camp in Herkinner county, two years 
avo, was the home of the deer. So plenty were they that 
they would come and root over the leayes for shack within 
fifty yards of camp every night. Upon my arrival there 
last month, I found instead of deer signs a bark camp near 
by, with skiff and suitable camp equipage stowed away for 
futnre use, and well-beaten paths leading to all the lakes aud 
ponds in the vicinity, This I understand is a fair sample of 
the turn affairs are taking all through the whole Adirondack 
country, Oar Lock. 
Frewssurg, Dec. 3. 

RIPARIAN RIGHTS. 

Drxver, Col., Nov. 28, 1883. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

In your issue of 22d inst. I find under the caption of 
“Navigable Waters and Shore Rights” an inquiry and vour 
very comprehensive editorial reply upon the subject indi- 
cated by the title above quoted. While you quote laws and 
decisions of courts touching™the point, I think there is one 
other very important fact to be taken into consideration. 

Since the Government of the United States adopted its 
present system of suryeys for the public land it has been the 
rule to meander and exempt from sale all large or even con- 
siderable bodies of water. This includes all navigable 
streams, whether reached by tide water or not, and all lakes 
or ponds of an area exceeding forty acres in any 160 acres, 
That is, forty acres is considered by United States deputy 
surveyors as the minimum size of any body of water they 
‘re in duty bound to meander, and except from the area of 
public lands they may he required to survey, As the sur- 
veyor is paid per lineal measure for the lines he runs he is 
apt to make all he justly can out of them, yet there may he 
instances in which this has not been done, These meander 
lines are supposed to follow the general outline of the water, 
occasionally cutting ifs margin, but far more commonly fall- 
ing several feet away from it upon the bank. When the 
contiguous land is sold by the general Government, or by 
the State to which it may have been ceded, it is sold to such 
meander line only. So much of the land as is covered by 
the body of water and the margin outside of it (if any) to 
the meander line, vernains the property of the United States 
for the free and impartial use of all the people. 

_ This system of public land survey was adopted and prac- 
ticed first in Ohio and has governed the public land ‘system 
ever since. I presume it applied to the St, Clair (Michigan) 
region, whence I understand your inquiry comes, unless 
that particular locality was covered by some one of the early 
military grants Which ante-dated the plan of suryeys above 
referred to. ‘*Three stars’ can easily Jearn from his county 
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records how titles originated in his special neighborhood, 
and the deseriptim vf metes sm) bounds contained in (le 
devds will tell him just how far vstates extend into the 
witer (if at all, and which is not bkely) or where the miean- 
der boundary lines fall. If unable to determine these facts 
for himself, his county surveyor, or auy other land surveyor 
can soon make it plain to him, 

Tapprebend that the court decisions you quote all referred 
to questions growing out of early colonial, or later military 
grants. They covercd vast ares of irregular form and re- 
gurdless of navigable streams or other geographical fentures 
save to include is much food land as possible, When the 
fsovernmeut adopted a plan of surveys forthe public domain 
it varly saw the importance of placing it beyond the power 
of any citizen to fence wp, or cut off any navigable body of 
Water, whether tolet, slreem, Jake or pond. 

Wa. N. Brere. 
[The article to which My, Byers refors was not intended 

to treat of any specific case, but to set forth the common 
law, a8 we understand it, upon the gendral sabject of shore 
rights and navigable waters. This common law may be 
modified or changed by statute or executive interference, 
Asfothe mention of the St. Clair shooting grounds, this 
was merely referred to as an instanvein which an attempt 
iad been made by individuals to acquire the right to pnblic 
waters, and was on'y mentioned as un example to illustrate 
the broad-question—Hns the government the right to grant 
titles to public or navigable waters? To investigate the 
statutes and usages of thi different States of the Union on 
this question would require a vast amount of labor), 

MINNESOTA. 

HE hunting season has been almost a total failure for me 
personally, 

Sept. 25, and two days later sustained an accident which 
deprived me of the use of my right hand for several weeks, 
and by the time thal member was ready for duty my eyes 
Were severely injured by a hitherto unheard of occurrence— 
the expioding of a bottle of creosote. I am now ready for 
service im the field; but alas! the last flock of ducks have 
gone South, ruffed grouse are in sadly diminished numbers, 
bears haye sought their winter quarters, and there is no 
snow for deer trailing. 

The season, upon the whole, has been a remarkable one, 
Ruffed grouse haye been more pumerous than for many 
years, and the slaughter has been wholesale, One man in 
town, who neither fears God nor regurds man, has been 
paying twenty cents each for the noble bird, and has secured 
seyeral hnndred, Probably fifty men and boys are scouring 
the woods to-day for our king of same birds, Talk about 
game laws! The most effective game law possible for this 
western country is a special and wood round tax on fire-arms 
of every description. It would kill off the ‘“Zulus” and 
other abominable weapons, save human lite and protect 
game. But to return to my text. 

So.ne exceptionally heavy bags of ruffed grouse have been 
made in this immediate locality, twenty-five toa gun in an 
afternoon being nothing unusual. 

The ducking season was short and sweet, the birds coming 
lute though in great numbers, and remaining but a short 
time. 
Daring the summer and fall bears destroyed a large num- 

ber of sheep, calves and piv in this and adjoining towns, 
and several have been captured. 
With a couple of good bear dogs rare and exciting sport 

might be had here every fll. For weeks past the woods 
haye been fuil of hunturs, who, 1n defiance of law, are slaugh- 
lering the deer, It is too bad that our game of all kinds is 
being so rapidly exterminated. 
More trapping is being done hereabouts than I haye ever 

known before. Experienced men realizing from $3 to $5 
per day in trapping mink, rats and *coons, 

Several otter have been captured in the county. 
had a delighttuj autumn, and as yet nosnow. 
PibusBury, Minn,, Noy. 24, 

THE HIGHGATE MARSHES. 
Editar Forest und Stream: 

Here iu (this section of the country woodcock, snipe and 
duck shootingis virtually over for this season, the cold 
“soup” that we had from the 13th fo the lath inst., froze up 
our marshes und drove the birds te seek warmer climes. The 
past season has not been a successtul one here, there has been 
ascurcity of birds Lut un uinry of shooters. It is plainly 
evident that our game birds ure rupidly cimiuisbing in uun- 
bers, Which favt is casily explhiined, Cryibanuon iscocroach- 
ing dn their breeany giouoils, While bobs of tousands vo. 
UcW guns are Peins miduutacture | yearly thal wo toto lresh 
liauus, und thew owners, by gliss bull and similr practice 
becowe expert shots, aud are out on every opportunity to 
hep lo extvrininate the gai: then we old sportsmendare wot 
Subistiud With our pist sco.es, bub try to improve them euch 
year by multiog larver bie of Ode Lavorite game. ter: i 
the (riutie tii uillsboll ae yert uss bits are bred and 
moreare kiiled, so uoless prowpt aud enervetic levishiliou 
interferes und piss stringent liws 10 protect our game by 
ShOVDen ug the length ui ble open seasou ahd resteieling’ lo a 
fixdd Hutt Lue aiulil Of bine that each soumer Or spiu'ts- 
Wan may kill dusioy cach sed on, Wein a Lew short years 
Will uuve DO valie. Lt will ve atioue the Lbines thut are pust 
aud vone, 

The Missisquoi Guo Club and the Malden (Mass.) gentle- 
men, Who Jease thu Missi-quol Marshes, have bezuu legal 
procecdiugs against a dumber of poucliers wlio lave infested 
those grounds during: bolt close uud open season. ‘These 
pol-huuters have opeuly defied the owners and lessees ol 
Those murshus lo prevent them fiou hunting there whenever 
they chouse to do so, and biast tuxt they ure bucked up by 
f@ cluss 0. Citizeosiu Swanton who call tuem-elves gentlemen, 
1( this should prove true, we trust thal you will allow us 
space for u blacklist, and we will exhibit the names of those 
gentlemen to the public gaze as associates and sympathizers 
of pot-huuters, who make a business of kilung young ducks 
with dogs during the summer months. Uhe lessces of those 
marshes have, at considerable expense, tried to improve the 
shooting there by sowing wild rice back iu the sloughs, aud 
by protecting the birds during their breeding season; and 
this work is one of public hendtit, as the best duck shooting 
is in the public waters outside of the marshes, and permits 
have readily been granted, when applied fur, Jo the ncighbor- 
ing resideuts to shoot in the club grounds during the open 
scuson, providing they would non invlust tue young ducks in 
tlie summer, The members of the club are determined Lo 
pr: tect thar property ut any cusf, and 4s these poachers 
claim that no locul jury would conviut them these suits will 

We haye 
J. F. Locke. 

I returned from a trip to New England: 

he taken direct to the County Court, ard, if necessary, will 
be cartied to the Supreme Court. “The gods sometimes 
vriod slowly, ut surely,” and those fellows will be taught 
a lesson that will be remembered, STANSTEAD, 
ThicHeare, Vt., Nov, 27, 

MY GOLD MUZZLE-LOADER. 

IN TWO PARTS—PART IT, 
V J HEN I look at Old Bettie I cannot help being reminded 

of what she once was, and what she now is. Her 
first great bad Juck huppened thus, We desired our friend 
and foreman of Armory at Marshall to give the gun a thor- 
ough overhauling, as our friends Capt. Waily of Shreveport, 
and Capt. M. A, Pitts of Bonham, were to visit us and have 
a wildcat hunt, Barney Painter took Miss Bettie and pro- 
ceeded to execute the order. It was the last time I ever be- 
held Miss Bettie in all her bloom and beauty. 

The barrels were taken out of the elegant stock, the breech 
pins unscrewed, and Barney went off to bave the barrels 
steamed at the waste pipe of an engine, leaving all elsé on 
his own desk. Business called himaway. He did not re- 
turn therd the whole day until about night, Alas! Shallwe 
tell the direful deed? Neither stock, locks, breech pins or 
ramrod could be found, and never have we put ey?s on them 
since. Some one of the thousand men we commanded took 
a fancy to them, Barney was more troubled than I. He was 
directed lo make s new outtit for the barrels, which he soon 
did. Sinee then, as I considered her a widow for the time 
being, 1 called her ever after “‘Madam Bettie,” until a series 
ot mishaps changed her into Old Bettie. 
And that reminds me how one of those sad occurrences 

took place. 1 was seated on old gray Tom's back, 
had been waiting for a half hour or more at a s.and, 
for the deer to come out, and had finally lighted my pipe 
and crossed my legs, with the stoicism of a martyr, when all 
of a suddeu to wur right, without hearing « horn, a gun, or 
a hound, one of the largest of bucks, in # direction where I 
did not expect a deer, and neyer Knew one’ run before, 
popped over the highriJge, Two or three bounds brought him 
squure before me, not thirty yards off. I had not time to 
throw away the pipe, nor right my legs. If that deer was 
shot, it had to be done in the biggest kind of a hurry, for 
two more bounds would take him out of sight. Madam 
Bettie was thrown to the breast and I cocked one barrel us 
she came up, and I pulled the trigger. Oh, my! I saw a 
thousand stars in a twinkling of an eye, and then I saw 
nothing. When i came to, half of that short pipe-stem was 
sticking down my throat, way into the fiesh, my mustache 
and eyelashes were burnt off, and when I looked up, old gray 
Tom was standing with his head over mine, peering with 
his great big eyes into my face, and 1 do believe the big 
as were running down them, for he thought I wus 
ead. 
When I rose from my unbidden bed of dust and leaves, 

and took an inveutory of damages, I found my neck nearly 
out of joint, with a sore creak init that lasted a month or 
more, the pipe bowl was broken, several burnt holes in my 
clothing, and shall I write it, my love, my jewel, Madam 
Bettie, cracked and so broken just back of the locks, that she 
could not be fired again, nntil either a new stock was made 
or bands put around the rip of the old stock. Were there 
uo sugar-coated pills to sweeten the cup of misfortune? Yes, 
there lay that big buck stone dead. The shot had passed 
through his heart and then entirely through the body. 
Madam Bettie made a double shot behind as well us before, 
for my young friend, Jim Vanderslice, had loaded her at my 
request, und by mistuke the charge of powder was the same 
as tor his big gun, 2 No. 8. No wonder about her kicking, 
Rignt here | remember a famous shot of Madam Bettie that 
must not be omitted, 

Il had moved from the Arkansas River, near Pine Bluffs, 
an settled in that lovely mountain-perched town of Fayette- 
ville, Wa:hington county, the land of the apples and the 
fine horses. My wife had been sick, and had a special appe- 
tite for a partridge—one of those big, fat ones, that we Dud 
vowlhere else in the State so delicious as around that town. 
In obedience t her request, and as all good busbands ought, 
LTshouldered the gun ofe Saturday alternoon, whistled up 
Flora and Carl, my splendid setters, and took a straight line 
for a small yalléy near the Ozark Male College. A 
rougher evening for shooling I had neyer encountered 
before. One may speak about a Texas norther, and I have 
seen and felt many a one, but this wind that swept down 
from the summit of the Ozark Mountains capped the climax 
of all I have ever experienced. L had to We my cap on 
lightly and button up my coat, or it would haye been worn 
trom my shoulders. The game-bag flopped on my sides 
Worse than a loaded pair of saddle-bags on a bard trotting 
uorse, Muking a four-winute milurace. The tears froze on 
uny eyelids, so [ wus wore than half biinded and could nov 
sve to SOUL; my and was so benumbed | could not grasp 
tightly the stock nor keep it on a bird, and when I did shoot 
tue birds’ wings aud ihe heavy wind carried them faster 
thun the shot. At any vate, I shot many a time at partridge 
und did not see even a feather rumpled. 

Finding the purtridges were tou quick for me, I turned ny 
utt-ulion to the Jarks, and they were too fast. Not oue 
would light in tree; it wowd have been useless, for the 
Wid would pave cirried them along like a Yeather. Nota 
dove could | kill, nor a liare could 1 tind. The dogs hud 
uctud splendidly, better work I never saw done. Yet not a 
bird had been louched, aud with a desponding heart I started 
near about sundown to returu home. It was 2 most extra- 
ordinary thing for me nol to bag every otber or third bird 
in a diy’s shooting, and here I had shot a whele evening witu 
nol a feather rumpled, us fur asl kuew. On coming up the 
hull into the towu, near Mr. McElroy’s farm, nvar were the 
agricultural college now stands, both Mora and Carl made a 
dead point. One thing was certain, I could mot kill on the 
wing, and to gut & partridge to take bume I mast do the un- 
professional thing and shout themon the ground. Carefully 
reconnoitering the ground, I discovered, as | thought, one 
partridge sitting in 4 cluster of blue grass all alone. 1 was 
so eald, and the wind was so fierce, it was with difficulty L 
could bring Madam Bettie to bear upon that one bird, ‘lhe 
shot was made; such fluttering of birds | never saw from 
oné shot at what L took to be one bird. Flora retrieved four- 
tecn partridgcs—the entire covey was murdered at one slut— 
more than } eyer killed before or since by one half as many: 
There was a time once when I would have given worlds 

for Madum Bettie to Live been iu my hand. 1 was on my 
way to California, hd stopped a momecat ut thomboldt, where 
several roughs hoarded the cars, We had not observed them 
us they tools their seats in positions lo coramand the situation. 
An appareit greenhorn, their decoy, Lhe most unique spect 
imen of the genus homo that ever came under my observa. 

————————e 

tion, came staggering into the car where I was seated, He 
did not sit down, but walked back and forth shaking a bag 
of $20 gord pieces, and now and then letting his bag fall and 
some of the pieces drop on the floor. He said he was all the 
way from Kaintuck, on his way to Frisco, and could beat any 
body he ever saw at 2 certain game, He played the fool to 
such perfection that seyere! unsophisticated men proposed to 
bet him at his own game. A yery mild, gentevl, genial pas- 
senger got up, and remarked that this man was only a decoy 
duck tosome parties aboard, and adyised the passengers ta 
have nothing to do with hita. Ina moment one of this de- 
coy’s fnends rose just bebind the passenger, a quick power- 
ful blow from a giant fist covered with brass ring-knuckles 
was dealt him from behind; with a heavy thod he fell 
fory, ard on the seat on which [ was sitting, and then by pre 
concerted signal, revolyers were. bearing on us from five 
commanding points. Nota passenger was armed, the yil- 
Jains had us at their mercy. After finding they could not 
get a game started in that car. they left for anothvr, in which 
they were more successful, fleecing a colored mau out of all 
his money ina few minnics. AL the next station they dis- 
appeared, and wesaw no more of them, But did I not wish 
for Madam Bettie. She was in thesmoking car, where Ihad 
been shooting at prairie dogs just before we got to Humboldt, 
and also at sage bens that would barely get ont of the way 
of the lucomotive. 

Since [ have struck on California it will not be miss to 
say something about the quail out there. Mr, Yun Dyke 
has most charmiugly described them, soit will pot interest 
the readers of the Forms AND STRHAM to gO over a bwice- 
told tale, Sufficient to say that in the general make up they 
closely resemble our partridge, but when habits and color of 
feathers are considered, there is a very wide difference, 

I often think of how the first big covey of near a hundred 
birds ‘‘got away with” me the morning | rose about sunrise 
at my friend’s, Mr. Henderson Holmes, who lived five miles 
north of the lovely ttle town of Santa Rosa, in Soma county. 
Mr. Holmes had invited me because I came from his old 
home, Fayetteville. of Arkansas, to gowe out to his house 
and have a big day's shooting at quail. He stated that ‘he 
neyer permitted any one to shoot on his premises, but | was 
welcome at any lime toa day’s sport on his farm.” That 
morning I looked out of the window to the vineyard, and my 
eyes were enraptured at the sight of more purtridges than [ 
had ever seen running about at one time. The grounds were 
full of them, aad then such cooing, a noise so unlike that of 
our Virginia Bob White's 

Dressing as rapidly as possible, I took my gun and the 
game bag and ran down stairs, opened the yard gate and 
softly crept along to get as many as possible together. I 
wanted to kill a common-sizo covey on the ground with one 
barrel, and as many more on the wing as they rose, The 
shots were made, bagging eleven birds all told, and killing 
more on the wing than on the ground. The birds did not 
fly more than 300 yurds before they came down in some thick 
grass in the orchard. Madam Bettie was quickly loaded, 
ind I rapidly walked tothe place, cxpeeting to ind them 
squatted, as partridges do, not doubting I should get the 
whole covey by the time it was breakfast. In this | was 
sadly disappointed. Before night my stock of knowledge 
was wonderfully improved on the quail question, When I 
found those birds they were running and cooing as if noth- 
ing hud gone amiss with them, 1 got two more shots as 
they rose. Two birds Gxap pen. But the flizht of that large 
covey exceeded anything 1 had ever dreamed of in the part 
ridge or quail Ine. Theyrose as high as the tops of the 
lofty live-oak trees, and then, in a bee line as far as J could 
see, they were ‘oing west, heading for the broad Pacific, 
Jf they stopped before they got, there, just bwenty-five miles 
off, it was more than I ever knew; and as I never saw them 
again, it is a question of doubt, and admits of considerable 
discussion, whether they are not still ying, 

At breakfast I told my experience to Mr. Holmes. He was 
of the opinion this large covey were several smull ones 
united, and they were migrating, a thing often occurring 
in that yalley. However, he said lie would show me some 
coveys not so wild, and not far above the house, that used to 
feed in his sheep rane, and generally flew to his spring branch 
when flushed. After breakfast he accompanivd ‘ue, followed 
by his big Newfoundland. I had been sorely distressed, 
because 1 had not brought my fayorite, Curl, with me. Be- 
fore night I would not have given a continental for any setter 
or pointer that ever lived to hunt for quail in Sonoma Valley. 
A yeur's experience there taught me that all one needed, was 
a bright little black and tan rater to find a quail after shoot- 
ingit. As to a Califurnia Sonoma quail standing long 
enough for a puinter to make astand, it was just oul of the 
quesuvn—uniless that pointer stood a bird sitting on 4 tree, 
As long as I was there every quail after the first shob flew for 
a tree and hid itself in some cluster of mistletoe, yhich grew 
thickly on nearly every forest tree in that valley. Once in 
a mistletoe bough, one mizhtas well have peered intoa well a 
thousand feet deep, with the hope of seeing a. pin in the 
bottom, as to see a quail sitting aud hiding in a big live oak 
tree. 

If trees are not near at hand for them to hide in, they will 
contiljue their flight after being shot al and frightened, until 
oue is found, ¢ven fo three miles vif from where Hnshed. 
Allthe quail | sawin Qalifornia rousted at night in trees, 
generally flying to the same tree each night. The large pro- 
portion { killed were shot fying from trees. %, 

T should like to see the Cuifornia quail brought to Louisi- 
ana, With their habits of roosting in trees, I feel satisfied 
they would increase here very rapidly. The long moss on 
the trees would serve as a better hidin= place for them, and 
then they would be protected from the depredations of 
foxes. 

But to return to Madam Bettie. The gun received a seri- 
ous scare from falling out of the wagon when I went to the 
Petrified Forests about seyénteen milesnort) of Santa Rosa. 
The pun carries those scars on its stock to this day. 
Many 2 pleasant evening's sport did | have with my friend, 

Prof, O. W. Roberts, of the Pacific Methodist College, as he 
and I took a walk to Uncle Billy Falkuson’s, who gave us 
free access to his grounds and his vineyard. What a treat 
that was to pull a five-pound bunch of grapes from a red 
Tokay vine, sit down under one of his best apple trees or a 
fig tree, enjoy the fruit of all varieties, enjoy the interlectual 
feust of the eloquent Professor's canyersation, then all su 
once spy a lurme covey of quail feeding on the grapes, jump 
up. andin a minute fhe far-killing little gun has brought 
down a half dozen or more, We retura to our fruit; soon & 
big jack rabbit comes flecing dows a turnrow, something has 
started it, Again 1 take the gun and the jack falls over 
dead, The Professor measures the ground, it is seventy-five 
yards, Qh, those were the halcyon days of my litc—gone, 
never more to return, yet memory britigs ther. back, aud I 
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loveta dwell upon them, asecach scar on the guu arrays 
cyery one in its turn, as if it were but yesterday I lived in 
that most hospitable, most enchanting place | ever sayw— 
Santa Rosa of Sonoma Valley. It is one of the loveliest 
luces on earth. Dear, very dear, are the people I knew when 
lived there; aye, the place is the oasis in the dreary desert 

of my life. 
Let me get back to the times when Madam Bettie changed 

to Old Bettie, Something was wanting to be done to the 
locks, and I sent my young hopeful from where I was living 
nenr Fling, Texas, to take it to Mr. Burton, a most excellent 
gunsmith in Dallas. It was night before the work was done, 
a terrific thunderstorm came up before he could get bome, 
The distance he had to ride was sixteen miles. While pass- 
ing through Mat. Caruth’s long lune, that black, sticky, waxy 
muda foot or more deep, the rain pouring down, and the 
hour being 10 o’elock P. M., his pony fell, and great and 
calamilous was that fall! Rider and horse were both injured, 
as they fell on the mistrable punching across a mud hole. 
But alas! for the beauty of the gun, Iis handsome stock was 
broken square in two beliind the Jocks at the small part of 
the pistol grip. The poor half-drowned boy was along time 
in finding the pieces, and groped about in fruitless efforts, 
intil 4 great flash of blinding lightning enabled him to find 
them. It was 8 o'clock in the morning when he got 
home and told his sorrowful tale. His young heart was 
nearly Iwoken, but J consoled him hy telling him accidents 
would happen, and he could not be blamed. Ob! it went to 
my heart as I thought ver the happy times I and Bettie had 
enjoyed, and now to think her beauty was spoiled, herstrength 
gone, and to know she would never be the same handy gun 
that she had been! 
Twas about to move to Austin to live, and so carried the 

broken stock to Mr. Petmesty, one of the beet guasmiths in 
the State, who banded and repaired the damages as wellas 
possible, 
Some fine shooting I had around Austin—one. especially 

that looms up before me very vividly. Near the fair grounds 
IT found a covey of eleven partridges. After the tirst shot, 
they flew into a stubble field, adjacent to the Insane Asylum. 
Old Bettie, true to old associations, had not missed a shot 
eight had fallen and been put in the game bag, three more 
had flown up a hedge next taa farm, whose owner did not 
permit any one to shool on his premises. Bangs, my sctter, 
came to 4 dead point, the birds were flushed, two fell to my 
shots; but one survived; and that one flew into the forbidden 
field. | watched it and saw it light close to the hedge. The 
owner had come from his house into the field to watch 
whether I should invade his grounds, I-wanted that bird, 
in fact, I was longing for it; 1 wanted to tell my brothir 
sportsmen of wiiat success Thad; I wanted fo boust a little 
bit to Capt. Billy Pitts and Major Riley, of how [ found 
eleven birds, and killerl the enlire eleven without missing a 
shot; good shooting for one with two arms, but capital for 
one whose left stump was uot three inches long. An ides 
came into my head to make that owner flush it, and most 
likely it would fly back into the field from which it flew. I 
caked him to come to the hedge, engaged him in conversi- 
tion, and gridually got him to keep pace with me until he 
came ves’ where the bird had pitched down, AsI antici- 
pated, he flushed the bird, and crossing over io my side of 
the hedge, it fell a victim to the pellets. [was satisfied, the 
bird was bagged, and that evening L bad a nice time in re- 
eounting the morning's sport to my frieuds in bragging just 
» litte bit, how Loutwitted the old farmer. 

One more fact of Old Bettie’s good shooting qualities and 
Tam done. One momina in November, who should be 
ushered into my sanctiim but Mr. Sampson B. Wright, only 
son of my friend, W. M. Wright, one of the “49 pioncers of 
the Golden State. Capt, Billy A. Pitts invited us down to 
hisvanch, some twenty-five miles below Austin, to take a 
hunt. y 

Bangs and Old Bettic made my outiit, the other two gen- 
flemeu tool care cf themselves. We arrived at night and 
had a bunt the next day. Such a glorivus hunt it was, too, 
The best day's shooting ever I did, even in my youth, and 
with two stunt bands, 1 never beat it. My game bag con- 
tained, when I got bacis, thirty-cight partridges out of forty 
single slots all told that day. Where is the one-arm man 
that can beat it? i did not pick chances, but shot at every 
opportunity. My luck was too good for some mishap not to 
oecur, We started back in the night. A bright moon war 
shining. While crossing a smail creek we discovered a hali 
dozen or more avimals that we took to be deer running 
across ohbrroad. The guns were got ready, but they proved 
ta be wolves, and we did not pet a shot, I kept Old Bettic 
by my side, fo be ready to shoot should any ame be seen; 
and alas! [ went io nodding. The gin fell out of the hack 
and aguin had her stock broken. It was patched up by a 
young Swede, a very fine workman, who did good work but 
cheated me most awrully. His nickel metal plate that 
banded the stock and held if figltly together proved to be 
galvanized brass of most odorous smell, 

Ttisenough, My feelings have been wonderfully wrought 
upon by relating what L have wriften. Old Bettie is done 
for; she has scen her best days; the last are nearing to a 
close, She has been my companion for many a year. Eight 
hundred and three deer have fallen victims to lier charges, 
couutless birds and squirrels and water fowl, with several 
bears, and many a wildcat and turkey thrown in for goad 
measure. Georce D, ALpxANDER. 
Minpen, La. 

Norms rrom THE Depr Lopez VALLEY.—Anaconda, 
Mont., Dec. 8.—Aiditor Forest and Strewm: A few days 
ago 1 caught a duck on the ice of Silver Lake, fifteen miles 
up the canon above here, and about 8,500 fect above sea 
leyel, of the following description: Jet black in color, ex- 
cept white tip on wings, showing only when spread, and 
small white crescent under each eye; bill and fect red, feet 
large<is a goose, vary short bill, and of the most untamable 
disposition. It resents any efforts at friendship, and refuses 
food or eats but yery little. There is a round opening at 
nostrils, through which a pencil might be passed from one 
side to the other, Ti is about the weight of a mallard, but 
shorter and broader. It was unable to fiy, but yet appears 
strong, always ready fora fight. What sort of,duck was it? 
Three large mountain sheep and an elk were brought into 
this market lust week. Black and white jail deer have 
been very plentiful. ‘There is a species of animal in the high 
ranges of this vicinity that is quite numerous. It is called a 
mountain goat by local hunters. The wool is as white, fine 
and long as an Angora's, and the animal is of great size and 
weight, I think its range is small und the animal very rare. 
Tt frequently weighs 300 pounds, and I have seen one here in 
captivity that weighed more. Some call them mountain 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

horns like an ordinary goat. Huglish hunters secure them 
in this vicinity every fall aud take home the bead aud pelts. 
Of the highorns and elk they take home the beads and ant 
lers, leaving the meat for the puides —Kramo. | We infer 
from your description that the duck is the comnion velvet 
scoter((demia fuser), a species extemely abundant along 
our Atlantic seaboard, but net common on inland waters. 
What is commonly called the ‘white gout’ in the northern 
Rocky Mountains is neither a goat nor an ibex, bul an ante- 
lope (Aplacerzs coluimbianus), although it bears a. superficial 
resemblance to a goat. ] 

Norve Caronma,—Belvilers, N, C_, Dec. 8.—Game in 
this locality is seemingly quite nbundant this season, though 
my “outings” have thus far been few and far between. Great 
has been my dissppointment in not being able to get off on a 
deer hunt in the vicinity of Hicksford, Ya, A letter from a 
friend in that locality informs me that the deer, sonnmerous 
there early in the season, have almost entircly disappeared — 
a deadly disease know as “black tongue,” having killed 
nearly all the cattle, is well as deer, However, not to be 
entirely onidone in the line of hunting, we have put in some 
days driving the reedy marshes bordering on the great 
“Dismal Swamp,” and some eight or ter fine deer have 
fallen to ony guns. A fine young )uck falling to my 28 in. 
12-hore Colt fun, afew days since, said gun putting three 
No. 2 buckshot entirely through the head at thirty-five yards, 
while running at full speed, 
nevertheless), The hoys went out again yesterday, and, I 
hear, killed an extra fine buck, very large and fat. Business 
prevented me from making one of the party, and great was 
my yexation on learning that they had succeeded in captur- 
ing “‘my buck,” as I had chased him nearly a whole day, 
only a week since, and failing to get a shot had planned 
another hunt for to-morrow. Haven't tried the quail as yet 
on a “regular hunt,” hope to do so in a few days, they are 
quite plentiful in some fields.—A. F. Ii, 

Sour Oyster Bay, Long Island, Dec. 7—Quife a num- 
ber of sportsmen visit me, and they have, as ageneral thing, 
good success, Ducks are plenty in the hay at present, bul 
the weather is too fine for good sport. We want a good 
south or east wind for good duck shooting, Rabbits are 
plenty. A party out yesterday killed sixtcen rabbits, four 
pray squirrels and two quail.— Gero, Kinin. 

Sea and River ishing. 

THE KING-HI-O. 

N ANY of out readers will remember the beautiful speci- 
I men of Japanese goldfish, bearing the aboye name, 
which was exhibited at the late New York Aqnarinm. This 
specimen was imported by a tea dealer of Baltimore, who 
refused the repeated offers of Mr, Coup for it, notil at last it 

(Accident, perhaps! true, | 
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Professor Baird has expressed an interest in them. We hope 
that these rare and beautiful fish will not be widely scattered, 
Init that they will be kept half a dozen er more in some 
plitte where they may bred, if possible, 

TROUIING ON THE BIGOSH. 

THE DOCTOR'S FLIES, 

66 Deetee: these ‘ere flies o’ your’n are awful small, 
but they look neat," said Unele Ben, picking up 

two or three which lay on the window sill where we left the 
Doctor tying them in the last chapter of this trnttaceous his- 
tory, ‘‘L suppose the troul will suffer to-day, if they never 
did before, how’s that, Colonel?” 

‘Perhaps so,” replied the old soldier, ‘‘but the flied are 
nothing more nor Jess than the wellknown ‘black gnat,’ 
and we all have specimens of them in our fly-hooks. ‘They 
are goo flies sometimes, especially on a bright day when 
the real insect is on the water, but of no use on a dull day 
jike this, Iwill use a large brightfly. What do you think?” 
This latter question to me. 

‘QO, I don’t kuow that 1 have any opinion worth giving. 
When the Doctor hus given his T will probably split the dif- 
ference and put on flies of both kinds. Tell us abont the 
new flics, Doctor." 

The Doctor, who had heen qnictly listening, said: ‘The 
new flies are not the ‘black enat,’ which is usually dressed 
thick and short, with the body mude of black ostrich featlier 
and the wings of a light feather and upright. On the con- 
trary, my new flies are made of black wool, and instead of 
wings are liackles. 1 contend that they are new and deserv- 
ing of a distinctive name, which I intend to vive them as 
soon gs 1 can settle on a proper one for them” 
“Why not call them the ‘bigosh’?” suggested T, 
“All right,” said tle Doctor, ‘‘it's done, although 1 know 

that yeu only suggested it in order to ridicule my preten- 
sions to having inyented anew fly. Til name the new fly 
‘the bigosh’ to spile you, because as yon believe in nothing 
that Tam ware of and have no regard for any thing not of 
to-day, there ig no reason to suppose that you believe in my 
new flies.” 

“This is hardly fair, Doctor, itis true that Ido not wor- 
ship all the old duffers of the past, and you_kuow by this 
that 1 particularly refer to your patron saint, Izaak Walton, 
whose works are only read for the charm of their language 
and never for instruction in angling, yet there are things to 
be helieyed in and to have regard for. L will have respect 
for the flies which you haye tied, aud consider to be new to 

| piscicapture, even though I think that an ordinary ‘black 
enat’ would dogs well There is no objection to the fly 
from iu artistic point of view, nor is there any from sn 
entomological one. In faci, there is but.one fly that is dis- 
tateful to my sight, and thatic a great long-fibred hackle on 
asmallhook. ‘This isa nonc -cript, whose name] do pot 
know, und you are aware thar § pride myself on. my ignor- 
ance of the names of artificial fies, mostof which look so 

Was reported that $500 was offered and refused, when the} 
fish was loaned tothe Aquarium ior a tise. Ita long lace-like 
tail, which hung so gracefully, was little suited for rapid 
progression, and it was evident that the fish bad been pro- 
duced by careful selection, and could not take care of itself 
in a state of nature. 

Both the Japanese and Chinese have devoted much atten- 
tion to the production of fantastic shapes in fishes, as they 
haye in art, and seem to delight more in surprises of this 
kind than in the way of increasing the food fishes. These 
king-hi-os have short bodies and Jarze, projecting eyes, and 
are triple-tuiled, making them Deautiful object for a parlor 
tank. Wo doubt these peculiarities are the result of long and 
careful selection of parents, as in the case of many of our 
domestic animals, Our illustration gives a good idea of the 
fish. The body is a deep, golden red, the tail is filmy, luce- 
like and semi-transparent, and the dorsal fin is very large. 
A few days ago Captoin Jones, of the tramp steamship 

Oxfordshire, from Japan, brought 2 number of these fish to 
this country, as well as some of the curious ‘‘telescope fish,” 
which have projecting eyes like a pair of opera glasses, and 
are also varicties of the goldfish, and succeeded in getting 
over seventy specimens out of two bundred which he started 
with. The fish are delicate, und special tanks were made 
and the temperature kept at the proper point. The fish were 
fed with a bread made of egg and rice, and, considering the 
Tough weather experienced on the voyage, the success in 
transportation was as great as could he expected, 
The fish are now in the care of Mr. Ei. G. Blackford, Ful- 

ton Market, where they are in tanks ‘lit by electric lights, 
but what disposition will be made of thet is not yet known, 

ibex, which I think is wrong, as they have only small pair’ Some will probably go fo the Smithsonian Institution, as 

unlike any thing in nature, that no malter how many fish 
are taken with them there is a feeling that no self-respecting 
trout shguid tale a fly so clumsily made.” of 

“Whyshbould a man pride himself on his ignorance of any 
subject? That's what I'd like to know,” answered the 
Doctor, looking at the Colonel for approval 
Knocking the ashes out of his pipe, the latter answered the 

look by saying: “The fact is, thal Mather is an abject 
worshipper Of Thad, Norris, You may think that hehas na 
reverence for anything, but ik is plain to me that his old 
friend is his standard of all that is #ood in the literature of 
fishing, and if you will take the trouble to look in Norris’s 
‘American Angler's Book,’ Ido not. doult you will find all 
that has been said apaimst your flies lias been derived from the 
chapter on fly-zmaking in Norris. Our mutual friend, M., 
kuows no more of fly-lying than a frog does of the preces- 
sion of the equinoxes, Tliat he should pride himself on his 
ignorance is not at all to his discredit, he has enough of it to 
justify his vanity.” 

Tf there ig anything that cools fellow off, ib is when he 
hastaken up the quarrel of another, and then the latter 
“goes back on him,” ag ihe phrase goes. The Colouel “sold 
me short,” and the sudden shock which one experiences on 
being betrayed set the brain machinery at work to devise 
some plan of squaring the account. ‘The wheels Hew rap- 
idly, and amid their hum f could hear the lines of Mazeppa: 

‘But time at last sets all things even, 
And if we do but wateh tlie hour 
There never yet was human power 
Which could evades, if unforgiven, 
The patient wateh and vigil Jong 
OF him who tragsures ip & wrong," 

The most galling part of the strictures of the Golonel was 
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the fact that they were true, but who cards to have disgusting 
truths flung at him in this manner? T merely suid, ‘Colonel, 
Lowe you one,” and then meditated some dire yengence 
like eating up all the hot biseuit before he came to supper, 
yaotil, as by inspiration, if occurred to me how J could make 
his life a desert waste, for one day at least. I would give 
him advice while he was landing a big trout! Already my 
Spirits rose as | imagined myself shouting to him: ‘Take care! 
Give him slack!” and all those things which make an angler 
wish that: either he or some other person had never been horn. 
This restored zoud humor, which extended to all the party 
when if was discovered that Uncle Ben had « surprise for us 
in the shape of an extra boat, which le had brought from 
fhe mill yesterday, and if was settled that the Colonel, Jack 
and Uncle Ben should go inthe large one, and the Doctor 
and I in the other. 

Evidently the Doctor pinned his faith and staked his repu- 
talion on his new flies, forno other kind found a place on his 
cust. L took oue of them and placed it on the post of honor, 
the stretcher, and then hitched on a yellow and a ved one 
above, ‘Phe Colonel, true to his promise, had a gorgeous 
red ibis and two other brigitt flies, and bad vigged Juck’s cast 
in the same manner. Drifting down the stream we noticed 
that Jack took the first: fish, and also yemarked the look of 
ffiumph ou the face of the Colonel as he said, loud enough 
to reaeh our ears, “red ibis,” The Doctor smiled aud imme— 
diately his reel sung, and after landing a half-pounder, he 
ejaculated for the benefit of the other boat, ‘“bigosh.”’ Sev- 
eral fair trout were taken in each boat as the morning wore 
away, until we suw by Lhe erect form and bending rod of the 
Colonel that he had hooked a big one. The Tine sawed 
through the water, and the reel alternately whirred and 
clieked, as line wns given and taken. Now had come the 
supreme moment for my revenge. <A few excited directions 
to the Colonel would make him loogze his fish, Ivose in the 
boat, put iny-hand to my mouth in speaking trampet style, 
and—backedl out, Ihadn’t the heart to doit, Remember- 
ing a similar situation where | was so annoyed by a well- 
meaning person, that I threw rod and wll into the water, and 
told him to land the fish himself since he knew how so well, 
Tsut down. After a stubborn tight of fifteen minutes we 
saw the landing-net bring the fish over the side, and heard 
Unele Ben say, ‘UA four-pounder, by gosh!” The Colonel 
merely wiped his brow and remarked, “‘yellow dun.” 

The afternoon was bright and the Colonel obstinately kept 
to his large, bright fies and took ut few fish. On compur- 
ing creels at night the Coloncl and Jack had eleven treut, 
which weighed thirteen pounds, none being #bove a pound 
except the Jarge one, which weighed three pounds eleven 
ounces. The Doctor had taken nine fish on his new files, 
which weighed vight pounds four ommecs, while my catch 
was fonr on the new fly, and two on the others, the four 
weighing three pounds aud a half, and the two only one 
pound, After supper the merits of the fies were discussed 
with much warmth, each side claiming the victory, The 
Doctor pointed to the record of thirteen fish on the new flies 
in Our oxt, the total weight of which was eleven pounds 
twelve ounces, and the Colonel, adding my two to his side, 
making the same number wilh sreater weight. This the 
Doctor would try to offset by speaking ot the big trout as “an 
wecidental circumstance.” 

Next morning Jack asked me privately what I thought of 
ihe evidence as to the superiority of the different flies. I 
merely answered: *‘l don’t know, Jack, if. takes more than 
a day or a week to decide questions like*this, because so 
much depends on other things, such as ‘weather, position on 
the stream, the caprice of the fish and the temper of the 
augler. Perhaps we might consider the trial as a draw ; 
game,” Wrep Mather. 

Growin or Sramep Bass.—Commenting on the article 
in yur columns of Dec, 18, taken from a California paper 
which said that a striped bass was taken in the Bay of Mon- 
terey which weighed seventeen pounds, Mr. Geo. H. Wild, 
of Red Bank, N. J,, who axststed in furnishing the fish 
fron) New Jersey waters, writes as follows: ‘‘You 
will greatly oblige me by making inquiries through 
the columns of Forest AND ATRBAM, resardine the most 
wonderful growth of this species of fish. The fish sent to 
Californiu in 1879 were from two to four inches in length, 
and were placed in the Straits of Carquinez, Lhave a record 
of some three or four Ash being taken in 1881, weighing 
four pounds exch, and Lam surprised that in so short a time, 
yiz., two years, this fish could have grown so rapidly, 
twelve pounds in two years! Ll suems to meto beamistake, 
Jam yery much interested in these fish, and thogeof the 

plint of 1882. Any information that I ead learn. through 
the California Commission will be thankfully received.” 

Nuw Yorn Gime Prorecrors.—Hditer Forest aid 
Stream: On the ist of August last, thirteen State game and 
fish protectors were appointed and took the oath to faithfully 
and houestly pevform and do the duties of the office, and it 
is supposed that they have guarded and protected the game 
and fish within this State tio the best of their abilities and to 
the satisfaction of the public that dovs and some thi does 
not foot the hills. As, however, the resnit of theiv labor is 
only known in the particular disiriet to which each was ap- 
pointed or temporarily assivned, Lwould beg Jeave to suggest. 
that Lhe Commissioners of Hisheries—to whom inonthly or 
quarterly reports ave made—give the public a detuil state- 
ment, through the Fonssv ayp Srream. of work done and 
by whom, as & matter of general interest and incentive to 
eich protector and to individuals for still further watchful- 
ness and efforts in all parts of the State, You know we 
none of us must hide our light under a bushel,—Syracusn, 

Tho Dread Woop ox SitarKs.—Jacksonyille, Fla, 
Deceniber, 1883. —Hvitor orest wid Slreait: T send the fol- 
lowing clipping from the Key West Demvcrat, as it will 
undoubtedly be of interest fo the many of your readers who 
have encountered the delectable shark of Florida waters. The 
information is important if truer ‘The fishermen in the 
channel have of late been troubled by sharks to such ati ex- 
rent as to render it dangerous to sail far from the land. They 
live, however, found a panacea for all their troubles in this 
respect—il is the root ofthe dogwood, which causes almost 
instantaneous death, Whenever a shark is discerned, a 
small fish is killed, this barkinclosed and thrown overboard, 
and in # few moments the carcass of the shark floats to the 
surface, "“—At, Farnaeo. 

A Laramie, Wyo., merchant advertises diamonds, jewelry, 
watches, silverware, clocks, guns, pistols and ammunition, 

~ 

Hishculture, 

SUCCESS OF FISHCULTURE. 

RY MAX VON DEM BORNE, 

Translated by C0 Atking fron Cireulay of German Fishéry Union. 

CONCLUDED. | 

SUCCESS OF THE CULTURE OF BROOK TROUT,* 

HE DANUBE,.—The Fishery Union of Waldmiinchen bas 
_ since 187) yearly deposited several thousand trout fry in 

the brooks tributary to the Regen. In consequence the catch 
of trout has considerably increased, 
The Rhine.—Every fishery lessee is required to turn out 

yearly in the leased waters 100 tront fry for every ciibic meter 
of water supply, and the trout fishing is thereby remarkably 
improved. 
Wirzburg.—The *‘Fish Grook” was fishless; it was stocked 

with 5,000 trout fry Aes year for three years past, and now it 
swarms with fish, of wich the largest weigh a pound, Bbibel- 
hausen near Saarburg: The mountain brooks flowing into the 
lower Mosel are now well stocked withgame fish, and fishing 
is yery remunerative. Birkenfeld: Since 1578, 5,000 young 
trout have been yearly turned out in the Tran Brook Valley, 
Now tront occur there in plenty, even in the vicinity where 
formerly trout belonged to the rarities, edible troutare now 
again ¢auzht. The net result of artificial fisheulture is here 
gratifying. Montabaur; The Gelb Brook yields notably more 
éatable trout since ithas been regularly stocked with trout 
fry. Deutz, on the Sieg: Franz Goebel turned out trout fry 
helow Deutz, eight years since. The fish asvend at high 
water as faras Deutz, and many trout now occur there, as 
was nol the case before. Barmen: Burdet Chevalier stocked 
the brooks that he had bought and rented with trout fry, and 
now has far more edible trout in them than before. Wiichten, 
near Neheim: In consequence of artificial fisheulture, the 
Ruhr and its tributaries in the neighborhood of Fiichten are 
now better stovked with trout than formerly. Menden; 
Baron von Duecker caught, May 23, with a gray artificial fly, 
between 4 and 6 o'clock, forty-four trout and oue grayling, 
a consequence of the planting of trout fry in the Hé6nne; also 
on. the UppeL Ruhr he had a good catch, especially on the 
spots where, in the spring, troul fry had been planted. ° 

The Weser.—Lauterberg; The improvement in the stock of 
trout through the planting ont of fry is very noteworthy, 1+y 
to 2 pound trout being taken much oftener than formerly. 
The Hlbe.—C. Avens, of Cleysingen, near Hllrich. in the 

Hartz, several years ago placed several thousand trout fry in 
the canal that feeds his mill, which before had no trout; these 
were reinforced by some small iish that had escaped from a 
rearing pond, On Séptember 21 of this year, the water was 
drawn off to Cleanse the mill canal, and on that occasion 48 
pounds of the finest trout were taken under the causeway 
bridge, besides small trout and fry in quantity, The millers 
of the neighborhood also find to their astonishment beautiful 
trout in their water wheels, 2s has not in a single instance oc- 
curred before for a decade. From which may be scen 
the use of planting fry, und thatit isnot advisable to catch 
foo small fish, The mill canal haga gentle current, muddy 
bottom, a smooth shore, a maximum temperature of 
77 deg. Fahr,, andis rich im insect life. This water is better 
for trout than spring water, Although they cannot spawn in 
it, they grow hetter than in a swift, stony hrock, The water 
is often much roiled by rains, yet the trout stay in it and do 
well. The fish turned over to the cook, even those weighing 
lig pounds, had white flesh, ‘at and toothsome, MKdonigs- 
brick in Saxony. Through artificial culture trout are estab- 
lished in wild brooks where they did nob betore oceur. 
The Oder.—Sprottan: The town turned out tront fry four 

years ago, and in consequence trout are now often taken at 
prottau, 
The Weichsel.— Miller A, Ohlert, of Sormersin-on-the-Brahe, 

catches fine trout Sor the table, the product of the planting of 
fry. Christburg: a brook utilized for trout cuiture, affords an 
ahundance of table trout for private use and for sale. 
Mecklenburg-Schwerin,—The northern outlet of the great 

Schwerin lake had formerly no trout, but brook trout of six 
pounds weight are now caught there: a result of tishculture. 

Allow me to add a single instance from England, As Twas 
fishing this spring at Walton, above London, I was informed 
by my friend, 7. R. Sachs, anid other members of the Thames 
Angling Preservation Society, that the trout tishery has won- 
derfully improved in eonsequeuce of the planting of trout fry. 
Mr. M, Cooper Morris writes me, that besides the Thames 
trout, lake troutand American brook trout were also taken. 
Certainly the catch is ten times as great asa few years ago. 
Formerly it was understood that a Thames angler needed three 
years for the capture of a single specimen of the giant trout 
living inthe river. Last year one gentleman took eighty good 
trout. Next to the late Mr. Frank Buckland, unquestionably 
Mr, James forbes has obtained the greatest return, He has a 
small but very prettily arranged fish breeding establishment 
near Chertsey bridge, and in ten years has set free in the 
Thames a total of 120,000 to 150,000 trout fry. At Sunbury, 
alxo, has artificial breeding been effective in improving the 
trout fishery of the Thames. At the annual dinner of the 
Thamnes Preservation Society, a list was_submitted of trout 
taken with the hook ina single week m May, 1883, between 
Chestsey dam and Kingston. It embraces eighteen trout, 
weighing in the aggregate 10Y pounds 1 ounces, Lhus averag- 
ing six pounds each. ‘here was nuivyersal satisfaction over the 
sudeess, and nob a doubt has come to my ears that artificial 
culture deserves the eredit, : 
Me. R. B. Marston reports in the London /‘eld, of October 

30, that Mx. S. Wihnot has in the International Pishery Hxhi- 
bition in London, an eleven-pound New Zealand trout that 
was sent to him by the Otugo Avelimatization Society ;it was 
caught with the hook, and larger specimens are often killed, 
About twenty years avo trout eges were sent from Hnzland fo 
New Zealand, und from those has it resulted that the riyers of 
that region are now stocked with noble trout. Dr, Mraucis 
Day received from New Zealand two beautiful trout in ice, 
they reached London in good condition, and are undoubtedly 
Salino fario. 

LAKE TROUT AND CHARR. 
Oeckonomierath Brissow of Seliwerin, Mecklenburg, caught 

last Winter in his lake with the coarse net seyeral three-ponnd 
trout. Zwitzen, near Jena; The charr flourishes yery well in 
several ponds iu Thuringia, According to Oberbiirgermeister 
Schuster of Freiburg, the success of the planting of charr in 
the Lake of Constance is beyond doubt. 

GRAYLING. 
[Reports are piven {rom seven different localities, showing 

in each case an increase of grayling resulting fom the plant- 
ing of try.J. 

WHITETISH, 
Tn the Schleier Lake in the Bayarian Alps, in the autumn of 

1882, the fu'st ripe whitetish were taken, ‘They were Core- 
gonus marceni, the well-known tish of the Madui Lake, 
which have been introduced to the farmer locality since 187 
by the German Fishery Union, ; ‘ 

Success has likewise attended the introduction of Core- 
gonus wartmannt, the ‘blaufelchen” of Lake Constalce into 
North German lakes, A speut male was taken Web, 24, in the 
Talter Lake, a part of Spirding Lake, Accordme to Professor 

i Baugh iit in the following paragraphs, relative to broek tont, 
sea trout, char, grayling, whitetish, carp and eels, is accompanied by 
a vererence to individual authority for the statement, The names 
being ;maOeEy, unkpown to American readers, they are omitted by the 
translator, 

Behecke, it was thirty-four centimeters long, seventy-five cen- 
timeters high, four ventimaters thick, and weighed three hun- 
dred and tive grams, On both sides were visible on seven rows 
of seales, the remains of the excrescences of the spawning 5ea- 
son. In the same lake among smelts there was taken April 6, 
a second specimen of “blaufelchen,” which was identified hy 
Professor Benecke, and which measured thirty-two centime- 
ters in length, seven centimetérsin height, thirty-tive centi- 
meters in thickness and weighed two hundred and eighty-four 
prams. 

Mr, Oblert, of Sommiersin, in West Prussia, reports that My. 
Caspari took 60 “hlaufelehen” with the coarse net in winter in 
the Summin Lake, where formly only small narenm occurred ; 
three years ago fry of Madu jnarcenaand blautelchen were 
introduced, Prof. Benecke identified # spent male 22 centi- 
meters long, 0.3 high, 2.7 thick, and weighing 220 grams, "The 
same fish was sent to Dr, Gennniger. of Munich, and by this 
gentleman also was reaugnized asa ‘‘blaufelchen.” 3 

[Five other instancesare given of successful breeding of tha 
whitefish in German Jakes.] 

CARP CULTURE, 

Sprottau: A few years since, two year old carp were 
paced in the Sprotta, und fine large specimens were taken 
this summer. Potiscam, July 15, 1884.—The plantmg of carp 
in the waters of Potsdam district has been attended by evi 
dent success. Berneycheu (Max yon dem Borne); Since the 
Jakes of Berneuchen and the Mietzel have been reculariy 
stocked with yearling carp, these waters have beeu wonder- 
fully productive of beantihil, ereet table carp. ‘The same is 
true of the Botzen Lake of Délzig, but there it was not pos- 
sible to catch great numbers of carp until last winter, the net 
was enlarged so that the wholelake could be swept ata single 
draught underthe ice, The success was complete. The net 
contained all the tish it could hold, mainly carp. The largest. 
of these, about £00 pounds weight, were taken out, and the 
preater part turned back to allow the earp to grow larger, 

EEL CULTURE. 
Years ago Director Haack, of Hiiningen, gota greatqnantity 

of eel try from French rivers and in the spring sent them by 
inail to all parts of Germany. Prom the planting of these fry 
in the lakesand rivers very good results have flor ed, in several 
cases within my own knowledge. This fall a spring pool, un- 
connected with any other water, and withont outlet. wa: 
fished, Four eels were taken, they were 18) yeats old, and 
the poorest weighed 1); pound; in the spring of 1852 a few 
specimens of ecl try had been placed hereto observe the srow th, 

Of the profitableness of eel cultnre Mr, Nehrkorn-Riddaps- 
hausen (Braunschweig) says that a short time ago he had 5 
stoall pond fished ont that he bad a few years before stocked 
with 40 young eels, and that about 250 young eels were found 
ranging from ty to 1 kilozram (—.55 to 2.20 lls,), some speci- 
raens weighing éyen 1/3 ldlograms (—3.31bs.). The cost or the 
above 500 els, post paid, amounted to six inarks (41,1), the 
proceeds of the sale of 200 eels was 2K) marks (S04): some tity 
partly gvown eels transferred to another pond had, besides, a 
value of taventy marks ($6.40), Such success should induce 
owners of stagnant fish waters to make a trial of ee) culture. 

Of special interest is the attempt to introduce the eels to ths 
waters of the Danube, where, as is well known, this fish does 
not ovcur. As the Bayarian Fischerei Zeituny, No, 13, reports 
at Grossomebring near Ingolstadt, abouli the middle of Jime, 
in the old bed of the Danube, there was taken un eel sixty 
centimeters 7 inches) long. weighing ol) prams (18 oats), 
which was very lively and well fed. 

aAuswers ta Correspondents, 

{=- No Notice Taken of Auonyinenusa Oorrespouilentas, 

$.M. F,, Leaminster, Mass,—-Write to N. Elmore. Granby, CL 

Rk. N. MM, —Will publish dilections for making canvas cunocs shortly. 

CL. G, Longdale, Va,—Wrile toJ, Otis Pelluws, Worgelisyilie, N.Y, 

Vererinary Conuncn, Toronto, Ont.—Apply to Mr. Wd, FP, Kirk, af 
your city. 

P..L, B.— Cost of boat like Galinet trom $00 bo Sv00, aceording = 
build and finish. 

J. H, ff you fullow the properttons uF sharpie in our issi@uk Sept 
18 you will rot be fay ont. 

C. BO H.—Third edition, Dixon Kemp's “Yaeht aid Boat bailing,” 
price $10; we cau furnish it, 

C. T, R.. Ausable Forks, N. ¥.—The book youreter toils), Canes's 
*Uheck List.’? We can send it to you. 

G. A. S.—We consider the gun a perfectly relinble ome, Tris well 
made, but las never heen yory popular 

Snar, Bustou, Mass,— Draining ve. Braaking” will give you just 
the information you want, Torsaleat this offiee, prica pl. 

Crrtnk AND ONnERS,~ Morecost and further details of small yaw! 
write to the designers, Burgess Bros., 18 xchange plage, Toston, 

5.. Ogdenshbure. N, Y.—Our koowledge of the gentleman you nien- 
tion jednitd: We have heard no compliint ani, therefore, con. 

chile that lie is wl right. 

J.P, O.—Po tet knew what you inean by “tellades™ to put on the 
just. Havieveh beard of goytbiig by that name, and du not laiow 
any circular relating thereto. 

Torpmasr-—Full description of Gutter Leen in our issie for July 26. 
Over all, 78Ft,; onload lmne, Galt.; carpenter's tonnage, 80, A Corinth. 
ian fs an amateur sailor, who does votand has not engared in mannal 
lahor about hoats lor wages or profit. 

J, A, E,, Montgomery, Alt.—I, We now nothing of the firm you 
maition, 2. There is noinfallible rile tor determining the agedt a doe 
after be becomes mature, only by his general appearance. ‘ie difter- 
ence euused by hard or soft food of course Inakes it impossible to 
judge correctly by the condition ol the teeth, 

Brant, Philadelphia, Dixon Kemp's “Yacht Designiue” is this 
standard book. Cost $25." Can be procured from this offier 
Science is the saine all the world over, anil though you may not care 
to follow thelines given in the book, the text can bu sbudjad to just as 
much uavantauge. For small yachts seu our back files for several 
Years. 

B.—The cutter Maggie was considered the fastest 19-tonter in Greah 
Britain when she was shipped to this country, beeyuse she had uolh- 
ing worth nientioning to contend with. Dudu, Idegonda, and other 
so-valled 15-touners being 4 and fift, shorter, and of tch less dis- 
plavement. Hor were they in firstclass racing trim, Mugeie distin- 
fuished herself mainly in 4 few ingtches with the 2l-tonuers on the 
Thames, winning occasionally on allowance. Her reputation as a 
fast boat is consequently to a grew extent inferential oly. Tn this 
country there aye only two sloups of her length capable of making a 
match with her, the Vixen and possibly the anita. Maggie is kuowa 
to be bestiua breeze and séa, conditions she has net yeh met, the 
Weather in the Newport races of the New York Y.-C, lasp year beine 
only a topsail breeze with no sea worth mentioning. The chiter 
Made was nol considered the fastest 1U-tonner whenslie was shipper! 
to this couutry. the Verveand Neptune laying way over her as der- 
tain wimers by three to fiye mimutes overa thirty mile course. ‘The 
tivo never sailed against one another. Maggie war built as a crniser, 
andused te knock ubout the British coast with owner and family 
before slie wus thought of asaracer. Waterline length of Maggie is 
44.24Ft., of Mange 38.786h,, According to official Y. R, A., measurement 
of 1882, Beam of Maggie is B.aEty aud of Madge7.76. By Hull Y. C. 
tables Maggie allows Madge 3m, 5s- for leu-mile course, By the Y. 
R.A, tables the allowance is only Im, 50.58, In light to moderate 
winds the ¥. B, A. allowande would be falrest, In moderate to strong 
Winds that of the Huli ¥, UC. Anequitable table of allowanceshould, 
if practicable, yary with the average strength of wind during a race 

———— 



Camp-Fire Flickerings Supplement. 

“THAT REMINDS Mk.” 

1. 

Ww. all eat around the club oom after a fair day on the marshes, 
when up spoke an old punter: “Tsay Mr. M, make the blank- 

dest longest sbot, fo day, | ever sa He shot from Peach Orebard, 
While the duck was over (ow Island® (200 yards). A a 
This, of course, was received with astenishment, which was pic- 

tured. open-mouthed, «on eyery face, Finely, some one sid, rather 
fimidiy: “W-e-ll, did he kill dhe duels" 

“On, blunk no,’ said the win, “be aever touched the duck.” The 
fearful etrain weerelaxed, No-NAME. 
CurveLann, O,, July, 1B. 
| No-Name” says: “Why cannot we have a colunm of short, pithy 

stories, jokes and incidents iu cur sporting life? There are, of course, 

hmnidlreds of them, if hey could only be drawn ont. Llhink that the 
hove would ‘chip in’ all over the country.” Who is next?) 

2. 
Mart loyed to Jimnt; but ducks seemud to beara charmed life hefore 

him, he never gotiany. One day one of the patiolwen on the marsh 
picked up three wounded ducks. ‘killed with a paddle.” These Te 
rave bi Mart. telling bim one was a buffalo-head. avotber a pintail 
and the third a bluebil, That evening, When we were all sitting 
around, sume one asked Mart how many ducks lie got. He replied 
with some pride, Three.” “What ure they?” “Oh, Dve gota but- 

jon-head, a pinback and o binetail’” Did we smile? G. 

3. 
leven TM, We are about lo turn iu, when udloek of 2 

wnking over the shanty. and Brunt. bouncing into his trousers, grabs 
his pup and rushes out fora shot, ~'That reminds me.” says Billy, 
“of the two Irishmen rooming tovetler in 2 tenement house. At 
nlarm of fireis heard. They both pile oat of bed and into their 
elothes, ove of them in his haste welting lis trovsers on hind site be- 
fers, After the fire his companion meets bir iy the street with 
most elitioks expressivn on bis face. haying just discovered bis pre- 
divament. ‘Are you burted, Pat?’ he asks. “No." soars Pat, look- 
ing flown, “OF not buried, but oi badly strained?  Winmor 
Sew YorE. 

4. 

Four ov five years ago a party of fis were woocock shooting. 
Amoug the number was Mack, who that duy shot his first bird: be 
wrune the cuck’s neck and pocketed it, A couple of lours Tater we 
all shuod together, when Mack fell something move in his pocket. 
He put bis band in and out again with a frightened motion, when the 
woodtock popped out and sailed over the tree tons. Abonf the time 
he was out of rauge we hegan ty) wake wp. and six or eight shots 
were fired at bin, but he went on. No-Name, 
LMYELAND, OL 

5. 

We bave ell hvard of the maiden lady who. when praying for i 
Jinshaid, answered the owls, “Who! who!) with the words, “Any- 
body, oh Lord, anybody!* One would hardly xpect a cool-headed 
man oF Mature years to be so rattled at the idea of being lost as to 50 
suswer the broad-faced bird, but such is a fact. Mr. B. was he- 
nijdered iu a slough where he oad a friend had been duck shooting. 
As il began to grow dark an old owl sang out, *Who! who! y-h 6! 
whol? 

“It's us, and we are Tost,’’ yelled b. 
He knew before the words had fairly escaped bioi that he had inade 

a mistake that would ¢ost him mauya “set “em up.” He has not 
been disappoimted. No-NAME. 
CLEVELAND, 0, 

6. 

Adnouy the cherished reeollections ot my early days are the meaty 
choice und wonderful tales that Lused to hear while sitting by the old 
box stove In the country store, What 4 mith-loving crowd gathered 
each evening around the generous fire, aud what incredible stories 
they used to tell, Old Henry Caldwell or “ud as everyone called 
him, Was by far the best raconteur thiut resorted there. His fame 
tad extended far and wide, and elthough other villages adsent their 
hestmuen to vanquish bint with “well told tales." he wis never ¢e- 
feated, There was a freshness and piquanes in bis wanuer ct relat- 
ing a story that carried ali before ih. No one could relate au meident, 
no matter how startling its charuuter, Int le was reminded of some- 
thing similar, even inere wouderful in detail, which, related in His 
jnimituble manner. never failed ta overwhelin his adversary swith 
crushing defeat, Welldto Trememiier un iieident that itlustrates the 
power that this ruling passion hel over hin. We sere as usual en- 
joyiug a social tue af the store when a boy came in flashed with 
pride iu ihe capture of his first ribhit, and after au animated deserip- 
lioy of the chase and final vapture of his yieltim by digging him out, 
he wound up with, You oughter heave beard bits squeal when 1 got 
hold of him, True to his instinebs ~Qud™ remarked: “That remiuds 
me that when I jerked the hook into that IMs picked the other day 
Le sqilealed justlike a rabbit.” SyAnew, 

re 

1 was standing iu the doorway of the Pestody Hotel after an eariy 
breakfast, one morning, when [ saw a cnrigus little (aiua all lw miy- 
self, 

TL had rained the night before and then frozen so as (0 leave an icy 
covering over everything, the payements especially being of glassy 
smoothness. A very large, heavy gentleman of cheerful aspect came 
ont of fhe door about the same tim». and we stood) for a moment hes- 
icating hefore trusting to the sidewalk. , 

Just then there tumed the corner aud came picking his way up the 
street one of the tidiest, uattiest, pop-eyed litthe men Lever saw. He 
wus very carefel indeed and managed all right until just opposite us, 
when he slipped, grabbed the air, and went doiyn yith an audible 
hump, My fatneighborlanghed. Tbe little man rose in fury, “By 
Heavens, Sirrah, when a man laughs 1 like to see him laugh af somie- 
thing! 1!"* Hesputtered in wrath and a wet seat to his breeches. But 
sering the situation was unpleasant, the portly gentleman deemed it 
best to simply walk away. So buitoning his coat closer, he stepped 
out, Alas, this did not heal the breach. For he scarcely took three 
steps when he got the worst fall lever saw. Slipped—backed —kicked 
np— rolled over and over, and butted the curbstone tryiug to get up. 

al sinashed --boot-neel knocked off.and # big, bloody scratch on 
nose. 

No, no, the little man didn*t laugh, No, he just hugzed the lamp- 
post ahi screamed. : 

T went bac< inte the hotel and waited fora thasr. 
TENSESSER. s 

We were Sittimg round the fire one evening Im rather a quiet muod, 
talking rather listiass!y upon iminor topics, when the conversation 
drifted upon the ice. and several feats of skating were related, each 
one more remarkable than 1s predecessor. At last one of the party 
who had been distanced in two or three heats, asserted that he had 
skated across a portion ofice so thim that his skates cut through at 
every stroke. Cud. who had been nodding in his chair, and seemingly 
Paying uo attention to the conversation, here straightened up «and 
Yemarkel; ‘Talk of skating on thinice; you should have seen me 
skate across old Quidnic pond last winter, Why. the ice was so thin 
when I got out in the middle of the pond it bent so they coulda‘t see 
mie from the shove!” 9 SHADOW. 

Cats were the subjeet of discussion one evening, aud the boys came 
out strong with @ string of capitul tales, Finally one of the yeteraus 
related a lithe anecdote, wherein his favorite cat—who wes hope- 
lessty behind asguirrel she was chasiugacross tie yard had been 
jutercepied by him and seize by the tail, and slung with such mo- 
mentum that when she struck she at once overhnuled and seized her 
prey. This brought Cud to his feet, 
‘Thatreminds me,” said he, “of the scraps thai brother bill and 1 

lu with our cat on the Fourth of July, Doe boys bad been firme # 
vannva just back of our house.asd had left if there. Bill and 1 
fioulia we would hare al te celebration ononr awn hook, So we 
foLaboul & quart of powder and loaded upthe old gun. Just as we 
got the wad down. old Tabby came purring round, when Bill— who 
Was always a bit queer—grabbed her, and chucking ber into the muz- 
ale, rammed her home, We then rigged up a slow match, and touch- 

Viside foward which the gun was 

A, Mune. 

ing fire to it. scampered for the hil 

| for seventy-tive cents. 

= 

pointed, We badu't much more than got there when we saw the old 
twenty-four list more than fen feet and, as the smoke cleared a little, 
we saw old Tab a-cominy, first sideways and then endways, with ao 
ueow, yeaw at every turn, Pretty soon she struck on top of the knoll. 
and Je-ru-sa fen how she did run!” SHADOW, 

10. 
There was a Cull meeimg ab Lhe old store. aud as usual Wliu this 

was the cuse (ho exercises were very interesting. Therewas a droyer 
present whe had a herd of cattle for sale. and many of the farineps 
fad fathered in to talk over prices und enjoy a social how! with the 
boys. The conversation was ninstly about eattle, andatter the crowd 
had got warmed to their work the rattlingr eross-tire of anecdote, fact 
and fiction that mecessantly poured forth was vastly entertaining, 
alnusing and instructive 
Some one incidentally mentioied a fat ox once owned by bim, andl 

ated. the exaeh number of pounds of 
t 

es 

tallow that the an 
ill advised, for i 

nebody woul! lid on hin knocked down to the old tian 
Hi was in the voll, and noneat us thought that 

he wonld winter, but we burned bin inte the tam yard and let him 
tuke his chanee, We diclo’t take any «pecial pains with him, and the 

| fodder wan't first rate, und it didn’t seem to ns that he was takiag 
on fatso diexdful fast, but when we killed bin in the spring how 
much tallow do you guess he had?" 

After many guesses and rameh diseussion, Giiring which the irever 
was heard to reniark that if the olf ram panned! out more than # 
ton he would quit he busiiess. Cucl was asked ta state the quanti 
Drawing down the corners of bis mouth he said, "He lacked just 

pound and a quarter of tavine any, > SHapow. 

11, 
For the coutont of your New Mexican correspondent. J will say 

that the story which he sends you, and is pulilished by you in your 
issue Of the ifth inst., does “make Major J. Verity hang hrs head” for 
very shame that man will teiksneh unreasonable tales. 

yacantly at the blaze, aud for about ten minutes appeared lost in 
contemplation. He then spoke, ‘‘Boys, did you ever hear of a person 
making a fire by rubbing iyo sticks together? Hs oi.) 
“Oh, yes,” replied several, “easy enough to do, Common thing. 

bfc., ete. “ 
Lev waited patiently till they all got through, and then exclaimed, 

“Tt may be easy enough to do, and perhaps has been done, but I'll be 
eaten alive if ever anybody did it in one night.” Mowiton. 
New Wes7TMmster, British Columbia. 

1%. 
Gen. H. lives in Kentucky. He isa whole-souled sportsman, Duck- 

shooting is his forte, or was before he had so much avoirdupdis, He 
shoots a heavy gun, and rejoices in the roarof fivedrams of powder- 
He went fo Florida some years since to help a friend out of @ legal 
scrape, aud right royally he helped him, (The General has hob- 
uubbed with Coke and Blackstone.) Well, his friend, Dr. M,, who is 
as beautifula shotes | ever saw or expect to see, and our hero had 
been vutin search of game, and were on their way home behind an 
old sorrel mare, 4 first-class case of ball on the slightest proyocation, 
They were viding in & bueckkoard, in which were sundry quailand ac- 
coutvements. doe, the pointer, ranged at his own sweet will, The 
quartet wi within mile cf home. Just in front was a stream that 
headed in a bay to the rivht of the road, Suddenly the General ejacn- 
lated. “Hold On. Doc. Joe's got tem!*! And sure enough off to the 
rivhi the old dog was on a dead stand. 
They sot down, put in shells, and leaving the old mare in the road 

walked aronna behind the dog, facing the team. 
“Look out where you shoot now," said Doc, 
The General retorted with a sort of contemptuous snort as who 

should say, “That caution is entirely unnecessary, sir.” 
They kicked the quail up. which sailed almost directly for the team, 

Bang, went one barvel of the Dougall: bang, went the other, Away 
went the birds; away went the shot and struck the old mare, patiently 
waiting on the road, and as a direct sequence, away she went, scat- 
tering mpedimenta aloug thé way recklessly, her tail flying vigor- 
ously. 
‘Whoa!’ shouteé the General. “What's the matter with the wench, 

Dai, °* 
But Doe., who knew what the matter was, was already on the wing. 

‘Down the road aud inte the creek went the oll mare and her pur- 

Tris generally considered Wie linvters and anglers privilege O40 
somewhal enlarge their explwits in the naiation, though itis al- 
ways stenied fo me |hat they should hold quite as strictiy lo the a0- 
solul(a faets.as should tiny writer of natural bistory. and every ac- 
curale acecunt of experiences iu the fleld is in some sort a contrite 
tion do thet fence, Yel. allowing them all reasonable latitude, their 
stories shovld he consistent. Wl were foing to tell a lie, which the 

) Shor, answered 

Lord forbid, it kuould have the semblance and the possibility of truth, - 
T would not itsult my andieree widi such an absurdity as putting a 
ferocious beast and hit valural prey in such comfortable proximity 
that ny one bullet shontd killihem both, | do nob consider the elk, 
deer, or whatever he was, a remarkably large oue. but he has no! 
WWisiness there. ‘Nhe story in question reminds me of that told by a 
boaster of his having killed « deer with his scythe while he was going 
ont to mony, aud whe asked how it happened that be could get near 
enough to so wary and Deet an animal to so kill it, replied that the 
‘leer was stuck Fastin wsruwlank! Ina forthcoming chapter of vy 
unremarkable wdventures shall tell how [once got more than two 
lareeé aohnals of differert species Ly one timely dlelivered shot. andT 
will voueli for its Were us trae as any story J have ever told, which, 
1 think, is suificicit guaranty of veracity. Yours, ever fer the truth, 

Aprronta, Judy 1, Sex. Josep Verity. (. 8. H, M. 

12. 
They were cootiog al Grant Rock. aid one of the party, probably 

venturing too far ii the surfin order to secure his game. had filled 
his rubber boots. At night, as all hands sat around the stove, the 
boots were brought forth and the question arose as to which was the 
best way to dry them. Various methods were proposed by the com- + 
pany. oe of which was to fill them with hot beach sand and leaye | 
them over nicht, 
of the party, and sanctioned by all present, was immediately carried 
into ettect. 

Titon'’t think he looked jguore (buniler: 
those boots in the morping than Charlie Bickford did when he rowed 

This being gravely suggested by one of the oldest | 

out to Mauomet Point cooting, and get into line only to find le had | 
left his gun and phells on the beach, 
When the boots came (oO be enmpiied. ou came stilling. tiniogs. 

everything tui the outer skin ‘To cay the whole, they were borrowed 
hoots, Sassa-cus. 
SOvTH AnINGION, Macs. 

13. 

stinck when he came to see | 

Unele Sial) was an oll fellow, fond of his bottle. fond of ihe words. | 
and of telling big stories; but, he would tly inte @ passion i! any one 
doubled his word, On the banks of the Merrimac was av old, deserted 
farm house. with no doors or windows. We were silfing around the 
store. one evening, when Uncle Siah said he was sitting in the old 
farm house that attemoon, When a partridge flew through the house, 
in al one window and ont at the other, , 
One of the boys said. “I gness jh was a two-legged partride 
‘It's a lie, shouted Uncle Siah, as he left the stere and we 

way home. mad all through that any one donhted his story. 
MAINE. Was THERE. 

14, 

One of the “Iivle-side Stories” oi “Wells” reminds me of what 
happened down here, Ed I’. and Joln G. went fire-hunting deer on 
the Yegua, John soon found eyes: and at the craek of *‘Old-Meat-in- 
the-Pot™ there was scuffiing in the bushes, 
Jobu suddenly stopped stort, and in a hoarse whisper said, “Ed, a 
horse!” They made a quick trip to camp, hitched wp their team, 
without delay came home and said “nothing to nobody.” 
The next morning, Mr. L,. who wos going through the bottom look- 

ing for cates, fouud, lying near an old horse that ha) been dead tire 
weeks, a fine seven-prong buck. 
When Ed au | John heart of i} —well: 
BRENHAM, TexXA8. 

15. 

To escape a drenching 1 ilrove in under a shed. ‘There were two 
other men in there; one of them a deacon of the Advent church. and 
the other bis sou. Now. surely no one would tel! a he under such 
circumstances, when the artillery of heaven was bouming, There 
being a fearful crash of thunder, the:ou pointed out the exact spot 
where le ayerred he saw the bolt strike. This woke up the old man. 
“You know that old mare IL drove up from Grafton Note?” said he, 
“Wall, I kinder theught as how I might get to Captain Brown’s place 
afore dark; aud so sorter took it eusy. when all of asuddint therm are 
clouds came up like 4 stuck 0° black cats,* an’ J conldu't see u hand 
afore me: then a streak o° lightain’ come out of 1t, an’ hit the Wagon 
wheel, an’ starbed to go ‘roun’ an’ jump off, but Lhitihe old mare a 
whack, aud yououghter see the fun. But the old mare Lai the bes! 
of it, for the lizhtuim’ was trying ta get down on the bach side. bat 
couldn't; and | drove that mile an’ a half, an’ could see just as gvod 
as if it Had bin sunshine.’ Then Chip spoke up. '*Well, dad, you 
knowed the tine T lett the saw abunnia’> Well, f seed a streak hop 
ou the saw, an’ Tet on full gate. an* vou’ orter seen her chaw it I 
gotauway an‘ Jeft her work wp that hghtnin’ ‘fore went to cuttin’ logs.” 
The old man wasa noted mousz hunte™ in his dav, but the “ru- 

Inatix”” haye gat hold on hin. and some time ft will tell you how it 
happened. Nim Nowros, 
ColLaeRooR®, N, A. 

WALL. 

16, 
On Burrard nlefin British Columbia, dwells one loging cam 

boss, known Tar and wide by the nameof Ley, Heis atch seal 
some importance, and 4 vifle shotol more than erdivury skif. One 
rainy duy Ley took his un and sallied Forth fora deer bunt, but was 
overtaken by darkness while a long way from the eump: and forced 
to remain in fhe woods all night, On seureline hie puckers be found 
he was without mnatehes, The loving: crow ley forms. tre! suus, 
etc., fo guide him home, bur wahout- avail, Morning relurped, and 
Lev made his way home just as the chow were turning out for byeals- 
fast, Hunery, wet and tired, he saftdown iu front of the big canip~ 
fire, rested his face on his hands, his hands ou his kuees. looked 

‘The great, doors were wide open, and he was busily 

| didn’t know it was loaded.” 

Running in to the spot, | 

sner, while the water tiew, for the stream was Knee-deep and fifteen 
‘et tiwenty yards wide. The stern chase was not a very long chase 
that tine, anudina iltle while back came Doc. grinning. ‘The General 
was awaiting hin in the road. 
“What tickles yousoy Whatmade her light ont in that repreben- 

sij}e rienimer 27 
“Well, T suess you'd tight ont, too, if you had yorr hide full of No. & 

oc,, shaking. 
“Don't tell me 1 shot that mare. It’s no such thing. 
Quoth Doe.: “Just pass your hand along the mare’s side and your 

eye over the harness.” 
he General approached cantiously, the mare eyeing him suspi- 

eiously. After a satisfactory examination, which I never considered 
wholly necessary, said the General; “Doc,, if you ever breathe this 
to a single soul Vl) skin you, sure.” 

Doe. still wears his cutiele. 
FLORIDA 

8. 

18, 

T suppoxe the remurk must have become somewhat hackneyed by 
this tinie, but I will, nevertheless, venture to make it—that I look for 
my ForEsT AND SrrwamM every week with inmpatience, and read it 
with imniernse satisfaction. 

T have especially enjoyed the letters of your veteran correspondent 
“Nessmuk.’? His letter deseriptive of the ‘Race with Death" of a 
“Jong-laker’ wasa gem. Ihavealso very much enjoyed the rejoin- 
ders to two of your correspondents who have “crowded him” a little 
—or tried to. Your readers will all remember how well he held his 
own in the friendly contention. The resultin each case reminds me 
yery much of an incident which occurred on the Mississippi River, 
which, though many of your readers have doubtless heard it, will 
perhaps bear repetition fur the sake of the moral. 
A youvg man on the upper deck of a Mississippi River steamboat, 

surrounded by a group of friends of both sexes, spying a gaunt, tall 
backwoodsman on the deck below among the ssa ands and “‘roust- 
abouts,’ promised his friends some fun, by scaring this fresh son of 
the woods, 
Descending to the hoiler deck, he walked up fiercely to him, and 

Grawing a bowiv knife said in a voice of thunder, “Ive been Jooking 
for you for a good while!” 
After the raw-boned countryman had swung him around in the 

air. slaramed hin np and dewn on the deck, and mopped up all that 
part of the boat, with him and what was left of his broadcloth suit, he 
tossed hit on to a pile of barrels, and lovbked up at the party on the 
deck above, with the remark, *‘Perhaps there’s somebody else up 
there bas been looking for me tara good while.” SPLir BawBoo. 
Bostox, Mass. 

19. 
Killing the deer with a scythe (FoRrse anp Stream, June 1, 1882) 

reminds me of «story I heard told by Horace Greeley during his 
visit to Hamilton county, New York,in. I think, the sumuner of *70, 
when he ted Wilmurt Lake and spent several days with our party 
there, It was something like this: 
A Dutehman in Pennsylvania was cleaning the big Hoor of his barn, 

itvhing the 
refuse out. when suddenly, just as he was in the act of throwing out 
a shovelful. a deer fell dead on the pile outside. Thoroughly fright- 
ened. the Dutchman dropped his shovel and exclaimed, ‘Golly! 1 

Aminute afterward a hunter, coming 
up and showing the mark of a bullet, claimed the deer and explained 
the puzzle of the loaded shovel. MILLARD. 
Davis Rance. Lariatie Connty., Wy. 

20, 
We were having & real pld-fashioned New England ‘coon hunt, Thera 

was po mistaking this. A casual glance at the party would have sat- 
istied the most skeptical observer that. as our Jeader remarked while 
whipping the dogs off a fox trail, “Keun, and nothin’ but keun, is 
what we ave arter,” No; there could be no mistake, All of the signs. 
symbols and ear-marks were distinctly visible, even in the half-yeile; 
light of the moon, which only diinly outlined our forms as wescram- 
bled out oyerthe rocks and struggled through the dense by nshwood. 
No: nothing but a‘coon hunt could account for the limping gait. 
seratched faces and torn clothing of the party, as, at our best speed, 
we burried toward the perfect volcano of barks, yells anid howls that 
our pack were belching forth just in front. Our veteran leader, with 
his half century of experience. outstripped us, anid when we armived 
upon the scene he had lirhted a torch and was viewing the surround- 
lugs. As we came np, fhe old inan passed the toreh io us, andslep- 
ping up to the tree around which the dogs were yelping, put bis nse 
to the bark aud took two ot three long-drawn sniffs, Turning to us 
tA ae a) face and sparkling eyes, he eagerly exclaimed, “Boys, 
js here. 

This was ny first *coon Lunt. Many years have snice passed ani 
nanny scalps of the midnight prowlers adowm any belt; many mirth- 
woyoking svenes have [ witness2d and much fun have I enjoyed, but 
have never sivcetset with anything that “touched my tickle’ as did 

the old man’s **Boys. he’s here.” 
While some of us were kindling a fire, others were deftly swinging 

the ax, and soou the refuge of or victim gently swayed to one site, 
then with Increased momentuui struck the ground with s& crash tbut 
Woke the cehows of the stilly night for munya milearound, By this 
time our tire was gomg grandly, und the woods for-quite a distance 
were as light esduy. Jo crderto give the youmy dogs a chanee the 
captain had tied op all of the experienced Gunes except old Jack, wha 
had lost his teeth but not his plnek, and without doing auy esprvial 
damage 00 thu “coon his example was Invaluable in instructing the 
tyro. No sooner had the tee struck than Jack, with short, shar} 
yells of delight sprang among the )vanches, and amid 4 perfect pan 
demonium of esasverated lowls ficin his unfortunate companiins. 
seized the prey aud forced him olin into an open space, where he was 
quickly surrcuuded by the younusters. who, wild with excitement, 
pitched id pegardless of eouscuuceces, raising a din that fairly dea! 
ened us, ‘Glanciny atthe captain 1 suw that bis wsthetice soul yey 
reveling mm highest realms of bliss, wtd ps 1 watched the ludicrous 
vontortions of his expressive face, which plaiuiy mirrored the fast 
changing yagaries of the serimmuage, J, teo. was happy. After a 
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long oud bloody struggle the life was shiken out. of the ‘coon, and 
We fathered round the 'coon and litour pipes, One old fellow who 
had uttered never a word duving the melee exclaimed: 

“T tell you, boys, this iz a keun hunt; aud waving his band in 
their direction, he added, thers keun dogs." 

“That reminils me," said the captain, ‘of a keun dog I bought 
when I was a boy. I had been arter *em onct or twice, and somehow 
Lot er hankerin’ for the fun and thought I'd ret.me a dorg. 
day up to town T seed Unele Joe Shaw with a purty good lookin’ 
Pup, and [axed hiin was he a good keun dog. e kinder hesitated 
ike a bit, then he slapped his hands together and sez, sez he, ‘By 
Jimivy, that's it; heya keun dog,’ Wall, I dickered for him and 
tuk him home, and that night we weot er keunin. We had two other 
dogs, And ‘twant no time at all hardly ‘fore we had a keun up a sap- 
lin’, and [ got the boys to hold on to the dogs so as ter give mine a 
show, Wall, 1shukhim off aud he struck clus to ther purp, an’ you 
oughter bave seen him git and hearn him yell. He never stops Icl- 
yien’ nor runni' till he got urider Uncle Joe's barn, Wall, the next 
day, kinder mad like, Lwent up ter town; I found Uncle Joe lookin’ 
mighty sollum, ail 7 sez, ‘Unele Joe,’ sez 1, ‘T thonght yon sed. that 
urp was good for keuns.’ ‘What,’ sez he, rollin’ up bis eyes, ‘haint 
er ‘No,’ sez I, ‘he’s wus porno dog.’ He drawed his coat sleave 

across his eyes, and with his yoice kinder trembly like he sez, sez he, 
‘Ly boy, you don’t know how shock't I be; never before hus ny be- 
lisk fn the truth of holy writ been shook till now.’ *Elold on,’ sez 1, 
‘what's seripter got to do With the dog, anyhow?’ He looked at me 
as if he felt kinder injured like, and sez, sez he, ‘Ther Bible tells us 
that ther’ want nothin’ created in yain, and trustin’ to the truth of 
this L reckoned that that blamed dorg must be good for keuns, as I'll 
take my alfer davo he aint good fur nothin’ else,’ ? SHADOW, 

21. 

Mrs. Seales exploit told in your issue of June 1 last, reminds ma of 
a somewhat siinilar oceurreuce which took pluce near here, 

Late last fall a a tar of mine some twoand @ half miles from 
Ind, saw a fine buck herding with his cattle. The farm is a small one 
Gf some 200 acres, and is between the North Anna and the north 
branch of the North Ann River, and has no buildings wpon it, Mr, 
WN. tried in every way to get a shot at the deer but without success, 
until a bapy thought struck him which gained tlie yauison, 

tr. N. loaded is vuu anil taking with him the vessel from which 
he salted his stock, went to their pasture and gave the accustomed 
“salt call’’ once or twice. The cattle came promplly and with them 
the buck, who walked up within twenty feet ot the gun and was 
slaughtered. I ute some of the quarry which I found exceedingly 
nice, but regretted it was killed in such gu unsportsmanike way, 
Corway Farm, Va. K. M, Conway. 

22. 

The story of the fellow who would not fire “‘beranse he only had 
one charge of powder and he wished to hunt all day,” reminds me of 
one that] have beard told around thé cauip-fire, which may be new 
to some of your readers, A young man from (le city, brimful of tliat 
nameless fear of firearms, which haunts the dilletaute sportsman whe 
has not pulled « trigger for a year, weut for a Pew days’ duck shoot 
tng with one of his PORE eousing, Taey 2ol very near toan mn 
inensé flock (or -‘team,” which shoul! say?) of ducks, which were 
feeding in shallow water, near the shore, and it was agreed that the 
eity man should try a silting shot, woile the “bushman" took them 
fiyiug. ‘To the diszust of the countryman, the other could vol sum- 
mon sufficient courage to face the explosion thut must ensue should 
he pull trigger, so be kept aiming and alrating but never firing. “Why 
in thunder don’t you tire?’ said hig friend. ‘Because, he replied, 
“the minute I go to shoot, another duck comes swimming rightin the 
way.” INgLEWooD. 
MoDonanp's Cornars, New Brunswick. 

23. 

We were out for woodeock, and as we were crossing the open be- 
tween two covers our dogs surrounded a woodchuck, and encouraged 
by us, were making considerable noise, which attructed the atten- 
ton of the old farmer and his son, and they left their work and came 
overtu see thefun As this was new genie lo the dogs, they were 
rather awkward in hauling it, FPrad,wishing to help them, aimed 
a vicious kiek at the rodent, which missed its object. and striking 
pour Dan under the chin, fairly lifted hita off the ground. When the 
howls and laughtrr had subsided, the farmers boy remarked, “Vhat 
reniinds me of how dad did for old Bose, He ws che poll darndesi 
woodchuck dog that you eyer see, One day hegota chuck in a stone 
heap, and dad and [ fook 1 crowbar and went lo help hin. We pried 
out one or tivo stones. when the chuck stuck up bis head and dad let 
drive at him with the crowbar full chisel, jingl then old Bose spled 
him and made a dive, and the crowbar sttuck him between the ears 
and killed him deader than Jolius Cassar.” “Yes,” added the oli 
man, ‘and the funny part of itis old Bosedon't know to this day but 
what the weoedehuel killed him,” SnAvew, 

24. 

Wheul was a young steamboatinan on the raglvg Mississippi, run- 
ning fror St. Lonis in the Keokuk trade, the good steamer Di Vernon, 
with Capt, Matson ¢ommanding, was one of the filnést and largest 
side-wheelers in the river, 
The mate at thattime was ‘Old Hughey,” a large, broad-shouldered, 

fat Irishman, who luw the reputation of being the terror of thé roust- 
abouts, for when he opeved his broad mouth they had to ‘get up and 
dust around ' 
One day while the steamer Jay “tled np” at the leveo landing, some 

of the men were at work in the hold. and Hughey just then needed 
more help on deck; £0 striding to the forward hateh he lookud down 
and bellowed out: 

“Hello, down thar.” 
“Aye, aye, sir,’ answered the men from below. 
“How many of yees is thar down thar?” 
“Three of ws, sir,’* 
“Wall, the half of yees come up here."* 
Cricaao. 

25. 

We were all seated about a roaring Iog fire, at had been said 
forséveral minutes, when the solemn stilmess was broken by the 
Jonesome fovt of an owl near us. 'Thatreminds we, said the Pro- 
fessor. “You know that family of Hurds? Well, one time the old 
man weut outto theswamp lo cat cedar, and noireturning ab night. bis 
wite became worried, and, accompanied by ber two daughters, started 
to find him. They got well into the woods, and all at once were 
brourht toa standstill by “Lo who-o-o!? ‘Hark. girls!’ said the old 
lady, “That's an owl,’ suys one of the girls, “Anowl! No It hain't, 
neither. Don't you suppose I know your father’s yoice? To who o-o 
Mr. Hurd!’ FE... P, 

26. 

A friend of the writer lately asked a genuine Florida “cracker” ‘if 
he ever went a fishing,’ and receiyed the following characteristic and 
pointed reply: “Sometimes I goes a fishin* and sometimes T doesn’t!” 

G@unycoe, Floris, a7 (HC; 

In a city nob far from New York lives a minister as much celebrated 
tor his love of the angle as for his profession, While speaking to his 
Sunday school ons afternoon on the text, ‘‘Depart from evil and do 
=ood,'’ he drew for illustration the simile of a wayward child leaving 
home and all good influénees, he rushed into the broud-paths of sin, 
but through the intercession of parents aud friends is reclaimed, only 
to repeat his folly again and again, Finally, after almost super- 
human effort, he is at last brought back to the fold, and his redemp- 
tion from yiee made a certainty for the balance of his life. To 
further simplify the illustration to the younger msmbers of ths 
school, the pastor said; “A few months ago I wus fishing inthe Maine 
woods. At the break of a fish on the waters of the stream Least ont 
my ilies. A noble trout arose. seized the bait and away he plunged 
carrying almost all the line Thad on my reel, Again and again, I 
draw the fish near the canoe snd attempted to Jand him, but away he 
would go, only to repeat the struggle. Finally, tired out and weary 
with his efforts to escape, I at last drew him in andslipping my land- 
ing net under the fish, threw him into my boat boat sate beyond all 
escape Gazing about on his audience to see the effect of the moral 
of his story, the Silence was suddenly interrupted by 4 small boy in 
the front sat, who astonished the school by exclaiming: ‘Bul, 
Mister ——, haw much did be weigh?” T, 6, 8. 
Hartrorp, Conn. 

28. 

I wonder if any reuders of ores? AND StRHAM ever heard about 
Obris. Smith's “live bait?’ There was a party of them down in Maine 
somewhere, and were going fishing, and the qucenee arose, where 
should they procure baity Some one suggested pork, whereupon 
Obris. became disgusted, and deelared that he would not think of 
fishing withoutlive bait. A neighboring farmer had some sucking 
pics which he was willing to sell for $2.40 a piece; and it was thought 
essential to the happisess of the party that the pig should change 
owners. One of the party wasgenial Samuel Norton, whose sudden 
death a year ago oas astidness overthis whole community, Now, as 

DorsaL FIN. 

So one: 

Sam was quite a» hand on adicker, It was thought best thatheshould do 
thetrading, and was accordingly given orders to buy the pix, Unfortu- 
nalely, Sam understood the price to be $4.50, and thinking it tog 
much, he offered the farmer $3.00, which, if is needless to say, was 
quickly taken. The pig was boxed up, labeled “live bait," aud di- 
rected to Christopher Smith; but the laugh was rather faint when 
they came to Compare notes on the price of the pork. SAssA-cus. 
SouTH AprNe'tron, Mass. 

29. 

_ The story of the clergyman, the fish und the small boy told In your 
issue of Sept. 14, reminds me of an occasion when an Blizabeth, N, 
J., utnister was disconcerted in a somewhatsimilar way. He was 
illustrating some point by the loading and dischargé of a gun, De- 
scribing the provess, he accompanied his words by a highly realistic 
pantomime performance, first pouring into the muzzle of his imagi- 
nary gun the powder, then putting in a wad, the shot, and wads 
again, ‘ramming her home’ every time, then withdrawing the ram- 
rod, he put on the cap, raised the gun to his shouider, sighted alonp 
the barrels, and, turning suddenly to his audience, exclaimed, ‘‘An 
now, what do I do next{” 

“Pull the trigger!" shouted astell boy ins front pew. 
“Dil pull your trigger for you, you little wretch,” said the discon- 

certed clergyman, dropping his arms and shaking his flngér threaten- 
ingly at the offending urelin, MuAtT-Hawe. 

. 30. 

Your story of the Hartford clergyman and the fish recalls an incl- 
dent which ones happened in # city less than a thousand miles from 
Pawtuexet, R, I. There is nothing about fish nor game in it; it classi- 
fled it would probably come under the head of the vegetable kingdom. 
Tt was the young vlergyman's first seryica in the church, In a front 
pew sat an elderly deacon. The minister gave out, aniong other 
noulces, one of Aimeeting fo be “held as uanal’on Wednesday even- 
ing.’ “Youare mistaken," said the deacon, rising in his pew, “the 
meeting will be held on Thursday evening.” “Ah, yes,"’ said the 
young minister, in a loud voice te correat his error, ‘\Tlimrsday evel- 
og; then sub vote and confidentially tothe deacon, ‘Right, brother; 
Tacknowledge the corn.” 

Not long afterwardibe cougregation raised 9 liberal sum and sent 
the young man off to brush up in Hurope, where your genial corres- 
ponent, *Piseco,”’ may perchance run across him, Mpat-Hawe. 

31. 

Gus is u good wing-shot, Inyeterute war und an unmerciful 
cal joker, One mornibg before he had passed the town limits on his 
daily but, he was overtaken by an old farmer In his rockaway 
returcing to his home, three miles iu the country, after taking the 
girls to school. Ever on the alert for a lift, the clatter of the yahiele 
caused Gus to look back for the chance, and he chuckled when he 
recognized the single occlpant of that roomy conveyance bound for 
the very ground selected for that day's hunt. So confident was le 
of 4 cordial “Get In’ that he stopped and waited for the old man to 
come up, when, to his ntter dumbfoundioent, the driver merely bowed 
ashe drove on. Aware that the old fallow was a little hard o' hear- 
ing, Gus yelled, “Lem me ride?” “Hey? as the old man’s head 
popped out of the rackaway, As the anchor dragged Gus threw u 
& hand as a signal to land and take In a passenger, while he move 
up With an wowonted agility, repeating. ‘Lem me ridey”’ Sailing 
on, the captain of the craft informed (tus in toost unchious tones, 
‘D'm only goin’ two or three hundred yards down the road.” 
Trudging on to the top of a bill beyond the first milestone Gus 

espied the rockaway in front of the toll-zate keeper's smithy, which 
ig nearly tiyo miles from town, and determined to climb in and ride 
the last mile ond a quarter; he quickened his gait and came almost 
alongside, when the brakes were loosed and the old gentleman again 
joe edon, At the néxt turn in the road 9 glimpse was caught of 
hat vehicle disappearing ip fheavenne. I don't think that Gus ever 
was a model Sunduy-school scholar, for he was ulways fluent as an 
wniqne orator, and he spread himself in a. soliloquy on that occasion 
which blued the citciimambient toa shade that it would be a guu- 
barrel colorer’s delight to reproduce. 

Late in the afternoon, loaded with game, a5 was o matter of course, 
the fagged out sportsman had lighted his pipe and was tiking a rest 
on the top ratlol a worm fence before enteriug on the home sireteh— 
that inst unpleasant, exhausting part of a pedestrinn’s day's sport. 
Reluy in sight of that avedue he was relieving himself of a half men- 
(al, half muttered supplement. to lis morning soliloquy, which a re- 
ulization that at that time of day ninety-nine of every bunidred 
veliicles were leaying town had Utils tendeney te tranqguilize. There 
is yet “balin in Gilead” though! Gus, when he heard a yehiele coming 
his way. Imagine bis diszust when he discovered that same old far: 
mer Ini open buggy, leisurely driving « mild-eyed, mild-mannered 
cow. Formal salutations were exchanged, but apparently ne balm 
for Gus iu that turnout, Just before reaching the pike the cow re- 
membered that she had forgotten something aud inust go back, ani 
to Gus’s no little delight scorned all the gentleman's remonstiances. 
Springing from bis buggy be rushed down the road after her, yelling 
{9 Gus, “Head that cow! heal that cow!’ Gus didn’t moye except 
(o encourige the rebellious brute, and when the accommodating (7) 
farmer came pufting abreast that unfeeling fellow, without deigniag 
him a glance, Gus consaled him with “Oh, she's only goin® two or 
three hundred yards down the road,"’ Last seen cf the old man he 
was “clipping it” across the tlelds with little prospect of getting 
aliead of that cow before she reached the nearest house, uearly two 
miles from where Gus continued to sit, complacently smoking, so 
long as the cloud of dust gave evidence that the cow was still on the 
move. * J.T. B. 
SLEEPY Hottow, Ky. 

practi- 

32. 

Every one who has shot ducks on the Gunpowder Bridge knowsold 
man §., one ef the best shots and best claimera that éyer fired 4 gun 
from that very popular shooting place. -The old man has a very 
heavy muzzle-loading gun, No, 7 bore, thal kicks likea mule, Wheu 
he fires it he always throws himself forward so as to meat the recoil, 
and pot be kicked over backwards, One day when the old man was 
rowing home, he saw a large bunch of ducks fiying toward him, He 
stood up in his boat and prepared himself for a shot, expecting to 
knock two or three ducks ont of tha bunch, He got sight on them, 
pulled the trigger and threw himself forward to meet her recoil, bub 
the eld gun missed fire, and Daddy §, went heels over head into the 
river, gun and all, The old man is near eighty, bul has revently taken 
unto hingelf a buxom wife of eighteen; and says he “Haint going to 
shoot no more on that bridge; there Is too many gol darned claimiers 
shoots there for him,” 
BAuTInore. 

33. 

A minister of the gospel, an excellent shot, admirer of a fast trot- 
ter, lover of a good dog, and unreservedly appreciative of & food joke, 
tells the following good one on himeell, in a vastly more humoreus 
style than any of his admirers have ever repeated it, 

Promise of better pay induced him to take charge of a new flock in 
strange pastures. Tt was not long after his establishment betore his 
sporting proclivities cropped out. Balsue ln to the fold was a 
wealthy, intelligent and highly-accomplis farmer, who could 
compréhend the consistency of Zenuine sportsmanship with eeutliny 
and even Christianity, and the pastor cheerfully accepted an invi- 
tation to share a day's shooting over a well-broken brace of 
ointers. 

‘ As they proeceded to the flelds the host courteously inquired of 
his yuest what should be the agreement as fo their shooting. Always 
ready to run a joke on a friend, and imagining himself able to pape 
the farmer’s eye at will, the opportunity appeared too good to be 
passed unimproved; so tha parson suggested a tiss-and-out run, 
aud that sach should mark and carry game forthe other, “Wilt 
ced.” 
As ataiter of course the guest. was expected to ‘wade in” when 

the first bevy wasfound. Bang! bang! on therise, but nob a feather 
to the parson’s second barrel, The farmer gathered and pocketed 
the single bird, and with a matter ofcourse air which “cyst no 
shadows of coming events before,” proceeded to take his turn. 
The performances of the doxs were as harmonious us the tmachin- 

ery of a perfect b, 1., the cover unéexceptionable, and the farmer pro- 
ceeded to grass avery shot so beautifully that the shepherd soon 
discovered that thera wus little of the sye-wiping lesson to be taught 
that lamb, and that his best behavior would necessary to escupe 
carrying a lion's share of the game. Bavy after bevy was found, end 
every shot was such an easy one that the hunt was becoming & hrtle 
monotonous and tiresome to the preacher at lunch-time; but “hops 
sprang eternal,’ and there was still a supposed chance for redemp- 
tion, ‘Alas! the uncertainty of human caleulations.”' 

‘As the sun crept closer and closer to his western couch, hepe that 
a bird could be flushed which wanted to escape that preacher's 
pockets grew fainter and fainter. till it flickered out when hat exas- 
perating lamb began adding hares to his shepherd's load with a non- 
¢Chalant assurance that at the close of a day's sport “L generally 
shoot a few rabbits, to be fed to the dogs." Barly in the day he 
entered the fields inan exuberance of delight which bubbled over In 
anticipation of the jolly laugh at supper, when he should have dem- 
onstrated to an unsuspecting rustic the cipubilities of a good shot- 
gun in expert hands. At.sunset he tradged wearily under a cartload 
of game, thoroughly crushed in spirit and pride, maintaining a 

' 

cheerful air, thourh, 4s an old mudsill happily expressed ‘it, “com- 
pletely ‘kaored' of sucking GEEs, i Sa cae asi 
Never a hint of the joke was dropped by the farmer; but, when re- 

action followed, it was “too good to keep,’’ and when the clergyman 
told it on himselfie was met on every band with the gratif (?) 
assurance, **T could have told you that would be your fate.’ it B, 
BLEEMY HoLLow, Ky, 

34. 
in conversation with an old North-Woodsman lately, the writer was 

‘mused by the following true story ofa rreen darkey sailors ingze- 
nuity to escape rebuke and punishment for his poor management of 
tie Delt during part of a night on the Opnor Missiseipps in a river 
ont. 
The captain of the craft had ordered the darley, namod Sam, to 

take close notice of a particular brizht star, and to steer his course by 
thatstar until he received other orders; then he went below, 
Sam assented, and for awhile ali went: well, bntsoonsleop overcame 

his eyelids, and hé slept tle sleep of the just, never letting go his hold 
onthe helm. Sumeirrezularity in the movements of the uraft at- 
tracting the notice of the captain, he started to come on decir again 
but Sam heard him, and ab once taking in the situation at a clance 6 
his now witlo-awake eyes, he yelled down the companionivay, “Say, 
bors, come up yere an' pick out anoder star for dis child, wa is dons 
gonépast de first one right smart, sure.”! Sawnonns, 
Boston, Mass. 

35. 
The conversation had somehow drifted to the dogs, and after the 

small dogs had hail thelr day, the large ones were given a show, and 
each man who had ever seen a sizeable dog trotted him out, and dis- 
played his gizaptic proportions to the utter confusion of all who had 
preceded him. Afterthe figures had risen from a good size to rather 
an extravagant height, and a huge fellow of nearly two hundred 
pounds had Ween produced. utterly silencing all competition, Cud 
Was asked how heavy a dog he had ever seen. This, of course, put 
him wpon bis metal. aud as there was inuch atstuke, he assumed au 
alr appropriate to the 2a aah ed T of the sccasion, and clearing his 
throat he remarked that he had once seen a yiry IAG dog, in fact 4 
tasedl monster, hut that it was so long ago that he had forgotten 
ls exact avoirdupois, but that hls owner, in résponsé to an inquiry. 

once sent his welght in a letter, and the postage was dyer seven 
dollars. Snapow, 

36. 
A country editor from Nova Scotia was lately (doing the Slates, and 

was tauch struck with the “eheek" of the inhabitants. One day on 
the train, near Boston, an Ameri¢an came into the ear, looked 
around, and seeing a vacant seat by our friend BiCpbEd up, and find- 
ing it not engaged, seated himself, ‘Tiere now,’ thought our editor, 
‘3 another of them confounded inquisitive Yankees: however, T'll 
fix him.’ Barely had the American touched the seat before he began; 
“What is your name?" 
'sS——, replied the Nova Scotian, telling the truth, 
“Where are you from?’ contimed the Yankee. 

. “Stoke on-Trent. in England,” lied the Bluenose. 
“What are you doing out hee?’ 
“Shooting. [am now on my way down to Nova Scotia moose hunt- 

ing, and then go to Cape Breton for duck shooting,” 
“What make of a gun do you use?"’ went on tlic lnquisitive one with 

new interest 
Now. our editorial friand bad never fred Zun in his lite, hut he 

had heard some of the gun club boys learnedly discussing the difer- 
ent makers, “Any way,'' he thonght, “notlikely this sneker would 
know @ gun from @ horse-pistel,” so, with the alr of a professional, 
he returned: 
“Tam usiug a hammerless Pericer ap present, one of our best Loh- 

don makers." 
4 et said the Yankee with an innocent smile, ‘choke or modi- 
el? 
al generally use her full choked, but she screws up or down to any 

gouge." 
After a few seconds’ silence the Blobnose continned: “These ham- 

merless guns are so handy there is no Gropble couking them. When- 
éver you shove in the ramrod, back go the hammers and she is ready 
for action. What, you ire vol going, are you?” 
“Vos. said the American, rising, “this ds wy slation; 1 hope you 

will have # pleasant trip, thouglithe botels in the Provinces won't 
add much loit, Tam glul Thavemetyou. By your accent 1 would 
take you ?oran American. Good-bye. and good lick to you. My 
card; ol, yes! Tam Mr, Parker, of thagun works, Meriden. 
VERMONT. 

37. 
One hot day in June wa were catching haddock m Anoplis Basin 

about a mile off the Digby, Nova Scotia shore. Chet, After taking o 
turn of Lis line around his hand, had lain down in the bottom of the 
boat with his hatove! his faceas a protection from the noonday heat 
of the sun, and was fast asleep. George bad hooked a big skate, snd 
by a good deal of give and take managed to get hin alongside with- 
ot waking Chet. We pulled in Ghet's line aud fastening his hook 
fivmly through the skate's tail, then let him go, Quickly lying down 
end feigning sleep we waited developments. We bad not long to wait, 
when Mr, Skate ran the line oulfsud it brought up on Chet’s band 
over the ginwale, the trouble begin. He first sling out ‘Let go," and 
began kicking some imaginary enemy, but when he got bolt uprizht 
with his eyes fuirly open and realized the situation, he let out line 
With a Jerusalem crickets! Great Cesar) Pve got him this time! Geb 
up here, boys, I've got a hundred pound halibut hooked. Heavens, 
how he pulls. Why don’t you fellows keep awake and tend to your 
fishing, you sleepy Inbbers? See what [ret by keeping wide awake 
and on the wateh. When go ilshing 1 fish, don't spend half my 
time snoring, Come, wake up and give a hand here.” 
After along fight, Chet thought hix fish was about tuckered and 

nearly to tlie surface, he yelled “Stand by with the gaff, boys; clear 
away between tha main and forward seats; put both gaffs into hin, 
steady, Dow, and we will show the natives at Bear River the biggest 
halibut ever caught in” . Chet had run on thusfarin his excite- 
ment when the skate hove in sight tail foremost, Tbad commenced 
the second stanza of the Comanche war whoop and George was roll- 
ing himself in the bottom of the boat. when Chet, with the very devil 
boiling from his eyes, dropped his lins and darted for the boathook; 
but divining his intentions, 1] was too quiek for him, and torcing him 
hack over the decking forward, George and I held him until the fight 
melted out of his eyes and he owned up sold. 
Eyer after it we wanted Chet to come down we ouly bad to say, 

“@het, lat’s pul both gaffs into him," 

38. 

Did any of you around the “Camp Firs" ever sce white woodeock? 
Oh, yes, have. Lxuw a puir of very fine ones ence, perfestly white. 
ane thisis how it ocourred. Phil, L., ag geuial soul as evel lived 
years ago -had charge of the méssengers in the ollice of the old 
‘American Express before the big fire. Phil. was a bachelor, fond of 
horses, dogs and birds, particularly the latter, Canary birds from 
the Black Forest of Germany, mocking birds and reil birds from the 
sunny South, none but the purest and rarest jee were allowed 
to accupy the beantiful cages that graced his bachelor quarters. Ow 
casionally some cage, carefully wrapped up and marked with the 
mysterious 'D, H. a,c. PL." would ve found among the out-bound 
‘run’! of some messenger and consigned to some far away agent, to 
be returned in due time labeled ‘Keep from cold,” 'Plouse fear and 
water. These came to be mown itmong the boys as ‘*Phil.'s pets, 
and were always well cared for, so thah when one arrived Phil. gen- 
erally had quite a erowd of lookers on about the office when the 
wrappings were carefully temoyed from tha latesband rarest Bpeci- 
men, while all passed judgment. upon size, plumage, colorand mark- 
ings, and probable musical or other gooil qualities, 
One day one of the boys on the Dubuque night run asked Phil. how 

he would like a pair of white woodoock, ad(liug thatthe Agent ouhat 
Blanktown had a pair of beautiful oues that he thought he could 
secure for him if Phil. would like them to add to his collection, and 
would supply aeage. Phil, wes delighted, bub almost doubted the 
truthfulness of James, because in all his experience in the woods he 
had never heard of such a rarity, though he bad heard of whites (leer, 
and even white quail and white blackbirds, butpare white wood¢ock, 
and tive of them] That settled it, When the run wen ont thab even- 
ing there was a good cage bearing the mysterious ciphers “TD, A, a, ce. 
P. L.," and tagged for the agent at Blankuown. When it came back, 
a day or so after, the usual curions crgwd af messengers and office 
clerks gathered about while Phil, carefully untied the stings which 
held the paper with which the cage was wrapped to protect the birds 
from the cold, aud there, curled upin a warm nest of soft moss, lay, 
gure enough, a pair of real whitewood eoels|—heer faucets. The 
rour that followed the discayery 6 often echoed to this day whenever 
some of the old hands have retold the story. Butdon't you tell who 
fent you this, Dorsau Fim. 
Cuicaao. Il. 

r da, JU, 

39. 

A history of the nayy during the late war, in giving an account of 
the opernbionn of the onelnit Heat before Wort Ruuneer, containg the 
following paragr “While waiting to renéw the attack a fire apl: 
brdke out on board the Nentucket which, however was extinguished 
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after doing u slight damage,’ (I quote from memory, notbaying 
read the are ora Rai of years.) As the writer of this was 
AD eye-witness, and as Oné of your correspondents was a prominent 
Gétor in the Incident above quoted, T hereby give you an account as 
witnessed by myself: ; 

Woe were lying off Fort Sumter, just inside the bar, hatches all 
fastened dowh and the sea washing clear over the deck fore and aft, 
only ope small hateh open to get up through the tirret, when late 
one afternoon I heard the cry of *'Fire! the yeoman’s room is on tire!’’ 
Teu feet fon the yeoman’s toom was the magazine, Undur tha berth 
deck were small lockers filled with eleven and fifteen inch shells, 
and when I got on my feet there was a sheet of Hume pouring ont of 
this store room, and not move than two feet separating the dive trom 
the shells, The crew wis mostly made up of “raw recruits,’ and 
every sinner of {hein sow and knew thedanger at once, amd there was 
a.rush for the small ladder leading to the turvet, I started with the 
rest, but s00n perceived thet there was Do chance for me where 
screnty or eighty men were struggling to get through o small hole 
tivo by four feet, ‘Turning back to the fire | saw two or three old 
meén-of-war's-men at work rigging the fire hose, and my fright left 
meéatonce, Perhaps, as q boy, [did uot realize the full extentot the 
danger. ‘The first thing thai drew my attention was a dark form 
daacing up and down in the midst of the flame trying to stamp it but, 
and thoughts of a salamander and of the ‘Hebrew children’ flashed 
through ty mind, 
tna few minutes the hose was counested, and a large stream ot 

water Soon extinguished the fire, when there emerged from the smoke 
the most forlorn lovking hentenact it has ever been my lot to behold, 
Ashorttime before ow ship boasted of the finest pair of mutton- 
chop whiskers, the pride of our First Lieutenant. But now their 
wlory had departed; the flre had singed oue side completely, while 
the other hal been preserved mtact, ditto the hair. 
Imagine, 1f you tay, 2 crew of sailors ten minutes later, drawn up 

inline, tryingto keep sober faces while listening to a lecture from 
this comical louking object on the folly of panics im general and fire 
panics in particular, 
Long life to “Piseco,”’ and may his shadow never grow less; not- 

withstanding that be did drill us at fire quarters rather savagely for 
the next two or three weeks, some of us believed it was for Gur own 
henetit, and not to revenge the loss of those whiskers, For my part, 
Isha never read a letter from your correspondent without recalling 
to mind the picture here presented. H. A, 
OneLsea, Mass. 

40. 
Isend the following reniiniscencé of one of many jolly up river 

hunting trips, taken in the *tall of the ee by_ a few choiee spirits. 
Scene—on hoard yacht Lolita, at anchor in A dense fog, near Alva- 

rad marshes. al! Lands on short alluwaries of Nastern oysters in 
shell, and Budweiser beer. On deck We see sailing-master Charley 
K. and high private W. A., busily inspecting a lot of nondescript 
wooden decoys. Thereisa gleamot mischiefin the eye of the gal 
lant sailfme-master, as the wonderful birds are overhauled, Gelovw, 
in the cabin, the yery Hon, Mr. Austin T., and Mr. Elijah I. are seen 
deep in the mysteries of Pedro. Ten minutes later, the “Hon.” and 
his comrade come on deck to “stretch their legs.’ A beautiful 
specimen of the canyas-back mallurd is seen, feeding in naconscions 
Recurity. a few furlongs off The Mon, Austin: “By George, Lsee a. 
dack|"” Elijah dives below, brings up his gun and “gives it to him,” 
By-and-by, the fog and smoke litting, the bird is seun, still in uncon- 
scions security, or else lie has smelt powder before, Chorus of, 
“oive it to him again ian, he didn‘t hear you," ‘Lijah doesn’t 
“give it to him again,” but goss below totake up the thread of Pedzo, 
whore he dropped it. Wye te 
BAW FPrancraco, California, 

41, 
Ve were sitting around the flre just before turning in, and relatioe 

ences, telling stories, ete., when Chant, one of the party, said, 
One of the greatest stories I ever heard was told ine by a hunter T 
was talking with one day, An old man wanted his son to become 6 
erack shot, and gotarilefor him. But the boy was afraid to shoot 
i/, so the old man gob hit ana rifle that varried about a B sbot. 
‘he boy practiced on shooting tops, but could never killany, One 
day he saw an old frog sitting on alog, and ha tookfair aim and fived. 
The frog slightly turned his head, hut ne more. The boy shot several 
times With the same resnits. Finally he eavglt the frog with red flan- 
nelanda hook and found all the shot iyside of him. Cutne to tind 
out, the frog saw the shot coming, thought they were dies, and swal- 
jowed them all,’ OSTOLIO, 

42. 

We bid sat around the fire for some tims and the boys were speak- 
ing of fish—of very large lish—when George finally said: “Well now, 
boys, 1 don't want you to think Im lyiug, and I never did helieve in 
falling big yarns, but your speaking of the biz pike reminds me of a 
ealfish they caught wp uear es Moines last year. You sae the river 
had got very low and this big yellow-huad climbed out ata low place 
inthe baok anid was chasing a two-yeuroll around the field when 
they saw lim, and as thefarmers were afraid of losing their stock 
they clubbed together and killed hin.” After an awestruck silence 
of some time L. ventured to remark in a low tone: “How big was he, 
George?’ “Well, by the great whale, Td ijike to know if you sup- 
poseiny small fish could tickle » two year-old steer?” f 
Tha sibjact was changed to suakes, and along about eleven o'clock 

tle stories grew pretty large. Sam had been sitting in silenes, his 
feet propped up, his hat pulled down over bis eyes, meditatively pul- 
ling wwiy at his pipe, Atlengtis he said without ratsing his eyes or 
taking his pipe from his mouth: “Gentlemen, Tseem to be the onky 
wan here who has had no experience with large snakes, I never 
Rilled a large Snake in my life. But,” said he, eaten “| did see 
something strabgeé ona day outin fowa. We were riding along through 
the timver on the Boone bottoms, in a big lumber wagon; we had 
broken the wayon-tongne and pat in a green stisk in replacing it. 
Just as we fot pretty neurthrough the woolsa yellow rattler came glid- 
ing torongh the grass and struck at one of the horses, butuissed him 
aud strackethe wagon-tongue. We killed the snake and drove on . think- 
ing nothing more of ib; hut if you will believe me, gentlenien, in less 
than twenty minutes that wagon-tonzue began to swell and in a short 
time was covered with dark spots. But tbat was nottbe worst of it. 
The swelling spread from the tongue to the running-gear, and In alittle 
while the axles were so badly sivollen that we had to take off the 
wheels and apply elm bark poultices to reduce the swelling.” 
Nola word wassaid. Esch man took his hat and in silence leftthe 

fireside, When we retried Sam was sitting in the same position 
calmly sinekiung away i, Hover. 

43. 
We were sifting around the camp-tire in the wilds of Arizona. One 

and another had contributed a song or story save Jerry the puide, 
who hid sat in silence the entire time, “Oh! come, Jerry,’ said 
John, “do give us @ es eal real old war-vhoop—one that will 
awaken these mountain echoes; they seldom hear so ood a voice,” 
“Well, boys,’ said Jerry, “before Ising you a song, I will haye to 
fire off a story, and then if you want me to sing afterwards, why I'll 
ronheal, You see, boys, 1 was away up in these mountains with a 
prospecting party ipenroninie for gold. Istrayed away off from the 
Tellows one day, and losing the (rail and night coming on, [ thought 
to myself the best way for Jerry to do was Lo vamp. So lsat myself 
right down where I was, stretched out these pins, and, wrapping my 
Iénket about me, turned in for the night, Bul 1 wa'nt to sleep at 
once. No, indeed, for soon there came such a howling aud snapping 
of teeth about me, that ny hair stood on end, 

“There, in a circle about me sat as lively a pack of wolves as you 
ever did hear on, and being without my gun, ies bet, boys, I 
thought my tima had come. Wall, my mother had tanght me, when 
only 4 sprout, many a good thing or two, and among others T remem- 
ber her saying, ‘Now, Jerry, my son, if you syer get into a tight 
Place. just you say yer prayers and then sing @ song, and all will he 
right.’ Soi got right down on my knees, but after I rose up I saw 
the varnints piltiue closer and closer. But Iwas bound to carry out 
the whole programme, so I cleared my pipes and 2tit I went on the 
tune of ‘Old Hundred.’ On finishing the first line. the wolves com- 
Thencell 16 kind Gf shake their heads, and look atone another, At 
tha end of the second. they rose up and bawled. At the end of the 
third, they tore around lika nad, plowing the ground in all directions, 
while at the end of the fourth, they went a fying down the moun- 
tain sid’ asi Old Nick was after them. And now, boys, if you want 
me ter sing, jist say the word,” “Not much," sald John, seizing his 
Run, “not bis evening,” aa PADDLE. 

. 

As old Bob 5. was out ROSE one day he saw a flock of ducks 
settle ta a small pond hole not far away. To call the dog in to heel 
aud creep within shot of (he fowl was the work of but a few min- 
utes. To use hisown words! “I gof within easy range and gave 
them the right barrel, and killed five. The dog retrieved them all 
Tive nid the vest of the bunch dew away, When 1 got home and told 
Bill, my brother, what a nies shot I bad, aud how many I killed, all 
hie said was, ‘Boh, why in thunder dida’t you give them the other 
barrel? Says, ‘Bill, J never thought of it.’ D. 
BrRooriove, Mass. 45 

Here is a little fuel for the camp-lire. Jack isa good sort of a fel 
low, butis given" to telling fish anil snake stories sometimes. We 
wera down 40 Smith’s grocery one evening roosting around on the 

barrels and boxes, The wind was blowing and the snow dvitting ont- 
sidé at a fearful rate, and Jack wis drawing on his imagination and 
telly us about how many charges of shot hu used in trying to killa 
eal, when Bill Y—, arnold frontiersman and miner, extricated him- 
self from the cracker barrel, sliced off a piece of cheese and #x- 
Claimed: 

“Tall abont tenacity of life and hard critters to Kill, you oughter 
seen some shootin’ that I did once!” , 
Javk opened his eyes and invited Bill to go ahead and ive hs the 

beuefit of his experience. Wxpectiig a story about agrizaly or some 
other “Varmint” we hitched around and were all attention, 

‘Well,”’ said Bill, It was outin the Black Hills. [ had been down 
to Cheyeune and boughtanew Winchester. Iwanfed to try it on 
something to see how she would oarry, sol wenhout hack of the 
camp, and the first thing I seb eyes on Was old Ike Irving’s horse, 1 
thought that would he a good thing to practice on, so IT drew a bead 
right square between its eyes and pulled, Isaw the critter kicder 
jump a littie as the bullet struck, butil did not tumble, so Tunhitched 
again. I saw where the second bullet struck—right between the eyes 
—but the eyes kepl staring at me just the game as before, so (helping 
himself to # handfulof loose museatels) | fred again and again, un- 
tilT bad emptied the magazine, and every bullet struck Letween its 
eyes, aud that air horse stood there just as well as ever,” 
“Now Bill!’ exclaimed Jack, ‘thit's too thin altogether. 

away were you from that horse?” 
“About forty yarts.” - 
“And yor you fired seventeen .44-calibre bullets in batweeu his 

ayes and didn't knock bim off his feet?” 
“Yes, responded Bill. sidling toward the door, 'tyou seo old Ike 

WAS & carpenter, the to I's were capitals (old lke's mitials), the horse 
was a sawhorse, and—" 

Bill had just time to get outside the door when a starch box crashed 
against it and Hew into kindlmg wood. But dack called him back 
again. and inafew minutes the store was blue with the smoke of 
Smith’s best Hayanas. Tron Ramrop, 
MASSACHUSETTS. 

How far 

46. 

Apropos of Nevada, 1 cannot permit this opportunity to escape to 
expose the diabolical proclivities of one of your correspondents, wha 
had evidently got himself Into a serape and wished to drag in as 
many of your readers as possible. Wheu I was residing in that State, 
some thrae years ago, | was fortunate enough toseoure aspecimen of 
the glossy ibls, the first I had ever seen; and being ut a loss to classify 
it, [sent the head and one wing to your correspondent, Mr. Newton 
Dexter, whom I knew to be somewhat, of an ornithologist as well as 
taxidermist, The return mail brought me an exhaustive account of 
its natural history, but said nothing in regard to the edible qualities 
of the bird. Shortly afterward I read an article in your cohinins fron) 
a Western contibntor who had not only shot a glossy ibis, bnt had 
cooked and eaten it, pronouncilg it the most delicious morsel he had 
ever tasted, Tosay that] was unhappy hardly fills the bill. Iwas 
wretched to think that I had not cooked thut ibis, aud had lost a sen- 
sation] might never again baye an opportunity of experiencing. 

Several morths afterward, to my great delight, J succeeded in iil 
ing suother, it being the only oneT had seen since shooting the first, 
Now for a feast such as Delmonico himself could rot duplicate. 1 
took the prize home, dressed it carefully,and turned it over to ny 
wife, admonishing her to serve it up in her best style, finishing off my 
injuuctions with a few careless off-hand remarks concerning its great 
rarity, the delicicus quality of its flesh, ete. hen I hastened out to 
inyite iu my fends, Allofthem were on hand punctually at the 
dinner table—the postmaster, Wells-Fargo’s agent, and several other 
distinguished characters, Had the bird been pitas enough, T should 
liave prepared a feast for my guests of glossy ibis alone. but as the 
lid-bit would make but a few mouthfuls for each one, ! had been 
obliged, sorely against my will, to add u couple of spring chickens. 
Byery plate, howeyer, received its portion of the rare bird, and each 
guest immediately transferred a piese to his month—and that was 
about as far as it got with most of them. Onweor two, with exquisite 
good breeding, attempted to surreptitiously secrete if in their vest 
pockets, and one or two others may have keptit down long enough 
to get ont doors. How did it taste, did you say? Well, my dear 
reatier, I have never vateo crow, but, for all that, | prefer crow, and 
take the chances; and T never cvased to sigh for the sealp of the 
wretch who Wrote up that article ou the glossy ibis for the Forms, 
AND ATREAM. Fokkrp Derr. 

San Francisco, Cal, 
47. 

James C——, a genial son of Brin, is fond of shooting, and the best 
tmenufacturer of mid-range byperbole that I ever saw. He will tell 
u story elaborately fréescoed with improbabililies, and every corner 
decorated with impossibilities, with an air of persuasive sincerity 
that would cause a mau to hate himself for presuming to doubt it. 
He says “he first sugar hogshead he ever saw reminded him somuch 
of his mother’s churn that he shed tears.'’ One day a hawk alizhted- 
near the bouse and his son took the gun, crawled within gunshot, 
fired and missed, 
“Why didwt you kill the howelk?"’ queried the father, 
“The gun's no good,” answered the junior James. 
“Yelr a liar, Jamesie, it's yew thav's no good. 

anything about that gun. 
nishtol,”* 
Yova Scotia. 

- Ye can't tell me 
Sure, Dye known her since she was a. 

RB, 

48. 

We were sitting around 4 roaring five in the “Dawn of Day” cabini 
We were the day suifts on the pephan Girl and the “Maggie? The 
storm was roaring outside, but lond as it howled its noise was 
drowned by our peals of laughter, for there inthe center of the circle, 
seated on au inverted cracker box, was ‘Yank,’ boss liar of the 
Rocky Mountains. For two mortal hours the tears had been stream- 
ing down our faces, making strange looking white streaks, for wo bad 
followed his trail from ‘The first time LI crossed the plains, boys, in 
49) and “T tell you. fellers, it males aman think of his wite’s people 
when the arrers is comin'ati yer ping, ping, pig, straight usa 
clothes line fifty yards long and not an inch between “em,” until we 
janded him “in the San Luis Valley without chuck or water, blinded 
with sandstones, surrounded by Indians.” .Then semebudy said 
“untelopes,”? 
“Wal, now just listen to me boys antlif any of yer can discount a 

strange coincidence that happened to me in that thar same San Luis 
Valley Tl throw up my hands and take water, Yer see we had been 
oul of meat for over a week, haying eaten the last of a dead mule 
we found that was so tongh the coyotes couldnt touch him, and we 
was gettin’ kind o' peckish, when one évenine, just as we was makin’? 
camp, What should Tsee but a doe antelope. Down I drops aud, 
boys, I tell yer [did some tall stalkin’ right thar that would haye 
turned a ‘Pache yaller with enyy, but just as 1 got within shootin’ 
distance somethin’ skeerd the doe and off she went oa the dead jump, 
But meat Thad to have, so upT jumps anid lets drive, but, what with 
bein’ Weak with hunger and firio’ in a hurry, instead of hittin’ her 
bebind the shoulder Ll just creased her across the belly, when, as Din 
a Jivin? sinner, withont breaking her stride she just dropped two 
fawns, which lit on their feet amunnin' and all three disappeared to- 
gether. Good night,” 49 A, B. GB, 

. 

You may send the writer who beliéves in hunting without 4 gun out 
here in the spring when ducks come, I claim him fora “pardner,** 
I was hunting last fall np near dialfa Bend, as fine a duck country 

as there is anywhere, 1 think, and I believe J hunted part of the time 
withoula gun, It happened thisway. It was justmfrontof astorm; 
and the ducks were Nying thick and rapidly. I unloaded my traps 
from the Wafon and plunped into the long grass that lines the shores 
ofa lake that never fails to bring ducks and geese in spring and fall, 
The point I was making for was abouta mile from where! started 
in, and by the time IT had got there [ had Killed eight. Just before I 
fol in position to “slay ‘em, a very fine-logking setter dog came to 
me sud atichored himself as though he meant to see the fun, 

Here come the ducks by the Inindreds over the point of timber; 
they pitch down and skim along, giving a fair shot with both barrels; 
and down came three ducks fatand sleek. The dog retrieved then 
in & workman-like manner. Hurriedly putting new sbelis in the 
gin, I did not notice that one of them Was web; and whend emptied 
the gun the next time that ‘settled it,” J could no more getthat shell 
out than Teould fy. The dueks came thick and fast, and almost sat 
ou my head; anc the look of ee that thatdog would give me, 
wheu I would fail to shoot as eaeh flock came sailing over us, was 100 
comicalte describe, I wasas completely without a gunasthe writer of 
your article could wish, This condition of things could not last long; 
and finally the dog struck ont, T suppose for home;and | struck out 
for the wagon, Fi 

TL may be that there is something in hunting without o gun, but it 
certainly is uot satisfaction. J.D. A, 
Mansuat, Missouri. 

50. 

Th the contribution trom “Werked Deer" in Camp-Fire Flickerines. 
issues of January 14, 1 see thatereditis given to Mr, Newton Dexter 
for cee the ibis referred to, I think that the Porrsr ano 
Streaw must have supplied the name ‘“Newton,’) for I am quite 
sure that ‘Forked Deer” isnot acquainted with the gentleman, or 
ever had any vorresponience with him, My reasons for thinking as 
doare: first, Lreceived the wing and head referred to; and have 

them now in my cabinet; second, T sent Worked Deer’ along ac. 

count ofthe bird, which I obtained from Avdubon and other natura- 
lists' works; and, further, Lmade a drawing of a glossy ibis, which I 
sent wilt the letter containing the description, The aboya would not 
hive been written had it not been for the tule connected with the 
killing of the last bird, the shooting of whieh he wrote me about, but 
never once hinted about “the ediblé qualities of the bird.” ‘Porked 
Deer” and TI haye corresponded for some years, and he writes me of 
his shooting and fishing ex¢ursfons, but he has never said one word 
about that dinner of glossy ibis on that farm in Mason Valley. How 
he mist have suffered in mind the past three years! Only think 
orit! 

TLhaye ueyer had an opportunity to try glossy ihis, so cannot judge 
of its quality for the table. but I have tried one bird which avery one 
wondemns as good for nothing, even to the editors of Fores? ano 
SrrmamM, and that bird is the horned grébe, commonly known as the 
dipper, tinker loon, hell diver, ete. Now don't laugh, foryou may 
make a mistake, for the bird is good. Last Octeber Mr. Payne anit 
myself, while phaninn for dicksin Narragansett Buy, killed sixteen 
prebes, aud thinking that they might be made good (althotgh Thad 
never heard of any one eating them), Ttook them: home and cooked 
them for supper the next avening. A triend callingin at this time 
was inyited to have supper with us, and ne heiag sometbing of an 
ornithologist and sportsman, was glad of the opportunity, 1had 
taken the precaution to have something else ready mn case the prehes 
did not turn out well, but we did not make use of it, for allatthe table 
were pleased with the grebes, I wrote “Torked Deer” at the time 
about our shooting excursion, and gave him an account of our grebe 
supper, and now that he may not go wrong on the grebe, 1 have sent) 
lim sn esplanafion of how Leookel them. Grebe is good; but it 
makes a great difference how you cook them, Some fay 1 may tell 
yon how Ldid it. Sanuver Ff. Dexver, 
Pawtuornt, R, 1, 

5i. 

Last fall a gentleman fvom Anburn. N. ¥., was visiting « brother 
here. They went ont for a mght hunt. Lyes were seen, One 
of the shooters “let go" at them, Then there was a goud deal of 
racket in the brush. Venturing up a little nearer, they saw a large 
black object, which suggested bear. But whoever saw a bear have 
horns? ‘The farmer has an odd ox now, and forty dollars for the 
other one. 
One more. A young Nimrod went xbout three miles along the rail- 

road track, when he saw an eye, af which he made a fine double shot, 
but failed ti dimiitin tha least. Tt proyed to he a headlight on an 
engine—someé five miles away. BLANK. 
HscanaBa, Mich. 

Be. 

Thayer read with reat interest your recent articles abont hunting 
without a sun. 
The incident I am about to relate happened to on old uuele of mine 

living in a small village of the fatherland, He was # peevish kind of 
a fellow but good-hearted after all, as ardent a sportsman as ever 
pulled the trigger, and a splendid wingshat. 
On Sunday afternoon he made up his mind to take # wail through 

his hunting ground, being distant only a few minutes’ walk from lis 
house. The weather being cloudy he thought he had hetter take his 
umbvella along—it need not ba mentioned that his faithful dog Hee- 
tor never went from his side. 

A few hundred paces brought him to the open fields, On he went 
along the stubble-flekl where ® good many bevies of parttidges 
eould be found. Passing through a small cover bis dog suddenly 
cameé to w s1iff point, and ontinshed a hare of at least ten pounds 
size. In his zeal, my uncle ralsed the umbrella to his shoulder, cov— 
ered the pame, and hanged away—in his imagination. The hare 
stopped short and sounded the plaintive ery a wounded hare always 
ntters; & moment later Hector had him. 
Many a hearty laugh we had when the old fellow told us the story 

how he shot that hig hare with that umbrella. The merit of thisis, 
thatitis a true story, and to convince your imcrednions readers let 
meé add that the hare had been wounded by some other party, lunt- 
ing without a dog, which shows that hunting without a gum is by 
far preferable to hunting without a dog. A, F. 
New Yors. 

53, 

John F,, as is apt to be the case with whole-souled sportsmen, is a 
jhoroughbred joker, and lets ho opportunity go by when he cau raise 
the laugh ina quieti way against any of the boys, Sitting in a hotel 
the other day conversiny with e friend shout a recent trip to San- 
dusky Bay, some remarks were made touching some extraordinary 
Shots af ducks, These remarks caught the ear of a commercial 
traveler, who, all unasked, chipped in and immediately monopolized 
the whole conversation with glowing accounts of his wondertul sill 
with the gun. “Ninety-six glass balls straight was a bagatelle’’ fo 
him, “Nine out of ten shots at prouse in the worst Of cover, you 
kknow.*' had been his season's average for yesrs; and the number of 
matches in which he came out victorious was simply countless. John 
listened attentively, and after the first lie or two sized his man; and 
when the fellew stopped for Death, asked m an innocenh yiiece, 
“What ebarge did you use in that last match with Bogardis when 
you beat him ten birds?" i 

"QO, just an ordinary charge,” answered the C. T. 
“Well, but how much by actual measurement? 

know.”* 
“QO, just the same us T use st all times.” 
“Well, what do you use at all times?" 
“O, Sometimes moreand sometimes less, justi as it happens.’ Then, 

thinking to see his way out of a tiffleulty, he continued, ‘Ttow much 
flo you use, Mr. H+’ 

“Well.” replied John, “in my éveryday fleld gun, whieh is a yery 
heavy piece, a thirty-six bore, weighing eighteen pounds, [usa sev- 
enteéen drams of powder and four drams of shut.” 
The commercial man's face brightened, for he wow saw his way 

out, and speaking up holdly, he sald; “Well, you shoot a heavier 
un than Ido, 0 of Course you can use a bigger load, Now I only 

dare use in my thirty-five bore, fifteen ponud pun, sixteen drams of 
powder and thres and a half drams of shot, and 1 tell you even then 
I haye @ pretly sare shoulder after an all-ilay’s shoot.” 
The boys had by this time gathered around, und all sw the point 

but the C. 'T., who, shouldering bis eripsack, moyed complacently 
out, Stowling flercely at the roaring crowd, as much as tosay, What 
in thunder are you laughing at7” H. W. D. L. 
Dansyiuue, N.Y. 

64, 

fi wasin September, The owls had killed some of our inost yalu- 
slilefowls, One miete Iwas aroused by oud squailing and cackling 
among some fowls that roosted in some cedar trees that stood almost 
under the window where Islept. 
seh uy seized my yun and ran out, I could hear the owl as 

he darted st his victim, but would fail to strike it. but I could not see 
itin the darkness. 

LT would like to 

[throw up my gun and touch both triggers—a 
splendid snap shot—! hear something strike the ground. Walking 
up ¥o the tree, there lies a turkey and further on a chicken. 
Port RoYAu, Tenn. Binpo. 

55. 

Llike your «ew departure in the line of illustrations; the sketches 
of dogs on poiut were excellent, and ‘Asleep at bis Post™ is still 
better, An incidént precisely like that occurred last fall to an attachs 
ofthe Rochester post-office. <A fellow P. O. man, who is an expert 
fowler, took him duck shooting to Braddock's Lay, put bim jn a blind 
on a good point, and droye a big flock of ducks to the decoys. After 
waiting al age, and not seeing his friend shoot, the man in the beat 
went ashore and found his companion snoring, Mun. 
Rocuaster, N.Y 

5S. 

Thad been out hunting with George Waters in one of the best deer 
ranges in Colorado for over a week, and had not killed a deer, 
though IT had lots of good shots, wile he had almost loaded the 
wagon, One morning at daybreak George wanted to know where LT 
was going, and I declared that I was disgusted and going home. 
He said, *You get breakfast and feed aud harness the horses. I 

will go for the deer I kifled last eyen‘ng. When I get bak we will 
eat and both go home.’ I assented, and in about an hour Waters 
came back to camp with two deer, 
“Where did you get thé other deer, George?” 
“T shot ler over on @ point near where 1 had the other hung wp; 

by the way, there wus a curious cirvumstance. While I was going 
down the canyon I sa\y this big doe and two yearlings come out on a 
point, One of the yearliugs saw me and said, ‘Uh! mother, there is a 
nun.’ ‘You peed not be wfraid of him, responded is mother, ~it is 
Dick, and he cannot hit the side of a barn, ‘No.’ presisted the little 
huck, ‘I think if is someone else.’ The oldu doe looked again. and 
slirieked while she trembled with fear, ‘Run, cloldven, run for your 
lives, itis Waters! But it was of 06 use, T killed her before she had 
pone teo yards.” 
Lerunted, and didn't pay much attention to him. but be relished 

this old hashed up and warmed over tale 50 much that he tola it a 
dozen times when he got me in g crowd, andthe fools VEE abe ne Gy 
Omanror, Kansas, Vi, J. Dy 
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5. 
Raading *‘Reignold’s” aceount of a remarkable coincidence happee- 

ing on Long Island, recalls to my mind a singular coincidence; but T 
can hardly callit similar, as netther the place nor birds were the 
same. It was in the latter et of Noyember. and we lay on a point 
in the Great South Bay, directly opposite Babylon, The sun was 
slowly looming up in the east. the wind blowmg from the same 
quarter in a way that would have gladdened the heart of Wigzins. 
could he have foretold its coming; and as for the cold, well that can 
only be appreciated by those of you who have spent a winter's day 
ia eramped-up sharpie on the tuprotected “mash” of the Great 
Routh, My bayiaan and myself were lying in the bottom of the boat 
ehiveriug. and not the sign of a bird, excepting a great bunch of 
hroadhills, that seemed to drift lazily along with the wind, ata dis- 
tance of a mile o from shore. but never venturing nearer. 
You can well believe that 1 was not feeling extremely lively; so t6 

make things arreeable as well as to kill time, my bayman (thanks to 
him for the attention shown mé during that pleasant weelc spent on 
his trim little oyster sloop), led off with a string of marvelous shoot- 
inj exploits, all of which had heen performed by either himself or his 
father. Tlisténed to amumber without comment, until he came to 
one which struck meus being a “Davy Crockett, sure. The story 
went as follows: 
He was gunning al the month of a small creek with a miscellaneous 

lot of “ctools” set out and upward of forty birds heaped upon the 
stern. Suddenly he discerned a bird of cnormous size making directly 
at him op lis birds, he was in doubt which. To protect himself. he 
fimmedisately tired both barrels simultaneously, but althongh he 
wounded it, failed ta stop the bird's onward course, “Tsaw now.” 
said he, “that it was an eagle, and a bigone, too, so I did not lose any 
lime gettin’ overbcard, although it was near the middle of winter, 
He struck squar in ther boat audin @ minit was out in ther water atter 
me, bit took an oar with me when I wentover, andalthongs TF killed 
him withit he tried durned hard to get hisclawsinme.”* 
This yarn | received with an ill-concealed sneer. and suggested that 

probably he had indulged teo freely in “tangle foot’’ that morning. 
and had fallen overbourd, and Lwas ridiculing the idea of the bird 
falling into the hoat, ete.: but I was cut short in my remarks by the 
siden appearance of a dark object directly in the sun's rays which 
seemed fo be coming straightat us. Ttook a snap shotatitand 
paused for results, which came in a very unexpected manner—swish, 
hong! and before we could duck our heads a—fat oldsheldrake landed 
directly in the boat between us. “There now,’ triumphantly shouted 
my bayman. swinging the bird aloft, “you won't believe my eagle 
sory." .* ‘ said | laughing, *? belisveit now, after haying it so 
well ilustrated,”’ We had ea narrow escape indeed. i, ie 
BROOKLYN. 

58. 

The incident related in “HW, L.'s communication of Brooklyn, 
=jikingly approaches 4 story ouce told by a veteran duck hunter of 
this Vicinity. Being cut one dayin pursuit of ducks, he espied a, 
flock. bub they were out of range and eould not be approached snifi- 
ciently near with the boat to be shot. However, he didn’t allow him- 
self to bs out-generaled, and quickly divesting bimself of his equip- 
ments he plunged into the water and dived to where the ducks were 
quietly floating wpon the water, He first seized two by the feet, 
hownd them seenrely with string and then, fastening them to hisown 
person, he continued his'exploit until he had secured seven pairs, at 
whiell pointthe remainder took fight. He returned to shore, donned 
lis traps, and struck out for home with the fourteen ducks he had so 
stratepically caught, fully satisfied, he said, with the day's adventure. 
Sane, Ta. W.&#B. MM. 

59. 

Belonging to the regiment (Fourteenth Tennessee Confederate) was 
Anan Who stammered in his speech very badly. Late one evening 
while the ‘boys’ were gathered around the camp-ires, the stammer- 
ing soldier saw a squirrélina tree. Pointing his finger at the squir- 
rel, he exclaimed excitedly, ‘'L-I4-oo0k, b-h-boys. at t-t-that squi-squi 
—y ome ie his hole! Brapo, 
Por Royan, Tenu, 

60. 

‘“Tiew's” tlvice ta “Clerieus? (in your issue of Marel 22) that he 
should “rent a trap and buy # lot of clay-pigeous™ to shoot, instead 
of going woodcock shooting, reminds eof the story of the small 
hoy, who asked his father tu take him tothe eivcus. The stern parent 
replied that he would not take him to the eireus, but that if be was a 
very good boy, he would take him the next attemnoon to see his 
Zrandmother’s crave. A. D, 1823, 
New Yorn. 

61. 

Old Bill Lane. of Shinnecock Bay, is never ata loss four an answer. 
One mebt, after a cold day on the bay, when more whisky liad been 
alanghtered than ducks, we all sat around the stove and yi-d with 
one a4sother in relating personal experiences in field and “‘mash.” 
The yarns grew niore and more mprobable, till the dlimax came from 
Doctor NM. of Brooklyn. The good Doctor is of an imagimative turn, 
bul teu mus: bad luck or bad rum had made him disregardful of the 
faet. At last he said: “T was out shooting one day aud struck a 
huneh of qual. It wasin the old muzzle-loader days, My dog had 
come toa point, I flushed the birds and drew on them, but my cap 
snapped. Whatwas iny surprise when a bird fell. Lwalked up, 
picked it up and it was stone dead! Now how do you avcount for 
Vhat, Mr. Laney** 

Bill looked at him with a sly twinkle in his blueeye, changed his 
foot, thrust his hands deeper into his pockets, and said: ‘"Wa‘al, naw, 
Tshouldn’t dike to account fur that. Doctor ML’ There were no more 
stories told that night. THE JEDGE. — 
Nrw York. 

62. 

Have you heard of the wedding of &., one of Long Tsland’s best- 
known “sports”; Devoted from infancy to dogand gun. A good 
fellow, but a bit wild; untamed, perhaps. He was married the other 
day: and for the first time sinee childhood entered a church He tells 
the story himself: 
“Presently [saw the parson motioning to me with his book, I 

fouldn't understand it. and louked inquiringly at Lin, Again he 
ruised itto his vhin and brought it downward. Still I couldnt make 
it owt. Atlast he whispered, -Down charge. close!’ Then J knelt; and 
lat was what he wanted.” THE JEDGE. 
New Yorn. 

63. 

feene—Caroline county, Maryland; sun two hours bigh. Yours 
iruly oub “squirrelin’,* armed with a long rifle, passes through a 
eornfield in which are two ‘culled gemin™ industriously engaged in 
husking corn, The usnal **Howareyou" is exchanged antl work sus- 
pended fora minute examination of the ride, Darkey No, i :akes it. 
aims at several cornstalks, says: “Yes, tolerbul guod gun, most 
long es ole Unele Rosses do “Why,” said I, “is bis any lope 
“Olt bress yer. yes. child; why, he was out squirrelin’ one mornin’ 
en seen ersgueril onerbig gum, Unele Ross puts up en busts a cap 
on ‘im. but she doane gu; lays bev down, looked in ther bar’l en seed 
ther vharge camin’, puts her np agin quick en killed the squerjl 
dead. 

Darkey No 2 now. chimes in, and says: ‘Saved ole Uncle Ross er 
right smart er trouble do ef he'd pulled trigger fore hy left home 
RRvoKLYN, Long Island, . i: 1, 

64. 

Juhn is a rival of Andy's in the competition of catching the biggest 
bass. Several years ago Andy caught a three-pounder, and John 
staked the cigars that he would beat liim lefore the seasou was byer. 
(ue day Johu, Andy and Jake were hard at iton the banks of the 

peauliful Swatava, wien Julin observed 4 big bass jump from the 
witer+-ome distance from shore Several times the fish emer xed, 
and then John resolved to go torhim. Taking » boat he rowed cat 
and threw a live bail for the bass, He wouldn't strike, but continued 
to flepin a singular fashion. and Joba cautiously rowed up to lim, 
placed both hands under Aim, and threw into the Toxt not oniy a 
seventeen-inch bass but also a ten-inch catfish. 
dobn was exultant, and atonce claimed that Anucy’s insignificant 

tbree-pounder was cast into the shude by this double haul, On ex- 
amination, however. it was discovered that the bass in endeavoring 
to swallow the eattish hud been perforated as to his head by the spines 
of the eatfish, one of which probruded through his righteye. Andy 
nna Jake ab once claimed a toul, holding that Jolin had takeu a base 

advaniage of the bass by approaching him on the blind side, and re- 
fused to allow the cigars, though the double catch may have slightly 
exceeded in weigbt Andy's bass, However, Julin’s claim was ror 
Janeth, and the case is still te state gue, P 

Here's anoti Joe Me was fishing at the aboye plave with a 
live frog for bait. For more than at) hour he waited in yeis Tora bite. 
Pulling up to examine biz bait he found his tine leading tu the shore, 
when to his extreme surprise and pleasure (yr) he Tound Mr. Prog 
seated cdlinly ou a rovk by bis side enjoying his offwm cium dig, Joe 
Weclares that the batrachian winked at him with the most consum- 
Diate Dupedese, Some time Tl) give you my smipper story, 
LEBANON, Pa, JUV ENIS. 

oS 

65. 

While out West Il heard the following version of the famous crow 
aud turkey story. My friend said: T was South a few years ago, and 
tio of my friends, namned Charlie and Henry —, brothers, went out 
*cooning with a darkey, I saw the darkey afterward and asked him 
What success he had had, aid he said; ‘Yer see, Mars Henry said 
we'se ‘go in cahoot,' Weil, we got fo’ ‘coons.” ‘How did you 
divide?’ *‘Well, Mars Henry he takes two, and Mars Charlie he takes 
two, an——” “What did you get?* ‘Well, [don't knew,” seratch- 
ig his head; then brightening up, ‘I reckons I gets the ‘cahoot,’” 

Yew YORK, OSTIOLIO. 

66. 

Nick Barco, of Crystal River, Florida, well known throughout Her- 
nando and Levy counties of that State as a genial fellow, tells thi 
one of himself: One afternoon, taking his double-barrel on his shoul- 
der, he started through a piece of pine woods surrounding a small 
hamak to look for a yoke of oxen, and as he turned the point of the 
bamak, from the further side, two fine deer started out and cantere:t 
off through the pines not twenty yards in frontof him, He stopped 
still and watched them, saying to bimself, ‘‘What a shot! If L had 
my gun I could gerthem both.’ As they disappeared over the ridge, 
he remembered that he had his gun on h’s ehoulder, and then ran 
after them: but too lute, of course, 

67. 

Speaking of digging a blind “reminds me” of the novel method of 
concealing himself used by an old friend of mine. ‘Hank’ was pos: 

J¢d of an extraordinarily large understanding, aud was neyer 
wn to blacken his boots, When duck hunting, he would lie down 

on his back, and putehis feet op inthe air, which would effeetually 
screen him from the observation of the ducks. Inthis way he would 
often come home with his bag well filled, where uthers would utterly 
fail. BBall 
COLORADG, 

68. 

Dr, A, and the writer were refurning home after a weary row up a 
very muddy creek after ducks. Dr. A. espies a heronsitting on a 
dead tree about twelve rods off. and lays a wager that he ean bring 
him down, Slipping a heavily loaded shell into bis gun. he stunds 
up, so as to get a hetter sight over the tallrveds and fires. Result: 
the heron “*wends his weary way,” while your humble servant is left, 
ta extricate the Doctor from the muititudinous mud, with the use of 
an oar as a lever. HERON. 

69, 

Something bas just reminded me of (his anecdote of that good old 
angler, Dr. Bethune. Among your readers there wiust be some who 
remember him, 
The Rey. Dr, Bethune, of the Duteh Reformed Church, wus nol 

very clerical Jooking, even in thé pulpit, but in his forest and stream 
togzery he was something wondérful, evenfor the woods. A worthy 
wonkmn, who bad entertained him, heard that be wasaciby preacher, 
She evuld not make it ont, he wasso unlike a preaeber im dress and 
address, However, she knew he would tell her the truth, so one day 
she asked him if be was really « preacher, 
Madam,’ replied the Doctur, “lam verbi dumini minister.” That 

was not En#lish, nor was it Peonsylyania Dutch, but there wast 
“minister” in it. aud something that sounded yery much like “domi- 
nie.’ So in default of sufficient information on that score, she said, 
“Well. where do youlive anyhow?" 
‘'Doyou know where Manayunk is? said the Doctor. 
No, (don t.”* 
‘Well, anyhow, ! live about fiye miles [rout Manayimk,! wae the 

reply. Dr, Bethune lived and ministered in Philadelphia, and Maua- 
yunk, about fire miles distant, was not then in ifs corporate limits, 
ScHUYLERVILLE, WN. ¥. Geo, L, Nurpe. 

70. 

“That reminds me” of how Mae shot ducks on a little pond a few 
miles back of Nyack last fall, Mac and a friend had just got down 
into the pond when they saw a flock of some fire or six ducks sitting 
in the bushe= a short distance off which appeared to have taken no 
notice of their boat. It did not take these mighty hunters long to 
lay their plans fer the battle, which were to fire to barrels on the 
“it? and two when they arosé. They both fired, but no ducks flew 
up, but there was’ a zreat amount of splashing. Of course they 
thonght they had knocked the whole Hock out, and they commenced 
to shoot the cripples. Just as they bad picked up their first tio they 
were startled by loud cries from the bani, and on looking wp saw the 
yision of a six-foot German woman, whe Was running about the 
bank crying out excitedly about her duck. Bot bere we must draw 
the curtain, for mere shame sake, and I need only add that they paid 
a dollar or two and did not get the ducks either. Mae has not shot 
much sine that trip, NIAGARA, 

71. 

Flere is a story of tae Newroundland seal fishery which illustrates 
the “lick” of the business. There are many steamships engaged in 
the business off the Newfoundland coast. They engage the fishernien 
to work on shares, The fisherman is to get one seal out of every 
three captured. This luoks to bea fine thing for the fishermen, but 
itis pot. ‘The fisherman is charged storage for his seal, he has to pay 
a shere for the boat he uses, for in many cases the fishermen are 
poor and canuut provide their own “kit.” Then he has to pay four 
or five pounds for the loan of aun, There is stall another way in 
which money is wade out of the fisherman. He has to pay ten cents 
for every slot-hole he makes in the pelt when killing theseal. There 
is 8 good story tuid about this charge for holes. A fisherman one 
day shota seal. making twelve shot-holes in its peli. He took the 
skin to the company, and was told if was worth $1.10, When he 
cume to settle up he found le was charged $1.20 for the boles in the 
skin. and that be was indebted to the company to the extent of fen 
cents by the transaction, if, 5, 8. 

72. 

Let Richard itve the other day and asked him if be had had any 
snipe shooting this spring, “Oh, yes, all 1 wanted, but if there is any 
bird I can‘t hil it’s a suipe. Had all the shooting I wanted though. 
There wis one snipe out our way and {have hunted hinr all spring, 
until some darned fool came along the other day and killed him.” 
CLEVELAND, Ohio, MBHITABLE. 

73. 

Ward had bein hunting for nearly hwo hours, but without success, 
His old muzzle-loader would not go off. After snapping abouttwenty 
vaps le saw water in the tuhe and soon drew outa large tobacco 
quid. W. ie P. 
Aviens, Pa. 

74. 

Diainond Pons, len tiles east of this village. ave yielding some 
fine creels of trout, > usual with all tributaries of the Androscoggin. 
4 camp will suon he completed there for the accommodation of 
sporismen, wider te aulspieis of Martin Noyse, a new hand but a 
roval fellow, Last week, witile in temporary quarters across the 
lake, he was aroused by a eall from the terminus of the road, as one 
half xwake would imagine. His loud ‘hello’ in seply aroused one 
of tue euests inside, who quickly recognized the voice of Bubo and 
exclaimed, Come in, Mart, and let him go around if he can’t awim " 

‘A few deer had heen seen en shore af the lower end of the pond. 
Mart, anxious to show the attractions of the locality to one of bis 
guests, discovered, as he fondly imagined, the form of a dear partly 
Visible through the brush, and while trying to draw attention toit the 
fo lifted. and it alighted in the top of a convement tree, as bine 
heraus (lo. Nep Norvoy, 

Copesroork, ¥. H. 
75. 

LT went bo Colorado in 72 with bad lige, andl went ont on to & ranch, 
hought me a pony and saddle. and slowly regained my strength. 
When Leul stronzer [ commenced poisoning coyotes. | had pretty 

food Juck, and soon the man that] was living with got Gueasy, He 
had lots of cattle, and was well off, aid very busy with them, hut he 
couldwt stand if to see imediake a dollar or two # day, and he said 
he Was going te poisou too. Sot filled a strychuia bottle with Bpsoin 
salle and setar on the mantle with three otber bottles of the genuine 
shill, Suryelinia bottles are usually net more than two-thirds tull 
andso uty baittook, Wie asked how nmeh my strychnia cost. and 
suid he wanted a Gale and picked ont ald epsom. “There, that 

buttle is filled honest,’ he said, “and Tam goimg to eet fifty coyotes 

with it.) He set out his baits carefully on the east side of fhe creek 
— | nail the wesi—and bisfave grew Jonger day by day. At last he 
declared that there wore mo sicre coyotes on that side, and that he 

was delermiued to come tomy side So I changed sides with him, 

He got two the first niorning that I had not found, and was in high 
spirits. but thaf was the last. I gotabout fifty and finally stopped 
poisoning. I never told him, but think if leaked out, for he let some 
remarks drop once that made me feel gilty, but Tchanged the sub- 

ect. It was mean, I kmow, but if you had seen the fellow's face as 
6 cams in morhiug after morning with nothing, always to find ma 

with a wolf or two, and I not daring to laugh. Heis a sheep owner 
now in Colorado, and physics the wolves that eat his lambs with 
something stronger than epsom salts. w.J.D 

CimnarRox, Kan, 

76. 

Last autumn a party of sportsmen who are partial to the "yaller 
dog” started for a grouse shoot. Thoy took with then\, beside their 
own curs. a Gordon setter belonging toaftienfot mine. Before they 
had been long in the brush they discoverers the seller evidently para- 
lyzed by fear aud gazing intently lg 213 stump, One of the men 
suggested a woodvbuek in the stump, and was fearlessiy approaching, 
when one of the others, intimating that it might be a more unsavory 
animal, they all beat a hasty retreat. Leaning their juos against a 
tree, the sportsinen held a council of war. The boldest of the party 
cooctiuded he would stir the beast up at all edsis, Arining himself 
Wilh a long pole he eantioush erepi toward the stimp. Suddenly 
there was a rustle among the dry leaves near by, and out whirred a 
noblé ruffed grouse. Themen made a wild dash tor the guns, but as 
they all clitebed the nearest ane. f 6 attempt was a Failure. Thea 
setter Jooked anxiously at them for amoment. and then, with a look 
of disgust in his @yes, he shink away. There was a pause, and then 
ane of the sportsmen said; “It's the last time T take this new-fangled 
doz out. The ides, of his not kuowing a partridge froma polecat. Tf 
my Brownie had been here he would have had that bird up a free in a 
twinkling, and I should haye had it by the lege by this time.” 
The above is a fact. and happened in a town on the shores of Lake 

Champlain. Don't you think that place needs « SRE ees 

var 

Tt was while in the North Woods with the Muir boys that the follow- 
ing is said to have happened; A party were camping af Clear Pond, 
One of themstrared off by himself in quest of fun and something to 
shoot at- He became lost. and as the shades of night began to creep 
over the laudseape, he bezan to get treubled, then seared; and as he 
was scared he ever and anon would shout, “Man lost? man lost!” 
And as the deepening shades of night drew on he became frantic, and 
made the welkin rire again and again with the despairing cry of 
“Man lost! man tost!’ Just as day faded into nixht, and he shrieked 
the despairing ury like the wail of the lost, a horued owl, perched on 
4 tree wear by. with all the wisdoin of his race erred out, “Who, who, 
a-who, whoo” The man stopped and started, and then in answer to 
The query answered, ‘Jim ——. of Rochester, you foolyon-' 5.8. 

78. 

‘The dusky Gack, in dusky team. 
With his mallard cousins by me stream; 
Aun! the airy pintail gails the sly 
With ontstretched neck und walsbtal ayes 
The ereonswing teal, with lightuing dart, 
Flies close to the water's face athwayt; 
The hlue-wing moves ab reckless pace, 
Nor sees the shooters binding place; 
The widgeon, with more wary care. 
Swells the procession, pair by pair. 
“Why don't yousbcot?” “Ib wasa sin,” 
“Onehter kijled him too dead to sicin,” 
My pard is right, but the gun wou't go. 
The shells are swelled, the cuss words flow: 
And as I break the gun on the side of the boat, 
Saysmy pard: “Hf you hit mein the nose agoeir like that, 
Tl kiek you onfof the bed. ef T don"t Pm a goat.” 

Minit Anna 

79. 

Rev. J. J. Pearee, D. D.. of Vennsylyania, isan eminent minister 
of the gospel, a successful politician (he has been a member of Con- 
gress), & trie sportsman, and @ noble specimen of a misan. 

While on a visil to friends in lowa a few Fears igo he expressed x 
great desire to have a chickan hunt, and fo be able to say on his ve- 
furn that he haddined on the noble bird of fhe prairie. A fant was 
organized and he put himsel? at itshead: and aftera hard day's work 
and many miles travel the shooters returned with a half dozen binds. 
These were given to the wif of one of the party ty be prepared for 
supper, aud the Elder was invited, Supper fime came; there were 
pies, cakes, preserves, meats of every iand and variety, but no 
prairie chicken. The Elder was puzzled as well as disappointed. 
The woman being interviewed wbout it afterward. said fhat she had 
been better raised thun fo set the likes of a prairie chicken before a 
nice gentleman like Mr. Pearee, 

80. 

A young man in one of the rural towns in southern Nev York was 
pussionately fond of athletic sports, and also had alove for natural 
history, Hespentimostof histime im running foot races. playing 
baseball. and 1m shooting and mounting or stuffing birds. 
OQueday a boy friend, just from coWege, said to him: “Spencer, i 

widerstaud that you are becoming quilu an athlete: 
To which Spencer replied. “Yes, I flo stuif a goed many binds 

nowalays.”” (tL. 

81. 

For two ve more very long bours had we sutin a boat on the wo- 
ridiled boson. of Maidstone Lake, our baits withia a yard of the bot~ 
tom, seventy-five feet below ns, “bobbing” for a bite, Three expect- 
aut fishermes. whose beaming couttenances, radiant with lope, 
might eraze with mirth the most stoic “hypo” that ever darkened w 
community—Prot. S. of Bangor, Capt. B., of Lancaster, and yours 
truly. Suddenly Prof_ s. juinps to bis fect: “lve got a bile.” 
“Yank, then,’ front both hi: courpanious. He did yank, Two 

qore hours of weary “bobbing,” during which the beaming counte 
nances changed to 4 somber hue, then & blue. then a homesick color, 
withont tile, but expressive. “Tye got sick of this; let's go home.” 
Enough, We slowly wound in our lines, As the Prof-s hook came 
from the waiter a quarter pound trout was seen inal upon it, 
hooked through the bram. dead. Acain kis varying phiz changed to 
an expression of astonishment indescribable, and he made his com, 
anions scream with laughter as he slowly asked, “What made my 
ait crow like that?’ We assured him it was @ peculiar property of 

fhe water. and that was enongi. Coos, 

82. 
In Forrsr anp Stream of May 24, the writer of “Notes on the Binds 

of Alabama,” states that the loval name of the ivory-billed wood- 
packer is ‘‘woodeock.” 

Tt is a fact, also, that tomany dwellers in our land of esne-brakes 
anid cottou fields, the true woodeeck. Philohela minor, although at 
certail seasous quite namerons. is almost a Philohela incognita. 
The only bird that they recognize by the name = woodeock' is the 
aforesaid tvory-bill, Thereby hangs my tale, . 
One day, at avountry cross-road, the wrirer was relate a story 

of what time he had hinted woodvock under the shadow of Musko- 
netkong and along the swales of Wawayanda, where the footprints 
of poor Herbert (Frank Forester) bad Searcely been obliterated by 
fhe changing seasons, whea John B. remarked that the woodcoc' 
was certainly the best of birds when properly served. His words at- 
travted the attention of an individual who steod near ns, an overseer 

on & neighboring plantation, whom we will eail H, This person, be- 

lievine th t G had reference to the aforesaid iyory-bill, volunteered 
the remirk thabhe “didn’t know them dered things werefit to eat.” 

“OQ yes," said B., who saw an opening for 4 practical joke. in which 

he was never averse to indulge, “O yes, the finest bird that fies when 

properly cooked, You jnst kill some and try them, H., and youll 

agree with we. I’m certain.’ Nothing more was said on the subject 

al that tinwe, - 
‘Abouta week afterward wetbree lsjpeued to meet at the sume 

plave again, when B, asked H. it he bei tried any woodcock. 
“pon your woodcock!" said H. +1 \illed a whole dozen, and had 

tem cooked, and Lhad as lieye eat so much fried alligator. 
“What!? said B, =I don't expect you cooked ‘em rightly- 
“1 cooked 'em like everybody cools birds,” said Tt. 
“There you made a great mistake.” said B, “But tell as exactly 

how you did cook ‘em ” < 

Why said H., “I just pieked “em, and dressed ‘em, and T think 

fhe oll darkey said she parboiled ‘em. but it didn't do ‘em 4 bit of 
good. They bal like they were a hundred years old.) F 

“Tthought,”’ skid B. “you must haye made some mistake in copk- 

ing “er.” . 
Favell, how the devil du you cook ‘ein? said H. . 
“\ Well,’ said B., “in the first place you ought not to have picked 

“qi, aud in the second place you ought not to have dressed "em. 

youl ye got to do when you cook woodeock is to tie a string around 

their necks and hang them up betoré a pretty bot fire—nov too hot, 

though, nor so near as fo search the teathers. Some people,’ he 

continued, “like em basted with salt and pepper; but they are good 

oneh for m st dry sa."* : 
othe devil joueaye mutrepad H., as he tyined mwvay, “mebbe TL 



Bave mine cooked that way text time, and—have you out to eat’em,”* 
_ But whether the iyory-bill in H,’s cuisine was ever served accord- 
ing to B.’s recipe, I do not know, as HL. néver seemed disposed to talk 
woodeock afterward. TUCKABOE, 

MissIsstePi. 
83. 

In your paper of July 5, “Ouachita” tells of the attaché of fhe 
dramat e anipDTty, patcite the twenty tront through the medium of 
the large grasshopper. “That reminds mes’ A nugber of the Pan- 
ionkees were pitt ro Spring River, Mo., sometime ago We had 
met with very good luck, capturing a number of channel fish, white 
Hass and perch, when one of the “natives came along. He was quite 
talkative, and related his experience in fishing. 
Among the many stories he told was one wherein he had caught 

what he termed the *beilfish,” ; 
He said he had been fishiug in the headwaters of Spring Riyer about 

tio years ago: had fished nearly all day with indifferent success, 
when at last (be had about concluded to give it up) he bad a *tpower- 
ful bite.” He worked for nearly an hour and landed the “bellfish,” 
anil as he expressed it—“Stranger, you may not believe me, but as 
soon as that ar fish was ont of water, the fish—an’ [never see the like— _ 
commeénced to flop and jump out of the water to follow him. an’ with 
the help of my oldest hoy, we just took a pole an’ an old net with us, 
an’ taught near two bar! of fish.” We convluded that that was 
alarge “fish story.” Ho explained by saying that (ish always se- 
lected one of their number as a leader, and followed it, just us cattle, 
horses and sheep will follow one of their uumber to which a bell is 
alitached, SHAWONDASEE- 

TOANSAS. 
84. 

One day, mysel! and friend were remoruing from a very uufriuitral 
shooting expedition down the Island. We were driving about as 
obstinate a mule as I had ever seen, aud beat and bang him as we 
would. he wouldn't go faster than a walk. We had visited every 
oint, and hterally ‘searched the prairie igh and low, but bad not 
ven rewarde | with asiugle feather, Finally we gave up in disgust, 

We had gone some distance toward home, and were crossing a slight 
toarsh, when suddenly a snipe got up directly in front of the mule 
aud tlew straight away. i was driving, but T., happening to be 
ready. fired. A slight jolt of the carfat the moment of pulling the 
trigger caused him to miss the bird, but he didn't miss the mule. 
Took aboul three inches of his right ear off. A wild steam engine 
could t have jumped forward with greater speed than did that mule. 
1 Was immediately spilled out of the back of the wagon on my back 
in about three inches of water. T, had fared worse Vhan I; in going 
over the side of the wheel, he sprained his arm severely We 
watehed the mule until he disappeared, butaslong as we vould see 
fim he was making better ime than ever did Maud $. Of cource he 
broke things up generally: the wagon cost us $25 for repyirs. Asfor 
T, and niyself, we walked into town, a distance of foun miles, pitting 
upa cartridge belt, a coffee pot, ete., in the Ime of the war acs mad 

I Niaro. Bight 
FALVESTON, Texas. 
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My nearest neighbor atiny eanip av the lake, four inies fron bere, 
is auold farmer named Robert Gotham, who hus passed fivo score 
years on his farm at the "end of the road,’ asit f vatled in Maid- 
stone. His note is every lime good for the face of iv, bit he, never- 
theless, 15 often quoted us the biggest ar in the councry, so far as 
fish and bear stonies go. One day the old gentleman mint oue of his 
sons, about twenty-five years old, were at oy cainp. when one of the 
hests julerrogated him Unnverniug some of the experienve be must 
aye lad with bears during the any years he had Jived on the ont- 

s‘aets of civilization, and the old gent bean: ‘Wall, ona night, jest 
afore dark, T was outsouth of the lake £oin* home with the cows, when 
I rob onter 4 b’ar, and, said he, in = tone that carricd conviction with 
if, “1 mounted that b’ar’s back, an’ IT rode tim more’p a mile ant 
er half through the woods.” His listeners gulpen some, enieny- 
oring to swallow lie story whole, when the son. wha had thus far 
remained silent, rushed to thetr relief with, Yes, that’s so; futher 
fone it.’ They believed him then. Cnos, 
New HAmMPsHIne. 

S6. 

Hyery community has ifs fisherman. He is a character. He is a 
success. Luck he has, but he is often inyeste@ with enough of the 
mysterious to inspire the belief that by reason of superior tact aud 
knowledve, he has become master of the situation, ene he is an 
oracle, and his tales command the credulity of the masses. Such a 
man was Shaw ou the Musiqagum River. He could catch fish when 
he wanted to. and catch any tish he desired, Among the many who 
admired and enyied him, was the learned, wealthy, aristocratic Dr, 
k., of B. Approaching him one day, Dr. Ko said: “If you will give 
me your secret, bwill keapit, and give you five dollars,’ The bar 
gain Was Strick, and bending down low to the Doctor's ear, Shaw 
peter ee “Whenever you gefa bite, Jerk.’ K. 

OWA, 

87. 

Our correspondent, Antler,” who is one of the veterans, once 
wrote of the wolf's ‘bivod-curdling howl: “The dismal howl of the 
wolf is what we often see written and often hear quoted; but I con- 
tend there is nothing dismal abont it. L would be willing to travel 
some distance to hear a convert gotten up by w half dozen wolves. 
Sot that] claim any very sweet melody for the sounds, except that 
they wou'd bring baci to ny erory pleasant reminiscences of other 
days, In pleasantly commenting upon the Forest anp SrreAm's 
decennial, “Antler” writes: ““Years ago when I saw your title page, I 
could almost fancy a. resinous odor of hemlock and spruce; thoughts 
of choice sheaks, venison soups, speckled trouts fried just brown and 
crispy, oll floated back on memory with a vividness which seemed 
ea to dwell upon. There are some who do wot seem to compre- 
end Pores AND STRHAM, anil there ard also many who cannot appre- 

ciate music. T remember the man who thought to entertain 4 vistbor 
in the best possible manner by sending out the hired man with his 
foxhounds. It was a clear, crisp, frosty morning, and while every 
dog Was giving tongue he called up his friend to hear the music. 
After listening some time the visitor said he could hear no miusie nor 
aayaning else as Jong as them blasted hounds kept up such a liorrid 
noise.” 

8s. 

P,, astald, pious and practival minister of the gospel. with nove of 
the sportsman fn his soul, had an engagement to lecture in a neigh- 
boring village. §.. a brother minister, with team and gun, engaged 
to take him to the appointment, On the way a well-directed shot at 
4 Hushed bevy of quail brought three to bag. Said b., witha sorrow- 
fil Took, “I had hoped you would miss them and they would get 
away,’ Arrived at the hotel they were given to the cook. with the 
request that they be served at a separate table for the landlord, wife 
anus. On the way home, P. remarked, with an air of disappoint- 
ment, “Lsaw nothing of the quail, What beeame of them? “0, 
pad S., “they got away. butyou were the one that missed them.” 

OWA. K. 

89. 

On fhe 17th of August, I, im company with my friend Gray Camp- 
bell, took a fifty-milé drive by moonlight on the shores of Grand 
Lake and its tributaries. My companion, having baen engaged in the 
lumber business since childhood, bas probably spent as mnch time in 
the woods as any other man of hisagein Canada. It was quite natu- 
ral, therefore. that our conversation should be chiefly of scenes in 
the forest and by the stream. When we reached the banks of the 
tortuous Salmon River, it reminded me of a vacation I once spent 
there, during which my companion and I, fishing with angle-worms, 
caught over 200 trout. only one of v.hich weighed less thau one- 
quale of a pound, and one weighed as high as three-quarters, 
This drew Gray out on the Squatook region, and he forthwith pro- 
ceeded to plan an excursion there for him and myself, *to go tanto 
effect’’ some time in the future, “provided we both stay in New 
Brunswick.” 

All of a sudden he asked, “Did Tever tell you Toi Lynch's bear 
story?’ Now, the readers of Forest ann Srream will remember 
that Mr. Lynch and his brindle steer were introduced last fallin Mr. 
Roberts's graphic descripfion of the Squatook region, entitied 
“Birch and PadiJlé in New Brunswick Waters.” As a yoke of steers 
tp SEADS the same ones) figures prominently in the bear story, and 

@ story itself “reminds me” of one recently told in the “Camp-fire 
Column,*' I give it to the readers of Forrest anp STREAM as iT Was 
fold me that evemneg, : 

Mr. Lynch has lambered some in his day, and onthe oevasion re- 
ferred to was hauling logs on a single bob-sled,an affair consisting 
‘of two runners, with oue strongly braced beneh or bunk.’ He 
noticed a liole near the base of a stump, around which the snow was 
melting, aud he stopped his steers to "prospect." He found that 
the cavity beneath contained a bear and was large enough for him 
ta move around gnite freely, Lynch enlarged the entrance and 
stirred brain up, but all attempts to inflict a mortal wound with bis 
ax were fniile. 
Hé thought that his chances would be better ifhe could gat the 

hear out, his ‘‘tow chains,’’ one end of which was fast to bis 

o> 

a war 
417 FORE ST AND STREAM, 

bunk, he slipped the double of the chaiu hack through a ring on the 
ather end ani made a noose, which he dropped over bruin's head. 
He then gave the steers the hanlaway word, They brought fhe bear 
to the surface, tut becoming frightened at the novel tish at tlie other 
end 6f the line, they broke forthe camp in the wildest sort of a run, 
Lynch following in the rear as fast as he couid, The bear, forgetting 
that the steers besides ontnunibering him bad him at adeciled dis- 
advantage, would “set down the foot uf his power’ to stop the cattle, 
only to he dragged off his feet aud convinced that he was avery poor 
anchor, 
The steers reached the camp uod rushed into the stable, They 

broke loose from the sled when it wedged into the doorwiy, and lett 
bruin pieketed to the bunk. Lsneh summoned the rest of the crew, 
and lashing the bear to the bunk, too! nm to the settlement alive, 

Tris to he regretted thst my informant had forgotten the rest of the 
story. and that bruio’s “after fate “mnst be “untold in martial strain. * 
However, it is safe to assume, that his banner Jed the bears nu more 
upon the Squatook’s plain, Gray isan unusnally shrewd young fellow, 
and he says he ‘inere than halt beheves the story.” ‘Lhe veaders of 
FOREST AND STREAM have the univeral prerogetive of those who pe- 
ruse hunting and fishing yarns, that of believing as much of it as 
they choose, As for myself, | will merely say that if true this the 
first authentic instance of lynching a bear. I. J. Fuownr, 

New BRUNSWICK. 

90. 

One September vight, after a successful days shooting, as 1 was 
sitting with wy friend ina echefeaw in La Brie, france, he proposed 
that we should ¢o and try te get a shot at some hares by moonlight. 
Not being tired, but being a crazy sportsman, T jumped at the chance, 
and we were olf in 4 minute. Our previous ad¢reement was that after 
half an hour, if tived, the discharge of our gin would be the signal 

| forour return, After twertly minttes’ walle we separated. The even- 
ing was quite cool, and seating myself on a little hillock as comtort- 
able as 1 could by the side of a thin wood and in the shade. the moou 
being clear althonzh the sky wasa little cloudy, Twaitedt. [had been 
sitting but a short time when T began to feel that T was not alone; my 
parimers. and there were inmdreds of thent. were indeed very trouble 
some. But lwas bound not to move, my gun resting op my knees. 
Twas all ears and eyes, waiting for my prey, Af last a shadow with 
long cars came ont of the woods, followed by another; the moon 
making them look lurges, they looked like young dunokeys, Ey that 
time my pariners were beginning to be more tconblesome, T was in 
4 perfect desperation of annoyance, | did uot dare to move. indeed 
hardly to breathe, knowing the quick ear of my gante. 

Atter looking rctnd and listening. the hares took a B Jigne toward 
ine. LaJmost trembled, but with the patience of asaint, I waited so as 
tobe sure of my shot. Twas alinost ready when a cloud passed over 
the moon, and all was dark. The minute ibtook for it to reappear was 
along one te me; but there, fifteen feetin front cf me, stood bork 
hares. Without taking sight, but pointing my gunin that direction 
and fining low, 1 fired my iight barrel, Foran instant the smoke 
blinded mie, but after it Cleared away Lcowld see an object lying on 
the gronad, J gotupand before my friend reached me.I was the 
Iuelry possessor of the finest hare we killed that season, After jump- 
ing around to get the circulation of ny blood and brushing off my 
tormiuntors, | was opeemoré happy, Bat take my adyice: If vou 
ever go hare honing at night do not seat yourself on an ants’ nest, 

Vieror Paenror. 

91. 

Tn 4 certain town. 14 chis ganey State of Minnesota, live hwo young 
men, brothers, named Jim and Bill, wito stand well up foward the 
headin that class of individtals usually devominated as “halt-witted.” 
One day last fall they conceived tae (lea of guing deer hunting, So 
each borrowed 4n old shotgun, loaded up wich bucksbol, aud started 
for the woods, Shouting aud swearing al e: other, they went 
tearing along through the woods, and. or cou saw Tho doer, 
On their way home Billsaid, pointing to a ridgo some twenty rods 

away: ‘O, how T wish T could sen &@ buck ruuning along thar 
Wouldn't | knock him over fust pop." 

“Er. ye fool,’ said Jim, “yer coulda bh hit hip.” “Bet a dollar L 
conld.’ said bill, “Bet twe dollars yer couldnt seid Jim. The 
dispute waxed hot and the parties wrathy, 

“Tell ver what Dildo.’ said Jim, “DIL go over on the ridge nud 
run along, and yer fire atme, Lf yer hitme UV vive yer a (loliars* 
“Ali ght! Yersee if Tl don tsemt yer to giory ballwujab, or somvers 
else, the fust flop.’ 
So Jim went over on the ridge and comimernecd to amble wboul as 

mueh like a deer us he could, 
“Ap yer ready?" yelled Bill, 
“Vis, tire awa answered Jim. Avid rash weol the old 2un. 
~)id 1 hit yer?" called owt Bill, ; 
“No, yer fool. Ttoliyer, yereouliint, Load up, and try ihagain,~ 
Mrsnesota. J. BL Tanta. 

D2. 

Speaking about kicking yuus rewiinis ie of ao old-firae “Queen 
Anne’ musket that my friend S. bas, This Ol weapon bas been 
converted over from a Hint to a percttssion lovk, andl as a kieker will 
jrold its own With «a Georgia mule. It is also a strong shooter, which 
fact makes S. use io as a flick gun, thongb the boys say that he takes 
it along for a propellerc—simply heads his boat m the direction be 
wishes to go, then fires off ‘old fusee.” and it will kek hin to his 
tiestination, even if it is clean auross the lake. 
One bot day in Jone, when the mercury stood up to aver tue in the 

shade, S., who isa large farmer, thought if teo hot for his men ta 
work out in the fields, so he tooted arm Hora to call them under 
cover af tue house. Among the kelp wae a yOung Canadian 
who had often cast longing eyes at ~old fusee.” which had stoouw for 
inonths im shine in the kitchen corner and loaded with a heayy Unicel 
charze, After the men had reached the house, Jo. the young Frenehy, 
said: ‘“Misser 8,. ‘spose him too hot to work, yon let me take old gun, 
£0 up in the woods, kill sunthing.” 5, was on the point of refusing 
to let him go. then he thought that any white mau wie would volun- 
tarily go out into that hot sno deserved te be “well kicked.” So he 
ave his consent, and Jo shouldered the Eun and started off up the 
hill toward the woods. Shortly afterward a report wus heard that 
sounded like that of a young cannon. Inubout half an hour Jo came 
creeping into the shed, dowbled up as though he lad a strong dose of 
eolic aboard. After he had sebthe gun up dS. asked him what he bad 
killed, *‘T tell you, Miser 3,, when 1 jo up dot hill dé sun he vas 
yery hot, and when I get in the woods I see big snake all curled up. 
Thold te gun so (the breech against the trout part of his waistbanc) 
fin’ I shoof dat snake all to pieces, but O, Misser S.. dat gun, he do 
push me so back!" STANSTEAD. 
VERMONT. 

a 
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Our party of four were as jolly a set as ever camped together, 
There was Old B, full of quaint humor aud dry sayings; his son 

bordering the glade, and peered out: and as 1 expected, there he 
elond, not over forty yards from me,and looking back over his 
stoulder, Aiming at his bead, [let drive and dewn be wenl. Vraw- 
ing my knife Lstarted for him. but before Lgob within seach of him 
he was on his feet and doiue sorne of the tallest running T eversaw 
done by a deer. Coneluding that peach pits were nef the hing to 
| sh deer with. 1 retraced my steps, aud boarding a boat that! found 
taking wood at the Blof’, lencaged- passage and went back ty Iie 
nois.”” Here the ol men paused and sat staring solemnly inte the fire 
colbing his lene bear! with his fingers, + 

“Well. said Hank, | don’ tseeanything remarkable in that story. 
“Fold op, sou, nati your pa pets through,” seid the old man, “You 

know I bonght land here, and three years after moved down. One 
day in fall] was hunting over the sane ground. Deer was pretty 
scatce. the mast being a failure that year. I was making good use 
of wy eyes, hunting carefully, when 1 saw tna clump of tar & ret 
on a mound the top ofa fine peach tree loaded with frat OF course 
1 made track for it, my mouta fairly watering In nvlicipation, Lut, to 
my astonishment, when Lwas within twenty yards of the manutd, 
{hat tree raised up and ambled off at the rate of abouta wile a min 
ute. There was a large deer unler it, the tres appearing fo taky (he 
place of antlers, Iwas too much’ surprised to shoot, but folluweil 
ilong after him and picked up all the peaches T wanted fo) Pat, = nd 
then sitting Gown I figured out the cause, and it was plain ss mud. 
You see, [ liad fired that peach seed mto the head of the deer: 1) had 
sprouted and grown, and bore fruit. On several oceasions aftei wari 
saw the deer and suc ul etting & bait of firnit, bet he wits 

too wary lo give me a slot.” 
“See here, B..? says Jobn. “do you go-out and bathe your head 

aud tie down: you need rest.” The old man aceepted partof the ad 
ice and retired. and in Tess than ten minotes was sleeping the sf-en 

of fie just Buck Saen, 
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It was in the winter of "82, and Jack aml T were down in Lonisisna. 
shooting for the markel, Pucks, snipe and partridgzuswere platy, 
but woodeceek Few aod far between, ‘eanade bie bagsot the foe- 
mer, often & huadred bir eeteh man a day. but vould outy killa 
few of the longbills, There were plenty of beriogs, butthe eqce briles 
were toiék suid matted, aud the birds hurd to vet at. Asnsual, when 
wootoock are scarce, prices were high. six collars a tlozen. Aik we 
Taade up Our ininds to get the bids sumehow ag rake tt the cash 

a darkey told Jack ubout firs sh Weither of os Taw ver 
tri: d it, but we reselved to malce tl Smpt. We seta big pan 
Hlled full of pine knots. hired the da 10 yit. and stark nat 
tPatevining We weth along the cane bt where ifwas ebid 
feeding ground. There were heaps of bird woul] sqnaton thie 
ground as though dazed by tue strange light. snd when we got clove 
to them geht up and scout at a great rate: We kill | twe or tire 
dozen a night, but it seemed small. The birds were bart to sinp, 
You gould only see a yards, aud ft was difficult to own them fe 
fove they were outof sight in the deep darkness. This would wever 
do, and on thinking it over, | decided to za down to New Opleads, 
hire an éeleetrie lignt. and iry that. Te eut a longstoryshort, [wont 
bother you about the detailsand trouble of getting the light oup to 
ourhunting grounds, Enough tosay that in four days T bad i oitiat 
dusk on a wagon drawn by amule, With @ man tu werk if, 
Jack and J were in a high state of exci @ We each had 190 

a 

‘tri s. Ioaded with 219 drams powide ounve Wo. fh) stil. 
Aslongas | live | shall never forget that first night, It was * o'clock 
when 1 pave our electrician the order ia torn on the current. Tran 
instant Gl was as light as day fora hundred yards avouud. The cone 
brake was intudated with Phe intense suaturs’, Woodcock canie ont 
by tens and twentits md thal, 
through the white ritied os- 
quitoes. The woodcock wound fyop to the big gipbe aut 
dash tiemselves teainst it like moths.then weull ily back fen ov 
twelve feet. and poising for ammomentinihe air, would again dash 
atthe glass globe. ‘This was the ime to fire. anc bong, bung, would 
go our bree 
Thetwo darkey ve had engaged to pick up birds fled at the 

first borning on of the lisht. errving **De fre witeli! de fire witel” 
Nor could We ever get one too near ns when we lighted up for 
action, We hired two Arcadian lads to pick up game, aml rizht well 
did theyearn their money, Thecane brake we hunted ran along a 
back water slough some tivo mile, in length, We Would himt ay ane 
side aud ivrn the end und come down onthe other. The brake yeas 
winile wide, We vould stop our wagon about 6yery 2) yards and 
light up. The first few nights birds would shoot out from the lack 
ness ia tens and tiwenties. 
Jack ond Livould stand at each forewheel with ovr bavk te the 

light. We could see the birds fy up from their feeding ground Ally 
yards z yand tome head on; and then, wien they were about fit- 
teen yards off. looking as bi¢ as barns ii the snperb artificial day, 
Whang went the guns, and down they woukl conre, fit morsels for4 
king. The first nightiwas our best shooling; we fired all our 00 vart- 
Tidges away on One side only of the brake,and bagged and sent to 
se 210 birds, for which we received $15, not bad fer a 
work, 
every pood night fornearly two months 
netted us $1.381.50. Deducting from this the expenses of electrician, 
$100: and the hire of the ligbt, $300: express charges on birds (and 
we not only supplied New Orleaus, but St. Louis and € fo as wal, 
unditis seen that we eleared ou woodeock alone We also 
made $500 from what dueks, snipe and partridges w Lin, 
Some of the ative sports n found out whatwe were doing. and 

strangely enough did not li atall. One nizht a rite bullet ceme 
vrashing through our electric ight globe and our electrician seen 
a Little weak in the knees afterward; but we braved him with « cond 
drink of vognac anda tendiollar note. This is a free country, air 
why people snould be so particularabout « few birds | cannol uder- 
stand, Tt would seem to me as thongh they vught to buve adrired 
our Yankee ingenuity and enterprise, and net mstead Lave + ent ritle 
bails about our ears. Its impussible for us to go down again this 
year, but we had a delightful time tu “&2. and Jack and lonly wie fy 
we could go this winter, Atany rate we claim that this account ts 
the first where woodeock have been killed by the aid o? the electric 
lightby THOROUGH SPORTSMEN. 

Bostos, Mass, 
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The story in “Camp-Kive Fiickerings of Noy. 1 reminds me of 4 
severe case of “buck ague.”” Five yeurs ago a friend and myself put 
up ata farmbouse on the banks of the classic Jesms. While awaiine 
breakfastwe took a stroll through a hottom field, where I expected 
nothing but quail,” Wheat was my surprise to see a large turkey, my 
tirst, about sixty yards distant. [ had a muzzle-loader with No, 4 
shot for quail; butshootI must, and down dropped the turkey, I 
gob over the fenve, and when about half way up be jumped, and was 
out of sight before 1 recovererl from my surprise. After breakfest | 
carefully loaded one barrel with buckshor to be held in reserve. We 
had some good sport on squirrels, and concluded to cross the river 
and hunt the bottom on the other side. It was Thanksgiving day and 

Hank, who had tramped and ridden with us on many « well-planned 
excursion, a man fo be depended upon under any circumstances; 
Jobn H., aninveterate deer hunter and a sood woodsman: last ani 
least, myself. B. was armed with a muzzle-louding vifle than Lad 
Seen much service, but which he declared would ontshoot any breech- 
loader he ever saw, unless it was the repeating rifle that Hank car- 

ried; that he always excepted. John was armen with a repeater. 
while I was attached to a shotgun, a weakness that I still plead 
uilty of. 

a ean the fire that night the events of the day were talked 
over and planus lai! forthe morrow. The day's hunt had been a 
snevess, for besides the large buck that | had brougut to grief, John 
had killed & fine doe, and B, liad killed a yearling and wounded a 
spike-buck, which he declared he had shot full 250 yards, Hank had 
been unfortunate, not geitingasiiot all day; bit from the way he 
wiped and oiled his rifle that night I could see that he was determined 
to take the trail again early in the morning, 

B, was wiping his gun, Dan"! Boone,” listening and saying ooth- 
ine. but Luoticed a tyinkde in the old man's eye as he carefully laid | 
“Dau? m the buck-horn rackhe had made for that nuch-loyed arm, 
That twinkle I knew portended no good to the tlruwers of the lony 
bow that he had been Ustening to, Settling himself carefully on a 
pile of wood st one corner of the tire-place, he mopped his bald head 
with his bandanna aud began: ‘Talking about remarkable adven- 
tures with deer, boys, I had one once and not far trom the plaice 
where we are now camped. About the year ’66, T came down into 
this country looking for cheap land and a place to lovate. I hed a 

| very large. smooth-bored gun, (Gate was very plenty, Finding a 
tree full of tine peaches at Peach Orchard Bluff, us ] passed them I 
pulled some of the finest to lunch on as] rode up the bottom T had 
gone but a short distanve, when I jwamperd a deer from the top of a 
fallen tree. Dropping the pit of the peach that] was eating. [blazed 
away at him and missed. He ran but a shert distante and stopped. 
Flipping off my iior-e to reload, I discovered that 1 nad lost every 
bullet from my pouch. Searching my coat pockets in hopes of find- 
ing a stray one, I found the peach pit, It had bean caught by my 
pocket instead of falling to the ground. 
*An idea struck me. Why not make it answer the purposetor a bul- 

let? By trimming ita little with my knife I got it down the barrel. 
Remounting, I followed caretully in the direction tukeu by the deer, | 
whieh had moved on while I was loading, aud wes rewarded by a / 
glimpse of histlag. Following ess Teame to &n Overcup glade. Leay- 
ing my horse behind, I advanced cautiously through the switch cane 

very vold, but we took off our boots, rolled up our pants. anil started 
over, When midway of the stream, which was one hundred and fifty 
yards wide, I looked ahead, and on top of the bank saw a very large 
deer, and e«ming down the bank a half-grown fawn, We stopped to 
wateh; the youug one discovered us just as its nose teuvhed the 
water, After da moment liberation it turned tail and both tlisap- 
eared. Nut until then didit enteriay bead that T had a gun and one 
yarrel loaded with buckshot. But ldo not think 1 conld be seught 
so aevin, R. 
SPRINGFIELD, Missouri, 

-96. 

Twa sportsmen fire at the same bird which falls heavily, having re 
ceived both charges, Tom to Jack: “That bird came down much 
heavier than he ought. sesini¢ thata pait-a-shoot broueckt him.” 

An instance of taking things av they come—Both barrels into a flock 
of teal head on to the shooter. Rurignaiys 
Bostox, Mass. 

: DIRECTIONS TO VOTERS. 

ro hee T the ten stories von consider the host. 

: Write the numbers of these tes on « postal curd (or slip of paper 

postal-card size), 

Put the imber of the best story at bhe head, ie next best under 

it. then the ihivd, » ¢. in their arder of nierit 

Sigu your name and post-office address, 

Write nothing else on the card. 

Send your ballot wo she Poresr anp S7neaM, 

Byeryhody can vote once; there ate uo restrictions, 

See editorial pags, 

Preserve a copy of your ballot for fuljure releyauce, 
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h 1 flushed to order and killed, and retrieved by Pink. Over the 
ip AITITEL, ditch Mand scored a false point backed by Pink B. Then on 

in sedge ani bushes both dogs pointed and roaded on, Maud 
establishing her point backed by Pink; the bird was flushed 

of sedge and scattering bushes where Clipper, going ata fine 
eat, came to beautiful point, backed by Caria J. We then 
worked oven the fence to a1ayiie where the birds had settled, 
Carrie securing a nice point, but no bird was found. Moving 

. to order and killed and retrieved by Maud. We then moved | on, Clipper pointed, th ‘i inte 
FIXTURES. on when Maud pointed a hare, and a few steps further on Pins Ghpper., The hird eases ea a ted. Gliones through 

BUNCH SHOWS. pone ae Ey Na SOE ee see a and anes eal se ee of his handler, broke shot and retrieved the 
4 A rea apis . F eee i cored a point backed by Pink, Working on, Pink pointe: ird, and thus lost the neat, Carries soorede i 

Doser 1, 2 au at New Orleans Heueh, Show. Eattes clos and Maud dropped to back wisely. Maud then ‘scored w tals Saath tnemarinonseiea tater and then were ordered up and tha heat was awarded to Carrie 
J. at 10:40, Down one hour and five minutes. 

NELLIE B. AND SAN ROY 
were next called at 10:45, and cast olf in a cotton tield, and 
worked on down the edge of the woods, when both secured a 
pont both dogs moved well, San Roy being the fastest ranger 
ut rather headstrong and wild. A good deal of ground was 

drawn blank, when we came to 4 ravine of sedee where birds 
had been marked down, having been Qushed by the spec- 
tators, Both dogs scored a flush, and San Roy soon after 
again flushed; they were then ordered up at 11:35, and Nellie 
B. afterward put down to back, which she did nicely and was 
awarded the heat. Down fifty-five minutes. As the next three 
dogs in regular order were all handled by Short, Don was 
brought up on the list to take the place of Gath. 

DON AND PINK B. 

were galled at 11:40, and cast off in cornfield, Don had re- 
covered from his illness, and letting himself out did some nice 
work, We moved on into a fleld of sedge, ou the edge of 
which Don seored a falge point; we then worked on over the 
hill down into a ravine, when a beyy flushed wild, Moving 
on, Don pointed in the edge of a cornfield. Moving on, Pink 
B, pointed and roaded, but failed to locate the birds, Wa 
then worked on into a thicket, when Don pointed, backed by 
Pink B,, bujmoved on roading beantitully what were evidently 
runuing birds. Pink B. roaded on ahead of Don and located 
the binds in a cornfield; a fine bayy was flushed, We then 
worked on into the edge of a coftontield, where Don pointed, 
the bird was flushed to order and missed. Moying on Pink B, 
flushed, We then worked on to the branch, where Don 
flushed. We then swung round into the cornfield, where Pink 
B, flushed. A great deal of ground was then diawn blank, 
and Don being sick they were taken up for lunch at 12:55, 
They were cast off again at 1:22. Don haying been rubbed 
down and given a drink of whisky went off like himself, We 
worked down the hill, across the railroad into a fleld of sedge, 
where Don roaded some distance up the bill, when several 
birds flushed, aud one was killed, apparently, but_on Dont be- 
ing sont on to retrieve it got up and flew away. We then 
worked on up the hill where a beyy was flushed by Don, but 
hot being seen by the judges he was not penalized. We then 
moved on down the fence, where Don pointed. ‘The bird was 
flushed and killed and retrieved by Pink B. A little further 
on both dogs, at about tha sare time, pointed a bird each, 
We then worked down the ditch, whera Pink B, pointed. The 
bird was killed and retrieved by Pink B, ‘hey were then or- 
dered up and the heat was awarded to Don at 1:45. Down 
one houw and thirty-eight minutes. 

GATH AND POREMAN 

were called at 148 and cast off where the last brace was taken 
up; this was a rattling pair of dogs. and the heat was watched 
with preat interest. Both dozs went off timely, and the heat 
was a hotone, Soonafter being put down Foreman pointed 
and was backed by Gath, Moving on down the ravine we 
swung roundup a gully toward the railroad; crossing over, 
we moyed down on the opposite side, where Gath scored a 
false point. We then worked on across 4 cornfeld into a patch 
of sedge and tall grass when Foreman pointed. A large bevy 
was flushed to order and shot at and missed, Moving on u 
to the railroad both dogs seored a posits We then worke 
on, when Gath pointed backed by Foreman. The bird was 
flushed to order and killed, and retrieved by Gath, who then 
in the sedze scored a false point. We then worked op into a 
sedge field where Foreman flushed a bird. A little further on 
he made a nice point backed by Gath; a large bevy was 
flushed and a bird killed and retrieved by Worcingan, Ordered 
on, Gath pointed, and paeyine on & few steps scoreada falsa 
point, We then swung round over the railroad where Iore- 
man pointed a hare. Moying on up 4 ditch Foreman scored 
two flushes and Gath one. Foreman then pointed, and a few 
minutes afterward Gath scored a point. They were taken up 
fora few minutes and put down again i stubble, where Gat 
drew to a beautiful point, but failed to locate tis birds. We 
then worked over a good deal of ground without result, ex- 
cept that Foreman scored a false point, Alot of nice work 
wus then done for some minnteés, both dogs alte nately point- 
ing on single birds, and scoring several flushes each, The heat 
was awarded io Gathat4. Down two hours and twelye min- 

nites. 

Jan. 2.3, 4,1854.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench Show, Meri- ent We then worked up throvgh a cotton field, where 

den, Conn.’ Joshua Shute, Secretary, Meriden, Conn, aud flushed badly, and they were ordered up, and the beat 

April —, 1884—The Cleveland Bench Show Association's Second | was awarded to Pink at 2:20. Down one hour and three min- 
Bench Show. Charles Lincoin, Superiutendent, C,M, Muntiall, Sec- | utes. 
retary, Cleyelant, Ohio. GATH AND KINNICKINICK, 

The next brace, Gath. handled by Short, and Kinnickinick, 

THE NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS. pees black white and tan dog, handled b: Nesbit, were put 

HE ftth anual Field Trials of the National American | Tit ste or speeds bya piece of | eae Re a ee ae 
/ Tasers ane ba Tar Sn pM peneay aot aii wis 8d | bevy which were flushed to order and one killed by Nesbitt 

inst... nt a i ane ere aes his is one of the nest | which Kinnickinick refused to retrieve, We moved on, when 

trials the Sache we A th 5 : wees was @ large mig Gath scored a beautiful point ona single bird in the woods. 
ance of mem ae « turn out of spectators was £000, | They were ordered up and the heat was avvarded to Gath at 
They followed the running with great zeal, and seemed | s:99° Down thirty minutes. 
much interested, The judging has given entire satisfaction. | ~~ * Y P 
The weather on Monday was fine, and the Mree-for-All Stake SUE AND MAJOR CROXTETH, 

Glosed at § o'clock with twenty-one entries—nineteen setters | The next brace, Sue, handled by Short, and Major Croxteth, 

and two pointers, The weather on Tuesday was good, but | a liver and white pointer, handled by Stafford, were called at 

rather warm. At night it raimed very hard, and the running | 8:5, and put down in the edge of the woods and cotton field, 

syas not resumed until 11 o'clock on Wednesday. Thursday | This was a short and uninteresting heat, as Major Croxteth 

Was & yery windy, bad day for the running, About 3 o'clock | was no mateh for the fast, wide-ranging Sue, who soon left 

it became stormy, and continued so until noon on Friday, | him behind, and after two points and a flush for Sus, and a 

when it cleared up and the Derby was finished. There were pout for Major Croxteth, they were ordered up and the 

twenty-one entries in the Derby—eighteen setters and three | heat was ayarded to Sue at 3:37. Down thirty-two minutes. 

pointers. The three pointers divided the stake of 5100 and DON AND FLOSSY. 
the honors. In the Champion Stake there were but two en- 
tries—Bryson’s Sue and Crawford’s Gath. The ownel’s con- The next brace, Don, handled by Vandevort, and Flossy, 

cluded to divide the stake, and the trials were concluded by a handled by Mr. Fontaine, were called at 8:40 and put down in 

three hours’ hunt by the judges over these two celebrities. | 4 feld of sedge and stubble, Don was all off, having taken 
The judges were Capt, Pat Henry, Clarksville, Tenn’; Dr. cold, and worked very badly, and the heat was a short and 

Wm. Popyis Claremont, N. H., and Capt. W. H. Key, Flor- ee eae fast Renate’ sar yer pew Be ge edge tf 
rate ranivinerd a et some bushes, flushed a bird, Moving on Plossy made # nice 

ance, Ala, The following is the rumning in the several stakes point, backed by Don, the bird was flushed to order ane 

inthe order in which they came: missed, We then worked on up the draw to the railroad into 

THE FREE FOR ALL. a cornfield and then swung: round a hill down to the railroad 

Prizes—$250 to firsts $150 to second and $100 to tho third. | 28iu where a bevy flushed by spectators had settled. Worlk- 
GUN BONDED AND*CLIPEER ing on along the railroad Don flushed two gingle birds in suc- 

‘ esa . cession, he seemed to have lost his nose entirely; we then beat 

werethe first brace in the AllL-Aged Stake. Gus Bondhu | up to a plum thicket, wheu both dogs pointed at the same 

was handled by D. ©, Sanborn, and Clipper by Maher, | time a bird. which was flushed and missed. We then swung 
They were put down ab 9:05 on Monday morning in | across the railroad where, in som sedge, Don pointed, am 

a large field of sedge; both dogs moving off at a good | Mossy coming up refused to back but moved on and flushed 
gait, Clipper is a nice little dog and cuts up his ground | the bird, which was killed by Vandevort and retrieved by 
well, He lias never been min before. We worked on down | Don, Plossy broke shot and lost the heat which was awarded 
~he hill through a cotton fieldinto a large swale of tall grass 9 eed ate fated Pats Brel arene to Don at4:25. Down forty-five minntes. 

and sedge where Gus pointed, but roaded on when Clipper Facer 

came 1p and hoth dogs came to a point and a large heyy was l rae rape ALS 

flushed. We then worked on up the draw to where birds|_ The uext brace, Victor, handled by Avent, and Foreman, 

had beon marked down, when Clipper pointed and Gus handled by Tallman, were called at 4:31 and put down in a 

Bondbu backed. Moving'on Gus Boudhu secured a nice point, | field near the old gin house. They moyed off at a fair gait; 

backed by Clipper. Sanborn failed to flush the bird and they Foreman having the advantage in speed and style. Working 

: ou around the hill, Foreman was seen on a magnificent point 
rs ordered on, Gus Bondhu then flushed. Moying on Clip- b = i 

aes SPOtae, ond oe backed by Gus Bondbu, We, thon lp on the side of the hilla long distance from the handlers 
5 and junges, which he held till we came up, when Victor 

moved on when Clipper again pointed, the bird was flushed . y 

fo order and killed and retrieved by Clipper. We then | SWuvs round to the windward of him and hacked staunchly. 

swung round the hill to a sedge feld where Clipper fiushed a This was a splendid piece of work and very much admired 
bevy and dropped to wing. Working up a ravine, both dogs and commended by the spectators, Tallman, to order, flushed 

scomdaflush. Movity on up the branch, Clipper pointed |the birds and &il ed one, which was retrieved by Foreman. 

and was backed by Gus Boned u, the bird yas flushed to order ile Hav ant art ints Fb ae hte HEP S 
ia Preheat, rhea 2 Se i ced, 4 y ze shen" 

antl killed, and while Clipper was hunting the dead bird, sey and roading in finshed, Swinging round the thicket, Victor 
aral more were finshed, but the dead Wird was not found, ens : ° P 
They were then ordered up and the heat was awarded to Clip- | #34ib flushed and Foreman scored a false point. Moving on 

per it 9:50, Down forty-five minutes. Victor pointed, backed by Foreman; we then rnoved on into 

Sh ROY AND CROUSE DALE a cotton field where both dogs came to a staunch point, but 

BAN AHO “AND GROUSE Da UEh were found to be backing cach other, We then worked on 
The next brace, San Roy, handled by Sanborn, and Grouse | through a corntield into a field of sedge, which was drawn 

Dale, handled by Tallman, were cast off at 9:52 in a sedge | blank. We then moyed on over a branch into a thicket, where 

field. Both dogs went off well, San Roy having the best of it | Foreman voaded for some distance, but failed to looate birds. 

inspeed, Both dogs did nice work, and the heat was a good | 1b being dark they were ordered up for the day af 5:08, Arriy- 

one. They were worked in across a ditch, whore several birds | ing atthe hotel, upou consultation, the judges awarded the 

were flushed by the judges and handlers inthe high grass. | heat to Foreman, Down thirty-eight ininutes, 

We then swung round the hill to a ditch, and up the diteh in DOG WHIP JR. AND COUNTESS RAKE, 
sedge grass, where San Roy was found ona point, but San- 
torn failed to put wp the bird, It was afterward flushed by The next brace, Dog Whip Jv. handled by Nesbit, and Coun- 

the handlers. We then moved on down the ditch, where the | tess Rake handled by Waters, was called at $:30 on Tuesday 

birds liad heen marked down, when Grouse Dale pointed, | morning, and put down in a sedge field, both dogs went orf 
well. Dog Whip Jr. isa heavy dog but moyed remarkably nicely backed by San Roy, but no bird was found, and Grouse 5 5 

Dale scored a false point. We then worked on down the | well. Countess Rake is gene going bitch and cuttp her 
ground in nice style, adi ovtpaced her sntagonist. We Pavine in tall grass and sedge, where Grouse Dale pointed, 

nicely backed by San Roy. ‘Tallman, to order, flushed and | worked on down hill aud swung round up through a heavy 

Idlied two birds, one of which was retrieved by cach dog, We | swale, where Countess pointed a bevy near a cluster of oak 

then worked on over the hill into a cornfield, where Grouse | trees, and was handsomely backed by Dog Whip. The birds 

Dale scored a flush on a singls bird, We then wrorsed up a | were flushed to order and one killed and retrieved in wood style 

ravine aud swang round into a cornfield, where Grouse Dale | by Countess Rake, We then moved on over a hill where Coun- 

pointed a hare and was nicely backed by San Roy. Onup | tess scored another point on a large bevy, backed by Dog 

fhe hill Grouse Dale pointed a bevy, which wero flushed by | Whip. We then worked on over the hill to where birds had 

San Roy. We then moved on over the hill, where Grouse | been marked down, Dog Whip Jr. pointed a single bird, nicely 

Dale scored a false point, Then swinging round to the right | backed by Countess. Running on Dog Whip again pointed and 

into an orelard, Grouse Dale pointed a fine bevy, which | Countess dropped gracefully to back. We then moved on toa 

flushed as the judges cameup. San Roy backed, following up | branch in a cornfield where Doz Whip flushed. We then 
turned up the branch where Countess pointed bat roaded on the ravine into a thicket of plum bushes. Grouse Dale : 

scored a fulse point. We then moved on over the hill, whera | and pointed again, The bird was flushed to order and missed, 
They were then ordered upand the heat was awarded to 

hoth dogs pointed and birds flushed ahead of them. They I , 

were then ordered up while the judges consulted, Ordered on | Countess at §;56. Down twenty-six minutes. 

again, we swung round the fence past a house, to a piece Gr HARRISON'S LONDON AND PHYLLIS ID 
“aS 7 ice ed ed 

r 

woedsi eee baad ee fe peat y ee lar ee Rese The next brace, London handled by Tallman, and Phyllis 

; ; a aoa eine i a 4 Tl. handled by Stafford, were called at 9 o'clock, and pupdown 
wing. They were then ordered up, and heat aw arded to San F x nd sedee whore the other brace was taken 0 

Roy at 1145. Down one hour and fifty-two minutes. DL BOT COND Ca aie ead eer aiha ea 
Phyllis I, is a nice little black, white and tan bitch of good 

COLEMAN'S LONDON AND NELLIE 3B, specdand style, but not a match for London, who outpaces 

The next brace, Coleman’s London, handled by Nesbitt, | her and was maneh the most stylish doz, We worked on 

and Nettie B., by Waters, were put down at 11:50 where the through the field to a branch where London flushed 4 single 

last brace woes taken up, in a small piece of woods, Nellie | bird. Then in athickct of scrub oaks Phyllis made a false 

jmoved at a nice even gait. She will undoubtedly make a | point nicely backed by London. We then moved on over the 

zyod one, London was sotirely too fat for work, and also off hill when London pointed and Phyllis backed, Tallman, to 

en account of sickness, and soon demonstrated that he coul | order, flushed the ird and killed it, but ih could not be found, 

notlast. The heat was a short one, Seon ater being ey ‘A bird got up while London was hunting dead. and Tallman 

down Nellia B. drew to a point, and moving on flushed a fine | isilled it and London, to order. retrieved it. Working on up 

heyy. We then moved on across a field of cotton to a large | the branch London flushed, then both dogs pointed where 

hody of woods, where London flushed a single bird. Wo] birds had flusned, Moying on both dogs scored a flush; wa 

worked through the woods into a field of cotton and down into | then swung round across the hill, when Phyllis pointed backed 

a swale, where Nellie B., going very fast down wind, ran into | by London, the birds flushed onthe opposite side of a deep 

and flushed a bevy, dropping to wing, The birds settled in | ditch in which the dogs tyere pointing, Ordered on over the 

thick sedge and briers not far off, into which the dogs were | hill ina pocket of sedge hetween two dee ditches, London 

worked, Whew Nellie pointed the bird was flushed, to order, pointed and the bird was flushed and killed by Stafford and 

and killed, bnt was not found. Moying on Nellis b, scoreda retrieved by Phyllis. Moving on Phyllis scored a point and 

flush, a. little turthor on she pointed; soon afterward London | London « flush; Phyllis then flushed a single bird. hey were 

pointed and the bird was flushed and killed, and retrieved. by | then ordered up and the heat was awarded to London at 1:30, 

London, Moving cn, London flushed, We then worker over Down thirty niinutes. This finished the first series, Carrie J. 

the fence into a piece Gf stubble, where he again flushed. We | having & hye, A 

then swung round into the woods, where Nellie scored a bad Second Series. 

tlush, oul of the woods into a sedge iield, London flushing & CARRIE J. AND CLIFPRR 

single Mind, dihay were, then grdeted up ad the Nes W885) score oat ab 95 and put dows ina segs fed and worked 
down to piece of stubble, in which both dogs did some good 

PINK B, AND MAUD W. worl, ranging and quartering (heir ground well. We then 

The next brace, Pink B. handled by Short, and Mand W. moved across to a piece of pines am? sedge, which was drawn 

handied by Tucker, were put down at 12:45. Maud W. is a | bank, Working on toa gully Clipper pomted a hare and was 

nice black, white and tan hitch, owned by Dr. Ware. She | nicely backed by Carjie. We then swung round to a piece of 

moves nicely, quartering and ranging in good style, and very | corn, where a bevy had been seen by the spectators running 

avenly matehed with ‘ink B. We worked on down the | onthe ground. Working up to the windward of themt Clipper 

awale and into a cornfield wp a hedge row and across the rail- | fushed, dropping promptly to wing. We then worked onto 

road into a large field of sedge, which was drawn blank. Wel agully wherethey were marked down, wheie Clipper pointect. 

then swung back across the railroad to a ditch, where some The dogs were then taken up and we went throngh the woods, 

birds flushed by the spectators had been marked down. Pink and they wereturned down again in alarge field of sedge, which 

pointed and Maud dropped on a nice pack, The bird was | was drawn blank, We then moved on over a fence into a Held 

SCE AND COUNTESS RARE 

were called at 4:05 and pub down on sonie scattered birds in 
thick sedge. Both dogs commenced roading sand pointing, 
wheu Sue located the birds anda large beyy was flushed, 
both dogs steady to wine, Moving on to where the birds had 
been rnarked down both dogs scored a point; several birds were 
flushed and shot at and missed. We then swing round up the 
gully, where Sue flushed, and soon aftershe dropped on a nica 
point on the side of thegully. ‘The bird was flushed to order 
and killed and retrieved by Sue, We thenswung round down 
the gnlly, across and up the hill to tome birds that had been 
inarked down where Countess scored a flush. Wa then worked 
on threuzh a stubble which wes drawn blank, when Sua, hay- 
ing greatly the advantage of Countess Rake in speed, style 
and ranging, they Were ordered up and the howt was awui'ded 
to Sue ab 440. Down thirty-five minutes. This ended the 
second series, London having a bye. 

Third Series. 

LONDON AND CARRIB J. 

svere called at 4:45 and put down in a field of sinbble, which 
wae drawn idank, We then worked on upa gully and into 
some more stubble, where both dogs showed good work in 
quartering and ranging, London haying decidedly the best of 
it. They moved on down to the lower edge of the stubble, 
where amiton roaded up and found a fine bevy which he 
pointed staunchly, Caria J. being brought up, pointed the 
sume bevy, not seeing Londou. We then syorked of down to 
a ditch, bordered by tall grass and sedge. Both dogs voaded 
on scent of birds, but failed tofind. Across thediteh London 
ointed, Moving on, he scored two flushes and Carrie J. a 

false point, It now being dark they were ordered up for the 
day. They were put down again on Wednesday morning at 
1:55 in a piece of woods, where Cartie soon made a point, and 
London coming up, refused to back, and flushed a lange bewy. 
We then moved on into an open field, where biids had been 
marked dosyn, when London pointed. We then worked up 

nnd around a heavy swale into the woods again, wheres large 

bevy was flushed, Moviug on after them, Carrie J. pointed a 

siigle bird, which was flushed to order and killed, and re- 
trieved by Catrie. Crossing the fence both dogs pointed a 
large bevy. We then swung into the woods, where Lemdon 

pointed and the bird flushed ahead of him, and the point was 

jot seen by the judges und he wasgiven aflush. We then 
moved on and both dogs pointed a hare, tien, working on up 
to the edge of the woods, London pointed tet yen Carrie 

J. coming wp, beeame very unsteady and excited, and scored 

three or four fushes im succession ane! lost the heat, Wa 

moved out into the open licld, where London pointed, two or 

three birds were flushed to order and one killed, and retrieved 
by London. They were then ordered up, and the heat was 
awarded to London at 11:30. Down one hour and fifteen 

Tainutes, 
NELLIE &. AND GATH 

svere next called at 11750, and put down in the tield where tia 

' ————<e— s 
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last brace were taken up. This wasashort heat. Nellie B. 
ranczed and quartered her ground well, but was very unsteady 
in her work and was no atagonist for Gath, who, after scoring 
two nice points, was awarded the heat ab 19:45." Down fitty- 
five minutes, 

SUE AND DON 

sere next called and put down nt 1:30 in a field of stubble and 
corn, Don, having recovered somewhat from his ludisposition, 
moved off nicely, and did much better work than in his 
former heats, bul, could not hold his own against Sue, who 
took the lead and kept it tothe endof theheat, They worked 
through the cori into a ravine of briers and sedge, where Don 
finshed # larse bovy, which were marked down over the fence 
in the woods, Ordered on, Sue pointed and Don hacked, 
Moying on over a ditch, Don pointed, and the bird was flushed 
and killed, and retrieved by Don, who soon alter, near the 
fence, scored a flush. We then swung round in the woods, and 
worded on up across the railroad to a large cornfield, which 
was drawn blank. They were taken up and we moved on 
some distance to a large field of sedge, where they were put 
down again and worked through toasmall piece of timber, 
when 2 bevy of birds was fushed by the judges. Following 
tiem up, Sue pointed, and soon after, in the thicket, Don 
pointed. We then went up the road to the edge of thicket, 
where Don again pointed. The bird flushed and was killed, 
and after a good deal of unsteady and headstrong work by 
Don, he was made to find the bird, which he mashed badly in 
retrieving. They were then ordered up and the heat was 
awarded to Sue at 2:57. Down one hour seven minutes. This 
closed the third series. 

Drourth Series. 
GATH AND LONDON - 

were next called and put down at 2:45 in a cornfield on_ the 
edge of the thicket and worked on up a branch when Gath 
madé a bad flush but it was not seen by the judges. Wethen 
swung round over the hill, drawing a great extent of ground 
blank, until we came to a rayino where Gath dropped on & 
Beco ina gully and was promptly backed by London, Gath’s 

ndler claimed that he was backing London and thus saved 
him the false pomt he had really made, Moving on Gath 
pointed a hare, about the same time London, some hundred 
yards fo the left, made a nice point on alarge bevy, Moving 
on down to branch London pointed. and a little on scored a 
flush. Gath then pointed a single bird and London refused to 
back, when they were ordered up and the heat was awarded 
to Gath at 8:30. Down forty-five minutes. This ended the 
fourth series, Sue having a bye. 

FrovaAL Tre FoR Fmst PLACE. 

GATH AND SUE 

were then cast off at 3:35 10 decide first money. This was an 
exciting heat, both dogs doing grand work, but Gath seemed 
to lose confidence in himself and depended on Sne to find the 
birds; this, together with the fact that both dogs were hundled 
by the same handler lost him the heat. They were put down 
in a sedge tield where the last brace was takenup. Moving on 
up the brancli Gath scored a false point backed by Sue. We 
then worked on down the ravine and over a fence into a corn- 
field where both dogs did 4 good deal of roading, and Sue 
jointed in a thick bunch of bamboo briers and bushes, backed 
y Gath. The birds were seen running for some distance 

before the dogs and they were ordered up and one of the 
judges flushed them and killed a bird, which was retrieved by 
Sue, They were then ordered on up the hill, where Gath 
pointed and was nicely backed by Sue, The bird was flushed 
to order and killed, and retrieved by Gath. We then crossed 
the fence into some sedge, where Sue flushed. We then 
worked on through some stubble and sedge toa piece of woods 
woere the birds had been marked down, butit was drawn 
blank. Wethen swung around and worked on'th:ough the 
field, where Gath pointed in the edge of some sedze on a 
branch, Moving on, Sue flushed. We then worked on into 
some corn, where Gath pointed in the edge of samie sedge by 
the side of the railroad, but roaded on and was found on a 
point in a thick brier patch, but as he had been ordered up he 
did not get ereditforit. They were then put down across the 
railroad, and worked up a gully in a thicket of plum bushes, 
where Sue pointed a hare, and was backed by Gath. They 
were then ordered up for tho day at 4;50. They ware put 
down again at 8 on Thursday morning i: a field of sedge, 
where Gath, going at rapid speed, dropped on a beautiful 
point; Sue, who was ahead of him roading on the samescent, 
caught sightot himand backed handsomely, We then moved 
on, when Gath scored a flush and soon afterward a talse 
point. Working on, Sue pointed in the edge of some oaks and 
was backed by Guth; the birds were flushed, and Gath broke 
shot, but dropped to order. He wasthensent on and retrieved 
the bird neatiy, Moy.ng on, Gath pointed; then up the hill 
both dogs roadled for some distance and pointed, We then 
swung round dowao the hill where Sue pointed. The bird was 
flushed to oider and killed and retrieved by Sue. Thoy were 
then ordered up aud the heat was awarded to Sue at 3:20, who 
was declared winner of tue first prize. Downin all one hour 
and thirty-five minutes, 

Fina Trp ror SECOND PLACE. 
GATH AND DON 

were then called at 8:25, and put down in the sedge field. Don 
was badly off, and seemea to have no nose. He pottered about 
anddid nothmg. Atter a few minutes’ work, two points bs- 
ine scored by Gath, they were ordered_up, and the heat and 
second money wus awarded to Gath. Down eight: minutes, 

FryaL Tos ror THIRD PLACE, 

FOREMAN AND DON 

were then called, and put down at 8:35, where the last brace 
had been taken up, to try couclusi ns for third money. Don 
being completely used up, was outpaced by Foreman, who 
secured two beautiful points Don pottering about with his 
nos¢ to the grounl doing vothing, and passing over birds he 
should have pointed. At 4,04 they were ordered up, and the 
heat was awarded to Foreman, who was declared the winner 
of third prize. Down ninetech minutes. 

Following is 4 completa 
SUMMARY, 

First Sories. 

Clipper beat Gus Bondhu. 
Sau Roy beat Grouse Dale. 

ellie B. beat Coleman’s London, 
Pink B. beat Maud W. 
Gath beat Kinnisinick, 
Sue beat Major Croxteth, 
Don beat lossy, 
Foreman heat Victor. 
Countess Rake buat Dog Whip, Jr. 
Harrison's London bean Phyllis If. 
Carrie J., a bye, 

Second Seriés. 
Carrie J, beat Clipper. 
Nellie B. beat San Roy. 
Don beat Pink B. 
Gath beat Foreman. 
Sue beat Countess Rake, 
Harrison’s London, & bye. 

Third Series. 

Harrison’s London beat Carrie J. 
‘Gath beat Nellie B 
Sue beat Don. 

Fourth Sertes, 
‘Gath beat Loudon. 
Sue, a bye. 

a 

FINAL TIH FOR FIRST PRIZE. 
Sue beat Gath and won first prize, 

FINAL TIE FOR SECOND PRIZE. 
Gath beat Don and won second prize, 

FINAL TIE FOR THIRD PRIZE. 
Foreman beat Don and won third prize. 

THE DERBY. 

SAN ROY AND PAUL GLADSTONE, 
The first brace, San Roy (handled by Sanborn) and Paul 

Gladstone, were east off af-1:05 in a cornfield and worked on 
upa branch. Pauli goingat a‘nice gait, but he could not keep 
near the wide ranging and flect San Roy. Working on across 
the hill San Roy pointed, Paul coming up directly in front of 
lim backed promptly at sight but no birds were found. Paul 
also soon scoréd a false point and was nicely backed by San 
Roy. We then worked on, when Paul pointed and anice bevy 
was flushed. Moving on downtoa gully San Roy pointed 
and the bird was flushed and shot at, both dogs steady to shot. 
They were then ordered up at 9/30 and the heat was awarded 
to San Roy, Down twenty-five minutes. 

NELLIE B. AND KATY D. 

The next brace—Nellie B., who ran in the free-for-all and 
beat Coleman's London, and was in turn beaten by Gath, 
handled by Waters, and Katy D., owned and handled by San- 
born—were cast off at 9:35 in a sedge field, which was drawn 
blank. They were then taken up and put down again near a 
piece of timber, where Nellie B. flushed a bevy. We then 
swung round over the hill and worked along the fence where 
the birds were supposed to have gone, where Katy D. scored 
afiush. We then worked on down to the woods and through 
them into a large field, which was drawn blank. We then 

round back to the woods, where Nellie flushed a bevy. 
Moving on, Katy D. dropped on a nice point in the leaves, and 
the bird was flushed to order and killed. They were then 
ordered up for Katy D. to be put down to baclx, which she did 
nicely and was awarded the heat at 10:35. Down one hour. 

SHOT AND FRED, H. 

were the next brace. They were put down at 10:40. This 
was a poor brace. Fred. H, would not leave bis handler and 
they were ordered up and Fred. H. withdrawn, giving the 
heat to Shot at 10:47. Down seven minutes, 

COUNT LOFTY AND RAINBOW. 

The next brace, Count Lofty handled by Nesbit and Rain- 
bow by Waters, were put down at 10,50 in a corntield. Count 
Lofty was yery fat, and after a small effort broke down, and 
his antagonist, who showed no speed, whatever, becamo 
apparently disgusted and attacked a lot of nogroes who were 
gathering corn. He was called off and without finding birds, 
the heat was given to Rainbow at 11:12. Down twenty-two 
minutes, 

MAJOR GROXTETH AND GLADSTONE BOY 
were the next brace, Maj. Croxteth handled by Stafford, 
and Gladstone Boy handled by Maj. Merrian, were cast off ati 
11:20in a cornfeld. The puppy Gladstcne Boy moved off 
yery well, though rather awkward, He is eligible to two 
Deriiys, being still the right axe for the next Derby, in whico 
he will be cutered. He is a dog of much_promise and will 
make a good one. He has only been handled three weeks. 
Chey were worked on through the corn inte a piece of sedge 
and seatbering trees, where Major flushed a bevy. Following 
them into the brush, Major again flushed and Gladstone Boy 
scored a nice point. Moving on, Major again flushed. They 
were then ordered up andthe heat was awarded to Glidstone 
Boy, at 11:89, Down fifteen minutes. 

GRACE GLADSTONE AND COUNTESS C. 
were the next brace. Grace Gladstone, a nice little black and 
white bitch by Gladstone ex Lavalette, owned and handled 
by Charles Ticker, and Countess C., owned and handled by J. 

. Avent, were cast off at 11:35 in the woods where the last 
brace was taken up. Both dozs went off well, ranging and 
quartering their ground nicely and making few mistakes. This 
was one of the bast heats runin the me at: Ab first Grace 
was a little headstrong and flushed a bird. oving on Coun- 
tess C, poin-ed, backed by Grace. We then turnedinto some 
woods where Grace pointed and a few steps further again 
pointed. Moving on up tothe fence Countess C. flushed a 

nicely backed by Grace. Moving on over the fence into the 
woods, hoth dogs showed remarkable speed and style, cutting 
up the ground nicely, Gracerather the fastest ranger, We 
worsed on through the woods where Countess C, fiushed. 
They were then ordered up for the judges to consult, Ordered 
on again, Countess C. pomted a beyy on the edge of the woods. 
Grace coming up pointed to the scent of the same beyy not 
seeing Countess. there being a large log between them, ths 
birds were flushed to order, and both dogs dropped to wing. 
They were then worked on and Grace scored two flushes. 
They were then ordered up, and Countess C. afterwards put 
down to hack, which she did, and was awarded the heat. 
Down twenty-tive minutes. 

PRINCESS TECK AND DON QUIXOTE 

were the next braca. Princess Teck handled by Nesbit, and 
Don Quixote handled by Short, were put down at 12;\0ina 
corneld. This was another brace of sorry dogs, Princess 
Teck being too fat todo any work. A large space of ground 
was drawn blank, the dogs nob rduzing far enough to find 
birds; when by accident Princess Teck stumbled on a bevy 
as we neared the place appointed for lunch. They were 

} worked a while on this bevy, and Princess secured three points 
and was awarded the heat at 12:44. Down thirty-four minutes, 

LADY CG. AND POARTER 

were the next brace, Lady C. handled by her owner, Mr. 
Stephenson, and Poarter, the winner of second in the Hastern- 
Field Triais Derby, handled by Avent, were put down ab 1:20 
in the cornfield near the old giv house. Lady ©. is 4 fast little 
bitch, and if properly broken will make a good one, but in 
this heat she showed neither nose nor breaking, and after some 
nice work by Poarter the heat was awarded to him at 2:20. 
Down one hour. 

RUSH GLADSTONE AND LADY BELINORA 
were the next brace, Rush Gladstone handled by Avent, and 
Lady Elinora handled by Nesbit, were cast off in some woods, 
when Rush Gladstone, who is a fast and stylish, level-headed 
dog, pointed. Moying on Lady Hlinora, whois a slow-moving 
pottering dog, scored in rapid succession threé flushes. We 
then swung round the hill, where Rush flushed; moving up 4 
few steps he dropped on a point, They were then ordered up, 
and the heat was awarded to Rush Gladstone. Down five 
minutes. 

COUNTESS HOUSE AND COUNTESS GLADSTONE 
were the next brace, Countess House handled by Short, and 
Countess Gladstone, were put down at 2:35, and worked over 
a large space of ground, neither of them showing much speed 
or style, and at 8:05 they were ordered up and the decision was 
reserved. Down thirty minutes. This finished the first series, 
Bravo haying a bye, 

Seoond Series, 

SAN ROY AND BRAVO. 
The judges concluded upon consultation to throw out the 

dogs Shot, Rain Bow aad Princess Teck, who had won heats 
in the first series but were not considered as having sufficient 
merit to win. 
The first brace in this series, San Roy and Bravo, who had 

the bye, handled by Ellison, were cast off at 3;05in the edge 
of athicket. Bravo would not get away fror his handidr, 
but looked abomtas if daged and not knowing what to do 

bird. Wethen worked on when Countess C, pointed and was ; 

Asroon as Mr, Sanborn could got San Roy in, who had gone 
off on one of his magnificent bursts of speed, they were or- 
dered up and the heat awarded to San Roy. Dowu fiye 
ininutes. 

COUNTESS C, AND KATY D. 
were then put down, ab 3:20, in a rayine and worked up 
through the sedge, both dogs gaing at fine speed and in fine 
style. This was a short but hot heat, it being hard to decide 
which of the two was the b2st. In some bushesnear the edge 
of « sedgefield Countess C, pointed, the bevy was flushed amd 
one killed and retrieved by Countess, Moying on up into the 
woods both dogs secured a point. We then worked on up the 
edge of the woods, where both dogs roaded nicely a running 
beyy and Katy D. located them, making a stylish point. 
Moying on into the woods Countess pointed. We then worked 
on into the woods, where Katy 1)., going very rapidly through 
the woods, dropped on a nice point, They were then ordered 
up anti the heat was awarded to Katy D. at 3:35. Down fif- 
teen minutes. 

POARTER AND GLADSTONE’S LOY 
were then called at 3:40 and worked on through the woods 
when Gladstone's Boy flushed and Poarter pointed a single bird, 
Moying on Poarter flushed. We thea worked on when Poartear 
pointed and the bird was flushed, to order, and killed and _re- 
trieyed Ry Poarter. Gladstone's Boy soon after made a had 
flush. They were then ordered up and the heat was awarded 
to Poarter at $445, Down five minutes, This ended the sec- 
ond series, Rush Gladstone haying a bye. 

Third Series. 

SAN ROY AND RUSH GLADSTONE 
were then put down on the hillin sedge grass and worked on 
across # cotton field to a ditch, both doing good work, butin 
ranging, San Roy had the besi of it. Wemoved on up the 
ditch, when San Roy pointed a hare. We then went on over - 
the hill and a large feld was drawn blank, Working on San 
Roy pointed a hare, We then turned up a swale to the fence 
at the edge of the woods, where Rush Gladstone scored a flush, 
They were then taken up for the day, At 1:10 on Friday 
they were again put down in a large field of sedge and work- 
ing on down the fence we swung around up the rayine where 
San Roy was seen ona fine pointa long distance from the 
judges, but before we got up to him, he moved up, flushed 
and broke in, Rush, coming up dropped on a point, but 
moved on. Working on up the ravine, across a sorghum 
patch, Rush pointed a small beyy, whieh were flushed to 
order and one killed andretrieved by Rush. Moving on across 
the field, San Roy pointed and was nicely backed by Rush. 
We then worked on when Rush pointed, but discovering his 
ervor moved on. At this time San Koy, who had ranged a 
long way from his handler, was found on point, but before 
we could get up, flushed the bird, broke in and chased. The 
were then ordered up and the heat was awarded to Rush 
Gladstone at 1:30, Down, in all, thirty minutes. 

KATY D. AND POARTER 

were cast off at 1:40 on the hill where the last brace had just 
been taken up. Katy was very much off, and did not hunt in 
her usual style or speed, and making a great many false points 
and flushes, Poarter doing much better than we had eyer seen 
hin work. Wemoved dcwn to a ditch, where Katy scored a 
false point and was very indifferently backed by Poarter. 
Katy then flushed a boyy. We then swung round the hill and 
Katy scored a false point. Moving on up the ravine and over 
the hill Katy pointed a hare, We then worked on when Poar- 
ter scored a nice point on a bevy in a patch of sumac bushes, 
and was nicely backed by Katy. We then moved on down 
the hill to a gully, where Poarter scored a flush and soon after 
afalse point; he then pointed on the side of a gully. Katy 
soon after Scored a bad flushand followed it with a false point, 
They were ordored up and the heat was awarded to Poarter 
at 2:17. Down forty-seven minutes, 

Finan Tre ror First PLaos. 

RUSH GLADSTONE AND POARTER 

were then called to run for first money. They were cast off at 
2:20, and worked through an orchard, into a large body of 
woods, and into a largs feld and up a hedge row, which was 
drawn blank. At this time the spectators flushed a bevy, and 
the dogs were worked down to where they had. been seen to 
settle, When on the side ot a branch Poarter flushed a bird. 
Moving on Rush secured a nice point and Poarter flushed. 
They were then ordered up, and the heat was awarded to 
Rush Gladstune, whe was declared winner of first prize. 
Down fifty minutes. 

FINAL TIE FOR SECOND PLACE. 

POARTER AND SAN ROY 

were then cast 04 at 3:25 to decide second money, We worked 
on over the hill, San Roy moving at great speed, Poarter 
scored a false point in the edge of some bushes. Moying on up 
the branch San Roy also scored a false point. Moving on 
Pourter pointed and was backed by San Roy. We then 
worked into a thicket, where San Roy was lost, and when 
found was holding a eee beautifully. The bird was flushed 
and San Roy drepped promptly to wing. Moving on he was 
again found on a pomt in the thicket. A nice bevy was. 
finshed to order and he dropped promptly to wing. They were 
then ordered up, and the heat was awarded to San Roy at — 
5:47, and he was declared the winner of the second prize. 

Finau Tim ror THiRD PLACE, 

POARTER AND PAUL GLADSTONE 
were then put down at 3:55 near a thicket, where Poarter 
scored a point. Moving on up into the cornfield he again 
pointed, and was bucked by Paul, We then moyed on, when 
Paul pointed nicely a beyy, which were flushed to order, and 
one was killed, and retrieved by Poarter, We then swung 
round the thicket, when Paul roaded to a nice point, and soon 
after Poarter scored a point, broke in and retrieved the bird, 
which had been shot at and killed. Paul then pointed, and 
immediately Poarter scored a point, and a little further on 
both dogs pointed and flushed. Moying on down the fence, 
Paul fushed and Poarter scored a false pomt. They were then 
ordered up and the heat and third money awarded to Paul 
Gladstone at 4:15. Down twenty minutes, This concluded 
tie Derby, and was one of the best and most hotly contested 
eats. 

THE POINTER PRIZE, 
The first brace of pointers, Rain Bow and Major Croxteth, 

were then put down, and ran till night, neither of them show- 
ing any good work, and they were taken up and the handlers 
of three pomters entered in the Derby divided honors and the 
$100 pointer purse equally. 
Following is a complete 

SUMMARY; 

Fiyst Series. 

San Roy beat Paul Gladstone. 
Katy D. beat Nellie B. 
Shot beat Fred H. 
Rain Bow beat Count Lofty. 
Gladstone's Boy beat Major Croxteth. 
Countess C. beat Grace Gladstone, 
Princess Teck beat Don Quixote. 
Poarter heat Lady C. 
Rush Gladstone beat Hlinora, 
Countess House and Countess Gladstone (decision reserved), 
Bravo, 2 bye. 

Second Series: 

San Roy beat Brayo. 
Katy D. beat Countess C. 



FOREST AND STREAM. (Dro, 20, 1883. 

MR. WILLIAM A. BUCKINGHAM’S ORANGE AND WHITE ENGLISH SETTER DOG 

Divided Secoud and Third with Don” Alil-Aged Stake, Hastern Field ‘rials, 1883. 

“GROUSE DALE.” 

Also divided third with ‘‘London” and “Foreman,” All-Aged Stake, Southern State Field Trials, 1883. 

Poarter beat Gladstone's Boy. 
Rush Gladstone, a bye. ; 

Third Series. 

Rush Gla istone beat San Roy, 
Poarier beat Katy D. 

FHINAL TIE FOR FIRST PRIZE. 

Rush Gladstone beat Poarter, and won first prize 
FINAL T1e FOR SECOND PRIZT. 

San Roy beat Poarter and won second prize. 
FINAL TIE FOR THIRD PRIZE. 

Paul Gladstone heat Poarter and wou third prize. 
POINTER PRIZE. 

Raitt Bow, Major Croxtethand Don (Qhiixote (livided equally 
the pointer prize. 

THE (HAMPION STAKE. 

The Champion Stake was to haye been 11m off on Saturday, 
but there being only two entries, Bryson’s Sne and Crawford's 
Gath, the prize and honors were divided hetween them. 

THE PACIFIC COAST FIELD TRIALS. 

HE fr-t annual trials of the Pacifie Coast Field Trials 
Club were run on Noy. 2, 27 and 28, on grounds selected 

and preserved by the club on Deer Creek, about ten miles 
southeast from Folsom, Cajl. The place was chosen because 
the cover is open, making it possible to see each dog atall 
times, and so make correct judgments, and because quail are 
fairly plenty. The coyer is hardly thick enough to afford first- 
vate hiding places for the birds. 
and here and there little dwarfed white oaks, which are found 
at intervals in little thickets. Plenty of rocky slopes and 
points about which there are dead grass and prickly weeds, 
and now and then a cockle patch in which the birds seem pur; 
ticulary to delight. About one thousand acres are reserved 
to the se of the club through the kindness of Mr. Woodward, 
the lessee, who takes great interest in the success of {he club, 
eyen going so far as to pilot handlers about to known using 
places, and by his personal presence helping to make the 
meeting satistactory. Two trials had already been had in this 
State. neither of which was what could haye been wished. 
At both birds were yery scarce, and such as were found were 
docated in our California cheitisal, which grows breast high 
and quite conceals the dogs. Then, too, the walking was so 
hard, up and down steep high hillsides, as to distress any but 
those inured to hard work. 

‘The last few years have brought tothe State a number of 
well-b.ed dogs, and many felt that since it seemed impossible 
to infuse life and a proper sense of responsibility into the club 
already in existence, it might be worth while to form another 
which should be representative in its membership and enter- 
prizing in its efforts to secure such ground and such condi- 
tions us would afford a fair test of the possibility of making a 
successful trial here. ; 

To this end a nurober of sportsmen met in Sacrainento in 
Just August and organized the Pacific Coast Field Trials Chib. 
Tt is what its name would indicate. It has no local affiliations 
whichean cramp its movements, It is bound by no ties or 
obligations to hold its trials in one place rather than another, 
and it has a widespread membership, means, and a desire to 
do the best things possible to enable Californians to claim 
place on equal footing with those Bastern and Huglish gentle- 
men whose efforts in behalf of exclusive breeding and hand- 
ling of setters and pointers haye resulted insuch a general in- 
crease of interest and intelligence among admirers of field 
sports. Residents of any portion of the Pacific slope are in- 
viled to active membership, and the roll now has upon it the 
uames of gentlemen living in Nevada, Oregon, Washington 
Yerritory and California, « good showing for a young club 
which, untillast week. could point to no promises fullfiled, nor 
aly demonstration of its usefulness, 

‘Phe executiye committee for this year arranged a camp on 
a beautiful spot on the bank of Deer Creek right in the heart 
of the reserve. Tents were pitched and beds and bedding pro- 
vided for all who attended. The club caterer furnished good 
Jain meals on the ground, and at night a huge camp-—tire drew 
its sides all the wearied sportsmen, who rehearsed the heats 

of the day with unflagging interest, and ever Increasing power 
of discrimination, while puffing at the after dinner pipe pre- 
paratory to rolling np in their blankets and putting away for 
the night. A pool of clear water just by the camp invited all 
to plunge in, in the clear frosty mornings, or after the day's 
pilzrimage. The invitation was not generally accepted. In 
fact, the bathing was confined to one obese San Francisco 
meimber, whose failure in his attempts at Godliness should be 
condoned because of his distinguished efforts to be clean. Y 
On Tuesday evening the club was called to order by Presi- 

Bassford and the annual meeting held, Some routine dent 

Oak trees scattered about. | 

business was done, Mr. J. K, Orr of San Francisco, a member 
of the club, was tendered a yote of thanks for his offer of a 
silyer cup as a special prize for this year, The executive com- 

| mittee thought best to refuse Mr. Orr’s offer, because they had 
determined to make the first trials of the club dependent on 
no adventitious aids for interest. 
Avote of thanks to Mr. F. W. Dunn, of Battle Mountain, 

Nev., formerly of Indiana, who judged the trials, was passed. 
The officers elected for the coming year were: Thomas Ben- 

nett, San Francisco, President; 1, N. Aldrich, Marysville, Cal., 
First Vice-President; R. H. Neill, San Francisco, Second Vice- 
President; N. E. White, Sacramento, Secretary; R. J. Cook, 
Sacramento, Treasurer, Executive Committee—H. H. Briggs, 
San Francisco, Chairman; G. W. RBassford, Colusa; J. 
Burnham, Folsom; C. N. Post, Sacramento; , to be 
filled by executive committee. 

Selection of place and time of the next trials were delegated 
to the executive conmitter, 
Three judges had signified their willingness to act, but at the 

eleventh hour there came telegrams from two of them, stating 
their inability to be present. This seemed a misfortune, but 
the remaining judge, F, W. Dunn, Esq,, of Battle Mountain, 
Ney., proyed bis competency to universal satisfaction, His 
judgments covered the whole work of the dogs, and were de- 
jivered with such ninute differentiation as to enable all to see 
their wisdom, The judge had seen some Hastern trial work, 
and ruled to a high standard, which was just what was needed 
by California handlers. The latter showed a surprising de- 
sree of ignorance and lack of method. With the éxception 
of Mr. Tait’s Dorr, not a single broken dog was started by any 
handler, Most of them were sensible enough to see their 
weaknegses, and the others will he forced to an acknowledg- 
ment by having their dogs continuously beaten hereafter by 
those who heard and assimilated the suggestions of Judge 
Dunn. There is some excuse for the lack of etlowtedes on our 
purt, 
Dov handling isa recent thing in the State, and we have | 

been compelled to grope along by the light of books. We 
have had no tian who knew anything about dogs or dog 
breaking, except from reading. Then, too, we have Tailed to 
realize that a dog can be well broken only at large expense in 
time if broken by owner, or of money if sent East to the near- 
est Bie The places were won by setters and pointers 
equally, 

Dorr, the winner of first inthe All-Aged Stake, is an up- 
standing black and tan setter, with docked tail and short ears: 
Not a typical Gordon, but a wide ranger and stylish. He won 
third at Nebraska Trials of 1881. His noseis good and he 
quarters well. On point he stands head up and tail a little 
high; he is steady and staunch. 

The winner of second in the same stake was Beautiful Queen, 
a pointer bitch bred by 8. B. Dilley. Queen is a little bitch, 
“tykey” in look, too wide in chest, and with bad head; but 
she is a stayer, and in competent hands would make a hard 
one to beat where birds were plenty. 

Belle, a red setter biteh, took third in the All-Aged Stake, 
Belle is a good-looking bitch, has a deep chest, good shoulders 
and short couplings, with good feet, but has a meaty tail 
badly flagged, and too fine a coat. The judge remarked that 
she and Dorr had shown most nose in the trials, but intimated 
that she was too fat. She won second at last year’s trials in 
this State, scoring 78 to Waddington’s Daisy’s $0, and with 
proper breaking is good enongh for ordinary company. 

In the Puppy Stakes, first was taken by the pointer Butte 
Bow. Butte is a white, liver ticked dog about fifteen months 
old, Has deep chest and flat shoulders, with fair feet, a little 
open. Should be a goer, but has been handled to potter, and 
is slow and cautious. His owner shoots in heavy cover, where 
rabbits are plenty, and has broken the dog accordingly. A 
good one with Senos 

The ved setter bitch Beatrice won secoud money. She looks 
like a Chief—Berkely—Duck, except that she has a bad tail, 
badly carried. She has great staying power and is very fast, 
but ranges with her head down. She is light red in color, has 
avgood chest and fair feet, and next year, if broken, will be 
hard to beat. 

Gen, Cosby’s dog Bow, Jv., a pointer, litter brother to Butte 
Bow, was the gamest looking dog in either stake. His chest 
is too wide and shallow for top speed, but his style is elegant 
when in motion. He is white, with liver head and blazed 
face, perfectly unbroken, but has the making of a dog to be 
proud of, 

THE DERBY. : 
The draw for places in the Derby was made on Monday 

mormme, Noy, 26, and immediately thereafter the party 
started, the judge on horseback and the others on foot. 

j BEATRICE AND BOW, JR. 
Crossing Deer Creek, opposite the camp, Judge Dunn called 

up the first brace of dogs, Bow, Jr, and Beatrice, Bow, Jr., 
handled by owner, General Cosby, and Beatrice by Mr. H. C, 

Briggs, were started. 

Chipman, her owner. At 9:35 the dogs were cast off and 
ordered to beat up the creek bank, a gentle sloping rise for 
perhaps half a mile, The puppies ranged at will, covering 
the proper ground, and pretty much all of that contiguous, 
without locating birds. Reaching the back bone of the ridge 
the dogs were sent round to the left through an open thicket 
of simall oaks. Both paced well. Beatrice the faster, but 
Bow, Jr., in beautiful style. Passing down on the eastern side 
of the ridge Beatrice ran into 2 bird which Gen, Cosby dropped 
at long range beyond a barbed wire fence. Beatrice broke 
shot and retrieved well. Bow, Ji, attempting to follow the 
bitch snagged his left hock on one of the barbs and ran lame 
for a few minutes. Moving on the dogs trailed toward some 
bushes, and at thirty yards poe up a dozen quail, Both broke 
wing but stood to order, The quail settled on a point some 
distance ahead, and in moving toward them, Bow, Jr., male 
game, and was trailing toward a brush pile when Beatrice rmm- 
ning by him, pointed for a second. but the quail started. Several 
birds were flushed by the party here after the dogs had gone 
on, Coming to the cover taken by the beyy flushed a little 
before, the dogs quartered through it across wind without 
finding, but after moving on the handlers put up several birds. 
The dogs were then taken up and the party walked on toSlate 
Creek, over a divide, where birds were reported to be. While 
going to Slate Creek a numberof gentlemen trom the adjacent 
towns came on to the ground and joined the party. Near the 
ereek the dogs were cast off, and instantly Bow, Jr., flushed 
apair of birds fromsome dead weeds. A little beyond, and 
after climbing a fence, Beatrice pointed in some Bn weeds, 
but the quail was flushed by the near approach of the hand- 
Jers. The bitch stood to wing, Bow, Jr., chased tur, but 
came in to call, Moving on each dog made two flushes down 
wind, and were then called in to retrieve hidden birds, Bow 
Jr,. found dead, but did not retrieve. Beatrice then stood to 
Chipman’s shot. The brace was then put on chain for further 
trial. Down one hour and fifty-two minntes. 

BUTTE BOW AND BEAUTIFUL SNOW. 
At 11:50 Beautiful Snow, handled by owner, Mr, Ge orge W. 

Ellery, and Butte Bow by owner, Mr, H. A, Bassford, were 
ordered down in a dry brush opening, which they drew blank. 
A little beyond Snow trailed to a weedy place, but flushed 
the birds wild and broke in, chasing out of sight. Coming 
back and being sent on by Mr. Ellery, Snow again chased a 
quail which flew from a tree near by, and a moment afterran 
in on a bird which Hushed wild. Butte Bow, working close 
in, seemed to be trailing foot scent, and soon put out 4 hare, 
on which he broke, bub stopped to order. Twice Butte Bow 
commenced working body scent, but his handler seemed to 
fear letting him out of control and called him off. After 
moving over a half mile of open ground without finding, the 
dogs were taken up and the heat given to Butte Bow. Down 
one hour and six minutes. 
At 1:05 Beatrice and Bow, Jr., were again started to com- 

plete their first heat. Soon the bitch began feathering toward 
a weedy knob, but her handier flushed-her bird ore she 
could make the point, Beatrice steady to wing. A little to 
one side Bow, Jr.. footing 2 little gully, drew to point, but the 
bird would not lie and Beatrice broke wing, but stopped to 
order, <A little further on the dogs were put upon a marked 
bird, but the quail flushed, Bow, Jr., chasing; Beatrice 
steady. Running together the dogs finshed several birds and 
were then taken up, Beatrice winning the heat. Down one 
how and ten nunutes, 

This finished the first series, Duke haying a bye, 

Second Series, 
DUKE AND BEATRICE, : 

At 225 P. M, Beatrice, handled by Mr. Chipman, and Duke, 
owned hy C. V. B. Kaeding, and handled by Mr. W, H, 

They worked out a good deal of cover 
without finding, Beatrice steadier than early intheday, Duke 
at good pace, andin excellent style, particularly fine im car- 
riage of stern, and with head well up, but evidently pate 
he was out for exercise. Walking over a little knoll, a bi 
flushed from 4 little oak over Duke’s head. He stood to 
wing. Soon after, starting a hare, Duke chased out of sight, 
butsoon came in, A bird put up by the handlers was shot at 
by both and missed. Both dogs stood to gun. Duke after 
twenty minutes, lost in pace, and after beating ont several 
likely spots with but one find, and that by Beatrice, the brace 
was called up, and Beatrice given the heat. Down thirty-five 
minutes. 4 

Tt is but just to say that Duke had never before been ou 
fame, and was entered simply because his owner desired to 
fill the field of starters. 

BUITE BOW AND BEATRICE. 
At 3:20 this brace was cast off under the same handlers as 

before to decide as to first place. Both dogs did nice work, 
covering their ground well, and at killing range, On a hill- 
top Butte Bow drew te a staunch point on 2 tomeat, Beatrics 
refusing to hack, Moving on down a slope a bevy w#s flushed 

——————e 
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MR. R. T. VANDEVORT’S LIVER AND WHITE POINTER DOG “DON.” 

Divided Second and Third with “Grouse Dale.” All-Aged Stake, Eastern Field Trials, 1883. 

by the spectators and marked on the opposite hillside. Both 
dogs soon made game on the bevy and roaded cautiously, but 
the birds would not lie. Getting below part of the covey, and 
ranging hack toward her handler, Beatrice drew to an un- 
certain point ata heavy bunch of brush, A moment after 
Butte Bow drew on the same birds from the other side of the 
cover, and when Mr. Chipman kicked out the birds both dogs 
stood to wing. Passing on, Beatrice pointed down wind, but 
Butte Bow flushed the bird and Beatrice chased, It began to 
‘ow dark and a start was made for the camp, when in a 

Shaded spot Beatrice pointed, and held the point until Mr. 
Bassferd brought Butte Bow up, when the dog drew to back 
in nice style, Point and back both well held, Mr. Chipman 
was ordered to flush, but cowld not put out a bird. The dogs 
were then taken up and the heat and first money awarded to 
Butte Bow. Down two hours and thirty-one minutes, 

SUMMARY. 
PUPPY STAKES, 

First trials Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, open to all set- 
ters and pointers on the Pacitic slope, whelped on or before 
April 1, 1882. $25 to first, $15 tosecond, $10 to third, Entrance 
$5. Judge, F. W. Dunn, Esq., Battle Mountain, Nevada. 

First Series. 

Wi. U. Chipman’s red setter bitch Beatrice (Shakoe—Nellie) 
Pane April 5, 1882, beat 

G. B. Cosby’s liver and white pointer dog Bow, Jr. (Ranger 
ota et Bow) whelped Aug. 15, 1882. , 

. A. Bassford’s liver and white ticked pointer dog Butte 
Bow (Ranger Boy—Josie Bow) whelped Ang. 15, 1852, beat 

G. W. Bilery’s orange belton setter bitch Beantitul Suow 
(Dan—Syhil) whelped April 1885. rh 

CG. V. B. Kaeding’s red setter dog Duke (Colzate’s Pat— 
Howe's Gypsey) whelned July 19, 1882, a bye. 

Second. Series, 
Beatrice beat Duke. 
Butte Bow, a bye. 
Beantiful Snow and Duke withdrawn. 

FINAL TIE FOR FIRST PRIZE. 

tte Bow beat Beatrice and won first prize; Beatrice won 
second and Bow, Jr. third. 

ALL-AGED STAKE, 
Monday evening, after a pleasant dinner, was spent about 

the fire. Many were the tales that were told—most of them 
highly adored, many pointed—but the “morals” that they 
pointed were certainly not inculeated at amy very religious 
shrine. Before retiring the dogs were drawn for places in the 
All-Aged Stake, and at 9 A, M, on Tuesday, Nov, 27, the first 
brace was called and the party moved toward the ground 
selected for the first heat, Judge Dimn having resigned his 
thoroughbred and taken an old work horse, avery willing, but 
quite unable, animal, that drew to apoint as soon asthe Judge 
mounted, That is, he hunched his backbone to a point upon 
which the judge sat, while the old thing bucked like a very 
bronco, The judge was rescued and the horse penalized for 
not moving on after failing to throw his rider. 

SYBIL UZ, AND BEAUTIFUL QUEEN, 
At 9:25, Sybil IL, inhands of her owner, Mr, Thos, Bennett, 

and Beautiful Queen, wider care of J. M, Bassford, Jr., owner, 
were cust off on the creek bank, opposite the camp. Sybil I1., 
just twenty days too old for entry as a puppy, ranged off at 
Hood speed and showed a disposition to quarter. She has, in 
an aggravated degree, the tail carriage of her sire—a sharp 
bend to the ett and perfect immobility when ranging. She 
is a sturdy little bitch, as also is her heat opponent, Beautiful 
Queen. Both hitches worked foot scent, Quartering up the 
long ascent on which they were started, through good cover, 
the dogs drew blank, and on reaching the hilltop Sybil I. 
moyed a hare and chased. Working along the ridge Beauti- 
ful Queen incessantly ran in from behind Mr. Bassford, thus 
losing about half her work, Both bitches soon slowed down, 
and Sybil IT. did some very fine work within gunshot all the 
time. Coming 
draw, but her bird would not lie, and the little bitch broke 
wing and chased. The brace being sent down to water in the 
ereek, Sybil IL, ou the water side, pointed in some cockle 
burs and was staunchly backed by Beautiful Queen. Sybil 
Hl. growing utsteady, both bitches vanin and worked the 
eockle patch without finding. Judge Dunn then ordered them 
up and gaye Beautiful Queen the heat. Down thirty-five 
minutes, - 

DASH AND DIDO. 
At 10:10 Mr. J. G, Edwards's Belton IJ.—Belle dog; Dash 

down overarough point SybilIl. began to | 

‘order. 

ter bitch Dido, handled by owner, were sent in on a brushy | 
hill, across wind, Dash working rather slowly but in good 
form. Dido, apparently oblivious of the fact that her handler 
was there for the purpose of getting quails, repeatedly coy- 
ered the same ground, and came in from behind Mr. Post. 
Both handlers kept tatking, hissing and whistling loudly, and 
yery muuch to the disadvantage of their dogs. After working 
considerable blank eover, Dash found and pointed in a thicket 
ona hilltop overlooking the creek, but the bird would not 
lie long enough to bring Dido upto back. Swinging toward 
the creek Dido pointed, but instantly moved on, and circling 
down to the creek found and pointed a bird, which flushed a 
moment after, the hitch steady to wing. At 12.10 the next 
brace was called for, and decision reserved as tio Dash and 
Dido. Down two hours. 

DORR AND BELLE. 

Mr. Taft, handling Dorr, took the right hand, and Mr, Briggs, 
handling his Belle. the left. he brace did the first regular 
quartering of the trials, working out all cover and under good 
command, Dorr in breezy style, Belle more slowly, evidently 
hindered by her condition. ‘the dogs covered a. little slope 
and in walking after them the spectators flushed, from one 
side, a bevy of perhaps ten birds. Mr, Briggs shot but missed. 
Reaching the hilltop Dorr drew to point but discovering his 
error went on, Ranging down in a gulch Dorr chased a hare, 
giving tongue, but instantly returned at command. As he 
was coming in he commenced to feather toward a densely 
overgrown eully but the birds flushed very wild, Dorr steady to 
wing. Belle chased fur, and stopped.only after repeated order. 
On a little rocky point by the water side each dog drew twice 
on birds, but could not hold their points, Coming up fromthe 
water, Dorr made birds, and pointed staunchly until the birds 
flushed, Steady to wing, 
trieye concealed birds. Both found readily and retrieved per- 
fectly. Starting on, Belle was sent to a marked bird and 
pointed staunchly, Dorr being sent in, backed in nice style. 
while old Don, in the rear, happening to see the pointing dogs. 
drew to back, and the three were held for a half minute, 
when the bird moyed and then flushed. Mr. Briggs shot and 
missed. Dorr steady to gun, Belle breaking shot. The dogs 
were ordered up at 1:35, and Dorr given the heat, Down one 
hour and fifteen minutes. 

After the preceding heat the judge directed Messrs. Bennett 
and Post to hide birds and let Dash and Dido retrieve. 
Both found dead, and brought the birds without mouthing. 
Under the gim Dash stood. Dido breaking, but stopping to 

They were then sent back and the heat was awarded 
to Dido. This ended the first series, Don having a bye. 

Second Series. 

DORR AND DON, 

At?2.P, M. Dorr and Don were throwu off in the open, My. 
Thos, Bennett shooting for Mr. Taft, and Mr, J, M. Bassford, 
Jr., handling Don. Instantly Dorr ran yelping after a rabbit, 
but stopped to whistle, and coming in was switehed by Mr. 
Taft sharply. Dorr worked perfectly after the correction, at 
great pace, and in good style: head very high, and tail a little 
too well up. He trailed several recent scents without finding, 
as also did Don, whose pace was quite equal to Dorr’s, Dorr 
trailing across wind came to a nice point in a little bush well 
remoyed from other cover, Don coming up, stopped an instant, 
and then coursed away to one side. Mr, Bennett kicked the 
bird up but did not shoot, Dorr steady towing, Each dog soon 
after chased far, Dorr stppping to order, but Don running 
out of sight. Both dogs retrieved hidden birds well, and were 
then called in and the heat awarded to Dorr. Down one 
hour and twenty five minutes, 

BEAUTIFUL QUEEN AND DIDO. 
After twenty minutes’ rest this brace was put down, each 

dog kandled by owner. Dido did some good quartering up 
wind, covering a range of two hundred and fifty yards, and 
in good style, except that her head was rather low. Several 
covers were worked out without locating birds, when on a 
hilltop overlookins carop, Mr. Post following his bitch fushed 
a quai, shot and missed. Dido steady, Beautiful Queen drop- | | q.,! 
ping to gun, Passing on along the ridge toward where quail 
had been fond on the evening before. Dido at speed flushed 
a bird and was called in and whipped by Mr. Post, which took 
the wire edge from her and made her more tractable. Rang- 
ing together along the ridge, the dogs putup a hird from a 
rocky patch, which Mr. Post failed to kill. Both dogs break- 
ing shot, but coming in to order. Walking campward down 
the ridge, both dogs drew on game. Dido in a buneh of 
little oaks, across wind, and Beautiful Queen up wind 
toward a similar clump. Mr, Post walked up his point 
and started a rabbit, ido steady tofur. Dido was then 
brought to back Beautiful Queen, but stood, to order only, 

pandled by Mr. Themas Bennett, and Mr. C. N, Post’s red sef- | unsteadily at both ends, A start was again made for camp 

The dogs were then worke'l to re- | 

; pomted 

aud just before crossing the creek Beautiful Queen drew to 
point on a rabbit, sbaundiig, when it was pub out by Mr, Bass- 
ford. After being down one hour and three minutes, Judge 
Dunn ordered the dogs on chain for retrial in the morning. 
The brace was cast of at 7:45 on Wednesday morning fo run 
toa finish. Queen soon pointed, Dido refusing to back. When 
Mr, Bassford flushed and killed, Beautiful Queen broke shot 
and retrieved, Dido standing to gun. Soon after, up wind, 
Dido drew to point, but the bird flushed, the bitch standing 
towing. After being down thirty-five minutes they were 
sent back, and Beautiful Queen given the heat, This ended 
the second series. 

Third Series. 

BEAUTIFUL QUEEN AND DORR. 
At 828 this brace yas put down to decide first place. Mr. 

Thomas Bennett gunning over Dorr, whose handler, Mr. Taft, 
was barely able to follow his doz. Mr, Bassford over Queen. 
In this heat Dorr justified all the praise which FoREST AND 
STREAM has heretofore given him. He quartered over an ex- 
traordinary range in good style and better pace than before, 
leaving no possible covert undrawn and yet working with 
care, After covering a good-sized farm without-making 
game, Dorr ran to a hilltop, up wind, and stood body scent 
near a fence. Beautiful Queen soon discovered him and 
backed. Mr. Bennett killed the quail, and Dorr showed 2 
little unsteady to shot, but retrieved to order well, Crossing 
the fence Dorr chased fur, yelping, but stopped at Mr. Taft’s 
whistle, and on coming in received a dressing down from his 
handler, Moying on, a rabbit ran from a bunch of weeds, 
Dorr dropping and Beautiful Queen breaking in, for which 
she was thrashed on her return. A bird heing put up by the 
crowd near Queen the bitch stood to wing and a moment 
after Dorr dropped to wing, after which the heatwas declared 
ended and Dorr given first place in the All-Aged Stakes. 
Down twenty-five minutes. 

BEAUTIFUL QUEEN AND BELLE, 

Twenty minutes’ breathing time was spent, and then Beau- 
tiful Q@neen and Belle were started to decide second prize, 
Beantiful Qusen under her owner, Mr. J. M. Bassford, and 
the red bitch under Mr. Briggs, A long ridge was quartered 
without finding birds, Belle chasing fur twice and not stop- 
ping to order. At the upper end of the ridgein briers Belle 
pointed, Beautiful Queen backing. Helle made out her error 
and ran on, when Beautiful Queen chased a hare out of sight, 
returning at will. A great deal of cover was then drawn 
without success, when Queen, on a warm side hill mp wind, 
drew to point on a bevy. Her handler put the birds up, but 
did not shoot; Beautiful Queen steady to wing. Turning to 
the lefti and following part of the bevy, Beantiful Queen down 
wind ran into a quail, which Mr. Briggs killed. ‘he brace 
were sent t® retrieve, Queen finding dead and bringine the 
bird neatly. Moving on down wind, both bitches false 

Beautiful Queen soon after pointing fur and chasing 
the rabbit when sprung. Mr, Bassford, walking too close to 
his bitch, flushed « bird on which she was drawing, Queen 
standing to wing, After working on over good ground fora 
mile or more without meeting birds, the heat was ended, 
Beautiful Queen being (leclared winner of the heat and sec- 
ond place in the stake. Down two howrs and forty-five 
minutes, 

SYBIL I. AND DIDO. 
Judge Dunn preferred that the dogs should work out their 

own salvation, while their owners feared and trembled. So, 
rather than designate the dog of this brace which should run 
off with Belle for third place, he ordered a test heat, and, 
after a little rest, Mr, Bennett and Mr, Post put down their 
bitehes, Belle, kindly led by Mr. J. B. Martin, false pointed, 
and the mmniug brace were called to back, but both refused. 
When started on, Dido ranged to the left and pointed fur, 
standing when the rabbri was spring. Being ordered on, 
Dido bezan drawing toward an oak tree, and was stiffenin: 
on point when the bird flushed wild, My, Post missing it, both 
hitches standing to shot. Moving on, Mr. Post flushed three 
birds, shot and missed, Dido standing to gun, Sybil Il to 

Sybil IL. then flushed and chased a quail from a weed 
patch, not returning at command, for which she was well 
thrashed by Mr. Bennett. Each bitch then retrieved hidden 
quails in good style, and the heat was declared ended, Dido 
winning. Down fifty minutes, 

BELLE AND DIDO, 

At 1715 these dogs were called for the tinal heat of the trials 
and for third place. Mr. Post permitting Dido to run free, 
while Mr. Briges kept his Belle quartering immediately before 
him, Didashowed great gameness, her feet being raw and 
bleeding, but she ran as well as at first. Soon Belle drew on 
a bird in some brush, and held it staunchly. Mr. Briggs 
flushed the bird but did not fire, Belle standing to wing, 
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Moying on Dido soon drew to a point, but almost imniediately 
detected the mistake and ranged off. Runningdown wind in 
the open Belle flushed a brace and stood to wing. Orderedon, 
Belle soon drew to game, hut the quails would not lie, and Mr. 
Briggs shot one of them. Belle not standing to shoot, but 
stopping at command, A few monients after both dogs had 
vun out of sight, and were not seen for some seconds, when 
Belle was found on the further side of a little ridge on point, 
Dido ranged by, and seeing Belle ran in beside her, poimting 
thesame bird, Both bitches staunch. The judge the called 
up the brace and awarded tle heat and third prize to Belle. 
Down fifty minutes. 

SUMMARY. 

ALL-AGED STAKE. 
First Pacific Coast Field Trials Club’s Trials; Al-Aged 

Stuke; open to all setters and pointers owned on the Pacilic 
slope: First, $25; second, $15; third, $10, Hntrance 35, closed 
Noy. 15, 1853, with thirteen entries, seyen starters, run at 
Walltown Timbars, Cal, Noy. 26, 27, 28, 1883. Judge, F. W. 
Dunn, Esq, Battle Mountain, Nevada. 

First Seiies. 

J. M. Bassford, Jr.'s, liver and white Paes bitch Beautiful 
Queen (champion Ranger—Queen), bec 

Thos, Bennett's blac and white setter biteh Sybil I. (Dan 
—Sybil). 
© N. Post's ved and white setter bitch Dido (champion Ben 

—Jessic), beat 
J. G. Edward’s black, white and tan setter dog Dash (Bel- 

ton II,—Belle). ; 
F. A. Tatt’s black and tan setter dog Dorr (Don—Lady), beat 
H, H, Brise’s red setter bitch Belle (native Irish red). 
J. M, Bassford, Jr.'s, black and white setter dog Don (native 

English), a bye, 
Second Series. 

Dorr beat Don. . 
Beautiful Queen beat Dido, 

FINAL TIM FOR FIRST PLACE. 
Dori heat Beautiful Queen and won first prize. 

TIE FOR SECOND PLACE, 
Beautitul Queen beat Belle and wou second prize. 

TIES FOR THIRD PLACE. 
Third Series. 

Dido beat Sybil I, 
FINAL TIE FOR THIRD PLACE. 

Belle beat Dido and won third prize, 

THE SOUTHERN STATES FIELD TRIALS, 

"HE All-Aged Stake of the Southern States Field Trials 
was won by Bryson's Sue, with Guth second, Third was 

divided between Harrison's London, Grouse Dale end Foreman. 
The Champion Stake was won by Gath over Sue, the only 
other entry. The detailed report of the running will be given 
in our next issue, for to-day, even with the extra pages, our 
Kennal columns are crowded with news reports. 

THE LOWELL BENCH SHOW. 

[From our special correspondent} 

4 [fate show opened on Wednesday morning Dee. 12, and con- 
tinued Thursday and Friday, closing at 10 P. M. on the 

14th. lt was held in connection with the poultry show of the 
Middlesex Association, and both were uncer the superintend- 
ence of Mr, Chas, A, Andrew, of West Boxford, Muss., whose 
unfailing good nature and obliging disposition, were important 
factors in making things pleasant for both exhibitors and 
visitors. That preliminary preparations were not more ener- 
fetically pushed, was due more toa lack of experience, than 
to willingness of spirit or executive ability, and to this cause 
may be ascribed the fact that the entries only reached 127, 
when more than twice that number could readily have been 
obtained by making the existences of the show known more 
widely. However it was plainly manifested, that there is a 
srowing interest in dogs in this vicinity, and that it will con- 
tinue to be an annual and successful event, is beyond doubt, 
The judges selected by the committee were Mr J, F, Kirk, 

of Toronto, Can., for sporting dogs and collies, and Dr. George 
Walton, of Boston, for the remainder of the non-sporting 
flivyision, The former has always been ua popular judge, to 
which the present occasion was io exception, and Dr. Walton 
has a wide circle of friends, extending far beyond Boston 
(which he has made his home since 1846), who have every 
confidence in bis knowledge and trustworthiness, 

The attendance was very good, taking all things into con- 
sideration, and the judges’ decisious gave rise to no growling 
whatever. ' y 

The classes best filled were Irish setters, spaniels, and collies, 
and the quality of the exhibits in those classes was much 
aboye the average. No doubt the influence of Dr, Jarvis's 
kennel, at Claremont, N. H., has disseminated a widespread 
taste throughout New England for the handsome and stylish 
ved Irishman, and out of seventeen entries at Lowell, in the 
red Irish setter classes, there was not a bad one. The show of 
spaniels owed much of its attractiveness to the large exhibit 
made by Messrs. Leavitt and Fellows, of the Hornell Spaniel 
Club. Twenty-three-collies were exhibited and made a ye 
creditable display, the winners being well worthy of their 
honors. 

In English setters Royal Sultan won without much trouble. 
He was well shown. ’ 

Dash won in the champion class for Irish setters. He looked 
excellently well, with lots of hard muscle. Thegopen class 
for bitches brought half a dozen beauties before the judge, 
Noreen II, wiuning, her condition, although perhaps five 
pounds too fat, being so admirable, that she carried off the 
special prize, a handsome collar, offered by Mr, Kirk, for the 
sporting dog shown in the best bench show condition. She is 
of the highest order of excellence as a typical bitch, and is 
not too long in the leg, a tendency too commion in the breed. 
This fuult should be carefully bred out. Zelda, who won 
sucond, is a very stylish little bitch. Syren I1., vhe., is also a 
good-looker, and Romaine, Flo and Nellie were worthy of 
their cards, 

The puppy class was a good one, and first and second went 
to two handsone large puppies by Glencho out of Syren I, 
the winning bitch being shown in better condition than the 
dog. Rute, Spot and Nettie Sandy were quite good. 
The Gordons, though few in number, were fair. 
Pointers were all of good style, Rita Croxteth (although 

heavy in whelp), Tucker’s Drake and Thorn, being especially 
worthy of notice. . ; 

The Hornell Club had their usial successin spaniels, Dash, 
Baroness, Bonanza, Dinah, Ruby, and Brunette, all winning 
first prizes. Dash and Ruby were perhaps the best af! this lot, 
but all were brought into the ring in blooming condition, 
Some spaniels of far more than ordinary merit, made their 
detut at Lowell. The place of honor unquestionably belongs 
to Obo II,, who, although only 16 months old, has rapidly 
matured into 4 yery taking cotker. He weighs only 22 lbs., 
but has abundance of bone, a requisite too often deficient in 
our cocker spaniels, and first-class coat and feather, He beat 
Hornell Ruby in the contest for # special prize given for the 
hest cocker, and it is high praise to say that he quite 
merited the award, Blackie III, and Critic also made their 
first bow to the public, and are likely often to repeat their 
success, A pair of clumbers owned by Dr. Plunkett, of 
Lowell, aremuch better than some that have appeared at our 
larger shows. , 
 Lanae was alone in the champion class for dearhounds. He 
jooked better than at New York and London. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Friday Night and a nameless puppy. were tie only grey- 
hounds, both shown by My. H. W, Smith, of Woradster, who 
brought them to the scratch in beautiful condition. The 
puppy premises to be more than a good one. . 
Foxhounds were few, but the puppy Lena B, is promising. 
Dell was the best of the beagles shown, the others being 

rather large, coarse and wide-chested to be quite acceptable, 
but they were a good stamp nevertheless. ‘ 

Old Brockenhurst Joe, carrying lis years bravely, looked 
every inch a terrier, He wears well. Jeopardy and Bruise 
ave fox-terriers of the correct tyne. 
In mastiffs, Messrs. Shaw & Bates took the honors, wita 

Agrippa and Rena, King is a large doz of good mastiff char 
acter, his cow hocks, however, cannot Be overlooked. 
Sam is a Newfoundland of well-bred appearance, bub on the 

small side, J 
Mr. Lindsay brought out. Rex in spick-and-span order for 

the collie championship and was unopposed. e had to play 
second fiddle with Kitty Mac to Lady Bess for the bitch prize, 
The latter isa beauty. Floss wou in puppies. She is a neat 
taking bitch, The second prize winner was yery shy, and 
would not show himself well. If he gains confidence 
with age, he will yet gain higher honors, Mr. Gilbert's collies 
were not in the best of coat and are rather a heavy-headed 
sort, too fullin the eye. This criticism is especially applicable 
to Bon, They are all of an attractive color, tawny red. Meg 
Merrilies and Rob Roy, enecuvely. tirst and second in the 
puppy class, are good looking dogs, but the doz istoo high on 
the leg and heavy in ear to promise much for his future suc- 
cess on the bench, 
_ Romulus was alone in champion bulldogs, he having appeared 
in place of Tippoo, entered froth the sanie kennel, Boz and 
Moses were awarded first and second in the open class, the 
former winning by a good handful. Sweet Briar is a capital 
brindle bitch, but looks a Jivtla older in the mouth than the 
record shows. 
Sankey is not a bad bull-terrier, but he was quite eclipsed 

by Grand Duke, a new importation of the Méssrs. Livingston, 
and which will heed a good oneindeed to beat him. ‘Little 
Maggie has many good points for a little one, although her 
tail is a trifle too well clothed. 

oug the remaining classes, Pepper, a good Skye, and 
Sweep, a good poodle, wera the ouly ohes showing anything 
inthe way of merit, if we except asmall black and tan toy 
terrier exhibited by Mr. J. A. Nickerson. Following is a list 
of the 

AWARDS, 

ENGLISH SETTRRS.—Dogs: 1st, Hugh Hill (Royal Sultan); 2d, J. 
A, Nickerson (General), High com., R. W. Roper (Daniel Webster), 
Bitches} Ist, C. A. R. Dimon (Floss). Puppies: ist, (Alice). 

CHAMPION IRISH SETTERS.—Pogs; Ist, Vhomas Wilson (Dash), 
—Orern CrAss—Dogs: 18t, Brush Hill Kennel (Major). Bitches: 1st, 
Joba F, Dwight een IL); 2d, Jean Grosvenor (Zelda), Very high 
com,, 1,8, Guild (Syren I1.), High com., Enos Brecher {lo}; Ash- 
more Kennel (Romaine). Com,, El, H. Tarr (Nellie). Puppres: Ist, J, 
GC. Jessop (Lady Lilliput); 2d, A. B. Guild (Doreas). Very high com., 
L. T. Field (Rute), igh com,, Brush Hill Kennel (Spot), Cem., J. 
A, Nickerson (Nettle Sandy); Jean Grosyenor (two, unnamed). 

GORDON SETTERS.—Doys; Com.. D.. A. Goodwin, Jr., (Dan). 
Riiches: 2d, Ashmore Kennel (Nellie), High com., J, A, Beckford 
(Bess), Puppies: 2d, KR. Bennett (Rook). 

CHAMPION POINTERS—Unvek 55 Lus.—Pogs: ist, Dr. F. ©. 
Plunkett: (Snipe), Bitches; Ist, George 8, Tucker (Rita Croxteth), 
Puppies: Ast, See 5. Tuckér (Drake); 2d, Dr. J. H. Mayo (Thorn). 
Very high com., G. W. Leavitt, Jv. (Lady Isubel). 

CHAMPION FIELD SPANIELS,—Dogs; Ist, Hornell Kennel Club 
(Dash), Bilches: Leavitt & Fellows (Baroness), 

CHAMPION BLACK SPANTELS—Over 28 Lus,—ogs: 1st, Leavitt 
& Fellows (onanza)—Open Cuass—Bitches: Ist, Winghester John- 
son (Critic); 2d, George H. Gilbert (Ace of Spades). 

CHAMPION BLACK COCKER SPANIELS.—Unpbar 28 Las.—Dogs; 
1st, .1, P. Willey (OboTL) Bitches: ist, Leayitt & Fellows (Dinah), 
—OrEN OLASS»-Bitchess ist, J. P Willey (Blackie T). Com., Chas. 
Allen (Black Fan). Puppies: ist, Winchester Johnson (Black Tour- 
mie): 2d, Leavitt & Fellows (Blue Ribbon). 

CHAMPION COCKER SPANTELS—OrTHirR Toan Brack.—Bitches: 
eee a & Wellows (Ruby). Puppies; ist, Leavitt & Fellows (Bru- 
nelte), 

CLUMBER SPANIFLS,—Dogs: 2d, Dr. F. G, Plunkett (Romp). 

CHAMPION DEERHOUNDS.—Dogs-: ist, Joun E. Thayer & Bro. 
(Lance).—Open Crass—Puppies: John EB, Thayer (Duncan). 
CHAMPION GREYHOUNDS.—Doys: ist, H. W. Smith (Friday 

Night).—Opren Crass—Puppies: I. W, Smith (uo name), 

FOXHOUNDS.—Dogs; 2d. Lewis Brongsdon (Bounce). 
2d, Lewis Bronsdon (Dixie B.). Puppies: 
B.). 
BHAGLES.—Doys! Geo, B. Inches (Dell); 2d, H. BE, Shaw (Rambler 

TI,). Very high com., H. E. Shaw (Ranger). Puppies: O. W. Rogers 
(City of Warwick). 
CHAMPION FOX-THRRIERS.—Dogs; 1st, John E. Thayer &Bro, 

(Brockenhurst Joe). Bitches: P. Lawrence (Jeopardy).—OPen CLass 
—Biteles; 1st, P. Lawrence (Bruise); 2d, Lonis Coster (Minnie) 
Puppies: 2d, and high com., P, Lawrence (unnamed bitch and dog), 

CHAMPION NEWFOUNDLANDS,—Dogs; 1st, J, A. Nickerson 
(Sam.—Opgn (!LAss—Doys- Ist, TB. Brockhon (Lion), Puppies: 1st, R, 
CG, Murray (Jumbo); 2d, J. A. Nickerson (Pop). 

CHAMPION BLACK AND TAN COLLIES.—itst, James Lindsay 
(Rex).—Opan Crass—Dogs; Ist, Geo, A, Fletcher (Sand }. Bitehes: 
Ist. E. B. Nichols (Lady Bess); 2d, Jas. Lindsay (Kitty Mac). Very 
high com., Geo. A. Fletcher (Daisy). Com., C. ©. Nichols (Flora), 
Puppies: 1st, J. Houghton (Floss); 8d) very high com, ard high oom., 
Geo, A. Fletcher (Rover, Growler and Serap), High com, and com., 
J. Houghton (Beauty and Jennie). 

CHAMPION COLLIES.—OTHER THAN Boack AnD Tan,—Dogs: 16, 
Geo. H. Gilbert (Agrippa). Bitches: Ist, Geo. H. Gilbert (June),—Oren 
Crass—Doys; Ist, Geo, H, Gilbert (Bon), Bilches: ist. Geo. H. Gilbert 
(Queen Bess). Puppies; B, B. Nichol (Meg Merrillies). 

BULLDOGS.—Dogs: 1st and 2d, R. & W. Livingston (Boz and 
Moses). Bitcles; Ist, R. & W. Livingston (Sweet Brier); 2d, John £. 
Thayer (Juno), 

CHAMPION BULL-TERRIERS—Over 25iBs.—Bifches: Ist, M, W. 
Hammond (Sankey.)—Opex Crass—ist. R. & W. Livingston (Grand 
Duke. Unorr 25L0s.—ist, R. & W. Livingston (Little Maggie.) 
POODLES.— Bitches; ist, Lewis Bronsdon (Floss). 

PUGS.—Bitches: 1st, Worest City Kennel (Dolly), Puppies; Istand 
qa: ate City Kennel (Don and Fun), Best Kennel: Ist, Povest City 

ennel. 
HLACK AND TAN TERRIERS:—Bitohes: ist, J, A. Nickerson 

(Midget), 

Pitches: 
ist, Lewis Bronsdon (Lena 

SPANIELS AT LOUISVILLE, 

Iiditor Forest and Stream: 
fn your report of the Louisville show you speak of Bonanza 

and Ruby béing in bad coat. My dogs are all workers, and 
after two or three months’ work in the bushes and briers of 
Steuben county after woodcock and grouse, we do not expect 
a fine coat and feather, Wedo not claim that Hornell Bo- 
nanza is a field spaniel, but that he isa trae cockerin all but 
his weight. Heis very round and cocker-like, which makes 
hislegs appear creoked, but a dog seven and 4 half inches 
from elbow to ground is not leggy; liis eye is good, black, 
maybe a trifle small, but we do not want a full large eye like 
a King Charles in a working spaniel. ; 
You also think Ruby ‘is a bad color,” Well, she is the only 

dog or bitch that ever beat Benedict, Isay that Ruby is a 
ood couker color, but nota golden Sussex color. We breed 

for the market, and no one wants the golden liver: nothing 
will sell but the darkest liver, 

“Small in bone” is she? Then she must have plenty of 
muscle and sinew, for one inch below the elbow she measures 
five and three-quarter inches, as tight as the tape can be 
drawn. But really, this breeding for bone is all rot and non- 
sense, What we wantin « cocker is a combination ot sate 
sinew and steel spriugs, and that is jushthe principle ‘a 
Ruby is builton, or as genex" would put it, Madtum dn parvos 
in fact, a big little dog. AndI maintain that she is the best 

[(Deo, 20, 1888, 
se 

built cocker m America, bar none} a, merry, untiring worker} 
nO Gay or week is too long for her, no mud too deep, no water 
too Sr no cover too thick, no thorns or briers too sharp for 
her; and all] ask is to breed plenty more of her type, for she 
is just what my customers want—un cocker; and ‘a goud dog 
cannot be a bad color.” J, Or1s FELLOWS. 
HORNELLSVILLE, N, ¥., Nov. 25, 

THE BEAGLE CLUB. 

The following circular has heen sent to the members of the 
American-Hxghsh Beagle Club: 
_ December, 1683.—Dear Sir; With this circwar you will find 
inclosed a list of members of the élub, As before stated 
nominations for officers and executive committee for perman- 
ent organization are $0 ba made and acted upon. The officers 
to be chosen, are president, secretary and treasurer, (the sec- 
retary to perform the duties of both) and three members who 
with officers numod will constitute the executive committee, 
Tf you wish to place in nomination the names of any members 
for the several offices, you will please forward to the secretary 
on blanks furnished any such at an early date, ‘The ticket as 
nominated will be sent you to be yoted upon. The Forest 
AND STREAM have kindly consented to act as tellers, which is 
& guarantee the election will be a fair ove, and they will 
announce the resilt. 
The president will then appoint the committee to draft a 

standard, which will be submitted to the club for theur eon- 
sideration as to adoption. The executive committee will be 
instructed to draw up a constitution and bydaws for the 
management of the club, the sume to be submitted for their 
peor ee for the information of menibers in regard to the 
object of organization; is first the adoption of a stundard by 
which all will know what constitutes a beaglu, will also be a 
guide to breeders and owners, and the judges at ourjbench 
shows; second, to see that proper classes are made for the 
beagle, and more prizes ayyarded by our beneh show mangers, 
and proper judges selected. 

Itis advised all members work in harmony for the suc- 
sess of the club, by placing our favorite breed in its proper 
place, and not let us be governed by any selfish motives or 
petty prejudices. The members will be informed from time 
to timé of the business of the club by circulars, as the only 
means of informing them of the work. Very respectfully 
yours, 

W, H. Asupurner, President, pro lem, Philadelphia, Pa. 
A. C. ERUEGER, Secretary, pro fem. Wrightsville, Pa, 

“AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER.”—Those who intend 
registering their dogs in the January number of the Memister 
will pines send in their entries as early as possible. Quite a 
number' have already been received, but as the rush is gen- 
erally on the last day of the month it is desirable, in view of 
the holiday season, to get entries in now, The index of Vol. 
Lis now in the hands of the printer, and will be mailed to 
subscribers in a few days. 

NEW ORLEANS DOG SHOW.—Speciul fo Forest and 
Stream,—New Orleans, La., Dec. 18.—The dog show was 
opened here this evening, and the sportsmen pressnt expressed 
themselves well pleased with the number and character of the 
dozs exhibited. Many of the field trial winners are here. 

KENNEL NOTES, 

NOTICH TO CORRESPONDENTS, 
Kennel notes are inserter: in this column free of charge, To msure 

publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the follawing par- 
ticulars of each aii! 
1. Color. §. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed. buyer or seller. 
&. Sex. q, Sire, with his sire and dam, 
d. Ape, or §, Owner of sire, 
5, Date of bi th, of breeding or $. Dam, with her sire and dam, 

of death. 10, Owner of dam. 
Allnames must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

,aper only, and signed with writer's name, 
NAMES CLAIMED, 

E> See instructions at head uf this column, 
Limerick. By Miss Gertrude Nichols, Varrytown, N, Y¥., for red 

Trish setter dog puppy, by Rex (Duke, Jr.—Queen TL.) out of Missy 
(Rover II.—Rose Bradwardim). 
Yolande. By Mr. W. W. ‘Tucker, New York, for St. Barnard bitch, 

age and padizree not given, 
Josie and Kate. By Mr. Henry May, Augusts, Ga., for lemon and 

white nee setter bituhes, whelped May 20, 1483, by Flash (Bob— 
Tip) out of Nettie (Jet—Vic). ‘ i 

Prince Jester, Prince Delaware, Prince Dover, Price Castle, Good 
Princess and Princess Omega, By Wor. E. W. Jester, Sf, George's, 
Del, for four blue belton Mnglish séttér dogs, one blue belton 
and one lemon belton hitch, yee Oct, 28, 1888, by Mr. J, H. Good- 
sell’s champion Prinée (Pride of the Border—Petrel) out of bis Dash- 
ing Belle (Dashing Monarch—Blue Belle), 
Rusty, By Mr. F. W, Wheaton, Wilkésbarre, Pa,, for white, fawn 

and black béagle dog, whelped Oct, 1, 1883, by Resless (Sport—Rudy) 
out of Sheila (Sport—Rudy), 
Theron. By Mr, Eugene Spyder, Harrisburg, Pa,, for blue belton 

English setter dog, whelped July 26, 1883 (Dashing Monarch—Liai). 
BRED, 

[= See instructions at head of this column. 
Buttons—Dick. Mr. A, EB. Burehe’s (Washington, D, GC.) black and 

tan toy terrier biteh Buttons (Diek—Mellie) to Mr, 8. Blue's Dick (Bob 
— Fannie), Dee. 1. 

Mellie—Dick. Mr. A. BR. Burche’s (Washington, D, ©.) black and 
tan ener bitch Mellie (Sani—Jet). to Mr. 8. Blue's Dick (Bob—Fan- 
nie), Dec. 8. 
Kinny —Watty. Mr. @. Sanderson's (Moncton, N. B,) imported 

prick-eared Skye terrier Panny to his iiported Watty, Dec, 6, 
WHELPS, 

== See instructions at head of this cohemn. J 
Isle. Mr. T. C, Faxon’s (Hoston, Mass.) sable collie sith Isle, Dec, 

4, vight (five dogs), by Mr, Thos. H. Terry's Robin Adair_ 
Blue Bell, Mr, J. A. Stovell’s (West Philadelphia. Pa.) imported 

beagle bitch Blue Bell, Nov, 23, three, by_his imported Blue Cap, 
Lulie FP, Mr. J. A, Stoyell’s (West Philadelphia, Pa.) (ovported 

beagle bitch Lulie P,, Oct. 28, three, by imported Rambler 
Lil. Me. Horace Re Kelly's pointer bitch Lill (Sensation—Grace), 

Dec. 1, leven (eight dogs), by champion Sensation. 

SALES, 

be See mstructions at here of this column. 
Conynest—Madge whelp. Cocker spaniel dog, whelpeiL August, 

1884, by Mr. Fred, H, Hoe, Tarrytown, N.Y, to Mr, Rowell dkeel. New 
York. 
Prince Jester. Blue bélton Bnglish setter dog, whelped Oot. 28, 184 

(champion Prince—Dashing Belle), by My. E. W. Jester, St, George's, 
Del., to Mr, A. M. Wright, New York, 
Duke of Kent. Orange belton English setter dog, whelped March 6, 

1883, by frank (Frank—Sis Ul.) oul of Victoria (Warwick—Belle), by 
Mr, A, FE. Burehe, Washington, D. C., fo Dr. Chas, Nelsou, Mot 
Springs, Ala, 4 , 
Tyowe. Red Trish setter bitch, age and pedigve nob given, by Mr, A 
#, Burche, Washington, D. C., to Mr, HS. Reardon, Fairfield, Iu, 
Count Waywiek. Orange belten Eugtish setter dog, whelped March 

6, 1883 (Prank—Victoria). by Mr, A, E. Burche, Washington, D, C.. to 
Mr. H, $. Reardon, Mirfield, Ob i 

Lady Belle, Bhie belton English setter bitch, whelped March 6, 
1888 (Frank—Viutoria), by Mi. A. ©. Burche. Washington, DV. G., to 
Mr. Geo. W. Moss. same place, é 

St. John. Lemou aud white pointer dog, whelpeu April, 1870 
(Suapshot Belle), by Mr H.C. Miller, Hudson, N, Y., to Mr. ML Bal- 
lou, New York. t 

St. Johu—Folly whelps. Pointers, whelped Sept. 26, 183, b, Mr. H. 
C, Miller, Hudson, N. Y., a dog aud bitch to Mr, W. A. Walker, Ny- 
ack, N. ¥.: two dogs to Dr. G, A. Williams, Hartford, Ct.j a dog to 
Mr, L. A. Sharp, Saratoga, N. ¥.j a hitch to Mr. T. Durbin, Weeds- 
pout, N.Y. anda bitch to Mr. A. Pertin, ‘Thibodeaux, La. 
Tippo—Woodstouk Queen whelps. Black cocker spaniels, whstpes 

Aus) B 1885, by the Woodland Kennel, Woodstock, Ont. a doz to My, 
Jobn MeMillan, Paris, Ont., aud.a bitch te Mr. Louis Meichoir, Battle 

usar ve On ide wphelp. Liver ani tan fold spaniel dog, whelped Aug ob, Jr.—Fide help, Liver a ( . 
: the Woodland. Kennel, Woodstock, Ont., lo. MD, damned 

game place, 2 
Liver field spaniel, age not given (Bob, Jr.—Maud), by the 

Gawlin, 
Jack, 



Due, 20, 1888.4 

Woodland Kennel, Woodstock, Ont., fo Mr. B. N. E. Fletcher, Mexicoy 

ex, : d 

‘Till, White and liver pointer dog, whelped April 14, 1883, bedigree 
BN givey, by In. 8. AS Linco, Taunton, Mass., 1d Mr. 8, Mdward 
Till, Newton, Mass. . 
aa i lic», Liver and white pointer biteh. whel ed Tory— Moonstone 
Bree 35, ay ie Weatmiuster Kennel Club to Mr, F. R. Hitchcock, New 
York. 

Yoteh- Rose help. Leman and white pointer bitch, wholped 
“Ayiil 23, 183, by the Westminster Kennel Club to Mr, &, EB, Burt, 
Albany. ©. ¥. : 

PRESENTATIONS. 
ler= Sea tzizlructions at hedd of tits column, 
Peek, Liver and white cocker spaniel dog, whelped August, 1883 

(Gonquest—Madge), Wy Mr, Fred. H. Hoe, Tarrytown, N. ¥., to Miss 
Seaman. Naw York. 

DEATHS. 
lructions ef head of this calumn. 

Liver and white pointer bitch, 7éyrs. old (Don— 
Miunhall, Cleveland, 0., Noy, 28, 

nil 14, 1880 
ilkesbarre, 

te See ins 
Devorahire Laser. 

Lady), Gwned by Messrs. Dalliber & a 
Rudy. White. black and tan beagle bitch, whelped A 
PTET Lu—loudy), owned by Mr. F. W. Wheaton, V 

‘a., Oot, 17, 
Katy. Black, while and tan foxhound bitch, 2yrs. oid (Shag— 

Beauty), owned by Mr, &. ©, Thomas, Springfield, Mass., Noy. 20, 
Shot by sure oe nnknowr, 

Aiifle and Crap Sheating. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

ZWTTLER RIFLE CLUG.—At the regular meeting ihe following 
officers were elected: President, D. Patterson; Vice-President, M. B- 
Eueel, Treasurer, U. G. Zettler: Treasurer, N, D, Ward; Shooting- 
mouster G. Zettler, } 

‘At the elub shoot the following scoves were made, ring target, pos- 
silile 130, 10 shots per man: 
BM Dorilet ities. \ teteees. en 0 Be Aether... 
MR Engel... lh ( Zettler..,,-- 
Soe h e ge SOE SR BS erent ed | A W Rlitle,,,..2-4. 
BED IC}SYI 58 = tec re oe A Lobere.-:2-) 12! 
( Jndson.....:-- ND Ward.... .... 

T C Noone...... GQ Joiner i 
G W Connor, 

N 
V Steinbach... 
H Holges...... 

ofthe ight and the wind. 
100 on the American decimal target, i 
chuselts and Creedmvort targets are also given, 

Data. oO 
MC Fuller ji eeepe tes 6 9-98, fOr 9g) “OF 8s 108 48 
Moses Carter... ......:.59 810 8 9 9 4 6 9 HeSt 104 46 
SMV 0 ee eee w97 9 77 9 P10 D—b6 109 AT 
Prank Smith 910 8 99 0S 7 8 F-BL 105 45 
AL Rice mint 8 99 8 9 87 10348 
Rivautry 2. .t-).. 6100 99% 9 5 9 9 0-7 104 a 
A Williams as 7&5 BHO 8 7 57 gy 42 
Re-dntry........-.-- 2, 23-8990 4 910 8 BR 99 44 

WELLINGTON, Mass., Dee, 15.—The members of the Raymond Gun 
@lub held a shoot atiltsrahge in Wellington this sffernoon, when the 
followme sweepstuke watches were shot: 

Pirst event.—!. S. Sawyer, firsst L. Menton, second; P. Philbrick, 
third. 

Second event. DP, Nirkowood, first; G. Fisher, second; J. 8, Sawyer, 
rd, 
Third event.—C, Jones, frst; D, Kirkwood, second; L. Newton, 

third. 
Pour eyont—Sawyer, first; D, Kirkwood, second; Harrison, 

third 
The Raymonil Club will soon haye its name changed to that of the 

Boston Gun Club, anc it is da thata more active interest will 
hereafter be takenin the Wellington matches, 
GARDNER, Mass., Dee. 13.—At the last regular meet of the Gard. 

ner Rife Clubat Hackmatack range, Mr, H. C. French of Brattle- 
boro, Vt., was present as a guest of the In¢calelnb. The American 
decimal tareet was used, Thefollowing are the best totals ontef a 
possible 10; 
G WMllsworth-:-) 21-2 yi 88 HOC French. 7d) 
A Mathews..-...----.---- 8 COC Shumway. 7 
DN Dotlze....-... -82 G Cameron. - a0 
§ Hildreth . . _.....,........76 OW Knight. WE el Fo 68) 

JELE CLUB.—Saraloga Spriigs, Dec, 16.—Wind, 
yery lieh: lipht, changing constantly. 

5 - ., 21 10 11 12-10 11 40 11 10 11-107 LARD Biles, tos ast seen SaeNE Le a oeate ss 
HeWhiaeler _..11 111911 101011 10 11 9—106 
FD Wheel 1011 111011 12 «71010 F—101 
Allerdice.. 1210 81112 91110 7 10—100 
Tavis... 912 8 9 All 10 11 4) 19— 99 

91110111010 810 9 T 
1240 812 91142 9 9 9-94 

Peseta t -10 4 § if 9121010 9 10— 43 
ae PEE SEE 10710 812 9 71010 o— 98 

second mutch between the rifle teams of the 

York. 
The Celluloid Rifle Association began the December tournament of 

“the Newark Rifle Association, on the Essex Range, Friday evening, 
witha score of 441. The individual scores were not reported. 

ALBANY, N, ¥.—The following subscription match was shot at 
Renselearwyck range the 13th. 10 rounds on a Massachusetts target. 
Wind moderate, light good, weather cool. 
were made. 

Some excellent records 

1 12 12 10 11—112 
10 12 12 12 11—113 
11 12 10 12 NI 

Distance 200yds- 
abl BW i 1 

12 10 WR 
10°11 

THE TRAP. 

Cor esnoncng uho favor us with club scores are particularly re- 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

TORONTO, Dec. 14.—OnTuestey next, on the Garrison common, & 
pigeon tournament (open to all) will take place. A large number of 
vash and other prizes will be given. The rules of the Toronto Gun 
Glub will govern the enaipetition, and theentrance fee will be $5. 
Bach shooter will shoot at21 birds at H. and T ground traps, one- 
barrel only. After the wbove match a, play ai eon sweep will take 
place, tor which $% entrance is charged. rds are to be furnished 
om the grounds, 
THE LONG ISLAND FORESTHRCLUB will hold a sevies of sweep- 

stake shoot-ing matches af Dexter’s Park, Jamaica, on istmas 
Day, Dec. 85, The conditions governing the matches ara as fol- 
lows: Ten clay-pigeons each, sprung from 4 trap placed 2lyds, from 
the score. no balaw the elbow, and tle uss of one barral only. Tne 
club cordially invite brother members to conrpete, as the priges are 
both handsome and useful, and the entranue fee merely a nominal 
onue.—C.W, PF, 
GENDVA, N. ¥.—A glass ball shoot willbe held at Pre-emption 

Park on Christmas Day. Spopnen Hye assured of a good time, All 
former shoots have been a success; tue attendance being larger than 
any similar contestin Western New York, The new o ib house of 

_ 
s 
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the back, Mr. Seavey also described 4 similar cushion filled with 
cork. Mr, Stephens suggested that the sliding bulkhead, against 
which the body rests, suonld be placed so asto slantaft from? to Sin., 
instead of bemg upright, as at present, giving an easier position. 
Mir, Vaux described a seat devised by Mr, Farnham, consisting of a 
wooden frame covered with canvas, and Mr, King described a seat of 
Mr. Baden Powell’s, a flat board, supported on a ball and socket joint, 
making a level seat when the canoe is heeled. ; 

Mr. Stephens spoke of the various kinds of crulsing, advising a 
different boat for each, 1427 for river work, 14 or 15:30 for general 
cruising, and a boat similar to the No. 3 Pearl for bay work and coast 
cruising, 13314, with two centerhoards. The second boat mentioned 
is the boat for general use in this country, She shonld have a flay 
floor, straight or slightly faring sides, flat keel, if for rapids, with a 
wooden keel to screw on, well rockered bottom, stem and stern near, 
lumb, but cut away below water, a depth of ilin, at midships, wil 
in. crown to deck, flaring coaming, and the end compartments 
mde as light as possible, with no air tanks in the ends. ; 

Mr. King described the air bags used inthe Mersey canoes, which 
are of rubber, They are drawn forward and aft by cords and 
pulleys in the ends, and inflated by a mouth-tube from each. Several 
Plans for canoe carriages were also described and discussed. The 
question of sails was also brought up, Mr, Seavey deseribing the 
lateen used on his canoe. the mast being of bamboo, and the halyards 
leading over a sheayé and down inside the mast to a sheave at its foot. 

Mr, Stephens described a method of fitting a mizzenmast so as to 
uscit in the larger masthole forward. A wooden button about an 
jach thick has a rim about it to prevent splitting, made of brass tube 
ot proper size to fit inside the mainmast tube. A hole is bored in the 
button, and it is driven tightly over the mizzenmast, coming just 
above deck when the mest is used aft, and just inside the tube when 
used forward. , 
Mr. King sketched the mast used by Clyde canoeists, the lower por- 

tion of the mizzen being as large as the mainmast, fle size diminish- 
ing from the deck wp, ; 

On motion of Mr. King the subject for tie next evening (Saturday, 

the Lake Side Gun Club will be open, and all arrangements for com- 
fort and convenience will be made,—J, Geo. SrAcy. W. H. Case, Mgrs. 

BOSTON, Dec. 15.—At Walnut Hill to day there was a fine attend- 
ancé, but the weather conditions were so bad that very few scores 
were completed. The light was fine, in fact, bullet marks could be 
seen most of the time with the naked eye, but the wind was some- 
thing that bothered old shooters. It blew from about 11 o’clock into 
the faces of the men as they stood at the firing point, and was yery 
heayy, causing much trouble. Thé scores that were completed were 
most of them in the practice match, and not very large ones. 
Wednesday next there will be a clay-pigeon and glass ball tourna- 

ment, commencing at 10 o'clock, for which the following programme 
has been prepared: 

First event—6 clay-pigeons; entrance, 50 cents, 
Second event—5 ¢lass balls; entrance, 50 cents. 
Third event—7 clay-pigeons; entance, $1. 
Fourth event—5 pairs glass balls; entrrance. $1. _ 
Fifth event—2-men team match; 5 clay-pigeons and 6 flass balls per 

man; entrance, #2. 
Sixth event—7 clay-pigeons; entrance, $1. 
Seventh event—5 pairs clay-pigeons; entrance, 31. 
Eighth event—8-men team match; 7 glass balls per man; entrance, 

nee, 60 cents, 
or all who have not won a prize 

; entranue, 25 cents. 
iditions same as Match 10; 

3. 
Ninth event—4 clay-pigeons; entra 
Tenth event—Consolation match, f 

in any of above matches; 5 glass halls 
Eleventh event—Consolation match, cov 

6 clay-pigeons; entrance, 25 cents. 
Twelfth eyent—Miss and out; clay-pigeons; entrance, 25 cents, 

PROVIDENGE, R. I., Dec. 5.—At the Watchemoket Gun Club on 
Tuesday last there was a large crowd, the usual Providence men he- 
ing present, and several visitors, members of the Pawtucket Gun Club, 
being also present. The weather was exceedingly favorable. Bor 
the gold badge, the folowing 18 tne score, each man shooling at fif- 
teen tlay-pigeons, fifteen yards rise: 

BW Tinkeér.-.---45+: .. 1011 10110 00111—10} Jan, 5) will be, “Sails, Rigging, Stearing-gear and Paddles.” The 
W #H Sheldon, .----- Wii 110141110114 | meeting will be held in the same room, at No. 23 Bast Fourteenth 
BH Amith.......-- eae O1100 ©1010 withdrew. | street. The meeting adjourned at 10:15 P. M. 

1)8 Luther, ..---...... 10110 1021 11111—11 
George SORney 2 eee en chet itera ath ae aioe 
A F Saulsbury.......- 1 0111 — 
OPaing...... a aO10LOt111—10 THE GALLEY FIRE. 

01111 110— 

SPIRIT LAMPS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Tn answer to one of the questions put by ‘Proctor, in your last 

issue, T would say that the best canoe-lamp TI have found is what is 
known in Francé ag the ‘'Flammoa fore.” 

Itis very hard to get one in this country of sufficiently large size, ii 10 11 «10 11-17 
W H Sheldon... Ait = O112Ss«*OLsOOs10.-s«10:« HO48 | 80 the best plan is to get one made to order, or make it yourself. 

BS Luther. ....... 11111 Oi = 10 «11 «OL 11 11—I6 {t consists of an ordinary tin lamp with $4in. opening. A tube 4in. 

George Barney. ...+-14-+-2....+ 41010 «11111 «Ss 10 «10 «41 ~+11—15 | Jong, closed at one end, with holes bored ‘around it very near where 

AF Saulsbury.. 00001 11000 withdrew it is closed, ef . 

OrPaine,, sya. e Pisses eee dene 1101111111 withdrew A wick 1s stuffed half way up inside the tube, and a second wick is 

DRANG FSi 2 ae ie OL001 11000» =withdrew put half way up around the tube. The tubeis then putin the lamp 

J B Valentine... 2. cen. ceeeeeeeee 111 11011 00 01 11 10 00—12 | resting on the bottom, closed end up, the outer wick coming just a 

W GL Sunderland.....-.......-., 010 00011 10 10 00 10 11 9 | jibtle above the tin lamp, ¥ \ 

and the prize was awarded to H. W. Tinkerfor thefirst time, Taking Fill the Jamp with aleohol, (about 33 a gallon) or wood spirits, 
(about $1 a gallon); one burns about as wellas the other, the wood 
spirit, having a slight odor that may be disagreeable to some, 

The onter wiek is lighted, and very soon the alcohol inside the tube 
is heated and converted into hot vapor, which pours from the holes 
and is immediately ignited, giying a very intense and even flame 
around the cooking pan, 
learry arectangular tin with small screw opening which, when 

full, holds three quarts, quite enough for a very long cruise. 
J have used this lamp for five or six years and have found nothing 

which sives a better fiame for cooking. and at thesame fimeis as 
@conomical of fuel, not even excepting the ‘Rob Roy Cruisine.* 
With the lamp deseribed [have prepared a dinner while fishing 

from my canoe, at anchor, in the middle of a luke, in a yery com- 
fortable and satisfactory manner, fish, omelette and coffee, 

Winpwann, 

both scores together, it will be seen that Tunker, Sheldon and Luther 
each made the same number, 27 out of 35. Then there were a nuni- 
her of sweepstakes, in the first sweepstake, five clay-pigeons, E,W, 
'Ninker got first money, W. H. Sheldon second, F. E. Tingley third. 
Iu the second sweep, five glass balls, Tinker and Sheldon divided first 
money, Smith Shaw took second. 

Canoeing. 

FIXTURES. 

Winter Campfire.—Jan, 5, 1884, 8 P. M., at 28 Hast Fourteenth street. 
Subject—Sails, Rigging, Steering Gear and Paddles. THE LOG BOOK. 

Tll,—GRUISE FROM SALEM, MASS., TO SOUTHWHST HARBOR, 
MT, DESERT, ME., JULY, 1888. 

CANOES and men: Chemaun, Byerson Nautilus, 14ff. by $2in., 
» lateen rig, mainsail and dandy, C. Murphy, Salem, Mass, Wind 

Flower. Racine Shadow, decked, i4ft. by 28in.. lateen rig, mainsail 
and dandy, A. 8, Flint, Washington, D. C, Both canoes Hew the A, 
C. A. signal, the Chemaun also the national ensign and the Wind 
Flower a private signal, 

2, List of stopping places for the successive nights: Star Island, 
Tsles of Shoals, Cape Neddick, Sandy Cove, 21.2 west of Cape Porpoise 
light, Fletcher’s Neck, Portland, Jewell’s Island, Casco Bay, Penaguid 
Point, White Head, Penobscot Bay, Burnt Island, East Penobscot Bay, 
Sperline Point; Great Cranberry Island, Mt. Desert. Camps were 
made at all these places excepting Star Island and Portland. 

3. Times of beginning and end of cruise: July 21, 5 A. M., August 2, 
morning. 

4. Number of days delayed: Two at Penaquid Point, on actount of 
rain and fog. 

5, Average time per day spent in canoé traveling, of days actually 
80 occupied to any extent: seven hours (approximately). 

§. Maximum time in a day so spent: eleven hours. 
7. Total distance in statute miles: two hundred and eighteen (meas- 

ured on chart from poimt to point of the general coursetaken), From 
ts eh to Mt. Desert, direct by sea, is one hundred and eighty-five 
miles. 

8, Average distance per day: twenty-two miles. 
§. Maximum distance in a day; forty miles, 
10, She sailed: two hundred and thirteen miles (approxi- 

mately). 
11. Bistance paddled; fiye miles. 
12. Winds and weather: wind generally from the south, twice in the 

morning very light from the northwest; weather clear and comfort: 
ably warm, except the two days of fog. 
The cruise cut a little short of its contemplated lenghth, namely by 

the distance (fourteen miles) from Southwest Harbor to Bar Harbor 
by fog and east wind; Aug. 2, light thunder showers passed over 
twice, in the afternoon the one was of no account, the other was ac- 
companied by a squally wind and light rain. 

18. Peculiarities of scenery and people.—The men at Pemaquid 
Point, fishermen, were similarly gentle, honest and interested in the 
canoes, but not annoying. We left our camp to itself a whole after- 
noon, with everything scatlered around, and on our refurn, not a 
thing seemed to have been disturbed. Theskipper of the Chemaun 
had a camera with him, and'in return for pictures taken the people 
of the Point gave us various supplies. The tourists got the best of 
the bargain in ove case, at least, where the head of alady who had 
taken. great pains in fixing herself up, was cut clean off in the nega- 
tive. The party mentioned above remained fo see us prepare and eat 
supper, # part of which was, two quarts of nice raspberries, picked 
and brought by a girl who wanted her picture taken, Sunday seemed 
to be observed very strictly in the villages. The postmaster at New 
Harbor, though found at his store, could hardly be induced to open 
the door to sellsome stamps. Hesold fruit and other things, how- 
ever, when once open. At White Head we received some supplies 
from an ‘‘eyolutionist,” a very singular being in that region. He 
wanted to know if the people up Boston way made ‘much of evolu- 
tion.” ‘There was something pathetic in his longing for symputhy in 
this faith, The vaptain of the Chemaun thought this individual would 
lose his confidence in evolution witnessing constantly the low state of 
development of his wife’s bread, The quarrymen in this region are 
said to be pretty rough characters, but we did not meet with them. 
So much has been written about the scenery of the Maine coast that 
that subject will be passed here, 

14, Notes.—The only especially extra articles taken were a camerh 
and plates by the Chemaun, and sketching materials by the Wind 
Flower. The former was used SERCO, but owing to loss and 
accident only six of the plates are presentable, The sketch-book was 
not nsed at all, The Chemaun carried a little anchor made of brass 
wire, which was very useful in still-fishing, and in lying by close to 
shore, hut as little ishing was done it was little used. The Racine 
lateen mainsail was found too low set, and yet topheavy. One feels 
the néed in salt-water cruising of high slanting boomsto clear the 
waves. A neatand effective camp-stoye was used. Ih was made 
after the plans of the captain of the Chemaun, of sheet iron, the dif- 
ferent sides folding on Leg Te Open on one another, like the tin dinner 
boxes somewhat, 50 that the whole thing. eeent two small joints of 
stave pipe, slid intoa flat canvas bag, and took hardly any room in 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Formst Ann 
Srreaw their addresses, with name, membership, signals, ete., of 
their clubs. and also notices in advance of meetings and races. and 
reports of the same. Canoeisls and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Fores? anp Streax their addresses, with 
lo&s of cruises, maps and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. 

PITTSBURGH CANOE CLUB. 

RGANIZED May 5, 1888. Captain, William H. Rea; Lieutenant, 
James K, Bakewell; Purser, Reade W, Bailey. Charter mem- 

bers.—Reade W, Bailey, Katrina (Everson Shadow); Allan C. Bake- 
well, Lady Jane (Racine, St. Paul, No. 3); James K, Bakewell, Electa 
(Racine, St. Paul, No. 1); B-. Gampbell Bakewell and Thomas W. Eake- 
well, Alice (Racine, Double); Harmar D. Denny; George A Howe, 
Reba (Everson Shadow); J. J. Lawrence, Jr., and William W, Law- 
rence. The Lotos lower (Racine Shadow, No. 2); W. Howard Nimick; 
Harry R. Rea, Idler (Everson Shadow); William H. Rea, Mary ©. 
ach iae Shadow); G. Harton Singer, Marguerite (Racine Shadow, 
No. 3, 

THE WINTER CAMP-FIRE. 

WING to some confusion as to the place of meeting, there was a 
small attendance on last Friday night, butseventeen being pres- 

ent, The room formerly occupied at 907 Broadway had been engared, 
but notice was received at a late hour that it could not be had, as the 
tenant had moved out. Arrangements were then made to secure the 
“Kit Kat’' clib room, at 23 East Fourteenth street, for the evening. 
This rooin, being provided with a blackboard, allowed the members to 
ies their remarks with sketches. thus explaining them more 
clearly. 
The meeting was called to order by Mr, Norton, who introduced the 

subject of diseussion, ‘The Cruising Cance.”’ Mr, Stepbens exhibited 
somemodels of various canoes, the Rob Roy, Pearl, Jersey Blue, 
Nautilus No. 7. River Canoe and Sandy Hook, and mentioned the 
peculiaritics of each. Mr. King also exhibited a model of a proposed 
steam canoe and drawings of a cruising canoe, besides his handsome 
collection of canos photos. Mr. Seavey exhibited a yery fine collec- 
tion of photographs taken by himou various canoe cruises, hiscamera 
always being an essential part of his outfit. Mr. Norton proposed the 
question, ‘What is a Cruising Canoe?’ Several suggestions were 
mide, by way of answer, but none seemed satisfactory. 

Mr, Vaux mentioned a plan of Mr. Farnham’s fora general cruising 
canoe, 15fb.<80in., and described a yoke, devised and used by Mr. 
Farnham for carrying canoes. Instead of the ordmary shifting bulk- 
head In one piece, a rectangular frame is used, sliding in as usual and 
carrying the backboard. This frame also has four wooden pins with 
it, 80 that it can be removed from the boat, laid with aside on each 
shoulder, and the boat turned over on it, the coamings resting on the 
ends of pins, in which postin the boatmay be carried as with an 
ordinary yoke, Mr. Stephens suggested a combination of seat and 
yoke, being a box about din, deep, I2in. wide, and a little longer than 
he width of well. but without top or bottom, Two canyas straps 
from side to side support it on the shoulders, the coaming, in turn, 
resting on thebox. When used asa seat a piece of canvas is laced 
tizhtly overthe frame. Messrs. Seavey and Norton each made some | the canoe. Thestoye heated up and cooled off very quickly. A good 
remarks on backboards for canoes. supply of cereals, already cooked, were taken and highly relished 

Mr. Seavey read 2 list of articles carried in an 18-ft, open canoe on | With the fresh milk that could be obtained at almost eve 
camping-place. Sea perch and mackerel were caught and cooked, 
but the latter were very scarce this summer, Seals in great numbers 
Ware passed olf Fletcher's Neck Black whales were seen twice. 
The second time a fellow fifty feet long, perhaps, dove about 300 
ards from one of {he canoes and heeded right for it. The canoe's 
ead was let off a little to give headway, andthe crew were somewhat 

relieved when the black living mass rose and rolled over again, right 

several eruises—a basket for provisions aud some cooking utensils, 
two double blankets, (wo comfortables, two rubber blankets, boat 
cushions of cork, camera, four dozen dry plates, and sketch box. Mr. 
Ring described a canoe cushion made or unbleached linen, stuifed 
With hair, the linen being waterareoged with three coats of boiled oil 
andterebin, The cushiop isin two parts, joined together, one 
aigit. long making the seat, and one papt, abdut 15in, long, making 
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in the wake of the canoe, fifty yards off, The fishermen at Pemaquid 
Point said they didn’t helieve that one of these biack whales would 
ever come up under a boat. The canoes were found very comfortable 
to sleepin, The nights during the last part of the cruise were very 
cool, and two blankets and tent were necessary. Mosquitoes were 
plenty aud aggressive at most places. Mosquito-hars kept them off 
(luring the night. Very little vhirsb was experienced during fhe 
cruise, this was owing largely to the fact that sailing most of the 
time there was little exertion to produce thirst. A bottle of lime pus 
taken to make warm water more palatable was not used at all, All the 
members of the fleet gained in health and spirits, and are enthusiastic 
over the cruise. A.S, Form (Washington, D, C.). 

C, Murpuy (Salem, Mags.). 

THE CHART LOCKER. 

CONNECTICUT RIVER. 
Ww H, N. desires to know whether the Upper Connecticup can be 

e Tunaseatly as May, or whether the logs willinterfere, and 
vau a start be made above Groveton Junction, 
Thanks are due to W, H. N. for citers of information conterning 

Merrimac, Concord and Sudbury rivers aud Massachusetts coast. 

TENTS. 

HE great question in this departmentis canoe tent yersus shore 
_ tent. Like the perfect canoe agiiation, every man will haye 

‘his own opinion still.”’ Canoe teuts received a boom from thé fine 
show made at Stony Lake by the Mohicans and others, Certainly 
their tents were very comfortable. A great deal, however, can be 
said in favor of shorelents. For clubs going to the Thousand Islands 
meet next year, it would bea very good plan for each man to lave a 
canoe tent, and the club to take one or two goor-sized wall tents, 
which could be used for putting stores iu while out sailing, for cook- 
ing and eating in on wet days, and, if required, one of them might be 
used for a reception tent. Of course members so wishme could take 
small shore tents for their private use. A shore tent, with a good 
supply of hay or straw for a bed, and with plenty of blankets, is no 
doubt more comfortable for sleeping in than some candes. Ido not 
say all canoes, for while it may be a ticht fit in a Rob Roy or Stella. 
Maris, there is plenty of room ina Princess or a Pearl. At Stony 
Lake, after one night’s severe confliet with the centipsdes in my 
tent, I capitulated, and decided to sleep in the Boreas. Tor the 
remainder of the trip, with the exception of one night, I slept in her 
most comfortably, Iwas not provided with a tent, but » bamboo, 
lashed from mast to mast, and coyered with a couple of waterproofs, 
apswered well enough. The Boreas was not pulled up on shore, but 
rode at her moorings alongside the dock, Wor a cold night the canoe 
ig Much warmer thana tent, and yet quite as cool or coolerona 
warm night. 

If a shore tent is decided on, [can strongly recommend the pyra- 
mid, Only one pole is required, and there are no ropes Jying round 
to irip you at night. My smallest pyramid, made of drill, 7ff, square 
and 7ft. high, weighs only 64 pounds, It folds into a small roll, and 
is easily stowed away in the canoe, A god cloth about tin, deep, on 
which paddles, shot bags, etc., can be laid, makes it very snug on a 
cold night. Two canoeists can sleep in such a tent, or on a pinch 
room can be found for three, The larger sizes, 8x8, 9x9 or 10.<10, 
are yery light in proportion to size. My pole for the 77 is pine, 
jointed, weighing 144 pounds. The tent can be put up so as to be 
ayailable for shelter in one minute, The pyramid is the cheapest 
tent I know of, mine only costing $4. 
Now, let us hear from other canoeists on this question. Borsas, 

PAPER CANOES.—Edifor Forest and Stream; The pastswmmer I 
have done considerable sailing and paddling in a canyas canoe 
(Shadow model). Lbecame a convert through reading Forrsr Anp 
Stream. I bave au idea and hardly know whether itis feasible, My 
canoe is yery heavy, weighs about 125 pounds, 1 made it strong for 
sailing principally, and I want alight one for paddlng and a cruise 
next year, Nowfortheidea. Can't 1 make a paper canoe, using my 
canyas one asa mold, by oiling my vanvas and then using manilla 
paper and warm glile, after faking off the shell putting in light 
timbers. I have never seen this suggested before and do not know if 
feasible.—O. F.C, [The manufacture of paper canoes and boats is a 

_ specialty and the process is patented, The paper, prepared inlengrhs 
for the purpose, 1s laid over a wooden mould in several thicknesses, 
making &# skin from 1-10 to in. thick. Hach layer is laid in 
varnish or glue, We would adyise you to try a wooden boat, direc- 
fons for building which{will be given shortly in our columns.] 

SPRINGFIELD GANOE CLUB.—This club has built during the 
past season a club house, costing ayer $1,000, The building is 55;.25ft., 
on a float which is divided into six watertight compartments, to pre- 
vent danger of sinking. The house will hold nine canoes on a side, 
besides ten in the center. each boat having a shelf to reston, There 
are also lockers, closets, etc.. for the members. The club now aum- 
hers nineteen active members and eighteen canoes, besides one 
sneakhox, Several local meets between Sprinfield and Hartford are 
planned for next season. On Dee. 10, the members of the Springfield 
Canoe Club launched their canoes from the club house float and 
took along paddle down the river. How is that for December? The 
§. C. GC, have not gone into winter quarters yet, 

LAKE GEORGE @C. C.—Glens Falls, Dec. 3.—Editor Forest aiid 
Stream; The Lake George OC, C. wus organized in the fall of 1880 and 
had thena membership of about twenty. At the time of the Assovi- 
ation meeting in 188% the club bad on its membership roll thirty-eight 
names. A meeting was held at the Canoe Islands, Aug. 10, and a 
constitution adopted, and all members who were also members of 
other clubs were dropped from the roll, The fact of our adopting a 
constitution in 1882 has undoubtedly led ‘‘\Camarada’ into the error 
of datme our organization from that time, Our club has had a repre- 
sentation of from five to ten men at the last three meetings of the 
Assoviatiou.—J. BE. McDonaxp, President L. G. G. 0. 

DECKS,—The lightest deck you can use is thatused on yacht’s 
eabins, covering with @anyas in one width and painting with boiled 
oil, coloring as desired, witli a litule Japan dryer added, ‘The canyas 
should be drawn tight and wetted thoroughly, just before painting. 
The thickness of deck to be caulked would depend on distance of 
deck beams apart. If beams are not over 12in. apart Min, stuff will do, 
Matebed stuff! would probably answer if dry and well seasoned when 
Jaid, and the joints painted with thick white lead. 

KNICKERBOCKER C. C,—Hditer Forest and Stream; Will you 
kindly correct the following mistakes which occurred in this week's 
issue of your yaluable paper: Our active membership is twenty 
eight, not twenty-two as stated; and my address is 426 West Twenty- 
third street, uot 426 West Twenty-fifth strect.—E, A, Horrmay, Jn,, 
Secretary and Treasurer, Knickerbocker C. C. 

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT. 

Ouk AnsmiaL Frimyps' Expoxsement,—No well-informed person 
denies that the ownership of animals inyolves the obligation of their 
proper nursing and care when sick. Itis zenerally admitted that the 
common mode of treatment is cruel as well as wasteful in hfe and 
suffering. But before you condemn us, show us 4 better system. Now, 
this is precisely wnat we propose todo: Humphrey’s Homeopathic 
Veterinary Spccifics have been in use twenty-five years, and the tes- 
timony Of respectable horse and stock owners is that they are 
entirely satisfactory, The medicines are suited to almost eyery pos- 
sible disease among domestic animals, and can be given without the 
slightest trouble, They are not poisonous or destructive of health, 
but cure in far less time than any other remedies, his system of 
treatment is free from intricacy or difficulty; one thal tells the 
owner what to do and how to doit, and while safe and salsfactory 
in its results, it secures the anlmal from all cruelty and unkindness. 
Moreover it affords the best chance for their recovery and renewed 
usefulness. ‘“‘We think we are acting in the interest and for the 
benefit of our animal friends, who cannot speak for themselves, 
when we cordially recommend and endorse Humphrey’s Veterina- 
iies.”’. So speaks our Animal Friends, the organ of Henry Bergh, 
and ne the Society for the Preyention of Cruelty to Animals.—£x. 
—Adp. 

The eniinent New York banker and practival philanthropist, Morris 
K. Jesup, whose name will always be revered by friends of forest 
protection everywhere, on account of the active interest taken by bim 
in the subject, asinstauced by the munificent donation to the Museum 
of Natural History of New York of the finest collection of specimens 
of forest trees to be found anywhere, obtained through theagency of 
Prof. Sargent from every State im the Union, at an axpeuse of over 
$100,000, has added anotuer obligation to the many due him by get. 
ting the Champer of Commercé of New York to memotialize the State 
on tha subject of preserving the remaining forests in the Adirondavk 
wilderness: Montreal Gazette. - = eae 
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Machting. 

STOWAGE OF THE NEW SINGLEHANDER. 

M Pes accommodation plan for the yaw] whose lines were published 
in our issue of Dec, 6, will explain themselves so readily that 

little need be said, The cockpit shelters from the weather and is 
preferred by many people, For ladies itis certainly a great conyeni- 
ence. The sill to the cabin doers is perhaps rather low, but the boat 
will prove so stiff that it will be all but impossible to sail her cockpit 
under, and her great buoyancy will insure complete immunity from 
being run under or “overwhelmed,” so thatthe greater convenience 
6f a low sill may justify its existence in this design. The cabin is as 
spacious as need be, Itis 10ft. long and 514ft. wide across the sofas, 
with 30inches floor, Lockers abreast the ladder extend to fuli height 
to accommodate clothing and oilskins, while the sideboards and cip- 
boards at the forward end of the sofas afford plenty of room for 
pantry, linen, \vriting materials and books, The forecastle is cut off 
by a curtain shown in the cross section. On port hand is an ice safe 
and storeroom, and shelving, racks, ete., and amidships on top of 4 
large locker oyer the floor the cooking apparatus is lovated, A 
donble oil stove of the Westlake & Richards pattern is us 
goad for the purpose as auything else. The chain leads down 
hrough a pipe on deck and is stowed forward of the mast. 
Shelves in the eyes of the boat are suitable for paints, oils, putty, etc. 
On starboard side is room for a bunk should a hand be shipped. 
Sails are stowed in the room under the cockpit and boatswaio's small 
stores, lead line, ete., in the side lockers and counter, Water in a 
tank fitted under sailroom floor, Ample yentilation is proyided for 
by the skylight and doors, The cabins in summer will be found 
cooler than those of a light dratt bout spread out on the surface aud 
exposing large area to the sun, Access to the space under the sofa 
is had by openings closed with narrowcurtains, For sleeping the 
width of the sofas is increased by drawing outa slide and doubling 
upon it the cushion used asa back rest during the day. The framing 
of the boat can he understood from the cross section, 
very broad, the heels of the frames stepping into it, bolted and fur- 
ther secured by forged iron floors. The outside ballast is bolted up 
with a diagonal bolt through keel and euch tron floor en alternate 
side, alag screw going through floor into keel on the other side. 
The topsides should be lightas to scantling, but well through fastened 
to produce 4 tough structure. With a boat of this kind, owner and 
friend can knock about all season with no fear of any acrobatic feats 
ou the partof the boat notin the programme, such as befel the Inck- 
jess crew of the Sophia, Mystery and many others, 

LOG OF THE SUSIE B. 

yore readers will, no doubt, he surprised to find that T have 
abandoned my chronic weakness: that of “A worm at one end 

and a foul at the other,” That I haveswitched off from matters pis- 
catorial and indulged in matters marine, To my day I haye done 
some considerable sailing, in lurge yéssels as well as small boats, but 
do not thrust myself forward as an expert, orasan authority, I 
have watched the sharpie controversy in yeur columns and concluded 
that the public required less ‘hair splitting’ and theory and more 
facts and actual experience. ‘The only way to arrive at something 
definite regarding sharpies is ta publish results, 
A few days since [ noticed a trim-looking craft anchored off the 

club house, and to gratify my curiosity 1 boarded her. I found that 
my old acquaintance and coasting captain, M, Db. Mendrickson, was 
owner and in command, 
lines and admirable rig. On inquiry, I found that har name was the 
Bessie B.; thatshe was built by Mather & Wood, of Port Jelferson, 
L,I. Length, (8ft. over all; beam, 18ft, bin.; tonnage, 1469-100. Her 
Cargo cansisted Of 14 tons. She experienced much rough wether 
during thé voyage; proved to be very stiff und an excellent sea boat, 
shipping nothing but'spray, The captaininformed me that he sighted 
a number of vessels during the voyage, and the only oue that passed 
him was a steamer. The builders supplied the craft with wire 
shrouds, which proved too light, and during the passage those on the 
starboard side parted. , 
I requested permiss on to copy the log of the Bessie B., which the 

captain granted, and in order that your readers may form an opinion 
of the seagoing qualities of thissharpie, 1 appened a copy of the log 
from New York to Jacksonville, Mlorida: 

Left New York Wednesday Nov. 7,at4 P.M., wind N. W.; made 
ais aah Light midnight; made Tucker’slizhthouse at daylight, wind 
8.8. W, light, 
Thursday Nov. §.—Stood on portrack unlil2P. M,, went about and 

sighted landat daylight north of Herford Inlet; beat all night in 
mouth of Delaware Bay, tide against us niost of the time; entered 
Delaware Breakwater at daylight. f i 
‘ Friday Nov, §,—Lay behind Breakwater all day, cautionary signal 
ying. A z ; ’ 
Saturday- Ney, 10,—Storm signal still fying; 10.4. M. wind hauled 

The keel is. 

I was forced to admire the boat's beautiful | 

) all under deck-house, and thecook can stand s 

to N. E. light; gohundér way, and made off Indian River Inlet when 
wind changed to S.8. W. dead ahead and blowing hard; cone™nude 1 
to run back to Breakwater and lay there for 4 fair wind. Got wit. 
sight of Cape Henlopen when wind jumped to north; about sip and 
ran before it and sighted Hemuck Island at 2 A. ML, and anchored till 
daylight. 
toa Nov. 11.—Got under way atdaylight; wind S, B, light; made 

off Ovean City at1 P. M.: ealm: caught bluefish for dinner; calm 
until me tesa when wind came out west; made off Chineoileague 
Tilet by daylight, " t 
Monday, Noy.12—Of Chincoteague; wind W., light; course, 5, 5. 

W-.; 6A. M, saw wind coming. making ses white with foam; put in 
double reef in foresail, Furled mainsail and jib, settling main boom 
on cabin (eck; tried to make alee, but could not, so run with wind 
little abaft the beam all diy; made Cape Charles Light soon after 
(lurk, and made shore at 4 A, M.; made Body Island Light at duy- 
light. ; 
Tnesday, Noy, 18.—Calm all forenoon; wind sprang up very light, 

but dead ahead} sighted Cape Hatteras at dark, wind, 5. W. to W.; 
madeoit HatterastLight at 10 P, M., laying close in to rouncinside Dia- 
mond Shoals; waa not aware of thestrong tide, and beat about uul 2 
A, M., and was further to leeward than when I started; tnally stood 
on port tack, nntil abeut eight miles to sont howard of Light; vha uged 
to Starboard taelr, heading W. by N.I¢N.; called mate and turned inj 
awoke at § A. ML, expecting to find her insite Hatteras Shoals, but 
found her §.$. E.; saw two schooners approach the Shoals to go 
around, and noticed that they went the other way from what they 
wanted to make: they gaye up and hoye-to to leeward of the cape, 
ud we did likewise, 
Wednesday, Nov. 14.—Lay to leeward of Hattoras all day; 5 P.M., 

wind coming out of N, W., fot under way. and were nearly one hour 
in rounding Hatteras; wind increased. tending to N., anc finally to 
N. ¥., blowing a gale; furled mainsail, veefed foresail, gudran under 
foresail and forestaysail before it; made Cape Lookout abl +A. id.; 
crossed shoals, requiring two hands at helm; hauled heron the wind 
uuder Cape Lookout; made land about Beaufort Warhor; wind 
hauled to Y And weeoncluded uot to make a harbor, so setiled away 
foresuil, lashed tiller, and went below until daylight, 
Thursday, Nov. 1f.—Wind backed to N.W.; set all soil, lugging 

shore; made Cape Fear Light soon after dark, crossing Erying Pan 
Shoals about 9 P, M.; headed for Georgetown Light, wind N.W.. 
which kept increasing; midnight parted windward main shrouds: set- 
tled away mainsail and put in double reef; in about fifteen minutes 
foreshrouds partea, Settled away foresail and Turled it; yeuaiiar 
under reefed mainsail and forestaysail; sighted lund at daybreak an 
ran into North Inlet, Georgetown. 

Friday, Noy, 16.—On trying to beat through a very Harrow creek to 
make Georeetown harbor, rudder calight on saudbank, so had ta lay 
oyer one tides floated off at 11.4. M., and anchored In midstream, and 
lay until mording: 
Raturday, Nov. 17 Got under way and floated through Teadwint 

Reach with the tide; made he and went into Wingeu Bay alter much 
heating and getting aground, i 2 
Sunday, N nae 1h Sighted Charleston Lightship at+ P. M.; wind ou 

quarter; passed Martha's Industry Lightship at 2 A.M. 
Monday, Nov, 19 Foggy; made Fernandina Lighthouse al +P. M. 

At night were off St. Johns Bar; hove loo all night. 
Tuesday, Noy. 19.— Forgy; saw two schooners lo N.. ran to ther 

and beard whistling buoy: crossed St. John’s bar at 10:30 A, M., and 
reached Jacksonville a6 1 P. M. q 
Above you have tae log of the Bessie B..and your reaflers can 

arrive at sume conclusion regarding the COT of a sharpie. Capt. 
Hendrickson mtends making semi-mouthly trips with his vessel From 
Jacksonville to Tudian Kiver. AL WRESOO, 
JAcKSUNVINLE, Fla., Nov. 28, 1853. 

SAN FRANCISCO YACHTING.—Yacht building in San Francisco 

seeins to be fairly active. William Stone, the builder of many of lhe 

best boats inthe San francisco Club, nas three yachts on the stocks, 

two schoouersnud ayawl. The latier the favorite rig in the rough 

waters of San Francisco Bay, and is admirably adapted to case oF 

handling in heavy winds by an amateur crew. btone manages to get 

a great deal of comfort below deck Ina comparatively small erat, 

Tn one of the schoonérs he is building, only 46rb, over ull, he gets a 

$f. cockpit, 12ft, catin, two 6ft, staterooms, & kitchen und a 4ft. 

water-claset, al] under deck. The main cabin has four berths under 

the ganuway deck, with transom seats in front 2ft, wide, thus afford- 

ing sleepmg accommodations tor eight persons, heside the two state- 

rooms, orsay teninall, The kitchens of tle San Francisey boats are 
uarely up to his work. 

His boat has loft. beam and Sit. depth, centerboard of course, This 

depth, With ap 18in. house, crowned tin., grves 6ft, in the clear, Mak- 

ing very comfortable cabin. Stone las the reputation of doing very 
fine work, and is especially skillful in ee The San Francisco 
builders have great advantage oyer Eastern burlders in the MEN of 

material. The Boat in question has a benl) onc frame, Fided a 

moulded 4in. at the heel and 3in. atthe top, Every plank, garboar 

inclusive, put on running the whole length. No butte; planis Tyjib. 

thick, She should bea oot boat. Stone hurns out such a craft com- 

plete for abont $3,000; sne would cost $4,500 built here, ° 

: ———————— 
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FOREST AND STREAM. (Dee, 20, 1888. 

ORIVA AND THE OPEN BOATS. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Such a persistent misrepresentation has been made of the Criva’s 

movements on the day of the open race boat, that. as a guest on 
board, I beg a small space in your valuable paper to give a correct. 
yersion of what happened. It was blowing a “yachtsman's galo” 
only, aud the Oriva was under reduced canvas to enable us to see the 
race propertly, She otherwise would have more set. She was not in- 
tentionaily placed by her owner in the midst of the racing craft. She 
had worked so fast up among them, that Mr. Lee inadvertently got 
to windward of one, and while trying to get out of her way found 
himself even closer to the Lilly R. The Oriva was then, at my sugges- 
tion, kept hard off with sheets aft, there being no time to slack them 
even had it been desirable. She turned on her heel in a surprising 
manner. The boats were on the dayits at the time, so that the sixty- 
five degrees of heel spoken of must be a brilliant effort of the im- 
agination. 

The relative speed of vessels is a difficult matter to estimate cor- 
rectly under all circumstances and most yacht owners are apt to over 
estimate their own craft; but any owner of a 28ft. craft; who fancies 
he can beat Oriva in the breeze that was blowing on that day will, 
when be comes to try it on, find himself a badly “sold” man. 

Ropar Canter. 

[The story concerning the beating and outpointing of Oriva by an 
open boat Jittle more than half her length in a strong breeze was, no 
doubt, put forth in good faith and obtained ready belief in some 
quarters. It was, however, utterly absurd and meant nothing, as it 
is well enough establisbed that Oriva can point with any sloop of her 
class, and whateyerthe Lily R. claimed to have done against the 
Oriva would hold against any cabin sloop with equal force, and could 
not in common logic be invested with any application to cutters in 
particular, The Oriya was jogging along with boats on the quarters, 
under scandalized mainsail and jib. Persons who imagine a yacht 
syould try to point and feot her best with main tack triced up, are 
little better than Jubbers, and have so much fo learn about the rudi- 
ments of seamanship that an opinion from such sources is not worth 
the snap of one’s fingers, We trust the facts furnished in the above 
letter from Mr. Center will set the whole matter atrest, eyen to the 
satisfaction of the crew of the Lily R.] 

NEW KEEL SCHOONER.—The design has been finished for a big 
Miranda 106%1816. If this schooner is built in time for nextseason, it 
may fare as hard with the reputation of schooners as it has with that 
of the sloons. 

NEW STEAMER,—Mumm of South Brooklyn has under way a new 
steamer for Mr, J. C, Hoagland, similar to the Sentinelin general 
style. From the Herald we learn she is to he 130ft. over all, 1i8ft, 
waterline, 193¢ft. beam, 10ft, hold and 6ft. draft. In point of model 
she will be half way between a steam launch and a seagoing yacht, 
though she isto havea flush deck and high freeboard of 5ft, amid- 
ships, and the rather excessive sheer of 4ft. forward. Keel of oak 
10x12in., keelson yellow pine 10x12in., timbers oak and hackmatack 
4x7 at heeland5athead. Plank 214 Georgia pine. Six bilgestreaks 
of pine 4x6in., through riveted with ‘gin. iron. Other fastenings will 
be galvanized spike work. Pilot house 30ft. from forward end, 15ft. 
long and 7ft. high, will be the only superstructure, Rigged as 
schooner. Machinery of special type, details of which are still a 
mystery, Forecastle 18ft. long, fitted for eight hands. Captain’s 
and engineer's room on starboard hand, pantry, etc. on port, engine 
and boiler space 26ft. amidships, bunkers for 40 tons, owner's state- 
room athwartships abaft the engine room bulkbead, main saloon 
next 18x15ft,, and after cabin and toilet rooms for guests in the run. 
Will be named Lagonda. 

INTREPID,—This schooner leaves for the West Indies na few days. 
Schooner Dauntless has cleared for the Azores and African coast, | 
schooner Montauk is on the berth for a southerly cruise in February. | 
The fleet of ocean cruisers is fast increasing, and consequences of 
great benefit to yachting in America will be the result. Montauk is 
of course to have her sticks cut down. 
precaution is required. Montauk has been within an ace of capsizing 
upon a memorable occasion, and it would be hazardous to put to sea 
with her present sailarea. But there is an idea prevalent that cut- 
ting down spars will make such a boat easier at sea, This is a mis- 
take Montauk, with spars docked, will be harder and more violent 
in hermotions on account of loss of weight aloft and its dynamic 
effect as a counterpoise to quick motion, induced by a high meta 
eenter. But safety must receive consideration first, hence a reduc- 
tion in sail to what the yacht can legitimately carry is a step proper 
enough, 

SINGLEHAND CUTTER.—Wiliiams & Stevens, of Lowel], Mass., 
are to build a cutter for singlehand cruising. Length over all 25ft., 
on loadline 19ft., beam 5ft. across deck and 4ft. bin. at waterline. 
Top of deck to rabbetis 5ft.4in, Total ballast about 3,500 Ibs., a 
portion of which will go on the keel. Flush deck with small cockpit 
and eabin hatch. Cutter rig with polemast, 375 sq. ft. in lower sail. 

CAPSIZED.—The schooner Vestal capsized while fitting ont at 
Southampton. Details of the accident are still wanting, The Vestal 
was built way back in the fifties, by Inman, on lines as nearly like 
those of the America as they could be got in those days. 

As a matter of safety, the | 

JULIA.—This old-time sloop. Rear Com. B. 
isto be modernized into a fashionable keel, and will have her rig 
changed to that of a schooner, Considerable alterations will be undertaken at the same time by Carll, of City Island. She will have 
the flare in her harpings padded out, run spun out four feet, and the ribbons carried out in a nobby fantail. Topsides will be raised upon Bate ean hit spe eeHer no ara less, one keel more, makes a dif- 

ence wi e footing, New rk is brave g 1 
provincial antipathy to the feck ere le Oe ea Are 

COLUMBIA,—Even the yachts of best repute for speed cannot r 
32 « . c : x ba sist the influence of the times, Cohimbia, schooner, a to be length- ened forward to give her an easier entrance. She will be almost re- builfi at Jesse Carll's yard, aoa L.L Columbia was a smooth 
wee qapeer Pirate JBC quick nis at the wheel in squally times, 

* ight weight and fiat foor will pla serious prank P= 
confidence in her stability, Tear gt oa ees 

NEW SHARPIE.—Mr. Clapham is to build ab once rei 
sharpie 43fc. long for Philadelphia owners. This HORE will be ree 
rigged, a style of rig rapidly coming into fayor for cruising purposes. 
as superior to the schooner in speed and wyeatherliness. and equally 
as handy and doing away with a mainmast in the cabin, lacking good 
support through the roof of a cabin house. rf 

NEW SLOOP.—Mumm. is to build a sloop for New York ow ; 
of more than usual displacement and ‘irate, Length eran all Butte, 
waterline 50ft.; beam 17ft.; depth 614ft. and Aft. draft without board. 
NEW KEEL.—Webber has in hand a new keel sloop at his 

City Point, South Boston, Waterline 27ft., beam tote. in. depts 
4ft. 5in., and 314ft. draft. Iron shoe of 1.500 Ibs, ‘ 

ANOTHER KEEL.—J. B. Smith of South Boston has a rder for 
keel sloop to hail from New Bedford, Length, Bifie beaee iat 
depth, 4ff. 6in., with iron ballast on keel, en 
ARROW .—This sloop is now hauled out at Greenport, L. I. Mir 
ae Smith has taken off her lines preparatory to the piojectaraniens 
a Ss, 

NEW SINGLEHAND YACHTS.—Mr. Clapham is building 
& singlehand cabin yacht, 16ft. waterline, 5 ee 

NEW CUTYER.—Messrs. Burgess. of Boston, are getti 
lines for a cutter 307t, load}ine, A Sie hon eo 

BiG FLEET.—At South Boston 219 yachts are a i rae yachts are hauled out for the 

fan G ISLAND Y, C,—Expects te build a club house on Gravesend 

M. Brown, N. ¥. ¥, G.. 

UMPHREYS 
VET EAN TICS 

FOR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 
Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs & Poultry, 
_For Twenty Years Humphreys’ Veterinary 
Specifies have been used by Farmers, Stock 
breeders, Horse R.R., Travel’ Hippodromes 
Menageries and others with perfect success. 

LIST OF SPECIFICS. 
A.A. Cures Fevers and Inflammation, Milk 

Hever, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera, 7Hc. 
8.8. Cures Founder, Spavin, Stiffness, 75c. 
©.€, Cures Distemper, Nasal Discharges, 75c. 
P,P, Cures Bots or Grubs, Worms,- - - Téc. TRADE 
E.E. Cures Cough, Henaves, Pneumonia, 75c. 
E.F, Cures Colic or Gripes, Bellyache, The. 
G,G. Prevents Abortion, - - - - * - - 75c. 
H.H. Cures all Urinary Diseases,- - - - T5c. 
I.1. Cures Eruptive Diseases, Mange, &c. 75c. 
J.J, Cures all Diseases of Digestion, -_-. 75c. 
Veterinary Case (black walnut) with Vet- 

erinary Manual, (330 pp.), 10 bottles of 
Medicine, and Medicator, 8, 

Medicator, 
ecee Veterinary Cases are sent free to any 

address on receipt of the price, or any order for 
Veterinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or more. 

Humphrey's Veterinary Manual (330 pp.)sent 
free by mail on receipt of price, 5) cents. 
t#-Pamphlets sent free on application. 
HEMPUREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED,CO. 

109 Fulton Street, New York- 

- ee ee 4 

SAS. 

1B0ft., $1.50; 240fE., $1.75; S00ft., $2.00; 450ft., $2.25; 600TE., $2. 
26 ets, extra; nickel plated; 50 cts, extra, 
nickel plated, 50 cts. extra. 

Binrle gut. 12 cts, per doz.; double, 20 cts. 
ackage. Single Gut Trout and Black 

Flies, $1.00 per doz. 

catalogue. 

Established 20 years. Open Evenings. J. EF. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

TO TAKE PICTURES 
| ONLY 25¢. 

Cameras and Outfits $10 and upward, on sale at Book-Sellers and Opticians 
Send for Catalogue to THE EGE S tek OPTICAL CQ,r 

ox F, 

Send 25 cents for 

full information for 

use of the (7" New 

Model CAMERA! 

everywhere. i J 
(= A most acceptable Holiday Gift. 

TRAINING vs. BREAKING. 

Practical Dog Training: or Training vs. Breaking, 
By Ss. T. HAMMOND, 

(Kennel Editor Forrest Anp STREAM.) 

THIRD EDITION NOW READY. 
A complete guide for the amateur dog-trainer. System endorsed by the practical success 

of hundreds who have adopted it. Sent postpaid on receipt of $1.00. 

Forest and Stream Publishing: Co. 

B. F. NICHOLS & CO., 
BOSTON, MASS.. 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK SIREET. 

ter tucilitiesfor manufacturi 
est award and silver mqdal at t 

setts Charitable Mechanics’ Association Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 

We are obliged to have more room in our factory and 
to meet the increasing demand, We have received the 

F. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Eine F*ishing Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1,25; 
. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 

Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; b0yds., $1.00; 
Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 

Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdeeen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks. 
er doz.; treble, 30 cts. per doz.; put up one-half dozen in a 
ass Leaders, lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts.; 8yds., 15 cts. Double 

wisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 cts.; treble twisted, 3 length,10 cts. Trout Plies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 
Trout and Black Bass Bait Roads, $ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 

Bly Rods, 10ft long, $1.50 to $10.00, Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
Samples of hooks, leaders, etc., sent by mail on receipt of price in money orstamp. Send stamp for 

ELORIDA FISHING. 

ARK 

The manufacture of fishing tackle partiewarly adapted to angling in Florida has long been a fpecial feature 

in our business. Those anglers who intend spending the winter or spring in Florida, will find it lo their ndvantaza 

to call onus, If not thoroughly posted in regard to what they require in our line, under our advice they can provide M 
f\ 

\ r themselves with what they do need, and save themselves from purchasing what they do not want, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

48 Maiden Lane, New York City. 

much, 

with which anyone 
having no know!l- 
edge whatever of 
photogra hy may 
make good pictures 

B.G.1c° 

ROCHESTER, N. ¥. 

our good: 
Massachu- 

101 & 108 Duane Street, - 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Eoston, Mass. Agent for New England States 

Js our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag: weighs but 15 ounves, 

has seven pockets and game pockets. 
material, dead grass color, and will hold the gume of a 

successfur day without losing a hair or feather. It can 

oe worn over or under an ordinary coat, We will mail it 
to you for $2.00, Send breast measure, 

MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No. 2 primers. 
loaded as cften as an 

Weight less 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside di neter is 
nearly two gauges larger. Load same as any brass shells, using wads say two 
sizes larger than gauge of shells, 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged. 
The crimping tool also acts as a reducer, an advaniaze which will he ap- 
preciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be muiled (without 
charge) to any sportsmen's club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 
only, (2,000), and crimpers not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO, 

Can he re 
Cost only about half as 

They shoot stronger and cl ser, and 
of the thicker makes. 

an paper shells, 

Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 

SOLE AMERICAN AGERTS 

New York, 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Kish Futian and Gorduroy, 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THIS 

It is of strong 
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THE YAR. 

HE year has been marked by activity in all the depart- 

ments of out-door life represented by this journal, As 

we predicted early in the year that it would be, the season 
of 1883 has proved, in many sections of the country, excep- 
tional for the generous supply of feathered game, 

Perhaps the most important event of the year in natural 
history was the establishiment of the American Ornitholo- 
gists’ Union last September. The association includes 

among its members, activé and associate, a very large pro- 
portion of the best American workers in this branch of 
science, and the energy with which its work is being ptished 

by the Council is an ample guarantee of the good which the 
Union willdo, The Nuttall Ornithological Club has turned 

over to the new association its Bulletin, which will hereatter 
be the special organ of the Union. 

Preparations are now being made to grapple with the 
problem of bird migration, which has hitherto proved so 
elusive and so puzzling. The method suggested by Mr. W. 

W. Cooke, who first put it in practice, and to whom full 

credit for the suggestion is due, will probably he adopted, 
and with the result, it is hoped, of adding much to our 
knowledge of the subject. 

It is unnecessary to particularize the various works of 
more or less scientific importance which haye been published 
during the year. Much good work has been done, and the 
army of laborers in the field is now larger than ever before, 

The interest In angling has increased in most parts of the 

land. There has been a steady growth of taste for fly-fish- 
ing. This is shown in a most practical manner by the sales 
of fishing tackle to those who fish in fresh water; the dealers 
say that the sale of fine fly-rods never has been greater than 
in the past year, In salt-vater angling fine rods have been 

in greater demand also, and the rising generation of anglers 

have better facilities for learning the art than eyer before. 
The tournament of the National Rod and Reel Association 

in October awoke more enthusiasm than any similar one, 

and afforded a good school for those who wished to study 
the different methods of casting both flyand bait. One 
of the most important strides toward uniformity, and con- 
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sequently perfection, of fishing tackle, during the year, was 

the adoption of a standard for reel-plates by this Associa- 

tion, which will, no doubt, be adopted by manufacturers in 

time, and will remove a fruitful cause of annoyance. 

Tn fisheulture there is always progress. Among the many 

things of note during the year may be mentioned; The In- 
ternational Fisheries Exhibition at London, many accounts 

of which have appeared in our columns. The extended 
work of the United States Fish Commission in both scien- 
tific and practical work. The building of the improved 

McDonald fishways at Ostyego, N. ¥., and Augusta, Ga., 
and the planning of one for the Great Falls of the 

Potomac, The increased interest manifested in the science 
in the different States. The establishment of a free 
laboratory in Fulton Market by Mr. Blackford, where 
experiments. cam be conducted, and where the food and 

habits are recorded by Prof. Rice. The increased work 
of the New York Commission, which has built a larger 

hatchery at Caledonia, and begun work at Cold Spring 
Harbor, Long Island, where both fresh water and salt 

water work will be done. The increase of private ponds 

and hatcheries, notable among which are the stations of the 

Bisby Club, in the Adirondacks, Herkimer county, N. Y., 

andthat of the Adirondack Club, in Essex county. The 

States of Michigan, Minnesota and Iowa baye extended their 
labors in fishculture, and there are evidences of improvement 

in all parts of the country. 

The year 1883 linus been marked by the first defeat of an 

American team on British soil. This was in some measure 
an unexpected event, but the same can hardly be said of the 

defeat which took place on American soil daring the preced- 

ing year, At home there has been in the aggregate an un- 

usnal amount of careful, systematic work done with the 
rifle. The great shooting bodies have been naturally the 
reeular army and the militia forces, and in both of these or- 
ganizations satisfactory progress has been made, In the 

regular army something like a real enthusiasm has marked 
the efforts of the men to place themselyes in the picked 
teams, and the meetings of these chosen squads have been 

close, sharp contests by men who were experienced in the 

use of small arms. When it is remembered what the shoot- 
ing ability of the army was, or rather what it was not, buta 

few years back, fliese statements of work done in 1883, gain 
an additional significance, 

Many private clubs and associations of riflemen have found 

great enjoyment in many contests. Here and there the sport 

has seemed to languish, but taken the country over there has 
heen plenty of shooting, Doth at long and short range, and a 

great deal of keen rivalry enjoyed. In gallery work there is 

now hardly a city where there is not « Goterie of miniature 

farget-makers who, with fine small-calibre ritles, find that 
careful practice will bring fine targets, and that the bes}, man 

must win in the long run, Where there are a number of 

galleries it is comparatively easy to get up a number of small 

clubs, and then in match shooting an additional zest may be 
added to the contest, Among the rifie-makers there has been 

some good work in the direction of improying the present 

arms, more particularly in the direction of simplicity of ac- 
tion. It is more than likely that the limit of probable ac- 

curacy has been reached in the arms now in use, but there is 
room for satisfactory changes in the way of getting rid: of 

some of the complexity which marks the present arms. Some 

of the newly introduced pieces have already gained a wide 

‘popularity, since they were the invention of men who had 

already become familiar with the merits and defects of exist- 
ing models. 

In yachting the season has heen an event. 1] one in some 
important respects. Schooner racing has declined and, in- 

stead of occupying public attention to the exclusion of other 

rigs, the racing has been almost monopolized by sloops and 
cutters, and by craft of small dimensions. Cruising at home 
as well as foreign yoyages have taken fresh hold and giyen a 
quiet, but none the less profitable turn to the sport. In 

racing the feature las een the successful performance of the 
cutters, as the prizes in more than half of the races they 

sailed fell to them in competition with the sloops. As all- 
round yachts they haye also grown fast in favor, and it is 
more than likely that a number of cutters will be added to 

the fleet in consequence, In general yachtsmen have learned 
much, acquired more experience and look forward with 

deeper interest than ever to the first balmy days of spring. 
Small yachts will be the rule for match sailing as well as 

cruising in the future, though the expected advent of a 
challenge from abroad next season, has caused two or 

three large vessels to be laid down, all of them being o! the 
compromise order, with more depth and displacement than 

usual, and all are to be rigged as cutters as well, though still 

retaining small centerboards and some of the beam of the 

old-fashioned sloop, Sailing canoes of considerable power 
and suitable for open-water work are claiming attention in 

cireles where a small and handy boat on a given length is 
sought, and large and small sharpies have been added in 

considerable number to the fleet, especially where sporting 
purposes lave been kept in view, and singlevand sailing has 
been given a great impetus. New measurement rules have 

heen giyen a trial, without, however, fully settling all differ- 

euces, and as the racing was nol very conclusive, owing to 

fiukes and light winds, another season’s trial will be required 

before clashing interests can be recouciled in a rule which 

shall be accepted finally by all concerned. Next week 

we will proceed with our usual sammaries for last year, 
beginning with schooner racing and following it up with a 

review of the doings of the cutters and sloops. 

Besides the American Canoe Association, another organ- 
ization has been formed in the West—the “‘Order of Cruis- 
ing Canoeists”—its main object being the piomotion of 

cruising and the collection of information concerning Ameri- 

can watercourses. Two new features have also been intro- 
duced into canoeing during this season—local meets between 
neighboring clubs, in addition to the annual meet, the first 

of these being held last July by the Springfield and Hartford 
Canoe Clubs; and the winter camp-fires first suggested by 

Forest AND Stream, and held tri-weekly in New York. 

The latter meetings are already finding favor among canoe- 

ists, and are serving a valuable purpose in uniting them and 

keeping up their interest throughout the- winter season, — 
Besides the A. C. A, meet at the Thousand Islands, a meet 

will be held early in the season on the Hudson, also one on 

the Connecticut, and doubtless others in different sections 

of the country. 

ANOTHER WORD IN SEASON, 

6 si hat ride grandly into port next Monday,” said the 

7 editor. 
‘Hounder in mid-ocean, more likely,” returned the visitor. 

“At midnight, in the blackness of darkness, no time for 

a rocket, all on board lost, never heard from again;’ and 

the editor glanced toward the stuffed shark in the glass 

case. ‘‘Butit has been smooth sailing so far, and I don’t 

take any stock in your prognostications of woe. Christmas 

has made you hoarse, but that is no reason for croiking like 

a raven of disaster.” : 

They were talking about the magnificent craft, full ship- 
rigged, coming, along end on, under full sail, royals, and 

stun’sails alow and aloft, carrying a bone in her teeth—the 
Ship of 1883, on the calendar over the editor’s desk. 

“Time to pull her down, anyway,” said the visitor. “The 
year, in Nessmukian phrase, ‘must go.’ All the railroad 

men in council could devise no scheme of standard time to 

save it. Take down the old calendar and hang up the 
new, Close the Red-Letter Day Book of ’83, and open an- 

other for '84.. My book is unusually full this time. That 

reminds me, why dou’f you say ‘something about the Book 

to the people?” 
Js there any one who needs to be told about a Red-Letter 

Day Book? Here, then, in time for the New Year, is the 

explanation, .A Red-Letter Day Book is a small blank book, 
in which are set down memoranda of each red-letter day, as 
it comes in the year. No humdrum diary about it; no 
printed dates, you write them yourself in red ink; and never 

aday noter unless so full of pleasure that its recollection 

willbea joy. ‘‘No sane business man,” said the visitor, 

“neglects to record important commercial transactions, and 
hold that whoever is wise ought to keep a circumstantial 

account of the good things that fall to his lof, outside of his 

business rat.” 
“Yes, the memory of the red-letter dates in my Day Book 

is worth more to me than my bauk account,” assented the 

other. 

‘I don’t doubt it im the least,” said the visitor, without a 
trace of hoarseness, and rising ta go; ‘‘and I hope you may 
use a deal of red ink in 1884.” . 

This, as the editor took it, was the visitor's way of saying 

“T wish you a Happy New Year,” which kindly sentiment 

is here repeated to all who read these lines. 

Tne “Frioxertnes”’ Vorr.—The votes on the ‘‘Camp- 
Fire Flickeriugs.” called forin our last issue, are coming in 
with every mail. It is hoped that every reader of the paper 

will accept the invitation to express an opinion upon the 

merits of the stories, There is no entrancefee. Voters will 
oblige by putting in their ballots as early as possible. 
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al BAND OF BEARS. 

AX vid mountaineer will adyise you uot to fool with a 
bear, And his advice is worth following, The man 

Who goes into the mountains for the first time is likely to he 

crazy tokilla hear, After he has gained experience, he is 

quite willing to let the bears alone, if they will not interfere 
With him. Of conrse this adyice is intended to apply only 

to the grizzly bear—the long-clawed species known in the 

mountains by as many names as he has colors. Cinnamon, 

range bear, silver tip, gray, black, and yellow bear are some 

of hisnames. The-true black bear and his brown brothers— 

usnally called pine bears or brewn bears—are scarcely 
eyer dangerous. There may be cases where people haye 

been killed by these little fellows, ut they are exiremely ex- 

eeptional, Ordinarily you could chase them with a stick, 

and cven if you caught them and gaye them a sound drubbing 

they would at ost only give youa scratching in return, 

which, while it might leave a scar or two, would probably 

not perminently injure you. 

He of the long clawsis a very different creature. Usually 
he is timid and will run from you like a deer, but he is very 

unccé!tain of temper, and you can neyer tell just what he 

will do. Sometimes when walking through thick hemlock 

or juniper sprouts, | haye suddenly come upon these animals 

awhen they were lying down, and haye caught a ylimpse of 
them as they plunged into the undergrowth in rapid flight. 
Thave never happened to meet with one that was really 

cross, but there are dozens of men who haye, Old José 

Telemanche—Mexican Joe as we used to call him—told me 
many years ago something that occurred within « few yards 

of where he was sitting. DHesaid: ‘We was camp on Iill 
creek coming down through wide valley, me and two Injuns. 
We make camp “bout tree o'clock, an’ after supper, one Injun, 

he go into brush, gather plums. Plums very plenty all 

‘long creek, plum brush "bout high as man’s head. Bearhelike 
plums 100, an’ he in brush pickin’ plums, Injun go ‘long pick- 

in’ plums, put ‘em in flour sack hung ’bout his neck. Bimeby 

Jujun come near where bear sitlin’ quiet, seein’ what make 

that, cracklin’ in brush. Injun come ‘lone pickin’, pickin’, 

and bear just reach out an’ hit*im. I sittin' by fire smokin’, 

hear one yell. Then I jump for gun an’run in brush, fin’ 

Tnjun lyin’ there, skull all smash in, Time we take ‘iminto 
eamp, dead," 

Some years ago, while lwasin Deer Lodge, a*man was 

desperately hurt under somewhat similar circumstances. He 
was picking berries, when a bear rose from the brush beside 
him and struck him, When I left the town le was in the 
hospital, and was not expected to recover. On the other 

hand, they are sometimes the verjest cowards under circum- 

stances which would seem to call for lirayery. Many years 

since I was attuclied to an exploring expedition which was 

investigating a region about which nothing was then known, 

but which has since proved one of the richest mining dis- 

tricts of the Rocky Mountains. We had with us some 
Indian scouts, part of them Arickarees, nnd part Sioux. 

One day Cold Hand, an Ogallallah, and a youny Ree came 

upon an old she bear and two well-grown cubs on the open 

prairie, at some distance from the mountains. The bears ran 

as soon as they saw the Indians, and the latter pursued them 

on their ponies, The chase was a long one, but at length 

they overtook and killed first one of the cubs, and then the 

other. 
go no further, Cold Hand was a cripple, his leg having 
been rendered useless by a bullet, and could only walk with 

a stick, so he remained behind to skin the cubs, and the Ree 

chased the old bear on foot, until she took refuge in a water 

hole, where he killed her. Writers are rather given to 
making the energy with which a she bear will defend her 
cubs, the superlative of ferocity; bnt in this case the simile 

would haye failed. I once met a young man who told me 
that all the stories about the ferocity of the grizzly were un- 

true, and that they were no more dangerous than were deer, 

A little questioning revealed the fact that his experience had 
been confined to two individuals. Both of these were small 
ones. One he had killed with his six-shooter, and the other 
he had chased for some distance over the open prarie with- 
out being able to come up with it. I have seen other men— 
old mountaineers, too—who bore on their bodies the marks 

of deadly conflict with these fierce brutes. One of these 
Was covered with scars from the teeth and claws of the bear, 
his left hand and arm so crippled as to be of litle use to him, 

and the Jeft lez much shorter than bis right, so that he had 

a very perceptible limp, He wound up the story of his 

fight by remarking that he wanted ‘‘ro more hears in his'n,” 
People who kill bears usually do il for glory. Tt is true 

that the skin, when in good order, makes a fine robe, but 

this is scarcely inducement enough to lead a man to risk his 
life. The flesh of an adult bear is, fo my notion, uneatable; 
in the sense that badger or coyote is so, though, of course, it 

all depends on how hungry you are. Young bear meat can 

be eaten, but is never desirable. When a man takes to 

hunting bear, therefore, it is usually because he is anxions to 

be able to tell of his exploits with this dangerous game. And 
recently 2 method has been devised by some prudent hunter, 

who was anxious for fame, but unwilling to run any risks, 

by which the dangers of this hunting have al] been elimi- 
nated, Like all good things, this dvyice has the merits of 
simplicity. The daring hunter starts out with a lot of heayy 
bear traps, which he sets where the animals are abundant. 

He mukes the round of his traps daily, and when he finds 
one gone, follows the trail of the clegor grapple until he 

By this time their horses had given ouf and could | 

| comes within sight of the fugitive bear, when he opens fire 

on and kiils him, The clog makes it impossible for the bear 

to catch the hunter, and he proudly carries home the skin 

which he has captured in so fair (?) a fight. This method of 
bear hunting originated, I believe, with an Englishman, but 
it has since been adopted by many of our own eountrymen, 
Who are wise and prudent, and who, while hankering after 

the glory of killing one, ten or twenty bears, are yet afraid 

to meet them on their own ground and take their chances in 
& square, sland-np fight. I do not speak of the method to 

condemn it, Thaye no sympathy with the bears. They are 

vermin, and the sooner they are destroyed the better. But 

T confess that I have as yet heen unable to fathom the 
motives of the hunters who haye in this way added to their 

tally of big game the name Cysus korrtbilis. Perlaps they 

ave merely butchers, men who would, if it were not for fear 

of the penetentiary or Justice Lyuch’s halter, kill the cattle 
on the range simply for the plenswre of seeing blood flow, 
What salistaction can be had in slaying a hampered animal, 
or skill can he displayed in shooting a hear whose foot isin a 
hundred-pound trap attached to aten-foot clog, I am unable 

fo see. Can any one enlighten me? 

But all this rambling gossip about bears is wliolly foreign 
to the subject that I intended to write of. 

It was in June last year that the Boss saw his band of 

bears. The men are workers at the ranch, and when any one 

goes hunting from there it is usually because the camp is 

out of meat. On this day the supply had run low, and so, 

with John, the Boss left the house in the afternoon and 

climbed the hills thinking that he would kill an elk, A fat 

yearling heifer was what he wanted, or, if he could not get 

that, a young bull would do, For about this time the horns 

of the males stop growing, and they begin to take on fat, 
and so are much better cating than the old cows, each of 

which is suckling a couple of ever hungry calves. 

The trail up the mountain is steep, and eyery now and 
then they stopped to take breath. Below them was spread out 

the broad basin with its little streams and lakes sparkling and 

flashing in the afternoon gun, Through the clear air could 
be seen the far off peaks of the Park Creek Rangeand nearer 

at hand the lower Frecze Out Hills, and then still nearer the 

bright green prairie dotted with feeding cattle. 
The tableland being reached, they separated, John taking 

one litile park, and the Boss the next one to the south, a 
timbered ridge mmmning between the two, On reaching 9 

likely looking spot, the Boss dismounted, and tied his horse, 

intending to walk through the timber, for one can always 
hunt more satisfactorily on foot than on horseback. He had 
proceeded perhaps a quarter of a mile through the forest, 

and was just going down # hill where the trees stood further 

apart than usual, when he saw through the trees on the other 
side of a little opening about twenty-five yards distant, a 
black mass lying on the ground, He could only see it indis- 
tinctly, for the trees obstiucted his sight and the light was 
dim, but he concluded that it was a bear, and thought he 

would kill it. Stepping round a hitle to get a better view, 

he found a good opening through the trees, but just as le 
was about to fire, the mass moved, separated, and resolved 
itself into five bears. 

Without giving the Boss any great amount of time for 
considtration, the largest of the five gave a loud suarl and 
rushed toward him. lt was a vicious-looking brute, about 

the size of a two-year old steer and quite dark in color. His 
mouth was open, his white teeth pleaming, and the long red 

tongue swaying as he ran, as if he bad traveled far and was 
hot. Two of the other bears, both large, walked after him 

ius he plunged along, rather as if they were curtous to see 
What was the matter, than from any desire to do harm to 

any one, The Boss says he was scared, and, it may well be 

true, but Tventure to say that if any one had seen him stand- 
ing in front of the onrusbing monster, that person would 

not have been able to detect any signs of fear iu the erect, 

alert figure. Once he shouted londly, hoping that he might 
thus frighten the bear and check it for a while, fut it only 

responded by another snarl. So he waited, and when the 
animal was so close to him that it seemed that another spring 

would bring it within arm's length, the old rifle gaye forth 

its stream of fire and lead, and the owner turned and rushed 

up the hill as fast as a man would naturally run with a thou- 

sand pound grizzly at his heels, There was no sound of the 

running beast immediately behind him, and when he had 
thrown another cartridge into his gun he threw a glance 

backward and saw that he was not pursued. At the top of 
the hill he paused and looked back. There on the ground 
where he had stood when he shot he saw the big bear lying 

on his back, and about him were walking two others, srowl- 

ing and snarling, while from the point where they had all 

been lying two more were approaching their companions. 

The Boss was still within easy shooling distance, but he 
madé up his mind that there were too many in the band for 
him to tackle, so he started off to hunt up reinforcements. 

He sion found John, and together they went back to the 
scene of the encounter. Traveling slowly and cautiously 

they reached the tep of the hill, whence they could look 
down upon the scene of the shooting. None of the hears 
were within sight, and on going down the hill they saw that 

the wounded c¢ne had sufficiently recovered to get up and 
walk away. About the spot where it had fallen it looked as 
if two orthree buckets of bleod had been spilt on the ground. 

The Boss had the curiosity to measure the distance from the 

spot where the bear had fallen to the prints made by his own 
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feet, when he shot, aud found the distance just ten feet, 
They then went onto the place where the bear had heer 
lying when first seen, Here at’the foot of some large trees 
they found holes, such as a dog will dig on a warm summer's 
day, scraped in the dirt and pine needles. And it seemed as 
if the brutes had been traveling, and on reaching this cool, 

shady spot, had seraped out beds for themselves and lain 
down to sleep, On being awakened they were as cross as 
human beings might be under similar circumstances, aud 
the biggest and most sayage of them had let his temper get 

the hetter of him, and had made the attack, Returning 
now to the spot where the hear had fallen they took up its 
trail. There was no difficulty about following it, for the 
animal was bleeding freely. Fora quarter of a mile they 
kept on after it, throuch the timber, and then it passed out 
into a little park, Tere the tracks of the four others were 
seen, and the five kept on tovether for some distance. There 
were still heavy snow-drifts in many of the rayines and low 
places, and this snow was packed so hard that the feot of 
the men as they walked over it made no prints upon if. The 

tracks of the unwounded bears sunk inte the snow an inch 

or two, but the feet of the wounded one made tracks eigh- 
teen inches deep by measurement, fhus wording some 
indication of its size and weight. 

The men followed the trail for about a mile and a half, 

when it entered some low junipers where a man could not 
seesix feetahead of him. At this point they concluded that 
they had gone far enough, and yery wisely turned about 
and returned to the ranch. 

The Boss told me that he was never so seared in his life as 

he was when he saw three bears coming toward him, and he 

confidentially informed me that he didn’t believe his face 

tecoyered its natural color for three days after the en- 

counter, Yo, 

The Sportsman Gourist, 

JOHANNA. 

Qo many years ago, that now, in looking back, it seems as 
\) thongh it must haye been in my early boyhood, a 
little stexmer, trim, taunt and tidy, with close-récefed tore- 
topsail settled on the cap, yards secured with well-tantened 
rolling tackles, lifts and preventer braces; masts hy clove- 
hitched hawsers, the ends well aft; hatches battened down, 
boats doubly Jashed and guns well secured, life lines fore 
and aft, and a rag of a fore storm staysail, catching first on 
one tack then on the other, thus cheeking tendency to yaw; 
in short, prepared in every way for self-defense, was rushing 
for dear life down one, then slowly climbing another of the 
trementlous high and long seas,qwith which the walters of the 
Atlantic rush to meet those of the Pacific Ocean when im- 
pelled hy a howling northwester, off the Cape of Good Hope, 
in winter, 

The waves raced with the little gunboat, and chased and 
threatened her, 
Every pound of steam the boiler could generate, every 

turn of the screw that could be accomplished was called on 
to relieve as much ag possible the strain which, even with 
their aid, was dangerous upon the spars, for if in that race 
for life a rope had parted, spar carried away, or a stoppage 
through any cause, even for a moment, of the engines had 
occurred, that little steamer would have been reported 
*‘Missing,” 
For if any one of those monstrous foam-capped seas, 

which towered like great snow-covered blue mounteins high 
above our tafrail, had come on board, our foundering would 
have quickly followed, They chased and caught us, but in 
deference to the low and obsequious bows with which we 
receiyed them, and perhaps to the gallant efforts the little 
ship was making to give them a good ruce, they gentiy 
lifted our stern, and passing rapidly nnder instead of over us, 
emerged boiling and fuming aliead, leaving us behind on 
their slopes, to which mm comparalive sizes, we probably ap- 
peared as might a cat on a cathedral roof. 
I was not though in my very’edrly boyhood, for I stood ou 

the bridge of that gunboat her captain, and had stood there 
with but slight intermixsions, for five days and nights, en 
veloped in pea jackets, sou’wester, oilskins and rubber boots, 
and living on hot coffee by the quart. Upon my pluck and 
judgment, such as I had, depended the lives of all on board, 
und our success in the attempt we were making 10 reach 
China by “running down the roaring forties.” 
[had hecome about convinced that discretion was the 

better part of valor, and quite willing to merge such of the 
second named quality as I possessed into the first by an 
abandonment of my plan ut the first opportunity. 
We had left Simon's Bay on the 8thof June. We had 

been detained ten days after wve were ready for sea by a suc- 
cession of southeast gales which kept the table-cloth well 
spread. On this day a moderate northwest wind tempted us 
out, but hardly were we well clear of the land when it fresh- 
ened into a heavy and increasing gale. There was uo way 
of getting back; we must face the music, and the first ex- 
perimest cf a ‘90-day gunboat” rounding the Cape was to 
be a thorough test of the ability of these craft to **send” and 
“lie to,” for we had had a “great deal of weather." 
On the 11th the gale, without diminishing, hauled around 

to southeast; on the 12th from east to northeast ‘blowing 
hard in terrific squalls, heavy rain, yery cold.” On the 13th, 
‘i let ap for a few hours left us tumbling and rolling, then 
from the northwest another new one began, which kept 
things lively for a couple of days longer; then around to 
southeast again, and with our best efforts with the 
Asulhas current strong against us, we could make good no 
better than north on one tack, about west, southwest on the 
other,and that kind of work would hardly get us over the thous- 
ands of miles of easting between us and China; so knowing 
{bat this southeaster was but sundwiched in, and would soon 
give oul, [ gaye up, kept her head on the northerly tack, 
and to the joy of all hands—full sick of gales—made all pos- 
sible haste to obtain a lee, which very soon we did, sheltered 
by the highlands on the southeast side of the Cape, and were 
soon in smooth water, running for the Mozambique Channel, 
the strait which separates the two great islands, Africa and 
Madagascan. 

I say islands adyisedly, for although at that date the Suez 
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Canal being as yet undug, Africa was not entirely surrounded ; 
by water; it is now, and I, sailing and steaming, have } 
nearly circumnayigated it. 

While at the Cape, I had songht counsel as to my route 
cast, for three were open to my choice. The first, usually | 
adopted by steamers, making a direct nearly northeast track 
to Java Head; as a steamer we might try that._ The second, 
usually adopted by sailing vessels, due east in latitude 40°, 
sight St. Panl’s Island, steer north for Ceylon, thus getting 
the best of the southeast trades; as a sailing ship we might 
and did try that one to our heart’s content. Both of these 
were good and well traveled; the third, via the Mozam- 
bique tothe Line, then due east through the 14° Channel ‘‘wus 
dangerous.” The Mozambique Channel was but imperfectly 
charted; unknown rocks and reefs abounded, the currents 
were very uncertain, and there were whirlpools and squalls 
of terrific violence to be encountered, and if shipwrecked 
the native tribes were eageadtiely ferocious. If we escaped 
the dangers of the channel, we had yet a tedious passage 
along the line, with but one chance of a breeze, and that 
was the catching a touch of a cyclone from the Arabian 
Sea or the Bay of Bengal, and we must thread the needle by 
passing through the narrow 13° Channel, between Atols of 
the Andaman group, where, if shipwrecked, the worst fate 
would befall us, for the natives wore tails and were cannibals. ; 

These warnings, and tales which I was told of the awful 
fate which had befallen some who had attempted this route, 
decided me, and I left the channel out of my plans. But a 
week of the ‘‘forties” changed my mind greatly. Our poor 
little boat, neither steamer nor sailing vessel, but a limited 
combination of both, like a combination rod, warranted for 
fly and bait fishing, could do well in neither capacity, and I 
thought better to tly “the ills I had, and bear to others of 
which I kuew little,” consoled by the axiom: 

“Larger ships may venture more, 

Little boats must keep near shore.” 

The results proved that the choice was a wise one. As 
we made northing the winds moderated to a calm, the water 
became smooth, the weather warm and pleasant, and by 
contrast, delightful, 

Presently we caught the first of the southeast trade, draw- 
ing nearly south through the channel; we uncoupled the 
propeller, hauled fires and slid along nicely with all sail set 
to a five-knot breeze, Hverything in the ship was wet, and 
everything came on deck for a dry; the lower rigging was 
decked with damp bedding; the clotheslines stopped full of 
musty shirts and pea-jackets; Cape-gossamers and oil skins 
eoyercd the booms, and every available sunny spol was covered, 
No fear of the lucky bag saved even the sacred precincts of 
the qnarter-deck, and the holds gave forth their mustiness. 
We had the blessed consciousness that once well dried, then 
would come ‘“‘stow away fora fulldue.” <A sand-covered 
tarpaulin spread out in the lee gangway, proved a paradise 
for the poor bedraggled fowls released for a run, and on it 
they rolled and dusted, and shook themselves off from their 
feeble legs in attempts to free their salt-encrusted feathers, 
Dick, the pet bantam of the foreiopmen, emerged from his 
retreat under the heel of the bowsprit, where mortified and 
broken-spirited he had hidden for five days, and made most 
ludicrously feeble attempts at crowing and love-making. 
‘Dennis, Jr.,” the pet pig: “Jake,” the monkey; ‘‘Nigger,” 
our little black dog; “*Shellback,” out pet tortoise; the 
parrots und minot birds, were happy reveling in warmth 
and sunlight. A few days of this luxurious yachting carried 
us in safety past Europa Island, the Bassa de Inc ‘a shoals, 
Juao de Noya reefs, all of which we found to be just where 
the chart placed them; we encountered no unknown dan- 
gers, and such currents as we found were favorable, and 
thus it happened that early in the morning of July 2 the 

grand peak of Mayotta appeared breaking our northern 
horizon, and as we neared it, that of Johanna came in sight, 
and soon we were in the midst of the Cormoro Islands. 

This group, of which the principal islands are Johanna, 
Mayotta, Cormoro, Mohillo and Glorioso, oceupy « good por- 
tion of the northern entrance of the Mozambique Channel, 
in Jatitudes from 10° to 12° 8. 

The inhabitants are of Arabian descent, and are thrifty | 
people, cultivating large areas of ground, fishing the adja- 
cent seas, and carrying on commerce between themselves 
and the Arabian coast, Mauritius and the Seychelle Arche- 
pelago. Some of their prahus making even more extended 
voyages to the Maldives, Lacadives and Bombay. 

About 5 P. M. we were off the harbor of Johauna, and the 
island intercepting the breeze, we coupled the propeller, got | 
up steam and ran in, : 

As we approached, the scene was euchanting. In ‘‘Omoo” 
and ‘“Lypee” Herman Melville has exhausted the resources of 
descriptive language in depicting the beauties of the isles of 
the tropics. I could with safety and with truth apply here 
the most vivid of his descriptions, but, not possessing his 
talent, I shall content myself with more simple language. 

The harbor was bordered by a white sand beach, upon 
which many prahus, some very large, were hauled up. In 
the background a chain of moderately high mountains, above 
which Johanna Peak rose conspicuously. From the beach, 
and toward the mountains. there radiated a number of low, 
long hills, their slopes and the valleys between being varied 
by large cultivated patches and dense growth of paims, cocoa- | 

On a tableland to our left, | nut and other tropical trees. 
elevated perhaps a hundred feet from the sea, appeared a 
city of snow white houses, of quaint and curious structure, 
surrounded by a snow white wall, some ten feet high, and 
it in many places where not sheltered by forest, glistening in 
the sunlight. Many boats, prahus, felluceas and canoes were 
moving about the harbor, and builders were at work on un- 
finished vessels on the beach. 

Three hours before the sun went down, we anchored; and 
then began for me an experience, both novel and pleasant. 
Never before had it been (nor has it since) my fortune to as- 
sociate On most intimate footing with royalty, to exchange 
friendly notes and visits with a Sultan, to be accompanied 
on my strolls by a Prince, to be taught words in foreign 
tongue by a Princess, to hobnob, smoke and drink eau-sucre 
with a Duke, to dine en famille, and exchange souvenirs and 
autographs with Kings, Princes, Dukes und Kadis, to review 
a regiment and attend a bull fight given in my honor, Such 
was my experience in Johanna, and all concentrated in a 
little over two days, 

Soon after we had auchored, the quartermaster reported 
to the officer of the deck: ‘‘There is a prow coming 
Mengride, sir, and I guess the King of them islanders is in 
(ie 
The prahu was a very large one, flying an Arabian flag, 

and rowed by twenty men, whose white turbans contrasted 
strongly with their naked glistening brown backs. The 
boatswain’s mate (we did not rate a boatswain) hurried up 
the side boys, and ‘‘piped oyer the side” a most distin- 
guished and dignified old gentleman of about sixty years, 
who, with several low salaams introduced himself to me, 

| the First Luff, and officer of the deck, as the Duke Omash, and 
handed to me a paper on which was written his title in full, 
viz.: “Dragoman Omash, eben (son of) Sultan Ali, eben Sul- 
tan Hassan, and uncle to Sultan Abdallah,” (the reigning 
monarch), 
Omash was tall for an Arab, of light bronze conplexion, 

bright black eyes, regular features, and a patriarchal snow 
white beard, descending nearly to his girdle. 
richly attired in silk robes and turban, embroidered sandals, 
and around his- waist a very valuable cashmere scarf, 
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supported a yataghan, which, until later I saw others, I 
thought unequalled in beanty, the blade being of fine Damas- 
cus, ind the sheath and hilt mounted with gold, richly set: 
with jewels. Altogether he was a most sightly man; the tout 
ensemble was, however, somewhat marred by two little blood 
red streaks reaching from each corner of his mouth; these 
ani the hideous red ¢avity, fronted by jet black teeth, which 
he displayed during our interview, as from time to time 4 
wentle roll of the gunboat produced uncomfortable sensations, 
which he sought to relieve by a yawn, proclaimed him a de- 
votee to the use of ihe betel nut, scrapings of which, mingled 
with a little ime, and rolled up in a leaf—l believe of the 
Aveca palm—are used by most of the Malayan, Hindoo 
and other Indian people, as our people use tobacco. 
Qmash spoke English very fluently, also read and wrote 

it, in fact, was the most learned scholar in the kingdom, and 
his official position was Minister of Foreign Affairs; in this 
capacity he visited us. With many extravagant and com- 
plimentary Oriental expressions, he informed me that “he came 
to bid us welcome in the name of the Sultan Abdallah, whom 
may Almighty God soon restore to health, that he may re- 
turn from the place he is now honoring with his presence, 
and where he is resting from the cares of State, and enjoying 
the breeze, from the sea.” The place was a sugar plantation 
on the south side of the island, owned and managed by His 
Majesty, who is a most thrifty monarch, and derives much 
revenue from the sales of sugar, of which he exports annu- 
ally to Mauritius from 600 to 800 tons. 
Omash thanked Allah and the Prophets, devoutly in our be- 

half, for our safe yoyage, and intimated that “‘your (my) ex- 
cellency would earn the blessings of the Almighty by going 
around to the plantation, and bringing His Majesty home in 
your noble ship.” 
A rapid mental calculation convinced me, that such a voy- 

age would draw too heavily upon our stock of coal, already 
below safe limits for the long journey ahead of us. 
learning that the usual conyeyance for His Majesty was the 
back of an ass, [ concluded that he had best to again utilize 
that safe, humble but blessed mode of travel. 1, however, 
based my declining on more diplomatic grounds, and ex- 
plained that the motion of the little steamer, and the odors 
from the engine room (we were hailing and wetting down 
fires) would be greatly increased, were we out at sea, and 
that I was sincerely aprehensive of the deleterious effect 
they might have on the Sultan’s health, “‘whom God pre- 
serve and defend,” and thus I got out of it, and the ass ful- 
filled his functions without competition. 

The Duke then informed me that very soon His August 
Highness, Prince Syd Alle, brother of the Sultan, Prime 
Minister and Acting King, would pay mea visit. He then 
took his leave, carrying to the Prince my assurance, in the 
most oriental style 1 could command, of the felicity 1 should 
experience from such visit. 

At the appointed time, the State prahu, this time with an 
additional flag fozward, came alongside, and with all of the 
officers and crew in uniform, four side boys, and three rolls 
of a drum, Prince Syd Alle was received with due honors. 
Omash accompanied him, to act as staff and interpreter, 
also another handsome young fellow, who I learned was 
Prince Mahommed, a sfill younger brother of the Sultan, 
Syd Alle was a very handsome young man, of about 

thirty; bright, piercing, black eyes, aquiline nose, good 
| mouth and chin, of medium size but straight and wiry look- 
ing. His dress was of the same general style as that of Duke 
Omash, but of richer material, his yataghan much more 
yaluable, and on his ring finger he wore a large cut jewel 
signet. He spoke some English, but left most of the conver- 
sation to Omash, through whom J answered questions Syd 
Alle himself asked. 
They sat with me half an hour, and gaye me considerable 

information about the islands and their resources. Except- 
ing occasional visits from American whalers, which drop i 
in for fresh provisions and water, very few foreign ships had 
ever visited them, and it had been many years since a vessel 
of war had anchored. in the harbor, The last steamer of 
war was the Confederate privateer Alabama, which paid 
them frequent visits, and earned the hearty ill-will of the 
inhabitants, partially by excesses committed by her hetero- 
geneous crew while on shore, but mainly by the fact that 
through her pregeff@e American whale ships were deterred 
from their usual visits, and from these they had deriyed con- 
siderable revenue. 

The island is very fertile, and much of it under cultiya- 
tion, the principal exports being arrowroot and sugar. Of 
the latter large quantities are sent yearly fo Mauritius, the 
Sultan being the principal producer and exporter. 
The full title of the Sultan is Abdallah, eben (son ot) 

Selim, son of Ali, ete., etc., through a long line of Sultan 
forefathers, terminating, or rather beginning, with Mahom- 
med the Prophet, from whom it is claimed Abdallah is a 
lineal descendant. He is Sultan of the entire group, and in 
addition King of Johanna, each of the other islands having 
also a king. 

Our interview was pleasant, and after inyiting me to dine 
with him on the morrow, Syd Ali bade me good-bye, and 
salanmed himself over the side. Not so the Duke, who re- 
turned from the gangway and revealed a new phase in his 
character and accomplishments, in which he proved himself 
a most useful Duke. He informed me that if we were in 
need of supplies of any kind he would furnish them 
promptly, aud at low prices; also that if we would entrust 
to his care our soiled linen it should be promptly returned, 
well washed, ironed and mended. 

At first 1 was somewhat embarrassed at calling upon so 
high an official for such petty services, but when I saw him 
the next morning in the bum-boat alongside, divested of his 
robes offoftice, and with a short, sharp cocoanut-opener, sub- 
stituted for the yataghan, driving sharp bargains with the 
sailors, with whom he seemed on most familiar terms, call- 
ing them “Jack” indiscriminately, and they him by the 
name ‘‘Oh, My,” which they had given him, my scruples 
vanished, and from that time the Duke Omash fulfilled 
most successfully his functions as Minister of Foreign and 
Domestic Affairs. 

Sharp as he was ata bargain, we could not complain of 
the prices. My market book shows me that in the way of 
sea stores my steward laid in 2 kids, + dozen ducks, 3 dozen 
fewls, 10 dozen eggs, 6 large bunches of bananas, 50 green 
cocoanuts, and 2 bushels each of oranges, limes, sweet pota- 
toes and yams, all forthe sum of $14. ‘The steward told 
meafterward that he tried to procure a couple of pigs, 
but failed badly. The demand was too much, It was neces- 
sary, as a Mahommedan nobleman, that Omash should draw 

| the line somewhere, and he drew it at pork; and expreseed 
He was! himself as wounded in feelings that he could be thought 

capable of pandering to such unclean tastes. With this ex- 
ception, as both Duke and purveyor, Omash was a success, 

So after - 
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but IL cannot conscientiously indorse him in his capacity of 
laundryman; buttonless shirts, ragged wristbands, «nd plen- 
tiful sprinkling of stain frum betel-nut juice, forbid it, 

On the next day T had the honor of dining with the royal 
family, namely, Prince Syd Alle, Prince Mahommed, Duke 
Omeash and Kadi Mahommed Hoffinan, father-in-law of 
Syd Alle. 
Asmy boat neared the landing I observed unusual commo- 

tion ashore, Iwasa little ahead of the appointed time, in- 
tending to stroll a bit before dinner, and in no way con- 
nected my movements with the ‘doings’ on the beach. 
Crowds of people were assembling, an/l among them a 
Dumber in semi-military uniform, some with guns; while 
Omash came hurrying uhead to the landiag, and begged that 
IT would ‘forgive the never-to-be-pardoned blimder, through 
whish all was nol, as yet in readiness to do honor to my Ex- 
cellency.” I waited. 

As the soldiers arrived they fell in in double file, half 
(there were about a hundred) on each side of a narrow lane, 
and when all were pushed and shoved and shaken into posi- 
lion, I was invited to land, which I did, under escort of the 
Duke, and was received by Prince Mahommed, the General in 
command, a succession of blasts of trampets and present 
arms of the troops; and then my august sanction haying 
been sought and obtained, a drill in the manual of arms took 
place. ‘he whole affair was very Indicrous. Simon Suge’s 
Georgia Company was not moreso, Not oyer a third of the 
soldiers had muskets; such as did composed, as faras they 
would go, the front ranks, The arms were old-fashioned 
flintlocks; nearly all had cross belts; some had cartridge 
boxes; many had uniform caps, none had shoes nor trousers. 
They got along after a fashion, but the present arms wus the 
funniest, for in addition to the usual manenyre, every man 
took off his cap and salaamed, holding his gun at some curious 
angle with one hand. 

Presently the two double files coulesced in some way in- 
describable (not however, until we had marched through be- 
tween them) and fell in, in our rear; then with fearful band 
play, trumpets braying and drums beating, the procession 
started: first, Prince Syd Alle, holding a sim umbrella over 
me, next, Omash and Mahommed, next, several other officials, 
then the troops, then every male iuman being in Johanna. 
Reaching the walls, we entered through an arched gate, 

so narrow that but two abreast could do so. The wall was 
fully ten feet thick and as many high, the streels a little over 
a yard wide, and running in one direction not oyera hundred 
yards, when bringing up against the wall of a house. they 
tuned sharp to right or left and skirted it, coming back to 
the original direction, somewhat beyond, or short of the con- 
tinnation of the first part, in about this style: Bast 100 yarils, 
south 100 yards, east 100-yards, north 110 yards, east 100 yards, 
thus breaking joints, so to speak, They were paved with 
small cobble stone; all ascents and descents were provided 
with concrete steps. 

The houses are generally square, of butgne story, and that 
a high one. They are built of concrete, and like the walls 
of the city, are brilliantly whitewashed, Nota window re- 
lieves the monotony of their dead surface, nor an sper- 
ture excepting the narrow door, and « few loop-holes for 
musketry; the walls are about eighteen imches thick, 
and the doors donbled. The roofs are nearly flat, cov- 
ered with white tiles, and project as overhangs about 
eighteen inches heyond the upright walls, from which they 
are separated by an open space, about two feet deep, in 
which atintervals there are supports to the roof. This open 
space furnishes ventilation aud some light. One reason for 
this peculiar style of architecture and engineerine I could 
very well appreciate that hot July day. The narrow 
streets were completely shaded by the overhangs, and such 
little air as was stirring seemed to be concentrated into a 
breeze. 

I could not understand the reason for the abrupt changes 
in direction, but at dinner the whole mystery was explained. 
Tu olden times the Mozambique Channel and the adjacent 
seas were infested by pirates, who, landing, would be able 
from the adjacent hills to commund the city with musketry 
and guns, and to demand tribute from the inhabitants, The 
thick walls, narrow and crooked streets, and windowless 
-houses were methods of defense againstysuch attacks, and a 
successful assaulting party would meet With a warm recep- 
tiun, split up as it would necessarily be into skirmishers. 
But the islanders are not warlike, and shut up thus i their 
almost inypervious retreat they were very safe. It is prob- 
able that among these pirates Captain Kidd, ‘'as he sailed,” 
was promiuent. In his naval history Cooper says: *'Kidd 
ravaged the east coast of Africa and made Jobanna a resort.” 
No one, however, seemed to remember him or hisname, cx- 
cept, perhaps, Duke Omash, who, when I asked him if he 
could tell me anything about Kidd, replied, ‘Can your 
Excellency doubt it? have fine ones, and very cleap.” 
Except that the Sultan’s palace was larger, it differed but 

litle from the other houses. ‘The reception and dining- 
room were in one, an oblong apartment about thirty by 
twenty fect in dimensions; it was dimly lighted by the ven- 
tilating space aud by oil lamps. There were no eyidences 
of wealth or luxury, the furniture being of the plainest and 
of various patterns; evidently purchused, as were most of 
the ornaments, from whale ships. The two lone walls were 
bare wood and hare of ornament; at the lower end of the 
room the wall was faced with shelves and pizvon holes, on 
and in which were placed as ornaments, many articles, which 
to the Arabs may haye been so considered, “but which un- 
deubtedly had formed part of some whaler’s outfit; such as 
bowls, cups, pitchers, ete., of common sut highly colored 
china. The dining table, once doing duty in a whalers 
cabin, was of walnut, uncovered, and large enouch to seat 
comfortably our purty, which consisted of Prince Syd Alle, 
myself on his right, Prince Mahommed, Duke Omash and 
Kadi Mahommed, the Sultan not having been able to retura, 
his health, he wrote (but I rather fancied chagrin at my 
having declined to come for him), preventing, 

The dinner was good, tut an odd jumble of native and 
foreign dishes, learned evidently from American whalers’ 
wives. Served in courses, it consisted of soup, fowl, ome- 
lettes, with sundry messes of kid and turtle flesh, and for 
dessert waffles and paneakes, with fruit of several varieties. 
Fach of us was attended hy a boy, who fanned us con- 
stantly. Dinner finished, there ensued a very animated dis- 
eussion in Arabie between Syd Alle and the others, which 
terminated, all rose, sslaamed to me, and except Omash and 
Syd, left the room. 
The former then informed, me that the Prince wished to 

pay me a great compliment. The Princess, his wife, had 
expressed a strong desire that "her eyes might be gladdened” 
by seeing my excellency, and although the Mahommedan re- 
ligion forbade the gazing upon the uncoyered female face by 
Men, yet 1 not being of that religion, it Lad been decided 

them all?” 

that no sin would be committed in permitting the young 
lady to have her own way; the husband (no doubt duly in- 
structed and persuaded) having been_a strong advocate in 
her favor, Twas informed that with “the exception of the 
husband and her father, Kadi Mabommed Hoffman, no living 
man had, since her earliest infancy, been favored with a 
sight of her countenance; would 1 ‘'condescend to make 
her a sharer in the happiness which my visit had given to 

Twas, I confess, rather astonished, but faced 
the music, and consented to do what I could to ‘‘gladden 
her eyes,” 

Then Omash withdrew, and the Prince, parting a red 
curtain which sepirated the dining from another room, in- 
vited me to enter. As I started I heard a rush, and ‘‘eaught 
through the half open portals glowing,” a glimpse of a 
female figure vanishing through another door. This inter- 
rupted the proceedings, the curtain was dropped, and I 
jidicionsly halting, oyerueard quite a dispute between Syd 
Alle and a plaintive, half-crying woman’s voice. “Presently 
this little matrimonial breeze ended, the curtains parted, und I 
was ushered into the chamber of the Princess, a much smaller 
room, but much inpre richly decorated, although very much 
in the same style as the dining-room. 
On the wall fronting our entrance were a number of 

works of art, evidently once adorning somé whaler’s cabin, 
consisting of highly colored lithographs, one I remember 
Was a parting seene between black-eyed Susan, in red, white 
apron, and curls, and sweet William, attired in his best Sun- 
day suit; another was a scene of whaling life, ‘‘Cutting in.” 
Two of the walls were, asin the dining-room, fitted with 

shelves and pigeon holes, whose contents, however, were 
much more valuable, consisting of porcelain vases, carved 
sundal-wood boxes, inlaid cabinets, and a boquet of shells. 

These things though I noticed later, for naturally my eyes 
first sought the Princess herself, who sat, her feet tucked 
up under her, on a sofa, to the left of the entrance. The 
room was dimly lighted, and she stuciously kept her 
face turned from me. All 1 could mako out was a little 
plump woman, enyeloped in robes and shawls of rich cush- 
mere, on her head a long white veil, which, however, did 
not cover her face. 

The sofa was placed near a matting-covered platform, 
raised about two feet from the floor, on which there was a 
low bedstead, supporting upon a brass frame a mosquilo net- 
ting. The bed, probably of mats, was covered with an em- 
broidered silk spread, und both hedstead and platform were 
bordered with scarlet curtains, A little stand, on which 
were articles of toilette apparatus and a small mirror, stood 
near the bed. 

Syd introduced me, and as Twas not fully up in Arabic 
ceremonials, I fell back on American, and extended my hand 
to her; this upon instruction she took, and I had the honor o7 
teaching her to shake, after which I seated myself by her 
side and began to get acquainted. Onr conversation was 
Tither limited, but as it went on, she from time to time stole 
sidelong glances at me, blushing and bridling like 9 young 
country maiden, Once I caught her eye fairly and 
quick as a flash the veil hid her face, and it was only afler 
urgent remoustrance that she permitted Syd to again with- 
draw it, 

After a little she gained courage, and at last would look at 
me when asking @ question, of which, once started, she pro- 
pounded many. Nearly all of her inquiries were in regard to 
American ladies and their customs, Ste had seen se7eral of 
them, and liked them yery much, WasI married? And 
when I answered yes, I must teach her my wife’s name, and 
she taught me her's, Briana Rukea Hoffinan; and would L 
carry tomy wife a present from her? and a little slave girl 
was summoned, who, kneeling before mc, presented a salver 
on which, covered by a silk napkin, was the present. 

The girl lifted the napkin, and the Princess took from the 
salver a necklace of rare and curious workmanship. At first 
I thought it composed of strings of apple seeds, with occa- 
sional lumps of shoemaker’s wax. It was not a thing of 
beauty, although I afterward learned of some yalue, in this 
respect: the seeds, which had a peenliar and agreeable aro- 
matic odor, are used only by royalty, and the wax-like lumps 
were ambergris, This treasure my wife failed to appreciate, 
and it now reposes among the other *‘curios” in the museum 
of the Naval Lyceum, at the Boston Navy Yard. In return 
I presented her with a pair of quite pretty stecl engravings 
and an ostrich shell-basket of everlasting flowers, which I had 
picked up at the Cape. 

Tn one important point I fail in this attempt at description. 
I can’t remember just how she looked, and my note book 
says only this: ‘Princess short, rather stout, and not par- 
licularly good-looking, nose rather broad, eyes and mouth 
sood, complexion octoroon. Altogether rather of the Dudu 
style.” 
“After had taught her to say *‘Good-bye,” the visit ter- 

minated. 
The next day was the 4th of July, and we did our best to 

make it ene to be remembered in Johanna, A rainbow 
dressing of flags arched from our jibboom to spanker boom 
ends, on each yard arma streamer, and from each mast- 
head a national fag. At one the Stars and Stripes, at the 
other the Arabian erescent. About 11 A. M. the entire 
royal party came on board to luncheon, ‘All hands to 
mister,” was followed by a drillin infantry broadsword, fire 
quarters, and ut noon, we haying beat to quarters, a twenty- 
one gun salute was fired in honor of the day, the party vod 
the flag, ‘This salute was a little irregular in more than one 
way; first, as not carrying suflicient number of guns, the 
Aroostook was not authorized to salute; and secondly as the 
guns were carefully aimed before firing, the intervals were 
irrecular; but onr guests were not critics, and watched with 
eagerness, tempered by considerable fear, the flight of the 
sixty-ponnder shells, and howitzer projectiles, with which 
we completed our turget practice for the quarter, aud demol- 
ished a target, : 

All these things interested them. but I believe that the 
greatest interest was excited by the sight of Dennis, my six 
foot six coxswain, and his frained pig Dennis, Jr., 4 little 
red and white fellow, fromthe Cape, who would at com- 
mand leap bars, through paper-covered hoops, act as horse 
for the monkey to ride, and squealingly submit to the ad- 
ministration of ‘'a dozen with the cat,” the dozen, however, 
being reduced to four, which wasas far as Dennis, Jr., 
eould count, When ordered to prepare he would sct up an 
outcry, but reluctantly place his fore feet against a halliard 
rack and take it, squealing lustily throughout; he bad 
learned by bitter experience to count upto four, aud never 
to attempt to get away till the fourth blow was given, Any 
sort of a pig was Lo tlietn unclean, physically and spiritually, 
but a pig which would do these things, they felt sure had 
yet in him a deyil, and some of them prayed audibly to 
Allah 

My luncheon was not an expensive one, they ate nothing 
but frnit and drank ey-suere. Attor Iuncheon I succeeded 
in getting my cigars tried, but they were soon given up for 
their own pipes and Turkish tobacco. We exchanged sou- 
venirs and antographs, and with this letter, [Joan you the 
card on which are the originals of theirs, yiz.: The Sultan 
Abdallth, Princes Mahommed and Syd Alle, Duke Omush, 
Kadi Mahommed, and the Princess Briana Rukea, all but the 
first and last, written by their owners, these two ly Syd Alle, 
but 1 think to reproduce them will go beyond your re- 
sources, 

Tn the afternoon a “bull fight” was gotten upin our honor, 
and quite a number of us including Captain Macy of the 
rig Lancer, who had put in for fresh provisions, at- 
ended, 
I had witnessed bull-fights in Spain und in Manila, the 

former were bloody, disgusting butcheries of horses and 
bulls, the second mere trayesties where none but the bull 
suffered, and he oniy from torture; and I had resolved never 
agnin to witness one, but here I could not refuse; and pre- 
pared to be again sickened, I went. My apprehensions were 
groundless, This is what I saw: 7 

About » mile from the town, on a plain, a concrete wall 
about eight feet high, inclosed a parallelogram of about sixty 
uy forty feet. The wall was covered hy the natives in holiday 
attire, At one end a series of raised seats were provided for 
the better class of the populace, in the center of which was 
the royal box, where we were seated in safety, and such 
comfort asa combination of hard board and a thin mat 
could give. 

Tn the middle of the square was a strong post, and to this 
was attached one end of a long rope, the other being around 
the neck of a small, hump-backed animal, that stood tran- 
quilly enjoying his cud until the sport began. - 

He was of the species held sacred in India, and is seen in 
America only in menageries and circuses. IT remember that 
Dan Rice had one which he advertised cost $5,000; they are 
cheaper in Johanna, One that was bought for the crew cost 
three cents a pound, liye weight, and one was given me by 
the Sultan, 

As soon as we were seated the music—and such music— 
struck up. I verily believe that it was depended on as one 
resource toward making the bull crazy. To lessen the 
chunces of danger, the horns of the bull had been shortened 
and tipped with halls. 
A fighter advanced, salaaming profoundly to our partly, 

shook 4 red cloth in the bull’s face; the bull didn’p like it; 
shook his head and retreated as far as the rope would let 
him; being followed up, he finally got angry and madea 
charge at the cloth, captured, hooked and shook it, the man 
getting nimbly out of his reash, This was repeated time 
after time, until the poor teased brute got very wild and 
plunged fiercely the length of his rope, which occasionally 
threw him, This was the climax, und the shouts of the 
assembled crowd were prodigious. The rest of the ight was 
but a repetition of thut described. 

That evening we wound up our exchange of courtesies, by 
a little concert giyen by our sailors, which buing conducted 
on the “nigger minstrel” system, was received with great 
enthusiasm, and when we bade our guests good-bye, it seemed 
like parting from old friends instead of the acquaintances of 
but three days. ; 

_ The next morning onr anchor rose with the sun, and we 
Were soon steaming toward the equator, our decks covered 
with piles of cordwood, tanks full of fresh water, coops 
with fowls and ducks, goats and kids bleating in all direc- 
tions, tortoises erawling about, boat dayit spans overloaded 
with bananas, and lockers full of all sorts of fruits and veg- 
etables, and long before noon had lost sight forever of this 
Arcadia, the singular town in whose limits there were no 
dows, no pigs, no horses, no windows, no chimugys, no wine 
nor spirits and, éxeept those of the troops, no weapons. 
Three weeks later, after a pleasant run through the 14” 
Channel, we were anchored in Point de Gaile, its 

ISEOG, 

DOWN THE YUKON ON A RAFT. 

RY LIRUT, FRED'K SCHWATKA, U. 8, ARMY. 

Part 1,—Introductory (Concluded). 

F course there was the usual confusion and delay in get- 
ting away on the 7th with such a large party; but at 

nearly 10 o'vlock the Jitrle steam launch Louise, of the Trad- 
jing Company, with my effects on its deck and one large bogt 
and nine or fen canoes in tow, steamed away from the can- 
nery, down the Chilkat Inlet, then turned northward up the 
Chilkoot again until the Mission was reached, which, in a 
straight line, is only three miles from the cannery, Across 
this narrow peninsula a party of us walked to meet the 
Jaunch at Chilkoot. Everywhere the flowers were in bloom. 
Dandelions as big as a large aster, cowslips twice the usual 
size, grass with stalks five feet long, and many other things 
in proportion, made it hard to believe that we were in 
Aluska, the United States’ Arctic colony. The dense swarms 
of mosquitoes added to the impression that we were in the 
tropics, until a glance at the mountain tops revealed glaciers 
and snowbanks enough to satisfy any Arctic explorer, At 
Chilkoot four or five canoes were added to our already long 
string, and we continued np the inlet. ‘ 

The route which I had picked out is known as the Chil- 
koot trail, and is one of three or four passes leading from 
the inland passages of this part of the country to the various 
sources of the Yukon; another’ trail close by being by the 
Chilkat, but requiring ten or fifteen days’ portage instvad of 
three to five, as would the Chilkoot. The Chilkat trail is 
now nearly abandoned, but formerly was much used, the 
Chilkat being the larger band of the twoand the Chilkoots, 
then prohibiting all Indians but their own tribe from using 
their route. This piece of selfishness has now been given up. 
The inducements for using these trails was the large trade 
swith the interior Tah-IKeesh or “Stick” Indians, who were 
prevented by both tribes from coming to the coast to trade, 
but even this blockade is now raised. Arriving at Ohilkat I 
found, as I had expected from previous reports, that the ir- 
repressille American mining pionter, driven from the 
densely populated districts of Washington Territory and 
British Columbia with a family to every square township, 
had found his way into these parts and had crossed the Chil- 
koot trail looking for gold, although I could find no onethut 
rwas any the wiser for their excursions as fur as the “Jay of 
the country” was concerned. They had as the Indians had 
hefore them, reported the country and its mountain ranges 
and streams as hard to traverse, and supplied with a very 
scanty population of dejected Indians to help one through. 
When it became known teat the various people, white and 
native, that I intended to build a raft and try my chances on 
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it down the great river to where caioes or hoats could be 
found to transport my whole party, I was looked on as a 
cross between an idiot and a lunatic, and when I added in- 
sult to injury by hoping to do it that summer, there was Do 
mistaking, the looks that I was considered a fitter subject for 
a commission of Junacy than I was for a commission in the 
army. 

Some of the arguments they used did Jook a little appal- 
ling to a person who had never ridden 4 dozen yards on one | 
of these primitive craft, and I acknowledge that I felt a little 
dubious myself as to the complete success of my plan. It 
was represented in glowing language that there was no end 
to the lakes that I had to cross, one of which was said to be 
over a hundred miles long, The prospect for paddling 
aeross these did not; look inviting. The method by which 1 
did finally overcome them, that is by sailing, never occurred 
to my opponents. There were also many miles of boiling 
rapids that I would have to shoot with my raft, and it would 
require a corps of coroners to collect my party after each if 
T wanted an inquest. Unless I built a new raft after cach of 
these obstructions it seemed hard to comprehend how I 
would eet along, and this would necessitate more work than 
stopping a week or tivo to build boats from whip-sawed 
lumber, wspecies of Jabur for which I was not prepared in 
avy way, Indian opinion strengthened flat of the whites, 
so that I was left completely alone to fight my battles. They 
were willing enough to work, however, as long as they got 
ood wages, reserving the right inherent in savage labor of 
isecharfing themselyes whenever they felt like it. These 

Tudians of all others carty the principle about as far as any 
T have ever known. At any time that it suits their feclings 
they will declare a contract off, und even after a bargain is 
consimmmated they think they haye a perfect right to revoke 
if by bringing back the article or articles obtained and re- 
ceiving those they gaye, Years will not obliterate this right 
of revocation, and obligations are 2s uncertain as an off year 
in (ections, unless the article be eafable, wear-out-able, or 
in some way able to be gotten rid of. The cost incurred in 
these reyocations may be charged up to the opposite side, 
Av army officer in Alaska. gaye an amusing incident where 
i Sitkan Indian had wasted several charges of powder and 
shot trying to bag a band of decoy ducks, and when his mis- 
take wis discovered, with an as iirance that would have 
eommiunded evough salary as lightning-rod agent to buy a 
powder mill and shot. tower, coolly demanded damages from 
the owner of the decoys sufficient 10 reimburse his wastage, 

While we haye been ledastray chatting sbout other matters 
the little steam launch with its Jong string of canots tied one 
hebind the other has been puffing northward up the Chilkoot 
Inlet. Of course the connecting ropes near the little launch 
had fearful strains on them, and several breakings took place 
which seemed to be a real amusement to the Indians, until 
the master of fhe lanuch commenced running on a bali mile 
mile or so before he would wait for them, and the labor 
necessary to paddle up alongside soon ceased to he amuse-_ 
ment, In fact some four or five of the more sportive canoes 
were left to paddle and sail up the inlet to the point of dis- 
embarking, Leaving the Chilkoot we entered the Dayay 
Inlet, still steaming square to the north. This inlet is of the 
same general character as the inland passages in this part of 
Alaska, a rivertike passage in between high hills covered 
with pine and spruce to the top, capped with bare granite 
mountains covered in gulcbes with snow and glaciers which 
furnish water for innumerable waterfalls and mountain 
streams. Sixteen miles from the Chilkoot Mission we came 
to the head of the Dayay Inlet and mouth of the Dayay 
River, where our effects were hurriedly thrown into the 
canoes and lightered ashore, and the steam launch puffed 
fway out of sisht and our explorations were commenced. 
We “tracked” the canoes about a mile above the swampy 

mud fiats at the mouth of the river before we went into 
camp, and spent the rest of the evening assorting the packs 
into one hundred-pound bundles, to be assigned the different, 
packers, or in less weights for the few boys who had eagerly 
solicited a load, some twelve in number. Here was also 
found a camp of Tahk-heesh or ‘‘Siick” Indians, who were 
over here hunting bear, the black variety of which they say 
are very numerous along this river, an asservation that the 
humber of tracks constantly met with made good, One or 
two big brawny fellows were secured as packers at tbe 
eleventh hour, and another with a summer cut on his hair 
was hired at reduced wages to simply go along and to make 
himself useful if any onc of the large party should be taken 
sick. He amassed a large Indian fortune from private 
sources by ferrying the white men across the rushing Dayay 
atthe numerous places it had to be crossed in ils winding 
from bluff to blaff. It had been u splendid day, with light 
soutiern wind, and as the evening shades fellfrom a «dozen 
quarters on the hillsides, amid the fir and spruce could he 
heard the hooting of the blue grouse, a familiar sound to 
those who have hunted the woods of Oregon or Washington. 
Through the day a solitary cock could be heard now and 
then, but in the quiet evenings one would thiok that he had 
rium across an assembiage of owls. 

On the 8th we staried up the Dayay, by far the greater 
majority of our effects being placed in canoes and these 
were “tracked” along Indian fashion, pulling with thongs 
and pushing with stiff poles, and crossing backward and for- 
ward according to which bank was the best for the purpose. 
All of ihe stores could have gone into the canoes as well as 
not, but those provided with these crafts strenuously ob- 
jected fo the loads of those who had none: and the latter 
were forced to carry their burdens on their shoulders the 
whole ten miles to the head of canoe naviration—a ten miles 
that was nearly doubled for them by their being forced from 
one mountain side to auotherin following the meaudering® 
ofthe streains, unless they plunged boldly in up to their 
very middle and forded them at the imminent peril of their 
lives and more valuable loads—for their comrades even re- 
fused them the little favor of ferriage. When I saw this 
ungenerous conduct of the Chilkats toward each other, I was 
not ut all sorry that I bad brought along some extra help; for 
I found them as slow in assistance to a sick companion as to 
any other, unless they received a Shylock’s share of the com- 
pensation. Despite all this inherent meanness in their 
character, they have the jucongruons trait of a keen sense of 
the ridiculous, nnd withal are 4 merry-hearted, laughing 
ree of people. Any ludicorus mishap that occurs to 2 Gom- 
panion, if he makes a. noticeably poor shot, slips up in the 
wailer, tumbles off a log, and so on, is at once greeted with 1 
prolonged shout so suddenly sentup thatitis hard to dis- 
linguish the originator, although only oue ortwo muy have 
s¢en the mishap and there be acouple of hundred yoices 
combined to make the noise, It stops as suddenly, and one 
is forced to think that it must haye required a great deal of 
exercise to acyuire such perfection. One who has ever heard 
the midoight serenade of a lot of Indian dogs on clear, cool 

moonlight nights, or the howlings of a cordon of contralto 
eoyotes, he will see much resemblance in this Chilcat cry, 
and may think it is borrowed from one or the other. 
The Dayay is a very rapid stream, from thirty to seyenty- 

five yards im width, and often breaking into scveral beds 
within the limits allowed it by the steep mountain banks that | ‘ I 

fifteen pounds over the trail, and the only one having his determine its valley, which is from three-fourths of a mile to 
4 mile wide, containing great bars, and banks of boulders, 
sand and coarse gravel, wilh here and there groves of poplars 
forty to fifty feet high, hedged in by small birch and willow. 
There are very few places where it can be forded, owing to 
its swiftness and slippery rock bottoms, while its waters are 
icy cold fresh from the glaciers on the mountain tops. These 
became more marked as we ascended the inlet and river, and 
ove on the western side seemed through the fog that it con- 
densed on its side to last from about the mouth of the Dayay 
(if not before), clear past the point where we leit the river, 
twelve or fifteen miles farther on, and then branched off up 
a western tributary ef the Dayay until if was lost in the clouds | 
that its cold sides kept wrapped round them. I named it 
after Prof. Baird, of Washington, a name familiar to the 
readers of Forest anp Stream, Like all streams fed by 
Slaciers, especially if they cut through calcareous rock, the 
waters of the Dayay and its convérging tributaries were 
noticeably white and chalky. Dr, Wilson and Mr. Homan, 
of the purty, fished a long distance up and down the river, 
but could not get 4 “rise” or u “bite” to either fly or bait, al- 
though the Indians catch troutin their peculiarly constructed 
fish weirs. At least some were oftered us for sale, which 
they said had been caught in this way, Their non-biting pro- 
clivities may be due to the glacier water, or the fact that at 
this season of the year ealmon roe is théir prinvipal food, and 
they find it inabundance when these fish commence running. 
The first day’s march up the river brought us to within half 
a mile or so of the head of canoe navigation, a point we 
avoided as being destitute of wood for camping purposes, so 
our Indians informed us. 

That evening our perfumed allies amused themselves with 
n social gambling game, not inappropriately called (a-/el/, 
althongh the philological deduction may be Incerrect. Any 
number of these boreal brokers range themselves in a line, 
sitting or Eneeling down, with an equal amount of material 
for missionary work directly opposife them, separated by a 
narrow Wail street three or four feet wide. Each one gam- 
bles (as far as property, gain or loss, is concerned).directly 
wilh his vis-d-ois, although the particular loss or gain is 
regulated by the rules of the game played by the party as a 
whole, That is, each row is pitted against the other, and 
when the game is decided oue whole row loses and the other 
guins, but gains only that put up by his opposite fellow. 
The ‘lay-out’ im this game consists of the bed of sand or 
soft earth on which they sit @ la Ture. There ave two 
small cylinders of polished bone, about the size of small 
pen Knives, and ten or a dozen sticks five or six inches long 
cut from some neighboring willow brush. One of the ivory 
cylinders has a black ring or two cut around it tnd the other 
is plain. The point of the game is to guess which is the 
white one, called ‘‘the king,” after one of the men in a row 
has changed it backward and forward in his hands under an 
apron orat his back or in any hidden way. During all this 
legerdemain, so deep and incomprehensible as Lo almost rank 
it with that brain-bursting game of faro, which requires 
such intricate formulas to play it properly, the savages on 
both sides are singing 4 low not unmusical 

“ht Ob! Oh! 
Ob! Ker-shoo, ker-shoo,” 

(Until one of the opposite side, inspired hy some revelation, 
thinks he has detected the whereabouts of the ‘‘king,” and 
makes a sudden euess which, if successful, counts his side 
one of the tally sticks of willow. This is kept up until one 
side gets all the willow, when the other side loses.* These 
orgies were often kept up until way past midnight, several 
dens running at a time, while the amount of property, pres- 
ent and prospective, that changed hands, would hbeimmense. 
The opposite party would often dictate what the other should 
pledge; if he desired live stock, his cap was requested: if real 
estate, even the shirt on his back was demanded; if moyuble 
property, one of the worm-eaten salmon he brought along 
for food was staked, and sv on through the list. To cap the 
climax, they constructed caps of birch bark, on which were 
rudely engraved sketches of such character. that they would 
have to be sent by express. 

feet above us. Jf that roat had been on the top of Mount 
St. Elias, [ imagined he need not feel safer if our allies 

On the $th wemade anannoyingly shortjeurney of three or | 
four miles, all of the Indians now packing like mules; and 
anticipating that this was 4 sample of all the packing days 
aeross the portage, I felt that “dangers disappear as you ap- 
proach them,” and also that I was being cheated out of aday or 
two intime, if not in money. IL had to change my mind, 
however, before I was fairly on the head of the Yukon, 
Trout were scen at our new cump on the Dayay, bat could 
not be caught. In the dense fir forests some of our Indians 
spent a great deal of their time (and this probably accounted 
for the short march of the day) in evtting long lithe fir poles 
which they cached away, intending to obtain, as they re-’ 
turned, and use as the handles for salmon spears. 

The nest day, the 10th, ourreal genuine labor commenced, 
the trail leading us up the Dayny Yalley to its very head 
until the mountain pass of the coast ranzloomed up directly 
ahead of us over four thousand feet ubove the sea level. The 
day’s travel was nof much over ten miles, but as the narrow 
mountain yalley tonged us up and over the most abominable 
ridges for walking, I think it was more than equal to treble 
the umount on an ordinary road. We consumed the time 
from 7:30 in the morning till 7 in the afternoon, balf of the 
time being speut in resting from the lubors of the other half. 
T noticed that an Indian in getting over a log on his trail 
never stepped upon it, but always over it, ond in crossing x log 
over 4 stream pointed the toes of both feet in the same direc- 
tion—to the right—although otherwise walking naturally in 
crossing it. Grouse were hooting and small birds twittering 
in the woods through the warm pleasant day, and we wished 
many # time that we had some of the polar theorists of 
Alaska’s chmate with us to give them a chance to change 
their minds. Nearing camp, however, we passed over three 
oriour hundred yards of snow, and except looking back 
along the densely wooded valley the seene was somewhat of 
an Arctic character, 
tired could be,” as the children would say, and I was think- 
ing how much more exhausted the Indians must be after ear- 
rying a hundred pounds cach over a trail(one fellow earried | 
a hundred and twenty-seven; and a boy not over twelve or 
thirteen carried sixty-five). 
that a large mountain gont could bescen near the edge of a 

We got into camp about ‘‘as tired as | 

Just then ii was reported to us | 

| felt any Way near as completely fagezed out as we did, but 
, such was not the case. The identity of the game had not 
been classed as certain more than five minutes before one of 
the “Stick” Indians that had carried about a hundred and 

gun with him (a flint-lock, smooth-bore Hudson Bay inus- 
ket), started in pursuit and soon was seen across the valley, 
making his way up the steep snowbanks until he looked like 
an ant crawling over a white wall. The goat in the mean- 
lime, huving walked around onee or twice to show that he 
really was a goat, remained as immoyable as if he had been 
placed there solely for statuary purposes. The ‘‘Stiek,” in 
his manenyers, had gotten three oy four hundred fect above 
the goat, and I believe would have bagged him, if it had not 
been for a little black mongrel cur that had followed him up 
and evidently frightened the game, which came trotting 
down the mountain flank. The Indian followed him like a 
chamois, stopping only when the goat would stop. The 
animal, after running on a level for some time, changed his 
course and came bolting straight for camp, within tonr or 
five lundred yards of which he ran, getting every one excited, 
one Indian borrowing the Doctor's carbine cartridges and 
grabbing up my Winchester, another with a Springfield rifle 
and a box of reyolver cartridges, put out after him, but none 
of them aheud of the indefatigable *‘Stick” (except the goat). 
Two or three wild shots from camp and the game started up 
the eastern mountain side, as if he wanted promotion, the 
“Stick” sticking to him about three hundred yards belrind. 
like a hero. On they went, until the goat was fully as high 
as he had been on the opposite side, when the “stick” and 
the other Indians gave upthe chase. A big Chilkoot brought 
back my rifle, with the wrong cartridges jammed into the 
feed magazine, chamberand muzzle. Ii i had beenstarying 
Ido not believe I would have wanted that chase for all the 
font ment in Brooklyn, 

Early on the mornmg of the 11th my packers commenced 
stringing out to ascend ihe snowy pass that frowned down 
on us af an angle of not less than sixty degrees. How these 
small Indians, not averaging oyer 140 pounds, could curry 
100 pounds up such » precipitous mountain side was maryel- 
lous heyond mesure. Iu many places the ascent seemed 
almost perpendicular, the Indians crawling up on their hands 
and kuees and using the stunted spruee and juniper roots to 
issist them alony, In other places along the snow banks 
probably covering elacial ice, the unloaded packers had to 
wo forwurd and prepare the trail so that footholds could be 
had in places where a misstep would have sent them many 
hundred feet down, and where those packers haying boxes 
often scraped them on the ice, so si¢ep was the incline, One 
or two liundred feet was climbed ata time, and then a rest 
for a few moments alternated until by 10 o'clock we 
stood in the little gully of snow thal the Indians said was 
the top, for by this time we were ina ‘lense fox which 
drifted wlong and hid everything from view, although 1b had 
been as clear as crystal when we started. From the summit 
we descended quite rapidly for a few hundred yards, which 
brought us on » small Jake two or three hundred yards 
across, with not only ice upon it but the ice deeply covered 
with snow. This little lake was discharging its waters to 
the northward and was therefore one of the sources of the 
Yukon. From here the wilk was still on the snow for four 
or five miles, and some of the packers put on their snowshoes 
to keep from sinking in the softer places. Where the basin 
contracted to 1 narrow gorge we could hear the water 
under us a8 we traveled on the snow, and a little further on 
these snow-bridges had caved in, showing their abutments to 
be twenty-five and thirty fect thick, 

At about five in the afternoon we caught « glimpse of the 
Jake at the Yukon's head, where the Indians, acting as 
packers, would deposit our effects and return, and at seven 
we landed our weary selyes on its picturesque banks, thank- 
ful that the worst wasover. What was my surprise when 
the packers came straggling in to have them sling their packs 
before ine to show thal all was right, demand their money, 
coolly remarking that they would return that night, some of 
them even to the head of canoe navigation on the Dayay, 1 
was glad enough to get rid of them and to be leff alone with 
my own party and the Indians that were to go through with 
me, so that we could construct our raft and commence that 
journey which is more in keeping with my title than this 
hasty preamble has been. 

[vO BE CONTINUED, | 
= 

LIFE AMONG THE BLACKFEET. 

BY J. WILWARD SCHOLZ. 

FIFTH PAPER, 

me pate method of Mythologie Phylosophy,"” says that 
eminent cthinologist, Major J. W. Powell, ‘‘is this: 

All the phenomena of the outer objective world, are inter- 
preted by comparison with those of the inner subjective 
world. Whatever happens, some one does it; that some 
one has a will and works as he wills. The basis of the phi- 
losophy is personality. The persons who do the things 
which we observe in the phenomena of the universe are the 
gods of mythology—/le cosmus is @ punthoon, Uoder this 
system, whatever may be the phenomena observed, the phi- 
losopher asks ‘Who does it?” and ‘Why?’ and the answer 
comes ‘A god with his design.’ * * The wetors in 
niythologie philosophy are gods.” Thus in the mythologic 
philosophy of the Blackfeet: In the beginning was @ great 
womb in which eyerything was conceived, animuls, trees, 
man, everything was io this womb and they fought contin- 
ually to see who should be Dorn first. Once, when they 
fonght furiously, they burst the womb, and a man jumped 
out first, So all the animals and everything called him Old 
Man, and le named them my Young Brothers, The Old 
Man made the people, but instead of putting hands on them, 
he put on claws Jike the bears, and they dug roots and atr 
berries for food. In those days the buffalo used to drive the 
people into pis-kans, and then kill and cat them. One day 
the Old Man came along when the buifalo were feasting on 
them, and when he saw what they were doing, he sat down 
and evied and tore bis hair, And he said: ‘I baye hadly 
mide the people, they cannot defend themselves. And he 
went to where were yet a few people, and with his stone 
knife slit their paws, making fingers thereon. And he 
taught them to make bows and arrows, and knives. And 
he jhade their right arms the strongest that they might bend 
the bow with great force. He talked to the people, saying: 
“When the buffalo again come to drive you into the pis- 

glacier on the western mountain side, some 2,500 to 3,000 | kan, go quietly and bide your weapons under your robes. 

+See Mr. Schultz's description of gambling among the Blackfeet 
Todiuns, page 462 of this volume. 

When you kave come into the pfs-kan, then draw your bows 
and shoot rapidly.” And the people did as they had been 
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fold. ‘The first svrow that was shot struck u buffalo in the 
side, und he evied out “Oh! my brothers, a great tly bites 
me. [ die; and he fell to the ground and died. And the 
people.shot many more buffalo, and they cried ont ** Great 
fies bite through us,” and they fell and died. 

The buttalo yel alive found that the people were shooting 
them, antLihey said: ‘Yon people! you people! da not 
kill ws; we will never eat any more of you.” Then the Old 
Man, who was sitting on a rock looking on, said to them: 
“fold on, hold on; we will gamble to see which shall be 
enien.” So le cried out to all the animals Lo come and help 
the people gamble against the buffalo, and they all came— 
all the birds and animals came, First, the elk gambled with 
the bnifalo and lost, ond the different animals in turn gam- 
bled avninst ihe buffalo and ¢ach one lost. Now on the 
third day all thé animals had lost except one, which had not 
yel wambled, The little mouse’s turn was now come, and 
When he took the tones in his little paws (the game was 
“Kill the bones”) all the animals and the people shouted, 
“Take courage little mouse, take cuurage little mouse.” 
Then the Tittle mouse took courage and made his little paws 
g0 go fast that the buffalo knew not which ove of them held 
ihe bone, and they guessed the wrong one, whereupon the 
people shouted loudly and. quickly stringing their bows, 
they shot 1 number of fat cows and gaye a feast to all the: 
animuls, and the Old Man gave the mice the buffalo heads to 
livein, To this day they make their homes in them; so are 
they rewarded for saying the people. 

The Old Man, the maker of the people, is a god; but he 
isnot the chief pol; the sun holds that position. Perhaps 
the best way to give the Blackfoot idea of fhe sun will be to 
trimelate the legend of the origin of the O-kan, or what is 
known among the frontiermen as the “medicine lodge.” Jt 
is as follows: 
Now, in those days a man fell sick; for a lung time he lay 

in his bed Deewuse of his sickness, aud his wives and rela- 
tives said, ‘His sickness is of the regular kind; he will 
surely diey’ and they cried unceasingly. In the night a 
spirit dame to the sick man, when he slept, and it said ta 
him, ‘Come, let us go to the Sun and ask him to pity you, 
and you may recover.” So the soul of the sick man went 
with the spirit to the Sun. And when they came to the 
Sun’s lodwe they dare not enfer, but sat down by the door- 
Way on the ground, and coyered their heads with their robes. 
At night when the Sun returned home he say the spirit aud 
the sick man sitting by the doorway of his lodge, and he 
said to them, ‘Rise and enter, for fhe night is cold;” and 
when they were come in he said, ‘‘Why have you come?” 
and the spirit said to him, ‘‘Oh, Sun, pity him! pity him! 
his body is sick; make him well.” And the Sin for a long 
time did not speak, Then he said, “Go back and anake a 
lodge like mine. Taye your head wife make the lod&e, and 
all the people shall help you. Yon shall call it O-kin” (his 
sleep), and he told the soul of the sick man every thing to do, 
und the soul went back to its body. 

Jn the morning the sick man arose and ate, and his rela- 
lions were very glad to see him well again, and they told 
him ‘‘your recovery is very strange.” “‘True, true,” he 
said, nd he told them about his going to the Sun, and they 
began to make a lodge as the Sun had directed them, The 
man who had heen sick and his head wife went upon # 
hill and smoked and prayed to the Sun, and the young men, 
all the liuuters, killed many buffalo and brought the tongues 
tothem, And all the women of the camp who had not 
committed adultery came and helped to cut and dry the 
tongues, aud if any woman helped who had committed 
alultery, and any man knew it, he eried out quickly, and 
they immediately killed her, for so the Sun had said. No 
wonlan who had committed adultery was allowed to help 
make the O-kan, Now when many bundred tongues had 
heen dricd and plenty of berries gathered, the women began 
to build the lodge. First they built a high circular wall of 
upright poles and then made a peaked roof of smaller sticks 
and covered it with brush. “When the lodge was built and 
much firewood had been gathered, the sick man who re- 
covered and his wives brought all the dried tongues and 
berries, and much other food intoit, and they slept there that 
night, 
The morrow was the first day of the week. All the men 

wore their war shirts and war head-dresses, and brought 
with them their weapons, their bows and arrows, spears, 
knives, shields, and their trophies of war; all thoir brave 
deeds they brought with them. First entered the lodge the 
head chief, and after him came the ‘medicine men,” the 
under chiefs and warriors, according to their rank. Now, 
when all were come into the lodge who could he seated, the 
“medicine men” took choice portions of the tongues and 
Gtlier food which had heen prepared, and put it all in a hole 
in the eround for the Sun, and they sung the “medicme 
song,” torso had the Sun said to do, 

There was a‘ ‘medicine’ pipe filled and held aloft to the 
Sun, and a medicine man prayed, saying ‘‘O Sun, take pity 
© Old Man! take pity, let us survive, let us survive, Letour 
lives (be) full; let us survive, let us (be) old. Old men, 
young men, women and little children, pity them all; let 
their lives (be) full. Give us our eating, let us not starve. 
We have built a lodge for you, a big lodge; let us survive. 
Keep the #losts away; keep our enemies from coming upon 
us; lel us sce thum far off. Giyeus good hearts; give us 
sood lives, all you Above-People. O Sun, we haye built a 
lode for you and we pive you (to) eat, Look at us, pily us; 
pily jus.” (All the people) **Ab-h-h-h-h-h! pity take, pity 
lake. 

Hyery one who came to the O-kdin bronght presents and 
hung them on the wails. Hach person, even the little chil 
dren, gaye (to) the Sun. Quivers uf bows and arrows were 
piven, shields, war head-uresses, war shirts, spears, scalps, 
bags of colored earth, fine fins, eavle feathers, everything 
was fiven. If any one had killed # white buffalo, he brought 
the robe and gave it (to) fhe Sun, saying; *‘Here is your very 
own; Late not the meat, not even the tongue, T gave you 
the meal lone azo, there now is the robe, take it and pity 
me, pive me full life, let me (be) old.7 
Now, when all the presents had been given to the Sun, 

each warrior in turn counted his ‘‘coups’—that is, his suc- 
cesses in war. or instance, one would say: *‘The sweet 
erass hills, that place we fought the Crees, I killed three; 
two bows I took. My friends there, Bear’s-Paw and Heavy- 
Runner, saw me. I tovk the scalps.” Singularly enough, 
the taking of a sealp does not count a “coup,” neither does 
the killing of an cnemy. To count a “coup” the person must 
take a bow orwdapon or the horse of an enemy, and musi have 
witnesses present to prove it, He tnust also bring with him 
the arms by which he counts his “coups.” Iivery time a 
“coup” is counted the musicians—the drummers—beat their 
(roms, and all the people loudly shout the name of the one 
who counts it, ‘he number of ‘coups’ 4 person counts are 

accurately counted and remembered, The head chief of the 
tribe is the one who has counted the most “coups.” Yhen- 
ever he dies, or when he hecomes too old to go to war, the 
one who has counted the most *'coups” next to him becomes 
the head chiet, Thechiefof a gens is the warrier who, of all 
others belonging to the gens, has counted the most ‘‘coups.” 

Now, when all the ‘coups’ had been counted, all the 
young men who had heen in battle for the first time were 
made warriors, Slits were cut in their backs, and. cords 
passed through them, to which were attached buffalo heats, 
and the young men ran 4 long ways, drazving the heads by 
the slits in their backs, and if any one criéd or would not 
run, he could not become a warrior, Women, too, came 
into the lodge, and iNey wore clothes like the one of whom 
they would speak. Their hair was dressed the same and 
they were painted like lim, and they touched the Sun's 
things and told what brave deed the one of whom they spoke 
must do that they might always love and honor him. 

Now, when all these ceremonies had been done, generally 
al the close of the third day, the people relgnreet to their 
lodges and the medicine men only remained behind, to whom 
came the sick that they might survive. The medicine men 
cured them. After that the O-kiin was left aud no one could 
come near it, or take away the presents which hung in it, for 
everything belonged to the Sun, And after this, when a 
man was very sick, and even the “‘medicine men” were not 
sure they could save him, then would the head wife of the 
sick man put.ou 4 garment of cawskin only, and barefvoted, 
she would walk all about among the lodges saying loudly: 
“Take pily Sun! very sick Hes my husband, You have seen 
my wrys; you koew that 1 am not guilty of any sip. 
Pity take and make my husband well; | will build you a 
lodge; I will make the O-kiin. We all will build tle O-kin 
and make you presents, Hear me, hear me, and give usfull 
lives.” 8o it happens that every suinmer when the berries 
are ripe that a lodge is built for the Sun. Sometimes only 
oue woman promises to build il, and agai, many women 
make the promise, 

The building of the O-Kin and the attending ceremonies is 
designed for three purposes; first, any woman who has been 
unfaithful to her Iisbund is then pretty sure to be exposed 
and killed, and in this way adultery is suppressed to a great 
extent; second, the lodge is built for the Sun, the wonderful 
Aboye-People, and the Old Man—il isan offering to the gods; 
third, the public counting of the “eoups’ is designed to 
stimulate the warriors to brave deeds, that they may receive 
the plaudits of the people. A chieftainship is an enviable 
position among the Blackfeet, and can only he obtained by 
most judomitable couraye in war. 

[ro BE CONTINUED. | 

EGERIA PARK. 

THIRD PAPER. 

Qik o'clock next morning found us ‘‘m the saddle” and 
J on the road, for we wanted to make the lowlands by 
early camping time and try our luck on the attelope, of the 
numbers and tameness of which John had given us wonder- 
ful accounts. He said he had often seen five hundred in a 
“band” in the park, and that ina single hour he and some 
thirty of his tribe had killed « hundred by a “‘surround,” He 
never tired (*‘Injun is very much like white man,” in this 
respect) of telling me what a mighty hunter he was, and as 
we jogged along, there was scarcely a turn in the road, or a 
prominent landmark io sight, that was not the scene or the 
monument of one of his former deeds of daring and slaughter, 
Of course I conld not allow a Ute to “crow” over me, so I 
completely and eyerlastingly silenced him by relating a few 
of Gordon Cumming’s exploits among the elephants and 
mattes of South Africa—making myself the hero, He sur- 

oyer the Gore foothills and through pine and aspen forest, 
np and down bill, and across a dozen nameless little brooks, 
in every one of which our horses stopped snd took a sip, as 
though they could not get enough, and each of which seemed 
to me more sparkling, clear and more beautiful than the last, 
They are all full of trout, during the summer season, and 1 
know of no place where a fisherman may enjoy himself 
better, if he will be satisfied with fish that will average seven 
or eight ounces. With such, a sixteen-pound hasket may be 
filled within an hour. 

Just After crossing the third of these creeks, and Ws we 
started up the wooded slope on the other side, there came 
from the thicket on the right, and apparently not a hundred 
yards away, the wailing, catlike cry of some wild animal. 
{ thought at once of the mountain lion, whose exaggerated 
caterwaul I had often heard deseribed but had never listened 
to. John, who was riding beside me, simply said, ‘““Link!” 
(lynx) and, sliding from his horse, started for the woods, 
beckoning mé to follow. Creeping cautiously for some forty 
yards, and guided by the incessant ‘‘mec-yow,” snarl and 
“gpit” of the brute, I finally caught sight of him walling 
back aud forth on 2 log; stopping now and then he would 
erect his ‘back hair,” spring a couple of feet into the air, 
antl, on alighting, would make tie bark fly iv all directions, 
then, with a “yowl” equal to that of twenty domestic tom 
cats, he would strike a sort of ‘‘bad-man-from-the-plains” 
attitude aud wait for something to come and be devoured, 
Tt was while he was thus inwardly admiring himself that L 
took a look at him over my gun barrel and put a .44-bullet 
through his heart. John had his hide off in about two min- 
utes, remarking that he was a ‘bad cat; kill heap little 
buckskin” (little deer or fawns). They are yery destructive 
of small game, particularly the “‘snow-shoe” rabbils, which 
abound in these mountains, I have found five of these 
pretty creatures in a single day lying on the trail ef a lynx, 
with their throats torn open and their carcasses obherwise 
unmangled, and more than once I have gone far ont of my 
way to end the carecr of one of the ugly, bloodthirsty brutes 
ou striking his fresh trail in the snow, 

Over the hill that we have just climbed is “Grindstone” 
Greek, famous as a trout stream, but so “bushy” that il is a 
trying task to fish it. On its headwaters there is the finest 
of deer and ellx ground, and in 1876, with one companion, I 
killed here in three days, and witoin two miles of camp, 
twenty-three deer, one bull elk and «small brown, or cinna- 
mon, bear—my pariner killing seven deer in one morning. 
The next creek—two tmiles—is ‘Rock; a splendid stream, 
carrying as much water as all the brooks we have crossed, 
and containing plenty of big fish. We cross it just where it 
comes out of the hills, and for three miles it flows through a 

| comparatively open country, making a delightful pices of 
fishing gvound. and a joy forever to one who is fond of the 
beautiful in nature, Amongibe hills nboul its source the 
woods are aliyé with deer, ond there are some famous old 
bears-on its headwaters. I saw the tracks of one there three 
years ago, that was so very largo and so unmistakably 
“fresh,” that 1 made my tracks point the other way. TBar- 
ney Day (who was assassinated at Grand Lake a few months 
ago) killed jhree “srizalies” (so called) here onc day in Sep- 
tember, 1881. I saw the hides ‘peeved out” in front of his 
tent, and he said he had seen two others the same day. but 
did not shoot at them, as he thought he had meat enough of 
that sort. Poor Barney! MWe was a kind-hoarted man and a 
good cilizen, a rattling sportsmym anda capital shot, and 
although ambushed und taken noawares hy his cowardly as- 
sailants, he killed one and fatally wounded another before he 
fell. My reader will pardon this digression when 1 tell him 
that Thad hunted, trayped and camped with the old mun, 
and had a thorough admiration, not only for lis skill, hut 
also for his kindness of heart and his manly ways. Peace 
to his ashes! and woe, wnutterable woe! to those whose 
basely murdered him! 

About three miles down the creek from where our trail 
crosses if there is a magnificent mineral spring, a spol where 
a ‘aay" Lunter, who don’t care to climb the hills and thread 
the thickets, can sit down in the shadow of a great rock at 
sunsel and take his pick of the numerous deer that come to 
‘ick’ about the spring and along the little rivulet that mans 
for fifty yards to join the roaring creek, We did not go out 
of our way to yisitil on this trip, put pushed on to Fish 
Creek, some five miles further. where we stopped and *in- 
saddled” to let the horses graze for an hour or two, and to 
éat a bite of lunch and smoke a pipe ourselyes. After going 
through this yery comforting ceremony I put half a dozen 
cartridges in my pocket, and concluded to take a strall up 
the stream. This is a liny creel, that reminds me of many 
of the little streams in which I have fished amonp the trim 
farms of Connecticut, when I nsed to think IT was having 
famous sport if I got seven or eight four-ounce mout in an 
afternoon, It is only about seven miles from source to 
mouth, through 2 country varied by frassy meadows, low 
ridges, finely timbered with spruce and silver fir, and now 
and then a rocky knoll adorned with scattered pines. Along’ 
the banks, and for only a few yards on each side, prows % 
diminutive kind of willow not more than waist high, bul 
thick as the “hair ona dog.” The waters fairly swarmed 
with trout, and wherever 1 approached the bank I eould 
see a dozen balancing themselves on the ripples or darting 
frantically to their hiding places, I started eight blue, or 
dusky, grouse from the willows, and with a flight exactly 
like that of the ruffed grouse they plunved into the thickest 
branches of a big spruce. They are fine birds, » pound 
heavier than the ruffed grouse, fully as finely Hayored 
and ¢qually as difficult to kill in flight. They are very 
abundant among these foothills, where they get rolling fat on 
grasshoppers and berries, but with the first heayy snow they 
*pack” and go down to the pifion sroyes and ywild-rose 
thickets along the Grand and White rivers. 1 tried’ io be- 
head one of them as he sat cackling on a dead limb, tut us 
he kept his head bobbing back and forth, like a mad mus- 
covy duck, | missed him slick and clean, The echo of my 
shot had not died when I heard a trampling of hoofs, telling 
that I had startled a herd of somé sort of wild cattle, an 
running around a point of timber where I could see straight 
up the creek for a quarter of a mile, I caught sight of the 
rnmps and tails of five bison just disappeuring over the 
“divide.” There must haye been more in the herd than 
those I saw, for they made a tremendous trampling, I con- 
cluded not to follow them, but to go back to our halting 
place, report, and suggest to the loys to camp there for the 
night, and take their trail next morving. ‘*Pi-ah” listened 
to my scheme very patiently, and then remarked that the 
bison would yery likely not stop till they gof about timber- 
line, where they could overlook the whole country, Ele 
said it was “no burns” (no good) to follow them in the 
mountains when they once got sight or scent of 4 human 
being. I learned from him that this was theremnant of a 
herd of several -hundred, driven in here by the Northern 
Arapahoes several years before, out of which bunch” the 
Utes had killed some each year, until fhere were less than a 
hundred left. Two years after the time af which I saw 
these, ‘‘Antelope’s” band of White River Utes ‘corraled” 
the herd in a deep snow on the head of Muddy Creek, ind 
killed tifty-six out of sixty-seyen. I presume they are all 
gone now, 48 I have heard of ove or two being brouyht in 
by white hunters each season since then. We ended our 
discussion of the bison question by 4 quiet smoke, and sud- 
dling up, took the trail once more. 

The ride from Fish Creek, seven or eizht miles, to Mist 
View Summit, is the least picturesque part of the journey; 
the trail passing through the young pine forest all the way, 
so that the surrounding country is shut out from view en- 
tirely, but when ihe summit is reached the prospect, looking 
westward, is worth traveling many a mile to sce, The Park 
proper lies at your feet, an apparently level tract, eighteen by 
twenty-three miles, with here and there a timber-fringed 
stream Crossing ils brown expanse with a dark gud waving 
line. The Eyérgreen Gore Range sweeps around to the right 
and the left, and along the western border, facing me stand 
the grandly beautiful Flat Tops, their summits for vearly 
thirty miles as level asa billiard tuble, save where the Dome 
and Citadel Peaks raise their snow-crowned heads 3,000 fret 
above their mighty pedestal, In. the foreground, like « sen- 
tinel at the entranve tothe Park, stauds the Sphinx Roul (so 
called), though I think the Indian unme far more enphonious 
and appropriate. They call it Tum-bee-wit-na-ra, “the Sleep 
ing Lion,” and indeed from where you first see il there is & 
striking resemblance to the lion conchant, as we so often see 
him pictured. The trail passes close by this queer monn- 
tain, and as we near it we see that it is a huge high column 
of basaltic rock, 45) feet high, and about 300 feet broad at 
the base, that forms the face of one of the ‘spurs’ that ron 
down from the mountain into the Park. The Utes says itis 
reully a fierce beast in a dormant state, placed there to guard 
the sepulcbre of the great and wise Chief Ne-va-va, who was 
the first ruler of the seven once mighty tribes—the Tabe- 
euaches, Weeminuches, Myaches, Capotus, Uintahs, Yamnpahs 
and Grand Rivers, 

These Indians carefully hide the grayes of their dead, and 
the places of sepulture of their departed chieftiins Are as 
perfectly secreted as was the tomb of Alaric. whieh, at his 
dying commaud, his sorrowing followers, 

“The mountain stream wid tury, 
And lay its rutky channel bares 

And hollowed for their sovereizn's urn, 
A resting place forever there” 

J have been in the Ute camps a dozen times when one of 
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fieir number has died, but if it were to saye my life 1 could 
hot, to-day, tell the burial spot of one of them, nor do LT sup- 
pose that | could find if in a month’s search, 
Ou ponies have been pickine their way down the stony 

trail for 2 mile, and here wé are on the hanks of ‘'Teponis” 
Creeks, almost at the foot: of the great rock, where, without a 
dissenting voice, we agreed to stop, and find out before dark, 
what the neighboring woods and adjacent waters contained, 
We made camp just where Brush Creek falls into ‘“Teponis.” 
If any of your readers, who have heretofore been satistied 
wilh fighting black flies and mosquitoes, and yainly looking 
for ‘big bucks” in the Adirondacks, want to “enjoy a Dew 
sensation,” as the gentleman said at the dinner party when 
the servant spilled a hot cup of coffee down the back of his 
neck, let them come here in September and set their tents 
anywhere in sight of ‘‘Tum-be-wa-na-ra.” Tere are 
no insect pests at this time of the year. The days are bright 
and clear, and just comfortably warm; the nights coal enough 
for a couple of pairs of blankets over you. The green hills 
are spotted red and yellow, where the frost has touched the 
thickets of aspen, oak, mountain ash and choke-cherry, and 
on their slopes and in the fulches the hunter who can endure 
rouzh, hard climbing will find bear, elk and deer; plenty of 
mountain sheep if he foes above timber line, while in the 
level park he can puss an atternoon stalking a herd of ante- 
lope, or beating the bushes along the creek for sharp-tailed 
vronse, und after the labors of theday rest himsel! by taking 
i few degen trovt out of one of the beayer ponds lon the 
creck, We lett the latter agreeable task to our Pike county 
companion, Jell, as usual, who said “he'd ruther stay nigh 
to cmp 'n look out fur the ‘stock’ ’n git supper fur ye in 
caso ye git belated,” and dividing our forces, we struck out 
for tle timber, John and [ down stream this time, as Curtis 
and Pi-wh thought we ‘had the bulge on them” at the last 
camp, in haying the best ground tohunt. John winked and 
said tome, aside, “Never mind, me tell um sumting,” and, 
us we slarted off, he pointed to fhe low hills that rise from 
the creek, less than a mile below our camp, saying, with a 
chuckle, ‘Two, tree little water (little lakes) ober dah. 
Heup big buckskin stay dah.” 
We climbed the backbone of one of the kuolls and on corm- 

ing to the summit found the entire hill for a mile and a half 
was @ ‘“‘land-slide” or ‘‘slip,” forming a regular bench on 
which was a scattered growth of pine and aspen, with here 
and there a thicket of sermh-oak, aud abouf a quarter of a 
mile apart, as John had said, were three little lakes with lily 
pads on the surface, and cat-tails and saw-grass around the 
edges, We passed the first one and ‘‘tonk post,” as the sol- 
diers say, on a flat rock and behind a clump of oak brush, 
oyer {he topsof which we could see the little lake, or pond, 
for it was not over a hundred feet across, The sun was 
scarcely half an hour high by this time, and we knew the 
deer would be stirring soon. 

Thad watched the brush patches till my eyes ached, and 
was relieving them by looking at the glorious effects of the 
sunset on the crags and glaciers of the Dome Peak, when 
Johu laid hishand on ny arm andwhispered, ‘“pon-nec ka!” 
(look!) and there on the opposite side of the pond stood one 
of the biggest biacktail bucks I ever saw, He was staring 
at us ‘with all his eyes,” and his mule-like ears were pointed 
forward to cateh the least sound our slightest murmur 
iniglit make. I knew that a deer would oftensstand and gaze 
for minutes thus at % motionless hunter, but that a turn of 
the head would startle if like a clap of thunder. Realizing 
What it would not do to he deliberate, 1 threw my rifle mp with 
4 jurk. and fortunately caught sight of his breast 
throwth the hack sight. But the deer was as quick as I, 
and as 1 polled the trigger he whirled about like a flash—tco 
late! poor brute; the bullet caught! him behind the left 
showder and smashed the right to smithereens. Two or 
tires despairing hounds, a sidelong plunge, and the noble 
animal lay desd, At the crack of my rifle ont from the brush 
between us, and the water’s edge, jumped another buck, 
hounding high, and in sucha zig-zag fashion that my shot. 
missed, Jul caused him to tur up the hill, As svon as he 
showed above the “brow.” John conmenced pumping lead, 
and [acted spectator. ‘The first shot broke a hind leg and 
halted him a few seconds only, the second went over and 
the (hird fellshort, By this time the deer was within fifty 
yards of timber. T was raising my gun to try my luck, when 
“crack!” went the Ute's Winchester, and almost simulta- 
neously [ heard the*builet “spat” as fhough it had struck a 
stone wall: the deer goine down asif hit by a boltof light- 
jing, and no wonder, for thislast shot wentin at the butt of 
his ear and out above the opposite eye, taking about half of 
his braius withit. This wasa fat spike buck, so we took 
his liver and some choire cuts, and left the other for the pro- 
prictor of a den we found im the rocks near by, whom we 
lnew, hy the tracks about his front door, to he a very large 
linther woll, 
On our way back fo camp we saw five more deer in a 

Ieinch within vasy range, but we did not fire at them, and 
they, in tum, stood watebing us as long as we were in sight. 
As we descended the hill a flock of thirty or more sharp- 
tailed grouse rose simply, two, three ata time, and sailed 
away to the lowlands, where they dropped their lugs at the 
edgt of the willows on the ereek, and no doubt were asleep 
lone before we were. We were ahead of our companions 
in reaching camp, and too hungry to wait for them, when 
we caught the incense of Jeff's fragrant coffee and “briled’’ 
yenison. After smpper a pipe and an walk to see that the 
horses were all right consumed half an hour, and still the 
loiterers enme noi, Tying up the dog and leaving coltee- 
pot wud frying-pan by the fire we turned in to sleep the sweet 
sleep of the tired and suecessful hunter. Daylight came all 
{oo soon, und with the first glimmer I was up and at the 
tent door, The camp-fire was dead, the cooking utensils 
undisturbed, and [ had got the sleep out of my eyes suf- 
ficienlly to realize that our companions had laid out. In 
iny next I will tell you what befell them and how they took 
i lessou in herding mountain sheep. YUMPAH. 

Denver, Col,, Dee. 15, 1885. 

Pha“ Rlickeréings” votes should be mailed as earky us prite- 
hicihle, See page 438. 

Apmonpack Foorurm1is,—Comstock’s, N.Y,, Dec. 17,— 
Comstock's, being situited upon the foothills of the Adiron- 
dacics, is never without plenty of game, but this ycar there 
is more than ever. A bear has killed seyeral sheep quite 
Ucar the village, and has been seen by several persons, A 
lynx alsa has been seen several times upon the mountains, 
and bis discordant cries are distinctly heard at night. Wood- 
choppers report seeing deer while at work, a thing quite 
unusual Papfridaes and woodeork ure yery plenty, but 
Soreye” ime very scaree.—G, C. 1. > 

Slatnyal History. 

THE PURPLE FINCH AND HIS COUSINS. 

BY DR. BLLIOTT COUES. 
2—Carpadreus casstit, 

N 1854, at the time when Cassin’s purple finch was first 
A mude known to science by Prof. Baird, who described 
the species from specimens procured in the Colorado Valley 
by Dr. Kennerly, the richness of the avifauna of that 
region was only beginning to appear. ‘That wonderful 
Basin has since continued to yield a rich harvest to the dili- 
gent and enterprising naturalists who have undertaken its 
exploration, Novelties have continually been brought to 
light, and the yentures of men like Henshaw and Bendire, 
who have faced toil, privation and danger in their enthusi- 
asm, haye gradnally shown us how rich a field had before 
lain fallow. If we except, perhaps, the valley of the lower 
Rio Grande, whose varied treasures haye been laid at our 
feet by Sennett and Merrill, no other region in the United 
States has been more fruitful of discoveries in ornithology 
of equal interest, The proportion of rare, interesting 
and still imperfectly known species is in the Col- 
orado Valley exceptionally high, This is due in 
part to the pecuhar physical features of the re- 
wion, and the climatological influences there operative 
in producing those modifications of birdlife which we call 
“gpecies;’ in part to the geographical position of the great 
Basin, which causes if to be tenanted by many kinds of 
birds from the nei#hboring parts of Mexico. When collec- 
tions began to come in, before 1858, and were submitted to 
Baird’s examination, that naturalist’s critical faculty and 
extent of information enubled him to characterize with pre- 
cision many species which have ever since held their own; 
but some of the more conservative of our ornithologists were 
inclined to marvel ov doubt, as the cuse might be, that so 
many noyelties remained to be characterized. What would 
such say now, after scarcely more than twenty years, at the 
extent of the Coloradan bird-list; at the proportion of what 
were then unknown birds it contains; at the familiarity we 
have acquired with many a bird long known tous only by 
name? But science proresses; and since we have found 
birds in New England and the Middle States that neither 
Wilson nor Bonaparte, Nuttall or Audubon knew of, there 
need he no surprise that the berderlands of ourcountry, such 
as the valleys of the Rio Grande and of the Colorado, of the 
Columbia and of the Yukon, are but gradually drained of 
their resources. 

Strolling one morning in early April along the littie stream 
that flows past Fort Whipple, 1 noticed a tiock of birds in a 
tall cottonwood, which stood where one of the many side 
ravines made down from the hills. Isaw with half an eye 
that they were purple finches, but supposed them to be the 
burions, which were common enough in that locality all he 
year round, und of whom J already secured food store. But 
my attention was drawn to their song, as one after another 
was induced to join ina chorus, following the lead of the 
most ambitions member of the flock, who bad sounded the 
key-note first. Drawing nearer, I soon percetved how much 
larger they were than burions, and wis satisfied that a dif 
ferent species of Carpeducus was before me, Instinctivyely 
marking the brightest colored bird of them all, I fired, off 
flew the terrified survivors, and the next moment 
Il owas admirme the size and beauty of the 
specimen I had secured. ‘‘Cassin’s, and no mis- 
take!” Lsaid aloud; and having made sure of this, J went 
with the collector’s ardor fully aroused, in quest of more, 
The flock had not flown far, some were singing agnin as 
merrily asif nothing had happenud, while others had resumed 
their operations upon the bids of the free in heir new feed- 
ing ground. Heedless of approach as they were, I could 
watch them at my leisure. 1 noticed that nearly all the 
company were in plain brown attire, though some of these 
were singing’ with the rest; and in this respect, as well as in 
their whole bearing, mode of fevding and behavior toward 
each other, they might haye been the familiar objects of my 
boyhood’s home in the Bast, instead of the ornithological 
prizes that they were. Observing all these points tomy satis- 
faction, and feeling no litile elation on the discovery of a 
bird new to me, I secured several specimens before the flock 
dispersed in face of my persecution. 

Later in the course of such puisuits I had satistied myself 
that Cassin’s purple finches were commun birds in the portion 
of Arizona where I thenresided, This was entirely within 
their breeding range; and, although I never took anest, there 
could be no doubt of their nesting about Fort Whipple. 
Comparing my own observations with those of others, if 
seems that the bird is neither abundant nor universally (lis- 
tributed in that Territory, where the lower arid portions 
afford no congenial home, but that it may be looked for with 
eyery probability of success in fhe mountain ranges, at any 
elevation. Ih seems to prefer the coniferous tracts at most 
times of the year, buf may ve found on the hillsides amid 
serub oak, red cedar and pion, as well as aloug the ravines 
where the Salix and Popuylis give sien of living water. Dr, 
Sooper does not appear to have found it at Fort Mojave, nor 
do I remember to have seen any during my delightful boat 
voyare down the Colorado and up again, between the point 
just named and Fort Yuma, at the mouth of the Gila, Itis 
not noted among the results of Mr. Henshaw’s collecting in 
Arizona, though he observed it in numbers about the Paeblo 
of Zuni, in New Mexico, as well as in Southern Colorado. 

The general distribution of Cassin’s purple finch has bren 
determined with some precision, though doubtless some 
details remain for future observers to fillin, Southward the 
bird has been traced along the tablelands of Mexico as far 
as Orizaba, where, on the mountain of the sume name, Mr. 
Francis H, Sumichrast is reported to have secured it. In the 
opposite direction it is aceredised to British Columbia by 
Mr. John Keast Lord. On various of his expeditions, Dr. P. 
Y. Hayden has shown its presence in different portions of 
the Rocky Mountains, siving us the most northeasterly ad- 
vices we have thus far received, Westward the bird cer- 
tainly goes to the Cascade Range, and the eastern slope of 
the Sierras Neyadas, bul whether or not it actually reaches 
the Pacific coast remains to be determined, In the region 
thus bounded, Cassin’s finch is migratory to a certain extent, 
but liable to be found at any season of the year in suitable 
situations; its breeding range, and the extent of its winter 
resorts so largely overlapping. For the surface of the 
country it inhabils is so yaried in elevation and in other 
physical characters, thata remoyeof a few miles may be- 
cole, in some cases, equivalent to the whole of the migra- 
tion which some individuals of its Eastern cousin perform, 
The wooded parts of Utah and Neyada, of Esstern Califor 

nia and Northern New Mexico, and Arizona, apps to rep- 
resent the area of its principal dispersion. 
Two eggs of Cassin’s purple finch, now in the Nafional 

Museuin, were taken June 28, 1869, in Parley’s Park, Utah, 
by Mr, Ridzway, while attached tothe Survey of the Portieth 
Parallel. They are indistinguishable from those of [he 
Bastern purple finch; in fact, they might haye come out of 
the same nest with some of those of @, purpuwreus J have 
described, for any difference that 1 can perceive, They 
may however, be found to average a trifle larger, when sul 
ficient numbers aré compared. Some yery pale sets 
occur, as in the case of O. purpureus, and immaculate speci- 
mens may be expected to turn up, ‘The eggs of this species, 
assupposed by Dr. Brewer, and described by him as such jn 
the Boston Society’s proceedings (xvi. 1873, 109), wera 
wrongly identified, being from Capt. Bendire’s collections, 
aud belonging to ©. fronialis. According to Mr, T. M. Trippo, 
Cassin’s finch is abundant in portions of Colorado, where it 
breeds, and where a few pass the winter in sheltered places 
among the mountains, though the greater number pass 
southward. He found them in early spring haunting the 
willow brush that fringes most of the mountain streams; 
afterward in pine woods, where they nesf, sometimes at an 
elevation of 10,000 feet, 

Our best advices respecting the nidification are from M1. 
Ridgway. who had abundant opportunities of studying the 
bird during the breeding season in the Wahsatech and ast 
mountains, and other places in Utah and Nevada, This 
gentleman gives us memoranda of a number of nests which he 
found—one in a box-elder bush, at an altitude of 7,000 feet; 
another in the top of a cottonwooll; and several in aspens 
along the streams, The eggs in these cases being two to five 
in number, though oftenest three to four. ‘In certain lo- 
ecalities on the eastern slope of the Ruby Mountains they (the 
birds) were quite abundant on several occasions, the flocks 
consisting chiefly of youngof the year, which, wilh their par- 
ents, hadapparently come from the higher coniferous woods 
near the summit of the range, since no nests were found 
among the cedar and pifion groves of the lower slopes. In 
the pine belt of the Wahsatch and Uintah mountains they 
were abundant trom May to August, during the whole of 
which time they were nesting, Many of the nests found 
were umong the aspens and narrow-lealed cotton w oods 
(Populus tremuloides and P, angustifolia) of the higher por- 
tions of the ravines, where these trees replaced the conifers.” 
One of the nests secured by Mr, Ridgway from the top of a 
cottonwood forty feet high is described by Dr. Brewer as a 
soft homogeneous structure, flattened and with but slight 
cayily, four and a half inches across by two deep, composed 
chiefly of roots and twigs, lined with similar materials, inter- 
spersed with moss and other soft substances, 

INTERESTING PETS. 

OSSIBLY a brief sketch of my two pets might be of 
interest to some of your readers who are fond of natural 

history. 
Dear old Solomon Blink was 2 sreat brown and white 

horned owl of whom I was the fortunate (or perhaps un- 
fortunate) possessor during the past summer, He came into 
my hands in fhis wise. His fondness for young chickens 
led him into a neighbor's back yard oni night last summer, 
The family heariug an outery, came out and found him en- 
raged in a struggle will the mother hen who wis trying 
bravely to detend her brood. His feet were entangled ina 
sfring by which the, hen was fastened, and he was thus 
easily secured. Thinking to keep him a few days to please 
the children, they fastened a stout fishing line lo his leg and 
tied him where he could perch ina tree. This did very well 
for a day or two, when he managed to bite or break it off, 
sud was making his escape. One of the boys discovered hits, 
and shot athim. The shot brought hita down, though not 
seriously injuring him, merely wingtipping him and cutting 
off the énd of a toe. After this he was kept confined in a 
large box, until, for 2 small consideration, he was transferred 
to me, I thinking to keep him if he would liye or mount 
him if he died. ; 

tt was a rather difficult proceeding to remove him from 
the box and fasten him out with» dog chain, and could only 
be accomplished when we had thrown a thick cloth over 
him; eyen then he inflicted some pretty severe scratches with 
his sharp talons, 
We were careful about approaching him for a few days, 

but he soon ceused to offer any remonstrances, and would 
even allow us to stroke his head, and seem to enjoy it, 
though if his back were touched he would immediately snap 
al, one. 
Through the day he would sit on his perch, apparently 

asleep, but on close obseryation it would be found that he 
almost always kept the right eye open, just enough to peep. 
IT never saw him so sound asleep that, should a strange dog 
come within a rod of lim, he would not immediately open 
wide ihose magnificent golden orbs, fluff out his feathers 
until he looked as large as the head of a barrel, elevate his 
horns, hiss and snap his beak with a noise like bone castanets, 
while the poor doe would drop his tail and leave for parts 
unknown, when Mr. Blink would calmy resume his dozing. 
When wet he was a dreadful looking creature. He seemed 

about all eyes and beak and claws, with scareely any body. 
He would eat anything in the way of fresh meat—dead 

mice, rats, chickens, ducks, snakes, fish and beef, Ile pre- 
ferred to swallow everything whole if possible, and always 
ernshed the hearl first, One day a dead duck, almost as 
large as a gosling, was given him, He tried for almost half 
an hour to swallow it whole, throwing his head back and 
making frantic efforts to do so, but did not succeed. 
Hie then took it in his talons and tore if in 
pieces. When given a rat he always tore its head off hefore 
proceeding to eat it, He was always on the lookont for 
birds, and when ont came near enough would regard tt with 
great interest, Tyyice he caught a full grown chicken that 
had ventured too close, and he would in no wise loosen bis 
hold at our approach; clubs, sticks, and even cold water 
dashed in his face were alike nnavailing, and we were 
obliged to tear the poor fowl! from his cruel talons by main 
force. : 

Steppine out one morning, I came upon the remains of a 
chicken, and wondering what had been making a raid inthe 
poultry yard, £ passed on to an open coop where some of the 
young chickens still slept. There 1 beheld a spectacle in- 
deed. There, proud monareh of all he surveyed, stood Mr. 
Blink, while around him lay 4 half dozen more chickens 
that he had slain, seemingly from the mere love of killing, 
as he was not eating, and of course conld not possibly have 
eaten half the number be had killed. Some of them he had 
neatly decapitated, and others le had killed by single 
thrust of his hooked bill in the back of the head. O! the 
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brass and impudence in those great yellow eyes, as he 
pata them upon me, and challenged me to touch him if I 
ared, 
However, I dared. I loosened his chains, which had become 

entangled round a stick, or he might possibly have made his 
escape (though I’m not at all certain he would have done so), } 
and drageed him in no gentle manner to his box, and shut 
him in, he all the time making all the resistance poxsible, 
clinching iis nails in the ground, cle. 1 kept him n close 
prisoner for several days as a punishment, 

Some time previous to this [ had observed that he was in- 
fested with mites, there were myriads of them, If I stroked 
his head (which I soon ceased doing) or touched his perch or 
box, my hand would be instantly covered withthem, They 
were extremely small, scarcely larger than the point of a 
pin, and brown in color, I blew insect powderfrom a bel- 
lows box among his feathers aid on his perches, and J also 
placed burning sulphur in his box, covering it closely to suf 
focate them, but allio no purpose. There was hardly any 
perceptible diminnation of their numbers. 1 was dreadfully 
afraid of their being communicated to my canary birds, 

Poor Blink! Twis not greatly surprised on returning 
from a drive one day 10 find him dead, Dear old Blink! 
brave Blink! We buried him in the garden, as, of course, 
he was utterly unfit for mounting, on account of the mites, 
and beside, Ido not think I should lave felt like mounting 
Blink, 
My other pet is simply a tiny striped gopher (S, treidecem 

tineatus)— ‘ground squirrels” the boys call them—that some 
boys drowned out of its hole and brought alive to me for the 
owl, I could not for a moment think of sacrificing the 
pretty, bright-eyed creature; so I placed if in a box, pre- 
pared for its reception, with some shelves for perches and a 
front of screen wire, ond there if is at present, cosily in- 
stalled in a warm corner of the kitchen. We feed it grain, 
corn, nuts, etc, Tt sits up and eats like the squirrels, hold- 
ing the food between its feet. It is not very tame, however; 
when disturbed it ulters a sharp, ringing, rolling sort of 
ery, resembling the call of a canary bird when separated 
from its mate. Indeed, my birds reply to it whenever they 
hear if. 

Toward the latter part of August it became very fat, and 
so clumsy it could haydly crawl up on its perch. J gave it 
some f'rasses, corn silks, ete., and it formed itself tlie cun- 
ningest little round nest, und there it stays the most of the 
time. On the 20th of September if became torpid, and has 
remilined so nearly ever since. Waking up at irregular in- 
tervals it partakes of a hearty meal, then goes back to bed, 
coyers ilself entirely over, curls round into a little ball, and 
szovs to sleep again, Once it slept for three weeks or more. 
Thinking it. perhaps dead, J took it out, If was quite cold 
to the touch, its eyes were closed, and I could nof discover 
the least signs ot respiration. I[ took if to the fire, and after 
warming and rubbing if I Jaid it down, thinking it probably 
dead; but in about half an honr it began to show some sins 
of returning animation, and presently woke up. Yesterday 
it waked after a nap of a week’s duration. Altogether, 
Little Fawn, as we callit, for its prettily spotted sides, is 
quite an interesting creature, and much less trouble to keep 
than the owl. Viotmr $. Warinrams, 
CoRALVILLE, Ia,, Dec. 18, 145, 

Orrawa Frecp NaruraAuists’ Cnos.—We print below 
the programme of the winter’s work of this flourishing 
society : 1888. Dee, 20.— Notes on the Flere altarvaensts, 
with special reference to the introduced plants, by J. 
Fletcher; report of the Ornithological Section, 1884. Jan. 
17.—The sand plains and changes of water level of the 
Upper Ottawa, by E. Odlum, M. &.; report of the Geolosi- 
cal Section; notes on anda list of the Cambro-Silurian Fos- 
sis of the vicinity of Ottawa, by H. M. Ami. Jan. 31,— 
Hidible and Poisonous Fungi, by J, Macoun, M, A., F. L. 
8., FP. B.S. C.; report of the Botanical Section. Peh, 14,— 
Otlawa Culeopiera, with notes ou New Species, and on 
those beetles not previously recorded from Canada, by W, 
H, Harrington; reyision of the Syetoria, hy J. B. Tyrrell, 
B, A., F.G. 8.; report of the Geological Section, Feb, 28, 
—The occurrence of Phosphate Deposits, hy G. M. Dawson, 
D.8., Assoc. R. 8. M., F.G.8., F. RS. C.; note on a 
new species of Archaoerinus, by W. R. Billings; report of 
the Entomological Section. March 13.—The Deer of the 
Ottawa Valley, by W. P. Lett: report of the General 
Zoology Section. The soirees will be held in the 
Museum of the Ottawa Jiterary and Scientific Society, 
No, 25 Sparks street (opposite the Russell House), and the 
chair will be taken at 8 o'clock P, M. The annual meeting 
will be held on Tuesday, March 18, 1884 (in the same 
roam), at 4 P.M. 

Nesting of THE Hoopep Mprcéansee.—Last summer, 
while in the Adirondacks with Mr. Calvin’s survey, I was 
going down one of the Eagle chain of lakesin a boat with the 
guide ‘‘Jack” Sheppard, when he callad attention to a dead 
tree on thesouth shore, and said that a pairof sheldrakes 
nested in it every year. We rowed in close, and while look- 
ing ab the hole, which was about fifteen feet from the erounil, 
the male bird came out, and it was easily recognized as the 
hooded merganser, called there sheidrake, and in Western 
New York saw-bill. The hole was similar to that used by 
wood-ducks.—FRED MATHER, : 

Have you voted? See pige 438. 

Lone MEapow Gow Cius.—Minneapolis, Minu,, Dec. 19, 
—The club was organized under the State laws in October 
last, and has now » membership of thirty-three out of a 
total membership of fifty as authorized by our articles of in- 
corporation, We control about 2,300 acres of bottom lands 
located on the Minnesota River, within fifteen miles of this 
city, and haying scyeral of the best duck passes on the river. 
At the last meeting of the club plans for a club house were 
selected, and the building committee were authorized to let 
the contract for the same, the building to be ready for ov- 
cupancy by March 1, 1884. The pians adopted provide for 
4, complete house for the purpose, containing parlor, dining 
room, kitchen and pantries, a larse gun-room, hall and 
eleyen sleeping rooms above. Shooting fias Ween fair on the 
grounds this fall, some good bags being made. 

Matonu, Franklin Co., N. ¥., Dec. 14.—Foxes are plenty; 
can he started within half a mileof the post-office, Not been 
many killed yet, as we haye not had much snow. Partridges 
are scarce, but deer are plenty. Parties are killing large 
numbers still-huntiny.—Wox. 

Game Bag and Gan. 
' OPEN SEASONS. 

The digest of open seasons, printed in ow’ issue of Aug. 16, has 

been published in convenient pamphlet form, and will be sent to any 
address, postpaid, on receipt of 10 cents, 

KENTUCKY QUAIL SHOOTING. 
POSTAL from my old neighbor and friend Major 8. 
of Linco county, informing me that, Deo ¢olente, 

and weather favoring, he would expect a horse—and grain 
baz for shells, ‘and so forth’—at depot, afterncon of 2d 
inst., incited an alacrity of “rounding up” chores which 
provoked many 4, significant smile from the Madam—so un- 
wonted the boy-like eagerness of fifteen years agoue, Tt 
being two miles across the mountain to the nearest quail 
fields, and {he inconyenience of vetting over without walk- 
ing. uncertainty of a marker and game carrier without pre- 
vious arrangement, together with an unaccountable disin- 
clination to get ready and go, had rendered persuasion to 
sell my old breech-loader ata profit rather easier than would 
have heen possible six or seven ysars earlier, and I had to 
fall back on my old 18-gauge muzzle-loader for the hunt. 
Scoured and oiled, a 12-gauge, thick card board wad slipped 
down either bavrel as smoothly as when she came from the 
workman’s bench with insides as smooth as planished mass, 
and the familiar click of neyer-failing lock when capping 
the nipples suggested the reflection after all “Ts there such 
great superiority of the breech-loader over our old reliables?” 
“Of course there is,” is the inevitable confession, Still the 
ald muzzle-loader is good enough—when you can’t do better 
—since a dozen plump birds atfrom twelve to even twenty- 
four shots inspire as great contentment, as did two score 
when a bigger bag than Dicl’s or Hig’s was my aspitation. 

Estimating the train an hour late, the ten miles from the 
depot to my house should have been traveled by 8 ov 8:40 P. 
M., and the supper hour had been deferred for the occasion. 
The uproar of a pack of mongrels half a mile away on the 
mountain side at 7330 persuaded me that they were coming, 
and lighting a lantern J sallied out to meet them, suggesting 
that supper might as well he spread within the next fifteen 
minutes. With assurance that supper would be properly 
attended to, | proceeded to the stables and, after wailing 
long enough for the Major and escort fo have ridden a mile, 
I despondingly returned to the sitting room to find the chil- 
dren tucked away for the night, the Madam reading the 
latest magazine, and no supper in sight. An hour later I 
suggested that it was unnecessary to longer delay supper, as 
Thad instructed the messenger not to reinyn that night if 
the (rain was more than an hour late, or if the Major didn’t 
come, and as the limit had been passed 1 argued that it would 
not be inhospitable to serye the Major something which had 
been kept warm. During that endeayor to convert the mis- 
tress to my way of thinking, the dogs renewed their con- 
cert, and on the second time emerging with lighted lantern 
I was greeted with “Allright” from the stahle, and they 
were here. 
We adjourned to the supper room, Broiled squirrels and 

celery were not slighied. Surfeited, cigars were lain on a 
mantel and pipes preferred; the speakership briefly adverted 
to, a few reminiscences of the first five years after the war, 
prospects of the morrow, and to bed at 23 o'clock standard 
time. 

On leaving my guest for Lhe night after seeing that he was 
conifortably “tucked im,” he observed: ‘‘Now, Tom, I 
think 9 o'clock will he soon enough to enter the stubbles, and 
let’s not derange domestic customs by urging a daylight 
breakfast, Remember that we are gome for sport und not 
for “a bag.’ We anticipated the hour but afew minutes, 
and when the old pointer was permitted to “hie away" in 
first stubble, he “spun away” at such a headlomg gait that 
within « hundred paces he pulled up ulmost in the midst of 
a bevy, which failed to lie, Major got off one barrel at 
quite long range, but winged a cock, which the old dog 
soon brought to bay. The entire bevy pitched into fine 
cover on 6 woodland hillside, but sot up in twos and threes 
without considerately awaiting the reloading of even a 
breech-loader, and we ol but two each after first rise, As 
they flew into the woods where we expected fo drive more, 
it was voted better to hunt a fresh beyy, and we returned 
to the fields. Soon a flock was flushed out of range which 
pitched into thick briers and weeds along a ditch, and they 
got up in bunches, flying in opposite directions. But two 
were bagyed when it was determined to follow the larger 
bunch, whieh pitched out of sight oyer an eleyation jn the 
field. We failed to find, but unexpectedly put up the third 
bevy into which we had walked, and in the flurry and jurn- 
ing to get in second barrel to best advantage, fuiled to re- 
trieve our first birds in the thick sedge, standing and 
abominable ‘running briers.” Marking down the greater 
portion along a neighboring ditch we followed in expecta- 
tion of 1 sure thing, but found the tangle so greaf that the 
birds began running before the dogs, and we drew off to 
hunt another bevy—having bagged an average of but three 
toa bevy. The old dog stiffened out directly we entered a 
field; and two birds got up, which swelled our bag to thir- 
teen, when ‘tjavas resolved to shoot no more tillwe had tried 
ancighboring slough for mallards. Ordering the dogs to 
heel we crept within range, and on rising but a single duck 
arose, Which tumbled to the Major's charge of No. 8 chilled, 
at fully fifty yards. 

After a refreshing draught from an old gourd which hung 
at the spring, and, concealing our ganie in thelony grass, we 
proceeded in quest of quails. Three more bevies were put 
up, and on swinging back to the spring seventeen more were 
added to the pile, and we partook of lunch. A smoke, a 
snooze of an hour, md we were ready for the aiternoon sport. 
Sending the game home, with instruction to the Madam to 
expecl us after dark, we trumped around till sunset, adding 
twenty-three more to our bag, having lost six, and put in the 
day without a split, TI fired at one bird late in the aftemoon, 
which I discovered that the Major from behind had killed, 
but too late to reserve my charge, 

Tuesday morning we prepared for new erounds, but on 
reaching the scene of the first day’s sport the Major insisted 
that we could have enough sport there, and under protest [ 
snbmitted. While I stabled the horses he visited the slough, 
and after wasting both cartridges on a brace of drakes, which 
rose abont fifty yards off, had the mortification of seeing a 
flock of twenty get up almost under his feet and soar awny, 

But yery few quail were found, and only nine and one 
mallard bagged. Wednesday morning wo got in both bar- 
rels on the mallards, but each scored a miss with first and 
got duck at Jong range with second. ‘Too eager on the 
tise. We took i leisurely Wednesday, often sat and smoked, 
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napped two hours after Junch, and returned before sunset 
with but thitteen quail and two ducks. 
Thursday morning we resolved to deyote the day to the 

mallards. None on the slough, so we took opposite sides of 
asmall stream and followed its banks till neatly exhausted. 
Flushed but three, baggine one. Their flutter on rising vaye 
mein “ager” which discharged my first at random on bring 
ing up the gm, and I got only afew feathers with second, 
Walking into 4 couple of beyies we bageed fourteen of them, 
and started home shortly after noon. Over the grounds 
Where we bagged fifty-three on Monday we didn't get half 
a dozeu the next two days. Didn't put lip a beyy, My 
friend left me Friday with « handsome stting of same, 
promising 10 come again soon, 

Thad planned to take my guest to grounds over which 1 
have heen invited to shoot, and felt confident of eagily mak- 
ing a bag of fifty each day, but comfort is not an inconsider- 
able ingredient with some of us who are not especially care- 
ful to expose the sprinkle of sray hairs, though not too 
proud to confess un occasional rheumatic twinge, and I was 
happy to discover a sincere desire to confine our tramps to u 
limit which admits of convenient return home at night. A 
day’s grouse shooting was foregone because a morning wlance 
at mountain tops was less inviting than recollections of the 
bevies and ducks of the day before. Quail are unusually 
plentiful, and farmers are becoming much more prone to 
order off tresspassers, though many sre indebted to sports- 
men for the additional dish of quail they enjoy, A bunch 
of six deer was reported to me last week, and I sm now 
expecting ‘Uncle Joe’s” advice as to when we will go for 
them, KENTUCKIAN. 
SouTuERN Kentucky, December, 1883, 

DEER IN MICHIGAN. 

IVING on the line of the maim railroad to Northern 
Michigan, oyer which quite one-half of the game shot 

in the North is shipped, it will not he a difficult task to give 
some idea of the myriads of deer carcasses that are transferyed 
each season. Haying kept a fair estimate during the past 
three years, the present season’s supply can he easily com- 
pared with the others. 

It has heen a good season and thousands of deer have been 
shipped over this one road, the G. R. &1.R. B., during the 
past ten weeks. An occasional carcass is expressed down 
now, the officers of the road satisfying fhemsclves that no 
wrour is done, from the assurances of hunters that such deer 
were shot before the extra-limital date, Dec. 1, but I leave 
the readers to judge whether a hunter would keep « good- 
sized deer quite two weeks before transporting it. I have 
counted over one hundred hides taken in the North and 
shipped off on a branch road connecting with the main line 
at this place, and feel safe in saying that at least ten deer 
pass down in the flesh to one that gocs in the hide. Large 
bucks are always sould intact, and only when hunters are 
making a regular camp for the sake of money do they skin 
the deer, 

The notion, venerally prevalent, that there are more hiunt- 
ers in the woods of Northern Michigan than there are deer, 
is undoubtedly correct, for every train going north on eyery 
road is filled with hunters, and frequently in the heizht of 
the season fifty hunters may be counted on « train. All 
elasses of men are to be met with in hunting camps in Michi- 
gan from nearly all States east of the Mississippi River. 
Thousands annually hunt in our State whose homes are in 
Ohio, Indiana, Uinois and Kentucky, besides the hordes of 
sportsmen inhabiting whe Peninsular State, as well as the 
usual allowance of pot-hunters infesting all localities. 

Yes, there were more deer shot this scuson than ever before 
in this State, and though many more hunters returned to 
theiy homes without the nsual trophies such results cume 
about from the fact that with so many liunters all could not 
he supplied even by the fertile resources of our pine forests, 
Now that the road extends clear to the apex of the Lower 
Peninsula, and communication is established with the upper 
part of the State, more hunters are invading the territory iu- 
habited by our few remaining moose and elk, But few of 
these monarchs pass through inland, most of them being 
shipped to Chicago, Detroit or more remote points by 
steamer. 

Caribou, elk, moose and the common+deer are found in 
the Upper Peninsula, while but few if any elkare found now 
in the Lower Peninsula aud no moose nor caribou, 

Tf approved by the editor L will, sometime in the future, 
devote a portion of the yaluable space in (he Pormsr Ann 
STREAM to a partial history of the game mammals of Michi- 
gan in which [ will show the original territory occupied hy 
the various members of the fannly Cennidi, 

The laws relative to decr protection in Michivan have, 
tntil within the last few years, been a dead letter, and had the 
farce been continued much longer the hunting in the State 
would have ended ere this, but still we are in great danger and 
such protection as is guaranteed to the moose of Mainw 
should also be extended to all our game, both feuthered and 
hoofed, ' " ' 

The law is only stringentin relation to (tausportation of 
game afler date, aud in this respect is often violated, and as 
tegards the privilege of settlers to kill game the Jeniency 
shown them is simply abominable and makes them entirely 
lawless. 
A story goes the rounds that 4 man was discharged by a 

judge after pleading guilty to the charge of shooting a deer 
in August, on the plea that he had no meat in his family. 
“Go,” said the judge, “aud when you gel out of meat again, 
kill another deer.”” Let us hope that if was nota judge, but 
an ignorant justice of the peace, one of that class intestine 
country towns, : J F 

Let me give one instance of ihe lawless manner in which 
the seasons are disregarded, I was riding leisurely one July 
day returning to town on my horse after quite a ti amd 
while watching a brace of woodduck Aying over a mill-pond 
in a clearing, I was suddenly made aware of a man’s pres- 
ence by the crack of a rifle quite near. Soon the wretch 
made his appearance, in one hand his rifle and over his 
shoulder a beautiful spotted fawn about four ortive months 
old 1 should judge. He desired me to call on his wife as she 
was quite ill, and as the shanty was near I hitched my mare 
and followed him, About as soon as [ had engaged the lady 
of the mansion in cunyersation, and before 1 Nad learned Ler 
symptoms the backwoodsman blurted out, ‘Dock, J haint 
got no money to pay with, en if you want any of this blattiog 
yenison just say so.” It is needless to say that a doctor is not 
surprised in this land of pine and sand to hear that no 
money is in the investment, but when if comes to cating 
worse than stolen meat it mikes # conscienlions Man guess, 
But I will tell you (and please don’t crimmate me for the 
truth,) when I left the shanty a hind quarter of blatting 
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venison (as the man called the fawn) was dangling from the 
pommel of my saddle. 

I reasoned like this: ‘‘I took a dog one day on account, 
an old cun anda live ‘coon on another, and why should | 
not have the meat? Anything in account is better than 
nothing, and so it came about that at dimer we had ‘‘ante- 
lope” on the table- . 
The deer are shot indiscriminately in all wild portions of 

Michigan, und the large majority of settlers shoot them 
whenever opportunity offers. Pew settlers would steal 
cattle from one another, but the laws for protection of game 
are entirely ignored by nearly all, 

T have repeatedly found neste of the ruffed grouse and 
thus learned of their heing robbed by farmers who took the 
egos to eat. Such acts aré despicable, but as the laws are 
never enforced they aré to be expected. 

QcANTUM SUFFICTT. 
Howarp Crry, Dec. 18, 1885. 4 

THE CHOICE OF HUNTING RIFLES. 

HKditor Forest and Streane: — 
One word more aud I haye finished. Several friends have 

called my attention to the fact that in amy previous corre- 
spondence T haye omitted to say anything concerning the 
probable weight of the proposed 40-90 repeater, and the 
number of cartridges it will carry. 

I do not consider that the weight would be more than 
eleven pounds at the most, even supposing that it be neces- 
sary to have stronger and heavier breechwork. 

Such a rifle with a thirty-two inch barrel ought to carry 
at least seven carlridges in the magazine, which is a sutti- 
cient number for ordinary hunting purposes, 

In expressing the hope that T haye not occupied too much 
of your valuable space in this discussion, allow me to ex- 
press the furtlier hope that the claims [have advanced in 
behalf of this rifle will meet the fayorable recognition of 
some Manufacturer of repeating arms, and, as a result, that 
shortly those, who are of the same opinion as myself upon 
this subject, will be made happy by the possession of a ree 
peating rifle which will effectually do the work inotrusted to 
Tt. D. M, B. 
PHILADELPHIA, 

Etter Forest wad Stream: aU . 
Probably no one man ever spent more lime in private ex- 

periments with rifles than Gen. Jacobs, of the honorable 
Hast India Company’s service. His Jatest evolution in 1856 
wis a mogzleloading 32-gauge, 24-inch double barrel, four- 
grooved rifle, with deep grooves ond bands of equal width, 
and one-half twist in length of barrel, ‘The projectile was 
three diameters long, with two bands to take the rifling and 
the forepart cast of Zine, the better to enable if to retain its 
shape under pressure of the preat charge used. The charge 
was from 2} to 84, drams. Great range und accuracy were 
obtained with this weapon, and the penetration of the balls 
at 2,000 yards was four inches into very hard birch. 

Light bullets and light charges cannot he expected to 
attain such results, and the moyement in favor of a 40-90 
repeater is certainly to be commended, Double barrels and 
single breech-loaders are behind the age for war or sport; 
but there is room for improvement in the repeating appa- 
ritus. A friend of mine tells me that, when traveling in a 
disturbed part of Mexico, he was dismayed to find, aflera 
hard day’s ride, that his Winchester would not work, the 
cartridges and spring haying been jammed by the jolting, a 
contingency to which probably all repeaters are liable. 
Whether hunting or fizhting, 4 man wartsa weapon he can 
implicitly rely on ata pinch, and if the present repeating 
apparatue cannot insure this, attention might again be 
turned to revolving rities, These again have a disadvantage 
that seems impossible to remedy. They cannot be used as 
single breech-leaders, réserving the magazine, and the cylin- 
ders muy be exhausted jusf when most needed. 

Possibly when we get a perfect rifle wars will Lave ceased 
and fame disappeard before the all-slaughtering hog and the 
pot-bunter. We ti, D 
New York, Dec, 20, 1883. 

VENISON IN THE LUMBER CAMPS. 
A& is generally known, the deer sections of Michigan are 

dotted with lumber camps at this season of the year. 
Gonnected with nearly every camp will be found onc or 
More professional hunters under contract to supply the vora- 
vious lumbermen with fresh meat—in other words, venison, 
Some of these hunters are paid by the season or by the 
mouth, others are paid about $1.60 per carcass for all the 
deer they kill, Althongh what is irenically known as the 
“open season” on deer ended Dec, 1, it is safe to assert that 
nine out of ten of the lumber camp hunters are killing and 
gelling their pay right along for all the venison they can 
bring in. Some of these hunters score from one hundred to 
one lndred and fifty deer killed during the fall and winter, 
and uo one knows how many more during the rest of the 
year, Why, I have it on good authority that one, Potter, 
who hunts in the vicinity of Alpena, killed over one hundred 
deer in the red coat last summer. This Potter, by the way. 
al\yays hunted on the Ausable River until last season, when, 
finding deer were becoming scarce in that section he emi- 
grated to Alpena, and if he keeps.on as he has begun, he is 
certainly in a fair way for emigrating again. 

While, of course, many thousands of deer are slain by 
parties who hunt more from pleasure than for profit, the 
total is insignificant compared with the number taken into 
camp by the regular hunters or killedin the red cout by such 
fellows as the man Potter. Only one who has traveled 
through the lumbering regions of our State, stopping here 
and there at the Piece camps, can appreciate the amount of 
venison devoured daily. Imagine a camp consisting of say 
100 men eating it three times every day, or nearly every day, 
for months in succession! And there are hundreds of such 
camps! 
Now, the owners of these lumbering establisments are, as 

arule, wealthy men and law-abiding citizens; and if at the 
coming meeting of the Michigan Sportsmen’s Association 
means were devised toinduce these owners of camps to refuse 
pay to hunters who killed or brought in deer out of season, 
many thousands of the devoted animals would be preserved 
during the next two months. The right influence, if brought 
to bear upon our Jumbermen, would surely effect great re- 
sults in the line of game preservation, 
Another matter Dalso hope will meet with the attention it 

deserves atthe hands of our State Association; it is the zrow- 
ing and reprehensible practice of ‘‘shining” deer. From all 
accounts it would seem that many hundreds of headlights 
Haye been used this season, especially by market hunters, 
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and with startling consequences. I haye heard of one party 
of three market hunters who confined their efforts to this 
black work, killing sometimes as high as ten deer in one 
night, 

Quail shooting in the vicinity of Detroit has been only 
“so-so” for a week or favo. ‘There are birds, but they are 
hard to find. One day you will perhaps flush a bevy in the 
open; the next day they will be in the woods. As good a 
hag as I have heard of Iately was made by Mr. George Avery 
an(l Mr, Slocum, the latter of the Star Island hotel, at Port 
Lampton, Ontario—75 quail, 5 ruffed grouse, 2 black squirrels. 
They were gone tivo days. 

Grand ruffed erouse shooting is reported in Lapeer county, 
near Deckeryille. There haye been over thirty wild turkeys 
shot in the Grosse Point woods within ten miles of this city 
during the present season. One gentleman, who has been 
alter them seyeral times, counted twenty-seven in one flock 
he put np. He also said that foxes were very numerous; 
in fact, fhey spoiled the turkey shooting, for no sooner would 
atorkey light on the sround than a fox would be after him. 

I saw ‘Cherry Brandy” tonight, He told me he wis 
bound for Toronto on a flying trip. Said he: ‘‘There’s a 
pizeon shoot there to-morrow; several hundred dollars in 
prizes; bedad, and oi'll havea shy at that thing.” Dena, 

Durrore, Mich., Dee, 31. 

GRIZZLY BEARS AND LARGE RIFLES. 

WN the choiee of a hunting rifle the width of the caliber 
should be governed by the kind of game one expects to 

kill with it. For small animals, such as foxes or turkeys, 
the light caliber of .82 will more than suflice. If the hunter 
desires nothing Jarger than deer or elk, a .40 or .45 will an- 
swer, although I prefer a larger caliber. But in hunting 
dangerous game like our grizzly a much heavier caliber is 
needed. Ji is vot safe to come toan absolute conclusion as 
to the power of a rifle, from witnessing its cifects in only one 
or two instances. Large animals vary much in their vitality, 
and while one bull elk will go down from one or two well 
placed shots, another will carry off halfa dozen, Again, an 
antelope, as is well Known, will often stand more lead than 
an elk, and yo off when apparently riddled, With such 
game the object is toso disable them that they cannot go 
very far from where first shot, for if only wounded there is 
no danger in tracking them up, 

With grizzly, however, the hunter can take no chances. 
When he approaches his formidable game in the cloom of 
heavy timber, he must be armed with a weapon of power 
Sufficient, if necessary, to stop the beast in his charge, or 
he may never hunt grizzly but that once. Imagine him 
facing the monster as it peers ouf at him from among the 
young pines some thirty yards away, swaying trom side to 
side with that uneasy motion the bear hunter so well knows. 
All sroundis déathly silence. He raises hisrifle and looks 
along the sights, inying to pick out a fatal spol. in which to 
place a ball. Now is the time in which he needs a gun that 
will crash straight along the line of aim through hide and 
fiesh, bone and muscle, on into the very vitals, regardless of 
the angle at which it may strike a bone, and powerful 
enough to strike its way through any such obstacle. His 
very life may depend upon the nature of the wound given 
to the bear. No express rifle will answer now, witli its hol- 
low ball fying in splinters on the first massive hone en- 
countered. No 0-90 will do with its elongated pointed 
bullet striking 4 bone, glancing and flying off at_a very dif- 
ferent angle from that mtended, or if 1t does hold its course, 
giving a wound of small size with liltle resultant shock. 
The number of resident hunters, users of Sharps .40s, or 
Winchester .45s, who are annually killed by grizzly, answers 
this point. For such formidable game no gun can well be 
called too heavy, if within the hunter’s power to handle it. 

For this work I prefer a double-barrel, breech-loading 
rifle, No. 12 bore, of mine and a half pounds weight, using 
the old-fashioned round ball, slightly hardened, and 120 
grains of F, G. The heavy round ball possesses excellent 
smashing powers, and by most authorities on large same 
hunting is considered as vastly more telling on the animal 
system than the same weight of lead in an elongated bullet, 
of necessarily smaller caliber. With the conical, elongated 
projectile the flesh is not so much cut out as it is displaced; 
the wound has a tendency to close and does not bleed so 
freely as from the larger ball, Caliber 12 is about equal to 
-76, und as the areas of circles are to each other as the square 
of their diameters, the size of a wound inflicted by a 12-hore 
is three and a half times as large as that made by a .40 
caliber, and the damage caused by it is proportionately 
greater. The actual penetration of a .40-90 with a hardened 
bullet is greater than that of the 12-bore; but penetration 
sufficient to go clean through and through a bear is ail that 
is required, and this is easily obtained with the 12-bore. 
With 120 grains of powder I have frequently smashed 
through both shoulders, the ball lodging under the skin 
opposite and oecasionally going clean through. Again I 
have driven « balllengthways through the grizzly, entering 
in at the left rump and lodging under the skin of the chin, 
This is penetration enough. 

T have used 153 grains of F. G. in my 12-bore, but there is 
some recoil from this large charge, and I found that 120 
grains did the work well enough and was not at all unpleas- 
ant to shoot. from constant practice a man can stand up 
uuder yery heayy charges of powder without discomfort; 
besides, tn the excitement of firing at game, the recoil is not 
noticed 1s much as in firing at a target. Furthermore, in 
these large calibers, with a light polygroove rifling, a mod- 
erate twist and a properly fitted round ball, hardened about 
one-tywentieth, the recoil need not be heayy. English express 
rifles frequently err in this respect, having heavy, deep 
rifling and a severe twist, and their owners invariably in- 
formed me that they kicked tremendously, A very rapid 
twist in such rifles is a great mistake and causes heavy fric- 
tion, loss of power, and unnecessary recoil. The bullets also 
are often badly fitted, heing too large and insufiiciently 
hardened, and upset too much in going through the barrel, 
thereby impairing the uccuracy and materially adding to the 
kick, of which their shooters complain, Sometimes these 
defeets can be easily remedied. The trajectory of the 12- 
bore is very flat up to one hundred yards. 

Tf the express is used with a solid bullet instead of » hollow 
one, then the charge of powder must be reduced, and the gun 
is an express no longer, andits performance must be com- 
pared with thal of any rifle of the same caliber. 

The Bneglish express is almost always incorrectly sighted, 
the tendency being to give an apparent long point blank by 
raised breech sights, and many 4 man throws his express 
away in disgust finding that it shoots oyer at one hundred 
yards, aud not knowing how to remedy the difficulty. 
The express is no more suited for dangerous gume than the 
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.40-90, although from different reasons. The hollow bullet 
flies to pieces on striking a bone, withoutsmashing it. This 
I haye seen on mountain sheep, elk and grizzly. The hollow 
ball will do this on grizzly even when fired through the 
stomach, and will arrive on the other side vastly diminished 
in size, and small partieles of Jead will be found at quite a 
distance from the wound lodged in the fatty tissues, 

Theoretically, a wound from a Winchester express, .50-95 
ought to shock a grizzly tremendously; practically, he does 
not seem to mind if much at first, only roaring the louder 
and getting very much excited. Lhave known agrizzly to run 
200 yards and live five minutes with three such express bullete 
lodged in his forequarters, before and behind the shoutders, 
one actually passing through his heart, and a fourth lodged 
in his stomach, The heavy round ball of the .12-bore, if 
placed in the shoulders, generally knocks bim down and ap- 
parently stuns lim for 4n instant; in a second he is wp again, 
but that one second gives time to reload the empty barrel, 
ae the dose can be repeated until he goes down and stays 
own. 
Ido not mean to assert that grizzly cannot be killed by a 

40-90, 45-75 or .50-95 express, for that would be incorrect: 
but that if a man wishes to make a success of butting them, 
he should use the wide-bored rifles in preference. 
No animal on this contivent can compare with the srizaly 

in extraordinary vitality, and I have witnessed exhibitions 
of this tenacity of life under terrible wounds that seem abso- 
lutely incredible. Hunting him is the most intensely ex- 
citing of all wild sports. What bunter who has heard the 
treinendous roar of a charging grizzly as he comes crashing 
at him through the ‘‘popples” will ever forget it? And he 
who hunts grizzly often and successfully will gaze with 
more respect upon the dead body of his last bear than he 
did upon his first. Ursus harpililis—the horrible bear” 
—wellis hé named, and bravely has he earned his title 
through blood-curdling exhibitions of tremendous strength, 
enduring grit and terrible ferocity. 

Epwarp H, Lircuvinp. 
Brooxnyn, Dee, 18, 1583. 

THE ATTRACTIONS OF BEAUFORT. 

~~ ETTING sail from New Haven Harbor in the good sloop 
\ Miriam, of two tons burthen, twenty-five feet Jength and 
ten feet breadth of beam, fora cruise on the Atlantic const 
through the Sound, our crew consisting of a skillful sea 
captain, Capt. George W. Ward, an old salt and a fearless 
and accomplished navigator, and two faithful dogs. We 
have been upon the briny deep in all sorts of weather, fair 
and foul, and finally put into this famous harbor for rest and 
recreation, Neally, nature seems to haye lavished all her 
charms upon this delightful spot. For the first time since 
we started for our destination, which was to have been St. 
Augustine and Indian River, has our party felt like tarrying 
and making Beaufortinstead ourhead quarters. Theclimate 
hera ig dehtious, andthe old town of Beaufort, which is 
beautifully situated. has afforded our whole crew much 
interest and pleasure. We are sure that if it were better 
known and more extensively advertised, many of the North- 
ern tourists who now seek Florida would come and spend 
their time ere. Tle scenery is more attractive, the induce- 
ments and advantages are far superior, both for the inyalid 
in quest of an equable and balmy temperature, and the 
sportsman seeking sport and diversion with gun and rod, 
We stopped in on our route along the Santee further north 

of us in this State and had some good gunning, but the birds 
are more plentiful here, and the riverand bay in front of the 
town all full of fish. The bay is fine for yachting sports, 
and the bold entrance to Port Royal through its incompara- 
ble harbor is one of the finest sheets of land locked waters 
we have ever seen, The depth of water on these bars is 
such that vessels drawing twenty-one to twenty-three feet 
may enter at any time of tide. We have not been impressed 
either with the appearance or the promises, present or pros: 
pectiye, of the far-famed, or rather much talked of, town of 
Port Royal, which, it seems to us, isa city of the dead 
rather than of the living. In fact, for all purposes of the 
commerce of this section, Beaufort no doubt can furnish ac- 
commodations for many years, and, perhaps, centuries to 
come, 

Beaufort is a sweet, cosy little place. Five hotels and 
most excellent private boarding-houses invite the guest who 
may desire the cheice of either, The Sea Island Hotel is 
well managed by the proprietor, John Clancy, Esq. Boats, 
yachts and facilities for enjoying aquatic sports are at the 
very doors of the hotel, and guides for hunting and sailing 
are easily procurable from the respectable corps of colored 
people who are in the majority in this section, but whose 
conduct and behavior toward all classes is unexceptionable 
so far as our observation goes, and so far as we are informed 
by persons resident as well as transient here. 

In former years, when Beaufort was only a Southern 
planters’ retreat, this old town was a sleepy, drowsy town of 
but a few hundred inhabitants, who spent their summers 
here, coming from their plantations, to which they repaired 
in winter. Nowit is a thrifty commercial place. It was 
the center of the Sea Island or long staple cottun culture of 
this part of the State, and much wealth was ageregated here 
in lands and slaves, The war came and wiped out all 
the possessions in lands as well as sluves of the former in- 
habitants, who were bereft of their plantation property under 
the operation of the United States district tax sales, and 
many of the elegant old homestends passed into other and 
strange hands for a mere song, being bought by Northern 
purchasers and speculators. At present those pruperties are 
held by those purchasers under those titles, which are pro- 
nounced good by the Supreme Court. In our opirion this is 
a place where capital could find profitable investment at 
present prices, for the natural advantages ol the section—its 
rich, fine lands—must command higher prices as times im- 
prove and as the section is redeveloped. The great phos- 
phate interests of the Stale are just commencing to be 
asserted here, and already have some stupendous mills been 
erected and outlays ot foreign and Northern capital has 
been expended for the development of the greut fertilizers 
that have Beaufort River rock for their basis. 

The coast is fringed with a congeries of what are called 
the Hunting Islands, which are mere sheets of barren sand 
islands covered with palmetto and other trees, and which 
were owned and used in former years as hunting grounds for 
the wealthy planters, whose plantations were adjacent on 
St. Helena and adjoining islands. The islands then were 
stocked and abounded with deer, and there are still numbers 
of deer and wild turkey and game remaining upon them. 
Quail hunting is fine in this vicinity, and guides may be hired 
for S14 day to vive a sportsman al! the shooting that may 
he desired. The rates of board at the hotel, which is delight- 
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fully situated and well kept, are $2 per day for transient 
boarders, and $10 and $12 per week for permanent, The 
hoarding-houses also afford comfortable and pleasant quar- 
ters for more relired tastes at from #4 to $5 per week. 

RANGHR, 
Besurorr, South Uarolina, Nov. 29, 

NOTES ON GAME BIRDS. 

W INTER has fairly set in now, and in some places’ our 
farmers are already feeding the quail. Not a great 

many are left to feed, however, and if it were not for the 
foresight of some of our summer resident shooters, few 
would remain on the necks of land which used to be the best 
shooting round in this town, Some of these men post their 
land and stock the premises with birds; others warn off any 
person whom they find with dog ard gun, One man who 
follows the birds without any let up from the first day in 
the open season till it no Jonger pays to shoot, told me he 
had killed one hundred and fifty partridges (ruffed grouse). 
He shoots for the market only, and the farmers, neighbors 
and sportsmen generally look on him with some concern as 
aman likely to make the shooting very poor in another 
year. He says that in September he can find a covey of part- 
ridges which, when his dog points and he puts them up, do 
not fly far, keep together, and he can get every one, There 
is no help for this, but. to begin on time and each man get 
his share. The writer can remember when there were not 
two pair of pointing doys nor-a breech-loading sun in town. 
Now, on the fifteenth day of October, twenty men and dogs 
come in on the morning train, and there are perhaps twenty 
coveys of quail wilhin two hours’ walk of the station. It 
requires but a moments thought, and one may well predict 
where they will be in a week. 
We knew where there were three coveys within ten min- 

utes’ wall from the house, There were about fifty birds all 
told; personally we got thirteen of them. To-day one covey 
hus been used up entirely. The writer started five out of 
another, aud he has not seen nor heard of the third for sey- 
eral weeks. The last one we shot lies on the fire-frame before 
us, a female; we skinned and stuffed it as well as our skill 
admits, and it serves as a model for a picture of dead game. 
A snipe, killed on the marsh in front of our bouse, and a 
pair of quail, occupy the canyas, which is nearly finished. 
Nhe skin of a ruffed grouse lies beside the quail: We vot 

him just before the snow. Old Roy—now in his twelfth 
year—came to a point in an old field well grown with-young 
oaks and pines. We quickly came to hand, and then on 
went the dog, now pointing and then moving on. H. said 
there were no \irds, but I knew better, and said it was a 
partridge and that it wasrunning. We kept going round 
and round among the bushes, and I told H. to look for the 
bird on the ground. Finally 1 saw something on a stump, 
and it was that partridge. i waited just long enough to 
catch sight, and pulled on him, Ought to let him fly, had 
Iv Couldn’t huve seen him a yard in that cover. Old Roy 
is a most careful dog on grouse, and will hardly ever flush 
unless the birds are so wild that they rise out of shot. 

‘There is much in ‘‘Nessmuk’s” theory that is true, ‘lhe 
hunting is the sport. Who is there but enjoys the tramp 
through the woods and pastures? Who would cate to shoot 
if there was no hunt to it? Who goes fishing in canoe, or 
sailing craft, or by brookside, but thinks every inoment well 
spent and worth enjoying? He who is pleased only when 
loaded down with game may be less of hunter than eunner, 
We haye been out gunning and fishing and enjoyed both. 
We neyer got more than we could carry home unassisted, 
though a back load of loons tired us once, 

In Hastern Massachusetts one cannot find game enouzh to 
make a heavy load unless he is a good hunter as well as 
gunner, Our game is mostly migratory; that is, the wild 
fowl. Deer are found in parts of two counties—Plymouth 
and Barnstable—mostly in the latter, which is Cape Cod, 
They surviye on the Cape because the pine lands are loo 
poor to cultivate aud were neyer cleared. Very few deer 
ave killed by stil-hunting. Some hares, rabbits and foxes 
fill ont the list of mammals found in this part of the State. 
Once in a while a story is started about a wild cat or lynx, 
T have heard of a panther in Worcester county, and know of 
two lynxes which were killed in Carver, Plymouth county, 
Several cats with short tails and stout bodies, weighing 
abont thirty pounds, have been killed in Wareham, One 
was killed near my grandfather's house, and another at 
Maple Springs; this last was shot by two gunners after he 
had killed their dog. Why they didn’t shoot him before he 
killed the dog I can’t say. 
Among our birds the ruffed grouse takes the lead and the 

Bob White follows. The grouse are found all over the Cape 
clenr to Princetown; though if they were once killed ont in 
that place there would be no more uvless they were brought; 
8 none would ever cross East Harbor beach nor come 
around by the hills from Green Head in Truro. I do not 
know thatany are foundin Nantucket or at Martha's Vineyard, 
{hough a very few pinnated grouse are found in the latter, 
some mention of which has been made in the columus of 
FOREST AND STREAM, One pinnafed grouse was shot hy 
Mr. T. A. Churbuck, in Wareham, some years ago, or at best 
4 grouse that was not our common ruifed varicty. The 
partridge will long continue to be one of our commonest 
game birds, because in our town mimy swamps are go 
thick, and in Middleboro most of the woods that one cannot 
get in and shoot at the birds his doz points, Little Bob 
White is fast learning that the woods are his only salvation, 
He is now quite a woods bird,” I have found him several 
miles trom any cleared land and why not? Tle is a native, 
and when our fathers came he was here to whistle a welcome 
to them, and where were the fields then? I wonder if the 
Indians ever killed the Jittle fellow; 1 guess they trapped 
him as some persons do at this day. 
Our little bird likes to feed in the lop of fallen locusts; 

these trees bear a little pod with a few hard flat beans in it, 
and Bob will open these and eat the seeds, Ihave watched 
them hoursat atime. Often haye I seen one jump up and 
eich oa to a pod with his bill, and hang on till he jerked the 
pod down. ‘Thereis as much sport in watehing a flock as in 
bringing them to bag, that is to the hunter—I make an ex- 
Geplion in favor of the gunner—he govs shooting, a hunter 
may not have a gun with him, 
The yoice of « quail is one of the sweetest and most melo- 

(ious of all our birds; not the clear *‘ah-Bob-White” of spring. 
orthe simpler ''Bob White” and ‘‘quite-ee quite-ee” of summer 
and fall, but the many variations of theireyery day talk and 
#ossip, perhaps, when feeding, I did swish I could under- 
stand what they were saying once, when I could count 
twenty in alocust top at one time, they said, ‘Clearkie, 
ih-cle-o-kie, ill-cleokee, click-ee, clickee,” and many other 
things too fine and sweet for phonetic spelling. I haye heard Possible to stool them. Captain George Hitchings o 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

a male crow in spring; he sat on the lop rail of a fence, and 
crooked lis neck, and made a peculiar sound—inimitable. 
‘Whether they have gular sacs like a pinnated srousy, Tam 
nol cerfain, but 1 never found any or heard of them. 

I have seen a quail run up a tree trunk that was inclined 
at an angle of sixty desrees. The sunny ends of a stone wall 
isa favorite place with them in the winter, Fallen timber, 
old brush heaps and thick, tall grass are eagerly sought by 
therm for sheltea when feeding, and whoever tries feeding: 
them will do well to have some such cover near by, so they 
pan retire quickly at any approach of danger. They haye 
So many enemies that one cannot do much for them except 
lo supply coyer and shoot all the stray cats, animals, skunks, 
weasels and foxes that come in range. Hawks prohably get 
some, and I never let hawk get away if I can help it. 
Their nests are hot so easy to find as one might suppuse, 
and they lay a good many eggs, all of which seem to be 
fertile, as T never saw a rotten one or one that did not hatch, 
Two litters or hatchings are the rule with us; this] know 
from seeing a mixed flock of two sizes with only one pair 
of adult birds. 

Quail will sometimes lie so close as to puzzle the shooter. 
T got one this summer into a small bunch of old limbs and 
leaves at the foot of atree, The dog pointed and I looked, 
threw sticks, and at last kicked the rubbish, and still he did 
not fly. I thought he was a dead or ¢rippled® bird, and 
reached down and pulled over the sticks and up he got, and 
off he went before I cculd catch a sight at him, 

Once, after alight snow, my brother and I tracked three 
into a heap of brush that could all be got into & bushel bas- 
ket. We knew they were under it, and we looked all over 
it in vain, then stood on itand stamped, none got up. ‘Dead,” 
says Phil. 1 began to dig after them, but they were not 
dead, and two didn’t die that day. 

I once picked up a quail that’ Roy pointed, 
Sometimes they learn wisdom very soon after being shot 

at. I know one covey that; ill rise out of #unshot and fly 
clear over a wide piece of woods, and get out into the field 
on the other side before one can hunt through to them. 

T never got a “‘pot shot,” and seventeen is as many as I 
ever knew any one to kill at one shot; that was in Maryland, 
the shooter was a farmer who was out after rabbits, he 
tracked ihe quail inthe snow, and came up with them 
in a path through a field; they hid under a little pine 
bush, and two gotaway with broken wings, for he could not 
find them in fhe briers.’ Seventeen he took home, ‘‘And there 
was a right smart of feathers then,” he suid. He never 
hunted quail and would not shoot at less than six or seven, 
Mr. Charles Pierce, of Elk Neck, Md., told me that when a 
boy he saw a quail light by the side of a water hole and 
fired; he went there and picked up nine; they were all there 
to drink and he did not see but one. The writer once went 
with his father, and the dog pointed some quail in a pit 
where stone had been taken out. The old gentleman saw 
something start to run and fired; two quail rose and the son 
killed right and left for the first time in his life, that was all, 
Six lay where the old gentleman saw the one starting. We 
killed the whole covey, and it wasn’t much of a day for 
quail either; stillit was along time before we explained 
how we killed so many in so few shots. Mmrevs. 

ON THE VIRGINIA BROADWATER. 

I HAVE just returned from a two weeks’ shooting on the 
Broadwater, by which term I mean that section of sea 

meadows some forty miles in arca, bordering the Chesapeake 
Bay. Time was in the memory of map, when these islands. 
mud flats, and sandbank oyer which the ocean broke in high 
tide, was the finest sporting ground on the Anierican conti- 
nent, I have heard old sportsmen tell of the quantity of 
wildfowl that wintered here, so yast in quantity as almost 
to stagger belief. Among the many varieties were the two 
gamest birds that fly, the brant and black duck. This Broad- 
water was the stopping place of the migrating wildfowl, and 
estuaries of the Chesapeake Bay were alive with them, and 
royal sport could be had, T have often heard old man Cobb 
speak of the huge flocks of brant that wintered around his 
island, and Nathan, his son, who was the sportsman of the 
family, made some heayy bags. as high as one hundred and 
eighty brant im one day’s gunning over the decoys. 

Just after the war the duck shooting was fine, but it has 
steadily declined eyer since. I have spent several weeks in 
every winter since 1876 in the Broadwater, and I ought to 
know something about ducks by this time, and what 1 
learned was beat in my head and impressed on my mind by 
the hardest kind of experience; I have risked my life over 
and over again in the stormiest weather, have been capsized 
twice, cast away on a barren sandbank, losing’ my decoys; 
have undergone enough hardships in fighting the storm, and 
been in the blinds in such weather that nothing but aséa cull 
had any business to be abrond; so I write this not in a boast- 
ing vein, but simply to show that I know what T am writing 
about, And now [want to give a solemn warning to my 
brother sportsmen, and some advice anenfi duck shooting, 
which will he of great yalue to any misguided man who con- 
femplates coming this way with a gun on bis shoulder. 

It is this; Don’t came down to the Virginia Broadwater 
duck hunting. Don’t go to Cobb’s Island, Cape Charles, 
Ketchuin’s or the Capes with the expectation of having any 
brant or wild goose shooting; if you do, you will go back 
home a wiser and a madder man. 

Brant shooting is the most fascinating sport 1 ever expe- 
Nienced; their size, their rapid flight, the beautiful way they 
approach the decoys, all combined thrill the sportsman with 
a keen delight, and make him sit for hours ina blind with 
the numbing northwest wind blowing a gale, and chilling 
him to the marrow of his bone, content indeed if he can 
every now and then stop ove of these black-headed, white- 
breasted brant in its careering flight, and see the heavy body 
strike the water with such force as to send the spray high in 
the air. Tt requires much infinite patience, and a capacity 
to wait equal to that of a Pawnee Indian; there are not, on an 
wyeraye, more than two days out of the week When you ¢in 
shoot brant—three requisites are absolutely indispensable, & 
high wind, a flood tide, and a bright sum—if unless all three 
perfectly conjoin it is nouse to set your decoys. It is weary 
waiting for the days to drag their weary lentgh out, especially 
if you are in the confined hold of a vessel, or some island 
hut, 

Por the last two years there has been absolutely no brant 
shooting, There are plenty of birds, but they are us wise as 
serpents, and haye obtained a degree of sagacity that that 
bird of the devil—the erow—wywould be proud to possess. The 
brant keep together in one large flock, and neither tempest 
nor gale can breakthem; they ayoid a blind, with or without 
decoys, as 4 jail bird does the policeman, It is simply ye 
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Coast Guard of Division No, 5told me yesterday that though 
that king of gunners, Nathan Cobb, with all of his thirty 
years’ experience, and with the aids of perfect decoys, only 
killed eight Duant last winter, Tom Spady, of Cobb’s Island, 
an ardent and enthusiastic sportsman, has siven up the sport 
in. disrust. 

For two weeks I lave tried the most famous blinds in the 
Broadwater, and have not lind a single shot at the brant 
that would not come within a half mile of the blind, I am 
done; never again in my life will L try brant hunting in this 
region; it is, to use # slang expression—simply ‘played out.” 

The black ducks aré very scarce, but toany one with niore 
ammunition than be knows what to do with, and who is 
fond of popping at feathered things, there are hundreds and 
thousands of coois, loons, didappers, water witches, bull- 
Ress, ete., that he can fill his baz—but hardly his stomach 
with, 
The Hygeia Hotel is thronged with sportsmen on their 

way to Florida and the South, This seems lo be the fayorite 
stopping place of the fraternity, and to see some of the out- 
fils that some of them carry, one would think they were on 
a trip with Stanley in the heart of Africa instead of simply 
going to spend a couple of montlis in the land of flowers 

Otp Porn? Comrorr, Va., Dec. 20, CHASSEUR, 

THE (UAT FoR STarex lananp.—Mr. G, Waller, chair- 
man of the game Tay committee of the Brooklyn Gun Club, 
having consulted Mr. Francis Endicott in reference 10 a 
published report that 600 quail were to be taken from Long 
Island to stock Staten Island, Mr Wndicott has written the 
following letter which explains ilself; Aditer Forest rand 
stream; A statement has been published in some of the New 
York papers that the Richmond County Game and Fish 
Protective Association were about to procure liye quail from 
Long Island for the purpose of stocking Staten [sland. Will 
you permit me to say that there is no truth in thisstory. Wo 
haye turned out over 600 quail.on Staten Island in the last 
three years, the progeny of which are living to-day, but the 
birds we haye obtained are from States where they ate so 
plentiful that the few taken would be but as a drop in the 
bucket, We have never thought of obtaining them from any 
of the counties of New York, deciding that it would be 
simply robbing Peter to pay Paul.—FRaxcts Enprcorr 
(President Richmond County Game and Fish Protective As- 
sociation), 

Camp Sire Hlickerings. 
“That reminds me,” 

WHICH ARE THE BEST? 

“UR last issue contained, in a special supplement, (he on- 

tire series of Camp-Pire Plickerings from the beginning 

of the columm in July, 1882. The ninety-six stories were 
given in the order in which they were printed, and each one 
is numbered, Of taese ninety-six stories every reader is 
asked to select the ten which he thinks the best; to wrile 
down the numbers of these ten, one below the other, in their 

order of merit, pulling the best first, tha next best second, 
ele., and then to send the list to the Pormsr axp Stream. 
Hach list should be signed with the name and post-oftice ad- 

dress of the voter. Ti is requested that the lists be sent on 
postal cards; if in envelopes they should be written on slips 

of paper the size of a postal card. 

To send in this list of ten stories is all that the reader is 
asked to do. 

There is uo entrance fee. All who wish to do so ure cor 

dially invited to put ina yote, The balloting is not limited 

to subscribers, nor to those who liny the paper—the privilese 

is extended to the neighbors who borow; the friend to 

whom if is sent after the subscriber has rend it; yes, even to 

the postmasters who keeps it over Sunday sud puts it into 

the subscriber's box Monday morning (and who is hereby 
warned lo desist from this trick, for we have his name, and 

by and by the time will be vipe for civil service reform in 

that village); in short, this is an opportunity for those to yotu 

who never voted before, and muy neyer hive a chance to yote 

again; without regard to age, sex or previous condition of 
non-sportsmanship. 

Two sets of seven prizes each will be awarded, one to the 

wiiters of the winning stories, the other to the voters who 

send in the best lists. The method of determining the win- 
ners in each cliss was explained in our Jast issue, 

The prizes ror the wrilers sad the prizes for the yoters will 
be the same. They will be for each class as follows: 

FIRST PRIZE, 

A copy of the book “sport Will Gan and Roi,’ in embossed leather 

bindiug, or any other hook or hooks of same value ($15), at option of 

winners. 
SSCONU PRIZE. 

“Sport wink Guo aut Rod.” cloth binding, or any other hook of 

same value ($10), at option of witners. 

THIRD PRIZE. 

Norris's “American Angler's Boole’ (price $5.50), or Stouehenoge’s 

Dog of the British Islands” (7.40), or Coues’s Key to North Amarioan 

Birds” ($7), of any other bool: or books of same value. at option of 

winners. 
FOURTH PRIZE. 

The Fores? ayn Srrean for one year. 

FIFTH PRIZE, 
The Forgsy axp Sriuian for six months. 

SINTH PRIZE. 
“raining ys. Breaking,’ by 4.7. Haniniont (whieh, by the way. 

¢onhains some capital stories), 

SEVEN FRIZE. 
> Angling Talks.’ by Geo, Dawson. 
Tu case of a tie the prize will be divided, No person will he awarded 

more than one prize. If two prizes are voted to thesame individual 
he will be given the highest of them, and the other will pass to the 
next man on the list. . 

Ballots should be sertin as soon as is practicable. To 
give distant readers an opportunity to yote, lists will be 
received up to Febrnary 2, and as the editor of the American 
Kennel Register so often says, ‘none can be veceiyed later,” 

The polle ave open. 
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Sea and River ishing. 

FLORIDA FISHING. 
WN several oceasions I have referred to the fishing on the 
lower St. John's River, near Mayport, and as evidence 

that I did ol exaggerate L willfavor your resders with a few 
recent scores al this point, Last week, James Arno, 4 pro- 
fessional fisherman, with an ordinary Japan cane pole and 
line, caught on one day 180 strings of channel bass and sea 
dvout, and the next day 109 strings. A ‘‘string’’ in this mar- 
ket cousists of one or more figh weighing about fiye pounds, 

I noticed in this morning's paper that my friend, Col, 
Wart, had made 4 successful catch with an eight-ounce split 

bamboo trout red, To ingore the correctuess of the state- 
tuent, | sent him # ete and received the following reply: 

“Dear Dovtov: On Monday last, the 10th inst., near the 
mvuth ef the St. John's River, T took, with an eight-ounce 
gplif bamboo trout rod and Kentucky reel, 321 trout and 
Channel bass—there were 277 trout and 44 bass—the Jatter 
were from #10 9 pounds: 1 of 9 pounds, 2 of 7 pounds, 2 of 
Hd ponnds, wnd the balance averaged 24+ pounds. The trout 
were exceptiooably fine; the two largest weighing 34 pounds 
eich. Sea trout fishing in the lower St. John’s cannot be 
cynilled in the world, Tt the shove score can be beaten 
anywhere north of Florida I should like to see it, Yours, 
fraternally, J. E. Harv.” 

The sea (rout of the lower St. John’s are closely allied to 
the wealkfish of the North, and weigh from one lo four 
ponds, The Colonel made his catch with shrimp. These 
fish will take a raivnow, and my impression is that they will 
furnish # tine field for the fly-fisherman. At Frusco, 
JACKSUN VILLE, Fla,, Dec. 15, 1833, 

TROUTING IN NEW BRUNSWICK. 
T was the good fortune of the writer to spend the sammer 
of ‘82 at Oak Point, situated on that most picturesque of 

New Brunswick rivers, the St. Jolin. 
Fine sport [had with my rod among the many beautiful 

troul lakes and brooks of that vicinity. I make no pretense 
of being a scientific angler, in any sense of the word. When 
the ily don’t take, I do not scorn to use a lively hopper. If 
the trath were told, I Welieve that a good many men, that I 
have met on my fishing trips, with all their talk of blac dun 
and red ant, used worms after all. If not, why was it that 
sundry urebing dug worms so assiduously for something or 
somebody, and always a day or two before these men went 
fishing? 

Back from Oak Point, some four miles by road, and 
(rough the woods two good miles more, situated on the 
summit of a lofty Lill, lies Fish Lake, one of the most beau- 
fiful trout ponds L have ever seen, This pond, covering 
some thirly acres, is so throughly concealed hy a thick 
forest erowth, that one is not aware of its locality until he is 
within u few feet of its share, ‘Neither inlet nor outlet is per- 
ceptible, nnd how the trout got there was 4 mystery to me. 
The water is very deep, cool and clear, and far down beneath 
its surface one sees on the bottom giant helmlocks, that 

- some rude September blast has swept into the lake to water- 
soak and sink, ‘The first time I visited this pond the water 
stemed ut every dast to boil with fish, and using three flies, 
1 often landed.as many fish. The kind of fly seemed to make 
no (lifference, for I tried séveral changes with similar success. 
The trout are not large for lake fish; but mam from 4 to 14 

pounds, and are remarkably gamy and of tine flavor, 
One trip that _lmade to this fevered spol, I shall never 

forget. With a farmer's son as companion, I started early 
one morning fora good day's sport. Arrived at the lake we 
embarked on our raft (none of the Jakes about Oak Point 
have bouts on them). On the tiamp through the woods he 
had proyided himself with a stout birch pole, fo this he tied 
4 stoib cord, and to the cord tywo large hooks and a three- 
ounce sinker, worms was his bait. By this time horror had 
seized me. ‘See me yank them out,” said he; but I didn’t 
seethem, Elep would ¢o the pole, splash ker chunk wonld 
fe the sinker. Expostulation but served to nerve his arm 
to more energetic thrashing of the water. At noon, I having 
caught two smell trout and my companion nonce, we made 
our way ont to the road, where my friend left me to return 
to his liayme. Iis *‘folks” had done me many kind offices, 
or Lamy afraid he would not have come out of those woods 
wive. Though fired and still more dissusted, I made up my 
mind to fish a stream called Plagler’s Brook, that runs close 
to the road at this point, and empties the waters of Long 
Lake into the St. Jolin a short distance below the Point. I 
hud fished over the same ground with a fair amount of suc- 
cess two weeks before; bul the chub, those yexations that try 
the «mgler’s soul, were so abundant that I made up my mind 
nol to do so again. How many resolutions of this kind do 
ynilers make and break? *1 soon bad my rod in trim, and 
plumped into the brook waist deep lo have the agony of the 
cold water over as quickly as possible. 

Bifty yards or more down stream, where the alder bushes 
afforded gond concealment, and where a gentle riffle glided 
into smooth water beyond, I saw a large trout jump. 
How carefully 1 waded the space between me and my 

prize! How glad I was when the spot I had hastily selected 
as my stand for casting was reached! My flies scarcely 
toucli the water, when, Presto! two beauties are securel 
hooked. Up stream and down they go, but il is no use, an 
they are soon flopping in my ree]. So L keep on in the same 
spot tor an hour and a quarter, at the expiration of which 
lime 88 trout Lave fallen prey to my skill, or blind luek, or 
Whatever you may eall it, ‘Two days Jater 1 turn up at day- 
livht in the same plaice, and before noon return well laden 
with forly-lwo more, 

All these fish weighed from half to three-quarters of a 
pound, and three of them lacked but half an ounce of weighing 
u full pound, and were remarkably fatand clean flavored, 

1 thought then and still think, that it was a school making 
its way to the lake that I fell in with. 
Morgan Lake, Deer Like, Island Lake and many others 

quite near to the Point, afford good sport. McKiel Lake, 1 
benntitul sheet of water two Tiles in length and two orthree 
hundred yatds in width, is alive with stall troutthat the old 
sefilers in tliat region say never grow any larger. Whether 
this be true or not L eannolsay, but this 1 know, thatamong 
the fourteen dozen my cousin and I canglit in one day's fish- 
ing, there was scaicely the variation of an ounce, These 
iyout are yery red of belly and fin, and will average four to 
the pound, 1 might mention some other lakes and brooks, 
tell of the beauty of the woods and hills and of the hospi- 
tality of the inhabitants of this delightful region, but space 
forbids. 

Tt is a source of wonder to me, however, that more Amer. 
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cans do not prefer New Brunswick or Noya Scotia to the 
Adirondacks, since the cost of living is much less and the 
fishing as a rule much better. 

The expense, too, of the pleasant trip up the Maine coast, 
is not greater than of that into the Adirondacks, 

At any rate (D. V,) 1 mean to try it again next se 

THE ENGLISH AND AMERICAN TROUT. 
SUPPOSH, from seeing the article under the heading of 
“English and American Trout,” in Forms: AND STREAM 

issue of Dec. 6 last, that we are at the eye of a somewhat 
holly contested warfare wpon the relative merits of the trout 
in England and America. 1 think that the opinions of those 
who haye not had ample opportunity for comparison, 
would show but little in fayor of either cause, and therefore 
we need the experience of those who have killed and eaten 
both kinds. I may here mention, as an apology for writing 
myself, that after a residence of three years in the midst of 
Scottish lochs and English streams, | have spent three suc- 
cessive years at the Rangeley Lakes, fishingin the Rangeley, 
the Kennebago and the Seven Ponds lakes, and think I have 
some excuse for intruding my opinion upon your readers. 

Well, what is my opinion? you will ask. Perhaps my 
answer may be disappointing to many, who expect a decision 
against one or the other fish, but I must truly say, that t 
think each country can boast of a trout in no way inferior to 
that of the other. I have found the English trout a king 
among thegame fish, a splendid fighter, a wily foe, requir- 
ing a masier hand to throw the fly, and a master hand to 
bring him to land when once hooked, and if you had told 
me, when I was whipping English streams, that there 
existed in American waters a fish in any way superior, I 
would not baye contradicted you, as I had then killed no 
Amerian trout, b&® I would have taken the liberty of in- 
wardly doubting your statement. On the other hand, no 
one could haye made me believe, when later J was casting 
the red ibis, (he brown hackle, the Montreal and so many 
other inhabitants of my fly-book upon the rippling surface of 
one of the Seven Ponds, paddled about by « splendid sample 
of those champion swearers, a Maine guide, that I ever had 
killed gamier, stronger, more voracious or better tastmy fish 
in the walers of old England, Now, there are ditferences 
arising from the peculiarities and idyosincracies of both 
countries. 

English trout as a rule are pretty scarce eyen in the best 
streams, when compared to ours; a basket of a dozen good- 
sized trout anywhere in Scotland and England is a very fair 
one; the fish are constantly, during the open season, fished 
for; they are yery easily frightened; they otten think about 
it several times before taking the alluring fly, or the tempt- 
ing worm, and miuke fhe most strenuous efforts to escape 
when once hooked, Therefore, if the average British sports- 
man was to come tu Some such waters as those of our Maine 
and New Ilampshire, and even Massachusetts streams, 
crowded with the spotted tigers, and sec, as I have often 
seen, a half adozen fish leaping at the same fly; if this 
sportsman found that he could fill his basket in less than 
half the time here that he took to (do the same abroad, he 
might think our fish was more stupid a great deal, easier to 
hook and kill, and decidedly a less worthy match for his 
skill than the English trout, In the same way one of our 
“bug-cbuckers” might go abroad, and after exercising his 
skill all day, if he landed a dozen small trout, and was com- 
plimented by his friends there upon his success, he might 
think that Huelish trout fishing frequently meant a great 
deal of hard work, and if such work has been successful, a 
result of a few small fish, fine fighters for their size, hut of 
inuch too small a, stature to fight well, There are of course 
many exceptions to all this, many poor baskets made in 
America, many a glorious haulin old England. 
As to the faste of English and American trout, I think 

they are equally perfect. I think that our trout are a little 
richer in taste, but not quite so finely flavored asthe Bng- 
lish. J must say that I haye enjoyed American trout better 
than those abroad, but for a good reason, they haye always 
heen associated in this country with the glowing camp-tire, 
the bed of fir boughs. {he many tales narrated at night, the 
magnificent scenery, aud the wilderness af our Northern 
lakes and streams, 

In conclusion, I would say, Let us, by rigid adherence to 
our fish laws, protect our American trout. They cannot be 
improved in our waters, Let us frown upon those who send 
in their reports of hundreds of fish killed in a day for count, 
and let the excellent work of American fishculture go on, 
aided by the good will of every one of our trout fishermen. 

On the other hand, the English ought to pay more atten- 
tion to fishculture, forbid the killing of small-sized fish, 
make the season shorter, and on their side they would have 
no need of importing other breéds, but would soon haye a 
fair supply of fish without superiors, but with worthy 
equals here in America, G. V.38. 
NEw YorK, 

Send tm your vote on the “lickerings.” See pape 438. ff pap 

Lisheulture, 

MR, WHITCHER KETIRES.—Mr. W. F. Whitcher, Com- 
missioner of Wisheries of Canada, has been obliged, by ill- 
health, to retire from the service. Rheumatic difficulties 
willcause him to seek a milder climate than Canada this 
winter, where ke can still follow these sports with rodand gun 
which he is devoted to, and in pursuit of which he contracted 
his malady by inattention to those things which seem trifling 
at the time, but are laid up in the system to worry humanity 
in after years, siich as exposure to wet and sleeping on damp 
ground. We regret the retirement of Mr. Whitcher at this 
time, for he was valiantly fighting abuses in his department, 
and he has performed his duties faithfully and conscienci- 
ously. His pen has often enlivened our pages, and in his 
winter sojournings we hope to hear from him again. 

SCOTCH FISHERIES.—The objects of the Scotch Fisheries 
Improvement are; 1, Amendment of the laws relating to sal- 
mon, trout, éte., in the fresh waters; 2. promoting the forma- 
tion of district boards in the fishing districts where they do 
not already exist; 3. the extension of the functions of the 
Scotch salinon Commissioners; 4 the encouragement of fish- 
culture; 5, prevention or curing of pollutions of rivers, streams 
and Jakes. The reports of Mr, Young, commisioner of fsh- 
eries for Scotland, and Prof. Huxley,commissioner of fisheries 
for England and Wales, are quoted from to show the necessity 
of action. The subject of the salmon disease still attracts 
gecal attention. A matine station for biological research has 
een establised at Edinburgh, a gentlemion having offered 

£1,000 for founding it and government assistance is expected, 

Of the 96 “Fiickerings,” which 10 ure busi? See paye 433. 
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FIXTURES. 

BENCH SHOWS. 

Jan. 2.3, 4,1884.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench Show, Meri- 
Joshua Shute, Secretary, Meriden, Conn, 

Jan, 16, 17, 1h and 19.—St. John, New Brumswick. H. W. Wilson 
St. John, N. B. 
April —, 1881.—The Cleyeland Beneh Show Association's Second 

Bench Show. Charles Lincoln, Superintendent. C, M. Munhall, See- 
retary, Cleveland, Ohio, 

THE BEAGLE CLUB. 

I READ with pleasure the communication of Mr, Ash- 
burner, in Formst AND Stream of Dec, 13, and yery 

heartily indorse his yiews on the formation of a beagle club, 
and the creation of a standard for the too long neglected little 
hound. My own communication, in the same issue, seems to 
be at one with his. But T do not like the name *‘American- 
English Beagle Club,” and hope that it may be changed, as 
FOREST AND STREAM suggests, to the simpler and move 
euphonious one, ‘The Beagle Club.” This is comprehensive 
enough and will look far better on our banner than the one 
already used. Wewish to start fairin every respect and a 
zood name is an admirable acquisition and, in the cluh’s case, 
may be “better than great riches.” 

At the late bench show, in Lowell, there were some fine 
dogs of all classes exhibited, and the judges evidently did 
their duty by allin a straightforward and unbiased manner, 
and the same may be said of the superintendent. Bench 
shows, however, held in conjunction with poultry shows, are 
far from satisfactory in many respects, though in proyincial 
towns the combination must perforee be suffered a little 
longer, 

erewith I send a partial list of first and second prizes 
awarded, and includes most of the sporting dogs. 

Ts the Massachusetts Kennel Club to have a bench show in 
Boston next spring? It is to be hoped so, and that it may be 
the best one ever gathered inthe State. The interest in 
thoroughbred dogs is Increasing, and the bench shows, if con- 
ducted aright, may be the means of educating the masses to a. 
better understanding and appreciation of the noblest of all 
animals and the best friend of man—the dog. 
By all means let us have “blue blood” and a true standard 

in all classes, and let the “curs” be confined to the bipedat 
species who take an interest in our dear, faithful en a 

SALE OF FOX-TERRIERS. 

\ J ESSRS. L. & W. Rutherfurd’s second annual sale of fox- 
we terriers took place at the American Horse Exchange, 
Broadway and Fiftieth street, on the afternoon of Dec. 20. 
Twenty-three lots were catalogued, of which Joker, at a re- 
serye of $100, was not sold, and one of the young puppies 
haying died the number sold was reduced to twenty-one, and 
tor these a grand total of S580 was obtained. Warren Wake- 
fulywent much aboye her value at $102.50, as did Warren 
Jack at $62.50, both being legey and light of bone. The 
cheapest dog sold, considering qnality, was the Nailer—Diana 
puppy, who has an excellent head und grand legs and feet ; 
the same buyer also secured Jaunty, the best of the bitches, 
for $50, The Brockenhurst Joe puppies were not what we ex- 
pected to see, being very heavy in muzzle and rather cloddy. 
The young puppies sold yery well, the average for the ten 
heing $15.40, rake of them bringing $22, $26 and $51 each; on 
the other hand two went for $5 and $6 each. There is evi- 
dently a market for well-bred dogs at auction, as the bidding 
throughout, when once started, was brisk, and business was 
meant by those present. Mr. Wm. Haston, manager of the 
exchange, officiated as auctioneer. 

Nailer—Fretful, whelpe Warren Jack, by 
Wi 

102,60 
50,00 

2 24.00 
Warren Bessie, by Bowstring—Viola, whelped Sept. 1882, 0, : 

TPT CaN) Fey ee ee es Mi eltey Cig eee ee: ose eee SINT 
Warren Daisy, by Jokey—Tugsle, whelped March, 1833, W. Webb 46,00 
Ten Puppies, all by Joker and out of Wakeful, Blossom, 

Bessie and Torment, whelped Sept, 1883, Mr. Leonard $10, 
Mr, Kinney $10 and 310, Mr. Miller $11, Mr, Kelley $17 und 
$22, Mr, Clikes $26, Mr. Cournizht $6, Mr. Grand $5, Mr. 
Dunning $31., reat) bubs Cheer Os ane PANY) 

EULESS eer se idee l= aii el -raen eer 22.) eos B5B0.00 

SPANIELS AT LOUISVILLE, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Mr. J. Otis Fellows takes exception in your last issue to my 

criticism of his two spaniels, Bonanza and Ruby, exhibited by 
him at the Louisville show. My vemarks anent the dogs in 
question were asfollows; ‘‘Hornell Bonanza is faulty im head, 
eye and coat, and is none too straight in his legs, which are 
much too long. Hornell Ruby wou mthe cocker class, Faults 
—Flain face, bad ears, light in bone, and of poor color,” 

Mr. Fellows first complains that I represented his “dogs” as 
heing in bad coat. Such is not the case; but I could not con- 
sistently overlook the retriever coatof Bonanza. Mr. Fellows 
is in error in supposing that field work made Bonanza’s coat 
faulty, for two or three months’ work in the brushes and 
briers “of Steuben county after woodcock and grouse” would 
have a strong tendency to pull some of the curls ont of his 
coat and give it a somewhat straighter appearance. Mr. Wel- 
lows does not claim that Bonanza is a field spaniel, but a true 
cocker. In that case Mr. Fellows was not justified in receiv- 
ing the second prize at Louisville in a class for field spaniels, 
and he should forfeit the prize money, Itis something new 
to me to be told that because a dog is ‘‘very round and cocker 
like” his legs appear crooked, Many mastiffs, fox-terriers, 
ate., have a very round appearance and yet ave perfectly 
straight on their legs, I can assure Mr. Fellows also that a 
dog seven and a half inches from the ground can be leggy and 
frequently is. All depends on what the legs have to support, 
Tf Mr. F. will give himself the trouble to look into Bonanza’s 
face he will find that the dog’s eyes are faulty, which does 
not necessarily mean that the eyes of a working spaniel should 
resemble those of the King Charles. 

lt does not prove that because ‘“we breed for the market” 
that Ruby’s color is not bad, neither is there any reason why 
the public should be mislead because the ‘market’ does not 
know what.a typical spaniel ought to be, True it is that Ruby 
was placed over Benedicti (she never beat him) ona certain 
occasion, but Mr. F. forzets that the gentleman who arrived 
at that decision has refused henceforth and forever to judge 
spaniels. Mr. F, seems equally blind to the fact that he him- 
self told me at New York that the decision was absurd. Mr. 
F, is all at sea when he says that breeding for bone is all rot 
and nonsense. A sporting dog must have good legs and feet, 
without which he is ‘useless,’ Prizes have for years bean 
awarded to the blind, the lame and the halt, and the bandy- 
lezged cripple with his splay feet has been allowed to com- 
pete successtully with the sporting dog proper. We are now 
on the road to improvement: let us not tum back! The im- 
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jortance of good legs and feet has been fully demonstrated in 
helate field trials. Ttis ‘smart’ in Mr. Fellows to assure us 
that thongh shortof bone, his bitch is a “combination of cat- 
out, sinew and steel springs,” very useful articles, no doubt, in 
their place, and probably as good a substitute for bone as 
could be found. lindorse Mr. P's statement that “a good 
dog cannot be # bafl color,” but I generally find that **a good- 
looking doe" is a fairly good color, especially in the caso of 
Gordon and Irish setters, black and tun terriers, and even 
spaniels, King Charlies included, CALACTICUS, 
New Yor, Dec, 22. 

THE SOUTHERN STATES FIELD TRIALS. 

PPHE Southern States Field Trials, under the auspices of the 
? New Orleans Gun Club, were commenced on Monday, 
the 10th December, at Canton, Miss. The weather through- 
out the time has been uiiusually fine, and the running good, 
The trials were run on the grounds preserved by the Madison 
County Gun Club of Canton, Miss, They are the finest in the 
world for such work, being an open prairielike country, with 
few placesin which a bird could hide away, and affording a fine 
view of the dogs when running, The birds were plentiful, 
anc. consequently the heats were short. The members of the 
club have kept open house all the week with true Southern 
hospitality, and vied with each other to see who could do 
must to make the week a pleasant one to all parties—handers, 
judges, reporters and spectators. The judging has not been 
questioned, and has given entire satisfaction. Dr, Young was 
preveuted from being present, and O, B. Whitford was chosen 
veferee in his place as to questions of ruling, but was not often 
called upon to give his opinion. On Tuesday, the second day 
of the trials, Mr. Doughtry, a farmer near Canton, treated 
the clnt and spectators to a magnificent banquet of barba- 
cued mutton, which was enjoyed to the fullest extent, One 
of the yery prowinent features ol! the trials was Pony, the 
body servant of Captain Key (one of the judges), who was 
always on hand, close behind the judge, with his haversack 
filled with refreshments, and ready to be useful and obliging 
to every one. 

Tn addition to the regular advertised stakes, there was an 
impromptu Derby gotten up, judged by Messrs. W, Tallman and 
Col. Trevesant; an admission fee of S10 was charged. It was 
rnu on the first day at the same time at which the Members’ 
Stake wasrun, Mr, J. M. Avent carried off all the prizes and 
honors. The trials were concluded at 11 o’clock on Friday 
worning, aud thus ended one of tihe most delightfnl meetings 
of sportsmen eyer heldin this country, The running was as 
follows: 

In the Members’ Stake, the prizes being a solid silver cup 
and asilver collar, donated by the Madison County Gun 
Cinb, there were eight entries, six setters and two pointers, 
which were drawn to run as follows: 

M. S. Humpbhries’s (Grand Gif, Miss.) lemon and white 
native pointer ‘Tyler, 

against 
B. W. Condon's (Houma, La.) black and tan English setter 

dog Dick Condon (Gladstone—duno). - 

H. M. Coleman's black, white and tan dog London (Glad- 
stone—Clip), 

agaist 
I. A. Scannel’s (Shreveport, La.) Biddie, not prevent, 

H, ©. Curdona’s (New Orleans, La.) lenion and white pointer 
Lehde, 

geist 
E. W. Condon’s (Houma, La.) black, white and tan dog 

Bravo V., withdraw. 

{. &. Ranarél’s black and white Huglish setter bitch Plossy, 
HIGINSE 

J. A. Scannel’s entry, nob present, 

TYLER AND DIGK CONDON, 
At tsa) Tyler and Dick Condon were put down in the 

selge, Dick Condon was at a great disadvantage in the race, 
being fresh from the hands of his breaker and unacquainted 
with his ower, In pace and style there was very little to 
choose between them. A short time after bee put, down 
Dick Condon flushed a single bird; at the same time some of 
the spectators flushed a beyy, which was marked down. The 
dogs were worked on toward them when Tyler flushed a 
single bird and stopped to wing. We then worked on into a 
swale, where Tyler pointed, Dick, coming up, went in ahead of 
him and flushed a single bird. ‘Tyler held his point and Hum- 
phries flushed a number of birds in front of him: both dogs 
dropped te wing, Ordered on, Tyler pointed and a bird was 
finshed and killed by Humphries. Tyler broke shot, but 
stopped to order; le then retrieved the bird. Moving on, 
Tyler again pointed, and the bird was put up and.missed. 
Moving on, Dick Condon pointed and Tyler was brought np to 
back. Both dogs roaded on, Dick Condon in a cotton patch 
and Tyler in the swale, where he pointed. The bird was 
flushed to order and missed. They were then ordered mp 
und the heat was awarded to Tyler, Down thirty-tour 
minutes. 

LEHDES AND MR, SOANNEL’)S ENTRY, 
The next brace drawn to run together was Lehdes and Mr. 

Scannel’s Biddie, who was absent andthe heat was given to 
Lehdes. 

COLEMAN'S LONDON AND BRAVO. 
Coleman’s London was drawn to run with Brayo V., but as 

he was just from his trainer’s hands, he would not work for 
his owner and was withdrawn, and London given the heat. 

FLOSSY AND MR. SCANNEL’S ENTRY. 

Plossy was drawn to run with the other entry of Mr. Scan- 
nel, which being absent, gave the heat to Flossy, This finished 
the first series, with the following result: 

First Series, 

Tyler beat Dick Condon. 
Lehdes beat Biddia (absent). , 
Coleman's London beat Bravo (withdrayn). 
Flossy heat Mr, Scannel’s entry (withdrawn). 

Second Series. 

TYLER AND LEHDES. 
were put down at 10-4¢in the sedge. In pace the two dogs 
were about equal, but only fair in this respect, Tyler being 
somewhat more stylish, ‘Uhey had been down a short time, 
when Lehdes flushed a bird and chased, Moying on, Tyler 
flushed and was steady to wing. Ordered on, he drew to a 
point in the edge uf some sedge, Lehdes being ordered up to 
back went in ahead and pointed asingle bird which he flushed 
and chased, ‘l'yler held his point, and Humphries flushed the 
bird aud killed it, when Tyler broke shot and retrieved it, 
They were then ordered up and the heat awarded to Tyler, 
Down sixteem minutes. Lehdes has been worked almost en- 
{irely on snipe, which accounts for his poor work. 

LONDON AND FLOSSY 
were cast otf at 10:33 in a field of sedge and weeds which was 
drawn blank. Moving ou in sedge, London dropped and com- 
menced roading, when Flossy came in ahead of him and 
flushed a bevy, both dropping to wing. Moying cn, Flossy 
scored a lalse point. Another bevy was flushed by the spec- 
tators. which was marked down, and the dogs were worked 
up the wind 40 them yhen both commenced roading, Flossy a 
little in the lead, aud they came to a point side by side. Sey- 
eral birds were flushed, and both dropped to wing. Ordered 
on, Mossy pointed, backed by London; the birds were flushed 
and Ranard missed and Flossy broke shot, London dropping 

result: 

were pit down at 2:25 to run the deciding heat. 

flushed # single bird on the side of a ditch, and aeross the 

Tyler potted, and comin 
on an 

by ‘I'yler. 

to wing, Moying on, Flossy again pointed at the edge of a 
diteh, but no bird was found, We, then moved hoserficks 
Loudon flushed a bird and dropped to wing, Working along 
a ditch, London again scored a fiush; they were then ordered 
up for lunch at 12:30, They were put down again after lunch 
ab 1:55, and worked toward town, Both dogs being improved 
by the rest, ranged and quartered their ground much better, 
After 4 short distance London pointed, Flossy coming up 
passed him and flushed the bevy. Moying on toward the 
birds which had been worked down, London dropped to the 
tise of a single bird, and Flossy coming up pointed the rest of 
the beyy. ondon then flushed a single bird near by. The 
dogs were ordered on into a piece of woods, where Deaitae 
pointed and moved on roading, but got too close to the birds 
and they flushed. Moving on, lossy scored a flush. Taken 
out into the open again, Flossy scored a false point, but the 
bird was flushed afterward ly the spectators where she had 
pointed, London then pointed a bevy, which Flossy flushed 
as she Came up. They were then ordered np and the heat was 
awarded to London, Down in all one hour and forty-seyen 
minutes, This finished the second series, with the following 

Second Series, 
Tyler beat Ledhes. 
London heat Flossy, 

WryaL Th. 

LONDON AND TYLER 

: London had 
decidedly the best of it in style and pace, ramming much better 
than in his previous heats. They were worked toward birds 
which had been marked down in the open, when London 

ditch Tyler flushed one and was steady to wing. Moving on, 
up London backed; both moyed 

‘Tyler scored a flush. We then worked on when Ton- 
don pointed, but was lot quite steady and the bird finshed 
London remaining staunch to another bird, which was flushed 

Ordered on Tyler pointed and moyed on, and Lon- 
don close by sropped on a point, and S ler moved up and 
flushed a bevy. The birds took to a thicket’ where Tyler 
pointed on the outside, and London scored two pionts inside 
of the thicket. They were then ordered up and the heat 
awarded to London, who was declared the winner of the cup. 
Down sixteen minutes. 

THE ALL AGED STAKE. 

On Tuesday morning the All-Aged Stake was commenced, 
The purse was $500—with $250 to first, $140 to second, and $100 
to third. There were ninetéen entries, of which sixteen wel'e 
setters and three were pointers. Following are the entries 
and the order in which they were drawn to run: 

Carrie J, against Harrison's London, 
Mingo against Rue, 
Sue against Tyler. 
Foreman against Flossy, 
Dick Gordon against Countess C. 
Gath against Grouse Dale, 
Pride against Pink B. 
Rush Gladstone against Count A. Rapier. 
Dover against Coleman’s London. 
Jack against a bye. 

CARRIE J, AND HARRISON'S LONDON 

were the first brace. Carrie J. was handled by Short and 
London by Tallman. They were cast off at 8:25 in a cornfield. 
Very soon Carrie J. flushed a bevy. Moving on, both dogs 
doing niece work, London haying the adyantage in style and 
speed, Carrie Commenced toading and soon flushed a bird. 
We then moved on into a thick swale, where London scored a 
false point. Ordered on into the corn, while Carrie was 
rouding nicely, a bevy was flushed by the horses of the judges. 
They were marked down, and the dogs were then worked 
toward them, when London pointed, backed by Carrie J, 
Tallman thished and killed a bird. Moying on, London flushed, 
We then swung round, when London, after a beantitul piece 
of roading, pointed beautifully in the edge of some sedge. Tall- 
man, to order, flushed the bevy and killed two, and London 
retrieved them both. Moying on, Carrie drew to a point, but 
moved on and roaded on up wind and located the bevy, which 
were flushed by Shorf_ and one killed, which she retrieved, 
both dogs dropping to shot. Moying on up to the sedge, Carrie 
scored a point, Sent on, she scored a flush. London then pointed 
and at about the same time Carrie flushed. They were then 
ordered up and the heat was awarded to London. Down 
thirty-five minutes, 

MINGO AND RUE, 

The owner of Rue haying telegraphed that she would be 
there, the heat was postponed until the close of the second 
series, when she not being on hand, Mingo was awarded the 
heat and giyen a bye in the second series. 

SUB AND TYLER. 

Sue and Mv. 8. Humpliries’s lemon and white native pointer 
Tyler were cast off at 9:25 in a sedge field, and worked to and 
acrossa ditch, Tyler moving at an easy gait, but not with 
the speed or style of Sue. We moved over a hill of sedge down 
to a gully, where Tyler pointed and was backed by Sue, who 
had been roading the same birds. Moying down to the ditch 
both dogs pointed. The birds were flushed hy Humphries who 
Killed one, which was retrieved by Tyler, Sue then pointed, 
and the bird was flushed to order and killed by Short and re- 
trieved by Sue. They were then ordered upaud the heat was 
awarded to Sue. Down thirty-two minutes. 

FOREMAN AND FLOSSY 
were cast off at 10. and worked over alnil in # cotton field, 
Foreman taking the lead and showing up greatly superior on 
style and speed. Flossy pointed where a bird hal been Killed. 
Working on, Foreman pointed in a row of sedge grass in the 
cotton field, and was backed by Flossy fora moment; she 
then broke in and flushed the birds, one of which had been 
wounded, which she chased and retrieved, causing Foreman 
to break in. We then worked into a ditch, where Flossy 
flushed. Moying on up the diteh Foreman poimted, but dis- 
covered his error, and moyed on up the brush and again 
pointed, Flossy refused to back, but moved im and took point 
ahead of him; the birds were flushed and were killed by Tall- 
man and retrieved by Foreman. They were then ordered up, 
and the heat was awarded to Foreman, Down thirty 
minutes, 

DICK CONDON AND COUNTESS C, 
Countess ©., handled by Avent, and Dick Condon, handled by 

Bilison, were put down in 4 cotton field af 10:35. Dick would 
be taken for a full-blooded Gordon. He is a nice dog and 
moves well, and ran a very close and exciting race with 
Countess. Working on in the cotton Countess pointed, and 
a little further on Dick pointed backed, by Conntess. The birds 
were flushed to order and one was killed by Ellison and retrieved 
by Dick. Moving on to where the birds had been marked 
down, both dogs secured a point. Avent, to order, flushed and 
killed a bird which was retrieved by Countess, Working on 
along aroad of sedge, Countess pointed, and soon after Dick 
also scored a point. Countess then pointed and Dick backed 
nicely. Moving on, Dick commenced roading, and just as he 
was about to establish his point a rabbit ran within afew feet 
of him, and he took a stepafter him and finshed the bird, A 
little further on Countess pointed and birds seen running on 
the ground. Avent shot and killed one, which was retrieved 
by Countess, the rest of the bevy rau on without flushing. 
Moving on over the hill both dogs secured a point each. They 
were then ordered up and the heat was awarded to Countess 
CG. Down fifty-tive minutes. 

GATH AND GROUSE DALE 
were then put down at 11:35 in the cotton field and worked on 

false point, 
on the other side, when Pink pointed, but moyed on and 

to a fitch where birds had bean marked down, and several 
were flushed by the handlers. Moving on, Gath pointed; both 
dogs moved well, but Gath had the advantage im speed, al- 
though he did not move as well as we have seen him. Moving 
on, Grouse pointed a lark, backed by Gath. We then swung 
tound across the ditch, and up « ravine where Grouse scored 
a false point; a lifitle further on up the ditch he again 
pointed, and discovering his errormoved on, We thenswung 
round, and crossed a cotton field to a ditch where Grouse was 
found. pointing a bevy in the puily, They were flushed to 
order. Tallman killed two, one of which was retrieved b 
Grouse. Moying on down the gully Grouse pointed, and Gaf) 
flushed a single bird, and dropped to wing, and soon after he 
scored afalse point. They were then taken up for lunch at 
I?, and were put down again at? in the cotton field, and 
worked across a cornfield, where Gath dropped on a beautiful 
point, basked by Grouse. The birds were flushed to order 
and one killed, which was handsomely retrieved by Gath, 
Moving onup the ditch, both dogs pointed and moved on, 
when Gath again pointed. We then worked on down the 
other side of the ditch where Gath scored a point: a little fur- 
ther on he azain pointed, but discovered his error and moved 
on. They were then ordered up and the heat was awarded 
to Gath. Down forty-five minutes. 

PINK B, AND PRIDE 
were cast off at 2:35 in a field of cotton, aud worked down 
to a ditch, where Pink finshed and soon after pointed: 
the bird was fiushed, shot at and niissed, We ae ercone 
round up the ditch where the birds were marked down, when 
Prida flushed. Moving on up the ditch both dogs secured a 

We then crossed the ditch and worked on down 

flushed the bird; then m the tall grass Pink pointed, and a 
little further on he again pointed, and svon after he again 
pointed on the side of the ditch. They were then ordered up 
and pis heat was quvarded to Pink B. Down twenty-five 
minutes. 

RUSH GLADSTONE AND COUNT RAPTOR 

were cast off at 3:05 in the sedge field. In speed and style 
Riish was much the best dog. Moying on up the slope Rush 
pointed nicely, backed by Rapier. Ordered on Count Rapier 
dropped on a point and a nice beyy was flushed, Moying on 
Rush Gladstone pointed; we then worked on, when hoth 
roaded and pointed on scent of larks. We then beat out a 
sedge field where Rush pointed a bevy, which were flushed 
ani marked down across the road. Working on down the 
to them Rush pointed and was backed by Rapier, A little 
further on Rush pointed in some tall grass, and soon after- 
ward Rapier pointed. Rush then flushed a single bird, and 
Rapier secured a point. Moving on in the bushes Rapier 
secured three flushes in rapid sucvession, and Rush gotin 
another poibt Outi inthe open. They were then ordered up, 
and the heat was awarded to Rush Gladstone. Down thirty- 
five minotes, 

DOVER AND COLEMAN'S LONDON 

were the next brave, London was handled by Nesbit, and 
Davidson’s Dover, black, white and tan setter dog (Mark— 
Floss), handled by his owner, were cast off at 5:40 in a large 
field ot sedge. Forspeed, style and ranging there was not 
much adyantage for either. They went off at a good, easy 
fait, and London flushed a single bird, and soon after he 

inted;and «a few steps further on Doyer scored a point. 
ovine across a ditch and up into the sedge, Dover fushed a 

large bevy, «nds little firther on he pointed and broke on, 
A large area was then drawn blank when both dogs came to 
a point on a large beyy. They were flushed to order and one 
killed by Davidson and retrieved by Dover. London then 
pointed; heating through the sedge both dogs scored a point on « 
a large bevy. To order, they were flushed and one killed by 
Nesbit, and when retrieved by London it was so badly torn 
by the shot or bitten by the dogs, that Nesbit declined to let 
the judges see it. A bird was then thrown into the sedge and 
retrieved very well by London, and they were ordered up, 
and the heat was awarded to London. Down, one hour and 
ten minutes, This finished the first series with the following 
result: 

Harrison's London beat Carrie J- 
Sne bzat Tyler. 
Foreman beat Flossy. 
Countess C, beat Dielk Condon, 
Gath beat Grouse Dale. 
Pink B. beat Pride. 
Rusli Gladstone beat Count Rapier. 
Coleman's London beat Dover. 
Mingo beat Rue (absent). 
Jack, a bye (withdrawn), 

Second Series. 

HARRISON'S LONDON AND SUE 

were cast off at 640 in a pateh of eottonm and worked on into 
some stubble and sedge, both moying finely and doing nice 
work, Sue pointed, but discayered her error and moved on, 
and while she was roading, London came up and pointed, and 
they both flushed a bevy. Working on up the ditch, Sua 
pointed and the bird was killed and retrieved by Sue, We 
then moved on over the hill, when Londor painted, and Sue 
coming up refused to hack, but swung round hin and pointed 
some hnndred feetin front of him. Moving on around the 
hill, London pointed, and then near a branch he Hushed a 
single bird, and soon afterward scored a nice point. Working 
on Sue pointed; we then worked on oyer the hill, when Sue 
pointed a bevy. One of them was killed to order and retrieved 
by her. They were then taken upeind the heat was awarded 
to Sue. Down twenty-three minutes. 

FOREMAN AND COUN'TESS C. 

were cast off 4b 9:55 in the sedze;-both went off well, and 
Fureman scored a nice point, and Countess C., coming up 
flushed the bevy in the ditch. Moving onup the branch, 
Countess C. flushed, and Foreman pointed a single bird. Moy- 
ing on, Countess C. pointed in a tleld uf cotton. We then 
worked on up hill, where, alter some beautiful roading in the 
cottou on running birds, Counteas C. Bt ate Running down 
the hill where birds had been marked down, Countess seored 
two flushes and Foreman.a point. Moying on, Countess again 
flushed. They were then taken np aid put down on the other 
side of a ditch, where Countess pointed in the cotton. Moy- 
ing on into the sede, she pointed a hare. Working on over 
"the hill, Foreman pointed and « nice bevy was flushed by the 

Ordered on Countess flushed in rapid 
succession three birds. They werethen taken up and the heat 
was awarded to Foreman, Down fifteen minutes. 

GATH AND RUSH GLADSTONE 
were put down at 11 in a sedge field, and Gath soon pointed a 
bird, which was flushed to order and killed, und retrieved by 
Gath, Moving on, Gath again pointed, and in afew moments 
Hushed a single bird. Rush roaded a crippled bird a long dis- 
tahee down a path and caught and retrieved it, Rush soon 
flushed one and Gath scored a false point. A bevy was then 
flushed by the spectators and marked down where Rush 
flushed. They were then taken up and the heat was awarded 
to Gath. Down forty niinutes. 

FINK B, AND COLEMAN’S LONDON 
were cast off at 1145. This was a very tedious heat, and 
both dogs worked ye pay Alarge urea of ground was 
drawn blank, when Pink flushed a bird on the edge of a 
branch, and they were taken upat 12foriuuch, ‘They were 
ib down again at 1410, and after crossing a branch Pink was 
‘ound on point, but uo birds were found. After a large e@x- 
tent of ground had been drawn blank, they were cast off in 
the ground where they bad worked before limch, and five 
birds were finshed by spectators and marked down, Ordered 
on, Pink B, flushe 

spectators near by. 

aud then pointed a bird, which was 
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flushed to orjler. Moving on, Pink flushed, and about the 
same time London also flushed. Both were going down wind. 
Moving on, London fiushed and dropped to wing, and Pink 
scored a false point. A bevy was then flushed by the specta- 
tors and marked down, and the dogs worked toward them, 
and Pini pointed, ‘The bird was flushed to order and shot at 
and missed, both dogs steady to shot, After a great deal of 
roading, false pointing and flushing by both dogs, they were 
taken up and the heat was awarded to Pink B. Down three 
hours and fifteen minutes. 

This finished the second series, Mingo haying abye. Fol- 
Jowing is the summary: 

Second. Series. 

Sue beat Harrison’s London. 
Foreman beat Countess C. 
Gath beat Rush Gladstone, 
Pink B, beat Coleman's Londoa. 
Mingo a bye. 

Third Series. 

MINGO AND SUE 
were the next brace. They were put down at 4:15. Mingo, 
owned by Mr. W, H. Wells, is a black and white English 
setter dos (Druid—Star) and was handled by Will Dayidson. 
He is 2 very handsome dogand a good mover though rather 
heavy, but is no match for Sue,who soon beat him. Working 
over the hill Sue fiushed a bird and dropped to wing, Mingo 
coming up flushed the rest ot the bevy, Moving on to the 
edge of the cotton Sue pointed and Mingo backed indifferently. 
The bird was flushed and shot at and Mingo broke shot. Mov- 
ing on Sue flushed a single bird. Mingo then in rapid succes- 
sion flushed three times and Sue secured two points. over the 
last of which a bird was Killed and she retrieved it; they were 
then taken up and Sue awarded the heat. Down fifteen 
minutes, 

FOREMAN AND GATH 
were put down at 4:35, and worked over the hill in the pay 
when Gath prey and broke in to wing. Moving on, he 
again pointed, backed by Foreman. Gath, after a niece piece 
of work roading his birds for some distance, pointed in the 
edge of a ditch, backed by Foreman. Working on down the 
ditch. Foreman scored a-false point. They were then taken 
up, and the heat was awarded to Gath. Down, 25 minutes. 
This finished the third series, with the following result: 

Third Series, 
Sue beat Mingo. 
Gath beat Foreman. 
Pink B., a bye. 

Fourth Series. 

SUB AND PINK B. 
were cast off at 9 on Wednesday morning in a sedge field. 
Pink soon pointed, and was backed by Sue. Moving on, Pink 
flushed, Sue then pointed to order, the birds were flushed 
and one killed and retrieved by Pink, Working on, Sue pointed, 
moyed up and the birds flushed wild. We then worked on, 
when both dogs roaded to a point, and a bird was killed and 
retrieved by Sue, who soon pointed again, and was backed by 
Pink. Then near a fence, Sue scored a false point. We then 
worked on over the hill, when both pointed a large bevy. 
Movius on down to the branch, Pink pointed and Sue flushed 
a single bird, and soon after she pointed. Working on up the 
hill, Fink pointed. Sue then drew to a point, but moved on 
up the hill, and again pointed, Moving on, Pink pointed and 
the birds were flushed to order, and two birds killed, and one 
was retrieved by each dog, We then worked over the hill, 
when Sue pointed a large bevy, and soon afterward roaded 
for some distunce and pointed. They were then taken up, 
and Sue awarded the head at 9:30. Down tifty minutes. This 
ended the fourth series, Gath having a bye. Following is the 
summary: 

Sue beat Pink B, 
Gath, a bye. 

Fourth Series, 

Finan Tr. 

SUE AND GATH 
were cast off at 9:50 in a field of sedge to decide first place. 
Working on to branch Gath flushed, and_a little further on he 
pointed near the branch, but soon moyed on. Sue worked on 
through # cotton field to some sedge and pointed. Working 
on over the hill Gath flushed, and a tew minutes after he 
pointed where a bird had been eaten by a fox. We then went 
over the fence to where the birds had been marked down, 
Sue pointed and Gath dropped to back. Moving on Gath 
pointed, but moyed on, when Sue flushed and Gath soon 
tollowed, Sue then pointed nicely, and was backed by Gath. 
The birds were flushed to order and one killed, which was re- 
trived by Sue. ‘they were then taken up and the heat was 
awarded to Sue, woo was declared the winner of the first prize. 
Down one hour, 

Tres FOR SECOND PLACE, 
First Series. 

LONDON AND PINE B. 
were put down atil0d in sere woods, where London pointed 

ee 

in beautiful stylé on the sideof a,hill, Pink flushed a bevy 
behind him, which caused the birds poited by London to 
rise. He was perfectly staunch to wing. Moving on into the 
swamp Pink pointed a hare; London then pointed. Moving 
on Pink pointed. Working on London scored a nice point on 
the edge of a burn, Moving on Pink pointed, and soon after 
up the hill London pointed a nice bevy. A little further on 
Pink scored a false point, which was nicely backed by Lon- 
don. Both dogs then scored two points each. They were then 
taken up and the heat was awarded to London. Down forty- 
five minutes, 

Final Tip FOR SECOND PLACE. 

LONDON AND GATH 
were put down at 12 ina field at the head ofa sully aud 
worked on down to a swamp. wheresome birds flushed by the 
spectators had been marked down. London flushed a single 
bird and soon after both dogs scored a point. Then up the 
swale Gath pointed staunchly. Short claimed it to be a 
mouse, but after a good deal of searching he unearthed a land 
terrapin. Then across the ditch, London pointed in nice style 
a bevy, and was backed by Gath, Moving on Gath pointed 
and roaded on, and the bird was flushed by handler. They 
were then taken up for lunch at 12:20, and put down again at 
1:30in a cotton field and worked down into a swale, where 
London pointed and was backed by Gath, Moving on, Gath 
pointedin a deep gully. We then crossed to another gully 
and crossed to a cornfield, which was drawn blank, We then 
swung round, and London pointed. Then up the hill Gath 
pointed a single bird which was flushed and lalled to order, 
and retrieved by Gath. Moving on London flushed, and a 
little further on Gathscored two points and London one, They 
were then taken up and Gath was awarded the heat and de- 
clared the winner of second money. 

TIE FOR THIRD PLACE. 
When ealled, Foreman, Grouse Dale and London divided third 

money; one-half to London, one-fourth each to Foreman and 
Grouse Dale. 

THE SPECIAL POINTER PRIZE. 
The special prize offered by Dr. N. Rowe, a silver collar to 

the best pointer in the All-Aged Stake, was contested for by 

TYLER AND PRIDE. 
They were cast off at 2.30, and worked over the hill, where 

Tyler pointed. Moving on, Pride pointed, and Tallman shot 
and killed a bird, which was retrieved by Pride. Moving on 
Pride scored 4 point, and soon after Tyler scored two points, 
and working a fey steps further he again pointed, The bird 
was flushed to order and killed. Tyler broke shot, and re- 
trieved it. Working on both dogs roaded, aud both scored a 
flish. Ordered on, Tyler made a nice point; the bird was 
flushed to order and shot, and he retrieved it nicely; they 
were then ordered 1p and the heat was awarded to Tyler, who 
was declared the winner of the pointer prize, Down thirty 
minutes. 

SUMMARY: 

First Series. 

Harrison’s London beat Carrie J, 
Sue beat ‘Tyler. 
Foreman beat Flossy. 
Countess C, beat Dick Condon. 
Gath beat Grouse Dale. 
Pink B. beat Pride. 
Rush Gladstone beat Count Rapier. 
Coleman’s London beat Dover. 
Mingo beat Rue (absent). 
Jack, a bye (withdrawn). 

Second. Series. 

Sue beat Harrison's London. 
Foreman beat Countess C. 
Gath beat Rush Gladstone. 
Pink B. beat Coleman's London, 
Mingo, a bye. 

Third Series. 

Sue beat Mingo, 
Gath beat Foreman, 
Pink B., a bye. 

Fourth Series. 

Sue beat Pink b. 
Gath, a bye. 

FINAL TIE FOR FIRST PLACE. 

Sue beat Gath, and won first prize. 
TIHS FOR SECOND PLACE, 

London beat Pink B. 
FINAL TIE FOR SECOND PLACE. 

Gath heat London, and won second prize. 

TIES FOR THIRD PLACE. 

Third prize was divided, Harrison’s Loudon receiving one- 
half and Foreman and Grouse Dale one-fourth each. 

| THE CHAMPION STAKE. 
| Purse $250 and a silyer cup, value $100. 

GATH AND SUE 
were the only entries in this stake. Both were handled by 
My, H. M. Short, and in justice to him we will say that 
although the dogs belonged to different men, and his interest 
in the winnings of each dog was different, we have never seen 
two dogs handled ina more impartial manner. Gath who 
has never heretofore let himself out in his contests with Sue, 
seemed in this race to throw off his allegiance to the old dog, 
and began from the first to ent out his work for himself, 
which he did in fine style, while Sue did not do so well as we 
have seen her do heretofore. They were run two hours to 
test their merits to the fullest extent, Gath coming out com- 
paratively an easy winner. ‘They were put down in a field 
near the cotton gin aud worked up wind. Several birds were 
flushed by the spectators, but were not followed. Both dogs 
moved off at great speed and ranged yery wide, making it 
almost impossible to keep them both in sight at the same 
‘time, After going’ some distance a bevy was seen to rise out 
of the sedge, and Sue was found pointing them down wind, 
but was neither scored a point or Hush. We then moved 
on to where the birds were marked down in some tall 
grass on the side of a ditch and both dogs going in flushed 
several birds. Then out into the open Gath pointed at the 
edge of some sedge, and at the same time Sue scored two 
flushes in the ditch. We then worked on up the hill where 
Sue pointed and was neatly backed by Gath. Working ou 
down into a swamp, Gath pointed. Several birds were put 
up and it being a bad place to work the dogs they were 
ordered out on the hill where Sue pointed and a tine bevy was 
flushed and atthe same time a small beyy rose wild. Gath, 
who had been lost, after a good deal of searching was found 
on a point in the tall weeds, where the last birds rose. Work- 
ing on up the hill Gath scored a bad flush. We then worked 
up a draw leading to a piece of woods, when both dogs roaded 
for some distance but failed to locate the birds. “We then 
worked up into the woods where Gath pointed a nice bevy. 
One was killed by Short and retrieved by Gath, Ordered on 

' over the hill Gath roaded for some distance but the birds 
flushed ahead of him. Moving on Sue fiushed. We then beat 
down into the hollow where Gath pointed a large bevy. One 
was killed by Short but he failed to findit. Moving on to where 
the birds were marked down, Sue flushed and Gath secured 
two points. It then commenced to rain and the two hours 
agreed upon by the judges haying expired, they were ordered 
up and Gath declared the winner ot the stake. Down two 
ours. 

THE PUPPY SWEEPSTAKE. 

On Monday, while the Members’ Stake was rimming, there 
was a sweepstake for puppies arranged and run with “Messrs. 
Trezevant and Tallman as judges; entrance, 510, divided into 
three prizes; Mr. J. M. Avent also donated a puppy to go to 
the winner. There were eight entries, which were drawn to 
run as follows: x 

J. M. Avent’s Poarter against D, R, Kemp's Jack, Will 
Davidson’s Dover against J. M. Ayent’s Rush Gladstone, C. L. 
Wallin’s Pride of Dixie against Will Davidson’s Ivish Don, H. 
M. Short’s Shot against J. M, Avyent’s Countess C. 

POARTER AND JACK 

were cast off at 9:55 in asedge field. In speed and style they 
were about equal, Poarter soou got lost in some high grass, 
and when called flushed a bird. Then in a cornfield Jack 
roaded to a flush, and a little further on Poarter flushed a 
bevy. <A little further on Jack pointed. The bird was flushed 
and shot at, when Jack broke shot and chased. Poarter then 
pointed. Jack refused to back and flushed the bird. They 
were then ordered up, and the heat was awarded to Poarter. 
Down forty-three minutes. 

RUSH GLADSTONE AND DOVER 

were cast off at 10:40 in a field of sedge. In style and speed, 
Rush had the advantage. Rush ina few minutes scored two 
flushes, and after some work in the sedge, he flushed a bevy, 
which were marked down im a thicket, where Rush again 
flushed and Doyer scored a very unsteady point. Moving out 
into the open, Dover pointed and was very indifferently 
backed by Rush. They were then taken up tora while and 
put down again, when Rush pointed in a thicket. Moying on 
he flushed, and a little further on he scored a false point. He 
then got a nice point, and they were then ordered up and the 
heat was awarded to Rush Gladstone. Down one hour and 
forty minutes. 

PRIDE OF DIXiE AND IRISH DON 
were put down at 12:15 in a sedge field. Pride scon pointed, 

| but he pointsso indifferently that it is hard to tell when he 
has a bird. Moying on Don flushed a bird, and shortly after 
Pride pointed. Moving on both dogs pointed together side by 
side a Single bird; a little further on Pride fiushed, They were 
then taken up for lunch at 1:10 and put down-again at 2:20, 
when Pride pointed a single bird in the woods, and soon atter 
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he pointed a bevy. They ‘were then takenup andthe heat 
was awarded to Pride of Dixie, Downsixty-five minutes. 

SHOT AND COUNTESS Cc. 
Shot was then mulled, and not being present, Countess C. 

was given the heat. This finished tie first series. 

Second Series, 
COUNTESS C. AND PUARTER 

were put down at 2:50 in» field of sedge. Countess moving 
nicely and showing good style and speed. She was the first 
to point, Poarter soon after Hushed in the woods and a little 
further on he pointed and was nicely backed by Countess. 
We then moved on and Countess pointed and Poarter becom- 
ing wild and unruly, they were ordered up and the heat was 
awarded to Countess C. Down, twenty minutes, 

RUSH GLADSTONE AND PRIDE OF DIXIE 
were put down at 3:15 ina sedge field, where Rush pointed 
and was backed by Pride, to order, The rest of the work was 
yery indifferent, and they were ordered up and the heat, was 
awarded to Rush Gladstone at 3:25. Down twenty minutes, 

Finan Tre FOR First Poace. 
QOUNTHRS 0, AND RUSH GLADSTONE 

were put down at 3:25 in a sedge field, where Countess 
pointed, Rush soon after flushed, and a little further on he 
pointed, and Countess backed him nicely, Countess then 
pointed and Rush finshed « single bird. They were then 
taken up and the heat awarded to Countess C,, who was de- 
Mared the winner of first prize. Down fifteen minutes. 

FINAL Tim ror SEcoND PLACE. 

RUSH GLADSTONE AND POARTER 
were pul down at 3245 tostun for second money. They were 
cast off ina sedge field, where Rush pointed. Moying on both 
dozs flushed on the side of a'ditch, and then both dogs pointed 
asingle bird. Both dogs then did some yery sorry work, 
flushing several birds, They were ordéred up and the heat 
awarded to Rush Gladstone, who was declared the winner of 
second prize, Down fifteen mimites. 

FINAL TIE FOR THIRD PLACE, 
Poarter and Pride of Dixie, both handled by Mr. Avent, 

divided third money, 
SUMMARY. 
Mirst Series, 

Poarter beat Jack. 
Rush Gladstone best Doyer. 
Pride of Dixie beat Irish Don. 
Comntess C. beat Shot (absent). 

Second Series. 

Countess C. beat Poarter. 
Rush Gladstone beat Pride of Dixie. 

FINAL TIH FOR FIRST PLACH, 
Countess C, beat Rush Gladstone, and won first prize. 

FINAL TIE FOR SECOND PLACE, 

Rush (adstone heat Poarter, and won second prize. 

FINAL TIE FOR THIRD PLACE. 
Poarter and Pride of Dixie divided third prize. 

THE GROUSE DALE—LIT MATCH. 

AKAND JUNCTION, Tenn., Dec. 22,—On Thursday niorn- 
_ ing, December 20th, the race between W. A, Bucking- 

hainm’s lemon and white setter Grouse Dale, and Major J. M, 
Vaylor’s black, white and tan setter bitch Lit, was commenced 
at Grand Junction, Tenn. 

The weather was exceedingly batl for dogs, judges and 
handlers. If was close, cloudy, with a stiff breeze from the 
northeast, aid everything was covered with a heayy sleet, 
On Friday the weather promised to chanye, and about 1 
o'clock the sun came out, but only fer a few minutes. The 
heavens soon became overcast again, and the wind very 
piercing, which state of things continued till the close of the 
race ats;s7. In consequence of the bad weather and difficulty 
in getting horses, ete., the race did not commence till 9 o’cloek, 
The running of the dogs was much beftier than was expected, 
and the birds were found in fair quantities. Up to 5 o'clock 
on Friday, Grouse Dale had done tine work, and had the 
advantage of his antagonist. At this time, from becoming 
chilled or some other ¢ause, he suddenly gave way and refused 
to hunt,and the race was awarded to Lit. It was the 
unanimous opinion of those present that both dogs did excel- 
lent work, taking into consideration all the surroundings, 
which were so bad that it amounted almost to cruelty to work 
them. The following is the running: 

THURSDAY, 
At 9 o'clock on Thursday morning the dogs were put down. 

Grouse Dale being handled by Wm. Tallman, and Lit by H. M, 
Short. They were cast off in a large sedge field northeast of 
the Junction, In ranging, style and quartering, Grouse Dale 
had the adyentace, Lit going off a little the fastest. She soon 
Yound and pointed three scattered birds. We then moved 
on down toa thick swale of high grass, where Grouse Dale 
pointed a large beyy, and was backed by Lit. To order, Tall- 
man flushed the birds, and both he and Short shot and killed 
a bird each, and one was retrieved by Lit. The othér was 
winged and was roaded by Grouse for some distanve into a 
(liteh, and under the bank, where he could not get it. 
Ordered on, Lit finshed a single bird on the edge of the high 

grass; and dropped to wing. Soon afterward Grouse flushed. 
Moving on Grouse pointed, and the bird was flushed to order 
and killed by Tallman and retrieved by Grouse Dale. We 
then moved on over the hill, when Lit flushed a large bevy. 
Working on up a branch where the birds had been marked 
down, Grouse flushed a single bird on the edge of the ditch, and 
several birds got up wild, Iurther up the ditch Lit pointed 
a single bird which was killed by Short and very indiffer- 
ently retrieved by Lit. Moving on up the ditch, Grouse Dale 
pointed and the bird Mhished wild some distance before him. 
We then worked on up a rayine, when both dogs challenged, 
but nioved on, and Lit soon afterward pointed, and the bird 
was flushed and flew directly oyer her, causing her to be un- 
teady to wing. Further up the rayine when Lit flushed a 
ingle bird, 
We then swimg around into « thicket of plum bushes, when 

Grouse pointed, fut moved on. Lit, coming up, pointed at 
same place a single bird, evidently the same one winded by 
Grouse. Itwas fushed to order by Short and killed, and re- 
rieved by Lit. We then swung around up a fence, and over 
{, to 4 pateb of sedge and plum bushes, where Grouse pointed 
sunall bevy, which was flushed to order and one killed, and 
trieyed hy Gronse. Moving on, Grouse pointed a bird which 

Was Seen fo be winged, and he was allowed to cateh and re- 
retrieveit. We then moyed on oyer the hill into pines and 
sedge, where Lit pointed, backetlby Grouse Dale. Moving on 
round the hill, Grouse pointed, backed by Lit. We then 
WUD» around to the left, when both dogs pointed, but moved 

on, Working in down into the hollow, Lit pointed a bevy, 
We then worked on to where the birds had heen marked 
down, where Grouse flushed, Moying on, Lit pointed a single 
ird, Wethen worked on through the field for some distance, 
When 4. bevy wae flushed by one of the reporters and marked 
down. We then swung round and worked the dogs toward 
hem, wheu Grwuse Dale pointed a single bird and the rest of 

the bevy flushed wild. Going on down and across a ditch, 
Lit flushed a small bevy, The dogs were then taken up for 
ne hour tor lunch. 
After luuch they were again put down and worked across & 

Jurge piece of wouds which was drawn blank, Gronse Dale at 

first went rather slowly, but he soon warmed up, and took 
the lead, which he held tio the close of the day, At the edge 
of a thicket, Lit pointed a bevy, and Short shot and killed 
one, Which was retrieved by Lit. Moying on around the hill, 
Lit pointed in a hedge row, and bird was flushed to order, 
We then swung around over the hill, anda grent deal of 
pround was drawn blank, when Lit pointed a beyy in the 
edge of the weods, Moving on down into woods when both 
dogs pointed, and Tallman killed a bird and Grouse retrieved 
it. 
We then moved on, when the handlers flushed a bevy, 

which were marked down in sedge field. We worked on 
down to them, when Grouse pointed to order. Tallman put 
up the bird and killed it, and Grouse retrieved. Moying on, 
Grouse scored a false point, He then roaded on and again 
pointed, backed by Lit. Moying on, Lit pointed, and we 
worked on upto a brier patch, where Lit pointed a single 
bird, which was flushed and killed by Short, and retrieved by 
Lit, We then worked on through a corn-field, when Grouse 
pointed, but discovering his error moyed on, The dogs were 
then ordered up, while the judges rode around a gully. They 
were then put down againin the edge of a thieket, when a 
beyy flushed wild in a corn-field, an 
the thicket. Moving on, Lit pointed, Ordered on, Grouse 
pointed, and the bird flushed wild. Moving on, Grouse 
pointed, and then sent on he again pointed, and the bird was 
Hushed to order by Tallman, and killed and retrieyed by 
Grouse. 
We then worked on into thicket, where Grouse pointed 

backed by Lit. We then swung around down the hollow, 
when Grouse pointed a bevy which got up scattering, andthe 
dogs were worked to where they were marked down, when 
Lit pointed a single bird. Moving on, Lit again pointed, and 
the bird was flushed to order by Short and lulled, and retrieved 
by Lit. Ordered on, Grouse pointed a single bird. Moying on, 
Grousé again pointed a single bird and Lit coming un, refused 
to back and stole the point. The bird was Hushéd and killed 
by Tallman, A large field of cotton and sedge and a body of 
timber was then drawn blank, and the dogs were ordered up 
for the day. ; 

FRIDAY, 

They were put down again at 8:45 on Friday morning, in the 
woods where they were taken up thenight before, and a good 
deal of ground drawo blank. We worked on over the rail- 
road, when Grouse pointed abeyy in the thick sedge. They 
were flushed to order, and allmau killed three, of which 
Grouse retrieved one and Lit one; the other could not he 
found. Working on to where they had been marked down, 
both dogs scored a pointin a heavy swale, Moving on, Grouse 
flushed a single bird, and Lit scored a false point, We then 
swung round into the woods, when Grouse pointed a small 
bevy. Goingon, Lit pointed asingle bird, When then worked 
inup to the edge of the woods, when Lit pointed a single bird, 
and working on in the woods Grouse pointed. Wethen swung 
round down to a ditch, and worked downit in the sedge, when 
Lit pointed abevy. Short, to order, flushed and killed two, one 
of which was retrieved by Lit. We then worked down to a 
very deep gully, when Grouse, going across, pointed. and 
held his point for some time till we could cross. As we moved 
up to him, Lit pointed another bird, which was flushed and 
she broke in. Moving on, Lit flushed two birds, We then 
swung round back to the woods when Grouse pointed. 

We then drew a great deal of ground blank. and going up a 
hedge row, Grouse conimenced roading and Lit coming up re- 
fused to back, and both dogs pointed side by side. A bevy 
was flushed and two birds killed, and both dogs retrieved. 
We then worked on to where the birds had been marked 
down, and Lit pointed, Moving on she scored a falsa point, 
A large field was then drawn blank and the dogs were ordered 
up for one hour for lunch. 
Atter lunch, they were ¢aal Off into the woods, and this and 

a large adjoining field of sedge was drawn blank. We then 
crossed the railroad into the woods, when a bevy was flushed 
by the handlers, and marked down in an adjoining corn field. 
Working on over the fence, Grouse pointed, and Tallman te 
order flushed and killed the bird, and Grouse retrieved it. 
We then worked over a large field of sedge, and through a 
piece of woods to a field of stubble and cotton, where both 
dogs were found on points in the high grass. The birds were 
flushed and shot at, but none killed. Now crossing the drain 
to a pully, Grouse flushed, and then in rapid suecéssion scored 
three points. We now moved up ene the rail road, and 
across into a field of sedge, when Grouse from haying become 
chilled or sick from sumé other eause, gave out and refused to 
ran They were then ordered up and the race awarded to 
dit at 3:37, 

TRIED TO PASS SIN COIN.—New Haven, Conn,— 
Editor Forest wand Stream: While youare relating dog stories 
I would like to add one which, perhaps, will be new. I heard 
it told by Prof. Brewer, of Yale College, in one of his scientific 
lectures, upon, I think, the development of reasoning and 
mental powers in animals. A friend of his living m Bridge- 
ort had a tine dog, who had been taught to take a nickel in 
is mouth each morning, go down to a butcher's shop and buy 

his breakfast, He was well known at the shop, and always 
promptly served to a fine bone. One morning while watider- 
ing around, the dog found a heap of the small round pieces of 
tin which are punctured from tin cans used in preserving 
meats, yeyotables, etc. They were bright and new, the size 
of a five-cent piece, and the dog evidently considered it a find. 
Taking one in his mouth. away he went to the butcher shop 
and demanded a joint. Tickled by the joke the buteher gave 
him one. The dog evidently thought he had struck « big 
bonanza and departed in great delight. In a short time he 
reappeared with a mouthful of tin and several other dogs. 
But the butcher now thought the joke gone far enough and 
refused, The dog tried for a long tine to pass his tin and was 
much puzzled, barking his disapprobation, When finally 
convinced if was no use, he departed in great wrath, shame 
and confusion, and evidently thinking his credit gone, refused 
thenceforth ever to go near the shop or tuke any money to buy 
his meals with, preferring to take what he could get at home, 
—PERCYVAL, wis 

BRAUFORT,.—Mr. George MH, Nixon, of Leesburg, Vi, has 
sold the pointer dog Beaufort to Mr. Charles H, Mason, of 
New York, fora very large price. Beaufort was whelped in 
May, 187). He was sired by champion Bow, who is well 
known to our readers. His dam Benlah is litter sister to Mr. 
Orgili’s chatnpion Rush, Beaufort made his first appearance 
in public ab Washington last February, winning first in the 
open class. An excellent and truthful likeness of him may be 
found in Forest AND Srream oft March 4, 1543, He is a fine 
upstanding dog, of about 70Ibs. weight. We consider him the 
West looking pointer that we have ever seen. We ure assured 
by several gentlemen who haye seen him at work, that he is 
also an excellent field performer, Mr, Mason informs us that 
he will take Beaufort to England and exhibit him at the prin- 
cipal shows there next spring, where we have uo donbt he will 
give a good account of himself. Upon his return he will be 
placed in the hands of Mr. Tallman, who will run him in the 
Pield ‘Trials next fall. 

MERIDEN DOG SHOW.—Entries for the Meriden, Conn,, 
dog show, to be held on Jan, 2, 3 and 4, close with tie secre 
tary on Dee. 28, at 9 o’clock P.M, Adams Express Company 
return dogs free of charge which have been shipped to the 
show by their line. ‘here isno classification, tirst and second 
prizes being offered tor ever; distinct) breed of dogs, separated 
into dog, bitch and puppy classes, the entry fee 1m each case 

being one dollar, Mr. James Watson, of New York, will 

judge all the classes. 

were marked down in | 

_SWEBT BRIAR.—New York, Dec, 21.—Hditon Forest ancl 
Stream: In the report of the Lowell Bench Show by your 
special correspondent, in your last issne, in critizine bulldogs 
says: ‘Sweet Brifr is a capital brindle bitch. but looks a little 
older than the record shows.” Now, 1 would inform your 
special correspondent, in the first place, that we are not in the 
habit of entering our dogs as beiug younger than they really 
are, und in the second place, that; we would refer him to the 
EK, 6.8, B. No. 18,072, where he will tind full particulars as 
to her pedigree, age, ete.—Ranp W. Liyineston, [There 
was no imputation that the age had been incorrectly stated in 
the record, J ' 

« ST. JOBN, N, B., willhayes bench show Jan, 16 t0 19 in- 
elusive. ‘The seeretary’s address is M1, B. W, Wilson, St. 
John, N. B, 

We vepeut on page 438 directions for the Camp-Pire vuling. 

Rifle and Gray Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY, 

_ GALLERY CARELESSNESS.—An article, “Gullery Extension,’ 
in issue of Dec. 6, a just criticism relative to danger resulting from 
Want of care, impel me to give a case of peculiar interest, though 
undoubtedly one of many that are not so remarkable either, when 
looked at from a practical point of view. It is ouly a matter of 
surprise that more accidents of like nature do not occur. In this 
yillage something over 4 year ago aman opehed 4 shooting gallery 
and earned a good living. He was & careful man and an accidental 
discharge of a rifle never occurred in his huilding. After some 
time the property fell jnto the hands of our village marshall, a man 
of integrity, but excitable and passionate, Formerly a sailor, Mr. 
Jones had visited nearly every part of tha globe, He had been a 
private in the war and engaged in many active fights and was 
wounded many times. Always careless with firearms, he used but 
little precantion in his gallery and frequently would fo to the tur 
get to ascertain the score, leaving a cocked gun im the hands of the 
inexperienced. His career Was short, and just as he was makin 
some headway in paying off a mortgage on a house which shelterei 
a wife and six small children, abullelb passed through his heart, 
Jones handed a cocked gun one day to an inebriate, who then turned 
tound to speak to some one in the crowd, and as Jones was paying 
no attention at the time it was a surprise that some one of the crowd 
was noh wounded; but being again vie in position the crank pre- 
pared to shoot, but once more turned partially round. Jones, who 
was about five feet distant, carelessly talking, grabbed the gun by 
fhe muzzle and with a jerk threw the gun upward and past Wim, but 
as it passed his body the cartridge exploded and caused almost in- 
stant death. The accident was almost eéntively bis own 
fault and the shooter was discharged after a round fine 
for drunkenness, The. bullet, a small No, 22, passed through 
his heart, and he nheyer spoke afterward. In this case a 
little carelessness cause] a resulti which years of exposure in battles, 
vovaging and street brawls failed to accomplish.—Quantum Stari 
(Howard City, Mich,, Dec, 18, 1883,) 

WIMBLEDON SOUVENIRS.—Secretary Seabury, of the American 
National Rifle Association, received the following letter from the 
secretary of the British Association. The dicoratious come 4s wel- 
come Christmas presents fo the late defeated; ‘12 Pall Mall Hast, 
London. 8, W., Dee. 4, 1888. Dear Sir: The Council of the Natiourl 
Rifle Association haye directed me to forward to yon the *Wimble- 
don’ bars, (888, whieh they are desirous of prasenting to the mem- 
bers of the American team, for their aceeptation, a8 a soiventr of 
(heir visitto Wimbledon, and of the pleasure if gaye ns to see them 
atourmeeting, Lhe number of bars is twenty one; twa being in- 
tended for the two ladies who honored us with their presence, and 
who the Counecilhope will accept these ‘Rouvenirs of Wimbledon.’ 
Relieve me, very truly yours. Eomonn Sr. J ies Mruparay, Secretary.” 
The bars arein the form of a small epanlette, 24ain, long, by V4qin, 
wide; the Outer edie is of bine cloth about 14in, wide, on which is seb 
a red cloth raised pad, about lin. in width, surrounded by a border 
‘of gold eord; inside of the border in gold cord letters and figures are 
the words ‘Wimbledon, 1843." ‘This souveniiis constructed so as to 
be sewed on the sleeve of the coldier’s dress cout. 
BULLS HEAD RIFLE CLUB. NEW YORK.—M, Dowler. President; 

J. J. Jordan, Vice-President; A. Lober, Secretary; D, Holland, Treu- 
surer; G, Zimmermann, Captain. The following score was Shut 
Thursday, Dec. 138: G. Zimmermann, 117; M, Dowler, 114; C. ‘Rem, 
ji4; V. Steinbach, 112; J. Schneider, 111; A. Lober, 110; W- hods, 110: 
E, Holzmann, 110; J. ¥. Schroedér, 103; 1. Gunther, Loe; J.J. Jordan, 
92: 8, PF. U. Weher, 91; J. F. Campbell, 8). Massachusetts twelve 
ring target. The following scores were shot ou Thursday, Dee. w0: 
M. Dowler, 116; G, Zimmermann, lid: A, Lober, 114; C. Rein, 118; (i. 
Wendelkén, 109; D. Holland, &t.—A, LOBeER, 

Creedutoor Practice Match, 
Hiushing. 4445456454 6-94 LA Hurd. 434444450441 
ChasH Ore-5444454445-43 CHarrisom 454444444 4-41 
EJames,..4445544454 43 ALThayern 45444354 44-89 
GHunt.,..4554¢385444442 WHE Bort 4a3¢44944 4-87 
HA Lewis. 44 45¢4 4544-42 JS Payson4 26499 84 4 5—86 
J Bduionds 4 4444445 44-42 

Creedmoor Prize Match. 
HUT SSRN ONIN Taco talens pn aielalely vbolar-ts clei d445 54 44 4 4-49 
(OPTRA MAN ga AAS 444 5 4 4 Ged 
We OcPOVSOR ys ea557056 tid td G d-#2 
FW. UD Es s,s Sensitive 54d h 4 4d 4 4-42 

W. Gharles,-.-.:-.:--- ee 96 9 710 6 4 9 7-7 
TN Frye......-- fue (9 O78 9 OA 5-09 
J5 Payson, .. 4 e 760 8 47 0 7 506 
W E Bort : .% 56 6 6 & & BT BB 6th 
AWS, DRayetyy ie Pee), Fs delas Some 464410 5 2 9 3 9—5t 

Decimal Rest Mateh. 
W Qbarles.:.:..., Dee Se ford tees jesse Ww 8 910101910 9  O—ht 
JN Eryé..- 0 920 9 9 bY RAM O 10-92 
JS Payson 101010 910 8 9 10—fe 
W E Bart ... 9 7 910 Fio 9 H 10 9-8) 
AL Thayer. #10 8 910 BW 7 3 0-80 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who favor us with club scores are particntirty re- 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

ALBANY, N. ¥.—A mumnber of gentlemen from the city well-enawn 
as crack shots were the guests OF Squiry Peck, of Niverville, N. Y., 
on the 13th, and were entertained by the Squire at Trempors Hotel , 

To the Ree ay 
ircs, 

located on the borders of Kindertiook Laka, N.Y. 1) 
amatch was shot under New York regulations, cach man 25 
3 yds, rise, yds. boundary. Thefollowing scores were male: 
W a Hext..i<+..225275 2 
BE Peck......, 
H Andinwood. 

ae sees 

Bolay 
They first tried 21 birds at 2tyds. with the followin result: 

ae saree ste bm —A 

For the aext places there were five candidates, as follows: 
dem Sratth, Worantd-...c tote deus Ft aoe < OULAL MT01 1119 
Van Vleck, Toronto - OO 19 

J Donglas. Toronto. 
Coburn, Toronto... 
M Riordan, bimiltoo 

Wiis Coburny....2.0...-).-6,, AH 
,.111—5 Riordan.--- - ia Coho ite QOL Ld) 

Douglas BS de hey oe t fl OLD aed 
This left Sinith aud Van Vleck tied, aud also Datzias aud Coburn. 



Duc. 2%, 1883. 

Van Vleck missed his On the shoot otf, of 3 birds, Smith killed 3 and Hi 
seeond Donelass atid Coburn divided fitth and sixth evenly, 
Riordan got seventh, 

This gives the prizes In the following order: 
JR Humphrey. Toronte...-...)---- --- 5 
Pickering, Toronto (for Blong, Port Perry},..,--.. 
AT Smith, Toranto----,-.---- ya eh . 
Van Vine, 1 
J ae ani Co F 
M Riordéin, Hamilton... 2... net e eda pee ee oe 
The medals for the first two winners given in addition tothe mone, 

ave beauties and worthy the close coutest. 

bebed Ser ed es eee ne remy om 

or 

top STS 
- 
9 

Hoare you voted? See page 434, 

Canocing. 

FIXTURES. 

Wivter Gampfire.—Tan, 5, 1881.8 P. M.,al 23 Hast Fourteenth street. 
Subject—Satls, Rigging, Steering Gear and Paddles, 

Secretaries of cnnoa clubs are requested to send to ForEsT anv 
Sucasr their addresses, with name, membership, signals, ef.. of 
their clubs, and also notices in adyance of meetinyss aud races, aud 
reports of (he same, Canoeisis and all interested in eanoeing are 
requested to forward fo Forest anp Sraram their addresses, with 
Joes of cruises, maps and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or deserplions of boats and fittings, aid all items relating 
to the sport. 

SPRINGFIELD CANOE CLUB. 

‘ ¢ 
PA 
» 

RGANIZED March, 188%, wilh fen members, Com., F, A. Nicker- 
son: Séeeretury, C.M, Shedd, Present, membership, nineteen, 

Goais—Higlileen cunoes. one sncakbox. Floating house on Connecti- 
put eg at Springfield. Signal, navy blue field, white circle and 
rei star, 

CLUB SIGNALS. * 

NUMBER, of elubs have not yet responded to our request for 
signals ni reports, anid among those who have there is an 

Alarming majority of the Sh at nep Ett design of letters on a plain 
field. The signal published above, that of the Springfield C. C., bas 
the merits of being both original and distinetive, and we commend it 
to other clubs, not for them te copy, but as a suggestion of some- 
thing much better than most of {hem can now hoast of. We shall 
continue the publication of elub Sieaels each week, and here rénew 
our request for those not yet sent in. In this connection we would 
snerest to those interested, that if their signal is not entirely satisfac- 
tory, now 1s the time to change it. Calla cnentnree once, decide on 
asuitable desicn, and secure your claim to it by forwarding it to 
Borns? Ann Spream for publication. ‘ 
The question of ownership of @ signal that has already been dis- 

cussed in our columns, could We very easily settled by all the clubs 
concerned agting on the above suggestion, as éach might easily find 
a better design jnan the one in dispute, 

SOME OF MY CANOES. 

PART U,—THE NAUTILUS, 

SEASON'S trial of the Rob Roy, as described in Foresr anp 
Srreaw of Novy, 1, had shown the need of a larger boat, particu- 

larly as 4 cruise down the Sound to New Bedford or Newport was 
decided upon. On each of the previous eruises carefal notes ot all 
faults ana possible improvements in the cance had heen made as 
they suggested themselves, and armed with these, bur with a very in- 
(definite idea of just whata Nautilus canoe was, we started in boldly 
to (lesizn our boat, 
The leadiiig dimensions were; Length, 14ft.; beam, 2in.; depth 

amidships. {/4in,; sheer forward, W4in.; uft, Bigin,; keel, U4in. deep; 
rake of siempost, din, Bloor nearly flat; sides straight (no tumble- 
home); elliptical cockpit, with bent coaming lin. high: sliding bulk- 
lead: hatches forward and aft over cockpit: no bulkheads or deck 
hiatehes. The hull was of white cedar this time, the upper streaks 
find decks of Spanish cedar, and the weight of the hull only was 62 
pounds, The rig consisted of a fore and main, both sprit sails, with « 
small jib, about 40ff. in all, and as poor #rig.as @ canoeist ever was 
bothered with. The sprits were hoisted by heel ropes or halyards, 
rubning through fair-teaders fiat slid on the mast, The sails were 
first hoisted by their halyards, then the heel ropes wera each hooked 
to the lower end of they respective sprits, and the upper ends being 
ingevted in grommets in the peaks, they were hoisted by the heel 
ropes. 
‘The weight of the spars aud sails (the latter of heavyduck) was 

but Zbs., and the total weight of the boat and fitting was S6lbs., 
ilivided 3 follows: Tull, 62lbs.; sails'and spars, 7lbs.; Eootboards, 
dibs, 4oz.: two hatches and bulkhead, dlbs.)) oz ; backboard, 11b, 1oz.; 
apron, 1207.1 rudder, 1lb. Toz,; stretcher, Ib. 20z.; painter (heavy 
braided line), 14oz.; paddle (7tt.) 8lbs. Porward of the steermg gear 
Was 8 tin tray with a wooden lid for stores, and on each side of the 
well, abreast the body, a tin pocket for tacthbrush, towel, etc., to 
ort, and tools, usils, wire, cord, ete., to starboard, the three weigh 

ing Sibs. 120%, Horward of the large tu was stowed a bag of cook- 
ing (raps, coffee pot, shew pan, frying pan and a few tin clips and 
plates (blhs.); on fop of the same box wasa woolen blanket (5lbs.); 
on one side of the well, under the deck, hung a rubber blanket (2]bs.) 
in straps, and on the other sidé an oilskin coat und rubber eap (2!bs. 
1doz.), the apron also hanging in the same straps. Abaft the bulk- 
head was stowed a bag of clothes, and under the after deck hung a 
tin shelf for books, paper, etc. The weights were; Boat, Stilbs.; 
blankets, cooking traps, elc,, 1$lbs.; provisions, 25lbs. (coffee, mice, 
sugar, pilot bread, canued goods, ete.); clothes, 10lbs,, making 1391bs, 
in ull, the evew weighing, in piddling dress, 140[bs., a displacement 
of 2741bs. on adraftof about 5in., or 64 including keel. Adding a 
few pounds for fresh stores and water would give less than 160Ibe., 
with which weight we had all that was necessary for a comfortable 
eruise of at leasta month in warm weather, ‘These figures will com- 
pare well to-day with many boats fitted even less completely, The 
vost of We materials in the boat was $16.54. 
Our proposed cruise was to axtend as far north as New Bedford, 

and the thee, as first made up, consisted of five canoes, but various 
delays brought us wellinto August before a start could be made. hy 
whieh time torr of the canoeists kad withdrawn, so that the voyage 
hud to beabandoned or made alone. Inthelast weekin Augustall was 
ready, our boat was loaded on a Wagon with flags fying, and followed 
by au admiring Goncourse of small boys we drove to the river, 
latinching about A. M. Alternately sailing and paddling we reached 
Governor's Island, distance twelity miles, af 3:30P,M, Landing and 
resting for awhile, we stowed sail before starting up the East River. 
Our progress was ey slow against the strong ebb tide, and danger- 
ous as well, 4s af this hour all the Sound steamers are siarting, and 
it was very difficult to avoid them, the boat sometimes being almost 
vocontrolable iu the eddies along the pierends, ‘lwo hours of this 
Work only brought us to the Navy Yard, where we ran in for a restin 
stil water. Paddling about among the ships we halted alongside the 
Monongahels for n chat with the tars forward, Starting on again, 
we were soon glad to run alongside a pier to wait for slack water, 
aur il ass driven off hy & Volley o£ stones from some hoodlums on the 
dock. 

Paddling slowly up 4 canee was sighted, which, on hailing, proved 
to be the Bessy. Commodore Norton, paddling down, Leavy ng her 
we procesded, the night being clear with starli¢ht, and the moon just 
Tising, util at 8:30 P.M. Mallett's Point was reached, where a halt of 
an hidur was called to waib for the tide. The trip through the Gate 
is 311 remembered us the pleasantest of many pleasunt puddles, all 
alone, no other boats in sight. afull moon aboye and the pushing 
waters beneath, Two attempts to land discovered only treacherous 
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mui flats, so embarking again the weary crew paddled on, until 
finally a landing was made at Bowery Bay, making a rin of about 
thicty mués. mostly under pale, and a great part of ib against the 
tide, Hauling the boat up burriedly the erew was soon rolled up in 
a blanket and sound asleep. 
Before daylight next morning the distant throb of the early Sound 

steamers awokeus, breakfast was prepared and dispatched, the canoe 
lannched. and Whitestone reached under paddle. Stopping only to 
report at the station, and to lay in fresh water, we were soon under 
wily again, sailing allday under fore au(l mainsail, in and out along 
jhe Westchester and Connecticut shore. AboutsP, M a# thunder- 
storm Gaused us to seek refuge on Long Neck Point, where the night 
was spent ina boat house on the shore, distance made thirty miles, 
mostly ucder sail. 

Next morning was clear and warm;au early swim, breakfast, and 
we were offat7 A. M., with wind ahead foratime. Cedar Point, 
Blackrock, Bridgeport, Stratford Light wére passed in succession, 
nntil about 4:30 P.M. we stowed sails below, made all smi, and sét- 
ted down to steady puddle across the mouth of the Housatonic, in 
past Charles Island, reaching the opposite side abont dark, Pushing 
ou inthe dusk along a rocky shore, we could find no landing place, 
until, after tyo hours groping, Merwin’s Point was réached, Camp 
was ede for the night. after another run of about thirty-three miles. 
A short paddle next morning brought us into New Hayen, syhere the 
boat was lett from Friday until the following Monday, while the crew 
went for a short land cruise. 
On starling azain Monday morning, we founds fresh off-shore 

bréege, with a lively sea in the bay and outside, Running out under 
foreasail, the main was set off Five Mile Point, and the vanoe ran all 
day before the wind with pretty rough water, until at dark, a landmg 
was made near a deserted fishing cabin on Uornfleld Point, distance 
thirty-three miles. Next morning found the wind and sea higher, 
and & short run brought us into a bad corner off the brealwater near 
Saybrook Light. Wor atime the position was anything but pleasant, 
but hy good luck we escaped worse damage than a thorough wetting, 
Paddling in to the Light we were heartily welcomed by the aes 
soon dried by his fire, and after asecond breakfast, started fora ‘and 
eruise over the village, Spending the night at the lighthouse, next 
morning saw us under way at §:20, 

With a light wind and calm water we sailed for 4 tune, then pad- 
dled on to Waterford and sailed agum, passing New London at 12:30, 
Off Fisher's Island wind and sea rosé, but suiling on, Stonington was 
passed at 3 P. M., and after three miles hard paddling against wind 
and tide, a landing was made at Watch Hill at5 P. M., adistance of 
thirty miles easy sailing and paddling, or about three and a half 
miles per hour. Sleeping all night on the beach, nearthe boat- 
honse, we were off early the next morning, intending to make New- 
port that night; but three hours of hard work against wind and tide 
only brought us to Quonochontog Beach, a little summer settlement 
eight miles from Watch Hill. As the weather was too threatening to 
venture closer to “Pmt Jude’ we put in and found a hearty 
welcome ina fishing ¢abin on the beach. That nicht and the follow- 
ing day there was a héavy storm, the memorable one that did so 
much damage to Coney tsland, so, of course, canoeing almost on the 
open ocean was impossible. 

Tuesday morning found us once more afloat, the water calm, sky 
clear, and no wind, The hoat’s head was turned to the eastward, 
hut at the moment of Sarne the fishermen were so earnest in their 
advice not to venture, and the chances of good weather in the mid- 
dle of September so unreliable, that we turned abontand, bidding 
good bye, started at 6:80 A. M, for New London, The water was per- 
feetly smooth, the sky clear and blue with light clouds, and the 
Weather almost perfect, as with the young flood under us, sails 
stowed, and rested by our shay ashore, we struck out with the pad- 
dle, Past Watch Hill again, past schooners idly drifting, past 
bunker boats busy with their nets. past yachts bound for Newport 
and Greenport, we paddled on steadily, until at 12:30 we rested wlong- 
side a steamer in New London harbor, 4 paddle of twenty-five niles 
in five and three-quarter hours. 
Leaviug the boat aboard the Bolivar, we rambled through the 

quaint old town, returning in time to start for New York at 4:40. The 
sail ont through the harbor was very pleasant, the quiet old town in 
the distance, the yachts bound in and out, and later thesilence of the 
summer night on the Sound. At5S A. M. we were up, the boat being 
then off the Stepping Stones, and on deck during the remainder of 
the trip through the Gate and down the crowded Hast Rivec. 
Once at the dock, we launched at 7:30 paddled down on the 

last of the ebb, and met the flood off the Battery. From here the 
work was hard. and only at noon did we reach Staten Island. Stop- 
ping for a short time, we started again through the Kills, svuon to find 
the ebb tide against us, and it was only at 6 o'clock, afterten hours and 
a half of continuous hard work, that we had covered 21 the miles from 
New York to ocurhome. The boat was soon stored safely, the crew 
ashore and bound for home. 
Another short cruise to Bay Ridge, Harlem, around New York and 

home nade wag in October, the boat being finally laid up Nov,7. March 
28 Lound her afioat again, but she soon changed, owners, and in other 
hands has made a number of cruises. In 1878 she was fitted with a 
balance lug sail, the first used in the vicinity _of New York, and we 
believe in this country. To-day she rests in N-Y.C.C, the house, and 
though not so young and fair as she once was, she is still good for 
many a cruise. JBRSEY BLUE, 

BUILDING NOTES. 

THE PERFECT CANOE, 

Editoy Forest and Streanr: 
T have just been reading the discussions on “The Perfect Canoe," 

which for the past few weeks have been conducted in your journal, 
and T can plainly see from these aud other sources that the “correct 
catioe” to have now is oné with heayy board and balanve lugs. 

IT am rather sorry for this, as the old style of canoeing is slowly 
dying out and giving place to these larger craft which we so aptly 
termed *tpoor man’s yachts,” although it takes 4 man more than 
poor to run them aud keep them np with the times. For aflernoon 
sailing in some such place as New York Bay they probably have un- 
inistakable advantages, yet I think in the énd that these large canoes 
will hurt canoeing here, asthey have in England; it is these alge 
ones which are gradually working into racing machines, and It is the 
racing craze which does the harm. © For instance, a inan adds twenty 
square feet to his sail area, and to contpensate it he has to increase 
the size of his boat (weight or dimensions) or saciifice safety, until 
in the end he has a canoe which is entirely unfit for canoeing. I be- 
lieve in a smaller boat, 4 compromise type, which I can paddle easily 
against a heavy sea and head wind, one which I can make 4 portage 
with, can carry ou my back around a dam, can lift out of {he water 
and put back without assistance, and yet one which will stand a 
heavy sea under Sail,and can beat to windward. I believe the 
smaller canoes are capable of all this if built properly and handled 
carefully, Iknow that in my little Stella Maris, only 27in. beam and 
65lbs., I have tore than once ridden out some pretty rough weather 
more than ten miles from land. 
T don't go candeing 16 beat all small boats in my path, to dash by 

al] the surrounding beauties and score the greatest distances in a day. 
nA if 1 did, I would have a steam engine or an electro motor put in 
Toy boat, Canoeing seems to be a sort of easy-going, troubador life, 
and ils participant should not be afraid to rough it or sleep in his 
¢anoe, nor should he have a canoe that had Lo be landed at a floating 
whart, or dragped to the water by a pair of horses the next morning 
after the tide had fallen. : 
T know itis good amusement to be tinkering with one's rigging and 

fixings. t0 haye all the halyards, downhauls. topping lifts and reefing 
fear of & larger eraft, but are they really eee on a cruise? Is is 
not hard to furl and stow the large lug sails if a severe squall comes 
on unawares, if among breakers or on the reefs? Would not the 
lateen be qimckerand safer? Then these large boats are hard to 
paddle, tolund inthe surf, Lo draw up on shore, and to do many of 
these little neoessities, whieb, besides being most important, add 
yariety to the pleasures of the canoeist’s life, 

Most of our long cruises have been made in smaller hoats, that of 
the Maria Theresa, forinstance. True canoeing consists more in the 
skill in handling than in the canoes handled, I write this to soow 
that the little canoes are good sea hoats, if well handled, as well us 
the large. and to others as wellas myself they appear better for gen- 
eral cruising. I hope wé shal) bear more of them during the winter, 
and that others will try to defend and discuss their merits, J ma 
some time be won oyer to the larger type, with their heavy boards 
and lug sails, but I think it is improbable. Any way, I intend to try 
my little Stella Maris on a two-months’ cruise along the shores of 
Northern New England next summer, WIDGEON, 

[Thé fears of our correspondent that ‘racing machines” will dis- 
Pte the craftuow in use,to the extinction of canoeing,are groundless, 

‘he cruising done is so much greater than the racing, that very 
tew boats will be built exclusively for the latter purpose. Of the hoats 
thus far fanious as racers, there is not one thatis not equal to the 
best of the cruisers, the only addition to a good hull bemg larger 
spars and more ballast, There isa place in canoeing for the larger 
bouts with heayy boards and (forracing) ballast and large sails, as 
wellas for the smaller ones. There seems to be hardly any limit to 
what can be dona iu a 27in. vanoe, but that it is safe and dry in 
rough water, or at all suitable for coast worl. has yet to be proved. 
Ballast, depth, sheer and freeboard are absolutely indispensable in 
any boat for sou water, and no Canoe can be safe without them, 
The large sails aluded to ara not used im open water cruising, and 
the sails used tor that purpose, if properly rigged. are far safer than 
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the lateen, and as easily handled. While the larger craft cannot be 
panddled as fast as the small ones, they cau, if necessary, stand fas 
rougher weather, can carry sail longer and sail faster, and are always 
dryer, roomier and nore Comfortable for their work, and do uot need 
ateam of horses to draw them ashore. OF course they would not 
answer for portages, dams and similar work, for which they are no 
more intended than the little boats are for open water, We wish the 
Widseon a pleasant yoyaze next snmmer, and hope to publish her 
log in the Putra, | 

THE DIAMOND CANOES, 

We beve received Irom Messrs. FB. Joyner & Song their new cata 
logne OF Boats, a neat pamphlet very handsomely illustrated With 
photographs of their different boats, sailing and rowing, canoes, bie. 
Messrs. Joyner build on a model of their own, the “Diamond” eanne, 
named from the form of the midshrp section, a triangle, the bottom 
Having considerable dead rise up to the waterline and then tumbling 
home, The hoats are smoothbuild, and ate fitted with a patent wen- 
terbonrd so arranged as to be deflected by a line imside the boat. 
keepiig the blade always upright in the water. A drop rudder of 
metal is also used. falling below the keel, but rising on meeting any 
obstacle, ‘The sails, which are arranged to stow below, area combi- 
nation of lateen and balance Ing, and it is claimned ave superior to 
either. The area for a a0in, canoe is; mainsail, b4ft.; mizzen sith, 
Metallic hatches are fitted aft, giving access to the compartment, 
larger canoe, for two perstnus, 18 16%3ft., with coekpit 10ft. «<3liu, andl 
fitted with cars or paddles, These boats aré copper fastened and 
varnished. The ofher photographs of sail and row hoat combined and 
of open rowboats show very handsome craft, The latestare fitted with 
a new style of seat, which is recommended as being very comfortahle. 

AMATEUR CANOE BUILDING. 

We will commence next week ihe publication of a series of papers 
on the above subject, intended especially for amateurs who have had 
no preyious experience in boat building. The designing of the canoe 
is a branch we shall not go into af present, but assuming the design 
decided on, we shall commence with the model and endeavor tomake 
plain fhe methods of taking off and enlarging the lines, laying down 
the boat and making the molds, and all the subsequent operations 
of building, giving illustrations where necessary, including the lines 
of canoes of different types. In connection with the above articles 
we shall also give a description of canvas-boat building. While we 
shall confine ourselves te canoes, the processes déseribed are applic- 
able to any kind of boats, and we hope to make the subject interest- 
ing to many of our readers. 

THE GALLEY FIRE. 

HERE are many times when the larder of the amateur cook, oven 
though well stocked with potable and portable supplies, fails to 

satisfy his innermost longings. Potted meats, canned chicken, 
turkey, ete, are all very well, but none can take the plate of # hot 
stew or a bowl of soup, articles which are beyond the skill of many 
canoeists. 

Several years ago the expectations of canoelsts were raised and 
their appetites whetted by the announcement of a new distovery, a 
powder contained in a small can, with which, and alithle hot water, 
a delicious soup could easily and quickly he made. Julien, mock 
turtle, chicken, tomato, beef; the hungry paddler read the list, rusher 
off and purchased, made one bowl according to directions, and went 
sadly back to the juicy corn beef, and nutritious salt pork. 
Now. who will give us a receipt for something that will be easily 

prepared, and also hot, savory and satisfactory. Let it basome “sort 
of broth, or soup, or stew,” an Irish one, a chowder,a hash or a 
potpie, of meat, clams fish or birds; let there be onions in it, or even 
garlic, perhaps canned tomatoes, plenty of potatoes, anda little sea- 
soning, in time we nay attain even to dumplings, but above all let it 
be quickly made, The canoe is beached, tent pitched, fire burning. 
and we can't wait long for supper, tha day’s hunting is over, all are 
back at cainp, game and fish are ready at hand; the yachtis anchored 
for the night, sails are being furled, ropes coiled down, and the cook 
is alreatly rattling the pans below. we're all hungry and waiting, sa 
who'll spenk first. b 

THE CHART LOCKER. 

II, -CONNECTICUT RIVER, 

A correspondent informs us, in answer to “W. H. N.'s? inquiry, 
that there is no stated time for the logs to run on the Connecticut, 
as if depends on the height of the water and the weather during the 
early part of the year, 2 
Thanks are due to “C. F. BH." for offers of information concerning 

Onondaga, Oneida, Cayuga, Cross and Seneca lakes, Fish Creek. 
Wood Creek, from Rome to Oneida Lake, Oneida and Seneea rivers, — 

UT.—PASSATIO RIVER, 

FP\HE Passaic River rises thirty odd miles northwest of its Month 
and follows the form of a gigantic S about a hundred miles to 

the sea. The scenery along tis banks is diversified. Now the stream, 
wood-fringed, winds through broad meadows; anun it skirts the base 
of high hills, and at two points it rounds the sheer ends of towerne 
lieights, on maps called mountains. 
The yoyager may either camp out or-slop at towns. Fairly good 

camp sites abound. The formeris the better plan, Tf the cruise be 
made—as it should—in fall or spring, Jeb a gun be carried, as daexs 
are numerous. 
The canoeist intending to run this stream should take the D., L. & 

W. R. R. tt Chatham, N. J. Here take team and strike south alone 
the western slope of Long Hill some three miles. On the Green Vil_ 
lage Lurmpike head west to where it crosses Great Brook. 
Lunching here, a few miles’ paddle on the narrow stream and you 

enter the broader Passaic. Plain work, steady, even current to hen 
of little riff, just aboye Millington. Land here, left, and ascend the 
hill, The magnificent view obtained from the crest will richly repay 
the effort of climbing. Look out for ruffed grouse in these woods. 
Run the rift and portage around Millington dam. 
Between this place and Chatham there are three dams, necessi- 

tating three short portuges, in a distance of about sixteen miles. 
From Chatham dam to Little Falls, about forty miles, fair current, 

no portages. Stream very crooked, especially about Horse Neck. 
Ducks and snipe in season, 
Between Little Falls and Dundee Lake lies the roughest purt of the 

river. Itcan be run with hard work, butethe average canoeist will 
wish he had not attempted it era the lake is reached, Shallow. rocky 
rifts abound, but can be run, The worst feature isthe hard poviag- 
ing to be done in the heart of the city of Paterson. 

he most satisfactory plan is to portage, left, just aboye the Little 
Valls, fifty yards, to Morris Canal. A paddle of six miles—no locks 
or planes—takes you through Paterson, Just where you skirt the 
earop hil, stop, climb a hundred feet and obtain a fine yiew of city 
and plain. , 

Just helow Faterson portage, by team, to Dundee Lake. Spend an 
afternoon here if possible, Portage around Hood gate at the huge 
stone dam, follow the race a half mile orso,and then slide your 
canoe gently down the erassy slope to tide water. If tle tide serves 
vight you may, by good generalsnip in launching, enjoy the running 
of a very pretty little rapid, c 
Ten wiles’ sail or paddle on the now lovely stream and Newark is 

reached, Bive miles Tionotonous paddle, and hurrah for Newark 
Bay. Hoist sail. Shape your course for a six-mile run south by east 
to the Kills, or, heading southeast, three miles; land on east snore: 
pottage fifty yards to canal. paddle two miles to Idle Hour Hotel 
and then portage twenty yards to New York Bay, ' 

Six days are required to satisfactorily make this trip, October js 
the best month for it. TEE Posrnn, 

OLEVELAND CANOE CLUB—Messrs, George W. Gardner and W, 
H. Eckman, of Cleveland C, C., dropped inte the Ohio at Cincitimati 
on Thanksgiving Day, and on Monilay, Dec. 8, ran the falls at Lonis- 
ville, Ky,, ‘catching just enough of the aqueons to make it Uvily.” 
Their bestruns thus far, under paddle, haye been 41, 49.50 and 53 
iniles, Average start 8:30 A. M, Camp 4730. They were in Camp 
Heiphway af Sbhephensport, Ky., Dec. 5. 

THE RONDOUT CANOBISTS have secuved for quarters for the 
coming year, the old ferry house at the month of the Ronrlout Creel. 
Marine tramps eruismg upordown the Hudson are invited to call, 
and ifthey find we are nofat home shove their cards under the 
doors. 

PERSONAL.—Com. Nickerson, of Springtield, has been in New 
York for a few days, and we had a very pleasant call from him at 
our office, Mr. Rushtou promises to bein New Yerk shortly, and if 
possible, to atend the next eamp-tire. 

See particulars af prize voting on puge 438, 
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Machting. 

“CRUISES IN SMALL YACHTS.” 

7B have received a new volume of yachting yarns written by TH. 
PB. Speed, and published by Norie & Wilson, 156 Minories, Lon- 

(lon, ‘This little yolume, which is profusely Dlustrated with off-hand 
pon and ink sketches, is sure to be read with interest and profit, as it 
relates the experience Of one of those thorough British yachtsmen 
who follow the sport from downright love of boats and fondness for 
the sea, With them work becomes a pleasnre, and the handling of 
their craft a vesisiless ambition. To follow their ervisings is to haye 
A new chapter of life unfolded, the like of which is, alas, seateely 
kshown as yet in our own waters: Soin this yolume yon fairly smell 
the salt seu air and feel at once you are talking with an adept whose 
pulse keeps time to your own and not with the miserable sham article 
who is éverlastiugly yearning for “comfort,” “pleasure sailing,’ ‘a 
nice party on the water,’ and who “doesn't wan't to go to sea.” 
“thinks October too cald to go sailing,’ ‘wants to put in every ight 
s0.as lo go to sleep nicely," and so onwithout end, Ugh! how siek 
these lollipop imitations do make us, aud what a relief fo turn from 
the yerdants who have less backbone than a dish clout to the breezy 
pages of a yolume in whith work and weather are not shirked. and 
in which the ‘told hen” yacht dawdler is for the nonce dropped from 
the surroundings. Skipprr Speed reels off the log of his cruise to Bel- 
pian and Holland waters in a little 8-ton cutter in roving style, spiced 
with humor and explanatory sketches and accompanied by track 
charts as well, Thedelights and adventures, mishaps and escapes 
are depicted with a graphic pen and what is more, the guide book 
has pot been drawn upon to pad. The author confines himself to 
what yachtsmen care to read, the doings of his craft and the life of 
himself! and crew, and thatis why we toek the book in hand and 
never dropped it tilla wonderful sketch on the last page announced 
ihat all good things have an end. To canoeists, especially those in 
search of big canoes, for work in open water, the yolume is replete 
with hints and instruction, as two of the cruises related were made 
in at the exact classification of which, as the author admits, is de- 
batahle. 

THE SEASON IN BRITISH WATERS. 

% Oe ge MAGAZINE" for December contains a table of winnings 
I of British yachts from which wemake up the following; The 

cutter Samcena, 8% tons..J, Jameson, won a total of $6,100, or more than 
all the prizes raced for in America put together, andjequalto say one- 
elebth of her value. This prize money is covered by a string of nine- 
teen winning flags flown at the end of the season, Second on the 
list we End the new flyer Marjorie, 68 tons, J, Coats, with $4.100, eap- 
tured in firsts, 6 seconds, and 2 thirds. May, the crack forty, has 
to her evedit 15 firsts, 4 seconds, and 2 thirds, footing up a profit of 
about $3,900, The yawl Neptune. 46 tons, follows close upon her 
heels with $3.700 secaoped in 9 firsts and one second. Sieuthhound, 
oné of Fife’s bold ships, landed $3.000 for the Marquis of Ailsa, and 
Mr. Beayor Webb's powerful Tara shows the gratifying sum of $2,750 
in 1i firsts and 6 seconds, which is a very satisfactory result for a 
new vessel troubled with too heavy a stick during the greater part of 
the season, Schooner racing has practically ceased in foreign waters 
as itis likely to doin our own, since the cutter is destined to become 
the sporting rig par excellence all the world over, Only tour opeu 
boats figure in the long list of 255 winners. Among the smaller craft 
itis interesting to nole thatthe Daisy, cutter, 25ft. loadline, wou 2 
seconds aud 1 third, amounting to about $40, as this cutter will make 
her debntin our waters next spring. — 
In point of rig (he 255 winner are divided as follows: 9 schooners, 

with Miranda atthe head of the list, of course, haying wou some 
$2,250 in seven firsts and bwo seconds: 82 yawls; 1 catboat, the Belle 
Lurette, tooled to victory all alone in her glory by the Prince of 
Wales, with Lord “Charley” Beresford totend the mainsheef; 4 open 
hoats of various kinds; 4 screw steamers in tea-ketile sit-on-the-safety- 
valve matches: 3 little luggers and 202 cutters to represent the smart- 
est rig déver Deut to sticks im this mundabe sphere. In point of ton- 
usge we summarize as under: The biggest schooner which lifted 
money was the Waterwitch. of 148 tons, and the two smallest. the 
Helen. of 10 tons, and the Violet, of 14 tons, the latter belonging to 
the Royal Engineers’ ¥.C,, of Chatham, and a few seasons ago tooled 
in many 2 Thames Match by a brother of the writer. The average 
tonnage of all the winning schooners was 71 tons. The biggest yawl 
in the lististhe Wendur, of 125tons, and the two smsllest the Lutra 
and White Dove. of 8 tons each; the average tonnage of all the yawls 
heing 40. The screws were the Boadicea. of 435 tons; Chazalie, of 606 
tons; Bros, of 314 tons, and Santa Maria, of 330 tons. The luggers 
flzured aboul2 tons each. The b'ggest eutter we find to be the 
Kryeina, of tons, and the smallest of the crack rig are the trio 
Lala, Mascotte and Surf, each of 144 tons. The tonnage of all the 
winning eniters foots up 2.463 toos, or an average of about 12 tons, 
showing a great prévalence of cutters of small size from 2 10 20 fons, 
to bring down the general average to a comparatively low figure. 
By the way. we had almost overlooked the food little sloop Wulfruna, 
of 2 tens, the winner of a second prize, whose lines have been pub- 
lished in the Field, and whose ermsing has been duly logged in 
Hunt's jolly pages. Though rigged asa sloop, Wulfruna’s designer 
wave his craft lots of depth and a draft of 4f. on 16ft. loadline, so she 
is not lo be classed as a trap, though trimming but a single jib, 

MEASUREMENT. 

AH Londen Field of Dec.8 hasan article relatme to measure- 
 oment, in which referenve1s made to the sail area rules of the Sea- 
wanhaka and New York Y. C. with this remark: 

“The effect of the New York Y. C, ruleis that, when the length of 
water line exceeds the square root of the sail spread, the excess in 
the former quantity is doubled; but this condition does not yecy fre- 
quently occur, except in cases like Lyra, or in such extreme examples 
us Jullanar. On the other hand, when the square root of the sail 
“pread exceeds the length on the water line, the operation of the 
New York rule becomes very oppressive on vessels with compara- 
tively short length of loadline, An examiuation of the table just 
elyen will show this. What the object of the New York Y¥. C. was in 
determining ona formula which is so favorable to vessels of the 
British type we do not know; but itcan he assumed to have been that 
it Wasintended to act as an ingentive toward producing yessels of 
less beam and greater depth in relation to length, So far we can 
quite agree with the objects of the club; but its action is by no means 
approved of by matiy, who refuse to recognize any advantages in the 
Emelish type of yacht for American waters." 
We are unable to agree with this reasoning, and useribe the con- 

clusions of the Field to some oversight which further consideration 
wall, no doubt, correct. The rule of the New York Y. 0. is this: 
15 Qf 

VST"D oq the vile of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C, is VBTE 

That is to sav the N. Y. Y. C. gives greater weight to length than to 
enil, just double the weight, and the S. CG, Y, C. ride, on the other 
hand, gives length only the same weight as sail, or more weight to 
sail by comparison with the other rule. Hence, measurement by the 
New York ¥. U, method brings about a result more nearly equal to 
the yacht’s loadline length in all cases. the sail factor influencing 
less change than in the Seawénuhaka rule. The Field says: “The 
effect of the New York Y, C, rule is that, when the length of water 
line exceeds the square root of the sail spread, the excess in the 
former quantity isdoubled.” This must be a mistake, for the excess 
is doubled only in the numerator, the final result of the formula, haw- 
ever, being to make that excess of loadline count only for tywe-thirds. 
That is, the yacht has one-third of this excess subtracled from her 
length, and benefits to that extent ia consequence of her small vig. 
Or in figures, if the square root of the sail area be 60. and the load- 
line 63ft.. then the measurement of the yachtwill be hy New York 
rule; 

0-+-(2 68) 
7 ir 62h, 

Whereas her length is 63ft, 
On the otl:er hand the Seawanhaka rule shows such a boat greater 

fuvar, for oe 

50-63 41,5 Feet, 
which is half a footlesson which to pay a tax than the New York 
rule brings about, In other words, the Seawanhaka rule is most 
favorahle to lone, narrow boats with small rigs, and not the New 
York rule, as the article in the #Veld implies. Pxactly the same effect 
is shown in all cases, no metter what the relation of sail to length, 
for if the suuare root ofthe sail be taken as 4 and the loadline as 
40, then by the New York rule: 

AS (60K2) =fH1.a8 Feet, 

und by the Se~wanhaka ee j 

ate feet. 

bat is, the short boat with large rig will pay a heavier penslty in 
rating for her peculiarities under the Seawanhaka rile and not as 
the Field infers when it writes: “The New York rule becomes very 
oppressive of yessels with comparative short length of loadline,” 
and also, contvary to what the #ield advises when, in its editorial 
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SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF RACKS, 

May 4. Gananoyue.—First class, 4 starters: Welfpse 1, Capt, Abbe 2. 
Second ¢lass, 4 starlers: Sunbeam 1, Midnight 2 

Jnly 3. Match._Sylyia, B. Q. Y. C., beats Gracie, B. @. ¥. C. 

We also make the following enrrections: 
July 4. Hy. ¥. C.—Emma 8, should read Huma §, Collins. 
Jnly 4. Cleveland,—Charm should be Charon, and im the list of win- 

ners Lily, Proy. Y, G., 3 prizes instead of 2; Mischief, Prov. 
¥. C,, should not be m list. (See issues of Nov. 15 and 22), 
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elsewhere quoted, itsuys: ‘Ifitis thought that the presentrule of 
the New York Yacht Cinb favors'a long and narrow vessel to an un- 
desirable degree, it will be easy to fall back ou the Seawanhaka rule 
aud no oue will complain,” 
_ ‘This would be jumping out of the frying pan into the fire. If the 
New York Yacht Club wishes to bear less heavily on short boats and 
less m1 favor of long boats, the proper steps would lead in just the 
oppesite direction proposed by the Field, tor sail should be given 
still less weight than it now has inthe New York Yacht Club rule, 

and the formula should be modified to ene ov something of the 

same kind. This would, however bring about a result so nearly the 
sain as loadline length, that ‘simple length” might as well be taken 
at once, If square root of sail be taken 0160 and loadlive 63 feet, as 
before. then by present rule: 4 

O82) nore, F 

and by onr suggested modification; 
B0-+(63%8) i= 62.25fb. 

That is the narrow yacht with small sails would vate 62.25ft. in- 
stead of U2ft. as under present rule, her loadline being §3ft. And for 
the case of short hoat with large sail, using saine figures as before, by 
the existing rule: 

4 BO 2 
64 AOD _e.33tt, 

By our modification: 
i se an *) our, 

‘That is the short wide boat with large sail, tft, loadline, would by 
existing mile rate 61.43ft. and by our modification ouly 61ft. 

If, howeyer, the theory of rating by Tength and sail be Founded upon 
correct principles, then it is certain that even in the present N. Y. Y. 
C. rule, sail receives too little weight and not too much as the Fyrelid 
erroneously concluded, and any modification in equity ought to be 
made in the direction of the Seawanhaka tule, givimg greater influ- 
ence to sail, thereby penalizing short boats with large rigs to a creater 
extent than the present N. Y. Y. C, rule, and favoring narrow, long 
boats with small sail in proportien. 
But with the fear of a visit from a foreign cutter heforetheir eyes, 

it is not likely the New York Y. C. will make any chauge exvept it be 
to favor broad boats and big sail spread, and that intention inelines 
many members to a resort lo “simple length" with its concomitant 
sin of oversparring. 
The London Field was probably misled by & stupid blunder as to 

Gracie’s length, repeated for years in the club baok of the N. ¥, Y.C, 
The Gracie is not 61ft. long, but 69.5ff, by dubbing away several 
inches of her plankmg from 70ft. length, Her displacement is 62 tons, 
and ballast anywhere from 24 to 29 tons for allanyhody knows about 
it. 

A CHALLENGE TO BRITISH YACHTSMEN,. 

MONG the mahy remarkable things which wera introduced to the 
british public in 1851 was the United States yacht America, She 

represented quite a4 new departure in form of hull and cut and sit of 
canvas, each quality being of such signal merit as to require little or 
no alteration after the lapse of over thirty years. ‘The designer and 
builder of this yacht was a West of Englaud man; but it is doubtful 
iE he would have produced suth a craft hud he remained in this 
country. She was brougnh to Cowes by her owners in the expecta- 
tion that she would defeat the pick of the English yachts, and then he 
sold at a great profit. Some difficulty was experienced in arranging 
any contests, for the reason that the owners absolutely declined to 
sail in any mateh where atime ailuwance was one of the conditions, 
Eyentualiy, however, besides a match with a schooner vf mnech in- 
ferior size, it Was arranged thet the America should compete fora 
cup given by the Royal Yacht Squadron, all time allowances being 
waived. The America came in first and won this cup. and subse- 
quently she was sold to the late Lord de Blaquiere. But we need not 
follow the history of the yacht further, as1t is the Cup we hive now 
to deal with. 
The original owners of the yacht, in the year 1857, gave the trophy 

to the New York Yacht Club as a perpetual challenge cup, open to 
the yachts of any nationality ; but nothing was heard of it in Eng- 
Jand until the year 1805, when some American yachtsman caused the 
vonditions to he published here, No formal notice, however, was 
taken of the matter until the year 1870, when Mr, Ashbury chal- 
lenged the club to sail for the cup, and at once a bitter war of words 
commenced. The owner of the Cambria claimed to sail a single- 
handed mateh, according to the terms of the deed of gift; and in 
this be was supported by the only surviving donor of the cup, How- 
ever, the New York Yache Club insisted on opposing to the Cambria 
a large leet of yachts, numbering at Jeast as many as sailed agains 
the Ameriva in 1851. Apart from this the club behaved fairly 
enough, aid even gaye the Cambria the weather station at the starl; 
and there isno doubt that, had not the wind shifted right round 
after the yachts were in position, the Canibria would haye got away. 
and neyer been caught. In the followiug year Mr. Ashbury chal- 
jenged again with the Livonia schooner, and was once more unsuc- | 
cessful. Since that time there have been some uninteresting cari- 
tests for the cup between Canadian and American yachts, but the 
trophy still remains ip New York, Now, however, according to the 
American papers and some rumors from the Clyde, there is a pros- 
pect that a British yavht will be sent over to challenge for the prize 
next season. In yiew of this, the New York Yacht Club is invited to 
overhaul its rule of measurement For the purpose of ascertaining if 
it does not treat vessels of the Bricish type. as compared with those 
of the American model, too leniently. This proceeding on the part 
of some alert American yacht-owner has called forth some yery re- 
markable language from a uewspaper which, devotes a considerable 
portion of its space to yachting matters, This paper usserts (and if 
wotld seem with some reason, judging by the quotations we malre fa 
another colutun) that ‘some prominent members of the club haye 
appeared in print with the sugzestion that dabbling and cooking the 
rile be again underlaken, with a view of out-classing the cutter, and 
prejudicing her chauces in advance by jugglery which would be met 
with indignation at home and abroad,” ‘Lhe Rarer referred to is of 
opinion that “such bare-taced chicanery™ will be nothing short of 
*‘infamous."” 
We could not yenture to offer any opinion at all resembling the 

above, but we Cannot help fearing that the rule will be tampered 
sith, forthe reason suggested, when we recollect what was done 
mnisii. The Cambria, it must be remembered, was, compared with 
14 merican yachts of about her length, of heavy displacement, and the 

time allowance in yorue in America in 1870 was based on length and 
breadth multiplied together to represent area of loadline. As the 
Cambria was long in proportion to breadth, as compared with the 
American yachts, and was able to carry her canyas equally weil, this 
rule gave her some adyantage, Accordiigely, during the winter of 
1870 the club altered the rule to one of displacement with a view. it 
ean be presumed, of giving the American yachts an advantage, as it 
was plain that the weight of the Cambria would tell in anything lile 
a breeze. The effect of the rulé on the Livonia matches was that she 
had to allow the Columbia three minutes, instead of less than half a 
minute, We are far from contending that the displacement rile was 
not a much better rating than the lengthand-breadth rule for an t- 
lernational contesh;*but neither was so fair for such a purpose as the 
sail-area rule, which the clibhas now in use. Tf it is thought that 
the present mile of the New York Y. C. favors a long and narrow 
vessel to an undesirable degree, it will be easy to fall back on the 
Seawanhaka rule, and no oné will complain; but to take ‘size of hull” 
of itself, merely because it is anticipated that if will pentlize the 
challenging yacht, ought to be deprecated. There would, however, 
be little or no objection to size if associated with sail area by such a 
method as to show the merits of the larger yacht moved by the 
sinaller sail spread in the contests. ' 
There is auother inatter in counection with the conditions under 

which the cup isto be sailed for whieh requires notice. Tt will be 
recollected that in the 1871 matches with the Livonia the club exer- 
cised ils righ to name a yacht for each contest onthe morning of the 
race. This right is now introduced into the conditiins (ihe original 
deed of gift having been altered) as follows: ‘‘In cast the parties can- 
net ipsa agree upon the terms ol a mateh, the cballenged party 
shall have the right to contest for the cup in one trial over the nsual 
sourse of the annual regatta of the club, subject to its rules and sail- 
ing regwations, the challenged party not beme required to name its 
representative notil the lime agreed upon fur the start.” Now weall 
know how easy it is to disagree as to the terms of a match: and we 
think, if a disagreement did oceur—as it very likely would. for some 
reason or the other—it would be betler if the challenging party with- 
drew altogether from the scene, and declined a contest with a ¢on- 
petitor which is only to be named at (he moment of the start. Before 
any British yacht erosses the Atiantie to compete for the aup, all the 
terms ought to be agreed upon, and certainly a yacht should be 
selected for the contest by the challenged pariies sone days before 
the date of the mateh.—London Iield, Dee, 8. 

[As the London Field truly remarks. the original deed of gify con- 
tained no clatise giving the club the right to select a vessel on thstant 
before the start to siit the particular weather of the day, but left the 
Oup to be sailed for under the ordinary uides of the club, which re- 
(ire entries to close not less than forty-eight hours hefore the start, 
The cinb, however, subsequently caused an inequitable clause to be 
inserter, giving them the privilege of naming a competitor on the 
morning of thé race, a privilege mot participated in by the foreigner, 
since il would be impracticable for him to have more thau one vessel 
at his command, This clause, itis needless to say, is unsportsman- 
like, becuse reserving tv oneside only a right of the utmost Import 
ance in influencing the decision of the day, it demands that the 
visiting yacht must. possess all round qualities, equalling in each and 
every respect the qualities to be found, not im a single vessel of our 
own, butin the whole squadron collectively. She must be as fast as 
our fastest light weather production, as fastas our best heavy weather 
hoat, as good as our frail butterflies in smooth water, and at the same 
time able to match our best heayy weather racer. She is asked to do 
much more than any one of our boats, aid must excel in every re- 
quisite, though each one of her competitors need be deserve only in 
the Weather for which she would be especially selected. When in 
January, 1882, the deed of gift was veturned to the only surviving 
donor for revision, the manifest unfaimess of this particnlar clause 
was pointed out nlainly enough in these columus, But so far from 
bringing about a Modification thereot, the deed wasagain accepted by 
the New York Y. C. with this objectionable clruse boldly put forth in 
still more forcible language. and so stands to this day, Of conrse, a 
challenging vessel dewmet! sufficiently superior lo our own yachts to 
overlook the heavy handicap this clause imposes, may see fit to carry 
the war into Africa without reference to the one-sided privileges re- 
served to ourselyés, but British yacht owners are not very hkely to 
overale their vessels toany such extent. The only way outof the 
difficulty is thatindicated in the Field, Hither the challenger trom 
abroad should seek to arrange special terms with the New York Y, 
OC, agreeable to both parties, or should the ciub insist ypon the au 
forcement of the unsportsmenlike condition attached to the deed, 
the challenger should withdray on the ground of being unable to 
Obtain a fair race, thus stripping the America Cup of [ts international 
pretenses. We niay here add thal there is no good reggon to Ces 
that perfectly fair terms camot he arranged with the New York ¥. 
G., so far as the good and honest intentions of the ginb are con- 
cerned. The only danger lies fu the fact that the great body of the 
members of the New York Y. U. sve scarce able to tell one end of a 
yessel [vom the other, and in the natural desire tu protect our inler- 
ests as they ought to be, ave liable to be swayed by an over-zealons 
and unbalanced minority, The British yachtsmun contemplating & 
visil next year should come to a full understanding with the New 
York ¥. C. heforesetting sail. and thus avoid an undertaking which 
otherwise might fall through at the last moment. 
As to the Misid’s reference to the measuvement rules of rhe New 

York Y, @. and the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y.C., remarks are offered 
elsewhere 

DEEP AND LIGHT DRAFT. 

Editor Porest aud Stream: 
Following with much interes! the arguments for deep aod light 

draft, Ltbink [amin the position of aluoker-cn, May it not bein 
this matter, as in every other case, that truth lies im neither estveme 
Putin something hetween the two? While fully agreeing with you 
that @epth and power is whac we want if we cruise at sea, (he ques- 
tion arises, ‘Do we want to cruise ab sea?” In this matter I fully 
agree With Mr. Roosevell, Ido not except as a very occasional ¢x- 
erience, Youfrejuently quote the fondness of English yachtsmen 
or this auimsement of cruising at Sea. Isn't the reason of this 
obyious, when we know thatto cruise at all they musb go to sea, 
whereas With us the ease is entirely diferent. From Maine to 
Florida we have a splendid crnising ground of inland waters, or 
when we have to go outside the distances are Short and can be run 
by daylight, or at most, one night ont. When il has to be done T can 
do it, hut am like the man that ave the craw, must say T dont hanker 
atter it, Now what weare all striving ter is the best model suit- 
able for our yachting waters, ‘This, in my judgment, is nok the eupter, 
owing to one fatal objection that nas been frequently urged before, 
and that is her extreme draft. I know yourvreply to this objection 

et 
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about those “who are fond of sailing over muil Aats, sand bars, etic,” 
but your witticisms unfortunately do pol remove the mud flats, sand 
bars, utc., and our whole inland navigation is full of them, Take 
the Chesapeake Bay, on one of the tributaries of which I have been 
Te-iding for the last seventeen years, and the beauoies and capabili- 
ties of which €ew of our yachtsmen know anything about. Itis tull 
of just such impediments to cutter sailing, not. indeed, the Gay 
itself, where water can be found for the deepest keels, bul in its many 
tWibutaries, harbors, ete., just the places where yachtsmen lke 
myself, who are sportsmen as well as yachtsmen, like to po. My 
yacht is never out of Commission, Tudeed 1 may say she is more in 
commission in January than in July. if the waters are uf all naviga- 
ble. Now, confining mysell! to Chesapeake waters. what form of 
craft do we want to navigate ifs waters that will afford us the most 
pleasure and comfort, Ii the first and foremost place she must pos- 
sess speed, and by this I do not mean the speed of the “jib ard maim- 
sail’? in light racing craft. produce by an enormous amount of 
eanyas, ballooners. and such fancy rigs, but the lionest speed ta be 
had out of a good model, properly canvassed for cruising, one in 
which the owner can take a day's ota week's cruise, tackling” 
everything that comes along and putting the most of them under his 
Stern, Now for convort she must have good accommodations below 
and good deck room, the last being as essential to comfortas the 
former, but nearly always sacrificed to a long cabin trunk and that 
utter abomination, a large cockpit. Unless for mere summer after- 
noon sailing T woulfi not owna yacht witha cockpit. To diverge 
eed here to andther point, the “ non-capsizability™ of the cutter, I 
think the same result can he obtained in the shoatest draft by taking 
the same means thst the cutter does, and that [ conceive to be im- 
moyable ballast as low down us possible, a good part in the keel. and 
keep the water out. The shoalest draft will ght herself after “a 
knock down” under these conditions and that is all the cutier aceom- 
pone in this respect. I think you make a great mistake in claim- 
ne that the deep draftis the only form that is not capsizable, the 
only point in this matter being that both deep and shoal drafts will 
“Irnock down” if hit hard enoweh; but the cutler, haying no place 
where the water can getin, owing to her flush deck aud no coclrpit, 
rights hergelf as soon as the flurry is past, But the ordinary shoal 
draft fills with water and sinks or lies on her side as the amount of 
ballast shifts. Keep the water out of her snd ber balist in its 
place and she will come up when the squall has passed as well as the 
deepest cutter, And now back todeck room. ‘This is 1 arent deside- 
ratum at all times, buf particularly important for “the sportsman 
yachtsman, if I may coin a word. [f a duek shooter, he wants 
plenty of room for sink heat, skiffs, decoys, etc , as well as room 
fo handle his light sails, and for a thousand other purposes 
that all yachtsmen know of, and which are unnecessary to mention 
here. As to cabin arrangements, tastes differ so that no rule can be 
Jaid down, The only thing to he said is to get as much height to the 
cabin as possible. “his is where the deep draft hasa great adyant- 
age, but | think sufficient height in cabin can be obtamed by meder- 
ate depth, plenty of freeboard and a fair-sized trunk. But LT eeuld 
write on this subjeet indefinitely, being an enthusiast in all that re- 
lates fo yachting and shooting, bul. will now come to what started 
meé on this long epistle, and that is the perusal of Mr. Robert B. 
Rooseveli’s article in your issue of Dec. 18, He mentions thé Chasa- 
peake “Bup-eye™ in thatarticls. Now Lam disposed to think, after 
closely obserying these boats since they made their appearance on 
our Waters, that they possess manyoef the requisites of a cruising 
Sportsman's yacht. They are very fast and abie as working boats, 
and qould be much improved ih bolh respectsi£ built for yachting 
purposes, Lhese boats run from 40 to 60ft, in length, beam froms 
to Jdft,, according to length, the largest boats not drawing 
over tiree or three and a half feeb or water. They are built 
Sharp at both ends, except that some of the largest haye round 
Sterns, something iy vag-bost style, which I think sn improvement, 
giving more deck roon aft without interfering with afiuerun, They 
have a good amount of freeboard, antl the large onos stay out on the 
oyster grounds as long a8 our pungies, which is saying 4 pood deal 
for their ability. ‘They were formerly built of logs dowled and bolted 
logether, but are Tow almost, if nol altogether, recularly framed 
and planked as other vessels ave, They are rigged wich sharpie sails 
or -0ose wings,’ ds we call them here, except some of the larger 
ones which have adopted the regular schooner rig with the exception 
that theiy gaffs are generally shorter. 

I will here say that it would afford mé much pleasure to do any- 
thing I van in the way of obtaining the information Mr. Roosevelt 
says he wants in regard to the ** Bug-eye."! 

In conclusion I will add that all T nave said is intended to apply to 
yachts of moderate size, say of from thirty to fifty feet louy, and 
within these liniits 1 think more yemuine pleasuré and amilsement 
con be found than in yachts of greater size. A good able buat of 
about forty feet extreme leneth, and nol more than four feet draft, 
istmay beawident of the kind of boat for three or four food fellows. 
who can be sailor, captain or cook, as the case may he, to haye a 
good time in. it is possibla tliat a fine fity feet Bog-eye of say 
iv or 13ft. heam, drawing about aft, would be still better, My riz 
first Jast aud ai] the time for a boat for tne above purpose is 
the yawl rig. J have been using this rig in my boat, 32h. aver all, for 
the last two years with perfect satisfuction, {altered her from sloop 
Ty and would Hot po back to it arain for any consideration, Tsail a 
eroat deal entirely alone, and although tending tbe jib and foresail 
Sheets in a trifle moré troublesome than the single jib would be In 
moderate weather, yet I am willing to take the litile extra trouble in 
working two sels of sheets for tle many advantages gain, As ta 
speed, my boat is almost, if not quite, as fast ax when she was rigged 
asa sloop, Indeed, when it blows bard enough to put her uuder 
storm jib, foresail ani mainsail, 1 think she is faster than ever. Ifyou 
could have seen the way we handled two schooners while beating up 
Fishing Bay, trom Hooper's Straits a few days ago, yon would have 
been astonished, On this occasion I had her under storm jib, fore- 
safl, two-recfed mainsail, and single reefed driver, This arrangement 
of sail, you will perceive, puts Considerable canvas ou the boat but 
all very low down, and it astonished me to see the way she*went with 
it. Lhad run down the bay from Sharp’s fsland to Hooper's Straits 
the day befure ii a heavy nocthwester, in which I should’ have re- 
Mained quietly at anchor under Hill's Point, bud I had on my old rig 
with cockpit, but under storm jib, foresatl, and close-reefed driver, 
the Jittle ship was on top all the time, although encumbered with two 
boats ondeuks, duck and goose decoys, aud all the paraphernalia of 
a ducking trip, But Tmust close this lengthy epistle, hopiug that tue 
discussion will be kept up until we have the right kind of vessel 
launched to suit all purposes, SINEBOAT. 

Haston, Md. 

{We are glad te publish a communication like the foregoing, com- 
ing from a thoroughly practical souree. There is no diffsreice he- 
Teen us and our correspondent worth mentioning, if be will carry 
out Lo the end the whole question. A yacht cau be used for two obi- 
jects. Either she serves only as a tool or implement through whieb 
to accomplish certain sportsman’s ends, such as ducking, fishing, ex- 
ploration, ete., or else she serves the regular yechtsmau as a means 
wherewith to follow the sport of sailing in itself. It stands to reason 
that the “sportsman yachtsman”’ must ake a Compromise suitable 
to his purpose. Ii 4ft. is the shoalest he feels called upon to vayigzate, 
aft. of draft is permissible. If 2U0in, is all the depth he can afford, 
then 4ft, draft in a medium" boat, as our corrdspondent suggests, 
becomes just ay much ‘fatal to the purpose in view as 6, 8, or 10ft. 
dratt, and he is obliged to restrivt his ambition to the o- nership of 
a sharpie or similar boast drawing only a few iInebes. On the other 
hand the rerulur yachisman, who builds forthe enjoyment of saii- 
ing in itselfi—as we should do, for exaniple—finds himself woham- 
pered by any fine distinctions as to draft, knowing well that for every 
Square taille too shoal for him to cruise in, there are thousands wpon 
thousands of square miles in whieh his draft need uot enterinto con- 
sideration atall. at least not in a efitical manuerto interfere with the 
proper and ful pursuit of the sport, The interests of these two 
elassea are not identical, and it is impossible to devise any one style 
of boat to cover wants of opposite nature. So far as thé discussion 
of the best design is concerned, in relates to esbablishing a clear 
as, of the Fundamental principles of naval architecture 
and not to its application to some spscial want of adaptability 
demanding a sacrifice in one or Toore respects, Upou this basis wa 
have sought to conduct the discussion. Once correct principles are 
understood and qoknowledeed, it becomes only @ matter of arithme- 
tic for every individual to decide for himself how far his special wants 
will enable him to liveun to perfection, and to what extent he must 
modify the “perfect yacht” te local exigencies. Our correspondent 
is led to his conclusions because he yiews his yacht as a tool, with 
whieh to reach an object in reality foreign to the sport of yacht sail- 
ing. But the question of (lesign. pure and simple, covers a much 
wider field, and ib would be misleading were we to narrow down our 
investigation of genéral principles by any special limitation as to 
draft, cost, ete.. to meet requirements other than those of sailing cou- 
sidered by itself without reference to this or that person's situation. 
As it is of importance that our course should be properly understood, 
an illustration by a homely example will help an understanding, 
Thus in bufldmgz a buggy no one thinks it necessary te supply broad 
tires, be¢ause possibly, oncé in a great while, some person may insist 
upon driving onthe sandy beach. The wafon-maker would reply: “L 
build a buggy for light weight and strength. to trayel on gooll and 
suitable reads, That kind of a biiggy is the proper standard. Now, 
if you wre so situated that drive on the sand you wnst, welland food, 
Twill meet your case witha sin. thre to the wheels, but don't ask me 
to build all my buygies that way, because you would be asking me to 
tower my standard to special or inferior néeds, and that would hardly 
be sensible.’ Similarly, in discussing the niatier of correct principles 
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HOME-MADE PORTABLE BOAT. 

for yacht building, the person sailing in shoal water cannot ask the 
world at large to lower itself to the necessities of his case, but he must 
yiew himself as the exception and alter or denart from the stand- 
ard, aceording to his particular surroundings, If, is paramount, 
however, for the sake of proper conceptions anil proper apprecia 
tion of the whole issue, that above all the standard should first be 
clearly fixed and for ever after kept in view and acknowledged as 
the standard throughout each and eyery modification, otherwise 
sound principles would quickly disappear, and each experimenter 
would be flying off at a wild tangent, until an anarchy of conceptions 
prevailed und serious faults and evils instigated by purely local con- 
siderations would soon obscure the beacon light of sound naval 
design, If all buggies were to be built with broad tires to cover an 
ovcusional spin on the beach, broad tires would become constitution- 
ally incorporated in buggies as a class, and a faulty divergence from 
4@ correct standard would grow into a permanent feature, Again, 
the owner of a buggy is perfectly content, in fact decidedly prefers 
to follow the highways, and selects the best-kept roads into the bar- 
fain, He does nob insist upon cutting across field and stubble, but 
drives a long Way round, because his buggy is bulitfor the road and 
not for soft ground, Is the buggy a fajlure or impracticable tor that 
reason? Then why should a yachtsman insist upon cutting across 
sandbars, boxing aboub in water not fit for the purpose, or what 
seems tous pertectly ridiculous, why should he insist upon sailing 
in an acré of water in which be can wade about with breeches rolled 
up just as well and better when he hag within a stone's throw a 
million acres of water deep enough for all the draft the “perfect 
yacht" calls for? Is it not “straining at the gnat and swallowing the 
camel” Lo build to suit inordinately Bhoal water whieh you may not 
find more than once or twice if a great while, and in so doing 
build to @ standard inferior at all other timesy Is a yacht drawing 
6ft. “fatally” impractical because unable to sail in water she is 
hot intended to mnayigate and neyer need enter except upon 
ill-considered caprice, or in pursuit of aims foreign to her 
legitinate purpose? Why should a yacht not confine her 
operations to the channels and waters suitable to her work, 
just as wellas a bugey on shore, especially when waters suitable to 
her craft exceed a thousand fol’ those from which she is debarred 
on the seore of draft? Another ¢xample; Is the turf to be abolished, 
the breeding of trotters, pacers and runners a humbug all through, 
hecause a Rarus, a J. 1.0, a Parole, cannot he hitched to a farm 
wagon for work? Ts the searth for perfect torm in a yacht to be 
discountenanced because that yacht may be unable to fulfil the func- 
tions of & carrier, a transport, a camp in shoal water? Is nothing 
attained or learned in the breeding of fast horse flesh hecause a 
trotter ina preee Will not serve the farm hand as well as the old 
blind mare hitched to a hay wagon? Is a cutter drawing Aft, per- 
forea unsuitable to cruising up and down the coast in 10 to 110 
fathoms of water, entering all ports she need and more than ful- 
filling the requisites of legitimate yachting impracticable for our 
waters, because water dss than 8ft, can be found in certain places? 
And if you draw but 4ft., can you knock about in 2ft. of water? And 
if you dvaw 2ft.. can you knock sboutim 6in. -f water? Well, but I 
don't caré to. Where is enough water for me to sail in with 41t,, our 
Correspondent will answer. Exactly, and there is within a very 
small traction of oné per cent, 4s much water for, others to suilin 
with &ft.! Straining after light draft upon the plea of shoal water is 
to conjure up a ghost with no existence. There certamly are in- 
dividuals so situated, and of such tastes that light draft, the very 
lightest draft, is to them a vital point in a gnc or floating convey- 
ance ofany kind. They must have light draft; they cannot help 
themselves. Their wants are special. To enuncite general prin- 
eres stranzled by special limitations is not sound policy. To hold 
orth on yacht désiga with eyes rivetted upon the Great South Bay of 
Long Island, upon the reed-grown meadows cf some shore, vpon 
sindry bars and shoals m Chesapeake Bay, upon one square mile of 
mn flat, and to loose sight of a thousand square miles of nayigable 
water afew minutes distant,would wind up any such narrow- 
visioned aingipte in yery short order, and when he dried 
oul, no more would be known, nothing would be lett to pass 
down to the next in the way of fundamental knowledge gained. 

’ Special sores need special plasters, but the rest of the medicine chest 
; eannot he tossed into the sea because its contents are not all like the 
Dlaster just wanted. Because the sportsman or hunter needs, or 
thinks he needs, lightdraft, the “perfect yacht” ought, uevertheless, 
to receive our firsf consideration. Inafew words: “Shall we bu ld 
our boar to suit certain limited purposes in limited waters, regard- 
“less of the boat, Of per coutra, shall we build the perfect boat and 
then sail her in waters suitable to suoh a boat? The sailing man, 
appreciating the sport initself will, like ourselves, prefer tie latter 
course. 50 nnchfor a general elucidation of the objects and aims 
of the discussion on type which has been carried on in these coluras 
to the benefit of an nnderstanding of the underlying principles of 
sound yacht design, Now forsome points of more practical applica- 
fon in reference 10 our correspondent’s letter above. So far as pres- 
ént experience teachers, the ‘truth?’ does not lie in that seductive 
“Inedium" which shall be neither extreme, but tue best and most 
satisfactory hous is to be found in cither of those very extremes. 
The man who needs a shoal boat for uavisating shoal waters, the 
hunter, the sportsinan, ete., wants boat which shall be of light draft 
4534 matterof fact, and not only by comparison with still greater 
‘draft. Forsporting purposes there is no boatas good as one of the 
Rosyln sharpies, for they ean ;bé poled, pulled, pushed or sailed 
With a free wind in the shoalest of water, can be beached, are eheap 
to binld, carry smallrigs, and have, or can have, considerable deck 
area for the stowage of punts, blinds and decoys. Their accommo- 
dations are ample, hecause a given sum of money will butld a 60ft. 
sharpie with 14f0, beam, against a 40ft. sloop with no more beam, but 
a Touch Jarger rig and far less available space below or on deck. 
The sharpie will be as fast or faster with sheets lifted, 
and if mot the equal of the sloop to winuward, the differ 
ence Will not he enough to condenin the Roslyn conerplion, because 
heriack of weather-going power is largely made up by her excess in 
length. The sharpie will keep the sea as long as the sloop, and 
though an indilferent porfcrmer in choppy water, she will be qnite as 
safe as the sloop in regard fo outliving bad times, and rough water 
work would be with the sportsman or “sportsman yachtsmav.” com- 
paratively of rare occurrence. For shoal water cruising. as a float- 
ing cump), as 4 transport for sporting appliances, as a boat for ex- 
Ploration in wocharted regions, and for thé all-rouiid life of the 
‘sportsman yachtsman,” couple! with that mild and subdued kind 
of yachting in smooth, sheltarcu stretches of which some people are 
fond, the Rosiyn yaw! lays over all other styles submitted to the pub- 
He's cansideration, But when it comes to yachting pro er, to the 
participation in & genuine amateur life aficat, then rhe need is felt at 
a bound of seizing upon the greatest power, absolute safety, ability 
and reliability in nylog cireumstances, and no special plea, no erip_ 

pling limitation can then be allowed to interfere, excepf ata corre- 
sponding sacrifice or renunciation of the desiderata we set out to 
acquire to the greatest exten! possible from the yery nature of {he 
problem to be solved. No haggling as to first cost, no fine spun dis- 
tinetion between a foot or tio more or less of draft, no insatiable 
longing for *‘comforts” ab war with the manly, sturdy. veoturesome, 
hardy characteristies of fhe sport in its purity, must stand in the way 
to the attainment of the laudable end, the acquisition of the most 
perfect boat viewed from the standpoiit of a sailor, viewed as a ioel 
with which to indulze in the most delicate refinements of skill, snd 
pursue with keen boily and mental relish the practice of the arts of 
4 seaman and the scienee of navigation. If your fils will vor build 
a “perfect yacht” of (iit, let her be but 50, Tf your funds will uot 
huild a “perfect yacht” of Sift, let her be butd0, Let her tonnage 
be whatitmay, so sheis perfect in model, conpleteand serviceable 
inher equipment, Tonnage does not make the ablest nor yet the 
must satisfactory vessel. Perfection in planning and detail does, 
Let her draw just as much water as good design calls for, 
fake a glance at your charts and giyt water too shoal a good 
berth, for you have the world hefore you. The large yacht may jog 
aloug ten (iays under topsaiis, oblivious to the state of sea and wind, 
yet eyery one of those ten days: the small yacht may find it quite 
lempestuons. How much moéreimportant then that the small craft 
should he ‘“ssaworthy,” and huve “seagoing qualities’ in her blood 
and bones than the big fellow who makes fair weather out of thal 
which is fou) for moderate tonnage! Ah but, says our corres 
pondent, who wants to soto seat <A prea many. The great 
majority do and will when the time is at their (lisposal. ‘The 
great Tuajority owo small yachts and they cannot help thems- 
elyes, They are at sea in a good sized pond! They are at sea 
half the timein hanging yound a little harbor! We baye heen “tosea” 
right here in New York harbor many a time and oft, and realized the 
supreme satisfaction of clutching the helm of a good “sea boat.’ Our 
correspondent takes the term in iis literal sense. We apply it In a 
relative way. A yacht may be “‘atsea,’ she may need ‘seagoing 
quatities™ aud yet never be out of sight of land or off soundings, not 
eyen oul of a reach or landlocked waters. New York harhor, nine 
miles in diameter, aud ihe “lower bay’ will kick upall the rumpus 
an Idft. yacht can sail in orsuryive, ‘The Sound will kiek up all the 
jump 4 40%, yacht need wish, and the Chesapeake will, upon shel. 
provocation, lash itself into fury which a bOf6t, yacht willscaree will- 
stand, While in the lower lialf of that noble sheet of water a yessel of 
any tonnage whatever is to all intenltsand purposes “al sea” as much 
as upon the broad ocean. No one eares particularly to “goto sea’ in 
the literal sense. fora thrash ont of a bundred miles and a square 
away for home. Rut ‘going to sea’*ma relative sense nearly all 
yachts do. Nine-tenths of all American yachting is done out of New 
York, Baston and Eastern ports, With the exception of the Sound 
there are no large bodies of sheltered waters. The Sound is a short 
dsay’s:ail from ontend to the other. Can any person presume ti 
stultify the courage and enterprise of Ameritan yachtsmen 
to suppose that some three thousand yachts ard lots moréto come 
will forever rest happy and content pent wpin waters nov one day 
long? Are those of Boston to jump or fly their crath across conntry 
toreach that pretty little pond m particular? Are the bold lake 
sailors to forego their troubled fresh water seas hecause no 
“sheltered waters’ are within reach? And how is the fleet to fetch 
the Ghesapeake wnless by a regnlar passage ut seqa—a passage al 
times no chili'’s play? Are 50. 100 and 200 ton yachis to move in pro- 
cession through @ canal or by rail to reach what they eau or ough to 
mnake by a glorious dash down the coast? And whatis the big and 
growing fleet ta do which knocks about hetween this and the Hast all 
summer, fils out for the Mediterranean or the West Indies in winter? 
Do they not all have to go to sea? =Should they shed keels and fat- 
ten their Hoors becalise some creek, some estuary exists scarce 
known here and there m which they would erate on the gravel or 
churn up the mud? Nonsense. The so-called “vast stretches of 
shelterect waters’ from Maine to Mlorida, resolve themselves in prac- 
lical yachtsman’s life to one day’s sailon the Sound. to the upper 
half of the Chesapeake and some rivers which no ohe ever yachts 
nulessas an exceptional yentiire. [bis 2 mistake, and a bier one, to 
suppose our cousins across the pond are any better off than we with 
regard (9 deep water. They are not as well off, no malter what 
popular inipression may be. Many, very many of their harbors are 
totally dry at low water, and yachts lay in the mud alongside a bulk- 
head, with # masthead tackls to keep them plumb or ‘legs’ ont to 
shore them Up. Glance at charts of the Thames, the Solent and other 
yachting centers, ot the rivers of Holland. fayorite resorts of British 
eraft, and the American will be dazed with the masses of shoals and 
flats, with bnoysand marks ssthick as ties in Hy-time, with long, 
narrow, tortuons channels a stone's throw wide. with rocks and reefs 
and rips and sluiceway tides enough to make his hair curl 
and shudder at the thonght of yachting in such shoal waters! 
And he will faint outright and spoil his eyesightin trying to deci- 
pher the mazes of Hoiland’s intricate navigalion, But does the 
Englishman whine about * his shoal waters’ and build a flat trap to 
lie comfortably in the mud? Not a bit of it. He knows there is 
plenty of deep water to be had if he has a mind to fetch where itis, 
He builds His boot as a coud hoat ought to be and spends no sleep- 

Jess nights theoviging over this flat or that flat ora tidal harbor here 
and there. but out with his charts and bmocnlar, a smart look 
ahead. a live man at the helm, anil he makes the best ot a bad War- 
fain anid puts for the sea forthwith, confident in the boat whose 
decks he walks and bold and brave enough to take whatever there 
may baim store for the future. Most of our readers ara not able to 
dross the Atlantic and yerify all this, but We recommend to their at- 
tention a volume elsewhere noticed, which wili pive them an inkling 
as te what yachting abroad really is, and they will lay down that 
hook thankful that we haye so much deep water aloug our coast and 
such dee) harbors of easy access, with hundreds of miles of deep 
rivers and deep shel®red waters. which remove all real necessity for 
fine spun theories about drath, If any people can build the * perfect 
yacht™ with impunity, we, in America, are that penple,| 

[TO BR CONTINURD. | 

A PORTABLE BOAT. 

M R. J, F. JACKSON sends us sone sketehes of a small portable 
boat suitable for sporting and yachting purposes. The chief 

recommendation of this sectional boat is the ready manner in which 
it Can be put together by ooy one in the garrett, hallway or yard 
No one need be without a serviceable boat of thig kind. if he oan cut 
fairly well toa marie with a saw, lids a plane ov Goarse rasp, and can 
borrow an anger aud skirmish round for a few bolts, levy on \he 
home supply of cotton and talka glazier out of a handtul of putty 
orsome whitelead. Bora good carrier such a beat should We about 
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12ft. long, but 10 or even 9ft. will do fora small dingey. Clear white 
pine or cedar will work the easiest and make the lightest job. Depth. 
say 15 to 18in., with some fiate tothe side, sheer to suit fancy, and 
2\6 to 3ft in width, Board can be had properly dressed from the 
nearest mill, and the whole thing ripped ont, nailed up and varnished 
in three hours, After another hour of contemplation the yarnish 
will be dry, and you can go afloat fora trial. An eight-foot double 
paddle or simply a singlé blade whittled out of pine or spruce and 
sein @ slot in the end of a stout round stick will be sufficient. There 
will he no nickel plate to the affair, nor hideous lincrusta decora- 
lions, but with clear stulf and a little “‘fumption” the boat will make 
a neat and serviceable tender to a small yacht, and can be stowed in 
& space 3x3? or less by slipping one section into the other, unscrew- 
ing the puts on the connecting bolts for that purpose. For sports- 
men’s use she can be carried across country or taken aboard a 
wagon or buggy with less trouble than a hand yalise. ‘Total cast of 
boat anywhere from $3 to $4. 

NO NONSENSE WANTED,--When a person writes that ‘‘Tleen 
started ona trip sonth and was obliged to put back,” that person re- 
sorts knowingly tofalsehood. That such an individual should wince 
under the lash and whine about “temperate advocates’ after being 
convicted in these columns of slanderous falsification, is not to be 
wondered at. For the sake of truth itis imperative that dishonesty 
ou the part of a reporter should be brought up with a round turnand 
in plain English. That duty, disagreeable as it may be, we do not 
intend to shirk. and the sooner those persons who resort to vulgar 
falsehood understand that we will permit no nonsense of that kind to 
g0 unrelyuked, the better forthem. The statement made in a turf 
jJonrnal Jast week that Teen started on a trip south and was obliged 
te put back, is a common lie, That is the most *‘temperate™ language 
the utterance of a falsehood deserves. 

THE LUBBERS.—One newspaper lubber delivers himself of the 
sage opinion that een left harbor under trysail and foresail. The 
skipper who would get a cutter under way under such sail would be 
langhed ashore in short order. Mainsail and forestaysail may be the 
custom with fresh and green talent at the wheel of a sloop, but lub- 
berly tactics of that kind find no place aboard a smart vessel. 
Captain Penny knows a thing or two more about getting a yacht 
under way, Butwhy do certain newspaper reporters make such a 
ridiculous show of their ignorsnoe in drawing upon their imagina- 
eee printing blunders which stamp them as falsifiers on the 
Spot? 

PERSONAL.—Commodore Mottof the Cricket.cutter, Oswego Y.C., 
and Mr. J.B. MeMurrich have beenin the city. The Commodore 
speaks well of his cutter, thinks her just the boat for lake use, and 
her draft does not bother him in the least. 

VERY NATURAL.—Accorading to the Herald, Skipper Willis, of the | 
Dauntless, is pleased to consider her a fine sea boat, and announces 
himself a sort of reformed British sinner, who has seen the error of 
his ways. Of course, a ‘soft berth’ and big pay under the American 
flag has nothing to do with this sort of taffy, always supposing Skip- 
per Willis really did express himself as stated inthe Herald, Consid- 
eving the numerous denials of the so-called news in that paper which 
continually reach us, we would like more reliable authority than a 
bare statement in the Herald. Likewise does the excellent Willis go 
into transport over the beauties of the Sound, and he is reported as 
saying that he cannot understand why any one wants to hammer off 
shore, If Skipper Willis was really guilty ofsuch a confession, he has 
evidently mistaken his profession, and ought to settle on a farm with 

| a duck pond attached. Wescarcely think an English skipper would 
give himself away in that fashion, unless there was some object in 
view, No doubt Skipper Willis would much prefer seeing the Daunt- 
less well settled in the mud of some Sound port for sume six months 
to eome, but the owner evidently has a higher ambition. As for the 
sailing Of Dauntless, she was roundly beaten by British yachts in the 
Nice loternational last year, and the verdict of the critics present 
was that Dauntless is of no accountto windward. This is well enough 
known eyen here in America, Her reputation for handiness and 
closewindednuess in Solent waters is none too good, as we learn from 
disinterested sourees. No one has ever questioned the ‘'fair to mid- 
dling” seagoing qualities of the Dauntless, for she is one of our long- 
est and deepest vessels, with dead rise enough to make her approach 
the modern British yachts in performance at sea more nearly than 
the typical flat bottom of American device, The big rig of the 
Dauntless helps to make her easy. Should it ever be cut down the 
difference would at once be noted in quicker and harder behavior at 
sea, The Dauntless left this port Dec. 18, bound for the Mediterranean 
in spite of the superb attractions of half a day’s sail from one end of 
the Sound to the other, 

STILL ANOTHER.—Cutter building is becoming brisk. Driscoll, 
of Greenpoint, will stretch the keel of a fine little vessel for New 
Haven owners, from designs by A. Cary Smith. Over all 40ft. 8in.; 
waterline, 32ft.; beam, 846ft.; draft, 6ft. 5in.; lead on keel 714 tons; 
inside half a ton for trimming. Lead is 2ft. wide across top, and 10in, 
across bottom. Mast, 3ift. 9in., deck to cap: topmast, 2514ft.; boom, 
81ft. Gin.; gaff 22ft. 3in.; bowsprit, 24}¢ft. over all. 

TRUE BLUE.—A gentleman ordered a single-hand yacht, 1bft, 
loadline, from a builder, and wrote; Deck her all over and give me 
a cabin, But, said the builder, it will be yery small. Well, wrote 
the prospective owner, I can sleep in it, cook in it, smoke in it, read 
and write im it ‘‘ard what more can a man ask for?” 

MAVIS.—This nobby little cutter has been sold to Mr, Thomas H. 
Proctor of Boston. 

{Dac. 27 1883. 

BUY YOUR BALLAST NOW. Lead is very low at present, and the 
price still tending downward, Pigin Bugland hes been down to 355 
per Jong ton or 2,240lbs., but in America, thanks to a protective larity, 

| the yachtsman has to pay 8.6 cents per poulld or $72 per shorb tom, 
| The market is not likely to go lower, and those who buy during dull 
| times this winter will probably get the metal for $80 er less. Scrap 
| Jead can be bought for 2 cents. 

RIGHT MOVE.—The fleet of cabin yachts in the Kniekerbosker 
Y. C. will receive fresh accessions this winter. Mr. Mathews, of the 
open boat Weary Wish, is putting wpa little cabin sloop thirby feet 
long, and Mr, Christie, of the catboat Coutant, is likewise following 
the beut of the day and building a cabin sloop. Neither is likely to 
repent the change from a shifter to a regular yacht. 

GITANA,.—This schooner arrivedat Bermuda, Dec, 12, hound for 
European waters, Steamer sunbeam, Sit Thos. Brassey, left the 
same port Dee. 10. bound for Portsmouth, England. Steam yacht 
Mermaid reached Jacksonville, Fla, ,Dec. 20 in safety, 

CUTTERS.—Mr. Beayor Webb, designer of Freda, Tara, White 
Wing, Medusa, and other successful boats, annownees his wildress in 
our advertising columns, 
NEW CUTTER.—Dr. Whitney, of Boston, is to have athoroughbred 

mines 80ft. loadline, to be builtfrom designs by Burgess Hros., of 
oston. 

Every reader of this jonrial (it is expected) will “lyewe a say” pout 
the *Flickerings.”' 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

SPANIEL, New York,—Since you are still the owner of the bitch, you 
are the breeder, according to the rules of the chib. 

PATHFINDER, New Hampshire,—Please send your post-office addres- 
to this office. We wish to write yon relative to your communication 
recently sent us, which bore no date nor town, 

H. B.—The following limes were made at Lake George in 1884, 
under paddle: Class 3, distance 1 mile, A. BE. Heighway, 10 min, 50 
sec., canoe lft, x 3lin. Class 2, 144 miles, 16 min. 6sec., C. B, Vaux, 
canoe 14ft, x 26in, 

The longest river in the world is the Mississippi, veckoning from 
the source of the Missouri, being 4,500 miles, or equal to the combined 
length of about thirty-three millions of Esterbrook's aiammoth 
falcon pens and pen-holders.—Ady, 

uMrane NA 
VET ER IFICS 
or ER CU OF A DEAS 
For Twenty Years Humphreys’ Veterinary 

Specifies have been_used by Farmers, Stock- 
breeders, Horse R.R.,Travel’¢ Hippodromes 
Menageries and others with perfect success. 

LIST OF SPECIFICS. 
A.A, Cures Fevers and Inflammation, Milk 

Fever, Spinal Meningitis, Hog Cholera, 75c, 
-B, Gures Founder, Spavin, Stiffness, 75c. 

U.C, Cures Distemper, Nasal Discharges, 75e. 
1). D. Cures Bots or Grubs, Worms, - - - Toc. 
B.E. Cures Cough, Heaves, Pneumonia, Sc. 
F.F, Cures Colic or Gripes, Bellyache, 7T5c. 
G.G, Prevents Abortion, - - - - - - + Toc. 
HH. Cures all Urinary Diseases,- - - - 75e- 
i... Cures pene Diseases, Mange, &c. F5c. 
J. Cures all Diseases of Digestion, -_- 75c. 

erinary Manual, (330 pp.}, 10 bottles of 
Medicine, and Medicator, - + - - - $8.00 

Medicator,- - -----+----+- 
t#-These Veterinary Cases are sent free to any 

address on_receipt of the price, or any order for 
Veterinary Medicine to the amount of $5 or more. 

Humphrey’s Veterinary Manual (390 pp.)sent 
free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 

("Pamphlets sent free on application. 
HUMPUREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED. CO. 

109 Fulton Street. New York. 

the very best rods. 

‘Best’ round section rods. 

rod could be made. 

serviceable at a moderate price. 

SECTION BAMBOO RODS. 
Having been the pioueers in the manufacture and introduction of Seution Bamboo Rods, we haye always 

taken great pride in securing and perfecting every improvement in order to maintain our position as the makers of 
Knowing not only theoretically, but also by long experience, that a properly made round rod 

is the only absolutely perfect rod, we have invariably refused, and still do refuse, to put our name on any but our 
Our prices for these round rods average only about 40 per cent, more than the prices 

asked by any other makers, while the rods are widely known to be incomparably superior. 

any angular) red can be perfect, we long believed that with proper work aianship and material a really ood anguls 

Being much easier and cheaper to make than round rods, we hoped to be able to offer to thos 

anglers who can not afford to pay the price of our ‘‘Best” round rods, a hexagonal rod that would be good and 
We are more than satisfied with the success which has attended our efforts, for we 

are now able to furnish a hexagonal rod that is really worth haying, and at a price which is only « trifle in advance 

of that asked by other makers. 

Orders received from persons residing in cities in which the dealers keep a full line of our goods will not he filled at any price. 

While no hexagonal or 

ABBE FY c& IM BRIiIikz, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

Eine Fishing Tackle, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 

JAS. FEF. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

: MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Fine Fishing Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
$2.25; 600ft., $2.50. Any of the above Reels with Drags, 

brass Multiplying a 
T8OFt., $1.50; 240ft., $1.75; BOOLt., $2.00; 450ft., 
25 cts, extra; nickel plated; 50 cts. extra. 
nicke) plated, 50 ets, extra, 

Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz.; tre 
pecegee. Single Gut Trout and 
wisted Leaders, 3 length, 5 ets.; 

Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and 

Samples of hooks, leaders, etc., 
catalogue. 
Established 20 years. Open Evenings, 

HOW Send 25 cents for 

full information for 

use of the ES New 

Model CAMERA! 

(28° A most acceptable Holiday Gift, 

B. EF. NICHOLS & CoO., 
BOSTON, MASS... 

Manufacturers of 

HEXAGONAL SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODS, 
REMOVED TO 153 MILK SIREET, 

We are obhged to haye more room in our factory and greater facilitiesfor manufacturing our goods 
We have received the highest award and silver medal at the Massachu 

Fair for our superior goods. Send for catalogue. 
to meet the increasing demand, J 
getts Charitable Mechanics’ Association 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
MANUFACTURERS OF — 

Our Shells eannot be excelled by Any: 
Cannon is an éntirely new thing, and the 
Cannon in the world. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST 

Brass Click Reels, 20yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 
Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelled on 

Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown, O'Shaughnessy, erase Aberdeeen, 
ble, 80 ets. per doz, ; 

Black Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts.; 3yds., 15 cts. 
treble twisted, 3 Jength, 10 cts. Trout Plies, 60 ots. per doz. Black Bass 

Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft, long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Fly Rods, l0ft long, $1.50 to $10,00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 

sent by mail on receipt of price in money orstamp, Send stamp for 

J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

TO TAKE PICTURES 
| ONLY 25c. 

Cameras and Outfits $10 and upward, on salé at Rook-Sellers and “Opticians 
everywhere. Send for Catalogue to THE ROCHESTER OPTICAL CO, 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 

Paper Shot Shells, Breech-Loading Canon, &, 
in the country. 
most complete yacht 

75 cts.; GOyds., $1.00; 
ut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sneak Bent, and all other hooks, 

put up one-half dozen in a 
Double 

nrach. 

with which anyone 
having no knowl- 
edge whatever of 
photography may 
make good pictures 

only. 

Box F, ROCHESTER, N. ¥. 

Our 

101 & 103 Duane Street, - 

WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass. Agent for New England States 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

is our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 

has seyen pockets and game pockets, 
material, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a 

successtiu day without losing a hair or feather. It can 
be worn over or under an ordinary coat, We will mail it 
to you for $2.00, Send breast gieasure, 

BE PYTre od CE’s 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

These shells are made of extra fine thm pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester ot Wesson No, 2 prim 
loaded as often as ay 

ers. Can he re 
Cost only about half as 

shoot stronger and cl ser, and 
of the thicker makes. 

Weight less than paper shells. The 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside di meter is 
nearly two gauges larger. Loud same as any brass shells, using wads say two 
sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually crimped With tool (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged. 
The Rear oe 
preciated by a 
chara any sportsmen’s club or dealer, 

tool also acts a8 a reducer, an adyantaze which will be ap- 
experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed (without 

and prices quoted to the trade 
or sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 

only, (2,000), and crimpers not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO, 
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 

New York. 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duck, Irish Fustian and Corduroy, 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR, 

THIS 

It is of strong 
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THE WAINE GAME REPORT. 

a document put forth by the Maine commissioners for 

the year 1883 is a most encouraging report of what 

has been done in thit State. Last winter, it will be remem- 

bered, the Maine Legislature adopted a more stringent law, 
the provisions of which, if they could be enforced, were 

sufficient to insure a radical change in the matter of killing 
game for market; and it will be seen from the paris of the 
report, which we print elsewhere, that the commissioners, 

wardens and detectives have actually made the law respected, | 

and so have largely secured the protection which it was 

intended to make possible. 
The most important of the new provisions of the law 

adopted in the winter of 1882-3 were those forbidding the 
killing, having in possession, or transporting of more than 
one moose, two caribou and three deer by one person in one 

season; the killing of ruffed grouse and woodcock save for 
consumption within the State, and the possession or trans- 
portation of more than fifty pounds of land-locked salmon 
ov trout. This regulation produced great consternation 

mong fhe market hunters who had been supplying the 
Boston market, and it was received with ill prace by some 
shooters and anglers who resort to Maine from other States; 

but the officers have made the new law something decidedly 
more than a dead letter, and both market hunters and sports- 
men have been made to sufter the penalties attaching to their 
defiance of the legal restrictions. That the public may see 
just how active tle officers have been we reprint from the 
report a list of the parties against whom indictments have 

been found, 
The exportation of deer in the winter of 1882-3 was very 

large, Shoulders of venison were sent to market by hun- 
dreds and thousands. The Jast season has witnessed a not- 
able change. The supply of Maine game hasbeen cut off 
from the Boston market almost entirely, and in the cities of 

" Bangor and Portland, market dealers have shown a willing- 

ness to respect the law. In short, the progress made during 
the year was very marked. It isto be hoped that the work 

so well begun may be carried on with hetter facilities, more 

adequate means, and still more gratifying results in the 

future. 

THE ADIRONDACK FORESTS. 

is reported that the Senate Committee, which was ap: 4} 

I pointed at the last session of the New York Legislature 
to investigate the forest lands of the Adirondacks, will report 

adversely to the purchase of the Adirondack territory by the 

State. ‘The reasons given are: First, that the timber now 
remaining is not worth cutting, and, therefore, there will be 

no further decrease of forest land by the work of the lumber- 

men; second, that the State is rapidly acquiring possession of 

the land by the reversion of property on which the taxes are 

not paid; and third, that if the State attempts to {buy upthe 

land, present owners will demand an outrageous price, and 

the result will be a ‘‘job” of the worst possible character. 

To criticise this report of the Senate Committee hefore it 

is presented in detail would doubtless be premature, but if 

the committee is correctly reported as putting forward the 

reasons just quoted, its adverse recommendation will not 

appeal very strongly to those persons who are familiar with 

the actual condition of things in the Adirondack Wilderness. 
Tn the first place, if is not true that all the marketable 

timber has been cut; on the contrary, it is the present ac- 

tivity and the prospective wholesale lumbering operations 

that have specially drawn publie attention to the topic at 

this time, The second reason given by the committee loses 
all force when we reflect that the land thrown back upon the 

State for non-payment of taxes, does not become public 

property until the trees have all been cut off trom it, and it 

is reduced to a barren waste instead of a wood. 
Nor is there much substance in the third point made, 

namely that the purchase will he a “job.” The State has 
the power and the right to assume possession of this domain 

without paying for any part of it an exorbitant price to 

satisfy speculators and leeches, 
The situation is grave; the necessity of adequate, prompt 

and wise action imperative. The Adirondacks should he 

saved, even at great cost, The State has a perfect right, for 

the undoubted good of the people at large, to purchase the 

North Woods at a price determined pon as reasonable by a 
sommission of competent judges; the State can take the 
land and pay this price; and the would-be speculators may 

substitute their chagrin for their prospective spoils, 

WINTER CARE OF TACKLE, 

he will repay the angler to take good care of his tackle 

during the off season. Yet few take such care of it at the 

close of one seagon as to Have it in readiness for duty at the 
opening of the next one. There are those who give their 

tuckle 2 thoroueh inspection once or twice during the winter, 
and to them it is a labor of love, bringing up niany a memory 

of past pleasure. Here is the little fy that captured the big: 

trout last June; it is in good order still, but the gut isa trifle 
frayed and needs attention. Lay it aside to be sent to ghe 
makers for repair, unless you do this yourself, Were a 

leader that has a kink m it, which has partly broken it; cut 
it in two and soak the ends and re-tie them. This is not only 

useful, but congenial work, and brings the reward in more 

ways than one. 
When rods are to be laid by for the season, theyshould be 

carefully looked over for faults, guidevings inspected, and 

the fittings of the ferules seen to. When the rods are placed 
in the eases, take care that the strings are not tight or the 
rods may warp. Straighten all the joints before casing, and 
lay the rods on a shelf, never on hooks nor brackets, and 
never leave them standing against a wall or other ohjects 

for fear of their warping. 
Reels should be eleaned and put in order, if necessary, 

und lines should be looked over for chafes or other injuries; 
creels should always be cleaned after every trip, but before 
the reels and lines aré packed away in them, they should be 

aguin inspected. We have found fruit jars the best pro- 
tection against moths, aud flies properly put away in them 

are sure to be in good order when wanted. 
These hints, if followed, will save both worry and ex- 

pense, and the angler will take more pleasure in the knowl 
edge thatsbis tackle isin order, than can be computed in 

money. 

Tun Sxow,—With the first of the month came bird shoot- 
ing was brought toa close in most of the States; and none 

too early, for the receut very heavy snow fall has made sad 

hayoe with the game, 

NEW RIFLE WANAGERS, 

rPAHE annual meeting of the National Rifle Association, 
which comes off ina few days, should be the oecasion 

of a general shaking up of the dry bones at the head of the 

Association. Tf the life members fail to make sn earnest 

protest against the growing do-nothing policy of those in 

control of the affairs of the Association, then it is useless to 

look for any very excellent results from the practice of 1884, 
The dry rot is striking very Geep into the affairs of the Asso- 

ciation, and but a few years more of such control as we haye 

recently been treated to in this central Association will sec 

its demise. There is need of a policy which shall command 
the enthusiastic support of tlfe actual shooting men, There 
las been too wide apulf between the managers snd the 

workers in the Association in the past, and the actual needs 

of those who use the ranges have been disregarded by the 

titled individuals who lend their names to grace the official 

list of the Asssociation. 
One trouble in the line of making a change has been that 

a large proportion of the life members are not active shooters. 
They either belong to the ranks of the “haye beens,” or they 

are so bound up in official relations to those now in control 
that they fear a free expression of their opinions. A system 

of rolation would be a godsend to the Association, but with 
the chance for notoriety which the reception of the British 
team in 1884 will give, it will bea hard task to induce any of 
the present inner circle to forego the temptation of re-elect- 

ing themselves. 

If an carnest effort is made prior to the date of the meet- 

ing, there should be no difficulty in making up a list for 
balloting which should be in every way satisfactory. The 
old members cannot object.to the new blood sought to be in- 

troduced. It surely cannot he urged that it is wise to let 

well enough alone, for the affairs are now in such a dead- 

and-alive condition that the change must be for the better, 

and it cannot come too soon. 

THE CAMP-HIRE VOTING, 
ALLOTS are coming in withevery mail at arate very gral 
ifying. The interestshown in the yoting is much greater 

than we had anticipated. We repeat on another page the 

directions already given and the declaration that the privi-- 

lege of voting is extended to all who read the paper. 

Micnigan.—The Michigan Sportsmen’s Association will 

meet at Jackson next Tuesday, Jon. 8. This society is just 
now called upon to maintain iis interest and strength, for 

never before has there been more urgent need of ‘‘hack- 
bone” in the cause of Michigan gume protection. We hope 

that the sportsmen of the State will respond promptly, 
heartily and substantially to the call of the Secretary pub- 

lished in another colutum. The success of the Maine system 

should encourage the Michigan Association to perseyere in 

the effort to secure a State game warden. 
- © Sataeltnameninel 

HERE IS A DEAL of cant about the “‘pot-hunter” and the 

“true sportsman.” Each term has been iterated and re-it- 

crated in season and out of season by honest men and hypo- 
crites. Neither expression has been so hackneyed as to have 

lost its significance. The Maine game report contains a 
suggestive passage descriptive of the kind of beings who are 

pot-hunters in that State. Read the paragraph and test the 

faithfulness of the picture by applying it to some of the pot- 

hnaters you know yourself, 

‘Down tHE Yuxon.”"—The gentinuafion of Lieut: 

Schwatka’s account of the Alaska expedition was received 

too late for insertion in this issuc, It will be giyen next 

week. 

A New Leav.—Among all the other good resolutions for 
the year, suppose you adopt enc something like this: Te 

talk came protection less and protect game more. 

AMATHUR PHOTOGRAPHS. 
AY E have received a mimber of photograpbsin exchatge for the 

two yiews taken from our ofilce windows, and find them very 

charming and suggestive pictarés of camp life aud pleasure travel. 

We repeat that we haye taken, with amateur oulBb, two views from 

the windows of the Forrst ANp StRuAM office, and shall he glad to 

axchauge one or both of them for amateurs’ photographs of canip 

scenes and other pictures made by the sportsman tourist, The views 

aredx8in, No. 1is an instantaneous picture. It shows the north 

side of the Fost Office, Mail street, a strip of the City Hall Park, ana 

a yarnish sign over on Broadway. There is also a pie wagon de- 

liyering pies to the stand on the Posh Office corner, with a fat 

pedestrian in close proximity. No. 2 shows the front of the old City 
Hall, with the roof of the new County Court House, other public 

buildings, the top of Stewart’s old wholesale store, and a slice of the 
American News Co.'s building in Chambers street, 

' 
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LIFE AMONG THE BLACKFEET. 
BY J. WILLARD SOHULTZ. 

SIXTH PAPER, 

HE religion of the Blackfeet isa strange mixture of three 
slazes of mythologic philosphy.. It consists of remnants 

of Hecastotieism, a complete Zovtheism, and, to a certain 
extent, Physitheisin, 

So far as the writer knows, only three inanimate things 
are woi shipped now hy the Blackfeet, but there is conclusive 
evidence that their religion was once pre-eminently lecasto- 
theistic, that is, that they worsbipped trees, rivers, moun- 
tains, vocks, in fact, ull inanimate things. There is a certain 
fossil found in the bluffs alone the rivers which is much the 
shape of the buffalo. It is called ents'-kim, buffalo rock, 
and is worshipped by all. It is sometimes hung on the necks 
of little children as a necklace, bul is more frequently de- 
posited in the ‘‘medicine’” sacks of the ‘‘medicine men.” 
The legend of it is as follows: 
Lone ago, in the winter time, the people were starying, 

forno buffalo could be :onnd. The young men went out to 
hunt every day, but not eyen a poor old bull could they 
find. They waited and waited for the buffalo to come, 
saying: ‘Surely they will be here to-morrow,” but they did 
not come; and at last the people were so hungry and weak 
that they could not move the camp, Now, one day a young 
married man killed a jack rabbit, and he hastened home and 
said to one of his wives: ‘‘Go quickly now and get some 
water; we will cook this tabbit and eat it,” When the 
young woman was going down the path to the river she 
heard something singing, nnd she looked about to sce what 
it was. ‘There, jammed into a creyice of the bark on a cot- 
ton-wood tree, was a stone (the e-nis-kim), and with it a few 
buffalo hairs, for there hud a buifalo rnbbed himself. And 
the woman was afraid and dared not go past the tree, And 
the e-nis-kim sung « beautiful song, and the woman stood 
and listened. And when it had finished, it said: ‘Take me 
to your lodge, and when it is dark call all the people and 
teach them to sing my song, Pray, too, that you may not 
starve; that the buffalo may come, and when it is once more 
day your hearts will he glad.” So the woman took the 
e-nis-kim home and uiaye it to her husband, telling him all 
that had occurred. In the evening all the people came and 
Jearned the song and prayed, aud while it was yet dark they. 
heard the buffalo coming, Many came, and the sound of 
their running was like thunder, and as soon as it was day- 
light the iwoters went out and killed many fat cows, and the 
peoples’ hearts were glad. 

Another object of hecastotheistic worship is a large red 
and white colored rock lying on the side of a hill some five 
miles aboye Fort Conrad on the Marias River, Jt was once 
on the very top of the hill, but successive raining seasons 
have gradually washed the loose soil from under it, so thar 
each year it moyes down a few feet. The Blackfeet regard 
this as a supernatural power and consequently worship it, 
Seldom does one pass by it withont making ita present of a 
bracelet, or string of bends, or something of more or jess 
value. 

The middle butte of the Sweet Grass hills is also wor- 
shipped. The worship, however, partakes more of fear than 
veneration. It is said that if any one happens to camp by it, 
that it will appear to him ip his dreams and ask him for a 
woman, promising in payment some of the game which isso 
plentiful on its slupes. Camps are never pitched at its base, 
and any one hunting about it must make it a present. 

If is not unlikely that there are more objects of Blackfoot 
hecastotheistic worship than the ones given above, but us yet 
the writer is unacquainted with them. 

Zootheism forms an important part of the Blackfoot re- 
ligion, Still, the animal gods hold but a secondary place 
among the wonderful beings, therulers of the universe, Hach 
Indiaa has bis own secret god, either an animal or a star, or 
constellation of stars, Having arrived at jhe age when he 
may goon the warpath, each young man goes out on the 
prairie or tosome Jonely spot by himself, and then fasts for 
four days and four nights. Whatever he dreams of, as he 
lies in a ialf iosensible state, he takesfor his god, for his 
secret helper. But the Blackfoot’s prayers are not directly 
to this secret helper, The wonderful animal which he takes 
for his own god is not directly asked to fulfill his wishes. 
Animals are supposed to be much nearer the supreme gods 
(the Sun, Moon, Old Man, and the Stars) then mortal man, 
and the secret helper is implored to ask the supreme gods to 
grant whateyer the Indian may pray for. 

Of the physitheistie gods, the Sun stands at the head; next 
to him in power is bis wife, the Moon, and afler them the 
Morning Star, their son, named B-pt-st-ahts—early riser. In 
the mythic tales which will close this paper, the reader will 
find accounts of the doings of the wonderful animal gods 
and briglit people of the sky. 

The soul, that part of the person which never dies, is sup- 
posed by 1 Blackfoot to be his shadow. After death this 
shadow leaves the body and travels to the Sand Hills, a large 
barren tract of prairie some thirty miles deyond the sweet- 
prass bills Here, living in lodges which are not visible to 
the mortal eye, are all the Blackfeel who ever lived on carth, 
Their daily occupations are the same as those they pursued 
on darth. ‘Stil, said an oldfellow to me once, ‘‘what a 
life-for-nothing life it must be, Their bones have no meat 
on them, their horses and dogs are only skeleton dogs and 
horses, and they hunt, kill and eat skeleton bulfalo. But,” 
continued the old fellow, ‘‘how useless it must be to cat only 
what looks like the shadow of meat.” 

Before death the shadow is called kwo-tfick; aller death it 
takes the form of the skeleton and is then uamed stit-au, 
Although the Sand Hills are the homes of the many dead, the 
slii-auks, or, a8 we may translate it, the ghosts, do not always 
live there, They have the power to come and go unseen, 
and often visit the spots which were dear to them, and it is 
thought that they are always present at a death to lead the 
new ghost fo his future home. A ghost also is capable of 
avenging any wrong which may have heen done to him 
béforé death, Sometimes he will come and whistle over the 
lodge of any one he hates; sometimes fie shoots invisible 
arrows, which quickly kill auy o1e@ whom they may hit, 
Enemies, who have been killed and sealped, are thought to 
be spucially invested with this power of shooting invisible 
arrows. Not long ago the Cree Indians madé a raid on the 
horses belonging to this place, and in the fight which ensued 
two of them were killed and scalped by the Blackfeet. A 
few days since, a little child—belonging to one of the Black- 
feet who were in the fight—yas taken suddenly sick and 

| died in « few hours. The reason assigned fov its death was 
that the ghost of one of the fallen Crees had shot it. 

Every person, after death, is supposed to yo to the Sand 
Hills. The good and the bad are both certain to go. The 
“happy hunting grounds” of wmother world are unknown to 
the Blackfeet. Their idea of # future life is a dreary, ever- 
lasting make-believe existence, a pantomime of the life in 
this world. 

Disease is supposed to be caused by the many evil chosts 
which are constantly hovering about, seeking an opportunity 
to take life. These ghosts have many ways of causing 
death Sometimes they shoot their inyisible arrows; some- 
times they Cause small, unseen animuls to euter persons and 
eat their vital parts; again, they kill by degrees, causing one 
to suffer and linger for a long fime in great agony; and 
sometimes they commence.at the feet and kill one slowly, 
every day killmg up toward the body a little further until 
death at last ensues. 

When a person dreams, the Blackfeet belieye that his 
shadow has in reality been away from his body and actually 
participated in the acts of which he has dreamed. The 
dream is thought to be a special gift from the gods, thns en- 
abling man to look ferwurd into the future and ward off any 
danger that may be threatening him, If a man dreams that 
he has seen a person long since dead, he immediately on 
Wiking makes a present to the gods, entreating them to 
drive thedeath ghostsaway. If hedreams of anything good, 
he also makes a present to the gods, to pay them for the 
food fortune which they may giye him. Thus, no matter of 
what one dreams about, it is sure to be interpreted either for 
good or bad. 

{vO BE CONTINUED. | 

SHOOTING IN SWEDEN--III, 

6 [ier coachman whipped up the horses. Theladies waved 
us adieu from the hospitable porch, We vattled over 

the stone bridge by the old stone mill and stretched away 
across country for six miles over a good macadamized road. 
Stone walls flanked the road on either side, and cliffs of cold 
gray granite rose abruptly everywhere from the level fields 
green with winter rye. Then we turned squarely to the left, 
and oyer a by-road drove out on a peninsula that juts into 
the stormy Oattegat, and pulled up in the square court-yard 
of an old Swedish farmer’s residence. 

The old farmer was blessed with eight stalwart sons, all 
men eTown, all over six feet tall, all with blue eyes and 
flaxen hair, and all living at home with him, 
Two of these young giants went with ns to the rocky 

shore. The wind was blowing half a hale. The waves 
beat spitefully against the strand, All over the sea the 
white caps came toppling toward us, and long streaks of 
foam stretched away to windward. No, the boat would not 
live in that sea with six of us on board; they would go up 
into the coye and row out the ‘‘Pram.” 
And soon, far wp the shallow cove, we saw the young 

vikings splashing along in the knee-deep water, towing and 
shoving & “reat lumbersome lighter. Big enough it was to 
cross the Atlantic, so we defied the waves of the Cattegat, 
and after a hard pull with the clumsy oars the yikings rowed 
us over to the island of Balgé. 

This island is about 400 acres in extent, It lies 2 mile off 
the southwest coast of Sweden near the town of Warberg, 
and isthe property of Alfrid Bexell, Esq., whose guest I 
was, and who accompanied me to theisland, With us came 
his son, Alfrid Bexell, Jr., a bright young lad of fifteen, and 
his dyughter Ebba, a blue-eyed girl of twelve, who scampered 
away over the fields in front of us, her flaxen hair streaming 
in the wind, as lithe and graceful as a young gazelle. 
We svon reached the farmhouse, and I had oceasion to ad- 

mire the two substantial barngof hewn stone, which Mr. 
Bexell, who never does anything by lialyes, has just erected 
to accommodate the increasing harvests that his superior 
methods of cultivation are producing on the island, 

Alfrid Jr., Ebba, the vikings, and several of the farm 
hands, with tin pans aud sticks tn their hands, siarted west 
across tlhe island, while Mr. Bexell and I followed a ficld 
down to a cove on the north. 
Some seven or eight years ago, Mr. Bexell had put some 

hares upon Balgd, They had multiplied very rapidly, and 
occasionally the proprietor gaye his friends 2 rare hare hunt. 
Such an one wus to come off to-morrow, ul my host said, 
“You are a stranger, you do not understand this hare shoot- 
ing, you must go oyer to Balgi with me to-day, and we will 
have @ little hunt all to ourselves, just to get your hand in.” 

So here we were, A stone wall ran across the foot of the 
field, about forty yards from the head of the cove. Behind 
an angle in this wall I stationed myself, laid my cartridges 
iu arow on su smooth stone before me, and took a careful 
view of the situation. The water in the coye was within 
forty yards, the hares must pass within gunshot, thal was 
certain. Thirty yards away, running parallel with the water 
and the course the hares must come, was a dilapidated stone 
wall built of large boulders. From me to the old stone wall 
yas a green sward, that would be easy shooting; but beyond 
T must catch them at snap shots between the boulders, Luck- 
ily a large gap in the old wall was nearly opposite me, where 
a brook from the field rippled down to the sea. So 1 crouched 
behind the angle of the wall and waited. A little way off 
my host sat on the stone wall, and smoke: his cigar as coolly 
as Gen, Grant on the eve of battle. He had no gun; he 
never shoots, but a great lover of shooting is he all the same. 
Now a hare appears on the crestof the upland pasture to 

the west, cocks himself up ona knoll, raises himself bolt 
upright, like a kangaroo, corks his ears, bends them forward, 
wheels and gallops back again out of sight hkea flash, evi- 
dently not pleased with his reconnoissance. Three more 
hares go through this same evolution. The wind was blow- 
img sirongly from me to them, Did they smell me? 

But now from afar we heir the distant beating of the tin 
pans, and the shouts of the drivers. Down the hillside leaps 
a hare and with ears flattened back on his neck gallops across 
the green sward and by me like the wind. I sive him an al- 
lowance of nearly his own length and pulltrigeer. He varns 
a somersault and lies feet up stone dead. _ 
Now smother scutiles by beyond the old wall, a snap shot 

tumbles him into the brook, At the report fiye ares leaping 
down the hillside, turned and seampered hack in very truth, 
‘for dear life.” But ‘‘elatter, clatter,” “hullo! ludlo!" ever 
nearer come the drivers, with little Bbba's clear child’s yoice 
sounding high above the din, ‘ 
And now seamper, scamper the bares shoot by like woolly 

shutiles darting through the warp of rocks, Bang! bang! 
load anc fire, it was hot work. Fast as] could cram in the 
cartridges, the hares came Laster. In shooting one, there 
would scamper by five, but I laid them out on the green 
syward, beyond the wall, in the brook, past the brook, ah 
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around, every where I piled them up for two burning minutes, 
and then the drivers were up with us and the shoof was over. 
Mr, Bexell continued to smoke his cigar sitting on the stone 
wall. Hastening to him and dashing my hat on the ground, 
Terasped his hand and heartily thanked him for the best 
shoot I had ever enjoyed. ‘We never saw a man who could 
Jond and fire as fast as you,” said the drivers. Pick- 
ing up the hares they Jaid them in a row on the erass; fifteen 
there were, a pretty sight, Young Alfrid picked up my 
empty shells, There were -twenty, three had required the 
second barrel, 1 had missed but two clean. 

But as my host and 1 stood talking a hare came bouncing 
along from the east, and looking up I saw Mr, Rexell had 
prepared 4 surprise for me, and that the men were driving 
the enstern pasture. Running under cover of the stone wall 
I pulled myself again mto shooting trim, and bowled over 
bine more brown beauties as they eame leaping by. The 
men had their hands full, Twenty-four hares they carried 
across the field to the house. Time of shooting, three- 
quarters of an hour. It was concentrated sport. 

Several of the hares weighed 9 pounds, one weighed 10, 
and one noble fellow brought down the seales to 114 pounds, 
And this was the little hunt all by ourselves just to get my 
hand in, 
On the morrow, October 17, 1883, the grand hunt came 

off. Eight guns were in line, the whole island was driven 
twice by about thirty ‘rivers, and we shot sixty-six hares. 
But the sport lacked the romance, the beauty and the fresh- 
ness Of the day before, wheu my host sat and smoked on the 
wall, the flaxen hair of bis fair daughter blew out among the 
drivers on the bill, and the hares scattered like mad over the 
narrow pass between the stone wall and the sea. _ 

That evening there was a grand dinner party at Géinge- 
garden, the hospitable country seat of the Bexells. The 
priest and all the magnates of Warber@ were there, and a 
jolly night we had of it, America and Sweden were toasted 
in honorable terms, and with three rousing cheers, and 
“Vart Land" and the “Star Spangled Banner” were sung in 
full chorus. 
Next morning I bade /uyrdilto my kind friends and drove 

to the vailway station, As we rattled through the portal, 
the American flag which had been flying during my yisif in 
honor of my country, waa lowered from iis stuff in the 
ecuter of the pretty garden, and my shooting for 18838 was 
over, 

Mr. Alfrid Bexell owns not only the estate of Giingegar- 
den of 700 acres, but also some ten miles away the estate of 
Thorstorp, some 3,500 acres in extent, He was born in 
Sweden, but heis an American for all that, for the true 
American spirit of manly independence, and the will and 
work that conquers every obstacle is within him, He isthe 
architect of lis Own fortunes, and has risen to be one of the 
leading agriculturists of the kingdom, 

THe was one of the first to discoyer and make use of marl 
in the ugriculture of Sweden. A large area of the country 
lies a desolate moor, covered with heather, protucing noth- 
ing. Mr. Bexell found out that marl, while a fertilizer to 
useful crops, was the destroyer of heather. He at once and 
at large expense built fine macadamized roads from his marl 
pits to his most distant heather hills, Over these roads he 
hauls wnany thousand loads of marl every year, and is bring- 
ing Inindreds of acres of waste land into crop, 

Where the heather land is too stony for any possible grain 
or grass, there he plants forest trees, and in a few years Mr. 
Bexell will turn a yast area of heathery moor into crop or 
forest, 

If he be ‘‘a benefactor to the liuman race who causes two 
blades of grass to grow where but one grew before,” surely 
Alfrid Bexell, Esq. of Gdingegurden and Thorstorp is a true 
philanthropist. 
And now when the snow is deep outside my windows in 

this capital of the Northland, how pleasant it is to look back 
upon the scenes and friends of brown October—upon the 
daysat Thorstorp, where young Alfrid and I kept bachelors’ 
hall, and went aficld tofcther, not forgetting one bright 
moonlit evening when Miss Bexell, a tall, graceful maid of 
seventeen summers, palloped ten miles over the hills on her 
favorite steed tv bring us our mail, And then the days at 
Giingegarden, where Mrs. Bexell presided with such a 
motherly, New England grace over the household, and 
where all conspired to make the American feel that he was 
no longer a stranger ina strange land. And eyen now I see 
the hares, with ears pressed back, galloping wildly past me 
at Balgé, and turning a leaping somersaull at every shot. 
Rest quietly in your ease, good old gun of mine; the good 
days of brown October will come again, aid may T again 
mect my generons friends of Gdingegarden. MARsTRAND. 

SAVE THE ADIRONDACKS. 

Haitor Torest and Stream: 
I note with great pleasure the imporlanee your paper is 

placing upon the crying necessity of legislative action to 
preserve from further destruction the grand forests of the 
Adirondack region. Ido not write this lo sugges! means, 
or to artue the constitutionality of the means suggested by 
notuble political journals of the Stute—for example, the 
Utica Heraté—for the accomplishment of this purpose; hut, 
so far as my opinion may go, to urge that the Forrest anp 
Srream keep this matter before the great army of its read- 
ers, a lurge number of whom reside in the Empire State, 
until Uhey shall realize more keenly than now that something 
must be done, and so bring their influence to bear apon 
the Legislature this winter at Aibany, which shallaccomplish 
this result, I know what is the commercial value of the 
woods in lumber, and 4s a reservoir of supply for the Erie 
Canal, the Hudson River, and all those streams, great and 
small, whose source is in this region. Still, | speak from 
the standpoint of one who would like to see the Adirpn- 
ducks left as they are; for a place where a cainp-fre can be 
built out of hearing of any steasa-whistle; where the seeker 
after rest aod grand scenery may catch bis own trout and 
bag his own venison for many years to come, Lam nota 
sportsman, but 1 enjoy sport with rod and rifle, «nd each 
summer finds me somewhere tn the forest gaining what doc 
tors cannot furnish; livise in sublime indiffevenee Lo the 
conyentionulities of life; counting it grand luck if trout and 
deer keep out of camp that (to me) abominatiau—salt pork— 
and this within forty miles of Where I um writing, There 
is lugs of the wilderness each year, Let the cutting of tim- 
ber #o on, and the granting of lands, and building of ronda 
and railroads continue ten years longer and the Adirondacks 
wul be a barren waste, Stripped of umber and yoid of game— 
a tract of valueless country. 

The commercial value of the woods, as 1 reservoir of water, 
is vastly more than that of the timber were every tree big 
enough for ahoop pole cul away. It is to }e hoped that our 
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legislators will see the importance of immediate action and 
act. A word in regard to the deer in this State, and our 
game laws. The deer on this side the woods have been 
quite plentiful this fall, and still-hunters and hunters with 
dogs lave made #ood records. The law is partially enforced 
bul not half sq well as it might he. Tf a law could be passed 
to prevent shipping deer to market from the Adirondacks at 
any time of year, it would please: the sportsmen of this 
portion of the State wonderfully. Forbid, under a heavy 
penalty, the marketing of deer and thus destroy the ‘market 
hunters’ trade and the deer, T believe, would increase. 
Thirty-eight deer were shipped from this place one day in 
November—as many as would be killed by a dozen parties 
of sportsmen or tourists. No one would he wronged by such 
3 law Hod the poor deer now slaughtered in Jargennmbers to 
furnish meat for city markets, would be leff for sport and 
camp-fire roasts, for many yeirs to come. This is my maiden 
Tetier to Format AyD SrREAm, excuse its length, Mr. Editor, 
and sive it space in your valuable paper, should you think 
it. worthy, &nd perbups when the open season again comes 
round, I may tell you of the effect of my .40-60-260 Marlin 
upon the deer among the fountain waters of the soot ST 

Gocyvnryvur, New York. 

Blatuyal History. 

THE PURPLE FINCH AND HIS COUSINS. 

BY DR. ELLIOTT COURS. 

3.— Curpodacus frontalis. 

ROM the Rio Grande to the Pacific have I traced the 
charming bird which I beg now to commend to my 

readers’ yery distinguished consideration, as one whose ele- 
gance of attire, agreeable address and musical proficiency 
cannot fail to please. During the vicissitudes of long years 
passed in the study of natural history amid the semi-savage 
peoples of our fronticr, I have heen thrown with many com- 
panions less congenial, less intelligent and decidedly less 
agreeable than the birds whose biographer I aspire to be- 
come; and the contemplation of objects so animated and so 
interesting has not seldom restored u peace of mind disturbed 
by rude human contact. The ‘‘burion” of Mexican thieves 
and prostitutes, the ‘adobe finch” of the Gringos and Jews 
who live among them, the ‘‘California linnet™ of the Pacific 
‘coast population, and the ‘‘house finch” of the books—he the 
latter frontalis or rhedocolpis—are one and the same bird, 
which abounds in the region in mention, und there plays 4 
part not unlike the agreeable dle which the bluebird per- 
forms in the East. Familiar to a degree that neither the 
bluebird, the barn swallow nor the house wren surpasses, of 
higher feather than pny one of these, yiyactous, melodious 
and ubiquitous, the erimson-fronted finch becomes an object 
fo which no common interest attaches. 

On reaching Santa Fé, as I did in the spring of 1864, and 
making known the object of the extended tour | was making 
through the Southwest, [ was politely ushered into the court- 
yard of my host's dwelling house, to beshown the burions, in 
whose presence my friend seemed to take no less pride than 
pleasure. It was a bright, balmy morning, and at an hour 
earlicr than | offen turn nowadaye to the contemplation 
of nature—efew, fugaces! Thesun was just touching the 
roof of the adobe building, on the corners of which several 
male burions were singing in concert with hearty emulation; 
while here and there, in reecsses of the sun-dried walls, | saw 
thé situations of the nests which were pointed out to me. 
Everything Mexican was new and strange lo me then, 
and the chords that bound my heart to distant scenes had 
been stuetched till many a pang would come unbidden: but 
the seene was so cheerful, so cosy—in a word, so homelike— 
that 1 felt reassured, and turned with zest to the breakfast of 
heros, cebollis, tortillas, fiijoles and elule colorado, which 
awaited iny leisure. 

During the next few days I traveled by stage coach along 
the Rio Grande to Albuquerque, finding the same bird an 
agreeable feature of the villages passed en rdule: and it was 
no less numerous atthe town of Los Pinos, where the party 
to which | was attached delayed several days in final prepa- 
ration for crossing the sreal river al this point, to take up a 
long march westward into the very heart of the ther almost 
frackless wilds of Arizona. Wyvery available nook and 
crvanny ahout the old quadrangular Louse with its yerandahs 
inside, its court-yard, and quecr little loopholes for windows, 
Was occupied by the nests of burions and barn swallows. 
Two more vivacious. yoluble and pertinacious birds it 
would be hard to Fut together; incessant were the disputes 
they had in settling their respective rights, interminable the 
argument with which these chancery suits were conducted, 
Though the swallows were active and plucky birds, their 
more amiable natures generally induced them to yield in the 
end; even when it came, asl am sorry to say if did not 
seldom, to actual dispossession of their chosen nesting places 
by their determined competitors, Such a din o’ mornings! 
Such twitter and flutter und fuss! Such earnest protest from 
THiywnide when Carpodieus grew intrusive! Such cheery 
congratulations when the coast seemed clear, and such tri- 
umphant bursts of song from the house-iop when victory 
perched on the banner of burion! 
There was a tree in the court-yard, where several ‘‘adobes” 

_ id their nests, no swallow, of course, caring how many 
finches saw fit to nestle there; and from these, as well as 
from other similir receptacles, | exiracted as many egge as 1 
desired—not, however, without protest. The birds remon- 
strated, of course,*and had a perfect right to do so; but I 
also came wonder the bau of several of the noble autochthons 
of the establishment—ihose *‘forked radishes” which Hourish 
on the soil of Mexico, grow to a height of five or six feet, 
acquire the dignity of sombrero and serapé, and become 
distinguished for their dexterity in rolling cigarettes when 
propped up against the sunny side of a mud-house, and for 
the quantity of villanous 1obacco they consume while wait- 
ing for the chances of a dog fight in the street, or musing on 
the luck they had the night past at three-card monte, ‘Ne 
entande, Sonar’ Well, some people never do. Tule, for in- 
stauee, the following animated dinlogne, addressed by a 
breathless naturalist to one of these “blanketed thieves,” as 
Randolph called them: 
“Hi! hambri! Hay vinta usted a enbillo- yamosing along 

the camino with a came se lame on lis rahe?” ‘ 
‘ONO entende, Beror.” 
“Confound « fellow who doesn’t understand his own lan- 

guage!” 
Tn the trees which stood here and there through the village 

were many nests of burions which had failed to suit them- 

selves with apartments in the walls of the adobe buildings. 
Other pairs of the birds betook themselves to the trees along 
the acequias that led into the streets and the surrounding 
kitchen gardens; while yet others occupied cavities in thetall 
umbrageous cottonwoods, which formed the bosqué along the 
river itself. Thus, these touches of bright warm color gave 
life to the listless scene, and their endless snatches of song 
scemcd like the effort of nature to bring discordant elements 
into harmony- f 

The burions were not conspicuous features of the scenes 
we next passed through in the toilsome journey to Fort 
Whipple. At this place, however, 1 was sratified to tind 
myself again in company which had proved so agreeable on 
the Rio Grande. The birds were yery common there, and 
especially abundant during the vernal and autumnal shifting 
of the seasons, though resident the year around. But | 
missed the familiar demeanor they had acquired in the New 
Mexican jowns; they seldom came about the fort, and were 
as decidedly farm nature as the jays, woodpeckers, or other 
exclusive denizens of the forest. For Fort Whipple was 
something that only took a “local habitation and a name” 
in earnest when we built it, haying previously consisted of 4 
few tents. The neighboring village of Prescott, capital of 
that Apache stronghold which had but alittle 
while before been named Arizona, was but a mining 
settlement of a dozen cabins or so, and the ‘thouse” finches 
of the yicivity had not yet learned to xdapt themselves to 
their changeful ‘conditions of environment.” I found them 
any where and everywhere, sometimes In (he heavy pine tim- 
ber, but oftener on the scant-wooded hillsides, in the gulches 
half choked with shrubbery and seedy herbaceous plants, or 
among the aspens, willows and poplars that infallibly fall in 
each others’ arms over the streams whose course they mark, 
in whose waters they rejoice. I here had ample opportunity 
to study frental’s in his pristine simplicity, before he had 
caught from contact with Mexican hoodlums the habit of 
bullying and teasing swallows; and I saw enough of him, in 
all his changes of plumage, from his leafy cradle in the trees 
to bis grave in my collecting chest, to make me doubt that 
Phodoalpus is not my friend under a forced alias. He has cer- 
tainly 2 coat of many colors, which it not seldom suits his 
whim to change. 

More than « year passed over my head at Fort Whipple; 
pleasantly in some respects, less some others; and the autumn 
of 1865 found me fretting with impatience at the delay of a 
coveted permit from Washington to pass on to other scenes. 
Por that mysterious impulse which makes so many men 
vagabonds was still strong with re, and the spirit, of unrest 
had not yet been curbed by experiences thal have since taught 
me the sufficiency of “‘forty days in the wilderness.” I 
longed for fresh fields, and turned my eyes with ycurning 
toward the setting sun, which J wished once to see dip be- 
neath 1 watery horizon. With Noyember of that year the 
wish was gratified. I had crossed the dreary alkaline desert 
that separates Apache-tland from the fertile slopes and valleys 
of Southe:m California, and come down to the ‘‘Stilly Sea.” 
At my back, snow-capped peaks aspired to the azure; at my 
feet, the broad hosom of the Pacific rose and fell in endless 
rhythm; I was in a garden that seemed like that of Eden in 
comparison with the scorching, biting sands the desert se lately 
traversed. The air was soft and balmy as a May morning at 
home; yines and fig trees labored with their luscious 
burdens, and the flow of the linnet’s song made music that 
melted with the current of my joyous mood, The place was 
beautiful indeed, but there in the offing floated lazily the 
aleamer that wis to bear me to San Francisco, whence my 
homeward yoyage by way of Panama was to begin. 
A few days were passed very pleasantly with my excellent 

friend, Dr. J. G. Couper, whose name so often appears upon | 
my page as that of a diligent and suceessful votary in the | 
cause we share. J saw many a bird to which I had hitherto 
been # strunger, and prepared the lust specimens that my 
two years’ wandering scyoss @ continent was to yield, Bur- 
ions no longer, but ‘‘California linnets” then, were abundant 
in this region, and no less confident of man’s good will than 
the adobe finches had become along the Rio Grande. They 
came about dwellings wilh all the heedless temerity of house 
wrens; they fluttered along the hedgerows that divided con- 
liguous gardens and ueyer hesitated to take their tithe of 
the fruits that hung so templtingly in sight. Much as I ad- 
mired and enjoyed the birds, however, T could not but con- 
cede that the gardeners had reason to disagree with me, even 
to the extent of abusing the whole tribe and destroying not 
a few of them. 

The variety of taste shown by the linnets in choosing 
their nesting places is remarkable. Dr. Cooper, whose op- 
portunities of Knowing have been ainple, mentions so 
many of their vagaries in this respect as would puzzle the 
most ingenious wren to exceed, Speaking of the nests, he 
says: ‘TI have found them in trees, on logs and rocks, the 
top rail of a picket fence, inside a window shutter, in the 
holes of walls, under tile or thatch roofs, in haystacks and 
barns, in the interstices between the sticks of a hawk’s nest, 
and in an old nest of the oriole, About houses they 
always seek the protection of man, as if quite uncon- 
scious of having mude him their enemy. Heermann 
mentions also, as locations of nests, the thorny cactus 
and deserted ‘woodpeckers’ holes. The materials are 
usnally course grass and weeds, with a lining of hair or fine 
roots.” According to this same writer these linnets are 
easily kept in confinement, and frequently to be seen caged; 
under which circumstances, however, their brilliant colors 
gradualy fade, He tells us that they sing all the year 
round, and certainly those to which I listened in November 
were as cheery and yoluble as ever they could have been in 
the hey-day of their tuneful lives. 

Both Mr. Ridgway and Mr, Henshaw have left us good 
accounts of their experiences with these birds; and both have 
likened its familiar ways to those of the European house 
sparrow. The former writer has been at the pains to note 
the yaried situations in which he found nests in Utah and 
Neyada; and { cannot forbear to continue this subject with 
oné more extract: *‘Few birds,” says this accomplished vrni- 
tholosist, ‘are more variable as to the choice of a location 
for their nests than the present species, since it adapts itself 
readily to any sort of a place where safety is assured. At 
Sacramento they usually built among the small oak treus, 
enerally néar the extremity of a horizontal branch, but one 
nest was plactd inside the pendulous, basket-like structure of 
a ‘hanging-bird’ Uterus bullockt): in the narrow gorge of 
the Truckee River, where that stream breaks through the 
Virginia Mountsins, one was found inside the abandoned | 
nest of 4 cliff swallow; along the eastern shore of Pyramid 
Lake numerous nests were found among the rocks, placed on | 

Truckee, where there was an abundance of cottonwood 
timber, their nests were nearly all built in the low grease- 
wood bushes. On Antelope Island, in the Great Salt Lake, 
they preferred the sage bush, like the black-throated and. 
Brewer's sparrows; in City Creek Cafion, near Salt Lake 
City, one was found in a mountain-muhogany tree, while in 
Parley’s Park another was in a cottonwood tree nlong a 
stream. At all the towns or larger settlements, however, u 
large proportion of the individuals of this species have 
abandoned such nesting places as those described above, and 
resorted to the buildings, where ‘odd nooks and crannies 
afforded superior attractions.” . 
Numerous sets of burions’ eggs which [ haye examined at 

my leisure in Washington are easily distinguished from |hose 
of the Hastern purple finch by their smaller size and paler 
color, which seems even more fugitive, in specimens emptied 
of their contents. The average burion egg is near the mini- 
toum size of u purple finch’s; though the respective meas- 
urements of the two kinds overlap, They are also more 
globular, as a rule, the difference in this regard yeminding of 
the distinction in the shape of the parents’ bills. A fair 
specimen measures 0,78x0.56; a narrow one, 0.79x0.54; a 
small globular one 0.68x0.60. The ground color is 
decidedly paler than that of a purple finch’s egy 
is usually found to be, and rather of 9 dull bluish 
cast than of the quite greenish tint of the latter. In the col- 
lection are several specimens which have faded so far as to 
be nearly colorless, but others, comparatively fresh, and at 
any rate as recent as some of the examples of C. purpurens, 
placed side by side, still show the distinction here maintained. 
While the character of the marking is the same in hoth 
species, the spotting of the eggs of C. jrontalis is sparser, 
and immaculate eggs, or those ucarly whole-colored, are of 
more frequent occurrence. The full clutch appears to be 
five, but many sets of three or four are taken. 

It only remains to consider the geographical distribution of 
the interesting bird before us, and that will depend a good 
deal upon how we take the species. 

The typical frontalis of Say, as recently restricted by Mr. 
Ridgway’s discriminations, is the bird which inhabits the 
United States from the eastern foothills of the Rocky Moun- 

| tains to the interior ranges in California and Oregon, hut 
not to the Pacifie slope itself. Both its northern and its 
southern limits of extension remain to be ascertained with 
precision. It is somewhat southerly; I doubt very munch 
that it reaches our northern border in latitude 49°, and I 
have no advices of its presence in the interior north of the 
tier of Territories represented by Colorado, Utah and Nevada. 
It reaches our southern border; bat where it ends in that 
direction I donot know. The bird may be fonnd indiffer- 
ently breeding or wintering in most, if not the whole, of the 
range here indicated. 

The allezed variety rhodacolpus is stated to be confined to 
the Pacific coast region of California, and thence southward 
to Colima. Quotations of frentils from this region are prob- 
ably reterrable to this form, 

Canpodacis lwemorrhous, which seems to be more decidedly 
different, is a purely Mexican form, which has never been 
found over our border, so faras Lam aware, It appears to 
be this species, and not the genuine frovtulis, which Audu- 
bon figuies for Say’s bird; he haying drawn an individual 
received from Mr. Gould, of London, and ‘reported ta be 
from California.” The frentalis of Swainson, and of some 
of Bonapurte’s writings, cited as from Mexico, is also this 
form; though Bonaparte had the right bird before him when 
he originally described Say’s frentalis in his “American Or- 
-nithology.” 

PINNATED GROUSE IN DAKOTA. 

rs letter dates from beyond the range of the pinnated 
frouse, the prairie chieken, or prairie hen so widely 

rhe and industriously pursued throughoutmany Western 
States. 

These birds are gradually approaching us in our sports- 
man’s paradise, away up in this “ultimate realm of the 
North,” but there are none here asyet, We have, however. 
Be of them following the wheat fields to within fifty miles 
of us, 

In two or three years our sportsmen will welcome them 
with well-trained dogs to hospitable points, ‘‘weslin birds 
and slaughterin’ guns.” 

Can you tell your readers, if you have any like the writer, 
ignorant concerning the matter, how long it is since the pin- 
nated grouse disappeared from the great tract of half barren 
lands that formerly spread over the interior of Long Island? 

In my boyhood, say forty years ago, { snared and shot 
tuffed grouse in Massachusetts, Connecticut and Ohio, I 
never saw the pinnated grouse untill became acquainted 
with them in Michigan a few years later. They were not 
ee there as compared with Minois and States further 

est. 
The occasion of writing to you for this instruction results 

from «a letter now before me, dated New York, Sept. 19, 
1810, signed Samuel L. Mitchell, and addressed to Alexander 
Wilson, the well-known American ornitholovist. The latter 
speaks of Dr, Mitchell as a well-known naturalist and scien- 
tific man of that day, to whom he had applied for informa- 
tion relating to the pinnated grouse. Wilson inserts in his 
beautiful yolume, with Dr. Mitchell’s letter, a handsome 
colored drawing of the pinnated grouse, and takes care not 
to have it confounded with the ruffed grouse, of which he 
also furnishes a life-like picture. The edition of Wilson [ 
have to refer to was printed in 1832, 

Dr, Mitchell says: ‘The birds are known here emphatically 
as grouse. They inhabit chiefly the forest range. This dis- 
trict of the island may be estimated as between forty and 
fifty miles in length, extending from Bethpage in Queens 
county, to the neighborhood of the court house in Suifollk. 
Its breadth is not more than six or seven miles.” 

The Doctor says further, thaton cach side of this range of 
the ‘Brushy Plains of Long Island,” thatis toward the 
ocean and toward the Sound, ‘there is a margin of several 
miles in the actual possession of lmman beings.” 

Also coucerning the grouse; ‘The region in which these 
birds reside lies mostly within the towns of Oyster Bay, 
Huntington, Islip, Smithtown and Brookhaven. * * * 
Their territory has been defined by some sportsmen as 
situated between Hempstead plain on the west-and Shinne- 
cock plain on the east.” 

He goes on to say the ‘popular name of these birds is 
heath-hen;” and relates an amusing anecdote of f Will in- 
troduced into the New York Legislature in 1791 ‘for the 
preservation of heath-hen und other game.” The Speaker or 
chairman of the Assembly, when he read the title to the bill, 

shelves in the interior of caves, along with those of the barn read it “heathen and other game," and mistook it for a 
swallow and Say’s pewee, or in the crevices on the outside | friendly measure relating to the Indians, 
of the tufa-domes, while in the neighboring yalley of the The law was made io protect the heath-hen from April 1 
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to Octdber 5 of each year, and any persons having the birds 
in possession were liable to the penalty. 
Dy, Mitchell proceeds: “The country selected by these ex- 

quisite birds requires a moré particular description,” he 
gives it as of mainly a sandy waste, with more or less 
divarfish timber, and a soil more especially useful for mak- 
ing pls but nevertheless, ‘within the towns frequented 
by these birds there are numerous habitations, and among 
them some of our most wealthy farmers,” 

In this region of sands, stunted frees, and ‘“brushy plains,” 
Dr, Mitchell was impressed with the idea, in 1810, that New 
York would find fuel for its fires and game for its tables, 
with recreation for ils sportsmen for ages. 1 must beg room 
for his next paragraph: 

“But within these same limits there ave also tractsol great 
extent, where men have no settlements, and others where the 
population is bare and scanty, These are, however, by no 
means naked deserts; they are, on the contrary, covered with 
trees, shrubs, and smaller planis. The trees are mostly pitch 
pines of inferior size, and white oaks of small growth. They 
are of a quality very fit for burning. * * The city of 
New York will probably for ages derive fuel from the grouse 
grounds. * * Experience has proved that in the term of 
arty or fifty years the new growth of timber will be fit for 
the axe, hence if may be perceived that the reproduction of 
trees and the protection they afford to heath-hen would be per- 
petual, or, in other words, not circumscribed by any caleu- 
Jable time, provided the persecutors of the latter would be 
qnict.’ 

The poet Pollok refers to x man of limited information in 
his day, who thought 

“The yisual line that girt him *ronnd the world's extreme.” 

Your correspondent writes from the borders of this mag- 
uificent lake in Dakota, with its three hundred miles of 
shore line, teeming with water fowl, and in the midst of vast 
prairies abounding in game, more than two thousand miles 
from the court house that bounded one end of those ‘tracts 
of sreat extent” on Long Island—prairies so apparently 
boundless, that one can not go out of sight of his home to 
shoot without a compass, any more safely than one can 
without a compass go out of sight of land on the ocean to 
fish. Fle finds it difficult to realize that so late as 1810 New 
York, which then scarcely extended uptown so far as its 
post-office now is, was expecting, in the estimation of one of 
its scientific men, to rely on the interior of Long Island, 
“where men haye no settlements,” for pinnated grouse and 
fire wood during ‘‘incalculable time.” 
While here in the far Northwest, we have neither the pin- 

nated nor the ruffed grouse, we have in considerable num- 
hers the sharp-tailed grouse, a bird very closely resembling 
the \ eariee though not quite so heavy, a little lighter color 
in plumage also, and a little lighter color in flesh; the latter 
almost 2s white as that of the ruffed crouse, and of a delici- 
ously gamy fluvor. 

The sharp-tailed grouse is entirely without the neck feath- 
ers, that give names respectively to the two other varictios; 
the males and females looking much alike. 

The bird lies well to a dog, and when it rises gnes off in a 
straight line like a shot out ofa gun, It inhabits the driest 
plains, as wellas the vicinity of lakes and ponds, and de- 
onds on the dews for- drink. The sportsman who pursues 

it has to carry water for his dogs, and one or more fluids for 
himself, 

The sharp-tailud grouse inhabits high northern latitudes as 
far up as Hudson's Bay at least, and west from Minnesota to 
the Rocky Mountains, It was litile if at all known to our 
people until about the time of Lewis and Clark's expedition, 
and Wilson found the only stuffed specimen of it known to 
exist in any museum in Philadelphia, That was.a female, 
and the same Dr. Mitchell, whom we have before quoted, 
mistook an imperfect drawing of it for a female ruffed 
srouse, and declared it to be an inhabitant of Virginia. 
The sharp-tailed grouse is yery highly prized by sportsmen 

here, but we are apprehensive of its gradual disappearance 
Wefore the pinnated prouse, whose arriyal in great numbers 
will soon follow the farmer with his broad stubbles of wheat 
and other erains. . 

This letter is longer than I intended, The writer is getting 
to be an old sportsman, and in deference to his old gun his 
signature is PIN-FIRE, 
CREEL Crty, Devil’s Lake, Dakota, December, 1888. 

| We have known of a pinnated grouse being killed within 
twenty years near Islip, where the South Side Club has its 
house; but il was not, certain whether this bird was indigen- 
ous or from an imported stock. ] 

ANOPLGPOMA FIMBRIA—(Pallas) Gill. 

BESHOWEH, COAT-FISH, TORS MAQKEREL. CANDLE-FISH, 

BLACK Con, 

HIS§ fish was first described as a species of cod (Gadus 
Jimbria) by Pallas in ‘'Zoographia Rosso-Asiatica,” 1831, 

pages 200-201. Tt was referred, however, by Girard in 1858, 
and Giinther in 1862 with some doubt to the genus Merluetis, 
Tn 1859 Ayres re-described the fish under the specific name 
merlangus, placing it.in his new genus Aneplopome, which he 
supposed to he nearly related to Sfizostediuin. In 1872 Dr. 
Wilhelm Peters again re-described the fish asa supposed 
new genus and species to which he gaye the name Scomb7o- 
cotlus sdlmonéus, and indicated 4 relatiouship to both the 
mackerels and the trout, In 1868 Gill adopted the genus 
Anoplopoma of Ayrestor the Gadus jimbyin of Pallas, and, 
ten years later, he pointed ont Peters’s mistake and slated 
that the affinities of the species in question are with the Cat- 
uphraeti, and more especially the Chirida, 

The beshowe is related to the following well-known mem- 
hers of the Odiridw: Ist, the species of Heraynamimaus, food 
fishes variously styled sea trout, rock trout, Starling, green 
fish, etc., etc.; 2d, the atka fish or atka mackerel (Plev;‘o- 
yrammua menopterygius); 3d, the cultus cod (Ophiodon 
elongatus); dih, several other less known genera, the species 
of which are not used for food. 

The beshowe is found on our western coast, from Monterey 
northward to the Aleutian Islands, It is sufficiently com- 
mon and little esteemed in the markets of San Francisco, 
In deep water, from Puget Sound northward, the species 
grows to alarger average size, frequently exceeding three 
feet in length, and fifteen pounds in weiglit, and it is con- 
sidered an excellent food fish. We are indebted chiefly to 
Judge James G. Swan, of Port Townsend, Washington Ter- 
ritory, for our recent knowledge of the edible qualities of the 
fish, He states (hat it is highly prized by the Makah Tn- 
dians, who haye given it the name ‘beshowe,” which is the 
most appropriate of the common names so far applied to 
the species. 
The beshowe, when of sbout the same size as a common 

mackerel, resembles the latter in shape and general appenr | rather the best of it. F.is sitting in the blind, probably 
ance, but lacks the oblique dark bands. Its color is usually | getting chilly and rayenous, while tha cabin lights burn 
slaty gray, somewhat mottled with white, and the lower | cheerfully and the ‘sharmless, necessary” kerosene stove 
parls are pale. The fins are dusky, the caudal is edged with | gives immediate promise of hof tea. Ah, what virtue there 
whitish. Large individuals, particularly such as Judge|isin a good cup of that cheering beverage, after fatigue or 
Swan has recently forwarded from the deep water of Van-| even disappointment. Made with w squeeze of lenion juice 
conyers Island, are very dark brown, sometimes nearly | instead of milk is the perfect way. 
black, The comfort is very alluring, bul after an hour has passed 

The peritoneum is dark, but the flesh is white, When | the thought suddenly occurs that Tcanie here to shoot ducks, 
salted like cod it is said to be excellent. In this condition | and F. must be about 1eatly to cat his dog if 1 don’t put in 
Judge Swan has recently sent specimens to the National | an appearance with the bread and Hutter substitute; and al- 
Museum for trial, though T have not heart! his gun perhaps he is killing my 

According to Jordan and Gilbert the beshowe feeds on | share in addition to his own, Back again then to the pond, 
crustacea, worms and small fish, The same authors state | which is easily found now. <A stealthy approach to the 
that it is caught in rather deep water at Monterey with set | “blind” reveals F. coiled up in one corner. ‘Well, what 
lines and about San Francisco in winter with sweep nets, | luck? Taye you gof any?” ‘No, A splendid boneh came 
while at Seattle in Puget Sound it is taken from the | over the decoys, but they nade so much noise it started the 
wharves. dog, and I just missed them. No others haye come since.” 

A sense of inward comfort and congratilation comés over 
me as I mentally recall that cup of tea jud accessories, and 
settle down ona hard rockin the ‘‘blind” to wait forthe 
uncertain appearance of more ducks, which do not come 
after all, It is getting late, and we go back to the hoat 
\hinking that at a yery early hour we will try it agam. The 
weather now looks as if we might “catch it,” and properly 
thankful we feel that we did not stay at our iirst anchorage, 
which would now be so exposed that we should hive had to 
leave il during the night, There is nothing like a well pro- 
fected cove for asmall cratt, when you come back to lier for 
comfort and a good sleep, and the feeling that no matter 
how if blows you are safe, and that-care is off one’s mind, 
The pleasant contrast of our cabin and the outside weather, 
and a warm supper, predispose us to look upon the bright 
side of our luck so far, and thankful for what we have we 
soon drop off fo dream of endless flocks of ducks, wonderful 
shots, efc. 
Another day shows no improvement jn weather, and we 

donot get up to haye a try at daylight, ‘What's the use,” 
says I, ‘of making one’s self so unevmfortable? Let's enjoy 4 
good breakfast, and if fog, rain and ether discomforts are 
ready for us, we are just so much the Wetter reinforced to 
meet our disappointments. It was as well after all; uo ducks 
needed shelter in such calm weather, and our breakfast is +. 
great success.” I begin to think less of ducks and more of 
provisions, the latter being so much more certain than the 
former. But all this does not quite suit F., he feels that 
nothing is being accomplished. So we prow! about on shore 
and look fer ployer, One lovely creature of that species 
succumbs to No. 8 from my 16-caliber; and now being coy- 
ered with glory and tired ont, [long to return on board for 
arest and something to eat. F, is nowhere in sight, but 
turns up later with a first-class appetite, buf no birds, This 
is discouraging. 

Let's get oul of this. So said, so done. We get out, aud 
think to ourselves that we might as well go home So our 
prow turns to the south jyith a pleasant little breeze to en- 
courage us with ihe false idea that we shall get home befor 
night, That delusion fades when we find ourselves trying to 
sail afainst a strong head tide, wind failmg, a solid-looking 
fog bank coming down the Wind, reducing our two more 
liours of daylight to much less; and there are seven miles of 
beating dead to windward, unless we quietly give it up and 
turn to the only shelter, a smal! island which I vaguely re- 
member was said to be good for shooting or fishing, I can’t 
recall which, and where we cin anchor; if we do not wish to 
run away back to where we started. I, says, "You are the 
skipper nd must decide;” so atter a few minutes of holding 
on one conrse, we see if is of no use and furn back; just now 
the wind drops, and we drift back Wilh barely stecrage way 
to where we are advised to Jet eo the ‘mud hook,” by a lone 
fisherman, who has his small sloop anchored for the night. 

Tt is Srowing dark rapidly, we must see if our decoys can 
be used here. So quickly ashore we yet, haying but a lew 
yards to row, and find evidence of faith in ducking possi- 
bilities in (he shiape of blinds well placed, and a most allur- 
ing pond for ducks if it should blow hard. By dragging ow 
small boat over land to the pond we place the decoys, and 
take our positions about eighty yards apart, I always keep 
an eye on the weather, even ashore, but Lam puzzled this 
fime to know what we sre going to have, until a fleeting 
ulimpse for an instant high up, where the moon onght to be, 
{hrough the fog, shows a ragged state of things that menns 
wind, probably southtast, and we are too near the beach to 
lef out much scope of cable. So we get aboard quickly, 
change the anchor by using the small boat to tow with, and 
whien that is in place, as it weighs only forty pounds, the 
fishing kedge is thrown over also, rather hastily attached to 
an old main sheet instead of its proper cable, 2 bit of carc- 
lessness at the time which 1 regretted all night, as the gale 
strengthened, and it became impossivle to make any change 
in that direction. F. was now ou shore alert for the prob 
able flight of ducks which could not find rest in open water; 
but 1 lind deserted my blind when tbe first warning dvops of 
rain began to fall, and was able to tumble abord in arvanee 
of a refular down pour, thanking my slars that T had done 
ao, and that I was in time to see to playing out more cable 
to both the anchors, as the wind now came io strons from 
southwest, and the high tide brought our deck nearly on a 
level with the highest part of this end of onr island. . 

Ryidently we were in fora regular mightef it. To drag 
our anchors or part the cables meant drifting from sbelter 
and running milus before the gale in a fox loo thick to see 
where safety was ta be found. So our third and Hest anchor 
was put on deck ready to Jet go at the least sign of trouble. 
By this time F. had had enongh wetting on shore, and in 4 
let up of the rain, hailed to be taken on bourd, where hesoan 
turned in, going calmly to sleep, a performance | strove to 
imitate with very poor success, ds the awish of rain, the 
whistling and thrashing of ropes, all tended 16 keep at least 
one eye open, nol forgetting the disearded main sheet, u Got- 
fon rope that was doing duty as cable. Many tines I tooka 
look on deck forward, always finding that wretched rope 
doing all (he work. yen when, determined to Hse Tis 
gaye more scope, the next time | looked ut it, it was tight us 
a harp string, straining at that little ten-pound anchor, both 
nobly doing the whole work of holding our boat, which cut 
and shecred about asif determined to get away or Ieak 
something. Thunder and lightning finished my efforts at 
slumber, aud I popped out of the companion way just asthe 
worst of the gale was upon us. Litile wasto be seen Hut 
fog on one side and the dim outline of onr friendly island on 
the other. A closcrlook into the fog revealed a scliooner o- 
ing adrift, probably having parted her only table, 4s she 
made no effort to seek a lee neiir us, as she might have done, 
but disappeured to leeward showing half her jib to help her 
steering, . ra og be 

“Now,” says F..-'T huve waked up im time, and I am 

Waat Dons 1t Mnant—Hilitor Forest and Stream: For 
the last ten yeurs or more it has been my good luck to have 
the time each fall to indulge in my hint of all hunts—a one 
fo four weeks’ shoot among the squirrels of Southeastern 
Olio, Among almost every bunch of squirrels that we 
brought in we would find from one lo three females preg- 
nant. IJ cominenced to shoot Aug. 28 and stopped Oct. 26. 
It was the exception not to find «a pregnant female in 
the bunch on dressing them, and the number of young was 
either three or four, alyays one of the two numbers. In my 
ten years and over of squirrel shooting Inever found hut 
one female that was likely to have the cure of a family at 
the time of year mentioned until this fall. Does this mean 
an open, mild winter? So far the signs haye been yery 
favorable for an easy winter.—Gzuo, K. Jmnnny (Mariette, 
Ohio, Dee, 11). 

Game Bag and Guu. 
AN OCTOBER SAIL FOR DUCKS. 

TRIP to the Berkshire Hills, taken for health, was cer- 
tainly a pleasure; but with all its charm there came the 

haunting idea that the season for boating was rapidly flitting 
away, andif the slate of the temperature in the attractive 
hill towns was any criterion to jndge by, freezing as if did 
some two or three nights in succession, there must be a lot of 
innocent ducks far away on salt water just aching to be snot. 
So the liftle plan was made that an carly return to the shores 
of Narragansett Bay would put in reach a pleasant sailing 
trip, with ducking as a mofiye, and a smilms moon to heam 
upon our efforts after *‘Old Sol’ had turned in at the early 
hour he affects at this season, While our preparations were 
in progress the weather put on its most enticing ways. Sum- 
mer seemed to have returned to stay; and the thermometer 
took a look even at 80°, All nature seemed to say, “We 
are only waiting for you, this is the best part of the season 
for boating; come upon the gentle sen; be wafted by the soft 
airs; nO equinoctial now; oh, no.” 

So everything being finally goton board our small craft at 
noon, we started. We being F. and myseli, two confidme 
creatures armed tor slaughter, with visions of more hlack 
ducks than we could possibly eat, or perhaps give away. 
Qur boat was a comfortable keel cat, with cabin room enough 
for two; Lought to say three, perhaps, as a capital spaniel 
was one of the party, and withal not to be overlooked. 
Slowly drifting out of the harbor with the gentlest of sou” 
wester, we turned before it nnd were fairly on the road to 
our destination, some ten miles north, the last words ofa 
friend on shore were, ‘Look ont for bad weather. The 
barometer is falling, and this kind of thing is a weather 
breeder.” ‘That's what they always say when they have fine 
weather, [ think to myself, can’t let anybody enjoy it, try to 
scare them srom taking comfort in the present. But it was 
hot; July this year could not equal it; no ccat could be en- 
dured, even shoes were intolerable, and had to be discarded 
temporarily, the sun burned so hotly on our deck. 

But night comes early; and long before dark we are at our 
anchorage in the lee of a promising island, where we have 
seen ducks before. F. determines to take in the hay of the 
Jand before dark, and goes ushore to interview one of fhe in- 
habitants, who is visible in the distance mowing, He soon 
returns and tells me that his interview with the aforesaid 
brings to light that no ducks have been seen there for ayear; 
but as his informant has lived on the island for eleven years 
without visiting a town but a mile away, L feel that a man 
of so little ambition is @ poor judge of anything. perhaps 
would not know a duck from a hawk. is assertion is 
strenpthened, howeyer, by a smart young fellow, who pulls 
alongside ina shell; and so we decide to rake sail again for 
another and hetter spot at once, instead of next day as was 
our plan. : 

We haye enough daylight and reach our anchorage, where 
there is good shelter from all winds; ahd glad enough we did 
so, 18 the sky begins to look ominously. That falling 
barometer meant business after all. However, we pile 
ashore, laden with guns and decoys, to look for a desirable 
pond where our prey is pretty sure to seek shelter at night. 
Away we start, feeling fresh and full of entliusiam. The 
decoys are heavy, but what of that? We will soon have 
them where they wildo the most good, But—where has 
that pund gone to? [thought I could find it im the dark. 
Down drop the decoys, that pond must he caught hefore 
dark; anda rush vp a hill, to where an extended view can 
be got, hardly comforts me; but a narrow streak of water 
shows itself half a mile further than I remembered ib; and 
we grab the basket of decoys aud make a dash forit, It 
proves to be the pond hidden by a hill, and just as we set 
our decoys the first ‘‘blackie” appears right over our heads, 
F. is at the decoys, up goes my small bore londed with, as 1 
suppose, No, 6 chilled shot. Spang. J look for results. No 
results, What is the matter? I ought to have had him, are 
small hores a failure after all? [ will just look at the other 
cartridge, Wo. 8! No wonder I lost him; and I find that 
though brimful of enthusiasm, IT am short of ammunition, 
and what IL have is No, 8. There is na alternatiye but to 
return on board and load up, F. says ‘he will stay and take 
them all in, if I will kindly bring a sagidwich on my return, 
So I start back consoling myself with the thought that I wm 
awfully huugry anyhow, aud F. may have all he can get. 
Tow heavy rubber boots feel on 2 back track, I think as 

T trudge along uncomfortably enowgh, climbing fences and 
stumbling through an old ¢ornficld on my way to the shore. 
“The moon, the pale incoustant toon,” hides, of course, 
and leayesme only 4 glimmer to rad the rowboat hy, but 1 
do find it and reach my cosy cabin. Now, I think, f have 
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foing to have another chance at those ducks; it, will never | 

do to go Lome without soinething to show. So here goes, | 

and go he did, taking the sm hoat with him. None of | 

that for me, thought T, but a good breakfast for two ts what 

js most needed; and if this weather keeps on our provisions, 

water and even kerosene will ran shor{. Both the latter are 

low. This would be weather bound with » vengeance. ‘The 

sky, however, looks a little better. The sound of F.’s No. 

10 bore gives promise of something, and 1 bustle about in 

preparation for a dead heat to windward, getting in our 

vables and putting ina reef. By the time all is about ready, 

V. appears loaded with decoys and a few ducks; knocked | 

yer it the Jast minute, as one might say. Up goes the sail, 

jhe anchor follows, and we are off homeward bound. A 

brisk sail of a few liours brings us back safe and sound to | 

anxious ones, whose fears the heavy gale had roused, to be 

ulayed by our appearance with substantial eyidences of 

snecess, Thus safely and comfortably ends an Pore sail. 
INTLE, 

THE WORK IN MAINE—188s3, 

4 ROM the ‘‘Report of the Commissioners of Fisheries and 
Gume of the State of Maine for the year 188%" we ex- 

tract the following paragraphs, which exhibit fairly well the 
work accomplished. The Commissioners are Messrs. E. M. 
Sulvwell, and Henry O. Stanley: 
“We have this year been called upon to enforce » number | 

of new and stringent laws, that, may almost be termed war 
measures, to the enactment of which the State was impelled 
lo suve the remnant of the game of the Commonwealth, both 
fish, fur-und feather, from utter annihilation by poachers 
and market hunters, from home and abroad. The destrue- 
tion of moose has been very great by Indians from the Proy- 
inces, crust hunting in spring, for hides. One party of In- 
dians, in presence of a reliable witness, counted out forty 
skins; other parties were equally successful. These all went 
oyer the border to the Dominion of Canada. We haye been 
credibly informed of three moose wantonly shot down in hot 
Angust weather by a party of whites Gve will not class | 
(hem), where even the trophies could nol be pleaded as a 
temptation, as but ove bore horns. Of other as flagrant 
cases, committed in the same region, we are in possession. 
The destruction of this valuable game is grester by residents 
of other States than by our own, while arrests aud convie- 
tions are mostly of our own citizens. The cause is obvious 
without explanation. Money, bribery, concealment of the 
trophies, to be brought ont only in open time, by the suborned 
nides, 
“The Commissioners have the will to enforce our laws to 

the bitter end, upon all offenders, but have not the power, 
both from restricted means and from other causes, of which | 

ducing smimal. There are thousands of acres of land in the 
State of Maine that are forever unfitted to produce any other | i 

| we are enabled with free yet prudent hand to share all these crop; if not venison, then nothing. 
“The decr this year have not been as numerous as last. 

Had not the new law been put in force, they would have 
been all destrayed. Entire 
State had been taken by a worthless class of men incited to 
its destruction by middle men, who reaped the Jarger share 

‘of profit. The honest, faithful euide will now be better 
employed than ever. ‘The future will be brighter to him and 
to the true sportsman. 

“The partridge or riffed growse is plenty in some sections 
this year’, and yery scarce in others. This is the history of 
the bird eyery year, from some cause independent of «an 
unusual wet season, or seyere crust following a heavy fall of 

| snow, in which the birds will plunge for vest and security 
from the cwl and thus sometimes get frozen in and perish; 
apart from this, unusual abundance in any one locality seems 
to attract the presence of a species of winter hawk or else 
owls, or perhaps some enemy of the quadruped family, that 
will fairly clear them out from that section, thus changing 
their abundance from place to place, 

“Marketing game, of course, incites many to shoot who 
would otherwise follow some other calling. This is espe- 
cially true of the grouse, and their exportation from the 
State should never in the future be permitted, as it inevil- 

| ably would lead to theirutter extinction. Many a worthless 
bar-room lounger, or petty saloon keeper, will readily fur- 
nish boys with cheap old Springfield guns and ammunition, 
io be paid for in birds at fen cents apiece, There has been 
less exportition of our grouse this year than for « very long 
period. Although our marketmen have Ween limited by the 
State Jaw to only three deer, etc., yet that has exceeded in 
most instances their previous local sales to our citizens. 
Hitherto they exported and found it more profitable 
than to cut a saddle for their customers. As_ more 
venison has been offered within our State to house- 
keepers, the first impression has been that the num- 
ber killed has been larger. That many haye exceeded 
the preseribed number of three deer, we have no doubt; 
we entertain as little doubt that all these violators 
of the law will be picked up aud punished by our faithtul 
wardens sooner or later, The exportation of our partridge 
has been confined most largely to Portland, whose dealers 
haye advertised largely in the back towns and solicited for 
consignments to be sent to and forwarded by them.” 

Dr. 8. B. Hunter, of Machias, reports that in Washington 
county several poachers haye been brought to justice. The 
following convictions were secured: Robt. Gillespie, killing 
deer on crust. $40 and costs; M. W. Flye, possession of 
grouse, $100 and costs; Daniel Dunbar, killing deer with 
dog, $40 and costs; Virgil Richards, killing deer with dog, 
£40 and costs; and Dunbar and Richards were fined $10 ‘we propose to speak further on, All new lays, like those 

wiven us at the last session of our Legislature, should he ac- 
companied by a special appropriation for their enforcement, 
We should have been enabled to station a competent warden | 
and assistants at certain portions of our State, to mualke | 
prompt arrests and seizures of persons, weapons and outfits. 
To a limited extent we haye doue this, ut were only en- 
abled so to do by withdrawing funds, and expending money 
that should haye been devoted to other branches of our Ser- 
viet, The year's experience has prescnted to us some cases 
of poaching and violation of our game laws where the mean- 
ness and infamy of the acts seein to haye been in almost 
direct ratio to social position, education and profession. 

“The ability to bribe, to demoralize, has been freely used; 
in one instance offering $500 to a hesitating guide who feared 
the State penalty of $100, We would ask of our Legislature 
‘to add imprisonment to the penalty of infraction of our laws 
where bribery is proven. 

“The laws of ciose time for our State are only such ws a 
judicious farmer acts upon for the most profitable manage- 
ment of his breeding stock, and are absolutely essential to 
their preservation. Forest aNp Syrpam has well observed: 
“Beast, bird and fish have seasons which nature has set apart 
for their vacation; men theirs, which are not fixed by any 
mnalterable law. Which should be most respected?’ The 
efficacy of all laws in correcting the habits of a people is de- 
jpendent upon the facilities of enforcement afforded by speedy 
aud prompt justice, Laywscan he perfected only by the de- 
monstration before the people of their faithful execution to 
the very letter, We want no law of mere opiniou. We want | 
no officer to judge of the popularity of a law to infinence his 
fidelity to his oath in enforcing it. Ifa law is unjust, op- 
pressive, let it be rigidly enforced, and give the public an 
opportunity to know it by actual demonstration and experi- 
ence. Laws then if wrong, would be as promptly amended 
or repealed ag enacted. Better Jaws would be the result in 
in place of the present school for perjury. Peo- 
jie would then amend their Jaws in place of 
persecuting faithful officers for refusing to prove 
false to their oaths. By statute. our wardens are te 
look for their pay for service us State officers, chiefly to one- 
half of the penalty against convicted persons. At present 
through the means afforded us from the country trial jus- 
tiees fo the bench, the enforcement of the law and the pun- 
ishment of crime is as Uncertain aud precarious as a venture 
by lottery. The jurisdiction of a trial justice is limited to 
$20, The penalty for killing a moose illegally is $100, a 
caribou ora deer $40. All these cuses must go to uw higher 
court: we are there met by a grand jury, fi best un- 
sympathetic through ignorance, Our county allorneys | 

- “are elected by the votes of the people; their salaries, as a 
rule, are entirely inadequate to Ue severe and important 
(duties required of them, 

“Final jurisdiction should ve conferred upen police courts 
and trial justices for all violations of our gume laws, regard- 
less of the amount of the penalty. We could then obtain 
speedy trial and justice, while the parties would be protected 
aginst the great expense of delay before out county courts, 
almost equal to the penalty, even when the defendant is suc- 
cessful, For two years past moose haye been largely killed 
in our State by aliens. Citizens of our State are obliged, of 
course, when in the Provinces to obey their game laws, which 
impose a license fee of $20 or $30 for the right to hunt or 
shoot. Much of our game is yearly slaughtered, much 
wapped for furs, cte., ete., by our alien neighbors. Will 
not our Executive now use his influence to obtain such a law 
from Coneress as will forbid the killing of onrgame by aliens 
throughont our domain, without « license first obtaimed by 
the payment of a specified sum, say $50? Such a law is now 
required on our Western plains, and would be applicable to 
the protection of every State and Terrilory in the Union. 

tach and costs for killing woodcock on Sunday. Ile adds: 
- ¢ tS % = * # ¥ 

‘Warden L, 0, Hill has shown great interest in his work 
and his the confidence of our best citizens. He certainly 
has doné good work, und 1 hope we miy retain his services 
in future as an active game police, for whieh service he is 
well fitted. 

“The year of 1882 was the most destructive of game of 
uny for years. Market hunters swarmed into our woods 
from all parts of the State and Massachusetts, broke over all 
restraint of law and decency, used dogs, crust hunted, and 
even shot the does upon the barreus in Apri. The frequent 
light snows of November and December gaye the pot-hunters 
immense advantage. At the Close of the open season of 1882 
the prospect was dark for the protectionist, for his work of 
years wus nearly destroyed in a single season. The great 
success of these poachers promised to add ten times their 
number for this season, I was discouraged, knowing from 
a long experience in this region the basis for game in Maine, 
that market hunting aud game protection were perfectly in- 
compatible, and that it must be checked or our large game 
would be exterminated. 

“Our Commissioners proposed tht sporlsmen meet, in 
Augusta, A few of us responded, buf our city frieuds did 

! not mect us and we were inclined tu believe them selfish and 
not in sympathy with us, thinking perhaps they would like 
to hunt the game, and we, country chaps, do the work of 
protecting. We did the best we could to make the Legisla- 
ture understand what’ we needed, and the result was our 
present laws, not pertect, but effective. Let us find no fault, 
but use the tools we haye until the time comes for change, 
then Jet’ all interested meet at Augusta, as proposed by Com- 
missioners, and improve them if we can. Our new law isa 
suecess, it has stopped the market lunting, and is gaining in 
fayor daily. It has proyed more of a success than its friends 
dared to expect. 

‘However inconvenient the law may be to sportsmen not 
living in the vicinity of game regions, it must be remembered 
that this erowd of poachers require severe Measures, and that 
we must consult the interests of all. We can watch and see 
what changes can be made at the proper time, One thing is 
sure, the law must be enforced or be such that it can be. 
The sportsman living on the border of the game districts is 
the muh who is expected to watch und work and he must 
have an effective law, for these fellows do not yield to straws 
but require stones. Our market hunters are 4 peculiar class 
of Goodutns, made up in great part of men without an occu- 
pation, and among them we find the skedaddler, smuggler, 
thief, firebug, and luzy squatter who lives from what lumber 
he ¢an steal, berries he can pick, fires he can fight afler set- 
ting them, or anything suye honest labor. The middlemun is 
the prototype of the city puwubroker and junk dealer, He 
buys at any time what he can sell at a profit without regard 
fo law or decency, and nothing but the most ex- 
treme measures will restrain him. These men are wonderful 
expounders of the law, and are ever sure to find them un- 
constilutionul when they in the least interfere with their 
pockets, Market hunting is a nuisance; if destroys bya few 
what belongs to all. Tt encourages idleness, lawlessness and 
is a school for vice. Itis not, ner can il be, a respectable 
business, There is not 4 market hunter, or middleman, in 
the State who is ut heart 1 protectionisf. They all hunt for 
pay at any and all seysons, und they are the parties that give 
50 auch trouble with their dogs, nets, snares, torches, etc, 

“Our fish and game are a great attyvaction for the majority 
of our State aswell us all ‘New Hovland, and, if properly 
protected, will prove a source of revenue, both directly and 
indirectly, and au unlimited source Of health and pleasure 
to all, To suffer il to be destroyed by the merciless pot- 
hunter would be the mistake of the age.” 

Maine bas now the influence to obtain the passage of such a 
law hy Congress, ifit be exerted. The stock of moose within 
our State is still good. sufficient under proper protection 
to give an abundant supply of this most valuable meat-pro- 

_—— = 

Mr. H. R. Taylor of Machias, writes of the present liw: 

“1 is steadily doing a good work. It is awakening our 
people to a better knowledge of the wealth and the privileces 
contained in our streams and forests. It leads to a better 

possession of the game of the | 

appreciation of those bounties and blessings, the best inter_ 
ests of the State, its just pride and heritage, More than this 

with our friends and fellow sportsmen. A square, restrictive 
law commands respect. Too broad license will always be 
derided and violated. Among us, those who last year con- 
tinued their buteheries through the winter and spring months, 
were (with searce an exception) men who had derived the 
full privileges of the open season. ‘They had enjoyed the 
greatest latilude, they rebelled against the first check. Hay- 
ing killed their dozens or scores of deer each, they were un- 
willing to be restrained when the close time arrived. They 
personate lawlessness in everything. They are ready to shoot 
the mother duck or partridge from her callow broad, cut the 
throut of a gravid doc in March, steal knees and sled-crooks 
from other men’s timber, set fire to pine lands end rob Jum- 
bermen’s camps, thinking and boasting ‘that law cannot 
reich them in the woods. ~ 

“Tf our sportsmen in this or our sister States think our 
law too exclusive, Jet them consider the class with which we 
have to deal and against whom we have to legislate. We 
have found no barrier against game destruction so effectual 
as the transportation amendment. That and the general 
Hequiescence on the part of carriers to sustain the interpre- 
tation, has almost completely stayed the shipment, and as 4 
sequence the killing of deer and grouse. It is easy to ob- 
serve the difference, 

“This year ‘Othello’s occupution’s gone.’ The shittless 
cabin-dweller, the lazy loafer and the school-despising hood- 
lum, has had, this autumn, no fifteen.cent premium to en- 
courage bis expenditure of time, of bodily effort and ammu- 
vition toward securing a luckless grouse, which he never 
wanted for himself or family, but, by its sale for shipment, 
did partly keep him in tobacco under the old dispensation. 

“T believe, too, that the present warden is the righf man, 
and while some had feared that the game law could not with 
its existing features be enforced by an officer, let our court 
records testify (with others in the State) that it is enforced 
and that eyil doers are weakening every day.” 

Detective C. M. Wormell gives a list of parties with whom 
he has had to do in 1883, and the offenses for which they 
were indicted. There were twenty-one separate cases, and 
indictments were found against thirty-eight individuals, as 
follows; 
William Perkins and A. Davenport, of Gardiner, Me., for killing 

hwo moose at King and Bartlett lakes. 
B, Soutliworth, Frank A. Patch and Robert E. Metcalf, all of Bos- 

ton, for killing one moose in Mranklin county near the town of Eustis. 
Clifton IE. Wing. Daniel Hunt, both of Boston, for killing one moose 

on Spencer Stream, 
John Phillips, of Hustis, for killing one moose on Spencer Stream. 
Dr. C. B. Porter, Albert: E. Porter, both of Boston, and Joseph St. 

ase of Kustis, county of Franklin, for killing one caribou on Baker 
‘ond, 
iat Smith and John Smith, of Worcester, for killing deer near 
Ustis. 

Dwight Bugslen and William Edmonds, for killing one moose on 
Rupegenus Stream aud one caribou killed on Soaper Brook. 
Joseph St, Obin, of Bustis, for killing one ‘caribou in Franklin 
eon ty - 
George Pelkez, of Great Works, for killing two moose on Ragged 

Stream, 
Charles Nicholas. Thomas Nicholas, Andrew Nicholas and Joseph 

Nicholas, of Greenville, for killing moose in Somerset county. 
Paul Peters, of Oldtown, for killing carrbou on Chesuneaok Lake, 
Thomas Gero and Suple Jack, for killing one moose and two cati- 

hou on Pine Stream, near Chesuncook Lake. 
4 aeecpet Burni, of Kineo. for killing one moose near Chesuncook 
“Uke, / 
Samuel Hilton, of Chesuncook Lake, for killing two earibon on 

OChesuneook Lake, 
J.C, Resteene, of Worcester, Mass., for killing one deer on the 

Megaleway River. 
Charles Pancroft and Bdward Paneroft, of Philadelphia, for kill- 

ing two deer in Oxford county. 
Tenry Hartwell, of Lewiston, for killing deer in Oxford county. 
George Atwood, for killing four moose in Piscataqfis county. 
Lorenzo Jackman, Samuel Hall, Consider Campbell and Osnic 

Hanscom, of Mount Chase, for killing three moose in Piscataquis 
county, 
Samuel Hams and George Emery, of Newry, for killing three deer 

in Newry. 
Lorenz Linnell, of Magaleway, for killing deer in Oxtord county, 

A FLYING TRIP TO VIRGINIA. 

WG Thanksgiving time Mr. J. J. P, and myself and son. 
1X thirteen years old, took» flying trip to Virginia, the 
original object of which on my part was to “teach the 
young idea how to shoot.” My friend P. had anewly broken 
pointer of fine breed which he was anxions to try. We left 
Jersey City on the 9 P, M. train Wednesday, and got to 
Petersburg at 1 P, M. next day (Thanksgiving), after a very 
pleasant t7ip, ‘Travel has heen very much improyed oyer 
this route since my last visit eight yeurs ago. The Coast 
line, as it is called, runs a buffet car through to Savannah, 
new and clean and well appointed, with a polite porter and 
waiter, and any one will grant that 4 polite sleeping car por- 
ter is a aur ovis anywhere. So we were in a measure inde- 
pendent of the wayside hash mills when fifteen minutes for 
retreshments was called, 

At Petersburg we were met by my friend Ma. C, (a true 
Southern gentlemen with all the proverbial kindness), who 
had made all arrangements in advance, and we were soon on 
the road, with two teams carrying all our traps, and three 
fine setters belonging to our Petersburg friends. After driy- 
ing afew miles out fo the east, and past the old lines of 
Federal and Confederate earth works, still plainly showing 
jn all directions, we came to quail country, and made three 
stops where there were coyeys, finding not less than one at 
cach halt, This was the result of haying 1 sod sportsman 
to guide us, ors he aptly expressed it iu a letter to me 
beforehand, that in cast he could not go with us, he conld 
easily send a man to show us the country, but that was a 
different thing from showing us the birds. I do not propose 
to tell you how many birds we shot at and how many we 
missed, for it is not a record to be proud of, but 1 will say, 
that we could have gotten, if we had heen good shots, from 
one hundred to one hundred and twenty-tive birds during 
our stay, while we got a little less than half simply front 
poor shooting, 

At night we reached Prince George Court House, where 
we were to put up till Sunday at the hospitable home of 
mine host Temple, the county sheriff; and were soon made 
comfortable, and our dogs locked up in the county jail over 
night, less they might be among the ‘‘lost, strayed or stolen” 
iu the morning. The jail was curiosity to us, being a 
wooden building, but made of leayy tyelye-inch timbers 
laid close together, and being made stronger than it seemed, 
One old darkey imprisoned there, who was crazy on religion, 
wuked us up in the morning, singing at the top of his yuice. 
Sheriff Temple has a yery interesting family of children, the 
oldest diuughter Mary, only eleven years old, being a model 
little honse wife and deserves kind mention, 

Atter a good night’s rest, we were off in the morming xs 
soon as the frost began to disappesr, and with the two 
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teams drove a few-miles toward the river before beginning to 
hunt, This seems to me per eavellence the way to hunt 
quail when the birds are in different localities, as we were 
able to hunt over twenty-five to thirty miles of country in a 
day, driving from place to place with the dogs in the wagon 
to rest. them, and gelling out wherever birds were known to 
be; we certainly found plenty of them, and good big fat fel- 
JoWs they were, aud strong unouzh to fly fast, as we somie- 
limes found out. The only hard part of the shooting is that 
the coveys are generally in some open place near a bramble 
thicket, or old deer run, and when flushed they plunge into 
it at once, where they lie close, and it requires good dogs 
and thick clothes and gloves on one’sself to at get them, and 
quick aim when you find them. Good dogs we certainly 
had, for Carlo and Don, belongiug to Mr. C. and his brother, 
and Scout, loaned lay a friend, were marvels of training and 
keenness of scent, Some beautiful work was done by them, 
one particular sight Tremember, when they all stood on a 
covey in the open, each on a different side, ‘Thus we passed 
our two days, and had we buen as good |ychind the gun as 
we claim to be on a hoat, we should have had a goodly bag; 
as it was we ale 4 good many at our meals, and our quantity 
to bring home (about two dozen) was so small, that we haye 
had to stand some chaff, 

Near the river the country about here is very pretty, and 
to our eyes the cotton and peanut fields were an interesting 
sight, ‘The weather was delightful, with cool frosty nights 
and clear balmy days, and I think in such weather the 
climate of Hastern Virginia is unsurpassed, The numberless 
darkies of all ages and description were very amusing, es- 
pecially when driving the popular rig, a ‘‘steer Kkyart’’ (steer 
cart), One old grizaly-headed ‘‘mammy,” smoking a pipe, who 
came out of her cabin to try and call her doe in, amused us 
very much crying out, ‘Hyere, you, sab! don't I done tole 
you come hyere?” 

Saturday night our shooting ended, and on Sunday morn- 
ing we drove comfortably back to town, and after dinner 
had a look dround at the objects of historic interest, among 
others the celebrated Crates,” which was Confederate 
fort mined by the Federals and blown up, and where Mahoue 
made his reputation by coming out from Petersburg with 
reinforcements and driying hack Grant’s men, killing so 
many of the colored troops. We left Petersburg at 5 P. M., 
getting back to New York in time for breakfast Monday. 
One thing more of interest I might tell you is, that rail 

shooting in September on the marshes lining the James 
River near here is yery good, and a good shot can kill from 
twelve to eighteen dozen of them at a tide. 
this next fall and sce if I can 
hand in, 

THE NEW YORK GAME MARKET. 
[Reported for the Forest and Siream, Dee, 29.) 

NE first of January and the end of the open game scason 
i inthe New York market finds the stalls heaped high 

with all sorts of land and water fowl, while of venison there 
are hundreds of haunches which will’ disappear as if by 
migic from the public view, but which may be had by the 
trusttd caterers only under another name, The dealers in 
this city have become, it would seem, as shy as their own 
stock in trade, and a visitor who asks questions is not given 
very watm welcome at the stands of the game dealers. 
Recently there has heen a great rush of wild rabbits into the 
miurkets since the fallsof snow have permitted their ready 

. tracking, and the supply of game of every sort has grown 
for the last few days to meet the holiday demand for tooth- 
some table delicacies. 
“We baye bad,” said Mr, Hart, of the firm of Robbins & 

Co,, “‘a very good game season as to quantity, but the prices 
have ruled ligher than usual, owing to the warm weather 
Which we had during the earlier part of the season. At that 
time enormous quantities of game reached us ina spoiled 
condilion, and we were compelled to throw it away as un- 
merchantable. This stock came from Indiana and Illinois 
and that section. Lately we have had no trouble from this 
source, an the game is coming in very nicely indeed, The 
demand has been good for really good birds. In fact, it 
always isin New York, and so with the diminished supply 
we haye found it easy to get’ good prices. There have been 
no special features of the market that I can remember, no 
great falling away of old sorts of game, nor the coming in of 
new stick, unless we so cull antelope which we are now 
getting, and of which we had the first lot Just year. 

“Tt is a pity to sce the law step in against venison just 
now, When we have two good venison months before us. 
January and February are really the right months to market 
venison, as if comes then in good shape and can vet to table 
in the yery best condition, till, the law is there, and we 
can only obey it by not having any of the deer meat in our 
possession after the Ist of January, 

“No, | don’t look for any legislation at Albany this winter; 
that is, I don’t know of any schemes on foot; hut it is very 
hard to say, indeed, what new notions somebody may have 
to carry out. It is bad now and might be made worse. It 
is almost hoping too much to expect any improvement. 
The spies will be round, I suppose, looking for game which 
would come under the law, bul they must be sharper than 
they usually are and not take antelope for deer, as they did 
with us last year, and }e able to distinguish between moun- 
lain grouse and partridge, which they were not able to do 
last year. What we want is a sensible law, where the in- 
terest of all will be protected. The game supply is a big 
interest and involves the use of a large capital, und we game 
dealers do not care to be looked upon as law breakers and 
regarded with suspicion as always trying to do what is pro- 
hibited by the statute. 

“The holiday demand has heen a very large onc, and we 
have been kept very busy. We have good ice houses for 
keeping our stock in, and so are able to have a sufficiency to 
meet the rush at this time. After we once gel the game 
here in good condition, there is no troyble about keeping if 
im good shape, bul the heaviest losses come in birds spoiled 
on the railroads,” 

In dozens of snvall commission houses about Washington 
Market ot in houses where gam¢ only comes as an ageommo- 
dation for shippers of other produce, thousands of rabbits 
and barrels of feathered gaine niry be seen, while the buyers 
for the larger hotels and restaurants, or uptown priyatc 
markets, look about and pick up lots at very. moderate rates. 
Knapp & Van Nostrand are regarded as the heaviest 

game dealers in or about Washmgton Market. They recciye 
the special attention as a representative house of the agents 
of the Same protection societies. Information was very 
mengrely given andihe disposition seemed to le to refuse 
apy insi#ht into the manner of conducting business. It was 
stated, however, tliat the season had been a good one, looked 
ut from the dealers standpoint. Game had come in trom 

I propose to try 
practice cnough to get my 

7. A. W. 

all quarters in the most abundant quantities and generally in | anxiously looked for by the fox and rabbif hunters. We 
very good shape. A sharp eye was cast at the questioner 
when snared birds were mentioned, and a general denial 
of any such game being in possession was made. 
a conceded fact, however, thal purchusers who complain 

It is 

of the mutilation of the birds by shot can easily find deulers 
who will produce another lot where the shot have in some 
mysterious way, best known to the handlers of game, been 
eliminated from the dead birds. : | Yet a sugeestion of the 
illegal snare-net is pooh-poohed al once and itis always the 
fellow over the way who hus this description of bird in his 
possession, 

FORTY-FIVE WASTED SHELLS. 

W E are camped on a stream which rises in the Gore 
Monutains,and runs to thé Blue, the whole distance being 

about six or seven miles. It is made up by tivo small 
branches, which join about three miles from (he mouth, and 
between the two branches is qnite 4 basin of small forks and 
small patches of aspens, which look like bare poles, the 
leaves having fallen. Ed. and I went hunting about a weelk 
ago, and took in a patch to the mouth of the south branch. 
Following a trail, and while whispering which way to strike, 
We caw six or eight deer come: out of the pines, and go to 
feed in the aspen. We slipped back until out of sight of the 
deer, and stole up a slight gulch until we reached a bunch of 
pines, when we took up their trail, Hd, to the right and 1 to 
the left about six feel apart. We did not sce the bunch of 
deer, as they had fed about two hundred yards further on, 
and we could not see them owing to a rise in the ground. 
When we were just stepping in the open, a fine doe got up 
and stood luoking at us about sixty yards, when Eid, scored 
a clean miss, The dove took the trail of the bunch, and Ed. 
ran on the deer trail to get a shot runing, while Lran tothe 
left expecting to catch them as they ran up the hill for,the 
pine timber, Ed. first saw them while in a Jiltle hollow, and 
scored a miss and yet another, They ran past me, and I 
scored a beautiful miss. 

After that we struck for the north branch, hoping to sce 
some antelope. We ran across a very fresh track of a bull 
elk, but we did not want him, too poor after running. The 
antelope were where me expected tofind them, but had taken 
i hint when we commenced firing, and had lett only yery- 
fresh tracksand gizn, One of our party having been promised 
a jack rabbit, we concluded to get him one, and to that end 
staried down the let side of the north branch of ihe stream. 
We had gone about twenty yards, when up jumped a jack, 
and after afew feet sat up, when Ed, missed him by shooting 
toolow. As he was going away I shot and took off an ear, 
and for a couple of miles we saw jacks in plenty and in easy 
distance, Ed. shooting too low and I too high, though we 
had the best of rifles, and had previously done good work 
with them. Just before crossing the stream to cross to the 
south branch, we saw a jackin the trail alicad of us about 
thirty feet, Ed, says, 1 will close his eye; but shot and 
never touched ahair. [told him to see me do it, when I 
stepped a few feet (the rabbit sitting up all the time), and 
wasted lead, for I never touched it. We stepped across the 
stream, and had not gone over thirty yards, when up jumped 
two deer out of a very small bunch of sarvis berry bush- 
Ed. thought he could sce an opening on one, while I should 
take the otherin the open. Ed, fired and missed, though only 
twenty steps off, and they botlranand kept the brush be- 
{weer us and them, so we could not get in any more, We 
went to the soulh fork and followed it up to camp, and got 
in after dark. Porty-five shells emptied, and not a bullet 
found hair. 

The above is just as it occurred, and when we got in camp 
the boys could not be made to believe we had such luck, A 
little snow on the ground, cloudy ayer head, and not too cold, 
just such a day as when # man should do his best, We had 
# eveat many laughs while out, and the rabbits cutup funny 
antics when a bullet whizzed too close, In contrast with the 
above I will send an account of one of our successful hunts. 

Ripon, 
Tx Gasre, Mouts oF tue Buve, Colorado,Dec. 6, 1883. 

GAME IN NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
OTWITHSTANDING the unfavorable weather for 

sporting this fall, more interest than ever has been 
manifested in the use of the gun, There are about twenty- 
five fine breech loading guns (not to count the many muzzle- 
loaders still in use), and many valuable dogs owned in this 
vicinity; and every day parties are scouring the country o’er 
jn search of the foxes and partridges. It is the same here as 
jt is all over the country; sometimes good bags are made, but 
oftener we come in with empty pockets. It depends a good 
deal on our luck, on account of the game changing from one 
piece of woods toanother, Ii we arelucky enough to strike 
the piece of woods that the game happens to be in for that 
day, then is the time thatthe good bags are made, But, as 
a general thing, the empty pocket rules. We think that if 
the sportsmen would study the habits of the game and learn 
by their own observation the different kinds of food which 
is most sought after as the season changes, then keep them- 
selves posted on the places where such food can be found, 
they would find that better bags will be the result. But still 
every one likes to make his story good ou his return from a 
hunting trip. He wishes to make people believe that he has 
done something, when in reality he may have done nothing. 
It is often amusing to hear the ingenious stories told by the 
disappointed ones. But when good luck goes with them 
and they come in with a good load of game, the road 1s none 
too wide for them. : 

Some two weeks ago tivo brothers killed two large foxes, 
oné partridge and one white rabbit. They were out about 
one-half day. Yesterday two other fellows went out fox- 
ing; were not out over two hours, and returned with two 
beauties. These are the best records in foxing for the sea- 
son, Squirrel shooting hag been a failure this year; we have 
never known them to be so scarce as they haye heen this 
season, although a few haye been killed, Partridge sliout- 
ing unusually good, and considerable numbers have come to 
bag. Thisis my favorite sporl, “combined with squirrel 
hunting,” but owing to a press of business I have been able 

to go out but a yery few times this season; but did not come 

in every time with an empty pocket. * 
During the shooting months we haye muny visitors from 

Boston who come out with their fine guns and trained dogs, 

but with all their pretentions they are not any better shols 

than the average countryman. JT was informed by a man 

who had been out with some of them (who, by the way, isa 

oood shot himself) that they did not average more than ie 

ird in ten shots, 
The weather is coming cold now, and not much more 

shooting will be done until the snow comes, which is 
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hope to be able to send youa fayorable report of their doings 
when the time comes. 2 
We should he pleased to find/an accountof a good squirrel 

hunt in Forest AND STREAM, and hope that some one of 
your many contributors will favor not only us, but many 
others whose favorite sport it is, W.R. 
Newsarret, N. H., Dee. 3. 

THE CHOICE OF HUNTING RIFLES. 

Diditar Forest und Strean: 
“Greenhorn’s” views and mine are uot so widely divergent 

as I had first supposed. But 1 am afraid they are irrecon- 
ciluble upon one or two points, chief among which is the 
ulility of repeating villes for hunting purposes. Upon this 
they are dinmetrically opposed, While L admit that for 
lheayy same repealiny rifles fail io carry the necessary amount 
of powder and lead, yet insuiiicient as they are in this re- 
spect they possess advantages m the rapidity of loading and 
extracting of shells which makes them preferable to those 
which carry only a singlé cartridge, 

T fully appreciate the foree of “Greenhorn’s” objection to 
the proposed repeater of 40-90 pattern, but I cannot at 
present concede it fo he valid. All that 1 desire is that a 
rifla of this description be subjected to a thorough test. If 
it fails to stand the racket then 1 will be disappointed, that, 
is all. The primary cousideration is, of course, that it be 
safe, for that is the sf gua non of a sporting rifle. 

{am thoroughly in accord with your correspoudent when 
he says that he prefers an oce:sional loss of a hend of same 
to “the chauce of loss of his own.” This is heyond ques- 
tion sound, and I haye always had a due regard to some 
such sentiment in my selection and use of rifles. 

As to the danger involved in the use of repeatime rifles ly 
the bursting of shells, wenkness of the breech-work, ttc., let 
me give my personal experience. I have owned four re- 
peaters of lever action. It is only due to them to state that 
they were all of Winchester manufacture, I haye certainly 
at the lowest estimate fired out of them several thousand 
shots, Rarely, however, haye | shot with the slide closed. 
This isa Gaution which I think should he heeded. Ihave 
never had a shell to burst in them, nor haye | noticed any 
bending of the firing-pin or evidence of weakness in the 
machinery of these guns in consequence. All were of 1876 
model; two 45-75 aud two 45-60. 

J have known the bottle-necked shell of the 45-75 to burst 
upon several occassions in rifles similar to to those owned by 
me. This was due in one case to a defect in the chamber, 
and in other cases il happened only when the shell had been 
reloaded a wumbcr of times und had been worn thin in con- 
sequence, 

The shells always burst at the bulge or shoulder, leaving 
the smaller part in the chamber; beyond the trouble of get- 
ting this oul, (here was no inconvenience caused or injury to 
the pun in consequence. Wor this and for other reasons, 
such as its greater liability to stick in the chamber, unless 
kept yery clean and bright, the greater recoil occasioned by 
its use, and the effect which 1t seems to have of throwing the 
gun up and off the game (especially objectionable in a re- 
peater), T have ceased using the bottlenecked ammunition 
and prefer the straight shell at-the loss of 15 grains of powder. 

I must confess that I think there is something in the theory 
that the former by reason of the confinement or retardation 
of the foree due to its shape, shoots harder, sends a ball 
quicker, and therefore gives a flatter trajectory than the 
same charge out of astraight shell. Still, I consider these 
advantuges outweizhed by the disadvantages referred to. So 
haying gotten rid of my 45-75, 1 purchased a 45-60, The 
stock ol this having proved to be rather too long for me, 1 
wot the same rifle, 32-inch bore, with shotgun stock. This 
rifle I now have. 

With neither of these guns have I ever had the slightest 
difficulty. Ihave aubjected them to very hard and rough 
usage, extending over a period of seyeral years, and find that 
they work to-day as satisfactorily as when I first got them. 
The machinery of the gun is as perfect as when first bought, 
they have never missed fire, nor has a shell ever burst in 
either of them. The recoil to one who holds a rifle properly 
is scarcely perceptible, and they are sufficiently accurate tor 
hunting purposes, 4 

As far as they go they are perfect, and extremely satisfac- 
tory, the proportion of powder and lead (160 grains 
and 300 grains) is just about right to give good 
penetration, I have shot grizzlies, mountain buffalo, 
and a yery considerable namber of «ak, deer and 
the like with them. I find that in running shots I have 
been much more successful than with the 49-75, 
since in rapid firing T can hold this gun nearly on the game, 
which I could not do with the other, because of the recoil 
and upward tendency given to the rifle by the use of the bot- 
ile neck shell (Lean think of no other reason). But while I 
like my ‘‘Kitty” (45-60) and rifles of her pattern exceedingly, 
as far as they go, yet they do not gofarenongh, _ 
While according to my present Knowledge and belief there 

is no more satisfactory rifle for deer, sheep and even ell 
within 200 or 300 yards (ordinarily ontside game (listance, not 
only because of the difliculty in hitting at all, but also be- 
cause of the fact that one ought to be able to get within that 
distance unobserved), and no rifle which is open to less ob- 
jection except on the score of rather high trajeetory, and 
consequent annoyance and livhility to miss by reason of tre- 
quent adjustment of sights, T rezard them as much too light 
for heavy game such ag buffaloand the ells 

Tf the charge was increased to 60 or 90 grains of powder, 
the results I think Would be more satisfactory, But then, 
having been entirely cured of my penchant for big hores, I 
haye a sneaking fondness for the small 40-euliber. For a 
sintle shot, no rifle which 1 have eyer tried performed its 
work as satisfactorily as 9 40-90 Sharps, using 90 grains of 
powder and 500 grains of lead, 
Now, what I want is a 40-90 repeuter, and I have already 

at some length endeavored to set forth the merits of such 
rifle. 

To vepeat my position is briefly this: Given u repeating 
rifle, safe and easy of manipnlation, each shot out of which 
is as effective as 4 shot out of 440-90 Improved Sharps, and 
we will have the very best rifle for hunting purposes. 

Why, it may be said are you not satisfied with your 6¢ 
grain Winchester? If 1 were going to shoot ouly deer and 

like small animuls I would he perfectly satisfied with it, but 

for the heayy game of the Wesb L want more powder and) 

more lead. I have killed with these 60-grain Winchesters a 

large amonut of game, and have never had an accident of 

any kind. I have killed with them such game as heavy 

buffalo bulls, several grizzlies (more properly silver tips) and 
a considerable number of clk, But notwithstanding, I 
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Would Lae heen more successful had I been using heavier 
nee OF course such game can be, and is killed with 
tliese atid tilich lighter gts: f f 

Many thousands of buffalo have goné dow1i before the “73 
inodei Winchester, and even the old ‘‘muzéle-stuffers’ of 
burly days, The largest Sierta Nevada Vond fide eridzly 1 
prer tenew tb be killéd) qvas rendered hors de combat by # 
Siiizle shot from «78 model Wincheste?. ‘Phe Wullet_ struck 
him in the breast (he was Sitting dn Lis hanaches} and going 
thronzh, broke his back, Butstill, in tackling these of at 
Rocky Mountain bear other than the black and the brown 
yee with these exceptions tiicy are all apt to prove ugly cus- 
tomers, atd I am willing to confess to at least a very whole- 
Horie tespect. for theni), I want every possible advantage, 
d tierefore the hest and most effective rifle made, Eyen 

then Lam not pariletilarly fynd of shooting at them, unless 
the, position be favorable und my haud steady, 
_, As can, be readily understood, a good servicedble tepeater 
for a pear fight is of great assistance and vastly prefetable— 
especially if it has to be conducted at uncomiortably cluse 
quarters—to a rifle; no matter how good, which curries Only 
i single cartridge. If the first shot miss, the Secon¢l is read} 
{n uf instant of time, They have sayed more than one lite 
which would have been lost with a single breech-loader. 
Hut it is not only for bear shooting but for all larger game 
that Lwould have (he proposed 40-90 repeater. HEyery one 
Whe his daue any large cumte shooting has probably seen re- 
itaitkable instaites of the difference of yitality in animals 
p the siime of of different species, Some will fall dead 
frém a shot which another would carry for hours. I haye 
seeh anes bRAIbIE mite yitality than some bear, some 
bear miore than others; aiid so Ou, Notatily is it the Gase 
with biiffalo. Some will stand an almost iherediblé ambit 

shooting, I know of a bulliliat was shot through nine 
iniés Will a heavy Sharps before he came down; most of 
thom were Behind lie shoulder ai that: Te reeeived! the last 
five dr six wilh gtoical indifference, havin# braved himself 
hg it to recciye them: finally he rolled over, dead: I knew 
pt atiBilict to gb fora mile or two shot with the same riflé 
Heal tirBugh buth lings: My oF, 
Tilaye alwiys thought that {he oienlal condition tn whisk 

iiie animal was at the time he teceives the shot, has muck td 
do with its effect. I have frequently proven this to my 
satisfaction. If the animal is very much angered, orin sone 
Cases very much scared, certainly in the former, he will fake 
more shooting than if surprised by the lead while in an 
amiable and quiet state of mind. Bul I digress. I simply 
refer to this because We wish to get hold of a convenient gun 
that will kill theta in whatever frame of mind they may be, 
if thete be anything in this theory: You mighl as well al- 
hiust shobtat an old bull Wiffalo colnw dead away froin you 
with a pop:gun, as Wilh & 60-orain or 75-etain Winchester. Ty 
such a Gast itis tigh ver’ probable that you willeet your buf 
Falo; tinles he thahges his position, but it is more than prob- 
dble that you will with a 40-90 or 45425 Sharps. Now let 
the tested afd determiied *#hether or not can be made a 
fepeateras easy of manipulation, and as saté ds the 40-grain 
Winchester, and as eifetlive as the 40-90 Sharps. Lam only 
Voicing jhe opinion of sonic $f the mast experienced hunters 
I know, in saying that this would; in all probability, be the 
jifle most adapted to hunting purposes, As to weight; even 
slippssine tliat it be necessary té lave the breech work made 
stroneer and heavier, L di tot think that this would exceed 
at the otitside 114 ori2pounds. (My 60-grain rifle; with full 
magazine; weighs 11} pounds), With a82anch harrelit ought 
to carry at least scyen cartridges in the magazine, which 
eaten is quite sufficient for ortlinary hunting purposes. 

fit be foutid that tiie repeate? cahtiot be made which will 
stand this heavy charge, well, ‘‘there’s an end onit.” Cer- 
ainly, however, a repeater can be made of the 40-70 pattern. 
This compromise would be far in adyance of any repeater 
now inthe market. 
The best and most successful skin unter 1 haye known 

aiid most skulful stalker, used a 40-70 Sharps, and would use 
hothing else, He lids killed with it tweuty-six ellk in one 
day, twenty-eight in another. While we must deplore and 
depreoate his practices it were foolish not to profit ty his 
profotind knowledge of everytliing which pertains to the art 
of Shovting large game. J personally have learned from him 
tiany “points” which haye been invaluable to me in my 
pursuit of game. , 

T take this opportunity to express to ‘*Greenhorn” my ap- 
preciation of lis kind oifer to send to me a .45-cal. express 
billet, and to thank him for the same. I have forwarded to 
him through you my address, Itis rathet strahge about this, 
for it was of these very same rifles and lot of bullets that I 
had heard, ra} pS aly : 
A friend of “P.,” who has hunted with him and who re- 

ards him (as must every one who has known or heard of 
him) as one of the most thorough sportsmen in the West and 
certainly the most successful bear hunter, is my informant, 
He stated 1o me that '‘P.” had used the .40or .49-cal. hollow 
pointed bullet upon bear with excellent results. As I under- 
stood it was with these that he made the truly remarkable 
scere of seventeen bears in seventeen shots. This is a kind 
of #®@gument which cannot be disregarded and will some- 
‘mek convince a inan against bis will. T trust I am not ob- 
stinate; but it will take a good deal to convince me that a 
single or double express is better for game shooting than an 
effective repeater. 

Tn repeating rifles the express principle, so far as I have 
seen it tried, is a failure 
A Winchester .50-caliber express using the hollow-pointed 

Dullet was Most unsatisfactory upon game; with a solid ball 
the pradtival results were much more satisfactory, but still 
the auliber is too large to my mind, 

T yeally have vrithen very much more than I had at first 
intended, and am afraid | have let my pen run away with 
me. I plead im extenuation my great interest in all that per- 
tains to legitimate sport, aud a desire to make myself clearly 
understood, since I have gone this far and haye the blame 
resting upon me of haying raised this discussion. 

One word abont sights, These are quite as important as 
avood rifle. With regard to these nearly every one has an 
idea of his own, because I suppose of the very great differ- 
ence in eyesight. My advice isto haye your rifle sighted Tor 
125 yards—with uny good sight—to practice entirely with 
this, und under no circumstances use any other, no matter 
how tempting it may be to experiment with other sichts, 
The result will be that in the end you will be able to do 
good and entirely satisfactory shooting with these sights, no 
matter whether others can or not, and certain it is that you 
will be able to do much. hetter shooting than if you had been 
in the meanwhile experimenting with a dozen new styles of 
sights. Cooper's setts (Bozeman, M. T.) are very good, 
and Freund’s patent sights (Cheyenne, Wyo. Ver.) are ex- 
svellent, Ihave seen, however, a great deal.of most excel- 

lent shooting done inthe field with a. plain, old-fashioned 
bead and V-shaped notch. 

While presuming to give advice at all, let me add that 
which I lave been taught to consider (unfortunately not to 
observe) a cardinal rule in shooting at all game with a rifle, 
which is indisputably sound, @ ¢: ‘‘Reserve your excite- 
thenit wntil you fave finished shooting. Take plenty of time 
(yo generally can have all you want), and never shoot 
(uickly dnless you must.” 
With die appreciation of what I have just written, [ some- 

What diffident!y submit the following diagrams, which will 
bricfly explain a combination of sights of my own and which 
T have used with great satisfaction, and with which f have 
been especially lucky upon rmning gunie, 

a. b, 

Front sight} bead shape: blued; pin of platinum driven in hesd; 
(a) flosk views (b) side view: @32in, in height, 

a, ~ ; bo, 

Rear sight on barrel; blued; showing platitium line in center; with- 
out notch; (a) front view: (6) side view; extreme height, $-a2in,; ex- 
frame breadth, 9-\Gin. The object of this sight is fo efable one to 
move readily find the center of the globe, 

Rear globe sight on small of stock, Lyman’s patent with rim 
slightly enlarged, and large aperture slightty decreased in size, 

Appeafante of three im OR ees and as ised; he béad is sup- 
posed to be in exact Center of globe and on a level with ears of No, 
Sand the shank of Nod, to find a continuation in platinum Hne of 
No.2, Tt amounts to the same thing almost as having cross hairs. 

THe combinati¢i is not nearly so complicated ns would 
appear; in point of fact if isexttemely simple. It has a great 
adyantage—in that it can be eanght the instant the sun is 

thrown to the shoulder, Through it the whole body of the 
game can be seen; yet 4 spot only as large as half a dollar 
Aimed at by placing the bead (ipon if. 

If it be necessary tO fire at long range, this Gan be done by 
elevating the globe (No, 3) and using a smaller aperture, 
with which it is provided; and the bead; disregarding ulto- 
gether No, 2. wees 

Having thus delivered myself, I will do what probably I 
should have done some time ago, 2. ¢., abruptly close. 
By the by, Lhope Il have said nothing from which it can 

be inferred that I have not scored my fair proportion of 
misses, If I have produced this impression in the minds of 

though made with the greatest care by a celebrated rifle man- 
ofacturing company. 

There were bnt two of these rifles made at that time, and 
I have never seen or heard of another that had sufficient 
twist to keep 4 500-grain .40-cal. bullet pointon. My experi- 
ence with this cartridge leads me {to very confidently predict 
that 4 40-90-500 repeater, with tubular magazine, cannot he 
madé to work at all satisfactory, Thatif it could be made, 
it would not be what sportsmen would prefer to those al- 
reudy in the market, and that the concern turning out such 
a rifle would harvest a lot of money—out of pocket, 

In my judgment riflemen have nothing to complain_of 
now in regard to rifles suitable for large game. The Win- 
chester 50-95 or 45-75, or any of the other repeaters using 
these curtridges are pretty eflective weapons at game-shoot- 
ing distances. Perhaps the 50-95 Winchester shell could be 
choked down to take a .40 bullel, and used in their present 
mechanism to advantage, but a 38380 bullet woula be amply 
heavy. In my judgment a bullet of 2} to 24 diameters in 
length is as long—no matter what the bore—as can be used to 
advantage ina sporting arm. It has sufficient staying qual- 
ities with a proper powder charge, and a greater length can 
only be used at 2 foo serious loss of velocity. 

Some years ago I was one of a party who spent some time’ 
m Dakota and Montana shooting large game and sinall. 
After much cogitation and experiment I chose for my wea- 
pon 4 Peabody-Martini Military(Turkish model), .45-caliber, 
With stock and sights altered to suit, This arm weighed 
84 pounds, 1 loaded shell with 110 grains powder and the 
Winchester 250-grain bullet, At 200 yards without cleaning 

| ¥ could shoot continuously into an 8-inch bullseye. At 250 
yards I killed two antelope—a buck and doe—at one shot, the 
bullet strikmg the buck just back ot the fore shoulder, cut 
ling off two ribs, passing into the doe at ahout the same 
place but coming out at her breast. The bullet was badly 
sinashed on the ribs of the first animal, and made a large 
hole where it came ont, and passed throngh the second, but 
I helieve it still had force to have killed a third had there 
been another in line, This cartridge was but a little longer 
than the Winchester 49-76, but was quite bottled in shape. 
Could such results be got out of a repeater, 1 can imagine 
nothing more to be desired in a weapon for large game. 

if Twas to enter a plea fora new rifle it would be fora 
.25-bore, using about a 20-75 cartridge, suitable for 
ducks, squirrels and other smali game, Onur. 32 cartridges 
ate all too large and too slow; except the Winchester 
.82 cartridges there is not a decent small-bore cartridge 
in the market, All those cartridges the bullets of which 

‘are reduced at the butt to fit shell of same outside dia- 
imeter as bullet, are an abomination—relics of the early 
| days of breech-loaders, and ought to have been discarded 
llong ago, Not one of all the various sizes of this style of 
cartridge will shoot decently accurate when a proper powder 
charge is used. Some of them with a proportion of 710 10 
in lead to 1 of powder will do fair target work when there is 
no wind, but for game shooting they are altogether too slow, 
causing many misses Hy a misjudgment of distance by afew 
yards. 

The larger cartridges of this style, the extra large .38, extra 
long .32s and .22s are all notoriously inaccurate, because of 
the nicking down of the butt of bullet; the gas getting by 
thiswick deflecting the bullet as it leaves the muzzle of rifle, 
Of course, the greater the muzzle pressure the greater will 
be this deflection. 
Another reason for a smaller bore than is that’ bullets 

when driven at a high velocity have 2 splashing effect on 
thin-skinned ereatures like birds, and for this reason should 
have as small diameter as will give suiliciently accurate 
range, say 200 yards. 
Tam happy to state that there is some prospect of such 

rifle—single-loader—being placed on the market by one of 
our reliable rifie manufacturers before many months, and I 
thinl: it will be appreciated by those who prefer the scien- 
tific spiral bore with its tiny projectile to the belching seat- 
ter gun with its handful of powder and lead. 

PRARODY-MARTINI. 
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any one, right stcedily do I wish to disabuse them of it, and | Ayitor Forest and Stream: 

assure them that there las been in my experience a very I quite agree with “D. M. B.” in what he says in your 

large number of inexcusable misses which conld not be|issue of the 29th of November, in favor of the 40-90 re- 
charged to any effect in rifle or in sights, but whith were | peater. Iam getting a 40-60 repeater to take out to India 
due wholly, entirely and altogether to the fault of 

D, M. B, 
PHILADELPHIA. 

with me for antelope shooting, but would have preferred 
the 40-90 if it had been in existence; but the 40-60 is the 
most powerful, considering its caliber, that 1 know of. The 

P.S,—Much that I have written will apply to tle commu- | Hnelish .40-cal. expresses take 85 and 110 grains powder and 
nicatlon by “Big Injun.” t 
food results from his mode of leading. 

I doubt not that he pets yery | 1g) and 
Thad not before be. | pullets can be increased, if required, by casting them with a 

22:) grains bullet. The penetration of express rifle 

fieved the 45-75 shell capable of taking such a heavy charge | smaller hole, or solid, and sume makers fit their express 
of powder, 

L hope that we may all be apprised through your columns | revulated. 
when the repeater referred to by ‘Straight Stock” is put 
upon the markét. I for one would much like to see He 

D, M. B. 

Editar Forest cnt Stream: 
In your issue of November 291 note a plea for a 40- 

90-500 repeater jy your correspondent, *“D. M. B.,” and the 
confident assertion that such a rifle would become a prime 
favorite with sportsmen. He claims to have had some prac- 
tical experienct with such a cartridge, and to haye got the | bells, : 

5 regard | motives, and it behovyed the mother bird to early teach opinion of those ‘who do not advance a theory with 
to the effect of rifles, bullets, ecte., etc., till they have 
stripped it of all probalnlity or surmise, 
fact by testing the same upon game. 
to suppose that such a cartridge had 

and reduced it to a | their infantile brains 
» This would lead one | up-and-gitedness.” ry” OT ife : 

been thoroughly tested | dutiful children endowed wilh natural propensities, which 

molds with plungers, by which the size of the hole can be 
BeNGAL SEPOY. 

TDoxpon, England, Dee, 11, 1883_ 

ORANGE MOUNTAIN GROUSE. 

HE “heathen” must go, for the true inwardness of the 
unfathomable mysteries surrounding his dark ways aod 

vain tricks has been discovered hidden beneath the feathers 
of an educated Orange Mountain partridge. 

These birds have been reared under the sound of church 
factory whistles, and the unearthly screeching of leco- 

them the doctrme of “self preservation,” and to instil into 
the necessity of watchiulness and “git 
They graduated early in life, and as 

in asingle breech-loader and it only remained to adapt the have become greatly retined and quickened by long experL 

mechanistn of the magazine 
if “such an improvement 
lovers of the sporting rite who wish to kill cleanly, ctc., | only. 

etc.’ Having spent considerable time and money in get- 
ting up a single shot rifle to shoot a 40-90-500 cartridge, in- 
tended for Jong range target practice, which proyed a study nature in a bunch of feathers, and 

know where | home at night empty—not excepting his intense eagerness complete failure, Ishould like very much to 
the 40-90-500 rifles were made from which “‘D, M. B.” and | solve the why and 
his “non-theoretic game shots” got their experience? 

Perhaps it may be interesting to your readers to know 
something of my experience with this 40-90-500 cartridge. 
The first barrel I had made had an 18-inch twist. 
T found the bullets struck sideways (key-holed) at 50 yards. 

gun to this cartridge to make | ence and contact with the yellow dog and the U, 8. \ 

as would be welcomed hy ail true | ket, they have become a wonder, and food for reflection 

On trial | surpasses any animal of his inches, 

&. A. mus- 

As the art of shooting, and the legitimate taking of 
game should be classed among the higher sciences, here then 
is a grand field for the yelvetceu-hammerless student, to 

and return to his oily 
o 

wherefore of the ‘pure cussedness” of 
this, the king of game birds, aa 

But occasionally man, who has never yet willingly sub- 
mitted to any created thing, whose power of eudurnnce 

whose Insutiate appetite 

leads him to persevere. endure, do avd dare, whose will is 

‘Another barrel was tlien fitted, having a twist of 134 inches. | to will and nothing less; man, with the aid of his old com- 

This kept the bullets point on, but they did not spin quite | panion, the two working together, succeeds after a two 

true, most of the holes made, even at 100 yards, showing | hours’ chase in cornering oue of these winged wonders, and 

some elongation. 
ive shots into an 14-inch ring, but at distances beyond 200 | and every fibre of his hody 

ahs ; : Mat 1,000 | word Hi on,” which, as with magic, uncorks the holtled yards it was inferior to the ordinary L. R. rifle. 
yards 
aie shots, The trajectory wus higher than the average Ad or 
.45 L, R. rifle, and it was inferior in every shooting essential, 

it would be off the target on an average of one fifth of | lightening, and 

At 100 yards rest, I fired tifteen consecu- | then with an arm of steel, and eye, brain, nerve, muscle, 
keved up to E shurp, whispers the 

within the thirty-secondth part of a second 
4 scene is enacted which beggars description. = 

Grand old fellow, We almost sigh as we lift his inanimate 
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body from the seft bed of leaves, still we wanted him, and 
as we could not take him alive, we were justified in praciic- 
ing any and every method known to ‘‘gunology” inreducing 
him to ownership. 

All this for one and a half pounds of flesh? 
No sir—You couldn't hire, coax, buy or driye us to un- > 

dergo the Jaceration and fatigue for any such thing, Then 
why all this? I'l] mever tell. Perhaps in after ages, as each 
succeeding age grows wiser, the yet unborn may, with a 
sifted tongue and use of language then understood, be able 
fo portray in some feeble manner the consuming nature of 
this thing, which for the want of a better name we term 
sport. 

The earning and securing of a grouse in this manner is 
more valuable than a dozen shot down in some unfrequented 
spof where they know no better than to lie until flushed 
under your feet, and afford an easy shot to the sportsman, 

Grouse shooting isa question of location and surroundings, 
and the following, sometimes by sight and sometimes by 
sound only, of one of these educated birds through its many 
flights, and locating its probable hiding place from 4 
thorough knowledge of its habits, and the final strategic 
movement to outgeneral and capture the fleetest of all birds, 
is an episode—an oasis in the desert life of the sportsman. 
The event will show many failures, and the ‘balance sheet 
will need propping up on account of its lopsidedness, but 
the heart swells to its full proportions when the hand grasps 
firmly the brown form, and the mute ecstacies of your dow 
are mingled therewith. REEBUCK. 
NEWARK, N, J., November, 1833, 

WILDFOWL IN CALIFORNIA. 

\y Bi have plenty of ducks, geese, rabbits, quail, deer, etc., 
/Y in this vicinity. The geese are here by the thousands. 

l was going to say by the million, but will be positive and 
say by the thousand, Jn places where they are the thick- 
est, six or eight miles from here, they are pulliue up the 
young grain and eating the seed. There are localities in this 
county where scarcely anything can be seen for five miles or 
more but geese. This seems to bea hard story, but any resi- 
dent of this county will vouch for thestatement, ‘They dam- 
age the crops considerably, and the farmers are only too glad 
tohaye youcome and hunt them to your heart's content. 
Ducks are seemingly as plentiful, but make their raids in the 
night time, At the last session of the Legislature the law 
prohibiting the killing of ducks and geese in certain seasons 
of the year was revoked, and they can now be killed at all 
times. We have fair duck shooting at the mouth of the 
Ventura River, just at the edge of the city. 
We have a Rod and Gun Club of forty or fifty working 

members. Our club is not a dead letter, but enforces the 
game laws. This county is one of the best, if not the best, in 
the State for wildfowl. Deer are within three or four miles 
of town. (Quails are very plentiful. TYPo. 
San BuENAventeRA Co., Cal,. Dec,, 1883. 

MICHIGAN SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION. 

p| PS ninth annual meeting of the Michigan Sportsmen’s 
Association will be held in Jackson, Tuesday, January 

8, 1884, commencing at 7:30 P. M. The meeting will con- 
yene in the Council Chamber, and | am informed that the 
Hurd House will be headquarters, 

The M.C.R.R. and branches will carry delegates for one 
and one-third the regular fare, and other roads will probably 
do the same, Parties intending to attend should notify their 
railroad agent, so that the proper tickets can be procured. 
Hach club, a member of the Association, is entitled to send 
five delegates, and it isearnestly requested that there be a 
good attendance, 

Sportsmen, not members of the Association, are invited to 
be present, and the meeting will be made more interesting it 
sportsmen and gameé protectionists will come prepared with 
papers on any subject of interest to the fraternity. 

ur Association has done a great deal of good in the past, 
and its usefulness will continue to increas if sportsmen 
will only put their shoulders to the wheel, and one of the 
best, ways to get at the wheel is to attend the meeting. Try 
and bring along your member of the Legislature, and let 
him hear what a nice thing he did by defeating our ‘Game 
Warden Bill.” Wa. B. Mexsnon, Secxetary. 

Bast Sacrvaw, Mich., Dec. 1h, 1883. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

HERE are some fears entertained that the late snows 
will damage the quail and prouse of om State and 

the neighboring ones, The crust which formed on the sur- 
face was softened fo he sure by the rainy weather of the 
past two days, but the fall of snow has been a heavy one 
and the ground still remains deeply covered, and the sudden 
dropping of the thermometer in the last. twenty-fonr hours 
has again frozen everything tight, We may surely expect 
hard times for both grouse and quail if other snows come 
upon us before the present covering entirely disappears. 
We have yet to have two long months of winter. 

One week ago a woodcock was shot by a Gloucester, N. 
J., sportsman near a springy spot not far from that place. 
The bird was strong on the wing and in excellent order. 
This is very late for eyen a stray woodcock to stay wilh us, 
but the weather up to that time had heen quite open, Sevy- 
eral years ago your correspondent shot a woodcock on the 
24th of December while rabbit hunting, when the snow 
eovered the ground fo the depth of seyeral inches, not far 
from Heightstown, N. J. The hird was put up neat the 
border of a spring hole in a partly cleared wood, «nd, like 
the one mentioned above, was in prime order and tlew so 
vigorously that it was missed with the first barrel. This is 
the latest date on which I have ever heard of a woodcock 
in this latitude to have heen shot, 

The new party of the West Jersey Game Proijective 
Society gained «a complete victory at their meeting in Catn- 
den on the evening of the 20th of this month, and elected 
their votive ticket of officers. Now that peace is promised 
we have no doubt some good work will be done. Not that 
the past labors of this association have not neen commend- 
able; indeed, they have been, but we fancy the want of 
harmony between its members of late has necessarily drawn 
attention from important questions in relation to the game 
of South New Jersey, which otherwise would have been 
ucted upon. As an illustration of whafthe protection of 
deer for three years in the southern portion of the State has 
done, witness the great increase in the number killed during 
the past season ending Dec. 1—the first open one that 
followed the close years. Hvery alternate seasan should be 
one of protection for the deer in New Jersey, and if this be 

found not enough extend it to two or three, 

Burlington counties will agree with me in this. 
The ice in our lower river is aiding duckers to paddle upon 

This kind of sport, if if can be 
called sport, is not so much indulged in during the winter 
months here as it is iu the spring, when there is a break-up 

wildfow] in open water, 

of the ice and the different varieties of marsh ducks have re- 
turned from the South. A large flock of snow geese is still 
below Bombay Hook and remain unmolested, in fact they are 
hard to be got at there at tlie best of times, Sportsmen who 
have returned from Plorida speak of game being unusually 
plentiful there this season. One gentleman who owns a large 
orange grove not far from Tocoi, on the St. Johns River, 
who has been absent superintending the packing and shipping 
of his oranges, informed me that his men haye shot x large 
number of wild turkeys around him, and (hat the cove of the 
tiver near his place is alive with wildfowl of all kinds. 
Travel to Mlorida thus far has been light, but now the holi- 
days are about over it will be eveater. 

Friends of Dr, Beekley will be glad 1o learn that he has 
been moved from Port Penn (where he was domiciled since 
his painful accident) to Philadelphia, and is steadily faining 
health and sirength. Honto, 

Snanepd Brrps.—Aditer Forest and Stream: What, have 
we & game protector for in New York county? Is il to 
watch the shooters? Is it lo watch the trappers? No; there 
is no game to shoot; there are uo live birds. What is he 
for then? Lt is to watch the markets to see (lat there is no 
game sold out of season; it is 10 see that no snared or trapped. 
birds are sold in or out of season, Watch that game peddler 
coming down the street, loaded with quail and partridge. 
Beekon to bim, and ask him the price of his birds. The 
first question he will put to yon will be: ‘‘Do you want 
good birds or common ones?” His ‘good birds” are the 
snared birds; the “common ones" are the shot ones, Com- 
ments of course are unnecessary, Ti, however, Mr. Hditor, 
you want proofs, please to take a walk to any of our public 
markets, or stop the first game peddler you will meet, and 
if every word Lhaye written or snidis not trie, my name 
is not— WALTER. 

Rocuustren Norns,—l am told that certain gunners living 
in a yillaye of this county were guilty of the very unsports- 
manlike act of shooting ducks on Braddock’s Bay at night 
with the aid of a large lamp placed in the bow of their boat, 
which was then rowed down on the fowl until the butchers 
poured in their pot-shot. It is said that for days following 
the night shooting the bay was totally deserted by ducks. 
The year has been an uncommonly good one for woodcock, 
and a few of them remained here until quite recently. 
Grouse are scarce, but more quail are found im the county 
than haye been seen here for years. A few bevies are known 
to frequent certatn fields not far from the city, but they 
have the reputation of being aware that they are sought for 
by 2 score or two of shooters, and the danger appears to 
have sharpened thei wits and taught them fo change their 
camping grounds daily.—E. R. 

CanAptaAn Non-Export LAw.—The following provisions 
relate to the entire Dominion. It isa law passed in 1888 by 
the Dominion Parliament. Game authorities can act with 
the customs officers, so the exporter can be “zone for” any 
way: ‘The export of deer, wild turkeys and quail in the 
earcags or parts thereof, is hereby declared unlawful and 
prohibited, and any person exporting or attempting to export 
any such articles, shall, for each such offense, incur a pen- 
alty of $100, and the articles so attempted to he exported 
shall he forfeited, and may, on reasonable cause of suspicion 
of intention to export the same, be seized by any officer of 
customs, and if such intention he proved, shall he dealt with 
as for breach of the customs laws.— Custis Act, 1888. 

Wuonear ron RAssit.—lthaca, N. Y., Dec. 10.—Mr. 
Frank Fuller, couductor on the G.. I. &§. KR. R., shot and 
killed a few miles from here on Friday last a wildcat, three 
feet long and weighing cighteen pounds. He was hunting 
rabbits, and when heshot thought he was shooting a rabbit, 
but he soon found out his mistake. Wounded it with the 
first barré] and killed with the second. It made an effort to 
climb a tree after the first shot, but one of its forelegs was 
broken. My son Fred has mounted it, and it will attract 
considerable attention. It is nearly half a century since a 
wildeat, was killed inthis yicinity, Your correspondent, 
‘Mark West," has offen hunted over these grounds.—W. 
Ben © 

Mreniean Drer.— A. late issue of the Montmorency 
(Mich.) Jndev says: ‘‘While in Alpena last week D, D 
Hanoyer informed us that he had shipped diving the twa 
months of hunting season, about 1,600 deer, and G. N. 
Blackburn also gaye in his count at 24 tons, or about 1,200 
saddles, making inall 2,800 deer, besides upward of 1,200 
hides that they have bought, which would swell the amount 
killed in the eastern part of this county and allof Alpena 
county 40 af least 4,000. Besides this the settlers have most 
all got in their possession yel from one to a dozen hides, 
The deer cannot last long al such @ rate and the time will 
suon be when hunters will be compelled to look for other 
game.” 

Tim Om Timers.—Dansyille, N. Y,, Dee, 15.—d- 
itay Forest and Stream: Lam gratified to notice that the ex- 
tracts from my little pamphlet have drawn out two excellent 
articles on ‘‘early settler” reminiscences (the latest being *“Atu- 
lers,”” Bill Aker’s story) which are as interesting as anything 
published, and novel as « variatiow from the eurrent sports- 
men's narrations. I wish others would follow in same line, 
for there must be an extensive store of authentic old time 
incidents legitimately connected with the game annals of our 
country stored up, which should be preserved in print before 
the recollections of old settler times pass away into oblivion. 
—Hrurim Buxkom Prrer. 

Survivinne FLavs, N. Y., Dee. 9—Gray squirrels are 
quite plentiful in this section now. Two months ago one 
could tramp all day and not see a squirrel; they are now 
migrating. Partridge (ruffed grouse) are also numerous. 
Fox hunting is fash becoming the winfer pastime smong; the 
sportsmen here.—E, L. KR, 

FrLorrA Wants A Rerorm.—Olustee, Fla., Dee, 10.— 
Game is scarce in this part of Florida. We have afew ducks, 
but they are very wild on acevuut of being shot at so much 
by darkies. é have a few quail and they arefat. We 
are badly in want of a good game law for this State.—J. F_S. 

1 doubt not 
buf that the sportsmen of Atlantic, Cape May, Ocean and 

Maine Rapsrrs.—Oherryfield, Me., Dee. 10.—There are 
some localities in this yicinity where rabbits ean be found 
in great numbers, Abont two weeks since a party of three 
persons started one morning on a still-hunt for rabbits, 
They returned in the evening with forty-two rabbits and 
three ruffed grouse, One of the purty had two snap shots 
ata deer, but failed to hit. Good sport can he had here 
within three-quarters of 4 mile of (is villae, slivotine rab- 
bits in front of a dog, which is enjoyed occasionally by my- 
self and the '‘Doctor,” with his fine rabbit dog Prince — 
NARRAQUAQUE. fi 

TENNESSEE QUAIL.—Grand View, Rhea Co,, Teun., Dec. 
28.—Quail are unusually plenty this winter. They are never 
traped nor hnnted in this vicinity, neither do the winters 
kill here, as they sometimes do further north, Their natural 
enemies here in winter are the hawk, owl, cats, and oweasi- 
onally 7 gray fox, During the summer many egysand young 
are destroyed by what we call the chicken snake, which is 
a large, clamsy-looking snake, from three to five feet i 
length, whose whole husiness stems to be fo devour eggs, 
young birds and small chickens.—AXTLER, 

Nragara, N. Y., Dec. 19.—On the 28th of November, 
while out looking for rabbits on Queenstown Heights, 1 saw 
what it first 1 thought to be a flock of robins, but on shoot- 
ing one it proved to be a pine grosheak, Our winter ducks 
are still ont iu the lake. The Game Commissioner from 
Buffalo, Mr. Roberts, has Jately seized some illegal nets, and 
for the sake of future bass fishing, let ws hope will keep on 
in the good work. - 

Norra Caromna Quart.—New London, Conn., Dee. 
31.—I have just returned from North Carolina, Quail nol 
found as plenty as usual. The long drought of Jast sum- 
mer was not favorable to the growth of the rag weeds and 
broom grass, so the quail counot find shelter trom the hawks 
except in the woods and thickets along the branches, and 
are hard to find except very early and late in day, when on 
feed.—D. B. H. 

Wrsconsty DerR.—Appleton, Wis., Dec. 24.—Deer hunt 
ing has been # success (for the deer) in this locality, very few 
comparatively haying been killed, although they were plenty, 
too noisy for. still-hunting, all the better for next year’s crop. 
Ruffed grouse were unusually abundant.—P, KR, 

Camp Hire Hlickheyings. 
+ 

“That reminds me." 

WHICH ARE THE BEST? 

UR issue of Dec. 20, 1888, contained, in a special supple- 
ment, the entire series of Camp-Fire Plickerings from 

the beginning of the column in July, 1882. The ninetiy-six 
stories were viven in the orderin which they were printed, 

and each one numbered. Of these ninety-six stories eycry 
reader is asked to select the ten which he thinks the best: to 

wrile down the numbers of these ten, one below the other, in 

their order of ‘merit, putting the best first, the next best see- 

ond, eic,, 2nd'then to send the list to the Foresr AND STREAM. 

Each list should be signed with the name and post-office ad- 
dress of the voter, Tt is requested that the lists be sent on 
postal cards; if in enyelopes they shonld he written on slips 

of paper the size of a postal card. 

'fo send in this list of ten stories is all that the render is 

asked to do, 
There is no entrance fee, All who wish to do so ure cor- 

dially invited to put ina yote, The balloting is not limited 

to subscribers, nor to those who buy the paper—the privilege 

is extended to the neighbors who borrow; the friend to 

whorn it is sent after the subscriber has read it; yes, even bo 

the postmasters who keeps it over Sunday and puts it into 
the subscriber’s box Monday morning {and who is hereby 

warned to desist from this trick, for we hive his name, and 
by and by the time will be ripe for civil service reform i 

that village); in short, this is an opportunity for those to yote 

whonever yoted before, and may never have a chance to vote 
again; without regard to age, sex or previous condition of 
nol-sportsmanship. 

Two sets of seven prizes each will be awarded, onu to the 

writers of the winning stories, the other to the voters who 

send in the best lists. The method of determining the win- 
ners in each class was explained iu Our issue of Dec, 20. 

The prizes for the writers and the prizes for the yoters will 
be the same. They will be for each class as follows: 

PIRST PRIZE, 

A copy of the book “Sport with Gun and Roa,” in embossed leather 

binding, or any other book ov books of same value ($15), at option of 

winners. 
SKCOND PRIZE. 

“Sport with Guo and Rod,” cloth binding, or any other book of 

same value ($10), at option of winners. 

THIRD PRIZE. 

Norris's “American Angler's Book” (price $5.50), or Stonebenge’s 

“Dog of the British Islands” ($7.50), or Coues’s "Key to North American 
Birds” ($7), or any other bovk or books of same value, at option of 

winners. 
FOURTH PRIZE. 

The Fores? Anp SvReAM for one year. 
PIFTH PRIZE, 

The Forest AND StRreAM for six months. 
SIXTH PRIZE. 

‘Q{painiug vs. Breaking,” by S.'T. Hammond (which, by the war, 

contains some capital stories). 
SEVENTH PRIZE. 

+ Angling 'Talks,"* by Geo. Dawson, 
In case of a tie the prize will be divided, No person will be awalded 

more than one prize. If two prizes are yoted to thesame indivilual 
he will be given the highest of them, and the other will pass to the 

next man on the list. 

Ballots should be senfiu as soon #$ 14 pructicible, To 

give distant readers an opportunity to yote, lists will be 
received up to February 2, and as the editur of the irerizan 
Kennel Register so often says, “none can be received later” 

The polls are open, = 
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Sea and River Sishing. 

THE ENGLISH AND AMERICAN TROUT. 
Hditer Foypest and Stream: 
Thaye noticed your article on this subject, and also that 

of “G, Y. §.” in your Jast issue. The question of swpe- 
riority is one that can only be decided by those familiar with 
both species, and even then their judgmeut may be influ- 
enced by questions of taste or by pleusant memories. Like 
“GV. $.," Lhave taken trout im England, Scotland and 
America, und therefore am entitled to haye opinions on this 
subject. 

The fish are quite diiferent and therefore easy to compare, 
The American brook tout docs not frequent large streams, 
und requires colder water (han the English trout. Itis pot 
50 wary, astirale, and tukes the fly more readily and does 
fot need 10 be fished for as delicately as is done in England. 
"Phore are said to be one or two exceptions to this rule, on 
certain streams, but there is no doubt of its trith, On many 
English streams the fish can only be taken with u dry fly, a 
practice unknown, so farasT know, in Ametica. ''G. Nia 
5. says as much when he remarks that the average British 
sportsman would find the trout in Maine “more stupid and 
easier fo kill, and decidedly n less worthy match for his skill 
thanthe Euglish trout,” With him I think there is but little 
difference in their table qualities, but-in them sporting values 
Lthink there ia miuch. : 

The Sime frie is superior to the fontinalis, as a game 
fish. Itis warier, gamier, and therefere more satisfactory. 
It will fight harder. ounce for ounce, than the American 
fish, and I cannot agree with you that the latter is the liand- 
somest fish. Like all charr the American trout is ved-bel- 
Jied, but if is not as graceful in form nor does it present ‘as 
beautiful shades of color as the Hnglish trout. Tf the latter 
could be introdueed into this country by some club, they 
would then be able to compare fhe gameness of the two fish, 
andTde not doubt that they would sustain my yiews in 
lime, Riki 

TROUTING ON THE BIGOSH. 
UNCLE BEN TAKS A LAKER, 

BOUT four miles west of our house there was alJake 
< which Unele Ben said contained some big lake trout, 
but which, according: to his notions, were diflicult to capture. 
The Colonel was anxious to take some of them, as he had 
neyer done so. The Doctor had never captured one, either, 
atid ad no desire to, fore said; ‘‘All the authorities agree 
Nhat the fish has no game qualities, and why should we leave 
such excellent fishing as we hive here to spend two or three 
days hauling fish out of fifty feet of water when they come 
up like water-soaked logs?” 

“Just for & change,” replied the Colonel. ‘‘One duy is 
about like another on this stream; brook trout in nearly the 
game number and size, day after day, JI am getting cloyed 
with the sport, and if we don’t try the lakers, 1 am going to 
#0 up the little brook that comes in at the cedar swamp and 
Wade if to see if I can’t take some small trout. There must 
be many little fellows somewhere to keep up the supply of 
hig oues that seem to fill the Bigosh, for we haye not taken 
a fish of Jess than Lalfa pound. A day with trout of three 
to four ounces would be an agreeable change to me.” 
They asked for my opinion which was given as follows: 

“The lake trout, or salmon trout, as if is sometimes called, 
is a fish of fair game qualities when taken in shallow water 
in the spring of the year, on the fly, They require colder 
water than brook trout, and so moye into deep water in 
summer, Aid as they are usually taken by trolling with two 
or three pounds of lead aboye a spoon-hook, or a minnow 
gang, there is no chance to feel their rushes which are 
checked by the heavy sinker. Bailing a buoy, as is done in 
Adirondack waters, is the best way to feel the fish, because 
(he sinker need not be aver half an ounce. ‘The Colonel has 
expressed my opinion when he said thaf a change would be 
desirable. We would then return to our brook trout with an 
increased relish, We would take our lake trout as we do 
u cracker between oysters, if wonld give a relish for what 
Follows.” 

“{ (hink,” replied the Colonel, ‘that we might go to the 
lake and leave the Doctor to enjoy the river, but who knows 
how to take the lakers, and where will we get our tackle?” 

As 1 had some suitable hooks among my tackle, and had 
also fished for Jakers in the lakes of Western New York and 
in the Adirondacks, I told the party thatif Uncle Ben would 
take his team and put a boal on the Jake, and then go totown 
and get some lines, I would go over with him and bait sey- 
eral buoys, and they could follow a few days afterward and 
we would then fish. This would give me a desirable chance 
to explore ihe lake alone and to collect small species of fish, 
and amuse myself in the woods. This was agreed to, and 
Jack then asked to go along. The boy never missed an 
opportunity to go where [ went, and cumping out opened a 
new field to hitn, Sleeping under the boat had no terrors 
for him, aud he went, 

The buoys were put out und minvows eaught, cut up and 
thrown around them for two days, and the Colonel and 
Unele Beo atvived ov the third. By this time we had 2 
comfortale brush shunty built and beds made, for Jack aud 
LT only slept under the boat the first night, 'Ts¢ Colonel! and 
L used onr trout rods and lines with large hooks on thei, 
but Unele Ben and Jaek had no rods, and s0 used hand 
lines. Tht anchor was dropped and the hooks were baited, 

‘Vd just like to sve you get » twenty-five-pound Jaker on 
one o them slim poles,” said Unele Ben, whose respect for 
light vods had increased sine the day that the Colonel 
landed that big trout with his, “but I guess you'll wish you 
had something to pill him in with ufore you get through,” 

“Do they grow as big as that in the lake?” asked Jack. 
“Yes, and bigger, Old Antoine, the Frenchman down at 

ihe oil], ketclied one five years ago ilint weighed fifty 
pounds.” 

“Did you see Lhe fish?" jisked T, 
"No, [ didn’t see it, but he said it weished Hfty pounds, 

and Bill Gardner said it was the higgest tish he ever saw.” 
“Tr probably weighed ten pounds,” I suggested. 
“Tes pounds!” indignantly replied Dnele Ben; ‘‘why, | 

Bill Gardner and T have taken lots of ‘em that weighed 
twenty.” 

“Actual weight, or guess weight?’ [ asked, 
“Actual weight and guess weight hoth; don't you suppose 

T know how heavy twenty pounds is?” 
*No doubt, [ only wanted ta know how the exact weight | 

was found.” The conyersution was interrupted by the 
Colonel haying a fish on bis line, which escaped when half 
wity to the surface. 1 then landed one that would probably 

—— 
‘ 

| that place during the season. 

weigh six pounds and which made some résistance, having 
only whalf-ounce sinker to hamper it. Uncle Ben then re- 
sumed his story of big trout, and said that he once had one 
within a foot of the surface which was half as long as the 
boat) and would have weighed a lundred pounds, but it 
broke away and took part of his line, The fish had since 
been hooked and seen by two other persons, but never had 
heen capturcd, The Colonel winked at me and said in alow 
tone: “Let the old man alone or that trout will weigh a ton 
in a few minutes.” Just then Uncle Ben felt « vigorous bite 
and raised his hand to feelif the fish was on. A few seconds 
more and another hard twitch was felt and he began hauling 
in, it 

“A Dig one,” said he, ‘none of your little five-pounders,” 
and then the tish seemed to come to a standstill and the old 
man continued, ‘‘like as not it’s that big one! O, come in 
here, you won't break this line,” and he tugged away, hand 
over hand, making a little progress. It’s one of the fellows 
Td like to see on your little poles,” grunted he, ‘you'd never 
land him if you had him on.” 

“Give him line and let him tire himself,” said the Colonel, 
‘Don’t let the line saw on the boat so,” said 1. 
“0, yes,” petulantly answered Uncle Ben, ‘give him line 

and let him get away; no such funny business for me. This 
new line cuts my fingers, but he’s got to come.” 

“Shall I help you?” asked Jack. 
Unele Ben made no reply to this offer and tugged away. 

“We'll weigh a hundred pounds at least,” said he. 
“T see him!” eried I, ‘and it is a big one.” 
“So if is,” answered the Colonel, winking at me. 
Uncle Ben peeped over the side for a look at his prize, Jet 

po his line and dropping back in the seat, said: ‘“The anchor! 
y Gosh!” Frep MAraEr. 

Carp on Sraten Isnanp.—There are a few gentlemen on 
Staten Island who are interested in fishculture and have been 
stocking the fresh waters with carp und black bass, Prem- 
inent among them is Mr. Francis Endicott, President of the 
National Nod snd Reel Association, and through his efforts 
Lakes O’Connor and Brady have been stocked with these 
fish. The New Youk Suy tells the following concerning 
their labors: Recently they planted a colony of carp in 
Lake O’Connor and stocked Lake Brady with bass. These 
bodies of water are not marked on many maps, but unless 
the weather is very dry, they may be found in the woods on 
the southern borders of Clifton. An Irishman was traveling 
on the north shore of Lake O'Connor not long ago. He saw 
a piscicultural gentleman at work, ‘Tare an ages, fwhat is 
he trying to do?” said he to a bystander. “He is planting 
carp,” was the reply. “Oh, aye.” “Don’t you know the 
gentleman?” “No. Who is he?’ ‘‘You ought to know 
him, He ig a very prominent member of the R, A. R. A.” 
“The fwhat?? ‘The R, A. R.A. Did you never hear of 
that’ “No, but I often heard of the T, A. B.” ‘Well, 
this gentleman does not belong to that, but he is one of the 
Ichthyophagi.” ‘Oh, aye.” _‘‘You know them, of course.” 
“Oh, yes; they live on the Wood road, and purty dacent 
people; too, Larrin’ that they’re Polish Jews.” Further on 
he met an old acquaintance, 8 Celtic angler of local fame. 
“Ali, bedad, Pat,” said he, “in a short time you won’t have 
to go so far as the Monument for fish.” “Why?” his friend 
asked, ‘'Becayse there’s a fellow down there putting tripe 
in the pond.” ‘What is he putting tripe in the pond for?” 
“For to wrow.” ‘For to grow?” “Aye, so I'm tould, and 
they say that Brady's pond is full of thim.” 

Tae “Trou Hoe’ Asroasp.—Chicago, IJ)l.—diter 
Forest and Stream: 1 commend this cutting to your tender 
mercies, a8 a case of (probable) ‘‘trout hoggislness.” It is 
cut from a Scotch paper.—W. The cutting reads; \Indus- 
trious and Successful Trouting.—We are accustomed to see 
paragraph after paragraph in the newspapers recording the 
feats of anglers, but we doubt whether any devotee of the 
rod can boast 1 more wonderful season’s ‘record’ than that 
of Mr. George Wilson, M. A., who has for some years been 
an occasional resident in Aberdeen. Mr, Wilson is a most 
perseveriog trout fisher, pursuing the gentle craft early and 
late in quiet streams and out-of-the-way burns. During the 
scason of 1883 his tronting has been chiefly about Dufftown, 
in the Widdich, Dullan, and other streams, and the gross 
calch shows a total of 14,562 trout, nut’ by any means all 
larve, but including some fine fish. In the course of the nine 
past seasons during which Mr. Wilson has plied the rod in 
this region, le has caught in all 77,698 trout. Can any trout 
angler beat that?” [Scotia is ahead, Why don’t some en- 
terprising genius get up an international ‘‘trout hog” match? 
The contestants would ‘‘draw”’ much better than the walk- 
ing-match fiends, and other gentry of like status, | 

A Bre BAss.—We had heen fishing all day (my brother 
and I) with poor success, up and down stream, until but one 
frog remainéd in our bait can, ‘‘Take it,” says Will, ‘and 
wade out to that rock and cast.” I was soon out to the rock 
indicated, und, putting the bait carefully on the hook, made 
along cast, notin the hest of spirits. The frog fell noise- 
lessly on the water, remained in sight a moment, and sud- 
denly disappeared. Then came a tug, and a heavy rush 
showed that I had “hitched a big one.” Now the sport be- 
an; first up stream he went, then down: now he tries to 
reak water, but keeping a steady strain on the line, until 

his struggles become less frequent, and, seeing my opportu- 
nity, I Jaud him safely and soon haye him on shore, to the 
great joy of us both. At the village store he tipped the scales 
at three pounds and two ounces, the largest bass caught at 

Fishing the riyer some time 
later, we heard a piping voice from the other side: ‘*Yer 
ean’t ketch “nother four-ponnder, an’ yer needn’t try,” 
which was true, for we did not see a scale that day,—SuL- 
LIVAN. 

flew Publications. 

“FISHING WITH THE FLY.” 

J our notice of this charming little book, in our issue of Dec. 13, 
we did aa wointentional injustice to the work by saying that 

it was mainly a collection of pleasant and instructive sketches which 
had already been printed, OF the twenty-two articles, we find, after 
a careful revision of the, that only four of them haye so appeared, 
and that the others are original. e recognized part of “Piseco‘s" 
contribution, whieh, as he therein says, appeared In ForesT anp 
STREAM, and also Mr, Van Siclen’s. Then we found an excerpt from 
Prime's "7 £0 a-fishing,” and Roosevelt's ‘Game Fish of the North," 
and maddition the work bedring the title “The Orvis-Cheney Col- 
lection,” in the hurty of office work we made the error. Hay: 
made it we cheerfully acknowledge it, and since time has permitte: 
we have read many articl¢s in the book with much pleasure, and can 
say die some of them are excellent and that the plates of flies are 
exquisite. 

Hishculture. 

A NEW SYSTEM OF FISHWAY-BUILDING,.* 

BY MARSHALL M’DONALD. 

T is a well-established fact that the river fisheries of the At- 
lantie States haye steadily decreased both in value and 

anniial production for many years past. In some instances 
species that were at one time common in certain of our rivers, 
are no longer taken, Indeed, the annual run of these fish 
which still continue their migration to the rivers, has under- 
gone alarming decrvase; and in many cases hecome too insige 
nificant to furnish the motive or material for organized fish- 
eries, Several causes, probably, have concurred in producing 
this decrease, 
Fist—The captme of the greater portion of the run each 

year may not haye left sufficient tv maintain production un. 
der natural conditions. 
Second—The erection of dams or other obstructionsin the 

rivers, has in sone cases absolutely excluded certain species 
from their spawning grounds; the result being eventually to 
exterminate the species referred toin thoserivers. In all cases 
the existence of such obstructions, has determined a decrease 
in the naturai productiyeness of the stream pro tanto,with the 
diminution of the breeding and feeding area. 
The remedy for the condition of things above indicated is to 

be found: 
First—In the enactment of such legislation as will control 

excessive, and prohibit destructive, modes of fishing. 
Second—In compensating for the insufficient natural supply 

by artificial propagation and planting. 
Third—In extending the area for breeding and feeding, by 

overcoming natural obstructions by means of fishwitys. 
Tf the anadromous fishes only entered our rivers for the 
so: of spawning, and their progeny spent no part of their 
ife in our fresh waters, then the increase which we could de- 
termine by artificial propagation would be practically without 
limit. The fisheulturist, in orderto maintain supply, would 
only have to produce the young fry in numbers sufficient to 
Teplace losses by capture or by casualty. 

As regards all thé anadromous species, however, which are 
the object of commercial fisheries, yiz.: the salmonids, the 
shad, the herring or alewife, etc., it is nesessary that the 
young, after hatching, should remain for some timein our 
resh waters, feeding and growing, and of course, finding the 
necessary food in these waters. The extent of the breeding 
and feeding area of any river basin is, therefore, necessarily 
the measure of its possible productiveness, A given area 
when pressed to its maximum of production cannot proyide 
for more than a given number of individuals. The extension 
of the area of production is, therefore, the rational means by 
which we may determine permanent increased productiyeness, 
Hence arises the necessity for tishways, which are, in short, 
various constructions designed for the purpose of enabling dif- 
ferent species of fish to surmount obstructions which would be 
otherwise impassable to then, 4, 
A fishway to be effective must fulfill certain conditions, 

which are clearly stated by Mr. C. G. Atkins in an admirable 
article on the subject of fishways, published in the annual re- 
port of the United States Fish Commission for 13872—75, as 
follows: 

“Pirst—It must be accessible; that is, the foot of the fishway 
must be so located that fish will readily find it. 
“Second—lt must discharge a sufficient yolume of water to 

attract fish to it. 
“Third—Thsa water must be discharged with such moderate 

yelocity, that tish may easily enter and swim againt the cur 
rent,” 

To the conditions aboye stated we may add: Fourth—The 
route to be traveled by the fish should be as short and as di- 
rect as possible, and the floor of the fishway should simulate as 
nearly as may be the bed of the stream. . : 
The first condition may be always fulfilled in the location, 

by arranging so as to have the discharge of water from the 
fishway in 4 line with or in the immediate vicinity of the ob- 
struction. The second condition is more embarrassing, The 
larger the yolume of water discharged through the tishway 
the better it will be. 

Im the plans of fishways which are common throughout New 
England, the volume of the discharge is necessarily limited by 
condition inherent in the constructions; is compelled to travel 
a circuitous channel, and usually is delivered from the fishway 
in such a sluggish current that it offers no sufficient invitation 
to the fish to enter and ascend it. As beforestated, the diti- 
culty of a limited capacity for water is inherent in all of these 
fishway constructions. 
The attention of fishculturists and fishway builders has been 

heretofore chiefly directed to different devices for controlling 
the yelocity of the water in the fishway. All these devices 
may be referred to one or two general forms: 
First—In what is known as the “step” or ‘pool and fall” 

fishway, the water is brought down from its elevation by a 
series of short drops or falls with intervening pools; the pools 
being of such dimensionsin comparison with the volume of 
water entering them, as to bring it practically to resh after 
each drop, so that the whole volume of water is eyentually 
delivered from the lower end of the fishway, with no greater 
acceleration than it obtains im falling from one pool to the 
next. This form of fishway is very common in England and 
upon the Continent. Possible some examples of such con- 
structions may be found in the United States, but I have no 
intormation of any, 
Second—In what Mr, Atkins terms inclined plane fishways, 

the descent: of the water is effect by a regular inclination of 
the floor of the fishway, instead of by ‘‘steps” or “pools and 
falls.” 

Tn order to control the tendency of acceleration uuder the 
action of gravity, the base of the incline is made very long in 
proportion to the height, and by a series of alternating trans- 
verse or oblique partitions, the water is constrained to follow 
a narrow tortuous path with continual changes of direction; 
the friction developed in its moyement being sufficient to 
overcome the tendency to acceleration. ; 

Of this second general form we have many examples in the 
United States, especially in New England. The common rec- 
tangular fishway, the Brackett, thé Foster, Pike’s, Atkins’s, 
Swozey’s, Brewer's and Roger's, are examples of the various 
designs that have been employed, cach differing in minor de- 
tails of construction, but all belonging to a common system. 
Most of these forms may be built either on an ineline leading 
straight down from the dam, or with a return section so as to 
deliver the discharge from the fishway close up to the foot of 
dhe dain, or they may be builtin spiral form and boxed over 
so as to be made secure against floods and ice. 

The fishway of Mr. J. D. Brewer is peculiar in the fact that 
the channel to be followed by the fish is a zig-zag groove exca- 
vated orframed in the floorof the incline, which is built either 
of masonry or strong timbers, The strength of the construc- 
tion being such, it is presumed, as to prevent its destruction 
by floods or ice. The Roger's tishway is recessed into the 
dam, and boxed over the lower end, discharging the water on 
a line with the face of the dam, This construction vould, 
however, be applied to any of the forms aboye indicated and 
has been proposed in several of them. 

The experience of fishway builders in New England has 
shown that for dams ten feet in height or more, it is not allow- 
able to build the incline with a rise of more than one foot in 
twelve to sixteen, requiring a length of incline of 140 feet for 

«This paper was read before the American Fishcultural Aceoci- 
ation atils last meating, and its publication has been delayed because 
the cuts were not made before, At the meeting Col. McDonald ilins- 
trated his paper upou the blackboard, 
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a ten-foot dam. The actual path, however, traveled by the 
water and traversed by the fish ascending, would be some two 
or three times the length of the incline, so that fish passing 1 
aninclined plane fishway rising ten feet vertically, woul 
necessarily travel a distance forty to fifty times the height of 
the dam. For example, in the fishway over the Hadley Falis 
dam on the Connectitut River, the total length of the incline 
is about 450 feet. The distance to be traveled by the fish 
ascending ib is not far shortof 1,500 feet, to overcome an ascent 
of about 29 feet. 

Ail the different designs of fishways constructed according 
tothe incline plane system, have when judiciously located 
proyed more or less successiul in passing certain species of 
fish. In all, however, the labyrinthine route to be trayersed 
and the insignificant low of water through them, constitute 
yery serious objections. 

(vO BE CONTINUED, | 

The Kennel. 

FIXTURES. 
BENCH SHOWS, 

dan, 2.4, 4,1884.—Meriden Poultry Association Bench Show, Meri- 
dan, Conn. Joxhua Shute, Secretary, Meriden, Conn. 

Jan. 16, 17, 1b and 19—St. Jobn, New Brunswick. H. W. Wilson 
Sf. John, N. B. ; 

April —, 1484,—The Oleveland Bench Show Association's Second 
Bench Show. Charles Lincoln, Superintendent. C, M. Munhall, See- 
relary. Cleveland, Ohis, 

NEW ORLEANS BENCH SHOW. 

NY ORLEANS, Dec. 21.—The Bench Show opened here 
ab ou Tuesday, she 18th inst., and as a dog show, is a de- 
cided success. The English setter and pointer classes are 
especially strong. Of the field trial winners in the recent con- 
tests a, number are present, and Gath, Sue, London, Foreman, 
Rue and others, are greatly admired for their good looks as 
well us for their recor i the field. From a financial stand- 
point, however, the enterprise is afailure. Although there are 
many lovers of good dogs in New Orleans, the majority of the 
people seem hardly to understand the meaning of a bench show, 
aud therefore the attendance is byno means what it should 
be, considering the character of the dogs exhibited and the 
arrangements of the show, 
The pointers and setters were judged by Major J. M. Taylor, 

of Lexington, Kentucky, and the other classes by Mr. James 
Mortimer, of New York city. 

In the mastiif class, the first prize was withheld, there being 
no dog shown which the judge deemed worthy the place. Mr. 
Wade's Europa, which took second, was shown too low in 
flesh, Turk IL, belonging to Mr. R. Windsor Smith, of 
Atlanta, Georgia, is avery large dog, but is weak in loin and 
hindquarters. Mr. Wade's Bertha. gotan he,, but has obyious 
faalts. 

Tn Newtoundlands only two were shown, and no prize was 
given. Mr. Douglas's Carlo is too small and has a curly coat, 
while Bewis only a big mongrel, f 
Two greyhounds were shown, the first prize dog, Prince of 

Denver, being a very racing-like dog with good legs, feet, back 
and loins. He will compare favorably with almost any grey- 
hound we huye seen inthis country, Lady, second prize, is 
rather straight in the shoulder and has « bad ear, but is on 
the whole a good bitch. 

Tn champion English setters, Mr, C. F. Crawford's Fore- 
man easily beat Mr, Condon’s France. English setter dogs 
made up a good class; Coleman’s London was looking yery 
well and so was Gath, who is a smaller dog but full of 
quality. The bitehes were also yery good. Nellie B. we liked 
quite as well as the winner, and think that the positions might 
have been reversed without doing any injustice. 
Theshowing of English setter puppies was good. We con- 

sider Mr. Buford’s Duke of Gladstone—Grace Darling puppy, 
who only received vhe,, somewhat better than the first prize 
winner. 

fm Gordons Mr. Ardary’s Jess had a walk-over m the 
ehampion class. In the dog class Mr. Ware’s Max, who took 
second, should certainly have had first, if the class was judged 
according to the old style Gordon type. No prize was given 
im the hitch class. The single puppy shown took a first. 

Tu champion Irish setters there was a single entry in each 
class and euth receiyed a prize. In the open dog class, second 
was Withheld, first going to a dog of Mr. McKintosh’s breeding. 

In ehampion pointers, Mr. Thayer's Rue easily took first. 
Old Bow was exhibited by his owner, but withdrawn from 
competition. In the open classes there were a numberof good 
animals. We found ourselves wholly unable to agree with 
the judge in some of his decisions in the Puppy class. There 
were several better puppies present than the three-muonths-old 
secon’ prize winner; for example, Bang, Ponto and Modoc, 

In field spaniels there was but one entry, and the prize was 
withheld. Two cockers were shown, both fairly good ones, 
but the winner was the better in head, coat and bone, 

(Quite 4 lot of good foxhounds were shown. Flambeau, the 
winner in dogs. is a cupital hound, except that he is a littte 
short of bone. In bitches Lady Van Brunt was a long way 
ahead of the others. She is a good bitch of the correct type, 
though as she was suckling a litter of puppies she did not show 
at her best. 

in the beagle dog and bitch classes Mr. Wheeler's Rattler 
and Music stood alone and each secured first. The dog was 
looking very well. He has good chest, back and loin and is 
good in head with plenty of bone and ear, Music was not up 
to her usual form, but she is a yery good one, 

Mr. Richard Gibson showed the only entries in champion 
fox-terriers. Belyoir Jim has food legs, feet and shoulders, 
but stands somewhat high on hislegs and is a little thick in 
skwL Thistle is a nice little bitch, butis a trifie undershot. 
Gree, the winner in the open dog class, is a very good dog, a 
little small perhaps but with lots of hone and good coat, feet 
and legs. Grip, who took second, is a nicely marked dog with 
afood coat, buthe is snipy, has open feet and a large ear, 
Jack, who received yhe., has a gvod head and ear, but a wide 
chest, is thin in coat and light in bone, In bitches Lyra was 
firsh. Sheisavery good bitch with good legsand feet, a 
working: “pis and a good terrier expression, She is a little 

His sEull is 
weak in jaw, and rather small, 

Tn collies, the winner, Scott, is only a fair dog, 
thick and ear hadly carried. If Babe had not been clipped 
and blind in one eye, he would haye taken first instead of 
second. . 

In bull-berriers Young Bill was looking remarkably well, and 
won with ease, Spring, sevond, was yery badly shown, 
Of the blavk and tans, Bessy was the best, a very good one 

but not looking so well as at London, Topsy shows age and 
hard work, Tit-Pas should have been in the toy class. 
Two Bedlington terriers were shown, Blucher is a yery good 

doz of the correct type, Pilot (109), by a mistake, was entered 
among pull-terriers. 

To hard-haired Scoteh terriers, Ma, Farvrel’s Jack, a fairly 
good terrier with a coat a little bib soft, took first. Garry- 
owen was the only entry in Tvishterriers. When this dog was 
first shown le had a black nose, which hassince become white, 
Wo prize was given, therefore, 
1 champion pugs, Judy IIT. was the only entry, She has a 

yery good head, butis without trace and carries a very large 
car, In the open dog class, Bogie, tha only entry, is 4 mod- 
erate specimen. He is too plain in face. bas a bad mask and 
badly carried ear. 
Toy terriers were a yery zood class und quite up to the ayer- 

age of our best bench shows, 

In the miscellaneous class, all received honorable mention, 
‘ A word should he said about the catalogue, which so abounds 
in tnistakes as to be worse than useless. The proofs were not 
read and the entries were made with the greatest carelessness, 

LIST OF AWARDS. 
MASTIFFS,—1st, withheld: 24, W. Wade (Europa, A,K-R, 14). 

Very high com., BR. W. Stith (Turk TI.). High com., W. Wade 
(Bertha, A,K R. 151.) 

GREYHOUNDS, — Ist, C. Handy (Prince of Denver); 2d, J. 
Forster (Lady), 
ENGLISH SETTERS.—Cuampion—-Dogs Ist, O, I Crawford 

(Foreman). Opey Cuass,—Doys: Ist, W. J, Grawtord (Gath); 
2d, W. H. Coleman (London). Very high com., E, H. Small 
(Ponue de Leon). Hich com., W. bh. Gaubes (Count Rapier. A.K.R. 498), 
Bitches: First, W.B. Gates (Carrie J,); second, BH, Odell (Nellie B:}. 
Very bith com., H. Hartley (Gaily). High com., J, BR. Henricks 
(Queen Laverack); 1H. Odell (Countess Hake and Lady Noble). Coani,, 
J. . Johuson (Vie); A. Hartley (Miss). Puppies; Ist. J, M. Thomp- 
son (Qladstone—Flossy pup): 2d. J, L. Crass (Lily of the Valley). 
Very high com, O. H. Buford (Duke of Gladstone —Grace Darliog 
puppy) High com,, L. F, Patterson (Blackstone). Com, ©. C. 
etlit (Maximilian), 
GORDON SETTERS,-CHasvinn~F. Ardary (Jess),—Open Cass 

— Dogs: ist, C, B, Maginnis (Gordon); 2d, N. W.Ware(Max). Bitches: 
Withheld. Puppies: ist, C. H. Buford (Murphy). 

IRISH SETTERS, —CHampion— Doys! 1st, J. L. Harris (Guy). #itehes: 
T. Stodd (Naunie).—Orax OCnass—Dogs; B. L, and W, D. Mallory 
(Duke); 2d withheld. Bitehes: ist, CG. H. Buford (Mamie), 2d. 1. 
Ronnabel (Phillie). Puppies: Ist aud 2d, 0, H. Buford (Bally Olan 
and Sallie), High com., i. Bonnabel (Branch—Phillis pup). 

POINTERS.—CnAmpton—J. &. Thayer (Rue). OPmN CLASS —Dogs: 
ist and 2d, J, B. OC, Lucas (Dick and Joe). Com., Col, W. 7. Vaudry 
(Grouse); C.F, Crawford (Pride), Bitches: Ist and 2d, EB. Odell 
(Lady Bow and Gypsey Queen). Very high com., J, L. Harris (Lee); 
W.C. Percy (Belle of Louisiana), High com, R, W. Shaw (Rub 
Croxteth), Com., T. Stodd (Daisie), Puppies: Ist, B. Odell (Dat); 2d, 
W, C. Perey (Maid of Dixie), Very high com., H. V. Garidel (Pippo). 
Wigh com., W. A. Davis (Modov); E, Odell (Ponto); N. W. Ware 
(Bang); Com , J. Buckley (Groisedot); C. @, Pettit (Fable), 
COCKER SPANIELS,—1st, N. W. Ware (Zulu): 2d, R. N. Ogden 

(Sport), 

FOXMOUNDS.—Dogs; ist, and 2d, Crescent City Deer Club (Plam- 
beau and Feno), High com., H. B. Barton (Sam ay Butler), Com., 
H. Johnson (Boy Johnson), Pitches; ish, B. Odell (Lady Van Brunt); 
2d, Crescent City Deer Club (Belle). 

BHAGLES,—Pags: Ist, FP. C. Wheeler (Rattler), 
Wheeler (Music), 

FOX-TERRIERS.—CaHampPron—Dogs, ist, R. Gibsou (Belvoir Jim). 
Bitches; R,. Gibson. (Thist’e). Opmn Crass—Doys! ist, J, Wymer 
(Greek); 2d, F. T. Morehead (Grip), Vary hich com., J. H. Williams 
(Jack), Bitehes! 1st, F, C. Wheoler (Lyra). Very high com., Mrs, G. 
Hartley (Daisy). High com., G. Hubener (Carrie), Pitppies: ish, F. 
G, Wheeler (Lyra), 

COLLIES,—Doys: ist, PF. T, Morehead (Seott); 2d, A. L, Redden 
(Babe), 
TERRIERS.—Butt—ist, F. GC, Wheeler {Young Bill): 2d, G. W. 

Moore (Sprinz). High com,..J. J. Draws (Pilot). Buack ann Tan.— 
ist and 2d, J. F. Scholes (Bessy and Topsy). Com., G. 0. May (Tit-Pas). 
Beputneton.—tist, J. F. Scholes (Blucher) Hieh com.. J. Forster 
(Jack). HAgp-HAtgep Scorce.—tist. J. Fy Warrell (Jack), Irise.—Very 
high com., Dr, J. 8. Niven (Garryowen), Yoresatme.—Very high 
com.. J. Connally (Chie), 
PUGS —CHAmpPIon.—ist, H, L. Goodman (Judy IT,), 

Dogs: EL. Ll. Goodman (Bogie), 
TOY TERRIERS.—Equai ist, W. Dupre (Daisy), wand A. F. Sehmidt 

(Humpy). Very high com., Mrs. Faranta (Ilo), Mrs. P, Rauch 
(May). 

MISCELLANEOUS.—Ist, J. F, Scholas (Hornet If, white English 
terrier). 

Bitches! Ist, F.C. 

Opmn CLAss— 

WINNERS OF SPECIAL PRIZES, 

Best setter or pointer placed in a field trial this year—Mr. Cray- 
ford’s Gath. 

best setter or pointer placed in field trials—Mr, Crawford’s Gath, 
Bea setter or pointer with best field trial record—Mr, Craj\yford’s 

Gath. 
Best pointer, dog or biteh—Mr_ 'Thayer’s Rue. 
as Trish setter puppy—Mr, C. H, Buford's (Houma, Ly,) Bally 
‘Nan. 
Best English setter, dog or biteli—Mr. Crawford’s Gath. 
Best sporting dog of any breed owned in New Orleans—Mr. Edward 

Odell’s Nellie B. (Bergundthal's Ralte—Meg Merriliés), 
est pointer, dog or bitch ewned and entered by a resident of New 

Orleans—Mr, Edward Odell’s Lady Bow (8o07—Bess). 
Best pointer dog, any weight—Mr. ©. B. Wright's (Woodyville, Ky.) 

Robin Adair (Champion Faust—Madge). 
Best setter, any strain, owned aud bred in New Orleans—Judge J, 

M, ‘Thompson's Gladstone—Flossy puppy six months old. 
Best setterdog puppy, owned and entered by a resident of New 

Orleaus—H. Bonnabel’s Branch—Phillis puppy. 
Best beagle, dog or biteh—Mr. TV. 0. Wheeler's Ratller, 
Best foxnound, dog or bitch—Mr, Hdward Odell’s Lady Van Brunt. 
Best non-sporting dog, owed in New Orleans.—Mr. A, L. Redien’s 

collie dog Babe, j 
Best foxbound, dog or bitch, owned in New Orleans~ Wr. Edward 

Odell’s Lady Van Brunt, ; J 
Best bull-terrier, dog or bitch, owned in New Orleans—Mo. J. R. 

Douglas’s imported Bob. 
Best black and tan terrier, owned and exhibited by a lady of New 

Orleans—Mrs. Philip Rauch’s May, 
Best greyhound—Mr, Charles Handy (Canton, Miss.) Princa of 

Denver, 
Best cocker spaniel—Mr. N. W. Ware’s (West Point, Miss.) Zuln 

(Cash—Pear]), 

THE BIRMINGHAM DOG SHOW. 

[from our Regular Correspondent.) 

FPHE Birmingham National Dog Show Society held their 
twenty-fourth annual exhibition in Curson Hall, Birming- 

ham, on Monday the 3d to ith, the dogs being judged in 
private on Saturday, the Ist of December, The entries, 
amounting to 880 this year, being the smallest entry for years, 
but £5 no ‘dog ean be entered in two classes, and there were no 
puppy classes, the entry isa very good one. As this year the 
show was held under the National Dog Club rules, there were 
a preat number of the Kennel Club supporters absent. Taking | 
the show altegether,. we believe it was a most ‘successtul 
affair. We neyer saw the public turn out in such numbers 
before, and although, as usual, there were a lot of prumblers, 
we may venture to make the assertion that there sere less 
than usual. If there were sufficient room tu admit the public 
to the judging, and exhibitors were allowed to show their 
own dogs, we belisye it would he more satisfactory in eyery 
way, as dogs won't show themselves with strangers the samé 
as with their owner, consequently the decisions in many cases 
are not the fanlt of the judges as much as the fault of the 
dogs not showing themsélyes as they ought to do, 
Two classes of bloodhounds brought out fourteen entries and 

a yery fair collection taking them altogether, although we ex- 
pect to see much better next month at the Crystal Palace. 
We think the winners correctly placed. 
The awards in the deerhound classes were not very favor- 

ably received. - 
Greyhound dogs wereareally good class, first going toa 

yery nice brindle, which was quickly claimed at the catalogue 
price, £15 15s. Second came the black and white Cassells, 
a wellknown dog from the North of England, The bitches 
were another good class, first went to a well-known yellow 
and white bitch, and second toa, black, also a well-known 
winner, 

Otter hounds, as usual, were a small entry, first going to 
Mr. Carrick’s Danger for the fourth time at Birmingham. 
The fox-terrier champion prize went to Mr. Roper's well- 

known Raby Tyrant, a yery nice little dog of the correct size, 
In large size dogs first again went to Mr, Roper’s Pickle, a very 
nice dog with a good head, good coat and with a nice even 
marked black and tan head, He stands rather high on his Jegs. 
Tu large size bitches first went to Messrs, Hill & Aston’s 
Beersbrook Ruby, a lemon marked bitch, beating the well- 
imown Richmond Olive. ‘This decision was certainly a mis- 
take, and the owners of the first prize Ernie acknowledged 
that they would not object to exchange for the second prize, 
Richmond Olive, the latter being much the best 1m coat, eyes 

and shoulders, Msmall sized dogs, first wentto a very nice 
young dog, rather wiry in coat, but quickly claimed at £20, 
catalogue price—and a cheap dog he is, In small sized 
bitches first went to Messrs. Li, & W.. Rutherfurd’s Dina, the 
winner at last New York Beneh Show. In wire hair fox 
terriers first in both classes went to the Earl of Lonsdale's 
Briggs and Champion Vora, 
The pombers were one of the best classes in (he show, und 

we considered it one of the best shows of pointers that has been 
seen for years. Hoyeryer, the judges’ decisions were in these 
classes very badly received. Mr, Norris’s Graphic winning 
first and special for the best in the show. The majority of the 
pointers were liver and white, The lemon colored pointers 
which a few years ago were so fashionable are eradually siy- 
ing way. Insmall-sized dogs, Mr. Taylor's Young Wage, which 
was exlibited at London, Canada, stood first, but like many 
other decisions we could not ugree with this one, as we faney 
him too high on leg, deficient im body;he walks stilty, and not 
iii the free movement about him we like to see in a sport- 
ing dog. 

Setters tured out in good force and good quality, Mx. 
Shorthose having, as usnul litiely, a yery good time of it, 
winning tirstin champions with Novette. In the open dog 
class Mr. Llewellin wou witha very good black and white. 
He has a good body, chest, shoulders, and a, remarkably long, 
Jevel head which, for a doy, might be « little stronger 
throughout, Second went to ason of Emperor Fred, ver 
like his sirein color, He would he better were he a little 
shorter in back, The hitches were a remarkable ecod class, 
Mr. Shorthose winning first again with Novelty, and also the 
special for the best setter in the show. There were séveral 
very good ones in this class, Mr. Grant showing a very good 
onéin Peggotty. The black and tans were only moderately 
good classess, not up to the quality shown in the English set- 
ter classes, In champion Irish setters, Garryown once more 
came to the front. is hose seems to be pething worse, and 
we heard one gentleman remark ‘‘if it is not faked it ought to 
be.” The open dogs were a fairly good class: first went to 
Bob, a good typical dog, but rather weak in his quatters, 
béating Chief, first at Dublin, only yhe, here, but lie is not 
in the Condition he was at Dublin. Jn bitches, tirst went to 
Lady Palmerston and second to Bella Kate of Omagh (late 
Shannon's Bella), who is showing age, and ought to be kept at 
home, as she is only now theremais of one of the best bitches 
eyer exhibited, . 
The well known Mickey Free won easily in Irish water 

spaniels. Mr. Hockey winning two equal Grsts in bitches with 
Hilda and Lady, We prefer the former, being the best 
throughout, except being deficient in topknot, while Lady is 
particularly good in that respect. Climber spaniels were 
another class that brought forth alot of grumbling, and not 
without vause, John o’ Gaunt ought to have been first, 
Psycho second, and Tower vhe. In the bitch class we think 
the commended Hilda should have wou, Sussex spaniels were 
a failure, and we believe the old Sussex spaniel is wow almost 
an extinct breed, Field spaniels (black) were a good coller- 
tion, first going to that grand doz Salus, who has grealvy im- 
proved since he came into Mr. Royle’s possession. Mr. Spursin 
coming second with a good one in KRoysterer, although he 
might be betberin head, In bilches Mr. Jacobs brought out 
a new one, Abbot Belle, anid wou easily; she is, we believe, the 
Taking of 4 real good gue, bein: remarkably good in hody, 
yery low ou leg with a good type of head, if anything rather 
coarse for a bitch, Sheds also a good coated ole, slieis snre 
to liv heard from Sean Mr. Spurgin won second witha yery 
good one catalogued at £10 10s.; which was ¢laimed by several 
and bid up to a long figure we understand. None of Mr. 
Taston’s dogs were shown, although entered. Those other 
than black, tirst and second went tu Mr. Jacobs's, Abbot Beau 
and Garnet, In bitches first went to Mr. Royle’s Zuess, a very 
nice black and tan and a preyious winner. ; 

In the non-sporting division, mastilfs came first, Mr. Royle 
winning with that beautiful bitch Crown Priucess, beating 
the well-known H. M, King Canute and Emperor. In the open. 
class dogs M1, Byans showed a yery nice young one, and gob 
secoid to Mr, Royle’s Prince, these two beng a long way 
ahead of any of the others. In hitches if was a very close 
thing between the first and second. We prefer the second. 
She é a really high-class bitch, exceph that she is gray about 
tauzzle, 

Tn champion St. Bernards, Bayard was lookitie as well as 
we ever saw hi open doys, Musyraye, who was first, is him. 
rather small, The Hermit, second, stands badly on his legs, 
The third prize, Pilgrim, we think is eqnally as good 4s either 
of those placed over him. ()ueen, first, a very nive youn 
biteh by Bonivard. She is good in cuat andcolor, with a zoo 
head, feet and legs, She is rather small, but really a good 
bitch, hard to beat. and suve to do u lot of winning, Lady 
Gladys, vlic., isa well-made bitch, with a wice expréssion of 
face. Bonna Bess, lic., is another nice bitch, well marked, but 
has no black on face, [Tn smooth-coated dogs, Copenhagen is 
old and weak, The second winner was St. Botolph. Jolly 
Friar, who was not noficed, is kennel companion to Sb. 
Botolph, and the best in the class, 

In Newfoundlands first went to Lao V. He is 
ieal, but has bad feet and legs, Zoe, first in the 
smal) in size and large of ear and bad bail, 

In champion eollies Charlemagne was looking well. The 
open dogs were a good class. Tramp IL, the second prize, is 
of u good type, but short of frill, and seems to have had his 
tailtampered with. The third prize, Highlander, is a good 
large dog rather strong of head, and his ears are rather large 
and low set on. Lupus, who won yhe., is quite a food 
dog, but not yet at his best. The bitches were a moderate 
good class and with the exception of the second prize allseemed 
to he properly placed. in the smooth-coated dogs the winners 
were a good way ahead of the others, and the same applies 
to the biteh class. 

Tn bulldogs, champion Bend-Or once more came to the frout, 

ood and byp- 
Biteh Glass, is 

| and in open dogs Mr. Henshall again came first and second. 
We would have placed them the opposite way, but Invincible 
was in rather the best condition, which may acvount for the 
position he held over Julius Cresar. We considered Bendigo, 
third, best in the class, Rhodoro won easily in bitches. We 
fancied Sheeny, yhc. Sheis a good one, butwas out of cow 
dition. In bulldogs small size, firsh has a good skull, but is, 
pinched in face. The second is small of skull with a good 
muzzle, 
The bull-terriers were small classes compared to what we 

generally see at Birmingham, bnt the prize winners in the 
large class were pretty good specimens. There was nota single 
good specimen in the small size bull-terrier classes. A féw 
very good white English terriers were shown. 

Tn black and tans, Burke was once more first. Beis a yery 
nice one, Wheelof Fortine istoo large, has bad quarters. 
Tn small size black and tan, first went to Queen, 4 remarkable 
handsome animal, and about the best 141b. black and fan we 
haye seen, 

Bedlington terriers were as lurge and good classes as we 
luave ever seen, The Trish terriey’s were also a very good col- 
lection, 5 

Th pugs we did not agree with the awards, except in cham- 
pion. ‘The first prize dog, Punch, is small, with a good skull 
and eye, but he is pinched in face like a bulldogs, aud has white 
toe nails. “Che second prize is yery black in facuand small in 
eye. We tancied Vietor If, uimoticed, Diamond, he, and 
Loyat, third, in the order named, ; ‘ 

The Italians were a good lot. We admired third and vhe, 
most of any, being sitaller and rather betber in face, 
The Blenhetms were only moderate. ‘ 
In King Charles, the first shows age. We thought the third 

the best in the class, She is a trifle dark in color, but with 
beautiful ears and good, long, sivaight evat. a ; 
There was nothing really good in smooth toy terriers. In 
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rough toys the winner was a good way the best in color. Fol- 
lowing is a list of the 

AWARDS. 
RLOODHOUNDS.—Doys: Ist, L. Smith (Lawyer):2d, Jobn Harrison 

(Dorset), DBilehes; ist, J.C. Tuker (champion Dido); 2d, Campbell 
G, Hutton (Helen). 
DEBRHOUNDS,—Cuampion—iet and Cup, Geo. Walter Hickmun 

(Caclialliny, Opsy CLAss,—Dogs: ist, Geo. Walter Hickman (Lord of 
the Islés); 2d, Miss Dé la. Pole (Glengariff). Ailchert 1st, D. Parry 
"Thomas (Hazardess); 2d, Geo. Walter Uiekman (Barra), 
GRY HOUNDS.—CHampron—ist and Cup, A. P. and P. J, Charles 

(champien Memhon). Orgy Crass,—Dogs; Ist, Alfred T Kmery 
parca 2d, R. Clark (Cassells). Bitches; Ist, H. P aod P, J. 
tharles (Destructive): 2d. Ernest Coke (Maggie). 
OTTER HOUNDS.—I1st, J. U, Carrick (Danger), 
HARRIERS.—No entries. 
BRAGLES—(Hvight not exceeding 15in,).—ist, Charles Harrop 

Beek (Abigail). 
_ FOX-TERRIERS, — Caamzion —ist, A. H. Clarke (Brokenturati 
Rally), Opey Crass (over isibs,)—Doys: Ist, George Raper (Raby 
Pickle); 2d, Herbert Bright (Racket); 3d, John Henry Shore (Mapper- 
ley Jos. Bilchea: 1st and collar. Will & Ashton (Mursbrook Ruby): 
2d, George Raper (Richmond Olive); 4d, F, A. Barker, (King of Brier- 
clffe), (Not over 18lbs,)—Degs: ist. H.J. Clements. (Lawson's Jerry); 
2, FL J, Astbury (Sir Dick); 3d. Hill& Ashton (Mursbrook Joe); 4th, 
G. Reaves Smith (Varkie (1.), Bifcher: 1st, G, Hopkins (Diana); 2d, 
Henry (Cantherley (Royston Cosey): 8d, A. H, Clarke (Russet), 4th, 
Waller Kimson (Friskey}, Wrke-HAtREn— Dogs: ist, The Warl of Lons- 
dale (champion Briggs); 21. J. W. Cormer(Eskdale ‘Izar). Bitches: 
nts ed liar] of Tonsdals (champion Vora); 2d, H. EB. Suyden 

ixen Il). - 
POINTERS,—CHampron (large size)—ist andl cup, BC, Noryich 

(champion Graphic), OPEN CLass.—Dogs: ist, CharlesHarrgp Beck 
(Prior); 26. John Shorthose (Quick Shot). Bitehes; Ist, Charles Har- 
rop Beck (Nan); 2d. John Barle Lloyd Lioyd (Daphne), Sacknn-Sraz— 
Gnameron Crass.—tst, R. J, Lloyd Price (Bow Belle). Ormn Crass.— 
Pogs, Ist, Joreph min Shee (Young Wage); 2d, KR. P. Leach (Banner), 
Rilches: 1st, Samuel Price (Meally) 2d, R. P. Leach (Bona Bell), 
ENGLISH SETTERS.—CnAmpron—ist, Jolin Sharthose (Raxalty). 

Open Ciass.—Doys; Ist, RB. Ll. Purcell Liewellin (Duke Phoenix); 2d, 
John Shorthose (Pre}, Bitches; 1st and cup for best setter, John 
Shorthose (Novelty); 2d, Lieut. Col. C.J. Cotes (Pet Bondhu), 
BLACK AND TAN SETTERS,—CHampion—ist, Thos. Jacobs 

(chanmpien Marques.) Oren CrAss—Dogs, ist, C._ 5. Fauntleroy 
(Dasher); 2d, J. G. Williams (Dan IT}, 
(Czarina); 2d, Robt, Chapman (Nellie). 

TRISH SETTERS.—Onampion—tst, James J. Giltrap (champion 
Garryowen). Oper Crass—Doys: ist, James Kennedy (Bob); 2d, P. 
Arthur Peck (Lismore), Bitches: ish, James J. Gilwrap (Lady Pal- 
mnerston IL.); 4d, Jémves Kennedy (Bella Kate of Omagh), 

Tritches: 1s, Thomas Jacobs 

RETRIAVERS (Curly-Coated).—CHAnrion—ist, James Freme 
(Young King Koffee) Open CLass—Dogse st, Samuel Darhey (Doc- 
tor); 2d. Samuel W, Hallam (Talbot). 
(Jet I); 2d, Georga Leeson (Nina). 
RETRIEVERS (Smooth or Wayy-Coated),_Crampion—ist, Edwin 

Gisliop (Bend 01), Oren Crass—Pogs: 1st, Sit Wrederick George 
Milner. Bart, (Bogzey); 2d, Lieut.-Gol. C. J, Cotes (Major). Bifchess 1st, 
withheld: 2d, W. Downes (Belle). 
TRISH WATER SPANIELS—/ogs; 1st, Jas. Sladmore (Mickey 

Free): 2d, withhed. itches: qual Ist, George 8. Hockwy (Young 
Hilda and Lady); 2d, withheld. 

WATER SPANIELS.—Ornen THAN JrRIsH—Ist, C. C. 
(Prince). 
CLUMBER SPANIBLS,—VDogs- Ist, and cup for best spaniel, 

Pansat Maxwell (Duke): 24. Nathaniel Page Stilgoe (Psycho). 
Bitches: ist, John Brettell Wilkes (Lance); 2d, Nathaniel Page 
Stileoe (Nell). 

SUSSEX SPANIBLS,—Doge: Ist, Holley Bros, 
Thomas Jacots (Bachelor ILL). Bitches: 
(Brida IL); 2d, Holley Bros. (Aureola), 

FIELD SPANIELS.—Any Conor—Crampios—ist, Thomas Jacobs 
(champion Squaw). Open Crass—Days) (Black) ist, Joseph 
Royle (Solus); 20, 1. B, Spurgin (Roysterer). Bitehes: Ist, Thomas 
Jaaubs (Newton Abbot Belle); 2d, H.B. Spurgin (Flame), Over 
vHAN MuAcK—Dogs: Ist and 2d, Thomas Jacobs (Newron Abbot 
Beau and Sir Garnet), Bitches Ist, Joseph Boyle (Zuess); 2d, A, 
B. Spurgin (Fanciful). : 
DACHSHUNDE—Rep.—Dogs: ist, Willian BH, Litt (Olympian), 

Bitches; 1st, C. H.W. Woodroffe (Pliege),—OTHEr THAN Rup—Dogs: 
ist, Hooch Hulton (Houtman). Ayrtehes; ist, R, J. Lloyd Price (Wal- 
dine). 
BASSET FOUNDS.—Doyst ist, A. Wyndham Carter (Chambord); 

4d, George R. Krehl (Fino V.). itches: Ist, U. Wyndham Carter 
(Bellicent); 24, Georze R, Krebl (Pallas IL). 

RUSSIAN SETTERS.—No entry: 

BOARHOUNDS, —1st, P. Wriedrichsen (Leo). 
POREIGN SPORTING DOGS.—Dogs and Bitches: 1st, Miss Agnes 

Bodley (Pyrenean wolfhound Hruno); 2d. Arthur Haskins (french 
Niound Romano): 8d, A. G. Brooks (Pyrenean wolfhound Flo). 

NON-SPORTING DOGS. 
MASTIFRS.—Cuameron—tst and eu , Joseph Boyle (Crown Prin- 

cess), Oven CLAss—Dogs; 1st, Joseph Royle (‘The Prince); 2d, Joseph 
Fivans (Moses); 8c, James Morris (Montgomery). Bitches: Ist, Zac- 
@nueus Walker (Bosdicea); 2d, Miss Hesketh (Hilda V.); 3d, A. H. 
Taylor (Hilda TIL.). 

ST. BERNARDS._(RovGh Anp SmooTse-Coarep)—CHAMPION—Ist 
and cup, Rev, J. Gumming Macdonw (Bayard). Open CLass (Rovuer- 
Goarep)—Pogs) 1st, Mvs. Frances A. Mackey (Musgrave); 2d, 'P. H, 
Goodwin (The Hermit); 3d, W. M. Pothecary (Pilgrim). Bitches; 
ist, Thomas Tveritt (Phe Queen); 24, Wm. Wells (Bertha); #d, BH. 
Duret (Countess of Beaufort), Smoorn Coatep—Dogs- ist, H. Wynd- 
ham Carter (Copenhagen); 2d. Rey. J. Cumming Macdona (St, Bo- 
tulph). Bitches! 1st, T. 4. Goodwin (Irene); 2d, withheld, 

NEWPOUNDLANDS—BLACK,.—Dogs: Ist, Rudolph William Moll 
(Leo V.); 20. withheld. itches: ist, Rudolph William Moll (Zoe); 20, 
witheld, OvrHerR THAN BuAck.—Dags and Bilehes: Ist, Rudolph 
William Moll (Charlemagne). 
SHEEP DOGS (all breeds)—Crampion.—tist and Mayor's eup. James 

Bissell (Charlemafne).—Ornn Chass (short-tailed),—itst, BR, J. Lloyd 
Priev (Belle of Ranelagh).—Rovcu-Coareb.—Dogs: Ist, Frederick 
Meyer (Maleolm); 2d, Robert Chapman (Tramp 1,): 8d, Thomas 
Baston (Highlander). Bilches: ist, Dr. W. A.G, James (Marigold); 
a, W. M. Hobday (Chloe); 8d, Dr. W. A. G. James (Snowflake).— 
Smoorn-Coaten.— Dogar 15h, Joseph Royle (Clyde); 2d, Enoch Hutton 
(Snowflake), Bitches: 1st, noch Hutton (Gazelle); 2d, Dr. W. A. Gh 
James (Lady EHelp). 
DALMATIANS,—Cuampiax—ist, James Fawdry (Treasure). Opry 

CLass.—Dogs: Ist, the Misses Cannon (Bruce). Bifcles; ist, Tames 
Fawdry (Gipsy). 
BULLDOGS,.—CuampPion—ist, John Henshall (Bend Ov), Oren 

Cnass,—(Oner 40(by,) Dogs: Ist and 2d, John Henshall (Invincible and 
Cxesar); 8d, Kermode and Eden (Cupid). Siteles- 1st, Geo. Raper 
(Rhodoro); 2d, L 
(Nell), (Under 40) 
Bresttell Wilkes (Punch). 
John Smith (May). 
BULL TERRIERS—(Over 25lbs,)—Dogs sist, James R,fPrath (Count); 

2d, James Ghatwin (Csiro). Bitches, Ist, Alfred George (Mistress of 
fhe Robes); 2d, withheld, Under peat parades 2 ist, withheld; 2d, A. 
E, Burley (Shotover). Rifehes; 1st, John mris (Poll); 2d, G, ¥. 
Copeman (Pearley), 
SMOOTH-HAIRED TERRIERS.—(Excerr BLAck axp Tas).—Dogs: 

deh, and cup for best white English, C. P, Copemun (Leading Star); 
ud, Benjamin Woodbouse (Young Spring), Lytclres: Ist, Janies Rich- 
ards (Min); 24, John Bonny (Bridesmaid). 

BLACK AND TAN TERRUGRS.—Ovzr 15 Les.—ist and cup, Joseph 
Royle (Burke); fd, Oswald Knotl (Sir Edward). Bitches: ist, C. 
Wintehouse (Wheel of Porhane); 2d, Robert Brew (Wiy). 16 Los. Axp 
Uspur.—list, Joseph Royle (Fairy Queen): 2d, J. H. Middleton 
(Wallace 11.). 

SKYE TERRIERS.—(Poiok-Barep,}—Ist, Mark Gretton (Sam); 2d. 
withheld. OxwWmR Titan PRIcE-HAnED.—Dogs tind Bitehes: ist aud 2d, 
Mark Gretton (‘The Laird and Kilt). 
DANDIA DINMONTS.—Dous; Ist and collar 

(Border Prince): 2d, J. Ff. Pearson (Dandy), 
(Jennie Deane); 2d, Mr. Garrick (Alma). 

BEDLINGTONS.—Cnanprox—ist, D, Ross (Clansman), Oren GLARS 
— Bogs: st and the Bedlington Terrier prize, J, A, Baty (The Wishop); 
4ul, A.M. Dodds (Hairdresser). Bitches! st. J, A, Baty (‘Nhe Heiress); 
34 ond cup, Wileox & Mennim (Bonny Jean). 
IRISH TERTIERS.— Ha Ist, George R. Krehl (Pa 

W. Green, (Poacher). Fifeltes; Ist, C. M, Nicholson, (Poppy); 2d, 0 
H, Backtiouse (Buzz), (Wibh Uneut Eovs)—Doge: 1st, Herbert A, 
Graves (Playboy). Bitches; Ist, J, H, Avinand (Pury), 

= 

Bitches: ist, George Culley 

Beeke. 

(Horatio); 24d, 
ist, James Partridge 

\—Dogs: 181, Wii, Woodgate (Lion); 2d, John 
Bitches; 1st, John Morris (Queen Mab); 2d, 

W.A. I. B. Coupland 
Bitches: 1st, G, §, Hell 

n IL): 24, F, 

Kynnersley, Gardner (Sembo), 

a Kermode (Psyche); 3d, Mrs, Bidward Atkinson , 
las. 
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wing. Working out the brush, both dogs ram over birds which 
were then put up by the handlers. Onthe hilltop Gilro 
flushed and Eilled a quail, Duke standing to shot, Cap to word. 
Moving on, a bird rose before Cap, Mr: Horton killing. Cap 
broke, but stopped to order, and beinz sent on retiieved 
nicely, Mr. Gilroy then killed a bird which flew from a tree- 
top, and Duke made a bad retrieve, mouthing the bird and 
finally dropping it and refusing to pick it up, Passing on 
down the hill, a bird flushed near Duke and was talled by 
Gilroy, Duke standing, Cap steady to word and retrieving 
nicely, : 

This brace had a Winning mate in a Dinmont terrier belong- 
ing to Miss Anzar: Reaching the bottom of fhe hill Gilroy 
killed a wild bird Wy a long shot, and both dogs were steady 
to word. A turn to lett was made, and the dogs beat out a 
likely bit. of low coyer, putting out several birds, which they 
had Yeasonable opportunities to point, Reaching the head of 
the gulch Gilroy made 2 fine double on a pair flushed by Duke. 
Both dogs were steady to gm, Ordered to retrieve neither 
dog could locate dead, and while seeking, Cap fushed « bird 
which Horton killed. Both dogs broke shot bat stopped to 
order. After some minutes Cap retrieved the three birds by 
sizhr, andthen the brace was sent on und soon made a flush, 
Gilroy killme and Cap retrieving, They were taken at 12;23 
and Cap given the heat. Neither showed any nose, and hoth 
were balked by the constant calls of the handlers. 

OLA, A BYE. 
The dog drawn against Ola hot appearing, she took 4 bye. 

BEN AND ROME. 
At12:51 Ben and Romeo were put down; Ben on the right, 

under Mr. Leayesley, and Romeo on the left, vader Mr. Gil- 
roy. Ben did not hunt; he played about Mr. Leavesley 
throughout the heat. Romeo moved slugvishly, head down 
and tail low, ‘Soon after being cast off a bird Hushed from an 
oak oyer Romev, ‘The dog stood to wing. Moying on, Gilroy 
put up a quail from ground cover, through which Romeo had 
passed, and killed it, Romeo dropping to word, Ben running 
in. Romeo sent to retrieve, false pointed twice staunchly, and 
after the second false point moyed on and, within twenty 
yards drew to a staunch point in afern bed. Ben brought up 
refused to back. Gilroy kicked the bird ont and killed, 
Romeo breaking shot. Taken to retrieye, both dogs failed to 
locate, until Ben happened to sce the bird, when he retrieved 
it. A winged bird had beeu marked in sonie grass and the 
dogs were ordered to work ifup. Both ran oyer and abort it 
-without making game, until the bird ran, when both chased, 
Ben catching and bringing in the bird. The remainder of the 
fern patch was then worked out barren, Romeo false pointing 
pace. AtiP. M. the brace was sent back and Romeo given 
the heat, 

AIREDALE TERRIERS.—ist, Walter Tatham (Badger); 2d, John 
QO. Naylor (‘Twig). 
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Harp Harrmp—Dogs; 1st and cup, Ludlow 

& Blomfield (Rambler). Bitches: ist, Ludlow & Blomfield (Bitters), 
YORKSHIRE TERRIPRS.—1st, Mary A, Foster (Bradford Hero); 

2d, withheld. 
POWMBRANIANS,—Ist, Miss A, Gwendoline Platt (Marco); 2d, Mrs. 

E. M, Monk (Robin). 
PODDLES.—Ist, Mrs, Mary Anu Troughear (Mairy Queen); 20,7. F. 

PUGS—CaAmpion, —Ist, Mrs, Lawrenee Booth (chatnpion Biffin),— 
Open Chass—Dogs: Ist, 7. F. H. Cartland (Punch); 2d, Wm. L. Shef- 
field (Stingo Sniffles); 3d..J, H. Howe (Lovat), Bitches) 1st, William 
M. Sheffield (Sit Set); 2d, Wm. Short (Judy); dd, Mrs. Mary Ann Fos- 
{er (Queenie), 

MALTESE .—isi, withheld; 2d, James Jacobs (Pita I.), 
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS ,—ist, Joseph Royle (Bankside Daisy). 

24. George Wellings (Minnie): 34, Wm. Bruce (Bankside Flower). 
BLENHEIM SPANINGS.—I1st, 2d and 3d, Mrs. lL, EB. Jenkins (¥los- 

sie IT, Bowsie and Beaconsfield). 
KING CHARLES SPANTELS.—ist, Mrs, Lawrence Booth (Duke of 

Rdinbureh); 2d. J. W. Correr (Conrad); 3d, George Lodge (Lizzie). 
TOY THRRIBRS.—(Sinooth-haired) Nor OynR 5is—1st, Mrs. 

Mary Ann foster (Dinah); 2d, John Cunningham (Lion); 3d, withheld. 
ade a Mrs, Mary Anb Troughear (Conqueror); 2d and 

withheld, 
FOREIGN NON-SPORTING DOGS.—No entries, 

GILROY FIELD TRIALS, 1883. 

LAVon a Special Correspondent, | 

Ts third ofthe annual field trials, ynder the auspices of 
the Gilroy Rod and Gun Club, were run near Gilroy, Cal, 

on Dec, 17, 18 and 1) last. The date set for the trials was Dec. 
3, Intt as the Pacific Coast Field Trials Club had chosen Noy. 
96 as its trial date, the Gilroy Club kindly postponed its trials 
for two weeks, in order to give Bpportenity, for rest and re- 
cuperation te those who had entered dogs in the Coast trials, 
and who might desire to do so ati Gilroy. Nonedid so, how- 
ever. 
The grounds used at the trials of 1881 were chosen for this 

year. The land is owned by Messrs. P. G. Angarand J. D. 
Carr, and lies about ten miles southwest from Gilroy. Itis 
very hilly and heayily covered with live oak trees and che- 
misal thickets, as to most of it. In parts there are beds of 
ferns and ground clover, but as a whole, the cover is such as 
to make it dificult to see all the work of the dogs, and it is 
consequently an undesirable place for trial purposes, 
On Monday, birds were found in fair numbers, some being 

put out from trees and some from the ground, The work of 
the dogs was unsatisfactory. ghey ran by and over many 
birds, and showed little nose. Tie handling was bad as a 
rule; all of the handlers were too noisy, constantly whistling 
or ealling their dogs by name, Messrs. Leayvesley and Gilroy 
showed an improyement in methods over their previous exhi- 
bitions, but were still much too noisy. The dogs, except the 
winner of third in the All-Aged Stake, scored little for obedi- 
ence and disposition. They were all in fair condition, Mr. 
Leayesley's heing in good bench form, but a little fat for field 
work, Mr. Horton’s Cap, a double winner, was in model field 
form and showed well in pace and style. 

The club had failed to secure favorable responses from any 
of those whom it had inyited to judge the trials, and on the 
eyening before the first day selected Mr.H.D. Bartlett, a faithful 
club member, as judge. Mr. Bartlett, while lacking m experi- 
ence, and making some errors, was yetso evidently sincere 
in his efforts to judge justly as to disarm criticism, The draw 
for places in the stakes was made on Sunday evening, when it 
appeared that there were six entries in the All-Aged Stake, 
and nine in the Puppy Stake. 

The winner of first prize among the aged dogs was Queen, a 
Belton II, —Belle setter hitch, owned by Mr, KE, H. Farmer of 
Gilroy. Queen is a black and white bitch, rather bad in head, 
and with low stern, and quite unbroken. She showed little 
nose. butis said by her owner to do fairly well sometimes. 
Second prize waswou by Ola, a black, white and tan setter 

bitch, property of P,G.Anzar. Ola is by Count Warwick 
out of Leah. She is a pretty thing, backs fairly, and is a slow 
stayer, but seemed deticient in nose, Third placein the All- 
Aged Stake was taken by Mr. L, G. Horton’s lemon and white 
setter dog Cap. Cap 1s by Count Warwick out of Flora, a 
native bitch, Cap isan upstanding dog, too long in muzzle, 
but deep in chest and haying fiat shoulders, good feet and 
good loin, He sustained his pace throughout both stakes, and, 
except for lack of nose, would bea pleasant, killing dog to shoot 
over. Cap also won first among the puppies; Fannie, a 
black, white and tan little bitch, owned by Mr. C, V.B. 
Kaeding of San Francisco, took second in the Puppy Stakes. 
Fannie is by Traylor’s Tred, out of Locan's Gypsey. Is a very 
cautious, slow little thing, Hasa badly carried tail, but a 
high head, and is full of point. 
Third place in this stake was given tod. M. Donahue’s 

Maude, a cross-bred Gordon-English black and tan bitch by 
Joe out of Juno, Maude shows neither blood, form nor quality 
and has little nose. 

MONDAY. 
On Monday, Dec. 17, the trial party, thirteen in number, 

drove to the gronnds, and at 10:25 the frst brace drawn was 
put dewn. 

QUEEN AND OLA. 
This brace was put down at 1.05 to run the first heat of the 

second series. Mr. Farmer handled Queen on the left and Mr, 
Gilroy, Olaon the right, on a fern-covered sidehill heavily 
overgrown with live oaks, Mr. Farmer immediately began 
the shouting and whistling which characterized his first heat, 
and Ola was soon demoralized, and worked timidly and close 
in. Walking close behind the running brace the handlers 
flushed a bird after the dogs had failed to find, and Mr, Gilroy 
missed it, Both dogs were unsteady, stopping to order only. 
Moying on Queen did some quartering in bad style. head and 
tail down. Ola at heel, except when ordered on, and then 
going out but afew yards, only toreturn. After working out 
a half mile of soyer, Queen found in a fern brake and drew 
to point, unsteadily behind. The bird moved and Queen 
drew to point again when it stopped. Mr, Gil- 
roy was directed to send Ola to back, but Mr, 
Farmer vociferously objected to haying any one go near bis 
bitch while on point, and the noise cowed Ola so that she 
could not be sent in near Queen. Moving on, Queen fushed 
a bird, not standing to wing. Then Gilroy made «a double on 
a pair, which flushed from an oak, both bitches breaking shot 
and neither retrieving, although Queen located one of the 
dead birds, Walking on in thedirection of Mr. Anzar’s resi- 
denve, the handlers put a bird out from a tree, both shooting 
and killing, Ola standing to word, Queen breaking shoh and 
retrieving fairly. Passing through a fenus. Mr. Yarmer put 
up @ quail and missed it, Ola. standing to order, Queen break 
ing shot. The judge here declared the heat ended, but the 
handlers did not hear him and sent their dogs on to # side hill, 
where a winged bird had been marked, Queen pointing it, be- 
ing prettily backed by Ola. At 2:04 the heat enced, Queen 
being declared winner, 

CAP AND ROMEO, 1 ; 
Atter an hour spent in discussing the delightful luncheon 

spread by the club, this brace was put down on the hillside 
opposite Mr, Anzar’s residence. Same handlers as before. A 
mile was covered in the open, when birds were located in 
breast-high chemisal and one was filshed, Gilroy Killing. 
Romeo was unsteady, Cap standing to shot. Romeo sent to 
retrieve refused, Cap retrieved well. Moying on, another 
bird flushed, Gilroy winging the bird und Romeo dropped to 
shot. Cap was steady to order, Ordered on, Romeo pointed 
the winged bird, Cap not backing. Romeo was staunch, until 
the bird moved, when both dogschased. Ronieo catching and 
killing the quail, but refusing to retrieye. Cap retrieved 
nicely, Then a bird from an oak was missed, both dogs 
dropping to the word “charge.” A start was then made for 
the wagon, when near a fence a bird was put up and killed, 
both dogs breaking in. Romeo, sent to retrieve, pottered 
about, but did not find, and they were taken np at 1:36, having 
been down one hotir ana forty-five minutes, The heat being 
given to Cap. 

QUEEN AND SPORT. 
Queen, handled by her owner, Mr. BH. H. Farmer on the 

right, and Sport, handled by Mr, Dan Gilroy on the left. 
ithin two hundred yards Mr. Warmer fiushed a bird, killing, 

both dogs steady to gun, Sport was sent to retrieve 
but failed to find, Myr, Farmer stated that Queen was not 
broken to retrieve and that he claimed no merits tor that ac- 
complishment. The handlers found the bird and pointed it 
out to Sport. The dog picked: it up and pinched itso as to 
break its bones. Moving on to the left and over a hill, the 
brace worked out some brush and ferns without finding. 
Queen was very fat and pottered, while Sport remained within 
twenty. feel of his handler. 3 
On the hilltop a bird moved from alive oak, Gilroy missing 

it. Sport dropped to shot, Queen steady to loud and repeated 
orders. Walking down the hill and up the next, in ferns, a 
bird rose before the dogs, Mr, Farmer missing it. Sport 
dropped, Queen was steady to word. A moment after, Queen 
stood unsteadiby, and when the bird flushed before her Mr. 
Farmer killed, Queen breaking shot and neither dog retriey- 
ing. Turning to the left, in a cool, moist fern hed, the dogs 
flushed a brace of birds, both handlers shooting and killing. 
Both dogs broke shot, neither retrieving. Another bird 
flushed wild and Gilroy missed, Warmer killing. Both dogs 
broke shot, neither pean Sport would not hunt, Queen 
covered her ground fairly, close to her handler, 
Much cover was then drawn blank, when Queen flushed a 

quail in some low chemisal and chased, A turn to the right 
Was made neat a hilltop, and the handlers coming after Queen 
put upa bird, which Gilroy killed, the bird falling on clear 
groun . The dogs were sent to retrieve, but neither did so; 
Sport picked the bird up, pinched and dropped it. A turn 
was then made in the direction of Mr. Anzar’s house, when 
Sport waked up and did some yery nite quartering, within 
gun shet, in good style, but without making game. At 11:28 
the dogs were ordered up and the heat given to Queen. Mr, 
Farmers method of handling Queen seemed to disconcert 
BRST ae the gentleman incessantly shouted and whistled to 

s bitch. : 

QAP AND QUEEN. 

This brace was called at 4:40 to run for first place under the 
same handlersas before, Working back toward the wagons, 
the brace running together up wind, flushed a pair of quail, 
Mr. Farmer killing, Queen broke shot, Cap dropping to word. 
Moving on up the ridge, Queen drew to an uncertain point, 
which she held Zor several seconds, when the bird flushed, and 
both handlers shot, missmg. Queen broke shot, Cap dropping 
to word, Passing on through low save brush, the brace made 
three flushes each, at the last of which, made by Queen, Mr, 
Farmer shot, missing. Queen broke shot. Cap was steady to 
order, Up wind and near the wagons, a bird flushed befora 
Cap, Mr, Horton killing, Cap dropping to word. (Queen broke 
in, but returned af command. Cap retrieved the bird, and 
the judge then called in the handlers, and declared Queen 
winner of the heat and first prize, 

TUESDAY, 
SPORT AND OLA. 

On Tuesday, at 10745, on the same grounds, a trial heat be- 
tween Sport and Ola, to determine which should run off second 
place with Cap was begun, Both were handled by Mr. Gilroy. 
Neither pointed. Ola dropped to shot, Sport breaking in. 
Sport refused to rettieve, but Ola retrieved nicely, and at 
11:35, after working out a lot of cover, they were taken up and 
Ola given the heat. 

CGAP AND OBA. 
At 12:10 the brave was started in low brush, anid instantly a 

bird flushed before them, Mr. Horton missing. Both were 
steady to word. Hach of this brace quartered nicely, Ola 
working freely and in pretty style, as compared with Her pre- 
vious movement. Several birds Nushed wildand were shot at, 
both dogs standing to shot. Going over a brushy point, the 
handlers started a buck and doe, blacktuils, which for some 
Tmouths have used about there. After a rest, another start 
Was made, and several natural flushes shot at. Each dog re- 
trieving well, and each showing steady under shot and to 
wing. In order to afford a conclusive test of the nose of thé 

OAP AND DUKE. 
At 11:25 bhis brave was cast off in ferns. Cap, handled with 

good judgment by his owner and breaker, Mr. L. G, Horton, 
on the right, and Duke, as well, by Mr. Gilroy, on the left. 
Considerable ground was drawn without finding, when a bevy 
was flushed from 4 brushy hilltop, Both dogs were steady to 
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J. M. AVENT’S BLACK AND WHITE ENGLISH 
Won Second in E. F. T. C. Derby, and divided Third Prize with “Pride of Dixie,’ Puppy Sweepstakes, Southern States Field Trials, 1893. 
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SETTER DGG “POARTER.” 

dogs, Mr. Leavesley hid a liye quail in a little bush some dis- 
fance fom the dogs, which were thensent on toward it. Cap 
soon found but would not point it. Ola coming up pointed 
staunchly, even when the bird fluttered, but in poor stile, tail 
curyed and low and bead down. They were then taken up, 
and Ola given the heatand second prize, Cap taking third 
under the rule, 

: SUMMARY, 

ALL-AGED STAKES, 

Third annual trial of the Gilroy Rod and Gun Club, run Dec. 
17, 1883, open to all setters and pointers owned on the Pacific 
slope. Three prizes, entrance $5. Judge, H. D. Bartlett, Esq. 
of Gilroy- f 4 

First Series. 

#, BH, Farmer’sblack and white setter bitch Queen (Belton IT, 
—Belle), beat 
Wim. Hedeman’s black and whitesetter dog Sport (Belton IT. 

—Nellie.) 

L, G, Horton’s lemonand white setterdog Cap (Count War- 
wick—Flora, native), beat 

J. L, Nickle’s black and white setter dog Duke (Joe—Qneen). 

B, W. Paxtou’s black and white setter dog Romeo (Belton I. 
—Nellie), beat ‘ 
i C. Wilkinson’s red and white setter dog Ben (native), 

P, G, Anzar’s black, white and tan setter bitch Ola (Count 
Warwick— Leah), u bye. 

Second Series, 
(Queen beat Ola. 
Cap beat Romeo. 

TIM FOR FIRST PLACE, 

Queen beat Cap and won drst prize. 
TIE FOR SECOND PLACE, 

Ola beat Cap and wonsecond prize, Cap talang third. 

PUPPY STAKES. 
JUNO AND FANNIE. 

At 11:40 on Tuesday the first brace of puppies was put down 
between the last two heats of the All-Aged Stake. Juno on 
the right, handled by Mr. Leavesley; Fannie on the left, under 
Mr, Gilroy, Soon after being sent on a pair of birds flushed 
wild before Mr, Gilroy, who killed one. Fannie steady to 
shot, Juno at Mr. Leaveslev’s heel, where she remained 
through most of the heat. Wannie is a very pretty, cautious 
creature, isinclmed to work body scent, and will have a good 
nose in aged torm. Moying on through ferns, Fannie soon 
made game, and at the root of a scrubby oak drew to point. 
The bird soon flushed, Mr. Gilroy winging it, both bitches 
standing to shot. Ordered on, Jun) ran a little to left and 
flushed a bird, chasing it. Fannie, sent to retrieve the winged 
bird, soon found and pointed, holding her point until the bird 
ran, when she retrieved 16 nicely. Passing on, Mr. Gilroy put 
a bird out from sage brush and killed, both bitches steady. 
Jano, sent to retrieve, pointed dead uncertainly and retrieved 
very well. They were ordered up at 12:05 and Wannie given 
the heat. 

MAUDE AND BELLE. 

At 3:15 Maude, 4 Gordon-English setter bitch, under Mr. 
Leavesley’s care, on the right, and Belle, a nice little smooth- 
eoated bitch. under Mr. Gilroy, were started. Maude 
iuartering fairly, Belle doing nothing. After walking a half 
mile in ferns, Mr. Leavesley kicked up and missed a bird, 
hoth bitches breaking shot and Belle chasing. She was called 
in, andthe handlers moving on, put up another quail, both 
hitches breaking wing. Several birds were successfully flushed 
and shot at, the bitches breaking shot each time, Mande stop- 
ping to order only. Coming down the hillside a bird was 
killed which Belle retrieved by sight nicely, and a moment 
atter another was shot which fell two hundred yards away, 
beyond a fence, which Mande retrieved. A liye quail was 
then hidden and the brace sent toit, but neither would point, 
and at 4:05 they were ordered up, Maude getting the heat, 

WEDNESDAY. 
CAP AND MARX, 

On Wednesday morning bew ground was chosen about cight 
iiiles east of Gilroy, on the ranch of Mr. Laird. Birds were 
scarcer here than on Tuesday, and no satisfactory work was 
done, except in the heat between Cap and Fannie, The run- 
ning brace, Cap, handied by Mr. Horton, and Marx, owhed 
by Mr. BE. H, Farmer, but handled by Mr. Geo. Holloway, 

were cast off at 10:52. Soon after starting the dogs, running 
down into a little gulch, flushed a bird, both unsteady, and 
several miles were then walked before meeting 
game, -Cap showing good speed and style and 
fair obedience, Marx not so fast and very rank, 
ranging in half the time from behind his handler. 
At last in heavy chemisal a few birds were located and fol- 
lowed up, Marx flushing one from a little clump of bushes 
about an old log and not standing to wing. Passing on through 
a fence Mr. Holloway killed a bird which flew froma tree 
top, Marx breaking shot and retrieving nicely. Moying on 

| through chemisal a bird rose and was missed by Mr. Horton 
and alterward killed by Mr. Holloway, both dogs breakin 
shot despite loud orders from the handlers, Cap retricying 
nicely, Another quail was then put up, Horton killing, both 
dogs standing to order. At 12:18 they were retired, Cap win- 
ning the heat, 

ROSE, A BYE. 
Mr. C. M. Owen's black Gordon-English setter bitch Rose was 

the odd dog in the drawing, and had a bye. 

FANNIE AND ROSE. 
At 12:58, after luncheon, Fannie, under Mr. Leayesley, and 

Rose, handled by Mr. Gilroy, ran the first heat of the second 
series. Both worked in fairly good style but slowly. Each 
made # flush across wind, and neither pointed. Hach chased 
onee, At 1:27 the brace was ordered up and decision reserved 
until after the next beat, when Fannie was given the heat. 

MAUDE AND CAP. 
The second heat of the second series began at 1;30. The dogs 

under the same handlers as when they ran before. Soon Mr. 
Gilroy killed a bird from a tree, Cap dropping to word, Maude 
unsteady. Maude retrieved fairly well. Cap made game ina 
little gulch, but the quail flushed wild, Mr. Gilroy killing. 
Both steady to word, Cap retrieving nicely. At 1:50 Cap was 
given the heat. 

CAP AND FANNIE. 
At? P. M. these dogs were cast off to run for tirst prize: 

They worked immediately toward a steep chemisal-covered 
binit, and each pointed a single bird staunchly. Mr. Horton 
put up his bird. missing, Cap steady to wing and shot, Fannie 
wavering when her bird rose. Moving across the face of the 
bhif two birds were flushed, both dogs steady, and thereafter 
each stood to wing under two flushed birds, At 2:32 Cap was 
given the heat and first prize. 

FANNIE AND MAUDE. 
This brace was worked on a hidden live quail, Fannie point- 

ing well. Mande refusing either to point or back, Fannie was 
given second prize. 

After testing Juno and Rose on the hidden quail, the judge 
decided that_neither could, in reason, conipete with Mande, 
and awarded the latter third prize. 

SUMMARY, 
PUPPY STAKE. 

Third annual trials of the Gilroy Rod and Gun Club, run at 
Gilroy, Dec. 18, 19,1883. Open to all setters and pointers 
whelped on or after Jan, 1 of the year preceding the trials, 
que prizes; entrance $5; judge, H. D, Bartlett, Esq., Gilroy, 
sal, 

First Series, 

C. V. B. Kaeding’s black, white and tan setter bitch Fannie, 
10 months (1'raylor’s Fred—Locan’s Gypsey) beat 

J. H. Brock’s black and white setter bitch Juno, 20 months 
(MaeGregor—Lulu Laverack). 

J. M. Donahue’s black and tan Gordon-English setter bitch 
Mande, 22 months (Joe—Juno) beat 
John Paine’s black and tan bitch Belle, 25 months. 
L. G. Horton’s lemon and white setter dog Cap, 22 months 

(Count Warwick—Flora, native) beat 
BE. H. Farmer's black and white setter doz Marx, 20 months 

(Joe—Queen), 
C. M. Owen’s black Gordon-English setter hitch Rose (Joe— 

Juno) a bye. 
Second Series, 

Fannie beat Rose. 
Cap beat Mande. - 

TE VOR FIRST PLACE, 
Cap beat; Faniie and won first prize, 

TIE FOR SECOND PLACE. 
Pannie heat Mande and won second prize, Maude taking 

third, : ; FRANCISCO. 

— 

POINTERS ys, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Tn your issue of the 6th inst, an article appeurs, headed 
“Pointers and Setters,” which, although its evident aim is fair 
play, is likely to lead many of your readers to the conclusion 
that setters aye superior to pointers. This I don’t believe, 
hence my intrusion on your Walieble space. 
Thave had considerable experience with both breeds, and I 

honestly think, for all shooting, the pointer is the most useful 
dog. Even in field trial work, which doesnot test all the 
powers of a dog, I am satisfied that when fairly represented 
at a given number of contests, the pute will hold his own 
against the setter. The late High oint trials was the only: 
place, I believe, where the breed of pointers was any where 
near as largely represented as that of setters. I admit that 
the former did not show up as well as the latter, as a class, on 
that occasion, but I also think T know the reason why they 
did not, because in their class the best pointers were unfor- 
tunately drawn against the poorest ones generally, and you 
know a dog's work will not show so well against an opponent ' 
thatis very much his inferior az against one nearly hisequal, In 
the first series of heats Don, the best field pointer we know of, 
ran against Lord Sefton, a dog of little more than one season's 
experience. Lalla Rookh, a bitch capable of doing work as 
good as ever I witnessed, ran against Bill, a very ordinary 
dog. Bang Bang, a dog of grand natural ability, who only 
wants more experience on pane. io make him a rattler, ran 
against Don Juan, a dog who although a tip top all day killing 
dog, is far away from afield trial dog. Croxteth, who on a 
previous occasion made it hot for one of the winners of this, 
the greatest contest of all, was all off and beaten by a bitch 
of three weeks’ experience on game. How different was the 
work of Don in his heat with Gath to what itappeared against 
Sefton, or the work of Lalla Rookh against Bang Bang or 
Donner J., to what it appeared against Christmas Bill. On 
the other hand, the setters were most fortunate in being drawn 
to the very best advantage for a good showing. Carrie J. 
against Gus Bondhu, London against Lady, Fayre, Gath against 
Grouse Dale, etc. Ifuliy agree with you that the drawing of 
setters and pointers separately in a stake is unfair to both, 
and believe it was particularly unfortunate this time for the 
pointers. | hope in future to see the drawing promiscuous. 
Even if setters had beaten pointers in proportion to their 

greater representation at tield trials in this country, and their 
far higher cultivation of late years, it would only have proyeu 
them better for field trial work alone. The field trial does not 
pretend to test endurance. Victory in 4 short spurt ata field 
trial might turn to defeat ina whole day’s work on prairie 
chickens in August, ora day on quail in North Carolina in 
October, or on woodcoek in July; which I believe a pointer is 
naturally better adapted to stand than a setter. But the 
setters have-not beaten the pointers in proportion to their 
advantages of numbers, improvements, etc. Last year at 
High Point, out of five pointers against five times as many 
setters in the all-aged stake, two of the former came in 
winners and one was withdrawn. Inthe Derby, of the same 
meeting, [can only remember four pointers. and three came 
in winners of first, second and divided third prizes. Don beat 
all the setters at the chicken trials, which 1 believe to 
have been the nearest to a test of endurance of any field trial 
Lever heard of, owing to the heat and searcity of birds. 
The setter Gath I believe to be the best of his breed in this 

country and Don the best pointer—in the field, Gath only 
beat Don by the merest trifle, and, judgimg from the dogs’ 
looks, I am imelined to think that in a six hours’ race the trifle 
would be in the pomter’s favor. It is claimed for the setter 
that his coat protects him in cover. My experience leads me 
to think the opposite; his long hair catches briers, burrs and 
other prickers that do not seem to affect the pointer, there- 
fore I claim that the setter’s long hair is more injury than 
service to himinthis way. It is certainly a burden to him 
both in the field and the kennel in hot weather, and when 
running, at least, he needs no protection from cold, so the 
value of his coat in winter does not offset the inconvenience 
of itin summer time. Ineversaw a place yet that I could 
send a setter but I couldalso send a pointer, and I haye never 
known the latter to receiye any more, if as much, injury from 
bad cover as the former. 

I believe the pointer is easier to break, easier to handle and 
will retain his training better than the setter. I believe a 
pointer will commence to hunt earlier and continue useful to 
4 greater age than the setter, ahd to show my earnestness in 
this belief, | will hunt my old pointer bitch Grace, now im her 
thirteenth year, against any setter bitch in America of the 

SETTERS. 
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Tainan. 

J. M. AVENT’S BLACK, WHITE AND TAN ENGLISH SETTER DOG “RUSH GLADSTONE.” 

Winner of the National Field Trials Derby, 

same or nearly the same age, that has raised nearly the same 
number of litters of Paps: for $200 of my own money. Hf a 
larger bet is desired, 1 know parties who are willing to inake 
it much larger. This I think is a fair offer, and a good chance 
to test the relative merits of pointer and setter with regard 
to their lasting qualities. I would like a six hour or a whole 
day race, and although my biteh is deaf and blind of one eye, 
Twould ask no odds of any setter bitch with two good eyes 
and good ears. I wiki take the issue according to field trial 
rules, or-finding alone, as may be desired, aud guarantee a 
lively time to any comer. Ihave no prejudice against setters. 
T love s good dog of either breed, but I want to see the noble 
pointer get tair play. LyKe W. WHITE, 
THOMASVILLE, North Carolina. 

THE KENNEL HOSPITAL. 

V.—THE TREATMENT OF DISEASE. 

MOUERE are certain general rules which are applicable to 
most cases of injury or disease. The first thing te do 

with a sick dog isto put him ina comfortable place, taking care 
that if the disease be « contagious one, he is isolated from 
other dogs, or, if his disease be attended with danger to man, 
he is sately secured, 
The comfort of a dog depends somewhat on his habits. 

Many pet dogs, when separated from their owners, fret or sulk 
to an extent which may injuriously affect their recovery. 
These peculiarities are not to be treated as merc whims, and 
disregarded. They must be carefully lookedto. The essential 
comforts are an equable temperature, a dry bed, fresh air, and 
quiet. The uext thing to do is to remove any sort ot invitation, 
6, &., a dog in fits should be protected from light and noise; 
water should be kept away from an animal with acute irrita- 
tion of stomach; a collar should not be left on a dog with a 
sore throat, nor should he be tied up, Having tended to the 
patient's comfort, and removed all annoyances, we must find 
out if any obstructions exist to any of the functions of the 
body, and, if so, remove then, Sometimes, instead of obstruc- 
tions, we find excessive activity and a consequent drain upon 
the system, Loss of blood is a_ very evident drain, but any 
other fluid Howing from the body in excess, may cause nearly 
as pronounced an effect. Bitches suckling an extra large 
number of pups often suffer injurionsly from the drain of milk. 
Loug-continued or violent diarrhosa, excessive action of the 
kidneys, or great suppuration from a wound or an abscess, are 
all drains upon the system, which require judicious checking. 
Should great pain exist, ye must try to alleviate it; and we 
do so by local soothing applisations, or in some cases by the 
administration of drugs. In diseases of any duration we must 
sustain the animal’s bodily strength, as debility is unfavorable 
to the proper termination of all diseases, In short, the prin- 
ciple to be followed in treating diseased is to assisf nature by 
all means in eur power—by removing the cause, inducing 
comfort, sustaining strength, guarding against all irritations 
and azerayations, and anticipating any complications likely 
to arise. A rational attention to these indications is far more 
likely to be beneficial to the animal than any imitative rule of 
treatment. Good nursing is most important, but it cousists 
not in fussinéss and constant interference with the patient, 
but in doing everything which we know to be beneficial and 
nothing more. It requires a big confidence in nature, and 
roust be directed more by the brain than the heart. 

Dieting in disease is of the utmost importance. Hood 
should never be forced upon an animal until itis evident that 
the want or it is causing injury. It is better for a dog to 
voluntarily eat one ounce than be forced to eat ten. Care 
should be taken not to sicken an animal by Jeaving food con- 
stantly before it, A few minutes’ coaxing will often induce a 
dog to eat that has positively refused all previous attempts to 
make him, Sometimes the repeated insertion of a piece of 
meat between the back teeth will induce a dog to bite and 
swallow it. Once he swallows a piece he will usually repeat 
the operation. Of all things for easy digestion and nutritive 
value, raw, lean flesh isthe best. In the worst cases, when 
appetite has utterly gone, beef tea and broth may have. to be 
given; and it should be remembered that of these the clear 
nfusions arébest. A thickened broth is always indigestible. 

. —_ 7 

| itis advisabls to select 

The adiinistration of alcohol inthe form of wine or brandy is 
sometimes advisable. In cases of great prostration it may be 
given in a little beef tea or water. Iprefer it always mixed 
with a nutritive fluid, not with plain water, The use of 
stimulants is, however. greatly abused. Their repeated 
administration to sick dogs induces derangement of the stomach 
and retards the retum of a healthy appetite. Brand's Essence 
of Beef I often prescribe; it is a nutritive and stimulant of 
great yalue. In making beeftea the majority of people tust 
to prolonged boiling, and estimate the product according to 
its dark color and strong smell. Thisisanerror. The proper 
proceeding is to cnt lean meat into thin pieces, place it in cold 
water to which a little salt has been added, and let it stand 
for some time, hours if possible. Then cover the vessel with a 
lid and put in the oven, or empty the meat and water into a 
saucepan, bring it slowly to the boil, and boil for five minutes, 
The result is a siraw-colored fluid capable of being directly 
absorbed through the walls of the stomach, The dark floc- 
culent particles of beef tea are not desirable, and should be 
Staind ont when the patient's stomach is very irritable. 
Jelly, especially firm jelly, is simply so much additionai indi- 
gestible material. telatine, whether obtained by boiling 
tendinous meat or by adding the manufactured article. is of 
no value as a feeding material, and with dogs has not the 
effect, as in man, of sometimes enticing the appetite by its | 
pretty appearance. 

THE ACTION AND USES OF DRUGS. 
Iu treating disease we derive considerable assistance from 

the judicious use of medicines. Unfortunately, in dog practice, 
drugs are eniployed in the most reckless and ignorant manner. 
Nearly every kennel-man has a few prescriptions, which he 
yalues highly, and treats in abont the same intelligent manner 
that a savage doesa charm. These formule when seen, are 
found to be such as were used in human medicine about sixty 
years ago, They contain drugs the very name of which have 
almost been forgotten, and the actions of which (save that 
they are poisonous) are not understood by any one. In modern 
materia medica we employ some drugs the action of which is 
direct and certain; we know what they will do and how they 
doit, Examples of these we have in the agents which, acting 
npom kidneys and howels, excite their action, and which we 
group nuder the terms diuretics and purgatives. There is, 
however, a class of agents called alteratives, which act we 
don't know how.. To say that they “‘alter disease action” is 
simply to beg the question, or to say, as other authors putit, 
that “they neytralize morbid materials or processes in the 
blood,” is simpy to state what in most cases they certainly da 
not. They are a group of dangerous articles, nearly all pois- 
enous, anil, strange to say, the most sought after by stable-men 
nd kenneltmen. Arsenic, mercury, and antimony are three 

of these agents; and. although there are cases of disease in 
which observation has shown them to be useful, their made of 
action is a mystery, and we employ them empirically, When 
we do not know how a medicine acts, it is better to letit alone 
unless a large number of reliable observations or trustworthy 
records enable us to say that it is valuable in certain detinite 
conditions, Thereare anumber of drugs which may be usefully 
employed, and which can do little harm, These are the 
agents the amateur should trust to. Some medicines, simple 
and plain in their action, may be mischievous as inducing au | 
action in the dog not required—such are emetics, ie., drugs 
which cause vomiting. How is it that emetics are still largely 
used for dogs—that the treatment cf distemper, for instance, 
is so often Commenced by their administration? The reason 
is simply that the practice of canine medicine is usually a 
servile imitation of hnman practice, but about fifty years 
behind the time. A generation since an emetic was almost 
indispensable to open the campaign against disease. Now it 
is hardly ever used but by the canine medical amateur, who 
does as bis grandfather did, knowing nothing and caring less | 
as to the why and wherefore of his practice. 

Selection of Medicines.—Haying made up our minds that it | 
is desirable to produce a certain action upon the patient, we 
have to select the drug best, suited for the purpose. Now all 
medicines act after being absored, and their actious are lost it 
they are speedily eje from the stomach, We mustremem- 
ber that vomiting in dogs is easily induced, and that therefore 

ugs free from nauseous smell or taste, 

or likely to irritate the stomach. Some medicines can be bene- 
ficially mixed with the dog’s food, but care should be taken so 
to dco this that the animal does not discover it. There are 
cases in which the detection of medicine by a dog is followed 
by a suspicious refusal to eat similar food for a long time, and 
this abstention might be most regrettable in-a case of disease. 
Some medicines act best on an empty stomach, in fact all are 
more rapidly absorbed on that condition; and we haye only to 
remember that rapid absorption is not always advisable. Ar- 
senic and nux vomica are drugs thatshould always be given 
when the stomach contains food, as then their violent action 
on the system is avoided. 
Administration of Medicine.—Drugs are givento dogs either 

in the form of powders, pills, or draughts. Powders are very 
simple, and if small and tasteless are easily given by throwing 
them into the back of the mouth. Larger powders, not of a 
disagreeable taste or smell, may be mixed with thefood. Pills 
are the handiest form in which drugs can be given, because 
we are certain of the exact quantity an animal gets when he 
swallows it. Powders mixed in food may be left in whole or 
in part, and draughts may be spilled. Of course there are 
many agents which cannot be made into pills, When possible 
we should adopt that form. Pills may be given by force or 
artifice. To force a pill, open the dog’s mouth by pressing his 
cheeks between his teeth with the left hand, then drop the 
pill asfar back as possible, and give it a push with the finger 
of the right hand. This method is more easily effected with 
a large pill. To deceive a dog into taking a pill, the medicine 
should be in as small a compass as possible, and buried in some 
article which the animal is likely to bolt. Meat is best. The 
surest way of doing it is to cut three pieces of meat about the 
size of hazel nuts—cubes, not thin slices, Make a hole in one 
piece, and bury the pill init: Wirst give a piece without the 
pill, so that the animal on biting it finds nothing mnusual. 
The first piece is always received with suspicion and bitten. 
Next give the piece containing the pill, and at the same time 

| show the third piece, which causes the dog to more quickly 
bolt the all-important morse) that he may get the third bite, 

Fluid medicines may be given from a spoon ora bottle when 
they are of a nature such as to prohibit their being added to 
articles of food. In using a spoon, force the mouth open with 
the left hand, and with the right place the spoon against the 
root of the mouth. By firmly keeping the spoon against the 
upper jaw the animal’s head is kept up, and the chances of 
any fluid being spilt are lessened. Large dogs and bad tem- 
pered ones are more easily drenched by first placing a tape 
muzzle on the nose and then using a bottle, The head is 
raised, the lip on the side drawn up above the tape so as to 
form a funnel, in which the fluid is poured a little at a time. 
Fluids should never be forced on a dog with a sore throat, as 
they may then cause'choking. Caustic or irritant substances, 
such as ammonia or turpentine, should always be well diluted 
in a good solvent before being given, and volatile substances 
such as ether, should never be mixed with warm water, as 
there is not only great loss of the agent, but the fumes are very 
irritating. Medicines may also be administered by injection 
under the skin, by rubbing them into the skin and by enema 
‘There are so few cases in the dog in which these metnods are 
advisable that we need here enter into no details, The more 
easily and quietly medicines are given the better. -Those who 
know most about them employ them least. 

THE AMERICAN ENGLISH BEAGLE CLUB. 

7 XCEPTION has been taken by the Fores? AND STREAM 
J and “O. W. R.” to the name ‘American English Beagle 
Club,” and the suggestion offered to prune it down to simply 
the “Beagle Club,” as being sufficiently definitive. 

The A. &. B, C. was organized to advance the interests of 
the English beagle in America, and to educate fanciers as to 
the form, style and belongings of this breed alone. 
We do not propose to take care of the hench-leg beagle, nor 

to prescribe his points; neither do we intend to devote our 
efforts for the benefit of that peculiar dog, the American 
beagle: we leave them in the hands of their friends. 
From the foregoing it will be seen that there are three 

recognized varieties, and if “The Beagle Club” was fixed upon 
as the name of the association, where would we draw the line? 



We were considerably puzzled to fix on a name for the club 
that would express all we wanted and yet not be cumbrous. 
The result of our united effort was ‘“Che American Jersey 
Cattle Club” (A. J, GC. C.) and “The American Jersey Herd 
Register” (A. J. H. R.). These hames haye been in use by our 
«lib for over fifteen years and have as yet evoked no criticism. 

Ruscrevs, 
(fhe Forest AnD Srream holds to its original opinion, but 

any name or ho name—is rejoiced to see the organization of 
ithe club, and wishes the members all success in the movement. 

SAINT JOHN, N. B., will have a bench show, Jan. 16 te 
19, of dogs and cats, All classes of dogs are provided for. The 
Winners will be awarded diplomas. The secretary is Mr. W. 
H. Wilson, St. John, N. B. The American and Intercolonial 
Express companies haye kindly consented to carry all dogs to 
and from the show at single rates, As the regular rates are 
double first-class, this reduction is equal to return free rates, 
Tt is also expected that the Intercolonial and New Brunswick 
railways will carry free all dogs when accompanied by their 
owners. 

DAN.—Augusta, Ga., Dec. 22.—Dan is a sixteen-months’ 
poimter owned in this city, The dog found a covey of quail 
one afternoon last week, near dark. The covey flew wild, 
and scattered through wood and field, There were about 
twelve in the bunch, as well as could be ascertained, and the 
dog being put to work on the sdéattered birds, found and 
pointed eleyen of the single birds, Can you beat this on 
single birds?—AMATEUR,. 

BEAGLES AT LOWELL.—I prize list, (Dec. 20) of Lowell 
bench show, beagle puppies, the award was given to Mr, 0. 
W, Rovers’s Guy of Warwick. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. ‘To msure 
‘publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the ollowing par- 
anaes of each animal: 
1. Color. 6. Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed. buyer or seller. 
‘4. Sex, 7. Sire, with his sire aud dam, 
4. Age, or 8. Owner of sire. 
&, Date of bi th, of breeding or 9, Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death. 4 10, Owner of dam. 
All names must be plainly written, Communication on one side of 

Taper only, and signed with writer's name, 

NAMES CLAIMED, 
(=> See instructions at head of this column, 
Hazelnut I, By Mr. Dennis Desmond. Jr., Fall River, Mass., for 

Irish setter bitch, whelped June 9, 1883, by champion Chief out of 
Hazelnut. 

Waldo, Buro, Minnie and Fannie, By Major Lovejoy, Bethel, 
Me., for tour black and tan dachshuod puppies, whelped Dec. 10, 1883, 
by his Friiz out of his Lena. 2 
Rowdy Wf By Mr. Eugene 0. Chaplin, Bridgton, Me., for liver 

cocker spaniel dog,whelped June 0, 1883, by Rowdy (Benedict—Pansy) 
out of Gracie (Snip—Zuelette), 

Nestor dnd Noblesse, By the Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Wor- 
cester county, Mass., for orange tawny brindled, with correct white 
markings and double dew claws, smooth-coated St, Bernard dogs, 
whelped Noy, 28, 1883. by Alp II. (imported Alp 1.—imporiied Hero) 
out of Brenner (imported Mouk—imported Hedwig I.). 
Neige and Nyon, By the Chequassef Kennels, Lancaster, Worcester 
ounty, Mass., for white, with orange tawny brindled, evenly marked 
eas and spot on rump and tail, single dew claws, smooth-coated 

St. Bernard dogs, whelped Noy, 28, 1883, by Alp I. (imported Alp I. 
imported Hero) out of Brenner (imported Monk—imported Hedwig 

II,), 
BRED. 

fs See instructions at head of this column. 
Duehess—Ayrippa. Messsrs. Shaw & Bates’s mastiff bitch Duchess 

(A.E-R, 260) to their Agrippa (A.K.R, 449), Dec. 20. 
Tantrums—Youny Toby, Chequasset Kennels’s (Lancaster, Mass.) 

pug bitch Tantrums (A.K.R. 220) to their imported Young Toby 
(A.K,R. 473), Dec. 12. 
t WHELPS. 
{38> See instructions at head of this column. 
Anten, Messrs, Shaw & Bates’s imported mastif€ bitch Antea 

(A.K.R, 200), Dec. 12, four: two bitches since dead. 
Katydid. Mv, B. H. Fisher, Jr.’s (New Bedford, Mass.) black and 

white English setter bitch Katydid {Guy Mannering—Whirlwind), 
Dee, 14, four (two dogs), by Mr. A. M, Tucker*s champion Dash Til, 

Lena. Major Lovejoy’s (Bethel, Me.) German dachshund bitch 
Lena, Dee, 10, four (two dogsi, by his Fritz, 

SALES. 
t— See instructions at head of this eolumn. 
Mr, 1, Henry Roberts, Camden, N. J,, hassold the following English 

setter puppies, whelped September, 1853, by Noble out of Edna 
Browning: 
Med. Black and white bitch, to Mr. Chas. Woodrulf, Millyille, 
ond - : 
Wellie. Black ond white bitch, to Mr. John C. Stratton, Millville, 

N.J. 
Nettie. Liver and white bitch, to Mv. J. Harvey Foster, Millville, 

‘Ned, Ovwnge and white dog. to Mr. Dan B, Ferguson, Millville, 
Yaar 
Maid. Black and white bitch, to Mr. J. Bedle, Part Norris, N. J.: 

also one unnamed liver and white bitch, same litter, to Mr. Samuel 
Barr, Philadelphia, Pa. t 

Wycliffe. Red Irish setter dog, whelped Aug. 25, 1883 (Ruby—Lyda 
Bele), by the Ashmont Kennel, Dorchester, Mass., to Miss Ida F. 
Warren, Leicester, Mass. 
Countess Eleanor. Lemon aud white English setter bitch (Prince 

Lofty—Bonny Kate), by Mr. C. K. Drane, Frankfort, Ky., to Mr. Wm. 
‘Titheriugton, Wyaner, IIL r : 

Count Lofty, Lemon and. white Hnglish setter dog (Prinea Lofty— 
Bonny Kate), by Mr, C. K, Drane, Frankfort, Ky., to Mr. Wim. Titter- 
ington, Wyanet, 1. } ; : 4 

Oueven Maud. White, with black ears, English setter bitch. 2 
old (Racket—Kelp), by the Highland Kenne Club, Plainfield, 
to Mr, B.S. Hawks, Ashfield, Mass, rp 
Chiquita, White and orange Llewellin setter bitch, 2 

(Druid—Pocauhontas), by the Highland Kennel Club, Plainfie 
to Mr. 1. 8. Tawks, Ashfield, Mass, 
Bally Claire. Red Trish dog, whelped June 9, 1833, by Dougald 

(AUK R_ 58) out of Floss H. (A,K.R. 56), by Dr, J, R, Housel, Watson- 
town, Pa,, to Mr. C, H, Buford, Hounia, La. 
Sappia, Red Irish bitch, whelped June 9, 1883, by Dougald (A.K.R, 

55), out of Floss TH. (A.K.R. 56), by Dr. J. R. Housel, Watsontown, Pa., 
to Mr, Luther C, Frazer, Columbus, Ga. 
Dougalt—Floxs H. whely. Red Irish bitch, whelped June 9, 1883, 

by Dougald (A,K.R, 65) out of Floss H, (A.K.R, 56), to Mr. B.C, Payne, 
Beechwood, Pa, 3 

PRESENTATIONS, 

= See instructions at head of this column. 
Amine, Lemon and white pointer bitch, whelped July 27, 1884, by 

Vandevort's Don (Price’s Bang—Peg), out of Wise's Beulah (Flake— 
Lily), by Hon, Jobn 8. Wise, Richmond, Va., to Mr. A. G. Taylor, 
M.0., Chitla Depot, Va. . é 
Zobeide, Liver and white ticked pointer bitch, whelped July 27, 

1883, by Vanilevort’s Don (Price’s Bang—Peég), ont of Wise’s Beulah 
(Flake—Lily), by Hon. Johu §, Wise, Richmond, Va,, to Mr. Geo. K. 
Taylor, Ameha county, Va. 

DEATHS, 
i See districtions at head of this colunm. : 
fiért, Liver and white pointer bitch Plirt (Captain Graftou’s Jim— 

Whiskey), owned by the West.tinster Kennel Club, on Dec. 18. 1833, 
from general debility, 4 

ears 
ass., 

pears old 
d, Mass., 
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BOSTON, Dee, 29.—At Walnut Hill to-day, the matches of the Mus- 
sachuselts Rifle Association, which has been winning al) the fall, 
were brourht to # close. and the (liveetors of the assoclation, feeling 
that the olub is in so prosperous 4 condition, have déeternined to offer 
some novel and attractive matches iw the new series, caloulated to 
attract riflemen of all degrees of prdficienty. Besides the tow priced 
scores on the Creedmoor target for Bras! there is a Creedmoor 
match with twelve priges tonsisting of beautitil and iseful articles; 
& novelly on the decimal target. and & combination mateh requirin: 
two scores each to. count on the Creedniooy, decimal off-hand an 
decimal rest targets. Besides these are the victory, gold, silver and 
bronze medal matches to tut through the year. 

iit | Each man ‘ 
WS) placed Syds apirt, 

=, 12 | jolts ana 
{ 

The day was not a first-class one for fine shooting, but still some of | 
the gentlemen made fine scores, purticularly Mv. Cushing, Mr. Cram 
and Mt, Charles. On Tuesday the vegular forinightly shoot of the 
shotgun men will take place, and a latge crowd is expected, The 
following are the best scores of the day: 

Siena Match, 
H Cushing,...5°454555545—4%7 CH Hart....... S444 8d44 4440 
AL Burt...... 44545544544 AL Love....,..4444445255—0 
AL Bracket, d545454444-43 BA Lanpan....bAdddd4844_—d0 
DP Holder...6444445444—42 18 Stems... 444453443540 

Creedmoor Prige Match. 
EJ Caam,..4054 eens ts b546464545—46 
W Charies,..6495545555—48 A © Gregory 545044454546 
AC Adams...h45554554547 JP Bates.- 5hd4 44554 4-44 
EJ Baton.,..5545554554—47 FE James. 544544444449 
OE Jenks....555345545 447 ee tal 4A4dd4444444—40 

Decimal Match. 
WChartes.....-. 5 .-2-+5-2-5-3 tere eey 53 $101010 9 9—85 
QO EJenks..:.)....._, 235 : 5 71010 8 t74 
C J Raton,,., ... 669 6 6 8H 
R Reed 787 7 6 5—69 

95 7 0  5—65 
568 6 7 9 19—65 
2 410 3 7 3-88 

SARATOGA RIFLE CLUB.—Saratoga Springs, Dec, 22,—Small at- 
tendance, owing to stormiy weather. Wind high aud changeable, 
light strong. 200yds, off-hand: 4 
AG Boe Po seed) ta ie ee aoe a: 
SIDAYISER *5 Pr oettte se Se 10 at M1 22 tf 1 9 11,12 10—108 
H Wheeler. ..j.ii) ces espn sts # d2 it Th (a 42 44 fide 40—108 
FD Wheeler . :.:21:-:..,,,.0 11 11 12 11 40 11 41 9 41-106 
LD Roods...,.----...--......10 10 11 10 10 10 12 7 11 8 op 
OCA WEE Oy i faerie cee 10 11 11 6 11 1 6 40 10 10— 95 
The annexed score was fired with 4 32-cal. Maynard during a heavy 

snow storm and strong wind; 200yd8, offhand: 
AR GSM} ai Sevae oboe eee no 9 10 9 WH Ub if 14 17-108 
NEWARK, WN. J., Dec. 3).—The third tournament of the Newark 

Rifle Association will commence on. Monday éyening, Jan, 11. at the 
Celluloid Range, corner Broad and Bridge streets. Clubs will furnish 
referee for the one preceding and a seorer for the one succeeding 
them, They will shootin the following order: ist, Plymouth; 24, 
Warren; dd, Essex: 4th, Domestic: 5th, Celluloid; 6th, Frelinghuysen. 

THE TRAP. 

Correspordents who favor us with chub scores are particularty re- 
quested to write on one side of the paper only, 

Drei @hl bi Phd ite oe eee he dae » § 
A White. ...,. Se a rae 20. 
FE Sipittn.  ccetg eet y see see 4 
Ep Smithy: eis So efss Boo 7 
ASTARSTY tea. e tad che nid ie § 
Wee A en eee 
ML Grahaum ey ee waeees tee 10 
ASp1D T=) 1-(0) Rye ewipeticees tbc | Gu 5 
A Bet BT San hee tector rag te ee | i) 

In ties of 10 Graham and Whitney divided first money, Ashton took 
second without a tie. In ties of 8 Luther and White divided after a 
race of 10 balls each, fourth money won hy Smith, 

Contest No. 2, $25, 20 to fill, a glass balls: 
SWHL en ae ee eee eee ISHN, ephodasspeetasooent: 3 tene. seat 

i ~ .. 0 Stapleton... -._ on] 
: § Ashtoni:-:...—. Aen . § 

Whitney ......_ ... See oe FL Se enh noeaHonectige bivuwes-, | Ht] 
Graham.......... . 10 Donnison..-... 02.2.2) = the a: 
Luther..... Ee OVI OLA as ea aes Oe 4 
Baker. _ 1) Sbevens — feo O 
Hallet ee .. 10 H White ne 
FPONVONG) a= suinniens asia tages 7 Scoot, . Bb 

h and Gruham and Hall divided first . Whitney second, Fish ¢ 
Ashton divided third, White and Powers divided fourth, 
Franklin House Guaranteed Purse, $25, 10 glass balls: 

Graham ae aa. 5 ee ee -..10 Berriman 
Luther your Mili sr. 
Swift... « Dey 6 
A White SOG presse: wee... es Mie a ule cee 3 
Morehouse PED IELTee - ae Reet eres 9 
Whitney PowOrss. Bebe pes es "3 oot 
Hall,0 Jie eee SS ae lee a 7 
Ashton Stacey -. ee) 
Maunder Ten Byok rere 
Crawford Stapleton 6 
Ste.) ee Pago) Seedpeer i & Griswold!) 22) cos eee en v 
Bakers cc rupi 2: abs steeees 523. oc) OOgnNoa cas) Dime eL LES ean hese: 10 
Graham and Whitney divided first money, Baker and White y 

divided second money, Berriman and Smith divided third, Luther 
won fourth. 
American Hotel Guaranteed Purse, $25, 10 class halls: 

pCpvsbeey We > eine conceit eerie eb an) 7 
Swift... 

i 

Stevens___. 
Griswold. 
Powers 25. Cy. eta ck. see ey es 

Mr. Swilt took first money without» te, Luther won second, H. 
White and Whitney divided third, and Graham won fourth without a 

to co Roo oo oo 

tie. 
Whitney and Graham tied for the best ayerage—a bronze dog 

donated by M. C. Haight—Whitney wou. The prize for the best con- 
secutive suore, donated by T, J. & R, M, Skilton—a cartridge belt— 
was Won by Graham. The prize for the best average in contests Nos. 
and 4, donated by F. K. Bardison—a pair of driving gloves—was 
won hy Whitney. Messrs, Graham, Stacey, H, White and Smith tied 
for the second best average in contests Nos. 3 and 4, donated by 
Haviland and Hemiup—a traveler's eye oe el won by Stacey, 
after which a sweepstake shoot was indulved in by a few, in which 
Whitney won first, Smith sevond and Stacey, Jr., third. Allenjoyed 
the day's sport, and feel deeply grateful to Messrs. Russ, Ooats & 
Co., of the Franklin House, who, through Mr. Remington, gave an 

[Jax. 3, 1884, 

omple lineh, with gacd hot eoffea, A most weldonie treat te the at 
tending sportsiien, 

. BRIDGEPORT, Cohu.—Thé first Elay-pigeon 
Coniecthiut ‘Chahipion Badee, pbecented: by the iisowsky. Qlay- 
jigedu Compaty of Cineiinatt, Will be held’ at the Br deepott Gui 
Club's grqund, Old Mill een Bricgeparr, Conn... on Wetnegasy 
dan. 9, 1884. Shooting will comitience ab 10 A, M. ‘Td We shot For b 
teams of foul'from any organized club in the State, and the badge 

Abit for eyery second Wednesda: h niowth, on the evo a 
he tluty x to become the hronerty pf thet in the winning teani making the best Wgersgath score.in, twelye shots: 

shal} shore at 25 clay-pigeons, thrown front two. trabe 
pla Art and i8yds. rise, Both barrels alloweu: but the 
second Harel to count only a half bird, if broken, Guns limited to 

| 1;bore; 114 ounce shot, the shooting to Ye governed, 
by rules published inthe Fores ann Stream, Nov. Se. 188%, With th 
exception of Rule 7, which will be2 instead of Straps. § epstaly 
Bier befor aS aan the ee N th riches il ane ate ral 
or shine, clubs wishing to eiitel § otlly the Sebre a 
onee,— Grol W. Kens, Secrehary, te, F ; rag 
THE INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMEN',—In reply to,a letter Pron C: P. Richards, secretary Southern Illinois Sportsmen's ‘Association; 

the Ligoivsky Comipatiy write? ee eat peloneine ta twa 
or more clubs innst shoot With theilhome club, Secoud—Goutestants 
can shoot with one team only, no re-entries allowed. Third—The 
club teams will be called to the score in the order designated by the 
executive commithee, said ordér to he determined by the dates of the 
original entry, teams being allowed to choose accordingly; each team 
will reniain at the ‘score’ until it has finished, Fourth—Sweep- 
stakes Nos. 8, 8and 11 on lat, dd and Sth days of tournament will te 
at ‘live’ pigeons. Fifth—As the Repnoblican National Convettion 
meets In Chicago on the third day subsequent to this tolitnament, 
spotismen from all sections muy feel assured thal they will obtain 
Breatly Yeduced tallroad Yates Yo and from Chicago during the tour= 
Hament,* 

TORONTO GUN CLUB—Toronto, Bee. &—As T Hai 
aecount of our gin elith shen in youl paper, ‘ ba 
sending the prige winllers to you myself: First Class—Ist, dolla 

Charles Piel: 
2 

toufdanient for tht 

ie C y in 

oF thetlub winmngit, THe badge 

e hol setn aij 
itake the pleasure 

Townson; 2d, Willfani Bugs; 3d. James Douglass: 4th; 
ering; oth, C. C. Suiall, 6th, Fred: Marlin: 7th, Fd: PerkyHian! 3 
Jobn James, Second Class=1st, D, Ti, Van Vlaeki 2d, W. A; Wrignt: 
3d, Alexander Purse; 4thy sf. Clianybers; 5th; W: Musson; 6th, Thos: 
Taylor, Third Cless—ish, John Wilkon; 2d; Thos. Bryce: 3d, J, We 
Millar; 4th, Adam Beaty. Nursery Class—ist, Harry Newman; 2dy 
Sam Downey, Spevial prize gold medal forthe best score made in 
the match Won by D, L. Van Viack. There was some ghahd shot ng 
when some clean s¢ores of fitteen were left uti Me . : 

ALGONQUIN GUN ee Se York, Dec, 23.—The club held 
their annual meeting af luyrie Hall on the 27th inst, at which the 
following officers were elected for the ensuing year: I, Griswold, M: 
D,, President; Robert Gordon, Vice-President: J, 5, M. Lordly, Mf; Ds; 
Secretary; William Becker, Treasurer; R, B: Cassebeet, Coles’ yond 
ing Secretary. The report of the treasiirer and secretary showed 
the club to be in a Sound and flourishihy eohdition, ahd all the men 
bers are looking forwatd to pleasant nisetings ab fhe traps, and, good 
scores for the coming yeal. After the meeting adjourned the 
Algonquin ahd their friends enjoyed the concert and pap given by 
the club, together with other substantial refreshments later in the 
eyening. The pleasing and elaborate programme prepared by the 
retiring president was successfully carried out, one of its principal 
features being the presentation of the club badges to successful 
Thember's by the Hon. Chas. H. Winfield, District-Attorney of New 
Jersey. R. B. Cassebeer received the first prize, W. B. Lundie the 
second, G. J. Sauer third, and Dr. E. Breiyogelle fourth, Altogether 
the affair was very enjoyable, and the “wee sma’ hours” Lad arrived 
before peace and quietness reigned in the wigwams of the Algon« 
quins.—J. BE. M. L, 

THE CLAYS TN ROCHESTER.—Clay-pigeons and glass ball shoot- 
ing goes on briskly, and scurcely a day passes but a mateh takes 
place ainong some of the half dozen clubs of the city, I need notsay 
that among her citizens Rochester numbers several of the lest shots 
in the State, Two cerlain legal luminaries have of late been develop= 
ing greal skill in shivering pigeons, and if any ather two members of 
the profession desire to try couclusions with them, I bive tlo duubb 
the Rochester men will “join Issue” and go to trial.—B. R, 
GILBEBT—EDDY.—A yery interesting mateh waa shot at Erb‘s 

Park, Newark, Dee. 24. between Messrs, Eddy and Gilbert, S0y Us) 25 
birds, Hurlingham roles, 5 traps: 
Gilbert, «oa ey 1100112111111101111111111 i-g§ 
Eddy,..... seereeeeh 1111111701111 01711011110 O=v0 

Mr. Erb furnished fine birds, and under the conditions (the ground 
being covered with snow) the scores are excellent, Mr, Gilbert killing 
20 out of the Jast 21 to win.—A. P.O. 

NEW YORK, Dee. 21, 1883.—The elghth contest of the Alonquin 
Gou Club for the Composition Ball Company’s badges resulted as 
follows: 
PrP RAM sS Sp kRE ds seaaee Raa 18 Lundle,........, 

.-15° Griswoid....- 
. 18 Brenner. .- 

allowed; 
I. Funnan.....,, rene Ve eebeeeceee cess ces eA DEIIN1111101110110110001—19 
We SStilests Wepeat aparece canneees ee eety 012191111911111010111001—20 

MALDEN GUN CLUB.—Tournament shoots will be held onthe 
first Saturday of each month, and the second and foyrth Saturdays 
—heginning January 12—will be known as practice days, when sweep- 
stake shootme will not be allowed, Thedlubofiers three gold medals, 
desisned as first, sevond and third, ta be contested for by members 
only, and to be shot foron regular days, This contest will close 

Machting. 

WINTER CRUISING ON DELAWARE BAY, 
Editor Forest and Stream: 
Just home from a trip in the lower Delaware Bay, in the yacht 

Flyaway. She is 40ft. over all, é7ft. L. W.L., 13ft. beam, 9ft, Bin. 
deep, main keel. Was builtin Boston; has been thoroughly rebuilt 
and improved by her owner, Mr, Morris W, Clark, andis now Al. A 
howl was raised long before she was launched, and when it became 
known that your correspondent was to tuke charge of her for the 
trip, he at once became the recipient of doughy advice fringed with 
warnings burnt toacrisp, “The thing wouldn't do, and that was all 
about it.’ Her under deck avcommodations are spacious, the 
absence of a long centerboard trunk gives the interior, especially 
when lif up with the cabin Jato RS, 4 comfortable home-like appear- 
ance. The writer, a fraction under six feet, can walk upright under 
the deck beams with haton. Weare not divided into two families 
by a homely partition. Thereis ample room tor the cook and his 

assistant, To thoroughly appreciate a yacht like thisis to makea 
winter trip in her as we did. 4 
The “centerboarders” claim there isno room, comfort, speed, or 

anything else in a keel boat, The ballast, six tons, was hastily 
stowed—she requires at least two tons more—and heeds to he - 
trimmed more ab the head. We fell in with several dandy oyster 
schooners, and inyariably got away with them, gepeclally when 
jammed up close to the wind, blowing hard and heading asea. We 
Gan éuter any creek that a forty foot centerboard boat would wish 
to use, and ¢ét out again quite as readily. I doubvif thers is a board 
boat in the Q. CG, ¥. G. of our length which can outpoint or outsail 
us to windward in any weather. I cannot say [like her shape, as 
four beams, with her din, freeboard, would be better, and her sub- 
merged body is alsorather too full. Still she performs sdmirably, 
and cau be made to do much better, 
On Wednesday last, we had a fight up the bay in a stiff north- 

wester, the sea heavy und combing, not a drop boarded us except an 
occa:ional sprinkle of spray. There was not a yessel of any kind 
that showed on a wind but a new clipper-built schooner, three 
masted, under lower sails, with mizzen sail reefed and outer head 
sail stowed. After a hard twenty-mile tussel we bested her, which 
was good enough fora little one inefficiently ballasted, Four tons 
of iron ou her keel next season will jinproye hergreatly, The Fly- 
away is the only keel boat in the Delaware. I have always beeo 
favor of wide, shoal centerboard hoats for our river sailing, but I 
returned from this trip cured of that hallucination, and a ner of 
twelve pounds of flesh. Game was bot plenty, but we had a right 
royal, good time. Many futmy things occurred during the trip. Our 
cook was master of the demijobos, and he fell sik with the hay 
fever. The ‘johns were then removed trom his care, and after per- 
suading him he was not wealthy enough to do the beverage justive, he 
recovered. He knew all tie shouls by the “rifffes,’’ and on throwing 
the lead ulways found five up to eight fathoms. We call him ‘Nort 
East,” the wind always blew from that quarter until we relieved him 
of the charge of the “jJobus,”’ then he got better and we had a change 
of wind. BR. G. Woes. 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

A lazy Wartecle- 

ArecHWres Vay 

A NOVEMBER DASH IN A SEVEN-TONNER. 

Ane debang, slam bang, squeak, Kachunk! ‘A-s-s-station, 
‘Lout Frablem!’ he roared, swinging the door wide open and 

eyeing the sole occupant of thecar with a mixed expression of wonder 
and curiosity, as | gathered my various belongings and swung round 
for the exit. No blame to that conductor if he eyeG ma for a second 
time, ap ntly anxious to “locate such an exceptional rooster. 
What with the outward rig of a city cockney, a valise puffed to its ut- 
most capadity. a pairof yacht shoes strapped on top, a long coffin- 
like bundle half concealing a blanket in the folds of a crusty old oil 
skin, newspapers and packages, pipe and fragrant weed bursting the 
bounds of all pocket flaps. and inaddition that faraway look of anxious | 
expectancy of aman tryiug to catch a train, my make-up as a total 
must have appeared like astrange cross between an emigrant, an 
exile, and something perfectly unclassifiable in the range of a car 
conductor's experience, Luffing sharp around sundry corners, and 
carefully piloting my portable yachting rigs and chattels down the 
steep companion leading to the street, I gaye sheet aud droye for the 
great iron bridge, Scanning the opposite shore for sigus of a train 
making preparations to cet under way. There was a crowd on the 
bridge. What's up? Eother, the “draw*’ was just opening, and 
glancing at the ever widening chasm which separated me from the 
train IT had scientifically calculated to cateh to asecond, sundry | 
mental objurgations rose to the surface. Did you ever know of a 
drawbridge that wasn’t open when you were in a hurry, and always 
closed tight when you had plenty of time? Finally the 
draw was swung to, and with a scowl at the politician up in the 
cockloft controlling the revolution of the span, I was quickly hustled 
across by the tide of humanity bound the same way. Shaving dan- 
gerously close round a fragrant peanut stand on the carer I scudded 
for the sale at top speed, but the instant that elegant structure of 
barnlike finish was o ened to Tauge, a spiteful blast reot the air and 
high pressure puffs shooting skyward from the engine’s stack told 
the tale of sad disappointment, Missed! And all on account of that 

middle span of the Bridge. There was no help for it, one of the roust 
abouts volunteered the information that ‘there warn’t goingfor to be 
no train for sometime, Mister.*’ so with a feel at my pockets and a 
fresh grip on the bundles, a course was shaped down the street and 
slowly I trudged up hill and down hill past the old Morris estate, past 

rks dear to the Teuton heart, until the tasc outlying houses had been 
eft in the wake and then steering across meadows and flats brought 
up in front of the club grounds, struck aback with a warning legend: 
“No admittance exeept for members.” It was door die, and down 
cameé the bars, as no members hoye in sight, then a balance out along 
the staging, aud at last drop went the packages and bundles on the 
well-kept float from which the members shoye off to their yachts and 
Ltook a glance about to grasp thestate ef affairs in general. 

It was a dreary, cold, blustry November day, enough to frighten 
aught but hardened sinners from such a scheme as a five days’ cruise 
to the eastward. The wind piped viciously from the northwest, the 
sky was overcast with leaden clouds, portending heavy snow. The 
frounds of the club looked forbidding and deserted, Boats were 
hauled out and shored up in their lonesome berths for winter. 
elub house wore a sleepy, woebegone mien, and but for the muscular 
form of the janitor or shipkeeper, who stood in the doorway, life 
seemed extinct in the surroundings, <A string of bathing shanties 
about the pomt dubbed Morris Beach stood gaunt and grim, a hollow 
mockery to the times. A skiff seudding by in the grasp of the out- 
going tide was quickly swept beyond view, the pon aes in her seek- 
ing to bring her by the wind for an impossible beat home through the 
Kills, whence they had come, a last rose of summer left over from 
the prolific bush of Harlemite excursion crowds. A few yachts were 
still tugging at their moorings, ever and anon jumping their noses 
into the sharp-capped, impudent little seas, which spanked ay. 
showers of spray over the rail in return. There was a musical slat- 
ting of restless cordage, whipped against the spars in that quick 

The | 

of the little fleet by a brilliant black side and arig of more than 
usual smartness, with mainsail flapping violently to the blasts, whose 
dark track could be followed far across the waters. with burgee de- 
fiantly flung to the breeze, jib hauled out on the bowsprit, bright and 
resplendent in all the glories of a full state of commission, with dingzey 
bobbling to a trailing painter, and two hands busily engaged on the 
forecastle—there lay the smart little yessel bound to the eastward, 
blow high or blow low, for the closing cruise of the season. A fow 
overhead girations with the traveling bag, which, by the way, nearly 
fook me off my pinning, and the good lookout kept aboard the cutter 
soon sent the dingey ashore at my feet. A few strokes from the 
amateur tar at the blades and we dashed alongside, just abaft the 
main rigging, and proceeded to climb aboard by the shrond channels. 
One hasty glancein admiration of the ecléar flush deck, broad 

straight gangways, mahogany skylights, and thestyle about the after 
end. one quick look aloft and then down below to shed boiled shirts, 
stiff leather shoes, and the other abominations ef an overwrought 
civilization ashore, The little yacht, though but 35ft. loadline, and 
Tift, beam, was 4 regular stunner of her kind. Below she had stand- 
ing height, with a hat on under the beams clear fore and aft from 

| stem to post. The forecastle was roomy, with all the facilities forthe 
unfettered display of culinary talent and a berth for the cook be- 
sides. The main cabin was between bulkheads of its own, with pan- 
Ne and—wonder if I can get off that apres tiege of furniture upon 
which the “luxuriant” yacht owner dotes—a-a buffet and etagére! How 
is that for comfort and luxury! Enough to make any one take 
kindly to a cntter, I should think, Plain English for those thingam- 
bobs is ‘lockers,’ but such common furniture condemns a yacht in 
the eyes of many people, because lovkers are not supposed to cost so 
much as those tangled foreign complications. The sofas were Tin. 
long, 22in. across. and there was 3ft. of floor, with a swinging table 
in the center. he companion ladder landed in the steerage, on 

rhythm which sends 4 thrill of joy to the heart in anticipation of a | each side of which there were big “‘wardrobes"’ for hanging up oil- 
glorious sail to come, skins and clothing. The ladder had a broad back, and swung easily 
Bold and high, with an air of business all over, set off from the rest and noiselessly around on hinges, forming the door to the after 
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eabin, This arrangement, though taking up Tort little room. newes- 
sitates rather a steep Isdder to which that peculiar, weak piece of 
flesh, the “luxuriant” yachtsman, might take exception. Bot as 
one of the owners pertinently remarked: “The man who cannot get 
up ond down that ludder is not atihperson to go yachting. He has 
no business afloat.” There were two berths in the after cabin 25in. 
wide, and having sleptin one of them, as soundly and comfortably 
fis cue need ever care to sleep, lam prepared to testify to its per- 
fectly ‘luxuriant’ attractions, and so also are several of the ship's 
company who found it advisable to fire brogans and other hanoy 
urticles af my sOmniferous sel as an inducement ta show # leg 
promptly for the morning wateh. Abaft this cabin there was a huge 
sailroom, of such ample proportions that one of the crew rigged his 
berth therein during summer and grew tat with the luscious odor of 
tarred hemp aud manilla, so fat and lazy that he was shipped ashore 
bag and hammock as a useles encuinberance. Itisreachud from a 
tireular hatch oo deek, and there always seems te he room for 
“more.”’ The deck Was particularly handsome, and 1 never tired 
taking in the graceful mould of the bright oak rail which swept in one 
fair curve of arbistic purity from end to end, and fringed ag prelty 
o deck picture a5 can be imagined. Narrow pinu plank 
lnid dead fore and aft in ship fssbion, with none of 
that toylike bend to the round of the sheer, white as 
snow and smooth us a tenpin alley, skylight and hatches re- 
splendént in mahogany polished, with bright brass fittings, a regular 
ship's binnacle, a long oak tiller, brass rudder vap witli the name of 
the yacht and her builder engraved thereon. handsome grating and 
ftiractive finish to the long fantail, all this with special ittings, a rig 
of honest proportions, aud strength and seameantilke appliances 
throughout, and sparsand sails within bounds of common sense, and 
suitable to downright work, make up ayacht one could never cease 
to admire wor tire m contemplating. But aglanee at the accompany- 
ing sieteh will serve to make the arrangeuents ()earer than 4 great 
many words, and being taken on the spot Wy the instantaneous 
Mental process, ibis fue to life, including the dumpy aspect of the 
érew, who had sought to cirteumyent the “cold wave" of Novenber 
by three pairs of stockings apiece, and double banking on clothing in 
feneral, With this and the rest of the sketches showing how the 
cutter was steered, I willtake a Lurn for the present and pay ont azaim 
in thiissne of this paper next weelc. , Po kt 

[fO BE CONTINUED.] 

DEEP AND LIGHT DRAFT, 

(Conchudert | 

JONTINUING our reinarks appended to a letter from ‘Sinkboat,’* 
| published lash week. we propose to take up some individual 

points therein brought forward, ‘That the fright at the draft of a 
cutter is largely Imaginary is easily enough shown by & reference to 
actual practice. A= aclass the modem keel sloop draws as much 
aud often more than a enther, yet the entire Hast, where more than 
half of all the small yachts in America are built, has aecepled the 
kéel after giving the centerboard full and fair trial, and that in spite 
of the powerful influence exerted by the fashion prevailing in New 
York. To bulld a eenterboard is now 4 rare thingin the East. Now 
if & Keel sloop is found quite reconcilable with the needs ot regular 
yachting, how ean the draftof a cutter be deemed in any way fatal? 
Tt seems to be all ini the name and nothing more. Calla boata sluop 
and 71't, offers no serious objection, hut once call here culter and bft, 
is discovered to be inadmissible, The moderu keel sloop drawa ag 
much or mere than a vutter of like length, bat Bastern yachtsmen 
urge nothing against her on that score, nor do those aboul New York 
who have given keel boats practicaltrial. All hands no douht could 
recollect instances where they would have préferred less draft, and 
the same can be said of English yacht owners, but all hands know 
equally as well thet for every occasion their draft has been found a 
hindranee, a score of other instances come fo their minds »where 
draft was a mighty good thing and especially in critical times, A 
person may haye to forego an ovcasional whim to enter this or that 
little hole, or may baveseen the time when light draft would haye 
enabled him to ent off a mile av two by crossing a bar with a fair wind 
and his board triced up, butthe loss he iscompelled to endure is not 
of a serious natnre and uever of vital importance. On the other 
hand the times in which he finds his draft a most useful and telling 
attribute are when efficiency in performance is directly involved and 
possibly even the safety of his vessel, so that striking un uverage all 
through, the balance is greatly in fayor of a thoroughly cap- 
able boat at a sacrifice of minor opportunities. foreover, 
on a wind, in proper sailing condition, the draft of a 
centerboard vessel is tat in excess of that of a keel, even though but 
half the board be exposed and the advantage of the complcated 
vontrivance narrows dowo toa short cufa few times in Season 
when the wind happens to be fayoruble, Tn actual experience this 
attribute of the board does not represent one per cent. of the time 
underway, and it does not seem logical fe ns to shoulder the wonse- 
quences during thé remaining ninety-niie per cent. of the time for 
such trivial indulgence, It is the ease of the hugey over again, broad 
tires on the wheels all the year round for a spin or two uponths sand 
in Midsummer, This much is certain wherever & keel boat of any 
kind is acceptable, the cutter cannot be objected to on the score of 
ber draft. The tendencies of the day afford proof enongh of all this, 
for the proportion of keal yachts in Americais growing very fast, 
Eyen im New York, with the Sound close atour doors, the eels, 
whether singlehanders, cutters or schooners, are anginenting so 
rapidly, that keels are now qnife common anid looked upon with 
#real tayor, where 4 few years age a keel boat was classed as un- 
suitable and unmarketable property, Numerous centerhoards ure 
being converted into keels, bub wo one dreams of altering a keel into 
aboard. ‘The lateral section of a vesselis governed by the areas of 
inidship section and loadline plane. Where these are found small, 
the draft can be correspondingly limited, bence in narrew boats, such 
as cutters, the draft is found in practice to be less than demanded for 
good performance in chunky boats haying gréat beam, and as be- 
tween keel sloop and cutter the advantage is in favor of the latter, 
The dangers to which centerhuards are exposed can be estimated a 
full offset lo those to which keels are more liable, Twisting bourds, 
jamming them, springing aleak and structural weakness are very 
common troubles in shoal boats, aid the stuying of # mainmast 
through a°cabin house of a shoal boat is not & feature of strength. 
Moreover, fat and wide boals are inberently weak iu thew foriu and 
call for heavy scantling tu preserve their shape and secure 
reasonable length of life. Where the chief strains are 
brought edge on and not across the plank, a stiffer and 
more rigid boat is secured and lighter scantling is the consequence, 
giving more life to the boatand more ballastfor power and ability in 
asea. Wedo nol propound any lopsided arithmetic herewith, and 
argue thita person should build 6ft, draft to sail in 4ft, of water, 
but we are reviewing some questions of good design per se. lelling 
each one modify to such special contingencies he proposes to meet. 
Speaking broadly. the less draft the better, so Jar as inereasing the 
range of navigable waters is concerned. but so far as performance is 
the issue, the best average for practice is reached by allotting to a 
hoat all the dratt good design requires, and puthing up with what oc 
casional convenience it may cause, Don'tspoil the boat, bul rather 
seek her proper water, that seems to us the right way out of the dif- 
fieulty, especially as proper water ean be found in any quantity iv the 
yast taajority of cases. Onur correspondent alludes to good aceoin- 
modations below. and at the same time properly declaims against boge 
houses on deck, But cutdown the house for the sake of devk room 
and what becomes of the accommodations down helow? In shoal 
and even ‘medium’ boats of small to moderate draff, a houseis a 
necessary failing. Lumber up the deck withatoof, and of what 
ayall is all the beam for the storage of asportsman's outfir? Gut the 
house short, and where are those accommodations? Yon cannot 
stow anything on the housetop, as the boom will sweep things clear, 
and you lave nothing but the narrow gangwiy left. But build your 
boat with no more than half the beaim and the depth whichagood 
bout ought to have. and the Mush deck gives in return that very deck 
rooni desired by our correspondent, for hs can turn a punt of flat 
boat bottom up over the skylights. or the latter can be quickly un- 
shipped and 4 flat hateh substituted. Plenty of sir and hyht can be 
secured by ordinary deck-licht devices, In our experiente we find 
much more room aboard a cutter for the storage of a yawlhoat than 
in a sloop with double the beam, hut tapeline measures are very se- 
ductive. The man who reels out to 15ft. thinks he is just 
twice as well off as another who makes the mark at sit.. but 
10tt. ave lost ina house, and only 2l4ft. left m each ganyway. said 
Hang way being around twisting alley, that itis next to no use at all, 
The gangways of a narrow flush-decker are not only wider by actual 
measiwement, but straigouish fore and aft as well, and if necessary 
the whole width across from rail to rail van be ntilised in a ton. 
Space being made up of three dimensions, and not of one, it follows 
Without argument that fair average of all three give greater ac- 
commodations below than length chopped off at the end of the cabin 
house, beamin wings above the berths, where itis of no avail unless 
for supertiuous lockers and scant bead room In the ends, Tn practice 
youcan gét along with very little width, provided you have head 
room and length, Much widtnis thrown away without the other two 
dimensions to correspond, All this has application more particularly 
to small yachts, as the question of space is not so pressing in large 
yuchts of any description. The noneapsizability of & boat depends 
upon such & rélation between center of gravily and center of buoy- 
ancy that acting Gonjointly their effort will always be to returna 
yacht on her beam ends (0 an upright position. To accomplish this 
There taust be enough weight, aud that must be low enough down, 

Just what'‘enough” would be can only be determined by inyestiga- 
hon, as it varies greatly with the form of 4 boat, Our correspondent 
is certainly right when he insists upon the lowest position of his 
weights, and no place is lower than (he bottom of the keel. Thatis 
Where common sense locates all the ballast, except enough for tim- 
Ming purposes, Bup he is mistaken in supposing cuttersand light 
ait af(son a par as regards safety, if the water van only be kept out. 
Shoal boats as 2 class heel until they reach. point at which they 
acinally fall over, just as a match box turmed over ‘on its 
edge, A safe boat reaches no such point, She does 
not and efmnot fall wvyer at all, She ucts like the 
weighted toys, the Chinése mandarings of om youth, who how till 
their noses serape the table and the moment the band is removed, 
bauk they fly to the vertical. Or, to use a homely iustration, Has 
our correspondent ever come across sueh a vulgar thing asa patent 
spitfoon with a weighted bottom, said article of furniture being un- 
caupsizable? Knockit down till the rim tonches the floor and this 
despicable sel'vant to man’s vice bobs up azain emflingly asking for 
more? To be sure, a boat may be made uneapsizable without going 
fo the extreme depth and draft, There are many bosts of the 
medium type which are probably unedpsizable, The line cannot be 
drawn between tha names by which boats go, but withont individual 
test or investigation, shoul bouts aso elass may be considered liahle 
to fall over when pressed beyond a certain augle, while deep boats. 
as a class. rebound at apy angle, and in that lies the safety and immu- 
munily of the class called cutters from the disaster of capsizing. 
Alinost any yacht will sink. if allowed fo fill. regardless of her form. 
buta yacht which cannot fall over is under control, and though 
knocked (own can be luffed out and will even luft ont of her own ac- 
cord, when a shoaler boatis rendered helpless hy falling over and 
filing on her own account, thongh the force of the squall itself may 
haye sent her only half way over! And that little diversity between 
the two classes makes just the cnr aee between asafe boat und a 
trap, ‘The nearer you SeRaEt either extreme, the more prom- 
inently will the boat partake of the characteristivs of the extreme, 
The deeper ond narrower you make a boat, the lower the weihts 
can be got and the stiffer she becomes at extreme angles. Tt is prac- 
tically inypossible to fairly knock down a cutter like the Tleen, The 
wind would slip oyer her sails at (0 depreés and that cotter might lay 
at such au angle all day with all her skylights open and never s drop 
would get dlown below. She might have a cockpit and barn doors te 
her cabin and no squall could tumble her over so as to HU like the 
schooner Grayling. Just as you depart from the extreme cutter aud 
approach the form of a trap, and especially if there is no keel upon 
which to hang weight low down, $0, too, yon lose the certainty of 
immunity from capsizing, and m the “medium” boat, though per- 
haps uneapsizable, you haye to face the danger of being knoeked 
down so far that sluggishness in yp Mee may pour just enongh 
water into cockpit and cabin to weight the lee side enough to render 
recovery impossible, and over you go and down you go. A boatis 
either absolutely safe or unsafe, wnd & doubtful go-hetween is per- 
haps the worst of all, treated like a safe boat yet liable to deveive 
you in the hour of trial. We, of course, heartily approve of a great 
deal in our NES aera ea letter. Practical men find little reason 
to oppose the views of these columns, because they proceed from 
practical experience and un peveace contemplation. That the 
yawlrigandaflush deck will recommend themselyes upon trial to 
others as they have done to ‘Sinkboat" may be regarded as a fore- 
fone conclusion, as fast as quite natural prejudice for an exist- 
ing state of things wears away with time. We well remember a few 
years ago how the double headsail and the cutter rig were derided. 
To-iay all the largé new sloops to come oul next spring are to be 
#ivyen full cutter rig, and the modifications of rigsin general are all 
tending the same way, The prevalence of the vutter for speed is as 
certain as the rig of the yawl for cruising. Coneeruing the working 
of double headsail, we tender a hint to onr correspondent. Le, the 
foresail or forestaysail work on its own sheet as #4 traveler, aud if 
netd not be tonched in heuting to windward ynless the fool lugs 
abaft the mast, which ought not to bein asimple working sail. Qur 
sympathies are strongly with small boats, but small hoats of yacht 
like design and properties. It is gratifying to know that such 
boats are fast working into favor, he time is approaching 
when the highest ambition will be the possessiun of the best 
boat in build and equipment with the best seaman at 
the helm. Then there will be less yearning ofter costly tonnage, with 
lincrusta on the cetling, shingle roofs and brick chimneys, sashes and 
blinds, lath and plester on the sides, and soft, lovely, delicately-hued 
Brussels, into which the foot sinks knee-deep und a squadron of 
troopers might prance as in the hushed stillness of night, will one day 
take a drop in public estimation and the palm be awarded to some 
two-touner, with a reeyrd tothe West Indies and home, though she 
nay display Axminster Only in the shape of a well-worn oilcloth on 
the cabin fioor, and cost in money no niove than the parlor organ or 
silyer-lritimed bath-tub of marble in whe grand elegance of a 200-L0on 
Senud drifter. The Chesapeake is a great inland sea, with vast 
reaches, strotehés, roads old rivers, a verftable paridise, with beau- 
ties, historical rewuniscences, sport, dnd a climate stil unlocked to 
yaichismen as & class, apd destined voon to attract Heets from 
Northern cities In the search for a variation upon thé old, old tune of 
afew days’ drift up the Sound, and then a few days back again. The 
Chesapeake has charms untold and etarcely to be exhausted for those 
who skipper their own small yaclits, and a prophetic glance into the 
future reveals & wholesquadron of smart flyers of modest tonnage 
boidly make the dash down the coast and never round-to fill the click 
aud rattle of chains heralds therr advent in the bight at Hampton or 
in the snug hurber of the good old city of Norfolk, And the same 
prophetic glance tells us those bouts will not be shoal in hold, nor will 
they have hoards nor a sloop’s single jib, and there will be ne hag- 
gling over o few inches of draft. 

THE LIVADIA AGAIN, 

A LTHOUGH the failure of the Caar of Russia’s yacht Livadia and 
lier conversiou to 4 coal bulk in the Black Sua is an old story, the 

news uppedars just to have reached one of the daily papers which 
devotes considerable space to the announcement. The tailure of the 
Livadia was clearly and positively foretold in these colymur, Ag is 
well known, she was of nearly cirgutar Forin something like a turtle, 
of extremeiy light draft and perfectly flat bottom. She represented 
in her principles of design and in her performance (he shoal sloop 
yacht carried out to a logical end when stumped by length meusure- 
ment, Witha high meta center Liyadia was uneasy and pounded 
aud foundered just like a jibatd mainsail boat in e sea. She was 
abandqued alter one voyage, which was enough to convince all that 
stability obtained through « high meta canter instead of a low Genter 
of gravity produced a radically defective structure for sea work, 
We quoi# as below: 

(rom Foveat und Stream, Nov. 18, 1880.) 
tid Stow on tee LivaprA.—Some contemporaries are again 

going off half-cocked, Ths first reports of the Uzar’s new yacht 
Liyadia are accepted with childlike faith, thongh emanating from 
interested sources and exhibiting colevwr de rose in unstinted quantity. 
Upon the strength of ous flighty cable dispatch our contemporaries 
are ouce more “creating a revolution’ in naval architecture. The 
lesson of the Anthracite ought to have made them a little more 
guarded in thei baste to “create revolutions’ before the facts are 
in their possession, That revolution has ended in smoke, and the 
new one, anent the Livadia, will fare no better, The “Popotfias,”’ 
which are Livaciss, “only a little more so," were hailed with the 
samy delisht when they first appeared. but have since proven gro- 
tesque failwes, The Livadia is a terrific pounder in a sea, and for 
that tesson alone cannot be fast or manageable in rough water, what- 
ever report may say to the contrary. Moored permanently in the 
Neva, she will supply a grand Hoating palace, and will under these 
Circumstances obviate the terrible aut! de+per to the imperial gas- 
tronomid meatvhinery, but as a seagoing ship she will prove a lament- 
able failure and a4 huge white elephant, The supposition tliat she is 
fagstis an error. For the power applied, she is yery slaw, The idea 
that such a form can be made i) pay commercially is a ballucina- 
tio: freight cannot be carried cheaply at an evorméus expenditure 
of power, vor will passenger twaftic of the high-priced kind be large 
enourh for many years to core to support alone such an extravagant 
vessel as the Livudia, even supposing her to be of very great speed. 
Euterprising contemporarics engaged in “ereating revolutions” are 
tov mnel in the habit of overlooking yery ordinary logic, and to it 
weinyite their attention, The scienve of naval designis the result 
of many years of observation, thousands of experiments and an un- 
told awouut of patient and accurate investigation. Is it likely that 
the hobbies of a haphazard admiral, a prince, or even an occasional 
brasque editorial writer can upset all the knowledge tha world bas 
developed and collected duriag fifty years with u simple enap of their 
fingers? Aud uoless they can the Livadia is destined to be @ failure. 
and yall becomeé known as such just a8 soon as the bottom facts leak 
out In the case of the Anthracite, the garrulous and entirely un- 
substantiated stories of an illiterate engine driver Were accepted as 
Treason enough for a. somersault “revolnon” dn steam engineer- 
ing; and now we havean anonymous cable dispatch, evidently cdic- 
laled hy a non-professional person, as the basis of another great 
‘veyolution,” this time in the hulls of vessels, And ne likely to play 
the prophets false, as did the Anthracite quackery. 

(Prom the Loudon Bnyineer, July, 1841.) 

According to a Russian paper, the Livadia isto be broken uy Torth- 
with, her machinery being transferred to other yessels yet to be 
built, we suppose. Ibis by no means impossible that this ruroor is 
true. Whatever may be urged to the contrary, the ship Nas im one 

sense, and that most important, heen a failure, She is structurally 
very weak, Sir B,J. Reed admitted thisin his defense of the yessel 
at the last meeting of the Institution of Naval Architects, and uo oue 
van By whatthe effectof the contiiued action of the seas on her 
flat bottom Would be; and Russia does notat present possess a dock 
in fic Black Sea.in which she could be repaired, 

BLOCK ISLAND BOATS. 

N the London Field for Dee. 15, un urticle on Bloek Island boots 
with plans frem the pen of Mr. Joho Hyslop, will be found inter- 

esting aud instructive, hough we fre not able to follow AL, Hyslop 
in his rather fayorable estimate of the qualities of Block Island 
boats, certain points in their dercription are worth al! thul. is claimed 
for them. Ttis well known that local pride useribes q vastly higher 
rank to loval contrivances than they are realiy entiuled tH, As there 
is no peer like home, even though it be a shanty, so too there is no 
boat like the one you are taught to adneire form tofaney. ‘The dors, 
the coble, the sharpie, the dugout, the buckeye, the cCatbhoat, the 
Dutch galliott, the Penzance Inger, etc.. each and every one are 
supposed in the eyes of the natives to represent the highest pertec- 
tion attainable. _Yet when put to the test alodgside of regular yachts, 
ons and ei fallin a yery marked manner, for the simple reason that 
the yacht is the outcome of arefining procuss of thonshs and expe- 
rience, andis a matier of course, w long way abesd of primitive 
makeshiffs devisedio meet only some particular requirement, or 
the nittural result of lack of suitable material, money or skill, The 
Block Island boat of course comes in for no small share of that pray- 
incial hero-worship which is blind to serious defects aud hows (down 
to a few mild virtues in extravagant ailimiration. That the Block 
Tsland boat is a good, easy, dry seu boat is quite certain, for che pos- 
sesses the elenicnts necessary in her two fine ends, buoyaucy, smell rig, 
and absence of tophamper and overhanging weight. But it isan easy 
hing to build 4 dry, buoyiint sea boat, and avery much more dificull 
problem to combine food performance in that raspeet wilh the hiph- 
est rate of speed in all weather, Any box will Hoab and ride ont o 
sea Wi ase and Wontparative act But once try toadd speed to 
theafiair, and we are met with the problem of combining ancaco- 
nistic peculiarities, and all the questions of large rigs and vounter- 
balanctog weight or beam haye to be faced, These ihe Block Tsland 
boat escapes, tor however dry shemay he ina sea, we eannot con- 
eede that she possesses speed to any great dezree, nor Weatherlioess 
either in spite of what loval luminaries have to sayin ber taver. 
Given «a cutter of equal length, and we venture the assertion that she 
would twist a Block Islander out of her wind and rin her hull down 
in the easiest of fashion in lightor heavy weather. |f a ood yacht 
cannot do this. all our investigations and allthe lessons of experiauce 
amount to just nothing, and we are not prepared to ackuowledse 
thata native of Blook Island with yery limited acquisition avd small 
opportunities can be set upas an apostle and teacher tay mateh all 
thé knowledge of the rest of the world combined. Lt does nut atand 
foreason. As soon as a Block IsJand hoat yentlires to race more 
sail would he clapped on, booms and gaffs would be inereased, wast: 
would haye to be stayed, bowsprits would be rigeed over the bow, 
and all this tophaniper in turn would haye te be met with move hilee 
and beam, or élss more depth and low weight, To hang an with a 
large vig, more draft in keel or drop to the garboards, leat ballast, 
efe., ele., follow in the natural order.of things and decks to kerp oul 
the seas would besmong the very first improyenienia nodertaken. 
And what does all this lead up to, whevé would we lanilt Tn the our 
and out yacht of modern times, which, in our belief, has upthiog 
whatever to learn from such a primitive specimen as thu blovl 
Island hoat. We have been through oll these trials anil experiments 
already. The yacht of to-lay was not itventei upen the 
spor oof caprice, bnt js the consequence of sharp ecom- 
petitive trial taking its initial start fron just sueh a 
primordial form as the Block Islander is, Hence ecomlidence ip 
the modern yacht, cannot be shaken by the citation of what Block 
Islanders can do, or what they aresupposed to bé able to do, though 
itis alwnys of benefit ta institute comparison and seo whether we 
haye uot drifted away from sound principles in too zealous proseon- 
fion of the highest speed. It is possible thatsome of our liehr drat 
Yachts, with sharp nose wnd clumsy quarters gud greatly overrigged, 
could draw some valuable lessons by & contemplation af ihe Hlock 
Islander, for such yachts aveat best but wretebed specimens of naval 
design, suffering from theevls of thelvriver origin. Hut sich yachts 
could be modified to far greater good and to much more direct pur 
pose by adopting as a standard the characteristics ani claementsof a 
well-designed yacht, quife moderu in all aspects, and we need not risk 
a return Lo certain manifest shortcomings of the Block Islander as the 
peualty for imitating her fine and well-balanced ends, which is abour 
all that can be recommended in such boats. A return to first prinei- 
ples, represented by Adam aod Eve eating apples ino garden, might 
btrip 4 Tutin of certain acquired vices, but he would, nevertheless eet, 
awfully left ii the race of Moder civilization, and we lindgine thar & 
yachtsman infatuated with « Block Islander would soon discover thay 
@ was only beginning the whole truyall over ugain, Rather ler tir 

set up 4 food modern eutler as his idel to worship, aud lynild wp to 
the cutter and not down to the Block Islander. The immmnity from 
disaster ascribed lo the natives of that seapirt isla we attribute te the 
universal education of all hands to a sea life from the erpdle to the 
grave, und that very renuoviation of speed with big mgs anid the cou- 
sequences, Which are uppermost first, last and all the time fn the 
mined of a yachisman, 

THE YAWL BEVOMING POPULAR.—Z£ditor Popest and Streaun: 
—As an enthusiastic yavhtsman who sails a great deal both for 
business and pleasure, the perusal of your paper an(l the disenssions 
it contains upon different types of yacht& and boats atford me rhe 
greatest pleasure, aud an immense desl of instruvbion, Lwas well 
auquainted with the advantage of the yawl rig before. anid wae 
pleased to see if highly extolled. Tbe usnal miazen is rather too 
inaecessible, and in a new boat Tani now buildiue, dxOx4%4, T intend 
usius a modificahon designed io do away with the bumpkin aod 
bring the sail more aboard on the plan of the “ketch,” and axpeet 
her to be so handy as te bea veritable singl-bander. though mulch 
larger than any of those described in your columns. All success lo. 
youinthe good fight you are making for jeep dvaft yersus akim- 
ming dish, Would that my pen Were eloquent enough to write up 
my experience of last summer and sutinn in a S0FL. boat of thelicht 
displacement class, All right enough down wind. but when it comes. 
toathrash to windward with & sea on, ciye me some wenrht and 
deadrise, or let meashore.—C, FE, 

THE NEW SINGLEHANDER,—A erest many inquiries have been 
directed to us asking for cost, ete. of puilding a Hole siinilur by abe 
singlehand yaw! recently illustrated in chese coluinns. Thery & & 
unanimity of opinion concerning the excellence of the lines, the yawl 
rig and the ey Seen of the bostin question to «)! round yachting 
purposes. We have already said thatthe lines and me very nearly 
express Our own choice, and @ number of geqtlemen have personally 
assured’ns they had in mind just such & boattor ois fuiure. We tale 
this oceasion toreply to correspondents collectively, vhat the tidal 
was desizived by Burgess Brothers. 13 Oxchangs Place, Boston, anil 
to them we refer for estimates and further partienlaors, or to their 
New York branch, the address of which can be founcl in our acdyer- 
Nsing columns, 

DAISY.—This new eatter which will be browelit over from oe. - 
land nest gpring fs described as one of the most Complete little 
yachts in existence, with everything about her intend! for busi- 
ness and vot for mere play. She is smart-looking will a handsome 
rig. Fastened throughout with yellow metal, buttom playked with 
red pine, topsides of oak. flush (lech, teak an prass Miniaes, A 
large tusin cabin with pantry, ete., and a fine foreeasile fo Verth «a 
hand, though hut 25ft, water lind, Wliah deck with alkylight over 
the cabin, our jibs, three topsails, bulloon tcreswil. spinnaker, 
spitfire and trysail. Lanips, lights and binnacle in biass uf extra 
finish, Tron tiller, a nobby and servietablé yal, willl Good Inne 
floor and. a Berthon vollapsable. 

WINTER SPORTS. N.Y. C. C.—0n Dec. 30, Messrs, Stephens ih the 
Jersey Blue. and Schuyler in the Lark, paddted from West Brighton 
tu Elizabethport, and (he ive preventing further progress, tirued und 
ran up Newark Bay, On the return, the Jemoy Blue wos caught in 
the ive fora time, getting free with difMeulty. Near hoins the eom- 
modore, who had been bkuling all the morning, turned oul ta muet 
thei the Dor On New Year's day, Messrs, Vix ened Schuyler 
were oul noder sail in the Dot, and Messrs. Stephens aud MeMutray 
in the Lark aud Jersey Blue Gujoyed w paddle of four tile, 
NEW YAWL,—A handsome yacht of modem proportions is Hele 

hnilt ab Port Arthur, Lake Superior, She will he a0fr. long, ft. heat. 
and deft, depth of hold with 5ft. draft and rigged asnyawl. We 
also learn that Mabel, a compromise sloop of Clayton, N. ¥_.40ft. Joue 
with cousiderable dead rise 4nd ctl form, will be given 4 keel and 
outsile weight for next season, Lake yachtsmen are fast appreciat- 
ing the value of cutter principles for their choppy waters. 

A RARE CHANCE.—The Hon, Secretary of the Hoyal Nova Scotia 
Y,4h., Mr. F. C. Sumichrast, Announces the sale of wh esceedingl> 
vuluable yachting library, Gem prising workk on naval arclifectne, 
masting, sail muiking, “Dixon Kemp's Zucht Designing,” vieht 
eruiges, photos, and lithopraphs, etc. ose In Search of a sallection 
very dificult to duplicate ore directed to the secretary. 12 Prince 
street, Halitax, N.S. 
KNIOKERBOCKER Y¥.C.—It is proposed to hold aseries of lectures 

during the winter, and Mr, Joho Hyslop has been invited to speak, 
before the club. - 

OO — 



Jan, 8, 1884,] 

IL BLAS.—This cutter has been purchased by a member of the 
Hickorhocker Y,C. She was built by Kirby, of Rye, in 1881, from 
designs by ©. P. Kunliarcit. pene over all, @4ft. Gin.; on loadline, 
aft. beam, Sft.; draft, 4ft. din ; lead on keel, 900!bs.; mast, deck to 
hounds, 20ft.; boom, state. gaff, I4laft.: bowsprit outboard, ‘ft. 
She has been out on the ard at South Brooklyn for a long time, her 
former owner being absent in Kurope. 
TAE FOURTH COTTER, —Besidés the three néw cutters mentioned 

in last issue, we hear that Mr. Cranston. of this city, is to hayea 
entter similar to Oriva iu proportions, and that she will probably he 
huilt of iron, The prospects are that more eutters will he built this 
year than ever before. The foregomeg, with the addition of the Daisy, 
to be shipped by steamer in spring from Hugland, makes a total of 
five before the year has fairly begun. } 
XEW SINGLEHAND YAWL.—W. P, Stephens has got out the 

drawings and monlds for a bandeome little yaclit of eutter propor- 
tions for a gentleman now in Florida. The keel will he siretched this 
week, as the oat is to be off early in spring, Length over all, 22ft.: 
on waterline, 18ft.; beam extreme, ft.; draft, 4fb : 1,500ibs. iron on 
the keel. She will be rigged asa yawl for general knockabout sail- 
ing. sluglehanded. 
STEAM YACHTS.—Mr. 8t. Clare J, Byrne, known in America, as 

the designer of Mr. Bennett's Namouna, by far the best model and 
best planned steam yacht out of an American port, a\lyises the public 
of his professional addiess elsewhere. 
NEWARK Y. C.—The burgee of this elubis a blue triangular fleld 

with wide ved border, except along the luff. It is plain, pretty, and 
easily made out ata long distance. The club has issued cards for 
New Year. 
NEW CUTTER.—We learn of another new cutter of about twenty 

tons for a New York gentleman. The pluns are now being perfected, 
and details will be given later on. 
SCHOONDRS,—PMor want of space our review of schooner racing 

lash year foes over till Next week. 
ILEEN,—We last heard from this cutier in Smithtown harbor, Dec. 

29, on her cruise down the coast. 

Ganaeing. 

FIXTURES. 

Winter Campfire,—Jan., 5, 1884, 8 P. M., at 23 East Wourteenth street. 
Subject—Sails, Rigging, Steering Gear and Paddles. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs Ave réquested to send to Forest snp 
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, ete... of 
their clubs, ard also notices in advance of meetings and races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest ano Stream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and ad items relating 
to the sport, 

HARTFORD C. C. 

ees L. Q, JONES; Secretary, A.W. Dodd. Signal—Dark blue field 
gold letters. - 

AMATEUR CANOE BUILDING, 

FIRST PAPER, 

¢ F the many who seek their pleasure on the water and among 
boats, a large proportion find their chief delizht, less in sailmg 

than in working on their beloved craft. designing, building, altering 
and rigging. Por this work, requiring as if does. skilland practice m 
no small degree, they are usually poorly prepared, as the time for it 
is taken at odd moments; they Jaci the practical knowledge and train- 
ing aequired by the professional builder only after years of careful 
and patient work: advice from those who follow the craft for a liveli- 
hood is not always readily given to the amateur: and ns to the other 
resource, that help to bs derived from books, while there are several 
Works that deal with various branches of the subject, there are none 
pace give that information required by the beginner in boat 
uilding, 
Having experienced most of the trials and mishaps that attend the 

tyro in his efforts, we hope in the following chapters to give such help 
as hé mostneeds. With the professional builder we have nothing to 
do, he tias acquired tarough his training an accuracy ol eye and 
dexterity of hand that enable him to shorten or to dispense altogether 
with many of the operations wé shall deseribe, but the amateur. 
Jacking m these, must make up for them by patience and care, even 
at the expense of time, and to aid him in this, we shall give such in- 
structions a5 have proved best suired to his wants. 
While dealing specially with cande building, our remarks will ap- 

ply as well to the building of light boats of any description, except- 
ing shell boats, the construction of which is quite different, but this 
branch of the art, for itinay surely }e called such, is of but little in- 
terest to amateur builders. 

Tt might seem necessary, before proceeding further, to say what a 
canoe is, but we willnot artemmpt here a task in whieh many older 
canoeists have failed, trusting to the following articles to define a 
canoe, only premising that we will use the term in the ee TEM 
limited sense in which it has been employed in England and America 
for the past fifteen or twenty years, and without any regard to the 
many savage members of the same family, from kayak to dugont: 

SELECTION OF A MODEL. 

On starting to build a canoe, the first question that arises is, ‘What 
kind of a canoe do Twant?” a2 question that can be answered by the 
canoeist himself. in doing which the following summary of the princi- 
pal varieties of canoes.and the main features offeach, may goide him. 
For small streams and rivers. where’ portages have to be made, 
and sailing is of but little importance, a canoe of M4ft,~27in, is most 
commonly used, Shesheuld hayea Hat floor, little orno keel, ends 
wellrounded, little sheer, For general cruising work under sail and 
paddle, a canoe 14ft.><30m, with flat tloor, good bearings, stern post 
nearly upright. model fullenough to carry crew and stores easily, a 
keel of 2to sin. or a centerboard, For large rivers, bays and open 
waters, a Ganoe 14fh<3ain. or 1aft.<31}4in, fitted with a metal center- 
board of greater or less weight, The tyro will be safe in following 
either of th types, according to his purpose, as they are the ones 
usually preferred by canoeists, 

DISPLACEMENT, 

Any object floating in water will sink until it displaces a weight of 
water equal to its own Weight, thus with a cance, if the bull weighs 
W0lbs., Httings Tlbs,, sails and spurs ldibs., crew 145lbs., and tent, 
stores, ete., W"bs., the total weight belng 3lalbs., it will sink until it 

displaces 813lbs. of water, or a= 5 cubic feet, as one cubie foot of 

fresh water weighs 63.4]bs, Ifin salt water, the divisor would be 
65, a foot of the latter being 214 Ibs. heavier Than fresh. 
Now, if that portion of our canoe which is below her proposed 

syaterline contains less than 6 oubie feet, through being cut away 
too much, the boat will sink deeper than was intended, diminishing 
the freeboard and inereasing the draft, This fault is found in some 
ofthe smaller canoes with fine lines, as when loaded to their full 
capecity they sinkso deep asto be hard to paddle, and wisafe in 
rough water. To guard againstit,a rather full model is desirable 
for cruising, where stores, ete., must be carried, it being hardly 
necessary to calculate the displacement, as is done with larger boats. 

, inmakiug a model, a block of wood he taken 14in, long, 24in. 
wide and }4in. thick, or 1-12 as Jarze each way as the portion of a 
14ft, canoe helow water, it will contain 17.5 cu. in,, and if our model, 

when cut from this blovk, contains but § cu. in, it will be re ae 24 
of the original block. This fraction .28 is called the coefficient of 
displacenient, and expresses the proportion between thebulk of the 

entire block, and after cutting out the model weighin 
ratio of one to the other being the coefficient of displacement men- 
tioned above. 

- 
> 
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boat below water and a solid whose dimensions are the length on 
loadline, the beam on loadline, and the depth from loadline to the 
outside of the bottom next thekecl. In yachts tt varies from .25 to 
40, the former being called “light displacement” and the latter 
“heavy displacement” bouts. ‘ 
The displacement can be obtained if desired by first weighing the 

that also, thfe 

DRAFT, 

In thé first class of canoes referred ta, itis important to have the 
draftas. light as is possible, as they are used often in very shoal 
waters, Tf built with a fat floor they need not draw over 414 or iin., 
fhe keel adding about tin, more. Canoes of the second class usually 
draw @in. exclusive of keel, which varies from 1 to 3in,, the latter 
being the extreme limit allowed by the Association rales. The larger 
canoes are mostly centerboard boats, and.draw from 6 to Tin. withno 
outside keel. The draft should be decided on and the position of the 
waterline fixed in the design, and the cance trimmed to it as uearly 
4s possible at first, changes in the ballasting being afterward made if 
they seem necessary, 

FREEBOARD, 
This is the distance from tha water to the deck, and in most canoes 

itis less tham it shonld be. The “least freeboard,’ or the distance 
from the water to the lowest point of the deck. may be 4.5and Gin. 
respectively for each of the classes. 

SHEER. 

The curve of the guuwale from the bow downward tothe middle 
of the boat, and up again at the stern, is called the sheer. The height 
of the bow aboye the point where the freeboard is least, is usually 
Zin. in the first class of canoes, and 6 to Vin. in the latter two, the 
stern being abont fin, lower than the bow in each, 

ROOKER. 

'Phis is the curve of the keel nyward from a straight Ine, and should 
be about 8in, fora idft, boat. 

MIDSHIP SECTION. 

This is a section across the boast ah its grealest beam, and on ifs 
shape the model of the boat largely depends, As a canoe must carry 
a comparatively beavy load on a light draft, and must sail with liftle 
ballast, 4 flat fioor is desirable. The sides shculd be vertical or 
slightly faring. the “tumble home™ or rolling in of the upper streak 
detracting from stability. and being of no use, Az 
The round of deck may be shgin, in a 27in. boat, and din, in a a0 to 

83in. boat, as ahigh crown adds greatly to the room below, frees the 
deck quickly of water, and no valid objection can be made to it. 
With these Jeading points decided on. we are ready to go ahead 

with the design, which we shall do next week, 

THE LOG BOOK. 

tv.—A CANOE. CRUISE IN THE ADIRONDACKS. 

ye party consisted of three: W., a younger brother of the age 
of 17; F., a young friend of the age of 10. and myself. 

W.'s boat was an Eyerson Shadow, one of his best; FP.s wasa 
Rushton traveling canoe, and mine was a Racine St. Paul, which I 
had sent ont from the boat house at Sin Francisco for this trip, | 
Leaving Sing Sing on the night of the 18th of Jume. 1588. by rail- 

road, we found ourselves at, Booneville on the next morning at 7:10, 
in time to gét a first rate breakfast. After breakfast, we strolled 
around tewn and went to the express office to see about omr canoes, 
which we had sent from Sing Sing several days ahead. We found 
that they had arrived prey. and, after paving express Charges on 
them, returned to the hotel to inquire for a conveyatice to the Old 
Forge House, on the Fulton Lakes, from which we expected to inake 
our first start, 
On inquiring for conveyance for ourselves tnd Canoes, we were re- 

ferred to Frank Barrett, who, on being consulted, agreed to take each 
of us and his boat to the Old Forge for $10. Laying in a stoek of 
provisions that evening, we turned in with expectations of getting 
away bright and early on the following morning, 

Aiter 4 good night’s rest, we were awakened at 6 o'clock, and, 
afler breakfasting and settling our bill, we all three went te the -ta- 
lion, where we found Frank Barrett with a large farm wagon, into 
which we packed our three canoes. 
After seeing them securely fastened. we ourselyes got into another 

spring wagon, a part of which was oceupied by three other gentle 
men. who were going to the Fulton Lakes for a fishing expedition. 
They were a jolly set. and before proceeding much further we found 
that, on account of raltlesnake poison, they were getting att more 
jolly. Twelve miles out from Booneville we arrived at our linching 
station, Lawrence’s. From bere on to the Old Forge we found the 
readin horrible condition, and I had to follow on foot behind the 
canoe waron, to give any assistance, should if be necessary. After a 
yery tedious and hard trip over this road we at last arrived at the Old 
Forge at 6:20 P_ M. 
On arrival here we immediately unpacked our boats to see how 

they had stood the trip, and found them all right, with the exception 
of a small hole in the deck of my canoe, made by chafing. After fin- 
ishing ‘our supper here this evening, we felfias though we were ready 
to undertake any trip whatever, On the following morning I took 
my camera out and took some views of the surrounding houses aud 
scenery. 
We spent the day here, resting and laying plans as to what our 

course should be. We concluded to take Ned Ball as a guide to Biz 
Moose Lake, and on our return from there to continues right on 
through the Fulton chain to the Beauele: etc. 
Having everything Ree on the following morning, we started 

for Big Moose Lake, Passing through the Pond, which is the outlet’ 
for this chain of lakes, te passed through First, Secoud and 
Third Jakes, and arrived at Sam Dunnigan’s Camp at 11:20. where 
we took lunch and also met our companions of the wagon. We 
rested for about two hours, and then proceeded on to the first carry 
betiveen Third Lake and Bubbs Lake, This carry was about one 
mileloug. After crossing Bubbs, which is quite smal], we came to 
our second carry, which we made easily, and then entered Moss 
Lake, another pond. 

Orossing this we arrived at another carry which brought us to the 
Second Lake of the North Branch of the Moose River. Crossing this 
we arrived at our last carry, which brought usinto the pretty Big 
Moose Lake. Crossing the lake for abouh one and one-half miles 
we came to an old camp, which has been called Pancake Hall, 
Unpacking here we prepared to stay for two or three days. We had 
heard a greatdeal of the fishing here, and I deeided that on the 
following day I would try my luek with the trolling spoon. 
Ob the next morning, after setting thingsin orderaround the camp, 

Ned and I started out in his boat (one of the Adirondack type) for a 
troll, Thad with me a light nine-ounce rod. and it was with consider 
able anxiety thatI awaited results. Before two hours of leisurely 
ulling up and down the shore, [had canght three splendid speckled 

fellows, the lurgest of which weighed 2!4 pounds, 
Considering the lizhtness of the tackle, and that I had to landthem 

with a net, felt perfectly satisfied as to the results, meine satis- 
fied that we had enough fish for our supper, I laid in my tackle anid 
we proceeded on down the lake towards a camp, tenanted by a. gan- 
tleman aud his wife. Stopping here for a faw momenis, to gét a 
glass of ice water and to exchange a few words, we proceeded on our 
way around the lake to join Higby's camp. We met several rentle 
foen here who were acquainted with some of my triends in San Fran- 
cisco, 
T took several very fair negatives of this camp, with a group, It 

being late we turned back to camp, and on our arrival gave our fish 
into the charge of the head cook, who soon had asplendid supper set 
before us. We were prefty tired to-night. so consequent iy slept very 
soundly, until about 12 o'clock, when we were awakened by a gun 
Shot close to our heads, which turned out to be our cook and natural- 
Ist killing a poreupine which was making use of our limited supply of 
Rugar. 
On the following day we conciuded that we mighf as well return to 

the Porge, so at about noon, packiog our things, we started for the 
above place to arriye there ab about 6:50 o’cleck P.M. The black 
ities wers very numerous here and in fact everywhere, aud we had 
to use a preparation of oil and tar tu keep them off, which really did 
but little good. We concluded to waste no more time here, so on fhe 
following day. having everything in readiness, we started for our 
long trip through the lake region, passing as before, through the 
pond, through First, Second and Third lakes into Fourth, where we 
stopped a short while at Jack Shepherd's camp to get a glass of beer. 
On the way here we stopped at Slim Jims camp, and gained con- 

siderable information of the surrounding country. Our canoes were 
looked on in wonder, all through here, and it took a gaod deal of 
good uature to answer the numerous questions put to us. From here 
we had a fair wind, and setting sail made a straight line for Lom 
Wood's camp, distance about two miles across the lake. We here 
had a chance to try the sailing qualities of our cupoes, The Shadow, 
however, took the lead and kept it, with the Rushton second, and 
the Hacine last. . We remained here all night, and on the next morn- 
ing started for the end of the Chain. 
Again setting sail we started across for the inlet into Fifth. Crossing 

this,we arrived at a small cairy of one mile, into Sixth, a smail but 
pretty little lake, which we arrived at and stopped at with our canoes 
resting on the dam. From Sixth to Seventh there is quite a hard carry 
of one mile which we crossed safely and reached the Fighth Lake afrer 
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staying all night atthe dam, and sleeping in asmall hut on the side 
hill. Crossing Eighth as we did the rest, we cameto the bughear of onv 
trip, the three mile carry jute Brown's Tract Inlet. 

First stopping for awhile to peta bath in the lake here, which we 
thoroughly enjoyed. we started on the roughest and hardest carry on 
the trip, Ittook us nearly aliday to make this carry, as we had to 
return as many as three times to get all our things over. We had a 
reat deal of baggage. consisting of blankets, two guns, fishing tackle, 
frying pan and cooking utensils, canned provisions, and sails and 
spars, which, taken all together, amounted to a considerable load. 
Our canoes, besides were yery clumsy to varry, as we had ne regular 
neck yokes with us, but tirose that we fad borrowed at the Old Porge, 
and whieh did not fit our boats alall. If was nearly dark at the time 
we arrived at the Brown's Tract Inlet. but we conelyded to go onand 
find a hotel rather than camp, Winding down ani! around the inlet, 
thinking wé never would reach the end, we came into the lovely Ra- 
quette Lake, away off on which we could just see Kenwill’s Hotel, 
We again hoisted sail, and with a fresh hreeze, soon landed at te 

door of the hotel much to the surprise of all hands, who had heen 
watching our white lateen rigged sails with great curiosity, wonder- 
ing what they possibly could belong to. We here obtained a pretty 
view of Blue Mountain. 
Ou the following day we decided te take a side trip to Eagle Lake, 

Nawana. and Blue Mountain Lakes, Starting pretty early we passed 
up the Jake. and just before entering the Marion River, which joius 
the Raquette and Utowaua lakes, we inet the daily steamer which 
gave us three Joud shrieks of her whistle asa salute as we passed 
One another. 
Entering the Marion, we paddled un this curious stream called a 

viver, but bemg more properly a slough, if being in no place much 
wider than one hundred feet, and in most places scarcely twenty,, 
We found the stream in most places anything bué interesting, being 
very marshy along fle shores, and in other places if was quite 
pretty, being Orerhung by large trees whose tops touched one an- 
other nere t. After passing a short distance up here we arrived at 
the carry between Utowana Lake and the Mariou River. 

This little lakelet is, as most of the other lakes are here, yery pretty. 
with nothing else ahboubit to attract particular attention. Passing 
this we entered Hagle Lake, on the left shore of which is built the 
old heme of Ned Buntline. Crossing here, and passing wp the inleta 
short distance, we entered Blue Mountain Lake, in my mind the gem 
of the Adirondacks. We paddled across here nearly directly toward 
the namesake of this sheet, pretty Blue Mountain. ond put up at 
Holland's Hotel, where we were received by Mr, Holland himself, 
On the tacrning following our arrival here, we decided to take # 

trip Up Blue Mountain, having heard a great deal of the fine lookout 
to be obtamed from its top. Before we had gotten one-half way up 
it hegan to ruin, so we put back again in disgu-t ta the hotel. Hay- 
ing seen Blue Mountain Lake, we packed our traps, and at 2 o'clock 
started on our return to the Raquette. where we had Jeft the most of 
our baggage. where we arrived at 7 o'clock on that evening. The 
black thes began showing themselves very thick now, and atter rub- 
hing a remedy thoroughly into our skins. we, on the following morn- 
jug packed again and starred for the Worked Lake. 
We had @ yery strong head wind to paddle against in the fore part 

of the day, until we made the carry of one-half mile hy wagon to the 
Forked Lake, where we arrived at 11:30, and took hineh at rhe hotel 
hereon its shores. Ontaining several yiews bere of the house and 
Jake, we proceeded on our way witha fair wind and all sail sel. We 
reached the foot of the lake im aboutan houranda half: we had to 
tuakeanolber carry of favo miles, and put [he canoes on a sled which 
we obtained here, anf were drawn across by 2 “couple of horses, 
while I started to brave the dangers of the rapids—my first venture 
of the kind. The man owning the sled said that boats never went 
down the stream, but were always carried sronud, and gave me te 
mnoderstand that it was yery dangerous to undertake the passage, 

THE GALLEY FIRE. 

A FISHING OUTFIT. 

Rdtter Forest end Streams: 
T have been a rezularand attentive reader of your valuable paper 

for some time past, and have read with intense interest the various 
accounts of fishing and hunting—am most interested in the former~— 
whieh have appeared in the several numbers, but they, one and all, 
lack that detail which, m my bumble opinion, adds zest to the nar- 
rative. Ibis useless to state, when starting on a fishing trip, thata 
rod, lime and hooks are necessary, Butis there nothing else needed? 
[imagine so, In yourissue of Noy. 28. under heading of “The Gal- 
ley Fire,’ you speak of “camp cookery*'and of the canoeist “whose 
sole provision for a eruise, whether of a day ore week. was anample 
supply of bread and eggs.” I fully agree with him as te an “ample 
supply,” butasto haying only bread and eggs, I bez to differ with 
him, though both are good in their place and handy to have pound a 
camp-tire. 
Further on you speak of *‘points’ ‘to beginners.” Though not 

exactly a beginner, yet itis concerning just these “pomts” on which 
T wish to be informed, for Tnever expect L6 he too old toJearn. The 
provision. that of course varies according to taste and fancy—' ‘bread 

ges,” for instance; the stove, kind, approximate size and price; 
the cooking utensils. their character and number; vessel For oil for 
the jack lamp; kind of hait used, and how and where obtained; 
clothing, the character and quantity; the tent, ils size and lind; the 
sleeping outtit; the gun, ammunition and dog; and last, though not 
least, the kind of boat and character of equipment. 
Now, how are all these necessary articles for a fishing trip of a 

week oy move to be disposed of, and how transported from one point 
to another on a “carry” “where space and weightis limited”y Miss 
Anastasia emphatically ejaculates, “Igo in for comfort!” 1 emphat- 
ically coincide with her, an(l the degree of my comforbis éstimated 
by the number of the aforesaid articles that can be carried along, 
Ti some of your many correspondents who haye ‘traveled’ will be 
kind enough to give their views and suggestions on the subject, the 
favor will be highly appreciated. REDSASYL 
CumpERLANb, Mad, 

WINTER CAMP-FIRE.—The next meeting will be held at No, 23 
East Fourteenth street, Kat Kat Club raoms, on Saturday, Jan, 5. 
1884, Capt. $8. D, Kendall writes us from Florida: ‘I sent to your 
address a crate of oranfes as a Christmas preseni-to the Winter 
Camp-fite. Ssy fromime that I should be very happy to meed with 
them, but as that is impossible I will ask them to remember (hat 
there is a lone canoegist in Flovida, on the Anclote River, three miles 
from its mouth. Any canoeist coming this way will éasily find the 
river by a large pierhead built on piles. which stands cirectly in the 
channel and some two miles off shore, the mouth of the river lying 
dne east from it,” Welhave also received from Capt, Kendall some 
maps of the western part of Florida. 

SAN PRANOCISCO (©. C.—We have received from the commodore a 
photo of the entire feet maneuvering under paddle. The canoes are 
mostly of the old Nautilus type, with great sheer. and the blades of all 
the paddles are po nted instead of being square oa the ends, as with 
us, The San Francisco 0.C. may well be proud of the personnel of 
their firet. as. with one or two exceptions, they are as fine a looking 
lot of men as any club in the country can boast of, 

ANOTHER C. C.—Dr. Neidé reports the formation of a new canoe 
club, the St, Lawrence. which was organized on Dec. 20, Mr. JL H, 
Ruishron is Commeadere, Mr. D. Packard, Viee-Commonore, and L, P. 
Hale, Secretary and Treasurer. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

J.P., New York—We do not know Where you ¢an dispose of ths 
numbers. 

G, B., Chicago.—For 2 shark skin write tothe taxidermints who 
advertise in our columns, 

J. R. H,, Watsontown. Pa.—Send copy of paper. 
hotified in time for renewal of your subscription. 

L. NX, C., Trenton. N. J—l. We cannot give you the address. 2, 
Our list of open game seasons will furnish the required information, 

W, L.. San Angela, Texas —The eorrespondent who sigued ‘‘Auti- 
Bow” added 2 signature which we believe to have been fictitious, as 
the letlers sent to the address hive been returned, “Anti-Bow" and 
bis wonderful sling, we fear, are myths. 2. The bulletin will be an 
nounced, 4. The new edition of Conss’s Key has not vet appeared. 
Greesy, Freestone, Gall. Number of pellets of lead in onnen, 

standard size: No, 1. 69% 2) 2; 8, 98) 4. 121: fh, 1G: 6, 209; 7, 27K: 8, 
875; 9, 560; 10, R22; 11, O82: 12, 1,778, 2, We do not know how the 
Shelby Company’s maké compares with the Standard. See our issue 
of Oct. 4, 1883, for full discussion of the sizes of shol, 8, Two wads 
will secure better shooting Thau oun. 

You will be 

Cnore or Go.p is the uime given by Messrs. W. 8. Kimball & Co, io 
their latest brawd of cigarettes, We lave exainmed and testud the 
Cloth OF Gold, It compares favorably with the same firms’s Vanity 
Fair, There gre tens of thousands of words in the dictionary, hut 
when we have said that the Cloth of Gold compares well with Vanity 
Fair, we have said all that need be told, 
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-—-THE MILD POWER CURES.— 

a Shc ae | 
SPECIFICS. | 

“Highest Quality” Fish HooKs. 
In use 20 years.—Each number the special pre- 
acription of an eminent physician.—The only 
Simple, Sofeand Sure Medicines for the p-ople 
LIST PRINCIPAL NOS. QURES. 
3. Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,.... .25 
2. Worms, Worm Fever, Worm Colic,.. .25 
3. Crying Colic, or Teething of Infants ,24 
4. Diarrhea of Children or Adults...... LSBs 
5. Bysentary, Griping, Billious Colic,.. .25 
G. Cholera Morbus, Vomiting,... aaa hooks 
7. Coughs, Cold, Bronchitis..... 25 ie 
S. Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceache,.,.. .25 
9. Hendaches, Sick Headaches, Vertigo .25 
op Dyspansia, Bitte Sea Ce 20 

. 5 ae rae ace sea 3 ea TAP a a Ee LS et containing one-half dozen of hooks. 
1%. Croup, Cough, Difficult Breathing,... .25 
14. Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Eruptions, .25 
15. Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains... . .25 
16. Fever and Ague, Chill, Fever, Agues .50 
17, Piles, Blind or Bleeding,....,... ps0. 
19. Catarrh, acute or chronic; Infinenza 50 
2). Whooping Cough, violentcoughs,.. .40 
24. General Debility, Physical Weakness.50 
27. Kidney Disease ¥ 54) 
28. Nervous Debilit 1.00 
30. Urinary Weakness, Wetting the bed .50 
32. Bisense of the Heart, Palpitation. 1.00 
Sold by druggists. or sent by the Case, or sin- 

gle Vial, free of charge, on receipt of price. 
Send for Dr. Humphreys’ Book on Disease &e. 
(144 pages), also Tilnstrated Catalogue FREE, 
Address, Himinhreys’ Homeopathic Med- 

{eine Ce.. 169 Fulion Street. New York, | 

Our goods can be obtained of any first-class dealer anywhere. 
‘ city let us know. We fill no orders from anglers residing in cities where a dealer keeps our goods instock, If 

anglers will insist on seeing the label on the goods they purchase, they will protect themselves and us from a growing and flagrant imposition. 

Anglers are so familiar with our name and Trade Mark and the quality of our goods, that we have no hesitation 
in calling them to witness to the excellence of all hooks made by us. 

equal to any ever made, about five years ago we came to the conclusion that anglers would welcome a yery hish 

grade of fish hooks—something far beyond what they had ever used. Consequently we perfected arrangements for 

the manufacture of what has become so widely and favorably known as ‘Abbey & Imbrie’s Highest Quality” fish 

All boxes containing these hooks have our trade mark and the words ‘‘Abbey & Imbrie’s Highest Quality,” 

MARK distinctly printed on the label, Also the name of the hook, viz.; Sproat,” “O’Shaughnessey,” “Aberdeen” ‘‘Carlisle,” 
“Sneck Kendall,” or ‘American Trout.” When ‘‘snelled” on silk worm gut or gimp the hooks are put up in packages 

Though our hooks haye always heen fully 

Bach one-half dozen is labeled. 

If there is no first-class dealer in your town or 

ABBE YY €& INE RIEB, 
Manufacturers of every description of 

Eine Eishineg= Wackile, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, AND 33 & 35 LIBERTY STREET. NEW YORK. 

SAS. EF. MARSTERS, 
55 Court Street, Brooklyn. 

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER OF 

Eine Fishing Tackle. 
First Quality Goods at lower prices than any other house in America. 

_ Brass Multiplying Reels with Balance Handles, first quality and fine finish, 75ft., $1.00; 120ft., $1.25; 
18Nft., $1.50: 240ft., $1.75; B00ft., $2.00: 450ft., $2.25; 600Ft., $2.50. Any of the aboye Reels with Drags, 
25 cts. extra; nickel plated; 50 cts. extra. Brass Click Reels, 0yds., 50 cts.; 30yds., 75 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 
nickel plated, 50 cts, extra. Marster’s celebrated Hooks snelied on gut, Limerick, Kirby Limerick, 
Sproat, Carlisle, Chestertown. O Shaughnessy, Kinsey, Aberdecen, Sneak Bent, and all other hooks. 
Single gut. 12 cts. per doz.; double, 20 cts. per doz,; treble, 30 cts. per doz.; put up one-half dozen in a 
package. Single Gut Trout and Black Bass Leaders. lyd., 5 cts.; 2yds., 10 cts.; 8yds., 15 cts. Double 
Twisted Leaders, 3 leugth, 5 cts,; treble twisted, 3 length, 10 cts. Trout Flies, 60 cts. per doz. Black Bass 
Flies, $1.00 per doz. Trout and Black Bass Bait Rods, 9ft. long, $1.25 to $5.00. Trout and Black Bass 
Fly Rods, 10ft. long, $1.50 to $10.00. Also forty-eight different styles of rods for all kinds of fishing. 
pam les of hooks, leaders, etc,, sent by mail on receipt of price in money orstamp. Send stamp for 
catalogue. 
Established 20 years. Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 55 Court St., Brooklyn. 

A WD ES Osi as 

Birds of America. 
We have obtained and now offer for sale singly a number of the plates of this magnificent work 

These plates are of the edition of 1856, and represent the birds as life size. The sheets are elephant 
folio, and the paper heavy. The drawings were made from nature, and for accuracy of delineation 
fidelity to detail and accessories, : 

Audubon’s Birds have never been equalled. 
Any of these plates if framed would make a 

superb Ornament 
For a sportsman's dining room, and no more beautiful and appropriate gift vould be found for the lover 
of nature than one of these. 

ear more valuable. each 
The constantly increasing searcity of this work makes these large plates 

There are represented many species of Ducks, Gulls, Grouse, Snipe, Herons and small birds almost 
without number. 

These plates are so large that they cannot be sent by mail without danger of being crushed, and 
the best method of sending them will be on rollers by express. 

Black Vultie and Head 
of Deer, 

Redtail Hawk. 
Jer Falcon, 
Sparrow Hawk. 
Swallow-tailed Kite. 
White-headed Eagle, 
Pigeon Hawk. 
Black-winged Hawk. 
Duck Hawk. 
Fish Hawk. 
Barn Owl. 
Crow. 
Fish Crow. 
Blue Jay. 
Crow Blackbird. 
Redwing Blackbird. 
Baltimore Oriole. 
Orchard Oriole .« 
Boat-tail Grackle. 
Rusty Grackle. 
Nuttall’s Marsh Wren. 
Common Marsh Wren. 
Grested Titmouse. 
Hudson Bay Titmouse. 
Carolina Titmouse, 
Mocking Bird. 
j Hermit Thrush, 
| Wood Thrush, 
Brown Thrasher. 
Prairie Titlark, 
Brown Titlark, 
Grass Finch. 
Henslow’s Bunting. 
Ohipping Sparrow. 
Field Sparrow. 

LIST OF BIRDS 
Seaside Finch. 
Lincoln’s Finch, 
Song Sparrow. 
White-throated Sparrow 
White-crowned Sparrow 
Towhee Bunting. 
Purple Finch. 
Grossbill. 
Pine Grosbeak. 
Bine Grosbeak. 
Rose-breasted Grosbeak 
Nighthawk. 
Chimney Swift. 
Carolina Parroquet 
Golden - winged Wood- 

pecker. 
Pileated Woodpecker. 
Belted Kingtisher. 
Yellow-billed Cuckoo. 
Mangrove Humming B’d 
Ruby Throat Humming 

Bird. 
Columbia Humming B’d 
Forktail Flycatcher. 
Arkansas, Say’s & Swal- 

low-tail Flycatcher. 
Pinay Flycatcher. 
Kingbird. 
Great crested Flycatcher 
Oliye-sided Flycatcher. 
Small green-crested Fly- 

citcher. 
Wood Pewee. 
White-cyed Vireo. 
Red-eyed Vireo. 
Yellow-throated Vireo. 

REPRESENTED: 
Green black-capped Fly- 

catcher. 
Wilson’s Flycatcher. 
Canada Flycatcher. 
Bonaparte’s Flycatcher. 
Hooded Warbler. 
Kentucky Warbler. 
Bay-breasted Warbler. 
Pine Creeping Warbler. 
Azure Warbler. 
Yellowpoll Warbler. 
Rathbone Warbler. 
Children’s Wabler. 
Yellow Redpoll Warbler 
Black &Yellow Warbler, 
Swainson’s Warbler. 
Bachman’s Warbler. 
Carbonated Warbler. 
Nashville Warbler. 
Black & White Creeper. 
Wood Wren. 
Winter Wren. 
Rock Wren. 

Cedar Bird. 
Bohemian Waxwing. 
Purple Martin, 
White-bellied Swallow. 
Cliff Swallow. 
Barn Swallow. 
White-headed Pigeon. 
Black Rail. 
Yellow Rail. 

{ Bul-breasted S’dpiper, 
) Little Sandpiper. 
| Pectoral Saudpiper. 
| Red-backed Sandpiper. 

For price of plates address 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 39 Park Row, New York. 

Semi-palmated S’dpiper 
Curlew Sandpiper, 
Great Marbled Godwit. 
Esquimaux Curlew. 
Spotted Sandpiper. 
Solitary Sandpiper. 
Yellowleg Sandpiper. 
Greenshank Sandpiper. 
Glossy Ibis. 
Night Heron. 
Yellow-crowned Night 

Heron. 
Green Heron. 
Great White Heren. 
Peale’s and Reddish 

Hegrets. 
Blue Heron. 
Flamingo. 
White-fronted Goose. 
Mallard Duck. 
Black Duck. 
Gadwall Duck. 
Wood Duck. 
Canyas-back Duck, 
Redhead Duck. 
Ringneck Duck. 
Broadbill Duck, 
Eider Duck, 
Sniew, 
Brown Pelican. 
Crested Grebe. 
Black Skimmer. 
Arctic Tern. 
Sandwich Tern. 
Puftin. 
Razor-billed Auk. 
Great Auk. 

DAVENPORT’S 
SINGLE OR DOUBLE 

> REVOLVING CLAY PIGEON TRAP. 
This Trap gives as many different angles of flight 

(except toward shooter) of birds as 
any five-trap system. 

The price is reduced to $10.00, 
The double bird attachment works as well as the single. 

Can throw the bird any distance apart desired. 

THE TRAPS ARE WARRANTED. 

Upon trial if not found as represented or satisfactory can 
be returned at my expense. 
Send for card of rules and cirevlars to 

A. F. MARTINS, Manufacturer, 

DAVENPORT, N. Y. 

Ee YN © CE’ s 

Patent “Perfect” Brass Shells, 
; MANUFACTURED BY 

KYNOCH & CO., Birmingham, Eng. 

These shells are made of extra fine thin pliable metal, with reinforced 
base; are adapted to either Winchester or Wesson No.2 primers. Can be re 
loaded as often as any of the thicker makes, Cost only about half as 
much. Weight less than paper shells. They shoot stronger and el ser, and 
admit of a heavier charge, as owing to the thin metal, inside di meter is 
nearly two gauges larger. Load same us any brass shells, using wads say two 
sizes larger than gauge of shells. Or can be effectually crimped with tool (as 
represented in cuts) and straighten out to original shape when discharged, 
The crimping tool also acts as a reducer, an advantage which will be ap- 
preciated by all experienced sportsmen. Sample shells will be mailed (without 
charge) to any sportsmen’s club or dealer, and prices quoted to the trade 
only. For sale in any quantity by gun dealers generally, or shells in case lots 
only, (2,000), and crimpers not less than one dozen, by 

HERMANN BOKER & CO., 
SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS 

H 101 & 103 Duane Street, - New York. 

: WILLIAM READ & SONS, Boston, Mass, Agent for New England States 

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN, 
VALPARAISO, IND. 

HOLABIRD 

SHOOTING SUITS 
Of Waterproofed Duok, Irish Fustian and Corduroy, 

Unequalled in Convenience, Style, or Workmanship. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR. 

THISt 
ts our Skeleton Coat or Game Bag; weighs but 15 ounces, 
has seven pockets and game pockets. It is of strong 

material, dead grass color, and will hold the game of a 

successfui day without losing a hair or feather. It can 

be worn over or under an ordinary coat. We will mail it 

to you for $2.00. Send breast measure. 

A. Es... RR. 
The “AMERICAN KENNEL REGISTER” 

is a monthly record of the pedigrees, etc., of 

sporting and pet dogs. The first volume 

(1883) contains the records of 668 dogs. 

Blanks for registration of pedigrees, sales, 

breeding, etc., are furnished on receipt of 

stamped and directed envelope. The Regis-® 

ter also contains prize lists of all bench shows 

and fiela trials. Subseription, $1 per year. 

Forest and Stream Pub. Co., New York, 

STRONG CARTRIDGE CO. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

MANUFACTURERS OF— 

Paper Shot Shells, Breech-Loading Caumon, &¢, 
Our Shells cannot be excelled by any in the country. Our 

Cannon is an entirely new thing, and the most complete yacht 
Cannon in the world. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

Tor Forrest anpD STREAM is the recognized medium of entertain- 

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen. 

Communications upon the subjects to which its pages are deyoted are 

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will net be re- 

varded. No name will be published except with writer's consent. 

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year ; $2 for six 

months; to a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10; 

five copies for $16. Remit by registered letter, money-order, or draft, 

payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company. The paper 

muy be obtained of newsdealers throughont the United States and 

Canadas, On sale by the American Exchange, 449 Strand, W. C., 

London, England, Subscription agents for Great Britain—Messrs. 

Samson Low. Marston, Searle and Rivington, 188 Pleet street, London. 

ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside 

pages, nonpareil type, 25 cents per line. Special rates for three, six 

and twelve months. Reading notices $1.00 per line. Hight words 

to the line, twelve lines to oneinch. Adyertisements should be sent 

in by the Saturday previous to issue in which they are to be inserted. 

Transient advertisements must invariably be accompanied by the 

Money or they will not be inserted. 
Address all communications, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co, 
Nos, 39 anp 40 Parz Row.” New Yors Crry. 
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Withits compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 
of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each weel a larger 

amount of jirst-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 

kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contdined in all other 

American publications put together, 

SELECTING A RANGE. 

HERE are many points to be borne in mind while 

making a choice of a rifle range, but the leading one 
is ever that of safety. Bullets are deadly, indiscriminating 

things, and there should be no risk taken in connection with 

them, A marker who cannot gét imtu the path of a bullet is 

more likely to live on than the marker who is simply told 
that he should notiexpose himself, A rule is yery good so 

long as it is observed, but if that rule takes the form of a 

marking pit, out of which the spotter or marker cannot poke 
his head to see what is going on at the firing points, so much 
the better. 

Ever keeping in mind this fact of safety to those who shoot, 

fo those who assist the marksman, and those, too, who have 

no interest in the shooting, but who may perchance get into 

the way of the flying bullets, a few simple precautions will 

enable those in search of a range to makea satisfactory selec- 
tion. If the range is for off-hand shooting only, then a 
stretch of 300 yards will be found sufficient, but if it is in- 
tended for military practice, then one of at least 500 yards’ 

shooting distance should be secured, It will be unwise to 

carry the range to an inconvenient distance from ready 

means of transportation simply to secure a space for the ex- 
treme long ranges of 1,000 yards, ete. The percentage of 

fhose who shoot at the off-hand ranges, or even at the mid- 

ranges, is 830 much greater than those who prefer the long 

ranges, that the greatest good of the greatest number will 
lead to the choice of a good short range. Ti the long range 
is there, too, so much the better, 

A, natural barrier for missing shots in the form of a hill or 

other rising ground isto be looked for, Sometimes it is found 
easy to secure a range looking over the water, and if it be 

not & navigable sheet, this is a very good choice, though the 
_ land barrieris the better. A hill with a yery slight inclina- 
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tion should not be chosen, since there is a tendency to 

ricochet shots, and the least bit of flat pebble may send a 
swift bullet deflected over the hilltop, perchance to do mis- 
chief a half mile off. Jn any case, with such a natural hill 
the chance of these dangerous ricochet shots will be reduced 
if a few plow furrows are run across the face of the hill, or 

if obstructions are placed upon it. If it be found necessary 

to construct such a bullet barrier, no false economy should 

lead to any stinting of proper expense af the start. The 
long butt at Creedmoor costs thousands of dollars through 

extensive slides of the earth which had been loosely cast up. 

A parapet of planking twenty-five feet high is a good bullet 
checker, It should be built of two-inch plank, securely 
fastened to heavy timbers, and a space of from two to three 
feet allowed between the two plank slieathings, the space 

to be filledin with broken stone. Repairs are readily made 
to this style of barrier, and if attended to as soon as neces- 

sary, therepairs will cost little, and keep the fence in good, 

safe order. Wire ropes in front and heavy timber braces in 
tle rear will keep the fence secure against any heavy winds. 

The ground for 4 range should be level, if possible, but if 

this be difficult to secure, then the firing points may be 

brought to a level with the targets by grading up, or by 

earthen mounds. Sometimes it is found cheaper to erect 

wooden platforms upon which the marksmen may stand or 

lie. 

The direction of the targets [rom the firing points accord- 
ing tothe points of the compass isimportant. The range 
should run from the firing points north to the targets. This 

will keep the sun to the back and have it shining upon the 

target face instead of in the faces of the shooters, A veering 

to the eastward may not do much harm, since the chances 

are that the bulk of the shooting will be done during the 

afternoon hours. It is desirable to have easy and quick 
means of necess from the firing points to the targets, In 

shooting across a sheet of water as is sometimes done, this 
may uot be very readily provided, but itis an essential 
which should not be overlooked, Telephones are now intro- 

duced, and permit quick conveyance of any instructions 
from those in charge of the practice or match to the markers 
in the butts, 

To enable those ut practice to make ready observation of 
any change in the direction or force of the wind, it will be 
well to have a number of flags at various points about the 
grounds. They should be placed on flag staffs above the 

embankment at the rear ef the targets, and algo on lower’ 
staffs uear the firing points witha few placed between. If 
made of light stuff and cut toa point, these will be very 
sensitive and aid the shooter materially, especially at long 

range. 
The distances from the target should be accurately marked 

off, after measurements by a competent surveyor. Short 

posts are excellent, and on them should be indicated the tar- 

get number or letter. This will aid greatly in squadding the 
shooting group. On ranges where there is a growth of grass 
requiring frequent mowing, it has been found e good plan 

to mark the firmg points with flat stones, not projecting 

above the surface of the soil. 
It is not desirable to have the range ina gully, where 

there is a continued set to the currents of air, nor get in such 

an exposed position that the winds keep up a continual 

hurricane. A place where tliere is a variation of wind as to 

direction and force is to be preferred, as more likely to give 
the range patrons a wide experience in calculating windage. 

Having selected the range, the next consideration will be 
the choice of targets. Iron is the best material for hard 

usage, but itis not always found advisable to use it, and 
canvas targets have many warm advocates. .The particular 

arrangement im order to secure accuracy aud promptness in 

signalling the value of the shots is largely a matter of choice. 
Rifie pits in which the marker may remain secure from any 
chance of getting hit are the best arrangement, but swampy 

land may make them unavailable, and then other forms of 

mantlets and protective shields must be adopted, The con- 
sideration of these, with the whole subject of targets, may 

be left to another article on the fitting up of ranges, 

Seed 

THE VOTING ON "THE FLICKERINGS ges bravely on. The 
ballots come from every nook and corner of the vast ex- 

pause of territory represented by our subscription list; all 

save the far-off land beyond the Sierra Neyadas, wheuce we 

coutidently expect returns before the expiration of the time, 

Feb. J, when the polls will close. As the labor of counting 

the ballots will be no inconsiderable task, it is requested 

that votes besent in at once, The directions to voters were 

repeated in our last issue, i" 

SNARED BIRDS. 

NE of the gravest problems of game bird protection is 

how to stop the sale of snared grouse and trapped 

quail. There are laws in plenty. but mmfortunately each 

statute is either so framed that it giyes to the snarer and the 
dealer all the license they want, or else from lack ot enforce- 

ment it is a dead letter, as useless and purposeless as a gun 

without powder. Herein New York the great game mar- 

kets, which draw their supplies from all the surrounding 

States and from the far West, are always well stocked with 
strangled birds. The dealers advertise for game that has 
been snared; they prefer it to that which has been shot; it 

brings a higher price. So the illegally captured game comes 
in from different parts of New York State and from other 

sections, and the dealers hang it up on their hooks. 

When the ‘‘spy” comes around, the dealer folds his arms 

and says: ‘‘Yes, those are snared birds; now, what are you 
going to do about it? Do your want to arrest me and haye 
Ine prove that these birds were not snared in this State?” As 
‘itisa very simple thing for the aggrieved marketman to 

show the judge and jury how perfectly innocent he is, and 

to make it appear that the birds came from somewhere on 

the other side of the Himalayas, the “spies” soon grow 
weary of well-doing, and the game stalls are piled high with 
fresh consignments of unlawful plunder. 

The defect of the law is that it forbids only the traffic in 
birds snared in the State. This is the loophole through 
which game is dragged by the crate and cartload. Now 

what would be the working of a law which should prohibit 

entirely the sale of all snared grouse and trapped quail, no 
matter where they come from? Would that be any more 

effective than the present statute? 

“What are you going to do about it?” 

Tue Cover Crus of Cincinnati held its annual meeting 

last Saturday evening, at which the following officers were 
elected: President, Colonel L. A. Harris; First Vice-Presi- 

dent, H. C. Culbertson; Second Vice-President, A. W. 

Gazlay; Third Vice-President, Henry Hanna; Secretary. J. 
F. Blackburn; Board of Trustees, James Gordon, P. Roach 

and Henry Hanna. The secretary’s report made a very 
creditable showing fer the work and progress of the club 

during the past year. The extended report of the trustees, 

which reaches us too late for insertion in this issue, will be 

given next week, The Cuvier Club has a membership of 
nearly seven hundred, and is a yery influential organization. 

It is proposed to establish elsewhere auxiliary clubs, which 
as branches of the Cuyier may have all the advantages of its 
prestige and strength. This is an important movement and 
if properly directed will greatly strengthen the interests of 

the intelligent and common-sense sportsmen of Ohio. 

New York Game Law Commrrrers.—The Assembly 
Comunittee on Game Laws is made up as follows: Messrs. 

O'Neil, of Franklin; Seeber, of Jefferson; Geddes, of Onon- 

daga; Barager, of Tioga; Howland, of Cayuga; Moore, of 

Richmond; Murphy, of New York; Rosenthal, of New 

York, and Johnston, of Ulster. The members of the Senate 

Committee are Messrs. Olis, Gilbert and Van Schaick. We 

hope that these gentlemen will scrutinize carefully any 

measure that may be submitted to them, Unless there is 

some good reason to look for decided improvement in the 
law, and we are not at present aware of any foundation 

upon which tobasea hope of this, by all means let this 

year be conspicuous by the absence of the game law tinkers. 

Aw AMERICAN FisHertes Exursition has heen suggested. 

Tn the ninth annual report of the Boston Fish Bureau, Mr. 

W. A. Wilcox, the secretary, says: ‘‘We trust the day is not 
far distant when we shall have a World’s Fish Fair in this 
country, and Boston is the place for it.” 

AMATBUR PHOTOGRAPHS, 

E have received a number of photographs in exchange for the 

two views taken from our office windows, and find them very 
charming and suggestive pictures of camp life and pleasure travel. 

We repeat that we have taken, with amateur outfit, two views from 

the windows of the Forrest 4np Stress office, and shall be glad to 

exchange one or both of them-for amateurs’ photographs of camp 

Scenes and other pictures made by the sportsman tourist. The views 

are 5x8in, No. 1is an instantaneous picture. It shows the north 

side of the Post Office, Mail street, a strip of the City Hall Park, and 

@ Varnish sign ever on Broadway. There is alsa a pie wagon de- 

liyering pies to the stand on the Post Office corner, with ao fat 
pedestrian in close proximity. No, 2 shows the front of the old City 
Hall, with the roof of the new County Court Honse, other public 

buildings, the top of Stewart’s old wholesale sture, and a slice of the 
American News Co.’s building in Chambers street, 
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TORRENT TAMING LV SOUTHERN FRANOZ. 
WV the year 1860 France began upou a ney and successful 
plan, a fight with certain lawless torrents, many of then: 

tributary to the Rhone, 
The condition of affairs which made necessary such 4 

mayement, the progress of the struggle, and its successiul 

issue, are well worthy our attention here in America at this 

time, 
For more than three hundred years the improvident wood 

cutting had heen going on, which at last changed many of 

the streams of that region into torrents. The lower lying 
and generally steeper slopes of their basins had been robbed 
by short-sighted owners of their protecting forests. Next, 

4s the income from woodland became less, the impoverished 

peasants were tempted to overstock the higher and more level 

upland pastures with sheep and goats. The sharp hoofs of 

these animals, and their close bite when pressed by Lunger 
goon weakened the turf, so that it could not hold its place 
against the washing action of the heavy rain. During hard 

showers the fragments of this turf, with more or less of the 

thin soil underneath, startéd down hill. Arriving at the 
steeper slopes—formerly protected by trees with their fallen 

leayes, roots and undergrowth—the water found nothing to 

check it, till part of it could find the crevices leading to the 

springs, and there was nothing else to keep the rest from 

rushing too suddenly to the stream-bed; buf carrying with it 

the scanty soil of these denuded slopes, every yard of descent 

would add to its yolume, velocity and eroding power. By 
the time the stream was reached each drop would contain 

some grains of precious soil to be washed dewn to the sea, 
or on its way there to be deposited where it would spoil 

river, Channels and harbors. Besides this washing of soil, 
rocks and boulders imbedded in it would be loosened, 

tumbled down into the channels, and in fluodtime ground 
Up into gravel and spread over fertile ground in the yalley. 

In one province, Ardéche, 70,000 acres, one-eighth its total 

area, were thus rendered almost worthless hy food deposits 

(Marsh: Earth as Modifed by Human Action, p. 257, nete), 

In addition, costly roads, bridges, aqueducts and buildings 

were undermined and washed away, Large regions, form- 

erly populous, became solitudes, across which it was hard 

and often unsafe to trayel, 
Great sums were spent in such works as retaining dams 

built across the mouth of gorges; rows of stone pillars lining 
the borders of streams, and at right angles to these, walls of 

pebbles and rows of trees, and many other expedients, none 

of which cured the evil; $24,000,000 was annually spent on 
rouds and bridges, and much of this outlay was made neces- 
sary by the gullying, undermining, and coyering with debris 
floue by torrents. 

Meantime rainfall was becoming irregujar; floods and 

droughts alternated; the rapid heating and cooling of the 
bare slopes caused violent winds; and these, with the sudden 
ehanges of temperature, wrenched, so to speak, the moisture 

from the clouds, causing local floods of terrible fury, & g., 

‘jn a single day of food the Ardéche, a river too insigniti- 

ennt to be known except in the local topography of France, 

eontributed to the Rhone once and a half, and for tliree con- 

secutive days once and one-third as much as the average 
delivery of the Nile * * although the basin of the 
latter river contains 1,000,000 square miles * G2 or 

more than 1,000 times as much as the former.” (Marsh, pp. 
258-9.) “The water on the Beaume, a tributary of the 
Ardéche, rose [in 1772] thirty-five feet above low water, but 
the stream was again fordable on the evening of the same 

day,” (id. p. 258.) 

The most serious results of denuding the steep slopes of 

the mountains were seen when the warm wind called the 

Foehn, coming probably frem Sahara, and when crossing 

the Mediterranean loading itself with moisture, struck the 

snow like on the higher parts of the mountains. This wind, 
according to Guyot, sometimes has power to melt six feet of 
snow in twenty-four hours! The melted snow, together with 

the rain, dashed down from the Foehn, would be likely to do 

serious damage, even if the hillsides had their full protection 

of turf, bush and tree. But wheh no such barriers checked 
the rush the results were frightful, 

At last, after many costly efforts to enre an eyil which 
grew worse and worse, i timid step was taken toward pre- 

vention, Many far-seeing men, and especially Surell—who 

gave a life-work tothe cause—had long been urging this, As 
the torrent was the accumulation of many drops which, when 

brought together at one time, were irresistible, the point aimed 
at was 10 prevent their reaching the channel all at onee. 

They must be arrested as long as possible where they first 

fell, as many as possible must be enabled to find the crevices 

leading to springs, and all the way down to the stream bed 
the progress of the remainder must be delayed. Besides, if, 

in addition to terracing and horizontal furrows, the steep 
hillsides were covered with growing trees, bushes, and fallen 

leaves, much of the descending» water would be taken up 

into these plants, to be gradually given back into the air in 

drier Weather, thus equalizing temperature, 

At first the Corps Legislatif could only be induced to yote 
2 000,000frs., to be expended at the rate of 200,000 frs. a year. 
It was clear that the State must take the lead, since it alone 
wasrich enough to advance the capital necessary and wait 
twenty years for a return, and which could control the whole 
tegion from which a torrent drew its water: and nothing 
could be done unless the whole of a torrent-basin were taken 
in hand at the same time and under the same direction. 

The works were classed as vebvisements (reforestings) fucul- 

tatifs, and reboisements obligatoires, Tn the former the State 

merely assisted by loans of money, seeds and cuttings, and 

by the advice and oversight of its trained officials. In the 

latter the State for the time being assumed ownership of the 

land, and when its work was done gaye the individuals or 

communes Who had held it the choice either to repay the 

cost of the work and take the land back (the State, however, 

retaining such oversight as would prevent torrents forming 

again) or to take back one-half the land and pay nothing. In 

the case of re-turfing (reyazonnement) the State retained only 

one-fourth the land to cover the cost of the work. 

Local opposition to the law was at firsta serious obstacle 

to its enforcement. This was overcome by great patience 

and kindness; by putting leading men of the districts on the 
boards, which, in connection with the State experts, decided 

what land must be operated upon, and by circulating a 

Science Primer entitled ‘‘Htudes de Maitre Pierre sur VAg- 

ricullwreé el les Foréts,” A prize was offered for such a primer, 

and a young lawyer, A, Rousset, won it. It consists of 

eight dialogues between 4 peasant farmer, Master Peter, 

and a government teacher who, in these walks and talks 

converts his pupil from a stubborn foe toa firm friend of the 

law. The little book is a fine model of Socratic questioning 
and will repay careful study by teachers. It may be added 

that rigid economy was practiced and minute accounts kept, 
so that those whose land was taken could know just what 

they must pay for when they redeemed their land, and feel 

satistied that they were not being charged too much. 
The bold expedient which was adopted of attacking one 

of the worst torrents first, proved a prudent one. For not 

only would the owners of land so nearly ruined be more 

Willing to give up its ownership fora time, but besides, if 
such a demon as the Ardéche could he tamed, it was the 

best proof that less violent torrents could be brought under 
control, i 

Beginniug with the trifling sum of 200,000 francs a year 

for ten years, before the end of that time the success was so 

marked that all the money that could wisely be expended 

was readily voted by the Corps Legislatif, and nearly all 

local opposition vanished. The war with Germany made 

the state less liberal in its expenditure for reboisement for 

awhile, but soon the work was taken up again with vigor. 

Tt was estimated that the great flood in the Garonne in 

June, 1875, did damage to the extent of 300,000,000 francs, 

besides destroying more than 1,000 lives. Careful investi- 
gation afterward showed that had the work of vebotsement 
contemplated in the original act of 1860 (and which il 

was supposed it would take 140 years to finish) been com- 
pleied, that awful flood would have been comparatively 
harmless, 

‘To give an idea of the process of torrent-taming, we quote 

the graphic words of Cézanne, with which he concludes his 
supplement to the great work of Surell (*‘Hiude swr les Tor'- 
pents des Hautes Alpes,” published first by the Admindstration 

des Ponts et Chausséesin 1841, and when it had been for 

years out of print, a new edition was prepared in 1870 by 

his friend Cezanne, and in 1872 the supplement. The Boston 

Public Library contains this and most of the leading works 
on forestry). Speaking of ihe astonishment of visitors when 

they see pointing heayenward the verdant shoots of the elm, 

the maple and the acacia growing on the dry schists; and of 
the walnut and the oak on the dry and solid buttresses, while 
the alder, the poplar, the ash, the osier and the white willow 

of the Alps grow in the more moist depths of the rayines, he 

Says: : 
“ These works, so ingenious in their yery simplicity, form 

a net work of horizontal lines like the alleys of a garden. 
The green edgings and linings develop themselves ameng 

the innumerable sinuosities of the combes [valleys], embracing 
from the rocky beds of the torrents to the yery summit of 

the mountain crests those rayines which were but lately in- 

accessible and presented an aspect full of horror, On see- 

ing what has been done, one immediately understands how 
such a combination should be effectual. Every liquid mole- 

cule, so to speak, is seized individually, the thin sheet of 

water flowing down is retarded in its course by a thousand 
thirsty little plants, by the lines of cultivated herbage, and by 
the hedges of shoots and trees, It is compelled to tarry a 
little on each terrace to slake the thirst of the ground, 
and when it reaches the lower end of a furrow it 
spreads itself out on the flattened bed there pre- 
pared for it. Stopped at eyery barrier, it loses 
its vital force on every hand, and finally, from 

resting place to resting place, and from descent to desvent, it 
arrives, after a thousand retardations, and stil! Jimpid, in the 

channel which conveys it to the river. The violence of tor- 

rents is occasioned by the combination of an infinitude of 
elements infinitely minute; and the system of extinction con- 

sists in extinguishing ¢ach of these elements without disre- 
garding one; it is an accumulation of infinitessimal littles. 
The secondary rayines sve blocked up, their minute ramifi- 
cations are intercepted, the Jesser flanks are filled up, and 

finally there are spread over the soil, completely to diffuse 
them, the innumerable threadlets [of water], divided and 
subdivided like the fibres of a root.” 

The best single work from which one can get an idea of 
this great triumph is ‘‘Reboisement in France,” by J, Croum® 
bie Brown, LL.D, It is in the Mercantile Library in this 

city, and probably will soon be in the Astor. ~ 

_ 

Che Sportsman Tourist. 

LIFE AMONG THE BLACKFEET: 
BY J, WILLARD SCHULTZ, 

SEVENTH PAPER. 
fh Me’ Blackfoot medicine practices consist chiefly of incan- 

tations. Some few roots and herbs are used, and bleed- 
ing and blistering is also practiced. 

In Blackfoot a ‘medicine man” is called a Bear-man and a 
“medicine pipe’ a bear-pipe. The bear, the wonderful 
monster, most powerful of all the animals, is thought to be 
—like the strange white buffalo—the special property of the 
gods. Wheneyera person killed one he left the meat as 
an offering, and took only the claws for a nécklace, and a 
small picce of the hide to wrap around the bear-pipe. Any 
one but a Bear-man terms the bear Ki-yu. The Bear-man, 
however, must never use this word, the nume for the animal 
being Nimp'-ska. Unfortunately, the writer hasbeen unable to 
learn the meaning of either of these words, A bear-pipe is 
in reality no pipe at all, merely a very long wooden pipe- 
stem, beautifully wrapped and decorated with pieces of all 
kinds of fur, scaips, and many colored feathers. When in 
use any large pipe-bowl is smoked which will fit the stem. 
When not in ust it is rolled up in fur, and fplensant 
weather hung on a tripod outside. At other times if is kept 
suspended on a lodge pole just above the seat of the owner. 
A large quantity of tobacco and herb is always kept with the 
bear-pipe, and besides this, the following articles which ure 
used in the pipe ceremonies: A strip of white buffalo robe, 
which is placed around the forehead of the Bear-man, one or 
more rattles, the dried scrotum of a )utfalo bull filled with 
small pebbles, a pair of wooden tongs, a bag of red paint, 
another of sweet grass, and a string of bells made of dried 
buffalo hoofs, 
When not in use, no one may touch § bear-pipe except 

the Beartman, Niimp-skan, and his head wife, the Bear- 
woman, Niimp-skii ki. When it is suspended in the lodge 
no one may pass between it and the fire; fire or ashes may 
not be carried out of the lodge, and the wood in the fireplace 
must be laid so that the sticks touch each other in the center, 
the long ends projecting away from the pipe. When a per- 
son enters a Bear-pipe-man's lodge he must, on Jeaving, go 
out by the same side of the lodge by which he entered. For 
instance, if one should pass by the right side of the lodge on 
entering and on going out go around the left side of the 
lodge, thus making a complete circle around the pipe, he 
would be sure to hiive some bad luck befall him, Months 
frequently pass during which the pipe is not unrolled. Cer- 
tain occasions only warrant this important ceremony, At 
the o-kan’, as before stated, the bear-pipes are smoked, and 
again, the first time thunder is heard in the spring, A hear- 
pipe is valued equal to from ten to fifteen or more head of 
horses, and frequently is bought and sold, 1f£ a man pos- 
sessing one of these pipes dies, the pipe and all its appur- 
tenances is buried with him, The writer has neyer wit- 
nessed the ceremonies at the changing of ownership of a 
pipe, and is unable to say whether the pipe is then smoked 
or not, . 

Only within the last few weeks has the writer been able 
to learn anything at all of the ceremonies and duties of the 
Bear-men, and only after repeated disayowal of all belief in 
the white man’s God was he allowed to wiluess the peculiar 
ceremonies, The first time he was present the pipe was ouly 
unwrapped, the occasion being the healing of a sick woman. 
The Bear-pipe-man was an old gray-headed man. When I 
entered the lodge it was already well filled with men who 
had been inyited to participate inthe ceremony. Between 
the aged Bear-man and his wife, the Bear-woman, was the 
pipe, as yet unrolled, lyingon a carefully folded buffalo robe, 
Plates of food were placed before each guest, and when all 
had eaten and acommon pipe had been lighted, the ceremony 
commenced. With the wooden tongs (made of a forked 
branch of willow) the woman took a large coal of fire from 
the fireplace and dropped if on the ground directly before 
the bear-pipe. Then, while every oue joined in singing a 
pipe song, a beautiful, low, plaintive chant, she took a bunch 
of dried, sweet grass and, alternately raising and lowering 
her hand in time to the music, at last dropped it on the coal. 
As the thin column of perfumed smoke rose from the burn- 
ing herb, both she and the Bear-man leaned oyer it and, 
grasping handfuls of it, rubbed il over their persons to purify 
themselves before touching the sacred pipe. They also took 
each a small piece of some kind of root froma little bag and 
ateit, signifying that they purified their bodies, not only on 
the outside, but on the inside. 

- The man and woman now faced euch ofher and began the 
Buffalo song, keeping time to the music by touching with 
their clenched hands—the right and left alternately—the 
wrappings of the pipe. Occasionally, they would make the 
sign for buffalo—viz., both hands—tightly closed—elevated 
to andtouching the sides of the head, forefinger of cach 
crooked obliquely forward to represent the horns. After 
singing this song for some ten minutes they changed the 
tune to the Antelope song; and instead of touching the pipe 
wrappings with the clutched hands, which represented the 
walking of buffalo, they closed the hands, leaving the index 
finger in the form of a hook and the thumbs partly extended 
aud in time to the music, as in the previous song, aterpalelis 
touched the wrappers with the right and left hands, a 
occasionally brought the hands to the side of the head, mak- 
ing the sign for antelope, and uttered a lond Kuh! to repre- 
sent the whistling or snorting of the animal, 

‘At the conclusion of this song, the woman put another 
bunch of sweet grass on a coal and carefully undid the 
wrappitigs of the pipe, holding each one over the smoke that 
it might-be pure, At last the last wrapping was removed, 
the Bear-man gently grasped the stem, and every one begin- 
ning to sing the Pipe song, he raised and lowered it several 
fimes, shaking it as he did so, until every feather and bit of 
scalp and fur could We pluinly seen, 
At this moment the sick woman entered the lodge and 

with great effort, for she was very weak, walked over to the 
Bear-womnan and kuelt down before her, The Bear-woman 
then produced 4 8inall bag of red paint and painted a broad 
band across the sick woman's forehead, a stripe down the 
nose, and a number of round dots on each cheek; then pick: 
jug up the pipe-stem she held it up toward the sky and 
prayed, saying, “Listen, Old Man, take pity! Listen, Sun, 
take pity! Listen, all Above-people, Animals, Undeér-water- 
people, wll take pity!, Let ussnrvive. Let us sutvive, Let 
us suryiye, Why is our daugater now sick? Give her 
complete life. Give us good, give us all complete lives,” 
At the conclusion of this short’ prayer all the people uttered 
4 n-Mm-m-m-ah! and reaching ont their arms folded them 
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across their breasts, signifying that they took the words to 
their hearts. Every one bow commenced the Pipe song, 
and the Bear-woman passed the pipe-stemi over different 
parts of the sick woman's body, after which she arose and 
left the lodge. , 
The old man then took a common pipe which had been 

lighted and blew three whiffs of smoke toward the sky, three 
to the ground aiid three on the bear-pipe-stem, and then re- 
peated pouch) the same prayer as that said in the ceremony of 
the o-kan, Three drums were then produced, the war song 
commenced, and the old man, rattle in hand, danced three 
times from his seat to the doorway and back. This was an 
enlirely uew dance to the wrifer, and was intended to imi- 
tafe the movements ofthe bear, The old man stooped down 
yery slightly, kept all his limbs very rigid, extended his 
arms like one giving a benediction, and danced back and 
forth in time to the music in quick, sudden sfcps. He then 
took the pips-stem, and holding it in front of him, went 
through the same performance. Alterward the pipe-stem 
was handed to the guests, and cach one holding if aloft for 
# few seconds made » short prayer, The person who sat on 
the left of the writer prayed tor a continuance of life for his 
Wives and children, the person on the right prayed lor sne- 
cess in horse stealing, This concluded the ceremony, 

DOWN THE YUKON ON A RAFT. 
BY LIEUT. FRED'K SCHWATKA, U, 8 ARMY. 

Third Paper. 

Nee: ont upon Lake Lindeinan a most beautiful 
Alpine-like sheet of water was presented to our view, 

while af ony feet came in a mountain creek entirely too swift 
and powerful to wade with safety, and over which 4 green 
willow tree was supposed to do duty as a foot-log. My first 
atiempt to pass over it sunk it down into the rushing waters 
until I wished I had gotten off and swam. A ramble 
among the woods next day to inspect for raft timber showed 
A nuiber of bear, caribou and other game tracks, but noth- 
ing could beseen of the representatives themselyes, A few 
gulls and terns were scen on the lake, and a small flock of 
pretty harlequin ducks gaye us a lone but unsuccessful shot. 
‘The interior lakes gave Roth, the cook, a couple of green- 
winged teal, duck and drake, as 4 reward for # late evening 
stroll—for if must ‘be remembered we were close enough 
hordering into the Aretic regions to prevent perfect darkness 
even at midnight, when coarse print ceuld be read, 
Two of the Tabk-heesh or “Stick Indians who had come 

with us had stored awny in this vicinity a couple of the 
most dilapidated looking craft that ever were seen and a 
traveler called upon to stretch his conscience and call 
“canoes.” ‘The only thing that ever kept them afloat was 
the possible reason, as the Irishman said, ‘*That for every 
hole where the water could come in there was half a dozen 
where it could run out.” The canoes, called by most of the 
white people ‘cottonwood canoes, are really, I believe, 
made from a sort of poplar, and as the trees are not very 
lunge, the mxterial ‘‘runs out,” so to speak, nlong the waist, 
where a greater amount is required to reach around, and 
this deficiency is made up by substituting strips tacked or 
seweil Gu a gunwales and the crevices amply chinked with 
fum, At bow and stirp some rudé attempt is made to warp 
them into canoe lines, and this necessitates a number of 
cracks, all smeared with gum. The thin bottom is a perfect 
gridiron of slits, all kept closed with gum, and the propor- 
tion of fle gum inereases with the canoes age. These 
were the fragile crafi that were brought to me 
with a tender to transport my effects (nearly three 
tons) the lenyth of the lake. about ten miles, and 
they had the assurance fo offer to do if in two days. 
T gaye them a couple of loads of material that could be lost 
without damage, weirhine $00 to 400 pounds, and as at that 
time I did not know the length of the lake I thought I 
would awsif theirreturn before farther progress. “A.southern 
ile setting in shortly afler their depariure, with running 
waves on the Jake a foot ortwo high, wastoo terrible a storm 
for the little eraft, and we never say anything of them or 
their owners until three days later, when the men came 
erceping back overland—the gale still ragiug—to explain 
matters that required no explauation. In the meantime the 
best Joos available. rather small ones of stunted spruce and 
contorted pine, had heen floated down the little stream and 
tracked up and down aloug the shores of the lake and a raft 
made from them of the rather formidable looking dimensions 
of fifteen by thirty feet. The lashings used on the loads of 
the Indian packers were put to duty in binding the logs to- 
gether, but the greatest reliance was placed in wooden pins 
uniting them through auger holes bored in both. A deck 
was made on the corduroy plan of light seas6ned pine poles, 
ind high enough to prevent wetling the effects in ordinary 
sized waves, while a pole was rigged with a wall tent for a 
sail, and an oar bow and stern with which to do the steering, 
The evening of the 14th of June the craft was completed, 

when we found that, as u number of us had surmised, it was 
not of sufficient huoyancy to hold all the effects and the 
whole parly of whites and natives, The next day only three 
while men, picked with reference to weight as anything else, 
were placed in charge, about half the stores were put on the 
deck, the raft swung into the current of the stream to float 
her out into the lake, and, as the rude sailf was spread, the 
primitive craft commenced a journey that measured oyer 
1,300 miles before he rough tibs of knots and bark were laid 
to rest on the great river, nearly 500 miles of whose secrets 
were piven up fo geographical science through the medium of 
icy stannch and trusty bones. As she slowly obeyed her 
motive power, the wind began blowing harder and harder, 
nti] tie craft was pitching like a vessel laboring in an ocean 
storm; but despite this the middle of the afternoon saw her 
journey across the lake completed, and this without any 
damage to her load. The men had had 9 hard time of it, 
however, and had been compelled to take in their sail, for 
when this was lashed down over the stores there wus enough 
surface presented to drive them along at a good round gait, 
especially when near the bold, rocky shores, where all their 
vigilanee and muscle were needed to keep from being dashed 
to pieces in the hreakers. They had started with half a dozen 
stout poles, but im poling through the rocks occasionally one 
would cramp between a couple of submerged stones and be 
wrested from their hands before it could be extricated as the 
raft swept by. 
The rest of the persanne?, white and native, scrambled over 

the mountain spurs on the eastside of the lake, wading 
through bog and tangled underbrush, then up steep slippery 
granite rocks on to the ridge tops bristling with fallen tim- 
ber, the ane eammon suffering being from the mosquitoes. 
The rest of the stores not. taken on the raft found their way 
slowly along by means of the two Valenciennes canoes, pre- 
yiously described, in the hands of our own Indians. We 

= 

fonnd that Lake Lindeman was drained by a small river from 
40 (0 60 or TH yards wide, and but liitle over a mile long, Tt 
was for the whole length a perfect repetition of rapids, 
shoals, cascades, boulders, bars and drifttimber. Right in 
the center of it the worst cascade was split by a huge project- 
ing boulder, just at a sudden bend of the stream, and either 
channel was barely large enough to allow the raft to pass it 
it came end on, otherwise it would besnre te jamb. Through | 
this narrow chute the raft was ‘‘shot” Tune 16, and although 
our predictions were verified at the cascade, a few minutes’ 
encrgetic work pried it off, with the loss of a side-log or 
two, und all were lad to see it towed alongside the gravelly 
beach on fhe new lake, with so little damage done, and 
where we at once commenced enlarging its dimensions on a 
scale commensurate wilh our entire load, personne! and 
muartériel, 

One of the delights of raft making is standing 1 greater 
part of the day in ice water just off the mountain tops, andin 
strange contrast with this annoyance was the mosquitoes’ buz- 
zing around the head while the feet were freezing. A number 
of larger logs were secured and built into the raft on 4 plan of 
fifteen by forty, but really sixteen by forty-two, tuling mio 
account the projections beyond the pivs from which the 
measurements were made, These dimensions were never 
afterward changed, Two decks were now made separated 
by a central space, where two cumbersome oars being Vigged 
it was possible to row the ponderous craft at the rate of 
nearly a mile an hour, and these side oars were often atter- | 
ward used to reach a camping place on the beach of a lake 
when the wind had failed us or set in ahead. The bow and 
sterm steering oars were still retained, and we thus had sur- | 
plus oars for either service, if one should break, by borrow- 
ing from fhe other, for the two services were never employed 
at once, There was only one fault with the new construc- 
tion and that was that none of the logs extended the whole 
length of the raft, and it seemed 10 be nearer fwo rafts 
slizhtly dovetailed in the center so asto unite them than one 
of solid build. 

One of the Tahk-heesh Indians that visited us on this por- 
taye between the two lakes stammered like a horse-fiddle, 
and I note it as the only case of that, great family with an 
impediment in theirspeech. The impediment in their hon- 
esty usually absorbs all others. 

The new lake on which we found ourselves, and which 
was about thirty miles long, I called Lake Bennett, after that 
friend of geographical research who had done more for its 
extension than any living American not actually undergoing 
the hardships of the explorers themselves. To its right were 
the same old blue-ice glaciers, but in pretty relief were the 
ted rocks sticking throngh them, Similarly colored rocks 
on the Jake's beach and near by showing iron as their color- 
ing matter, [named them the ‘lron-Cupped Mountains.” 
Ow the morning of the 19th of June the naval constructors 

reported that their work was done, and the raft was 
immediately pul. in commission, the load pul on, bow and 
stern line cast Joose and, afier vowing for two or three 
hundred yards to get past the mud flats deposited by the 
stream, the old wall tent was spread from its ridge pole 
Jashed to the top of the rude mast, and the journey resumed, 
The scenery along Lake Bennett is very much like the narrow 
inland passages of Alaska visited by tourists, except that 
there is considerably less timber on the hills. There was a 
fair wind in our favor as we started, but accompanied with 
a disagreeable rain which made things very unpleasant, as 
we lad no sign of a cover on aur open boat. Under this 
wind we made about a mile anda half an hour, and as it 
kept increasing we dashed along at the dizzy gait of two to 
two and # half miles an hour. 

This increasing wind, however, also had its defects, for on 
long, unprotected stretches of the luke the water was swell- 
ing into waves that gave us no little apprehension for our | 
vessel, not that she would strike a Jeak or a rock, but in her 
mnbitious explorations might spread herself over the lake 
and her contents oyer its bottom. By 3 in the afternoon the 
wayes were dashing high over fhe stern, and, having no logs 
run clear through, she was working in the center like an 
accordeon, and with as much distraction to her occupants, 
Still it was too important io take advantage of every possible 
breath of wind in the right direction; and we held her nose 
to the horth until aboat 6 in the afternoon, when a perfect 
hurricane was howling, the waves sweeping the rowing 
space so that no one could stand, let alone sit down here to 
work at the oars, and as atew of the faithful pins com- 
menced snapping we headed her for the shore at as sharp an 
angle as it jas possible to make, running |jefore the wind, 
or aboul two points of the compass. This soon brought us 
to a rough, rocky beach strewn with boulders along the 
water's edge and the waves dashing oyer fhem in a boiling 
sheet of water that looked threatening enough; but a line 
was soon gotten ashore, und while two or three kept the 
raft off with poles, the remainder of the party tracked 
her back about half a mile to a sheltered cove where 
she was beached, and we began looking areund for 
enough Jong logs to run the whole length of the raft. 
Four quite large ones were found and all the next day, 
the 20th, was occupied in cutting them down, clearing 
a way for them through the timber to the water's edge, and 
prying, pulling and pushing them there and then incorporat- 
ing them into the raft. Two were used for the side logs and 
two for the center, and when we were through it was evident 
that # much ueeded improvement had been made. It was 
just made in time, too, for our tools were going to pieces 
rapidly, the last auger had slipped the nut that held it in the 
handle and it could not be withdrawn to clear the shavings, 
buta hand-yise was screwed on, and this too fell overboard 
ou the outer edge of the raft in eight or ten feet of water. A 
maenct was placed on the end of a long pole and we fished 
for the instrument that we could not see, but without avail. 
“Billy,” our half-breed Chilkat interpreter, then dove down 
into the ice-cold water and revealed that near where it fell a 
precipitous bank sloped down to unfathomable depth and it 
had probably rolled down this, or the magnet would have 
secured it. Other means were employed and we wriggled 
through. The day we repaired the raft a good steady wind 
from the south kept us in perfect agony seeingso much good 
energy that we sorely needed go to waste, and we consoled 
ourselves with the only good it did do us, that is to keep the 
mosquitoes down. 

On the 21st we started early, with a good breeze behind us 
which, on the long stretches, gave us very heavy seas and 
which tested the raft very thoroughly, and with a result 
much to our satisfaction. It no longer conformed to the 
surface of the waves, buf remained rigidly intact, the 
helmsman getting considerably splashed as a consequence. 
The high red rocks that T have mentioned finally culminated 
in one bold beetling pinnacle, well isolated from the rest and 
quite noticeable for many miles along the lake, and which 

I called Richards’s Rock, after Vice-Admiral Richards of the 
Royal Navy. The country was becoming a htile more open 
as we heared fhe northern end of the lake, and, indeed, 
more picturesyue in its relief from the everlasting bold 
nature of the mountain scenery. At 5 in the afternoon the 
northern end or outlet of the lake was reached, and as we 
entered a river 100 to 200 yards wide and started forward st 
aspeed of three or four miles an hour—and which really 
seemed ten times as fast ag lake traveling since we were so 
much nearer the shore, where we could see our relative mo- 
tion much plainer—our spirits ascended and the whole bril- 
liant prospects when we should be ri] of the Jakes were joy- 
ously discussed and not ended when we grounded and ran 
up on # mud flat that took us two hours of hard work, 
standing waist deep in ice water, to get off. 

This short stretch of the river, nearly two miles long, is 
called by the natives ‘the place where the caribou cross,” 
‘ind at certain seasons of the year these animals—the wood- 
land reindcer—pass over this part of the riyer in large num- 
bers in their migrations to their different feeding gromnds 
that the seasons open and close. Unfortunately for us it was 
not at this time of the year, although a dejected Tahk-heesh 
camp not far away of two families had an archeological ham 
of reindeer hanging in front of their brush tent, which we 
did not care io buy, The numerous tracks confirmed the 
Indian stories, however, and as I looked at our skeleton 
score and chewed on the Government bacon, I wished sin- 
cerely (hat June was one of their months of migration, and 
the 21st or 22d about the time of their maximum strength, 
The very few Indians living in this part of the eonntry—the 
Tahk-heesh—subsist mostly on these animals and mountain 
goats, and even un occasional moose Wandering into their 
district, while black bear form no immaterial part of their 
commissary, You would expect to find such followers of 
the chase the very hardiest of all Indians, conformable to the 
same rule in other countries, that places the hunter shove 
the fisher, but thisis nofso along this great river, where it 
appears that the further down the Indian gets, and the more 
he subsists entirely on fish, the hardier, the more robust, the 
more demanding and impudent he becomes. After prying 
our raft off of the soft. mud fiat we spread onr sail for the 
beach of the little lake and went into camp after having been 
on the water (or in it) for over thirteen hours. j 
The country was now decidedly opening, and if ~¥s2 

evident that we were getting out of the mountains. Many 
flat level places were appearing, the hills were less steep and 
the snow was melting from their tops. Pretty wild rose 
blossoms were found along the banks of the beach, with 
many wild onions with which we stuffed ihe wrought-iron 
prouse that we killed, and altogether a general change of 
yerdure for the better. There were even 2 number of rheu- 
muatie grasshoppers that feebly jumped along in the cold 
Alpine air, as if to tempt us to go fishing, and in fact eyery- 
thing: that we needed for that recreation was to be had except 
the fish, A number of lines put out oyer night rewarded us 
with a large salmon tvout, being the first fish we had caught 
on the trip. 

The new lake now turned abruptly to the cast and our old 
dependence, the south wind, was of but little use to us, in 
fact we did not get off of this short eastern stretch of ten or 
fifteen miles for four or five days, so baffling was the wind. 
Of course, these protracted delays gaye us many chances for 
rambles around the country, some of which we improved, 
Kyerywhere we came in contact with the grouse of these 
regions, all of them with broods, and while the Tittle chicks 
went scurrying through the tall grass to hunt a hiding place, 
the old ones walked along in front of the intruder often but 
a few feet, seemingly deyoid of fear, and probably never 
having heard a shot fired. The temptation to kill them was 
creat after having) been so Jong without fresh meat, 
a subsistence the appetite loudly demands in the 
rough oul-ofdoor life of an explorer, A mess of 
them ruthlessly destroyed by our Indians who had no 
fears of the game law, no sportsman's qualms of conscience 
or compassion of any sort, lowered our desire to the zero of 
the seale, for they were tougher than leather and as tasteless 
as shavings; and after that firs mess we were willing to allow 
them all the rights guaranteed by the Constitution to a higher 
grade of animals, Quite 4 number of marmots were scen by 
our Indians, and their holes dotted the hillsides. The In- 
dians catch them for fur and food (in fact, everything living 
is used for the latter purpose) by means of running nooses 
put over their holes, choking the little animal as he tries to 
make his exit from home. A finely-split crow quill, running 
the whole length of the rib of the feather, is used for the 
noose proper, ind the instant thisis spruce it closes by its 
own flexibility. The rest is a sinew string lied to a bush 
near the hole. Nearly all the blankets of this tribe of In- 
dians sre made from these marmot skins, and {hey are ex- 
ceedingly light for their warmth, Much of the warmth, 
however, is lost by the ventilated condition in which they 
mitintain them, a8 it costs labor to mend them, but nothing 
to sif around and shiver. The few Tahk-heesh that had 
been near us at Caribou Crossing suddenly disappeared the 
night after we camped on the little lake, and as our gum 
canoe, that we towed along the raft and used for emergen- 
cies, faded from view at the same eclipse, we were forced to 
associate the two events together and chronicle these fellows 
as inclined to appropriations, It was a very fortunate cipr- 
cumstance that we were not worried for the use of one after- 
ward until we could purchase a substitute, although we 
hardly thought such a thing possible ot the time, so much 
liad we used the one that ran away with our friends. 

The 23d of June we got across the little lake, the wind dy- 
ing down as we went through ifs short draining river, haying 
made only three miles. The next day, the 24th, the wind 
‘seemed to keep swinging around in a circle, and although we 
made five miles, I think we made as many landings, so often 
did the wind die out or sect in ahead, On both sides of these 
Jakes could be seen 4 series of terraces rising one aboye the 
other, and evidently the “ancient beaches of the lakes when 
their outlets were closed much higher than at present, and 
when, probably, great bodies of ice on their surface plowed 
up the beach into these terraces. The next day, the 25th, it 
was the same fight with a baffling wind from 6:30 in the 
morning nntil 9 at night, but we managed to make twelve 
miles, and better than all, got on our old course pointing 
northward. 

At one of our stoppages our Indians amused themselves 
wasting government matches that they had never seen in such 
profusion before, and in a little while succeeded in getting 
some dried dead spruce tree on fire, and these communicat- 
ing to the living onesabovethem, soon sent up great billows 
of dense resinous smoke that must have been yisible for miles, 
and which lasted for 4 number of minutes after we had gotten 
away, Before camping that evening we could see a very dis- 
tinct smoke, apparently six or seven miles ahead, but really 
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ten or fifteen, which our Indians told us was an 
answer to tho one that bad been accidentally made 
In the foreneon by them, the Tahk-heesh who made 
the second one evidently thinking that there were Chilkat 
traders in their country, this being a very usual signal among 
them when thus engaged, Tt was worthy of note as extend- 
ing tis peculiarity of signals, so common among the Indiaus 
of the Plaius, to these far off tribes, but I was not able to 
find out whether they carried it to such an intricacy of dit- 
ferent meanings by compound smokes. It is very dotbtiful 
if they do as the necessity for such can hardly arise. This 
new lake on which we hid taken up our northward course 
is galled by the Indians of the country the Tahk-o(each lake 
and connectiny length of river lias a different name with 
them), and receives ariyer coming in from the south, which, 
followed up to one of its sources, gives a pass to the waters 
of the Pacific. This stream, which hypothetical map-makers 
have drawn in full waying lines to fill out their maps, and 
which they have dubbed the Tah-co (sce ‘Alaska anil its Re- 
sources”), when if is noi known by any such name, either hy 
the Indians of the country or the right of the first explorer 
(really there can only be one geographical explorer to# river, 
n0 excuse the tautology) to nume if such, is said to be by the 
Indians smaller than the one we came over, and therefore 
Be conld consider that we were on the Yukon proper so 
ar, 

THE GUN SWAP. 

‘Hail! land 0° cakes and bitther Seats, 

Fras Maidenkirk to Johnny Groots, 

Tf there’s a hole in a’ your conts, 

T rede ye tent it; 

A chiel’s aniang you, takin’ notes, 

And, faith, hell prent it.” 

arene Y has said, Non aims semper supientes, or 
\ “words to that effect,” and the occasional follies of men 
who aré generally wis are oftentimes the source of much 
amusement to those who are in a state of complete sanity. 
Indeed, most frequently our merriment comes either from 
our own weaknesses or those of our friends. It is thus that 
foliy is not an unnixed evil, though candor compels me to 
say that 1 think it far safer to expect substantial enjoyment 
from wisdom than from its counterpart, notwithstanding 
we aré tuia that the ‘wisest men sometimes relish a little 
nonsense,” and practicu it besides. Still, we would be a 
rather stupid worla if not occasionally enlivened by a de- 
parture from the right lineof calculating reason. Tle, there- 
fore, who, while meaning and doing no harm, aftords 
amusement to his associates, is not to be classed asan enemy 
to society, or as one who is worthless in the sphere in which 
he moves. I Lave kuown some really srcat men who had 
idiosyncrasies apparently inconsistent with their characters 
which afforded ayerslon to those who were far from being 
their equals in intellectual points, and who, in their turn, 
exhibited far more folly than that at which they laughed, 
Indeed, every neighborhood has its man who stands out pre- 
emincnt for ¢ome particular quality, and this quality is now 
and then on the ludicrous side of the line of human action, 
Such a one is often tue bntt of his fellows, and his conduct 
sermns To amuse as well as interest these who hear of it or 
witness it, 
Among my sporting friends is oné whom J have often men- 

tioned in the columns of the Forrest anp SirrpaM, using 
Mud as his nom de plume. Now Mudis not his name. He 
bears, a8 @ given name, that of a man—a statesman—bom 
on the soil of Virginia, and developed into the brilliant pro- 
portions of one of the mightiest orators of the century in the 
Btute of Kentucky, by which State he was often honored 
with a seat in each of the halls of the Federal Congress. 
The remaining part of the name was once regarded as the 
surest fortitication a city could have, rendering it safe from 
attack, unless the enemy scaled, or used a battering ram, or 
resorted to such stratery as the Greeks employed in the siexe 
of Troy. Mud is a man of intelligence, has had superior 
educational and social advantages, possesses high moral and 
physical courage, and is controlled by a sense of duty, which 
is unyielding, With all these commendable qualities be 
oecasionally—unay, very often—startles his friends by the 
commission of acts not yery complimentary to bis under- 
standing. 

Mud is the owner of a Scott Premier, 16-bore and 28 inches 
long. Jt isa beautiful little guy, and worthy of an atten- 
tion which is rarely given to it. Mud is scrupulously neat 
in his person—almost dandyish—and yet he allows *‘Little 
Anna” io become very foul and to vemain so. In this de 
plorable condition he often takes it into the field, and, in 
such cases at least, fails to get as many birds as his bag will 
hold. Frequently when he hits, the wound is only a flesh 
one, and the game comes—as he expresses it—“‘limping” to 
the ground. Besides this bis eye is not always clear nor his 
aun steady—not tvom whisky—and, like many others, he 
charges the fault of his mishaps to the wrong cause. On a 
recent occasion be went out on a bird hunt, with his neigh- 
bor and kinsman, Teceel, and met with such poor success 
that he became disgusted with his gun, and came to the 
conclusion that he would get 1id of Tf as soon as an oppor- 
tunity presented itself, It soon came, and thus it was: 

One of our town physicians, Quint Woyington, having de- 
lermined to relax himself somewhat from the uses of pills and 
plasters, ordered a 16-bore gun from a well-known dealer in 
Boston. In due time the gun came, together with the bill. 
It was not expensive—the charge being only $85. or cer- 
tain reasons—not bad ones—he concluded to play of on those 
whw chanced to see it, and accordingly placed the figure 1 
just before 35, so as to make it appear that he had paid $135, 
fhe pun was at the drug store of Tole & Wovington, and 
Dr. Quint called to Teceel to come in and Jook at it, After 
inspecting ita while, Quint asked what he thought it, was 
worth. He replied, that if it had been from first hands he 
should suppose not move than 50% still Jess if it was from 
second hands To this surprise was expressud, and the bill 
exhibited. Then Tecee] tuld him to send the gun back, for 
the charge was exorbitant. The pla fravs—was it not one? 
—was confessed, 

Tt was suggested then, that he send over for his cousin 
Mud, and Jet him take alook. Quite promptly this erect 
specimen of humanity made his appearance, piched up the 
gunn, and gave it au excvedingly critical inspection. After 
the first admiring ylance he tricd the locks, then threw the 
gun to his face, then looked Closely at it all over, unbreeched 
it, peered at the bolts, Closed it, sizhted along the barrels, 
inspected the sight, viewed the stock, opened and looked 
through the barrels from each end, 10vk it to the light, re- 
examined minutely in every particular, and expressed his 
high appreciation of the beauty, finish and handiness of the 
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fowling picce, and the mechanical excellence exhibited in 
the workinauship. His next step was to inquire of Quint 
what he gave for it. To this inquiry the owner replied, that 
it was ‘‘second-hand” and then handed him the bill. 

After Mud had looked over it, he again took up the gun, 
and gaye il another look, his eyé sparkling with delizht, as 
its délicate proportions came to view. Te was enamored, 
Tlis cupidity was aroused. He bad in his hand a gun which, 
if he owned it, would enable himto triumph over all com- 
petition in his hunts. Right, cylinder; Joft, “not for ball.” 
That was just what he needed. That choke barrel would 
bring down the bird at long range after he had *‘grassed” 
one with the right. His score would he increased. Instead 
of bringing up the rear as usual, be could hoast low be had 
left Teceel, Duitrey, Wells and Jim L. G. far behind. His 
mind was active as to the means by which he could get that 
gun from Dr, Quint, At last after speaking in high terms of 
the elegance of the little beauty, he ventured, very tinvidly— 
for his conscience was smiting him a little—to say that he 
was the owner of a yery fine Scott, which cost $250, and 
would be willing to exchange. Then he proposed squarely 
toswap. Quint said he didn't know anything of Muu’s guo, 
that he had very little use for a gun of any sort, and he sup- 
posed one would do him as well as another, Mud was still 
looking at the gun with intense delight, his back being 
toward the counting room, in which sat listening his kinsman 
Teces). So soon as the swap was proposed, ‘leceel showed 
himself to Quint, ‘‘onbeknownst’ to Mud, aud ‘‘gave him 
the wink.” Quint then protested ayain that he had but yery 
little use for a gun any way, thal a gun was all he wanted, 
that he wus foolish to have invested s0 much, that he was 
alwiys happy to accommodate his friends, and especially 
his kinsmen, and if he knew anything of the weapon offered 
in awap he might be disposed, asa matter of kindness, to 
make the trade. Maul’s anxiety was on astrain, and knowing 
Quint’s confidence in the judgment of Teccel, he told lim 
that T, knew the gun, and would say to him that if was as he 
.represented il, Then Q. called to T. and asked the question. 
‘Po this inquiry the answer came that it was 9 nice gun, and 
that he had long wanted it himself. He advised the trade, 
and that if he was willing, be (T.) would pay him for his 
outlay, get Mad’s gun, and with the money Quint could 
purchase a less expensive article. With this assurance the 
Pill Roller reluctantly consented to the exchange. 
Mud, being intent on getting an excellent bargain, now 

wanted the shells, loading tools and case thrown in, After a 
little chaffing this was agreed to. Mud was highly delighted. 
He indulged in the following andille soliloquy; ‘Well, I 
may be stuck, put a trade isa trade, you know, Quint, [ 
never back out when Lhave agreed; Lalways stick. Of course, 
you won'’f, back, Yes, a trade’s a trade, Quint, This is » 
very fine gun. Iam satisfied. You got it cheap, But mine 
is a Scott premier, you know. That means the best quality, 
It cost originally $250, and is in good fix. Well, T., aregyou 
ready to go home? J'll take the gun along, Quint, and de- 
liver the other to Teceel. Will that suit?” 

“Yes, cousin Mud. 1 am afraid I'm chealed. 
foolish in me to pay so much fora gun, anyhow, 
don’t back out. A trade’s a trade.” 

Putting the gun on his shoulder, and telling Quint that he 
would set the other articles during the afternoon, he stalked 
proudly out of the store, accompanied by Tecee], and sought 
the retreat of his bome, glowing with the anticipated joy of 
communicating his brilliant achievement to Mrs. Mud. As 
they walked along the sideway, he was “full” of the excel- 
lences of his trade. Indeed, he got upon the yerge of bray- 
ging what he could now do in the stubble and sedge and 
brush, When they reached the gate at his dvwelling—for 
land is not. so valuable with us that private residences are on 
the walk, but stand from thirty to seventy feet baek—he 
stopped and said to his companion, “1 am satisfied with my 
trade, and you must come in and get the other gun. But 
what did Quint pay for this one? J expect he told you, He 
said he got a small discount. What did he pay? it makes 
no difference, of course—for a trade’s a trade.” 

“Yes, he told me, but it is best that I keep the price to 
myself, for if I should let you know, it might dissatisty 
you. 
“Oh, no, it wouldn't. 

always stick.” 

If was 
Bet, 1 

said; ‘‘Now, Mud, a trade’s # trade. You must not recant. 

know, but I fear you will be dissatistied,” 

he deceived, 
T assure you.” . 

“Well, then, he paid just $35 for it!” 

Lam too good « judge of mechanism for that, 

with an emphatie gesture he held forward the ‘‘fine gun,’ 

trader. 

asked how long it was to dinner, 

swap was made. 

—why ‘‘so foul the fiery. plague within.” 
“Sir, you und T. have practiced a fraud upon me, 

have combined to swindle me. 
base conspiracy, sir, to victimize me, 
that yon Gan’t ‘compass’ me in that way- 
able gun. I wouldn't have it. You only paid $35. for it. 

you arrested, und held to answer a charge of 
goods on false pretense.” The cheat was bad enough. 

Mr. Dufirey, and Vl never hear the last of it, The fact is, 

was 1 mean trick in you.” And out of the door he stalked 
to reflect. upon his favorite saying, ‘‘a trade’s a trade.” 

Sure encugh. Teceel did tell Duffrey and Wells, and 
Wells ‘‘took notes” of the transaction and gends them to the 
Forrsr AND Strpam, All over this section the fame of the 

We have nivle a firm trade, and 1 

They lad reached the piazza of the house, and 'T. then 

He told me, and, as you ask, 1 {cel justified in letting you 

“No danger at all. 1 know this is a very fine gun, Ican’t 

At this atnouncement Mud raised himself to an uousual 
perpendicularity, disgust clouded away his smiles of joy, and 

saying: ‘Take it. It isa cheat, aswindle. TU not be de- 
franded in that way.” i 

“No, sit! Exeuse me, A trade’s a trade.” 
So overpowering was Mud’e disappointment and humili- 

ation that, without another word, he opened the door, 
entered, slammed the shutter in T.’s face, and left him 
standing in utter amazement at ihe conduet of the shrewd 

After he got indoors Mud piaced the *‘stumbling block of 
offense” upon a settee, covered it well with shawls and oye- 
coats, and with gloom in his heart and on his brow, moodily 

“Few and short were the 
words he suid,” and so soon as the cravings of his ever 
anxious stotach were satisfied, be quickly left the dining- 
room, took up the covered gum, ind, with rapid and firmand 
indignant tread, wended his way to the fucus ¢a quo the 

Quint met his scowling face wilh his 
blandest smile. and meekly inquired why the tempest raged 

You 
You haye entered into 2 

But I'l] show you 
Take your miser- 

If { could find a justice of the peace I would have both of 
‘oblaining 

[He 
was beginning to cool off a little]. But T. willtell Wells and 

T expect Wells will tell the readers of the Porusr AND 
Stream of it, and J shall get notoriety, if not reputation, It 

i a 
(Jan. 10, 1884, 

exploit has gone, and when Mud meets friend one of the 
first inquiries made of him is; ‘‘Haye you 4 gun you want 
toswap?” We told it on himat Jo Dufirey’s in Ciutham 
county, last week, whose house, on “‘Hickory Monninin,” we 
visited to find amusement among the birds whieh George 
Leach left in that section when he was “grooming” lis dogs 
for the show at High Point. Some account of that ti; I 
hope to tind time to prepare heflore many days for the 
amusement of the readers of the Forrsr ann SPRWYAM. Per 
haps I should not use the word “amusement,” for it is far 
from being certain that the description will contain any\hing 
likely to produce that result, Nevertheless 1 shall try to 
forward something in regard to it, which I trust will not 
displease. WELLS, 
Rovkmenam, N. C., Deo, 25, 1883, 

SKY PICTURES. | 
ee morning and evening glow in the heavens his been 
‘ ascribed by the wise men to cosmic dust, ¢te.| What 
its cause muy be itis not our purpose to conjecture, but the 
effect as seen by the writer froma shooting box on the James 
River, has madean impression that will remain through life, 
as one of the gyandest displays that Nature jas ever per- 
mitted him to enjoy. 

The battery was moored some distance below us, say a 
quarter of a milé, and though it was still a good three hours 
to daylight, we were astit, and a few minutes later pulled off 
from the yacht. An early start. war necessary, as the 
heavens would svon take on their gorgeous coloring, and the 
fowl! were nnt obliged to wait for daybreak, but would begin 
to trade with the first red low in the east. 

The moon had long since set, and save for the brilliant 
sparkle and flash of the silver Jamps above, the darkness 
would haye been intense. The throbbing water mirrored the 
stars in its depths, and returned flash for flash and sparkle 
for sparkle, until we seemed to fipat suspended amid the 
starry worlds. It is impossible to resolve into words the 
keen sensaiions of mingled awe and rapture which take 
possession of one at such times, It will suffice if the reard- 
ing of this sketch may perchance touch a responsive chord 
in the breast of some Formsr 4np Stream comrade; memory 
of like scenes will paint for him the picture 

At last we ave veclining in the narrow box, and listening 
to the ripples as they sweep against its sidvus; we lear their 
subdued lnughter as they dance by, and again they seein to 
sob away into the darkness, borne by the resistless flow of 
the river in its journey toward the sea, Whish-sh-sh-sh— 
whiu-whit-a-v u-u-auu overhead in the still, cool air the rush 
of wings comes down to us, and while the pulsations grow 
fainter, the heayenly fires begin to bum and 4 wonurous 
glory Hills the eastern skies. A few fleecy clonds, hut a 
moment before invisible, are warmed into lite and wlow like 

rel avar the horizon, and shatts of gorgeons hues stream out 
and upward like banners until, lost in a blush of soft, orange, 
they fade ito the steely blue of the firmament, The degnys 
stand ont in silhouette against the reflected glory flooding 
the calm surface of the river, and to add {o the vomance of 
fhe scene, we find thew all fuming toward the east, as 
though, like the Aztecs of old, awaiting the rising of their 
vod, Jupiter, the herald of the merning, is now mounting 
throug the slowing mists, and a gradual deepening of the 
rich colors, a8 the finishing touches are given to this superb 
sky picture, announce its completion, and when with 1 
sudden burst of light the sun throws his golden rays over 
all, we are lost in silent wonder, Truly— 

“The heayens (leclure the glory of Gad! 
And the firmament slhoweth His handiwork.” 

Wior. 

WINTER SHOOTING IN NORTHERN 
CALIFORNIA. 

IX TWO PAPERS. —I, 

pe particular locality constituting the scene of the 
shooting of which 1 um about to give u brief ‘account, 

comprises a diminutiye promontory in Mendocino county, 
Upper California, and is designated on the map as Poiat 
Avena, Here, a few yearsago, wad the pucst of a friend 
for the greater part of the month of December. The 
weather during my sty at the place veferred to wus of the 
prevailing California winter type, being to-day distvessfully 
wet and stormy, and to-morrow clear sind sunny, as well as 
delightfully genial. When Jupiter Pluvialis bore sway we 
were of course house-hbound; bul when he laid down his 
scepter we duly*improved the occasion to take a hand in the 
outdoor sports of the section, choosing mainly the recrea- 
tion to be had with the gun, since we regarded this pastime 
with exceptional fayor. 

Our (rips afield were never of » noticcably extended 
nature, the plentifulness of the shooting sparing us 9 pro 
tracted search for it. Usually we went ubout our errand 
mounted on mustangs. It will be understood that in thus 
pressing these creatures into our service, it was not so much 
tle saving of shoe-leather that we sought, as the wid that 
(hey might render us in transporting the impedimenta repre- 
sented by our game and “traps,” and, of course, when we 
set Ourselves earnestly at our work our saddles were vacated, 
Our abimal outfit ulso commonly included u certain setter 
whose acquaintance il was our privilege 10 eyjoy, But it 
was more for the looks of the (hing than anything else that 
we induced this quadruped to accompany us, is le has long 
since retired from uctive business, aud he only bestirred hitn- 
self to any real purpose when, from our point of reckoning, 
it was altogether too late in the day, but when s fit of sen- 
timent was sure to transform bim for the time being into 4 
model of professional energy. 

It has wready been stated that the neck of land on which 
we were located was of inconsiderable dimensious. Teo be 
more explicit, it may be said that ifs totol length was some 
four or five 1iles, and its yrealtest width, two or possibly 
two and a half miles. Being skirted by the Pacific on one 
side, and on the other by the Gossier River, it bore the 
impress of the work of buth of these formative agencies; 
ousting equally of fresh and salt bogs and marshes, crecks 
and Jugoons of like dual quality, and stretches of pure beach 
sand and alluvial mud flat. These features, however, were 
more distinctly characteristic of its shoreward portions; and 
elsewhere in not a little of its territory if presented the same 
muke-up normally proper to the California coast line; and 
wherein a jumble of hills and ravines in allways of a crude 
and luwless style of construction were set off in the rarest 
spirit of study and discrimination with living slreams and 
brooks, groyes of redwood and evergreen oak, and tracts of 

burnished gold in the zenith, The color deepens to a blood- — 
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lower growth in which towering broad-leaved ferns aud the 
famed flowering shrub kuown as the manganita predomi 
nated. As for the exhibit made by the human element in 
the place it was but trivial; the showing embracing tothing 
mentionable beyond a small village wherein we were quar- 
tered, a meager sprinkling of outlying huts and cabins con- 
ventionally termed ranches, and a fishery or two, 

Our Staple shooting was furnished us, I seareely need say, 
by the yaliey quail. Notebly abundant everywhere iu the 
Golden State, fhe bird in question throye amain on this pro- 
montory, being encountered jn multitudes in all parts of its 
upland area. With this fact in owr favor, the reader will 
probably infer that we bagged it on a scale of corresponding | 
amplitude. ‘But this was in no wise the case, as in addition 
tothe famed aptitude for running with which the species 
ever yexes the sportsman, if now exhibited, in common with 
most birds of its class during the cooler months, a rare de- 
gree of cunning as well as vigor of wing. Our bouts with 
if Were in {he main of one sef type, Coming upon a notice- 
able gathering ot the birds sunning themselves im an open 
space or crossing our path ina locality of similar nature, we 
hastened to dismount and tie our horses, discovering in the 
meantime thal these precevdings on our part had heen taken 
by the game as a signal to start off on a headlong scamper 
for the nearest Gover, Making our way into the thicket 
affer the fugitives, 2 neryous whistle nsually sounded by 
them at the lime apprised us that they were still lustily foot- 
ing itaway fram us, and henee, in our endeavors to over- 
take them and put thenrup, we were of necessity committed 
fo not a little precipitous and wearing seramble. But 
pressing forward as best) we could, we seldom failed | 
to flush the birds at last, although, so far as the great ma- 
jority of them were concerned, they were quite certain to 
take the precaution to rise well eut of range, leaving us to 
content ourselyes with such shooting as a few of the laggards 
might off us. When convineed that we should be repaid 
for whe effort, we were of course prompt to proceed with a, 
fresh agressive movement upon the game. But we could 
stRiom decide that this was to mur advantage, as having been 
the objects of ovr fire once, the birds generally adapted a 
line of tactics thaf secured them froma repetition of the in- 
fiiction completely, either winging their way entirely he- 
youd the point to be followed by our vision, or burying them- 

_ selves in the topmost recesses of some clomp of colossal eyer- 
greens in the vicinity where they were virtually secure from 
detection. Hence, as a rule, we came out of an engagement 
with this biped relatively light-handed, Indeed, we regarded 
ourselves as signally fortunateif the count of the bag reached 
even a half dozen heads. If these returns were undoubtedly 
of a meagre Character, they were nevertheless uncomplain- 
ingly accepted by us. The truth is, whether from the season 
or Whatsoever other cause, the birds proyided but indifferent 
malerial for the pot, and in taking after them the chiel end 
soncht by ns Was the practice they gave in snap-shooting, 
and wherein we were fain to consider that: they filled the bill | 
a8 satisfactorily as we could rightly desire, 

In our perambulations after the valley quail, it was inei- 
(lentally 4 frequent experience with us to put up that Jonp- 
eared ciant of its order known to the naturalist as the Cali- 
fornian hare In the popular parlance of the region, this 
was the “jackass rabbit,’’ and as 1 scarcely need say, it is 
but one of several of ovr hares of larger growth and more 
elaborately patterned auricular appendages familiarly dis- 
tinguished by this title. Like many of its kind, this species 
stirs abroad yoluntarily only after nightfall, and passes the 
day in the shelter of ils form. For the most part its hed was 
fixed hereabouts under a bush standing mn the open, although 
ateasionally if couched itself among the herbage in the 
woodjand of thin overgrowth, Generally when we first 
caught sight of the creature, if was within the distance of 
thirty or forty feet of us and moving at but racderate speed, 
and when, if we were minded 10 attempt to bag it, we ex- 
perience, as will be surmised, but little difficulty in carry- 
ing out our purpose, But it was wholly requisite that time 
shonld be taken by the forelock in the matter, 
since realizing in a moment or two the full 
scope of the situation, the snimal struck 
oni in a series of leaps of genuine kangaroo pattern, and in 
the twinkling of an eye whisked itself beyond the point 
Where it had anything whatever to apprehend fromus. Not 
being disposed to take the word of others relative to their 
gastronomic qualifications, | for my part did my best al first 
to cut short the earthly career of these creatures whenever 
the chance came about. But at length, with the experléence 
derived trom sundry trials of the eating they afforded, I was 
Jed to see the errorof my ways, ‘The truth is, it must be set 
down to the lasting disparagement of this quadruped, that 
gasivonomically considered it is a° dead failure. Let the 
cook deal with it in whatsoever fashion of his craft that he 
may, ii invariably turns out that the product of his toil con- 
sists of a mere mess of sawdust and fiddlestrings, Having 
duly mastered this fact at Jength, I joined with my friend 
in recognizing that the starting of the rodent was to be re- 
garded us a welcome incident simply in a spectacular sense; 
and when as it chanced that the presence of our doy put the 
animal fully to its mettle in taking ledye of us, our observ- 
ant attitude indeed met with abundant requital. 
The California gray squirrel was also to be enumerated 

among the feral denizens of the uplands of the promontory, 
and from time to time we were prompted to try conclusions 
wilh this creature, Although common ta all the more 
heavily-timbered portions of the area indicated, the animal 
at this particular period was ereatly piven to frequenting the 
redwood groves; the ripened seeds of this tree constituting a 
specially prized article of diet with it. Learning in the 
course of our rambles that 4 certain clump of redwoods, but | 
litfle distant from the village, Was a resort in marked fayor 
with the squirrels, this locality usually became the scene of 
our bouts with them, After the cardinal rule of this branch 
ol sport, our visits fo the spot were timed early in the day, 
and as the use of Woth sorts of weapons was commended to 
us, we added rifles to our ordinary butfit of shoteuns. On 
nearing the clamp we rarely failed to discover several squir- 
rels In open sight on the ground beneath the trees, busied 
with the search for fallen seeds. These members of the 
fraternity naturally claimed our earliest attention, and as, 
with the exercise of dne care on our part, they were to be 
approached within the distance of forty or fifty feet, our 
favorite arm at the time was the shotgun, . 
With the finish of this preliminary skirmish we next set 

ourselves, of course, 10 the task of looking up shooting in 
the trees, ind when the famed altitude of the redwood is 
borne in mind, it will be understood that the rifie was de- 
élareil to be the fittest weapon for the work, While engaged 
in the actual business of feeding, the squirrels mainly escaped 
our notice. This was for the reason thatin seeking their 
fare they unturally prosecuted their researches among the 

most luxuriant portions of the trees where the seed cones 
grew, and so kept) themselves in mazes of leafage that were 
virtually impenetrable lo the eye beneath, But when their 
Tepast was over our opportunity came, for under these cir- 
cunistances it was Lheir wont to betake themselves to some 
dry orinch exposed to the sunshine, and whee, haying 
stretehed themselves oul at Fall length, they proceeded to 
indulge ina comfortable nap, aud thus offered nga com- 
paratively open mark, if of dimensions that by the distance 
Were teduced to sorely harrowing meagerness. Being ps it 

| thus was. work for the illnstrious Captain Seott of "coon 
| notoriety, ie depletion wrought by us mortats of commoner 
strain amony the ranks of these skyward slumberers, went, 
asmay be gressed, to no yery murderous lengths, Never- 
theless We were now and then so fortunate as to 
aim wlcre we intended the bullet should go, and what with 

| the resnits of fhe combined use of our fowling pieces and 
Tiftes, the stay of an hovr or two in the clump rarely failed 
to yield ns a sufficiency of squirrels to jurnish our table 

| later on with » most appetizing stew, Before dismissing 
| this creature from our notice, a word should he said concern- 
ing {he rare physical attractions with which it is endowed. 
In this connection it is indeed diffienlt to overpraise it; its 
feure hove at once ample and of inimitably graceful con- 
tour, while if boasts of 4 light gray cout of the finest and 

| Sightliest description, and likewise of a brush one with its 
coat in texture and color, so venerously patterned withal, 

| that when carried mpright after the usual squirrel habit, it 
constitiies a yerilable pennon. In brief, oue finds in the 
quitlnped in question an example of creative care and 
finish that is literally one of a host, and takes the observer 
accordively. 1 need not say that the tourist from the Hast 
with 2 taste for outdoor studies regards his introduction to 
this squirrel as a truly priceless experience, and henceforth 
he bears an animal image in his mind that he intuilively 
mutes with the brook tront and wood duck. 

W. 1. Tirrany, 

SOUTHWESTWARD HO! 

N eousulting the columns of sporfsmen’s journals t am 
surprised that the majority of skvtelies treat of field 

eporis in the Bast and Northwest. The great Southwest is 
decidedly one of the most inviting countries on the Ameri- 
can continent for sportsmen to visit, If Gas the most de- 
lightful climate in the world. At this writing we stand on 
the threshold of midwinter, and yet the weather up to this 
period has been & succession of pleasant days. The mag- 

'nificent Soufhein sun pours down its golden light and its 
cordial warmth is upon all the landscape. ‘The prairies, 
fie woonlaunds and the softly sloping hills lie fold after fold 
before us, yeiled by the most transparent haze. The world 
is bustling in sunlight, and the face of nature seems lighted 
up With a benignant smile, Such a climate makes exishence 
a delight. 

Jt seems strange that sporigmen should plan winter hunts 
to the cold, intospitable climes of the Northwesi, when the 
Southwest, with its mild and equable climate, offers so many 
greater attractions, Thereisimore game and of a sreater 
yariety. and it is more easily hunted in States like Texas, 
Plorida, Mississippi and Louisiana than in the cold belt of 
States comprising Michigan, Wisconsin and the Territories. 
In the month of October there were published in the ForEsr 
AND STREAM a few hunting notes written by me from Deni. 
son. Texas, They were the means of attracting to this 
section two gentlemen, Mr, Simpson, of the oil regions, 
Pennsylvania, and Mr, B. fT. Bailey, who resides in Con- 
necticut, Mr, Simpson bas hunted in several of the North- 
western States at intervals for a number of years, and he 
declares that this is the finest game country that he ever 
visited. No Jarguage can explain his delight. “Why,” 
said he, “if the sportsmen of the Northern and Eastern 
States had every idea of what a magnificent country this is, 
they would flock here in thousands, Michigan and Wiscon- 
sin are nowhere.” Making some little allowance for Mr. 
Simpson's enthusiasm, he echoed the sentiments of every one 
who visits here from the North. Itis a veritable paradise 
for sportsmen, Texas, which is larger than all New Eney- 
land, is comparatively au unsettled State. Iiseems that na- 
tare lias made it the natural asylum tor game. Ifs vast tracts 
af uninhabited country extending many hundred miles, at- 

| fords a safe cover, and will for number of years yet to come. 
There are solitary woods that haye never echoed the sound 
of the pioneer's axe, There are immense wilds, where still 
roam the elk, deer, bear and buifalo in all their native free- 
dom. A country sireteking in loncly monotony and silence 
for miles away on every hand. 

| Lam not im enfliusiasi, and endeayor to confine myself Lo 
facis, bul if some of my brother sportsmen could sit with 
meé at the cump-fire and listen to truthful stories of game 
that [saw in & day’s tramp in Texas, they would not believe 

| their ears. Tt would be the story of the garden where naked 
Hye and lier consort were kisscd and caressed by the soft- 
eyed deer that roamed, io wontnobered herds, the hills and 
valleys af paradise, IL bave seen deer so plentiful in Leon 
county that the hnater could count a hundred in a day, and 
so gentle as to be approached within wu few yards without 
sholying any signs of alarm. ‘The International Railway 
has penetrated thal section of country, the tide of immizra- 
tion has followed, and we suppose ‘‘the good old days” are 
gone forever. With the advent of the iron rail the game is 
doomed, Civilization is not friendly to the mbabitants of 
the woods, 
The Texas und Pacific Railway penetrates the finest sec- 

flon of game country in fhe States. There are rich yastes 
where deer roam as ina boundless park, and antelope dot 
the plains like stars ina midnight sky. Great flocks of 
ducks and geese winter in the lakes and lagoons, On the 

/ head waters of the Brazos the hear, panther and Mexican 
lion are frequently met with, An old hunter who lived 
there solitary and alone for two years in a los cabin deserted 
by a ranchman, says that the mountain streams abound 
with speckled trout. There isan unbroken wilderness, ne- 
flected wastes, broad praivizs too wire for the eye to mes- 
sure, rolling in a secession of graceful swales, There the 
honey bee lis established his hives. Wuaat a grand thing it 
would le to cut loose from civilization and spend a season 
za Be pathless and almost unknown couutry of the upper 

TRZOS. 
We cannot conecive a kind of life more caleulated to put 

both mind and body in a bealthiul tone. Hunting and war 
parties of Comanches sometimes {iiverse the country, but of 
late years they haye nol disturbed the ranchmen, hunters 
and trappers, who are met fhere in isolared cases. On the 
coast there srémany surpassinely beautiful sheets of water 
aifording rare sport to the loyersof the rod, Thousands of 

| whiter fowl, the wild goose and duck make these wuters 

their home. It is the choice feeding grounds of the plover 
and snipes We believe that Bob White thrives better in 
Texas than in most States. We judge this from the multi- 
tude of coveys that fiy up from eyery field and meadow ou 
the approach of the sportsman, On the yast prairies that 
stretch out like inland seas, pinnated #rouse thrive and mul- 
tiply. Florida is frequently mentioned by tourists as 4 
superior hunting country, Wut Texas is its peer, as those 
will testify who have visited the two sections. 

A feature of the country are the open woods, Among 
these openings are some of the most glorious landscapes of 
the Southwest; the scenery is, for miles toeether, like that of 
a fine park diversified by hill and dale, trees grouped snd 
single. Deer and wild turkey are numerous in these post- 
oak openings. There are two kinds of wolves, the black and 
prairie wolf, and the coyo’es, a smaller species, between the 
wolf and fox, ‘The mareh of civilization” as it is called, is 
thinning out the game in many sections. I ata progressive, 
but every lover of field sports must look with sorrow upow 
the encroachments of civilization which year by year creeps 
toward the setting sun, In a few years, the game, like the 
Jodian, will disappear from the. face of the earth, and the 
noblest sport that ever excited the ambition of man will 
exist in tradition and story only. 

No longer than nine years ago four day's travel from this 
point would bring the wayfarer to the buffalo country, In 
the Pan Handle country and the great grassy plains watered 
by the Canadian, the Red River and their tributary streams, 
the buffalo, the nubiest game that, was eyer sacrificed to the 
ardor of the sportsman, roamed wild and free. Purties of 
buifalo hunters made Denison their starting point. Thous- 
ands and tens of thousands of buffalo were killed and their 
hodies left bleeding on the plains. I have scen as many as 
nine wagon loads of buffalo pelis arrive here in one diy trom 
the Pan Handie region. Denison Sherman, Gainsyille, 
Fort Worth, Henrietta and Fort Griffin wire the marts und 
places of trade for the buffalo hunters. The success atjend- 
ing the business stimulated further enterprise, and an appar- 
ently bonndless field of profit was opened. Ex-Mayor 
Winn, of this city, who turned buffalo hunter, 
told me that over two hundred camps were estab- 
lished. Just imagine two and three mento every camp 
vach man killing some days as high as twenty buifalo; is it a 
wonder that the buffalo las disappeared, and that then 
former haunts are deserted and silent? The Indian killed 
for food and raiment, the white man for profit, and his srred 
has well nigh exterminated the buffalo. The buffalo has 
disappeared from Texas torever, and the hunting of this 
noble game isa memorv of the past. But, thank Gol, the 
deer, the antclope, and in my estimation the most 2lorvious 
of all game, the wild turkey, will be left to us for many 
years yet. There will be splendid sport for the lovers of 
dog and gun in Texas for the next twenty-five years. 
Strangers can have no ides of the vast extent af the ecuntry, 
and the immense amount of game wilhin its borders. The 
ideal hunter and trapperjof the prolitie volumes of Cooper, 
Trying and Parkman still roams our primitive woods; ¢lad 
in buckskin and moceasing, he still practices in a homely 
manner the virtues of hospitality, the uncouth but disinter- 
ested kindness and hosp‘tality of the border, 

Old hunters are puzzled fo account forthe large mereyse 
of game this season, Not for many years have tieer and wild 
turkey heen 0 plentiful. To quote a veteran Nimrod, ‘‘the 
woods are full of them.’ Our market is sluited with de- 
licious venison and wild turkey. We are cursed with the 
abominable market hunter and the netter of quail. TI edit a 
sportsman’s column in the Denison Sunday Gzelfe, and am 
waging a bither war against the quail netiers; indeed, you 
would say that my language is more forcible than polite. 
The Denison Gun Club will petition our representative, Col, 
Foster, to frame a game law for this county, and then our 
sportsmen will make it lively for quailnetters, There are 
game laws existing in some counties, but on paper only, they 
are never ehforced. Wenever heard of a person being ar- 
rested for violating 1 game law m Texas, but the sportsmen 
of Denison are fully alive to the situation and are deter- . 
mined to puta stop to the practice of killing “ame ont of 
season, and other flagrant violations atfecting the existence 
of wild game. 

If the sportsmen of our country do not do something for 
the protection of game, and that right specdily, it is only a 
question of afew years that field sporis will be a thing of 
ihe past. Heaven bless you, Mr. Editor (don’t kuow your 
name), for the noble stand that you have taken on the ques- 
tion. I wish my arm waslony enough to reach from Texas 
to New York. I would take your hand in mine and say: 
“Shake, ou that; you are doing # nolie work; neverlet up 
until pot and market hunters, trout hogs, quail netters, 
Yellowstone «and Adirondack land grabbers receive their 
just desserts.” That is why [like your paper, If bas some 
hack bone. Mr. Editor, you are a man alter my own heatt, 
You are the kind of man we bank on in Texas. May your 
shadow never vrow less. 

I must tell you how we are situated in Denison, We are 
only four milestrom the line ef the Indian Territory. The 
beautiful, wonderful, Indian country which you lave no 
doubt heard and read so inuch of. Like Texas, it is the 
natural home of wild game. It is the hunting ground of 
our people, and nearly every day sume of vur citizens cross 
the line in pursuit of same. Hither live the Chickasawa, 
Choctaws, Creeks und Cherokevs who have linked them- 
selves with eivilization. Here the Indian tribes pushed be- 
yond the Mississippi have made their last stand. It 15 their 
home, their country, and it will be a disgrace that will go 
down to future ages if any lezislation is enacted looking te 
the opening this country to white settlement. The tribesare 
governed by wise and humane laws. They have school 
houses, places of worship, good houses, and ag a general 
thing are thrifty. In some future issue of the Forrsr axp 
Stream [intend to give my impressions of the Indian Terri- 
tory. and correct many erroneous ideas that hold in regard 
to this people. 

Do not thé readers of the Fornsy anp STREAM enyy me 
when t tell them that in three hours’ drive I can reach one 
of the finest game tevions in the United States? Some idea 
may be formed from the following: 

Last week a party of four hunters, Messrs. Black, Hal- 
ford, Bacon and McIntosh, who reside in the Territory, 
wentto Hagle Lake, distant from Denison twenty miles, 
They were gone three days, and in that time fiye deer and 
fifty-seven Wild turkeys were killed. Twenty-seyen turkeys 
were shot on the voost in one night. In the same Jocality 
there are several Jakes, and if L was put on oath, L would 
ywear fo the best of my ability, that 1 have seen more ducks 
there thun there are inhabitants of your city, The numbers 
would hewilder the oldest duck hunter. Anywhere within 
a distance of five, ten and fifteen milesof Denisen in the 
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iene deer and turkeycan be found in ggpdly num- 
erg, 
Cam “‘mashed” oun ‘‘Nessmulk” and “Yo,” they are the 

cleverest: writers tothe Forust anp Stream, andT haye 
frequently wished they would spend a little of their’ leisure 
time in this latitude. ‘Nessmuk,” however, is a water 
animal, and our muddy waters are not fit to kiss the prow 
of his “Sairy Gamp.” But there are many heautiful crystal 
steams in Texas and the Territory that would afford abun- 
dant pleasure and adventure to the canoeists. And what a 
elorious time the editor of the Forms, aAnp Svream could 
have down here on a day like this when the air is full of 
balm and sweetness, and the wind that steals down upon us 
from the South is fragrant with the breath of flowers. But 
dear Fornst AND STREAM, a8 you cannot come I will do the 
next best thing; wish yous merry Christmas and happy 
New Year! Pork Boritans, 

WHERE TO CAMP NEXT SUMMER. 

a one of your issues of September last a party asked the 
question, ‘Where can we find a good hunting and lish- 

ing ground for a month’s camping ont next summer?’ 
Firmly believing that I know the very best section of coun- 
try for the purpose in America, I will proceed to partially 
describe if and how to get there. Goto Denver, Colo., and 
there do your ouftitting, ‘Take the Denver & Rio Grande 
Railroad for Wagon Wheel Gap, For the benefit of sports- 
men who may wish to recuperate a broken-down constitu- 
fion, as well as to hani and fish, I wish to say that the Hot 
Springs as well as other mineral springs of this wonderful 
region are known to haye great curative properties. ‘These 
waters are so varied in their medicinal qualities that no odds 
what the patient may be suffering with he may here find 
waters suited to his peculiar condition, and receive great 
benefit, if not perfect health. Your Eastern readers. un- 
acquainted with the present condition of Colorado, will at 
once exclaim, *‘Indians! Indians! No Rocky Mountains for 
me! No Ute reservation for me!” To such I will merely 
say that there is nv more danger from Indians than there is 
in the wilds of New York State. Since the railroads have 
penetrated the Ute country the Utes have left, or rather been 
remoyed {o Uintah reservation, near Salt Lake, Ulah, some 
700 miles away, where they are closely guarded hy plenty of 
soldiers to keep them in subjection. At Wagon Wheel Gap 
you will find a good hotel, with all the accommodations 
necessury for a summer resort, 
Wagon Wheel Gap isan historic name, In 1848 when 

Gen. #'remont made his famous expedition to the Pacific, 
he was wending bis way through the narrow cation of the 
Rio Grande River winter; overtook him, and he was com- 
pelled to winter at this point and leftsome broken wagons, 
which were found during late years, and hence the name of 
Wagon Wheel Gap. 

, Fishing is so immense, that the truth will appear like a 
fable. Of course close to the hotels the trout haye been 
thinned out to a certain extent, but one good fisherman can 
leave the depot in the morning and return by sundown with 
thirty pounds of trout, from a half pound to five pounds in 
Weight, The largest trout caught near the hotel the past 
summer weighed six and a quarter pounds. This trout was 
skinned and the skin preserved and sent to the Cuvier Club 
of Cineciniati. Lsaw this fish, and outside of California 
never saw his equal. The Denver and Rio Grande Railroad 
Company has wisely began restocking all the streams in this 
vicinity. So it will be ages before these streams will be 
fished out. The Rio Grande River is beyond doubt the finest 
trout stream in the world. For twenty-five miles cast or west 
from Wagon Wheel Gap this river affords sport to the true 
fisherman, such as he reads about or hears talked about in 
his club but never finds elsewhere. 

There are many creeks in this vicinity, all rnnning into 
the Rio Grande, which afford the very best tront fishing. 
By carrying: plenty of the sreat preservative, “eg Magnus,” 
youl can preserve your trout and in four days land them in 
New York fresh and solid. 
Game of all kinds 1s yery abundant, Elk can always be 

found; deer and antelope are very plentiful. The Colorado 
law allows you to kill at any time enongh to supply yourself 
with meat. Bear ure plenty, both cimnamon and grizzly. 
Small same can be found in great abundance. The Rocky 
Mountsin grouse affords fine sport. On the highest peaks 
you can find the mountain sheep, the most cunniog of all 
wild animals, 
Camping parties will find the officers of the railroad at 

Denver, who will give all possible information and the very 
best rates for themselves, and carry free all camp outfit such 
as tents, eatables, dogs and a reasonable amount of baggage, 
besides stop trains anywhere to let off or take on parties. 
These advantages are so entirely unknown in the East that 
I think they should be mentioned. ‘There are many more 
points on the main line of this road between Denver and 
Salt Lake—many of which | visited during the past summer 
—some of which I may mention in the near future if accept- 
able. Q. Yan Homatenn, M. D. 
TyprAnaros, Ind., December. 1883. 

- _ 

Frris Domesticus.—‘‘Let Hercules himself do what he 
may, the cat will mew.” One summer while spending my 
vacation with my family ata farm on Long Island, much 
coniplaint was made regarding a cat belonging to the house 
that had the annoying habit of sucking eggs. The cat was 
semi-wild and yoted a nuisance to he abated, but without 
fivearms could not be got at handily to be effectually sup- 
pressed, The writer was requested to shoot her with a pistol 
he bad with him, an old-fashioned navy revolver, but no 
good opportunity proffered for some time, until one day 
day word was brought that the outlaw wus asleep under 
some currant bushes in the garden, Out I went, found her 
presenting a good shot, which was made, she receiving same 
just back of the shoulder, which stunned her lony enough 
to allow another shot throngh the head, and the’ cat lay ap- 
parently lifeless. By and by a farm lad was sent to bury 
her but returned with the information that no cal. could be 
found, The next day she was reported as being seen in the 
edge of a wheat field close by the house, and I went ouf to 
finish my—to me—murderous job. I flushed my quarry, 
which made a break forthe barn close by, and as she ran 
through au interstice of theundeérpinning, I fired, striking her 
a raking shot, which J felt ended all (no joke intended), and 
was more assured of it whena few days after the farm 
hands complained of terrible gmell ‘out to the baru.” 
Shortly after I returned to the city, leaving the family to 
finish their outing. About a week after my return, I re- 
ceived a letter from my wife saying the cat had heen found 
in the barn with a litter of four fine kiltens. Is not this 
tough’? Cats I mean.—ReEtenonps (Boston), ’ 

Bhatuyal History. 

THE WHITE-WINGED GULL, 

Editor Forest ond Stream: 
In Fores, anp STREAM, of Oct. 11, 1888, Mr. William 

Brewster has continued a lengthy argument made in the 
endeayor to convince the public that the author of “The 
Birds of Maine.” is ignorant, incompetent, and not to be 
eredited. 

His article betrays loss of temper, savors of vituperation, 
and closes with an accusation that cannot he overlooked. 
He claims that my published letter on the white-winged gull 
was tramed upon information submitted to me by him, and 
thereupon accuses me of a “hreach of confidence,” 

After reading this I wrote to Mr, Brewster for an explan- 
ation of his extraordinary charge. He replies that he has no 
explanations to make further than those contained in his letter 
to Forest AnD StREAM. 

__ The particular form of gullin question I had mentioned 
(first in’ ‘“The Birds of Maine,” and later in an article written 
for Forrsr ayp Stream on “The Whitesvinsed Gull,” 
Larus leucopterus), as properly referable to the species 
lewecopterus, believing that ornithologists who have otherwise 
referred if were in error, Mr. Brewster is the latest writer 
in error, pnd in correcting his first mistake he now goes to 
the extreme of not referring the gull to any known species, 
but proposes a ney name, as an additional synonym for sub- 
sequent writers to quote in connection with his own name, 
if he can induce ornithologists to recognize his views as 
tenable, and to overlook the fact that he las ignored the law 
of custom in regard to priority of names. The gull corres- 
ponds to that long since described as Lurus chaleopterus, a 
name to which it is now entitled if not referable to the 
species leucopteris, 
The opinion I have expressed in regard to this gull was 

based upon my own observations and notes. As to Mr. 
Brewster's article (“On an Apparently New Gull from 
WHastern North America,” Bull. Nuttall Orn. Club, October, 
1883). I was ignorant of its contents until after publication. 
And the opinions and conclusions he declares therein, prove 
to he widely opposed to my own yiews, 
By correspondence, and waiting a time with patience, I 

have extended to him ample opportunity to make an honor- 
able amend for his charge of a “breach of confidence,” but 
he fails to accord it, 

T have simply this to say—his accusation is false. 
J regret that Mr. Brewster was tinable to continue a dis- 

cussion originated by himself, without losing his temper, 
descending tu personal abuse, and becoming suilty of mak- 
ing a charge as base as it was unwarranted. 
PorTLAND, Me. EVERETT SMiTH. 

A TAME CROW. 

THE article in the last Forrest AND Srream entitled, “In- 
teresting Pets,” reminds me of 8 tame crow once owned 

by a friend of mine, Yo, A.W. Chapin, of this place. He 
recognized Mr. C. as his master with as much apparent 
fidelity and intelligence as the most faithful dog, The crow 
wis his constant companion when out of doors, following 
him far from home, always docile and under his complete 
control, yet. wary and shy if strangers made advances foward 
a better acquaintance, 

Upon several occasions the bird accompanied his owner a 
distance of twenty miles toa neighboring village, keeping 
within sight of his carriage, but occasionally lighting upon 
fences by the wayside, until he arriyed at the place of desti- 
nation. While there he would remain at or near the carriage 
until his master was ready to depart for home, when he 
would return with him in the same manner. 

He was very mischievous, and was an inveternte thief, 
often purloining articles other than food, such as spoons, 
dishes, small articles of household goods, etc., in fact, any- 
thing within his reach which his versatile fancy led him to, 
and which he was able to carry away. At one time while 
Mr. ©, was engaged in a field, the crow espied a vest’ belong- 
ing to one of the laborers, in which was a watch with a loose 
chain. He flew to the place where the garment was, pos- 
sessed himself of the watch, and carried it many rods before 
dropping it, 

Tt was undoubtedly this unfortunate and evil propensity 
which ended his brief career asa domestic bird, for one 
frosty morning near the close of his first year of life he came 
toan untimely end. Although the cause of his death was 
always shrouded in mystery, there were good grounds for the 
theory that some of his enraged victims who were employed 
at my friend’s hotel killed him in a moment of wrath. 

J. F. SPRAGUE. 
Munson, Me., Jan. 1, 1884. 

A Least Brrtern,—While shooting rail on Onondaga 
Lake last fall, my bitch flushed a heron, which I shot, but 
cannot place, Idid not take measurements at the time, as T 
usually do, and therefore those I send herein, being tuken 
from the mounted bird, undoubtedly will not be exact: 
Length, 11 inches; wing, 5 inches; bill, 12 imches, Color: 
top of head and back, black, with reddish tinge; broad stripe 
of brownish yellow on side of neck, two white stripes and 
one of yellow on front of neck; under parts yellowish white; 
wings, purplish black primaries, coveris yellowish bronze; 
legs greenish; iris yellow. Its height is about nine inches. A 
few moments later [ started another which J failed to secure, 
I never haye seen anything like them before. The bird is 
in full plumage.—Wanr, Mrexnn (Bast Onondaga, N. Y., 
Dee. 29). [Your heron is a least bittern (Ardetta exilis), not 
a yery uncommon bird, but owing to its small size and soli- 
tary mode of life not often seen. You will find acconnts of 
it in all the works on ornithology 

Proomprs Anorrous my MaAssacnusemrs,—Wditer Marest 
wnd Stream: Lam pleased to record a yery fine capture, 
which 1 do not recall as being on previous record, While 
on 4 recent trip to Boston I saw in the taxidermist’s shop of 
Mr, R, P. Searle, 576 Washington street, Boston, Mass., a 
fine specimen of the black-backed three-toed woodpecker 
(Picoides arctious (Sw.) Gr.) Mr. Searle informed me that 
it was shot by a Mr, William Cooper. half way between 
Milton and Dorchester, about as near as he coul recollect, 
the second Saturday in August, 1883. This fine bird is still 
in My. Searle’s possession, ‘The bird is much more com- 
mon than its neighbor, the white-backed or banded three- 
toed woodpecker. Several instances of its capture in New 
England, and especially in this State, are on record. It is, 
however, a rare and yaluable tind, and well worthy of 
record.—W. A, Stearns (Amherst, Dec. 31, 1883). 

UNSEASONABLE BREEDING OF SQUIRRELS.—Jan. 4,—Fdiitor 
Forest amd Stream: Tn your issne of Jan. 3, 1884, my atten- 
tion was attracted to a note by Mr, Geo, K. Jenny, of 
Marietta, O,, entitled “What Does it Mean?” Mr. Jenny 
states that while shooting in Southeastern Ohio during the 
past autumn, “almost every bunch of squirrels” killed by 
him, contained “from one to three” preenant females, 1, 
also, met with a similar experience while collecting in the 
vicinity of Aldie, Londoun county, Va, 1 quote from my 
journal as follows; “Sept. 12, 1883. During this forenoon 
while shooting in a hardwood grove, L noticed a gray squir 
tel (Setvrus carolinensis Auct.) ‘cutting’ in the top of 4 
hickory, After watching it a while I killed it, and found it 
tohe a female and, as I supposed. in good condition. When 
I came to dress it for our improvised dinner, I was surprised 
to find that she contamed three young, measuring while in 
their embryonic position, about one inch in length.” LT men- 
tioned this fact to some of the natiye sportsmen, and was 
told that they had noticed its frequent oceurteuce this year 
for the first time. Concerning the cause of this autumnal 
breeding: I have no theory to adyance, saye that proposed by 
Mr. Jenny, that it might betoken ‘‘an open winter,” and that 
so far (Dec. 11) this theory has not been refuted by fact, It 
would, I think, be interesting to learn the experience of 
others with the Seiuridm during the past full, and hope some 
of your readers will respond.—Louts A. Zornes (111 Rast 
Aeventy-second street, New York city). 

Le Roy, N. Y., Jan. §.—/ilitoy Forest and Stream: In your 
last issue (Janu, 8) Mr. Jenny, of Marietta, .0,, mentions 
killing female squirrels that were pregnant during the 
mouths of September and October. By reference to my 
“field book” I find that on Sept. 11 I shot a larze black 
female squirrel, whose glands were full of milk, and on Sept. 
21 a gray female in the same condition. Both of them had 
families which they were rearing at the time yery vyidently. 
T think other shooters found the same thing as [ remember. 
Squirrels were very scarce early in the fall and, although 
our law allows the killing of them after August 1, I was 
unable to find any wntil the 11th of September, though mak- 
tng two or three trips for them, Were they ll engaged in 
their domestic duties, and so kept out of sivht until later in 
the season? They were fully as plenty the last of October 
as in other years. At what time do the females bring forth 
their young in this latitude?—F. M. Comsroor, 

Nore oN THE BLiper Duex.—The eider duck, better 
known as the ‘‘mojak” to the settlers along the shores of the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence, is still breeding on Mingan Island — 
otherwise Bald Island, on account of ihe total absence of all 
trees upon its surface. Itis situated on the north shore of 
the Gulf, only eleven miles from the Hudson Bay Com- 
pany’s post of Mingan, and within seven iniles of ihe fish- 
ing establishment of Long Point, where during prosperous 
Seasons large numbers of fishermen spend their summer. 
These people, in company with the Mingan Indians, make 
frequent raids upon the breeding grounds of all sea birds, 
particularly those frequenting Bald Tsland, as if, is most 
accessible and easy to explore. During a few days’ stay on 
this interesting spot, in the beginning of August of list year, 
the vestiges of eider duck nests were still here and there to 
be found, consisting of a few handfuls of soft gray down, 
which must have constituted the linmg of the nest daring 
nidification. I saw frequently female or young birds in 
their dull brown summer plumage, but learned thit the fine 
and conspicuously colored males are only shot there during 
the spring migration. If these beautiful birds were less mo- 
lested. by the resident settlers, who value them highly for 
their flesh, there is no doubt Wnt that they cauld be counted 
in flocks instead of a few scattered individuals, he largest 
number I saw there, by the aid of a field glass, was twenty- 
three, which were at daybreak feeding on the outer veel of 
Mingan Island.—Cras, LinpEn. 

CARDINAL GROSBEAKS IN WintTerR.— While out shooting 
Christmas, 1 saw a pair of cardinal grosbeaks and shol the 
male, but the female flew away, and although I looked for 
it abont two hours, 1 could notfind it. ‘The male was vot 
avery good specimen, It had lost some of ifs tail feathers, 
and they were just beginning to grow ont agein. They were 
the first of this species I ever saw around here,—IT, C, Kiex- 
patrick (Meadville, Crawford County, Pa.), 

“SwaLLow-Camep Krre ry Mamn,”—An item was pub- 
lished in onr issne of Dec. 6, 1883, to the elfect that Mr. 
Manly Hardy, of Portland, Me., had received 4 swallow- 
tailed kite, which, it was implied, had been captured in that 
Stute. Captain Bendire tellsus that, on the contrary, the 
kite had been sent to Mr, Hardy trom the West. 

DANGER To THH AprRoNDAcK Woops,—lt would be wn- 
fortunate if in the present discussion as to the best means of 
saviny: the Adirondack Woods, the notion were allowed to 
prevail that it is quite enough to buy the woods and stop the 
lumberers from working there, 2nd prevent the running of 
railways Where the sparks may cause fire, For the real and 
final cause of the ruin of the forest is fire, and whatever 
cause which conflagration may be traced to must be the sib- 
ject of preventive legislation, no matter what may he the 
effect on individuals or the interests of the present 
inhabitants of that section. Sport is, in ils way, a good 
thing, and recreation and camping-out most yvuluable to 
weary brains, but even for these ends the forest must be 
preserved intact, and the chief cause of the fires which 
menace it is the intentional firing to create *‘slashes” or open 
spaces where young undergrowth may furnish food for the 
deer and game for the bunter. This is mainly in the inter- 
est of the still-hunter, who-is the greatest enemy of the deer, 
his killing, which begins with the snow-fall, probably ex- 
ceeding enormously that of the aggregate of the sportsman 
who go into the forest for recreation and sport combined, 
during the months when camping out is a pleasure. In a 
long personal acquaintance with the Adirondack 
country we have known few fires arising from 
carelessness compared to the umber  intentiquall 
lighted by the professional hunters and guides. To 
revent this mischief it is not enough to purchase the land, 
or the hunter makes no question of proprietorship; he burns 
where if is most convenient to him to go ferthedeer. TLum- 
bering in the forest should be absolutely stopped, hecause it 
is the cutting of the trees thal litters the greund with the 
dry branches which furnish the fuel for the great fires. The 
practices which make it profitable to set fires must also be 
stopped, if pay good is to be accomplished Iry the desired 
legislation.—V. ¥. Hvening Past, 
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Game Bag and Gay. 
SNARED BIRDS, 

Hittor Forest und Stren: 
Im your issue of Jan. 3, your, correspondent, “Walter” 

takes me to task for not preventing the sale of the great 
quuntilivs of snared and trapped game birds daily offered 
for sale in the county of New York, I fear that “Walter” 
has labored under a misapprehension or possivly neglected 
to familiarize himself with the law, before cee me re- 
sponsible for that which according to the Game Laws, it 
would be impossible for any one to prevent. The Laws of 
1879, chap. 584, sec, 11, provide that— 

No person shall, atany time or place within this State, take or 
kill any ruffed grouse, commonly called partridge, or any pinnated 

Erouse, conimonly called prairie chicken, or any spruce grouse, 
vommonly called Canada partridge, or any quail, with any net, trap 
or snare, oy set avy such net, trap or snare for the purpose of taking 

or killimg any of such birds; Dor shall any person willfully sel, or ex- 

pose for sale, or bave in his or her possession, any of the said birds. 
atter tle same shall have been so faken or killed. Any person violat 

ing any ofthe provisions of thissection shall be desmed guilty ofa 

misdemeanor, and in addition thereto shall be liable to a penalty of 
ten dollars for each bird so taken and killed or had in his possession. 

and it shall be lawful for any person to take and destroy any such 

nets, trays or snares, whenever found set. 

He will here see that the above law applies only to birds 
trapped or snared ¢ this State, and to such birds trapped or 
snared, nnd willfully had in possession or offered for sale as 

“such; and that it docs not apply to birds offered here for 
sale coming from other States, and I know of no law that 
does. Under the circumstances, it would be not only very 
difficult, but impossible to go into the markets and pick out 
the birds trapped or snared in the Stale of New York only, 
und prove that the seller had knowledge of that fact. It 
would scem to me that the surest way to remedy the evil so 
far as the birds of this State are concerned, would be to hold 
the protectors responsible in whose districts said trapping 
and snaring is done. If your correspondent can suggest any 
way by which I can overcome the above mentioned difficnl- 
fies, 1 would be very happy to hear from him. 

Josseu H, Goopwin, Jtt,, 
Fish and Game Protector of the Second District. 

ON A CUBAN CATTLE FARM. 

Fo the sake of variety, it may not be uninteresting to 
your readers to throw in among the racy stories of 

field sports, 4 relation of an off day in which the tables were 
turned and man for once at least, became the object of the 
ehase, when he did not hunt, but was hunted; a day in 
which he did not invariably pursue game, but was sometimes 
the game pursued. A relation of how in his perambulations 
he was induced to take a horn too much, and how he tumbled 
about in the most unsporismanlike and ridiculous manner, 
as the result usual under such indiscretions. 

“That confounded whisky flask! I don’t earry it.” I 
already hear some of your readers exclaiming. Not a bit of 
it} assure you that the writer, who was the subject of 
thisincident, had imbibed nothing stronger than water on that 
day, und was consequently not in the least inebriated, though 
quite upset by the “wearing o’ the green,” and it happened 
in this wise. 

The duy broke elcar as crystal on a cattle farm in Bejucal, 
aud the meadow larks were singing cheerily as we took to 
the fields in the confident expectation of good sport among 
the quail, which were heard calling to each other in yarious 
directions on their feeding srounds, Our red Irish bitch 
snuffed the morning atmosphere with evident joyful antici- 
pations of the word to cast off. Scarcely had we turned into 
afield of ripening weeds and loosed the dog, when she 
struck the birds and stopped with such suddenness that she 
pearly turned a somersault backward and pointed over her 
shoulder. Dismountmg and tying our horses,we put up a fine 
bevy and brought four of them to bag, between our two guns, 
and marked the rest down in an adjoining field of bigh grass 
in which many cattle were grazing. 
We worked this field well, though the high grass made it 

heavy work for the dog; scattered in it the birds could not 
easily get together again, and when found, got up singly and 
eave us fair sport for half am hour or more. We noticed 
that some of the bwls did not at all like the color of ourdog, 
and several times showed resentment at her near proximity, 
she invariably taking refuge from their pursuit behind her 
master, in whose protection she seemed to have unlimited 
confidence. Under ordinary circumstances her confidence 
would not haye been misplaced, but unfortunately on this 
particular day, her master was clad in a new grass-colored 
shooting suit that was nearly as provoking to the bulls as 
wus the color of the dog, and they had hinted as much 
several times by sullen looks and bellowings, as we passed 
near to them. Thinking it to be mere idle threatenings, I 
raye no heed to them, but when about leaving the field, pass- 
ing near to one of them, J suddenly heard a rushing and 
simultaneously 4 warning cry from my companion, A rapid 
glance behind discovered the burly head and horns lewered 
in full charge within two feet ofme. ‘The wink of an eye 
is no adequate comparison of the time I occupied in pirouet- 
ting sidewise upon my right foot in an instinctive movement 
out of the line of fire, but quick as was that moyement, the 
bull’s yelocity was still greater. Though my personal avoir- 
dupois escaped those wicked points, yet my lingeriny coal- 
tails were not so fortunate. I meyer before had any just 
idea of the strength of the material of which these suits are 
made, but now am willing to mike affidavit in favor of their 
manufacturers, though 1 would fumbly suggest that they 
micht be safer among the bulls, with buttons and sleeves 
more loosely sewed on. 

Th an instant I was performing reyolutions, gun in hand, 
over the bull's back with an agility that would break the 
heart of an ordinary circus athlete with envy, Never before 
nor since did I take a horn that elevated me so suddenly or 
so high, My personal dignity was annihilated ina jiffy, and 
Twas transformed intoa trifle light as air, and traveling 
through it at the rate of a mile a minute. Of what retro- 
spective memories crowded upon me in that brief space of 
absence from this earthly sphere, 1 retain but a confused 
idea. The first that I distinetly do remember thereafter, is 
the moment when my head was trying to make a hole in the 
ground, und of the lively satisfaction I felt on realizing that 
the bull considered mo small potatoes, quite unworthy of his 
further attentions, In that critical moment I even gratefully 
acvepted his estimate of my inmportance in the scale of mus 
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cle, and even felt considerably humiliated iu the meusure of 
brains on reflecting upou how I persistently flirted that new 
green suit into the very eyes of the noble beasts in spite of 
their frequent protests. Finilly peering over the tall grass, 
to whose kindly offices I was indebted for the soft place in 
which I fell, and for shielding my hiding place from those 
glaring eyeballs, I discovered the faithful dog anxiously 
inquiring about to know what had become of her master, 
anda eray streak leading out of the field marked the line 
of retreat where another pair of coat-tails had been. 

The roll call of the various members of my body showed 
none of them to have been broken or disabled. A bad 
scare and lame neck, shoulder and hand (putting ia their 
appearance the next day) made up the sui of casualties for 
the encounter, 
The subscriber wus in no hurry to show himself above 

that grass, and did'nt care much about who owned that bull, 
fecling just then that he himself lad not lost any toro, and 
had noinclination to look for other people's property. Besides, 
he “wanted to go home,” Jest there might be some one sick 
in the family. 

Suddenly remembering that there might be game in the 
next ficld into which his companion had yanished, and 
having heard it said that it would be an unskillful sportsman 
who notified the game of his approach, he sneaked away 
stooping low in the grass, so that the game might not dis- 
cover his movements, 

Since that day he has been counseling all his friends to be 
prudent in the “wearing o’ the green,” when John Bull puts 
on a sullen look, to take heed lest some of their idols should 
get badly broken, and remoye their shooting jackets to a 
safer distance. Above all to be assured if they continuously 
flirt the objectionable color proyokingly in his very eyes, 
Trish setters will only endanger their American friends with- 
out finding any safe refuge behind them. Nema. 
Hayana, Dec. 20, 1884. 

THE CHOICE OF HUNTING RIFLES. 
DeEnVER, Col., Dec, 27, 1583. 

Bititer Forest anil Stream: 
Your columns haye in the Jast three or four weeks eon- 

tained considerable discussion about rifles, growing oul of a 
call by some one for a more. effective—in weight—magazine 
arm, I have no doubt that if enough of the men who buy 
rifles want such 4 weapon it will be provided for them, but 
T know ihat the game killers of the West are net, by a large 
majority, admirers of any kind of magazine gun, They 
are afraid of them and consider them unreliable. Once in 
& while you find a lunter who is partial to the magazine 
rifle and carries if habitually, but such belong fo a very 
small minority, 

T will relate one instance to illustrate how prejudices or 
preterences grow. 

J was one of tyenty-six men who set out in pursuit of a 
band of hostile Indians. We were well armed, but not 
uniformily. There were good reasons to believe that the 
Indians would expect pursuit, and consequently our pro- 
gress should be with caution. There were strict orders 
against strageliny and firing, Most of the guns were carried 
slung to the saddle horn, with the muzzle downward, Dur- 
ing thenight that ended our fourth day’s march one of the 
men, who carried a magazine rifle, discovered that it would 
not work, His announcemeut caused others with similar 
arms to examine their condition, aud the result was that not 
one magazine rifle was in a condition to be fired a single 
time inany emergency. The jolting had imbedded the cart- 
ridges into each oiher, point and butf, to such an extent that 
the machinery was completely and most effectually disabled_ 
The fact created a panic, and more than half the force 
turned back. Among those who continued the pursuit there 
was not a magazine rifle, and I believe all carried Sharps 
except one, who had a Springfield army musket converted 
into a breech-loader and familiarly known as a necdle xun. 

Tt, may be said that this wasa remarkable case—the carry- 
ing of loaded guns for four days on horseback. Granted 
that itjwas. Guns are wanted for just such emergencies, 
and for countless others. We did not know but that at any 
moment in all of those four days we might be fired upon by 
a concealed foe, and consequently needed our guns at the in- 
stant. Infact, we expected it, and when the fact was re- 
vealed that in such an emergency all our men who carried 
magazine rifles would have been completely defenseless, the 
effect was simply paralyzing. Only the man who has ‘*been 
there” can realize it. tis possible these arms would not 
have been disabled in one day’s march, or in two days or 
three days, but it is certain that they were “‘played out” at 
the end of the fourth day, and not one of those twenty-six 
men would eycr again trust that kind of gun. 

The man who is expert in handling a gun can lead it at 
the breech about as fast as it is ever necessary to fire, whether 
at men or other animals, He has his cartridges in a belt 
about his waist, and can finger them and the machinery of 
his piece rapidly enough to make his target dizzy if it is an 
animate object. The pump-handle arrangement for loading 
is more speedy, of course, for a tyro, and he can keep up a 
terrible rattle, if the old thing works, until his magazine ts 
empty, and then he may have time to climb a tree. 
Middle-aged and elderly readers will remember that a regi- 

ment or more in the Army of the Shenandoah, twenty odd 
years ago, were armed with magazine rifles as an experi- 
ment. The men succeeded in killing and wounding more of 
themselves and their friends than they did of the enemy, and 
ag a simple measure of self-preservation the arms had to be 
taken away from them W. ON. B. 

Hditer Forest and Stream: 
Haying spent some fourteen years in the West, and haying 

hunted large game in Kansas, Nebraska, Wyoming, Colorado, 
New Mexico and Arizona, I hope that. ‘Straight Stock’s” 
pectic respecting the coming .40-cal., with powder Ll to 
ead 3 (a caliber and charge proportioned exactly right, in 
my opinion), may be yerified. 

The experience I have gained in long-range shooting at 
large game will last me the balance of my lifetime, It is 
neither humane nor satisfactory when closely scanned—hetter 
allow the game to go unirightened than to open a fusilade at 
over 200 yards to obtain the range. The ,40-90-270 has u fiat 
trajectory up to 200 yards, and will kill buffalo er elk, for 
in ‘75 I tried them both (see ‘Hunting Wapiti on the Loup.” 
in ForEsT AND STREAM of May 4 and 11, L876). 

I could never use a patched express ball with satisfaction, 
on account of a powder crust forming in front of shell, even 
when using Curtis & Haryey’s powder, which crust would 
wrinkle or tea! the patch. 

I much prefer the naked express ball, with hollow but a 
trite over one-sixteenth inch in diameter and extending 
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two-thirds the length of the ball, and clean my rifle the first 
opportunily after firing. By the way, every hunting rifle 
should haye a wiping-rod about it. G, N. B. 
De.rnos, Kan., January, 1884. 

kiditor Forest wid Stream: 
Is it a foregone conclusion that the animunition for the 

40-90 repeater now being discussed should he straight shells, 
or contain a 500-grain bullet? 

On the contrary, in order to ayoid lengthening out the 
breech frame of the new rifle to an inordinate length and 
thereby lengthenmg the gun for the same length of barrel, 
would it not be better to adapt a ‘‘bottle-necked” shell to this 
rifie, the “bottle” part to be made Jarger than those of this 
style now made for Sharps and Remington special rifles? 

Again, are we not looking for a ‘‘hunting rifle’ to have 
high velocity and flat trajectory at hunting distances, and 
would we therefore want the 500-grain bullet? Would we 
not rather want a light ball of not more than 300 grains 
Weight, and would not this ball, driven by the 90 grains 
powder, more nearly fill the bill and have all the killing power 
necessary? 
We now have cartridwes of .40-00 size, carrying a bullet of 

370 grains, and they only measure about 32 inches in length 
to the point of the bullet; by enlarging the bottle part to a 
greater diameter, this cartridge even could be shortened, so 
that we would not be compelled to usc a.4inch cartridge. 
We already have a repeater with breech mechanism 

adapted to take in cartridges about 28 inches long, so that the 
lengthening necessary to take in the 38-inch new shell would 
be but three-quarters of an inch, and certainly this can be 
done on almost any of the forms of breech mechanism of the 
lever type without weakening them, especially in those that 
have an aulomatic-locking arrangement that locks the boll 
and holds it in place, } 

Another point in favor of the short cartridge is to save as 
much length as possible, in order to be able to put a consid- 
erable number in the magazine. The shorter the cartridge, 
the more the magazine will bold and the more shots there 
will be in reserye or for rapid firing from the magazine. 

Again, if the 500 grain bullet should he wanted for special 
Jong-range firing or for work on heavy game close at hand, 
could not the same size shell be used, the quantity of powder 
compressed or diminished enough to allow the 500-grain bul- 
let to be seated deep chough not to lengthen the cartridge? 
We might not thenhave a ,40-90-500 rifle, buf we would 

have a rifle that would haye enough powder to curry the long 
and heavy ball to great distances, and with great killing 
power even at these distinces, or enough to drive the heavy 
ball through large and dangerous game it short distances, 
when the paralyzing effect of a heavy blow and ; great pene- 
tration also might be needed. : 

Let me say that the increase in the charge of powder up 
te 90 grains was not recommended hecause the lighter 
charges did not give enough killing power when the bal) hit, 
but because the trajectory was not as fat as it might be, 
and the heavier charge would drive the ball swifter, and, 
therefore, in a much flatter trajectory, That the light 
charges give killing power enough ordinarily will, I think, 
beadmitted when it is known thatthe Government .45-63-405 
cartridge in the carbine will send a bullet through five inches 
of pine, and then bury itself in the dirt with a vicious thud, 
at 1,200 yards; this I hayve,seen myself repeatedly at long- 
range target fring. 

Let us hear from others interested, for by such means we 
learn what is best suited for our work and attract the atten- 
tion of makers to our wants. G. D, 
Wroanne, December. 1885. 

Editor Forest wad Stream: 
J desire io call attention to one or two misprints in an 

article upon this subject which appeared in your last issue, 
otherwise a wrong impression might be produced, Ii should 
read 60 grains instead of “160 grains,” 32-inch barrel instead / 
of “32-inch bore,” and some. less important, as ‘‘on’t” in- 
stead of *‘on it,” defect instead of ‘‘effect,” etc. , 

T notice that L haye omitted to give the extreme diameter 
of the Globe or Lyman patent sight (No. 3 in diagram). 
This is a little less than # inch, and the larger aperture 
(the one generally used) is about 1-16 inch diameter. 
Your correspendent ‘‘Peabody-Martini,” who seems so 

skeptical as to the practical utility and effectiveness of the 
.40-90-500 cartridge upon game, and who would attempt fo 
throw ridicule upon the practical experience of ‘‘non-theo- 
etic game shots” and the lessons derived therefrom, setting 
up in opposition thereto his personal (and as we would infer, 
rather limited) experience upon a few antelope and possibly 
deer, is hardly deserving of an answer. d 

Before saying more lef it be distinctly understood that, this 
is adiscussion of the merits of the hunting rifle, and that 
anything which relates to the use of the rifie for target pur- 
poses only is entirely foreign to it, and should be as far as 
possible kept out of it. 

As your correspondent seems so desirous of Knowing where 
are made rifles—single loaders—which will use this cartridge 
satisfactorily, und more especially because in so doing I give 
praise where it is due, I will attempt to enlighten him. 

Such a rifle is made entirely by band, by F, W. Freund, 
of QGheyenne, Wyo. Ter., and is known as ‘‘Freund’s 
Patent Improved Sharps Rifle.” There are several, so 1 am 
informed, on exhibition at the office of E. L. Richards & 
Co,, 52 Broad street, New York. 

These are perhaps the favorite rifle in the West with those 
who can afford so expensive a luxury and to whom they are 
known, for only a comparatively small number of them have 
been made. They ave of .40 and .45 caliber, their adyan- 
tages over other single rifles are manifold, and I consider 
that for a single shot there is no more effective rife made— 
it being understood for reasons enumerated that my prefer- 
ence is piven to the repeater. They are what they claim to 
be, “an improvement upon the Sharps rifle;’ what higher 
praise could be given toa rifle? As to penetration, IT would 
almost guarantee your correspondent that a .40-90 improverd 
Sharps will throw #°500-grain bullet clean through three an- 
telope standing side by side every time. There is nothing 
so romurkable in this when we consider how small and how 
lightly built these animals are. They ave not so solidly built 
inside asa deer for example. Any one who has shot any 
number of them has probably heard the sound produced by 
the bullet striking an antelope. It is very diffcrent from the 
thud of a bullet striking a buffalo, and resembles more the 
sound which is borne to you when a barrel has been hit 
some distance off. 
Tdo not know anything about scientific target shooting. 

and care but little for it, having drank deeply of the delights 
of that other distinct science, game shooting with a riffe. 

Consequently, T will not make any 3tavementh convern: 
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alive with grouse, If this article should happen to strike 
the eye of s. sportsman who prides himself us being able to 
get “nine out of ten shots at grouse in the worst of cover” 
as Camp-fire Flickering No. 58 says of the commercial 
traveller), to that gentleman T extend an invitation to come 
onnext October aud try his skill at grouse in Middlecreck 
Mountain cover, Ihave shot soine few srouse, quail, ate, 
on the wing, andhave réad Frank Worester’s works on wing- 
shooting, and have spent a good deal of time trying to he- 
come a Wing-shot, but lam onable to burt thesa grouse as 
they go tearing through brush aud almost impenctrable 
space, in the most reckless mannev, and at a rate which de- 
notes that they don't care if they break their necks or dash 
the lives out of themselyes against some objeci apparently 
in the way, and T doubt very lively whether any commercial 
traveler, with a fifteen-ponnd gun and sixteeen drams of 
powder, would very materially spoil their plumage. 
A predatory aninial of the feline tribe las been making 

its headquarters about here this fall, One inan, retyrning 
from the country store to his home at wight. saw it and 
thought it was a wildest; auother man out hunting saw it 
ina field; he eyed it very closely for some (ime and pro- 
nouaced it 4 lynx. The animal, perhaps with a view of 
forming 4 more intimate acquaintance with the man with 
the gun, moved slowly ioward him, whereupon the hunter (?) 
tovk flirht, leaving the alleged lynx to enjoy life longer and 
to feast upon the fat of the land. ‘ 

Several parties of men, boys and dogs have scoured the 
mountains north of us at yarious times for the purpose 
of endeavoring to capture ity but their efforts thus far 
have been uetavailing, as they never Sota elimpse of the 
monster, alibough its tries have distinctly been heard by 
reliable peuple. No Namr, 

ing the former, but I thinkihat I can confidently assure 
your Correspondent (in which I feel that Twill be borne out 
by the very large majority who have ‘‘practically» tested 
them upon game,” having never before heard this ebjection 
urged against them) that a.40-90 Sharps will throw a 500- 
grain bullet point on as far us any of us would care to shoot 
at game. Further than that | know not, nor do I care. 

D. M. B. 
PHILADELPHIA. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

Ww FE are to have Dr. Alfred Edmund Brehm, of Berlin, 
the eminent zoologist, to lecture for usin akout a 

week, On Jan. 16 his subject will be “Our Migrating Birds, 
at Home and Abrord.” On the 23d of the same month, 
“Settlers and Exiles in Siberia,” and on the 29th, ‘*‘Charac- 
ter Sketches from the Lives of Monkeys.” These discourses 
will prove very interesting ta lovers of natural history, aud 
will doubtless be well attended, 

Mr. William Kern, of Forest Hill, Cumberland county, 
N, J.. has purchased all the wild cattle on Holly Beach, N. 
J., and will shortly begin the work of running them down 
and shooting them. The cattle on this beach have become 
very wild, are as fleet as deer, and the bulls and cows with 
calves are very dangerous. to spproach. They have been 
Tunbing af large on the island for years, und have multiplied 
greatly. A few years since the firm of Gladding Brothers, 
of Philadelphia, bought the right of shooting them, but gave 
it up as a bad job, as they found it too expensive and dan- 
gerous. Mr, Kern seems to mean business, however, as he 
hus provided a large wagon for transporting his ‘‘zame,” 
and is now putting up a sluughter-house on the grounds for 
preparipe the earcasses for market. 
From the interior of this State comes the unwelcome news 

that the Jate rains have not caused the snow to disappear, 
and the ground is still shrouded with an icy covering, made 
so by the freezing weather of ihe past two days, Our 
Pennsylvania game will no doubt suffer, and it behooves the 
diferent inter-state protective societies to fake steps toward 
caring for it, The new party of the West Jersey Game 
Protective Association are making active preparations for 
liberating a great many quailin the lower counties of the 
State, many more birds, I learn, than have been put out 
for years past. OMG, 
PurILADELPoA, Jan, ti. 

than those without this mark. 

currelicy among hunters?] 

MASSAGHUSETTS GAME NOTES. 

weeks of shooting the death rate was fearful. 

QUAIL, BEAR AND GROUSE, 

G AMB of all varieties, both fur aud feather, has not for 
JX many years been more numerous here in the central 

portion of Pennsylvania than during the past season. This 
region contains yery few pot.or professional hunters and all 
the old hunters of the hills are excellent game protectors. 
They know nothing of improved repeating rifles, take no 
stock in faney bird dogs, and if you were to show them a 
“Kynoch’s patent perfect,” they could not for fhe life of 
themselves tell you what itis. These old fellows are a most 
excellent class of meu and with the flintlocks of their daddies 
they will venture to shoot only at.a gray squirrel, a grouse 
(“pheasant,” they say) or some other game of equal size, 
when it isat rest. I have often accompanied a hunter in his 

justified the prediction. 

present season, nof even in those good old duys of 1873-4-5. 
There may, however, be a reason for this that all do not stop 
to consider. In those best par.ridge years of eight or ten 
years avo we had most excellent fights of woodcock. which 
helped wonderfully tu draw the attention of sportsmen frota 
the partridge, The past two seasons have been exception- 
ally riry, and the woodcock fight has been a complete failure 
both years, 

‘The habit of keeping a record of our sheoting has srewa 
to be almost universal among our shooters and atfords » ret. 
deal of satistaction. The comparisons of different years is 

Sel Papier Laat sae very interesting. My own record the present year shows 
squir reling trips into the hills, and lave had some Toy | 4 iittle morethan three partridves to one woodedck, while 
Sport on these occasions, but he would say, “If you fellows = in looking back several years—lI have forvotten the year—l 

found the reeord io be about six woodcock to one partridse. 
Quail have been quite plenty for this locality, aud some yery 
food bags haye beeu made. We have already a very large 
body oz snow on the grotmd and should it continued to Te all 
winter they will, we fear, fare hard. We have a good stock 
of partridges left over and with abother wood breeding sea- 
s0n like the past, good shooting will be assured, Mr. Shat- 
tuck’s store is still ihe chosen rendezvous of Our sports- 
men, and about every evening finds the comfortable 
am chairs filled with the “fraternity.” Almost 
every sportsman has his little mishaps- which he 
would fain kéep 9» profound secret, bul somehow 
they almost always leak out, snd woe to (le poor victim if 
the story finds its way to Shattuck’s. Not long ago, our 
friend Jim D. and two others, bad a capital day with the 
partridges, making the splendid baz of twenty. Now Jim is 
a Zood shot and a right jolly felow, and when he has a good 
shot he never failato report. On the oceasion referred to 
he came in for his evening smoke, and wishing his report 
to sound very large said they bayged twenty pariridges and 
two rabbits. Now if there is any one thing fhat would shock 
a Worcester sporisman itis the idea of inixing up rabbits 
with a nice bag of birds and, well—it is a site bet thatif he 
should ever kill another when out bird shooting, he will 
never mention it at the rendezvous. 
The “fur company” is way bebind this year, and report 

foxes very scarce, As the Season is now more than half 
over I will give the score to date: *‘Uncle’ Nathan HMar- 
ringion, 2; A. B. F. Kinney, 2; Jolin M. White, 1; John R. 
Thayer, 1; Horace Adams, 3; Leonard Rand, 2; A. P. Cur- 
ting, 1; D. C, Thayer, 1; Charles Thayer, 1; Asa R. Jacobs, 
1—total, 15, . 
Now that bird shooting is over, the light brush sun will 

be cleaned and laid away and the heavy ten-vauge will take 
its place during the next eight months. Our club holds 
both the team badges of the State Association. Myr. W. 
5. Perry has challenged Mr. Negus, of Fall River, for 
the individual clay-pigeon badge, aud Mr. ©. B. 
Holden has challenged Mr. George Tidsbury, of Ashland, 
for the individual glass ball badge, and Saturday. Jan, 12, 
has Ween fixed as the date of the match, which will be shot 
on the srounds of the Ashland Club. 

come over here and shoot my quail Twill have you urresied,” 
IT have tried to persuade some of these backwoodsmen that 

to shoot quail in @ legal and sportsmanlike manner would be 
more plausible than to haye them perish by cold and hunger 
in the deep snows of winter; but they persist in saying, ‘*No 
qitail shooting on my land,” and during winter each farmer 
will have a bevy of the little innocents to caré for and feed. 
One mau had a flock of twenty come to his barnyard every 

®day last winter avd pick up feed with the domestic fowls; it 
was a most beantitul sight to behoid, and the person who 
would have attempted to shoot them during the day, ma 
small pateh of woudland, where they stayed ‘between 
meals,” would have bad himself plugged with lead from the 
furmer’s rifle. Another man in the same valley kept a strict 
supervision over a flock of seventy quail during the past 
season, and woe to the man that would encroach upon hia 
domain in pursuit of them. One day a party from « neigh- 
boring town Game out gunning and rambled leisurely over 
the farmer’s fields. Unhitching a horse he had hooked toa 
wagon in his corntield, the farmer started in pursuit of the 
abominable town fellows, and leaping fences in a evand old 
fox-hunting style he droye them entirely wway. 

Thus these men men serve #8 Sane protectors in 4 certain 
measure, aud to have any quail shooting we are obliged to 
hunt on the lowlands and along the creek, 
Your correspondent, “Homo,” some time ago mentioned 

the killing of a bear in the vicinity of Miffinburg. A #reat 
many bears have been trapped and shot on the Jack’s anid 
the Shade mountains, in this county, during the past season; 
but the one captured near Mifflinbure deserves especial men- 
fion as being an unusually large and «a ferocious animal. 
The bear was taken in a log trap the first night it had been 
Opened for its reception. He had fur years been prowling 
about the neighborhood, and for a lone time eluded all the 
{raps set for him. When found in the morning he was just 
about to escape, after havin torn out three of the powerful 
logs 1n the den and broken several of his claws, which were 
of a monstrous size. Onthe breast of the bear was a white 
heart-shaped spot, and this several of the hunters who 
helped to slanghter him declared to be a signification of 
grizzly proclivities, Whether this be so or not your corre- 
spondent does not profess to Know, but the opinion of the 
OREST AND STREAM in the matter would serye as a de- 

cision in a question which lias for some time bothered the 
heads of a number of trappers and woadsmen hereabouts. 

In the Seven Mountains, Mifflin county, a large number 
of deer were taken this season, Parties having cabins up 
there go into the mountains each fall for a two weeks’ hunt, 
and generally come away with a zood*supply of veniscu; 
however, the himters who have been out this fall declare 
that more deer were seen and missed than ever before dur- 
ing the hunting season, Three weeks ago a doe and a fawn 
were chased off Jack's Mountain, and they took refuge 
among a farmer's cattle in the barnyard, The doe was shot 
and the fawn escaped unhurt. 

Wild turkeys and ruffed grouse were very numerous, 2 
#reat many turkeys baying been shot. Opposite the creek 
is a large ravine, grown up with bushes and sprouts ofall 
sorts, and here duriug the winter season # great many grouse 
congregate and loiter sbout the warm springs which give 
Tise to » small slream there. Grouse winter here unmo- 
lested, aud during the shooting season they get up into the 
thickets and very few of them wre shot, so this place is fairly 

with much interest, as all four men are first-class shots. 

May, and the boys will need to keep wp their practice, 
KE, SPRAGUE Kyow ns. 

Wororsran, Dec, 29, 1883, 

State of Massachusetts) says in his letterin your last issue 
that a market-hunter he knows of has killed the past season 
one hundred and fifty partridges (ruffvd grouse), and the 
people in that viciuily begin jo realize that there will soou 
be very. poor shooting in fhat neighborhood. T do not agree 
with ‘‘Merzus” when he says. there iso help for it, for I 
think there isa way to put a check to this thing, and it can 
easily be dope if parties interested will take ile trouble to 
see the menibers of the, Legislature fvoi their section and 
have our game law so amended the coming winter that a nan 

[The Indians of the Northwest coust believe that a black 
bear with a white spot in its bre#st is much more dangerous 

Can any of our readers give 
us any further hints as to whether this helicf has gencral 

ORTUNATELY for the spertsmen of Massuchosetts the 
snow cume on the 17th inst. and put a stop to the 

slaughter of partridges, for during the last three or four 
i In uletter to 

FOREST AND STREAM ut the opening if the season | pre- 
dieted excelient partridge shooting, and the results have tally 

I think I have never known of 
bigger bags of this most noble of our vame birds, made here- 
abouts, than have been wade by our local sportsmen the 

The date of The match between Perry and Negus has not 
been named. The result of these matches will be looked for 

Jt will without doubt be lively at our club house on Thuts- 
day afternoon, as 1 is expected that our clobowill send a 
testm to the great clay-pigeon tournament at Chicago next 

Your correspondeut ‘\Mergus” (who, I thick, lives in the 

who hunts birds forthe market, or for sale, shall first get a 
permit from the geleetmen of the town in which he wishes 
to shoot, said permit stating the number of birds they may 
be allowed to kill each season, the number depending on the 
supply of game. This is a simple thing to do, and if we g6 
to work with a will it cau be brought about before itis too 
late. There isno reason why these fellows should be al- 
Jowed to clean out the birds as they are now doing. 1 they 
want to hunt for the rarket, letthem go to where game is 
plenty, Two of these fellows killed seyenty-five per cent. 
of all the birds shot around here this season, hey followed 
it every day during the whole seasou, and { think it is time 
something was done. "They pay little attention to posted 
Jand, but with the law amended as aboye, they will be 
watched so closely that it will not he safe for them to exceed 
the number allowed yery much. Srraiaay Hayn. 

DEER HOUNDING IN ST. LAWRENCE. 

Biliter Foveat and. Stren 1 
A. correspolident signing Lhe letters “S, W. R.,” writes 

you from Gouverneur, New York, as follows: ‘The 
deer on this side the woods have been gqnite plentiful 
this fall, and still-lunters und hunters sith dogs have iutde 
goed veegrds.”  Andaygains “The law is partially enforced, 
but uot half so well ait might be,” Stillagain: “Forbid, 
under a heavy penalty, the marketing of deer, and ¢/ins destroy 
the market-hunters’ trade,” ele, In these extracts the italics 
are mine. 

Now, & word of explanation in the interest of game protue- 
tion, i6 solicited: Does your correspondent by ‘this side 
the woods,” mean to designate St. Lawrence county? The 
inquiry is quite pertinent, writing as he docs from its geo- 
fraphical center. J¥ he designates St. Lawrence, and assihm- 
ing, 1) view of bis complaint about the non-enlorcement of the 
law, that his words ‘‘good records” are mal-apropos, of no 
allowance to his bogom’s truth, there is yet the assertion of 
dogging, and yourreaders haye a right to assume he has facts 
for it, Will be furnish them to the St. Lawrence Gun Club 
—several officers of which are bis neighhors—or to Game 
Protector Leonard, of his district? 
Your correspondent must know that on this side the woods 

—in St. Lawrence county—dogging deer is a crime, and that 
heavy penalties are denounted against it. He must know. 
too, that large numbers of the best citizens of his county 
are making organized effort at ils prevention and punish- 
ment, and that the criminal jurisdiction of the eourts ts being 
extensively invoked to that end, Will he give the facts, and 
80 contribute to the better enforcement of the luws? Come, 
let's huve them. 

The law don't protect the gume. 1 is its enforcement 
that may accomplish that result, The Jaw is simply a declar- 
ation o£ what may not be done with impunity if law-abiding 
people will enforce it against the criminals, If they will 
not, itis an impeachment of their own loyalty, of their 
fidelity tothe publie interests. Add to (bese considerations, 
especial interest in any reform, notably game and fish pro- 
tectiov, and there can be no justification for inattention and 
inaction, ' 

Let us have the facts, Thits may some impetus be given 
to the euforcement of the game Jaw “half so well as it might 
be.” 

Let we put right in here, pat avd plump, i line from the 
editorial pave of Formst Anp SrreamM—the number from 
which the above extracts ure taken: 

“A\inong all the other good resolations for the year, sup 
pose you adopt-one something like thiz: To talk game pro- 
teation less, and protect game more,” 
The false impressions to be gathered from your corre- 

spondent’s letter should be corrected, as well in the interest 
of those visiting St. Lawrence for legitimate sport as of 
game protection, X, 

JAN, 4, 1854. : 

Kus Country €irus—Grand Rapids, Mich., Jan. 4.-— 
The Kent County Sportsmen’s Olnb, which has been in ex- 
isteuce since 1875, held its annual meeting at Dr. EH. 8. 
Holmes’s office last eveniug. The financial affairs of the 
club were found tobe in a satisfactory condition. There 
artabout forty members at present, The following officers 
were elected: Dr. EF. 8. Holmes, President; Harry Wid- 
dicomb, Vice-President; A.J. Holt, Secretary; George A. 
Gould, Treasurer; T, 8. White and A.B. Richmond, Diree- 
tors jo 711 Vacancies. Messrs. J. C, Parker; E. M. Barn- 
ard, Harry Widdicomb, Geo, A. Gould and M. Norris 
were appointed delerates to the annual meeting of the 
State Association to. be held at Jackson next Tuesday. It 
war decided to continue siving bounties for the destruction 
of hawks and owls. Fifty-ibree bounties were puid last 
year. It is the opinion of the members that since the 
club began paying bounties the logs of game by predatory 
birds has largely decreased. The club is ulwuys on the 
warpath against violators of uur fish and game laws, and is 
doing what it can to seeure “respect for and obedience to 
the laws," and to make sportsmanship honorable. 

Marner Game Noves,—A deer was shot by the sou of Mr, 
Jolin Coburn, of Bethel, last month, with No. 6 shot—dis- 
tanee (estimated) ten rods. The deer ran about thirty rods 
and died. Charge struck him back of foreshoulders and 
bled him nicely. A few days ago Mr. Marshall Whituey, of 
Upton, was out on a hunt for caribou and deer near Umba- 
gzog Lake. He came upen a bear's den, and while in the act 
of waking up the bear by punching a pole into the breathing 
hole on the top of the den, the surface gave way and pre- 
cipitated Mr. W. into the den, some six feet wnder the sur- 
face, almost into the bear's arms. Both hunter and beast 
were very much frightened, but tle bear did not deem it 
safe to stay long, and, with « leap and screech, he went ‘up 
through the same hole about asquick as Mr. W. went in, 
sy they changed places even; but Whitney lost his bear. 
Crows are wintering here, which is uncommon, and indi- 
cates an open Winter. Also, pine grosbeaks and purple 
finchés are abundant. Ihave never observed the grosbeak 
here su late in the winter before. The swamps seem to be 
full of them, and we often see from ten to twenty at a time. 
—J, G. R. (Bethel, Me., Jan. 7, 1884). 

A Goop FiwA Preyentive.—Visitors to Florida know 
frllwell how numeronsthe pesty flea is in that State, and 
that one’s slumbers are terribly interfered with by them in 
some sections. A friend just returned from there told me 
he ound a very effecinal remedy against them by placiu 
between fhe sheets of his bed a small block of camphor, 1 
would be well for tourigls lo fake a supply with them,— 
Homo. 

- 
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Sex oF Grovex,—Onondaga County, N. Y., Dee, 29.— | fish. Now there are nearly 100 steamers, commanded by the 
Etlitor Forest und Stream: Our game season virtually closed 
Wednesday, as it has rained all day to-day, and but few if 
apy will care to tackle the brush to-morrow. Woodcock and 
partridge did not hatch well, owing no doubt to the excessive 
rains. This fall] have noticed particularly thati the sexes of 
partridges killed by my friends and mivself seem to be more 
evenly divided than in some years. Por instance, last year 
one bag of nine birds comfained cight coek birds. An hour's 
drive from here Lean start twenty-five or thirty birds in a 
day’s hunt. but owing to the rough ground and the distance 
of their first flight, we do not kill many. Yesterdayl started 
ten birds in a small gulf, but the steep sides and thick hen- 
Jocks prevented success—killed six rabbits and left the birds 
to winter over, hoping for hetter luck next September. Saw 
the first snowhbirds (Plevtrophunes nivalis) yesterday, No 
shore larks, pint linnets or redpolls yel.—WaALt. MIckis. 

Sraren Isinanp.—T'he avuual meeting of the Game and 
Fish Protective Association of Richmond county was held 
on Tucsday, Dec. 18, afthe Vanderbilt House, Clifton, when 
the following members were elected for the ensiing year: 
Francis Endicott, President; Thomas E. Gill, First Vice- 
President; Robert W. Iopkins, Second Vice-President; G. 
D. L'Huiher, Treasurer; George Endicott, Secretary. 
Directors—Peter Polworth, Westtield; James H. Clark, 
Southfield; Harry C, Jones, Middletown; Thomas J. Conroy, 
Northfield; Jeremiah Sullivan, Castleton. The Treasurer's 
report showed a handsome balance in the bunk tothe eredit 
of the Association. 

Mexico,—Tuxpam, Deo. 23.—We have a very tine 
winter cliinate, abundance of game, and would be pleased to 
see some sportsmen down here for a season’s shooting and 
fishine. Lam sure if they once came they would return 
again. It is only five days from New Orleans by steamer 
and any time after the first OF December would be suitable 
for good sport,—O, M, M. 

TexAs.—Martin County, January, 1884.—We have had a 
very mild winter here so far, and antelope are very fat yet, 
but are not so plentiful as last winter, as there have been no 
hard northers io drive them down off the plains. Some 
buffalo meat (dried) was brought in from the Sand Hills a 
few daysugo, The buffalo are very scarce.—W. 

TRAPPING QUAIL IN Miseisstyer.—New Orleans, La., 
Bditer Forest und. Stream: YL wish to call the attention of 
the sportsmen of Canton, Miss., to the importance of stop- 
ping the shipment of live’ quail from their city to New Or- 
leans by one Emile Nick.—Epwarp Ope. 

Sea and River SHishing. 

IZAAK WALTON. 

UST two hundred years ago, the 15th of December last, Izaak 
Welton died. The charm of his writings on angling invreases 

with age, and his simple yet Alezgant sentences will be read by schol- 

ars for centuries to come; even by those who care nothing whatever 

for angling, but who love to drink from the “well of pure English un- 
defiled."’ Perhaps the kindly spirit which pervades each chapter 

tended to eudevar him to his readers as minch as avy other thing, and 

they certainly show a heart ayerfowing with kindness. The fallow- 
tug beautiful lines by Mr. Westwood, well known to our readers from 
his Bibliotheca Piscatoria,’ have just been received and will delight 
lovers of Walton, 

IN MEMORIAM, 
IZAAK WALTON, OBNT 15TH DECEMBER, 1685, 

Father of anglers! when, two huuired years 

Agone, death sealed thine eyes, his visage trove 
Grew touched—the legend tells —with sudden ruth, 

He sealed thine eyes from tears and world's despite 

With icy fingers, but he spared thy heart. 

“Not death, but dreams through all the years to come 

Shall be thy portion, sweetest soul,’ he said. 

“Dreams of accustomed fields and haunts of yore— 

Troeut-dimpled pool, and babbling brook and btun— 

Dreams of old faces and familiar speech, 

And cordial geste and gossip by the way— 

Dreams of immortal morn—eternal May.7' 

So Fine-ear, bending, Izaak, o'er thy tomh— 

Through chink and crevice of the mouldering stone, 

Hears, as it were, a ripple and a rhyme— 
Hears quaint discourse—Piseator’s homily, 
Venator’s staid response, and, after pause, 
The piping minor of the milkmaid’s sung, 
With cadence of the nightingale and thrush, 

Or distant-sounding bay of otter-hounds, 

Old life, old sports of Lea-side and of Dove— 

The life we cherish and the sport we love. 

Brvssevs, Dec. 15, 1833. T. Westwoop, 

THE MENHADEN QUESTION. 
Editor Forest wid Stream: 

Having been a hook and net fisherman for the last Wiarty 
ears, I wish to give you my ideas of the scarcity of most of 

the jood fish along tle New England cousts. 
The menhaden is & migratory fish, and may be found in 

large schools from the straits of Gibraltar southward along 
the coast of Atrica, in the winter months. In the spring 
they returti about the last of May or first of June, coming on 
our Coasts 10 spawn. Soon alter they arrive every inlet from 
Maine to North Carolina abounds with these fish, Five 
thousand barrels to eyery mile of the above nanied coasts is 
not a large estimate. Feeding on the Jarge and small men- 
haden could be found the principal kinds of all owr food fish 
—the halibut, cod, mackerel, bluefish, striped and rovik bass. 
The menhaden makes the best known bait for ull these. 

The swordtish, bouito, Spanish mackerel, squiteazue, blue- 
fish and mackerel, are fish that follow the menhuden to our 
shores in the spring of each year, and with those large schools 
our coasts was one yast belt of feed, which drew the food- 
fish to our coasts in reach of the fishermen. The market was 
then supplied at less than one-half of the present prices; that 
is, as | found the fishing thirty years go. After it was 
found that the menhaden was vuluable for its oil, sailing 
companies were formed to catch them; later, fourteen years 
ago, steamers were constructed for the business, and tlic 
gave them much advantage over the sailing fleets. Most of 
the yessels soan gave way to the steamers, for want of 

= 

most competent men, who meet these fish 200 or 300 miles 
south of Long Island us they are coming north to spawn. 
They fish for them with so much vigor that many are soon 
taken, and the remainder are frightened from the coast. As 
they have gradually disappeared, so have our food-fish, 
which have followed them. 
Menhaden are to many of the fish what seeds and insects 

are to the hirds—without them not many can be found. 
There should be a Jaw to protect this fish on the coast of the 
North Atlantic States until the 1st of September of each year; 
ar, what would be better still, an appropriation to pay the 
just value for the steam fishermen’s property, and take the 
purse seines from the ocean. Tt would not probably cost 
moore than $2,000,000, and would be worth more to the pub- 
lic than all of the river and harbor appropriations for the last 
tem years, 

The Umted States Fish Commissioners can never'add many 
fish to our coust until the menbaden are protected to return 
find spawn, FISHERMAN, 
Westport Harbor, Muss., Dec, 41, 

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN TROUT, 

Editor Forest and. Stream: 
With the compliments of the season I send you a screed 

on the American and English trout (the result of twenty- 
eight years’ experience on each side of the pond), taking it 
for granted that fhe word “English” includes England, Ive- 
land and Scotland, as with the last two countries my first 
fwenty eight years of fishing life and love has to do. 

With “G, ¥. 8.” in your issue of Dec. 27, I think there is 
little if any diiference in flavor and game qualities (taking 
size into consideration) of the two fish. The English trout 
has a decided advantage in Aldermanic proportions. It 
must be concaded that the more robust the trout the greater 
his vigor and staying powers, the English trout bemg more 
widely distributed than our American trout and indigenous 
to all waters. 
And this brings me back between fifty and sixty years, to 

boyhood’s days, and sets me down on the banks of the water 
O’Leeven, Fiteshire, Scotland, the river being (if memory 
is correct) from forty to fifty feet wide, with an average 
depth of five feet, every foot of which held its quota of 
jrout of the finest quality and size. Of course, there were 
days in the year, and hours in the day, when the trout would 
reject your advances to a nearer acquaintance with distrust, 
and ut the best of times it took the finest of tackle and the 
greatest caution tno secure a good creel of from twelve to 
eighteen trout, and often half that number, varying in 
weight from half a pound to four and a half pounds each. 
One would as soon expect to throw in an anchor for a trout 
to swallow as to throw such a fly as we successfully throw 
at our American trout. If it was attempted you miglit ex- 
pect to hear a chuckle come from the bottom and the words, 
“What are you giving us, old duffer?” 
The anglers’ tryst was at the Auchmuir Bridge, from where 

they would fish up the water about four miles to the lake, 
then fish down the other side to the bridge, where stood the 
old inn, the anglers’ retreat after the day’s sport; where the 
haps and mishaps of the day were conned over, the fish 
counted and weighed, and the smell of the fish washed from 
the fishermen’s hands. Eight years last summer a friend 
visiting the old home had athree days’ fish on the water, and 
he reported little change from the days of old. The fish still 
come with both eyes open. He made a good creel with a 
few lusty fellows top-dressing each day’s creel. 

Another place of fishing memory in Scotland was Loch 
Tom, about one mile up Lhe moors from Greenoch, which 
yielded a good supply and some good specimens of the wary 
trout. At that time the otter was much used on the 
loch for the capture of trout, and u law was passed prohibit- 
ing its use, dnd nothing too soon, for had it been continued, 
the trout days of Loch Tom would have disappeared. There 
are other fishing resorts In Scotland equally as good, but as 
they do not come into my own experience, I will not men- 
tion them. 

Now, Mr. Angler, a kingdom for a boat to pull across the 
channel to the little green isle and its trout strtams. Take 
-dear dirty Dublin as your objective point. Take a drive of 
ten or twelve miles over to Liffey Head, and you will find 
yourself on the nursery grounds of a trout river not to be 
despised. As you follow the rivulet down, other rivulets 
are joining hands until a brook is formed, and as the water 
increases in volume the trout increase in size. Follow on 
round its course of sixty or seventy miles, and if the signs 
are right you will be satisfied. The best and only signs fol- 

_ lowed are a good day, an early morning and long gloaming 
| of the summer's day eve. Nine months of the year the 
| water was of a yellow color. The trout were called white 
tront. All the tributaries of tle Liffey were well stocked 

hwith the white trout. 
| The Riyer Dodder, a wide shoal stream, has an abundance 
of small trout of dark color. owing probably to the color of 
the water and the turt bottom over which it flowed for most, 
of its course. The trout were well educated, and seldom 
exceeded one pound in weight. Its many tributaries flow- 
ing down from the mountains were full of small tront, 
which were seldom sought after by the angler. The Grand 
Canal, a sluggish stream with no other current than the 
passing of huats through the locks, turned out some noble 
trout. For three or four miles up from the city it was so 
perseveringly fished that for a good day’s sport it was heces- 

| sary to take the early mornirg train for a twelve or fifteen 
mile ride, equipped with a pail of minnow, a small bag of 
angle worms hung froma cuat button, a few flies, and if the 
trout were nof inclined to be sociable with the fly, give them 
a change and troll homeward. The two best trout that ever 
fondly uitached themselves to my person to accompany me 
home were taken from that water. They were great burly 
slashers of the Johu L. Sullivan pattern, ‘‘black-suards" 
both of them, 
Another stream flowing into the city, well noted for the 

quantity and quality of it trout, took its rise in the moun- 
| tains a short distance from the head waters of the Liffey, and 
| took its course about midway between the Dodder and the 
| Liffey—one of the best trout streams it has eyer been my lot 
_ to know, turning out more fish (great brown-back fellows) to 
| its inches than any water I have ever fished. I have seen 
| that stream for the last six miles of its course completely 
depleted. A company built two mills for the bleaching and 
manutachure of straw paper. After the mills got into opera- 
tien there was nota liying thing left in the water below 
them, and for days the surface of the water was covered 
with dead trout. A few years ago the two mills were shut 
down. (L will here quote from a letter received last sum- 
mer); ‘You will be glad to hear that the old river is getting 

as full of trout as if was in the days when you and I fished it 
together, A few mornings ago one of four pounds twa 
ounces, two of two pounds, and ¢everal from half to one 
pound each, came home with me to stay. Several others 
from four to four and a half pounds were taken by other 
parties.” 

In allof these streams the fish were not easily fooled, 
They sone looked twice before they jumped once, and 
when they did come you had something to be preud of, and 
alasting impression of conquerjug an adept in the manly 
art, All the Tvish waters which [ have known had itstrout, 
the Shannon from Limerick to Castle Connell, the Shannon 
and Blackwater, and their tributaries in Galway, turned 
them out in numbers and size to satisfy the most fastidious, 
The summer ef 1855 ended my experience in Irish water, 
and two months after killing my last Irish trout my first 
American trout came to creel, and he was a beauty in mark- 
ings and game qualities, !yut, poor little thing, he looked like 
the last of his race. Another about the same size (seven 
ounces) made up my creel for the afternoon—that was in 
New Jersey. Since then my experience has been iu parts of 
Connecticut, New York State, and Western Massachusetts, 
and the first thing that strikes the angler’s notice in all the 
witers that | have fished, is that the trout are confined to 
mountain and spring brooks, which are at the opening of 
the season so crowded with fish that there is nothing for 
them to eat. The best fishing is to be had fora few weeks 
afler the law is off, when you have only to drop an angle or 
a piece of sole leather into the water, when a dozen or more 
trout would be seen to rush for the prize, History repeat- 
ing itself, only changed from man to fish. Let him take 
who has the power, let him keep who can, the swiftest and 
strongest securing the coveted morsel, the next moment to 
find himself yanked skyward. By the time the summer is 
half over the brooks are half dry, some of them dry alto- 
gether, so that the fingerlings become dry, hungry and cold, 
and fall easy victims to the rapacity of the hog, one of whom 
L have seen exhibit a string of seventy-tive trout which could 
comfortably lie on a common breakfast saucer, 

Such has been my experience in American trout fishing, 
and can be summed up in the same words the boy used with 
the old ludy’s pie: ‘'Thankee, mam; it is. very eood if there 
was enough of il. Squse me, mam; I—I mean tice is 
enough of it, such as itis.” Now, I would not take one jot 
or tittle from our gamy liltle beauties, it is not their fault if 
they are small and hungry, they would grow larger if they 
could, and with increase of size would give increase of cau- 
tion, as well as game and enduring qualities; but so long as 
their habitat is confined to spring and mountain brooks, they 
must be content with a hard lot and an early death, 

Acclimatizing the English trout in American waters would 
be worth atrial. The Scotch waters will not reach as high 
a temperature as our American waters. If my memory serve 
me right, all the Irish waters I have named, the Leffey, the 
Dodden, the Grand Canal, and others, will reach as high a 
tempvtature as the Connecticut, the Merrimac, or the Hu- 
son. The fish once acclimated, and with a good foothold, 
they could not be fished out with legitimate fishing, and in 
afew short years the coming angler would exclaim, ‘'Eu- 
reka!” THos, CHALMERS. 
Honyoxe, Jan. 1, 1884, 

TROUTING ON THE BIGOSH. 

A PEW MORE LAKERS, 

Fi ee was silence for a while after Uncle Ben's discoy- 
ery. It was a silence that spread out trom the boat and 

quieted the ripples all around, snd became so oppressive that 
one could hear the circulation of blood around bis ear drums, 
Tis duration was short, for the Colonel lit a match on the 
side of the boat and gravely reinarked: ‘‘We might as well 
smoke and stop fishing for a while, for the dropping of the 
anchor so suddenly has disturbed the fish below, and we 
will not get 4 bite in halt an hour.” Jack wanted to laugh, 
but_a lcok from his father checked it in its youth, and it 
perished after reaching the smiling point. A few moments 
after he looked toward me and let me understand his appre- 
ciation of the situation by a six-inch grin and a wink. which 
I dared not return for fear of wounding the old man’s feel- 
ings, 
‘Atter the tobacco was burned the Colonel picked up my 

hook and examined it. ‘‘This,” said he, ‘‘is a peculiar hook, 
and one that I do not remember to have seen before. It has 
the short barb and long bend of the ‘sproat,’ but to a greater 
degree. Where did you get it?” 

“It is the form of hook used by Adirondack guides for 
taking lake trout. It probably would be called a ‘‘sproat’’ 
by the trade but it is a hand-made hook which I understand 
is made by some backwoods blacksmith after a pattern ap- 
proved by the guides. It seems to be a good one and is, as 
ou see,a true central draught hook. For a home-made 
ook it is not clumsy, I haye owned this one for twenty 

years. 
“But we are using gangs of hooks, don’t you think a gang 

is better than 4 single one” 
“Perhaps it is, but somehow I am more in the habit of 

using a single hook and can usually hold my own with it, 
A gang appears Jike a cruel thing and as if it was taking an 
unfair advantage of the fish.” 

Poor Uncle Ben was silent and thoughtful and not untilall 
our hooks were baited and overboard did he put his hand in 
the minnow pail for a bait. Wishing to divert his attention 
the Colonel asked him: ‘‘What is the name of this lake, 
Unele Ben?” 

“Well, it ain’ got no name, as I knows on, we Calls it ‘the 
pond,’ ‘though when old *Squire Smith owned it, forty years 
azo, they called it ‘Smith’s pond.’ It is the only pond 
within twenty miles, and so it gets along without a name. 
The old ‘Squire talked abont plitting a dam at the ontlet and 
raising the pond; but he never did, and I am glad of it, The 
property is in the courts now, and it wili be some time before 
a dam is built, if eyer. I allers said it would spile the pond, 
an’ it would,” 

‘lt would spoil the looks of it,{certainly,” said the Colonel, 
as he struck a fish so vigorously that his reel sang and the 
rod bent with the sudden strain. The fish tried hard to get 
near the anchor rope, and the Colonel tugged to keep it 
away, reeling In as fast as he could and keeping a steady 
Strain on everything, Once the_fish bored down so strongly 
that it took off a few yards of line, but waa checked, and in 
less than ten minutes from the time of striking the gaff 
brought o fine Jake trout of About fifteen pounds on board. 

Jack took two and J three, while Uncle Ben eclipsed us 
all by landing a trout ou his hand line which would weigh 
five pounds more than the Colonel's, Now the old man 
laughed, and it did us all good to see bis face ight up with 
delight, and the frame ot white fringe avound his counte- 
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Fishway on Dam on Rappahannoch. River near 
Fredericksburg. Va. Height of Dam194 {te 

nance heightened the redness of his cheeks, as, with his 
favorite expletive, he said: ‘Il knowed there was a big one 
down there waitin’ for me, I knowed it!” 

The morning had worn away, and as lunch time ap- 
proached it only needed a hint that a yisit to camp while 
the fish were resting in the middle of the day would be 
agreeable, and we went. As Jack and I strolled along the 
shore I saw him pick up a small turtleand hide it in his coat 
pocket, but made no remark on it, and he was not aware 
that it had been seen. 

After lunch we lounged about, explored the woods, and 
caught more minnows for bait. About 4 o’clock we 
rowed out and tried it again, but the fish seemed in no mood 
to bite, The Colonel and I smoked, and Uncle Ben nodded. 
Jack was busy doing something with his hook which occu- 
pied him so long that I thought of offering to assist when I 
saw that he was stealthily hauling in Uncle Ben’s line by an 
oceasional pull. Soon after this the old man awoke sud- 
denly and felt of his line and said, ‘‘That ere big minny is 
mighty lively, 1 thought I had a bite.” A minute later and 
he was rapidly hauling in, and soon held up a small turtle. 
I looked at Jack, but he was too busy with his line to catch 
the glance of disapprobation, but he afterward seemed 
much surprised at the unusual catch. Later on I toid him 
that he should not play tricks on older people, but the lesson 
was lost, He said he wanted to see the old man hop, but in 
this he was disappointed, FreD MATHER. 

MONTHLY LIST OF PATENTS. 

For Inventions Relating to Sporting Interests, Bearing Date 
Dec, 25, 1883. Reported expressly for this paper by Louis | 

Bagger & Co., Mechanical Experts and Solicitors 
of Patents, Washington, D. C. 

Breech-loading Firearm.—D, 8. Cole, Columbus Junction, Ia. 
Breech-loading Firearm.—D. Kirkwood, Boston, Mass, 
Sight for Small Firearms.—T. Gilbert, London, Eng. 
Gun-Barrel Cleaner,—J. 0, Petmecky, Austin, Tex. 
Cartridge Extractor for Breech-lcading Guns.—P. and ©. G. 
Tissier, Selma, Ala. 

Pirearm,—C, H. Eutebrouk, Boston, Mass,’ 
Breech-loading Gun,—L. 4. Hepburn, Ilion, N. Y. 
Machine Gun Feeder.—J, G. Aecles, Hartford, Conn. 
Firearm,.—J,. H. Brown, New York, N. ¥ 
Breech-loading Firearm,—J. HW. Brown, New York, N. ¥, 
Breech-londing Firearm,—J. H, MeLean, St, Louis, Mo, 

280,070. 
280,273. 
280,081. 
284,132, 
289,787. 

280,521. 
990,426, 
290,622, 
290,740, 
290,787, 
290,905, 

No, 744 is the last entry in the Jeuuary A, K, R, 

Lishculture. 

A NEW SYSTEM OF FISHWAY-BUILDING. 

BY MARSHALL M’DONALD, 

[CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 457,] 

[ it be possible, by any practical construction, to deliver the 
whole volume of a stream, over a dam or other obstruc- 

tion, with such moderate velocity that the weakest and least 
adventurous fish could readily swim against it, we would 
practically destroy the obstruction, and would establish for 
the migratory species a passage up to their spawning grounds 
as free and unrestrained as if no obstruction existed. 

In practice, of course, this ideal can be realized only in ex- 
ceptional cases, for industrial necessities or consideration of 
cost will necessarily limit the dimensions of the fishway, and 
the amount of water that may be discharged through it, but 
just in proportion as we approximate this ideal in our fishway 
constructions, do we approach more nearly the solution of the 
problem of free circulation of the anadromous fishes in conti- 
nental waters. 
When the Commission of Fisheries was inaugurated in the 

State of Virginia, in 1875, one of the most important questions 
presented to it was, how to make adequate provision to get 
the anadromous fish over the innumerable dams that obstruct 
the main water. courses of the State, and all their tributaries, 

The white shad (Alosa sapidissima) is one of the most im- 
portant food fishes in all the tributaries of the Chesa- 
peake, and in times past has furnished the motive of 
immense and profitable fisheries. The restoration and main- 
tenance of this valuable fishery was one of the most serious 
questions presenting itself to the consideration of the Commis- 
sion. The James and the Rappahannock rivers were ob- 
structed at the head of the tide by insuperable dams, interpos- 
ing effectual obstructions to the further upward migration of 
the anadromous species. 
Years ago, before obstructions existed, the migration of the 

shad in James Riyer extended into the heart of the Allegha- 
nies two hundred and fifty miles above tide water, and in the 
Rappahannock to the very base of the Blue Ridge Mountains. 
The curtailment of the breeding area by the erection of dams 
on both rivers, had determined a corresponding reduction in 
the productive capacity of the streams, and in concurrrence 
with the irrational and unrestrained methods of fishing pur- 
sued, had rendered franchises, once yaluable, worthless, indus- 
tries, once profitable, precarious and unproductive. A fish- 

| way that would freely pass shad eine these obstructions, 
i and recoyer to production the breeding area of water from 

which they had been excluded, promised the means of restor- 
ing these most valuable fisheries. 

The gentlemen who were then Commissioners of Fisheries 
for the State of Virginia were pleased to select me to yisit the 
Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia, with instructions to 
inake a careful study of the models of all the forms of fish- 
ways there exhibited, with the yiew of finding one that would 
be adapted to our purpose. A careful study of all was made, 
and I was reluctantly forced to the conclusion that none of 
them fulfilled the necessary conditions of successful operation, 
and I returned discouraged, with the conviction that an 
efficient shadway was a thing of the future. 
The conditions to be satisfied in a successful fishway con- 

struction are as follows: : 

First—The water should be delivered down a straight nnob- 
structed channel. 
Second—In sufficient volume to invite the entrance of fish, 
Third—With such moderate velocity as to permit their 

ready ascent. \ 
Fourth—With a view to economy in Construction it is im- 

portant that the inclination or slope of the way should be 
se more considerable than in the ordinary inclined plane 
shway. 
How to construct so as to fulfill these conditions was the 
roblem to be solved. Two methods suggested themselves. 

Te was possible to make the water do work in its descent and 
thus control velocity. A tishway could be constructed on this 
principle by an evident modification of the ordinary turbine 
wheel, and such a fishway could be made to serve both as a 
assage way for fish and'as a motive power for machinery. 

This idea, however, was soon abandoned for the double reason 
of its complexity, and the limitation of its application that 
would necessarily exist. 

The second fruitful idea was that if each molecule of water 
could be compelled to traverse a constrained path, its final 
direction in any one circuit being against gravity, it could be 
brought to rest ata lower level—the friction developed m 
movement having neutralized in part the foree of accelera- 
tion. 
The molecule falling trom its second position of rest through 

a simular circuit, and in succession through any number of 
circuits would finally reach any defined lower level with no 
greater velocity than that attained in the first cirenit de- 
scribed, Were it practicable to subject every molecule of 
water passing through a fishway to the constrained moye- 
ment above indicated, the result would be a descending cur- 
rent, the average velocity of which would not exceed the 
average velocity of a molecule in passing to consecutive posi. 
tions of rest under the conditions above stated. How this idea 
‘has been realized in practical constructions, will be understood. 
by references to the following figures and descriptions: 
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Fishway at Bosher's Dam .James'Ruver. 

lf we take a hemispherical bow] (fig. 1) and holding a marble 
at A, upon the edge of the bowl, we release it, it will fall under 
the influence of gravity through Al to A2, coming to rest ati 
A2, some distance below the edge of the bowl. The vertical 
distance between the positions A and A2, measures the force 
of acceleration that has been counteracted by friction by 
traveling the constrained path A, Al, A2. 

If now, we take a number of similar bowls and cut them off 
to the line A 42, and arrange them as in fig. 3, and start a 
marble at D1, it will pass from D1 to Cl, reaching C1 with no 

eater velocity than that acquired in passing from A to A2, 
, however, the marble was allowed to roll unobstructed 

from A to Al down the incline poe D, C, (fig. 2) it will have 
acquired a velocity equal to 84/Db, approximately. 

We see, then, in this case how it is possible to deliver a 
molecule from a given position to a definite lower position, 
without the increase of velocity that would arise if the mole- 
cule fell freely under the action of gravity or rolled down a 
smooth incline, If it be possible to compel every molecule of 
water descending through a fishway to submit to the condi- 
tions above indicated, then the problem how to control the 
velocity of a descending current would be solved. Now to 
apply this to liquids, we arrange a series of bent tubes, shown 
in 16 4, By suitable arrangements we keep the longer 
branch of the higher tube of the series fullof water, The 
water escaping from each tube will rise against gravity until 
it comes to rest, then falls inte the longer branch of the ad- 
jacent tube in the series, and after passing through the entire 
series be finally discharged from the shorter branch of the 
lowest bent tube, with no greater velocity than it acquired in 
passing through the first member of the series. 

Construct a series of these tubes with branches brought 
close together, cut away obliquely the upper end of the longer 
branch of each member of the series, so as to permit access of 
water, pack them side by side, in oblique position in an in- 
clined shuce, as shown in Fig. 5, and we have the solution of 
the problem with which we started, For if we suppose a 
current of water to be running through the inclined trough or 
sluiceway, the first effect will be to fillthe tubes with water 
and establish a flow through them; the water entering the 
longer branch of each tube will escape from ths shorter branch: 
with # velocity dus to the head or vertical distance between 

the two ends of the tube. This final direction being obliquely 
up the slope, each particle of water will describe a path as is 
indicated by the curved arrows shown in Fig. 5. e effect 
will be that he will have an ascending current in the sluice— 
on that side of the sluice where the shorter branches of the 
tubes are situated, The velocity of this ascending current will 
become less and less as we pass toward the middle of the 
sluice, where there will be a line or section of practically eddy 
water, and beyond a descending current, becoming more 
rapid as we pass to the further side of the sluice, where we 
find a current descending with uniform velocity, the maximum 
limit of whieh will be the velocity of the water escaping from 
theshorter branches, provided the supply of water and the 
capacity ol the tubes are properly proportioned. The illus- 
trations here given present briefly and graphically the princi- 
ples applied in the McDonald system of fishway building. 

The flexibility of the system adapts it to the widest range of 
conditions occurring in practice. An effective passage may 
be provided for the fish over the obstructions, with the supply 
‘of water that will flow through a cross section six inches 
square, or the fishwdy may be expanded so as to take the en- 
tire discharge of a river, Constructed roughly of boards, it 
furnishes at a nominal cost the means of re-establishing our 
innumerable trout streams to the natural conditions of repro- 
duction, 

These fishways may be made so light as to be readily porta- 
ble, so that, inthe season when the fish are not running, they 
may be stored away under shelter and thus protected from de- 
cay or destruction by ice or floods. In public parks and trout 
preserves, where considerations of cost are not controlling, the 
fishway may be built of iron in ornamental designs, and while 
serving its essential purpose, made to contribute to the pic- 
turesqueness of the landscape, Solidly built of stone and iron, 
and of dimensions proportioned to the volume of the stream, 
itmay be made strong enough to resist the utmost foree of 
floods and ice, and by furnishing an easy passage for shad, 
salmon, and other anatromous species of fish, make possible 
the resteration and maintenance of our valuable river fisheries, 
in spite of the obstructions which are the inevitable and neces- 
sary adjuncts of civilization, 

As an epee of construction, we have given in Pig. a the 
elevation, and in Fig. 6b, the plan of a double fishway built of 

timbers. It consists of an inclined sluiceway of boards, the 
sides and bottom of which are supported by suitable framing. 
The sluice has in this case an inclination of one foot in three. 
The upper end is let into the dam so that its upper line is flush 
with the crest line of the dam. The lower end descends to 
the water below the dam, and is firmly anchored by being 
secured by bolts either to the rocky bed of the stream, or to 
piles suitably placed, or by other suitable means. Intermedi- 
ate supports may he provided, by trestling, as shown in the 
figure, by log cribs or by rubble masonry. The incline flume 
or sluice thus established furnishes the foundation for the 
structure of the fishway proper which is placed within it. 

Details of construction are given in Figures 7, 8 and 9, which 
are on a scale of one-fourth of an inch tothe foot. The sub- 
structure having been established, we begin by setting up 
along the center line of the trough or sluice, the bulkheads 
J, I, I, and C, at interyals of twelve or fifteen inches. These 
are made of planks one and a halt inches thick, two feet lone 
and fitteen inches wide. These are firmly attached to the 
flooring of the sluice either by spikes or bolts. Posts H, H1 
and C, of one and a halt inch stuff, nine to twelve inches wide, 
and extending from the floor to the upper édge of the inclined 
trough, are now set up at similar intervals of twelve to fifteen 
inches, and firmly secured to the sides and bottom of the 
trough. To the posts H, H, and bulkheads J, J, the fifteen 
inch joists are securely nailed or bolted. The floor D, Fig. §, 
of one and a half inch plank is next laid and nailed to the in- 
clined joists as shown in Figures 7 and 8, upon the floor D, 
Next set up the short return buckets M@. M, and C, Figures § 
and 9, securing the same to the parts H, H, and to the floor by 
nailing or other suitable means. The cap #, BP, Fig. 8, made 
of asingle two-inch plank is fastened securely to the sides 
B, B, the posts H, H, and the return buckets M, M. thus com 
pleting the construction. 
We have here realized in timber the same construction and 

secured the same control of the descending current as shown 
in the experimental apparatus, figure 5, The course of the 
water isshow by the arrows. When a sutticient supply o 
water is brought to the head of the fishway, we will have a, 
average depth of water way above the floor, D, of ten 
twelve inches, Any excess of water over the amount need 
to fill the fishway will be shed over the sides, and the fishw 
will continue in efficient operation in any stage of water, 
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In the drawings figures 7, 8 and 9, the open spaces between 
the biltthes’s, 7, T,and O, and also the head of the fishway 
where the water passes under the floor D, directly from the 
dam, is represented as guarded by a wrought iron grating. 
This is only necessary where the exposed position requires 
that the weuk points he protected trom injury by ive or drift- 
ing timbers, The grating may be dispensed with where other 
sifeguards are made use of, 

LOOATION. 
The proper setting: or location of the fishway is a mater of 

pile taportance to secure satistactory operation, Where 
the cost of tlie Construction is considerable, the loaution should 
be made under the direction of a competent engineer, and 
after a.caveful study of the locality. Tnall easesthe following 
conditions are to be observed in the constructions 
Virst—Vhe water capacity of the fishway must be in propor- 

tio to the volume of the stream. The iors water we can 
discharge through the fishway the more salisfactary it will be 
in operation. 
Secoud—The upper end of the Oshwry wst beat such a 

lavel as to7un full ab ordinary spring stages of the stream. 
Third—The discharge from the fishway should be made close 

fo the face ot the dom, 
Pourth—The fishway must be so located as to be sheltered 

from ice aud drilt, or when this is impracticable it must be 
built strong enough to resist injury. 
Where these conditions are realized in the construction, 

evmplete satisfaction tu Operation may be expected, In Figs, 
10, Ll and 13 sre presented three plans of actual construc- 
tions, Which will furnish useful suggestions #5 to location. 

Pig. 10 shows plan of fishway on the Rappahannock River, 
ued Mredevicksburg, Va. The water is brought to (he head 
of the fishway by 4 culvert piercmg the flood wall, The fish- 
way is bull on 4 slope of one foot in three, and intwe sections 
30 aS to bring the discharge close to the abutment. ‘This has 
been in siicceéssful operation two seasons, 

Big. J1 shows plan of fshway at Bosher’s Dam on James 
River, Virginia, mine miles above Richmond, This is a latev 
and improved design, though embodying the same principles 
of construction as Shown in the Fredericksburg way. 
Here advantage was taken of the locality to shelter the way 

behind the high flood shown in the drawing, Two urched cul- 
verti adit) the water to a sluice which conducts it te the head 
ofthe fishway. This discharge of water is too far from the 
face of the dam to secure the best results, and it will be ne- 

iy to erect a deflecting wall at the lower end, to turn the 
elf avound the abutment. This fishway has been in oper- 

ation since the middle of May, 1888, and since the water has 
been turned on all the species, except the shad, have been ob- 
served passing in large numbers. Very few shad havereached 
the dem this season; the total cateh by the nets being less than 
tyvo hundred. : 

Fig, 12 shows plan of tishway oo Canal Dam No, +. on the 
Potomac River, near Sheperdstown, W. Va. This was built 
in the winter of 1882: stood, without injury, the heavy ice 
drilts ald floods of the late winter, aud during the season just 
past, has given fu)! gutisfaction to those who have watched 
its operation. 
Tho black bass and other river species bave been observed 

1G pass ib in wumbers and with ease, In this cusethe fishway 
is sheltered bohind the abutinent on the Maryland side of the 
viver, the Upper section being pele to the abutment by 
sbont wrourhtaron brackets. The water is conducted to the 
head of the fishwuy trom the crest of dam by a trunk leading 
sronied the face of the abatment, 

THE PARADISE VISH.—An ilistrated article on this fish, 
Mucropodus renustis, by Mr, Hugo Mallent, of Cincinnati, 
appes'ed iy FoREST AnD STREAM of August 11,788). IL bad 
sem the fish im Germany and adiuired it, and so sent to Ma. 
Miullert for a pair of them, As none but young ones were to 
he had, he sent me two of them, stating that they were too 
yong to distinguish the sexes, aud that I fonst fare my 
charices on having # putt or he would exchange ub some 
future time if both proved of phe same sex. The fish came in 
food order, and a tank with water plants was fithed wp for 
them, They zrew, anil in June they appeared as if developing 
eees, and at this time the largur one, which I thought to bé 
the female, became very quarrelsome and continually fought 
the orher. 1 had to sepwrate them and after a week putthem 
tovebher again, ywheu they rubbed against each obher at first, 
but finally the large one resumed its pugnacity. Knowin 
tht the fish was originally a native of a warm climate, | 
thought to hasten the ripening of the eges by placing the fish 
in thé sun on the window sill, Tt was one Sunday afternoon, 
aud Liay down not intending to go to sleep, bub on awaken- 
juy both fish were dead, and the thermometer showed 100 de- 
érees, Both were females with ezgs nearly ripe.—P, M. 

The Zennel. 

FIXTURES. 
BRNCH SHOWS. 

Jan, 16,17, band 19¥,—St. John, New Brunswiek. 
St. Johu, N. B, . a 
April—, i8k4.—The Cleveland Betieh Show Assovidtion’s Second 

Bench Sbow. Charles Llocoln, Snperuatendent. C. M. Munhall, See- 
retary. Cleveland, Ohio, 

AH. W. Wilson 

THE AMERICAN ENGLISH BEAGLE CLUB, 

J BVERAL mouths since, when Ashburner, Kvueger et ul 
i hegan moving fora beagle chib, 7 pit it my oar and 
feared possible dissensions might create a muss. Here we are 
with the chib hardly on ifs legs and some such geniuses as 
Zogers uid our worthy FOREST AND Stream mah kicking 
aguitst the proposed name; Amorican English Beagle Club, 
Now before there had been a great deal done in starting the 
elub, Dyas sdunded on the name qneshion; and the one pro- 
qwousel submitted lor my votsideratidnu. I aeqniesed in the se- 
lectiou, My reasons for favoring the adoption of the name 
were many, and I will refer toa few. Unytestionably the 
hest type of beagle we have to-day is a direct importation or 
hut a few removes trom stock brought from Hngland. Dodge's 
Rattler, that has probubly won more prizes on the bench than 
aly living beagle, is by an imported sire (Warrior) ont of dam 
(Rosey) from imported sire and dam (Samand Dolly), Hl 
mores Rinewood is imported, his Bess traces to imported an- 
cestors. O'Shea’s Music, that wou at Washington (I think) and 
New Youk in 1852, was from Wngland, and she wus a very 
good one, too, These are the kind of dogs we want to propa- 
vabe, ant wiry not call them by their correct tithe? The prece- 
dent of the American Jersey Cattle Club name also cume to 
iy maucas it did fo ‘'Rustieus,” However, Ttrist that the dit} 
fevences of opiniou about the name will not abate any interest 
in the main abject of the club, and that progress will soon be 
reporiud, DORKIN. 

More rabbits have been sent to the Philadelphia market this 
seuson than for many seasons, anid | am told that they have 
been more numerous all over our State, as well as Delaware, 
Maryland and New Jersey than for many years. It has also 
beeii so in the Baltimore market and, of course. the price for 
{hein has ruled accordingly, Our lovers of the merry little 
beagle need not fear a diminution of material on which to 
work thew favorites, While referrive to the cotton bail f 
would state that itis universally sonceded among the mem- 
bers of the proposed beagle club of this section that the proper 
title for the organization should be ‘The American Wnglish 
Beale Club,” and the standard to be all that the name 
fuplies, “Rosticus’s” communication in last issue of Formst 

AND STREAM gives thé tenor of feeling hereabouts, and not a 
few of the Simon pure beagles are owned in this county. Ido 
notrefer to what is usually termed a besuis or rabbit dog, by 
very many, for they could never be described let alone 
properly classified at a bench show. ‘The writer knows of two 
or three importations of noted English running beagles under 
way, of which he will write you anon, Homo. 

“The English Beaglé Club.,—Will all “whom it may con- 
tern,” accept the foregoing amendment to my previvnsly sug- 
gested name for the chib? "Vis, perchance, useless to keep ha: 
Ing “on sich a mouldering string,“ but Idolike to have a foo (\ 
concise, snd an appropriate mame for anything which is 
worthy of a name at all, and it seems to me that the name, 
above writ, will be comprehensive and definitive enough. 
However, I will not persist in forcing my individual prefer- 
ence upon the club, although with my inborn Enelish proclivi- 
thes, I always “swear by” bngland und the Bnglish, and should 
like to seé “Huglish" lead the title and the true type of English 
beagle he the undeviating stundard for the club, 
Tam at one with ‘Rusticus,” as to the specivs, or type, of 

heagle-hound we propose ‘tio take care of;” and the bench-leg 
ee andy-lez) and American “class,” we should let severely 
alone, 

The true Wnglish beagle is worthy of praise, is worthy of 
breeding aid cultiae, and the gentleman who owns 4a fine 
Specimen ora brace or pack of such should be proud of his 
possession, | um a lover and achampion of the English 
beagle and, though I may neyer breed a single whelp, lpur- 
pose to always own one or more of as “fie” a type asI can 
procure, The beagle is eminently historic and aristocratic, 
and like 4 trie aristocrat adupts itself to circumstances—a 
hard van in tield and furze, or a dignified and luxurious 
lounge in library or drawing-room, and is a true und pleasing 
combination of the vseful and beautiful. 
The Buplish beagle, then, to the fore, alid wll success to the 

club which is to bé his sponsorin America. Whatever be its 
hanie, may it be trie to its purpose and to ite foster pen; too 
long a stranger where it shoul 
honored. Gentlemen, the health and weal of the Buelish 
beagle. 0, 

be known and loved and 

{We beg to suggest that further discussion of the proposed 
ie will he purposeless. The American English Beagle Club 
it is.] a 

A PRIVATE FIELD TRIAL. 

HAVE read with much interest the sccouuts siven of 
shooting trips the past season in your popular journal, and 

send you the following account of a short trip taken by Bill 
and myself in this State. Like many, muny other sportsmen 
we both imagine we have first-class dogs, and I was delizhted 
at receiving a message from hint to be on hand ata given 
point early in November with a brace of my very best, as he 
wanted to convince me that one of his, at Teawt, Lad no supe- 
rior. I knew he had a sood one, for I had seen him go last 
seasou while in soft conuition, three full days from end to end, 
and leave off filef running, and had shot over many of the 
same strain in the past twenty-five years, Wut imagined that 
out of tay Kennel of ten Working. dogs I could select some- 
thing that at least might make him. run to win, Arriving at 
the station on the evening of the appointed day with Scotty 
and Jerry, sure enough there stood Bill waiting for me, gun 
in hand, birdsin pocket and dog at heel, just in from the 
field, man and dog in blooming health and fine condition. 
Our quarters being clase by, we were soon seated by the stove 
discussing matters, He reported game as fairly plenty, We 
then decided what dogs should run against each obher in the 
morning and framed rules to run them by—those being used 
at the regular field trials having seyeral objections to us, 
We agreed that no dog should get eredit for hacking: that was 
stopped by order or spoken to; that no dog shonld receive 
credit for retrieving otherwise thai 9, bird dropped to the 
gun; that the points and flushes made by each dog should he 
summed up and the one making the greatest number of points 
in proportion to his pumber of opportunities to point should 
get proper credit for it. The points allowed for speed, rang- 
ing, staunchness, ete., also demerits, heing fully agverd upon, 
we retired for the evening, : 

The c.ollowing mornme was bitter cold. with hard frost, 
whien we took the tield, but we came to shoot, and sloot we 
would if the weather was unfavorable. A brisk walk of ten 
minutes from our quarters brought us to a stubble-field, when 
Frank and Seotty were at once turned down. Both went off 
at a good pace, Frank belonged toe Bill, and he was over 
every likely piace in that field that could harbor a bird, ayoid- 
ing the unlikely, in a space of time and in amanuner that might 
not please a field trial man, but I haye a dread of such dogs 
When running one against them tor the purpose of finding 
game. Seotty was quartering beautifully, showing quite as 
much speed as Frank, but his systematic work was largely 
done in the rear of his antagonist, where it was of little use. 
In style they were about equal, One carried the best head, 
and the other the best tail. We decided that point by allow- 
ing the head to win, thereby differing with some field trial 
authorities, That field was drawn blank, but on'‘entering the 
next both dogs commenced roading, when a covey of birds 
got up away ahead of them (for which the birds were excus- 
able), coming back over the dogs, andalsoover us. I dropped 
one Within three feet of Frank's nose to test his steadiness to 
shot. And to see low soon he had that bird to his master 
proved him a first-rate retriever at least. I was more careful 
with the second, as 1 aliowedit to pass where I was, 80 as to 
drop it when between the dog and the bird. To order he re- 
trieved it in field trial style. We marked the balance in a 
swamp, such asisonly found in Michigan. And the ice partly 
bearing 1s up we had some good work from the dogs. The 
birds being not entirely full-zrown, laid well and made i 
difficultfor the dogsto flush them—flushes by our rules being 
a demerit, f 

Tb would make this article too tedious to wive a detailed ac- 
count of onr trial, as the next covey was stronger birds, and 
did not behave so well, having # great propensity for the wing. 
Neither did we find another such well-behaved covey as the first 
during the day, The dogs were nearly eyen until the evening, 
when Scotty got six rapid points on ruifed grouse in succession, 
and I bagged the six by being on the right side of the thicket, 
and hy a point on aruifed grouse being double of that on a 
aad, and night coming on just in the right time, Scotty won 
the day. 
Next morning John, owned by Bill, and Jerry were taken in 

a, (lifferent direttion from the one taken the day before, and 
turned down italarge Wheat stubble. John did some beau- 
tifuland rapid quartering and showed prand style, and led 
Jerry a merry dance until the birds were flushed ahead by a 
team and marked into the woods. Here level-headed Jerr 
did some fine work, butin the next tieid John made a. heauti- 
ful find, and repeated it often, so that he got even by noon; 
but in the afternoon Jerry let out some of his reserve powers, 
and iv the evening did such excellent work on ruffed grouse as 
fo make him an easy winuer of the day, 
On thé third moming Frank and Scotty were aguin put 

down, and after a tedious day ina Tong country, where birds 
were not plenty, Frank had the best of it, 
John and Jerry had their second trial on the tourth day, 

when Jerry showed up in such fine form, and did such ex- 
cellent work as to make him an easy winner. On the fifth 
morning Frank and Scotty were again pub down, and were 
together until late in the atternoon with nearly equal results, 
when Frank made a lucky find and repeated ib so often 
through Bill's superior marking, when the covey scattered, 
as to give him a clear lead, when the aforesaid Bull very sud- 
denly recollected that we must leave off shoo and hurry 
to oul quarlers so as to catch the train, as we had to go home 

{Jan, 10, 1884, 

thateyening. After waiting oyer an hour at the station for 
| the train, heslyly remarked that, being a judge in this in- 
/ Stance and also interested, he knew the right time to order u 
| his dog in a field trial from pening the avesunts of other fel 
trials in FoRmst ann StRnay. I forbear giving you the store 
thade by the dogs, but our bag was ninety-five quail and forfy- 

| three ruffed grouse, Joan Davison, 
| Monnox, Mich,: Dee, 31, 1883, 

| ON THE SCENT. 
Ro See is the southwestern town of Madison county, 

New York, and is so amigly tucked away alncng the cen- 
tral New York hills, that it is doubtfulif the general reader 
or the ordinary traveler has ever discovered its whereabuuts, 
and perhaps its only qualification that will entitle it to the at- 
tention of the brotherhood of sportsmen, is the exellent 
opportunities it offers to fox hunters. The Nimrods of our 
town were outen masse on Thursday of last week in quest of 
the proverbially sly veynurd. The day was beautifal, and 
there was jush snow enough upon the groumd to make the fol- 
lowing good, Our party of teu set mut by huekboard (lhe 
buckboard must have been employed meruly for the sake of 
sentiment, it is not the conyeyance of the country) for the 
west part of the town, and their appearance, as they started 
out, Was suggestive of death and general desolation. Tie 
other hounds which were towed along in the wike of the 
animated barracks, and their clamurous demonstrations of im- 
patience, made the effect complete. 
Putting up at the place locally known as Weypt (and by the 

way we wont recommend any one to go there from a very 
long distance to buy corn), the dogs of war, Dexter, Prince, 
Frank and Hero, were let loose. They soon struck i fresh, 
and a few minutes later their commingled cries like dying 
chimes grew indistinct and were finally lostin the wind. We 
will uot attempt to follow the footprints over which the chorgs 
glided—as truly as the locomotive follows its winding path 
uf steel—over the hilltops, through the ravines, in the tangled 
alders, across the open meadow} but we will see whatis taking 
place along the rather irregular picket line or more properly 
ambuscade. Thered tail, put upon his metal to keep ont of 
the jaws of the hounds, clung to his wits iu a most admirable 
mnanner and was yery suceessful in steering clear of the bat- 
teries for atime, At length he uncovered himself to the iin- 
erring aim of one of the company and sprawled out lifeless 
upon the snow. 
Though the count wus not large, the day was full of axcite- 

inent, with many pleasing and many disappointing incidents, 
he hounds ‘listed,” in the vernacular of the ruraliox hunter 
several of the red tail family, Their music all day long re- 
sounded on the air, and echoed atid chimed melodiously among 
the hills and valleys, The hunters would occasionally get a 
broadside yolley at the bounding fugitives, but the fugitives 
didn't stop to see if they were hit. 1h is, perhaps, uncharitable 
to mention how one of the older (in years, notin fox lunting) 
members of the party, when he saw one of the rvd tail fellows 
«oming in his direction ran to meet it, with cape and Coat-tail 
ilying m the breeze, and remarked, pon inspecting his piece 
atter the fox had passed by on the other side, that it doistit be 
well enough te put caps on bisgun. But sucliis fox hunting. 
Ataboui dark another victim fell at theaim of ene of the 
same party. 
The writer aud @ veterun disciple of the Chase also set out 

upon the same day in an easterly direction, we being our own 
dogs, and striking a fresh track northeast of the yillazeéconu- ~ 
eluded to follow it and try the virtues of still-hunting. The 
footprints led us a yery devious course of about three miles, 
when we came to & small swamp in which were a few scatter- 
ing trees, bushes, logs and upturned roots. My senipanion, 
to whom | will give the eredit ot having a sharp eye, a keen 
scent and a good “bark,” who had kept determinedly by tha 
track trom the first, suddenly and vather unexpectedly saw a 
fox pop out into full view, buta fewrods ahead of him, I 
was a little to one side, but saw the animal the next instant 
gliding through the bushes, and a thrill went through me to 
my very finger tips when I saw that he was coming into éusy 
range. I had but an instant te wait when he came before my 
unobstructed view; I pressed the trigger. My Remington 
had done its duty, as I had done mine, and I could uot refrain 
from a shout of triumph overthe prostrate form of my victim. 

Tt appeared that reynard, after his moming walk, had 
curled up on the top of a stump and was taking a plessant 
nap, which was rudely broken by our approach, The brash 
was a magnificent one, and his fur was ot a very good color. 
He now sits in my stu:ly with all the appearance of being as 
goo as any other fox, and is serenely taking a food square 
meal off a poor, innocent gray rabbit, wpon which he has just 
pounced, evidently, But he is nothing but a dude of a fox 
after all, wearing hie eyes and being all shan inside. 
On the Monday following a large party went out with the 

hounds, and as the fox led the dogs out of the country, they 
set out upon afresh track by way of still-hunting. e was 
soon started, and was slightly wounded by one of the party. 
All hands (and the compositor need not make it hounds) fol- 
lowed up the trail, and came up to and shot at him several 
times, but the much-persecuted knight of the US A Pa 
finally succumbed to a charge of Bs from a hard-hitting 
Baker in the hands of the senior proprietor of our local paper. 
Tho carcass parted with its hideand the party turned home- 
ward, bearing the hard-earned trophy. 
Broogriniy, N. ¥., Dec. 20, 1883, 

1 AME, 

MERIDEN DOG SHOW. 

PPHE seventh annual exhibition of the Meriden Poultry As 
sociation was held in the Say ae Meriden, Coun., op 

Jan. 1, 2, }and 4, in connection with which a dog show was 
held on the last three days. The committee muds no classifi- 
cation, but offered a division of the entry fee between first anid 
second of every distinct variety of doz shuwn. This did tot 
proye much of an inducement fo owners, but the fifty dogs 
shown were just about as many as could be accommodated in 
the gallery of the building, the main floor being ocenpied by 
the poultry and pigeons. The dog show began on dan, 2, and 
as it, aed heavily nearly all (lay the attendance was very 
light, but on Thursday and Fridwy the returns taken at the 
gate proved very satistactory. ‘ 
The English setters were very modarava, the best being Mr. 

Todd's Frank, but he is far too sviliy behind ever to take 
highrank. Maud, aniee daughter of Berkley, was shown i 
the Irish setter class, and took first and the setter spacial. A 
black pointer bitch, Mistrel, entered by Mr. P, Steyeuson, Jx., 
showed a lot of quality and was in good condition. Mr. Bird- 
sey’s foxhounds were typical specimens, with well placed 
shoulders and excellent legs aud feet. Aboye them yas sus- 
pended a, fine dog fox, which Mr, Birdsey had brought to book 
on New Year's Day. Mr, Benson’s Csar took first in the St. 
Bernard dog class, special for the best of Is breed, snd an- 
other special for the best dogin the show. For the latter he 
liad hard work to get home im front of Messrs. 
Livingstons’s bull-terrier Young Doke, who only watts 
e littl fillimg out behind to muke A No. 4, 
The Chequasseb Kennel’s St, Berard Hermit has 
a yery nice tront and was a goud second, Don Pedro isa well 
developed puppy and looks asit he would make a large dog 
with a good head. Mr, Dunphy’s spaniels seas Fane astray 
throngh the negligence of the express company, Mr. Wiluiwr- 
ding’s Black Venus had a walk oyer for ber prize and special. 
She did not show off well in the hands of strangers, With shi is 
a yery good one, with plenty of bone, straight legs and excel 
lent coat, Mesurs. Livingston won first in both sexes of bull- 
terriers and bulldows, and they certainky-have “ota frtant 
team. There were good many ee shown, und 0 eh 
Treasure is niinos trace. beis the right build and=ize, The 



. 

-eom, Messrs. White and Macdonald (Lancelot an 

J 
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Winner of Third Prize and Cup for best Pointer, E. F. 0. ©. Derby, 1833, 

awards, which were made by 
York, weie 2s follows: 
ENGLISH SETTERS.—Dogs; ist and speci#l, B, A. Todd (Frank): 

2d, W. Graham ( ). High com.,L A. Gladding ( ). Bitches: 
ist, R, B. Penn (Mollie); 2d, W. EB. Miller 1\Coim). FRigh com,. J. A 
Doolittle ( ): Puppies; High com.,W. BE, Miller (litter Blue 
Blood—Coin), 

TRISH SETTERS —Dogs; ist, J. Clarence Lester (Red), Bitches: 
Ist and special, J. C. Lester (Maud) Puppies: 2d, Mrs.T, Fairclough 

). High com., J. A. Thomas (Rex). 

GORDON SETTERS.—Doys: High com., & C. Paddock. 
POINTERS.— Dogs: 1st and speMial, W. E. Miller (——), Bitches; 
epg spell Stevenson, Jr.(Mistrel), High com., C. McKend- 
rick ( L 
FOXHOUNDS,—_lst and 2d, EB. A. Birdsey. 
BHAGLES.—Nogs; Ist, E. A. Todd. Bitches; 

Jackson 1——). 
51. BERNARDS—Rovexr Coarep.—Doys; ist snd special, R. Ben- 

son (Cesar); 2d, Chequasset Kennel (Hermit) itches: Ist, Chequas- 
séetIf-nnel (Nun). Puppies: ist, R. Benson (San Pedro); 2d and high 

d Clairvainx), 
Smooru-Coaren.—Bitehes: 1st, W, G. Martin (Brunhilde I1,). 

SPANINLS.—tst und special, A, ©. Wilmerding (Rlack Venus). 

BULL TERRIERS.—Dogs; Ist and special, R. & W-. Livingston 
(Grand Duke). Bitches: ist, R, & W. Livingston (Little Maggie), 

TOY TERRIERS.—Iist, 0. EH, Dall (Tiny Tim). 
SCOTCH TERRIERS.—21. 0, H. Dall (Teddy). 
BULLDOGS.—Dogs: ist, R. & W. Livingston (Boz), 

aud special, R. & W, Livingston (Sweet Briar). 
PUGS.—Dogs: 1st, Chequassef Kennel (Young Toby): 2d, W, Scott 

(Ned). High com, 0. H.Dall(Don), Bitches: Ist, W. Svott (Nellie); 
ad, Chequasset Kennel (Tantrums). High com., W, Scott (Beatty). 
Puppies: ist and special, Chequasset Kenna! (Treasure). 

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—HBigh coin,, F. F, Ives ( 4. 
SCOTCH COLLIES.—High com., C. H. Dall (Major). 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 
Special for best dog—R, Benson's Cresar. 
Special for best bitch—R. & W. Livingston's Sweet Briar. 
Best puppy, any breed—k, & W, Livyingston’s Little Maggie, 
Best litter of setter puppres—W. B. Miller's Engiish setters. 

Ist and spesial, H. 

Biteles: Vet 

AN ORTHODOX DOG. 

N ANY years ago, when living near Boston, I one day visited 
a heise auction in that ity, and found there for sale a 

black and white Newfoundland dog about two years old, I 
bought him for tive dollars, the best bargain in dog fleshI ever 
made. Not knowing his name, I called him Shark. I took 
the dog to my place, and the first day he walked into the 
kitchen and carried away the roast of beef which was served 
up for dinner. 
fight! Isubdued him, however, and from that time he recog- 
nized me as his master, and obeyed me in all things. He too« 
ene of the place, allowed no tramps cr suspicious looking 
people to enter the gates. nor would he permit any person to 
cross our fields or get over a fence. Tf any attempted it, he 
would turn them back with a growl, without touching them, 
unless they resisted, in which case he would hold them fast 
till relieved. 
We had considerable truit on the farin, and had been much 

annoyed by the depredations of the neighboring boys. 
One morning shortly after Shark came, I found two big 

boys prisoners in a cherry tree, and the dog guarding them at 
the foot of the tree. They were much alarmed, and crying 
bitterly. I called the dog off and allowed them to go, and 
neither they nor thei companions ever returned. We had 
some horses at pasture in a field out of sight of the house, and 
one night our hired man heard Shark barking furiously in the 
pasture, and going to the spot, he found the dog had driven 
the horses into a fence corner and was sitting in front of them 
calling forhelp, Some horses having heen stolen about that 
time in our neighhorhood, I concluded that a horse thief had 
been in my pasture, and had been driven off by the dog. 
Shark formed a strong attachment to a younger brother of 

mine, about six or eight years old; he attended the hoy to 
school in the morning and brought him home at night, and onee 
when a neighbor's cat killed some rabbits belonging to the boy, 
Shark, although usuaily on good terms with cats, pursued and 
killed this gopredatar, and then carried the hody to the house 
where she belonged, and laid it on the door step, 
The dog evidently thought he was doing right, and did not 

choose to conceal his action; but the owner of poor puss was 
very angry untilit was explained to her, that nothing bub 
justice had been done, 

All this faithful vigilance made the dog some enemies, and 
one day he came home wounded in the head by a charge of 
shot, which endangered his eyes. Weplaced hin under the 
care of an oculist, who saved the dog’s sight, but after this ha 
was yery much afraid of firearms, and the sight of a gun or 
the réport of one, would drive him in the house for refuge, 
He also seemed to associate fhe sound of 8 with thunder, 
aud fled to the cellar at the approach of a bhunder storm. 
Except these things, he feared nothing, and would tackle the 
bizgest dog in the town, who offered him an insult. Of sinall 
dogs he took no notice, but was always ready to fight a big 

L took him out for chagtisement, and he showed | 

a 

Mr. James Watson, of New| bully, and [never saw him whipped, though there was oue 
bulldog in the village with which Shark had many drawn 
battles, and after a while u sort of armed neutraity prevailed 
between them, attended with many protests and growls. 
Shark was 2 fine swimmer and loved the water, but owing 

to gunshyness was useless asa ducking dog, He would attend 
me when I bathed and sailed, and I have seen hin. swim after 
my boat for half a mile. 

fn our neighborhood were two churches, one of the Calviu- 
| istic persuasion, or as they call it in New England, Orthodox; 
‘the other Unitarian. We had pews in each house, and 
attended each ii turn, and both Reverend Doctors often 
visited us. Shark would follow the carriage on Sunday to the 
Unitarian Church, but would not enter, He would, however, 
always come to our pew in the Orthodox Church, and sleep 
through the service in a decorous manner. It was the habit 
of certain old worden in this church, when aby good, strong, 
Calvinistie doctrines were given from thé pulpit, to signify 
their approbation by sighs and groans. Curionsly enough, 
Shark would do the same. When the old women a1ound him 
sighed and groaned. his sighs and groans were responsive. 
So he gained the name of an Orthodox doz. 
This conduct puzzled meémueh, but T finally accounted for 

itin this way: The Unitarian divine disliked and feared dogs, 
and wheu he approached our house it was with hesitation. 
This Shark noticed, and after his dogeish kind, suspeeted and 
disliked the worthy man, and seeing hi 
to enter it or listen to his preaching. 
The Orthodox Doctor took little or no notice of the dog, and 

came boldly 1m at the gate. "So Shark excepted his visits, and 
had no objection to his person or doctrines. 
The intelligence displayed by this dog was so great, that 

since knowing him [ have believed that dogs have reasoning 
powers, and very possibly immortal souls. The poet tells us 
that the poor Indian , 

“thinks, translated to @ purer sky, 

His faithful dog shallbear his compauy,” 

Mr. Hamuerton in his “Chapters ou Animals” remarks, that 
if the life of the dog was as long as that of the man, its intel- 
lest might be enultivated to an extent of which at present we 
have no idea. ier 7a Oy 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

JSenneél notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To msure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each animal: 
1. Color. 6. Namie and residence of owner, 
2. Breed, buyer or seller, 
5. Sex. 7. Sire, with his sire and dam, 
4, Age. or 8. Owner of sire, 
5. Dateof bi th, of breeding oy 9. Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death. Owner of dam, 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

j aper only, and signed with writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 
=~ See instructions at head of this column. 
Rec. By Mr. Walter P, Russell, Bath, Me., for liver cocker spaniel 

dog, whelped Jan. 5. 1883 (Diamond—Quand). 
Edith. By Mr-Walter P. Russell, Bath, Me. for black cocker 

spaniel biteh, whelped Aug. 24, 1883 (Brush If, —Olivia). 
Czur, Jr, By Mr. P. Moeller, Nyack, N. Y., for black pointer dog, 

whelped June 16, 1883. by Czar (Snapshot—Gypsie) out of his Fan, 
Glendrake, By Mr. L. Gardner, Mount Vernon, N. Y.. for blue bel- 

ton English setter dog, whelped Oct. 29, 1883, lny Jesse (Chips—Jessie) 
out of bess (Shot—Princess Tarlow), 

Black Bess I. By Mr. H, @. Hammett, Newport, RB. L, for bluck 
cocker spaniel bitch, 14n10s, old, by Doctor (Boh —Black Bess) out 
of Sweep (Rollo—imported Sport), 
Ruby, By Mr. Geo. M. Howe, Westborough, Mass., for liver and 

white cocker spaniel bitch, whelped March 16, 1883, by Snipe (Captain 
—Nellie) out of Topsey C. (Wildair—Fannie). 
Red Rose. By  W.B. Rogers. Waynesburg, Pa, for ved [rish 

setter bitch, whelped Sept. 22, 1883, hy champion Biz out of champion 
Lady Clare, 
Daisy Vernon. By Mr. L. Garduer, Mouut Vernon, N.Y., for lemon 

belton English setter bitch, whelped Sept. 16. 1883, by Blue Dick 
(Bloe Dash—Jolly May) out of Blonde Il, (Carlowitz—Maznet). 

Rio, Tattor, Pee O. and Sprite. By Mr. E,W. Jester, St. George's, 
Del., for Maltese dog and fawn dog, and two fawn Italian greyhound 
bitches, whelped Dee, 10, 188, by Ditto (Rex—ttalie) out of Pearl 
(Douglass—Gipsie}, 

Majestic. By Mr. Benj, F. Clark, Manchester, N. H,, for red Irish 
setter dog. whelped July 21, 1883 (Elechu—Meg). 

Worcester. By Mr. O. Fred, Crawford, Pawtueket, R. 1. for black, 
white and tan English setter dog, whelped May 10, 1883, by Harri- 
son’s London out of Trinket (Dashing Monareh—Fairy IL.), 
Delaware. By Mr. C. Fred. Crawford, Pawtucket, R.1. for white, 

with lemon cars, English setter dog, whelped August, 1883 (Dashing 
Monareh—List). 

NAMES CHANGED, 
E=e> See instructions at head of this columa. 
Oboe IL. to Hornell Obo. Black spaniel dog, age aud pedigree not 

given, owned by by Mr, Geo, W. Leavitt, Jr., Boston, Mass, 
BRED. 

Far~ See dnstructions at head of this column. 
Lowrel—Shant. Mr, J, F. Nealis’s (Philadelphia, Pa.) pug bitch 

Laorel {Pon¢eh— Misnie; tu Mr, Morrison’s Charlie, Dee. 6, 
Peurl—hairy Prince, My, A. 5, Bishop's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) English 

m in his church, refused | 

sétter biteh Pearl (Prince—Lill II.) te his Fairy Prince (Pontiac— 
Fairy I1.), Dec. 3. ie 
Blackie—Black Silk. The Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennels 

(Claremont. N. H.) imported cockerspaniel biteh Blackie (Rolf—Belle} 
tu Black Silk (Obo—Chloe IT ), Dee, 20. 

Viola—Beoufort. Mr, T. B. Dorsey's (Eliivott City, Md.) jo ter 
bitch Viola (Sensatiou—Lilly) to Mr, C. H. Mason’s Beaufort (Bow 
Beulah), Jan, 5, 

Jolly Daisy—Buckellew. Mr. Thos, F. Contolly's (Flatbush. L. 1) 
English setter bitch Jolly Daisy (Druid—Jolly May) to Mr, W. A. Cos- 
ter’s Buckel y (Drnid—Heller’s Ruby). Jan, 3. 
FlagrantPashing Storm, Mr, C, R. Cheyne’s (‘Trafaigai, Can.) 

Euglish setter bitch Wlagrant (Paris 11.—Princess) to Mr. R.W. Hoyte’s 
Dashing Storm (Royal Sultan—Reign), Dec. 28, 1583. 
Gracie—Black Silk. The Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel’s (Uluare- 

mont, N. H.) cock: r spaniel bitch Gracie (Snipe—Zuletta) to Black 
Silk (Obo—Chloe IT), 
Bessie—Peter Black. Mr, Geo, KE. Day’s (Springtield, Mass.) liver 

pointer bitch Bessie to Mr. D. W. C. Parker’s Peter Black (Pete— 
Mab}, Dec, 29. 
Water Lilly — Beaufort. Mr. W. H. Moller’s (New York) pomter 

bitch Water Lilly (Skidmore’s Donu—skidmore’s Dolly) to Mr, (. A. 
Mason’s Beaufort (Bow—Beulah), Dec. 29. 

Black Bess 17,— Oboe TL Mr, WH. G, Hammest’s (Newport, R.T.) black 
cocker spaniel bitch Black Bess LL. ta Mr, J. B. Willey’s Obo LL (A. R- 
482). Dee. 23. 
Negress—Obo 1, Messrs, Pitcher & Leavitt's (Claremont, N. H,) 

black spaniel bitch Negress (A.K.R. 189) to Mr. J. P. Willeys Oho IT. 
(A, K.R. 432), Dee. 28. 
Beg—Obo tl, Mr. ¥. 

spaniel bitch Peg to Mr. J.P. Willey’s Obo IT (A,.K.R. 442). 
Hoynell Ruby—Obo I. The Hornell Spaniel Club? cker spaniel 

bitch Hornell Ruby (A.K.R. 67) to Mr. J, P. Willey’s Obo IL (A.KR, 
432), Dec. 4. 
Lady N—Jove Hindvo, Wr. John A. Graliam's liver anid white 

Roiater bitch Lady N. (Marshal Ney—Talulah) to Joe Hindoo- 
Nov. 6, 
Bessic—Einperor Llyved. Mr. J. O. Donner’s (New York) Huelish 

getter bitch Bessie (Ranger [[.—Mallard’s Belle) to Mr. BE. A. Herz- 
berg’s Emperor Fred, Dec, 22 
Bessie U.—Vielor. Mr. M. M. Nissley’s (Elizabetitown,. Pa.) beagle 

hitch Bessie I. (Blue Bell—Bessie) to his Victor, R 
Nellie I.—Foreman. Mr, 0. Pred. Crawtord’s (Pawtnekel, Rt. 1.) 

English setter bitch Nellie IL.(Count Noble—Rosalind) to tis Foreman, 
OV, 25, WEE 

Ee See instructions at head of this column. 
Countess Belle. Mr. Edward Lohman (New York) Mnglish setter 

bitebh Countess Belle, Dec, 20, 1883. seven, all dogs, by Mr, Kh. A. Harz 

F. Pitcher’s (Claremont, N. H.) black cocker 
2). Jani 4. 

| berg’s Emperor Fred. 
SALES, 

Be” See instructions at head of this colwnin. 

Mito, Mastiff dog. whelped Aug. 1, 1883. by Diayola (A.K.R, 543) 
out of Lodin, by the Ashmont Kennel, Dorchester, Mass., to Mr. Julius 
F. Knight, Worcester, Mass. 
Con Cregan. Red Trish setter dog. whelped Aue, 25, 1883 (Ruby 

Lyda Belle), by the Ashmont Kennel, Dorchester, Mass., to Mr. Syl- 
yanus H, Cobb, Jr., Hyde Park, Mass 
Lady Lilliput. Red Trish setter biteh, whelped January, 1433 

(Gl+neho—Sylvan I1t,), by Mr. John Jessop, Lowell, Mass., to the Mer- 
rimac Kennel Club, Merrimac, Mass. 

Feather. Liver and white ticked imported cocker spaniel bitch, by 
the Riverside Cocker Spaniel Kennel, Claremont, N, H., to Mr, Geo. 
W. Leavitt, .Jr., Boston, Mass. 
Bang Bang - Zanetta whelps. Lemon aud white pointers, whelped 

Oct. 15, 1883, by Mr. W. ¥ Todd, Portland, Me., a dog to Mr, J. F. 
Randall. a bitch to Mr. R. G. Hall, a biseh to Mr. Chas. H, Newell, 
sane city, and 2 dog and bitch to Mr. F. Ff, Harris, Deering, Me, 
Prince Castle, Black, white and tan Enezlish setter dog, whelped 

Oct. 28, 1883¢Prince—Dashing Belle), by Mr. E,W. Jester, 51. Gearge’s, 
Del,, to Mr, M. Richardson, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Good Princess. Black, white and tan English setter bitch, whelped 

Oct, 28, 1883 (Prince=Dashing Belle, by Mr_ Ef, W, Jester, St. George’s 
Del., to Mr. Wm. H, Childe, Philadelphia, Pa, i 

Graceful. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped June, 1882 (Sen- 
sSation—W hite’s Grace), by the Westminster Kennel Clun to Mr. Luke 
W, White, Bridgeport. Ct. 
Sensution—Lass whelp. Lemon and white pointer dog, whelped 

Sept. 11, 1883, by the Westminster Kennel Club to Mr, Frank R, Hipch- 
cock, New York, 
Chonce IL Vayer and white cocker spaniel dos, whelped Aug. 17, 

1883 (UWhanee—-Flora), by Mr. J. W. Rushforth, Yonkers, N. Y.. to Mr. 
Robt. Elien, same place. 

Beauty, Liver and white cocker spaniel bitch, wheiped Aug. 17, 
1883 (Chance—Flora), by Mr, J. W. Rushforth, Yonkers, N. Y.. to Mr, 
Leonard Hands, same place. 
Prouse, Liveranud white ticked pointer dog. whelpad Oct, 30, 1483 

(Beacher—Vinnie 11,), by Mr. Charles R. Squire, Troy, N. Y., + Me- 
Jobn H. Nesbitt, West ‘Troy. N. ¥- 

Nellie 7, Black, white and tan English setter biteh (Count Noble — 
Rosalind), by Mr. D. C, Sanborn, Dowling, Mich., to Mr. C, Pred 
Crawrord, Pawtucket, R, I. 

Scot and Bell. White, black and tan beagles. dog and bitch whelped 
Oct. 10, 1883 (Sport—Bessie), by Mr. M. M, Nissley, Hlizahethtown, Pa., 
to Mr, Chas. Stump, Canoy Vallie, Pa. 
Licho—Meg whelp, Red Trish setter bitch 

by een F. Clark. Manchester. N. H., to Mr. 
bs 

wWhelped July 21, 1283, 
LW. Trantune, Middle 

Red Trish setter bitch, whelped Ane. 22, 1883 (Glencho—Col- 
leén Bawn). by Mr. Chas. KR. Squire, Troy, N. ¥.. to Mr. John R, Nes- 
hitt, West Troy, N. Y. : 
Jumbo. Whice, black and tan beagle dog, whelped Oct. 10, 1889 

(Sport—Bessie), by Mr. M, M. Nissley, Mlizuhethtown. va. to Mr. A, 
J. Ward, Boston, Mass, : P'. 

‘Nell. White, black and tan Leazle bite, whel ped Oct, 10, 1853 (Sport 
—Bessie), by Mr, M. M. Nissley, Elizabethtown, Pa,, to Mr. A. J.Ward, 
Boston, Mass. , 

Lady. White. black and tan beagle bitch, whelped Wet Wy, 188%. 
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(Sport—Bessie), by Mr. M. M. Nissley, Blizabéthtown, Pa., to Mr. 
Munenee, High Spire, Pa. <a : 

PRESENTATIONS. 
Re See instructions at head of this column. 
Brownie, Liver, with white on breast, cocker spaniel bitch, whelped 

Aug. 17, 1883 (Chance—Flora), by Mr. J. R. Rushforth, Yonkers, N.Y., 
to Mr. Seymour Reynolds, same place. 
Elcho—Meg whelp. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped July 21, 1888, 
sees F. Clark, Manchester, N. H.,to Mr. Samuel Secranton,Olney- 
ville, R, I. 
Delaware. White, with lemon ears, English setter dog, whelped 

August, 1888 (Dashing Monarech—List), by Mr, J. C. Higgins, Delaware 
City, Del., to Mr, GC, Fred, Crawford, Pawtucket, R. I. 

DEATHS. 

3S" See instructions at head of this column. 
Queen May. Black and white ticked pointer bitch, 6yrs. old (Native 
Fe Fan), owned by the Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon, 

Don, Lemon and white pointer dog, whelped May, 1883 (Sensation 
—§Sal), owned by Mr. J. Hopkins Smith. 

Canoeing. 

FIXTURES. 

Winter Camp-tire —Tuesday, Jan. 29, 8 P. M., Ne. 23 Kast Fourteenth 
street, Room 16, Subject—Amateur Photography. 

MINNEAPOLIS CANOE CLUB. 

,... 
roees 

B H. MOULTON, Commodore; A. B. Taylor, Secretary. Signal 
e —Upper half, red; lower, white. 

AMATEUR CANOE BUILDING. 

Second Paper. 

DESIGNING. 
“ie go into the subject of designing at any lengtiifis outside 

of the scope of our present work, but a short descrip- 
tion of the method of drawing and tools used, will enable the 
beginner to do all the work necessary for a small boat, and 
will also serve to introduce him to a most fascinating em- 
ployment for his leisure hours, the importance of which to 
the intelligent and progressive yachtsman or boat sailor is 
now generally admitted. 

The amateur will require a drawing-board, which for canoe 
work need be only a smooth piece of white pine three feet 
long, one foot six inches wide, and three-quarters of an inch 
thick; the lower and left hand edges being straight and at a 
right angle to each other; a T square about thirty-six inches 
long, one or two triangles of wood, or better of hard rubber, 
a pair of dividers with plain and pencil points, several ship 
curves of various patterns, scales and splines. These latter 
are long flexible strips of wood or rubber, and are used for 
drawing curves. They are usually held in place by lead 
weights at short intervals, but an easier and cheaper way is 
to confine them by small pins driven into the board. The 
best scales are those printed on strips of bristol board, eigh- 
teen inches long, costing twenty cents each. They may be 
had with any desired number of parts to theinch. The most 
conyenient scale for a canoe drawingistwo inches to the foot 
(one-sixth full size), or one and a half inches, in which case 
«& common two-foot rule may be used, each division of one- 
eighth of an inch on which will represent one inch. For the 
sail plan the scale may be one-quarter of an inch to the foot. 
A good paper for working drawings is the ‘Toll detail 

paper” which is strong, buff in color and may be had of 
four or five feet in width and of any length. Some drawing 
pins are also needed to fasten the paper to the board, or if it 
is to remain there for some time, small copper tacks may be 
used, as the square and triangle will work over them more 
easily. A few pencils and an India rubber will complete 
the necessary outfit, a drawing pen being added if the draw- 
ings are to be inked in when completed, as they should be. 
If much work is proposed a few more curves may be added, 
a pair of small spacing dividers, bow pen and pencil. 

Three views are always used in delineating a vessel, as 
shown in the annexed drawing, which represents a river 
canoe, the ‘‘Ruritania.” These are called the sheer plan, 
half breadth plan, and body plan. The sheer plan is a 
vertical section, lengthwise of the boat, showing the curve of 
stem and stern, the rabbet lines o p, the sheer or deck line 
abc, and the buttock lines E F, G H, I K, as curved lines; 
and the water lines, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and the frame“lines, 1 to 
13, as straight lines, 

The half breadth plan shéws the width of one side of the 
boat at the deck and at each of the water lines, these lines 
being curved (as well as the diagonals A B, C D), the frame 
and buttock lines being straight. The body plan shows the 
cross section at every frame line or square station (1 to 13); 
also, the line of the deck, abc, as it appears from a point 
directly in front of the boat. The lines in the right-hand 
half (1 to 7) are the sections of the forward body, and those 
to the left (O to 18) the after body, The water lines, buttock 
lines and diagonals are all straight in this plan. 
With the paper stretched as tightly as possible, and the 

board on a table of convenient height before us, the light 
coming from the upper left hand corner of the paper, we 
first draw a base line, A B, near the lower edge of the paper 
and in length equal to 14ft. on our scale, using the T square 
with its head held firmly against the left-hand edge of the 
board. Now starting at o, the right-hand end of the base 
line, we lay off with the dividers 14 spaces of 1ft. each, 
numbcring them from 1 to 14 as in the drawing, and, shift- 
ing the J square to the lower edge of the board, we draw 
vertical lines at each point of division, or 15 in all, prolong- 
ing them sufliciently. to cross the sheer plan above. 
Now at a distance from A B equal to half the extreme 

beam, in this case 24 or 134in. we draw a horizontal line; 
also the thres butteck lines EF, G Hand IK, each 4in 
apart, Leaving a little space between the upper limit of the 
half breadth plan aud the sheer plan, we dra the hase line 
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meet, a spot about threa miles above Newburgh. The latter place 
van be reached easily by the barges from New York, leaving the city 
every evening and Rectang during the night. From the North and 
Bast itis aecessible both by boat and rail. 
The site is well adapted for a camp groand, and has a fine spring of 

water near by. . Be 
Mr. Rushton was called on for information alout sails, and said in 

reply that he found the Jateen sail most in demand on account of ils 
extreme simplicity and handiness. In auswer fo a question in re- 
gard to neeninig. he deseribed an arrangement of two jaws on the 
boom, oue for fullsail and one further aft to allow the yard to swine 
lower, In ecnnection with this is a row of reef points from the tac 
te any desired point on the leach, by means of which the sail is re- 
urea triangle with the after side (leach) shorter than in the 

Wil Sail, 
Mr. Brentano described a combination of leg of mutton and lateen, 

in which a jaw is placed at the extreme forward end of the boom, 
taking the yard vertical, and the sail really alez of mutton. In 
reefing, Ue points are placed as before, and a jaw further aft on the 
boom supports the sail as alateen. Mr. Whitlock asked @ question 
as to watertight boxes, and Mr. Rushton described those used by bin 
for the past year. The ends are made of Sin. cedar, shaped to fit 
the boat, and secured at the proper distance apart by wooden braces, 
making a framework araund whieh Soz. duck is stretched, form- 
ing the top and sides. The duck is fastened with copper tacks, and a 
strip of oak similar to a canoe rib is steamed and bent around the 
ends over the eanyas, 48 a barrel is hooped; making the joint water: 
tight. These boxes, after being paintel, are submerged In a cistern 
of water, and thoroughly tested before use, but few being found to 
leak, Mr. Whitlock asked further whether it would be practicable 
to fit the boxes so that one or moré mast tubes could pass through 
them, as is necessary in the ends, Some discussion followed, the 
eeision being thal) while possible it would add to the cost, and 
ability to leakage. 
Mr, Whitlock suggested that the measurement of length be changed, 

taking length on water line instead of length over all. Mr. Stephens 
iniroduced the subject of paddles, stating that he had used an Sft, 
paddle for some years, but after using a ft, one this season, pre- 
ferred it for the larger canoes, and found it as good for the smaller 
ones, except that forthe latterit was heavy and too long to stow 
reel Mr. Rushton stated that his demand was mostly for Sléft. 
paddles, the demand forthe two sizes 4 and 9ft, being about the same, 
with once ina great while a call for 7ft. Mr, Stephens described 4 
device to ayoid the drip from the paddle, each blade having a small 
projecting point or ear, pen ting toward the middle, on either edge, 
near the junction of blade and handle; the water running down the 
edyves naturally runs to the point ana drops off, instead of trickling 
down the handle, Mr, King displayed a series of drawings of Eng- 
lish and Scotch canoes, which were interesting as showing the deyel- 
opment of the craft. : * 
The subject for the next mecting will be ‘Amateur Photography,” 

A number of views will be shown, and also cameras, plate-holders 
and other apparatus. Canueists at a distance who have any speci- 
mens of amateur photography, vanoe and camp scenes especially. 
will confer a favor by sending copies to Forest anp StrEAM for &x- 
hibition at the meeting. 
The date of fhe next meeting was changed from Monday to_Tues- 

day, Jan. 25, atthe same place. A yoteof thanks to Capt. Kendall 
for his very acceptable present was passed, and the secretary in- 
strusted to notify him of the same. The meeting adjourned af 10:30, 

of the latter CD, and parallel to it, and sf any convenient 
distance part, the water lines, Nos. 1, 2, ete. In this 
drawing there are four water lines, each Qin, apart, the actual 
load water live af which tie boatis intended to float, bemg 
hetween Nos, 2 and #.and only shown in the sheer and body 
plans, No. 1 also is nol drawn in the alt breadth plan, but 
both may he put in by measuring with the dividers the 
distances from the center line E F of the body plan to each 
frame line, ot the height of the required water line, and 
setting eff these distinees on the corresponding lines of 
the hulf breadth plan. The base lite C Dis supposed to 
pass through the lowest point of the hull of the bout, 
exclusive of kecl, which point. in nearly all canoes, would 
be the bottom of the planking at midships, next the Keel. 
The canoe shown has Ho exterior keel, but is intended for a 
folding centerboard, so the bottom is perfectly flat; if there 
were a keel it would he drawn in below the pase line, It is 
asia) to take the load water line as the base line, measurmg 
ihe heights at each station to the deck line, and the depth 
to the rabbet line and bottom of keel, but itis more con- 
venient in this case fo take the base line as shown, Mncasur- 
ing all heigh!supfrom it, Our midship section, or more 
properly speaking, the section at greatest, beam, willin this 
hoat be at station No, 8, and is denoted by the mark O, that 
portion of the boat to the right of it bemg called the fore 
body, and that to the left the after body. ‘The station O in 
the sheer plun will be taken as the centerline of the hody 
plan as well, 

CANOEING |N CHICAGO, 

Caress iH for some years thera haye been a numbor of canoe- 
ists in Chieago, there has been no organization, and cahoeing 

las made but little progress, As willbe seen by the following circu- 
lar, an efforli is now being made to unite canoeists, which, itis to be 
hoped, will meet with snecess, as, with the lake at her doors, Chicapo 
should certainly be able to support a Canoe club: 

Creag, Dec, 26, 1883, 
Dear Sir: That the healthful sport of canueing may be stimulated 

ln this vicinity; Uhnt those interested therein may become personally 
hetter acquainted; that ideas and opinions regarding model, rig, ete., 
may be exchanged and matters of kindred interest discussed, ar- 
rangements have heen made to holdat the Matteson House, on Fri- 
day, Jan. 11, at 7 P. M,. an informal gathering and bauquet ef canoe- 
ists. As a lover of the paddle you are cordially invited to be present, 
The Committee of Arrangements will call upon you and make 
further explanation. Dinner will he served ut 8 o'clock, Fraternally. 

J. H. WARE, ~ 
Executive 
Comnsittie. 

F. RK. SEEtye, 
A. J. GRYenn, 
I, F. West, 

THE LOCAL MEET. 

Tiditoy Forest and Strean; 
Tnowice in the Forest AND StReAM Of Dec. 13, onder an article 

héaded ‘Local Meats,” that parties are looking up a camping ground 
on the Hudson somewhere near Newhure, and that the Hartford . 
©. and Springfield u. C. willsend delegates. Now these local meets 
are one of the pleasantest features of Canoeing, and I haye no doubt 
Int oumbers of the above Glabs would like to attend a meet on the 
Hudson, if they were nor to have one nearer home, If Tam not mis- 
taken, the Hartford C, GC. and the S$, G, C. were the first clubs to start 
these local meets, The firshonewas held on July 21, 1888, at the 
mouth of the Scantic, about eighteen miles below Springfield. The 
5. C, C were the guests of the H.C, C. The H.C. C. turned out 
eleven inen and the S. 0. 0. nine, The meet was asnecess. We (the 
4.6 G.) are now making arrangements for a three days’ meet. to he 
bell about tive miles below Springfield, Which will be the second 
meet hetween the H.C. 0, andthe s.d. C. The date of meeting will 
be May 3). 3l and June 1; so you, see if the meeton the Hudson is 
held on the same dates, we willnot be able to attend. Why not have 
tbe meet on the Hudson about. fuly4? UU, M. Surenp, See. 8. C, C. 
Sermveriip, Dee. 15, Th83. 
[The date proposed is too late for & meet, being too near the A. C. 

A. meet, Decoration Day coming on Friday, will give three days in 
cop, While if would bedesirable to have both the Springfield and 
Hartford clubs at the Hudson meet, it would not be possible to delay 
if nutil July, but it isto be hoped that they will both send representa- 
tives to Newburg. Dr. Neidé writes us as follows: ‘T have a letter 
from Mr. Smiln, of Newburg, saying that he has permission to use the 
old battery place at Newburg fora camping ground, provided no 
trees be cut or mutilated*'| 

THE LOG BOOK, 

~ A LONG CANOE CRUISE. 

Keditor Forest und Stream; 
Tn looking over an article in December Wheelman, I read the fol- 

lowing; “The longest canoe cruises on record in this country are 
those of Mr, Bishop in his paper canoe, and of Messrs. Neité and Ken- 
all. The latter was undertaken last year, and extended from Lake 

George through canals aud by way of Ohio and Mississippi rivers 
to the Gulf of Mexico, ending at- Pensacola, Florida.” 
Now that statement is all right—only my cruise did not commence 

at Lake George, and did not eid at Pensacola. I put my canoe in the 
water at Wells River, N. H,, cruised to Lake George by way of Con- 
neetient River, Long Island Sound, Hudson River, Champlain Canal. 
and rail trom Fort Edward. Rey. Mr, Cressy joined me at Wells 
River. and at Newburg our party was increased by two canoeists 
from that city. We cruised in company to Lake George, where we 
separated, they going their several ways, and I, after being jomed by 
Dr, Neidé, continued on my ernise, via canals and rivers, to the Guilt, 
Dr, Neidé cruised with me as far as Pensacola, where we separated, 
he returning North, and I continued my ernise, going as far South as 
Clear Water harbor, which would add some five hundred miles to my 
cruise after Dr. Neidé left me. - 
Now, lL have unbounded respect for the writer of this article, as a 

canoeist and as a gentleman, and I don’t want him to say my cruise 
ended at Pensacola when it did not, and—well, in fact, the *‘Solid 
Comfort” is in commission yet. Yours untioubtedly, 

5, D, Kexparr. 
AncLoTE, Fla., Dec. 4, 1883. 

IOWA. 

AOMMODORE M. C. SMITH, Captains §, B. Lafferty and St, Clair 
Putnam, of the Irrawadi C. G., of Dayenport, left Sabula, Ta., on 

Oet, 22, on a combined hunting and cruise “outing* Route, Missis- 
sippi and Wapsie rivers; distance, about seventy miles; time, five 
days. “The spoils were one duck and onegwl and six good photos 
(the large hore of the lens was the reason of the victory of camera, 
hecause they are good marksmen), and a good time generally, The 
afternoon of the 26th twenty-seven miles were made under paddle, 

Tt is alleged that while evoking breakfast on the Wapsie 4 hittle 
bird sang: 

= Grease the gridle, M. C. darling, 
Grease it Over with some lard; 

Softly pour the shining batter 
On the eridle warm and hard. 

ROYAL CANOE CLUB.—The annual autumn meeting of this club, 
for the election of officers and committee for 1884, took place at the 
Holborn restauranh on Tuesday, Noy, 27. There were present: J. 
Macgregor, G. Herbert, Lambton Young, T, Foster Knowles, HE, B. 
Tredwen, W.G. Klein, H, Evans, A. Normand, H. V. Kent, R. H. 
Harrison, W, K. Richardson, W. Watney. F. EH. Prothero, Stuart 
Futcher, 'T. Chesman, A, H. Tredwen, H, K. Bridger, T. G. FP. Winser, 
G. H. Matthews, Clavid Scott, W. Baden-Powell, C. E, Cowper, Chas. 
Harrold, J. W. Clayton, etc. The annual report was read and 
adopted, and the following officers were elected for the ensuing 
year: Commodore, H. RK, H, the Prince of Wales; Captain, J. 
Macgregor (Rob Roy); Mates, J. W. Clayton and George Herbert; 
Purser, C. J. Wright; Cook, W_ F. Tuckett; Secretary, T. G. FP. Winser. 
Committees; The Earl of Caithness. H. Evans, A. B. Tngram, Dixon 
Kemp, the Hon, A. P. Kinnaird, W, G. Klein, M. A, Ord Mackenzie, 
E. B. Tredwen, and Lambton Young. The meeting concluded with 
& vote of thanks to the chairman, and about fifty members then sat 
down te the annual dinner, 

Rifle and Grap Shooting. 

CALIBER OF TARGET RIFLES. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
To rifle shooters who have followed the results attained in off-hand 

shooting since the invention and adoption of the breech-loading rifie 
and the renewed interest in rifle shooting which sprung up a few 
years ago, the exchange of ideas in regard to the proper caliber to 
secure the best possible results is interesting, 
At the time when off-hand shooting with a sporting rifle sprung 

into popularity a miujorilty of the rifles used were 45. 44 and .40 cali- 
ber. It was thought absurd to use the smaller bores, and the idea 
prevailed the 60 or 70 grains of porden were absolutely necessary to 
“plough through the wind,” as the riflemen expressed it. At 200yds., 
when the “magpie,” ot three disk, was shown, a look of wise know!l- 
edge would steal over the countenance of the shooter, and, instead 
of aclmowledging poor holding, the wind would be called the cause 
of the poor shot, and it was thought necessary to manipulate the 
wind gauge to a greater or less extent, 

Tt became apparent to most of the short-range shooters about four 
years ago that the .38-caliber rifle, with 50 grains of powder, was a 
little better for shooting ug to S500yds, than any larger bore with a 
heavy charge of powder, and to-day it is a rare sight to see on our 
ranges a larger bore than .38-100. 

Most riflemen who have shot for five years can recall the doubtful 
expressions when a Gertain individual in the employ of & firm manu- 
facturing rifles first tried to introduce the 28 caliber. It was a day 
to try the skill of an expert when he came to Walnut Hill, wind 
blowing wildly and puffy. He put ten consecntive shots off-hand 
into the bullseye, and accompanied this cleau score with 48 and 49 
oul of a possible 50. Hyen then it was nécessary to shoot this caliber 
at500yds. to convince prospective purchasers (hat it would do the de- 
sired work at that distance, 
The .38-cal. became the favorite for off-hand shooling, but the ad- 

yent recently of several .32-eals., aud the astonishing records obtained, 
haye set shooters to thinking that another change is yetto some, and 
why? Because results have shown that with 25 grains of powder and 
115 grains of lead will giveexcellent results. I have seen as goad re- 
sults obtained at S00yds, with the above charge as with 110 grains of 
powder and 500 grains of lead. 
A restless riflerman whois coustantly experimenting with rifles, has 

recently had made a .¥8-cal. rifle which shoots about 20 grains of 
owder, and with magnificent results, and Tunderstand that the Rem- 

St, Clair, lam growing hungry, 
Gently turn the little eake; 

Keep, ob, keep it now from burning— 
Use it gently, fors, Bs sake. 

A great big owl hooted an accompaniment, which so exasperated 
Putnam that he slew it with bis breech-loader. 

The log of the cruise is quite poetical. heginning thus: 
When the leaves began their turning. 
When the chilly breeze was blowing, 
Wien the ducks were southward flying, 

Seeking shelter from the north wind, 
Prom the north wind tightly binding 
Allthe streams ini¢y bondage! * * * 

Ou Dee, 13, Captains Smith, Putnam, Lafferty and Parker indulged 
in uw sail; they were favored with a apenas breeze from the south- 
west and pleuty of i¢y-cold spray. Dee. 19, the Chickering Quartette 
of Ch ity gave a grand concert ab Davenport, under the auspices of 
the L OC, 
Early in January local singers will give “The Sleeping Beauty,” by 

Ealfe. ‘Che proceeds from both entertainments will go toward de- 
frayin the expense of their proposed new club house. 

he Rauiane QO. C. have gone into winter quarters. but are not 
hibernating by any means; they, too. will put upa club house early 
in the spring. CAMARADA. 

THE WINTER CAMP-FIRE. 

14 spite of the extreme cold of last Saturday evening. a number of 
cangeists were present in the cosy room of the Kit Kal Club on 

Mourteenth street. Among the strangers present were Messrs. J, H. 
Rusiiton and Mr N_S,Sinith of Newburgh. Col, Norton being absent, 
Mr, King was called to the chair. The first subject discussed was a 
box of oranges, a Christmas present to the Camp-fire from Captain 
Kendall. which oceupied a Da esate position during the evening in 
the center of the circle. yr, King introduced the subject for the 
syening by exhibiting a vers neatly built model of one.of his canoes, 
the Wren, and explaining the sails and reefing gear. This model, to 
the seale of ilin, co the foot, was planked and decked like a large 
ounce. The sails, a mainsail and niizzen, were balance lugs, of about 
50 and 2hft,, fhe former with three baitens and the latter with one, 
The first reef of the mainsail was fitted with three lines, Jeading from 
the boom to the batten, and through blocks on the latter, thence, in 
a single part to uw block atthe deck, and to a cleat at one side of the 
well, In reefing, the halyard was cast off, the sail falling into the 
bight of the jackstay and topping lift. then the reef line was hauled 
jaut, bringing the batten down sou Jy to the yard, ond the halyard 
Aut upayain. In practice, the second, and sometinies third reefs are 
fitted in the same maoner, Higged in Unis way, a large sail can be 
carried, as it can be instantly reduced, and as quick] read again, 
Mr. King also Uxhibited some blocks and cordage, the former being | ingtons will shortly put upon the market a .25-cal. upon fhe express 
yery neatly made. The cord, of various fizes, was of braided Hax | principle. 
and linen, very sett ancl pliable. . A T believe that the .38-cal,, 50 grains of powder, 245 or 330 grains of 

Mr; Smith, of Newburgh, described a proposed site for the local lead will always be popular, but! cannot helpthinking that in the 

near future the niost popular caliber for off-hand shooting will be 42. 
with 35 grains of powder and 15) grains of lead. 1 receutly bud my 
attention called to a target made af 200yds. wilh this charge. a Hie is 
the finest group of shots [ have ever seen or heard of. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

MASSACHUSETTS MARKSMANSHIP,—The winters of the several 
matches just closed at the Walaut Hill rabge are given in the follow- 
ing table with the allowances given each of the marksmen. The total 
represents # full qnality of shooting aud the elaim of the popnlar 
Boston range to the front rank among Antericau shooting zreunds is 
Well sustained; 

SITUS qe t6—187| 198 
J PBates......- 46 45 4 44180151 
HJ Cram....,, 847 a7 47—189— 211 
JN frye... 47 47 4G 4H—18G— 5—191. 
J Bellows 47 47 47 46—187— 4-180 
G Warren... 46 tt —189 
E Burleigh. - 15 dt dt 43—17f4+-13—189 
VT ee Se eS Le ee 248 47 46 46-147 + [168 

Devimal Targel Mateh- 
Karo We WOURLUCOTIULNG <5 ue ph vied cite eave TD To Fd TOL 42S 
W Charles. ,...,.,- Webi: a h $4 BO—3a7— 3—ad0 
JN Frye... ..... 0 78 —H83s-+415—Sa 
R Reed -.........- 4) 
O M Jewell, .... 81 
JA Frye..... 5 
G Warren... 5 A0d-+18 33 
JP Eates.......... 38 5 — RVR A0— 17 
E F Richardson 315 
TR POLAND ys weevil eens re 3 807 - 6-313 
8 Henry,...... tot toe nobeclaeoteceetcr a) ot bh (6—295-+18—313 

Rest Mateh. 
DS Te yb OA ee ey ere eo 88 99 90 9 —890-t4—354 
G Warren. ...,..- O7 7 OT H7—BaR+2—39 

95 05 93—379-2—A81 
Bad 4 94—377-4-2—379 

JW Frye, ... 
§S Henry, . 
R Reed... 5 va 03 Este ee ve 
W Charles. {8 $2 89868-1369 
J Bellows, ...,---- R Oa 87° 82 —862-2— 3 

S 

200 yds 500 yils. 
W Charles (mil)..-......4 Weacterstcene:)9Ke 47 40 bb——-2084-8— 217 
8 Henry <--2.c.5. 05s. scliieesptee- 2-4 Ad 5 86— 205 
D Kirkwood, ...-....--- weeccucente wees 4B A 8656 GH— 207 
DEN UETYRS, veces. ote hi Salpe ale ss 47460 BU) 5 — 197 
J B Fellows....... ARABS 5d A — 191 

riflemen advance a good argument, he says, when they object to jn- 
dependent teams from Scotland and Ireland, and, of eourse. it would 
be more creditable for the Americans to defeat the best riféaiun of 
Great Britain and its possessious than fo vanquish a team represent- 
ing only England or freland or Scotland. Col, Rockwell thinks there 
is plenty of material in America fron which to select a team good 
enough to retain the Palma, There are not any more good riflemen 
in New York and New England at present than there werea few years 
ago, bub there is 4 siifficient number of new men to fill the places 
mude yacant by the retirement of Gildersleave, Fulton, Bodine and 
others. Among the candi(lates for positions on the (eam, whieh 
Massachusetts Would present, are Hinman, Rahbeth, inll Gerrish, 
Brown, Roekwell and Suniner. Jackson, one of the greatest shots of 
his time, would probably he unable to go on the team lecaiuse of his 
business engagements. All tbe men who have beld places on the 
American teams. or have shot for places. are us good to-(lay as they 
ever were. The Narthwest has several excellent riflemen, and, taken 
as a whole, with the material ab command in the United States this 
year, a team for international shooting might be selected which no 
British team could defeat, even in astorm such As English riflemen 
like to shootin at Wimbledon. 

BOSTON, Jan. 5,—A new series of matches opened on Walnut Hill 
Range to-tlay under the following conditions: 
A—Creedmoor target, For practive; S00yds.; rounds, 10: entry fee. 

15 cents, No prizes. 
B—Creedmoor target. R00yds.; position, standing; rounds, 10; any 

rifle within the rules; entries unlimited, at 25 cents each to members: 
tonon-members, first entries each day, 50 cents; re-entries, 25 cents, 
Prizes to be won on the aggregate of each competitor's best tour 
scores, to countin the arder made. The membership budges can be 
won by membersonly, Rifles with military or open sights (o he shot 
without cleaning during each seore, Milifary ritles of strictly mili- 
tary character allowed seven points, and ofber rifles willi open sights 
four points, on the apgrezate of four scores. 
C—Decimalnovelty, decimal target, condijions same as in mateli B, 

except that strictly military rifles are allowed six points, and other 
rifles with open sights four points, on a single score. Ten casn prizes, 
D—Silver dollar match, limited, decimal target. 200yris,; rounds 10; 

any position of rest; any rifle under twelve pounds, without telescope 
sights: entries same as i match B; prizes to be won on the aggre- 
fate of each competitoms hest four scores; on allowance of 49 points 
on strictly military and 20 points on other open-sight rifles will be 
made on the aggregate of tour scores. This match will be closed the 
fey that 240 entries have been mate. Bight prizes of 30 silver 
ollars. 
E—Combination match; conditions same as in Band D, except that 

the prizes are to be won on an agererate of Six Nest scores: two each 
on Creedmoor, ¢ecimal off-hand and decimal rest. Ten cash prizes, 
Victory medal match; to be shot on decimal \arget; open one year; 

conditions same as in mateh B, Prizes, victory gold, silver and 
bronze medals. 
The light was good to-day. and the wind from 10 o'clock. while 

strong, was not troublesome, and the only drawback was the intense 
eold. The following were the best scores ma/le: 

Creedmoor Practice Match, 
H Cushing. ......... 65454454545 J L Powle (mil) — Adds444444—ay 
H A Lewis (mil). ..-- MiHot51—45 AT Bracketh,,, .., Add hdd ddd —3g 
C H Atkins.......... 46464355515 IF W Powle (mil). ...5344434494—48 
BL Lappen... --444553b45d—44 WS Gilmore,,_... S498454 3 
HA Lee (mil). -_..,. adst4—42 BL Trull (mil). ,,...4532453242—34 
JE Darmody \mil). 344454355441 

Oreedmoor Prize Mateh. 
J P “Sates.,.-...,., 44444444544) PB Jones.....,.,... sd siotd4da —4] 
JA Cohbb......0. 2 dd4i445dd4—41 WS Gilmore ....... 4PAR5534141— 39 

Decimal Novelty Mateh, 
MOCHArleB: oo. oy cece ee or mee ash il wr 7 owt & ? 8 F 8B BM 
Re-entry ... emt eta Ee ct 7 81010 7 7 8 4 9-78 

A © Adams... 9 78 86 410 7 9 10-7 
Re-entry - Th FR 8 ff 7 10 

W Gardner....... , 969 #8 4 tf 7 5 8-89 
Combination Match, Decimal Target, 

W Gardner, 0 7 9910 8 h & 7 5-78 
Re-entry... a PT ROR A BP 8 R89 

Be Lappe) —:2 72 2si2ere Se Be Be Ob Sed. Seba 
Creedmoor 'Parget,. 

W) Garindres, ae. oy de ie ee ra a) Go fhe Heath 
Victory Medal Match. 

J BPellows........ +. segecceeeee ce 9 HRW HP 8 410 0 GAT 
PB Jones...- Ah Bat BPO. Be Sve 
C A Gordon.. . & TOS HB oo 2 pap 
BL Lappe. ,F © 8 7 7 5% 10 9° 9—74 

TONGUE SCORES.—The Boston (Flohe makes merry over some of 
the peculiarities of the average marksman when it hits off kis doings 
as follows. There is a kernel of truth under the chaff: Do you see 
that man with the gun? Well, whatis he’ Ts he 4 valiant saldier? 
Oh, no; he isnot even a hunter. He tevér shoots auything Unless 
by accident. Heisacrack marksmen. He is going to Walnut Hill 
to ext baked beans and pie. Yes, he will fire his gun at 4 targetif he 
ets a good chance when the target is not looking. No, heis nota 
ineal descendent of the noble red man, Does he onjoy himself? 

Dearme! no, It is very chilly out there, und very uncomfortable. 
What does he get for bis pains? I be has good lick aud hits the 
target he gets a cup, which has to be locked up out of sight for fear 
somebody will stealit. It is alleged, also, that he gets a badge ocea 
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sionally, but io one ever sees it. Where, then, does the fun come inf 
Oh, itis Sreat fin for him ts collect near ordiaary men and talk with 
hinself about bow mimy tins he has bineked the bullseye. Does 
he alwys tell thasameastury! Tous is bard fo say, but no one ever 
recoaniz-s ony differsnces if ia all Greek to the rest of the world. Tt 
would not be said that ha isa bore? Not unless he bores the bullet 
holes in the target; Wo one knows 3s to that, Does anybody aver 
have a mnad desire to shoot the eraok marksman? Gracious, no] 
don't suggest sivh «1 dangerous thought, 

JRATTLEBORD, Janu. 1.—tbe following are the best scores made 
by the Brattleboro Rifle Club, New Year's Day, at Oak Grove Range. 
of Hund, 2U0yds,, on the Massachusetts target, The light was vot 
wood owihe to 4 light fall of snow all day: 
Won. ..., Poe te tn DOO as 121) 17 12492 8 {1 1012 12-111 
U1 , ell W211 11111271 9 1110 
Py ICME Wet we eran will v x's Rs -.1) 11 10.11.12 ® 11 12 11 17—109 
MiGHIGSse eeileoset- wr. tes ..11 10 17:12:94 10 10 11 12 10-108 
Knight 111011 11:10 «9 11 11 11 10—105 
French ...U1 10) 9 40 12 10 40:10 12 11 —105 
Howe -- .., 10 10 12 11 9 12 10 10 10 10-104 
Lamb. . dt 1112711111 1010 ~@ 11—104 
Putnay 9 97012 7 11—100 

mar. 

iHese companies are less intelligent oy Jess capable of improvement: 
in this direction than tose of other companies; and in the absence 
of any evidence to the contrary, the conclusion is mmavoidable that 
(his result is doe to lack of interest in the matter on the part of the 
ofiler coamnmianding these companies. The progress hereafter made 
by [hess Companies in target firing will be watched wilh great, infer- 
est When fhe weather permits. firing on the range at least ones 
cach week and estimating distance drill atleast once each morth. 
will be continued throurhout the winter. Whenever the weather 
prevents this ‘gallery practice’ will be substituted, and be conducted 
as preseribed in General Orders No. 26 of 1882, from these head- 
(marters, Firing on the range should bs so conducted as to avlyance 
as mauy men as possible from the third class to the first and second 
elassés, even if they cannot qualify ss marksmen, as the figure of 
merit isthns inereased, It should be borne in mind thaf the men 
lost by discharge and desertion before advancing to the higher grade 
injure the revord of the Seana irretnieyably, The imporlaoce 
of the aiming and pointing drill and pulling trigger, as a Trequent 
exercise, cannul be overestimated, Recruits aud poor shots can 
hetter aud more easily learn the principles of shooting, afming and 
the trigger pullin gullery practice than on the range, In the exer- 
cise of trigger pulling the tiring pin will seldom break if pushed 
home before aiming. In using reloaded ammunition witb fhe ser- 
vice Charge in the colid head shell it was been found necessary to oil 
phe latter before firing fo prevent it being broken by the ejector.” 

A NEW ARMY RIFLE.—TLhe new British rifle for the use of the 
refular army ts now spoken of favornbly by the Huglish papers, aud 
the Voluiteer Service Gazetle. well qualified to speak uncderstand- 
imgly on the stihbject, says: “The experiments with the new rifle 
whichitis proposed to put into the hands of the r-gular troopsin 
Place of the Mariini-Heory alte now completed, and commanding 
oficers of corps to which a limited number were issued tor the pur- 
pose of submitting them to un exhaustive test under varying con- 
(litions have beén ordered (9 Make their report forthwith. The tests 
Haye been carried out at the principal military stations with, itis 
tuiderstood, equally satisfactory resulls to those obtained in the 
prook practices, aii though the new weapon fs a little heavier (about 
six ouneess) fhan the Martmi-Henry, itis ¢laimed for it that ib pos- 
sesses Advantages aver (he numerous patterns of rifles possessed by 
continental armies, its rouzzle yelooily being LS70ft. per second, 
while ls peneivative power is shown in the fact that a bullet from if 
will penerribe a tq ineliron piate at2Wyds. Among other advantages 
Of Hie Hew rifle, the breech action of which isthe same in principle 
as The Martim-Henry, are these; “To preyent the ijnconyent- 
ence axpérienced in holding the rife when the barrel is heated 
by Jong-susiamwed or rapid firing. a hand guard is fitted to it. 
The leaf of the hack sight is graduated oni marked on the left side 
in reuges from 500to La0tyds. The long lines on the right side 
divide these ranges inta halt hundreds aud the short lines inte quar- 
ters, 80 That there isa line for every 25, 50. and V5yds, between the 
Huudreds from 500) and npwart, A wind Gauge ts attached to a slide, 
and movés in either direction, Tt is considered that. the smaller 
sradatione on the leaf of the back sight will enable a soldier to ear- 
reel his elevations more readily, while the wind paugé will enable 
hint to Make allowance for wind and deflection without laying oif the 
target. A baek sight for long range is fixed to the whole of the 
experimental harrels, and a lovig-range frout sight from 1000 to 
2,000yds, is issued with euch rifle, secured to the upper band by a 
spring, Two quick loaders, each holding six carhridges, are also 
issued with wach mfis, which, when required for use. are hung on the 
side of the boty of the uction, This quick loader is acted upon by a 
yiezag spring, which always presses one cartridge Lo the opening in a 
eonyenient position for the soldier to load by the pressure of the 
springs forcing the bullet up the ielined plane.” ‘Che present 
service weapon, the Martinittenry, was adopred for The army in 
1880," 
WORUESTER, Mase, Dec, 25,—There was au all day meet at the 

Pine Grove Kunze to-day of members of the Worcester Rifle Associa- 
tion, The American decimal target was ised. Distatice Aiyds, Out 
of a possible 120 the tollowing scores were made: 
AC White j -. 121212 11 1212 11 IL 12 12-17 
Re-entry --. 12 13 18 11-12: 12 12 12 12 17—118 
RO-ANtrVe .: saihtiee pepe A 12 1212 12)12 12 121212420 
REONUIP i. cee e eee ten .. 12 12 11 12 11 11 12-42 12 12-117 
Me Poller... 23211 12 11 12 18 12 11 12 12—117 
Re-ontry..,4.702-2-- 12-12 12 1 12-71-1210 11 1s 
SoM yee n .o11 18 11 11 12-12-11 12:12 12-115 
Resntry .stvaciesackidves. AS 11 12 12-12 12 11 12 49 12—117 
FP Wesson, --:, -) sis 022:- .. 121111 11 127212 11 9—111 
BIE) Cap b le. nkte cats we cksarna es 124711 11 11 7 10:10 11 °10—104 
The prize winners for the autumnal series, which close with the 

year are as follow 
A Williams, 80 2 HO 84-—405+45—1t50 
AC White..,, 89 2 20 $9 AY 
Stedman Olerk, S4 83 83 84-4104 90—449 
Jotun N Morse, Jy,...-....--- 5 88 BO 84-410. 30—440 
Mi Puller. 22-2, BB 61 81 8811715432 
AL Rice ,, vel 98 78—876 | A5—421 A oi Se aS 8 78 
Phe Woodland Gun Clnb have elected the following officers; Pres- 

ident, George McAleer; Vice-President, J. B, Garland; Beeretury and 
‘Treasurer. C,H, liss; Executive Committee. A. 8. Neweomb and J. 
B. Tougoo. 

QHARDNER, MASS., Dee. 27,—At the last regular meet of the Gard- 
ner Rie Olub al Hackmatack Range only four members repurted, 
The An sn decimal target was used; 200yds,, off-hand, Out of a 
possible 100 the following totals were made; G_ 1, Elsworth, 12; A. 
Mathews, 81; F. BE. Nichols, 76; W. C. Loveland. 75, u 
Jou, 2.—An the last regular meeting of the Gariner Rifle Club at 

Haekmatack Runge the attendancé was larger than ou some of the 
pecent meets The American flecinal targetwas used. Theshoot- 
ing was olf-Nand: distance, 200yds., with a possible 100, The detailed 
score tells the sto: 
a ¥ Elisworth.., § 6101010 9 9 4 § §—He 

., 8 9101070 810 5 & J—-H7 
oe M101 8101010 9 9 5—8O 
9 1 8 910 7 7 9 84 

: ww 9 8 0 0 & 710 9 10—88 
Re-entry. | .9 81010 B & 910 9 B—s4 
RVATOWIS ee obs. vats so! 9 8 9 9 8 6 910 7 F-8) 
Ra-ontry....eeee reece .7 9 8 9 910 6 BD GB 
W @Loveland......... 9997 8 & ¥ 510 1-8 
(7 @ Goodale ,,,...----- wW27H 369 8 7 9-7 
+? Williams 68 5 48 910 B 7 5-70 

Saratoga Rifle Club. Wind light, 

AGH Wy dy 4) dt 4211 12 12-111 
¥ D Wheeler.., 11 911 121012 9 10) 11 122—107 
Wheeler, .... -. 1010 11 J090 1 12 12 41 10—107 
HL Winton ¢ pelt ies se ree sees .22 10 6 1 10 12:10 11 10 11114 
W BGuge........-- cee W 91010 9109210 11 T1—101 
PAY AY Erie eee ett ete se ae UW i9 9 711 8 0-08 
Seddy..-... +5¢ eine woe S11 8 $411112 919 B— 97 
© W Shepherd.........- coo 9 PUI F 61011 1— 9 
J Farrington. en A wa?) #7 ti PM 
SSSeepOOU Es wr =a = ex teceees 9 HI 7122010 0 H 9-90 

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION.—The annual meeting took 
place jnthearmory of the Twenbty-second Regiment on the evening: of 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Jan.8, A communication was received from General Grant stating 
thata recent accident prevented him from presiiling at the meeting, 
Vice-President GW. Wingate presided, In the president's edaress 
it vas stated that the atnual prize meetings at Creedmoor last fall 
resulted in aloss of #700 to fhe association, The report of Secretary 
George J. Seabury stated that, fruftless efforts had been made to in- 
duce the Long. Island Railroad Company to reduce its rate of fare to 
members of the National Rifle Association bebwéen this city and 
Creedinoor, anu that fact had materially reduted the reeeiptsof the 
association, Owing to the increased cost of transportation to the 
range only three companies in the National Guard affiliated with the 
association last year. The annual report of the treasurer showed the 
receipts to have been $7,045,209; disbursements, #7176 64; leaving « 
balance on hand of $471.65, Directors for the enshing year were 
elec ed as follows: Joho H. Brown, Seventh Regiment: Major C. L. 
Fincke, Twenty-third Regiment, Brooklyn; Major J, frederick Acker- 
main, Thirteenth Regiment, Brooklyn; Lieutenant EL, Zalinsici, 
United States Army; W. W. De Forest, Amateur Rifle Clab, and 
Captain Clarence H. Hayle, Twelfth Regiment. The organization of 
the Board of Directors was postponed wotil Feb. 5, 

SARATOGA RIFLE CLUH.—Saratoge Springs, Jau.5.—Wind very 
Heenan lightbad, Massachusettes target, 200yus, off-h 

a it AGHull.. v4.5 ccpeooe ete 1 AL Ade 7: Wo 10 12 12-111 
WMTAVISAT pte stiycoeaske oy 11 70 10 11 12 4 12 12 11 12—109 
NYSE Oe - sib nidcuss-sclenicale 10 228 1. 12 10 12 W 1 Y 11-108 
H Wheeler... .......00c.eee .J0 1 1 12 8 12 12 10 10 10—106 
W H Gibbs. 12 8 1 10 10 1 10 12—101 
TA White... WwW 10 10 11 W410 BF 8 1 SH 
F Wellington . ot % 9 WW 8 Wt It 16 at 1N— tS 

ZETTLAR RIFLE CLUB.—Regular shoot, Jan, 1, I2-riug target, 
10 shots per man, gallery distance: A Lober, 113; 'T. Pitz, 108; 'T. C. 
Noone, 17; M. Dorrier, 114; V. Steinbach, 108; B, Zsttler, liz; W. 
Klein, 1; _D, Miller, 1313 G, G. Zattler, 111; A. Holes, 107. 

BULL'S HEAD RIFLE CLUB.— #22 Third avenue, Jan, 4.—Seores at 
the above club on Thursday. Jan, 3: H. Lober. 119%: @. Zimmerman, 
114: WH, Hackmunn, 111; H. Gunther, 107; 8. Méhrbsach, 168; C, Rein, 
10}; D. Bolland, 104; B. Walter, 105; W. Ross, 102; 7. Jordan, 100; G. 
Wendelicen, 92; 8. F.C. Weher. 91. 

A SAMPLE CASE,—Mr. 1. 8. Phillip, a druggist of Mt. Vernon, 
Dak., finds a pleasant relaxation from the shop in practice over she 
M0yds. range. Ha sends a target of fifteen shots, aggregating 63 
points, Made witha J8-cal, ville, off-hand, with plain open sight, on 
Nec, 10, He says he derived much advantage and seenrea! many 
hints for good snooting from Mr. Farrow’s hook, *-How I Becamea 
Crack Sia0f. 

THE TRAP. 

Correspoidents cho favor vs with elub seores are purticuhirly re- 
quested ta write on oné side of the paper only. 

ALGONQUIN GUN CLUB.—New York. Jan. 5—Resul of ninth 
contest for Composition Ball Company's badges: Mr. Hill at 27yds., 
Mir. Cassebeer 24yds., the reniainder at 18yds, Lordiy, 21; Hanna, 
0: Sauer. 18: Hill, 12: Casseheer, 16: Griswold, 15; Brenner, 16; 
Berker, 10: Tallson, 15; Raymond, 10.—J. E, ML, 

PROVIDENCE. —1 send the following scores in the order they were 
shot. Match for badge presented by the Ligowsky Clay-Pigeon Com- 
pany, and emblematic of the State championship. Fitty clay birds. 
liyds. rise, 5 raps, 

Virst Match, September 1884, 
GI Cary: :..--55 PXTOULTAR TDD TOVT A OLO 1 197104 11.0009 19714 LT —43 
EW Tinker... ...011011100701911001111022101141111 107100141 101011101—29 

Second Match. October 25, 
GW Carp... .... 4901) T1101 019 10091 L007 1911011049. 46, 
Cf) Oramdall. . ..11111000111110191111000111101 101011090117 10111101136 

: Third Match, November 22, 
GW Cary... .-<.2200211119111005 1100009111011.) 2145 
JB Valentine, ...d001111411000001111101111211111911110011 (1111111143 

The Narragansett Gun Clit held their first shoot forthe chib badge 
on Thursday. Nov. 15, The five highest ayerages in these contests 10 
be the team to represent the club at Chicago next spring, The scores 
as will be seen are quite low. as few of the members haye practiced 
this style of shooting. 
Terms of Mateh—Five traps fyds. a path, 10 singles and 5 pairs 

clay-pigeous each man, singles af yds. and double af layds rise. 
The following is the store: 

(Ww Calty. .--- peas 
) 8 Valentine. 
W_ H Sheldon 

feng bar A011 LTT 
- 901111071 

1131010111 

O1 10 WU 40 1ihe—14 
1011 Wy Wi-34t 
10 OF 00 11 T7—14 

GF Butts... 010MM = 10 11-10 Gr 11—14 
Olas Payee 2a yenc-stsuvcs-sieesuse 0011711111 17 10 10-01 00-18 
EW Tinker, -....,.-. + JEONG UL 00-11 10 bO—10 
(YH Perkins,..... AOI 17-00-00 10 1010 
CJ Crandall, .,.-.. eee OTTONNOO IL 11 10 O1 70 10—10 
(3 B Potter..... ae — TOTO WO 10 wn 7 

@. W. Cary wins tie and badge, : 
Second shoot for club badge, Nov, ge. 

Wy WTI KOr i: wa asze cts sdce lees syceeey 1011971 LW 78 
CB Valentme........ - veeee TIELOLOLOD = M1) OL 10-14 
GeV Gary iiye eee. ob) fee ADOT =O 1 0 148 

200) TENLOOL 
OO101119 

41 O01 10 10 19—11 
00 70.10 10 10-16 

HL Pajiner- 
OB Potter... 
OF Baldwin... 0700011117 OD 01 10 20 10—10 
CA Perkins, .Jr. - oe. OL LOOOODT 11 1010 10 1h 
W_G Orandall........ ge tate TOUT 10 10 0010 O1— 8 

E. W. Tinker wins badze, 
TORONTO, Dee, 24.—The city 1s having something of a boom onthe 
izeon-s ooling question, owing to the recent shooting tournament, 
he Mail is always an excellent) authority on all topics of interest to 

Sport-nien, and to-day it publishes an interview with an old shooter 
about trap werk in this vicinity, and in the course of 2 pleacant talk, 
he says; 

“Yes, the air is full of pigeon shooting at present, and that kind of 
rt is as lively or livelier than ever ip has been in this part of the 

country. The noble army of shooters is being recruited every day, 
and all the older heads sre geting better. We have a dozen or fifteen 
men in this city that can’t be benten as 4 team of all rountl men. In 
fact, they aré all so good that a match between any two of them 
Would be @ toss-up to see who was the better man.and to say what 
was really trne, lthurk that the ultimate success of either would lie 
ip thei gatting the best run of luck in the send off of the birds, OF 
course, 1 dont mean to say that any of them could be matched 
against Carver or Bogardus, but they are two out of thousands, anid 
outside of these I don't think there is any man living who can come 
here and be snre of beating any of them, ~ 
Have you any means of really finding out the best men?! 
“It is a difficult matter, for you wust know that a man won't shoot 

the same two days in succession, everything being eyen, Then the 
question of superiority is in a measure chance work, and the slight- 
esbaccident may throw amaiiallout. Then, xgain, & man may be 
shooting in his best form and will have 4 very bad run of luck. Often 
Thave seen birds beautifully killed, aud talling just-on the line, and 
so being counted against the shooter. Rut, of course, a man will be 
known after a time by hisnumber of birds on the ayeraze, and so 
begins to work up 4 hame. Won cannot accept any one performance 
a8 » Criterion of & shooter's powers.” 
“Who are the best men inthe city?” ; 
‘Well, John Taylor wasthe bestman I ever kuewin the city. He 

was agrand rifleman, # dead sure shot, aud under any sorb of favor. 
abla circumstances could pot his bird withont balf trying. But he 
has retired now. Then there are John any Harry Townsend, John 
Humphrey, Coburn, C, Pickenug, Diek bie Jim Douglas, Harry 
Watson (better own to pigeon shooters as Billy Johnson), Will Vil- 
liers, G, Smith, John James cof the Toronte Gun Olab), John Wilson, 
G. Sinith and Van Vleck. OF all this crowd if would be next io im- 
possible to say Who was the best, an any of them could hold their 
own agains( most people. They are all men well known in the aty 
and thorough sportsmen.” 
“How do they gain their proficiency?’ 
“They were mostly all brought up in Torente, and have been shoot- 

ing fors long time. They began, | suppose, On the inarshes, where 
there is lots of shooting with wid duevks and plover, arid that's about 
as fool practice as aly one could baye. They gét quickness and 
steadiness, and can gch on to their bird every rime. Then you know 
we have lots of mér who pre not quite up to these, though not # 
great deal behind, and quite good enough to kill them seventeen or 
eighteen birds out of the twenty-one. T..e first lot uf men are about 

‘é to Kill nineteen bivds out of the first twenty. I have seen them 
shooting off 4s may as three times to decides the first place. For 
Instance, see the Briggs tournament, when there were three or four 
attempts to decidé the yiclor before he was settles vn.”7 
“How is the sport encouraged in Toronto?” ' 
“Like almost every other branch of spart, Torento ts rapidly watk- 

ing into the posivion of head in this line, and can show more first-rate 
shooters than any city in the Dominion, They are all enthusiasts, 
and spure no pais or expense to make their m_etings pleasant.’ 
“Are your rulés satisfactory?’ 5 * 
“Well, yes; I think they are all right, Sbky: lace has its own 

rules and regulations, which vary in some siight degree. Now, the 

c (Jam. 10, 18%. 
— 

English rules read, ‘the use of two'barrels at 81yds, rise,' while ours 
makes it (he use of one barrel ab2lyds. 
is there any difficulty in getting virds?" 
Yes, it's hard to get the birds in good con'lition in suffi sfently 

large numbers for a hig shoot, bul there is 05 did iolty ia gettine 
forty or fifty birdsif you Imes the way to eet about it.” 

achting. 
Todnsure prompt allention, communications shoulil be ad- 

dressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and nol to 
mdividuals, in whose absence from the affice matters af im- 
portance are liable to delay. 

ILEEN- 

Ov’ telegraphic information of the arrival of this fine eutter in 
J Smithtown harbor, N. O., anounced in last week's paper, has 

since been supplemented by further news. The yachthad a very 
rough passage nround Hatteras, and but for her great power and 
abiliry would haye been obliged to run hack for the Roads as did all 
the coasting vessels which uttempted to round the dreaded Cape at 
the same fime. She won the highest encomiums from those on hoard 
aud als@ aceording to the local papers <howed herself an excellent 
sealboat, 1t Was blowing a young gle from east northeast, when the 
cutter got her ancher und worked outof the Roads nd down the 
coast in a tremendous sea which no other yacht of her size would 
venture to face, Her mast, one of the sernb sticks picked up in the 
New York market. played the yacht false in the trying ¢ircunstances, 
as had allalone been feared, Battens had heen fayed along the ypper 
ae to supply the stiffness the stick itself was lacking, but the tree 
royed “short'* and “earroty”’ in the grain and sprung ten feat Ahove 

Tiié partners, after leaylng Norfolk harbor. 
snitahle spar ean he found in the Southern market. 
The lack of good trees fora racing rig is much to be Geploved. it 

will be remembered that a great many vachts sprung their slicka last 
season. Schooners Agnes, Ruth and Clytie all suffered in gompara- 
tively mild weather and smooth water, Bedouin lost a souple of 
booms for the want of spring and elasticity to the spar, and even 
little Schemer anc the Aneto Pitched their masts over the bow right 
here in New York harbor, while Wenonah had te forero her chauces 
fora prize in the Newportrace of last August, benayse sha could nor 
be kept to her work, but had lo nurse a weak mast. The absence of 
goon spars for equipping our yachts is accounted forin this way: It 
foes Hot pay to import a shipload from Oregon, a8 the demand is 
not sufficient, and single trees shipped by rail are burdened with too 
much Re ee for overland freight. Henee the shiploads are all 
consignetL tothe English market instead, and iplas come lo pass 
thatwe must send to English spar yards foratree of American 
growth. A new mast from abroad is vow due for the Wenonah, and 
in Tubure the foreign market will be drawn upon More extensively. 
li speaks well for the easy motions of Neen and che confidence placed 
in hersuperh qualities in rongh water thatshe shold have put to 
sea in a winter gale and rounded the Hatteras shoals in an onshore 
blow in spite of the weakness manifested in her mast. 

A BATCH OF NEW PLANS. 

HE drawing board is fast becoming recognized 4s the soures from 
_ which all boats should spring. Mr. A. Cary Sn ith has been 

busier this year than ever before, and the amountof work launched 
from his draughting office includes everythivg, from a singlehand 
cruiser Up to the stately schooner of the largest dimensions. Mr, 
Smith has finished the plans for a very fine schooner which shows up 
wel in the plans, and in the model subsequently made from the 
scheme on paper, This schooner is s7ft, loadline, 19.4f beum, and 
12ft. draft,--A keel beat as a mather Of course, as cablerboards haye 
been sipped of their pr lenblons to aecery pana speed. There 
will be 20'tons of lead on the new schooner's keel, which she will “tug” 
to great Advantage. taking the line throwgh Portoma’s erand burst 
flown wind in the Newport match of last August. Her beam is very 
moderate indead, heing but 0.225, quite up to modern ideas fora good 
vessel. Butitisin the body plan this schooner shows to greatest ad- 
vantage. She is deep without any fat floor or straight in her frames, 
but with a look which recalls Seabelle, the Wivenhoe heanty. to mind, 
Her section may be classed as thatofa regularcutter. Minh stds 
with no flare, but round euough to the top fmbers tw take away all 
approach to @ flat wal! then a lone, easy, det p bilge. sinking away 
into a. hollow about the floors, and dropping finally into a good wide 
keel, which ls in reahby to be included in the body proper. - 
As the Fortuna was a modification ou pou fhe Tntrepil, So Again will 

this new vessel be astill further modification upon Wortima in the 
same direction, toward which all our yachts are how tending—less 
beam, less floor, lower bilge. greater displaceineut and greater hold— 
in Short, easier and abler forms for more exacting work nowadays 
expectad from a good yacht, This schooner will haye no less that 
140 tons displacement which, on her time form, will make her one of 
the smartest in light airs orinabnbble. Slieis eure enough forward 
and hss a bach run without a brneh in the middle, fev center 
of buoyancy has been located a trifle further forward than in For- 
tuna in the search for even better performance to windward. The 
forefoot is well clipped away, the rocker is fair and well distributed, 
the post rakes “of course’ and the hull aboye Js finished off in the 
jauntiest of cutter fantails “of course,”’ Itis theonly finish which 
good taste and good practical sense would give to a vessel. Fortina 
was 4 brilliant triumph at footing, and itis open to question at least, 
whether. afjer being thoroughly tested and trimmed for the purpose, 
she is not as good as anything in the fleeb at a deadhommer rough 
and tumble or a twist to weather in smouth warer. The new 
schooner however, will not fail in any respect if she is sailed for 
whit there isin her. She is or will be, ti our judgement, by long odds 
the finest vessel of her class ever modelled in this part of Ube world. 
Acrunming, reaching or turniog, as well as an easy, able yessel which 
can keep the sea in safety and te good purposé when the tlatirons 
have to cnt for shelter, this wew design is to be considered an innova- 
tion upon the old dozmas of light dixplacement and flat floor, which 
is certain to be crowned with the success syeh a consciantious and 
carefully balanced scheme deserves. ‘The design certniuly bears the 
closest critisism as a who'e or in its several parts. 
The second schooner about to be gommenced hy too, Lawley & 

Son, of South Boston, for Mr, Forbes, has alpeady Heel mentioned in 
these columns. Being of light draft, a toor and (mick hilge, with 
fuller lines all round, and a deeck-bouse, followed as a matter of ne- 
cessity. She is $5ft. loading, 1#,9ft. beam, or say be beams, and $ft. 
araft without board. The model is no radical depsriure from others 
of the kind, except that moderation has not beém overstepped. She 
has rather less beam than the old faith prescriber, and for thst reason 
smaller sails with just as much room belowas in a boat? or 4ft. 
wider Her freeboard is 2ft. Tio, to planksheer, clipper stem and a 
cutters overhang aft, The design shows easy quarters, and is excel- 
Jent throughout on the limits which had to be held, The pig is that 
uf aschooner, with fixed bowsprit and one jib only. Shiild it be 
decided to follow the fashion and turn her mto a keel on Rit. of water, 
she oulll prove satisfactory no doubt. This schooner is tobe built 
on the double-skin plan with light’ framiig. Oiher schuoners are 
under consideration, but noné far envuch advanced to enable a fore- 
cast to be made. 
Of sporting vessels, the most prominent one fiom Mr, Smith's 

hoard is the big centerboard cutter for Mr, Iselin, in which a eom- 
promise or bal has been attempted with a degree of syevess which 
ought to make the new one a tlyer, if any tly thera be in a boat of 
‘medium" proportions, Wecan best characterize this design as a 
oarrow Mischie? from the bilge up, with a hollow from bilge down to 
keel added on below. The chief dimensions are 7c. load|mne, 10-3ft. 
bean and &ft draft, to which the designer was limited, By the way, 
aces any one take /eaa than the foil limit of dratic so which he can go¥ 
How idéas haye changed in this respect! The cry now is, "All whe 
draft ] can possibly carry in such and such waters.” And where 
there is nore water, there is also sure to be moredraf. The dis- 
lacement of this boat is large. being full 80 tons sgain-t f5 of the 

Eracie. The matches last season have brought out the villue of size, 
so that displacement is now wanted, where light weight Ior skimming 
“over the water’ was the universal hobby in thé olden time before 
outters had arisen to plagneus in light weather and kudck the “lght- 
weight-for onrlight-summer-weather” dogma higher than a kite. The 
Jeast freeboard is 3.8ft., the stem plumb, and a cutter fantail, The 
rip will ‘of course’! be thatof a full-fledged cutter. and, mdeed, above 
water, this yachtcannot be distinguished from one of the regular breed, 
Whatever else she may be, she will be assmart in appearance a8 Any 
cutter, and that means a long pall ahead of nny sloop on tie score uf 
beauty. ‘The keel will be of heavy fange tron, 2ft. Inside he flanges. 
so fhelead can We stowed Where it properly belongs, The cenver- 
board is stall, 16.8ft. long, just eno to swear by as a sort of con- 
necting link between the ancient sloop aud’ the modern idea, a cutter 
in all respects bul for the wart of just the least sha on 
the beam and # keel to pold her down to business. The hull will be 
fron all through to secure the strength such a boat calls for. 
She will be flush deck, with all the style of a regular cutter, Her ad- 
yent will be one of the events of next season and tiv performance 
will disclose just what hope there is lett for schemes on the 
Bee ea a somtie down to hard pan, represented by the 
penuine article in cutters. 
Among the peculiar craft to whieh the reyolution from cobble~ 
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stonesinside tolead outside has xivenrise, we may note a small yacht 
Sbft. loadling, intended for some promising youugsters of the rh = 
© penermion of Wosion. This bost is a deep ani fairly beam 

slop intended tobe uncapsizable. Like all the rest of Mr South's 
flew signs, she shows coud depth of body, no fat Hoor or straight 
In the frames, but an 0.0. curve from rail torabhet. The keel is kept 
very wide tu give good bear! iz for plenty of lead ontsile, Although 
HIF, beum, both ends of this boat are pays fine, whieh, with the 
Ovatt of 8ft. Om, insures easy sleering with an apsence of the irre- 
Sstinle griping and \ild yawing of a flat-floored erati. This yacht 
is bod in side, hns less sheer than usual, anda nobby enlier fantail, 
There wall he two aud One-half tous of lead on a keel 2ft, wlie. The 
Senterhoard is small, being 734fr. long, and but. for the rather liberal 
Howanve of beans, would not even be required. P 4 
Mr. Sinith bus also several cutters in hand. and alterations to rhe 

Arrow to bring her up to a cutter in looks, as far 4s possible, One of 
the new utters is tor a gentleman of New Haven. and willsoon he 
iu frame at Driscoll's yard, Greenpoint, As The lines of this yacht 
will shortly be published, we muy content ourselves with repeating 
her general dimensions; Length on water line, 32ft.; beam, 8¥tt.: 
‘draft, Gir. 5m.; seven and one-quarter tons lead on keel; boist of 
Mmainsall, 26ft- 

LOG OF THE ILEEN. 
Ebave before us the actual log book of the cutter Veen, from 
which we extract the passage from Norfolk harbor to Smith- 

town, relating (he ménner i which the mast was eprung, The cutter 
has already received anew stick snd was at last Accounts about 
ready to sail {ov Savannah and the West {ndia Islands. ‘the owner 
and fuests are highly pleased with the cutter and enjoying the cinise 
immensely, Al] hands had a preat laugh at the nonsensical yarns 
which were current here some timeago, The creware well contunted 
with their berths, and Captam Penny reports the Teen the finestsea 
boast he has ever had in charge, aud believes she can drown oub the 
schooner Softwing, Sit. luadline, of which he was captain during her 
preat 17.000 mile cruise around the Atlantic, That Heenis a splendid 
Slleress as a seahoat and cruiser is now established beyond question, 

Dec. #2.—After remsining im Norfolk harbor twelve days to enable 
the owner and friends {o paya visit to Baltimore, the cutter weighed 
anchor at-6:15 A.M.and towed out of harbor, Wind N.\.H, Atg 
A.M. anchors and cables were stowed for sea, the tug let go anda 
course wasshaped 5.28. by E., Cape Henry lighthouse bearing SW- 
by W. The loz \yas set at 11712. Barometer, 40,1; temperature of 
mr, 41 degrees; water, 49. At 12:20 P, M, had made by loz 7 miles 
At 2:30, miles. Lead showed 18 fms. dark sand. At 3 P. M, jibed 
-pyer 10 starboard and shaped course 8,94 W. Wind N. by E. At 
6:15 P. M. jibed ship to port and steered S.8.W., wind being north, 
Got cast of lend at and set lorafresh. Weather dull and rainy all 
nivh!, Courses, by BE. 4 E., wind veering again to NN.B. 
Dee, 23.—At & A. M. wind veered to E., jibed ship to starbourd, 

it close in and ran out No.4 jib. 
At dA. M, shi 

course W. by 8.145, Log shows 3534 miles, 
Dec. 26.—2 A M.. steady wind from N., course W. by &. 16 3. 

Souudedin 80fms, At 4 A. M. loz shows 4 miles from previous 
noon, Hawled wp to W.N.W. at 7; distance, 74 miles, Reset log. At 
noon had made 29 miles; barometer 29.9. At 4 wind shifted to E.: 
altered course to 8. by B,in 9fms, At midnight log showed 70 miles; 
talm with hasty rolling sea: rained heavily during morning. 
_ Dec. 27,—By 6 A. M.it was again blowing very hard with high sea. 
Shackles of trysail-sheets broke and rove strap through the eye. 
Raine allday. At noon wind from §.W.; course W.N.W. Atd P. 
M, sighted Oape Fear Light, red revolving, bearing W.N.W., right 
ahead, At 7:3), bemg well in, dropped anchor in 544fms, Log, 98 
miles. Wind west, weather cleared. 
Dec. 2h—Weighed anchor at 5 AoM., and headed for Frying Pan 

lightship, At8 set spinnaker and balloon staysail, course MW, by 8. 
Rounded lightship and steod for harbor N.W. by W. Calm at 4 P.M. 
Dropped anchor att, Weighed again at 9 P. M., and sailed into har- 
Hor Wind N.E, and weather fine, 
Deq 2.—Dropped anchor off Smithville at $230 A. M. Dried sails 

and cleared yp ship, 
Due. 30.—Olf Smitaville. Calm, weather fine; being Sunday, there 

was to work coue. 
Derg, 31,—Off Smithville. Dull aud rainy. Bcrubbed decks, got 

spinnaker houm on deck, unbent mainsail and got mast clear for ex- 
amination. No wind all day. 
Jas, 1- Off Smithyille, Weather fine. Mast had to come out. 

Towed up to Wilmington at2 P. M., and moored ship in the evening. 
Jan. 2--Of Wilmington. Strong $.W, wind and rain. Barometer 

Af ioon, 29.5. Overhauling gear, Selected fine new spar. 
Jan. 3,—Stripped mast, 
tan, 4,—Unstepped old mast atonside of a barge and sent if ashore. 

Hyerything ready to receive the new mast, - 
The passage around from Hanip'on Roads was 3, succession of 

Short gales and calms, with light varlahle widds. The yacht be- 
haved splendidly in the sea, The old magt Was a poor stick, the new 
one prowises much. better, 

A NOVEMBER DASH IN A SEVEN-TONNER. 

[contTioxuEn. | 

ke A NCHOR'S foul, sir.”’ were the first words which greeted my ear 
upon emerging from below. And foul it was with a venge- 

‘nce; bubit was something to know that the bondred and twenty 
pounder had been broken out aud was in sight, without any deniand 
upon sich muscular inefficiency (I run to brains priuecipally) as 1 
wight haye been called upon to add to the sum loral, There was the 
hig hook banging crown uppermost, with a half hiteh, a genuine 
half hiteh, about one of the arms, three or four indescribable turns 
about the other, mare about the shank and # liberal assortment of 
bighfs and twists. which hid the stock and ring. as though the an- 
chor was completely befuddled and totally devoid of any sense of 
propliety in the presenee of ihe augusi company it had to face. 
Phare wie no veal hurry, as the yacht was conveniently riding toa 

line from permanent moorings, but the water was awfully umsympa- 
tkeli¢ that day and the iron chain was as cold as u millionaire to 
charity, The fish davil or cathead was swung outboard and a line 
passed down through the pmg. Our skipper, Corinthian of 
course, aided by the cook, © profession4l man us deft as a 
sailor as lie wis iu the concoction of savory dishes, turned ty 
with a will, while the general superintendence of affairs devolyed 
upon mné by & process of natural selection. Needless (0 say, it was 
gery. general and of that lofty kind which is way above meddling 
with Such trifiesas unravelling @ labyrinth of muddy chain, but pre- 
fers to take it out in looking on, With the weight taken by the vat 
h ad, chain was_sticlk out the hawse hole, and after a few fervent 
supplications, mingled with the grunts and groans of those doubled 
head down over the bulwarks, the tangle was gradually cleared and 
our best bower roused up, ring first, and the fluke landed on the fish 
late covering the rail. ‘Now, boys. let's get the topsail on her}? 
\Vbew! Topsail fought I, im this kind of weather! Won't stay 

sheeted a long wit le, that's certain, Just bring heron the wind*snud 
if this breeze doesu’t lay her coamings in. I don't know what a stil 
breeze can do, Maldly this impression was conveyed th the skipper, 
who merely laughed and passed me the beliard, probably to keep 
me from talking and give me something todo. “She will stand it 
easily e.ough.’ So our jibheader was promptly sweated up to a 
taut Inft and sheted out by that invigorating process known a5 
-“swigging off,! which process forcibly reminds the man fresh from 
a city office that soap and water every morning in the year dors not 
pontine te a horny fist, whatever other yirtues may be claimed for 
such a bani, 
There was a lull in the commotions preparatory to getting under 

yet. and a chance fora few reflections anent the risks crewless 
yachts run when anchored ina tideway, It 1s next to Impossible to 

= * 

find any still water harhors in the neighborhood of New York, and 
Boia acnis require require shar) watching. I came near losmg 
a cra 
long scope, lock up the cabin, snd depart in the fancied security of 
the yacht with plenty of ahain ont should it come onto blow. But 
slieis not secure by a long ways. 
she sweeps about eae 
shorter and shorteras the bight of the chain fouls rocks, 
ings, or @ fiuke of her own anchor, until she isin to a short stay, and 
then, ef course, it begins to blow like fury all at onee, : 
ate figuring up millions cf dollavs of other people's money in an 
office, and mentally paintin 
js riding out the sterm, and the iin 
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FOREST AND STREAM. | 

of my own last year upon several Oceasions. You give hera 

Tailing first to ebb, then to fiaad, 
he anchor i circles and each time ties nereelt up 

0 maoor- 

While you 

ideal pictures of how bravely the boat 
of a compound purehase you 

willclap on to break out the anchor whieh will be buvied go hard an 
fast asto resist beet in its raw state, the stupid little thing has got 
herself in a very bad fix., has capsized her anchor, and each waye is 
lifting her on to destruction. When next you rush from business and 
ae the first glinmpse of the boal the heart begins to sink, 

ere 
those lines and lashings about the mast and bifs portend? 
How did they get there, and what has happened in the mean time? 
Surely she had 8fms. of suppein ifm, of water, which is according 

she Jays, to be sure, but what on earth do all 

to the true nautical Hoyle and twice over. Breathless inquiries are 
made and the story becomes as plata asday, With the chain apeak 
and riding from the crown, the boat was ina fair way of being soon 
dashed to pieceson thestony beach, Thenher predicament was 

espied in the nick of time by some weather-scarred oli floback, 
Whose affection tor boats and professional pride prompted him to 
hunt up an old rusty relic with flukes eaten off and stockless, per- 
haps, but weighing a good deal nevertheless, and with this and sundry 
odd lines bent one to the other, he pulled off iu his saiff to the rescue. 
Then you slip a William into his huge palm, which somehow happens 
to be justin the right place at the right moment, although he did not 
expect anything of the sort, After such a dubious compliment you 
get aboard and begin to clear up, glad the boat escaped with nothing 
more serious than the hayoe due to bob nails under 200 pounds 
Pressure. But what is the small boat owner to do, as long as he can- 
not ship acrew? Well, for one thing, never trust along scope, but 
sight the anchor once eyery day or two. either yourself or through 
Some proxy. Orelse lay down permanent moorings of a reliable 

Kind, Jf that cannot he done, then tigot to a span, thats, plant one 
fnehbor up river and snother down vivil by a separate chain, 
whieh will prevent the boats sweeping either one or the 
other, But if the wind blows on shore, each would be 
{trending broad off the bow, Holding power would be much dimin- 
ished, the anchors would work round in their beds and the boat would 
begin todrag. If there i encugh room. well and geod, for the two 
Uvught fo hold as soon as they trend pretty well ahead. If there is no 
room, the yacht's hee) would likely sound and thump to pieces, If it 
blows off shore and the beach is very bold. the hoat might drag into 
deep water on a cruise of ker own, The plan I always prefer is to 
“back™ one auchor by another far in on the same chain. After a 
long scope is cut on the first, 1 bend on the second by passing a bight 
of the chain through the ring and taking a couple of half hitehes shove 
With wlial is left and then letgo, The orthodox way is to take one 
half nitch and seize up the end, but the seizing onced chafed \hrough 
on the rocks, and two hitches can be bet on with greatersafety. Now 
the boat may sweep aboul the second anchor till in to a short stay as 
Talchas she likes, It will hold until it blows. Then she simply 
breaks out the second and brings up on the first in safety with a long 
scope, With this precautionary méasure, youcan go on adding up 
other people’s dol ars with the windows rattling and the rain heauug 
down in an easterly gale with better prospects of balaneing the ac- 
counts atfirstlick, and when a frenzied man rushes in at 2:10 for “two 
hundred Lake,’ you ave not as apt to pass out “three hundred O, T." 
hy mistake, 

_ When our abi nnek had caught breath after getting the topsafl on a 
good stretch, all bands laid aft to muster. Besides the cook, who Is 
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mentioned firs' in dne order of importance. the crew was fiund to 
éomprise our worthy skipper ond & youns cousin, why proved © most 
promi-ing tay for future Corinthian battles afloat, sued last and least 
(by length measurement [mean the historian of this lig. 
man for the cabin was still missing. This griev) d me much. 
the heavy weight of the crowd, our main reliance for wll hard pulling, 
and no end of a good fellow when it came to “swigging olf, ap whieh 
we cheerfully awarded bim the palin. i 
amazing alucrity before I could get to the pin, it followed that he 
had the endled out for me to hold while he did the swigging. and of 
eontsa Treadily resigned iyself to fate whenever it was peak or 
throat halliards, but when the madate went forth to hoist the colors 
choek bp. my opportunity was at hand. and by dilipent atb-ntion to 
such commands preserved an exeellentreputation as a “hard worker! 
Anxiously we scanved the shore forthe missing link, After awhile 
(he 16 Welock tram (new measurement) whirled around the entve and 
brought up puffing and snorting at the Jittle country depot 
moments more, then a head bobbed up pen the scene, shoulders 
next, aud fipally the whole athletic corporosity of onr beefy hand 
came into view as he sailed down upon us on reach across the roll 
itie meadows, Jumping into the dinghy, a horribly cold pull whieh 
stiffened my fingers, was a cheap sacinifice for the soli 

The fourth 
He was 

Tf he spraug to tha ropes wilh 

A. few 

id value of the 
prize brought off to the ship. Before you could say Jack Robinson 
he had shifted iato seagoing fogs, aud was ou deck casting about for 
sumeéthing to hanl on and “bust.” 4 trait of character which is most 
admirable upon the eve of & cruise, 

Everything and everybody now being aboard, the word was siven 
to let go. andi aninstant the jib fluttered ont io the brecaze and the 
eutter’s head paid off till she could look stiaight through the Broth- 
ers’ passage. When the jib was up hand taut, a few quick pills on 
the jigger tailed on to the standing partof tae halliards served to 
stretol the luff like a bar of iron, whereupon the forecail newt re- 
ceived our attention, while the man at the beélm coolly left the stick, 
stepped down into the Ire gangway and proceeded to trim head 
sheets and make fast to their respective clea Then he stepped 
back, surveyed things in geueral and leisurely straddled the helm 
again, Well [never! But this wasa ecuther and one of the “aul- 
vanced” type at that and I had grown rusty on eublers, hud baeome 
thoroughly tured to the qnick and obstreperous behaywr of the 
Hy-about eenterboard vessels which wonld have been up in the wind 
snd staring you in the face had any such thing heen attempted in a 
sozey breeze which force: us down at times to a plank slieer three 
feet out when ai, anchor, Runner tackle and topmass backstay were 
set up. gear coiled away and decks cleared up. The skipper then 
gave thé yachta taste of lee helm, and shook her a trifle, so we could 
haul the 11ft, boat alongside. Two hands bent over, caught her by 
the nose and in a jiffy had her up on the rail looking athwartships- 
She was then slewed fore and aft and nested in the gangway witha 
small fender under the inboard bilge to save the muhogouy hatch 
irom heing chafed. The painter and a length of small stuff aft served 
as lashings to keep her from shitting. 
Thesun hadsnuka huge bali of fireina clearing sky with the 

lieayy banklike cumulous clouds driven back, tiers of stratus form 
shaping ia their place, beautifully tinged with a genvrous wealth of 
crimson undeineath, then fading into a soft emerald green which 
in turn slowly gave way toasmoky blue tint. hardening gradually 
into the deepest black with the rapid advance night was maktog, as 
vhe clouds receded low downon the horizon, Cur active may had 
heen skirmishing vound pro bona publico, had it the binnacle lamp, 
gotside lightsto burning brightly in the rigging, when I bethought 
me of the pennant up alott, Here was a job to my suiting, So mus- 
tering all the seamanship the case would admil, the burgee was 
brought to deck free from accident of any kind. With this fiumph 
asa contribution to the work going on, 1 hied me belew, broke out 
some North Carolina, filled a pipe, and appeared again puffing, per- 
forming the feat of “walking the quarterdeck behind a briar bowl 
filled with Durbam,"’ the manner of accoinplishing which a corres- 
pondent in Boston has asked ine to explain. This preat engineering 
problem was most likely solved by Noah himself, sittine asiride the 
roof ¢f the ark afer ik stopped raining, and it seems strange thal a 
practical yachisman of Boston should want an explanation at this 
late day. It is accomplished by having a tin cover to the pipe, 
four little holes im said cover supplying the draft, But now thet we 
have zot the yacht spinning along, with the novihwester abeam.pasr 
Mary Ann's friendly beacon light on the North Brother, the skippur 
atiie helm, the active nan om the lookout, the cook down below 
wrestling with savory compounds for supper, and myself prome- 
nating aft and serene in frame of mind, we may as well round to on 
the log, for this week. ostensibly on the score of no more space, Hut 
in reality on the prineiple of the story paper, which wets the gleaming 
dagger—aha |—eliitering in the uplifted hand of the villiiin elntehing 
his quivering vielim—aha'—by the throat. when in another jastaut 
the fiend’s deadly weapon split the black night like a meteor'’s tuil 
and—to be continued in onrnest, Of course you buy the next num 
ber to find out whether the tail struck tihe right spot or you propose 
to know tke reason why, Having presumably got my reader ermsine 
along with mein his mind, be has got to buy the next humbel or he 
gets left right abreast of Mary Ann’s Light, a very dangerous 
fairway ro gob lettin. . 

INQUIRIES ANSWERED. 

Edilor Forest and Streani: 
As a resultof the numerous items appearing iu your columns 4 

haye many inquiries concerning: shurpies aud similar boats, Wal 
you permit me to answer some of themin the readiest way te reach 
all interested? 

First. Why is the balance rodder nsed on the Nonpareil sharpie in 
preference to the pimtle rudder. with skag? Because it ts, almost 
without exception, the only rudder ever found among {he hundreds 
of sharpies in daily use on Long [sland Sound, and because it is far 
stronger thn any other light draft pudder. 
Sevond, Why is the yawlrig better than any other for sbarpics? 

Because it is easier on the masthead, easier on both hoal and rigging, 
requires lighter spars, 1s closer winded, and far simpler and move 
manageable than any other, 

Third, Are sharpies sate. staunch and strong seagoine boalst The 
record shows that during the past three years several sharpies have 
sailed safely and comfortably down owr coast to Flondain tue winter 
season. One bas nade the trip twiee, and two of them have returned 
to New York. These voyages were made in the months of Novyeniber, 
Decembér and March. <All these boats were of abont 20 tons, and 
noue of them drew niore than 20in. of water. 
Fourth, Why is 4 narrow sharpie hetter than a wide one? Becuuse 

sheis safer, more seaworthy, faster, dryer, and because a pide 
sharpie pounds in rough water, while a narrow one will not do so, if 
of the proper shape, TuowAS CLaPpaan, 

THE FENDEUR AGAIN, 

Editor Forest aud Stream: 

Will you kindly allow me & lew words in reply Lo ihe eviticisins 
which have lately appeared in Forest anb Srrmam on my letter of 
March §, concerning the Pendeur type? My object m writing was, 
as I then explained, to compare this novel form of section wiih thal 
more commonly in use, und to slow thal w design could be drawn 
whici would have less exposed area than Pendeur, and that a de- 
sign conld be drawn which would have a more effective side for 
lateral resistance than Pendeur. |n orderto carry out this compart 
son il was necessary to adopt some standard, and the basis of aq iil 
bulls is the only one upon which it is possible to estimate the re- 
spective values of these two elements. “KR. C. H..° whose letter you 
published Dec, 6, takes me to task tor “zoing off into a disquis tian 
on equal bulks,” but I think he will fiud it impossible to sugeest any 
other standard upon whith such somparisons as 1 desired to make 
ean be drawn. The same writer also points out what he ells 2 self- 
contradiction in my letter. inasmuch as my half cylinder had less 
wet surface than my wedge, whilt the section which I used to eom- 
pare lateral resistances had more; and bhis state of things satisfies 
im that something must be wrong about "my model.’ Burif he 

will observe that it was not my endeayor to seh forth the superiority 
of any niodel [ had constructed, but merely to show what could be 
done with a givin bulk, he will set that there was nothing to justify 
los seeusation, 4 
As tothe numerical values with which J attemped to express the 

results of my comparison, I must admit that they were hastily 
reached and sent off wifhiont due altention io uccyrady, ‘he state- 
meént whieh T made, that 7.24 was 1) per Gent. greater than 7.08, is of 
course absurd, and would not be wittingly made by any une who 
knew what per cenf. means. The difference is, of course. about 24 
per cent,, as “R, OC, H.” has poftecout. 
Tdo nor want to encumber your paper with» dispute about figures. 

especially when they are based. as were those whieh I gave. upon 
assumptions made unly for the purpose of comparing extreme types 
in One aspect only; but “Da Capo,” whose letier wppearsl in your 
impression Of Noy. 29, has struggled so mantully to seb me rightin 
the matter of areas ot exposed surface that 1 must gay a few worls 
on this point. ‘The problem I proposed was an exceudiughy simple 
one. It was to find the volume end area. of two siles of @ wedge 
R3.5ft. long, 4.5ft. high, amd 5,8ff wide; and then to find what would 
he the convex area of a half-cylinder of the same Wwngth and yolume. 
“Na Capo” proceeded to Gemonstrate that the difference of these 
areas is about ten square feet in favor of the balf-cylindery tut it he 
will tuto his altention to his calcwlation of the area of the wedge be 
wil see how untortunate has been his attempt to pxet me right. Let 
him recall what he was no doubt taught long ago in school asto the 
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difference between the “altitude! and “slant height’ of a wedge, 
and he will then régret thal he so confidently committed Limself to 
figures which cannot besupported. He will find that, as a matter of 
fact, the difference in areas is upward of fifty square feet, o1 a little 
more (han 17 per cent. of the area of the wedze, in favor of the halt- 
eylinder—eousiderably more than I originally stated it, instead of 
less, a8 ‘Da Capo” attempted to show, 
The fesulls or the experiments which “R, C. H.” has lately made 

with a 48 inch model of Fendeur are yery interesting, and seem to 
give her designer reason to believe that he will not be disappointed 
in hisexpectatioas. The relative yalue of her performance would 
have been more satisfactorily ascertained if she had been sailed 
against another model whose merits had been established by critical 
competition; but as it is proposed to build from her lines ona large 
seals. there will doubtless be ample opportunities to test ifs Aster 

OUAN, 

A CRUISING MAINSAIL. 

Tditor Forest and Stream. 
Can you explain what is meant by @ trysail, such as you say was 

found convenient on board the Teen for heayy weather? 
SALAMANDER, 

[The trysail commonly used on board vuttersis a small mainsail cut 
narrow with considerable hoist and alug foot. It is notin any sense 
a jury sail, but supplants the large racing mainsail and heayy boonr 
for cruising in rough water, Being long on the lif, the head catches 
wind above the sea and steadies the boat when a reefed mainsail would 
be too low for the purpose, Having no boom, the rack of that heavy 
slick lifting in a seaway is done away with and also the danger of 
jibing unexpectedly. Being entirely inboard it can be quickly reefed 
for bad weather, If is supplied to all cutters in yiew ef their seagoing 
hnild and the extensive ocean cruising even the sinallest of them under- | 
jake. 1t is the custom in our yachts to cul down racing spars and bend 
a special suil of small sails all around. The cutter reachas the same 
end by simnply keeping the big boom mainsail stowed and hoisting her 
trysail instead, reefingsbowsprit and running out the No. 2 jib. The 
term trysail juplies a Storm sail in the merchant seryice, though it 
als designates the gaff sails on fore and mainmast of a ship, as the 
foretrysail and maintrysail of a man-of-war. Tt isa splendid sail 
under which to lie-to when close reefed, as the clew iscompletely tied 
up and the head shows close to the mastin the body of the vessel. It 
tan also be worked with greater facility shorthanded than the boom 
Tainshil, and saves racing canvas from being pulled out of shape 
through the wear and strain of bad weather. As the pill doctor 
would say: No family ought to be without a box, so too, no single- 
sticker afsea ought to be withont a gaff trysail. Those who have 
beeli shipmates with a sixty or seventy foot boom at sea, wind or no 
wind, know well the anxiety expressed on the faces of the crew when 
that big playthime begins to riot at will and takes gharge of the whole 
boat. and the feeling of relief after the tree has been safely Jashed 
amidships. Going to sea isa very different affair from Sound drifting, 
and the gaff trysail is an article of outfitno good sailorman will over- | 
look or nnderrare.,| 

YACHTING IN AMERICA. 

(From the London Times. | 
THERE is a greatdeal of excitement in yachting circles (and that 

means in high social circles) this fall over the racing results of 
the past season. Rumor brings word ofanew and wonderful yacht in 
British waters, the Marjorie, whose speed has proved to be extra- 
ordinary, and whose owner meditates a dash for the America Cup 
in 1884. One would imagine her to be a kuife blade, with buttertly 
attachment of unheard-of power. Bethat as it may, her perform- 
ances haye heen noted with decided interest. and hundreds of busy 
brains over here are revolving the problem of what our yacht clubs 
must do if the Marjorie should enter her demand for a trial of speed 
with our own racers, The question is, whichis the hetter model, 
that of the centerboard sloop or that of the cutter. 

So far as depth of hull is concerned, the idea, of the cutter is not so 
entirely new in American waters as many suppose, Jn is true that 
the American model, so dalled, has been conspicuons for its breadth 
of beam. shallow hold, and flatness of floor, leewardliness being 
guarded against by the use of a large deep centerboard. But too 
much prominence has been given tothe model prevalent at New York 
city. ‘The America, the aoe Julia, and the famous schooner pilot- 
boat Mary Taylor, all productions of that genius. George Steers, were 
of comparatively light draft. and they had the peculiarities which 
are Bees to characterize the American model. In and around 
New York Harbor, on the Hudson River, and on Long Island Sound, 
all Famous waters for cruising, the light ‘yaft yachts. with broad 
heam and shallow holds, have been immense!y in the majority. They | 
wore especially suited to the waters in whico chey sailéd. Bub 
America isa large place, and there are other yachting cevlers besides 
New York. At Boston, the cruising ground isa different one, There 
is to he surean ample bay. but the harbor has long heen too crowded 
with merchant vessels. excursion steamboats, und tugs, to make 
it a desirable region for pleasure sailing. Within the lasn 20 years the 
bout builders and yacht clubs have gradually come to congregate in 
the suburb called South Boston, & long point of land, from whose 
ecean side the yachts can put ont at once into open water. Around 
New York, the chibs can put ont for an afternoon sail and cruise for 
several hours without fairly getting away from smooth water. Ab 
Philadelplia, they must sail many hours before they reach the sea, 
Gutin Boston they sail at once Into a rough and deep sea, The ten- 
rlency at the latter port has, therefore. heen for yearsin the direction 
of keel yessels of goodly draft, Keel boats have been preferred 
aven for sloops. It is New Hugland whieh has produced the) clipper 
fishing schooners and sloops, all keel vessels, of which every old salt 
in America isso proud. The yachting fraternity of Boston and the 
fishing (owns number many men who have at least a partial acqusint- 
anee with fishing experiences, and the liking for keel vessels has been 
the stranger on that account, The boat builders of New England 
have, therefore, studied the deep type of build for twenty years, 
They have produced many remarkable little vessels, For ten yeurs 
they have also been studying and building after the cutter model, as 
heing more nearly of the type they preferred than the centerboard 
oraft. 

‘At San Francisco. also. where the boats must he seaworthy to a 
igh degree, owing to the rough waters and strong winds prevalent 
there, deep hulls haye also been. preferred. The same is true of other 
yachting centers. Ihis around New York alone, in fact, that the Hat 
model for yachts of all sizes has been so predominant. And even 
(here we have had many deep and sharp pilot boats and yachts built 
in imitation of them. 
However, after all this is said. it must be confessed that through- 

out America the greatest dependence has always been placed upon 
width of beams. Beam is the one dimension that has escaped taxa- 
tion in the rules of measurement. Sailing length, which is the length 
on the load water line, with apart of the overhang of the countcr 
added, has heen the dimension the most severely taxed, Latterly, 
sailarea has been taken somewhat into account by the different 
clubs, but beam has never been considered, except in a very. differ- 
entmanier. So that even in the keel vessels, so popular in New 

the hulls are wider than in English 
the state of 

England and at San Francisco, r d 
eutters. A comparison can he made which will show 
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affairs at aflance, The average relation of beam and depth of hold 
to Iength is, as appears in the following table, the data for English 
cutters being derived from these spevimens with which we are 
acquainted in New York: 

Length on Depth of 
water line. Beam. hold. 

Bnglish cutters.-......-.-.-.. --+- L 216 L U4 Le 
| New York cutters = = ee {, 243 163 1 
New York sloops.... .,-.--: L 34 L 4 ob 
New York keel schooners..,,..- . L 2 GL 10 L 
New York centerboard schooners, L 25 L 005 L 
Boston cutters, ..,..--, a1 L 265 Ls 145 LB 
Boston sloops.-- ..-- ...--seeee ee L 37 L 13° L 
Boston schooners Mees! mle 285 WL 

| San Francisco and | 
| schooners .<..-.. “ i L 33 L 095 

In the construction of the 1,875 yachts which appear in the Ameri-— 
can list for 1883, and in the more than 1,000 boats, owned here and 
there, not. enrolled im any regular club, the builders have not, of 
vourse, heen influenced by set formule in regulating dimensions so 
much as they have been by the measurements of other successful 
boats of approximate size, Nevertheless, the average good yachts 
of all the clubs have followed the formuls given above, I€ the pro- 
portions giyen have been deviated from, ib has been for some special 
reason of the owner. 
| The first shock given to American ideasas to heam was admin- 
istered hy that admirable little boat, the Madge, at New York in 1531, 
She was built at Gowan in 1879, was 46ft. lin. long over all, 3834ft. 

| long on the water, 7$4ft. hea, and 7J4ft, deep, drawing Sft. of water, 
and registering 10 tons. She sailed four races of 30 miles each on the 
New York Yacht Club coursein the lower harbor and past Sanily 
Hook. To New York eyes she was a singular object, more like a 
flying fish than anything else, loving more to Fo through a wave than 
over it, and setting at defiance some of the notions of our own 
amatenr sailors, Who used to think pleasure sailing implied going 
over the water rather than through it. This astonishing creature 
first thrashed the big-beamed sloop Schemer, 1314 tons, 34ft, lin, long 
over all, 361¢ft. long on the water, 1444ft. beam and 4teft, deep, 
drawing 3ft. of water and using a centerboard. She won by six min- 
utes actual sailing time. She then beat the centerboard sloop Wave. 
4124ft. long, 38ft, T4in. long on the water, 14%4ft. beam, 414ft. deep, ; 
drawing 4ft., doing it handsomely by 12 minutes. The next day she 
sailed away from the sloop Mistral, a boat exactly the size of the 
Sehemer, leaying her rival ouf of sight in a lamentable manner. 
Finally she had another brush with the Schemer, and left her so far 
behind that no one had the courage to make another effort. Never | 
did American yachtsmen and boat builders scratch their heads and 
tear their hairas during the following winter. The list was searched 
fora sloop that would match the victorious cutter. Several noted 
constructors plotted the production of craft that would overpower 
her. Those they launched for the purpose, however, could do no 
better than iheir predecessors, The victories of the Madge gave a 
great impetus to the building of deep and narrow boats. Eleven 
cutters were built that winter at New York and Boston, more than 
had been produced previously in the United States, all told. 
Great was the joy when, iu the fall of 1882, ata great gathering of | 

yachts from all parts of the Allantic coast at Marblehead, Mass., the 
cutter model met its fate twice, from blows dealt by a big beamy 
eenterboard sloop, the Vixen. The cutter on this cecasion was the 
Maggie, built in England in 1878, a victorious boat. 48ft, long, 4474fte 
long on the water, 82¢ft. beam, Bft, hold, and 8éft, drart, The 
Vixen was an old boat, built at Philadelphia in 1871, a 2i-tonner, in 
eyery way alarger vessel than the Margie, except possibly as to dis- 

| placement, She was 5ift. long over all, 44ft. long on the water. 16ft. 
| heam, dft. deep. with digft, draft, She had pam iant displayed 
freat ability. The Philadelphians know howto build boats. She 
was selected to meet the stranger. Marblehead is an ancient town 

| of wooden houses, swarming with cod, halibnf and mackerel fisher- 
men, the home of many a fleet clipper schooner, and Yankee to the 
core, The excitement over the coming contest was intense, Races 
of all sorts were sailed by the yachts, and then came the crowning 

| trial, Tt is said that the amount of tobacco chewed that day on ship 
anil shore it ig impossible to estimate. Nothing stirs a Yankee tosuch 
emulation and emotion as to meet an Hoglishman in friendly rivalry. 

| He is theonly foeman thought worthy of our steel, The sloop and the 
cutter crossed the line together in a light wind, the cutter going to the 

| front. The wind freshened, and the sloop then drew ahead, crossed 
the cutter’s bows. and led her throughout the race. Tt was a good 
race, and the Vixen won by 24 minutes. The Maggie challenged 
again. The request for another trial was complied with, and the 
Vixen again won the day in 16 minutes. To say that every Yankee in 
that whole region felt as if he weighed 100 pounds more after fhe two 
yaues is tostate the case mildly, No matter about the disparity in 
size of the yachts; the races were taken as proving that beam, inside 
hallast. and centerboards, could bold their own against deep drat, 
narrow bulls, and ballast on the keel, Thesuperiority of the *Ameri- 
can model’ was thoughtassured. Beam makes a boatso comforta- 
ble for all ordinary ernising that no one wanted to see it proved to he 
deficient in speed. There were only about four cutters bnilt by 
American yachtsmen in the winter of 1882. But then came the eruis- 
ing of 1883. varied by numerous races at New York, New London, 

| Newport, Boston, Marblehead, and other points. In spite of all dis- 
| couragements, the cutters of the various fleets kept showing their 
| heels fo the sloops. Like the irrepressible Ben Butler, they woald not 
slay beaten. Like the doctrines of the Cobden Olub, which all good 
Americans feel hound to regard as insidious, they persisted mm coming 

| to the front, The cutter seems to be a stubborn fact, We cannot fet 
| rid of if, The number of brushes that took place cannot be computed. 
| All the various trials culminated in a series of races between the cut- 
ter Bedouin and the eenterboard sloop Gracie, both of New York, 
These boats measured! 

Lover L. on Ton- 
all, water. Beam. Hold. Draft, nage, 

Bedouin, cutter,..,, 83 WO 15) — 11% 534 
' Gracie, sloop ....-., 79 5-5 0984 22s 624 Ble 50 

Three trials were made, one of them fora cup valued at $1,000 and 
the Bennett Challenge Cup for sloops, 20 miles to windward and re- 
turn, The Bedouin won two of them handsomely, iIncludme the one 
for the cup. The Gracie won the third by a narrow margin, beating 
“oth the Bedouin and (he f0ft, eutter Oriva. The general result has 
been a tremendous blow to the American sloop model, The Gracie is 

) a beautiful boat. Sheis owned by two men, one of whom, Charles B. 
Flint, comes of an old New England shipping family, which owns 
some of the largest American sailing vessels afloat, and is thoroughly 
identified with American interests. It must not be supposed that the 
| defeat of the Gracle has quenched the ardor of its enthusiastic 

nor that of the sincere belieyers in the superiority of beam, 
Yachtsmen ure now dreaming of a sloop that can beat the Gracie hy 
aif an hour. and uo pains will be spared to produce one. Neverthe- 
less. they are all wondering how the Bedouin managed to do it, and 

| there is much profound meditation on what may happen shonld the 
English eutter Marjorietake a fancy to challenge for the America Cup. 
At the boat yards there are signs of @ revival of confidence in narrow 
and deep boats, Plans are preparing for a number of such vessels. 
There will certainly be many new cutters m 1884, 5 P 
| The contests of 1883 have fairly. and finally, turned attention seri- 

owners, 

[TAN. 10, 1884. 

ously in the direction of the English model, Frequent war whoops 
are heard from the Forest Avy Stream, the principal yachting jour 
nal and advocate of the Gutter in America. and boat builders are now 
carefully studying the possibility ofa new kind of model, which shall 
combine all that is sood in both the sloop aud the cutter. Comprom- 
ise Taodels are under discussion. There is an impression, in the lan- 

age of the day, that “eenterboards must go." The tendency now 
is decidedly im fayor of keel vessels, and it will be plometed con- 
siderably by the new ules for measurement for time allowances, 
The old system was based on the ctibical contents of the hull. or, in 
otler words, on the displacement, Length was taxed, and so was 

' depth. Nothing is now taken into account, except the sailing Jength 
of the hull and the sail area, ‘The New York Yacht Club, the princi- 
pal one in the United States. was the last one at this port to adoptthe 
new standard, This is its first year under the new rules. The sail 
area is regarded as a triangle: the hase extends from ihe jibstay on 
the bowsprit, or tyiug jibstuy ou the jibboom, to the end of the main- 
boom, with a quarter the length of main gaff added: the perprndicu- 
lar is measured from the gaff topsail hlock on thé mainmast: to the 
npper side of the mainboom. ‘The length of the vessel is then mes- 
sured from the forward side of stem at the water line to the end of 
water line at the stern, wherever found, the crew being stationed 
amidships. The formula is then 

y area of sail+2 T..W.L, 

3 
On the result is based the time allowances. The Seawanlaka Club 

at New York which has given creat encouragement to deep hulls. 
measures according to the following formula. 

LW.L+4/ sail area, 
a 

This all tends toward deeper boats. There is uo doubt that 3, great 
deal of money will be spent this winter in experiments with deeper 
models, The pride of our yachtsmen is involved. It would be # 
serious blow to them to losethe America Cup. To retdinit they are 
willing to go a long way in the construction of new vessels, 

COST OF YACHTS.—Bnilding yachis in (trent Britain is very 
much cheaper than with us, if the figures of the veld are correct. 
especially when we consider that an English racing yacht is far 
superior in material, workmanship anid especially in outfit, to the 
generality of yacht work turned out on this side of the Atlantic. 
The first cost of a crack racing yaw! like Latona, 94ft, loadline, 20.3f0. 
beam, 12.5ft. draft, is put down as $40,000; and the same for a@ big 
schooner like Gwendolin, 103fi. Joadline, 21.2ft: beam and 12,8ft. 
draft. The first cost of a racing forty, like the lleen, about (ft. 
loadline, is put down as $12,000. To duplicate those vessels here 
would cost from half as much again to almost double the amount, if 
quality aud equipment are strictly followed. Tne figuresin the Field 
seem too low to us, but the /i#ld is in a position to know more about 
the cost of building abroad than we are, 
VESTAL.—This English schooner, reported capsized in our pre- 

vious issue, fell over on her side owing to the giving away of shores 
and mooring lines, the tide being out at rhe time, Vestal was 
modelled after the schooner America. The mainmast flew out of 
the step and ripped up the deck, but repairs are to be effected. She 
is thirty years old, reported sound and {n Fair condition. 

NATAD,—This modern racing ten-tonner was caught out in the Irish 
Channel during the racent disastrous gales which visited the British 
coast Dec. band f, She was on her passage from Scotland to South- 
ampton, Her skipper, John MeNieol, reports her a yery fine sei 
boat, Naid is 87ft, loadline, 7.7ft. beam and Sit, draft, with 10 tons 
lead, or all of her ballast on the keeL 
MABEL.—Mr. Stebbins has just returned from Clayton, St. Law= 

rencé River, and has left the. necessary directions to have his com- 
promise sloop Mabel altered into a keel hoat, She is d7ft. over all 
42%t. water line and 1316. beam; will have 7 tons Of iron on the keel 
and 5tonsinside, The draft with keel will be 7ft., which is not con- 
sidered too much for luke service. 
GIL BLAS.—The correct dimensions of this yacht, recently bought 

by Mr, Smith of the Knickerbocker Yacht Club, are: Length over all. 
ohftt.: on water line. 24f,; beam, Slsft,; draft, 4ft.; ballast, 5,000 Ibs.. 
of whieh 3.000 is on keel, 1,000 east {o fitand 1,000 in a top layer. 
The dimensions given last week were taken with a wrong scale from 
the plans, 
FINANCIAL.The London Field estimates the average tirst cost 

of all yacht tonnage. big and little, sail umd steam, at #220 per ton 
¥. R.A. measurement, The value of the 3,000 yachts recorded in 
Lloyd's Register is placed at tienty-seven million dollars! Five 
thousand professioual seamen are shipped évery year by the fleet. 
NEW YACHT CLUB—It is contemplated to organize a new elib, 

with headquarters al West Now Drighton, Staten Island, There 1s 
ood anchorage in the bieht between the steamboat landings, and an 
nereased number of yachts are annually taking up moorings in that 
vicinity. Shipyards and boat-bnilders are also accessible, 

“ORUISES IN SMALL YACHTS."—TYor the information of many, 
we muy say that this little yolume, noticed recently, isa London pub- 
lication, and can only be had by ordering through newsdealers, or 
by sending P. O. order for $1.50 direct to the publishers, Norle & 
Wilson, 154 Minories, London, Hugland. 

REAL YACHTING.—Schooner Ranger, Mr. J. A, Morris, was in 
Norfolk Harhor Jan. 2: has heen extensively cruising Chesapeake” 
waters, andis hound South to the Gulf for the winter, with New 
Orleans as her port of hail till next spring. 

WANTED.—Will *Sinkboat,” of Easton, Md., please send address? 
Tt has been mislaid. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

S., Harrisburg, Pa.—Which is the heaviest hird, the ruffed or the 
pinnated grouse? Ans. The pinnated. 

G, §.. Salt Lake City —Can you inform me if what ‘Picket’ calls 
the whuoping cranein yourlastissneds known West as the sandhill 
crane? Ans, No; the whooping crane is white with black wing tips. 

Rrece, Brooklyn.—1. AsTwishto buy arifle please inform mo if rhe 
Sharps rifleis now being made, if so, their address; and if not, can 
you tell me where new ones cane had? 2. Also whab rifle is near- 
est it in style of action? 3. Also in huntingsuch game as deer, squir- 
rels, turkeys. eté., with a rifle, which is’ usually used, and whieh do 
you consider best to nse, the open or the peep and globe sigh ts? 
Which do you consider best to use in target practice in order to he- 
comea good shot? Ans, 1, Not_made now, Can he had of any of 
our large advertisers. 2. The Hepburn rifle, 3. Open sights are 
most used und best, 4. Peep sightsare most cammon especially for 
longer ranges. Ne) 

“What males life dreary is the want of motive.’ A motive to lise 
astern OG pens is to hecome a good writer. All stationers furnish 
them,—Adv, 

FLORIDA FISHIN G. 

AR 

The manufacture of fishing tackle particularly adapted to angling in Movida has long been @ special feature 

in our business, Those anglers who intend spending the winter or spring in Florida, will tind it to their advantage 

F to callon us, If not thoroughly posted in regard to what they require in onr line, under our advice they can provide 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
48 Maiden Lane, New York City. 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

With its compact type and in its permanently enlarged form 
of twenty-eight pages this journal furnishes each week a larger 

amount of first-class matter relating to angling, shooting, the 

kennel, and kindred subjects, than is contained in all other 
American publications put together. 

YELLOWSTONE PARK MATTERS. 

HE curious state of things existing in the Yellowstone 
National Park, as shown by the Washington dispatches 

printed in another column, is rather startling. The United 
States Government is defied, and the remarkable statement 
is made by the Secretary of the Interior that he has no 
power to enforce the regulations which he has made, and 

which he has ordered the Supzriatendent to see carried out. 

There is clearly a bitter quurrel among the individuals 
within the Park, the Superintendent standing on one side, 
while opposed to him is the representative of the Improve- 
ment Company. Each accuses the other of doing certain thin s 

that should not have been done, and many names are called. 
The Superintendent reports that the Improvement Com- 

pany have seized upon the Park; that his fences are torn 
down by its employes; that the public lands are used to 
pasture its stock, so that during the winter that belonging 

to the Government must be removed from the region or else 
starve to death; that the large game is being killed for the 
benent of the Company. Ile also alleres that the represen- 
tative of the Company has openly boasted that he will have 

him (the Superintendent) removed. 

A special agent sent out by the Secretary, reports that the 
Superintendent doves not carry out his instructions, and that 

his assistants are, many of them, remiss in performing their 

duties, and incompetent; that game is being destroyed for 

the Motel Company withont Jet or hindrance by the Supertn- 

tendent, and that no protection is afforded to the forests 
or the natural curiusities of the region. 

To this the Superintendent replies in ‘effect that the 
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Secretary’s orders are not obeyed because he has no means 
of enforcing them, and tbat the simple issue of orders with- 
out the power to carry them out is uscless. 

It is quite apparent that matters in the Yellowstone Park 

are in a very unsatisfactory condition. As to what the reai 
intentions or desires of the Supeirntendent may be, we know 
nothing, but assuming that he desires todo his duly, it is 

evident that it is impossible under the present state of affairs 

for him to properly protect the reservation. 

In the existing unsettled condition of tze law in regard to 

the Park, there is but one thing to be done to protect it. 

United States troops are needed there to carry out the orders 
given by the Secretary of the Interior to his subordinates. 

There subordinates are at present without any backing what- 

ever except the moral force of their titles, 

A-year ago we requestedithe Secretary to call on the War 

Department for troops to protect the Park. The need’ for 

this protection now is more urgent than ever before. An 
effort has been made to care for the Park, and this effort has 

proved wholly abortive. The Government is now the laugh- 

ing stock of the Improvereent Company and the skin-hunters 

and trespassers, Speedy and energetic action will be needed 

in the spring to make these people understand that the Sec- 

retary of the Interior means what he says, and has the power 

to enforce his orders. Until some legislation bearing on the 

civil government of the Park shall have determined the proper 

legal means by which the violators of laws and rules shall be 

punished, there is no means of preventing these violations 

except by the use of troops. 
The friends of the Park, and these are the people at large, 

would rejoive to see some vigorous measures taken by the 

Secretary of the Interior in behalf of their pleasure ground. 

Now that the Park has become so easily accessible, some- 

thing must be done, and that soon. 

TRIAL BY JURY | &. ants 

CASE was recently tried before © 2 wey 
of the Peace of Patchogue, Suffalk counly, 

which shows very clearly how utterly futite sre a2!) » 

at protection under the present gamelaw. The fac! 

At Sayville, L. I., Mr. E. R. Wilbur own: «@ farm of if) 

acres, on which he has from time to time jus ee vat 
These are never shot at, and, as they ar) re 

cured for, have become very tame, breediyz in siinmie® iu- 

mediately about the huuse, and manifesting nov the slig) 
fear of man, On the farm, in conspicuous positions along 

the boundary fences, are seven signs worded according to the 

statute, forbidding trespass. 

On the 20th day of last November one Sims Murdock was 

seen to cross the fence separating Mr, Wilbur's property 
from that adjoining. He hada gun in his hand and a dog 
with him, and in a few moments fired one barrel and then 

another. The owner approached him and found that he had 

in his hand a quail still warm and bleeding. Complaint 

was made against him for trespass under the game law. 

The trespass and the killing of the bird were admitted, and 
the only defense was that the defendant did not know 
to whom the land belonged or that it was posted. 
On trial, a clear case was made out against Murdock, In 

his defense he swore that he had lived six years at Sayville; 

that he lived within one mile of the plaintiff, and that he 

followed the bay fora living; that he did not know who owned 
the property, and that he had never seen the signs on the 
land. He further swore that he knew the boundaries of all 
the adjoining pieces of land, mentioning their owners’ names 

and showing general familiarity with the place and the pco- 

ple, <A highly intelligent jury of his peers condemned him to 

pay the plaintiff twenty-five cents damages. 

Murdock’s admission that he had lived at Sayville for six 

years, and that he wasa bayman and fisherman, makes it 
impossible to believe that he could have failed to know the 
Wilbur place, or could have been ignorant of the existence of 
the sign boards. One of these was within a few fect of the 

place where he crossed the boundary fence, and in plain 

sight. The plea of the defendant’s lawyer was the usual 
country lawyer’s spread eagle buncombe about the oppression 

of the poor man by the rich. 
The result of this cusu is to open all the preserves on Long 

Island to the poacher, who will very willingly pay a quarter 
of a dollara piece for birds. At Islip the South Side Club has 
large preserves On which many quail have been turned out. 

How will they enjoy secing their birds killed off by whom 

ever may take it into his head to go shooting on their land. 
The trouble in this and all similar cases lies in the way in 

which the statute is framed. It reads: “Any person who 
shall knowingly trespass, etc.” After the signs haye been 
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put up, il is the business of people to know that they are 

there, and the presence of this word ‘‘knowingly” in the 
same law renders it of no effect whatever. Moreover, the 

leaving of the amount of the fine to be fixed by the jury is 

ill wrong. The statute should fix the penalty and the jury 

should have no discretion in the matter whatever. It is but 

4 year or two, since a man—a clergyman, God save the 
mark—was prosecuted by a land-holderof Suffolk county for 

trespass, and killing woodcock in June. The jury awarded 

the complainant six cents damages. -We believe that the 

town of Southampton had the honor of producing this 
remarkable body. 

Attempts made by Jand-holders to preserve the game are 

made still more discouraging by a statutory provision to the 
effect that, in any suit in a justice’s court, if the defendant 
shall make a tender of any sum tothe plaintiff, and the latter 

shall refuse it, the plaintiff shall be responsible for all costs 

in the case above the amount recovered, unless he recover 

more than the amount of the tender (Code of Civil Proceed- 

ings, Chap, XTX., 2,892). In the Sayville case the defend- 
ant filed an offer to allow the complaiaant to take judg- 
ment against him for $2 and costs, which offer was refused. 

THE ADIRONDACKS. — 
ys Nae was introduced at Albany last Tuesday by Senator 

Lansing, which provides for the protection of the 

Adirondack forests by the establishment of a State Park, to 

be fenced in and put in charge of a superintendent. The 

extent of the territory to be included in this park comprises 

1.700,000 acres. Of this land the State now owns 750,000, 

or less than one-half. The bill (as reported in the press dis- 

patches) provides that the State shall assume immediate 
active control of the forest len + i Tie 

th 
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mueb jute . he proposition to assume 

est | State control of those lands shall terminate ina huge job; 
and again we urge that such a fear is not based on good 

grounds. The forests ought to be saved, eyen at great (hut 

not exorbitant) cost, and in this day and gencration most 

surely the xan with the big pocket to fill ought not to stand 

in the way. 

A WARNING FOR VIRGINIA. 
HE concluding sentence cf a communication on ‘The 
Quail of Virginia,” printed on another page, is this: 

“Tenorance aud selfishness is fast destroying a most royal 

hunting ground.” We commend that statement to the con- 

sideration of the people of Virginia, concerzing whose 
game grounds itis written. Woefulisthat ignorance which 
will not foresee the game extermination that must come; and 

stubborn is that selfishness which obstinately goes on “‘hog- 

ging” the fast-diminishing supplies of nature. 

Are there not in the great State of Virginia a sufficient 
number of sportsmen, with eyes that cau sce beyond their 
gun muzzles, to combine for united cffort and action? What 

is everybody’s business is always nobody’s busincss; an as- 
sociation of the right men ought to be founded in Virginia 
to make it their particular business to put a stop to the in- 

discriminate and improvident game killing by home and 

foreign shooters. 

DESIRABLE GAME GROUNDS are very rapidly passing into 

the hands of clubs. Is this to be deplored? Jf so, what is 

the remedy? As the bir(l snarera say, “‘VW/hat ere you going 
to do about it?’? We should be pleased to have the views 

of any thoughtful man who appreciates this movement, and 
what it means. 

Tuk Way or NewspaPhr Orrices.—This bit of copy 

for the piinter is written on the blank side of an anonymous 
letter from a man in |torchester, Mass., who wants to know 
something about air-guns. We receive all sorts of anony- 
mous communications from all sorts of people, and they all 
go the same way—to the waste basket, or are utilized in 
some other equally profitable manner. We expect to receive 
many more such unsigned letters, and this note is wiitten 
not to prevent people sending them in, but only to explain 
to the writers why they néyer hear anything from them, 
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EUROPEAN FOREST SCHOOLS. 
STRIKING contrast with our helter-skelter treatment 
of forests is afforded by the careful training given by 

the Forest Schools of the continent of Europe, and particu- 

larly those of Germany, to those put in chatge of this great 
public interest. We Americahs have commonly taken it for 

granted that about all the qualifications needed for the wood- 

man was an indisposition to “‘spare that tree,” together with 
the muscle and skill to swing an axe (hitting twice ina 
place), and to skid the logs on a sled or split them into posts, 

rails or cordwood. 
Only a few of our people hayve—at least until very lately— 

had the faintest idea that the relations of the forest to every 
department of industry are far-reaching and complex, and 
that, therefore, those who manage forests should understand 

these relations. 

We are about to have this lesson scored in by the sharp 
switeh of adversity. We are already suffering much, and 

are sure before long to suffer more because of this blindness. 
Even adversity may not open our eyes, because our yast loss 
will be the aggregate of so many littles that they may not be 
recognized as coming from one and the same source—and 
that is spoliation of the forests. ‘ 

A few words from Bernard Palissy—whose insight into 
the physical universe seems so marvelous when we reflect 

that he lived more than 800 years ago—puts this very con- 

cretely: 

“T cannot enough detest such a thing”—he was speaking 
of the sreedy stripping off the forests by noblemen and high 

ecclesiaststics from Jand under their control—‘‘and can call 

it nota fault, but a curse anda misfortune to all France; 

because, when all the woods have been leveled there must 

be an end of all the arts, and artisans may go browse onherb 

like Nebuchadnezzar. I bave sometimes attempted to put 
down in order the arts that would cease if there came to be 

an end of wood: but when I had written a great number of 
them, I could see no way to an end of my writing, and hay- 

ine considered all, I found that there was not a single one 
to be exercised without wood, that all navigation and all 

fisheries must cease, and that even the birds and several kinds 

of beasts which nourish themselves upon fruits must migrate 
to another kingdom, and that neither oxen, cows, nor any 

other bovine animals [perhaps he meant to inglude horses 
and mules] would be of service in a country where there was 
no wood.” (‘‘L’ Art de Devenir Riche,” 2 work dedicated to 

the French people, quoted in Morley’s “Life of Palissy,” 

vol, kk, p, 31). 

Gathering up the results of the studies and experiments, 

pursued by many laborious investigators during the three 

centuries since the almost inspired Potter of Saintonge wrote 

the vigorous words just quoted, these Forest Schools have 

put togeumer 2 body of theory and practice which comprises 
both the science and mtof forestry. To master it requires 
talent and industry of a high orgcr and many years of 
patient application. After a brief classincation of these 

Schools, we will look in on them, -and follow the pupils 

around at their studies and their work. 

There are three leading theories, and three sorts of school 
based on these. The first theory is that since so many of 
the studivos—botany, geology, chemistry, mathematics—are 

taught at the universities, it would be best to make the For- 

est School a department of the university, which has already 
instructors, museums, libraries and laboratories. Of this 

élass ave the Forest Schools at Giessen, Zlirich and Munich. 
The second idea is to locate a school in or near a large 

forest, so as to apply what is taught in actual practice. On 

this plan are carried on the schools at Neustadt-Eberswalde, 

Miinden, Eisenach, Nancy (France) and others, 

The third idea is to combine the study of Agriculture and 

Forestry in the same school, and while they give theoretical 
instruction aim principally at practice. Of this sort are the 

schools at Hohenheim, Vienna, St. Petersburg and Stock 

holm. ; 
The sort of study and work which employs the students 

in most of these institutions is not of a primary character, 
In the public schools much elementary instruction in Agri- 
eulture and Forestry is given to those who are to be the 

future laborers in field and wood; but those who are to 
direct these toilers must be qualified to pursue quite ad- 
yanced studies before joining these professional schools, é. ¢., 
at the Polytechnic School at Baden one must, if he wishes 

to enter the State Forestry service, bea citizen aud must 

haye taken a full course in a gymnasium (which is quite 
equivalent to a college course at a high-grade American col- 
lege), nnd must then, for two years, pursue general studies 

in mathematics and physics preparatory to the special course 

in Forestry. If he fails in his examination upon the work 
of these two years he has only one more trial. If suecess- 

ful, he begins the special studies, which lust two years longer, 
and then he is examined by directors of forests, professors 
of law, agriculture and mathematics. If successful, he is 
then given a position under the general district foresters as 
an assistant, aud after further study and practice in this 

capacity, from six to ten years—according to the number of 
those competing with him—he will, if faithful, be appointed 
fig a general district forester. Here are from ten to fourteen 
years of study and practice after one has the equivalent of a 
good American college education, before he can assume the 
full duties of a forester, 
At Neustadt-Eberswalde, about twenty-four miles north- 

east from Berlin, is a well-equipped school upoxr the’second 

| of the three ideas named above. “It was organized in 1821, 

established asa department iu the University of Berlin— 
that is, it was ut first based upon the first of the three plans— 

but the syperintendent, Dr. Pfeil, urged that it be made a 
separate institution (the second plan) and be located near 

some large forest. In this be was warmly seconded by Wil- 
helm and Alexander yon Humboldt, and in 1880 the acad- 
emy was moved to its present location, where it is near two 

large forest districts. Its course of instruction embraces 
three groups of subjects: First, Fundamental, divided into 

(a) natural sciences and (b) mathematics; second, Principal 

sciences, and third, Sceondary sciences. To get an idea of 

the course, let us glance at the studies pursued and the 

work done in each of these departments: First, Natural 
Sciences. This includes general and theoretic chemistry, 

specinl inorganic and organic (applied) chemistry, physics 
and meteorology, mineralogy and geognosy (speculative 

geology), definition of minerals and rocks, The students 
have now learned something of the materials whose combi- 

uations and interactions under natural law are to furnish their 

life study. Next come investigations of living organisms. 
Botany in general and forest botany in particular; anatomy 

of plants, vegetable physiology and pathology. Microscopy 

comes in here to enable the pupils to see nature’s small work- 
shops, and botanical excursions are made, 8o much for 

plant hfe. Then, for the animal kingdom, we have general 

zoology, special study of vertebrates, and in order that 

forest insects may be understood, a course of instruction is 

deyoted to the invertebrates, Some practice is given in 

making zoological preparations; thirty-two geological ex- 

cursions of three hours each are made. In all, 840 hours of 

instruction are given in the Natural Sciences. 
Under (b) Mathematics we have geodesy, or that branch 

of surveying which takes into account the curyature of the 
earth, and this, with interest and rent account, wood meas- 

uting, mathematical reviews, suryeying and leveling and 

plan drawing, fill up the 440 hours of teaching in mathe- 

matics, 
Under the second general head—Pyincipal Setences—we 

will just take a look, as it were, at the backs of the books in 
which they must delye and mine. The subjects are: Culti- 
vation of forests, forest implements, geographical forest 

botany, protection of forests, forest usuiruct. (By the 

way, thatis just what we Americans most need to learn 

about forests, It means the right to use without lessening 

the value or substance. We haye made spendthrift haste 10 

squander principal as well as interest. Would that some 

wise head could haye taught this same forest usufruct to 

our forefathers). Then come technology, forest survey- 

ing and appraising, calculation of forest values and 

statistics, administration of forest and hunting, redemp- 

tion of tights and usage, forest history, reviews and ex- 
aminations. The total of 980 honrs instruction in these 
subjects with hard names is filled out by eighty-eight forest 
excursions. Third come the secondary sciences. Under the 
head of Jurisprudence there are civil and criminal law, civil 

and criminal lawsuits and constitutional rights and juris- 

prudenve. Total, 180 hours. Miscellaneous subjects in this 
third department are: Construction of roads, hunting; 

forty-eight shooting exercises of two hours each (the boys 

must like that); in all 340 hours teaching is given in these 

secondary sciences, 
Tn all the three departments a grand total of 2,648 hours, 

teaching is given—on an average almost five hours a day. 

Of course this means at least as many more hours spent in 

preparation for recitations. 

If we only had had work similar to that done in these 

schools here in America during the last hundred years we 
should not be, as the most sobey,and best intormed special- 

ists say we are, upon the brink of a general timber famine. 
That means atleast a billion dollars a year of direct loss— 
probably a good deal more—and of indirect damage in the 
way of climate, public health, water to ficat vessels, turn 
inill wheels and support vegetation, a sum total which only 

God knows, whose physical and moral law we have sodread- 
fully broken by our treatunent of his great gift of the forest, 
Much information on the subject treated in this article is 

to be found in Dr. Hough’s Repert on Forestry, United 

States Department of Agriculture, 1877, 

THE MICHIGAN ASSOCIATION. 

i) hee meeting of the Michigan Sportsman’s Association 

was well attended, and the discussion of an interest- 

ing character. The principal subject before the convention 

was the appointment of a State Game Warden. Dr. Holmes, 
the president, rend a paper urging the duty of the State to 
undertake the practical work of controlling its game, and he 
also suggested that it might be wise for the Association to 
proyide a retreat for the game by securing the control of a 
large area of woodland in the Northern Peninsula. The 
election of officers was as follows: 

Dr. E. 8. Holmes, of Grand Rapids, President; 8. A. 

Rogers, of Jackson, Secretary; N. A. Osgood, of Buttle 
Creek, Treasurer. A. H. Mershon, Director for four years, 

and J, C. Parker, of Grand Rapids, for three years. 

So 

THe Massacnuserts Socimpy had a meeting in Boston 
last night to consider a plan for making uniform the New 
England game seasons, We shall give a fuller notice of the 

proceedings in our next issue. 

AFIER CARIBOU. 

TESTLED among low wooded hills lics the beautiful 
Basin of Gaspé. Its blue waters are seldom lashed to 

fury by the tempestuous winds of the North Atlantic; for 
the most-part they spaikle blithely in the sun, and kiss the 
gentle slopes with a loyerlike tenderness, Here the weather- 
beaten fisherman finds a safe anchorage for his strained and 

laboring bark, and the seaman, after haying escaped the 
perils of the Labrador coast and of Anticosti, enters this port 
and feels secure, It is its quiet picturesqueness rather than 

any grandeur of the scenery that renders Gaspé go lovely. 
Rounded hills clad with evergreen forests, cultivated fields, 

down toward the water's edge, low white buildings that 
stand in the shadow of tle woods or upon the shore, the tiny 

hamlet on the steep hillside, and the blue waters of the Basin, 

combine to make upa landscape which cannot fail to charm. 
The prospect is an attractive one at all seasons. In winter 
the green foliage of the firs upon the hillside forms heayy 
masses of color to relieve the brilliant whiteness of the uni- 

versal snow. Over the ice-bound waters, sleighs drawn by 
swift-footed little horses, dash along with a cheery melody 

of jingling bells, and dog teams more deliberately haul their 
heavy loads, each guided by a fur-clad driver, on his snow 

shoes. ‘he, prospect is not less lovely when the sloping 
meadows have begun to take on their tender green, and the 

freed waters are alive with fish and fanned by the wings 
of migrating fowl, and all nlong the shore the fishermen are 

overhauling their craft and preparing nets aud lines for the 

work which is at hand. 
But summer is Gaspé’s most delightful season, Now all 

the yegetation is in its fullest luxuriance. The thrifty 
crops are maturing. The harvest will soon be ripe for the 
sickle. Hillside and meadow and woodland are beautiful 
with a thousand delicate and fragrant wild flowers. Im 

the fields and along the roadside you may pluck the blos- 

soms of the lily, the violet, the Cauada ecornel, the purple 
yetch, and the ox-eyed daisy. The delicate pink hells of the 

linzwa nestle half concealed among their rounded leaves in 
the shadow of tree and rock, and in the burnt woods the 

creamy blossoms of the blueberry whiten the ground. Evyery_ 
where there is the rich green of the ferns and of sheeny yel- 

vet moss, and pale gray red-cupped lichens, Summer is the 

season for work here. Basin and harbor are dotted with 
fishing craft. The tiny dory, the sharp-prowed whale boat, 

and the heavy smack with red or white sails, hurry hither 
and thither, intent upon the capture of cod or mackerel, 

and their arrival and departure give an air of bustle to 

the scene which is observable at no other season of the 
year. Now, too, the salmon fishers arrive, and pole up 

the rivers which empty into the Basin, to capture these 

noble fish. 
Autumn is not the least attractive of the seasons at Gaspé. 

The fishing is at an end. The gently sloping fields near 
the water have yielded their crop to the farmer, and their 
yellow stubbles lie warm in the afternoon sun. The wooded 
hills still preserve their never-changing dark green hue, but 

here and there among them are seen patches of pale yellow, 
which tell of the presence among the spruces of a poplar or 

a white birch, or a maple or a feathery larch. In the 

open places in the forest, where fire or the axe of the settler 
has cleared away the growing timber, the new growth is 

brown. Keen frosts have nipped the ferns, and the Jow 
shrubs which have replaced the forest trees, now flourish 

among their while rotting trunks, The yellow Icaves of 
birch and poplar and ash reluctantly let go their hold upon 

the parent stem and slowly fall to earth. The waters of the 

Basin are not less blue now than in summer, but they are 
more changeful, Often the lurrying storm cloud casts over 
them ils shadow, making them scem white, er pale gray, or 
heayy and Jeaden, The fishing boats which a month or two 
beforeswarmed here, laye departed or arelaid up—their occu- 

pation gone. A host of birds are starting on their southward 
journey. The shrill bleat of the svipe is heard in the 
marsh, the whistle of the wild duck's wing comes quivering 

over the waters, the trumpet-like cry of the Canada goose 
echoes against the hillsides, Winter is at hand, and a 

universal restless movement peryading all nature, proclaims 
his coming, The frosts become sharper and more killing; 

a little snow falls and then melts again; harder frosts fellow; 

more snow falls; the bay freezes over, and Gaspé settles 

down to six months of solitude, 

My first visit to Gaspé was in autumn. I had been in 
search of ground where | might have a chance to kill a 

caribou or two, and through the great kindness of your 
delightful correspondent, Mr. J. U. Gregory, had been 

directed here, Gaspé is reached from Montreal, Quehee or 
Halifax by the Intercolonial Railway to Campbellton, thence 

by steamer, which sails on Tuesdays and Saturdays at five 
A.M. The run cccupies about eighteen hours, though much 

depends upon the amount of freight carried by the vessel, 

and her consequent detention at way ports, ‘The route lies 
along the north shore of the beautiful Baie des Chaleurs, a 

region famed for its salmon rivers and its picturesque scen- 
ery, The settlements are nct numerous, and the only indus- 

try of importance is the fishing. This coast was at one 
time the mest important fishing ground in America, but of late 

years the catch has greatly fallen off, The country has not 
prospered as it would seem it should have. The reason given 
for this is that, until within a short time, the fishing business 
has all been in the hands of a yery few firms, who monopo- 
lized this and all the trade of the region. The inhabitants 
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were thus entirely in their power, were obliged to work for 
them, to sell them their fish and to purchase their supplies 
at their stores. Jn this way, itis said, the fishermen were 

constantly in debt for provisions and clothing, and their 

utmost exertiona were unavailing to throw off the load, 
Then followed the mortgaging of their farms and small hold- 
ings, and in process of time these passed into the hands of 

their creditors. Thiscauld only result in one way—in the 

utter discouragement of the people. Many of them sold 
their possessions for what they would bring, and emigrated 

to Upper Cunada or the United States, there to engage in 

farming, lumbering, or other occupations. This state of 

things in a less degree continues up to the present time, and 

more or less emigration is still taking place. Lately, how- 
ever, a change for the better has come about. New people 

haye gone into the fishing business, and there is more com- 

petition. As a consequence of this, the people receive hetter 

prices for their fish, and are able to purchase their supplies 

on better terms. Living, when judged by our American 
standard, is very cheap here. The prices of all commodities 
produced at home are very low, while those which are 

brought from without, such as flour, tobacco and similar 

articles, arc not high, 
Among the principal fishing houses are Chas. Robines & 

Co., Le Boutillier Bros., John & Elias Collas. The amount 

of fish exported by these firms is enormous. Itis stated that 
they send out#rom 180,000 to 150,000 quintals of dried fish per 

annum, representing from 35,000,000 to 50,000,000 pounds of 

green dressed fish—a quantity inconceivably great, 
The kindness of the gentleman to whom IJ had been re- 

commended by Mx. Gregory, had made the arrangement of 
my bunt a very easy matter, so that on arriving at the Basin 
preparations were soon in train, and after one day’s interyal 

all was ready. 
The sun had only just risen one bright October morning 

when we drove out of Gaspé. The frost of the night before 
had been sharp. The hard ground rang under the pony’s 

hoofs, and the wheels crashed through thick ice in the 

puddles in the road. At Joseph Eden’s house my bag and 

blankels were transferred to the cart, and we set out for the 

8t. John’s River, Two other carts, carrying the canoes and 
provisions, had gone on before. The York River flows into 

Gaspé Basin at its head, and the St. Jon’s is the next stream 
tothe westward, the portage between the two heing about 
miles. The road between the two streams is fairly good, 
havitg been cut out and keptin repair for Lord Dufferin, 
who for several years leased the salmon fishing in the St, 

John's. 
-It was too cold to drive with comfort, but just the day for 

a walk. The clear air was fresh and bracing; there was the 
lovely view from the hilltops, and besides this, there was 

the possibility of seeing a caribou during the walk, and a 
strong probability of killing a partridge or two. The road 

crossed the river bottom of the York, and then ascending a 
steep hill through a spruce forest, passed out into a clearing 

of burned woods, and couimued west over the rolling hills. 

The greatest elevation above tide-water is about 600 feet. 
From several points, beautiful views are to be had of the 

Basin and its surrounding hills, and to the south three or 
four little lakes, half hidden by the surrounding trees, 
flashed brightly in the morning sun. 

Caribou are occasionally killed in this burnt clearing, 

though it is too near the settlement for them fo be found, 

except as stragglers. All along our path blueberries grew in 
great abundance, They had been nipped by the frosts, 

and the leaves still clinging to the slems were red, and the 

berries shrunken and wrinkled, but sweet and delicious to 

the taste. We were not the only berry pickers, for every 

now and then we could scé where the bears had just been 

feasting on the fruit, and our progress started from the 

ground great numbers of birds gathered here for the same 
purpose. Robins and rusty grackles and woodpeckers and 

blue snowhirds were the most numerous, but one little white 

snowbird flew from the ground and alighted on a black stump 
by the roadside, from which he looked at me with soft, con- 

fiding eyes. I stood there within four fect of him and we 
gazed at each other for awhile. I had just come from a 

country still balmy with the soft breath of,1he late summer, 

and it was almost a shock to me to see this little winter bird, 

apparently at home. It made me realize what even the 
boreal vegetation had not yet succeeded in doing, that I had 
yeally “changed my skies.” 

Tt was afternoon when we reached the beautiful river, up 

which we were to proceed, aud a little later the cart madeits 
appearance. The two canoes, in which we were to ascend 
the stream, were what is styled the Gaspé canoe, built of 
thin poplar planks, and in shape very much like the Indian 

canoe, but less wide. They are beautifully graceful craft, 
aud a very great improvement on the old-fashioned birch, 

much steadier, and, of course, more durable. Those which 
we had were constructed by Joseph Eden, who is one of the 
best canoe builders along the coast. Bach canoe was fur- 

nished with a shoe of poplar planks, screwed to the bottom, 
to protect this from Injury when it is dragged over the stones 

in the shallow rifiles. When the water is low there is eften 
not enough to float the loaded canoe in the shoaler places, 

and then the men step out, and, taking hold of the gunwale, 

lift.and drag it along until the water becomes deep enough 
for them to resume the easier task of poling. 

The water was very low now; lower, the men said, than 

it had been for many years, aud if was supposed that the 
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the men’s feet and Jeft upside down to drain. 
which was merely a light cotton lean, shaped like, and about 

work of ascending the river would be very difficult. For 
this reason it had been thought best to take two canoes and 
four men, so as fo make the load for each craft a light one, 

and progress as rapid as possible. The few pounds of pro- 

visions and blankets which constituted all our baggage, were 

therefore divided as evenly as possible, and a little after one 
o'clock the crews stepped from the flatrock at the water's 

edge into the canoes and pushed off. 
The St. Jobn’s River is a beautiful stream, flowing down 

to the sea between high hills. Its course is rapid, and foam- 
ing riffles and low falls succeed one another at frequent in- 

teryals. Between these there are long quiet reaches, where 
the water is not more than two or three feet deep, and oc- 

casionally salmon pools, which are from fifteen to thirty 
feet in depth, The wateris marvellously clear, and one can 
distinguish each pebble that rests upon the bottom. Scarcely 

anywhere, except in Lake Tahoe, and in some of the hot 
springs in the Yellowstone Park, can 1 remember to have 

seen water so pellucid. The hills among which it flows are 
composed of a loose slate, sometimes changing to a friable 
laminated shell, or again, toa more heavily bedded solid 

limy rock, which, when recently fractured, gives forth a 

strong odor of petroleum. Usually the rock dips at an angle 

of about 45 degrees west to northwest, but in some places the 
beds are nearly horizontal. Much of the drift in the river 

bed has evidently come from these adjacent rocks, but some 

of it is quite unlike anything that Lsaw in the neighborhood. 
Numerous boulders, some of them very large, were com- 

posed of a very bard conglomerate of small pebbles cemented 
together by a fine, hard, sandy matrix. Blocks of a coarse 

green porphyry were abundant, as well as several different 

kinds of trachyte, one of which is dark purple, the crystals of 
orthoclase forming in a worn specimen beautifully regular 

sagittate markings, 
As we poled slowly up the river, we saw numbers of large 

salmon lying in the pools, and usually there were to be seen 

not far from the salmon, from one to a dozen great trout. 

The latter, at the salmon’s spawning time, accompany them 

continually, and eat all the spawn that they can secure. 

Both fish were out of season now, and we madeé no attempt 

to capture them, 
We camped that night about a mile above the Owl Capes 

—so called because of the abundance of owls usually found 

near these prominent hills—having come about seyen miles 
on the river, and thus having made good progress. The 
men had not been in the canoes half the time, and there had 

been much drayging of the eraft over shallows and sandbars. 
This was my first camp in the Canadian forests, and it was 

as different as possible from anything that I had ever seen 

before. The canoes haying been beached, and their loads 
carried up above high-water mark, were turned over and 

emptied of what little water had been taken into them by 
Our tent— 

the size of, one-half a common A tent, cut down through the 
ridge pole and uprights—was set up in a thick grove of 
larches, by tying its upper border to a cross-pole supported 

on the branches of two trees about ten feet apart, and its 

lower edge to pins driven in the ground three feet back from 

the eross-pole. The sloping walls thus covered the heads 

and shoulders of the eccupants, whose feet would extend 

toward the fire. About six feet in front of the tent two 
stakes, four feet long, were driven in the ground, and against 

these were piled, one on top of the other, four green logs, 

each eight feet Jong and one in diameter. A huge fire was 
built in frort of these back logs, which reflected a large por- 
tion of the heatinto the tent, thus rendering it yery warm, 
at times even uncomfortably so. From the spot where the 

beds were to be spread, all stumps, roots and inequalities were 

removed, and then a thick bed of fir boughs was spread on 

the ground, extending from the back of the tent, well out 

toward the fire. While these preparations for the camp were 
being made, two of the nen were busy collecting a great pile 

of firewood, which was laid up close to the tent to replenish 

the fire from time to time during the night. 
After supper, a8 we were stretched at ease upon the fragrant 

boughs before the fire, | began to make inquiries of Joseph 
and William as to the nature of the ground over which we 

were to hunt, aud the game which we hoped to see. They 
told me that many years ago the country had been burned 

over, and was now again growing up with a low scattering 

growth of firsand spruce. There are, however, many wide 

valleys and hillsides, either quite bare of trees, or at least so 

scantily covered with them that the deer can be seen a long 
way off, At the same time this young growth affords ex- 

cellent cover uoder which to approach the animals. Every- 

where in these open spots, the so-called reindeer moss is 

abundant, and furnishes food for the deer, but they do not 
usually seek this until 2 snowfall has occurred. Until then, 

they remain in the thick woods, feeding upon the ‘pigeon 
berries” and other plants whose leaves are still green, and 

upon the moss which grows upon the trees. When, how- 
ever, the ground is covered with snow, they leave the woods 
and resort fo the open spots where they dig for the moss, 
They paw away the snow with their fore feet just as a horse 
digs to get at the grass, and the long, thin hoof maxes an 
effective snow shovel. At this time of the year they collect 
in flocks sometimes numbering one hundred, and are then 

readily captured. 
The caribou are great bullies, and do, not hesitate to im- 

pose on the weaker members of the herd; this is especially 

-of success, 

seen in the winter, when they are digsing for the moss. If 

a small deer with great labor makes his way down to a good 
patch of the succulent lichen, some bigger one will he sure 
to come and drive his weaker brother from the spot, seizing 
upon his hole by the right of the stronger. This may per- 
haps explain the fact that the female caribou does not lose 

her horns until the spring. During the winter, when she is 
pregnant, she requires all the nourishment she can get, and 

were it not for the possession of these weapons of offense, 
she would be likely to be greatly imposed upon by the larger 

and stronger males, who probably haye just about as ruch 

gallantry as the males of other species of deer—and no more, 

Her horns, however, enable her to hold her own in the 

struggle for food, and to beat off the big bullics. 
Until a tracking snow falls, the chances for suecess in eari- 

bou hunting are not good. In the dense forest it is quite 

impossible to work ouf a track where the moss and leayes 

often show no signs. The work is slow, and the deer is very 
likely to see the hunter before if is observed by him, The 
winter, therefore, is the season chosen by those who live 

near the haunts of the caribou for laying in their supply of 

meat, and it sometimes happens that in a few days a small 
party may kill twenty or thirty deer. On the other hand, a 

very considerable proportion of those who come from a dis- 
tance to hunt caribou here ¢o away again without at all 

diminishing the stock of deer in the hills. Iwas told of a 
number of sportsmen who had in recent yeats visited Gaspé 
for this purpose, and was astonished and somewhat discour- 

aged to hear of the utter want of success which they had 
had. One English gentleman who, by the way, has written 

a book to tell the world of his adventures with the rifle, shot- 

gun and rod, was camped here a month without killing a 
singledeer. His companion in that time killed just one, 
Another gentleman, in six weeks’ hunting, killed four. Two 
young Americans hunted a mouth and saw none, The only 

really successful visiting hunters of whom | heard anything 

were two Englishmen, who sent up men to build their camp 

in August and moved up themselves in September, remain- 

ing until January. During their stay they are said to have 

killed fifty deer. 
T sought for a reason for such ill-luck on the part of the 

strangers who hunted here, and, though the men were too 
loyal to their former employers to say that their failure to 

accomplish anything was due to their lack of skill, I con- 

cluded that this must be the explanation of much of this lack 
Certainly as far as could be judged from what I 

heard, there was no dearth of game, But the men insisted 

that I must not expect to find the deer on the best hunting 

ground now. If we should have asnowstorm during owt 
stay in camp, then I might hope to kill some caribou, other: 

wise if would be doubtful. 
T was anxious to get a shot at these deer. I had never seen 

a caribou, though I had traveled in British Columbia and the 

Northern Rocky Mountains, where they are sometimes 

found. J was, however, familiar with the literature of the 

species, and now that was inits home, felt a great desire 
to inspect it close at hand. It was long since I had started 
upon a hunt with so much anxiety to be successful and— 
absurd as it seems to tell it—I had twice since my departure 

from home dreamed of caribou—asif I had been a boy starts 
ing out on my first hunt, A single standing shot at one, 
within fair range, would, I felt, repay me for my trip, IfI 
killed, my object would be accomplished; if I missed, [should 
have nothing to say, and would be content to turn about and 

go home, Yo. 
[0 BE CONCLUDED. | 

THE FLICK ERINGS. 

i is something of a task to read the ninety-six stories sub- 

mitted for competition; more of an undertaking to 
select, among so many good ones, the ten that are best; and 

perhaps most difficult, after the ten have been finally deter- 
mined, to arrange them in theirorder. To give all persons 

an opportunity to make the choice at their leisure, we pur 

posely made a liberal allowance of time. The date set for 
receiving the last votes was Feb. 1. 

An inspection of the ballots already sent in convinces us 

that the yoters have exercised some pains in selecting the 
stories voted for. Very few cards contain any evidence of 
having been written at random; the list in almost every case 
is eredilable. For the manner in which our friends have 
done their part in the balloting there is abundant cause for 

satisfaction. 
At the same time, we hope that it will not be forgotten 

that the task of counting the ballots and determining the 
result will involve much time, Allindiyiduals who intend to 
yote are most respectfully requested to do so as early as they 
may find it practicable. We wish to announce the result 

just as soon as it can be determined after the balloting is 
over. Vote early. The polls close Feb. 1. Votes received 
on Feb. 2 will go to the waste basket. 

A Prorosep Kansis Assooration.—Mr. J, D. Graham, 

of Manhattan, Kansas, with the Fish Commissioner of that 

State and others, proposes the formation of a State associa: 
tion for the protection of fish and game, and to that end he 
invites correspondence from game clubs and all persons in- 

terested in the matter. 

One Way.—Disseminate sound sportsmen’s literature. 
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LIFE AMONG THE BLACKFEET. 

BY J. WILDLAND SOnUl.TzZ. 

Eighth Paper: 

J OT loug ago, ahout the 1st of May, the first thunder of the 
season washeard. i wentimmediately to 1 Bear-man’s 

lodge and found him drumming and singing the ‘Thunder 
song. ‘To-morrow, my son, to-morrow,” said the old fellow 
as | Jooked in at the doorway, “we will dance, comé 1o-mor- 
row, | Am only singing now because my heart js glad.” The 
next day, at the proper time, with a number of other guests, 
T entered the lodge. 
The pipe-stem had already heen wnrolled, Intront of the 

five were two huge ketUles of cooked berries and a large 
wooden bowlful of them was given to each guest, Hach 
ond, before eating, took afew of them in his fingers and 
ribbed them into the ground, saying, “Take pity all Above- 
people, look at us.” 
When wl had finished cating a large black stone pipe 

how! wasfilled and fitted on the Bear-pipe stem, the Bear-nian 
then Held it uloft and quickly repeated this prayer: ‘Listen, 
Thunder, listen, Old Man, Sun, all Alove-peoy le, 41) Above- 
animals, listen, take pity. You will smoke; the Bearman 
fills bis pipe. Let us not starve; make the berries large and 
sweet; let the bushes havea heavy load. Look at all the 
women sind little children; look at us all; let us reach old 
age, let our lives be complete. Let us destroy our enemies, 
help the young men in the battles; man, woman, child, we 
all jwiy to vou; take pity and sive us good.” 

He then took the pipe and danced with it asin the pre- 
yions ceremony, At this time another storm had come up 
and the thunder erashed directly oyer our heads. “Listen,” 
said the Bearman, as he stopped daneing, ‘‘It hears us; 
We are not doing this uselessly;” und he raised his face, ani- 
mated with enthusiasm, toward the sky, his whole body 
trembling with excitement, and holding “the pipe “loft once 
more repeated his prayer. All the rest of the people were 
also excited and repeatedly clasped their arms over their 
breasts, saying, ‘Take pity! Good vive us, good give us!" 
After this the pipe was handed to a guest on the right end of 
the circle. Another guest took a lighted brand from the 
fire and counted four ‘‘coups,” at the end of each ‘tcoup” 
touching the bowl with the fire, and when he had repeated 
the last one the pipe was lighted. Tt was then smoked back 
and forth aronnd the circle, each one as he received it for 
the first lime repeating a prayer before he put the stem to 
his lips. When if waa smoked out 4 hole was dus'in the 
ground, the ashes earcfully knocked into it and covered 
over, and the Thunder ceremony ended, 
When people are so sick that they cannot leave their 

lode they often send for a Bear-man to come and ‘‘doctor” 
them. Although certain roots and herbs are used for medi- 
cine, as before stated, tle most efficacious remedy is thought 
to be the I-so-kin-wh-kim, the songs for the sick. These songs 
are not the property of aby individual or gens, but may be 
sung by any one. ‘They are supposed to drive away the evil 
guosts. The drum is always an accompaniment of the I-so- 
kin-ah-kin, with sometimes rattles, hoof bells and whistles. 
All the women of the lodvetjoin in the singing. Sometimes 
the chief doctor or singer blows upon the patient threugh 
a bivd’s wing-bone, after each Breath uttering a loud “whoo!” 
Water is also blown in the form of spray. In cases of rhcu- 
matism aud olher diseases when the pain is yery often acute 
in certain paris of the hady it is usual to bleed the place by 
cutting an incision or two witha knife. Bhstering is done 
with hot rocks, tind sometimes dried prickly pear thorns are 
inserted in the flesh, and burned, the thorn being consumed 
to the yery point. People of one gens very seldom doctor 
prople of another one. Although any one may be a doctor 
enly one or two persons in a g¢ns—those whohave been very 
successful with-patients—have much practice. Sometimes 
the doctor is a man and sometimes 1 woman. When one of 
(hese doctors is called upon to practice on a sick person, it is 
customary to demand a present at the very beginning, a 
horse or a number of robes, after a day or two another present 
is exacted, und it often happens when a man’s sickness is 
protracted that he is obliged to pay out his very last horse 
and other valuable property in doctor feus. 

WINTER SHOOTING IN NORTHERN 
- CALIFORNIA. 

IN TWO PAPERS, —II. 

PERG his way to the shores and marshes of Point 
Arena, the gunner found shootmp awaiting him in 

much aimpler variety than that afforded by the uplands of 
the place, although it was exclusively of the feathered order. 
Tu the pools incident to the fresh marshes, mallards congre- 
gated, Along the courses of the salt creeks flights of ring- 
necks (Fuligula rujiterques), green-winged teals, and widgeons 
continually swept To and fro. On the shallower reaches of 
the Gossicr River numerous assemblages of butlleheads and 
foosanders held their court, The deeper of the ponds to be 
met wilh on every haud in the salt marshes, constituted re- 
sorts high in fayor with the canvas-backs, and finally, as 
will be shown more fully in detail later, snipe were to be put 
up When the right spot was subjected to the method caleula- 
ted to force them to reyeal themselves, 

Of these varielies of game the canyas-backs and mallards 
were, of colirse, by fur the most prized by us, and accord- 
ingly our earliest as well as most protracted endeavors were 
wiven to their capture, But it was decreed that they were 
hot to suffer appreciably wt our hands, The truth is, we 
were unaccountalily forced to reckon with the same cunning 
and sliyuess on the part of the Wirds bere in this priniitive 
California wild that they habitually évince in Eastern waters; 
and consequently such rongh and ready methods as we 
were enabled to employ in our attempts to gel the better of 
them came to but little. Whether we crept upon them, or 
Jaid in ambush for them, or us one of us sought to drive 
them within striking distance of the other, the expedient 
proved in the main to be equally at fanlt, and although our 
devotion lo the work was unremittingly of the seope indi 
cated throughout, we succeeded in bagging only a beggarly 
half dozen of the birds in all. 

But az we were at length moved to measure ourselves with 
the ringnecks, tvals und widgeons, for which our next choice 
rin, we fortunately had it mm our power to enter upon the 
voutest under conditions wholly commended to us, and con- 
sequently the outcome of the struggle was quite what we 
woultl Lave had it. It will be remembered thal the three 
kinds of birds named were to be met with winging their way 

up and down the salt creeks of the place; these water courses 
being, as scarcely need be said, sources of approved food sup- 
ply with them, As they thus sought their fare they followed 
the exact course of the stream and on a low plane. and hence 
if followed that the properly posted gunner was enabled to 
attack them to great advantage. Luckily, on the banks of 
the particular creck to which we were wort to repair 
in pursuit of this sport, 1 stranded log offered us a place 
of ambush noi to be improved upon in any way, and 
turning the position to due account, we were soon 
in the full press of telling fire. Being the more plentiful 
species, and likewise the slowest of flight, the ringnecks, of 
course, contributed to our bag in the fullest measure. But 
the teals aud widgeons were in uowise rarities in it, as from 
time to lime they were sure io take their place in the mig- 
ratory feathered column, and being brought so near us that 
when requisite repeated shots were to be had at them within 
striking distance, their proyerbial swiftness proyed far less 
serviceable to them than might lave been the case. An in- 
terval of an hour or two having been passed by us here, we 
were unfailingly able to boast of a bag of such satisfactory 
proportions that we were ready to start homeward. In pur- 
suance of this end, we proceeded to bring up our musianys 
which had heen tethered in a thicket not fay away, and hav- 
ing slung the spoils of onr late engagement, lied filtingly 
together for carriage oyer their withers, we resumad the 
BoE on cavaliers and duly set forth in the direction indi- 
cated, 

The route most conveniently to be taken by us now led 
directly to the Gossier River, which we reached after a 
little, and the bank of which we followed for a considerable 
stretch. As the reader will recall, the shoaler divisions of 
this stream were possessed of marked attractions for the 
buitleheads and soosanders, and as we came upon the parts 
of it answering to this description they were quite Invariably 
shown to be occupied by larger or smaller aggregations of 
the species referred to. After their usual singular custom 
in the choice of their aquatic accommodations, the quarters 
of the gonsanders were located in the roughest and swiftest 
sections of the shallows, while conforming to the ordinary 
usage of duck life in this particular, the bufleheads estub- 
lished themselyes on the smoother adjoining spaces. 
Whether of one sort or the other, the purpose of the birds 
here seemed wholly that of seeking vest snd the enjoyment 
of social intercourse. Tf gustatory projects had a place in 
their designs the casual observer, at least, failed to be ap- 
prised that such was the case, Being plentifully supplied 
with game at the time, we were naturally slow to as- 
sume the offensive with these bipeds and, indeed, only 
did so as they chanced to tempt us with shots of 
special interest. For the most part they noted our 
approach with comparative indifference, entering no graver 
protest against the act than to flutter or paddle off a short 
distance im an inert, dilatory way, and when, as will be 
understood, we regarded them as strictly tahooed, But at 
rare intervals, and for whatsoever reason, our presence on 
the scene was viewed with intense disrelish hy them, and 
they hent all their energies to being effectually rid of us. In 
executing this purpose the luffielieads made off over the 
water at the lullet-like pace which they avé known to com- 
mand at will, while their associates wilhdrew in a wild 
natatorial scramble, conducted partly on the surface of the 
stream and partly in the depths beneath, and uuder which 
circumstances both species, as we felt, were most suitably to 
be cullivated by us cartridge-wise. As for the tangible 
results of our endeavors in this field, they were Dut trivial. 
Perhaps this would haye been the case in any event; bul ib 
is only fair to state that in our pride we were fain to perform 
this part of our shooling on the backs of our mustangs, and 
since, with the invariable {riskiness of ihis type of horse- 
flash, the creatures invariably took the bringing of our guns 
to the shoulder ag a signal to lead off in a jolly breakdown, 
it will be seen that the normal difficulties of our task were 
as nothing to those engrafted on it through our connivance. 

Our closing sporting experience in this section of the Point 
was due to the direet agency of our dog, who before rejoin- 
ing his domiciliary idols insisted upon giving us a taste of his 
real quality by raiding a snipe bog. To this tract of terri- 
tory we were brought incidentally, as we followed a trail 
bearing from the Gossicr River, and leading toward a certain 
point in the uplands of the promontory, where the regularly- 
iraveled hivhway was to be reached connecting with the vil- 
lage. The area of the morass in question extended over 
several acres, and in the vernal scuson it was greatly fre- 
quented by cattle. As the resulfof this bovine occupation, 
it was intersected throughout by a thick network of deeply 
sunken paths, and which at this time, when pluyial influ- 
ences largely shaped the weather, were everywhere filled to 
the brim with mire in that bewilderingly wide variety which 
is the special boast of the littoral divisions of our Pacific 
empire, The remainder of the bog also presented features 
of an equally emphasized character, hemg made of knobs 
and hummucks ranging from ten to twelve feet in height, 
and which were wholly bare and naked in every part suve 
their suuimits, where in signal defiance of their apparent 
capahilities in this line, they nourished growths of a notice- 
ably delicate and graceful creeper, seemingly an ideally 
wrought out example of the dewberry tribe. 

At the sight of this highly original piece of geographical 
handiwork our canine companion at ones threw off the 
lethargic air which he had persistently worn throughout all 
the earlier stages of our campaign, and became the creature 
of totally another spirit; since now, according to his view, 
he could justifiably contribute to the shaping of the day’s 
record. Agrecably to this fresh impulse given to his ideas, 
lie thought proper at first to address us a few remarks, 
gouched of course in the sign Janguage of his race. These 
rin to the effect that it was only in the vocation of a snipe 
dog proper that he had any yocation to shine—to look for 
either more or less from him was equally to mistake him. 
Further, that here was a tract of territory wherein he had 
performed wonders in his line of yore, and being so moved, 
wherein he was abont to undertake to exploit himself again 
to the old purpose; and bringing his exordinm toa close he 
straizutway rushed nt headlong speed into the morass upon 
his errand, while we not unnaturally halted our ponies on 
the edge of the fenin order to see how his enterprise pros- 
pered. The surface of the arena of his struggle being of the 
greatly broken character that it was, it Inevitably followed 
that the creature was instantly lost to our sight, and hence 
in adirect way we saw nothing of his doings. 

But us time went on evidence of felicitous exercise of his 
talents never failed to be forthcoming, as how in one part 
of the fen and uoawin another, wisps of snipe were to be seen 
taking to their wings in a state of mental distress that cou- 
clusively settled the question.as to the origin of their upris- 
ing, The total number of the birds thus routed was, as will 

be surmised, greater on some occasions than others, but at 
the lowest it never fell short of several dozen. Probably for 
the reason that they knew of no other place within easy 
reach where the accommodations offered them were as muck 
to their liking as those furnished them here, they manifested 
extreme reluctance to abandon the fen outright. If any took 
this course the proportion was at hest very meagre. The 
flight of by far the greater part of them was restricted to the 
area immediately over the hog, and within which space they 
incessantly rushed to and fro in the erratic fashion proper 
to the breed till they made sure that the fury of the four- 
footed rayager of their peace had spent itself, when they set- 
tled down inio their old quarters, I need not say 
that as matters stood with us here, no shooting 
was offered us in the least worthy of the name. 
But with our independent attitude on the 
game score we took this grievance very lightly, and were 
ahoye making any real effort toremedy it. Nevertheless, 
while we thus made so little of considerations with a direct 
bearing on the pot, we could not agree to be wholly vemiss 
to our duty as students of marksmanship as an art. Hence, 
wheneyer if came about during the comparatively brief 
period that we were willing should constitute our stay here 
thal a snipe neared us sufficiently to give the least warrant 
for the proceeding, we inyariably opened an energetic fire 
upon if. That the demand made upon our steadiness of 
hand was in no wise lessened by the skittish temper of our 
mustangs will be understood, But in spile of this cross we 
managed now and then to so dispatch a cartridge that it 
proved superior to all adverse influences, and told in the 
way hoped for. While specifically one with its namesake 
incident to the Atlantic States, the snipe here proyed to be 
notably wanting in the choice edible characteristics so freely 
vaunted for the breed in the main, Whether its fare or the 
season was chargeable with this demerit on the part of the 
bird one could not say; but the fact remained that the dish 
which it furnished was but passable at the best. 

W. L, Trrrany. 

Blatuyal History. | 
ae 

A FOG RAINBOW. 

W HILE duck shooting last November, on Sinepuxent 
Beach, Worcester county, Md., I was privileged to 

witness one of those rare and beautiful displays of nature, 
which till then I had never seen, nor even read or heard of. 
Thave since learned from good authority thut ‘fog rain- 

bows" are known to scientists, and, though of infrequent 
occurrence, are well authenticated by reliable witnesses. 

T um glad to know this fact, for without such indorse- 
ment I would hardly venture to report what I saw, fearing 
my eyes might haye been at fault—no, I won't admit so 
much us that, for they were neither glazed with whisky nor 
befozged in the fumes of the “weed.” 

The morning had been very forgy; temperature mild; 
wind, nonu from any quarter; ducks and geese scarce; shoot- 
ing nix, ; 

So leaving my companion iu the blind, I started on & 
tramp, partly fo pass away the weary midday hours and 
partly to view old ocean—some three-fourths of a mile dis- 
tant—whiose billows, owing toa recent storm, were dashing 
wildly on the beach with a fearful roar. 

T found the beach composed entirely of very white sand, 
but shrewn with fragments of former wrecks, and many of 
them almost entirely buried in the sand. 
What pen can depict the scenes of woe and human suifer- 

ing that haye heen enacted and te-enucted on this dreary 
line of shore, 

Our Government has wisely established life saying stations 
along this beach, which are connected by telegraphic wires, 
stretched on hollow iron posts. 

After satisfying my curiosity in listening to the ‘breakers’ 
roar,” and watching their alternate advance and retreat up 
and along the sinuosilies of the smooth, hard sand beach, L 
turned my back to the ocean and saw that a dense fog had 
enveloped both beach and Sound, and that a similar bank 
wis also coming in from the restless sea, I started al once 
for my companion and shooting blind, carefully retracing 
my steps made in coming out, as no landmarks were visible, 
when my attention was attracted by a bright white arch 
on the landward fog bank. 

It being something entirely new in my experience I 
stopped to examine it, 

50 seating myself on a part of a vessel's wreck, ‘A rotten 
carcas of a boat, not rigged, nor tackle, sail, nor must; the 
yery rats instinctively had left it—”’ I waited to see the end. 

Soon the bright arc took on yarious shades, and presently 
all the colors of the rainbow were distinctly seen—not aa 
brilliantly as is sometimes seen in the true rainbow, but so as 
to be clearly traced—not only on the fog bank, but also on 
the sand, thus forming a perfect circle or ring, two-thirds 
of which was on the fog and the remainder on the sand, 
reaching to my feet, so that my boots were embellished with 
rainbow tints. 

But whether or not the traditional ‘pot of gold” was 
buried in the wyeck on which I sat Ido not know, and if 
did not then occur to me to dig for it, But Ido know thut 
a perfect. ring of rainbow colors was formed on the for 
bank and beach sod that I stood on the periphery of the 
circle, The explanation of the phenomenon I leaye to 
scientists, 
The facts I have given as they occurred, and only add 

that I stood at the time asin a rift belween the fog banks, 
and that the sun was at my back us I looked at the unusual 
sight, J. H. D 
PouGHEEEPSIE, N, Y. 

NOTES ON THE RACCOON. 

Eiditoy Forest and Stream: 
Perhaps the reader will say, “‘the raceoon is too we.. 

known to need any description, as they have been found 
more or less all the way trom Maine to Florida.” 

‘Coons have been hunted by all classes, from the sports- 
qman, thoroughbred hunter, and farmers’ boys, down to the 
vagecd urchin, who had the pluck and vim to follow in the 
wake of the Southern darkeys in their nightly raids through 
the Mississippi swamps. The ’coon is a good climber, and 
decidedly a night walker. He is easily caught in a stee) 
trap, but the most approved method of hunting him is on 
either moonshiny or dark nights, with dog and axe, and oc- 
cusionally an old shotgun added. Ican well remember when 
a good ‘coon dog was prized higher than any other dog, for 
the reason they were comparatively few. Any or every dog 
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could hunt woodchueks, or could chase ‘eoons out of a corn- 
field, but a dog that could follow 2» cold track, which might 
be six or eight hours old, and find the identical tree where 
the ’coon hud laid up for the day, and that without missing; 
auch a dog, whether mongrel, cur oc tervicr, was considered 
an important acquisition by any live ‘coon hunter. 

- The ‘coon, like the bear, gets very fat when food is plenty 
and frequently are yery poor when food is searce, hence the 
difference in weight of individuals, which varies from six- 
feen to thirty-five pounds, The ’coon may be classed among 
the bmniyorous animals, Almost an endless variety of food 
is included in his diet, such as berries, wild fruits, chest- 
Dits, acorns, beechmast, green corn, frogs, lizards, crabs, 
snails, small fish, erabs, wasps, bees, larvae, ogesand young 
birds. The coon lays up, or hibernates, during the Winter, 
or just so long as the deep snow prevents his foraging. 
Cold weather does not drive himinatall. Itis from the 
lack of food that he climbs high up into the hollow trun: 
of some old tree, where he rolls himself up like a round 
ball, with his nose curled down under his feet, in which 
posture he may be said \o lie squarely on the top of lis own 
head, Tt is not known that he sleeps the whole time, but 
the supposition is that he does, Thee he lies, however, if 
not disturbed, perhaps for six or eight weeks, or until the 
snow thaws and gettles enough for easy trayeling, when he 
is sure to awake and start oul in search of tood, frequently 
traveling long distances, following up and down small spring 
brooks fishing oul crabs, snails or any other small creatures 
that may be found in such places. «Sometimes a little of 
the last year’s mast has laid over, which they find on the 
wet, bate spots where the snow has inelted off. But the 
supply at such times is meagre, and however fat they may 
be at starting out they soon become lean, and are then only 
hunted for the skins, which always yield prime fur during 
the winter months, 

Raccoon sking haye always been a quick sale at a moder- 
ate price, aud there never was a shadow of reason why prime 
skins have not been yalued at a higher figure. The fur of 
the northern *coon, when caughtin January or February, 
equals that of the beaver in strength and fineness, and when 
haired and properly dressed, none but an expert can detect 
any difference. I can remember as far back as when yery 
good beayer hats were manufactured froma mixture of ‘coon 
and muskrat [urs. 

Itis seldom that the ‘coon breeds more than once in two 
years. From four to six kits are produced at one birth, and 
are littered in March or April. The young, if not forcibly 
separated, remain with the mother through the first winter, 
or until February or March. Six young ’coons haye been 
found in one tree with the dam, but there are not often more 
than four, which in February are about two-thirds grown. 
My opinion is that they do not arrive at their full growth 
until near three years old. ANTLER, 
Graxpview, Tenn,, Jan, 10. 

Lyxx oy New Hamesumme.—Claremont, N. H,—On Dee. 
19, as Messrs. Straw and Paul were fox hunting, they dis- 
covered a strange track, and at once concluded to try and 
capture the animal. As Scott, the hound, was in pursuit of 
a fox and nothing would tempt him io leave the trail until 
the fox was killed ov ran to earth, Mr. Straw came to the 
Yillage, found his young dog, and sent word to Mr. Charles 
Dole, who is quite a successful fox huntér, and who owns 
one of the wriler’s Old Watch puppies, a grand black and 
tan, On reaching the grounds both young dogs worked 
well, and soon his lordship was seen leaying a ledge, pur- 
sued by the black and tan. Mr. Dole says the lyux, for such 
it proved to be, did not seem to care for the dogs, and only 
kept a few vods ahead of them, and when Mr. Dole “got 
the drop” on him he was not more than forty rods ahead of 
the dog, The lynx wus brought to the village and put on 
exhibition, being large game for this locality, Below are 
his weight and measurements: Weight 21 pounds, height 
18} inches, chest 15 inches, head 14 inches, forearm 6% 
inches, from tip of nose to end of tail 88 inches, tail 53 
inches. —BRAv. 

Breepryt or Squrrrens,—Brookfield, N, Y., Jan. 13.— 
Eilitor Forest ond Stream: 1 haye read the remarks con- 
cerning Female squirrels being in a pregnant condition late 
in the fall and winter, and I would be glad to relate my ex- 
perience in a few words, Last fall, sana the month of 
October, I hunted gray squirrels for a week, Tue number 
of squirrels brought to bag amounted to forty-nine, thirty- 
six of which were females, either in a pregnant condition 
or with the mammary glands full of milk, In years pre- 
vious to this I have killed a great many squirrels, but never 
haye met with such a percentage of pregnant females, and 
can’t help but think that it indicates a mild and open winter. 
Pine grosbeaks are abundant, very often seeing from ten to 
fificen in the top of a pive or hemlock. Two boys shot a 
purple finch last week, an unusual occurrence so late in the 
Winter,—GREENWING. 

RANGE or Carropacus Frosrauis.—lort Lyon, Col., 
Jan, 9, 1884.—Dr. Coues, in his article on the crimson- 
fronted or house finch (Carpedacus frontalia), in your issue 
of Jan. 4, gives its eastern range as the foothills of the Rocky 
Mountains, I killed » male and female at this place June 38, 
1483. The male is in my collection. The female was too 
badly shot to skin. She eontained an egg with shell, which 
ldid not measure, but took to be fullsize, These two are 
all of this bird I have seen here.—T. 

A Tamim Parpripem—Boston, Jan, 12,—Hditev Topest 
and Stream: A tame pavtridge is owned by Mr, John P. 
Finn, 20 Amesbury street, Lawrence, Muss., and is kept in 
his saloon. Itis qnite tame and will feed from the hand, 
und is very fond of acorns and lettuce. Auy of your 
readers who live in the vicinity of Lawrence can see it by 
calling on Mr. Finn, The bird bas been ip his possession 
about four months, and seems perfectly satisfied with its 
quarters.—T, B, M. 

A BLack Fox.—Malone, Franklin County, N, Y., Jan. 8, 
1884—Sinve writing to you last I have liad the good fortune 
lo see a black fox, a tavity with us. Me saw meas soon as 
Idid him, consequently Tdid not get a shot, My dog did 
not give him # chance to play, and I did nut see him again. 
The dog was gone two days. A party was out yesterday 
and started four foxesio fifieen minutes, and killed one, 
Snow is about a foot and a half déep,—Fox, 

Game Bag and Gun. 

THE HAUNTS OF THE GRIZZLY. 

STTLL-HUNTING AND TRAPPING TN WYOMING. 

IN 

y HEN Lewis and Clark made their celebrated journey 
of exploration across the North American continent 

just eighty years ago, they encountered many large and 
ferocious bears, which they variously dubbed the white, 
brown and grizzly bear. Finally they came to the conclu- 
sion that they all belonged to the same specivs, but they still 
continued to speak of them by their various names. The 
student of natural history will find in their hook many curi- 
ous and valuable facts relating to these animals, truthfully 
narrated and without any varnish, 

At that time erizzlies were abundant in the prairie coun- 
tries along the Upper Missouri, and frequently made their 
lairs amoug the low willows of the river bottoms. As the 
country has become settled, the grizzly has either disappeared 
before the march of civilization, or, in conmmen with other 
animals, has retired to the heavy forests on the slopes of the 
remotest mountains. It is now a yery rare thing to see one 
out in “the open,” and when su discovered he genurally 
makes for cover ut top speed. 
The bear hunter need not picture himself mounted on his 

pallant pony, and froma safe distance pouring a stream of 
bullets into a defiant grizzly, for he miyvht hunt in prairie 
countries for yeurs and years and neyer get the chance, If 
he wants bear he must hunt him afoot far hack in the heavy 
timber, in the swamps and thickets at the head of the heavily 
wooded ravines, where little streams trickle through the 
dense underbrush and fallen timber. Here, where progress 
is almost impossible and at the best slow and difficult, he 
will find bear paths following the densest and darkest part 
of the swamp. Here and there in the springy soil are bear- 
wallows filled with ice cold water and with a bottom of deep 
black mud. On the margin of one are the fresh footprints 
of the great beast, and perhaps the mud is still slowly settling 
from his recent visit. On the hunter goes with the utmost 
caution, pushing quietly through the heavy balsams until he 
reaches a point in the swamp where great pie trees cast a 
gloom over everything. Here, in a perfect tangle of pine, 
balsam and fallen timber, at the foot of the tall pines he 
will find great circular nests dug deep in the warm “‘pine 
lags,” ns cosy and comfortable as can be. This is the den 
or lair of “Uncle Ephraim,” the great bear. Rarely, how- 
eyer, is heto befound at home. No game is so shy and 
wary as he, and the hunter may daily force his way through 
the most tangled thickets, taking all the advantage of the 
wind and procteding in perfect silence, and yet rarely or 
never see a grizzly. 

It is almost unnecessary to add that the man who hunts 
bear in this fashion, trailiag him patiently and carefully 
through these dense swamps, really takes bis life in his hand. 
It the monster rises suddenly and charges, eyen a lucky ¢hot 
through the heart will not always save the Inmter from de- 
struction; the brainshot is not always instant death; it is im- 
possible to run; there is no time to climb; and with the brute 
al arm’s length but little chance to dodge. One's life may 
hang on iron nelye, quickness and accuracy of sim, and 
heayy metal. One stroke from those great claws and all is 
over! 

Tf a grizzly is jumped and runs, the rapidity with which 
he gets through the snarl of vegetation is simply astonish- 
ing. One afternoon, just before sunset, while bear hunting 
afoot with a guide, we saw a grizzly slowly approaching. 
We were in a dense pine forest on a mountain slope, where 
the soil was hard and rocky. Whien he winded us he reared. 
Untortunately the trees masked him so that I could see but 
4 thin vertical slice of bear, and into that slice I put a bullet 
from my No. 12. With the crash of the rifle the bear dis- 
appeared as suddenly and completely as if the earth had 
opened and swallowed him up, We ranafter him at the top 
of our speed to a little ridge beyond, but it was useless; he 
had simply vanishéll; there was no blood, and the stony soil 
revealed no trail. Blood signs need not be expected, how- 
ever, with grizzly when in good condition, us the fat usually 
plugs up the wound. 
A grizzly will sometimes lie quiet, when hidden in the 

brush, and allow the hunter to pess by at a few yards, as if 
in grim disdain of his enemy. When jumped under these 
circumstances the ayerage bear will run, as will most dan- 
ferous animals the world over. One reason for this is plain. 
Bears, lions and tigeis ave essentially ‘‘night birds,” and 
when suddenly started up under the broad glare of noonday, 
feel as it were bewildered, and so slink away; but if jumped 
after darkness has settled down, then look out for your- 
self. till the bear is uncertain in his temperament, and 
while one will run, the next charge with the utmost ferocity. 

I had been hear hunting one morning for several hours 
with the usual lack of success, although we had threaded 
the most likely thickets. A heayy storm of rain and sleet 
coming on discouraged us so that we returned to our ponies 
and turned back for camp. Taking a short cut we rodeinto 
and endeavored to cross ayery dense balsamswamp through 
which ran a little brook. Cold and weary, svaked with the 
heayy rain, we smashed our way noisily through, here jump- 
ing failen trees or mudholes, there dismounting to let the 
horse get through a bad spot alone. 
In the very midst of the swamp we rode literally right 

on to a grizzly, the great beast rising up from his nest 
directly under the nose of the guide’s horse. Here he had 
Tain, hearing all the noise of our hasty and careless up- 
proach, yet making no sign and awaiting us with supreme 
indifference. But when he jumped, most fortunately for 
us, he ran. We would haye stood no chance mounted on 
our horses and liemmied in by the tangled swamp. 
We spring from our ponies and run after the bear, firing as 

wetun. ‘Then folloys a mad chase throngh the muddy 
recesses of the swamp and ouf into the move open forest, 
Finally I get a good chance and give him a couple of explo- 
sive shells from my No. 12 near the tail, raking him fore and 
aft. Hedoes not run so fast now, and we catch up, and 1 
give him a right and left in the shoulder as he rears to jump 
some fallen trees, and thus finish him, He seitles down in 
a life-like attitude on the logs and we come up and admire; 
but we do not go np and kick him—oh no! We divest him 
of his overcoat and hold our usnal autopsy aud track out 
the shots. Then we go back to our horses and find the ear- 
vass of an elk near where we had jumped him. This ac- 
counted for his lack of pugnacity; having made a heavy 
Thinksgiying kiud of dinuer he only wanted to be let alone, 

The next afternoon I returned here with a guide. During 
the night grizzlies had covered the elk carcass with dirt and 
trash; one tip of a horn alone protruded above the tempo- 

rary grave to show that 2 great elk lay beneath, Going 
down to leeward some forty or tifly yards we hid ourselves 
carefully and watched patiently but fruitlessly until after 
dark. The next morning we returned again, The elk had 
been dug up and nearly all devoured; it was ina high state 
of decomposition, and had evidently disarrced with some of 
the bears. We still-humted the swamp curetully, and found 
nothing, ulthoueh the mud was still settling m the bear 
wallows. 
Watching « careass by daylight is of but liftle use, I 

have done it repeatedly until it was too darls to see the sights 
of my trifle, but never getting a shot thus} and most hunters 
haye the same experiéuce, The giizzly usually feeds af 
vight, and no wan in his senses would fire at him afte» dark 
when he could not be absolutely certain of his aim, f 

Last year three meno, one an oid pioneer, were prospecting 
near Elk Mountain, Wyoming, While in camp one bright 
moonlight night a large grizzly came near. They fired on 
him and the bear charred. Two otf the men “treed” and 
the third ran into the tent, where the bear followed and 
killed him, and then retired to a jungle near by. The nest 
morning the survivors followed into this jungle and found 
the bear; the bear charged and wiped out the pioneer. The 
sole survivor then made tracks for the nearest ranch and 
help. The story was that these men had each been killed by 
a terrible bite on the left side of the body. 

Female grizzly are usually lighter in Golor than the male, 
and the average Western hunter, looking at their pelts, will 
call them ‘‘cinuamon.” The true cinnamon is a variety of 
the black bear, although they grow sometimes to quite a 
size. Those I haye jumped have run, although one showed 
fight when it was foo late. We came on him while still-» 
hunting in the snow, and wounded him so he could not 
travel fast; when we caught up he turned on us, but as he 
did so le gaye me the shot I wanted in the chest, and it was 
all over with him, 

The ordinary black bear will run like a deer when jumped; 
but for all that he is not the harmless innocent he is s#me- 
times represented to be, that any man can conquer with a 
walking-stick. The books are full of “bar-fites,” of which 
lie is the lero, anc the following telegram cut from a recent 
paper shows what he is capable of, even cast of the Alle- 
ghanies: 

“WiILKESBARRE, Pa,., Dec. 29.—Yesterday afternoon the 
dead body ofa man was found lying in the snow near the 
Pennsylvania Railroad track, below Retreat Station. The 
tracks of a bear were plainly distinguished, and the man’s 
clothing and person gaye evidence of a terrible struggle. 
The body has not been definitely recognized, but is supposed 
to be that of a track walker employed by the railroad com- 
pany.” 
: Trapping grizzly has its perils and excitements also. The 
trap employed is of the double spring pattern, with steel 
jaws, and weighs complete thirty-eight pounds, The springs 
are very powerful and haye to be bent with leyers. It is 
quite an tirt to set and place a trap cunningly, und trappers 
vary in their methods and are chary of explaining them, 
will then pass this branch of the subject. Let us sup- 
pose therefore that the hunter has made his camp iu & neigh- 
borhood redolent of grizzlies, and that he has his traps set in 
8 likely place for bear, At the end of the trap chain is a ring 
about five inches in diameter, and this is driven about half a 
fout over the end of a heavy stick or log five inches through 
and six oreight feet long. The object of this “‘clog,” as if 
is called, is to make a trail which can be readily followed 
and to hamper the bear sufficiently to prevent his 
going to 8 great distance away before the hunter 
can arrive. Great care must be taken that the 
chain be fastened to the extreme end of the clog, in such a 
way that it cannot get across two trees, and so give the 
brute & chance to use his enormous strength to tear himself 
loose. Neither must the clog he too large and heavy, or the 
same result will follow. It may be accepted asa maxim 
that a grizzly caught in sucha trap will eventually get 
loose, and ordinarily in afew hours. He is generally caught 
by the extremity of the forepaw, just above the claws; the 
hold on him is not very great; his exertions to get away are 
tremendous, and result in so cutting and lacerating the foot 
that sooner or Jater he will tear out of the trap altogether. 
Two grizzlies that Icaught got away; one who wus probably 
taken by the claws alone leaying some hairs only to tell the 
tale, the other leaying a small piece of his foot behind usa 
souvenir. Many hal all but torn themselyes loose; in one 
case the foot was almost cut through and only a small piece 
of skin the thickness of a man’s little finger remained to 
hold the terribly infuriated monster to the much detested 
clog. 

The traps are set far back in dense and gloomy forests near 
the tanyled swamps where grizzly Jove to make their lair, 
The ground is covered with fallen timber and travel must 
be afoot and is slow and difficult. The bear on being caucht 
starts off with a tremendous rush for the swamp which is 
close by. Here he catches on a rotten lop for a second and 
plouxhs a path through wide enough for a art, there he 
hangs on two fallen trees fifty feet long, but he langs for an 
instant only, muyes the great trees to one side and rushes on. 
Next he strikes against a tree, and in his rage turns and eats 
the whole side out of it, leaving the fresh white pine red with 
blood stains from his gums. Now he reaches the swamp 
and plunges deep into its recesses venting his rage ou the 
balsams and poplars, abselutely chewing down saplings and 
even gnawing them into lengths like stove wood. Ail this 
time he is slowly but surely tearing his foot loose from the 
trap, and surely but not slowly is he working himself up into 
the most tremendous degree of rage and ferocity. 
When you haye thus trapped 2 thousand-pound grizzly, 

you have not canght a bear; you haye simply caught the 
devil incurnute! Indeed, the question sometimes is, not 
whether you haye caught the bear, but whether you have 
uot simply given him a first-class opportunity to catch you! 
Now let us see how thisis. The grizzly thus caught, and 
thus worked up into the most formidable ferocity, has Lo be 
followed wp afoot, first through a dense forest, and then 
carefully and laboriously into the heart of a tangled swamp, 
where ote cannot see ten steps ahead, and where, if the 
monster should suddenly rise directly in front and charge, 
trap, clo and al), retreat would be absolutely impossible. 
Add to this that at the time of the hunter's arrival the bear 
may have just succeeded in tearing his foot loose. or may 
have just managed lo break his chain, or may have just 
finished eating np the clog bodily, al] of which things huve 
happened in my experience. He would then be in # beayti- 
ful state of frenzy, and would be pertectly delighted ta wipe 
out 4 hunter or two if only to quiet down his nerves. Pur- 
thermore, the bear may have retired into the bosom of his 
family, and the hunter takes the chance of running right on 
to several of these amiable animals at a time; sv that, take it 

t 
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all in all, he combines the excitement of still-hunting grizzly 
with that attaching to trapping him. 
Thad a trap set on the heavily timbered slope of a moun- 

tain close to the edge of a balsam swamp, where fhe whole 
region showed silent but expressive tokens of an abundance 
of grizzly. The next morning carly 1 approached it afoot, 
haying with me my guide, Charles W. Puffer, As we ad- 
vanced noiselessly (hrough ithe solemn forest a mountain 
frouse ran across our path with her tail spread out like that 
of ahen. We neared the trap and discovered that the clog 
was gone, The trail was quickly followed to the edge of 
the swamp, where the bear had gone into the yery densest 
jnngle. Here he had emused himself by breaking down 
saplings, chewing trees and digging great holes. We could 
not well get through here, and following along the edge of 
the swamp a little ways further, entered a narrow glade 
that led down into the brush, Were we struck his trail 
again, but found lt yery blind and difficult to follow. There 
was no sign of a clog, but the trail was like that of any 
bear, only that now and then a slight scratch on the ground 
or bruise on a tree would denote the passage of a trap, 
He had broken Joose from the clog! We turned, took the 
back track, and a little ways back found ihe remnants of 
the clog, This had been astick of pine six or cight feet 
Jong and four or five inches thick; and this he had literally 
eaten into short pieces of stove wood. E 

Being thus freed of the clog, he had turned around the 
fwo springs, making a package only sixteen inches wide, 
then wathered up the whole thing like a small gripsack un- 
der his arm and gone off on three legs rejoicing. The 
weight of the forty-two pound trap was a mere bagatelle to 
the great brute, and did not hamper him as much as my 
nine-pound rifie did me, The spot where he had accom- 
plished this feat was all dug up, the underbrush smashed, 
and the freshly chewed down balsams were stained with 
blood from his jaws. An encouraging exhibition, forsnoth, 
of the state of mind of our formidable game. Ye now 
turmed and again took up his trail, spelling it out slowly 
and laboriously, Three mortal hours we followed it, with 
our fingers ou the trigger, our nerves all on tension, ex- 
pecting the bear to jump at eyery minute, First it led into 
the heart of a gloomy swamp, where an i¢e-cold brook wan- 
dered through a tangied mass of young pines, balsams and 
fallen trees, overshadowed by great pines; then into a heavy 
forest; then out on to a bit of open prairie where amid 
the sage-brush we lost if on the hard haked sail. On the far 
aide of the prairie we found it again, and followed into a 
“slash” or “‘windiall” of heayy timber, where we had the ut- 
most difficulty in tracking it through the snarl of fallen trees 
piled one on the other in inextricable confusion, Winally it 
led into a little open glade of tall grass, all cut vp with elk 
and bear tracks, and here we lost it. After much search we 
found itagain at the foot of the glade where there was a 
dense jungle of ‘‘popples,” balsams and young pines. A 
liltle dry water-course, three or four feet deep, ran winding 
through the thicket, and down ibis the bear had gone, In 
the yery thickest part of the matted jungle he had left the 
gully, turned and come back a short ways along the edge of 
the bank aud lay there hidden in the brush, watching bis 
backtrack, He had our wind; he had heard our voices as 
we searched for the lost trail inthe opén glade; and he knew 
it was now his turn; he had set a trap for us; and the hunters 
were to be hunted. { 

Slowly and cautiously we follow down the gully, listening 
for breaking twigs and peering sharply into the impenetra- 
ble foliage that surrounds us. There is no sound save the 
swish of the trees overhead, as they aré moved by the gentle 
breeze. The bear’s trai) shows plain and clear now, leading 
onwurd deeper into the jungle. Suddenly the silence is 
broken by a most tremendous und horrible roar that alwost 
freezes the blood in our yeins, and an cnormous grizzly 
rears up an our right, not three gun-Jengths away, aud 
springs right at us. Wo form nor shape can be distin- 
guished, no head nor legs, nothing but a monstrous black 
mass that comes crashing down at us throvgh the balsams, 
with an awful roar of indescribable ferocily. There is 
no time for deliberation. Both rifles are pointed like 
lightning into the center of the great black mass, as it 
is absolutely impending over us, and crack sinultane- 
ously, There is 10 time for a second shot; the bear 
is right on us! Each man springs for his life, We run at 
right angles lo each other some twenty yards, then swing 
yound agai, The bear lies strugeling furiously amid a 
tangle of broken balsams on the very spot that we had just 
left, Tcannot see him clearly through the brush, so slap a 
solid ball throngh his hips, then reload and run over ty 
Charlie, who is stnfling him-with shots from his Winchester 
express, The grizzly now struggles to his forefeet, till 
rouring savagely, and makes tremendous efforts to get at us, 
but [now have a good front shot and pul an explosive shell 
from my No. 12 into the back of his neck, behind the head, 
and so kill him, When he is absolutely dead, then cry 1: 
“Ghurlie, shake hands”—and we shake! 

This was avery narrow escape. lf we had not broken 
down the bear by those tirst two shots, fired as he sprang, 
ne would have had one or both of us. He was very large, 
being nie feet to inches long from nose to hind claws, and 
his fore lee was two fect routid at the body. 
We return that afternoon with our ponies and the team- 

ster, We roll the grizziy out from the broken balsams, and 
1 photograph him before his overcont is taken off. ‘Then I 
hold my usual inquest *'to ascertain the cause of his death.” 
Thu two shots fired as he jumped had gone right through 
his heurt, where my shell had exploded and had literally 
blown out the back part of it, then the fragments of the 
shell and the Winchester express bullet had gone clean 
through him and out at his back in one hole. 
My shell is of No. 12 caliber, contains & bursting charge 

of 24 grains fine powder, and is driven by 120 grains F. G. 
Yet with lis heart blown out by this terrible projectile, the 
bear had recovered enough from the shock to get up on his 
forefeet, and had taken considerable subsequent killing, and 
if he had caught one of usas he. first fell he had vitality 
enough left to have made mince ment of us before expir- 
ing, Epwarp HW, Lrvcarmrp, 
BRooRLYY, January, 1824. 

[We haye been shown by Mr. Litchfiell some excellent 
photographs of his camp and captured game; and have also 
had the pleasure of inspecting a number of his trophies at 
Bell’s (the taxidermist) on Broadway, We saw there the 
heads of nine grizzlies, one of the black lear and another of 
ablack cub, The grizzlies were ull large, some especially 
so. Several measured nine feet or more in length from tip 
to tip—from nose to hind claws as they lay on their hacks 
ready for skinning, The laygest measured thus nine feet 
and cight inches. In color they varied from a. whitish yellow 

to a rusty black; the males usually being the darker, The 
heads were all pretty much the same color, being all dark. 
The largest were abont nineteen inches from the nose to the 
end of the skull and fourteen inches from ear to ear.] 

GAME AND FORESTS 

Eilitor Forest and Stream: 
Knowing your paper to be a champion for the protection 

of the National Park, and being one of your subscribers, I 
take the liberty of addressing you concerning the protection 
of the game and the timber of the Park, 1 hear it repeatedly 
remiurked that there is no use in trying to protect the game 
for the reason that it is migratory, and after spending the 
warm season in the mountains of the Park, as soon us the 
snows came it would all leave for the foothills of the lower 
Yellowstone, there to he slaughtered without mercy by the 
hunters of that region. Now, I find that wherever there is a 
place of refuge, deer, elk and bison are sure to find it; and I 
know that when the cow and ¢alf elk have migrated to more 
comfortable revions the old bulls have sucecesfuliy wintered 
here, ag the dropped horns in the yalleys of the Park will 
prove. 

J am stationed at Soda Butte, on the east fork of the Yel- 
lowstone, as one of the assistant superintendents of the Park, 
and within the week I have seen over one hundred elk in 
one herd, quietly feeding on the southern slopes of the foot- 
hills and within half a mile of my cabin. In talking with 
some old hunters they said that formerly the elk had left 
jiere, all excepting the old bulls, before the 15th of Noyem- 
ber, but owing to their being hunted so much as soon as they 
left the confines of the Park, they had turned back for 
safety. This proves conclusively that the rigid enforcement 
of a strong protective law will he the preservation of the 
game in the Park; and I hope Congress will give us power 
the comiug season to perform our dutics better than the last. 
At present we have not the power to arrest yiolators of the 
laws, and only our presence bas been the curb of restraint 
upon hunters, who question our tiuthority, hecause there are 
no defined boundary lines to the Park. Still we have ac- 
complished much; but not as much as a tiue sportsman would 
like to see, 
What I have to say concerning the Park forests is that the 

timber is mostly resinous, and for two months of the season 
at least the climate is so dry that it is almost impossible to 
stop a fireonce started, A railroad through the Park means 
the destruction of its forests, which go further to muke up 
the matchless beauty of the Park scenery than any other one 
thing. Therefore Dhope that the Forest anp Si1REAM will 
enter a protest against any railroad company having the 
right of way through the Park. IecH THUS. 
YeLLowstons Narionat Park, Dec. 24, 1888. 

IN THE PARK. 

THE U. S. GOVERNMENT DEFIED. 

W ASHINGTON, Jan. 10.—The Secretary of the Interior 
sends to the Senate to-day correspondence concerning 

matters in the Yellowstone Park, which had been called for 
by resolution, This resolution requested that copies of all 
leases, contracts, orders, instructions and regulations made 
or issued by the Interior Department or its order since the 
Jast session of Congress in relation to the Park, be trans- 
mitted to the Senate. In his letter of transmittal the Secre- 
tary says that the only authority granted for the privilege 
of locating hotels and furnishing transportation to visitors 
to the Park is contained in the lease, executed March 9, 1883, 
to.C. F, Hoburt, Henry F. Douglas and Rufus Hatch, of 
the Yellowstone National Park Improyement Company. 

Tie then says: ‘‘I beg leave to invite atlention to the ne- 
cessily of providing hy legislution more practicable and 
cfiicient méans for the punishment of infractions of law and 
the regulations of the Depsrtment governing the Park, The 
greater part of the Park is in the Terntory of Wyoming, 
but not within an organized county. It has been found im- 
practicable to enforce the orders and compel the observance 
of the rules of the Department in respe@t to the occupation 
of the Park, in the absence of a judicial officer before whom 
offenders can be taken. The superintendent and his assist- 
ant can only call the attention of yisitors to the law and 
revulations thereunder and request their observance, but if 
the visitor refuses to comply with such request the officer 
has no means of punishment.” The Secretary states that 
game has been killed by yisitors and hunters contrary to the 
rules of the Department, but that no punishment has been 
or can be inflicted for such violations of the law, and adds: 
“Tf it is desirable to preserve the Park in its primitive state, 
or nearly so, it is necessary that there should be one or more 
officials authorized to punish the infractions of the law and 
the rules of the Department. Power should be given not 
only to punish offenders, but to remove them from the Park, 
if, in the judgment of the Department, their presence in the 
Park is not desirable.” 

Tncluded in the correspondence are copies of applications 
for privileges in the Park, among them being requests for 
permission to open trading stores, liquor shops, feed corrals, 
‘o keep dairies, and supply the Government with dairy pro- 
ducts, to establish an observatory, to open stores for the sale 
of newspapers and fruit, and to build steambonts and other 
waterera(t and operate them on Yellowstone Lake, A letter 
from W. Scott Smith, a special agent of the Department, is 
included in the correspondence, Mr. Smith reports that the 
superintendent has either failed to comprehend the import- 
ance of the duties of his office, or has intentionally disre- 
garded them, thaf he has never even attempted to execute 
his duties, has shut his eyes to the fact that hunting has 
been going on openly during the summer within the Park, 
and that hunters have been employed by the hotel company 
to zo into the mountains and kill game to supply the com- 
pany’s guests and the company’s camps, He reported that 
he found no ofticers of the Government guarding any of the 
natural curiosities, and that he had been informed by visitors 
that they had purchased choice specimens from the assistant 
superintendents. 

In reply to Smith's charges, Superintendent Conger asserts 
that the Secretary obtained his information from Mr. Ho- 
bart, who, Conger says, has openly threatened to secure 
his removal. He charges that, Hobart’s hostility to him 
arises from the knowledge possessed by the latter, that he 
guards too closely the interests of the Paric and the publie to 
suit {he compeny. In another letter he charges that the 
hotel company’s people help themselves to whateyer they 
want inside or outside the Government inclosures; that they 

cul limber, and allow their herds to overrun the Government 
grounds; that they wilfully braak down and destroy fences, 
erected by the superintendent, and that Hobart threatens to 
tear down the fences as often as they are erected. The conse- 
quence of the destruction of the fences, he says, is that the 

pastures have been overrun by the company’s herds and are 
so bare of grass that he will be compelled to take the Gov- 
ernment stock out of the Park and winter it, and also to 
purchase food for it at heavy cost. He closes his letter with 
this statement: ‘Hobart lias boastedin my hearing of his 
influence with you, and that he had frequent letters from 
ou, and he told one of my assistants that you had promised 
im that T should not visit Washington this winter, ind he 

also said that the reason you would not write me was that 
you was not going to haye my letters paraded hefore Con- 
gress, 
_ Secretary Teller replies to Superintendent Conger, blam- 
ing him for not conveying this information to him sooner, 
and for not making such charges when he saw him, and for 
wailing to communicate it in a private letfer. He refuses to 
recelve any private communications on public business, and 
says he has placed Conger’s leitur on file. 

Other letters between the Department and Conger, and 
between the Department and Mr, Hobart and Rufus Hatch, 
with reference to alleged violations of the rules governing 
the Park, follow. The burden of te superintendent’s com- 
munications is that he is powerless to prevent such violations, 
In one Jetter he says; ‘‘An order from the Secretary or (he 
superintendent to this class of offenders is just about as 
fective as was the ancient Pope’s bull against the comet,” 
Hobart denies Smith’s charges, and makes charges aainst 
Conger of inefficiency, neglect of duty, and perversion of 
his official powers. Conger in some of his letters charges 
that the company is cutting timbér, mining coul, erecting 9, 
telepraph line, ete., in violation of law. These charges 
Hobart denies, and Rufus Hateh calls attention to the strte- 
ment that 4 telegraph line is being built under the authorily 
of the company, denies such authority, and asks the Secre- 
tary to ordér the superintendent to preyent the construction 
of the line. 

THE QUAIL OF VIRGINIA. 

Etitoy Forest and Stream. 
[have read many of the communications which have 

appeared in the Forrest Anp SYPREAM duricg the past lew 
months, from those ‘'in ithe field” and others, with much 
interest, and some misgivings as to the source of information, 
which [ thinkin some cases is calculated 16 mislead. TI 
allude particularly to hunting in Virginia, where Lhaye 
hunted every fall for the past fifteen years. Most of these 
writers give the impression that game is constautly abundant 
there, and expenses low, 
When I fiyst commenced hunting in that State I could po 

out wilhout a dog and find from five to a dozen coveys of 
quailina day, getting many good shots in the open, and 
always finding them easy to mark, and follow up. At that 
time a bag of over firty was often made in aday hy a good 
shot, over good dogs. Then but few good wing-shots were 
to be found among local sportsmen. Very few breech- 
loaders were used, Well trained dogs were seurce, and little 
appreciated. ‘Times baye changed since then,” dud quail 
shooting is a different thing, Asthe Incal hunters progress 
in the science of shooting, tlhe birds seem to become educated. 
Yet, it is not fair to lay it all to local sportsmen, A few 
years ago a hunter from the North wasa rarity. Now they 
are lesion. I estimate the number of residents who can 
shoot well has increased at least ten-fold. Quail shooting 
in Virginia is now, vs it is in most other closely hunted 
ground, very hard work, and yery uncertain. Ivhas been 
steadily becoming more unsatisfactory each succeeding 
year, and especially has this been noticeable during the last 
three or four scnsons, 

1 hunted this fall in the counties of Bedford, Pittsylvania, 
Appomattox, Charlotte, Albemarle, King William and Han- 
over, the result of which I will give in as condensed form as 
possible Two of us lunted together, My companion,with 
whom I have hunted for styeral years, is one of the hest 
shots in brush or open that T ever knew. Both of us are un- 
tiring workers, and neither ever worked larder {han we did 
this fall. Nearly all our birds were killed im the woods, we 
seldom finding a coyey in stubble or open; when we did, it 
was right at the edge, close to thick cover. AJl the rises 
were most unfortunate, the birds fying in thé sun, in our 
faces, or wheeling and twisting in the most inconceivable 
way, making it very uncertain shooting, almost impossible 
ever to secure a double on the rise. In all placus where we 
hunted it was much the same, Birds would not Jie to ovr 
dogs, but would run like wild turkeys and set up too 
far off to give us ashot, Often they would take a second 
flight, thereby putting us completely at a loss where to find 
them. When our dogs would come tu the place where we 
marked them down, they would make game and sometimes 
stand. During sixteen days spent in the ticld wefound 71 
coveys of quail, out of which we bagged #14 birds, an aver- 
age of about twenty per day; four and a half ta each covey. 
We also killed forty rabbits, which may count with some of 
your readers. To accomplish this cost me (my share slone) 
981,87. We had our own dogs, guns and outfit, The ex- 
énse was only for railroad faves, livery, expense on dows, 

Raval ete, Wear and tear of suns, clothes, ele., cigars, 
“toddies” and cocktails not counted in, We stayed with 
friends most of the time, where we had no board to pay, 
Tt will readily be secn that my share of the birds cost over 
50 cents tach. 
A sportsman’s outfil is now very expensive, and after one 

is fully equipped, the thing itself is coslly, Making either of 
the following cities a central point from which to hunt, the 
railroad fare from New York to Riehimond is $10.50, Peters- 
burg $11.50, Norfolk $7.50, Churlottesyille $10.95, Danville 
$14, Lynchburg $12.50, Local fares arc 4to 5 cents per 
mile. The Norfolk & Western Railroad, Richmond & Alle- 
vheny Railroad, Seaboard & Roanoke, and Washington 
City, Virginia Midland have a dog tariff of about half a cent 
per milo, andare very accommodating. The Richmond & 
Danville carry dogs free. The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad 
acemed to be a little mixed. If the owner of dogs is “going 
hunting,” that is rigged in hunting suit and has his gun along 
he is allowed one dog free, extra anes at about half the cost 
of listicket. Ifle should be dressed in such a way 4s not 
to give evidence that he is on a hunt, and if hehas no gun, 
he is made fo put his dogs in the Adams Express car, where 
the lowest charge made is $2.50 for eachdog, Country 
hotels charge from $1.50 to $2 per day, Buard at farm 
houses, where it cau be had is about $4 per week or $1 per 
day, Livery hire, bugey $2.50 lo $3 per day. Saddle horse 
$1 to $1.50, Two-horse team and driver from $0 to $6, It 
is always necessary to fee servants pretly well if you would 
have your dogs well attended to. 4 

{ notice that one of your correspondents cays that it may 
be safely estimated that at the time he wrole 5,000. sports- 
men from the North were scattered oyer Virginia und the 
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eastern shore of Maryland. This is not taking into account 

local shooters. 1 think his estimate rather a large one, 

though this undoubtedly inelades those hunting all kinds of 

game. In those States there are many men who huve plenty 

of time to bunt, and put in all their spare time in that way, 

Many of these, I regret to say, are mere butchers, and go 

out only to slay and cripple all they cro, Just suppose 

there ave only 500 men hunting quail in Virginia every fair 

day duting the season, which 1 thinkis a safe estimate; 

allowing tiat they average eight birds to each man, and 
that out of the open season there ure forty-five fair days. 
180,000 quail would be killed, representing 15,000 coveys of 

one dozun birds each. Fuwks, foxes, etc., catch at least as 

many more, Netting and-trapping cannot be estimated. 
Now, is it pot plain that unless there is less todestroy and 

more to protect poor little “Bub White,” in a few years 

shooting privileges must he as costly and hard to obtain as in 
BHogland? American sport in this line will be a thing of the 
past, and will degenerate into driving and copse hunting by 
an armyoftsnols. Game protection plain and simple, wnity 
and fellow-tveling betayeen the landowners and better class 
of sportsmen is what is needed. Notso much anxiety to kill, 

bat more to preserye, Those who start out with selfislness 
in their heurts, determined to exterminate, and then seek 
new ground to repeat thesame offense, should be suppressed 
by aby means, As it is now, the regulation of game laws 
and shooling rights in Virginia seems to be everybody's and 
Gonseguently nobody's business. Isnorance and selfishness 
are fast destroying a most royal hunting ground. 

BEDFORD, 
Lyxcusrre, Vu., Decembrr, 1483, 

WINTER SHOOTING GROUNDS. 

Editar Forest (nd Stream: 
AsThaye had a splendid hunting season and charming 

trip, since I visited you, it is with much pleasure thata 
review is given, especially as the record is concerning new 
routes and of special interest to sportsmen. Leaving Wash- 
ington by ihe Virginia Midland and going by way of Lyrch- 
burg, Danville, Greensboro, Salisbury, Charlotte to Atlanta, 
there ave foutd along the line, known as the Piedmont in 
North Carolina, the best and most satisfactory hunting 
prounds for quail, pheasants, etc., that a sportsman can 
desire to course oyer, Mr. Slaughter, the general passenger 
agent of the line, is un enthusiastic lover of dog and gun, and 
with 4 sportsman’s pride and fondness for pleasures of this 
kind, is greatly in sympathy with those of like disposition, 
Hence ample provisions are made for the accommodation of 
Hunters, and facililics of the very best kind are provided for 
by his ugents for taking care of dogs and outfits, Colonel 
Turk, the passenger agent of the line, is also an enthusiastic 
sportsman, and, though he is somewhat too large to do much 
amateur hunting in field, there is no man whom we know 
of that can do better justice to the fruits of a hunter’s work 
thun this same clever gentleman, He belieyes in dogs, and 
is fond of sportsmen’s company, and therefore provides every 
facility possible for the comfort and success of those who 
shoot ulong the Picdmont Air Line. - 
Among the haunted mounds and familiar places of the old 

battle fields on the Virginia Midland, there are several points 
where quail abound, and some very nice work has been done 
by spertemen in that region during the past month. At 
Greensboro, N. C,, several parties from Philadelphia, New 
York, Cincinnati, Ailanta and elsewhere have been hand- 
somely repaid for their tour thither, and success in the fields. 
The hotel at High Point was sold by the sheriff lately, and 
passed into hands that will keep itin good style. Game 
abounds thereabouts, and in sufficient quantity to furnish all 
the work and satisfaction that visitors may desire. 

Between Salisbury and Old Forts, on the Western North 
Carolina Railyoad, there are splendid ranges along the foot of 
Mount Mitchell, Black Mountuin, and other points, so that 
a party of Lunters cannot go amiss to stop anywhere for a 
few days’ sport. 

There haye been afew snows, some ice und sharp frosts 
that have denuded the trees and fiattened the sedge. ‘The 
cedars, holly and evergreens are shellering a good stock of 
plicasunts, and in some quarters wild turkeys are plentiful, 
so that there is sufficient game in sight to satisfy any one, not 
only in quantity but also in quality and variety. Allof the 
birds that 1 haye scen thus far are plump, in fine condition 
and flavor, they haying fed on rich mast and plenty of grain 
du)ing® the luxuriant autumn season and Open winter weather 
that has preyailed to the present time. 
With regard to the law concerning the shipping of game 

out of the State, there is nothing in it to. prevent sportsmen 
from doing so. ‘The penalty applies only to hucksters and 
traders, who if they were not prevented by law from doing 
so, would ere now have denuded the State of North Oaro- 
lina of every edible bird within its limits. No attempt has 
eyer been made to anney visitors, whe ship whal they shoot 
Sie Shar Shy exhibit to friends at home the result of their 

sill, : 
Concerning the fish laws of this State, the penalties are 

neyer applied; and the result is, the lazy scoundrels who kill 
fish with dynamite torpedoes, haye ruined and destroyed the 
once populous fishing waters of all of western Carolina, So 
it is rare now to catch any fish worthy of the table, and the 
luxury is only secured occasionally, by purchasing the fruits 
of some lone fisherman’s trot line or basket that he keeps set 
on his own preserves, Of this kind of fishing, we had on 
the table yesterday a ved horse weighing nine pounds, and 
a hungry party made the most of the luxury. Such a rarity 
as black bass or trout are as seldom found hereabouts as 
grains of gold in the Hudson. Some of the most public-spir- 
ited citizens in this section are arranging te plant carp, and 
then we will have a chance to defend other fish against the 
powder fiend, for this industry will beget a disposition 
amoug the people to foster fishculture and enforce the law 
aainst their destruction, 
From Charlotte to Atlanta the grounds have been visited 

hy partics wha have bagged splendid counts and been de- 
lighted with the results. Some of the shooters tell me they 
couldn’t help hittmg birds even thouvh they banged away 
with: their eyes shut. This report applies to any of the 
fields south of Spartanburg, Kine’s Mountain, Gainesville, 
Toccoa, ele, I notice that a number of persons who are 
en route to Florida for the winter bave had their tickets 
fixed by the Richmond pnd Danyille Railroad people so that 
they can stop over and enjoy a “spell of hunting” at any of 
the points which they may select, They thus combine 
hunting pleasures with tourist's and invalid’s necessity, and 
are making the best of life. 
Those who come from the Northwest will find splendid 

new fields and bunting grounds along a delightful line of 
railway that has just been opened up in this section, and 

hamed the French Broad Route. 
Louisville, Ky., thence to Jerico, in the neighborhood of 
which—and about Coal Creek—there is an abundance of 
game {hat warrants any amount of time 4 sportsman may 
wish to expend io working the fields thereabouts. 
mountain bushes and irregular ground are rather hard on 
dogs, tear up and sear their feet and noses; but if they are 
tough and not easily broken up by hard wear, a few days’ 
sport thereabouts will well repay for the labor, ete. 

town, in Hast Tennessee; thence to Point Rock, Warm 
Springs, Asheville and up the French Broad to and across 
the Blue Ridge by the Western North Carolina Railroad to 
Salisbury. South of Morristown, along the Pigeon and 
French Broad, there are plenty of quails and pheasants, and 
‘is they have been disturbed very litle by pot-hunters, the 
coursing and work uecessary to make full and satisfactory 
bags is of ai easy character that offers very inviting induce- 

The initial point is at 

The 

From Jerico the line extends to Knoxville and Morris- 

ments to parties to make 4 call, 
At Warm Springs horses can be secured from Sevier or 

Garrett, und John Saitnders with his dead shot Leeman hair- 
trigger rifle, or MacIall with his infallible Henry repeater, 
are ready at an hour's warning to carry a daring hunter into 
the lair of bear, wolves, turkey and deer that harbor in the 
ynountain fastnesses, wilhin a radius of eight to twelve miles 
from that point. Pheasants abound in the thickets, but it 
requires sharp eyes and quick shots to bag them, Quail ure 
nol yery plentiful on the plantations hereabouts, doubtless 
from the fact that the lands haye been diverted from grain 
and applied to raising tobacco. Jn the mountains and in- 
terior valleys, along the laurels and other streams in this 
vicinity, quail abound, and the birds are in reinarkably fine 
condition and flayor, as my own experience within the past 
week can attest. 

At Asheville, enthusiastic sportsmen will find many 
kindred spirits. One of these is M. C. Klein, who is not 
only a remarkably fine shot but also a devoted nimrod, who 
knows the lair of every wild beast, and cover of every covey 
of birds in the famous old ‘Buncombe deestrict in Nawth 
Calliny.” Were there no other pleasures than those which 
come from looking at exquisitely benutiful scenery, a tourist 
through this French Broad region would be well repaid for 
the trip. In all the grand mountain scenery of North 
America, the picturesque beauties of this rapid rolling 
stream, and the majestic mountains of this ‘‘Land of the 
Sky” are unequalled for yariely and exquisite details of out- 
line, form, height and splendor of color. Their shadows 
haunt the brains of poets, and fasten themselves on the 
walls of artists’ memories. To the recollection of a hunter 
the musical echoes of his gun resound like delicious melodies 
of loved songs ind strains of charming symphonies. There 
are joy, delight, health and pleasnrein beingamid these moun- 
tain fastnesses that make it worth all of life to live here; 
and so if occurs that when once a hunter hears the rebound 
of his gun’s voice amid the angles of these hills, he wants to 
slay and linger among tle fastnesscs forever. With the 
blood of renewed life bounding in my veins, rejuvenating 
my youth and bringing the fire of intense health into my 
eyes and making my nerves like steel, tendons like whip- 
cords, and muscles like hickory withes, you need not wonder 
that this old hunter is enthusiastic over this here, 

I. E. Nace, M. D. 
Warm Springs, N.C. 

THE CHOICE OF HUNTING RIFLES. 
Editor Forest and Stream; 

To select a good hunting rifle, one in this advanced age, 
when one has twenty different makes and styles to seleet 
from, seems a very easy matter, but to choose one which will 
effectually do the work for which the purchaser intends it, 
cun only be done atter careful study and consideration. 

The two most important points are: First, the kind of game 
you intend to hunt; second, the nature of the country in 
which the game is found, if open or thickly wooded. Then 
there are other matters, such as the weight, style of sights, 
ete., which only the party who is going to use the rifle can 
decide upon, if he wishes to be suited exactly, 

Like your correspondent, ‘‘Greenhorn,” I do not “‘tie to” 
repeating rifles, and have yet to see the repeater that I would 
exchange any good single-shot rifie for. To my mind the 
only advantage they appear to have, is ‘‘rapidity of fire.” 
This I claim is no special advantage, unless one is hunting 
dangerous animuls or “for meat.” If a hunter gets a gooa 
shot, and from lack of skill, or carelessness, misses his game, 
and cannot with the improved single breech-loader of the 
present day get in another shot before it gets out of range, I 
for one say let it go, pive the game some sort of a chance, it 
will disappear soon enough without the aid of repeating rifles, 

Your correspondent ‘‘D. M. B.” favors a .40-90 repeater. 
For reasons advanced by ‘‘Greenhorn’ ido uot think the 
-40 90 would become a general favorite; few men would care 
to carry an 11-pound 32-inch ritie all day if the huntiog had 
to be done on foot, and fewer still could make good shooting 
with it, The cartridges of the length required for a .40-90- 
500 would be very awkward to handle and carry about. If 
‘i repeater must be used (but I think the only time a man is 
justified in using one is when hunting the grizzly), would 
not a .50-70-425 answer the purpose of a ,40-90 48 well or 
better? Let it be made of the half-magazine style, to carry 
say five shots. The recoil from this gun would not be felt, 
and the chinces of accident from any weakuces of the breech 
mechauism, or explosion in the magazine, would be materi- 
ally lessened on account of the reduced charge and smaller 
number of shots. 
Every one will, I think, admit that five effective shots are 

better than eight ‘‘less effective; in other words that fiveshots 
from a .40-culiher will do more execution than eight from 
a .40-caliber, tired at any large pame upon the run, or under 
any. circumstances where a vital spot cannot be selected for 
a dead shot, Makers of magazine guns appear to have lost 
sight of this; and as long as a repeater was capable of dis- 
charging its sixteen or seventeen shots in as many seconds, 
it seemed to ‘‘pass” without regard to quantity of powder or 
lead; as long as the number of shote were there it was all 
right. 

The .50-70 may not haye quite as much penetration as the 
40-90, but if has enough for all practical purposes, and this 
ig more than balanced by its greatly superior ‘‘killing” 
qualities, 

T have never had un opportunity of hunting the large game 
of the West, my experience haying been confined to black 
bear and moose. Of these 1 have killed a good number, 
On these animals I have tried all kinds of rifles, from the 
Bnglish express down to .40-caliber American rifles, I do 
not like express bullets, penetration is sacrificed to trajectory 
and the light ball does not kill dead. Proper ammunition is 

hard to obtain, and us a role the rifles are not as accurate as 
American rifles, 
and found thatas long as the game was stationary and in 
full sight, so I could select a vital spot for my mark, it 
worked admirably. 

it motion, it was not so satisfactory, and nany a mile have 
T had to travel after a wounded moose, which I huve often 
found shot through and through, 

T used a .44-75-405 Ballard for a long time, 

On the other handif in thick cover, or 

Some years ago I became possessed of » Swinburn made 
by Webley & Co., under Swinburn’s patent, asample gun, 
the only one Lever saw before or since, .50-caliber, 8} pounds. 
I pS 70 grains of powder and 425 of Iead. if a Jong bullet is 
used, 
exact weicht; cither are very effective, tlie long one has more 
penetration and nearly always goes through, no matter at 
what angle the ball strikes. 
that the animal usuallly drops quicker to the round boll. 
This Laccount for from the fact that 4 greater shock is received 
from the round ball than from the long, the long bullet cut- 
ting a clean bole, and the round ‘‘tearing” through bone and 

Tsometimes use a reund bullet buf do not know the 

The only difference I find is 

muscle, making a wound from whicl the blood flows fast. 
Indians prefer a good smooth-bore to any rifle taking a con- 
ical or elongated bullet for this reason, they say, ‘Little bul- 
let make small hole, moose run long way; big bullet make 
big hole, moose not go far.” and this [haye proved on more 
thin one Oceesion to be a fact. GLOBE Sra, 
New Guascow, Nova Scotia. 

Aiditior Forest and Stream: 
In your issue of Jun. 8 1 find a communication on ‘“The 

Choice of Hunting Rifies” from ' Peabody-Martini,” stating 
that thereis a prospect of a rifle, single-loader, .25-caliber, 
being placed upon the matlet within afew months in which 
the defects now existing in small-bore rifles and cartridges 
will be remesied. Lam glad of it. J have read the yarious 
communications on the subject of hunting rifles, and have 
only been slightly interested in the same, It is impossible 
for me to visit the ‘Rockies’ to shoot grizzlies, or the north- 
ern woods for moose. But I om interested in squirrels und 
“sich, and have taken great satisfaction in shooting them 
with a Flobert .22. But [ realized that there was something 
lacking in the rifle. L wanted one a little larger, and still 
not so largeasa.32. Where to get'a perfect one and per- 
feet cartridges for the same I did not know, so I simply 
waited, and I have wondered if there are not more like my- 
self who would be glad to get a breech-loader to take the 
place of the ancient squirrel rifle, muzzleloader. L know at 
Jeast of one, so I say all hail to the .20-caliber promised, 
chambered for a shellstrong enough to be reliable ona turkey 
at 150 or 200 yards, and with no nicking the bullet at the 
base to throw wide of the mark and “keyhole.” With the 
rifle I now have Ihave made some splendid shows. One 
afternoon this fallin about an hour and a half 1 shot seven 
squirrels out of eleven shots, taking them all but one in tae 
head, If there are others who would, like myself, desire to 
have such a rifle promised in ‘‘Peabody-Marlini” communi- 
cation, let them speak out, DRocIDDEP, 

Eadtior Forest and Streane: 
The letters of ‘“D. M. B.," “Greenhorn” and others have 

been very interesting to me, their experiences with slow bul- 
lets and high trajectory curyes from the ordinary repeating 
rifles, and my own are identical, and the apathy evinced by 
the manufacturers of sucli rifles and cartridges, to the long- 
felt and crying necessity of something better, is only ex- 
plainable on these premises, which Iwas foreed to believe 
some time ago. 

The manufacturers have allthey can do to supply the 
present demand, haye even advanced the prices of the old 
line of cartridges, and anything new would call for an extra 
expenditure for new tools, machinery, ete., ete., that would 
(they say) hardly be warrantable tor the few. When te- 
minded that the march of the multitude is always in the 
footsteps of the pioneers, they have claimed themselves to be 
the leaders, saying “ought not we, the manufacturers, to 
know more about rifles than the hunter or sportsman?” When 
itis known that the manufacturer or stock owner of the 
rifles never shot a deer, buffalo or other large game, and 
never wou 4 first prize in a publie target competition, then 
the uselessness of argument with such needs no comment, 
and all one has to do is to wait. ; 

But new arms companies are springing up and the patient 
walters are likely to soon haye their reward. lately 
received an invitation to svisit the Bullard Repeating Arms 
Company, of Springfield, Mass., with the assurance of an 
exhibition of something new in the way of .45 and .40 
caliber cartridges for use in their repeating system. To my 
delight, amoug fourteen different sizes of cartridges, | was 
shown « .45-caliber straight shell with 85 grains of powder, 
295 of lead; a .40-ealiber with 90 to 95 grains of powder and 
300 of lead, the latter was slightly bottle-shaped, and about 
the sume length as the .45 government cartridge. We re- 
paired to the 200 yardsrange. I desired’to test the .45-caliber 
85 grain cartridge first, und to shoot without cleaning, Ina 
very few shots | found the proper eleyation, und then scored 
seven successive ‘bulls’ at the regular Creedmoor target—8- 
inch bullseye. I then called for a regular government 
.45-caliber 70 grain cartridge, as it would ft in the same rifle, 
and, taking careful aim, the bullet struck the target 32 
inches below the bullseye; this experiment I yerified again 
and again, the 85-grain cartridge would shoot into the }yulls- 
eye, while the regular .45 government, with the same sight- 
ing, would shoot from 24 to 36 inches below. I was then 
handed a Bullard repeating rite with a bright octagon barrel, 
the .40-90 No. 1, and the barrel not yet blucd 1 decided 
to test this one from a rest, and with beth elbows on the 
inble I carefully fired ten shots, then walked the 200 yards 
and as carefully measured them; seven of the shots were 
inside a inch, while a 6-inch circle would contain the ten, 
The rifle was 28-inch barrel, full maguzine, and weighed 10} 
pounds, and when fully charged would hold cleyen shots, 
These rifies are silted for “point blank” at 100 and at 200 
yards; this .40-90 bullet will not be more than three inches 
lower, they told me, W. Minton Farrow, 
Newport, R. 1. 

Editor Horest and Streaiv: 
Returning but very recently froma long trip, which has 

taken me byice across the continent, I found something 
awaiting my wltention that may possibly be of imterest fo 
others, and hence IJ give the benctfit to those who, like my- 
self, may have been searching or wishing for different am- 
munition for their rifles, knowing that the columns of your 
valuable paper form the best means of reaching the majority. 

There is no doubt that many times individual sportsmen 
have been dissatistied with their rifles, from the fact that, 
owing to their peculiar mechanism, but only one class of 
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Fiftesn shots, 79yds., 85 grains powder, 285 grains lead, naked ball, 
without cleaning. 

ammunition could be used in them, this ammunition being 
the regular ‘‘factory ammunition” originally designed for 
them, and in the shells of which but only a certain quantity 
of powder and iead could be used. Even when the sports- 
man reloaded his own cartridges he was forced to adhere to 
the standard through his inability to procure other than the 
regular factory bullets; whereas, had le been able to pro- 
cure other bullets of less weight, that would occupy just so 
much less space in the shells, as they were shorter than the 
standard, and the space so gained could have been utilized 
4o contain more powder, and then they could have varied 
the proportions of powder and lead, and very probably im- 
proved the shooting of the rifle as a hunting gun for short 
and hunting distances. 

Ttis my idea that the same gun can use two, and perhaps 
three grades of ammunition as occasion may require, and 
still maintain the same length of cartridge. By varying the 
length, and thereby, of course, the weight of the bullet, 
there might be light bullets and heavy charges of powder for 
sliort ranges, where the time for deviation and variation 
from wind, etc., would be but short; somewhat longer and 
heavier bullets, and nearly the same weight of powder tor 
mid-ranges; and full-sized bullets, with their weight and 
length to keep them up to their true flight, and their propor- 
tion of powder for extreme ranges, and yet maintain the 
same length of cartridge, so that each would fit the chamber 
of the gun. 

Then the hunter, being able to procure bullets of varying 
lengths and weights. could choose his ammunition for the 
work at hand; orhave with him cartridges of varying power, 
and he able with the same gun to take either long or short 
shols at game, as they presented themselves, 

In using ammunition of this kind, of course allowance 
would have to be made in sighting, no matler how the gun 
miht be sighted. If sighted for one grade of ammunition, 
expcriment and practice could only determiae how much 
allowance to make when using that of another grade; but 
the gun being sighted for the standard ammuaition, shoot- 
ing with heavier charges of powder and lighter bullets would 
mainly tend to flatten the trajectory, and extend the “‘point 
blank,” so as fo coyer a much greater ‘dangerous space” for 
fame to obviate the necessity forsuch close estimation of dis- 
tance as might be required with heayier bullets and lighter 
charges of powder; and the necessary allowances to be made 
would soon regulate themselves without any alterations of 
sight. 
an a result of following up this idea in correspondence 

with rifle makers, I have received an answer showing that 
the idea was accepted to be experimented upon, the same 
idea having been previously expertmented upou by the party 
to whom I wrote, and I quote from this answer for the ‘‘in- 
formation of all concerned”’: 

“Your letter of Aug. 21 came duly to hand and carefully 
noted, and I send you herewith the result of some of my ex- 
eriments, ete, The target with holes in it I made with cast 
ullets of 285 grains weight and 85 grains powder at 79 

yards, Itis of fifteen consecutive shots. I got my ranye 
with five shots and pnt the remaining fifteen where you see 
them. This same bullet at 200 yards shot fully as well as 
the U. 8. 405, and with same sighting shot two feet eight 
inches higher (that was from center of impact of teu shots 
of each kind), and it went to the target in a hurry.  # 

"The other target of twenty shots, as described, was shot 
with a .40-caliber repeater of our make, that never had a bul- 
let through it before, at 80 yards. 1 sent the original to the 

, and they are now making cartridges for us of that 
ealiber of 75 grains powder, 225 lead. Have shot ten shols 
from this style cartridge at 200 yards, and all into a five-inch 
ring, and the trajectory was very flat—between eight and 
nine inches—and the bullet more tHan hurried down the 
Tange. It is ‘the boss’ for hunting. lam going to put the 
same bullet in a bottle-necked shell, with about ten grains 
more powder, and see what it will do.” 

Isend you the two targets, which I hope may be pub- 
lished, as they explain themselves much belter than pages 
of manuscript could. 

I understand that cartridges of the above description will 
soon be on the market, and itis to be hoped they will suc- 
eced in satisfying the wants of hunters, It will be seen 
anyway that makers are desirous of pleasing and serving 
their customers with what is wanted, and that thereby the 
limits of “hunting ammunition” will be very widely in- 
creased. Cc. D, 
Wronmine, December, 1883. 

Hiditor Forest and stream: 
And stili they all have their doubts and fancies for a.40-90 

repeater and all are longing for the gun of the future. I 
quite agree with one of your correspondents as to the danger 
of all repeaters, Ihaye used nearly all of them, both the 
lever and bolt suns. All alike are troubled with the failing, 
danger of the explosion of cartridges in the magazine, 1 
haye one now 4440-200 Kennedy, the only gun that comes 
hear perfection. It has done three years’ hard shooting and 

Twenty shots, 80yds,, 75 grains powder, 2285 grains lead, with- 
out cleaning; Bullard repeater. 

roughed it; has Jain for ten days in thirty feet of water in 
Sable Lake, coming out in working order; yetit does not do 
hard shooting to suitme, This past season I purchased a 
Pieper gun, one barrel rifled, the other shot; caliber of rifle 
-44-40-200. I had the riflerechambered to shoot .44-90-270 
Sharps express cartridges. I can safely say a more destruc- 
tive gun could not be placed in a gunner’s hands, at either 
long or short range, using either buckshot or rifle barrel. 
As a bone breaker and hard shooter it is the best gun I ever 
saw. Its first cost was $35, rechambering $1, express sliells 
$5 per 100. 

But the gun of the future must be one that does away with 
percussion primers, which in the magazine of ,all repeaters 
will explode by sudden jars or friction, To that alone can 
be referred all of the explosions of magazine guns. It seems 
to me that in this electric sge any manufacturer of guns 
could produce a gun with a battery concealed in tlie stock, 
which, by pressure of the trigger would send a direct current 
into the center of the cartridge as soon as one was thrown 
into the barrel and explosion would follow. For the percus- 
sion primer use a copper center or a small carbon point, then 
all danger of the coming magazine gun would be averted. 
The coming gun of the age will be the eleciric gun. 

5. E. B. 
Manistrx, Mich., Jan. 8, 1884. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
In 1880 or ’8L I proposed in your pages to obtain the desid- 

eratum by taking the Centennial Winchester as a basis, Sub- 
stituting a .40-bore barrel, chambered for their .60-90 express 
shell, and using a ring between the outside of the .40 ball 
and the inside of the .50 shell. The end of the ring would 
abut against a shoulder in the barrel and would remain in the 
shell when fired; in fact, it would be a substitute for the 
bottle neck process which so much weakens the shell, The 
Wiuchester Company agreed to make me such a gun, but 
very fairly told me that 1 would not answer, and that they 
must haye its price with tlie order, *‘as my executors might 
not like paying the bill.” This rather discouraged me, and 
I did not give the order. The shell, they said, would not 
stand. Lonly proposed using a 220-grain express ball before 
95 or 100 grains of powder, while in Mr, O. F*. Winchester’s 
letterto Forest AND SrRHAM, Oct. 29, 1877, he says that 
they have fired 203 grains of powder and 1,750 grains of 
lead without injury to the gun or shell, and that ata slight 
increase of weight the shell might be made to stand any 
amount of powder and ball, but at an entirely uncalled for 
cost. This increase of cost would, I think, be eheerfully 
paid by the hunters of the West for a .40-90 repeater, I 
would recall to your readers the experience of Lt.-Col, Hills 
in India, om tigers, using a 40-bore muzzle-loader, 220 ex- 
press ball, and 10010 120 grains of powder, which I gave in 
my former communication and which I think would bear 
republication in your paper. 7 Nemo. 

REBOUNDING LOCKS. 

Eidliter Forest and Stream: 
I wish to call the attention of my brother sportsmen, all 

over the country, toa matter that I have known for a lon 
time, but which may he new to some of them, and that is 
the extremely unsafe condition of a majority of the guns of 
the present day that have rebounding locks. In the days of 
the old muzzle-loader no good sportsman would carry his gun 
with the hammer down, resting on the caps, for if anythin 
should catch the hammer and pull it up nearly to the half- 
cock notch, and then set the hammer free, it would fall on 
the cap with sufficient force to explode it. The quarter- 
cock, when introduced, remedied this matter in a measure, as 
then if careless sportsmen would persist in leaving the ham- 
mers on the caps the quarter-cock caught the hammer before 
it was pulled back far enough to explode the cap, or if it 
was pulled back of this and slipped off it caught on the quar- 
ter-cock, and the only danger the careless man had to en- 
counter was that if anything hit the back of the hammer a 
smart blow it would fire the gun, Now, this very thing ex- 
ists with the present rebounding lock, breech-loading gun, 
in a majority of instances, so far as the first case is con- 
cerned. Let each man experiment for himself; put an empty 
but capped shell in your gun; close it, then, keeping your 
finger off the trigger, pull the hammer up until il nearly 
catches at full cock and let it slip, I think you will find the 
result in many cases will be to convince you. that you have a 
very dangerous gun instead of a very sale one, as you sup- 
posed you had. 
Now, I will go further and say that I know from sad ex- 

perience that a gun with rebounding hammers can be fired 
by striking the back of the hammera smart blow, one of my 
oldest and most valued friends haying lost lis right arm. by 
his gun being fired under the above circumstances. The 
accident occurred while on a recent duck-shooting expe- 
dition, He was shooting out of a deep box, buried in the 
mud, and while putting the gun down in the corner of the 
box struck the back of the hammer against a projecting 

piece on the side of the box, with the above unfortunate re- 
sult, I will add’ that he was using one of the best English 
guns. Ido not wish to suy of what makers, as my object is 
not to condemn any particular make of fun, but to call the 
altention of all sportsmen fo this matter, and as the experi- 
ment is so easily made, they can soon satisfy themselves as 
to whether they haye a safe gun or not. 

I will oniy add that Tam trying to catch my breath after 
your heavy broadside in reply to ‘Deep and Light Draft.” 
When two people think as nearly alike as we do on the above 
subject, it is hard to get up a controversy, but Iwill give you 
one more gun onsomeé future occasion, SINKBOAT, 
Easton, Md. 

CONTRABAND CANADIAN DEER. 
Editor Forest ind Stream: 

Eleyen carcasses of deer shipped from Lake Megantic to 
Boston were seized here last week for infraction of the Cus- 
toms law, referred to in your last issue, prohibiting the export 
of such gamc. They were sold by auction, realizing some 
376. This, I believe, is the third lot shipped by the same 
partics, and they may feel thankful that they escaped the $100 
fine to which each was lable. Every person not domiciled 
in this Province is obliged to take out a hunters’ license, oost- 
ing $20 for the season, in default of which he is liable to a 
fine of $40. This may seem a little hard to residents of the 
United States, but the Jaw was enacted to protect our game 
from pot-hunting expeditions; and in this locality would 
probably not be enforced against legitimate sportsmen. 
The Maine Game Commissioners complain of the slaugh- 

ter of game in that State by residents of this Province, and 
perhaps the unsettled condition of Northern Maine renders it 
more exposed to poachers from our side, still I think the en- 
forcement of the law preventing persons from killing above 
a certain number of each kind of game, would do away with 
this evil, and probably could be as casily enforced as the 
license law suggested. We want a sifnilar fe and vigorous 
efforts will be mace to pass one. Three deer, two caribou 
and one moose aie enough for any sportsman, and any one 
who kills more does it for pecuniary profit, or else is made of 
a different clay from that im which the genuine sportsman is 
moulded. 

I think Maine laws should be made conformable to ours as 
regards the commencement of the open season. September 
is the month par excellence for camping out, and if campin 
parties were restricted to legitimate sport, we question i 
more game would be killed than at present, while many more 
would be induced to avail themselves of this healthful re- 
creation. Again, along the portion of the Maine boundary 
lying between the Megantic and Spider lakes, and the Ma- 
galloway and Chain of Ponds, large game such as moose and 
caribou are perhaps one day in Maine and the nextin Canada, 
and as [know from experience have their feeding grounds on 
both sides of the line, D. THomas. 
SHERBROORE, Que., Jan, 5, 884. 

SHOOTING WITH THE PISTOL. 

OR several years i have hada great deal of pleasure 
hunting rabbits with no other weapon than & pistol, If 

you haye a Smith & Wesson or a Stevens gallery pistol, then 
consider yourself well fixed, for I use only alittle Sharps .22- 
caliber, and with it haye killed as many as five in one eyen- 
ing, all shot through the head, First, before gomg out hunt- 
jng, suppose you try your pistol and see if you really can hit 
aturget the sizeof a rabbit, 1'll wager a brace of quail 
against a mug of cider that plenty of men who to-day carry 
a pistol in their hip pocket can’t hil a nail keg at ten paces, 
let alone the eye of «rabbit, Pul up a target and shoot and 
shoot and shoot until you can confidently say you can hit 
what you shoot at, then you are ready for the field. 

If there is a light snow on the ground so much the better, 
take your pistol and go hunting with it alone; leave your 
gun at home, for if youtakeit along, you will not only 
shoot rabbits with it, but you will be tempted to shoot quail. 
Walk the hedges always with your pistol hand next to the 
hedge; the reason is obvious; any mun knows that the less 
motion is made the more successful he will be. Walk slow, 
and when you see a rabbit, catch the sight and shoot quick, 
and if youraim has been good, you will bag that rabbit 
with as much pride as you did your first quail shot on the 
wing. Your pistol is not a hair trigger, therefore leain to 
stuady your sim by pressure on the trigger and only giye the 
final pull us you see the vye of a rabbit thrungh the sights. 

Be very careful, The gun is dangerous, but the pistol is 
far more so, Hunt alone, or at most with only one com- 
panion, always keep 4 cool head and never point your pistol 
(whether loaded or not) at anything yon do not wish to kill. 
I dread sending this note for fear some boy may read it and 
be led to hunt with a pistol and shoot himself. If any boy 
sees this I caution again, remember the little weapon will 

& | kill you just as easily (if pointed at your heart or head) as it 
does the rabbit you are so confident of. Neyer trust your- 
self ont with a crowd, but recollect what you haye read and 
go alone. Handle your pistol as thongh it were a hand 
grenade or bombshell, and you will be comparatively safe. 
When you get home, dress your game and put it to soak 

in salt and water for twenty-four hours, and then-haye it 
cooked to suit your fancy, Ilike them fried. Study the 
habits of your game and read all you can about the little 
rodent, and in this alone you will find great pleasure, 

MARK, 
Mornine@ Sux, lows, 

SNOW GEESE ON THE DELAWARE, 

ae inclosed cutting from the Smyrna (Del.) Times 
repeats the report I have lately given of the presence 

of snow geese on the Delaware: ‘‘A large number of white 
wild geese, called by some Canada geese and by others 
Brandt, have been spending the winter thus far in the coves 
along Bombay Hook, and especially that near Collins’s 
Beach, Itisno uncommon thing for them to spend the 
winter, or part ofit, inthe Delaware Bay, but heretofore 
they have confined themselves mainly to the Jersey side, in 
the waters that make upintoits marshes. In the past eighteen 
or twenty years, Mr. Benson, in charge of the lighthouse, tells 
us he has not seen them so numerous in our waters as this 
winter. They are hard to come up with by sportsmen, and it 
cannot be successfully donc only by a little deception. 
When the ice is breaking wp the gunners get into a boat 
which is covered with ice, the men themselyes being covered 
with sheets and carrying themselves in a reclining position, 
One mantges an oar in the rear for directing the course of 
the boat, and thus they can sometimes float right among a 
fiock, The hapless birds that have mislaken the craft for 
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an ice foe pay for their credulity usually by the loss ot 
several of their number.” 

The journal errs in giving’ the name of this fowl Canada 
geese or brant, It is the Arctic or snow goose (Anser hyper 
doves). As far as I can learn nove haye been killed by our 
Philadelphia sportsmen this season; but it appears from the 
account given that the Smyrna gunners are now taking 
advantage of the ice in the hay and paddling up on them, 
Capt. A. A. Glay, of Philadelphia, 1 season or two since 
suceeeded in decoying them on fhe marshes where they 
resort to feed. No doubt this flock will remam on the Dela- 
ware until early in the spring, when they will depavt for 
their breeding prounds, which I think are in the main silu- 
ated in the Pacitic Arctic regions, ns large numbers are seeu 
every spring passing overland im the west, their course always 
pointing to the northwest. Your correspondent a few years 
since killed a pair while snipe shooting, one with each barrel 
as the geese few over. This was abont ten miles from Val- 
paraiso, Ind. Hollabird will remember the incident, as he 
was ‘‘at the death.” flomo, 
PHILADELPHIA, Jan, 12. 

NOTES FROM MICHIGAN. 

iG will be interesting to watch an attempt about to he 
made by a party of Detroiters at preserving a large sec- 

tion of country in Northern Michigan, For a number of 
years the party referred to have annually hunted on the 
pipunds they propose to. preserve; now they have gained 
rom the owners of the land the exclusive shooting privil- 

eges. The territory they intend to take in is some six or 
eight miles square, surrounding Turtle Lake, so called from 
its resemblance in shape toa turtle. The land around the 
lake bas been lumbered; it abounds in splendid cover for 
deer, and ruffed syouse are there by the thousands, while 
Turtle Lake itself swarm# with fish, black bass predominat- 
ing, The lake is a mile and ahalf long by a mile wide, 
snugly nestled in among the hills that surround it and is 
distant some forty milesfrom Alpena. By the way, ‘‘Al- 
pena” is an Indian name and signifies a country wherein par- 
tridzes are plentiful—‘a good partridge country,” 
as an old Indian told me some years since: 
And it is such a country, surely, as your corres- 
pondent can affirm, for, one afternoon while on 
a still-hunt for deer, he counted sixty-seven ruffed grouse 
flushed by him inside of three or four hours. With a 
fair show during the close season deer will go on and multi- 
ply rapidly around Turtle Lake, as the country is well wat- 
ered, sprinkled here and there with hardwood, and affords 
ample coyer and protection in its numerous swamps, slash- 
ins and woods, In fact the section is admirably fitted for 
the shelter of game, and has been, and now is, one of the 
yery best hunting regions of our Btate. It remains to beseen 
what will come of the somewhat ambitious attempt of the six 
or eight gentlemen who propose to be the piong¢ers in form- 
ing a game preserve right in the heart of the wilderness, and 
where game laws are virtually unknown. Be the experiment 
of preserying this particular tract successful ot not, the in- 
fluence will be for good, and will haye a tendency to educate 
people in the northern counties as to the true value of game. 

Tt’s 4 pity we cannot haye a game warden duly appointed 
by the State at once; for him we shall haye to ‘‘bide a wee,” 
or rather a year, until our next Legislature meets. 1 is 
hard to estimate the immense good such an officer can ac- 
complish. The results of the efforts made by Mr, Tighy as 
a missionary or warden of the State Sportsmen's Assovia- 
tion but faintly prophesy what he could do if invested with 
authority by the people of the State. The impression that 
no doubt was felt in some quarters that he was working for 
the good of aselect few would quickly give way to one of 
respect and awe among the law-breakers. Without know- 
ing, Limagine he has met with skepticism as to the disinter- 
estednuss of the association. No doubt many of the ignorant 
‘mossbacks” he labored with felf all the time that the asso- 
ciation through him was endeavoring to attain some selfish 
result. A game warden backed by 9 commonwealth could 
certainly accomplish infinitely grcater results than could one 
appointed by a small body of sportsmen. 

Had we a game warden now, | should like to whisper in 
his ear that brook trout from Luke Superior, caught through 
the ice, were exposed for sale in Mansfield Market, this city, 
within a weekorso. Also that Christmas evening, venison 
was offered for sale at Bailey’s Market. Both were out of 
season, but both were freely offered for sale. DELTA, 
DetRorr, Mich., Jan. 12. 

A DUCK HUNT IN TEXAS. 

O kill ducks one must haye a duck gun, especially if 
they are deep water ducks—viz., canvas-backs, red- 

heads and bluebills—of the first two yarieties we haye but 
few here and my experience has chiefly been with bluebills. 
These ducks haye names innumerable and T have often been 
struck with the fact when half a dozen hunters were together 
and each one would use a different name for them, scaup 
duck, bluebill, blackhead, black jack, nigger head, broad- 
hill, and bullhead being among the most common; the large 
black head of the drake giving most of the names. Where 
they breed I know not, far north of Texas, but in winter 
they visit: us in large flocks, in numbers tar greater than any 
otherduck. They feed in both deep and shoal water, are 
most expert at diving and very tenacious of fife. When 
crippled itis almost impossible for the retriever to catch 
them, and as they only show thetop of the head and very 
little of (heir hacks as they swim off it is ditficult to shoot 
them again. They are swift on the wing and all in all it re- 
quires a good shot and 4 good gun to kill them with any 
certainty, On the other hand, they decoy easily and the 
mallard call attracts their attention at once. On our lakes 
we often see them resting ou the open water in ‘‘rafts'’ of —[ 
might say—millions, coming in late in the evening to feed 
on the grass flats. The noise made by them as they vse from 
these large rafts clostly resembles distant thunder—not so 
yery distant either. I had, with my fellow hunters, often 
discussed the necessity of getting an extra hard hitting gun 
to bring down and keep down these ducks, and last season 
procured an 8-gauge gun of 4 celebrated English make, 12% 
pounds in weight, 34-inch barrels. With this I did better 
than before, but still I kept longing for somethging more 
effective. I then had built to order, by an American firm, 2 | 
fine gun of about the same size as {he above, except the | 
barrels were thirty-six inches long. After carefully testing 
it both as to pattern and penetration, I found it inferior ta 
my old gun. [then hada friend select from the stock of 
Henry ©. Squires, of New York, a Greener for me on a large 
scale, 144 pounds, 8-gauge, 86-inch barrels, and in which ra 

use seven drams of strong black powder and 1? ounces No. 4 
chilled shot, 
With this gun 1 found that I could kill from one-fourth fo 

one-third further than with any olher gun I ever say, the 
great weight preventing any serious Tecoil, and being pos 
sessed of physicul streneth beyond the average of men I 
could wield it very hatidily, My iviends insisted {hat I could 
not kill-with it much better than with my old guns, but T 
never found one of them to he of this gpinion alter standing 
by me during a day's shooting, as I would, for the sake of 
argument, oceasionally cut, down a single duck which be- 
lonwed fo my companion hefore it came near enough for him 
to nse his lighter guy. On one ocvasion I had four friends 
at my place, one fom St. Louis, the others neighbors, and 
all good shots, better than I, two of them being, perhaps, 
the best in our section. We shot from 3 till 5:30 P. M., 
and ut night one had ten, one twelve, one twenty-nine, one 
forty-tiye, while I had seventy-fonr, and had any one of 
them had my gun and I his [ would probably Jave had 
about 2 Gozen and he w hundred. Since this episode the 
“hiv gun” has been treated with great respect, and my 
spitits lave been considerably elevated by the possession of 
it, Many then think that so large a gun is unsporismanlike, 
although used exclusively for ducks and geese, and yet they 
hammer away at quails, one-tenth the size of a duck, with a 
gun half or three-fourths ag large as my Greener, This sort 
of arole would require a man toubandon his Sharp's “old 
reliable," or his Tolly or Lancuster sisteeu-pound elephant 
etm and face his game with one of Stephen's “hunter's pets,” 
and which would cause Messrs. Grizzly & Co. to become 
cannibals in self-defense, and fat. they would grow on their 
ame. 

i To cut down a pair of bluchills ab ninety yards is a pleas- 
ant thing, but you can’t do it except very semi-occasionally 
with a light gun properly loaded, and if you raise your 
powder charge you raise a corresponding bump on your 
shoulder, skin your fingers and break the third command- 
ment—and then you doa’t vet them often, 
MARSHALL, Harrison County, Teun. 
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THE CUVIER CLUB. 

N their report read at the annual meeting the trustees of 
the Cuvier Club say: 

As the visitor, who has a thoughtful mind, looks through 
our cabinets at examples of game birds, who were once as 
familiar as the sparrows in our streets, but which are now so 
rare as to be almost practically extinct; and as he turns from 
these to look upon the quail and the grouse, which yet re 
main to us, he will intuitively ask himself whether these 
latter also are not destined soon to become almost practically 
extinct, and to be totally beyond reach as articles of food. 

He will answer himself that their preservation for all pnr- 
poses of food or sport depends wholly upon an enlightened 
public sentiment which will compel the enactment and ob- 
servance of proper laws regarding them. 

Yo create such a public sentiment regarding both fish and 
game, and thus to secure such laws and their observance, is 
the primary object of this club, and therefore the trustees 
deem it to be their duty to give the subject renewed discus- 
sion in this report, ulthough they have discussed it largely 
in former reports. 

In their view the subject can neyer become hackneyed or 
tedious until the desired end las been fully attained. They 
are certain that to the members of the Cuvier Club it can 
never prove to be a repugnant theme. 
And ae would impress upon members the fact that this 

topic should not only be discussed in the club-room, but 
elsewhere upon every fit occasion. 

It will serve but little purpose toward gaining the final 
end, if the members are content simply to listen to these re- 
ports, and then to dismiss the subject from their minds and 
conversation when they leave the club-room. It ought to be 
talked of in such places, at such times and wpon such ceca 
sions as will enlistother minds. Reforms are never gained 
by silence. Public sentiment is never created by secrecy, 
What we want is that the object of this club shall he so 
known in eyery circle of every society that there shall be 
universal approval of it, and after that it will not be long 
until such approval is manifested by favorable legislation. 

The first thing to be said now is that already the public 
sentiment in the large cities of the country is far in advance 
of the legislation, This is due, in a great measure, to the 
advance made by the cities in all which pertains to the ath- 
lethic and outdoor life. The need of relaxation and pliysical 
exercise is being dailymore und more impressed upon all our 
brain-workers and )usy denizens, and this is found in its 
most agreable form through the medium of rod and gun, 
Ti does not take the devotee long fo learn that there is a 
higher aspect to field sports than the mere pusuit and cap- 
ture of the game. He soon sces that therein isa food pro- 
duct which rightfully cared for and protected should prove 
the solution of many a problem of poverty, and he speedily 
becomes earnest in his desire for such protection, 

For many reasons, which ought not to exist, but yet we 
are sorry to gay, which do exist, this inspiration does not 
extend to the average legislator, and in consequence thereof 
the game laws, not only of our oywa State, but of the majority 
of the States, do not exhibit such thorough knowledge of 
tlie subject as its great importance and large tmterests de- 
mand, 

The lawof Ohio, as it has now fixed the close season 
for quail, is an example, we think, of ill-advised legislation. 
The season and the necessities of the subject ure all against it. 

ft provides an open season only of the thirty days of No- 
vember. 

During this period the quail are full grown and fit for the 
table; and an extension of the open period for the gun would 
not to any ereat extent diminish them. They can be 
furnished, certainly, during November and December, at 
such prices ag will bring them within the reach of even the 
most limited means. Bting then at their best, and in the 
full flush of their season, it is proper that so long as they 
remain so, they should be lawful food. 

The States adjoining Ohio haye different and longer quail 
seasons, and the birds killed lawfully in those States find 
their way inevitably into the markets of this State, where- 
upon traffic in them and possession of them are prohibited, 
and then they become unlawinl food, This should na be. 
It violates the first principles of game preservation. That 
principle is to protect the birds thoroughly during the period 
in, which they are not fit for food, in order that theiy natural 
increase may be promoted and that they may be better and 
plentier during the period when they are fit tor food. I it 
should hecome necessary to maintain an entirely close season 
for one or two years, in order toresplenish the game, that 
would be a different question, But such was not the 

announced purpose of the present law, It was put upon a 
different footing, and hence, we think, is objectionable, and 
should be changed. 

The remedy for all such legislation is one which we have 
frequently sugzested, but unfortunately we are powerles to 
do more now than repent the surgestion. It 1s that there 
should be commitives appointed throvehout the Stites, by 
the several Legislatures, which should recommend uniform 
legislation by the coutiguous States, based npon latitude or 
isothermal lines, Such legislation would be productive of 
good in several ways. 
Dealing in game, as 8 business, has become an established 

occupation, and when legitimately carried on is entitled to 
consideration as a regilar commercial pursuit, However it 
may have been formetly, the game dealers in Cincinnati at 
least, are bevinning to realize the fact that indiscriminate 
slaughter of yame means the destruction of their business, 
and the most of fhom are willing to co-operate with this club 
in the observance of a proper law. They know the reason 
and the requirements of such laws as well as we do, and 
any law which is not founded in reason and upon such 
requirements, is inimical to their business, and does not 
obtain their respect, There ave constant temptations upon 
their part to violate it, and yet they do not desire to apptar] 
as law-hreakers 

Such uniform legislation as we haye sageestad would re- 
move all the difficulties growing ont of the present state of 
things, and would enable us to know at all times who among 
them were the supporters of the laws, and who, if auy, de- 
served to be prosecuted, When such prosecutions were bad 
the offenders would stand alone. He would not then haye 
fhe moral support derived from the knowledye [iatall his 
co-dealers were in full sympathy with lim, and stood ready 
to assist him tothe utmost. But he would know that they, 
too, condemned him. It would not he long before this re- 
spect tor the law would extend from the dealers and com- 
Mission merchants in the city to their consignors and cus= 
tomers in fhe country, antl hence the pot-hunters, the snarers 
and the netiers, and the country boy exterminators, would 
cease to find a market. 

The past season has beea the most prolific for years in 
quai), Throughout the whole scope of the country they 
have abounded, flow far this is due to favorable weather 
and Jocal causes, and how far to the influence of clubs like 
this, it is impossible to say; but we have a right to expect 
and hope that the cause in which we haye engaged yyill be 
popularized to such an extent as to acquire complete revog- 
nition, and to be universally and comprehensively embodted 
in our laws. When that obtains, the birds will abound in 
the eveatest profusion, and will be beyond the contingencies 
of bad seasons. 
The ‘Trustees have been frequently asked whether they 

would sanction the formation of cluhs auxiliary to the On- 
vier Club, by purties who would prefer that form of organi 
zation rather than to form independent clubs. 

lt is said that the Cuvier Club has now become so widely 
known that in all things related to its olyjects “ifs name is 
a tower of strength,” and that they desire to avail themselves 
of il, 

The Trustees have decided to give their sanction hereafter, 
and will assist in establishing branches in any locality where 
it may be desired, and where they are confident that the ob- 
jects of the club will be maintained, and its good name pre- 
served. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

HE severe rainfall with which our immediate district 
and the Atlantic coast region was visited during ike 

week, in a great measure caused the snow to disappear and 
we had berun to hope that better times were in store for the 
grouse and quail, when news from the interior came that 
the entire State excepling directly around Philadelphia had 
been presented with the heaviest snow of the season by the 
clerk of the weather. In Maryland and Virginia also it has 
been very severe. 
The West Jersey Game Protective Association is tuking 

the proper steps for the care of the game in its territory, 
The coming spring at least 2,000 quail will be liberated Tam 
told, and negotiations are now under way 10 purchase a 
large number from Tennessee These birds will be properly 
divided between the six counties over which the association 
has control, and each borough of these counties will haye 
its apportionment. Iam informed that herctofore certain 
sections on particular lines of railroads were stocked with 
quail, and the more isolated places, where birds had suffered 
almost entire extinctionfrom yarious causes, were neglected. 
This my informant—who is now one of the society's active 
working members—stated would be guarded against in the 
future, 
We haye in our own State, now that the Philadelphia 

Game Protective Society may be said to have gone out of 
existence, no one to prosecute a violation of our game lays. 
Apropos of the Pennsylvania law, there was # very impor- 
tant change made in it at the late long session of the Lepis- 
lature. Ducks can only be shot from Sept. 1 until Jan, 1, 
and then only on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays of 
each week. No sailing on them with sailboats or tugs for 
the purpose of shooting isto be hereafter permitted. This 
law applies only to inland streams of the State at present. 
Where a river or stream divides our State from another this 
law does not take effect until the neighboring State adupts 
a similar one, when it will be in force as on interior waters. 
Tt will be seen from this the Delaware River, owing to its 
New Jersey shore, is yet open to overy day shooting until 
New Jersey passes a similar act, which I have no doubt will 
soon be done, Non-residents of Pennsylvania cannot enter 
the State for the purpose of trapping wild pigeons unless a 
license of fifty dollars is paid to each county in which the 
trupping or netting isto be done, Rabbits are hereafter fo 
he giyen two more weeks of grace before being hunted, 
Noy. 1 being the opening season. 1 cannot see why the 
quail should not have also been given the same additional 
élose time. Our law then would be better in respect to the 
last mentioned. Not having the text of the new act before 
me, lcan only write of it from recollection, The changes 
made are all good. 

The suggestion was made « few days since, and it struck 
your correspondent as 2 feasible one, that the Philadelphia 
Kennel Glib should obtain the old charter of the Game Pro- 
tective Society of this city, if it is still in force, andteorganize 
under its powers and add the protection of the game of our 
State to its field of usefulness. Could not this be done? 
Your printer made me say running beagles in last issue of 
Forres axp Stream. lt should have been winning beagles, 
referring to prize-winning dogs. There are scycral of them 
either on the way over or to be shortly sent. Homo, 
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A Big Por-Honxvmr’s Ram.—A letter to the Memphis, 
Tenn., Avalanche records n pigeon massacre at a Missouri 
roost, ‘The writer says: 
on the line of the Kansas City Railroud, and having « fancy 
for that Jine of sport, we formed a party to go out and ‘try 
our luck,’ Near Augusta, Mo. (on Division P. O.), the roost 
of pigeons was represented to us to be ‘perfectly enormous,’ 
and to that point we hied ns, Our party consisted of Messrs, 
O. Huestis and H. B. Huestis, of Kansas City; Dr. B. Busly, 
of Tipton county, Tenn,, and B. VY. Thayer, of Memphis, to- 
fether witha pilot to puide us to the-hunting erounds, Early 
Thursday morning, with (ent, blankets, and four days! var 
tions in our wagon, we made the start over the hills and 
through the valleys, On the way we shot a few quail and 
exercised ourselyes at various marks preparatory to attack- 
ing the immense pigeon roosts that we*heard of. Dr, Busly. 
being ill, decided to lenve us and still-hunt for deer. Before 
the light of the morning came our tent «and all hands were 
in the wagon, and as the sun rose the hirds began fo fly over 
us, and all day al short intervals we were shooting right and 
left inthe roost. The trees were literally crowded with 
them, every limb being filled, and they would sometimes so 
overloud small trees as to break them down, They were so 
thick that it was an easy matter to kill fifty at ashot. When 
they flew the sound would resemble a train of cars near at 
hand. Their roost occupies a space of about five miles long 
and three miles wide, and when the pigcons come in at night 
and Jeaye in the morning they actually darken the earth 
around, At 10 o'clock the second night we had our wagon 
box full and left for a camping ground, En route we met 
Joe Bowlinghonse, an experienced hunter, whose luck that 

_ day brought him three fine deer, We soon pitched our tent, 
elevated our wagon pole, on which we stretched a deer, and, 
like old experienced hands at the business, had u nice slice 
of venison ready for broiling in a few minutes, If anything 
was ever relished by » hungry crowd, it was these roasts. 
At this juncture another crowd of hunters, with two teams 
filled with pigeons, cume upon us and partook of what hospi- 
tality we had to extend them, At daybreak next morning 
we all started for Augusta, and got there a little after dark. 
When our pigeons were counted (three wayons), we had 
9,415, and in ourown we had 1,800, How is that for high?” 

ARKANSAW's NEED oF A BETTER Law.—Deland, Il., Dee. 
27.—Winter came on the 14th, and has been in earnest ever 
since, Not much that the sportsman can do now in the way 
of hunting, unless it be for rabbits, which are very plenty. 
Tam informed thata party of three killed 103 in one day 
near this place. Snow is deep with a hard crust, which 
makes it hard for little Bob White to get a living. They haye 
heen very plenty in this section, but the farmer’s hoy is pot- 
ting whole ceveys with the old musket while limddled iu the 
hedge. Messrs, Lisenby, Morgan and Thatcher returned a 
fews days since from their Arkansaw decr hunt. They re- 
port few deer but numbers of turkeys und squirrels, Their 
bag wastwo fine bucks, some half-dozen turkeys, some ducks 
and squirrels. The bucks fell to the rifle of the first named 
sportsman, who takes none of the credit to himself, Int ut- 
tributes it all to bis new Kennedy, which he says is the 
“boss” repeater for deer. Several hunting purties have been 
in “‘Alkansaw” from this State the past fall, and all report 
the same gloomy prospect for deer shooting therein future. 
“Deer were so slauglitered for their lides during the over- 
flow of 1882. that few are found since.” Won't the sports- 
men of the State secure the passage of a practical game law 
at the convening of their next Legislature?—Bre Dyan. 

Ruope Istanp GAmE.—Proyidence, Jan. 11,—Quail and 
partridges haye been unusually abundant the past season, 
and some very good bags haye been made. Enough haye 
escaped the pursuit of the hunter aud the ‘‘snares of the 
wicked” to insure an abundance for another season unless 
the winter is particularly unfavorable. From the 19{(h of 
December until within a few days the ground has been 
covered with snow to the depth of from twelve to cighteen 
inches, and the poor quail must have suffered for the want 
of sufficient nourishment, Fortunately for the birds, the 
snow has now hearly disappeared, and it does net seem 
probable that we will have such another heavy full of snow 
this winter, I have learned of several farmers aud sports- 
mcn supplying food for the quail while the snow was at its 
greatest depth. This practice, if more common, would add 
greatly tothe comfort of the birds and increase the pleasures 
of the sportsmen in “the brilliant autumn time ” Woodcock 
haye been yery scarce the past two seasons, whether owing 
to the drouth, summer shooting or a change of line of 
migration it is difficult to say, We fear that the prediction 
that they will vecome an extinct species may be realized 
within a few years.—-F, 1. 

Game Wirnour Hunting on A Gux.—YVinton, Iowa,—It 
was Sunday, the Elder had a service five miles from town 
in the country. Snow to the depth of five or six inches lay 
white on all the ground, and a hazy mist was in the air, 
covering field and fence and tree with a delicate pauzy 
drapery. Being «a brother minister I took a seat in the 
sleigh and went along, Rapidly and noiselessly we spedover 
the road, soothed and pleased with the bracing air and de- 
lightful scenery op eyery hand. To our left is a strawstack 
and on it willin easy range is a prairie chicken, We think 
—hut no, it is the Sabbath, and we are going to church, On 
we glide, when, shades of Nimrod. look oyer there! In that 
field to the right, just over the fence, more than fifly prairie 
chickens are sitting about on the pround. Some fliif their 
feathers out like great balls of down, others spread their 
tails and croon their necks and step about, while all seem ta 
say, ‘We know it is Sunday and are not afraid.” When 
within a few steps of them lhe beautiful birds rose one after 
another and in groups, and winged their rapid flight through 
the air.—k, 

MicnieAn.—Oedar Springs, Mich., Dec. 1'7.—Hditay 
Forest and Stream: Quite a number of deer were killed near 
here lust season. One man and his boy camped near Rice 
Lake about twelye miles north of here, and in less than a 
week killed nine deer, Rutfed grouse were quite plenty, but 
owing to the large territory they have to range over, few 
have been brought to bag. They move from place to place, 
and where you will find a flock one day, the next you will 
have your tramp tor nothing, One great drawback with us 
is thal we have no good dogs. Next season we hope to be 
able to give abutter account of our shooting as we haye 
ordered w brace of dogs of M, P. McKoon, and if they do as 
well asadvertised, we look for fun ahend, We have noticed 
quite a number of fine flocks of quail in this vicinity, and if 
we haye a mild winter they will be plenty another season,— 

“Tearing that game was abundant | corn ov wheat durin 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Fepp THE Quar.—This is the season of the year when 
we feel like begaing the firmers to feed the quail. A little 

such a snow as we lave had will pull 
many a flock through, and give plenty to breed next season, 
The average Indiana farmer, however, don’t seem to care 
much for the quail on his farm, except when some hunter 
gets after them, Then he stands on a hillin his apple or 
chard and swears at the sportsman, und tells him that he 
wants tosave ‘them thar partridges,” and to “‘take lis blank 
dog and git ont.” If a man will argue with him, he (the 
farmer) will try fo convince him that he is a great philan- 
tnropist, but the same man will sit in front of his log fire and 
toast his shins, and let every quail on his place starve to 
death, when the question of giving them an ear of corn comes 
up, that is if he has to go oul into the snow to do it. There 
are some farmers who feed their quail, but they are ag scarce 
as the fabled hen’s teeth.—HMvunsville Ind.) Argus. 

Gunxcon, FuA., NeAR Mosqurvo Intmt.—The weather 
so far thisswinter has been fayorable for bringing Northern- 
ers as well as wild ducks down from the North, The 
thermometer on the 4th inst., at 9A. M., was 31°; 6th, 7A. 
M., 28°; 6th, 12 M., 57°. This is the coldest weather here 
for ten years past. Wild ducks are flying alone the coast 
by the million; they go about twelve milés south of the inlet, 
where they give the sportsman the best ducking in the 
United States, Large numbers are also killed by flying 
against the Canaveral lighthouse, Quail are scarce here 
this year, Deer, bear and wildeats are numerous in Turn- 
hull hammock south of us. Fishing never was better. The 
Ocean House, New Smyrna, has been purchased Ixy Capt, 
PF. W. Sams, an old sportsman and guide, and completely 
remodeled, now offering first-class accommodations,—Sun- 
SHINE, 

WHERE Quam “TRHE.”—Albany, Ga., Jan, 8, 1884.— 
Game may be found within a radius of ten miles of this 
place—deer, beay, turkeys, quail aud squirrels, Deer and 
turkeys, as well as ducks, are killed by the negroes oceasion- 
ally, and offered for sale in market. A friend and myself 
went out a few days ago wilh one gun between us and nu good 
dog, hunted only until noon and killed fifteen quail, At this 
season they are found im the woods, and what was singular 
tome was that when flushed and shot at they almost in- 
variably litin the pine or live ouk trees, and when there it 
vis impossible to seethem, This section is a sportsman's 

paradise; excellent hotels or private boarding can be ob- 
tained, as well as living at reasonable prices, while the peo- 
ple are genial and hospituble. 1 have “no axe to grind,”— 
ISSAQUENA, 

Noves Prom Marye.—Oxford, Me., Jan, 9.—The recent 
heavy storms lave proved very destructive to the game in 
this State, especially along the Androscoggin River. Suow 
has fallen deep enough for the partridges to bury up in, fol- 
lowed by heavy rains which imprison the birds, which soon 
die or fall prey to the foxes. A great curiosity in the shape 
of a partridge with two heads las been shot by one of our 
ocal hunters. We do not know of many large bags of game 
being captured, except one man at Norway shot 125 grouse 
this fall. Foxes are very plenty, but there sre not many 
being shot, as the weather has been very disadyantazvous 
toward their capture. A petition is in circulation through 
this vicinity, to the Fish Commissioner for fishways to be 
put into Crooked River, which are needed hadly.—Josn 
EEM&, 

A Conorapo Game Country.—Grand Junction, Col., 
Dec, 30.—Two years ugo this was a barren waste of sage, 
brush and greasewood. The eoyote and Indian held undis- 
puted sway. Now there is a town of 1,200 inhabitants. 
Game of all Kindsis yery abundant in the hills in almost any 
direction from Grand Junction, Deer are in great nunibers, 
Two of us in a few days have supplied ourselves with meat 
for the winter, having killed twenty-three fine Geer. The 
Roan, or Book Plateau, north of here, is a hunter’s paradise. 
Gime of all kinds abounds, and the streams are alive with 
trout. A party of us caine partly across it Luis Jast summer, 
and the deer seemed to be in every hill, and from the way 
they would stand and gape at us, hever to haye scen a man 
before, 

An low, Stpn Hunt.—Rippey, lowa.—A side hunt was 
held Dec. 28. Twenty-one men on a side; captains, Jot, 
Law and Dr. W. Lovejoy. Gameshot; 14 prairie chickens, 
19 quail, 1 jack snipe, 2 horned owls, 1 eagle, 1 hawk, 3 
crows, 17 woodpeekers, 12 jaybirds, 56 blackbirds, 1 gray 
squirrel, 8 fox squirrels atid 5 rabbits. Law's side scored 
985 points; Lovejoy’s, 2,235. At the close of the hunt we 
had a grand banquet and a jolly good time. Gaine is very 
scarce here at present, The amount of game killed for tlie 
number of hunters is small. We propose to have it over 
again in the spring, when the ducks, geese, cranes and 
ployer return on their way north.— W1ip Doc. 

CoLp Weratnrr Sprort.—Anoka, Minn,, Jan, 2.—I 
began the year by shoolang a fine wild duck yesturday, and 
to-day another fell at the crack of my gun. The Mississippi 
River is all frozen over, with the exception of a few air holes; 
and in these a flock of about fifteen ducks appear to have 
settled for the winter, I gave ihem until the ist of January 
to leave, but as they haye not improved the time, I have 
opened war against them, The thermometer was 16° below 
zero, and bas beén as low as 36°. I have to use single B shot 
in my 12-gauge Remington, as the nearest I can get to the 
ducks is seventy-five yards.—B, 

YAuLAHA, Sumpter County, Florida, — The hunting 
grounds mentioned in my note Noy. 8, are regarded as 
healthy and favorable for camping. High rolling ‘round, 
beautiful lakes. Do not camp on bamak land. Yallaha is 
at about center of Lake Harris, reached by boals im connec- 
tion with railroads, I can furnish teams and experienced 
guides. We use light flat-bottomed skiffs, Wall tents will 
be comfortable. —E. R. Laws. 

THe New York Fancrmrs’ Crus will give its second 
annual exhibition in Madison Square Garden, this city, Janu. 
23 to 80. The last show of the society was very successful, 
and a like suceuss is anticipated for the coming exhibition, 
The secretary’s address is Ciarles R. Harker, 62 Cortlandt 
street, New York. 

SEVERAL ENenisH PHmASANTS were shot im Orange 
county, N. Y., last fall, Probably they had strayed from 
the preserves which have been stocked with them. We 
have seen some of the mounted birds at Bell's, and they are 
magnificent trophies. 

(Jax, 17, 1884, 

Set and River ishing. 

TROUTING ON THE BIGOSH, 
IN CAMP, 

(XE inbrning the eather lvoked so threatening that 
hone of the party thought it desirable lo go on the 

lake, and the Colohel proposed {hat we put the shanty in 
food order to resist a storm. It had been hurriedly built by 
Jack and myself betore the arrival of the Colonel and Uncle 
Ben, and was merely & shed of poles and boughs, good 
enough to ward off a light shower, but not thick enourh to 
stand a heavy and continued rain. We had placed a heavy 
stick in the crotch of a tree, and supported the other end b 
lashing it lo anéther tree with » grape vine, On this heri- 
zontal stick poles were sloped to the ground about a foot 
apart, and these were covered with leafy boughs, lapped like 
shingles, ‘The sides were closed in the same manner and 
the front left open. More boughs were cut and laid on 
until our roof appeared to be water tight, While engaged 
in this work a whoop was heard which all recognized as 
procceding from the Doctor, who, it may be remembered, 
had declined to come with the party to fish for Jake trout. 
Soon we saw him on the opposive shore, and. Jaelk volun- 
teered to fo for him with the boat. 

‘YT thought he wouldn’t sty alone long,” said the Colonel, 
for fishing alone is stupid business, and the Doctor likes 
good company too well to stand aloue on a stream Jike 1 blue 
herou and have no one to sptak lo or help him eujoy the 
fishing, even if he has nothing to say.” 

“Don't you suppose the heron enjoys fishing alone?” T 
asked, 

“Undoubtedly a heron does when he lias no ¢ongenial 
company, but even herons are nol as unso¢iable as they ap- 
pear, or as Tennyson piciyres them in the deserted moat 
where he describes them as ‘font of solitude,” replied the 
Qolonel. “The ‘solitude’ they love, as I understand it, is 
merely the absence of man, for Lhave seen herons when a 
dozen of them haye heen fishing within a few yards of each 
other, Besides they build their nests near vach other and 
are by no means un nnsociable birdin thelr way, Man is a 
sociable animal and likes to have his fellow man ¢at and smoke 
when he eats and smokes, aud fish when he fishes. Do you 
like to fish alone?” 

“Sometimes. There is a pleasure in heing alone ona 
stream occasionally, for then one secs more of life in the 
woods and waters than if he bus some one to talk to. Two 
persons are never as still as one, and it is only when no 
suspicion of man’s presence is felf that the loon switis wn- 
expectedly around & point of land and gives you a close view 
of its motions, Only then does the raccoon venture in 
plain sight to wash the frog he has caught and which must 
be scrubbed before it is relished, Only then does the wood- 
duck take courage to Ay into her nest high up in a hole in 
the tree, and the birds go on with their courtships anil house- 
keeping without restramt. A day or two of solitary fishing, 
as you call it, is teally enjoyable and if 9 man has resources 
within himself he 1s never lonesome on the stream or in the 
forest.” 

“Yes,” said the Colonel, ‘if.a man enjoys it, but it scems 
to me that I remember something of an apostrophe to soli- 
tude by the lachrymose Alexander Selkirk wherein le asks 
the dame in pluin terms where ber charms are, and intimates 
that sages haye beheld them in her face, bul perhaps she was 
not in opera costume on his island.” ; 
“What possible connection has this with the question 

Whether a min Hikes to fish alone or in company?” asked I, 
“You asserted that_the Doctor had been bored to death with 
his own society, and had sought burs for relief. T elnimed 
that it might not be the case, and ilen you got off alter 4 
Robinson Crusoe, who could tind no pleasure in life even 
with a goat,a monkey anda parrot. 1am not so sure of the 
monkey, but then he had Friday, who was nearly as gond 
asone. What Robinson really uecded to make life enjoy- 
able, if he really had a yoat, a monkey and a parrot, was & 
hand organ to play ‘The Sweet Bye and Bye,’ ‘Paddy 
Duffy’s Cart,’ and ‘The Babies on Our Block.’ J think the 
Doctor comes to see what fishing for lake trout is like, for 
lie despises it without knowing anything about it. Tere he 
comets and we will sce.” 

The Doctor and Jack came up from the shore, bringing a 
basket full of canned goods which he had obtained trom a 
party which mebtat the town on their way toward civiliza- 
tion, and as the assortment contained some needed articles 
he had carri¢d the heavy basket four miles through the 
woods in order that we might enjoy them with him, **for,* 
suid he, “you have stayed so long at this like that I began 
to think that you were going to remain all summer, and that 
you had- abanconed the brook trout altogether, Had much 
sport?’ 
He was assured that, sport orno sport, we lind enjoyed life, 

and on looking oyer our catch he expressed hiniself to the 
effect that there had heen an extrayagant expenditure of 
candle for an infinitessimal umount of game. 
The Colonel sententiously remarked; “‘I( is nut all of fish- 

ing to fish.” 
“Colonel,” said I, “if you would only follow the exumple 

of the late Artemus Ward, and make imagmary quotation 
marks in the air, when you do quote, we would then beable 
to separate your brilliant originalitics from the gcems of 
thought that haye been crystallized by others. Or if you 
had merely gdded ‘Dawson,’ or ‘Cheney,’ parenthetically, 
we would reach the same result. Dawson gave us.the apo- 
thegm, und Cheney has elaborated it most gracefully.* You 
evidently recognize its force and truthfulness, as both the 
Doctor and myself have done long ago.” / 

The Colonel thought u moment, and then slowly said; “To 
appropriate a thing without the credit of quotation marks is 
a eraye offense, which some people consider to he little less 
than a crime. Yet this min who now urraigns me for an 
ungquoted sentence in conversation, has appropriated many 
things without the use of those appendages, For instance, 
he appropriated the last biscuit at hreakfast this morning, 
and the last drop of coffee last night, and neyer placed 4 

“So more of that, Colonel, an’ thou loyest me. T plead 
guilty, you shall haye the last sogey biscuit mude in cauip 
to-day. By the way! Take the Doctor with you on the lake 
and let him take alaker. I will give you the ranges of the 
new spot which Jack and I baited yesterday, and we will a) 
up the inlet with a Janding net aud explore the stream, 

-quotation around either, and furthermore——" 

+As these conversations occurred over ten years ago, aid “Fishing 
With the Fly,’’ which contains Cheney's arlicle, was only published 
last month, 1 don‘timind telling the reader that Lara guilty of an an- 
achronism, and will ask him what he is going to do about it. 
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oc there no buoy atthe spot?” 
“No, The place is in deep water, and the bouy line wes 

only sixty feet long and did not reach bottum, but we baited 
it liberally and you may get some fish,” 

x\ theo said the Doctor, ‘*but let's try the lunch first, 
tnd then we will have stvength to drag the monster's from the 
yasty deep.” And the Colonel not only devoured the last 
biscuit, but the last ive also, FRED MATHER. 

TARPON AND RAVALLIA. 

Filitoy Forest. and Stream: 
We opine that the time is not far distant when the capture 

of the tarpon will attract the attention of piscatorial experts; 
and as but little is known rezarding the most attractive baits 
for (his fish, [ propose contributing my mite from time to 
time. In recent interview with Colouel Hopkins, the civil 
engineer who uccompanicd the New Orleans 77nesDamayrutt 
expedition in its recent exploration of the Florida Byer- 
pludes, he informed me that as the party was descending 
Harney’s River he dropped a spinner overboard, and in a 
few minutes it was seized by a large tarpon. The fish 
vaulted in the air, shook its bead and escaped. An exami- 
nation of the bait showed that the looks had been straight- 
ened. ‘This is the third time that 1 have known the sh to 
acize a spinner. 

On several occasions [ heve referred in your columns to a 
game fish of the southwest coust of Florida, known as 
ravallia, In size this fish ranges from one to thirty pounds, 
Tt takes an artificral fly and is a noble fighter; and I fancied 
that the accompanying communication might interest some 
of your readers, Au, Fiusco. 
Dr. C.F. Kenworthy: 
My Dear Smt—Until I 1ead your paper for ‘Wishing with 

the Ply” T liad never heard of the rayallia. I was writing 
to Prof. Jordan and Lasked him if the fish was known by 
aly other name as [ could find it in none of his list of 
Florija fishes possessed by me. This is what he said about 
ity “The ravallia of Dr, Kenworthy is, 1 suppose, the 
robalo ov Ceniropomus undeetmalis, It is a fine fish that has 
néver hud justice doneit. Rubilo is the accepted Spanish 
Orthoyraphy, although, as all Spaniards sound b more or less 
like v, ravallia is not fur different.” 

Jordan, in "Synopsis of Fishes of North America,” says of 
the robilo; ‘Silvery greenish aboye, lateral line black, very 
distinet; dorsal and caudal dusky, other fins yellowish; ven- 
trals without dusky area, The orbital nearly entire. Third 
dorsal spine longer than the fourth. Second anal spine 
comparatively short, aljout as Jong us third. Air bladder 
anteriorly with two Jone, slender, backward directed horns. 
Head. 3; depth, 44; D. VIL.1, 9: A. Til. 6; Lat.) 70, A 
laree food fish, abundant in West India, ranging northward 
to Southern California, Florida and Texas,” 

Prof. J. is just iome from Cuba and the Florida Keys, 
and suys he has a rich harvest, We has twelve new species 
of fish from the Keys. Yours fraternally, 

A. N. OHENEY. 
Gurn’s Fans, N, ¥., Jan. 5, 

TO HOLEB FALLS. 

WN a bright September day, when the foliage of autumn 
was taking on its golden hue, a party of Augusta gen- 

tlemen, with (heir rods and guns, started for a fifteen-day 
sporting expedition to Moleb Falls, on Moose River near the 
Cauda line. 
They were a jolly party of sportsmen, moderately skilled 

in the mysteries cf wooderaft, seeking rest and change from 
active business life, expecting to fill their game bags with 
duck and grouse, and their creels with lusty troul; to live 
in the open airon the fat of the land; to euter the domain 
of Diana, the goddess of sylvan sport. and perchance crown 
their happiness with a moose’s antlers, but nol expecting, 
like Hercules, to capture the stag with golden horns and 
brazen feet, 

The party consisted of Geo, A. Cony, of the Cony House, 
#. Ti. Walker, Exq., a Maine Central Railroad officer, and 
Jo, L, Colcord, a civil engineer—the chief huntsman of the 
pariy, a crack shot and a deft caster of the flies—who com- 
posed the first boat's crew. The second hoat’s crew was 
qnade up of Dx Geo. W. Martin, a physician in active 
practice, with considerable experience in lunting and fish- 
ing, and an old military campaigner, who has spent several 
yeuis of lis life ou the tented fied; George Hunt, a success- 
ful mereiant, as tougli asa pine knot, who can see and 
shoof a bird whether he he on the earth or in the sky ahoye, 
ns well as the Hext man; and W. E. Potter, breeder of the 
famous trotting stallion Independence, 
They Jeft Augusta, Me,, on time at 6 o’clock A, M., Sept. 

17, 1881, with two bouts, built 11 the Whitehall style, with- 
out keel, mounted on wayous with springs, smd made ex- 
pressly for the purpose, each drawn by a pair of good horses 
with three men in % boat, where they rode as comfortably as 
inahuggy. Each man took one pair of woolen blankets, 
rubber blanket, rubber cout, overcont, oue extra pair socks, 
rubber boots, and wis dressed in a good, substantial hunting 
suit; also, soup, towels, comb, ete. The Doctor carried a 
little rubber bag with kit for mending clothes, a little plaster, 
physic, salve, elec. Colcord carried a little kit, consisting of 
screw driver, awl, pliers, wheistone, twine, silk, wire, wax, 
efe., to repair fishing tackle. The party had two tents, a 
compact mess kit, one axe, one hatchet, compass, spring 
balance, two breech-londing shotguns, one B. L. rifle, ten 
ily-rods. reels, lines, flies, louded cartridges, and everything 
necessary for such a trip, but not one ounce of superfuous 
lugeare, The commissary stores were neatly aud conve- 
niently packed soas fo be secure from dust and wet during 
the trip, and handy to use at eyery halt. They were caleu- 
lated with the exactness of army rations, so as to last just 
fifteen days, After fhe first two days fhe meat rations, with 
the exception of a little salt pork, were to be furnished by 
the partyin fish und game. The boats were loaded the same 
on wheels as in the water. 

The party was organized and equipped so as to camp 
whereyeér night overtook them; always selecting a pleasant 
place where water for cooking and boughs for a good bed 
could be found. It was but afew minutes’ work fo tether 
and teed the Lorses, pitch the tents, build the fire, cook sup- 
pe pick boughs. lay them for a hed and spread the blankets. 

‘he hour for ‘‘lurning in” was 9 P. M., and for “turning 
out” was a A. M- 

Just ns the sun was rising over the Sidney hills, Walker 
made the first discovery on the voyage of a beautiful lake 
toward the east, whose silver surface was studded with sey- 
eral emerald green islands, lt was. indeed, a fairy scene. 
But those of the party most familiar with the locality declared 
thal “Walker's lake” was situated divectly over Sidney bog, 

— 
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The thick fog lad settled down over the valley and the sun 
shining on it made if look, from the hill where it was first 
observed, just like a heatitiful sheet of water surrounded by 
hills. Theislands were clumps of trees that grew here and 
there, and showed their green tops above the fog. While the 
party were discussing the topogvapby of the region, & west 
breeze sprungup and the magic lake yanished, leaving un- 
covered tle face of the bog. 

The horses got over the road rapidly, passing through 
Belprade over Academy Hill, where the expedition had a 
good view of fine landscapes and beautiful ponds which are 
so numefous in this region of country. More than twenty 
large ponds can be seen from this hill. They lialted beyond 
Smithfield village and took dinner by the roadside, After 
tivo liours’ rest they resumed {heir journey through the old 
historic town of Norridgewock and up the east bank of the 
Kennebee River, passing the Norridgewock Falls, the site of 
the old Indian village, where now stands the monument 
erected in memory of Father Ralse. The expedition camped 
at North Anson. The weather was fine and a most enjoy- 
able duy had been passed on the road. 
The expedition took a good early start in the moruing, 

and with merry songs and light hearts went spanking along 
at a good round pace. The boys were in a joyous mood, 
for the ride was delighful, over one of the best roads in the 
Stite, and amid the most picturesque scenery to he fonud in 
New England, This was the same route taken by Gen, 
Arnold’s army on the way to Quebec during the Reyolu- 
tionary war. The day was pleasant, though quite warm, 
After a long drive they pitched their tents by the edge of a 
deuse wood, near the roadside, some five miles above the 
forks of the Kennebee River. 
An early breakfast was eaten the morning of Sept, 19, 

the fenls were struck, and the sportsmen were soon on 
the road. Itis twenty-five miles from this vond to Moose 
River bridge. Thie party arrived at the bridge about noon, 
where they left their borses and wagons, and in ten minutes 
their boats were launched on the placid water of Moose 
River, and were soon on theit way up stream. Cony and 
Martin were given charge of the boats, acting as captains, in 
coasideration of their ol] age, and because they had been to 
“Holup,” as the natives say, and knew the way, It is true 
Gony is bald-headed and getting old, but le is still 2 gamy 
old boy; full of pluck and a jolly good companion, and at 
times is as trisky as colt. Martin was the oldest man in 
the party, but he went through the hardships of the cam- 
paign with the endurance of an old veteran and came home 
fresh "i$ a daisy, considering his great age. He is still good 
for a hard tramp, and can “throw the circling salmon ty as 
lusty asa boy.” 

Half an hour’s row brought them {1o Wood Pond, some 
four miles long, which distance was passed in a short lime 
and they again ntered the river. This is 9 grand place for 
trout fishing in May and June. The best fishing is near the 
mouth of the stream where it empties into the pond, Very 
large trout are taken bere, often weighing fiye orsix pounds, 
About a hundred rods from here they canie to ihe last house 
on the river. 

li was here they passed the ‘‘Moose Horns, beyond which 
there isno law or Sunday.” The sportsmen now entered 
the depths of the great northern woods, beyond the pale of 
civilization. A mile row up stream brought them to Altean 
Pond, which is about five miles in length, encircled hy bold 
rocky shores, with mountains towering in the background, 
‘orn and ploughed by slides.” This magnificent sheet of 
water is graced with many beautiful islands, which rival in 
the splendor of scenery the ‘‘Isles of Greece, where Delos 
rose and Pliebus sprung.” Still on went the swift-gliding 
boats, the occupants not unconscious of the grandrur around 
them, The boats sooi crossed the lake and entered the river 
again, ascending which about a mile brought them in sight 
of Attean Walls. Here, on the lower éarry, the tired sports- 
men, after a ride of one hundred and twenty miles by land 
und twelve by water, pilehed thei tents and made soft 
hough beds for a good rest. The rods were taken from their 
causes for the first time, pnt together, the reels mounted, the 
leaders with fiies attached and made ready for action, Not 
long after landing, half of the party were casting their flies 
above and below the falls, and trout were caught in abun- 
dance, ranging iv size from one-half to two pounds. They 
made 4 royal repast that night on fried trout 
Hunt took his double-barrelled! breechtoader and went for 

rame, Ile had nol gone thirty rods from camp betore he 
ushed a flock of ruffed grouse, which flew up into the trees 

around the little opening, In an instant crack went his gun 
and down fell the bird on the lowest limb, for so long as you 
shoot the lowest bird the others will not tly; in a sceond, 
evacl, and the next in order fell; then crack. crack, and two 
more fell. He loads his gun, and as he steps forward to pick 
up his dead birds, two more mse with sudden whirr; one is 
cut down on the wing with the right barrel, before she gets 
far away; while the other is skating away like a streak of 
lightning through the beech trees, with the quickntss of 
thought he turns bis left barrel, and ‘with the eye of faith 
and finger of instinct” he brings down his sixth bird. Then 
he vathers up his game and in half an hour from the time he 
left camp returns in triumph with his contribution to the 
larder, which was alveady well supplied with trout. From 
this time to the end of the journey the boys lived like fight- 
ing cocks. 

Atiean Falls consists of two pitches, the upper and lower 
falls, with about 100 rods of dead water between them. 
There ate two carries—roads over which boats and camp 
equipage are carried by the falls—the lower is short, not 
more than fifteen or twenty rods, but the upper carry is four 
times longer, rough and hard, 

The best fishing in September is found at the head of the 
upper falls, in the smooth, rapid water just before it breaks 
over the ledre, This is the case with all the falis on Moose 
River. Butin the spring and summer the best fishing is ab 
the foot of the falls and in the rapids, The fisherman should 
keep out of sight of the fish if he wishes to be successful, 
unless there is a ripple en the water. Trout are easily 
frightened. Any loud splashing on the water, or sudden 
movements will uften keep them from biting for hours. Dr, 
Henshall gives a pretty caution to the angler: 

‘ Approach with caution; let vour tread be soft; 

Beware the bending bushes on the brinix; 

Touch no branch nor twig, nor leaf disturb, 

Tor the finny tribe is wary,” 

Trout are a Gapricious fish at best; to catch them follow 
Tznak Walton’s advice: ‘Be quiet and go a-angling.” 
Game and trout are always found in abundance about At- 

tean Falls, and the party had good sport. They also had 
plenty of time to rest, the first time for four days, The 

| weather was cold, with white frosts and some ice. 
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President Garfield died to-night, Sept. 20, but being be- 
ing beyond the Muose Horns, it was unknown and unfelt im 
that camp. The startling event, that was conyulsing the 
whole continent with grief, caused uo emotion there. The 
sad shock did not come to them for ten days, until they 
reached Moose River Bridge on their way home. 
A large dead fir tree, whose boughs were di'y as tinder, 

stood just back of the fire. I occurred to the jolly antl rol- 
licking Potter that an illumination—a honfire—would be a 
good thing during the evening; therefore he piled a lot of 
dry boughs which were found about the carry, around the 
Daseof the dead fir tree; and after the silent shades of night 
had pulled down her sable curtain, he fired off his show. 
The ved flame shot upward, and in au instant forest, stream 
and falls were illuminated with a blaze more than seventy- 
five feet high. It was a grand success, and the party en- 
joyed it highly. Potter was the life of the camp, full of fun 
and song. When he started he was somewhat out of health; 
said lie could not eat any breakfast, had not for along time. 
Tis appetite was so poor that he feared he could not stand 
the hardships of the tip, But somchow, after the first day 
on the rond he forvot all about that poor appetite, und be- 
gan to eat like the King of the Cannibal Islands; and his 
appetite, that would do credit to an alligator, continued with 
him witheut “a skip or a break” witil he got ont of the 
woods. Ifit is truc that the man who can see “sermons in 
tunning brooks” is most apt to goand look for them en Sun- 
days in the fishing season; iis also true that there is no 
heiter place to find a lost appetite than in the woods of 
Northern Maine. To this fact the whole party are living 
witnesses, and add their testimony to Potter's. 
@ Aveusrs, Me. PIscATUR. 

[vo BH CONCLUDED. | 

A TROUTING REMINISCENCE. 

there is one day's fishing in the year which the trout 
angler Jooks forward to more keenly than any other, it 

surely is the first day with the favorite old rod on the bank 
of some favorite stream. Wor weeks pnst the idth of April 
had been to me the most important in the calemlar: and 
confess if was with a feeling of thankfulness that I found 
myself, only one hour after leaving my home, in the heartof 
London, getting out of the train at a little wayside station. 
The weather at starting was all that could be desired— 
warm, dull, and with soft southwest wind—not that | ever 
let considerations of the wind or weather interfere with ang- 
ling arrangements, for the simple reason that [have so often 
experienced the best sport on the most unlikely days. Just 
outside the station I saw two country urchins, and wanting 
a boy to carry my things when I was dishing, I asked if 
either of them would accompany me, They both volun- 
teered in a moment, aud L was in 4 fix, 

“Plaize, sur,” said the smaller of the two, “hay can’t go; 
hay’s gart ter carry chips.” d 

“No Lain’t neither, not without Oi loikes,” said the rather 
larger small boy. 

“Well, 1 cannot take both of you, and so we will toss up. 
One go to sctile it. Now then, if it comes down head up 
you go, sndif tail up you go.” 

The fates decided that the urchin who ought yo have been 
“kaurcin chips” should be my gillie for the day, and a very 
capital little gilief found him, We had not gone a hun- 
dred yards, down a lovely lane leading to the inn by the 
water, before he called my attention to a bird's nest, and the 
next instant to the ‘old uus” fying about in an uneasy man- 
ner in the branches aboye us. He knew the exact state of 
their family arrangements. In fact, before the day was out 
I found he took a fatherly interest in the homes of all the 
young couples his sharp eyes had disecoyered. Seeing me 
admiring some lovely white flowers, he said, ‘Them’s but- 
(ons, and promised me heaps of *'keowslips” when we got 
into the meadow over the river, Haying arranged with the 
pleasant hostess that my gillie should fetvh to me refresh- 
ment3 at luncli time, we walked on across the brow of the 
hill down to a Jittle foot: bridge over the river. On this bridge 
I noticed two things—one was a very fine trout feeding at 
the tail of a stream; and the other was that the wind had. 
gone round to the nortneast, and was beginning to blow 
strong and coldly. We had fiyeor six minutes’ walk yet to 
“our water,” through meadows bright with cowslips, dande- 
lion and ‘“milkmaids,” as my little Mercury valle them, 

“They people in Lunnon wad loike to see they?” to which 
Theartily agreed, and he then graciously told me I might 
pick us many as I Jiked to take home for generaladmiration. 

On reaching ‘‘our water”—a lovely stretch of trout stream, 
wandering and winding in quick turns, and streams and 
lazy quiet stretches between banks bright with celandine, 
‘snilkmaids,” and ether spring flowers—I decided lo com- 
mence by fishing down stream, as the wind was so strong it 
was out of the question to fish up witha dry fly, as I had 
intended. At the top of the water I met an angler—one of 
“our members,” who had just arrived on the scene. After 
a few words of greeting—for until then we liad been ac- 
quaintunces on paper only—I told him I would walk down 
stream and leave lim to fish the upper part, [had marked 
some good fish rising, and told himso. I commenced about 
halt a mile lower down, rigging up my finest cast with 
hare's ear as leader, red-quill pnat, and blue dunas diop- 
pers. I had not fished twenty yards of water before I saw 
a good fish moving; part of his broad tail every now and 
then flapped out of the water, Throwing a long line, and 
kneeling on the bank, for the water was bright, I vot my 
hure’s ear to swing round with the current just above his 
nose. There was a big swirl, and then an instant tightening 
of my line fastened the minute sneck-bend in his lip, only 
by the merest bit of skin, as 1 afterward found. Five min- 
utes or more of good fight, now up stream, now down, now 
out of the water, now boring into the weeds, and amid the 
breathless excitement of my gillie, al the second attempt I 
got him into the net- a pretty fish of two pounds good. 

“He didn’t loike coming out,” said the admiring young- 
ster. ‘‘He’ll plaize the Lunnon folks. That’s bigger an what 
my brother catches down at the bridge.” 
“What does your brother fish wih?” 
“He yishes with a worm, bedo; but I seen ’em colched in 

a net loike that—and bigger uns, too.” 
Now, as every inch of our stream was “strictly preserved” 

—il numerous notices to that effect told the truth—this was 
not pleasant news. <A little lower down I got a trout of 
about a pound, a beautifully plump, plucky fellow, which I 
wis loth to puf back as under our one and one-half pound 
standard. Then for an hour I could not rise a fish; per- 
haps it was fortunate I did not, if the landing net had been 
wanted. My bey had got tired of seeing me thrashing 
away for nothing, and I had forgotten all about bim, 

“Heisht!”’ cried a voice on the opposite bank. A moor- 

* 
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hen scuttered screaming across the pool I was just about to 
fish, and then trom the rushes ¢merged my landing net, fol- 
lowed by the head and shoulders of my faithless squire. 

“Oi guessed O knowed where her was," triumph autly. 
The young rascal had left my bag somewhere behind on 

the bank, and had gone wp to the weir bridge above, and 
then crept quietly down among the rushes on the other side, 
so that although actually only some twenty yards away, to 
all intents and purposés for which I had engaged him, he was 
a mile off! 

“You smull vagabond! What do you mean by carrying 
my net off like that? Howam I to land a fish?” 

“Yon won't git no more, Oi’m thinkin’.” 
“And you won't git no lunch, my young’ friend, if you 

don't Come back as fast as your Jégs will carry you!” 
This had the desired effect, and the cnvly-headed young- 

ster, with the ends of his torn corduroy breeches and his Yag- 
ged little jacket flapping in the wind, was sentiering off like 
the bird he had flushed with such elee. 

“Stop! Now you are there you had better go down tothe 
inn and fetch some ale, and bread and butter, and hard-boiled 
eggs, and cheese, amd don’t forget the salt, or you'll have to 
go back for it.” 

With 4 vision of vood thing's before him I knew he would 
be no longer absent than he could help; but even now he 
had not got far away before u quackingin the rushes caught 
his attention, and turning round to me heshouted: “Them’s 
dab-chicks, them he!” But seeing 1 apparently did not heed 
him he started off in good carnest, as it proved, whistling 
and shouting at the colony of rooks husy in a ploughed field 
above him, Laurhing to myself at the happy young field 
lark, Lit a pipe and cletermined to try a dry fly, as the wind 
had dropped. J got a dace or two, and then, in a bend of 
the stream above me, ut hidden from yiew by some bushes, 
Lheurd a most tremendous splash, ‘By George! that must 
be that cight-pounder A. told me of chasing the small 
fry; Tl sive him time to settle down again and then baye a 
goat him, I crawled through the long grass and nettles and 
tished every inch of the water—a deep, quiet, swirling pool, 
just the haunt for jhe “big one.” For ten minutes I thrashed 
away; never did [fish more carefully im my life, But it was 
of no avail, so I decided to give up fishing until after Innch, 
and rest on the bank till my boy came back. 

It is wonderful what inquisitive animals cows are. T had 
several times during the morning tried to frighten three or four 
fine Alderneys out of catching distance of my flies when they 
came looking solemnly at my fishing, and now, as I recline 
on the grass, I have them all around me; gradually getting 
courage, they came closer, until one—the most intelligent 
cow | ever saw—came and rubbed her nose against my fish- 
ing stockings and peered into my creel. Presently, my boy 
uppeared on the scene, panting beneath his load. 

“She's a knowin’ un, she is,” pointing to the cow which 
had heen tuking stock of me so closely; ‘‘she knows where 
the best grass is, and they can’t keep her out on it neither.” 

And, whilei spread out the lunch, he gaye me some inter- 
esting sundry details about her history—low she was partial 
only to one particular milkmaid—how she led the other cows 
into scrapes and fot off herself, and sundiy other tricks she 
had. There she stood, watching us all the time, sleek, and 
fat, and pleasant smelling, but with a wicked look in her 
eye, which plainly showed mischief, 
How we did enjoy thatlunch! Crisp, crusty bread; sweet, 

rich butter; new-laid eges—washed down with a draught of 
elearale, which had cooled in the stream while we waited for it. 

“I wonder what they will take,” 1 said to myself, aloud, 
“Ord troy a worm, if Oi wer’ you,” innocently suggested 

my boy, with his mouth full. 
“ve a good mind to try one of McNee's pike-scale flies 

fora change. Where is my bag?” 
“Bag? whoy, Oi left it there by that auld stump afore 1 

went to look for that moorhen,” 
“Well, you had hetter so and find it, then.” 
He looked everywhere in vain, and I helped him. 
“Oi shouldn't wouder if that auld cow hadn't pushed tn 

in the river{” 
The remembrance of the big splash 1 had heard flashed 

across my mind, and, going to the spot, sure enough, uuder 
two fect of water was my black leather bag! To fish it out 
with the landing-net was the work of a second or two. 

“Oi thought as much, She's a eunnin’ un, she is. Oi 
thought she'd pay yer out for runnin’ at ler this morning.” 

“And don’t you think | ought to pay you out for running 
away and geiting all my tackle and fly-book soaked through 
in this way?” Tasked, more in sorrow than in anger. 

“Who'd a thought that tuld cow’d 4 rolled un in the river?” 
Who, indecd? Why, nobody but that ‘old cow” herself, 

standing here, coolly looking on, flicking the flies off with 
her tail, and Saying as plainly as possible— 

“Perhaps, that will teach you manners, young man.” 
Tneyver look on that black bag without thinking what a 

rise that “auld cow” took out of me!—R, B. Marston, in 
Fishing Gazette. 

PISCATAQUIS SOCIETY. 

ri A the third annual meeting of the Piscataquis Game and 
Fish Protective Society, which was adjourned from 

June last, was held at J, P. Sprague’s office in Monson, on 
Thursday, Dec. 26, when the following officers were elected: 

President, Dr. C, ©. Hall, Monson. Vice-Presidents—Dana 
Orocket!, Monson; J. B, Mathews, Portland, Secretary— 
E RR, Haynes, Monson. Treasurer—P. J. Wilkins, Monson. 
Counsel—J, F, Sprague, Monson, Hxecutive Committee— 
J. F, Sprague, A. W. Chapin, EH. R. Haynes, Monson, Di- 
rectors—8, 8. Cole, C. M, Coombs, A. J, Cushman, J. C. 
Tripp, Dr. W. L. Sampson, Monson; O. A, Dennen, Mt. 
Kineo; A. P. Buck, Foxeroft; @. A. Mathews, G. 8. Cush- 
ing, F, B. Shedd, Lowell, Mass.; Hon. W. H, Osborne, 
Bridgewater, Mass. Honorary member for 1883, George F. 
Godirey, Esq., of Bangor. 

The executive committee reported that during the year 
they had purchased 50,000 trout fry (Sete fontinulis) of the 
Mt. Kineco Hatching Works, and planted them in Lake He- 
bron, in Monson, the expenses of which are hereunto an- 
nexed. 
By the report of J. F. Sprague, Esq., counsel for the so- 

ciety, it appeared that three cases against poachers had 
bee prosecuted by thesociety during the past year, Two 
of them were successful, but as they were tried prior to the 
law of 1883 relating to the disposal of fines and penalties, 
nothing imured to this society, The other case was against 
a taxidermist, who wus ucquitted in the Supreme Court at 
Dover, although the matter was presented in an «ble man- 
ner by the County Attorney, Col. Peaks. 

In his report, Mr, Sprague said: : 
“And here permit me to suggest thit our society asa 

fully up to the average, and that is good fishing. 
ten miles of here there are more than twenty-five lakes, most 
of them affording bass fishing, and quite 4 number are well 
stocked with pickercel. 
fishing will come and see me, I will take him to a lake where 
J will waranot him as long a string as he cares to cateh; if he 
don't cry enough, le will be the first one that has tried it. 
‘Several of our small streams near here were stocked with 
brook trout three years ago and we expect next spring to 

whole stands in the attitude of a public prosecutor, and in 
the performance of our duties we should exercise wisdom, 
discretion and courage. 
simply because he is unpopular in a community, neither 
should 4 person who is morally and legally guilty of 1 vio- 
lation of the fish and game laws escape, because he at the 
moment chances to be the favorite of a fickle populace, or 
because he may possess the wealth of a Oreesns. et 
In conclusion allew me to congratulate all who are cu-labor- 
ers inthis important work upon the fact that a change in 
public sentiment is apparent which is as wonderful as if is 
welcome, Many of our citizens who a few years ago joiled 
inthe stale but well-known chorus that. these laws “were 
only for the benefit of the city sportsmen and detrimental to 
the interests of the poor man,’ are now among our stautchest 
friends and supporters; for all who give the subject an in- 
telligent and unprejudiced consideration perceive at once 
that among the great multitude in our country, and especi- 
ally in Westurn Piscataquis who annually derive profit 
from the various kinds of business that depend 
upon the ‘yisiting sportsmen,’ none are more 
directly benctitted than are the ‘hewers of 
wood, thedrawers of water’ and the tillers of fhe soil. As 4 
love for the ‘gentle art’ increases among the people the law: 
lessness and the disposition to poach upon our waters neces- 
sarily decreases in the same ratio, In this immediate vicin- 
ity and also around M. H, Lake [ belieye that now the reck- 
less and determined poacher of either our fish or game is a 
yare exception, whereas only a short time ago he repre- 
sented the majority. All these are encouraging signs of the 
times, and should stimulate us to renewed activity in the 
cause in which we are enpaged. And yet there is much work 
to do in the future. We must labor to hold the adyantage 
that we have gained. We must not le idle, or for any im- 
aginury grievance ‘sulk in our tents,” but press onward until 
we have secured a public sentiment favorable to our chuse 
which shall be as invincible and a3 unwavering a8 a wall of 
adamantine.” 

Senaaco LAaxe.—Portland, Me.—A recent note in the 
Forest AND SrrEeAm spoke of Sebago Lake as having 
“again been stocked.” The lake is a splendid sheet of water 
some sixteen miles northwest from this city, of which it is 
the source of water supply. Its waters are very pure, cold 
and deep, and from them in years past many fine salmon 
trout have been taken, some of them weighing from fifteen 
to twenty pounds each. The spawning beds for these fish 
are in Crooked Riyer, which discharges its water into the 
Jake from the north, 
the resort of poachers from the surrounding country, who, 
by the light of the torch, haye speared and carried away 
large numbers of them, Of late, however, the Fish Com- 
missioners have turned their attention more particularly to 
this locality, and have made it dificult for such fellows to 
exercise their “thoggish’’ proclivities without detection. 
lake has not ‘‘again been stocked,” nor has if ever been, ¢x- 
cept in the natural way, to my knowledge. 
spring but few if any fish were taken from the lake, but as 
a natural consequence, if the spawning beds can be pro- 
sce ats a few years this will be excelient fishing ground,— 
G. L. B. 

Until recently these beds lave been 
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MicHigan.—Cedar Springs.—One thing we do have here 
Within 

If the man that is fond of suntish 

“drop them a line;” if they receive it all right will let you 
kuow. German carp have also been put in two small likes, 
Pine and Streeter, but do not know with what success. 
Ford, an enthusiastic fisherman here, deserves the thanks of 
us all for his zeal and interest in restocking our streams and 
lakes.—W. 

Dr. 

Brome Lake.—Knowlton, Quebec.—A club has been 
formed to secure the protection of the fishing in this beauti- 
ful sheet of water. 
treal, and has some big bass. 
caught in its waters which weighed respectively 6, 6% and 
74 pounds.—P ATR F'n. 

The lake is only sixty miles from Mon- 
Last summer three bass were 

PHishculture. 

REPORT OF THE FISH COMMISSIONER. 

Pei VIIL, Report of the Commissioner of Fish and 
Fisheries of the United States for 1880 has lately been 1s- 

sued, Itis a bulky volume, like most of its predecessors, con- 
taming 1.060 octayo pages. Among many noteworthy fea- 
tures of the year the following are prominent: The produc- 
tion and distribution of German carp and shad in large num- 
bers; the construction of the hatching steamer Fish Hawk; 
the introduction to the notice of American fishermen of the 
gill net with glass ball floats for taking codfish on their winter 
awning ground; the obtaining of fishery statistics for the 

fensus Bureau; the participation in the International Fisheries 
Exhibition at Berlin; the use of the Fish Hawk in exploring 
the Gulf Stream and its fauna, especially in connection with 
the distribution of the tile fish; the exploration of the fish- 
eries of the Atlantic coust of the United States, of the great 
lakes, of the Gulf of California and of the entire coast of 
Western America from San Diego to Point Barrow in the 
Aretic Ocean; the collecting of eorpite series of fishes of 
the sea coast and lakes, especially of the Pacific, with dupli- 
cates for distribution to museums and educational establish- 
ments, These subjects are treated of at length. ) 

In Prof. Atwater’s article on the chemical composition and 
value of fish for food, he continues his account of the investi- 
gations in which he has been engaged for some years past, and 
in closing, hesays, that the percentages of phosphorus in fish 
are not larger than in the flesh of other animals used for food, 
and eyen if more of it was contained in fish there is no evi- 
dence that it would be better brain food. Prof. Goode has 
added much to his materials for a history of the swordfish, as 
he modestly callsthe yaluable contribution to the life-history 
of this fish, since a portion of it appeared in our columns, an 
several pates accompany the article. Mr, R, E. Earle has an 
interesting article on the natural history and artificial propa- 
gation of the Spanish mackerel, which he was the first to 
hateh, The temperature of the water seems to have a decided 
effect upon the spawning time of this fish, and the ovaries do 
not develop very rapidly until the water reaches upward of 
72 degrees, While in the Carolinas this fish spawns Sea 
the season on Long Island begins by the 20th of August an 
continues through September. In the Chesapeake a few ripe 
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fish are seen about June 1, and tha spawning season be; two 
weeks later aid continues throughout the summer, An arti- 
cle on the artificial propagation of fish, by J. P. J. Koltz, 
translated for the report, is very crude and veads like the pro- 
duction of oue who has not had much experience, but has been 
reading old works on the subject. 
A very valuable report on the operations commected with 

the propagation of whitetish at Northville, Michigan, is made 
by Mr, Frank N, Clark, ‘Tis gentleman has had an extensive 
experience in this work, and is probably the best manipulator 
of whitefish and their eggs in the country, In his directions 
to spawn-takers Mr. Clark says: “Take exzs only from ripe 
fish, ¢. ¢.. those yielding their eggs by a gentle pressure of the 
hand on the anterior of the abdomen, including, of course, 
those from which the eggs ave ooziliz, Reject the entire yield 
of any female when more then three or five per cent. of her 
eggs are spotted or milk-white when taken; likewise throw 
aside all females b2aring broken eggs. Do not try to force 
all the eggs from each female manipwlated, bub only those 
which can be extruded by a gentle pressure or stroking of the 
abdomen, each stroke commencing just forward of the pec- 
toval fins and extending toward the ventricle, releasing the 
grasp about midway bebween these two points. Tins will, 
however, expel nearly allthe eggs if the fish is in proper con- 
dition, The manipulation of Hie maleis a pinching or strip- 
ping process, but the female should be neither pinched or 
stripped, the process or operation consisting of a slow, 
gentle and crowding movement wpward and forward 
with the whole hand, adapting itself to the natural 
curye of the belly. Hold the yent of the female as near the 
bottom of the pan or receiving vessel as possible, as the eggs 
are very soft and tender when first taken and may be injured 
by dropping. Incline the fish toan angle of about 4) degrees; 
the eges will then naturally settle toward the oriface und re- 
quire less pressure for expulsion. The males, however, should 
not bs held in this position, as in many instances the vital fluid 
will not streum directly into the pan, but cling to the fish and 
follow down tothe end of the tail, mixing with slime and 
water before dropping, wasting the entire yield of the male 
sometimes, as many will furnish but a few drops, which may 
not find their way intothe panatall. This loss can be obyi- 
ated to a certain extent by holding the male in » horizontal 
position, when the result of each titillation will usually be 
driven directly into the pan. If the first or any subsequent 
ejection of milt from uny male is streaked with blood, cast 
him aside.” Mr. Clark’s paper gives carefully prepared tables 
of temperatures and notes on batching the whitefish. 

Mr. Livingston Stone reports on the operations at the United 
States salmon-hatching station on the McCloud River, Califor- 
nia, and also on the trout ponds hear the same place. Tables 
of the distribution of the eggs and fry, seining operations, 
capture of fish, etc., are given. The eggs of the MeCloud River 
trout, &. iridem, are about one-tifth of an inch in diameter and 
there is great yariation in their color, and at a temperature of 
44 degrees they hatch in twenty-six days. In the pond there 
are probably upward of two tons of live trout and they will 
eat five times their weight, or tem tons in a year. 
Reports on the propagation of the Penobscot and Schoodic 

d|and all seme fishing under the ice should 

salmon are made by Mr. Charles G. Atkins, who giyes the re- 
sults of some experiments made to determine the hest frost- 
proof packing for the outside of ege boxes. 
A report on the propagation and distribution of shad is fol- 

lowed bya translation of Mr. yon dem Borne’s pamphlet, 
entitled “Raise Carp,” in which instructions for making ponds 
and spawning grounds are given. In Appendix H, which 
comprises 360 pages, are various articles on oyster culture, 
translated from the German, Norwegian, French and other 
lansuages, and illustrated with plates of apparatus used in 
both oyster and mussel culture, The yolume closes with a list 
of patents issued in the United States during the years 
1879-80, relating to fish and the methods, products and appli- 
vations of the fisheries. 

THE AMERICAN FISHCULTURAL ASSOCIATION. 

MEETING of the executive committee of the Association 
Je was held at Blackford’s Biological Labrotory, Fulton 
Market, ou Monday, the I4th. Messrs. Benkard, Blackford, 
Phillips and Mather were present. The meeting was held to 
decide the time and place of the next annual meeting. The 
meeting was called to order by President Benkard, and the 
following letter was read: s 

WaAsuHINGTON, D. C., Dee, 25, 1885. 
Dear Mr. MarHer—Don't you think it time to settle the 

time and place of the next annual meeting of the Fishenltural 
Society? i have been talking the matter over with Professors 
Baird and Goode, and I am sure if Washington is fixed on 
everything will be done to make it an interesting and memor- 
able meeting. I will be able to command the Fish Hawk for 
an excursion to our fishing shores on the Potomac. Matching 
operations on a vast scale will he in operation at Central Sta- 
tion, and in every direction there will be mich to interest 
and instruwt, Congress being in session, State Commissioners 
will be brought in contact with representatives from their 
own States. Considering everything, I believe we can gather 
here a larger representative body than can be dtawn together 
anywhere else, So I yote for Washington some time in May, 
and I think you willtoo., Yours, truly M. MoDonatp, 

The president asked the opmion of those present regardin; 
holding the next meeting in Washington, Mr, Phillips mov: 
that ithe held there. Before putting the motion the president 
asked ifthe officers of the Association had been notified that 
this question would come up. Mr. Mather replied that he had 
notified them and that some had expressed their opinions by 
mail. Ona vote it was found that Messrs. Benkard, Black- 
ford, Goode, Hudson, Mather and McDonald voted for Wash- 
ington. -, Annin voted for Fulton Market, and the others 
had expressed no opinion. Tt was declared carried. 

Tn regard to the date, Mr, Mather moved that it be left to 
Prof. Baird, Col McDonald, and Prof, Goode. Mr, Blackford 
amended this by suggesting that the meeting be held on Tues- 
day and Wednesday of some week to be fixed by the gentle- 
men named. Carried. Messrs. Phillips and Mather were ap- 
pointed a committee to request papers to be read at the meet- 
ing, Adjourned. 

MEETING OF FISH COMMISSIONERS. 

TE have a report entitled ‘“Proceadings of the Inter-State 
W Fish Commission, at Detroit, Mich., Oct. 17 and 18, 
1883." This meeting had been called by the Michigan Com- 
rnission, and was attended by Messrs. Dunning, Antisdel and 
Neyin, of Wisconsin; Messrs. Bond, Howell and Douglass, of 
Ohio: Mr, F, N. Clark, of the U.S. F. G.; Dr, R, O, Sweeny, 
at Minnesota, anf Messrs. Parker, Kellogs, Bissell, Chase and 
Whitaker, of Micht Hem, Philo Dunning was elected 

president and Mr, H. Whitaker secretary. Mr, Otto Kirchner, 

ax- Attorney General of Michigan, attended by invitation, ani 
stated that the Supreme Court of Michigan had decided that 
the State, and not the United States, ha F jurisdiction on the 
great lakes to the boundary line. Bimilan instances of de- 
cisions in other States were cited, The followimg motions 
were adopted: No seines showld be used between 12% 
o'clock Saturday night and 1 o'clock Monday morning, 

i be Lone ie 
Trap and pound netsshould not be over eighty rods of Jead, nor 
cbatein sire than four cribs in a string. No nets to extend 

beyond a line one mile out mom headiand to headland, nor 

should nets set between (bayous) points or headlands in the 

lake be set on w line further out than nets seb off headlands. 

Nets should nob be set on reefs or spawning grounds. The 
sizes of meshes for trap and gill nets was left without action. 

Tt was found desirable that a livense be laid on nets used in 

fishing in the different lakes, and this license shall he devoted 
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to fisheulbural oses, The standard for seines and gill nets 
shall be by the fathom. Trap and pound nets should be 
licenseil by the heart or crib, and by the fathom of lead above 
porcnna ive rods. It wasrecommended that each State ap- 
point tish wardens, and that stringent laws against the destrue- 
tion of fish by explosives be passed. Statistics of the 
different States are required, and the propagation of whitefish 
ma trout be naa " The throwing o pee eet aes de- 
eterious mal Upon the spawning grounds sho e pro- 
hibited. The panniers? of States bordering on the lakes 
should communicate with the fishennen and consult with 

them regarding the matters discussed at this meeting; also 
that the views of the fishermen be ascertained as to the ad- 
visahility of holding a meeting at some central point for con- 
sultation of themselves und the commissioners. 1b was recom- 
mended that the different State commissioners urge on their 
representatives in Congress the necessity of securing action to 
induce the sending of a steamer of the U.S. F. C., witha 
corps of scientific men, to investigate the habits of the lake 
fishes and the methods of fishing. It was suggested that the 
different States pass laws regulating the size of all fish that 
shall betaken inthe great lakes. Afterward the members 
Visited the new whitelish hatchery at Detroit. 

RAISING FROGS.—Fairfax, Col, Jan, 4.—Are there any of 
your subscribers who raise frogs? Iam now producing them 
on ny farm, but do not know what to feed them, They ara 
kept in a hot house, and are lively young fellows. L also want 
to get the large green fellows from some Eastern or Southern 
dealer, Just assoon as Lam able and finish my building will 
report progress.—F. D, W, 

Ghe Zennel. 
eS 

FIXTURES. 
BENCH SHOWS. 

Jan. 1h, 17, 18 and 19.—St, John, New Brunswick, HH. W. Wilson 
St. John, N, B. 
April —, 1844.—Thé Qleveland Bench Show Association’s Second 

Bench Show. Charles Lincoln, Superiutendent. C, M. Munhall, See- 
retary, Cleveland, Ohio. 

A CONNECTICUT 'COON HUNT. 

| Fights evening, Dec. 14, being warm and moonlight, I 
concluded to accept the invitation of pry friend H., who 

resides in Bast Granby (an hour's drive), to take overmy dogs 
and try the ‘coons. 

The dogs were Watch, a black and brindle dog, evidently 
part hound and other unrecognizable blood not found in the 
American Kennel Register; but notwithstanding his doubtful 
origin, he had a great reputation as being ‘‘death on ‘coons,” 
Tt took months to persuade his former owner /a colored Vir- 
ginia gentleman) to part with him. He refused all cash offers; 
so thmking that perhaps the offer of a good breech-loader 
would touch a tender spot, l authorized my friend, who was 
trying to purchase the dog for me, to offer him a new breech- 
loader, which he did; but the old darkey shook his head, re- 
marking: ‘What do I want ob dat gun, [don't know how to 
load?” and to my surprise refused the offer, He finally cou- 
cluded to accept a second-hand muzzls-loader with a few arti- 

cles thrown in, and the trade was made and Watch was 
shipped on to me, and as every one said, ‘Watch is a good 
one.” He has an endless amount of courage, and knows just 
where to tule holdto avoid getting bitten, and never relin- 
quishes his hold until the ‘toons dead, and always catches the 
‘coon as s00n a5 he touches the ground and belore he has time 
to recover from the fall and prepare for war, At the tree he 
isasteady andlond barker, and will stay all night if not 
found sooner, and he never barks until the ‘coon is treed, or at 
@ tree when there is no ‘coon up it, 

The second dog, Jack, isa recent purchase, and apparently 
of the same blood as Watch, from whom he differs mainly in 
color, he being « red and tan, and, like Wateh, he never barks 
until the ‘coon is treed, and stays well at tree. He has plenty 
of courage, but does not kuow thie best holds, apparently hay- 
ing no choice, so he frequently gets bitten, but has so much 
pluck he will kill his game and nevor Jet a "coon escape. He 
came from the same place as Watch, and before my friend 
purchased him for me gob ten ‘coors in thrée nights. 
The next dog was an eight-months-old puppy, half fox- 

hound and half bulldog (a cross that frequently produces good 
‘coon and squirrel dogs) named Cooney. I bought him on pur- 
pose to train for ’coons. He had never been out when # ‘coon 
Was caught, so had no record. 
At 7:30 we started, taking a single barrel breech-loader, a 

large lantern, using large burner with ten-inch reflector back 
of burner, so that it will throw light up into the tree unless 
too high. We also took a few Roman candles, as they will 
send balls of fire into tops of trees that the lantern will not 
light up. Wealso carried a pair of climbers and a seyenty- 
five foot line, the latter to be taken into a tree by the climber 
and let down to draw up the lantern if St el to see the 
‘coon or gun to shoot him. Thus‘equipped, we followed the 
road a short distance toward Newgate prison, then went into 
some small sprouts on the side of the mountain, and had only 
gone a few rods when we heard Watch and Jack give one or 
two sha'p barks, and soon it was evident that there wasa 
fight goimg on. unrying to the spot, we found Watch had a 
large *coon by the head and Jack had arear hold, As the 
*coon was nearly dead, we took the dogs off, and my friend 
said he would carry him back to the house and leave him, as 
we tlid not want to carry him all the evening. So my friend 
went back, I promising to wait with the dogs until he re- 
turned. Soon I heard Jack bark about ten rods up the moun- 
tain, and on going to him found him barking up a small chest- 
nut sprout, on which, not over twenty-tive feet from the 
round, was_a ‘coon, Wishing to haye my friend in at 

the death, I concluded to wait until he came back, 
and while waiting happened to Jook into another 
tree 4a few feet distant and saw another ‘coon, and 
thinking the ‘coon erop had not aJl been gathered, I looked on 
a tree south of where Jack and Watch werelurking, and there 
sat another one, and over my head the fourth, none being over 
twenty-five feet from the ground. The ‘cvons evidently did 
not Palewtae situation, and soon one jumped, but the dogs 
mae him tree within ten feet of where he struck, and fear- 
ing the others might jump, and there being so many that the 
dogs could not take care of allif they should come down, I 
thought I had better open fire, and did so, using by mistake a, 
shell loaded with No, 10, buat the distance wasso short thatthe 
‘soon came down wounded, and after a short fight the dogs 
killed him, and then by mutual consent wentin for a free 
fight in which Cooney joined, and all of ny efforts to part 
the trio were unavailing, for as soon as I got the two separate 
and holding them apart the third dog took advantage of the 
situation and selected his fayorite hold, compelling me to re- 
linquish the two! held apart;so down the side of the moun- 
tain they fought like tigers, aud I conld see the lights move 
about in distant farm houses, as the people came to the door 
to listen to the fight, no doubt thinking thata pack of wolves 
had suddenly inyaded the usually quiet gld mountain, De- 
penteiog of ever separating unaided the three dogs, I called 
or my companion, but be did not hear, and at last I recol- 

lected that Thad a chainin my pocket, and taking it out, I 
fastened it to Cooney’s collar gd soon parted Wateh and 
Jack, the former being bitten through his forelur, did the 
rest of his hunting on three legs niost of the time. 
About this time H. appeared, and on looking for the ganie, 

which T had hurriedly laid down in my efforts to separate the 

dogs, I could not recollect where I dropped it, but, after 
searching some time, found it neatly covered over with leayes, 
the dogs having fought over it. 
But the ‘coons, *‘oh, where ave they?’ We went back and 

found them all where J leit them, evidently having been afraid 
to come down, as the dogs made such a fearful noise, so, one 
by one, we brought them down, taking the dogs by the col- 
lar as soon as they had killed the ‘coon, for they were generally 
only wounded when they fell. 
Back again my friend went to the house to deposit the four 

‘coons, and soon retiined, and we went over on the otherside 
of the mountain. Working north about eighty rods, we 
missed Jack, and after waiting for him to come in and failin 
to hear him, we called, but he did not come, so we followe 
the mountain north for some way, poping to find Jack. 
Finally, not tearing him, we turned and went down the 
mountain to get out of the wind that was now blowing 
strong, thinking we could hear better, but after going a long 
distance south struck for the top of the mountain and went 
north until we passed the noted Newgate prison, und 
the wind blew feartully as we ascended the peak and 
roared through the pines so we conld hardly hear ourselves 
speak, when suddenly Jack rushed up and bounded ayay. 
Following in the direction he took, we soon heard him barking 
and found him at the foot of a yery tall hemlock, the thick 
houghs of which preyented us seeing the ‘coon with the lan- 
tern, so we tried the Roman candles and they lit up all the 
tree except ten feet of the top, which I did not aim high 
enough to haye the balls reach; and haying used all we had, 
thers was no other way but to climb the tree. So H. went u 
and almost in the top of the tree discovered a large ‘coon, and 
then he came down and tried to tell me where toshoot. I 
followed his instructions until I had only two cartridges left, 
and having failed to bring down the ‘coon thought I would as 
a last resort get as near the body of the tree as possible and 
shoot close to the line of the trunk, as he said the *coon was 
close to the body, so making a line shot I had the satisfaction 
of dropping my sixth ‘toon. As the wind was blowing very 
hard and we had all the ’coons we wanted for ourselves and 
friends, we went back to the house which we reached at about, 
1 o'clock, when Mrs. H. set: before ws some very acceptable 
refreshments, which we were hungry enough to enjoy to the 
fullest extent, for the long walk and bracing air had given us 
ukeen appetite. 

This ended my last and most successful ‘coon hunt of the 
season, of which I have given a truthful and not exaggerated 
account. WN. ELMORE. 

Granary, Conn, 

V 7 HILE yet there is time to be up und doing the attention 
of the dog owners of Massachusetts is called to the 

action of some of the State logislators now in session at Bos- 
ton, The following letters ave published 4s samples of many 
received by us during the past week. Weave glad to give the 
subject prominence, but would suggest that the course of 
action of every dog owner is not letter writing to people who 
fully agree with all be says, but personal and persistent inter- 
viewing of the representatives until the lawgivers fully un- 
derstand the barbarous iniquity of the proposed order, 
The first letter is that of Mr. George T, Angell, whichhas 

already appeared in the Boston Transcript, and which proved 
to be the bugle note which has aroused our correspondents; 
Editor Forest ond Stream: 

Will you kindly permit me to say HERES your columns, to 
all owners and friends of dogs in Massachusetts, that a most 
formidable attack upon dogs has been organized and already 
begun ab the State House? 
Two orders have already, at the begmning of the session, 

been referred to the Committee on Agriculture (one of them 
introduced by a member of that committee). The first re- 
uires that every owner or keeper of a dog shall, for every 
og, give a bond of $500 with good sureties. As large numbers 

in this Commonwealth cannot give such bonds, if this order 
hecomes a law, their dogs must be killed. The second requires 
that owners shall keep their dogs under the same restraint as 
other domestic animals, This means that they shall be con- 
fined in buildings or tied outdoors on the owner's premises. 
This isso foreign to their habits that death in many cases 
would be preferable. 

I wish to say to the dog owners of the Commonwealth, that 
if they mean to protect their dogs, there is no time to be lost: 
and I wish to express the hope that every man and woman in 
Massachusetts whose lite has beeh made neppier, by these dumb 
companions and friends will, without delay, use his or her 
whole inflnence with members of our Legislature to prevent 
the enactment of such laws. Guo, T. ANGELE, 

7 

A MASSACHUSETTS BLUE LAW. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
The letter of Mr. Geo. T. Angell in the Boston Transcript of 

Jan. 11, incites a lever of the dog, first to don his “cussing 
cap” and then to take arms and seel: outthe instigators of 
suchan inhuman enactment and put them under bonds that 
doomsday only can release! If the Legislature of Massachu- 
setts makes such alaw as the aboye noted ‘‘orders” propose, 
it should be the last ever fo assenible underthe ‘‘gildea dome,” 
Mr. Angellhas timely and nobly sounded the note of warn- 
ing, and I hope all “dog owners” will come “to the fore” to 
protest against such barbaric treatment of their faithful 
friends. Civilization seems to be a failure where such a law 
can even be suggested, and the constituents of the author, or 
authors, of such ‘torders,” should take him, or them, to task. 
Ifsuch laws can be enacted in Massachusetts in this year of 
erace, all Tuture governors had better Jeave off the prayer, 
‘God save the Commonwealth” from their pioclamations, 
Such a State is nob worthy of salvation! 

It is not probable, however, that the people will suffer such 
enactments to be made, but it is the duty of every one, as Mr. 
Angell suggests, to be ready to fight such unjust and cruel 
movements on the part of those who should use their 
ephemeral influence for other purposes. 
Modern legislators are a peculiar class of beings, and they 

need watching wich untiring yigilance and the most wily 
wisdom. We are never safe while they are in session. Most 
of their time and the State’s money is spent in scheming and 
doing foolish things, and in this case much more than foolish, 

To some people a dog seems to be the very personification of 
eyil, but to all who believe that ‘the best part of man is the 
dog thatisin him,” 1 say be ready to beiriend and defend 
your ever faithful sud unselfish friend, the dog! ‘Noble 
creature! the favorite of the rich; consolation of the poor, 
inseparable companion of the unfortunate.” A 

Editoy Forest and Stream: 
Will you kindly permit me to call the attention of all lovers 

of dogs te the fact that a formidable attack upon their favor- 
iteshas been fully organized and already bezun at the State 
House in Boston to this effect; ‘Two orders have been referred. 
to the Committee on Agriculture, the first requiring that 
every owner or keeperof a dog shall for eyery dog give a bond 
of 5000, with good sureties, and the second, that owners shall 
keep their dogs under the same restraint as other domestic 
animals, In other words, all who eamob produce “ood 
sitreties” must Kill their dogs. Those who do provide satis- 
factory bonds must constantly confine their dogs in buildings, 
or keep them on chain on their owners’ premises. This being 
contrary to all physical laws, death would he far preferable. 
Mr. George T. Angell, a true friend to animals, is doing all he 
ean to call attention to this most unjust lemsilation, and de- 
sires the co-operation of those interested, Something must be 
done. and atonece, Therois no time to be lost. Would it not 
be well for those who can influence in any depres the members ! Bliss (Paust— 

of the Legislature to do soin behalf of our dogs? It will be 
found much easier to preyventits becoming a law than to get 
itvepealed. Now is the time, if we do not wish to see our 
dumb companions live to suffer by nonatural confinement. 

Epwanrp §. Payson. 
Bosron, Jun, 12, 1884. 

THE PUGS AT NEW ORLBANS,.—Chicazo, Jan. 6, 1884.— 
Editor Forest and Stream: Inote what you say about my 
dogs in your report of the New Orleans show, and venture to 
give you « little friendly adyice, yiz,: when you send a re- 
porter to a bench show agaih, send one that knows something 
of the dogs you wish him to critigise, or instruct him to make 
no coniments. Ido not object to any competent critie’s re- 
marks about my dogs, bub when 4 representative of a paper 
like the FoREST AND STREAM mistakes quality for faults, and 
publicly declares himself, as your reporter has done, I am dis- 
posed to ‘kick.’ Had your reporter called attention to the 
faults in my dogs I would say nothing; but all those competent 
to judge know that my dogs ave particularly good where your 
reporter calls them faulty, I hope that this letter will receive 
your early attention.—Harry L. Goopman. [Our reporter 
did not find fault with the awards Mr, Goodman's dogs re- 
ceiyed, but merely criticised them in a friendly spirit, Poniate 
out their defects. Mr, Theodore Marples, one of the best 
authorities on the pug in England, says: ‘I adopt the stand- 
ard of 12 pounds, and eontend if they ave much over that 
it is a fault. Shortness of muzzle, also, is a very important 
point. Withregard to color, the muzzle, eyebrows, ears and 
center of head only should be black, with the requisite moles 
on cheek, and distinct trace down center of back. Hars 
should be small and black, toe nails black, and tail closely 
curled.” If Mr. Goodman's pugs haye these requisite proper- 
ties the criticisms are entirely ouf of plave and uncalled for, 
but we have faith in our reporter that he ‘knows of what he 
writes,” and although we thank Mr, Goodman yery much for 
his courteous adyice, we shall, for the benetit of exhibitors 
and the public, still be obliged to instruct him to point out in 
his reports the good and bad qualities of dogs exhibited, and 
we venture to say that Mr, Goodman himself may pick up a 
wrinkle or two worth knowing if he will only carefully and 
impartially peruse the same). 

THE GERMAN DOGGH.—Lditor Forest and Stveam: I see 
on looking through one of your old issues (July 19) that Mr. 
Hodges, as well as other American sportsmen, are mistaken as 
to the Ulmer or Great Danes as faras Germany is concerned. 
There are many mistakes in the short letter of the said gentle- 
man, geopraplical as well as canine ones; for instance, Aix- 
la-Chapelle is rather a small town in the kingdom of Prussia 
and with the whole kingdom 1s part of the German Empire. 
We do not call the Ulmer or Great Dane the ‘‘German dog,” 
but ‘German dogge;” doz is every breed of the canine family 
—in German und, in English dog—but “dogge” in German 
meéans a certain breed and is not translatable, as there is no 
English equivalent, The German dog especially is the so-called 
German pointer, being at the same time a setter, a pointer and 
a retriever, performing all of their duties,—Oscar STE, late 
Tieutenant Royal Prussian Army. 

A FOX-TERRIER.—White Rock, R. 1., Jan. 8—A_ friend 
asks whatis a fox-terrier, and fora reply Tread to him from 
the *‘Dogs of Great Britain and America” the article on that, 
breed, and showed him the illustration. Stillhe doesnot seem to 
know whata fox-terrier is. Will you please let me know through 
FOREST AND STREAM what eross first produced the breed, or is 
ita distinct breed? Is he a keen-scented dog? Were they ever 
used for going in and driving out the fox?—Fox-TERRIBR. 
(The originof the fox-terrier as a distinct breed is, we think. 
unknown, We recommend for your perusal that portion of 
Vero Shaw’s ‘Book of the Dog” which treats of this strain. 
The work is published by Cassell, Petter & Galpin, of New 
York, and the parts you require are 12. and 15, They cost 40 
cents each. The fox-terrier is keen-scented for a terrier, and 
was originally used exclusively for bolting foxes]. 

CHAMPION BELLISSIMA.—It was our good fortune to 
see the champion bull bitch Bellissima, imported by John B. 
Thayer, Esq., Boston, Mass. She arrived on Friday last r 
8. 8. State of Indiana, and was looking little the worse for her 
salt water trip. Sheis a most excellent colored brindle with 
good skull, chop and lay back, short legs and plenty of hone- 
She isin whelp to old champion Slenderman, and will proye 
a eae valuable addition to Mr. Thayer's inagnificent kennel of _ 
wldogs. 

NEW ORLEANS DOG SHOW.—The catalogue of the New 
Orleans dog show contains many stupid blunders and careless 
errors. The nameof Mr. B. H. Small, of Bainbridge, Ga., 
owner of the setter Ponce de Leon, is erroneously given E, 
H. Smart, and so appeared in our report. The same applies 
to Greek, the winning fox-terrier, the owner of which is Frank 
C. Wheeler, London, Ont., aud not J. Wymer. 

KNICKERBOCKER KENNEL CLUB.—A new club trader 
this title, whose object is the improvement of the pointer, 
was organized in Jersey City Jan. 11. The officers elected were: 
President, R. T. Green; Vice-President, G. W. Waite; Treas- 
urer, Mortimer Mills; Corresponding Secretary, G. L. Wilms; 
Recording Secretary, L. I’. Brigham, Manager, J. H. Phelan, 

PHILADELPHIA DOG SHOW.—We have it from reliable 
authority that there will be no dog show at Philadelphia this 
year. The object for which the Philadelphia, Kennel Clith 
was instituted is thereby shrouded in mystery. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge. To insure 
publication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the following par- 
ticulars of each animal: 
1. Color. 6. Name and residencé of owner, 
3. Breed. buyer or seller, 
3. Sex, 7. Sive, with his sire and dam. 
4. Age, or §. Owner of sire. 
5. Date of bi th, of breading or 9. Dam, with her sire and dam, 

of death. 10, Oywner of damn, 
All names must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer's name, 

NAMES CLAINED, 
Ee See instructions af head of this columa. 
Othello, By Mr. C.S. Wixom, Ithaca, N. Y.. for black greyhound 

dog. peal pat Sept. 17, 1883, by Doubleshot (A, KR, 73) outof Dorothée 
(ALR, 72). 

Lulu. By Mr. J. 5. Hodges, Beeville, Tex., for white, black and 
tan beagle bitch, whelped Sept. 5, 1883, by Flute (Rattler—True) out 
of Collette (Chantér—Beanty). 

Zoe, By Mr. E, M. Crouch, for black and white pointer ditch, whelped 
Sept. 26, 1883, by St. John (Snapshot—Belle) out of Folly (Rock— 
Whisper), 
Brockenhurst Jim. By Mer. J, H, W. Peploe, Germantown, Ma,, 

for black and white fox-terrier dog, whelped July, 1488, by Broken- 
hurst Joe out of Rutherfurd’s Swansdown (Saraceu—Swan), 

Czar TI, By Mr. J. EF, Vanderbilt, New City, N, Y., for black and 
tae pointer dog, whelped Noy, 13, 1888. by Cooper's Czar out of Nell 

BRED, 

Ge See instructions at heal of this column, 
Jéne—Don. Mr. F, H. Rockwell's (Clarendon, Pa,) pointer bite 

vee Pe Rangeéer—Royal Fan) ta Vandeyort’s Don (A.K.R. 165) 
bc. 28, 
Bliss—Don, Mr. J. ly Harris’s (New Orleans, La.) pointer bitch 

} to Vandeyort’s Don (A.K.R, 165), Jan, 2, 
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a Luc =Dun, Vandeyvort's Luck (A.1CR. 166) to his Don(A.K.R, 165), 
an, 6. 
Wellic—Glenmark. Mr. A. Ranches (Waltham, Mass.) pointer 

bitvh Nellie to Mr, W. F. 2leet’s Glenmark (Rush— Romp). 
Lill—Tom Tf. Mr. W, DeMaine’s (Dedham, Mass.) Gordon bitch Lill 

(Bailey’s Tom—Amy Robsart) to Mr. G, A. Coleman's Tom Ti. (Bai- 
ley’s ‘Tom—Colemun’s Flora), 

Glenjinlass— Prince Phebus. Mr. T, G. Davey’s (London, Ont.) 
Enelish setter biteh Glenfinlass (A KR. 688) to bis Priuce Phebus 
(ALOR, 597), Jan, 
Ollie—Waywtel:. Me. H.W. Gause’s (Wilmington, Del.) setter bitch 

Oliie to his Warwick, Noy, 24. 
Lody Abbess—Pritan. My. Rothera's (Simeoe, Ont.) imported 

rough-couted St, Beruard bitch Lady Abbess (Hero—Lottie) to his 
imported Yough-eoated St. Bernard dug Priam (champion Heetor— 
champion Amy). Dec. 9. P 
Bellona—Bang Rang. The Westminster Kennel Club's lemon and 

white pointer bitch Bellona (champion Bow—Benlah) to their imported 
Bang Bans, Jan. 11. 
Black Venus—Bluck Prince. Ma. A, C. Wilmerding’s (New York) 

black spaniel bitch biack Venus (A.1.R. 200) to his black spaniel tlog 
Black Prince (A,K.R 62), Jan. 11. 

Roust-Queen. biteh— Bow Me, Hdward Odells (New Orleans, La.) 
liver and while pointer Lilch (champion Faus|—Munson’s Queen) to 
his champion Bow, Jan, 1. 

WHELPS. 

(22> See iistructions ut head of this column. 
Spinaicay. Mr, John W, Munson's (SL, Lonis, Mo.) imperted liver 

und white pomter bitch Spinawey (Garnet—Keswick), Jan, 9, seven, 
by imported Bang i¢hanvpion Ganp—Luna). 

Darkness. Mr, WS. Thomas's (Gimingham, Conn.) black cocker 
spuniel bitch Darkness (A,K R, 03), Jan, 10, six (Four dogs), by Colonel 
Stubbs (A, Ii. 302)- 

SALEE, 

Le— See mstructions at head of this column. 
Othello. Black greyhound dog, wheiped Sept. 17, 1883, by Doubie- 

shot (AIR. 73) out of Dorothée (AK W 72), by Mr H, W, Munting- 
ton. N. Y., ta Mr. C. 8. Wixom, Ithaca, N. ¥. 

Majesty. Lemon und wile pointer dog puppy Majesty, by Faust 
out of Musette (Row—Queen), by Mr. Johu W. Munson, 6t, Louis, 
Mo,, (6 Mr. T. G. Davey, London, Cut. 

Rex, Red Trish setter dog, whelped Aug. 25, 1883 (Ruby—Ly a 
Belle) (AK R, b26), by the Ashmont Kennel, Dorchester, Mass.. to 
Mr. H.S. Wiggio, Cambridge. Mass. 

Lady Woredstey. Mastiff bitch, whelped Aug. 11. 1263, by Diavolo 
(ACK, 543) our of Lodin. by the Ashmont Kennel, Dorchester.Mass., 
to. Mr,.J. B. Knight, Worcester, Muss. 

Zoe. Biack aud white pointer bitch, ;whelped Sept, 26, 1883 (St, 
Joln—Folly), by Mr. H, G, Miller, Hudson, N.¥., to Mr. #, M, Crouch, 
Thomaston, Conn. 

PRESENTATIONS. 
tem See instructions at head of this colin, 
Belle. Lemou and white pointer bitch Belle (Plake—Lilly), litter 

sister lo Ghampion Rush, by Mi. Louis GC, Clark, New York, to the 
Westuiinster Kennel Club. 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT. 

C=" No Nolice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

8. 0. H., Torrington, Ci See answerte J. 2, W. 

H, D. T., Nyack, N. ¥.—Write to Mr. 8. B. Dilley, Lake City, Minn. 
-S. Philadelphia, Pa.—His address is 1,096 Dean street, Brooklyn, L 

W. F.8., Middletown, N. Y,—You cannot make the hair grow on 
the scar. 

J. A. C,, Meadville, Pa.—Cousnlt our advertising eolumns for names 
of besegle breeders. 

O. B. O., Boston,—The reund-headed bull-terrier is a mongrel and 
should not be recognized at any dog show. 

D, KR. Monireal.—There is no remedy for the disease, and you might 
as well destroy the dog, as he will only get worse. 

R., New York—We do not know the imported English setter 
bitch Lordie, Perhaps some of our readérs can tell us about her. 

W. W. L., Rockland, Me.—Hewart’s imported Rap has no Pedigpee 
that we are aware of. Wrileto Mv. O, B. Holmes, West Winsted, 
Conn, 
Prizm Winntn, Patterson, N. Y.—You have probably receiyed your 

prizes Gre this, as we wudersiand they were sent out the end of last 
mouth, 

Hi. D., Baltimore.—Giye us some clew as to which Tilly you mean, 
We can giye you the pedigreu of a setter of that name, but it might 
not be the right one. 

QC, B. L., Suspension Bridge, N. ¥.—Try the remedy suggésted to 
J.E. W. itis the result of distemper, and in a little while he will 
recover in al] probability. 

Serrer, N. Y.—Keep in 2 dry, warm place, and the cough will dis- 
appear, though it may take some time during the present season of 
the year, Itis probably dry husk. 

O.8. P., Cheever, N. ¥Y.—There is no such workin existence. Get 
atrained dog and enterthe puppies with him, They will take to 
hunting without any trouble that way. 

D. W., Mantorville, Minu.—Take loz, calomel and loz. sweet oil and 
drop séveral drops into the ¢ar for two or three mornings econsecu- 
tively, rubbing the ear about afterward. 

i. W, F.. Ashland. Ky.—The best for your purpose isan Irish 
water spaniel, Chesuleake Bay dog, or a plucky field spaniel. The 
latter would be the best as a companion. 

PF, H. H., Tarrytown.—We donotcare to suggest any dog or any 
breeder, Your best plan is toadvertise,and you will get pletity of 
answers, then exercise your own judgment. 

J. G. V., Warwick, N. ¥.—Rex (A-K-R, 464) is by Duke ont of Rose, 
The foll pedigree as given by the owner, Mt, Wm, Humrickhouse, 
Coshocbon, O., appears in the Kennel Register, Vol. 1. 

R. B,, Glenyille, Conn.—We hope the case has rielded Lo treatment 
long ere this, bubif it had been Our dog We should haye secured pro- 
fessional assistance. It is a wonder the dog lived long enough for 
you to report at New Years, 

Raneuer, Waynesburgh, Pa.—i, Berkley is owned by Mr, A. H. 
Moore, of Philadelphia; Mleho, by Dr. Jarvis, Claremont, N. H.; 
Glenchoe, by Mr. W. HL Pierce, Peekskill, N.Y. 2: The pedigree is 
ANo.1, 8. We have sent blanks for the Kennel Register. 

J.B, W.—Dr, Woollroffé Hill, in a recent communication to the 
Live Stock Journal, gives the followiag as being remarkably suc- 
cessful in his hands as curing “milky" eyes: Divine stone, 2 grains: 
solution of sulphate of atropine, 12m ; distilled water, 44 ounce. 

M. §. L., Jonia, Mich—Give him a tablespoonful of cod liver oil 
and one grain of sulphate of iron twice a day. The diet must be 

sirenftheneu, and see that he is keptina dry warm place. Clothe 

hin when you let him run out, and do not let him remain in the cold 
longer than ig necessary, 

L & 7. South Royalton, Vi—Keep the dog chained up so as to 
prevent lis getting any dirt in the sores. Wash the feet well, dry 
thoroughly, then dress with vaseline, and put on a bandage to pre- 
vent his licking the sores, If he tears the bandage off, muzzle him, 
Tf this treatment is not sufficient report and we will recommend 
something stronger. 

B. M. W., New York.—Your puppies may haye any one of the halt 
e dozen complaints from the brief description you give. The proper 
way Lodo is to consult a veterinary who is sufficiently interested in 
does to take trouble with your aniusls. We woull sugzest youn 
Dr. Cattanach, No. 15 West Worty-fourth street, or Dr. Herbert Hol- 
loway, No. 151 West Forby-third street, the lattar of whont makes 
dog diseases a specialty. 

_——————— Se 

‘PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

The development of the State of Delaware within the past few 
years has heen resnarkably rapid. Within short time if has become 
one of the Most important of our smill fruit growing States as well 
as the nursery from which froit and ornamental trees are supplied bo 
a large section of country, ‘lhe 65-page illustrated eatalogne of Mr, 
Randolph Peters, of Wilmimgton, Delaware, gives some idea of the 
muguitude of this busisess. 
We have received trom the Kismet Laud and Improvement Co, 

their prospectus of lands for sale in Oraoge county, Florida. The 
scutements made in ibare very favorable. and we would suggest that 
invendiie purchasers should Juvestizate this region before buying 
#lsewhere. Mor information address W. W. DAVIES, 49 West Bay 
street, Jacksonville, Ma.—Adv, 

Rifle and Gray Shooting. 

THE DUDE TARGET. 

Editor Porest and Stream: 
We have dude men, why not have dude rifle targets? The dude 

man is Said to be one who is far more ornamental than useful, *'This 
reminds me™'— 

Definition: The dude target is one whieh is more oruamental than 
useful; more superfine than real; more false than truthful, 
Analogies: Both the dude and the dude target seek alike conspicu- 

ous places, The former is good to advertise his tailor and the cutter, 
the jatter to advertise his rifle. its maker, and the shooter, Thus it 
secks to kill many birds with the same stone; but woes unto you, ye 
editors who get no pay. 
And yet they are very dissimilar. The dude can be measured, ?, e., 

for his clothes, while the dude target can rarely be measured at all, 
If appears to haye a most beautiful center at the exact center of a 
very small circle, but when you comé to app y your dividers to it its 
center, like Paddy’s flea, is not there. It has great string merits, but 
no one can tell iow great. 
The genuine target has its center fixed before the shooting is made; 

but the dude target has it fixed, if at all, afterward This last 
method, as you see, is rey convenient indeed. It gives almost any 
measure we may happen to want in order to beatany genuine targets 
ABC. Itisareal extinguisher, lt spurns all string measure and 
seeks to elude all investigation. In some sidling way it gets on 
record, where it looks yery nice indeed. It advertises well. 
The discussion of these analogies and dissimilayities could, with 

interest, be continued toa much greater extent. but let this suffice 
now, while I hasten to make known my main object—caution. 

Let all innocent and unsuspecting rifle shooters be ever on their 
guard against undefined and unauthenticated targets; they are dude, 
no matler from whom they come. Whether in books, pamphlets, 
cireulurs or print, always give them a wide berth, for they are dude. 
They are, infact, very “bad medicine’ in a good cause, but very 
“sood medicine’ in & bad cause. Ergo! Dude medicine, however 
inviting, should never be swallowed. It is quack; emphatically 
quack. Mas, H. W. MERRILL, 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

NEW YORK, Jan. i2,—Zettler Rifle Club, regular shoot, Jan. 3; 12- 
rity target, 10 shots per man; gallery distance: y 

ll MDorrler 4.5.04, --5 epee OG Zetter........-. ee ee ee 110 
JH Brown.. 112 J Adrian, + +100 
A Lober HIDE) Ti Behwit rly eye Sivan ac Ay, $2 
D Miller, ..,.- 104 H Puckbaber 86 
V Steinbach.. OVE BWI GE hye ons ueeedenscenh cect 108 
W Kilein___... 109 TC Noone. 
HI éHibsen, . Il Holges .. 
G@ Joiner. ...-...+- D Patterson 

W Jacobs.......«--+: 64455b0455—47 HA Lewis (mil), ... .4544554934—41 
J Richardson. . . 545544545445  Re-entry....... .. 432454655441 
H Withington... .,.4445445545 44 J E Darmoody (mil).4Ma544414—40 
RUSS ONES. 7 ose. s « 454444446442 LA Hard (inil).....- 454443544440 
¥ Arthur......-. ....4041544584—42 “W J Look.,......... 0d54445545—40 

Creedmoor Prize Match. 
W Jacvobs....,+--- . 8453445455—46 DYyise eke oe 45445 554444 

545545554446 © H Orr , ADSM 3— 44 
5 5 AL Braekett ...... b444454445—49 

Re-entry....... .. 44 —da 
. ¥ Chauncey (mil) . 445444444548 

Hi Cushing... JAGObb. 7, 6220s 45 b44—11 
@ W Whitcomb... , 

W Charles... 8 6 710 8 7 $—8L 
A C Adams $610 810 5 8 7 7 
C H Gregory 610 9 7 7 6 9-8 
BA Lippen,.. 7 610 8 9 7 6-78 
HW Samuel 910 6 7 7 510-7 
ON Franks 510 7 5 5 810 b—T4 
J A Cobb. 8 6 5 6 & 5 7-63 
W J Look 3.03 2 5 4 S8—52 

JN Erye..... 09 9 G6 9 9 8-82 
CA Cumston 98 47 8 810-%5 
J B Fellows 9 510 6 6 4 7-4 
BA Lippen W787 6 4 Hoy 
OWN Franks 71048 79 8 & 8-73 
*A Darling. § 7 45 640 7-68 

THR DEADLY TOY.—The New Orleans Times-Democrat adds its 
voice to the ery against toy pistols, finding a text in several recent 
deaths in that tity. Itsaysinits issue of Jan 4; “The death on New 
Year’s Day of another victim of the toy pistol_this time a man of 
thirty—makes a total of two so far, with seyeral wounded te hear 
from, Itis evidently useless to advise against these pistols, and to 
cite the very highest medical and surgical authorities to the effect 
that they are dangerous, the powder poisonous and almost certain 
death if the very slightest wound be inflicted. The boys still go on 
using them, and even the men fool with these fatal toys, which loll as 
muny people annually as the biggest revolvers, If human life is 
worth protecting, it can be well protected here by the prohibition of 
these pistols, as they have been prohibited in New York and other 
cities. They are, as we have said a dozen times, very dangerous. A 
slight wound, which scarcely discolors the skin, nearly inyariably 
produces tetanus or lockjaw, such as Aiken died of Tuesday, for the 
simple reason that the pistol or powder is poisonous. Tt. does vot re- 
quire a severe wound, or one in any mortal part or thé loss of any 
blood, Anything that will inject the poisonous powder into the sys- 
tem, willansure that most awtul of deaths—death from lockjaw. We 
do not believe that the toy pistol is quite as ubiquitous here as in the 
North; butitis sufficient to point ont that from ¢ight to ten deaths 
occur annually from this plaything. It is Pervays superfluous to say 
that any Idnd of pistol is a dangerous plaything for boys, and that 1b 
is scarcely proper to accustom them to the use of deadly Weapons, 
which are handled far too frequently in this country anyhow. There 
are, we hope, very few fathers who will encourage ther boys in this 
sort of play. But it is necessary to provect the boys themselves from 
their own vashness. They know nothing of the danger of these play- 
things, and they ought to be protected against them by such an 
ordinance as will prevent their sale. There is not a boy in New 
Orleans whu will be any Jess happy for such an ordinance, and thera 
will be some dozen or s0 more of them to celebrate Christmas each 
year than now, with these weapons for sale at from twenty-five cents 
to a dollar apiece. 
NEW JERSHY NOTES.—The Mountain Gun Club has been formed 

in Orange valley. The members had two practice matches on New 
Year's Day, one with liye and the other with clay-pigeons. O, L. 
Yeamatis killed all his birds, and broke all his *‘clays.” 
A meeting of the New Jersey Rifle Association was held Thursday 

afternoon, Jan 10.in the rooms of the association, Hlizabeth, The 
prospects of the asgeciation were reviewed, and considered to be 
flattering for the coming season. No new features were introduced. 
hut it was decided by the members lo make an effort to make 
Brinton Range more popular than ever when the shooting season 
opens. 
Ni Newark the gallery shooters are busy. The third tournament 

of the associated clubs opened on Jan. 14, according to the following 
schedule, The shooting to take place at the Celluloid Range, corner 
Broad and Bridge streets; Clubs will furnish referee for the one 
preceding and a scorer for the one succeeding them, They will shoot 
in the following order: 1st, Plymouth; 2d, Warren; 4d, Essex; 4th, 
Domestic; 5th, Celluloid; 6th, Frelinghuysen. The Nameless Rifle 
Club have withdrawn from the present tournament, 

UNKNOWN GUN GLUB.—The annual meeting of the Unknown 
Gun Chub was held on Thursday evening, Jan. 10, 1884, at their head- 
narters, 715 Myrde ayenue. Officers re-elected: Henry Knebel, 
resident; Moses Chichester, Vice-President; Henry Van Staden, 

Treasurer; Richard N. Stillwell, Secretary. Tha Treasurec’s report 
showed $103 to the credit of the club. Two members were dropped 
from the roll for non-nayment of dues, and five new members were 
elected, biinging the number up to fifty, the limit of the club. Three 
extra prizes were presented to the elub, to be competed for at the 
monthly shoots in February. March and April. being an addition 10 
the regular monthly prizes furnished by the club, ‘The initiation fees 
were doubled, and no new members can he taken in to whe club until 
some 06 resigns or is dropped from (he roll, A committee to revise 
the by-laws, and to haye new ones printed, wasappointed. Theregu- 

lar monthly shoot will take place at Dexter's Park, Cypress Hill. L. 1., 
on the fourth Thursday of each month,—Hx. N, STILWELL, Séu’y, 
CALIFOBNI \ SHOOTERS.— Edward Hovey, ordnance serzeant on _ 

Col, Ranlett’s staff, Fifth Battalion, N. GG), lias done some wonder- 
ful shooting at Shell Monnd, W0yds range, of late. Between Oct. va 
and Dec. 2 be fired, on different Syndays, 30) shots, and out of a pos- 
sible 1.500 points he scored 1,851, an average of 45 points of a possible 
50, or about 90 percent. The shooting was done with an ordinary 
Sharps military rifle, with plain open sights and a six-pound pull, 
The 800 shots counted include the sighting shols, and every 
shot was tired in competifion with or m presence of menibers oF the 
National Guard. Thrice he made fifty cunsecutive points. 

“INTERCOLLEGIATE RIFLES."— Auditor Forest and Stream In 
my article in your issue of Dec, 13. entitled Iitercollegiate Rifles.’ 
1 notice the. types cause me to ‘protest agaist, the interdiction of 
‘non-cleaning matches! im long range work,’ w. ,as the contest 
clearly shows, it should read ‘cleaning matehes..—Kennr: 

WHAT ARE THE FACTS?—New York, Jan. 12.—Edilor Woreat 
and Stream; Your timely editorial on “New Rifle Managers’ is to the 
point. and if what T hear fromthe other -ide is trnéthey ure to be 
valued at, their true worth, Tn the negotiations for the last natch 
with the British, ih was squarely pni that the screw wind gauge was 
issued regularly to the United States soldiers. Now what is the fact? 
The authorities in Washington state a few were put ont experiment- 
ally, and none were ever issued to 4 reginienr. hoe Council of the 
English Rifle Association have the tacts iuibe ease direct from Wash- 
ington, andare Lkely to question rather closely all orler assertions 
emunating fron the directors of our Rilie Association. —Wur.e. 

BULLSHEAD RIVLE CLUB—Regular wevkly shoot Jan 10, 12-ring 
target. possible 120, 
Mr Dorrler-...2 2 22 +::4,;--.118 J Schnelder.-.....5.-..0..)--108 
G Zimmerman..,,.....,.---.,116 C, Reine. -.. Be oe ld 
ED ROEM aes - ap -.116 G Wendellken. eee GS 
V Steinbach... 15 D Holland, ..-- , +101 
H Hackmann. .1i4 J F Campbell a8 
B Holzmann. a Sk Weber .. . a 
SMehrbachi..:.:.2:.00.25. veer HL Zatbillar! <4 75--,5-72-») 

ALBANY, N. ¥., Jan. 14.—Thursday, Jan, 10, amateh at ddyds. 
was shotabt Rensselaerwyck, 4% oun of the possible 5 was high at 
that distance for a loug time. About two years azo 47 Was mada by 
adding to 5-shot scores together. Thursday {5 was made and the 
record beaten one point. The seores were as follows; 

a00yds. Match, 
a William # Witeh .-...-. --...-:- Ese tease 545 5 ¢ 4 6 5 5-48 

Charles H Gaus, .. 24 4 5 5 4 4 6 4 4 5-449 
BR Spelman, ir... weet £50 44 Gf 4 4d b= 44 
Leonard Geiger... 00. 6c. cece eee o4a465 4 4 6 4 Gd 

THE TRAP. 

Correspondents who Favor ys with club scores ure portionlarly res 
quested to write on one side of the paper only. 

CONNECTICUT MEDAL SHOOT.—Bridgeport, Conu., Jan. 1— 
First match for the Connecticut clay-pizeon medal given by the 
Ligowsky Company. The stormy weather prevented a larger iui 
ber of clibs fom contesting. Wind heing @ gale, come cf the 
“clays” being diiven 7iyds, from (he trap. Teams of 4 men, 2 lira, 
18yds. rise, use of both barvels allowed: 

Bridgeport Gun Clab, 
Harry Nichols... oe ee 0271001119911911911901111—23 
Daviil Smith, ... .. 10% 118 9111"1111* 1 pert 
Boner Longdon 4041110004111 1101101 111 — 18h4 
Charles Tousey. 1210003010**1101110011 111-16 —78 

A Robberls,, , 
Winstead Club. 

V A Blakeley, . 
ssdtts 0117100771 1001010"11 F011 

. QOOVOL 111110191101 10"—17 
George Benedict , 00711019111 1401 1001 1011+— 1614 
JK Gamp”..2,; +. - LOVE L1140101 10500" 0010"0—1214, — 6346, 

x Haven, Club, ; 
Charles Longdon Ae tia tre 41499 1110 101011101111101—20 
EA Folsom__,., 
FW Smith.... 
R Armstrong. 

1101 117101111011 100111 "0114.5, 
*TLIOIOLOOLI LAL E0101 181 —1 6 : 

- HOFDIGOONGLOTOTOOOI NO NO— YF —hitys 

* Denotes second barrel, 
Sweepstake No, 1, 10 elay-pigeous, 

EA Folsom... : 1ii1iti111—10 
D ESsmith, .. A “11 *Ti011— 7% 
PRSGAMPs 50-5, 127* 011110 1s 
H Nichols. .,,..-- O11100110—9 
CB Longdon.... FULLLINiIit % 
V A Blakely, .-- 11271721111-—9 
E Longdon,... 1117001017 1-6 
A Roberts,....-- P11TL071 01-7 
Sweepstake No. 

Site ASS HGS OTD y optus he a Pcl eiedclcteletd wh he ols a es 11010—3 
DESmith,.,,..--- AVvV01l1I-# 
DS KO Canip st istn ices A100 38 
“A Michols, ...:-2..: 11111—5 
CW Longdon, ,.--- J11ied 
VA Blakely....- Wd 2 1-38 
BE Longdon.-..,. QLttiea 
Robberts. .-.., fs 2 2\4) OO0111—4 
Sweepstake No. 4, 1) 

Ht Nichols.u.3.).)) 29 cee--- 4 ee OOL19011741—8 
-11111111700—5 
ADLVI111 111-10 
O00111 111-60 
0001 070010— 8 
10701141110-7 

we L1TLTI1111110—8 
APMBLYOUE .ecsecee eee 1n00010tT1i0O 4 
C Longdon..-- 11001110016 6 
Blakely. ... 2a OOTPILIIOW®? 
EL DOUG oie let as eee 2a sab OE bed uwee al LUDO OF Oats 

Sweepstake No. 4,6 birds. 
folsom,.,.....,,-- ---.» d11—6 ~Lonpdon....,.,-.,.--- --- O13 
Nichols, .......+-+¢--+- 1inji—5 E Loagdon.- . aUb1—3 
Dean, ,----+- * »-Al10—4 Peano __. .... , HOTZ 
Tousy .--.. .. 0110-8 Blakely.... 0 ---. -.- O01 

VON LENGIEREE vs. CAMPBELL.—A match that for several days 
bas created considerable mterest among the disctples of the trigger 
tool: place at Urbe's Old Stoue Houseé club grounds, Bloomfield youd, 
WN. J., on the 12thimst. A large number of sporting men as well as 
sportsmen, representatives of several clubs, were on the grounds, 
and the betting was quite heavy for on offair of the kind. The match 
was between L. B, Obmappell, of the Midway G.C,, and Justus You 
Lengerke, of the J. C, H. GG. Mr. Campbell is an old pigeon 
shooter, and was freely backed by members of his ¢lub and other 
representatives of that part of the State, but the offers were quicldy 
taken by the Jersey City boys, and, us the result proves, they were 
correct in their opinions. Mr, Campbell shot a 9%-1b. Parker, Gla 
drams black powder; Mr. Lengerke a T4j-lb, Olabroweh, 4}4 drams 
woou powder, ‘The birds were a picked lot—nota tuifer op a grass 
picker umoug them. Mr. Von L. had the misfor:une to have three of 
his birds drop deéad just onl of bounds, It is said that more than 
$2,000 changed hands, and the Jersey Citysare Lappy. It required 
a large quantity of the best quality of hoops to contain within 
hounds Al Heritaye and Jerry Maher at the close of the contest, ‘be 
match was for $300, ut 50 birds cach, 2hyds, rise, one barrel, Wand £ 
traps; birds taken indiscriminately from same basket, 

fficial Score. 
Justus Yon Lengerke. L. B, Campbell. 

107 01017110411100—9 110911001101 0011—-9 
111011111011111—-18 1001211000101111—9 
0#1411100111111 1-12 1071120112 01111—12 
11101 — 01100 ss 

*Dead out of hounds. a2 
Kit Warne, Midway G. C., and A, Heritage, J, CG, 1. G. C., judges; 

A, B. Kay, of Newark, referee. Another match between the same 
attics is acranee to take place at J.C. H. grounds, Marion, J,.0., on 

Baturday, the 19th inst.; 2byds. tise, five Gaps, one bevel. This will 
probably prove another exciting oecasion,—JACUBSTAPH. 

LYNN, Mass., Jan, 11—The Lynn Central Shooring Club held its 
seventh shoot for the silver cups this afternoon. There we 6 sixteen 
shooters present, The first silver cup for clay pigeons was won for 
the third time by Eugene Barry. Jan. 4.and anew cop was put up in 
lace of it. BE, W, Webster won the first chance in it by a score of 17 

fn a poseibie 20, ‘T, Renaud won the chance in the glass ball cup 
with a score of 18 onl of 20, ‘Phere were ten sweeps at clay pifeons 
and seyen atelass balls After the shootng was over the annual 
meeting for choice of officers was held. The following officers were 
Ghosen for 1884: President, E. W Webster; Vice-President, J.C. 
Haskell; Secretary, J, H- Frost; Treasurer, J. M, Merril; Directors, 
F.H. Lauder, C. Hi. DeRochemont, L. D, Milliken, ‘The club isina 
prosperous condition, with a full stook of the latest improved traps 
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nda surplus in the treasury, Thirteen new members were added 
the past year and two withdrawn. The next shoot occurs Jan. 18. 

BOSTON GUN CLUB.—The Boston Gun Club (formerly the Ray- 
mond Sporismen’s Club) held its weekly shoot at the old range in 
Wellington, on theafternoon of Jan. 12, when several steepstake 
matches were shot with the following result: 

First Event—D. Kirkwood, first; W. B. Witherell and Brown, sec- 
ond; J, F. Witherell, C.J. Marston and J, ¥. Cutting, third, 
Second Event—J. 8, Sawyer and A. W. Law, divided first; J, Fleut- 

ape BAT Kirkwood, second; W. B. Witherell and J, F. C. Webster, 
third. 

Third Event—D. Kirkwood took first; W. B, Witherell and Savage, 
secand; © W. Law, third. " 
Fourth Eyent—D. Kirkwood, first; J. F, Witherell and Harold, sec- 

ond; Sawyer, third, F 
Fifth Eyent—J. F. Witherell, first; Harold and Kirkwood, second; 

Webster, third. 
Sixth Eyent—K. W. Law, first: J. F, Witherell, second; Harold and 

Kirkwood, third. 

ST, CLAIR SPORTSMEN’S CLUB.—St. Clair, Pa——Second monthly 
contest at clay-pigeons; Ligowsky trap, third notch, ta rise: 
Taal ae eee 1111111100—8 G Warne.......... 10010w. —8 
@Sppoata is ...c...s 11011111119 H L Daddow.....011100100i—5—41 
C Tivans.......... ». 00111 01110—6 
Sproats won tke medal, 
him monthly contest: ? 

ESAT Rien src ce 11110100016 OSproats........ 0011000100—8 
© Eyans......., ...,,1000001101—4 PLong........... 000010000—1—14 
Farne won the medal. Next contest Feb, 22. 

JHKRSEY CITY HEIGHTS —At the annual election of officers of 
the J. C. H. G, C,. held at the rooms of the club, Reumpler’s Hotel, 
Jersey City Heights, on the 9th inst., the following officers were 
elected for the ensuig year: George B. Katon, President: Justus 
Von Lengerke, Vice Pre-ident; A. Heritage, Secretary and Treas- 
urer; br, J, B. Burdett, Jerry Maher, William Hughes, Executive 
Committee. The meeting was well attended and great good feeling 
revsiled. The treasurer’s report showed the club in splendid con- 
ition; grounds and all the paraphernalia of a good working club 

paid for, noba dollar of debt, and hundreds of dollars in the treas- 
ury. Speeches were made by the President, Vice-President, Secre- 
tay and Treasurer, and others. A resolution was unanimously 
ae to enter a team for the clay pigeon tournament at Chicago in 
|ay.—JACOBSTATF. 

MASSACHUSETTS CHAMPIONSHIP.—Ashland, Mass., Jan. 12.— 
C. B. Holden of Worcester, and G. G. Tidsbury of Ashland, the pres- 
ent holder, shot for the individual championship glass ball badge here 
to-day. Holden won by a score of 46 out of 50, to 45, 

MALDEN GUN CLUB.—The Malden, Mass., Gun Club held a shoot 
at its rauge in Wellington, Jan, 12, when the three gold badges offered 
by the club were shot for. In the contest Mr. T. C. Fielding won the 
first prize, breaking seventeen birds out of twenty: A. F. Adams won 
secoud, breaking thirteen; and F. J. Scott took third, killing eleven. 

PROVIDENCE, Jan. 14.—The following scores were made by the 
Narragansett Gun Club, at their three last weekly shoots. Dec. 27, 
club vadge match, 10 single and 5 pairs clay-pigeons; single at 18yds., 
flowble at 15yds. ; 4 traps, screened, 4th notch: 

GW Cary.. ». 1171010111 11 10 01 G1 01—1h 
EW ‘Tinker -0111001101 11 11 00 10 11—12 
CB Potter... 0010101110 = 01 11:00 11 O1—11 
C H Perkins.... 
IY O Wehoskey.... baci 
Mr, G, W. Cary w ib badge. 

Same day, Ligowsky State badge match; 25 clay-pigeons, 5 traps, 
4th notch? 

"ie Urt  e  e ry e See 1191311101012111101111111—22 

0011110010 11 00 10 w. 
0100001030 w. 

WAH A, cae coos Peat etn ~.1101117111011111110111111—22 
George Barney........ Ween Ane ~ .114011110011111111 1001111—20 
CH Perkins, .., ae ee React cht! 11001111011111100011 WW. 
CUE SC eno h M As es DO ANS PERARAND Ae UUs 111100001000001 wv, 

Tie: E W. Tinker, 11101; G W Cary, 11601. Mr. E. W. Tinker won 
State badge, 
Jan. 3.—Clob badge match: 

EW Tinker... 1110000101 i111 10 11 11W—14 
W A shelton 011111010 10 00 11 01 11—13 
HL Palmer .1011100110 = O1 10 11 11 10—13 
Re ae 1110010141 10 01 10 00 10—11 
CM Sheldon... : 

E. W. Tinker won club Badge, 

Same Day.—Ligowsky State Badge match: 

1101100100 = 01 10 w. 

TRA Teer rhe Rp aos Ws ae le SAR at meas 1410111111011911101111411—28 
JB Valentine........ ed Aa ie oe ace 1109111111111110111101111—22 
W_H Sheldon,................- Sr din cattle 9 1011111101111101111111101—21 
CM Sheldon. ...... BS ct Bete sade Besson 0111110110113 10101111 1111—20 
TONS TT (CW a ai Shain 4s Ee ~ ---1001111111101111011011111—20 
George Barney. . 
EW Tinker..... 
OMA ya Meno vcwy Pte e relate lstrs vey «e+ 2111001101100000110101101—14 
H. L. Palmer won State badge. 
Jan. 10.--Club Badge Match: 

Bares eats e sate t-te 1011111101111110011100111—19 
--+.--++- 0101101101110110111101111—18 

EW Tinker... 1111111101 11 11 10 10 11-17 
WH Sheldon. 0111011111 11 10 01 11 10—15 
OF Perlins. . Q001111171 =. 11: 10 10 11 01—14 
J B Valentine... 1011010010 01 11:11 11 10-13 
‘Charles Taft 1111100000 =. 10 00 O1 w. 

' E,W. Tinker won club badge. 

Same Day.—Match for State badge; 
W = Sheldon...-..... pe eT ts 1 +~ 4291111117911111111111111—25 
A Watney 0.0% tess .1111112011101111111110111—22 
GH Rerkingiss).5 08 115.0. : 1111110001110111100111111—19 
AO ste ICOM: 9 te Caachee ve <a 910011010101101111100101115 
Charles Taft........... 10011101000'1111100100110—14 
CB Payne... 2.212 -11017111111110101110w, 
J, B Valentine..... NF eee er 01110111010001101001w, 
W. H. Sheldon won State badge. 

Pachting. 

A ROMANCING REPORT. | 

‘HI following recently appeared in a lay paper: 
“The schooner yacht Fortnna. of the New York and Eastern 

Yacht clubs, has arrived out to St. Kitts, W. I..via Bermuda. She is 
bound to the eastward and up the Mediterranean. Letters received 
in this city say that on Thanksgiving Day, soon after leaving Boston, 
and when between the latitud=s of bermuda and Hatteras, she caught 
itheavily fromthe northeast, and, having sufficient *westing,’ was 
obliged to heave to. The gale commenced just as the turkey was 
being carved, and the crockery, glassware, edibles, etc., were sent 
down to leeward pell mell, For sixty hours she lay to, all the time 
being shut up tightly, so much so that the crew were compelled to 
come from the forecastle aft through the cabin and up the after com- 
panion-way to getondeck. It was a terrible pounding she got, for 
she lay wide and was wet as a half tide rockallthetime. Her pro- 
visions were damared, and the boys shut up below like herrings in a 
box, were almost stified and were happy indeed when she was able to 
stait sheet on her course for Bermuda, Advocates of heavy leaden 
keels, sharp bows and mainmasts stepped aaah may learn some- 
thing, if her behavior in this tussle be analyzed, for it is only an old 
story that is corroborated by “tons” of testimony taken from past ex- 
perience. Skinning around in smooth water under a press of canvas 
is one thing; fighting wind and waves in the broad Atlantic is another 
—and something of which present yacht designers, seemingly, have 
no conception whatever.”’ 
The foregoing pece of newspaper ‘!padding,” evidently written 

“against space,” originated froma source to which no credence is 
attached and is not worthy of notice except in so far as it may mis- 
Jead a few uninformed persons, We have taken steps to obtain the 
truth of the matter. For the presentit is enough tosay that Fortuna 
struck into the exceptionally heavy weather we have had off the 
‘coast, and as any sailor can readily suppose, such a small vessel had 
a pretty rough time of it, and no denbt oceasionally shipped some 
Breenwater. Itis nothing extraordinary, and we would like to know 
of any vessel whichis; net wet and uncomfortable in very severe 
weather. Even a four thousand ton steamship would be. That 
dishes slid to lesward when the yacht was first strick is likely 
enough. The racks may nob have been on the table. We have had 
soup slide into our lap aboard a two thousand ton ship in nothing 
tmore than a ye breeze, and the same thing happens at no 
amore than ten degrees heel to any yacht in the harbor orriver. The 
hatehes were “shin tizht,” weare told, Most likely; you seldom 
hear of theirbeing shut open. To close forehatch im a blow is the 
most common precaution any one would adopt in bad weather, and 
‘thah the crew came up through the cabin companion is the best testi- 
mony to the prudence of the captain. Buta Deerepaper seaman iap- 

. parently thinks forehatch ought to have been left wide open, or the bo hes ve : 

ees me 
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GENERAL PLANS OF CRUISING SHARPIE. 

crew should have bored through wood. That the yacht “laid wide 
like a half-tide rock” we venture to believe totally devoid of truth, 
and a piece of wilful fabrication. The same can be said of the asser- 
tion that all hands were “stifled” in a two hundred ton vessel, with 
the crew going in and out the companion. 
As for the “advocates” of lead Keels and ‘‘sharp bows,’’ whatever 

such a purely relative term may mean, it is not over probable they 
will take their cue from a newspaper reporter, who, as we happen to 
know, has never in his life been to sea in a vessel with outside ballast 
and has neyer even as much as seen such a vessel at sea, Just how 
valuable suggestions from such a source are one need not emphasize. 
As for the tons of testimony against safe yachts, the accountis all the 
other way, Our columns are filled with authentic and disinterested 
evidence the world over in favor of septa and low weight. A person 
who still talks about ‘skinning around in smooth waters” is, by his 
own testimony, wholly unaware of what the fleet of cutters do about 
British shores and in the Mediterranean. and hardly competent to 
play cee with much success. It is to be regretted that such self- 
convicting compositions can be palmed off by a reporter upon the 
editor of even a lay journal, as no good can accrue from the circula- 
tion of rubbish which demonstrates a perfect verdancy with sea life 
and a liberal expansion of the truth in the anxiety to give vent to 
personal spleen, The Harveys, the Watsons. the Webbs, all experi- 
enced builders and séayoing yachtsmen abroad and in our Eastern 
waters Cone have no conception whatever" of their business 
and the fury of the sea to which they haye been brought up from 
babyhood. It remains for a penny-a-liner, who would leave fore- 
hatch open in a terrific gale, to dictate the model of our yachts. It 
will be a tolerably cold day when advice from such a source produces 
more than iaughter. We haye thought it worth while to give the 
quotation this notice to check whatever influence it may have had in 
circles which might be imposed upon eyen by a lubber who would 
keep forehatch open in a hurricane and expect dishes to remain on a 
table, Fer truthful testimony concerning outside ballast and deep 
fisned he refer to the various cruising experiences now being pub- 

in these columns. 

A SMALL CRUISING SHARPIE. 

WE publish this week general plans of a small sharpie of more 
than usualmerit. This boat is now about finished fora gentle- 

man fond of singlehand sailing and coasting along shore, Simplicity 
and moderate first cost have been aimed at with as much efficiency 
and power consistent with good speedin a boatof flatbottom. The 
displacement of an ordinary sharpie has been considerably increased 
to gain in room and weight, Although the midship frame is kept 
dead flat on the Hoor, deadrise from that point forward and aft has 
been adopted to obyiate “poundme” at one end and to enable the 
water to close readily in the run, The floor line along the center is 
marked by the lowest line in the sheer pian and the rise of the floor 
at the side by the line above, the shaded portion between the two in- 
dicating the deadrise of the floor. he total displacement is 22cu, ft., 
of which 5001bs. is represented by ballast. For safely and increasing 
the sail area aniron keelis attached from below, Should it be de- 
sired to ascend a creek for exploration this keel can be disconnected by 
urscrewing the nuts on the bolts holding it in place. The greatest 
breadth is located 11ft, from forward, where the boat is 4ft, 6in, wide 
across deck and 3ft. din. across the bottom. There is 4ft. headroom 
at after end of cabin hatch. The boatis flush decked, with a hatch 
aft to reach the store room occupying all the space abart the cabin 
bulkhead. A berth and locker have been fitted below on the port 
side with a swing table opposite. The oil stove is shown by the dot- 
ted circle. Length on loadline is 16ft., over all 17ft.. gangways each 
side the eabin hatch, measure i2in. wide, Therig has only one hal- 
liard which first hoists and then peaks up a legof mutton sail bent to 
a 18ft. yard, traveling with jaws up and down a pole mast 10ft. Bin. 
ahove deck, stepped 18in. from the stem, ‘the boom is 16ff, over all. 
Sail area 128s fe: with one line of reef knittles 3ft. 3in above the 
foot. The boat can bh» steered from deck or by sitting in the companion 
hatch, Draft 2lin. with keel, Least freeboard 14in, The cabin is ceiled 
and finished in bright hardwood; sides of cabin house made of single 
pieces of ash, hatches and deck fitttngs of ashandmahogony, Total 
cost about $270, 
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SCHOONERS IN 1883. 
CHOONER facing has beon fast on the decline with us, as it like- 

wise has besuabroad, ‘The reason is not dificult to discover, 
Large vessels are comparatively so unwieldy, and them manipniation 
so coarse, thaf they do not afford the same ¢ehance for niceties of 
trim and manizement, or the keau aud precise competition rasniting 
from the more aceurate rig and control of a small boat wioh whieh 
each individual of the crew can thoroughly idantify himself without 
being lost among all Lands, like a. drop in the bucket, Besides, large 
yachts ara very costly affairs, generally fitted with extravagant 
luxury, and the trouble and expense of preparation and racing are 
great, and the risk of considerable damage always has to be faced, 
Linerusta ond high art decorations, satins and silks, mantels in 
mosaic and similar ¢orecous folderol Intended toappeal te the a 
precigtion of owners freshly recruited from the great “‘afterguar 
of landsmen are properly ¢vongh subjects deserving of tender 
consideration, Pullme to pieces a palatial establishment 
tinder deck, piling up the cabin with a rack of light 
galls, scraluhing delicate joinerwork and brinsing filigree ornamen- 
tation is naturally enough not particularly relished by those who 
have been mercilessly squeezed by the sviarks of the trade, who falten 
on the ignorance of the néw aspirant ta ownership fame. Large 
yachts are better fitted as aruleas the means for luxtirious travel 
afloat, and their owners, after a trial or two, relapse into cruising, 
the main portion of which is done viding to anchor. Some years aga 
schooner racing had its Initiatory boom,” but that bas long sinee 
petered out, and the sport is now s0 much better mnderstood (hat the 
single stick yacht has climped into her propérplace before the pubhe 
as the veal sporting vessel. While there will, io doubt, be ageasional 
spurts and revivals in schooner racing, the chief nterestwill always 
center in the future about the other rig. especially a5 mere tonnase 
is no longer adored as ib used to be when the sport was in the throes 
of u barbatous infancy. The fleet of small yachts, which will he 
rigwed as sloop, cnifer or yawl, is bound to prow very much faster 
thin the costly schooners of big tonnage, ald single stick racing will 
assert itself with greater sirength every year in America. just as it 
has done in British waters, 
Last year schoouer racing was palticularly dull and dreary, with 

scarce any Point, and but for the advent of the new Fortuna and her 
duels with the Montauk, the season could have been siommed up with 
a recital of « disaster +o 8 light dratt and a few desultory semblances 
of match sailing among some ethers. Unly four starts worth tu¢n- 
tiouing were made by the big vessels. The first saw Atalanta, Qru- 
sander, Grayling and Clytie get away under the Atlantic burgee in New 
York harbor, June 19. A reference to our issue for June 25 will give 
details of the race. Itis enough here to say that the day wasn fero- 
cious lot of fuking, in which nothing like fair sailing was had, abd 
the finish was made withoutregard toment. Atalanta decidedly had 
the heels of the lot, Crusader sbowed good form but was fearfally 
outlucked. atid closed up the rear, Grayling, the new “skimmer,” 
lucked intoa bad second, and Glytie found herself in third place, 
Grayling was closely watched as a possible dark horse, this being her 
first official essay in food company. ' 
The conclusion arrived at was that, while possibly good at drifting 

she was not upto any of the rest the moment fair steerage way could 
be got, Being new, considerable allowance had to be made, though 
ib was evident enough that extravagant anticipations were doomed 
to sore disappointment, She had previously capsized in a light puff, 
and for the sake of safety Sscyen tons more pig bad heen struck mto 
the hold to help her carry her sail, In such trim theré seemed little 
hope for her in the future, and ber failure to display more than very 
Brataery speed helped along the eonviehion that the old delusion of 
light weight and light draft to skim" along in light weatLer was 
moonshine pure and simple. In the various brushes during the day 
talanta captured all the laurels, and that is about all the day 

brought forth, The second class included only Hazo and Sunshine, 
of mediocre renawn, Sunshine gave up, sud Haze gol around in 
some sort of fashion without setting anything on fire, 
The second meet followed clusé upon the other's heels with the 

Wew York Y, ©. matet sailed June 21. This being the red-letter day 
of the yeur, seven schooners ¢hied the castor ito the ring. The 
weather was agaio unfavorable. and, if possible, some wilder fluking 
was done than in the previous trial. The lot sat We Intrepid, For- 
tuna, Montauk, Grayling, Crusader, Estelle and Clytie. Hstelle did 
not finish in time. Crusader hada lot of Inck and was tooled for all 
she is worth, Grayling got second berth at the finish after the most 
remarkable piece of bull luek which was ever dispensed, Montauk 
was euchred ont of the lead she had won by equally bad fortune, and 
Intrepid and Fortuna never got fairly into the fray for lack of wind 
enough to close up onthe rest, Fortmma was out tor her first spin 
but io chance was afforded of ascertaininy what she could do, and 
the verdict was held in abeyance, The mateh developed tiothin 
whatever, though the sloops and cutters had a good free wind teria 
from Sandy Hook home, of which we will speak upon another oeca- 
lon. 

. The Seawanhaka Corinthians mustered only Olytie and Ray and 
apart from the tedious nature of the day, the pair were oot well 
enough mated to make it a match in earnest, the Hay belug much the 
smaller of the two and having no record. Then followed theaimidsum- 
mer lull, and we voyaged Hast to witness the fight off Marblehead uo- 
der the burgee of the E.Y¥.C. on the last day of June. The first class 
got away with three well known starters, Fortuna, Gitana and Alice, 
the first two being well mated us to size and hoth keel vessels, Wor- 
tuna being 4 design from A. Cary Smith's board and Gitana modeled 
and built by Lawlor of Chelsea, Mass. In this match the New York 
built schooner rather squandered her Rastern sister in a good topsail 
breeze and showed most promising form. Bemg the first good test 
of Fortuna, the crities were loud in their praises with food justice, as 
subsequent events have demonstrated, lice, & smart centerboard, 
was rather too small for the others, but upon Gitana’s beme spiked 
up by astray coaster's jibboom, she rin into second and conpered 
the swag accordingly, The second class hrought out Latona, and 
Tempest of Eastern build, and Sylph, originally trom Mallory’s 
famous yard on the Mystic River. Tempest was asta of by bath 
the others, as she lacked quite the form. Latona, the largest of the 
threes and quite a handsome boat, landed firstby small margin, She 
is probably as good as anything inthe second Class around Gift, sail 
area and length measurement, f : ; 

The mid-summer cruising of the Atlantic Y.C. was a miserable drift 
and next tonothing was developed, unless in a squall, during which 
Grayling got on edge again and caine near falling over a second 
time. She put back for New York, and beyond short afternoon sail- 
ing, didnot again appear with racing flag at the peak. Her spars 
have now been cut down, and though rumor has it that she ig to be 
raced next season, itis not probable, a8 her chances are now pretty 
meagre. Her career has not been over brilliant, which is to be ré- 

etted for the sake of the enterprise and pluck of herowner But 
ier advent has not been without good, for through her it bas been 
yery plainly demonstrated that the old abhorrence for vate displace- 
ment is a bugbear, and that to be fasta yacht may be more than a 
flat slab with arig she cunnot stand up under in a pullin smooth 
water. As negative proof in favor of ample displacement and depth 
below water, the Grayling has in her misfortune contributed as much 
to a true untlersvauding of yacht design as the cutters have by their 
repeated defeats of old scliool representatives, So universally have 
the Jessous of last year been accepted, that no new light draft 
schooner is contemplated for next year by any experienced Owner or 
prominent Huilder, Pabhe opinion has ranged itself on the side of 
yachts with at least enough depth and low weight to fmsure perfect 
Safely, the general conviction being thal sich vessels need not suffer 
one iota in speed, but if properly modelled, are faster in ‘our heht 
weather’ than the skimming dishes, roomier below and 4 y4st deal 

er in a Ben, ‘ . : 
SO eeniae of the New York Y. C. followed in Augnst, opening with 
a grand meet in Newport harbor and an interésting match outside, 
Aug, 6, for which a large number of schooners of al Lsiges and kinds 
tool: bhe gun for aserainble vound the Sow and Pigs and raturn to 
Brenton’s Reef. ‘here wasa nice sailing breeze from the westward, 
and for the big ones no sea, worth mentioning. Down to the marie it 
was square before if, dad owing to the southerly cant of the wind, 
one lay home with naimbooms over the taffrail. The crowd of two- 
stickers sent away were the keels Wortina, Nokomis ani! Intrepid and 
the centerboards Montauk, Rush, Peerless, Msbelle, Social and Prin- 
cess, These were only a fraction of all the schoonsrs present upon 
the oceasion, but so wnapopular has Schooner racing beenme that the 
majority went out for a chort spin with the rest and then boxed 
about tu witness the finish, ‘The racers were an odd lot, big and 
little, with staid cruisers like Intrepid aid Nokomis thrown in, None 
of them need special attention outside of Montaule and Fortima. for 
the fight resolved itself quickly into a duel. Down wind Portona 
romped asvay fron) the much lauded eenterbourd, lugging her keel 
and eleven tous of outside lead to such advantage as to knock the 
erities, who had all pul bags of ducats on the board down wind, fairly 
end wiys. 

co) 

There wis Much sevatching of heads and a great deal of 
wonderment how it could be done, but that it was, and without fluke, 
butupon merit, could not be denied, 
This splendid drive of Fortuna into the lead of the fleet went a long 

way to convince the antique sceptics that displacemont and draft are 
vot trne measures of resistance, but that the question hinges almost 
entirely upon beam in forms hot abnormal in other respects, Cer 

tain it was that Fortuna got her big displacement, keel and all down 
to the turn with a preat lead. After s bard struggle on the wind, 
however, the fables were tutned and Montank won by 4 trifle. 
“There, that must have been on account of her board, you know, 
holds better to windward, etc..‘) was at once blurted out by the over- 
hasty, Bul experts thought very differently aad so did intelligent 

roasoners, The five-minpte win of Montauk settled nothing posi- 
tively ali all, for itmnst be borne in mind that she is aseasoned craft in 
best trim with the best skipper out of New York at the wheel and a 
picked crew to hoot, Fortuna was still new, with her trim altogether 
untried, and unknown, and sailed by a cruising skipper anid crew 
with none of tho rooklessness shown aboard her rival who had 
hatches battened down fore and aff and was driven aloug 
“on edge’ at imminent peril at times. A half inch more 
by the heati, the auiLiae of weights, a better fit of muslin, 
‘a closer acquointaiee with the boat, any one sucha thing might 
make amends for all the differance there was between the two schoop- 
“rs. Should such not turn out to be the case, experts know well 
enough that there ig a -yast dealof marcin in the form of Poriuna’s 
line upon which to speculate before wildly rushing into the assump- 
tion thal the differenve was due to keelin one cass and board in the 
other, Wedonvt say that Fortuna will eyer be able to equal Mou- 
tank in working to windward, though it is nob an improbable thing, 
But we insist that with so nnich open to speculation, reasoning ped- 
ple find no more uause to ley the difference to keelor board than they 
do to attribute the floish to different shades in the bottom puint of the 
two vessels. So far as this match enables an opinion to be formed it 
is thata keel and outside ballast aré no hindrance to speed in them- 
selves, and that Montauk’s superiority to windward must be sought 
in some other characteristic, or in the manner in which she was 
bandied. 

After this event, the season was brought te a close so far 96 schoon- 
ers are concerned with a finky race off Marblehead, Aug. 10, under 
the auspices of the Hastern and New York Y, (. combined. Haleyon 
finishe first, Nortuna a good second and Montauk third, Estelle piv- 
ingup. As the yachts cast in widely different divections and picked 
up yarying airs, the resiilt was without real import and may be passed 
over. The day following there was aserub sailin squadron to the 
Isles of Shoals daring which Montauk got decidedly the better of 
Fovttina to windward, thourh we have been informed that no attenrpt 
atracing wis made aboard the latter, 
Summing wp the season, Montatik ean be counted a trifie the best 

Xchooner on a wind, and Wortuna the fastest with a free sheet, with 
the chances in her favor for the future, as there can be no question 
but that close attention to tin, Sole minor alterations and a better 
fitof canvas than last year’s suit, with more insight into her handling, 
will put herat the head of the fleet on all points of sailing. It has 
heen ackhnowletiged by these in charge that they only bégan touwnder- 
stand the vessel at the eud of the season. Hxperts at thehelm need 
not be told how much such a confession really means and how much 
it shrunk the chances of Fortuna in company with such flyers as she 
had to tackle io & @reen condition all round, 
Whatever she taay accomplish in the future, her performance has 

Already been quite food enough under the circumstances to he qnoted 
in proof of the fersibility of making a safe keel yacht as fast as a 
light displacement with a board, Some tine new schooners of big 
weight and long heels are promised for next season, though active 
building has not yét been commenced. Fresh blood onghr to infuse 
fresh life into the schooner classes, but whether it doés or not. sport 
willin no way suffer, as royal battles are in store befween clippers, 
with more of the sporting strain in their constitution, We should add 
that there was move or less racing among some of the small sechoon- 
ers, At one time much affected in the Mast, of whieh Bessie and Vani- 
tas niade the best revords. The building of such sehoouers seems to 
haya about ceased around Boston, as the rig is certainly not an 
effective disposition of the canvas anda maimmast in the cabin quite 
an obstruction. From the many letters reaching us,we judge that 
where handiness for cruising is sought, the yawl rig will In time dis- 
place the small schooner, as if offers equal handiness coupled with 
greater effectiveness to windward, beg in that respect about mid- 
way between sloop and schooner. 

DAISY. 

i Pe publication of Daisy’s record, compiled from Hunt's Maga- 
zine, with the statement that Mr, Von Rensselaer proposes to 

make a record with her in America, is altogether unauthorized. 
Likewise is the statement untrue that she was built to beat the over- 
rigged open sandbagger Gleam, which Mr, Gower, of Providenue, 
seit out to Woeland two years azo, and which cannot be sald on the 
olher side, Daisy is a decked seagoing yessel, and will be used for 
cruising, though she may start in some of the Corinthian matehes of 
the Seawanhaka Y.C, This cutter is now on the hard at Puy’s South- 
ampton yurd. She will be put in commission early in spring in 
English waters, and in May will he a ee by the North German 
Lloyds’ freight steamer to this city, allhough several hands trom 
Hamble’s classic vegion offered to sail he across ob her own bettom, 
We have seen some photos of the Daisy, in which she shows up as a 
very uobby vessel of freut power aud ability, au excellent boat for 
Work up and down the coast for the distant cruising upon which she 
will yenture. Her owner has been doing a good deal of cruising 
about Solent waters last year, and reports cutters of five beams like 
the Florence as dry, comfortable yachts to knock abaut in. Sailing 
across the pond is reduced to a fine art by both Corinthians and pro- 
fessionals. Mr. Van Rensselaer has brought with him a magnificent 
assortment of photographs of many crack yachts taken by the 
instantaneous process in all sorts of positions and weather The 
prettiest yachts we ever laid eyes on are the Sten Préda, 20-ton 
Amethen, 40-fon Annssona, the 70-ton Marjorie, and the wee little 
d-tonner Chittywee, a perfech specimen of naval urchitecture, with 
flush deck and full cutter ng on 4.75ft, beam to d0fL. loadline. Sinue 
length in the Y.R. A. ruleisnowtaken ou the waterline, clipper 
stems on the Butterenp plan sre becoming quite common, as it 
enables the desiener to Introduce VY frames forward, giving just 
enough Mare to lift narrow boals better out of tle sea, also inereas- 
ing room on the forecastle. The length and sail ares rule is regarded 
with increasing fayor, and is likely soon to be generally adopted, as 
if enables diverging types \o gail with some approach to equity. We 
quote the following letter from a recent number of the London Field: 

“T hope the Y. k. A, committes appointed to draw ie A measure- 
pea ents small sailboats will give the sail area and length method 
a fair trial. 
“The arguments in favor have been so fully given in the Wield 

that itis unnecessary to repeatthem. Our friends in America huve 
gone very carefully iuto its merits, and have adopted it as their 
rule. 

“If the new tule is intended for the use of loval committees round 
the coast, who five races tor the sailing boats in their neighborhood, 
it should be one which will, as far as possible, place on equal terms 
boats of very different build and rig. ‘To race these boats under the 
resent ¥_ HK. A. rule is out of the question, For event ae a shallow 
oat of 26ft. by 7f6. bewn, with a sinmall sail area, would have to race 

as 4.1 tons against a boat like the Olga, 4b tons, or cearly equal 
terms. Under the sail tons measurement Olga becomes 10 tors 
and the other 244, which would be more like the proper propar- 
tions. 

“The Baugor Corinthian Sailing Club, of which T have the honor to 
be captain, adopted the sailarea aud length rulein 188%, Our boats 
are very different ia both build and sail spréad, and T have no hesita- 
tion in saying that, m our case at least, no rules thatl have yet seen 
would be anything like so good or so fair as sail tons, Onr prizes do 
not go inte the locker of one boat, but are evenly divided. I arm so 
satisied with the working of the rule that 1 feel confident it bas only 
to receive a fair trial to be adopted, not only for small boat racas, 
but also for yacht races, ARTHUR HILL Coates,” 

GENERAL ADOPTION OF OUTSIDE BALLAST. 

HE feasibility and great merit of hanging weight as low as itcan ba 
hung is an old story te experts, Hut the general public has here- 

tofore been unable to obtain much information for or seainsh this 
particular innovation vpon old-time faith, We haye for thet reason 
qhade it a business to produce in these columus from time to time a 
vast amount of direct evidence going to prove the excellent qualifies 
atseaand especially the wbility and power to be derived from the 
use of outside ballast im yachts of suitable form and build, Apart 
from the experiences collected from foreirn sources, the public has 
before it the yery latest and strongest indorsémént in the successful 
trial of the narrew cutter Teen for four days outside of Sandy Hook, 
and inher subsequent voyage down the coast, during which she 
went through some pretiy bad weather, to the great satistaction of 
those on hoard, Probably no more positive demonstration of the 
inestimable advantage of outside ballast and deep draft on the score 
of safety has ever appeared in printrhan the low of the Gem we pub- 
lish this week, while the detauled cruise of a fiye-bewm cutter last 
November sheds much light upon the effect of low weight in a nar- 
raw bout, The adoption of outside ballast bas now become all bub 
general, and is certain to bacome tiniversal, 

” 41 yachts now builtin Great Britain have outside ballast. Many 
hayes practically all their ballast outside, and all have a cousidenable 
nortion of it bolted up where it will do the mésb good. Yachts so 
Fitted do all the Hercé racing we bear of, aid as eruisers are to be 
met all the world over, Remarkable voyages of the tiniesi specimens 
of cutters have been successfully made. Ten-tonners cruise the Bal- 
tic, five-tonners with only 6ft. beara haye yoyaged frou Cowes 
Lishon, crossing the Biscay Bay, and even two-tonuers, diminutive 
tuys, cross atid teeross the British Channel, while no enti of gener) 
knocking about the voast ismdulged in by the whole British tleet, 
without cegard to size or want of size. ‘ 

All yachts now originating im Boston, unless intended for special 
or rastricted purposes, receive plenty of outside bullast before laneh- 
ing, Some four or five years ao Lhe Gael was the first ko provided, 

Others then followed with nominal keel weights, So successiil were 
the experimental essays found to he, that more aud more was holted 
up as fastas actual trial warranted further steps of progression. Now 
few, ifany, yachts sre launched from fist-class yards without from 
half tothe wholéof tha ballast slung from underneath. So general 
has the practice become thal, evan venterbourl vessels are helping 
out their doubtful safety by following the good example set by Keel 
and yachts without outside waizht ara looked upon as obsolete an 
wanting in uw vital attribate of good planmiog. 

Ali new yachts on the Pacific coastara bnilt with outside ballast, 
There, too, the mtraduction bazanin usmall Way, only a few years 
ago, In answer to the agitation raised in this journal. Steadily the 
proportion outside bas increased and the whole community regards 
the innovation as a success. : 
Alithe new yachts underway in the offices of prominent desifners, 

and wll the designs upon which amateur experts are at work inthe 
vicinity of New York, contemplate large amounts of ballast outside, 
and on the takes, keels and low weights aré fast fuining the day, Mr. 
Clapham has found from experimental trisls with one of the sharpies 
that, even in such boats, a keel with ¢ither an iron or lead shoe adds 
ereatly to ability, power and reliable perrormance, On the other 
hand, the disuster to the Grayling last spring has conyinced the most 
skiplical that safety cannot he got from beam and freehoard even 16 
Withstand @ light pall of wind in smooth water, let alone weatherly 
efficiency in a steep sea which would voli a yacht like the Grayling 
over and over, 

But New York is the only prominent yachting center where keels 
and outside ballast haye nob yet become universal. The invariable 
Excuse or reason advanced for tardiness in following the rest of the 
world is the ditation of the Sound, which offers comparatlyély smooth 
and sheltered waters for short swiling closes at our doors. Vo the 
extent wa indulge in rough and tumble cruising, modern ideas have 
been recornized tnd are already generally followed in New York, 
Only one interpretation can be pul upon all this. Where work is 

required; where ability becomes an everyday requisite: where good 
design is obligatory to insuré common safety, the keel and ontside 
ballast is the plan now permanently adopted withoutdissent, Light 
draft and ceoterboard are oolonger resorted to, unless as a makeshift 
for limited service in a particular stretch of sheltered and supposed- 
to-be shoal water. 
From all parts of the globe the testimony offered, not from theory, 

bubtbrough actual, lonv and accurate observation, is overwhelm- 
ingly in favor OF keels with ontside weight and plenty of both, ragard- 
less of fina ‘listinction as to the type to which a boat may palong. 

1f is & matter of pride with PorHsT AND STREAM to mow that ope of 
the chief, if not the chief, aim of its lwbors has been crawned with 
the success indicated by this universal concurrence in !wo veardinal 
principles upon the popularization of whieh our heart bus been set, 

SAVED BY DRAFT AND LOW WEIGHT, 

Editor Forest and Stream; 
_ Haying deriyed mich pleasure myself from veading the interesi- 
ing articles ou cruising published froin time to tite in your yachting 
columns, I send you a short decount of a trip which T made last sum- 
mer, thinking it may be of some ltttleinterest to other readers of 
your paper: 

ASPLIT 118 ON A LEW SHORD, 
On the 28th day of rp a I got underway from Hull in my sloop 

yacht Gem, bound for Clark’s Cove—which is about flye miles south 
of Gurnet Light, Plymouth, Msss,—having ou board two gentlemen 
and olso my family, consisting of my wifé and two children, This 
wis the day before that great storm Which proyed 56 disastrous an 
the Grand Banks and elsewhere, and which was not predicted by tha 
Weather Bureau, 
We left Point Allerton at 10 A. M,. wind stron 

as far as Minot's Light, was not very rough, but beyond that pom 
the wind increased, and theseas grew heayy. As we neared Gurnet 
erosgs seas, which seem to be cecutey to that locality in heavy, east- 
erly weather, often mounted halt the height of thea Gem’s mast, But 
the heavy lead keel, 644 feet below water line, kept the little yacht 
down to business straight ou Ler course, About o'clock P. M. we 
arrived in Clark’s Cove, and anchored as near the shore as we 
thourht safe, the part of the coye toward east forming good shelter 
from the southeast wind. 
Afier taking my family ashore, | was beguiled by the pleasaut 

society of our friends inté slaying until a late hour, The inereasing 
sound of the wind finally warned us to look after the safety of our 
yacht, to which Treturned with one of my friends. 
The wind had now veered to 4 point 4 little north of east, and was 

blowing with great force, already sending heayy rollers into the cove, 
After quite a strugzle with the brenkerswe reached the yacht, and 
found ber rolling considerably, The agi barometer admonished 
us that tha wiser course would be te seék Plymouth harbor at once, 
but the pilehy darkness of the night, our own weariness, and last, but 
not least. our confidence In the ability of Gur well-uried Gem, in- 
duced us to take the risk of remaining where we were. 

After housing the topmast and making all snug on deck we gave 
mors stope to the cable, and Rot ready for emergency 4 spare anchor 
and cable, und dropped the drift lead over theside, We then went 
below for the night. 

Our great drafp afforded us aroomy cabin, which seemed bright 
and cheerful. My companion was soon asleep, but 1 was unable to 
share this blestfue, being kept awake by tne roar of the increasing 
storm, and abxiety caused by the sight of the rapidly Falling barome- 
ter, 
Frequent visits to the lead-line proved that the anchor held fast, 

but with the first Sign of dawn we began to double reef mainsailas & 
precaution. We were just finishing this job when we began to drag 
toward the rocky shore, The prospect for the moment was anything 
but pleasant. Thres hundred yards from our stern were the rocks, 
To the port was a long fish weir, extending well out toward the sea, 
Close by, on the starhoald, was the point before mentioned to south- 
east. Wind, tide and Immense seas, were all setting us astern. We 
hastily got in our anchor and hoisted full jib, having no time to reef 
it, We first filled away for the rocks to the starboard, ramming until 
inder good way, When, al the siprema moment, I put down the 
helin, the Gem came ground like atop in spite of the sea, and we 
filled away for the weir, Until then [ never fully realized the values 
of depth as compared with beam and light draft, the Gem seeming 
not to yield an inch to leeward as we ploughed along. 
Onr ‘stretch toward the west gave usalong lez and brought us 

well up to windward, On coming about we made & short lee toward 
the rocks lying ou the northeast of the coye, On agnin fingiie off 
we tuok snother long leg, this time toward Brown's Bank, the well- 
imown dangerous sand-sheal, to the south of Giirhet, east from the 
THinland some two miles, aud south some two and a halt, 
The wind was now northeast. ond blew the heaviest gale that [ 

ever experienced, the spray almost blinding us. We were by this 
time well beyonil the cove, andof necestity almost in ihe trough of 
the sea. The savare waves, now of great sive, antl al times enor- 
mous eross-seas threatened to engulf the little yacht, which heeled 
over until the water boiled vp in the cockpit through the scupper 
holes, us we rushed along at tremendous speed. We made frequent 
qise of the lead-line, running over Brown's Rank until the lead 
showed 214 fins, of water. ery the sea rolled higher still and 
shorter. This being our long leg, we risked more than was wire 
perhaps in our eagerness to work to the windward, clear of thie dan- 
gers we were leaving under our les, The green breakers ahead and 
the shallow water watned us to turn. Upon sttem ting to go About 
we found to our horror that the jib, was flying in shreds, eilher the 
wind Ora heayy sea having ripped if In an ingtant nanoticad by us. 
Tor the first time the Gem refused to come about, but “looked us 

in the face,” the jib, an indescribable mass, being entangled in the 
rigging. At once letting her fall off We headed her toward Brown's 
Bank again, and giving ber a good full, she came about handsomely. 

Little by little we edged Ler away from the hank uatil five fathoms 
of water was reacher; then bavleddown the remnants oF the tattered 
jib and gotstorm jib on Mie bowspril, first hauling the maiosail two 
tlocksand lying-to. The little storm jib let her fill myway again, and 
we, in desperation, headed well out for the sea, resolving that no sea, 
however rough, showd prevent ouv going far enou h out into the 
bay aud away frown the treacherous sands, now that we eould pass 
the rocks olf Clark's Gove, Most of the torn jib was still trailing in 
the water, Giving the helm to ai age ee Cwent to the end of 
the bowsprit and tried to gpehibin; but after beng repeatedly buried 
in the hue seas to the depth of five or six feel, 1 abandoned the at- 
tempt. Tsay five or six feel, but of course I eannot swear to this, as 
T was too far below the surface to use & tape line, 
Though these seas were so hizh and almost like breakers, probably 

bevause of the shallowness of the water, and the bowsprit was 
plunged into thent to such a depth, yet throughout the trip our cock 
it remained free from water, excapt from the sonppers- When, on 

the other tack, we were rushing along in the trough of the Rea, at 
seemed as if some of theimmense rollers would certainly “trip’ the 
Gem, but evidently her deep lead keel prevented sugh an accident. 
1 was forcibly reminded during this time of the articles I had read in 
the Fores? Ano Steam on the yalue of deep draft over great bear, 
for 1 feltabsolutely certain that with ths old-fashioned, ight. dvarr, 
beumy sloop neither of us would ever Haye reached the shore alive. 
After runuinr wall out te sea, we went about aud ran for P wmouth 

harbor. which we resehed Insaleby, nota sea having hoardei us. 
Although I haye no wish to encounter another such sale on a lee 

shure, yet, haying had this experience, Tam glad to he able to add 
my testimony in favor of low weights and deep draftfor safety aa 
well ag elficiensy in rough water, 

southeast. The sea, 



Taw. 17, 1884.] FOREST . AND STREAM. 

‘The Gem belongs to that class of ey draft sloops frequently 
mentioned in your papér, aud bas probably greater draft than any 
other of her size in the Bush either sloop ox culles, her dituensions 
being as follows: Water line 25fb. Sin., draft éft, Hin,, over all 99ft, 2in., 
beam 10ft., falling away to at the deck, f _ THe Ownnr, 

[Where is no question but that acenterboard boat with her high bal- 
last would haye heen rolled over and oyerin suth aeritical position 
from which the Gent escaped comparatively uiharmed, Apart from 
the danger, no centerboard could have made an inuh to windward, 
‘nor could she have been kept to q course, as her head wonld have 
been culled olf by each sen and her heel and rudder would have been 
jumper ont. A shoal boat would have been perfectly helpless aud 
micontrollable. No doubt the draft of the Gem has at long intervals 
been found a little inconvenient, but her owner, after coming out of 
such 4 trial, is well aware that for trifling inconveniences he hug re- 
etived in return the most yaluable qualities a yacht can possess, and 
without which a yaclit is only a nursery toy for smooth water and & 
death trapinan emergency. And the smaller the yacht, the more 
vital do draft and low weights become to keep her down to business 
fn disturbed water. As cruising about the coast iu smal! yaelits is 
rapidly becoming deservedly popular, we hopethe experience elated 
by the owner of the Gem will enforce among all the two governing 
pe acinlee of sonnd yacht design, draft and plenty of outside ballust, 
neidentally the advantages of the cutter riz ave also brought out in 

the faregaing recital. td Gem been nbged. with forestaysail and 
jib. the staysail could have been left stowed or hauled down in stays 
without losing ground by heayiug to, that a storm jib might be beut 
and hoisted]. 

WINDWARD.—W. P. Stephens has got the bold little eruiser for 
Mr, Willonghby in frame. She shows up a big body, willi lots of 
room inside and a very taking form for speed or for work, The stem 
is plumb, the midships has a likeness to Vanessa. and the counter will 
be spun out with all the elegance of a cutter fantail. She will be fully 
decked, with hatch over the caoin and a small well aft. Length over 
All, 22't.; loadiine, 1ft.; beam, ft; draff, dit. The keel is of oalc. 
40in.; stem and post. in. sided; frames. 14in. sided, spaced Thin. 
About halt of them will be single m oue [éngth, the rest double in 
two futtocks. Floors of galvanized iron, keel bolts coming up 
through, ‘here is 1,700 pounds iro on the keel, so the boat: oust to 
be ablein lumpy water, This iron is 10fb, long, bin. acrass bottom, 
fin. on top, and Yin. deep, tapering slightly at ends. She will be 
rigged as a yawl, and there will be 5ff. headroom below. She is 
Tamed after the sloop formerly the property of the owner, 

TORONTO Y¥. C.—Annual election resulted as follows: Commodore, 
T. McGaw; Vices Commodore, John Cosgraye; Captain, James Dug- 
fan; Secretary, W. Dickson: Treasurer, W. H, Parsons; Committee 
of Management, G.MeGann, H, W. Nanton, G. M. Byans, G. P. Reid, 
Chas. 7. Townsend; Auditors, W. Neilson, M. B. Dick. Thirty new 
members were added during the year, total 158. Treasury isin a 
flourishing condition and preater interest than ever is expected next 
Season, The fleet number 28 yachts, including some llyers well-known 
outhe lakes. The formationof a Canadian Yachting Association was 
discussed to facilitate making the rounds on the lakes, A committee 
was appointed to correspond wlth other clubs on the subject, eom- 
peat of Messrs, Evans, Parsons ad the secretary, It is proposed to 
aye the Association meet once or more during the year fora com- 

parison of notes and mutual information, 

FOUR NEW CUTTERS,—The Boston Herald mentions four new 
cutters now building. Lawley & Son haye in frame a new cutter 
aift. overall, 22fb. waterline, 7ft, beam, and dft. hold, with 26 tons 
iron ou keel, for 2 Boston gentleinan, The same builders also haye 
finished for sale a cuther avft. on fleck, 20ft, loadline, ft. beam and 
Ofb. bin, hold, wilit cockpit and cabin hatch. There is 6fb, 3in, head- 
room in cubin and wy stateroom, A third cutter has also been built 
for members of the Woston Y, CO, She is 82ft. over all, 27ft. water 
Tine, 11th. bean Stgft, deep, with Gf. 3in. draft, and solid 434 tons 
iron on the keel, A fourth cutter has been commenced fori mem- 
ber of the Hastern Y.C. Length over all, 36ft.; water line, S0Ft,; 
beam, Sft,; hold, tisft. Six tons iron on the keel, 

MONTREAL MODEL Y, C.—A move is to be made to haye aw pub- 
lie pond constructed for the sailing of model yachts. The Montreal 
Witness says: “The science which this sport’ las developed in Bne- 
land is extraordinary, Not only are the boats sailed on a beam wind 
when any boat Will stecr itself, buty means of the jigger and the 
balanced rudder thay buat to windward, run before the wind and are 
handled almost as well as if their captaims were actually on board. Th 
Was the model yachtsman who invented the long, narrow crafts with 
outside lead ballast which are now proving iheinselves to be the fast- 
est yachts in the world. The history of all model yacht clubs show 
that all that ig wanted to produce # first-class model yacht club is u 
suitable sheet of water.” 

NEW YACHT OLUB.—Eitur Fovest and Streams 7 have the 
leasure of reporting the organization of a yacht club at Tarpon 
springs, Florida, to be known as the Gulf Coast Y.C. The following 

officers were elected: Commodore, A, P, K, Safford; Vice-Comma4- 
dore, 8. P. Kendall; Secretary, 8. M. Whitcomb; Treasurer, C, B, 
Thornton; Maz Olficer, J. M. Murphy. Sailing Committee Capt. &. 
Hope, Capt. J. CG. Boyer and ki, Bhim, Committee on Ways aod 
Means—s, M. Whitcomb). 0. B.'Yhoriton and J. Mf. Murphy. Are to 
have our first race on Washington’s Birthday, We haye a nonde- 
Script collection of boats and canoes, Our first race will be a aerub, 
open to all, without allowance of any Kind, The club is to he strictly 
Corinthian.—Tarron, 

MODERN YACHTS AT SHA—As to the performance ol yachts 
with outside ballast, we may state that mma letter to usdrom Mr. 
Dixon Kemp, some time ago, the mforination was conveyed that 
while racing around the Wight in a blow and steep sea the Ssl-ton 
cutter Samoena, five beamsto water line, with thirty add tons of lead 
on the keel, was a (ity boatavorking smartly out to windward, when 
thé big 800-ton schooner Wnuchantress was knocked down to her 
hatches and had to cub mainsneet to come out of the trouble. 
Dauntless hove to during her last visit abroad in dirty Channel 
weather, worked so hard us to pull up the chainplates of the main 
rigging, although she has no weight on the keel, 

HULL ¥.C.—The committee appointed to obtuin an expression of 
feel concerning the formation of d national association, have con- 
eluded that it is for the present impracticableand beyond their suope 
to recommend un association for the entire country, but that a unifl- 
vation of all New England interests is feasible. Tf an association for 
Hastern chibs be carried out, its good example will no doubt be fol- 
lowed elsewhere In time, As most racing is done in Hastern waters, 
the contemplated union will cover the principal grommd, and a preat 
deal of good will be che direct consequence. 

DEVINITIONS.—A correspondent writes for the definition of skiff, 
Slipjack and sharpie, by which to regulate the entries for local sail- 
ing matches. A skiff is an open flat-bottom boat carrying no ballash: 
4 skipjuck has the sides of 2 skiff, but a V-shaped bottom, with bal- 
last; a sharpie is a skiff with ballast and centerboard and usnally | 
partially decked, All three styles may have more or less flare. Our 
yolumes ttem with information about sharpi¢s, 

HUDSON RIVER Y.C.—Officers tor the year as follows: Commo- 
fore, Joseph Stilger; Vice-Commodore. Theo. Muller, Jr.; Secretary, 
Edw. RK. Wilson) Treasurer, R. V. Freeman; Measurerer, Con Roth: 
Steward Johu T. Hufnagel, Trustees—Wm. H. Hinners, chairtoan; 
J. MeCartby, Wm. Arndt, L, Ickstardt, R.V.Wreeman, Finsnce— 
Kdw, Savary, chairman; §. Gridge, James Siti. 

YONEERS Y. C.—Annual election and dinner was held last Thurs- 
day. Olub now counts sixty members, Officers for the year: Gom- 
moore, A.J, Prime; Vice-Commodore, Charles PT. Mercer; Secre- 
tary, Arthur J, Burns; Treasurer, John Nesbitt: Vleet Captain, New- 
ton P. Quick; Measurer, A, J, Post; Trastes, Haleyon Skinner; Stew- 
ard, William A, Veiteh. 

FANNY.—This sloop is to haye her topmast cut down and gait 
lengthened, the object being to s-cure as far as possible the largest 
sail ured under the present spar measurement. It is evident that the 
method of obtaining sail ares must be looked after, or some hybrid 
rigs will be the result for racing purposes, which will not be accept- 
abla on any other count. 

VEGA —This schooner has become the property of Mx, Ferguson, 
of Pittsburgh, Pa.. who contemplates some forelgi ¢ruising in his 
new dcguisition, Vera was built by David Carll at Cily Island in 
1875, Length on Jondiine, Bf. 3in-: heam.24ft, din, ; depth, Sft, draft, 
ft. She will be overhauled at Port JeMerson, 

SAILING CANO’,—Mr. John Hyslop has desined a handsome and 
oWwerlul sande, Tift, by 80in., for Mr. Willtand Whidock, of this city, 
he canoe will have a 4ft. centerboaril. Shelooks hice a fast and able 

affuir, with the aren of water line were preserved in the run and U 
frames throughout. 

ENICKERBOCKER Y. C—The firstof a series of lectures will be 
delivered before the club by Mr. John Hyslop, Jan. 22, at the Bowen 
da corner of Third avenue and One Hundred and Thirty-third 
street. 

ATALANTA,—This steam yacht arrived at Charleston 
11, froin the Delaware, with Mr, Geo, Gould on board, § 
on a southern cruise, 
_MAY.—This 40-ton racing cutterwill not challenge for the Amuriva 

Cup, as reported. 

DAUN'TLESS bas arrived out at Madeira Jon, 10, bound for the 
Mediterranean 

A itil 

&. Gay Jan 
41s bound 

Ganoving. 

FIXTURES. 

Winter Caump-fire.—Tuesday, Jan. 29,8 P, M., No. 23 Hast Fourteenth 
street, Room 16. Subject—Amatenr Photography. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Wornsr AnD 
SrreaM their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc., of 
their clubs, avd also notices in advance of meetings aod races, and 
reports of the same. Canoeists and al! interested in_ canoeing are 
requested to forward to ForusT anp Srream their addresses, with 
logs of cruises, maps and information concerning their local waters, 
(irawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating 
to the sport. 

LAKE GEORGE CANOE CLUB. 

RGANIZED 1850, Dr, Charles A, Neidé, Captain; BE. W. West, 
Mate; J. B. McDonald, Purser. Signal—Blue ground, white 

letters. Eighteen active members, 

AMATEUR CANOE BUILDING. 

Third Paper. 

15 AVING the paper laid off as described, we will begin 
with the sheer plan, first determining the draft of 

water admissible and how much of it shall be given to the 
kecl. In the present boat there is no keel, so the draft, hin., 
is measured up from the baseline and the load water line 
drawn in: Now we will take 43in. for the least freeboard, 
which will he about midships, so the distance, 44in., is laid 
off from the water line on the frame line marked X, and a 
small circle is drawn around the spot to make it easily 
visible, he sheer of the bow we will make 8tin., so we 
will ineasure up from the water line 34 plus 44 or Sin., 
marking tlic spot as before, and the sheer aft, 24in., will be 
marked im the same wily at station 14, Taking a lone 
spline, we will lay it on the drawing so as to pass through 
these thive spots, continmg it by lead weights or by small 
pins on cither side of it at cach point, If it does not take 
a “‘fair” curve without any abrupt bends, other pins or 
weights nist be added at various points until it is true and 
fair throughout, when the line tay be drawn in with a 
encil, 
“4 Next the outline of the bow, bottom of keel and stern may 
be drawn in with a spline or the curyes, and also the rabbet 
line o p, showing the ending of the plank. The height of the 
crown of the deck at midships may also he laid off, and the 
middle line of the deck drawn. The center line of the mid- 
ship section is E F and on each side of itat a distance equal 
to half the extreme beam, the perpendiculars s 3 are drawn; 
then, using # small spline or a curve, the midship section is 
drawn, according to the taste of the designer, the line begin- 
ning at rabbet in the keel, and ending at the point h, which 
1s, of course, #8 high above the water line as the correspond- 
ing pointin the sheer plan. The midship section is com- 
pleted by drawing in the other half, measuring with the 
dividers the breadths from E F on each water line, and 
transferring them to the opposite side, afterward drawing a 
curve through all the points thus found, The round of the 
deck may also be drawn in the body plan, joming the two 
extremes of the midship section. 
Now proceeding to the half breadth plan we will first 

draw in the half breadth of tlle keel, stem and stern. In 
a keel canoe the breadths will he the same throughout, from 
{to lin,, but ina centerhoard boat the keel must be wider 
amidships, to allow room for the trunk. In this boat the 
width at the bow and stern is fin., so we lay off j,in. at AA 
ind draw the Jine Ade f A, widening in the middle, which 
represents the half breadth of the keel, the inner line is the 
edge of the rabbet or groove, cut to receive the plank, 
The keel being laid off, the half breadth at the deck is 

taken from the body plan and set off at’ X on the half 
breadth plan, The side line of the deck, of course, passes 
through this point, its ends mecting the side of the keel at 
the points A A, the distances of these points from stations 0 
and 14 respectively, being the widths of the stem piece and 
stem post outside of the planking, A spline is bent through 
the three points 50 a8 to give the desired fulness at bow and 
stem, and the “side line,” or half breadth, on deck is drawn 
in. 

The breadil on No. 2 water Jine is now Jaid off at & and the 
endings of the line determined by squaring down from those 
points in the sheer plan where Ne . 2 water line cuts the 
tabbet of bow and stern to the siding of the keel in the half 
breadth plan. Through these three points the water line is 
(drawn, its curvature being regulated to suit the eye of the 
designer. To test it we will run in some of the intermediate 
sections in the body plan, begizning with No. 4, 

This section must end ata height above the water line 
shown by the sheer lincat No.4, or? in the sheer plan, 
and at a distince from A B in the half breadth plan equal to 
# 4, so, laying the T sqnare across the drawing, we draw 
lightly a Horizontal line through the intersection of station 
4 and the sheer line, prolonging it acrogs the right hand half 
of the body plan, and on this line lay off ihe distance 7 4 
from EF. This point (7 in the body plan) is the upper end 
of the section, he lower end isat the point J at the same 
height above C 1) as the intersection of the rabbet line @ p, 
and station 4 in the sheer plan, and at a distance from 
EF equal to the half breadth.of the keel at the rabbet-line on 
station 4. A third point of the frame line is found by tak- 
ing the halt breadth on the water line at station 4 in the half 
breadth plan, and transterring it to the same water line in 
the budy plan. A line is now drawn through these three 
points, and if itisa fair curve, it may be left and a section 
drawn in the samé manner at station 10. Tf the line through 
thé three points is not fair, the water line must be altered 
and a new trial made, untilit is correct. With these three sec- 
tions determined, Nos, 4, X and 10, the remaining water lines 
may be drawn in the half breadth plan, and after they are 
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“faired” or corrected the rest of the frame lines in the hotly 
plan may be run in from them. 

The design is now ready for the tinal fairing, for which 
the ‘diagonals’ A B and © D are drawn in the body plan. 
These lines should be so drawn as to intersect all the frame 
lines at a8 near 4 right Angle ag possible. The distances along 
the diagonal from the point A to the intersection of each 
frame line, are taken off in turn, and laid off on their corres- 
onding stations in the half breadth plan, and a line, A BA, 

is drawn through the points, Tf the line is unfair it must be 
altered, the corresponding points in the water and frame 
lines being changed at the same time. vntil all coincide, the 
breadths and heights of every intersection being the same in 
all three plans, when it miy be assumed that the drawing is 
fair. 

As an additional test of fairness the ‘‘buitock” lines may 
berunin, Theseare drawn in the body and half breadth 
plans, parallel to the center lines, and are transferred to 
the sheer plan by taking the light of each intersection in 
the body plan and setting it off on the corresponding sta- 
tion, the curve being drawn through the ‘'spots” afterward. 
The endings of the buitock lines are foumd by squaring up 
from the points in the half breadth plin where they eross 
ihe deck line, to the deck line in the sheer plan, as. al 1 1. 

The stem, keel aud stern may be drawn in the body plan 
by taking their half breadths from the half breadth plan and 
sctting them of on either side of B F at their proper heights. 
The deck line in the body plan is drawn throush the upper 
ends of the frame lines found as described above, — After the 
drawing is fair, the position of well, must tubes and steps, 
bulkheads, centerbourd trunk, floor, foot-gear and all the 
details of the internal arrangements are drawn in, complet- 
ing the design, When this is done, the drawing may be 
inked in, the outlines of the boat proper in black, the water 
lines in the hulf breadth plan in blue, and the frame lines, 
water and buttock lines in the sheer and half breadth lines 
in red. 

THE LOG BOOK, 

TY.—CANOE CRUISE IN THE ADTRONDACKS—Conctrpep. 

AKING due allowance for exagperations, I took all my things 
out and, taking my shoes oft im ease of an emergency, started. 

After going a hundred yards or more, I came to a fall of perhaps 
three feet, and, fuking it Suecessfully, passed on down stream ata 
fast rate, in expectation of coming io some large fall or impassable 
place. When near the lower énd of the rapids I came to a fallen 
tree which lay directly across the stream and so low down that in 
assing under it Thad to lis down entirely below the gumwale of my 
oat, and then I nearly stuck there. Soon after { reached the bot- 

tom and was in still water again, with the boys on the bank waiting 
for me, With a fire kindled with which to chase away the black flies. 

Placing their boats in here again, we all proceeded as far as the 
Butlermilk Falls, where we all carried around, and placing our boats 

in in ihe stream we paddled on again to arrive at another set of 
rapids, which we all started to descend, and which I got safely 
throuch with the exception of afew hard knocks and scratches to 
iy canoe. After] passed down T landed, and, fastening my canoe, 
returned to see what luck the olhers liad in the rapids, and found 
them both stuck ahout_a quarter of the way down in the middle of 
the stream, very wet and holding on to their canoes. They decided 
that shooting rapids was not such an easy matter, and taking their 
canoes ashore we carried them around to where my boat Wis, and 
we now found ourselves in the inlat to Long Lake. 
According to PEEMeUs arrangement we left our fide, Ned Ball, 

here and started on ahead on our trip lone, with a pood compass 
and # good map to guide us. It was nearly dara now, and paddling 
for about one and a half miles we saw some smoke curling up from 
the trees, and found that we had arrived at William Sebattis’s house. 
We put up here for the night, and, as ib afterward proved. for nearly 
a# week. Old Sebatlis gave usa splendid welcome. and helped us 
carry our trans, etc., from wur canoes to the honse, a distance ofa 
few hundred yards, HWesoon had us comfortably fixed, and a good 
Supper of pickerel set before us, to which we did ample justice. 

he old fellow was one of the first settlers bere, and has followed 
the business of guiding ever since 1j¢ has been in the country. Most 
all of the other guides look up to him as being the standard’ author- 
ity for that country in the guiding line. He is over sevenly years, 
and lis over tweaty children and grandchildren. 

It rained yery hard on the next day, so we decided to lay over for 
afew daysrather than trayel ina storm. We also wanted to try 
some pickerel trolling. 

f.,W, and I started out after lunch with little Harry Sebattis to pull 
us in his father's large guide boat, Weeach had some trolling tackle, _ 
and before long we returned to the house with nearly twenty pounds, 
the larger portion of which F, caught. They averaged nearly four 
pounds. Ifrained here for the following day and the day succeed- 
ing, Winally, after remaining here nearly five days, wé bade Mitchell 
Rood bye and started for the end of the lake, where we arrived at 12 
o’eloek, 
Passing the two or three small islands here wa proceedéd on to the 

Raquette River, on the hanks of which, after entering for a short dis- 
tance, we cooked ourlunch, At $:20 we arrived at the curry to Mother 
Johnson's, W., going on ahead. brought a team which bauled our 
eanoes to the house. Placing our canoes m the barn, F, and I started 
out on theriverin an old guide baat to try for fish. I first tried sey- 
eral different trolling spoons for pickerel ‘or bass with no success, T 
then tried different flies with no better success. I gave it up in dis 
gust and returned to the house in time for a splended supper, pre 
pared by Mrs. Walton, who now owus the place, 
Next morning, the Fourth of July, found us paddling down the 

Raquette to Stony Creek, which we had some difficulty in finding, as 
the land all around its mouth was overflowed. Paddling up this 
creek we came into what is called the Spectacle Ponds, Here on the 
shores we cameto the Hiawatha Mouse, kept by Mr, Duckett. We 
obtained a wagon froin him, and were carried across to the Upper 
Saranac Lake, where we again resumed our journey, following the 
right bank of the lake forabout one mile and a half, until we came to 
Bartlett's. We had another carry here of perhaps half a mile, when 
we found ourselves, after paddling one mile further, in Round Lake. 
Paddling across here for three miles we came to the outlet, which 
brought us into quite a current, . 
We kept on down for nearly one mile and a half, and taking some 

small rapids here, of ubout twenty yards long. proceeded on for 
about one mile andathalf further, when we came to one of the 
prettiest lakes in the wilderness, Lower Saranac. This lake is dotted 
all over with hundreds of small islands, on one of which there was a 
camp towhich we had been directed, Paddling straight into the 
center of the lake, where mist of the islands lay, we by chance struck 
the very island which we were in search of. On it was a neat eamp, 
made of bark. comprising a kitchen, bedroom, cellar and dining- 
room, We soon made ourselyes at home here, and decided to remain 
for a week. 
The guides and visitors throughout this country seemed to take a 

great deal of interest in our canoes. Severaiof the guides were of 
She impression that we had paddled all the way from home (Cali- 
ornig), 
After remaining here nearly ten days, we pavked again and took 

up our quarters at Millers Hotel for a few days. Weslso made ar- 
rangements for taking our canoes to Lake Champlain. One evening 
while paddhng around the boat house, 4 puide, who is considered one 
of the best paddlers in the wilderness, challenged me to a race for 
one mile, he to use single paddle in his boat, aud I to use thy double 
paddlein my canoe, I pesenied the challenge, and after padding 
pretty even tor the first one imodred yurds, worked away from him 
ata rapid rate and beat him. This incident seryed to increase the 
interest in our boats all the more, 
Briday, July 14, found us on our way by stuge to Port Kent, on 

Lake Champlain. distanve sixty-two miles. We lad sent our canoes 
on ahead by wagon, and were lo meci them at Ausable Forks. From 
here we all rode on the wagon with the boats, and arrived at Port 
Kent rather Inte, but nat too Jate to get some supper, which the 
landlady of the only hotel here kindly cooked for us. Next morhing, 
having @ cold lunch prepared. we started at six o'clock for Port 
Henry, distance forty miles, which we expected to make by about 
seven Oelock that evening, The day wee very warn, without 4 bit 
of wind whatever hy which we could use cur sails. With the Bxcep- 
tion of stopping for lunch, and at a lighthouse, where we fob some 
milk, we paddled continually the entire day in 4 brolling sun. On 
alwviying within about five miles of Port Henry we were overtaken by 
alow of canal boats towed by the preity tug Witherbes. the efptaln 
of which was ikind enough to slack up for us ta fasten on, Our way 
to Port Henry was preity easy work now, and we soou urriyed there 
We found here that if we wished to we could continue on during the 
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night hy hoisting our canoes aboard of one of the canal boats, which 
we (id, and found ourselves on the Eliza Flinn, the captain of which 
was very kind, Hehad had canoersts on béfore, and consequently 
mew something about our boats. 
By the time we had stowed our boats aboard, the tow was vom- 

pleted. and we started, abont fifty canal boats in all. fer Whitehall, 
he captain's wife cooked supper for us soon after starting, which 

though yery simple was nore the lvss welcome, anid to whiun we 
three hungry paddlers did full justice, 

Tt amused the men of all the surrounding boats to see us each roll 
himsetf in his canoe, with a rubber blanket placed jent-fashion over 
the cockpit. 

The following morning found us all at Whitehall. As we were far 
back in tow, it caused us considerable delay betore our turn came to 
be locked. During this delay we strolled up the town and found the 
Yule House, where we had a good breakfast, Our turn coming to he 
‘locked,’ we hurried aboard and witnessed the interesting operation 
of heing raised about fifteen feet inte the Whitehall Canal. 
As we could make faster time paddling than by staying aboard the 

Flinn, we bade the caplainand bis wife good bye, after donating 
them our frying pan and cooking utensils, and started on ahead, 
Some distance before reaching Fort Ann, we had the pleasure of 
meeting Mr. Neidé, the secretary of the American Canoe <Associa- 
tion, Westoppedfor a while and had w pleasant chat, and passing 
on two miles more arrived at, Fort Ann, where we were *‘locked”’ up 
again, and goin= a short ways ahead. laid our canoes on the grass, 
and started out tor our supprr. The cann)l boat Schuyler overtook us 
some distance out from Fort Ann, and, gelling aboard of her weslept 
throvgh the night in comfort, and folnd ourselyes early next morn— 
ing in Fort Edward, 
We left our canoes here on the shore, and started uptown for our 

breakfast. Having a cold Jjuneh put up for us, we proceeded on our 
way and soon oyertovk the Schuyler. Greeting the captain we cou- 
tinlied on and passing several locks crossed the Hudson at Fort 
Miller, and a little ways out from here passed Scbuyleryille, the home 
of Mr. Neidé, Hight miles froin here we overtook a low, dirty look- 
ing canal boatcalled a “plug.’’ and as it was late, and it was some 
distance from a town, we dévided to camp on the deck of the “plug” 
for the night. After having supper with the skipper. we turned in 
to be roused seyeral times during the night by “wedges” and jdms 
wilh other passing canal boats. henext morning brought us into 
Waterford, where we had another trip up town for our breakfast. 
We took the sloop lock here tor Troy, where we arrived sometime 

after. The lock keeper heré would not let us through the locks, so 
we hired an express wagon to take us around the dam. where we put 
our canoes in again, and started for Albany against a strong head 
wind. The distance to Altany from Troy is about seven miles, which 
we made in about three boursof hard paddling. We put our canoes 
here in a boat house on the river, and took up our quarters at the 
Delevan House, where we were nicely locked outfor. As we allhailed 
from San # ranciseco, we registered so, and placed opposite our names 
that we were ona canoeing trip, Some time toward evening a re- 
porter for a daily paper looked us up, asking us to give him an account 
of canoeing trip from California to Albany, as he was under the im- 
pression that we had canoed it from there. 
We remained here for a few days to recuperata and have a good 

lime. On July 22.we resolved to continue our journey home from 
here, Leaving the boat house at about 9 o'clock: A. M., we started 
for Hudson City, distant 3) miles; we had the tide against us for most 
of the way, but made (oeymans Landing at noon where we had 
lunch. Micm here with thé tide in our fayor we made nearly 44% 
miles per hour, and passing Castleton, arr-yed at Athens, which is 
opposite Hodson City, at 5:30. We had supper here. Seeing a steam 
canaler coming down we ran alongside, and got on to her decks, 
where we remained until the following morning, when we found our- 
selves opposite Poughkeepsie where we launched our canoes and had 
breaksast, After eating breakfast we paddled on in a Sweltering 
heat, passing New Hambure and Newburgh. 
From here we paddled to West Point for supper, after which we 

made siz miles more to Iona Island, where we asriyed too late to find 
accommodations, therefore had to camp in our boats on the wharf, 
From hére on we felt at home. and arrived at Long Ysland at 11:30, 
atte having made a canoe cruise of 526 miles, We consider ourselves 
as the only ones who have made the same cruise through the Adiron- 
dacks, passing completely through as we did, 

Frusno, Cal. Bens. R. Woopworte, 

THE GALLEY FIRE. 

CAMP KITS AND COOKERY, 

Editor Forest and Streams 
In Foresr anpD Staeam for Dec. (} 1 notice inquiries by ‘‘Practor” 

concerning eemp Ints, etc. Perhaps my experience may be consid- 
ered worth printing; if not, J presume your waste basket will hold it. 

T have found the following sufficient for many a Jeng croise: 
Asmall frying pan, pint tin cup, two tin plates, knife, fork and 

spoon. For stores, so much depends on the route and Jength of 
eruise, no definite scale can be given, For general cruising in well- 
settled regions the following list will fill the bill; Dried beef, pork, 
eprn meal, graham meal, hard bread, coffee, sugar, salt and pepper, 
To make meal when nothing but the above is at Nand: 
Virst—Chip off a quantity of dried beef, cutting itas things possible. 

Fill frying pan half full of water, putin beef, put on the fire and let 
it come toa boil, Stirin graham mea] until quite thick. being care- 
ful to keep it boiling all the time. Salt and pepper to suit, and it Is 
done. New turn into one of the tin plates, covering it with the other. 
Seald out the frying pan, fill half full with water, and put on the fire. 
Now take the tin enp, pul in heaping spoonful of coffee, add cold 
water aid stir it thoroughly. By this time the water inyour frying 
pan will be boilmg. Turn the contents of the cup into frying pan, 
stirring untilit boilsagain. Then add a little cold water, and you 
have as good a cup of coffee as any man neeos, which, with the stew 
of dred beef and graham, and a little hard bread, will make a com- 
fortable meal, 
Second—Cut offas much pork as needed, put in frying pan with 

cold water and put aver fire, let it boila few minutes, then putting a 
little corn in one of the plates, take the pork and rofl it well in the 
meal, then haying thrown outthe water, pllt the pork again in the 
frying pan and put oyer fire. While the pork is frying dampen two 
or three hard buiscuit, and when pork is done, remove with fork and 
lay in the bread. A few moments in the hot fat will brown it nicely 
and with coffee, made as before, you have another meal. Now sup- 
posing you havea box of baking powder RCH Fry a couple of 
small slices of pork as above, and while it is frying mix some 
fritters in one of your tin plates, of graham meal, adding a little salt 
and baking powder; when pork is doneremove to other plate and 
fry fritters. es 

TE fortunate enoligh to catch a fish it will add to thefeast, Fresh 
millr, eggs, etc., can be procured most anywhere, aud can be cooked 
in an almost endless variety of ways, I liaye cruised many days and 
many miles with no more kit than the above, and found it sutiicient 
for all needs, Supposing you have onions and Irish potatoes. Cub 
sole pork into dice, put into the pan and while it is frying pare some 
potatoes and onions, slice them, add to your pork, and coyer with 

one of tha plates and in a few minutes it will be cooked and will be 
very acceptable after a long paddle. 

In addition to above mentioned utensils you haye a sorall tin bueket. 
Cul pork into dieé as above, pub in bucket with small quantily of 
water, boil for ten minutes, haveréady a piate fall of potatoes and 
onions sliced thin, which add to your pork, and with pepper and salt 
and a little Worcestershire sauce it will make a good stew- 

If you have eggs, beat two to a batter, have tie thin slices pork in 
frying pan. Assoon ay they begin to cook dip them in the egg batter. 
each one alleriately, reyersing sides each time until you have usec 
up ullthe batter; this is whal is called “make belieye,*’ butit will 
do very well for a certainty. 

I don't know that any one will learn to cook from this, but it may 
induce someone to try, and to try is to Siicceed, if they try in earnest. 
There are many ways of cooking and many dishes which can hellearned 
jf one will only try. 

In regard to eainp-fire ys. stove, T prefar the fire, but make a small 
one and of hard wood if it can be had. There is a small portable 
stove, I think it is ca)led “Thorne’s cooker,” whichis very handy in an 
emergency. ITiis very small and light, but will cook ezgs, miake cof- 
fee, etc.; wovld not do to rely on, Cul would be yery good where it 
was not convelliant to land. Dealers in sportsman's goods keep them. 
A piece of stove pipe 6xU with small hole on sifle makes a very good 
stove, but smuts everybhiog in canoe sooner or later, 

In an evil hour 7 saw Mr, Lucien Wulsin’s camp kit, at Lake 
George, the demon ofinyention took full possession of me, and my 
peace of mind was gone. And now my outfit is fearfully and wonder- 
fully made. Ihave multiplied to that extent that, if Lincrease my 
kit much more T shall have to use an outrigger to sit on. 
Lhaveacamp chest, which, althoughit answers the purpose for 

which it was made, still I wouldnot auvise any one to copyfrom, It 
is 18 inches Jong, 12 inches wide and seven inches high. And is fitted 
with three tin boxes 6x6x6, and one box 4x6x6, and one 2x6xG, aud 
will carry 8 pounds sugar, 5 pounds canned meat, 5 pounds gritham. 
5 pounds flour (Heckec’s prepared for griddle cakes\3 pounds coffee 
and 4 pound tea, 2 plates, frying pan, knife. fork, spoons, etc,, and 
pepper, salt, pickles, baking powder, anda small bottle of Worces- 
tershire sauce, In addition to camp chest and contents, I carry small 
tin bucket to boil potatoes, make stew, etc., and a bake kettle or 
Dutch oyen. The latter was 4 mint of trouble until ‘O. K. Chobee” 
told me how to economize space by knocking the legs off, and still 1! 
am not happy. 
My camp chest slides under after deck, clothes bag under forward 

deck, woolen blanket and rubber blanket in along roll under deck 
on port side, gun and axe under deck on starboard side, A cushion 
3i6tt. long forms my bed at night, doubled up it makesa ¢ood seat by 
day. Sails carried on deck; have usually carried oars, but on my 
last crnise of about 5,000 miles I only used them for about 500, 
There has been much written about using oars, and it has been Said, 
aie aboriginal canoeists never usett oars.*’ Neither did tiey use 
sails, 

It is simply a matter of taste, Andifaman whose experience bas 
proved to him that it is advisable to use oars 1n certain limes and 
places, chooses to use them, there is no law to prevent, — . 
But 1 believe Istarted on camp kits and commiissariat, I haye seen 

somewhere the advice of some one like this: Select everything you 
think you need, throw away half of is, louk over the remainder and 
diseard everything you can possibly do without, 1 think that good 
advice, and with 161 will close, §& D. KENDALL. 

BUSTON BAKED BEANS, 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
No canoeist's larder in this part of the country iscomplete without 

canned Boston baked beans. Vhey're all cooked, don’p spoil when 
opened, ready for table in three minutes after being put on fire, and 
give more satisfaction to the cubicinch than any other prepared food 
lever tasted. Coffee is good, but good teais better. ATI old woods- 
men into whose company I have fallen agree in this. SIs. 

ANOTHER CANOE FOR FLORIDA.—George M, Morrish, of An- 
clote. is the happy possessor of asplendid canoe just built by Capt. 3. 
D. Kendall, whom many of your readers will remember as the gentle- 
man who last winter came ina little 9)-pound canoe all the way from 
New Hampshire, yia the Connecticut, Hudson, Mohawk, Ohio and 
Mississippi rivers and Gulf coast, to Tarpon Springs. Morrish is justly 
proud of his canoe, and when he learns how to beat to windward as 
Well as fram) will bs a happy bachelor, thal is. if he does not get ina 
great habit of visiting Sumter cotinty —erchange. 

PERSONAL.—Mr. Rushton has been spendipga short time with the 
Springfield C.C, Mr, G. K, Munroe (0. kK. Chobee) lett for Ilorida on 
Jan. 4, taking with him his canoe Psyche for the third time, and a 
new boat, the Alligator, a sneak box built for him by W. P. Stephens, 
The latter is 14fl, long, 4ff, 3in. beam, and carries 112ft. in one bulance 
lug sail. 
DIAMOND CANOES,—We learn from Mr. Joyner in regard to this 

model that the canoes tumble home but slightly above the water line, 
the sides being nearly plumb. Several other sizes of double canoes 
besides the one mentioned are also mauufactured, and the 14ft.x30in. 
canoe will carry two persons. 

ANOTHER NEW CANOE GLUB.—We haye received from ‘‘Ness- 
muk’’ the signal of a new organization. the Bucktail C.C., a sketch 
of which we will publish in due time. We hope the members of the 
club will not feel offended if it findsan humble but fitting place at the 
“tail” of our series. 

PITTSBURGH ©.C.—At ameeting of thiselub on Jan, 8, the question 
of changing their signal was discussed, and a design proposed of a 
old oak leaf ona blue field, 

Answers te Qorrespondents. 

{=F No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

F. P. Quogie, L. I.—Try the Lyman patent sight, 

Y.. Fort Lyon, Colorado.—The specimen sent is a young tale red- 
start (Sefophaya ruticiia). 

G. G.I, Cincinuati, wants to know of desirable point to spend 
the winter on Florida Gulf coast. 
‘Aw O_p Supsonmer,”’ Washington, D. C,—If you will kindly fayor 

U5 with your name, we shall be happy to print the article sent, 
W. T. F., Lawrence, Kan—aA letter addressed to you has been 

returned. Accept thanks for sending the “Old Settler” manuscript, 
Rivne, Barnesyille.—The sight js highly thought of by many rifle- 

men who hayé used it. The maker is Wm. Lyman, Middletown, 
Conn. 

E. L, J., New Bedford—t have «fine specimen of an English ring 
pheasant skin which came from St, Helena. Will you please inform 
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pi ate your paper where I conld dispose of the same, and 
oblige? ng. Perhaps J, Wallace, 16 North William street, city, 
would buy it. 

_E. BH. Herrtce. who wrote from New Yorkin reply to Manchester, 
W. H., advertisement in this jouraal, is reqiiested to send his full ad- 
dress to this office, 

A, H. H., Philadelphia, Pa.— For English publications write to 
the International News Company, Beekman street, New York, We 
can import books for you. 

£.C.. Mt. Pleasant, Pa.—Please give me the name ot some party 
having black and tan toy terriers for sale. Ans. Write to J, F. kk, 
Toronto, (anata, for information on this point. 

A, BH. W., Clifton, Ohio.—I send you small bird, killed by my friend 
Mr, C. B. I,, on bis farm in Green county. Willyou give the name 
and sort? Ang, The hirdisa shore lark (#remophite alpestris). It 
Occurs with usin winter, but is rather a northern species, 
FW. &., Chatham. N. ¥,—Trom the data given us it would be im- 

practicable to sive any furthel opinion about the aywnership of the 
pond than we have already printed. We cannot attempt to lay down 
the law in a particular cage like this where there are s0 many,com- 
Plications. Take the facts to a lawyer, 

ff. 8,, Harmar, 0.—Where and how ean I register a dog? Ans.— 
Tn the American Kennel Register, Blanks are furnished on receipt 
of stamped ond addressed envelope by the Aymercan Kennel Register, 
P.O. Box 2.882, New York. The fee for pedigree entity is 25 cents. 
Subscription price of the Register, monthly, is $1 per year, 

G, G., Naw Beprorp.—l. Where can [ obtain carp for stocking a 
pond’ 2. How many would I want for a circular pond about one- 
sighth mile in diameter? 3, About how unmch wonld ib eost me? 
Ans, 1, Write to E.G. Blackford, Fulton Market, New York. &. He 
may send you twenty. or less, of fish batched last May, and perbers 
two or three inches long, 4, ‘Chey will be given by the United States 
Fish Commission, and will cost for can and transportahon only. 
Inguiner.—1. Of whatleneth isa rod required to be for brook trout 

fishing with the worm? 2. Whatreel and size would be the best for 
the above rod? 3. What hook aud size do you think the best for the 
aboye kind of fishing? Ans. 1. A ten-toot rod is about the right 
length, although some prefer it six inches longer. 2. The reel should 
hold line enough saceording to the water. For streams thirty yards 
is sufficient; for takes a larger reel might be required. Wora good 
reel write to any of our advertisers, there nre several styles, all sood, 
3. Use a sproat hook of size suitable to thefish in the stream or lake. 

POT LUCK FROM EXCHANGES. 

In Australia if is no unusual thing to see adverbisements for 
laborers couched in such terms as these; ‘Healthy climate, 
good shooting, and free schools.” 

Frozen Facts —A muskrat came ont of the river at Fitch- 
burg, Mass., the other day and seated himsalf in the sun, where 
he froze to the ice, amd was held a close prisoner till a boy 
despatched him with a club, A man at Biddeford, Me., found 
jn his woodshed recently a dead weasel with his tongue frozen 
toanax blade. The ax had been used in cutting beef in the 
morning, anil the animal in atfiempting to secure a piece of the 
meat which adhered to the blade had singularly met his death, 
The west-bound train between Green River and Granger on 

the Union Pacific, recently encountered a flock of 1,200 or 
1,500 antelopes. The snow was quite deep, and drifted in 
places, and the antelopes were running onthe roadbed, find- 
ing that the easiest road to travelin, When they were first 
encountered many of them were killed, and the engineer, see- 
ing at once thatthe train might he derailed unless tb were 
slowed wp, decreased the speed. The antelopes kept a short 
distance ahead of the engine, and were strung along the road 
fora quarter of amile. They would occasionally get some 
distance from the engine, and then they would stop, tum 
round and watch the headlight untilthe engine was fairly 
upon them. ‘They delayed the train half or three-quarters of 
an hour,—Elko (Nev.) Independent. 

The opening of several new railroads trom New Orleans has 
opened up a yast area of new hunting grounds to the enthu- 
siastie Nimrods of the South, The opening of the New Orleans 
and Northeastern read is thesignal for the carrying out of one 
of the grandest hunting schemes yet suggested here. Two 
years ago Messrs, John A. Morris and George W. Nott pur- 
chased a tract of lund between Salt Bayou, at the Rigolets, 
and the new railroad, haying a frontage of «bout tive miles 
on Luke Ponchartrain. Ib is situated in St. Tammany parish, 
and affords many opportunities for successful hunting. Now 
that the place has become easy of access and will be reached 
in less than an hour, it is proposed to establish oue of the finest 
hunting clubs in the country. There are about twelve 
large lagoons on the land mentioned. One of these, 
known as Grand Lagoon, is fully a mile square. Red fish, 
sheepshead, croakers and green trout abound in these lagoons, 
Ducks, snipe, geese, water fowls.and marsh hens are also 
plenty. inn’s Island is " “Yi and deer, quail, 
and snipe are found there in Inrge mumbers. The 
place, therefore, is a very detiguble one for lunters. 
There is a movement on foot to organive a hunting 
club of several hundred persons, so that there will be little 
cost attached to the pleasure. A large building will be erected. 
with first-rate accommodations and a good restaurant, where 
the members uot desiring to hunt or tish can enjoy the result 
of the hunts of the others. [tis intended to protect the game 
and fish, and all bunts willbe made in true sportsmantike 
manner, Shooting will only be done between certain hours. 
Certain lagoons will be reserved as duck preserves, and these 
the hunters will never enter, The ducks in these lagoons will 
be fed daily,and ducks induced to gather and live there, so 
that the club will always be certain of an abundance of game. 
The lagoons will also be stocked with other than tho fish now 
found there. Mr. Morris has already arranged with the Wish 
Commissioners at Washington for a supply of German carp 
and other ish, and fishing will be prohibited out of season, 50 
as to insure fine fishing when the rules allow the fishermen to 
east their lines. A number of sportsmen have already joined 
the club, and the scheme promises to meet with success. A 
permanent organization will be eifected, and the olub fly its 
pennant across the lake before many weeks.—Minor of 
American Sports. 
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VETER ecIFICS 
_JR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 

DS, C. E, SHEEP, DUGS, HOGS, 
BOsREe oor POULTRY ' 
TOR TWENTY YEARS Humphreys’ Homes 
athic Veterinary Specifics have been used by 

Parmere, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable and 
urfmen, Horse Railronds, Manufacturers, 
ton! Mine Companies, Trav’¢ Hippodromes 

and Menageries, and others handling stock, 
With perfect success. 
Humphreys’ Veterinary Meanaal, (599 pp.) 

acnt free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents, 
(2- Pamphlets sent free on application, 

HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED,CO, 
109 Folton street, New York. 

NERVOUS DEBILITY 
HUMPHREY ¥ Vital Weakness and Pros- 

tration from over-work or 

indiscretion, 
indiscretion, Hf) E

OPATHI is radically 
cured by it. 

Been tn use 2 sear CDECIFIG NO. 28 
ulremedy known, Price $1 per vial, or5 vialaan 
arge vial of powder for $), sent post-free on re- 

eelptof price, Hrampl aay Homeo. Med. Co, 
_ Dust, Catalogue treed b 2 Fulton 6t.. N. W. 

Standard American Black Bass and Lake Flies, 
COLORED BY HAND BY WAKEMAN HOLBERTON. 

center, 

Standard 

Size 20x24 inches, containing 40 named varieties of Black Bass and Lake 

Flies, with an engraving, of « Black Bass (also colored by hand) in the 
- . - - $5 00 

Pi SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, 

Trout Elies. 
A companion to the above, containing 65 named flies and an engraving of a 

Brook Trout, all colored by hand, 

SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, 
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ABBEY &@ IMBHRIE, 
Manulacturers of every description of 

Eine Fishing Tackle, 

48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE, AND 33 & 35 LIBERTY STREET! NEW YORE, 
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THE DISASTP § 1%) CITY OF COLUMBUS. 
ee splendid steamshipeCity of Columbus drove full 

speed on the Devil’s Back, a well-known danger to 

navigation, off Gay Head, Martha’s Vineyard, in the clear 

night of Jan. 18. Of the immediate cause of the disaster 
we will not speak. Investigation may disclose upon whom 

the blame isto be laid. But once more, for the thousandth 
time, the world has again to contemplate the perfect futility 

of expecting the saving of life through the means now pro- 

vided by law. Over one hundred persons were drowned 
because they could not leave the ship. 

Tt is one thing that the steamer should have been wrecked. 
It is another that those on hoard were compelled to die, with 
the shore within a stone’s cast, for the lack of effective 

appliances of escape. 

To the seaman, the idea of lowering a cockleshell of a 
yawl boat in a tossing sea, and the safe transfer of passen- 

gers half crazed with fear, madly rushing to the side in 
surging crowds, each one battling fiercely in the selfish 

struggle for life, is an idea at once so absurd and palpably 
impractical that all the intricate system of blundering super- 
vision, established by the governmental authorities and eu- 
forced through fhe sinecurists and parasites of a vicious 
political system with spasmodic whim, appears like a pomp- 

ous farce, a colossal sham practiced upon the unsuspecting, 

that cormorants may feather their nests under the guise of 
law. P 

Who are these people upon whom the traveling public has 

to depend? It is difficult to restrain indignation at the im- 
practicable officials whose utter incompetence to their task 
has been proyen hundreds of times over and over again, but 
who live, draw fat salaries, and never puzzle their brains to 

the extent of a single thought of microscopic proportions. 
We have great men in Washington charged with the super- 
vision of our steamships and their equipmetts. We have 
general boards of inspectors and local underlings by the 
score. The whole company of lazy self-complacents are of 
no more service to the people than so many dummies stuffed 

tive faculties of the incapable crew to whom the public 
vainly looks for protection from the ignorance and reckless- 

ness of private people is unequal to grasp the simplest of 

simple provisions for the saying of human life im the most 

likely disasters to be expected in traveling by sea. 
A vessel collides, she drives ashore, she catches fire and is 

consumed, she leaks, fills and sinks. What then? The 

passengers must have some practicable method of escaping! 

And how do the law makers and dabsters meet the propo- 

sition? In making a tour about the vessel with mouth and 

eyes wide open, they are instructed by authority to count 
“four,” ‘‘six,” or “eight” on their fingers. So many boats 

slung inboard in a way they cannot be got out. Thenheads 
come together, and a much-thumbed table of multiplication 

informs dull brains that “if” each boat holds twenty, then 

twenty time four makes eighty, twenty times six make one 

hundred and twenty, and soon, ‘Therefore’ a lugubrious 

document is issued and the steamship certified properly 
equipped to safely carry so many innocents through all perils 

of the sea, as long so she does not meet those perils. 

The instant the vessel is overtaken by misfortune the 

whole inspection seryice and the Jaw authorizing its exist- 
ence rise before us as partners in the crime of manslaughter 

through the gross, culpable incompetency, and mental debil- 
ity which ordain such wortliless, abortive and. chimerical 

instruments of escape as a string of contemptible little dug- 

outs which can seldom be launched, never take their com- 

plement, are always totally unfit in every respect to perform 

the duty expected should they succeed in leaving the ship’s 

side, and with rare exceptions only prolong and intensify 

the agony and swell the list of the lost. And why do those 

in power persist in figuring away on boats swung to daviis, 

when wreck upon wreck demonstrates to the most obtuse 

wooden man the truths here stated? Because thei salaries 

©o on just the same, and why should they bother their heads 
any more than they can help? If laws and regulations and 

customs, passed down from the time the ark drove into bad 
weather, are at fault, surely no official can help it. It is 

nobody’s concern, So it goes, and if wholesale sacrifices 

follow fast upon one another till doomsday, the owlish offi- 

cial will continue to creep around decks, make a chalk mark 

tor every boat, multiply, and then go to bed to recuperate 

his exhausted brains or the vacancy where brains ought 
to be. 

The ship owner isnot free from blame. If he knows 

anything at all about the business of carrying passengers, 

he knows well the futility of trusting to boats and a mob of 
newly shipped steamship hands, firemen and cibin waiters. 
Tn furnishing his vessel with such humbugs he complies 

with the statutes of this world perhaps, but morally he is 

toa preat degree responsible for not providing means of 

escape which shall be more than a mockery and the laugh- 
ing stock of every cabin boy with three weeks’ experience at 
ea. 
Asa method of clearing ouf from a sinking ship, the 

boats so ostentatiously paraded in certificates of inspcetion 

might as well be replaced by old hats. 

Nothing short of rafts of large area. incorporated in the 
superstructure of the vessel, indestructible, automatic in 
their action, and provisioned and supplied with directions to 

proceed upon such rafts at once in an emergency, upon 
which the passengers can be driven and herded like cattle, 

can ever offer a fair chance of retreat to a large number of 

people unconversant with the sea, A fourth-class mechanic 
can compose the arrangement required. 

How many hundreds of victims is the sea to swallow, and 
how many families are to be bowed down in grief, before 
arrant humbug giyes way toa few common-sense devices 

which ordinary experience dictates? 

wm 

Ty AxnotHer ConuMn we print a circular from the Migra- 
tion Committee of the American Ornithologists’ Union, The 

need of extended observation on the migration of birds is so 
pressing that it will be a satisfaction. to all who are interested 
in ornithology to learn of the energetic action that is being 
jaken by the Union. A glance at the names of those who 
have been chosen as superintendents of the various districts, 

shows that the selections have been made with care, and 

that these superintendends are competent as well as energetic 
and enthusiastic ornithologists. Weare satisfied from our 
knowledge of those who have this maiter in hand that the 

work will be well done und hope that all collectors will do 

what they can to aid the work. Full credit will be given to 
those who are willing to help it along, and if a large number 
of workers shall be enlisted the results cannot fail to be of 

With straw, The combined wisdom, experience and induc- | value. 

FEED THE BIRDS; 

4 HEED the game, now that the surface of the whole coun: 

try is deeply covered with snow. Build little shelters 

among the cedars in the old pastures, at the borders of the 

swamp, and in the edges of the wood, beneath which the 
birds may take refuge during the snowfall. Scatter, around 

and beneath these, a little corn, oats, buckwheat or screen- 

ings. Carry out a bushef of hayseed from the barn, and 

make little trails from the shelter in different directions, so 
that all the birds that pass near the place will be likely to 
cross one or more of them. Food is so scarce now that they 

will follow up these trails, picking among the stuff in their 

search for the seeds of weeds, until they come to the place 

where the food is, ; 
An easy method of making a shelter is by placing two old 

logs six or cight feet apart and throwing a few fence rails 

across them. On the rails lay some short brush. This will 

furnish a warm, dry place for the birds to live, and if you 
supply them with a little food at intervals they will stay 
there all winter. Great, tender-hearted old ‘‘Nessmuk” 

provides for the birds and the beasts about his home among 

the Pennsylvania. hills, and has told us how much delight 

he takes in seeing his beneficiaries come by day and by 
night to feed on the stores which he places about his house. 

Let each one of our readers do something during this bitter 

weather for the wild creatures about his home, and he will 

find that the good that he does, even to the least of these, 

will be a source of much pleasure to him. 

ENGLIsH ys. AMERICAN.—Ultra-fashionable society 18 

often ridiculed because it apes the way of our cousins across 
the water. The humorous papers are fond of holding up 

for our amusement the American young and old felks wha 
deyote their time toa self-transformation into something 

outlandish and foreign. The tendency to imitate England 
has invaded that yast and undefined sphere of activity de- 

nominated the ‘“‘sporting world.” Old-fashioned American 

“sports” are going out of fayor. Turkey shooting matches, 

once the pride and joy of the solid men in the community, 
have lost favor, and in some States are under the ban of the 
law, Side-hunts are conspicuous for their rarity. Gander- 
pulling is one of the lost arts. And what have we in their 
place? The pursuit of the odorous anise-seed bag, or per- 

haps the mad rush after the hobbled fox—a caricature of 

the English fox-hunting. Outin Missouri they have intro: 

duced from Great Britain the “carted stag” sport. At 
Kansas City the other day a captured deer was let out fron 

confinement, anda gang of forty dogs with a number of 

horses and humans set out in pursuit, and in due time ran 

the beast down, 

“DEADHEADS.”—We are in receipt of frequent applica- 
tions from individuals who wish to act as regular corre- 
spondents. They request credentials, that they many obtain 

free passes or reduced rates over the railroad lines and may 

“deadhead” at the hotels. Our uniform reply to all applica- 

tions of this kind is that we have no such accredited ecorre- 

spondents, and never give credentials. We used to furnish 

such certificates, and one man has been beating his way all 

over the West and Northwest on credentials giyen from this 
office nearly ten years ago. We now give certificates to no 

one unless directly connected with this office. We cannot 

afford to let deadhead advertisements of railroads and hotels 
cumber our valuable advertising pages, and we don’t pro- 

pose to let every man who wants a free ride pay forit by 

puffs in our reading columns. Sportsmen tourists like to be 

informed about routes and hotel accommodations. We are 
always glad to have such particulars for publication, when 

they are written to give information. 

Tue Cray TouRNAMENT.—<Actiye preparations are made 

for the clay-pigeon tournament which will be held in Chi- 
cago next May. We understand from the managers that 
much interest in the eyent has been manifested in different 
sections of the country, and from all sides come reports of 

teams in training. We take pleasure in nofing the growing 
favor of the clay-pigeon. ‘Will correspondents who have 
experimented with different sizes of shot in clay-pigeon 
shooting give us the results of their tests? 

Mr. RownAnp E, Rovryson, whose notes on the snow- 

walkers are printed in our Natural History columns, has a 
readable paper on ‘‘The Merino Sheepin America” in the 

February Cenfury, and one on winter fishingin Lippincott’s, 
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AFTER CARIBOU, 

[CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 491. ] 

We. rose next morning soon after daylight. The night had 
been cold, und along the margin of the river, except 

where the current was most swift, there was askim of ice—in 

some places almost thick enough to bear a man’s weight. 

We made fair time during the day, reaching Mink Pointsoon 
after 11 o’clock, and camping shortly before dark about two 
miles above the Wading Place. This isa long stretch of 
shallow rapids, over which, at almost all stages of water, it 
is necessary to drag the canoes. On the sand and gravel 
banks along the riyer we saw many caribou tracks, none of 
them yery recently made, however, and also the tracks of a 

cow and calf moose. Just opposite where we camped, I 

found upon the bank the track of a good-sized moose, which 
had certainly been made some time after noon of that day. 

As T haye said, the previous night had been yery cold, and 
the wet ground had frozen hard. This moosetrack had been 

made inthe fine alluvial mud at the edge of the wood, 
anil from the appearance of the track it was plain that the 

earth had not been frozen since it was made, The track 
was close under the woods on tit north side of the stream, 

so that the sun could not have reached it before 10 o'clock. 
The footprints sank nearly an inch into the mud before they 
reached a bottom hard enough to support the animal's 
weight; hence the ground must haye been quite soft, and so 

exposed to the sun for two, and perhaps four, hours before 

the moose had stepped on it. Above the track grew a lot 

of young larches which were dropping one by one their 

yellow needles, and in the hoof prints were half a dozen 

of these, not pressed into the dirt, but lying lightly upon it. 
From all this I concluded that the track had been made not 
more than an hour or two before 1 discovered it, and possibly 
soméwhat less, ‘The clang of the iron-shod poles upon the 
rocks of the river bed was audible at the distance of half a 
mile, and any game that might be along the shore would 
thus be warned of the canoe’s approach long before it could 

be seen by us, 
Our camp here was again a pleasant one among a thick 

growth of young larches—here called junipers—and spruces. 

The night was again bitter cold—down to zero, Fahrenheit, 
the men said—and ice made three inches thick in the quiet 

pools and salmon holes, At all events, when, in the gray of 

the morning, I went down to the river side to wash, a heavy 
mnist wus rising from the water, and hair and beard froze 

stiff as soon as wet. I was astonished to see how little coy- 
ering the men used at night. I carried a pair of heavy 
northwest blankets, which weighed, when new, fourteen 

pounds, and a “‘comfortable’ or cotton quilt—one of the 

best protections against cold, by the way, that I know of— 

but none of the men had more than a single light blanket, 

and oné slept under a cotton counterpane, They depended 
almost wholly upon the fire for warmth, and when, after 
four or five hours, it had burned down so as to give out but 
little heat, the cold would awaken them and they would 

pile on the logs and smoke a pipe until the fire was again 
burning well, and then lie down and go to sleep again. he 

reason for this dependence on the fire is obvious enough, 
The only means of travel through these forests is by the 
canoe or on foot. When the canoe has been left, everything 
—hlankets, cooking utensils, proyisions, tools and ammu- 
nition—must be packed through the forest on men’s backs. 
It is, therefore, of the utmost importance that no superfluous 

articles shall be carried, Weight tells here, and the men 

prefer to make their blankets of the firewood, everywhere 
abundant, rather than to add a few pounds to their load. 

The air was so keen this morning that to sit in the canoe 

meant to suffer with cold. I therefore walked all day along 
the beaches and gravel bars, crossing the river from time to 
time in the shallow riffles. The stones of the river bed were 
vovered two or three inches deep with loose, siushy anchor 

ice, here called “lully,” which made walking over them 

rather difficult, It was almost impossible to proceed through 

the woods, which came down to the river’s edge, on account 

of the fallen timber. We had nine miles further to go before 

reaching a camp at the mouth of Indian Fork, where we 

were to leave the canoes and walk across the hills to a per- 
manent camp, about which the hunting was to be done, 
During the day many tracks of caribou and moose were seen 
along the river, ‘Hut none of them were particularly fresh. 

At 2 o’clock we reached the cabin at the Fork, and almost 

immediately William and Albert took each a load of pro- 

yisions and went up the very steep hill- immediately behind 

ihe camp, leaving their burdens on the comparatively level 

land above and then returned. 
Early next morning all hands started up the hill with the 

packs for the permanent camp. The climb of the first hill 
was yery difficult, Tt is so steep that to get on at all, onehas 

to cling to the trees and bushes, and pull one’s self up. The 

frozen moss slipped under the foot, and every few moments it 

jas necessary to stop and take breath. After aboul a thousand 
feet of this climbing has been done, the trail leads through 
{he forest over undulating hills with no very steep pitches, 

Then the dense forest is left hehind,and we come toa more open 
country, dotted with low spruces. Inthe valleys which inter. 
sect the rolling hills a little coarse grass grows, and the white 

reindver moss carpets the ground, It is to these and similar 

places that the caribou come to feed when heavy snows have 
covered the forest yeretation. As we walked through the 
spruces on these hills, we observed many places where 
the deer had passed along within a yety short time, but no 

life except an occasional rabbit and a few Canada jays was 
see. We reached camp about noon, and after dinner I 
started with Joseph for Murray’s Brook, four miles distant. 
Nothing was seen during the walk, and before dark we were 

at the camp again, 
Immediately after breakfast next day, 1 set out with 

Joseph and William for the Big Mountain, the famous hunt- 
ing ground of this region, and about six miles from the 

camp, Just after crossing Murray’s Brook, as we were 
passing through some heayy timber, we flushed from the 
traila spruce partridge, which alighted on a limb about 

eight feet from the ground. William was at first going to 

throw his axe at it, but Joseph urged him to snareit. A 
pole was cut and trimmed, and a noose made from a bit of 

salmon twine tied to the end of it, While this was being 

done, the simple little bird sat cuddled up on the limb, un- 

conscious of danger, not even looking at us. When all 
was ready, William took the pole, and stepping quictly up 

to the tree passed the noose over its heal, and dragged the 

innocent fowl from its perch. 

A little later we reached the burnt country. Here the 

trees stood further apart, and there were little open spaces, 

overgrown only by low bushes, so that one could see fora 

hundred yards or more in any direction. The country be- 

came more and more open as we advanced and everywhere 

there were abundant fresh signs of caribou, At length we 
stopped on theedgeof a valley nearly half a mile wide, on the 
other side of which rose the Big Mountain. This valley is 
quite open and level, A few scattering spruces grow in it, 

but these are not enough to obstruct the view. On the oppo- 
site side, the foothills of the Big Mountuin rise steeply. They 
are white with the reindeer moss and dotted with dark eyer- 

greens. We sat down here for a while, and carefully Jooked 
over all the ground before us, buf as no game was to be dis- 

covered, soon moved on down the north side of the valley, 

walking among’ the trees on the steep slope. Wehad gone 
but half a mile when Joseph, who was afew steps in ad- 

yance of me, on coming to the top of a little hill overlooking 
a new stretch of country, suddenly turned and whispered, 

“Qaribou.” Ina moment I was beside him, and far down 
the valley saw a deer walking away from us toward a long 

spruce-coyered point, which ran out from the north side of 
the yalley. A momentlater several others were distinguished 
among the trees on this point. Climbing higher up on the 
hillside so as to be better covered by the trees, we hurried 

on, but several times, on reaching open places where there 

were no trees, were obliged to stop and wait. 

There were four of the deer, and they now worked out 

into the middle of the broad valley from which they could 
command a wide outlook, and if we tried to move toward 
them through the scattered trees there was danger that they 
might see us. There was no hurry, for unless frightened by 
us, there was no likelihood that the deer would moye away 

from where they now were. The one first seen was easily 
recognized among the others by its paler color and smaller 
size. It was thought to be a doe, afd was evidently a 
stranger to the other three, who seemed anxious to investi- 
gate it. They would walk up to and smell it, and then would 
playfully bite at its sides, and when it moved out of their 
way, would chase ita Tew steps. The two larger bucks 

seemed to be a little jealous of one another, though perhaps 

it was only their playfulness, Once or twice they drew off 

and charged each other, coming together with a smart clash 

of horns that was distinctly heard where we knelt. ‘They 
would then push for a short time, and then separate and begin 

to nibble the grass. The four moved here and there, some. 

times taking a bite, and then walking a few steps, then chas- 

ing one another or having a little fight, and always uncon- 

scious that from the top of the hill less than half a mile dis- 

tant three pairs of hostile eyes were intently watching their 

movements. 

At length they moyed a little further down the yalley, 
behind a wooded point, and so out of our sight. It took 
but a few moments to run to the point of the hills beneath 

which they were, and when I peeped around a bushy spruce 

onthe top of the ridge, I saw there, not one hundred and 
fifty yards away, the biggest buck standing in the middle of 
the valley, his head down, apparently half asleep. Care- 

fully slipping along from tree to tree, J came within a lun- 

dred yards of him, and when I looked out he 
was still there. I was to haye my desire—a standing shot 

at a hundred yards. 
I was now anxious to make good shooting. I wanted the 

caribou, and then the two 1en were looking on, and I did not 

wish to be humiliated by missing so easy a shot before them. 

But as is often the case when one is over anxious, I failed to 

place my ball just where I wished to, and shot an inch too low, 
striking the humerus just above the elbow, the ball glancing 

back and passing in above the brisket, but too far back to 
touch the heart. The deer came to his knees, and then with 
a mighty effort recovered himself and stood with his right 

foreleg swinging helplessly. Twenty yards beyond the big 

buck stood a smaller one. At the report of the gun he 

looked up, and as he stared about for the cause of the noise 

a ball struck him in the heart, and he fell and never mayed 

again. Away to the left, and facing down the valley, stood 

the new comer, When the lash one fell it turned its head 

and looked back at it, so that the head and neck completely 

cvoyered the shoulder and heart, and I could not fire at it. 

For some little time it stood there looking, and I waited for 

it to change its attitude. Then 1 whistled and it raised its 

head. I fired and it zave a sudden start, and spread its feet 
alittle. I felt pretty sure from this that I had hit it in the 
right spot, but it did not at once fall, and us the men urged 
me toshoot again, I fired twice more, and then it fell. The 
big buck etill kept his legs, and the men begged me to shoot 
him again, Another shot finished his career, - 

All this time the fourth buck had been standing, partly 
hidden by a tree, and watching the death of his comrades, 

I would not shoot at him, for we already had as much meat 
as we could use and carry out of the woods. We started 
down the hill toward the dead caribou, and it was not until 
we were within thirty or forty yards of him that the remain- 
ing one started. He then began to suspect that there was 

Something wrong, and throwiug up his white tail, trotted 
gracefully off up the opposite slope, stopping once, when 

about 200 yards away, to look back. No doubt he has since 

plumed himself greatly on his superior sagacity in escaping 

the threatened danger, It may be inferred by the hunters 
who read these pages that caribou are fools, and I am quite 
willing to agree that. those which I saw deserved ho better 

name, It would be too much to say, however, that they al- 

ways act in this way. The men told me that they were 
usually shy and difficult of approach, and that the senses of 

smell and hearing are particularly keen in this species. On 
this occasion the wind was in our fayor, and on the yielding 
Moss we were able to walk noiselessly. Moreover, it is cer- 

tain that for seyen or eight months hefore our coming not a 
gun had been fired in these hills, and it is possible that the 
animals which I killed had neyer before heard the report of 

arifle. Hk and deer will sometimes act just as these caribou 
did, though I think I heyer had to do with any animals ex- 

cept buffalo that were less aliye to the dangers from a gun 

than these, 

We found the game not at all in good order. The rutting 
season being just over, and all the dead animals being males, 

there was no superfluous fat upon them, though none were ab- 

solutely lean. The two bucks were everywhere a deep clove 
brown, except the neck, which was gray, and the belly, un- 
der surface of the tail, and a narrow margin above the hoof 
which parts were white. The small stranger was much 

paler, more nearly the color of a Virginia deer in his autumnal 

dress, but curiously dappled upon the flanks, the markings 

resembling faint large spots, such as the young caribou haye, 
Similar warkings on a much smaller scale 1 have sometimes 

seen upon the adult Virginia deer. In both cases they are, 
no doubt, instances of reversion to the color markings of 

some spotted ancestor, 

Tt took some time to butcher the three deer, and while do, 
ing so it was discovered that only the first three shots had 

been requiretl to kill the deer, and that all the subsequent 
ones were unnecessary, The first shot at the big buck had 

pierced his lungs, and the first at the small stranger had cut 
the point of his heart, Both would have been fatal. We 
returned to camp with a sood load of meat and skins, and 
were there by 2 o'clock. 

Joseph asserted that the spruce partridge had brought us 

luck, He said that the Indians consider it a good omen to 
see a partridge in the morning when they are going hunting, 
and they think the sight of the spruce partridge will bring 

particularly good luck, They have asaying that “the red 
eye never tells q lie,” the allusion, of course, being to the 

strip of naked red skin above the eye of the spruce grouse, 
It was now seen also that certain dreams had foretold the 
killing of the deer. Two nights before Joseph had dreamed 
that he saw two horses, one of which had a red belt aboutit; 
this was interpreted 1o mean that we should see caribou, and 

draw blood from them, The previous night Jobn had 

dreamt that he had seena gray horse galloping yery fast, and 

at brealcfust that day he had predicted that we would see 

caribou galloping. 
On Saturday we started out for a load of meat. The 

morning was one of the coldest we had felt, but it was clear, 
and just before we passed out of the forest the sun climbed 

up over the distant peaks, The scene that we beheld as we 

came out to the spruce-clad hills was one of rare besuty. 

Each branch and spray and twig of the evergreens seemed 

coated with silver and tipped with jewels, and the slanting 

rays of the sun were reflected from the frost crystals with a 

brightness which I haye no words to tell of. The sir was 

full of tiny particles of frozen moisture, which sparkled for 

& moment and disappeared, and then, as the light struck 

them at the right angle, sparkled again with the clear white 

radiance of a diamond, Hverywhere toward the sun these 

glittering particles filled the air, thick as the snow fakes in 

a winter's storm, and, like these, always falling and always 

replaced ‘by others from above. The sight was one of in- 

comparable brillianey and strangeness. 

After showing John aud Albert where the meat was, we 

made a long round of about sixteen miles before reaching 

camp, On the trail, less than a quarter of a mile from the 

cabin, we saw where a bull, cow and calf moose had been 

along during the previous day, but we saw nothing larger 

than spruce grouse during the tramp, Two of these we 

captured by the usual device, 4 pole with 4 noose on the end, 

and I at once began to look about for caribou, but on this 

occasion the “ved cye’s” reputation for veracity suffered. 

Phe last grouse canght was quite wild, and flew three times 

from one tree to another, but finally thrust ifs head into the 

noose while standing on a spruce bough with its wings half 

spread, clucking and jerking its tail as if just about to take 

wing. 
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Sunday was spent in the camp,’and Monday we started 
hack, Two of the men were sent down to the mouth of the 
Indian Fork by the river, which was by this time almost 
frozen over, while Joseph aud William, taking their packs, 

went with me over to Murray Brook, and leaving their loads 
there, took # little round along the brook and oyerto Joseph’s 
Hollow. We saw no deer, but stumbled upon a hungry 

Lahrador Indian, who, like ourselves, was hunting. He 
talked a sort of burbaric Wrench, only a part of which was 

intelligible, A month before, three families had been landed 

by a fishing vessel at Pabos, and since then had been travel- 
ling up the river of that name, on their way to the caribou 

grounds, In all this time they had killed only four deer, 

and half a dozen poreupines. They had gone lrungry many 
times, and this morning the Indian said, pas manger.” We 

look him back with us to the camp at the month of the 
Tudian Fork, and Joaded him up with about seventy-five 

pounds of provisions. He was extremely polite, took off his 

cap and said “Ynere?,” and then put his pack on his hack and 

gtarted for the hills. 
The next morning when we rose it was raining hard, and 

five inches of snow covered the ground, The river was 
hising fast and we made a good run down, and the following 
day reached Gaspé. ‘ Yo. 

Camp Lire Hlickerings. 

/Thaf reminds me.’’ 

THE VOTING. 

S¢PigHt smurt of votes, [should allow,” remarked the 

Visitor. 

**Guess so,” was the reply, 
“Reckon there’s a bigger heap than you were counting on.” 

“Calculate not,” said the editor, 4 
“Expect they may be coming in yet?” said the Visilor, in- 

terrogatively, 
“T faney that your imagination is in accordance with the 

facts in the case.” 
‘Any of those postmasters vote?” asked the Visitor, 
“Yes, several; and one or two who gay they are postmas- 

ter’s clerks; and as their votes were mailed on the Monday 
morning after the ‘scheme’ was announced, the subscribers 

who subsequently received those papers probably found the 

Supplement pretty well thumbed.” 
“The voters all settle on about the same stories, don’t 

they?’ was the next question. 
“Not by any manner of means, The first mail Friday 

morning, December 21, brought in three lists, and no one 

story was mentioned on any two of them: in other words, 
thirty different stories were yoted for, By the time the 

balloting closes there will not be twenty stories of the ninety- 
six that haye not been named at least once as the best. 
When a card comes in from some one I know, I look over 

the stories to see which have been named; and it is quite 

entertnining to observe how the lists are made up. For 
example, a New England man has picked out all the stories 

relating to Yankeedom; a Colorado hiinter has selected 
the “big game’ yarns, a Penpsylyania clergyman’s list is 

Almost wholly made up of sungling incidents; a corres- 

pondent whose initials are often appended to discussions 

of rifle calibers, has picked ont the anecdotes about loading 
and shooting; and so it goes. The ladies all vote for the 
ow! stories.” 

“So the women do vote, do they?” 

“Just read these notes,” said the editor, handing tothe 
Visitor several scraps of letters, and the other read: 
“Parorson, N. J., Dec, 27.—Editor Forest and Stream; I 

inclose two guesses at your ‘Camp-Fire Flickerings.’ One I 
inade by virtue of the authority in me vested as a regular 

subscriber; the other was made by Mrs. 8., my better half, 
who elaims a right to guess, being a part of myself and aregu- 

lar borrower of FoREST anD STREAM, frequently borrowing it 
from me and reading it before I get a chance at it—a sort of 
postmaster’s game. We have a little private wager as to the 
inerits of our respective guesses, and shall await the result of 
the guessing tournament with anxious anticipation.” 
“Lowen, Mass., Jan, 4.—Hditor Forest and Stream; In- 

closed please find four votes onthe ‘Camp Fire Fuckerings.’ 

For fear that you will think I am trying to yote more than 
once (a common trick here in Lowell), I will explain who my 

yoters are: Mrs. is my wife. is a watchman in 

our employ who always foes a hunting with me, and is 

an errand boy here in our office. Ihave loaned my paper to 

several persous, Who said they would vote direct. Mrs. 

and myself have of course selected different stories: neither of 

us are willing to compromise in order to make our vote 
stronger, but we have leftittoour two-year old boy, and he 
says mine are the best. Itell you this that you may count 
mine twice in case I should tis Mrs, We have had 
considerable fun over the ‘Plickerings’and we shall waitpa- 
tiently for the returns.” 

“Mornine Sun, lowa,—Dear Forest and Stream: Last 
hight wife and I found enjoyment im looking over the ‘Flick- 

erings,’ and I inclosé our yote. My boy, sight years old, is 
interested, and if he gets his yote made up in time will send 
it, too.” 

“BRIDGEPORT, Jan, 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: Iinclose 
herewith two votes on the ‘Flickerings,’ one for self and one 
for my wile, who is as great a lover of Formst awn Stream 
as miyself, and who, of course, is certain of winning.” 

*“Biurrton, O,, Dec, 26.—Kditer Forest and Stream: Find 
inclosed three ballots on the ‘Camp-Fire Flickerings,’ one my 
own, another of my little girl, who has heard me read them, 

and the other a brother sportsman here. Please deposit them 

in the ballot-box and give us a fair count. We confidently ex- 
pect prizes; but if we don’t geti them the consequences will 

not le serious. We have already lad lots of pleasure in read- 

ing them and laughing over them.” 

“Pond pu Lac, Wis., Jan 12.—Your scheme has merit in it 
so far asit places the poor readers on equal terms with the 
poor authors, and they ought ‘some of them’ to have an 

award. The yote of the ‘Bashful Hunter’ was put up with 
some misgivings, but as her opinions on sports of the field and 

flood are orthodox, we haye prevailed on her to record prefer- 

ence,” 

“Do husbands and wiyes eyer vote alike?” asked the 

Visitor. 
“Not in a single instance; and we have a score or lwo of 

pairs. I might regret haying provoked all these family dis- 
serisions, but possibly the Forusr ANp SiREAM may be ac- 
complishing a great domestic, social and political mission by 
this practical test of giving our wives and mothers and 
sisters-in-law the privilege of yoting. Iam keeping all these 
letiers,” explained the editor, ‘and when Congress appoints 

a Woman’s Suffrage Committee I propose to lay the docu- 
ments before them, and show just what a sweet world of 

domestic discord this great and glorious republic would be- 
come if husbands and wives should fall to discussing politics 

and betting on elections. Why, the system would convert 
every family circle into a parabolic spiral, and then where 

would you be?” 
‘Yes, but politics and ‘Wlickerings’ are two different 

things; and to decide the merits of Presidential candidates 

is comparatively simple compared with the task of selecting 

the best ten out of ninety-six good stories, It is not easy 
for any one to do thal, even though he be not only a gentle- 

man and ascholar, but a sportsman as well.” : 

“You are right. Mere are some comments that express 

just that’ ; 

“Crncinnattr, Obio, Jan. 10.—Dear Forest and Stream: En- 
closed please find ten numbers of ‘Flickerings,’ which I trust 

will knock at least one persimmon. I won't say anything 
about their being placed in their order of merit, and I expect 
T have missed some of the best ones, but will ‘shet both eyes’ 

and turn ’ém loose on you, with a bope that astray pellet may 
reach a vital spot. Iread them over twice, and after select- 
ing about twenty numbers, picked out the inclosed ten, at 

‘memorandum,’ same as old Daye Edwards loaded and shot at 

the enemy, at the fight af Richmond, Ky. By the way, ‘that 
reminds me,’ and at some future time, I may giye you Daye's 
experience in that little ‘bresh of arms,’ in the shape ofa 
‘Wlickering.’ —KINGFISHER.” 

“HaArtForRD Crry, Ind.—Hditor Forest and Stream: I here- 

with inclosé you my vote on the ‘Camp-Fire Flickerings,’ I 
consider them all yery good, and when I select one as the best 

I see something in anotheras good, so that Iam in the fix of 
the duck shooter told about in No, 22, who did not shoot the 
bird because so many other ducks got in his way. I only hope 

there will be as many more stories in the coming year.” 

“JT can appreciate how difficult it is to decide on ten. By 
the way, here is my vote. It was easy enough to write 

down the best one, you see it is the story for whose merits I 

have been contending all this time. But the other nine 

bothered me. Ninety-six are a good many. It’s fortunate 
there were no more.’’ 

“There might have been,” replied the editor. ‘‘See these,” 
and he handed over two notes which read: 

“BrneHammTon, N. Y., Dec. 29.—Editor Forest and Stream: 

Below is my list. If Thad only known of your ‘intention I 
could have written the awfulest funny ‘Flickering’ that ever 
was; would have surely taken the prize.” 

“WASHINGTON.—Editor Forest and Stream: I am looking 
forward with much curiosity for that vote on ‘Flickerings.’ 
That was a good and novel scheme, and will be interesting 

and entertaining, Itis a fair and impartial method of settle- 

ment; but the stories are all good, and I am sorry I did not 
haye something in them of my own.” 

“To use a familiar expression, those fellows ‘got left.’ Is 
it too late for them? Won't you have more ‘Flickerings?’” 

“Oh yes. No. 97 will be printed next week, and 1] have 

several stories on hand.” 

“Good!” exclaimed the visitor; ‘‘and aman told me one, 
the other day, wuich he promised to write out. If he does 
Vl betchyer it will take the first prize next winter.” 

“There you go agnin,” said the Editor, ‘‘Hold on, your 
fish is pot in the beat yet. Just wait until this voting 

is decided, and see whether the story you have been car- 

rying at the head of the procession squeezes into the first 
seven.” i 

“Tf it don't Pll give it a prize myself; it’s the best one of 
the whole ninety—” 

“Here, read that, and give me your valuable advice,” in- 
terrupted the editor, handing over a letter from an Iowa 
man, who inclosed with his ballot “a little incident that hap- 
pened out there.’ Would you use that?” 

After the visitor had read the story hereplied: ‘I’d throw 

it into the fire and burn it up; that’s about what it is good 
for.” 

“You would, eh!” retorted the editor, “Nice editor you 
would make. Have a little conflagration here all by your- 

self eyery time a good joke came in. Might us well set fire 
to the building and burn the whole thing up at once. That's 
what it would amount to in the end.” 

“Go on,” returned the other. ‘‘You are only demonstrat- 
ing just what Ihave contended all the time, that when it 
comes right down to humor, you are ag myopic as a mole. 

My remark was figurative, jocular, and in dead earnest, I 

meant that I would put that story into the ForEsT AND 
SrreAM Camp-Fire and let ‘er flicker. As to my success as 
an editor, that, of course, is problematical; but I flatter 

myself I would know enough to keep out of the kind of box 

you are in now,” 
“What's that?” asked the other. 
“Figuring up those yotes. Do you propose to do italone?” 

“Not much. I have engaged the services of a New York 
Herald man who has had large experience in computing 

election returns,” 
‘Do you expect to pet a prize yourself?’ 
“On what?” 
“That dismal bone joke in your ‘Familiar Talk’ advertise- 

ment.” 

‘No, that is not a ‘Flickering,’ although it was intended to 

‘remind’ you of something.” 
"Thanks, I saw the mercenary moral of the talk, and haye 

a receipted bill for $4 in my pocket. Why don't you write 
a report of my call to-day and end up by advertising a dog 

paper as you did before?” 
The edifor accepled the suggestion, and now repeats that 

ballots must be sent in so as to reach this office on or before 
next Friday, Feb. 1, and as the editor of the American 

Kennel Reyistey so often says, ‘none can be received later.” 
The polls are open, 

SHE HAS VOTED. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 

Well, now you have done it! Of course it is hard to haye 
to find fault with an old and tried friend, particularly one 
so valued and necessary as the Forest anp SrreAMm; but 
haye you not taken advantage of your position, of the fact 
that we can’t do without you, to destroy the peace of thou- 
sands of once happy homes? 

Yes, it is the ‘‘Flickerings,” and the domestic blazes the 
have started. Certainly, 1 have read them—read each as it 
appeared, gave the usual chuckle, and ‘“That’s good,” smiled 
the mental ‘‘That reminds me,” perused that deceptive edi- 
torial, said ‘‘Capital idea,” re-read all the pleasant stories 
without the slightest intention of voting; felt a little sorry 
that that funny occurrence in the spring of 78 had not been 
sent on, because you know it was just a shade better than 
all the other “‘Flickerings,” and would undoubtedly have 
“led all the rest,” if one had only taken the time to write it 
up, and so on, in the usual modest strain of thought that we 
of the non-contributing staff indulge in when entertained 
by the bright thoughts of our more worthy contributing 
brothers, but which I fear has its foundation in a feeling of 
envy at their skill as raconteurs. Then a growing desire to 
show our excellent literary taste and skill in selection, a 
little more seductive reflection, then, ‘““Well, I might as well 
yote.” Happy theught. ‘How surprised the editor will be 
when he sees my card, He will say, ‘By Jove, boys, just 
see how this fellow has hit it; we must get him to contribute 
to the paper.’” The fatal poison has done its werk; ‘‘vanity 
of vanities, all is vanity.” 

The pipe is laid down and with knitted brow and severe 
expression the amatenr critic proceeds to consider, and in- 
wardly digest the pleasant labors of his more unselfish 
friends. Behold him now, severe and judicial in his tastes; 
no graye and spectacled faculty deciding on the merits of 
would-be graduates could be more self-satisfied. The eye 
that could so quickly mark the coming duck now more 
keenly searches the list of gamy anecdotes to single out and 
bring to bag the coveted “‘ten,” and one felt as if the rule 
awarding but one prize to each was quite absurd, for never 
Was one more confident of his ability to “‘scote a double” if 
the right were only granted. Alas! it was thus felt. Now 
in my sore straits and hard afflictions J do confess my fault 
and to atone to them for my harsh judgment of the unse- 
lected eighty-six, I willin my poor halting words tell the 
story of my fall. 

Like all true sportsmen I have a wife (of my own), and, 
(like all true sportsmen’s wives) she lakes a gentle yet distant 
interest in my hunting tastes, lets my gun closet and hunt- 
ing gear alone, does not cut up my fishing line for strings, 
nor use my split bamboo to hold the windows up, nor my 
landing net for a clothes bag. She once took out my oil can 
to jubricate the sewing machine, and { found myself in a 
driving rain on a pass twenty miles from home, out for a 
week’s hunt, and no oil; but that is past, and she is in gen- 
eral a very estimable person. 

Well, having made my selection, of course I could not 
‘keep down,” Says I, ‘‘A very good idea this, of the Furmsr 
AND STREAM.” 

“Oh, yes, that hunting paper you are so fond of; I don’t 
see what they can find in shooting to write so much about, 
lam sure you don’t look so well in those big boots and that 
yellow coat, with the dogs jumping all over you, parading 
around in the mud after a little duck. I wouldn’t like to 
have even a duck see me in such arig; but men are so queer. 
What is in the old paper now?” 

“Oh, nothing; only they haye collected all the zood stories 
published for some time past, and the subscribers are to 
sclect the best ten, and the best story gets a prize, and the 
one that picks out the best gets a prize.’’ 

“What, 2 prize just for picking out the best stories? Why 
any one could do that; are you going to try? What's the 
prize? Do you think they will really give il? Isn’t it funny? 
I know Leould pick it out better than you, let me see,” 
And away goes the paper, and Madame gravely proceeds to 
assimilate the yachting columns; then resumes; ‘Why there 
is nothing about it here; why this is all about ‘lead on the 
keel,’ ‘displacement,’ ‘yaywl-rie,’ “cutters vs. sharpies,’ is that 
anew kind of sleigh? i didn’t know there was anything 
about sleighs in this paper, I thought it would be all about 
hunting. Do they hunt in sleighs? Was it that you were 
talking about to Stone the other night when-you said you 
were ‘slaying’ the ducks last fall? Oh, dear! where is the 
old article any way?” 
When I came to, I showed it to her and fled. On my re- 

turn I found her sitting alone, a sheet of paper, pens and 
ink before her, covered with those occult female characters 
beside which a hieroglyph is the Roman alphabet in large 
print, and there was the Formsr anp SrReAM in a. very 
crushed and crumpled condition on the floor by her side, 
“Well, you are a nice man; why didn’t you tell me any one 
could vote? Jt sayssoin the paper. Of course, you didn’t 
want me to see it because you knew I could beat you and 
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you wanted the prize; but T wii vote, aud I haye picked out 
twenty nice stories so 1 can get two prizes.” 

“But you ean only select ten,” I ventured. 
‘Well, but there are more than ten good ones; a great 

deal more than ten; moré than twenty, but | just thought I 
would take tywenly so as to leave some for the rest. I don’t 
see why, if they want us to pick out ten good ones and there 
are twenty just as good, why I can’t pick them out just as 
well. J could have picked ont thirty, but you went on and 
picked ont ten before I did, and, of course, I didn’t pick 
out that ten because they might think you told me, and you 
ought to haye given me the first chance; it was very selfish 
for you not to; 1 can tell what is good better than you-can, 
I will get the prize, too, see if I don’t. Do you think they 
will trily give a prize? I don’t believe they will. Well, L 
have yoted anyway, Oh! do you think they will put my 
name in the paper? I would dic if they did and any one 
say it, They would think I wanted the prize, and I don’t 
care a bit for it; 1 only did it for fun and to show you that 
I ean enjoy a good story just as well as you can, and the 
stories are all very good, I think I will read that paper 
now when it comes, Isn’t it awfully long to wait until Feb- 
ruary to have it decided? and why don’t you write some of 
those absurd things you tell about when you go hunting? I 
am. sure flhiey ave just as funny as any of those old “Flicker- 
ings.” 

She has voted. And, as lhaye before remarked, ‘tyou have 
done it.” Mark Nonrrn. 

Sr. Paun, Minn,, Jan. 7. 

Che Sportsman Tourist, 

LIFE AMONG THE BLACKFEET. 

BY J, WIULARD SCHULTZ. 

Ninth Paper. 

i each trive of the nation are two painted lodges, one 
colored red, theother white. The owners of thém, like 

the Bear-men, are supposed to be favorites of the gods, and 
able to cure sickness. ‘The value of one of these lodges is 
about equal to fifteen heads of horses, and they are fre- 
quently hought and sold. The tradition rerarding them is 
this: 
Long ago, the three tribes of the Nation were camped on 

Bow River. One day two young men were sitting by the 
river making arrow shafts. Directly beneath them, where 
the water ran swiftly against a cut bank, was a large whirl- 
pool. One of the young men happening to look down, saw 
a large lodge in the bottom of the whirlpool, and he said to 
his companion, “Oh look! See that beautiful lodge down 
there; and his friend looked but could see nothing but the 
water ever whirling round andround, Then said the other, 
“J am going down into that lodge,” and his companion tried 
to dissuade him, saying, *‘Do not go, forthe River people 
will grasp you and you will neyer return.” But the young 
man was not afraid, and pullmg off his clothes, he dived 
into the water. 
When he had got to the bottom of the river, he came to 

the lodge, and it was painted red, and he went round to the 
doorway dnd entered it. Only one person sat in the lodge, 
an old man whose hair was very white andlong. He did 
not speak or lookup but keptsinginga strange song. Hanging 
up, on the inside ot the lodge, were many buffalo robes, fine 
furs, and weapons, all of them painted red, and at the doorway 
ining a bunch of hoof bells also painted red. Now, after a 
long time, the old man raised his head aud he said, “Why 
have you come in?” And the young man said, “'On the bank 
of the river I was making arrows, and way down in the 
water I saw your lodge; aud [ wished to see the way you 
live. Thatis why I came.” Then said the old man, “Your 
heart is brave, return to your people and make a lodge like 
mine; it shall be Niit-os’-e (of the sun) and the Sun will be 
glad.” 
~ When the young man returned to the bank he found his 
companion weeping and calling him by name, for he thought 
he was drowned, and he told all that he had seen in the 
underwater lodge. As they stood looking dowh into the 
whirlpool the other young man saw a lodge at the bottom 
and quickly dived into the water. After a time he veturned 
and told his companion of his adyenture; the lodge which 
he found was painted white, and inside were white buffalo 
robes, and white furs, and white painted weapons, and 
there was an old man who had spoken just as the other old 
man had spoken to the first young man who went down. 
Then the young men hurried home and told what they had 
seen, and they each madea lodge like the ones they had 
found in the whirlpool. 

Nearly all the different tribes of Western Indians with 
which the writer is acquainted, build ‘‘aweat lodges.” The 
Blackfeet arenot an exception, but it is very probable that 
their traditions revarding the origin of the ‘‘sweat lodge” 
anf the purposes for which it is used are differenti’ from 
thoge of any other Indians. According to tradition, the Old 
Man first built'a sweat lodge and told the people to do so 
that the sun would quickly hear their prayers, 
A sweat-lodge consists of a framework of light willows, 

covered with cow skin. It isin the shape of a hemisphere, 
about three feet high and six or seven feet in diameter. In 
the center a small hole is dug in the ground, in which are 
placed red-hot rocks, Every thing being ready, those who 
are to take the sweat crawl inside, the cow skins are pulled 
tightly down, so as to exclude all circulation of air, and 
water is thrown on the hot rocks, causing a dense sttam which 
males the perspiration fairly drip from one’s body. When 
the sweat is over (it generally lasts for an hour and a half), 
the cow skins are removed and the framework left for the 
sun, it never being used a second time. During the process 
of sweating, prayers are offered by the Bearznan or painted 
lodge man, Jf neither of these be present, the oldest warrior 
niales {he prayer. Occasions for building a sweal-lodge are: 
To pray for the success of a war party; to pray for the re- 
covery of persons from illness, and for a. continuance of life. 
Exniks-tip-7! entiks-tip-T! ‘Let me (be) old, let me (be) old,” 
is the constant prayer of every Indian. Women neyer en- 
ter a sweat-lodge. 

My. Joseph Kipp once told the writer that when the small- 
pox was raging among the Indians they would crowd into 
sweat lodges, take an unusually hard sweat, and then jump 
into the icy waters of the riyer. Many, he said, never 
yeached the bank again; hundreds of them being chilled and 
powerless to combat the strong current, were swept away. | 
When a war patty is made up, the one most noted for his 

bravery and success is chosen for leader. Before starting it 
is the duty of the leader to build a -sweat-lodge for a Bear- 

pipe-+man and any others whom the Bear-pipe-man may in- 
vite, Prayers are offered for the success of the party, and 
beside the sweatlodge the leader erects a pole on which is 
hung a valuable present for thesun. Each member of the 
war party also makes the sun a present, and sometimes a 
sacrifice, This sacritice consists in cutting off a long lock of 
hair or a piece of flesh, and sometimes a joint of a finger, 
and giving to the sun. Women also make these sacrifices, 
the reason for so doing being that if they give the sun a 
piece of their body he will be glad and preserve them and 
their relatives from death. Every day durine the absence 
of a war party the Bear-pipe-man,mounts his horse and, 
rattle in hand, rides all through the camp, calling out ina 
loud yoice the names of the absent ones. He also visits the 
lodges of the relatives of the absent war party and sings and 
prays that they may be successful, the Women all joining in 
the songs, In the event of a war party returning with scalps 
of the enemy, a war dance or scalp dance is held. All the 
women wear the shields, weapons and finery of their hus- 
bands, and have their hair parted and their faces painted 
just like a man’s, One or more women carry the scalps on 
slender poles, and haye the lower half of their faces painted 
black. The men, most.of them having drums, form ito a 
line, and opposite them stand the women. All sing, and in 
time to the music the womeu gradually advance and come 
upto the men, then fall back, and again advance, and so on, 
When an enemy is killed near camp it is customary to bring 
in his feet and hands, which are shot at and kicked around 
by the women, 

Whien a person dies, and as soon as life is pronounced ex- 
tinct, the female relatives of the deceased securely wrap the 
body in cow skins and robes, and having built a stout scaf- 
fold between the branches of an adjacent tree, they fasten 
the corpse to it with innumerable thongs. Contrary to a 
statement by John Young, of the Piegan Agency, all per- 
sons—men, women and children—are buried in this manner. 
Sometimes, however, chiefs are buried in their own lodges. 
There are two ways of burying in lodges; one is to suspend 
the deceased on a platform high enough from the ground to 
prevent the wolves from reaching it; the other method, as 
described by Mr. Kipp, is to dig a graye directly under the 
xccustomed sitting place of the chief. After the body has 
been laid in it a strong platform is built just above it and 
coyered over with stones and dirt, The weapons of a dead 
person were always buried with him, and inthe graves of 
women nd chiltiren articles of housewifery and tuys were 
always placed, At the burial place of a chief or a noted 
warrior several horses were generally killed, At the burial 
lodge of a chief which (le writer once found, were the skel- 
elons of four horses, Mourning observances devolve chiefly 
npon the women, The wife or mother of a deceased per- 
sou lacerates the calves of her legs, cuts off her hair and a 
joint of a finger to show her grief. The father or husband 
cuts off part of his hair and goes without lege¢ins for a num- 
ber of days. 

For the first few days succeeding a person’s death all the 
near relatives of the deceased spend the greater part of the 
time on hills adjncent to the camp, where they sit and 
mourn, calling the name of the dead person over and over 
again, until they become so hoarse they cannot speak. Atter 
a short period the men give up mourning altegether, A 
wife or mother, however, mourns for a year or two, not 
daily, but at irrerular periods. 

BETWEEN THE LAKES. 

First Paper. 

SHARCHING FOR A CAMPING GROUND. 

AST June the Judge, the Greek Professor and the writer 
set out for a vacation tourin the Upper Peninsula of 

Michigan, The Judge had been in the country before, but 
to the Greek Professor and me it was a veritable terra #neagy- 
nita. Like most men, the Judge las ahobby. He is an old 
camper-out, and his hobby is his fent. In the remote past 
he suifered from an ailment of some sort, and relief came to 
him in his tent, and he not only believes that the tent life 
cured him, but that it will cure any ailment. No matter 
what the bodily complaint of a friend, he invariably pre- 
scribes ‘‘camp life in the woods." And to that prescription 
is due the fact that the Greek Prosessor and I went to the 
woods the past summer. The Greek Professor had a “lump 
in his throat,” a veritable, old, hot, dyspeptic lump, more 
troublesome Lo eradicate than the worst Greek root he ever 
ran “cross; and I was dizzy-headed, so dizzy at limes that 
Thad to sit down right on the curbstone and wait for it to 
pass off, and I didn’t feel comfortable over it at all, and the 
doctor's stuff didn’t seem to doa bit of good either, and so 
when the Judge in his confidént manner prescribed his soy- 
ereign remedy for us we said, ‘Yes, we will try your pre- 
scription if you will only show us the way; and thereupon 
he proposed a (routing expedition in the Upper Peninsula, 
and that is the way we came to go. 

“Phe middle of June is too ¢arly by just one month,” said 
the Judge, ‘to go into the pine woods. That is the height 
of the trouting season, if is true, but then at that very time 
tle mosquitoes and the ‘no-seeems’ are haying it all their 
own way. But,” he added, ‘I know of a camping ground 
on Lake Superior where the insects seldom molest, and if 
we find them too hot for us in the interior, we will go there.” 
And so we determined to set oul_on our journey as soon as 
Court and Commencement were done with, and we didjso. 

Before leaving, however, the Judge said that, in making 
up an outfit, there were three classes of things {o be consid- 
ered: Yirst, things absolutely necessary ; second, things con- 
venient to have along; and, third, things that under no cir 
cumstances must be taken. We found a good many things 
enumerated in the third class’ by him which we would haye 
put in the first; bul we subiaitted to his dictation in all 
things, eyen as to the exact quantity of whisky to be taken, 
and that the Greek Professor, who was the only preacher in 
the party, should be burdened with the care of il, 

At the appointed time we bid our respective families fure- 
well and made for the nearest station on that great “Fishin 
Line,” the Grand Rapids & Indiana Railroad, which carrie 
us direct to Mackinaw City, whence we crossed oyer to Bt. 
Ignace, on the north side of the Straits, a delighttul old yal- 
lage, which lias recently been startled into a show of actiyily 
by the whistle of the locomotive. I have no interest in any 
railroad er sé, and it is, therefore, immaterial to. me what 
road gets the benefit of a sportsman’s money, but I do_haye 
a ‘fellow feeling” with all men who go a-fishing, and I can- 
not help but advert to the fact that one can take a coach at 
Cincinnati and keep the same seat, if he so wishes, until he 
reaches Mackinaw City, the extreme northern point of the 
Lower Peninsula, provided that coach rams on the Grand 
Rapids line. 

St. Ignace is a place of more historical interest than most 
people are aware. Indeed the entire region of the Straits is 
one brimful of historical matter attractive io lhe historian 
and the reader. From lime immemorial the Ojibswas built 
their lodges at the Point, and ij is said that the Cowrters 
du Bots and Jesuit Missionaries aa carly as 1620, the very 
year the Pilsrim Fathers landed, visited here, but Ido not 
tind the saying verified by any credible historian, Twenty- 
one years after that date, however, the Pictured Rocks on 
the south shore of Lake Superior were visited, and foriy- 
nine years after Father Marquette, the fearless priest and in- 
trepid discoverer—the first of white men to look upon the 
Upper Mississippi—established 9 mission here and bestowed 
the name of St, Isnacein memory of St. Ignatius, a saint 
in the Roman calendar, and this is the date of its first set- 
tlement by white men. Six years after establishing his mis- 
sion the good father died at the mouth of alittle riyer on the 
east shore of Lake Michigan, not far south of the promontory 
called “Sleeping Bear,” and which was long known by his 
name. He was there buried, and it is related thal one of the 
two Frenehmen who were with him at the time of his dvath 
was so overcome with grief thereat Hiat le had a mortal at- 
tack of colic, but ere the disease had done its worst, bethink- 
ing himself, he applicd a handful of earth from the good 
priest’s grave to.the seat of the pain, and al ence he was 
made well. Two years after his death the pratein! Indians 
of the St. Ignace Mission unearthed his bones and carried 
them with great pomp to St. Jenace. Thirty canoes wore 
in procession, each manned by a crew of painted warriors, 
and when the end of the journey was reached the saerad 
bones ‘were received with solemn ceremony and buried he- 
neath the floor of the lilile chapel of the mission.” In 1877, 
just two hundred years after the |urial, nn excavation was 
made on thesupposed site of the ancient chapel, and iteloscil 
in fragments of a bireh-bark eoflin, huinan hones, were found, 
supposed to have been the remains of the great discoverer. 
A purpose has been expressed’ by the Michigan people of 

erecting at some suitable point, a Mounmen! of slonein 
honor of the discoverer whose name is so houorably linked 
with that of their own Sfate. While it may hu sade to as- 
sume that that monument will never be built, yet it is pleas- 
ant to remember that the most delightfully sitnated of all 
the Lake Superior.towns and one which is destined to ever 
stand hich up in the seale of Lake Saperior commerce, per- 
petuates in its name the memory of tle discoverer, And 
after all how much better it is to have one’s name perpetuated 
in. a beautiful vittle city like Marquette, than in 4 shalt of 
atone and mortar. 

At the hotel in St. Ignace we met a party of Pittsburah 
gentlemen, from the woods. They were very boisterous and 
badly: mosquitoe bitten, They plicd each other with jokes, 
stupid jokes, very, in the breezy ail of St, lenace, but which 
may have sounded well enough aronnd the camp-fire. I was 
a good deal astonished at the pertness of these fishermen, but 
Luow see that the only trouble with them was that they did 
not know that # good camp-tire just loses much of its lustre 
when exhibited in a drawing room. 

The Pittsburgers had evidently seen a havd time of it, and 
they drew heayily upon their vocabulary for adjectives and 
expletives in their vain effort to paint the tortures inflicted 
jy mosquitoes and no-see*ems, No necd for that, however, 
for their necks, ears, foreheads, cheeks, cling, noses, hands, 
wrists, though mute witnesses, told the story of their suiver- 
ings belter than their inflated speech. But then they had 
caught trout ‘till there was no fun in it,” they said, and as 
they sat around the batroom stoye thal breezy June morn- 
ing, it was plain Lo be seen that in the future the memory of 
the biting trout would be growing greener us the memory of 
the biting insecls would be fading dimmer. 
The Detroit, Macinae and Marqnette Raitroad tukes wp the 

Grand Rapids and Indiana passenger al St. Ignace, and car 
ries him one hundred. and fifty miles (hrough the Upper 
Peninsula, and lands lim at Marquette or Lake Superior, 
This is not only anew road, but it tuns Uhrongh a truly new 
country, When we remember that settlements of white men 
ou the Upper Peninsula antedated like settlements by many 
years in Qhio, Indiana, Kentucky and Illinvis, it seems 
strange that the interior of the region should have remained 
an unknown resion to all save tlie hunter and trapper until 
within a very few years, But such is the fact, 

The early explorers kept to the water ways, ‘Their mis- 
sions and villages were established on the shores of lakes 
and banks of streams. ‘There was nothing to lvec men 
out into the pine and hardwood forests, into the marshy 
plains, and into the tamarac swamps, save the game and fur 
that there abounded, and so it happened {hah for over two 
hundred years after the first settlement was made, the interior 
remained a practically unexplored region, When the 
engineers came to run the line between St. Tenace and Mar- 
quette, they traversed the one hundred and fifty miles of 
plain and swamp and forest land intervening without passin 
ihe door of a single permanently inhabited cabin, Ib wits a 
veritable wilderness then and it is not a great deal better yer, 
The map shows towus planted along the road ai conyenieut 
distances from each other; but, with only (hiee or four 
exceptions, these towns amount to no more thin i single 
cabin in which a sang of section men ave lodged. 

Such a country, when well stocked with deer and fish, as 
is the Upper Peninsula, must be 4 country supremely inter- 
esting to the sportsman, and if in this or any of the papers 
of this series which may follow, there should seem fo any 
one to boa needless prolixity, 1 twust it will he vemem- 
bered that the main purpose of the writer is to give informa- 
tion to brether sportsmen. " 
To cut my story short, we went out therailrond p hundred 

miles to Munising Station, whence we Went dows to Minis- 
ing Bay on Lake Superior, four miles from the railrosd, and 
there we met Mr. Edward Cox, who generously loaned us 
the Band Piper, which Jolm Olajls, an Indian preacher, 
sived for us down to Miner's Creek, six miles east of the 
place of our embarkation, where we went into camp und 
spent aweek, part of which was made miserable by the 
insects. As we were borne over the plains and throngh 
the swamps and woods lying between St. Tgnacu and Munig- 
ing Station, we took notice that the streams were bank ful, 
and that all the low places were flooded, An unprecedented 
rainfall had visited the region all through the early summer, 
4 civcumstance by no means. caléulated to repress mosquitoes, 
gnats, and flies, as every sportsman knows, anid now when 
we had made our camp near the lake shore, we found that 
eyen there we were so fiercely asseiled that lite was a 
burden, and more than that, the waters were so high im the 
Ke-che-kah-sah-pe-kah-se-pe or Miner's Creek, that the trout 
disdained to rise to fly, or nibble ata worm. ' ‘ 

Our stay here, however, was not wholly devoid of ane 
dent. The Judge conceived ofa plan whereby le hoped ta 
circumvent our tormentors during the night fime at least, 
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it out, by constructing a 
with which he sur- 

lime we went to bed, 

and he proceeded at once to carry 
sort of curtain out of mosquito har 
rounded our bed, At the appointed ( 
but we soon found the enrtain was no protection, 

mogqnitocy seemed to be on the inside as on the out, There- 

pon the Judge declared that “there was nothing like gut 
powder for mosquitoes anyhow,” and at once he proceeded 

to clear the tent with the fumes fvom burnt powder. With- 

ot striking a light, he procured his powder and touched it 

off beneath the curtam, and as the lurid sheet of flame shot 
through the bar and wearly wp to the ridge pole of the tent, 
the dozing Greek Professor plunged out of bed under the be- 
lief (hat the camp had blown up, and it wis sometime before 

wecould make bim understand that nothing more serious 

had happened than the destruction of « dozen yards of mos- 
quite bar, ' 

But the wind shifting from the sonth to the novth during 
our stay here, thereafter we had no more trouble with the 
insects. But from another source came wv disturber to cul 
Sliort our sleep. Hedgehogs are very numerous liereabouts, 
and if there is one thing a hedge hog loves to do Wetter than 
spaw ata bourd during the night Lours, we fail fo discover 
it. Wo sooner had the insect nuisance abated than we began 
to observe the hedgchoe; and the Judge, who is exceedingly 
nervous and easily disturbed of nights, soon had his teuth on 
bdee it their persistent aud exasperating gnawing. On more 
than one occasion he went out and whipped the brutes off, 
snd finally he declared that at their next visit he intended to 
vo ont and kill them outright, The “next visit” was.soon 
nade, and ont the Judge went, ‘breathing threatenings anc 
slaughter.” The Greek Professor and 1 wert not so casily 
discamposed as the Judge, and we rather enjoyed lis noc- 
ttirnal raids, and never more so than this night. We heard 
him thrashing on the ground aud beating on the logs in au en- 
desyor to frighten then off, and finally we heard him say, 
“Darn you!” We knew then a ¢risiswas about to come. 
The Judge never swears, but when greatly provoked he some- 
times uses that meaningless “darn,” “Darn you!” suid the 
itite Judee, and then there wosa momentary pause. We 
could not sce the Judge, but he was ¢vidently getting into 
position, so as to hit something hard; offer which came & 
swift, sharp ‘‘zweap,” followed by such a clatter at a hound- 
jing kettle us brought us both to ou feet. 

“Mureiful fathers!* exclaimed the Greek Professor, as he 
ran out of doors. ‘What ig the matter?’ 

“Tarn it!” suid the Judge; “I mistook the pot fora hedge 
hog.” 

‘And so we laughed ourselves to sleep that night, 
Tt must not he supposed thaf the Judge was the only man 

whose acts brought merriment to our camp, The Greek 
Professor odcasionally got in a little work which made sport 
forus. He ond the Judge both were fishermen, and the 
latter had killed a deer, several of them in fact, but the 
former had not. He was, as might be expected, peculiarly 
noxious to add one to the list of his achievements, and had 
provided himself with a muzzle-loading squirrel rifle for 
that purpose. Tard hy our camp was a blind within con- 
venicnh distance of a “lick,” which the Indians at some 
previous time had made, aud which, judging from the 
“sions,” was then frequently visited. The Greelk Professor 
expressed himselt as quite sire thatif he could once get a 
bead on o bie buck the buck was his, and when the Judge 
hinted that the buck ague was apt to supervene afi such erit- 
i¢al moments the Greek Professor fairly ‘laughed him to 
scomn.’ Full of hope ind confidence, the Greek Professor 
went forth carly one coo! morning to kill his first deer, Not 

~ long did he wait until a buck, the very buck the Greek Pro- 
fessor had hoped to meet, suddenly made its appearance at 
the root of the pine where the salt had been strewn. What 
a splendid mark! Less than fifty yards away and standing 
broadside fo him. Bang goes the Greek =Professor’s gun. 
The boek looks avound a moment and then licks away at 
that precious salt, The Greek Professor is in a tree and the 
foolish nek never once thinks of looking up into a tree for 
a Gréeck Professor witli a squivrel gun. The gun had gone 
olf before the Greek Professor was quite ready. In fact, il 
was not in position for shooting, and somehow it had gone 
oil of its owu accord. A tiyig must have touched the trigger 
he thought, that is, ifhe thought at all, It isnot quite sure 
that he did any thinking just then. His heart thumped so 
violently and his whole body trembled so that he was 
scarcely in 4 cindiiion to think. Bot he loaded his gun 
ain, Ide could not measure his powder in the charger, for 
his hand trembled too violently for that, but le managed to 
stick Lhe end of his horn against the muzzle of his gun and 
poured the powder direct from the horn, Then he rammed 
a bullet down without 4 patch and dabbed on a cap, and this 
time he took aim. At least lhe thought he did, but when 
questioned and cross-questioned afterward about it, he had 
no recollection of seeing any but the forward sight, Any- 
how “bine” went his gun the second time, after which the 
Greek Professor could tell no more. We heard three shots 
fired, buf the Greek Professor was so far gone in the deli- 
rium that invariably follows a first attack of buék ague, that 
we cannot make him believe that he shot tliree times at that 
devr and then came home with a bullef in bis gun and no 
powder behind it! 

iy due time we procured a boatman to carry us further on 
our way. The Judge assured us that on a highpoint of Jand 
at Beaver Lake, about nineteen milés east of Muvising and 
beyoud the castern extremity of the Pictured Rocks, we 
would surely be exempt from the insects, and Captain Jim 
Kishkatog coming for us by previous arrangement, we sel sail 
one bright morning and by the middle of the afternoon had, 
in the ornate Janguage of Bancroft, the historian, “sailed by 
the cliffs of pictured sandstone,, which for twelve miles rise 
three Lundred feet in height, fretted by the violence of the 
chafing wives into arches snd bastions, caverns and toywer- 
ing walls, heaps of prostrate ruins and erect columns, 
crowned with Fantastic entablatures,” and had landed at the 
mouth of (he Ahmeek-we-se-pe ov Beuver Creek, where we 
Taadeé our camp on a wind-swept promontory, aid for three 
weeks made it our home, D. D. Banta, 

A sowie Fisn.—A Philadelphia paper credits Rev. 
Dr. Wayland Hoyt with this: ‘LT wasin California. In San 
Francisco, near the water works, was a large tank, and in 
that tank was a fine large California trout. Lt was very 
tume and the clerks used to catch flies and hold them oy er 
the water, and the trout would come up to the surface and 
take (he fiy {rom their fingers, Well, one day an idle cleric, 
lived of the usual thing, placed a nics fat fiy upon the hook 
of a bent pin, His troutsbip came up as usvigl and. was 
cowght The clerk released him‘and enjoyed tho joke, But 
would you helieye it, after that daytwenty hotel clerks could 
stand around that tank and that fish would take flies irom 
eyery one except the.man who played the loaded fly on him.” 

As many 
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DOWN THE YUKON ON A RAFT. 

BY DILUT. FRED'K SCHWATKEKA, U. 5. ARMY, 

Fourth Paper. 

We left ourraft aiongside the beach of Lake Tahk’-o in 
the las{ atticle, and leaving it there for 1 short while a stroll 
along its shores showed 4 greit number of well-trimmed 
logs tliat strongly resembled telegraph poles, and would 
have been sold for those necessary nuisances in a civilized 
country had they been there, They were finally made out 
10 be the logs used by Indians in vafling down the slream, 
and well-trimmed by constant attrition on the rocky beaches 
while held there by storms, Most of these were observed on 
the nortlerm shoves of the Jakes where the current, slight as 
itis, coupled with the prevailing south wind, naturally drifts 
them. I afterward ascertained that rafting was quite a 
usual thing slong the headwaters of the Yukon, and that.we 
were not pioneers in this rude art hy any manner of means, 
although we hid thonght so from the direful prognostica- 
lions they were continually making’ as to our proliable suc- 
cess will) onr own. The ‘‘cottonwood” canoes already 
referred to are Very scarce craft, there probably not existing 
oyer ten or tavelve the whole length of the river to old Fort 
Sellark, and many of their journeys up tle stream are per- 
formed by the natives on foot, carrying thrir limited neces- 
sifies on their backs, and when they returo a small raft of 
tyyo to six ov eight loms is nade anil they float down with 
the current in the streams and pole and sail across the lakes. 
Campating their logs wilh telegraph poles gives one a good 
idea of the usual size of the timber of these districts. The 
acareity of good woolen canoes also is explained by this 
smallness of their size; while bireh hark canges are unknown 

jin this part of the river until old Port Selkirk is reached. 
This same Lake Tahk-o, or certainly one very near to it, 

had been reached by a Mr. Byrnes in the employ of the 
Western Union Telesraph Company, Many of the readers 
of the Forssr anp Srreaware probably not acquainted 
with the fact that this great corporation, about the end of 
our civil war, concéived the giand idea of uniting civilize- 
tion in the eastern and wesfern continents by a telegraph line 
running by way of Behring Straits, and that a great deal of 
fhe preliminary surveys, and oven a vast amount of the work 
had been completed when the success of the Atlantic cable 
pul a stop to the project. The Yukon River had been ex- 
amined fromdts mouth as fat as old Fort Yukon (then a 
flourishing Hudson Bay post) some one thousand miles trom 
the mouth im their interest, although it had previously been 
explored by the Russian and Hudson Bay trading companies. 
Mr, Byrnes, a practical miner from the Caribon mines of 
British Columbia, crossed the Tah-co Pass, already cited, 
got on to one of the sources of the Yukon and descended it 
to the yicinity of the lake of which lam writing, Here it 
appears ke was recalled by a courier sent on his trail and 
déspétched by the telegraph compiny, who were now 
mournfully assisting in the jubilee of the cable's success, 
and he retraced his steps oyer (he river and takes and re- 
turned to his former oceupation. 
Whether he ever furnished a map of this journey, so that 

it could be called an exploration, [do not know, but from 
the books founded in part on that trip I shonld say not, con- 
sidering their great error. One of these already noticed by 
its title said in a mournful way that, had Mr. Byrnes con- 
tinued his trip onlyaday anda half further in the light 
bireh bark candés of the country, he would have reached old 
Fort Selkirk, and thus completed the exploration of the Yu- 
kon, Had hereached Selkirk, he would baye had that credit had 
he recorded it, however rough his notes may have been, but he 
would never have done so in the light birch bark eanves of the 
country, for they do not exist, as already stated, and as to doing 
it in a day and a half, our measurements from this point to 
Selkirk show nearly 450 miles, and observations show that 
the Indians seldom exceed about six hours in their cramped 
canoes, and would haye to go at the rate of a little over a 
minute and a half for each miile. At this canoe gait along 
the whole river, across Behring Sea and up the Amoor, the 
telegtaph company need not have completed their line along 
this parl, but just turned their dispatches over to these 
couriers and they would have only ben a few hours behind 
the lightning, if it would have been worked as slow as it is 
now in the interest of the public. 
We passed out of Tabk-o Lake, some eighteen miles long, 

(forty-tive by one authority, who never saw it) a little after 2 
in the afternoon, and entered the first considerable length ot 
river tliat we had yet met on the trip, abount nine miles 
long, and quit it at 5, which was quite an improvement in 
our lake gait even atthe fastest. When on the lakes a high 
tice near the beach projected against the distant hill would 
20 creeping along its outline like an application fora ‘‘six 
months” leave, and then suddenly entering a swift outlet 
they would go buzzing along like an officer taking advan- 
tage of the leave, Onthe right hand bank we saw a tolerable 
well built “Stick” Indian house about four miles from the 
entrance. Near it in the water was a swamped Indian canoe, 
and one of our natives bailed it out, and in a manner as 
novel as it was effectunl. Grasping if ove side and near the 
cenler, a rocking motion, fore and aff, was kept up, the 
bailer waiting until the recurrent waye was just striking the 
particular end that he tipped down, and as this was repeated 
the canoe was slowly lifted until it stood at his waist, with 
not enough water in it to sink an oyster can, and in a space 
of time not much greater than it has taken to relate it. ‘This 
house was desersed, but evidently for only a while, as a 
great deal of their material of the chase and fisheries were 
still to be seen Lavgiig inside on the vafters, There were 
also a reat number of dried salmon in the house. oné of the 
staples that now commence appeuring on this part of the 
tiver, nearly 2,000 miles from its mouth. This salmon, when 
drivd before putrefaction sets in, is bearable in its eating 
qualities, ranking somewhere between Limburyer chvese and 
walrus hide, aud collecting some of it occasionally from 
Indians as we floated by, we would use it as a lunch in 
homeopathic quantities, until some of us got so that we 
really imagined we liked it. 

Floating down the river and coming near any of the low 
points we were at once visited by myriads of small black 
gnats, whose pressing questions were very pointed, and 
which formed 2 handsome addition to the mosquitoes that 
did not diminish in the least as we descended the river. 
The only protection from them was in being well out from 
land und # good wind blowing, or when forced te camp on 
shore a heavy smoke would often reduce them to a bearable 
minimum. When we camped that evening on the new lake 
the signal smoke of the Tahk-heesh Indiaus was still burn- 
tug ahead of 16 some six or seven miles, which showed low 
much we bad Geen mistaken in estimating: the distunee to it 
the day before, A tree has something definite in ils size, 
and even a butte or a mountain peak has something tangible 

utew days later would look ike a Unite 
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on which a person can base a calculation for distance, even 
a cloud has a form which can be grasped by an fyerage 
ynind, but when one comes down to smoke I think the maxi- 
mum of indefiniteness has been reached, especially when 
one wants to estimate how far away it may be, 1 bad no- 
ticed this often before when on the plains where it is still 
worse than ina hilly country, where one can at least say 
that itis heyond the hill back of which it rises, bul when 
looking down a river yalley often no such guides ara to be 
had. Iremerber when traveling through the sand hills of 
Western Nebraska that a smoke that was estimated to be ten 
ox fifteen and possibly twenty miles away teok two days’ 
long traveling in an army ambulance to reach the blackened 
district Where if had been. 

The shores of the new lake—which I named Lake Marsh 
after a well-known scientist of our country—was composed 
of clay stones, jumbled together ina rocky confusion, and 
where the water reached them and beat upon them it had 
yeduced them toa sticky clay, not easy lo walk throush. 
This, accompanied with the vast amount of mud that the 
glacier streams had brought down, and which was distin- 
fuishable by its whiler color and impalpable character of its 
ingredients, nearly filled the new lake, at least for wide strips 
along the shores where it had been beaten up by the storms. 
The ratt stuck several times, although dvawing a little less 
than two feet of water, at distances from the shore of from 
fifty toa himdred yards, and the only alternative was to 
wade ashore in our rubber boots and tie the raft by a long 
line whenever we wanted to camp. One night, an ingsliore 
wind of no light character coming up, our raft, while un- 
loaded, was gradually lifted by the high wayes comihg in, 
and brought a few inches further cach time, until a number 
of yards had been made. 

The next morning when loaded, the work to pry it off is 
easier to conceive than to describe, but it tauglt us a Jesson 
that we took to heart, and thereafter a friendly prod or two 
was generally given at the ends of the cumbersome craft te 
keep it afloat as the load weighted it down, When the wind 
was blowing vigorously from some quarter—and it was only 
when it was blowing that we could set sail and make any 
progress—these shallow mud banks would tinge the water 
over them with a dirty color that was instrong contrast with 
the blue water over the deeper portion, and by watching this 
demarcation line closely when under sail, the most fayorable 
points could be made out to reach the bank for camping 
purposes. ‘ 

Going into camp on the lakes was generally quite an easy 
affair. Sailing until 9 or 10 o'clock in the evening if the 
wind was fair, it was still light enough lo see from the raft 
where a probable camping place would be, and when we got 
close into the shore, if it did not suit us we would keep along 
near by until we found one that did, There was alwiyas 
plenty of wood, and, of course, water, almosf everywhere, 
so about all that was needed was a dry place large eniugh 
to pilch a couple of tents for the white people and a tent ty 
for the Indians, but simple as the latier seemed. it was very 
otten quite difficull to obtain, It was really seldom that we 
found places where tent-pins could be driven in the ground, 
and when rocks large enough to do duty as pins, or fallen 
timber or brush for the satne could not be had, we generally 
put the tent under us, spr¢ad our blankets thervon, crawled 
in, and sticking our nose in the air (not from pride, but be- 
sause we had to), we went to sleep—when the mosquitoes 
wouldiet us, The greatest comfort in pitching the tent was 
in keeping out the mosquitoes, for then we could spread our 
bars with some show of success, allhough the constantly re- 
eurring light rains made us often regret that we had made a 
bivonac, not particularly on account of the slight! wetlings 
we got, but for the constant fear that it was going to be 
really much worse than it ever occurred. I deity any person 
to sleep out with only a blanket or two over them, and have 
a great cloud sprinkle a drop or two of rain in their face and 
not imagine that the deluge was coming next. I have tried 
it for ten or twelve years, and haye not got over the feeling 
yet. If, after camping, a storm threatened, a couple of 
skids fore and ait were placed under the beached logs to 
prevent breaking it off, Both ends of the raft were, of course, 
secured by ropes. When the wind set in from ahead we, of 
course, rowed ashore to the nearest point so as to losé as little 
as possible of our gaining. The baggage on the raft, like 
that in an army wagon or of a pack-train, in a few days so as- 
sorted itself that the part necessary for the night’s camping 
was always the most handy, and but afew minutes was 
required after landing until tle evening meal was ready. 

So important was it to make the entire length of the river 
(over 2,000 miles) within the short time eneompased he- 
tween the date we had started and the probable date of de- 
parture of the last vessel from St, Michaels, near the mouth 
of the river, for civilization, that but little time was left for 
rambles throuch the country, and much as I desired to take 
a hunt inland, and most of all make an ingpection of the 
nature of the country, 1 felt over my shoulders the constant 
fear that by so doing I might be compromising our chances 
of getting out of the conntry before winter would effeciu- 
ally yeto it. Therefore, from the very start it was one con- 
stant fight against time to ayoid such an unwished for con- 
tingency, and the readers of the Forest AND SCREAM must 
expect only such imcidents as would arise from starting 
early, going all day, camping late at night, and renewing 
this programme from day to day. On the 28th of June a 
good fair breeze on Lake Marsh, continuing past sumsct 
(which it seldom did), we kept on our way until well past 
midnight before it died out with us. So bright was itat 
miduicht that type the sizeof Toresy anp SrREAM conld 
easily be read, aud but one star in the blue unclouded sky 
made its appearance, tnd that was the brilliant Venus. 

Lake Marsh was the first water that we could trust in 
which to tuke 1 bath, and even then—and for that fact the 
whole length of the river—it was only on still, warm, sunny 
days that one could do so, Belowold Fort Selkirk on the 
Yulzon, where the White (so called ou account of ils muddy 
waters) Rivet comes in, bathing is almost undesirable on ac- 
count of the large amount of sediment the water holds, its 
swift current and muddy banks allowing it to hold much 
more, and furnishing a ready base of supplies, therefore, 
than any river of thé western slope that I know, Its lem- 
perature also seldom reaches that point that will allaw one to 
plungein all over with any comfort. One annoyance in bath- 
ing in Lake Marsh in the warm, middle portion of the day 
was the large number of “horse” flics—if they could be 
called such—that made it unsafe for a person to stop swing- 
ing & towel in the sir, for if they did it was uncertain when 
a descent would be made by them sand a picce bitten out that 

States brand on & 
Government mule, One person’s hand bitten by one of 
them was completely disabled for a week, and at the moment 
of infliction it was bard to comprehend that you were not 
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disabled for life. With “horse” flies, gnats‘and mosquitoes, 
avd everything that can bile except mad dogs and “bunko” 
steerers, the Yukon Valley is not held up as 9 paradise for 
future tourists, 

The almost constant sonthern winds which had been 
blowin since we left Lake Lindeman, and which had been 
our salvation, we could see were constant companions of 
this country by the way the small spruce and pine trees in- 
yariably leaned to the iorth, especiully where their isolated 
condition and exposure on flat, level tracts gave the wind full 
play to influence their upright positions. Near Lake Linde- 
man a dwarted contorted pine was noticed that was not only 
twisted around its axis two or threc times in itsascent of 
fiftven or twenty feet, but also its axis was twisted in a spiral 
that. made two or three turns in its Jength, and then as if to 
add confusion to disorder, it was bent in a graceful sweep to 
the north to conform to the general leaning of all the trees 
similarly exposed. There was a general brash condition of 
all the wood which was very apparent when we started to 
make pins for binding the raft, while it was seldom that a 
log was found large enough to have been available for cutting 
for timber, 

The little cove into Which we put on the 19th of June, 
chased by a gale, by n singular streak of good fortune had 
just the logs we wanted, both in Jength and size, to repair 
our raft, and I do not think we saw such a good chance 
again on the upper waters of the Yukon. Further down 
every island—and the Yukon has probably nearly as many 
islands as any dozen of rivers of the same size in the world 
put together—has its upper end covered with enough timber 
to build all the rafts that a lively party could construct ina 
yeur. Lake Mav’sh also had a few terraces showing on the 
hillsides, but not near so well marked as further back on 
some of the other lakes noticed, Along these, however, were 
pretty open prairies, ceyered with the dried yellow grass 
from last year, this summer's growth having evidently not 
yet forced its way through the dense mass, and more than 
one compared them, ivregular as they seemed, with the stub- 
ble fields of oats or wheat in more civilized climes. I doubt 
not but that they furnish good grazing {o mountain goats, 
¢aribou aud moose, and would be sufficient for cattle could 
they keep on frrendly terms wiih the mosquitoes. Accord- 
ing to the general termsof the survival of the fittest and the 
growth of muscles the most used to the detriment of others, 
# band of cattle in the fur future in this district would be all 
tail and no body, or the present status of mosquitoes would 
have to cease, 

{TO BE CONTINUED. | 
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WINTER’S TALES. 

PFAHERE are goings cn about us under cover of night, 
Which are unknown tous and unsuspected when the 

ground is bare, but fully reyealed when the earth is asleep 
under its white blanket, upon which the record is written so 
plainly that he who runs thereou may read it. 
Who eéyer thought that wild shy Reynard came so neéay us 

of his own free will, till the prints 1b the snow informed us 
of his nightly visits? Now we see that he has been within 
euoshot of the house while we were asleep, and we can 
trace every step of his devious course, and almost read his 
thoughts in his tracks. Here he came to the footpath which 
leadls to the barn, and made a full stop to take u suspicious 
sniff at it before le yentured to cross the tainted trail of his 
arch enemy, Then he tried the fiayor of a fallen frozen 
apple, aud found it not to his taste, for one small bite satis- 
fied him. Then he heard the squeak of a fleld mouse and 
turned aside to unearth or unsnow 2 morse) more to his lik- 
ing. A waft of the hen-roost came to his nostrils here, and 
he reconnoitred that paradise at a sale distance. We can 
almost see bis sharp. wistful nese turned toward it, itching 
with the tempting fragrance. But discretion gol the better 
of his yalor, and his stomach aud he veered off. Perhaps 
the baying of the house dog quickened his pace, for he made 
some flying leaps before he again fell to printing leisurely 
footsteps, tending toward the hills. Doubtless he made the 
same roundsin spring, summer and fall nights, but in the 
morning there was no sign of his recent presence perceptible 
to any but the hound, 
We seldom see the weasel, for he has bargained wilh the 

seasons to hide him, yet these footprints, in resnlar pairs 
alongside the wall, only distinguishable by their smaller size 
from those of his Jarger cousin, the mink, show that he is 
one of our near ucighbors. He ought hardly to be an un- 
welcome one, though he sometimes makes sad havoc among 
the poultry, for he wages constant warfare upon the hordes 
of meadow mice, and 1s an unrelenting foe of the rat, more 
terrible than the cat. He is braver than puss, and so slender 
that no rat hole is inaccessible to him; the lithest of our 
fourtooted things. 

In February and March we may read the record of the 
mink’s jourpeys along the streams, and Jearn what a traveler 
he becomes when his heart is set #-burning. No matter what 
the weather is, frost cannot cool its ardor nor rain quench its 
fire when he goes a-wooing, miles and miles away trom his 
home burrow. 

After x thawy night we see how near to our door the 
skunk has walked or cantered, deliberate in either pace. 
Taking his back track, we may find that he has been all 
wiuter so near us 48 the barn, keeping house undcr the hay- 
mow. We would have trod gingerly had we known that 
we were delying down toward such a Chinese bomb, when 
we were pitching out the fodder, He seems bent on no evil 
now, but walking out more to get a breath of fresher air and 
to see something of the world again by starlight. He takes 
a lunch of the offal left from the butchering, or the carcass 
of a winter-killed sheep, but he does not yisit the hen-roost. 
We knew that Grimalkin was a night-walker, but now we 

have knowledge of where he bas been and something of his 
doings while he was abroad, though it is hard to tell what 
took iim to the woods at this season, when birds are scarce 
and their nests umpty. He is nothing bul a diminutive, 
half-tamed panther at best, and it ia likely that the wild part 
of him took the tamer half awuy for rebaptism in the forest 
shadows. On his Way through the orchard he turned aside 
to make a sprive ata Jow-hung vireo's nest, and its torn 
bottom shows that his leap was true, We think he was 
fooled jumping at a bird’s nest in winter, till our friend, the 
bew-bunier, a cunning reader of the book of Nature, after 
luoking a little, says; ‘‘Perlinps pussy wasn’t so foolish 
after nll, You see by the scartered litter of ihe nest that the 
wind was blowing right lo him where he turned out of his 

course {o come here, and it carried to him the scent of some- 
thing, probably a deer mouse, curled up for a nap in the old 
nest.” He has been to the barn in the meadow to look after 
his stock of mice there; and if we come upon him in this 
fame preserve of his, his old wildness will show itself in his 
skulking, stealthy motions, and will glare at us out of his 
green eyes as he crouchesin a dim corner, half at bay, half 
ready to turn tail, enough to send a shiver down one’s back, 
Can this sayage be the same mild-looking fellow that was 
purring so gently under the kitcnen stove last ¢yening? 

These tracks, near the rrannary, beginning and ending so 
abruptly, are not those of some small plantigride, as one 
might think, but the footprints of the handsomest as well as 
the most unpopular of our winter birds, the bliejay. He 
will steal when he can and his yoice is discordant, but his 
beauty and his presence here in winter shonlil atone for 
many tricks and shortcomings. Now, he has only been 
picking up the scattered kemels that- have fallen through 
the floor, and perhaps varying his scant fare with a few 
prt of fat torn from the pig’s plucks hanging against the 
crib, 

Further afield there the tall weeds overtop the snow, it 
is printed thick with the tracks of snow buntings, true birds 
of winter, wearing its livery of sere leaf and snow, with 
voices like the creaking and inkling ofice. They bring the 
far North down to us, and make us neighbors to the Esqni- 
maux and Laps, whose nets and gpringes they have escaped. 
How lately have they seen those wild people and how were 
they. petting on when Jast they flurried past their igloos and 
Teindeer-skin tents? 

Tf in the fall we saw no signs of meadow mice, and hoped 
that adyerse seasons had cut off their tribe, the snow now 
shows somany of their shafts, bored from helow, round as 
auger holes, and so many little tracks radiating from them 
that we know how busily they are tunneling next the earth, 
and that young apple trees are not likely to go unscathed by 
them, nor fox, owl, hawk or weasel to go hungry for lack of 
them. Yet, when the snow is very deep, they rarely come 
to the surface, but carry on their work unsuspected, till 
spring or a great thaw brings it to light. 

Once in many winters, not in the depths of the ice season, 
but near the beginning or end, we see 4 puzzling track lead- 
ing up some little brook, disappearing here and there, as he 
who made it found a way under the shellice, always walking 
or rather waddling with broad webbed footprints, wide apart, 
and between them the narrow trail of something dragged 
behind. What was it, beast or bird? Any trapper will 
tell us that it was only a muskrat who, impelled by lack of 
food and water, persecution of enemies, hatred of his kind 
or desire to see something of upland life, had forsaken the 
huts of the marshes and the adjacent burrows, and come ex- 
ploring this world unknown to his people. Doubtless he 
saw much that was new to him, and suffered the harcships of 
cold, hunger and thirst, like many another explorer, The 
rudder that steered him so well in his accustomed waters 
was only a drag in this dry wintry waste, and doubtless be- 
fore we saw his track some fox or great ow! hac made an end 
of it and him, 

Uf we find no more tracks to read in the woods thanin the 
fields, there are some we do not see in the meadows and pas- 
tures. Here the ruffed grouse has rayed the snow with his 
well-defined and unmistakable footprints, and left the mark 
of his pinions when. he took flight toa tree, We know the 
very branch whereon he alighted by the clods of snow be- 
neath it, let fall when it exchanged burdens, Little he cares 
for being snowed under, Here is the mould of his piump 
body where, by the signs left, he must haye lain for days, 
warming himself under the snow quilt that the last snowfall 
spread over him. When he bad become warm enough and 
hungry enough, he rent. it asunder and went hurtling to the 
nearest birch to Hill his crop with buds. He never leaves his 
couch on foot, but bursts from if as if he had suddenly felt 
an inward gnawing—or the danger of an outward one if Rey- 
nard's nose should sniff the secret of lis hiding, 

Here is the broad trai! of our nurthern hare sunk but little 
below the surface of the lightest snow, for he has his suow 
shoes always with him. What has he been so busy nbout in 
the long winter nights to make so many tracks? One hare 
will make you think that a bundred had been here, if you 
will believe what he has set down; yet be is not a yoter nor 
has the census taker anything to do with him, Winter as 
well as autumn befriends him and powders his brown coat 
till he looks like a fluffy snow ball as he sits in his form 
under a snow-laden evergreen. Such faith has he in his dis- 
guise that he will let you almost lay your hand ou him before 
he takes to lis heels. But try to touch him and a little ava- 
lanche goes shooting over the snow, its course more fo be 
sven than itself, by the sway and jar and sudden unlading 
of low branches. 
A fox has made his bed on a rock and slept with ears and 

nose alert if not with an eye open, ready to start at the first 
sound or scent of danger. He has left some threads of his 
longest fur on his cold mattress to tantalize the hound who 
has worked his slow way hither on the old trail. And here is 
the track of the hunter following both these others, and easily 
enough known from that of the wood chopper, who has gone 
slraight to his work, only stopping to hght his pipe, as we 
may see by the half burned match and the stamp of his axe 
and dinner pail close by the halted boot prints. 

The gray squirrel has been out digging for food, and by 
the fragments he has leif—here chips of a pine cone, there 
the cmpty shell of a nut—we see that in eyery place where 
he went down to the mold he found some morsel to help 
him in the stress of winter. What fine sense directed him? 
Tf you think it only chance, try how many times you will 
have to probe the unmarked, even whiteness before you 
strike either cone or nut. His tracks and those of his saucy 
little red cousin lead from one tree to another, under foot, 
and then are lost, for they have gone homeward or a wan- 
dering by the air line of the branches, We seldom sce the 
bigger of the two in our winter walks, for though we may 
hear him barking not a furlong away, if we attempt to ap- 
proach him the crunching of our footsteps alarms him, and 
he puts a whole great tree trunk or the wall of a hollow one 
between himself and us. But in any pleasant day, and in 
some rather bitter ones, the little red scapegrace jters at us 
and all the world in plain sight, or unconcernediy rasps his 
nut, silting at ease on a near branch under shelter of his tail, 

There are but few tracks of birds to be seen in the woods, 
for excep the grouse they mostly keep aloft, where their 
food is. Whathewer of wood bas been here working wholly 
aloft avd leaying no sign but his chips? Ge was a sturdy 
wielder of tools whoever he was, for the snow is covered for 
a yard about the bole of a dead tree with slabs of bark as 
big as one’s hand and chips of wood as big as one’s thumb. 
That loud, quickly repeated call, cutting the air as sharpl 
as his beak the wood, is his, and he is the pilcated wood- 

Beast the greatest of his tribe who inhabit or yisit these 

A thaw has awakened the raccuou and he has turved out 
of is winter quarlers to ge waddling sway im search of old 
friends ov of a sweetheart, perhups, but cerfainly not of 
food; for he sicers for the nearest ’eoon tree or den, He 
had the forethought to eat enongh last summer and fall 
when corn was green, and troys were leaping, to last him all 
Winter; and there is fat on his ribs yet. Often s whole 
family of raccoons go forth together on these visits. Woe 
betide the one or the many, if tle trail leads to a hollow 
tree, and the hunter finds it ard follows it there, His axe 
lays Jow the tree, and the unhappy brutes bite the white 
dust of winter; and next day their skins ave nailed fo ihe 
side of a barn. 

The deermouse can have come abroad for nothing hut 
pleasure, for he has n bountiful store of food Inid up at home, 
But poor fellow! There has heen a little tragedy en- 
acted here im the silent woods under the stmlight 
There were no witnesses; but the story is written for us, 
simply and plainly énough in blueand white. On either 
side of the sudden termination of his little trail are the light 
marks of a small owl's pinions. Not one tiny drop of blood 
nor tufl of tine fur is here, but we know that poor mousy is 
dead and gone, and never will his great eyes see that 
home again. 
Some strange and rare yisitors come and go across this 

tell-tale waste, leaving no token of their brief pussage save 
their tracks in the snow, Few of our hunters have come 
nearer than that to sveing a fisher, an otferovalyrx. A 
panther, which I never saw, showed mz ly the prints of his 
tremendous leaps what prodigious power he possessed, bet- 
fer, perhaps, than if I had seen him, Fora fayored few 
his yells added a shiver to the winter midnight air. 

Cold following a thaw makes 4 ernst whereon the wander- 
ers lenve no record of their journeys, but over i} come seur- 
rying the last leaves from trees miles away, and seeds voy- 
age tar across it to colonize distant fields with their kind. 
The days lengthen and grow warmer, and as the eyrth gets 

bare the snow shrinks to the fencvs and hollows. We can 
see the bounds of distant hillside farms traced in lines of 
shining silyer, and we wonder if our far-off neighbors know 
how royally their fields are fenced, Sun and rain blet the 
page of winter, and the south wind tears it away and pres- 
ently the wondrous story of the world’s renewed life is 
spread before us, Row Land HW, Ronmson, 
FERRISBURGH, Vt. 

BIRD MIGRATION. 

T the first congress of the American Ornithologists’ Union, 
held in New York city, Sept. 2U—28, 1885, s ‘Committee 

on the Migration of Birds was appointed. It is the purpose of 
this committee te investigate m all its bearings, and to the 
fullest extent possible, the subject of the migration of birds in 
the United States and British North America, The work 
will not ke limited to the accumulation of records of the 
times of arrival and departure of the different species, Wut 
will embrace the collection of all data that may aidin deter- 
mining the causes which influence the progress of migration 
from season to season. Wor example, severe storms, gales of 
wind, protracted periods of unusually high or low tempera- 
ture (for the locality and time of year) are among the atmos- 
pherie conditions that are known to exerb marked 
effects upon the moyements of birds. The opening of the 
leaves and the flowering of certain plants, with the correla- 
tive Bpiearaune of a nniltitude of insects, are also amon the 
actors that haye todo with the abundance of many species. 
Hence the careful registration of certain meteorological phe- 
nomena, and of the state of advancing vegetation from day to 
day, will constitute pronunent items in the record books of the 
observer, 

For the puree of rendering the result of the season's worle 
as fulland valuable as possible, the committee earnestly solic- 
its the co-operation of every ornitholoyist, feld-collector, 
sportsman, and observer of uature in North America, Tndeod, 
& large corps of observers is absolutely essential to the success 
of the undertaking, and the committee hopes to receive sub- 
stanuial aid from many who profess no knowledge of orni- 
thology. Efficient service can be rendered by those familiar 
with only our commonest birds, and the committee will gladly 
accept data concerning any of the following well-known spe- 
cies: 

Robin, mocking bird, catbird, brown thrasher, bluebird, 
house wren, yellow-rumped warbler {myrtle bird), yellow- 
breasted chat, redstart, Maryland yellow-throat, cedarbird 
(waxwing, cherrybird), purple martin, barn swallow (fork- 
tailed), violet-green swallow, scarlet tanager, pine grosbeal 
(bullfinch), purple finch, red-poll linnet, yellow bird (thistle 
bird), snow bunting, Kastern chewink (towhee), junco (slate- 
colored snowhird), cardinal! redbird, rose-breasted grosheak, 
indigo bird, bobolink (ricebird), cowbird, yellow-headed black- 
bird, red-shouldered blackbird, meadow lark, oriole (hang- 
ing bird), crow blackbird, horned lark “shore lark), kingbird 
(bee martin), pewee (pheebe), Eastern humming bird, Tastern 
chimney swift, whippoorwill*, nighthawk+, kingfisher, tish- 
hawk, wild pigeon; also, any of the waders, ‘'shore birds,” 
and ducks. 

PLAN OF THE WORK. 
For collvenience in collecting and arranging the enormous 

mass of material which will be acuntrtatel by the joint 
labors of this army of lield workers, it has been deemed adyis- 
able to divide the yast expanse of territory embraced in the 
United States and British North America into thirteen dis- 
tricts, each of which will be placed under the immediate di- 
rection of a competent superintendent. The districts, with 
their respective superintendents, are; : ° 
PEs ones John Murdoch, Smithsonian Inst., Washing- 

ton, D. C. 
Northwest Territories—Supt., Ernest B. T. Seton, Assin- 

aboia, via Carberry, Manitoba. 
Newfoundland—Supt,, Jazaes P, Howley, St. John’s New- 

foundland. F 
British Columbia—Supt., (not yet determined). __ ' 
Manitoba—Supt,, Prof. W. W. Couke, Caddo, Indian Terri- 

tory, 
CGanada—Supt., Montague Chamberlain, St. Joka, New 

Brunswick, 2: 
Atlantic Seaboard—(Lighthouses and lightships from 

Canada to the Gulf of Mexico)—Supt., (uot yet determined), 
New England—Supt., Jolin H, Sage, Portland, Conn. 
Atlantic Distric) (New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Curolina, South Caro- 
lina)—Snpt., Dr. A. i. Fisher, Sing Sing, New York. h 

Middle-Bastern District (Southern Michigan, Indiana, Olio, 
West Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee east of the Tennessee 
River, Alabama, Georgia, Florida)—Supt., Dr. J. M. Wheaton, 
Columbus, Ohio. j 7. 

Mississippi Valley (Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin, N ebraska, 
Towa, Iinois, Kansas, Missouri, Indian Territory, Arkansas, 
the shiall portions of Kentucky and Tennessee west of the 
Tennessee Hiver, Texas, Louisiana, Mississinpi)—Supt., Prof. 
W. W. Cooke, Caddo, Indian Tervitory. 
Rocky Mountain District (Idaho, Montana, W Yyorming 
ee Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico)—Supt., Dr. Edgar A, 

earns, 

* When first heard. + When first seen. 

OO —<« 
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Pacific District (Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada)— 
Supt., L. Belding, Stockton, Cal. i 

‘The harne of each observer is called a station, and isrecord ed 
by number upon the books of the committee. The committee 
particularly requests that all peisons who read this circular, 
and are willing to aid in tae worl, will immediately com- 
municate with the superintendents of their respe’tive dis- 
tricts, Those residing in districts whose superintendents haye 
notas yet been naraed may address the chairman. 

Ibis the duty of each superintendent to exert himself to the 
utmost to Increase the. number of observers in his distr ct; to 
answer the questions ihey may put to him concerning the de- 
tails of the work, ete., to collect at frequent intervals the pro- 
duct of their labors: to ascertain from these data the where- 
abouts of certaim species in winter, and the times of leaving 
their winte: homes; to determine if possible the number and 
extent of the chief avenues of migration within the limits of 
his district, and the average rate of speed at which the dilfer- 
ent species travel; to localiethe breeding areas of the summer 
residents; and, finally, to submit the result of the season’s 
work to the chairman of the committee. The chairman shall, 
in turn, arrange, condense and systematize the material re- 
ciived from the superintendents of the several districts, and 
shall present to the Union the fruits of the joint labors of all 
the collaborators, together with any comments, deductions or 

“#Beneralizations ha may have made upon the same, 

INSTRUCTIONS TQ COLLABORATORS. 
The data collected may conveniently be arranged in three 

‘“eneral classes: a, Ornithological Phenomena, 6. Meteoro- 
ogical Phenomena. c, Contemporary and Correlative Phe- 
nomena. 

(a) Ornithological Phenomena. 

Each observer is requested to prepare, at his earliest con- 
yenicnee, a complete list of the birds known to occur in the 
vicinity of his station, and to indicate (by the abbreviations 
in¢losed in parentheses) to which of the following five cate- 
gories each species pertains: 

1, Permanent Residents, or those that are found regularly 
throughont the entire year (I). 

2. Winter Visitunts, or those that occur only during the 
winter! season, passing North in the spring (WY). 

4. Transient Visitants, or those that occur only during the 
migrations, in spring and fall (TY). 
4 Summer Residents, or those that are known to breed, but 

which depart southward before winter (SR). 
Pe Accidental Visilants, or stragglers from remote districts 

tis desirable also to indicate the relative abundance of the 
different species, the terms to be oe for this purpose 
beine: Abundant, Common, Tolerubly Common, Rare. 

In many species the males arrive in adyance of the females 
henge it is important to note the sex of the first comers, and 
the date at which the opposite sex is first seen. 

In SUE geriryls and departures it is highly important 
to distinguish between the movements of the great bulk of the 
ehiecies and those of the forerunners or advance guard. For 
this purpose two dates should be vecorded for the incoming, 
and two for the outgoing of avery non-resident species, as 
follows; 

1, The first appearance of the species (F). 
2. The arrival of the bulk (BA). 
3, The departure of the bullc (BD). 
4. The Jast individual seen (L). 
Tn ardition to the aboye, which may be regarded as essen- 

tial data, there are many other noteworthy details that bear 
more or less directly upon the complicated problems involved 
inthe study of migration. Among such may be mentioned 
the bodily condition of the bird (whether fat or lean), the 
moult, and the periods ofsong. The time of mating, when 
oliserved, should always be recorded. 

(0) Meteorological Phenomenc, 
Hxtended meteorological data are not required, though the 

Sbserver would derive inaterial assistance trom a systematic 
weather record. The committee desires information upon: 

1. The direction and force of the wind. 
2, The direction, character and duration of storms. 
4. The general conditions of the atmosphere, including rain- 

4+. The succession of marked warm and cold waves, including 
» record of all sndden changes ot temperature, 

(ce) Contemporary and Correlatine Phenomena, 
The committea desires that the data under this head be as 

full and complete as possible, and requests exact information 
upon: 

1, The date at whieb the first toad is seen. 
2, 'Dhe date at which the first frog is heard. ; 
3. The date at which the first tree-toad or ‘‘peeper” is heard. 
4. The dates at which certain mammals and reptiles enter 

upon and emerge from the state of hibernation. 
®. The dates at which various insects are first seen. 
6, The dates of the flowering of various plants. 
7. The dates of the leafing and falling of the leayes of vari- 

ous trees and shiubs. 
8. The dates of the breaking up and disappearance of the 

ice in rivers and lakes iu spring, and of the freezing over of 
the same in the fall. C. Hart MerRRiax, 

Chairman of Committee on Migration 
Locust Grove, Lewis County, N, Y, 

NAMES OF GAME BIRDS. 

TIAYVE been almost provoked into wriling on the sub- 
ject of the quail, the partridge, the grouse and the 

prairie chicken, or grouse again, if that be the name. These 
four distinct kinds of birds are so confounded by sports- 
men in their writings, that one scarcely can tell what bird 
is meant ubless the writer Nappens to state on what kind 
of ground or place the bird was found. The bird that 
announces himselt as ‘Bob White” is the quail, and uothing 
elsc, the United States and Canadas over. The bird that 
drums on ito old log, a rock, or any other conspicuous 
place, and hag a buach of black feathers for enaulettes, is 
the partridgs the same territory over, The bird that 
crows and mukes 4 row generally on the prairies of the 
Western States igthe pinnated grouse, and the bird that 
inhabiis the cold northern regions of Canada, and is almost 
unknown south of 45 degrees north latitude is the prouse, 
lhave hever see a grouse south of the Ottawa River. 

his bird [ amsure the majority of your readers know very 
little about, In the severe cold ynd storms thal oecur in that 
scolion this hird becomes yery stupid—some call it tame—so 
that & min on snow-shees can hunt them successfully with 4 
stick ov pole, knocking them out of the trees while they are 
feeding ou the bids. The male bird is very dark, almust 
black, and the female pray or lighterin color, They become 
very poor toward the spring of the year. 
lL give these peculiarities to identify these four birds. I 

have shot my share of them, and have seen them shot by 
butter Marksinen than 1; but I don’t like to hear a sportsman 
ay that he has shot a quail and a partridge at one rise; and 
T dislike still more to hear one say, that he killed a pheasant, 
# pirtridge andi rulled prouse, all with one .44-caliber bul- 
let out of his rifle; and I don’t like to hear a sportsman talk 
about killing grouse who never was north of Mason and 
Dixon's line. 
1 muy be fixing the line too exactly, but I want to be cor- 

rected if ldo, and I want the Forest anp STREAM, to whom 
we look for authority, toset us all right on this subject. 
ALpERSON, W. Va. 

[We publish the ahove letter, because it shows very clearly 
one phase of the misapprehension which exists among some 
of our readers about, (he names of our yery commonest birds ; 
and mammals, Our correspondent dislikes to have names 
tiisapplied, yet his letter shows that he is ignorant of the 
zoological relations of the birds about which he writes. We 
may (ell him that the birds which he defines, and calls part- 
ridge, pinuated grouse, and grouse, are all. of them grouse. 
The first is the rufied, the second the pinnated, and the third 
the spruce grouse, and any one of them may properly be 
called grouse. ‘Bob White” is commonly called quail in the 
North, hut throughout the South he is usually, and more cor- 
recily, called ‘‘partridge,” which name in the New England 
States is invariably applied to the ruffed grouse. The ruffed 
grouse is also alee pheasant in Pennsylvania, Minnesota 
and the South, yery incorrectly, of course. Strictly speak- 
ing. we haye no trne quail or partridge indigenous to this 
country, but “Bob White” and his Southwestern cousins be- 
long fo the partridwe family (Perdicede), and are so closely 
Telated to the true partridges that if is not 1 misuse of terms 
to give them that pane. ] 

Two Herons.—Hast Onondaga, N. Y., Jan, 12.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream: “More trouble,” Your statement that 
my strange bird is very common has led me to think that 
the authority I swear by—the only work I possess—is indefi- 
nite and vague. We have a bird that is very common, 
nesting on the bank of Onondaza Creek, belonging to the 
family of waders, which I haye long supposed to be the 
least bittern (A7detia cuitis), but since the strange bird (to us) 
is the least Inttern, whatis the bird by us styled least bit- 
tern? Isend you the head and wing of both, please name 
them and oblige not only myself, but severil in this locality 
interested in the study of animated nature. We also haye 
the bittern (Botaurus lentigtivosus). ie specimens sent are 
the head and wing of 2 green heron (Butorides virescens) and 
those of a least bittern (Apdette evils), The smaller speci- 
men is the least bittern. We did not say that the least bit- 
tern was a yery common bird, but that it was not very un- 
common. | 

Sone SParRrows.—Cleveland, O., Jan. 14.—While out 
collecting Jan. 12 with a friend we came upon a Hock of 
tree sparrows, «md out of five birds which we secured, three 
proyed to be song sparrows. ‘These birds are occasionally 
found to winter here in small numbers during mild open 
winters, but this has been anything but a mild winter, as 
the thermometer has stood at zero and below for days at a 
time, —8.. KR. IyGersouu. 

Lars Syree.—Cleveland, O., Jan. 14.—On the 28d of 
December a specimen of Wilson’s snipe was brought to me 
by a person who said] he had shot it the day before. This is 
the latest thatI have ever known it to have been teken in 
this locality, and we have had quite cold weather already,— 
5. R, InceRson. 

Game Bag ayd Guy. 

SHOOTING IN CUBA. 
A DAY AMONG THE GUINEA FOWLE, 

ie was 4:30 A. M. when the policeman of our street rapped 
in a lively way npon our outer door, as he had been pre- 

instructed to do, L turned out of bed, partook of the smok- 
ing hot coffee and milk, which is always the first thing to do 
in Cuba after rising, sand wended my way to ile railroad sta- 
tion, 
My canine companion capered and yelped for exuberance 

of joy as we crossed the park, well knowing the significance 
of this early rising. Atthe station she took her accustomed 
place beside my equipments while] procured the necessary 
tickets for myself and ler, and on my return eagerly led the 
way to the train, which she knew so well, Several other 
sportsmen were among the bustling crowd of passengers, 
which was a motly one of yarious colors, but very orderly 
and proper in behavior. 

At 5:30 o'clock the whistle shricked out its warning ‘‘all 
aboard,” andthe train slowly drew ont of the station on its 
way to La Union and intermediate stations, to be followed 
by the Matanzas express at 4:40 (the express foes after the 
way train in this country), 

The houris 2 yery charming one, and when clear of. the 
city the air was redolent of vegetable odors, snd musical 
with the sounds of reawakening life. Even the dog insisted 
upon frequently putting his paws upon the window-sill and 
projecting his nose outside to sniff in its morning fragrance, 
Luxuriant fields in richest verdure fled past in continued 
rocession, and the royal palm trees in stately rows, looking 
‘or all the world like long lines of feather-capped warriors, 
rushed past us 4s we sped along. A belf of lurid sky to the 
height of filteen degrees along the eastern horizon, against 
which these frees and the cocotera palms stood out in bold 
relief, furnishing a most bewitching landscape scenery 
peculiar to inter-tropical regions. 

At 6 o'clock the color of the eastern sky gradually licht- 
ened to orange, while northeast and southeast it was fading 
towird the blue, till at 6:30 a deep golden hue centered in 
and radiated from the east, steadily rising like a golden 
crown over the inimitable display of nature’s handiwork. I 
gazed enraptured on this ahsorbing scene, while broad- 
brimmed planters returning from town gossiped unmoyed 
on the possibilities of the gathering crops, and the high 
prices of labor and iis limited supply, interspersed with 
schemes for the fomentation of immigration, which are here 
Interminable, and thus far confined to words, words barren 
of results. 
We reached the station of our (destination at 7:15 A. M.. 

where two darky boys were waiting for me, from the plan- 
tation of my friend and companion in the day’s sport. 
Axtived at the house I donned. my shooting suit and took a 
short turn among the quail while waiting for breakfast, after 
which we took horses about turec miles to 4 cuttle farm 
owned by my companion, in which several bands (flocks) of 
wild guinea fowls had their habitat. 

Joined there by the Mayoral and two of the colored boys 
who knew something of the habits of the birds, we started 
for the fields about noon, The hacienda consists of about 
\two thousand acres, not much wooded, but with many fields 
of tall grass divided by wide hedges of bromelia (pita da 

paton) interspersed with century plants and small trees, 
furnishing excellent cover and an impenetrable retreat for 
the birds when they became fully aware of what was going 
on. 

This combination of circumstances made the work too 
heavy for the dog, so we determined to keep her to heol, 
using her only for retrieving, aud to work the fields over 
with our horses until we located the birds. 
The first half hour was drawn blank and we re-united for 

consultation, During this conference, we heard a subdued 
cull of guineas in the distance, and well knowing the intelli- 
gence of this wily fowl we moved cautiously forward till we 
felt sure the birds were not far away, then dismounting, left 
our horses in charge of the servants to follow at a few yards 
behind. The game was to windward, and the dog, with 
head erect and nose pointing directly np the wind, begged 
for orders to move on. Keeping her well in hand, and wait- 
ing till my companion got well forward to the side, we fol- 
Jowed her Jeatl but a short distance when, with a thundering 
whirr, 3 band of more than fifty flushed wild. 
Although we had approached with great caution, some 

cunning old cock had been stationed with his cars open, or 
perhaps with his eyes above the grass, and giving his fellows 
warning of the approaching danger Jed them in rapid flight 
far ayay over the fields toward the cover of the hedges, But 
not allof them, for wild as they flushed I could not resist 
the temptation to feel out for them with my choke barrel, 
Drawing a fine bead on onc of them I sent her my best com- 
pliments by my seven-pound Parker, and almost fo my sur- 
prise she turned quickly over and ‘‘tumbled to my racket,” 
a victim to my winning ways. Another flew within reach 
of my partner, who brought her also to bag. 
Marking down the rest. the best. we could, we saw thai 

some of them did not go into the cedar, but scattered in the 
kigh grass and weeds on opposite sides of them, ‘This gave 
promise of goorl sport with single birds, so remounting we 
quickly traversed most of the distance intervening, and again 
left the horses to the servants, and separating somewhat, we 
and the dogs covered the ground pretty well over as we 
skirted the hedges where we had marked the birds down, 
though indefinitely, owing to our distance at the time of 
marking. The grass was so high and thick that it was very 
difficult for the dog to get through it, and the guineas lie so 
very close in such cover, choosing not to run the gauntlet of 
two guns, or perbaps they had run into the hedges after 
alighting, suggested the Mayoral, who now came riding up 
with the darkies, when suddenly whirr, whirr, went up two 
birds from the ground we had just passed over. My friend 
was ahead, and bang-bang went my two barrels in quick 
succession, scoring a clean miss with my right, but my left 
dropped its bird, a heavy old cock, with a solid tumble inte 
the next field. 

Here we called a halt while the Mayoral made a wide de 
tour to a gateway through the impenctrable hedge and re- 
turned with the game; then we proceeded scarcely more 
than fifty yards when, with a startling whirr, up jumped 
another, making direct for the same field. He wus so near 
the hedge that why he got up at all, or why he did nol run 
into or pitch into it after he fiushed, is a puzzle to me; but 
the fact is he did get upand intended to go over il, but 
tumbled to my right barrel, into the yery middle of that 
bristling and impenetrable thorn hedge. Well, I suppose it 
was not the first time an astute biped has committed an error 
of judgment that proyed his ruin, We all stepped forward 
to where he fell. His wings were still quivering, which 
moyement worked his way down through that worse than 
bramble to its very bottom, and through some of its crevices 
the feathers on his breast were visible; but what ingennity of 
mortal or canine could eyer hope to retrieye lim from that 
inaceessible place? 

Reader, have you any conception of a Onban rat pine 
hedge? (Cerca de pita de raton,) Let me atttempt a de- 
scription, because I wish to relate as ingenious a piece of re- 
trieving as I haye seen in many a day . - 

The pitta de ration, of which Cuban hedges are formed, is 
the Stillingia pengvin—Sanr., of the order Bromeliacee, 9 mo- 
no cotyledenous plant ihat sends out from its stubby sheath 
an almost. endless succession of its prickly blades four to six 
feet long, which sting like thistles and cut like Damascus 
blades. One row of these planted asa hedge will multiply 
till they occupy ground from one to two yards in width, 
presenting their thorned points and edges like a million bay- 
onets to all animals larger than the hiding birds with their 
sleek feathered coats of muil. Numerous small irees grow 
up in them and overshadow their tops, thus making them 
still more attractive to the hiding birds. 

In this hedge both quail and guinea well know they aye 
quite secure from all intrusion on the part of either man or 
dog, and I know of no way of flushing them out of it, so 
only those outside of the hedges are available as game. But 
my dog saw the guinea fall into the hedge and appeared 
even more unwilling than ourselves to leave without it. But 
how to get it? I could not ask her to retrieve it, but her 
perseverance attracted the attention of the whole party. 

Carefully she inspected the hedge inch by inch for seyeral 
yards opposite to where it lay, about a yard within, then 
selecting a spot near to the game she clawed and excavated 
a space large enough to introduce her head under the matted. 
thorny and cutling blades, She crouched and thrust forward 
her paws with her head between them, and in that position 
wormed her body along the ground, now and again yelping 
asthe sharp thorns gored her, until she reached the dead 
bird, and backed out again, even with more difficulty, but 
depositing her prize in my hand with an air that told plainer 
than words of her full consciousness of haying deserved 
especial caresses for a dificult performance, 

Remounting we made a detour to gain the other field, 
where we had inarked downa part of the scattered birds 
and spread our lines to beat the ficld parallel with the hedge 
we had skirted on the other side, but we drew a plank and 
turned away toward the other side. The grass was thick 
and high, and we kept the saddle, with each a darkey boy 
astride behind. Near the middle of the field a sudden whirr 
started directly beneath my horse’s feet. Even my horse 
was startled by its snddenness and vigor; the surprised 
linea rose on my right like a flash, aid us my fiend was 
ar to my left she was not in much danger, though I in- 

Stinctively rose in my stirrups, and twisting ny body to my 
utmost [tired both barrels in succession and scored a double 
miss, 

At the report of my gun two ofhers rose very near and 
made guod their escape, Quickly dismounting and placing 
fresh cartridges in my gun, I advanced but a few yards 
when whirr! whitr! two more rose befere me, and I Tull 
redeemed my double miss with aright and Jeft that counted 
metwo very dead guineas, the Mayoral applauding with enthu- 
siasm, At the sound of the firing anotlier pair flushed; while 
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renewing my cartridges without moving from my tracks, | but fomr ata time was more than I could attend to, #0 
and as 1 closed the open breach, still another rosé with) I waited for G. Together, by exercising a little patience, 
flurrying whirr and cssayed to follow its fleeing mates. 
being a trifle demoralized by so much whirring in rapid suc- 
cession about. my ears, again scored a miss with my right, 
which I quickly redeemed with my left barrel, winning an 
enthusiastic bravo trom the Mayoral, who was hunting with- 
outa gun. 

Quickly renewing my cartridges the bitch was ordered to 
retrieve the three dead birds, which she accomplished in 
about ten minutes of laborious search through the high, 
thick and matted grass, four of us, all of whom thought we 
could go directly to where they fell, trying in yain to assist 
her, because being tenacious of life, the beating of their 
wings in their death throes settles them through the grass 
down to its very roots; When they become stilled one may 
pass directly oyer them without finding. 

Patiently we worked the rest of the field over, my com- 
papion flushing several more guineas and bringing one to 
bag. We now had tight heavy birds, a very fair bag, even 
the darkey boys manifesting their enjoyment of the sport by 
a liberal display of their ivories and insisted upon a division 
of the load instead of tieing them to ihe saddles. On our 
way home we flushed & Wevy of quail and bagged two of 
them, and as the darkness was rapidly approaching we hur- 
ried onward. Wehad proceeded nearly a quarter of a mile 
when it was discovered that the bitch was not with us and 
we knew at once that she had stopped on another point, we 
having forgotten to call her im after shooting the quail, 
Returving, there sure enough she was, representing the role 
of patience in a statue, justin the edge of a cane-field by the 
side of the road. 

We, too, tarricd im the full enjoyment of that artistic pose 
until the quail aroused us with his flurrying good night as 
he quickly disappeared into the depths of the cane-field. 
There let him rest, for he had afforded us nearly as much 
enjoyment as if wehad brought him to hag, performing 
well lis part nan artistic exhibition which he, too, may 
have apprecinted, If so he well deserved to live and propa- 
Wate and teach to his progeny what L cousider a prime 
virtue in Ortye vingineanus. Nemo (of Cuba). 

THaAvana, Det, 24, 1885. 

A TEXAS THANKSGIVING. 

4] Pee was jusl a faipt indication of approaching dawn, 
as G.und Lleft the city bound down the island for 

our annual shoot. 
For fully two weeks we had bven planning and arranging 

mAtlers, and at last hud everything in order. ! was arnicd 
with a Parker—my companion in many and many such 
expedition—and a belt full ef cartridges, while the pockets 
of my shooting coat held cven as many as my helt, G, car- 
ried 4 light Baker, and to judge from the amount of ammuni- 
lion he had, exterminution was his object, not pleasure. To 
spenk out, Iam afraid, had we fired every shot we had, and 
killed each time, there would have been very little use in 
funners going in the vicinily we intended visiting for some 
time; however, we wanted t6 have u good time and, as we 
intended making a day of it, we Jett fully prepared. 

Indications were favorable. It was cool and pleasant. 
The north wind came across the bay with just force enough 
to cause a gentle whispering in the weeds that lined the 
roadway on either side. 

As we crossed Mud Bridgea faint tush of pink in the 
enst warned us that if would he well for us to move a litile 
faster if we intended to arrive at our destination by sunrise. 
We took the hint and gently giving our ‘‘nag” a reminder 
with the whip, we were soon jogging along at a consider- 
ably increased rate of sped, 
{may as well say a few words in regard to our horse, for 

he merits it, He was ordinary in color, height, and speed, 
but was uot as pleasing to look upon as some; still he 
possessed these qualities, he could keep the same gait for 
hours, was not the least gun-shy, and could be left as long 
4s 4 person desired in the middle of a prairie without being 
tied. Three thines that are jhe most difficult to find, aud 
most desired by the gunner, 
By a little before sunrise we had arrived at the neck of a 

small mursh where, a few days before, I had bagged some 
dezen snipe. Leaying Charlie to graze, we proceeded to 
eat this marsh, but without any success, one snipe only 
getting up. _1 killed this fellow, and in getting over a fence 
to set him, I found it would be well to be a little more care. 
ful in future, for, although “barbed wire” above a fence 
rail is ulmost invisible, it scratches nevertheless, 

One snipe was rather discouraging, but we went 1o our 
next ground, Big Marsh, full of hope. Big Marsh well 
deserves its mame, for it is big, It extends for fully two 
miles, from Sydnor’s Bayou to Sweetwater Lake, and is the 
rendezvous for all the snipe on the island; at least I had 
judged so from the numbers I had always found there. 
This time, however, G. and I were doomed to disappoint- 
ment, We had beaten the marsh thoronghly, looked into 
every little nook and corner that seemed likely to harbor one 
of tese skulking little rascals, and as a reward we had three 

| between us. 
G. looked at me and Ilooked at G. Our eyes expressed 

how we felt, and we turned toward the buggy, two dis- 
eusted ‘shootists.” 
Who understands the habits of this game bird? I don’t, I 

must confess. Although I have been thrown with them year 
atter year for quite a period, their habits are shrouded in a 
yeil of mystery, too thick for me to penetrate. 

I had visited this sume Big Marsh the Tuesday before 
Thanksgiying, and had found snipe plenty; yeton the morn- 
ing of the second day after a visit fo the same locality was 
fruitives. 1 learned Jater that a party had bagged thirty odd 
there the day after Thanksgiving. Where were the birds 
Thank:siying? That is the question. 

After returning to the buggy G. and I drowned our dis- 
lst by eating u glorious lunch that fair fingers had put up 

for usthe night before. We did this justice at any rate, 
Atter finishing we felt in better humor, and as game seemed 
scarce, we concluded to go on our expedition further down 
solely for fun, 

Ob the way to the main road G. killed astray black duck, 
ry probably, as 1 tell him, had been wounded in the first 
place. 
We were driving by the edge of the lake, not thinking of 

anything particular, when suddenly I saw two snipe pitch 
down in its very center, This puzzled me, bul upon walk- 
ing through the reeds I found that last summer's dreuth had 
absorbed the water, leaviog nothing but a Loowy marsh. I 
entered slowly, and hed hardly advanced adogen feet before 
up jumped a snipe, rapidly followed by three more, I 
took udvantage of my opportunity, scoring a right ond lett, 

As to rapidity, we want a weapon with which we can 
deliver en shots before a grizzly could possibly reach us 
from a distance of one hundred yards, the blow from each 
of which would be like a stroke of lightning. 
My vote is agninst bottleneck shells every time. Haye 

used them in both long-range and off-hand riflus, and find 
they are much more liable to expand and stick in the 
chamber and burstat the head than the straight shell, My 
theory is, that much of the force of the explosion is caught 
on the shoulder of these shells, and action and re-action 
being equal, this subjects not only the head of the shell, but 
also the action of te arm to a much greater strain than is 
the case when the same charge is used in a. straight shell. 

Jos, W. SHURTER. 

and going through 2 ereat deal of manual labor, we managed 
to gel seven birds, which added to the four bagged before, 
made eleven. This was certainly more than we expected 
after leaving Big Marsh. We killed nothing else except time, 
but the pleasure we derived from the drive alone more than 
repaid us for our trouble, Nemo (of Texas). 
Gatveston, Texas, January, 1884, 

THE CHOICE OF HUNTING RIFLES. 

Editor Forest and Strenia: 
Custom has made it quite the proper thing for writers upon 

this subject to preface their opinions and arguments with a 
statement as to their experience with the rifle, therefore I 
will say I have had quite an extended experience with this 
Weapon in the field on large and small game, and at the tar- 
get over ranges between 100 and 1,500 yards. However, L 
do not expect nor wish this fact to give additional weight to 
any Statement I may make. 

Facts, hard bare facts, are trumps in this discussion, 
whether stated by the tyro or the professional, Argumentis 
ever entitled to consideration only to the extent that it 
embodies fact. 

Accuracy, Hat trajectory at hunting ranges, rapidity and 
durability are the prime requisites of 4 hunting rifle, This 
is tnaxiom. If the arm is tobe used on large or dangerous 
animals, it should possess in addifion to the above, great kill- 
ing power, 

‘Let us take 2 rifle which will represent the highest develop 
ment of the arm, for usé on larze game, at {he present time, 

The Winchester .45-60-300 will answer our purpose. How 
can we improve this rifle for such work? In seeking such 
improvement, we must bear in mind the fact that other 
things being equal, the killiny power of a firearm isin exact 
proportion to the area of its bore. 
Now if we reduce the caliber of this rifle to 40, we reduce 

ils killing power about ont-filth. If we increase the charge 
to 90-500, we will get about the same initial velocity und 
trajectory at short hunting range, a slightly flatter trajectory 
at long hunting range, ¢. ¢., 200 yards, and greatly increased 
penctration at all ranges, [state the above as facts, proven 
to bu such by actual experiments with a Remington match 
rifie and a Winchester .45-60-300. The former is a .40-50 and 
was loaded at the muzzle with 90 grains Hazard FB, G, 
powder and Wiuchester-500 grain bullet. Phe latter used 
shells loaded wilh 60 grains same powder and 800-grain 
bulict. The trajectory of the Winchester ay 200 yards 
varied in differenti atmospheres between ten and eleven 
inchus. The trajectory of the Remington, loaded as above, 
was more uniform, viz., about ten inches. Now Lask, dots 
not the larger bore o; tbe .45-60 about offset the increased 
peuctration of the 40-907 

Lalso experimented with another rifle (side by side wilh 
shot barrel) builtto my order by the American Arms Co. 
This rifle was 28-inch barrel, chambered for .45-100 
shell. I load this shell with 100 wrains Hazard FA 
powder and 30(0-grain Winchester bulict, ‘The cartridge 
mieasures 2g inches. The trajectory cf this nifle at 200 
yards is seven inches, wilh penetration suflicient to 
crush the bigeest bones and make tivo holes in the hide 
of any grizzly. 

Tsay this after using this rifle several seasons on large 
game. I regard this cartridge, .45-100-300, as greatly the 
superior to the .40-90-500 for shooting at dangerous avimals, 
because of its flatter trajectory at all hunting ranges, freater 
diameter of bullet and consequent killing power. It is also 
greatly the superior to the .45-60-300 cartridge by reason of 
its falter trajectory and increased penetration, 

Right here I will indulge in a grow] at our manufacturers 
of sporting zmmnnition, The greatest proportion of powder 
to lead in any rifle cartridge of which 1 have any knowledge 
is one to five. This is all wrong. 
What we want most, next to accuracy ina hunting rifle, is 

flat trajectory at hunting ranges, and this we can only get 
by using large powder charges in proportion to the amonnt 
of lead used. One to three is about the correct proportion, 
and if some manufacturer will put a 200 or 225 grain .45 
bullet in the market, I will assure him one steady customer, 
However, the .45-100-300 cartridge is not the one I would 
recommend for use on Ursus horribilis, Still greater killing 
power is desirable when we are to confront monsters of this 
sort, and I will now describe what my experiments with 
hunting rifies and my experience in shooting at large game 
leads me to believe would be the best weapon for such 
shooting. 
A lever vepeater of .50-cnliber and 32-inch barrel, cham- 

bered for.50-150-400 cartridge, This rifle, by reason of its larger 
caliber, higher velocity of ils projectile and equal penetha- 
tion at hunting ranges, would undoubtedly possess twice the 
killing power of the 40-90-00. The length of the cartridge 
would be about three inches, necessitating » trame one- 
fourth longer anda weight somewhat greater than that of 
the .45-60 Winchester, 

Notwithstanding the strictures of ‘“W. N. B."in your issue 
of Jan. 10, I regard the repeater immeasurably the 
superior of the singleloader for hunting purposes. His 
article simply proves that eyen in America there ave men 
who are entitled to a medal for stupidity. But thestupidity 
of the lot he was with when those magazine rifles became 
clogged must have been exceplional, else, having discovered 
the legitimate result of their ignorance or Garelessness, they 
would also haye discovered that their rifles could siili have 
been used as single-loaders as effectively as the Sharps or 
the metamorphosed Springfield musket. 
The reasons for my choice of the rifle briefly described 

aboye, may be summed up as follows: 
We want, first of all, inasporting rifle, accuracy, to enable 

us to strike the spot aimed at. This implies the use of a 
bullet long enough in proportion to its diameter to give it 
steadiness. Next we want flat trajectory at hunting ranges, 
i. e., all distances up to 200 yards, to eliminute as far as pos- 
sible (he necessity of estimating distances. Thisimplies u pow- 
der charge large in proportion to amount of lead used, If 
the rifle is to be used on dangerous animals, we want it to 
possess great Killing power, and be capable of rapid 
manipulation. This implies large caliber, high velocities at 
hunting ranges, combined with bullet heavy enough to pul- 
yerize the bigest bones and go through the carcass of the 
animals on which it is tobe used. Manufacturers of express 
bullets have sought to attain the effect of large calibers by 
making the point of the bullet hollow, but have failed in a 
larsé measure, because the points‘ of these buliets when 
strikiny bones or tough muscle have a tendeney to fly off in 
splashes as far back ds the hollow extends, leaving them 
too light to give necessary penetration, 

GANSEVOOR®, Jan, 15, 

dition Fovest and Stream: 
If in dhe discussion now going onin the Foresr anp 

Srream we omit all consideration of repeater ys. single- 
shot rifle, we shall tind that the question is one of Improve- 
ment in the ammunition, rather than in the existing arms. 
The great essentials of a successful hunting ammunition are: 
First—Accuracy. 
Second—Force (not: necessarily great penetration). a 
Third—A flat trajectory. ‘ : 
As matters of minor importance, we may add compuct- 

ness, portability, and as light a recoil as is compatible with 
the fulfillment of the essentials. 

“TD, M. B.” proposes a .40-90-500-2rain cartridge. This 
would certainly fail in the thirdessential, and qyuile probably 
in the first, also. 

Your correspondent, ‘Peabody-Martini,” has pointed out 
tliat an excessive rotation is necessary to keep this 500-e7Tain 
projectile (probably four calibers long) point on, 

THis statement is confirmed by the experiments of our own 
and foreign ordnance buards, and also by those of gunmak- 
ers, notably Whitworth, 

Wor dovs this .40-90-500 ammunition fulfill our minor con- 
ditions, Tt would be clumsy, heavy, aud sive an excessive 
recoil, Thus it woul only have its reat penetration to 
recommend it, But will a bullet that will pass through the 
body of a prizzly and still possess reserye force be any more 
effective than one that will pass through the body and lodge 
in the skin on the opposite side? 

“C, 12.” proposes a .40-00-300 cartridge, wlich ought, to 
fulfill all the conditions much better, 
On ihe other side of the question we huye the large bore 

express, giving 4 flat trajeelory with sufficient accuracy for 
short-range work; and a not teo excessive recoil, but it is 
confessedly lacking in penetration. 

For the special purpose of hunting grizzlies, Mx. Liteli- 
field advocates 2 12-bore double rifle, shooting a round ball 
with 120 grains of powder, snd adyances seemingly sound 
reasons for the faith that ig in him. But as the ranve of 
this arm is limited, and as the round ball is used, would not 
a heayy 12-gauge cylinder smooth-bore answer his purpose? 
Such a gun could be used for shot, and probably would be 
much cheaper thin the rifle, 

These calibers, 40 and .73, may he regarded as the ex- 
tremes, The intermediate calibers, 45 and .50, have many 
varnest partisans, who haye pul their favorite weapons to the 
severest practical tests, and haye not found them wanting. 
My own preference is for a .45-caliber rifle, 26-inch rownd 

barrel, chambered for the Government ammnmnition, Ex- 
haustive tests by the Ordnance Department Lave shown that 
a 82-inch barrel possesses no advantage for accuracy over & 
26-inch, even at 800 yards. ‘The longer barrel would prob- 
ably impart & higher velocity to the bullet, as the powder 
would be more thoroughly consumed, and the powder gas 
would act op the bullet througha greater space, But this 
advantage would, to my mind, be mofe than counter- 
balanced by the superior portubility and lightness of the 
shorter arm, My style of loading is quite similar to that 
adopted by ‘Big Injin.” By carefully filline the Govern- 
ment shell, $5 grains of F. G. powder can readily be accom- 
modated. On this a hard, gvooyed and lubricated, 300- 
grain bullet is placed, and the shell crimped around it. 

This wives a cheap, compact and waterproof cartridge, 
that will stand any aniount of rough handling. 

The trajectory will be yery flat, within hunting ranges, 
the accuracy and penetration good, and the recoil reason-) 
ably light, “It at any time the supply of amnrunition should 
yun out, aud the means of reloading not be at hand, the 
Government cartridge, purchasable everywhere, may be 
used with good effect. 

Tf thought desirable this gun can be readily converted into 
a very eflicient express rifle by chambering for the 2.(-inch 
shell, taking 110 grains of powder and a 322-grain bullet, 
This is exactly the charge used in the Holland -45-bore 
double express, the winning gun in the London /¥eld 
trials. 

This gun weighed 8 pounds 4 ounces, and with an initial 
velocity of 1776 f. s, gaye a versine of 4.68 inches at 80 yards 
in arange of 150 yards, The accuracy (astring of 14,49-inches 
in ten shots at 150 yards) which they considered very good 
will not, 1 think, strike your readers as anything phenom- 
enal. The recoil was not greatly in excess of that of the 
Springfield rifle using the seryice ammunition. In the 
atcounts of these trials the weight of the bullet is variously 
stated at 291 and 322 grains. I have taken the latter weight, 
as its calenlated trajectory agrees more closely with that 
actually obtained. James DUANE. 

Aiitor Forest wd Stream: 
“2D. M. B.,” in your issue of Dec. 12, complains of the 

want. of killmg power of English express rifies on acount of 
the small penetrative power af their projectiles, Of couse 
their hollow-fronted bullets are not suited to the heavier kind 
of game, but that can hardly be said te he the fault of the 
rifles, which can use solid projectiles, with very greah pene- 
trative power, equally well, preserving all the advantiges of 
their very flat trajectory. Simple penetration, however, 
though desirable In many ways, does nat always prove 
effectual in immediately killing an animal if no vital part is 
struck, Penetration can be combined, when desirable, with 
the explosive effect of ihe ordinary hollow fronted express 
bullet by making the projectile of hardened lead with a 
smaller hollow in its front, leaving a good solid cylinder in 
the reay end of the bullet, so that, though tho front part 
of the bullet expands on striking and #él8 Into mushroom 
shape and splinters, the solid hase end goes straight on pene- 
truling and smashing everything in its course. Of conyse, 
the advantage claimed for the ordinary express ball is that. 
in fying to pieces after pes through the. skin souic of 
thése pieces may wound a vital part. “This, of course, a 
bullet, caunot do if its force is expended entircly on the sur- 
face of a heavy animal’s body and before it has penetrated 

ee 
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gufficiently to reach any of its vital parts. Hnglish express 
riflus are made light, as most sportsmen who nse them like 
them to handle as much like a shotgun as possible, and as 
vifles of light weight are in great demand in India, to which 

country a very large number are sent; but there is nothing 

to preven a rifle, double or single, being madeof any weight 

required. 
Phe ordinary hollow express ball has a fair amount of 

leflling power when used against game to which it is suited. 
Tn ‘82 4 friend of mine killed four tigers with only five 
shots, Eis rifle was a .50 double express by Tolley, powder 
116 grains, the bullets Eley’s ordinary express, weighing 540 
erains. 
~ With regard to the .40-90 repeater, the cartridge could be 
made much shorter by being made boltle-shaped. {do not 
know that there is any particular objection to the bottle- 
shape as compared to the straight one, perhaps a little more 
recou. think there is no doubt that the .40-90, when it is 
introduced and becomes known, will he @ great fayorite in 
Other countries besides the States. In India, the .40-caliber 
is beginning to come into use for small game, a3 An Express. 
I hardiy think that the bullet need be us heavy as 500 grains. 
The Boglish government experimental .40-85-400 rifle has 

hicen found to have very great penetration with nearly 1,600 
feet muzzle velocity; for sporting purposes it would do to 
haye an express bullet. much lighter, say 250 grains, ‘with 
more weight when penetration is required. 

BENGAL SEPOY, 
Lospowx, England, 

COLD DAYS IN MISSISSIPPI. 
“Oh the snow, the beautiful snow,” 

Ti’s very pretty on paper, you kmow. 

4 hie weather is hyperborean in temperature here at this 
writing—seored a xoose eee here Wriday night—but I 

see by the preas that you saw our 0/and went us —2) or —30 
belter, Well, I don't sce how you standit, A man here 
could not tell by his feclinys whether he had on his pants or 
was walking around, without them, so far as the sensation of 
cold was concerned. S 
A gentleman going down town to catch the carly train had 

the ear on the windward side of his head frozen as stiff as 
an icicle while he was walking half a mile. You could 
have smitten il off with a stick as easily as Petey smote oif 
the man’s car with a sword. The mercury was 6° lower 
than I haye ever seen if in this latitude before. Yesterday 
at 7 A. M. it began to snow, and now there are seyen inches 
ou the eround, so dry and solidly erystallized that it might 
le Wareled gnd sold for sugar—'*A” with any number of 
Xs hehind it—‘‘coffee,” 

The '*hovs,” old and young, are out e masee after rabbits, 
Those thal bavé come in report thal Mr, Lepus can’t leap 
worth n cent, but buties wp under the snow and lies there 
tintil he is picked up. Saw one fellow with four, all he 
found. and he killed them with sticks. 

if the snow remains lon# on the ground I fear that the 
quails will suffer, and that many of them will perish from 
éold snd hunger, In 1876 snow remained two weeks, and 
hundreds of birds of all sorts and kinds died. The quails 
in ao places were found dead in bevyies, just as they had 
roosted. 

The sun is shining brightly to-day, and we hope the snow 
will soon melt, 
A very large black wolf was killed ten or twelve miles 

vast of this place last week, It was the only one that has 
been scen here within fifteen years, It was killed at a deer 
stand, as it tried to slip out ahead of the hounds. 

The quail crop was fairly good, and we haye had some 
splendid spooling: 

I lost my best dog early in the season, und have been de- 
pendent oh my friends for dogs ever since, as I have only 
one trained dog—Nellie Belton—in my kennel, 

There are Some fine field dogs here, notably Mr. Pield’s 
Texas, one of the finest, pointers J ever saw, He has alsoa 
kind of nondescript setter that comes to the cupheonious 
name of Gopher that isa vattling field dog, Besides these 
hiehas Baldy, a Llewellin (Belton 1].—Rbeebe IIT.). 

Dr, A. J. Borrowm las two good dovs, one a Lievwellin, 
a grandson of the illustrious (Hadstone; the other a grandson 
of that grand dog, Joe, Jr. 
Then friend Jim Gift hass pointer, old Don, from the strain 

of ‘Pious Jeems’s” celebrated dogs, that could once get away 
with almost anybody's dog, but he, like his illustrious master, 
is “growing old, Maggio,” Then James has another, a 
Llewellin, a thing of beauty, and therefore a joy forever to 
his handsome master, named tor Guyon, Doctor. 

fe is a grand representative of the lordly Llewellins, and 
should have three or four big L’s, and five or six little ones 
in the vame when it is spelled for him. 

Then Dr. Sanford bas a good and steady old pointer, Hur- 
ricane, now tamed down to a mil(l zephyr, bred by the writer 
and truined by that emperor of sportsmen, Col. Gordon. He 
has also a balf Laverack, Leila, that is fast, staunch and 
stylish, Mr. Will Thompson has atine pointer, and owned 
4, maugnificent Trish ved setter, Te had the mistortune to 
have the setter killed by a passing train a few days ago. 
Mr. A. Reitz hasa good pointer. Mr, Hardy Green has a 
splendid setter, a native, given him by the writer. This dog, 
Larry, is one of the govt that will hold a point forhalf a day. 
On one occasion his master Was shooting with a doctor from 
New Orleans, Larry was missed and could not be found. 
The doctor sat on a fence half a mile from the others, Green 
yelled to him: 

“Doc., do you see anything of Larry over there 
‘Vos, Lere he is.’ 
“What is he doing?” 
“Nothing but standing here lile a fool in the grass." 
"May be he is pointing?” 
“Pointing, thunder, he is just standing still.” 
“Send him on then,” 
“High low, Larry! He won't go.” 
Then the doctor walked up to him, and about twenty quail 

whirred up from under his feet. 
The last dogs to be mentioned are those that belong to the 

writer. Nellie Belton, a rattling little lady, fast, staunch, 
stelidy und 4 slayer, prettily marked, standing on her points 
with all the gracc, or whirling to them with all the deadly 
suddenness of her illustrious grand sire, the incozsparable 
Gladstone, 

‘Then there is the little boy dog Guyon’s Rawe (Pembroke 
—Gilt), {hat is as smart us a puppy can be, and well grown 
tu lis uge and handsome to boot. 

43? 

Last year I could have added Guyon’s Rock, one of-the |, 
very best fivid dogs I ever shot over—now, fone, alas to the 
everlusting bunting grounds, The best blood of the best 
Llewellins flowed in his veins, and he was the dog to win 

—— 

the love of any man. In the prime of life he has passed 
away and ‘this like J ne'er shall look upon again.” 
Eyerybody was prophesying a mild winter. Christmas 

Day was bright and sunny, with not a speck of cloud, and a 
south wind mild as the breath of May. The mocking birds 
sang, but for the bare and leafless trees you might haye 
thought it an Indian summer day. We rode in the dog-cart 
with the girls, and sailed boats on the big carp pond. 

ew Year’s night a roaring wind came down from the 
north and almost chilled the marrow in our bones, and if 
has not let up to this writing. 

Tf the wind gets around to the south it will take it about 
a-week to blow back the breath of Boreus that has already 
fone down that way, and make it warm again. 
We hope for a jittle relaxation iu old winter's grip before 

Jong, and then if all the birds come out safe we will go afield. 

“T hold it hest whate’er befall, 

I feel it when sorrow most, 
*Tis better to have quail on toast 

Than not to have a quail at all." 
Guyon. 

Corin tH, Miss., Jan 8. 

PHILADELPHIA NOTES. 

W unusual number of Canada geese are stopping in the 
AX Delaware River this winter, This would indicate an 
open January and February, which has not been the case 
thus far. Snow upon snow has came upon us, and as I 
write we are haying a storm which will add to the covering 
with which our State has been liberally presented, and 
cause inore distress among the ground game of Pennsyl- 
yania, 

Itis said by the game dealers of Philadelphia that no 
quail are being sold since the 16th of this month, but a run 
through the market shows the contrary. Our law says in 
Sec, 32: ‘‘Any person may sell or have in possession any 
pinnated grouse, commonly called prairie chicken, ruffed 
grouse, commonly ¢alled pheasant, quail or Virginia part- 
ridge, and woodcock for a period of fifteen days after the 
time limited for killmg the same has expired, and shall not 
be liable to any penalty under this act.” Jan. 15 was the 
last day of the limit, and yet I can purchase at any stand in 
Philadelphia all the qnail IT want at $3.50 per dozen. We 
miss the work of the Philadelphia Sportsmen’s Club, Such 
open violations of the game Jay were not dared when the 
organization had its eyes upon the dealers. 

The sportsmen of Harrisburg, Pa., are much pleased with 
the new clause relative to duck shooting in the Pennsyl- 
vania game law, which allows this sport only on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays of each week. This will greatly 
benefit the waters of the Susquehanna in the neighborhood 
of their city, and attract many fowl from below. At one 
time the best of duck shooting could be had in this section, 
but the sailing on them with tugs and boats of all sorts 
(which is now also illeral) and the continual larrassing of 
them by night and day has almost ruined the sport. 

Homo, 

THE PERFORMANCE OF SHOTGUNS. 

SHOULD like some of your correspondents of a practi- 
cal turn, to let us know through your columns what we 

inay expect in performance of afair breechloading shotgun. 
Some three years avo, I disposed of a most excellent muzzle- 
loader, 10-gauge, on the performance of which I would risk 
heavy odds, and replaced if with a breechloader, same 
gauge, made by an American maker of considerable promi- 
nence. Although I haye handled this arm considerably 
since, as well as other breechloaders of high pretensions, [ 
Am disappointed as to their performance. TI think they lack 
in both force and closeness of distribution. At least, thatis 
the result of my experience. Notwithstanding, we load 
them with charges that would be considered rather steep ia 
the old muzzleloader. 

Chokeboring I consider an abomination, the gun I speak 
of above was chokebored; I had the choke taken ont of it 
by a competent gunsmith; it improved its shooting fifty per 
cent., and that not froma few chance trials, but heavy 
work at both game and a crucial test at the target. ‘“That 
may have suited the peculiarities of that particular gun,” 
say the savants. Granted, but the reverse of the proposition 
may also be true—chokeboring may suit particular guns— 
when we have so many high sounding titles for modern sys- 
tems and so-called improvements in the breechloader, we 
naturally look for corresponding excellence of performance 
in the field, : 

In these remarks, I contine myself strictly to the shooting 
qualifies of the arm, ‘The ease and rapidity of manipula- 
tion and many other advantages of the breechloader must 
be conceded. 

There are hundreds who are better posted than lam. Let 
us have a fair, square record of performance, practical, not 
theoretical, andoblige some sportsmen inthe BAckwoops, 
Wrst VIRGINIA. 

WHITE-BREASTED BEARS. 

WN Forest anp Stream of Jan, 10, allusion is made to 
black hears with white spots on breast, as haying 

evizzly procliyilies, and being more ferocious than others of 
the black race; and the editor remarks that the Indians of the 
Northwest Coast believe them to be more dangerous. 

T have killed almost a hundred black bears, and have never 
seen but one with a white breast. I will tell the circum- 
stances, and you can judge about his ferocity, 

It was the beginning of the fall hunt, and 1 was looking up 
new prounds to sei my traps. I had been out from home 
more than a week in the mountains alone, and had spotted a 
line into this new region many miles from my regular hunt- 
ing grounds. 

Was near some small ponds on the top of a mountain, and 
was trying to follow down their outlet which ran under 
ground a part of the way, 'Theday was clondy and drizzly, 
and as if was past noon und I had taken my breakfast quite 
early, 1 felt quite hungry and looked around for suitable 
chanee to kindle a fire to cook tea and a partridge, which I 
had shot just before. A very large birch tree being just 
there I prepared my partridge, and after kindling 
my fire T sat down in front of it, with my back 
against the big tree, and commenced roasting my 
bird while my tea was boiling. My gun stood against 
the tree, with the case on it, as it rained a little. hile 
broiling the bird I basted it With a little butter which I had 
left, thinking how much better off IT was than the Indians, 
for they could not have butter to baste with or salt either, 
While cogitating thusly, heard a small twig snap behind 

fhe tree, Supposing it to be # rabbil, I said {o myself, 
“There's a rabbit, and ifI had you here I would roast and 
baste you,” but I did not look around, I cared so little about 
it. Just then a large stick snapped, making a noise like a 
small gun, This startled me. I Bnew some large animal 
must be there, and on the impulse L dropped my partridge 
and jumped into the air and turned around before touching 
the ground; and there was a bear within four feet of me, 
and the next look I noticed the white spot in his breast, and 
for the life of me I could nof tell which was the most fright- 
ened, the bear or myself. A few heavy leaps and he disap- 
peared in the thick woods, even before | could get the case 
off the gun, and my appetite followed the bear off, 

I had a steel bear trap with me and set il besid® that tree, 
and the next time I came to tend my traps I had him; [ knew 
him by the white spot, 
He probably smelled the roasting meat and did not see me 

until I jamped up; but the sayage part of that bear I never 
discovered, G. BR. 
BerHeL, Maine. 

REBOUNDING LOCKS. 

Eilitor Forest and Stream: : 
“Sinkboat’s” letter about rebounding locks interested me 

very much, as it treats of a question | have for four years 
been experimenting 10 solve. During that time I have tried 
the locks of every gun that I could get hold of, to seeifa 
cap could be exploded by raising the hammer as far as it 
will go without catching on full cock and letting it go with- 
out touching the trigger. I regret very much that I did not 
keep # record of the guns so tried. However, the result; was 
all one way, soa record could have added little to the value 
of my experiments, I suppose that few men outside of the 
gun trade handle as many guns as I do inthe course ofa 
year, and as I improved all opportunities to make the test 
the number of guns must have been considerable. Twill not 
attempt to say how many, but am sure it includes specimens 
from all the well-known makers, except Dougall, Various 
kinds of primers were also tried. | 

In eyery case the hammer was raised and let fall from 
five to ten times on the same cap, yet I have never been able 
to explode a single one, though all were slightly indented by 
the striker. The guns ranged from the cheapest and meanest 
to the very best of American, English and German makers. 
As to exploding acap by a blow on the hammer, I agree 
with “‘Sinkboat” that it can be done; but the blow must be 
a severe one, such as is little likely to happen by accident, 
After exploding a few caps and breaking a hammer I aban- 
doned this particular line of investigution as too liable to 
injure the guns. I would like to know if others have made 
similar experiments. My experience may have heen in the 
nature of a ‘run of luck,” as such occur in scientific experi- 
ments as Well as in card playing. 

it has, however. been sufficient to satisfy me that the 
rebounding Jock makes a shooting iron as safc as it cam he 
unless we reduce it to the condition of the proverbial one 
that had neither lock, stock nor barrel, yet was still con- 
sidered dangerous, J. M. Tracy, 
GREENWICH, Conn, 

Tur Trespass LAw.—Senator Otis’s bill introduced into 
the Senate at Albany, Jan. 17, amends Section 10 of the 
Laws of 1879 (of New York) so as to read as follows: “‘Any 
pergon who shall trespass upon cultivated or inclosed lands 
for the purpose of shooting or hunting any game protected 
by this act, or shall take any fish from private ponds or 
private streams not stocked in whole or in part by the State, 
after public notice has been given by the owner or occupant 
thereof, or person or corporation leasing or hiring from the 
owner thereof the exclusive right to shoot, fish and hunt 
over said lands, as provided in the next section, shall be 
liable to such owner, occupant or person or corporation 
leasing or hiring from the owner thereof the exclusive right 
to shoot, hunt or fish thereon—in addition to the actnal 
damace sustained—exemplary damages to an amount not 
exceeding $25.” Section 17 of said act is amended so as to 
reid as follows: ‘“‘The notice referred to in the preceding 
section shall be given by personally serving upon any person 
a written notice not to trespass upon said lands for said pur- 
poses, or by erecting and maintaiming sign-boards at least 
one foot square, upon every fifty acres of land, upon the lot 
lines thereof, or upon the shores or bank of any lake, 
stream or pond in at least two conspicuous places on the 
premises. Such notices to have appended thereto the name 
of the owner, or occupant, or person, or corporation leasing 
or hiring the exclusive right to shoot, hunt or fish thereon, 
And any person who shall tear down or in any way deface 
or injure any such sign-board, not having the right fo do so, 
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and in addition thereto 
shall be liable to a penalty of $25.” The act is to take 
effect immediately. 

Gerorara Game.—Macon, Jan. 2.—In our section, our 
game birds, more particularly quail, have been in soodly 
numbers, Owing to pot-hunters, however, the supply has 
been greatly reduced, and in many places coveys are small 
and yery wild, J have hunted but little this season, and had 
poor sport. J went last week part of three days aud bagged 
forty quail. Unfortunately for our best sportsmen, we have 
a large number of hunters who kill indiscriminately eyery- 
thing they can, and at this rate our game birds will soon be 
exhausted. Ithank the Forest snp Svream for enlarged 
views on this subject, and wish you had two hundred move 
gubs2ribers in our county. Ducks have been found insmall 
numbers owing to warm weather and low streams. Squirrels 
and other small game iu fair numbers. A negro man took 
alive a gray eagle near the city recently. Thebird measured 
seven feet from tip to tip, was ealing a pig when fired on by 
the man, and being only slightly wounded attacked the 
negro’s dog, severely wounding him, from which he after- 
ward died.—J. H. J. 

Yrsrrantr. Mich., Jan. 10.—At the annual meeting of 
the Ypsilanti Rod and Gun Club, held Jan. 8, the following 

officers were elected: President, Prof, James H. Shepard; 

Vice-President, James C. Martin; Secretary, Don ©. Phil- 
lips; Treasurer, Guy Davis; Executive Committee, D. P- 
Shuler, P. ©, Sherwood, David Dodge; Referees, William 

Mullion, Dan Gates; Scorer, S..P. Hutchinson. Our gun 

club is in a most prosperous condition, numbering fifty mem- 

bers.—Down ©. Parunips, Secretary. 

Moyrcomery, Ala.—Our market is full of tive and dead 

uail. The shooting neyer was better. Ducking on the 
river very poor this year, owing to the lowness of the river, 
ONLY. 
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FELIs DomEsticus AGAty.—The story of ‘'Reignolds,” in 
your issue of Jan. 10, ahout Melis domesticus reminds me of 
one which was told me many years ago by a gentleman in 
Philadelphia. Tom was a handsome large yellow speci- 
men of the genus above named, valuable as a mouser, but 
unfortunately possessed of some traits that made my friend 
determine to be rid of him. Waving the fear of the ‘‘cops” 
before his eyes he deemed it unadyisuble to shoot the cat, 
and so attacked poor Tom with a spade, and after some 
trouble killed him, During the performance a misdirected 
blow of the spade cut the cat’s tai] off, My friend carried 
away the dead body, dug a hole ina somewhat distant open 
lot, and put Tom away to stay, as he supposed. Imagine 
his surprise when upon going into the hack yard one morn- 
ing some ten days later, he saw Tom alive and well, just as 
though nothing had happened to him, apparently glad to be 
buck again, and with his tail fully restored. —M., 

Wao Writ Forstsa QcAin for stocking a piece of land 
in New Jersey? This is the question asked by a correspon- 
dent, who offers to take care of the birds for the man who 
puts them out, Letters prepaid and addressed to ‘Quail,” 
cure this office, will he forwarded. 

Sea and Aiver Hishing. 
+ 

TROUTING ON THE BIGOSH. 
LAKE RANGES, 

a as dinner the Colonel prepared to fish with the Doc- 
4 tor and give him his first experience with lake tront. 
“T tell you,” sald be lo the latter, ‘there is some sport in 
taking lakers on 2 vod, if there is not too much lead used on 
the line. OF course, they do nol fight As long and vigorously 
us the brdok trout, but fora change it is pleasant. We do 
nol troll a spoon leaded heayily to keep it duwn, and trolling 
aspoon froma boat is lazy business anyway, but we take 
them on the rod and reel them in, and feel every struggle 
mide. You may change your opinion of it after you have 
tried it.” The Doctor made no reply to this, und after a 
pause the Colonel asked him: “How about finding this baited 
spot of yours out in the middle of the lake? Idoun’t see 
how amanis to tell when he is within a hundred feet of a 
eeitain place which may be only twenty feet in diameter,” 

“J will give you the ranges,” I replied. 
“The ranges! And what will Ido with them? We will 

probably range all oyer the lake hefore we find the little spot 
that Jack und you have baited. If there was a bnoy there 
I might find it, but I doubt any man’s ability to go twice 
over the same spot ona Jake as large as this without some 
guide.” 

“Wonsense, Colonel,” said the Doctor; ‘‘all fishermen 
muke use of what are called ranges, in order io find choice 
fishing spots, and if the ranges are accurately taken there is 
no trouble.” 

“Here are the ranges forthe place baited yesterday, Ina 
general direction it lies northeast from camp about three- 
quarters of a mile. Row off there until you are in a direct 
line between that black pine stub, which you will see near 
the edge of the lake, just beyond the big pine, and the big 
rock oti the south shore, This will give you the range north 
and south. §Shiffyour position on this line until you bring 
that white birch on the eastern sbore into the middle of the 
notch in the hill beyoud it. Drop your anchor and yerity 
your ranges, and—tish.” 

“And you pretend to say that you can strike the same 
spot every time by this means?” asked the Colonel. 

‘Every time,” answered I, “‘and if the ranges are correctly 
observed a boy of ten years old can drop his anchor within 
five feet of the same place every time. No man who fishes 
on a Jake and finds a good spot neglects to take the ranges 
of it, else how would he find it?” 

“7 don’t know, never thought of it,” answered the Colonel, 
“Bome years ago,” said J, "a party of us used to fish for 

lakers on Cayuga Lake and we had a few good spots, the 
ranges of which were not generally known outside of a few 
native fishermen and a few occasional visitors, and we otten 
took many fine fish there. One summer we noticed a new 
comer at the lake who seemed much interested in our daily 
catch and for several evenings he met us as we landed and 
inspected the fish. The young man was one of the yery 
knowing kind and talked learnedly about fishing, and among 
other things declared that he could take more lake trout than 
any one that he had ever met, if he only knew the spots. 
disliked the fellow for his brag and his indurated cheek, and 
thought with Hotspur, ‘He made me mad to hear him talk 
s0 like a waiting gentlewoman.’ One day he met me alone 
near the water and the following conversation occurred: 

“Tsay, now, sid he, “what are the ranges of that place 
where you fishiud yesterday? Lwant to go out and take 
some big trout, for I’m tired of fishing for perch and sunfish. 
Can’t you let me go out with you to-day?” 

“Our bouts are full enough,” 1 answered, ‘“‘and our party 
is complete. You can hire a boatman here who may put you 
on a good spot.” 

“Confound the boatman,” he said, “they may put me in a 
good place and may not. I had rather go by myself, any- 
way. Just give me the ranges, won’t you?” 
Now to ask a man for the ranges of a spot when he eyi- 

dently doesn’t care to give them, puts one 1n a position where 
he must refuse, point blank, tell a lie about them, or find an 
excuse for refusal. Isaid: ‘‘The ranges belong to others, 
a8 well as to ine, and I have no right 10 give them, Pardon 
me, I see our party coming with the boat and I ‘oust join 
them, Good morning,” I left him, and getting into the boat 
told my friends of the occurrence as soon us we were out ot 
hearing. 

About an hour after we had anchored, we saw this fellow 
in a boat near the eastern shore, nearly abreast of us, Soon 
after this one of the party uoticed him working to thenorth 
and said that he was trying to steal our ranges, We lifted 
the anchor and drifted out near the middle of the lake, and 
staid there until the man went back, At evening he met us 
aud accused us of drifting out so that he could not get our 
ranges, and a sinile on cach face was all the reply made. A 
week later we were packing up to go home when down he 
came again, 2nd after » while said that as we were going 
away we might as yell give him our ranges. 

Said 7, “Will you promise not to tellif I give them to 
youy” 
He promised. 
“Then,” said J, “You see this stake out here in the 

lake?” 
Fieg 

“Row out and get thatin line with the north chimney of 
the University, Then you see a blade of dead grass wilh 
the black top on the northern end of Canoga Marsh.” 

“No, how can I see a blade of grass across the lake, three 
miles or more?” : 

‘Well, the grass is there, as you can tell by rowing across 
the lake. Then you sec that forty-acre lot above the marsh, 
ety that old white mare is feeding?’ ; 

ee es, os 

“Then, after getting on your first line, you row out until 
you gei that blade of dead grass with the black top in exact 
Tange with the old miare’s tail. Good morning.” 

And we left him with a faraway look in his eye, which 
might be searching for the grass on the edge of Canoga 
Marsh, or might be resting on the tail of the old white mare. 
We could not say. Prep Matrunr. 

A FISHING OUTFIT. 

I READ with pleasure “Reduasyl's” article on the aboye 
topic, and also his complaint that writers who touched 

upon this matter at all, did not go into detail. This com- 
plaint is a just one, and JT think you will agree with me 
when I say that most correspondents of the Fornst 
AND STREAM are not amateurs, and forget that there 
are others who are younger and would profit by 
minuteness of description and detail, Now here is ‘‘Redna- 
erie who is eager to learn the necessities of a fishing outfit, 
though he, too, is indefinite as to what kind of fishing he 
proposes to follow, where he intends ‘‘to turn his footsteps,” 
and especially whether he sors by canoe, yacht or otherwise, 
I have a faint intuition that this ‘‘Rednasyl"” (pretty name 
isn't it?) has had more experience in ‘‘outings” than he would 
have us think, however, willingly will I give him the benefit 
of my experience in fishing outfits, 

Whien about sixteen years of age, 1 spent part of my sum- 
mer yacation on the sheres of Lake Ontario, This can hardly 
be called a fishing excursion, as ourcamp was permanently 
located, though by means of a yacht and rowboat we were 
able lo go anywhere we wished, Our party consisted of four 
big: hearled, noisy boys, not a drone among us. We had 
two tents, 2 common army tent, called the wall tent, and 4 
pretty affair called a Iawn tent. The latter wo ised forsleep- 
ing purposes, and just here let me say that it has served in 
many subsequent campaigns and has proved itself worth 
many of the military tents, The wall tent was used as a 
storeroom, and sad to relate did not proye water-proof, 

The first thing to he done wheu one is a ember of a fish- 
ing party like the above, is to divide the work and responsi- 
bility equally among the members. 1 have found it best to 
meet once or twice and diseuss matters fully, so as not to 
be obliged to start off hurriedly and with insufficient prepa- 
rations. 

As committee on supplies, I preeured the following: 
1 can salmon, lobster, chicken and 3 of pressed cored 
beef, 3 dozen eggs, 4 quarts beans, small bag of dried 
peaches, same of apples, good supply of Boston crackers, 6 
loayes bread, both wheat and ‘Boston brown,” pepper and 
salt in convenient boxes, 1 piece salt pork, small pail of 
bulter and ditto of lard, Now as to the necessary cook- 
ing utensils. They consisted of one frying pan, 4 small 
kettle (both with covers), coffee pot, with long hanille, 
two square pie pans, old-fashioned, for Johnnie cake, and a 
hean pot, 
Now for the stove, which we dubbed “‘the range.” First 

and foremost, two lengths of pipe are necessary, Now col- 
lect an abundant supply of smooth, flat stones, which are 
found near all lakes and rivers. The general form of the 
stove is that of a horseshoe maguet or like the lefter ‘‘U,” 
with the arms Jengthened. The sides should be about three 
feet long, outside measurement. and the inside measurement 
about cight to ten inches, that is across. Use plenty of clay 
in building the stove and see that all chinks are filled, so as 
to make it as nearly air-tight as possible. The pipe sheuld 
be placed in the curved part of the ‘U,” opposite the open- 
ing. A flat stone placed on top of the pipe acts as a damper, 
while both lengths should be peourely fastened to adjoming 
trees by means of wire. Cover the stoye with two flat 
stones, which aclas covers, and if care is taken you have a 
permanent and convenient range. J built one on, the St. 
Lawrence on which we could easily cook meat and fish and 
have our pot of coffee boiling at the seme time, We were 
never troubled with burned fingers or smoke. 

The table is a simple affair, and our party insisted upon 
having it at quite a distance from the tents. This, too, is a 
good plin, for us the stove wnd table must be near one an- 
other, the danger from sparks flying into the tents (as has 
often happened) is ayoided. A small hole dug in the ground 
in some shady plave acts as a ood relrigerator for the butter, 
lard, eic, Cover with a flat stone. 
You will say | am not speaking of the fishing outfit proper 

avall. Well, lam great on details as you may have con- 
cluded. First und foremost J think every angler should own 
iyo rods. <A fly-rod and one for bait-fishing. Have heard 
that the two can be combined in one, and by aid ef an extra 
ti or two save the additional expense. My experience 
proves to me that a fly-rod must be a fly-rod and a bait rod 
one for bait only. Take a good supply of flies, the choice of 
which must be governed by the locality in which you are to 
fish. I well remember that two of our party had a continual 
bone of contention in regard to the color of hackles; not a 
fish was taken by this bait during our stay, Wor minnow 
fishing we all agreed that Abbie & Imbrie’s “Kinney No. 11” 
was the best hook. Bass find it a diffienlt thing to free 
themselves from this hook when well handled. A small seine 
is necessary for obtaining minnows in any locality, and with 
this and a light scoop net our outfit is about finished. 

1 dread the ‘editorial shears” or would mention many 
other things that I deem necessary where one goes into per- 
manent camp. One thing I myst recommend whether one 
goes by canoe, rowboat or yacht, and that is the lawn tent. 
This, though intended as an ornament originally, has been 
adopted very extensively by sportsmeu, It can be folded up 
and put in a rubber bag, so thatthe whole thie oceupies a 
space 36x18 inches, Do not know its weight. The pole is 
made in iwo sections, each five or six feet long, and they are 
joined by a neat brass ferrule. This tent is twelve feet 
square, and two active men can put it up.in ten minutes. 
Mine has been used for eight seasons and practically is as 
food as ever 

I hope “Rednasy!” will derive some benefit from what I 
have so carelessly written. He will find that it will apply 
to the permanent camper or to one who cruises by yacht. I 
o in for comfort, and so my outfit may seem too elaborate. 
very one of our party had a splendid time, and I heard no 
complaint of too much truck. We caught a great many fish 

of rain, which ‘ 
M., Cony, Hunt and Martin started for the south branch rips 

as We were iocated on one of the best grounds for buss in 
the United States. 

Let “‘Rednasyl” so into a camp on one of these magnifi- 
cent rivers in his own or adjoinirg States for a month and 
follow my suggestions as to tent and stave if none of the 
others, and if he dovs not haye » good time, why I know 
nothing of the business. . . 

TO HOLEB FALLS. 

[CON(LUDED FROM PAGE 4§9.] 
FPHE tents wore struck at sunrise, Sept. 21, the blankets 

folded and provisions packed and loaded into the boats 
for a start up the river. The wpper carry wns soon reached, 
and the boats and Inggage ‘‘toted” by the Falls to the smooth 
water above; but not without considerable labor and sweut. 
The crew was soft and green and not used to bard knocks. 
They were all good robust fellows, and wilh some experience 
in sporting matters, but not one had performed any manual 
labor for years. But they found this business of going up 
an uninhabited river withont juides, sacking their traps and 
hitling their bouts over curries, very much like bone labor, 
Yet they wentat it vight merrily. A ‘our mile row up river 
brought them to the *'Tliree Streams,” where they met three 
gentlemen from Skowhegan on their way home, 'They were 
in good spirits, and spoke enthusiastically of the shooting 
and fishing about Holeb Falls, After a half hour's rest and 
amututl exchange of good fellowship, the parties separated 
and went on their respective ways. 

Five miles up stream, with dense forests on both sides, 
brought the party to Spencer Walls, a single piteh of about 
ten feet oyera pile of rocks. A halt was made here loug 
enough to carry by and get dinner; then came the race to 
Holeb Falls. Cony got his boat loaded first aod made a 
rapid push for Moleb, which was fiye miles away. As he 
pulled out into the stream with strong oar strokes, baying 
scycralminutes the start, there was a look of determination 
and trimmph on his Roman countenance which said plainer 
than words can speak, ‘‘Holeb o bust.” Martin accepted 
the challenge, and from that moment it was a trial of 
skil and strength between the crews of those two boats for 
all the yim there was in them, Murtin said to lis crew, 
“Boys, this is a death struggle for Holeb. We haye the vest 
boat, but it is mainly a question of pluck and muscle; take 
a long stroke, one that you can keep up for five miles againgt 
some current, and we will win the race.” ‘The hoat wos 
loaded onan even keel and the rece began in earnest, ‘The 
riyer was crooked and it was some time before Cony’s boat 
wis seen, He continued to maintain the lead for three or 
four miles, buf Martin was continually lessening the dis- 
tance. Now the race became exciting as the bouts came 
nearer together, Hunt was pulling his level best and Martin 
was paddling for every cent he was worth. When within 
less than a mile of Holeb they passed Cony. The grand old 
man with hat off was pulling like a Trojan; greal beads cf 
perspiration were standing on his buld head, and the yeins 
on his neck stood out like those of a race horse, while 
Walker was paddling like a steam engine, Wyom this point 
to the close Martain kept the lead, but still they followed in 
hol pursuit, heaping to regain their lost ground, but useless 
endeavor, for every Momeut ineréased the distance between 
them, xnd ut 3 o'clock P. M, Martin's boat touched Holeb 
landing, at the foot of the falls, avd the race was won, The 
contestents were badly used up; Walker was jiers de combat, 
and the plucky Cony was not much better, Martin was 
lame all over, and Hunt's hands were covered with blisters, 
Colcord and Potter did not enter into the race with as much 
enthusiasm as the others, and conseyuently came oulin a 
little hetter condition. 

The landing is on the west side of Heho Basin, four or 
five rods from the lower pitch or rapids. Passing up the 
rapids some fifteen rods in a northerly direction the Holeb 
Pool is reached; here the river takes a course at right angles 
toward the east, Going up the rapids some fifteen sods 
further the foot of the main falls isreached, above which the 
river again runs north, 
From Toleb Falls, in an easterly direction, to where 

Moose River empties into Moosehead Lake, opposite Mount 
Kineo, in an air line it is thirty-five miles, but to follow the 
Windings of the river it is sixty miles. It is bwenty-seven 
miles from. the falls to Moose River Bridge, and about twelve 
miles from the falls in a westerly directicn to the Canada line, 
The source of this river is near the source of the Chaudigre 
River, that Hows north into the St. Lawrence. 

It is hard to find a better camping ground than this, The 
place selected was on a plateau, about twenty rods from the 
landing, which was on an old ‘tote’ read that leads by the 
falls. Facing the falls was a hnge granite boulder, about 
twelve or fifteen feet high, with a perpendicular face, against 
which a fire was built; and on the other side of the road, ip 
a clear, leyel space, the tents were pitehed, the road runnin 
between tents and fire, There was plenty of hard wood for 
fires all round the camp, and only a few steps down a path, 
alt Holeb Pool, excellent water was obtained, Cedar splits 
were procured and a table made, twelve fuct long and four 
feet wide, on the Jeft of the tents by the roadside, A deu- 
con’s seat was made by the tables, twelve feet long, sufficient 
to seat the whole party. There were abundance of cedar 
and fir boughs to make » good bed, better than can be found 
in some hotels. 

Not far in front of the camp, Hole) Falls, the most pic 
furesque sheet of water in Maine, cume pouring down over & 
ledge almost perpendicular, some seventy-tive feet; and 
Holeb Mountain rears his ragged sumnmitin the background. 
The scenery is wild and romantic enough to make the most 
exacting and fastidious sportsman happy. It was rest, de- 
licious rest, to lie down on such a frugrant bough bed and he 
tulled to sleep by the roar of Holeb Falls. : 
The second day was spent in recuperating, in viewing the 

grand scenery around them, and, with litle effort, killing 
birds and fish enough to supply the wants of the party. 
Tracks of caribou and deer were frequently seen, but the 
noble game kept well out of sight. 

Below the last pitch of Holeb is a lurge basin of water, 
ciretilar in form, whose diameter is more than three times 
the width of the river, A lurge granite promontory hites 
the main falls from the basin and obscures the roar. This 
is remarkable for its echo. The best place to get it distinctly 
is a litfle ways below the landing, laciug the mountain. 
Potter would stand heve und hulk to the mountain, which 
threw the echo back with great distinctness. Coleord’s red 
Trish setter Rex would listen, his wlossy coat listening in the 
sun, and his intelligent eye looking intently for the man in 
the mouutain who was talking back, : 

The morning of Sept. 23, was cloudy witth indications 
wan to fallin the afternoon, About 8 A, 
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some two miles aboye the falls, where they found trout of 
fair size very plenty. In the course of two hours’ time they 
caught forty-civht fine fish. Believing that they had enough 
and more than enouzh to last the party two days, and not 
wishing io catch more than could be disposed of, they de- 
cided to return to camp which they reached before dinner 
lime. Cony had canglit the best Jot of fish, not in number, 
butingize, THe had just n dozen beauties, nearly all of one 
Sze, Averaging about two pounds eseh, which he caught in 
6 pooland partly nodera jam of logs near the foot of the 
rapids, It was conceded by oll hands that he bad # mag- 
vifivent string of trout, This made the old gentleman take 
his place at the bead of the class with a good deal of pride 
and divnity. 
When it was time to return to camp, Martin found himself 

on the east side nf the rapids opposite to Cony, thus were Saul 
and Jonathan divited. However, they never failed to enjoy a 
good point on cnch other. A few days before at Attean, 
Cony had fallen sprawling among the granite boulders and 
spill his fish in (he falls, greatly to his friend’s amusement, 
Now, Martin undertook to show his superior spryness hy 
jumping across the siream from stone to stone, some of 
which were two or three inches under water, covered with 
moss and slippery as an ecl, Ile got on yery well until he 
eame to ile last sud longest leap, when forgetling that old 
age was creeping on; that he was etift from the race to Ho- 
Jeb and thinking lie was just as young as he used to be, 
went into thesir, buf not haying the wings of Rasselas to 

.  sistiin him even jn the water, be fortunately fell on his belly 
across 4 rock, his feet dangling in the swift current, with a 
broken red, ony had his laugh this time, 

Belween 3 and 4 P, M., Colcord arrived in camp, 
the hera of fhe expedition. No Indian wayrior with his 
wimpun belt, denoraten with the sealp of a deadly foe, ever 
rearned from. the wirpath in greater triumph! Prior to this 
rei-leiter-day, Jo's Tuck had been hard, he was back on the 
fourth seat. He liad started for Spencer Falls, five miles be- 
low, in the morning, alone and downbearted, and came hack 
in the aftemoou with bis contribution to the day's sport, 
consisting of six ruffed grouse and sixtcen trout, The six- 
teen trent weighed fifty pounds. When laid side hy side, 
touching each other, they measured five feet six inches 
neress, ind when laid end to end they measured twenty-three 
feet. Two hours before, Cony had been the ‘big Injun” of 
the party; but as bis cye took in the magnificent fish before 
him, he exclaimed in the language of Shakespeare: “Fare- 
well, a long farewell, to all my greatness,” {hen went down 
to Hole) Pool nud washed off his war paint. 
Walker bad remained in camp and Potter caught eight 

goeodirout about the falls; Hunt had shot six birds the day 
before, so with ihe tront left over the larder contained over 
ont hundred fine fish and twelve birds, The party thought 
they had fond “the promised land, overfowing with mill 
ind honey.” Not wishing to kill game for the mere sport, 
when their wants were more than supplied, for two days 
they rested in camp. They salfed down seventy-five pounds 
of trout und waxed fst in ealing the others, and enjoyed 
themselves Wi) vations ways. 

Pheiv eyening eoterfamments were well worth attending, 
Potter, sided by Colcord and sometimes by Hunt and Cony, 
woul! #ive a convert, They would sing war songs, negro 
mélodivs, but, lest of all, those vrund old ballads that have 
held their place in the popular heart for gencrations. When 
they were “lp to the congert pitch” these songs rang out on 
jhe still evening air, mid were # source of wonder to the 
tenants of forest and gtream; for assuredly the deer was 
listening in te depths of the wood; the partridge on his fir 
branch and the fox within his hole; the muskrat left lis 
clam half Opencd; the otter, on his side, left the fish balf 
eaten; the beaver sfopped work on his dam, and the mink 
eanted his head ind listened, Wear the eamp and in the 
sombre foliage of the lofty trees shone the great big eyes of 
4 wise olf! owl, apparently enamored and charmed Wy the 
liarmiony of son; for every now and then he would join in 
the ehorus. : 

After spending # week in this paradise for sportsmen, the 
purty very reluctantly struck their tents and turned their 
faces down river, Just asthe boats were leaving Heho 
Basin, Martin took a last look behind and exclaimed: ‘‘Good 
bye, Toleb! thou art a thing of beauty and a joy forever,” 
And Potter, grown strong and brown, his face showing his 
Teprel ab leaving, sung: 

“Still around me hwill hover, 

In grief or in glee, 

Till life's dveam is gyer, 

Bweet memories of (hee? 

The hoats flonted slowly down stream with the current, 
the occupants fiking the listless ase and comfort only 
known to hunters diifiing down aheantiful river, overhung 
by the branches of Sreat trees, ‘Where was no inclination to 
rave now. All were contented and happy. Spencer Falls 
was reached about hoon, where dinner was eaten. There 
bring » gentle breeze the party caught several farge trout 
aboye fhe falls; the lurgest weighing 44 pounds, This is the 
best fishing place for Jarge trout in the fall, ta be found on 
the river. ‘hey rise readily to a black alder fly or « brown 
hickle. 

Spencer Falls is where Ami True, when on « trip to Moose 
River, in 1877, with Cony, Martin and Morton, caught his 
famous string of trout. ‘The year following he was drowned 
in Ourryice Place Pond. His canvas hout was upset while 
he was in the act of firing at ducks that were passing by, and 
he went down in thirty feet of water. He was a most pru- 
dent min iu use of his shooting coats, yet when he got into 
his beat he forgot, forthe first time in his life, to take off his 
shooting vest, which carried seventy-five loaded metallic 
shells weighing about ten pounds. If was this fatal weight 
that earried him to the bottom, 

The party left Spencer and eontinued their journey down 
the river, They camped that night ata barn just above 
Three Streams. There is a clearing here where Jumbermen 
cul hay for winter use in the logzing camp. This is a good 
locution for duck shooting as they fy up and down stream, 
night and evening, Oolcord, with the same gun that went 
down with his friewd True when be was drowned, gave a 
ood exbibitiou of duck shooting al the barn; cutting them 
own right and left uutil lis gare bag was full to overflow- 

ing. 
The next mornigy the sportsmen wet! on their way almost 

sitiated with the tine sport which they lad enjoyed sa 
keenly the lirst week out. They now hardly counted their 
fish and birds. Like Livingstone, when wandering smong 
thé cquatorical Jakes in Afriea, some of the party began to 
lose the day of the week and month. However, noe lost 
their appetite for trout, grouse and ducks During the fore. 

noon Attean was reached and the Jong upper carry passed 
much easier than on the way up. The men had become 
stronger and harder, Bvyen the sickly Potter would tackle a 
boat and tng away like a young Samson. 

Their friends, Gen, J. Mancheste? Haynes and Judge 
Wim, Penn Whitehouse, went oyer the same route this year. 
When they left, Augusta, Gen, A, was very much out of 
health, in fact hardly able to leave his bed. His physician 
acyised him to try Holeb water, and fitted him out with a 
lot of medicine. ‘The General said he would try and get as 
far as the Parlin Pond House and rest. He got there and the 
bracing sir of Northern Maine made him feel better; got out 
his gun and went on to Moose River; shot birds on the road; 
got @ boat and went up river; felt better every hour; threw 
his medicine into Attean Pond and climbed Attean Moun- 
tain, singing: 

‘Here the inyalid seeks rest. 
Seeks the softened nerves to harden, 

Sucking from each brawny breast 

Tron milk from out Katahdin."* 

Went. over to Holeb Pond and round by the way of the falls. 
He lived on trout and birds, and came home in two weeks 
feeling like a fighting cock; jumped up, knocked his heels 
together twice, and discharged his doctor. Judge White- 
house, who accompanied him, and who is a learned and up- 
right judge, as well asa good sportsman, enjoyed the tri 
immensely. It is whispered in court circles that since bis 
return he has ruled, “that Holeb is the best place in Maine 
to brace aman up and find good trout fishing.” Try it 
invalid, and if you don’t come back feeling like a new man, 
the writer will give yon his old moccasins. 

The camp was at the head of lower Attean Falls. After 
a good hearty supper on fried trout, broiled ruffed grouse 
and roast duck, while all hands were smoking and resting 
from the sports of the day and watching the approaching 
twilight, and listening to the music made by the roar of 
the falls, Jo, Coleord took his rod, which was leaning 
against a tent, and, stepping out on a great rock just above 
the pitch, commenced casting his flies, 4s though giving an 
exhibition of his superior skillin trout fishing. He first cast 
twenty feet up river, his flies falling on the limpid stream 
soft us thistle-down; then slill further out on the smooth, 
unbroken water neaver the falls; still further up stream his 
mist-colored leader with jts black alder and brown hackle 
falls, and still, with lengthened lime, he casts till full sev- 
enty-five feet away liis flies fall as gently as a snowflake near 
a log that Jays across a huge old boulder on the very brink of 
the falls, But see that gleam on the smooth surface; the 
little whirlpool made in the water; the nervous twist in the 
fisherman’s wrist, and a lusty trout is hooked. He makes 
an arrowy rush up stream for deeper water; he isa gamy 
fish and is fisting hard for life. How he makes the reel 
sing as he takes out the line. Now he darts for the further 
shore, but the springy rod checks his headlong career and 
turns him toward the angler, and as hetakesa diagonal course 
across the stream, allowing him to reel in line, now there is a 
moment's pause in the conflict, during which time this ‘king 
of sporting fishes,” takes breath and recovers his strength for 
the final struggle. Then with all his might he darts straight 
down the strearn for the falls, But Jo. is cool as a veteran, 
which he is, and prepared for the final charge; and gives the 

shoe curved, Willit break? Jo, shows no signs of fear, for 
the rod is his own make. Every piece of lancewood he care- 
fully selected and tested its strength. The fish is broaght to 
a halt on the yery brink of the falls. Once in his gallant 
struggle to free himself from the fated steel he leaps clear of 
the water, O! What a beauty. Gradually he is drawn away 
from the falls, and makes a large circle, and then another 
aud another; each time less in diameter. The last bold 
spurt is telling on him, and each lessening circle brings him 
nearer to the surface, until at last he turns on his speckled 
side exhausted, with bis head out of water; seemingly the 
better to catch in his dying ear the silver music of the falls 
as they go joyously dancing down toward the great lake. 
Hunt takes the landing net and jumps down to the water's 
edge und slips it under bim, as Jo., standing on the great 
rock where he made his first cast, his sinewy form outlined 
clear and distinct aginst the blue of the western sky, swings 
him in, and a three and a half pound trout is landed. The 
fight lasted half an hour, Ajl hands applaud heartily, and 
Walker more than all the others; saying it was the finest feat 
in sportsmanship that he ever saw, 

After the last trout was landed and the pipes smoked out, 
the sportsmen unjointed their rods and carefully put them 
away in their cases, not to be used again until another year. 
Although it lacked three days to the legal close time, Oct. 
1, to them the fishing season was ended. 

The question naturally comes to the mind of the close ob- 
server, How long will such magnificent fishing as this party 
enjoyed lasi? It is undoubtedly true that the great forests of 
Northern Maine, so abounding in lakes and streams, will be 
one cf the few last places on this continent to give up its 
trout. But few people conceive the vast extent cf this great 
tnknown wilderness. It has been said that ‘‘Massachusetts 
might be lost in Maine’s woods, so that you would need a 
compass to find it.” Seventy-five years ugo just as good trout 
were found in Kennebec county, but now all this splendid 
irout fishing is gone, never to return. It can only be found 
in out-of-the-way and in inaccessible places where few have 
the courage and hardilood to go, A&8 civilization advances 
these places will become accessible, and before many gener- 
ations the beautiful trout will disappear. To compénsate 
sportsmen for his loss, the black bass fishing is growing bet- 
ter every year. Charles Hallock very gracefully bids good 
bye te the departing trout, and welcomes his successor thus: 

“No doubt the bass is the appointed successor of the trout; 
not through heritage nor selection, nor by 1uterloping, but 
by foreordination, Truly, it is sad to contemplate, in the 
not distant future, the extinction of a heautiful race of crea- 
tures, whose attributes have been sung by ull the poets; but 
we regard the mevitable with the same calm philosophy with 
which the ustronomer watches the burning ont of a world, 
knowing that it will be succeedod by 4 new creation. As we 
mark the soft, yari-tinted flush of the trout disappear in the 
evyentide, behold the sparkle of the coming glory! We 
hardly know which to udmire the most, the velvet livery 
and charming graces of the departing courtier, or the flash 
of the armor plates on the advancing warrior. No doubt 
the bass will prove himself a worthy substitute for his pre- 
decessor, and a candidate for a,full legaey of honors,” 
Thursday morning, Sept. 29, at sunrise, the tents were 

struek, aud without huste the boats were loaded and moyed 
gaily down stream toward Attean Pond. As morning 
advanced 4 stiif northweast wind came up that made the 
pond quite rough, but the many islands along the route 

trout ‘the butt” of his rod. See how it bends like a horse- | 

afford some proche 80 it was got over without much dis- 
comfort, and the “thoroughfare” was reached when the 
Water was again smooth. The ‘‘Moose Horns” were soon 
repassed, and the sportsmen again came out into the world: 

~ With the odors of the forest, 

With the dew and damp of meadow, 

With the curling smoke of wigwams,"' 

still clinging to their garments. They went on to Wood 
Pond, which was very rough, for the wind was blowing hard, 
and in crossing the boats took in considerable water, especi- 
ally Cony’s, which was loaded too heavily astern. 
The boats arrived at Moose River bridge about noon, and 

the luggage was carried up the bank by the roadside. The 
boats were washed out and hauled up; the horses were har- 
nessed to the wagon, the boats loaded, the luggage put 
aboard, and the crews jumped to their seats. The horses, 
glad tobe on the road again bounded away right merrily, 
and the singers catching the’ spirit, struck up a lively air, 
and all were ‘‘as happy as clams at high water.” 
A jolly ride of thirty miles through the woods brought 

them to the forks of the Kennebec, where they camped for 
the night, Here they met Mr, King, a gentleman from Con- 
nécticut, on his way to Holeb for shooting. He goes there 
in June and October. He said that he caught at Attean 
Falls in one day, last June, one hundred and fifty pounds of 
trout, 

The best way for the public to reach Moose River is to go 
to Skowhegan and take the stage from there to the bridge, 
eighty-five miles, Information in relation to boats and guides 
ean be obtained by writing to Joseph Clark, ‘‘The Forks 
Plantation,” or Cyrus Newton or N. Colby, ‘‘Moose River 
Plantation,” Me. 

Bright and early the next morning they were on the road 
again, The weather was delightful, and the party was in 
“high feather.” As the horses went spanking along over 
good roads and amid grand scenery they frequently crossed 
a rushing brook as it went dancing down to the river, 

“I chatter, chatter, as I flow 
To join the brimming river; 

For mien may come, and men may go, 

Rut I go on forever.” 

The Kennebec Valley is renowned for its beautiful and 
picturesque scenery, No finer visions can be obtained on the 
historic Potomac or romantic Hudson. Whoeverrides from 
the Forks to Norridgewock Falls must be impressed with 
the grandeur of the beautiful river, winding aniong the sur- 
rounding hills; especially if it be when the foliage wears that 
beautiful golden hue peculiar to Maine forests in antnmn. 
Such grand and romantic scenery will make the eye of the 
landscape painter flash with delight. 

At Bingham, sixty miles from Augusta, the sportsmen 
found the first telegraph office and sent home their first mes- 
sage: “We are coming,” and then went dashiug after it. A 
long and metry ride brought them, about sunset, to “Old 
Indian Point,” at Norridgewock Fails. Here they erected 
their wifwams and camped at the old Indian village, where 
once the Indian warrior wooed his dusky mate. heir sleep 
was sweet and undisturbed by the glare of the tomahawk, or 
war whoop of the red man; for generations ago the Nor- 
ridgewocks had paddled their birch canoes over the river to 
the happy hunting grounds. All that remains of this once 
powerful tribe is now and then astone hatchet or arrow- 
head turned up by the ploughshatre of the white 1nan; and 
the marble shaft, not far from our modern nimrods’ tents, 
which marks the site of this old Indian village. 

The rising sun ushered in a glorious autumn morning, 4 
genuine Indian summer day, and the hunters were soon on 
their journey, bound for home with the same happy exuber- 
ant feeling that had been with them throughout the whole 
trip. 

Just as the sun was sinking behind the wesiern hills, 
lighting them up with a blaze of glory, the horses galloped 
into Augusta and landed the sportsmen at home. They felt 
stronger and better for their recreation, and that their lines 
had, indeed, been cast in pleasant places, 

The next day, with browner ckeeks and a new stock of 
energy and nerve force, they went about their several voca- 
tions with cheerful looks and merry hearts, Long will they 
remember and talk about this trip to Holeb Falls as an oasis 
in the pathway of life. PISCATOR. 
Avausta, Me. 

FISHING NEAR BALTIMORE. 
HE fishing in this vicinity the past season has been ex- 

Peptronally good, Rock especially were unusually 
abundant, and I never knew of such fine catches of this 
splendid fish as were made during September and October 
in nearly all of the rivers accessible to our city. I went 
down the Gunpowder, off Maxwell’s Point, and to other 
locations on that river many times during the summer and 
fall, and on nearly all occasions caught great numbers of 
fine rock and white and yellow perch. The rockall ran 
about the same size and weighed from a pound and a half to 
two pounds. 
On one occasion a friend and myself went down to the 

stone pile at the mouth of the river to fish for white perch, 
We left the bridge at 3 A. M., and had a fine breeze down. 
We made such good time that when we were within a mile 
of the siones I took in all sail and Jet the boat drift for fear I 
would overrun the bearings. The place is very hard to find, 
being simply the wrecks of two canal boats that were loaded 
with stones for rip-rapping Maxwell's Foint. They were 
wrecked, and haye rotted and fallen to pieces, and the stones 
haye fallen down. The white perch congregate there in 

eat numbers, and of the biggest kind. As soon as it_was 
ight enough to get the bearing I got on the place, and we 
soon had our roda and lines adjusted and hooks baited with 
“peeler.” For five hours we had all we wanted to do. 
They were there, and we tovk them in out of the wet. 

The wind died out abont 11 o'clock, and as the fish stopped 
biting we made track tor home, rowing the eight miles with- 
out any great fatigue. On arriving at the bridge we counted 
out of the boat over three hundred fine large white perch, 
My boat is a daisy, She is 18 feet long on top, built of 

white cedar, sharp at both ends, lateen rigged, and ling the 
Atwood centerboard and Lyman’s bow-facing gear, JT must 
say for the latter that it is splendid. 

ot all of my trips, however, were as successful ns the 
one told of above. One day in November, I sturted down 
the river for Maxweil’s Point with afriend. We had a fine 
whole-sail breeze going dawn and were soon tied up to one 
of the stakee. After we had been there for half an hour 
the wind InJled, and suddenly came out from the northwest, 
Tt blew harder and harder, until it incroased toa gale, I 
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put an additional line over the stake and went on with the 
dishing. Yt had been all fishing and no cateling so far. 
Prosently my cork disappeared, and I said to my friend, ‘'T 
haye a rock,” Int my rock turned out to be an enormous 
vel. Lot him into the boat and gave him a stah through 
hig spinal column, which quieted him effectually, We 
caught another small eel and one catish. 

In the meantime the wind had increased very much, and 
there was & hip sen running. T saw we were in a scrape, the 
‘vind blew so hard that it was very visky to attempt to bent 
up acainst it, and no mortal could have rowed against it, If 
we bad let wothe stake and run before it we would have 
Junded ten to twelve ailes from bome ii 4 egitail sywainp, 
wilh our chances fon getting on terre jirma very uncertain. 
We Iny down in the bottom of the boat for a while, loping 
that by noon the wind would Inil, and were very comforta- 
Hle for the time being. As there was no lull by 1 o'clock, 1 
déiermined to tisk heating up. I asked my friend if he was 
afraid, knowing’ he could not swim, and as he said he wns 
not, | got underway. TJ first told him to sit still where I put 
him, to hold the sheet in his hand, and let go when I told 
lim, not to ret fvightenedif the boat laid down. I gavehim 
yny ait cushion to use as a life-preserver, Putting up the 
imainsail and untying from the stake was bat the work of a 
minute aud away she bounced. Great Cresar, how it did 
blow! We did not seem to feel it half as much tied to the 
stake as we did under way, ‘Twice on our first tack I thought 
we were over, the wind biew in furions gusts und cume as 
quick nea fash, The seas broke all over us, but I held her 
to it, and after making fivetacks reached a landing insatety. 
The watet was ankle deepin the boat, and we were both 
drenched tothe skin, Atte: getting up we found we had 
heen watched with much interest by tbe bridge carpenters, 
and ‘Thomas, «veteran fisherman of those parts. Thomas 
had his larve sailboat all ready to come 1o own rescue, and 
said he did not thine it was possible for us to getup, This 
is one of the times that Iwent fishing and didn’t haye good 
luck, KE, A. R. 
BALE, an. 12. 

Mn. Amrapr, der Prisident der Vereinigten Staaten you 
Nordaierika, ist beékanntlich cin passionirter Angelfischer, 
der alljihrlich cinige Ferialwochen dazu beniitzt, diesen 
Sport eiftigst zu betreiben, 8s fehlt denn auch keineswegs 
an Aulmerksamkeiten, die ilm von verschicdunen Seiten 
nit Riicksiclt wut diese seine Lichhaberei erwiesen werden. 
So tibervei¢hten ihm im vorigen Jahre die Angler yon Louis- 
yille cine prachtvell gearbeitete Rolle aus Silber; heuer 
empiing er ars yor Murzem yon Mr. Proctor Knott, Gou- 
verneur von Kentucky, einen ausgezeichnel schinen, kost- 
baren Angelstock, Als vor cinigen Tagen in einem Kreise 
you Joumdlisten in New York die Frage aufgewerfen und 
diseutirt wurde, welcha Stellung vorzuzichen sei, die des 
Prisidentén der Vereinigten Staaten oer die des Heraus- 
gebers nud Chefredacteuys eines grossen Blattes, cinigten 
aich dic meisten Anwesenden in bekannfer Bescheidenheit 
duhin, dass die letziere Siellung die weil wichtigere und 
bedeutendere sei, Nur ein iilterer Journalist [vide Porusr 
ann STREAM, Noy. 1, 1883] der selbst gerne den Angelsport 
betricbe, wenw cs ihm nicht an Zeit hierzu mangelte, sagte 
koplschiittelnd: ‘Eines haven wir aber doch vergessen in 
Prwiung zu ziehen; der Priisident Kann fischen gehen und 
wir nichi—am Ende ist seine Stellung doch der unserigen 
yoruzichen,”—Adveneine Sport Zeitung. 

PorrnmGn Fisses ar Povron Marker.—Mr. Blackford 
has received live specimens of tench and gudgeons recently 
brought from France. He has also some fine specimens of 
live rainbow trout from the ponds of the Sonth Side Sports- 
man’s Club of Long Island. These fish are only eighteen 
months old, and are About ten inches lous, and will prob- 
ably weigh over a quarter of a pound each, 

Hishculture, 

THE MENHADEN QUESTION, 

Daitor Varest and Stream: 
‘Your correspondent who gives his ideas of the menhaden 

fishory in your issue of Jan, 10 is wide from the facts. 
Pivst—Menhaden don’t now, nor neyer did, occupy the 

whole coast from Maine to North Carolina, Itis one of their 
habits, or laws, to locate in large bodies on certain limited 
portions of our coast, leaving the largest part entirely free 
from their presence, and in my ten years, or more, experience 
as ashore fisherman {1 never saw any menhaden located for 
the season between Seaconnet and Cutittyhunk, or hetween 
Cuttyhunk and Cape Malabar, From 1860 to 1863 I fished for 
tantog between Gay Head and Holmes Hole two months in 
enuh year, and during that time large Apel of striped 
bass came under my observation, and [ caught some with 
crab bait, one of which weighed 52 pounds, but during all that 
time I did noti see a menhaden in that vicinity. 
Second—Our coast fish, tautog, squeteague, porgies, cod 

muckerel, striped and sea bass, do not feed on menhaden, and 
are never found seeking them for food;if by chance a school 
ot raenhaden sliould bein the vicinity of large striped bass 
probably they wood feed on them, but, there is no truth in 
the theory often advanced that striped bass make ib their 
business fo follow and feed on menhaden, Porinstance, Nar 
ragansett Bay usually, during the bass season, contains 
plenty of menhaden and they are usually located between 
Newport and Providence, and between Seaconnet and Pall 
River, while the hore of the striped bass is between Seacon- 
net aud Brenton’s Reef, but I have yet to learn that they eyer 
left their regular grounds to feed on menhaden, and 1 huye 
questioned some ofthe oldest inenhaden fishermenif they 
ever caught a striped bass inside the mouth of Narragansett 
Bay in a menhaden seine and they all answer ‘ot one.” Our 
fishermen haye taken this season between Cape Cod and the 
capes of the Delaware ten thousand tons of menhaden, and in 
taking them they caught one striped bass and less than three 
tons of bluefish, which is popularly supposed to live on menha- 
den, 
Third—Being in the fresh fish business myself for the last 

twenty-five years, I can give your correspondent some facts 
of interest fo him: Qneis, that there is no scarcity ef fresh 
fish on our coast, and tliat the price paid me during seasons of 
{#82 and 1888 for porgies delivered in Philadelphia and New 
York did not ayerage 21g cents per pound, and for tautog less 
than two cents with instructions from dealers to send as few 
as possible, Porgies between the years of 1867 and 1570 went 
from 15 cents per barrel to $5 per barrel at wholesale, and the 
wholesale price in New York and Philadelphia was over six 
cents per pound. Lt was then that a crusade was made agamst 
trap-fishing for the reason, as ib wasalleged, that they ( 
stroyed the porgzie, but free fishing had its way, and during 
1874 porgies made their appearatice in quantities large enough 
to suit every one, =¥ 
Fourth— Menhaden do uot spawn, as is generally supposed, 

on this coast between April and July, butatsea between Noy- 

had de- 

ember and March. If your correspondent will consult Mr, 
Bugene G, Blackford, Fulton Fish Market, New, Yori: City, he 
can, if he pleases, give him some facts in regard to the spawn- 
ing of me den that will be of interest to him, 
Fifth—By looking ee the history of every fish known to 

our markets it is found that within the last thirty years there 
have been several periods of plenty and famine, and several 
marked fluctuations have happened within the last ten years, 
for instance, during the winter of 1874 und 1875 most of the 
tautog were frozen, but since that time they have been as 
plehty as ever before known, Cod after 1870 were scarce, but 
before 1578 they were pace in such quantities between 
Gloucester and Cape Henlopen that fishermen left off taking 
them, forthe reason they could not get three-fourths of one 
eent per pound forthem. Porgies were scarce from 1567 to 
1873; after 1873 they put in an appearance in quantities equal 
to any ever befove known. Sque SORE OEY, years ago were 
present in Narragansett Bay, and old men vised to tell me of 
taking them by the boat load on fishing grounds where not 
one had been taken for years. During 1875 they made their 
appearance, and while that body was present thousands of 
tons were let loose after being taken, for the reason that it 
did not pay to ice and ship them to market, The same facts 
can be told of mackerel, shad, herrings, Selyeere! sea, and 
striped bass, but itis only a waste of time and your patience 
te go over the whole ground, with each fish, although it would 
not be well to leave out the menhaden in the illustration, for 
without question they were more plenty during 1855 than we 
ever found them before. 
Sixth—Providing pains are ever taken fo get at the facts as 

to what our food fish feed upon, it will be found that men- 
haden is hardly eyer eaten by any of them except the blue- 
fish, and by them only in limited quantities, The truth can 
be ascertained to a certainty by examining the tood that is in 
the different fish as they are taken on the fishing gromnds, 
such examination to he made by fishermen us soon as they are 
taken from the water. 
Seyenth—sharks, whales, bonitas and fish of like character 

are the chief destroyers of menhaden. It is always to be un- 
derstood that I am writtug of the full grown menhaden, 
When the sroall menhaden come in from the ocean during the 
summer months bluefish and squeteague often follow them, 
and instances haye been known where millions of barrels, or 
what would be millions if they were allowed to grow, have 
been destroyed in ninety days in a space of water less than 
twenty-four square miles, Dawine T, Cuurcn. 
Tryurron. R.1,, Jam. 14, 1884. 

EUROPEAN SALMON TROUT, 

Editor Forest and Sirean: 
Do any of your readers know anything about the Denmark 

salmon trout—its habits, etc,, whether it takes the fly readily, 
and is gammy? 
The imolosed slip from the report of U, §. Const at Copen- 

hagen, is very interesting and suggests the idea of obtaining 
ova from these salmon trout for stocking our ‘‘rivers aud rivu- 
lets,” where we havenow only brook trout ofa few ounces 
(or pounds weight semi-oceasionally) instead of 15 to 40 ponnds 
weizht, There must be many kinds of trout in Burope (like 
the Denmark trout and Thames trout) which grow very large 
and would be a very valuable addition to our limited species. 
Professor Baird might get some ovain exchange for the sal- 
mon eggs he has so generously sent to Hurope, 
Perhaps your republication of this article may be the means 

of starting the ball by creating mere general interest in the 
subject. 2 MannaAtran, 

The following is the slip referred to: _ 
WASHINGTON, Jan. 5,—Mr. Henry B, Ryder, United States 

Consul ab Copenhagen, has prepared an interesting report 
upon the salmon trout fisheries of Denmark, which has just 
been received by Secretary of State Frelinghuysen, The 
salmon trout ocenpies a prominent position in the waters of 
Denmark, Mr. Ryder say's, and among its peculiarities is the 
fact that although in its primordial state it is a salt water fish, 
it_is found equally well in brackish or fresh watcr. The 
salmon trout is remarkable for itstheauty, its rapidity of 
motion, and its strength of tail, which enables it to leap ten or 
twelve feét above the surface of the water. It stays a long 
time in the bays and river mouths during its stages of growth, 
and returns, asayue, to the spot where it was hatched. 
These habits make the fish an cer of special interest to the 
loyers of piscatorial sport as well as those who live by fishing. 
The salmon trout, as is well known, is 4 bastard of the salmon, 
The veal salmon fishing, Mr. Ryder says, is carried on solely 
on the island of Burnbolm. It is only in exceptional cases that 
a large number of salmon follow in company with the salmon 
trout when these, during the Breeding season, mule for the 
bays and river months, and they are then caught at Mriesen- 
yold and Randus. 
As 4 proof that salmon are not dwellers in bays of brackish 

water and broad river mouths, Mr, Ryder states that they 
haye never been found with eggs at the time of capture, while 
the salmon troubevery year seeks these places to deposit their 
spawn. The real salmon inthe breeding season travels north- 
ward along the Swedish, Finland, Norwegian and Iceland 
coasts. The salmon trout are unusually fleshy and afford an 
excellent and nutritious food. Thelarger fish, weighing from 
16 to 30 pounds, are frequently dried and smoked and passed 
off in trade as salmon, The smaller trout are generally sold 
on the spot, ina fresh state, at prices varying from lito BO 
cents per pound. The salmon trout, to use Consul Ryder's ox- 
pression, generates prodigiously, an 15-pound fish often yield- 
ing from 12,000 to 14,000 eggs. It grows rapidly, increasing 
about a pound a year, and travels into the remotest rivers an 
rivulets. From this it can be understood why the salmon 
trout REELS its prominent position in Denmark, not only on 
account of the home market, but also as an article of export, 
there being a great demand for it, especially from Germany. 

Mr, Ryder says that while there has of late years been a 
marked decline in all descriptions of fish in Denmark waters, 
this is especially true of the salmon trout. Two hundred or 
300 years ago fish was found in great abundance, and trout of 
twenty to thirty pounds weight could be bought for three or 
four cents each, ‘The fishermen had to drive round to the pro- 
yincial towns and the interior of the country to dispose of 
their catches, Tvery rivwet swarmed with salnion trout, and 
from October until far into December they could be taken 
from the banks of rivers by the thousands with nets or lines, 
Not more than fifty or sixty years ago such large catehes were 
made at Oregaard’s Mills, near Mariager Bay, that fishermen 
had to go amowg the peasants to get rid of their fish, In ac- 
counting for the recent rapid falling off in the supply of sal- 
mon trout Mr. Ryder points out that the people now tind em- 
ployment in other occupations inore suited to the age than 
fishing; that the means of communication haye been im- 
proved; that there is 4 larger home consumption, and that 
there is a steudily increasing demand for export. ‘The absence 
of special laws and regulations for the protection of the tish- 
ériés against wanton waste, and the considerable profits real- 
jzed from these sources in recent years have. Mr, Ryder thinks 
induced many persons to take part in the fishing in bays and 
rivers until it has been redyved to a system of wanton de- 
struction. In many places during the spawning season trawl- 
ing nets and other modes of capture are employed, and every- 
thing that comes to the nets, large or small, is welcome. Not 
only is there a great destruction of the young trout, but the 
larger fish are taken before they have time to deposit their 
spay, Thus year by year the supplyis diminished, At Ore- 
gaard Mills, 1860, there were taken 1,850 pounds of salmon 
trout, In 1873, 836 poundswere taken, and Jast year the catch 
fell to only 408 pounds, ‘The same falling off is noticed on the 
Skjorn River. SS Uvanoe to say, the salmon trout fisheries this 
year haye given a yery geod result, and itis not improbabls, 

the Consul gays, that the varying increase and decline in these 
grounds may be attributed to the outflow of the Skjorn into 
the Bay of Ringkjobej and this bay’sintimate connection with 
the gS ore va 
_ Phere are,” Mr. er continues, “probably no more spots 
in the kingdom which offer such ee eaetd Ti perts for the 
salmon trout fisheries as the Si&jorn and Loubore Rivers, but 
here, also, during the spawning season the fish finds ilself im- 
peded by hundredsiof nets in its trayels from the western 
ocean into the country’s bestriversup the Ringkjobej Bay. 
Shoals of young fry are deatroyed by coupling and trawling 
nets, While such alee of both large aud small fish ave 
caught in the Ringkjobej Bay that they are sold to farmers by 
the ¢art-load formanure. Inthe Ringkjobej market young 
salmon trout weighing one-quarter or one-half pound are often 
exposed for sale, Ifsuch wasteful and destructive modes of 
fishing tre continued it can only be 4 question of time when 
the fisheries of the best bays and rivers in Denmark willcease 
to exist. The salmon parks at Ranans, Vaile, Kobding, Sueum, 
and at Lundenass inthe Skjorn River also obstruct the jour- 
neys of the salmon trout. Many perish in these small pits, and 
most of these are the trout which, if allowed unhindered to 
reach their breeding grounds, would fill the rivers aud rivulets 
with millions of their offspring. 

In order to revive the salmon trout fisheries of Denmatk 
threes things, Cousul Ryder thinks, are necessary, The salmon 
parks and all special inclosed spots should he abolished and 
taken up by the State, allowing compensation: in the spawn- 
ing season—Oct. 1 to Dee, 14/—all trout fishing with nets, 
ground tackle, or ihe like, in the bays, rivers, and riyulets 
should be strictly prohibited, and {ie trout fishing should he 
subjected to and carried on in conformity with special rules 
and repulations. Tf such measures can be fairly carried oat 
for four or five years, fhe Consul thinks, it may be hoped that 
the water courses of the kingdom may once more be filled 
with miliions of salmon bront, 
[Our readers shonld not confound this fish with ow lake 

trowt, which is oftem ealled salmon trout, for it-differs hoth 
in habits and strucipre. [tic fhe Salma frutta of Lin- 
nius, the Jachsforelle or see-forelle of the Germans, and is 
yariously called sea trout, salinon trout, and, perhaps, bull 
trout, in Eneland, there being several species bearing the 
latter name im that country. If the fis is a hybrid, as Mr, 
Ryder thinks, ib is at least a fertile one, and would, as our 
een suggests, be valudble for oltr rivers and estu- 
aries, 

SPAWNING OF RAINBOW TROUT.—This tront, 5. iriden, 
spawns in early spring, about Mareh and April, or lake i 
ebruary, in its native waters of Califormia. At the ponds of 

the U. §. Bish Commission at Northville, Mich,, and in the 
ponds of the N. Y. Fish Commission, nf Caledonia, they spawn 
in February and March, and show o disposition to spawn a 
little earlier each year. On Long Island, at: tle ponds oi the 
South Side Club, je ave informed by President Benlcard, this 
fish has developed inte a winter spaywuer, ‘They tools eggs of 
the rainbow trout on Dee. 2%, this wiuter, 

The Kennel. 
FIXTURES, 

BENGH SHOWS. 
April — 1864.—The Cleveland Benoh Show Assoviation's Second 

Reich Show. Charles Lincoln, Superixtendent. OC. M. Munhall, Sec- 
retary, Cleveland, Onio, . i i 

Cincinnati March 4, 5, band 7—Charles Lincoln, Superintendent, 
Address care of B. Kattredge & Co. 
New Haven (Conn.) Dox Show-—March 13,13 and th, 
Dominion Kennel Club.—Second Auunal Show. Horticulbural Gar- 

dens, Toronto, March 26, 27 and 28, 

A. K. Ry 

baste AMERICAN KENNEL RHGISTER, for the registration of 
pedigrees, etc. (with prize lists of all shows and trials), is pubs 

lished every nionth. Entries cloke on the ist. Shontd be in early. 
futry blariks sent on receipt of stamped and nddrassed envelope. 

Registration fee (25 cents) must accompany tach aniczy., No entries 

inserted unless paid in advatice, Wearly subseyiption 1, Addyess 

‘Ameriean Kenuel Register,” P.O. Box 2832, New York, Number 

of entries already printed ¥44, 

MASTIFF TEMPERAMENT AND PECULIARITIES, 

Editor Forest and Stren: 
‘As it seoms to be rather the thing to narrate lone stories of 

our dogs, Tam tempted to write what I have noted of mastiits, 
and ‘honest Injun,” [donot do it te glorify my own dogs, but 
in the hopes of calling out the observations and experiences 
of other mastiff breeders, fanciers and admirers. Wirst T will 
take my Gipsey. Now to he honest | suppose 4 fancier woud 
estimate her to be worth fifty cents, as she is snipe-leaded, 
cow-hocked and ring-tailed. But for usefulness, well, wait 
untill get through. Onee a farmer brought mea load of hay, 
about a week after I had received Gipsey from England; she 
paid no attention tohim until he undertook to pe the hay 
pole back on his wation after he had unloaded, but she 
Svould have none of that, and growled at him every time he 
undertouk to touch it; but when my driver come round and 
took hold of the pole she paid no more attention to it, and 
marched off, She will follow a stranger allover iby grounds 
waning her tail, bubit he picks up even 4 chip, thon comes 
her growl, Iwas sitting on the edge of a shallow ditch, with 
my feet on the bottom of it, watching a man digging if out, 
when as he was shoveling out the bottom, it occneréd to Gipsey 
that Lis pushing of the shovel was suspiciously like striking at 
me, so up she jumped and running round he hind him, made 
motions at biting his legs, My good friend, My. James Wat- 
son, was looking at another of my bitches one day, and Gipsay 
had just had a canine investigation of him and had concluded 
he was all right, when he tok out 9 Inife and began to surape 
at some senrt ou the head of theother bitch, then she jumped 
up, barked and started to investigate; when he put away the 
knife she retired and laid down, hut kept a sharp watch on 
his movements for some time, 

Our femininities generally fake her along when they go to 
church in the evening, as the road is somewhat long and 
lonely; arriving there they vhain her to the fence with a chain 
about as heayy as a watch-chain, and there she Ties nnbil after 
service, when heing loosened she starts home with her charge, 
She will seout round, near by and out of sight; but the mo- 
ment she hears a footstep anywhere near, shédruws alongside 
her charge, and will keep between the approaching party and 
whoever she has under her wing. Once a youny tool under- 
took to try her quality by lightly etriking at a girl she had 
thus in atest She resented the first attempt by a sharp 
row! and showing of teeth; but the fool could uot take warn- 

ng and repeated it, when she sprung on him and knocked bim 
down in 2 particularly fine mud hole, and stood over him 
rowling until the girl called him off, wad then she growled at 
he offender as long as heremained in sight, Once she missed 

her charge by their taking a new path, but, nevertheless, she 
proseeded to church and waiter there until seryice was over. 
Anold woman had been working at onr house for several 
weeks, and Gipsey had come to consider her a meniber of the 
fannly; when she left, and after an absense of a week came 
back to get some vyeretables, the house gurl aap ane es Gip- 
sey Knew the old woman perfectly, showed her the way 
the garden and Jett her; but when Gipsay suw her Sipe 
tomatoes and putting them in her-basket, she vetoed ‘that si 
onee, growing very. unmistakably. The oldiweman went 
into the hose and rsported it to the house girl, who laughed 
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and said she would fix that, So she went out with the old 
woman, picked a few tomatoesand put them in her basket 
when Gipsey considered it was no further concern of hers; but 
whicn the old woman went to another patch and began to pick 
beans, Gipsey required her to produce fresh evidence of her 
authority, and the proceeding had to be gone over again. if 
suppose [vould give roe fitty such instances, ' 

t must admit. that 1 have never had a mastif! quite Gipsey’s 
equal, yet Tiny will follow a stranger round my place, wag- 
ging his tail icking his hands, but will immediately smell 
him if he picks up anything, and if le considers it a case de- 
manding his attention, he will growl aud stop all further 
movements, except Loward the gate, and if the intruder is bois- 
terons, Tiny will just knock him down, By the way, this 
knocking down must be a common trick of mastifis, as four 
of mine do it, and M. B. Wynn, Esq., of England, says the 
same of someof the dogshe owned. Gipsey mérely dislikes 
tramps ot hard-looking customers, but Tiny loves a piece of 
one, ind [have had trouble in keeping hini down when such 
Gases came about. Off my place he had no attention to be- 
stow on strangers, unless they point Base or sticks at him, 
wher he will make a few springs toward them and bark and 
wait for further developments. The other fiastiffs T own are 
not equal to either Gipsey or Tiny, but all have one trait m 
common, tliat they will always give abundant warning before 
they will attack, and even then attack with seeming reluct- 
ance, | have often knowu the others to catch persons comimg 
an my place by the coat tail, generally with bad results for 
the sout. Mr; Deland’s Bayard will not let a stranger go ont 
of the room where his master has been tntil his master re- 
turns. Dr. Alsop’s Boadicea is another rare watch. She was 
here last spring and was 
Graham kept his dogs, but she considered the rest as of no 
account. and constituted herself inspector of the, premises, 
How she arrived at her conclusions as to who had business 
there and who had not, I never could determine, but she did, 
and never made a mistake, She was perfectly tolerant of 
Visitors, but had no use for mere idle curiosity-seekers. Any- 
thing like sparring or rough play in her neighborhood niet 
with her mstant veto. 

‘Mr. hée’s Turk has an odd trick; if he sees a stranger tak- 
ing anything from bis master’s place he will endeayor to take 
the thing away instead of taking hold of the person. Mr. 
Du Velmet’s Lion has no chance as a guard, as be is kept at 
the Cunard decks in Boston, where so many go in and out all 
the time that he can hardly tell who has rights and who has 
not, but his keeper says he is around ab night, and I will 
warrant him a genuine mastift watch from one trick I saw 
himdo. He will tumble a dog over that is big enough to be 
worth his notice, and stand over him growling without bit- 
ing him (if il were not for “puffing” I would say something 
about this dog). .Another peculiarity [ have noticed im most 
Mastiffs is that they do nof seem to understand Wing “set 
ou.” You may biss or “sick” until you are hoarse, but no 
attention will he pay unless a case arises that he cousiders 
worthy of his attention, then he needs no urging from any- 
body, Of course speak of the mastiff when raised around 
a house in company with people and left to his natural devel- 
opment. Tf bred in « kennel, unaccustomed to company, the 
chanees ara he will no} Know lis business, ovif regnlarly 
trained he may develop almost anything. 

-, Now, if Forrst anp Staeamwill spare the space, I call on 
other lovers of the breed to give their experience, but before I 
close I would say that the stuff one sometime sees, that a bad- 
tenmpered mastiff must be a mongrel, is all “rot.” Gipsey and 
her offspring are all perfect imtemper, and she is by Marquis, 
who was by Green’s Monarch ex Duchess (2,365) a sister of Mrs, 
Raswlinson’s Countess, and her offspring were by a son of this 
same Marunis. Now he isas savage asa devil, perfectly un- 
manageable, will kill sheep and hold his grip like a bulldog, 
and higher breeding than his is not to be fond in mastift 
pedigrees. The truthscems to be that while gentleness is the 
us character of the mastiff, you will occasionally find a 
coward, a savage, or a fool. W. Wane. 
Pirrsuures, Jan, 165, 

A CHALLENGE TO LARGE POINTERS. 

Editor Forest. and Stream; 
‘Under the above heading there appeared two weeksugo ina 

vontemporary & challenge from Mr, Geo. W. Fisher, who thinks 
that he owns the best looking large size pointer in America. 
Now, 1 own a tog, which, in oe humble opinion, is a food 
one, the best livine, and so I cheerfully accept Mr. Fisher's 
challenge, and will show Beaufort against his dog for one 
thousand dollars aside. If the stakes are not sufficiently high 
fiey shall be inereased to meet Mr. Fisher’s requirements, 
Tam quite willing for King Bow or ‘any other” pointer in 

the commiry to enter the arena, and it can then be settled which 
dog. | the *Wittest model for an artist's brush or a sculptor’s 
chisel. 

Por judge | shall require a thorough practical man, who has 
had a large expevience both as breeder and exhibitor, and 
whose integrity has never been questioned, 

{twill bea great pleasure to me, as an old breeder of pointers, 
to see so perfect a specimen as Icicle, who, according to des- 
cription, is faultless. Such dogs are indeed rare, aud it has 
not heretofore heen my good fortune to have either seen or 
heard of one. : CHaruEs H, Mason. 
Nuw Yore, Jan. 21. 

A WELL DESERVED COMPLIMENT. 

NUMBER of greed eet sho took an active part in the 
late, bench show held in this city, and other prominent 

doo fanciers, assembled at the London House, for the purpose 
of acknowledging the services of Mr. John Puddicombe, the 
i ee ina suitable manner, ‘There were present at the 
supper Messrs. T. H, Smallman, A, G. Chisholm, 8. Turner, 
W. Humpidge, Dr.. Niven and others. Dr. Niven occupied the 
chair, and presented Mr. Puddicombe, on behalf of the guar- 
autors of the bench show, with # magnificent silyer water 
pitcher, and the following address: 
To Mr. John Puddicombe: 
We have met here to night to express to you publicly what 

we all think of the manner in which you have performed the 
very tedious, perplexing, and onerous duties of Secretary of 
the late bench show, held in London, and to thank you col- 
lectively as swell as individually for your attention to our 
interests. Without your very able and unremitting assistance 
thera is not a shadow of doubt in our minds that instead of 
being able to show a surplus we would have had a yery large 
deficit to eroan over; as itis, we, the guarantors are jubilant, 
and it affords us very much pleasure indeéd toe be able, in 
some slight manner, to ee to you our admiration of your 
exceedingly courteous and efficient services to us, Allow me 
jn the name of the guarantors of the late bench show to pre- 
sent to you this water pitcher. It is our earnest hope that 
you, Mr, Puddicombe, and your family, may long be per- 
Titled to engage among us at this festive season which woe 
are justcelebrating. Again thanking you for all your past 
kindness and hoping we May count on your technical as well 
45 able assistance should London again give a bench show wwe 
remain always your indebted friends, the guarantors of the 
fund. L, B, 5. 

Mr, Puddicombe suitably replied. 
The following resolution, moved by T, H. Smailman, 

seconded eben , Chishohn, was ununimously carried. 
That the best thanks of the committee of the late bench 

show, held in London, are due and are hereby tendered to Mr. 
Chas. Lincoln, for the very able and suce manner in 
which he conducted the show-~ : ‘ . 

Toasts were then proposed and drank to Supt. Lincoln 
Secretary C. A. Stone, Treasurer D. Skirying, and to dogs, and 
dog fanciers in general, atter which the party broke up.— 
Canadian Sportsman, - 

kept ab the same place that Mr. , 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

CINCINNATI DOG SHOW. 
Editor Forest and Stream: 

Tt has now been definitely decided to apa a, show of dogs 
in the rina City of the West, on March 4, 5, (i and %. 
The locality selected is Melodian Hall, a capital place for the 
pllypose, and as this is the first show ever held in Cincinnati, 
there is no doubt of it being a grand success, especially as. ib 
has the support of the most influential gentlemen in Cincin- 
nati, facluding many members of the famous Cuvier Club, 
who will assist by allin their power to make it a success. The 
prizes are all guaranteed to bepuidiniull The railroad ar- 
rangemments will be yery subistactory to all exhibitors. Tt is 
to be hoped that owners of dogs will send their best dogs. so 
as to make this, the first show, a great success. What Cin- 
cinnati wauts isa first-class bench show, and none other will 
suit them, To insure this object the non-sporting dogs must 
be-well represented, and as Cincinuuti is so centrally located, 
tle show of those dogs from all parts of the country should be 
good. 
The premium lists will he veady next week, and can be 

obtained by addressing me, care of B. Kittridge & Co., Box 
1,405, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
The judges are Major J. M. Laylor, of Lexington, Ky., who 

will judge all classes of setters and pointers, and Mr, James 
Mortimer, of New York city, who will judge mastiffs, New- 
foundlands, gréyhounds, heagles, fox-terriers, collies, amd all 
other non-sporting dogs, For foxhounds Major Taylor and 
Mr, Mortimes will judee together. Cras, Lincony, Supt. 

ST. JOHN DOG SHOW. 

FAHIS show opened successiully on Wednesday, the 16th 
inst., with a fair complement of dogs in their different 

yaricties, the quality naturally not being up to the standard 
of bench shows in the larger cities of the States, butstill good, 
Fine weather favored the exhibition, and the attendance was 
more than gratifying, The arrangement of the stallsin the 
halls set apart can be highly praised, and from the financial 
record it would seem iairto bid the future success of the en- 
terprising association. Mi, Walton, of Boston, was an efficient 
judge, and showed good judgment in the larger classes. 

In the mastiff class, though small, there was a fine, hand- 
some, imported dog, the rest heing of little account. St. Ber- 
nards were Bones ae by anice ouein Mr. F. N. Daniel's 
doz, from an Albany (N, ¥.) Kennel. Newfoundlands were 
well represented throughout, the judging in this lot being very 
dificult. Mr, Hazen’s dog was elected, heing duly honored. 

The greyhounds were scarce, only one being entered, a very 
superior dog lately imported from Bnglahd by A. S. Benn, 
Deerhounds, as has always been the case in this city, showed 
up well although a small class, Dr. Berryman carried the 
award, which was well-deserved, the others were also good. 
Pointers certainly should have been better; Molstead’s was a 
good representative, but too highly spoken of, the judge plac- 
ing him on a par with Sensation, in wlach [ cannot by a “jug 
full? agree. Hnelish setters were nothing outside of Almon’s 
and Inman's half Laveracks, which took first and second 
respectively. Abby, also owned by the latber, getting her 
deserts as the best bitch. Gordons were poor, and need no 
comment, Irish, represented by Sturdee in dogs and Hagan 
of Halifax in bitehes were only fair specimens. 

In retrieving spaniels there were two good ones from su- 
perior stock; had it not been from "Almon’s being debarred 
on account of disease, would have been a hard fight, otherwise 
duly awarded, Tp class 15, Clumbers, we had Hagan’s prize 
wiiner from New Yort, besides other dogs from his stock, 
which, of course, made the class a superior one, Wield spani- 
els comprised alot of dogs. The judging in this class could 
hardly be called satisfactory, but I doubt not that Armstrong’s 
was properly first, the other honors being placed wrong, Mor- 
risey’s cockers were well deserving of what they cub, the dog 
and pup being specially good; the class was well represented 
throughout. As these latter two classes comprise the 
favorite sporting dogs of this section, if world 
not be wrong to say that they contain the pure 
breed and good blood essential. Foxhounds, only two and 
poor. Beagles, one, and not up to the standard, Dachshunde, 
one and not pure. Mox-terriers, a small class, but a nice lool 
ing lot, McLaren's duly getting best bitch and special for the 
class. Thorne’s, as 2 dog, was good one, Collies were cer- 
tainly up to standard both ins.nooth and rough-coated, Kaye's 
bitch and Damery’s dog deserving special notive. Bull-terriers: 
Col, Blaine’s lot of dogs, bitches and puppies, certainly are 
beauties; he has made hisreputation, but | should like to see 
them entered in the States, The small terriers and fancy 
dogs, though in some cases fair, and the miscellaneous class 
can go withont comment. ‘The cat show in connection with 
above, though not wonderful in numbers, comprised all kinds, 
food, bad and indifferent, but added considerably to the re- 
ceipts and success of the allaound pleasing exhibition, The 
following are the awards and specials: 

AWARDS, 
Glass 1.—Mastifi dog, T. Murray Kay, ist: do puppy, A. C. Fair- 

weuther. Ist; A. McLean for 21; do, bitch puppy. H. W. Wilson, 2d. 
lass 2—St. Bernard dogs (rough long coat), J. MW. Vaughan, 2d: 

do bitch, W. R, Purchase, 24; (smooth-coat dog), F. W, Daniél, 1st; do 
puppy, H. 8. McLaughlin, ist: Jolm Thompson, 2d, 

Class 3-—Newfoundland dogs—F, B. Huzen, ist; ©, Reynolds, 2d; 
Do hitehes—Thos. Cullinan, ist; Willian: Holman. Gen. Warner, dd. ; 

R. Me- 2d: Robert Blackall, 3d; do dog puppy, H. 5. Miller, Ist; TH. 
Lean, 2d. 4 
lass 6—Creyhounds—dogs, A. Shirley Benn, ist; (yery fine). 
Glass 7—Desrhounds—biteh. J. Berryman, M. D., ist; A. W. Magee. 

2a: do doe puppy, J. Berryman, M, D,, 1st;do bitch puppy, J. Berry- 
man, M, D., 1st, 

Class 8—Pointers—Dog, A, 1, Holstead, Ist; L. T. MeKvoy, 2d; do 
bitch, J. G. Johnston, 1st; A. W- Howe. 2d. 
Glass9—English Setter Dogs—L. J, Almen, ist; H, Innian. 2d) do. 

epettni Inman, ist; do. dog puppy, H, B, Howard. ist, ©. J. Marri- 
son, 2d. : 

Glass 10—Gordon Setter—Dog, H, O'Shanghnessey, ist; do, biteh, 
J. H. Pullen, 1st; do. bitch pups. R. W. Gibson, Ist; Gem Warner, 27, 

Class 1i—Irish Setter Dogs—H, L. Sturdee, ist; A, BE, Holstead, 
Moncton, 2d; do. bitches, Thomas J, Wgan, Halilax, Ist; Robert 
Blackall, 2d: do. biteh puppy, Robert Blackall, ist. 

Class 18—Irish Water mola Dog—George Hatt, Jr,, ist(excellent); 
Miss Dunlop. 2d; do. bitch, R. 8. Sheraton, ist. 

Glass 14—Retrieying Spaniel Dog—R. R. Patehell, lst; do, biteh, 
James Sullivan, 2d. f 

Class 15- Clumber Speniels—Williani Bilis, St. Martins, (st; biteh, 
Thomas J. Bgan, Halifax, ist; A. O. Earle, 2. 

Class 16—Coekers—OC. D. Morrisey, ist; W. F. Danaher, reeom- 
mended special diploma, entered wrong class, shonld be held; laiteh, 
J. MeB. Morrison, ist; H: LeRoi Willis, 2d; dog puppies, 0. D. 
Morrisey, Ist; bitch puppies. PF. McGuire, ist. 

Class 17—field Spaniels—John RK, Armstrong, ist; H. L- Sturdee, 
2d; bitch, Geo, Hmery, Isb. 

Class 18—Foxbound—A. 
Melliday. dog pup, 1st. 

Class 19— en es—M. A. Dinsmore, ist for bitel. 
Class 21—Dachshunde—W. L. Busby, 1st. 
Class 22—Fox-Terriers—W. H. Thorne, ist; W. Carnull, 2d; bitch, J, 

5, Maclaren, 1st. 
Class 24—Collies—John Damery, Ist; T. W. Magee, 2d; A,&. Benn, 

3di bitch, FP. W. Kaye, ist; Geo. Sanaderson, Moncton, 21; T. Murphy, 
a smooth-coated, wrong dlass, recommended for diploma, dog pup- 
pics, Joseph Hayes, Ish; H. Wallis, 2d; bitch puppies. Joseph Hayes, 
ist; A. M, Magee. 2d. 

Class 24—Dalmatian Dog—David Hf. King, ist. 
Cliks 25 Pug Dog—James Griffith, Ist; F. P. Magee, 2; do, bitch, 

Frank MeGuive, ish; BP. MeCart, 2d; do. dog puppy, Frank MeGuire, 
Ist; do. biteh Uppy: J. F, Fraser, 1st. 
Glass 2U—Bi1-Terriers—Col, Blaine, Ist; J. Williqms, 2d; biteh, Gol, 

Plaine, 1st: W..A, Pattison, 2. 
Gluss 27—Skye Tevrisrs—Prick-earad, Geo. Saunderson. of Moncton, 

ist: Henry Hartt, 2d; drop-eared bitch, Altred Morrisey, 1st. 
Class 29—Scotch Tevriers—H. Payne, Ist; bitch, Dork Reed, ist. 
Class 30—Black and Van—A. Blaine, dog, 1st; 1. Brown, 2d; bitch, 

$. J, Armstrong, Ist. 

E, Holstead, Moneton, Ist for hitch; Wim. 

lass 32—Yorkshire terrier dogs—Chus, Bustin, ist; T. A. Vaughan, 
a its) ast ttet John Allan, Ist; Chas, Bustin, 2d; do dog puppy, H, W. 

sop, ist. 
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Glass 31—Toy terrier does—Thos, MeBring, ist; do bitch, BH, Lek. 
Willis, 1st; do bitch puppy, BR. D. Damery, (st- 
Miscelfaneous—Herman Ahibolm, Spanish poodle, Ist; C. D, Mor- 

Tiséy. retriever, Ish; A. Downs, Russian poodle, ish and 2d; Wm. 
Bartley, Japanese pug, ist; Chas. Pope, Scotch terriers, lsh and 20; 
John Ryan, Trish terrier, 24; Wm, Campbell, Irish terrier, Ist; J, C. 
Pope, Halifax, Sn¢lish retriever, ist. 

'— Japanese Spaniel—k. MeMann, 1st. 
38—Italian Greyhound—Samuel Blaine, ist. 

a am Poudle Pap—A. Downs, Halifax, Jat and 2d, for dog and 
hitch. 

RPECIAL PRIZES. 

Best Mastifi—Jas. Murray (tay). 
Best St. Belna “—P, W, Daniel. 
Best Newfoundland—F, B, Hazen. 
Best Greyhound—A. 5, Benn. 
Best Deerhound—Jobn Berryman, M.D. 
Best Pointer—A. FE. Holstead, 
Best English Seti¢r—L. J. Alinon. 
Best Gordon Setter—E. O'Shaughnessy. 
Best Irish Setter—H. L. Sturdee, 
Best Water Spiniel—Geo. Hatt, Jr. 
Best Clumber Spaniel—T. J. Hagan. 
Best Cocker panivl—c. D, Morrisey, 
Best Field Spaniel— J, R, Armstrong, 
Best Foxhoum!—A. 4. Holstead. 
Best Dachshund—W. L, Busty. 
Best Fox Tarvier—J $. Maclaren. 
Best Collic—Johu Damery. 
Best Bull-Terrien—A, Blaine. 
Best Syke Terrier—George Saunderson. 
Best Skye Terrier (drop eared)—Alfred Morrisey. 
Best Black and Tan Terrier—A, Blaine. 
Hest Yorkshire Terrier—Onas. Bustin. 
Hest Toy Terrier—B, LeRoi Willis, 
Best Italian Greyhound—s. Binine. 
Best Pug—Jas, Griffiths. 
Best in the miscellaneous class—W, Campbell. 
Best Litter Puppies—A. Blaine. 
Best dog in the largest class—A, Blaine, bull-terrier. 
Best dog, bite, dog or bitch puppy (any variety) in the exhibirion 

—A,§. Benn, English greyhound. 

GANADIAN KENNEL CLUB.—We haye reeeived a brief 
dispatel from Toronto, announcing that the show of the Do- 
minion Kennel Club will surely be held there at the end of 
March. The Toronto Mail afew days ago, said My, 0. Groe- 
yille Harston, who has promised to undertake the work of 
secretary, in connection with the coming bench show in ‘To- 
ronto of the Dominion Kennel Club, has been offered the 
avilionin the Horticultural Gardens for the show for three 
ays for $300, The dates offered are March 20, 2( and 28. A 

meeting will shortly be called in the city to open a guarantee 
fund, as the Kennel Club is not in a position to take any risk, 
and, meanwhile, Mr. Harston has gone to Otitaya to consult 
the executive of the club. Thereseems to le fears that the 
figure named by the managers of the Horticultural Gardens is 
too high, Ofcourse, the Kennel Club know their own busi- 
ness best. We hope that they will see their way clear to tak- 
ine the pavilion, and it is the opinion of a good many people 
interested in the show that it will pay the club better to give 
$300 for the payilion than to take any other place in Toronte 
for nothing. [The Horticultural Gardens buil(ling is admirably 
adapted for the purpose, and is in an excellent locatmonJ 

NEW HAVEN BENCH SHOW.—New Haven, Coun,, Jan. 12. 
—The first annual bunch show of the New Haven Kennel Olab 
will he heid in this city, in Lue Second Resiment Armory, on 
Meadow street, March 12,13 and 14. The armory is one of the 
largest halls in the country, is on the ground floor, and is well 
ventilated, etc. A good yard is attached, giving & chanee to 
exercise dogs. For entry blanks and preliminary catalogue 
of classes, prizes, judges, etc., address Ndward 8. Porter, Sec- 
retary, post-office box 657. 

ABSENCE.—Owing to the continued absence of the kennel 
editor, who is confined to the house by sickness, several com- 
munications remain unattended to, We beg the indulgence of 
our friends, and assure all that their wants shall be attended 
to at the earliest possible moment. 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NOTIGE TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Kennel notes are inserted in this column free of charge, To iusura 
ublication of notes, correspondents MUST GIVE the followite par- 
feulars of each animal: 
1. Color, 6, Name and residence of owner, 
2. Breed, buyer or seller. 
3. Sex. 7, Sire, with his sire and dam. 
4, Age,or §, Owner of sire; 
5. Date of bi theof breeding or 9, Dam, with her sire and dam. 

of death. 10, Owner of dam. 
Allnames must be plainly written. Communication on one side of 

paper only, and signed with writer’s name. 

NAMES CLAIMED. 

(Ge See instritetions at head of this column, 
Dot and Dime. By My. §.'T. Allen, Warren, Pa., for lemon and 

white and liverand white cocker spaniel dogs, whelped Noy. 6, 1883, 
by Colonel Stubbs out of Beauty, 
Pocahontas. By Mr, Luke White, Bridgeport. Ct.. forlemon aud 

white pointer bitch, jwhelped Ang. 10, 1853, by chanipion Tramp out 
of champion Grace. 

Virginia. By Mr, Luke White, Bridgeport, Ct., for lemon and 
while ticked pointer bitch whelped Aug. 19, 1883, by champion Tramp 
out of champion Grace. 

Tempo. By Mr. Luke White, Bridgeport, Cr., for lemon and white 
pointer dog, whelped Aug, 19, 1882, by champion Tranrp out of cham- 
pion Grace, 

Pose of Kiltrney. By Mr. Luke White, Bridgeport, Ct,, for ved Trish 
setter bitell, whelped Aug. 25, 1883, by Kilarney out of Lill TIT. 
Montreux, By'Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., for smooth- 

outed orange tawny. perfect whire markings, six toes on each hind 
foot, St. Bernard doy, whelped Noy., 28, 1888, by Alp IL (A.5,R, 70) 
out of Breuner peg TOU), 
Lu Belle Creole. By Mv. J, A. Hoffar,Washington, D. C., Nor lemon 

nnd white English setter bitch, by Frank (Frank—sSis U1.) out of 
Hurche's Victoria (Warwie—Belle). 

Meggic. By Mr. J. W. Trantum, Middletown, Ct., for red Irish set- 
ter bitch, by champion Elcho out of champion Meg (Elcho~Tose). 
Rrokenhurst Jim. By Mr. J. H.W. Feploe, Germantown, Md,, 

for black and white fox-terrier dog, whelped July, 1883, by Broken- 
hurst Joe out of Rutherfurd’s Swansdown. 

Daisey. By Mr. Heury Strecker, Harmar, 0., for white. black and 
tan ticked beagle bitch, whelped Aug. 2, 1883, by Spothie (Lee—Maud) 
out of Sara (Rattler—Fan). ’ ' 
Rex. By Mr. C. P. Williams, New Preston, Ot.,for Trish setter dog, 

soliped Web, 2, 1858, hy Chief (A.K.R, 931) out of Biddy (Dash— 
ell), 
Duke of Athul. By Mr, Frank P. Allen, Wortendyke, N.J., for 

bluck and white collie dog, whelped Oct, 14,1883, by Unported (yarry 
out of Mlossie (Laddis—Wylie). 

Roland, Raglan. Raleigh, Redwold avi Regent. By Riverview 
Kennels, Clinton, Mass., for mastiil dog puppies, by Agrippa (A. R. 
449) out of Rena (A.K,R. 262), 

Regie, By Riverview Kennels, Clinton, Mass,, for bitch puppy, by 
Agrippa (A.K.R. 449) out of Rena (A.K.R. 262). 

BRED, 

(== See instructions at heaw of this column, 
Daisy—Young Teby. The Chequasset Kennel’s (Lancaster, Mass.) 

pportet pug biteh Daisy (A.K_R. 468) to their imported Young Toby 
(A_LK.R, 478), Jam, 5. ; 
Brunhild—Cesar, The Gheauasset Kennel’s (Lancaster, Mass.) 

smooth-coated, tawny brindle, perfect markings, St, Bernard bilel 
Brunbild (A.K.B. 28) to their imported rougii-coated St, Bernard dog 
Chasar (A.K.R, 22) 
Vun—Cesar. The Cheyuasset Kennel's (Lancuster, Mass.) rough- 

coated, fawn, white poluts, St. Bernard bitch Nuh (AIR. 94) to their 
imported rough-coated St. Bernard doy Cesar (AIR. 22), 
Romaine—Nintrod. The Ashmoun Kennels (Dorchester, Mass.) 

red Trish setter bitch Romaine (A.K.R. 633) to their champion Nim- 
rod (A. I.R. 631), Tan. 1¥. 

lanche Lewis—Ted. Llewellyn, ; 
“ bia Blanche Lewis (A.K.K. 581)tohis Ted Liewellyn (A. 
‘an, 3, 

Th cr 

Mr. Walter B, Peet's English set- 
VR. 390), 
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Fridein Waldeck—Waldman IT. Mr, A. GC, Williams's (Chogrin 
Falls, OQ.) dachshund biteh Fraulein Waldeck to Mr. Loeffler’s Wald- 
man II, 
Lady Edith—Glencho. Mr. Giles R. Tinker’s (North Adams, Mass.) 

red Trish setter bitch Lady Edith (Rory O*More—Lady Berkley) to 
Mr. W. H, Pierce's Glencho (Blcha—Noreen), Oct. 29. 
Bess—Glencho. Mr, Fred. Waterman's (Hudson, N.Y.) red Irish 

setter bitch Bess (Chief—Tilly), to Mr, W. H, Pierve’s Glencho (ilcho 
—WNoreen), November, 1883. 
Tric—Glencho, 

(Eleho—Noreen), Noy, 29, 
Fitnnie—Glencho, 

Noreen), Dee, 14, 
WHELPS. 

(2 See instructions at head of this colhunn. 
Rena. The Riverview Kenuel’s (Clinton, Mase 

(AIC, 262}, Jan. 12, six (lye dogs}, hy their Agrippa (A.K.R. 449)- 
Bubette. Mr. Wm, Lepfiier’s (Preston, Minn,) dachshund bitch 

Babetie, Dec. 22, five (two dogs), by Waldman II, 
Grefohen. Mr. Wm, Leoefiier’s (Preston, Minn.) dachshund bitch 

Gretchen, Jau. 5, four (one dog), by imported Bergman, 
Pic. Mr. C. H, Dayton’s (Peekskill. N. Y) red Trish setter bitch Vie 

W. H. Pierce’s (Elelio—Lady Helen), Dec, 39, nine (five dogs), by Mr. 
Glepcho (Hlecho—Noreen). 

Blue Belle. 

dows), by Dashing Monarch. All since dead, 

SALES, 
ie" See instructions at head of this column. 
Blue Cap. Imported black, white and tan beagle dog (Leader— 

Music), by Mr. J. A. Stovyell, Philadelphia, Pa,, to 
Ganal Fulton, 0. 
Blue Daisy, Black, white and tan and ticked bitch (imported Blue 

Cap—imported Blie Belle), by Mr. J, A, Stovell, Philadelphia, Pa., to 
’ Mr, F, Sowers, Tamaqua, Pa. 

Blue Coat. Black, white and tan and licked dog (imported Music— 
imported Blue Cap), by Mr, J. A, StoyeH, Philadelphia, Pa., to Mr. O, 
H, Mossman, Barton. Vt. A 
Cesar, Orange tawny, white markings, imported rough-coated St, 

Hernard dog (champion Barry—Juno), by Mr. Roduey Benson, New 
York, to Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass. 

Raltler dnd Bell, \\hite, black and tan dog and biteh (Sport— 
Gessic), by Mr. M. M. Nissley, lizabethtown, Pa., to Mr. 5. R. Bur- 
ford, Cape Girardeau, Mo. 

Lady “Urore, White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped Jan, 14, 
1883, by Mr. D. G, Paulding, White Plains, N.Y., to Mt. Chas. #. Kent, 
Monticello, N, ¥; 

Daisy, Gordon setter bitch, wheiped May 14,1883, by Bob $.(A.K R. 
602) out of Belle (A... 601), by Ashmont Kennel, Dorchester, Mass., 
to Mr. }', H Chesley, New Market, N. H. 
Feridt. Buoelish setter bitch (Ranger—Donner’s Bessie), by Mr. J. 

G. Hecksher to Mr, J. M, Tracy. : 
Tattoo. Ttalian greyhound dog, whelped Deo. 10, 1883, by Ditto out 

of Pearl, by Mr. UW. W. Jester, St. George's, Del., to Mr. A. H, Bush, 
New York, ; 

Rie. Italian greyhound dog, whelped Det. 10, 1883, by Ditto out of 
Pearl, by Mr. B. W. Jester, St. George's, Del., to Mr. W, T, Bayne, 
Bine Rock, Pa. Ps 

Peep 0. Italian greynound dog, whelped Dec, 10, 1883, by Ditto ont 
of Pearl, by Mr. EB. W. Jester, Sc. George's Del., to Mr, J. Yearsley, 
Jr., Qoatesville, Pa, A ; 
Meyo—Tot whelns. Italian greyhounds, doz and bitch (Mayo—Tor), 

by Mr. &. W. Jester, St.George’s, Del., te Mr, F. L. Johnson, Lam- 
hertville, N. J, 4 . 

Jerry, Lvish setter dog (A.K-R. 509), by Mr. F, B, Wilson, New York, 
ta Mr. A. Schriber, same place. % 
Meygu, Black, white and tan setter dog (Roy—Gretchen), also an 

uinamed dog pup (Rey—Gretcher), by Myr, L- I’. Patterson, Bain- 
bridge, Ga., to Mr, John K, Garnett, Savannah, Ga. 
Alvho—Meg whelps. One dog and two bitches, whelped ay 21, 

1888, by Eleho (Charlie—Nell) out of Meg (Vicho—lose), by Mr. Benj 
i. Clark, Manchester, N. H., a dog and bitch to My, I), E. Fengar, 
New London, Ct., and a biteh to Mr, John D, Ide, Pawtucket, R, 1 
Ring—Zizuhelp, Block and tan foxhound biteh, whelped Jan. 6, 

18k4, by Ring (Virginia stock) out of Ziz (Virginia stovk), by Mr, N. El 
more, Granby, Ct.. to Mr. Henry Cowdry, Hartland, Ct, 
Ring—Lady Bute whelps. White, black and tan foxhounds, twa 

dogs and a bitch, whelped July 1, 1853, by Ring out of imported Laity 
Bute, by Mr. N. Elmore, Granby, Ct.. a biteh to Mr, WW, Hurd, Cole- 
brook Ri; er, Ct.; 4 dog to Mr. J. Jeffries, Westfield, Mags., and « dog 
to Mr. ©. C. Hills, Hockanum, (6. 
Churley Ross—Sue whelp. White, black and tan mottled foxhound 

hitch, whelped March 18, 1883, by Charley Ross (imported stock) out 
of Sue (Mike—Smoke), by Mr, N, Elmore, Granby, Ct., to Mr. John 
Boyle. Southwick, Mass. 
Gay—Grace whelp. Lemon and white pointer dog, whelped Sept. 

14, 1883, by Gay imported Snapshot—Fanny IL) out of Grace (im- 
ported Sensation—Schiefelin's imported Juno), by Mr. N. Elmore, 
Granby, Ct.. to Mr, Grave Thompson, West Winsted, Ct. : 

Charley Ross—Suewhelp. White, bluck and tan mottled foxhound 
biteh, whelped March 78, 1883. by Qharley Ross (imported stock) ont 
of Sue (Mike—Smoke), te Mr. T. T. Phlegils, Pearisburg, Va. 

Gyp, Black and fax foxhound bitch, whelped April 10, 1883, by 
Mr. N. Himore, Granby, Ct, to Mr, W. W, Hurd, Colebrook River, 
Ot. 

Lee. White, black and tan foxhound, by Mr. N 
Ct., to Mr. A, D, Barber, Townsend, Mass. 
Ring. White. black and tan foxhound dog, about 6 years old, by 

Mr. N. Elmore, Granby, Ct., to Mr. A, D, Barher, Townsend, Mass. 

DEATHS. 
(a> See instructions wt head of this column. 
Glendrake, Blue belton English setter dog (Jesse—Bess), owned by 

Mr. L Gardner, Moutit Vernon, N, Y. 
Pindee I. Buglish sevter pup, whelped June 3, 1483 (Roy— Gret- 

chen), owned by Mr, L. F, Patterson, Bainbridge, Ga., from dis- 
temper. 
Barack, English setter dog (Gladstone—Coomassie), owned by 

Mr. L, Shuster, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa., from distemper. 

ir. Geo. Hoover, 

Bmore, Granby, 

KENNEL MANAGEMENT- 

{- No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents. 

J.S. H., Beeville, Tex._We know of none near you. Try Dan 
O'Shea, London, Ont. 

F. R, B., Poughkecpsie, N, ¥.- Apply to the owner of the dog for 
his pedigree, as you know who he is. 

J.B, H., Newton, Mass.—Undoubtedly a case of worms. 
get areca nut powder trom H. ©. Squires, 1 Cortlandt street. 

FW. A.§., Pittsield.—Try for worms either as suggested to Beagle” 
or With areca nul powder; two grains to each pound of dog's weight. 

B. B. Philadelphia, Pa.—lt depends nmch on the size of bone and 
general appearance, and still more on his rearing. Your figures do 
notindicate a likelthood of his being very large. 
Beacue, Cleveland, Obio—Ycur spaniel has worms, Give her 

nothing 10 eat fora day and the next morning give a tablespoonful 
of oi] with two or three drops of turpentine in if. Keep her ina 
Place where you can watch the result, 

Rifle and Grap Shooting. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

‘GARDNER, Mass.. Jan, 16.—Atthe last regular meet of thedzurd- 
nev Rifle Qlub, af Hackmataek Range, there was muth better at- 
tendinee than at some of the previous meets. The American decimal 
tareet was used, distance 200yds., shooting off-hand with a possible 

You can 

10), ‘The resulb was as follows: ; 
G & Ellsworth pate -8 8 9 9101010 8 9 B89 
G GC Goodale_ 19 810 9 9 8 9 9 9-87 
Uy) Wordyce.. 9 91010 9 810 B DM 5-87 
A Mathews. mwo8 909 6 BD 2-85 
G Cameron,... , B88 O99 F 9 8 7S 
§ Hildreth,........, 9 910 910 610 6 7 9-85 
L Walker....... 6 910 8 7 7 § 1010-8 
H Stimpson ,,.-.- 9 6 9 79 91) 8 8 8-8 
WW ewise frye 8 .6 099 6 910 7 4 810-20 
CSOWn1VeY  . esse. eee etn eee .& 6 5 910 7 6 8 410-68 
TN Davyis,. - ny Sad: ~3 98 7 6 + 910 7 Oot 
F Williams .....-....- f 7 65 3 9 9 0 4 6-58 

NAW YORK, Jan, 15.—Zettler Rifle Club, regular shoot, 12-ripgr 
target, 10 Fhots pour ming; gallery distance: CLG. Zether, 117; A. 
Vjober, 113; H. Wibsen, 112; TC, Nooug, Uh; V. Stembach, 100; AM. 
Dorrler, 114; P. Fenning, 118; T. Fitz, 11; &, Zetuer, 118; A, Holges, 
1403 W. Elefn, 118; H. Puckbaber, 80; H. Schutt, 65. 

The Glencho Kennel's (Peekskill, N. ¥.) red Irish 
setter bitch Trix (Wicho—Fire Fly), to Mr. W. H, Pierce's Gleucho 

Mr, F. Camp’s (Somers, N. Y.) red setter 
hiteh annie (Sankey—Nellie) to Mr, W, H. Pierce's Glencho (Rlcho— 

Jinasliy bitch Rena 

Mr, BE. W, Jester’s (St. George’s, Del.) English setter 
bitch Blue Bella (Ratller—Waddington’s Dalsy), Jan. 6, five (four 

the birds trapped during the two days of the meesting there were not 
halfa dozen etayers’ Th the lot. 4 ‘ he 
Summarizing the features of mueting, the excellent shooting made 

by Mr. F. Sandsin the single-bird match calls for thé highest rn- 
comium. He won first place by most admilable clean sheaing. He 
isa wonderfully quick shot, and must he elagred amoug ibe cracks 
of this vicinity. In the doubly-bird qontest, out of the 1E0 binds sNoti 
at, only 55 were killed, thus showing thal io oul of every three 
birds escaped, Outside of Mr. Panlding’s seven kills out of Tour 
pair, Which landed him the winncr, the slvoting isyot worthy of 

BULLSHEAD RIFLE CLUB,—Thursday. Jan. 17, 12-7imge salt 
peel G. Zimmerman, 119; A. Leber, 117; BE. Holzmann, 118; 
M,. Dorrler, 114: J. Johnson, 11: J. Schrader, 110; C. Rein, 1s; 8 
Mehrbach; 106; J, F. Campbell, 105; A. Zubiller, 91.—A, Loher, Seely. 

WORCESTER, Mass., Jan, 17.—Members of tha Worcester Rifle 
Association went out to-day to the Pine Grove Range for their weeldy 
practice. Distance 200, shooting off-hand, with a possible 100, on 
Americandecimal target, There was shooting in tha Record mateh 
as follows: 
A C White. ; 9 710 7 5 & 8 9 8B 7-78 | comment, Later on, however, come fine wok was done in t 

C White....., Liss. Grosses sss) 10 9 1 9 & 5 & B 19-83) sweepstake contests, which agreedbly brought to an end the dint 
3 Vy) $8 5 8 9 2 4 7 9 8 6-67] day's sport, 
Stedman Clark......,,.-. erat * 

161010 610 6 9 9 6 77 The Second day, however, was a red-letier one in the cluh’s quuals, 
A Williams... {6 6 B f 2 6 6 % 6 5-61 | the team match being a most successful event, The birds. particu- 

corereseeeresssersesrs) 3 8 9 7 8 8 9 8 8 2-70} larly those used at the start were a magnificent lot, all being strong 
The match was then followed by shooting for position, with the | flyers from the word “pull.”’ The Long Branch Clb was short ous 

following seores: : man, and the Philadelpaia Club after the completion of the second 
A C White 0 § § 10 B—89 | scare were precy out of the race, True the admirable shooting 
toate Clare. 4. 8 9 8 9 8 f-—88 | of Mr, Sands and Mr, Francis for Staten Island did much to recover 

9 910 9 8—8i) | the ground lost at the commancement, but the interest centered in 
John N Morse, Jy 9 710 8 9 7—86 | the spirit d rivalry between the old antagonists, the Rivertons and 
A Williams, <.... 49 5 4 8 7—74)| the Dog Clus.* At the finish of the thivd score, the former's total 

stood 45 to their opponents’ 44. With only one bird in the Irad, it was 
with no small interest thatthe match practically resolved itself into 
an individual competition between such redoubrable shots as Mr. 
Macalister and Mr. Ramsey. When seven birds had been shot at by 
each the Rivertons had advanced theirlead to three birds. Then 
came three suecessive blauks for Mr, Macalister, two of the birds 
falling dead outof bounds, In the meanwhile Mr. Ramsey had killed, 
which broushtthe two scores toatie. Thus the match progressed, 
nip and tuck, until the nineteenth round, when Mr. Rumsey al-o came 
in for his slice of bad luck, by seeing the bird he had shoo down ger 
up again and fly out of bounds. Mr, Macalister continued to kill in 
sbyle, and thus the match and meeting was brought to a close, 
Riverton winning by one bird, 

r FIRST DAY—FRIDAY, JAN, 18, 
In despite of the cold weather, suow several mebes deep covering 

the ground, and a strong, gusty wind blowing fram the southeust, 
there was a large attendance on the grolinds before whe hour named 
for the commencement. The first match was for single birds, the 
conditions being: Riverton Gun Club roles. similar to Hurlingham 
Club rules, limit of gun nine pounds, open to members of “ubs sper i- 
fled above, entrance $10, ten birds, 30yus, rise, Sdyds. boundary, three 
Toi-ses and ont; ties “miss and ont.’ Closed with ninebedn ertries. 
Referee Mr. George Zinn. 
en the scores figure 2 indicates “bird killed, both barrels used") 
The start was made at 10:35 A, M., a crossing wind blowing from 

the right of the score, the stm shioing brightly. 
¥F Sands, ._. .. 2322222212—10 Davis. __- 
Howard. 1a21012112— 9 Garker,..-.... - 

122210111— 9 G De Worest Grant. 

ark Ritle Association commenced on Monday, Jan. 15, atthe Ce'luloid 
Range. The following scores were male out of a possible 50: 
Plymoush— C, H. Townsend 45, 2. L. Sommers 45, 8. Pollard 48, A. 

Foster 44. tl. L, Leiba 40, H. Grene 45, M.S, Brade 44, G, M. Town- 
send 45, Wm. Park 40, P. L. Somers 42. Total, 443. 
Warren—G. Freche 48, 0, Wage 88, J, Wolf 43, W. Alexander 43, T. 

Miller 47, W. Sidey 40. A, Welsher 45, W, Cheesman 37, W. Cabby 38, 
W. Nnouley 48. Total, 417. 
Essex—J, Coppersmith 43, Ed. Neil 48, A. Welters 43, Wm. Watts50, 

A, Behrens 45, F, Smehling 45, J. Bayer 48, Wm, Fielts 46, L, Pahis 49, 
N. Diettrick 41. Total, 469. 
Domestic—J. Nelson 45, W. Wadams 45, J. Dainty 47, M. MeGuinnis 

42, B. Jeffreys 47, J. Reynolds 44, J, Leitz 49, A. Valentine 45, W, Me- 
Connell 44, F. Millward 41. ‘Potal, 449, 
Cellnloid—P. Brant 48, N. Puder 43, A. Erhard 41, W. Willzey 47, 5. 

Simonds 46, C. Coe 48, M. Vreeland 47, C. Jackson 45, W. Goe 48, H. 
Babbittd1, Total, 449. 

NEWARK, Jan. 15.—At the annual meeting of the Newark Shoot 
ing Society this evening, the reports showed an active membership 
of 180, The financial condition of the society is good, The bulanee 
on hand February, 1883, was $123 58: the receipts during the year 
were $4,240.65, ond the expenditures $4,317.29. leaving a balance on 
hand at date of $61.89. ‘The assets amount to $61,022.89, nnd the Tia- 
bilities to $605.91, leaving a balance in favor of the oy of $432.89, 
All the ol't officers were re-elected by acclamation, as follows; Presi- 
dent G, Krueger; Vice-President. Dr. ¥. Lehmacher; First Shooting 
Master, Wm. Hayes; Second Shooting Master, A. Begerow; Treas- 

“210100 w— 4 

urer, Julius Stapf; Recording Secretary, A. O, Frommann; Vinancial -0281012112— 8 M 
Seeretary, F. Wiss. Messrs, Chrisd, Schumacher and Kurzeoberzer » eel212 w— 7 SUM, 
were selecied as a committée to look after the interests of the Cadet O12251221Ww— 7 Handy... 
Corps. seeped Redmond 7” Tdwar 
NW ORLHANS, Jan, 17,—The amateur hunter; are a trifie late “T1etolw— 6 et 

this year in engaging in their annual dinner hunt, but a well defined 
movement is now on foot that will be fully developed within thenext 
few days, when the most exciting contest ever entered into by our 
sportsmen will take place, At the gun store of Messrs. Cardona & 
Coos alist ean be seen with the names cf the following gentlemen 
attached thereto; Messrs. Watson. Jumel, Aucoin, Caraona, Webiger, 
Cook, Levyique, Lewis, Walker, Vinet, Hermann, Sarrazin, Stumpf, 
linyis, Leche, Wood, Renaud, Wallace, Maury, Frotsuher, Chaudet 
Guillotue, Le Sassier, Saxon, Cousin, Kent. Russell. A number o 
other names will] he added between now and Monday. bhe 21at, when 

nn) + 220.2200 w— 5 
Mr, F. Sands, of Staten Island Gun Club, awarded first prize, hand- 

some silver cup, Ties: Mr. Howard 2, Mr, Macalister 0. Mr. Howard, 
Riverton Gun Club, second prize. silver smokers’ ser, Mr. Charles 
Macalister, Riverton Gun Club, third prize, silvér ink-stand. birds 
killed and fell out of bounds: Barker i, Stelfox 1, Paulding 1, Red- 
mond 1, Lang 1. 

SUMMARY OF HOW THE BIRDS FLEW. 

a meeting will take place, the captains will be appointed, sides chosen =| 
aud a proper valuation placed pon each head of game, Telegrams g 2 fst = $ 
and letters haye already been scattered broaticast throughout the Naum op SaooTer = 4 2 = iS] = 
country drumming up the best points at which large hags can be ; | = & = & B 8 
made, Information has been recelyed of one ambitious hunter who x = 2 g ci 
is pretty sure of at least two turkeys up the Northeastern road, and 5 : 3 5 # 3 
wlio is equally certain of twadeer opposite Natchez, or fifty quail at —, —— : ¥ mS |e : 4 
Grand Junction, but seems to prefer going to Sour Lake, where he | gands. 10 | 5 2 2 0 4 
thinks he can score more points on chickens. Visions of all kinds of | Fuwnrd, ........-... ae” ner’ il af 3 5 0 0 
fame will haunt the sleep of these active-minded amateurs, butgame | Macalister. _ y | 44] 8 4 I 0 0 
is not bagged on paper. Thongh often within reach in one's dreams, | Rogers... _. 10 | 5 3 ; Tr 1 
it cannot be found on a match hunt; this fact some of hunters are | jamunds on) 4 Cy i b oD 
aware of from past experience. Last year the champion bag was, | Minto......_ ete cates 3 3 | 0 0 
we believe, made on ducks by Mr. Darvantel; second best/by Major | Ramsey....,......0 -. .c.cc--- 9) 4 3 2 06 1 
Manning on prairie chickens, It is understood that a half rate can | Stalfox ie a oe 9 | 3 8 8 a i 
be had hy hunters over both the Northeastern and Murgan’s rajl- | quven_................. aa, 9 a 5 i 4 0 
roads, the time of departure and arrival over them being quite satis | Payiding.,...,.....-cess.1e0ss| 8 5 1 2 1 " 
factory. Game is plentiful along each route. Any gentleman will} Davis... Wear? ti pee sent er ge |) 3d 1 OI ry a 
he a¢mitted into this hunt, but must sign the list prior to the 2ist mst, | Barker...) esse, i 7 0 3 0 1 
The hunt will take place on the 27th inst., but those not caring to) @ qed. Crant.................| 7 3 i 3 0 I 
shoot of. that day will be permitted to hunton Saturday, 26th. The | qfoore_. Ah ea ae a the o 0 3 6 1 
cost of the dinner will be reasonable, and the side bringing inthe} qo) 1 ) 3 0 0 
Jeast number of points will, of course, foot the bill —Times-Demacrat. | Handy... .....................| 5 | 2 1 i 1 rf 

CANADIAN RIFLE REPORT.—The annual report of the Dominion Renae ~opaeec tore ee a ji 0 2 iy 1 
of Canada Rifle Association has been printed and is now ready for | 7° Wards. 0 ivcreee sy -seeseee] 2 | i 1 uy) 0 
distribution. It contains a detailed report of the proceedings ofthe | “8%. --+------. CE eee 4/2 2 0 0 0 
annual meeting. Col, Otter’s report of the doings of the Wimbledon | ! / 
team of 1883, and the financial statement, which shows that the 
receipts of the year were $14,867 90, and the ex; enditure, $14,826 93. 
An item of $200 7s included in the disbursements for rental in connec: 
tion with a piece of ground on which the 600yds, firing points were 
placed, which leads the council to remark that, ‘Such a rental for the 
week of the TOOPHAE only, added to the uncertainty whether even a 
higher demand might not be made in the future, nrged the council to 
recommend that the target in the present long butt ba thrown back 
id0yds., so that all the firing pons might be brought within the 
limit of the ground leased by the goverument.’” The reporb 

Second Match.—Double birds, same rides to govern as id single 
bird contest. Entranes $10, five pairs, 25yds. rise. Hes One puir, 
closed with eighteen entries, Referree Mr. Macalister, The shoot 
was commenced af 1:20 P, M., a moderate right-hand wind blowing, 
and a cloudy aiternoon, the sun being obscured: 
Pauling - 10011 —? Di ‘ -O O41 00 11 0O—8 

OO 11 00 00 w—2 Macalister 
0 01 OO OL wok Redmond .. 

Stelfox ,_, 000010 Ww 1 

continues: “In the administration of the year’s business it Ahk a ny We 7 ie ear af 00.00 w = 

has been made clear to the council that if in the future | }foore. |” "40 10 00 10 jo—4 v1 
the association is to maintain the same steady annual progress 45 | pansuy ,_ ‘00 11 0010 w—3 v—1 
that by which the past has been marked, there must be an adequacy | Gayman... -71 00.00 10 w—3 Edmonds.-- ig —s 
of funds at its disposition as well as good organization. The cost of Mr. Paul . Of the Westminster Kennel Club. of Naw York city, 
working the annual meeting on the scale of last year, inclusive of 
rizes and exclusive of Wimbledon charges, may be taken at about 
4,500; to meet this outlay $2,250, the balance ef the Government 

grant after paying the average cost of the Wimbledon team, is all 
that the association can with certainly depend on, The remaining 
$7,250 has to be collected from private sources, and from competitors 

won first. prize, silver tankard. 
Ties—Mr. Macalister, 10 10-2; Mr. Redmond, 01 00—1, Second 

prize, silver decanter stands and cork screw, awarded te Mr. Macal- 
ister, of the Riverton Gun Club. of Philadelphia, Birds killed ond 
fell out of bounds—Tiandy 1, Haven, Macalister1, Rogers 1. 

in the form of membership. etc. In the past three years, mainly SUMMARY OF HOW THE BIRDS FLEW. 
owiug to the personal exertions of the Marquis of Lorne, a liberal SS —=E ee 

response ioe Sees SS and eer has oe / Drivers pasrtare 5 BS 

made to the appeal for help, but such a source of supply is neither | 4. : 1 a ters. | 24, | eG 

eoustant nor can it be expected to be pernianent, In sie of the fact | NAME OF SHoorsEr. Birds : ev | 2a 

the council feel much anxiety as to the financial future of the asso- Right|Str'hb) Left,|Right Left.) & at 

ciation, bub trust fbhat the Government niay be induced to restore tie | —__————|_—— ees 

grant to the original sum of $10,000, and thus render possible a con- Paulding... . 8 zl 1 2 ft) 2 ‘| 0 

finuation of the work in which they are engaged. as they belieye, | Macalister da 2 1 3 sty} es 2 2 

with no slight benefit to the militia force of the country.” eeraiale : ia 4 “ a 3 : a ¢ 
: F Stelfox.. i P| 2 

ELECTRIC TARGETS.—At Conlin’s rifle, pistol and record gallery, Sea \ 10 0 ) 8 1 5) 5 1 

northwest corner Broadway and Thirty-first street, avery interesting | qoward Ww Teas a 0 i 5 ny 

novelty has been introduced. It is an electric swinging ball ohe-half | Woore - 10 2. 1) a 3 7} 33 ht 1 

inch in diameter, the time and distance of the swing being governed | Ramsey 8 0 8 5 1 1 6 { 

at ploasure. Tf a shot hits the bull an electric bel rings at the firing | Garman 0 1 0 8 9 2 0 

point, Ip proves a great source of amusement, and is one of the best} Hixon, 10 1 { j 0 2 0 Zz 

things ever brought out for the beginiier in practice at a moving | Sanis 8 1 B) F] 0 1 i) i 

object with either pistol or rifle, The novice begins hy shooting at Handy 8 ] i 4 1 9 0 0 

the mark as it hangs stationary; when this is found an easy object 1 | yinto t 0 j 1 0 4 0 0 

is given a slight swing which 1s gradually increased from time to Rode 8 0 0 { 0 4 { 0 

time, us the shooter's skiil improves, until after awhilathe mark ¢aD | Barker 6 0 1 1 g | 2 0 0 

be made to jump about like Paddy's fled) bni with less chance of George g ie Woe 4 | 4 0 hi} 

escape than that much abused creature, Although the target bas | yaven § ri 1 5 ot a 4 0 

ouly been im use during the last ten days, some yery fine scores have | Wainond: in a i 1 { 0 0 1 

been made with if, 
: | } 

POLIGE MARKSMHN.—The final mateh between teams of the 
Newark and Jersey City police was shotat the Union Hill Shooting 
Park on Monday, Jan. 16, and resulted in favor of the Jersey City 
tien by a score of 198 to 164. They haye wou two of the three 
Thatches. 

As the doublé-biid mateh was completed shortly after dP. M,, and 
the light was quite gv0d, cloyen Sweeps were shot before dark- 
ness pit an end to the first day's sport. Sweep No. —1. Entrance, $5; 
miss and ons, S0yds, rise. Olosed with sixteen subseribers. Mutey 
divided: $60 to first and $20 to second: 
Minow canes BERR Z IAB Dixon sacs cops ogee BOA 
Howard,.....----.. 12 ps +i 

ta Mscallstar erty ae 11 220-5 0 
THSCVe ores oy 21 = 

RIVERTON GUN CLUB TOURNAMENT. Toigers. sv Baio) a 
LPHOUGH it has been the custom heretofore of the Rlyerton | Edmonds, ....... = P 
Gun Club of Philadelphia to bold its annual tournament during ig Orr Grant... 2s i = Na 

the spring, the committeé decided to vary their progremme by call oir Ma penne sae Rind SastheSes SOY dee 

ing a two-days’ meeting early in the year. Jan. 18 and 19 were dates 
selected, and the following amateur organizations were invited: 
Westminster Kennel Club, of New York; Rockaway Sa DE: Club, 
South Side Sportman's Cimb, Mead w Vrrook Club, Queens County 
Hunt, Foresters, of Reading. Pa,; Orange, Long Branch, Staten 
Island, Madyland and Philadelphia Gun Clubs. Unfortunately the 
weather was very unfavorable, but forall the meeting was a sucrass- 
{ul one in every respean, and the yisitors were handsomely enter- 
isiued by their time-honored hosts. Old Lem Gilbert, the veteran 
pigeon purveyor of Philadelphia, was on band with a magnificent lot 
of birds, Their quality may bo known when it fs said that out.of all 

Closed with four- Sweep No. 2.—Entrance $5. Same conditions. 
teen subscribers. Money divided into $at and $20. 
Ramsey.,)..:.:.0000 2 1 21—5 Pauldiog-- 

tgmde a J 2—5 Macalister 

Edmunds. ... 
Howard... - 
Moore, .- a 
ROPSLS. ss. sees sees -sad i 
ir, Ramsey and Mr, G, De Forest Grant divided. 
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| Sweep No, 8.—Entrance $5, same conditions, closed with fourteen 
pcre. Money divided into $40 and #20, 

212125 Gen Gribb.......,.-- ve 110-2 
29210—4 Def Grant._ , 20° —2 
2210-4 Btelfox......- 20 —1 
2120 —8 Dixon......: 20 —1 
220 —8 Rogers.... 2280 —1 
220 —2 Paulding .o —@ 

Ee wards_..., 120 —2 Maealister.- 09 —0 
Mr, Ramsey you first money, and Messrs. Redmond and Howard 

divided second. ; rf 
Sweep No. 4.—Wntrance &5. same conditions, closed with twelve 

subseribers. Money divided into $50 und $10, 
RamMsey..-....-..002- 2 2212—H Dek, Grant._...........22 0-2 
Mucalister .. :.11122—5 Redmond,,.. 20 —1 

210-4 Rogers,..-- 20 1 
120—-i Handy....- 20 -1 
220—1 Edmunds . —0 
—) —2 Lewis,...,,.. 

Messrs. Ramsey and Macalister divided. 
Sweep No, 5.—Entrance $5, same conditions, closed with seven 

Slibscribers. Money divided into #25 and $10. 
MEAIISG Voc, te ey yh ik ped tle etme CROP ARS ue ltpa pra iie oe ee tae ad 
Thandy......5..- 22—2 Redmond,,.....,,-.-. o —0 
Stelfox _..__. 20-1 Def, Grant..... ve 
Macalister......--.-+-...---. 1 i—1 

Messts. Rainsey and Handy divided. , 
Sweep No, &,—ntrance $9 same conditions, closed with nive sub- 

scribers, money divided into $45 and $10, 
OSG Y: sp ee cena beeen Sbrhs 91—2 Howard ...... ven Pe bad < Het 
Dixon. - a 22,2222 De PF Grantis.. .-s:0es. 1 —0 
Handy- 2 0—L Redmond ....,-....0/4:- ao.:0 —U 
Macalister. . HPOH1 Barker 2.5. ..5[ocecureee wee <0. 
Stelfox ..- i I i 

Sweep N Entrance $5, same conditions, closed with five sub- 
scribers, one money, $25. 
Ramsey bys 222-8 Dixon, + .-.s..:--12..42-8-2 0-2 

: 210—2 Macalister Rc eeees ee —ih 
--.-.220—2 ees : 
Anca $5, same condition, closed with six entries, 

. 22-2 Ramsey......01-21 Ethos oe 2 0-1 
~ 22-2 Dixon... o —0 

aecs od 20—1 Redmond...,.......-....... 0 —0 
and Rogers divided, - 

Sweep No, 9.—Entrance $5, same condition, closed with four entries, 

Aye ee pesemdete eRe ROBSPS. fesisiseiiesecetay 20-1 
Macalister, ...-.-. 000.000 pe OL. TONY. |) . ies lealesoiia ah 0 —0 

Attention is called to the extraordinary food pe formance of Mr. 
Ramsey, of the Westminster Kennel Club who in the sweep skoot- 
ing, shot at 29 birds, of which he killed 27 and missed 2. ‘I'yenty- 
three were killed suceessively- 

SECOND DAY—SATURDAY, TAN, 10, 

The weather was about as unpropitious as it could be. Rain fell 
heavily in the early morning. which was followed by a steady fall of 
suow and sleet throughut the day. What little wind there was came 
from the northward, The altendance during the morning was some- 
what larger than on the tirstday. The day's sport consisted of the 
Riverston Team Cup shoot. shot for under the appended conditions: 
Entiance $2=; teams of four shot in squads, each man to shoot at 20 
Bingle birds; #0yds. rise: 50yds. boundary: ties ‘miss and out"; guns 
not to exceed Th4lbs. closed with five entries. Referee, Mr. George 
A slight crossing wind blew from the left of the score. 

Riverton Gun Club, 
Edmunds, ,_....-......20002012122010202211—13 
Howard.... eooel 12171212202111122 21 0-18 
Handy... 211101201001211021 2 0-14 
MWaeslister......- -.12111220002211011112—16—-f1 

Vestininster Kennel Club 
G. De Forest Grant. ....2022220022022202002 2-13 
Paulding -..6.2-..-p-s ess 01111101000122202121—14 
Coleman..2........-+44- OOO0O2ZL 2111121272222 2 2-17 
Ramsey. :--:-.-+4 ~202122022210111122 0 2-16 

Staten I:land Gun Club. 
i 102020021211100000601-11 

22102022022%92202002-13 
2222110111202101101—16 
022022211222212012 2-17-37 
iladelphia Gun Club. 
10170112221000110211—18 
R0L1000G0T11101002 2020—9 
2000000000101011210—8 
2120101210110211111—-16—6 

Long Branch Gun Club. 
Robins,........ Boris) ote 120002 Z001LND00ND0001 2-7 
BOMAIRS ED Gee ook 1211002200201101000 0-10 
Haven...... 0002020201101120002 0- 9-4 
Fourth member absent. 
Birds ki led and fell ont of hounds—Riverton Gun Club: Rdmunds 

1, Howard 1, Handy 1, and Macalister 4; total 6. Westminster Ken- 
Hel Mlub: Grant 1, and Ramsey 2; total 3, Staten Island Gun Club: 
Minto 1; total 1. Philadelphia Gun Club: Barker 1, Rogers 1, and 
George 1; total 3. Long Branch Gum Club: Roberts 1, h0tal 1. 

SUMMARY OF HOW THE BIRDS FLEW. 

——_— = = 

— Quarters. 5 3 

NAME of SHooTER. s By, e | 3 g 
4 7 fj ee |e |e 
; 3° : (ba = 

Edmunds ....+--« Ge eikin ces teed ces 7 
Howar 1 
Hanily 
Wacalister 
G. De F. Grant = 

= 
2+ Haven ...-, : 

9 3 4 0 4 
0 5 2 1 % 
i) i] 0 z 0 
{ 8 2 1 q 
1 va 2 it] 0 

Paulding 8 7 3 i 1 
Coleman vf vs 1 4 1 
Tamsey 9 5 a 2 I 
Mint... 11 4 4 0 1 
Redmond 7 7 6 1 0 
Francis , G 10 2 ® 0 
fh, Sands ) 6 2 2 1 
Harker i) 3 5 1 2 
Rogers .....--- wt 4 | 12 5 3 0 0 
MENG Gd ciel Flaten vpap- san epee iaie oselp 10 5 1 4 0 
SUE GT (dtl, PS eee Ra | ae oe 10 4 3 d it) 
MOINS 4-7-5 dan aes 9 7 2 0 2 
Roberts. rictasige bt . : 6 1 2 0 

6 P 4 1 

The handsome silver trophy was won by the Riverton Gun Club, of 
Philadelphia, : 
Sweep No. 1).—UEntrance $5, same conditions, closed with ten 

entries, money divided mto $40 and $10: 
Sherinan,....111222222—9 Barker... 
Howard 12 120-8 Peters 
Handy. - ~111211120-8 Smith 
Edmonds 1120 —8 DeF Grant. 
Maecalister.... 10 —1 Rogers.... 
Mr. Sherman, of Trenton, N, J., won first mo: 

Messrs. Handy and Howard, 
§ veep No. 1/.—Nattance $5, same conditions, closed with pine en- 

tries, one money F415. 
Kdmunids,..... 112-3 Roberts... —) 
Howard... - 111-83 Sherman.. 0 —0 
Hany. ...--- —0 
Macalister = 
barker 
Messrs. Edmonds and Howard divided. 
Sweep No, 12.—Entrance $5, same conditions, closed with six en- 

iries, one money $30. 
Biavidyss ie ees ses-biseses TPZ JON. eee eee ee re ee GL 
Edmunus.......... 21—2 Macalister. 
Rogers, .-j:---.. Eon lmao ge ale 20-1 Howard...... 
Messrs. Handy and Edmunds divided. 

CAMPBELL vs. VON LENGERKE.—The return mateh at pigeons 
between L. B. Campbell and Justus You Lengerke came off ou the 
grounds of the J.C. H.G.C., Marion, N.J., au the 19th inst , and 
pio reds as was expected, 2 very exciling affair, though nuthing 
ike the amount of money change! hands as at the previous mateh. 
Mr, Von L, labored under great disadvantage, baving to use another 
un than hisown, with which he was familiar, Thieyes broke into 
His residence, West Hoboken, two nights before the shoot and, with 
the family silver, ovurcoats, Justus'’s expected to-be-married-in-claw- 
hammer and other arlicles of value, carried off his fayonte gun. Th 
took some tiine for Mr, Catnpbell to get on, as the saying is, but when 
he did be made sone excellent shuoting, lolling 18 out of 20 birds, in 
his third and fourth ten, The Jersey Citys thought they had a soft 

tie, the feeling was quite exciting. 

thing when Von L. led 4 birds in the first 10. But there was but Iittle 
betting until the contestants tied on the 81st and on the 48th another 

Mr, V, L. didn’t seem to have the 
eonfidence usnal to him, either in the gun or himself, and dwelt too 
long before shooting; allowing the birds to get away some distance. 
Mr. G.. on the contrary, kilted peice , inost of bis birds dropping 
but afew yards from the trap, Mr. V. L. missed his 49th bird, Mr. 
0, killing and that winning the match, Mr, C. at his 4th bird 
pyidently puiled the wrong trigger and the bird got away without a 
shot, Mr, Campbell refuses to shoot the match over with Mr. V. L., 
but is willing, we understand, to shout a trapand handle match, 
which now-a-days is hardly considered the thing except among pro- 
fessional shooters, The birds, lilce those of the former mareh, were 
a food lot. 
Tlateh belween L_ B. Campbell, Midway Gun Club, and Justus Von 

Lengerke, Jersey City Heights Gun Club, 50 birds each, 25yds. rise, 5 
iraps, single barrel, usual boundary and charge, for $200. 

Official Score. © 
L. B. Campbell, Justus mon Lenpenhee 

ye 1 1 oO OF 1 O 0 i 0-4 aio mt a! 0 1 0 1-8 
vay Soa a Aa oe a gqoL1itpridadto 0-6 
fo a at i Aba 1 — 9 : tote I TO ay oe, 7% 
POS. eet ot a1) de he =o o#1 1 OF1 0 Lt 0 1 1-6 
Onet IO 00s .0F 3 Sb 101211 0¥1 0 i-” 

*Dead out of bounds, 35 ad 
Wm Siegler, Jersey City Heights Gun Club, Thos, Cra‘ner, Midway 

Gun Club, judges; George Waitt, Midway Gun Club, referee; Geo. 
Wilms, New Jersey Gun Club, official scorer —JAcoBsTAFF, 

CLAY-PIGEONS AT PROVIDENCE, Jan. 17.—The tenth com- 
etition for the State badge presented by the Ligowsky Clay Pigeon 
‘ompany took place to-<lay atthe grounds of the Narragansett Gun 

Glib, and resulted io the best average shooting that has yef been 
done forthat prize; the badge has now been won fiye times by Mr, 
G. W. Cary, tiiee by E, W. Tinker, and once each by B. 8. Luther. of 
the Watehemoket Gun Club; H. L. Palmer, W- H. Sheld n and G, B, 
Payne, all with the exception of Mr, Luther being members of the 
Natragansett Gun Club, The terms of the contest for this badge 
bemg the member of any clubinths State winning it the greater 
number of times within a year to hold ifas personal propert\; the 
winning club to hold the next contest on their grounds; the series of 
contests to be flnished in July next, 1834. The following is the score 
for State badge: 
CUB RIvNG assem pest eel sce ters te yitesy ~. -1101910197111111110111111—24 
W H Sheldon. eure ee  AL90905 1111911191101 11.1124 
CB Potter... £1101111111111101111111111—24 
EW Tinker. . 1110001110111011111111111—21 
HL Palmer. .,1111111011017011101111101—2 
(OF Perkins, pas. + ..1111107101111091111017017—20 
GTO GIPALY tangs se avi inerce ahetial bine obo deiteen 1101011110011011011101900—15 

Ties: Payne 11111, W. W. Sheldon, 11110, C. B. Potter w. 
Mr. CG. B. Payne wonState badge, In the contest for club badge, 

10 single and 5 pairs, E, W. Tinker won by breaking 18 hirds.—W. H. 
SHELDON. 
DUNDEE, N. Y., Jan. 8.—_Mr. H. B. Whitney, who made such a 

good score, is in his sixteenth year, and if not the best is one of the 
very best giass-ball and clay-pigeon shols in New York State. Con- 
test No. 1, 10 balls: 
JG Stacey, Geneva, .0111111111— 9 
G R Long, Geneva... .0010101011— & 
W Scott, Geneva,...0000110111— 4 
Whitey. Oaks Cor. .1111111111—10 
Contest No. 2, 10 balls. 

© Smith, Dundee... .1011100101— 6 
H Whitney, Geneva.1111111111—10 
G Long, Geneva..... 11,.0100001— 5 
Granville, Geneva... .0110101011— 6 
W Scott, Geneva ...0111100010— 5 
Second divided hetween Stacey 

shot off for fourth, which was won 
Contest No. 3, 15 balls, 

H B Whitney... .112111111111111-15 
‘) McLean. ..... 011111100109101— 9 
Stacey... , 001111 111011011—11 
E Overton...,, 011100000000000— 8 
GSmith........ 

y J Wilson.... 
This was the ‘big’ shoot of the day, 

second; ties on 9 were shot off, giving 
Contest No. 4, 10 balls: 

Whitney, Oaks Cor..1111111/11—10 G@ Long, Geneva.. ..0111010011— 6 
J G Stacey, Geneva 1110111111— 9 T MeLean, Geneva. .1011010011— § 
Churchill, Bar'gton.0000000000— 0 M tinch, Himrods, .1011010100— 5 
C Smith, bundee....1011111111— 9 A G Powers,Geneva.1011110110— 7 
J Lee, Geneva,..., ..0010100100— 1 
Smith and Stacey divided second. 
AUR ‘RA, Ont., Jan 12.—The long-talked of match between J. Holi- 

day and HE. Caltham, came off here to-day. The shoeting was good, 
as the birds were sharp fiyers. Betting wasin favor of Caltham. who 
killed his birds in fine style. One of his birds fell out ot bounds. the 
others fell with the crack of the gun. Following is the score: 
FLISEs} bth a Sebonties pee edt) Dodo ee 111101001101010—9 
Tey CealEH ans 1 2bWe cs Ys ¢oAe a eee ee 11111101011011 0-14 

J. Wells acted as referee. Another matek is talked of, 

GENEVA, N. Y., Jan. 12.—A match at glass balls was shot to-day 
between Messrs. Stacey and Granford. of the Lakeside Gun Club, 
Stacey to break moie outof twenty balls than Cranford did out o: 
twenty-five. ' 
Stacey ji. oe ceteespat-2c wes spece gues sper LOLI 1i—18 
Orantord. 1010111010110100111111m—17 
THE BOSTON GUN CLUR held a tournament on their ground at 

Wellington, on Wednesday last, and initiate from that date every 
alternate Wednesday, a series of similar shoots to prepare its own 
members, and members of all surrounding New England shotning 
clubs, 4 counterpart of the style of trap-shooting to be adopted at the 
great tournament at Chicago, May 27to 31. Programme on tourna- 
ment days: Four singie seven-bird and one single seyen-bird five-trap 
sweep, entries 50 cents. Two single seven-bird sweep, $1 entry, One 
fiye-pair double shot, entry $1, and one five-man team match. five- 
single and fiye-pair doubles, entry 5 perteam. One champion match, 
fifteen single birds, entry $5. Single birds will be shot 1¥yds. rise, 
double birds from the five traps as per doubie bird rule to be adoptea 
at Chicago tournament; prizes, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. entries, 
Ties, miss and out at singles, in teamzshooting one round, in doubles 
one pair, 

CLEVELAND, Ohio, Jan, 9.—The Kirtland Club held its semi- 
monthly shoot at Neaf’s grounds, Brooklyn, to-day. The day was 
nota goed one, and the attendance was only fair. Al Berger won 
the club badge by grassing 17 clay-pigeons out of 20 at 18yds. rise. 
Neaf's is now the regular grounds of the Kirtland Club, it haying se- 
cured a five years’ lease of the gtounds. 

MALDEN GUN CLUB.—There will be a grand tournament on the 
grounds of the club, at Wellington, on Saturday, Feb. 2, at 10 o'clock 
A.M, There will bea tournament on Washington's Birthday, Feb. 22. 
“Programme to be announced. Regular club shoots Saturday, Jan, 26, 
Feb. 9 and 23, at 1 P, M, 

SHOT FOR CLAY-PIGEONS.—Salamanea, N. ¥.—@dttor Forest 
and Stream: May we not haye some notes from your clay-pigeon 
shooting correspontlents respecting the sizes of shot best adapted to 
ee spovt, I find some difference of opinion on the subject.—Five 
RAPS, 

T McLean, Geneva. .1111100011— 7 
J Lee, Geneya,,.-.. NOIMO10i— 6 
E Reynolds,Geneva.1110100010— 5 

J G Stacy, Geneva... .01711110101—7 
T MeLean, Geneva. ..1190111011—7 
J Lee, Geneva,..._, .1101100000—4 
(A Powers, Geneva .0101000111—5 

and McLean. 
by Powers, 

Long and Powers 

A G Powers... .010101001011001— 7 
J Lee....... ...011011601100111— 9 
E Reynolds... ..110000111000001— 6 

101110900110011— § 
-,101100001111017— 9 
. 000010011000010— 4 DO Sutfin, - 

Gran ville _...,. 010011100111011— 9 
Smith and Stacy divided 

ee the purse. 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

§. B., Civeleville, O.—You will do better without a dog at all. 

A CoysTanT READER OF THE Samp will find the desired Information 
about Virzinia quail m our last issue. 

¥. J. C., New York.—For live quail apply to Reiche & Bro., Chat- 
ham street, City, The price fluctuates. 

“A Daur Hunt iy Kenrucky."—Will the writer of the skéteh sent 
to us with uwbove tithe kindly send his address, 

J. C. W.. Uncompahgre, Col.— What is the bird whose skin is sent 
by this mail? Ans. The bird is a Virginia rail (Rallus virginianus), 

Cl. K., Washington, D. C.—The list of open seasons printed by 
us in pamphlet form is same as the s¢hedule printed in the paper. 

H, 5. b., New York.—Youwill probably find good quail shooting 
wee Greensboro, N, C., and also some deer. Stop at the McAdoo 
touse. 

FP. RK. A., Washington, N. J.—There is no work on training collies 
for the fi ld. and to house break them is just a matter of a little 
patience and correction when they do wrong. 

R., Springfield, Mo.—Gordon setters are nol un American breed, 
but came originally from Great Brituin. They obtained their name 
f om their first bemg brought into prominent notice at the Duke of 
Gordon’s kennels, 

7, C.¥., Onsida,—Do they cateh gennine sturgeon in Lake Erie 
- Yes. The lake sturgeon, Accipensir rubtiundus, differs in sige, 

and slightly iu structure from our river sturgeons, 4. oxyriiyachus, 
and A. brevirostris, but itis a genuine sturgeon. 

Canoeing. 

FIXTURES, 

Winter Camp-iire.—Tnesday, Jan, 29,8 P, M., No, 23 Hast Fourteenth 
street, Room 16. Subject—Amateur Photography. 

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to PormstT anv 
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signals, etc., of 
their clubs, and also notices in adyance of meetings aod races, and 
reports of the same. Canceisls and all interested in canoeing are 
requested to forward to Forest anp STREAM their addresses, with 
lors of crnises, naps and information concerning their local waters, 
drawings or descriptions of boats and fittmgs, and all items relating 
to the sport, 

2AN FRANCISCO CANOE CLUB, 

YOMMODORE, WILL AROOKS, Canoe Folly, Signal—i~18ins,, 
/ alternate white and red diagonal stripes, 5in. wide. 

AMATEUR CANOE BUILDING. 

Fourth Paper. 

MODEL MAKING. 

F the method of designing described he followed there 
will be no necessity for a model, but unless the amateur 

has had some practice in drafting it will be easier for him to 
first make a model, shaping it by eye, and then to take the 
lines from it. 

In this case the design will be started on paper, as previ- 
ously described, the sheer plan completed and the deek line 
drawn in thehalf breadth plan. To make the model, a block 
of soft dry while pine is required of a size to correspond 
with the scales of the drawing. The portion below the 
water line will be made of several thicknesses of pine and 
walnut or mabogany placed alternately. Each piece will 
be of the same thickness as the distance between the water 
lines. A sufficient number of these pieces are taken to make 
up the required depth, and are fastened together with a few 
screws so placed near the back :s not fo interfere with the 
shaping of the model, and on top of all the pine piece is 
screwed, making a block like Fig, 1. 
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Fig, 1. 

This block is now laid on the drawing, cach of the diyi- 
sions marked on it and numbered and the lines drawn on 
each of the four sides. On the back of the block the sheer 
plan is drawn, omitting the keel, il any, which will be added 
afterward, The half breadths on deck are now taken with 
the dividers from the half breadth plan and transferred to 
the top of the block, the curve run in with a spline pinned 
to the spots, and the block is cut to the line A BC, 
The lines on the bottom of the block are now squared up 

across the new face, Fig. 2, the heights of the deck line taken 

Zl a <= tee ee a Lee cee NN ee 
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er 

ia. 2, 

from the sheer plan and set off on their proper stations, and 
a line A D E drawn through the spots. The wood is now 
cut away to this line on the curved side and the line repre- 
senting the middle of the deck on the back, leaving of course 
the sume crown to the block as it is intended that the deck 
shall have. Next the back of the block is cut to the lines of 
the how, stern and bottom, 

The block is now screwed fast to a piece of board, which 
latter is nailed or screwed to the work-bench, so as to hold it 
firmly. and cut to the shape desired by the builder, the mid- 
ship section being first roughed out, then the ends being cnt 
away, and all finally finished off with sandpaper. To com- 
plete the model it is mounted on a board, the keel added, be- 
ing glued to the hoard, it is varnished, and screw eyes put in 
to hang it up by. The model itself should be screwed to the 
board so as to be easily removed, 

To take the lines from the block model tie pieces are un- 
screwed and euch laid in turn onthe half breadth plan and 
the edge traced thereon, giving the water lines, from which 
the body plan may be drawn in, If it is desired to make a 
mode] from a drawing already completed, the operation is 
reversed, the pieces or “‘lifts” are planed to the proper thick- 
ness, the stations laid off across each, and the half breadths 
set off, the curye of the water line drawn, and the piece 
trimmed away to the line. After a piece is prepared for 
each water line, all are screwed together and the edgus 
rounded off, forming a fair surface, 

Tt is sometimes necessary to take the lines from a soldd 
model, to do which the sheer plan is traced on paper, the 
half breadths on deck, und the heights to deck line are taken 
off by the dividers, and the lines drawn on the paper, then 
the frame lines are obtained by bending a thin strip of lead 
around the model and tracing the owtline of it on the paper 
in the proper position, shown by the deck and sheer lines. 
The drawing being completed, the next operation is 

LAYING DOWN. 
This is the enlarging of the drawing to the full size of the 

boat, and is necessary in all boat and ship building. Por 
large vessels, the drawing is made on the floor of the 
‘“‘niould loft,” either in one continuous length, or in the case 
of very long vessels, in two portions overlapping each other, 
For small work a wide board will answer, 16ft. long and 2ft, 
wide, or less, according to the size of the boat, 
On this common roll drawing paper is laid and tacked, 
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ind if is divided off, asqwaa described for the detail drawing, 
exvepl that the half breadth plan will now overlap the sheer 
plan to ssye room, Referrmg now to the detail drawing, 
a“hible of oftscis” is made. A sheet of paper is ruled in 
vertical columns, one for each square station, and also mm 
horizontal lives as follows. In this table is sel down the 
eights above ase line of the stem, rabbet and sheer, and 
the half breadth at the deck, on cach yaterline, and on tae 
diagonals: 

Walf Bresdths. Heights. a 
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Tom this table the lines are Inid down full size on the 
paper, each distance being measured off on ils proper frame 
or Water liue, anda long, thin batten of pme run through 
the spots thus found. As weare now working from a smaller 
seale to a larger, all ertors are increased in the same ratio, 
and though the small drawing may have been accurate 
there will be some errorsin the large one, aud to correct 
these the same process of ‘fairing’ is necessary, as was be- 
fore deseribed; running in the water lines, frame lines, and 
diagonals with the batiens until all te curved lines are fair 
fund repular, and the brendtis and heights of every point 
are the samein all three plans When the drawing is faired 
the remaining’ details, such as masts. Iulkheads, floor, etc., 
are drawn in their proper places, 

SINGLE vs. DOUBLE. 

JOME time ayo 'Nussmuk,? in one of his ernises, relates how he 
‘2 cotered into « paddling conpest, ho iu Dis little teu or twelve 
potind canoe, tim feat long, using a double paddle, against a resident 
of the Adiroudack woods in a “long laker,” withisingle paddle. Be- 
ing eusily beaten, ‘Nessmuk*’ says the single paddle is always the 
fastest, and that iv excels vhe double as three exceeds four. 
As a proof, he says that at the first meet of the A. O.A.a “Canuck” 

guide eusily won allthe races for which he eatered against the double 
paddles. ‘The guide mentioned is a professional, and, thouvh then a 
member of the A. C. A, is notso now for obyious reasons. He used a 
racing canoe in his races. Now, if titis is conclusive proof that the 
single paddle is the fastest, what shall we say to the fact that at the 
next meel Dr. Heighway. using the double paddle in an ordinary 
cruising Rob Roy, was able to win easily all races against the single 
paddle for which he entered. 
At Stony Lale last August, in the yery center of the single paddle 

region, the doulile held its own well, though only one first-class man 
was in trim to wphold its merits, 

While, personally, L am satisfied that, all things being equal, the 
double is the fastest, T feel thatit will take a great many races to de- 
cide the question beyond a doubt to those advocating the single. 

‘The meer atthe Thousand Islands should be attended by the best 
single-paddle men, as they will not haye fur te go, and the double 
men will, to a certainty, be present in largernumber than ever before, 
so that some contests should take place which will go far to prove 
Which slyle is best. BorwASs, 

WINTER CAMP-FIRE, 

MOHICAN GANOH GLUB, ALBANY. 

ig Agee Mohicans responded to the hospitable call of Mr, R. S$, Oliver, 
aod held a ‘winter camp-fire” at his residence, Thursday, Jan. 

4, The avowed subject for discussion was **What is the best general 
emtising cange?’ hut it must be confessed that many a yarn found its 
way into the debate nnd sometimes without any particular bearing 
updn the highly seientitie subject before the meeting. Hvyerybody 
enjoyed the evening, and after supper ihe following well digested 
Opinions in Answer to the chief question, were delivered between the 
curling pulls of smoke. 

Nir, R. 8. Oliver thinks the general cruising ennoe should be 14fb.x 
A0in,, hive a ood freeboard and sheer. no keel or gentervoard, but a 
broad keelsou projecting a quarter ofaninch below bottom of boat, 
decks about 2tett, at each end with Haring combing and with light 
canvas conned hatch and opran, Une simall sail to reef and no 
rudder. Rushton elinker build, aud model something like the Groy 
ling. ‘ihe leading whjects are comfort and portability, Mv. Oliver at 
present owns a Rushton Grayling, the Marion, with Atwood board 
and rudder, etc., complete, and the open Poterboro Kanuck. He 
formerly owned « Waters paper canoe, Nautilus model, 
Commodore Lioyd 'Thomus would prefera Rushton Grayling, 14ft x 

bSin., with GE cockpit and hatehes, two Jateens, Atwood board aud 
rudder with foot and wller gear. Leading object casy paddling, Mr. 
'Themas owns the Everson Shadow Anuie O,, and the Rushton Aimeri- 
ean Traveler Albani, 

Mr. , W. Gibson, a canoe 15ft.x43lin,, with good frechoard and 
sheer, lat Hoer extending well fore and aft, broad keelson and 
Atwood board, Rushton clinker built mn modified Ellard model. 
Rudder férfoot and hand; 6ft. cockpit with weed hatches to stow 
ayvay. Rig. twolateens about 60Lt, total, to reef, Leading objects, 
strength under sailand ashore and comfortin heavy water to the 
maxinunm consislent With portability. Mr. Gibson owns the Snake, 
11ft.Gin.xSlin , Rushton built. ' ] 

Mr. W. Wackerhagen, 14ft.6in,xdlin, deptiis 17m, nt bow, 12in. amid, 
1514 astern; flat floor, ne kecl, fan centerboard, bioft. vockpit, hatches 
and apron, Boatto ba smooth inside and out. Rudder for foot and 
hand; twolateens, Leuding objects, dryness in rough water, com- 
fortin camping, and Gleanliness. Mr, Watkerhagen owns the Hen- 
riatta, Lausineburgh build Gyood without ribs covered with muslin), 
1411.6in,x8tin., modelled from the Snake, and formerly owned a 
Racine St. Paul, 
Mr, B. fernow prefers alight boat, perhaps of paper. 14ft.x30in,, 

food sheer, no keal, but broad keelson and fan centerboard, no rud- 
der, ft. cockpit witli stout rubber cloth covers and flaring coaming; 
pwostmall Jateens, Leading objects, lightness and room for sleaping, 
Mr, Wernow owns the Pior da Lice; Waters paper, built on Nautilus 
model, with iteel and Jateans and short coclpib.— 

Mr. Ph, Wackerliagen, 14ft, Uin,=30in. deep with moderate sheer, 
flat floor, fan cenperbuard, rudder, long cockpit and wood hatches; 
Lansingburgh build; rig, two lateens, Leadiug objects, sailing 

power and comfort in camping smooth skin and smooth interior for 
facility of cleaning, ete, Wr. P. Wackerhagen owns the Thetis, Lun- 
singburgh build, 1Aft x88in. $ 
Mr, 1, Meyroyitz wants a hoat i4ft.x80in,, flat floor, long cockpit, 

no keel, Atwood board, rudderand two sails. Mr. Meyroyitz owns a 
light canvas canoe. 

All agree in demanding air-tight compartments without hatches, 
and a Hat lreelzon ipon which the canoe will slide or stand. The 
Mohicans all believe in sleeping in their boats drawn up on shore and 
fitted with tents; hence the demands for long cockpits, which most of 
their canoes already possess. Two sails are advised, chiefly because 
in yery strong winds the dandy is useful asa mainsail, The ques- 
lions of centerboard and rudder seem to be governed principally by 
the canoeist!s pisicredees forsailing, Ifis agreed that in river cruts- 
ing sailing is of secondary importance. Numerous other details of 
equipment in preparation, for the coming season were discussed at 
length, SNAKE. 

A CANOE BLANKET. 

Aditer Forest and Streame 

“Rednasyl wants points on fitting ont, There is one point that I 
got from a correspondent to your paper about two years ago which I 
have cherished and appreciated to the utmost ever singe. Tt is a lined 
blanket. Most lists of impediments include 4 double blanket. which, 
especially for a canoeist, is too bulky. I haye forgotten thé name of 
the suggesior, but the suggestion was this: A food (fb. square soft, 
light blanket, with a light canvas or twill pocketing Home, The 
lining to he made as follows: For a 7ft, blanket the size of the 
lining should be Gtt.xOft., this to be sewed across the foot of the 
blanket 1ft. from the bottom. Then alovg each side bin. from the 
edge of the blanket, and across the top at the edge are to be sewed 
buttons to fasten lining in place. Now you haye a covering that you 
can graduate to snitany degree of heat, Suppose it to be June and 
Ahotnight: Spread the wool side on the boughs and unbutton the 
Iming at the top and crawl in, with nothing but the canvas over you. 
Tf it is 4 litle cool put the canvas underneath and have the woolen 
covering. Ifitbe September ant cooler still, have the whole affnir 
over you. Tf thatis not enough spread extra clothing between the 
lining and the Wlanket, and if that is not enough spread light boughs 
between. This lined blanket will be found the thing from Jone to 
January. TL luve nsed it and know. 

Relled up with the canvas side out the canyas forms a protecting 
enyelepe against ain, dirt and fire, 

It is easily dried, light to carry and cheaper than a double blanket. 
_ Iclaim nothing original for this, Itwassupgested, as I said before, 
in your columns two-years ago by, I forget whom, but he has my 
sincere thanks. J. G, WALTON. 

CANADA, 

MOBICAN C. G.—At the annual meetine of the Mohican C. C., 
of Albany, held on the 9th inst,. the following members were elccte 
officers of the clubfor the year 1884: RK. W, Gibson (Snake), A. C, A., 
Captain; P. Meyers Waeckerhagen (Thetis),A. C. A., Mate; B. 1. Stan- 
ton (Kismet), Purser; B. Férnow (Fior da Lice), A, @. A., Secretary: 
K. 8. Oliyer (Marion), A, C, A., Member of Mxecutive Committee. 
Seyeral amendments to the constitution were adopted, among them 
one changing the titles of commodore and yice-commodore to eap- 
tain and mate respectively; and another forming an executive com- 
mittee composed of the officers of the club and one other member to 
be elected at the annual meeting, The club signal was somewhat 
altered. The Mohicans expect to send a large delegation to the local 
meéet at Newburgh. 

CLEVELAND C. C,—Commodore George W. Gardner and Secretary 
William H, Eckman, of the Cleveland C.C.,completed their cruise 
down. the Mississippi on New Year's morning. haying cruised from 
Cincinnati in their canoes City of Cleveland, of Stephens Sandy 
Hook model, 14x31, and Cuyahoga, Racine Shadow, 1428. The cruise 
oseupied thirty-four days, the start from Cleveland being made on 
Noy. 26, thence by rail 
Mississippi on Noy: 29, But few stops were made at the citles, the 
canocists usually camping out at night. 

PHOTOS.—1 send with this photos for the next ‘‘winter camp-fire.” 
Tam looking forward each week with imereased pleasure for the 
advent of FormsST AND STREAM since canoding has gains a place in 
its columns. If any member takes afancy to my humble contribu- 
tions, I should be pleased to exchange them for others hy the fra- 
ternity.—J. G. W. 

KNICKERBOCKER C. C.—At 4 regular meeting of the K.C.0., held 
at No. 5 Union squaré on Jan. 10, the following officers were elected: 
Commodore, Arthur Brentano: Vice-Commo ore, J, L. Greenlear; 
Secretary, Prof. E. Fowler: Treasurer, R, P. Martin; Lay Member, 
George H. Sullivan, ; 

Bachting. 
+ 

YACHTING IN GERMANY, 

be Very small beginnings on the little fresh-yater lake Alster, 
above the city of Hamburg, the sport of yachting has in late 

years made great strides in popularity, and already a journal is pub- 
lished in Berlin whose pages are devoted exclusively to rowing, sail- 
ing and canoeing. Well do we remember, some twenty years ago, 
the excitement of the meels upon the little Alster and the keen com- 
petition of the boat owners of thatday, The lake was but three or 

| four miles long and one mile wide. The boats were wretched imita- 
tions of some sandhag traps which had been shipped across from 
American shores. The boats were nasty little traps with scarce any 
sheer, flat as a pancake. and sailed with sandbags and short-handed 
crews, 28 yachting hands were scaree. the Germans not taking kindly 
to such sport, The smartest of the crews were recruited among the 
American and English colonies of Hamburg, suppleniented hy Ger- 
mans returned from abroad who had acquired a taste for salle 
during thei stay in foreign lands. Itwasacommon thing in a squall 
for the whole fleet to tumble oyer more or less, but it was good 
Ne over a greal portion of the lake and help wes always close at 
and. 
‘yen in those remote ages, the first seeds of a relentless feud be- 

taveen cutter and trap were sown, for Hamburg circles were divided 
in theirown camp as to whether the sandbagger from New York 
should be worshipped as the Golden Calf, or whether the influences 
of seamanship and sport should preyail. Thera was not enough at 
stake ou either side to foreé a war at the cannon's niouth, though we 
did oceasionally do some proselyting on the quiel among our good- 
natured Teuton friends, and so the thing was allowed to smother 
along a faint spark farmed into a little flame when struck by the 
breeze of events as they happened. The fierce fight was destined for 
a greater field and a later day. Gradually from the little nucleus on 
the Alsler greatthings haye sprung. 
One by onethe men who owned the little traps_betook theniselyes 

through the city t6 the broad reaches of the river Blbe, sweeping sea- 
ward to the German Ocean. Models and rigs and men underwent a 
vadual change. More depth, less beam, more weighi and draft, and 
ong oruises, one and all led up toa lof of imported and home-built 
eutters for racing and yawls for erulsing, with the oli ceuterbourds 
thtown in as links counecting with the past, Tis quiet way, on a 
small scale, the Germans about Hamburg haye already passed 
through all those successive stages of the “reform! Fortsr anp 
Sires inaugurated on thisside of the Atlantic, and which is now 
happily wituessing 4 general conversion to the new prineiples all the 
yachting world over. 
The Germans are now much given to sea cruising and the art of 

sailing is pursued in a downright sporting spirit, The ‘‘dawdler,"' the 
man who “fakes a ride on the water’ hasno longer ony standing 
abroad, and may the day soon come with us when wecsn say the 
sume on behalf of American yachting classes, Sister clubs have been 
ealled into being along the German coasts, and on inland waters 
where there is enough to float boat, evenif only asharpie, Ham- 
burg stil retains the lead, Kiel, the great German naval depot with 
its monster dockyards and fortifications, ranks second as q yachtin 
port. It numbers in its feet many culters, sume of live beams an 
even less, designed by Lieut, Saeftkow, an engineer and architect of 
famein the nayal service, Stettin and Danzig on the Bultic, and Bre- 
men on the Weser follow, each with a local Heet and organization. 
Over the interior, Berlin sways the destinies and shapes the policy of 
thesmall try through the influence of a big urowd of ttle eratt, 
among which may be found representatives of eyery conceivable type 
and strain, from dugouts, Hathoats aud sharpies upto full fledged 
sandbagyers, mediums" of all deseriptious. American, Franch and 
Boglish styles in their purity and as mongrels, for whivgh various 
methods of leneth measurement stand father ‘ 

Tt has been Jett to a German to cbuttibute to the Berlin Wasser- 
sport the lines of avery taktug and able looking boat, 2tt water 
line and 12ft. on deck, to escape “over-all” measurement and swindle 
The ‘mean length” Solens. The measurement rulé adopted for decked 
yachts in Germany, by the way. is the bulk of the whole boat to out- 
side of skin, and under that rule international races have been sailed 
in which eyery yariety of type came to the line, and the cutters 

to Cincinnati, where they launched on the } 

Secured a good share of the prizes, and no one complained about his 
allowance of time. The Franco-German war has developed the 
athletic sidé of the national character, and nautical sports bid fair to 
assume the dignity of national extent in time to come. At present 
the German on cruising bent is hampered by red tape and revenue 
repulations whieh put hin to much annoyance and 2 se, but ap- 
plications are heing made to the central authorities for the exemp- 
tion of yachts from the swpervision and discipline of the mercantile 
murine, whichno doubi will he granted asreadily assimilat privileges 
enjoyed by American and Enghsh amateur follawers af thesea. Last 
Season was an active one on the continent, as 24 races were suiled 
With an average of 16 starters. The total number of starters was 
343, Of these. 133 came to the line in the fixtures of Hamburg organ- 
izutions, 119 got away in the waters of the Spree, near Berlin, and 45 
took the gunin Bremen events. Victories were scored by: B41 yaehts 
hailing from Hamburg, 23 from Berlin, 18 from Bremen, 2 from Elel 
and 2 foreigners from Norway gobbled international troyuics in the 
Baltic, Two matches were sailed in Switeerland on Geneva Like, 
with 44 entries each. and one in Austrian waters with saven to go. 

A GALWAY HOOKER. 

RISCOLL his in frame and ready to plank at iis Greempoint 
yard two cutters, one of which is quite a enriosliy und out of 

the usual Yun of prevailing fashion, but none the less deserving of 
our praise. This boat is building for Mr, Jaries Meehan, of this city, 
from lines supplied by James Langin, of Gaiway. Ireland. The 
“hookers* of that ancient town enjoy an excellent reputation for 
speed and good behaviorin rough water, ‘They are 10 all intents 
regular cutfers in their principles of construction, being navrow and 
deep, but differ in some points Of finish and equipment. ‘This parlicu- 
lar example is 35ft on deck, 31ft tin, 6n loadiine, 8ft.bim. beam, or 
say four to one; depth of hold, 6ft.Gin., and drat of water, 6ft.afl and 
Sft. forward, Least freeboard to planksheer 2fb., forward 5ft.. anid 
atfcounter 38ff.2in. Thestern is 6ft.tin. wide, wid the post rakes 
about 45 degrees. The nose is snubbed 2 little aboye Water and, 
owing to rake of post, there isno distinctive overhang aft, us the 
post leaches olear up from end of loadime to the extremity of the 
counter, and the redder hangs clear of all, with the head rising above 
the transom to receive the tiller. Imagine the slern of an Grdmary 
Whitehall hoat with a rake of 4) degrees. and you have the 
after finish of «. Galway hooker. Some of the oyster skiffsin use 
about Staten Island water are similar in appearance, With less vale 
to the post, the latter would haye pierced the deck inboard, as usual 
in cutters, ‘out. being rather straighter on the keel with considerable 
draft forward, the extreme rake preatly aids the nandiness of the 
boabin steering. and is not withonl good reason, The foretoot is 
rounded up fairly well. The miidships is that of o cutter with some 
hollow tothe floors; and rather higher bilge, turning ip into topsides 
with slizht tumble home in the body of the boat, the swell being 
gradnally lost in just enough flare to the bow frames and tucking 
away aftintoa clean run. There is no outside ballast, as the rigis to 
he very snug for cruising only, but she will stow Six tons inside on 
top of the keel, abour bft. below loadline, so that capsizing is out of 
the question. The sheer is handsome, and the bout, as a whole, fair 
and graceful, 4 yast stride ahead of our local flat-iron cénterboard 
traps. A peculiarity we do not like isthe half deck, which will ex- 
tend only as far as the mast, located 121, from the stem. Jor fishing 
and stowing a cargo this is u convenienee, but shipping water isa 
risk as a direct consequence, 
The rig will he that of regular cutter with pole mast only. Mast 

aft. above deck with aft. totalrake. Hoom 30tt., gai 28ft,, hoist of 
mainsail 22ft,, stxysail on foot 1bft., jib on foot 22/t, Sails of Limer- 
ick linen, mate abroad, the mainsail being loose on the foot. Bow- 
sprit has a sheave of 2ft., keel Gin. sided, 4m. on bottom and 18in, deep 
below rabbet, Stem and post 4in, sided, which, with deadwood, are 
all of oak, Frames are double, m single lengths forward, andin hwo 
futtoeks amidships, giving good shift to one another, and strongly 
bolted with galvanized iron. Frames are hackmatack, moulded 5in, 
at keel and Al¢in. at head, sided Zin. each. spaced 18in, between cen- 
ters, The floors are of natural crooks, Sheer stirake anil clamps ure 
of 2in. oak, aud plank 1\4in, thick yellow pine. Deck of white pine 
2s11gin. For fishermen fo follow, this Galway hoat can be cited as a 
first-rate model which. if generally accepted, would prevent the 
wholesale drownings from eapsizing which are recorded every year 
during the equinoxials. As a comfortable boat of excellent qualities 
for yachting, a flush deck is all thatis wanted, For racing, the lines 
could be fined a little more and a bigger rig would. of course, call for 
outside ballast as an offset. Weare glad to note the tendency atlast 
tout adrift from the antique and 1 import improvements in type 
from abroad we haye neglectel to develop among ourselyes, owing 
to the absurd veneration of the flat-irons belonging to a pastage. 

CRUISE OF THE S, S. SUNBEAM. 

Qin THOMAS BRASSEY, M. P., has furnished us the following sc- 
count of the Iatestvoyage of the Sunbeam. The extended yoy- 

re has been accomplished im a remarkably short space of time. Sir 
Thomas Brassey sailed trom London in a steamer of the P. & O. Com- 
pany on the tth of September. Hé reached Malta on the 150h, and, 
after inspecting the Dockyard, sailed in the Sunbeam on the evenin 
of the 15th for Gibraltar. In the Mediterranean the usual vameble 
weuther was experieauced, and although every effort was used to 
makea rapid passagé under canvas, ten days were ovcupied in cov 
ering a distance of 812 miles under sail and 408 miles under steam. 
The Sunbeam left Gibraltar on the eve of the 87th of September. 
Having cleared the Straits, sail was set to a strong northerly wind, 
which gradually increased to a fresh gale, Under these favorable 
conditions the ti to Madeira was made in tivo days, twenty-two 
hours, 577 miles under sail and 35 under steam, On the lth of Octo- 
ber the Sunbeam sailed for the West Indies. The trade winds were 
unsteady, and chiefly from due east or from the south of east, Be- 
weon the 11th and 2bth of October 2,164 miles were traversed under 

sail. The remaining 855 miles of the voyage were completed under 
steam, Atdawn on he 28th Tobago was sighted, and in the after 
noon the Sunbeam anchored if Port af Spain, the capital af Trinidad, 

After a stay of a few days the voyage was resumed, and on lhe bth 
of November the Sunbeum reached La Guayra, the port of Caracas, 
and Bermuda was reached on the 2d of December. he pale whieh 
the Sunbeam had experienced on the passage from Hassan lad blown 
with great fury to Bermuda. The fisgship had been driven ashore, 
and was found lying ip that unfortunate position, A few days later, 
the persevering efforts Which were being made to extricate that noble 
yessel were crowned with success. During the stay at Bermuda Sir 
Thonias Brassey was busily engaged in inspecting the admirable naval 
establishments which haye been gradually formed on Lhose lonely 
aud storm-beaten islands. On the 1th of December the last stage of 
the yoyage was commenced; favorable winds were experienced, grad- 
ually increasing on the 15t to astrong gale, which lasted for thirty 
hours. After the gale subsided light head winds séf in, agalist whieh 
the Sunbeam steamed at from six to eight knots an hour, reaching 
the port of St. Michael's on the 21st of December. On the 24th ihe 
voyage was resumed, and on Christmas Day calin weather permitted 
the usual observances to be conducted without interruption, On the 
26th and three suuceeding days favorable winds prevailed. Of Ushant 
the weather was calm; steam was raised, and the Sunbeam arrived 
safely in Caracas, the distance steamed along the coast of the Span- 
ish Main being 428 miles. Ati0.P. M.on the 6th the Sunbeam once 
more weighed anchor, crawled off before the land breeze in favorable 
trade wind, and reached Port Royal, a distante of 746 miles, at sunset 
on the 10th. The passage from Guayra was Wade entirely wider sail. 
After a short stay “l Port Royal the vessel again fabs atlas to sca. 

On the 18th she reached Ocho Rios, and on the id4th she was ab Port 
Antonio, two admirable natural harbers on the north coast of 
Jamaica. Frou Jamaica the Sunbeam steamed across to Havana, 
and after rounding the eastern extremity of the island, proceeded 
wider sail for A distance of 534 miles through the intricate navigs- 
tion of the great Bahama Channel, On nearing the coast of Florida 
light head winds were experienced, and the passage to Nassau 
through the Northwest Providence Channel—a further distance of 
158 miles— was completed under steam, The Sunbeam entered the 
harbor of Nussau_ at midnight on the 20th, and sailed for Bermuda, at 
the same hour on the 224 of November, From the 8d to the 20th 
fresh easterly witids were encountered, On the 27th a strong gale 
commiénced from the northeast, and the wind lasted in its full force 
three days. Gradually bearing to the northeast during this period 
under close-reefed canvas, the vessel displayed the most excellent 
seagoing qualities. The progress made was slow, but if was never 
necessury to lay tw. On the @0th of November the weather mod- 
erated. Hamoaze was reached in the morning of the 30th, The toral 
distance trayc(rsed since leaving Malta was 11,506 miles,of which 
"704 les were under canyss and 9.802 miles under steam, with a 
total See of 120 tons of coal, or one ton for every thirty 
three miles of steaming at the averafe speed of eight knots. he 
average speed maintained throughout thé yoyage was seven knole 
an_hour, including the distance performed both under steam any 
sail, ‘The time at sea was sixty-ins days thirteen hours, and the 
best run under sail was on the 27th of December—280 miles, Tt would 
be difficult to find a vessel which could have done so preat 4 (distance 
inso sborta time and with such a small consumption of can! In 
the Sunbeam a@ perfect efficiency is an auxillury steamer appears to 
be most sucvessfully combined with excellent sailing qualities. _ 
The Sunbeam was designed and superintended by Mr, St. Clare 

Byrae, of Liverpool, whose success in the steamer Namowna ts well 
imown to us in America, 

ail 
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A MODERN YACHT. 
[eee ENT building yards are fairly swarming with new cutters, 

details of eight having already been given in these columus. 
One-half of these, it is true, are of the beamy sort, quite up to the 
limit of width entitling them to be classed as regular cutters, But as 
beam will regulate itself according to experience, it can be safely 
left to the future to disclose the most acceptable proportion. The 
main issue between cutter and sloop is represented in the depth, keel 
weights and rig of one class as opposed to the shoai hold with Hat 
floor, high ballast, centerboard and single jib of the other, Broadly 
considered, the two types can be described as safe and able yachts 
with seamanlike rigs on the one hand, and nursery toys with clumsy 
and unhandy division of sail carried far in excess of what real work 
would justify, on the other, Ifit can be shown that threeto threeand a 
half beams can be incorporated in a deep seagoing form equally as well 
as four or five beams, there can be no possible harm in retaining the 
largest beam feasible, if you choose to put up with the increase of 
sail demanded without any gain of value in other respects. Beam 
will always be susceptible to the influence of the measurement rule 
of the day, and itis natural enongh that those who lay no stress 
upon the economy of form in relation to area of sail will insist upon 
all the law and experience allows. With this no reasonable person is 
disposed to quarrel, so long as the boat is not butchered in other re- 
spects with the sole object of obtaining great beam at the expense of 
much more vital considerations, 
Should it be demonstrated that cutters of about three beams are 

fast and good vessels, many will give in their adhesion who micht 
demur to the supposed shortcomings of narrower forms. The evi- 
dence concerning cutters of the “medium” classis so meagre and 
conflicting at this day that we will not venture a positive opinion one 
way or the other, being content to allow a question of no very great 
moment to settle itself from actual testsin the future, as long as 
sufficient depth and low-xeel weight are recognized as indispensable 
to credible design, essentials now almost universally conceded, Some . 
beamy cutters have given a gratifying exhibition of speed and sea- 
going qualities at times, but the tests have not yet been sufficient to 
enable aray broad deductions to be drawn. We are inclined to think 
that three beams, coupled with enough depth, will be found produe- 
tive of too much displacement and too chubby a form for good all- 
round performance, and that three and a half beams to loadiine is 
the limit in breadth to which a well-shaped yacht can aspire, while 
eyen less is to be preferred for the open water racing and eruising 
for which the public is fast exhibiting a growing partiality, 

Tn large yachts, beam of course will diminish with increase of size 
in cutters just as it has in the shoal boats of the agenow closing. But 
beam is always to be taken in a relatiye sense, for what would be ex- 
cessive in one shape might be quite admissible in another. Moreover 
a true conception of a yacht’s beam cannot be derived trom a. tape 
line measure atits maximum, but rather from an average estimate 
up and down and fore and aft as well. Thus a vessel with low bilge 
and convex frame could not be driven as well with the same ath- 
wartship tape line maximum as another haying the bilge higher up. 
a hollow floor or flare, Similarly a boat in which the breadth is pre- 
served well fore and aft with rather full and short ends would suffer 
with an amount of beam another boat of long fine ends, and short 
middle body might find actually necessary, In general, then, while 
counselling moderation in beam as an economic attribute unaccom- 
panied by any serious drawbacks, it is so certain that the maximum 
will be quickly demonstrated in experience by the choking up of deep 
boats which are too broad as well as by their “bouncy” behavior at 
sea, that the corrective will be so patent to every investigator as to 
render superfluous further concern on our part. There are tmaany 
cutters of three beams now in hand. Others which have gone before 
have not given a very good account of themselves as a whole, though 
instances can be found in last year’s racing where the contrary was 
true, Additional trials will give a positive answer next season. It is 
enough to know that the agitation carried on so long in these columns 
has brought about the general adoption of depth, liberal displace- 
ment, low weight and double head sail. As no retrogression in those 
respects need be feared, beam can be allowed to find out for itself 
to just what exuberance it may flourish. 

In perfect accord with the foregoing is the nev cutter now build- 
ing by Driscoll at his Greenpoint yard, The lines of the four beam 
craft are produced herewith asa very good example of the modern 
yacht combining all the best points commendable for general yacht- 
ing purposes. Safety, ability, accommodations, comfort, dry decks 
and cool cabin are characteristics self-evident from the plans. As to 
her speed, experience can be cited by the cargo to show that there is 
nothing in her general proportions to interfere with the highest rate 
attainable in her class. Whether or not this yacht will proye fast 
depends therefore solely on the excellence of the lines in themselves, 
her mechanical ballasting and rig, and the man at the helm in com- 
mand. 

Length over all............ . AEE. 
Length loadline Hi meee 32£t. 
Beam extreme, ....:......... .. Slt. Bin. 
Draft extremeé.........,...... , Gt. din, 
Least freeboard to planksheer 2ft. 6in. 
Displacement, long tons........... 13.8 tons 
Lead on keel, long tons.... .......... 7.3 tons 
Lead inside, long tons : 0.25 tons, 
Ratio ballast to displacement ... .. . 0.55 
Area wet surface, norudder........ 360sq. ft. 
Area three lower sails * 1092 sq. fl 
Sail per sq, ft, of wet surface... 3.03 sq. ft 
Mast, deck to cap..............., 
Topmast 
Boom ...... 

CRUISE OF THE MABEL. 
Got under way Aug. 7 from Clayton, N, Y., and stood up the St. 

Lawrence River to Club Island, where we anchored for about 
half an hour to take on necessaries for a cruise around Lake Ontario, 
Made sail again at,11 A. M., and worked up the river mider inainsail 
and jib with a fresh breeze from the $.8.E. About meridian we 
Single-reefed our mainsail to steady the yacht, as the cook claimed 
there was too much heel on the yacht, which interfered with keeping 
the pots on the stove. Had dinner late whei off Carlton Island. The 
cook said he would go without dinner, as he did not feel very well, 
He then cleared off the table, but kept everything standing in the 
galley, including the corn which had capsized off the stove into the 
middle of the galley floor, and crawled on deck, laid out with sea-sick- 
ness, He laid flat on his face. on top of the cabin, all the afternoon. 
Joe says that his father wont recognize him when he gets home, it 
made him so flat-chested, and asked the captain to order him off the 
cabin before he got so flat that he would blow away, One of our 
crew, Henry, is also disabled and below, sick from eating too many 
cherries. We made Cape Vincent about 5, and Tibbet’s Point a couple 
of hours later, and then stood for Galloo Island Light with a heayy 
dead sea running, but the winddying down. Walter turned in about 
10:30 P, M., and the captain at 11:45 P. M., we then being a little over 
three miles west of Galloo Island Light. At 1:30 A, M. Capt. Stebbins 
came on deck, and the wind still holding steady, and 4 li.tle fresher 
than it was at sundown, we shook out the reef in the mainsail which 
we had keptin untilthen. W. H. now turned in, Walter taking his 
place, and the yacht was kept off to S.34W. for Oswego. About 2A. 
M. Joe went below and came on deck again in an hour, Oswego Light 
then being in sight, and Galloo Light having been out, dropped for 
about two hours. At 3:30 W. H. relieved Walter at the wheel, and 
stayed on deck till5o’clock. Had a heavy head sea and light wind 
when about two miles from Oswego Light. At6 A, M, Joe turnedthe 
cook out, and he was sadly sick, but recovered enough to get break- 
fast. Ran into Oswego harbor and let go at the anchorage of the 
Oswego Y.C., about 6:30 A, M., Aug. 8. 
Ave. 8.—Had a eall trom Commoucre Mott, of the Cricket. Tool: off 

our bobstays, and sent them to ship chandler to be fitted with turn- 
buckles, Also sent our flying jib tosailmaker tobe stitched with 
grommets on the luff, in order that we might setit standing. Took 
dinner on board, and in the evening went ashore. Weather warm, 
and no wind, Our sick men recovered, and were ou duty again, 
In the afternoon, about 5 o'clock, Commodore Mott invited us to a 
sail with Lim in the Cricket, Captain §. and W. H. accepted, but 
left Walter asleep below, The wind was-so light that we did not go 
outside the breakwater. ( 

AvuG. 9.—Weather hot and calm. Castoff the flying jibstay and rove 
it through the grommets onthe Hying jib. Got the turnbuckles in the 
afternoon, and fitted the bobstays again. Had calls from several 
members of the O, Y. C., and among others the measurer of the club, 
Mr, Fitzgerald, who took her dimensions as per club rules. 
AuG. 10,—Got under way at 7:30 A. M., with a light breeze from the 

N., which improved later on, so we shaped our course 5.8. W. for Big 
Sodus. On reaching Big Sodus we putin forthe night, as the wind 
had nearly left us, and came to an anchor inside the pore near the 
hotel about 5P.M. Went ashoreinthe evening and playeil pool. 
During the day we had carried all sail, and even then hardly managed 
to reach our destination. 

Aug. 11,—Gvt under way @ little before 7 A. M. with hardly enough 
air stirring to move us, and worked out of the bay, which took us 
over an hour to accomplish. The breeze improved after, we got 
clear of the breakwater, und we headed her straight for Cf¥ariotte 
under all sail, About % P, M., when off Trondginuois Bay, the- 
steamer City of Rochesterran out toward us and saluted with her 
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whistle. We roused our sannon Up, and after several attempis and 
free primers we sot it off. Laterin the afternoon, when outside 
the river al Charlotte, we saluted her again as she passed us on her 
way up the river. The breeze failed ws entirely when just off the 
breakwater, and Captain §, sent Henry and Joe ahead in both yawls 
to tow the yacht in. After sone trouble we were towed to the dock 
above the railroad bridge, opposite the town, where we made fast 
about 6:30 P M. 
_After supper all hands but the cook went ashore, and the captain, 

sighting a place where they claimed to sell sea stores, dlapped on all 
sail for it, aud seut off a guod supply for Stimday. Afterward we 
wandered about town in yain search of a pool table, but could find 
only one, which was In possession of a party of natives. so we ad- 
journed nnd pulled on bourd again. There are moremosquitoes here, 
and noisier and meaner, than at any other place on the lake. We left 
the cabin doors open when we turued in, and they found their way 
below in droves, and not one of us got any sleep, Walter being 1- 
ally prominentin his attacks upon theenemy. Henry, who ales 8 
forward with the cook, drew over the fore scultle, and, finding the 
mosquitoes coming down the chain pipe, he stop) ed that up, and slept 
quietly, although it was very hot in tne confined space. 
Aug. 12—The skipper turned out in a bad bumor from want of 

sleep, and affirmed he would not stop in that port & minnfe longer 
than he could help, although he had intended to visit Rochester. The 
vook was sent ashore for ice and milk, and on his return we cast off 
and stood down the river with a light breeze, which about died out 
when We got 4 little way ont into the Iake. 
_ Alter an hour or £o a little breeze sprang up and gradually improved 
into nice sailing streugth, avd we then shaped our course for Port 
Dalhousie, under ali sail. But fearing the wind should fail us, as it 
had done all the previous week, the skipper decided to put mto Oak 
Orchard and await results, and accordingly we ran alongside the eust 
pier about 3:30 P M,, and made fast. 

A number of countrymen who had come down there for a Sunday 
frive, came around and inspected us and the yacht. About three 
houses and a sayuoill, and nothing ta do, constitutes the village. 

No wind at sundown, so we remained tied up over night. 

Ava. 13.—Strong breeze from the §.W., dead ahead, but after 
breakfast, 7 A. M,, we single-reefed the mainsail, and got under way 
and stood out on the Bit tack, On getting outside we found the sea 
very heavy, the yacht pitebin 
After standing out about a mile on this tack, we went about, but as 
she did not make any better weather of it and there was some danger 
of haying our topmast jerked out, we put about and ran into port 
again and made fast to the inner end of the west pier. One loaf of 
bread was all the proyisions of any kind that we could obtain in the 
place. One of the hotel keepers took Captain &. to Albion, 7 miles 
distant, where fie laid in a good supply of grub at reasonabie rates. 
Jn the eyening we went ashoreand played euchre with the aforesaid 
hotel keeper's son, who treated us very well, Our cook showed de- 
sided signs of weakening again this morning, although we were out 
but & short time, but he recovered quickly and gaye us his usual hail 
of "Hurrah, come eat.” Very brilliant sunset bebind heayy banks of 
clouds. Wind veering more to the westward, Had more calls from 
mayer One man brought his whole tribe aboard and did the honors 
imeeltf, 

Aue, 14.—Bright and clear with strong breeze from N.W. Warped 
yacht over to east pier and walked her along to end of pier, where 
we set mainsail and staysal and then cast Off. As the wind blew di- 
rectly up the harbor and the piers are but 175ft. apart, we could not 
get headway enough to carry us out, and we run foul of the south 
pier, but afer shoving her head @ jittle we got clear without any 
damage, We then stood up the lake about three mile from shore 
with « fine breeze, The wind gradually began to fail, so we set our 
working 1opsail and flying jib. An hour later as the wind had greatly 
diminished, we set the clu) topsail, and about 4 P.M. ran mto Olcott 
and mnade fast to the south pier. A large cainp meeting was just 
vlosing near here, and the place was full of pretty girls. In the 
evenmp we visited the town and discovered a pool table, which we 
honored with few games. Saw here the yacht Pathfinder of Big 
Sodus, which went ashore just above here in the squall two weeks 
ago. She was sold for $60 and a dear bargain at that. 

‘Ava, 15—Turned out at 4 A. M. and walked yacht to the end of 
pier, Got under way, setting all sail, with a fresh breeze from the 
N.W. The breeze strengthened and drove us along at a fine rate, 
Passed Niagra at 7:20 A.M. and reached Fort Dalhousie at 9 A. M., 
Where we made fast to the north pier. Capt. S., Walter aud W. H, 
started for Niagara Falls at 9:55, where we visited the rapids, the 
whirlpool and the American falls. We three aud a lady and gentle- 
man went down under the American falls, and all agreed it was the 
sworst place we eyer got into. Took the cars back to Port Dalhousie 
shortly after and arrived there at 4;45 P.M. Ino the evening visited 
the yawl Alarm, from Toronto. 
Ate, 16—Very light breeze from the N.N.W., 80 we took a tug and 

towed outside the breakiater and started to beatto Toronto, The 
Alorm got under way just after us. The breeze was very light all 
day, Sometimes failing us entirely, but we made Toronto in the even- 
ing and succeeded in getting to a dock just above the range lights on 
thé Queen’s Wharf, and warped around the sud of it into a basin, 
where we dropped anchor for the night. A light breeze springing 
up, the Alarm came in about an hour later and prought up close off 
Toronto Inland. 

‘Ava, 17—Got under way about § A, M. and stood over to the anchor- 
age of the Royal Canadian Y.0 , where we again came to and went 
ashore in the gig. In the afternoon we bad visits from the owner of 
the Aileen and several of the erew of the Condor. The owner of the 
Aileen invited us to take a sail, but we declined for want of time, so 
li6 promised to come oyer with a steam launch in the evening to take 
ns to the club house, A heavy squall came up about 6 P, M., and the 
evening being bad they did not put in an appearance. 

‘Ava. 1§ —Set all hands to work rigging up two new catheads. 
‘Ava. 19,—Morning dark and wet looking, bul clearing up later we 

got under way about 10 A. M. and worked down the narrow channel 
with the wind dead ahead, Having cleared the channel we set our 
alub topsail and tying jib, about for Oswego, with a ood wind, In 
the evening the ecuptain aid Henry took the first watch, and the rest 
turned in. ‘The'last land seen at sunset was Thirty Mile Point. 

Avg, 20.—W. H. and Joe relieyed the watch at midnight and found 
the wind yery light, and in about an hour it died out entirely. At 2% 
A, M. it looked # little dark to the W., and there was some lightning, 
fo we thought it best to take in our kites by war of préparation, No 
light or land was seen during the night. and it began to shut down 
foggy early in the moming. A good breeze sprang up shortly after 
the watch was relieved atd A. M.,and we kept on our course KE. by 
WN, About8 A.M. we sighted some high land ahead, which at first 
was supposed to be Duck Island, but as ic was very thick we went 
about and Tan down the land to wait Lill it cleared up 4 little. On this 
tack we were struck by 2 heayy equal) and rain, and afterward we 
had a succession of rain squalls untilnoon. During this time we 
double-reefed our mainsail, and set ourstorm jib. When the mist 
cleared away 4 little we saw that the land ahead was neither ibe 
Ducks nor the Galloos, and finally Joe discovered a hull of the light- 
house, and pronvunced it to be the wreck of the Folger, and the land 
to be Salmon Pomt. Weat once began to work off shore against a 

very lumpy sea, bul quite steady wind, and set our fiymg jib, clany- 

ing off in good style. Shortly afterward, when coming about, the 
belaying pin, to which the fall of the preventer backstuy was made 

her bowsprit half under frequently, : 

fast. broke and the topmast carried away short at the cap, and hung 
thrashing abont against the lee rigging. We secured the spar ab 
onca, and hauling the tying jib on board, cutit adrift from the stay 
aid tumbled itdown below. About an hour latter Joe shinned alott 
and cleared away the rigging. After geting well off shore we shaped 
our course for the Galloos, and about 5 P. M., when nearly midway 
between the Ducks and the Galloos, squared away before the wind 
for Tibbet's Point Light, whieh we made at 7:40PM. Then we had 
a8 food run down the river to Club Island, where we dropped anchor 
ati0 P.M. The sea rau very high all day, but the wind, with the ex- 
ception of squalls, was steady, though very brisk. Of course ont cook 
was seasick, aid we got very little breakfast, and for dinuer, lie threw 
some cold corned beef and some stray’plates on the table, and was 
seen no more. Joe turned toand cooked n little supper, which Wwe 
found very welcome. 
Aue, 21—Got underway at) A, M. for Clayton, where we set Cap. 

Collins at work on a new topmast, and then turned to and got the 
stunip of the old one down, which we accomplished after ” geal deal 
of trouble and profanity, qur cruise around the lake heing brought 
to a close. ONE OF THE CREW. 

_ [The Mabel isa deep centerboard of the “medium’’ type. Lod- 
line, 42fc., beam, we t, Sheis to be altered to a keel this winter 
with 7 tons tron outside and 7ft. draft.] 

THE PROPOSED EASTERN ASSOCIATION. 

Editor Forest and Stream. 
Boston and vicinity is more than ever enthusiastic on the subject 

of yachting. and we huve to depend on you for many interesting sub- 
jects and cold, solid facts, Tcan assure you your paper is read by 
us all, both cutter and “anti-cutter,”’ with the greatest interest, Our 
endeayor to establish an association for a uniform system of meas- 
urement, time allowance, signals, ote,, met with but partial suecess, 
and without doubt will fall through at the next meeting, to take 
place at the Parker House Feb. 7 next. Building here is ecommnge 
quite brisk. You are aware of the 70ft. centerboard at Smith’s 
yard for Mr. Harry Bryant, brother of Jobin Bryant, of the Shadow 
sloop, Hutchings & Pryor, at City Point, are overhauling the keel 
sloop Annie; new top, higher house, uew deck framing. etc, Annie 
in “B0 took ¢very first prize sho sailed for in our keel class, and in 
good hands isadangerous antagonist, Her water line was about 
98.6. She will now have an overhanging stern of about dft. added; 
formerly she had none to speak of, I hope to be able soon to tell 
you of a suecessful new competitor for the cutter Maggie. Highteen 
eighty-four is to bring us new ideas, new comparisons, and I believe 
a more interesting season than eyer hefore. eenthusiasm is great, 
and the Hull Y, CG, has given to yachting such an impetus as to be 
felt all along the line, CASUAL, 

Bas'ron. : 

THE SMALL SHARPIE. 

Editor Kovest and Stream; 
The little Nonpareil sharpie cruiser illustrated in your paper is be- 

ing built for an experienced canoeist of Glenridge, N.J,, who has 
tired of wet jackets and discomfort, Her keel is of oak, with suffi- 
cient lead run therein to prevent her capsizing under any circum- 
stance, Neither will she sink if filled with water. I have desizned 
her specially to meet the long unsupplied want of a handsome low- 
priced, single-hand, eabin yacht, possessing far more respectable 
speed than has yet, heen produced by any form of yacht of same 
tonnage and fitted with a keel instead of centerboard. She will he a 
first-rate sea boat, notwithstanding her light draft, and will be quite 
equal to a trip to Boston or Florida. 

There is plenty of space in her for a small stove, burning either 
coal or wood, and her owner has far too leng a head to inyest money 
in the nuisance of an oil stove. THomAS CLAPHAM, 
fwe should say the nuisance is decidedly with the coal stove. An 

oil stove of proper pattern, and handled with ordinary care, is lit to 
full blast and put out in a moment.. A coul stove requires twenty 
minutes to warm up and subside, and femains hot, driving the crew 
out of the cabin and blinding him with smoke. For a small boat an 
alcoho! lamp is 41 that is necessary, and for longer cruising « West- 
lake & Richards oil stove, with cast iron bottom covered in, or one 
of the Barstow Company's “hot blasts" lays way over the miniature 
Infernos, refusing to draw and loasting the operator quicker than 
his bread or bacon. ] 

THE CHESAPEAKE BUG EYE. 

Editor Forest and Stream: 
Uoncerning these boats I have received the following from Joseph 

L. Harrison, Tilghmans P, O. Talbot county, Md.: 
“The bug eye will draw 3ieft. water with heavy ballast, and is a 

very safe boat of 50ft. The larger the more water m pic ortion, 
The regular bug eye rig is like the sharpie rig, although there are 
three different rigs for them, The model is of a round futtock with 
but little deadrise, with round stern, sharp, or what we call a puney 
stern, but a sharp stern like that of @ little canoe costs the least. 
Room from ceiling to deck ft. 7in., with cabin 2l4ft. high, the room 
will be 6fb. and will be about 18ft. long, and could haye a very good 
guiall after cabin which would accommodate two or threa men, 
‘A rownd stern boat could be built of white oak hull, white pine 
deck, white ash and walnut finish in cabin for $2,000," 
From the foregoing I take it that the bug eye is a timbered, round- 

bottomed vessel with considerable deadrise and heavy ballast. If so 
she would not meet our wants, which are for a shoal water safe boat, 
80 we came back to the sharpie. I See that Mr. Clapham explains 
the use of the balance rudder by saying that It has been genérally 
adopted in thatzclass of vessel. at I wanted to ascertain was the 
reason of its being so adopted. Wasit on avcount of some adyan- 
tage, orto escape some disadvantage, and if so, what? or was it 
merely a question of cost? However, I will know next year, and can 
then inform your readers. Roseet B. Roospvenr. 

[The adoption of the balance rudder, like the sharpie itself, was 
brought about as a makeshift. With the round up to the hottom uf, 
along skag and shoe to receive the heel of the stock was so much 
extra labor and cost, hence a piece of gas pips was rove through a 
hole, split up, and a blade of wood jammed inthe fork, Stern post 
and pintles were done away with. In its original form the sharpie 
pager is a weak and unmechanical arrangement, liable fo damage 
every time the boat strikes, Mr. Clapham has much improved on the 
original by substituting a forged stock for the pipe, and having in 
his boats a good deal of drift between the vollarat deck and in the 
bottom. with but little of the,stock projecting, a. stiffer job is thereby 
secured, Iu sharpies ballasted aud rigged for yachting, w skay 
would make them much steadier on their helm,] 

SEAWANHAKA Y, C.—The election of officers resulted in the fol 
lowme choice: Commodore, Archibald Rogers, Bedouin cutter, 70ft. ; 
Vice-Commiodore, W. W. Tompkins, Ray schooner, 60ft,; Rear Com- 
modore, John E. Roosevelt. Au Revoir sloop, *8ft.; Secretary, L. F. 
PD ‘Oremieulx; Treasurer, W. B, Simonds; Measurer, John Hyslop, 
Petrel cutter, 28ft, Sailing Committee—Lonis P, Bayard, Francis 0. 
De Luze, Walter L. Suydam, Alex. H. Stevens and 8. Nelson White. 

A BUFFER FOR TOWING—The following method of towing # 
boat to pravent parting the painter we twke from ibe ernisé of the 
Lua in Hunts Magazine for January: “The punt is an ordinary 10f. 
yacht’s dinghy, and caunot of conrse be carried on the deck of a 
Hh-ton bout, 50 has to be towed. This it used to do well enough in 
smooth water, butin a tide race, especially with the wind oft, it 
made as bad traveling as an Irishinah’s pig, at o14 moment charged 
and threatened to knock me overboard, at the next Wweut back to the 
fullscopeof the painter, til brought up witha jerk which I could 
feal all down my back and threatened to break the painter or burst 
the cleats as Before. Sol got four stout india rubber rings, each 
nbout the thickness of one's middle finger, aud two of whiel carried 
my wight (12 stone) without undue stretching; these I placed to- 
gether so as to forni one ring and pareelled them with two pannel 
lings to allow the give to come between, to the one pareellen side IT 
bent a strop and toggle uf stont manilla. and to the other side made 
fast another biy of manilla with two ends meach of which was spliced 
a Gulp hook, these were hooked to the trysail sheet bolts; the punt’s 
painter was then made fist to its cleatin the usual way, and the 
ight of it hauled up and jammed through thestrop and toggle, thus 

the punt was towed by an elastic medium which stretched some six 
or nine inches on an extra strong tug: there were, no more jerks, 
parted painters or broken cleats, Had the ings or manila parted, 
there was still the fall of the painter made fast to ils cleat in the 
usual way to fall back upon; however. it meyer did part, bufan- 
swered its purpose admirably.” 

NEW STEAMER—Messrs, Poillon, of Brookiyn, are to build a new 
steamer for Mr. Norman L. Munro, from designs emunuting from a 
new souree seeking fame, ‘This steamer is whittled away to a 
knife blade forward and aft, and is to be snpplied with some mvateri- 
ons boiler and compound engines. Length oyer ull, 150ft,; loauline, 
180ft.; beam, 10f0 ; hold, 121't.; draft, Sit.; freeboard, anidships, btr., 
with a pretty line sheer of 4ft forward and 2ft, aft, Engines oill have 
cylinders 18 avd Shin,, by 221m stroke, turing 4 wheelof sit. Ma- 
chimery to occupy 80tt. amidships with bunkers for 40 tous ab the 
sides. Flush deek with netting rail and schooner vig. Ker] of white 
oak, 10in, square, scarfs fastened with 34m. bolts, Stem aud post 
sided 10in, Frames spaced 27in, between centers, din. sided und fin, 
moulded at heel, Sin, moulded at head, They will ha double, bolted 
with 5gin, iron. Clamps yellow pine 3 and din, thick, 24in deep in two 
strakes, Yellow pine plank with oak topsides 2/ain, hicic, treenailed 
with butt bolts below waterline and spikesabove, Deck =}oin. square 
white pine, blind-nailed. Hatches and fittings of mahogany, Pilot 
house of 7ft. and smoking room of 1uft, forward. Cabins include two 
staterooms abaft the main companion, a 1f.t. saloon, owners cabin 
i2x1ift, with bath and toilet, All forward of machinery is devoted to 
orew, 
NEW SLOOP.—About the only place where the centerboard sloop 

stillreceiyes recognition is slong Bay Ridge shores. Mumm has 
three in hand, the last order being for & boat tor Mr. H. 0. Wintring- 
ham, which will have pretty good draft asa redeeming feature- 
Length over all, 36ft ; waterline, 32ft.; beam, 1216.6, and dit, dvart. 
By the way, if the Herald is correct, even Bay Ridge is rubbing its 
eyes aud waking up. Mr. J, L, Marcellus, secretary of the Atlantic 
Y.C., reflecting no doubt the general sentiment about the club, is 
said to have said: ‘In my opinion the day for shoal boats has passed. 
and the more reflective minds among yachting men are looking to 
preater depth for the future. By this [donot mean cutters nor an 
entire withdrawal of the centerboard, but rather a type of boat that 
by greater deadrise will afford greater stability and more internal 
aceommodation, especially iii small boats,” This is halt way at leust 
and argues well for the future. Same old story, a little more depth, 
more still, next comes keel and finally the cutter. Lots of people 
have climbed the ladder though these successive Steps, and some of 
these days even Kay Ridge will reach the top rung, 
BIG SHARPIEL.—Enthusiasts who still have a fancy for light dis 
licement will We glad to know that Mr, Cluptiain has an order fora 
uge 70ft. Sharpie with about 14it, beam, ber suil plan will show say 

oue-half the square of the londline, so that by N.Y. Y.C. rule she will 
sail at bei4ft., receiving about 14m. Lime over forly-milo course, If 
half the econrse is to windward the sharpie stands little or uo chance, 
but the course of the N. Y. Y. (. is peculiarly unfif to test the 
qualities of a yacht, and with a reach all round, as sometumes hap- 
pens, the sharpie in the hands of 2 yood sailer with plenty of free 
wind kites, might “ereate a revolution,” though she is certain to be 
harmless in a trial of twenty miles dead to windward and return as 
well as in light atrs ora seaway. Butsome people are enthusiastic 
in their hobbies and this big sharpie will mot have been builtin vain if 
she helps sJoug a better understanding of proper design among the 
toasses, though experts know well enough already that the wind wp 
is a foregone conclusion. 
RIG SHARPIE,—We have received the following détails of the bi 

sharpie building at Roslyn. She is (ft. Jong, loft. beam, din, dieitt, 
5Ft. hold, 6ft, 3in, headroom in valiin. Will havea combination lead 
keel and centerboard. Saloon and two staterooms finisheil in hard 
wood, Building for a member of the New York Y.C. When this 
pecuhar boat appears among Lhe rest of fhe fleet, one side or the 
other is going to be fearfully disappointed, We hope this boat will 
be given a shipshape rig, properly stayed, so thut the fault canny 
be Taid to any such clothes pole affair as the usual sharpie rig, upou 
which local talent dotes with so littlé reason. If there be anything 
jo a hobby and light displacement, this curions affair ought vo sal 
like freused lightning, The chief trouble is likely to be get. ing home 
again with the wind nose on. But there is novhing hike trying he 
experiment, 
BAY OF QUINTE Y. C,—A number of additions huye been made 

to the fleet, The steamer Rosamond, J, W. Campion, Ssft, long, and 
sloop Tolanthé, 35ft, long, W, H. Biggar, are hittong bie fatesy; algo 
the steamer Ometa, USft, lone, H. Carby, 
ILEEN.—This entter stepped her new mast at Wilaington, Jan, 15, 

and the next day the rigging was got over ond sct up. She was to 
sail for Charleston and Savannah last Saturday, 

NOVEMBER DASH.—The cruise in a seyen-fon culter wilh illns: 
trations will be continued next week. 
AGNES,—This schooner, 54ft. Joadline, has been purchased by Me, 

H. Gf, Hogins, Atlantic Y. 0. 
KEBL WAT.—Lawley & Son have finished a Iceel cat 20tt. long, for 

Mr. Holt, of Boston. 
eel 

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT. 

Tn these days of enlighteved progress not only isone mau as good 
as another, hut he considers hima great deul better, Not so with 
Esterbrook’s Steel Pens, which are of unulorm quality.— Adv, 
We ure glad to be able to recommend from person knowledpe the 

McAdoo House at Greensboro, N. OC. Unlike foo many Southern 
hotels, it is clean, comfortable, and generally well kept. There iq. we 
are told, excellent deer and quail chootine within easy reach, und on 
rhe whole it is a place ab which sporismen would do well to make a 
stop on their way to or from Plorida. 
A Srrone INstrrutTioN.—We Cull aitention to the sixty-first annual 

statement of the Home Iisurance Company of New York, which is 
printed in our advertising pages. The company is one of the moa 
solid of ils Class in the world, 

OMEDEAT 
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_JR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES OF 
SHEEP, DUGS, HOGS, 

BORSEE LAR aa POULTRY, 
FOu TWENTY YEARS Hamphreys Homeo- 
athic VaR ears Specifles have been used by 
armera, Stock Breeders, Livery Stable and 
urfmen, Horse Railronds, Manufacturers, 

Jon! Mine Compnnies, Trav’¢ Hippodromes 
and Menagerisa. and others handling stock, 
with perfect suce 
Hinnphreys" Veterinary Manaal, (3 pp) 

sent free by mail on receipt of price, 50 cents. 
j= Pamphlets sent free on application. 
HUMPHREYS HOMEOPATHIC MED,CO. 

109 Fulton Street, New York. 
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fulzemedy known, P ce $1 per vial, or5 v and 

rye Vial of powder for 85, pent post-fre on re: 
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TO FLORIDA 
Keeping fully abreast with the times, we haye the last few seasons given particular attention to the manufac- 

ture and introduction of a large variety of tackle specially adapted to the needs of Florida anglers. The difflenltiy 

of obtaining natural bait at some of the hest fishing grounds renders it very desirable fay anglers to provide them- 

selves with proper artificial baits, We have an unusually fine assortment ol the following goods, used and recom- 

ANGLERS. 

mended by expert Mlorida anglers: 

Trout, Ete., Ete. 

Pearl Florida Spinners, Mottled Pearl Spoons, Pearl Squids, Pear) Mullet, Florida 

Bass Flies, Tackle for Channel Bass, Red Snappers, Sheepshead, Salt Water 

Also 2 New and Special Hook for Tarpum. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

48 and 50 Maiden Lane, New York City. 
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